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1 INTRODUCTION

As you read these words, there are millions of modern engi-
neering devices in operation that depend in part, or in total,
on the understanding of fluid dynamics – airplanes in flight,
ships at sea, automobiles on the road, mechanical biomedi-
cal devices, and so on. In the modern world, we sometimes
take these devices for granted. However, it is important to
pause for a moment and realize that each of these machines
is a miracle in modern engineering fluid dynamics wherein
many diverse fundamental laws of nature are harnessed and
combined in a useful fashion so as to produce a safe, efficient,
and effective machine. Indeed, the sight of an airplane flying
overhead typifies the laws of aerodynamics in action, and it
is easy to forget that just two centuries ago, these laws were
so mysterious, unknown or misunderstood as to preclude a
flying machine from even lifting off the ground; let alone
successfully flying through the air.

In turn, this raises the question as to just how did our in-
tellectual understanding of fluid dynamics evolve? To find
the answer, we have to reach back over millennia of intel-
lectual thought, all the way back to ancient Greek science.
However, properly addressing the history of fluid dynamics
in a complete fashion requires many more pages than avail-
able in the present chapter. Several books have been written
on the subject, notably those by Rouse and Ince (1957) and
Tokaty (1971). An inclusive study of the history of both fluid
dynamics and aerodynamics can be found in the recent book
by Anderson (1997).

Instead, we will focus on a few themes and case histories
that exemplify the historical evolution of fluid dynamics and
provide a flavor of the intellectual thought and the human
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2 Fundamentals of Fluid Flows

dynamics that have led to the state-of-the-art of fluid dynam-
ics as we know it today. We will choose a chronological ap-
proach to the subject, and will marble together advancements
in both theoretical and experimental fluid dynamics. Much of
the following material is excerpted from the author’s broader
study of the subject in Anderson (1997).

2 EARLY GREEK SCIENCE: ARISTOTLE
AND ARCHIMEDES

The science of fluid dynamics can trace its roots to a man born
in 384 B.C. in the Ionian colony of Stagira on the Aegean Sea,
and educated at Plato’s Academy in Athens. Aristotle (384–
322 B.C.) lived at the most intellectually fruitful time in Greek
history, went to the best school, and associated with some of
the most influential people. Throughout all of this, Aristotle
developed a corpus of philosophy, science, ethics, and law
that influenced the world for the following 2000 years.

Aristotle’s scientific thoughts established two concepts
that bear on the development of fluid dynamics. The first
is the concept ofcontinuum. He wrote that

The continuous may be defined as that which is divisible into
parts which are themselves divisible to infinity, as a body
which is divisible in all ways. Magnitude divisible in one
direction is a line, in three directions a body. And magnitudes
which are divisible in this fashion are continuous.

It is not widely appreciated that the fundamental concept
of a continuum, upon which most fluid dynamic theory is
based, is one of Aristotle’s contributions to the science of
fluid dynamics.

The second of Aristotle’s contributions to aerodynamics
was the idea that a moving body passing through the air or
another fluid encounters some aerodynamic “resistance,” He
wrote:

“It is impossible to say why a body that has been set in motion
in a vacuum should ever come to rest. Why, indeed, should
it come to rest at one place rather than another. As a conse-
quence, it will either necessarily stay at rest, or if in motion,
will move indefinitely unless some obstacle comes into col-
lision.”

A conclusion from this reasoning is that, since bodies
eventually come to rest in a fluid, there must be aresistance
acting on the body. Today, we call this fluid dynamicdrag.

The other Ancient Greek scientist to contribute to fluid
dynamics was born in 287bc in Syracuse, and was killed
unceremoniously in 212bc by Roman soldiers while he was

drawing geometric figures in Syracuse sand. Archimedes is
usually known for his concepts in fluid statics, and particu-
larly for his vague concept of pressure in a fluid. He sensed
that every point of the wetted surface area of a body in a fluid
was under some force due to the fluid although the concept
of “force” was not quantified during the age of Greek sci-
ence. However, there was some vague, intuitive feeling about
what we today technically label as force, and Archimedes
realized that such force is distributed over the body surface.
Archimedes stated that, in a fluid, “each part is always pressed
by the whole weight of the column perpendicularly above it.”
This was the first statement of the principle that, in modern
terms, the pressure at a point in a stationary fluid is due to the
weight of the fluid above it, and hence is linearly proportional
to the depth of the fluid. This is a true statement, as long as
the fluid is not in motion, that is, for fluidstatics.

However, Archimedes made a contribution to fundamental
fluid dynamics as follows. Today, we fully understand that, in
order to set a stagnant fluid into motion, adifference in pres-
sure must be exerted across the fluid. We call this pressure dif-
ference over a unit length thepressure gradient. Archimedes
had a vague understanding of this point when he wrote “if
fluid parts are continuous and uniformly distributed, then that
of them which is the least compressed is driven along by that
which is more compressed.” Liberally interpreted, this means
that when a pressure gradient is imposed across a stagnant
fluid, the fluid will start to move in the direction of decreas-
ing pressure. The above statement by Archimedes is a clear
contribution of Greek science to fluid dynamics.

3 DA VINCI’S FLUID DYNAMICS

The time-span from the death of Archimedes to the time of
Leonardo da Vinci covers the zenith of the Roman Empire,
its fall, the dearth of intellectual activity in Western Europe
during the Dark Ages, and the surge of new thought that char-
acterized the Renaissance. In terms of the science of aerody-
namics, the seventeen centuries that separate Archimedes and
Leonardo resulted in no worthwhile contributions. Although
the Romans excelled in highly organized civil, military, and
political activities, as well as in large engineering feats with
building construction and the wide distribution of water from
reservoirs to cities via aqueducts, they contributed nothing of
substance to any scientific theory. Moreover, although the an-
cient Greek science and philosophy was kept alive for future
generations by eastern Arabian cultures through the Dark
Ages, no new contributions were made during this period.

This changed with the work of Leonardo da Vinci. Born
in 1452 in the small Tuscan village of Vinci, near Florence,
Leonardo da Vinci went on to revolutionize the worlds of art,
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science, and technology. He is recognized today as being in
the forefront of the world’s greatest intelligences.

Pertinent to this article, Leonardo had an interest in the
characteristics of basic fluid flow. For example, one of the
fundamental principles of modern fluid mechanics is the fact
that mass is conserved; in terms of a fluid moving steadily
in a tube, this means that the mass flow (e.g., the number of
pounds per second) passing through any cross section of the
tube is the same. For an incompressible flow (flow of a fluid,
or low-speed flow of a gas), this principle leads to a basic
relation that

AV = constant (1)

whereA is the cross-sectional area of the duct at any lo-
cation, andV is the velocity of the fluid at that same loca-
tion. This relation is called thecontinuity equation, and it
states that in moving from one location in the duct to an-
other where the area is smaller, the velocity becomes larger
in just the right amount that the product ofA times V re-
mains the same. Leonardo observed and recorded this effect
in regard to the flow of water in rivers, where, in those loca-
tions where the river becomes constricted, the water velocity
increases. Moreover, he quantified this observation in the fol-
lowing statement that refers to water flow through a passage
where the depthmn changes to a smaller depth,ab, smaller
by factor of 4.

“Each movement of water of equal surface width will run
the swifter the smaller of the depth. . .and this motion will
be of this quality: I say that inmn the water has more rapid
movement than inab, and as many times more asmn enters
into ab; it enters 4 times, the motion will therefore be 4 times
as rapid inmn as inab.”

Here we have, for the first time in history, a quantitative
statement of the special form of the continuity equation that
holds for low-speed flow.

In addition to this quantitative contribution, Leonardo, be-
ing a consummate observer of nature, made many sketches of
various flowfields. A particularly graphic example is shown
in Figure 1, found in the Codex Atlanticus. Here we see the
vortex structure of the flow around a flat plate. At the top, the
plate is perpendicular to the flow, and Leonardo accurately
sketches the recirculating, separated flow at the back of the
plate, along with the extensive wake that trails downstream.
At the bottom, the plate is aligned with the flow, and we see
the vortex that is created at the junction of the plate surface
and the water surface, as well as the bow wave that propagates
at an angle away from the plate surface. These sketches by
Leonardo are virtually identical to photographs of such flows

Figure 1. Sketches by da Vinci showing complex flow fields over
objects in a flowing stream.

that can be taken in any modern fluid dynamic laboratory,
and they demonstrate the detail to which Leonardo observed
various flow patterns.

In modern fluid dynamics and aerodynamics, the wind tun-
nel is an absolutely essential laboratory device. Although we
take for granted today that the relative flow over a stationary
body mounted in a wind tunnel is the same as the relative
flow over the same body moving through a stationary fluid,
we have Leonardo to thank for being the first to state this
fact. His statement of what we can call today the “wind tun-
nel principle” can be found in two different parts of theCodex
Atlanticus. Leonardo made the following statements: “As it is
to move the object against the motionless air so it is to move
the air against the motionless object,” and “The same force
as is made by the thing against air, is made by air against the
thing.” Therefore, the basic principle that allows us to make
wind tunnel measurements and apply them to atmospheric
flight was first conceived by Leonardo 380 years before the
invention of the first wind tunnel.

4 THE VELOCITY-SQUARED LAW

We now address what is perhaps the most important break-
through in experimental fluid dynamics in the 17th century.
Put yourself in the shoes of a self-styled natural philosopher
in the Middle Ages. In thinking about the question of how
the force on an object immersed in a moving fluid varies with
the velocity of the fluid, intuition is most likely to tell you
that, when the velocity doubles, the force doubles. That is,
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you are inclined to feel that force is directly proportional to
velocity. This seems “logical,” although there is (up to the
17th century) no proper experimental evidence or theoretical
analysis to say one way or another. Like so much of ancient
science, this feeling was based simply on the image of geo-
metric perfection in nature, and what could be more “perfect”
than the force doubling when the velocity doubles. Indeed,
both Leonardo and Galileo – two of the greatest minds in his-
tory – held this belief. Up to the middle of the 17th century,
the prevailing thought was the incorrect notion that force was
directly proportional to the flow velocity.

However, within the space of 17 years at the end of the
seventeenth century, this situation changed dramatically. Be-
tween 1673 and 1690, two independent sets of experiments
due to Edme Mariotte (1620–1684) in France and Christian
Huygens (1629–1695) in Holland, along with the theoreti-
cal fundamentals published by Isaac Newton (1642–1727) in
England, clearly established that the force on an object varies
as the square of the flow velocity, that is, if the velocity dou-
bles, the force goes up by a factor of four. In comparison to the
previous centuries of halting, minimal progress in fluid dy-
namics, the rather sudden realization of the velocity-squared
law for aerodynamic forces represents the first major scien-
tific breakthrough in the historical evolution of the subject.
Let us examine this breakthrough more closely, as well as the
men who made it possible.

Credit for the origin of the velocity-squared law rests with
Edme Mariotte, who first published it in the year 1673. To
gain an appreciation for the circumstances surrounding this
development, let us consider Mariotte’s background. He lived
in absolute obscurity for about the first 40 yr of his life. There
is even controversy as to where and when he was born. There
is a claim that he was born in Dijon, France, in 1620, but
there are no documents to verify this, let alone to pinpoint
an exact birth date. We have no evidence concerning his per-
sonal life, his education, or his vocation until 1666, when
very suddenly he was made a charter member of the newly
formed Paris Academy of Sciences. Most likely, Mariotte was
self-taught in the sciences. He came to the attention of the
Academy through his pioneering theory that sap circulated
through plants in a manner analogous to blood circulating
through animals. Controversial at that time, his theory was
confirmed within four years by numerous experimental inves-
tigators. It is known that he was residing in Dijon at the time
of his appointment to the Academy. Mariotte quickly proved
to be an active member and contributor to the Academy. His
areas of work were diverse; he was interested in experimen-
tal physics, hydraulics, optics, plant physiology, surveying,
and general scientific and mathematical methodology. Mari-
otte is credited as the first in France to develop experimental
science, transferring to that country the same interest in ex-
periments that grew during the Italian renaissance with the

work of Leonardo and Galileo. Indeed, Mariotte was a gifted
experimenter who took pains to try to link existing theory to
experiment – a novelthought in that day. The Academy was
essentially Mariotte’s later life; he remained in Paris until his
death on 12 May 12 1684.

The particular work of Mariotte of interest to our discus-
sion was conducted in the period before 1673. He was par-
ticularly interested in the forces produced by various bodies
impacting on other bodies or surfaces. One of these “bod-
ies” was a fluid; Mariotte examined and measured the force
created by a moving fluid impacting on a flat surface. The de-
vice he used for these experiments was a beam dynamometer
wherein a stream of water impinges on one end of the beam,
and the force exerted by this stream is balanced and measured
by a weight on the other end of the beam. The water jet em-
anates from the bottom of a filled vertical tube, and its velocity
is known from Torricelli’s law as a function of the height of
the column of water in the tube. From the results obtained
with this experimental apparatus, Mariotte was able to prove
that the force of impact of the water on the beam varied as
the square of the flow velocity. He presented these results in a
paper read to the Paris Academy of Science in 1673, entitled
“Traité de la Percussion ou Choc des Corps,” – the first time
in history that the velocity-squared law was published. For
this work, Edme Mariotte deserves the credit for the first ma-
jor advancement toward the understanding of velocity effects
on aerodynamic force.

As a final note on Mariotte, the esteem in which he was
held by some of his colleagues is reflected by the words of
J.B. du Hamel, who said after Mariotte’s death in 1864,

“The mind of this man was highly capable of all learning, and
the works published by him attest to the highest erudition. In
1667, on the strength of a singular doctrine, he was elected to
the Academy. In him, sharp inventiveness always shone forth
combined with the industry to carry through, as the works
referred to in the course of this treatise will testify. His clev-
erness in the design of experiments was almost incredible,
and he carried them out with minimal expense.”

However, there was at least one colleague who was not
so happy with Mariotte, and who represents another side of
the historical proprietorship of the velocity-squared law. This
man was Christian Huygens (1629–1695). Huygens’ back-
ground is better known than that of Mariotte. Christian Huy-
gens was born on April 14, 1629, in the Hague, The Nether-
lands, to a family prominent in Dutch society. His grandfather
served William the Silent and Prince Maurice as secretary. His
father, Constantine, was secretary to Prince Frederick Henry.
Indeed, several members of the family were diplomats under
the reign of the Orange family in Holland. Christian was well
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educated; he was tutored by his father until the age of 16, after
which he studied law and mathematics at the University of
Leiden. Devoting himself to physics and mathematics, Huy-
gens made substantial contributions, including improvements
in existing methodology, developing new techniques in op-
tics, and inventing the pendulum clock. Even today, all text-
books on basic physics discuss Huygens’ law of optics. For
his accomplishments, Huygens was made a charter member
of the Paris Academy of Science in 1666 – the same year as
Mariotte. Huygens moved to Paris in order to more closely
participate in the activities of the Academy; he lived in Paris
until 1681. During this life, Huygens was recognized as Eu-
rope’s greatest mathematician. However, he was a somewhat
solitary person who did not attract a following of young stu-
dents. Moreover, he was reluctant to publish, mainly because
of his inordinately high personal standards. For these two rea-
sons, Huygens’ work did not greatly influence the scientists
of the next century; indeed, he became relatively unknown
during the 18th century.

In 1668, Huygens began to study the fall of projectiles in
resisting media. Following Leonardo and Galileo, he started
out with the belief that resistance (drag) was proportional to
velocity. However, within one year his analysis of the exper-
imental data convinced him that resistance was proportional
to the square of the velocity. This was four years before Mar-
iotte published the same result in 1673; however, Huygens
delayed until 1690 in publishing his data and conclusions.
This somewhat complicates the question as to whom should
the velocity-squared law be attributed. The picture is further
blurred by Huygens himself, who accused Mariotte of pla-
giarism; however, Huygens levied this charge after Mariotte’s
death in 1684. Huygens stated that “Mariotte took everything
from me.” In regard to Mariotte’s paper in 1673, Huygens
complains that “he should have mentioned me. I told him
that one day, and he could not respond.”

In the present author’s opinion, here is a classic situation
that frequently occurs in scientific and engineering circles
even in modern times. We have a learned society – the Paris
Academy of Sciences – the members of which frequently
gathered to discuss their experiments, theories, and general
feelings about the natural world. Ideas and preliminary results
were shared and critiqued in a collegial atmosphere. Mariotte
and Huygens were colleagues, and from Huygens own words
above, they clearly discussed and shared thoughts. In such
an atmosphere, the exact credit for the origin of new ideas
is sometimes not clear; ideas frequently evolve as a result
of discussion among groups. What is clear is this. Mariotte
published the velocity-squared law in a paper given to the
Academy in 1673; Huygens published the same conclusion
17 years later. Moreover, in 1673 Huygens critiqued Mari-
otte’s paper, and said nothing about plagiarism or not being
referenced. Why did he wait until after Mariotte’s death 11

years later to make such charges? This author has no definite
answer to this question. However, using the written scientific
literature as the measure of proprietorship, Mariotte is clearly
the first person to publish the velocity-squared law. Taken in
conjunction with Huygens’ silence at the time of this publi-
cation, we have to conclude that Mariotte deserves first credit
for this law. However, it is quite clear that Huygens’ experi-
ments, which were carried out before Mariotte’s publication,
also proved the velocity-squared law. Of course, of great im-
portance to the development of fluid dynamics is simply the
fact that, by the end of the 17th century, we have direct exper-
imental proof from two independent investigations that fluid
dynamic force varies as the square of the velocity. Of even
greater importance is that, at the same time, the same law was
derived theoretically on the basis of the rational, mathemati-
cal laws of mechanics advanced by Newton in his Principia,
published in 1687.

5 NEWTON AND THE SINE-SQUARED
LAW

It is fitting that the end of the 17th century saw the natural
fruition of experimental work such as that by Mariotte and
Huygens in the development of a rational mathematical the-
ory by Isaac Newton (1642–1727). Newton’s contributions
to physics and mathematics were pivotal. The publication of
his “Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica” – widely
known as “the Principia” in 1687 represented the first com-
plete, rational, theoretical approach to the study of mechani-
cal phenomena.

Newton was born on 25 December 1642, in the hamlet
of Woolsthorpe-by-Colsterworth near the English town of
Grantham. He was raised by his mother; his father had died
five months before his birth. He showed an interest in mechan-
ical diagrams, which he scratched on the walls and window
edges of his house in Woolsthorpe. With the encouragement
of an uncle, Newton entered Trinity College at Cambridge in
1661 and received his B.A. degree in 1665. For the next two
years he retreated to the country in Lincolnshire to avoid the
plague that was running rampant in Europe and had closed
the University. It was during that two-year period that he con-
ceived many of his basic ideas on mathematics, optics, and
mechanics that were later to appear in print. Newton said of
those two years that “I was in the prime of my age of in-
vention and minded mathematics and philosophy more than
at any time since.” In 1667, Newton returned to Cambridge
and became a minor fellow at Trinity. He earned an M.A. de-
gree in 1668 and was appointed Lucasian professor in 1669.
Newton remained at Cambridge for the next 27 years.

Newton’s contributions to fluid dynamics appear in Book
II of the Principia, subtitled “The Motions of Bodies (in
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Resisting Mediums).” Book II deals exclusively with fluid
dynamics and hydrostatics. During the last part of the seven-
teenth century, practical interest in fluid dynamics was driven
by problems in naval architecture, particularly the need to
understand and predict the drag on a ship’s hull, an impor-
tant concern for a country that was ruling large portions of
the world through the superior performance of its powerful
navy. Newton’s interest in fluid mechanics may have derived
partly from such a practical problem, but he had a much
more compelling reason for calculating the resistance of a
body moving through a fluid. There was a prevailing theory,
advanced by Rene Descartes, that interplanetary space was
filled with matter that moved in vortex-like motions around
the planets. However, astronomical observations, such as the
definitive work of Johannes Kepler in hisRudolphine Tables,
published in 1627, indicated that the motions of the heav-
enly bodies through space were not dissipated, but rather that
those bodies executed regular, repeatable patterns. The only
explanation that the bodies were moving through space filled
with a continuous medium as Descartes had theorized would
be for the aerodynamic drag on each body to be zero. The
central purpose of Newton’s studies in fluid mechanics was
to prove that there was a finite drag on a body (including the
heavenly bodies) moving through a continuous medium. If
that could be shown to be true, then the theory of Descartes
would be disproved. Indeed, in Proposition 23 of thePrin-
cipia, Newton calculatedfinite resistance on bodies moving
through a fluid and showed that such resistances were “in
a ratio compounded of the squared ratio of their velocities,
and the squared ratio of their diameters, and the simple ratio
of the density of the parts of the system.” That is, Newton
discussed the velocity-squared law, while at the same time
showing that resistance varies with the cross-sectional area
of the body (the “squared ratio of their diameters”) and the
first power of the density (the “simple ratio of the density”).
In so doing, Newton presented the first theoretical derivation
of the essence of the drag equation

D ∝ ρ S V2 (2)

However, in Newton’s mind, his contribution was simply to
refute the theory of Descartes. That was stated specifically by
Newton in the scholium accompanying Proposition 40, deal-
ing with experimental measurements of the resistance of a
sphere moving through a continuous medium. Because such
spheres had been shown both theoretically and experimen-
tally to exhibitfinite resistances while moving through a fluid,
Newton reasoned that “the celestial spaces, through which
the globes of the planets and comets are continually passing
towards all parts, with the utmost freedom, and without the
least sensible diminution of their motion, must be utterly void

of any corporeal fluid, excepting, perhaps, some extremely
rare vapors and the rays of light.” For Newton, that was the
crowning accomplishment from his study of fluid dynamics.

In regard to aerodynamics, Newton’s work in Book II
of the Principia contributed a second fundamental finding,
namely, a relationship for the shear stress at any point in a
fluid in terms of the velocity gradient existing at that same
point. Newton advanced the following hypothesis: “The re-
sistance arising from the want of lubricity in the part of a
fluid is, other things being equal, proportional to the velocity
with which the parts of the fluid are separated from one an-
other.” In modern terms, the “want of lubricity” is the action
of friction in the fluid, namely, the shear stressτ. The “veloc-
ity with which the parts of the fluid are separated from one
another” is the rate of strain experienced by a fluid element
in the flow, which in turn can be mathematically represented
by the velocity gradient, dV/dn. A mathematical statement of
Newton’s hypothesis is simply

τ ∝ dV/dn (3)

With the proportionality constant defined at the coefficient of
viscosity,µ, that becomes

τ = µ(dV/dn) (4)

This equation is called the Newtonian shear-stress law, and all
fluids that obey the law are called “Newtonian fluids.” Virtu-
ally all gases, including air, are Newtonian fluids. Hence the
Newtonian stress law, as first hypothesized in thePrincipia
represented a major contribution to the state of the art of fluid
dynamics at the end of the seventeenth century.

In an indirect sense, Isaac Newton was responsible for
the first technical contribution toward the analysis of angle-
of-incidence (angle of attack) effects on aerodynamic force.
Proposition 34 in Book II of thePrincipia is a proof that the
resistance of a sphere moving through a fluid is half that of
a circular cylinder of equal radius with its axis oriented in
the direction of its motion. The fluid itself is postulated as a
collection of individual particles in rectilinear motion that im-
pact directly on the surface of the body, subsequently giving
up their components of momentum normal to the surface, and
then traveling downstream tangentially along the body sur-
face. That fluid model was simply a hypothesis on the part of
Newton; it did not accurately model the action of a real fluid,
as Newton readily acknowledged. However, consistent with
that mathematical model, buried deep in the proof of Proposi-
tion 34 is the result that the impact force exerted by the fluid
on a segment of a curved surface is proportional to sin2θ,
whereθ is the angle between a local tangent to the surface
and the free-stream direction. That result, when applied to a
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Figure 2. Aerodynamic force on a flat plate at an angle of attack a.

flat surface (e.g., a flat plate) oriented at an angle of attackα

to the free stream (Figure 2), gives the resultant aerodynamic
forceR on the plate:

R = ρV2 S sin2α (5)

whereS is the planform area of the plate. This equation is
called theNewtonian sine-squared law.

The Newtonian sine-squared law is a simple relationship
for the calculation of the fluid dynamic force on a surface,
and for that reason other experimenters were quick to use it.
However, the accuracy of the Newtonian sine-squared law
soon came into question in the 18th century. For example,
in 1777 the great French scientist and mathematician Jean
le Rond d’Alembert participated in a series of experimental
measurements of the drag on ships’ hulls. For the most part,
calculations from the sine-squared law did not agree with the
experimental data. However, other researchers continued to
use the sine-squared law for another century.

The Newtonian sine-squared law was used by various
would-be flying machine inventors in the 19th century for
the prediction of liftL and dragD. In Figure 2, the resultant
force R is resolved into two mutually perpendicular forces:
lift L perpendicular toV and dragD parallel toV. Hence,

L = R cosα = ρ V 2 S sin2α cosα

D = R sinα = ρV 2 S sin3α
(6)

and, the lift-to-drag ratioL/D is

L

D
= cotα (7)

Examining the foregoing equation for lift, we note that for a
flying machine at a given velocity with a given wing areaS,
the sine-squared law predicts very small lift at small angles of
attack. However, for steady level flight, the lift must equal the
weight. If we were to accept the Newtonian sine-squared law
as correct, then we would have only two options to counter

the small value of sin2α and to increase the lift so that it would
equal the weight of the flying machine:

1. Increase the wing areaS. That would lead to enormous
wing areas, which would make the flying machine totally
impractical.

2. Increase the angle of attackα . Unfortunately that would
lead to greater drag becauseD varies as sin3α, that is,
the drag increases faster than the lift asα is increased,
putting a greater demand on the power plant. The lift-to-
drag ratio would decrease dramatically. BecauseL/D is a
measure of aerodynamic efficiency, flying at large angles
of attack would be undesirable, to say the least.

Indeed, Anderson (2002) shows that if the Wright broth-
ers had used the Newtonian sine-squared law to design the
1903 Wright Flyer (they did not), the wing area would have
been a whopping 23 448 ft2 – an impossibly large area for a
flying machine at that time – in comparison to the actual wing
area of 510 ft2. If the Wrights had based their design on the
sine-squared law, they would have quit their efforts imme-
diately. Indeed, throughout the nineteenth century, the New-
tonian sine-squared law was misused by many naysayers to
“prove” that heavier-than-air powered flight was not possible.

Ironically, the Newtonian sine-squared law has had a re-
birth in modern aerodynamics, namely, for the prediction of
pressure distributions on the surfaces of hypersonic vehicles.
The physical nature of hypersonic flow, where the bow shock
wave lies very close to the vehicle surface, closely approx-
imates the fluid model used by Newton – a stream of parti-
cles in rectilinear motion colliding with the surface and then
moving tangentially over the surface. Hence, the sine-squared
law leads to reasonable predictions for the pressure distribu-
tions over blunt-nosed hypersonic vehicles, an application
that Newton could not have foreseen.

6 DANIEL BERNOULLI AND THE
PRESSURE-VELOCITY CONCEPT

The fundamental advances in fluid dynamics that occurred
in the 18th century began with the work of Daniel Bernoulli
(1700–1782). Newtonian mechanics had unlocked the door
to modern hydrodynamics, but the door was still closed at
the beginning of the century. Daniel Bernoulli was the first to
open this door, albeit just by a crack; Euler and others who
followed flung the door wide open.

Daniel Bernoulli was born in Groningen, The Netherlands
on February 8, 1700. His father, Johann, was a professor
at Groningen but returned to Basel, Switzerland, in 1705,
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to occupy the Chair of Mathematics that had been vacated
by the death of Jacob Bernoulli. At the University of Basel,
Daniel obtained a master’s degree in 1716 in philosophy and
logic. He went on to study medicine in Basel, Heidelberg,
and Strasbourg, obtaining his Ph.D. in anatomy and botany
in 1721. During these studies, he maintained an active interest
in mathematics. He followed this interest by moving briefly to
Venice, where he published an important work entitled “Ex-
ercitationes quaedam Mathematicae” in 1724. This earned
him much attention and resulted in his winning the prize
awarded by the Paris Academy – the first of 10 he was even-
tually to receive. In 1725, Daniel moved to St. Petersburg,
Russia, to join the academy. The St. Petersburg Academy
had gained a substantial reputation for scholarship and intel-
lectual accomplishment at that time. During the next eight
years, Bernoulli experienced his most creative period. While
at St. Petersburg, he wrote his famous bookHydrodynamica,
completed in 1734, but not published until 1738. In 1733,
Daniel returned to Basel to occupy the Chair of Anatomy and
Botany, and in 1750 moved to the Chair of Physics created
exclusively for him. He continued to write, give very popular
and well-attended lectures in physics, and make contributions
to mathematics and physics until his death in Basel on March
17, 1782.

Daniel Bernoulli was famous in his own time. He was
a member of virtually all the existing learned societies and
academies, such as Bologna, St. Petersburg, Berlin, Paris,
London, Bern, Turin, Zurich, and Mannheim. His importance
to fluid dynamics is centered on his 1738 book,Hydrody-
namica (with this book, Daniel introduced the term “hydro-
dynamics” to literature). In this book, he ranged over such
topics as jet propulsion, manometers, and flow in pipes. Of
most importance, however, he attempted to find a relation-
ship between the variation of pressure with velocity in a fluid
flow. He used Newtonian mechanics, along with the concept
of “vis viva” or “living force” introduced by Leibniz in 1695.
This was actually an energy concept; “vis viva” was defined
by Leibniz as the product of mass times velocity squared,
mV2; today, we recognize this as twice the kinetic energy of
a moving object of massm. Also, Bernoulli treated pressure
in terms of the height of a fluid, much as Archimedes had
done 20 centuries previously; the concept that pressure is a
point property that can vary from one point to another in a
flow cannot be found in Bernoulli’s work.

Let us critically examine Bernoulli’s contribution to
fluid dynamics. In modern fluid dynamics there exists the
“Bernoulli principle,” which simply states that in a flowing
fluid, as the velocity increases, the pressure decreases. This
is an absolute fact that is frequently used to explain the gen-
eration of lift on an airplane wing; as the flow speeds up
while moving over the top surface of the wing, the pressure

decreases. This lower pressure on the top surface in combi-
nation with a higher pressure on the bottom surface gener-
ates lift. A quantitative statement of Bernoulli principle is
Bernoulli’s equation, written as follows. If points 1 and 2 are
two different points in a fluid flow, then

p1 + 1/2ρV 2
1 = p2 + 1/2ρV 2

2 (8)

This is the famous Bernoulli equation – perhaps the most
famous equation in all of fluid dynamics. Examining this
equation, clearly ifV2 is larger thanV1, thenp2 is smaller than
p1; that is, asV increases,p decreases. Question: How much
of this did Bernoulli ever state? The answer is, not much.
In his bookHydrodynamica, which is the central reference
used by all subsequent investigators for his contributions,
Bernoulli did attempt to derive the relation between pressure
and velocity. Using the concept of “vis viva,” Bernoulli ap-
plied an energy conservation principle to the sketch shown
in Figure 3; this is a copy of his original illustration forHy-
drodynamica. Here we see a large tank, ABGC, filled with
water, to which has been attached a horizontal pipe, EFDG.
The end of the pipe is partially closed; it contains a small
orifice through which the water escapes. Stating that the sum
of the potential and kinetic energies of the fluid in a pipe is
constant (an incorrect statement, because in a flowing fluid
there is work done by the pressure in addition to the existence
of kinetic and potential energies – such “flow work” was not
understood by Bernoulli), he obtained the following differ-
ential equation for the change in velocity, dV, over a small

Figure 3. Sketch from Bernoulli’s Hydrodynamica showing water
flowing from a tank.
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distance, dx.

V dV

dx
= a − V 2

2c
(9)

wherea is the height of the water in the tank, andc is the length
of the horizontal pipe. The above equation is a far cry from
the “Bernoulli equation” we use today. However, Bernoulli
went on to interpret the termVdV/dx as the pressure, which
allows us to interpret the relation inHydrodynamica as the
form

p = a − V 2

2c
(10)

Sincea andc are constants, this relation says qualitatively
that as velocity increases pressure decreases.

From this, we are led to conclude the following:

1. The principle that pressure decreases as velocity in-
creases is indeed presented in Bernoulli’s book, albeit
in a slightly obscure form. Hence, it is clearly justified
to call this the “Bernoulli principle,” as is done today.
However, it is interesting to note that nowhere in his
book does Bernoulli emphasize the importance of this
principle, showing a certain lack of appreciation of its
significance.

2. Bernoulli’s equation does not appear in his book, nor
elsewhere in his work. It is quite clear that Bernoulli
never derived nor used Bernoulli’s equation.

This is not to diminish Bernoulli’s contributions to fluid
dynamics. His work was used as a starting point by other
investigators in the 18th century. He was the first to examine
the relation between pressure and velocity in a flow using the
new scientific principles of the 18th century. As far as this
author can ascertain, he was the first to use the elements of
calculus to analyze a fluid flow, as illustrated in the differential
equation shown above, obtained from hisHydrodynamica.
His work inspired the work of other investigators, including
that of Euler, d’Alembert, and Lagrange.

7 HENRI PITOT AND THE INVENTION
OF THE PITOT TUBE

A major advancement in experimental fluid dynamics oc-
curred on November 12, 1732, at the Royal Academy of Sci-
ences in Paris. On this day, Henri Pitot announced to the
Academy a new invention by which he could directly mea-
sure the local flow velocity at a point in fluid. Later called

the Pitot tube, this device has become the most commonplace
instrument in modern 20th century fluid dynamic laborato-
ries. Because of its importance, let us examine the historical
details surrounding its development.

For Pitot himself, the invention of the Pitot tube was just
one event in a reasonably productive life. Born in Aramon,
France on May 3, 1695 of reasonably educated parents, Pitot’s
youth was undistinguished; indeed, he demonstrated an in-
tense dislike of academic studies. While serving a brief time
in the military, Pitot was motivated by a geometry text pub-
lished in a Grenoble bookstore, and subsequently spent three
years at home studying mathematics and astronomy. In 1718,
Pitot moved to Paris, and by 1723 had become an assistant in
the chemistry laboratory of the Academy of Sciences. It was
to this group that he delivered, on November 12, 1732, his an-
nouncement of his new device for measuring flow velocity –
the Pitot tube.

His invention of the Pitot tube was motivated by his dis-
satisfaction with the existing technique of measuring the flow
velocity of water, which was to observe the speed of a floating
object on the surface of the water. So he devised an instru-
ment consisting of two tubes; one was simply a straight tube
open at one end that was inserted vertically into the water (to
measure the static pressure) and the other was a tube with
one end bent at right angles with the open end facing directly
into the flow (to measure total pressure) – namely, the Pitot
tube. In 1732, between two piers of a bridge over the Seine
River in Paris, he used this instrument to measure the flow
velocity of the river at different depths within the river. In this
presentation to the Academy later that year, Pitot presented
his results, which had importance beyond the Pitot tube itself.
Contemporary theory, based on the experience of some Ital-
ian engineers, held that the flow velocity at a given depth in a
river was proportional to the mass above it; hence the velocity
was thought to increase with depth. Pitot reported the stun-
ning (and correct) results, measured with his instrument, that
in reality the flow velocity decreased as the depth increased.
Hence, Pitot introduced his new invention with style. Later,
in 1740, he accepted an invitation from the Estates General
of Languedoc to supervise the draining of swamps in the
province, which then led to his becoming director of public
works of the province as well as superintendent of the Canal
du Languedoc. In his old age, Pitot retired to his birthplace,
and died at Aramon on December 27, 1771.

The development of the Pitot tube in 1732 was a substan-
tial contribution to experimental fluid dynamics. However,
in 1732, Henri Pitot did not have the benefit of Bernoulli’s
equation, which was obtained by Euler 20 years later. Pitot’s
reasoning for the operation of this tube was purely intuitive,
and he was able to correlate by empirical means the flow
velocity corresponding to the measured difference between
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the stagnation pressure as measured by his Pitot tube, and
the flow static pressure, as measured by a straight tube in-
serted vertically in the fluid, with its open face tube parallel
to the flow. As discussed by Anderson (2008), the proper ap-
plication of Bernoulli’s equation to extract the velocity from
the Pitot measurement of stagnation pressure was not pre-
sented until 1913. In that year, John Airey at the University
of Michigan published an exhaustive experimental behavior
of Pitot tubes, and presented a rational theory for their op-
eration based on Bernoulli’s equation. Invented in the early
part of the eighteenth century, the Pitot tube required two cen-
turies before it was properly incorporated into fluid dynamics
as a viable experimental tool.

8 THE HIGH NOON OF EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY FLUID DYNAMICS –
LEONHARD EULER AND THE
GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF
INVISCID FLUID MOTION

Today, in the modern world of twenty-first century fluid dy-
namics, at the very instant that you are reading this page, there
are literally thousands of fluid dynamicists who are solving
the governing equations of fluid motion for an inviscid flow.
Such inviscid flows – flows without friction – adequately de-
scribe many aspects of practical fluid dynamic problems as
long as friction is not being considered. These solutions may
involve closed-form theoretical mathematics, or more likely
today may involve direct numerical solutions on a high-speed
digital computer. However, the governing equations that are
being solved in such a “high-tech” fashion are themselves
over 200 years old; they are called the Euler equations. The
development of the Euler equations represents a contribution
to fluid dynamics of a magnitude much greater than any other
we have discussed so far in this chapter. They represent, for
all practical purposes, the true beginning of theoretical fluid
dynamics. These equations were first developed by Leonhard
Euler; for this reason Euler is frequently credited as being the
“founder of fluid mechanics.” This is somewhat of an over-
statement, because as is almost always the case in physical
science, Euler benefitted from earlier work, especially that of
d’Alembert. On the other hand, Euler is a giant in the history
of fluid dynamics, and his contributions bordered on the revo-
lutionary rather than the evolutionary side. For these reasons,
let us first take a look at Euler, the man.

Leonhard Euler was born on 15 April 1707 in Basel,
Switzerland. His father was a Protestant minister who en-
joyed mathematics as a pastime. Therefore, Euler grew up in
a family atmosphere that encouraged intellectual activity. At

the age of 13, Euler entered the University of Basel, which at
that time had about 100 students and 19 professors. One of
those professors was Johann Bernoulli who tutored Euler in
mathematics. Three years later, Euler received his master’s
degree in philosophy. It is interesting that three of the peo-
ple most responsible for the early development of theoretical
fluid dynamics – Johann, Daniel Bernoulli, and Euler – lived
in the same town of Basel, were associated with the same
university, and were contemporaries. Indeed, Euler and the
Bernoullis were close and respected friends – so much so that
when Daniel Bernoulli moved to teach and study at the St.
Petersburg Academy in 1725, he was able to convince the
academy to hire Euler as well. At this invitation, Euler left
Basel for Russia, he never returned to Switzerland, although
he remained a Swiss citizen throughout his life.

Euler’s interaction with Daniel Bernoulli in the develop-
ment of fluid mechanics grew strong during these years at St.
Petersburg. It was here that Euler conceived of pressure as a
point property that can vary from point to point throughout
a fluid, and obtained a differential equation relating pressure
and velocity. In turn, Euler integrated the differential equation
to obtain, for the first time in history, Bernoulli’s equation in
the form we use today. Hence we see that Bernoulli’s equa-
tion really is a misnomer; credit for it is legitimately shared
by Euler.

When Daniel Bernoulli returned to Basel in 1733, Euler
succeeded him at St. Petersburg as a professor of physics.
Euler was a dynamic and prolific man; by 1741 he had pre-
pared 90 papers for publication and written the two-volume
bookMechanica. The atmosphere surrounding St. Petersburg
was conducive to such achievement. Euler wrote in 1749, “I
and all others who had the good fortune to be for some time
with the Russian Imperial Academy cannot but acknowledge
that we owe everything which we are and possess to the fa-
vorable conditions which we had there.”

However, in 1740, political unrest in St. Petersburg caused
Euler to leave for the Berlin Society of Sciences, at that time
just formed by Frederick the Great. Euler lived in Berlin for
the next 25 years, where he transformed the society into a
major academy. In Berlin, Euler continued his dynamic mode
of working, preparing at least 380 papers for publication.
Here as a competitor with d’Alembert, Euler formulated the
basis for mathematical physics.

In 1766, after a major disagreement with Frederick the
Great over some financial aspects of the academy, Euler
moved back to St. Petersburg. The second period of his life in
Russia became one of physical suffering. In that same year,
he became blind in one eye after a short illness. An operation
in 1771 resulted in restoration of his sight, but only for a few
days. He did not take proper precautions after the operation,
and within a few days he was completely blind. However,
with the help of others, he continued his work. His mind was
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as sharp as ever, and his spirit did not diminish. His literary
output even increased – about half of his total papers were
written after 1765!

On 8 September 1783 Euler conducted business as usual –
giving a mathematics lesson, making calculations of the mo-
tion of balloons, and discussing with friends the planet of
Uranus, which had recently been discovered. At about 5 pm,
he suffered a brain hemorrhage. His only words before los-
ing consciousness were “I am dying.” By 11 pm, one of the
greatest minds in history had ceased to exist.

Euler’s contribution to theoretical aerodynamics were
monumental; whereas Bernoulli and d’Alembert made con-
tributions toward physical understanding and the formulation
of principles, Euler is responsible for the proper mathemati-
cal formulation of these principles, thus opening the door for
future quantitative analyses of aerodynamic problems – anal-
yses that continue on to the present day. The governing equa-
tions for an inviscid flow, incompressible or compressible,
were presented by Euler in a set of three papers: Principles of
the Motion of Fluids (1752), General Principles of the State
of Equilibrium of Fluids (1753), and General Principles of the
Motion of Fluids (1755). The successful derivation of these
equations depended on two vital concepts that Euler bor-
rowed in total or in part from previous researchers, as follows:

1. The fluid can be modeled as a continuous collection
of infinitesimally small fluid elements moving with the
flow, where each fluid element can change its shape and
size continuously as it moves with the flow, but at the
same time all the fluid elements taken as a whole consti-
tute an overall picture of the flow as a continuum. The
modeling of a flow by means of small fluid elements
of finite size was suggested by Leonardo; however, the
science and mathematics of Leonardo’s time were not
advanced enough for him to capitalize on this model.
Later, Bernoulli suggested that a flow can be modeled
as a series of thin slabs perpendicular to the flow; this is
not unreasonable for the flow through a duct such as the
horizontal pipe at the bottom of Figure 2. However, the
thin slab model lacks the degree of mobility that char-
acterizes a small fluid element that can move along a
streamline in three dimensions. A major advancement
in flow modeling was made by D’Alembert; in 1744 he
utilized a moving fluid element to which he applied the
principle of mass conservation. Building on these ideas,
Euler refined the fluid element model by considering an
infinitesimally small fluid element to which he directly
applied Newton’s second law expressed in a form that uti-
lized differential calculus. Indeed, this leads to the second
point.

2. Newton’s second law can be applied in the form of the
following differential equation, which is a statement that

force equals mass times acceleration, that is,

F = m d2x/dt2 (11)

In this differential equation,F is the force,M is the mass,
and d2x/dt2 is the linear acceleration, that is, the second
derivative of the linear distance,x. This is today the most
familiar form of Newton’s second law, it was first formulated
in this form by Euler, and was documented in his paper en-
titled Discovery of a New Principle of Mechanics, published
in 1750.

Utilizing the two concepts listed above, namely that of an
infinitesimally small fluid element moving along a stream-
line, and the application of both the principle of mass conser-
vation and Newton’s second law to the fluid element in the
form of differential calculus as given above, Euler derived the
partial differential equations of fluid motion that today carry
his name, and that serve as the foundation for a large number
of modern aerodynamic analyses. The equations derived by
Euler in 1753 revolutionized the analyses of fluid dynamic
problems. However, there was one important physical quan-
tity missing from the Euler equations – friction. This leads to
our next section.

9 INCLUSION OF FRICTION IN
THEORETICAL FLUID DYNAMICS:
THE WORKS OF NAVIER AND STOKES

At the beginning of the 19th century, the equations of fluid
motion as derived by Euler were well known. However, these
equations neglected an important physical phenomenon – a
phenomenon that was appreciated by scientists in the 18th
and 19th centuries but was not understood well enough to
be properly included in any theoretical analysis – namely,
friction. The governing flow equations that contain terms to
account for friction are called the Navier–Stokes equations,
named after the Frenchman Louis Marie Henri Navier (1785–
1836) and the Englishman George Gabriel Stokes (1819–
1903), who independently derived these equations in the 18th
century. More than 150 years later, the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions are still the fundamental equations used to analyze a
viscous fluid flow. Moreover, they are the subject of much
research and application in the field of computational fluid
dynamics today. Hence, the importance of the Navier–Stokes
equations to modern fluid dynamics cannot be overstated.

The first accurate representation of the effects of friction
in the general partial differential equations of fluid flow was
given by Navier in 1822, as described in his papers enti-
tled “Memoire sur les lois du mouvement des fluides,” pre-
sented to the Paris Academie des Sciences. This was pub-
lished five years later by the Academy. However, although
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Navier’s equations were of the correct form, his theoreti-
cal reasoning was greatly flawed, and it is almost a fluke
that he obtained the correct terms. Moreover, he did not
fundamentally appreciate the true physical significance of
what he had obtained. Before we explore these statements
further, let us look at the man himself.

Claude Louis Marie Henri Navier was born in Dijon,
France, on 10 February 1785. His early childhood was spent
in Paris, where his father was a lawyer to the Legislative
Assembly during the French Revolution. After the death of
his father in 1793, Navier was left under the care and tute-
lage of his mother’s uncle, the well-known engineer Emiland
Gauthey. (At the time of his death in 1806, Gauthey was con-
sidered France’s leading civil engineer.) As a result of his
granduncle’s influence, Navier entered the Ecole Polytech-
nique in 1802, barely meeting the school’s admission stan-
dards. However, within a year, Navier flowered, and he was
among 10 students chosen to work in the field at Boulogne
instead of spending his second year at the Polytechnique. In
1804, he entered the Ecole des Ponts et Chaussees, gradu-
ating in 1806 near the top of his class. During this time, he
was influenced by the famous French mathematician, Jean
Baptise Fourier, whom Navier had as a professor of analy-
sis. Fourier’s impact on Navier was immediate and lasting.
Within a short time, Navier became Fourier’s protéǵe and
lifetime friend.

During the next thirteen years, Navier became a scholar of
engineering science. He edited the works of his granduncle,
who had died in 1806; these works represented the traditional
empirical approach to numerous applications in civil engi-
neering. In the process, Navier, based on his own research in
theoretical mechanics, added a somewhat analytical flavor to
the works of Gauthey. This, in combination with textbooks
which Navier wrote independently for practicing engineers,
introduced the basic principles of engineering science to a
field which heretofore had almost been completely empiri-
cal. In fact, Navier is responsible for introducing the precisely
defined concept of mechanical work in the analysis of ma-
chines. (Navier called the product of force times distance the
“quality of action.”)

Because of his insistence on the importance and usefulness
of engineering science in the solution of practical problems,
in 1819 Navier was given a teaching position at the Ecole des
Ponts et Chaussees, where he permanently changed the style
of teaching in engineering with his emphasis on physics and
analyses. In 1831, he replaced the famous mathematician,
Augustin Louis de Cauchy at the Ecole Polytechnique. For
the rest of his life, Navier lectured at the university, wrote
books, and at times practiced his profession of civil engi-
neering particularly in the design of bridges. (It is ironic that
the bridge design that brought him the most public notice

collapsed before it was totally constructed. This was a sus-
pension bridge over the Seine river in Paris. Toward the end
of construction on the bridge, a sewer near one pier ruptured,
flooding the area, weakening the foundation of the pier, and
causing the bridge to sag. The damage could have been easily
repaired. However, for various political and economic rea-
sons, the Municipal Council of Paris had been opposed to
building Navier’s bridge. The listing of the bridge due to the
sewer failure gave the Council the opportunity to lobby for
halting the project. The Council was successful, the bridge
was torn down, and Navier was greatly disappointed. Here is
one of many examples in history where engineering compe-
tence is no match for fate and politics – even for a person as
well respected as Navier.)

Bridges notwithstanding, history will recognize Navier as
the first to derive the governing equations for fluid flow in-
cluding the effects of friction. However, there is irony here
also. Navier had no concept of shear stress in a flow (i.e.,
the frictional shear stresses acting on the surface of a fluid
element). Rather, he was attempting to take Euler’s equations
of motion and modify them to take into account the forces
that act between the molecules in the fluid. He assumed these
intermolecular forces to be repulsive at close distance, and
attractive at larger distances away from the molecule; thus,
for a fluid that is stationary, the spacing between molecules
is a result of the equilibrium between the repulsive and at-
tractive forces. Carrying through an elaborate derivation us-
ing this model, Navier produced a system of equations that
were identical to Euler’s equations of motion, except for ad-
ditional terms that appeared due to the intermolecular forces.
For the mathematically versed readers, these terms as derived
by Navier involved second derivatives of velocity multiplied
by a constant, where the constant simply represented a func-
tion of spacing between the molecules. This is indeed the
proper form of the terms involving frictional shear stress,
namely a second derivative of velocity multiplied by a co-
efficient called the viscosity coefficient. The irony is that,
although Navier had no concept of shear stresses and did not
set out to obtain the equations of motion including friction,
he nevertheless obtained the proper form of the equations for
flow with friction. Later in the 19th century, this form was
indeed recognized as proper for frictional flow and that is
why the governing equations for flow with friction today are
called, in part, the Navier–Stokes equations. However, Navier
did not appreciate the true significance of his result; indeed,
he did not attribute any physical significance whatsoever to
the constant multiplying the second derivatives of velocity –
the constant that later was clearly identified as the coeffi-
cient of viscosity. (This author notes parenthetically that, in
the final analysis, Navier’s results were not totally a fluke.
Our modern understanding of the physical significance of
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viscosity coefficient is directly proportional to the molecu-
lar mean free path – the mean distance a molecule moves in
between successive collisions with other molecules. Hence
Navier’s approach wherein he was accounting for the spacing
between the molecules due to the balance between attractive
and repulsive intermolecular forces is not totally off the mark,
although the mean free path and the mean spacing between
molecules are different values – right church but wrong pew.)

Although Navier did not appreciate the real physical sig-
nificance of his equations for a fluid flow, one of his con-
temporaries did: Jean Claude Barre de Saint-Venant. Born
in Villiers-en-Biere, Leine de-Marne, France on 23 August
1797, Saint-Venant was educated at the Ecole Polytechnique,
graduating in 1816, 12 years after Navier finished at the same
school. Saint-Venant then joined the Service des Poudres et
Salpetres, and in 1823 moved to the Service des Ponts et
Chaussees. Here he served for 20 more years, after which he
retired to a life of teaching and research. He died at the age
of 92, after a long and productive life, on 6 January 1886, at
St. Oven, Loir-et-Cher, France. Saint-Venant was one gen-
eration younger than Navier, both in age and professional
stature. Navier was elected to the Paris Academy of Sciences
in 1824; Saint-Venant became a member in 1868. However,
Saint-Venant was quite familiar with Navier’s work, as re-
flected in his bookMecanique Appliquee de Navier, Annotee
par Saint-Venant, published in Paris in 1858. Seven years
after Navier’s death, Saint-Venant published a paper at the
Academy of Sciences wherein he re-derived Navier’s equa-
tions for a viscous flow considering internal viscous stresses
– eschewing completely Navier’s molecular model approach.
Appearing in the year 1843, this paper was the first to prop-
erly identify the coefficient of viscosity and its role as a mul-
tiplying factor with velocity gradients in the flow. He further
identified these products as viscous stress acting within the
fluid due to the influence of friction. Hence, in 1843, Saint-
Venant had gotten it right, and had recorded it. Why it is that
his name is never associated with these equations is a mystery
to this author, and simply has to be accepted as a miscarriage
of technical proprietorship.

This leads up to Sir George Gabriel Stokes, who was just
a few hundred miles away from Navier and Saint-Venant,
across the English Channel, but who was light years away
in terms of familiarity with the work of these Frenchmen.
George Stokes is the second-half namesake of the Navier–
Stokes equations. Before we examine why, let us first look at
the man himself.

Stokes was born in Skreen, Ireland, on 13 August 1819.
The hallmark of his family was religious vocations; his fa-
ther was the rector of the Skreen parish, his mother was the
daughter of a rector, and ultimately all of his brothers became
ministers of the church. Throughout his life, George Stokes

remained a strongly religious person. Indeed, toward the end
of his life, he became interested in the relationship of sci-
ence to religion; from 1886 to the year of his death in 1903,
he was president of the Victoria Institute of London, a soci-
ety for examining the relationship between Christianity and
contemporary thought, with emphasis on science. During his
childhood, Stoke’s education began with tutoring from his
father, which led to his admission to Bristol College in Bris-
tol, England. At Bristol, he prepared for university studies,
and entered Pembroke College, Cambridge, at the age of 18.
Stokes was a highly intelligent man; at the time of graduation
from Cambridge, he was immediately elected to a fellowship
in Pembroke College. Eight years later, Stokes occupied the
Lucasian Chair at Cambridge, the same professorship held
by Newton almost two centuries earlier. Since the Lucasian
endowment was small, Stokes had to simultaneously take a
second position in the 1850s, teaching at the Government
School of Mines in London. He held the Lucasian Chair until
death at Cambridge on 1 February 1903.

Fluid dynamicists think of George Stokes and they visual-
ize a man who made a momentous, fundamental contribution
to the discipline via his derivation and subsequent use of the
equations, which today are called the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. These equations are the most fundamental descriptors
of a general three-dimensional, unsteady, viscous fluid flow;
they are the foundation of modern theoretical and computa-
tional fluid dynamics. However, if Stokes was alive today,
he would most likely feel more comfortable in being identi-
fied as a physicist and to some small degree a mathematician
who had made substantial contributions in the area of op-
tics. Beginning about 1845, he worked on the propagation
of light and how it interacted with the ether – a continu-
ous substance surrounding the earth according to the prevail-
ing theory of that day. It is interesting to note that Stokes
analyzed the properties of the hypothetical ether using an
analogy with his fluid dynamic equations of motion. He con-
cluded that if the earth moved through a stationary ether, the
ether must be a very rarefied fluid. In a contradictory sense,
he also concluded that the propagation of light required the
ether to be much like a very elastic solid. Hence, one of the
first theoretical consequences of the Navier–Stokes equations
was not a definitive flowfield calculation (as used today), but
rather an inconclusive study of the properties of the ether.
To make things more inconclusive, Stokes showed in 1846
that the laws of reflection and refraction remained unchanged
whether or not an ether existed. Of much greater importance
in the physics of light was Stokes’ work on fluorescence,
the phenomenon wherein a substance absorbs electromag-
netic waves on one wavelength, and emits waves of another
wavelength. In particular, he made observations of the blue
light emitted from the surface of an otherwise transparent and
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colorless solution of sulfate of quinine when the solution is
irradiated by invisible ultraviolet rays. His physical explana-
tion of this process won him the Rumford Medal of the Royal
Society in 1852; indeed, he coined the word “fluorescence” in
the context of his explanation. Later, he suggested the use of
fluorescence to study the properties of molecules and is cred-
ited as the first to develop the principles of spectrum analysis.
In summary, the point made here is that Sir George Stokes
would most likely credit himself for contributions in optics
rather than fluid dynamics. In this sense, there is some irony
in the fact that today his name is literally invoked by fluid
dynamicists much more frequently than by those working in
any other field of science and engineering.

With this as background, we now focus on Stoke’s contri-
butions in fluid dynamics. He was unfamiliar with the work
of Navier and Saint-Venant in France, and was not aware
of their derivations of the equations of motion for a fluid
with friction. Quite independently, he utilized the concept
of internal shear stresses in a moving fluid, and derived the
governing equations of a viscous fluid (a fluid with inter-
nal friction). His derivation of the equations was much like
the way they are derived today; in the process, he properly
identified the dynamic viscosity coefficient,µ, as it appears
in the Navier–Stokes equations. This work was published in
1845 (two years after Saint-Venant’s similar derivation) in
his paper entitled “On the Theories of the Internal Friction of
Fluids in Motion, and of the Equilibrium and Motion of Elas-
tic Solids.” As with most scientists studying fluid dynamics in
the 19th century, Stokes dealt with an incompressible flow.
For such flows, the energy equation is not essential. With
this one exception, the work of Stokes remains unchanged to
the present day. The fundamental equations for a flow with
friction – the Navier–Stokes equations – were therefore well
established more than 150 yr ago. This should be a sober-
ing thought for modern fluid dynamicists, and especially for
those at the cutting edge of modern computational fluid dy-
namics, who deal with the Navier–Stokes equations on an
almost daily basis. Here, we are using ultramodern super-
computers to solve equations that are covered by the dust of
ages, but that have nonetheless weathered the test of time.

10 OSBORNE REYNOLDS:
UNDERSTANDING TURBULENT
FLOW

There are two types of viscous flows:laminar flow, in which
the fluid elements move in a regular ordered fashion and ad-
jacent streamlines move smoothly over each other as if they
were part of a medium made up of different well-ordered

laminae, andturbulent flow, in which the fluid elements move
in a disordered fashion and the streamlines form a tortuous
mixed-up, irregular pattern. The viscous stresses that cause
skin-friction drag on a body are higher for turbulent flow
than for laminar flow. Hence, it is vital to know whether the
flow is laminar or turbulent. In reality, a viscous flow gener-
ally starts out as laminar and then undergoes a transition to
turbulent flow. Unfortunately, an understanding of the funda-
mental nature of turbulent flows sufficient to allow accurate
predictions of their properties is still today one of the un-
solved problems of classical physics. However, an important
first step in the study of the transition from laminar to turbu-
lent flow was taken in the latter part of the nineteenth century
by Osborne Reynolds. His pioneering studies were the foun-
dation of over 150 yr of constant and intensive research on
turbulent flows – research that still continues unabated today.

Osborne Reynolds (1842–1912) was born on October 23,
1842 in Belfast, Ireland. He was raised in an intellectual fam-
ily atmosphere; his father had been a fellow of Queens’ Col-
lege. Cambridge, a principal of Belfast Collegiate School,
headmaster of Dedham Grammar School in Essex, and finally
rector at Debach in Suffolk. Already in his teens Reynolds
showed intense interest in the study of mechanics and ap-
peared to have a natural aptitude. At the age of 19, he served
a short apprenticeship in mechanical engineering before en-
tering Cambridge University a year later. Reynolds was a
highly successful student, graduating with the highest honors
in mathematics. In 1867 he was elected a fellow of Queens’
College.

In 1868, Owens College (later the University of Manch-
ester) established its chair of engineering, the second such
chair in an English university (the first had been the chair of
civil engineering at the University College, London, in 1865).
Reynolds applied for the Owens chair, writing in his appli-
cation that “from my earliest recollection I have had an irre-
sistible liking for mechanics and the physical laws on which
mechanics as a science is based. In my boyhood I had the ad-
vantage of the constant guidance of my father, also a lover of
mechanics and a man of no mean attainment in mathematics
and their application to physics.” Despite his youth and rela-
tive lack of experience, Reynolds was appointed to the chair at
Manchester, where he remained until his retirement in 1905.

During his 37 years at Manchester, Reynolds distin-
guished himself as one of the leading practitioners of classi-
cal mechanics. He worked on problems involving electricity,
magnetism, and the electromagnetic properties of solar and
cometary phenomena. After 1873, he focused on fluid me-
chanics – the area in which he would make his most impor-
tance contributions.

Reynolds was a scholarly man, with high standards. En-
gineering education was new to English universities at that
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time, and Reynolds had definite ideas about its proper form.
He believed that all engineering students, no matter what
their specialty, should have a common background based in
mathematics, physics, and particularly the fundamentals of
classical mechanics. He organized a systematic engineering
curriculum at Manchester covering the basics of civil and
mechanical engineering. Despite his intense interest in edu-
cation, he was not a great lecturer. His lectures were difficult
to follow, and he frequently wandered among topics with lit-
tle or no connection. He was known to stumble upon new
ideas during the course of a lecture and to spend the remain-
der of the time working out those ideas at the blackboard,
oblivious to his students. He did not spoon-feed his students,
and many did not pass his course, but the best students en-
joyed his lectures and found them stimulating, such as J.J.
Thomson, who in 1906 received the Nobel Prize in physics
for demonstrating the existence of the electron.

In regard to Reynolds’ emphasis on a research approach,
his student and colleague, Professor A. H. Gibson, com-
mented as follows in his biography of Reynolds, written for
the British Council in 1946: “Reynolds’s approach to a prob-
lem was essentially individualistic. He never began by read-
ing what others thought about the matter, but first thought
this out for himself. The novelty of his approach to some
problems made some of his papers difficult to follow, (but
his) more descriptive physical papers. . .. make fascinating
reading, and when addressing a popular audience, his talks
were models of clear exposition.”

At the turn of the century, Reynolds’ health began to fail,
considerably diminishing his physical and mental capabili-
ties; a particularly sad state for such a brilliant scholar. He
died at Somerset, England, in 1912. Sir Horace Lamb, noted
researcher in fluid dynamics and a longtime colleague of
Reynolds, commented as follows:

“The character of Reynolds was like his writings, strongly
individual. He was conscious of the value of his work, but
was content to leave it to the mature judgment of the sci-
entific world. For advertisement he had no taste, and undue
pretension on the part of others only elicited a tolerant smile.
To his pupils he was most generous in the opportunities for
valuable work which he put in their way, and in the share of
cooperation. Somewhat reserved in serious or personal mat-
ters and occasionally combative and tenacious in debate, he
was in the ordinary relations of life the most kindly and genial
of companions” (obituary, by Horace Lamb, Proceedings of
the Royal Society, ser. A, vol. 88, 24 February 1913).

Reynolds’ three contributions to fluid mechanics were piv-
otal and seminal. The first was his study of the transition from

laminar flow to turbulent flow in pipes. To put that contribu-
tion in perspective, we must fall back two decades and exam-
ine the work of a German hydraulics engineer, Gotthilf Hein-
rich Hagen (1797–1884). Hagen was the first to report that
two distinct types of flow could exist inside pipes, hinting of
that situation in a closing remark in a paper published in 1839.
Concerning the flow of water in pipes, he referred to “strong
movement” that the water demonstrated under certain flow
conditions. He went on to express a certain degree of frustra-
tion: “The exact investigation of the results produced in this
case appears hence to offer great difficulties; at least I have
not yet succeeded in clarifying sufficiently the peculiarities
which are then evidenced.” The strong movements observed
by Hagan were associated with what today we call a turbulent
flow. A more graphic description was given by Hagen in a
paper published in 1855, discussing the effects of heating a
tube through which water was flowing. The tubes were made
of glass to enable him to observe the nature of the flow:

“Since I invariably had the efflux jet before my eyes, I noticed
that its appearance was not always the same. At small temper-
atures it remained immovable, as though it was a solid glass
rod. On the other hand, as soon as the water was more strongly
heated, very noticeable fluctuations of short period were es-
tablished, which with further heating were reduced but nev-
ertheless even at the highest temperatures did not wholly dis-
appear. . . With each repetition of the experiment the same
phenomenon occurred, and when I finally made the graphic
summary, I found that the strongest fluctuations always took
place in that portion of the curve where the velocity decreased
with increasing temperature. . ..”

“Special (observations) that I made with glass tubes showed
both types of movement very clearly. When I let sawdust be
carried through with the water, I noticed that at low pressure
it moved only in the axial direction, whereas at high pressure
it was accelerated from one side to the other and often came
into whirling motion.”

From the perspective of modern aerodynamics, we under-
stand what happened in Hagen’s experiment: Laminar flow
was destabilized by addition of heat to the flow. In Hagen’s
experiment, at low temperatures the water flow through the
small glass tube was a laminar flow which was stable. Be-
cause heat was added, thus increasing the flow temperature,
the laminar flow was shifted from a stable regime to an un-
stable regime. Given even a slight disturbance, that heated,
unstable laminar flow easily made the transition to turbulent
flow, just as Hagen described.

Hagen did not determine quantitative criteria for the con-
ditions at which the transition from laminar flow to turbulent
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flow would occur. That was where Reynolds’ contribution
became so important. In 1883, Reynolds reported his find-
ings from a series of fundamental experiments that would
have lasting effects for analyses of where the transition from
laminar flow to turbulent flow would occur. His work, like that
of Hagen, showed that there could be two distinct types of
viscous flow – laminar and turbulent – but Reynolds’ exper-
iments were better controlled and better designed for quan-
tification than those of Hagen. Reynolds’ experimental ap-
paratus is shown in Figure 4, from Reynolds’ original paper.
Reynolds filled a large reservoir with water that fed into a
glass pipe through a larger bell-mouth entrance. As the water
flowed through the pipe, he introduced dye into the middle
of the stream at the entrance of the bell mouth. Figure 5 (also
from Reynolds’ original paper) shows what happened to that
thin filament of dye as it flowed through the pipe. The flow
was from right to left. If the flow velocity was low, the thin dye
filament would travel downstream in a smooth, neat, orderly
fashion, with clear demarcation between the dye and the rest
of the water (Figure 5a). If the flow velocity was increased
beyond a certain value, the dye filament would suddenly be-
come unstable and fill the entire pipe with color (Figure 5b).
Reynolds clearly pointed out that the smooth dye filament
corresponded to laminar flow in the pipe, whereas the agitated
and totally diffused dye filament was due to turbulent flow in
the pipe. Furthermore, he studied the details of that turbulent
flow by visually observing the pipe flow illuminated by a mo-
mentary electric spark, much as we would use a strobe light

Figure 4. Reynolds experimental apparatus for studying transition
(1883).

Figure 5. Reynolds sketches of the transition phenomena for flow
in a pipe.

today. He saw that the turbulent flow consisted of a large num-
ber of distinct eddies (Figure 5c). The transition from laminar
flow to turbulent flow occurred when the parameter defined
by ρVD/µ exceeded a certain critical value, whereρ was the
density of the water,V was the mean flow velocity,µ was
the viscosity coefficient, andD was the diameter of the pipe.
That dimensionless parameter, first introduced by Reynolds,
would become known as the Reynolds number. Reynolds de-
termined that the critical value for that parameter, the value
above which turbulent flow would occur, was 2300. It was
indeed a fundamental finding: It indicated that the transition
phenomenon did not depend simply on velocity by itself, nor
on density by itself, nor on the size of the flow by itself, but
rather on the particular combination of the variables defined
earlier that make up the Reynolds number. No matter what
the velocity or density or viscosity of the flow, and no matter
what the size of the pipe through which the flow was moving,
transition would occur, according to Reynolds’ calculations,
at a value of 2300 for the combinationρVD/µ. That was
a stunning discovery. Accurate determination of where on a
surface the transition from laminar flow to turbulent flow will
occur is perhaps the highest priority in modern aerodynam-
ics, and the use of Reynolds numbers for that determination
is still the approach used today.

Reynolds’ second major contribution was the conception
and implementation of a theoretical model for analysis of
a turbulent flow – for detailed calculation of the velocity,
density, and temperature distributions throughout a turbulent
flow field. The governing equations for the flow-field
variables in a viscous flow are the Navier–Stokes equations.
Solution of these equations will give, in principle, the varia-
tions of the flow-field properties over the wholex–y–z space
as functions of time. For simplicity, let us consider a steady
flow, where the flow-field variables at all points in the flow
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are independent of time. This presupposes a steady, laminar
flow, for such a flow there are no fluctuations at any given
point. Reynolds sketched turbulent, fluctuating flow in Figure
5c. No matter how small the eddies, a turbulent flow locally at
any given point is an unsteady flow. In a turbulent flow, if we
lock our attention onto a given point, we will see that the local
flow-field values are changing as a function of time. However,
Reynolds theorized that if one took a suitable time average
for each flow property in a turbulent flow, that time average
would be a steady value. Taking a hint from some methods
in the kinetic theory of gases, Reynolds specifically assumed
that each variable in a turbulent flow was locally composed of
its time mean, say ¯u, and its time wise fluctuating component,
u′, such that the actual local value at any instant in time would
be expressed asu = ū + u′. Moreover, the Navier–Stokes
equations can be assumed to hold if the dependent variables
(p, ρ, u, v, T, etc.) that appear in those equations are inter-
preted as their time-averaged values. However, when the time
averaging of those equations is done mathematically, some
extra terms appear in the equations that can be interpreted as
a “turbulent viscosity”µT and a turbulent thermal conduc-
tivity kT. Therefore, when the Navier–Stokes equations are
to be used to study a turbulent flow, according to Reynolds
the flow properties are to be used as their time averages, and
the viscosity coefficient and the thermal conductivity are to
be replaced by the sums (µ +µT) and (k + kT), respectively,
where µT and kT are the apparent increases in viscosity
and thermal conductivity due to the fluctuating, turbulent
eddies, respectively. With this formalism, the Navier–Stokes
equations become the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations for turbulent flow – a set of equations used in what
is today by far the most frequently employed theoretical
approach to engineering analyses of turbulent flows. That
method of treating a turbulent flow locally as the sum of a
time-averaged mean and a fluctuating component was the
most substantial and pivotal of Reynolds’ contributions to
fluid dynamics, and its impact on aerodynamics has been
historic. The vast majority of theoretical predictions of
skin-friction drag on aerodynamic shapes have used, in one
form or another, the time-averaged model of Reynolds.

Reynolds’ theoretical model, important as it was, did not
“solve” the problem of turbulence. The Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes equations introduced the turbulent viscosity
µT and turbulent thermal conductivitykT. In any analysis of
turbulent flow, we need appropriate numbers forµT andkT,
and that can be a big problem, for such values will depend on
the nature of the flow itself. In direct contrast, the values for
µ andk (the molecular viscosity and molecular thermal con-
ductivity) are known properties of the fluid that can be looked
up in standard reference sources. Finding the proper values
for µT andkT for a given turbulent flow is called turbulence

modeling. Reynolds introduced his time-averaged equations
in 1894, but today, 115 years later, research to find the best,
most appropriate turbulence models to calculate forµT and
kT is one of the highest priorities in aerodynamics.

Reynolds’ third contribution of significance for aerody-
namics, though of lesser importance than the two discussed
earlier, was in determining the connection between skin fric-
tion and heat transfer. Today, there is an approximate relation
used by engineers that relates the local skin-friction coef-
ficient CF to the local heat-transfer coefficientCH via the
Reynolds analogy, which can be written as

CH

CF
= f (Pr) (12)

where f(Pr) denotes a function of the Prandtl number
(Pr =µcp/k), with cp being the specific heat at constant pres-
sure). First introduced by Reynolds in 1874, the Reynolds
analogy has come into its own since the middle of the twen-
tieth century, when aeronautical engineers had to begin to
cope with the problems of aerodynamic heating associated
with supersonic and hypersonic flight.

Many a contribution in the physical sciences has had a cer-
tain half-life, with diminishing importance as the years have
gone by, but Reynolds’ contributions, viewed in the light of
modern aerodynamic applications, have actually increased
in significance. The entire field of modern turbulence model-
ing and even our basic views of the nature of turbulence and
transition have derived from the ideas of Reynolds.

11 THE CIRCULATION THEORY OF
LIFT: KUTTA AND JOUKOWSKI

In 1902 the Wright Brothers were conducting wind-tunnel
tests in Dayton, Ohio, which advanced applied aerodynam-
ics toward maturity and helped in the design of their suc-
cessful 1903 Wright Flyer. At the same time, Wilhelm Kutta
was finishing some work at the University of Munich that
would prove an important advance in theoretical aerodynam-
ics. Kutta was born in Pitschen, Germany, in 1867. In 1902, at
the age of 35, he received a Ph.D. in mathematics from Mu-
nich, with a dissertation on aerodynamic lift. Kutta’s interest
had been sparked by the glider flights of Otto Lilienthal be-
tween 1890 and 1896 in Germany. Kutta knew that Lilienthal
had used a cambered airfoil for his gliders. Moreover, he knew
that when the cambered airfoil was put at a zero angle of at-
tack, positive lift was still produced. That was clearly evident
from Lilienthal’s data. Indeed, all of the cambered airfoils
tested by Lilienthal had to be pitched to some negative angle
of attack in order to reach the point of no lift (the zero-lift
angle of attack). The generation of lift by a cambered airfoil
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at a zero angle of attack was counterintuitive to many mathe-
maticians and scientists at that time, but the experimental data
unequivocally indicated it to be a fact. Such a mystery made
the theoretical calculation of lift on a cambered airfoil an ex-
cellent research topic at the time, and Kutta eagerly took it on.
By the time he finished his dissertation in 1902, Kutta had in
hand the first mathematical calculations of lift on cambered
airfoils. Although not seen explicitly in his calculations, his
results linked lift to circulation (see Governing Equations for
Fundamental Aerodynamics). However, in a paper given to
the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences in January, 1910, by
reinterpreting some of his 1902 theoretical development, he
found the classic relation for lift as the product of density, ve-
locity, and circulation, albeit in a form slightly different from
that buried in the 1902 dissertation. For that reason, it can be
said that Kutta shared in the development of the circulation
theory of lift. However, that came to light only in 1910, five
years after the relation was clearly and explicitly derived and
published independently by Nikolai Joukowski in Moscow.

Kutta was primarily a mathematician whose interest in
aerodynamics was sparked by Lilienthal’s glider flights. After
1902 he was a professor of mathematics, finally settling at the
Technische Hochschule in Stuttgart in 1911, from where he
retired in 1935. His death came in 1944 as Germany was
rushing headlong into defeat in World War II.

At the time the Wright brothers were carrying out their
wind-tunnel tests and Kutta was finishing his dissertation, a
55-year-old professor was directing the construction of the
first wind tunnel in Russia. Nikolai Joukowski (Zhukovsky)
was professor of mechanics at Moscow University and pro-
fessor of mathematics at the Moscow Higher Technical
School, at which the wind tunnel was being built. A native
of Orekhovo, Vladimirprovine, Russia, Joukowski was born
on 17 January 1847, the son of a communications engineer.
Joukowski earned a bachelor’s degree in mathematics from
the University of Moscow in 1868 and in 1870 began teach-
ing. In 1882 he completed his Ph.D. at Moscow University
with a dissertation on the stability of fluid flows. Four years
later he became the Head of the Department of Mechanics
of Moscow University. Joukowski published more than 200
papers in his lifetime, dealing with basic and applied me-
chanics. By the turn of the century he was one of Russia’s
most respected scientists; considered the founder of Russian
hydrodynamics and aerodynamics. In 1885 he was awarded
the N.D. Brashman Prize for major theoretical research in
fluid dynamics, and in 1894 he became a member of the St.
Petersburg Academy of Sciences. From 1905 until his death
in 1921, Joukowski served as president of the Moscow Math-
ematical Society.

In the late 1880s, contemporary with Otto Lilienthal’s
aeronautical activities, Joukowski became interested in fly-

ing machines. In 1895 he visited Lilienthal in Berlin and
purchased one of the eight gliders that Lilienthal sold to
the public. This was the first time that a university-educated
mathematician and scientist had become closely connected
with a real flying machine, actually getting his hands on one.
Joukowski was motivated by his interest in flying machines
to examine the aerodynamics of flight on a theoretical, math-
ematical basis.

In particular, he directed his efforts toward the calculation
of lift. As early as 1890 he began to conceive a model of
the flow over a lifting airfoil as consisting in some way of
vertical motions caused by the fluid viscosity. He envisioned
bound vortices fixed to the surface of the airfoil, along with
the resulting circulation that somehow had to be related to
the lifting action of the airfoil. Finally, in 1906 he published
two notes, one in Russian and the other in French, in two
rather obscure journals:Transactions of the Physical Section
of the Imperial Society of Natural Sciences, in Moscow, and
Bulletin de l’Institut Aerodynamique de Koutchino, in St. Pe-
tersburg. In those notes he derived and used the following
relation for calculating the lift per unit span of an airfoil:

L = ρV� (13)

where� is the circulation, a technically defined quantity equal
to the line integral of the flow velocity taken around any
closed curve encompassing the airfoil. This equation was a
revolutionary development in theoretical aerodynamics, for
the first time allowing calculation of the lift on an airfoil with
mathematical precision. Because Kutta was able to show in
hindsight that the essence of that relation could be found
buried in his 1902 dissertation, this equation has become
known as the Kutta–Joukowski theorem. It is still taught in
university aerodynamics courses and is used to calculate the
lift for airfoils in low-speed incompressible flows.

The apparent simplicity of the Kutta–Joukowski theorem
belies the fact that considerable effort usually is required to
calculate the value of� for a given airfoil at a given angle of
attack in a free stream of a given velocity. This is where the
model of vortex filaments aligned with the span of the wing
comes into the picture. The strengths of the vortex filaments
must be calculated precisely so that the resulting flow (the
flow induced by the vortices plus the flow due to the free
stream) will be tangent to the airfoil along its surface. Once
the proper vortex strengths are calculated, they are added
together to yield the total circulation� associated with the
complete airfoil. That is the value of� that is inserted into
the Kutta–Joukowski theorem to give the lift per unit span.

The circulation theory of lift provided the foundation for
all theoretical aerodynamics for the first 40 yr of the twentieth
century, after which the advent of high-speed flight required
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that the compressibility of air be taken into account. The
circulation theory of lift is still alive and well today, for ex-
ample, it is the basis for modern “panel” techniques, carried
out with digital computers, for calculating lift values for air-
foils in inviscid, incompressible flows. Such panel techniques
are continually being revised and improved, and thus the cir-
culation theory of lift is still evolving today, more than 100 yr
after its first introduction.

Joukowski went on to become “the father of Russian avia-
tion.” He established an aerodynamics laboratory in Moscow
during the first decade of the twentieth century and gave
a series of lectures on the theoretical basis of aerodynam-
ics, relying heavily on his own theoretical and experimental
work – the first systematic course in theoretical aerodynam-
ics. Those lecture notes were recorded by two of his students
and were published after Joukowski reviewed them. The first
Russian edition appeared in 1912, and the first French edition
in 1916; second editions in Russian and in French confirmed
the value of those notes. Joukowski developed a means of de-
signing airfoils using conformal mapping and the techniques
of complex variables. Those Joukowski airfoils were actually
used on some aircraft, and today those techniques provide a
mathematically rigorous reference solution to which modern
approaches to airfoil design can be compared for validation.
During World War I, Joukowski’s laboratory was used as an
instructional school for new military pilots. Shortly before
his death, Joukowski founded a new aerodynamics laboratory
just outside Moscow called the Central Institute for Aerody-
namics. This institute continues to the present time, known
as TsAGI, it is Russia’s premier aerodynamics facility, the
Russian equivalent of the NASA laboratories.

Nikolai Joukowski died in Moscow, 17 March 1921. At the
time of his death, he was working in the two areas of high-
speed aerodynamics and aircraft stability. Always moving
forward, the man who revolutionized the analysis of low-
speed airfoils in 1906 would exit the world in 1921 with
his attention fixed on analysis of supersonic vehicles and the
wave patterns associated with such objects.

12 LUDWIG PRANDTL AND HIS
BOUNDARY-LAYER THEORY

Until 1904, the role that friction played in determining the
characteristics of the flow over a body was conjectural and
somewhat controversial. There was the question of what hap-
pened at the surface of the body: Did the fluid immediately
adjacent to the surface stick to the surface, giving zero veloc-
ity at the surface, or did it slip over the surface with some finite
velocity? And there was always the question as to how much
of the flow field itself was dominated by the effect of friction.

In 1904, Ludwig Prandtl (1875–1953) read a paper before
the Third International Mathematical Congress at Heidel-
berg that was to bring revolutionary changes in aerodynamics
(Prandtl, 1904). It was only eight pages long, but it would
prove to be one of the most important fluid-dynamics papers
ever written. Much later, in 1928, when asked by the fluid
dynamicist Sydney Goldstein why the paper was so short,
Prandtl replied that he had been given only 10 min for his
presentation, and he was under the impression that his paper
could contain only what he had time to say.

The important thing about Prandtl’s paper was that it gave
the first description of the boundary-layer concept. Prandtl
theorized that the effect of friction was to cause the fluid
immediately adjacent to the surface to stick to the surface (i.e.,
he assumed the no-slip condition at the surface) and that the
effect of that friction was experienced only in the near vicinity
of the surface (i.e., the influence of friction was limited to a
thin region called the boundary layer). Outside the boundary
layer, the flow was essentially uninfluenced by friction (i.e.,
it was the inviscid potential flow that had been studied for
the past two centuries). The concept of the boundary layer
is sketched in Figure 6. In the types of flows associated with
a body in flight, the boundary layer is very thin compared
with the size of the body, much thinner than can be shown
in Figure 6a. In Figure 6b, a portion of the boundary layer is
enlarged to illustrate the variation of the flow velocity through
the boundary layer, going from zero at the surface to the full
inviscid-flow value at the outer edge of the boundary layer.
With Figure 6 in mind, consider Prandtl’s description of the
boundary layer:

Figure 6. Division of a flow into two parts: (a) the thin boundary
layer adjacent to the surface, where the effects of friction are domi-
nant, and an inviscid eternal flow outside of the boundary layer; (b)
enlarged sketch of the boundary layer showing the variation in ve-
locity across the boundary layer as a function of the normal distance,
perpendicular to the surface.
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“A very satisfactory explanation of the physical process in
the boundary layer (Grenzschicht) between a fluid and a solid
body could be obtained by the hypothesis of an adhesion of
the fluid to the walls, that is, by the hypothesis of a zero rel-
ative velocity between fluid and wall. If the viscosity was
very small and the fluid path along the wall not too long,
the fluid velocity ought to resume its normal value at a very
short distance from the wall. In the thin transition layer (Ue-
bergangschicht) however, the sharp changes of velocity, even
with small coefficient of friction, produce marked results.”

One of these “marked results” is that within the boundary
layer, there is an enormous change in velocity over a very
short distance, as sketched in Figure 6b (i.e., there are very
large velocity gradients in the boundary layer). In turn, as
described by Newton’s shear-stress law, which states that the
shear stress is proportional to the velocity gradient, the local
shear stress can be very large within the boundary layer.

Another “marked result” is flow separation:

“In given cases in certain points fully determined by external
conditions, the fluid flow ought to separate from the wall. That
is, there ought to be a layer of fluid which, having been set in
rotation by the friction on the wall, insinuates itself into the
free fluid, transforming completely the motion of the latter,
and therefore playing there the same part as the Helmholtz
surfaces of discontinuity.”

Prandtl was referring to the type of flow sketched in
Figure 7, where the boundary layer separates from the sur-
face. As seen in Figure 7, driven by inviscid-flow conditions
of a certain type, the boundary layer can separate and then
trail downstream, much like the nineteenth-century concept
of a surface of discontinuity. An essentially dead-air region
is formed in the wake behind the body. The pressure distribu-
tion over the surface of the body is radically changed when
the flow separates, such that the altered pressure distribution
creates a large unbalanced force in the drag direction – the
pressure drag due to flow separation. When there is a mas-
sive flow separation (Figure 7), the pressure drag usually is
much larger than the skin-friction drag. The type of exter-
nal inviscid flow that promotes boundary-layer separation is
a flow that produces an adverse pressure gradient (i.e., an
increasing pressure in the flow direction). Prandtl explained
that effect as follows:

“On an increase of pressure, while the free fluid transforms
part of its kinetic energy into potential energy, the transition
layers instead, having lost a part of their kinetic energy (due
to friction), have no longer a sufficient quantity to enable
them to enter a field of higher pressure, and therefore turn
aside from it.”

Separation
point

Separation
point

Figure 7. Schematic of separated flow over the top surface of an
airfoil at a very high angle of attack – beyond stall.

That phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 7. At the sep-
aration point, the fluid elements deep inside the boundary
layer (which have already had substantial portions of their ini-
tial kinetic energies dissipated by friction) cannot work their
way uphill against a region where the pressure is increasing.
Hence, the velocity profile is depleted near the surface. At
the separation point, it has an inflection point at the surface,
as sketched in Figure 7. Beyond that point, the fluid elements
near the surface would actually be pushed backward by the
increasing pressure, but nature does not allow that to happen;
instead, the boundary layer simply lifts off the surface at that
point, as shown in Figure 7.

The overall perspective set forth by Prandtl in his 1904
paper was simple and straightforward, namely, that an aero-
dynamic flow over a body can be divided into two regions: a
thin boundary layer near the surface, where friction is dom-
inant, and an inviscid flow external to the boundary layer,
where friction is negligible. There is a strong effect of the
outer inviscid flow on the boundary- layer properties; indeed,
the outer flow is what drives the boundary layer. On the other
hand, the boundary layer is so thin that it has virtually no ef-
fect on the outer inviscid flow. The exception to that is when
the flow separates; then the outer inviscid flow is greatly mod-
ified by the presence of the separation region. Prandtl’s view
of those phenomena was as follows:

“While dealing with a flow, the latter divides into two parts
interacting on each other; on one side we have the “free fluid,”
which (is) dealt with as if it were frictionless, according to the
Helmholz vortex theorems, and on the other side the transition
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layers near the solid walls. The motion of these layers is
regulated by the free fluid, but they for their part give to the
free motion its characteristic feature by the emission of vortex
sheets.”

Prandtl used the terms “transition layer” and “boundary
layer” interchangeably. Indeed, he used the term “boundary
layer” only once in that paper, while frequently referring to
the “transition layer.” “Boundary layer” is the term that has
survived.

Prandtl’s 1904 paper is arguably the most important and
influential paper published in fluid mechanics in the last
century. It may continue to be such in present century.
His boundary-layer concept revolutionized fluid dynamics
in general and aerodynamics in particular.

Ludwig Prandtl was born on 4 February 1874, in Freis-
ing, Bavaria. His father, Alexander Prandtl, was a profes-
sor of surveying and engineering at the agricultural college
at Weihenstephan, near Freising. Although the Prandtls had
three children, two died at birth, and Ludwig grew up as an
only child. His mother suffered from a protracted illness, and
partly as a result of that he became very close to his father.
At an early age he became interested in his father’s books
on physics, machinery, and instruments. Perhaps his remark-
able ability to go straight to the heart of a physical problem
can be traced to his childhood environment, for his father, a
great lover of nature, taught him to observe phenomena and
to reflect on them.

In 1894 Prandtl began scientific studies at the Technische
Hochschule in Munich, where his principal teacher was the
well-known mechanics professor August Foppl. Six years
later he graduated from the University of Munich with a
Ph.D., with Foppl as his advisor. By that time Prandtl was
alone; his father had died in 1896, and his mother in 1898.

Prandtl showed no interest in fluid mechanics prior to
1900. Indeed, his Ph.D. work at Munich had been in solid me-
chanics – unstable elastic equilibrium in which bending and
distortion acted together. Prandtl continued his interest and
research in solid mechanics through most of his life but that
work was overshadowed by his many major contributions to
the study of fluid flows. Soon after graduation from Munich,
Prandtl had his first major encounter with fluid mechanics.
Joining the Nurnberg works of the Maschinenfabrik Augs-
burg as an engineer, Prandtl worked in an office designing
mechanical equipment for the new factory. He was assigned
to redesign a suction device to collect lathe shavings. Finding
no reliable information in the scientific literature on the fluid
mechanics of suction, Prandtl carried out some experiments
to answer a few fundamental questions about such flows. The
result of that work was his new design for a shavings collector.
The apparatus was modified with pipes of improved shapes
and sizes, and it operated well at one-third of its original

power consumption. Prandtl’s contributions in fluid mechan-
ics had begun.

A year later, in 1901, Prandtl became a professor of me-
chanics in the Mathematical Engineering Department at the
Technische Hochschule in Hannover (a German “technical
high school” is equivalent to a technical university in the
United States). At Hannover he developed his boundary-
layer theory and began work on supersonic flows through
nozzles. After delivering his famous paper on the concept of
the boundary layer in 1904, Prandtl’s star would rise meteor-
ically. Later that year he moved to the prestigious University
of Gottingen to become Director of the Institute for Technical
Physics, spending the remainder of his life there and building
his laboratory into the greatest aerodynamics research center
of the 1904–1930 period.

In 1925, the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut fur Stromungs-
forschung (Kaiser Wilheim Institute for Flow Investigation)
was built on the grounds of the Gottingen University, with
Prandtl as director, in recognition of his important research
achievements in mechanics. By the 1930s, Prandtl was rec-
ognized worldwide as the elder statesman of fluid dynamics.
He continued to do research in various areas, including struc-
tural mechanics and meteorology, but his great contributions
to fluid dynamics had already been made. He remained at
Gottingen throughout World War II, engrossed in his work
and seemingly insulated from the politics of Nazi Germany
and the privations and destruction of the war. In fact, the
German Air Ministry provided new equipment and finan-
cial support for Prandtl’s laboratory. Prandtl’s attitude at the
end of the war, however, was reflected in his comments to
a U.S. Army interrogation team at Gottingen in 1945: He
complained about bomb damage to the roof of his house, and
he asked to what extent the Americans planned to support
his current and future research. Prandtl was 70 at the time,
and still going strong. However, Prandtl’s laboratory did not
fare well after the war. Some of his research equipment was
dismantled by the Allies, and most of his research staff left
Germany, some eventually going to work in the United States
and England.

Prandtl died in 1953. He was clearly the father of modern
aerodynamics and a monumental figure in fluid dynamics.
The impact of his work will reverberate for centuries to come.

13 SUMMARY

With our discussion of Ludwig Prandtl, we end this chapter
on the history of the early evolution of theoretical and exper-
imental fluid dynamics. We have just scratched the surface.
Moreover, we have not touched the exponential growth of
fluid dynamics and aerodynamics that has taken place in the
past 100 years. Nevertheless, I hope that you have gained
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some appreciation for the intellectual accomplishments and
the major players that have helped to set the stage for modern
aerospace engineering as we know it today, and as you will
enjoy reading about throughout this encyclopedia. And if this
chapter wets your appetite to find out more about the history
of aerodynamics and aerospace engineering (see Anderson,
1997; Anderson, 2002).
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1 FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

1.1 Inviscid and viscous flows: the distinction

For the purposes of analysis, discussion, and understanding,
we divide and classify the real natural world of aerodynamics
into various intellectually defined compartments and cate-
gories. Underlying all of these is the idea that usually (but
not always) the flow medium is a continuum. To understand
this concept, consider the flow over a body, say, for example,
a circular cylinder of diameter,d. Also, consider the fluid to
consist of individual molecules that are in random motion.
The mean distance that a molecule travels between collisions
with neighboring molecules is defined as themean-free path
λ. If λ is orders of magnitude smaller than the scale of the
body measured byd, then the flow appears to the body as a

continuous substance. The molecules impact the body surface
so frequently that the body cannot distinguish the individual
molecular collisions, and the surface feels the fluid as a con-
tinuous medium. Such flow is calledcontinuum flow. The
other extreme is whereλ is on the same order as the body
scale; here, the gas molecules are spaced so far apart (rel-
ative tod) that collisions with the body surface occur only
infrequently, and the body surface can feel distinctly each
molecular impact. Such flow is calledfree molecular flow. For
manned flight, vehicles such as the space shuttle encounter
free molecular flow at the extreme outer edge of the atmo-
sphere, where the air density is so low thatλ becomes on
the order of the shuttle size. There are intermediate cases,
where flows can exhibit some characteristics of both con-
tinuum and free molecular flows; such flows are generally
labeled “low-density flows” in contrast to continuum flow.
By far, however, the vast majority of practical aerodynamic
applications involve continuum flows. Low-density and free
molecular flows are just a small part of the total spectrum of
aerodynamics.

For the purpose of intellectual discussion, we divide con-
tinuum flow into two categories: viscous flow and inviscid
flow. To define these categories, note that in a liquid or a gas,
the molecules move about in a very random fashion, and in so
doing they transport their mass, momentum, and energy from
one location to another in the fluid. This transport on a molec-
ular scale gives rise to the phenomena of mass diffusion,
viscosity (friction), and thermal conduction. All real flows
exhibit the effects of these transport phenomena; such flows
are calledviscous flows. In contrast, a flow that is assumed
to involve no friction, thermal conduction, or diffusion is
called aninviscid flow. Inviscid flows do not truly exist in
nature; however, there are many practical aerodynamic flows
(more than one would think) where the influence of transport
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phenomena is small, and we can model the flow as being
inviscid.

Theoretically, inviscid flow is approached in the limit
as the Reynolds number goes to infinity. Reynolds number
reflects the ratio of inertia to friction forces in a moving fluid,
which is given by

Re = ρV�/µ (1)

whereρ is the fluid density,V is the flow velocity,� is a char-
acteristic length, andµ is the viscosity coefficient. However,
for practical problems, many flows with high but finiteRe can
be assumed to be inviscid. For such flows, the influence of
friction, thermal conduction, and diffusion is limited to a very
thin region adjacent to the body surface called the boundary
layer (Section 5), and the remainder of the flow outside this
thin region is essentially inviscid. For flows over slender bod-
ies, such as an airfoil, inviscid theory adequately predicts the
pressure distribution and lift on the body and gives a valid
representation of the streamlines and flow field away from
the body. However, because friction (shear stress) is a major
source of aerodynamic drag, inviscid theories by themselves
cannot adequately predict total drag.

1.2 Incompressible and compressible flows:
the distinction

A flow in which the densityρ is constant is calledincom-
pressible. In contrast, a flow where the density is variable is
calledcompressible. All flows, to a greater or lesser extent,
are compressible; truly incompressible flow, where the den-
sity is precisely constant, does not occur in nature. However,
analogous to our discussion of inviscid flow, there are a
number of aerodynamic problems that can be modeled as
being incompressible without any detrimental loss of accu-
racy. For example, the flow of homogeneous liquids is treated
as incompressible, and hence most problems involving hydro-
dynamics assumeρ = constant. Also, the flow of gases at a
low Mach number is essentially incompressible; forM < 0.3,
it is always safe to assumeρ = constant. This was the flight
regime of all airplanes from the Wright brothers’ first flight in
1903 to just prior to World War II. It is still the flight regime
of most small, general aviation aircraft of today. Hence, there
exists a large bulk of aerodynamic experimental and theoret-
ical data for incompressible flows.

Of all the ways of subdividing and describing different
aerodynamic flows, the distinction based on the Mach number
is probably the most prevalent. IfM is the local Mach number
at an arbitrary point in a flow field, then by definition the flow

is locally:

Subsonic ifM < 1
Sonic if M = 1
Supersonic ifM > 1

Looking at the whole field simultaneously, four different
speed regimes can be identified using Mach number as the
criterion:

1. Subsonic flow (M < 1 everywhere). A flow field is defined
as subsonic if the Mach number is less than 1 at
every point. Subsonic flows are characterized by smooth
streamlines (no discontinuity in slope), as shown in Fig-
ure 1a. Moreover, since the flow velocity is everywhere
less than the speed of sound, disturbances in the flow
(say, the sudden deflection of the trailing edge of the
airfoil in Figure 1a) propagate both upstream and down-
stream, and are felt throughout the entire flow field. A
freestream Mach numberM∞ less than 1 does not guar-
antee a totally subsonic flow over the body. In expanding
over an aerodynamic shape, the flow velocity increases
above the freestream value, and ifM∞ is close enough
to 1, the local Mach number may become supersonic
in certain regions of the flow. This gives rise to a rule of
thumb thatM∞ < 0.8 for subsonic flow over slender bod-
ies. For blunt bodies,M∞ must be even lower to ensure
totally subsonic flow.

2. Transonic flow (mixed regions whereM < 1 andM > 1).
As stated above, ifM∞ is subsonic but is near unity,
the flow can become locally supersonic (M > 1). This
is shown in Figure 1b, which shows pockets of super-
sonic flow over both the top and the bottom surfaces
of the airfoil, terminated by weak shock waves behind
which the flow becomes subsonic again. Moreover, if
M∞ is increased slightly above unity, a bow shock wave
is formed in front of the body; behind this shock wave,
the flow is locally subsonic, as shown in Figure 1c. This
subsonic flow subsequently expands to a low supersonic
value over the airfoil. Weak shock waves are usually
generated at the trailing edge, sometimes in a “fishtail”
pattern as shown in Figure 1c. The flow fields shown in
Figure 1b and c are characterized by mixed subsonic–
supersonic flows and are dominated by the physics of
both types of flow. Hence, such flow fields are calledtran-
sonic flows. Again, as a rule of thumb for slender bodies,
transonic flows occur for freestream Mach numbers in
the range 0.8< M∞ < 1.2.

3. Supersonic flow (M > 1 everywhere). A flow field is
defined as supersonic if the Mach number is greater than
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Figure 1. Different regimes of flow. (a) Subsonic flow; (b) transonic flow withM∞ < 1; (c) transonic flow withM∞ > 1; (d) Supersonic
flow; and (e) hypersonic flow.

1 at every point. Supersonic flows are frequently charac-
terized by the presence of shock waves across which the
flow properties and streamlines change discontinuously
(in contrast to the smooth, continuous variations in sub-
sonic flows). This is shown in Figure 1d for supersonic

flow over a sharp-nosed wedge; the flow remains super-
sonic behind the oblique shock wave from the tip. Also
shown are the distinct expansion waves, which are com-
mon in supersonic flow. Again, the listing ofM∞ > 1.2
is strictly a rule of thumb. For example, in Figure 1d,
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4 Fundamentals of Fluid Flows

if θ is made large enough, the oblique shock wave will
detach from the tip of the wedge and will form a strong,
curved bow shock ahead of the wedge with a substan-
tial region of subsonic flow behind the wave. Hence, the
totally supersonic flow shown in Figure 1d is destroyed
if θ is too large for a givenM∞. This shock detachment
phenomenon can occur at any value ofM∞ > 1, but the
value ofθ at which it occurs increases asM∞ increases.
In a supersonic flow, because the local flow velocity is
greater than the speed of sound, disturbances created at
some point in the flowcannot work their way upstream
(in contrast to subsonic flow). This property is one of
the most significant physical differences between sub-
sonic and supersonic flows. This is the basic reason why
shock waves occur in supersonic flows, but do not occur
in steady subsonic flows.

4. Hypersonic flow (very high supersonic speeds). Refering
to the wedge shown in Figure 1d, assumeθ is a given,
fixed value. AsM∞ increases above 1, the strength of
the shock wave increases, leading to higher tempera-
tures in the region between the shock and the body (the
shock layer). IfM∞ is sufficiently large, the shock layer
becomes very thin, and interactions between the shock
wave and the viscous boundary layer on the surface occur.
Also, the shock layer temperature becomes high enough
that chemical reactions occur in the air. The O2 and N2

molecules are torn apart, that is, the gas molecules disso-
ciate. WhenM∞ becomes large enough such that shock
and viscous layer interactions, and/or chemically react-
ing effects begin to dominate the flow (Figure 1e), the
flow field is calledhypersonic. A somewhat arbitrary
but frequently used rule of thumb for hypersonic flow
is M∞ > 5.

1.3 Control volumes and fluid elements

The fundamental equations of aerodynamics are obtained
from the following philosophical approach:

1. Invoke the following three fundamental physical prin-
ciples that are deeply entrenched in our macroscopic
observations of nature:
a. Mass is conserved (i.e., mass can be neither created

nor destroyed).
b. Newton’s second law: force= mass× acceleration.
c. Energy is conserved – it can only change from one

form to another form.
2. Determine a suitablemodel for the fluid. A fluid is a

squishy substance, and therefore it is usually more dif-
ficult to describe than a well-defined solid body. Hence,
we have to adopt a reasonable model of the fluid to

which we can apply the fundamental principles stated in
item 1.

3. Apply the fundamental physical principles listed in item
1 to the model of the fluid determined in item 2 in order to
obtain mathematical equations that properly describe the
physics of the flow. In turn, use these fundamental equa-
tions to analyze any particular aerodynamic flow problem
of interest.

Three different models of the flow have been used suc-
cessfully throughout the modern evolution of aerodynamics.
They are (1) (2) finite control volume, (3) infinitesimal fluid
element, and (4) molecular.

Let us imagine a closed volume within afinite region of the
flow. This volume defines acontrol volume V and acontrol
surface S; control surface is the closed surface that bounds the
control volume. The control volume may be fixed in space
with the fluid moving through it. Alternatively, the control
volume may be moving with the fluid such that the same
fluid particles are always inside it. In either case, the control
volume is a reasonably large, finite region of the flow. The
fundamental physical principles are applied to the fluid inside
the control volume and to the fluid crossing the control surface
(if the control volume is fixed in space). Therefore, instead
of looking at the whole flow field at once, with the control
volume model we limit our attention to just the fluid in the
finite region of the volume itself.

Alternatively, let us imagine an infinitesimally small fluid
element in the flow, with a differential volume dV. The fluid
element is infinitesimal in the same sense as differential cal-
culus; however, it is large enough to contain a huge number of
molecules so that it can be viewed as a continuous medium.
The fluid element may be fixed in space with the fluid moving
through it. Alternatively, it may be moving along a stream-
line with velocityV equal to the flow velocity at each point.
Again, instead of looking at the whole flow field at once, the
fundamental physical principles are applied to just the fluid
element itself.

A third model of the flow can be a microscopic approach
that pertains to the fact that the motion of a fluid is a ramifica-
tion of the mean motion of its atoms and molecules. Here, the
fundamental laws of nature are applied directly to the atoms
and molecules, using suitable statistical averaging to define
the resulting fluid properties. This approach is in the purview
of kinetic theory, which is a very elegant method with many
advantages in the long run.

1.4 Continuity equation

The basic equations of aerodynamics are statements of the
three fundamental principles listed in Section 1.3. These
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Governing Equations for Fundamental Aerodynamics5

principles are fundamental in nature; they are stand-alone
principles that cannot be derived from other more fundamen-
tal concepts.

Fundamental principle: Mass is conserved (i.e., mass can
be neither created nor destroyed).

Applying this principle to the model of a finite control
volume of volumeV and surface areaS fixed in space, the
resulting equation is

∂

∂t V

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ ρdV +

S

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ ρV ·dS = 0 (2)

where the first integral over the control volumeV is the time
rate of change of mass inside the control volume and the
second integral over the control surfaceS is the net flux of
mass out of the control volume through the control surface.
Equation (2) is theintegral form of the continuity equation.

Applying the divergence theorem from vector calculus
to equation (2), we obtain the following partial differential
equation:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇·(ρV ) = 0 (3)

Equation (2) is adifferential form of the continuity equation.
In both equations (2) and (3),ρ is the flow density andV is the
flow velocity. Both equations address the same subject – the
mass is conserved. Equation (2), however, applies over a finite
volume in space, and equation (3) applies in the neighborhood
of a point in the flow.

1.5 Momentum equation

Fundamental principle: Newton’s second law:
force= mass× acceleration, or more fundamentally
that force= time rate of change of momentum.

Applying this fundamental principle to a finite control
volume fixed in space, we have

∂

∂t V

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ ρVdV +

S

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ (ρV ·dS)V

= −
S

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ pdS +

V

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ ρfdV + F viscous (4)

where the first integral on the left-hand side is the time rate
of change of momentum inside the control volume and the
second integral is the net flux of momentum out of the con-
trol volume through the control surface. The terms on the

right-hand side represent the force exerted on the fluid inside
the control volume as it is momentarily flowing through the
volume. This force is the sum of the pressure force due to
the integral of the pressure distribution exerted on the control
surface, the body force exerted on the fluid inside the con-
trol volume, and the force due to viscous stresses (friction)
exerted over the control surface. In equation (4),p is the pres-
sure,f is the body force per unit mass, andF viscousis the net
surface force due to friction. Equation (4) is theintegral form
of the momentum equation; it is a vector equation.

Equation (4) can be expressed in terms of three scalar par-
tial differential equations. For instance, adopting a Cartesian
(x, y, z) coordinate system, we have

∂(ρu)

∂t
+ ∇·(ρuV ) = −∂p

∂x
+ ρfx + (Fx)viscous (5)

∂(ρv)

∂t
+ ∇·(ρvV ) = −∂p

∂y
+ ρfy + (Fy)viscous (6)

∂(ρw)

∂t
+ ∇·(ρwV ) = −∂p

∂z
+ ρfz + (Fz)viscous (7)

Equations (5)–(7) are respectively thex, y, andz com-
ponents of the momentum equation in partial differential
equation form.

1.6 Energy equation

Fundamental principle: Energy is conserved; it can only
change from one form to another form.

This principle is simply a statement of the first law of
thermodynamics to the fluid flow, namely, that the change in
energy of a system is equal to the heat added to, and the work
done on the system. Applying this principle to a finite control
volume fixed in space, we have

V

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ q̇ρdV + Q̇viscous−

S

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ pV ·dS +

V

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ ρ(f ·V )dV

+ Ẇviscous= ∂

∂t V

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ ρ

(
e + V 2

2

)
dV

+
S

⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ ρ

(
e + V 2

2

)
V ·dS (8)

Equation (8) is anintegral form of the energy equation. On
the left side, the first term is the volumetric addition of heat
to the fluid inside the control volume from an outside source
such as radiation; the second term is the heat addition due to
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6 Fundamentals of Fluid Flows

the thermal conduction across the control surface; the third
term is the rate of work done by pressure exerted on the con-
trol surface; the fourth term is the rate of work done by body
forces; and the fifth term is the rate of work done by viscous
stresses exerted on the control surface. The first integral on
the right side of equation (8) is the time rate of change of total
energy inside the control volume and the second integral is
the flux of total energy across the control surface.

Equation (8) can be expressed in partial differential equa-
tion form as

∂

∂t

[
ρ

(
e + V 2

2

)]
+ ∇·

[
ρ

(
e + V 2

2

)
V

]

= ρq̇ − ∇·(pV ) + ρ(f ·V ) + Q̇′
viscous+ Ẇ ′

viscous (9)

whereQ̇′
viscousandẆ ′

viscousrepresent the proper forms of the
viscous terms, to be expressed in Section 4. Equation (9) is
a partial differential equation, which relates the flow-field
variables at a given point in space.

1.7 Classifications: Euler equations and
Navier–Stokes equations

The governing equations for an unsteady, compressible,
three-dimensional viscous flow are given by equations (2)–
(8). In modern terminology, these equations – the continuity,
momentum, and energy equations – are labeled as theNavier–
Stokes equations, although classically only the momentum
equation with its viscous terms included had been called the
Navier–Stokes equation.

For an inviscid flow, the terms in the above governing
equations dealing with viscous effects drop out. Since the
continuity equation deals only with mass conservation, it
remains the same. However, the momentum equation (equa-
tions (5)–(7)) is now written as

∂(ρu)

∂t
+ ∇·(ρuV ) = −∂p

∂x
+ ρfx (10)

∂(ρv)

∂t
+ ∇·(ρvV ) = −∂p

∂y
+ ρfy (11)

∂(ρw)

∂t
+ ∇·(ρwV ) = −∂p

∂z
+ ρfz (12)

The energy equation (9) becomes

∂

∂t

[
ρ

(
e + V 2

2

)]
+ ∇·

[
ρ

(
e + V 2

2

)
V

]

= −∇·(pV ) + ρ(f ·V ) (13)

In modern terminology, the system of equations (3) and
(10)–(13) are labeled as theEuler equations, although classi-
cally only the system of equations (10)–(12) – the momentum
equation for an inviscid flow – had been called the Euler
equation.

1.8 Pathlines, streamlines, and streaklines

A pathline is the path through space traced out by a fluid
element moving in the flow. Suppose when you are watching a
given fluid element as it flows downstream, the path followed
by your eyes is the pathline that is traced out by the fluid
element.

Imagine velocity vectors attached to all the fluid elements
as they move through the flow, and the array of these velocity
vectors distributed throughout space at a specific instant. A
streamline is a curve whose tangent at any point is in the
direction of the velocity vector at that point.

Consider a fixed point in a flow field. Consider all the indi-
vidual fluid elements that pass through that point over a given
time interval. Imagine all these fluid elements connected with
each other, such as a string of elephants connected trunk to
tail. The line that connects these fluid elements is astreakline.

In general, a flow field can beunsteady, where by defi-
nition the flow field properties, including the magnitude and
direction of the velocity, at any given point are functions
of time. For an unsteady flow, the pathline, streamline, and
streakline through a given point in the flow are all different
curves. In contrast, asteady flow is one where the flow-field
properties at any given point donot vary with time; they are
the same fixed values independent of time. For a steady flow,
pathlines, streamlines, and streaklines through any point are
identical curves in space. For a steady flow, therefore, there
is no difference between these curves, and for such flows, the
term streamline is the one that is most used to give a clear
picture of the flow.

1.9 Vorticity

As a moving fluid element translates along a streamline, it
may also rotate and become distorted in shape. The amount
of rotation and distortion depends on the velocity field. The
rotational angular velocity of the fluid element is a vector
quantity given by the symbolω. By definition, thevorticity ξ

is twice the angular velocity,

ξ = 2ω (14)
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Governing Equations for Fundamental Aerodynamics7

and is equal to the curl of the velocity,

ξ = ∇ × V (15)

In a velocity field, the curl of the velocity is equal to the
vorticity.

The above leads to two important definitions:

1. If (∇ × V ) /= 0 at every point in a flow, the flow is called
rotational. This implies that the fluid elements have a
finite angular velocity.

2. If (∇ × V ) = 0 at every point in a flow, the flow is called
irrotational. This implies that the fluid elements have no
angular velocity; rather their motion through space is a
pure translation.

Irrotational flows are much easier to analyze than rota-
tional flows. At first glance, irrotational flow may appear to
be so special that its applications are limited. Amazingly,
such is not the case. There are a large number of practi-
cal aerodynamic problems where the flow field is essentially
irrotational, for example, the subsonic flow over airfoils, the
supersonic flow over slender bodies at small angle of attack,
and the subsonic–supersonic flow through nozzles. For such
cases, there is generally a thin boundary layer of viscous flow
immediately adjacent to the surface; in this viscous region,
the flow is highly rotational. However, outside this boundary
layer, the flow is frequently irrotational. As a result, the study
of irrotational flow is an important aspect of aerodynamics.

1.10 Velocity potential

For an irrotational flow, there exists at each point a scalar
functionφ such that the velocity at that point is given by

V = ∇φ (16)

We denoteφ as the velocity potential. If the velocity potential
for a given flow is known, then the velocity can be obtained
directly from differentiation of the velocity potential. For
example, in Cartesian coordinates,

u = ∂φ

∂x
v = ∂φ

∂y
w = ∂φ

∂z
(17)

Note that the flow-field velocities are obtained by differenti-
atingφ in the same direction as the velocities.

When a flow field is irrotational, hence allowing a velocity
potential to be defined, there is a tremendous simplification.
Instead of dealing with the velocity components (say,u, v,
andw) as unknowns, hence requiring three equations for these

three unknowns, we can deal with the velocity potential as one
unknown; therefore, the solution of only one equation for the
flow field is required. This is why, in theoretical aerodynam-
ics, we make a distinction between irrotational and rotational
flows, and why the analysis of irrotational flow is simpler than
that of rotational flows. This is also why irrotational flow is
often identified as potential flow.

1.11 Stream function

The stream function,ψ, such as the velocity potential, is a
scalar function from which the flow velocity can be obtained
by differentiation. For example, in Cartesian coordinates,

u = ∂ψ

∂y
v = −∂ψ

∂x
(18)

Note that the derivatives are taken perpendicular to the
direction of the velocity components, in contrast to the case
with the velocity potential. Also, a stream function, except in
several special cases, is defined for only a two-dimensional
flow, whereas the velocity potential can be defined for a three-
dimensional flow.

Along a streamline in a two-dimensional flow, the value
of the stream function is constant. Hence, the equations of a
streamline can be expressed asψ = constant, where the value
of the constant is different for different streamlines.

A stream function can be defined for a rotational flow as
well as an irrotational flow. This is in contrast to a velocity
potential, which can be defined only for an irrotational flow.

1.12 Circulation

In this section, we introduce a tool that is fundamental to
the calculation of aerodynamic lift, namely,circulation. This
tool was used independently by Frederick Lanchester (1878–
1946) in England, Wilheim Kutta (1867–1944) in Germany,
and Nikolai Joukowski (1847–1921) in Russia to create a
breakthrough in the theory of aerodynamic lift at the turn of
the twentieth century. The purpose of this section is only to
define circulation and relate it to vorticity.

Consider a closed curveC in a flow field. LetV andds

be the velocity and directed line segment, respectively, at a
point onC. The circulation, denoted by�, is defined as

� ≡ − ⌠
⌡
C

V ·ds (19)

The circulation is simply the negative of the line integral of
velocity around a closed curve in the flow; it is a kinematic
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8 Fundamentals of Fluid Flows

property depending only on the velocity field and the choice
of the curveC. By mathematical convention, the positive
sense of the line integral is counterclockwise. However, in
aerodynamics, it is convenient to consider a positive cir-
culation as being clockwise. Hence, a minus sign appears
in the definition given by equation (19) to account for the
positive-counterclockwise sense of the integral and for the
positive-clockwise sense of circulation.

The use of the wordcirculation to label the integral in
equation (19) may be somewhat misleading because it leaves
a general impression of something moving around in a loop.
Indeed, according to theAmerican Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language, the first definition given to the word “cir-
culation” is “movement in a circle or a circuit.” However, in
aerodynamics, circulation has a very precise technical mean-
ing, namely, equation (19). It doesnot necessarily mean that
the fluid elements are moving around in circles within this
flow field – a common early misconception of new learners
of aerodynamics. Rather, when circulation exists in a flow, it
simply means that the line integral in equation (19) is finite.
For example, if an airfoil is generating lift, the circulation
taken around a closed curve enclosing the airfoil will be finite,
although the fluid elements are by no means executing circles
around the airfoil.

Circulation is also related to vorticity as follows.

� ≡ − ⌠
⌡
C

V ·ds = −
S

⌠⌠
⌡
⌠
⌡ (∇ × V )·dS (20)

Hence, the circulation about a curveC is equal to the
vorticity integrated over any open surface bounded byC.
This leads to the immediate result that if the flow isirro-
tational everywhere within the contour of integration (i.e., if
∇ × V = 0 over any surface bounded by C),then � = 0. A
related result is obtained by letting the curveC shrink to an
infinitesimal size, and denoting the circulation around this
infinitesimally small curve by d�. Then, in the limit asC
becomes infinitesimally small, equation (20) yields

d� = −(∇ × V )·dS = −(∇ × V )·ndS (21)

or

(∇ × V )·n = −d�

dS
(22)

where dS is the infinitesimal area enclosed by the infinitesimal
curveC. Equation (22) states that at a point P in a flow, the
component of vorticity normal to dS is equal to the negative of
the “circulation per unit area,” where the circulation is taken
around the boundary of dS.

2 POTENTIAL FLOW EQUATIONS

2.1 Definition of potential flow

The velocity potential,φ, is defined in Section 1.10 as a
scalar function from which the vector velocity is obtained
asV = ∇φ. The velocity potential can be defined for an irro-
tational flow only (Section 1.10). Therefore, potential flow
can be defined as a flow for which a velocity potential exists,
hence potential flow is irrotational flow.

Frequently, the term potential flow is used to describe
incompressible irrotational flow. However, this is too restric-
tive because a velocity potential can also be defined for
irrotational compressible flow. Expressing the flow velocity
in Cartesian coordinates, we have

V = ui + vj + wk (23)

wherei, j, andk are unit vectors along thex, y, andz axes
respectively, andu, v, andw are thex, y, andz components
of velocity, respectively. Since

V = ∇φ = i
∂φ

∂x
+ j

∂φ

∂y
+ k

∂φ

∂z
(24)

we have, comparing equations (23) and (24),

u = ∂φ

∂x
(25)

v = ∂φ

∂y
(26)

w = ∂φ

∂z
(27)

Equations (25)–(27) illustrates one of the most powerful
advantages of defining and obtaining the velocity potential for
a given flow, that is, the three unknown velocitiesu, v, and
w are replaced by only one unknown, namely,φ. Hence, the
theoretical analysis of potential flows is inherently simpler
than that for a nonpotential flow.

2.2 Bernoulli’s equation

For an incompressible flow, the integration of the Euler equa-
tions (Section 3) along a streamline yields a single algebraic
equation relating pressure and velocity along the streamline:

p + 1

2
ρV2 = constant (28)
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Governing Equations for Fundamental Aerodynamics9

Equation (28) is calledBernoulli’s equation; it reflects the
Bernoulli principle that, along a given streamline, as the pres-
sure decreases, the velocity increases, and as the pressure
increases the velocity decreases. Bernoulli’s equation is a
result of applying Newton’s second law,F = ma, to a moving
fluid element, as reflected in the physical derivation of the
Euler equations (Section 3). The dimensions of each term in
Bernoulli’s equation are that of pressure (force per unit area).
Indeed, the second term,1

2ρV2, is defined as the dynamic
pressure. The dimensions can also be expressed in terms of
energy per unit volume; sometimes Bernoulli’s equation is
viewed as a type of energy equation for incompressible flow.
However, fundamentally, Bernoulli’s equation is a statement
of Newton’s second law.

For a potential flow, Bernoulli’s equation applies every-
where in the flow field and isnot restricted to holding just
along a given streamline. Therefore, Bernoulli’s equation is
particularly useful for the analysis of potential flows.

2.3 Divergence of the velocity

A mathematician would immediately think of the divergence
of velocity in terms of its mathematical expression, which in
Cartesian coordinates is

∇·V = ∂u

∂x
+ ∂v

∂y
+ ∂w

∂z
(29)

However, the fluid dynamicist thinks of the divergence of
velocity in terms of its physical meaning. Consider a fluid
element of fixed mass moving along a streamline. In general,
the volume of this element can be changing as it moves from
one point to another in the flow. The divergence of velocity
is physically the instantaneous time rate of change of the
volume of a moving fluid element, per unit volume.

For incompressible flow, the volume of a moving fluid
element of fixed mass does not change. Hence, from the phys-
ical meaning of∇·V , we have the general condition from an
incompressible flow that

∇·V = 0 (30)

2.4 Laplace’s equation

Laplace’s equation is the governing equation for incompress-
ible potential flow. It stems from the condition for an incom-
pressible flow,∇·V = 0, and the definition of the potential
function,∇φ = V . Combining these two relations gives

∇2φ = 0 (31)

Equation (31) isLaplace’s equation – one of the most
famous and extensively studied equations in mathematical
physics. Solutions of Laplace’s equation are calledharmonic
functions, for which there is a huge bulk of existing liter-
ature. Therefore, it is most fortuitous that incompressible,
irrotational flow is described by Laplace’s equation, for which
numerous solutions exist and are well understood. In Carte-
sian coordinates, Laplace’s equation is expressed as

∂2φ

∂x2
+ ∂2φ

∂y2
+ ∂2φ

∂z2
= 0 (32)

For a two-dimensional potential flow, the stream function,
ψ, also satisfies Laplace’s equation.

∂2ψ

∂x2
+ ∂2ψ

∂y2
= 0 (33)

From equations (31) and (33), we make the following
obvious and important conclusions:

1. Any irrotational, incompressible flow has a velocity
potential and stream function (for two-dimensional flow)
that both satisfy Laplace’s equation

2. Conversely, any solution of Laplace’s equation rep-
resents the velocity potential or stream function
(two-dimensional) for an irrotational, incompressible
flow.

Laplace’s equation is a second-order linear partial dif-
ferential equation. The fact that it islinear is particularly
important, because the sum of any particular solutions of a
linear differential equation is also a solution of the equa-
tion. For example, ifφ1, φ2, φ3, . . . φn representn separation
solutions of equation (31), then the sum

φ = φ1 + φ2 + . . . + φn (34)

is also a solution of equation (31). Since irrotational,
incompressible flow is governed by Laplace’s equation and
Laplace’s equation is linear, we conclude that a complicated
flow pattern for an irrotational, incompressible flow can be
synthesized by adding together a number of elementary flows
that are also irrotational and incompressible. Indeed, this
establishes a grand strategy for the solution of potential flows.
Develop flow-field solutions for several different elementary
flows, which by themselves may not seem to be practical
flows in real life. However, then proceed to add (i.e., super-
impose) these elementary flows in different ways such that
the resulting flow fields do pertain to practical problems.
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10 Fundamentals of Fluid Flows

Consider the irrotational, incompressible flow fields over
different aerodynamic shapes, such as a sphere, cone, or
airplane wing. Clearly, each flow is going to be distinctly dif-
ferent; the streamlines and pressure distribution over a sphere
are quite different from those over a cone. However, these dif-
ferent flows are all governed by the same equation, namely,
∇2φ = 0. How, then, do we obtain different flows for the
different bodies? The answer is found in theboundary con-
ditions. Although the governing equation for the different
flows is the same, the boundary conditions for the equation
must conform to the different geometric shapes, and hence
yield different flow-field solutions.

Consider the external aerodynamic flow over a stationary
body. The flow is bounded by (i) the freestream flow that
occurs (theoretically) an infinite distance away from the body
and (ii) the surface of the body itself. Therefore, two sets of
boundary conditions apply as follows:

(a) Infinity boundary conditions
Far away from the body (toward infinity), in all

directions, the flow approaches the uniform freestream
conditions. LetV∞ be aligned with thex-direction.
Hence, at infinity

u = ∂φ

∂x
= ∂ψ

∂y
= V∞ (35)

v = ∂φ

∂y
= −∂ψ

∂x
= 0 (36)

Equations (35) and (36) are theboundary conditions
on velocity at infinity. They apply at an infinite distance
from the body in all directions, above and below, and to
the left and to right of the body.

(b) Wall boundary conditions
It is impossible for the flow to penetrate a solid surface.

Instead, if the flow is viscous, the influence of friction
between the fluid and the solid surfaces creates a zero
velocity at the surface. In contrast, the velocity at the sur-
face can be finite for inviscid flows, but because the flow
cannot penetrate the surface, the velocity vector must be
tangent to the surface. The component of velocitynor-
mal to the surface must be zero. Letn be a unit vector
normal to the surface. The wall boundary condition can
be written as

V ·n = (∇φ) ·n = 0 (37)

or

∂φ

∂n
= 0 (38)

Equation (37) or (38) gives the boundary condition for
velocity at the wall; it is expressed in terms ofφ. If we
are dealing withψ rather thanφ then the wall boundary
condition is

∂ψ

∂s
= 0 (39)

wheres is the distance measured along the body surface.
Note that the body contour is a streamline of the flow.
Recall thatψ = constant is the equation of a streamline.
Thus, if the shape of the body is given byyb = f(x), then

ψsurface= ψy=yb = constant (40)

is an alternative expression for the boundary conditions
given in equation (39).

If we are dealing with neitherφ norψ, but rather with the
velocity componentsu andv themselves, then the wall bound-
ary condition is obtained from the equation of a streamline
evaluated at the body surface; that is,

dyb

dx
=

( v

u

)
surface

(41)

Equation (41) states simply that the body surface is a stream-
line of the flow. The form given in equation (41) for the flow
tangency condition at the body surface is used for all inviscid
flows, incompressible to hypersonic, and does not depend on
the formulation of the problem in terms ofφ or ψ.

2.5 Interim summary

Reflecting on our previous discussions, the general approach
to the solution of incompressible potential flows can be sum-
marized as follows:

1. Solve Laplace’s equation forφ (equation (32)) orψ
(equation (33)) along with the proper boundary condi-
tions, such as equations (35) and (37). These solutions
are usually in the form of a sum of elementary solutions
(to be discussed in the following sections).

2. Obtain the flow velocity fromV = ∇φ oru = ∂ψ/∂y and
v = −∂ψ/∂x.

3. Obtain the pressure from Bernoulli’s equation,p +
1
2ρV 2 = p∞ + 1

2ρV∞2, wherep∞ and V∞ are known
freestream conditions.

SinceV andp are the primary dependent variables for an
incompressible flow, steps 1 to 3 are all we need to solve
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Figure 2. Uniform flow.

for a given problem as long as the flow is an incompressible
potential flow.

2.6 Elementary potential flows

Many interesting incompressible potential flows are synthe-
sized from a superposition of two or more elementary flows,
all of which are solutions of Laplace’s equation. Four of the
commonly used elementary flows are

(a) Uniform flow (see Figure 2)
This flow is simply a uniform flow moving with

straight streamlines at constant velocity in a given direc-
tion. It is the simplest of all elementary flows, and usually
constitutes the uniform freestream far ahead of an aero-
dynamic body.

(b) Two-dimensional source flow (see Figure 3)

Source flow is a flow where all the streamlines are
straight lines emanating radially from a central point (the
origin) and where the flow velocity is inversely propor-
tional to the distancer from the region. The strength of
the source,	, is the rate of volume flow from the origin,
per unit depth perpendicular to the page. The opposite
of source flow issink flow, where the fluid flows into the
origin; a sink is essentially a source of negative strength.
The origin of a source or sink is a mathematical singular-
ity where the flow velocity is infinite. Indeed, the origin
O can be visualized as adiscrete point source or sink,
the presence of whichinduces the resulting radial flow
away from the origin.

(c) Two-dimensional doublet flow (see Figure 4)
Consider a source of strength	 and a sink of equal

but opposite strength –	 separated by a distance�. Let
the distance� approach zero while the absolute magni-
tudes of the strength of the source and sink increase in
such a fashion that the product (�	) remains constant.
In the limit where� → 0, the resulting flow is adou-
blet flow of strengthκ = �	. Again, as in the case of a
source or sink, the doublet can be considered as a discrete
point singularity thatinduces the doublet flow about the
singularity.

(d) Vortex flow (see Figure 5)
A vortex flow is a flow where all the streamlines are

concentric circles about a given point, and where the flow
velocity is constant along any given circular streamline
but varies inversely with distance from the common cen-
ter. This common center is called apoint vortex; it is a
singularity thatinduces the circular vortex flow about the
common center. The circulation� (Section 1.12) taken
along any circular streamline about the point vortex is the
same value, independent of which circular streamline is

Source flow(a) (b)
Sink flow

Discrete
source

Discrete
sink

r r

Vr −Vr

θ θ

O O

φ = const ψ = 
co

ns
t

Figure 3. Source and sink flows.
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Discrete doublet

κ

2πc

κ

Figure 4. Doublet flow with strengthκ.

Vθ

r

O

Figure 5. Vortex flows.

chosen. Hence,� is called the strength of the vortex.
Vortex flow is irrotational flow everywhere except at the
origin, where the vorticity is infinity – another aspect of
the vortex singularity.

2.7 Equations for the elementary flows

The velocity, velocity potential, and stream function for each
of the elementary flows are derived in most aerodynamic text-
books (see, e.g., Anderson, 2010). The results are tabulated
below.

Type of flow Velocity φ ψ

Uniform flow in
x-Direction u = V∞ V∞x V∞y

Source Vr = 	
2�r

	
2�

ln r 	
2�

θ

Vortex Vθ = − �
2�r

− �
2�

θ �ln r
2π

Doublet Vr = − κ
2�

cosθ
r2

κ
2�

cosθ
r

− κ
2�

sinθ
r

Vθ = − κ
2�

sinθ
r2

2.8 Superposition of elementary flows

(a) Nonlifting flow over a circular cylinder (see Figure 6)
The superposition of a uniform flow with velocityV∞
and a doublet of strengthκ results in the potential flow
over a circular cylinder of radiusR = (κ/2�V∞)

1
2 . The

absolute magnitude of the velocity over the surface is

Vθ = −2V∞sinθ (42)

and the pressure coefficient distribution over the surface
is

Cp = p − p∞
1
2ρ∞V 2∞

= 1 − 4sin2 θ (43)

The pressure distribution over the surface is symmetric
about both the axes that are parallel and perpendicular to
the freestream, hence the net aerodynamic force on the
cylinder is zero.

(b) Lifting flow over a circular cylinder (see Figure 7)
The superposition of the nonlifting flow over a circu-

lar cylinder and a vortex of strength� yields a flow over
the circular cylinder that is not symmetric about the axis
parallel to the freestream, and hence there is a net aero-
dynamic force perpendicular to the freestream, that is,
lift. The variation of pressure coefficient is given by

Cp = 1 −
(

−2sinθ − �

2�RV∞

)2

(44)
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Flow over a cylinder

Figure 6. Superposition of a uniform and a doublet; nonlifting flow over a circular cylinder.

By integrating the pressure coefficient over the surface,
the lift per unit span perpendicular to the page is obtained
as

L = ρ∞V∞� (45)

Equation (45) is the Kutta–Joukowski theorem relating
lift per unit span to circulation, as discussed in the next
section.

2.9 Circulation theory of lift: general philosophy

Equation (45), the Kutta–Joukowski theorem, applies in gen-
eral to cylindrical (i.e., two-dimensional) bodies of arbitrary

cross section when the circulation is evaluated around any
curveenclosing the body. Let curve A be any curve in the flow
enclosing the body. If the body is producing lift, the velocity
field around the body will be such that the line integral of
velocity around A will be finite, that is, the circulation

� = − ⌠
⌡
A

V ·ds (46)

is finite. In turn, the lift per unit span on the body will be given
by the Kutta–Joukowski theorem as embodied in equation
(45). This result underscores the importance of the concept of
circulation. The Kutta–Joukowski theorem states that lift per
unit span on a two-dimensional body is directly proportional
to the circulation around the body.

Figure 7. The synthesis of lifting flow over a circular cylinder.
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The lifting flow over a circular cylinder is synthesized by
superimposing a uniform flow, a doublet, and a vortex. All
three elementary flows are irrotational at all points, except for
the vortex, which has infinite vorticity at the origin. There-
fore, the lifting flow over a cylinder is irrotational at every
point except at the origin. If we take the circulation around
any curvenot enclosing the origin,� = 0. It is only when we
choose a curve that encloses the origin, where∇ × V is infi-
nite, that equation (46) yields a finite�, equal to the strength
of the vortex. The same can be said about the potential flow
over any two-dimensional body. The flowoutside the body is
irrotational, and the circulation around any closed curvenot
enclosing the body is consequently zero. On the other hand,
the flow over a body is synthesized by distributing vortices
either on the surface or inside the body. These vortices have
the usual singularities in∇ × V, and therefore, if we choose
a curve that encloses the body, equation (46) yields a finite
value of�, equal to thesum of vortex strengths distributed
on or inside the body. The important point here is that, in the
Kutta–Joukowski theorem, the value of� used in equation
(45) must be evaluated around a closed curve thatencloses
the body. The curve can be otherwise arbitrary, but it must
have the body inside it.

The approach we have discussed above – the definition of
circulation and the use of equation (45) to obtain the lift – is
the essence of thecirculation theory of lift in aerodynamics.
Its development at the turn of the twentieth century created a
breakthrough in aerodynamics. However, let us keep things
in perspective. The circulation theory of lift is analternative
way of thinking about the generation of lift on an aerody-
namic body. Keep in mind that the true physical sources
of aerodynamic force on a body are the pressure and shear
stress distributions exerted on the surface of the body. The
Kutta–Joukowski theorem is simply an alternative way of
expressing theconsequences of the surface pressure distribu-
tion; it is a mathematical expression that is consistent with the
special tools developed for the analysis of inviscid, incom-
pressible flow. Indeed, equation (45) is derived by integrating
the pressure distribution over the surface. Therefore, it is
not quite proper to say that circulation “causes” lift. Rather
lift is “caused” by the net imbalance of the surface pres-
sure distribution, and circulation is simply a defined quantity
determined from the same pressures. The relation between the
surface pressure distribution (which produces liftL) and the
circulation is given by equation (45). However, in the theory
of incompressible, potential flow, it is generally much easier
to determine the circulation around the body rather than cal-
culate the detailed surface pressure distribution. Therein lies
the power of the circulation theory of lift.

Consequently, the theoretical analysis of lift on two-
dimensional bodies in incompressible, inviscid flow focuses
on the calculation of the circulation about the body. Once�

is obtained, then the lift per unit span follows directly from
the Kutta–Joukowski theorem.

2.10 High-speed subsonic and supersonic
potential flows: basic ideas and equations

As long as a flow is irrotational, a velocity potential can be
defined independent of whether the flow is incompressible or
compressible. Thus, for a high speed, compressible, flow, we
have

V = ∇φ (47)

where, for a two-dimensional flow,

u = ∂φ

∂x
(48)

v = ∂φ

∂y
(49)

When the velocities in the continuity, momentum, and
energy equations (Sections 1.4–1.6) are replaced by the
velocity potential, and suitably combined, a single equation
results whereφ is the only dependent variable.

[
1 − 1

a2

(
∂φ

∂x

)2
]

∂2φ

∂x2
+

[
1 − 1

a2

(
∂φ

∂y

)2
]

∂2φ

∂y2

− 2

a2

(
∂φ

∂x

) (
∂φ

∂y

)
∂2φ

∂x∂y
= 0 (50)

This is called thevelocity potential equation. It is almost
completely in terms ofφ; only the speed of sound appears in
addition toφ. However,a can be readily expressed in terms
of φ as

a2 = a2
0 − γ − 1

2

[(
∂φ

∂x

)2

+
(

∂φ

∂y

)2
]

(51)

wherea0 is a known constant of the flow. Equation (51) gives
the speed of sounda as a function ofφ. Hence, substitution
of equation (51) into (50) yields a single partial differential
equation in terms of the unknownφ. This equation repre-
sents a combination of the continuity, momentum, and energy
equations. In principle, it can be solved to obtainφ for the flow
field around any two-dimensional shape, subject of course to
the usual boundary conditions at infinity and along the body
surface.

Because equation (50), along with equation (51), is a single
equation in terms of one dependent variableφ, the analysis of
isentropic, irrotational, steady, compressible flow is greatly
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simplified – we only have to solve one equation instead of
three or more. Onceφ is known, all the other flow variables
are directly obtained as follows:

1. Calculateu andv from equations (48) and (49).
2. Calculatea from equation (51).
3. CalculateM = V/a = √

u2 + v2/a.
4. CalculateT, p, andρ from equations (52)–(54).

T0

T
= 1 + γ − 1

2
M2 (52)

p0

p
=

(
1 + γ − 1

2
M2

) γ

γ−1

(53)

ρ0

ρ
=

(
1 + γ − 1

2
M2

) 1
γ−1

(54)

In these equations, the total conditionsT0, p0, andρ0

are known quantities; in an isentropic flow they are con-
stant throughout the flow field and hence are obtained
from the freestream conditions.

Although equation (50) has the advantage of being one
equation with one unknown, it also has the distinct disad-
vantage of being anonlinear partial differential equation.
Such nonlinear equations are very difficult to solve analyt-
ically, and in modern aerodynamics, solutions of equation
(50) are usually sought by means of sophisticated numerical
techniques. Indeed, no general analytical solution of equation
(50) has been found to this day. Contrast this situation with
that for incompressible flow, which is governed by Laplace’s
equation – alinear partial differential equation for which
numerous analytical solutions are well known.

Given this situation, aerodynamicists over the years have
made assumptions regarding the physical nature of the flow
field, which are designed to simplify equation (50). These
assumptions limit our considerations to the flow over slender
bodies at small angles of attack. For subsonic and super-
sonic flows, these assumptions lead to anapproximate form
of equation (50) that is linear and hence can be solved ana-
lytically. These matters are the subject of the next section.

Keep in mind that, within the framework of steady, irro-
tational, isentropic flow, equation (50) isexact and holds for
all Mach numbers, from subsonic to hypersonic, and for all
two-dimensional body shapes, thin and thick.

A linearized form of equation (50) is obtained by making
the assumption of flow over a slender body at small angle of
attack, and considering only subsonic or supersonic flow. For
a slender body at small angle of attack, the flow field is only

slightly perturbed from its original uniform flow upstream of
the body. Thus, thex andy components of velocity are locally
given by

u = V∞ + û v = v̂ (55)

whereû andv̂ are theperturbation velocities. For a slender
body at small angle of attack, these perturbations are small
relative to the freestream velocity, that is,

û

V∞
,

v̂

V∞
,

û2

V 2∞
,

v̂2

V 2∞
≪ 1 (56)

With this assumption, and considering subsonic flow where
0≤ M∞ ≤ 0.8 or supersonic flow where 1.2≤ M∞ < 5
(approximately), equation (50) reduces to

(1 − M2
∞)

∂2φ

∂x2
+ ∂2φ

∂y2
= 0 (57)

Equation (57) is alinear partial differential equation, and
therefore is inherently simpler to solve than equation (50).
Since the early twentieth century, many useful analytical
solutions of equation (57) have been obtained and applied
to subsonic and supersonic flows.

We have paid a price, however, for this simplicity. Equa-
tion (57) is no longer exact. It is only an approximation to the
physics of the flow limited to cases where

1. the perturbations are small, that is, thin bodies at small
angles of attack;

2. subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers. Equation (57)
is not valid for transonic flow, where 0.8≤ M∞ ≤ 1.2, or
for hypersonic flow, whereM∞ > 5.

3 EULER EQUATIONS

3.1 Substantial derivative: physical meaning

The Euler equations are the governing equations for an invis-
cid flow. They are introduced in the following in both integral
and partial differential equation forms. We will examine the
differential form in more detail further.

Frequently the governing partial differential equations for
a fluid flow are written in terms of the substantial derivative,
which has both mathematical meaning and physical meaning.

To introduce and understand the substantial derivative,
consider a small fluid element moving through a flow field
in Cartesian coordinates. The velocity field is given by
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V = ui + vj + wk, where

u = u(x, y, z, t)

v = v(x, y, z, t)

w = w(x, y, z, t)

(58)

In addition, the density field is given by

ρ = ρ(x, y, z, t) (59)

At time t1, the fluid element is located at point 1 in the flow,
and its density is

ρ1 = ρ(x1, y1, z1, t1) (60)

At a later time,t2 the same fluid element has moved to a
different location in the flow field, such as point 2. At this
new time and location, the density of the fluid element is

ρ2 = ρ(x2, y2, z2, t2) (61)

Sinceρ = ρ(x, y, z, t), we can expand this function in a Taylor
series about point 1 as follows:

ρ2 = ρ1 +
(

∂ρ

∂x

)
1
(x2 − x1) +

(
∂ρ

∂y

)
1
(y2 − y1)

+
(

∂ρ

∂z

)
1
(z2 − z1)

+
(

∂ρ

∂t

)
1
(t2 − t1) + higher order terms

(62)

Dividing by t2 − t1, and ignoring the higher order terms, we
have

ρ2 − ρ1

t2 − t1
=

(
∂ρ

∂x

)
1

x2 − x1

t2 − t1
+

(
∂ρ

∂y

)
1

x2 − x1

t2 − t1

+
(

∂ρ

∂z

)
1

z2 − z1

t2 − t1
+

(
∂ρ

∂t

)
1

(63)

Consider the physical meaning of the left side of equation
(63). The term (ρ2 − ρ1)/(t2 − t1) is theaverage time rate of
change in density of the fluid element as it moves from point 1
to point 2. In the limit, ast2 approachest1, this term becomes

lim
t2→t1

ρ2 − ρ1

t2 − t1
= Dρ

Dt
(64)

Here, Dρ/Dt is a symbol for theinstantaneous time rate of
change of density of the fluid element as it moves through
point 1. By definition, this symbol is called thesubstantial

derivative D/Dt. Note that Dρ/Dt is the time rate of change
of density of a givenfluid element as it moves through space.
Here, our eyes are on the fluid element as it is moving, and we
are watching the density of the element change as it moves
through point 1. This is different from (∂ρ/∂t)1, which is
physically the time rate of change of density at thefixed point
1. For (∂ρ/∂t)1, we fix out eyes on the stationary point 1,
and watch the density change due to transient fluctuations
in the flow field. Thus, Dρ/Dt and∂ρ/∂t are physically and
numerically different quantities. Returning to equation (63),
note that

lim
t2→t1

x2 − x1

t2 − t1
≡ u

lim
t2→t1

y2 − y1

t2 − t1
≡ v

lim
t2→t1

z2 − z1

t2 − t1
≡ w

(65)

Thus, taking the limit of equation (63) ast2 → t1, we obtain

Dρ

Dt
= u

∂ρ

∂x
+ v

∂ρ

∂y
+ w

∂ρ

∂z
+ ∂ρ

∂t
(66)

From equation (66), we can obtain an expression for the
substantial derivative in Cartesian coordinates:

D

Dt
= ∂

∂t
+ u

∂

∂x
+ v

∂

∂y
+ w

∂

∂z
(67)

Furthermore, in Cartesian coordinates, the vector operator∇
is defined as

∇ ≡ i
∂

∂x
+ j

∂

∂y
+ k

∂

∂z
(68)

Hence, equation (67) can be written as

D

Dt
≡ ∂

∂t
+ (V ·∇) (69)

Equation (69) represents a definition of the substantial deriva-
tive in vector notation; thus, it is valid for any coordinate
system.

Focusing on equation (69), we once again emphasize that
D/Dt is the substantial derivative, which is physically the
time rate of change following a moving fluid element;∂/∂t
is called thelocal derivative, which is physically the time
rate of change at a fixed point;V ·∇ is called theconvective
derivative, which is physically the time rate of change due
to the movement of the fluid element from one location to
another in the flow field where the flow properties are spatially
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different. The substantial derivative applies to any flow-field
variable (e.g., Dp/Dt, Dt/Dt, Du/Dt). For example,

DT

Dt
≡ ∂T

∂t
Local

derivative

+ (V ·∇)T
Convective
derivative

≡ ∂T

∂t
+ u

∂T

∂x
+ v

∂T

∂y
+ w

∂T

∂z

(70)

Equation (70) states physically that the temperature of the
fluid element is changing as the element sweeps past a point
in the flow because at that point the flow-field temperature
itself may be fluctuating with time (the local derivative) and
because the fluid element is simply on its way to another
point in the flow field where the temperature is different (the
convective derivative).

Consider an example that will help to reinforce the phys-
ical meaning of the substantial derivative. Imagine that you
are hiking in the mountains, and you are about to enter a cave.
The temperature inside the cave is cooler than outside. Thus,
as you walk through the mouth of the cave, you feel a temper-
ature decrease – this is analogous to the convective derivative
in equation (70). However, imagine that, at the same time, a
friend throws a snowball at you such that the snowball hits
you just at the instant you pass through the mouth of the
cave. You will feel an additional, but momentary, temper-
ature drop when the snowball hits you – this is analogous
to the local derivative in equation (70). The net temperature
drop you feel as you walk through the mouth of the cave is
therefore a combination of both the act of moving into the
cave, where it is cooler, and being struck by the snowball at
the same instant – this net temperature drop is analogous to
the substantial derivative in equation (70).

3.2 Euler equations in terms of the substantial
derivative

On a classical basis, the term Euler equations applies to
the momentum equation for an inviscid flow. However, the
modern use of the term Euler equations covers the whole
system of governing fundamental equations for an inviscid
flow, the continuity, momentum, and energy equations. These
equations are introduced in Brief History of the Early Devel-
opment of Theoretical and Experimental Fluid Dynamics.
Written in terms of the substantial derivative, these equations
are

Continuity:

Dρ

Dt
+ ρ∇·V = 0 (71)

Momentum:

ρ
Du

Dt
= −∂p

∂x
+ ρfx (72)

ρ
Dv

Dt
= −∂p

∂y
+ ρfy (73)

ρ
Dw

Dt
= −∂p

∂z
+ ρfz (74)

Energy:

ρ
D(e + V 2

2 )

Dt
= ρq̇ − ∇·(pV ) + ρ(f ·V ) (75)

The above continuity, momentum, and energy equations are
three equations in terms of the five unknownsp, V, ρ, T,
ande. Assuming a calorically perfect gas, the additional two
equations needed to complete the system are obtained from

Equation of state:p = ρRT
Internal energy:e = cvT

3.3 Boundary conditions

The Euler equations describe an inviscid flow. The boundary
conditions dictate the particular flow being studied. Many
problems in aerodynamics deal with the external flow over a
body of given shape. For these problems, there are two sets
of boundary conditions.

Uniform freestream: At the appropriate distance from the
body, the flow is treated as uniform with given freestream
conditions

V∞ = constant p∞ = constant ρ∞ = constant (76)

Body surface: The flow cannot penetrate the surface.
Therefore, at the body, the flow must be locally tangent to
the surface. Ifn is a unit normal vector perpendicular to the
surface, then

V∞·n = 0 (77)

3.4 Discussion of the Euler equations

The Euler equations are a coupled system of nonlinear partial
differential equations, in the form of the substantial derivative
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given in this chapter. To date, no general closed-form analyt-
ical solution to these equations has been found. Therefore,
two approaches to their solution are

1. Simplify the physical problem by using appropriate
approximations that lead to a linearized system of equa-
tions that can be solved numerically. Various small
perturbation solutions suitable for a slender body at small
angle of attack, and for subsonic or supersonic flows, are
an example.

2. Carry out a numerical solution of the full Euler equations
using an appropriate algorithm from computational fluid
dynamics (CFD). Today, such numerical solutions of the
Euler equations are the norm in aerodynamics.

3.5 Physical significance of solutions of the Euler
equations

Today, CFD solutions of the Euler equations are carried out
for the flow over virtually any complex shape, such as a com-
plete three-dimensional airplane at any orientation to the flow.
These solutions apply to any flow that is not influenced by the
effects of friction. Fully attached flows over bodies are readily
handled by the Euler equations. Solutions of the Euler equa-
tions yield reasonably valid results for the surface pressure
distribution; since lift and moments on a body are due to the
pressure distribution integrated over the body surface, these
aerodynamic forces and moment are usually accurately pre-
dicted by CFD Euler solutions. On the other hand, solutions
of the Euler equations provide no direct results for aerody-
namic drag, which is due to shear stress at the surface, and to
regions of flow separation over the body. Solutions for drag
are the purview of either Navier–Stokes solutions (Section 4)
or boundary-layer solutions (Section 5).

4 NAVIER–STOKES EQUATIONS

4.1 Expanded form of the Navier–Stokes
equations

4.1.1 Momentum equation

Applying the flow model of an infinitesimally small mov-
ing fluid element of fixed mass (see Section 2), the viscous
forces in the momentum equation are obtained by treating
the viscous shear and normal stresses acting on all sides of
the fluid element. In turn, these viscous stresses are related to
appropriate velocity gradients in the flow (see, e.g., Ander-
son, 2010). The final form of the momentum equations in the

x-,y-, andz-directions, expressed in terms of the substantial
derivative (Section 3) is

ρ
Du

Dt
= ρ

∂u

∂t
+ ρu

∂u

∂x
+ ρv

∂u

∂y
+ ρw

∂u

∂z

= −∂p

∂x
+ ∂

∂x

[
λ∇·V + 2µ

∂u

∂x

]

+ ∂

∂y

[
µ

(
∂v

∂x
+ ∂u

∂y

)]
+ ∂

∂z

[
µ

(
∂u

∂z
+ ∂w

∂x

)]
+ ρfx

(78)

ρ
Dv

Dt
= ρ

∂v

∂t
+ ρu

∂v

∂x
+ ρv

∂v

∂y
+ ρw

∂v

∂z

= −∂p

∂y
+ ∂

∂x

[
µ

(
∂v

∂x
+ ∂u

∂y

)]

+ ∂

∂y

[
λ∇·V + 2µ

∂v

∂y

]
+ ∂

∂z

[
µ

(
∂w

∂y
+ ∂v

∂z

)]
+ ρfy

(79)

ρ
Dw

Dt
= ρ

∂w

∂t
+ ρu

∂w

∂x
+ ρv

∂w

∂y
+ ρw

∂w

∂z

= −∂p

∂z
+ ∂

∂x

[
µ

(
∂u

∂z
+ ∂w

∂x

)]

+ ∂

∂y

[
µ

(
∂w

∂y
+ ∂v

∂z

)]
+ ∂

∂z

[
λ∇·V + 2µ

∂w

∂z

]
+ ρfz

(80)

whereµ is the coefficient of viscosity andλ is the second
coefficient of viscosity.

Equations (78)–(80) represent the complete Navier–
Stokes equations for an unsteady, compressible, three-
dimensional viscous flow. To analyze incompressible viscous
flow, equations (78)–(80) and the continuity equation are
sufficient. However, for a compressible flow, we need an addi-
tional equation, namely, the energy equation to be discussed
next.

4.1.2 Energy equation

In Section 1.6, the viscous terms in the energy equation,
Q̇1

viscous andẆ1
viscous, were treated generically. These terms

are due to thermal conduction and viscous stresses acting
on a fluid element, and are functions of the temperature and
velocity gradients, respectively, in the flow. In these terms, the
energy equation written in terms of the substantial derivative
is
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ρ
De

Dt
= ρq̇ + ∂

∂x

(
k
∂T

∂x

)
+ ∂

∂y

(
k
∂T

∂y

)
+ ∂

∂z

(
k
∂T

∂z

)

− p

(
∂u

∂x
+ ∂v

∂y
+ ∂w

∂z

)
+ λ

(
∂u

∂x
+ ∂v

∂y
+ ∂w

∂z

)2

+ µ

[
2
(

∂u

∂x

)2

+ 2
(

∂v

∂y

)2

+ 2
(

∂w

∂z

)2

+
(

∂u

∂y
+ ∂v

∂x

)2

+
(

∂u

∂z
+ ∂w

∂x

)2

+
(

∂v

∂z
+ ∂w

∂y

)2
]

(81)

wheree is the internal energy andk is the thermal conductiv-
ity. Please note that the energy equation can be written in a
number of different forms; equation (81) is just one of them
dealing with the internal energy.

4.2 Similarity parameters

One of the most important concepts in fluid dynamics is that
of flow-field dynamic similarity. Two different flows exhibit
flow-field dynamic similarity if the variation of nondimen-
sional dependent variables as a function of nondimensional
independent variables is the same for both flows. To ensure
flow-field similarity, certain parameters calledsimilarity
parameters must be the same between the two flows. The
most rigorous method of identifying these similarity param-
eters is to nondimensionalize the Navier–Stokes and energy
equations, and examine the coefficients of the nondimen-
sional terms (see, e.g., Anderson 2010). These similarity
parameters are the Mach numbers,M∞ = V∞

a∞
, Reynolds

number,Re = ρ∞V∞c

µ∞
, Prandtl number,Pr = µ∞cp

k∞
, and the

ratio of specific heatsγ = cp

cv
. If the similarity parameters are

the same for two different flows, the two flows are dynami-
cally similar. In these parameters,c is a characteristic length,
cp andcv are the specific heats at constant pressure and con-
stant volume respectively,a∞ is the speed of sound,ρ∞ is
the density,V∞ is the freestream velocity,µ∞ is the viscosity
coefficient, andk∞ is the thermal conductivity.

To illustrate this process of nondimensionalizing the
governing equations, consider a steady two-dimensional, vis-
cous, compressible flow. Thex-momentum equation for such
a flow is given by equation (78), which for the present case
reduces to

ρu
∂u

∂x
+ ρv

∂u

∂y
= −∂p

∂x
+ ∂

∂y

[
µ

(
∂v

∂x
+ ∂u

∂y

)]
(82)

In equation (82),ρ, u, p, and so on are the actual dimen-
sional variables, say [ρ] = kg/m3, and so on. Let us introduce

the following dimensionless variables:

ρ′ = ρ

ρ∞
u′ = u

V∞
v′ = v

V∞
p′ = p

p∞

µ′ = µ

µ∞
x′ = x

c
y′ = y

c
(83)

whereρ∞, v∞, p∞, andµ∞ are reference values (say, e.g.,
freestream values) andc is a reference length (say, the chord
of an airfoil). In terms of these dimensionless variables, equa-
tion (82) becomes

ρ′u′ ∂u
′

∂x′ + ρ′v′ ∂u
′

∂y′ = −
(

p∞
ρ∞V 2∞

)
∂p′

∂x′

+
(

µ∞
ρ∞V∞c

)
∂

∂y′

[
µ′

(
∂v′

∂x′ + ∂u′

∂y′

)]

(84)

Noting that

p∞
ρ∞V 2∞

= γp∞
γρ∞V 2∞

= a2
∞

γV 2∞
= 1

γM2∞
(85)

and

µ∞
ρ∞V∞c

= 1

Re∞
(86)

whereM∞ andRe∞ are the freestream Mach and Reynolds
numbers, respectively, equation (84) becomes

ρ′u′ ∂u
′

∂x′ + ρ′v′ ∂u
′

∂y′ = − 1

γM2∞

∂p′

∂x′

+ 1

Re∞

∂

∂y′

[
µ′

(
∂v′

∂x′ + ∂u′

∂y′

)]

(87)

Equation (87) tells us something important. Consider two dif-
ferent flows over two bodies of different shapes. In one flow,
the ratio of specific heats, Mach number, and Reynolds num-
ber areγ1, M∞1, andRe∞1, respectively; in the other flow,
these parameters have different values,γ2, M∞2, andRe∞2.
Equation (87) is valid for both flows. It can, in principle, be
solved to obtainu′ as a function ofx′ andy′. However, since
γ, M∞, andRe∞ are different for the two cases, the coeffi-
cients of the derivatives in equation (87) will be different.
This will ensure, if

u′ = f1(x′, y′) (88)
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represents the solution for one flow and

u′ = f2(x′, y′) (89)

represents the solution for the other flow, that

f1 /= f2 (90)

However, consider now the case where the two different
flows have thesamevalues ofγ, M∞, andRe∞. Now the coef-
ficients of the derivatives in equation (87) will be the same for
both flows; that is, equation (87) isnumerically identical for
the two flows. In addition, assume the two bodies are geomet-
rically similar, so that the boundary conditions in terms of the
nondimensional variables are the same. Then, the solutions
of equation (87) or the two flows in terms ofu′ = f1(x′, y′)
andf2(x′, y′) must be identical; that is,

f1(x′, y′) ≡ f2(x′, y′) (91)

Recall the definition of dynamically similar flows given
earlier, namely, that two flows are dynamically similar if
the distributions ofV/V∞, p/p∞, and so on are the same
throughout the flow field when plotted against common
nondimensional coordinates. This is precisely what equation
(91) is addressing – thatu′ as a function ofx′ andy′ is the same
for the two flows. That is, the variation of thenondimensional
velocity as a function of thenondimensional coordinates
is the same for the two flows. How did we obtain equation
(91)? Simply by saying thatγ, M∞, andRe∞ are the same
for the two flows and that the two bodies are geometrically
similar. These are precisely the criteria for two flows to be
dynamically similar.

4.3 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions for the Navier–Stokes and energy
equations are completely different from those for the Euler
equations (Section 3), except for the uniform freestream.

Uniform freestream: At the appropriate distance from the
body, the flow is treated as uniform with given freestream
conditions.

V∞ = constant p∞ = constant ρ∞ = constant (92)

Body surface: In contrast to the case of the Euler equations
(Section 3), in a viscous flow the no-slip condition holds at
the surface, that is, the flow velocity relative to the body at
the surface is zero:

u = 0 v = 0 w = 0 (93)

For the energy equation, the surface boundary condition
can be treated as any of the following. If the wall temperature
Tw is known, then the boundary condition at the surface is
simply

T = Tw (at the wall) (94)

On the other hand, if the wall temperature is not known,
for example, if it is changing as a function of time due to aero-
dynamic heat transfer to or from the surface, then the Fourier
law of heat conduction provides the boundary condition at
the surface. If ˙qw denotes the instantaneous heat flux to the
wall, then

q̇w = −k

(
∂T

∂n

)
w
(at the wall) (95)

wheren denotes the direction normal to the wall. Here, the
surface material is responding to the heat transfer to the wall,
q̇w, hence changingTw, which in turn affects ˙qw. This general
unsteady heat-transfer problem must be solved by treating the
viscous flow and the thermal response of the wall material
simultaneously. This type of boundary condition, as far as
the flow is concerned, is a boundary condition on the temper-
ature gradient at the wall, in contrast to stipulating the wall
temperature itself as the boundary condition. That is,

(
∂T

∂n

)
w

= − q̇w

k
(96)

Finally, when the wall temperature becomes such that
there is no heat transfer to the surface, this wall tempera-
ture, by definition, is called the adiabatic wall temperature,
Taw. Hence, for an adiabatic wall, the boundary condition is

(
∂T

∂n

)
w

= 0 (at the wall) (97)

4.4 Discussion of the Navier–Stokes equations

The Navier–Stokes and energy equations are a coupled sys-
tem of nonlinear partial differential equations, even more
complex than the Euler Equations discussed in Section 3.
To date, no general closed-form analytical solution to these
equations has been found. Therefore, two approaches to their
solution are

1. simplify the physical problem by using appropriate
approximations that lead to simpler mathematics or
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2. carry out a numerical solution for the full equations using
an appropriate algorithm from CFD. Such numerical
solutions of the Navier–Stokes equations are the norm
in aerodynamics (see Anderson, 1995).

4.5 Physical significance of solutions of the
Navier–Stokes equations

Today, with some intensive effort and great computer power,
CFD solutions are carried out for flow over many complex
body shapes. If the flow involves regions of flow separa-
tion, then a numerical solution of the complete Navier–Stokes
equations is virtually the only choice. These solutions pro-
vide both the pressure and the shear stress distributions over
a body surface; hence, they can be used to predict both lift
and drag on the body. However, the drag predictions are
very sensitive to how the CFD solution handles turbulent
flow. To date, such solutions have to model the influence
of turbulence, and these different turbulence models are fre-
quently the Achilles heel for drag predictions. In the extreme,
if a detailed enough numerical grid with very small spac-
ing is used, the Navier–Stokes solutions can actually predict
and simulate the turbulence itself. These solutions are called
direct numerical simulations (DNS), but such DNS solutions
require vast amounts of computer power and memory so
as to make them (as of today) impractical for engineering
calculations of real problems.

5 BOUNDARY-LAYER EQUATIONS

5.1 Background

Throughout the nineteenth century, physicists and mathe-
maticians felt that the only way to properly account for
viscous effects in a fluid flow was to solve the complete

Navier–Stokes equations (Section 4), and of course such
solutions were unobtainable. In 1904, one of the major
breakthroughs in fluid dynamics occurred when Ludwig
Prandtl advanced his concept of the boundary layer. He rea-
soned that the region of the flow where viscous effect would
be important is a thin layer immediately adjacent to a sur-
face – the boundary layer – and that the remainder of the
flow external to the boundary layer could be treated as an
inviscid flow (see Brief History of the Early Development
of Theoretical and Experimental Fluid Dynamics and Sec-
tion 2). The equations that govern the viscous flow in the
boundary layer are still nonlinear partial differential equa-
tions, but they are of a mathematical nature that makes them
easier to solve than the Navier–Stokes equations, that is,
the boundary layer equations are parabolic partial differen-
tial equations that lend themselves directly to a downstream
marching solution whereas the Navier–Stokes equations have
a mixed elliptic–parabolic nature that precludes a straightfor-
ward downstream marching solution.

5.2 Boundary-layer properties

For simplicity, consider the viscous flow over a flat plate as
shown in Figure 8.

The viscous effects are contained within a thin layer adja-
cent to the surface; the thickness is exaggerated as shown
in Figure 8 for clarity. Immediately at the surface, the
flow velocity is zero; this is the “no-slip” condition dis-
cussed in Section 4. In addition, the temperature of the fluid
immediately at the surface is equal to the temperature of the
surface; this is called thewall temperatureTw, as shown in
Figure 8. Above the surface, the flow velocity increases in
they-direction until, for all practical purposes, it equals the
freestream velocity. This will occur at a height above the
wall equal toδ, as shown in Figure 8. More precisely,δ is

y

V∞

T∞ Outer edge of thermal boundary layer, T = Te

Outer edge of velocity boundary layer, u = ue

T
δT

TwVw = 0,T = Twx

δ

q
• 

w Velocity
profile

Temperature
profile

Figure 8. Boundary-layer properties.
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defined as the distance above the wall whereu = 0.99ue;
here,ue is the velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer.
In Figure 8, which illustrates the flow over a flat plate, the
velocity at the edge of the boundary layer will beV∞; that
is, ue = V∞. For a body of general shape,ue is the veloc-
ity obtained from an inviscid flow solution evaluated at the
body surface (or at the “effective body” surface, as discussed
later). The quantityδ is called thevelocity boundary-layer
thickness. At any givenx station, the variation ofu between
y = 0 andy = δ, that is,u = u(y), is defined as theveloc-
ity profile within the boundary layer, as shown in Figure 8.
This profile is different for differentx stations. Similarly,
the flow temperature will change above the wall, ranging
from T = Tw at y = 0 to T = 0.99Te at y = δT . Here,δT

is defined as thethermal boundary-layer thickness. At any
givenx station, the variation ofT betweeny = 0 andy = δT ,
that is,T = T (y), is called thetemperature profile within the
boundary layer, as shown in Figure 8. (In the above,Te is the
temperature at the edge of the thermal boundary layer. For
the flow over a flat plate, as shown in Figure 8,Te = T∞.
For a general body,Te is obtained from an inviscid flow
solution evaluated at the body surface, or at the “effective
body” surface, to be discussed later.) Hence, two boundary
layers can be defined: a velocity boundary layer with thick-
nessδ and a temperature boundary layer with thicknessδT .
In general,δT /= δ. The relative thicknesses depend on the
Prandtl number; it can be shown that ifPr = 1, thenδ = δT ;
if Pr > 1, thenδT < δ; if Pr < 1, thenδT > δ. For air at
standard conditions,Pr = 0.71; hence, the thermal boundary
layer is thicker than the velocity boundary layer, as shown in
Figure 8. Note that both boundary-layer thicknesses increase
with distance from the leading edge; that isδ = δ(x) and
δT = δT (x).

The consequence of the velocity gradient at the wall is the
generation of shear stress at the wall,

τw = µ

(
∂u

∂y

)
w

(98)

where
(

∂u
∂y

)
w

is the velocity gradient evaluated aty = 0 (i.e.,

at the wall). Similarly, the temperature gradient at the wall
generates heat transfer at the wall,

q̇w = −k

(
∂T

∂y

)
w

(99)

where
(

∂T
∂y

)
w

is the temperature gradient evaluated aty = 0

(i.e., at the wall). In general, bothτw and q̇w are functions
of distance from the leading edge; that is,τw = τw(x) and

V∞
a

c

b
δ∗

Effective body

Actual body surface

Figure 9. The “effective body,” equal to the actual body shape plus
the displacement thickness distribution.

q̇w = q̇w(x). One of the central purposes of boundary-layer
theory is to computeτw andq̇w.

A frequently used boundary-layer property is thedisplace-
ment thickness δ∗, defined as

δ∗ ≡
∫ y1

0

(
1 − ρu

ρeue

)
dy δ ≤ y1 → ∞ (100)

The practical use ofδ∗ is to define an “effective body shape”
given by the actual body contour plus the displacement thick-
ness, as shown in Figure 9.

Here, the body is given by curveab. However, due to the
displacement effect of the boundary layer, the shape of the
body effectively seen by the freestream is not given by curve
ab; rather, the freestream sees an effective body given by
curveac. In order to obtain the conditionsρe, ue, Te, and so
on at the outer edge of the boundary layer on the actual body
ab, an inviscid flow solution should be carried out for the
effective body, andρe, ue, Te, and so on are obtained from
this inviscid solution evaluated along curveac.

In many cases, the boundary layers are so thin that the
effective body can be ignored, and a boundary-layer solu-
tion can proceed directly fromρe, ue, Te, and so on obtained
from an inviscid solution evaluated on the actual body sur-
face (ab in Figure 9). However, for highly accurate solutions,
and for cases where the boundary-layer thickness is rel-
atively large (such as for hypersonic flow), the iterative
procedure described above should be carried out. Also, we
note parenthetically thatδ∗ is usually smaller thanδ; typically
δ∗ ≈ 0.3δ.

5.3 The boundary-layer equations

For simplicity, we consider two-dimensional steady flow. The
nondimensionalized form of thex-momentum equation (one
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V∞
y

x

c

δ

δ≪c

Figure 10. The basic assumption of boundary-layer theory: A
boundary layer is very thin in comparison with the scale of the
body.

of the Navier–Stokes equations) was developed in Section 4
as

ρ′u′ ∂u
′

∂x′ + ρ′v′ ∂u
′

∂y′ = − 1

γM2∞

∂p′

∂x′

+ 1

Re∞

∂

∂y′

[
µ′

(
∂v′

∂x′ + ∂u′

∂y′

)]

(101)

We now reduce equation (101) to an approximate form that
holds reasonably well within a boundary layer.

Consider the boundary layer along a flat plate of lengthc as
shown in Figure 10. The basic assumption of boundary-layer
theory is that a boundary layer is very thin in comparison
with the scale of the body; that is,

δ 
 c (102)

Consider the continuity equation for a steady, two-
dimensional flow,

∂ (ρu)

∂x
+ ∂ (ρv)

∂y
= 0 (103)

In terms of the nondimensional variables defined in Section
4, equation (103) becomes

∂
(
ρ′u′)
∂x′ + ∂

(
ρ′v′)
∂y′ = 0 (104)

Becauseu′ varies from 0 at the wall to 1 at the edge of the
boundary layer, let us say thatu′ is of theorder of magni-
tude equal to 1, symbolized byO(1). Similarly,ρ′ = O(1).
Also, sincex varies from 0 toc, x′ = O(1). However, sincey
varies from 0 toδ, whereδ 
 c, theny′ is of the smaller
order of magnitude, denoted byy′ = O

(
δ
c

)
. Without loss

of generality, we can assume thatc is a unit length. There-
fore,y′ = O(δ). Putting these orders of magnitude in equation

(104), we have

[O(1)][O(1)]

O(1)
+ [O(1)][v′]

O(δ)
= 0 (105)

Hence, from equation (105), clearlyv′ must be of an order
of magnitude equal toδ; that is,v′ = O(δ). Now examine the
order of magnitude of the terms in equation (101). We have

ρ′u′ ∂u
′

∂x′ = O(1) ρ′v′ ∂u
′

∂y′ = O(1)
∂p′

∂x′ = O(1)

∂

∂y′

(
µ′ ∂v

′

∂x′

)
= O(1)

∂

∂y′

(
µ′ ∂u

′

∂y′

)
= O

(
1

δ2

)
(106)

Hence, the order-of-magnitude equation for equation (101)
can be written as

O(1) + O(1) = − 1

γM2∞
O(1) + 1

Re∞

[
O(1) + O

(
1

δ2

)]

(107)

Let us now introduce another assumption of boundary-layer
theory, namely, theReynolds number is large, indeed, large
enough such that

1

Re∞
= O(δ2) (108)

Then equation (106) becomes

O(1) + O(1) = − 1

γM2∞
O(1) + O(δ2)

[
O(1) + O

(
1

δ2

)]

(109)

In equation (109), there is one term with an order of
magnitude that is much smaller than the rest, namely,
the productO(δ2)[O(1)] = O(δ2). This term corresponds to(

1
Re∞

)
∂

∂y′

(
µ′ ∂v′

∂x′

)
in equation (101). Hence,neglect this term

in comparison to the remaining terms in equation (101). We
obtain

ρ′u′ ∂u
′

∂x′ + ρ′v′ ∂u
′

∂y′ = − 1

γM2∞

∂p′

∂x′ + 1

Re∞

∂

∂y′

[
µ′ ∂u

′

∂y′

]

(110)

In terms of dimensional variables, equation (110) is given by

ρu
∂u

∂x
+ ρv

∂u

∂y
= −∂p

∂x
+ ∂

∂y

(
µ

∂u

∂y

)
(111)
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Equation (111) is the approximatex-momentum equation that
holds for flow in a thin boundary layer at a high Reynolds
number.

Consider they-momentum equation for two-dimensional,
steady flow (Section 4):

ρu
∂v

∂x
+ ρv

∂v

∂y
= −∂p

∂y
+ ∂

∂x

[
µ

(
∂v

∂x
+ ∂u

∂y

)]
(112)

In terms of the nondimensional variables, equation (112)
becomes

ρ′u′ ∂v
′

∂x′ + ρ′v′ ∂v
′

∂y′ = − 1

γM2∞

∂p′

∂y′

+ 1

Re∞

∂

∂x′

[
µ′

(
∂v′

∂x′ + ∂u′

∂y′

)]

(113)

The order-of-magnitude equation for equation (113) is

O(δ) + O(δ) = − 1

γM2∞

∂p′

∂y′ + O(δ2)
[
O(δ) + O

(
1

δ

)]

(114)

From equation (114), we see that∂p′
∂y′ = O(δ) or smaller,

assuming thatγM2
∞ = O(1). Since δ is very small, this

implies that ∂p′
∂y′ is very small. Therefore, from they-

momentum equation specialized to a boundary layer, we
have

∂p

∂y
= 0 (115)

Equation (113) is important; it states that at a givenx-
station,the pressure is constant through the boundary layer
in a direction normal to the surface. This implies that the
pressure distribution at the outer edge of the boundary layer
is impressed directly to the surface without change. Hence,
throughout the boundary layer,p = p(x) = pe(x).

The energy equation (Section 4) can be treated in the same
fashion. In summary, the boundary-layer equations are

Continuity :
∂(ρu)

∂x
+ ∂(ρv)

∂y
= 0 (116)

x-Momentum :

ρu
∂u

∂x
+ ρv

∂u

∂y
= −dpe

dx
+ ∂

∂y

(
µ

∂u

∂y

)
(117)

y-Momentum :
∂p

∂y
= 0 (118)

Energy : ρu
∂h

∂x
+ ρv

∂h

∂y
= ∂

∂y

(
k
∂T

∂y

)
+ u

dpe

dx

+ µ

(
∂u

∂y

)2

(119)

Note that, as in the case of the Navier–Stokes equations,
the boundary-layer equations are nonlinear. However, the
boundary-layer equations are simpler, and therefore are more
readily solved. Also, sincep = pe(x), the pressure gradient
expressed asac∂p∂x is reexpressed asdpe

dx
in equations (117)

and (119). In the above equations, the unknowns areu, v, ρ,
andh; p is known fromp = pe(x), andµ andk are prop-
erties of the fluid which vary with temperature. To complete
the system, we have

p = ρRT (120)

h = cpT (121)

Hence, equations (116), (117), and (119) to (121) are five
equations for the five unknowns,u, v, ρ, T , andh.

The boundary conditions for the above equations are as
follows:

At the wall : y = 0 u = 0 v = 0 T = Tw

At the boundary-layer edge:

y → ∞ u → ue T → Te

(122)

Note that since the boundary-layer thickness is not known
a priori, the boundary condition at the edge of the boundary
layer is given at largey, essentiallyy approaching infinity.

5.4 Solutions of the boundary-layer equations

The boundary-layer equations are nonlinear partial differen-
tial equations that have to be solved numerically. However,
because they are parabolic partial differential equations, they
generally lend themselves to a straightforward downstream
marching solution. The solution of these equations yields the
velocity and temperature profiles throughout the boundary
layer, including at the wall. However, thepractical informa-
tion we want is the solution forτw andq̇w, thesurface shear
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stress and heat transfer, respectively. These are given by

τw = µw

(
∂u
∂y

)
w

andq̇w = −kw

(
∂T
∂y

)
w

(123)

Therefore, in order to obtain the surface shear stress and
heat transfer, we should have the velocity gradient and the
temperature gradient at the wall. These gradients in turn can
only be obtained by a complete solution of the velocity and
temperature profiles throughout the complete boundary.

6 CHEMICALLY REACTING FLOW
EQUATIONS

6.1 Importance of chemically reacting flows:
hypersonic flight and combustion

On 24 July 1969, Apollo 11 successfully entered the atmo-
sphere of the Earth, returning from its historic first manned
flight to the moon. During its return to Earth, the Apollo
vehicle acquired a velocity essentially equal to escape veloc-
ity from the Earth, approximately 11.2 km s−1. At this entry
velocity, the shock layer temperature (the flow between the
curved detached bow shock wave and the body) becomes
very large. Using the methods from classical compressible
flow, we can predict the gas temperature in the shock layer
to reach 58 128 K – ungodly high, but alsototally incorrect.
The classical calculation assumes a nonreacting gas with a
constant value of the ratio of specific heatsγ = 1.4. In reality,
at such high temperatures air becomes chemically reacting,
andγ no longer equals 1.4 nor is it constant. A more realistic
calculation, assuming the flow to be in local chemical equi-
librium shows the shock layer temperature to be 11 600 K –
also a very high temperature but considerably lower than
the 58 128 K originally predicted. The major points here are
(i) the temperature in the shock layer of a high-speed entry
vehicle can be very high and (ii) if this temperature is not cal-
culated properly, huge errors will result. Therefore, the proper
treatment of high temperature chemically reacting flows is
essential for many high-speed aerodynamic applications, and
in combustion phenomena.

6.2 Nature of chemically reacting flows

What in general makes high-temperature flows any different
to study and calculate than the flow of a gas with constantγ?
The answer is as follows:

1. The thermodynamic properties (e, h, p, T , ρ, s, etc.) are
completely different.

2. The transport properties (µ andk) are completely dif-
ferent. Moreover, the additional transport mechanism of
diffusion becomes important, with the associated diffu-
sion coefficientsDi,j.

3. High heat-transfer rates are usually a dominant aspect of
any high-temperature application.

4. The ratio of specific heats,γ = cp/cv, is a variable.
In fact, for the analysis of high-temperature flows,γ

loses the importance it has for the classical constantγ

flows. From this point of view, all equations derived
under the assumption of a constantγ are not valid for a
high-temperature gas. Such equations represent the vast
majority of classical aerodynamic analysis. In the pro-
cess, we lose the ability for closed-form analyses using
such equations.

5. In view of the preceding, virtually all analyses of high-
temperature gas flows require some type of numericals,
rather than closed-form, solutions.

6. If the temperature is high enough to cause ionization,
the gas becomes a partially ionized plasma, which has a
finite electrical conductivity. In turn, if the flow is in the
presence of an exterior electric or magnetic field, then
electromagnetic body forces act on the fluid elements.
This is the purview of an area called magnetohydrody-
namics (MHD).

7. If the gas temperature is high enough, there will be nona-
diabatic effects caused by radiation to or from the gas.

6.3 Chemical effects in high-temperature air

At what temperatures do chemically reacting effects become
important in air? Imagine that we take the air in the room
around us and progressively increase the temperature, hold-
ing the pressure constant at 1 atm. At about a temperature
of 800 K, the vibrational energy of the molecules becomes
significant (as shown in Figure 11, right). This is not a chem-
ical reaction, but it does have some impact on the properties
of the gas. When the temperature reaches about 2000 K, the
dissociation of O2 begins. At 4000 K, the O2 dissociation
is essentially complete; most of the oxygen is in the form of
atomic oxygen O. Moreover, by an interesting quirk of nature,
4000 K is the temperature at which N2 begins to dissociate, as
shown in Figure 11. When the temperature reaches 9000 K,
most of the N2 has dissociated. Coincidentally, this is the tem-
perature at which both oxygen and nitrogen ionization occurs,
and above 9000 K, we have a partially ionized plasma con-
sisting mainly of O, O+, N, N+, and electrons. Not shown in
Figure 11 (because it would become too cluttered) is a region
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Figure 11. Ranges of vibrational excitation, dissociation, and ion-
ization for air at 1-atm pressure.

of mild ionization that occurs around 4000–6000 K; here,
small amounts of NO are formed, some of which ionize to
form NO+ and free electrons. In terms of the overall chemical
composition of the gas, these are small concentrations; how-
ever, the electron number density as a result of NO ionization
can be sufficient to cause a communications blackout to and
from an entry vehicle. From Figure 11, it is very useful to fix in
mind the “onset” temperatures: 800 K for vibrational excita-
tion, 2500 K for O2 dissociation, 4000 K for N2 dissociation,
and 9000 K for ionization. With the exception of vibrational
excitation, which is not affected by pressure, if the air pressure
is lowered, these onset temperatures decrease; conversely,
if the air pressure is increased these onset temperatures are
raised.

6.4 Definition of real gases and perfect gases

Chemically reacting flows are an interesting coupling of gas
dynamics, physical chemistry, statistical thermodynamics,
kinetic theory, and quantum physics. It is a highly com-
plex subject (therefore making it very interesting), and is
far too expansive to cover in this chapter. Anderson (2006)
and Vincenti and Kruger (1965) are reasonable introduc-
tions to the subject. The purpose of this chapter is only to
introduce some basic ideas. In particular, we now lay out a
skeleton of definitions against which the understanding of
high-temperature flows can begin.

To begin, we distinguish between a real gas and a perfect
gas, defined as follows. Consider the air around you as made
up of molecules that are in random motion, frequently col-
liding with neighboring molecules. Imagine that you pluck

Force field is
usually negligible,
about 10 molecular
diameters away from
the molecule

Distance from molecule

Repulsive
force
(+)

Attractive
force
(−)

Figure 12. Sketch of the intermolecular force variation.

one of these molecules out of the air around you. Exam-
ine it closely. You will find that a force field surrounds this
molecule, as a result of the electromagnetic action of the
electrons and nuclei of the molecule. In general, this force
field will reach out from the given molecule and will be felt
by neighboring molecules, and vice versa. Thus, the force
field is called anintermolecular force. A schematic of a typ-
ical intermolecular force field caused by a single particle is
shown in Figure 12. Here, the intermolecular force is sketched
as a function of distance away from the particle. Note that at
small distances, the force is strongly repulsive, tending to
push the two molecules away from each other. However, as
we move further away from the molecule, the intermolecular
force rapidly decreases and becomes a weak attractive force,
tending to attract molecules together. At distances approxi-
mately 10 molecular diameters away from the molecule, the
magnitude of the intermolecular force is negligible. Because
the molecules are in constant motion, and this motion is what
generates the macroscopic thermodynamic properties of the
system, the intermolecular force should affect these macro-
scopic properties. This leads to the following definition:Real
gas is a gas where intermolecular forces are important and
must be accounted for.

On the other hand, if the molecules are spaced, on the
average, more than 10 molecular diameters apart, the mag-
nitude of the intermolecular force is very small (see Figure
12) and can be neglected. This, for example, is the case for
air at standard conditions. This leads to the next following
definition: Perfect gas is a gas where intermolecular forces
are negligible.

For most problems in aerodynamics, the assumption of
a perfect gas is very reasonable. Conditions that require
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the assumption of a real gas are very high pressures (p ≈
1000atm) and/or low temperatures (T ≈ 30K). Under these
conditions, the molecules in the system will be packed closely
together and will be moving slowly with consequent low
inertia. Thus, the intermolecular force has every opportunity
to act on the molecules in the system and in turn to mod-
ify the macroscopic properties of the system. In contrast, at
lower pressures (p ≈ 10atm, for example) and higher tem-
peratures (e.g.,T = 300K), the molecules are widely spaced
apart and are moving more rapidly with consequent higher
inertia. Thus, on the average, the intermolecular force has
little effect on the particle motion and therefore on the macro-
scopic properties of the system. We can assume such a gas
to be aperfect gas, where the intermolecular force can be
ignored. Deviations from perfect-gas behavior tend to be pro-
portional top/T 3, which makes qualitative sense based on
the preceding discussion.

6.5 Classification of gases

6.5.1 Calorically perfect gas

By definition, a calorically perfect gas is one with constant
specific heatscp andcv. In turn, the ratio of specific heats
γ = cp/cv is constant. For this gas, the enthalpy and internal
energy are functions of temperature, given explicitly by

h = cpT (124)

and(116)e = cvTThe perfect-gas equation of state holds, for
example,(117)pv = RTwhereR is a constant. In the intro-
ductory study of compressible flow, the assumption of a
calorically perfect gas is almost always made. Hence, the
thermodynamics of a calorically perfect gas is probably quite
familiar to you.

6.5.2 Thermally perfect gas

By definition, a thermally perfect gas is one wherecp

and cv are variables and specifically are functions of
temperature only.

cp = f1(T )

cv = f2(T )
(125)

Differential changes in theh ande are related to differential
changes inT via

dh = cpdT

de = cvdT
(126)

Hence,h ande are functions ofT only, that is,

h = h(T )

e = e(T )
(127)

The perfect-gas equation of state holds, for example,

pv = RT (128)

whereR is a constant. The temperature variation of spe-
cific heats, hence the whole nature of a thermally perfect
gas, is caused by the excitation of vibrational energy within
the molecules of the gas and to the electronic energy
associated with electron motion within the atoms and
molecules.

6.5.3 Chemically reacting mixture of perfect gases

Here we are dealing with a multispecies, chemically react-
ing gas where intermolecular forces are neglected; hence,
each individual species obeys the perfect-gas equation of
state. At this stage, we need to make a distinction between
equilibrium and nonequilibrium chemically reacting gases.
Our discussion here will be preliminary; a more fundamental
understanding of the meaning of equilibrium and nonequilib-
rium systems is discussed in Anderson (2006) and Vincenti
and Kruger (1965). For the time being, imagine that you take
the air in the room around you, and instantly increase the
temperature to 5000 K, holding the pressure constant at 1 atm.
From Figure 11, we know that dissociation will occur. Indeed,
let us allow some time (may be several hundred milliseconds)
for the gas properties to “settle out”, and come to some steady
state at 5000 K and 1 atm. The chemical composition that
finally evolves in the limit of “large” times (milliseconds)
is theequilibrium composition at 5000 K and 1 atm. In con-
trast, during the first few milliseconds immediately after we
instantly increase the temperature to 5000 K, the dissociation
reactions are just beginning to take place, and the variation
of the amount of O2, O, N2, N, and so on in the gas is chang-
ing as a function of time. This is anonequilibrium system.
After the lapse of a sufficient time, the amounts of O2, O,
N2, and so on will approach some steady values, and these
steady values are the equilibrium values. It is inferred from
the preceding that once the system is in equilibrium, the equi-
librium values of the mass fractionscO2, cN2, cO, cN, and so
on will depend only on the pressure and temperature, that
is, at 5000 K and 1 atm, the equilibrium chemical composi-
tion is uniquely defined. In contrast, for the nonequilibrium
system,cO2, cN2, cO, and so on depend not only onp andT

but also ontime. If the nonequilibrium system was a fluid
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element rapidly expanding through a shock-tunnel nozzle,
another way of stating this effect is to say thatcO2, cN2, and
so on depend on the “history” of the flow.

With these thoughts in mind, we can define a chemi-
cally reacting mixture of perfect gases as follows. Consider
a system at pressurep and temperatureT . For convenience,
assume a unit mass for the system. The number of particles
of each different chemical species per unit mass of mixture is
given byN1,N2, . . .,Nn. For eachindividual chemical species
present in the mixture (assuming a perfect gas), the enthalpy
and internal energy per unit mass ofi, hi, andei, respectively,
will be functions ofT (i.e., each individual species, by itself,
behaves as a thermally perfect gas). However,h ande for the
chemically reacting mixture depend not only onhi andei but
also on how much of each species is present. Therefore, for a
chemically reacting mixture of perfect gases, in the general
nonequilibrlium case, we write

h = h(T, N1, N2, N3, . . . , Nn)

e = e(T, N1, N2, N3, . . . , Nn)

cp = f1(T, N1, N2, N3, . . . , Nn)

cv = f2(T, N1, N2, N3, . . . , Nn)

(129)

where, in general,N1, N2, N3, . . ., Nn depend onp, T , and
the “history of the gas flow.” The perfect-gas equation of state
still holds:

pv = RT (130)

However, hereR is a variable because in a chemically reacting
gas the molecular weight of the mixtureM is a variable, and
R = R/M, whereR is the universal gas constant.

For the special case of anequilibrium gas, the chemical
composition is a unique function ofp andT ; hence,N1 =
f1(p, T ), N2 = f2(p, T ), and so on. Therefore, the preceding
results forh, e, cp, andcv become

h = h(T, p)

e = e1(T, p) = e2(T, v)

cp = f1(T, p)

cv = f2(T, p) = f3(T, v)

(131)

In the preceding, it is frequently convenient to think ofe

andcv as functions ofT andv rather thanT andp. It does not
make any difference, however, because for a thermodynamic
system in equilibrium (including an equilibrium chemically
reacting system) the state of the system is uniquely defined
by any two state variables. The choice ofT andp, or T and
v, in the preceding, is somewhat arbitrary in this sense.

6.5.4 Real gas

Here, we must take into account the effect of intermolecular
forces. We could formally consider a chemically reacting gas
as well as a nonreacting real gas. However, in practice, a gas
behaves as a real gas under conditions of very high pressure
and low temperature – conditions that accentuate the influ-
ence of intermolecular forces on the gas. For these conditions,
the gas is rarely chemically reacting. Therefore, for simplic-
ity, we will consider a nonreacting gas here. Recall that for
both the cases of acalorically perfect gas and a thermally per-
fect gas,h ande were functions ofT only. For a real gas, with
intermolecular forces,h ande depend onp (or v) as well:

h = h(T, p)

e = e(T, v)

cp = f1(T, p)

cv = f2(T, v)

(132)

Moreover, the perfect-gas equation of state is no longer
valid here. Instead, we must use a real-gas equation of state,
of which there are many versions. Perhaps the most familiar
is the Van der Waals equation, given by

(
p + a

v2

)
(v − b) = RT (133)

a andb are constants that depend on the type of gas. Note
that equation (133) reduces to the perfect-gas equation of
state whena = b = 0. In equation (133) the termsa/v2 take
into account the intermolecular force effects, andb takes into
account the actual volume of the system occupied by the
volume of the gas particles themselves.

6.5.5 Summary

In summary, the preceding discussion has presented four
different categories of gases. Any existing analyses of ther-
modynamic and gas dynamic problems will fall into one of
these categories; they are presented in this chapter so that
one can establish an inventory of such gases in mind. It is
extremely helpful to keep these categories in mind while
performing any study of gas dynamics.

Also, to equate these different categories to a practical
situation, let us once again take the case of air. Imagine
that you take the air in the room around you and begin to
increase its temperature. At room temperature, air is essen-
tially a calorically perfect gas, and it continues to act as a
calorically perfect gas until the temperature reaches approx-
imately 800 K. Then, as the temperature increases further,
we see from Figure 11 that vibrational excitation becomes
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important. When this happens, air acts as a thermally perfect
gas. Finally, above 2500 K, chemical reactions occur, and air
becomes a chemically reacting mixture of perfect gases. If
we were to go in the opposite direction, that is, reduce the
air temperature considerably below room temperature, and/or
increase the pressure to a very high value, say, 1000 atm, then
the air would behave as a real gas.

Finally, it is important to note a matter of nomenclature.
We have followed classical physical chemistry in defining
a gas where intermolecular forces are important as a real
gas. Unfortunately, an ambiguous term has evolved in the
aerodynamic literature that means something quite different.
In the 1950s, aerodynamicists were suddenly confronted with
hypersonic entry vehicles at velocities as high as 26 000 ft s−1

(8 km s−1). The shock layers around such vehicles were hot
enough to cause vibrational excitation, dissociation, and even
ionization. These were “real” effects that happened in air in
“real life”. Hence, it became fashionable in the aerodynamic
literature to denote such conditions as real-gas effects. For
example, the categories just itemized as a thermally perfect
gas, and as a chemically reacting mixture of perfect gases,
would come under the classification of real-gas effects in
some of the aerodynamic literature. But in light of classical
physical chemistry, this is truly amisnomer. A real gas is
truly one in which intermolecular forces are important, and
this has nothing to do with vibrational excitation or chemical
reactions.

6.6 Governing equations for chemically reacting
flows

The governing equations for fluid flows have been developed
in Section 6 for the case of nonreacting flows. How are these
equations affected by chemically reacting flows? Here we
simply make some overall statements rather than present the
governing equations for chemically reacting flows; the details
are beyond the scope of this chapter. For in-depth discussions
of the equations (see Anderson, 2006; Vincenti and Kruger,
1965).

The continuity equation is the same for nonreacting and
reacting flows. Mass is conserved in both situations. How-

ever, in the case of a nonequilibrium chemically reacting
flow, additional continuity equations are necessary for each
individual chemical species, and thesespecies continuity
equations involve the finite rate of individual chemical reac-
tions taking place in the system, and mass diffusion.

The momentum equation is a statement of Newton’s sec-
ond law, which is the same for reacting and nonreacting flows.
However, the viscosity coefficient in the momentum equation
must be properly calculated for the reacting gas.

The energy equation is a statement of the first law of
thermodynamics, which is the same for reacting and non-
reacting flows. However, again the transport properties of
viscosity, thermal conduction, and diffusion coefficient must
be properly calculated for the reacting gas. Energy transport
by mass diffusion adds another term in the energy equation,
and the value of the internal energy in the energy equa-
tion must take into account the changing chemical species
with regard to the release or absorption of chemical energy
into the gas. Finally, if the gas temperature is high enough,
energy transfer by thermal radiation adds another term to
the energy equation, and contributes to making the flow
nonadiabatic.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many practical fluid mechanic problems, related to disci-
plines such as aerodynamics and hydrodynamics, may be
considered to fall within the range of high-Reynolds number
flow (Katz and Plotkin, 2001, Section 1.8). For such flows,
two regions of interest may be identified. The first region is
near the solid surface where viscous effects are dominant,
while the second is somewhat further from the surface where

∗ This chapter is based on the material presented in Chapter 3 of
Anderson (2005). Joseph Katz and Allen Plotkin hold the copy-
right for all the figures and they are reproduced with permission
from Cambridge University Press.

the flow may be considered as irrotational. In the case of
attached flows, where the viscous boundary layer is assumed
to be thin (as in the case of lifting surfaces) and the outer
flow is incompressible (and irrotational), a velocity potential
� can be defined which at a given moment depends on the
position only. This leads to major simplifications in the pro-
cess of solving the fluid dynamic equations, since the velocity
vector field can be obtained by using the continuity equation
only. The fundamentals of this model and its applicability
will be discussed next.

2 THE POTENTIAL FLOW PROBLEM

The external attached flow over a generic body is shown
schematically in Figure 1. Based on the high-Reynolds num-
ber flow assumption (Katz and Plotkin, 2001, Section 1.8),
the velocity distribution and resulting loads can be calcu-
lated using an “outer” potential flow model. The contribution
of the shear forces within a thin layer near the body’s solid
surface can be obtained in a separate, boundary layer analysis
(Katz and Plotkin, 2001, Section 1.8). For most of the appli-
cations, the solution for the flow field over a solid surface SB

is sought. The fluid of interest is then enclosed by an outer,
far-field boundary, and by the surface itself, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Assuming that the fluid in this region is incompressible
and irrotational, the continuity equation reduces to Laplace’s
equation for the velocity potential

∇2� = 0 (1)

For a submerged body in the fluid, the velocity component
normal to the body’s surface and to other solid boundaries
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2 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

Figure 1. Potential flow over a solid body.

must be zero, and in a body-fixed coordinate system:

∇� · n = 0 (2)

Here n is a unit vector normal to the body’s surface, and ∇�

is measured in a frame of reference which is attached to the
body. Also, the disturbance created by the body SB should
decay far from the body (as r → ∞)

limr→∞∇� = q∞ (3)

where q∞ is the undisturbed free-stream velocity and r =
(x, y, z) is the position vector. Solution of the above problem
yields the velocity distribution everywhere in the fluid domain
shown in Figure 1.

One of the most important features of this model is that the
velocity field is obtained by solving the continuity equation,
equation (1) (as a result, the momentum and the continuity
equations are not coupled). Once the velocity field is known
the pressures and loads are calculated from the momentum
(e.g., Euler) equation, which is further simplified to the form
of the Bernoulli equation.

3 THE BERNOULLI EQUATION

Let us start with the Euler equation (See Governing Equations
for Fundamental Aerodynamics) and use the following vector
identity to modify the convective terms:

q · ∇q = −q × ∇ × q + ∇ q2

2
= −q × ζ + ∇ q2

2
(4)

Here q is the velocity vector and ζ is the vorticity vector
(Anderson, 2005). The incompressible Euler equation can be
rewritten now, using this identity:

∂q

∂t
− q × ζ + ∇ q2

2
= f − ∇ p

ρ
(5)

and for an irrotational flow the vorticity vector ζ = 0. Also,
the time derivative of the velocity can be written as

∂q

∂t
= ∂

∂t
∇� = ∇

(
∂�

∂t

)
(6)

Furthermore, assuming that the body force f is conservative
with a potential gh, where g is the gravitational acceleration
(in the −z direction) and h is the altitude

f = −∇(gh) (7)

With the above assumptions, the Euler equation (equation (5))
for an incompressible irrotational flow becomes

∇
(

gh + p

ρ
+ q2

2
+ ∂�

∂t

)
= 0 (8)

This is true if the quantity in parentheses is a function of time
only:

gh + p

ρ
+ q2

2
+ ∂�

∂t
= C(t) (9)

This is the Bernoulli equation for inviscid, incompressible,
irrotational flow. A more useful form of the Bernoulli equa-
tion is obtained by comparing the quantities on the left-hand
side of equation (9) at two points in the fluid; the first is an
arbitrary point A and the second is a reference point, say,
at infinity. For simplicity, assume steady flow and negligible
gravitational effect

(
p

ρ
+ q2

2

)
A

=
(

p

ρ
+ q2

2

)
∞

(10)

It can also be shown that the Bernoulli equation is valid for a
rotational flow if C(t) is constant along the streamline (Katz
and Plotkin, 2001, Section 2.6).

4 THE GENERAL APPROACH
FOR SOLVING THE POTENTIAL
FLOW PROBLEM

In order to determine the potential flow over a body, the
Laplace equation (equation (1)) must be solved. There are
several approaches for solving this problem, but one with a
much wider application range is based on Green’s identity
(Karamcheti, 1980, pp. 345–346). This identity leads to the
conclusion that the velocity potential for the flow past a solid
body can be constructed by adding the contribution of two
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Potential Flows 3

basic singular elements, namely a source (with a strength σ)
and a doublet (with a strength µ). According to Green’s
identity (in two dimensions), the potential at an arbitrary
point (x, z) in the fluid can be constructed by the following
summation:

�(x, z) = 1

2�

∫
SB

[
σln r − µ

∂

∂n
(ln r)

]
dS + �∞ (11)

Here r represents the distance between the element and the
point of interest (x, z). Note that the velocity (which is the
gradient of the potential) of both elements in this equation
decreases with increasing distance r, and these elements
automatically fulfill the boundary condition of equation (3).
Consequently, these elements are frequently called singular
solutions since at r = 0 their velocity is infinite. The last
term in this equation, �∞, represents the far-field effect and
depends on the frame of reference used. In three dimensions,
the Green’s identity at an arbitrary point (x, y, z) becomes

�(x, y, z) = −1

4�

∫
SB

[
σ

1

r
− µ

∂

∂n

(
1

r

)]
dS + �∞ (12)

The desirable combination of the source and doublet elements
and their strength, for a particular flow field, is determined by
the boundary conditions. The main advantage of this formula-
tion is its straightforward applicability to numerical methods.
A direct approach to the solution, from the physical point of
view, is to specify the zero normal flow boundary condition
(equation 2) on the solid boundaries. This problem is known
as the Neumann problem (see Kellogg, 1953, p. 286) and it
requires the velocity distribution on the surface S (e.g., the
velocity potential of equation (12) must be differentiated).

Now if ∂�/∂n = 0 on the boundary of an enclosed body
(as shown in Figure 2) then the potential inside must remain
constant

�i = const. (13)

= 0

Φi = const.

__∂Φ

∂n

Figure 2. Typical boundary condition on a solid surface.

This alternate form of the boundary condition, called the
Dirichlet problem (see Kellogg, 1953, p. 286), is frequently
used in numerical solutions (panel methods) and requires less
algebraic operations.

It must be added that for a given set of boundary condi-
tions, the above solution technique is not unique, and various
combinations of such singularity elements can be used. Con-
sequently, in many situations, additional considerations are
required (e.g., the Kutta condition, applied to sharp trail-
ing edges. This is discussed in the next chapter). Also, in
the process of solving a particular problem the mixed use
of the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions is possi-
ble. The formulation and the resulting velocity fields of the
elementary solutions are discussed next.

5 TWO-DIMENSIONAL VERSION
OF THE BASIC SOLUTIONS

The solution approach provided by the Green identity sug-
gested two basic solutions, namely the source and the doublet.
Let us investigate the velocity potential and the velocity field
created by such elements:

5.1 Source

The first term in equation (11), called the source, has the
velocity potential

� = σ

2�
ln r (14)

and here r is the distance from the point source. If r is the dis-
tance from the origin, then the resulting velocity components
(for a source element at the origin) are

qr = ∂�

∂r
= σ

2�r
(15)

qθ = 1

r

∂�

∂θ
= 0 (16)

To learn more about this element, let us investigate the flux
across a circle with a radius R and center at the origin. The
velocity at the circle, according to equation (15), is σ/2�R,
and the flux is

qr2�R = σ

2�R
2�R = σ (17)

Therefore, σ represents the flux introduced by the source. If a
minus sign is used (e.g., −σ) then this represents a sink. Also
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Figure 3. Constant potential and streamlines for a source (a) and
the variation of the radial velocity (b).

note that the velocity is in the radial direction only (Figure 3a)
and decays with a rate of 1/r. At r = 0 the velocity is infinite
and this singular point must be excluded from the region of
the solution. To obtain the formulas for a source located at
r0 the distance from the source can be replaced by |r − r0|.
In Cartesian coordinates the corresponding equations for a
source located at (x0, z0) are

�(x, z) = σ

2�
ln

√
(x − x0)2 + (z − z0)2 (18)

u = ∂�

∂x
= σ

2�

x − x0

(x − x0)2 + (z − z0)2 (19)

w = ∂�

∂z
= σ

2�

z − z0

(x − x0)2 + (z − z0)2 (20)

5.2 Doublet

The velocity potential of a two-dimensional doublet of
strength µ, based on equation (11), is

�(r) = − ∂

∂n

µ

2�
ln r (21)

As an example, selecting n in the x direction and placing the
doublet at the origin yields

�(r) = − ∂

∂x

µ

2�
ln

√
x2 + z2 = −µ

2�

x

x2 + z2
= −µ

2�

cosθ

r

(22)

The velocity components due to this element can be obtained
by differentiating the velocity potential:

qr = ∂�

∂r
= µcos θ

2�r2
(23)

qθ = 1

r

∂�

∂θ
= µsin θ

2�r2
(24)

The velocity potential in Cartesian coordinates for such a
doublet at a point (x0, z0) is

�(x, z) = −µ

2�

x − x0

(x − x0)2 + (z − z0)2 (25)

and the velocity components are

u = µ

2�

(x − x0)2 − (z − z0)2

[(x − x0)2 + (z − z0)2]
2 (26)

w = µ

2�

2(x − x0)(z − z0)

[(x − x0)2 + (z − z0)2]
2 (27)

Constant velocity potential lines and streamlines for such a
doublet element are shown schematically in Figure 4. The
element emits fluid in the direction of n, or the positive x,
in this case. After the fluid particles complete a full circle,
they return at the back of the element, so no net fluid is added
(as in the case of the source).

5.3 Two-dimensional vortex

The general solution to Laplace’s equation as stated in
equation (10) consists of the source and doublet distributions
only; however, other solutions are possible. A frequently used
element, which has a tangential velocity component only,
is shown in Figure 5. Based on the continuity equation the
velocity components will have the following form:

qr = 0 (28)

qθ = qθ(r) (29)

Figure 4. Constant potential and streamlines for a point doublet.
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Figure 5. Streamlines (a) and the variation of the tangential velocity
(b) for a point vortex.

It is required that the flow field of such an element should be
vorticity free:

ζy = −1

r

[
∂

∂r
(rqθ) − ∂

∂θ
(qr)

]
= −1

r

∂

∂r
(rqθ) = 0 (30)

By integrating with respect to r, we get

rqθ = const. = A (31)

So the magnitude of the velocity varies as 1/r similarly
to the radial velocity component of a source. The value
of the constant A can be calculated by using the definition of
the circulation � as in:

� =
∮

q·dl =
∫ 0

2�

qθ · rdθ = −2�A (32)

Note that positive � is defined according to the right-hand
rule (positive clockwise); therefore, in the x–z plane as shown
in Figure 5, the line integral must be taken in the direction
opposite to that of increasing θ. The constant A is then

A = − �

2�
(33)

and the velocity field is

qr = 0 (34)

qθ = − �

2�r
(35)

The velocity potential for a vortex element at the origin can
be obtained by integrating equations (34) and (35)

� =
∫

qθrdθ = − �

2�
θ + C (36)

where C is an arbitrary constant that can be set to zero. Equa-
tion (36) also indicates that the velocity potential of a vortex is
multivalued and depends on the number of revolutions around
the vortex point. So when integrating around a vortex point
we do find vorticity concentrated at a zero area point, but
with finite circulation. However, if q · dl is integrated around
any closed curve in the field (not surrounding the vortex)
the value of the integral will be zero. Thus, the vortex is a
solution of the Laplace equation and results in an irrotational
flow, excluding the vortex point itself. The velocity poten-
tial and velocity components in Cartesian coordinates for a
vortex located at (x0, z0) are

� = − �

2�
tan−1 z − z0

x − x0
(37)

u = �

2�

z − z0

(z − z0)2 + (x − x0)2 (38)

w = − �

2�

x − x0

(z − z0)2 + (x − x0)2 (39)

6 THREE-DIMENSIONAL VERSION OF
THE BASIC SOLUTION

For three-dimensional solutions, the corresponding versions
of the basic solutions are used. For simplicity, the equations
are developed for an element placed at the origin, and for an
element placed at r0, the distance r from the element can be
replaced by |r − r0|.

6.1 Point source

The velocity potential for a three-dimensional source, based
on equation (12), is

� = − σ

4�r
(40)

The velocity due to this element is obtained by using ∇ in
spherical coordinates (in the r, θ, ψ directions) is

(qr, qθ, qψ) =
(

∂�

∂r
, 0, 0

)
=

( σ

4�r2
, 0, 0

)
(41)

So the velocity in the radial direction decays with the rate of
1/r2 and is singular at r = 0, and again σ is the rate at which
fluid is introduced by the source.
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6 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

6.2 Basic solution: point doublet

The second basic solution, presented in equation (12), is the
doublet:

� = µ

4�

∂

∂n

(
1

r

)
(42)

The exact formula depends on the direction of the differ-
entiation (or the direction n, where the doublet points). For
example, taking the derivative in the x direction results in the
following formulation:

� = µ

4�

∂

∂x

(
1

r

)
= −µ

4�

cos θ

r2
(43)

which is similar to the two-dimensional expression. The
velocity components due to such an element at the origin
are easily described in spherical coordinates as

qr = ∂φ

∂r
= µcos θ

2�r3
(44)

qθ = 1

r

∂φ

∂θ
= µsin θ

4�r3
(45)

qψ = 1

rsin θ

∂φ

∂ψ
= 0 (46)

6.3 Three-dimensional vortex

A three-dimensional vortex is actually a vortex line with con-
stant strength circulation along the line (Katz and Plotkin,
2001, p. 34). Consequently, the velocity induced by a segment
of such a vortex line is calculated by using the Biot–Savart
law (Karamcheti, 1980, pp. 526–528). The nomenclature for
this calculation is shown in Figure 6 and is based on the
two-dimensional result that the velocity induced by the two-
dimensional vortex is 
qθ = �/2�d. However, the segment
is not infinite (e.g., two-dimensional) and therefore the view
angles must be taken into consideration. For example, the
velocity induced by a segment between points 1 and 2, at
an arbitrary point can be expressed as (Karamcheti, 1980,
p. 536)

(qθ)1,2 = �

4�d
(cosβ1 − cosβ2) (47)

Note that the velocity relative to the vortex core is in the same
direction as shown in Figure 5, and d is the distance between
the point and the vortex axis.

Figure 6. Nomenclature for the calculation of the velocity induced
by a three-dimensional vortex line segment.

7 EXAMPLE: FLOW AROUND A
CYLINDER

To demonstrate the method of obtaining the flow field
over a particular geometry, consider the superposition of a
free-stream potential (φ = U∞x) where x = rcos θ with the
potential of a doublet, pointing into the negative x direction
(see Figure 7). The combined velocity potential is:

� = U∞rcos θ + µ

2�

cos θ

r
(48)

The velocity field of this potential can be obtained by differ-
entiating equation (48)

qr = ∂�

∂r
= (U∞ − µ

2�r2
)cos θ (49)

qθ = 1

r

∂�

∂θ
= −(U∞ + µ

2�r2
)sin θ (50)

θ

U∞

+

r

–µ

Streamlines for
a doublet

Streamlines for
a uniform flow

Figure 7. Schematic description of combining a free-stream and a
doublet pointing into the −x direction.
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Potential Flows 7

In an indirect approach, when the velocity normal to a partic-
ular streamline is zero, then this can be considered as a flow
about an object described by that streamline. In this case, it is
seen from equation (49) that the radial velocity can be made
to vanish. Equating equation (49) to zero and taking r = R

as the radius of the circle, the doublet strength becomes

µ = U∞2�R2 (51)

Substituting this value of µ into equations (48)–(50) results
in the flowfield around a cylinder with a radius R:

� = U∞ cos θ

(
r + R2

r

)
(52)

qr = U∞cos θ

(
1 − R2

r2

)
(53)

qθ = −U∞sin θ

(
1 + R2

r2

)
(54)

Based on the above formulas for the velocity, the streamlines
of the flow around the cylinder with radius R are sketched in
Figure 8. The streamlines inside the cylinder are shown as
well, but are not considered since the flow does not cross the
cylinder boundaries. To obtain the pressure distribution on
the cylinder surface, the velocity components are evaluated
at r = R

qr = 0, qθ = −2U∞sin θ (55)

The pressure distribution at r = R is now obtained with
Bernoulli’s equation

p∞ + ρ

2
U2

∞ = p + ρ

2
q2

θ (56)

Substituting the value of qθ at r = R yields

p − p∞ = 1

2
ρU2

∞(1 − 4sin2 θ) (57)

θ
U∞

r

P1 P2

z

R

x

Figure 8. Streamlines in a flow over a cylinder.

and the pressure coefficient is

Cp = p − p∞
1
2ρU2∞

= (1 − 4sin2 θ) (58)

It can be easily observed that at the stagnation points θ = 0
and � (where q = 0), Cp = 1. Also the maximum speed
occurs at the top and bottom of the cylinder (θ = �

2 , 3�
2 ) and

there the pressure coefficient is −3. To evaluate the compo-
nents of the fluid dynamic force acting on the cylinder, the
above pressure distribution must be integrated. However, due
to left–right symmetry the pressure drag is zero (the lack of
drag in the potential flow is called the d’Alembert’s para-
dox – Anderson, 2005, pp. 269–270), and due to top–bottom
symmetry the lift is zero, as well.

This model of the flow over a cylinder demonstrates the
principle for constructing a solution in the potential flow.
In reality, such a flow is separated behind the cylinder and
therefore the potential method is applicable to cases where
the flow is attached.

8 LIFTING FLOW OVER A CYLINDER

The flow over the cylinder in the previous section created
no lift, and therefore it is logical only to assume that a lifting
condition can be obtained by introducing an asymmetry in the
flow. This can be achieved by placing a clockwise vortex with
strength � at the origin, and the resulting velocity potential
is

� = U∞cos θ

(
r + R2

r

)
− �

2�
θ (59)

The velocity components are obtained by differentiating the
velocity potential

qr = ∂�

∂r
= U∞cos θ

(
1 − R2

r2

)
(60)

qθ = 1

r

∂�

∂θ
= −U∞sin θ

(
1 + R2

r2

)
− �

2�r
(61)

and the radial component remains the same as for the cylinder
without the circulation. This potential still describes the flow
around a cylinder since at r = R the radial velocity compo-
nent becomes zero. The stagnation points can be obtained by
finding the tangential velocity component at r = R

qθ = −2U∞sin θ − �

2�R
(62)
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Figure 9. Streamlines for the flow over a cylinder with circulation.

and by solving for qθ = 0,

sin θs = − �

4�RU∞
(63)

The streamlines for this asymmetric flow are shown schemat-
ically in Figure 9, and the stagnation points are shown by the
two dots (they lie on the cylinder as long as � ≤ 4�RU∞).
Because of the fore and aft symmetry, no drag is expected
from this calculation. To calculate the lift, the tangential
velocity component is substituted into the Bernoulli equation

L =
∫ 2�

0
− (p − p∞)Rdθsin θ = −

∫ 2�

0

[
ρU2

∞
2

− ρ

2

×
(

2U∞sin θ + �

2�R

)2
]

sin θRdθ = ρU∞� (64)

This simple result is called the Kutta–Joukowski theorem
after the German mathematician M. W. Kutta (1867–1944)
and the Russian physicist N. E. Joukowski (1847–1921) who
discovered it simultaneously. In its more general form it
states that the lift in an incompressible, inviscid, irrotational
flow past a body in an undisturbed fluid is of magnitude

ρU∞� per unit width, and acts in a direction normal to the
freestream

L = ρU∞� (65)

9 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The potential flow model requires the solution of the Laplace
equation which is based on the continuity equation. Its solu-
tion is not coupled with the momentum equation and provides
the velocity field. The momentum equation is then reduced
to the Bernoulli equation, which provides the pressure distri-
bution.

Solution of the flow over complex shapes can be obtained
by a combination of several elementary solutions, the strength
of which is determined by the boundary condition (zero nor-
mal velocity on a solid surface). Thus, most of the practical
problems can be solved by combining the freestream veloc-
ity potential with the velocity potential of various source,
doublet, or vortex elements.

As an example, the solution for the flow over a cylinder was
presented. It can be shown, in general, that there is no pressure
drag on a closed two-dimensional body in incompressible
potential flow, and lift is present only when circulation is
added.
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1 DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider the airfoil shown in Figure 1, which is moving at
a constant speed in an otherwise undisturbed fluid. A Carte-
sian coordinate system is attached to the airfoil, and the com-
ponents of the freestream velocity Q∞ in the x, z frame of
reference are U∞ and W∞, respectively. The angle of attack
α is defined as the angle between the freestream velocity and

* This chapter is based on the material presented in Chapter 5
of Katz and Plotkin (2001). Joseph Katz and Allen Plotkin hold
the copyright for all the figures and they are reproduced with
permission from Cambridge University Press.

the chordline (placed on the x axis):

α = tan−1 W∞
U∞

(1)

It is assumed that the fluid surrounding the airfoil is inviscid,
incompressible, and irrotational. The resulting velocity field
due to the motion of the airfoil can be obtained by solving
the continuity equation

∇2�∗ = 0 (2)

where �∗ is the total velocity potential, as defined in the
airfoil frame of reference. The boundary conditions require
that the disturbance induced by the airfoil will decay far from
the airfoil:

limr→∞∇�∗ = Q∞ (3)

which is automatically fulfilled by the singular solutions such
as the source, doublet or the vortex elements. In addition, the
normal component of velocity on the solid boundaries of the
airfoil must be zero. Thus, in a frame of reference attached
to the airfoil,

∇�∗ · n = 0 (4)

where n is an outward normal to the surface (see Figure 1).
With these assumptions, the problem is reduced to finding
a singularity distribution that will satisfy equation (4). Once
this distribution is found, the velocity q at each point in the
field is known, and the corresponding pressure p can be cal-
culated from the steady-state Bernoulli equation:

p∞ + ρ

2
Q2

∞ = p + ρ

2
q2 (5)
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2 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

Figure 1. Definition of airfoil shape and the camber and thickness
functions.

where p∞ is the far-field static pressure, and p is usually
evaluated on the airfoil surface.

The analytical solution of this problem, for an arbitrary
airfoil shape, is complicated by the difficulty of specifying
the boundary condition of equation (4) on a complex surface.
To overcome the difficulty of defining the zero normal flow
boundary condition on an arbitrary airfoil shape, some addi-
tional simplifying assumptions are made. Let the airfoil solid
surface be defined as:

z = η(x) (6)

and in the case of an airfoil with nonzero thickness, two such
functions will describe the upper (ηu), and the lower (ηl) sur-
faces (see Figure 1). Since equation (2) is linear, its solution
can be divided into two separate parts:

�∗ = � + �∞ (7)

where the velocity potential due to the freestream flow is
simply (See Potential Flows)

�∞ = U∞x + W∞z (8)

The intermediate result of this brief investigation is that the
unknown is the perturbation potential �, which represents
the velocity induced by the motion of the airfoil in a station-
ary frame of reference. Consequently, the equation for the
perturbation potential is

∇2� = 0 (9)

and the boundary conditions on the airfoil surface are ob-
tained by substituting equations (7) and (8) into the boundary
condition, equation (4):

∂�

∂z
= ∂η

∂x

(
U∞ + ∂�

∂x

)
− W∞ on z = η (10)

We now introduce the classical small-disturbance approx-
imation, |∇�/Q∞| � 1, which requires that thickness to
chord and camber-to-chord ratio are much smaller than 1, as

well as a small angle of attack. With these assumptions and af-
ter neglecting smaller terms, the boundary condition becomes

∂�

∂z
(x, η) ≈ ∂�

∂z
(x, 0) = Q∞

(
∂η

∂x
− α

)
(11)

It is also consistent with the above approximation to transfer
the boundary condition from the airfoil surface to the
chordline (at z = 0).

2 SEPARATION OF THE THICKNESS
AND THE LIFTING PROBLEMS

At this point of the discussion, the boundary condition (equa-
tion (11) is defined for a thin airfoil and is linear. The shape
of the airfoil is then defined by the contours of the upper ηu

and lower ηl surfaces as shown in Figure 1. This airfoil shape
can also be expressed by using a thickness function ηt and a
camber function ηc, such that

ηc = 1

2
(ηu + ηl) ηt = 1

2
(ηu − ηl) (12)

Therefore, the upper and the lower surface of the airfoil can
be specified alternatively by using the local airfoil thickness
and camberline (see Figure 1):

ηu = ηc + ηt ηl = ηc − ηt (13)

Now, the linear boundary condition (equation (11)) should
be specified for both the upper and lower airfoil surfaces:

∂�

∂z
(x, 0±) =

(
∂ηc

∂x
± ∂ηt

∂x

)
Q∞ − Q∞α (14)

The boundary condition at infinity (equation (3)), for the per-
turbation potential �, now becomes

limr→∞∇� = 0 (15)

Since the continuity equation (equation (9)) as well as
the boundary conditions (equation (11)) are linear, it is pos-
sible to solve three simpler problems and superimpose the
three separate solutions as shown schematically in Figure 2.
These three subproblems are

1. Symmetric airfoil with nonzero thickness at zero angle
of attack (effect of thickness)

∇2�1 = 0 (16)
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Two-Dimensional Flow Over Airfoils 3

Figure 2. Decomposition of the airfoil problem into thin non-lifting
and zero-thickness lifting airfoil problems.

with the boundary condition

∂�1

∂z
(x, 0±) = ±∂ηt

∂x
Q∞ (17)

where + is for the upper and − is for the lower surfaces.
2. Zero-thickness, cambered airfoil at zero angle of attack

(effect of camber):

∇2�2 = 0 (18)

∂�2

∂z
(x, 0±) = ∂ηc

∂x
Q∞ (19)

3. Zero-thickness, uncambered airfoil at an angle of attack
(effect of angle of attack):

∇2�3 = 0 (20)

∂�3

∂z
(x, 0±) = −Q∞α (21)

The complete solution for the cambered airfoil with
nonzero thickness at an angle of attack is then

� = �1 + �2 + �3 (22)

Of course, all three linear boundary conditions must be
fulfilled on the surface of the airfoil but will be approxi-
mated on the z = 0 plane.

3 ZERO THICKNESS AIRFOIL AT AN
ANGLE OF ATTACK

It was demonstrated in the previous section that the small-
disturbance flow over thin airfoils could be divided into a

Figure 3. Nomenclature for the thin lifting airfoil model.

thickness problem and a lifting problem due to angle of at-
tack and camber. In this section, the lifting problem will
be addressed using the classical approach (Glauert, 1959,
pp. 87–93). The symmetrical thickness problem does not con-
tribute to the airfoil’s lift. To illustrate the problem, consider
a thin cambered airfoil at an angle of attack α, as shown
schematically in Figure 3.

The flow is assumed to be inviscid, incompressible, and
irrotational and the continuity equation is

∇2� = 0 (23)

The airfoil chordline is placed on the x axis with the leading
edge at x = 0 and the trailing edge at x = c. The camberline
of the airfoil is given by a known function ηc = ηc(x), and
the boundary condition requiring no flow across the surface,
transferred to the z = 0 plane, is

∂�

∂z
(x, 0±) = Q∞

(
dηc

dx
− α

)
(24)

When considering a solution, based on a singularity element
distribution, the antisymmetric nature of the problem (rela-
tive to the x axis, as in Figure 3) needs to be observed. In the
previous section, both the doublet and the vortex elements
were presented, and they are suitable to model this antisym-
metric lifting problem. In addition, the boundary condition
requiring that the disturbance due to the airfoil will decay far
from it (equation (3)) is not stated since it is automatically ful-
filled by either the vortex or doublet elements. Consequently,
a model based on the continuous vortex distribution is sug-
gested for the solution of this problem. Furthermore, the vor-
tex elements are transferred to the z = 0 plane, following the
assumptions of small-disturbance flow where ηc � c. In ad-
dition, the boundary condition of equation (24) is fulfilled on
the x axis. The velocity potential and the resulting velocity
field due to such a vortex distribution (between the airfoil
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4 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

leading edge at x = 0 and its trailing edge at x = c) are

�(x, z) = −1

2π

∫ c

0
γ(x0)tan−1

(
z

x − x0

)
dx0 (25)

u(x, z) = 1

2π

∫ c

0
γ(x0)

z

(x − x0)2 + z2
dx0 (26)

w(x, z) = −1

2π

∫ c

0
γ(x0)

x − x0

(x − x0)2 + z2
dx0 (27)

where,γ(x0) is the vortex strength per unit length atx0. Taking
the value of ∂�(x, 0)/∂z = w(x, 0) at z = 0 (from equation
(27)) and substituting into the boundary condition, we get

−1

2π

∫ c

0
γ(x0)

dx0

x − x0
= Q∞

(
dηc

dx
− α

)
0 < x < c (28)

This is the integral equation for γ(x). However, the solution
to this equation is not unique and an additional physical con-
dition must be added. Such a condition will require that the
flow leave the trailing edge smoothly and the velocity there
be finite:

∇� < ∞ at trailing edge (29)

This is the Kutta condition discussed in Katz and Plotkin
(2001), p. 88, which can be now interpreted as a requirement
for the pressure difference [or γ(c)] to be equal to zero at the
trailing edge:

γ(x = c) = 0 (30)

Once the velocity field is obtained, the pressure distribution
can be calculated by the steady-state Bernoulli equation for
small-disturbance flow over the airfoil (Katz and Plotkin,
2001, p. 103):

p − p∞ = −ρQ∞u(x, 0±) = ∓ρQ∞
γ

2
(31)

The pressure difference across the airfoil �p (positive �p is
in the +z direction), where above the airfoil ∂�(x, 0+)/∂x =
+γ/2 and at the airfoil’s lower surface ∂�(x, 0−)/∂x =
−γ/2, is

�p = pl − pu = p∞ − ρQ∞
(
−γ

2

)
−

[
p∞ − ρQ∞

(γ

2

)]
= ρQ∞γ (32)

The pressure coefficient with the small-disturbance assump-
tion then becomes

Cp = p − p∞
1
2ρQ2∞

= ∓ γ

Q∞
(33)

and the pressure difference coefficient between the upper and
lower surfaces is

�Cp = 2
γ

Q∞
(34)

4 CLASSICAL SOLUTION OF THE
LIFTING PROBLEM

The solution for the velocity distribution, pressure difference,
and the aerodynamic loads on the thin, lifting airfoil requires
the knowledge of the vortex distribution γ(x) on the airfoil.
This can be obtained by solving the integral equation (equa-
tion (28)), which is a form of the zero normal flow bound-
ary condition. The classical approach (Glauert, 1959, p. 88)
is to represent γ(x) by a trigonometric expansion and then
the problem reduces to finding the coefficient values of this
expansion. Therefore, a transformation to trigonometric vari-
ables is needed. Such a transformation is

x = c

2
(1 − cos θ) dx = c

2
sin θdθ (35)

Note that the airfoil leading edge is at x = 0 (θ = 0), and the
trailing edge is at x = c (θ = π). Substituting equation (35)
into equation (28) results in the transformed integral equation

−1

2π

∫ π

0
γ(θ0)

sin θ0dθ0

cos θ0 − cos θ
= Q∞

[
dηc(θ)

dx
− α

]
(36)

0 < θ < π (37)

This integration with θ0 should hold for each point x

(or θ) on the airfoil. The transformed Kutta condition now
has the form

γ(π) = 0 (38)

The next step is to find a vortex distribution that will satisfy
these last two equations. A trigonometric expansion of the
form

∞∑
n=1

Ansin(nθ) (39)
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will satisfy the Kutta condition, and is general enough so that
it can be used to represent the vortex distribution. However,
experimental evidence shows a large suction peak at the air-
foil’s leading edge, which can be modeled by a function
whose value is large at the leading edge and reduces to
0 at the trailing edge. Such a trigonometric expression may
have the following form:

A0
1 + cos θ

sin θ
(40)

The suggested vortex distribution then becomes (the 2Q∞
term is added since it appears on the right-hand side of
equation (28))

γ(θ) = 2Q∞

[
A0

1 + cos θ

sin θ
+

∞∑
n=1

An sin(nθ)

]
(41)

In order to determine the values of the An constants, equation
(41) is substituted into equation (36):

−1

2π

∫ π

0
2Q∞

[
A0

1 + cos θ0

sin θ0
+

∞∑
n=1

Ansin(nθ0)

]

× sin θ0dθ0

cos θ0 − cos θ
= Q∞

[
dηc(θ)

dx
− α

]
(42)

In this equation, each point θ is influenced by all the vortex
elements of the airfoil; this requires the evaluation of the
integral for each value of θ. With the use of Glauert’s integral
(Glauert, 1959, p. 93)

∫ π

0

cos nθ0

cos θ0 − cos θ
dθ0 = πsin n θ

sin θ
n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (43)

we get

−A0 +
∞∑

n=1

Ancos(nθ) = dηc(θ)

dx
− α (44)

This is actually an even half-range Fourier series expansion
of the right-hand side of the equation, which includes the
information on the airfoil geometry. Consequently for each
value of n the value of the corresponding coefficient An is
obtained:

A0 = α − 1

π

∫ π

0

dηc(θ)

dx
dθ n = 0 (45)

An = 2

π

∫ π

0

dηc(θ)

dx
cos nθ dθ n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (46)

5 AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND
MOMENTS ON A THIN AIRFOIL

For a given airfoil geometry, the mean camberline ηc(x) is a
known function, and the coefficients A0, A1, A2, . . . can be
computed by equations (45) and (46). The pressure difference
across the thin lifting surface �p(x) can be calculated by
equation (32)

�p(x) = ρQ∞γ(x) (47)

With the small angle of attack assumption, the lift L is then

L =
∫ c

0
�p(x)dx =

∫ c

0
ρQ∞γ(x)dx = ρQ∞
 (48)

where the circulation is


 =
∫ c

0
γ(x)dx (49)

On the basis of Kutta–Joukowski theorem (equation (66), see
Potential Flows), the lift is perpendicular to the freestream
Q∞ and the aerodynamic drag is

D = 0 (50)

This is of course the well known d’Alembert’s paradox (see
Challenges and Opportunities in the Next Two Decades of
Aerospace Engineering). To evaluate the lift of the thin airfoil,
the circulation defined by equation (49) is calculated:


 =
∫ c

0
γ(x)dx =

∫ π

0
γ(θ)

c

2
sin θ dθ

= Q∞cπ

(
A0 + A1

2

)
(51)

The lift per unit span is obtained from equation (48) and is

L = ρQ2
∞cπ

(
A0 + A1

2

)
(52)

This equation indicates that only the first two terms of the cir-
culation will have an effect on the lift. The pitching moment
about the y axis is positive for a clockwise rotation, there-
fore, a minus sign needs to be included when calculating the
moment M0 relative to the airfoil’s leading edge:

M0 = −
∫ c

0
�px dx = −ρQ∞

∫ π

0
γ(θ)

c

2
(1−cos θ)

c

2
sin θdθ

= ρQ∞

[
− c

2

 + c2

4

∫ π

0
γ(θ)sin θ cos θdθ

]
(53)
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6 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

After some trigonometric manipulations, this results in

M0 = − c

2
L + ρ

c2

4
Q2

∞
(
A0π + A2

π

2

)
(54)

and by substituting the results for the lift:

M0 = −ρQ2
∞π

c2

4

(
A0 + A1 − A2

2

)
(55)

The moment M along the x axis can be described in terms of
the lift and the moment at the leading edge as

M = M0 + x · Fz ≈ M0 + x · L (56)

The center of pressure xcp is defined as the point where the
moment is zero (this can be considered to be the point where
the resultant lift force acts):

M = M0 + xcp · L = 0 (57)

which yields

xcp = −M0

L
= c

4

A0 + A1 − (A2/2)

A0 + (A1/2)
(58)

Similarly, the airfoil section aerodynamic coefficients can be
derived:

Cl = L
1
2ρQ2∞c

= 2π

(
A0 + A1

2

)
(59)

Cd = D
1
2ρQ2∞c

= 0 (60)

Cm0 = M0
1
2ρQ2∞c2

= −π

2

[
A0 + A1 − A2

2

]
(61)

An observation of the coefficients A0, A1, A2, . . . , An re-
veals that only the first term A0 is a function of angle of
attack α. Note that the lift coefficient can be rewritten as

Cl = 2π(α − αL0 ) (62)

where αL0 is called the zero-lift angle and is a function of
the camber. Substituting the value of A1 from equation (46)
yields

αL0 = − 1

π

∫ π

0

dηc

dx
(cos θ − 1) dθ (63)

The lift slope can be defined as

Clα ≡ ∂Cl

∂α
= 2π (64)

This indicates that the lift slope of a two-dimensional airfoil is
2π and that the camber will have an effect similar to an angle
of attack increment �α, but will not change the lift slope.
Next, the pitching moment coefficient (equation (61)) can be
rewritten, using the formula for the lift coefficient (equation
(59)), thus

Cm0 = −Cl

4
+ π

4
(A2 − A1) (65)

Since the coefficients A1, A2 are independent of angle of
attack, only the first term in this equation depends on α.
Therefore, if the moments are calculated relative to the airfoil
quarter-chord point, the first term in this equation disappears,
and the moment at this point becomes independent of the an-
gle of attack. This point is called the aerodynamic center xac,
and according to thin airfoil theory, it is located at the quarter
chord. Consequently, the pitching moment measured at this
point is only due to the second term in equation (65):

Cmc/4 = π

4
(A2 − A1) (66)

The use of this formulation for some simple chordline shapes
is demonstrated in the following examples.

EXAMPLE 1: Flat plate
As a first example, consider the thin, lifting model of a sym-
metric airfoil, which is represented by a flat plate. For this
particular case, there is no camber and ηc(x) = 0. Conse-
quently, the circulation coefficients become

A0 = α, A1 = A2 = · · · = 0 (67)

The circulation 
 for the flat plate airfoil is then


 = Q∞πcα (68)
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and the lift and moment are obtained by substituting the cir-
culation into equations (52) and (54):

L = ρQ∞
 = ρQ2
∞πcα (69)

M0 = −ρQ2
∞π

c2

4
α (70)

The lift and pitching moment coefficients are

Cl = 2πα (71)

Cm0 = −π

2
α (72)

and the lift slope is again 2π. The center of pressure is at

xcp

c
= −Cm0

Cl

= 1

4
(73)

Thus, for the symmetric thin airfoil, the center of pressure
and the aerodynamic center are located at the quarter-chord
location. For the symmetrical airfoil, the pressure coefficient
difference �Cp can be found from equation (34) by substi-
tuting A0 and the corresponding circulation

�Cp = 2
γ

Q∞
= 4

1 + cos θ

sin θ
α (74)

and in terms of x this becomes

�Cp = 4

√
c − x

x
α (75)

The result of this formulation is plotted in Figure 4a. In Fig-
ure 4b, a comparison is made with the results of a more accu-
rate method (e.g., panel method) for a NACA 0012 symmetric
airfoil. This indicates that the pressure difference is closely
predicted over most of the airfoil. Near the leading edge, how-
ever, the flat plate solution is singular and the model is not
accurate there.

Figure 4. Comparison of the pressure difference from thin airfoil
with the actual pressure distribution on a thin symmetric airfoil.

Figure 5. The thin flapped airfoil model.

EXAMPLE 2: The flapped airfoil
One of the most frequently used control devices is the trailing-
edge flap. The reason for mounting such a device at the trail-
ing edge can be observed by examining the (cos θ − 1) term
in equation (63). This implies that the zero-lift angle is most
influenced by the trailing-edge region where θ → π; there-
fore, relatively small deflections of the flap at the trailing
edge will have a noticeable effect. To demonstrate the effect
of the trailing-edge flap, consider the following simple exam-
ple. Here, the main airfoil plane is placed on the x axis, and at
a chordwise position k · c the flap is deflected by δf , as shown
in Figure 5 (for α = 0). The trailing edge of the deflected air-
foil is now not on the x axis, but due to the small-disturbance
approximation of the boundary condition, the error due to the
use of this coordinate system is within the accuracy of thin
airfoil theory. It is assumed that the airfoil is continuous, and
there is no gap at the flap hinge point.

The slope of the camberline, for the case shown in the
figure, is

dηc

dx
= 0 for 0 < x < kc (76a)

dηc

dx
= −δf for kc < x < c (76b)

Since the coefficientsAn are given as a function of the variable
θ, the location of the hinge point θk can be found by using
equation (50).

kc = c

2
(1 − cos θk) ⇒ cos θk = 1 − 2k (77)

The coefficients A0, A1, A2, . . . , An are computed now only
between the range θk → π, resulting in

A0 = α + 1

π

∫ π

θk

δfdθ = α + δf

π
(π − θk) (78a)

An = − 2

π

∫ π

θk

δf cos nθ dθ = 2δf

π

sin nθk

n
(78b)
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8 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

By substituting the values of the first three An coefficients
into equations (59) and (61), the lift and pitching moment
coefficients are obtained:

Cl = 2π

{
α + δf

[(
1 − θk

π

)
+ 1

π
sin θk

]}
(79)

Cm0 = −π

2

[
α + δf

(
1 − θk

π

)
+ 2δf

2π
sin θk − δf

2π
sin 2θk

]

(80)

By setting α = 0, the incremental effect of the flap is obtained

�Cl = [2 (π − θk) + 2sin θk] δf (81)

�Cm0 = −1

2

[
(π − θk) + 2sin θk − 1

2
sin 2θk

]
δf (82)

The increment in the moment at the aerodynamic center, c/4,
due to the flap deflection is obtained using equation (66) as

�Cmc/4 =
[

1

4
sin 2θk − 1

2
sin θk

]
δf (83)

The results of Equations (81) and (85) clearly indicate
that the lift and pitching moment can be effectively varied
by such a simple trailing-edge device. Furthermore, equation
(63) suggests that an airfoil’s trailing-edge region is the most
effective when lift increments are sought. These conclusions
led to a variety of high-lift devices, and a comprehensive
discussion on their geometry and aerodynamic effect is pre-
sented in Bertin and Cummings (2009), Chapters 6 and 13.

6 THE LUMPED VORTEX ELEMENT

On the basis of the results for the lifting symmetrical airfoil
(flat plate), it is possible to develop a simple “lifting element”.
The vortex distribution on such a flat plate airfoil can be
obtained from equation (42) as

γ(θ) = 2Q∞α
1 + cos θ

sin θ
(84)

which is shown schematically in Figure 6a. From a far-field
point of view, this can be replaced by a single vortex with the
same strength 
 = ∫ c

0 γ(x)dx.
Since the lift of the symmetric airfoil

L = ρQ∞
 (85)

Figure 6. Vortex distribution on a flat plate at an angle of attack (a)
and the equivalent lumped vortex model (b).

acts at the center of pressure (at the quarter chord for the flat
plate), the concentrated vortex is placed there. If the lifting
flat plate is to be represented by only one vortex of strength

, then the boundary condition requiring zero normal flow at
the surface can be specified at only one point too. Assuming
that this point is at a distance kc along the x axis (Figure 6b)
then the boundary condition of zero normal velocity can be
specified as:

−


2π
[
kc − (1/4) c

] + Q∞α = 0 (86)

In order for this model to simulate the results of the thin
airfoil the corresponding value of the circulation for a flat
plate (equation (68)) is substituted:


 = πcQ∞α (87)

thus

−πcQ∞α

2π
[
kc − (1/4) c

] + Q∞α = 0 (88)

The solution of this equation provides the point at which the
boundary condition needs to be specified which is called the
collocation point:

k = 3

4
(89)

Note that this representation is based on results that account
for the Kutta condition at the trailing edge. This is the main
reason for some of the good approximations that can be
obtained when using this model. Some of the advantages of
using this lifting element for the estimation of some aero-
dynamic effects are shown in the following example.

EXAMPLE 3: Tandem airfoils
The useful application of this simple model can be demon-
strated by investigating the lift of the two-airfoil system,
shown in Figure 7. The circulations of the two airfoils are
represented by 
1 and 
2, and the two boundary conditions
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Figure 7. Tandem airfoils modeled by the lumped vortex model.

at the two collocation points which require that the normal
velocity component will be zero are w1 = w2 = 0. The nor-
mal velocity component at each collocation point consists
of the influence of the two vortices and the freestream nor-
mal component; and when specified at these points, the two
boundary conditions are

w1 = −
1

2π(c/2)
+ 
2

2πc
+ Q∞α = 0 (90a)

w2 = −
1

2π2c
+ −
2

2π(c/2)
+ Q∞α = 0 (90b)

The solution of this system is


1 = 4

3
πcQ∞α, 
2 = 2

3
πcQ∞α (91)

Thus, clearly, the front airfoil has a larger lift due to the up-
wash induced by the second airfoil, and because of the same
but reversed interaction, the second airfoil will have less lift.
In addition, this effect is stronger when the airfoils are closer
and the interaction will disappear as the distance increases.
The importance of this result is that the immediate effects
of the tandem airfoil configuration could be estimated with
minimum effort.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FROM
THIN AIRFOIL THEORY

A closed-form solution for the lifting flow over airfoils was
derived using major simplifications. In spite of these simpli-
fications, some very important results were obtained:

1. The lift slope of a two-dimensional airfoil is 2π.
2. The aerodynamic center, where the pitching moment is

independent of the angle of attack, is at the quarter-chord
point.

3. Airfoil camber does not change the lift slope and can be
viewed as an additional angle of attack effect (αL0 ). Thus,
a symmetric airfoil will have zero-lift at α = 0 while the
airfoil with camber has an “effective” angle of attack that
is larger by αL0 .

4. The trailing-edge section of an airfoil has a larger effect
on the above camber effect. Therefore, if the airfoil lift
needs to be changed without changing its angle of attack,
then changing the chordline geometry at the trailing-edge
region is more effective than changing the same at the
leading-edge region.

8 BEYOND THIN AIRFOIL THEORY

Thin airfoil theory successfully provides us with the results
for the lift force and the pitching moment for the incompress-
ible potential flow past an airfoil. It cannot however provide
the pressure distribution that is a necessary input to a bound-
ary layer calculation of the effects of viscosity (including the
drag force), the effects due to thickness, or the ability to treat
arbitrary geometry.

More accurate approaches for the thick airfoil problem
are available for the incompressible potential flow problem.
For example, complex variable theory can provide exact so-
lutions for a wide variety of thick airfoils through the use
of conformal mapping. This approach is presented in detail
in Chapter 6 of Katz and Plotkin (2001). In addition, highly
accurate numerical solutions (panel methods) can provide re-
sults for airfoils of arbitrary geometry (within the limits of
attached flow). The general approach is presented in the next
chapter (See Incompressible Flow Over Finite Wings), and
a detailed treatment of the application to airfoils is given in
Chapter 11 of Katz and Plotkin (2001).

The potential flow theory presented here provides the lift
due to the pressure distribution as long as the small angle
of attack assumption is valid. At higher angles of attack, the
flow separates, the lift is reduced, and the drag increases. This
condition is usually called stall, and the estimation of these
effects are beyond the scope of the models presented here.
A large body of experimental data on various airfoil shapes
is presented in Abbott and von Doenhoff (1959), including
information on stall angles and the lift and drag coefficients
beyond stall.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The general solution for the flow field over three-dimensional
bodies such as finite wings is given by Green’s theorem (see
equation (10) in Potential Flows), stipulating that various
singularity elements can be placed on the solid boundaries
and the strength of the singularity distribution is determined
by enforcing the zero normal flow boundary condition. This
approach, combined with numerical methods, is capable of
solving complex shapes including thick wings and fuselage
combinations. Closed-form analytic solutions, however, are
significantly limited because of the complex mathematical

*This chapter is based on the material presented in Chapter 8 of
Katz and Plotkin (2001). Joseph Katz and Allen Plotkin hold the
copyright of all the figures and they are reproduced with permis-
sion from Cambridge University Press.

Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering.
Edited by Richard Blockley and Wei Shyy
c© 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. ISBN: 978-0-470-68665-2

formulation. One solution, called the lifting line model, is
easily formulated and is able to capture most of the signifi-
cant physical effects. From the historical perspective, vortex
element methods matured first, perhaps because of early flow
visualization experiments. One of the first physicists to sum-
marize these observations was the German, Hermann Ludwig
Ferdinand von Helmholtz (1821–1894) in the following three
theorems:

1. The strength of a vortex filament is constant along its
length.

2. A vortex filament cannot end in a fluid; it must extend to
the boundaries of the fluid or form a closed path.

3. In the absence of rotational external forces, a fluid that is
initially irrotational remains irrotational.

These observations provided the link between two and
three-dimensional models, leading to early wake models. To-
ward the end of the nineteenth century, the British engineer
Frederick Lanchester (1868–1946) used those principles and
stipulated that since the vortex cannot end at a wing tip, it must
be shed as a tip vortex, thus establishing the horseshoe vortex
model. These ideas were incorporated into a proper mathe-
matical model during World War I by Ludwig Prandtl (1875–
1953). One of the interesting outcomes of this study is that
the two-dimensional airfoil shape and the three-dimensional
wing planform shape can be decoupled (so the wing plan-
form shape could be studied separately). These fundamental
conclusions from the lifting line theory are not only signif-
icant from the historical perspective but also are useful for
preliminary design even when advanced computational tools
are available.

The thin airfoil model in the previous chapter discussed
the linearized boundary condition and the separation of
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thickness, camber, and angle of attack effects (see Two-
Dimensional Flow Over Airfoils). This formulation is ap-
plicable for the three-dimensional case as well. Furthermore,
the solution of the thickness effect is essentially the same,
and therefore only the lifting problem will be discussed here,
using a vortex model.

2 THE LIFTING LINE MODEL

The objective of this model is to evaluate the effect of plan-
form shape on a thin wing’s lift and (inviscid) drag. To con-
struct the model, consider a finite wing of span b, at a small
angle of attack α relative to a constant freestream of speed
Q∞. The coordinate system is attached to the wing as shown
in Figure 1. The velocity field of this potential flow can be
found by solving the Laplace equation for the perturbation
potential �:

∇2� = 0 (1)

The boundary condition requiring no flow across the wing’s
solid surface is the same as for the thin airfoil and will be
approximated at z = 0:

∂�

∂z
(x, y, 0±) = Q∞

(
∂η

∂x
− α

)
(2)

where η = ηc(x, y) is the thin-wing surface shape that is
placed on the x–y plane. Two-dimensional airfoil analysis
(in Two-Dimensional Flow Over Airfoils) indicates that in
order for the solution to be unique, the Kutta condition (equa-
tion (31) in Two-Dimensional Flow Over Airfoils) must be
applied at the trailing edge. This condition can be carried over
to the three-dimensional case, provided that the trailing edge
circulation γ TE is zero:

γ TE = 0 (3)

The most elementary model is described in Figure 1. On
the basis of thin airfoil model (Lumped vortex –, see Two-

Figure 1. Schematic description of the lifting line model.

Dimensional Flow Over Airfoils), the local vortex of circula-
tion �(y) is placed at the airfoil’s quarter-chord for all span-
wise sections. This bound vortex line is assumed to be straight
and coincides with the y axis. The above positioning of the
vortex line at the local section’s quarter-chord line effectively
satisfies the Kutta condition of equation (3) when the bound-
ary condition is applied at the three-quarter-chord position
(of the same airfoil section).

In the finite wing model, however, the spanwise circulation
�(y) may change, and in order not to violate the Helmholtz
theorems the horseshoe-shaped vortex model, shown in Fig-
ure 1, is proposed. Therefore, if any change of the vortex
line strength d�(y)/dy is introduced, it must be accompa-
nied by a similar vorticity component in the other direction.
In other words, the vortex line does not terminate at this point
but it changes direction, and its strength remains constant.
The most physical application of these principles is to “shed”
these trailing vortices into the flow and create a “wake” (that
continues to x = ∞) such that there will be no force acting
on these free vortices. This can be accomplished only if the
wake vortex line is parallel to the direction of local velocity.
All these considerations are summarized in Figure 1, and the
model is actually based on an infinite number of horseshoe
vortices accounting for the spanwise variation of �(y).

Now, by selecting a vortex line-based solution, equation
(1) is automatically fulfilled, and the strength of the vortex
distribution is determined by the boundary condition (equa-
tion 2). The velocity potential contribution to the downwash
can be further divided into the downwash due to the wing
(bound) and due to the wake vortices, and equation (2) may
be rewritten as

∂�wing

∂z
+ ∂�wake

∂z
+ Q∞

(
α − ∂η

∂x

)
= 0 (4)

and this boundary condition is satisfied at the z = 0 plane!
For simplicity, at this point we assume a flat lifting surface,
where ∂η/∂x = 0. The equation now simply states that the
sum of the normal velocity components induced by the wing
wb = ∂�wing/∂z and the wake vorticeswi = ∂�wake/∂z, plus
the normal velocity component of the freestream flow Q∞α,
must be zero on the wing’s solid boundary:

wb + wi + Q∞α = 0 (5)

where w is considered to be positive in the +z direction. The
subscripts b and i stand for bound (on wing) and induced
(by wake) influences, respectively. The velocity component
wb induced by the lifting line on the section with a chord
c(y) can be estimated by locally using the two-dimensional
lumped vortex model (see Two-Dimensional Flow Over Air-
foils) with the downwash calculated at the collocation point
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which is located at the 3/4 chord (see inset in the left-hand
side panel of Figure 1)

wb = −�(y)

2π(c(y)/2)
(6)

Next, the downwash due to the wing-trailing vortices must
be evaluated. The wake is now constructed from semi-infinite
vortex lines with the strength of (d�/dy)dy (Figure 1). Note
that for positive change in � on the +y side of the wing,
negative d�/dy is needed. For example, the downwash at a
spanwise location y (at the three-quarter-chord line) from a
right-hand side wake vortex line located at y0 is

w(y) = −1

2

(d�(y0)/dy)dy

2π

1

(y − y0)
(7)

that is exactly one-half of the velocity induced by an infi-
nite (two-dimensional) vortex. With the aid of this equation,
the normal velocity component induced by all the trailing
vortices of the wing becomes

wi = 1

4π

∫ b
2

−b
2

(−d�(y0)/dy)dy0

y − y0
(8)

(Note that since the trailing vortices are assumed to lie in the
z = 0 plane, their induced spanwise velocity component is
zero. In addition, the assumption that the wing aspect ratio is
large (b/c(y) � 1) allows us to treat a spanwise station as a
two-dimensional section and to transfer the boundary condi-
tion to the local three quarter-chord). Substituting equations
(6) and (8) into equation (5) yields

−�(y)

2π(c(y)/2)
− 1

4π

∫ b
2

−b
2

(d�(y0)/dy)dy0

y − y0
+ Q∞α = 0 (9)

Dividing by the freestream speed Q∞ results in

−�(y)

πc(y)Q∞
− 1

4πQ∞

∫ b
2

−b
2

(d�(y0)/dy)dy0

y − y0
+ α = 0 (10)

This is the Prandtl lifting line integro-differential equation
for the spanwise load distribution �(y). This equation can be
viewed as a combination of the following angles

−αe − αi + α = 0 (11)

where the induced downwash angle is (note that w is positive
in the +z direction)

αi ≈ −wi

Q∞
(12)

In addition, equation (11) can be rearranged as

αe = α − αi (13)

This means that in the case of the finite wing, the effective
angle of attack of a wing section αe (the angle between the
modified freestream velocity and the chord) is smaller than
the actual geometric angle of attack α by αi, the induced
angle of attack, due to the wake’s downwash. In addition,
at the wing tips (y = ±b/2), the pressure difference must
reduce to zero and this can be stated as

�

(
y = ±b

2

)
= 0 (14)

The solution of equation (10), along with the above condition
at the wing tips, should provide the spanwise vortex distri-
bution �(y). Once the spanwise circulation is obtained, the
corresponding aerodynamic loads on the wing can be calcu-
lated.

3 SOLUTION FOR AN ELLIPTIC LOAD
DISTRIBUTION

The spanwise circulation distribution �(y) for an arbitrary
planform shape is quite complicated (see Katz and Plotkin,
2001, pp. 178–183), but for an elliptic loading the solution
becomes rather simple. More importantly, such wings will
have minimum induced drag, as will be shown later. The
proposed elliptic spanwise distribution for �(y) is therefore

�(y) = �max

[
1 −

(
y

b/2

)2
] 1

2

(15)

and it automatically fulfills the tip condition of equation (14),
while the constant �max will be calculated later. Next, the
various terms in equation (10) must be evaluated using this
load distribution. The second term, the downwash integral, is
evaluated by differentiating the proposed loading:

d�(y)

dy
= �max

2

[
1 −

(
y

b/2

)2
] −1

2 (
−2

4

b2
y

)
(16)
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and the downwash wi is obtained by substituting this result
into equation (8):

wi(y) = �max

πb2

∫ b
2

−b
2

[
1 −

(
y0

b/2

)2
] −1

2
y0

y − y0
dy0 (17)

Note that when y = y0, this integral is singular and therefore
must be evaluated based on Cauchy’s principal value. It is
possible to arrive at Glauert’s integral (see Glauert, 1959,
p. 93) by the transformation

y = b

2
cos θ (18)

dy = −b

2
sin θdθ (19)

and at the wingtips y = − b
2 , θ = π and at y = b

2 , θ = 0. This
reduces equation 15 to

�(θ) = �max[1 − cos2 θ]
1
2 = �maxsin θ (20)

and equation (17) into the following form

wi = �max

πb2

∫ 0

π

[1 − cos2θ0]
−1
2

b
2 cos θ0(− b

2 sin θ0)dθ0
b
2 (cos θ − cos θ0)

(21)

The principal value of this integral can be obtained by using
the Glauert integral (Glauert, 1959, p. 93)

wi = −�max

2πb

∫ π

0

cos θ0dθ0

(cos θ0 − cos θ)
= −�max

2πb

πsin θ

sin θ
= −�max

2b

(22)

Consequently, wi and αi (from equation (12)) are constant
along the span:

wi = −�max

2b
(23)

and

αi = �max

2bQ∞
(24)

The total circulation is obtained by using the fact that the
area of an ellipse is simply the product of the semi-axes
(π(�max/2) · (b/2))

∫ b
2

−b
2

�(y)dy = π

2
�max

b

2
= πb

4
�max (25)

The lift is evaluated using the Kutta–Joukowski theorem
(equation (62) in Potential Flows):

L = ρQ∞
∫ b

2

−b
2

�(y)dy = πb

4
ρQ∞�max (26)

and here we assumed a small angle of attack. However, ac-
cording to the Kutta–Joukowski theorem, the force acts nor-
mal to the local stream velocity, which is now tilted by
the induced angle αi. Therefore, each section in a three-
dimensional wing will have induced drag. In the case of the
elliptic loading, this angle is constant along the span and we
can write

Di = ρQ∞
∫ b

2

−b
2

αi�(y)dy = αiL=
(

�max

2bQ∞

)
πb

4
ρQ∞�max

= ρ
π

8
�2

max (27)

The lift and the induced drag coefficients become

CL ≡ L
1
2ρQ2∞S

= π

2

b

S

�max

Q∞
(28)

and

CDi ≡ Di
1
2ρQ2∞S

= π

4S

�2
max

Q∞2 = 1

π

S

b2
C2

L (29)

The only remaining unknown term is �max that can be evalu-
ated by substituting the elliptic loading and the induced angle
terms back into equation (10):

−�max

πc(y)Q∞

[
1 −

(
y

b/2

)2
] 1

2

− �max

2bQ∞
+ α(y) = 0 (30)

This equation provides the relation between the local chord
c(y) and the local angle of attack α(y) for the wing with
the elliptic circulation distribution. If the chord c(y) has an
elliptic form, too, the constant �max can be easily evaluated.
Thus, assume

c(y) = c0

[
1 −

(
y

b/2

)2
] 1

2

(31)
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where c0 is the root chord. Substituting equation (30) into
(29) cancels the elliptic variation

−�max

πc0Q∞
− �max

2bQ∞
+ α(y) = 0 (32)

Since the first two terms in this equation are constants, α(y) is
constant, too, and therefore this wing (with a constant airfoil
shape) is untwisted! The value of �max is then

�max = 2bQ∞α

1 + (2b/πc0)
(33)

The area S of the elliptic wing is given by

S = π
co

2

b

2
(34)

In addition, it is common to define the wing aspect ratio AR
as

AR ≡ b2

S
(35)

Using the definition of the AR and the area S for an elliptic
wing, �max becomes

�max = 2bQ∞α

1 + (AR/2)
(36)

Substituting �max into the lift coefficient (equation (27))
results in

CL = 2π

1 + (2/AR)
α ≡ CLα

α (37)

Here CLα
is the three-dimensional wing lift slope, and the

most important conclusion of this analysis is that this slope
decreases as the wing aspect ratio is reduced due to the
induced downwash.

The results of equation (36) are plotted versus wing aspect
ratio in Figure 2 by the solid line. Note the significant drop
in the lift slope compared to the two-dimensional value of
2�. Consequently, for finite span wings, more incidence is
needed to achieve a particular lift coefficient compared to a
two-dimensional airfoil. In addition, the lifting line model is
based on the high aspect ratio assumption and for AR < 6, the
accuracy of equation (36) is reduced (although it is quite ac-
curate for unswept wings). For very small aspect ratio wings
(the dashed line), the slender wing theory predicts the lift
slope shown in the figure and it will be presented later.

Figure 2. Variation of the lift slope with aspect ratio (for an elliptic
wing – solid line).

The induced drag coefficient is obtained from equation
(28) with the use of the definition of aspect ratio:

CDi = 1

πAR
C2

L (38)

This indicates that by increasing a wing’s aspect ratio, in
addition to increasing the lift slope, the induced drag will be
reduced, improving lift/drag ratio. It is interesting to revisit
the boundary condition of equation (9) and to identify the
various downwash terms (as shown at the bottom of Figure 3).

Figure 3. Spanwise circulation and loading for an elliptic wing.
In addition, all components of the downwash in equation (9) are
constant along the span.
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For the elliptic wing loading, the downwash is constant, and,
combined with the velocity induced by the bound vortex, wb

must be equal to the upwash of the freestream Q∞α. Thus,
the combined normal velocity component is zero, according
to the boundary condition stated by equation (5). Note that it
is possible to have elliptic loading with planforms other than
an elliptic planform, but in that case, the local twist or camber
needs to be adjusted so that wi will remain constant.

The spanwise loading L′(y) (lift per unit span) of the ellip-
tic wing is obtained by using the Kutta–Joukowski theorem:

L′(y) = ρQ∞�(y) = ρQ∞�max

[
1 −

(
y

b/2

)2
] 1

2

(39)

Figure 3 shows an elliptic planform and the spanwise lift
distribution L′(y) is elliptic too. The section lift coefficient
Cl is defined by using the local chord and is

Cl ≡ L′(y)

(1/2)ρQ2∞c(y)
= 2�max

c0Q∞
= CL (40)

Thus, for the elliptic wing, both section lift coefficient and
wing lift coefficient are the same. If the airfoil camber effect
is included by using αL0 then the section lift coefficient is

Cl = 2π

1 + (2/AR)
(α − αL0 ) ≡ Clα(α − αL0 ) (41)

Similarly, the section-induced drag coefficient is

Cdi ≡ L′(y)αi
1
2ρQ2∞c(y)

= 1

π

S

b2
C2

l = CDi (42)

The strength of the circulation in the wake is simply the span-
wise differential of �(y) from equation (16)

d�(y)

dy
= −4�max

b2

y√[
1 − ( y

b/2 )2
] (43)

It is clear from this equation that near the wing tips,
where |d�(y)/dy| is the largest, the wake vortex will be the
strongest. Owing to the induced velocity, the wake will roll
up, mostly near the wing tips, to form two concentrated trail-
ing vortices. The induced effect of this wake roll up on �(y)
is assumed to be negligible in this model, but the presence
of various wing tip devices on many airplanes indicates the
importance of this effect. In addition, not all airplane wings
are elliptic, and neither are they unswept. Estimating the lift
slope and induced drag for more complex wing shapes can
be carried out by numerical methods. On the basis of such

calculations (see Katz and Plotkin, 2001, pp. 180–181) for a
general spanwise load (or circulation) distribution, the above
equations are modified as follows:

CDi = (1 + δ1)

πAR
C2

L (44)

CL = 2π(α − αL0 )

1 + (2/AR)(1 + δ2)
(45)

where δ1 and δ2 are corrections (usually small numbers) due
to the wing not being elliptic (due to sweep, twist, taper, etc.).
Note that this clearly indicates that the elliptic wing will have
the lowest induced drag and therefore is the most efficient.
In addition, note that the total drag of the wing will include
the viscous drag CD0 (due to boundary layer and local flow
separation) plus the above induced drag

CD = CD0 + CDi (46)

4 SLENDER WING THEORY

The lifting line model was based on the assumption of high
aspect ratio wings, and for the limiting case of wings with very
small aspect ratio, a slightly different treatment is required.
The previous approach can be maintained, and the Laplace
equation (equation (1)) must be solved for the same boundary
condition as in equation (2). The slender wing planform is
placed on the x–y plane, its root chord is c, the span is b(x),
and the freestream Q∞ is at a small angle of attack α (similar
to the conditions in Figure 1). The difference in this case
of the slender wings is that the longitudinal dimensions are
much larger than the dimensions (and other) parameters in
the other directions:

x � y, z (47)

The derivatives are therefore inversely affected:

∂

∂x
� ∂

∂y
,

∂

∂z
(48)

Substituting this into the continuity equation (equation (1))
suggests that the first term may be negligible compared to the
other derivatives:

∇2� ≈ ∂2�

∂y2
+ ∂2�

∂z2
= 0 (49)

This can be interpreted such that the cross-flow effect is dom-
inant, and for any x station, a local two-dimensional solution
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Figure 4. Horseshoe vortex model for slender wings at a small
angle of attack.

is sufficient. This is described schematically in Figure 4, at
the lower left corner, where the proposed vortex structure in
the two-dimensional plane is shown.

For the solution, a horseshoe vortex model, similar to the
one used for the lifting line model in Figure 1, is proposed, and
for the purpose of illustration, discrete horseshoe elements
are shown instead of the continuous distribution (Figure 4).
In this case, however, the bound vortex portion is far forward,
and at any x cross-section, only the trailing vortices are vis-
ible. Since the x derivative in equation (48) was neglected,
the effect of the far-forward-placed bound vortices can be
neglected, compared with the effect of the trailing vortices.
As a result of neglecting the longitudinal effects, the Kutta
condition is not required for the solution. The boundary con-
dition for this horseshoe-shaped vortex model can be immedi-
ately obtained from equation (9) but without the bound vortex
effect:

− 1

2π

∫ b
2

−b
2

(d�(y0)/dy)dy0

y − y0
+ Q∞α(x) = 0 (50)

Here, instead of a constant angle of attack, a local α(x) is used.
Another small modification is seen in the coefficient 1/2π

instead of 1/4π in equation (9). This is a result of having a
semi-infinite vortex in the high aspect ratio case while here
the trailing vortex appears to be infinite in the fore and aft
directions (and therefore twice as long). Note that in the cross-
flow plane, owing to left/right symmetry, the total circulation
is zero. For the spanwise circulation �(x, y), at each x section,
we can use the same elliptic distribution proposed for the
lifting line vortex (as in equation (15)):

�(x, y) ≡ �(y) = �max

[
1 −

(
y

b(x)/2

)2
] 1

2

(51)

The spanwise distribution of the trailing vortices (shown in
Figure 4) is obtained by differentiating with respect to y

d�(y)

dy
= −4�max

b(x)2

[
1 −

(
y

b(x)/2

)2
]− 1

2

y (52)

Substitution into the integral equation, equation (49), results
in

1

2π

∫ b(x)
2

−b(x)
2

4�max

b(x)2

[
1−

(
y0

b(x)/2

)2
]− 1

2
y0dy0

(y − y0)
=−Q∞α(x)

(53)

But this integral has already been evaluated in this chap-
ter (see equation (17)) and resulted in a constant spanwise
downwash. With the results of equation (22), the spanwise
integration yields

∫ b(x)
2

−b(x)
2

[
1 −

(
y0

b(x)/2

)2
]− 1

2
y0dy0

(y − y0)
= −πb(x)

2
(54)

and equation (52) becomes

�max

b(x)
= Q∞α(x) (55)

which shows that the spanwise induced downwash due to an
elliptic circulation distribution is constant and independent of
y. The value of �max is easily evaluated from equation (54):

�max = b(x)Q∞α(x) (56)

To establish the relation between the velocity potential and
�, consider a path of integration along the local y axis (for a
x = const. section):

�(x, y, 0±) =
∫ y

−b(x)/2

∓γ(y)

2
dy = ±�(y)

2
(57)

where the integration starts at the left leading edge of the
x = const. station and the integration path is above (0+) or
under (0−) the wing. Therefore, the potential jump (��)
across the wing and the lift of the wing portion ahead of this
x station (ρQ∞�(y)) are elliptic too

��(x = const., y) = �(y) (58)

Note that the local �(y) is equivalent to the sum of all
the spanwise-bound vortex segments of the infinitesimal
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horseshoe elements ahead of it and therefore is equivalent
to the lift of the bound vortex portions ahead of this x station.
By substituting �max and the elliptic vortex distribution into
equation (56) we get

�(x, y, 0±) = ±Q∞α(x)
b(x)

2

√
1 −

(
y

b(x)/2

)2

= ±Q∞α(x)

√[
b(x)

2

]2

− y2 (59)

To calculate the pressure distribution, the u velocity com-
ponent is required, which can be obtained by differentiating
equation (58):

u(x, y, 0±) = ∂�

∂x
(x, y, 0±)

= ±Q∞
∂

∂x


α(x)

√[
b(x)

2

]2

− y2


 (60)

This differentiation can be executed only if the wing plan-
form shape b(x) is known. The aerodynamic loads will be
computed with the use of the linearized Bernoulli equation
(equation (33) in Two-Dimensional Flow Over Airfoils). The
pressure jump across the wing is given by

�p = p(x, y, 0−) − p(x, y, 0+) = ρQ∞
∂

∂x
��

= 2ρQ2
∞

∂

∂x


α(x)

√[
b(x)

2

]2

− y2




= ρQ2
∞

∂

∂x


α(x)b(x)

[
1 −

(
y

b(x)/2

)2
] 1

2


 (61)

For example, let us assume that the wing’s angle of attack is
constant α(x) = α, and for this case the pressure difference
becomes

�p(x, y) = ρ

2
Q2

∞α
b(x)db(x)/dx√
[b(x)/2]2 − y2

(62)

This spanwise pressure distribution has an infinite suction
peak along the wing leading edges. Since the Kutta condition
was not enforced, the pressure jump along the trailing edge
is finite. The longitudinal wing loading is obtained by an
integration of the spanwise pressure difference. This may be
simplified by recalling the approach used for equation (24),

indicating that the following integral is equal to half the area
of the corresponding ellipse:

∫ b(x)
2

−b(x)
2

[
1 −

(
y

b(x)/2

)2
] 1

2

dy = πb(x)

4
(63)

Using this result for the spanwise integration, we get

dL

dx
=

∫ b(x)
2

−b(x)
2

�pdy

= ρQ2
∞

∂

∂x


α(x)b(x)

∫ b(x)
2

−b(x)
2

[
1 −

(
y

b(x)/2

)2
] 1

2

dy




= πρQ2
∞

4

∂

∂x

[
α(x)b(x)2] (64)

The interesting conclusion from this equation is that if there
is no change either in α(x) or in b(x), there will be no lift due
to this section. In addition, for a wing with linear b(x) (delta
wing) and constant α, the longitudinal loading is linear too.
The lift of the wing from the tip to a section x is obtained by
integrating dL/dx along x:

L(x) =
∫ x

0

dL

dx
dx = π

4
ρQ2

∞
[
α(x)b(x)2] (65)

This means that the lift of the wing up to a given x station
depends on the local α(x), b(x), and db(x)/dx only (or for
the entire wing, the lift depends on the trailing edge span and
angle, only). For a wing where the maximum span is not at
the trailing edge, the lift is a function of the wing’s maximum
span b and α

L = π

4
ρQ2

∞αb2 (66)

By using the maximum span in equation (66), the difficulties
for wings having negative db(x)/dx near the trailing edge are
avoided. The lift coefficient is obtained by using equation
(66):

CL = π

2

b2

S
α = π

2
ARα (67)

The lift slope from this equation is shown by the dashed
line in Figure 2 and completes the lift slope estimates for the
lower aspect ratio cases. The induced drag coefficient for this
elliptic distribution (using equation (28)) is

CDi = 1

π

S

b2
C2

L = CL

α

2
(68)
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If the drag force is a result of the pressure distribution only
then its magnitude is expected to be CLα, but this result indi-
cates that the “leading-edge suction” (see Katz and Plotkin,
2001, p. 192) is reducing the drag by 1/2. The pitching
moment about the apex of the wing is

M0 = −
∫ c

0

dL

dx
xdx

= −π

4
ρQ2

∞

∫ c

o

x
d

dx

[
α(x)b(x)2] dx (69)

Again, in order to evaluate this integral, the angle of attack
and span variation with x are needed. As an example, consider
a flat triangular delta wing with a constant angle of attack α

where the trailing edge span is bTE:

b(x) = bTE
x

c
(70)

and by substituting this into equation (69) we get

M0 = −π

4
ρQ2

∞

∫ c

0
x

d

dx

[
α

x2

c2
b2

TE

]
dx

= −π

4
ρQ2

∞αb2
TE

2c

3
= −L

2c

3
(71)

and the center of pressure is at the center of the area

xcp

c
= −M0

Lc
= 2

3
(72)

5 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SOLUTION
FOR COMPLEX SHAPES: PANEL
METHODS

The finite wing models presented so far were limited to thin
and simple geometries. Solution of the three-dimensional ex-
ternal flow over complex shapes, however, is possible by
using a numerical approach, called panel methods. This ap-
proach, based on potential flow, is applicable for attached
flows and is widely used to calculate the fluid dynamic lift
and drag on airplane wings. The method is based on us-
ing the surface singularity distributions (see equation (11),
in Potential Flows), and its advantage, compared to numeri-
cal methods using the finite difference (or volume) approach,
is that the unknown elements are distributed on the surface
and not in the whole fluid volume, thereby significantly re-
ducing computational effort. Another advantage is that the
velocity field is obtained by solving the continuity equation
only (decoupled from the momentum equation), and instead

Figure 5. Schematic description of the potential flow over a closed
body.

of the three velocity components at each point (e.g., u, v, w)
only one unknown, namely the velocity potential, is sought.

The theoretical background of this problem is shown
schematically in Figure 5. A coordinate system is attached
to the body whose surface is subdivided into panel ele-
ments, as shown. The steady-state freestream magnitude and
direction, expressed in this frame of reference, is Q∞ =
(U∞, V∞, W∞), and the continuity equation is

∇2�∗ = 0 (73)

where �∗ is the velocity potential in the body’s frame of
reference. The boundary conditions require that the normal
component of velocity on the solid boundaries of the body
must be zero:

∇�∗ · n = 0 or in another form
∂�∗
∂n

= 0 (74)

where n is an outward normal unit vector to the surface
(as shown for one panel in Figure 5). Since Green’s theorem
(equation (11), Potential Flows) postulates that the solution
of the problem consists of sources and doublets distributed
on the surface, the problem reduces to finding a singularity
distribution that will satisfy equation (74) (since the sources
and doublets are already a solution of Laplace’s equation).
Once this distribution is found, the velocity q at each point
in the field is known, and the corresponding pressure p can
be calculated from the steady-state Bernoulli equation

p∞ + ρ

2
Q2

∞ = p + ρ

2
q2 (75)

The freestream velocity components, however, are known,
and the velocity potential for such a constant freestream is

�∞ = U∞x + V∞y + W∞z (76)
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Consequently, the total potential �∗ can be divided into a
freestream and perturbation potential � as follows:

�∗ = � + �∞ (77)

With the above stipulations, the velocity potential, based on
Green’s theorem, can be described as a sum of source σ and
doublet µ distributions placed on the surface S:

�∗ = −1

4π

∫
S

[
σ

1

r
− µ

∂

∂n

(
1

r

)]
dS + �∞ (78)

The values of the unknowns (σ, µ) can be found by applying
the boundary conditions. There are three frequently used
forms of these conditions and the first, the Neumann bound-
ary condition, is based on enforcing ∂�∗/∂n = 0 (as in
equation (74)) in the surface S.

∇(� + �∞) · n =
{

1

4π

∫
S

µ∇
[

∂

∂n

(
1

r

)]
dS

− 1

4π

∫
S

σ∇
(

1

r

)
dS + ∇�∞

}
· n

= 0 (79)

In spite of its complex appearance, this equation states
that the normal velocity induced by all the panel elements
in Figure 5, at a point on the surface, plus the normal
component of the freestream must add up to zero.

An alternate form of the boundary condition, called the
Dirichlet problem (Kellogg, 1953, p. 286), is frequently
used in numerical solutions and is a direct outcome of the
Neumann boundary condition. Since ∂�∗/∂n = 0 over the
closed body surface S, then the potential �∗ inside the body
is unchanged and must remain constant

�∗
i = const. (80)

Using the Green theorem form of equation (78) for the veloc-
ity potential and setting the constant to zero, this boundary
condition becomes

�∗
i = −1

4π

∫
S

[
σ

1

r
− µ

∂

∂n

(
1

r

)]
dS + �∞ = 0 (81)

There are two frequently used versions of this condition. The
first is based on setting the constant inside the body to zero
as in equation (81), and in this case (see Katz and Plotkin,
2001, p. 294), the source distribution vanishes:

For �∗
i = 0 σ = 0 (82)

The solution then depends on finding the doublet distribution
only. Another approach is to ensure that the perturbation po-
tential be zero inside the body and then the source strength
is set by the following equation (see Katz and Plotkin, 2001,
p. 209):

For �i = 0, σ = n · Q∞ (83)

In this case, the source distribution is known and again we
must solve for the unknown doublet distribution only. In terms
of numerical solution, this formulation is considered to be
more robust.

The discussion so far laid the basis for the formulation, and
the numerical interpretation is described next. First a surface
grid (or panel distribution of N elements) is created, as shown
in Figure 5. The surface can be made of flat rectilinear panels
or more complex shapes (called higher order panels). Simi-
larly, for each panel, the singularity distributions (source and
doublets) are specified. If a constant strength source σ or
doublet µ for a particular panel is assumed, this is usually
called a first order method. Higher order approximations are
usually based on a polynomial distribution of the source or
doublet strength within the panel. Thus, one of the most basic
components of the method is the panel element that is shown
schematically in Figure 6. For example, when solving equa-
tion (81), instead of performing the integral over the whole
surface S, this integral is calculated for a generic element as
shown in the figure.

The results for a generic panel with a constant source dis-
tribution and an index k will have the form (see Katz and
Plotkin, 2001, p. 214)

−1

4π

∫
1,2,3,4

(
1

r

)
dS

∣∣∣∣
k

≡ Bk (84)

Figure 6. Schematic description of a generic panel element.
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where the constant Bk depends on the panel’s four corner
points and on the field point where the potential due to this
panel is evaluated. Similarly, the influence of a constant dou-
blet distribution at the field point (Ck) can be calculated by
the integral

1

4π

∫
1,2,3,4

∂

∂n

(
1

r

)
dS

∣∣∣∣
k

≡ Ck (85)

The most important feature of these influence coefficients
(e.g., Bk, Ck) is that this calculation is based on the geome-
try only (e.g., the location of the above five points) and can
be executed without knowing the strength of the singularity
elements.

As an illustration, let us use the boundary condition of
equation (7), which is based on an unknown doublet distri-
bution. The influence coefficients Ck are pre-calculated and
do not depend on the strength µ (and the source strength in
this case is zero). Next, for each collocation point (in Fig-
ure 5), the potential due to all elements must add to zero
inside the body (so the collocation point is assumed to be on
the inner surface of the body). Consequently, when equation
(81) is specified at one collocation point with the index j, it
will have the form

N∑
k=1

Cjkµk + �j = 0 (86)

This condition is then applied at all N collocation points
with the N unknowns µk, thus reducing the integral in equa-
tion (81) into a set of linear algebraic equations (matrix of
order N). By solving the N equations, the unknown doublets
for each panel are calculated and therefore the potential �∗

is known everywhere.
The above procedure can be based on the Neumann bound-

ary condition as well, and at the end, a similar set of algebraic
equations results. However, for flows with lift, an additional
condition is required (to set the circulation). This is the Kutta
condition (as in equation (3)) requiring that along the trailing
edges, the circulation is zero

γTE = 0 (87)

This condition, along with the second Helmholtz theorem
stating that a vortex line cannot end or start in the fluid, results
in a trailing wake, as shown in Figure 5. The implementation
of the Kutta condition is shown schematically in Figure 7.

Here, the trailing edge upper and lower panels are modeled
by a constant strength doublet of strength µU (upper) and µL

(lower). Since a constant strength doublet panel is equal to a
vortex ring with the same strength (Katz and Plotkin, 2001,

Figure 7. Implementation of the Kutta condition along a wing-
trailing edge.

p. 248), the trailing edge vortex can be cancelled by adding a
wake panel of strength µW, resulting in zero circulation along
the trailing edge. The strength of the wake panel is then

µW = µU − µL (88)

The wake panel must be very long (in principle extends to
x = ∞) and also parallel to the freestream (so no force is
generated by the trailing vortices). Since the wake panel is
related to the surface panels by equation (88), no new un-
known terms are introduced into equation (88).

Once equation (86) is solved, the unknown singularity val-
ues are obtained (µk in this case), the local velocity compo-
nents can be evaluated. The method is described schemati-
cally in Figure 8 and in terms of the panel local coordinates
(l, m, n), the two tangential velocity components are

ql = −∂µ

∂l
, qm = − ∂µ

∂m
(89)

The differentiation is done numerically using the values on
the neighbor panels. Once the velocity is calculated, the sur-
face pressure and resulting lift and drag can be calculated,
using the Bernoulli equation (equation (75)).

Figure 8. Nomenclature for calculating the local tangential
velocity.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The two limiting cases of high and of very small aspect ratio
wings were able to capture several important physical as-
pects of wing design. The concept of trailing vortices and
the resulting induced drag are new and were not part of the
two-dimensional airfoil analysis. The induced drag increases
with the reduction of wing aspect ratio, while the lift slope
decreases with reduced aspect ratio – both effects hurt wing
efficiency. The elliptic spanwise loading is the most efficient
form of lift generation, and other shapes of spanwise loading
will have a slightly higher drag for the same lift. Of course,
the present analysis is limited to small angles of attack with-
out flow separation. In case of the slender wing theory, angles
of attack are limited even more due to leading-edge vortices

that change the flow field on very slender wings. For more
complex wing shapes, or even wing body combinations, the
principles of panel methods were presented. A closed-form
solution is not possible for these cases, and numerical tech-
niques must be used.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The flow of a viscous fluid about a body at high Reynolds
number is characterized by the presence of thin shear layers,
boundary layers and wakes, where viscous effects are impor-
tant. The dynamics of these viscous regions is important in
determining the aerodynamic performance of flight vehicles.
Performance characteristics like the friction drag and max-
imum lift coefficient are determined by viscous phenomena
in the boundary layer. If we consider a vehicle flying in qui-
escent air at subsonic speeds, the flow is irrotational in the far
field. Shear layers develop on the surface of the body where
friction introduces vorticity and shear. Vorticity in these shear
layers is advected into the wake trailing the body where vis-
cous effects are also important. The size of this viscous wake
is closely related to friction drag. Boundary layer separa-
tion determines the maximum lift coefficient of aerodynamic
surfaces. In this section we review the key concepts and ba-
sic equations in laminar boundary layer theory. We discuss

a few exact and approximate solutions and introduce tools
developed for analysis of viscous flow about bodies. The em-
phasis is on incompressible two-dimensional laminar bound-
ary layers. There are a number of excellent textbooks and
monographs on viscous flow discussing laminar boundary
layers in more detail than we are able to cover here (e.g.,
Prandtl, 1934; Rosenhead, 1963; Lagerstrom, 1964; Schlicht-
ing, 1968; Sherman, 1990 and White, 2006). The reader is
referred to those references for additional details and further
development of the material.

The theoretical framework for analysis of viscous flow
phenomena at high Reynolds number was proposed by
Prandtl (1904) in one of the more influential papers of last
century. Formal mathematical analysis is provided by pertur-
bation methods, which have also been applied to a variety
of engineering and scientific problems and are the subject of
several monographs (Cole, 1968; Van Dyke, 1975). Figure
1 illustrates the basic elements of the flow about a body at
high Reynolds number. If the motion starts from rest, di-
mensional analysis of the Navier–Stokes equations shows
that viscous effects are small and friction can be ignored
in the first approximation. The flow is effectively inviscid
and irrotational at distances of the order of the size of the
body. The relevant equations of motion are the Euler equa-
tions. The no-slip condition at the wall, which requires the
fluid velocity to be the body velocity cannot be enforced
since friction is ignored. Then for the inviscid solution the
flow velocity is required to be tangent to the surface of the
body. In addition, it is necessary to consider conditions at
the downstream side of the body. This is an extremely im-
portant consequence of the viscous nature of the fluid, aris-
ing from flow separation. For streamlined bodies with sharp
trailing edges, as is normally the case for lifting surfaces,
and two-dimensional steady flow this condition is the Kutta
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Figure 1. The sketch illustrates flow about a body at high Reynolds number. Thin boundary layers form on the surface of the body and a
wake trails the body. In these regions viscous forces are of the same order of magnitude as inertia. Outside these regions the flow can be
assumed to be inviscid and irrotational.

condition that determines the circulation and the lift of the
body. In steady three-dimensional flows with sharp trailing
edges, vorticity is shed into the wake to make the flow smooth
at the trailing edge. In unsteady flows vorticity is shed into the
wake at separation points as a function of time and its effects
on the inviscid flow solution must be evaluated. The pressure
distribution on the body surface is derived from the inviscid
solution using Bernoulli’s equation, which is an integral form
of the momentum equation for inviscid irrotational flow.

To enforce the no-slip condition at the wall viscous effects
must be important in the boundary layer where the fluid ve-
locity changes in a short distance near the surface, thus the
velocity gradient and vorticity are large, and viscous effects
are important even for small viscosity. The key argument in
Prandtl’s boundary-layer theory is that the viscous force must
be of the same order as other forces acting on the fluid el-
ement (inertia, pressure), which determines the thickness of
the boundary layer. If we consider the boundary layer thick-
ness, �, on a body of length L, with freestream velocity U, fluid
density ρ and fluid viscosity µ, as illustrated in Figure 1, the
inertia force (i.e., force proportional to the fluid density) and
viscous force (i.e., force proportional to the fluid viscosity)
per unit volume at a point in the boundary layer scale as

Inertia force per unit volume ∼ ρ
U2

L
(1)

Viscous force per unit volume ∼ µ
U

δ2
(2)

then,

Inertia force

Viscous force
∼ ρ

µ

U

L
�2 ∼ 1 or � ∼

√
µ L

ρ U

or
�

L
∼

√
µ

ρ U L
= 1√

Re
(3)

Therefore, for high Reynolds number the boundary layer
thickness is expected to be very thin. The thickness is propor-
tional to the square root of fluid viscosity and length scale,
and inversely proportional to the square root of the velocity
and fluid density.

In considering how viscous flow regions affect the flow
in the inviscid flow region, the first order correction arises
from the lower flow speed in the boundary layer and wake
caused by friction, and consequently the mass flow per unit
area in the viscous regions is less than in the inviscid region.
The reduced mass flow displaces the streamlines in the in-
viscid flow away from the wall by a distance equal to the
boundary layer displacement thickness (Lighthill, 1958). A
corrected inviscid solution can be obtained using the modi-
fied body shape that should also include a representation of
mass flow deficit in the wake. For streamlined bodies this
viscous correction is small; for bluff bodies the viscous cor-
rection is large. In the latter the boundary layer detaches from
the body and a large wake forms. In this case there is strong
coupling between the inviscid and viscous flow regions in
the sense that the pressure and velocity on the body surface
and the force acting on the body are not accurately predicted
by inviscid flow theory. Perturbation methods provide formal
mathematical procedures to compute increasingly more accu-
rate inviscid and viscous solutions (see e.g., Van Dyke, 1975,
Chapter 7). It should be noted however that simplifications
of the mathematical formulation resulting from the thin-layer
approximation might be lost at higher order, which could re-
sult in mathematical complexity comparable to solving the
full Navier–Stokes equations.

2 BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS

The boundary layer equations are derived from the Navier–
Stokes equations in the limit Re → ∞ recognizing that for a
body of characteristic length, L, in a stream of characteristic
velocity, U, the boundary layer characteristic length and ve-
locity scales in the y-direction are δ ∼ L/

√
Re and U/

√
Re,

respectively. The resulting equations for two-dimensional in-
compressible flow with constant transport coefficients are

Continuity :
∂u

∂x
+ ∂v

∂y
= 0 (4)
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x-momentum : ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y

)
= −∂p

∂x
+ µ

∂2u

∂y2

(5)

y-momentum :
∂p

∂y
= 0 (6)

where ρ, the density, and µ, the viscosity, are constants. These
are a system of partial differential equations, parabolic in the x
and t variables, which require boundary and initial conditions,

Boundary conditions : at y = 0 u = v = 0

at y → ∞ u → ue(x, t)
(7)

Initial conditions : at x = 0 u(0, y, t) = uo(y, t)

at t = 0 u(x, y, 0) = ui(x, y)
(8)

Note that the pressure is not a dependent variable; it is de-
termined by the inviscid flow. Integration of the y-momentum
equation gives p = pe(x, t), the pressure outside the bound-
ary layer. This is a particularly important result which ac-
counts for the success of inviscid flow theory in predicting
the lift force on aerodynamics surfaces. The boundary layer
equations can by written in terms of only the freestream ve-
locity ue(x, t) by noting that

∂p

∂x
= −ρ

(
∂ue

∂t
+ ue

∂ue

∂x

)
(9)

and the boundary layer equations can be written as,

Continuity :
∂u

∂x
+ ∂v

∂y
= 0 (10)

x-momentum :
∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
= ∂ue

∂t
+ ue

∂ue

∂x

+ ν
∂2 u

∂y2
(11)

The same boundary (equation (7)) and initial (equation
(8)) conditions apply. This is a more compact formulation
which requires only one parameter, the kinematic viscosity,
the velocity outside the boundary layer ue(x, t) and suitable
initial conditions at x = 0 and t = 0, that is, uo(y, t) and ui(x, y).
These equations are parabolic along the x-coordinate and
time. In typical cases, the solution is evolved from the ini-
tial conditions by marching in the parabolic coordinates. For
external flows, like flow about a body, the x-coordinate ori-
gin is typically located at the stagnation point where uo = 0.
Boundary layer equations can also be derived in wall-fitted

coordinates. Additional terms in the equations can be ne-
glected if the wall radius of curvature is small compared to the
boundary layer thickness. Therefore equations (10) and (11)
are used here exclusively for theoretical considerations, exact
solutions, and approximate methods. Numerical solution of
these equations is discussed in the monograph by Cebeci and
Cousteix (2005). It is important to note that these equations
are singular at separation points (Goldstein, 1948) and there-
fore a uniformly valid solution extending into the wake is not
possible. Higher order boundary-layer theory must be used
at separation points and in the near wake (Stewardson, 1968;
Messiter, 1970).

2.1 Effect of pressure gradient, boundary layer
separation, and vorticity dynamics

One important feature of the viscous flow about a body is the
presence of detached flow. The surface of the body must be
a streamline since flow cannot penetrate the body. However,
the body streamline may separate from the body at some
location on the surface of the body. This phenomenon is called
boundary layer separation. At the separation point the body
streamline has multiple branches as the body continues to
be a streamline downstream of the separation point. In two-
dimensional flows the branch point is the separation point;
in three-dimensional flow there is a separation line on the
body surface. The flow topology downstream of separation is
characterized by downstream flow above the separated body
streamline, and a recirculation region between the separated
streamline and the wall with fluid motion near the wall in the
upstream direction.

Insight on the flow near the wall can be gained from the
boundary layer x-momentum equation (5) evaluated at the
wall (y = 0, u = v = 0),

0 = −dp

d x
+ ν

(
∂2 u

∂y2

)
y=0

(12)

This relationship can also be written in terms of the shear
stress or vorticity gradients at the wall.

d p

d x
=

(
∂τ

∂y

)
y=0

= µ

(
∂ω

∂y

)
y=0

(13)

Figure 2 is a plot of the pressure distribution on a typical
airfoil. The pressure decreases from a maximum value equal
to the stagnation pressure at the leading edge. The minimum
pressure is located some distance downstream. The rate of
change of the pressure is determined by the leading edge
geometry. In this region the pressure gradient is favorable
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4 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

Figure 2. The pressure distribution on a typical airfoil section has a maximum at the stagnation point where the velocity is zero, deceases
to a minimum at some location downstream (favorable pressure gradient region), and there is pressure recovery towards the trailing edge
(adverse pressure gradient region). These features are found in the flow about any two dimensional body. The scale of the changes in the
flow direction depends on the body geometry.

(negative), and equations (12) and (13) show that the shear
stress and vorticity have maxima at the wall and monoton-
ically decrease to zero at the freestream. Similarly, the ve-
locity gradient and curvature of the velocity profile are both
negative at the wall and change monotonically to zero at the
freestream. In contrast towards the trailing edge, the pressure
increases, and the curvature of the velocity profile at the wall
is positive. It must be negative some distance away from the
wall because the velocity profile curvature in the outer part
of the boundary layer must be negative. Therefore there is an
inflection point in the velocity profile. The maximum shear
stress and vorticity are located at the inflection point and
decrease closer to the wall. If the adverse pressure gradient
persists for some distance, the shear stress at the wall be-
comes negative. Friction is no longer able to “drag” the fluid
in the downstream direction in the presence of the opposing
pressure force. The resulting fluid motion near the wall is
in the upstream direction creating the reversed flow region,
and boundary layer separation. The evolution of velocity pro-
files in the boundary layer on a typical airfoil is illustrated
in Figure 3. It follows from this discussion that the location

where the shear stress and vorticity are zero at the wall is the
separation point. The necessary and sufficient condition for
boundary layer separation in steady two-dimensional flow is

(
∂u

∂y

)
y=0

= 0 or τw = 0 or ωw = 0 (14)

It is also instructive to consider the vorticity evolution
in the boundary layer (Rosenhead, 1963 Section 2). In two-
dimensional flows vorticity is a scalar quantity, which we
define positive for clockwise rotation. Also for thin boundary
layers the vorticity equals the derivative of the velocity in
the direction normal to the wall. The total circulation, �(x),
associated with the boundary layer from the stagnation point
(x = 0) to a location x downstream is

�(x, t) =
∫ x

0

∫ ∞

0
ω dy dx =

∫ x

0

∫ ∞

0

∂u

∂y
dy dx

=
∫ x

0
ue(x, t) dx (15)

y

y y
yue

ue ue ue

u u u

u

Separation point

Figure 3. Evolution of boundary layer velocity profiles on an airfoil. Only the top-side velocity profiles and streamlines are illustrated. In
a typical airfoil design a favorable pressure gradient is created on the front side of the airfoil. Pressure recovery at the trailing edge results
in velocity profiles with an inflection point, boundary layer separation, and recirculation regions in the near wake.
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which is the inviscid flow result, and the circulation density,
γ(x, t), is

γ(x, t) = ∂�

∂x
= ue(x, t) (16)

The vorticity flux in the boundary layer, 
(x, t), is


(x, t) =
∫ ∞

0
u ω dy =

∫ ∞

0
u

∂u

∂y
dy = u2

e

2
(17)

It is important to note that both the circulation density and
the vorticity flux are determined by the inviscid flow about
the airfoil. Viscous effects only redistribute vorticity inside
the boundary layer.

The wall condition (13) can be written in terms of the
viscous vorticity flux at the wall

− 1

ρ

dp

dx
= −ν

(
∂ω

∂y

)
y=0

= (qω)w (18)

where (qω)w is the vorticity flux at the wall due to friction.

A favorable pressure gradient
(

∂p

∂x
< 0

)
results in a positive

flux of vorticity (into the boundary layer) at the wall, and an
adverse pressure gradient produces a negative flux of vorticity
at the wall. In terms of the velocity in the inviscid region the
wall condition is

−
(

∂ue

∂t
+ ue

∂ue

∂x

)
= ν

(
∂ω

∂y

)
y=0

(19)

which can be written in terms of the circulation density and
flux as

(qω)w = ∂γ

∂t
+ ∂


∂x
(20)

Equation (20) gives the vorticity flux at the wall for known
inviscid flow (i.e., ue(x, t)).

For unsteady flow the separation criterion given by equa-
tion (14) must be revised because the separated flow region
moves in response to unsteady pressure and velocity changes.
Generalizations of the separation criterion have been devel-
oped for some cases (Moore, 1958; Rott, 1956); and a more
general treatment based on the singularity of the boundary
layer equations at separation was proposed by Sears and
Telionis (1975).

3 EXACT SOLUTIONS OF THE
BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS

Exact solutions of the boundary layer equations are known
for a few cases. Similarity solutions of the steady two-
dimensional boundary layer equations will be discussed here
in some detail. They are the boundary layer on a flat plate
(Blasius, 1908) and the boundary layer on wedge and corner
flows (Falkner and Skan, 1931), which include the stagnation
point boundary layer and other interesting cases. For detailed
discussion of similarity solutions and other exact solutions
see Schlichting (1968) and White (2006), for example.

Similarity solutions exist when the freestream velocity,
ue(x), does not include a characteristic length scale. In this
case the relevant length scale is the x-coordinate and dimen-
sional analysis gives the thickness of the boundary layer at a
downstream location, x,

�(x) ∼
√

ν x

ue(x)
(21)

The relevant velocity and length scales for the boundary
layer are local values of ue(x) and �(x). In these cases the
boundary-layer partial differential equations can be reduced
to a non-linear ordinary differential equation as follows.

First introduce the similarity variable, η

η = y

�(x)
with �(x) = K

√
ν x

ue(x)
(22)

where K is a constant chosen to obtain the standard form of
the ordinary differential equation. The continuity equation
(10) is satisfied by introducing the streamfunction, �, which
from dimensional considerations must have the form

� = ue(x) �(x) f (η) (23)

with

u = ∂�

∂y
= ue(x) ḟ (η) (24)

and

v = −∂�

∂x
= −

[
d (ue �)

dx
f (η) − ue

d�

dx
η ḟ (η)

]
(25)

where the number of dots indicates the order of derivatives
of f with respect to the similarity variable η. The resulting
equation for f (η) after substitution of u, v, and derivatives in
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the x-momentum equation (11) is

...

f + d (ue �)

dx

�

ν
f f̈ + due

dx

�2

ν

(
1 − ḟ

2
)

= 0 (26)

Using equation (22) gives

...

f + K2

2

(
1 + x

ue

due

dx

)
f f̈ + K2 x

ue

due

dx

(
1 − ḟ

2
)

= 0

(27)

Equation (27) cannot depend on the x and therefore

x

ue

d ue

d x
= m (28)

with m a constant, which gives the general form for ue(x),

ue(x) = C xm (29)

Taking

K =
√

2

1 + m
(30)

gives the Falner–Skan equation (Falkner and Skan, 1931)

...

f + f f̈ + β
(

1 − ḟ
2
)

= 0 (31)

with

β = 2m

1 + m
and m = β

2 − β
(32)

The boundary conditions for f (η) are derived from equa-
tion (7) which give

f (0) = 0; ḟ (0) = 0; ḟ (∞) → 1 (33)

The implications of the initial condition, equation (8), on the
solution depend on the value of �(0). If �(0) = 0 the initial
condition reduces to the third condition in (33) and therefore
the initial condition is already included in the formulation.
However, if �(0) /= 0 equation 22 gives ue(0) = 0 and the
velocity profile at x = 0 must be uo(y) = 0. This latter case
is the stagnation point boundary layer which will be discussed
in more detail below.

There are no known closed-form solutions of the Falkner–
Skan equation, except for the trivial case β → ∞. Numerical
solutions have been reported by a number of authors (Falkner

and Skan, 1931; Stewardson, 1954; Smith, 1954; Libby and
Liu, 1967; Cebeci and Keller, 1971). However, it is a straight-
forward exercise to find solutions using boundary-value-
problem solvers for ordinary differential equations available
in commercial mathematical software. These solutions pro-
vide considerable insight on boundary layer dynamics and
quantitative support for the arguments presented above. Phys-
ical significance of the solutions is discussed below in the
context of flat plate, wedge and corner flows. Stewardson
(1954) found that for negatives values of β in the range
−0.1988 < β < 0 there are two solutions one with reversed
flow at the wall. He also found that solutions for β < −0.1988
have maximum value ḟ > 1 which are unrealistic for bound-
ary layer flows.

In terms of the Falkner–Skan parameter, β, the normalized
u and v components of the velocity are

u

ue(x)
= ḟ (η) (34)

v

ue(x)

√
ue(x) x

ν
= 1√

2 − β

[
(1 + β) η ḟ (η) − f (η)

]
(35)

The case β = 2, m = ∞, ue(x) = ∞ corresponds to
the limit of a closed wedge, which is also unrealistic and need
not be consider further. The solution is singular at the origin
(v → ∞ at x = 0) for β < 1 including the flat plate boundary
layer (β = 0). Therefore first order boundary layer theory is
not valid at the origin and higher order approximations are
needed there. As noted by Libby and Liu (1967) in discussing
the relevance of Falkner–Skan solutions for β < −0.1988,
the singularity at the origin does not invalidate the solution at
other locations as long as the velocity profile at short distances
from the origin is a reasonable approximation to the relevant
Falkner–Skan velocity profile.

Normalized u- and v-velocity profiles are plotted in Fig-
ure 4 and Figure 5, respectively, and include profiles with
and without reversed flow at the wall. Boundary layer proper-
ties of interest are the velocity, displacement and momentum
thicknesses, and the skin friction coefficient. For the Falkner–
Skan similarity solutions these are given by the conditions

Velocity thickness(99%) δ: ḟ (ηδ) = 0.99 ηδ = δ

�(x)
(36)

Displacement thickness : ηδ∗ =
∫ ∞

0

(
1 − ḟ

)
dη

= lim
η→∞ (η − f )

ηδ∗ = δ∗

�(x)
(37)
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Figure 4. Normalized u-velocity profiles for different values of the Falkner–Skan parameter β. The skin friction and vorticity at the wall
for β = −0.1988 is zero, the separation profile. For negative values of β in the range −0.1988 < β < 0 there are two solutions. The value of
d2f/dη2 at the wall is positive for one solution and negative for the other, which correspond to positive and negative skin friction, respectively.
For β < −0.1988 solutions, when they exist, have maximum value of u/ue > 1 within the viscous region, which is not realistic for boundary
layer flow (Stewardson, 1954; Libby and Liu, 1967).
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Figure 5. Normalized v-velocity profiles for the Falkner–Skan flows. For a favorable pressure gradient (β > 0) the v-velocity increases
monotonically. For an adverse pressure gradient the v-velocity component has a maximum in the profile and decreases for large values of η

as expected from conservation of mass considerations. The v-velocity is negative (towards the wall) in cases with reversed flow at the wall.
The magnitude is very small, however.
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Momentum thickness : ηθ =
∫ ∞

0
ḟ

(
1 − ḟ

)
dη

=
∫ ∞

0
f f̈dη = f̈ (0) − β ηδ∗

1 + β
,

ηθ = θ

�(x)
(38)

Skin friction coefficient : cf

√
Rex = 2 τw

ρ u2
e

√
ue x

ν

= 2√
2 − β

f̈ (0) (39)

Note that only three parameters and β are needed to ob-
tain the thicknesses and friction coefficient, namely ηδ, ηδ∗

and f̈ (0) (Lagerstrom, 1964 section B14). Plots of the dis-
placement thickness and the skin friction coefficient as a func-
tion of the Fakner-Skan parameter, β, are presented in Figure
6. For −0.1988 ≤ β < 2 the non-dimensional displacement
thickness and skin friction coefficient vary monotonically in
the range 3.5 to 0 and 0 to ∞, respectively. In contrast for ve-
locity profiles with reversed flow the displacement thickness
is large (>3.5) and the skin friction coefficient is very small in
magnitude (∼−0.1). This behavior of the solutions suggests
that laminar boundary layers are not able to support large ad-
verse pressure gradients. Rather in the presence of significant
adverse pressure gradient and reverse flow, the displacement
thickness changes and through viscous/inviscid interaction
the pressure gradient becomes very small. For example, in
leading edge separation bubbles the pressure gradient is ob-
served to be very small in the laminar part of the reversed
flow region (Gaster, 1967).

3.1 Flat plate boundary layer

The boundary layer on a flat plate at zero angle of incidence
is one particular case of the above similarity solutions. In this
case the freestream velocity is constant, U, and therefore the
freestream parameters are m = 0, K = √

2 and C = U. Expres-
sions for the streamfunction, and u and v velocity components
are

η = y

�(x)
with �(x) =

√
2 ν x

U
(40)

u = ∂�

∂y
= U ḟ (η) (41)

v = −U

√
ν

2 U x

[
f (η) − η ḟ (η)

]
(42)

The Falkner–Skan parameter is β = 0 and the resulting
differential equation is the Blasius equation (Blasius, 1908)

...

f + f f̈ = 0 (43)

and the boundary conditions are given by equation (33).
For β = 0 we find ηδ = 3.5, ηδ∗ = 1.2168 and f̈(0) =

0.4696. The boundary layer thicknesses and skin friction
are

δ

x
= 5√

Rex

δ∗

x
= 1.72√

Rex

θ

x
= 0.664√

Rex

and

cf = 0.664√
Rex

with Rex = U x

ν
(44)
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Figure 6. Displacement thickness (a) and skin friction coefficient (b) as a function of the Falkner–Skan parameter β. For reversed flow at
the wall the displacement thickness is large, and the skin friction coefficient negative and small in magnitude.
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Figure 7. Plot of the velocity profile in a laminar flat plate boundary
layer. The symbols are measurements by Liepmann. The solid line
is the Blasius solution. Reproduced from Liepmann (1943), NACA.

Figure 7 shows a comparison between measured velocity
profiles reported by Liepmann (1943) and the Blasius solu-
tion. The velocity measurements are for Reynolds number in
the range Rex ∼ 0.82 × 104–1.24 × 104. The agreement be-
tween the Blasius solution and the measurements is excellent.
Figure 8 is a plot of the skin friction coefficient as a function of
Reynolds number. There is excellent agreement between the
Blasius solution and the measurements by Dhawan (1952)
obtained using direct and indirect (i.e., derived from mea-
surements of the velocity profile) force measurements. It is
interesting to note that for these early experiments turbulent
flow in the boundary layer is observed at Reynolds numbers
of the order of 2 × 105.

3.2 Wedge flows

The general expression for the velocity outside a boundary
layer given by equation (29) is the irrotational inviscid flow

0.1

0.01

Cf

0.001
104 105 106

Rex

8

Blasius
6

4

2

8

4

6

2

2 4 6 8 2 4 6 8

• From profile measurements
° Direct skin-friction
   measurements x = 28.6cm

x = 56cm
Direct skin-friction
measurements

Kármán

NACA

Figure 8. Friction coefficient as a function of Reynolds number for
a flat plate boundary layer. Symbols are the results of measurements
using different methods as indicated. Also shown in the plot are the
laminar-flow Blasius solution and a turbulent correlation proposed
by Kármán (1939). Reproduced from Dhawan (1952), NACA.

solution for flow past a two-dimensional wedge or corner.
The geometry is illustrated in Figure 9. Note that, as shown
below, the Falkner–Skan parameter defines the wedge total
angle � β for β ≥ 0 or the corner angle � β/2 for β < 0. The
inviscid flow solution in terms of the streamfunction, �, and
velocity components, ur and uθ, in cylindrical coordinates is,

� = C

m + 1
rm+1 sin [(m + 1) θ] (45)

(a) (b)

ur ur
x

x

uθ
uθ

θ
θ

π β /2

π β /2 π β /2

Figure 9. Illustration of the geometry of the flow past a two-dimensional wedge (a) and corner (b). The origin is located at the vertex of
the wedge or at the corner. Coordinates r and θ are used for the irrotational inviscid flow. The boundary layer coordinate x with origin at
the origin is also illustrated. Wedge flow corresponds to β ≥ 0. The wedge walls are symmetric with respect to the θ = 0 plane. The total
included angle is � β. Corner flows correspond to β < 0.
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ur = −1

r

∂�

∂θ
= −Crm cos [(m + 1) θ] (46)

uθ = ∂�

∂r
= Crm sin [(m + 1) θ] (47)

The relationship between β and m is obtained from the
condition that uθ (θo) = 0 at the surface of the wedge, θo =
�

(
1 − β

2

)
, which gives (m + 1) θo = � and equation (32).

Using (46) for θ = θo and substituting r = x gives the ve-
locity outside the boundary layer

ue(x) = ur (r, θo) = −C rm cos [(m + 1) θo] = C xm (48)

It follows that for a wedge with total included angle in the
range 0 (flat plate) to 2 � (closed wedge) the corresponding
values of β range from 0 to 2, respectively, and the values of
m range from 0 to ∞. Negative values of the angle correspond
to the flow over a corner as illustrated in Figure 9b.

The velocity components in the boundary layer are given
by equations (34) and (35), and the boundary layer thick-
nesses and skin friction are given by equations (36) through
(39). If the freestream velocity at a distance L from the ori-
gin is U, then the freestream velocity for arbitrary x can be
written as

ue(x) = U
( x

L

)m

(49)

The constant parameters U and L will be used in the dis-
cussion that follows. In addition to the case β = 0, which
corresponds to a flat plate at zero incidence angle discussed
earlier, there are several other cases of interest.

Stagnation point flow: For β = 1, m = 1, K = 1 the
wedge is an infinite flat plate oriented normal to the incom-
ing stream. The solution gives the boundary layer flow in the
neighborhood of a stagnation point. The flow velocity outside
the boundary layer is

ue(x) = U

L
x (50)

with U/L the strain rate at the stagnation point. The relevant
equation is

...

f + f f̈ + 1 − ḟ
2 = 0 (51)

Velocity profiles for this case are included in Figure 4
and Figure 5; and ηδ = 2.4, ηδ∗ = 0.648 and f̈ (0) = 1.2326.
Hence the boundary layer thicknesses are constant (indepen-
dent of x) and the friction coefficient proportional to x and

are given by the relations

δ = 2.4

√
ν L

U
δ∗=0.648

√
ν L

U
θ = 0.292

√
ν L

U
and

τw = 1.2326
√

ρ µ

(
U

L

)3/2

x (52)

90◦ wedge: The case β = 1/2, m = 1/3, K = √
3/2 cor-

responds to a 45◦ wedge. In this case the velocity outside the
boundary layer is

ue(x) = U
( x

L

)1/3
(53)

Velocity profiles are also shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5; the
boundary layer thicknesses increase proportional to x1/6 and
the wall skin friction is constant,

δ = 3.37

√
ν L

U

( x

L

)1/3
δ∗ = 0.99

√
ν L

U

( x

L

)1/3

θ = 0.43

√
ν L

U

( x

L

)1/3
and τw = 0.757

√
ρ µ

U3/2

L1/2

(54)

Separation point: The case β = −0.1988, m = −0.09,
K = 1.483 corresponds to the separation point boundary
layer (τw = 0). In this case the velocity outside the boundary
layer is

ue(x) = U
( x

L

)−0.09
(55)

As before velocity profiles for this case are shown in Figure
4 and Figure 5. The boundary layer thicknesses are,

δ = 7.1

√
ν L

U

( x

L

)0.91
δ∗ = 3.5

√
ν L

U

( x

L

)0.91
and

θ = 0.87

√
ν L

U

( x

L

)0.91
(56)

4 APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS

Several approximate methods have been developed to solve
the boundary layer equations. Rosenhead (1963), Lagerstrom
(1964), and more recently White (2006), discuss these meth-
ods in detail. One-parameter methods are based on the
integral form of the boundary layer momentum equation
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(Kármán, 1921), which is derived by integrating the x-
momentum equation (11) in the direction normal to the wall.
For steady incompressible flow the equation is

u2
e

dθ

dx
+ ue

d ue

d x

(
δ∗ + 2 θ

) = τw

ρ
(57)

Equation (57) is quite general and can be used for laminar,
transitional and turbulent flow, in attached or separated “thin”
boundary layers. To find solutions it is necessary to introduce
functional relationships of the form

δ∗ = function (x, θ, ue, due/dx, ν) (58)

τw

ρ
= function (x, θ, ue, due/dx, ν) (59)

which in terms of relevant non-dimensional parameters
become

H = δ∗

θ
= H (Rex, Reθ, λ) (60)

S = τw θ

µ ue
= cf

Reθ

2
= S (Rex, Reθ, λ) (61)

with

Rex = ue x

ν
Reθ = ue θ

ν
λ = θ2

ν

due

dx
(62)

Different solution methods vary in the way these functions
are derived. In one parameter methods it is assumed that the
shape parameter (equation (60)) and skin friction parameter

(equation (61)) depend only on the pressure gradient param-
eter, λ, that is, H = H (λ) and S = S (λ). Pohlhausen (1921)
used a four-order polynomial approximation for the velocity
profiles in the boundary layer to find these relationships. Ex-
tensions of Pohlhausen work were provided by Holstein and
Boheln (1940) and Walz (1941). Thwaites (1949) proposed
the general approach outlined here. Following Holstein and
Boheln, the Kármán integral equation (58) can be written in
terms of λ as

ue

ν

d θ2

d x
= −2 [H (λ) + 2] λ + 2 S (λ) = F (λ) (63)

Thwaites determined H , S, and F using exact and numer-
ical solutions available at the time. He found specifically that
a good approximation for F is

F (λ) = a − bλ (64)

with a = 0.45 and b = 6. The shape parameter, H , and skin-
friction parameter, S, for Thwaites’ method are shown in
Figure 10. Also shown in the same plots are the values of
these parameters for the Falkner–Skan similarity solutions
discussed above. The difference between the two curves is a
measure of the error in the method.

Substituting (63) in (64) and integrating gives,

θ2 = a ν

ub
e(x)

(∫ x

0
ub−1

e dx + C

)
(65)

There are two possible situations. For internal flows (e.g.,
boundary layer development in a two-dimensional nozzle) the
boundary layer starts at x = 0 where θ (0) = θo and ue(0) =

(a) (b)
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Figure 10. The boundary layer shape parameter (a) and skin-friction parameter (b) as a function of pressure gradient parameter for Thwaites
(1949) approximate method. Also shown are the same parameters for the Falkner–Skan similarity solutions.
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uo > 0 then equation (65) becomes

θ2 = θ2
o

[
uo

ue(x)

]6

+ 0.45 ν

u6
e(x)

∫ x

0
u5

e dx (66)

In this case the boundary layer thickness has two contribu-
tions. The first term captures the effect of the initial boundary
layer thickness. For increasing velocity, like in nozzle flows,
this effect tends to be small since it is proportional to the ve-
locity ratio to the sixth power. The second term is the viscous
contribution to the momentum thickness, which depends on
the freestream velocity evolution in the nozzle.

For external flows the boundary layer starts at the stagna-
tion point where the freestream velocity is zero and therefore
at x = 0 ue(0) = 0 and C = 0. Then the momentum thickness
is given by

θ2 = 0.45 ν

u6
e(x)

∫ x

0
u5

edx (67)

The momentum thickness at the origin (stagnation point)
is found by taking the limit x → 0 in equation (67), which is

θ2
o = 0.075 ν

(due/dx)x=0
(68)

After determination of the momentum thickness, θ, the
pressure gradient parameter, λ, is calculated using equation
(62). Finally, the shape and skin-friction correlations in Fig-
ure 10 are used to determine the displacement thickness and
the friction coefficient. The separation point is found at the
location where the skin-friction parameter is zero, which cor-
responds to λs = −0.082.

Thwaites’ and other one-parameter approximate methods
are valid only for attached flow. The expression for F given
by equation (64) is only valid for attached flow. Another limi-
tation of one-parameter methods is that boundary layer prop-
erties are assumed to be a function of the pressure gradient
parameter only, they are assumed independent of the bound-
ary layer evolution. This assumption is not needed in the
two-parameter approximate method proposed by Wieghardt
(1946). In two-parameter approximate methods the kinetic
energy integral equation, which for steady flow is

du3
eθ

∗

dx
= 2

D

ρ
(69)

with θ* the kinetic energy thickness and D the dissipation inte-
gral, is solved together with the momentum integral equation
(57). In this case two additional parameters are modeled to

close the problem

� = θ∗

θ
= � (Rex, Reθ, λ) (70)

� = D θ

µ u2
e

= � (Rex, Reθ, λ) (71)

4.1 Viscous–inviscid coupling in laminar flows

In solving practical aerodynamic design problems it is nec-
essary to couple the viscous boundary layer flow with the in-
viscid irrotational flow outside the boundary layer. As noted
earlier this is necessary to accurately account for displace-
ment thickness and boundary layer separation effects on the
pressure distribution on the body. In addition, the viscous
model must be able to capture other relevant physical phe-
nomena like laminar-to-turbulent transition and fully turbu-
lent flow. For high-speed flow compressibility effects must
also be incorporated into the viscous model. It is found that
integral methods are more suitable for this task and lead to
robust and efficient methods for design applications. Sev-
eral authors have developed methods for solving the coupled
viscous–inviscid interaction problem and applied it to air-
foil design for single and multi-element airfoils (Eppler and
Somers, 1980; Drela and Giles, 1987). The approach of Drela
and Giles (1987) for solving the viscous–inviscid coupling
problem as implemented in the ISES and XFOIL codes will
be briefly reviewed here. A key feature of their methodology
is to formulate the inviscid problem, including the viscous
correction for the wall boundary condition, and the viscous
boundary layer problem together instead of using an itera-
tion procedure. The resulting set of non-linear equations is
solved using a global Newton–Raphson method. The viscous
formulation uses a two-parameter integral formulation retain-
ing compressibility effects. The integral formulation has the
advantage that the same differential equations can be used to
describe laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow conditions.
Integral momentum and energy equations are solved using
suitable closure equations for the boundary layer parame-
ters (equations (60), (61), (70), and (71) modified to include
compressibility effects). The closure equations for laminar
flow used by Drela and Giles (1987) are based on Falkner–
Skan similarity solutions without and with reverse flow so
that laminar separation bubbles are accurately captured by
the solution. Different closure equations are used for transi-
tion and for turbulent boundary layers. Using this approach
accurate results are obtained, including drag and pitching mo-
ment, at angles of attack well beyond the angle of attack for
maximum lift. Convergence may not occur when there are
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large separated flow regions, particularly at low Reynolds
numbers.

5 CONCLUSION

Aspects of laminar boundary layer theory have been re-
viewed. The boundary layer physics as first described by
Prandtl and insight subsequently developed by many re-
searches, provide a framework for understanding, if not solv-
ing viscous flow problems at high Reynolds number. Two-
dimensional steady laminar boundary layer phenomena are
well-understood and there are a number of techniques avail-
able for solving engineering design problems. These methods
have been discussed in some detail here. Three-dimensional
and unsteady boundary layers are less well-understood. Phe-
nomena which are central to current understanding of bound-
ary layers, like boundary layer separation, are much more
complex physical processes in three-dimensional flow. In un-
steady boundary layers, separated flow regions move in re-
sponse to body motion. Leading edge vortices form, which
could significantly increase the lift performance of aerody-
namics surfaces at some unsteady flow conditions. Boundary
layer vorticity dynamics as introduced here are central for
a better understanding of these phenomena. In slightly over
100 years since the original work on boundary layer theory
by Prandtl was first published significant progress has been
made, but much still remains to be done.

NOMENCLATURE

C constant of integration
cf = 2 τw/

(
ρ u2

e

)
skin friction coefficient

D = ∫ ∞
0 µ(∂u/∂y)2 dy dissipation integral

F thwaites function
f streamfunction similarity func-

tion
H = δ∗/θ boundary layer shape parameter
K constant in definition of boundary

layer thickness
L body characteristic length
� = D θ/

(
µ u2

e

)
boundary layer dissipation
parameter

� boundary layer characteristic
thickness

m power law exponent of veloc-
ity distribution for Falkner–Skan
flows

p pressure
pe(x, t) pressure outside the boundary

layer

(qω)w wall vorticity flux
Re = ρ U L/µ Reynolds number
Rex = ue x/ν Reynolds number based on

distance x

Reθ = ue θ/ν Reynolds number based on
momentum thickness

S = τw θ/µ ue boundary layer skin friction
parameter

t time
u, v x,y velocity components
ue(x, t) velocity outside the boundary

layer
uo(y, t) velocity distribution at boundary

layer origin (x = 0)
ui(x, y) initial velocity distribution at t =

0
x, y Cartesian coordinate system on

the surface of the body. x is the
coordinate along the surface of
the body, y is the coordinate nor-
mal to the surface of the body

β Falkner–Skan parameter
δ Boundary layer velocity thick-

ness (99% of freestream
velocity)

δ∗ = ∫ ∞
0 (1 − ρ u

ρe ue
) dy Boundary layer displacement

thickness
� circulation
γ = ∂�/∂x circulation density
η = y/� similarity variable
ηδ = δ/� similarity variable for y = δ

ηδ∗ = δ∗/� similarity variable for y = δ∗

ηθ = θ/� similarity variable for y = θ

� = θ∗/θ boundary layer kinetic-energy
thickness parameter

λ = (
θ2/ν

)
(due/dx) boundary layer pressure gradient

parameter
µ viscosity
ν = µ/ρ kinematic viscosity
θ = ∫ ∞

0 ρ u/ρe ue boundary layer momentum
× (1 − u/ue) dy thickness

θ∗ = ∫ ∞
0 (ρ u) / (ρe ue) boundary layer kinetic energy

× [
1 − (u/ue)2] dy thickness

ρ density
ρe density outside the boundary

layer
τ = µ ∂ u/∂ y viscous shear stress in the bound-

ary layer

 boundary layer vorticity flux
ω = ∂ u/∂ y vorticity in the boundary layer
� streamfunction
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1 INTRODUCTION

The first study of laminar–turbulent transition was carried
out by Reynolds (1883) who attributed the phenomenon to
flow instability. The importance of the problem for design
of laminar wings for commercial aircraft, prediction of vis-
cous drag and heating of the surface of a hypersonic ve-
hicle, and for many other technical applications stimulated
broad theoretical and experimental studies of flow instabili-
ties. Today, one can find a vast bibliography on stability and
transition of shear flows (Drazin and Reid, 1981; Schmid
and Henningson, 2001; Criminale, Jackson and Joslin, 2003).
There are a variety of paths to turbulence depending on the
level of freestream disturbances and also the nature of dis-
turbances introduced into the flow from a wall (e.g., isolated
and distributed roughness). There are also different mecha-

nisms governing the flow instability. In order to develop and
use a reliable tool for transition prediction, one has to be fa-
miliar with the broad picture of the transition phenomenon.
A small chapter in the Encyclopedia cannot provide all the
necessary details of the problem. Our goal is to provide an
introduction to the flow instability concept focusing on the
Tollmien–Schlichting mechanism in boundary layers and to
outline how the knowledge about this mechanism can be used
for transition prediction. Other mechanisms such as Görtler
and cross-flow mechanisms are discussed in the books cited
above, as well as in the many review papers (Reed and Saric,
1989; Floryan, 1991; Saric, 1994a; Saric, Reed and White,
2003) on these topics. We skip the discussion of free shear
layers (mixing layers and wakes) that are also important in
technical applications. Stability and transition of high-speed
flows are outlined in Hypersonic Transition and Turbulence.

2 STABILITY ANALYSIS OF
TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS

2.1 Outline of the linear stability theory

For simplicity, consider a two-dimensional flow of an in-
compressible fluid governed by the Navier–Stokes equations.
In the Cartesian coordinates, the equations are written as
follows:

∂u

∂x
+ ∂v

∂y
= 0

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
= − 1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+ ν

(
∂2u

∂x2
+ ∂2u

∂y2

)
(1)

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
= − 1

ρ

∂p

∂y
+ ν

(
∂2v

∂x2
+ ∂2v

∂y2

)
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2 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

where u (x, y, t) and v (x, y, t) are the x- and y- components
of the velocity, respectively; p (x, y, t) is the pressure; ρ is
the density; and ν is the kinematic viscosity. We assume that
the flow field can be presented as the sum of a basic steady
flow and a perturbation:

u = U (x, y) + u′ (x, y, t) , v = V (x, y) + v′ (x, y, t) ,

p = P (x, y) + p′ (x, y, t) (2)

After substituting the decomposed velocities and the pres-
sure in equations (1) and subtracting equations for the basic
flow, we arrive at a system of nonlinear equations for per-
turbations u′, v′, and p′. In the linear stability analysis, the
nonlinear terms are neglected assuming that the amplitude of
the perturbations is small.

∂u′

∂x
+ ∂v′

∂y
= 0

∂u′

∂t
+ U

∂u′

∂x
+ v′ ∂U

∂y
+ u′ ∂U

∂x
+ V

∂u′

∂y

= − 1

ρ

∂p′

∂x
+ ν

(
∂2u′

∂x2
+ ∂2u′

∂y2

)
(3)

∂v′

∂t
+ U

∂v′

∂x
+ u′ ∂V

∂x
+ v′ ∂V

∂y
+ V

∂v′

∂y

= − 1

ρ

∂p′

∂y
+ ν

(
∂2v′

∂x2
+ ∂2v′

∂y2

)

In a parallel flow such as a fully developed channel flow,
the mean velocity profile U = U (y), V = 0, and so the un-
derlined terms in equation (3) are absent. Boundary-layer
and free shear layers (mixing layer and far-wake) are not
parallel. However, these flows can be considered in the first
approximation as quasi-parallel because there is a significant
difference in the length scales. There is a length scale, L,
associated with the weak dependence of the mean velocity
profiles on the streamwise coordinate x. Another length scale
is the boundary-layer thickness (thickness of the mixing layer
or wake) δ. At high Reynolds numbers, δ/L ∼ 1/Reδ � 1,
where Reδ is the Reynolds number based on δ and charac-
teristic velocity (e.g., velocity at the edge of the boundary
layer, Ue). The y- component of the velocity of the mean
flow, V , has the order of magnitude Ue/Reδ, and U ∼ Ue. In
addition, the length scale of the perturbation, λ, usually has
the same order of magnitude as the boundary-layer thick-
ness (L � λ ≥ δ). As a result of the scale differences, the
underlined terms in equations (3) are neglected in the first
approximation when we study the stability of boundary and
free shear layers. In this case, the local coordinate x in the

Figure 1. A mechanical system having two degrees of freedom.

mean flow velocity profile, U (x, y), is treated as a parameter.
In other words, the quasi-parallel flow approximation deals
with the local velocity profiles that are considered parallel on
the scale having an order of magnitude λ.

The quasi-parallel flow approximation leaves us with a
system of partial (linear) differential equations. A rigorous
mathematical analysis requires the formulation of the ini-
tial and boundary conditions for the perturbations and unless
these are formulated, the problem may remain challenging.
In practical applications, we are not interested in the solu-
tion of specific initial-value problems. The main questions of
interest are: (i) Is the flow stable/unstable? (ii) What are the
unstable modes? (iii) Are the unstable modes amplified in the
flow and how much?

At this point, we should address the normal modes con-
cept. The simplest illustration of the normal modes concept
is the mechanical system shown in Figure 1. The system
has two masses m connected by a spring of stiffness k. The
masses are also attached to the walls by springs. The sys-
tem has two normal modes of vibration: mode 1 has a fre-
quency ω = (k/m)1/2 when the masses oscillate in phase,
whereas mode 2 has a frequency ω = (3k/m)1/2, and the
displacements of the masses are shifted by π. It is known
that any vibration of the system can be presented as a sum
of these normal modes. The study of the normal modes pro-
vides information about the properties of the system. In order
to find the amplitudes and phases of each mode, we have to
address a specific initial-value problem for the system.

In hydrodynamic stability analysis, the normal mode con-
cept suggests considering simple wave-like solutions in the
complex form as q′ (x, y, t) = q̃ (y) exp (iαx − iωt), where
q̃ (y) is a complex amplitude function. The idea is the same as
in the example of the mechanical system: instead of solving
a specific physical initial and boundary-value problem, we
look at the normal modes existing in the system, expecting
that the solution of the initial and boundary-value problem
for the partial differential equations (3) can be presented as a
sum of the normal modes. If there is an unstable mode, one
can expect that the mode will also be present in the solution of
a specific physical problem (in a real experiment or in direct
numerical simulation) and that the mode can be observed
(perhaps after a space or time delay required for sufficient
amplification of the mode). The main difference between the
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simple mechanical system and perturbations in a fluid is that
the continuum medium has an infinite number of degrees of
freedom. As result, one can arrive at an enumerable discrete
spectrum or at a continuous spectrum, or at a combination of
discrete and continuous spectra.

Following the normal modes concept, the solution of equa-
tions (3) is sought in the form

(
u′, v′, p′) = (ũ, ṽ, p̃) exp (iαx − iωt) (4)

and the system of the partial differential equations is reduced
to a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the
amplitude functions.

iαũ + dṽ

dy
= 0

i (αU − ω) ũ + ṽ
dU

dy
= − iα

ρ
p̃ + ν

(
d2ũ

dy2
− α2ũ

)
(5)

i (αU − ω) ṽ = − 1

ρ

dp̃

dy
+ ν

(
d2ṽ

dy2
− α2ṽ

)

Although we use the symbol of an ordinary derivative dU/dy

in the second equation, in the case of weakly non-parallel
flows we use the velocity profile at a chosen coordinate x that
is considered as a parameter.

The normal modes are described by the complex ampli-
tude functions that provide amplitudes and phases depending
on the coordinate y. Similar to the spring–mass problem dis-
cussed above, solution of the linearized Navier–Stokes equa-
tions can be presented as an expansion into the normal modes.

The system of equations (5) can be recast as one ODE of
the fourth order for the amplitude function ṽ:

(αU − ω)
(
ṽ′′ − α2ṽ

) − αṽU ′′ = −iν
(
ṽiv − 2α2ṽ′′ + α4ṽ

)
(6)

where ( . . .)′ stands for d/dy, and ṽiv = d4ṽ/dy4. Usually, a
perturbation of streamfunction ϕ (y) exp (iαx − iωt) is intro-
duced (ṽ = −iαϕ), and the equation (6) is written in dimen-
sionless form (using the characteristic length scale δ and the
velocity scale Ue) as follows:

(αU−ω)
(
ϕ′′ − α2ϕ

) − αϕU ′′ = 1

iReδ

(
ϕiv−2α2ϕ′′ + α4ϕ

)
(7)

This is the famous Orr–Sommerfeld equation in hydro-
dynamic stability theory. One may compare the Orr–
Sommerfeld equation with the system of ODEs (5) written

using the primitive variables (velocity components and
pressure). Equation (7) requires the second derivative of the
mean flow profile, whereas equations (5) contain only the
first derivative. Because theoretical studies historically had
been linked to equation (7), there is a misunderstanding that
stability analysis of low speed boundary layers requires the
second derivative U ′′.

Equation (7) (or equations (5) ) require boundary condi-
tions. On a solid wall, the no-slip boundary condition must
be satisfied:

ũ = ϕ′ = 0, ṽ = −iαϕ = 0 (8)

In the case of an unbounded domain (as in boundary-layer
flow), one may require boundedness of the solution outside
the boundary layer. One can find a solution that decays outside
the boundary-layer (ũ, ṽ, p̃ → 0), and there is also the option
that the solution is bounded but does not decay (having an
oscillating character along coordinate y). The first case corre-
sponds to the discrete spectrum, and the second option leads
to the continuous spectrum. The solutions from the continu-
ous spectrum can be associated with perturbations in the free
stream. For example, turbulence in the freestream may be as-
sociated with a normal mode of the continuous spectrum. In
the case of a compressible gas, acoustic and entropy pertur-
bations in the freestream can be presented by the continuous
spectrum.

In what follows, our main interest will be associated with
modes of the discrete spectrum because these include the
unstable modes. In order to clarify the origin of the dis-
crete spectrum, consider equation (7) outside the boundary-
layer, where the dimensionless mean flow velocity U = 1. At
y → ∞, the Orr–Sommerfeld equation becomes an equation
with constant coefficients

(α − ω)
(
ϕ′′ − α2ϕ

) = 1

iReδ

(
ϕiv − 2α2ϕ′′ + α4ϕ

)
(9)

and one can easily find four linear independent solutions

ϕ1 = exp (−αy) , ϕ2 = exp (+αy) , ϕ3 = exp (−γy) ,

ϕ4 = exp (+γy) (10)

γ =
√

α2 + iReδ (α − ω)

To be specific, we chose real parts of α and λ to be positive.
Therefore, only two linear independent solutions ϕ1 and ϕ3

decay outside the boundary-layer. The decaying solution can
be written as a sum

ϕ (y) = C1ϕ1 (y) + C3ϕ3 (y) (11)
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where constants C1 and C3 are unknown. One can continue
ϕ1 and ϕ3 into the boundary-layer numerically and try to find
the constants C1 and C3 from the wall boundary conditions
(8). However, one of the constants can be chosen arbitrarily
because the equation is linear. The choice of the constant will
affect the normalization of solution (11) only. The other con-
stant can be found from a boundary condition on the wall,
whereas the second wall-boundary condition still cannot be
satisfied. Only a special choice of parameters α, ω, and Reδ

can lead to the solution satisfying both boundary conditions
(8). This is the discrete spectrum obeying a dispersion rela-
tion:

ω = ω (α, Reδ) or α = α (ω, Reδ) (12)

At this point, the normal mode analysis leads to an ambiguity
that can be readily found in the literature. In the general case,
we may consider the wave number, α = αr + iαi, and fre-
quency, ω = ωr + iωi as complex numbers. Very often two
formulations are mentioned: temporal and spatial theories.

In the temporal stability theory, αi = 0 and αr is con-
sidered as a parameter, while the complex number ω is
found from the dispersion relation (12). According to the
normal mode presentation, the solution depends on time as
exp(−iωt) = exp(−iωrt + ωit). At ωi > 0, the solution is un-
stable (it grows exponentially in time), and it decays at ωi < 0
(the solution is neutral at ωi = 0).

In the spatial theory, ωi = 0 and ωr is considered as a
parameter, while the complex number α is found from the
dispersion relation (12). Now, the amplitude of the solution
depends on the coordinate x as exp(iαx) = exp(iαrx − αix).
At αi < 0, the amplitude grows exponentially downstream,
and the perturbation decays downstream at αi > 0.

The reader can find an ambiguity in the literature within
the choice of temporal or spatial formulation in the stability
problems. Usually, the spatial formulation is recommended
as more suitable for analysis of experimental data. The am-
biguity has its origin at the step when the solution of the
partial differential equations is suggested in the form of the
normal modes (4). At this point, the link with the initial and
boundary-value problem for a specific experimental setup is
lost, and we have the artificial dilemma of spatial versus tem-
poral formulations.

Gustavsson (1979) solved an initial-value problem for a
perturbation in an incompressible boundary-layer. Salwen
and Grosch (1981) proved that Gustavsson’s solution is an
expansion into the modes of discrete and continuous spec-
tra in the temporal formulation. Ashpis and Reshotko (1990)
considered the signaling problem when a periodic-in-time
point source introduces perturbations through the wall start-
ing at t = 0. They showed that the solution of the initial and

boundary-value problem can be presented (after some time
when the transient effect is smeared out) as an expansion
into the modes of discrete and continuous spectra in the spa-
tial formulation. Therefore, the analysis of a specific initial
boundary-value problem for PDEs leads to a unique expan-
sion of the solution into normal modes without any ambiguity.
Usually experiments deal with the disturbance source like in
the signaling problem, and the spatial framework should be
used for analysis of the data.

2.2 Blasius boundary-layer flow

The neutral stability curve for a Blasius boundary-layer flow
(Laminar Boundary Layers) is shown in Figure 2, where
F = 2πfν/U2

e (f is the dimensional frequency) and Re =
(Uex/ν)1/2.

Figure 2 illustrates the remarkable two-fold role of vis-
cosity. The flow is stable at low Reynolds numbers due to the
viscous dissipation. The flow is also stable at large Reynolds
numbers. This means that the underlying instability mech-
anism is viscous (see a discussion in Section 2.4). The un-
stable modes having a viscous nature are called Tollmien–
Schlichting (TS) waves to honor the theoretical studies of
Tollmien and Schlichting in the late 1920s and the early 1930s
(see the references in Schlichting and Gersten, 2000). Their
theoretical predictions were confirmed by the experiments
of Schubauer and Skramstad (1943). Stability experiments
require quiet wind tunnels and high accuracy of measure-
ments. The reader can find a number of useful data and de-
scription of recent experiments in review papers Saric (1994b,
2007).

The imaginary part of the wave numbers (in the spa-
tial formulation) are shown in Figure 3 as functions of the

Figure 2. Neutral stability curve for a Blasius boundary layer flow
in the quasi-parallel flow approximation.
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Figure 3. The imaginary part of the wave numbers versus the
Reynolds number for a Blasius boundary layer flow. The numbers
n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 indicate the frequency parameters F =
n × 10−5.

Reynolds number at the frequency parameters F = n × 10−5

(n = 1, . . . , 5). The Blasius length scale LB = (νx/Ue)1/2 is
used in the definition of the dimensionless wave number.

A typical streamwise velocity profile of the TS waves in a
Blasius boundary-layer is shown in Figure 4 at F = 5 × 10−5

at two Reynolds numbers, where the dimensionless distance
from the wall is defined using the Blasius length scale,
η = y/LB. A comparison of the velocity profiles in Figure
4 illustrates the non-parallel flow effect: the shape of the ve-
locity profiles depends on the distance from the leading edge.
One can consider an experiment where velocity perturbations
are measured using a hot wire. One can see from Figure 4 that
the measured growth (decay) of the perturbation will depend
on the location of the hot wire within the boundary-layer.
In addition to the quantitative corrections required when the
non-parallel flow effects are taken into account, the pertur-
bation growth rate will depend on the measured quantity. For

Figure 4. Amplitude distributions for the streamwise velocity of a
TS wave at F = 5 × 10−5.

Figure 5. Neutral stability curves for a Blasius boundary-layer flow.
The solid line represents the quasi-parallel flow approximation; the
dashed line represents the inner maximum of |u|; and the dash-
dotted line represents the outer maximum of |u|. Reproduced from
Gaster (1974) c© Cambridge University Press.

example, one may consider amplification measured for the in-
ner or outer maxima in the velocity profile. The non-parallel
flow effects in incompressible flows were studied using the
method of multiple scales by Bouthier (1972), Gaster (1974),
Saric and Nayfeh (1975, 1977), and Padhaye and Nayfeh
(1979). Figure 5 illustrates the neutral curves (Gaster, 1974)
defined for the inner and outer maxima of the streamwise ve-
locity profile in a TS wave. The Reynolds number in Figure 5
is defined using the displacement thickness δ∗. Experimental
studies of non-parallel flow effects have been discussed by
Saric (2007).

2.3 The Falkner–Skan profiles: The pressure
gradient effect

The Falkner–Skan boundary-layer flow is characterized by
the edge velocity Ue(x) = Cxm. In this case, it is com-
mon to use the Hartree parameter β = 2m/(m + 1) (Laminar
Boundary Layers). Stability analyses have shown that a fa-
vorable pressure gradient (β > 0) stabilizes, and an unfa-
vorable pressure gradient (β < 0) destabilizes the boundary-
layer flow. Drazin and Reid (1981) collected data for the
critical Reynolds numbers (minimal Reynolds numbers on
the neutral curve) of Falkner–Skan profiles from Obremski,
Morkovin and Landahl (1969) and plotted them as a func-
tion of the shape factor H = δ∗/θ, where θ is the momentum
thickness. Figure 6 reproduces the plot from Drazin and Reid
(1981).
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Figure 6. The values of the minimal critical Reynolds number
(based on the displacement thickness) for the Falkner–Skan fam-
ily of boundary profiles. Reproduced from Drazin and Reid (1981)
c© Cambridge University Press.

2.4 The Rayleigh equation and structure of the TS
wave at high Reynolds numbers

In the limit of high Reynolds numbers, the solution of the
Orr–Sommerfeld equation can be considered in a rigorous
way using the method of matched asymptotic expansions
(Smith, 1979; Smith and Bodonyi, 1980; Bodonyi and Smith,
1981; Zhuk and Ryzhov, 1983). In the following discus-
sion, we are using a simplified structure of the solution at
high Reynolds numbers in order to outline the main ideas
(Graebel, 1966; Eagles, 1969; Drazin and Reid, 1981; Schmid
and Henningson, 2001).

In the limit αReδ → ∞, one can ignore the viscous terms
in equation (7). The inviscid approximation is the Rayleigh
equation:

(U − c)
(
ϕ′′ − α2ϕ

) − ϕU ′′ = 0 (13)

where c = ω/α is the phase velocity. One can expect that the
viscous terms are still significant in the vicinity of the wall
(viscous sublayer) in order to satisfy the no-slip boundary

condition. In addition, equation (13) is singular in the vicinity
of the point yc, where U (yc) = c (critical layer). The viscous
terms are significant in the vicinity of the critical layer as well.
In order to find an estimate of the viscous sublayer thickness
δvs, we compare the order of magnitude of the viscous term
having the highest derivative with the order of magnitude of
the term (U − c)ϕ′′ at y → 0:

(U − c)ϕ′′ ∼ cϕ′′ ∼ cϕ/δ2
vs,

1

αReδ

ϕiv ∼ ϕ

αReδδ4
vs

(14)

These terms are balanced when δvs ∼ (αcReδ)−1/2. In order
to estimate the thickness of the critical layer, we consider a
balance of the same terms at y → yc.

(U − c)ϕ′′ ∼ U ′
cϕδc

δ2
c

,
1

αReδ

ϕiv ∼ ϕ

αReδδ4
c

(15)

where U ′
c is the derivative at the critical point. A balance of

the terms requires δc ∼ (αU ′
cReδ)

−1/3. There are two possi-
bilities. The critical layer can be close to the wall and overlap
with the viscous sublayer. In this case, the viscous effects are
significant in the vicinity of the wall only. Such a structure
corresponds to the asymptotic behavior of the lower branch
of the neutral curve. Another possibility is when the crit-
ical layer and viscous sublayer are separated, and there is
an inviscid region between the viscous layers. This structure
corresponds to the upper branch of the neutral curve.

In order to shed some light onto the nature of the viscous
instability mechanism, let us consider a neutral perturbation
with α > 0 corresponding to the upper branch of the neutral
curve. One can easily derive from the Rayleigh equation the
following result:

d

dy

(
ϕ̄ϕ′ − ϕϕ̄′) = 0 (16)

(
ϕ̄ϕ′ − ϕϕ̄′) = 2i Im

(
ϕ̄ϕ′)= const

where bar stands for complex conjugation.
In order to understand the physical meaning of(

ϕ̄ϕ′ − ϕϕ̄′), consider the Reynolds stress that the neutral
perturbation generates in the boundary-layer.

τ = − 1

T

T∫
0

u∗ (x, y, t) v∗ (x, y, t) dt (17)

T = 2π/ω
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The velocity components u∗ (x, y, t) and v∗ (x, y, t) are pre-
sented using the complex stream function as follows:

u∗ (x, y, t) = Re
[
ϕ′ei(αx−ωt)] , v∗ (x, y, t)

= Re
[−iαϕei(αx−ωt)] (18)

After substitution of (18) into integral (17), one can find the
Reynolds stress

τ = −αi

4

[
ϕ̄ϕ′ − ϕϕ̄′] = α

2
Im

(
ϕ̄ϕ′) (19)

Using equation (16), we conclude that the Reynolds stress is
constant within the inviscid regions at αReδ → ∞. Because
the eigenfunction corresponding to the TS wave decays at
y → ∞, we conclude that the Reynolds stress τ = 0 in the
inviscid region above the critical layer. The Reynolds stress
also has to be constant within the inviscid region between the
viscous sublayer and the critical layer, and the sign of τ is
very important. In order to have energy production, τ must
be positive.

We can explore the sign of τ using an approximate solu-
tion of the Orr–Sommerfeld equation in the vicinity of the
wall. The leading term is determined by the solution of the
following equation:

−ωϕ′′ = 1

iReδ

ϕiv (20)

Equation (20) was obtained from equation (7) when the high-
est derivatives are kept in viscous and inviscid terms aty → 0.
The no-slip boundary conditions on the wall are as follows:

ϕ (0) = ϕ′ (0) = 0 (21)

The solution of the equation satisfying the boundary con-
ditions can be easily found (linear independent solution
exp(+qζ) has to be excluded):

ϕ = e−qζ + qζ − 1 (22)

q = 1−i√
2
, ζ = y(ωReδ)

1/2

In the limit ζ → ∞ (outer limit of the inner solution) we find,

ϕ ∼ qζ − 1 (23)

Substitution of the result into (19) gives the Reynolds stress
outside of the viscous sublayer.

τ = α
√

ωReδ

2
√

2
(24)

Figure 7. A sketch of the Reynolds stress distribution across the
boundary layer in the high Reynolds number limit when the viscous
sublayer and critical layer are separated (upper branch of the neutral
curve). 1, viscous sublayer; 2, inviscid region; 3, critical layer; 4,
inviscid region.

A sketch of the asymptotic Reynolds stress structure is shown
in Figure 7. It is important that τ is positive. In other words, the
viscous sublayer provides a phase shift between the stream-
wise, u∗ (x, y, t), and normal, v∗ (x, y, t), velocity compo-
nents leading to τ > 0 (energy production). In the case of the
neutral perturbation, one can show that the energy production
between the critical and viscous sublayer is balanced by the
energy dissipation within the viscous sublayer (Zhigulev and
Tumin, 1987).

2.5 The Rayleigh theorem

Using the Rayleigh equation, one can establish the follow-
ing Rayleigh theorem (Drazin and Reid, 1981; Schmid and
Henningson, 2001): a necessary condition for inviscidly un-
stable flow is the existence of an inflection point U ′′ (y∗) = 0.
The Rayleigh theorem provides a necessary but not a suffi-
cient condition. It is interesting to compare neutral curves for
Blasius boundary-layer flow with neutral curves for bound-
ary layers with an unfavorable pressure gradient when the
velocity profile has an inflection point. A sketch of the neu-
tral curves is shown in Figure 8 (Panton, 2005). Other typi-
cal examples of inviscidly unstable flows are mixing layers
and wakes. Examples of their stability analysis are presented
in books by Schmid and Henningson (2001) and Criminale,
Jackson and Joslin (2003). Although U ′′ is not required for the
stability analysis (Section 2), an inflection point indicates a
possibility for the inviscid mechanism of the flow instability.

Inviscid stability analysis of a mixing layer becomes very
simple in the case when the wave length of the perturba-
tion is much larger than the mixing layer thickness (λ � δ).
In this limit, one may consider two uniform streams having
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Figure 8. The general shape of the neutral stability curve for a
Blasius boundary layer and for layers with and adverse pressure
gradient. Reproduced from Panton (2005) c© John Wiley & Sons
Ltd.

velocities U1 and U2. The slip surface is the sheet vortex of
uniform density. The stability analysis includes finding per-
turbations of the velocity potential in the uniform streams.
The pressure perturbations and normal velocities of parti-
cles at the disturbed interface are to be equal on both sides.
These conditions lead to a simple result for the complex phase
velocity

c = 1

2
(U1 + U2) ± i

2
|U2 − U1| (25)

Sign “+” in equation (25) corresponds to the unstable mode.
The result means that the sheet vortex is unstable. This is the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (see Batchelor, 1967; Panton,
2005). Computational studies of mixing layers demonstrate
that the finite thickness δ ≈ λ stabilizes the flow. How-
ever, the flow is always unstable in the limit λ � δ when
U1 /= U2.

2.6 Three-dimensional perturbations

The normal mode analysis in the case of three-dimensional
perturbations includes dependence on the spanwise coordi-
nate z. Three velocity components and pressure perturbations
are sought in the form

(u′, v′, w′, p′) = (ũ, ṽ, w̃, p̃) exp(iαx + iβz − iωt) (26)

After substitution of (26) into linearized Navier–Stokes equa-
tions, one can derive a system of ODEs for the amplitude
functions (ũ, ṽ, w̃, p̃) similar to equation (5). One can also

derive one ODE of the fourth order for the amplitude func-
tion ṽ:

(U − c)
(
ṽ′′ − (

α2 + β2) ṽ
) − ṽU ′′

= 1

iαReδ3D

(
ṽiv − 2

(
α2 + β2) ṽ′′ + (

α2 + β2)2
ṽ
)

(27)

Squire (1933) found that one can transform the equation
into the form of an Orr–Sommerfeld equation for two-
dimensional disturbances:

α2D =
√

α2 + β2, α2DReδ2D = αReδ3D (28)

Transformation (28) is the Squire transformation leading to
the two-dimensional form of the Orr–Sommerfeld equation:

(U − c)
(
ṽ′′ − α2

2Dṽ
) − ṽU ′′

= 1

iα2DReδ2D

(
ṽiv − 2α2

2Dṽ′′ + α4
2Dṽ

)
(29)

Using the temporal framework of the stability analysis, one
can say the following about three-dimensional perturbations
(Squire, 1933): “if any velocity profile is unstable for a par-
ticular value of Reynolds’ number, it will be unstable at a
lower value of Reynolds’ number for two-dimensional dis-
turbances.” Squire’s transformation does not have a straight-
forward spatial formulation; it leads to complex values of
Reδ2D that defy simple physical interpretation. In fact, one
can find (at low frequencies) that the lower branch of the
neutral curve for three-dimensional perturbations can be
shifted upstream with respect to the neutral curve for two-
dimensional perturbations. However, the overall amplifica-
tion of two-dimensional disturbances is larger than the am-
plification of the three-dimensional perturbations having the
same frequency. Although the fact is often interpreted as a
result of the Squire transformation, this is not quite correct.
In contrast, three-dimensional disturbances are more ampli-
fied in supersonic boundary layers (Hypersonic Transition
and Turbulence).

3 RECEPTIVITY OF BOUNDARY LAYERS

Having introduced the normal modes concept in Section 2.1,
we pointed out that the analysis of the normal modes is miss-
ing a link with the PDEs and the physical initial and boundary
value problem. In other words, the normal mode analysis sub-
stitutes solving a real physical problem with studies of some
elements of the bases (eigenfunctions), omitting a discussion
of what their weights might be in a physical setup. (This
problem is often called the receptivity problem.) It had been
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understood by the mid-1970s that the instability of flow is
only one element of the laminar–turbulent transition scenario.
Morkovin (1969) and Reshotko (1976) clarified the impor-
tant role of the receptivity problem in the laminar–turbulent
transition process. These papers motivated intensive investi-
gations of various mechanisms responsible for the excitation
of unstable TS waves. The vast bibliography on the topic
is presented in Choudhari (1998), Saric, Reed and Kerschen
(2002), Criminale, Jackson and Joslin (2003), Fedorov (2003)
and Tumin (2006, 2007). For our further discussion it is im-
portant to keep in mind that the receptivity issue is a signifi-
cant element in the formulation of a physics-based transition
prediction.

4 PATHS TO TURBULENCE IN WALL
LAYERS

Before a discussion of possible scenarios for laminar–
turbulent transition, we have to point out that the previous
sections were aimed at modes that can be unstable and lead
to the transition. However, this concept is not adequate for
the whole spectrum of experimental observations. For exam-
ple, the Couette flow and Hagen–Poiseuille flow in a circu-
lar pipe are stable, though one can observe in experiments
a laminar–turbulent transition in these flows. There are also
examples when a transition to turbulent flow can be trig-
gered at Reynolds numbers lower than the critical value pre-
dicted by the stability theory. These observations indicate that
there are other routes in transition to turbulence aside from
amplification of the instability modes. One of the possible
mechanisms of transition to turbulence is associated with the
transient growth phenomenon.

Small perturbations in a stable shear flow can have a
significant transient amplification before they die out in
accordance with the stability theory prediction. A pair of
counter-rotating streamwise vortices in a boundary layer il-
lustrates the transient growth phenomenon. The vortices re-
distribute the streamwise momentum by lifting up slow fluid
particles from the wall and bringing down the high-speed
particles toward the wall. Although the streamwise vortices
decay downstream, the cumulative effect of the momentum
redistribution can be significant, and one can observe the
streaky structures in boundary layers. In turn, the transiently
growing perturbations can lead to a flow structure that is
unstable with respect to other small perturbations, serving
as a path to turbulence without the presence of unstable
modes (non-modal path to transition). One can find bibliogra-
phies on theoretical studies of this phenomenon in Schmid
and Henningson (2001) and Zuccher, Tumin and Reshotko

Figure 9. Paths to turbulence in wall layers. Reproduced from
Reshotko and Tumin (2006) c© Springer.

(2006). The transient growth phenomenon can be observed
in experiments with an array of roughness elements placed
on the wall (White, 2002; Fransson et al., 2004; White, Rice
and Ergin, 2005; Ergin and White, 2006; Downs, White and
Denissen, 2008). The transient growth phenomenon has been
studied extensively using theoretical, experimental, and com-
putational methods in recent years because of its potential ap-
plication for transition prediction (Reshotko, 2001; Reshotko
and Tumin, 2004, 2006).

Professor Reshotko (Reshotko and Tumin, 2006) analyzed
possible paths in transition to turbulence and summarized
the contemporary understanding in the diagram shown in
Figure 9. It is important to point out that the path to turbu-
lence depends on the level of external disturbances. Depend-
ing on the environment (noisy wind tunnel, flight in a quiet
atmosphere, flow in a turbine, etc.), different paths can have
different values at particular conditions, and a physics-based
transition prediction has to take into account the variety of
mechanisms.

Despite the variety of the transition mechanisms, they all
lead to nonlinear flow dynamics at the final stage of the
flow breakdown. Historically, the following transition scenar-
ios have been distinguished: the K-regime (after Klebanoff,
Tidstrom and Sargent, 1962), the subharmonic- (also known
as N- or H-) regime discovered by Kachanov, Kozlov and
Levchenko (1977), and the oblique transition studied by
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Fasel, Thumm and Bestek (1993), Berlin, Lundbladh and
Henningson (1994), and others. Discussions of the nonlinear
mechanisms in transition scenarios can be found in Kachanov
(1994) and Schmid and Henningson (2001). Recent experi-
mental and computational studies indicate that these differ-
ent mechanisms are the same at the late stages of the tran-
sition (Bake, Fernholz and Kachanov, 2000). Experiments
in a circular pipe flow (Han, Tumin and Wygnanski, 2000)
also demonstrate that the late stage of transition is similar to
transition in boundary layers.

5 TRANSITION PREDICTION: MODAL
GROWTH SCENARIO (PATH A)

The laminar–turbulent transition depends on many factors,
and prediction of the “transition point” is a challenging task.
Because the phenomenon depends on external forcing (free-
stream turbulence, acoustic noise, roughness induced pertur-
bations, etc.), transition prediction suffers uncertainty related
to the flow conditions. The level of perturbations (and their
spectrum) in wind tunnels might be different from flight con-
ditions, and one cannot use wind tunnel experiments for tran-
sition prediction in a flight. However, if the transition path is
determined, one can work on a physics-based transition pre-
diction method. Consider transition on a smooth surface due
to low-level free stream perturbations (path A in Figure 9).
The main stages of the transition are: receptivity, linear am-
plification of TS waves, and nonlinear breakdown. As fol-
lows from experiments in quiet wind tunnels and their com-
parisons with the linear stability theory, a significant part of
the transition region can be described by the linear stability
theory, and the length of the nonlinear region is relatively
short. Comparison of experimental data with the theoreti-
cal results (see, e.g., Zhigulev and Tumin, 1987) indicates
that the nonlinear dynamics of perturbations become signifi-
cant when the velocity of the perturbation achieves about 1%
of the free stream velocity. Therefore, one can assume that
there is a threshold amplitude ε∗ associated with the laminar–
turbulent transition (amplitude criterion of transition). Let us
assume that we know the spectrum of the free stream per-
turbations, ε∞(f ), and the receptivity coefficient K(f ) such
that the amplitude of the unstable wave at the neutral point,
xnp, can be found as εTS(f ) = K(f )ε∞(f ). The linear am-
plification of the perturbation can be predicted by the factor
exp(− ∫ x

xnp
αi dx). Therefore, the “transition point,” xtr can be

estimated from the amplitude criterion:

ε∗ = K(f )ε∞(f ) exp

(
−

∫ xtr

xnp

αi dx

)
(30)

Figure 10. N-factors for a Blasius boundary layer flow (quasi-
parallel flow approximation).

Equation (30) can be recast as follows:

N(xtr) = ln
[

ε∗
K(f )ε∞(f )

]
(31)

N(xtr) ≡ −
∫ xtr

xnp

αi dx

Because the effects of the unknown factors, K(f )ε∞(f ), are
smoothed by the logarithm, one can try to correlate N(xtr)
for different flow conditions (noisy/quiet wind tunnels, flight,
etc.). This is the underlying concept of the eN method tran-
sition prediction (van Ingen, 1956; Smith, 1959). Figure 10
illustrates the N-factors for the Blasius boundary layer in the
quasi-parallel approximation.

Because the nonparallel flow effect can have a significant
impact on the growth rate, the contemporary applications of
the eN method are based on the parabolized stability equa-
tions (PSE) introduced by Herbert and Bertolotti (1987) (see
also Bertolotti, 1991; Herbert, 1997). In the PSE method,
one has to solve a system of parabolized equations using a
downstream marching algorithm. The approach allows cap-
turing the nonparallel flow effects in the leading term with-
out additional steps as required in the method of multiple
scales. The reader can find a bibliography and examples
on the eN method’s application in Reed, Saric and Arnal
(1996), Johnson and Candler (1999, 2005), Arnal and Casalis
(2000), Saric, Reed and White (2003), Crouch, Crouch and
Ng (2001), Chang (2003, 2004) and Chang and Choudhari
(2005).

6 CONCLUSION

This brief discussion demonstrates that transition to turbu-
lence is a complex phenomenon. It depends on a variety of
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factors (free-stream disturbances, perturbations originating
on the wall, etc.) that might be beyond our control. There-
fore, the designer of laminarized aircrafts has to deal with
the uncertainties and to distinguish different mechanisms
responsible for the flow transition.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The key challenges in the understanding and prediction of
the turbulent boundary layer stem from the fact that, at any
Reynolds number, there are small-scale motions near the wall
which are directly affected by viscosity. Hence, unlike the
drag coefficient for separated flows, the one for a turbulent
boundary layer continues to decrease as the Reynolds number
increases. Therefore the application of dynamical similarity
and, equally, our understanding of the ranges of Reynolds
number and of space for which it is valid are very impor-
tant. Except in the case of the few facilities designed to
operate at “high” Reynolds numbers,Re ≥ 107 (e.g.,
Zagarola and Smits, 1998) many simulations and laboratory
measurements which provide detailed information are con-
ducted at much lower Reynolds numbers (Re ≤ 104) than
those commonly found in engineering practice, so that ex-
trapolation is a neccessary part of engineering design. To do
this, Reynolds-number similarity is a prerequisite. Therefore,
an understanding of its limitations is essential.

What makes the boundary layer both an interesting and
challenging shear layer is that it is controlled by two
imposed length scales and a single velocity scale, the ratio of
the two imposed length scales providing the Reynolds num-
ber (strictly Ḱarmán number),Re = δuτ/ν. Here, we take the
“outer” length scale to be the boundary layer thickness,δ, and
the “inner” (or “wall”) one to beν/uτ , whereν is the kine-
matic viscosity, and the wall-friction velocity,uτ = √

τw/ρ

whereτw andρ are, respectively, the wall shear stress and the
density. To a first approximation,uτ can be taken as both the
inner and outer velocity scale. Further length scales would be
required to describe, say, the effects of surface roughness, or
of free-stream turbulence. In the case of the latter, an addi-
tional velocity scale is also necessary. Conversely, the be-
havior of a free shear layer well downstream of its origin
is controlled by one imposed velocity scale and a single
imposed length scale.

Many boundary layers of practical interest are somewhat
more complicated than those described by Reynolds-number
similarity alone. These often include such effects as sud-
den changes in surface condition, large surface curvature, or
shear-layer interactions such as those at a wing-body junc-
tion, or at the wing trailing edge. Generically, these com-
plicated boundary conditions give rise to “complex flows”
(Bradshaw, 1971, 1973a, 1973b, 1975) in which the effects
of these additional boundary conditions are not straightfor-
wardly predicted by standard calculations methods. On the
other hand, those boundary layers that conform to Prandtl’s
boundary-layer approximation are readily predicted by stan-
dard Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) solvers or
by Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) codes without the need
for additional modeling. Therefore the starting point for an
overview of this sort is the definition of self-similarity, and in
the context of the turbulent boundary layer, a statement of its
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limitations. Those parts of the mean velocity profile which do
not conform to a self-similar description are well described
by such empirical expressions as Coles’ profile.

A clear statement on the limitations of self-similarity is
nowhere more important than in the case of the Reynolds
stresses. In contrast to the mean velocity, it has been es-
tablished for some time that the Reynolds stresses near the
wall scale with neither inner nor outer variables. Of particu-
lar importance is the difference between the behavior of the
wall-parallel (u, w) and wall-normal (v) components where
the impermeability constraint, which affects eddies out to a
distance from the wall that is of the order of the eddy size
(“blocking” or “splatting”), is responsible for an increase
in the wall-parallel components at the expense of the wall-
normal one. Thus the behavior of the statistics for theu-
andw-components is different from that of thev-component.
Failure of theu-andw-components to scale on wall variables
was explained by (Townsend, 1961, 1976) as the influence
of “inactive” motion (Bradshaw, 1967b; Morrison, Subrama-
nian and Bradshaw, 1992), that of the large eddies inducing
a “meandering or swirling” on the near-wall motion. Being
largely confined to the (x, z)-plane and scaling on outer vari-
ables, the inactive motion does not, to a first order, contribute
to either theρv2 normal stress, or to the shear stress,−ρuv,
the “active” component of near-wall motion. It is therefore
supposed that the two modes do not interact, the active one
being modulated by an “irrotational freestream” (Bradshaw,
1967b), the result of both large-scale vorticity and irrotational
pressure fluctuations. More recently, the importance of the
interaction between the inner and outer regions has become
clear so that inactive motion may be seen as a first-order,
linear superposition of the outer influence on the near-wall
motion.

For turbulence at sufficiently large distances from the wall,
Kolmogorov’s famous theories express the most important
way in which Reynolds-number similarity is used. Yet, of
increasing importance is whether or not the large scales also
exhibit Reynolds-number similarity when suitably scaled. In
the context of wall-bounded turbulent flow, there is grow-
ing interest in using these ideas to develop subgrid models
and boundary conditions for LES. In LES, only the large
scales are resolved so that, in the near-wall region where all
the eddies are ‘small’, there is a need to model not only the
energy drain from the resolved scales, but also to provide an
“off-the-surface” condition for the simulation. In this context,
self-similarity of structure has been shown to be a promising
way forward (Chung and Pullin, 2009; Piomelli, 2008): these
techniques are usually based on Townsend’s “attached-wall-
eddy” model (Perry, Henbest and Chong, 1986; Perry and
Marusic, 1995; Nickelset al., 2007). However, turbulence at
any point consists of a range of scales so that simple similarity

may exist only under a restrictive range of conditions. The
situation is complicated by the fact that wall turbulence is
highly anisotropic for the reasons outlined above.

2 FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the case of laminar boundary layers, the choice of imposed
scales is straightforward:δ and the freestream velocity,Ue.
While length scales are independent of the frame of refer-
ence, velocity scales are not. It is important to note that the
Navier–Stokes equations are statements of the conservation
of momentum flux, therefore, in conformity with Newton’s
Second Law, accelerations or velocity differences describe
dynamical behavior because they are frame invariant. When
considering imposed scales for turbulent boundary layers,
different velocity scales for the mean motion and the tur-
bulence become necessary. This is because the turbulence
is usually considered by using Reynolds’ decomposition of
turbulent fluctuations about a time-averaged mean.

2.1 Reynolds’ decomposition

Taking a turbulent flow to be stationary, “Reynolds averag-
ing” (time averaging) may be applied to flow variables, so
that a mean quantity may be defined when averaging is per-
formed over a time,T , that is substantially longer than the
longest timescales of the motion

Ui = 1

T

∫ T

0
Ûidt (1)

where total velocities are written as the sum of mean values,
Ui, and fluctuating quantities,ui, Ûi = Ui + ui. Pressures are
written asp̂ = p + p′. Note that, by definition,

∫ T

0 uidt = 0.
Substituting this decomposition into the two-dimensional,x-
component Navier–Stokes equation, and noting that, while
averaging and differentiation operators commute, averaging
of products of fluctuating quantities will, in general, lead to
non-zero averages, the momentum equation becomes

U
∂U

∂x
+ V

∂U

∂y
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+ ν∇2U (2)

Adding the two-dimensional continuity equation for the velo-
city fluctuations to the left-hand side of (2) asu

(
∂u
∂x

+ ∂v
∂y

)=0,
and assembling the turbulence terms on the right-hand side,
it becomes

U
∂U

∂x
+ V

∂U

∂y
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
− ∂(uv)

∂y
− ∂(u2)

∂x
+ ν∇2U (3)
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It is now clear that the Reynolds decomposition and
averaging of the nonlinear convective terms lead to the
development of non-zero terms of products of the fluctuating
velocities. The termsρu2 andρuv are two of the “Reynolds
stresses”, the complete Reynolds stress tensor beingρuiuj,
of which there are a total of nine components, which reduce
to six by symmetry. For two-dimensional flow in the (x, y)-
plane,uw = vw = 0, so that there are four stresses only,
two stress gradients appearing in each of the two momen-
tum equations. It is important to note that these are apparent
stresses and are more accurately termed “momentum fluxes”
because, instead of bearing a shear stress when static, the
fluid generates a shear stress through its motion. It is also
clear that, while the Navier–Stokes equations form a closed
set (together with the continuity equation), the Reynolds-
averaged equations do not because of the Reynolds stresses,
for which there are no a priori constitutive equations. How-
ever, a transport equation for each component of the stress
tensor can be devised. Unfortunately, however, these equa-
tions contain higher-order terms, again because of the non-
linearity of the Navier–Stokes equations. This is the “clo-
sure problem” which can only be circumvented by empirical
modeling. At its simplest, this involves making assumptions
about the behavior of the Reynolds stresses and relating them
in some way to the mean momentum field. An “eddy
viscosity”,νt, may be defined as

−uiuj = νt

(
∂Ui

∂xj

+ ∂Uj

∂xi

)
− 2

3
δijk (4)

where the turbulence kinetic energy,k = 1
2u2

i andνt (which
has units of length× velocity) may be defined algebraically,
or by representative transport equations for the length scale
and velocity scale for the energy-containing scales. The lit-
erature on the subject of turbulence modeling is vast; see
Bradshaw, Cebeci and Whitelaw (1981) and Wilcox (1993)
for relevant and concise introductions.

2.2 Scales for the turbulent boundary layer

A convective time scale for the mean motion may be taken
to be x/Ue, wherex is the streamwise fetch. A diffusive
time scale for a turbulent wall layer, and one which measures
the rate at which the boundary layer grows, may be taken to
beδ/uτ . Hereuτ is taken to be the relevant velocity scale for
the turbulent motion being directly related to the mean veloc-
ity gradient at the wall, a frame-invariant velocity difference.
As the law of the wall and defect law indicate,Ue is an impru-
dent choice for a frame-invariant velocity scale because the
wall-normal position at which dominant dynamical effects

occur itself changes with Reynolds number and the point at
whichU = 0 is of no dynamical significance.

In the absence of any other time scale (e.g., periodic
motion), it is expected thatuτ/Ue ∼ δ/x. Furthermore, a
large-eddy “lifetime” may be estimated by considering the
turbulence kinetic energy as the ratio of its rate of production,
1
2u2

i /
(
−uv∂U

∂y

)
. Taking−uv ≈ u2

i /6 and∂U
∂y

≈ 0.3Ue/δ, the

lifetime of a large eddy is seen to be approximately 10δ/Ue.
This is important in the understanding of the response of a
boundary layer to sudden changes in boundary condition;
while the mean strain rate can change immediately, the tur-
bulence is slow to respond so that, under these circumstances,
there are “history” effects.

2.3 Prandtl’s boundary-layer approximation

Although applicable to any type of shear layer, Prandtl’s
“boundary-layer approximation” (Prandtl, 1904) provides a
useful starting point as well as a direct comparison between
laminar and turbulent boundary layers. It assumes:

�

δ � x so thatdδ
dx

� 1 where “�” meansO(0.01).
� ∂p

∂y
≈ 0. Practically, this greatly simplifies any calculation

procedure given that the freestream pressure is calculated
directly via Bernoulli’s equation.

� ∂
∂x

(u2) is negligible in comparison to∂
∂y

(uv), even though

u2 ≈ v2 ≈ w2 ≈ uv.

With these assumptions, the laminar and turbulent boundary
layer equations are respectively

U
∂U

∂x
+ V

∂U

∂y
= −1

ρ

dp

dx
+ ν

∂2U

∂y2
(5)

U
∂U

∂x
+ V

∂U

∂y
= −1

ρ

dp

dx
− ∂(uv)

∂y
+ ν

∂2U

∂y2
(6)

A comparison of (3) with (6) illustrates the approximation and
the turbulent momentum-flux term on the right-hand side of
(6) clearly identifies the key difference between laminar and
turbulent boundary layers.

2.4 Self-similarity

The equation for the unsteady viscous problem (the heat con-
duction equation) can be reduced to an ordinary differential
equation by a substitution of the formη = y/

√
νt. For con-

vective problems,t ∼ x/Ue so that in the case of laminar
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boundary-layer flow,η = y/δ = y

√
Ue

νx
. Under these circum-

stances, the mean velocity profile may be written as

U

Ue

= G(x, y) = F (η) (7)

Then (5) reduces to an ordinary differential equation
giving the Blasius solution in zero pressure gradient and
Falkner–Skan solutions for specified pressure gradients of
the formUe ∝ xm, wherem is a constant. These are exact
solutions. Hence (7) shows that, with appropriate non-
dimensionalization, the velocity profile can be made inde-
pendent ofx.

In the case of turbulent wall flow, Prandtl (1933) originally
proposed that the near-wall velocity profile depends on the
wall shear stress, viscosity, density, and distance from the
wall only. Functionally, this may be written as

U+ = fi

[
y+]

(8)

where the superscript “+” denotes non-dimensionalization
with wall variables. (8) is valid close to the wall and is there-
fore known as “the law of the wall”. Similarly, the Reynolds
shear stress,−ρuv, may be supposed to vary as

−uv

u2
τ

= gi

[
y+]

(9)

close to the wall, whereuv+ → 1 asy → ∞. Following von
Kármán (1930), Rotta (1962) proposed that, for the outer
layer

Ue − U

uτ

= fo [η, ω, β] (10)

with

−uv

u2
τ

= go [η, ω, β] (11)

in which η = y/δ, ω = uτ/Ue, andβ = δ∗/τw(dp/dx). ω

expresses a Reynolds-number dependence and the pressure-
gradient parameter is introduced for generality. By requir-
ing that (10) and (11) are compatible with the streamwise
momentum equation (neglecting the normal-stress gradients
and the viscous terms), Clauser (1954, 1956) had showed that
mean velocity profiles are independent ofx only if

ω = constant (12)

β = constant (13)

d	

dx
= constant (14)

where the Clauser length scale,	 = Ueδ
∗/uτ . The condition

for a constantβ can be met by a freestream velocity distri-
bution of the formUe ∼ xm or Ue ∼ ex. For the case ofβ =
constant, butω /= constant, (10) can be written as

Ue − U

uτ

= f ′
o

[ y

	

]
(15)

Fernholz and Finley (1996) show that (15) collapses the
data well for a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Then the
boundary layer may be said to be in “equilibrium” or “self-
preserving”.

Alternatively, Clauser (1954, 1956) defined a self-
preserving boundary layer by

1∫
0

(
U+

e − U+)
dη = Ueδ

∗

uτδ
= 	

δ
= constant (16)

In this case, any Reynolds-number dependence expressed by
uτ/Ue is removed, and (16) is often written as

U+
e − U+ = f ′

o

[y

δ

]
(17)

Exact self-preservation requiresuτ/δ/ν = constant and spe-
cialised boundary conditions. Note that, in usinguτ , both (15)
and (17) are frame invariant.

Millikan (1938) proposed that in a region in which
both limits 1� y+ � δ+ are satisfied, then there exists an
“overlap” region in which both (8) and (17) are simultane-
ously valid. If so, then the motion in the overlap region is
independent of both inner and outer length scales. By match-
ing the velocity gradients (8) and (17), Millikan showed that
the mean velocity in the overlap region must vary logarith-
mically. In inner coordinates, this is

U+ = 1

κ
ln y+ + B (18)

Figure 1 shows the principal features of the log law sketched
on inner coordinates. In outer coordinates,

U+
e − U+ = −1

κ
ln η + B′ (19)

It is important to note that, with a single independent variable,
y, and a single velocity scale, these logarithmic profiles are
self-similar, and, according to this analysis, the von Kármán
constant,κ, is expected to be universal. Note that the constant
in the log argument may be freely chosen, as self-similarity
implies. The viscous length scale in (18) is chosen as the
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Turbulent Boundary Layers5

Figure 1. The mean velocity profile in semi-logarithmic coordi-
nates.

dominant imposed length scale so that its influence on
the additive constant,B, and thereby any Reynolds-number
dependence is removed. Of course, for a “fully-rough” sur-
face for which the roughness height,k  ν/uτ , the same con-
ditions for an overlap region can apply. Then, using inner
variables, the log law may be written

U+ = 1

κ
ln

y

k
+ B∗ (20)

assuming that a single length scale (the roughness height),k,
is sufficient to represent roughness effects.

Coles’ “law of the wall” (Coles, 1962) and “law of the
wake” (Coles, 1956) may be written as (Coles, 1957)

U(x, y)

uτ(x)
= f

[
yuτ(x)

ν

]
+ �(x)

κ
w

[
y

δ(x)

]
(21)

wherew(η) = 1 − cosπη and the outer-layer wake function,
�, is defined empirically. A constant value of� defines an
equilibrium boundary layer

Ue − U

uτ

= f [η, �] (22)

and then

U

uτ

= 1

κ
ln

yuτ

ν
+ B + �

κ
w(η) (23)

(23) defines an estimate of the wake component as	U/uτ ≈
2�/κ, which is the difference between the value of the wake
function at η = 1 and an extrapolation of the log law; it
asymptotes to a constant forRe > 5000 approximately.

2.5 Reynolds stresses and velocity spectra

For “high” Reynolds numbers, wheny+  1 andy/δ � 1,
the dominant scales in the overlap region (wall scaling)
areuτ andy. For the higher moments, no simple scalings
appear. In particular, there are many measurements that show
that the active component of the Reynolds stresses does not
scale on inner variables (Fernholz and Finley, 1996) such that
the “constant-stress” region (−uv ≈ u2

τ) (5) does not hold,
except possibly in the limit of very high Reynolds number.
Even then, some data (Fernholz and Finley, 1996) suggest
that −uv+ > 1. This failure of wall scaling (in the case of
the wall-parallel velocity components, at least) has been ex-
plained by the fact that the so-called “inactive” motion is
in fact instrumental in the production of turbulent kinetic
energy. Recent laboratory data obtained at very high
Reynolds numbers (Morrisonet al., 2004; Zhao and Smits,
2007) show that the large eddies in the inner layer are not
inactive, but rather, they contribute to the energy production
there, so supporting the suggestion of Hunt and Morrison
(2000) deduced from observations in the atmospheric surface
layer that, at high Reynolds numbers, a “top-down” influence
is dynamically significant, in addition to a “bottom-up” one
which is likely to be more prevalent at low Reynolds num-
bers. Morrisonet al. (2004) suggest that the large-scale con-
tribution in the inner layer increases both as the Reynolds
number increases and as distance from the wall decreases.
Bradshaw and Huang (1995) have provided further evidence
that, at low Reynolds numbers, inner–outer interaction can
lead to non-universality of even the shear stress. Simulation
data show that, for example, although the limiting behavior of
the shear stress is expected to be−uv+/y+3, it is, in fact, quite
markedly dependent on Reynolds number. More intriguingly,
near-wall statistics at the samey+ andδ+ also depend on the
nature of the outer boundary conditions.

The transport equation for turbulence kinetic energy,k =
1
2u2

i , that conforms to Prandtl’s boundary layer equation is
given by

D

Dt

(
1

2
u2

i

)
= −uv

∂U

∂y
− ∂

∂y

(
p′v
ρ

+ 1

2
u2

i v

)
− ε (24)

Application of wall scaling to (24) leads to the “local-
equilibrium” approximation, in which the production of
energy is balanced by its rate of dissipation,ε. Under these cir-
cumstances, it is supposed that energy is dissipated locally to
where it is produced and that transport effects are negligible.
As such, it is clear that the local-equilibrium approximation
is a “no-interaction” condition. If the inner–outer interaction
is significant such that the local-equilibrium approximation
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were invalidated, an implication might be that the log law is
also. Simple arguments (see Bradshaw, 1967b), show that
for an rms inactive fluctuation of 20% of the local mean
velocity, the increase in mean velocity due to the “inactive”
contribution is only about 2%. Moreover, the region imme-
diately adjacent to the wall to which the outer contribution is
confined inevitably becomes thinner and therefore below the
lower limit for which the log law is likely to be valid.

“Large” scales (in which the direct effects of viscosity may
be neglected) that contribute to the streamwise (or spanwise)
velocity component may be scaled using either inner or outer
scales. Outer scaling suggests thaty is not important and, tak-
inguτ as the appropriate velocity scale, dimensional analysis
therefore yields

φ11(k1)

δu2
τ

= φ11(k1δ)

u2
τ

= g1(k1δ) (25)

while, alternatively, inner scaling suggests the exclusion ofδ

as a relevant length scale so that, at higher wave numbers,

φ11(k1)

yu2
τ

= φ11(k1y)

u2
τ

= g2(k1y) (26)

These scalings can be assessed by the degree of collapse of
the spectra in the range of wave numbersδ−1 < k1 < y−1

over which both (25) and (26) are valid. If collapse is evident
with both scalings, as required by asymptotic matching, it
then follows that

φ11(k1) = δu2
τg1(k1δ) = yu2

τg2(k1y) (27)

Dimensional arguments and direct proportionality between
g1 andg2 therefore imply

φ11(k1δ)

u2
τ

= A1

k1δ
= g1(k1δ) (28)

and

φ11(k1y)

u2
τ

= A1

k1y
= g2(k1y) (29)

whereA1 is a universal constant. Collapse with both length
scales therefore suggests a self-similar structure such that
φ11(k1) ∝ u2

τk
−1
1 . The evidence for a self similark−1

1 range
is elusive. (Morrisonet al., 2002; Nickelset al., 2007)
provide contrasting viewpoints. Note that these arguments
do not apply to the wall-normal component (see Morrison,
2007).

Similarity arguments may also be used to deduce the range
of wave numbers over which an inertial subrange may be
expected (Perry, Henbest and Chong, 1986). In this case, the
inner scales are the Kolmogorov length and velocity scales,
respectivelyη = (ν3/ε)

1
4 andvε = (νε)

1
4 . The outer scales are

uτ andy or δ. Therefore simultaneous overlap is sought with

φ11(k1)

ηv2
ε

= φ11(k1η)

v2
ε

= g3(k1η) (30)

and either (25) or (26). Note that, from the local-equilibrium
approximation,ε = u3

τ/κy, (or for the outer layer,ε ∝ u3
τ/δ),

dimensionally we require

φ11(k1η)

v2
ε

= C1

(k1η)
5
3

= g3(k1η) (31)

and

φ11(k1y)

u2
τ

= C1

κ
2
3 (k1y)

5
3

= g2(k1y) (32)

or

φ11(k1δ)

u2
τ

= C′
1

(k1δ)
5
3

= g1(k1δ) (33)

Dunn and Morrison (2003) have shown that spectral flux
in the near-wall region is highly spatially intermittent and is
therefore unlikely to scale simply. An energy balance at a
point in space is an integration over all wavenumbers and,
since spatial transport constitutes a source or a sink at each
wave number, it seems likely that “production= dissipation”
will only ever be an approximation. Brouwers (2007) has
recently shown this. Moreover, Durbin and Speziale (1991)
show that, if the mean strain rate is not small, the assump-
tion of local isotropy is not justifiable even at high Reynolds
numbers. Therefore it should be borne in mind that demon-
stration of a−5/3 wave-number range is not necessarily an
indication that local isotropy exists. It is for these reasons
that Bradshaw (1967a) suggested a sufficient criterion for a
“first-order subrange” is that energy sources or sinks are a
small fraction of the energy transfer, and empirically, this re-
quires the Taylor microscale Reynolds number,Reλ > 100
only. Slightly more formally, Lumley (1964) has represented
these effects by relaxing the condition of a constant dissipa-
tion rate while retaining the−5/3 scaling. Both of these as-
sumptions constitute far less stringent conditions that do not
require local isotropy in a wave-number range in which the
spectral shear correlation coefficient may be expected to be
rapidly decreasing with increasing wave number (Saddoughi
and Veeravalli, 1994).
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2.6 Inner–outer interaction

As suggested by the Navier–Stokes equations, the inner–outer
interaction is inherently nonlinear. Therefore an understand-
ing of the limitations of the ideas of inactive motion is needed.
The nature of the interaction is important because it deter-
mines how rapidly a wall shear layer grows and explains many
of the perceived differences between, for example, internal
and external flows. It may be assessed by writing (Tennekes
and Lumley, 1972).

∂

∂y
(−uv) = vωz − wωy + 1

2

∂

∂x

[
u2 − v2 − w2

]
(34)

Following Davidson (2004), we decompose the velocity field
so thatu = ui + uo where the subscripts refer, respectively, to
inner and outer contributions. With a similar decomposition
for the vorticity field,ω = ωi + ωo, and noting thatωo ≈ 0,
(34) becomes

∂

∂y
(−uv) = [

ui × ωi

]
x
+ [

uo × ωi

]
x

(35)

where, appropriate for a fully-developed internal flow, the
last term in equation (34) has been neglected. With the
assumption of a sufficient separation of scales, the last term in
equation (35) may also be neglected. Note that the removal of
the cross product for the outer velocity effectively linearises
its influence and it is for this reason that Townsend (1961)
referred to “inactive motion”. Therefore,u2

+ = u2
+
i + u2

+
o ,

whereu2
+
i = Fi(y+) and the outer influence appears as a lin-

ear superposition,u2
+
o = Fo(R+). Noting thatvo ∼ uoy/x, a

consistent level approximation indicates that the outer con-

tribution tov2
+

anduv+ is negligible and that they areFi(y+)
only.

However, without any assumptions concerning the influ-
ence of the inner–outer interaction, specifically that the near-
wall outer influence is not negligible (35) becomes

∂

∂y
(−uv) = [

ui × ωi

]
x
+ [

uo × ωi

]
x

+ [
ui × ωo

]
x
+ [

uo × ωo

]
x

(36)

Noting that bothui anduo scale withuτ , thatωi scales with
uτ/y andωo with uτ/δ, it is now apparent that the third and
fourth terms on the right-hand side arey/R times smaller than
the others. However, it is likely that there will be significant
interaction between the low-wave-number end of the vortic-
ity field and the high-wave-number end of the velocity field
suggesting that

[
ui × ωo

]
x
, is unlikely to be negligible. This

indicates that the linear decomposition above is not possible
and that

u2
+ = F (y+; y/δ) = G(y+; δ+) (37)

where, in the case of the wall-normal component, the outer
influence is understood to be smaller than in the case of the
wall-parallel components.

3 COMPLEX FLOWS – DISTORTED
BOUNDARY LAYERS

With the influence of additional imposed scales, simple scal-
ings cannot be accepted unconditionally. Bradshaw (1971,
1973a, 1973b, 1975, 1990) proposed a classification of these
effects, originally to provide a rational procedure for addi-
tional empirical modeling. To some extent, modeling of these
additional effects has been obviated by the development of
RANS models and the increasing use of LES. Nevertheless,
definitions of “simple”, “thin”, and “fairly thin”, shear layers
provide a hierarchy by which effects of additonal imposed
scales on the turbulence may be gauged.

3.1 Extra rates of strain

Complex shear layers involve extra rates of mean strain,e,
which appear explicitly as production terms in any trans-
port equation. Thus the effect ofe may be summarized as in
Table 1, where “�” means a factor of 100, and “<” means
one of 10. The effect of extra rates of strain also appears
explicitly in some of the other terms in transport equations
(notably the turbulent transport terms) but not in the destruc-
tion terms. The most important effect of extra strain rates is
that their effect on the turbulence is very roughly ten times that
which would be expected from the size of these extra terms
alone. Therefore, in addition to the appearance of yet further

Table 1. Effect of extra rates of strain. Reproduced from Bradshaw
(1975) c© North Holland Publishing Company.

Effect of e on turbulence
structure

Simple shear layer 10e/∂U/∂y � 1 Negligible
Thin shear layer e/∂U/∂y � 1 Possibly significant

[as long as
O(e/∂U/∂y)<O( dδ

dx
)]

Fairly thin shear
layer

10e/∂U/∂y < 1 Probably large
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Figure 2. Extra rates of strain.

terms such as surface-normal pressure gradients, simpler tur-
bulence models require empirical corrections for the effects
of these extra strain rates. Figure 2 (Bradshaw, 1975) shows
examples of extra rates of strain such as streamline curvature,
streamline divergence, bulk dilatation, and system rotation.

Taking a time scale for the turbulence as1
2u2

i /ε, invok-

ing the local-equilibrium approximation and takingu2
i ≈ uv,

it becomes (∂U/∂y)−1 (Bradshaw, 1990). Thus the imposi-
tion of additional length and/or velocity scales is qualitatively
equivalent to an additional rate of strain,e. Additionally, dis-
tortions arise when two shear layers meet (Bradshaw, 1975,
see Figure 3), such as the interactions of corner flows in a duct
(Prandtl’s secondary flow of the “second kind”), or when two
boundary layers meet immediately downstream of an aerofoil
or turbine blade. These interactions are inevitably non-linear
and immediate questions arise concerning the suitability of
linear superposition techniques.

4 CHALLENGES AND OUTLOOK

High Reynolds number data continue to raise questions con-
cerning the universality of the von Kármán constant. While

Figure 3. Interacting shear layers.

Millikan’s ideas can be expected to hold in regions of the
boundary layer in which there is genuine overlap of two im-
posed scales at infinite Reynolds number, it is not straightfor-
ward to assess the influence of other imposed scales such as
pipe curvature, initial conditions, or the nature of the upper
boundary condition. The development of new facilities that
are able to produce boundary layers in excess ofδ+ ≈ 50 000
is essential. In the case of external wall flows, a fundamental
issue is the accuracy of measurements of the wall friction that
are made independent of those of the velocity field. Without
this, progress in scaling will not be possible. A key question
is the scaling of the large-scale component of the fluctuating
velocity field near the wall. The comments regarding frame
invariance in Section 2.1 should be borne in mind.

Further challenges lie in the understanding of the inner–
outer interaction which is fundamental to the progress in scal-
ing. It is likely that clues to the important processes will lie
in an examination of the linear disturbance equations which,
in terms of transient growth, present many of the essential
dynamical features appearing in turbulent wall flow. These
processes are known to occur on rather shorter timescales
than those associated with the nonlinear Reynolds stresses.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An understanding and knowledge of unsteady aerodynam-
ics is a prerequisite for the design and operation of aerospace
vehicles because of the need to avoid dynamic and aeroelastic
(flutter) instabilities and excessive gust response loads. How-
ever, even the phenomenon of lift generation on a wing in a
steady flow can be explained only with the help of unsteady

flow concepts. Similarly, the generation of thrust by means
of wing flapping is an inherently unsteady flow phenomenon.
Therefore, in this chapter the basic unsteady flow physics of
vortex shedding and wave propagation and its importance
for the understanding of lift and thrust generation, flutter,
and dynamic stall is first discussed. This is followed by the
introduction of the Strouhal number as a quantitative mea-
sure of the degree of flow unsteadiness and the presentation of
the basic equations describing general unsteady compressible
viscous three-dimensional flows and their simplifications for
incompressible or non-viscous flows. Finally, an overview
is given of the computational approaches used to analyze
unsteady flow phenomena.

2 UNSTEADY FLOW GENERATION
DUE TO VORTEX SHEDDING

Consider the flow (from left to right) over a stationary cylin-
der. Very far upstream, the flow is uniform and steady. Yet,
the visualization of this flow, shown in Figure 1, reveals the
formation of a so-called vortex street, usually referred to as
Kármán vortex street because of the pioneering analysis of
this phenomenon by Theodore von Kármán (1911, 1912).
The vortices are not stationary. Instead, there occurs a con-
tinuous shedding of the upper and lower row vortices from
the downwind side of the cylinder. Consequently, the flow
velocity measured in and near this vortex street fluctuates
around a mean value, that is, the flow has become unsteady
in spite of the fact that the cylinder was placed into a steady
uniform flow.

A more detailed investigation of this flow situation shows
that the flow is indeed steady (as one would expect) if the
approach flow speed is kept sufficiently small. This is shown
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2 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

Figure 1. Kármán vortex street behind a stationary circular cylinder at Reynolds number 105. Reproduced with permission from Van Dyke
(1982) c© The Parabolic Press.

Figure 2. Flow over a stationary circular cylinder at Reynolds
number 9.6. Reproduced with permission from Van Dyke (1982)
c© The Parabolic Press.

in Figure 2. As discussed in standard aerodynamic textbooks,
similar flow phenomena are obtained if flow speed, cylinder
diameter, flow density, and viscosity are varied in such a way
that the product of flow speed, fluid density, and cylinder
diameter divided by the fluid viscosity remains constant. It is
the Reynolds number, named in honor of Osborne Reynolds
(1883) who first recognized its importance for the characteri-
zation of fundamental flow features. As the Reynolds number
is increased from 9.6 in Figure 2 to 105 in Figure 1 the flow
changes from a steady to a fluctuating flow.

This observation provides a clue that vortex formation and
shedding are phenomena which are of fundamental impor-
tance for the generation of unsteady flow. It turns out that it
is also the key to an understanding of such important aero-
dynamic effects as lift and thrust generation, gust response,
and flutter.

3 LIFT GENERATION

Consider the flow over the impulsively started airfoil shown
in Figure 3. Note the formation of a vortex at the airfoil’s

Figure 3. Starting vortex due to impulsively started airfoil. Repro-
duced from Prandtl and Tietjens (1934) McGraw-Hill.

trailing edge which remains in the fluid as the airfoil speeds
away. A similar phenomenon occurs on an airfoil which is
flying at a constant speed. If the angle of attack is suddenly
changed to a higher value, a counterclockwise vortex starts
to form and shed from the trailing edge, whereas a reduction
in angle of attack causes the shedding of a clockwise vortex.
It is important to note that the flow field and the pressure
distribution on and near the airfoil keep changing as long
as the shed vortex is still near the airfoil. Typically, the air-
foil needs to have sped away to a distance of some twenty
airfoil chords for the vortex effect on the airfoil pressure dis-
tribution to become vanishingly small. This vortex shedding
phenomenon therefore introduces a finite delay time in the
response of the airfoil pressure distribution (and therefore
lift) to a change in angle of attack.

Lift generation on an airfoil in a low-speed flow can be
understood by observing the vortex formation and shedding
process. Consider the vortex shedding and the change in pres-
sure distribution as the angle of attack of the symmetric airfoil
shown in Figure 4 is changed from zero to a finite value. The
pressure distributions on the upper and lower surfaces are
the same at zero angle of attack and therefore no lift is gener-
ated, as shown in Figure 4b as the initial pressure distribution.
However, as the angle of attack is suddenly changed to a small
positive value, a counterclockwise vortex is generated at the
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Figure 4. Unsteady panel code simulation of rapid change in
angle of attack: (a) starting vortex and (b) evolution of pressure
distribution.

trailing edge which flows downstream with the flow speed,
as shown in Figure 4a. As a consequence, the pressure distri-
bution on the airfoil keeps changing, as shown in Figure 4b,
until the vortex has travelled far downstream, and the pressure
distribution asymptotically approaches the final distribution
shown in Figure 4b. This process can be modeled quite well
with an inviscid flow code described by Cebeci et al. (2005).
For the special case of a flat plate, Wagner (1925) showed
that the lift increases from half its steady-state value to about
95% of its final value within about 15 chord lengths in the
manner shown in Figure 5.

4 THE FLUTTER PHENOMENON

Vortex shedding can also induce another phenomenon. Con-
sider the airfoil shown in Figure 6. It is supported by a torsion
spring so that it can oscillate about its leading edge. Placing
this airfoil into a low-speed flow may cause it to start oscil-
lating with increasing amplitude for certain combinations of
torsional spring stiffness and moment of inertia of the airfoil.
This phenomenon is called flutter which is defined as a self-
excited vibration phenomenon. A small initial disturbance
imposed on the airfoil will not damp out the ensuing oscil-
lation, as one would expect. On the contrary, the oscillation
increases in amplitude. The shedding of vortices from the

Figure 5. Lift on an impulsively started thin airfoil. Reproduced
from Wagner (1925) c© Wiley-VCH.

Figure 6. Schematic of an airfoil with torsional flexibility.

airfoil’s trailing edge is responsible for this effect. The vor-
tices may induce a pressure distribution on the upper and
lower airfoil surfaces such that the resulting aerodynamic
moment, about the leading edge, reinforces the oscillation as
the airfoil moves through its mean position. More detailed
information about the flutter phenomenon and its analysis
is given, for example, by Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman
(1955) and by Jones and Platzer (1996).

5 THRUST GENERATION DUE TO
VORTEX SHEDDING

Still another effect that vortex shedding can produce is a
thrust on an oscillating airfoil. Consider the vortex shedding
shown in Figure 7. In this case, the airfoil was placed into
a low-speed flow and was forced to oscillate up and down
(perpendicular to the flow direction). A vortex street similar
to the one shown in Figure 1 is produced, with one crucial
difference. The upper row vortices are turning counterclock-
wise and the lower row vortices clockwise. For this reason
this type of vortex street is often referred to as a reverse
Kármán vortex street. A closer inspection shows that the
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Figure 7. Reverse Karman vortex street behind a flapping wing, indicative of thrust production.Top: panel code solution; center: schematic
of vortex locations and rotational directions; bottom: water tunnel photograph. Reproduced with permission from Jones, Dohring and Platzer
(1998) c© AIAA.

vortices induce a flow whose average time amounts to a jet-
like flow, as shown in Figure 7. Hence the oscillating airfoil
produces a jet propulsion effect and, as a consequence, the
airfoil experiences a thrust force (Jones, Dohring and Platzer,
1998; Lai and Platzer, 1999). This is the mechanism birds
use when they flap their wings to propel themselves forward.
Using again the inviscid flow code described by Cebeci et al.
(2005) it is seen that this vortex street phenomenon can be
predicted quite well, as shown in Figure 7.

6 THE DYNAMIC STALL PHENOMENON

Vortex shedding may also occur from an airfoil’s leading
edge if the airfoil’s incidence angle is suddenly increased
from a low to a large value. Consider Figure 8. Here the
airfoil is forced into a large-amplitude oscillation between
5◦ and 25◦ angle of attack. A strong vortex starts to form
near the leading edge on the upper surface of airfoil which
begins to separate and propagate downstream. During this
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Figure 8. Hysteresis during dynamic stall on a pitching airfoil. Reproduced with permission from Carr (1988) c© AIAA.
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time period the airfoil experiences a large lift force. How-
ever, this well-organized flow starts to break down as soon as
the vortex passes the trailing edge and the lift decreases quite
rapidly. Eventually, the flow starts to reattach to the upper air-
foil surface as the incidence angle approaches again its lower
limit. Obviously, the flow processes that occur during the
incidence increase are quite different from those occurring
during the decrease. Hence this dynamic stall phenomenon
generates the hysteresis loops in lift and pitching moment
shown in Figure 8. While the generation of large lift values
during a short period of time may be welcomed, dynamic
airfoil stall can be quite dangerous. The pitching moment
spike shown in Figure 8 may cause the structural failure of
helicopter blades or energy may be transferred from the air
stream to the airfoil, a phenomenon denoted as stall flutter.
For a more detailed discussion of prediction methods for
dynamic stall see Carr (1988) and Ekaterinaris and Platzer
(1997).

7 UNSTEADY FLOW GENERATION DUE
TO WAVE PROPAGATION

The vortex generation and flow separation phenomena
described in the preceding paragraphs are the dominant
unsteady flow phenomena occurring in low-speed flows.
However, another very important phenomenon starts to
appear as soon as the flow speed becomes comparable to
the speed of sound of the flowing medium. The nature of this
phenomenon becomes understandable by looking at Figure 9.
It shows the sound wave patterns produced by a small pulsat-
ing sound source (a pulsating sphere) in a flow (from left
to right) at three different flow Mach numbers. In a sub-
sonic flow the sound waves are able to propagate upstream,
whereas in transonic flow the upstream propagating wave
parts remain close to the sound source, and in supersonic

flow the waves are being swept downstream within a cone
(the so-called Mach cone). Consider now an airfoil which
performs a small amplitude pitch oscillation about, say, the
mid-chord axis. Each point on the airfoil surface acts as a
generator of sound waves which propagate over the airfoil
with a finite speed. Hence all the sound waves generate a
pressure distribution on the airfoil surface which is not in
phase with the airfoil motion. This phase lag mechanism
introduced by the wave propagation phenomenon therefore
can cause forces and moments on the airfoil which enhance
rather than damp the airfoil motion. Here then is a second
important mechanism for self-excited (flutter) vibrations of
aircraft parts (wings, tails, control surfaces) or of the complete
aircraft. The analysis of these effects therefore has become
a requirement for the avoidance of dynamic and aeroelastic
instabilities on transonic and supersonic aircraft. Consider,
for example, the high subsonic, transonic, or supersonic flow
over the airfoil shown in Figure 10. If the airfoil starts to
oscillate with a small amplitude (due to the onset of flutter,
for example) each point on the airfoil starts to send out waves
which travel in accordance with Figure 9. It is easily seen
that this unsteady flow scenario is drastically different from a
typical low-speed scenario caused by vortex shedding. Expe-
rience has shown that the sensitivity to flutter and dynamic
instability is greatly increased at transonic and supersonic
flight speeds.

In summary, we have seen that vortices and sound waves
are the two most important and prevalent causes of unsteady
flow phenomena. In low-speed flows the sound propagation
effects are of little importance because the sound waves prop-
agate with a very high speed compared to the flow speed
and therefore the adjustments to any changes occur virtually
instantaneously. The vortices, on the other hand, propagate
with the flow speed, making it possible to generate large phase
lags. In high speed flows, the sound wave propagation effects
are usually dominant. These considerations suggest the need
for a quantitative measure of flow unsteadiness.

P
PP

P

(b)(a) (c) (d)

Figure 9. Wave propagation as a function of Mach number: (a) stationary, (b) subsonic, (c) sonic, and (d) supersonic.
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Figure 10. Subsonic and supersonic regions around a wing in transonic flow. Reproduced from Shapiro (1954) c© John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

8 UNSTEADY FLOWS
IN TURBOMACHINES

Consider, for example, the flow through a jet engine powering
a typical commercial aircraft which flies at cruise Mach num-
bers around 0.8. The compressor and turbine in the jet engine
consist of rows of stationary blades (stators) and rotating rows
(rotors) (Cumpsty, 2000). The rotors therefore generate an
oscillatory flow as they pass by the stator blades. Further-
more, the relative flow through the rotor blade passages can
reach supersonic speeds because the rotor speed needs to be
added vectorially to the subsonic axial through-flow speed.
Hence a highly complex oscillatory transonic flow is gener-
ated which is made even more complex by the fact that the
flow speed increases from blade root to tip, thus generating a
three-dimensional flow field. The upstream stator blades gen-
erate vortical wakes which are being cut as the rotor blades
pass through these wakes. The rotor blades, in turn, also gen-
erate vortical wakes which impinge on the downstream stator
blades. Multi-stage compressors and turbines are therefore
genuine unsteady flow machines where all the previously
discussed unsteady flow phenomena occur simultaneously
in great complexity.

An additional complication is introduced by the fact that
the blades in a given stator or rotor blade row are usu-
ally very close to each other. This causes significant flow
interference effects between the blades which may become
particularly significant in transonic turbomachines. It is seen
from Figure 11 that the shock wave by a given blade will hit a
neighboring blade if the blades are closely spaced. Consider,
for example, the supersonic flow through the rotor blade chan-
nel shown in Figure 11. The shock waves emanating from the
blade leading and trailing edges are reflected by the neigh-
boring blades. These shock reflections can play an important
role in inducing self-excited flutter oscillations. We showed
earlier while discussing about Figure 6 that an elastically
supported airfoil exposed to a low-speed flow may experi-
ence single-degree-of-freedom torsional (pitch) flutter due to
the vortex shedding from the airfoil’s trailing edge. As was
first shown by Garrick and Rubinow (1946), the shock and
sound waves emanating from a harmonically pitching airfoil
in supersonic flow may cause an even more dangerous flutter
phenomenon. Note that every point on the blade sends out a
sound wave. The possibility of flutter was found to be greatly
enhanced if the shock and sound waves are reflected by neigh-
boring blades. Indeed, as jet engines started to operate at
high subsonic cruise speeds, new transonic and supersonic
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Flow

Passage
shock Exit oblique

shock

Figure 11. Supersonic flow through a turbomachinery rotor.

flutter phenomena were encountered on compressor and tur-
bine blades which were caused by shock and sound wave
reflections similar to the ones shown in Figure 11. The com-
putational and experimental analysis of the unsteady flow
phenomena occurring in turbomachines therefore continues
to attract considerable interest and effort, see for example
Platzer and Carta (1987) and Hall, Kielb and Thomas (2006).

9 THE STROUHAL NUMBER: A
MEASURE OF FLOW UNSTEADINESS

Consider, for example, again the vortex street shown in
Figure 7 shed from an oscillating airfoil. The airfoil oscillates
with a frequency f. During one oscillation cycle, a vortex shed
from the airfoil moves downstream with the flow velocity U.
Hence the path length of the vortex during one period T is
UT. Comparing this path length with the airfoil chord leads
to the non-dimensional frequency, often referred to as the
Strouhal number, S = fc/U. This number therefore provides
a quantitative measure of the degree of flow unsteadi-
ness. The degrees of flow viscosity and compressibility, on
the other hand, are indicated by the Reynolds and Mach
number, respectively (as is well known from the discussion
of the importance of these similarity parameters in standard
aerodynamics textbooks).

10 UNSTEADY FLOW EQUATIONS

A complete analysis of the flow has to be based on the
governing partial differential equations. They are obtained
by formulating the mass, momentum, and energy conserva-
tion conditions for unsteady compressible viscous flows. The
mass conservation condition leads to the continuity equation

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂(ρu)

∂x
+ ∂(ρv)

∂y
+ ∂(ρw)

∂z
= 0 (1)

Momentum conservation requires the application of New-
ton’s second law to a fluid particle. The three major forces

acting on the fluid particle are the pressure, viscous, and
inertia forces (leaving aside gravitational and electromag-
netic forces). The relative magnitude of these three forces is
extremely important. A comparison of the inertia force with
the viscous force leads to the Reynolds number as the ratio
between these two forces. Similarly, the ratio of inertia force
to pressure force yields the Mach number. The partial differ-
ential equations describing the momentum conservation of
a fluid particle were first derived by Navier and Stokes and
hence known as the Navier–Stokes equations:
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For a three-dimensional unsteady viscous compressible flow,
there are four equations for five dependent variables, namely
the three velocity components u, v, w, the density ρ, and the
pressure p. µ is the coefficient of viscosity. Hence one more
equation is needed. It is obtained by using the first law of
thermodynamics to formulate the energy conservation con-
dition. It states that the time rate of change of internal energy
plus kinetic energy is equal to the rate of heat transfer minus
the rate of work done by the system. However, this equation
contains the temperature T, necessitating the additional use
of the equation-of-state of the flow medium in order to obtain
a system of six equations for six unknowns.
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For a complete discussion of the equations and their solu-
tions refer to text books, such as Hirsch (1988) and Fletcher
(1991).

Here we merely indicate some of the simplifications which
can be introduced for certain classes of unsteady flow prob-
lems. Unsteady viscous low-speed flows can be treated by
introducing the incompressibility assumption, that is, assum-
ing the density to be constant. This assumption reduces the
governing equations to the continuity and momentum equa-
tions only. These are now four equations for the three velocity
components u, v, w, and the pressure p.
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= 0 (3)
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A further reduction is possible if the low-speed flow is
assumed to be inviscid and irrotational by setting the coef-
ficient of viscosity as equal to zero in the above equations.
In this case it is possible to introduce a scalar function, the
velocity potential. The continuity equation then assumes the
form of the Laplace equation

∂2ϕ

∂x2
+ ∂2ϕ

∂y2
+ ∂2ϕ

∂z2
= 0 (5)

and the momentum equations can be integrated to yield

ρ
∂ϕ

∂t
+ p + ρ(u2 + v2 + w2)

2
= const. (6)

Equation (10) is called the unsteady Bernoulli equation.
At first glance, one might assume that the Laplace equation
cannot describe unsteady flow phenomena because it does
not contain unsteady terms. However, this is deceiving. The

flow unsteadiness enters the problem through the specifica-
tion of the flow boundary conditions. Furthermore, the flow
unsteadiness is explicit in the Bernoulli equation. This type of
analysis allows the consideration of arbitrarily shaped bod-
ies which execute large amplitude motions as long as the
flow remains attached to the body. Of special significance is
the fact that it even describes the shedding of vortices from
sharp trailing edges. It only requires the specification of the
so-called Kutta trailing edge condition of zero pressure dif-
ference between the lower and upper surface at the trailing
edge. This is a generalization of the well-known Kutta trail-
ing edge flow condition for steady flow over lifting wings.
As can be seen from Figure 4 the vortex shedding from an
airfoil due to a sudden change in angle of attack is predicted
remarkably well with this type of inviscid flow analysis.

11 UNSTEADY FLOW ANALYSIS
METHODS

The problem of a thin airfoil performing small lateral oscil-
lations in a uniform stream of incompressible fluid was first
solved in the 1930s by Theodorsen (1935) in the United States
and Küssner (1936) in Germany. Theodorsen’s approach is
widely used in the analysis of airfoil flutter problems and
remains a convenient tool to this day. The two-dimensional
Laplace equation is solved by dividing the solution into two
parts, a distribution of sources and sinks and a line of vor-
tices, with counter-vortices along the wake to infinity, in such
a way that the Kutta condition is satisfied without disturbing
the flow tangency condition on the airfoil. The solution can
ultimately be described in terms of the Theodorsen function
C(k) where k is the reduced frequency of oscillation. For
details, see for example Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman,
(1955).

The development of high-speed computers in the 1960s
has made it possible to relax the restriction to thin airfoils and
small amplitude oscillations by extending the Hess–Smith
solution for steady incompressible flow over finite-thickness
airfoils to unsteady flow. In this approach, the flow is modeled
by dividing the airfoil surface into N panels. A uniform source
distribution is placed on each panel which is allowed to vary
from panel to panel. Also, uniform vorticity distributions are
placed on each panel which are held constant on all panels.
These distributions automatically satisfy the Laplace equa-
tion. Use of the superposition principle allows the buildup
of complicated flowfields by using simple source and vortex
flows, if an appropriate boundary condition can be satisfied
at the airfoil surface. The boundary conditions consist of the
airfoil surface flow tangency condition and the Kutta condi-
tion, which require that the pressures be equal at the upper
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and lower trailing edge panels. This leads to a system of linear
simultaneous equations for the unknown source and vortex
strengths on the panels. The extension to the unsteady flow
problem is achieved by describing the vortex shedding pro-
cess. This process creates nonlinearities, because the wake
vortices influence the flow over the airfoil, which in turn
alters the vortex shedding process as the airfoil maneuvers
in time. Since the total circulation in a potential flow must
be preserved according to the Helmholtz vorticity conserva-
tion theorem the vortex shedding process requires that any
change in circulation around the airfoil must be countered
by a change in vorticity in the wake of opposite sign, but
equal magnitude. This shedding process is solved iteratively,
as described in more detail by Cebeci et al. (2005).

The extension of this method to the analysis of unsteady
flow over finite-span wings and more general three-
dimensional configurations follows the same methodology.
It is described in considerable detail by Katz and Plotkin
(2005). The wake shedding is again accomplished by satis-
fying the Kutta condition. At each time step, a new wake panel
row is created. Once a wake panel is shed, its strength remains
unchanged and the wake vortex moves with the local velocity.
The induced velocity is then computed at each wake panel.
Repetition of this procedure then facilitates the computation
of the wake development and rollup. Several commercial
codes exist, such as CMARC (by Garrison and Pinella, 1996)
and USAERO (2002).

Important unsteady viscous flow effects can be analyzed
by introducing the boundary layer concept first introduced
by Prandtl in 1904. It has been successfully used to study
unsteady flows with and without flow separation, such as
the flows due to impulsively started flat plates and circu-
lar cylinders or flow separation and reattachment near the
leading edge of a thin oscillating airfoil or the initiation of
dynamic stall on a pitching airfoil. These methods and results
are described in detail by Cebeci et al. (2005).

Finally, we remark that unsteady viscous and inviscid
flow analyses are also available for compressible flows. In
this case, the equations describing the viscous flow are the
six equations discussed above, comprising the continuity,
Navier–Stokes, energy conservation equations, and equa-
tion of state. The numerical solution of these equations has
become a separate discipline, known as computational fluid
dynamics (Hirsch, 1988; Fletcher, 1991). Considerable sim-
plifications can be obtained if viscous effects can be neglected
and the viscous terms are omitted. In this case, the resulting
equations are usually the Euler equations. Their simultaneous
solution is again possible with the current numerical methods
and high-speed computers. However, even today, for most
of the aeroelastic analyses, the computational effort is still
prohibitively time consuming and expensive. Therefore, the

small perturbation concept is still being used which allows
the reduction of the system of nonlinear equations to a single
partial differential equation for the velocity potential ϕ (x, y,
z, t)

(
1 − M2) ∂2ϕ

∂x2
+ ∂2ϕ

∂y2
+ ∂2ϕ

∂z2
−

(
2M

a

)
∂2ϕ

∂x∂t

−
(

1

a2

)
∂2ϕ

∂t2
= 0 (7)

This equation describes the propagation of small disturbances
in a uniform flow of Mach number, M, with the speed of
sound, a, and therefore requires the limitation to small per-
turbation flows caused by wings of small thickness, camber,
and small amplitude motions. The enormous advantage to
be gained by the use of this linear equation is the continued
use of the superposition concept which proved so powerful
for the analysis of incompressible flows. For further details
refer again to textbooks, such as Bisplinghoff, Ashley and
Halfman (1955).

12 SUMMARY

In this chapter a brief overview of the main physical phe-
nomena which lead to unsteady flow effects was presented.
They are caused by the shedding of vortices and also by
the generation and propagation of sound or shock waves.
The understanding and prediction of these phenomena is a
requirement for the avoidance of aerospace vehicle failures
due to flutter, gust response, or dynamic stall effects. Also, an
overview was given of the major analysis methods which have
been developed over the years. They range from linearized
potential flow methods to modern methods of computational
fluid dynamics for the prediction of unsteady viscous and
separated flow effects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In general, it is desired to avoid flow separation and maintain
attached flow over wings. However, as the sweep angle is in-
creased, it becomes more difficult to avoid flow separation. In
this article, low-speed aerodynamics of highly swept wings
will be discussed. Highly swept wings, known as delta wings
due to their triangular planform, are used in a range of air
vehicles. Some examples include fighter aircraft, unmanned
combat air vehicles, supersonic civil transport aircraft, and

space vehicles. Delta wings can fly at high angle of attack
without stall. This quality is invaluable for military aircraft
during a high angle of attack maneuver. On the other hand,
supersonic civil transport aircraft cruises at supersonic speeds
but flies at subsonic speeds and at higher angles of attack dur-
ing take-off and landing. Various shapes of delta wings are
used in wing designs: simple delta, notched delta, cropped
delta, and double delta (Anderson, 1991). In addition, highly
swept areas upstream of the main wing, called strakes and
leading-edge extensions, are commonly used for fighter air-
craft.

2 FLOW PATTERNS

At very low angles of attack, there might be attached flow
depending on the thickness of the wing and leading-edge
shape. However, with increasing angle of attack (beyond few
degrees), flow is separated at the leading edge. The sepa-
rated shear layer rolls up into the core of streamwise vortices
over the suction surface of the wing as sketched in Figure 1a.
At moderate and high angle of attack, the flow over a delta
wing is dominated by two large, counter-rotating leading-
edge vortices. The physical mechanism that generates these
primary vortices is the flow separation, and the vorticity of
these vortices originates from the boundary layer separation
at the leading edge. Within the core of the vortices, the rota-
tional fluid motion resembles a Rankine vortex as sketched
by the swirl velocity profile in the left vortex in Figure 1a. An
important feature of these leading-edge vortices is axial fluid
motion in the vortex core (as sketched by the axial velocity
profile in the right vortex in Figure 1a), which can reach up
to five times the freestream velocity. The physical mecha-
nism for high speeds in the core is related to the rotational
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of shear layer roll-up, axial, and swirl ve-
locities in the vortex core and wing surface pressure distribution;
(b) cross-flow streamline patterns with and without reattachment on
wing surface.

motion within the vortex, which generates low pressure. The
fluid around the core is drawn to this low-pressure region
and is accelerated. The leading-edge vortices also generate
low pressure (suction) on the wing surface as sketched at a
streamwise station in Figure 1a. The suction peak on the wing
surface and underneath the vortex axis is due to the leading-
edge vortex. The pressure distribution is relatively flat away
from the vortices. The vortical flows for delta wings with
sharp leading edges become more complex for delta wings
with rounded leading edges (Hummel, 2008).

Other features not shown in Figure 1a include reattach-
ment lines and secondary vortices (Anderson, 1991). The sec-
ondary vortices are generated as a result of the boundary layer
separation on the wing surface due to the primary vortices.
For small angles of attack, the primary reattachment line is in-
board of the leading-edge vortices as shown schematically in
a cross-flow plane in Figure 1b (left sketch). The reattachment
location on the wing surface (point A) moves inboard with
increasing angle of attack and ultimately reaches the wing
centerline. Beyond this angle of attack, a saddle point (Tobak

and Peake, 1982) develops above the wing at the centerline
as sketched in Figure 1b (right sketch). The latter pattern is
typical for slender delta wings (defined as wing sweep angle
� ≥ 65◦) at high angle of attack.

Vortical flows over nonslender delta wings (� ≤ 55◦)
have some differences from those over slender delta wings.
Primary vortices develop at very low angles of attack and
form much closer to the wing surface. Hence, the interaction
of the primary vortices and surface boundary layer is stronger.
This may result in a dual primary vortex structure in which
the primary vortex is split into two (Gursul, Gordnier and
Visbal, 2005). The flow pattern in a cross-flow plane has
the reattachment point on the wing surface (left sketch in
Figure 1b) for angles of attack smaller than the stall angle.

3 VORTEX LIFT

It is clear from the discussion of the pressure distribution
(Figure 1a) that leading-edge vortices increase the suction
on the wing surface, which increases the total lift. The lift
increment is called vortex lift. Polhamus (1971) calculated
the total lift as the sum of the vortex lift and potential lift. The
latter is predicted by assuming potential flow over the lifting
surface and applying the Kutta condition at the trailing edge.
The vortex lift was calculated by the leading-edge suction
analogy (Polhamus, 1971), which assumes that the vortex
lift is equal to the leading-edge suction force that would be
required to maintain attached flow. Since the analogy requires
that flow reattaches on the suction surface, the theory fails to
predict the experimental data when the reattachment does not
occur. The total lift can be expressed as

CL = Kpsin α cos2 α + Kvsin2 α cos α (1)

where the constants Kp and Kv are related to the potential lift
and vortex lift, respectively. The constants can be estimated
for delta wings with various planforms and mainly depend on
the aspect ratio (AR). While the constant Kp increases with
increasing aspect ratio (decreasing sweep angle), the constant
Kv weakly depends on the aspect ratio. The general conclu-
sion from this theory is that vortex lift contribution increases
with wing sweep angle, hence it is more important for slender
delta wings. It is also noted that the relative contributions of
the potential lift and vortex lift depend on the angle of attack.
The vortex lift contribution increases with increasing angle
of attack. This is illustrated in Figure 2 for a sweep angle of
� = 76◦. The total lift agrees well with the wind tunnel data.
The vortex lift contribution (difference between the total lift
and potential lift) becomes substantial with increasing angles
of attack.
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Figure 2. Variation of lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack
from zero lift. The wind tunnel data (Earnshaw and Lawford, 1964)
are shown for different sweep angles. In addition, the potential lift
and total lift predictions are shown for sweep angle � = 76◦.

Figure 2 shows the variation of lift coefficient for delta
wings with various sweep angles in the range of � = 45◦–
76◦, adapted from the data of Earnshaw and Lawford (1964).
The lift slope is small compared to that of large aspect ra-
tio wings, but the stall angle is large. Hence, aircraft with
delta wings need to fly at high angle of attack for low-speed
flight in order to generate high values of lift coefficient. The
data show that the slope of the lift coefficient increases with
decreasing sweep angle (increasing aspect ratio). However,
for low-sweep angle wings, the maximum lift coefficient and
the stall angle decrease with decreasing sweep angle.

4 VORTEX BREAKDOWN

As the angle of attack is increased, the leading-edge vortices
undergo a sudden transition known as vortex breakdown or
bursting, which was first observed by Werle (1954) in a
water tunnel. Vortex breakdown is essentially a sudden ex-
pansion of the vortex core, which results in the stagnation of
the axial flow. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 3,
which is adapted from the flow visualization picture ob-
tained in a water tunnel by Lambourne and Bryer (1961).
It is seen that two different types, so-called bubble-type and

Figure 3. Schematic of bubble-type and spiral-type breakdowns
and axial velocity profiles upstream and downstream of breakdown.

spiral-type, of breakdown are captured in this picture. The
spiral type of breakdown is more common over delta wings.
Some researchers believe that the spiral form is a consequence
of the instability of the bubble form. Note that the sense of he-
lix is opposite to the direction of rotation in the leading-edge
vortex.

In Figure 3, axial velocity upstream and downstream of the
vortex breakdown is shown schematically. While the axial ve-
locity is jet-like upstream, it becomes wake-like downstream
due to the stagnation of the flow at the breakdown location.
The vortex core becomes much larger while the maximum
swirling velocity decreases (not shown in Figure 3). Since
the swirl velocity decreases with vortex breakdown, suction
induced by the vortex decreases as well. This leads to a loss
in vortex lift for slender delta wings.

Different explanations of the vortex breakdown phe-
nomenon based on the hydrodynamic instability, wave prop-
agation, and flow stagnation are summarized in several re-
view articles (Hall, 1972; Leibovich, 1984; Delery, 1994). It
is generally agreed that this phenomenon is a wave propa-
gation phenomenon, and there is a strong analogy to shocks
in gas dynamics. Experiments and theoretical explanations
agree that there are two important parameters affecting the
occurrence and movement of vortex breakdown: swirl level
and external pressure gradient outside the vortex core. Vor-
tex breakdown moves upstream over delta wings when the
magnitude of either parameter is increased.

When the angle of attack is increased, vortex breakdown
moves upstream. Figure 4 shows the angle of attack at which
vortex breakdown crosses the trailing edge for simple delta
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Figure 4. Variation of stall angles and boundaries of vortex break-
down and flow reattachment on the wing surface as a function of
sweep angle. Reproduced from Gursul, Wang and Vardaki (2007)
c© Elsevier.

wings (the line represents the average of the data collected
from various sources). It is seen that this angle of attack in-
creases with increasing wing sweep angle. In addition, the
stall angle from various sources is shown in the same figure.
It is seen that, for slender delta wings for which the vortex lift
contribution is larger, the wing stalls quickly after the vortex
breakdown appears on the wing. On the other hand, for non-
slender delta wings, vortex lift contribution is smaller and
vortex breakdown does not affect the lift drastically. There
is no obvious correlation between the onset of vortex break-
down and the variation of the lift coefficient. It is seen from
Figure 4 that the stall angle for nonslender delta wings is
much larger than the angle of attack at which vortex break-
down appears on the wing. Another feature shown in Figure 4
is the angle of attack at which the reattachment of flow on the
wing surface fails to occur. This boundary determines what
type of cross-flow pattern (see Figure 1b) is expected for a
given angle of attack and sweep angle.

5 VORTEX INSTABILITIES

Vortex flows over delta wings are highly unsteady and com-
plex. Readers can find advanced discussions of the unsteady
aspects in reviews by Rockwell (1993) and Visbal (1995).
There are various sources of unsteadiness (Gursul, 2005)
of the flow over delta wings: the shear layer instabilities
(as sketched in Figure 5a), vortex wandering, helical mode
instability of vortex breakdown (also sketched in Figure 5a),
oscillations of breakdown location, vortex interactions, and
vortex shedding. Separated shear layers roll up periodically

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of vortex breakdown, helical mode insta-
bility, and shear layer instabilities; (b) time history of wing surface
pressure fluctuations at a location downstream of breakdown (length
of the time record is approximately 10c/U∞). Reproduced with per-
mission from Gursul (2005) c© AIAA.

into discrete vortical substructures (Gad-el-Hak and Black-
welder, 1985; see also the flow visualization picture in Flow
Visualization by Direct Injection Technique) because of the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (Flow Instabilities and Transi-
tion). The frequency of the instability was found to agree with
the predictions from the linear stability analysis of the cross-
flow shear layer (Gordnier and Visbal, 1994). In addition to
this unsteady instability, several researchers revealed the ex-
istence of stationary, small-scale vortices around the primary
vortex. The origin of these steady structures is not well under-
stood and has been the subject of various hypotheses (Gursul,
2005). Vortex wandering is defined as the random displace-
ments of the vortex core and is also observed in tip vortices.
This phenomenon causes large-amplitude velocity fluctua-
tions in the core of the vortices, even upstream of breakdown
or in the absence of breakdown.

The main instability associated with vortex breakdown is
the helical mode instability. An example of the time history
of wing surface pressure is shown in Figure 5b, which re-
veals the quasi-periodic nature of the pressure fluctuations.
The periodic velocity or pressure fluctuations correspond to
the most unstable modes of the time-averaged velocity pro-
files of the vortex (downstream of breakdown). The distur-
bances are represented as exp{i(kx + nφ − ωt)}, where ω is
the radial frequency, k is the wave number in the axial direc-
tion, and n the wave number in the angular direction. It has
been shown that these fluctuations are in the form of the first
helical mode (the wave number in the angular direction is
n = 1). It has been suggested by several researchers that the
spiral form of breakdown is a consequence of this instability
of the breakdown wake (Gursul, 2005). This explains why
the sense of the helix is opposite to the direction of rotation
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in the vortex. Readers can find extensive discussions of this
topic in the reference by Gursul (2005). The experiments in-
dicate that the frequency decreases while the pitch of the helix
increases in the streamwise direction for the nearly conical
flow over a slender delta wing. While this instability causes
large-amplitude pressure or velocity fluctuations, oscillations
of the breakdown location introduces further complications.
The location of breakdown is not steady and exhibits fluctu-
ations along the axis of the vortices. These oscillations are
largely due to the interaction between the vortices over slen-
der wings and usually have very low frequency compared to
that of other instabilities.

At very high angles of attack after the vortex breakdown
reaches the apex, there is no more coherent streamwise vortex
flow. Instead, vortex shedding occurs, which may be in the
symmetric or anti-symmetric form (Rediniotis, Stapountzis
and Telionis, 1990). The spectrum of unsteady flow phenom-
ena that has quasi-periodic nature is shown in Figure 6. The
frequency spectrum of the unsteady flow phenomena over
stationary slender delta wings is very wide. In other words,
the characteristic time scales of these phenomena differ by
several orders of magnitude, which is one of the challenges
in numerical simulations of these flows. When compared to
the frequency of other phenomena, the frequency range of
the oscillations of breakdown location for a stationary delta
wing is much closer to that of typical aerodynamic maneuvers
(up to fc/U∞ ∼= 0.03 for fighter aircraft).

Figure 6. Spectrum of unsteady flow phenomena over slender delta
wings as a function of dimensionless frequency. Reproduced with
permission from Gursul (2005) c© AIAA.

6 WING AND FIN BUFFETING

Buffeting is defined as the structural response of aircraft
structures (such as wing, fin, tail, and flap) due to unsteady
flow (Mabey, 1989). Highly unsteady vortical flows can lead
to buffeting of flexible delta wings due to the fluctuating loads
on the surface of the wing. Vortex breakdown, vortex inter-
actions, and vortex shedding, either alone or in combination,
play an important role. Wing buffeting occurs when the fre-
quency of the quasi-periodic flow oscillations is close to the
natural frequencies of the structural modes of the wing. The
most important source of wing buffeting over slender delta
wings is the vortex breakdown. Figure 7 shows the varia-
tion of wing tip acceleration for a slightly flexible delta wing
(sweep angle of � = 60◦) as a function of angle of attack
(Gursul, Gordnier and Visbal, 2005). Different vortex flow
regimes are also shown on the same graph. When there is
no vortex breakdown over the wing, the buffeting is small.
It increases substantially when the vortex breakdown moves
over the wing and reaches a maximum when the breakdown is
close to the apex of the wing. Buffeting decreases very rapidly
in the vortex shedding regime at higher angles of attack.

Buffeting of wings with low sweep angle is qualitatively
similar, however, the highly unsteady nature of the flow reat-
tachment zone rather than the vortex breakdown may become
the main source of buffeting. For very flexible nonslender
delta wings, the wing flexibility may couple with the vortical
flow. At post-stall angles of attack, self-excited vibrations of
the wing excite the separated shear layer and promote the
flow reattachment (Taylor et al., 2007). This results in sub-
stantial lift enhancement. This phenomenon appears to be a
feature of nonslender wings only and is observed when the
natural frequency of the wing vibrations is in the same range
as the natural frequencies of the shear layer instabilities.

Figure 7. Variation of wing tip rms acceleration as a function of
the angle of attack for a � = 60◦ sweep half delta wing model.
Reproduced from Gursul, Gordnier and Visbal (2005) c© Elsevier.
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Unsteady vortex flows may cause large structural vibra-
tions and severe fatigue damage of fins (also called tails).
The best-known example of fin buffeting is F/A-18 aircraft,
which has twin tails. Single-tail fighter aircraft may also suf-
fer from buffeting. Vortex breakdown is the main source of fin
buffeting, although other unsteady flow phenomena may also
contribute. In most cases, it occurs when the frequency of the
helical mode instability of vortex breakdown is close to the
natural frequency of the structural modes (usually, the first
mode) of the fin. The dimensionless frequency of the flow
oscillations, fc/U∞, is on the order of unity and depends on
the location of vortex breakdown, angle of attack, and wing
sweep. Mabey (1997) proposed an empirical relationship for
the frequency of the helical mode instability:

f c

U∞
cot � sin α = 0.27 (2)

for the frequency at the trailing edge, which is a useful design
rule for delta wings. These data are valid for vortex break-
down naturally occurring over stationary slender delta wings.
Effects of dynamic maneuver of the wing, which may result
in substantial changes in the location of breakdown, and pre-
mature breakdown such as induced by the presence of the
fin itself are not accounted. Other aspects of fin buffeting,
including the effects of other unsteady flow phenomena and
aeroelastic effects (fin surface deflections), are discussed by
Gursul (2005).

7 LEADING-EDGE VORTICES
IN UNSTEADY FLOWS

The behavior of vortices over a maneuvering aircraft or in
an unsteady freestream is important for aircraft stability and
control. In particular, development of highly maneuverable
fighter aircraft and unmanned combat aircraft is highly de-
pendent on the unsteady aerodynamics of leading-edge vor-
tices. Early experiments summarized by Gursul (2005) indi-
cated that there is a time delay in the variation of the vortex
core in response to the heaving or pitching motion of the wing.
Hence, even in the absence of vortex breakdown, a time lag
in the development of the cross-flow pattern indicates the
importance of unsteady effects on the vortices.

This unsteady response becomes further complicated
when there is vortex breakdown over the wing. Figure 8
shows the variation of the chordwise location of vortex break-
down for a periodically pitching delta wing (LeMay, Batill
and Nelson, 1990). During the upstroke, the location of vor-
tex breakdown is downstream of that for stationary wing at
the same angle of attack. During the downstroke, the location

Figure 8. Chordwise location of vortex breakdown for a pitching
delta wing (LeMay, Batill and Nelson, 1990). Reproduced with per-
mission from Professor Robert Nelson, University of Notre Dame.

of vortex breakdown is upstream of that for stationary wing
at the same angle of attack. In other words, there is a time lag
of vortex breakdown location with respect to its variation in
the quasi-steady case. This time lag results in the hysteresis
loop shown in Figure 8. The loops become wider with in-
creasing frequency. This time lag, which is important for the
stability and control of aircraft, has also been observed for
other types of wing motion. In fact, when vortex breakdown
is subjected to an external harmonic forcing (such as wing
oscillations or oscillating control surfaces), its response has
been found to be similar to that of a first-order dynamic sys-
tem, with a normalized time constant τU∞/c order of unity.
The amplitude attenuation with increasing frequency is sim-
ilar to that of a low-pass filter. For frequencies higher than
the cutoff frequency, vortex breakdown does not respond to
the external forcing. This can be interpreted as the inabil-
ity of disturbances to propagate upstream at high frequencies
(Gursul, 2005). The normalized time constant has been found
to be

τU∞
c

= 1 to 2 (3)

for slender wings. For nonslender delta wings, the time con-
stant is somewhat larger. It is noted that the time lag of vor-
tex development (in the absence of breakdown) is very small
compared to the large time lag of breakdown location. Vari-
ous suggestions as to the origin of the time lag of location of
vortex breakdown are summarized by Gursul (2005).

The response of breakdown location was also studied
for transient motions such as a finite ramp pitching mo-
tion or plunging motion. Similar observations of time lag
were made for a variety of wing shapes, including diamond,
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cropped, delta, and double delta wings. Other types of un-
steady flows investigated include delta wings in unsteady
freestream, where the magnitude, but not the direction, of
the freestream velocity varies periodically (Lee and Ho, 1990;
Gursul, 2005). Even though the effective angle of attack does
not vary in this case, the freestream unsteadiness may cause
large variations in the location of vortex breakdown.

8 WING ROCK

Wing rock is a self-induced limit-cycle roll oscillation that
has been observed for slender delta wings as well as air-
craft configurations (Katz, 1999). These roll oscillations are
observed at a high angle of attack, when the leading-edge
vortices are the dominant feature of the flow. An example of
the time history of the roll angle for a slender wing (sweep
angle � = 80◦) is shown in Figure 9a (Arena and Nelson,
1994). Gradual buildup of the roll oscillations is seen at an
angle of attack of 30◦. Note that the mean roll angle is zero,
which is different from the behavior of free-to-roll nonslender
delta wings. Wing rocks of slender delta wings were observed

Figure 9. (a) Wing rock time history for α = 30◦ and � = 80◦
(Arena and Nelson, 1994). Reproduced with permission from Pro-
fessor Robert Nelson, University of Notre Dame. (b) Time history
of roll angle for α = 27.5◦ and � = 50◦. Reproduced from Gursul,
Gordnier and Visbal (2005) c© Elsevier.

for highly swept wings (� ≥ 75◦, AR ≤ 0.54). Similar roll
oscillations were observed for very-low-aspect-ratio rectan-
gular wings (AR ≤ 0.5), as the tip (or side-edge) vortices also
drive the motion. These observations have suggested that the
proximity of the leading-edge vortices to each other may be
important. Vortex interactions are expected to be stronger on
very-low-aspect-ratio wings.

As the angle of attack is increased, the wing rock motion
first appears at a specific incidence, known as the onset an-
gle of attack. Typically, the amplitude of the roll oscillations
reaches a peak with increasing angle of attack and then drops
to zero at a very high angle of attack. The onset angle of
attack, at which wing rock starts, decreases as the wing plan-
form becomes more slender. While vortex interactions due to
the proximity of the vortices may be a possible mechanism
that starts wing rock, it is believed that vortex breakdown is
not a necessary condition for wing rock. For slender wings,
no breakdown is seen on the wing during the oscillations
at the onset of the motion. Once the wing rock is initiated,
it may be sustained with a different mechanism. Arena and
Nelson (1994) suggested that a possible mechanism to sus-
tain the wing rock motion is the time lag in the position of
the vortices normal to the wing surface. Forebody vortices
originating from the fuselage or strake vortices may interact
with the main wings and may also cause wing rock motion of
generic fighter aircraft (Katz, 1999). Various control meth-
ods to suppress the wing rock roll oscillations are reviewed
by Katz (1999).

Somewhat different type of roll oscillations is observed for
nonslender delta wings. An example is shown in Figure 9b for
a delta wing with sweep angle � = 50◦ at α = 27.5◦ (Gursul,
Gordnier and Visbal, 2005). The self-induced roll oscillations
have a nonzero mean roll angle and are observed when the
angle of attack is in a small range near the stall angle. The
asymmetric flow reattachment is believed to be behind these
observations. These roll oscillations about a nonzero mean
roll angle were observed for delta wings with sweep angles
of 50◦ ≤ � ≤ 60◦ and sharp leading edges (Gresham, Wang
and Gursul, 2008). If the leading edge is rounded (hence
the separation line is not fixed), unsteady separation at the
leading edge might also contribute to the roll oscillations.
The Strouhal number of the roll oscillations is on the order
of 10−2.

Even when there are no roll oscillations, free-to-roll non-
slender delta wings may have trim positions at nonzero roll
angles. In other words, zero roll angle is not stable to roll dis-
turbances. Experiments for low-sweep delta wings (as low as
40◦) revealed that the nonzero trim angles are related to asym-
metric reattachment of the separated flows. It is recalled that
reattachment on the wing surface is typical for nonslender
wings. The magnitude of the roll trim angle decreases with
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increasing sweep angle and reaches zero at � = 70◦. This can
be attributed to the reattachment point moving away from the
wing surface with increasing sweep angle.

9 MULTIPLE VORTICES

For generic aircraft configurations, there are multiple vortex
pairs. These include forebody vortices that originate from
the fuselage, leading-edge vortices from the highly swept
areas known as strakes or leading-edge extensions, and the
main wing vortices as shown schematically in Figure 10. The
double delta wing shown in this figure is a generic planform
that generates multiple vortices.

Upstream vortices originating from forebodies, strakes,
and canards interact with the vortical flow on the main wing,
energize the flow, and delay the stall. The strake vortices
generate additional lift, persist over the wing, and produce
favorable conditions for the main wing vortex. At low an-
gles of attack, the vortices may remain separate as sketched
with solid lines in Figure 10. With increasing angle of attack,
the breakdown of the strake vortex may be triggered by the
breakdown of the main vortex (Verhaagen, 1995).

At higher angles of attack, the vortices may interact, coil
up, and merge as sketched with dashed lines, especially if
the aircraft has a sideslip angle (see also the flow visualiza-
tion picture in Flow Visualization by Direct Injection Tech-
nique). The process of coiling up and merging is sensitive
to Reynolds number (Hebbar, Platzer and Fritzelas, 2000).
Strake and wing vortices are coiled up at low Reynolds num-

Figure 10. Schematic of a generic aircraft configuration with fore-
body, strake, and wing vortices. Interaction of strake and wing vor-
tices is shown with dashed lines.

bers, whereas they become separated at high Reynolds num-
bers. Vortex interactions over generic double delta wings may
become more complex for maneuvering aircraft (Grismer and
Nelson, 1995).

10 VORTEX CONTROL TECHNIQUES

Controlling vortical flows over delta wings may have various
benefits such as enhancement of lift force and delay of stall,
generation of forces and moments for flight control, and at-
tenuation of wing and fin buffeting. These objectives require
modifications to the vortex location, strength and structure,
and can be met with active and passive flow control methods
(see Aerodynamic Flow Control). For slender delta wings,
delay of the vortex breakdown (Mitchell and Delery, 2001) is
the primary goal of flow control methods, which is possible
with the modifications to the swirl level and external pres-
sure gradient. For nonslender delta wings, control of flow
reattachment becomes a more important goal.

The use of control surfaces such as leading-edge flaps
makes it possible to control the location and strength of the
leading-edge vortices (Rao and Campbell, 1987). Since the
entire vorticity of the leading-edge vortices originates from
the separation point along the leading-edge, leading-edge
flaps are particularly effective. Upward or downward deflec-
tion of flaps can be used for improving performance, landing,
or aerodynamic maneuvers. Because most of the vorticity
with the vortex core originates from a small region near the
apex of the wing, an apex flap can also be an effective control
surface. Blowing and suction at the leading-edge, trailing-
edge (which has applications in thrust vectoring of aircraft),
or along the core have differences in terms of their effects
on swirl level and pressure gradient affecting the vortex core
(Gursul, Wang and Vardaki, 2007). Along-the-core blowing
is the most effective method for delaying vortex breakdown.
Plasma-based actuators are promising as they do not intro-
duce mechanical control surfaces or plumbing for blowing
techniques.

Active flow control using high frequency (Strouhal num-
ber based on the chord length on the order of unity) has
small effect on vortex breakdown (as we would expect from
the discussion on the frequency response of vortex break-
down) but can excite the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability of the
separated shear layer and promote reattachment for nonslen-
der delta wings. The resulting lift enhancement at the post-
stall incidences is orders of magnitude more effective than
steady blowing. Here, the effectiveness is defined as the ratio
of the force coefficient increment to momentum coefficient,
�CN/Cµ.
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11 SUMMARY

Leading-edge vortices develop on highly swept wings as a re-
sult of flow separation and increase the lift force. The vortex
lift increases with increasing sweep angle and can be pre-
dicted well with the leading-edge suction analogy. At a high
angle of attack, the leading-edge vortices break down or burst,
resulting in nearly stagnant axial flow downstream. This phe-
nomenon causes the wing stall for slender delta wings.

Vortex flows over delta wings are highly unsteady. Vortex
breakdown is the main phenomenon that causes unsteadiness,
although others such as shear layer instabilities, vortex inter-
actions, and vortex shedding may also be important. Wing and
fin buffeting are observed when the frequencies of the vortex
instabilities are close to the natural frequencies of the struc-
tural modes. Leading-edge vortices in unsteady flows exhibit
substantial time lag and hysteresis effects. Self-induced roll
oscillations of slender delta wings and fighter aircraft, known
as wing rock, are driven by the leading-edge vortices.

Multiple vortices that form over aircraft may interact with
each other during a maneuver. In certain flight regimes or
maneuvers, it may be necessary to control the location and
strength of the leading-edge vortices by means of active and
passive flow control techniques.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

AR = aspect ratio
c = chord length
CL = lift force coefficient
CN = normal force coefficient
CP = pressure coefficient
Cµ = momentum coefficient
f = frequency
Re = Reynolds number
u = velocity
U∞ = freestream velocity
x = chordwise distance
y = spanwise distance
z = normal (to the wing surface) distance
α = angle of attack
ω = radial frequency
φ = roll angle
τ = time constant
� = leading-edge sweep angle
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is the objective of this chapter to provide an overview of
the major aerodynamic phenomena that occur on missiles
and to introduce the reader to some of the methods to predict
these phenomena. To this end, three situations are discussed:
the missile at zero angle of attack (generating zero lift), the
missile at small angle of attack, and the missile at large angle
of attack. The first case provides an understanding of the
wave drag generated in supersonic flight and of the rules to
minimize this type of drag. The second case is shown to lead
to a surprisingly simple theory to predict the aerodynamic
forces and moments in subsonic, transonic, and supersonic
flight. In the third case, missiles flying at large angles of attack
generate strong vortices whose understanding and prediction
is still a matter of continuing concern and challenge for the
missile designer.

2 MISSILES AT ZERO ANGLE
OF ATTACK

For flows over typical missile configurations, that is, bodies
of revolution, low-aspect-ratio wings, or wing–body con-
figurations with wings of low aspect ratio, it was possible
to develop methods that require little computational effort,
yet yield good first estimates of the aerodynamic forces and
moments provided the assumptions of small perturbation the-
ory are satisfied. Use of the word “slender” implies that this
assumption is satisfied. Let us first study the incompressible
inviscid flow over a low-aspect-ratio wing at zero angle of
attack.

Consider a non-cambered, symmetric, low-aspect-ratio
wing at zero angle of attack whose thickness distribution is
described by

h = f (x, y) (1)

Figure 1 shows such a wing. Remember that to be considered
a low-aspect-ratio wing, we require c > B.

For a symmetric thickness distribution at zero angle of
attack, we have a body that produces zero lift. The flow over
this type of body can be modeled by using a distribution of
sources in the wing’s chord plane z = 0.

Consider the flow originating from a point source. The
flow through the spherical surface at distance r from the point
source is given by

4�r2vr = λ (2)

where vr is the radial outward flow velocity and λ is the
source strength. The radial outward flow velocity is related
to the velocity potential by differentiation with respect to r,
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Figure 1. A low-aspect-ratio wing.

hence

4�r2 ∂ϕ

∂r
= λ (3)

Integration yields the equation for the velocity potential of
the source:

ϕ = −λ

4�r
(4)

If the source is located at the point (ξ, η, 0), then the velocity
potential of the source flow is given by

ϕ(x, y, z) = − λ

4�[(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2 + z2]
1/2 (5)

If we now distribute sources at z = 0 within the confines of
the wing, the velocity potential of incompressible flow over
a wing at zero angle of attack is given by the double integral
over the above expression. However, in general, the source
strength will vary from location to location; hence, the source
strength must be written as a function of ξ and η. Integrating
over the whole wing area then yields

ϕ(x, y, z) = − 1

4�

∫ ∫
λ(ξ, η)

[(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2 + z2]
1/2 dξdη

(6)

Note the distinction between the source coordinates ξ and η

and the coordinates of a point in the flow field x, y, z!
In the above expression, the source strength is unknown.

Hence, a condition must be found to relate the source strength
to the thickness distribution of the wing. In inviscid flow, the
flow must be tangent to the surface element of the wing.
Using the linearized flow tangency condition, we can write
(the “prime” superscript indicating differentiation with
respect to x)

w(x, y, 0) = Uh′(x, y) (7)

Furthermore, we know that the strength of a source also rep-
resents the volumetric flow rate of the source. Since one-half
of the fluid flows out each side of a source panel, and since
the volumetric flow per unit area is a velocity, we have

λ(ξ, η) = 2w(ξ, η, 0+) (8)

Combining the last two equations then yields a relationship
between the source strength and the local streamwise surface
slope of the wing. Using the source coordinates ξ and η, we
therefore can write

λ(ξ, η) = 2U
∂h(ξ, η)

∂ξ
= 2Uh′(ξ, η) (9)

and the velocity potential for the flow over the whole wing
becomes

ϕ(x, y, z) = − U

2�

∫ ∫
h′(ξ, η)

[(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2 + z2]
1/2 dξdη

(10)

For any given wing, the thickness distribution h(ξ, η) is
known, and therefore we can easily obtain its derivative with
respect to ξ. Then we could perform the integration in the
above equation to obtain the velocity potential. However, it
is more instructive to first express the equation in a slightly
different form.

Remember that for low-aspect-ratio wings, the range of η

will be quite small. Thus, for any reasonable distance away
from the wing, the y coordinate will be much greater than the
η coordinate. In this case, we can replace the denominator in
the above equation by [(x − ξ)2 + y2 + z2], and the resulting
velocity potential will be a good approximation for the far
field. This also suggests that it might be helpful to divide the
velocity potential into two parts, that of the “far field” and
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that for the “near field”. This is done in the following manner:

2�

U
ϕ(x, y, z) = −

∫ ∫
h′(ξ, η)

[(x − ξ)2 + y2 + z2]
1/2 dξdη

−
∫ ∫

h′(ξ, η)

[
1

[(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2 + z2]
1/2

− 1

[(x − ξ)2 + y2 + z2]
1/2

]
dξdη (11)

The first term is the velocity potential of the far field, and
the second term represents the velocity potential of the near-
field. Note that when the y coordinate is much greater than
the η coordinate, the difference between the two terms in the
second integral becomes vanishingly small, and we are left
only with the far-field velocity potential. Let us look more
closely at the first integral.

The denominator in the first integral is not a function of η;
hence, we can easily integrate with respect to η. In doing
so, we encounter the integral over the thickness distribu-
tion, which is the cross-sectional area Q(x) at the streamwise
station x:

Q(x) = 2

+b(x)/2∫
−b(x)/2

h(x, y)dy (12)

Differentiating with respect to x, we have

dQ(x)

dx
= Q′(x) = 2

+b(x)/2∫
−b(x)/2

h′(x, y)dy (13)

Hence, the first integral in the above expression for the
velocity potential becomes

2�

U
ϕ(x, y, z) = −1

2

c∫
0

Q′(ξ)

[(x − ξ)2 + y2 + z2]
1/2 dξ (14)

This is an extremely interesting result, for we see that the
velocity potential for the far field is only a function of the
total cross-sectional area distribution in the streamwise direc-
tion. Hence, bodies of revolution, low-aspect-ratio wings,
and wing–body configurations, which have the same cross-
sectional area distributions, generate the same far field!

Let us now turn to the second integral that describes the
near field. To obtain an analytical expression, we approx-
imate the integrand in the following manner. We replace
each infinitesimal source panel of size dξdη by a strip from

x = −∞ to x = + ∞, which has a constant source strength
equal to that of the infinitesimal panel under consideration.
Hence, instead of integrating in the streamwise direction from
the leading edge to the trailing edge, we integrate from minus
infinity to plus infinity and we replace the variable source
strength by a constant source strength. These changes are
justified by recognizing that the contributions of sources far
away from the source panel on the wing are very small and
that the variation of the source strength in the streamwise
direction is small. The error introduced by these changes can
be shown to be of second order.

The second integral therefore can be written as

−
+∞∫

−∞
dξ

+b(x)/2∫
−b(x)/2

h′(x, η)

[
1

[(x − ξ)2 + (y − η)2 + z2]
1/2

− 1

[(x − ξ)2 + y2 + z2]
1/2

]
dη (15)

This expression can now be integrated with respect to ξ.
Furthermore, the last term can also be integrated with respect
to η in a manner similar to that done for the far-field potential,
that is, the result can be put in terms of the cross-sectional
area distribution Q. The result is

2

+b(x)/2∫
−b(x)/2

h′(x, η) ln[(y−η)2 + z2]
1/2

dη−Q′(x)ln(y2 + z2)
1/2

(16)

The complete perturbation velocity potential is then
(combining the near-field and the far-field potentials)

ϕ(x, y, z) = U

�

+b(x)/2∫
−b(x)/2

h′(x, η) ln
√

(y − η)2 + z2dη + �sp

(17)

�sp = − U

4�

c∫
0

Q′(ξ)

[(x − ξ)2 + y2 + z2]
1/2 dξ

− U

2�
Q′(x)ln(y2 + z2)

1/2
(18)

The first term in the above equation has the form of a two-
dimensional source. Recall that the velocity potential for
the two-dimensional source flow is ϕ = ln r! Thus, this
term represents a distribution of two-dimensional sources
in the spanwise direction. These sources produce a cross
flow in each y–z plane, which is completely independent of
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conditions at any other y–z plane. Hence, this term is called
the cross-flow potential. The other two terms give the influ-
ence of those parts of the wing (or wing–body combination
or body of revolution) situated further upstream and down-
stream from the y–z plane being considered. Hence, these
terms give the “spatial influence” that we denote as �sp. It is
important to note that the spatial influence depends only on
the total cross-sectional area distribution Q(x). It makes no
difference how the area is distributed over any given cross sec-
tion. The result depends only on how the total cross-sectional
area varies in the streamwise direction!

The spatial influence can be further simplified by noting
that y2 + z2 = r2 and evaluating the spatial influence for
vanishingly small r:

�sp(x) = U

4�
Q′(x)ln

1

4x(c − x)

− U

4�

c∫
0

(
Q′(ξ) − Q′(x)

)
|x − ξ| dξ (19)

2.1 Wave drag

A similar analysis can be performed for supersonic flow. It
shows that the cross-flow potential remains unchanged, and
the spatial influence becomes

�sp(x) = U

2�


Q′(x) ln

(
β

2x

)
−

x∫
0

[Q′(ξ) − Q′(x)]

x − ξ
dξ


(20)

where β2 = M2 − 1
While, of course, there will be no finite drag in inviscid

incompressible or subsonic flow, the integration of the pres-
sure distribution will yield a finite drag in supersonic flow,
that is, the wave drag. Knowing the perturbation velocity
potential, one can compute the linearized pressure coeffi-
cient and then determine the drag by integration. It turns out
that the wave drag is a function only of the spatial influence
�sp, which is a function only of the total cross-sectional area
distribution Q(x).

2.2 Equivalence rule or area rule

The preceding analysis, first given by Keune (1952) and
Keune and Oswatitsch (1953), was based on the linearized
potential equation for purely subsonic or supersonic flow.
A similar analysis based on the nonlinear transonic small
disturbance equation leads to the same conclusion, first com-
municated by Oswatitsch (1952) at the 8th International

Congress for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (see also
Oswatitsch and Keune, 1955).

He stated the equivalence rule in the following form:

1. Far away from a general slender body, the flow becomes
axisymmetric and equal to the flow around the equivalent
body of revolution;

2. Near the slender body, the flow differs from that around
the equivalent body of revolution by a two-dimensional
constant-density cross-flow part that makes the flow
tangency condition satisfied;

3. The wave drag is equal to that of the equivalent body of
revolution whenever
a. either the body ends with an axisymmetric portion,
b. or the body ends in a point,
c. or the body ends in a cylindrical portion parallel to

the freestream.

At about the same time, Whitcomb (1956) found this rule
independently in wind tunnel tests at the NACA Langley
Research Laboratory. It is usually referred to as the area
rule. The results were declassified and published in 1956.
Whitcomb’s results are shown in Figure 2. It is interesting
that the area rule was first recognized by Otto Frenzl in 1943
in wind tunnel tests carried out at the German Junkers air-
plane company. Although he documented them in the German
Patent No. 932410, dated 21 March 1944, Whitcomb was
unaware of this work.

An additional question comes to mind immediately. What
are the shapes that give the minimum wave drag? This ques-
tion was first answered by von Karman (1936) and by Haack
(1947) and Sears (1947).

Von Karman considered bodies of revolution that end with
a finite base area, whereas Haack and Sears considered the
case when the body of revolution is pointed at both ends
and the volume is given. The area and thickness distributions
pertaining to these two cases are shown in Figure 3. It turns
out that the drag is not very sensitive to small departures from
the optimum, provided the area distribution is kept smooth.

3 MISSILES AT SMALL ANGLES
OF ATTACK

Let us now discuss lifting flow past bodies of revolution,
low-aspect-ratio wings, and slender wing–body combina-
tions. In the preceding analysis of the flow over non-lifting
slender wings and bodies, we had to distinguish between sub-
sonic and supersonic flow and we omitted any analysis of
transonic flow because of the difficulty to solve the nonlinear
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Figure 2. Whitcomb’s measurements. (a) Unmodified body and (b) indented body. Reproduced from Whitcomb (1956) c© NACA.

transonic small perturbation equation. In contrast, the case
of lifting flow over slender wings and bodies can be treated
with a single theory. The reason for this happy development
will become apparent as we proceed with the analysis.
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Figure 3. Sears–Haack and von Karman bodies. (a) Area distri-
bution and (b) thickness distribution. Reproduced with permission
from Ashley and Landahl (1965) c© Pearson Education, Inc.

Figure 4. Body of revolution.

Consider first the flow over the body of revolution shown
in Figure 4. A coordinate system is attached to the nose of the
missile such that the x coordinate coincides with the missile
axis, r = R(x) is the missile radius (which is a function of x),
and RB is the base radius.

For simplicity, we assume steady flow. The missile is mov-
ing to the left with velocity U at an angle of attack α. Consider
a plane fixed in space and normal to the flight direction.
Figure 5 shows the missile at three different times as it passes
through this plane. We observe in Figure 6 that the cross sec-
tion grows with time and moves downward. Note that we
show the intersections of the missile with the fixed plane as
circles, although they are in reality ellipses. However, for
small angles of attack, we can ignore this difference. For
clarity, the angle of attack has been greatly exaggerated in
Figure 5.

Visualize the flow pattern that is generated by the mis-
sile in the fixed plane. The air must move radially outward
in order to accommodate the changing missile cross section.
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Figure 5. A missile penetrating the plane fixed in space at successive times (a), (b) and (c).

Furthermore, the missile axis is seen to move downward with
the velocity wa (the subscript “a” denoting “axis”). The veloc-
ity wa is determined by the flight speed and the angle of attack.
Note that wa could be a function of x for a flexible or an oscil-
lating missile. An observer located in the fixed plane will see
a flow pattern generated by a cylinder (of length dx), which is
moving with the velocity wa and whose diameter is growing
or shrinking.

Since we are dealing with slender bodies at small angles of
attack, the velocities wa are quite small, even though the flight
speed may be supersonic. Hence, the flow problem generated
in the fixed plane can be treated as an incompressible flow
problem. It may at first seem counterintuitive that a satisfac-
tory solution for supersonic flow over a missile at small angle
of attack can be obtained by considering only the incompress-
ible flow in the fixed plane normal to the flight speed, that is,
by considering only the “cross-flow” problem. However, the
preceding analysis of non-lifting flow over slender bodies or
wings has already shown the existence of a cross-flow and
a spatial influence. For the case of lifting flow, the spatial
influence vanishes (in a first-order approximation). The rea-
son for this simplification becomes clear if one recalls that
lifting flows are modeled by distributing doublets instead of
sources. Doublet solutions are obtained from source solutions
by differentiation in the direction of the doublet axis (in this
case, the z axis). Differentiation of equation (17) with respect

to z leads only to a cross flow (with a doublet distribution)
because the spatial influence depends only on the x coordi-
nate and hence vanishes. Let us, therefore, analyze the flow
in the cross-flow plane.

3.1 Cross-flow analysis

An alternate view of the cross flow can be obtained by using
the missile as the frame of reference as shown in Figure 7.
The cross flow is seen to be the same as that generated by
a two-dimensional doublet with its axis pointed in the z
direction. Therefore, the required cross-flow analysis merely
requires to obtain the solution for incompressible inviscid
two-dimensional flow over a cylinder. This flow problem is
well known (see Ashley and Landahl, 1965). It leads to the
following result for the local lift on the body of revolution

L′(x) = ρ∞U
∂

∂x
[R2(x)wa(x)]� (21)

and introducing the local air mass m(x) =ρ∞�R2(x), the local
lift can be expressed as

L′(x) = U
∂

∂x
[m(x)wa(x)] (22)

Figure 6. Region of fixed plane occupied by missile at successive times (a), (b) and (c).
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Figure 7. Doublet flow in cross-flow plane.

It is apparent that the local lift is caused by the “convection
effect” as the missile moves with the speed U through the
cross-flow plane. If the missile flies at a steady angle of attack
α, then wa would be U sin α or Uα for small α. However, if
the missile is oscillating, then wa would be also a function
of time, and this local rate of change would have to be taken
into account by writing

L′(x, t) =
(

∂

∂t
+ U

∂

∂x

)
[m(x)wa(x, t)] (23)

Hence, we can also write

L′(x, t) = d

dt
[m(x)wa(x, t)] (24)

We recognize that the local lift is given by the total
rate of change of the momentum given by the expression
m(x) wa (x, t). Clearly, this is Newton’s second law!

The missile imparts a change in momentum to a certain
amount of air, and, as a reaction, the missile experiences a lift
force. Note that for a body of revolution, this amount of air is
exactly equal to the air it displaces. This air mass is usually
denoted as “apparent” or “virtual” mass.

To obtain the total lift on the missile, we integrate from
nose to tail:

L =
∫

L′dx = �ρ∞U

tail∫
nose

∂

∂x
[R2(x)wa(x)]dx (25)

For example, consider a body of revolution at constant small
angle of attack α. Then as explained above,

wa(x) = Uα (26)

and the total lift will be

L = �ρ∞U2α[R2(tail) − R2(nose)] (27)

If the body has a pointed nose and a flat tail of base radius
RB, the total lift is

L = ρ∞U2�αR2
B (28)

If we define a lift coefficient using the base area as the ref-
erence area, then division by the dynamic pressure ρ∞U2/2

Figure 8. Slender wing with monotonically increasing span.
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and the base area �R2
B yields the simple formula

Cl = 2α (29)

This result, first derived by Munk (1924) in his analysis of
low-speed flow over airships, leads to the following interest-
ing observations:

1. No lift will be generated if the body has a constant
diameter.

2. No lift will be generated if the body has a pointed
nose and tail, although an unstable pitching moment will
occur.

Since the development of the above slender body theory has
been predicated on small perturbation theory, the question
naturally arises as to how “slender” the bodies must be. For
reasonable accuracy, a length-to-diameter ratio of 10 or more
is desired. More important than this, however, is the require-
ment that all slopes are small and change gradually. For
example, slender body theory would be applicable to a pro-
jectile with a parabolic–arc nose but not to a cone–cylinder
missile.

3.2 Lift on a slender wing

Jones (1946) recognized in 1946 that Munk’s analysis also
applies to high-speed flows, and he extended it to the determi-
nation of the lift on the slender low-aspect-ratio wing shown
in Figure 8.

It is, therefore, often referred to as the Munk–Jones slender
body theory.

We start with the equation for the local lift

L′ = U
∂

∂x
[m(x)wa(x)] (30)

For a wing flying at steady angle of attack, we again set

wa(x) = Uα (31)

The “virtual mass” m(x) can be obtained by transforming
the wing cross section (a flat plate in this case) into a circle
by means of conformal mapping. Let us skip this exercise
and merely state that the virtual mass is that contained in the
circumscribed circle (whose diameter is equal to the local
wingspan b(x)). Hence,

m(x) = ρ∞�b2(x)

4
(32)

Assuming a pointed wing, integration from tip to trailing edge
then yields the total lift

L = ρ∞U2�αB2

4
(33)

or, using the definition of the aspect ratio AR = B2/S, where
B is the span at the trailing edge and S is the wing area, we
have

L = ρ∞U2�αS AR

4
(34)

Dividing this expression by the dynamic pressure and the
wing area S yields the lift coefficient

Cl = �α
AR

2
(35)

The comparison of this equation for lift with experimental
results shows that this simple approach gives good results for
aspect ratios below unity. For larger aspect ratios, one must
use lifting surface theory.

Finally, we give (without derivation) the result for wing–
body combinations with a pointed nose, where R and B are
the base radius and the wingspan at the trailing edge, as
previously defined

L = ρ∞U2�α

[
B2

4
− R2 + 4R4

B2

]
(36)

Setting R = 0 reduces this equation to the previous wing-
alone result. Similarly, setting R = B/2 gives the body-alone
result.

4 MISSILES AT LARGE ANGLES
OF ATTACK

For many years, it was an accepted design practice that a good
aerodynamic design was synonymous with the avoidance of
flow separation because of the losses due to flow separa-
tion. This rule was also accepted to hold for lift generation.
However, the need for the development of supersonic fighter
aircraft together with the use of highly swept wings led to the
recognition that flow separation from the leading edges of
delta wings or double-delta wings causes a highly organized
vortical flow field, which can enhance the lift generation.

For example, on a delta wing at high angle of attack,
the flow separates along its entire leading edge, and two
distinct vortices originate at the wing apex. These vortices,
in turn, induce relatively large velocities near the upper wing
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surface, and therefore, because of the Bernoulli law, the
surface pressure is reduced and the total lift acting on the
delta wing is significantly higher than predicted by linear
theory. However, at a certain angle of attack, the cores of
the concentrated vortices start to “burst”. The position of
the vortex “burst” moves upstream as the angle of attack is
further increased. This phenomenon is usually referred to as
“vortex breakdown”. It is accompanied by a lift decrease. At
even higher angles of attack, the vortex breakdown occurs
nearer to the wing apex, the flow breaks up into a nonsteady
turbulent wake, and no significant lift is generated any longer.
The flow structure and the vortex breakdown depend on the
Reynolds and the Mach number. These high-angle-of-attack
flow phenomena are explained in more detail in the chapter
on “High Angle of Attack Aerodynamics” (see High Angle
of Attack Aerodynamics).

Similar flow phenomena occur on bodies of revolution fly-
ing at high angle of attack. However, in this case, the shape
and position of the flow separation line depend on the body’s
geometry and the specific flow conditions. Once the flow
separation position is established, the vortex sheet, which
separates from the body surface, rolls again up into concen-
trated vortices. This is shown in Figure 9. As the angle of
attack is increased, the symmetric vortex structure of Fig-
ure 9 changes into an asymmetric structure. Naturally, the
onset of flow asymmetry generates significant side forces that
can affect the flight stability of the missile. A further increase
in angle of attack causes the vortex wake to break up into an
unsteady chaotic turbulent flow structure.

This brief discussion of high-angle-of-attack flows shows
that the resulting flow phenomena and structures are

Figure 9. Flow over body of revolution at high incidence angle.
Reproduced with permission from Van Dyke (1982) c© The
Parabolic Press.

Figure 10. “Sidewinder-like” missile configuration.

extremely complex even though the configuration may be
a simple delta wing or body of revolution. Obviously, the
flows become even more complex when one considers the
interaction between closely coupled canard–wing configura-
tions or wing–body configurations. Consider, for example,
the “Sidewinder” missile configuration, shown in Figure 10.
The aerodynamic forces and moments generated on this mis-
sile at moderate-to-high angles of attack critically depend
on the occurrence and stability of the vortices shed from
the missile body, the canard, and tail fins. It is obvious that
the above-discussed slender wing/body theory is quite inad-
equate to predict the aerodynamic characteristics needed for
the design of modern missiles.

Modern computational fluid dynamics codes can be used
to try to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of typical
missile configurations. An example of such computations
can be found in the study by Tuncer, Platzer and van Dyken
(1998), where the NASA-Ames-developed Navier–Stokes
code OVERFLOW was used to predict the normal force
and pitching moment on the Sidewinder-like missile con-
figuration of Figure 10. As can be seen in Figure 11, the
computations are in good agreement with the wind tunnel
tests for the normal force up to 20 degrees angle of attack
and up to 15 degrees for the pitching moment, but there are
large differences (especially for the pitching moment) at the
higher angles of attack. This is not surprising because even
small differences in the location of the computed vortices
can amount to significant differences between the computed
and measured pitching moments. For this reason, the missile
aerodynamicist is still often forced to resort to wind tunnel
and flight test data. The reader is referred to Moore (2000)
for a compilation of the available empirical and semiempiri-
cal aerodynamic data. Additional comprehensive information
can be found in the studies by Hemsch (1992), Mendenhall
(1992), and Rom (1992).

5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, it is shown that the aerodynamics of slender
missile configurations flying at zero or small angles of attack
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Figure 11. Normal force and pitching moment at M = 0.3. Repro-
duced with permission from Tuncer, Platzer and van Dyken (1998)
c© AIAA.

can be described by a relatively simple inviscid flow theory,
called slender body theory. At zero angle of attack, the flow is
composed of two contributions: a flow in planes perpendicu-
lar to the flight direction, the so-called cross flow, and a flow
that depends only on the variation of the missile cross section
in the flight direction. This recognition leads to the equiva-
lence or area rule, which states that the transonic/supersonic
wave drag is the same for missiles with equal cross-sectional
area distributions. This same slender body theory also leads
to the recognition that the lifting forces on missiles flying
at small angle of attack depend only on the cross flow. In
contrast, the flow generated by missiles flying at large angles
of attack is very complex due to strong vortices shed from

the missile body and wings, requiring the solution of the full
three-dimensional viscous flow equations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A rotorcraft can be defined as any aircraft that uses one or
more sets of rotary wings (or rotors) to provide aerodynamic
forces to sustain its flight. These rotors provide the primary
means of lift, propulsion, and control, which are generally
separated functions on other types of aircraft. Rotorcraft con-
cepts include the helicopter and autogiro, as well as hybrid
aircraft (such as the tiltrotor or tiltwing) that use both rotary
wings and fixed wings to combine certain flight characteris-
tics of the helicopter with those of an airplane. However, the
helicopter is the purest form of rotorcraft, and over the last
half century it has provided a unique capability within the avi-
ation spectrum. The most obvious attribute of the helicopter
is its ability to takeoff and land vertically, as well as to hover

efficiently and fly at low airspeeds, such capabilities being
important for many types of civil and military missions. Nev-
ertheless, the unique vertical flight and hovering capability of
the helicopter is not achieved without some cost, including
high levels of aerodynamic, dynamic, and structural com-
plexity, limits on achievable forward speed, and larger power
requirements compared to an airplane (see Leishman, 2007).

Although the helicopter as a concept can be traced back
several centuries, it was not until the mid-1930s that it was en-
gineered into a practical and useful aircraft (see, e.g., Taylor,
1984; Spenser, 1999). An evolutionary precursor to the heli-
copter was the autogiro, which had an unpowered rotor turned
by the action of the airflow as the aircraft moved forward,
a phenomenon called autorotation. An enabling technology
for the helicopter derived from the autogiro was the articu-
lated rotor system in which the blades are hinged so they can
freely flap up or down and lead and lag, thus making com-
pensatory adjustments to the otherwise significantly chang-
ing loads on the blades as they spin around the rotor shaft.
It soon became evident that the most logical development
of the autogiro was to directly power the rotor. With the in-
corporation of variable blade pitch into the articulated rotor
system to provide the pilot with precise flight control, the
enabling technologies needed to develop the helicopter were
at hand, and by the late 1930s the first true helicopters were
flying successfully. Within the next 2 decades, the capabili-
ties of helicopters had advanced substantially, especially after
turboshaft engines were used in their design. Since then, heli-
copters have been used for scores of military and commercial
applications and have become an indispensable part of the
aviation spectrum. Modern helicopters maximize their use
of advanced technologies such as innovative aerodynamic
designs, advanced lightweight composite structures, fly-
by-wire flight control systems, active vibration control
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devices, lightweight high-torque transmissions, high-
performance turboshaft engines, health and usage monitor-
ing, and adaptive structures.

2 AERODYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT

In general, the flow field around a helicopter is more com-
plex than that found on an airplane. While helicopters can
use different rotor configurations (such as single main rotor
with a tail rotor, overlapping tandems, coaxials, side-by-side
rotors, etc.), their general aerodynamic complexity is illus-
trated in Figure 1. This complexity stems, in part, from an
aerodynamic environment that is unique to rotors. The rotor
blades encounter a flow velocity that increases toward their
tips, which is where most of the aerodynamic forces are gen-
erated. Consequently, strong vortices trail into the wake from
the tips of each blade, and these vortices can remain close to
the rotor to produce a complicated three-dimensional induced
flow field that affects its aerodynamic loads, performance, vi-
bration levels, aeroelasticity, and acoustics. The blades can
interact locally with these vortices to produce strong time-
dependent airloads that lead to high levels of rotor vibration
and impulsive noise. The rotor wake also influences the flow
over the airframe, and the aerodynamic impingement of tip
vortices on the airframe can be a source of significant vibra-
tion levels. In forward flight, the blades encounter a more
asymmetric velocity field that is strongly biased toward the
advancing side of the rotor disk. In this case, the blade air-
loads become even more unsteady and three dimensional,
and the path of the vortices trailed into the wake becomes
considerably more complicated and difficult to predict.

As helicopters fly forward faster, the blade tips on the
advancing side of the rotor disk become transonic, which
produces higher drag and requires more power to drive the
rotor. The periodic development of shock waves is also a
source of obtrusive noise. On the retreating side of the disk,
the relative flow velocities are lower and the blades must
operate at increasingly higher angles of attack to maintain
rotor thrust, propulsion, and control, the blade sections even-
tually exhibiting flow separation. Because of the unsteady
nature of the rotor flow in forward flight, the blades can en-
counter a serious problem called dynamic stall, which is a
source of high blade loads that eventually limits the maximum
attainable forward speed of the helicopter. Another problem
with the helicopter is the high parasitic drag produced by
its relatively unstreamlined airframe and exposed rotor shaft,
hub, and blade attachments, which leads to rapidly growing
power requirements that can also limit forward speeds.

In attempts to expand the flight envelope of the helicopter,
all of the foregoing aerodynamic problems have been the sub-
ject of extensive research. The most active areas of research
include predicting three-dimensional transonic tip flows,
optimizing the blade tip shape for reduced compressibility
losses, the design of better performing airfoil sections, under-
standing the structure of the blade tip vortices and role of the
rotor wake on rotor performance and blade loads, predicting
unsteady aerodynamic effects and mitigating dynamic stall,
and minimizing the sources of parasitic drag (see Leishman,
2007). Furthermore, the mutual interactions between the
flow fields of the main rotor, tail rotor, and the airframe
all contribute to the complexity of the aerodynamics of the
helicopter, such phenomena having been extensively studied
in attempts to mitigate serious adverse effects, including

Figure 1. The aerodynamics of a helicopter in forward flight is complicated compared to that of airplanes.
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high vibrations and adverse handling qualities. An emphasis
on reducing helicopter noise levels has also generated new
fundamental knowledge of rotor acoustics. Outcomes from
all of this research have been used to improve the methods
of design to help mitigate various aeromechanical problems
and so to progressively increase the performance of the
helicopter and other types of rotorcraft.

3 GLOBAL THEORY OF ROTOR
ANALYSIS

A primary goal in rotorcraft aerodynamics is the accurate as-
sessment of blade loads and rotor performance. Many meth-
ods can be brought to bear in making such assessments, these
ranging from momentum theory to advanced computational
fluid dynamics. The most fundamental approach is to con-
sider the rotor as an actuator disk over which the conserva-
tion laws of fluid mechanics are applied in an integral form.
In this approach, which is often called the simple momentum
theory and directly stems from the work of Rankine (1865),
Froude (1878), and Glauert (1935), the conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy is applied under the assumptions of
an ideal inviscid, incompressible, and quasi-one-dimensional
flow.

The practical use of the momentum theory requires the
correct flow model and the definition of a control volume

for the flight conditions of interest, that is, hovering
flight, forward flight, climb, descent, and so on (see Gessow
and Myers, 1952; Johnson, 1980; Leishman, 2006). Differ-
ent flow models must also be adopted for the aerodynamic
analysis of multi-rotor systems (i.e., tandem and coaxial ro-
tors) to account for rotor-on-rotor aerodynamic interference
effects. Despite its various assumptions and simplifications,
the simple momentum theory can give good first estimates
of rotor performance (e.g., thrust and power) without having
to delve into the details of what is happening locally on the
blades. Another main advantage is that this theory predicts
the ideal or maximum levels of performance relative to which
an actual rotor can be compared to determine its efficiency
in producing thrust.

3.1 Hovering flight

The spinning rotor generates a vertical force (thrust) by the
action of the rotor blades on the air, energy being supplied
as a torque through the rotor’s shaft. While flow visualiza-
tion experiments show that the rotor aerodynamics are com-
plicated even in hover, with intertwining helicoidal vortices
trailed from each blade tip and embedded turbulent vortical
wake sheets further inboard (Figure 2), a suitable control vol-
ume is easily defined. Using conservation of mass, the mass
flow rate, ṁ, is constant within the boundaries of the rotor

Figure 2. Flow visualization of a rotor in hover and an idealized control volume surrounding its flow field.
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4 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

wake, which for hovering flight under the stated assumptions
leads to ṁ = ρAvi = ρA∞w, where A is the rotor disk area
and A∞ is the slipstream area. Conservation of momentum
equates the rotor thrust T to the net time rate of change of
momentum of fluid out of the control volume, ṁw. From
conservation of energy, the work done on the rotor is Tvi,
which is equal to the gain in energy of the fluid per unit time,
1
2 ṁw2. Manipulating these foregoing equations gives the re-
sult w = 2vi (which is also the same in a vertical climb),
and from mass conservation, the slipstream area becomes
A∞ = A/2. Experiments have shown that the wake contrac-
tion is not as much as this because of viscous effects and other
“non-ideal” losses, which increase the power requirements to
produce a given thrust. The pressure variation through the ro-
tor flow can be determined by the application of Bernoulli’s
equation to above and below the rotor disk (but not directly
across the disk); the jump in pressure �p over the disk (which
is uniform in the ideal case) is equal to the ratio T/A, which
is called the disk loading, DL.

The momentum theory shows that the induced velocity,
vi, at the plane of the rotor disk in hover is

vi =
√

T

2ρA
=

√
DL

2ρ
= vh (1)

where vh will be used as a reference for the climb, descent,
and forward flight cases. The power required, Pi, to hover (all
from induced sources in this ideal case) is

Pi = Tvh = T

√
T

2ρA
= T 3/2

√
2ρA

(2)

The efficiency of the rotor can be defined by its power load-
ing, PL, which is ratio of the thrust produced to the power
consumed. The induced (ideal) power required to hover is
given by Pideal = Pi = Tvh, so that the power loading will be
inversely proportional to the induced velocity in the plane of
the disk, that is,

PL = T

Pi
=

√
2ρA

T
=

√
2ρ

DL
= (vh)−1 (3)

As shown in Figure 3, the power loading (and hence the hov-
ering efficiency) decreases quickly with increasing disk load-
ing (note the logarithmic scales). To this end, the disk load-
ing must be designed to be as low as practical. This goal
obviously requires a relatively large rotor diameter, which
is a physical characteristic of all helicopters. Tiltrotors, by
virtue of their hybrid design (i.e., with resulting flight char-
acteristics common to both helicopters and airplanes), have

Figure 3. Rotor power loading versus disk loading for values of
constant values of figure of merit (FM).

smaller rotors that operate at higher disk loadings than do
helicopters.

As with airplanes, nondimensional coefficients are em-
ployed in rotorcraft analysis. All velocities are generally
nondimensionalized by the hover tip speed �R and all lengths
by the rotor radius R. The thrust coefficient (US customary
definition) is defined as CT = T/ρA(�R)2. Therefore, the
induced inflow ratio λi is given by

λi = vi

�R
= 1

�R

√
T

2ρA
=

√
CT

2
= λh (4)

The corresponding rotor power coefficient is CP =
P/ρA(�R)3 so that for the hovering rotor,

CP = CT λh = CT

√
CT

2
= C

3/2
T√
2

(5)

Another efficiency parameter used frequently in rotor design
is called the figure of merit, FM, this quantity being calculated
using the foregoing momentum theory as a basis. The value
of FM is determined from the ratio of the ideal power required
to hover to the actual power required at the shaft, so it is a
measure of rotor efficiency at a given operating condition.
In practice, measured values of FM between 0.6 and 0.75
represent good performance for a helicopter rotor, with actual
measurements of full-scale rotors being shown in Figure 3.
The power consumed by a rotor will comprise both induced
and profile parts, so the FM can be written as

FM = Pideal

Pactual
= Pideal

Pinduced + Pprofile
= Tvh

κTvh + P0
(6)
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where P0 is called the profile power, this contribution being
mainly from the viscous shear forces acting on the blades.
Profile losses must be calculated from a blade element anal-
ysis. The coefficient κ usually has a value of between 1.1
and 1.2 for a well-designed rotor, which results in an average
inflow higher than the ideal because of aerodynamic phe-
nomena such as non-uniform inflow, tip losses, wake swirl,
etc. The resulting power loading, PL, depends on the FM
of the rotor as well as on its disk loading, which can be
written as

PL =
√

2ρ FM√
DL

(7)

Clearly, the most efficient hovering performance is obtained
when the disk loading can be minimized and the FM is simul-
taneously maximized (Figure 3). In practice, the FM by itself
is more useful for making a comparative study of various ro-
tors that have different blade designs but otherwise operate at
substantially the same disk loadings; rotors with higher disk
loadings will always achieve higher values of FM, all other
factors being equal.

The relationship between FM and rotor thrust (in the form
of blade loading coefficient, CT /σ) is shown in Figure 4 for
different values of rotor solidity, σ. Here, σ is defined as the
ratio of the total blade area to the area of the disk, that is,
σ = Nbc/�R, where Nb is the number of blades, although
weighted solidities may be used (see Leishman, 2006). The
quantity CT /σ is proportional to the mean operating lift co-
efficient of the rotor. Depending on the blade design and the
airfoil sections being used, the FM curve will reach a max-
imum followed by a gradual decrease, the latter behavior
arising because of flow separation and stall over parts of the
blades, which results in higher profile drag as well as some
loss of lift.

Figure 4. Representative variation of rotor FM for a subscale heli-
copter rotor as a function of its blade loading coefficient.

3.2 Vertical climb and descent

The climb case has a non-zero upstream velocity, Vc

(Figure 2). If the hover value of induced velocity, vh, is used
as a reference, then in a climb the induced velocity at the
rotor is

vi

vh
= −

(
Vc

2vh

)
+

√(
Vc

2vh

)2

+ 1

≈ 1 −
(

Vc

2vh

)
for low rates of climb (8)

The corresponding power needed to climb, P , relative to that
required to hover, Ph, is

P

Ph
= T (Vc + vi)

Tvh
=

(
Vc

vh

)
rotor

+
(

vi

vh

)
induced

(9)

The two terms on the right-hand side of the above equation
comprise, respectively, the work done on the rotor to increase
the helicopter’s altitude (i.e., to acquire a potential energy)
and the work done by the rotor on the air during that pro-
cess (i.e., the irrecoverable induced loss). Substituting equa-
tion (8) into the previous equation and rearranging gives

P

Ph
= Vc

2vh
+

√(
Vc

2vh

)2

+ 1

≈
(

Vc

2vh

)
+ 1 for low rates of climb (10)

Notice that the power required to climb is always greater
than to hover, but the induced power becomes a progressively
smaller fraction of the total power required. In practice, the
vertical rates of climb for a rotorcraft are relatively low so
that generally Vc/vh < 1.

In descending flight, Vc < 0 and a slightly different flow
model must be adopted. In this case, the flow at the rotor can
become more complicated. If |Vc| is at least 2vh then the flow
will always be upwards through the rotor and the slipstream is
well defined. However, for cases where the descent velocity
of the rotor is less than this value, the flow velocity inside the
control volume could be upward or downward, and a closed
volume over which to apply the conservation laws cannot be
unambiguously defined; in this case, there is no exact solution
for vi. If |Vc| > 2vh then it can be shown that

vi

vh
= −

(
Vc

2vh

)
−

√(
Vc

2vh

)2

− 1 (11)
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Figure 5. (a) Induced velocity; and (b) power curves for a rotor operating in axial flight.

and the corresponding power required is

P

Ph
= Vc

2vh
−

√(
Vc

2vh

)2

− 1 (12)

The forgoing results are summarized in Figure 5. The ex-
tended broken lines are also solutions, but these are fictitious
because they contradict the assumed flow model. Notice that
the rotor flow can be subdivided into four operating regimes:
(i) the normal working state; (ii) the vortex ring state; (iii) the
turbulent wake state; (iv) the windmill brake state (in which
rotor can extract power from the air). The lines Vc + vi and
Vc + 2vi demarcate these four states. When the rotor starts
to operate in retrograde motion, a definite slipstream ceases
to exist and flow recirculation and turbulence will be pro-
duced, and eventually the powerful unsteadiness of the vortex
ring state is entered. Here, the induced velocity curve can be
defined approximately by using experimental measurements
(albeit these showing significant fluctuations), which can be
fitted with a curve (as shown) for practical use.

For operating conditions above the line Vc + vi = 0 in
Figure 5, the rotor needs power to be delivered to its shaft;
below this line, the rotor extracts power from the relative
airstream. No net power will be required for axial flight at
Vc/vh ≈ −1.8, that is, here, P = T (Vc + vi) = 0 or P/Ph =
0, which is called ideal vertical autorotation. An actual au-
torotational condition occurs at a slightly higher rate of de-
scent than this because there are non-ideal induced losses
and profile losses to overcome as well. In practice, an au-
torotation is a maneuver that a pilot can perform to land in
the event of a power loss or other mechanical problem in-
terrupting power delivery to the rotor. The pilot must give
the helicopter a sufficiently high rate of descent where the
energy to drive the rotor can now be obtained by giving up

altitude, although the high rates involved cannot be sustained
to the ground. Therefore, the pilot uses blade control inputs to
the rotor to arrest the helicopter’s rate of descent and reduce
forward speed, which requires a high level of skill because
without any power there is only one chance at the maneuver.
When power loss occurs too near the ground, the net energy
state of the helicopter (i.e., potential and stored rotor energy)
may be too low permit a vertical autorotation. However, with
some forward speed, the power required to drive the rotor is
lower than in hover (considered in the next section), so the
autorotative rate of descent is also lower.

3.3 Forward flight

The momentum theory analysis of a rotor in edgewise forward
flight was first formalized by Glauert (1928, 1935); a variation
of the flow model is shown in Figure 6. In this case, the
mass flow rate through the rotor is ṁ = ρAU, where U is the
resultant velocity at the disk as given by

U =
√

V 2∞ + 2V∞vi sin αD + v2
i (13)

and αD is the disk angle of attack. Application of the con-
servation laws in this case give T = ṁ(w + V∞ sin αD) −
ṁV∞ sin αD = ṁw andP = 1

2 ṁ
(
2V∞w sin αD + w2

)
. It can

be shown that w = 2vi, as before. The rotor thrust becomes

T = 2ṁvi = 2ρAvi

√
V 2∞ + 2V∞vi sin αD + v2

i (14)

In hovering flight, V∞ = 0 so that equation (14) reduces
to the correct result. Furthermore, in higher speed forward
flight V∞ � vi so that T → 2ρAviV∞, which is the lift on
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Figure 6. Momentum theory flow model for the analysis of a rotor under forward flight operations. Note: Angles exaggerated for clarity.

an elliptically loaded circular wing of radius R. Defining the
advance ratio of the rotor as µ = V∞ cos αD/�R and the in-
flow ratio by λ = (V∞ sin αD + vi)/�R = λc + λi leads to
the inflow equation

λ = µ tan αD + CT

2
√

µ2 + λ2
(15)

Notice that a disk angle, αD, is needed to produce the propul-
sive force, but this angle is not known a priori and must be es-
timated from a force equilibrium (i.e., trim) procedure. With
a small angle assumption, vertical equilibrium gives T = W ,
and horizontal equilibrium leads to αD = Vc/V∞ + D/T

where D is the drag on the helicopter. Although analytic solu-
tions to equation (15) are possible, selecting the appropriate
root can be problematic, and simple numerical procedures
such as fixed-point iteration or Newton–Raphson iteration
are used to solve the inflow equation at the trim state.

The power required in forward flight is P =
T (V∞ sin αD + vi) = TV∞ sin αD + Tvi, where the first
term is a propulsive and/or climb power, and the second term
is the induced power loss. In this case,

P

Ph
= T

T

(
λ

λh

)
= µ

λh
tan αD + λ√

µ2 + λ2
(16)

The total power, P , required for a helicopter in forward flight
can be estimated from the sum

P = Pi + P0 + Pp + Pc

= ρA(�R)3(CPi + CP0 + CPp + CPc ) (17)

where Pi is the component of the induced power, P0 is the
power required to overcome the profile drag on the blades,
Pp is the parasite power required, and Pc is the climb power
to increase the altitude of the helicopter. The induced power
coefficient is

CPi = κC2
T

2
√

λ2 + µ2

≈ κC2
T

2µ
for larger values of advance ratio (18)

where κ is an empirical value that accounts for a multitude
of non-ideal aerodynamic phenomena having their source in
viscosity, as previously explained. The value of κ may be dif-
ferent to that in hover, and may also change withµ, but assum-
ing κ = 1.15 is usually sufficient for initial performance esti-
mates. The profile power of the rotor must be estimated from
blade element considerations (see Section 5), and with certain
assumptions and approximations e.g., Cd = Cd0 = constant
this component becomes

CP0 = σCd0

8
(1 + K1µ

2 + K2µ
4) (19)

While K1 and K2 can take on various values; K1 = 4.65
and K2 = 0 may be used for preliminary rotor performance
estimates. The parasitic power requirements can be expressed
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Figure 7. Constituents of power required for a representative heli-
copter in level forward flight.

as

CPp = 1

2

(
f

A

)
µ3 (20)

where f is the equivalent parasitic drag area of the airframe
(in dimensional units). Values of f depend on the actual he-
licopter design and can be estimated from wind tunnel tests
of airframe models (with the rotor hub attached but without
the blades) or derived from performance measurements after
flight test. The total power required for forward flight can,
therefore, be written in coefficient form as

CP = κC2
T

2
√

λ2 + µ2
+ σCd0

8
(1 + 4.65µ2)

+ 1

2

(
f

A

)
µ3 + λcCT (21)

where the latter term represents the extra power needed for
the helicopter to climb (i.e., CPc ).

A power breakdown for a representative helicopter during
level forward flight operations is shown in Figure 7. In-
duced losses decrease quickly with forward speed but tend
to increase again at higher speeds because the rotor must op-
erate at higher values of CT (and so incurs higher losses)
to produce a propulsive force and still satisfy vertical force
equilibrium. Some additional power must be used to drive
the tail rotor, this contribution being estimated from the tail
rotor thrust needed to achieve yaw equilibrium.

From the resulting power curves, which will be a function
of vehicle weight and the operational density altitude, much
of the performance characteristics of the helicopter can be
deduced. For example, the maximum rate of climb will be
obtained at the speed for minimum power required relative
to the power available, that is, the speed for maximum excess

power. This speed will also be the best speed for the pilot to
fly the helicopter to achieve the minimum autorotative rate of
descent. Also, it can be seen from equation (21) that the power
required in high-speed forward flight increases quickly, so
much can be done to increase forward speeds by streamlining.
With a further knowledge of the specific fuel consumption of
the engine(s), estimates of flight range and endurance (for a
given fuel quantity) can also be obtained.

4 BLADE ELEMENT METHODS
OF ROTOR ANALYSIS

To calculate the distribution of aerodynamic forces over the
rotor blades, the blade element theory (BET) can be used.
The BET is also used for the analysis of propellers, its his-
tory being discussed by Tokaty (1971). The BET approach
forms the basis of most modern analyses of rotor performance
because it provides good predictions of the forces along the
blade span at very reasonable computational cost. The funda-
mental assumption in the BET is that each blade section acts
as a two-dimensional airfoil to produce aerodynamic forces,
with various types of corrections (both theoretical and em-
pirical) for three-dimensional effects. The influence of the
rotor wake (and all other aerodynamic influences) is assumed
to be contained in an inflow angle, φ, at each blade section
(see Figure 8). This angle will include the effects of the in-
duced velocity field from the rotor wake and from the effects

Figure 8. Aerodynamic environment at a typical blade element.
(a) Top view of blade; (b) blade element level. Note: Out-of-plane
velocity, Up comprises inflow and other sources.
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of blade motion (especially flapping), elastic bending, and
torsional deformations, as well as from perturbations by air-
frame components. The BET allows the effects of rotor de-
sign parameters such as blade twist, planform shape, airfoil
section, etc., to be examined.

Using the blade element approach, the rotor thrust coeffi-
cient can be written as

CT = 1

2�

∫ ψb=2�

ψb=0

∫ r=1

r=0
dCT (22)

which is simply the spanwise (r) and azimuthal (ψb) inte-
gral of all the increments to the thrust that are contributed
by the individual blade elements. The corresponding power
coefficient for the rotor is

CP = 1

2�

∫ ψb=2�

ψb=0

∫ r=1

r=0
dCP (23)

These latter equations apply in both hover and forward flight,
but their complexity is such that in all but special cases nu-
merical methods must be used to solve them.

The primary difficulty in evaluating CT and CP from equa-
tions (22) and (23) is that it is necessary to predict the local
sectional velocities and angles of attack at all of the blade el-
ements, which vary with r and ψb. Contributing significantly
to the angle of attack is the inflow, λ, which is generally non-
uniform over the rotor disk. Even when the angles of attack
are computed, the sectional aerodynamic coefficients must
still be determined. In some applications, the sectional lift
and drag coefficients can be derived from tabulated measure-
ments (at the Mach and Reynolds numbers appropriate to
each blade element), although three-dimensional effects and
unsteady aerodynamics must also be accounted for in some
manner too. However, with certain assumptions and approxi-
mations, it is possible to find closed-form analytical solutions.
For example, if the lift coefficient is assumed to be constant
across the blade (i.e., Cl = C̄L) and the blade is rectangu-
lar in planform (i.e., c(r) = constant) then in hovering flight
equation (22) integrates to CT = σC̄L/6, or the average lift
coefficient becomes C̄L = 6(CT /σ), where CT /σ is known
as the blade loading coefficient. Furthermore, using a con-
stant section drag coefficient approximation (i.e., Cd = Cd0 )
and a uniform inflow of magnitude κλ, for hovering flight
equation (23) integrates to

CP = κC
3/2
T√
2

+ σCd0

8
(24)

where the first term will be recognized from the simple mo-
mentum theory. In this case, the equation for FM can be

rewritten as

FM = Pideal

Pinduced + Pprofile
=

C
3/2
T√
2

κC
3/2
T√
2

+ σCd0

8

(25)

To maximize the values of FM, it is obvious that the induced
losses must be kept low, which must be done through blade
design. Furthermore, airfoils that have the lowest possible
drag coefficients must be used. Another way is to keep σ as
low as possible. However, reducing solidity must be done
with caution because this will elevate CT /σ (and so the av-
erage blade lift coefficients), eventually decreasing the stall
margin. Sufficient stall margin must be retained in all rotor
designs to produce enough thrust to give adequate forward
flight performance and for normal flight maneuvers.

The inflow over the rotor disk in hovering flight can be
predicted by using a hybrid blade-element/momentum anal-
ysis in which the rotor is idealized as a series of annular
rings and the fundamental equivalence between the momen-
tum and circulation theories of lift is invoked (see Gessow
and Myers, 1952; Leishman, 2006). The main advantage of
this approach is that the loadings across the blade span can be
predicted analytically, which is useful for the purposes of op-
timizing blade shape (i.e., its twist and planform) to achieve
the highest levels of rotor performance.

One theoretical outcome is a special hyperbolic or ideal
blade twist that gives uniform inflow and minimum induced
losses, that is, θ(r) = θtip/r with θtip being the pitch at the
tip of the blade. Ideal twist is obviously impractical near
the blade root, but the need for blade attachments and pitch
bearings makes this issue moot. Another outcome is that the
blades must be tapered to give best aerodynamic efficiency. In
this case, the chord must vary hyperbolically as c(r) = ctip/r

so that the blades operate at the angles of attack to reach
their best lift-to-drag ratios. Therefore, obtaining maximum
hovering performance generally requires that the blades in-
corporate some twist and taper; for practical design, linear
distributions of both will give most of the performance ben-
efits to the rotor.

In forward flight, the aerodynamics of the rotor become
much more complicated, and all of the blade sections en-
counter a periodic variation in local sectional velocity (and
hence dynamic pressure and Mach number). These effects
can lead to significant unsteady effects, compressibility ef-
fects, nonlinear aerodynamics resulting from flow separation
and stall, reverse flow (onset flow from the trailing edge of
the blade near its root on the retreating side of the disk), and
the non-uniform induced velocity from the wake (e.g., Fig-
ure 1). All of these effects are fairly difficult to represent
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without resorting to more sophisticated aerodynamic repre-
sentations of the rotor aerodynamics. However, the leading
terms describing the aerodynamic forces on the rotor can still
be obtained by invoking reasonable approximations, such as
by using models describing the inflow distribution over the
rotor disk combined with higher fidelity models for the sec-
tional aerodynamics.

Rotor performance predictions in forward flight also re-
quire that blade motion affects be accounted for. Unlike pro-
pellers, helicopter rotors are articulated and use a flapping
hinge (like a pin joint) incorporated at the root of each blade,
these hinges allowing each blade to freely flap with respect
to the plane of rotation under the action of the azimuthally
varying aerodynamic forces, centrifugal forces, and other in-
ertial loads. The hinge also removes cyclic bending loads at
the blade root and mitigates adverse gyroscopic effects. The
blade flapping response must be solved concurrently with
the aerodynamic solution. Hingeless and bearingless rotors
use flexures or virtual hinges, but the objective is the same.
The motion of the rotor blades changes the aerodynamic
forces, and the blades will reach some equilibrium when the
local changes in angle of attack from blade motion balance
out changes in the aerodynamic response as a result of az-
imuthally varying forward flight velocities and inflow distri-
butions. Another hinge (actual or virtual) allows each blade
to lead and lag in the plane of rotation to alleviate inplane
bending loads from Coriolis acceleration effects. Control of
the rotor orientation (i.e., the blade flapping is disk plane)
is obtained by using cyclic variations in blade pitch that are
imposed through a mechanism known as a swashplate that is
connected to the pilot’s controls.

4.1 Induced velocity field

A primary aerodynamic problem in forward flight is to deter-
mine the nonuniform distribution of induced velocity (inflow)
over the rotor disk and its effect on the sectional airloads.
The simplest inflow models assume linear distributions of the
form: λi(r, ψb) = λ0

(
1 + kxr cos ψb + kyr sin ψb

)
, where λ0

is the inflow at the center of the rotor as given by the momen-
tum theory and where the weighting factors kx and ky repre-
sent a spatial distortion of the inflow. The blade azimuth ψb is
zero when the blade points downstream and ψb = �/2 on the
advancing side. Values for kx and ky can be established as a
function of advance ratio or wake skew angle, with several ap-
proximations being available (see Johnson, 1980). The signs
on kx and ky are generally such that in level flight, the maxi-
mum inflow is biased toward the rear and retreating sides of
the disk, a result verified experimentally. Such inflow models
can be readily incorporated into analytical equations for ro-
tor performance as well as into numerical solutions for rotor

loads. Predicted results are generally better than with using
uniform inflow assumptions, but they are still not sufficiently
accurate for many forms of analysis.

For a more detailed analysis of the time-varying airloads,
the flow velocities induced by the blade tip vortices and other
vortical flow elements must be predicted. This wake vortic-
ity is convected to positions that depend on the local flow
velocity field, these velocities partly depending on the rotor
design and on aircraft flight condition. During this process,
the tip vortices may also interact with other vortices or with
other blades resulting in considerable distortion to the wake.
To predict these effects, various approaches embodying vor-
tex theory have been developed. For example, the rotor wake
has been modeled as a series of skewed vortex rings, as dis-
cretized vortex lattice systems, or as collections of vortex
blobs (see Leishman, 2006, for a summary). From the po-
sitions and strengths of the approximated vorticity field, the
inflow distribution over the rotor disk can be computed by
means of the Biot–Savart law. Such vortex models may be
coupled to either a lifting line or lifting surface model of
the rotor blades, which will define the initial strengths and
positions of the wake vorticity as a boundary condition.

To limit computational costs, the wake complexity can be
simplified to treat only the tip vortices. This approximation
is justified from experimental validation and experience, but
it may not be an acceptable one for all flight conditions. In a
vortex ring model, the rings (one ring for each tip vortex from
each blade per rotor revolution) can be spatially positioned on
the basis of simple momentum theory, thereby giving an exact
analytical solution for the inflow, albeit approximate. In other
vortex models, the naturally curved vortices are discretized
into short contiguous straight-line filaments interconnected
by collocation points, and the net induced velocity field is then
obtained by numerical integration along the filaments. The
primary difference between the different vortex wake models
is in the numerical methods employed to solve for the filament
convection process, which can incur high computational costs
if the wake is highly discretized.

In prescribed wake models, numerical costs are reduced
by either specifying the locations of the wake filaments or
by pre-assuming a velocity field (e.g., making a linear inflow
assumption). With the latter method, the governing differen-
tial equations of the wake can be decoupled (i.e., no self-
induced or mutual interactions between vortex filaments) to
get an analytical solution to the wake displacements, which
manifest in this case as skewed helicoids. There is no wake
contraction or roll up assumed in this rigid wake solution. As
a simple extension, the vertical positions of the wake may be
allowed to distort according to certain semiempirical rules.
These models have been generalized in terms of rotor geomet-
ric and operational parameters, with the wake geometry being
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Figure 9. Representative results for the rotor tip vortex geometries obtained from a free-vortex wake model. (Reference blade is shaded,
with experimental measurements given only for this reference blade.)

measured using flow visualization. The wake geometry pre-
dicted by a prescribed-wake model, however, can never be
entirely self-consistent.

A better, but computationally more expensive, approach is
to use a free-vortex method. Two numerical approaches are
common: (i) time-stepping and (ii) relaxation. In the time-
stepping approach, some initial positions of the wake must be
specified (e.g., a prescribed wake), and as the integration pro-
ceeds in time a nominally steady-state wake solution will be
reached after the initial transients diminish. However, achiev-
ing a periodic solution may require many rotor revolutions,
so incurring higher computational costs. In the relaxation ap-
proach, the periodicity of the wake is enforced as a boundary
condition and convergence is reached when the changes in
the wake geometry from one iteration to another reach be-
low a prescribed tolerance. While such relaxation-based free-
vortex wake models can be computationally faster, they are
not suitable for all problems, such as those involving time de-
pendencies or flight maneuvers. Representative results from
a free-vortex wake model are shown in Figure 9, where they
are compared to measurements made in a wind tunnel.

5 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS

Besides the need to predict the nonuniform spatial variations
in inflow over the rotor disk by using wake models, the blade
airloads are influenced by the variations in angle of attack
caused by the time-varying flow velocities along the blade,
blade flapping motion, blade pitch control inputs, and elas-
tic blade responses. Furthermore, the blades can encounter
the steep velocity gradients if they intersect the tip vortices,
a phenomenon called blade vortex interaction or BVI (see
Figure 1), which gives rise to large unsteady local airloads.

The resulting unsteady aerodynamic effects manifest as sig-
nificant amplitude and phase differences compared to what
would be obtained if quasi-steady conditions were assumed in
the process of calculation. To some extent, these unsteady ef-
fects (which arise partly from the induced effects of the wake
vorticity) can be predicted using discrete vortex methods,
but in this case numerically expensive models using arrays
of both trailed and shed filaments must be used.

Most of unsteady aerodynamic models used in the BET
tend to be analogs or extensions of the theoretical section
models used for fixed (non-rotating) wings. Although the
physics of the helicopter rotor wake is clearly different to
that trailed behind a fixed wing, exact solutions can still
be de termined based on simplified assumptions. Classi-
cal unsteady aerodynamic solutions in this category include
Loewy’s theory (see Loewy, 1957) which is Theodorsen’s
classic frequency domain theory for an oscillating airfoil
(see Theodorsen, 1935) extended to account for previously
shed wake vorticity that has been convected below the blades.
Compounding this problem, however, is the interrelated ef-
fect of compressibility; helicopter rotor blades encounter a
diverse range of Mach numbers from relatively low subsonic
on the retreating blade to transonic conditions on the advanc-
ing blade tip. Compressibility effects are more difficult to
model in unsteady flows because they cannot be accounted
for by a simple Prandtl–Glauert scaling to the incompress-
ible results, and semiempirical modeling approaches are usu-
ally required. Transonic flows require nonlinear aerodynamic
models, which are inevitably even more complicated (see
Leishman, 2006). If the local Mach number is sufficiently
high, shock-induced flow separation and stall may occur, the
effects of which must be modeled carefully to predict the re-
sulting higher rotor power and impulsive noise production.
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Figure 10. A sequence of Navier–Stokes predictions showing the onset of dynamic stall and leading edge vortex shedding for a pitching
airfoil section (courtesy of G. Barakos and D. Drikakis).

Nevertheless, most of the blade sections will operate at sub-
critical Mach numbers where the use of a subsonic linear
theory can be justified.

If flow separation does occur on the blades, then the result-
ing airloads become highly nonlinear functions of space and
time. A severe case of unsteady flow separation manifests as
dynamic stall (see Figures 1 and 10), which is characterized
by the formation and shedding of a strong vortical flow distur-
bance from the leading edge of the blade sections (see Carr,
McAlister and McCroskey, 1977). If dynamic stall occurs
on rotor blades then high transient lift forces and pitching
moments can be produced, manifesting as oscillatory control
loads and severe vibrations. Also of importance is that the
phasing of the unsteady loads can lead to negative damping
in the pitch degree of freedom and to a serious aeroelastic
problem called stall flutter. The nonlinear airloads produced
by dynamic stall are usually represented in most forms of
blade element analyses by means of semiempirical models
(see Leishman, 2006, for a summary).

6 COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS

Predicting the aerodynamics of a modern rotorcraft means
modeling a complex set of physical problems and their

interdependencies. For the purposes of design, this is done by
analyzing the rotorcraft into a set of simpler subproblems, an-
alyzing and modeling these subproblems (with validation as
appropriate), and then reassembling the subcomponent mod-
els to represent a synthesis of the whole. This is the premise of
the so-called comprehensive models, which have been shown
to have considerable value for design and other applications.
The coupling process is performed by an integrator of what
is considered to be the best available subcomponent models
to result in a large mathematical model that approximates
the complete behavior of an entire rotorcraft. Notable among
the modern comprehensive methods is CAMRAD (Compre-
hensive Analysis and Modeling of Rotor Aerodynamics and
Dynamics) (see Johnson, 1981a, 1981b, 1994).

The comprehensive rotorcraft models used today have
much value but they also have limitations. One concern is the
need to balance their complexity and computational cost re-
quirements against their predictive capability. Furthermore,
because the subcomponent models cannot always have the
same mathematical basis, they do not always fit easily to-
gether in a rigorous numerical construct. Obviously, the over-
all level of modeling can only be as strong as the weakest of
the subcomponent models, which in the case of rotors are
usually centered on limitations in the aerodynamic models.
Typically, these models will include representations of the
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rotor wake and various types of models for predicting the
consequences of unsteady aerodynamics and dynamic stall.
Needless to say, the need to develop such comprehensive
models so that they can represent different types of rotorcraft
that operate over wide ranges of flight configurations means
that they can become extremely complex and computation-
ally expensive, but at least for now they provide the best levels
of modeling fidelity for design purposes.

7 ADVANCED METHODS OF ANALYSIS

The prolonged use of blade element-based methods (espe-
cially when layered with empirical modeling corrections)
can only manifest as an inability to design around the var-
ious performance-limiting aeromechanical problems of the
helicopter. To this end, advanced experimental methods and
computational modeling techniques are being developed
to further understand rotorcraft aerodynamics and mitigate
aeromechanical problems. For example, it has now become
possible to measure the flow near spinning rotor blades with
unprecedented detail and accuracy. The tremendous recent
advances in computer capabilities have also accelerated the
development of more complete computational techniques for
rotorcraft analysis. Validation of such methods with new ex-
perimental data has helped to improve the rigor in analy-
sis and so approach the higher confidence levels needed for
design.

The rapid advances in computer technology over the past
two decades have led to much research in computational fluid
dynamics or CFD. Here, numerical finite-difference or finite-
volume approximations to the governing flow equations are
used to model the flow. A wide range of CFD techniques have
been developed to analyze rotorcraft problems, these ranging
from irrotational inviscid potential flow approximations, to

the full-potential equations, to the Euler equations, to the
Navier–Stokes (N–S) equations. In principle, only the N–S
equation are capable of resolving accurately the effects of
viscosity, compressibility, and turbulence, all of which play
an important role in many helicopter aerodynamic problems.
However, each level in the CFD hierarchy brings with it an
increasing level of predictive capability but also a greater
computational cost.

For practical use, the N–S equations are usually rewrit-
ten in conservation form, which allows a simplification to
the Reynolds-averaged N–S or RANS equations. The RANS
equations are still a set of strongly coupled nonlinear partial
differential equations, so they are not easily solved numeri-
cally. Numerical solutions can be based on finite-difference
or finite-volume methods applied over appropriate sets of
grids. To this end, there has been much work in numerical
methods and grid creation techniques over several decades.
Finite-difference methods approximate the space derivatives
in the equations by using Taylor series approximations at
each grid node, while finite volume methods operate on an
integral form of the equations using a patchwork of cells.
Finite-volume methods have the advantage that they can be
used on both structured and unstructured grids.

An ongoing issue in using CFD for rotorcraft is in defin-
ing the computational grids on its rotating and non-rotating
parts. Several types of grids can be used, for example, O,
C, and H grids. Usually the O and C grids are used for
the rotor as they conform closely to the blade shapes (see
Figure 11). Combinations of grids can also be used, and lo-
cally refined grids superimposed upon a main (background)
H grid can help to minimize the total number of grid points.
Techniques have been developed to resolve flows on grids
undergoing relative motion (e.g., rotor blades relative to the
airframe), interpolation techniques being used to transfer flow
information. Unstructured grids, with their irregularly shaped

Figure 11. Examples of the gridding of a helicopter on which to solve the Navier–Stokes equations. (a) Blade grid (courtesy, Karthikeyan
Duraisamy); (b) airframe grid (courtesy, NASA Ames and Robert Meakin, Army AFDD).
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elements, are increasingly being used for rotorcraft aerody-
namics because of their adaptability to more complex sur-
face geometries. However, the large number of grid points
required to define the shape of rotorcraft still continues to
challenge the most powerful computers. Other issues include
modeling turbulence in the flow, especially in the rotor wake
and over less streamlined parts of the airframe, which requires
fine grids and significant computational power.

Many types of CFD models with various assumptions
and approximations have been fielded on the complex prob-
lems found in rotorcraft aerodynamics and aeromechan-
ics. These problems include (but are certainly not limited
to) blade/vortex interactions, rotor wake/airframe interac-
tions, wake dynamics and airloads during maneuvering flight,
ground effect aerodynamics, and the vortex ring state. While
a detailed discussion of these phenomena is beyond the scope
of this short exposition, a short discussion is still useful.

For example, a RANS calculation of the dynamic stall
problem has been shown previously in Figure 10, which pre-
dicts the characteristic feature of leading edge vortex shed-
ding. However, quantitative predictions of dynamic stall and
the corresponding unsteady airloads have still been shown
to be deficient when compared to measurements, partly be-
cause of the difficulties in modeling and resolving vortical
flows and turbulence. Furthermore, numerically solving dif-
ferential equations over a finite number of grid points must
always lead to some source of non-physical numerical diffu-
sion of vorticity, which produces errors in the resulting flow
solutions. For such reasons, the issues in faithfully modeling
the vortical rotor wake continue to remain at the forefront of
research in rotorcraft aerodynamics.

An example of a predicted rotor wake is shown in Figure 12
(see Strawn and Djomehri, 2002). While this RANS solu-
tion captures the key features of the rotor wake structure
(compared to Figure 2), the tip vortices themselves appear
to persist only for about one or two rotor revolutions, which
is shorter than is seen experimentally (often four or more
revolutions). This significant deficiency has led to the de-
velopment of adaptive gridding methods, overset grids, and
other types of schemes that can better capture and preserve
the convected vorticity. Nevertheless, because many CFD ap-
proaches have already been shown to give new understanding
into the various problems encountered in rotorcraft aerody-
namics, they are rapidly beginning to impact the processes of
rotorcraft design.

8 CONCLUSION

This short exposition has summarized some of the problems
found in the field of rotorcraft aerodynamics. The important

Figure 12. RANS solution of a helicopter rotor wake in hovering
flight with contours of vorticity magnitude on a cutting plane behind
one of the blades. Image courtesy of NASA and Roger Strawn.

role of fundamental methods such as momentum theory and
BET in predicting rotor performance has been emphasized.
These methods help to expose the various dependencies gov-
erning the performance of the rotor system, as well as in
helping to define maximum aerodynamic capabilities against
which the performance of rotor designs can be measured.
The important role of modern computational fluid dynam-
ics, particularly in the form of the Navier–Stokes equations,
in better understanding problems in helicopter aerodynam-
ics has also been emphasized. While the development of the
best numerical methods and optimum grid systems still needs
further research, such advanced aerodynamic methods will
continue to be important in understanding the various chal-
lenging aeromechanical problems found on rotorcraft. Only
then will the aeromechanical issues that currently limit the
performance and capabilities of the helicopter and other types
of rotorcraft be finally solved and suitably mitigated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Flow separation and its control dominated the thoughts
of Prandtl when he formulated the boundary layer theory
(see Tollmien, 1955). In developing the basic theory, he
simultaneously demonstrated that flow separation is delayed
by applying suction through a narrow slot cut through the
surface of a cylinder. Although slot suction acted as a cat-
alyst for future developments, research on slot suction for
lift enhancement waned because the quest for high-speed
flight necessitated thin wing sections. Nevertheless, suction
through pores in the surface proved to be valuable in stabiliz-
ing the boundary layer and delaying transition to turbulence
(e.g., Bussmann and Muenz, 1942). The potential for the
practical application of boundary layer control (BLC) was
demonstrated by blowing highly-pressurized air, conveyed

via relatively small diameter pipes (Baumann, 1921). The
advent of jet propulsion and lift augmentation requirements
of high-speed military jets catapulted blowing to the fore-
front of BLC in the mid-1950s. The massively produced
Lockheed F-104 and the Mikoyan Mig-21 both used blowing
over the surface of their flaps for landing. Although inte-
gration of propulsion with aerodynamics did not proceed
beyond the laboratory stage, it gave rise to new concepts
such as super-circulation and the “jet-flap”. The apogee of
active BLC research was reached before the appearance of
“Sputnik” whereupon a changeover of focus to space research
had occurred. The vast scope of international research con-
ducted during the first half-century is summarized in the
classic volumes edited by Lachmann (1961).

After a partial hiatus, boundary layer control or, more
currently, active flow control (AFC) re-emerged as a research
area with wide application to aerodynamics. This interest
was re-ignited as a result of two main factors: the one
physical and the other technological. The physical driver
was that separated flows could be manipulated and attached
to surfaces, with attendant increases in lift, by means of
periodic zero mass-flux (ZMF) perturbations whose input
momentum was a small fraction of that required by steady
blowing (e.g., Nishri and Wygnanski, 1998; Seifert, Darabi
and Wygnanski, 1996). Perturbations could be introduced
via a narrow slot or any other device, which is capable of
producing an oscillatory momentum source. The efficacy
of this method was explained by the fact that a boundary
layer flow on the verge of separation contains an inflected
velocity profile that is susceptible to periodic perturbations
and amplifies them (see Flow Instabilities and Transition).
This creates an array of spanwise vortices that periodically
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sweep the surface transferring streamwise momentum from
the outer flow to the surface, thus enabling the boundary
layer to remain attached and overcome larger adverse
pressure gradients (Darabi, 2002). This is in contrast to
traditional BLC where suction removes the low-momentum
fluid from the boundary layer while blowing re-energizes the
same boundary layer. Spanwise-uniform periodic excitation
exploits the instability of the boundary layer that amplifies
the input, thereby leveraging its effects.

The technological driver and challenge behind AFC devel-
opments was, and still is, the ability to deploy autonomous
actuators and sensors within, or attached to, aerodynamic sur-
faces. These are sometimes called micro-electro-mechanical
systems (MEMS), but the most common length scales are
O(10−3) to O(10−1) m. Two of the most common actuator
types are fluidic actuators (e.g., ZMF, Nagib et al., 2006)
that are deployed behind the slot to produce oscillatory per-
turbations, and surface-mounted mechanical oscillators (e.g.,
Viets, Piatt and Ball, 1987; Neuburger and Wygnanski, 1987;
Bar-Sever, 1989). Recent decades have witnessed significant
advances in zero and nonzero mass-flux devices including
piezoelectric (Chen et al., 2000; Glezer and Amitay, 2002)
valve-type (Seifert, Darabi and Wygnanski, 1996; Bachar,
2001; Seifert and Pack, 1999) and pulsed combustion or
detonation-driven (Crittenden et al., 2001) devices. The same
is true for surface-mounted actuators that include piezoelec-
tric (Seifert et al., 1998), plasma-based (Sosa et al., 2006;
Post and Corke, 2004), arc filament (Samimy et al., 2004),
shape memory alloys (Wlezien et al., 1998), and Lorentz
force (Weier and Gerbeth, 2004) actuators. Perturbations
produced by the actuators may be small relative to a char-
acteristic velocity or vehicle dimension and thus exploit
boundary layer instability; but they may also be much larger
and hence “force” the flow, for example, by high-frequency
alternating blowing and suction. Modern active flow control
encompasses both steady and periodic approaches, as well as
combinations of the two.

Our ability to understand and analyze these flows from
first principles is severely limited for two reasons. First,
the pre-existing turbulent flow complexity is exacerbated by
a periodic unsteadiness that is often driven by instability
mechanisms. Second, the wide variety of actuation devices
listed above can have significantly different effects on the
same basic flow field. Thus, theoretical methods (Gaster, Kit
and Wygnanski, 1985; Reau and Tumin, 2002) can at best
describe only qualitative trends and generally have a lim-
ited predictive capability. The main advances to date have
been empirical, or semiempirical, and these form the basis
of our rather superficial present understanding. Neverthe-
less, experiments that isolate controlling parameters remain
an indispensable approach for advancing our knowledge. On

the other hand, with steady increase in computer power, com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) is increasingly becoming a
powerful tool for the prediction of the unsteady turbulent
flows (Rumsey et al., 2006).

This chapter provides a broad overview of modern active
flow control. Passive flow control techniques such as vor-
tex generators and turbulators (Chang, 1970), riblets (Walsh
and Anders, 1989), and Gurney flaps (van Dam, Yen and
Vijgen, 1999) are not reviewed here. Section 2 deals with
the basic assumptions of actuation and includes empirically
determined scaling laws. Some representative examples are
described in Section 3. Section 4 describes CFD method-
ologies and their application to AFC, and Section 5 provides
conclusions. This chapter does not explicitly address the con-
trol of free shear layers, jets, and wakes. A full treatise of these
flows can be found in Joslin and Miller (2009).

2 SCALING PARAMETERS

Flow excitation, actuation, or forcing is a critical aspect
in transitioning active control from the laboratory to real-
world applications. On the one hand, actuators with sufficient
authority must be developed that simultaneously provide a net
system benefit. On the other hand, the correct location, fre-
quency, orientation, type of actuator, etc., must be determined
and here theoretical studies are only partially helpful.

2.1 Steady suction and blowing

Initially, mass-flux was used to assess the efficacy of sepa-
ration control whenever suction or blowing was employed.
This parameter was replaced by Cµ in the case of blowing,
because the latter eliminated the dependence of lift on the
width of the slot from which blowing emanated (Poisson-
Quinton and Lepage, 1961). Large variations in Cµ were
investigated (0 < Cµ < 1), but the effects of slot width, or its
location, were never systematically analyzed. Practical values
of Cµ < 0.1 required the inclusion of mass flow to improve
the correlation of the data (Attinello, 1961) whenever the
jet and stream velocities were comparable. Neglecting local
pressure gradients and compressibility effects suggests the
combined parameter Cµ[1–(U∞/Uj)] = Cµ – 2CQ where CQ

is a mass flow coefficient. The above-mentioned modification
enables the subtraction of a scalar quantity based on mass
flow (CQ) from a vector quantity based on the jet momen-
tum (Cµ), which is appropriate if the inclination of the jet to
the oncoming flow is negligible. Since aeronautical applica-
tions focused on the reduction of landing speed, the effect of
blowing on drag was not considered important and was left
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unexplored. The focus on lift enabled many researchers to
model the “jet flap” by assuming the flow to be inviscid and
to predict a complete thrust recovery that was independent of
the inclination of the jet leaving the trailing edge of the air-
foil (e.g., Woods, 1958). Such independence was observed
experimentally by Davidson (1956) and mostly verified later
up to jet deflection angles that were almost orthogonal to the
free-stream (Hynes, 1968).

Since many of the older investigations relied on force bal-
ance results, it was suggested that the lift increment attained
by blowing encompassed two effects that sequentially depend
on the level of Cµ. At low levels of Cµ, flow separation
was prevented by energizing the boundary layer (providing
BLC) and generating a lift increment �CL ∝ Cµ (Attinello,
1961; Poisson-Quinton and Lepage, 1961). In this case, the
jet momentum enabled the generation of a flowfield that could
be approximated by a potential flow solution around an air-
foil or wing (Williams, 1961). For Cµ exceeding a threshold
level Cµ,crit, the lift increment is smaller, �CL ∝ √

Cµ due
to super-circulation (Spence, 1956). Cµ,crit separating the two
flow regimes depends on the flap deflection and its size, but it
is also sensitive to wing angle-of-attack (α), thickness, shape,
sweep, and aspect ratio. On a typical 25% flap, Cµ,crit ≈ 0.015
tan(δf ), where δf is the flap deflection and provided α = 0◦

(Poisson-Quinton and Lepage, 1961). Recent observations
(Cerchie et al., 2006) suggest that the assumptions giving rise
to Cµ,crit might be erroneous because a wing may increase its
lift due to the upstream entrainment of the fluidic actuation,
be it blowing, suction, or ZMF forcing, without attaching the
flow downstream of the slot.

2.2 Periodic perturbation and forcing

The introduction of frequency as a parameter, with or with-
out a steady mass-flux component, correct amplitude scaling
becomes an even more difficult task. Moreover, with the vast
and ever growing range of actuation methods, a key task is
to establish a common “output” parameter so that their rela-
tive effects on the flow or performance parameters of interest
can be compared. Generalizing the steady blowing parame-
ter to include a periodic component (see Seifert, Darabi and
Wygnanski, 1996) is a common approach and produces the
combined momentum coefficient:

Cµ,tot = Cµ + 〈Cµ〉 = J

q∞L
+ 〈J〉

q∞L
(1)

where J and 〈J〉 represent the steady and unsteady momentum
addition, respectively (e.g., Seifert, Darabi and Wygnanski,
1996; Greenblatt and Wygnanski, 2000). In most cases, the

momentum components cannot be predicted from first princi-
ples – although lumped-element or reduced-order modeling
is used (e.g., Gallas et al., 2002) – and the actuator must be
calibrated by directly measuring the velocity field and hence
its momentum components. A notable exception is Lorentz
force-type actuators (e.g., Weier and Gerbeth, 2004).

Although the above definition can readily be extended to
include all devices that produce oscillatory momentum, the
parameter 〈Cµ〉 is not without its limitations. For example,
the suction phase of the oscillatory cycle does not directly
add momentum, and calibrations performed under quiescent
conditions (U∞ = 0) are not necessarily valid under test con-
ditions (U∞ /= 0). To date, various experiments have been
conducted, which indicate that this parameter is not univer-
sally valid, and alternate forms have been suggested (see
Section 2.4).

The preferred method of pulsed control is to superimpose
net positive or negative steady mass flux onto a nominally
zero mass-flux device; certain pulsed valves have the disad-
vantage that the relative proportion of momentum cannot be
varied. Some actuators operate in resonance at frequencies
that are very much higher than those required for exciting
a useful instability. In these instances, some form of low-
frequency modulation is employed and in addition to 〈Cµ〉 ,
the duty cycle (% of time that the actuator operates) plays an
important role.

2.3 Frequency scaling

When momentum is introduced in an oscillatory manner, the
correct frequency scaling parameters are not known without
empirical input. In general, different objectives – for exam-
ple, attaching an otherwise separated flow, the avoidance of
separation of an attached flow, or maximization of CL,max or
L/D – will result in different numerical values of a selected
parameter. The attachment of an initially separated shear
layer to an inclined solid surface by means of small amplitude
perturbations is directly related to the shear-layer receptivity
to the perturbations and their amplitude. Forcefully reat-
tached flow (Figure 1) indicates that the vortices amplified
by the instability reinforce and regulate the eddies that would
have been shed if the flow would have been separated creating
a free mixing layer near the surface (Darabi, 2002).

Nishri and Wygnanski (1998) established that for a fully
turbulent upstream boundary layer separating from a generic
flap (i.e., an inclined surface) and in the absence of surface
curvature, the optimum reduced frequency, that is, requiring
the least momentum 〈Cµ〉min, was F+≈ 1.3, where F+ ≡
feXTE/U∞ (Figure 2). However, the optimum F+ required
to prevent the separation of an initially attached flow was
somewhat higher, in the range 2 ≤ F+ ≤ 4.
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4 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

Figure 1. Forcefully reattached boundary layer by periodic excitation emanating from a slot showing a phase-averaged PIV “snapshot”
(arbitrary phase). Shaded regions represent spanwise vorticity contours; black curves represent streak lines. Reproduced from Darabi
(2002).

2.4 Extended parameter range and comparison
of techniques

A number of different parameters have been proposed and
assessed for the characterization of airfoil performance,
usually lift coefficient. Nagib et al. (2006) conducted exper-
iments on a highly deflected simple flap and concluded that
the velocity ratio is a more appropriate parameter. They com-
bined this with Strouhal number to form the new parameter
H = (UJ/U∞)/

√
fL/U∞. Stalnov and Seifert (2008) con-

sidered five different scaling parameters for control using
high-frequency and pulsed actuation and concluded that the
Reynolds number-scaled momentum coefficient provided the
best scaling for their data set.

A thick elliptical airfoil was tested by Cerchie et al.
(2006), where slot thickness and location could be widely
varied and AFC applied at both the leading and trailing edges
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Figure 2. The minimum momentum coefficient required to attach
an otherwise separated shear layer to a deflected surface as a function
of reduced frequency. Reproduced with permission from Nishri and
Wygnanski (1998) c© A. Darabi, 1998.

(Figure 3). The results of aft control (Figure 4) represent the
dependence of �CL on the product of the blowing velocity
ratio and the slot width (h) for a given slot location and ori-
entation at α = 0◦. When the exponent β = 1, the abscissa
(Uj/U∞)2(h/c)β is equivalent toCµ. The exponentβ depends
on h/c and is approximated by a polynomial function. For
h/c < 0.005, the parameter is approximately equal toCµ, and
the significance of the slot width increases for h/c > 0.005.
The flow is independent of Reynolds number, and the cor-
relation renders a reasonable dependence of �CL on the
blowing parameter, although for (Uj/U∞)2(h/c)β > 0.03,
there is considerable scatter. The deleterious effect of blow-
ing on lift for (Uj/U∞)2(h/c)β < 0.003 should also be noted
(see the upper inset). Good correlations were achieved for
pitching moment (not shown), but drag data were seen to be
highly dependent on the slot width. Steady suction generates
lift at very low levels of mass flow without the deleterious
effects observed in conjunction with steady blowing, and the
lift coeffcient data correlated well with the empirical param-
eter CQ(h/c)γRe0.4, where γ = f(h/R). When zero mass-flux
forcing was employed, a correlation was discerned between
lift coefficient and the empirical parameter 〈Cµ〉 (θF+)0.5.
Leading-edge steady blowing and suction were also consid-
ered. Blowing required large momentum coefficients (Cµ ≈
0.1%) to be effective while suction always produced a bene-
fit; for example, at Cµ = 0.018%, stall was not observed up to
α = 25◦ with CL,max exceeding 2.

3 SCOPE OF AFC APPLICATIONS

An overwhelmingly large emphasis has been placed on two-
dimensional airfoil studies, with the objective of producing
“simplified high-lift” (i.e., use of simple flaps/slats along
with AFC, rather than complex Fowler flaps/slats). When the
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Figure 3. An elliptical airfoil designed to test the effects of var-
ious parameters used in active separation and circulation control.
Reproduced with permission from Cerchie et al. (2006) c© AIAA.

parameter F+ is used, the vast majority of investigations cit-
ing effective control produce 0.3 ≤ F+ ≤ 4 at conventional
low Reynolds numbers (Re < 106), provided an amplitude
corresponding to 〈Cµ〉 ∼ 0.1% is exceeded (Greenblatt and
Wygnanski, 2000). It is generally accepted that the maximum
lift attainable on airfoils and wings will depend on prevent-
ing separation from an initially attached boundary layer, and
additional parameters such as boundary layer state and cur-
vature are important. The majority of airfoil data indicate
that maximum increases generally occur at lower reduced
frequencies, typically at 0.5 < F+ < 1 (see Figure 5).

Streamwise curvature can have a profound effect on the
efficacy of control, as well as the range of optimum frequen-
cies and amplitudes. Perturbations introduced on a curved
surface may be amplified by Kelvin–Helmholtz and Görtler

Figure 5. Lift coefficient as a function of reduced frequency on a
NACA 0015 airfoil with ZMF slot and a flap at 75% chord deflected
at angle δ (300 000 ≤ Re ≤ 600 000. Modified from Seifert, Darabi
and Wygnanski (1996).

mechanisms simultaneously, resulting in a corrugated span-
wise vortex structure (Neuendorf and Wygnanski, 1999). On
airfoils, the leading-edge radius can place limitations on con-
trol strategies and significantly affect the leading parameters
(Greenblatt and Wygnanski, 2003). The relatively “simple”
classical problem of a cylinder placed in cross flow intro-
duces additional parameters because the separation line is not

Figure 4. Empirical correlation of the lift generated by steady blowing from the trailing-edge region at α = 0◦; Re and slot width were
varied. Reproduced with permission from Cerchie et al. (2006) c© AIAA.
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6 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

precisely (geometrically) determined, it is flow-state depen-
dent and multiple instabilities are present simultaneously
(Naim et al., 2007).

AFC has been demonstrated for a larger Reynolds number
range, namely, 3 × 103 ≤ Re ≤ 4 × 107, under significant
compressibility effects Ma ≥ 0.55, and in flight tests. At
Reynolds numbers below 5 × 105, where transition does not
occur naturally and cannot be passively forced, active sepa-
ration control may be the only effective method for delaying
separation and generating useful lift. Dielectric barrier dis-
charge plasma actuation has been demonstrated at Reynolds
numbers as low as 3 × 103 (Greenblatt et al., 2008). At the
other end of the scale, periodic perturbations are effective up
to Reynolds numbers of 4 × 107 and are essentially indepen-
dent of Reynolds number for Re > 8 × 106 (Figure 6; Seifert
and Pack, 1999). The effects of compressibility in the absence
of shocks are weak, and undesirable effects accompanying
separation, such as vortex-shedding and buffet, can be signif-
icantly reduced or completely eliminated (Seifert and Pack,
2001). Separation resulting from shock wave/boundary-layer
interaction can be ameliorated, providing that excitation is
introduced upstream of separation.

Significant work has also been performed on three-
dimensional flows, where standard sweep laws are
appropriate for an infinitely swept cylinder (Naveh et al.,
1998). On finite unswept wings, the effect of control is

Figure 6. Effect of control on a NACA 0015 airfoil for Ma = 0.2
and 〈Cµ〉 = 0.05%. Uncorrected (subscript u) wind tunnel data.
Reproduced with permission from Seifert and Pack (1999) c©
AIAA.

approximately uniform across the wingspan but remains
effective to high angles of attack only near the tip. When
sweep is introduced, a significant effect is noted inboard,
but this effect degrades along the span and produces virtu-
ally no meaningful lift enhancement near the tip, irrespective
of the tip configuration (Greenblatt and Washburn, 2008).
In the former case, control strengthens the wing tip vortex;
in the latter case, a simple semiempirical model, based on
the trajectory or “streamline” of the evolving perturbation,
served to explain the observations. In the absence of sweep,
control on finite-span flaps is slightly more effective near
the flap edges (Greenblatt and Washburn, 2008; Kiedaisch,
Nagib and Demanett, 2006). Control over a highly deflected
tip flap (40◦) produced dramatically larger loads on the flap
consistent with a strong vortex rolling up over the flap edge.
This effect, combined with negligible changes to the loads
upstream of the flap, has the potential to produce signifi-
cant increases in yawing moments or controlled aerodynamic
braking (Greenblatt, 2009).

Leading-edge vortices on delta wings at high angles of
attack have been a significant research area because they are
primarily responsible for the lift generation at low speeds
(e.g., Mitchell and Délery, 2001). As the incidence angle
increases, the vortex “breaks down”, that is, it expands into a
highly fluctuating structure with flow stagnation in the cen-
tral part and is associated with loss of lift and unsteady loads.
A number of studies have illustrated the profound effect of
periodic perturbations on vortex breakdown and the resulting
increase in delta wing loads (e.g., Margalit et al., 2005). In
general, the data are consistent with those on swept infinite
cylinders, but the mechanism of control has still not been
fully elucidated.

The above discussion relates to “time-invariant” active
control, that is to say that the flow remains attached in a
time-mean sense. The process by which the flow separates
from, or attaches to, a surface is important when we want
to control a process whose characteristic timescale is much
larger than the typical period of eddy passage when periodic
actuation is applied: O(Xsep/U∞) (see Darabi and Wygnanski,
2004a, 2004b). Typical examples include the response of
vehicle control-surface flow (Amitay et al., 2004), dynamic
stall control (Greenblatt, Neuburger and Wignanski, 2001),
and control of wake vortices (Greenblatt et al., 2005).

4 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES
TO AFC

A great deal of computational work has been performed dur-
ing the past 20 years or so in the field of AFC, with much
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of it accomplished using numerical solutions to forms of
the Navier–Stokes equations. A brief overview of the main
methodologies is given here, along with a few examples of
applications in the literature.

4.1 CFD methodologies

In direct numerical simulation (DNS), the Navier–Stokes
equations are solved directly: all scales of motion are
resolved, and there is no modeling of turbulence. DNS
requires that the grid should be fine enough to resolve fea-
tures on the order of the Kolmogorov dissipation length scale
η = (

ν3/ε
)1/4

, and the time step needs to be fine enough
to resolve motions whose time scales are on the order of
τ = (ν/ε)1/2. The simulation also has to be run long enough
so that the time and phase-averaged properties become tem-
porally converged, and the numerics must be accurate enough
(e.g., high-order, pseudo-spectral, or spectral) so that exces-
sive dissipation does not corrupt the small-scale resolved
features. Even with today’s computers, it is impossible to
achieve these resolutions at reasonably high Reynolds num-
bers, particularly for complex geometries. However, it is
relatively common to perform “under-resolved” or “coarse-
grid” DNS, with the justification that the larger resolved
scales have the major influence in the flow control problem of
interest. The disadvantage of this method is that it is difficult
to assess the influence of under-resolving the finer scales.

To date, there have been only a limited number of applica-
tions of DNS or coarse-grid DNS to AFC applications (e.g.,
Barwolff, Wengle and Geggle, 1996; Wengle et al.,2001;
Postl and Fasel, 2006; Kotapati, Mittal and Cattafesta, 2007).
When performing flow control computations with DNS, most
researchers simplify the problem in the spanwise direction
by solving over a finite slice, with periodic boundary con-
ditions. The issue of inflow boundary conditions or initial
conditions (ensuring turbulent flow) can be problematic; this
is sometimes handled via an additional source term added
to the equations or by inserting geometric features or blow-
ing/suction to trip the flow.

In large eddy simulation (LES), a low-pass filter is
applied to the Navier–Stokes equations. As a result, two
unknown quantities emerge that must be modeled: the sub-
grid scale stress τik and the subgrid scale heat flux Qk. A
commonly used explicit subgrid model is the Smagorin-
sky model (Smagorinsky, 1963), for which the turbulent
viscosity that goes into the computation of τik and Qk

is given by νt = (
cs�̄

)2 ∣∣S̄∣∣, where
∣∣S̄∣∣ =

√
2S̄ikS̄ik, S̄ik =

(∂ui/∂xk + ∂uk/∂xi) /2, and �̄ is typically defined by some
average measure of the local grid spacing. Because the

optimum filter width has been shown to be flow dependent,
a so-called dynamic methodology is used, where cs is a vari-
able rather than a constant (Germano et al., 1991). Although
explicit modeling of the subgrid scale effects is very com-
mon, the method of implicit LES, or ILES, has emerged over
the last several years as a popular alternative. With ILES, no
explicit modeling is employed. Instead, the numerical method
is selected such that the numerical error fulfills desired prop-
erties and effectively acts like a subgrid model (Grinstein and
Fureby, 2007).

LES methodologies have been applied successfully to
AFC applications (Dandois, Garnier and Sagaut, 2006a,
2006b; Dejoan and Leschziner, 2004; Chang, Collis and
Ramakrishnan, 2002; Rizzetta and Visbal, 2003; You, Wang
and Moin, 2006). Most used either some form of dynamic
subgrid modeling or ILES. As it is with DNS, LES typically
requires the use of low-dissipation numerical schemes so as
not to excessively smear the flow features of the method it
is attempting to resolve. The grid requirements are some-
what less restrictive for LES. As it is with DNS, ensuring
turbulent conditions within the computational domain can be
problematic.

Although DNS and LES are rapidly becoming usable tools
in the CFD arsenal due to increase in computer memory and
speed, Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) methods
are still by far the most commonly used to compute flow
control problems. With RANS, the flow variables of the
Navier–Stokes equations are decomposed into mean and fluc-
tuating components and then time-averaged. It turns out that
the RANS equations are identical in form to the spatially fil-
tered equations used for LES. As it is for LES, the unknowns
τik and Qk must be modeled. The turbulent stresses can
be modeled in many ways, including using second-moment
closure modeling, where a transport equation is solved for
the turbulent dissipation rate (or related quantity) as well as
for each of the six stress components. However, the most
common method employed is with linear or nonlinear eddy
viscosity models (see Gatski and Rumsey, 2002).

RANS and LES methodologies are derived differently and
their variables have different meanings, but from a coding
standpoint, they are identical except that the models used for
obtaining the turbulent viscosity are very different. RANS
turbulence models do not involve a filter width and always
have an influence across the entire energy spectrum. Although
gross unsteady motions can often be captured with RANS
solved time accurately (sometimes referred to as unsteady
RANS or URANS), small-scale turbulence flow features are
never resolved as the grid is refined because the turbulent
viscosity does not go away. This is by design: Reynolds
averaging is attempting to represent the mean effects of the
turbulence through the additional turbulent viscosity term.
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A particular consideration for RANS applied to AFC is
its ability to capture unsteady flows. The averaging pro-
cess could be problematic, but it is generally held that if
the timescale of any gross unsteady motion is much greater
than the physical time step employed, which in turn is much
greater than the time scales associated with the turbulence,
then the use of RANS is fully justified (Anderson, Tanehill
and Pletcher, 1984). Beyond this issue, given a reasonably
accurate numerical scheme of at least second order and fine
enough grid and time step, the issue of turbulence mod-
eling always surfaces as a likely reason for discrepancies
between CFD and experiment. As mentioned earlier, there
are many RANS modeling choices, although arguably the
Spalart and Allmaras (1994) one-equation SA model and
the Menter (1994) two-equation k − ω shear-stress trans-
port (SST) turbulence model have become the most widely
used over the past 15 years for aerodynamic flow predic-
tions. Another consideration is the difficulty associated with
faithfully reproducing experimental boundary conditions and
geometric features or irregularities.

Hybrid RANS/LES models take advantage of the fact that
the LES and RANS implementations only differ in their
treatment of τik. It is a relatively simple matter in CFD
codes to blend the two different types of models so that the
RANS type is active near walls and the LES type is active in
wakes and separated regions. For example, in the detached
eddy simulation (DES) method (Spalart et al., 1997), the
baseline Spalart–Allmaras (SA) one-equation RANS model
(Spalart and Allmaras, 1994) merely modifies the distance
variable in its destruction term to be min (d, cdes�), where
� = max(�x, �y, �z). When cdes� is invoked, the SA equa-
tion behaves in a similar manner to the Smagorinsky model,
in the sense that νt becomes proportional to �2

∣∣S̄∣∣. In spite
of its success in many applications, hybrid RANS/LES mod-
eling still has many unresolved issues related to the interface
region, gridding, and wall modeling that are being actively
debated and researched (Piomelli et al., 2002; Spalart, 2009).

For all of the methods – DNS, LES, RANS, and hybrid
RANS/LES – oscillatory blowing and suction flow control
is most often achieved via transpiration boundary conditions
applied at a wall located either directly on the aerodynamic
surface or within an internal duct or slot included in the com-
putational geometry. Limited CFD work has been done with
moving or distorting walls (e.g., Xia and Qin, 2006).

4.2 CFD validation for active flow control

A flow control validation workshop conducted in 2004, titled
CFDVAL2004, involved three cases: nominally 2D synthetic
jet into quiescent flow, 3D circular synthetic jet into turbulent

boundary-layer cross flow, and nominally 2D separation-
flow-control over a wall-mounted aerodynamic hump shape.
The workshop summary and initial results were published
by Rumsey et al. (2006), and a follow-up survey on subse-
quent results for the workshop cases was given by Rumsey
(2009). The lessons learned from the workshop and sub-
sequent investigations, mainly regarding separation control,
are briefly summarized here.

For both the nominally 2D and 3D circular synthetic jets,
the boundary conditions at the slots were shown to play a key
role. Correct modeling of the membrane and internal orifice
was necessary for capturing the complex nature of the flow
field. For the wall-mounted hump case, RANS results con-
sistently predicted too little eddy viscosity in the separation
region and consequently yielded too long a separation bubble.
An example is shown in Figure 7 for the hump case with syn-
thetic jet (oscillatory control in and out of the slot). Figure 7a
shows time-averaged streamlines near the back of the hump
model. Results are shown using three different RANS turbu-
lence models, including a nonlinear explicit algebraic stress
(EASM-ko) model (Rumsey and Gatski, 2001). All mod-
els yielded similar results, with too big a bubble compared
to experiment. In Figure 7b, the models’ underprediction
of turbulent shear stress (−u′v′) magnitude in the separated
region is evident throughout the blowing/suction cycle (four
representative phases are shown). This problem with RANS
models also shows up for other cases with separation and
remains a key roadblock. If a physics-based correction could
be found, it would dramatically improve RANS capabilities
not only for AFC cases involving separation, but also for
general aerodynamic configurations at off-design conditions.

As described in detail by Rumsey (2009), it turns out
that by resolving the large-scale turbulence features in the
separated region using hybrid RANS/LES, LES, or under-
resolved DNS, much better results can be obtained for
this case. (There is one caveat to this conclusion: hybrid
RANS/LES models typically have trouble predicting cases
with smaller bubbles, because it is difficult to generate enough
eddy content quickly enough when transitioning from RANS
mode to LES mode in the bubble.) The question now is
whether these more expensive simulations can be used to help
improve RANS turbulence models in the separated region.

Given that RANS could not predict separation extent cor-
rectly for the hump configuration, Rumsey and Greenblatt
(2007) conducted an investigation to determine how well
the trends could be captured for variations in control magni-
tude, control frequency, and Reynolds number. For the steady
suction type of control, CFD appeared capable of predicting
variations due to Reynolds number and suction strength to a
reasonable degree of accuracy, but oscillatory control trends
were not predicted well.
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Figure 7. RANS results for the hump model with synthetic jet (a) time-averaged streamlines; (b) turbulent shear-stress profiles in separated
region at x/c = 0.8. Reproduced with permission from Rumsey (2007).

5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Active flow control has reemerged as an important research
area in aerodynamics. The control of large coherent struc-
tures and the mechanical means developed to achieve
this have been at the heart of these developments. As
such, great potential exists for the effective control across
wide Reynolds number and Mach number ranges. Research
areas with potentially large payoffs include simplified
high-lift systems, three-dimensional configurations, and
vortex-dominated flows. The performance of experiments
that elucidate new aspects or isolate controlling parameters
should be considered a priority. Concurrently, the devel-
opment of effective and system-efficient actuation methods
remains a central challenge to the ultimate success of AFC.

CFD has emerged as the primary tool for prediction
of these flows and much remains to be done because the
commonly used RANS methods often fail to predict exper-
imental trends. It is expected that the recent progress in the
arena of simulation methods such as DNS, LES, and hybrid
RANS/LES will continue. However, due to the expense of

these methods, effort should also be expended in improv-
ing RANS predictions. Carrying out dedicated experiments
intended specifically for CFD validation will be invaluable
for future progress.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c airfoil chord length
CQ slot suction coefficient, hUs/cU∞
Cµ slot mean momentum coefficient, J/c q∞
〈Cµ〉 slot oscillatory momentum coefficient
fe separation control excitation frequency
F+ reduced excitation frequency, feLf /U∞
h slot width
J time mean slot momentum
〈J〉 time mean slot momentum
L flap length
Ma Mach number
XTE distance from slot to trailing-edge
q∞ freestream dynamic pressure
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R radius of curvature
Re Reynolds number based on chord-length
Uj peak jet slot blowing velocity
Us slot suction velocity
U∞ freestream velocity
ui mean velocity component
xi position vector
β empirically determined exponent
γ empirically determined exponent
ν kinematic molecular viscosity
ε dissipation per unit mass
θ momentum thickness
〈〉 oscillatory component
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1 INTRODUCTION

Although aviation pioneers used model airplanes to study
the aerodynamics of flight before the Wright Brothers flew
in 1903, early experimental studies of low Reynolds aero-
dynamics took place in the 1930s with direct application to
model airplanes. These experimental studies measured lift
and drag on relatively thick airfoils as well as thin, flat, and
cambered plates. The development of radio-controlled (R/C)
model airplanes in 1936 and 1937 increased the interest in
improving the performance of R/C models (Mueller, 2007).
The extensive aerodynamic study by F.W. Schmitz was com-
pleted in Germany in 1939 but was not published until 1942
and was translated into English in 1967 (Schmitz, 1967).

In the last 30 years, airfoil design methods have been
developed that have produced very good performance
between chord Reynolds numbers of 60 000 and 200 000. The
principle interest was related to the design and development

of small unmanned flying vehicles. In 1996, the interest in
micro air vehicles (MAVs) reappeared (Davis et al., 1996).
The original goal was to develop an aircraft with a 15 cm
maximum dimension that had a total mass under 90 g with
a payload up to 18 g, speeds between 24 and 64 km h−1, and
an endurance of about 30 min. The gross mass of MAVs and
other flying objects versus chord Reynolds number is shown
in Figure 1 and the wingspan versus mass in Figure 2. In a
span of a few years, there were both rigid and flexible fixed
wing MAVs.

This increased the need for low Reynolds number infor-
mation related to low aspect ratio (LAR) wings. The first
generation MAVs were rigid fixed-wing vehicles, for exam-
ple, the Naval Research Laboratory Mite series (Ailinger,
1997), and the AeroVironment series that evolved into the
Black Widow I (Grasmeyer and Keennon, 2001). A series of
flexible-wing MAVs evolved from early versions that began
in 1999 at the University of Florida (Ifju, 2005).

1.1 Low Reynolds number airfoil flow problems

The survey of low Reynolds number airfoils by Carmichael
(1981) is a very useful starting point in the description of the
character of the flow over airfoils over the range of Reynolds
numbers of interest here. The following discussion of flow
regimes from 1 000 ≤ Rec ≤ 200 000 is a modified version
of Carmichael’s original work.

� In the range between Reynolds numbers 1000 and 10 000,
the boundary layer flow is laminar and does not transform
into turbulent flow. The dragon fly and the house fly are
among the insects that fly in this regime.
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Figure 1. Chord Reynolds number versus mass for selected flying
vehicles. Adapted from Mueller (2007).

� For Reynolds numbers between 10 000 and 50 000,
the boundary layer is completely laminar and artificial
tripping has not been successful. Experience with hand-
launched glider models indicates that when the boundary
layer separates it does not reattach.

� In the range of Reynolds numbers from 50 000 to 70 000,
the choice of an airfoil section is very important in this
regime since relatively thick airfoils (i.e., 6% and above)
can have significant hysteresis effects in their lift and drag
caused by laminar separation with transition to turbulent
flow. Both a clockwise and a counter-clockwise hysteresis
are possible depending on the airfoil design (Selig, 2003).
Near the upper end of this range, the critical Reynolds
number can be decreased by using boundary layer trips.
Thin airfoil sections (i.e., less than 6% thick) at the upper
end of this regime can exhibit reasonable performance.

Figure 2. Wingspan versus mass for selected flying vehicles.
Reproduced with permission from Mueller (2007) c© AIAA.

� At Reynolds numbers above 70 000 and below 200 000,
extensive laminar flow can be obtained and therefore
airfoil performance improves although the laminar sep-
aration bubble may still present a problem for a particular
airfoil. Small radio-controlled model airplanes and MAVs
fly in this range.

� Above Rec of 200 000, airfoil performance improves sig-
nificantly and there is a great deal of experience available
from large soaring birds, large radio-controlled model air-
planes, human powered airplanes, and small unmanned
vehicles.

1.2 Separation bubble

Laminar separation bubbles occur on the upper surface of
most airfoils at Reynolds numbers above about 50 000. These
bubbles usually result in a rapid deterioration in performance,
that is, substantial decrease in L/D. The dragon fly wing has
a sawtooth single surface wing. It has been speculated that
eddies in the troughs help to keep the flow from separat-
ing. The house fly wing has large numbers of fine hair-like
elements projecting normal to the surface. It is speculated
that these promote eddy-induced energy transfer to prevent
separation. Indoor Mica Film type model airplanes also fly
in this regime. It has been found that both blunt leading and
trailing edges enhance the aerodynamic performance. In prin-
ciple, the laminar separation bubble and transition can be
artificially controlled by adding the proper type of distur-
bance at the proper location on the airfoil. Wires, tape strips,
grooves, steps, grit, or bleed-through holes in the airfoil sur-
face have all been used to have a positive influence on the
boundary layer in this critical Reynolds number region. The
type and location of these so-called “turbulators” and their
actual effect on the airfoil boundary layer have not been well
documented. Furthermore, the addition of a turbulator does
not always improve the airfoil performance. In fact, how the
disturbances produced by a given type of turbulator influence
transition is not completely understood (Carmichael, 1981).

The post-separation behavior of the laminar boundary
layer accounts for an increase in drag and decrease in lift.
In this flow regime, the boundary layer on an airfoil often
remains laminar downstream of the point of minimum pres-
sure and then separates to form a free shear layer. Provided
the adverse pressure gradient is not too large, the flow can
recover sufficient energy through entrainment after transi-
tion to turbulent flow to reattach to the airfoil surface. On a
time-averaged basis, a region of recirculating flow is formed,
as shown in Figure 3 (adapted from Mueller and DeLaurier,
2003). Since the bubble acts as a boundary layer trip, the
phenomenon is often referred to as a transitional separation
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Figure 3. Time-averaged sketch of a transitional separation bubble.
Reproduced with permission from Mueller and DeLaurier (2003)
c© Annual Reviews.

bubble. At low Reynolds numbers, the transitional bubble can
occupy 15–40% of the airfoil surface and is referred to as a
long bubble. The separation bubble often has a dramatic effect
on the stalling characteristics (i.e., the drastic decrease in lift
and increase in drag) of airfoils. At higher Reynolds numbers,
when a short bubble is present, the lift usually increases lin-
early with angle of attack until stall occurs. This is referred to
as the bursting of the short bubble. If a long bubble forms on
the surface, usually at lower Reynolds numbers, stall occurs
when it has extended to the trailing edge. The behavior of the
separation bubble is also a factor in the occurrence of hystere-
sis for some airfoils (Mueller, 1985). Flow visualization and
hot-wire studies have been conducted which demonstrate a
relatively steady flow upstream of the maximum vertical dis-
placement labeled T in Figure 3, where transition to turbulent
flow is assumed to take place (Brendel and Mueller, 1990).
Flow over the airfoil is unsteady, downstream of the max-
imum vertical displacement of the bubble. Hence, accurate
prediction of its existence and extent relative to airfoil perfor-
mance and wind tunnel validation are necessary in the design
of efficient low speed airfoils and ultimately flight vehicles.

1.3 Airfoil design

Many designers of rigid wings use the Eppler Airfoil Design
and Analysis Code (Eppler and Somers, 1980; Eppler, 1990),
the Drela XFOIL Code (Drela and Giles, 1987; Drela, 1989),
or the Selig method (Selig and Maughmer, 1992) to obtain the
two-dimensional airfoil cross section then select a planform
and experiment to arrive at the final three-dimensional wing
shape.

M. S. Selig and his colleagues began their airfoil design
and test program in the late 1980s (Donovan and Selig, 1989;

Selig, Donovan and Fraser, 1989). Since then, they have
tested a large number of airfoils, including many of Selig’s
own design, in the Reynolds number range from 60 000 to
500 000 (Selig et al., 1995, 1996, 2001). These results, as
well as other published data, have been very useful as a
starting point for the design of many small unmanned air
vehicles (UAVs). However, most of the second-generation
small UAVs use airfoil sections designed specifically for
their application. Although the experimental data obtained
for two-dimensional airfoils and large aspect ratio wings
at low Reynolds numbers were not useful for the design
of MAVs, the basic understanding of boundary layer char-
acteristics and measurement techniques developed provided
valuable experience when LAR wings became interesting.

2 WIND TUNNEL VALIDATION

As mentioned earlier, experimental validation of low
Reynolds number airfoil designs are needed in wind or water
tunnel experiments to provide confidence that the design
will perform well. Accurate lift and drag measurements are
needed to provide this level of confidence. Tools used, such
as force balances and wind/water tunnels, must be sensi-
tive enough and provide good flow quality to yield valid
results when only measuring small forces due to the low
Reynolds numbers. At the University of Notre Dame, several
wing geometries have been experimentally studied in the last
30 years and different force balances, wind tunnels, and water
tunnels have been proven effective tools to provide reliable
data (Pelletier and Mueller, 2000).

2.1 Wind tunnel

Accurate two-dimensional drag measurements are very diffi-
cult to make at low Reynolds numbers. Force balance results
may be overpredicted (drag) or underpredicted (lift) due the
interaction between the model and endplates or end walls.
However, for LAR wings tested without endplates, this inter-
action is eliminated and the force balance is a very useful
tool. The wake traverse method also suffers from the three-
dimensional nature of the flow and unsteadiness in the wake
of the model at low Reynolds numbers and the large span-
wise variations.

A low turbulence wind tunnel (free stream turbulence
intensity <0.05% in the range of interest from Rec = 60 000
to 200 000) with a test section cross section of 61 × 61 cm2

was used for the experiments presented here. A sensi-
tive three-component external platform force balance was
mounted on top of the test section. Two possible arrangements
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Figure 4. Force balance arrangements in wind tunnel test section: (a) two-dimensional testing, (b) three-dimensional testing.

are shown in Figure 4. The force balance was used to measure
the lift, drag, and pitching moment. Endplates were mounted
in the test section for two-dimensional testing. The gaps
between the model and the endplates were adjusted to about
0.8 mm. This is less than the maximum tip gaps suggested
by Rae and Pope (1984), which for the current span would
be 1.5 mm. Mueller and Burns (1982) also demonstrated that
results were not affected if gap sizes are less than 1.4 mm.

When measuring aerodynamic forces with a force balance,
it is important to be aware of factors affecting measurements.
Two of these important factors are the presence of endplates
(or tunnel end walls) and turbulence intensity.

2.2 Effect of endplates

It is known that the interaction between endplates and the
model (i.e., corner flow) can result in a 20% increase in Cd,min

(Mueller and Jansen, 1982). The effect of endplates on aero-

dynamic measurements was investigated using an Eppler 61
airfoil (see Eppler, 1990). The airfoil had a thickness-to-chord
ratio of 5.63% and a camber of 6.3%. This airfoil was origi-
nally developed for model airplanes. Two models with a chord
of 12.5 cm and a span of 30.5 cm were tested. The first model
was made of one piece, while the second was made of three
pieces (along the span direction) and only the center piece
was connected to the force balance. This helped eliminate
the effect of the interaction between the endplate boundary
layer and the airfoil. Figure 5 shows the 1-piece Eppler model
and the 3-piece model airfoil configurations in the test sec-
tion. The thickness of the airfoil allowed the introduction of
a small sting through the upper piece. The sting was con-
nected to the force balance. The hole was large enough to
prevent any contact between the sting and the upper piece
during measurements.

Since it was not possible to vary the angle of attack of
the end pieces of the 3-piece Eppler model without stopping
the wind tunnel, the effect of the endplates was investigated
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Figure 5. Eppler 61 airfoil configurations in the test section: (a) 1-piece airfoil and (b) 3-piece airfoil.

at constant angles of attack, but for varying Reynolds
numbers.

Lift coefficients and drag coefficients versus Reynolds
number at 0◦ angle of attack are presented in Figure 6. Lift
coefficients with the 3-piece airfoil were higher and drag
coefficients were lower than with the 1-piece airfoil subject
to endplate boundary layers. The aerodynamic characteristics
with the 3-piece airfoil are believed to be closer to the true
two-dimensional aerodynamics. The behavior of both Cl and
Cd with Reynolds number also followed expectations. The
drag coefficient exhibited the same reduction with Rec than
the Blasius solution for drag over a flat plate of zero thickness
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Figure 6. Effect of endplates on the two-dimensional lift and drag characteristics of the Eppler 61 airfoil versus Reynolds number at zero
degree angle of attack. (a) Lift coefficient and (b) drag coefficient. Reproduced with permission from Pelletier and Mueller (2001) c© AIAA.

(Cd = 2.656 × Re−0.5
c ), but with much higher magnitudes

due to thickness and camber. Uncertainty in the measure-
ments was estimated to be of the order of 6–7% for Cl and
Cd. All results presented have been corrected for solid body
blocking, wake blocking, streamline curvature, and longitu-
dinal buoyancy.

Selig et al. (1995) also showed that for low Reynolds
numbers, two-dimensional airfoil aerodynamics might be
affected by strong three-dimensional effects originating from
the endplates. They showed drag polars, where drag was mea-
sured by wake rakes and the momentum technique at four
span-wise locations and averaged for an SD6060 airfoil. Lift
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was measured using a strain gage force balance. At lower
Reynolds numbers (i.e., 60 000), there was significant vari-
ation in drag as a function of span-wise location, whereas
the variation was minimal at higher Reynolds numbers (i.e.,
about 200 000).

2.3 Effect of turbulence intensity

Freestream turbulence in a wind tunnel can have a significant
impact on flow separation and reattachment, especially at
low Reynolds numbers and on thick airfoils. Laitone (1997)
reported significant turbulence intensity effects below Rec =
70 000 for thick wings, but not so important on thin plates,
both with and without camber. At low angles of attack, turbu-
lence can cause an earlier transition and reattachment with a
short separation bubble, thus increasing Cl and reducing Cd.
At larger angles of attack where the flow is mostly separated,
increasing turbulence intensity will have the opposite effect
on Cd and increase drag. Increasing turbulence intensity can
also help reduce hysteresis encountered in Cl and Cd (Mueller
et al., 1983).

On thinner wings, however, freestream turbulence inten-
sity may not have the same effect, especially if there is no
flow reattachment after separation. An investigation on a thin
flat-plate wing of semi-span aspect ratio 1.5 (one endplate
was present for the tests, hence the reason for the semi-span
aspect ratio) revealed that the effect of turbulence was negli-
gible, in both a wind tunnel and a water tunnel (Pelletier and
Mueller, 2000). The Reynolds number range for those tests
was from 39 000 to 150 000.

2.4 Effect of wing camber

In order to investigate the effect of camber on the low
Reynolds numbers aerodynamics, two thin plate airfoils, one
flat and one cambered, were studied. Both models had a
thickness-to-chord ratio of 1.93%. The models had a 5-to-
1 elliptical leading edge and a 3◦ tapered trailing edge (a few
models also had an elliptical trailing edge). The cambered
model had a circular arc shape with 4% camber (Pelletier
and Mueller, 2000). The models had a chord of 20.3 cm and
a span of 30.5 cm. The trailing-edge geometry, elliptical, or
tapered, was shown to have a minimal impact on aerodynam-
ics for both the flat and cambered airfoil. Laitone (1996, 1997)
also showed that at low Reynolds numbers, a sharp trailing
edge is not as critical as for larger Reynolds numbers.

Figure 7 compares the aerodynamics of the flat-plate air-
foil and the cambered-plate airfoil at a Reynolds number of
140 000. Only data for increasing angles of attack is presented
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Figure 7. Drag polar (Cd vs. Cl) for flat and cambered plate airfoils
at Rec = 140 000.

since no hysteresis was present in any of the data. The lack of
hysteresis was not unexpected, considering that none of the
data exhibited a sharp stall (abrupt reduction in the lift coef-
ficient). For those two-dimensional measurements, endplates
were present. Therefore, their effect cannot be ignored. The
superior aerodynamic behavior of cambered airfoils is clearly
indicated in Figure 7. The maximum lift is reached at an angle
of attack which is a few degrees higher. This maximum lift
is also more than 40% higher for the cambered airfoil. Quan-
titative flow visualization in a water tunnel using hydrogen
bubbles demonstrated that the flow on the cambered model
remained attached longer than on the flat-plate model, which
is consistent with the better lift coefficients.

When comparing drag for two-dimensional airfoils with
and without camber, it is clear that camber leads to an increase
in minimum drag, as would be expected. However, it seems
possible to get lower drag at angle of attack, up to about the
angle of maximum lift, with the cambered airfoil. This, cou-
pled with the increased lift, leads to better two-dimensional
aerodynamic performance of cambered airfoils.

2.5 Low aspect ratio wing aerodynamics

For MAV wings, aspect ratios of two and below were consid-
ered. Torres and Mueller (2004) looked at the aerodynamic
properties of several LAR wings with aspect ratios varying
from 0.5 to 2. Four planforms were considered: rectangular
wings, elliptical wings, Zimmerman wings (two half ellipses
joined at the quarter chord), and inverse Zimmerman wings
(two half ellipses joined at the three-quarter chord). Force bal-
ance measurements for several rectangular flat-plate wings of
aspect ratio 0.5 to 2 are presented in Figure 8. The models
had a chord of 20.3 cm (AR = 0.5, 0.75, and 1) and 15.2 cm
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Figure 8. Lift coefficient versus angle of attack for seven rectan-
gular flat plate wings of various aspect ratios at Rec = 100 000.
Reproduced with permission from Mueller, Torres and Srull (2007)
c© AIAA.

(AR = 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, and 2). The thickness was 4 mm for
all models.

Results indicate that the lift curve slope increases with
aspect ratio and the change in CL with angle of attack is
also more linear for higher aspect ratio wings. This indicates
that LAR wings are subject to more nonlinear lift, especially
wings with aspect ratio less than 1.25. This nonlinear lift is
also associated with higher values of angle of attack for max-
imum lift, as seen in Figure 8. The nonlinear lift is caused by
wingtip vortices (side edge vortices) forming on the wings.
These vortices, which roll-up and delay the onset of separa-
tion, create a suction peak on the wing and generate additional
lift. These vortices also play an important role in delta wings
aerodynamics (see High Angle of Attack Aerodynamics).

Nonlinear lift increases as the angle of attack increases
due to the stronger vortices. This explains why the lift-curve
slope, observed in Figure 8, has a tendency to increase with
angle of attack for LAR wings, especially for the lower aspect
ratios. Furthermore, as the wingspan becomes shorter, the
wingtip vortices present on the wings get closer to each other
and their nonlinear contribution to lift is increased.

Results with non-rectangular wing geometries (Zimmer-
man, inverse Zimmerman and elliptical planforms) show that
for LAR wings at low Reynolds numbers, aspect ratio has the
largest impact on performance, followed by wing planform
and Reynolds numbers. The impact of wing planform is more
important for aspect ratios less than 1.5. Above an aspect ratio
of 1.5, the difference is less clear, even though the elliptical
planform seems slightly more efficient, which is consistent
with classical aerodynamic theory.

An interesting characteristic of LAR wings is the behavior
of the center of lift with angle of attack (Torres and Mueller,
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Figure 9. CL versus CD with the effect of camber for = 1.00 and
Rec = 100 000. Reproduced with permission from Mueller, Torres
and Srull (2007) c© AIAA.

2004). At low angles of attack, the lift is mainly due to cir-
culation and the center of lift is close to the quarter chord
point. However, as the angle of attack increases, wingtip vor-
tices gain in strength and their influence gives rise to more
nonlinear lift, which pushes the center of pressure further
downstream. This gives rise to challenges for the trim and lon-
gitudinal stability of any vehicle using these wing planforms.

Finally, the effect of 4% camber on LAR wings is shown
in Figure 9. As for two-dimensional airfoils, lift is higher on
cambered wings. Furthermore, for a given lift, drag is lower
on cambered wings than on flat-plate wings at larger positive
angles of attack. However, the minimum drag is still lower on
flat-plate wings, as was the case for two-dimensional airfoils
with and without camber.

3 MICRO AIR VEHICLES

The first generation MAVs were rigid fixed-wing vehicles,
for example, the United States Naval Research Laboratory
(USNRL) MITE Series (Kellogg et al., 2001) and the Aero-
Vironment Series (Grasmeyer and Keennon, 2001) that
evolved into the Black Widow. The questions about the aero-
dynamic characteristics of a 15.4 cm vehicle that would fly
at chord Reynolds numbers around 100 000 were answered
as the designs progressed. The MITE vehicles were designed
using CFD to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of
their prototype designs while the AeroVironment vehicles
used glider and wind tunnel experiments in their prototype
designs.

Since there was little data or experience with such small
flying vehicles, USNRL began a series of computational stud-
ies on the aerodynamics of the 15.4 cm span and about a 13 cm
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Figure 10. Sketches of fixed and flexible wing micro air vehicles.

chord (Micro Tactical Expendable) MITE prototype vehicle
(Ramamurti and Sandberg, 2001). These studies led to a 2.5
times larger vehicle, the MITE 2 that had a 36.83 cm span and
a 25.4 cm chord. This vehicle had a 5.2% reflex airfoil so that
there would be a low pitching moment and to provide rea-
sonable longitudinal stability. The MITE 2 was successfully
flown and a sketch of this MAV is shown in Figure 10. Fur-
ther developments produced the MITE 3 through six designs
that experimented with twin motor electric propulsion sys-
tems as well as various payloads, including a larger battery
for greater endurance. This series of larger vehicles evolved
into the Dragon Eye that has a fuselage, twin electric motors
on a conventional wing, and a rudder. It has a span of 1.14 m,
a mass of 2.0 kg, a payload of 0.37 kg, a range of 10 km, and
an endurance of 60 min. This geometry looks more like a
large bird when viewed from a distance (Kellogg, 2007). The
Dragon Eye is manufactured by AeroVironment, Inc. (see
aeroVironment website).

After the prototypes determined that a 15.4 cm vehicle
was possible, multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO)
methodology was used to maximize the performance of MAV
designs. These studies resulted in the final Black Widow
MAV configuration that had a 15.4 cm span, 80 gm mass that
was capable of taking color video from a range of 1.8 km with
an endurance of 30 min (Grasmeyer and Keennon, 2001). A
sketch of this MAV is shown in Figure 10. As a result of the
desire to increase the payload and endurance, the experience
from this development led to the development of the original
Wasp as well as larger versions of this vehicle (e.g., the Wasp
III, see aeroVironment website).

The University of Florida (UF) developed a series of
unique flexible wing MAVs. This concept utilized a combi-

nation of biologically inspired design and the use of modern
composite materials. Similar to small birds and bats, the wing
is thin and under-cambered. It was shown that thin under-
cambered wings are more efficient than those with significant
thickness (Ifju, 2005). The UF MAVs are constructed with a
carbon fiber skeleton and thin extensible membrane material
(analogous to the bones and skin of the bat wing). They have
a distinct fuselage and wing, more similar to that of birds and
bats than to traditional flying wing designs such as the Black
Widow.

These designs evolved from early versions, whose devel-
opment can be traced back to 1999. The initial inspiration
for the flexible wing resulted from a combination of watch-
ing early attempts at flying MAVs in combination with Ifju’s
knowledge of the sport of windsurfing. This knowledge of
the flexible sails used in windsurfing stimulated the develop-
ment of a wing that would not be as affected by wind gusts as
nominally rigid versions. From that point on, the UF explored
the design space that is typically avoided in aircraft design,
namely compliance. The goal was to produce a vehicle that
was easy to control, even when the weather did not cooperate.

The wings were fabricated with a carbon-fiber skeleton
and extensible latex rubber skin so they would have the
ability to adapt to the airflow to provide smoother a flight.
This is accomplished via the passive mechanism of adaptive
washout. In sailing vessels, adaptive washout is produced
through twist of the sail. This greatly extends the wind range
of the sail and produces more constant thrust (lift), even in
gusty wind conditions. For this type of wing, shape changes as
a function of the airspeed and the angle of attack. The adaptive
washout is produced through the extension of the membrane
and twisting of the framework, resulting in changes in the
angle of attack along the length of the wing in response to
airspeed and overall angle of attack. The net result is a wing
that flies with exceptional smoothness, even in gusty wind
conditions. The adaptive washout mechanism is subtle and
must be “tuned” into the wings in order to work effectively.
Numerous prototypes were built to learn how the geometry
of the carbon fiber skeletons affected flight performance. The
relative stiffness of the different parts of the skeleton was var-
ied and observations in the field were made for each model
to qualitatively rank their performance. The configurations
that provided the best performance were selected and subse-
quently examined using more rigorous means via additional
flight tests and wind-tunnel tests (Ifju, 2007).

Two configurations had significantly improved characteris-
tics compared to rigid versions of the same geometry. A
sketch of the batten reinforced wing (BRW) and the perimeter
reinforced wing (PRW) planforms are presented in Figure 10.
The BR wing is comprised of a relatively rigid leading
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edge and thin ribs called battens. The second version is
comprised of a relatively rigid leading edge and a flexible
carbon fiber perimeter. The BRW has been extensively stud-
ied (e.g., Ifju et al., 2002) and was designed specifically to
address gust alleviation. The PRW exhibited a distinct advan-
tage over the rigid and BRWs in terms of increased stall
resistance, enhanced lift, and increased static longitudinal sta-
bility. The typical features of the perimeter reinforced MAV
are a mass of 40 g, chord and span of 10 cm each, velocity of
11.5 m s−1(cruise Reynolds number of about 100 000), aspect
ratio of 1.28, and wing loading of 3.0 kg m−2. A complete
description of the design, manufacture, testing, the influ-
ence of compliance, and the aerodynamic performance of the
resulting MAVs is presented by Ifju et al. (2007). The chapter
by H. Liu and W. Shyy Micro Air Vehicle-Motivated Aerody-
namics should also be consulted. Excellent coverage of low
Reynolds number aerodynamics for fixed, flexible, and flap-
ping wing vehicles is given in the book by Shyy et al. (2008).
A journal, dedicated to publishing all aspects of MAVs, is
the International Journal of Micro Air Vehicles with Editor
Mark Reeder. The first issue of the Journal was published in
March 2009 by Multi-Science Publishing.
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AR aspect ratio
Cd 2D (airfoil) drag coefficient
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CD wing drag coefficient
CL wing lift coefficient
L/D lift to drag ratio
Rec root chord Reynolds number
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1 INTRODUCTION

Bird, bat, and insect flights have fascinated humans for many
centuries. There are nearly a million species of flying insects,
and of the living 13 000 warm-blooded vertebrate species
(i.e., birds and mammals), 10 000 (9000 birds and 1000 bats)
have taken to the skies. With respect to maneuvering a body
efficiently through space, birds represent some of nature’s
finest locomotion machines. While aeronautical technology
has advanced rapidly over the past 100 years, nature’s flying
machines, which have evolved over 150 million years, are
still impressive. Considering that humans move at top speeds
of 3–4 body lengths per second, a race horse runs approxi-
mately 7 body lengths per second, a cheetah accomplishes
18 body lengths per second, a supersonic aircraft such as
the SR-71, “Blackbird” traveling near Mach 3 covers about

32 body lengths per second, it is amazing that a common
pigeon (Columba livia) frequently attains speeds of
80 km h−1, which converts to 75 body lengths per second. A
European starling (Sturnus vulgaris) is capable of flying at
120 body lengths per second, and various species of swifts
are even more impressive, over 140 body lengths per second.
The roll rate of highly aerobatic aircraft (e.g., A-4 Skyhawk)
is approximately 720 degrees per second, while a barn swal-
low (Hirundo rustics) has a roll rate in excess of 5000 degrees
per second. The maximum positive G-forces permitted in
most general aviation aircraft is 4–5 Gs, and select military
aircraft withstand 8–10 Gs. However, many birds routinely
experience positive G-forces in excess of 10 Gs and up to
14 Gs. The primary reasons for such superior maneuvering
and flight characteristics include the “scaling laws” with
respect to a vehicle’s size, as well as intuitive but highly
developed sensing, navigation, and control capabilities.

As summarized by Shyy et al. (2008a, 2008b), the aero-
dynamic phenomena associated with biological flight promi-
nently feature unsteady motions at chord Reynolds numbers
ranging from O (104) to O (101), which is characterized by un-
steady large-scale vortical structures, complex flapping wing
kinematics, certain wing shapes, and flexible wing structures.
These natural flyers can stay aloft by utilizing various un-
steady high-lift aerodynamic mechanisms well beyond typi-
cal stall angle of attack of fixed wings. Experimental studies
(Ellington et al., 1996; Dickinson, Lehmann and Sane, 1999)
have made significant contributions in clarifying some key
unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms including leading edge
vortex (LEV), wing rotation, and wake capture mechanisms.
Direct visualization of the vortical structures around insects
(Srygley and Thomas, 2002), bats (Muijres et al., 2008), and
birds (Warrick, Tobalske and Powers, 2005) further elucidate
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such vortex dynamic-based aerodynamics in flapping wing
flight.

From an aerospace engineering viewpoint, natural flyers
offer significant opportunities for us to learn in the context
of micro air vehicles (MAVs) (Figure 1). In particular, nat-

ural flyers (i) employ shape control to accommodate flow
structures in space and time, (ii) accommodate wind gust and
accomplish station keeping with varying kinematics patterns,
(iii) utilize multiple unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms for
lift and thrust enhancement, (iv) have wings of substantial

Figure 1. Images of biological flapping flyers.
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Table 1. Dimensionless parameters and scaling dependency for flapping wing aerodynamics.

Hovering (no-freestream) Forward flight
Based on flapping wing velocity Based on cruising velocity

Dimensionless parameter Length Frequency Length Frequency

Reynolds number: Re = Uref cm/ν R2 f R Independent
Strouhal number: St = ωha/(�Uref ) Independent Independent R f
Reduced frequency: k = ωcm/(2Uref ) Independent Independent R f
Elastic parametera: �1 = D/(ρf Uref

2cm
3) R−2 f−2 Independent Independent

Inertia parameterb: �2 = IB/(ρf cm
5) R−1 Independent R−1 Independent

Frequency ratio: �3 = ωB/ω R−1 f−1 R−1 f

a Ratio of elastic and aerodynamic forces. �1 gives a relative measure of elastic deformation to the given aerodynamic loading, and it is important as a measure
of the structural nonlinear regime.
b Ratio of inertia and aerodynamic generalized forces. �2 contains the mass ratio representing the relative density of the wing and the fluid surrounding it.

anisotropy in their structural characteristics between the
chordwise and spanwise directions, and (v) combine sensing,
control, and wing maneuvering to maintain not only lift but
also flight stability. It is fruitful for us to first understand these
biological flight systems, then to establish certain desirable
features, and finally apply them to MAV design (Platzer et al.,
2008; Shyy et al., 2008a, 2008b; Chapters in Micro Air Vehi-
cles). Strong efforts are being made by the research and devel-
opment community in this topical area. A number of flapping
wing configurations have been investigated for both forward
and hovering flight conditions. The emphasis has been largely
on the dependence of thrust, lift, and propulsive efficiency on
flapping mode, amplitude, frequency, and wing shape. Also
being studied are the aerodynamic phenomena, and benefits
produced by the flapping wing interactions on tandem wings
or biplane configurations are discussed. Such interactions oc-
cur on insects such as dragonflies as well as MAVs.

One of the big challenges in MAV development is that
there are numerous scaling parameters, as shown in Tables 1
and 2. As one can easily observe, it is virtually impossible
to develop lab-scale models and then develop actual flyers
without changing the values of some of the various scaling

parameters. A flight vehicle needs to generate necessary lift,
which scales with the vehicle/wing length scale, R, as R3

(under geometric similitude); furthermore, it needs to in-
crease or reduce lift to maneuver toward or avoid an object,
resulting in the need for substantially more control capabili-
ties. In addition, it is desirable to minimize power consump-
tion. An optimal design based on a single design point under
a given steady freestream value is insufficient; it is necessary
to develop comprehensive guidelines for flapping wing-based
MAV design across a wide range of wind gust, flight speed,
and time scales so that flight vehicles can be satisfactory flyers
within the entire flight envelope (Shyy et al., 2008b).

In this chapter, to obtain a better understanding of flapping
wing aerodynamics, we first describe kinematics of flapping
wing flight as well as important dimensionless parameters
such as Reynolds number, reduced frequency, and Strouhal
number. Secondly, we summarize the fluid physics responsi-
ble for lift generation, including the following phenomena:

A. Clap-and-fling
B. Pitch-up rotation

Table 2. Morphological and flight parameters of selected biological flyers.

Fruit fly Hawkmoth Hummingbird
Parameter (Drosophila melanogaster) (Manduca sexta) (Lampornis clemenciae)

Mean chord length: cm (cm) 0.078 1.8 2.0
Wing semi-span: R (cm) 0.24 5.0 8.5
Total mass (g) 0.96 × 10−3 1.6 8.4
Flapping frequency: f (Hz) 218 26.1 23.3
Wingbeat amplitude: � (rad) 2.44 2.0 2.63
Aspect ratio: AR 6.12 5.3 8.2
Reynolds number: Re 100–200 5000–7000 10 000–15 000
Reduced frequency: k 0.21 0.3 0.15
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C. Wake capture
D. Leading edge vortices
E. Tip vortices

Finally, we discuss the implications of wing flexibility on
flapping wing aerodynamics.

2 SCALING, KINEMATICS, AND
GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Aerodynamics of flapping wing flight can be modeled in the
framework of unsteady Navier–Strokes (NS) equations. Non-
linear physics with multiple variables (velocity, pressure) and
time-varying geometries are among the aspects of primary
interest. The treatment of flapping wing kinematics is there-
fore central to a comprehensive understanding of a biological
flight.

Scaling laws can help identify the fluid physics as well as
offer guidelines to establish suitable models for predicting
the aerodynamics of a biological flight. Here, three main di-
mensionless parameters in flapping-flying flight scaling are
(i) the Reynolds number (Re), which represents a ratio be-
tween inertial and viscous forces, (ii) the Strouhal number
(St) for forward flight, which describes the relative influence
of forward flight versus flapping speeds, and (iii) the reduced
frequency (k), which describes the rotational versus transla-
tional speeds during flapping wing movement. Together with
geometric and kinematic similarities, the Reynolds number,
the Strouhal number, and the reduced frequency are suffi-
cient to define the aerodynamic similarity for a rigid wing
(Table 1). It should be mentioned that for flexible wings,
additional dimensionless parameters will be introduced for
scaling the flapping wing aerodynamics. It will be discussed
later in Section 4.

2.1 Kinematics of flapping flight

The kinematics of flapping flight is composed of body and
wing movement. As shown in Figure 2, assuming that the
wing and body are rigid, the body kinematics can be repre-
sented by the body angle (inclination of the body), relative
to the horizontal plane (e.g., the ground). The flapping wing
kinematics can be described by three basic positional angles
of the wing with the stroke plane: (i) flapping about the x axis
in the wingbase-fixed coordinate system described by the po-
sitional angle or stroke angle φ, (ii) rotation of the wing about
the z axis in the wingbase-fixed coordinate system described
by the elevation or deviation angle θ, and (iii) rotation of
the wing about the y axis in the wingbase-fixed coordinate

system described by the geometrical angle of attack α . The
stroke plane is defined by the wingbase and the wingtip of
the maximum and the minimum sweep positions. In addi-
tion, in forward flight, geometric (αg) and effective angle of
attack (αeff ) can be defined and are illustrated in Figure 2.
Moreover, the body angle and the stroke plane angle vary in
accordance with the flight speed and a species of biological
flyers (Shyy et al., 2008a). Note that the wings of biological
flyers deform naturally due to the interaction between fluid
and structural forces, which varies with specific structures
(e.g., vein, membrane, feather, and scales).

2.2 Reynolds number

Given a reference length (Lref ) and a reference velocity (Uref ),
the Reynolds number (Re) is defined as

Re = LrefUref

ν
(1)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity coefficient. In biological
flight, since lift and thrust are produced by the flapping wings,
the mean chord length cm is used as the reference length Lref .
The reference velocity Uref is defined differently for hovering
and forward flight.

In hovering flight, the mean wingtip velocity can be used
as the reference velocity, written as Uref = ωR, where ω is
the mean angular velocity of the wing (ω = 2�f, where �

is the wingbeat amplitude, measured in radians, and f is the
flapping frequency) and R is the wing semi-span. Therefore,
the Reynolds number (Re) for hovering flight can be rewritten
as

Re = LrefUref

ν
= cm(2�fR)

ν
= �fR2

ν

(
4

AR

)
(2)

where the aspect ratio AR = b2/S, with the wing planform
area (S) being the product of the wing span (b) and the mean
chord length (cm). Note that the Reynolds number is propor-
tional to the wingbeat amplitude (�), the flapping frequency
(f ), and the square of the wing semi-span (R), but inversely
proportional to the AR of the wing. Most insects as well as
some birds and bats are able to hover, generally, in the Re
range between O (104) and O (101).

In forward flight, the forward flight velocity (U) is used as
the reference velocity (Uref ). Therefore, the Reynolds number
(Re) for forward flight can be represented as

Re = LrefUref

ν
= cmU

ν
= UR

ν

(
4

AR

)
(3)
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Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of coordinate systems and kinematics of flapping wing and body movement. The local wingbase-fixed and
the global space-fixed coordinate systems. The local wingbase-fixed coordinate system (x, y, z) is fixed on the center of the stroke plane
(origin O at the wingbase) with x direction normal to the stroke plane, the y direction vertical to the body axis, and the z direction parallel
to the stroke plane. Pictorial representations of the positional or stroke angle φ, the angle of attack α with reference to stroke plane, the
geometrical angle of attack αg, the effective angle of attack αe, the elevation or deviation angle θ, the body angle χ, and the stroke plane
angle β are given.

In comparison with the hovering flight Reynolds number,
which is proportional to R2, the forward flight Reynolds num-
ber is proportional to R and not related to the flapping fre-
quency and the wingbeat amplitude.

2.3 Strouhal number and reduced frequency

The Strouhal number (St) is used to characterize the vortex
dynamics and shedding behavior of vortices of a pitching
and plunging airfoil in uniform flow. For biological flight, the
Strouhal number St is defined based on the flapping frequency
( f ), the full flapping amplitude (2ha = 180(2�)/π), and the

forward fight speed (U), namely,

St = fLref

Uref
= 2fha

U
(4)

This definition describes a ratio between the flapping speed
and the forward or cruising flight speed, which offers a mea-
sure of a flyer’s propulsive efficiency. For some of insects,
bats, and birds in forward flight, the Strouhal number (St)
generally falls largely within a narrow range of 0.2 < St < 0.4
to obtain a high propulsive efficiency.

The reduced frequency (k) is defined based on the angu-
lar speed (2πf ), half of mean chord length (cm/2), and the
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reference flight velocity (Uref ) through the air.

k = 2πfLref

2Uref
= πfcm

Uref
(5)

In hovering flight, the reference velocity is defined as the
mean wingtip velocity (Uref = 2�fR), so the reduced fre-
quency can be formulated as

k = πfcm

Uref
= πcm

2�R
= π

�AR
(6)

where AR is the aspect ratio. In forward flight, if the reference
velocity is chosen as forward or cruising flight speed (U), then
the reduced frequency can be rewritten as:

k = 2πfLref

2Uref
= πfcm

U
= 2πfR

UAR
(7)

2.4 Governing equations

The governing equations of fluids are the unsteady, incom-
pressible three-dimensional NS equations and the continuity
equation, which are expressed in index notation as follows:

∂ui

∂t
+ ∂(ujui)

∂xj

= − 1

ρf

∂p

∂xi

+ µf

ρf

∂2ui

∂x2
j

,

∂ui

∂xi

= 0 (8)

where ρf is the fluid density, µf is the dynamic viscosity
coefficient, ui the velocity vector, t the time, xi is the position
vector, and p is the pressure. Furthermore, if the forward flight
velocity is used as the velocity scale, then the resulting non-
dimensional form of the NS equation explicitly contains the
Reynolds number and the Strouhal number:

St
∂ūi

∂t̄
+ ∂(ūjūi)

∂x̄j

= − ∂p̄

∂x̄i

+ 1

Re

∂2ūi

∂x̄2
j

(9)

where the overbar designates the dimensionless variable. On
the other hand, if the flapping wing velocity is chosen as the
velocity scale, then the NS equation explicitly contains the
Reynolds number and the reduced frequency:

k

π

∂ūi

∂t̄
+ ∂(ūjūi)

∂x̄j

= − ∂p̄

∂x̄i

+ 1

Re

∂2ūi

∂x̄2
j

(10)

where again the overbar designates the dimensionless vari-
able. This form of the equation separates the reduced

frequency and Reynolds number, making it convenient for
investigating the effects of these parameters. For further dis-
cussions, see Shyy et al. (2008a). Information concerning
these scaling parameters of the two selected insects and a bird
is shown in Table 2. For all of these flyers, the flapping fre-
quency is between 20 and 250 Hz yielding the Reynolds num-
ber from O (104) to O (102) based on the mean chord length
and the mean wingtip velocity. In this flight regime, unsteady
effects, inertia, pressure, and viscous forces are all important.

3 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS
OF FLAPPING WING FLIGHT

Flapping wing aerodynamics is strongly influenced by vor-
tex dynamics and vortex–wing and/or vortex–vortex interac-
tions. Vortex formation and shedding, if used properly, can
provide increased lift production compared to that of a sta-
tionary airfoil. Studying vortex dynamics and its impact on
lift generation is of substantial importance in understanding
flapping wing aerodynamics.

3.1 Clap-and-fling mechanism (Re: O (101)–O
(104))

Weis-Fogh (1973) found that a tiny hovering chalcid wasp,
Encarsia formosa (wing chord of approximately 0.2 mm),
claps two wings together and then flings them open about
the horizontal line of contact to fill the gap with air. During
the ‘fling’ motion, the air around each wing acquires circu-
lation in the correct direction to generate additional lift. A
schematic of this procedure is illustrated in Figure 3. As
shown in the lower panel of Figure 3, flow visualization
for this phenomenon has been reported by Lehmann, Sane
and Dickinson (2005). By employing a dynamically scaled
electromechanical flapping model of the fruit fly, Drosophila
melanogaster, Lehmann and Pick (2007) systematically in-
vestigated the sensitivity of the clap-and-fling aerodynamic
performance to flapping wing kinematics. Their results sug-
gested that (i) the clap-and-fling mechanism can augment
the vertical force generation by up to 17% in two types of
figure-eight stroke kinematics; (ii) the heaving motion during
fling can explain 58% of the variance in vertical force aug-
mentation; and (iii) the clap-and-fling mechanism is highly
beneficial in producing a low mean vertical force coefficient
during wing flapping. Numerous biological flyers, such as
hawkmoths, butterflies, fruit flies, wasps, thrips, bats, and
birds, enhance their aerodynamic force production with the
clap-and-fling mechanism (Weis-Fogh, 1973; Ellington et al.,
1996; Srygley and Thomas, 2002; Dickinson, Lehmann and
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Flapping Wing Aerodynamics 7

Figure 3. Explanation of clap-and-fling mechanism. Upper panel: section schematic of wings approaching each other to clap (a–d in upper
panel) and fling apart (a–d lower panel). Lower panel: a sequence of particle image velocimetry (PIV) snapshots around the dynamically
scaled robotic fruit fly model wings (Re = 60–200). Contour indicates the magnitude of flow velocity. Darker and lighter colors indicate small
and large velocity magnitudes, respectively. Reproduced from Lehmann, Sane and Dickinson (2005) c© The Company of Biologists Ltd.

Sane, 1999; Wang, 2005; Lehmann, Sane and Dickinson,
2005; Lehmann and Pick, 2007; Shyy et al., 2008a).

3.2 Pitch-up rotation (Re: O (102)–O (103))

Flapping wings experience rapid wing rotation at the end
of each stroke, which leads to lift enhancement (Dickinson,
Lehmann and Sane, 1999). It is found that a lift peak at the
wing flips before reversing its translational direction when
the leading edge rotates backward relative to the translation.
Rapid pitch-up rotation of the wing leads to rapid increase
in the vorticity around the wing and thus enhances the lift
generated (Shyy et al., 2008b).

3.3 Wake capture (Re: O (102)–O (104))

The wake capture mechanism is often observed during the
wing–wake interaction. It appears at the beginning of each
stroke when the wings reverse their movement direction while
rotating about the spanwise axis (Dickinson, Lehmann and
Sane, 1999). The wings meet the wake created during the
previous stroke after reversing their direction, by which the
effective flow velocity increases and generates an additional
aerodynamic force peak. The sequence of the wake cap-
ture mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4. Wang 2005 and
Shyy et al. (2008a) further elucidate the wake capture mech-
anism and lift augmentation of the instantaneous lift peak
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Figure 4. Sequences of spanwise vorticity contours during the rotation phase of the stroke: (a) a wing begins to rotate about the spanwise
axis at the end of stroke; (b) a wing starts translating from left to right, and starting and trailing edge vortices (TEV) are observed; (c) a
wing encounters the induced velocity field, and a fluid momentum is transferred to the wing that generates a peak in the aerodynamic force
(wake capture). Note that CWV and CCWV indicate clock-wise vortex and counter clock-wise vortex, respectively.

using high-fidelity numerical simulations. It should be noted
that the effectiveness of the wake capture mechanism is a
function of wing kinematics and flow structures around the
flapping wings (Dickinson, Lehmann and Sane, 1999; Shyy
et al., 2008a).

3.4 Leading edge vortex (Re: O (102)–O (104))

When flapping wings travel several chord lengths, the flow
separates from the leading and trailing edge, as well as
the wingtip, and forms large organized vortices known as
the LEV, trailing edge vortex (TEV), and tip vortex (TiV),
respectively. In biological flight, the LEVs are essential to
delay stall and to augment aerodynamic force production dur-
ing the translation of the flapping wings. Fundamentally, the
LEV is generated from the balance between the pressure gra-
dient, the centrifugal force, and the Coriolis force in the NS
equation. The LEV generates a lower pressure area, which
results in an increased suction on the upper surface. Employ-
ing three-dimensional NS computations, it was shown (Shyy
et al., 2008a) that the LEV is common to flapping wing aero-
dynamics at Reynolds numbers of O (104) or lower, which
corresponds to the flight regime of insects. However, the main
characteristics of the LEV and their implications on lift gener-
ation vary with changes in the Reynolds number (wing sizing,
flapping frequency).

For a hovering hummingbird, Selasphorus rufus (Re: O
(103)–O (104)), the generation of the LEVs was found only
during the downstroke from the wake (Warrick, Tobalske and
Powers, 2005). For a small nectar-feeding bat (Glossophaga
soricina) in slow forward flight (Re: O (103)), the attached
LEVs are responsible for a 40% enhancement in lift produc-
tion; the airflow passing over the LEV reattaches behind it

to the wing, despite the exceptionally large instantaneous
angles of attack and wing camber (Muijres et al., 2008). For
insects such as a hovering hawkmoth (Re: O (103); Ellington
et al., 1996; Shyy and Liu, 2007), a free-flying butterfly (Re:
O (103); Srygley and Thomas, 2002), a hovering fruit fly (Re:
O (103); Dickinson, Lehmann and Sane, 1999; Wang, 2005),
the time-varying development and separation of the LEVs
were observed. Furthermore, Wang (2005) and Shyy et al.
(2008a, 2008b) showed that the lift enhancement in two-
dimensional flapping wing flight could be sustained for three
or four chord lengths of travel before dynamic stall occurs
(Re: O (102)–O (103))). On the other hand, Ellington et al.
(1996) showed that the attached LEVs on three-dimensional
hovering hawkmoth wing did not break down (Re: O (103)).
They suggested that the LEVs are maintained by the removal
of vorticity through a spanwise axial flow along the LEV core.

When a flyer’s size and flight Reynolds number vary, the
relative importance among viscous, convective, and pressure
terms changes accordingly, which significantly impacts the
structures of the LEVs. Figure 5 highlights the streamlines
at two representative Reynolds numbers at the middle of
the downstroke (i.e., at maximum flapping wing velocity).
The Figure 5a corresponds to a hovering hawkmoth with a
Reynolds number of 6000, and Figure 5b corresponds to a
hovering fruit fly with a Reynolds number of 120. At the
Reynolds number of 6000, as observed in previous studies
(Ellington et al., 1996; Shyy and Liu, 2007), an intense con-
ical LEV structure was observed on the wing with a sus-
tained axial flow along the spanwise direction within the
vortex core, breaking down at approximately three-quarters
of the span toward the wingtip. At the Reynolds number of
120, the LEV no longer breaks down and is found to be
connected to the tip vortices. Moreover, the spanwise flow
at the vortex core becomes weaker as the Reynolds number
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Figure 5. Streamlines from the wing surface at the middle of the downstroke and schematics of the flapping wing kinematics of hovering
hawkmoth and fruit fly, respectively. (a) Hawkmoth hovering (Re = 5000–7000); (b) Fruit fly hovering (Re = 100–200). Note that LEV
and TiV indicate leading edge vortex and tip vortex, respectively.

decreases. In addition, it is found that the LEV structure at
the Reynolds number of 120 (Figure 5b) is more of a cylindri-
cal than a conical form. Inspecting the NS equation, one can
see that the pressure gradient, the centrifugal force, and the
Coriolis force together are responsible for the LEV stability
(Shyy and Liu, 2007).

3.5 Tip vortices (Re: O (102)–O (104))

Traditionally, tip vortices (TiVs) associated with fixed finite
wings are seen to decrease lift and induce drag. However, for

a low aspect ratio flapping wing (at low Reynolds number
Re: O (102)), one can clearly show that the TiVs are able to
increase lift generation both by creating a low-pressure re-
gion near the wingtip and by anchoring the LEVs to delay
or even prevent shedding, as shown in Figure 6 (Shyy et al.,
2009). Furthermore, for certain flapping kinematics, the LEV
remains attached along the spanwise direction and the TiV
effects are not prominent; in such situations, the aerodynam-
ics is little affected by the aspect ratio of a wing, as shown
in Figure 6 (Shyy et al., 2009). Depending on the specific
kinematics, the TiVs can either promote or make little im-
pact on the aerodynamics of a low aspect ratio flapping wing
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Figure 6. The lift per unit span for two- and three-dimensional airfoil/wing and Iso-Q surfaces (Q = 0.75) around the wing (AR = 4)
at Re = 65. (a) The wingbeat amplitude (2ha/cm = 2.0) and small phase lag of timing between translation and rotation of the wing. The
TiV leads to increased lift in their immediate region as well as anchor the rotational staring vortex (RSV). Time-averaged lift coefficient
for (i) 2D: 0.13, (ii) 3D: 0.22. (b) The wingbeat amplitude (2ha/cm = 3.0) and large angular amplitude. The spanwise variation is limited.
Time-averaged lift coefficient for (i) 2D: 0.14, (ii) 3D: 0.17. Note that definition of Q is as follows: Q = 1

2 (RijRij − SijSij), where Rij is
the angular rotation tensor and Sij is the rate-of-strain tensor, such that the velocity gradient tensor ∂ui/∂xj = Sij + Rij . A high value of Q
suggests a more coherent vortical flow structure. Note that LEV, TEV, TiV, and RSV indicate leading and trailing edge vortex, tip vortex
and rotational starting vortex, respectively.

(Shyy et al., 2009). Consequently, interpretation of flapping
wing aerodynamics at low Reynolds number needs to be qual-
itatively modified in contrast to that of fixed wings.

4 STRUCTURAL WING FLEXIBILITY

4.1 Scaling laws

Biological flyers have flexible wings. The specific role of
structural wing flexibility with regard to flapping wing lift
and thrust augmentation is currently an active research topic

(Heathcote and Gursul, 2007; Heathcote, Wang and Gursul,
2008; Aono et al., 2009). The interactions between structural
flexibility, fluid physics, and flapping wing kinematics are
complicated. There are multiple scaling parameters related to
both fluid and structural dynamics. The aerodynamic param-
eters were presented earlier. For the structural parameters, let
us consider cm, the mean chord length, ω, the mean angular
velocity of the flapping wing (radian), ha, the flapping am-
plitude, Uref , the reference velocity, ρf , the fluid density, D,
the plate bending rigidity (directly proportional to Young’s
modulus of the material and the cube of the wing thickness),
IB, the (flapping) moment of inertia, and ωB, the wing linear
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natural frequencies of bending. Assuming that the geometric
similarity is maintained, the scaling laws of flexible flapping
wing aerodynamics for forward and hovering flight are sum-
marized in Table 1.

4.2 Impact of wing structural flexibility
on flapping wing aerodynamics

Recently, the impact and role of wing flexibility (both
spanwise and chordwise) on flapping wing aerodynamics
have been analyzed in detail by numerical and experimen-
tal approaches. For instance, Heathcote and Gursul (2007)

experimentally investigated the effect of chordwise flexibil-
ity of an airfoil on pure heave at low Reynolds numbers (Re:
O (103)–O (104)). The wake structures they visualized show
a jet vortex pattern of stronger intensity than that of the rigid
wing case; hence, chordwise flexibility is found to bear effi-
ciency benefits. In particular, in response to the aerodynamic
loading created by the flapping motion, flight speed, and en-
vironmental effects such as wind gust, the wing deforms its
shape and in effect modifies the pitch angle. Such an adap-
tively adjusted pitch and plunge combination can potentially
generate more favorable lift and thrust of a flapping wing.
With regard to the impact of spanwise flexibility on flapping

Figure 7. Instantaneous vertical tip displacement (a) and thrust coefficients (b) corresponding to three variations of spanwise flexibility of
the wing over one plunging cycle with Re = 30 000, k = 1.82, and St = 0.20. Mean thrust coefficients versus spanwise stiffness (c) for three
variations of spanwise flexibility of the wing undergoing a plunging with Re = 30 000, k = 1.82, and St = 0.20.
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wing aerodynamics, Heathcote, Wang and Gursul (2008) and
Aono et al. (2009) have investigated a rectangular wing un-
dergoing pure plunge at low Reynolds numbers (Re: O (104))
using the experimental and computational approaches, re-
spectively. Several key conclusions stem from their studies
and are summarized as follows:

1. Within a suitably selected range of spanwise flexibility,
both the mean and the instantaneous thrust forces of a
plunging wing could be enhanced due to wing deforma-
tion (Figure 7).

2. Both spanwise and chordwise flexibility can change the
effective angle of attack due to shape deformation. The
adaptively adjusted angle of attack, which often exhibits
more variations between maximum and minimum val-
ues, can promote higher lift and thrust. In particular, for
the chordwise flexibility case, even though the effective
angle of attack and the net aerodynamic forces are re-
duced due to chorwise shape deformation, both mean
and instantaneous thrust are enhanced by the adjustment
of the projected are to the flight trajectory.

3. Phase lag of the wingtip response with respect to a pre-
scribed motion is a critical factor for thrust generation.
For instance, when the phase lag at the wingtip is less
than 90 degrees, spanwise flexibility is shown to have a
favorable impact on the thrust generation.

4. While the effective angle of attack at the wingtip can sub-
stantially affect the aerodynamics, its impact is favorable
only when the wing deformation and the flapping motion
are in consistent directions. In short, the highest mean
thrust force occurs when two conditions have been si-
multaneously satisfied: in-phase motion of the wing and
an increased effective angle of attack at the wingtip. On
the other hand, even when the effective angle of attack at
the wingtip is increased, thrust forces are shown to have
decreased when the wing motion at the wingtip is out of
phase with respect to the wingbase, and hence a lower
mean thrust is seen by the wing in this case (Figure 7).

It is noted that natural flyers’ wings exhibit anisotropic
mechanical properties, with the spanwise bending stiffness
approximately one to two orders of magnitude larger than
the chordwise bending one (Shyy et al., 2008a). The impli-
cations of this anisotropic wing with complicated flapping
wing kinematics on flapping wing aerodynamics need to be
further investigated.

5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we describe the main features of flapping
wing aerodynamics in terms of scaling laws, wing kinematics,

unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms, and the impact of wing
flexibility. Although the study of flapping wing aerodynamics
has been actively performed by scientists and engineers from
biological and aerospace disciplines, our current understand-
ing remains incomplete. However, a number of outstanding
features associated with flapping wing aerodynamics are now
reasonably settled:

1. There are various unsteady lift-enhancement mecha-
nisms, including delayed stall of the LEVs, pitch-up
rotation, wake capture, clap-and-fling, and tip vortices.

2. Biological flyers have varied flapping wing kinematics,
wing stroke and body amplitudes, Reynolds number,
Strouhal number, and reduced frequency, which imply
that contributions to the above-mentioned lift enhance-
ments depend on the specific combinations of a flyer’s
size, shape, flight environment, and wing structure.

3. Flapping wing kinematics clearly has a strong influence
on time-dependent aerodynamics, resulting in a variety
of patterns and characteristics for fluid flow and wing
structures.

4. A suitable range of structural wing flexibility in spanwise
and chordwise directions can enhance the aerodynamic
force generation.

Aerodynamics of low Reynolds number relevant to natural
flyers and MAVs is rich in physics and engineering implica-
tions. For related contents, we refer to Chapter 12 by Mueller
and Pelletier in Fundamentals of Fluid Flows, and also to
numerous chapters in Micro Air Vehicles.

NOMENCLATURE

AR aspect ratio
b wing span
cm mean chord length
CT thrust coefficient
D plate bending rigidity
f flapping frequency
ha flapping amplitude
IB moment of inertia
k reduced frequency
Lref reference length
p pressure
Uref reference velocity
R wing semi-span
Re Reynolds number
Rij angular rotation tensor
S total wing planform area
St Strouhal number
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Sij rate-of-strain tensor
t time
ui velocity vector
U forward or cursing speed
Vwing flapping wing speed
xi positional vector
(x, y, z) wingbase-fixed coordinate system
(X, Y, Z) global space-fixed coordinate system

Greek Symbols

α angle of attack with reference to stroke plane
αeff effective angle of attack in forward flight
αg geometric angle of attack with reference to forward

flight speed
β stroke plane angle
θ elevation or deviation angle of a wing
µf dynamic viscosity coefficient
νf kinematic viscosity coefficient
�1 elastic parameter
�2 inertia parameter
�3 frequency ratio
ρf fluid density
φ positional or stroke angle
� wingbeat amplitude (radian)
χ body angle
ωB bending linear natural frequency of a wing
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Definition

The ‘ground effect’ is the enhanced force performance of a
lifting surface in comparison to the freestream result, which is
evident while operating in close proximity to the ground. The
study of ground effect aerodynamics of an aircraft is mainly
concerned with changes to the three-dimensional flow field
introduced by the presence of the ground plane and their
consequent impact upon overall performance. A prominent
feature of the aerodynamics is a desirable increase in the lift-
to-drag ratio. A review of various types of ground effect air-
craft can be found in Rozhdestvensky (2006) and Cui (1998).
For ground effect race cars, the aerodynamics is concerned
mainly with the generation of lower pressures on the surfaces

nearest to the ground for the least possible increase in drag.
A review can be found in Zhang, Toet and Zerihan (2006).

The phenomenon has led to the design of dedicated ‘wing-
in-ground’ craft (WIG) that can operate with greater effi-
ciency than conventional aircraft. Angle of attack (α) and
height above the ground (h) define the WIG geometric con-
figuration (Figure 1). For ground effect aircraft, the positive
lift is directed upward and away from the ground. For ground
effect vehicles, convention defines that the ‘lift’ is gener-
ally directed downward toward the ground and is termed
‘downforce’.

1.2 Historical background: ground effect aircraft

For an aircraft flying close to the earth’s surface, over either
ground or water, the phenomenon becomes appreciable when
operating within a distance of one wingspan from the bound-
ary. The ground plane alters the flow field around the wing,
resulting in a reduction in induced drag and an increase in
lift. It is known that the lift-to-drag ratio (CL /CD) is generally
around 3 for helicopters, 8 for hydro-airplanes, and around
12 for light aircraft. In contrast, this ratio can be as high as
20 or more for WIG flying vehicles if the ground clearance is
less than or equal to one-fifth of the wing chord length. The
so-called WIG craft exploits this behavior creating a unique
class of high-speed, low-altitude transport vehicles.

The ground effect was first investigated seriously around
1920. Wiesesberger (1921) treated the problem with an ex-
tension of the Lanchester–Prandtl theory and utilized the ba-
sic concept of the induced drag of multiplanes. Tsiolkovsky
(1927) described the ground effect and provided a theoret-
ical solution for air cushion vehicles in his chapter entitled
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Figure 1. Schematics of wing-in-ground effect settings. (a) Wing of a WIG aircraft; (b) front wing of a racing car.

‘Air Resistance and the Express Train’. Since then, a large
quantity of related research has been carried out, and a bet-
ter understanding of this phenomenon has been gradually
achieved. Many types of ground effect aircraft have been
built around the world.

The use of Power Augmented Ram (PAR) is important
for the take-off of WIG vehicles. The exhaust gases from
jet engines, or the air displaced by propellers, are directed
or ducted, so that they pass underneath the wing to en-
hance the effect of the air cushion and to create additional
lift. Following the incorporation of the PAR principal by
the American, Stewart Warner, in the design of his 1928
‘compressor’ airplane, many subsequent WIG vehicles also
adopted the concept.

The economic benefits and practical applications of
ground effect were observed in 1932 when the German,
Claude Dornier, discovered that his DO-X seaplane could
only complete the trans-Atlantic crossing when it flew just
above the surface of the ocean. In the mid-1930s, the Finnish
engineer, Toivio Kaairo, was the first person to design an
aircraft, known as the ‘Aerosedge No. 8’, to deliberately fly
using ground effect.

The study of ground effect aerodynamics for a wing with
split or slotted flaps was performed by NACA in 1939. The
effort helped to direct the research work of WIG vehicles
toward more practical applications. The introduction of the
compound wing concept, consisting of a small aspect ratio
inboard wing in conjunction with a large aspect ratio outboard
wing, into WIG vehicle design had a significant impact since
it was found to maximize the benefits of ground effect. An
overview of WIG vehicles and their history can be found in
Rozhdestvensky (2006).

Since the early 1960s, practical applications of WIG ve-
hicles have been actively researched and developed. The
most famous being the Soviet ‘Ekranoplan’, also known as
the ‘Caspian Sea Monster’. Rapid progress has been made
in the numerical and experimental study of aerodynamic

characteristics of vehicle configurations incorporating com-
plex geometry and components. Figure 2 shows a typical
WIG aircraft flying over water and illustrates some major
characteristic design features, for example a small aspect
ratio main wing, a raised horizontal tail-plane (stabilizer),
end plates (floats), and a fuselage incorporating a hull with
‘planing’ surfaces.

1.3 Historical background: ground effect race car

The effect of an inverted wing placed in close proximity to a
wall was first observed in the 1920s. In a wind tunnel study,
Zahm and Bear (1921) observed that:

“a complete set of readings also were taken with the ground
plane ‘above’ the aerofoil, that is, opposite to the cambered
surface. The most striking features of these readings are the
great increase of lift. . . and the considerable increase of drag
with proximity of the ground-plane. . .”

Figure 2. A WIG aircraft flying over water (courtesy of WIG
Vehicle Development Center of Chinese Academy of Science &
Technology Development).
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Following the Second World War, the growth in popular-
ity of open-wheeled racing on the newly abandoned military
airfields saw the beginning of the modern closed-circuit mo-
tor racing culture. It soon became apparent that competitive
advantage lies in the optimization of high-speed maneuver-
ability and control, enabling a greater capacity for lateral
acceleration and consequent turning performance. Driving,
braking, and cornering forces are created at the contact patch
between the tires and the road, and the magnitudes of these
frictional forces are proportional to the vertical force applied
through the tire itself. Aerodynamic downforce provided by
an inverted wing can be used to supplement the low me-
chanical downforce of a lightweight vehicle and increase the
tire load without incurring any weight penalties that could
adversely affect both lateral and longitudinal performance.
The maximum longitudinal acceleration of a race car can
be approximated using the simple expression derived from
Newton’s second law:

a = g × µmax + (1/2)ρ∞V 2
∞ACLµmax

m
(1)

wherea is the acceleration,ρ∞ the density,V∞ the speed,A
the reference area,CL the downforce coefficient,g the grav-
itational acceleration,m the mass of the car, andµmax the
coefficient of friction between the tires and the ground. The
downforce coefficient is clearly related to wing performance
and can be enhanced through ground effect.

Until 1966, aerodynamic considerations were limited to
providing a streamlined design that sought to minimize drag,
but in this year, the first downforce-generating wings ap-
peared on the Chaparral Can-Am car; they were initially
mounted out-of-ground effect on struts. The following year,
they made their first appearance on a Formula One vehicle.
By 1970, the configuration had evolved to include a wing lo-
cated at the back of the car, behind, and above the rear wheels,
together with a second lower wing ahead of the front wheels,
which operated in ground effect.

However, the true potential of ground effect aerodynamics
was not realized until 1977 when Lotus introduced the revolu-
tionary type 78 racing car. The vehicle possessed a sculpted
underside with side-sealing skirts designed to create rapid
flow accelerations beneath the car, manipulating the Venturi
effect to generate low (negative) pressure. This enabled the
car to be ‘sucked’ downward toward the ground at high speed,
further enhancing downforce and traction. The skirts were
subsequently banned by the sports governing body, the FIA,
and a flat bottom was introduced. Another important ground
effect device, the underbody diffuser, was introduced in the
1980s.

2 THEORETICAL EXPLANATION

2.1 Ground effect aerodynamics of aircraft

In order to explain the ground effect, it is necessary to first
define the aerodynamic forces on a wing. The aerodynamic
force can be decomposed into two components: lift normal
to the freestream and drag parallel to the freestream. A wing
generates lift due to the pressure differences between the pres-
sure (lower) and suction (upper) surfaces as it moves through
the air. At the wing tip, the higher-pressure flow beneath the
wing attempts to flow around the wing tip toward the low-
pressure area above the wing, leading to the formation of
trailing wing tip vortices. The primary effect of the vortices
is to create a spanwise distribution of ‘downwash’ that acts
to deflect the freestream flow around the wing in a down-
ward direction leading to a reduction in local flow incidence.
Consequently, the overall lift generated by the wing reduces.
Furthermore, since the lift vector remains perpendicular to
the local freestream, there is an increase in the drag equal to
the product of the lift force and the angle through which it is
deflected. Since the deflection itself is a function of the lift,
the additional drag becomes proportional to the square of the
lift. This additional drag contribution is known as induced
drag or lift-dependent drag, since it is a consequence of lift
generation. Figure 3a illustrates a schematic of the wing tip
vortices and the downwash, which they induce.

There are two aerodynamic changes associated with the
ground effect: (i) a reduction of induced drag and (ii) the
presence of an effective air cushion. When an aircraft is flying
close to the ground surface within a distance of one wingspan,
the induced drag experienced by the aircraft is reduced be-
cause the vertical component of the airflow around the wing
tip is limited, and the trailing wing tip vortices are disrupted
by the ground (see Figure 3b). The downwash intensity is
therefore reduced leading to a beneficial effect on lift and
drag. If the aircraft is flying extremely close to the ground,
within roughly 1/4 of the wingspan, the air flow between the
wing and the ground is compressed to form an air cushion.
The pressure on the lower surface of the wing is increased cre-
ating additional lift. Both of these effects lead to an increase
in the lift-to-drag ratio (Figure 4).

In ground effect, the lift curve slope is seen to be enhanced.
The reduced downwash generated by the wing tip vortices is
shown to increase the effective angle of attack and there-
fore the lift. The two effects are sometimes classified to be
span-dominated (due to the loss of induced drag) and chord-
dominated (due to the increase of lift).

The ground effect becomes more pronounced the closer
the wing is to the ground. The performance of a wing-in-
ground effect is dependent upon many factors (Figure 5)
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Figure 3. Illustration of wing tip vortices and induced downwash of a WIG aircraft. (a) Illustration of the wing tip vortices and induced
downwash; (b) reduction of downwash in ground effect.

such as wingspan, chord length, angle of attack, flying speed,
and wing loading factor (aircraft weight per unit area of
wing). For aircraft with complex geometries, the interac-
tion between wing, fuselage, tail, and rudders cannot be ne-
glected (Han, Cui and Yu, 1999). It has therefore become
popular within ground effect aerodynamic research to inves-
tigate the configuration by means of optimization that yields
the maximum lift-to-drag ratio with the best stability and
control.

2.2 Ground effect aerodynamics of race cars

For a high-speed vehicle such as an open-wheeled race car,
the flow around a number of components including the front
wings, diffuser, and wheels is subject to the direct influence
of ground effect. The enhanced aerodynamic response can
have a significant effect on the overall force performance. For
example, the overall downforce can amount to three times the
weight of the car, of which one-third comes from the front
wing, one-third from the undertray and the rear diffuser, and
the remainder from the rear wing. The rear wing is placed out
of ground effect, but its performance is directly influenced
by the flow exiting the diffuser and so is indirectly in ground

effect. A number of fluid flow phenomena are evident. These
include:

1. Venturi-type downforce enhancement mechanisms with
reduction in ground height.

2. Downforce-enhancing edge vortices attached to the end
plates of wings and diffusers.

3. Separation as a normal fluid flow feature.
4. Suspension motion leading to unsteady flow.
5. Turbulent wake and ground boundary layer interaction.
6. Wall jet, shear layer instability, vortex meandering, and

breakdown.
7. Compressibility effects.

A typical wing assembly generally consists of an inverted
wing of multi-element configuration, end plates, and often
high-lift devices such as Gurney flaps (see Figure 1). When
the airfoil is set at a positive angle of attack, the gap be-
tween the suction surface (underside) and the ground forms
a channel through which the flow initially accelerates. Nega-
tive pressure is produced, rather similar to that in a ‘Venturi’
type of pipe. The pressure then gradually recovers toward the
trailing edge of the section as the channel passage expands,
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Figure 4. Lift coefficient of wing and components in ground effect
for a WIG aircraft. (a) Lift coefficient varying with angle of attack;
(b) lift coefficient of components varying withh/c (c, wing chord).

similar to that encountered in diffuser-type flow (Zhang and
Zerihan, 2003a, 2003b). When the end plates are installed,
edge vortices are formed through separation around the lower
edge of the plate. The presence of these edge vortices is ben-
eficial for force performance, in contrast to the ‘wing tip
vortices’ found on aircraft. The edge vortices lead to addi-
tional suction near the junctions between the wing and the
end plates. They also induce an upwash that reduces local
effective angle of attack, leading to a delay in the appearance
of trailing edge separation over the surface of the wing.

The force behavior is subject to the influence of many fac-
tors such as airfoil shape, wing planform, geometric settings,
ground height, and end plate design. Prominent among them
is the ground height (h). This is illustrated in Figure 6a. The
force response curve can be divided into three distinct force
regimes: force enhancement, force slow down/maximum, and
force reduction. The force enhancement regime begins at
about one chord length from the ground; as the ground height
is reduced,CL increases in a nonlinear manner. The Venturi

Figure 5. Effect of aspect ratio, ground clearance, and angle of at-
tack on lift-to-drag ratio for a rectangular planform. (a) Lift-to-drag
ratio varying with angle of attack; (b) lift-to-drag ratio of compo-
nents varying with aspect ratio.

effect becomes stronger and the edge vortices strengthen. The
exponential response is attributed to the extra suction gener-
ated by the edge vortices. At a certain ground height, the edge
vortices break down due to the strong adverse pressure gra-
dient developing in the channel between the wing and the
ground; the rate of force increase is then reduced until the
maximum downforce is reached. The wing then stalls syn-
onymous with the force reduction.

For a diffuser-in-ground effect, the physical mechanisms
described above still apply. Owing to the narrow span width of
the diffuser, the effect of the edge vortices can be stronger and
the force regimes are much more clearly defined in theCL vsh
curve (see Figure 6b). The figure also highlights the presence
of hysteresis in the force response between the maximum
downforce and force reduction regimes due to the boundary
layer separation on the suction surface. When the device is
placed very close to the ground, the supply of air is choked
off and the downforce is lost.
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Figure 6. Downforce behavior in ground effect for a racing car.
(a) Effect of angle of attack on wing downforce (c, wing chord);
(b) diffuser angle effect on downforce.(d, model half-width).

3 PREDICTION OF GROUND EFFECT

Methods exist to assess the performance of vehicles utilizing
ground effect aerodynamics; these include empirical approx-
imations for preliminary estimations, asymptotic approach
schemes, analytical methods, numerical simulation, and ex-
perimental testing. Relevant discussions on this topic can be

found in Cui (1998), Rozhdestvensky (2006), and Zhang,
Toet and Zerihan (2006).

The configuration of aircraft and high-performance cars,
involving wings, fuselage, tail planes, end plates, and con-
trol surfaces, is usually highly complex and presents a great
challenge when applying direct numerical simulations and
analytical methods. For many years, performance analysis
and designs have had to rely mainly on simplified theories,
for example, two-dimensional models or experimental data
with appropriate empirical corrections. Nowadays, the situ-
ation has improved greatly with significant progress being
made in aerodynamic theory and computational techniques
supported by the availability of more powerful computers.

3.1 Simplified calculation methods for 2D flow

It is well known that for a thin flat-plate airfoil, operating out
of ground effect, the lift-curve slope is 2π. On the basis of
two-dimensional flow theory, the approximate lift coefficient
CL for a thin flat-plate airfoil within ground effect was given
by Barrow, Mangoubi and Curtiss (1995) as

CL = (1 + δ2)(1 − 2ζ) × 2πα (2)

whereα is the angle of attack andδ andζ are both nondimen-
sional parameters defined as

ζ = sinα

4(h/c)

δ = cosα

4(h/c)
(3)

whereh is the height of the airfoil above the ground surface
andc the chord of the airfoil.

Barrow, Widnall, and Richardson (1970) derived another
lift coefficient as

CL

CL|OGE

= 1

2π(h/c)

(
1

1 + 2ζ

)
+ 1 + 2 ln(π

√
h)

π2
(4)

where the subscript OGE denotes the out of ground effect
regime. This formula can be used for a wing operating closer
to the ground.

3.2 Analytical methods

For two-dimensional airfoils, with or without flaps and
ailerons, numerous analytical methods based on potential the-
ory are available. Comprehensive reviews of previous work,
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Ground Effect Aerodynamics7

using analytical methods to study ground effect aerodynam-
ics, can be found in Cui (1998) and Rozhdestvensky (2006).

Early analytical treatment of the ground effect problem
used Prandtl’s lifting-line theory and image model to satisfy
the tangential flow boundary condition on the ground surface
(Wiesesberger, 1921). In the Wiesesberger model, the height
from the wing position to the ground has the same order
as the wingspan, and the wing chord is treated as a much
smaller parameter for an aircraft with a large aspect ratio
wing. The theory is limited to large aspect ratio wings with
small angle of attack at a relatively high position above the
ground (Tomotika, Nagamiya and Takenouti, 1933).

The method of matched asymptotic expansion (MAE) has
been used successfully to study ground effect aerodynam-
ics. This method is a common approach employed to find an
accurate approximation to a problem’s solution, particularly
when solving singularly perturbed differential equations. It is
suitable for the investigation of physical problems involving
multiple regions with differing characteristics. In the analy-
sis, the problem domain may be divided into two subdomains.
One of the domains can be treated as a regular perturbation
problem, and its solution is approximated by an asymptotic
series of perturbation parameters. But for the other domain
that contains small interior areas, its solution is inaccurate
since the perturbation terms are not negligible. The asymp-
totic series for these smaller areas can only be obtained by
treating each area as a separate perturbation problem, and this
approximation is called the ‘inner solution’. The solution for
the former domain is called the ‘outer solution’. The solution
for the whole domain can only be obtained by combining
these two solutions through a matching process. For wing-
in-ground effect aerodynamic problems, the whole flow field
is usually divided into regions above and below the wing sur-
face at the wing edges. Different small perturbation param-
eters such as dimensionless flight heighth/c (c is the chord
length), or its reciprocal,c/h, and other combinative parame-
ters have been used to obtain different forms of expansion for
different problems. Widnall and Barrows (1970) first intro-
duced the MAE approach to study ground effect aerodynam-
ics for two- and three-dimensional flat wings. Plotkin and
Dodbele (1988) used the MAE approach to solve the ground
effect aerodynamics problem of flow around a wing with large
span. In their approach, the relative height (flight height/chord
length) was considered as a small parameter. Rozhdestvensky
(1992) extended the MAE approach to a linear unsteady flow
around a wing with flaps and took compressibility effects into
account.

Analytical methods have been used to study ground effect
aerodynamics successfully. Since analytical solutions exist
only for cases with simple geometry and small angles of
attack, they are best applied to preliminary design and

configuration optimization. Caution must be exercised when
using these approaches to study complex problems.

3.3 Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

In addition to experimental model tests (see below), com-
puter modeling is another important tool used widely in
ground effect aerodynamic study. Computational fluid dy-
namics techniques have been applied to various problems
involving ground effect vehicle simulation. The governing
equations solved range from potential equations to Euler
equations and Navier–Stokes equations of various forms.

Among the various existing simulation methods, panel and
vortex lattice methods are widely used (Cui, 1998; Hiemcke,
1997; Rozhdestvensky, 2006). These methods are commonly
used for solving linear, incompressible, potential flows ne-
glecting viscous effects. By utilizing boundary layer correc-
tion, the viscous effect and the skin friction can be predicted.
It is well known that the solution of a linear differential equa-
tion can be represented in terms of a linear combination of
some elementary solutions such as sources, sinks, dipoles,
and vortices. In the vortex lattice method, the airfoil and wing
surface is divided into small segments (for two-dimensional
geometry), or panels (for three-dimensional geometry) and
one may place the vortices on each segment or panel. Vortices
are usually placed at the 1/4 chord point of each panel, and
the 3/4 chord points are used as downwash velocity control
points where the kinematic flow condition has to be satisfied.
The nonpenetration boundary condition on the ground and
the Kutta condition at the trailing edge must also be satis-
fied in order for the flows from the upper and lower edges
to leave the trailing edge in the same direction. After deter-
mining the strength of vortices, the circulation around the
airfoil or wing, and consequently the lift, can be obtained.
These methods have been utilized to solve the ground effect
aerodynamic problems of airfoils with flaps or jet-flaps, the
nonlinear effects due to large angle of attack or large flap
angle, the complications associated with three-dimensional
aircraft, and the unsteady effects of the wake deformation and
vortex shedding into the wake.

Simulation methods based on the solutions of Euler or
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations such
as the finite element method (FEM), finite difference method
(FDM), and finite volume method (FVM) have been used to
study aerodynamic performance of two-dimensional airfoils,
three-dimensional wings with or without end plates as well as
the integrated configurations of the vehicle to obtain results
with differing accuracies both in and out of the ground effect
area. In unsteady ground effect aerodynamic fields, these sim-
ulation methods are mainly used to predict the wake behind
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an airfoil, the interference effects of the vortex system, and
the effects of waves on the aerodynamic performance of the
wing and vehicle flying over the sea surface. In recent years,
progress has been made in using large eddy simulation (LES)
and detached eddy simulation (DES) to study ground effect
aerodynamics.

Detailed information about the whole flow field, for exam-
ple, velocity and pressure distributions, as well as the vortex
pattern, can be obtained using the simulation methods, which
is important for a thorough study of ground effect aerody-
namics and the effects of parameter variation. Owing to the
limitation of computational resources, it is necessary to im-
pose restrictions on the geometry, kinematics, and dynam-
ics of the aircraft being studied. Success of any given CFD
method depends on correct application of the simplified flow
model to the physical system concerned; in particular, the
selection of an appropriate turbulence model, adequate reso-
lution of the computational domain, and the specification of
correct boundary conditions will determine the accuracy of
the solution.

3.4 Airfoils and wings over calm and waving
water surfaces

The aerodynamic characteristics of a vehicle moving over
waves are significantly different from those of a vehicle mov-
ing over calm water. The aerodynamic forces are unsteady
due to surface fluctuations and the random nature of the
waves. Many investigations have been undertaken to study
the sinusoidal wave in two dimensions (see the review by
Cui, 1998). In those studies, linear theory was used based on
the assumptions that the fluid is incompressible and all distur-
bances are sufficiently small. The results show that the forces
acting on an airfoil depend not only on the angle of attack
and the height above the surface, but also on the wavelength
and amplitude of the water surface variation. The phase an-
gle between the wave and the airfoil motion also has a strong
influence on the forces on the airfoil.

Under random wave conditions, the airflow induced by
wind–wave interactions also has an influence on aerodynamic
forces besides the direct impact of the wavy boundary. Statis-
tical methods can be used to solve this problem (Cui, 1998).

There are currently no feasible computational methods
for either a three-dimensional wing or an integrated config-
uration of a vehicle flying over waves. In most cases, the
aircraft design depends on the data obtained through model
tests in towing water channels. Model tests (Figure 7) show
that the total drag is much higher when waves are present
compared to that of calm water for a typical vehicle configu-
ration (Han, Cui and Yu, 1999; Rozhdestvensky, 2006). There

Figure 7. Total resistance�R of a WIG vehicle flying over calm
and waving water surface, whereT is the thrust force provided by
the engine,V the flying speed,Vc the cruise speed, andTa the design
allowable thrust.

is no satisfactory solution for many practical problems under
complex sea conditions. Further studies are needed to under-
stand the effect of wave direction, the unsteady and nonlinear
aerodynamic effects when in close proximity to a surface, and
the changes under high-lift conditions.

3.5 Nonlinear phenomenon in extreme
near-ground effect region

Both wind tunnel model tests and numerical simulation re-
sults reveal that the aerodynamic characteristic of an airfoil
becomes nonlinear when the airfoil is operating in extreme
ground effect configurations, that is, in very close proxim-
ity to the ground surface. As a direct result, the lift-to-drag
ratio decreases as the airfoil approaches the ground. It is be-
lieved that this is due to the interaction between the boundary
layer formed under the airfoil and the airflow in the narrow
passage between the airfoil and the ground. In some cases,
separation and breakdown of vortices can also contribute to
this nonlinear phenomenon.

4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Wind tunnel testing and water tunnel testing are extensively
employed in studying the ground effect aerodynamics of WIG
vehicles. Detailed reviews of wind and water tunnel test-
ing can be found in Hooker (1989). There are basically four
widely used methods to study the ground effect; these include
the mirror image model method, the ground plate method,
the moving belt method and the towing model method. Wind
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Figure 8. Wind tunnel testing of a WIG aircraft (courtesy of WIG
Vehicle Development Center of Chinese Academy of Science &
Technology Development).

tunnel testing of WIG aircraft poses some unique challenges
since the aircraft operates very close to the ground or water
surfaces. The planing surfaces and end plates may even be
inside the water. Figure 8 shows a sting-mounted WIG wind
tunnel model; the effect of the partially submerged aircraft
(its end plates and hull) can also be tested in this arrangement.

Measuring techniques, designed to evaluate both on and
off surface flow and model data, have been greatly ad-
vanced yielding pressure distributions, aerodynamic forces,
moments and dynamic stability derivatives. Analysis is en-
hanced through sophisticated flow visualization techniques
including particle image velocimetry (PIV), laser Doppler
anemometry (LDA), and surface oil flow visualization.

4.1 Mirror image model method

The mirror image model method uses a pair of mirror image
models (the actual model and the dummy model) mounted
inside the wind tunnel with a virtual mirror plane located in
between. The virtual mirror plane imposes conditions similar
to the ground since the geometric symmetry forces the normal
flow velocity at the mirror plane to be zero. This method
has limitations since it cannot guarantee the satisfaction of
the correct tangential flow velocity at the virtual plane. In
addition, it is difficult in practice to set up a perfect pair of
image models inside the wind tunnel. Furthermore, the setup
is expensive and so now is rarely used.

4.2 Ground plate with boundary layer suction

The use of a fixed ground plate is a simple, yet direct method.
A fixed ground plate, often raised above the tunnel floor, is

used to simulate the effect of the ground. There is no rel-
ative movement between the model and the ground plate
during tests. A fresh boundary layer forms on the ground
plate. The displacement thickness of the boundary layer al-
ters the effective gap between the model and the ground;
therefore, the aerodynamic characteristics of the model are
also affected. The impact of the boundary layer can be
minimized by utilizing a ground plate with boundary layer
control (such as suction or blowing) or by including flow
corrections.

4.3 Moving ground method

The moving belt method is the only physically correct method
that simulates the effect of the moving ground. The moving
belt is a mechanical device that moves at the same speed as
the freestream flow in the wind tunnel. In practice, suction is
applied in front of the moving belt to form a complete system.
A suction box eliminates the retarded air approaching the belt
and ensures the physically correct ground flow condition.
Figure 9 shows a typical three-roller setup of a moving belt
system including front and drive rollers to move the belt and
tension and tracking rollers to assist in a correct alignment. A
system of suction is also used to suck the belt from below onto
a flat surface so that negative pressure fields generated by test
models will not cause the belt to rise. This necessitates the
employment of a cooling system to remove the heat generated
during a test run. More recently, steel belt technology has been
developed as an expensive alternative mainly for the race car
industry.

4.4 Towing model method

Another approach in the study of ground effect aerodynamics
is the towing model method. In a towing facility, the model is
moved through still air on a carriage in an enclosed building,
correctly simulating the ground boundary conditions. Mea-
suring instruments are installed on the carriage and move
with the model, recording various physical quantities such as
forces, moments, flow field, etc. Curtisset al. (1983) used this
method to study the ground vortex phenomena of a helicopter
rotor flying near the ground.

5 GROUND EFFECT ON AERODYNAMIC
PERFORMANCE

Ground effect aerodynamics has been widely used in the
research and development of various vehicles. A thorough
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Figure 9. Schematic of a moving ground system.

understanding and meticulous implementation of ground
effect aerodynamics can maximize a vehicle’s aerody-
namic efficiency and improve the safety of the vehicles in
operation.

5.1 Aircraft in take-off and landing

Ground effect aerodynamics has an important impact on the
take-off and landing performance of an aircraft. For a constant
pitch attitude, the lifting surfaces experience a larger angle of
attack within ground effect conditions. For a heavily loaded
aircraft required to operate on shortened airstrips, a large
angle of attack has to be used. When it climbs out of the
ground effect area, the loss in incidence may cause the aircraft
to ‘sink’ and potentially stall if the flight speed is inadequate
when the pilot corrects the aircraft pitch. This is thought to
be the cause of many aircraft accidents. In contrast, when
an aircraft descends toward the ground during the landing
phase and below a distance of one wing chord, the reduced
level of induced drag causes the aircraft to ‘float’ as the speed
of the aircraft refuses to ‘wash-off’. Any excess speed will
make this float effect stronger leading to increased landing
distances and potential pitch oscillations due to excessive
control inputs.

The rapid and continuous variation of speed and height
with time, encountered during the take-off and landing
phases of flight, results in unsteady flow dynamics. As a
consequence, the ground effect aerodynamic response must
be carefully considered, and any sudden change in flight
behavior must be recognized and predicted in order to prevent
any risk of crash.

5.2 Rotary wing of a helicopter in near ground
configuration

A rotary wing aircraft such as a helicopter is also subject to
the influence of ground effect when it hovers at, or under,
approximately one blade length above the ground surface. It
is essentially an air-cushion effect generated by the rotation
of the wing that results in an increase in the lift of the rotor
disc. For this reason, hovering in ground effect takes less
power than that required in out of ground effect operation.

When a helicopter hovers near the ground, a ground vortex
may appear in front of the helicopter. This ground vortex can
change the rotor flow field such that very large moments are
produced. This can lead to a loss in control and a potential
crash.

5.3 Wing-in-ground effect vehicle

In the middle of the twentieth century, many researchers re-
alized that the ground effect phenomenon could be exploited
to develop a new class of highly efficient craft known as WIG
vehicles that would experience 30–50% less drag than a nor-
mal aircraft and could therefore travel further using the same
amount of fuel.

Since the 1960s, the former Soviet Union (now Russia)
and many other countries have successfully built a number
of WIG vehicles. Examples include the Soviet 400 ton Lun
and 140 ton Orlyonok (Rozhdestvensky, 2006) as well as
the Chinese TY-1 that carried 15 passengers (Cui, 2003).
The practical operation of the WIG vehicle still faces some
unresolved difficulties such as those of economy, wind and
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wave resistance capability, sea-worthiness, and stability and
maneuverability both inside and out of the ground effect area.
These limitations have formed the major barriers to WIG
vehicle development and to their successful entry into the
commercial market at the present time (Cui, 2003).

5.4 Stability of aircraft flying in close proximity
to the ground

For a WIG vehicle operating at a very low altitude and close to
the ground for a significant period of time, ground effects can
have a great influence on the stability of the vehicle; this pe-
riod can include both the take-off and cruise configuration as
well as the transition between the two phases of flight. If this
problem is not correctly addressed, the instability may have
catastrophic repercussions. Numerous experimental results
have revealed the different performances of the WIG vehicle
in and out of the ground effect regime and confirmed the ex-
istence of two distinct aerodynamic centers when a vehicle is
flying very close to the ground. Along with the conventional
aerodynamic center,Xfα, which varies with the angle of at-
tack, there is another aerodynamic center,Xfh , which varies
with the height above the surface.

Many factors have a strong influence on the stability of
WIG vehicles. These include flying height,h, derivatives of
lift coefficient,CL and pitching moment coefficient,CM , with
respect to angle of attack,α (CLα = ∂Cl/∂α, CMα = ∂CM/∂ α)
and nondimensional flying height,h/c, (CLh = ∂ CL/∂

(h/c), CMh = ∂CM/∂(h/c)), and the two aerodynamic centers
(Xfα, Xf). In the transition process from take-off to cruise
state, the longitudinal and lateral coupling often has to be
taken into account leading to a more complicated problem.

In WIG vehicle design and operation, it is necessary to
maintain a static stability both in pitch and height directions,
which means that the following requirements must be satis-
fied in agreement with those for a conventional aircraft:

CMα < 0

CLh < 0 (5)

The position of the center of gravity (XT ) with respect to these
two aerodynamic centers is directly related to the stability of
the vehicle. Theoretical analysis by Irodov (1970) shows that
the following criteria have to be satisfied in order to maintain
longitudinal stability

Aperiodic stability : Xfh − Xfα < 0 (6a)

Oscillatory stability : XT < A1 × Xfh + A2 (6b)

Figure 10. Abnormal flight states during take-off: I – rapid pitch
up, II – oscillatory divergence, III – off–on surface contact, and IV –
failure to take-off.

whereA1 andA2 are known functions of aerodynamic and
structural parameters for the vehicle. The equation (6a) re-
quires thatXfh should be ahead ofXfα and equation (6b) pro-
vides a basis for determining the center of gravity location.

Another existing problem is longitudinal trim at the stage
of take-off and transition to cruise. If the parameters such as
angle of attack, flap and elevator configuration are not cor-
rectly controlled, the WIG vehicle may not operate smoothly.
Flight simulation and model tests both in water channels and
above open water surfaces have shown that during take-off,
if the above conditions (5) and (6a) are violated, unexpected
results, either rapid pitch up or failure to take-off, will occur.
In other cases, if the two aerodynamic centers are not prop-
erly positioned and the criterion (6b) is violated, the WIG
vehicle can lose its longitudinal stability leading to oscilla-
tory divergence or the vehicle can make ‘off and on’ contact
with the water surface as shown in Figure 10.

In order to ensure flight stability both in and out of the
ground effect area, maintaining a much larger static stabil-
ity margin than that of a conventional aircraft should be the
primary objective. Another possible method to enhance lon-
gitudinal stability is to locate the aerodynamic center (Xfh)
nearer the center of gravity (XT ) and to employ a large hori-
zontal tail unit, positioned far above the boundary of ground
effect influence.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Ground effect aerodynamics plays an important role in the
take-off and landing phases of various aircraft and in the study
of the performance of hydroplanes flying close to the sea
surface, high-speed trains, and high-performance cars. It is
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also the foundation for the research and development of WIG
vehicles. The effect is manifest as an increase in the force per-
formance of the lifting surfaces employed due to the flow con-
straints imposed by the close proximity of the ground plane.

The study of ground effect aerodynamics includes
theoretical analysis and experimental observation. For theo-
retical analysis, engineering approximation and linear poten-
tial theory have provided the major means of studying ground
effect aerodynamics in the past. Between the 1970s and the
1980s, significant progress was made in achieving numerical
solutions of both the Euler and Navier–Stokes equations in
their various forms. Since then, computational methods have
been used successfully to simulate the response of both air-
foils and aircraft with complex geometry and to study their
steady and unsteady aerodynamic behavior near solid ground
and over water surfaces perturbed by wave motion. Fur-
thermore, investigations have yielded a greater understand-
ing of vehicle flight dynamics, stability and control, aero-
elastic phenomena, integrated configurations, and vehicle
optimization.

Well-established methods exist for successful wind tunnel
testing to study ground effect aerodynamics such as the mov-
ing belt and towing model methods. Measuring techniques,
designed to evaluate both on and off surface flow and model
data, have also been greatly advanced yielding pressure distri-
butions, aerodynamic forces, moments and dynamic stability
derivatives. Analysis is enhanced through sophisticated flow
visualization techniques including particle image velocime-
try, laser Doppler anemometry, and surface oil flow visual-
ization.

Modern perspectives on engineering design are focussed
on the pursuit of more efficient technologies with increased
performance. The clear benefits apparent with ground effect
aerodynamics will ensure that the phenomenon will occupy a
dominant role in the future optimization and development of
vehicles subject to its influence. The scope of ground effect
study will be expanded and deepened. The implications of
compressibility effects and the interaction with control sys-
tems are likely to receive extensive attention.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Migrating birds flying together in v-shaped formations, as
seen in Figure 1, is a familiar sight. It is now well known
that a bird (or aircraft) flying as a part of a larger formation
can experience significant reductions in the overall power
required for flight compared with solo flight. The first theo-
retical explanation of the aerodynamic benefit of formation
flight was given in 1914 by Wieselsberger, who was then a
doctoral student of Prandtl. This was the time when Prandtl
was developing his famous lifting-line model for predicting
the aerodynamics of a finite wing. Wieselsberger, knowing
that a bird generating aerodynamic lift causes downwash
behind the wing and upwash outboard of the wing tips, pro-
posed that birds flying in formation make use of the upwash of
neighboring birds to reduce induced drag. Several analytical
and numerical studies since then (Schlichting, 1942, 1944;
Lissaman and Shollenberger, 1970; Hummel, 1983, 1995,

1996; Iglesias and Mason, 2002; Frazier and Gopalarath-
nam, 2003; Sugimoto, 2003; King and Gopalarathnam, 2005;
Lissaman, 2005; Bramesfeld and Maughmer, 2008) have con-
firmed this finding while providing additional insight. These
studies and various simulations of flocking behavior of birds
(Filippone, 1996; Dimock and Selig, 2003) also show that
a v-shaped formation results in a nearly equal distribution
of the drag savings among the individuals in the formation.
Wind-tunnel experiments (Gingras, Player and Blake, 2001;
Bangash, et al., 2006) and flight experiments (Beukenberg
and Hummel, 1990; Wagner, et al., 2002; Vachon, et al., 2002;
Ray, et al., 2002) confirm these results. In more recent exper-
iments that used in-flight, heart-beat rates of eight trained
pelicans as a measure of energy expenditure for flight, it was
shown that the energy expenditure in formation flight is nearly
14.5% less than that for solo flight. With the ever-increasing
demand for efficient air transportation, and with advances
in precision measurement and control of relative position
of aircraft, there is renewed interest in utilizing the poten-
tial for dramatic fuel savings from formation flight (Kroo,
2001; Iannotta, 2002; Kroo, 2004; Nangia and Palmer, 2007;
Bower, Flanzer and Kroo, 2009).

In this chapter, the induced-drag reduction from forma-
tion flying is first explained using a two-aircraft formation,
in which each aircraft is represented by a wing. The subse-
quent sections extend the idea to larger number of aircraft
and present the benefits of the v-shapes seen in formations of
migrating birds.

2 TWO-AIRCRAFT FORMATIONS

The induced drag of two planar wings of equal span flying in
close proximity to one another is considered in this section.
The wings are assumed to generate the same lift to support
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Figure 1. Birds in a v-shaped formation. Photograph courtesy of
Antonio Filippone.

equal weights, and the lift is assumed to be elliptically loaded
over the span of each wing. Further it is assumed that the
wakes behind the wings are rigid, planar, inviscid, and trailing
behind the wings in the direction of the freestream.

It is instructive to first consider the flow due to a single
wing. The generation of aerodynamic lift on a wing is associ-
ated with bound vorticity on the wing. The spanwise variation
of this bound vorticity is of the same shape as the spanwise
variation of the lift distribution. While the exact spanwise
bound-vorticity variation will depend on the wing planform
shape and section properties, it is known that an elliptical
loading results in minimum induced drag for a planar wing
having given lift and span. In addition, certain exact solu-
tions are available for an elliptically loaded wing, which can
be used to advantage in the calculation of formation-flight
aerodynamics. In accordance with Helmholtz’s theory, the
local spanwise variation in bound vorticity at any spanwise
location is shed as free vorticity that trails in the direction
of the local velocity. The trailing vorticity from the entire
wing forms a sheet of discontinuity in the flow, referred

y

z

Elliptical loading

Figure 2. Streamlines of the crossflow in the Trefftz plane behind
an elliptically loaded wing. (Figure courtesy of Ashok Gopalarath-
nam).

to as trailing-vortex sheet or trailing wake. Frequently, the
assumption is made that this sheet is rigid and planar, and
trails in the freestream direction to downstream infinity.

The flow in the vicinity of the wing is affected by velocities
induced by the bound and trailing vorticity. In the vicin-
ity of the wing, the bound vorticity induces upward flow,
or “upwash,” in front of the wing and downward flow, or
“downwash,” behind. This bound-vorticity induced upwash
and downwash become progressively weaker with increasing
distance from the wing in any direction. The trailing-vortex
sheet causes downwash at locations behind the wing and
upwash outboard of the tips. Because the trailing-vortex sheet
extends to downstream infinity, the velocity induced by this
sheet persists even at downstream infinity, where the bound
vorticity does not have any influence. As a result, on a plane
perpendicular to the freestream direction and far behind the
wing, known as the “Trefftz plane,” the crossflow velocity
field is two-dimensional. As discussed in the following sub-
section, knowledge of this crossflow in the Trefftz plane is
useful for calculation of the total induced drag of a formation.
Figure 2 shows the streamlines of the flow in the Trefftz plane
behind an elliptically loaded wing. The downwash behind
the wing and the upwash outboard of the wing tips is clearly
seen. The spanwise variation of the downwash strength along
a horizontal line through the wake trace is shown in Figure 3.
It is seen that the upwash is especially strong immediately
outboard of the wing tips.

The aerodynamic benefit of formation flight results from
positioning each wing so that it flies in the upwash field of
other wings in the formation.

2.1 Calculation of total induced drag

To better understand the details of the interactions between
two wings in close formation and the effect on induced drag,
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Elliptical loading

Figure 3. Spanwise variation of Trefftz-plane downwash behind an
elliptically loaded wing.

we recall that the total induced drag of a system of wings in
formation can be determined by integration over all the wake
traces in the Trefftz plane as follows

Di = ρ

2

∫
wake traces

�(y)w(y)dy (1)

where �(y) is the bound vorticity at y and w(y) is the net
Trefftz-plane downwash at y due to trailing-vortex sheets
from all the wings in the system. Because the Trefftz plane is
far downstream of the wings, there is no contribution to w(y)
from the bound vorticity on the wings. As a consequence,
w(y) is unaffected by how the bound vorticity is distributed
in the streamwise (fore-and-aft) direction.

The expression for Di in equation (1) shows that, as long
as the shapes of the wake traces and the � distributions on the
wings remain unchanged, the total induced drag is indepen-
dent of longitudinal distribution of the loading, because w(y)
is unaffected by the streamwise locations of the wings. This
conclusion, by Munk, is known as Munk’s stagger theorem
(Munk, 1921). The consequence, for formation flight, is that
as long as the aircraft in a formation maintain the lateral and
vertical positions relative to each other and as long as they
maintain their spanwise lift distributions, the total formation
induced drag remains unaffected by their relative streamwise
positions. The induced drag of each individual aircraft can-
not be determined from Trefftz-plane considerations and is
dependent on the relative streamwise locations of the aircraft.

For a system with two wings, labeled A and B, the inte-
gration in equation (1) can be performed over the wake trace
of each wing as follows

Di = ρ

2

[∫ yr
A

yl
A

�A(y)w(y)dy +
∫ yr

B

yl
B

�B(y)w(y)dy

]
(2)

where yl and yr are the y-locations of the left and right wing
tips of the wing under consideration.

The Trefftz-plane downwash, w(y), at any y can be written
as wA(y) + wB(y), where wA(y) and wB(y) are the downwash
contributions at y from trailing-vortex sheets of wings A and
B, respectively. Thus the total induced drag of a two-wing
system can be written as a sum of four terms

Di = ρ

2

[ ∫ yr
A

yl
A

�A(y)wA(y)dy +
∫ yr

A

yl
A

�A(y)wB(y)dy

+
∫ yr

B

yl
B

�B(y)wA(y)dy +
∫ yr

B

yl
B

�B(y)wB(y)dy
]

(3)

which can be abbreviated as

Di = DAA + DAB + DBA + DBB (4)

If the two elliptically loaded wings have the same span
and are carrying equal lift, then the self-induced drag terms,
DAA and DBB, are each equal to Dell, the induced drag of an
elliptically loaded wing flying solo, which is given by

Dell = 2

�ρV 2

(
L

b

)2

(5)

From Munk’s mutual drag theorem (Munk, 1921), the
other two terms are equal to each other, and can each be
referred to asDint, the mutual interference drag of one wing on
the other. The total induced drag for the two-wing formation
then becomes

Di = 2Dell + 2Dint (6)

It can be seen that formation flight will result in a reduc-
tion of total induced drag only when the interference drag
is favorable, i.e., when Dint is negative. Positive values of
Dint – adverse interference – will result in an increase in total
induced drag compared to solo flight. The calculation of Dint

using discrete-vortex numerical methods is quite straightfor-
ward. Exact solutions such as those by Sugimoto (2003) and
King and Gopalarathnam (2005), which often tend to pro-
vide greater insight, are more complicated. For cases where
the wake traces of the wings overlap, the singularity in w(y)
immediately outside the wing tip requires evaluation of the
principal value at the singularity. Modern symbolic-math
computational tools enable the determination of such exact
solutions. This approach was used by King and Gopalarath-
nam (2005) to determine the exact variation of Dint with
lateral and vertical separation between the wings.
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Figure 4. (a) Illustration of the wake-trace geometry for a pair of elliptically loaded wings A and B, with the streamlines shown for A; (b)
Contours of Dint/Dell as a function of Y2/b and Z2/b. (Figure courtesy of Ashok Gopalarathnam).

Figure 4 shows the contours of Dint/Dell as a function of
centerline-to-centerline lateral and vertical separation, Y2/b

and Z2/b, respectively. It is seen that favorable interference
occurs when Y2/b is close to 1, that is, when the two wings are
flying with small tip-to-tip overlap or separation and zero ver-
tical separation. Adverse interference occurs when the wings
have small lateral separation between their centerlines. The
adverse interference is a maximum when the second wing is
directly behind the first; in this condition, the total induced
drag is double that of the two wings flying solo.

2.2 Variation of induced drag with lateral spacing

Figure 5 shows the effect of lateral separation on the total
induced drag for the two-aircraft formation having zero ver-
tical separation. It is seen that, for large lateral separation
(Y/b � 1), the drag ratio asymptotes to 1 because the wings
have little influence on each other. For Y/b = 1, correspond-
ing to zero lateral overlap, the drag ratio is 0.73, representing
a 27% drag reduction when compared to the total induced
drag of two wings flying in isolation. As the lateral separa-
tion is decreased, the drag ratio continues to decrease until a
minimum in the drag ratio is reached for a lateral separation
of Y/b of 0.91 that corresponds to a geometry where there is
a 9%-span lateral overlap of the wing tips. For this optimum
lateral separation, the drag ratio is 0.66, which represents a
44% reduction in induced drag when compared to the total
induced drag of two wings flying in isolation. Although not
addressed in this chapter, recent research (Willis, Peraire and
Breuer, 2007) has shown that unsteady wake vorticity from

flapping wings in formation can result in additional energy
savings.

The 9%-span optimum lateral overlap of wing tips pre-
dicted in these results for elliptically loaded wings is close to
those seen in wind-tunnel and flight experiments. Blake and
Gingras (2004) presented wind-tunnel test results for two
delta-wing aircraft in formation, and compared wind-tunnel
measurements with predictions from a vortex lattice method.
Both predictions and the experimental measurements
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Figure 5. Variation of the two-wing formation drag ratio with
lateral separation, with inset showing the wake traces. (Figure cour-
tesy of Ashok Gopalarathnam).
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showed a trend of maximum drag reduction when there is
an approximate 10–20%-span lateral overlap of wing tips in
the formation. Recent experiments performed at NASA Dry-
den Flight Research Center (Vachon, et al., 2002; Ray, et al.,
2002) analyzed performance benefits resulting from forma-
tion flight, using two modified F/A-18 aircraft. A summary
of drag-reduction results computed using actual test points
(Ray, et al., 2002) shows a maximum reduction in induced
drag when there is an 8–18%-span lateral overlap in wingtips,
and a small vertical separation of approximately 5% of the
wing span. Given that the theoretical model presented in this
section does not account for wake rollup and assumes an
elliptical loading, the results for the optimum lateral overlap
agree well with trends seen in the experiments.

3 MULTI-AIRCRAFT FORMATIONS

For a formation of several elliptically loaded wings of equal
span and lift, the exact solution for the total induced drag can
be developed using the interference drag of a two-wing for-
mation. To demonstrate how the two-wing interference-drag
solution can be used to determine the total induced drag of
several wings flying in formation, a formation of N ellipti-
cally loaded wings, numbered 1 to N, is considered. The total
formation drag, which is the sum of all the self-induced drag
terms and the mutual-induced drag terms from all possible
pairs of wings, can be written as

D =
N∑

j=1

N∑
i=1

Dij (7)

In this equation, when i = j, Dij is equal to Dell. When
i /= j, Dij can be computed using the two-wing interference-
drag solution Dint(Y2, Z2). For the special case of a formation
of N elliptically loaded planar wings that are flying with the
same lateral separation between any two adjacent wings and
zero vertical separation, the total induced drag can be written
as

D = NDell + Dff (8)

where Dff is the interference drag of the entire formation and
can be written as

Dff =
N−1∑
f=1

2fDint[(N − f )Y, 0] (9)

where Y is the lateral separation between the centerlines of
any two adjacent wings in the formation.

This formulation allows for the decomposition of the total
induced drag into different contributions. In Equation (9),
the term for f = N − 1 represents the contributions of the
interference drag between the N − 1 pairs of adjacent wings
(wings i and i + 1), the term for f = N − 2 represents the
contributions of the interference drag between the N − 2
pairs formed by a wing and its next-to-immediate neigh-
bor (wings i and i + 2), and so on. As shown later, this
decomposition makes it possible to explain certain patterns
in the variation of drag with lateral spacing. Finally, it is
to be noted that this exact formulation can only provide the
total induced drag and cannot provide the drag of each indi-
vidual in a formation. When the drag of each individual is
needed, the induced-velocity fields from both bound- and
trailing-vorticity contributions need to be considered.

3.1 Variation of induced drag with lateral spacing

In this subsection, a formation of 25 elliptically loaded wings,
all in the same horizontal plane, is considered. This case was
selected as an example of a very large formation similar to
a flock of birds in flight. The benefit of flying in formation
is quantified by the induced-drag ratio, σ = D/NDell, which
gives the ratio of the total formation induced drag to the total
induced drag of all wings flying solo.

Figure 6 presents the variation of induced-drag ratio, σ,
for this formation as a function of lateral separation between
adjacent wings, Y/b. For very large Y/b, it is seen that the σ

approaches 1, indicating that the drag reduction approaches
zero when the wings are too far apart to influence each other.
The benefits start increasing appreciably as the lateral spacing
is decreased. The optimum lateral separation is nearly the
same as that for the two-wing formation, at Y/b = 0.89. At
this optimum lateral separation, σ = 0.19, implying that the
drag reduction is a dramatic 81% compared to 25 wings flying
in isolation.

It is also interesting to note that for large formations such as
this case, there are distinct multiple local minima. For this for-
mation, prominent second and third local minima are located
at Y/b = 0.47 and Y/b = 0.32. These lateral-separation val-
ues are approximately one-half and one-third of the lateral
separation of Y/b = 0.89 for the first minimum. A study of
the relative contributions of the different f terms in equa-
tion (9) can be used to explain the occurrence of these multiple
local minima. The primary minimum at Y/b = 0.89 occurs
because of strong favorable interference between every wing
and its adjacent neighbor (wings i and i + 1). The second
local minimum at Y/b = 0.47 occurs because of strong favor-
able interference between pairs formed by a wing and its
next-to-immediate neighbor (wings i and i + 2). Likewise,
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Figure 6. Exact results for the effect of lateral separation on drag
ratio for a formation of 25 elliptically loaded wings flying in a
horizontal plane. The insets show the plan views of formation
geometries for Y/b of 0.47 and 0.89. Streamwise spacing, which
does not affect formation induced drag, is assumed to be arbitrary.
The right leg of the v-shape for Y/b = 0.47 has been displaced
slightly downstream of the left leg to avoid collision between the
two wings on either side of the lead. (Figure courtesy of Ashok
Gopalarathnam).

the third local minimum occurs because of strong favorable
interference between wings i and i + 3.

Although the drag ratio at the second minimum is close
to that at the first minimum, the drag in the vicinity of this
second minimum is more sensitive to the lateral separation,
whereas the first minimum at Y/b = 0.89 is comparatively
more flat. The formation plan views shown in the insets in
Figure 6 illustrate the differences in the lateral separation
at the primary and secondary minima, and have been shown
with an arbitrary streamwise spacing between the wings. The
right leg of the v-shape for Y/b = 0.47 has been displaced
slightly downstream of the left leg to avoid collision between
the two wings on either side of the lead.

Although the drag-ratio variation for the 25-wing forma-
tion has considerable waviness for Y/b < 1, it is worth noting
that there is a wide range of Y/b from approximately 0.3 to
1.05 that results in at least 50% drag reduction compared to
25 wings flying solo. This large range of beneficial lateral
separations and the multiple local minima for large forma-
tions may partly explain the considerable imprecision and
variation in lateral separation that is observed in birds flying
in formation, as documented by Hainsworth (1988). Figure 7
shows an example of bird formations with variations in the
angles of the v-shapes. For very small lateral separations,
there is a steep increase with the drag ratio reaching a value

Figure 7. Variation in angles of the v-shapes in a formation of birds.
Photograph courtesy of Antonio Filippone.

of 25 for Y/b = 0, a value that matches the exact result from
Munk’s stagger theorem. More generally, it can be shown
that the σ for N wings flying at Y/b = 0 and Z/b = 0 is
exactly N.

4 V-SHAPES

Whereas total induced drag and the effect of lateral spacing
can be determined using Trefftz-plane flow considerations,
induced drag of individual wings in the formation can only
be determined using “near-field” downwash—downwash at
each wing due to bound and trailing vorticity from all
wings in the formation. This is most easily accomplished
using discrete-vortex numerical methods, although exact
approaches (Sugimoto, 2003) have also been developed
for elliptically loaded wings. Because longitudinal spacing
between the wings does not affect total induced drag (as long
as the lift distributions are maintained), variation of longi-
tudinal spacing can be used to distribute the drag benefits
amongst the wings in a desired fashion while keeping total
drag unchanged.

Several studies have shown that v-like formation shapes
result in an aerodynamic benefit for all individuals (Lissaman
and Shollenberger, 1970; Hummel, 1983, 1995; Sugimoto,
2003; King and Gopalarathnam, 2005). In this section, results
for a 25-wing formation are shown, in which all wings share
the drag-reduction benefit equally. The v-shape, shown in
Figure 8, was determined using a Newton iteration (King
and Gopalarathnam, 2005). A lateral separation of Y/b = 0.9
with zero vertical separation was used. It can be seen that the
optimal shape of the v-formation is not an exact “V”, but a
shape that is more swept at the tips and rounded at the apex.
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Figure 8. V-formation shape resulting in equipartition of drag for
a 25-wing formation. (Figure courtesy of Ashok Gopalarathnam).

The results in Figure 8 show that, for equipartition of drag, the
wings near the apex of the vee are very closely spaced. Such
close separation may not be practical for routine aircraft flight
operations. Thus, it may be necessary to compromise on the
equipartition of drag in order to decrease the risk of collision.
Additionally, it must be noted that the exact shape of this v-
formation may not be correct for bird formations, where the
flapping frequency of the wings may have an additional effect
on longitudinal separation.

It has been noted that the v-shape also provides natural
stability for streamwise position keeping within a formation
(Lissaman and Shollenberger, 1970). If a bird moves ahead
of the v-formation, more power is required for it to maintain
the same airspeed, and when flying aft of the v-formation
less power is required. In either case, the bird will tend to
return to its original position within the v-formation. For a
wing flying at the tips of the formation, however, changes in
streamwise location do not result in significant changes in
induced drag (King and Gopalarathnam, 2005). As a result,
the individuals located at the tips of the formation will find
it more difficult to maintain position within the formation.
Weimerskirch et al. (2001) witnessed this behavior during the
experiments conducted on a formation of great white pelicans
and state that pelicans often had difficulty staying within the
formation when flying at the tips.

5 CONCLUSION

It is clear that formation flight has significant potential to
increase aircraft aerodynamic efficiency. The results pre-
sented in this chapter used elliptically loaded wings. While
elliptical loading is the minimum-drag solution for planar
wings of fixed span, it is not the theoretical minimum-drag
solution for wings flying in formation. It has been shown

(Frazier and Gopalarathnam, 2003) that the minimum-drag
loading on planar wings flying in formation with a given lift
and zero rolling moment is one that will result in linear vari-
ation in downwash along the wake traces in the Trefftz plane.
It has also been shown (King and Gopalarathnam, 2005) that
elliptically loaded wings in formation perform nearly as well
as optimally loaded wings in formation, justifying the use of
elliptical loading for discussion of aerodynamic benefits of
formation flight. To achieve elliptical loading (or any other
target loading) when flying in a formation, a wing must have
the freedom to adapt its shape via twist or control deflections.
It is believed that birds are able to achieve this by wing-
shape adaptation using some form of aerodynamic sensing
(Lissaman and Shollenberger, 1970). Aircraft of the future
with adaptive wings may be able to dynamically tailor the
wing shape to achieve the desired loading. An example of
active control of multiple flaps using distributed sensing on a
wing in a formation to achieve elliptical loading is described
by Jepson and Gopalarathnam (2005).

Current-day aircraft may not have enough degrees of
freedom to achieve elliptical loading when in a formation.
However, even when conventional control surfaces on an
aircraft are used to achieve roll, pitch, and yaw trim when fly-
ing in a formation, significant aerodynamics benefits can be
achieved with formation flight. A recent system-level study of
commercial formation flight using existing aircraft and com-
mercial routes (Bower, Flanzer and Kroo, 2009) shows the
dramatic fuel savings possible by applying formation flight to
commercial aircraft. Further research is required before for-
mation flight can be applied to routine commercial aircraft
operations. Areas that need further study include the effects
of formation aerodynamics on aircraft structures and any
associated weight penalty, unsteady effects of wake vortices
on fatigue life, reliable control of aircraft position, demands
on the flight crew, certification, and impacts on air-traffic
management. Nevertheless, formation flight is uniquely posi-
tioned as a technology that holds the promise of dramatic
fuel savings with little change to existing air-transportation
infrastructure.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aircraft produce vortices

An aircraft is supported by the air and maintains a constant
altitude by continuously pushing the surrounding air down-
ward. By reaction, the vertical momentum of the air that is
thus displaced exerts a force on the aircraft in the oppo-
site upward direction: this is lift. This is produced by the
wings of the aircraft, which are designed to deflect part of the
oncoming airflow’s momentum into a vertical component.
Observations show that the flow so displaced forms a pair of
parallel vortices behind the aircraft, which convey the verti-
cal momentum produced by the lift. The white trails we often
see in the sky behind an airplane flying at high altitude are a
conspicuous feature of this fundamental flow transformation
(see Figures 1 and 2). They are contrails (for condensation
trails) formed by ice crystals produced by the condensation
of engine exhaust water vapor caught in the low-pressure
(therefore cold) centers formed by the wake vortices. In still

weather, these trails can last several minutes, which proves
how robust these fluid vortices are. Finally, these condensa-
tion trails break down into cirrus and form a cloudy layer in
the air corridors.

Formation of trailing vortices behind a lifting wing may
be readily understood as resulting from the escaping flow
that moves from the pressure side, below the wing, toward
the suction side, above. This produces circular movements
around the wing tips, which develop along the airplane’s path
into two longitudinal vortices rotating in opposite directions
(see Figure 3a and b). During take-off or landing, vortices also
form at the edges of the flaps deployed. These vortices finally
merge and leave a simple vortex system where the entire
flow momentum exerted by the aircraft’s lift is concentrated
(see Figure 3c).

1.2 Wake vortices are potentially dangerous

This means that aircraft trailing vortices are an unavoidable
consequence of lift. A following aircraft that encounters these
structures may be subject to a rolling movement that endan-
gers it. Thus, aircraft wakes constitute a potential hazard that
must be fully controlled. Local weather has a great impact.
If there is any wind, the vortices are transported outside the
corridors and the danger is null. Moreover, in the presence of
wind, the atmosphere is generally turbulent and, if this tur-
bulence is sufficiently strong, it is capable of destroying the
wake vortices by causing their misalignment and provoking
their interaction as illustrated in Figure 2 (two vortices rotat-
ing in opposite directions cancel out each other after contact).
Therefore, in the majority of cases, the presence of significant
atmospheric perturbations alleviates danger. Aircraft often
encounter the residues of these phenomena without being
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2 Incompressible Flows and Aerodynamics

Figure 1. A Boeing 747-200 flying at a height of about 34 000
feet. The trailing vortices are revealed by the rotational entrain-
ment of the exhaust plumes produced by the four engines of the
aircraft (copyright gettyimages/Joseph Willem). Reproduced with
permission from Joseph P Williams c© 2002.

able to distinguish them from the ambient atmospheric tur-
bulence. But, in a calm atmosphere, wake vortices maintain

their coherence for a very long time. It is this coherence that
makes them dangerous.

Note in this respect that the popular expression “aircraft
wake turbulence” is incorrect because it is precisely the non-
turbulent nature of these long-life vortex structures, which
poses a problem. Indeed, the term “turbulence” refers here
to atmospheric phenomena to which aircraft are often sub-
jected during their flight. But, wake vortices are not a product
of weather, and atmospheric turbulence is even a mitigat-
ing factor for wake vortex hazard. Consequently, expressions
that do not include the word “turbulence”, such as “wake
vortices”, “wake vortex encounters”, or “wake vortex sep-
aration distances”, are recommended. This remark will be
substantiated below.

To avoid any severe wake vortex encounters, following
aircraft must maintain a safe distance from an aircraft land-
ing ahead of them. In the early 1970s, when the Boeing 747
jumbo jet came into operation, the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration (FAA) of the United States and the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) divided aircraft into three
weight classes and established safe separations in the termi-
nal areas for each combination of these classes (see Table 1).

Figure 2. Condensation trail of a Boeing B-47, reproduced with permission from Crow (1970). The interval between each photo is 15 s
(see on the left). In the mid-field regime, the vortices remain parallel and may be described by a two-dimensional flow model. The far-field
regime is characterized by the onset of significant three-dimensional deformations after the development of the primary instability with
a preferred wavelength (Crow instability) and formation, after vortex linking, of a series of unstable vortex rings. On the right-hand side
of the figure, distances are normalized by the aircraft’s wing span, b0, and time, by the wake’s dynamic time scale t0 (on using B-47 data
W = 60 340 kg, b0 = 35.4 m, and U0 = 250 m s−1, equation (14a) gives t0 ≈ 20 s, see http://en.wikipedia.org).
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Figure 3. Visualizations of the formation of the vortices: (a) side view of a wing tip vortex visualized by colorants (Werlé, 1982); (b)
visualization of wake vortices by catapulting a model through a plume of smoke – the model is moving toward the back of the figure.
Reproduced with permission from Onera; (c) measurement of vorticity by laser Doppler velocimetry in the wake of an A300 model – the
plots correspond to the iso-level of the longitudinal component of the vorticity measured in five cross sections downstream the model, at
x/b = 0.5, 1, 3, and 5 (with an origin located at the downstream tip of the wing trailing edge). During rolling up, we can distinguish the
wing tip and flap tip vortices, as well as secondary vortices (the model is not equipped with horizontal tail planes). These vortices merge
and a very persistent vortex pair is finally obtained, here at x/b = 3. Reproduced from Fabre et al., (2001) c© AIAA.

These are actually the standards that set, for instance, limits
on the frequency of landings. For example, no aircraft should
follow a Boeing 747, which belongs to the category “Heavy”,
closer than 4 Nm (7.4 km). For a typical landing speed of
70 m s−1, this represents a time delay of about 106 s. This
distance must be increased to 5 Nm (9.3 km, 132 s) if the
aircraft following a heavy one (Boeing 747 or Airbus A340)
belongs to the next lower “Medium” weight category, like the
Airbus A320 for instance.

In the current context of the congestion of major airports
(in particular, Heathrow, Frankfurt, and Roissy, for Europe),
it is proving necessary to refine the present minimum separa-
tion. The aim is to optimize airport traffic while maintaining,
and even increasing, the safety level. Coincidently, at the
end of the 1990s, the launch of the giant Airbus A380, the
largest passenger aircraft ever to enter into commercial ser-
vice, increased pressure on this subject. As vortices generated
by this airplane are more substantial than for other aircraft
in the heavy wake vortex category, an unprecedented flight

test campaign was conducted by Airbus and analyzed by an
international team of experts. The guidance issued in 2008
recommended an increase in the minimum wake vortex sep-
aration for the A380 by typically 2 Nm as detailed in Table 1.
The aim of this was to ensure that aircraft operating near an
A380 do not encounter wake vortices of a greater magnitude
than are generated by other aircraft in the heavy wake vor-
tex category. At present, a feasibility study is continuing to
assess the remaining potential for further reduction.

In addition, there is currently an urgent need for new oper-
ational concepts and systems that can allocate airspace more
efficiently and safely. A new Air Traffic Management (ATM)
system is now being considered and is providing the motiva-
tion for a significant research effort supported by worldwide
authorities. Research in the wake vortex field is an important
component for meeting this target, which is strategic for the
future of civil aviation.

The physics of the phenomenon will be explained now.
In Section 2, the vortex parameters are introduced after

Table 1. ICAO aircraft separation distances to avoid wake vortex encounters during approach: (a) standards and (b) provisional values for
the A380 (guidance issued by Airbus in 2008).

Separation distance Time delay (approach speed 70 m s−1)

Leading aircraft Following aircraft (Nm) (km) (s)

(a)
Heavy (> 136 000 kg)

Heavy 4 7.4 106
Medium 5 9.3 133

Medium (7–136 000 kg) Light (< 7000 kg) 6 11.1 159
Heavy 6 11.1 158

(b) A380-800 Medium 7 13 186
Light 8 14.8 211

{{
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considering the conservation laws of the flow in the wake
of an aircraft. Section 3 is devoted to a description of the
main instability mechanisms that are responsible for linking
and final dispersion of the vortices. Wake vortex detection
is discussed in Section 4, an important aspect of the topic
regarding operational issues. We end this chapter with some
comments on research perspectives.

2 THE MID-WAKE

2.1 A two-dimensional model

According to Figures 2 and 3, the wake may be modeled by
individual vortices. This is shown in the diagram in Figure
4. Following the work of Prandtl (1919) (see also Donaldson
and Bilanin, 1975; Saffman, 1992), the characteristic scales
of these vortex systems can be readily related to properties
of the flying aircraft through integration of the flow conser-
vation laws in the control volume sketched in Figure 4 and
by modeling the cross-sectional velocity field downstream of
the aircraft considering the following expression:

u = U0 ex + V (y, z) ey + W (y, z) ez (1)

This corresponds to a steady two-dimensional flow develop-
ing spatially in the longitudinal direction ex with a uniform
translation velocity U0. This is transformed into an unsteady
two-dimensional flow subjected to a temporal evolution by
making x = U0t.

After integration of the mass and momentum equations in
the volume contained between the aircraft and distant external

control surface planes (the parallelepiped in Figure 4), one
obtains the following expression for the lift:

L = −ρ U0I (2)

where I = Izez and

Iz =
∫ ∫

W (y, z) dydz = −
∫ ∫

y ω (y, z) dydz (3)

I defines the vertical impulse per unit mass of the wake in a
downstream cross section, sections A or A′ in Figure 4, in reac-
tion to the lift. The second equality in (3) is readily obtained
after a partial integration and after introducing the vortic-
ity vector ω = ∇ × u = ω ex, where ω = ∂W/∂y − ∂V/∂z

is the only non-vanishing component of ω, according to (1).
This relation points toward the existence of a fundamental
link between vorticity in fluid flows and impulsive forces
introduced in the fluid.

Relation (3) may be written in the form

Iz = −�0b (4)

that introduces two important quantities: the vortex circula-
tion �0 and the vorticity centroid separation b.

The circulation is

�0 =
∫ ∫

y≥0
ω (y, z) dydz =

∮
∂S

u ·dl (5)

It characterizes the strength of the wake vortices and is
defined as a surface integral of the vorticity in the semi-plane

Figure 4. Model of the mid-field wake and control volume in a coordinate system attached to the aircraft. In the near-wake regime, up to
section A′(x/b0 ∼ 10), vortices form by amalgamation of vorticity behind the edges of the different surface elements (wing and flap tips,
horizontal tail plane, etc.). At the end of the mid-wake regime, section A (x/b0 ∼ 100), the wake usually collapses into a single vortex
pair. The characteristic scales of the wake vortices are the circulation �0, the centroid separation b, and the core radius a. The aircraft is
characterized by the span b0, velocity U0, lift L, and drag D.
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y ≥ 0. From Stokes’ theorem, this amounts to the line integral
of velocity around a closed loop ∂S encircling the vortic-
ity field in a downstream semi-plane y ≥ 0, that is, circuit
C′ or C in Figure 4. Note that, according to conservation
of circulation, if the initial sectional circulation is nil in the
freestream ahead of the aircraft, this must remain true down-
stream: circulation in a complete cross section (and not only
in a semi-plane) is effectively equal to zero.

The length b,

b = 2yc = 2

�0

∫ ∫
y≥0

y ω (y, z) dydz (6)

characterizes the distance between the vorticity centroids for
the starboard and port wings. This becomes the vortex sep-
aration when the wake reduces to a vortex pair as in section
A of Figure 4. Here, yc denotes the lateral position of the
starboard centroid. The second linear vorticity momentum,

zc = 1

�0

∫ ∫
y≥0

zω (y, z) dydz (7)

gives the average height of the two vorticity centroids.
As for the vortex core thickness a, see Figure 4, a relevant

length scale is the second moment of vorticity, also called the
dispersion radius. Its definition reads

a2
0 = 1

�0

∫ ∫
y≥0

(
(y − yc)2 + (z − zc)2) ω dydz (8)

2.2 Aircraft-based parameters

It is now useful to relate the above vortex parameters to
characteristics of the aircraft. For this purpose, we may alter-
natively express the lift with the aircraft’s mass M (L = Mg)
or with the lift coefficient CL (L = CL qS0, q = 1

2ρU2
0 with

S0 being the wing’s surface area). If the wing’s aspect ratio
AR = b2

0/S0 is also introduced, using (2) and (4), we readily
obtain the following formulas for the circulation (5):

�0 = 1

s

Mg

ρU0b0
(9a)

�0 = CL

2AR s
U0b0 (9b)

The factor s = b/b0 is the load factor (see below). Accord-
ing to (9a), �0 is proportional to the aircraft’s weight and
inversely proportional to the aircraft’s speed and to the wing’s
span. Consequently, wake vortices are indeed particularly

intense behind heavy aircraft while landing and take-off
(low-velocity regimes).

The spanwise distance b depends on the wing span load-
ing. Following the classical Prandtl’s lifting line theory, we
have

1

2
b =

∫ b0/2

0
γ (y) dy (10)

where γ (y) = � (y) /�0 is the wing’s span loading law, with
� (y) the sectional circulation of the wing along the span
and �0 = � (y = 0) the root circulation. A reference case is

the elliptic loading γ (y) =
√

1 − (2y/b0)2 that gives for the
load factor, s = �/4 = 0.785: after completion of the roll-up,
separation between the vorticity centroids is smaller than the
wing span. This may be readily understood by considering,
for instance, (6): the vortices form by entrainment of vorticity
toward centers that are initially separated by a distance b0; as
ω accumulates in the outer region of the wake, that is, at large
|y|, the vortex centers must get closer to keep the resulting
linear momentum �0b constant.

As suggested by Figure 4, the next stage in the process
of modeling consists in representing the vorticity field with
a series of N individual concentrated vortices. Following
the lifting line theory, each individual vortex forms initially
at the spanwise station where the portion of the strength
− |d� (y) /dy| produced by the wing load is maximal. Math-
ematically, the vortices are defined by

ω (x0, y, z) =
∑N

i=1
�i δ (y − yi) δ (z − zi) (11)

where δ is the Dirac delta function and �i the circulation of
the vortex located at (x0, yi, zi). The coordinate x0 denotes
the position of the downstream cross section, section A′ or A
in Figure 4. For the different parameters introduced above, it
becomes

Iz =
∑N

i=1
Ii, Ii = −yi�i (12a)

�0 =
∑N/2

i=1
�i (12b)

yc = 1

2
b = 1

�0

∑N/2

i=1
yi�i (12c)

zc = 1

�0

∑N/2

i=1
zi�i (12d)

Different span loadings may produce different discrete vortex
systems. In Figure 5, we make a distinction between two
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Figure 5. Simple wing planforms with span loadings producing different mid-field vortex systems: (a) rectangular wing with no flap
producing a vortex pair; (b) inboard flap producing an inboard-loading-type span load; and (c) outboard flaps producing an outboard-
loading-type span load. The near-field in cases (b) and (c) contains an additional pair of vortices (±�2, b2) distinct from the outer one
(±�1, b1) produced at the wing tips. In each half of the wake, the vortices are corotating in case (b) and counter-rotating in case (c). The
bottom row of vortices corresponds to the dipole obtainable in the midfield after a subsequent merger (see Figure 7). Given a lift and a
velocity, �0b is fixed to a constant value, see (2)–(4), so that in order to maintain lift, �0 must be larger in case (b) than in case (c). Note
that the four vortices in cases (b) and (c) do not remain aligned, as drawn here for the sake of simplicity. They orbit around their centroids
under mutual Biot–Savart induction velocity (an example is shown in Figure 6).

classes of flapped wing planforms that produce transitory
four-vortex systems, as many aircraft actually do in high-
lift configurations. As discussed later on, there is a special
interest in this type of vortex systems.

If we consider near-wakes like those shown in Figure 5,
according to (12a), we get a composite impulse Iz = I1 + I2

with I1 = −�1b1 and I2 = −�2b2. The impulse of the outer
vortex pair produced by the wing tips is directed down-
ward (I1 < 0). Now, depending on the position of the flaps,
the impulse of the secondary inner vortex pair may also
be directed downward (I2 < 0), as in case (b), or upward
(I2 > 0), as in case (c). In the first case, the two impulses add
up whereas in the second one, the inner impulsion subtracts
from the outer one. In the latter case, the wing must carry more
load (i.e., �1 must increase) to compensate for the loss of lift.

A more concrete example is given in Figure 6, which
considers a representative aircraft on approach (Crowder,
Watzlavick and Krutckoff, 1997). This case is characterized
by a marked inboard loading. The initial distribution of vortic-
ity, visible in Figure 6b, is intricate. It comprises contributions
from the wing tip, the outer edge of the outboard flap, the outer
edge of the inboard flap, the side of body, and the horizon-
tal tail. In the landing configuration, the tail load is negative
and produces counter-rotating vortices (formed by rolling up
of the horizontal vortex sheets that are visible at z/b0 = 0.3,
−0.2 ≤ y/b0 ≤ 0.2 in Figure 6b). Figure 6c shows that at

five spans, the tail vortices are positioned between the flap
vortices. At x/b0 = 10, they have cancelled out by merging
(see Figure 6d). Afterward, the surviving inner vortices are
able to preserve circulation and continue to orbit around the
tip vortices and persist in the midfield. Far downstream, a
single vortex pair is expected in all cases. Now, the down-
stream persistence of such multiple vortex systems depends
on specific features of the configuration. For example, small
changes to the flap system or to the horizontal tail loading
can affect the flap-vortex lifetime.

For the purposes of illustration, Figure 7 compares the
near-field development of the vortices produced by the con-
figuration of Figure 6 to that produced on slightly decreasing
the (negative) tail and flap loads. The results are those of
computations based on a Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
code, which have been shown to agree with the experiment
of Figure 6 (Czech et al., 2004). In the two cases, the flap
vortices and the horizontal tail vortices propagate toward the
center plane, but in case of Figure 7b the flap and tail vortices
mix, leaving only a single pair of vortices beyond 15 spans.

2.3 Vortex age

A relevant characteristic time scale for the wake vortices
should be formed with �0 and b. A suitable choice is
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Figure 6. Wind tunnel survey of the near-field wake vorticity for a four-vortex system produced by the inboard-type span load distribution
shown in part (a). Reproduced from Crowder, Watzlavick and Krutckoff (1997) c© AIAA. Vorticity was measured for (b) x/b0 = 0 (tail),
(c) x/b0 = 5.5, and (d) x/b0 = 10. Note in part (b), the counter-rotating vorticity was produced by the horizontal tail plane and by the
fuselage. At x/b0 = 5.5, we get the vortices of circulation �3 visible in part (c). These vortices cancel out by merging across the center
plane and they are no longer present in part (d). Circulation of individual vortices is given in m2 s−1. Reproduced from Harris et al., (2005)
c© Elsevier.

Figure 7. Computed near-field wakes for two flaps-down span loads
showing (a) flap and tip vortices after 20 spans behind the airplane
and (b) only tip vortices. Reproduced from Czech et al. (2004)
c© AIAA. Part (a) corresponds to the case of Figure 6.

t0 = b/W0, where W0 = �0/2�b is the descent velocity
of the vortex system under mutual Biot–Savart induction
velocity. This gives

t0 = 2�
b2

�0
(13)

We will show below that (13) is the dynamic time scale char-
acterizing the instability responsible for vortex linking. On
using the aircraft’s mass or lift coefficient, it becomes

t0 = 2�s3 ρU0b
3
0

Mg
(14a)

t0 = 4�s3AR

CL

b0

U0
(14b)

According to these relations the span loading factor s has
a strong influence on the wake’s dynamic time scale. How-
ever, this parameter is rarely tabulated, and the elliptic value
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s = �/4 becomes helpful. Some typical values of t0 are
reported in Table 2 for the case of three large and heavy air-
craft. This table aims at showing that separation standards
of Table 1 correspond to few dynamic time scales t0 (from
3 to 5). As we saw in Figure 2, this is the delay needed for
the wake to reach a mature instability regime. Finally, if we
make t = x/U0, non-dimensional time t̄ = t/t0 and distance
x̄ = x/b0 are mutually related by

x̄ = 4 � s3 AR

CL

t̄ (15)

Using s = �/4, the proportionality reads
(
�4AR/16CL

)
.

The design of present-day aircraft precludes large variations
of this factor: we find 33 for the three cases in Table 2. This
gives x̄ = 100 for t̄ = 3, a distance that characterizes the upper
limit of the mid-wake in a low velocity regime.

3 DECAY MECHANISMS

3.1 The vorticity equation

To understand the mechanisms leading to the final dispersion
of wake vortices, we need to examine the rate equations of
the different variables introduced above. Indeed, a fundamen-
tal quantity to be considered is the vorticity ω = ∇ × u. Its
equation is obtained by considering the curve of the velocity
equation (the Navier–Stokes equation). For an incompress-
ible flow, this gives

dω

dt
= ∂ω

∂t
+ ∇ω · u︸ ︷︷ ︸

convection

= d
=

· ω︸︷︷︸
distortion

+ ��ω︸︷︷︸
diffusion

(16)

This is the incompressible version of the Helmholtz equa-
tion. Here, d= = 1

2

(∇u +t∇u
)

is the deformation tensor (the
symmetric part of the velocity gradient), � is the Laplace
operator, and ν the kinematic viscosity. The two terms in the
right-hand side of (16) characterize respectively variations
of vorticity due to flow distortions (elongations/contractions

of the fluid particles) and diffusion by viscosity. Impor-
tantly, the first of these two terms, known as the “vortex
stretching term”, delineates two-dimensional dynamics from
three-dimensional dynamics.

3.2 Two-dimensional decay

The stretching term d= · ω in (16) vanishes when the velocity
gradients and the vorticity vector are mutually orthogonal.
This is verified in the two-dimensional flow field model (1)
for which vorticity ω = ω ex is normal to the plane where
velocity varies. In this case, (16) simplifies into a convection–
diffusion equation for the scalar ω:

∂ω

∂t
+ V

∂ω

∂y
+ W

∂ω

∂z
= ν

(
∂2ω

∂y2
+ ∂2ω

∂z2

)
(17)

Putting t = x/U0, the temporal derivative ∂ω/∂t transforms
into the longitudinal transport term U0∂ω/∂x. The rate equa-
tion for the circulation is obtained by introduction of (17)
into (5). Derivation with respect to time and the use of the
continuity equation ∂V/∂y + ∂W/∂z = 0 and the boundary
conditions ω (z → ±∞) = ω (y → ∞) = 0 give

d�0

dt
= −ν

∫ ∞

−∞

∂ω

∂y
(y = 0) dz (18)

This equation means that circulation decreases only through
viscous diffusion of vorticity across the midplane y = 0.

Now, diffusion of individual vortices may be characterized
through the examination of the dispersion radius (8). Follow-
ing the same procedure as for equation (18), from (17) and
(8) we get

d
(
�0a

2
0

)
dt

= −
∫ ∞

−∞

1

2
(z − zc) W2 (y = 0) dz − 4ν�0 (19)

The first term on the right-hand side is nil if the flow is sym-
metric with respect to the horizontal axis z = zc. This occurs

Table 2. Time delay t̄ = t/t0 for three large transport airplanes (with s = �/4).

Time delay t̄ = t/t0 for
Landing mass (kg) Span (m) S0 (m2) AR U0 (m s−1) �0 (m2 s−1) CL t0 (s) follower Heavy/Medium

A380-800 386 000 79.8 845 7.5 75 670 1.33 36 4.1/4.8
B747-400 295 745 64.4 541 7.7 80 595 1.39 27 3.4/4.3
A340-600 259 000 63.45 437 9.2 80 530 1.51 29 3.2/4.0
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when the wake reduces to a vortex pair, as in plane A of
Figure 4. In this case, (19) integrates to

a2
0 (t) = a2

0 (t0) + 4ν (t − t0) (20)

So vortex cores can only increase by viscosity. According to
(18), circulation’s decay takes place on the time scale neces-
sary to diffuse ω in the distance b/2 that separates the vortex
centers from the midplane. This time is τν = b2/4ν. This is
larger than the dynamic time scale t0 (13) by a factor Re/8�
where Re = �0/ν is the characteristic Reynolds number of
the flow. Typical values of Re being of few millions for an
aircraft, it is clear that wake vortices cannot relax if the flow
remains two-dimensional and laminar.

3.3 What turbulence can do?

Turbulence present in the atmosphere may contain
macroscale vorticity comparable to that of the trailing vor-
tices, in which case the latter may be rapidly altered. However,
we may wonder why vortices in calm ambient flows are so
persistent and why they do not develop internal turbulent
transport of momentum, as rectilinear free shear flows usually
do. In this respect, we may look back to Figure 2 to contem-
plate one more time how persistent the vortices are in these
flow sequences. The energy stored by the lift in the vortices
takes a very long time to dissipate, and turbulence mecha-
nisms look weak or absent (in this figure, this remains almost
true even during the ring regime that follows vortex linking).
This resistance of the flow to dispersion and dissipation is
particularly fascinating.

As reviewed by Ash and Khorrami (1995) and Jacquin
(2005), vortex resistance to turbulent spreading is the result
of the strong stabilizing effects imposed on perturbations
by the flow’s rotation. The basic mechanisms thought to be
responsible for this strong stability are explained by consider-
ing successively the linear properties of vortex flow models,
DNS, and experimental results. This is a key issue for numer-
ical computation and modeling of flows containing organized
vortices (see Zeman, 1995).

Therefore, one may wonder why the diffusion of vortex
flows could not be pushed beyond the laminar limits (18) and
(20) by their internal turbulence. Surprisingly, the answer is
negative: equations and numerical simulations show that, as
long as a quasi-parallel flow condition ∂/∂x 	 ∂/∂y ∼ ∂/∂z

is maintained, a vortex cannot spread faster than a lam-
inar flow whatever turbulent fluctuations it contains (see
Govindaraju and Saffman, 1971; Uberoi, 1979). This remains
true even if slight variations of the axial velocity U are
allowed (see Ragab and Sreedhar, 1995; Jacquin and Pantano,
2002).

3.4 Three-dimensional decay mechanisms

We saw that an aircraft wake is an inherent result of the gener-
ation of lift, and, therefore, vortex elimination is not possible.
Only a reduction of wake vortex strength can be obtained. We
also hope to have made it clear that only large-scale three-
dimensional instability may achieve this goal and drive wake
vortices toward faster dispersion and turbulent dissipation.
We will now explain the mechanisms at work.

3.4.1 Cooperative instability

As isolated vortices look essentially laminar, they become
unstable when they interact with others. The basic instability
mechanism is distortion of the vortex by another one. We
will detail here the physics of this “cooperative instability”
mechanism in the important case of a pair of counter-rotating
vortex filaments (a pair of vortex filament corresponds to the
limit a/b 	 1).

We follow the procedure of Saffman (1992). The start-
ing point is the Biot–Savart law that stipulates that in the
two-dimensional limit, the velocity induced at point x by a
rectilinear vortex filament aligned with ex, positioned at x0

and having a circulation �, is given by

u (x) = �

2�

ex × (x − x0)

|x − x0|2
(21)

Considering the vortex pair in section A of Figure 4, the
reasoning is conducted in a coordinate frame attached to
the starboard vortex. The vortex moves downward with
the descent velocity W0 = [

0, −�0/2�b
]

induced by the
port vortex located at x0 = [−b, zc] with circulation −�0.
The unperturbed vortices are steady in the moving frame.
The velocity induced by the port vortex at the posi-
tion x = [

y, z
]

is obtained from (21) by putting x − x0 =[
b + y, z

]
, ex × (x − x0) = [−z, b + y

]
, and |x − x0|2 =

b2
(
1 + 2y/b + (r/b)2), where r2 = y2 + z2. After lineariza-

tion with r/b 	 1, the system may be easily put into the
form

u (x) − W0 = ẋ = d= x (22)

where the dot denotes a time derivative. The deformation
tensor reads

d= =
[

0 ε

ε 0

]
, ε = �0

2�b2
(23)
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(a) (b)

λ ωs ~
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2πλ2

ε ~
Γ0

2πb2

Θ = 45º
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(c)

Θ ≈ 48º

y

z

Figure 8. The physics of long-wave cooperative instability in a pair of counter-rotating vortices: (a) stretching, (b) self-rotation, and (c)
typical shape of the selected amplified perturbation (see text).

As shown in the diagram in Figure 8a, (23) corresponds to
an irrotational strain of rate ε whose axes are inclined at an
angle � = 45◦ with respect to the horizontal direction. Solu-
tions of (22)–(23) are hyperbolic trajectories aligned with
the elongation–contraction axes. In such a flow, any slight
transversal displacement of the starboard filament aligned
with the stretching axis is amplified exponentially, as eεt . Per-
turbations are produced by ambient turbulence, but may also
be forced from the aircraft. Change in the vorticity dynam-
ics occurs due to the vortex stretching term d= · ω that now
comes into play in (16). Substituting (23) into (16) leads to
exponential amplifications of the transverse vorticity pertur-
bations aligned with the stretching. By symmetry, the port
vortex is subjected to the same effect. This mutual destabi-
lization of the vortices takes place on the dynamic time scale
t0 = ε−1 already introduced in (13).

Now, if this stretching mechanism was the only one, all
wavelengths could be equally amplified. This is apparently
not the case: Figure 2 suggests that a preferred length scale is
selected. This is due to a second mechanism, the self-induced
rotation, which tends to stabilize the flow. As shown in Fig-
ure 8b, a distorted vortex develops a self-induced rotation that
may allow it to escape stretching. Considering Biot–Savart
induced velocities of adjacent legs of a sinusoidal vortex,
one may easily be convinced that the self-induced rotation is

opposite to that of the vortex as indicated in Figure 8b. The
resulting self-induced rotation rate ωs depends on the wave-
length λ that is the relevant length scale of this mechanism.
On dimensional grounds, we get ωs ∼ �0/2�λ2: decreasing
λ decreases the distance between interacting legs of the cor-
rugated vortex; this increases the induction velocity, so that
ωs increases. Different expressions of ωs exist. The more
elegant comes from the resolution of a dispersion relation that
characterizes the different oscillation modes, called Kelvin
waves, of the vortex (see Saffman, 1992). All introduce the
vortex radius and regularize the divergence that comes when
λ becomes small. Details of these algebraic manipulations are
outside of our scope. After superimposition of the two mech-
anisms, strain and self-induction, d= in (22) now becomes

d= =
[

0 ε + ωs

ε − ωs 0

]
, ε = �0

2�b2
, ωs = �0

2�λ2
(24)

The flow remains unstable, that is, maintains diverging
trajectories as in Figure 8a, if and only if the strain
dominates self-rotation. This condition, ε > ωs, selects a crit-
ical wavelength λc below which the flow is stabilized by
self-rotation. This corresponds to long waves. From (22)
and (24), we find that stretching is inclined by an angle
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Figure 9. Oblique view showing long-wave amplification of perturbations during one period of rotation T in the four-vortex systems defined
in Table 3 (see also Figure 5). Initial perturbation amplitude ||x|| (t = 0) has been set to 510−2b1 for case (a) and 10−2b1 for cases (b) and
(c). Case (b) models a case close to Figures 6d and 7a.

� = tan−1√(ε + ωs) / (ε − ωs) with respect to the horizon-
tal direction. The perturbations are amplified by a factor eσt

with σ = √
ε2 − ω2

s for the amplification rate.
The complete analysis must also account for the defor-

mation of the influencing vortex. This introduces a last
element in d= which will not be described here (see Crow,
1970; Saffman, 1992). The complete analysis proves that only
symmetric perturbations, such as those sketched in Figure 8c,
are unstable and that a maximum amplified wavelength λmax

is selected. For a/b = 0.1089, Crow found λmax ≈ 8.3b and
σmax ≈ 0.83ε for the amplification rate (here, vortex cores
of radius a with constant vorticity are considered). These
are the known reference values for Crow instability. There
is a slight influence of the vortex core radius a. We obtain
variations from λmax/b ≈ 11, σmax/ε ≈ 0.87 for a/b = 0.01
to λmax/b ≈ 6, σmax/ε ≈ 0.79 for a/b = 0.3 (Fabre, 2002).
In all instances, the stretching angle remains close to 48◦

(� ≈ 48◦), which is not far from �/4. This confirms that
long-wave cooperative instability is indeed entirely domi-
nated by stretching.

3.4.2 Long-wave instability in four-vortex systems

Other forms of vortex filament instabilities occurring in mul-
tipolar wakes such as those described in Figures 5–7 also exist
and have been investigated using a vortex filament method

generalizing the approach commented on above (see Crouch,
1997; Fabre and Jacquin, 2000; Fabre, Jacquin and Loof,
2002). The basic physical ingredients remain the same, but
resolution of the linearized Biot–Savart induction equations
must now account for the time variation of the basic vor-
tices that orbit around each other in each half-plane during
the wake descent. In this case, linear analysis shows that
in conjunction with exponentially growing instabilities, the
vortex system may be subjected to a transient growth mecha-
nism that may amplify transiently certain perturbations with
a larger gain than instabilities. Transient growth stems from
the non-normality of the linear operator governing the distur-
bance evolution (see Schmid and Henningson, 2002). Insta-
bility and/or transient growth lead to a reconnection of the
different vortices in shorter distances than that correspond-
ing to the Crow instability of an equivalent two-vortex system
(a reduction by at least a factor of 2 is expected). Three illustra-
tions are provided and commented on in Table 3 and Figure 9.

As we saw before, seemingly small changes in the initial
vorticity distribution can lead to distinctly different mid-
field vorticity systems providing design space for different
active vortex-alleviation systems. The different possibilities
are evaluated in the literature cited. Modification of wing
designs and active control procedures promoting such mech-
anisms are most promising topics for future developments on
wake hazard alleviation.

Table 3. Four-vortex systems (4VS) subjected to transient growth analyzed with linear theory – definitions. G1,4VS (T ) is the amplification
gain of an initial perturbation of arbitrary amplitude imposed on the outer vortex pair after one period of rotation (T) of the inner vortices
around the outer ones. The amplification gain corresponding to the Crow instability of an equivalent two-vortex system having the same
circulation �0 and spacing b is GCrow (T ) = e0.8T/t0 . The gain ratio tabulated in the last column evaluates the benefit.

Case
b2

b1

�2

�1

T

t0

λ

b
G1,4VS (T ) GCrow (T ) Gain ratio

(a) Crouch (1997) 0.5 0.5 ∼0.6 9 ∼5 1.6 ∼3
(b) Crouch (2005) 0.128 0.2 ∼2.7 7.85 ∼28 8.7 ∼3.5
(c) Fabre, Jacquin and Loof (2002) 0.3 −0.3 ∼0.5 7.85 ∼20 1.5 ∼13
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3.4.3 Short-wave instability

In the short-wave limit, when the wavelength λ of the per-
turbed vortex becomes of the same order of the vortex core
radii a, instabilities are also found. They were discovered by
Moore and Saffman (1972) and Tsai and Widnall (1976).
Their characterization requires a detailed investigation of
the Kelvin waves that set the vortex core flow dynamics.
These instabilities are also produced by the strain imposed
by the neighboring vortices, as explained in Section 3.4.1,
which means in particular that their amplification rate is ε,
see (23), same as that of the long waves. These instabilities
represent the key mechanism of merging between vortices
(see Meunier, Le Dizès and Leweke, 2005).

4 VORTEX DETECTION

Ground-based coherent Doppler lidars (CDLs) are used to
detect and characterize aircraft vortices in real conditions
(see Constant et al., 1994). Doppler lidars emit light into
the atmosphere and receive the signals reflected by aerosols
and small dust particles (see Figure 10a). The Doppler shift
between the transmitted and received signals is a measure
of the velocity of the air volume that contains the reflecting
material along the line-of-sight of the laser beam. Thus, the
CDL is a powerful technique both for the measurement of
wind and atmospheric turbulence and for the detection and
study of aircraft wake vortices. There are two types of CDL:
continuous wave (cw) and pulsed. The first can make short-
range measurements (300 m) but get very detailed pictures of
wakes (see Figure 10b). Pulsed lidar can make longer range
measurements (400 m to 2 km), but spatial and velocity res-
olutions are much less than that of cw. This can be improved
with specific wake vortex signal processing (Köpp, Rahm
and Smalikho, 2004). Both types have been successfully used

for measurements of the wake vortex characteristics (Köpp,
Rahm and Smalikho, 2005).

Although, according to (5), circulation may be evaluated
from data scanned by lidar on arbitrary large radii outside
the vortex cores, it becomes difficult to discriminate vortex-
induced velocities from the ambient flow field. It is thus
necessary to filter out ambient perturbations with a focus
on the vortex core where velocities are high. A further spa-
tial averaging of the data on a given range of radii allows a
reduction of the scatter (Holzäpfel et al., 2003). Following
these procedures, circulation is evaluated by lidar operators
by considering

�Lidar = 1

�r

∫ rmax

rmin

� (r) dr (25)

with �r = rmax − rmin, and

� (r) = 2�rV (r) (26)

In the midfield, � (r = b/2) = �0. A good compromise for
averaging aircraft vortices is rmin = 0.1b, rmax = 0.2b −
0.3b. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 10c (for rmax =
0.3b) where the vortex tangential velocity is modeled by the
Lamb–Oseen law

V (r)

�0/2�b
= 1

r/b

(
1 − e−(r/b)2/(a/b)2

)
(27)

This law provides acceptable fits for average vortices. Figure
10c corresponds to a = a0 = 0.1b that seems a reasonable
choice for the late mid-wake regime.

Figure 11a shows sample results of a measurement cam-
paign on the wake of a baseline Airbus A340 configuration
(Köpp, Rahm and Smalikho, 2005). The dramatic increase in
the scatter with time throws light on the stochastic nature

Figure 10. Vortex detection and characterization from lidar measurements: (a) scanning a wake with lidar beams; (b) example of continuous
wave lidar velocity profiles. Reproduced from Harris et al. (2000) c©Elsevier; and (c) averaged region (shaded) providing �Lidar(see equation
(25)) in a Lamb–Oseen vortex having a dispersion radii a = 0.1b (see equation (27)).
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Figure 11. Vortex decay from lidar measurements: (a) Airbus A340 baseline configuration tested in different atmospheric turbulence
conditions (the line delineates the average); (b) average wake decay of the same aircraft configuration as in part (a) depending on atmospheric
turbulence class. Reproduced with permission from the findings of de Bruin and Schrauf (2007) c© National Aerospace Laboratory NLR.

of the flow. This becomes especially true in the far-field
regime above t/t0 = 3. These uncertainties are mainly due
to physics. They are due first to changes in the local weather
conditions from flight to flight during the campaign. This
influence is characterized in Figure 11b that shows average
results for three different classes of atmospheric turbulence.
Categories are based on measurements of the turbulence
dissipation ε normalized with the vortex separation length
b and the descent velocity W0 = 2��0/b: ε̄ = (εb)1/3/W0.
However, data dispersion in Figure 11a is also due to the
three-dimensional disorganization of the vortices, which pre-
vails in the far-wake regime after vortex linking: strong
variations in the circulation (actually from nearly �0 to nearly
zero) may be expected if the lidar observation plane cuts
residual vortex rings in their middle or if it crosses the linking
region where circulation vanishes (see Figure 2).

Future wake vortex Air Traffic Management systems, in
which controllers are interested, must propose time sepa-
rations based on weather and wake monitoring. To model
the wake in such advisory systems, we have to consider the
intricate deterministic and probabilistic aspects of the phe-
nomenon as described above (see Gerz et al., 2005).

5 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

We have presented in this chapter the main notions that delin-
eate the aircraft wake vortex problem. Starting from the basic
equations of fluid mechanics, we proceeded gradually toward
vortex dynamics, beyond the limits of classical steady flow
modeling. After having insisted on the intriguing stability of
isolated vortices, a special emphasis was put on the instabil-
ity mechanisms that drive interacting vortices toward final
breakup and dispersion. The important physical mechanisms

have been described and scales have been provided using
representative cases.

Concerning current works, aircraft wake vortices is an
important topic to make air travel safer while increasing air-
port efficiency, and it remains the object of a worldwide
research effort. A large part of this effort is now focused
on technology development for air traffic control operation,
urgent needs being to improve detection tools and refine fore-
casting models. This does not mean that the flow physics
described above can be considered as sufficient (one can-
not expect any significant improvement of forecast tools and
detection instrument without an increase of knowledge on
the physical phenomenon considered). Decisive progresses
in understanding basic mechanisms such as vortex merger,
vortex meandering, transient growth in vortices, vortex insta-
bility, and vortex turbulence inhibition were made only very
recently. This is to say that room is left for making progress.
On fundamental grounds, physics does not preclude, for
instance, more severe mitigation of the lift vortices. On the
other hand, practical applicability of fundamental results
always has to meet criteria beyond those dictated by physics.
Today, for example, the control of the wake vortices by means
of wing design and frequency forcing, as explained in Section
3.4.2, is far from being introduced in aircraft under produc-
tion, even though Boeing patented a system based on this
principle. However, research of that kind will be essential for
enabling breakthroughs that are necessary to aircraft indus-
try that is facing an increasing awareness of the potential
impact of airplanes on environment and energy resources.
In this context, new studies seeking to predict and/or con-
trol the natural development of lift vortices and new research
into the formation and persistence of airplane contrails are
examples of important topics that must be pursued and
supported.
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1 THE STATE OF COMPRESSIBLE
MATTER AND FLOW REGIMES

In the context of molecular physics, matter is a collection
of molecules at a constant motion, which are kept in a
cohesive form via intermolecular forces. In the case of
solids, the atoms/molecules have fixed positions in space
relative to each other, vibrating due to thermal energy but
without altering position. Liquids consist of atoms and
molecules that do not have fixed positions in space but
are kept together due to cohesive forces. Liquids are thus
difficult to compress. In the case of gases, atoms are moving
in a more or less random motion and are prone to compact
or expand as function of their temperature and pressure.
Consequently, the gas density can also vary.

The distance between the individual particles (molecules
and atoms) is more pronounced in gases than in liquids, and
the cohesive forces become negligible. When these parti-
cles are flowing together and encounter an obstacle, or when
an obstacle is traveling through a fluid medium, the parti-
cles nearest to the object will be displaced at a different
direction (Figure 1). Subsequently, the surrounding parti-
cles will also be shifted due to the intermolecular forces.
The speed at which the disturbance travels through the par-
ticles is called speed of sound. In the case of incompress-
ible flow, the particles retain the distance between each
other when approaching the obstacle, while in the case of
a compressible flow, the particles approach each other due to
compression.

In aerodynamics and gas dynamics, the ratio of the gas
velocity, u, to the speed of sound, a, is called Mach number
(M = u/a). When the density variations are small and the
Mach number is relatively low, for example, less than 0.3,
the flow can be considered as practically incompressible.

Figure 2 shows various flow regimes across Mach num-
bers. In aeronautics, the transonic regime usually refers to
a range of Mach numbers between about 0.7 and 1.2. If
the relative speed between the obstacle and the fluid parti-
cles is equal to the speed of sound then the particles would
collide into each other at the leading edge and accumulate
to the point where a resulting sudden“speed barrier” would
be created. This can be imagined as a “wall” consisting of
a relatively high concentration of much slower particles. In
aerodynamics, this flow region is called a shock wave, and the
speed at which it will occur is referred to as the sound barrier.
The corresponding local Mach number at which shock waves
occur is 1. The propagation of a disturbance around an obsta-
cle across different Mach number regimes is schematically
depicted in Figure 3. One can compare this behavior to a
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2 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

Obstacle

(a)

(b)

Particle

D1

D2

Particle
Obstacle

D2

D1

Figure 1. Particles’ movement around an obstacle in (a) an incompressible; and (b) a compressible flow.
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Figure 2. Flow regimes in compressible flows.

pebble thrown in the smooth, calm surface of a pond, where
waves (disturbances) are generated from the point of impact
travelling radially outwards. The same holds true when an
obstacle is present in a flow field.

Beyond M = 1, new flow regimes appear known as
supersonic and hypersonic flows. The boundary between su-
personic and hypersonic flow regimes is not strictly defined,
but we usually refer to a hypersonic flow when the Mach num-
ber is much greater than 1 (approximately M > 3.7), where

the deviation from calorical perfection occurs. Both super-
sonic and hypersonic flows exhibit shock waves. The effects
of a shock wave are that across it the velocity drops, but the
pressure and temperature increase.

With the further increase of Mach number in the hyper-
sonic regime, the density behind the shock and entropy gradi-
ent also increase, thus leading to a thin shock layer as well as
an entropy layer. At high Mach numbers, the fluid particles
have a very large kinetic energy, part of which is transformed
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(b)

Obstacle

OBSTACLE OBSTACLE

Figure 3. Disturbance propagation relation to shock formation; see
also Anderson (1982). (a) Subsonic incompressible; (b) subsonic
compressible; (c) transonic (low mach); and (d) supersonic.

into internal energy due to viscous effects, thereby leading to
a temperature increase. For the boundary layer, this causes
a decrease in density and thus an expansion of the boundary
layer thickness. Finally, as the Mach number increases, the
strong shock waves can give rise to very high temperatures
and pressures, thus leading to chemical reactions (molecular
dissociation and ionization) as well as convective and radia-
tive heating.

2 FUNDAMENTAL COMPRESSIBLE
FLOWS

The study of compressible flows can be simplified by employ-
ing certain thermodynamic and fluid mechanics assumptions.
A commonly employed assumption is that of adiabatic1 flow
according to which no heat is transferred to or from the gas
medium.

A simplified category of compressible flows is also that of
an isentropic flow, which is both adiabatic and reversible. A
reversible process occurs without dissipation (loss) of energy.
The isentropic condition is an ideal condition that requires
frictional and turbulence flow effects to be negligible.

Another widely used category is known as an inviscid
flow, where viscous effects are neglected. This assumption
is usually employed at very high Reynolds number flows in-
volving thin and, ideally, attached boundary layers. It fur-
ther considers that viscous effects are predominant inside a
boundary layer. If the flow remains attached then the inviscid
flow model can be used to predict the pressure distribution

with reasonable accuracy. This applies, for example, to flows
around aerofoils and wings at low angles of incidence, where
the no-flow separation occurs. Although no practical flows
are inviscid, the inviscid assumption can be used in prelimi-
nary design studies of aeronautical geometries.

In the case of high-speed flows around an obstacle, the
flow may exhibit both expansion and shock waves. Shock
and expansion waves occur when the geometry contracts and
expands the flow, respectively. Shock and expansion waves
around a simple ramp are schematically shown in Figure 4.
A high-speed flow approaching a corner expansion results
in an expansion fan, a collection of expansion waves. The
flow then contracts at the second corner thus leading to a
shock wave. If a sufficiently large adverse pressure gradient
is formed on the ramp, then the flow may separate around
the second corner. This will result in additional flow fea-
tures, including shock/boundary-layer interaction and a more
complex shock structure near the separated flow region such
as a lambda shock (λ − shock); the shock wave is split in
this case to a triple-shock structure resembling the Greek
letter λ.

The most significant difference between a shock wave and
an expansion fan is their impact on the flow variables. When
a shock wave is formed around an obstacle, the velocity de-
creases downstream of it and the pressure and temperature in-
crease. On the other hand, when an expansion fan is formed,
the velocity increases and the pressure and temperature de-
crease. An expansion fan is a collection of expansion waves
that occupy an area of the flow in contrast to a shock wave that
is a wave with relatively small thickness. The occurrence of
a shock wave is an irreversible and non-isentropic process,
thereby leading to a decrease of the total pressure and in-
crease of the entropy downstream of the shock, whereas an
expansion fan is an isentropic process.

A normal shock wave is perpendicular to the flow direc-
tion, while an oblique wave is at an angle. In general, a normal
shock wave is stronger than an oblique one because it results
in significant reduction of the flow speed (subsonic flow).
The shock waves forming in front of a bluff or blunt body in
supersonic and hypersonic flows are called bow shock waves
(Figure 5). Supersonic and hypersonic blunt body flows fea-
ture regions of subsonic and supersonic flow behind the shock
wave and, depending on the inflow Mach number, large stag-
nation pressure and temperature values.

Among the known compressible flows, nozzle flows are
one of the most fundamental examples of a compressible
fluid flow. In addition to the fundamental fluid dynamics
aspects that can be studied in the context of nozzle flows,
these flows also appear in a number of practical applications,
including rockets and aerospace engines. Rockets and turbo-
jet engines, for example, use a nozzle in order to accelerate the
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Mach >1

Figure 4. Examples of shock and expansion waves as well as shock/boundary layer inducing separation around the second corner.

M>1

Normal shock wave

Oblique shock wave

M >1

Sonic line

M <1

Figure 5. Bow shock wave in front of a blunt body.

hot exhaust gases produced during the reaction of the propel-
lant, thus producing thrust. This creates an equal and opposite
reaction force that moves the rocket forward opposite to the
direction of thrust. There are a number of parameters that can
affect engine’s thrust performance, including the mass flow
rate, the exit velocity, and pressure. These variables depend
on the conditions and design of the rocket, for example, the
atmospheric altitude and geometrical properties of the nozzle.

A nozzle usually comprises a specially shaped tube,
typically a convergent–divergent section, through which
the propellant gases flow; it is commonly referred to as
convergent–divergent (C-D) nozzle.2 The position with the
smallest nozzle area is called the throat of the nozzle. The
throat area has a unique design parameter as it sets the maxi-
mum mass flow rate possible for a given pressure ratio. When
the maximum mass flux has been reached, the flow is said

to be choked. The flow at the throat can reach a speed of
Mach 1 under the right conditions. Downstream of the throat,
the flow is isentropically expanded to become supersonic. The
position where the flow becomes supersonic depends on the
exit-to-throat expansion ratio. The flow expansion results in
gradual reduction of static pressure and temperature. In addi-
tion to the exit-to-throat expansion ratio, the exit temperature
and pressure also depend on the freestream gas properties
outside the nozzle. For example, if the freestream pressure is
lower than the throat pressure the flow will then accelerate.
The amount that the flow accelerates by depends on the ra-
tio of the throat pressure to the freestream pressure, and this
determines the exit velocity. In effect, the amount of thrust
produced by the nozzle depends on the exit velocity, pressure,
and mass flow through the nozzle. Various scenarios of com-
pressible flow through a C-D nozzle are shown in Figure 6.

For very high Mach number, hypersonic flow regime,
another parameter that becomes important is the non-
dimensional ratio of the molecular mean free path (the
average distance the molecules move between successive col-
lisions), denoted by λ, to a characteristic physical length,
denoted by L. This ratio is known as Knudsen number,
Kn = λ/L.

At standard sea level conditions for air, λ = 2.176 ×
10−7 ft, which is a very small distance and air can be assumed
as continuum. However, at an altitude of 342 000 ft, the air
density is much lower and, therefore, the mean free path is
much larger, λ = 1 ft, than at sea level. Under low-density
flow conditions, the continuum fluid dynamics assumption
begins to break down, and the aerodynamics of a flying ve-
hicle has to be approached by using concepts from kinetic
theory.

The continuum assumption, that is, the Navier–Stokes
equations (see Section 3), is considered to be valid for
Kn < 0.1−0.2. Slip velocity effects must be included when
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Figure 6. Convergent-divergent nozzle flow cases: The perpendicular line in the nozzle throat represents the sonic line. The lines in the
divergent nozzle region of 6(b) to 6(d) represents the shock wave.

Kn > 0.03 (Anderson, 1989). Because the Knudsen number
depends on the characteristic length, L, of the body, the alti-
tude below which we can assume continuum flow increases or
decreases as the characteristic length increases or decreases.

Moreover, if the characteristic length is defined to be a
distance from the leading edge of the vehicle, the Knudsen
number will be larger near the leading edge and thus this re-
gion will always encompass low-density effects. In the case of
many practical aeronautical applications, this region is con-
sidered to be small, thereby ignoring low-density effects.

3 GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The equations for compressible flows are known as the com-
pressible Navier–Stokes equations and comprise the continu-
ity, momentum, and energy equations. The continuity equa-
tion implies that mass can be neither created nor destroyed.
Following the Eulerian description, the continuity equation
in differential form is given by

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0 (1)

where ρ is the density, u is the velocity vector, and t stands
for time.

The momentum equations in differential form are written
as

∂(ρu)

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu ⊗ u) = −∇p + div T + FV (2)

The tensor product u ⊗ u is a second-order tensor, p is the
pressure, T ≡ τij is the viscous stress tensor, and FV is the
vector resultant of the volume forces. The volume forces may
account for inertial forces, gravitational forces, or electro-
magnetic forces. The inviscid (Euler) equations are obtained
by neglecting the viscous stress tensor thus writing

∂(ρu)

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu ⊗ u) = −∇p + FV (3)

The final equation to introduce for our basic description of
compressible fluid flow is the energy equation. This equation
is intrinsically linked with thermodynamics, and this link is
tied directly to the equilibrium equation of state. The princi-
ple of conservation of energy as defined by the first law of
thermodynamics is given by

de = pdv + TdS (4)

where e is the specific internal energy per unit mass, v = 1/ρ

is the specific volume, T is the temperature, and S is the
entropy. The energy equation in Eulerian form can be written

∂ρE

∂t
+ ∇ · (uρE + pu) = ∇ · q + ∇ · (Tu) (5)

where the contribution TdS is written in terms of the heat
flux q = k∇T (k is the thermal conductivity). If the viscous
forces are ignored then the equation simplifies to

∂ρe

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρue) + p∇ · u = ∇ · q (6)
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6 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

By making assumptions regarding smoothness of the solu-
tion, one can obtain a variety of useful forms for the energy
equation using the equation of state.

The first of these forms is cast in terms of temperature
and captures the simplest transport of heat by advection or
thermal conduction

Cpρ
DT

Dt
= k∇2T (7)

where Cv is the specific heat at constant volume. Another
common form of the heat transport equation retains the effects
of pressure,

Cpρ
DT

Dt
+ p∇ · u = k∇2T (8)

Note that (7) uses Cv, while (8) uses the specific heat at con-
stant pressure, Cp. Both Cv and Cp are assumed to be con-
stants. The first form, (7), can be written in a dimensionless
form,

Dθ

Dt
= κ∇2θ (9)

by dividing through by CvT0, where T0 is a characteristic
temperature, that is, θ = T/T0 and κ = k/ρCv (thermal
diffusivity).

4 THE EQUATION OF STATE

In order to close the system of equations, an equation of
state (EoS) is required that relates the pressure with the in-
ternal energy and volume, p = P(v, e). For an ideal gas,
p = (γ − 1)e/v, where γ = v/p ∂p/∂v|S is the adiabatic co-
efficient which in the case of an ideal gas also signifies the
ratio of specific heats (i.e., γ = Cp/Cv). The EoS for an ideal
gas can also be written as

p = ρRT (10)

where R is the specific gas constant.
Making the assumption of adiabatic evolution, a dynamic

pressure equation can be found,

Dp

Dt
+ ρc2∇ · u = 0 (11)

where c is the sound speed, c2 = γp/ρ. In the above, we
have neglected the heat flux and viscous terms. This form
is quite useful if one is interested in the close relation of

the energy equation and the divergence-free condition for
incompressible flow taken as a low-Mach number asymptotic
limit of fluid flow (Drikakis and Rider, 2005).

The last form of the energy equation introduced here fol-
lows from a combination of (11) and (8). This produces an
equation for the enthalpy, h = CvT + p/ρ = e + p/ρ,

Dh

Dt
+

(
c2 + p

ρ

)
∇ · u = 0 (12)

Another important coefficient associated with the compress-
ible flow equations is the dynamic viscosity, µ. Several of the
assumptions on which the derivation compressible flow coef-
ficients are based are semiempirical in nature, and a detailed
account of their derivation is given by Schlichting (1979).
The Prandtl number, Pr, is defined by combining the above
parameters and the specific heat at constant pressure, Cp:

Pr = µCp

k
(13)

A conventional relation for the temperature variation of the
dynamic viscosity, µ, of air is given by Sutherland’s law,

µ

µ0
=

(
T

T0

)3/2
T0 + Su

T + Su
(14)

where T and Su (Su = 110.4 K) are in Kelvin, and µ0 is a
reference viscosity at a reference temperature T0; at stan-
dard atmospheric conditions at sea level, µ0 = 1.7894 ×
10−5kg m−1s−1 and T0 = 288.16 K.

For a specific gas, the specific heats at constant pressure
Cp and constant volume Cv are related by

Cp − Cv = R (15)

where the gas constant R (for air) is equal to
287.05 J kg−1 s−1, and γ is 1.4 under standard atmospheric
conditions. The caloric equation of state is used to calculate
the internal energy

e = CvT = RT

γ − 1
= ρRT

ρ (γ − 1)
= p

ρ (γ − 1)
(16)

Although the ideal gas EoS is applicable to a wide range of
flow conditions, there are cases where the ideal gas assump-
tion is no longer valid. This is true in the hypersonic flow
regime due to high temperature non-equilibrium thermody-
namic effects. The ideal gas assumption does not take into
account the intermolecular forces, whereas real gas modeling
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involves the description of multi-species, high-temperature,
chemically reacting gas flow effects. An indirect modeling
approach of the above effects sometimes involves the use of
tabulated data for pressure, temperature, enthalpy, or internal
energy.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter provided a brief introduction to compressible
flows. The fundamental difference between incompressible
and compressible flows is that thermodynamics becomes im-
portant when a flow encompasses compressibility effects.
Furthermore, compressible flows exhibit shock waves and
associated flow phenomena that do not exist in incompress-
ible flows. At very high speeds, compressible flows may fea-
ture complex multi-physics phenomena, including chemical
reactions, ablation of the surface material, as well as ioniza-
tion and radiation among others. Compressible flows appear
in all aerospace applications, including fixed-wing aircraft
and rotorcraft, space vehicles and missiles but, additionally,
appear in applications beyond aeronautics, for example, high-
speed cars, medical applications, the environment and the en-
ergy sector. Therefore, understanding of these flows is crucial
across science and engineering.

NOTES

1. Originating from the Greek word αδιαβατo meaning
“impassable”; the etymology refers to fact that no heat
is allowed to pass through the medium.

2. See also www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/nozzle.
html
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1 CONTROL VOLUME ANALYSIS

A complete CFD analysis of compressible internal flows can
be very expensive in computational resources, since the res-
olution of all the features of flow – shocks, boundary layers,
and turbulence effects would require large mesh sizes. Engi-
neering estimates of the overall flow characteristics can be
accomplished by a control volume approach. Though it does
not take into account all the details of the flow, if appropri-
ately applied it can yield information on the dependencies

among various variables of the system which is very useful
for parametric studies. It has been the preferred method for
preliminary design and analysis, from simple systems as noz-
zles to extremely complicated flows through SCRAMJET
engines.

The most generic analysis that includes all the effects of
area change, friction, heat addition, and chemical reactions
is by the method of influence coefficients as presented by
Shapiro (1953). This involves writing down system of dif-
ferential equations where the change of one variable with
respect to another is given by an influence coefficient. A sum
of various influence coefficients would give the net change
in the variable due to cumulative effects of other variables.
However the solution to this system of equations still has to
be achieved by numerical means, but is far simpler compared
to a CFD computation for the same problem. It might also
be necessary to get a closure of the equations by modeling
for coefficients of friction, heat transfer or heat release due
to reactions. As an example the differential equation for a
combined problem of area change and friction with adiabatic
walls is given below,

dM2

M2
= −

2
[
1 + (γ−1)

2 M2
]

1 − M2
·dA

A

+
γM2

[
1 + (γ−1)

2 M2
]

1 − M2
·4f

dx

D
(1)

Further illustrations of the application of this method shall
be encountered in the explanations of some internal com-
pressible flow devices like nozzles, ram/scramjet engines, and
ejectors. Unsteady flow analysis can also be performed with
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2 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

the quasi-1D approximation, which will require the solution
to a set of partial differential equations. Petrila and Trif (2005)
describes in detail the various methods for solving the sys-
tem using the unsteady flow through a convergent divergent
nozzle as the case study.

2 STEADY FLOW THROUGH VARIABLE
AREA DUCTS

It is a common observation that a converging duct acceler-
ates the flow through it with a decrease in the static pressure
and a diverging duct decelerates the flow with a gain in pres-
sure; and is true for incompressible flows, but compressible
flows within varying area ducts can throw up some startling
behavior. The flow within ducts without considering friction
and heat transfer can be considered to be an ideal isentropic
process, allowing closed form solutions to the control vol-
ume equations to be obtained. The effect of frictional losses
being meager, unless the flow is of very high Mach number
when viscous dissipation becomes considerable or there are
chemical reactions with large heat additions or heat transfer,
isentropic assumption is justified. Coefficients, empirically
determined, can then be used to introduce the real flow effects
into the analysis. Under the isentropic assumption the change
in flow variables can be related to the change in area as follows

dP = ρV 2
(

1

1 − M2

)
dA

A

dρ

ρ
=

(
M2

1 − M2

)
dA

A
(2)

dV

V
= −

(
1

1 − M2

)
dA

A

Clearly the Mach number regime of the flow has a cru-
cial role to play in deciding the response of the flow to area
change. In a subsonic flow, a decrease in area (dA/A < 0)
brings about an increase in velocity or Mach number;
decrease in pressure and density, and vice versa for an increas-
ing area. In the supersonic regime, the effects are reversed;
the flow accelerates in a divergent passage and decelerates in
a convergent one. The critical point is when the Mach number
reaches unity. Thus a convergent-divergent duct is essential
for accelerating a flow from subsonic to supersonic speeds
with the flow choked at the throat, or for decelerating a flow to
subsonic velocities isentropically. In supersonic flows, pro-
vided the design pressure ratio is maintained, the flow through
a variable area duct depends only on the area ratio. At off
design conditions, in case of higher backpressure shocks are

generated within the duct, which ensures compatibility with
the pressure conditions downstream, and expansion waves
outside the duct for a lower back pressure. Strong shocks
in variable area ducts degrade the performance of nozzles
and diffusers, mainly by separation of boundary layer and
a resulting alternate flow of entirely different characteristics
than what was intended. Strong adverse pressure gradients in
subsonic flow can also cause separation of boundary layers,
which is why diffusers are usually much longer. Under isen-
tropic flow through a variable area duct, the equations can
be solved explicitly relating the Mach number, pressure and
temperature to the area ratio, which are commonly used in
the design of nozzles and diffusers. The mass flow through
the duct becomes independent of the back pressure as soon
as sonic conditions are reached at the throat, and it is the
maximum mass flow for a given upstream conditions.

3 STEADY FLOWS WITH HEAT
ADDITION AND FRICTION

The control volume equations can be integrated for con-
stant area ducts with the effect of heat addition or friction
on the walls and yield relations that show different behavior
in subsonic and supersonic regime with choked flow being
the limiting case. Though the problem is much simplified
they hold important consequences in design of combustion
chamber for ramjet or scramjet engines, compressible flow
through long ducts. Both addition of heat and friction gener-
ate entropy, hence stagnation pressure reduces along the flow.

Flow with heat addition in a constant area duct is also
known as Rayleigh flow. The addition of heat invariably
increases the stagnation enthalpy of the flow, but the other
variables are affected differently according to the Mach num-
ber regime. In supersonic regime; addition of heat decreases
the Mach number, increases the static pressure and tempera-
ture. The Mach number increases with a decrease in static
pressure for subsonic flows. The maximum heat that can
be added is that which drives the flow to sonic condition,
beyond which either upstream condition change or shocks
may appear in the duct as the case maybe. Thermal chok-
ing of flow is an important consideration in the design and
operation of ramjet and scramjet engines.

In Fanno flow, the effect of friction is taken into account.
The Mach number decreases, static pressure and temperature
increase when the flow is supersonic and vice versa in the
subsonic regime. Choking of the flow can also be caused by
friction, which restricts the length of the duct that can be
used without requiring any change in the upstream or shocks
being generated in the duct. In air-breathing engines, optimal
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design strategies have to be devised to minimize losses due
to friction and heat addition and also consider the effects of
choking due either of the causes.

4 NOZZLE STARTING AND CHOKING
PHENOMENON IN INTERNAL FLOWS

Understanding of supersonic nozzle starting is important for
the design and optimization of new nozzles and analysis of
their performance under different operational conditions. A
considerable number of experimental and numerical stud-
ies have been devoted to the subject (Smith, 1966; Amann,
1969; 1971; Prodromou and Hillier, 1992; Tocarcik-Polsky
and Cambier, 1994; Igra et al., 1998; Saito and Takayama,
1999; Saito, Sun and Takayama, 1999). The nozzle starting
process is complex and highly non-stationary. Behind the
primary transmitting shock wave, the transient flow field is
formed, which contains, in particular, a back-facing, so-called
secondary shock – one of the main features of the process.
The secondary shock interacts with the wall boundary layers,
resulting in the shock bifurcation and formation of separa-
tion bubbles. Figure 1 shows the main features typical for
intermediate and late stages of the starting process.

Choking of flow is an important consideration in inter-
nal compressible flows. It is the critical point at which the
flow within the duct becomes independent of downstream
changes in conditions of the flow, and any further change
would require either an adjustment of the upstream condi-
tions or the formation of shocks within the duct. This point
is usually attained when the flow becomes exactly sonic. The
inability of pressure waves to travel in all directions after
the flow achieves sonic velocity brings about the choking
condition. Choking can be brought about by area change,
friction, heat addition; also by any combination of them. A

Figure 1. Main flow features typical for intermediate and late stages
of the starting process (air; Ms = 2.5; t = 319 �s). Reproduced
with permission of Saito, Sun and Takayama (1999). c© Institute of
Fluid Science, Tohoku University.

converging duct accelerates a subsonic flow only to the extent
of the critical area or throat where the Mach number becomes
unity; further decrease in area is impossible without altering
the upstream or mass flow. A converging duct decelerates a
supersonic flow until the choking point; any further reduction
in area would be accompanied by the formation of a shock
within the duct. In case of frictional choking, because of the
growing boundary layers, which simulate a variable area duct
for the inviscid core, the length of the duct is the limiting vari-
able and for cases of heat addition; amount of heat that can
be added is limited by choking. Thus design and operating
regimes of gas dynamic devices are constrained by choking
considerations.

5 SHOCK TRAINS

Supersonic flows harbor shockwaves as they are inevitable
for the flow to adjust to downstream conditions, flow turn-
ing around obstacles or corners. Unlike supersonic flow over
external surfaces, where shock waves exist around the body
or at a corner with minimal interactions; the presence of walls
as opposing reflecting surfaces, ensures multiple interactions
in internal flows complicating matters a great deal (Figure 2).
The boundary layers are also at close proximity to each other
and shock-boundary layer interactions within ducts drasti-
cally change the flow. The shocks are themselves affected by
the presence of boundary layer; a normal shock of moderate
strength assumes a curved form in the presence of thin bound-
ary layer, while ideally it should be a planar discontinuity.
Theoretically a normal shock of sufficient strength can ren-
der a supersonic flow to subsonic velocity with an increase in
static pressure and temperature; however the boundary layer

Figure 2. An illustration of shock-boundary layer interaction
within a duct and resulting shock trains. Reproduced from Matsuo,
Miyazato and Kim (1999) c© Elsevier.
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Figure 3. Schematic of flow through a shock tube.

interaction will not permit a single shock but would require a
shock train extending over several lengths. Such shock trains
have been observed in many devices: supersonic constant area
diffusers, ejectors, shock tubes and have been referred to as
pseudo shocks. Strong shocks can cause the boundary layer
to separate; the inviscid core confined within the separated
boundary layer can further accelerate to be again terminated
by another shock and the same repeats along the duct forming
the shock train as shown in the figure. It has been observed
that such shock trains are inherently unsteady and can set up
oscillations within the system which can be detrimental to
their operation (Matsuo, Miyazato and Kim, 1999).

6 SHOCK TUBES

Shock tubes are invaluable instruments in the study of
hypersonic flows especially in orbital speed regimes, high
temperature gas dynamics and chemical kinetics, effect of
shock/blast waves on different media, and also an experimen-
tal validation tool for CFD computations. A high-pressure
driver section is separated from the driven section by a
diaphragm. The end of the driven section maybe closed, open
or attached to a nozzle as the requirement maybe. A shock
wave travels into the driven section, the instant diaphragm
ruptures. The strength of the shock, its velocity and hence
the properties of the mass behind the shock wave are purely
functions of the conditions (pressure ratio between driver and
driven sections, composition and states of gases in driver and
driven section) of the shock tube at diaphragm rupture. The
gas in the driven section undergoes an increase in pressure,
temperature, and a mass motion is induced to it as the shock
passes. A contact discontinuity develops at which continu-
ity of pressure and velocity is ensured, but the density and
temperature are discontinuous. Expansion waves move from
the contact discontinuity into the driver section. The slug of
gas with almost uniform properties between the shock and

the contact discontinuity maybe used per se for aerodynamic
studies; or allow reflection of the shock to stagnate the gas
to high pressure and temperature and then use it to study
high temperature phenomena or expand it through a nozzle
to hypersonic velocities into a tunnel with test models. How-
ever the test times available are very short, of the order of
a few milliseconds; which is dictated by the arrival of the
contact discontinuity, or the expansion waves whichever is
earlier. The operating conditions of a shock tube have to be
tailored for longer test times. Figure 3 shows the schematic
of flow through a shock tube.

Ideally, treating shock and contact surface as discontinu-
ities, the entire dynamics of a shock tube can be captured
by the one-dimensional Euler equations (effects of viscos-
ity and heat conduction neglected), with effects of chemical
non-equilibrium included if necessary. This system of hyper-
bolic equations can be solved using variety of schemes that
can capture the shock (LeVeque, 1999). The results of com-
putations using the Steger-warming scheme are plotted in
Figure 4.

The actual picture of a shock tube flow however involves
unsteady boundary layer behind the shock, bringing in non-
uniformity of flow across a cross-section. The boundary
layers accelerate the contact surface while decelerating the
shock and also generate pressure waves in the duct that atten-
uate the shock wave. It ultimately leads to a reduction in test
times (Mirels, 1964). Also, the reflected shock encounters
interactions with the boundary layer, which can lead to sepa-
ration of boundary layers, formation of shock trains, which is
quite different from an ideal shock front being reflected from
the end wall.

7 ANGLED-BEND DUCTS

A much faster decay in the shock strength and pres-
sure is observed when a shock wave propagates into an
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Figure 4. The flow through a shock tube computed from the 1D
Euler equations at a particular instant of time. (a) Pressure profile
in a shock tube; (b) the density profile showing the contact surface;
and (c) the velocity profile, showing the shock, mass motion behind
it and the expansion fan.

angled-bent duct. In this case the main mechanism respon-
sible for reducing the shock wave strength, in addition
to its diffraction over the bend corner, is multiple shock
wave reflections initiated by the bending. Interest in shock
wave propagation in ducts having bends or other complex
geometries has been stimulated not only by the theoreti-
cal background, such as the analysis of the induced shock
wave propagation, diffraction and reflection phenomena, but
also by its practical applications, such as explosions in
mine shafts; gas transmission pipes; exhaust systems, and
so on. The propagation of a planar shock and its subsequent
interactions with the duct walls, result in a non-stationary
two-dimensional flow (Skews, 1967).

Early studies of shock interactions with bends have been
largely confined to establishing the overall wave patterns and
uniformity and strength of the transmitted wave for a 90
degree bend (Takayama, 1977), and the flow patterns and
development and trajectories of the shock-shocks (Skews,
1971) for other angles as well. Matsuura et al. (1997) exam-
ined the interaction of the reflected shock with the vortex for
a 90◦ bend and described some of the differences that occur
in this case compared to that of a shock wave interaction with
an isolated vortex. When a shock wave propagates around a
sharp-angled bend in a duct, a vortex is shed from the corner
made with the downstream near wall, due to separation, if
the corner angle is large enough. The incident shock wave is
reflected from the far wall and returns to interact with this vor-
tex. This interaction is similar in many of its features with the
interaction of a plane shock with an isolated vortex (Ellzey
et al., 1995).

The interaction is modified by the presence of the
slipstream and corner expansion, and sometimes by the sec-
ondary shock that is established during the initial shock
diffraction in the case of higher Mach number conditions.
During this first transit the shock wave is substantially dis-
torted but the vortex appears to largely retain its integrity.
The main additional effects over that for an interaction with
an isolated vortex is the effect of shear as the wave passes
through the slipstream. This can result in additional shock
bifurcation. After passing through the vortex the shock then
re-reflects off the near wall and passes through the vortex a
second time. In this second transit both the shock wave and
the vortex undergo major changes. In many cases, partic-
ularly for high incident Mach numbers, the vortex is totally
destroyed, and degenerates into a patch of turbulent flow. Part
of the re-reflected shock becomes imbedded in this patch and
terminates in a fan shaped structure resulting from the inter-
action with the turbulence. Figure 5 shows the main features
of the flow for the case of an incident shock Mach number of
2.5, and a bend angle of 120◦. Of particular note in this figure
is a major effect of the shear of the slipstream on the reflected
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Figure 5. Main features of the flow for the case of an incident shock Mach number of 2.5, and a bend angle of 120◦. Reproduced from
Skews (1967) c© Cambridge University Press.

shock. This is an important aspect of the shock-vortex inter-
action since the slipstream in an essential component of the
spiral vortex formation resulting from the separation of the
flow at the corner, and is also a dominant feature in many
other flows, particularly wake and jet flows. For bend angles
greater than 90◦ the first part of the shock to reflect off the
far wall is that which is already curved due to the diffraction
on the convex corner. For angles less than 90◦ that portion of
the initial shock, which has not been influenced by the corner
undergoes oblique reflection on the far wall, whereas for the
90◦ case this part of the shock suffers normal reflection.

Takayama (1993) and Gongora-Orozco (2009) has also
investigated experimentally and numerically methods for
shock wave attenuation in ducts, and shock propagation in
double elbows, which had different wall condition, a smooth
wall and a slotted wall. Sasoh et al. (1998) found that the
installation of perforated or slotted walls along the duct
wall effectively suppressed weak shock waves and visualized
propagation of weak shock waves and their interactions with
vortices. Figure 6 shows the weak shock wave attenuation
over a perforated wall, Ms = 1.2 and 1.02.

8 RAM/SCRAM JET ENGINES
(AIR-BREATHING ENGINES)

At high flight Mach numbers it is advantageous to use the
ram compression of air into the combustor thus doing away
with complicated rotating machinery, which is the main
principle of RAM and SCRAM jet engines. Their poten-
tial, besides in military applications are in cheaper access
to space and development of hypersonic transport vehicle.
Though mechanically simpler in design, there are a host of

Figure 6. Weak shock wave attenuation over a perforated wall,
Ms = 1.2 and 1.02. Reproduced from Sasoh et al. (1998)
c© Springer.

complicated fluid dynamic issues to be contended with, for
the efficient functioning of these engines, which are current
research areas as well. Both the engines are similar in con-
struction, having an inlet where ambient air is ingested and
compressed by exchange of kinetic energy to work, a com-
bustor where fuel is burnt and heat added to the flow, an
isolator separates the inlet from the combustor preventing
upstream influences from degrading the performance of the
inlet, finally the hot, high pressure gas is expanded through a
nozzle to generate thrust. The major difference between the
two engines is that in a ramjet engine the flow is decelerated to
subsonic velocities and the combustion happens in a subsonic
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Figure 7. Schematic of flow through a SCRAMJET engine. Reproduced from NASA.

flow; while for a scramjet engine the flow is brought down
to low supersonic Mach numbers and combustion happens
in a supersonic flow. This alters the construction of the noz-
zle, which has to be convergent-divergent for a ramjet engine
while for a scramjet engine it is just a divergent duct. Both
ram and scramjet engines require boosting and cannot start
from rest, and each of them is suitable for a different flight
regime, so studies for combined mode operation for covering
the complete envelope of flight Mach numbers are underway.
Figure 7 shows the schematic of a scramjet engine and the
flow features within it.

A train of oblique shocks within the inlet is responsible for
the compression as well as reduction in speed of air, which
in case of a ramjet engine is terminated by a strong normal
shock so that the flow becomes subsonic while in a scramjet
engine the flow remains supersonic at the exit of the inlet. The
large losses incurred by the flow due to strengthening of the
shock waves with increase in flight Mach number necessitate
the shift from ramjet to scramjet operation. Thick boundary
layers and their interaction with shocks, high friction and
possibility of friction choking, viscous heating, possibility
of dissociation of the gas are important considerations in the
design of inlets. High temperature generated in combustion
pose a challenge for suitable materials to withstand them
without mechanical degradation.

For initial sizing, parametric studies and optimization the
engine cannot be analyzed with all the complexity of the flows
within it. The usual procedure is to split it up into smaller
control volumes and governing control volume equations are
applied. The inlet is considered as a variable area duct with
effects of a train of oblique shocks such that a uniform flow is
delivered at the exit. The combustion chamber is taken to be
a uniform flow with heat addition and friction and finally the
nozzle as a variable area duct. The equations can be suitably
modified to take into account chemical effects and the rate of

heat release, which manifests as a change in the stagnation
enthalpy of the flow. The heat released due to the combustion
of fuel can be determined from energetics of the chemical
reactions, hence knowing the specific heat of combustion of
the fuel and the fraction of fuel burnt, the heat release can be
easily computed using the following equation,

q = mfQ (3)

9 EJECTORS

Ejectors are gaseous counterparts of familiar jet pumps used
for pumping liquids. Invented in the early twentieth cen-
tury, initially for maintaining vacuum in steam condensers,
they have been used in various industrial capacities involv-
ing mixing and pumping of gases, for alternate refrigeration
technologies, thrust augmentation and noise reduction of aero
engines, pressure recovery in chemical lasers. Interest in
ejectors has been renewed for their potential application for
recirculation of fuel in fuel cells, in combined mode operation
of scramjet engines, and in pulse detonation engines. Ejec-
tors are simple in construction with no rotating parts; a system
of varying area ducts with a supersonic nozzle, and being a
passive device does not require external power supply. How-
ever the flow within an ejector has almost all the features of
compressible internal flows including a compressible shear
layer, Figure 8. The suction generated by the expansion of
high pressure primary flow through a supersonic nozzle is
used to entrain the secondary flow; by means of mixing and
momentum augmentation the secondary flow is pumped to
higher pressures (Etele, Sislian and Parent, 2005). The mixing
layer that develops between the supersonic jet flow and the
secondary fluid is crucial for the operation of the ejector, how-
ever the major bottleneck is that compressible shear layers
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Figure 8. Schematic of flow within an ejector.

spread at a rate much less than incompressible layers. Hence
for high capacity ejectors some means of mixing enhance-
ment mechanisms such as multiple nozzles, slot nozzles or
hypermixing nozzles may need to be used. The pressure ratio
that can be delivered across an ejector is also the modest and
multi-staging might be required for higher pressure ratios.

Acceleration of the secondary flow through the duct may
lead to its choking at appropriate downstream pressure condi-
tion, beyond which the mass flow through the ejector becomes
independent of the backpressure. The mixed flow may expe-
rience shock systems that decelerate its velocity and increase
the static pressure. The shock-boundary layer interactions
can lead to separation of boundary layers within the duct,
development of pseudo-shock trains and in extreme cases
degradation of ejector performance. The final pressure recov-
ery is by a subsonic, divergent diffuser.

In a series of investigations, Alperin and Wu (1983a,
1983b) studied simplified constant area ejectors that act to
entrain and mix atmospheric air with a primary jet. They
showed that when compared to the thrust of the primary
jet alone, one could achieve appreciable levels of increased
thrust. For any given set of flight characteristics there exists
ejector inlet and outlet geometries, which provide optimal
performance. Of course high thrust augmentation for PDE-
ejector applications is only achievable once the gas-dynamics
and the flow interactions of the PDE-ejector system are under-
stood.

Studies on the interaction between a primary jet and
entrained secondary stream have been performed for steady
flows, dating back to the work of Chow and Andy (1964),
Robison and Nelson (1966), and Zare-Behtash, Gongora-
Orozco and Kontis (2009). However, research on unsteady
(pulsating) jets is scarce (Zare-Behtash and Kontis, 2009;
Zare-Behtash, 2009). This shortage of quantitative data

includes both numerical and experimental results. In a recent
study, Zare-Behtash (2009) examined the interaction of the
diffracted shock wave pattern and the resulting vortex loop
emitted from a shock tube of various geometries, with an ejec-
tor having a round bell-shaped inlet. The focus of the study
was to examine the performance of the ejector when using
different jet geometries (primary flow) to entrain secondary
flow through the ejector. Using exit nozzle geometries other
than axisymmetric leads to increased entrainment rates. How-
ever, high entrainment rates must be balanced with adequate
design considerations since this may lead to the choking of
the mass flow into the ejector. The study indicated that to
implement the performance enhancement of ejectors as effi-
cient fluid pumps, the overall design must take into account
the characteristics of the primary flow through the ejector.

Complete numerical simulations are necessary for
resolving the flow structures in detail; however, if the goal
is to estimate the performance and response of ejector to
the operating and geometry parameters, the control volume
method with appropriate assumptions for mixing is more
appropriate, much quicker and has little computational
loads. Two important aspects to modeling of ejectors are (i)
the modeling of mixing of the two streams in the duct; which
is done by either making an approximation of constant area
or constant pressure mixing, (ii) the secondary flow choking
within for critical operating conditions, which might require
an explicit solution of the control volume equations. A brief
description of the analysis of ejector is given by Keenan,
Neumann and Lustwerk (1950), Fabri and Paulon (1958),
Addy, Dutton and Mikkelensen (1981), and Chunnanond
and Aphornratana (2004).

The performance curves for an ejector having an area ratio
(AR) of 1.937 for air as the primary and secondary flows are
given in Figure 9, which shows that increasing entrainment
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Figure 9. The performance plots for constant pressure and constant
area mixing of a typical ejector.

reduces the compression ratio delivered by the ejector. These
curves are the first step in choosing an ejector for given design
requirements.

10 CONCLUSIONS

The present chapter has discussed some of the complex
internal compressible flows, which fall into the following
categories: steady flows through variable area ducts with and
without heat addition and friction, nozzle starting and chok-
ing, shock trains, shock tubes, and unsteady flows inside
angled-bend ducts. Ram/Scram jet engines and ejectors are
also presented, as they are representative examples of com-
plex flow systems. In supersonic flows, provided the design
pressure ratio is maintained, the flow through a variable area
duct depends only on the area ratio. Strong shocks in variable

area ducts degrade the performance of nozzles and diffusers,
mainly by separation of boundary layer and a resulting alter-
nate flow of entirely different characteristics than what was
intended. The mass flow through the duct becomes indepen-
dent of the back pressure as soon as sonic conditions are
reached at the throat, and it is the maximum mass flow for
a given upstream conditions. Understanding of supersonic
nozzle starting is important for the design and optimization
of new nozzles and analysis of their performance under dif-
ferent operational conditions. Unlike supersonic flow over
external surfaces, where shock waves exist around the body
or at a corner with minimal interactions; the presence of walls
as opposing reflecting surfaces, ensures multiple interactions
in internal flows complicating matters a great deal. Shock
trains are inherently unsteady and can set up oscillations
within the system, which can be detrimental to their opera-
tion. The actual picture of a shock tube flow involves unsteady
boundary layer behind the shock, bringing in non-uniformity
of flow across a cross-section. The boundary layers accel-
erate the contact surface while decelerating the shock and
also generate pressure waves in the duct that attenuate the
shock wave. When a shock wave propagates around a sharp-
angled bend in a duct, a vortex is shed from the corner
made with the downstream near wall, due to separation, if
the corner angle is large enough. The incident shock wave
is reflected from the far wall and returns to interact with
this vortex. This interaction is similar in many of its fea-
tures with the interaction of a plane shock with an isolated
vortex. For initial sizing, parametric studies and optimiza-
tion a ram/scram jet engine cannot be analyzed with all the
complexity of the flows within it. The usual procedure is
to split it up into smaller control volumes and governing
control volume equations are applied. Research on unsteady
(pulsating) jets involving ejectors is scarce. This shortage of
quantitative data includes both numerical and experimental
results. Two important aspects to modeling of ejectors are a)
the modeling of mixing of the two streams in the duct; and
b) the secondary flow choking within for critical operating
conditions.

NOMENCLATURE

A area
f friction
D diameter
M Mach Number
m mass flow rate
P pressure
q heat release
T temperature
V velocity
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x coordinate directions
γ ratio of specific heats
ρ density
ω entrainment ratio of ejector

Subscripts

0 total/stagnation values
1,2, . . . values at cross sections
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1 INTRODUCTION

The flow about aircraft configurations is said to be transonic
when it contains regions of both subsonic and supersonic
flow (defined later). This may occur within the speed range
0.2 to 1.3 × the speed of sound, but we are mainly concerned
here with flows within the range 0.4 to 1.0 × the speed of
sound. Transonic flows around the majority of an aircraft can
be considered external in nature, which is the subject of what
follows.

A basic understanding of external transonic flows is now
required in most civil transport aircraft designs as the major-
ity of these designs cruise typically at Mach numbers rang-
ing between 0.79 and 0.87 (Jenkinson, Simpkin and Rhodes,
1999). A well-designed swept transonic wing design cur-
rently gives a typical cruise lift coefficient of around 0.5 and
a maximum lift-to-drag ratio in excess of 20 at these Mach
numbers.

General guides to transonic flow, excepting detailed re-
search papers, are limited. This literature varies from highly

detailed guides (Nixon, 1982; Moulden, 1984) including un-
steady transonic flow aerodynamics (Landahl, 1989; Nixon,
1989) to shortened general reviews (McCormick, 1995;
Raymer, 1999; Bertin and Cummings, 2009).

The major challenge in external transonic flows is the pre-
diction of drag from finite wings. The complexity of the inter-
actions of the local flow field that generates drag from shock
waves (wave drag), skin friction, pressure drag from sepa-
ration and lift-induced drag leads to a number of different
numerical approaches validated by experimental wind tun-
nel testing (Sobieczky and Seebass, 1984; Argawal, 1999;
Bushnell, 2004). It is unlikely in the near future this prob-
lem can be completely addressed by numerical methods due
to the high Reynolds number of transonic flows, which are
of the order of 1 × 106. Further information on these com-
plex areas of transonic flow including three dimensional nu-
merical modeling and drag prediction are reviewed by a
number of authors (Sobieczky and Seebass, 1984; Bushnell,
2004).

In the present chapter, the basic concepts of transonic
flow are introduced, initially including two-dimensional (2D)
external transonic aerofoil flows. The chapter also includes
an overview of transonic flow aerodynamic design with an
emphasis on swept wings.

2 TRANSONIC FLOW FUNDAMENTALS

Transonic flow regions are often relatively localized to the
aircraft configuration. Therefore, if an aircraft configuration
is traveling at low speed, there may be localized regions of
much higher local Mach number close to the surface, where
compressibility effects are important.
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Cp

−1.0

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 M1

Figure 1. Relationship between critical pressure coefficient C∗
p and

reference (freestream Mach number M1).

2.1 Pressure coefficient

When considering the flow over the surface of a con-
figuration, the non-dimensional pressure coefficient Cp is
commonly used, given by

Cp = (p − p1)
1
2ρ1V

2
1

(1)

where for any variable, suffix 1 denotes some upstream ref-
erence condition and where “p” is the static pressure. For the
true compressible flow, it can be shown the isentropic relation
for pressure coefficient is found from

Cp = 2

γM2
1




[
2 + (γ − 1)M1

2

2 + (γ − 1)M2

] γ

γ−1

− 1


 (2)

where M is the local Mach number along the streamline. In
practice, for transonic flow, the compressible flow expression
is always used, even at very low Mach numbers.

As the flow accelerates around a body, M > M1, and the
pressure coefficient becomes increasingly negative. If the
flow is locally sonic, that is, M = 1.0, the pressure coeffi-
cient is referred to as the critical pressure coefficient or C∗

p.
The value of C∗

p as freestream Mach number M1 increases is
illustrated in Figure 1. This trend has a fundamental influence
on transonic flow.

Regions of the flow where Cp is below or above C∗
p are

referred to as subcritical or supercritical, respectively.

2.2 Two-dimensional aerofoil flow

With reference to Figure 2, a 2D aerofoil is a concept repre-
senting the cross section of a parallel-chord, unswept wing
of infinite span with an angle of attack α defined as the an-
gle between the relative freestream velocity V1 and the chord

Stagnation
point

Mean or
camber line

V1,P1

V >V 1

z t zs

V~V1

Chord c
α

Figure 2. Two-dimensional aerofoil characteristics.

line. The aerofoil typically features a bluff leading edge and
a sharp trailing edge, with a thickness distribution zt about a
camber (mean) line of ordinate zs.

2.3 Compressibility effects for aerofoils

For incompressible, inviscid, steady irrotational 2D flow,
Laplace’s equation is written:

∂2φ

∂x2
+ ∂2φ

∂y2
= 0 (3)

where V is the gradient of a scalar function φ, called the
velocity potential, that is, V = ∇ φ and V is the flow field ve-
locity vector. In Cartesian coordinates, we have u = −∂φ/∂x
and v = −∂φ/∂y. The continuity equation is then written:

∂(ρu)

∂x
+ ∂(ρv)

∂y
= 0 (4)

For subsonic, compressible flow, an approximate linearized
form of the continuity equation may be written:

(1 − M2)
∂2φ

∂x2
+ ∂2φ

∂y2
= 0 (5)

given a local Mach number M. Thus, the effect of compress-
ibility may be approximated by dividing streamwise incom-
pressible velocity increments by β, where

β = √(1 − M2) (6)

is referred to as the Prandtl–Glauert compressibility factor.
With increasing Mach number, the effect of compressibil-

ity is to produce increasingly negative surface pressures (see
Figure 3). At the same time, the value of C∗

p reduces until the
values cross and the flow becomes supercritical.

The linearized basis of the compressibility correction
means that the detailed flow prediction is quite good for
freestream Mach numbers up to M = 0.5 but becomes
progressively less accurate as Mach number increases.
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−Cp

Cpu

Cpl

Cp for M

X /C

C p  for M

M + ∆M
M + ∆M

Figure 3. Effect of Mach number on Cp distribution.

Pressures in Figure 4a are typical of a relatively low
freestream Mach number M1 < 0.6, say, at which supercrit-
ical conditions occur only near to the leading edge and are
achieved by increasing incidence. At a higher Mach number
M2 = 0.7−0.8, say, surface velocities and hence Cp levels are
higher according to the factor 1/√ (1 − M2), and, at the same
time, C∗

p is much less negative. Thus, supercritical suction
levels are achieved at a lower incidence, with pressures more
like those in Figure 4b, and extend over much more of the
upper surface. Pressure distributions in sketches Figure 4a)
and (Figure 4b) are representative of the subsonic Mach num-
ber range, with an increasing extent of supercritical flow with
increasing Mach number.

2.4 Mach waves and shock waves

In transonic flows, the formation and properties of shock
waves are critical to the flow characteristics and performance
of the aerofoil. Consideration of the formation of Mach
waves, expansion and compression shocks, and shock wave
boundary layer interactions (SWBLIs) are required. Further
detailed reading on these shocks can be found in the work by
Shapiro (1953).

The development of shock waves on the wing of an aircraft
has a particularly important effect on performance, and much
of the understanding of this has come about as a result of the
study of 2D aerofoil flows.

2.5 Shock waves on 2D aerofoils

Consider the case of the flow over an aerofoil at a moderately
high subsonic freestream Mach number M = 0.7−0.8, say, at
which condition a region of the upper surface is well super-
critical. The supercritical region is likely to be terminated by
a shock wave, represented in Figure 5a by a steep pressure
rise. The flow field in Figure 5b illustrates the mechanism
that gives rise to the shock wave.

Starting at the point on the surface at which Cp = C∗
p (the

sonic point), expansion waves are generated by the convex
curvature of the aerofoil over the supercritical region. These
waves travel out to the boundary of the supercritical region
(the sonic line), where they are reflected as compression
waves. The expansion waves obviously can go no further
than the sonic line and are reflected as compression waves
because a pressure difference cannot be tolerated on a free
boundary of this type. The incoming waves are then reflected
from the surface as expansion waves and so on. The com-
pression waves from the sonic line finally coalesce to form a
shock wave, terminating the supercritical region and directed
nearly normal to the surface.

A similar effect occurs at other freestream Mach numbers,
although the detailed flow development and chordwise extent
of the supercritical region will differ. At low freestream Mach
numbers, any supercritical region will be located close to the
leading edge, as previously explained. Thus, with increasing
freestream Mach number, the shock wave terminating the
supercritical region will move aft on the chord, starting close

−Cp −Cp

(a) (b)

Cp

for M1

Cpl Cpl

CpuCpu

x /c x /c

C p

for M2

Figure 4. Effect of Mach number on aerofoil Cp distribution. (a) M1 ≤ 0.6 approximately; (b) M2 ∼ 0.7–0.8.
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Cp

Cp

(a) (b)

x/c
x/c

z/c

Shock wave

Shock wave

Figure 5. Aerofoil Cp and Mach wave distribution for highly supercritical flow. (a) Pressures; (b) Mach number contours.

to the leading edge and moving back towards the trailing
edge.

The strength of the shock wave broadly depends on the
total expansion, that is, surface curvature over the supercrit-
ical region from the sonic point to the shock wave position.
By careful design of the aerofoil, the shock strength may be
minimized or the shock wave removed altogether by prevent-
ing the coalescence of shock waves (Sobieczky and Seebass,
1984).

The dissipation of mechanical energy into heat energy
through the shock wave gives the contribution to the drag
referred to as wave drag. It is possible to deduce that the
shock strength depends on the local Mach number immedi-
ately upstream of and normal to the shock surface. If this value
is greater than 1.3, the shock wave is described as “strong”
and it is likely that entropy generation and wave drag will
be quite high. If the value is less than 1.3, the shock wave
is usually described as “weak”. Although wave drag has an
adverse effect on aerofoil performance, the effect of the ad-
verse pressure gradient through the shock wave on viscous
flow development can be even more serious.

2.6 Viscous flow effects on aerofoils

The effect of viscosity on transonic aerofoil flow is sub-
stantial resulting in the formation of boundary layers and
other problems such as shock wave boundary layer interac-
tion (Shapiro, 1953; Estruch et al., 2008). For further details,
the author suggests a number of general fluid mechanics refer-
ences (Massey and Ward-Smith, 1998; Munson, Young and
Okiishi, 2006), which also detail definitions of significant
boundary layer parameters including Reynolds number based
on chord length Rc and the boundary layer displacement and
momentum thicknesses δ* (or δ1) and δ** (or δ2).

A boundary layer develops on each surface of the aero-
foil, originating at the stagnation point and then merging at

the trailing edge to form the wake. Streamlines immediately
external to the boundary layer on each surface are shifted
normal to the aerofoil surface, by a distance equal to the dis-
placement thickness of the boundary layer, which then modi-
fies the Cp distribution (see Figure 6). For a transonic aerofoil
flow, there is a loss of lift and the shock is further forward,
mainly due to the change in effective camber. The shock is
slightly weaker due to the reduced expansion over the effec-
tive upper surface. The trailing edge pressure is much reduced
compared with the stagnation value in the inviscid solution
due to the shape of the displacement surface.

These trends are true at a given incidence, but if incidence
is increased to match the inviscid lift, the net result is likely
to be an increase in shock strength.

The shock wave will also produce a local thickening of the
boundary layer due to the imposed adverse pressure gradient.
The boundary layer may even separate if the shock strength is
sufficiently high. Thus, the shock wave, as well as producing

Cp

C p

Pressures x /c

Shock wave

Inviscid

Viscous

Figure 6. Comparison between a supercritical aerofoil flow with
and without viscosity.
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Localised separation
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Boundary
layers

Wakeα

x /c

Localised
separation
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α
α + ∆α

α + ∆α

Figure 7. Transonic shock wave development over an aerofoil at moderate Mach numbers.

wave drag, will result in increased viscous drag and, possibly,
flow breakdown.

2.7 Shock-induced separation for aerofoils

Shock wave boundary layer interactions are present in tran-
sonic flows and are highly complex (Shapiro, 1953; Estruch
et al., 2008). The major effect of the SWBLI, at least in the
turbulent case, is the steep pressure rise acting on the bound-
ary layer.

For a 2D aerofoil, in cases where the shock wave is of
sufficient strength to produce turbulent boundary layer sepa-
ration, the flow development depends on the chordwise loca-
tion of the shock wave. At a relatively low freestream Mach
number, M < 0.6, say, the supercritical region and hence any

shock wave terminating the supercritical region are close to
the leading edge (see Figure 7). The peak suction and hence
the shock strength grows with incidence. Above a certain in-
cidence, a shock-induced separation will occur, initially as a
localized separation bubble, which thickens the viscous layer
and results in a “drift” of trailing edge pressure. As incidence
is increased further, the separation will eventually spread to
the trailing edge, resulting in complete flow breakdown, lim-
itations on the maximum lift achieved, and possible buffeting
associated with unsteady separated flow.

At a higher mach number, M = 0.7−0.8, say, the shock
wave is further aft on the chord where the boundary layer
is of greater thickness (see Figure 8). With increasing inci-
dence, the shock moves slowly further aft and strengthens
until shock-induced flow separation occurs. The separation
spreads rapidly to the trailing edge as incidence is increased

Cp

Shock wave

Boundary layers

Shock wave

Separated region

M ~ 0.7−0.8

Shock
waves

Separation

x/c

α

α

α + ∆α

α + ∆α

C p

Figure 8. Transonic shock wave development over an aerofoil at higher Mach numbers.
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6 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

further. The shock position freezes, and the shock then moves
forward on the chord. Flow breakdown problems will be sim-
ilar to those at lower Mach numbers, although the higher total
head and shock movement may give rise to more severe buf-
feting.

At the higher Mach numbers, a shock wave may also occur
on the lower surface. The supercritical flow development and
shock movement from shock waves on either surface can have
significant effects on pitching moment.

With further increase of Mach number, the shock wave(s)
will eventually reach the trailing edge, resulting in attached
flow over the aerofoil chord and hence an alleviation of the
problems of shock-induced separation. At supersonic Mach
numbers, the shock waves would extend infinitely far into an
inviscid flow field but are, in practice, eventually dissipated
by viscosity. The flow development at intermediate Mach
numbers will be intermediate to that described above.

The influence of the shock on the overall flow development
and whether a shock-induced separation occurs depends on
the state of the boundary layer at the foot of the shock and its
subsequent development to the trailing edge. This depends
on Reynolds number and the pressure distribution over the

aerofoil. Also, it is important to ensure that the boundary layer
is turbulent where it interacts with the shock wave to avoid
spurious effects, and this is accomplished in wind tunnel tests
by use of a transition trip located close to the leading edge.

3 TRANSONIC AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

Payload, weight, range, speed, and stall performance are
among factors that govern the aircraft and hence wing de-
sign. As will now be shown, swept wing design plays a key
part to optimizing the performance at transonic cruise.

3.1 Swept wing design

The design of a swept wing requires several variables to be
defined in terms of the wing planform. Figure 9 illustrates a
typical sweep wing in plan and side profile. With reference
to the plan view, we must define a semispan b/2, a leading
edge sweep �L, an inboard trailing edge sweep �Ti, an out-
board trailing edge sweep �T2, a taper ratio cT/cR, a fuselage

b/2

CR

ΛTi

CT
ηB

ηc

ΛT2

ΛL

M∞

α

mc
t

τ

c

Figure 9. Swept wing planform and section geometry notation.
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thickness or distance to the wing root ηB, and an inner crank
distance ηc. On civil transport aircraft, the inner crank is re-
quired to house the undercarriage. The wing section geome-
try must also be considered. This will have a wing chord c, a
thickness t, a maximum camber of mc, a trailing edge angle
of τ, and an angle of incidence of α .

If from a design point of view our starting point is the drag
characteristics of the wing, these can be represented by

CD = CD0 + kCL
2

�A
(7)

where CD0 is the zero lift drag coefficient, k is the wing load-
ing factor (1.0–1.2), and A is the wing aspect ratio. Differ-
entiating 7, it can be shown, the maximum value of L/D is
found from

(
L

D

)
max

= 1

2

√
�A

kCD0
(8)

Thus, L/D is maximized if aspect ratio is maximized, the load-
ing factor is minimized (elliptic loading), and CD0 is mini-
mized by low skin friction.

Operating the aerofoil at the maximum lift-to-drag ratio
though will not generate the maximum range of the aircraft.
This is because, if the Breguet range equation is written in
terms of Mach number M:

R = M
L

D

a

g

1

sfc
ln

m0

mb

(9)

where ua is the aircraft cruise speed, L/D is the aircraft
lift/drag ratio, sfc is the powerplant specific fuel consump-
tion, and mo and mb are the initial and final masses of the
aircraft, it can be seen that the aerodynamicist will want to
maximize the product ML/D using wind tunnel testing and
CFD. The change of ML/D with M of a 2D aerofoil is illus-
trated in Figure 10. It can be seen that ML/D increases with
M, primarily due to the effect of compressibility on surface
pressures. The cruise point is near the peak value of ML/D.

At higher Mach numbers than cruise, ML/D reduces due to
increasing shock wave drag CDwave. The increase in drag and
onset of shock wave drag is primarily due to shock-induced
separation. The Mach number where a rise in shock wave
drag due to compressibility effects occurs defines the critical
Mach number (Moulden, 1984; Nixon, 1982). Typically for a
2D aerofoil or unswept aerofoil, this rise in shock wave drag
occurs at a freestream Mach number of M ≈ 0.6, and this will
limit cruise performance and increase block time. Therefore,
simplest way to increase the critical Mach number is to sweep
the wings.

CL

Transonic flow

Separation

Cruise
locus

M

ML /D

Figure 10. Changes of ML/D with Mach number for a 2D aerofoil.

3.2 Application of wing sweep

Turbojet-powered aircraft are a unique form of transport in
that cruise speed can be increased without increasing fuel
consumption for a given range, that is, sfc is generally in-
dependent of cruise Mach number (to the first order) (see
Kuchemann and Weber (1968). Thus, increasing cruise speed
by means of increased sweep will not be detrimental to the
aircraft propulsion performance. Structurally swept wings
are more complex structures than unswept wings. However,
this effect on range performance is also considered negligible
(to first order).

Hence, if the wing is swept, the critical Mach number
Mcrit where shock wave drag starts to rise can be increased
by a factor 1/cos � for the start of drag rise, assuming that
the shock is swept by the same amount. Wing sweep can be
considered as a rotation from the root rather than a shear to
maintain the 2D section normal to sweep and the same “struc-
tural” thickness. This is though at the expense of a reduction
in aspect ratio. However, as the airfoil section only “sees” the
chordwise flow, when the wing is swept, the magnitude of the
chordwise component falls by a factor of cos �. Therefore,
the freestream Mach number can be increased by a corre-
sponding amount to maintain the critical Mach number over
the aerofoil.

The effect of swing sweep on range though must not be
detrimental. Hence, if we consider the effect of sweep in
terms of the Breguet range equation, it is reasonable to as-
sume that CD0 and k are unchanged with sweep since CD0 is
mostly skin friction and this depends on wing wetted area and
k depends on spanwise loading. Thus, considering Kuche-
mann’s simplified analysis of a family of swept wing aircraft
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Figure 11. Illustration of Kuchemann simplified analysis
(Kuchemann and Weber, 1968) (“h” is altitude and the solid lines
are actual designs to simplified linear theory, confirming that
ML/D = constant).

(Kuchemann and Weber, 1968), since

M = M0

cos �
(10)

A = A0 cos2 � (11)

where Mo is the critical Mach number, M the freestream Mach
number (equal to M0 at � = 0), A0 is the unswept aspect ratio,

and given CD0 and k are independent of sweep angle. From
equation (8) to first order, we may write

(L/D)0

(L/D)
=

√
A0

A
(12)

However, from (10) and (11), it can be seen that√
A0

A
= 1

cos �
= M

M0
(13)

Hence, we may rewrite (12) as

(L/D)0

(L/D)
= M

M0
(14)

Thus, for a swept or unswept configuration,

ML

D
= const (15)

Therefore, according to the Breguet range formula if

1. the sfc is assumed to be independent of Mach number;
2. wing weight is assumed to be independent of sweep to

the first order;
3. the family of swept wing aircraft cruises at a given alti-

tude;
then for a range of family of swept-wing aircraft cruising
at the same altitude, the range is independent of sweep
angle to the first order. Thus, sweep is a way of reducing
block time for a given (Breguet) range. This is illustrated
in Figure 11.

(V+δV )cosΛ V sinΛ

V

S-shaped streamlines : Flow is along attachment line
(stagnation point in 2D), then accelerates normal to LE

Streamlines straighten at root

Isobar
schematic

Outer 
Root

Close streamlines : higher velocity
Widely-spread streamlines : lower velocity Shock wave

Cp

Figure 12. Flow features of a 3D swept, untreated tapered wing.
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Further considerations, however, of a real flow over an
untreated transonic swept wing show the flow to be highly
complex. The effect of the aircraft body adjacent to the wing
results in a loss of isobar sweep and an unswept shock at
the tip (see Figure 12). The unswept shock has a tendency to
tip stall followed by a pitch-up moment (Moulden, 1984).
These complex 3D effects can only be treated using de-
tailed wing design incorporating treatments including wing
twist, varying wing profile, and variable root-to-tip loading
to retain the swept shock pattern. These approaches require
wind tunnel testing for validation (Pope and Goin, 1978) and
are discussed in more detail by Nixon (1982) and Moulden
(1984).

4 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has briefly reviewed fundamental aspects of
transonic flow aerodynamics and swept wing design. The
fundamental approach has initially introduced simple invis-
cid approximations that can be used for first stage analysis
and then discussed the more complex flows that are found
on actual 2D transonic aerofoils when viscosity is present.
Due to the widespread use of swept wings for transonic civil
aircraft, the chapter also outlines the advantages of such a de-
sign approach but emphasizes the further complexities that
are found on actual swept wings due to complex 3D flow
effects and shock modification on the wing.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND EXAMPLES

Complexity in shock wave phenomena can arise in almost
every natural or technological system where shock waves are
present. For example, in aerospace engineering, the details of
shock wave structures are essential to designing aircraft and
the internal structures of associated power systems. Shock
waves are an archetypal nonlinear system and as such are dif-
ficult to analyze. The basic shock wave phenomena are best
understood by breaking these complex systems into simpler
pieces that can be analyzed rigorously. For very simple physi-
cal systems, the analytical structure of the flow can be derived,
but more realistic fluids and geometries require a combina-
tion of experimental observation and computational analysis
for understanding. Modern scientific and engineering prac-
tice draws these differing approaches together in the guise of

verification and validation, with elements of sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis becoming more important recently.

To start, we will examine three examples: external aero-
dynamics, impact of a high-velocity sphere on a plate, and
the explosion of a star. Each example illustrates a different
aspect of how complexity can arise in shock phenomena. The
shocked flow of air around a body produces complexity due
to the geometry of the body. A high-velocity impact of a metal
sphere on a plate introduces the complexity of the response
of real materials. Finally, a stellar explosion introduces the
complexity of multiphysics with radiation chemistry along
with the nature of the stellar material itself contributing to
the observed complexity of the resulting flow.

1.1 Geometric complexity: external aerodynamics

By adding even a small amount of geometry, flows with
shocks become much more complex. Analysis of these cases
rapidly defeats analytical techniques. While experimental
investigation can provide more definitive information, we
will provide a computational study as an example. Here, a
shock wave interacting with a wedge creates a beautiful and
complicated flow despite the simplicity of the geometry. It
has been examined numerically as reproduced in Figure 1
from Quirk (1994). Similar effects are seen with a shock–
cylinder interaction as seen in Zoltak and Drikakis (1998).
The shock reflects away from the wedge as the shock moves
across the surface. When the shock crosses the apex of the
wedge, the nature of the shock reflection changes from a
simple structure to more complex with the differing angle
of interaction. The interaction begins in a simple form of a
shock reflection, which evolves into a complex Mach reflec-
tion with interacting shock structures and the formation of
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2 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

Figure 1. The interaction of a shock wave with a rigid wedge show-
ing the changes in the flow structure as the flow impacts the wedge
and flows over its peak. Image reproduced with permission from
Quirk (1994) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

vortical structures as the shock has finished traversing the
body. Below in Section 2, we will explore these differences
further. In the case of a shock reflecting from a solid surface,
the nature of the reflection and resulting flow is somewhat
amenable to analysis. The similar problem of a shock inter-
acting with a cylinder is studied analytically by Whitham
(1974), who also presents experimental results.

1.2 Material complexity: multi-material impact

When materials other than gases interact with sufficient force
(i.e., velocity), they will evolve hydrodynamically. Despite
the hydrodynamic evolution, these materials involve com-
plexity not always familiar to the hydrodynamicist. Among
these effects are the strength of the material with elastic and
plastic response, and solid–solid phase transitions each pro-
ducing nonstandard responses not found in typical hydro-
dynamic materials (Thompson, 1972; Menikoff and Plohr,
1989). In keeping with these effects, these materials usually
can support some tension (i.e., negative pressures), which is
released violently causing the material to spall or separate.

Satellites and spacecraft are constantly endangered by de-
bris and meteorites. As an engineered defense against these
insults, shields have been developed (see Ang, 1993). Exper-
iments have been conducted to understand this threat. One
such example is shown here where a hypervelocity projective
(made of steel) impacts a sheet steel traveling at 4.22 km s−1.
The bumper needs to disrupt the projectile to be effective.
In Figure 2, we show a simulation of such an experiment.
Among the notable differences from familiar cases is the

prominence of material locations, with shock structures play-
ing an almost secondary role. The failure of the material from
spallation, which is caused by reflected shock relieving the
high pressure resulting from the shock, produces a shower of
shrapnel. This shrapnel is an obvious source of concern for
satellite protection. The log scale of density helps to highlight
the highly complex flow resulting from the surrounding air
interacting with the debris field. The air in turn influences the
trajectories of the debris. As we will discuss later, the exam-
ination of these flows is aided immensely by experimental
data (compare Figure 2 with Figure 4). Indeed, our theoreti-
cal understanding and commensurate numerical simulations
are severely taxed by these systems.

1.3 Physics complexity: supernova explosion

Supernovas are some of the most luminous objects in the uni-
verse. These phenomena involve the explosion of a star with
several distinct modes observed. One type of supernova is
known as a type I where material accretes onto the surface of
a white dwarf star until conditions are right for the mixture to
detonate via thermonuclear reactions. A detailed understand-
ing of how these conditions arise and the manner in which
the detonation occurs can assist scientists in using the light
generated by supernovas to help unveil both the origin and
fate of the universe. Simulations are used by astrophysicists
to aid study supernova. A simulation of the detonation of
pure carbon-12 is shown in Figure 3. The complexity of flow
arises from the thermonuclear reaction of the carbon which
burns to create silicon via nucleosynthesis. While the details
of physics differ from chemical reactions, the impact on the
fluid dynamics is quite similar to a terrestrial burning front.
Here, an adaptive mesh code FLASH is used (Fryxell et al.,
2000). The combination of high-fidelity numerical methods,
supercomputers, and adaptive grids has allowed simulations
to begin reproducing the sort of features observed experimen-
tally in detonations, the complex pattern of waves shown in
Figure 3b. In experiments, the high-pressure regions deposit
detonation products on the walls, weaving a similar pattern
evident in the simulations. Not many years ago, this sort of
result was unachievable through simulations. The detona-
tion shock waves interact in a similar fashion as the com-
plex waves arising in the shock–wedge interaction discussed
earlier.

2 BASIC TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSIS

Usually, the first approach to understanding a problem is to
attempt analytical solution. For shocked flows, this process
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Figure 2. A calculation of the Whipple shield using the shock hydrodynamics code alegra (see Robinson et al., 2008) showing the impact
of complex materials on the evolution of the flow.

begins with the Riemann problem (see Menikoff and Plohr,
1989), which defines the most basic interaction between two
different physical states via inviscid hydrodynamics. The so-
lution of the Riemann problem provides the building blocks
of most of more complicated flows with shocks, contact or
material discontinuities, and rarefactions, which are typically
expansion waves. One can exactly solve many interesting
cases, but the results are limited to simple flows. One can
still gain understanding in moving into two dimensions. In
its simplest form, the second dimension provides the solution
to the shock reflection problem. This involves the interaction
of a shock wave with a surface at a defined angle. The
structures in the resulting flow are a strong function of the
strength of the shock, the type of fluid, and the angle of
surface (see Hornung, 1986). Almost any change leads to
a level of complexity that is not tractable analytically. For
example, shear flow can result from shock reflections. The

presence of shear flow will eventually give way to turbulence
and the complete loss of any hope for a tractable analytical
solution.

The Riemann problem involves the resolution of two
constant semi-infinite states. The solution is self-similar in
terms of the ratio of space and time. For a normal fluid (i.e.,
it possesses a convex equation of state, e.g., ideal gas), the
solution can involve three specific waves: shocks, contact dis-
continuities separating the fluids from the original states, and
rarefactions. It is important to note that solutions can contain
two shocks or rarefactions. More exotic fluids can produce
other wave structures that are more complex such as com-
pound waves or expansion shocks as described in Menikoff
and Plohr (1989). Examples of this sort of fluid is a refrigerant
near the critical point or solids flowing hydrodynamically as
in the Whipple shield example. Generally, the Riemann prob-
lem can only be solved numerically, although the solution is
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Figure 3. Snapshots from a 2D adaptively refined mesh model of detonation in pure carbon (C12). The maximum resolution is 0.0125 cm,
giving 1024 zones across the front, or approximately 80 zones per detonation width. Similar detonations are believed to participate in
thermonuclear explosions of white dwarfs also known as Type Ia supernovae. Shown is density, pressure, nuclear energy generation rate,
abundance of carbon (fuel) and silicon (essentially ash).

well behaved for convex fluids. There are some simple cases
that can be solved completely analytically, for example, if the
two states produce a contact discontinuity, which requires that
the two states have the same pressure and velocity. The so-
lution is trivial and contains a contact discontinuity traveling
at the original velocity.

A more interesting case produces a shock wave between
the two states. The simplest case is a simple symmetric
shock reflection or a single shock moving through a flow.
Considering the solution of such a case starts with the
jump conditions (often known as the Rankine–Hugoniot
relations),

[e∗ − e0] = 1

2
(p0 + p∗)

[
1

ρ∗
− 1

ρ0

]
;

W [u∗ − u0] =
[

1

p∗
− 1

p0

]
; (1)

W

[
1

ρ∗
− 1

ρ0

]
= [u∗ − u0]

with equation of state, p = (γ − 1) ρe where [ ] denotes the
jump in values across the shock, ρ0 is the density, e0 the
energy, p0 the pressure, and u0 the velocity of an ideal gas
with an isentropic coefficient, γ . W is the Lagrangian wave
speed given in units of mass per area and time. The post-
shock states are denoted by the ∗ notation. The solution to

this problem can be written down as

p∗ = p0
(
M2 (

1 + µ2) − µ2) ;

u∗ = u0 + c0
(
1 − µ2) (

U − u0

c0
− c0

U − u0

)
; (2)

ρ∗ = ρ0

(
1 + 1

1/2(γ − 1) + γp0/(p∗ − p0)

)

where M = U/c0 is the Mach number, the shock veloc-
ity U divided by the pre-shock sound speed c0 and µ =√

(γ − 1)/(γ + 1). The next case one might consider is a
shock reflection from a surface at a given angle, α. For some
restricted cases, this system can be solved albeit not in closed
form. The nature of the solution and its relation to the γ of the
gas and the Mach number are explored in detail by Hornung
(1986).

These simple cases reflect what sort of analytical results
are possible but also highlight the limitations of these tech-
niques. In each of the examples given in the introduction, the
analytical results only scratch the surface of the phenomena.
Once several waves interact, the analysis becomes difficult
to impossible. Any number of complications can produce a
problem that is impervious to analytical study. The simplest is
geometric complexity, but physical complexity often makes
analytical study impossible. Almost every problem is truly
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multidimensional. Ultimately, most problems have shear that
leads to the development of instabilities and turbulence. All
of these cases are principally studied and understood via
experimental or computational means.

3 EXPERIMENTAL AND
OBSERVATIONAL INVESTIGATION

At this point, it is important to acknowledge the role of
experiments and numerical simulations in providing both
qualitative and quantitative information about the nature of
complex shock phenomena. The nonlinear nature of the gov-
erning equations dictates that both computational tools and
nature be questioned to yield information. It is better if both
experiments and simulation are used in concert. The crucible
of reality through experimental observations has provided
many mysteries, providing powerful paradoxes that challenge
our understanding analytically or computationally. This un-
derstanding can be demonstrated by detailed comparisons via
the process of verification and validation.

In Figure 4, we show the experimental study of the Whip-
ple shield to compare with the calculational results shown
in Figure 2. For complex materials under shock loading the
experimental data is essential to keep the modeling honest.
With the modeling guided by the experiment, the calculations
can be examined so that the fidelity of the physical model can
be improved. With experimental data, the fidelity of the ex-
perimental measurements is always challenging and difficult
to quantify. This process will be discussed in greater detail
below as validation. In this case, the important parameters

Figure 4. A holographic image of the hypervelocity impact of a pro-
jectile on plate, the so-called Whipple problem. Reproduced from
Ang (1993) c© Elsevier.

are the damage to the shield, the speed of the projectile post-
impact, and the amount, trajectory, and velocity of the shrap-
nel. For example, the projectile will make a hole in the shield
that can be measured and directly compared with the simu-
lation. We also need to understand the details of the material
response such as the spall where the material releases and
separates internally. In the same vein, the ability of numeri-
cal simulations to resolve these paradoxes stresses the fidelity
of these tools. Ultimately, the simulation of complex shock
phenomena is dependent on the action of each of these tools
working in concert, and in turn provides fuel to improve each.
Better experiments drive enhanced computational tools and
vice versa.

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATION

One of the keys to modern science is the utilization of compu-
tational techniques as a complement to the older techniques
of analytical study and experimental observation. Computa-
tional analysis has grown up in the decades following World
War II with the advent of computational systems that can pro-
vide adequate resources to augment the traditional forms of
understanding. The most important aspect of computational
analysis is its ability to contend with the inherent nonlinearity
of complex systems. The approximations used in numerical
techniques allow the treatment of general nonlinearities, but
also produce side effects that dominate the practice of com-
putational analysis. Our brief discussion here on numerical
methods will focus on these side effects.

A starting point for the development of computational
analysis is the approximation of differential operators. These
approximations can be derived in any number of ways includ-
ing finite difference, finite element, finite volume, or spectral
methods. Each method is particularly useful for certain situ-
ations, for example, complex geometries can be more easily
dealt with via the finite element method, (the finite volume
method could be used too). Spectral methods can offer greater
accuracy but can be limited to simpler geometries. Some
methods are a hybrid of several approaches such as the spec-
tral element method, which combines the accuracy of spectral
methods with the geometric flexibility of finite elements.

The most common manner of computing the solution to
shocked flows is the use of an “artificial viscosity” to mimic
the physical effect of a shock by dissipating energy across
the shock wave. The earliest methods to compute shocks ex-
plicitly added a viscous-like term to the equations. Physically
the passage of a shock wave dissipates energy of the shock
into heat. By forcing a numerical method to produce this ef-
fect, it has been found that shock waves can be computed
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stably as discussed by LeVeque (1992). Instead of adding
an explicit viscous term, a more sophisticated methodology
uses a technique where the numerical stencil is biased in the
direction of the flow. In other words, the finite difference is
chosen to follow the same direction as the physical flow. This
is known as upwind differencing described by Toro (1997).
As opposed to an explicit addition of a viscous term, upwind
differencing produces a truncation error that contains a vis-
cous term.

Consider a simple wave equation, ∂φ/∂t + a∂φ/∂x = 0,
with a > 0 and only difference the spatial term, a∂φ/∂x. The
upwind difference for this term is a

(
φj − φj−1

)
/�x where j

is the spatial index. If one then computes the truncation error
of this expression, one finds that its leading order term looks
identical to a classic dissipation:

a
(
φj − φj−1

)
�x

= a∂φ

∂x
− a�x∂2φ

∂x2
+ O(�x)2 (3)

In other words, the upwind biasing approximates the transport
term plus a viscous term, leading to a numerical viscosity that
is essential for computing shocks stably, but also necessary to
understand the nature of errors in simulations. It is important
to recognize that most modern methods are more accurate
than this simple method, but still use numerical dissipation
to stabilize the calculation.

As most equations of interest are nonlinear conserva-
tion laws, the nonlinear effects of numerical errors should
be considered. The approximation of conservation laws can
be reliably computed in a conservation form where the
discrete equations exactly conserve mass, momentum, and
total energy as explained by LeVeque (1992). Basically,
the conservation form allows the numerical method to
reproduce the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions and faithfully
compute shocks along with the aid of numerical viscosity.
While the conservation form is used for reliability, the impact
of conservation on the form of truncation errors is profound
as discussed in Grinstein, Margolin and Rider (2007). In
a nutshell, the conservation form produces a powerful
nonlinear energy transfer via its truncation error and has an
important influence on computing turbulent flows. To see this,
consider the truncation error of a second-order difference
of a nonlinear flux function, 1/2

(
f (uj+1) − f (uj−1)

)
/�x,

which produces a truncation error of

1

2

f (uj+1) − f (uj−1)

�x

= ∂f (u)

∂x
+ 1

6
�x

∂

∂x

(
∂f

∂u

∂2u

∂x2
+ ∂2f

∂u2

(
∂f

∂x

)2
)

+ O(�x)3

(4)

It is the last quadratic term that provides the nonlinear transfer
of energy associated with the conservation form. At this point,
we have only scratched the surface of numerical errors and
their impact on simulation. The role of understanding this
impact and balancing it against theory and reality is discussed
next through the verification and validation of modeling.

5 VERIFICATION, VALIDATION, AND
UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION

In modern engineering practice, all three approaches should
be utilized to achieve an understanding of a complex sys-
tem including those arising due to the action of shock waves.
In computational science, this process has a name, verifi-
cation, and validation (V&V) (covered in detail by Roache
(1997, 1998) and Oberkampf and Trucano (2002). Verifica-
tion determines whether a computation provides a correct so-
lution as compared with analytical results. The result of ver-
ification determines the correctness of the numerical method
against errors such as implementation (i.e., code bugs) and
conceptual modeling errors. Validation is the determination
of whether a calculation is consistent with experimental ob-
servations. It also involves assessing whether a model pro-
vides a proper representation of reality. Generally speaking,
verification is a more certain process than validation simply
by virtue of the lack of uncertainty with analytical results and
the intrinsic uncertainty of experimental data.

Verification relies on the availability of analytical results to
test the correctness of computational results. The correctness
can be determined by the rate at which the computed result
approaches or converges toward the analytical result as a
function of decreasing mesh spacing. The correct rate is
determined by the leading order truncation error for the
numerical method used. If the computed result does not
approach the analytical result at the correct rate, it usually
implies that the numerical method is implemented incorrectly
(or has a code bug). The starting point for verification is an
error ansatz

S = Ah + Chα (5)

where S is the converged solution, Ah is the numerical
approximation at a given mesh spacing h with a constant
C and a rate of convergence α. If the analytical result
is known, replacing S in (5), the unknowns in this equa-
tion can be found with numerical solutions at two differ-
ent grid resolutions (h1 and h2). The rate of convergence
is α = log(E2/E1)/ log(h2/h1), where E1 = |S − Ah|a is an
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error computed in norm, like L1 or L2. One must be careful
to understand whether the problem with the analytical solu-
tion can produce an appropriately convergent solution. If the
problem contains a discontinuity, the numerical solution can
generally converge at first order regardless of the numerical
accuracy of the method. Verification also plays an essential
role in the estimate of numerical errors. When a solution
does not have analytical solution, three grid resolutions can
be used to estimate the grid-converged (h → 0) solution and
the magnitude of numerical errors at a given grid spacing
using (5).

Validation involves examining the simulation in compar-
ison to an observation or experimental result. Because both
the simulation and the observations involve inherent errors,
the process of validation is more difficult and uncertain. In
addition, the process of validation is examining whether the
model used in the simulation represents the reality being ob-
served. A positive result for validation is determined when
the simulation results are sufficiently close to the physical
measurements. In conducting validation, those conducting
the simulations should be intimately familiar with the experi-
mental results. The closeness is determined by the uncertainty
in the measurements and the inherent statistical variability of
the phenomenon. In complex shock waves, the measurement
process is prone to large errors due to the extreme environ-
ment; instabilities, turbulence, and fluid properties can play a
large role in producing statistical variation. Often validation is
hierarchical involving simpler separate effect experiments to
validate aspects of a model. For example, a turbulence model
can be partially validated independently of the full applica-
tion. If the model is found to be inadequate for the intended
simulation, the remedial steps are more difficult. The model
solved by the simulation must be modified and the validation
process must begin anew. Modifying the model is usually
an arduous process including theoretical development and
auxiliary experiments needed to determine model coefficients
(in itself a validation exercise).

As introduced above, uncertainty is pervasive in complex
shock phenomenon. The uncertainty comes from different
sources: observational errors, inherent statistical variability,
initial or boundary conditions, numerical truncation error, and
finite numerical precision. In the examination of any physi-
cal system, the uncertainties need to be understood so that the
quality of the information regarding that system is known. A
large degree of uncertainty can hamper the ability to make
decisions regarding the system. Second, the nature of the un-
certainty needs to be understood. Is the system well behaved
or does it exhibit a large degree of variability? Is the numeri-
cal modeling reliable? Are numerical methods and computa-
tional resources adequate for modeling? Are the experimental

observations accurate and reliable? Hand-in-hand with uncer-
tainty analysis is the need to understand the sensitivity of the
system. This is often accomplished numerically by adjusting
uncertain aspects of the modeling. For example, if more than
one turbulence model is available, each is tested, or coeffi-
cients in the model are varied.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The topic of shock boundary layer interactions (SBLI) is a
vast subject area that has been the focus of extensive research
over many years. It is a complex, multi-faceted topic, which is
not yet fully understood and still causes significant difficulties
in a wide range of high-speed vehicle and component designs
(Délery, 1999; Dolling, 2001; Panaras, 1996; Paniagua et al.,
2008). Nevertheless, the aim of this chapter is to introduce
some of the key basic aspects of SBLI and discuss some of the
main parameters and characteristics that affect the flow field.
As well as presenting some of the underlying general features,
specific bespoke examples are also discussed to highlight key
aspects where appropriate.

The interaction between a shock wave and a viscous
boundary layer can occur in a wide range of applica-
tions across the transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flow

regimes. It is an area that has received a substantial research
focus encompassing experimental and computational stud-
ies (Panaras, 1996; Délery, 1985; Délery and Marvin, 1986;
Settles and Dodson, 1994). However, it is still an area of
very active research and key parts of this complex flow are
not fully understood (Dolling, 2001; Touber and Sandham,
2009). SBLI can have a profound effect on both the local
and global aerothermal characterisitics for air vehicle perfor-
mance, such as the aerodynamic forces and moments, peak
heating load, flow unsteadiness, boundary layer separation,
and unsteady aerodynamic loads. Furthermore, it is also a
topic of primary importance for internal flows. In particular,
the design and performance of internal flow fields such as
engine intakes, nozzles, and turbomachinery elements fre-
quently require careful consideration and knowledge of the
SBLI characteristics and regime.

2 BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SIBLI

The families of SBLI that occur in engineering applications
comprise a range of aspects such as two-dimensional and
three-dimensional geometries, laminar and turbulent bound-
ary layers, as well as both internal and external aerodynamics.
Consequently, there are a variety of different mechanisms,
characteristics, and features, which depend on these individ-
ual parameters. Indeed these can have a first-order effect on
the nature of the SBLI as well as more nuanced influences.
However, before exploring some of these elements, it is worth
considering the simplest configurations to initially discuss
the primary underlying mechanisms that are common to all
SBLIs. Although the main part of this chapter focuses on
nominally two-dimensional flows, this still encompasses a
range of configurations as illustrated in Figure 1. The types
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2 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1. Sketch of two-dimensional shock boundary layer interaction configurations. (a) Transonic airfoil; (b) forward facing step;
(c) backward facing step; (d) sharp compression ramp; (e) impinging shock; (f) duct flow shock system.

of two-dimensional interactions comprise terminating tran-
sonic normal shocks, impinging oblique shocks, compression
ramps, forward and rearward facing steps, and internal duct
flows.

Across a normal shock wave there is a large change in static
pressure that results in a very severe adverse streamwise pres-
sure gradient (dp/dx > 0). A wall-bounded viscous boundary
layer is a thin region adjacent to a surface across which the
flow velocity increases from zero at the wall to the freestream
level at the edge of the boundary layer. There is a concomi-
tant change in the Mach number through the boundary layer.
Consequently there is always a locus embedded within the
boundary layer where the flow decreases to sonic conditions
and below. It is well known that the boundary layer charac-
teristics and behavior – even for an incompressible flow –
is highly sensitive to the applied pressure gradient (Schetz,
1993). This is a key boundary layer feature that ultimately
results in a range of complex interactions as the shock wave
in-effect presents a very strong adverse pressure gradient.

For an SBLI, within the supersonic region of the flow
the strong adverse pressure gradient across the shock can-
not propagate upstream. However, it is able to propagate
upstream through the subsonic portion of the boundary
layer. The effective pressure rise associated with the shock
then causes a more conventional response in the subsonic

boundary layer whereby it thickens. Consequently this in-
crease in the boundary layer thickness then causes a deflec-
tion of the streamlines that alters the shock structure. This
aspect is the fundamental element of the nature of a shock
boundary layer interaction whereby the shock modifies the
boundary layer, which then in turn affects the shock structure.
This simple general feature applies to a range of configura-
tions for laminar and turbulent boundary layers as well as for
normal and oblique shocks. The details and nature of the in-
teraction depend on a wider range of parameters such as the
boundary layer Reynolds number, shape factor H, and shock
pressure rise.

A favorable pressure gradient (dp/dx < 0) is generally ben-
eficial for a boundary layer whereas an adverse pressure gra-
dient (dp/dx > 0) is associated with a deceleration of the flow
and eventually leads to separation (Schetz, 1993). The SBLI
can be considered as an extreme adverse pressure gradient,
and consequently one of the key aspects for an SBLI is if
the imposed pressure rise through the shock is sufficiently
large to induce a separation. The SBLI is classified as re-
sulting in a complete flow separation, an incipient separa-
tion, or remaining attached. Due to the characteristics of a
laminar boundary layer it is more sensitive to an adverse
pressure gradient, and therefore incipient separation occurs
for a lower shock strength (pressure ratio p1/p0). Furthermore,
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Figure 2. Transonic shock–induced separation: (a) local separation; (b) extended separation. Reproduced with permission from Lambourne
(1958) c© BMT Group Ltd.

for a laminar boundary layer with a strong shock interaction
a separation can occur that subsequently prompts boundary
layer transition to turbulent flow. This, now turbulent shear
layer, sometimes reattaches to the surface and proceeds as
a turbulent attached boundary layer (Houghton and Carpen-
ter, 2003). The more commonly encountered arrangement of
a turbulent boundary layer has received more attention both
experimentally and computationally. In principle, the flow
physics is similar but a larger pressure gradient is required
to induce a local flow separation. For hypersonic flows, the
occurrence of a separated flow region is a key feature as it
is associated with a significant augmentation in local heat
transfer (Estruch et al., 2009).

2.1 SBLI flow features

Although the fundamental underlying principles of the
interaction are similar for a normal and an oblique shock, the
ensuing details of the flow are different. For a transonic air-
foil, the flow over the suction surface comprises a supersonic
region followed by a terminating normal shock boundary
(Figure 1a). The impact of this normal shock on the bound-
ary layer can have significant effects such as inducing a local
or even an open separation. This is illustrated in Figure 2a,
which shows a shadowgraph image of a shock-induced local
separation on a lifting airfoil at a transonic Mach number.
As the Mach number is increased and the suction surface
shock strengthens, the separation extends to the airfoil trail-
ing edge and there is also a larger effect on the shock it-
self (Figure 2b). A simple schematic of the interaction for

a super-critical normal shock is presented in Figure 3a. The
normal shock induces a separation and splits into two legs
of a lambda-type shock in the boundary layer region. The
upstream compression waves are caused by the flow turn-
ing due to the separation, and a downstream leg sits between
the separation flow and the primary shock. For this super-
critical case, the pressure footprint comprises three distinct
regions: a rapid initial rise associated with the separation, a
relatively flat region along the separated flow region, followed
by an additional region of pressure rise (Figure 3b). The initial
rapid pressure rise is the level required to force the boundary
layer to separate and is therefore reasonably constant for a
fixed approaching flow. This rise does not match the total rise
across the imposed shock disturbance. Once the flow is sepa-
rated, it cannot sustain further large pressure rises and the rate
of increase is modest across the recirculation zone. Once the
flow reattaches, the pressure rises again to eventually deliver
the required ratio. For a sub-critical flow the interaction does
not produce a separation and the main effect is a smearing out
of the pressure footprint and a slight thickening of the bound-
ary layer. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 3c. For
two-dimensional oblique shock interactions, a similar demar-
cation occurs between sub- and super-critical configurations
(Green, 1970).

2.2 Important flow parameters

The mutual interference between the shock and the boundary
layer will clearly depend on both the individual parameters
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4 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

Figure 3. Interaction of a normal shock with a turbulent bound-
ary layer in transonic flow: (a) super-critical flow; (b) supercritical
surface pressure distribution; and (c) sub-critical flow model.

that categorize the separate features as well as the combined
range of parameters. Configurations where the interaction
terms are small are not of particular concern from an engi-
neering point of view. It is more important to focus on the
configurations where the interaction terms are strong and,
in particular, to understand the boundaries between benign
and unfavorable configurations. Restricting our initial con-
siderations to a two-dimensional arrangement, the important
parameters with regard to the undisturbed approaching
boundary layer flow are the state of the boundary layer (i.e.,
laminar or turbulent), the shape factor Hi , the boundary layer
Reynolds number Reδ, and the locus of the sonic point within
the boundary layer (Délery, 1985, Délery and Marvin, 1986).
These parameters are inter-related such that the shape fac-
tor Hi decreases with increasing Reynolds number for a ref-
erence zero pressure gradient flow. Given that the velocity

profile shape is characterized by the shape factor, it is clear
that the location of the boundary layer sonic point from the
wall will increase as the shape factor increases, that is, as the
profile becomes less ‘full’. The significance of this is that it
is this sub-sonic portion of the boundary layer that enables
the upstream propagation of the pressure rise and thereby fa-
cilitates the more complex interaction topology. One of the
notable characteristics of an SBLI is the upstream extent of
the interaction zone and it is these upstream boundary layer
and inviscid Mach number parameters that affect this length,
L0. Finally, the individual effect of Reynolds number on the
interaction length is more complex. At high Reynolds num-
bers the extent of the supercritical interaction decreases as
the Reynolds number increases (Délery, 1985), whereas at
lower Reynolds numbers the opposite trend is observed with
an increase in L0 as Reynolds number increases.

For a two-dimensional flow, the parameters with respect
to the shock are primarily the shock strength, angle (normal
or oblique), steadiness, and source. Depending on whether
the shock is normal or oblique, the flow field will be differ-
ent for supercritical interactions where the structure of the
shock will change (Figure 1). The shock strength is typically
evaluated as a simple static pressure ratio and depends on the
Mach number and shock angle for oblique shocks. As the
pressure ratio increases, the effect on the boundary layer and
the interaction region also increases. This will ultimately re-
sult in a greater effect in turn back onto the initial shock. The
shock steadiness relates to the independent unsteadiness of
the initial shock such as those encountered in a transient ar-
rangement in turbomachinery. Finally, the shock source can
be classified as local or remote. A local shock occurs due to
the near-field geometry or aerodynamics such as supersonic
flow over a compression ramp or the terminating shock for a
transonic airfoil (Figure 1). A remote shock source is where
the shock is generated elsewhere but propagates to the surface
of interest and impinges onto the boundary layer (Figure 1e).
An example of this is for an intake flow where the cowl shock
impinges onto the adjacent surface.

2.3 Free interaction theory

Chapman (Délery and Marvin, 1986) proposed a free inter-
action theory that can be useful in assessing the underlying
sensitivities to the various upstream flow parameters only. It
is clear that viscous aspects are important when considering
the impact of a shock on the boundary layer, and Chapman’s
theory proposes a balance between the pressure rise required
for separation (�ps) and shear stress terms at the wall (Cf ).
Equation (1) shows the proposed relationship as a function of
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Figure 4. Schematic of wall pressure distribution and definition
of upstream interaction length L1 for a sub-critical interaction of a
normal shock with a turbulent boundary.

the approaching Mach number (M0) and dynamic head (q0).
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] (
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M2
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− 0.5 (3)

This is sometimes expressed as equations (2) and (3) where
the coefficient K is replaced by an empirically derived pa-
rameter Fs. This is a function of the boundary layer state
(laminar or turbulent) and the x-direction length scale, which
is taken as the distance from the nominal interaction origin
(x0) to the point at which the pressure rise reaches a plateau
((x − x0)/L). The x-distance is non-dimensionalized by the
total interaction length, L, and at the critical separation point,
the criterion Fs is 0.81 for laminar and 4.22 for turbulent
flows. This supports the observation that the critical pressure
rise must increase with the skin friction coefficient, which
reduces as the Reynolds number increases.

2.4 Interaction lengths

The surface footprint of the SBLI extends both upstream and
downstream of the idealized reference location. The extent
of this depends on the transition state of the boundary layer,
the disturbance shock, the wall curvature, the downstream
nominal pressure gradient, and the strength of the interac-
tion. For a laminar boundary layer, and partially due to the
larger sub-sonic portion close to the wall, the extent of the
upstream interaction length is relatively large. For a transonic
interaction in which separation is not induced, the length of
the supersonic upstream interaction length is defined as the
distance from the point of initial pressure rise to the location
at which the wall static pressure corresponds to a Mach num-
ber of 1 (Figure 4). As expected this characteristic length is
a function of boundary layer Reynolds number (Re∗

δ ), shape
factor (Hi), and Mach number. These parameters are found
to correlate empirically as presented in equation (4) (Délery,
1985).

L1 = 70δ∗(Hi − 1) (4)

For an interaction in supersonic flow the definition of the
upstream interaction length is defined as the distance from
the initial pressure rise to the point at which the shock would
have impinged (or originated from), as illustrated in Figure 5.
In this case there is another degree of freedom from the
impinging shock (or ramp) angle (α). Nevertheless, there
are some similarities with the parameterizations observed in
the transonic case such as the sensitivity to shape factor Hi

and the boundary layer Reynolds number (Reδ). For a fixed
Mach number (M∞ = 3), a good empirical correlation for
a compression ramp was presented by Settles, Perkins and

Figure 5. Upstream interaction length definition for oblique shocks: (a) sharp compression ramp; (b) impinging shock.
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6 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

Bogdonoff (1981) as shown in equation (5).

L1 = 0.9δ

(Reδ)
1/3

e0.23α (5)

However, there is no general correlation to estimate L1.
Finally, for a laminar oblique shock interaction, the upstream
distances are greatly increased by up to almost an order
of magnitude in comparison with a similar turbulent case
(Délery and Marvin, 1986).

3 SHOCK-INDUCED SEPARATION

Understanding the conditions for which a shock-induced sep-
aration will occur is a key concern in many practical engi-
neering situations. From the previous discussions it is clear
that the parameters that would be expected to influence the
separation are the pressure rise, boundary layer shape and
state, and the Reynolds number. Incipient separation criteria
are generally based on experimental databases mostly gener-
ated from wind tunnel testing. The determination of the exact
point and condition of separation can be a difficult parameter
to determine, as it is highly sensitive to intrusive measurement
methods and the exact location is not known a priori. Conse-
quently, a number of measurement techniques and analysis
methods have been developed. Although the primary interest
is in determining the surface shear stress distribution, histor-
ically this has been a difficult measurement to make reliably.
Other methods include Pitot probe and velocity measure-
ments using non-intrusive laser techniques. However, each
of these presents its own difficulties and much of the em-
pirical database has been correlated based on more simple
measurements of surface static pressure. The static pressure
distributions provide an indirect metric from which the onset
of separation is inferred. This is usually indicated by a sharp
change in the curvature of the static pressure profile that is
taken as an indicator that the initial onset of separation has
occurred (Green, 1970). Surface flow visualization technique
can also be used to determine the onset of separation (Settles,
1993). The actual point of incipient separation is not directly
identifiable from the flow visualizations. Consequently, one
method of determining the critical condition is to plot the vi-
sualized separation length as a function of disturbance input,
such as ramp angle or Mach number. This enables an inter-
preted incipient separation condition to be inferred from the
separation length characteristics. Incipient separation – for
two-dimensional flows – is defined as the condition at which
the wall shear stress is zero (τw = 0) (Figure 6). Any further
deleterious changes in the flow conditions (e.g., an increase

x distance 

τwall 

S

Increasing M0

R

S Separation
R Reattachment  

Incipient
separation   

Separated
region

Figure 6. Schematic of wall shear stress development for increasing
Mach number for two-dimensional flow. Reproduced with permis-
sion from Green (1970) c© Elsevier.

in shock strength) results in a reduction in τw and the region
of τw < 0 is considered to be separated.

3.1 Transonic shock–induced separations

Initial considerations by Chapman (Pearcey, 1961) proposed
that for a flat plate flow the pressure rise at the point of separa-
tion is related to the skin friction coefficient just upstream of
the interaction point (equation (6)). For a laminar boundary
layer, a slightly modified expression was proposed by Gadd
(Pearcey, 1961), which includes the effect of Mach number
and uses Reynolds number to capture the skin friction coef-
ficient element (equation (7)).

Cp sep ∝ √
Cf0 (6)

Cp sep = 1.13√
β0Re1/2

x

, where β0 =
√

M2
0 − 1 (7)

Although the constant of proportionality depends on whether
the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent, the underlying re-
lationship is considered pertinent. It also interlinks with the
basic considerations that the critical separation pressure coef-
ficient will be higher for turbulent flows as well as for bound-
ary layers with a lower shape factor. For nominally transonic
normal shock interactions where separation occurs, the shape
factor initially increases at the upstream instigation point and
rapidly reaches a critical value that, for a turbulent boundary
layer, is approximately Hi = 2.5. Once the separation region
begins to reduce, the flow reattaches and the shape factor
returns to a lower level depending on the subsequent flow de-
velopment. However, the flow history is observed through the
boundary layer turbulence profiles. For example, even for the
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marginal incipient transonic cases, where an extended large
separation region does not occur, there is a notable change
in the boundary layer turbulence intensity where at a given
boundary layer height, the streamwise turbulence intensity
is over an order of magnitude greater in the downstream at-
tached region relative to the approaching flow (Délery, 1985).
The interaction produces a large rise in both turbulent kinetic
energy and Reynolds’ stress terms, which reach a maximum
ahead of the reattachment point. These terms are also up to
an order of magnitude higher than the approaching flow lev-
els. Of pressing interest is the incipient separation criterion
and for a transonic case an empirical correlation shows that
the critical Mach number is approximately 1.3 (Délery, 1985)
for a flat plate flow. The correlation shows that as the bound-
ary layer shape factor Hi reduces from about 1.55 to 1.3 the
boundary layer becomes more resilient and there is a very
slight increase in the critical Mach number.

It is this type of super-critical transonic interaction that
can have a significant effect on an airfoil buffet characteris-
tics (Pearcey, 1961). Once a separation occurs, the location
of the SBLI relative to the airfoil trailing edge is of critical
importance. If the separation is sufficiently large, it can re-
sult in a separated flow extending all the way to the trailing
edge, which can result in the loss of airfoil lift and the on-
set of buffet. The buffet boundary depends on the airfoil Cp
distribution, lift coefficient, and flight Mach number. Further-
more, the development of a substantial shock-induced sepa-
ration region can lead to a periodic self-excited flow where
the SBLI location is changing and produces large unsteady
changes in the airfoil lift and pitching moment (Lee, 2001).

3.2 Supersonic shock–induced separations

For a supersonic configuration the onset of separation is
expected to be a function of the shock or ramp angle (α),
the Reynolds number (Reδ), upstream Mach number, and the
boundary layer shape factor (Hi). Unfortunately, the critical
criterion for separation in this case does not follow a sim-
ple pattern. For a laminar oblique supersonic interaction, the
interaction region can be very large and extend for a dis-
tance equivalent to 100 boundary layer thicknesses, δ (Schetz,
1993). This is substantially larger than that for a turbulent flow
where a comparable interaction length can be approximately
10δ. Based on an empirical database, Chapman, Kuehn and
Larson (1958) proposed a critical pressure coefficient (Cp s),
which is required to cause a laminar separation (equation (8)).

Cp s ≡ 2

γMe
2

(
p

pe

− 1
)

= 0.93
[(

Me
2 − 1

)
Re

]−0.25
(8)

From the empirical database it is established that the pressure
rise necessary for separation increases with the Mach num-
ber, which is in agreement with Chapman’s criterion. How-
ever, there are opposing trends for the effect of α , which
also depend on the flow Reynolds number. This is a little
similar to that previously discussed for transonic interaction
lengths. However, the sensitivity in critical α reduces for high
Reynolds numbers.

For a turbulent supersonic interaction, a variety of simpli-
fied prediction theories and empirical correlations have been
proposed. A basic correlation is that based on the free inter-
action theory as presented in Section 2.3. Another method
is that of Reshotko and Tucker (1955), which uses a model
based on the effect of a pressure discontinuity on a turbulent
boundary layer. The method uses a modified shape factor that
is related to the more conventional incompressible factor, Hi0.
The separation criterion is then related to the Mach number
ratio across the oblique shock (M2/M0) such that

M2

M0
= f {Hi2}

f {Hi0} (9)

The effect of Reynolds number is indirectly included through
the dependence of Hi on Reδ. Reshotko and Tucker (1955)
proposed a critical Mach number ratio of 0.762 based on a
flat plate turbulent boundary layer 1/7th velocity profile. This
method can also then be extended using the oblique shock
relations to express the criterion in terms of a pressure ratio
instead of a Mach number ratio. An example of the separation
criterion based on this analysis is shown in Figure 7, which
separately splits the M2, M0 terms and the approaching shape
factor H0. Separation is expected to occur if the condition
point (M2, M0) lies below the approaching shape factor level,
that is, the boundary layer is not sufficiently resilient to avoid
separation for the prescribed pressure rise.
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Figure 7. Schematic of an oblique supersonic shock separation
model.
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8 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

Figure 8. Schlieren impinging oblique shock interactions: (a) sub-critical reflection (M = 1.74, α r = 4◦); (b) super-critical (M = 2.4,
αr = 13◦).

3.3 Supersonic interaction flow field

For a sub-critical oblique interaction, the impinging shock
effectively results in a simple reflection with the origin of the
reflection offset from the surface and being nominally at the
sonic point. This is illustrated in Figure 8a, which shows a
Schlieren image at Mach 2.4 for an impinging shock gener-
ated by a two-dimensional wedge. For a super-critical config-
uration the interaction is clearly more complex as illustrated
in Figure 8b and Figure 9. The impinging shock produces
a thickening of the sub-sonic boundary layer that generates
a sequence of finite compression waves, which then inter-
sect with the primary shock and ultimately coalesce to form
the reflected separation shock. The primary shock intersects
with the separated region boundary and reflects as an ex-
pansion fan. As the separation region diminishes, the flow is
turned back towards the surface and results in a sequence of
compression waves, which eventually form a more defined
reattachment shock. For a fixed upstream Mach number and
boundary layer, the potency of the interaction depends on the
shock strength as characterized by the deflection across the
impinging wave (�α). Based on the free interaction theory,
the critical pressure ratio to cause separation is only a func-
tion of the prescribed upstream conditions. In agreement with
this, when the approaching flow is held constant, it is observed
that the surface static pressure ratio at the point of separation
is constant (Figure 10). However, as the disturbance strength

Figure 9. Interpretation of the oblique shock interaction shown in
Figure 8b.

Increasing shock 
deflection (∆α )

p/p to

X distance

Separation
point, S  

Reattachment point, R  

Figure 10. Sketch of the effect of shock strength on the surface
static pressure ratio and separation length. Reproduced with per-
mission from Délery and Marvin (1986) c© Elsevier.

increases the separation length growth is achieved by an in-
crease in the pressure ratio at the point of re-attachment.

Across the supersonic interaction region, there is a reduc-
tion in both the boundary layer and displacement thickness.
Although there is no simple correlation for the scale of these
changes, an example case of a flat plate flow at Mach 3.88
shows that the reduction in both δ and δ* is approximately
35% relative to the approaching flow conditions (Délery and
Marvin, 1986). Similar to the transonic cases, there is a large
increase in the turbulent flow parameters across the interac-
tion.

4 UNSTEADY ASPECTS OF SBLI

The interaction between a shock and a turbulent boundary
layer is, in general, the most commonly encountered type of
SBLI. Although the early investigations reported that many
supercritical SBLI configurations produce a steady flow, it
is now generally accepted that all turbulent cases where
separation occurs is fundamentally unsteady (Dolling, 2001;
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Dolling and Murphy, 1983; Dupont et al., 2005). The un-
steadiness of the flow can manifest as local aspects such
as shock oscillations, unsteady separation and reattachment
points, as well as more global flow oscillations (Dussauge
and Piponniau, 2008). In general, these features are unde-
sirable and can have a significant and detrimental effect on
the vehicle structure, loads, heat transfer, and flight stability
(flutter).

The nature of the flow unsteadiness is complex and com-
prises both low- and high-frequency elements. There is some
evidence for an SBLI with a turbulent flow that the state
and spectrum of the approaching boundary layer can influ-
ence the unsteady characteristics. Indeed, simultaneous mea-
surements of the separated shock velocity oscillations and
the pressure fluctuations in the approaching boundary layer
show a clear cross-correlation as well as a small lag between
the incoming disturbance and the shock movement (Beresh,
Clemens and Dolling, 2002). Similarly, the classification of
the interaction can result in a spectrum change even when
all else is kept constant. For example, one particular study
showed that the frequencies of the shock-induced separation
at Mach 5 for a two-dimensional compression ramp were
typically less than 0.5 kHz. However, using the exact same
freestream and approaching boundary layer conditions, the
dominant shock frequencies increased to 7 kHz as the ramp
sweep angle changed from 0 to 50◦ (Dolling, 2001). This
illustrates that there is another mechanism at play with re-
gard to the unsteady features. Finally, an experimental in-
vestigation (Beresh, Clemens and Dolling, 2002) established
a relationship between boundary layer velocity fluctuations
and the oscillation of the shock foot. A conditional averaging
technique was used to show that negative velocity fluctuations
within the boundary layer resulted in an upstream movement
of the shock foot. Similarly, positive velocity fluctuations
produced movement. These correlations were found in the
near-wall region and did not extend as far as the outer bound-
ary layer profile. These results underwrite a simple idea that
the positive near-wall perturbations produce a more robust
boundary layer, which slightly delays the onset of separation
and hence moves the shock foot further aft.

The unsteadiness in the interaction comprises high fre-
quency content in the tens of kHz, which is associated with
the conventional turbulent boundary layer spectrum. The
reflected shock movement is typically associated with low
frequency in the range of hundreds of Hertz. The range of
movement is in the order of the initial boundary layer thick-
ness (Dupont et al., 2005). For this particular supercritical
configuration the extent of the separated region is in the order
of 4–6 times the approaching boundary layer thickness, δ,
and that the extent of the shock foot movement increased
with shock strength and was in the order of 1–2δ. Within the

interaction region the spectral content is in the intermediate
range of 1–10 kHz.

5 SWEPT SBLI

So far, this discussion has been limited to two-dimensional
flows and shock boundary layer interactions. Although this
serves as a good introduction to the topic, and indeed is of di-
rect relevance in some engineering applications, there is also
a wide range of applications where the interaction is between
the boundary layer and a swept shock. These include the
flows for fins, wing root junctions, conical and wedge-type
intakes, double fins, crossing shocks, as well as swept ramps
and steps. As an introduction to this aspect of SBLI a brief
discussion of the ‘sharp-fin interaction’ or ‘glancing shock’
configuration is presented. This is one of the swept config-
urations that has received the most attention as identified in
the works of Délery and Marvin (1986), Settles and Dolling
(1990), Alvi and Settles (1992), Settles (1993), Settles and
Dodson (1994), and Panaras (1996).

A basic geometry for glancing shock interaction com-
prises a variable incidence sharp fin mounted at right angles
to a flat plate with an approaching boundary layer. Across
the glancing shock, the additional degree of freedom now
results in a spanwise pressure gradient, which is imposed
onto the flat plate boundary layer and results in a highly
skewed three-dimensional profile. An incipient separation
model proposed by McCabe (Settles, 1993) is based on the
spanwise surface flow deflection characteristic, and proposes
that the critical condition is reached when the surface flow
is aligned with the freestream shock direction. An extension
of this for high Mach numbers with an empirical correction
gives the very simple criterion based on the approaching
Mach number (M0) and the angle of the shock generator (β)
(Kubota and Stollery, 1982):

M0β = 0.30 (10)

For these swept shock configurations the flow strongly
depends on the occurrence of a shock-induced separation. A
flow field model proposed by Kubota for a sub-critical config-
uration without separation highlights that a strong, but small,
corner vortex is formed between the fin and the flat plate
(Figure 11a). As the interaction is strengthened by increasing
the generator angle, the outward deflection of the surface
boundary layer eventually leads to the separation of the main
flow, which results in the formation of a larger contra-rotating
vortex between the strong corner vortex and the shock
(Figure 11b). These aspects of the flow have an important
effect on the surface heat transfer, and it was shown that there
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10 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

Figure 11. Flow field interpretations for glancing shock interactions from a sharp fin: (a) sub-critical; (b) super-critical. Reproduced from
Kubota and Stollery (1982) c© Cambridge University Press.

are local heat flux peaks that are associated with both the
large separated flow vortex as well as the compact corner vor-
tex. Under these relatively modest Mach number conditions
(M = 2.4) the local heat flux on the flat plate near the corner
vortex was amplified by up to a factor of three in comparison
to the undisturbed boundary layer. It is expected that the heat
transfer amplification depends on the shock strength, and a
range of empirical correlations have proposed simple power
relationships between the heat transfer ratio (Stpk/St∞) and
the peak surface pressure ratio (ppk/p∞). However, some
of these exhibit significant scatter in the data and a simpler
correlation for the peak heat transfer is proposed based
on the shock normal Mach number (Settles, 1993). This
provides an estimate for the peak heat transfer for a sharp
fin glancing shock interaction in the region outboard of the
inception region, which occurs toward the leading edge of
the fin and is correlated with experimental data where the
peak heating is amplified by up to seven times the reference
level for a turbulent flow.

Stpk

St∞
= 3.7Mn − 2.7 (11)

Although the swept SBLI topology is more complex than
the two-dimensional arrangements, some similarities are
observed by considering the flow field in a plane normal
to the shock surface. Green (1970) proposed for a quasi-
two-dimensional flow that the structure in a plane normal to
the shock is similar to that for a two-dimensional transonic
shock interaction (Figure 3a). With this projection, the flow
has the familiar characteristics of the separation compression
wave, the bifurcating triple point, and the trailing leg of the
lambda shock footprint. In the actual case of a fin-generated
glancing shock, the flow for a non-infinite interaction can
be considered as quasi-conical and the flow structure is also
observed to have substantive similarities with Figure 3a
(Alvi and Settles, 1992).

6 CONCLUSION

Mutual interactions can occur between a shock wave and a
viscous boundary layer in a wide range of engineering appli-
cations. This can have a significant effect on both the local
flow field and heat transfer as well as on the overall aerody-
namics. The most significant effects occur when the shock is
sufficiently strong to cause a separation of the boundary layer.
When a shock-induced separation occurs, the interaction is
fundamentally unsteady and the flow exhibits a range of com-
plex characteristics. Furthermore, the range of interactions
includes the more commonly encountered three-dimensional
configurations, which introduces a further level of complex-
ity. There are a variety of theoretical methods and empirical
correlations that are used to predict key aspects of the interac-
tion such as when separation is expected to occur. However,
there is no universal validated method currently available and
this is still an area of active research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Turbulent mixing in shear flows plays a vital role in a vari-
ety of aerospace applications. Modern subsonic commercial
aircraft typically use high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines in
which the bypass fan stream mixes with the high-energy ex-
haust flow of the core engine. This mixing may occur in the
aft portion of the nozzle or in the plume region. The level of
noise generated by these exhaust flows increases nonlinearly
with jet velocity and is related to the turbulent kinetic energy
in the shear layer. Nozzle trailing-edge modifications such
as chevrons have been used to modify the turbulent structure
of the jet shear layer, shifting the frequency of the generated
noise. Proposed designs for supersonic transports have fo-
cused on the use of mixer–ejector nozzles in which entrained
secondary air is mixed with the core engine stream within
the exhaust nozzle. This mixing of the exhaust flow reduces
the nozzle exit velocity and resultant noise levels at take-
off. The size of the exhaust nozzle is directly related to how

effectively the two streams mix. Knowledge of the spread-
ing rate of the compressible exhaust flow is also needed in
order to address plume interaction with the control surfaces
of the aircraft. In addition, the rate of decay and spreading of
hot compressible jets is directly related to the infrared plume
signatures of military aircraft. For air-breathing hypersonic
vehicles, the size and weight of the supersonic combustion
ramjet (scramjet) are governed by how efficiently the fuel
and oxidizer are mixed to enable complete combustion. The
viability and efficiency of all of these systems are directly
tied to the turbulent mixing of free shear flows such as jets
and mixing layers.

2 PLANAR MIXING LAYERS

In studying the effects of compressibility on turbulent mixing,
the planar shear layer is perhaps the simplest and most eas-
ily examined. Planar mixing layers form when two parallel
streams initially separated by a thin solid surface are allowed
to come into contact. A shear layer develops between the
high- and low-speed flows, and the thickness of this shear
layer increases with downstream distance. Compressibility
causes a significant reduction in the growth rate of the shear
layer and also causes a reduction in some of the key turbu-
lent stresses. This, of course, has an adverse impact on the
aforementioned applications that heavily rely upon rapid and
efficient mixing of flows. In addition, flow visualization re-
veals that the very nature of the turbulence structures also
changes considerably.

2.1 Incompressible planar mixing layers

In order to fully appreciate how compressibility affects the
development and behavior of planar mixing layers, one must
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2 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

first understand the structure of incompressible turbulent
mixing layers. One of the most remarkable features of low-
speed mixing layers is the presence of coherent large-scale
spanwise-oriented vortical structures clearly documented by
Brown and Roshko (1974). The formation of these large-scale
structures is triggered by the fundamental Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability of the flow, and it is the exponential growth of
these instabilities, which causes the shear layer to roll up into
large spanwise vortices. The initial spacing between vortices
is tied to the frequency of the most dominant instabilities, as
evidenced when forcing is applied to the mixing layer.

These spanwise rollers convect downstream at roughly the
average speed of the two streams. As they do, they grow by
entraining fluid from outside the shear layer, and they com-
bine through a series of pairing and tearing processes (Winant
and Browand, 1974). In the pairing process, two adjacent ed-
dies draw together and begin rotating about each other, re-
distributing their vorticity until they eventually merge into a
single larger eddy. This pairing process may be triggered by
local instabilities that push one of the eddies away from the
centerline, thereby giving it a slightly faster or slower con-
vective velocity depending on which stream it is pushed to-
wards. In the tearing process, a portion of an eddy splits apart
from the rest and is consumed by another neighboring eddy.
This amalgamation of eddies through the pairing and tearing
processes results in fewer, larger structures. Therefore, the
spacing between eddies increases with distance downstream.

As the flow progresses downstream, secondary spanwise
instabilities are also triggered, which lead to the devel-
opment of additional streamwise vortices. These counter-
rotating streamwise vortices or “ribs” form in the braid region
between rollers, and wrap around successive spanwise vor-
tices (Dutton, 1997). The spanwise spacing between these
streamwise vortices is observed to increase further down-
stream and may be related to the increasing streamwise spac-
ing of the larger rolling structures. The strength of the stream-
wise ribs can be of the same order of magnitude as that of the
large spanwise rollers, and their interaction leads to a distor-
tion of the large-scale structures. This three dimensionality
and vortex-stretching work to feed higher-order instabilities
that lead to the development of smaller-scale turbulence.

Far downstream, the flow reaches a fully developed
state where the profiles of mean velocity and turbulence
statistics achieve self-similarity when plotted using ap-
propriately scaled variables. Generally, the mean velocity
becomes self-similar before the turbulence quantities, which
develop in the order of streamwise turbulence, transverse
turbulence, then turbulent shear stress (Goebel and Dutton,
1991).

The shape of the experimentally measured mean velocity
profiles is often compared to the theoretical error function

profile derived by Görtler (1942),

u∗ ≡ u − u2

u1 − u2
= 1

2
[1 + erf (η − η 0)] (1)

where the similarity variable η is defined as

η = σ
y

x − x0
(2)

To use this expression, three parameters must be known or
determined experimentally: σ, the spread rate parameter; x0,
the location of the virtual origin of the mixing layer, which
is often upstream of the physical location where the mixing
layer begins; and y0 (or η 0), the transverse location of the
center of the shear layer. The spread rate parameter can be
related to the velocity and density ratios of the two streams
(Papamoschou and Roshko, 1988):

σ0

σ
= λs ≡ (1 − r)

(
1 + √

s
)

2
(
1 + r

√
s
) (3)

and a value of σ0 = 11 is often used. The turbulence pro-
files all exhibit very similar Gaussian-like shapes, which are
consistent with that obtained analytically for the shear stress.

From a practical perspective, there is no way to measure
the exact width of the unsteady shear layer. Therefore, re-
searchers have devised various measures of the shear layer
width, which are readily quantifiable and can be related to
the spread parameter. One measure of the shear layer width
is the visual thickness δvis obtained from images of the flow.
The spreading angles of both sides of the mixing layer are esti-
mated by drawing straight-line mean tangents to the “edges”
of the mixing layer. The visual thickness at any given ax-
ial location is then defined as the distance between the edge
lines. As though somewhat subjective, this technique works
well for incompressible mixing layers that have very well-
defined large-scale vortical structures. For high-speed flows,
which lack these dominant structures, identifying the edge
of the shear layer becomes much more difficult. As a more
objective measure, researchers have used thickness defini-
tions based upon profiles of pitot pressure or mean velocity.
The various velocity-based thickness definitions include the
10% �u thickness, b; the vorticity thickness, δω; the momen-
tum thickness, θ; and the energy thickness, B. Samimy and
Elliot (1990) discuss some of the benefits and shortcomings
of these various measures of the mixing layer thickness, par-
ticularly with regards to (i) the number and reliability of data
points used in describing the thickness and (ii) the ability
of that parameter to describe variations in the mixing layer
thickness due to changes in flow characteristics.
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In the fully developed region, the mixing layer thickness
is found to grow linearly with downstream position. Us-
ing equations (1)–(3), the growth rates can be related to the
velocity–density parameter, λs.

db/dx

0.165
= dδω/dx

0.161
= dθ/dx

0.036
= dB/dx

0.135
= λs (4)

Empirical relations for the mixing layer growth rate have
also been put forth by Brown and Roshko (1974) and
Papamoschou and Roshko (1988).

dδpit/dx

0.28
= dδvis/dx

0.34
= dδω/dx

0.17
= λs (5)

These relations are based upon experimental data rather than
Görtler’s velocity profile.

2.2 Compressible planar mixing layers

One of the key observations of compressible planar mixing
layers is that they tend to spread more slowly than incom-
pressible mixing layers at equivalent velocity and density
ratios. Since many of the early experiments investigated
single-stream mixing layers, where one stream was at rest
and increasing the Mach number of the other was accom-
panied by decreasing temperature and therefore increasing
density, this reduction in growth rate was generally thought
to be caused by density differences between the two streams.
However, the subsequent dual-stream experimental results of
Brown and Roshko (1974) revealed that the effect of extreme
density differences alone could not explain this phenomenon
and that the reduction in growth rate of compressible mixing
layers is a true compressibility effect.

The convective Mach number is one of the most commonly
used measures for quantifying the level of compressibility
of mixing layer flows. For two pressure-matched streams
with the same ratio of specific heats (same γ), the convective
velocity and Mach number are computed as

Uc = a2u1 + a1u2

a1 + a2
(6)

Mc = u1 − u2

a1 + a2
(7)

and represent the rate at which the large-scale structures pro-
pagate downstream.

Using the convective Mach number as a measure of com-
pressibility, the mixing layer growth rates from a variety of
experimental data sets are summarized as shown in Figure 1.
These growth rates have been normalized by the correlation
for incompressible mixing layer growth rate at the same ve-
locity and density ratios. The figure indicates a clear pattern
of reduced growth rate with increasing compressibility, at
least until Mc > 1.0 where additional compressibility seems
to have only a minimal effect. The scatter in the data has been
attributed to a number of factors, including the use of differ-
ent experimental facilities and measurement techniques, the
use of data that has not fully achieved self-similarity, dif-
ferences in the mixing layer thickness definition used, un-
certainty in the estimate of the incompressible mixing layer
thickness, and the possibility that the convective Mach num-
ber may not fully capture the effects of compressibility or
may only capture the first-order effects (Dutton, 1997). In
particular, the data of Figure 1 indicate a disparity between
mixing layer growth rate measurements based on pitot thick-
ness or visual thickness (shown as solid symbols) and the
various other growth rate estimates that are based on velocity
measurements.
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Figure 1. Normalized compressible mixing layer growth rate data.
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Figure 2. Side view composite Schlieren images of planar
mixing layers at Mc = 0.28 (a) and 0.62 (b). Reproduced with
permission from Clemens and Mungal (1995) c© Cambridge
University Press.

Along with a reduction in mixing layer growth rate,
structural changes have also been observed in compressible
mixing layers (Clemens and Mungal, 1995). In some low-
convective Mach number flows, large-scale vortical struc-
tures have been observed, which extend spanwise across the
width of the test section much like they do in incompress-
ible flows. As shown in Figure 2, at moderate convective
Mach numbers (Mc ≈ 0.5), the large-scale organized struc-
tures are less frequently encountered and often appear smaller
in size. Instead, the high- and low-speed interfaces of the
shear layer appear less smooth with the freestream fluid
sharply intruding into the middle of the shear layer. Plan
views, shown in Figure 3, indicate that the mixing layer be-
comes highly three dimensional with little observed spatial
regularity. Visualizations at higher convective Mach num-
bers show few discernible large-scale structures. These flows
tend to exhibit thin streamwise sheets of vorticity that ap-
pear at various transverse locations. These sheets do not
extend as far across the mixing layer as the incompress-
ible rolling structures and exhibit little transverse commu-
nication among themselves. It has been suggested that this
reduced communication across the shear layer results in
a reduction of the transverse turbulence intensity and tur-
bulent shear stress, which affects the mixing layer growth
rate.

Numerous experimental investigations have found a sig-
nificant and systematic reduction in the turbulent shear stress
and transverse turbulence intensity with increasing convec-
tive Mach number. These changes in turbulence statistics oc-
cur at convective Mach numbers as low as 0.2, well before any
reduction in the corresponding mixing layer growth rate data
is observed (Mc ≈ 0.5). Trends in the data for the streamwise
turbulence intensity are not as straightforward. Some, such
as Goebel and Dutton (1991), contend that the streamwise
turbulence remains relatively unaffected by compressibility.
Most others have noted a slight reduction, although not as
severe as with the other turbulence quantities. Thus, there is
still some debate regarding the degree to which turbulence
anisotropy is affected by compressibility.

2.3 Modeling compressible mixing layers

Several theories have been put forth to explain and/or model
the physical mechanism responsible for the observed reduc-
tion in mixing layer growth rate and the structural changes
that occur in compressible mixing layers.

Linear stability analysis (LSA) has been used to better
understand how flow instabilities contribute to the overall
structure of the mixing layer as well as gross features of
the flow such as the mixing layer growth rate. This tech-
nique solves for perturbations in the flow and can be useful
in identifying which types of disturbances will grow and un-
der what conditions. However, because stability theories deal
with small perturbations and often linearized equations, they
can predict only the lower limit of stability, which is to say
the limit at which a small perturbation will increase in am-
plitude for the first time. The growth of these disturbances
very quickly invalidates the linear assumption, so that within
the transition region and the fully developed turbulent re-
gion, the nonlinear terms become essential. Monkewitz and
Huerre (1982) have shown that the maximum spatial am-
plification in incompressible mixing layers is proportional
to the velocity parameter, which is consistent with trends
observed with the mixing layer growth rate. Studies have
also shown that the maximum amplification rate of distur-
bances in compressible mixing layers decreases significantly
with increasing convective Mach number (Ragab and Wu,
1989). When normalized by the incompressible amplifica-
tion rate, the resulting curve reasonably predicts the reduc-
tion in mixing layer growth rate as shown by the solid line
of Figure 1. Sandham and Reynolds (1990) found that for
Mc ≤ 0.6, two-dimensional waves are typically the most am-
plified. Above this convective Mach number, oblique waves
become dominant, indicating that the highly compressible
mixing layer will have a strongly three-dimensional struc-
ture. Linear stability analysis designed to investigate the ef-
fects of compressibility, heat release, and the ratios of veloc-
ity, density, and equivalence on changes in the flow structure
of chemically reacting mixing layers has shown that com-
pressibility and heat release act similarly to cause the emer-
gence and eventual dominance of additional instability modes
(Day and Reynolds, 1998).

Many of the earliest, and still widely used, models
for compressibility are based upon the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations, in particular, the explicit
dilatational terms that appear in the turbulent kinetic energy
transport equation. These terms include the dilatational dissi-
pation and the pressure dilatation. The basic premise behind
dilatation models is that in higher-speed flows, contributions
due to the dilatation of the fluctuating velocity become im-
portant and manifest themselves as an additional dissipative
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Figure 3. Plan view composite product formation Mie scattering images of planar mixing layers at Mc=0.28 (a–c) and 0.62 (d–f). Reproduced
with permission from Clemens and Mungal (1995) c© Cambridge University Press.

effect in the transport of turbulent kinetic energy, thereby
reducing the growth of turbulence.

Results from subsequent direct numerical simulation
(DNS) of homogeneous shear flows (Sarkar, 1995), tempo-
ral mixing layers (Vreman, Sandham and Luo, 1996), and
annular mixing layers indicate that the contributions of di-
latation dissipation and pressure dilatation are both insignifi-
cant and that the reduction in turbulent kinetic energy growth
rate in compressible flows is instead due to a reduced level
of turbulence production. In terms of the Reynolds-averaged
equations of motion, this reduced efficiency in turbulence
production is in turn caused by compressibility effects on
the pressure–strain correlation tensor in the Reynolds stress
transport equation. Reduced pressure fluctuations (i.e., re-
duced communication) across the compressible shear layer
alter the pressure–strain that redistributes the turbulence

energy between the streamwise, transverse, and spanwise
terms. These results show that while each of the Reynolds
stresses are reduced with increasing compressibility, the
streamwise normal stress is less affected and leads to an in-
crease in the turbulence anisotropy. However, the temporal
mixing layer DNS of Pantano and Sarkar (2002) suggests
that the degree to which turbulence anisotropy changes may
depend upon the extent and duration of the simulation.

Since compressibility effects appear to be linked to
changes in the pressure–strain correlation tensor, accurate
physical modeling of compressible mixing layers would re-
quire (at a minimum) the use of algebraic or differential
Reynolds stress models. Simple eddy viscosity models based
solely on the transport of turbulent kinetic energy could only
be modified in an ad hoc fashion by altering the eddy viscos-
ity relation. Unfortunately, due to the level of complexity
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in modeling second-order tensors, few truly compressible
models for the pressure–strain correlation have been devel-
oped. The more common approach has been to use existing
pressure–strain models and apply damping functions that de-
pend upon some local measure of compressibility, such as
the convective, gradient, or turbulent Mach number.

Large eddy simulation (LES) and direct numerical sim-
ulations of planar mixing layers should provide a better
physical description of the flow, since in these unsteady
simulations, the important turbulent scales are numerically
resolved rather than modeled. However, the computational
cost of DNS at high Reynolds numbers is still prohibitive
and even for LES is significantly greater than that involv-
ing the Reynolds-averaged equations of motion. In addition,
the results can be sensitive to the methods used for speci-
fying the unsteady inflow conditions, treating the near-wall
regions, and, for LES, modeling the subgrid scale stresses.

3 JETS

While turbulent jet flows differ from planar mixing layers in
several regards, some flow features of jets are fundamentally
similar. In jet flows, one fluid stream is surrounded on oppos-
ing sides by another. The initial shear layer from both sides
grows until it reaches the center of the jet and merges. The
region contained within this shear layer up to the location
where it merges at the centerline is termed the potential core,
because the mean jet velocity within this region remains con-
stant. Downstream of this point, the jet centerline velocity
decays and eventually reaches a self-similar state.

For jets issuing from relatively simple nozzles, such as
the round nozzles found on aircraft engines or rocket exhaust
systems, the shear layer is circular in shape. Flow in the initial
part of the jet may be loosely characterized as a planar-like
shear layer. The reduced shear layer growth rate in compress-
ible turbulent jets results in longer potential core lengths. In
practice, jets are found to exhibit compressibility effects at
jet Mach numbers higher than about 0.5. For unheated in-
compressible jets, the potential core length has been found
to be approximately 5 nozzle exhaust diameters. For an un-
heated Mach 2 jet, the potential core length is approximately
10 nozzle diameters long, twice the value for an incompress-
ible jet. Witze (1974) examined a number of jet experiments
to develop expressions for the jet potential core length and
centerline velocity decay as a function of jet Mach number
and ratio of jet-to-freestream densities.

Gutmark, Schadow and Yu (1995) discuss some of the
differences between planar mixing layers and jet flows.
In particular, they note that round jets support additional
axisymmetric (ring-like) and helical modes and that the

number of vortex interactions in jets is limited by the intro-
duction of additional length scales, such as the length of the
potential core. The linearized stability analysis of Michalke
(1971) demonstrated that both the axisymmetric and heli-
cal modes of jets become more stable as the Mach number
increases. If the ratio of nozzle radius to initial momentum
thickness is not too high (R/θ ≤ 6), the helical mode be-
comes dominant for Mach numbers above 0.8. For larger
ratios (R/θ > 100), both modes are equally amplified. The
nonlinear interaction of the different modes results in a highly
three-dimensional structure of the jet, which also includes
streamwise structures as in the case of planar mixing layers.

Non-circular nozzles support a different set of instability
modes that are parameterized by factors such as eccentric-
ity or aspect ratio, circumferential distribution of momentum
thickness, and local radius of curvature (Koshigoe, Tubis and
Ho, 1988). Nozzles that have both flat sides and corners ben-
efit from the large-scale mixing that occurs at the flat sides
and the small-scale mixing due to the corner flow. Because
the spreading rate at the flat sides is larger than at the cor-
ners, axis switching occurs. The small radius of curvature
at the corners induces vortex deformation, and the vortices
eventually evolve into streamwise vortices.

4 CONCLUSION

Compressible turbulent mixing plays a vital role in many
aerospace applications. Despite the relatively simple geom-
etry of the jet and mixing layer benchmark problems used to
study mixing, the flow physics are found to be quite com-
plex. At low speeds, these flows are dominated by large
cross-stream vortical structures that merge and grow with
the shear layer. At higher speeds, compressibility affects the
ability of the pressure fluctuations to communicate across
the shear layer, disrupts the natural growth mechanisms of
the vortical structures, and results in the formation of stronger
streamwise-oriented vortices. This change in the structure of
the turbulent flow also affects mean flow parameters, such as
reducing the shear layer growth rate. For applications where
mixing plays a key role, this can translate into a reduced ef-
ficiency of the device.

While advanced experimental flow visualization and quan-
titative measurement techniques have provided great insight
into compressible turbulent mixing, much of the current re-
search is focused on using numerical techniques to predict
these types of flows. Linear stability analysis has proved
useful in identifying which types of disturbances will grow
and contribute to the turbulent mixing. Turbulence models
have demonstrated limited success due to the complexity
of modeling the pressure–strain correlation tensor thought
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responsible for the observed behavior of compressible free
shear flows. Large eddy simulations and direct numerical
simulations provide a more complete physical description of
the flow, since the turbulent scales are numerically resolved
rather than modeled. Because of the resolution needed to cap-
ture these fine scales, these methods are currently limited to
low-to-moderate Reynolds numbers. As computational re-
sources continue to advance, these techniques are expected
to provide even greater insight into real-world applications
involving compressible turbulent mixing.

SYMBOLS

a speed of sound
b 10% �u thickness of mixing layer
B energy thickness of mixing layer
Mc convective Mach number
r velocity ratio = u2/u1

R nozzle exit radius
s density ratio = ρ2/ρ1

u streamwise velocity
u∗ normalized velocity
Uc convective velocity
x streamwise coordinate
y transverse coordinate
z spanwise coordinate
δ actual thickness of mixing layer
δpit pitot thickness of mixing layer
δvis visual thickness of mixing layer
δω vorticity thickness of mixing layer
δ′ mixing layer growth rate, dδ/dx

η similarity variable
λs velocity–density parameter
σ spread rate parameter
θ momentum thickness of mixing layer or boundary

layer

Subscripts

0 virtual origin
1 high-speed stream
2 low-speed stream
inc incompressible
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1 INTRODUCTION

Today, we find basically three types of rotorcraft: variants of
the main rotor – tail rotor design proposed by Igor Sikorsky
with its first flight in 1940, configurations with two main ro-
tors (coaxial (Pateras Pescara in 1924), side by side (Heinrich
Focke in 1936), intermeshing (Anton Flettner in 1939) and
tandem (Frank N. Piasecki in 1945)) and tiltrotor aircraft
(Bell XV-3 in 1955). The latter fly at high speed with fully
tilted rotors such that the main direction of the freestream is
basically parallel to the axis of rotation. In this sense tiltrotor
aircraft are similar to propeller aircraft and are therefore not
discussed in this chapter.

For all other configurations mentioned above the main ro-
tor(s) produce(s) the lift needed to keep the rotorcraft air-
borne and at the same time produce(s) all the propulsive force
needed to achieve the required forward speed. Many other so-
called compound rotorcraft configurations are possible with
additional lift (e.g., wings) or propulsive force (e.g., pro-
pellers) producing devices. They will not be discussed here.
This chapter restricts itself to classical rotorcraft because the

phenomena related to compound configurations can be dis-
cussed either as fixed wing or as rotorcraft specific.

For all classical configurations mentioned above the main
rotor blades experience a large variation in onflow Mach num-
ber during one rotor revolution (See Rotorcraft Aerodynam-
ics). Since this phenomenon is the key to understand several
important technical problems of rotorcraft it will be explained
in some detail in the following.

Let

MωR = ωR

a∞
(1)

with MωR the Mach number at the blade tip due to the ro-
tational motion, ω the angular velocity, R the radius of the
blade, and a∞ the speed of sound of the undisturbed flow. In
hover flight a blade section at the radial position r (0 < r < R)
sees the flow velocity ωr, that is, the velocity varies from 0
at the axis of rotation to ωR at the blade tip (see Figure 1a).
The position of the blade during one revolution is given by
the azimuth angle ψ. It is assumed that the rotor is turning in
anti-clockwise direction. For ψ = 0, the blade is above the
tail unit of the helicopter; for ψ = 90◦, it is perpendicular to
the freestream (the rotational and translational velocities are
to be added); forψ = 180◦, the blade is above the wind shield;
and for ψ = 270◦, it is again perpendicular to the freestream
(the translational velocity has to be subtracted from the ro-
tational velocity). The range of 0 < ψ < 180◦ is called the
advancing blade region, while 180◦ < ψ < 360◦ is called the
retreating blade region. Figure 1 indicates with the length of
the arrows the flow velocity seen by a blade at ψ = 90◦ and
at ψ = 270◦. It is obvious that the flow velocity seen by a
rotor blade strongly depends on the angular velocity of the
rotor ω and the flight speed V∞, resulting in the characteristic
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Figure 1. Velocity distribution for a rotor blade in forward flight.

parameter µ, the advance ratio, with

µ = V∞
ωR

(2)

µ = 0 obviously yields hover flight while µ = 0.5 corre-
sponds to Figure 1b. Serial turbine helicopters today have val-
ues of MωR in the range of 0.55 < MωR < 0.75 with a large
number of helicopters with MωR ≈ 0.65. Given MωR ≈ 0.65
Figure 1b shows that only an advance ratio of about 0.4 can be
reached if the Mach number at the tip for ψ = 90◦ is to be kept
below 0.9, which is slightly above the drag divergence Mach
number of modern transonic airfoils, resulting in a forward
flight speed of about 170 kts ≈ 320 km h−1 relative to the air.
This is in fact the top cruise speed of most modern helicopters
today. The circle in Figure 1b marks the area of reversed flow
on the blade, that is, the area in which flow over the airfoil
goes from the trailing edge to the leading edge. Classical air-
foils are not designed to operate in such a regime and will
therefore produce no lift or negative lift. Therefore, the rotor
blade at ψ = 270◦ will produce lift only for µ < r < R. At
the same time, the dynamic pressure is low for ψ = 270◦,
making it necessary to use very high angles of attack, and
hence the airfoil will be operated close to the maximum lift
coefficient. These two facts limit considerably the amount of
lift that can be produced by a main rotor blade in high-speed
forward flight around ψ = 270◦. Especially for the classical
main rotor-tail rotor configuration the rolling moment of the
main rotor has to be zero in steady level flight, which limits
the lift for the advancing blade to the same low value of the
lift of the retreating blade, making the main rotor the less
efficient the higher the flight speeds are.

With Mach numbers of 0.9 at the blade tip for high-speed
forward flight it is obvious that compressibility is important.

Especially for helicopters with rectangular blades and con-
stant airfoil along the blade the flow becomes transonic on the
advancing blade with sometimes strong shocks (see External
Transonic Flows). The consequences of transonic flow on the
advancing blade for flight performance and noise emission
will be discussed in Compressibility Effects in Rotorcraft
Applications, subsection 2. The retreating blade of a rotor
in highly loaded, high-speed flight (e.g., curve flight) is op-
erating at angles of attack close to or even above the angle
of attack of maximum lift. The effective Mach number on a
blade section for the retreating blade in high-speed flight is
typically below 0.4, and therefore compressiblity effects may
be considered to be of minor importance. A close view shows
that the dynamic flow separation close to the blade tip of the
retreating blade is triggered by a small region of supersonic
flow at the airfoil’s leading edge. This phenomenon will be
discussed in some detail in subsection 3. Since classical heli-
copters fly at a Mach number well below 0.3, compressibility
is not important for the flow around the fuselage. The tail ro-
tor is operating at the same Mach numbers as the main rotor;
therefore, the discussion of compressibility effects on the tail
rotor is very similar to the one for the main rotor. The last area
where compressibility is important for the performance of a
helicopter is the sometimes geometrically complex connec-
tion (especially for some military helicopters) between the
air inlet in the fuselage and the engine inlet plane. Basic con-
siderations for this case are discussed in Complex Internal
Compressible Flows. The design task is to avoid flow separa-
tion in the inlet for all flight conditions ranging from hover to
high-speed forward flight, to avoid shocks between the air in-
let and the engine and to fulfil the requirements of the engine
manufacturer in terms of flow homogeneity at the engine in-
let plane. For further reading on rotorcraft aerodynamics the
reader may refer to Leishman (2006) and Prouty (2007).
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2 COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON THE
ADVANCING BLADE

In the early days of the helicopter the design engineers were
concerned about the dynamic behavior of the main rotor and
preferred a rectangular blade with a constant symmetric air-
foil (e.g., NACA 0012). By definition, this choice provided
in each section a zero pitching moment at zero lift. Although
such a design is obviously aerodynamically not optimum, it
allowed at least some simplified analysis and finally resulted
in successful helicopter designs. One important main rotor
design parameter is MωR. In order to achieve a good hover
performance and a low torque load for the main gear box a
high transonic value for MωR is preferable with MωR close to
the drag divergence Mach number of the given airfoil (e.g.,
0.77 for NACA 0012, see McCroskey, 1987). A high value
for MωR is also required in order to minimize the reversed
flow area (see Figure 1) for a given cruise speed. At the same
time the sum of MωR and M∞, that is, the advancing tip
Mach number, should be only slightly higher than the drag
divergence Mach number in order to limit the shock strength
and the wave drag on the advancing blade. The famous
Utility Helicopter 1 (UH1) of the US Army used a two-bladed
main rotor with MωR around 0.7. This design resulted in a
high loading for each of the two blades and high advancing
tip Mach numbers even at flight speeds of only 110 kts ≈
200 km h−1 (corresponding to M∞ = 0.16 at standard con-
ditions). Two characteristics of this design were, on the one
hand, the fact that a slight increase in speed above 110 kts re-
sulted in a sudden increase in airfoil drag, limiting the cruise
speed almost independently of the available engine power,
and, on the other hand, the enormous noise emission at high-
speed flight (high-speed impulsive noise).

2.1 Compressibility effects on advancing blade’s
forces and moments

As described in subsection 1 the lift of the blade around
ψ = 90◦ at high-speed flight is close to zero resulting in a
slightly negative lift at the blade tip because of the blade twist.
The main compressibility effects on the advancing blade are
similar to those described in External Transonic Flows, that
is, a strong drag increase, due to wave drag. Hence, the op-
tions to improve the blade tip design are the same as for fixed
wing aircraft flying at high subsonic speeds, that is, reduc-
tion of local loads (e.g., by higher number of blades), sweep,
supercritical, and thin airfoils. Another option would be of
course to reduce MωR, but this often contradicts other design
limits (e.g., torque limits of main gear box). After mastering

the rotor dynamics with symmetrical airfoils the rotorcraft
design engineers tried to follow the example of their fixed
wing counterparts to make use of the improved aerodynamic
performance in terms of lift and drag of unsymmetrical and
supercritical airfoils. It turned out that especially in the com-
pressible regime it was sometimes difficult to control the
pitching moment at the blade tip, which resulted in strong
elastic torsion. Because of the unsteadiness of the flow around
a main rotor in forward flight and the comparably soft struc-
ture of a main rotor blade it was more difficult to apply first
principles methods to rotor than to steady, fixed wing flows.
Besides unsteadiness, important fluid structure interactions
were to be considered by an appropriate method. The first
theoretical investigations were, therefore, using the transonic
small pertubation theory with a so called weak fluid struc-
ture coupling (see Tung, Caradonna and Johnson, 1986). To-
day Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS)
Solvers (e.g., Beaumier et al., 2005; Pahlke and Wall, 2005;
Bhagwat et al., 2007) are available to support the rotor de-
sign task. Several ideas on how to use optimizers for this are
available in the literature (e.g., Le Pape (2005)).

A typical example of a tip design applying sweep and thin
airfoils is described in Desopper et al. (1988). In Beaumier,
Costes, and Gavriaux (1993), the aerodynamic performance
of two rotors is compared, which differ only in the shape
of the blade tip: a rectangular blade (7A) and a blade with a
parabolic swept back tip (7AD). Figure 2 shows the planform
of these two rotors. The wind tunnel test proved a power sav-
ing for the same lift and propulsive force for a high-speed
flight condition (µ = 0.4) of 5.5% due to the tip design.
Harrison, Stacey, and Hansford (2008) presents a complex
blade tip design based on the experience gathered in the
British experimental rotor programme (BERP).

2.2 High-speed impulsive noise

freestream Mach numbers higher than the critical Mach num-
ber create a local supersonic field on the airfoil, which is, in
most cases, terminated by a shock. Such a shock is a pressure
jump from low pressure upstream of the shock to high pres-
sure downstream of it. The radial extension of the supersonic
pocket on a rotor blade is limited because of the decreasing

Figure 2. Planform of 7A and 7AD rotor blades.
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Figure 3. Pressure distribution in three sections for the UH-1H
rotor in hovering flight.

local Mach number when going inboard and the end of the
blade when going outboard. Figure 3 shows an example of
such a case for a two-bladed rotor with rectangular blades
in hovering flight. The reference velocity for the pressure
coefficient was chosen to be ωr. In fact, the hovering flight
conditions chosen (zero lift, high MωR) are not representative
of any production aircraft. This test case was chosen in order
to illustrate the main compressibility effects at the blade tip
with a simplified test case. The results of Figure 3 were gen-
erated with a 3D computation based on the Euler equations
(Kuntz, 1999). The UH-1H rotor has a constant 12% airfoil
from the root to the tip. The effect of increasing the advancing

tip Mach number from 0.88 to 0.95 is presented in Figure 4 in
terms of the pressure disturbance on the blade but also outside
the blade in the rotor disk. The pressure jump across the shock
is extended in radial direction above r/R = 1.0, resulting in
a significant pressure disturbance far away from the blade.
This results of course in annoying noise levels in the ears
of an observer. The case with MωR = 0.95 corresponds to a
pressure pulse of 1.8 kPa at a microphone in a distance of 3.09
R in the rotor disk in contrast to 0.4 kPa for the MωR = 0.88
case. The corresponding experimental data were published
by Boxwell, Yu, and Schmitz (1979). Detailed comparisons
between numerical and experimental data for this test case
are presented in Prieur, Costes, and Baeder (1991) and Kuntz
(1999).

As noise is a limiting factor for the application of rotor-
craft, High-Speed impulsive noise has to be avoided. This
requires an improved tip design that avoids large pressure
gradients and especially strong shocks. The design parame-
ters for this are the same as in subsection 2.1, that is, reduction
of blade loading, sweep, and the use of thin, high-speed air-
foils close to the blade tip. All modern main and tail rotors
use such blade tips, and several old helicopter types have
been retrofitted. For modern helicopters high-speed impul-
sive noise does not pose a severe problem within the spec-
ified flight envelope. The impulsive noise that is associated
today with helicopters is blade vortex interaction noise in de-
scending flight while the helicopter is approaching its landing
point. This phenomenon is basically a pure loading noise and
not directly connected to compressibility. A new feature on

Figure 4. Pressure distribution in rotor disk for the UH-1H rotor in hovering flight: (a) MωR = 0.88; (b) MωR = 0.95.
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last-generation rotorcraft is variable number of rotor revolu-
tions per minute (rpm), allowing reduced MωR values when
flying in noise-sensitive areas or in descent close to a heli-
pad. In descent the required power is very low, and therefore
reduced rpm is not contradicting other design limits.

3 COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS ON THE
RETREATING BLADE

As explained in subsection 1 the local Mach number in high-
speed forward flight at the retreating blade around ψ = 270◦

is well below 0.45 for most helicopters. Therefore compress-
ibility effects may be considered to be of low importance.
If the rotor is heavenly loaded, the local angle of attack will
be very high and close to or even beyond the static stall an-
gle (See Rotorcraft Aerodynamics). Since the blade pitch is
varying rapidly from slightly negative values at ψ = 90◦ over
medium values at ψ = 180◦ to very high values at ψ = 270◦,
it is possible to achieve high lift values at angles of attack
well beyond the static stall angle. This unsteady phenomenon
is called dynamic stall; it is accompanied by desirable high
lift values but also by high variations of the pitching mo-
ment that directly acts on the blade’s elastic torsion and the
loads on the pitch links as well as the swash plate actua-
tors. If the pitch link loads grow above certain levels, the
helicopter pilot loses control of the aircraft. Therefore such
situations must be avoided. Hence, dynamic stall is a limiting
factor for the flight envelope and many researchers have in-
tensively investigated this problem and tried to provide firstly
simulation capabilities and, secondly methods to control dy-
namic stall. Dynamic stall on rotors is obviously a complex
3D phenomenon that is difficult to tackle from an experi-
mental as well as a theoretical or numerical point of view.
Therefore 2D cases that are considered to be representative
of the basic features are investigated (McCroskey, 1982). An
example is given in Figure 5 (for details see Geissler and
Haselmeyer, 2006) showing a snapshot of the flow around

Figure 5. Vorticity contours of dynamic stall on OA312 airfoil.

an OA312 airfoil at M = 0.2, α = 11◦ + 9◦ sin(kT ), k =
2�fc/V∞ = 0.146 with f being the oscillation frequency,
c the airfoil chord and T the time. With increasing angle
of attack (upstroke motion) a vortex on the suction side of
the airfoil develops, which creates a low-pressure area on
the airfoil and by this additional lift. When a certain case-
dependent angle of attack is exceeded the vortex lifts off
the upper surface and moves with the freestream along the
airfoil and then downstream of it. During this vortex mo-
tion the low-pressure area moves with the vortex, resulting
in a tremendous pitching moment variation. A deeper ex-
perimental and theoretical analysis revealed that there are
mainly two types of dynamic stall: incompressible and com-
pressible. Ekaterinaris and Platzer (1997) presents a com-
prehensive overview of computational methods for dynamic
stall prediction, including a detailed analysis of comparisons
between prediction and experiment for incompressible and
compressible dynamic stall cases. Geissler and Haselmeyer
(2006) shows for Re ≈ 106 that for incompressible dynamic
stall (i.e., local Mach numbers below 0.25) the separation
of the dynamic stall vortex is triggered by a laminar sep-
aration bubble. For compressible dynamic stall (i.e., local
freestream Mach numbers higher than 0.3) a small super-
sonic area at the leading edge of the airfoil is created at high
angles of attack, which include shocks by which the dynamic
stall vortex is triggered. Figure 6 presents such a flow around
the OA312 airfoil for M = 0.4, α = 10.7◦ + 8.34◦ sin(kT ),
k = 2�fc/V∞ = 0.092, Re = 0.9 × 106. In spite of the low
freestream Mach number a supersonic pocket is observed at
the leading edge, which renders the flow turbulent and then,
together with a shock-boundary layer interaction, creates vor-
ticity, which is spread in the outer flow and creates a strong
concentrated dynamic stall vortex. In the literature several

Figure 6. Instantaneous Mach contours for dynamic stall on OA312
airfoil (α = 16.02◦ ↑).
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6 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

proposals on how to alleviate dynamic stall effects were pub-
lished. In addition to reducing the blade load they focus on
local modifications mainly in the leading edge region ap-
plying nose droop (e.g., Geissler and Sobieczky, 1995) or
different types of devices (e.g., jets: Lewington et al., 2000;
leading edge vortex generators: Mai et al., 2006; or plasma
acutators). The effect of trailing edge flaps, active twist, or
higher harmonic blade control is not directed towards chang-
ing the dynamic stall process but towards a load reduction
of the critical blade section in the critical azimuth region.
None of the devices acting at the leading edge has been flight
tested on a real helicopter up to now. Today all production
helicopters use passive airfoils, which were designed for ac-
ceptable dynamic stall behavior in terms of pitching moment
variation.

4 CONCLUSION

It was shown that for classical helicopter configurations the
angular velocity of the main rotor(s), the cruise speed, and
hence the global flight performances are limited by compress-
ibility effects on the advancing blade. With modern blade
designs, which use thin airfoils and sweep at the blade tip,
the compressibility effects in terms of drag and noise can be
mastered if the top speed is kept below 170 kts. For the re-
treating blade, compressibility plays an important role for the
dynamic stall phenomenon.

If a considerable increase in maximum cruise speed is
needed, the classical configuration cannot be maintained. In
this case new concepts are needed that limit the compressibil-
ity effects on the main rotor even for very high flight speeds
like compound configurations or tiltrotors.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As flight speeds started to approach the speed of sound it
was soon recognized that the dramatic lift and drag changes
experienced in transonic flight were often accompanied by
dangerous vibration problems. Transonic flow effects were
already encountered at the tips of World War I propeller
blades, but the need for high-performance airplanes during
World War II made it necessary to push the flight speeds
closer and closer to the speed of sound, thus exposing the
whole airplane to the new aerodynamic phenomena caused
by the appearance of substantial regions of supersonic flow.

The importance and consequences of this new type of trans-
sonic flow, soon abbreviated as transonic flow, was brought
to the attention of aircraft designers in November 1941, when
Lockheed test pilot Ralph Virden was unable to pull his P-38
airplane out of a high-speed dive. The attainment of sus-
tained supersonic flight after Chuck Yeager’s breaking of the
sound barrier in 1947 necessitated a full understanding of
the various transonic effects which may occur on the air-
plane during the transition from subsonic to supersonic flight.
The concurrent replacement of piston engines by jet engines
shifted the attention from the propeller blades to the com-
pressor and turbine blades. Furthermore, the development of
high-performance helicopters soon revealed the occurrence
of transonic effects on the advancing helicopter blade. In all
these cases new types of self-excited (flutter) or forced oscil-
lations can be generated by the transonic flow phenomena.
It is the purpose of this chapter to present a brief description
of the physical phenomena associated with unsteady tran-
sonic flows and their occurrence on airplanes, helicopters
and in jet engines. This is followed by a discussion of the
state-of-the-art of current prediction methods.

2 UNSTEADY TRANSONIC PHENOMENA

As shown in Figure 1, a locally supersonic flow region starts
to develop near an airfoil as soon as the critical flight Mach
number is exceeded. This critical subsonic Mach number is
reached when a local Mach number of unity occurs at some
point on the airfoil. The supersonic flow region usually is
terminated by a shock wave which moves further backward
as the subsonic flight Mach number is increased, ultimately
reaching the airfoil trailing edge at a Mach number denoted as
Msc in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1b, viscous effects have
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2 Compressible Flows – Subsonic to Supersonic

Figure 1. Transonic airfoil flows. Reproduced with permission from Nixon (1989) c© AIAA.

a significant effect due to the interaction of the shock wave
with the airfoil boundary layer. This interaction thickens the
boundary layer and often causes boundary layer separation
which, in turn, may cause significant flow and pressure fluc-
tuations. Hence at flight Mach numbers between the critical
Mach number and the Mach number for shock attachment
at the trailing edge Msc considerable flow unsteadiness may
occur although the airfoil is flying at a steady angle of attack.

The introduction of deliberate flow unsteadiness, as for
example by the oscillation of a trailing-edge flap, causes
the oscillatory shock motions on the main airfoil shown in
Figure 2. Three different types of shock motions were
observed depending on the subsonic flight Mach number
above the critical Mach number but below the shock attach-
ment Mach number. For this particular airfoil the steady shock
locations (in the absence of flap oscillation) are at 67% chord
at M = 0.9, 57% chord at M = 0.875 and at 45% chord at
M = 0.85. It is seen that there can be radical changes in shock
motion in response to the flap oscillation at M = 0.875 and
M = 0.85. The shock may even propagate upstream of the
leading edge, but it may temporarily disappear during its
downstream movement.

Instead of the oscillation of a trailing-edge flap shock oscil-
lation can be induced by the periodic oscillation of a separated
shear layer due to the above-mentioned shock boundary
layer interaction. For example, such oscillations were

observed on a 14% thick biconvex airfoil at zero angle of
attack. Oscillatory separation occurred between M = 0.82
and 0.86, causing large RMS pressure fluctuations, as shown
in Figure 3.

Large separated flow areas on an aircraft cause an aerody-
namic excitation or buffet which may be characterized by the
RMS level, the frequency spectrum, the degree of correlation
in space and time, and the length scale. The ensuing pres-
sure fluctuations excite a response of the structural modes of
the aircraft, called buffeting. As a consequence, the aircraft
structure acts as a filter so that the buffeting spectra exhibit
distinct peaks at the structural frequencies. In addition, rigid
body modes may also be excited, leading to responses often
denoted as wing rocking, wing dropping or nose slicing.

Flight at transonic speeds also requires attention to new
types of flutter not encountered in subsonic flight. For exam-
ple, single-degree-of-freedom flutter may be induced on
control surfaces due to shock-induced flow separation, usu-
ally referred to as control surface buzz or aileron buzz. Also,
the typical subsonic bending–torsion flutter of a wing (where
the bending frequency increases and the torsional frequency
decreases until they start to coincide) is modified by transonic
flow effects, leading to a pronounced transonic dip in flutter
speed, as shown in Figure 4.

A comprehensive description of the unsteady transonic
flow phenomena occurring on airplanes, helicopters and in
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Figure 2. Various shock motions on airfoils in transonic flow. Reproduced with permission from Nixon (1989) c© AIAA.

turbomachines and their analysis was published by the Amer-
ican Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (Nixon, 1989).

3 TRANSONIC WING ROCK AND WING
DROP

Many high-performance aircraft have experienced uncom-
manded lateral-directional motions, usually referred to as
wing rock and wing drop. Periodic lateral-directional motions
that are dominated by oscillatory rolling motions are

commonly denoted as wing rock motions. Wing drop, on the
other hand, characterizes an abrupt, irregular, non-periodic
lateral motion. Severe wing drop can involve roll angles of
more than 90◦ without return to level flight. Less severe
wing drop may precede the onset of oscillatory wing rock
which, in turn, may become divergent or may settle into a
limit-cycle motion due to alternating flow separation and
reattachment, nonlinear static and dynamic aerodynamics
and frequency-dependent damping. Transonic wing rock and
wing drop can be experienced by the same airplane on the
same flight.
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Figure 3. Typical transonic airfoil flow development. Reproduced
with permission from Nixon (1989) c© AIAA.

The wing rock/drop phenomenon has plagued many high-
performance military aircraft (Chambers and Hall, 2004).
It was first observed in high subsonic flight on the Repub-
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Figure 4. Transonic wing flutter dip. Reproduced with permission
from Nixon (1989) c© AIAA.
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Figure 5. Typical variation of buffet onset with flight Mach number.
Reproduced with permission from Nixon (1989) c© AIAA.

lic F-84 aircraft, followed by the F-86, the Fiat G-91, A-4,
T-45 trainer, F-104, F-8, EA-6B, F-4, F-5, F-111, Harrier,
British Folland Gnat, F-15, YF-17, and YF-16 aircraft. As
shown in Figure 5, it is preceded by the onset of buffet. How-
ever, the very complex nature of the unsteady transonic flow
phenomena, involving shock oscillations and shock-induced
flow separations, has defied the reliable prediction of wing
rock/drop based on ground tests or analysis. Typically, it was
discovered only during flight testing, thus requiring expensive
high-visibility, cut-and-try attempts to eliminate the problem.

Because of the inadequate understanding of wing
rock/drop the phenomenon was again encountered during the
development of one of the most recent fighter/attack aircraft,
the F/A-18E/F, as described by Owens et al. (2004). Figure 6
shows a wing rock motion and Figure 7 a wing rock/drop
motion of a preproduction F/A-18E aircraft.

4 TRANSONIC FLUTTER AND LIMIT
CYCLE OSCILLATIONS

Flutter of an aircraft component is a very dangerous phe-
nomenon which can easily cause its destruction. It is caused
by the interaction between the aerodynamic, elastic and iner-
tia forces acting on the aircraft component (Bisplinghoff,
Ashley and Halfman, 1955). In purely subsonic and super-
sonic flow linear analysis methods have been quite successful
in predicting this phenomenon. However, in transonic flow,
aerodynamic non-linearity can occur due to the movement
of shock waves, as shown in Figure 2. It is symptomatic for
transonic flow that small changes in the aerodynamic config-
uration may cause large changes in the forces and moments,
thus rendering linear prediction methods entirely inadequate.
Ashley (1979) pointed out that the phase lag in the shock
motion causes a lowering of the flutter speed. Hence, the
greatest risk of flutter is found at Mach numbers where the
predictive capability is weakest.
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Figure 6. Wing rock motion of preproduction F/A-18 aircraft. Reproduced with permission from Owens et al. (2004) c© AIAA.
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Figure 7. Wing rock/drop motion of preproduction F/A-18 aircraft. Reproduced with permission from Owens et al. (2004) c© AIAA.

Flutter is a violent unstable vibration of an aircraft com-
ponent, whereas a limit cycle oscillation (LCO) is defined
as a bounded flutter. For many, but not all conditions, the
onset of flutter can be predicted using linear methods, but
the assessment whether a flutter vibration will grow indef-
initely or settle into a LCO requires the consideration of a
non-linearity. Flutter and limit cycle oscillations can also be
regarded as bifurcations, Dowell and Hall (2001), so that flut-
ter is, in fact, an unstable LCO. Unfortunately, during flight
testing it is impossible to distinguish between LCO and incip-
ient divergent flutter, causing the test engineer to back off and
forego the exploration of the nature of high-amplitude LCO.

The occurrence of transonic limit cycle oscillations on full-
scale aircraft has been extensively documented for the F-111,
F-16 and F-18 aircraft. On the F-111 aircraft it was found that
the occurrence of shock-induced trailing edge flow separa-
tion caused a step change in pitching moment with either
increasing or decreasing angle of attack. As documented
by Cunningham (1989), with increasing angle, the forward
shock movement caused a loss in lift forward and the trailing

edge divergence produced a gain in lift. As a consequence,
a nose-down step change in pitching moment occurred for
increasing angle. The opposite effect occurred for decreasing
angle, producing a nose-up step change in pitching moment
for decreasing angle. This step change therefore amounts
to the production of a nonlinear aerodynamic spring which
generates a limit-amplitude self-sustaining oscillation.

5 TRANSONIC CONTROL SURFACE
BUZZ

Control surface buzz occurs when the aerodynamic damping
provided by the control surface’s hinge moment is sufficiently
negative to overpower the mechanical damping in the system.
The physical cause is shock-induced flow separation near the
trailing edge that generates the hysteresis and lag necessary
to drive the oscillation. Control surface motion is typically
required to produce the exciting force, but shock oscillations
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can also be induced by Karman vortex shedding from the
trailing edge. Both types of control surface buzz are usually
limited cycle in nature.

6 BUFFET

Separated flow regions on wings cause pressure fluctuations
that excite a response of the structure, called buffeting. The
fluctuations at a given point may be characterized by the
RMS level, the frequency spectrum, the degree of correla-
tion in space and time, and the length scale. At transonic
flight speeds the onset of buffeting is greatly enhanced by
the formation of strong shocks. The interaction of the shock
with the boundary layer causes flow separation that is at first
confined to a small separation bubble. An increase in angle
of attack typically causes the separation bubble on an air-
foil to grow to the trailing edge and the shock wave to move
upstream. This causes a progressive increase in buffeting. On
swept finite-span wings the basic physics of buffeting onset
is similar but considerably more complex due to the pro-
nounced flow three-dimensionality, as shown in Figure 8. As
noted by Cunningham (1989), aircraft pitch rate can have a
strong effect on buffeting, thus affecting the handling char-
acteristics of highly maneuverable aircraft. The prediction
of buffet onset and severity is still a major challenge for the
fluid dynamicist in spite of the impressive recent advances

Figure 9. Typical flow over helicopter blade in forward flight. Reproduced with permission from Nixon (1989) c© AIAA.

Figure 8. Transonic swept-wing buffet. Reproduced with permis-
sion from Nixon (1989) c© AIAA.

in computational fluid dynamics. Therefore wind tunnel and
flight testing remain the major sources of information.

7 HELICOPTER UNSTEADY TRANSONIC
AERODYNAMICS

In forward flight, a helicopter rotor blade is exposed to a par-
ticularly complex unsteady flow environment, as depicted in
Figure 9. A component of the flight speed adds or subtracts
from the rotational velocity at each spanwise blade station
during the blade rotation. Consequently, the outer part of the
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advancing blade is exposed to unsteady transonic flow at large
flight speeds due to the forcing from collective and cyclic
blade pitch, blade flapping and elastic bending and torsion
of the blade. The flow variations are especially pronounced
when the blade is at azimuthal angles between 90◦ and 180◦

(zero degree is defined as the downwind direction) when
the transonic flow is decelerating. A further flow unsteadi-
ness is caused by the near passage of vortices shed from
previous blades. Again, in spite of the advances in computa-
tional fluid dynamics the prediction of these highly complex
unsteady three-dimensional transonic flow fields remains a
challenge that is compounded by the difficulty of obtaining
detailed experimental data to assess the validity of the pre-
dictions. A review of helicopter aerodynamics was published
by Leishman (2001).

8 UNSTEADY TRANSONIC
TURBOMACHINERY AERODYNAMICS

An even more formidable unsteady transonic flow problem
is encountered in modern jet engines where the aerodynamic
interactions between closely spaced blades and blade rows,
intricate shock patterns, and viscous flow separations need
to be understood and predicted. Of particular importance
is the identifications of conditions under which blades will
flutter and the determination of the vibratory stress levels
caused by various aerodynamic excitations. Flutter can be
encountered over a wide range of axial compressor oper-
ating conditions, but it can also occur for turbine blades.
The most common types of flutter of compressor blades are
shown schematically on the compressor map, reproduced in
Figure 10. The subsonic/transonic positive incidence flutter
boundary indicated in this map is usually characterized as
subsonic/transonic stalled flutter although it has been estab-
lished that extensive flow separation is not necessarily its
cause. It occurs when a compressor operates near the surge
line. Hence the blade is highly loaded. A second flutter
boundary indicated in Figure 10 is the negative incidence
flutter boundary, also denoted as the choke flutter boundary.
This type of flutter occurs during part-speed operation when
the blades are operating either subsonically or transonically
at negative incidence. Although precise information is still
lacking, in-passage shocks and associated flow separations
are likely causes. Dangerous blade vibrations can also be
caused by periodic aerodynamic excitations originating from
upstream or downstream struts, stator vanes and rotor blades,
or from inlet flow non-uniformities. These excitations, gen-
erated at multiples of the engine rotational frequency, can
lead to very high stress levels and even blade destruction

Figure 10. Flutter regions in a high-speed axial compressor. Repro-
duced with permission from Platzer and Carta (1987) c© AIAA.

when they occur with a frequency close to a system resonant
natural frequency. Detailed information about the unsteady
aerodynamic and aeroelastic problems in turbomachines can
be found in Platzer and Carta (1987) and in symposia on this
topic, for example Hall and Kielb (2006).

9 ANALYSIS METHODS

It is current industry practice to use the linearized flow
equations for aeroelastic analyses because cost and time are
critical considerations during the development of an aircraft.
The linear approximation was found to be generally adequate
for flutter prediction in purely subsonic or supersonic flow,
but in transonic flight the presence of shocks can generate
large changes in the forces and moments with only small
changes in the aerodynamic configuration, rendering linear
prediction methods inapplicable. Yet, the transonic flutter dip
phenomenon presents a real risk which requires expensive
flight testing in the absence of reliable prediction methods.
Therefore, in recent years efforts have been made to develop
methods for predicting transonic flutter, limit cycle oscilla-
tions and buffet by accounting accurately for aerodynamic
nonlinearities. Two approaches have been and are being pur-
sued to achieve this goal by either solving the nonlinear
governing flow equations in the time domain or by using
system reduction methods to speed up the solution process.

In the first approach, the aerodynamic nonlinearities are
accounted for by solving nonlinear flow equations, such
as the transonic small perturbation equation, the full non-
linear potential flow equation, the Euler equations, the
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations (RANS) and,
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most recently, the detached eddy (DES) or large eddy (LES)
simulation equations of turbulent flow. The transonic small
perturbation equation, the full nonlinear potential equation,
and the Euler equations all predict the formation of shocks,
but cannot account for viscous effects. The analysis of the
viscous and separated flow effects, especially the interaction
between shocks and boundary layers requires the solution of
the RANS equations in combination with proper turbulence
and transition models. The reliance on turbulence model-
ing can be alleviated to some extent by the use of DES
and LES simulation at the price of greatly increased com-
putation times. These approaches are all based on solving
the describing equations in the time domain to compute the
aerodynamic loads that are then passed to a structural model.
Through an iterative procedure the aeroelastic response is
then determined over time. Additional technical challenges
associated with this approach involve the coupling between
the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the structural
model (CSM) because, as the aircraft deforms, the CFD
grid must be moved in such a way that the grid quality is
maintained.

For these reasons, reductions in computational time are
critical for the incorporation of aerodynamic nonlineari-
ties into industrial aeroelastic codes. Therefore, the second
approach is to identify a reduced order model (ROM) from
a full system of equations in such a way that reasonable
accuracy is retained. This is accomplished by assuming
the flow under investigation to be statically nonlinear, but
dynamically linear. Reduced systems can then be found by
assuming the flow to be harmonic with a discrete frequency
via eigenmode summation and proper orthogonal decompo-
sition (Hall, Thomas and Dowell, 2000). Another approach is
to use a discrete-time implementation of the continuous-time
CFD equations to identify the discrete-time pulse responses
of the system (Raveh, 2001). Further information can be
found in a recent comprehensive review of nonlinear aero-
elastic prediction methods by De C. Henshaw et al. (2007).

10 SUMMARY

In this chapter a brief overview of the main physical phenom-
ena associated with unsteady transonic flows was presented.
They are caused by the formation of shock waves and their
interactions with boundary layers. These phenomena have

the potential to induce dangerous vibration problems (wing
rock, flutter and limit cycle oscillations, control surface buzz
and buffeting). The understanding and prediction of these
phenomena is a requirement for the avoidance of aerospace
vehicle failures and, therefore, the chapter concludes with an
overview of the current status of the computational prediction
methods for unsteady transonic flows.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Forty years ago, the design and development of aeronautical
engines were initially carried out using basic wind tunnel
experiments and flight testing. Numerical predictive meth-
ods were based on approximated fluid flow theories and
engineering methods, validated by comparisons with wind
tunnel data measurements that were mainly including flow
visualizations, overall air loads forces and moments, global
power/thrust, local surface pressure measurements, and skin
friction distributions along the walls (Mc Croskey, Carr and
Mc Alister, 1971; Landgrebe, 1971).

Over the last two decades, computational fluids dynamics
(CFD) activities have been concentrated on the development
of improved numerical algorithms and have experienced
rapid progresses that led to a large variety of numerical

methods of different degrees of sophistication and accuracy.
Complex flow physics have been assessed thanks to the de-
velopment of new meshing techniques and the study of real-
istic geometries for rotorcraft flow configurations (Davidson
et al., 2003; Johnson, 2001). However, due to the limited
but growing power of computers, direct Navier–Stokes res-
olution (DNS) in turbulent configurations is still elusive for
most aeronautical applications. Current prediction methods
are thus required to model turbulence with different phys-
ical degrees of complexity, such as the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) approach (models or algebraic equa-
tions of transport) and hybrid approach (including detached
eddy simulation (DES)). However, their universality remains
questionable and requires the assessment of the uncertainties
introduced by the modeling of turbulence (Roache, 1993;
Haase et al., 2006).

At the same time, such CFD advances have stimulated
the development of new efficient measurement methods such
as, for instance, non-intrusive Laser Doppler Anemome-
try (LDA), Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and embed-
ded laser Doppler velocimetry (ELDV) with two and three
components (Raffel et al., 2007; Favier et al., 1997; Berton
et al., 2001). Such experiments have then played a major
role in a better understanding of flow physics and allowed
the development of new numerical approaches. However, a
strong need still exists today for new experiments and ap-
propriate databases, containing more flow physics than the
usual surface pressures, force and moment characteristics,
which still remain useful but clearly insufficient to validate
new CFD codes. Moreover, further details should be avail-
able in order to assess if the code is modeling the flow
faithfully.
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2 Compressible Flows - Subsonic to Supersonic

Within such an interactive process on the reciprocal de-
velopment and quality improvement of both experimental
databases and numerical CFD predictions, different points
of view can be expressed about the respective roles of the
CFD and the wind tunnel experiments (Desai, 2003). Some
points of controversy, regarding either the definition of the
terminology CFD validation or the efficient use of the com-
puter keyboard alone for aeronautical design, as well as the
opportunity to design an aeronautical engine using numerical
results as a wind tunnel database, are beyond the scope of the
present survey and will not be discussed.

The present review will first give an attempt to answer the
question: what is the role of wind tunnel experiments in CFD
validation ? The answer is not simple, and we will restrict our-
selves to the flow physics aspects of CFD validation, leaving
aside questions of computational methods, numerical scheme
accuracy, or convergence problems. The CFD validation will
thus refer to the establishment of a comparison between
fluid flows produced numerically by computation and the ac-
tual flows produced by a wind tunnel experiment. Emphasis
will be placed on the nature and the quality of experimental
data, which are appropriate for comparisons with numerical
results.

The first part of the review will present some typical ex-
amples of CFD validation to illustrate the new evolving role
of experiments in the validation process. These examples are
selected to emphasize the three-folded role of experiments
and their appropriate databases

1. to provide a flow physics description of complex phe-
nomena that are poorly or incompletely known (2D/3D
boundary layer flow separation, stall, reattachment,
vortex interactions),

2. to constitute a reliable database for the determination
of both overall aerodynamic performances (lift, drag,
moment) and local aerodynamic quantities (including
phase-averaged velocities and turbulent quantities),

3. to establish reference comparisons for the CFD vali-
dation, both on global and local aerodynamic fields,
with well and completely defined steady/unsteady flow
conditions and parameters.

The second part of the review deals with some points of partic-
ular interest for aerodynamics experiments and CFD commu-
nity, such as integrating the use of wind tunnel experiments
and CFD approaches. As future challenges in the integration
process, the estimation of uncertainties in both experimen-
tal and CFD approaches as well as the way for establishing
efficient experimental databases will be finally discussed.

2 SOME EXAMPLES OF EXPERIMENTS
SUITED FOR CFD VALIDATION

The following examples belong to the field of unsteady aero-
dynamics of oscillating airfoils and wings in 2D/3D flow at
subsonic regimes. They are chosen subjectively to illustrate
the role of suited experiments and appropriate data measure-
ments in the CFD validation. They represent a non-exhaustive
survey of the literature on flows over airfoils, cylinders, and
wings, and many other works can probably be found in the
open literature.

2.1 Steady/unsteady flows around airfoils and
cylinders

Many experiments and CFD calculations have been per-
formed on the flow around airfoils forced to oscillate in differ-
ent kinds of motions (Barakos and Drikakis, 2003; Maresca,
Favier and Rebont, 1979; Piziali, 1994; Pascazio et al., 1996;
Favier et al., 1988), including ramping, translation, pitching,
plunging, and combined motion in either pitching–plunging
or translation–pitching. However, very few experiments have
been dedicated to the characterization of the flow close to the
moving wall and within the boundary layer region. The un-
steady boundary layer development plays indeed a key role
in the understanding of mechanisms leading to the unsteady
flow separation and then to the dynamic stall phenomenon.
Flow measurements describing accurately the instantaneous
response of the boundary layer to different conditions of un-
steadiness are thus of significant interest when checking the
CFD capabilities to capture flow physics features.

Mainly due to the fact that current PIV methods provided
reliable data only in flow regions quite distant from the wall,
an ELDV method (embedded laser Doppler velocimetry) has
been developed to measure the boundary layer flow close to
the wall. The ELDV measurement principle basically con-
sists in using a specific arrangement of the optical fibers,
installed either inside or outside the wing model and always
linked to the moving frame, and thus with the model motion
in translation/rotation. Such a method has been developed
at Laboratory of Aerodynamics and Biomechanics of Move-
ment (LABM), which has now become Institute of Movement
Sciences (ISM) over the past 15 years (Favier et al., 1997;
Berton et al., 2001, 2003; Pascazio et al., 1996) by means
of 2C and 3C systems and across different Reynolds number
regimes in the range 105 < Rec < 106 (Berton et al., 2003;
Barla et al., 2005).

Figure 1 shows a typical example of a boundary layer flow
measured using ELDV by Berton et al. (2003) at the reduced
longitudinal abscissa s/c = 0.67 (where s is the curvilinear
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Figure 1. U and V boundary layer profiles at s/c = 0.67 and as
a function of the angle of attack 0◦ < α0 < 18◦ on a NACA0012
airfoil in 2D steady flow at Rec = 105.

abscissa from the leading edge, c the airfoil chord) on a
NACA0012 airfoil at rest in the 2D steady flow. As the airfoil
angle of attack α0 is lower than the static stall value (close
to 13◦), the U and V profiles are typical of the fully attached
boundary layer behaviors. For higher values of α0, the flow
close to the wall is dominated by a flow reversal zone (nega-
tive values of U). The amplitude and intensity of the reversal
flow are linked to the static stall process and thus to the neg-
ative values of U and V close to the upper side surface.

Even when the airfoil is not oscillating (at rest) and set
to an incidence in steady flow at low Reynolds numbers, the
capture of flow features within recirculation regions of the
flow and in laminar transition bubbles remains a challenging
task for CFD methods. As shown by the laser sheet flow visu-
alizations in Figure 2a, b, the laminar flow separation occurs
shortly behind the leading edge, and the transition to turbulent
flow conditions occurs shortly after separation. The flow visu-
alizations clearly show the reduction of the bubble size in the

chordwise direction and its displacement towards the leading
edge when the angle of attack is increased from α0 = 8◦ to
11.5◦. The flow separation, together with the reattachment,
thus forms a laminar separation bubble containing a recircula-
tion region. The turbulent boundary layer behind the bubble
allows the flow to remain attached even at relatively high
adverse pressure gradients. In Figure 2c are depicted the tan-
gential velocity profiles through the laminar separation bub-
ble obtained by ELDV, PIV, and �-PIV (Barla et al., 2005;
Raffel et al., 2006) and CFD using the approximate factor-
ization implicit methodology and the Spalart Allmaras (SA)
and k−ε turbulence models (Barla et al., 2005; Geissler et al.,
1999).

In Figure 2c (Raffel et al., 2006), a reasonable agreement
between experiments and CFD calculations is obtained in
the outer regions (about 20 mm above the wall). However, in
the flow region very close to the wall (y <3 mm), the most
detailed presentation of results in Figure 2c shows that the
difference between the different experimental results, as well
as differences with CFD results, becomes significant. The
ELDV and �-PIV measurements have similar trends in the
measured flow velocity but differ much more in the size of
the separation bubble along the wall normal direction. Al-
though CFD shows better results using the SA-turbulence
model, improvements have to be done to capture the physics
of transition generated by the laminar separation bubble.

When the airfoil is forced to oscillate in 2D/3D flows, spe-
cific ELDV unsteady data acquisition and reduction proce-
dures, as well as ensemble averages for periodic flows, have
been specifically developed at LABM (Favier et al., 1997;
Berton et al., 2001; Pascazio et al., 1996). A data file con-
taining around 20 000 samples (of velocity and time values)
is created for each altitude y above the wall to provide the
(< U >, < V >, < W >) phase-averaged velocity compo-
nents and the phase-averaged turbulent quantities as turbu-
lence intensities (< σu >, < σv >, < σw >) and Reynolds
stresses (< σuv >, < σuw >, < σvw >). Uncertainties due to
the unsteady phase-averaging and data reduction procedures
have been also evaluated (Berton et al., 2003; Barla et al.,
2005). ELDV measurements have thus led to fine character-
izations of the unsteady boundary layer behavior in various
unsteady parametric conditions.

As an example, the phase-averaged velocity profiles given
in Figure 3a (Pascazio et al., 1996) have been determined
to characterize the transition phenomenon occurring on the
upper-side NACA0012 airfoil in pitching motion.

In this figure, ELDV phase-averaged data are compared
with theoretical laminar (solid line) and turbulent (dotted
line) velocity profils at a given longitudinal curvilinear ab-
scissa s/c = 0.67. The < U > velocity tangential compo-
nent, normalized by the external velocity < Ue >, is plotted
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4 Compressible Flows - Subsonic to Supersonic

Figure 2. CFD vs. ELDV and �-PIV results within a laminar bubble on OA209 airfoil at s/c = 0.05, α0 = 11.5◦, and Rec = 105.
(a) α0 = 8◦; (b) α0 = 11.5◦; (c) comparison CFD/experiments.

as a function of the altitude η (η = y(Res)1/2/s, where
Res = U∞s/ν). The flow state is shown to be laminar at low
incidence values (159◦ < ωt < 268◦) and becomes transi-
tional and then turbulent at high incidence values (315◦ <

ωt < 360◦). Some phase shifts due to the boundary layer
transition processes from laminar to turbulent state (for de-
creasing a values) and from turbulent to laminar state (for
increasing a values) are readily observed on the velocity pro-
files. In Figure 3b (Pascazio et al., 1996), the turbulent terms
< σu >, < σv >, < σuv > are shown as a function of η for
the same oscillating conditions as in Figure 2a. When the
laminar flow is establishing (159◦ < ωt < 268◦), a signifi-
cant decrease of the turbulent terms is observed (σu < 0.07,
σv < 0.015 and σuv < 0.0003) and the maximum values are
reached near the wall at low values of η. When the bound-
ary layer state is transitional or turbulent (268◦ < ωt < 360◦

and 0◦ < ωt < 268◦), the maximum value of each turbulent
term is higher (σu = 0.15, σv = 0.10 and σuv = 0.04) and

is reached farther above the wall (15 < η < 18), due to the
increase in the boundary layer thickness.

From phase-averaged ELDV velocity profiles, measured
on airfoil surfaces of different geometries and thicknesses
(NACA0012, OA209) set at either different steady flow con-
ditions on Reynolds number (105 < Res < 3 × 106) or dif-
ferent unsteady flow conditions generated by the oscillation
in translation, pitching and combined translation–pitching, a
transition onset criterion has been proposed (Berton et al.,
2001, 2003) in the following form:

(Reδ3
′)trans = 0.0135(1 + 1.5e

−
Res

35 000 )Re0.8
s with

δ3
′ =

∫ δ

0

u2

U2
e

(1 − u

Ue
)dz (1)

where δ3
′ represents the energy loss thickness of the second

kind within the boundary layer and the Reynolds numbers are
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Figure 3. (a) U/Ue = U/Ue(η) laminar and turbulent boundary layer velocity profiles on a NACA0012 pitching airfoil. (b) < σu >, < σv >,
< σuv > turbulent quantities as a function of η on a NACA0012 at α0 = 6◦, 	α = 6◦, k = 0.188, s/c = 0.67, and Rec = 105.

respectively based on the integral term δ3
′ and on the length s

along the curved airfoil surface. The above formulation thus
allows to delineate the instantaneous border between the lam-
inar flow state and the onset of transition, as a function of the
phase ωt of the oscillation. When compared to other transi-
tion criteria based on other integral quantities (displacement
thickness δ or the momentum loss thickness δ2), the criterion

based on δ3
′ is shown to improve the instantaneous detection

of transition and the CFD results when implemented in the
numerical code (Barla et al., 2005; Geissler et al., 1999).

An example illustrating the detection capability of the cri-
terion based on δ′

3 is shown in Figure 4 for the NACA0012
airfoil. For both airfoil motions, the Reynolds number based
on δ′

3 is plotted as a function of ReS , and the transition is given
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6 Compressible Flows - Subsonic to Supersonic

Figure 3. (Continued)

by the solid line. Black symbols correspond to a transitional
or turbulent boundary layer state and the open symbols to a
laminar one. In Figure 4a, results show that at the lower angle
of attack (α0 = 0◦), the boundary layer state remains lami-
nar for all the phase ωt of the oscillating period. Similarly,
the boundary layer is turbulent all over the oscillating period

at the higher value (α0 = 3◦). On the hysteresis loop corre-
sponding to the critical case α0 = 2◦, the criterion are shown
to well delineate the laminar and turbulent regimes. When
the flow velocity increases, the laminar flow is established
along the airfoil upper side during a little bit less than the
half period 185◦ < ωt < 330◦. The pitching motion airfoil
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Figure 3. (Continued)

is shown in Figure 4b at α0 = 2◦, 	α = 2◦ and for reduced
frequencies k = 0.03 and k = 0.35. At the lower frequency
value k = 0.03, the flow has a quasi-steady behavior and pro-
duces a thin hysteresis loop and a laminar regime at low inci-
dence values (160◦ < ωt < 220◦). Unlike the low frequency
case, the result at k = 0.35 shows a larger hysteresis loop and

a more pronounced phase shift in establishing the laminar
boundary regime that is also well delineated by the criterion.

Comprehensive measurements of unsteady 2D and 3D
flows over oscillating airfoils and wings have been performed
within the UNSI (Unsteady Viscous Flow in the context
of fluid–structure interaction) European Commission project
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Figure 4. Transition criterion on δ′
3 (solid line), ELDV laminar

velocity profile (open symbols), and transitional or turbulent ve-
locity profile (solid symbols) on NACA0012 airfoil. (a) Transla-
tion in fore-and-aft motion at fixed angle of attack α0 = 0◦ (cir-
cle), α0 = 2◦ (triangle), α0 = 3◦ (diamond) at 	α0 = 0◦, λ = 0.27,
k = 0.188, s/c = 0.37; (b) pitching motion at fixed upstream ve-
locity U∞ (Rec = 105) and s/c = 0.58 at α0 = 2◦, 	α = 2◦, λ = 0,
k = 0.03 (diamond) and k = 0.35 (triangle).

(Berton et al., 2003). Detailed databases including ELDV
phase-averaged boundary layer velocity profiles and turbu-
lent quantities, pressure surface distributions, overall forces
measurements, and flow visualizations have been established.
Such benchmark databases have thus been used for enhance-
ment and CFD validation. A better understanding of some
flow physics features specifically generated by turbulence
and by the flow unsteadiness has been gained during this
UNSI project. However, comparisons between experiments
and CFD have also proved the need to overcome existing
challenging problems such as the improvement of transition
and turbulence modeling in unsteady flow regimes.

Indeed, the accurate turbulence modeling in either sepa-
rated or unsteady flow regimes remains a real challenge for

both experiments and CFD approaches. Although Reynolds-
Averaged Navier–Stokes turbulence models are still very
widely used, they are about to be gradually supplanted by
large eddy simulation (LES), which still remains elusive for
complex flow geometries especially at high Reynolds num-
ber. As a result, the hybrid RANS–LES techniques includ-
ing detached Eddy simulation are being increasingly used
to model separated and unsteady flows (Haase, Braza and
Revell, 2009). An example of this hybrid approach is the
simulation of the flow around a circular cylinder (Perrin
et al., 2008; Bourguet et al., 2008), which illustrate the
use of a refined experimental data, for turbulence modeling
improvement and CFD validation.

Experiments on the turbulent flow past a circular cylin-
der have been conducted using a time-resolved PIV 3C
method and a time-averaging procedure (Perrin et al., 2008)
at Reynolds number Rec = 1.4 × 105 in a confined test sec-
tion environment, regarding the blockage coefficient (20%)
and the aspect ratio (4.8). Figure 5a (Bourguet et al., 2008)
gives an example of the flow field velocity data provided
by TRPIV 3C measurements around the cylinder. The flow
data consist of statistical and time-dependent velocity fields
that aim at providing a physical analysis of the coherent and
turbulent part of the flow. Such data have been used to im-
prove the turbulence modeling in the strongly separated and
unsteady flows in the cylinder wake. The numerical simu-
lation of the flow is carried out with exactly the same 3D
boundary conditions as in the experiments and in the same
conditions of confined environment. The numerical approach
is based on the organized eddy simulation in the context of the
DES. The statistical turbulence modeling URANS (Unsteady
Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes) is used in the near wake
region, coupled with an LES modeling in the detached flow
region. The time-averaged longitudinal velocity fields pro-
vided by TRPIV 3C are shown to be efficiently predicted by
the DES/OES simulation in Figure 5b.

2.2 Dynamic stall in 2D/3D unsteady flow
configurations

The term of dynamic stall was initially referring to the un-
steady and 3D phenomenon occurring on the retreating ro-
tor blade sections in forward flight (Mc Croskey, Carr and
Mc Alister, 1971). The physical phenomenology by which a
separation bubble forms near the leading edge of the upper
side surface grows in size and leaves the surface to form a
strong vortex (or several vortices), which is rolled up along
the surface and shed in the downstream wake, is one of the
most reviewed process in the aerodynamics open literature. A
comprehensive review of both experiments and CFD methods
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Figure 5. (a) Flow around a circular cylinder measured by time-resolved PIV 3C; (b) comparison between TRPIV 3C field and DES–
(Organized Eddy Simulation) OES results.

implemented for dynamic stall has been published (Maresca,
Favier and Rebont, 1979; Piziali, 1994; Favier et al., 1988;
Favier, Maresca and Rebont, 1982; Carr, 1998; Ekaterinas
and Platzer, 1998; Bouseman, 2000). However, although a
proper simulation of the surrounding rotary wing flow re-
quires considering various parameters, including simultane-
ous velocity and incidence fluctuations, three-dimensional
and compressible effects, most of the studies undertaken on

this phenomenon have separated the various parameters in-
fluences by investigating 2D unsteady flows over airfoils os-
cillating either in pitch and/or in translation parallel to the
freestream direction (Favier et al., 1988; Favier, Maresca and
Rebont, 1982).

Consequently, much of the current works on dynamic stall
are done in the two-dimensional area, and 2D wind tunnel
experiments dedicated to dynamic stall studies have given
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Figure 6. (a) Experimental set-up; (b) lift coefficient; (c) drag coefficient; (d) moment coefficient. CFD vs. experiments on forces and
moment coefficients, on 0A209 pitching airfoil at α0 = 9.8◦, 	α = 9.1◦, k = 0.05, M = 0.31, Rec = 1.15 × 106.

rise to substantial databases, mainly using the airfoil pitching
motion to simulate the stall phenomenon. Such databases pro-
vided a detailed characterization on the aerodynamic behav-
ior of airfoils oscillating across different ranges of frequency,
angle of attack, amplitude variation of the incidence oscilla-
tion, amplitude variation of the velocity oscillation, airfoil
geometry, and Reynolds number range, including high sub-
sonic and transonic flow regimes. Among many other studies,
a typical example of experimental and numerical work car-
ried out on the dynamic stall of the OA209 airfoil section
is shown in Figure 6 (Geissler et al., 1999, 2005). In Fig-
ure 6a, the experimental set-up shows the OA209 model in
the 1 m × 1 m test section of the DLR-Göttingen (Deutsche
Forschungsanstaltfür Luft and Raumfahrt) wind tunnel TWG
(transonic wind tunnel). Unsteady pressure distributions have
been measured at the model mid-section with pressure sen-
sors and have been integrated to obtain normal forces and

moments (Geissler et al., 2005). The upper and lower wind
tunnel walls were adaptive, and a steady adaptation has been
applied for the mean incidenceα0 = 9.8◦ and kept unchanged
during oscillations.

The measurements show all measured 160 consecutives
cycles in Figure 6b, c, d and are compared with calculated
results. CFD is performed using a time-accurate implicit
Navier–Stokes code based on the Approximate Factorisa-
tion Implicit methodology with the Spalart Allmaras one-
equation turbulence model (Geissler et al., 1999). Experi-
mental and calculated results of forces and moment are in
close agreement even in regions of dynamic stall vortex de-
velopment and shedding. The drag rise, as well as the negative
pitching moment peaks, is almost covered by the numerical
prediction. Nevertheless, measurements show a significant
spreading of cyclic curves, especially in regions of massive
flow separation. In these regions, the use of an adequate
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data reduction phase-averaging technique over 160 cycles
appears to be a requirement in evaluating accurately the CFD
capability as well as the uncertainty of measurements.

However, it should be noticed that the force and moment
hysteresis loops generated by the airfoil pitching oscillation
alone exhibited only quasi-steady behavior during the flow
reattachment phase. Indeed, the flow reattaches on the up-
per side when the instantaneous incidence α is sufficient
low (α < α0) similarly to the 2D steady boundary layer flow
regime. Consequently, there is no gain in the mean lift and
drag coefficients over the oscillating period when compared
to their corresponding steady values. When simulating the
2D dynamic stall by means of either the airfoil translation
motion or the combined translation pitching motion at high
fixed incidence value of the airfoil (typically at α0 = 20◦),
the boundary layer flow reattachment appears to be a truly
unsteady phenomenon (Maresca, Favier and Rebont, 1979;
Favier et al., 1988; Favier, Maresca and Rebont, 1982), which
cannot occur in steady flow regimes at the same high inci-
dence value α0. Consequently, there is a significant gain in
the mean lift and drag coefficients over the oscillating period
when compared to their corresponding steady values. Such an
unsteady boundary reattachment and the corresponding gain
on the mean lift and drag coefficients still remain challenges
for the CFD modeling.

Unlike the investigations conducted on the airfoil stall in
2D flows, the literature survey indicates that a limited num-
ber of CFD works has currently been attempted to make the
step from 2D to 3D simulations of dynamic stall (Ekaterinas,
1995; Spentzos et al., 2007). The literature survey also re-
veals that very few experimental works (Piziali, 1994; Berton
et al., 2003; Coton and Galbraith, 1999) have been conducted
on wings of low and moderate aspect ratio, which are closer
to modern rotor blades. Moreover, experiments mainly con-
cern flow visualizations using micro tufts and pressure sur-
face measurements (Piziali, 1994; Spentzos et al., 2007) and
databases including both local velocity profiles, surface pres-
sure, and overall forces measurements are rather rare (Berton
et al., 2001, 2003).

The example in Figure 7 (Spentzos et al., 2007) provides
some experimental and CFD results on the investigation of
the flow topology and the boundary behavior during the oc-
currence of 3D dynamic stall over a tapered wing oscillating
in pitch at M = 0.2 and high Reynolds number Re = 106.
Experiments were conducted at LABM using the ELDV 3C
method to determine the phase-averaged velocity and their as-
sociated turbulent quantities on an oscillating tapered wing
in 3D flow (Berton et al., 2001, 2003). The database addi-
tionally includes overall forces and local pressure surface at
different spanwise sections in altitude (z/h) and chordwise
stations (x/c).

The CFD solver uses the Reynolds Averaged Navier–
Stokes equations expressed in the 3D form and the baseline
k − ω equations turbulence model have been used. More de-
tails on the CFD solver can be found in the study by Spentzos
et al. (2007). In this figure, two unsteady flow cases were
computed, both having a mean incidence angle α0 = 18◦ and
amplitude 	α = 6◦, same reduced frequency k = 0.06, and
two different section altitudes along the span (a) z/h = 0.5
and (b) z/h = 0.7. Comparisons between CFD vs ELDV are
performed on the U-velocity profiles at four different phase
angles during the oscillation cycle ωt = 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and
270◦. In each plot of Figure 7, one can see an embedded plot
of the cross spanwise section where the probing station is
also shown. The chordwise location of the ELDV probing,
streamlines, as well as the pressure contours are presented at
the corresponding phase angle ωt.

Such comparisons lead to conclude that CFD results are in
excellent agreement with the experimental data. The veloc-
ity profiles at phase angles ωt = 0◦ and 270◦ reveal a fully
attached flow at all spanwise and chordwise stations. In con-
trast, the velocity profiles at ωt = 90◦ and 180◦ show the
massive recirculation of the flow. The onset and the extent
of the separation are shown to be well predicted by CFD. It
is only for the inboard station that the CFD slightly under-
predicts the separation at a phase angle of ωt = 180◦. It is
also interesting to note that the CFD results predict very well
the velocity profiles at the outboard station of z/h = 0.7. In
this region, closer to the wing tip, the flow is strongly 3D,
and the dynamic stall vortex appears to interact with the tip
vortex resulting in a very complex flow field. Such detailed
ELDV boundary layer measurements thus appear to be suit-
able for CFD validation, and such CFD–ELDV comparisons
constitute one of the very few examples existing in literature
where the boundary layer properties are directly compared
with CFD results. The common pressure predictions are use-
ful as first indicators for the validity of a CFD. However,
since turbulence models have a strong influence in the near-
wall region, comparisons like the ones above show clearly the
potential of CFD when carefully validated on experiments.

3 INTEGRATING THE USE OF WIND
TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS AND CFD

The previous few examples have shown that an effective CFD
validation must be based on suited and well documented
databases, especially when unsteady flows configurations are
concerned. However, uncertainties necessarily exist in re-
sults issued from both CFD tools and wind tunnel measure-
ments. Obviously, experiments and CFD have to be used in
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12 Compressible Flows - Subsonic to Supersonic

Figure 7. CFD vs. ELDV experiments on the U-velocity components at different phases ωt of the 3D dynamic stall, top to bottom
ωt = 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦. Tapered wing in pitching motion at α0 = 12◦, 	α = 6◦, k = 0.060, and Rec = 106, M = 0.20, chordwise
station s/c = 0.40 and altitudes along the span (a) z/h = 0.50 and (b) z/h = 0.70.
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Figure 7. (Continued)

a complementary way to improve the validity of both meth-
ods. Evaluating those uncertainties and understanding their
impacts in the validation process are required for efficiently
integrating experiments and CFD approaches.

The fundamental strategy of validation is to assess how
accurately the computational results compare with the ex-
perimental data with a precise quantification of the errors
and careful estimates of the uncertainties of both techniques,
which is often a challenging task. Different sources of errors
have to be clearly identified and estimated in CFD (Roache,
1993). A few examples include, for instance, the numerical
implementation of the governing equations in the space of
discretization, the grid refinement, the convergence issues, as
well as the lack of accuracy of physical models implemented
in the codes. This is particularly true for the turbulence mod-
els used in CFD to predict the behaviors of unsteady bound-
ary layers (laminar, transitional, and turbulent), and separated
and/or vortical flow regions.

As far as experiments are concerned, the quantification of
uncertainties is a difficult and necessary task, which includes
the evaluation of different sources of errors, classified into
two categories: the errors resulting from the instrument and
the measurement method on the one hand and bias errors
resulting from the techniques of statistical data reduction on
the other hand, which are much more difficult to assess. Typ-
ical errors that are generally quantified concern, for instance,
geometrical factors of the model, blockage and wall inter-
ference effects, and the adequate and complete definition of
steady/unsteady flow conditions and boundary conditions. A
more difficult job is to estimate the errors generated by the
techniques of data reduction, to analyze the velocity fields,
and understand for instance the vortex dynamics or the scales

of turbulence (Raffel et al., 2007). However, uncertainty
margins must be provided in order to allow meaningful
conclusions on the physical model to be analyzed.

It must be emphasized that both global and local measure-
ments constituting the database need to be considered as safe
and accurate. They are generally including overall forces and
moments measurements by balances, surface pressure and
skin friction measurements in both axial and azimuth direc-
tions, flow features visualizations, flow field measurements,
and/or boundary layer velocity profiles by laser techniques,
which can be used to study transition and flow separation at
higher angles of attack. To fully satisfy the requirements of
the three-folded role of wind tunnel experiments, different
kinds of database should be specifically established:

1. Databases providing a description of the phenomenology
of the flow, which constitute an a posteriori check of the
CFD predictive results. A few examples are for instance
ELDV measurements through bubble and transition
regions shown in Section 2.

2. Benchmark databases that provide overall aerodynamic
performances and local aerodynamic quantities (includ-
ing phase-averaged velocities and turbulent quantities).
A few examples are the databases corresponding to oscil-
lating airfoils and wings shown in Section 2. Such com-
plete and detailed databases should be used to improve
the turbulence modeling in unsteady flows, provide a ref-
erence comparison between different numerical codes,
and validate CFD approaches in different conditions of
unsteadiness.

3. Databases dedicated specifically to the validation of
whole or part of CFD codes, as, for instance, different
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unsteady flow conditions generated by the dynamic stall,
as a function of airfoil geometry, amplitude, frequency,
etc.

For these three types of databases, the future trends imply that
CFD simulations have to be synergistically used with wind
tunnel testing. With the help of detailed flow simulations pro-
vided by a CFD simulation, it is thus advantageous to organize
optimally the flow diagnostics and the measurements meth-
ods in the wind tunnel testing. Moreover, new methods, such
as the virtual reality or the 3D real flow representation, have
to be implemented to analyze and compare the large amount
of results generated by experiments and CFD.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Integrating the use of experiments and CFD will be one of
the major challenges to perform an efficient cross fertilization
between the two approaches. Future challenges and require-
ments for experiments and CFD will include the successful
numerical simulations of available experimental databases
and the complete validation of relevant and detailed experi-
ments, especially for unsteady flow phenomena on complex
3D geometries. In this context, the respective roles of exper-
iments and CFD thus appear as synergistic and complemen-
tary in the dialectic process.

This strategy of integration is an emerging trend and must
be strongly encouraged and developed for the maturation of
the CFD approach. The dual role of mutually guiding and
stimulating the advances and benefits of each approach will
lead us to improve the global knowledge on fluid flow physics.
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1 OVERVIEW

Hypersonic flight has revolutionized both commercial as well
as military activity. The economic implications of affordable
high-speed flight become apparent when one recognizes that
hypersonic flight is an essential element at some point in
the trajectory of all space vehicles during ascent, and, if ap-
plicable, descent as well. As such, the practical benefits of
satellites from astronomy to communications and weather
forecasting, as well as lunar and deep space exploration,
are all enabled by hypersonics. In this sense, hypersonics
is the link between air and space. Future hypersonic vehi-
cles may also facilitate rapid transport between distant points
on the earth at a fraction of the time it currently takes. For

all these reasons, the importance attributed to hypersonics is
reflected in vigorous program activity in several nations. In
recent years, a particularly exciting possibility has emerged
of developing air-breathing propulsion devices known as su-
personic combustion ramjets (or scramjets). This advance
could greatly relieve the dependence on relatively inefficient,
solely rocket-based propulsion strategies currently in vogue
and make space access and exploration routine and afford-
able. Thus, the study of hypersonics is not restricted to earth
atmospheres since space exploration requires entry into other
planetary atmospheres such as those of Mars and Jupiter,
which are unique in many respects.

Although hypersonic flight occurs naturally in the trajec-
tory of meteors, its study has been predominantly driven
by aerospace applications. Many textbooks with classi-
cal (Chernyi, 1961; Hayes and Probstein, 1959; Dorrance,
1962) and modern (Anderson, 1989; Hirschel, 2006;
Bertin, Glowinski and Periaux, 1989) treatments have been
published. The latter texts include analyses obtained with
high-fidelity simulations in ground tests as well as on com-
puters. Nonetheless, many outstanding engineering and basic
science hurdles remain in measuring, understanding, predict-
ing, and controlling the principal physical manifestations of
hypersonic flow.

The phenomena that differentiate hypersonic from super-
sonic flow appear gradually as the speed of the vehicle is in-
creased. Hence, the distinction between the two regimes is not
sharp. For simplicity, it is often assumed that the flow is hyper-
sonic when the Mach number, which is a primary parameter
and must be large, exceeds 5. However, high-temperature and
high-altitude effects, which constitute some of the most ex-
traordinary elements of hypersonic flight, also depend on the
free-stream enthalpy, density and the shape of the vehicle and
could appear at lower Mach numbers as well. Hypersonic, or
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2 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

Figure 1. Hypersonic vehicles: (a) Sounding rocket (Reproduced from NASA); (b) Reentry capsule (Reproduced with permission from
Ducros c©European Space Agency); (c) Reusable space transportation system – Shuttle (Reproduced from NASA); (d) Notional hypersonic
vehicle with air-breathing engine (Reproduced with permission from Lockheed Martin Corporation).

hypervelocity, flow is thus characterized by hydrodynamic
effects that are considerably stronger than observed at mod-
erate supersonic Mach numbers or by physico-chemical ef-
fects that prompt the need to include thermo-chemical and
molecular dynamic considerations into the analysis.

2 HYPERSONIC FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT

Decades of developmental activity in the context of numerous
hypersonic vehicle programs in many countries have yielded
diverse conceptual designs to fulfill different missions such as
short duration, extended cruise, and access to space. The flight
paths of hypersonic vehicles depend on their mission and
are the primary determinants of the science and engineering
issues encountered. A few representative hypersonic vehicles
are shown in Figure 1 – these shapes evolved after factoring
competing constraints, some of which are outlined later in

this chapter. A more detailed and advanced perspective is
provided in the chapter by Lewis (see Hypersonic Missions
and Vehicle Configurations).

The first hypersonic flights were accomplished on slen-
der designs with rockets that lofted the vehicle to high alti-
tudes and large velocities. An advanced version of this type
of vehicle is shown in Figure 1a. Modern vehicles in this
class have multiple stages that can chart complex trajectories
through reorientation maneuvers. The requirement to reach
orbit and subsequently return to earth with manned missions
led to more sophisticated designs, with a capsule-type pay-
load such as the one shown in Figure 1b. This design facil-
itates force and heat management by its shape and surface
materials. The reusable space shuttle, shown in Figure 1c,
represents a substantial technological advance over previous
vehicles, particularly on the return phase where its lifting
body design with swept wings facilitates a glide path back to
earth in unpowered flight. Finally, Figure 1d displays one of
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Figure 2. Properties of the atmosphere. T= Troposphere; S=
Stratosphere; M= Mesosphere; Th= Thermosphere.

the many futuristic concept hypersonic vehicles integrating
air-breathing hypersonic engines to an airplane-like frame
for long-range cruise vehicles operating at or greater than
Mach 6.

The trajectories of hypersonic vehicles through the
atmosphere may be described in terms of altitude–range
or altitude–velocity plots. The properties of the atmosphere
play a crucial role in developing flight paths. For subsequent
reference, some of the main features, specifically tempera-
ture, density, and mean free path, of the earth’s atmosphere
are shown in Figure 2. The approximate ranges of the tro-
posphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere are
marked near they axis. Air density and pressure diminish
relatively rapidly with altitude, while the mean free path
correspondingly increases. The temperature variation is non-
monotonic, varying by about 100K in different regions of the
atmosphere. The actual conditions on any given day will vary
of course, and guidance and control techniques are necessary
to ensure the desired flight path even under unanticipated
atmospheric conditions.

Figure 3 shows three notional trajectories for vehicles that
do not orbit earth. Theballistic path (Figure 3), originates at
a steep angle under rocket power though other means such as
rail guns are possible. The velocity in the denser near-earth
atmosphere is relatively low, and the shape of the vehicle,
which determines its aerodynamic drag, has a relatively small
impact. The vehicle accelerates rapidly and reaches peak ve-
locity at higher altitudes – the final speed before rocket turnoff
determines range – where it is oriented in the desired direc-
tion. Descent occurs under gravitational force at steep angles.
In this segment of the flow path, the shape, particularly of the

Figure 3. Altitude-range plots of non-orbiting vehicles. All dis-
tances and flight parameters are notional.

nose, and inclination of the vehicle are a major factor and
determine the drag, heat load, stability, and hence survivabil-
ity of the vehicle. Representative Mach numbers are marked
at different points on the flight path in Figure 3. Theglide
trajectory is similar to ballistic during ascent, but since these
vehicles have higher lift-to-drag ratio, their return through the
earth’s atmosphere is more gradual, resulting in longer range
with gravitational pull being slightly larger than lift during
most of the flight. Theskipor skip–glidetrajectory is a com-
bination of the ballistic and glide paths. In this, the vehicle
drops into the sensible atmosphere and is then partly boosted
back, thus increasing time of flight in the more rarefied outer
atmosphere and increasing range.

To associate primary hypersonic phenomena with seg-
ments of the flight path, it is more useful to plot velocity–
altitude diagrams as shown in Figure 4, adapted from Hirschel
(2006) and Guptaet al.(1990). Hirschel (2006) identifies four
types of vehicles representing current and future emphasis:
(i) winged reentry vehicles (RVs) such as the space shuttle,
for which representative ascent and descent trajectories are
shown; (ii) cruise and acceleration vehicles (CAVs) using air-
breathing propulsion, which remain in the atmosphere; (iii)
ascent and reentry vehicles (ARVs) that augment CAVs with
rocket propulsion and reach orbit; and (iv) aeroassisted or-
bital transfer vehicles (AOTVs), which use the atmosphere to
brake upon return at much higher velocities from interplane-
tary missions. The trajectories of some of these vehicles are
shown in Figure 4, which will be referred to frequently in
the following text to identify regions of the flight path where
specific hypersonic phenomena become important.
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Figure 4. Velocity altitude diagram – all quantitative data are
notional only. RV= Reentry Vehicle; CAV= Cruise and Accel-
eration Vehicle; ARV= Ascent and Reentry Vehicle; AOTV=
Aeroassisted Orbital transfer vehicles. CN= Chemical Nonequilib-
rium; TN= Thermal Nonequilibrium; CE= Chemical Equilibrium;
TE = Thermal Equilibrium.

3 MISSION AND VEHICLE
CONSIDERATIONS –
AEROTHERMODYNAMICS

Aerothermodynamics refers to the distribution of pres-
sure, forces, moments, and heating on the vehicle. At high
velocities and enthalpies, these are very large, and their min-
imization requires compromise between conflicting consid-

erations. For a given mission, this requires optimization of
several factors including the shape of the vehicle and its flight
path. A few observations are now presented to illustrate some
of the main factors determining vehicle evolution. A related
more comprehensive discussion may be found in the chapter
by Lewis (see Hypersonic Missions and Vehicle Configura-
tions). To motivate the discussion, Figure 5 exhibits the main
flow features encountered near the two primary canonical
hypersonic shapes: blunt-nosed and sharp-nosed objects.

The nose of the vehicle plays a very important role in the
design of hypersonic vehicles. For the blunt body (Figure 5a),
the shock is curved and stands off (i.e., is detached) from
the body – the region between the shock and the surface is
termed ashock layer. By Crocco’s theorem, the curved shock
results in an entropy gradient transverse to the streamlines.
The shock layer is thus a highly vortical region and is often
termed an entropy layer. For the sharp-nosed configuration
(Figure 5b), the shock is weaker and is attached to the surface
at its tip. It should be noted that even for a sharp-nosed body,
there is always some bluntness at the leading edge, but the
radius of curvature can be very small. For sharp-nosed ob-
jects, the angle between the shock and the surface becomes
very small at hypersonic speeds.

Depending on the mission profile, both peak as well as
integrated (acreage) heating loads are of concern. The largest
peaks usually occur at the nose of the vehicle, because of
the high enthalpy and dynamic pressure of the freestream.
However, localized maxima also arise in other regions due
to shock–shock and shock–boundary layer interactions dis-
cussed later. Numerous conflicting constraints must be bal-
anced in the process of load mitigation. The nose heating rate

Figure 5. Features of flow past blunt and sharp bodies. (a) Blunt-nosed body; (b) Sharp-nosed body.
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q̇ varies as 1/
√

Rn, whereRn is the nose radius (see Analytical
Foundation of Hypersonic Flow). Hypersonic vehicles thus
have relatively blunt noses – the radius of the space shut-
tle nose is about 30 cm, which limits peak heat load to about
40W cm−2. Missions to or from the moon or other planets en-
counter much higher velocities and generate higher heating
rates. Capsule shapes employed for some of these missions,
such as the one shown in Figure 1b, therefore have a much
larger radius of curvature. In addition to a blunt face, gas–
surface interactions such as ablation and charring are also
employed as thermal protection systems (TPSs). In ablation,
the surface absorbs heat through melting and vaporization, or
sublimation, and the hot products are swept away by the flow.

For longer flight times through the atmosphere, such as
in a notional cruise mission, heat on the surface of the ve-
hicle is conducted into the interior through the TPS (heat
soak) and, unless properly designed, can be felt by the
internal structure. In general, the heat transfer to the surface
due to the gas enthalpy must be balanced by conduction into
the frame (perhaps with active cooling) and thermal radia-
tion from the surface to provide an acceptable surface tem-
perature. A key phenomenon in this regard is transition and
turbulence. Turbulent heating can be several times as large as
laminar heating (and transitional heating can be even larger,
though only over a short streamwise distance) – this has di-
rect impact on TPS weight at the expense of payload. For
this reason, optimized vehicle shapes and trajectories seek
to delay transition as long as possible. At high altitudes, the
low density results in a small Reynolds number and the flow
is laminar over the entire vehicle. As the vehicle descends
into the denser atmosphere, however, transition is initiated
at the back of the vehicle where the local Reynolds number
is the largest. Transition then moves upstream as the vehicle
further loses altitude and much of the vehicle may encounter
turbulent flow. Even short-flight duration missions of reentry
vehicles must factor transition into design analyses.

Drag is also an important consideration for vehicle de-
sign. Blunt noses, while reducing peak heating, increase drag
on the body. This is fortuitous for vehicles such as those of
Figure 1b or c, which essentially perform braking missions
by presenting flat surfaces to the incoming flow (note the high
angle of attack for the shuttle at higher altitudes in Figure 4).
For ballistic, skip, and glide trajectories, however, range is an
important consideration and drag exerted in the lower atmo-
sphere must be reduced. These vehicles therefore tend to be
relatively slender, with slightly blunted noses that experience
severe heating but only for short times. For such vehicles,
turbulent skin friction can then be a major determinant of
drag, and asymmetric laminar–turbulent transition locations
can yield unanticipated moments. Glide vehicle range can be
extended by designs with a higher lift-to-drag (L/D) ratio,

which allows them to fly longer at higher altitudes where the
density is lower. An added benefit of higher-altitude flight is
a lower heat transfer load in the more rarefied atmosphere.
The L/D ratio of hypersonic vehicles is relatively small –
for the space shuttle at 45◦ angle of attack it is about 1.2.
To alleviate this problem, designs known as “waveriders” are
seeing renewed interest (Andersonet al., 1988). The sim-
plest waverider is a caret-shaped body that “rides” on the
shock generated on its underside.

For proposed air-breathing hypersonic vehicles, such as
those with supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) engines,
additional considerations become important in the internal
flowpath. A major requirement is to reduce the flow speed
from the freestream to about Mach 2, so that the fuel may be
mixed and burned. This reduction in speed is accomplished
by shocks and accompanying shock/boundary layer interac-
tions. The loss in thrust due to losses associated with these
phenomena can be minimized by reducing shock strength
and spreading the compression process by perhaps using
the external vehicle surface to pre-compress the flow (mixed
internal–external compression). Even so, flow separation and
distortion influence the mixing and burning processes in
complex ways and may even induce unstart of the engine.

Hypersonic vehicle design considerations cannot be obliv-
ious of low-speed performance because they take off and,
as for example in the case of the space shuttle, return in a
manner somewhat similar to conventional aircraft. Indeed,
even at hypersonic speeds, many parts of the vehicle down-
stream of the bow shock may be at supersonic or lower
speeds. A vehicle designed purely for hypersonic flight may
be too difficult to manage at lower-speed ranges of the flight
path.

Finally, advances in hypersonic theory have been con-
strained by the difficulty in experimentation and simula-
tion, although active research is lifting many of these lim-
itations. Flight tests are expensive and difficult to monitor
while ground tests cannot simultaneously match all condi-
tions such as Mach and Reynolds numbers as well as en-
thalpies for larger vehicles. Some compromises are usually
necessary in wind tunnel tests. For example, the enthalpy can
be increased with arc jets, but the effect of impurities so intro-
duced must be factored into the analysis. Gases with different
specific heat ratios may also be employed to achieve desired
Mach numbers, but usually at the expense of realism, since
quantities such as shock stand off depend on such gas proper-
ties. Simulations suffer from the fact that the phenomena are
fundamentally multi-disciplinary in nature. Although much
progress has been made, many of the mathematical, physical,
and computational (algorithmic) models require substantial
additional insight and development – some of the main issues
are discussed in other chapters of this volume.
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6 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

4 PRINCIPAL AERODYNAMIC
PHENOMENA IN HYPERSONIC
FLIGHT

Bertin, Glowinski and Periaux (1989) note that the aerother-
modynamic environment is “determined by transition,
turbulence, viscous/inviscid interactions, separation, non-
equilibrium chemistry, effects of surface catalycity, ablation,
and noncontinuum effects.” These topics are highly interre-
lated and, supplemented with radiation and plasmadynamics
for flow control, span the range of complexity encountered
in hypersonic flow. Figure 6 shows the main flow features in
a succinct fashion in the context of a high-speed aeroshell
reentry problem – this figure will be referred to frequently
in the rest of the chapter, which continues the introduction
to the main terminology and underlying phenomenology of
hypersonic flows.

4.1 Hypersonic inviscid and viscous effects

Even in the absence of high-temperature thermo-chemical
effects, numerous changes occur when the Mach number is
increased beyond the supersonic range. Significant insight

into many of these events has been obtained through exten-
sions and modifications of classical supersonic approaches
employing the perfect gas assumption. The analyses consider
limiting approximations to the Mach numberM∞ (which
should be relatively high), slenderness of the body repre-
sented by the deflection angleθ of the streamline (which
should be relatively low for classical approaches to be valid),
and combinations of these two quantities. In this context,
the “hypersonic similarity parameter”,M∞θ, is often used
to simplify the governing equations and essentially extend
methodologies derived for supersonic flows. These analyses
can also be applied in many cases to gases at high tempera-
tures when the equilibrium gas parameters, such as specific
heat ratio, are suitably specified. Some broad as considera-
tions are presented to motivate the article by Shang, Analyt-
ical Foundation of Hypersonic Flow.

For blunt bodies such as the one shown in Figure 5a,
although there is qualitative similarity to features encoun-
tered in supersonic flow, the shock stand-off distance is much
smaller because the density ratio across the shock is higher.
The temperature and pressure in the shock layer region be-
come correspondingly larger. The closer proximity of the
shock to the surface, together with high entropy gradients
and vorticity in the shock layer – the vorticity can become

Figure 6. Principal aerothermodynamic phenomena for aeroshell. Figure produced by Space Technologies Division, NASA Ames Research
Center.
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comparable to that in the boundary layer – yields a different
impact on the boundary layer than observed in supersonic
flows where the shock is much further away from the body
and the interaction between the different elements is weak.
One important implication is that vorticity interactions for
blunt or blunted slender bodies can result in a significant in-
crease in heat transfer rate (Hayes and Probstein, 1959).

However, very high Mach numbers can also result in lim-
iting simplifications. A particularly useful result for such
flows by Oswatitsch, known as the Mach number indepen-
dence principle, states that at high Mach numbers, only the
freestream density and velocity determine the flow behind
the bow shock (see Hayes and Probstein, 1959, for a detailed
discussion). Thus, the flow is independent of the freestream
enthalpy, pressure, temperature, or speed of sound, even when
the gas is not perfect. For blunt bodies, Mach number inde-
pendence is actually achieved at relatively low Mach num-
bers, and drag coefficients do not change very much beyond
Mach 4 (Chernyi, 1961).

For sharp-nosed bodies such as in Figure 5b, the shock in-
clination decreases with Mach number so that it lies closer to
the surface. The independence principle applies here also, but
at higher Mach numbers than for blunt bodies, because of the
smaller flow deflection. Small perturbation analyses of slen-
der bodies in hypersonic flow are significantly more complex
than in the supersonic regime because of the large perturba-
tion velocity relative to the speed of sound and associated
large pressure changes. Thus, linearization techniques that
are successful in supersonic flow incur large error and are
inappropriate, resulting in perturbation equations that are
more difficult to solve. Even for slender bodies, however,
some simplifications can be made at high-enough Mach num-
bers. One such simplification is the “equivalence principle”
for hypersonic flow in which one spatial dimension of the
problem is essentially replaced with time. Thus, a three-
dimensional steady problem may be solved by considering
an equivalent 2D unsteady one.

Viscous interactions, that is, the interaction of shock waves
and boundary layers, are usually classified into those asso-
ciated with rapid boundary layer growth near leading edges
(boundary layer induced) and those where a shock impinges
on or interacts with an established boundary layer (shock
induced). The importance of viscous effects is characterized
by the hypersonic viscous interaction parameter,M3

∞
√

C/Re,
whereC is the Chapman–Rubesin factor (ratio of density
times viscosity at the wall to that in the freestream). The high
temperatures encountered in hypersonic flows, especially
near leading edges, usually result in significantly thicker
boundary layers (δ ∼ M2

∞/
√

Re) relative to those in super-
sonic flows at the same Reynolds number. The associated
streamline deflection changes the effective shape of the body

and thus generates a shock even in front of a flat plate. This
boundary-layer-generated shock then influences the growth
of the boundary layer itself in an interconnected manner.

Shock-induced manifestations such as shock–boundary
layer and shock–shock interactions are highly nonlinear, usu-
ally unsteady phenomena that can result in flow separation
and high surface loads. These problems are therefore exam-
ined through experimentation and numerical simulations, al-
though insight into scaling can be gained from analytical de-
velopments (see, e.g., Inger, 1986). Although some of the
main effects are similar to those encountered in the super-
sonic regime, the problems are amplified at higher speeds.
Shock–shock interactions occur when the shock from one
part of a vehicle interacts with the bow shock near the lead-
ing edge of another part. For example, in Figure 6, the bow
shock is shown interacting with the shock generated from
the control surface at the periphery of the shell. The reverse
situation in which a planar shock impinges on the bow shock
near a leading edge, also results in a variety of patterns, which
Edney (1968) classified into six different types. One of these,
the so-called type IV, results in a supersonic jet impinging on
the surface. The resulting peak heat loads can cause catas-
trophic damage to the vehicle. Non-Continuum Phenomena
in Hypersonic Flow has an example of the large localized
peak that can be generated in such interactions. The practi-
cal implication of these phenomena is attested to by the near
catastrophic failure of one of the final X-15 flights because
of such interactions (Anderson, 1989).

Shock-wave–boundary layer interactions occur when the
shock from one body impinges on a boundary layer on the
same or another body. The large pressure gradients imposed
by the shock on the relatively low-speed near-wall flow can
induce separation and, if the incoming boundary layer is lam-
inar, transition to turbulence may occur. In three-dimensional
situations, complex vortical structures are formed. Since the
flow and its effects on the surface are highly unsteady, mate-
rial fatigue is also a problem. Shock–boundary layer interac-
tions can negate the influence of control surfaces and generate
significant distortion of the flow in the inlet of air-breathing
vehicles. Settles and Dolling (1997) should be consulted for
additional details.

4.2 Rarefied flows and high-altitude effects

Figure 3 indicates that a reentry vehicle drops in altitude
rapidly through relatively low-density (or rarefied) air. Un-
der these conditions, the continuum approximation does not
hold over large parts of the vehicle. The discussion below mo-
tivates the detailed analysis presented in Molecular Kinetics
and Physical Gas Dynamics and Non-Continuum Phenomena
in Hypersonic Flow.
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The Knudsen number,Kn = λ/L, whereλ and L are
representative mean free path and vehicle length scale, dis-
tinguishes between continuum and non-continuum regimes.
Since the body length scale is somewhat arbitrary, a local
Knudsen number may also be defined asλ/(∂ρ/∂x) whereρ

is the local density. Continuum is usually a good approxima-
tion when the Knudsen number is below 0.2. ForKn < 0.1,
the Navier–Stokes equations are generally accepted as valid,
although they may fail in localized regions such as very close
to leading edges or inside shock waves, which are defined
by a very small number of collisions. In the non-continuum
regime, a molecular dynamics approach based on the
Boltzmann equation or direct simulation Monte Carlo
(DSMC) methods (Bird, 1994) must be employed.

For large Knudson numbers, typically considered to be
greater than 10, the free molecule assumption, in which
the gas molecules do not interact with each other, may be
invoked. In the Newtonian limit, significant simplification
in predicting drag is derived by assuming equidistant non-
interacting particles, whose force, and thus drag on the body,
comprises only the momentum component normal to the
forward face, and the effect of areas of the vehicle on the
lee side is ignored. The Mach number does not explicitly
appear in the analysis since it must be high for the Newto-
nian flow approximation to hold – this is consistent with the
Mach number independence principle described previously.

The regime between continuum and free molecule flow is
called transitional (see Celenligil, Moss and Bird, 1989) – this
usage should not be confused with transition to turbulence.
Hirschel (2006) divides the transitional regime into a dis-
turbed free molecular flow (0.1 ≤ Kn ≤ 10) and continuum
flow with slip effects, where the flow conditions at the surface
exhibit a temperature and velocity jump. The relative scarcity
of collisions also results in an increase in the thickness of the
shock – the Knudson number in strong shock waves is the
same as in rarefied regimes. Since the length scale is impor-
tant, strict altitude ranges for each regime cannot be spec-
ified. For most applications, however, the continuum limit
holds below 100 km while the free molecule regime holds
above about 150 km – these regions are marked in Figure 2.
In practical simulations, the Knudsen number varies widely
over the length of the vehicle. Hybrid methods that combine
continuum and non-continuum methods are currently be-
ing developed to facilitate efficient treatment of the different
regions in a unified setting.

4.3 High-temperature effects

Many regions in the flow past hypersonic vehicles,
such as the shock layer and highly dissipative boundary

layers, experience extremely high temperatures. For exam-
ple, shock layer temperature estimates of the Apollo reentry
are about 11 000 K (Anderson, 1989). At these high tem-
peratures, many thermo-chemical (or real fluid) effects are
excited, which affect the properties of air, and thus aerother-
modynamics, in significant fashion. Typical thermal effects
include excitation of internal energy modes in addition to
translational and rotational, such as vibrational and electronic
excitation, while chemical effects include molecular dissoci-
ation, recombination, and ionization. These effects are not
instantaneous but rather proceed at rates that depend on sev-
eral factors, including especially mean free path and mean
collision time between gas particles.

The concept of equilibrium plays an important role in the
physics and modeling of hypersonic flows. It has a contex-
tual meaning based on a relative comparison of spatial scales
and temporal rates of different processes that are occurring in
the flow. If there is a large variation in rates of different pro-
cesses, time delays and relaxation phenomena appear. On the
other hand, if the gradients in the flow are such that sufficient
collisions occur to complete chemical reactions or energy
transfer between modes, equilibrium conditions are said to
hold.

Thermal equilibrium implies the existence of a Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution of particle energies characterized by a
single temperature while chemical equilibrium implies equal-
ity between forward and backward reactions. On the other
hand, if the flow velocity is large, that is, the time required
for particles to flow over the body is very small, the flow is
“frozen” in a thermo-chemical sense. Between the equilib-
rium and frozen extremes is the non-equilibrium case for
which processes must be treated with finite-rate kinetics.
Since different processes proceed at different rates, depend-
ing on the flow parameters, it may be the case that thermal
modes are in equilibrium but chemical reactions are not.
Similarly, the vibrational modes of different species, such
as oxygen and nitrogen, may not be in equilibrium with
each other – in this case, the treatment may require the con-
sideration of multiple temperatures. The translational mode
equilibrates with an average of one collision and the rota-
tional modes in 10–100 collisions. These two modes are usu-
ally in equilibrium, except in sharp gradient features such
as shocks, and can be described by a single temperature.
Vibrational equilibrium is slower, occurring over hundreds of
thousands of collisions. In some cases, it is then appropriate to
solve for the different quantum levels separately as individ-
ual species through the so-called master equation (Josyula
and Bailey, 2001). A Damkohler number,D = tc/tf of
order 1, is sometimes used as a criterion for non-equilibrium
chemistry conditions. Heretc and tf are characteristic time
scales for chemical processes and the flow field, respectively.
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Chemical non-equilibrium phenomena are discussed in de-
tail in High-Temperature Effects in Hypersonic Flight. The
velocity–altitude diagram of Figure 3 indicates approximate
regions where the different thermal and chemical equilib-
rium assumptions are appropriate. A gauge of thermochem-
ical effects in air may be obtained by considering increase
in temperature under standard atmospheric conditions. For
air at standard atmospheric pressure, vibrational modes are
excited at about 800 K. Oxygen dissociates between 2000 K
and 4000 K while nitrogen dissociates between 4000 K and
9000 K. Other important reactions include formation of ni-
trogen oxide and ionization of atoms as well as molecules.

High-temperature effects have many consequences. On
the practical side, the excitation of different internal energy
modes and dissociation reactions, which are endothermic,
that is, energy is absorbed in the creation of the products,
reduces the translational temperature and increases density.
Shock stand-off distance, which depends on the density ra-
tio, diminishes. Thermo-chemical effects modify thermody-
namic as well as transport properties of air. Specific heats
values vary depending on flow conditions – the gas is no
longer calorically perfect – and their ratio (γ) is reduced
as more energy modes are excited. For equilibrium condi-
tions, curve fits can be employed with two thermodynamic
quantities (temperature and pressure) to estimate the compo-
sition of the gas. Many of the analytical and semiempirical
approaches use modified equations of state for the gas. For
non-equilibrium cases, however, the treatment is consider-
ably more complicated as described in High-Temperature Ef-
fects in Hypersonic Flight. In this case, depending on the flow
conditions, multiple temperatures describing the different en-
ergies as well as reaction rate kinetics must be determined.
Kinetic theory and transport cross-section data are employed
to estimate transport properties. Although pressure and ther-
mal diffusion (Soret effect) are often neglected, mass diffu-
sion due to concentration gradients of different species can
also impact energy transfer through conduction and chemical
enthalpy transport. An effective diffusion coefficient is fre-
quently employed based on Fick’s law with the binary diffu-
sion approximation, which considers mass flux between pairs
of species. Two important non-dimensional numbers in this
context are the Lewis number that estimates the relative dif-
fusion of mass and heat and the Schmidt number comparing
vorticity and mass diffusion rates. Other properties such as
viscosity and thermal conductivity of the dissociated mixture
also employ approximations based on kinetic theory – a com-
mon approach is Wilke’s rule for viscosity, which considers
a weighted sum of individual species values. A Prandtl num-
ber can then be employed to relate viscosity to thermal con-
ductivity. Yos (1963), Gnoffo, Gupta and Shinn (1989), and
Capitelliet al.(2005) should be consulted for further details.

4.4 Stability, transition, and turbulence

At high altitudes, the Reynolds number is relatively low be-
cause of the reduced density, and turbulence is not a ma-
jor concern. However, at lower altitudes, laminar turbulent
transition is a distinct and troublesome possibility because
of its implication on drag and (TPS) design. Accurate pre-
diction of transition location is thus a major area of current
research.

The problem of stability and transition has been introduced
in Flow Instabilities and Transition, which also discusses the
key concepts of modal and non-modal growth in the con-
text of lower speed flows. Transition can arise from numer-
ous sources in freestream (acoustic, entropic, or vortical) or
on the surface (bumps, roughness). In the modal path, these
disturbances enter the boundary layer, undergo a receptiv-
ity process to generate unstable perturbations that then grow
exponentially and give rise to fully turbulent flow. Although
free shear and boundary layers are generally more stable at
higher Mach numbers, transition is a major problem for hy-
personic aircraft as noted earlier, and trajectories designed to
delay transition are helpful.

Hypersonic flight exhibits instability mechanisms not ob-
served in subsonic flows and, in addition to nose radius
and surface roughness, can be greatly influenced by surface
temperature, ablation products, and chemical reactions. In
Figure 6, transition to turbulence follows ablation, although
the reverse effect, that is, ablation subsequent to the appear-
ance of transition is also possible. Even at lower Mach num-
bers, compressibility introduces the temperature profile of
the boundary layer and especially wall temperature as major
new factors. Supersonic boundary layers exhibit a general-
ized inflection point that is, an inflection point in the quantity
1/T ∂u/∂y, whereT is the temperature,u is the velocity,
and y is the body normal coordinate. Unlike incompress-
ible boundary layers, therefore, they are unstable even at ex-
tremely high Reynolds numbers towards the inviscid limit.
The stability characteristics of boundary layers are altered in
other ways as well. The most unstable Tollmien–Schlichting
(T-S) mode is not 2D as in incompressible flow but is rather
oblique to the freestream direction. These 3D viscous distur-
bances, and the effect of temperature variation, become ever
more crucial as the Mach number increases in the hypersonic
range.

Beyond Mach numbers of about 4, a new class of un-
stable disturbances appears that progressively replaces the
T-S mode in transitioning the boundary layer. These modes
were first discovered by Mack (1984) through simulations
and subsequently verified in experiment. Unlike the T-S
(or first) mode, which are vortical in nature, Mack (sec-
ond and higher) modes are acoustic. The different modes
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introduce complications in prediction and control because
of their contrary response to changes in the environment.
Whereas the T-S mode is strongly damped and effectively
controlled by wall cooling, acoustic modes are destabilized.
Suppression of these higher modes is an area of active re-
search, and promising results have been obtained with porous
walls (Fedorovet al., 2001) that interfere with the acoustic
dynamics, as well as CO2 injection into the boundary layer,
which affects the thermal profile.

Small leading-edge bluntness creates a favorable pressure
gradient for fluid moving away from the stagnation point and
pushes the transition location downstream relative to sharp
noses. However, as the radius of curvature is increased further,
transition moves forward again. This intriguing observation
is known as the blunt body paradox. Roughness arising from
ablation, deficiencies in surface polishing, or defects such as
gaps and steps are major areas of interest because there con-
tinues to be a lack of clear understanding of the mechanism
by which these features lead to transition. In this context, the
concept of transient growth, in which disturbances that are
individually damped can nonetheless grow through collective
interaction, is receiving increased attention because of its po-
tential to describe some of the most perplexing observations
on transition to turbulence for many practical situations.

Thermo-chemical non-equilibrium effects influence
transition and the subsequent fully developed turbulent
boundary layer in myriad complex ways. Since excitation
of vibrational modes and dissociation are essentially en-
dothermic, they lower the translational temperature and thus
reflect the same trends as described for cooling. However,
simulations indicate a complex trend depending on numerous
factors (Johnson, Seipp and Candler, 1998; Hornung, 2006).
Transition also poses significant problems in wind tunnel
testing at hypersonic Mach numbers, since noise radiated
from the walls provides a substantially different environment
than that encountered in actual flight. Wind tunnels therefore
often provide lower transition Reynolds numbers than actual
flight conditions.

Once turbulence sets in, the signature of the transition
mechanism gradually diminishes, and the self-similar prop-
erties observed at supersonic Mach numbers are recovered.
When high-temperature effects are encountered, equilibrium
conditions can still be correlated to some perfect gas obser-
vations by suitable adjustments to the gas parameters. Non-
equilibrium effects on fully turbulent boundary layers have
been explored both semiempirically as well as numerically.
The semiempirical results of Dorrance (1962), for example,
examine the effect of various assumptions regarding degree
of non-equilibrium dissociation, wall catalycity, mass trans-
fer, pressure gradient, and body shape primarily to develop
practical correlations for heat transfer and skin coefficient.

At the high-fidelity simulation end, the direct numerical sim-
ulations of Martin and Candler (1999) should be consulted
to understand the effect of endothermic chemical reactions,
which are the norm in non-combusting flow, on fully devel-
oped turbulent boundary layers.

4.5 Thermal protection systems, gas–surface
interactions, and ablation

As noted earlier, the high temperatures encountered near
walls in hypersonic flow result in significant heating that can
melt the surface unless protected by a TPS. Numerous possi-
bilities exist for this purpose, including heat sinks that simply
absorb the heat generated, hot structures of overlapped shin-
gles, which could expand freely and radiate heat, and transpi-
ration cooling, which is similar to sweating. For a reusable
reentry vehicle such as the space shuttle, the thermal pro-
tection system takes the form of different types of tiles for
different regions of the body. The tiles store as well as re-
flect heat and protect the internal structure without chem-
ical reactions. The thermal state in this case is defined by
surface properties, temperature, and heat transfer rate. Near
cooled “catalytic” surfaces, previously dissociated particles
may recombine in exothermic reactions, greatly increasing
heat load. Non-catalytic surfaces, which do not facilitate the
recombination process, are thus preferred. In general, the dif-
ference between convective heat transfer from the gas to the
surface and the heat transfer into the surface is due to radia-
tion from the surface. For a reusable long-range vehicle such
as that shown in Figure 1d, a steady-state surface temper-
ature may be achieved by balancing the convective heating
due to the hot boundary layer with radiation cooling from a
surface with high thermal radiation emissivity. Major prob-
lems for such protection systems include material and fluid
issues. In the former category are machinability, durability,
maintenance, and bonding strength to the frame. The latter
category includes those associated with roughness and filler
gaps inserted between tiles to accommodate thermal expan-
sion – as noted previously, these can influence transition to
turbulence and substantially impact surface load.

For even higher heat transfer rates such as those encoun-
tered in earth reentry from moon missions or into atmospheres
of other planets, an ablative surface such as a carbon phenolic
material is employed. These can be difficult to manufacture,
but are efficient, reliable, and relatively cheap. An ablator TPS
is a lightweight sacrificial material. The surface melts and va-
porizes or sublimates directly, thus absorbing energy through
temperature rise as well as latent heat. Since the highest heat
transfer rates occur at the leading tip of the vehicle, these areas
melt first. For sharp-tipped configurations, ablation therefore
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tends to blunt the body. Charring processes on some abla-
tors generate a surface layer of low thermal conductivity,
which reduces ablation rate. Chemical reactions may also
take place inside the surface to produce gases (pyrolysis),
which are ejected through pores on the surface. This effect,
together with surface vaporization, mimics some aspects of
transpiration cooling.

4.6 Thermal radiation

Although radiation from the surface can be a cooling mecha-
nism for long-range vehicles, the gas itself may radiate ther-
mal energy at sufficiently high tempratures such as exist in
shock layers or combusting regions inside the propulsion flow
path. Radiative heat transfer in gases scatters energy in the
form of photons that can propagate in all possible directions.
This introduces a new dynamic that affects the flow field as
well as surface heating, since radiative heating to the surface
could equal or exceed convective heating. Radiation must
therefore be factored in the analysis of ultrahigh velocity
flight encountered during interplanetary travel.

In general, the gas may absorb, emit, or scatter radiation,
with each mechanism being a function of frequency. Sev-
eral simplifications are employed to make the problem man-
ageable. Scattering is often entirely neglected. The gray gas
assumption, that is, that the absorption coefficient is inde-
pendent of frequency, is also reasonable unless radiation is
produced by certain specific molecular processes. Two coex-
isting media are postulated, the gas particles and photons. The
effect of radiation on mass conservation may be neglected,
and since the body force due to radiation is small, the mo-
mentum equation also remains the same as in conventional
analyses. However, the energy equation requires a radiative
transfer term to describe the interaction between radiation
and internal energy of gas molecules. The magnitude of this
exchange depends on the opacity of the gas, which in turn de-
pends on the ratio of the mean free path of photons to the di-
mensions of the emitting gas. When this ratio is large, the gas
is optically thin or transparent, while a small number results
in an optically thick or opaque gas. These extremes yield sim-
plifications in the analysis. For example, in the optically thin
or Planck limit, the radiative transfer term varies asT 4, where
T is the temperature. For optically thick gases, the Rosseland
diffusion approximation, applicable away from the surface
itself, yields akT 3�T term, which can be added to the ther-
mal diffusivity term because of its similarity to Fourier’s law.
The greatest radiation losses occur in shock layers where
temperatures are highest. Here, the cooling effect results in
higher density and thus a smaller shock standoff while pres-
sure is not significantly affected. Additional considerations

may be found in this chapter, while Johnston, Hollis and
Sutton (2008) provide a flavor of recent research activity.

4.7 Ionization and plasma-based flow control

High temperatures arising in hypersonic flight can ionize air
to produce free electrons. This quasi-neutral fluid, that is,
there are equal numbers of ions and electrons in volumes
containing many particles, is called a plasma. The electri-
cally conducting properties of the fluid present both chal-
lenges and opportunities. Among the major problems are the
possible increase in catalytic heat transfer as noted above and
communications blackout due to absorption of electromag-
netic signals. However, ionization also presents a flow control
opportunity since electromagnetic fields can be employed to
impact the flow without moving parts. This is especially at-
tractive at hypersonic speeds where mechanical actuators fail
or are ineffective.

Electromagnetic control of hypersonic flow has been stud-
ied for several decades but has received substantially in-
creased attention of late because of its revolutionary poten-
tial. These control techniques may be broadly classified into
mass, force, and energy interactions with each having its own
advantages and disadvantages. Plasma injection upstream of
a blunt body displays an aerospike effect, that is, the injected
mass forms a slender needle-like region ahead of the body.
This deflects the flow and replaces the leading bow shock with
an oblique shock, which is weaker. In this manner, the advan-
tages of a slender body (low drag) are obtained without the
disadvantages (high heating). Although reduction in drag has
been demonstrated, engineering difficulties associated with
plasma injection and the appearance of large-scale unsteadi-
ness in which the jet penetration depth oscillates rapidly, in
a manner similar to aerospike buzz, have been observed.

Forces may be exerted on the ionized flow through various
combinations of magnetic or electric fields. In magnetohy-
drodynamics (MHD), magnetic (permanent or electromag-
nets) and electric fields of suitable orientation are imposed
to generate a force known as the Lorentz or ponderomotive
force as well as heating, usually denoted Joule dissipation.
Through these, work may be performed to provide flow ac-
celeration or deceleration to accomplish system level or lo-
cal objectives. For example, since extracting energy from
the high-speed flow with turbine-type moving part devices
is extremely lossy, MHD generators may be able to provide
a more efficient energy source. Localized flow control ap-
pears attractive because of its more modest requirements on
electric and magnetic field strengths. Techniques have been
proposed to mitigate heat transfer, reduce or increase drag
for range enhancement and braking, respectively, reduce or
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eliminate flow separation or influence transition to turbulence
(Gaitonde, 2008). Numerous technological issues remain to
be resolved however. Studies suggest that the electromagnetic
field levels for large-scale control are prohibitive with current
technology, both in terms of electric field intensity as well as
weight. Additionally, the natural ionization is not sufficient
for most purposes. Electromagnetic flow control therefore
requires some artificial form of ionization enhancement that
can substantially impact the energy budget.

Another class of control techniques shapes the flow
through heat deposition. In this, typically arc discharge,
microwave, or laser energy is focused in specific regions
around the vehicle. For example, energy deposition in a long
filament upstream of the bow shock can result in the forma-
tion of complex vortical structures that temporarily reduce
pressure and possibly heat transfer as well. Another possi-
bility is pulsed heat deposition to introduce disturbances at
frequencies that may interfere with the process of transition
to turbulence or to generate a pressure disturbance that yields
moments on the vehicle. This technique can replace mechan-
ical flaps that are subject to failure at high temperatures.
Various plasma discharges have also been demonstrated to
accelerate combustion in scramjet devices through gener-
ation of active radicals. Major challenges in plasma-based
techniques include the weight of the device and the energy
required to run it. Nonetheless, the advantages of plasma-
based control methods, which include rapid on–off capabil-
ity in flight, action-at-a-distance effects without moving parts
and ability to leverage potentially massive forces and energies
have led to a continuing vigorous interest in further develop-
ment of the science and engineering behind these techniques
(see Plasma Dynamics and Flow Control Applications).

5 CONCLUSION

Hypersonic flow is a critical element of all vehicles that access
space, whether for satellite placement, lunar, or interplanetary
missions. Recent interest has also focused on air-breathing
sustained hypersonic cruise for both commercial as well as
military purposes. The harsh environment encountered by all
these vehicles results in massive heat loads, drag as well as
propulsion and control difficulties, each of which can eas-
ily cause catastrophic failure of the vehicle. The physics of
these phenomena are fundamentally multi-disciplinary and
require an integrated analysis that takes into account high-
speed fluid dynamics, particle kinetics, thermo-chemistry,
radiation, gas–material interaction, as well as electromagnet-
ics and plasmadynamics. This chapter has described some
of these in broad terms, focusing mainly on introducing the
main terminology and principal problems. Despite decades

of research, much remains to be understood, predicted, and
controlled, and hypersonics remains a vigorous area of cur-
rent research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Although hypersonic flow phenomena are extremely com-
plex, significant understanding may be derived from anal-
yses that take recourse to carefully chosen simplifications

and limiting processes. Some of the most important of these
are described in this chapter. Classical knowledge for fun-
damental hypersonic phenomena in the continuum domain
is derived from the kinetic theory of gas and through the
Chapman–Enskog expansion (Chapman and Cowling, 1964).
At this level, the effect of rarefaction and the internal struc-
ture of molecules are not taken into consideration. Therefore
nonequilibrium thermodynamics, chemical reaction, and ra-
diation are treated in simplified parametric form or as ap-
proximations. Despite these simplifications, the fundamental
theory described in this chapter may be applied with rela-
tively little modification to a very large number of problems.
However, for any application of the theory, the reader should
ensure that the stated assumptions are in fact reasonable. For
high Reynolds numbers, a hypersonic flow field can be di-
vided into an inviscid, shock-dominated, outer flow, and a
viscous boundary layer flow near the body surface. These
two portions of the flow are treated separately below, with
the theory focusing on the fundamental problem of predict-
ing the heat load and force on a hypersonic vehicle.

2 INVISCID HYPERSONICS

When the flow moves around a body at a speed much greater
than the local speed of sound, the key aerodynamic parameter
is the maximum inclination of individual fluid particle paths
near the body. The maximum inclination α is also the angle of
the Mach wave in the flow field. Since strong shocks and rapid
expansion waves are the most outstanding features of high-
speed flow, it is logical to categorize the distinctive flow-field
topology associated with an immersed shape in a hypersonic
stream as either a slender or blunt body. For the flow around
a slender body, the shock often attaches to the tip of the body
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and the shock surface forms an oblique envelope with an
angle closely related to the body slope and the entire flow
field remains supersonic. In contrast to that, the shock over
a blunt body, denoted a bow shock, is usually detached and
highly curved. This results in large transverse gradients of the
flow properties. Immediately downstream of the bow shock
and in the stagnation region of the shock envelope, the highly
compressed flow field is subsonic. Then the flow expands
and accelerates from this region as it moves downstream,
exceeding the local speed of sound at the sonic point and
subsequently becomes supersonic.

In the present section regardless, of the flow field struc-
ture, the rate of change in kinetic energy of the flow field is
considered to be so dominant over all other transport pro-
cesses that the flow medium may be considered as inviscid.
In other words, the viscous shear stress and heat transfer by
conduction are negligible in comparison with the inertia of
the gas motion.

3 SMALL DISTURBANCE THEORY AND
HYPERSONIC SIMILITUDE

The flow past slender bodies may be described by small dis-
turbance theory. The magnitude of the disturbance is small
only in comparison with the free stream condition and the
theory is essentially nonlinear that is, unlike at supersonic
speeds, linearization is not appropriate. Hypersonic simili-
tude, first described by Tsien (1946), refers to the equiva-
lence between inviscid steady hypersonic flows over a slen-
der body and unsteady flow in one less spatial dimension
(Hayes and Probstein, 1959). Hypersonic similitude is inher-
ently connected to small disturbance theory; similitude can
be viewed as a direct result of small disturbance theory and
conversely the theory is a consequence of applying the simil-
itude concept. A more detailed discussion of the equivalence
principle or the law of plane sections will be presented in a
later section. A critical point to note is that hypersonic simil-
itude does not provide solutions to hypersonic flow, but once
a solution is found it can be applied to a large group of sim-
ilar problems. The benefits are akin to those obtained from,
for example, the Prandtl–Glauert similitude for supersonic
flow.

In the classic hypersonic literature the local flow inclina-
tion α is identified by the body thickness ratio, τ. In terms
of this quantity, an independent parameter for similitude is√

M2∞ − 1τ which becomes κ = M∞τ at hypersonic Mach
number. The parameter M∞τ has a very large value at the
extremely high Mach number condition or for blunt body
flow.

The hypersonic similitude of small disturbance theory is
valid only when the hypersonic similarity parameter is O(1)
and the group of bodies also represents a family of shapes
related by an affine transformation that can be described by
body-oriented coordinates:

B(αx, y, z) = 0 (1)

In the above equation, the body thickness is incorporated
into the streamwise coordinate through α to reduce the num-
ber of parameters in the small disturbance formulation. In a
uniform steady hypersonic flow with the freestream proper-
ties of pressure p∞, density ρ∞, and velocity U∞, the general
solution to the inviscid aerodynamic equations satisfying the
associated boundary conditions acquires the functional form;

p̄ = p̄(x, y, z; α, U∞, p∞, ρ∞) (2)

If the small-disturbance theory is applicable, the static
pressure solution may be written as;

p̄ = p̄(αx, y, z; αU∞, p∞, ρ∞) (3)

The hypersonic similitude is seen to reduce the indepen-
dent parameters by one. This result also applies to solutions
of other dependent variables and similar expressions may be
derived for the transverse velocity component and the axial
perturbation velocity. The pressure coefficient, which plays
a crucial role in aerodynamic applications, can be expressed
as;

Cp = 2(p − p∞)τ2

γp∞M2∞τ2
= 2τ2

(
p̄ − 1

γκ2

)
(4)

The thermodynamic property of the gas medium is intro-
duced by the ratio of specific heats γ = cp/cv. This constant
single parameter characterizes the complete thermodynamic
state of the gas. Additional aerodynamic parameters such as
the angle of attack can also be included into the hypersonic
small disturbance formulation.

In summary, hypersonic similitude considers two flows
over affinely related bodies as equivalence if they have
the same solutions of the small-disturbance equations. Suc-
cinctly, the similitude reduces the parameters in describing a
hypersonic flow by one when the resultant flow is generated
by a small disturbance.
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4 NEWTONIAN FLOW THEORY

The Newtonian flow theory is the consequence of Newton’s
impact law which says that when a single particle interacts
with a surface, its normal component is completely trans-
ferred while the tangential component is unchanged (Newton,
1934). Therefore, the surface pressure depends only on the
orientation of the incident particle. Newton deduced the force
of impact by a particle on the body as being proportional to
the sine squared of the angle of incidence and directed normal
to the body. This law also introduces the notion of aerody-
namic shadow, the region where the direct particle impact is
absent, in which the local pressure retains the unperturbed
free stream value.

In the context of modern aerodynamic theory, the Sine
square law is valid at very high Mach numbers and for a
very thin shock layer where the resultant shock angle closely
approximates the angle of incidence of the body. This asymp-
totic condition is met when the specific heat ratio of the gas, γ
has a value of unity or the shock layer is infinitesimally thin.
The surface pressure corresponding to the Newton’s theory
is;

ps − p∞ = ρ∞u2
∞ sin2 α (5)

In order to take into account gases with different prop-
erties, Lees (Lees, 1955) proposed a modification to the
Newtonian law to expand the applicability to gases of
different specific heat ratios, γ .

The modified pressure coefficient is evaluated at the stag-
nation point in the shock layer by the Rayleigh Pitot pressure
formula to get

Cp = Cp,s sin2 α (6)

where

Cp,s = 2

γM2∞




[
(γ + 1)2M2

∞
4γM2∞ − 2(γ − 1)

]γ/(γ−1)

×
(

1 − γ + 2γM2
∞

γ + 1

)
− 1


 (7)

In the limit as the free stream Mach number approaches
infinity, Cp,s takes values of 2.0 and 1.839 as γ changes from
the value from 1.0 to 1.4. Although this modified formula
loses the benefit of independence from the freestream Mach
number, it is extremely useful because of the considerable

Figure 1. Comparison of Modified Newton’s law with Navier–
Stokes solution over spherical cone.

range of practical applications to which it may be applied for
different gases under different thermodynamic conditions as
long as they can be characterized by a single parameter γ .

The modified Newtonian law is accurate for hypersonic
blunt body pressure coefficient prediction, and has been
widely used for validating numerical simulations. As an
illustration, Figure 1 shows the results of the modified
Newtonian theory compared with two solutions of compress-
ible Navier–Stokes equations obtained at Mach numbers of
10 and 30 over a spherical cone at a Reynolds number of one
million based on the body nose radius (Shang, 1985). The per-
fect gas law with a specific heats ratio of 1.4 is also imposed
for the numerical solutions. The reasonable agreement with
numerical simulations is easily observable and the discrep-
ancy occurs mostly at the juncture of the hemispherical nose
and the conical after-body. In addition, the two high Mach
number numerical results are seen to collapse into one single
distribution over the entire body length to reveal the Mach
number independence principle, which can be deduced from
hypersonic shock relationships, which are discussed next.

5 BASIC HYPERSONIC SHOCK
RELATIONSHIPS

For application to practical problems it is often more conve-
nient to use the pressure ratio across the shock as the basic
independent parameter. Then all other thermodynamic vari-
ables can be derived from the Rankine–Hugoniot relations.
In the infinite Mach number limit, the approximate normal
shock relationships in hypersonic flow are (Chernyi, 1961;
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Anderson, 1989);

p2

p1
= 1 + 2γ

γ + 1
(M2

1 − 1) → 2γ

γ + 1
M2

1 (8)

ρ2

ρ1
= u1

u2
= γ − 1

γ + 1 + 2/M2
1

→ γ + 1

γ − 1
(9)

T2

T1
=

[
2γM2

1 − (γ − 1)
] [

(γ − 1)M2
1 + 2

]
(γ + 1)2M2

1

→ 2γ(γ − 1)M2
1

(γ + 1)2 (10)

M2 = u2

a2
=

[
(γ − 1)M2

1 + 2

2γM2
1 − (γ − 1)

]1/2

→
[
γ − 1

2γ

]1/2

(11)

For an oblique shock the tangential component of ve-
locity with respect to the shock front is unaltered, whereas
the normal component satisfies the relationship for a normal
shock jump. Therefore, the discontinuous condition across
the shock can be easily obtained by replacing M1 by M1 sin β,
where β is the shock angle. Similarly asymptotic oblique
shock relationships in hypersonic stream can be given as;

p2

p1
→ 2γ

γ + 1
M2

1 sin2 β, (12)

ρ2

ρ1
→ γ + 1

γ − 1
(13)

T2

T1
→ 2γ(γ − 1)M2

1 sin2 β

(γ + 1)2 (14)

In addition the velocity components u2 and v2 immediately
downstream the shock are;

u2

u∞
= 1 − 2(M2

1 sin2β − 1)

(γ + 1)M2
1

→ 1 − 2sin2β

γ + 1
(15)

v2

u∞
= 1 − 2(M2

1 sin2 β − 1)cotβ

(γ + 1)M2
1

→ sin2 β

γ + 1
(16)

It is convenient to employ the flow deflection angle α when
discussing the flow past a body. The general relationship
between the shock angle β and α is;

M2
1 sin2 β − 1 = γ + 1

2

sin β sin α

cos(β − α)
M2

1 (17)

For high Mach number and small flow deflection angle,
the shock angle is also small, by the following assumptions

we have

sin α ∼ α, sin β ∼ β, cos(β − α) ∼ 1 (18)

The relationship between flow deflection and shock angle
leads to a quadratic equation

β

α
= γ + 1

4
+

√(
γ + 1

4

)2

+ 1

M2
1α2

(19)

From this result, an important asymptotic form of the pres-
sure coefficient is obtained for hypersonic flow over a slender
body

Cp = 2(p2 − p1)

γM2
1p1

� 2αβ

� 2α2


γ + 1

4
+

√(
γ + 1

4

)2

+ 1

M2
1α2


 (20)

Recall M1α or M1τ is the hypersonic similarity parame-
ter κ and is the governing parameter for describing the flow
past a slender body whose surface has a small inclination to
the flow. From the above formulation, the dependence of the
Mach number is seen to diminish as the Mach number in-
creases. For high Mach number hypersonic flows, the wave
drag dominates over the skin friction and wake drag of the
body, and the jump condition at the bow shock essentially
determines the total aerodynamic force exerting on the body.
In Figure 2, the Mach number independence principle is con-
firmed by experimental measurements of the drag coefficients
for spheres and blunt cones, and the value is nearly a constant
when the Mach number exceeds seven (Chernyi, 1961).

Figure 2. Drag coefficients of sphere and cone-cylinder.
Reproduced with permission from Chernyi (1961) c© Elsevier.
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From equations (15) and (16), a critical feature of the hy-
personic flow structure over a slender body is also revealed.
The perturbation to the streamwise velocity component is of
order of α 2 and to the transverse component has the order of
magnitude of α . Thus an inclined slender body in a hyper-
sonic stream produces a disturbance, which is much greater
in a direction normal to the flow than parallel to the flow. This
result leads directly to the concept of hypersonic similitude
or the equivalence principle that we have mentioned earlier.

6 TANGENT-CONE AND
TANGENT-WEDGE APPROXIMATIONS

The surface pressure can be approximated by using only the
local surface inclination angle from both the Newtonian the-
ory and the limiting hypersonic shock relationships. This
practice is the empirical basis for the tangent-wedge and
tangent-cone approximations. In this approach, it is assumed
that the local pressure is identical to the pressure on a wedge
or cone having the same inclination to the oncoming flow at
the same freestream Mach number.

For a slender wedge, equation (20) may be employed for
the surface pressure to obtain,

pw

P∞
= 1 + γ(M1α)2




√(
γ + 1

4

)2

+ 1

(M1α)2 + γ + 1

4




(21)

For a small value of the similarity parameter κ = M∞α =
M∞τ, the above equation can be expanded in power series to
get

pw

p∞
= 1 + γκ + γ(γ + 1)

4
κ2 + γ(γ + 1)2

32
κ3 + O(κ5) (22)

The first three terms of the above power series are identical
to the Busemann series for the pressure downstream of an
oblique shock.

The corresponding approximation for body of revolution
is the tangent-cone method and the pressure on a slender body
of revolution is given as (Hayes and Probstein, 1959)

pc

p∞
= 1 + γκ2

1 − ε/4
− γM2

∞
2

rb

Rb
(23)

where ε is the density ratio across the shock, rb and Rb are
the radii of curvature of the body and the conic shock. The
tangent wedge and tangent cone approximations predict the

surface pressure well but provide no detail of the flow field.
In the limits of γ → 1 and M∞ → ∞, these approximations
degenerate to the Newtonian law.

7 EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE OR LAW
OF PLANE CROSS SECTION

The hypersonic equivalence principle of Tsien (1946) and
Hayes and Probstein (1959) or the law of plane cross section
of Il’yushin (1956) is essentially the statement that the steady
hypersonic flow over a slender body is equivalent to an un-
steady flow in one less spatial dimension. In fact, this equiva-
lence is valid for the entire flow field to second order accuracy
for flow deflection angles that are small in comparison with
the body thickness α ≤ τ. An important and detailed proof
was provided by Sychev (1960). His derivation is based on
two premises; first the maximum transverse dimension of the
body is much smaller than the body length, τ = d/l � 1.0.
And second the parameter M∞τ ≥ 1.0, which is the upper
limit of the hypersonic small perturbation.

The Euler equations in the three-dimensional cylindri-
cal polar coordinates consisting of continuity, momentum,
and energy equation in terms of entropy or p

ργ including the
boundary conditions on the body and shock surfaces can
be reduced to the two-dimensional formulation by omitting
terms of higher order than τ2. It is important to note that for
the boundary condition on the body and shock surfaces the
following relation holds

uτ cot α = τ cot α + O(τ2) (24)

The reduced system of equations and the associated
boundary conditions constitute the exact governing equations
in polar coordinates in the crossflow plane of the original
three-dimensional system. Sychev (1960) has demonstrated
that to the accuracy of τ2 the equivalence principle or the law
of plane sections indeed transforms the body axis x to a time-
like axis for the hypersonic equation of motion including the
associated boundary conditions.

8 BLAST WAVE THEORY

The simplification arising from the equivalence principle is
illustrated by considering the analogy between steady flow
past a blunt-nosed body of revolution or two-dimensional
slab with an instantaneous energy release in the form of a
concentrated explosion in the plane perpendicular to the axis
of motion. For the body of revolution, the concentric blast
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6 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

Figure 3. Blast wave analogies; blunt-nosed plate and axisymmet-
ric slender bodies.

waves in the crossflow plane appear as a point discharge,
whereas for the blunt-nosed slab the parallel wave behaves
as the result of a line charge. Figure 3 illustrates the shock
structures in the plane perpendicular to two-dimensional and
axisymmetric bodies, respectively. This analogy establishes
the relationship between an unsteady flow and a steady mo-
tion with one more spatial dimension. Based on this analogy,
blast-wave results have been successfully used to estimate the
pressure distribution for blunted-nosed bodies at hypersonic
speeds.

A group of self-similar solutions for unsteady violent gas
explosions has been developed analytically by Sedov (1945)
and a numerical solution was obtained by Taylor (1950) for
a spherical explosion. The classic results for the explosion
of a line charge apply to axisymmetric hypersonic steady
flow through the equivalence principle. The key connection
of the blast-wave theory is between the energy release by the
explosion and the wave drag of the blunt-nose (Hayes and
Probstein, 1959; Chernyi, 1961; Anderson, 1989).

E = D = 1

2
ρ∞u∞CdA (25)

The similarity solution of the blast wave for wave velocity,
density, and pressure is obtained in the spatial and temporal
independent variables r and t (Sedov, 1945). The relationship
between the streamwise coordinates x and t are established
by the equivalence principle; t = x

u∞
For the cylindrical blast wave, the analytic results for

the pressure and the radial coordinate of the wave from the

Sedov’s (1945) similar solution give;

p = γ [2(γ−1)/(2−γ)]

2[(4−γ)/(2−γ)]
ρ∞

(
E

ρ∞

)1/2

t−1 (26)

r =
(

E

ρ∞

)1/4

t1/2 (27)

The formulas of pressure distribution and shock shape for
the blunt cylinder and blunt slab in hypersonic flow have been
obtained by Lukasiewicz (1962) and can be found in the book
of Anderson (1989). The accuracy of the blast-wave theory in
predicting equivalent steady flows has been tested by compar-
ing with experimental observation with mixed results. One
must be mindful of the validity of blast-wave analogy; it only
holds in regions where the small perturbation equations are
valid. Thus the approximation will fail in the nose region
and in the entropy layer. However, the elegance of the ana-
lytic results of the blast wave cannot be overlooked in that it
theoretically obtains the general trends observed with exper-
imental data (Anderson, 1989; Lukasiewicz, 1962).

In concluding our discussion for inviscid hypersonics, it
will be a serious omission if the method of characteristics
is not mentioned because this approach is an exact solution
of the Euler equation. The characteristics method is derived
from the principle of domain of dependence for the hyper-
bolic partial differential equation system. Historically, Ferri
(1946) first applied the method of characteristic for rotational
flow, which is an essential feature of the flow field down-
stream of a curved shock. In application to hypersonic flows,
special provisions are required in posing the initial data line.
Specific information can be found in Zucrow and Hoffmann
(1977).

9 VISCOUS HYPERSONICS

The transport properties of the gas play an important role in
hypersonic flow in two ways. First, they create a thin sub-
sonic layer immediately adjacent to the body surface lead-
ing to a high shear stress domain. Second, conductive heat
transfer at the fluid–solid interface can substantially alter
the energy balance to introduce thermal management con-
cerns. Due to the existence of the boundary layer, a suffi-
ciently strong adverse pressure gradient component in the
streamwise direction will unavoidably trigger flow separa-
tion and consequently viscous–inviscid interaction. Finally,
the formidable challenge of laminar–turbulent transition, for
which there is presently only a partial understanding, must
also be addressed.
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10 HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY-LAYER
THEORY

The classical Prandtl boundary layer approximation is appli-
cable to compressible hypersonic flows (Hayes and Probstein,
1959; Fay and Riddell, 1958). The simplified approximations
are restricted for the gas as a binary mixture so the diffusion
coefficient is practically independent of composition. For
the present purpose, the flow field is assumed to be steady
and either two-dimensional or axisymmetric. Since one of
the fundamental assumptions is that the boundary layer is
much thinner than the longitudinal radius of curvature of the
body, the intrinsic coordinate system for the boundary-layer
equation is Cartesian. The continuity, species conservation,
momentum, and energy equations are;

∂ρurj

∂x
+ ∂ρvrj

∂y
= 0 (28)

ρu
∂ci

∂x
+ ρv

∂ci

∂y
− ∂

∂y

(
ρD12

∂ci

∂y

)
= ẇi (29)

ρu
∂u

∂x
+ ρv

∂u

∂y
= −∂p

∂y
+ ∂

∂y

(
µ

∂u

∂y

)
(30)

∂p

∂y
= O(γM2

∞δ) (31)

ρu
∂H

∂x
+ρv

∂H

∂y
= ∂

∂y

(
µ

Pr

∂H

∂y

)
+ ∂

∂y

[
µ

(
1− 1

Pr

)
∂

∂y

(
u2

2

)]

+ ∂

∂y

[
ρD12

(
1 − 1

Le

) ∑
(hi − h0

i )
∂ci

∂y

]
(32)

In the continuity equation, r is the radius from the axis
of symmetry and the index j denotes two-dimensional,j = 0
or axisymmetric flow,j = 1. The variables ci, wi, and D12

are the species mass fraction, rate of species production, and
binary diffusion coefficient, respectively.

In the energy conservation equation, the total enthalpy is
defined as;

H = h + u2

2
=

∑
ci(hi − h0

i ) + u2

2
(33)

where h0
i is the standard heat of formation for the species

i. Two similarity parameters are also included in equation
(32) the Prandtl number and the Lewis number. The for-
mer is well known as Pr = Cpµ/κ and latter is the ratio
between the energy transport due to diffusion and thermal
conduction; Le = ρD12Cp/κ. The chemically reacting field

also introduces an additional component of heat transfer at
the solid surface;

q̇w = −
∑ (

κ
dT

dy
+ Dijρh0

i

dci

dy

)
(34)

The compressible boundary layer equations are valid for
hypersonic flow with two special provisions. First, standard
kinetic theory does not consider the internal structure of
molecules, and thus, the internal degrees of excitation must be
resolved by approximations (Chapman and Cowling, 1964).
Traditionally, the connection between molecular structure
and thermodynamic behavior of high-temperature gas is de-
scribed by statistical mechanics and augmented by quantum
physics. The physical–chemical phenomena of nonequilib-
rium hypersonic flows are extremely complex and a thorough
understanding of the basics has been beyond our reach for
the past sixty years. All the interactions of internal degrees
of freedom take place at the molecular scale and must there-
fore be modeled and verified with sparse available validation
data. Second, the traditional approximation of neglecting the
wall-normal component of the pressure gradient, see equation
(31), may not hold when the freestream Mach number is large
enough that the boundary-layer thickness is not small relative
to the streamwise length scale, or a portion of the boundary
layer remains supersonic. Under this circumstance, the exter-
nally generated wave can penetrate the boundary layer and
produce a pressure gradient across the layer (Shang, 1985).

To solve the parabolic partial differential equations numer-
ically, only the upstream, solid surface and, the external flow
boundary condition are required to completely specify the
problem. However, the boundary-layer approximation does
not stand alone as the solution to a complete hypersonic prob-
lem because it requires information from the inviscid external
flow.

11 SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTION OF
STAGNATION REGION

The advantages of self-similar solutions can also be exploited
for hypersonic flows, in much the same manner as for sub-
sonic and supersonic flows, where a large group of boundary-
layer problems can be analyzed in detail by a coordinate
transformation to yield self-similar solutions. However, phe-
nomena specific to hypersonic flow must be addressed. The
transformation by Less (1956) incorporates the density varia-
tion of Howarth (1948) and Dorodnitsyn (1942). When com-
bined with the two-dimensional and axisymmetric relations
by Manger (Hayes and Probstein, 1959), the boundary-layer
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8 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

equations are transformed into a form reducible to the classic
Falkner–Skan equation.

The similarity coordinate transformation is given as;

ξ(x) =
∫

ρwµwuer
2jdx, η(x, y) = uer

j

√
2ξ

∫
ρdy (35)

In the stagnation region, the chemical reaction rate is much
faster than the characteristic velocity of the flow. The con-
centration of species can then be uniquely determined by any
two independent thermodynamic variables and the species
conservation equation, equation (49) becomes superfluous
(Hayes and Probstein, 1959). The transformed boundary-
layer equations reduce to

(cf ′′)′ + ff ′′ + 2
dln ue

dln ξ

(
ρe

ρ
− f ′2

)

= 2ξ

(
f ′ ∂2f

∂ξ∂η
− f ′′ ∂f

∂ξ

)
(36)

( c

Pr
g′

)′ + fg′ − 2ξ

[
f ′ ∂g

∂ξ
− g′ ∂f

∂ξ
+ ρeue

ρhe
f ′ due

dξ

]

− c
u2

e

he
(f ′′)2 = 0 (37)

wheref = ∫
u
ue

dη andf ′ = ∂f

∂η
= u

ue
.g = H

He
andg′ = ∂g

∂η
and

the coefficient C is often referred to as the Chapman–Rubesin
parameter and is defined as C = ρµ

ρwµw
.

The flow field in the stagnation region is laminar and
the x coordinate is the running length measured from the
stagnation point. Thus rw = x and ue = x(due/dx)0 from the
coordinate transformation, we have ξ ∝ x2(j+1)/2(j + 1) as
x → 0. The term related to the streamwise pressure gradient

2 d lnue
d lnξ

( ρe
ρ

− ( ∂f

∂η
)
2
) becomes ( ρe

ρ
− ( ∂f

∂η
)
2
)/(j + 1). A similar

boundary-layer exists when the dependent variables f and g
are only functions of η together with the boundary conditions
that f (0) = 0,

∂f

∂η
(0) = 0, g(0) = gw(ε), or the adiabatic wall

condition; ∂g

∂η
(0) = 0, as well as, f and g approach unity as η

tends to infinity.
The above equation can be further reduced for a calori-

cally perfect gas; that is, ρe
ρ

= pe

p
T
Te

= pe

p
h
he

= g and by letting
the Lewis number become unity. Two important classic heat
transfer correlations from this analogy have been obtained by
Van Driest (Anderson, 1989). For the two-dimensional body:

q̇w = 0.570Pr−0.6(ρeue)1/2

√
due

dx
(haw − hw) (38)

Figure 4. Comparison of stagnation similarity solution with data.
Reproduced with permission from Kemp, Rose and Detra (1959)
c© AIAA.

while for the axisymmetric body

q̇w = 0.763Pr−0.6(ρeue)1/2

√
due

dx
(haw − hw) (39)

where the subscript ‘aw’ indicates the result for a correspond-
ing flow under adiabatic wall conditions.

The accuracy of similar solutions in the stagnation region
has been verified by comparison with shock-tube data by
Kemp, Rose and Detra (1959) for the heat transfer distribu-
tion over a hemisphere-cylinder. In Figure 4, it can be seen
that the similarity solution agrees well with the experimental
measurement, in general the discrepancy is confined within
the data scattering band. The similarity is expected to fail
as the flow leaves the stagnation region but the increasing
experimental data scatter prevents a precise evaluation. Fay
and Riddell (1958) extended applicability of the similarity so-
lution by correlating the tabulated high-temperature proper-
ties for stagnation region heat transfer to include equilibrium
dissociation.

Two interesting observations can be made; first the three-
dimensional relief effect stands out. This phenomenon is also
the cause of the reduced boundary-layer thickness for the
flows over a sharp cone versus those over a flat plate. In this
case, the boundary-layer thickness over the cone is thinner by
a factor of the square root of 3 than that of the flat plate at the
same Reynolds number. This is known as the Mangler effect
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Analytical Foundation of Hypersonic Flow 9

(Hayes and Probstein, 1959). By thinning of the boundary-
layer thickness through the three-dimensional relief effect in
the stagnation region, the temperature gradient normal to the
body surface steepens, leading to a higher heat transfer rate
to the axisymmetric shape.

The second interesting observation can be made by relat-
ing the external velocity gradient term in equations (38) and
(39) to the Newtonian law; equation (5). It can be shown that;

due

dx
= 1

rn

√
2(pe − p∞)

pe
(40)

Therefore, the heat transfer rates either to two-dimensional
or axisymmetric bodies are inversely proportional to the
square root of the blunt body nose radius;

q̇w ∝ 1√
rb

(41)

From this result for blunt-body heat transfer in the stag-
nation region, critical information for thermal protection is
revealed. That is, for thermal management of most hyper-
sonic vehicles, increasing the blunt nose radius is an effective
means to reduce the peak heat load. This type of fundamen-
tal understanding is most effectively derived from analytic
approaches.

12 REFERENCE ENTHALPY METHOD

The reference temperature or the reference enthalpy method
is an approximation to calculate heat transfer in a mild pres-
sure gradient condition. In fact, the turbulent heat transfer
distribution shows much less variation with pressure gradi-
ent than its laminar counterpart. This observation is especially
noticeable for a cold body surface. This semi-empirical tech-
nique is based on the assumption that both the heat transfer
and the skin friction can be calculated by the incompressible
boundary-layer theory. This simplified approximation is rea-
sonable if all temperature dependent air properties are eval-
uated at an appropriate reference enthalpy, which resides in
the extreme limiting condition encountered in the boundary
layer. The key parameter is the altered Chapman–Rubesin
constant,

C∗ = ρ∗µ∗

ρeµe
≈

(
T ∗

Te

)−1/3

(42)

The reference temperature or enthalpy was originally
given by Eckert (Anderson, 1989);

h∗ = 0.5(he + hw) + 0.22(hr − he) (43)

where the empirical approximation for the recovery enthalpy
hr is

hr = he +
√

Pr∗

2
u2

e (44)

In this approximation, the skin friction and the heat trans-
fer rate are;

Cf

√
Rex = 0.664

√
ρ∗µ∗

ρeµe
(45)

q̇ = ρeue(hr − hw)

2
Cf (Pr∗)−2/3 (46)

13 ENTROPY LAYER

In classical theory of the hypersonic flow field downstream
of a bow shock, the flow field is separated into two parts;
the outer shock layer and an inner entropy layer near the
surface. In this inner layer, the flow has passed the mostly
normal part of the bow shock. This phenomenon creates a
complication for classic hypersonic theory. Because the blast
wave analogy includes a detached shock layer, the inviscid
solution must patch on to the high entropy core to satisfy inner
boundary conditions. A detailed analysis by constructing a
perturbation to the blast wave analogy in terms of angle of
attack or the slope of the boundary displacement thickness
has been developed by Cheng (1960). Up to 12% difference
in pressure for a blunt plate has been observed by including
the structure of the entropy layer. Nevertheless, all asymptotic
solutions exhibit singular behavior as long as the blast wave
analogy is incorporated in the theory.

Because the entropy layer originates from the normal por-
tion of the bow shock, for some distance downstream of
the blunt nose, the boundary layer grows within the entropy
layer and eventually contains the entropy layer far down-
stream (Cheng, 1960). The external boundary condition of
the boundary layer ceases to be an inviscid surface stream-
line. In the frame work of the traditional boundary theory,
the effect of the entropy layer is treated as a vorticity inter-
action and a vorticity interaction parameter is defined at the
edge of the equivalent body in the equivalent inviscid flow. A
relationship between velocity and stream function has been
obtained by Hayes and Probstein (1959), to replace the usual
boundary condition fη = 1 at the outer edge of the boundary.
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14 PRESSURE INTERACTION

Viscous–inviscid interaction is an intrinsic component of hy-
personic flows. Such interactions may be divided into two
distinct categories. One is the vorticity interaction associ-
ated with a bow shock over a blunted slender body discussed
earlier. This interaction arises from the variation in entropy
across streamlines and thus may be considered as a streamline
interaction. The other phenomenon unique to hypersonic flow
is the pressure interaction, which occurs at the sharp leading
edge of a control surface. In hypersonic flow, the presence of
boundary layer affects the oncoming freestream. In fact, ac-
cording to the boundary-layer theory, the rate of the growth of
the boundary layer thickness is singular at the sharp leading
edge. Regardless of the predictions of asymptotic theory, the
rate of growth of boundary layer displacement is significant
at the leading edge. This physical phenomenon has been rou-
tinely observed in hypersonic flow over a sharp leading edge
even when the surface is immersed into the hypersonic stream
at zero incidence. The Schlieren image shown in Figure 5,
generated by a sharp leading edge wedge at zero angle in-
cidence and Mach 5.5 and Reynolds number 1.61 × 106 m-1

clearly shows the leading edge shock structure – this feature
is absent in low supersonic or subsonic flows (Shang, 1985).

The pressure interaction is also displayed in numeri-
cal simulations solving the full compressible Navier–Stokes
equations. In Figure 6, two solutions at Mach number 5 and
10 and Reynolds number based on the running length of
1.5 × 105are included. The surface pressure distributions are
obtained for an isothermal wall. The sharp rises of the sur-
face pressure, which increases with Mach number, followed

Figure 5. Schlieren photograph of leading edge shock over the flat
plate of a wedge at zero incident, M∞ = 5.15.

Figure 6. Compressible Navier–Stokes solutions over hypersonic
sharp leading edge plate.

by a rapid expansion, and is characteristic of the pressure
interaction.

The hypersonic pressure interaction is induced by the lon-
gitudinal curvature of the boundary displacement thickness.
According to classical boundary-layer theory, the equivalent
body in the inviscid flow is the original body thickness plus
the displacement thickness of the attached boundary layer.
The local hypersonic similarity parameter is then related to
the sum of the body inclination angle and displacement thick-
ness growth rate:

κ = M∞

(
αb + dδ∗

dx

)
(47)

For the case of a flat plate, the boundary-layer thickness can
be approximated as

δ2 ∼
(

µex

ρeu∞

)
∼

(
µe

µ∞

) (
ρ∞
ρe

) (
µ∞x

ρ∞u∞

)
(48)

For a linear viscosity–temperature relation, µ∞/µ =
C∞T/T∞, the density ratio across the boundary layer is the
reciprocal of the temperature ratio which is proportional to
(γ − 1)M2

∞/2. It yields

δ∗

x
∼ δ

x
∼ γ − 1

2

M2
∞

√
C∞√

Rex

(49)

At the leading edge of a sharp flat plate, the hypersonic
similarity parameter becomes,

κ = M∞
δ

x
= M3

∞
√

C∞√
Rex

= χ̄ (50)
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Sample 2nd order strong interaction

Bertram (Hayes and Probstein, 1959)

Kendall

Bertram (NACA TN 4133)

1st order strong interaction

2nd order weak interaction

(Pr = 0.725, γ = 1.4)

(Pr = 1,Tangent-wedge
approximation, γ =1.4)

p/p∞ = 0.514χ− + 0.759 + 0(1/χ)p∞
p

M∞ = 9.6, Re∞/in.=0.05x106− 0.10x106,Ret∞ <50

M∞ = 5.8, Re∞/in.=0.06x106− 0.24 x 106,Ret∞ <100

p/p∞ = 0.514χ− + 0.759

p/p∞ = 1 + 0.31χ− + 0.05χ−2

χ−

−

5.5

4.5

5.0

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5

M ∞
3 C∞

Rex∞

=

Figure 7. Comparison of pressure interaction theory with experiments. Reproduced with permission from Hayes and Probstein (1959)
c© Elsevier.

Asymptotic results for large and small hypersonic similar-
ity parameters may be obtained by substituting the hypersonic
similarity parameter into the tangent-wedge approximation
and expanding from the surface to freestream pressure ratio.
Traditionally the pressure interaction is classified into the
strong and weak strengths according to whether the value of
κ is greater than or smaller than three.

For the strong pressure interaction the wall pressure is
given approximately by:

pw

p∞
= 0.514χ̄ + 0.759 (51)

while for the weak pressure interaction

pw

p∞
= 1 + 0.31 + 0.05χ̄2 (52)

The pressure interaction generates a streamwise distribu-
tion that is inversely proportional to the square root of the
distance from leading edge. For the weak pressure interac-
tion, the flow deflection is small and the interaction appears
as a small perturbation and the boundary layer still grows as
x1/2. However, when the interaction parameter is sufficiently
large the pressure interaction through the feedback loop alters
the structure of the flow field and the boundary layer grows as

x3/4. The comparison with the experimental data by Bertram
(Hayes and Probstein, 1959) is given in Figure 7 for several
conditions over an insulated flat plate for a Prandtl number
of 0.725 and a specific heat ratio of 1.4.

15 CONCLUSION

Despite significant advances in experimental and computa-
tional methods, classical hypersonic theory continues to be
highly relevant in obtaining a fundamental understanding of
trends and providing a framework for observations (Shang,
1985). This chapter has provided a brief glimpse of the many
elegant results that facilitate analysis of pressures and heat
transfer rates, for local and integrated analysis. These con-
clusions, based on advanced mathematical theory and lim-
iting techniques, have enabled rapid analysis of extremely
complex phenomena for practical problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The common fluid-mechanics approach of treating a gas as
a continuous and infinitely divisible medium and describing
it in terms of its macroscopic density, velocity, temperature,
and pressure may not be adequate for flows that are in thermo-
dynamic non-equilibrium. Typical examples are high-altitude
atmospheric flows around spacecraft or ambient-pressure gas
flows in micron-sized devices. However, such flows can be
readily described at the molecular or microscopic level. The
microscopic description uses the particulate nature of a gas
to represent a flow by a collection of a very large number of
molecules, each one having its own mass, position, velocity,
and internal energy.

The aim of a classical-mechanics study is usually to de-
termine the events that follow a prescribed initial condition.
Following the exact dynamics of a system in which the num-
ber of molecules equals the real number of molecules is a

useful conceptual tool but is impractical for real flow fields
of interest. Since the initial condition of every molecule in a
gas flow is not known, a statistical description must be used.
However, a statistical description is not only required but also
capable of describing most gas flows. Even if it were possible
to describe the motion and collisions of all molecules in a gas,
this would not be required because all quantities of interest
can be expressed in terms of averages of the properties of
the molecules comprising the gas. For example, the density
is the ratio of the total mass of a large number of molecules
to the volume they occupy. Because of the irregular motions
of molecules, significant fluctuations of the density and other
gas properties are observed when the averaging volume is
small, again making a statistical description necessary.

The molecular statistical description of gas flows is of
great value to physics and chemistry. A very important ex-
tension of the molecular description is the kinetic theory of
gases, which deals with dilute gases away from equilibrium.
According to the kinetic theory of gases, molecules move
with velocities that represent the flow velocity and temper-
ature. Thus, heat flow involves the transport of molecular
translational kinetic energy plus molecular internal energy
(rotational, vibrational, and/or electronic).

The density of a gas is usually small compared to that of
a liquid or a solid. Therefore, molecules in a gas are sepa-
rated by large distances relative to molecules in a liquid or a
solid. While molecules in a liquid or a solid are separated by
distances comparable to the range of their intermolecular po-
tential, molecules in a gas are usually far enough apart for the
intermolecular potential to be negligibly small. When two or
more gas molecules approach each other within the range of
the intermolecular potential, which is much smaller than their
typical separation, they deflect each other from their original
trajectories. In this case, a molecular collision takes place.
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2 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

When molecules have longer-range potentials, as in the case
of ions, collisions cannot be defined as discrete events. In this
case, encounters that cause significant changes to molecule
properties can be characterized as collisions.

The distance a molecule travels on average between two
successive collisions is referred to as the mean free path. The
lower the density of a gas, the longer the mean free path will
be. The frequency of collisions in a gas is linearly propor-
tional to the density and the square root of the temperature.
The likelihood of interaction between two molecules is ex-
pressed in terms of the collision cross section, which has units
of area.

When molecular collisions are infrequent, the molecu-
lar properties of collision partners before a collision can be
considered to be uncorrelated, a condition termed molecular
chaos. This property is of paramount importance in develop-
ing the mathematical framework for the study of molecular
gas dynamics.

The rarefaction of a flow field may be characterized in
terms of the system Knudsen Number (Kn), the ratio of the
mean free path to a characteristic length of the flow field.
For example, if the flow field around a spacecraft is sought,
the Knudsen number can be defined as the ratio of the mean
free path to the nose radius of the spacecraft. Alternative
definitions may also be valid or needed for special cases,
such as rapidly expanding flows.

2 MOLECULAR ENERGY MODES

A molecule is a combination of atoms held together by intra-
molecular forces. Unlike atoms, which can store energy only
as translational and electronic energy, molecules have more
modes available to them. Molecules can rotate about the three
orthogonal axes in space. Their rotational energy content de-
pends on the angular velocity at which they rotate and their
moment of inertia, a tensor quantity. The atoms of a molecule
can vibrate with respect to an equilibrium location within the
molecule. Thus, energy can be stored in the vibrational kinetic
and potential energy of the atoms comprising the molecule.
Finally energy can be stored in the atom’s or molecule’s elec-
trons. In this case, energy can be stored in electronic kinetic
and potential energy.

Quantum mechanics has shown that each of these modes
is quantized, that is, that the energy in these modes exists
only in discrete values, called quantum states. For the trans-
lational mode, these values are very closely spaced, so in most
applications they can be considered to be a continuous distri-
bution. The rotational energy states have larger separations
that increase as the rotational energy increases. The opposite
trend holds for the vibrational mode. In this case, the spacing

between states is larger than that of the rotational mode for
low vibrational energies but becomes progressively smaller
for large vibrational energies. This trend is followed by the
electronic mode, for which the spacing is even larger than that
for the vibrational states. The ground state of the molecule is
defined as having the lowest allowable energies for all modes.

Assuming that a molecule has a total energy εtotal, there are
many ways in which this energy can be distributed between
the various energy modes and states. This number of states
of a given energy level εi is called the degeneracy gi . The
energy states of a molecule can change when the molecule
participates in a collision with another molecule. In this case,
although the total energy of the pair is conserved, energy is
redistributed between the modes and the states of a mode.
When a group of N molecules collides for a long time, a final
distribution of energy between the modes and the states of
each mode is ultimately obtained. This particular distribution
is called the equilibrium distribution.

For a group of N molecules of mass m in equilibrium at a
temperature T, statistical mechanics (Vincenti and Kruger,
1965) is used to calculate the equilibrium distribution of
internal energy states Nj :

Nj = N
gje

−εj/kBT

Q
, Q =

∑
j

gje
−εj/kBT (1)

where kB = 1.38065 × 10−23 J K−1 is Boltzmann’s constant.
The distribution in equation (1) is called the Boltzmann dis-
tribution. The denominator of the Boltzmann distribution, Q,
is usually termed the partition function. The partition func-
tion can be defined separately for each energy mode with the
total partition function given as the product of the individual
partition functions:

Q = QtransQrotQvibQelec (2)

For the electronic partition function, no closed-form expres-
sion can be defined. However, the translational, rotational,
and vibrational energy partition functions can be defined:

Qtrans =
(

2�mkBT

h2

)3/2

V, Qrot = 8�2IkBT

h2
,

Qvib = 1

1 − e−hν/kBT
(3)

where V is the volume of the system, h = 6.62608 ×
10−34 m2 kg s−1 is Planck’s constant, I is the moment of iner-
tia of the molecule, and ν is the harmonic oscillator frequency.

The partition function is a particularly useful quantity in
statistical thermodynamics because it allows the evaluation of
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thermodynamic properties based on the statistical quantities
in equation (3). For example, the entropy, the specific internal
energy, and the pressure of a gas are given below, respectively:

S = NkB

(
ln

Q

N
+ 1

)
+ NkBT

(
∂ ln Q

∂T

)
V

,

e = kB

m
T 2

(
∂ ln Q

∂T

)
V

, p = NkBT

(
∂ ln Q

∂V

)
T

(4)

Combining equations (3) and (4) results in explicit forms for
these quantities of a gas.

A system initially not at equilibrium will eventually,
through collisions, attain equilibrium in a process called
relaxation. A gas initially not in an equilibrium energy state
relaxes towards the equilibrium configuration E(0) with the
rate

∂E

∂t
= E(0) − E

τ
(5)

where τ is the relaxation time, essentially the time required
for the establishment of equilibrium between the translational
and internal modes. The relaxation time depends on the de-
tailed nature of the interactions and on the rates at which
transitions actually occur between the accessible states of the
system. The internal energy modes of a gas relax towards
equilibrium with markedly different rates. Translational and
rotational states relax within a few (3–5) mean collision times,
whereas vibrational states at normal temperatures are 2–3
orders of magnitude slower.

3 BOLTZMANN EQUATION FOR A
MONATOMIC GAS

All molecules of a gas move at different velocities, and the
density of a macroscopically small volume of gas fluctuates
with time. Molecular velocities in a gas at a particular tem-
perature are distributed over a wide range of values around
the mean. In kinetic theory, a gas can be fully described sta-
tistically in terms of the distribution function, which contains
information on both the distribution of molecular positions
and the distribution of molecular velocities.

Consider a point r in physical space occupied by physical-
space volume element dr and a point c in velocity space
similarly occupied by velocity-space volume element dc.
If the gas number density is n, then the expected num-
ber of molecules in dr is N = ndr, and the expected num-
ber of molecules in the phase-space volume element drdc
is dN = f (c)ndr dc, where f is the velocity distribution

function. The distribution function can be generalized to be
a function of position r and time t: f (c, r, t).

Establishing a relationship between the velocity distribu-
tion function and the variables it depends on would in princi-
ple allow the solution of any problem of gas dynamics. This is
achieved through the Boltzmann equation (BE), put forward
originally by Boltzmann (1872), which gives the evolution of
the velocity distribution function in six-dimensional phase-
space under the influence of external forces:

∂

∂t
(nf ) + F

∂

∂c
(nf ) + c

∂

∂r
(nf )

=
∞∫

−∞

4�∫
0

n2(f ∗f ∗
1 − ff1)crσd�dc1 (6)

The first term gives the time rate of change in the number
of molecules in an element of phase-space. The second term
is the convection of molecules out of the velocity-space el-
ement dc due to an external velocity-independent force per
unit mass F. The third term gives the convection of molecules
out of the physical-space element dr due to their velocity c.
Finally, the right-hand side gives the rate of change of the
velocity distribution function due to binary collisions (the as-
sumption of a dilute gas allows all but binary collisions to be
neglected). Thus, the collision term comprises two competing
terms. The first one describes collisions between molecules
with velocities c∗ and c∗

1, which deplete velocity distribution
functions f∗ and f ∗

1 to produce molecules with velocities c
and c1, thus populating velocity distribution functions f and
f1. This is termed a c∗, c∗

1 → c, c1 collision. The second term
describes the reverse process. The rate at which a molecule
of class c collides with molecules of class c1 is given by
nf1crσd�dc1, where d� is the solid angle around the rela-
tive velocity vector cr = c∗ − c∗

1 and σ is the collision cross
section. The expression of the binary collision probability in
equation (6) as the product of two single-particle distribution
functions has implicitly invoked the principle of molecular
chaos.

Molecules are surrounded by force fields that interact dur-
ing collisions. The details of the interaction are described by
the collision cross section σ. To calculate σ, it is necessary to
assume some form of interaction between the molecules. In
the context of kinetic theory, molecules are usually treated as
classical points that are centers of force and thus surrounded
by a force field. In analytical or numerical work, molecular
interactions are often simplified by using a constant-cross-
section model, such as the Hard Sphere (HS) model. This
model assumes that molecules behave like spheres that do not
interact at all while they approach. As soon as the distance
between their centers equals their diameter, they are repulsed
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4 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

by an infinitely strong force. Despite the simplicity of this
model, many useful analytical and numerical results have
been obtained using it.

A more general class of potentials that has been exten-
sively used in kinetic theory is the so-called inverse power
law (IPL) potential. This potential assumes that molecules
behave like point centers of a repulsive force F that varies
with intermolecular separation r as 1/rκ. The viscosity and
the thermal conductivity of IPL molecules have a temperature
dependence that is a function of the power κ. Other models
used in kinetic theory include the Lennard-Jones and Morse
potentials (Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird, 1954). Their in-
creased sophistication allows for more molecular properties
to be captured. However, the use of the models in analytical
or numerical work is somewhat limited due to their increased
complexity.

3.1 Extensions and limitations of the Boltzmann
Equation (BE)

The BE describes the evolution of a single monatomic rar-
efied gas whose molecules interact through binary elastic
collisions. The BE can be generalized for gas mixtures as
a set of Nspecies equations for Nspecies single-species velocity
distribution functions (Ferziger and Kaper, 1972):

∂

∂t
(nsfs) + F

∂

∂c
(nsfs) + c

∂

∂r
(nsfs)

=
∑

r

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ 4�

0
nsnr(f

∗
s f ∗

r,1 − fsfr,1)crσsrd�dc1 (7)

where the summation over index r includes s-s collisions as
well as collisions between species s and any other species.
Here, σsr is the cross section for collisions between species
s and r, respectively.

The mathematical difficulties with the single-species BE
are inherited and enhanced in the multi-species case. Not
only does the right-hand side of equation (7) involve multiple
distribution functions, but the collision rules therein depend
on the ratio of the masses of the colliding molecules, and the
cross sections therein depend on the particular pair of species
involved.

The BE as formulated in equation (6) fails to describe in-
elastic collisions, that is, collisions of molecules that have
internal energy modes or chemically react. Thus, for poly-
atomic gases with internal degrees of freedom, the description
of the collision integral needs to include energy exchange be-
tween the translational and internal modes. Modifications to
the BE, generalizing the collision integral, have been pro-
posed by Wang Chang and Uhlenbeck (1951) that allow,

with certain corrections and limitations, the theory of the
monatomic BE to be used for the solution of the polyatomic
BE.

From a mathematical point of view and for polyatomic
gases, a mechanism for the interchange of translational and
internal energies needs to be included in the collision integral.
Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird (1954) discuss in detail the
modifications necessary to include internal energy modes in
the collision integral.

From a physical point of view, the existence of internal
energy states for polyatomic gases can affect the macroscopic
properties of the gas. Some properties such as the thermal
conductivity may be more influenced than others such as the
viscosity. To a varying degree, all properties are influenced
by the relaxation time and the spherical asymmetry of the
interaction potential (Ferziger and Kaper, 1972).

3.2 Maxwell velocity distribution

An important solution to the BE is obtained for the spe-
cial case of a gas in equilibrium. This solution, termed
the Maxwell distribution, was obtained by Maxwell (1867)
before Boltzmann formulated his equation:

f (0) =
(

m

2�kBT

)3/2

exp
[
− mc2

2kBT

]
= exp[−c2/c2

m](√
�cm

)3 (8)

where c is the thermal velocity of a molecule, m is the molec-
ular mass, T is the gas temperature and cm = √

2kBT/m is
the most probable molecular thermal speed for the equilib-
rium distribution. The Maxwell velocity distribution (MVD)
is obtained without considering the details of intermolecular
collisions, and it is therefore valid for both monatomic and
polyatomic molecules. The MVD is a solution of the multi-
species BE as well as the single-species BE, and thus it also
applies to mixtures of molecules. The physical significance of
this is that all species have the same kinetic energy of thermal
motion at equilibrium.

Any deviation of the velocity distribution from the MVD
signals a departure from equilibrium. This can be achieved
in two ways: through rarefaction effects, so that molecules
collide with solid boundaries more frequently than with each
other, and through gradients in flow properties. The former
situation is usually encountered during upper atmospheric
flight. The latter situation can exist in heated or moving
micron-scale devices surrounded by air at ambient condi-
tions.

The system Knudsen number, defined as the ratio of the
mean free path to a characteristic geometric length scale, is
used to quantify non-equilibrium as a result of the rarefaction
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of the flow. To quantify the departure from equilibrium
through gradients in flow properties, a local Knudsen number
needs to be considered, defined as the ratio of the mean free
path to a local characteristic hydrodynamic length scale deter-
mined from the local heat flux or shear stress. If both types of
Knudsen numbers are small, then the flow is hydrodynamic
and continuum, and the Navier–Stokes equations apply. If
the system Knudsen number is not small, then the flow is
not hydrodynamic, with non-continuum effects produced by
molecule collisions with solid surfaces. On the other hand, if
the system Knudsen number is small but the local Knudsen
number is not small, then the flow is hydrodynamic, with
non-continuum effects produced by flow gradients.

4 SOLUTION METHOD

For any of the situations outlined in the previous section, the
BE is the starting point for kinetics-based investigations into
the non-equilibrium properties of gases. Despite its physical
simplicity, the mathematical complexity of the BE makes it
impossible to find exact solutions, with the exception of the
equilibrium MVD, as discussed above. The main source of
difficulty is the collision term, which is an integral over veloc-
ity space of quadratic terms involving the velocity distribution
function. Analytical solutions, exact or approximate, to the
BE cannot be found for problems that involve complex ge-
ometries, large deviations from equilibrium, and/or complex
physical and chemical phenomena.

In hydrodynamic continuum situations, where the depar-
ture from equilibrium is small, the velocity distribution func-
tion can be represented as a perturbation expansion around
the equilibrium distribution in terms of the local Knudsen
number, and approximate solutions can be obtained. How-
ever, to render the problem mathematically tractable even
in this case, certain assumptions and idealizations need to be
made, which in turn impose severe restrictions on the validity
of the results.

The range of problems where a mathematical solution to
the BE can be obtained is limited (Cercignani, 1988). There-
fore, for all practical applications, numerical methods must be
used. The number of methods (Aristov, 2001) that have been
developed for the solution of the BE attests to the difficulty of
the problem. In the following, the four most widely used types
of methods are examined: moment-based approaches, ana-
lytical methods, molecular simulation methods, and partial-
differential-equation methods.

In practice, numerical and analytical procedures comple-
ment each other in the study of the BE. Quite often, analyt-
ical solutions serve as benchmark tests for which numerical
methods are tested (Garzó and Santos, 2003).

4.1 Moment-based approaches

Multiplying both sides of equation (6) with a molecular-based
quantity Q, integrating over velocity space, and interchanging
the order of differentiation and integration yields the equation
of transfer or equation of change:

∂

∂t
(nQ) + ∇(ncQ) − nF

∂Q

∂c
= �[Q],

Q =
∞∫

−∞
fQdc (9)

where Q is the average of quantity Q over the velocity space
and

�[Q] = 1

2

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

4�∫
0

n2(Q∗ + Q∗
1 − Q − Q1)

×f1fcrσd�dcdc1 (10)

The physical meaning of �[Q] is readily given by the quan-
tity (Q∗ + Q∗

1 − Q − Q1), which is the change in Q dur-
ing the collision of class c, c1 → c∗, c∗

1. If the quantity Q
is set to be the mass, the momentum, or the energy of a
molecule, quantities that are conserved during a collision,
the right side is identically zero, and equation (9) yields the
three conservation equations of fluid mechanics. Since the
momentum equation derived for Q = mc is a vector equation,
there are five conservation equations. The dependent vari-
ables are the three velocity components (u, v, w) and, if the
equation of state is taken into account, two of the three of pres-
sure, mass density, and temperature (p, ρ, T). For the case of
an inviscid fluid, the three equations form a closed set, the
so-called Euler equations. If the stress tensor and heat flux
vector are included in the set of unknowns, then the equation
system no longer forms a determinate set. To close the sys-
tem, constitutive equations, that is, relationships between the
temperature gradient and the heat flux vector and between
the velocity gradient and the shear stress tensor, need to be
employed.

For the particular case of the IPL potential with κ = 5
(Maxwell molecules), the collision rate is independent of the
relative molecular speed. This fact allows the BE to be repre-
sented by an infinite hierarchy of moment equations, where
each moment depends only on lower-order moments. By
solving this system of equations, moments of the BE can be
calculated without actually solving it. Although the Maxwell
IPL potential describes a physically unrealistic molecular in-
teraction, such analytically calculated moments of the BE
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have been extensively used for the verification of numerical
schemes (Garzó and Santos, 2003).

4.2 Analytical methods: The Chapman–Enskog
solution

In hydrodynamic, near-continuum flows, the departure from
equilibrium is small, so the velocity distribution function
can be represented as a perturbation expansion about the
equilibrium distribution in terms of the local Knudsen num-
ber. Chapman-Enskog (CE) theory (Chapman and Cowling,
1970) provides such a representation of the velocity distribu-
tion function, which describes the state of a non-equilibrium
gas in the hydrodynamic limit for a small heat-flux vector and
a small shear-stress tensor. CE theory generates an expansion
series expression for the distribution function of the form:

f = f (0)(1 + 
(1) + 
(2) + · · ·) (11)

where f (0) is the equilibrium (MVD) distribution (see equa-
tion (8)) and 
(n) = ξnϕn are the nth-order non-equilibrium
perturbations from this distribution. Here, ξ is a scaling pa-
rameter giving a measure of the mean collision time and the
Knudsen number, and ϕn is a function of macroscopic hydro-
dynamic fields and their gradients. The zeroth-order distribu-
tion, that is, in the absence of any macroscopic gradients, is
the Maxwell equilibrium distribution. Solutions for the first-
order distribution function f = f (0)(1 + 
(1)) were derived
independently by Chapman and Enskog:


(1) = −8

5
Ã[c̃]c̃·q̃ − 2B̃[c̃](c̃ ◦ c̃ : τ̃) (12)

Here, c is the thermal velocity of a molecule, c̃ = c/cm is the
normalized molecular thermal velocity, c̃ ◦ c̃ = c̃c̃ − (c̃2/3)I
is a traceless dyadic, q̃ = q/(mnc3

m) and τ̃ = τ/(mnc2
m) are

the non-dimensional heat-flux vector and shear-stress tensor,
and Ã and B̃ are expansions in the Sonine polynomials S

(k)
j :

Ã[c̃] =
∞∑

k=1

(ak/a1)S(k)
3/2[c̃2], (13)

B̃[c̃] =
∞∑

k=1

(bk/b1)S(k−1)
5/2 [c̃2], (14)

S
(k)
j [ξ] =

k∑
i=0

(j + k)!(−ξ)i

(j + i)!i!(k − i)!
(15)

The calculation of Ã and B̃ is probably the most difficult
part of the CE theory. Closed-form solutions for Ã and B̃

can be derived only for Maxwell molecules. For other inter-
molecular potentials, a series solution can be derived. This

series solution usually gives very good predictions for trans-
port properties with a few terms of the expansion. Truncat-
ing the Sonine polynomial expansion after m terms is usually
termed the “mth approximation” of the CE expansion, in con-
trast with the number of terms maintained in equation (11),
which is termed as the “order” of the CE expansion.

Starting from this distribution function and evaluating the
heat flux and shear stress, Fourier’s and Newton’s laws are
obtained, and the corresponding conservation equations lead
to the Navier–Stokes equations of continuum gas dynamics.
This process, detailed by Gombosi (1994), requires assump-
tions that limit the applicability of the continuum equations
to near-equilibrium conditions. In fact, it is more the restric-
tions for the evaluation of the constitutive equations, rather
than the failure of the continuum description, that limit the
validity of the continuum equations.

The evaluation of the second-order distribution func-
tion f = f (0)(1 + 
(1) + 
(2)) leads to a very complicated
set of higher-order equations called the Burnett equations
(Chapman and Cowling, 1970). The Burnett equations pro-
vide a higher-accuracy solution so long as the second-order
distribution function is valid. However, their usefulness is
limited by the large computational effort required to solve
them due to their complexity.

4.3 Molecular methods

The particulate nature of the gas permits the formulation of
physically based methods that do not solve the BE directly
but mimic the behavior of molecules to simulate the flow
field. The first such method was the Molecular-Dynamics
(MD) technique of Alder and Wainwright (1957). While the
method uses probabilistic procedures when setting the ini-
tial state of the gas, deterministic procedures are used for
all subsequent calculations of molecular motions and colli-
sions. Collisions between molecules occur when the cross
sections of two molecules overlap during motion. The ex-
cessive storage requirements of the MD method needed to
simulate real problems restricts the method to simulations of
small domains, on the order of a few nanometers. As such,
it is particularly useful for detailed simulation of molecular
interactions but not for the simulation of gas flow fields of
engineering interest.

The need to simulate large-domain problems using molec-
ular methods led to the development of a second class of
models that use statistical representation of molecules. The
best-known approach is the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
(DSMC) method of Bird (1963, 1994).

DSMC uses a molecule-based, stochastic algorithm to
approximate the continuous molecular velocity distribution
function with a discrete number of computational molecules,
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or “simulators”. When introduced, this scheme was initially
met with skepticism because of its stochastic nature. How-
ever, Wagner (1992) showed theoretically that the DSMC
algorithm provides an exact solution to the BE in the limit
of infinite simulators and vanishing discretization error (time
step and cell size).

DSMC uses computational molecules that move, reflect
from walls, and collide with each other to simulate the non-
continuum behavior of a dilute gas under the assumption
of molecular chaos. Each computational molecule typically
represents a large number of real molecules. The basic as-
sumption of DSMC is that molecular motion and molecular
collisions can be decoupled, which is appropriate when the
time step is much smaller than the mean collision time. Thus,
molecular motion and collisions, which really take place si-
multaneously, are broken into two cyclically repeated phases.
This separation reflects the processes described by the left-
and right-hand sides of the BE: the convective and collision
terms, respectively.

During a time step, each molecule moves ballistically us-
ing the simulation time step and its velocity. Between moves,
pairs of molecules within each cell are randomly selected to
collide at the appropriate rate. The stochastic collisions of
computational molecules reproduce the collision rate of real
molecules. In the established DSMC algorithm (Bird, 1994),
collision candidates are selected randomly from anywhere
within a computational cell. However, refinements of the col-
lision algorithm have been implemented where neighboring
molecules are preferentially selected for collision (Bird et al.,
2009).

Complicated physical effects, such as chemical reactions
and radiation, can be added to the molecular model without
any changes to the algorithm or to its stability (Bird, 1994).
The advantages of DSMC come at a cost. Like any other
molecular method, DSMC is computationally intense, es-
pecially in comparison to partial-differential-equation meth-
ods. However, for far-from-equilibrium flows, DSMC has no
competitor (see Non-Continuum Phenomena in Hypersonic
Flow).

4.4 Numerical solutions of the Boltzmann
Equation

Another class of methods aims at solving the BE as a partial
differential equation (PDE). The common characteristic of
these methods is that physical and velocity space, that is, six-
dimensional phase space, is discretized. A finite-difference
approximation of the transport terms is performed. The dif-
ference between these methods lies in the treatment of the
velocity distribution function, which is, implicitly or explic-
itly, expanded as series of functions. This can be as simple

as a piecewise-constant approximation on a regular lattice in
velocity space. For the calculation of the collision integrals,
a mix of stochastic processes over a fixed grid and a deter-
ministic integration of the collision terms is performed over
the regular lattice in velocity space.

There are two main difficulties with PDE methods. The
first is the extent of the velocity space that needs to be dis-
cretized. For hypersonic flows, a much larger velocity space
needs to be covered, increasing the computational require-
ments. The second is the difficulty involved in calculating
the non-linear collision operator for every grid point.

One class of methods calculates the collision term using
either deterministic or probabilistic procedures. The Discrete
Velocity Method (DVM) of Broadwell (1964) is one of the
most popular deterministic methods. The discretization of the
velocity space allows the BE to be replaced by a set of non-
linear hyperbolic equations, the number of which equals the
number of discrete velocities used. The calculation of colli-
sion terms for this method involves a double summation over
the velocity points. Tcheremissine (1973) proposed another
variant of the DVM in which Monte-Carlo procedures are
used for the evaluation of the collision terms.

Another class of methods (see Computational Modeling of
Rarefied Gas Flows) involves the introduction of simplified
collision terms, thus avoiding calculating the full non-linear
integral. The collision term in the BE is replaced by other sim-
pler terms, maintaining some of the most important physical
properties of the non-linear collision term. The simplest and
most widely known such model is the BGK model of Bhat-
nagar, Gross and Krook (1954), which replaces the collision
term with a simple time-relaxation term independent of the
actual intermolecular potential:[

∂

∂t
(nf )

]
collision

= nν(f (0) − f ) (16)

where f (0) is the Maxwell distribution corresponding to the
local temperature and average velocity (see equation (8)), and
v is the relaxation rate of the initial distribution to the equi-
librium distribution. In this model, the term nνf (0) represents
the collisions replenishing the distribution, and the term nνf

represents the collisions depleting the distribution.

5 TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

As previously stated, the conservation equations derived
directly from the BE form a closed set of equations only when
combined with the constitutive equations, such as Fourier’s,
Newton’s, and Fick’s laws, that relate the flux of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy to the gradients of the corresponding
macroscopic gas properties. With these equations, the trans-
port of energy, momentum, and mass through the gas are
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8 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

related to molecular properties by the coefficients of ther-
mal conductivity K, viscosity µ, and diffusivity D. These gas
properties are collectively termed as the transport properties
of the gas.

When a gas is at equilibrium, there is no net transport in it,
although molecules continually move and collide. Any per-
turbation of the velocity distribution function initiates trans-
port with the aim of restoring equilibrium.

From a microscopic point of view, these properties are
attributed to thermal molecular motion trying to bring the
gas back to equilibrium by moving mass, momentum, and
energy from areas of excess to areas of deficit. Thus, in terms
of the molecular thermal velocity c and internal energy εint,
the transport fluxes, heat-flux vector q, shear-stress tensor τ,
and diffusion speed J, can be written without the need for any
unknown proportionality constants:

τ = − (ρcc − Ip) , q = 1

2
ρc2c + nεintc,

J = nc = −D∇n (17)

Macroscopically, transport is driven by gradients in the con-
centration, velocity, and thermal energy of the gas. In terms
of macroscopic variables, the transport fluxes obey the fol-
lowing relations:

q = −K∇T, τ = µ

{
(∇U + ∇UT) − 2

3
(∇·U)I

}
,

J = −D∇ρ (18)

where T is the temperature, U is the net velocity vector, and ρ

is the density. Calculating the averaged terms using the veloc-
ity distribution function and comparing with the correspond-
ing expressions of continuum fluid dynamics, the transport
properties can be defined in terms of the laws of molecular
interaction. These comparisons can also be used to derive
molecular-interaction models based on measured transport
properties.

The fluxes in equations (18) contain only the first-order
spatial derivatives of the physical properties. In general, these
flux equations contain higher-order spatial derivatives, and
thus these simplified expressions are valid only in cases where
these higher-order derivatives are negligible. Also, these ex-
pressions are strictly correct only for monatomic dilute gases.
For polyatomic molecules with internal degrees of freedom,
these expressions need to be modified, especially the thermal
conductivity.

By specifying the velocity distribution function in terms
of the molecular interaction, CE theory provides a means
(Chapman and Cowling, 1970) of determining the ther-
mal conductivity, the viscosity, and the diffusivity. Because

of the rapid convergence of the Sonine polynomials in
equation (14), accurate values of the transport properties can
be obtained by using the first few terms in the expansion.

For a monatomic gas with an IPL interaction, if the Sonine
expansion is truncated after m terms, the transport coefficients
in equation (18) have the following forms:

K(m) = −5

4
kBc2

ma
(m)
1 , µ(m) = 1

2
mc2

mb
(m)
1 (19)

The derivation of equation (19) was a major achievement
of CE theory because it provided proof for the empirically
derived, up to that point, functional form of the Fourier’s,
Newton’s, and Fick’s laws, given by equation (18). It also
established the limits of applicability of the Navier–Stokes
equations because CE theory assumes that the velocity dis-
tribution function is a small perturbation of the equilibrium
distribution function.

Additional terms past the first ones can be included in
the Sonine polynomial expansion to yield higher approxi-
mations. When the infinite approximation is reached (Gallis,
Torczynski and Rader, 2004), the thermal conductivity is re-
lated to the viscosity as below:

K = K∞
K1

15

4

kB

m

µ1

µ∞
µ (20)

where K∞/K1 and µ∞/µ1 are the CE infinite-to-first-
approximation ratios of the thermal conductivity and the vis-
cosity, respectively. Table 1 gives the infinite-to-first approx-
imation ratios of the transport properties for HS molecules,
and a list of these values for other IPL potentials can be found
in Gallis, Torczynski and Rader (2004). From these ratios,
the error of using the first approximation to the Sonine poly-
nomials can be evaluated.

Using kinetic theory, the dependence of transport prop-
erties on shear stress and heat flux outside the regime of
continuum analysis can be estimated. Using both numer-
ical and analytic considerations, Gallis et al. (2006) have
shown that, when a gas is under the influence of a large
shear stress, the thermal conductivity and the viscosity are
functions of the shear stress. The effect is rather small, which
explains the ability of continuum theory to describe phenom-
ena under conditions of non-equilibrium.

Table 1. Chapman–Enskog molecular parameters.

Symbol Hard-sphere Maxwell

µ∞/µ1 1.016034 1
K∞/K1 1.025218 1
D∞/D1 1.018954 1
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1 INTRODUCTION

At hypersonic conditions, the temperature of the gas sur-
rounding an aerospace vehicle is typically high enough to
excite internal energy modes and to cause chemical reac-
tions. At super-orbital re-entry conditions the gas is highly
ionized and thermal radiation may play an important role in
energy transport and vehicle heating. All of these processes
are activated by collisions within the gas and through colli-
sions with the vehicle surface. Thus, a relevant time scale of
a hypersonic flow field is the mean time between collisions,
which directly translates into thermal excitation and chemical
reaction rates. A second time scale is given by the flow speed

and a relevant vehicle length scale such as the leading edge
radius. In many hypersonic flows, these time scales are sim-
ilar and the finite-rate thermochemical processes are out of
equilibrium (in a state of nonequilibrium) for part or all of the
flow field. There are many other high-temperature effects in
hypersonic flight that affect the vehicle performance. These
include gas-surface interactions (commonly known as finite-
rate surface catalysis), damping of boundary layer instabili-
ties by finite-rate chemical processes, transitional and turbu-
lent flow, foreign species injection by surface ablation, and
breakdown of the no-slip surface boundary condition. In this
chapter, the governing equations for nonequilibrium flows
are derived, and the most important assumptions behind the
modeling approach are discussed. One example is presented
to illustrate the use of computational fluid dynamics methods
for this class of flows.

2 IMPORTANT THERMOCHEMICAL
EFFECTS

2.1 Thermochemical nonequilibrium

A gas is in thermal nonequilibrium if its internal energy can-
not be characterized by a single temperature, and it is in
chemical nonequilibrium if its chemical state does not sat-
isfy chemical equilibrium conditions. Portions of many ex-
ternal hypersonic flows are in thermal and chemical nonequi-
librium. This occurs because as the high speed gas passes
through the bow shock wave, much of its kinetic energy is
converted to random translational motion. Then, collisions
transfer translational energy to rotational, vibrational, elec-
tronic, and chemical energy. This energy transfer takes a cer-
tain number of collisions, during which time the gas moves
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2 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

to a new location where the temperature and density may
be different. Thus, the internal energy modes and chemical
composition of the gas lag the changes in the translational
temperature. We can determine if a flow will be in thermal
or chemical nonequilibrium by constructing the Dahmköhler
number, Da, which is the ratio of the fluid motion time scale
to the internal energy relaxation or chemical reaction time
scale.

Consider the steady-state mass conservation equation for
species s

∂

∂xj

(
ρsuj

) = ws (1)

where ρs is the mass density of species s, uj is the gas velocity
in the xj direction, and ws is the rate of production of species
s per unit volume due to chemical reactions. We can non-
dimensionalize this equation using the total density, ρ, the
speed, V , and a relevant length scale such as the nose radius,
rn. Then

∂

∂x̄j

(
ρ̄sūj

) = rnws

ρV
= τf

τc
= Da (2)

Thus, Da represents the ratio of the fluid motion time scale,
τf , to the chemical reaction time scale, τc; or it is the ratio of
the chemical reaction rate to the fluid motion rate. A simi-
lar expression can be derived to describe the relative rate of
internal energy relaxation.

When Da → ∞, the internal energy relaxation or chem-
ical reaction time scale approaches zero (becomes infinitely
fast), and the gas is in equilibrium. That is, its thermal or
chemical state adjusts instantaneously to changes in the flow.
When Da → 0, the reaction time scale approaches infinity,
the gas is frozen and does not adjust to changes in the flow.
The Dahmköhler number is useful for determining how re-
active the gas is, and what type of analysis is appropriate for
given flow conditions.

When the chemical source term, ws, is proportional to the
density squared (as it is for dissociation reactions), the binary
scaling law can be derived from the above expression. Let
us write ws = Cρ2kf , where kf is a temperature-dependent
reaction rate, and C is a constant. Then we have

Da = ρ rn
Ckf

V
(3)

Thus, the reaction rate is proportional to the density-length
scale product. kf depends exponentially on temperature,
which for hypersonic flows depends on the freestream kinetic
energy 1

2V 2
∞. Therefore, for a dissociation-dominated flow,

the Dahmköhler number depends on the binary scaling pa-
rameter, ρ rn, and the freestream kinetic energy.

At some hypersonic flow conditions the density is suffi-
ciently high for the infinite Dahmköhler limit to hold, and
the flow can be characterized by local thermodynamic equi-
librium. The governing equations become much simpler than
presented below, and amount to statements of mass, momen-
tum and energy conservation. These partial differential equa-
tions are coupled to equations of state for temperature and
pressure as a function of density and internal energy, and to
models for transport properties. Free energy minimization or
pre-computed tables can be used to determine the thermody-
namic properties.

2.2 Vibration-dissociation coupling

When a gas becomes vibrationally excited, the population of
the excited vibrational states increases. As shown in Figure 1,
this decreases the energy required to dissociate the molecule.
Therefore, the vibrational state of a molecule affects its disso-
ciation rate. This process is not fully understood, and simple
models that can be implemented in computational methods
are largely unvalidated. Even small changes in the dissoci-
ation rate can change the flow field considerably and can
lead to uncertainties in the trim angle of attack of hypersonic
vehicles.

There are many models available for the vibration-
dissociation process, and we will discuss the most popular
models in these notes.

Internuclear separation
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ε = ε d − ε v
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Figure 1. Schematic of the vibrational state of a molecule and the
energy required for dissociation.
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Figure 2. Effect of wall catalysis on convective heat transfer rate
at a stagnation point. Reproduced from Fay and Riddell (1958) c©
AIAA.

2.3 Finite-rate wall catalysis

One of the most important parameters that determines the
convective heat transfer rate for hypersonic vehicles is the
surface catalytic efficiency. Fay and Riddell (1958) used a
self-similar stagnation point boundary layer analysis to show
that depending on the reactivity (Dahmköhler number) of the
boundary layer and the catalytic efficiency of the surface, the
heat transfer rate is dramatically changed. As seen in Figure 2,
if the boundary layer is frozen (Da → 0) and the body surface
is noncatalytic, the heat transfer rate may be reduced by 50%
or more, depending on the fraction of energy tied up in the
chemical energy modes.

When the wall is noncatalytic, it does not promote recom-
bination at the surface. Thus, if the reaction rate is slow near
the surface, a fraction of the total energy of the gas remains in
the form of chemical energy. Thus, it does not contribute the
convective heating. If, on the other hand, the surface is cat-
alytic or the boundary layer is near equilibrium, the chemical
energy is released at the vehicle surface, and the heat transfer
increases.

It is important to note how the chemical reactions scale
with density. As we saw in the previous section, dissociation
scales with the binary scaling parameter, ρ rn. However, re-
combination is a three-body process, and as a result scales
with ρ2. Thus, in typical low-density atmospheric entry con-
ditions, recombination may be very slow relative to dissocia-
tion. The surface reactions typically scale differently because
they are usually diffusion limited and depend strongly on the
surface material properties.

2.4 Nonequilibrium thermal radiation

The modeling of thermal radiation from the flow field re-
mains a major challenge. The difficulty arises because the

radiative emission from the gas depends very strongly on its
internal energy. For example, immediately behind the bow
shock wave in the stagnation region of a vehicle, the vibra-
tional temperature may overshoot the equilibrium post-shock
temperature. Then, if the population of the excited electronic
states of the gas is governed by the vibrational temperature,
there may be a dramatic super-equilibrium population of the
excited electronic states. The excited electronic states decay
to the ground state, and the electronic energy is emitted as
photons (thermal radiation), many of which are absorbed by
the body surface. Thus, for high-energy flows (e.g., re-entry
to Earth at super-orbital speed) where radiative heating is im-
portant, there may be a significant increase in the heat transfer
rate due to nonequilibrium. This process is very difficult to
model because there are many complicated rate-dependent
processes competing for the thermal energy produced by the
shock wave.

2.5 Low density effects

During re-entry many hypersonic vehicles spend a significant
time at high altitude where the gas dynamics are poorly un-
derstood. In this high Knudsen number regime, the bow shock
wave thickness becomes an appreciable fraction of the shock
standoff distance, none of the internal energy modes are in
equilibrium with the translational modes, and there is velocity
and temperature slip at the body surface. Also, the chemical
reactions may not conform to standard reaction rate models
and the vibration–dissociation coupling effects are very im-
portant. Reasonable progress has been made in the modeling
each of these effects (Boyd et al., 1995; Gökçen, 1989). How-
ever, in extremely low density flows, the continuum formula-
tion completely breaks down and a particle based simulation
method must be used (such as the direct simulation Monte
Carlo method (Bird, 1976); see Non-Continuum Phenomena
in Hypersonic Flow).

2.6 Other effects

Many other complicated phenomena may occur in hyper-
sonic external flows. For example, at low-earth-orbit re-entry
speeds and above, the flow field becomes ionized and the ra-
dio frequency transmissions may be blacked out. At higher
speeds, the vehicle surface must be ablative to protect the ve-
hicle from heating. In this case, foreign species are injected
into the flow field, where they react with the air species to
form other chemical species. Shock-wave boundary layer in-
teractions become more intense. Finally, of course, there is
the question of transition to turbulence. If the boundary layer
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is turbulent, the convective heat transfer rate to small-angle
bodies (blunted cones, for example) increases by a factor
of between three and eight. There are no reliable models
for transition at hypersonic Mach numbers, and the effect
of boundary layer chemical reactions on transition is poorly
understood. However, it has been shown experimentally and
with stability theory that endothermic (energy absorbing) re-
actions tend to delay transition in hypersonic boundary lay-
ers. Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) models are
largely unproven at hypersonic conditions.

3 CONSERVATION EQUATIONS

We assume that the gas is described by the Navier–Stokes
equations extended to account for the presence of chemical
reactions and internal energy relaxation. For these equations
to be valid, the flow must satisfy the following criteria:

1. The gas must be a continuum based on the Knudsen
number (see Introduction to Hypersonic Flow and Non-
Continuum Phenomena in Hypersonic Flow). Other than
in shock waves, near-body surfaces in low density flows
and wake regions, the continuum assumption is rea-
sonable. Under non-continuum conditions, a particle-
based method such as the direct simulation Monte Carlo
(DSMC) method is required (see Non-Continuum Phe-
nomena in Hypersonic Flow).

2. The mass diffusion fluxes, shear stresses, and heat fluxes
must be proportional to the first derivatives of the
flow quantities. If this assumption fails, again a non-
continuum approach must be used. Higher-order contin-
uum equations such as the Burnett equations (Burnett,
1936) recommended by some authors are generally un-
suitable because the velocity distribution function (see
Molecular Kinetics and Physical Gas Dynamics) be-
comes highly non-Maxwellian, or even a bi-modal mix-
ture of perturbed Maxwellians. No perturbation to a sin-
gle Maxwellian can represent such a bi-modal velocity
distribution function. Thus, an approach based on higher-
order perturbations to a single equilibrium velocity dis-
tribution function cannot work.

3. The internal energy modes must be separable. That is, we
can describe each energy mode by its own temperature.
For example, the energy contained within the vibrational
modes cannot be a function of the rotational energy state.

4. Finally, the flow is only weakly ionized. In this case, the
Coulomb cross-section is small relative to the electron-
neutral collision cross-section. Details of the governing
equations and the manner in which they are derived can
be found in (Gnoffo, Gupta and Shinn, 1989; Lee, 1985).

Mass conservation. The mass conservation equation for
species s is:

∂ρs

∂t
+ ∂

∂xj

(
ρsuj + ρsvsj

) = ws (4)

where again, ρs is the species density and ws is the chem-
ical source term. The mass-averaged velocity is uj and the
diffusion velocity of species s is vsj in the xj direction. The
mass-averaged velocity is obtained using:

uj =
ns∑

s=1

ρs

ρ
usj, ρ =

ns∑
s=1

ρs (5)

where ns is the number of chemical species. The diffusion
velocity is the velocity of species s, usj , relative to the mass-
averaged velocity:

vsj = usj − uj. (6)

Momentum conservation. The momentum equation has
the familiar form except for the presence of the electric field,
Ẽi:

∂

∂t

(
ρui

) + ∂

∂xj

(
ρuiuj + pδij − τij

) =
ns∑

s=1

eZsNsẼi (7)

where eZs is the charge of species s and Ns is the species
number density. The pressure p is the sum of the partial pres-
sures:

p =
ns∑

s=1

ps =
ns∑

s=1

ρs

R

Ms

T (8)

where R is the universal gas constant and Ms is the molecular
weight of species s. T is the translational temperature of the
gas mixture. The expression for the shear stress will be given
below.

Total energy conservation

∂E

∂t
+ ∂

∂xj

(
(E + p)uj − τijui + qj +

ns∑
s=1

ρsvsjhs

)

=
ns∑

s=1

eNsZsẼiui (9)

where E is the total energy per unit volume, qj is the total heat
flux vector, and hs is the species s specific enthalpy. These
quantities will be discussed in more detail below.
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Vibrational energy conservation. The derivation of the
vibrational energy conservation equation is non-trivial be-
cause the vibrational state is coupled to the chemical state.
As noted earlier, molecules that are highly vibrationally ex-
cited are more likely to dissociate than the average molecule.
Thus, when dissociation occurs, the process removes more
than the average vibrational energy from the vibrational en-
ergy pool. Likewise, when recombination occurs the newly
formed molecule may be formed at an elevated vibrational
level. A complete derivation of this equation is available in
Olejniczak et al. (1994).

The general form of the vibrational energy conservation
equation for species s is:

∂Evs

∂t
+ ∂

∂xi

(
Evs ui + Evs vsi + qvsi

)

=
∑

α

εsα

(∂nsα

∂t

)
coll

= QVib (10)

where Evs = ∑
α nsα

εsα
is the vibrational energy per unit vol-

ume and qvsi = ∑
α nsα

εsα
usαi

is the vibrational heat flux in
the xi direction with εsα

is the amount of vibrational energy
per molecule of species s in level α and nsα

is the number
density of molecules in level α of species s.

To find an expression for QVib we formally need to make
the following assumptions: (i) The system of interest is a di-
lute mixture of vibrating-dissociating molecules and atoms
weakly interacting with an infinite heat bath (ii) the vibra-
tional states are uncoupled from the rotational and electronic
states of the molecule (Born–Oppenheimer approximation),
and (iii) the interaction Hamiltonian which causes transition
between vibrational levels can be treated as a perturbation on
the energy of the vibrating molecules. Thus, quantum me-
chanical perturbation theory can be used to derive the master
relaxation equation.

Under these assumptions Heims (1963) showed that

QVib = QChem + QV-T (11)

where QChem and QV-T represent the net gain of vibrational
energy due to chemical reactions and transfer from the trans-
lational mode. It can be shown that any physically consistent
model for the vibrational energy source term due to chemical
reactions must be of the form

QChem = 1

ms

[
E(T, Tv) wfs + E(T, T ) wbs

]
(12)

An expression for QV-T was originally derived by Landau and
Teller (1936) for simple harmonic oscillators not undergoing

dissociation. They found

QV-T = Evs
(T ) − Evs(Tv)

τvib
(13)

where τvib is the vibrational relaxation time, and is given by
a theoretically determined expression as a function of the
local thermodynamic state of the gas. Under more general
conditions, QV-T will have the above form, but τvib will be
different and will also depend on the oscillator model used.

The equation for the conservation of vibrational energy of
species s has the final form:

∂Evs

∂t
+ ∂

∂xi

(
Evs ui + Evs vsi + qvsi

) = QV-T + QChem (14)

For the case where there is more than one vibrationally ex-
cited species, an additional term must be included to account
for the rate of vibrational energy transfer to species s from
the other vibrationally excited species (Park, 1990).

If the vibrational energy modes are tightly coupled, then
there will be a single vibrational temperature Tv, and the total
vibrational energy equation is:

∂Ev

∂t
+ ∂

∂xi

(
Ev ui +

∑
s

Evsvsi +
∑

s

qvsi

)

=
∑

s

QV-Ts +
∑

s

QChems (15)

where Ev = ∑
s Evs.

Additional internal energy conservation equations.
In a similar fashion, conservation expressions for the other
internal energy modes (rotational and electronic) may be de-
rived. In practice, unless the conditions of interest are at
very low density, the rotational and translational energies are
usually considered to be in equilibrium. This obviates the
need for a separate rotational conservation equation. Also, if
there is an appreciable population of the excited electronic
states, it is often assumed that the temperatures that charac-
terize the free electron translational energy and the bound
excited electronic energy are the same. That leads to a single
electron–electronic energy conservation equation. In many
cases, it is valid to assume that the vibrational modes are also
in equilibrium with the electron–electronic energy because
of resonant coupling between the N2 vibration and free elec-
trons (Lee, 1986; Park, 1990). Then, the vibrational energy
equation (equation (15)) is extended to include these effects.

There is uncertainty about how to model the energy in
the free electron and electronic energy modes. We favor the
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6 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

approach of Gnoffo, Gupta and Shinn (1989) in which it
is assumed that Tv = Te = Tel. Namely, that because of the
strong electron-vibration coupling in high temperature air,
we typically have Tv = Te. It is probably reasonable to as-
sume that Te = Tel. An alternative approach is to assume that
T = Te = Tel.

Electric field equation. An expression for the electric
field Ẽi may be derived using the electron momentum con-
servation equation:

∂

∂t

(
ρeui

)+ ∂

∂xj

(
ρeuiuj + peδij

) = −eNeẼi + Pei (16)

where we have neglected the mass diffusion and shear stress
terms. Pei represents the momentum transfer between the
electrons and the heavy particles due to collisions. For weakly
ionized flows, this term is small relative to the electric field
term. Then, if we take the ratio of the dynamic pressure of
the electron gas to the electron pressure and assume that the
electron speed and temperature are about the same as the bulk
gas, we have

ρeV
2
e

pe
= MeV

2
e

RTe
� MeV

2

RT
� Me

M
M2 (17)

whereM is the Mach number, andM is the average molecular
weight of the mixture. The ratio Me/M is of the order of
10−6, and for conditions of interest the square of the Mach
number will be of the order of 103 at most. Therefore, we can
neglect the electron dynamic pressure relative to the electron
pressure, and the steady-state electric field may be expressed
as

Ẽi � − 1

Nee

∂pe

∂xi

(18)

This expression for the electric field may be inserted in
the momentum equation (equation (7)), and the total energy
equation, (equation (10)). Generally, this term has little effect
on the flow field of atmospheric entry vehicles and is often
neglected.

4 EQUATIONS OF STATE

The relationship between the conserved quantities and the
non-conserved quantities such as pressure and temperature
are discussed in this section. The total energy, E, is made up

of the separate components of energy:

E =
ns∑

s /= e

Ets +
ns∑

s /= e

Ers +
ns∑

s /= e

Evs + Ee

+
ns∑

s /= e

Eel s + 1

2
ρuiui +

n∑
s /= e

ρsh
◦
s (19)

which are the translational, rotational, vibrational, elec-
tron translational, electronic, kinetic, and chemical energies,
respectively. The heavy particle translational energy is Ets =
ρscvtsT , where cvts = 3

2R/Ms and T is the translational tem-
perature. The rotational energy is Ers = ρscvrsTr, and cvrs =
R/Ms if the particle has two degrees of rotational freedom;
Tr is the rotational temperature. As discussed above, for the
case where the rotational energy modes relax quickly, we
can assume that the rotational energy modes are equilibrated
with the translational energy modes. Then, we can write
Ets + Ers = ρscvsT , where cvs and T are the translational-
rotational specific heat and temperature, respectively.

The vibrational temperature of species s is determined by
inverting the expression for the vibrational energy contained
in a simple harmonic oscillator at the temperature Tvs:

Evs
= ρsevs = ρs

R

Ms

θvs

eθvs/Tvs − 1
(20)

where θvs is the characteristic temperature of vibration. If we
assume that there is a single vibrational temperature, we must
invert a more complicated expression for Tv

Ev =
∑

s

ρs

R

Ms

θvs

eθvs/Tv − 1
(21)

The free electron translational energy is given by Ee =
ρecveTe, where cve = 3

2R/Me. In cases where the electron
energy is assumed to be in equilibrium with another energy
mode, the corresponding temperature is used in the above
expression.

As discussed above, the total pressure is the sum of the
partial pressures,

p =
ns∑

s /= e

ρs

R

Ms

T + pe (22)

and the electron pressure is given by

pe = ρe
R

Me
Te (23)

The enthalpy per unit mass, hs, is defined to be

hs = cvtsT + cvrsTr + evs + eel s + h◦
s + ps

ρs

(24)
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High-Temperature Effects in Hypersonic Flight 7

The expression for the energy contained in the excited
electron states comes from the assumption that they are pop-
ulated according to a Boltzmann distribution governed by the
electronic temperature, Tel. This yields

ee� s = R

Ms

∑∞
i=1 gisθel is exp(−θel is/Tel)∑∞

i=0 gis exp(−θel is/Tel)
(25)

where gis is the degeneracy of the excited electronic state i

and θel is is the excitation energy of that state (Park, 1990).
Usually only the first several terms in these summations are
required for hypersonic applications.

Another approach is to use the fits for pure species ther-
modynamics data from Gordon and McBride (1994). With
this approach, the species translational-rotational energy and
chemical energy can be subtracted from the total species en-
ergy to obtain the vibrational-electronic energy. These curve-
fits are valid to high temperature (20 000 K) and result in a
more accurate characterization of the internal energy.

5 DIFFUSION VELOCITY, SHEAR
STRESS, AND HEAT FLUX

The shear stresses are assumed to be proportional to the first
derivative of the mass-averaged velocities, and the Stokes
assumption for the bulk viscosity is made. Therefore the
expression for the shear stress tensor is

τij = µ
( ∂ui

∂xj

+ ∂uj

∂xi

)
+ λ

∂uk

∂xk

δij, λ = −2

3
µ (26)

And the heat conduction vectors are assumed to be given by
the Fourier heat law

qtrj = −κ
∂T

∂xj

, qvsj = −κvs

∂Tvs

∂xj

(27)

In some cases, it is preferable to represent the vibrational
energy conduction with the gradient of the specific vibrational
energy.

qvsj = −κ̃vs

∂evs

∂xj

(28)

Except at very high enthalpy, we find that the vibrational
energy gradients give more robust results.

A viscosity model for reacting air developed by Blottner,
Johnson and Ellis (1971) may be used to determine the
species viscosity, µs. This work uses kinetic theory to find
curve-fit expressions for the viscosity of each species. An-
other source of expressions for nonequilibrium calculations

may be found in the work of Gupta et al. (1990). Excellent
reviews of the calculation of species transport properties are
given by Palmer and Wright (2003).

The approximate conductivity of the translational-
rotational and vibrational temperatures for each species may
be derived from an Eucken relation (Vincenti and Kruger,
1967). With this approach, it is assumed that the transport of
translational energy involves correlation with the velocity, but
the transport of internal energy (rotational and vibrational)
has no correlation. The result is that

κs = µs

(
5

2
cvts + cvrs

)
, κvs = ηvµscvvs (29)

where ηv = 1.2 is derived from kinetic theory (Olejniczak
and Candler, 1995), and cvvs is the species s vibrational spe-
cific heat. When vibrational energy derivatives are used, the
transport coefficient becomes:

κ̃vs = ηvµs (30)

This approach based on the Eucken relation is approximate
and is only valid up to about 6000 K for air; at higher temper-
atures a more sophisticated approach must be used. Palmer
and Wright (2003) provide a quantitative assessment of the
available approaches.

Once the pure species viscosity and conductivity have
been computed, the mixture properties must be obtained.
This is often done with the Wilke semiempirical mixing rule
(Wilke, 1950), however Palmer and Wright show that this ap-
proach is subject to serious error. They recommend the use of
the Armaly–Sutton (Armaly and Sutton, 1980) mixing rule
because it is more accurate and less costly than the solution
of the full multi-component diffusion equations. However,
the parameters in the Armaly–Sutton model may need to be
tuned for particular gas mixtures and conditions.

If we assume that the diffusive fluxes due to pressure and
temperature gradients are negligible, then the diffusion ve-
locity of each component of the gas mixture is proportional
to the gradient of the mass fraction. With the additional as-
sumption of binary diffusion where species s diffuses into a
mixture of similar particles, we have

ρsvsj = −ρDs

∂cs

∂xj

(31)

The diffusion coefficient, Ds, is derived by assuming a con-
stant Lewis number, Le, which by definition is given by

Le = ρ Dcp

κ
(32)
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8 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

For air, Le is typically taken to have a value of 1.4, and thus
the uncharged particles all have the same D, but the diffusion
coefficient for ions is assumed to be doubled (the ambipolar
diffusion assumption holds) because of the existence of an
electric field.

A much more accurate approach for computing diffusion
in a gas mixture is the self-consistent effective binary diffu-
sion (SCEBD) approach of and the extension of the method
to multi-temperature plasmas (Ramshaw and Chang, 1996).
This approach has been shown to yield accurate results for
high-enthalpy atmospheric entry flows. At atmospheric entry
conditions (particularly when the gas is ionized), the constant
Lewis number approximation is not valid, and the SCEBD
approach should be used.

6 INTERNAL ENERGY RELAXATION
RATES

The rate of energy exchange between vibrational and transla-
tional modes has been extensively studied. The rate of change
in the population of the vibrational states at low temperatures
is described well by the Landau–Teller formulation where it is
assumed that the vibrational level of a molecule can change
by only one quantum level at a time. The resulting energy
exchange rate is

QV−Ts = ρs

e∗
vs(T ) − evs

〈τsL−T〉
(33)

where e∗
vs(T ) is the vibrational energy per unit mass of species

s evaluated at the local translational temperature and <τsL−T >

is the molar averaged Landau–Teller relaxation time

〈τsL−T〉 =
∑

r Xr∑
r Xr/τsrL−T

, for r /= e (34)

An expression developed by Millikan and White (1963)
yields the Landau–Teller inter-species relaxation times,
τsrL−T , in seconds using the function

τsrL−T = 1

p
exp

[
Asr(T

−1/3 − 0.015µ1/4
sr ) − 18.42

]
, p in atm,

Asr = 1.16 × 10−3µ1/2
sr θ4/3

vs , (35)

µsr = MsMr/(Ms + Mr)

There are notable exceptions to the Millikan–White formula,
particularly for N2 and O2 vibration–translation relaxation
involving atomic oxygen, and the relaxation of CO2 (Park,
1990).

A modification to the translational–vibrational relaxation
rate is made to account for the limiting collision cross-section
at high temperatures. The Landau–Teller rate expression from
Millikan and White yields a relaxation rate that is unrealis-
tically large at high temperatures due to an over-prediction
of the collision cross-section. The addition of the limiting
cross-section rate corrects this inaccuracy. As suggested by
Park (1990), a new relaxation time, τvs, that is the sum of
the Landau–Teller relaxation time and the collision-limited
relaxation time, τcs, corrects this inadequacy.

7 CHEMICAL SOURCE TERMS

The source term for each chemical species may be con-
structed using the law of mass action (Vincenti and Kruger,
1967) and a given set of chemical reactions. In this section,
we develop the chemical source terms for a simple chemical
kinetics model; it is easy to generalize this discussion to other
models.

For high temperature non-ionized air there are five primary
components, which may be ordered as follows, N2, O2, NO,
N, and O. The most important chemical reactions between
these species are

N2 + M � 2N + M

O2 + M � 2O + M

NO + M � N + O + M (36)

N2 + O � NO + N

NO + O � O2 + N

where M represents any particle that acts as a collision partner
in the reaction. The first three are dissociation reactions and
the remaining two are exchange reactions. Each reaction is
governed by forward and backward reaction rate coefficients,
kfm and kbm

, respectively. These five reactions may be written
in order in terms of the reaction rates as

R1 =
∑
m

(
−kf1m

ρN2

MN2

ρm

Mm

+ kb1m

ρN

MN

ρN

MN

ρm

Mm

)

R2 =
∑
m

(
−kf2m

ρO2

MO2

ρm

Mm

+ kb2m

ρO

MO

ρO

MO

ρm

Mm

)

R3 =
∑
m

(
−kf3m

ρNO

MNO

ρm

Mm

+ kb3m

ρN

MN

ρO

MO

ρm

Mm

)
(37)

R4 = −kf4

ρN2

MN2

ρO

MO
+ kb4

ρNO

MNO

ρN

MN

R5 = −kf5

ρNO

MNO

ρO

MO
+ kb5

ρO2

MO2

ρN

MN
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High-Temperature Effects in Hypersonic Flight 9

Thus, the source terms that represent the inter-species mass
transfer rates may be constructed as

wN2 = MN2 (R1 + R4)

wO2 = MO2 (R2 − R5)

wNO = MNO(R3 − R4 + R5) (38)

wN = MN(−2R1 − R3 − R4 − R5)

wO = MO(−2R2 − R3 + R4 + R5).

We should note that the sum of the mass transfer rates is
identically zero and that elemental conservation holds, as
required.

In equilibrium, the forward and backward reaction rates
of reaction m have the functional form:

kfm(T ) = CfmT ηm exp(−θm/T ),

kbm
(T ) = kfm(T )

Keqm
(T )

(39)

where the constants Cfm , ηm, and θm are experimentally deter-
mined (e.g., Park, 1993; Park et al., 1994) or computed using
computational chemistry, and Keqm

is computed from first
principles using thermodynamic data (Gordon and McBride,
1994). However as discussed by many authors and as previ-
ously shown, the vibrational state of the gas affects the dis-
sociation rate. Many models for the vibration–dissociation
coupling process have been proposed. We will discuss the
most widely used of these models here.

The most widely used, because of its simplicity, is the
Park TTv model, in which the temperature that governs the
forward reaction rate is replaced by an effective or average
temperature, Ta. Park originally proposed that Ta = √

TTv,
however a more appropriate expression is

Ta = T φT 1−φ
v (40)

where φ is usually taken as 0.7. This model is based on some
more-or-less heuristic reasoning, but it seems to work well
and gives reasonable results. However as we saw during the
derivation of the vibrational energy conservation equation,
the chemical reaction rate implies a certain rate of vibrational
energy removal due to the reactions. This energy removal
rate is state-specific, so unless the reaction rate model is state
specific, it is impossible to derive an appropriate QChem (see
equation (12)). Typically, it is assumed that QChem = 0.3De,
where De is the dissociation energy.

Other authors have used a more detailed derivation of
the vibration–dissociation coupling process. For example,
the coupled vibration–dissociation–vibration (CVDV) model

of Marrone and Treanor (1963) and Treanor and Marrone
(1962) assumes a Boltzmann distribution of the vibrational
states, and allows preferential removal due to dissociation
from the upper states. Knab et al. (1995) developed the cou-
pled vibration–chemistry–vibration (CVCV) model that gen-
eralizes the approach of Marrone and Treanor. This leads to
expressions for the effective reaction rate and the vibrational
energy loss terms that are similar to the CVDV results.

The Macheret and Rich (1993) model takes a classical ap-
proach to the coupling problem. As opposed to the discrete
energy levels of the real oscillator, Macheret and Rich as-
sume that the vibrational energy distribution function can be
approximated by

f (εv) = 1

kTv
e−εv/kTv if εv ≤ ε1

= 1

kTv
e− ε1

kTv
− εv−ε1

kT if εv > ε1

(41)

where ε1 is approximately one half of the dissociation en-
ergy. This distribution function is an attempt to take into ac-
count the fact that the vibrational energy mode does not relax
through a series of Boltzmann distributions. Macheret and
Rich assume that the nonequilibrium distribution function
can be characterized by a Boltzmann distribution at temper-
ature Tv for the lower levels and another Boltzmann distribu-
tion at temperature T for the upper levels. Vibrational energy
then becomes a weak function of the translational–rotational
temperature.

Macheret and Rich generalize the Arrhenius formula for
vibrational nonequilibrium by considering a threshold energy
function which determines the minimum total energy in a col-
lision necessary for dissociation. The concept of preferential
removal is built into this method by the theoretically deter-
mined threshold function. This method also accounts for the
rotational state of the molecule and can be used for flows with
rotational nonequilibrium.

The nonequilibrium dissociation rate is found to be

kf = ko
(
kl + ki + kh

)
(42)

where kl, ki, and kh are the rates from the low, intermediate,
and high vibrational levels. These expressions are compli-
cated and will not be repeated here (see Macheret and Rich,
1993). This approach also yields an expression for QChem in
terms of the parameters of the model and the vibrational and
translational temperatures.

There is one critical issue associated with the use of these
vibration-dissociation models. It is sometimes difficult to in-
terpret the experimental data used to derive the constants
in the Arrhenius expression for the forward reaction rate
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10 Hypersonics and Rarefied Gas Dynamics

(equation (39)). In many cases the reaction rates were mea-
sured in shock-heated gas when the gas may be in thermo-
chemical nonequilibrium. In this case, it is important to in-
terpret the experimental data in a manner that is consistent
with the vibration–dissociation model being used.

The modeling of vibration–dissociation coupling is still
an open issue, and virtually no work has been done in this
area in the past 20 years. It may be that with recent results
from computational chemistry, it will be possible to study the
dissociation process in much greater detail and many of these
issues will be resolved.

8 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The boundary conditions for hypersonic flows can range
from very simple (isothermal, non-catalytic surface) to ex-
tremely complicated (mass injection with in-depth material
response). In this section, we cover only a few of the simpler
boundary conditions.

Usually it is appropriate to assume that there is no slip
at the body surface, and therefore the gas velocity on the
surface is zero. Often, the wall temperature is either speci-
fied due to material properties or the mode of operation of
a particular test facility. Seldom is an adiabatic wall condi-
tion used because at hypervelocity conditions this results in
unrealistically high surface temperatures. There are several
situations that require more complicated surface boundary
conditions.

At low densities, there may be velocity and temperature
slip at the wall. That is, if the Knudsen layer at the wall has
appreciable thickness, the velocity at the vehicle surface may
not approach zero. Gökçen (1989) and others have developed
expressions that may be used to calculate the velocity and
temperature/energy slip.

When the surface promotes recombination of the gas, a
finite-rate wall catalysis model must be used. Typically, the
wall catalysis is expressed as a catalytic efficiency of a surface
reaction, αr, in the expression:

kr = αr

√
RTw

2�Ms

(43)

where Ms is the molecular weight of the species that is re-
combining at the wall, and Tw is the wall temperature. αr is
measured experimentally, and is often a function of temper-
ature. Then, the mass flux of the recombined species at the
surface is ρskr. The relevant boundary condition for the sur-
face state can be obtained by equating this mass flux to the

diffusive mass flux of the species given by:

ṁs = (ρDs)w
∂cs

∂n

∣∣∣
w

= αr(ρs)w

√
RTw

2�Ms

(44)

Using the assumption that the normal-direction pressure gra-
dient is zero and the boundary condition for temperature, the
state of the gas on the wall may be computed using an iteration
scheme.

In some cases, the vehicle may fly at a freestream condition
for long enough that the surface reaches a locally-constant
temperature. When there is no re-radiation from the surface,
this is the adiabatic wall condition. However, in cases where
there is a high surface temperature, surface re-radiation is
important. Then, the convective heat transfer to the surface
is balanced by the black-body re-radiation heat transfer rate,
qrad = σεT 4

w.
At very high heating rates, the surface may ablate. Then,

the processes of oxidation, sublimation, and spallation must
be considered. These processes are complicated and are
beyond the scope of this chapter.

9 EXAMPLE FLOW FIELD – MACH 8
WAVERIDER FLOW

An example is presented to highlight several of the main fea-
tures of a hypersonic flow field. In this case, the focus is on
the primary quantities of interest from an engineering stand-
point: aerodynamic force coefficients and aerodynamic heat-
ing rates. The simulation presented uses a numerical method
designed for hypersonic flows, with emphasis on the accu-
rate prediction of convective heat transfer rates. It is beyond
the scope of the present chapter to discuss the key features
of such a numerical method, and the reader is referred to
the copious literature on the subject. However, it should be
emphasized that there remain many unsolved problems in
the computation of hypersonic flows. In particular, the strong
bow shock wave can amplify numerical errors in the stagna-
tion region, resulting in poor predictions of stagnation region
heating rates. With current methods, the user must take care
to align the computational grid with the shock wave to reduce
these errors.

The example involves the simulation of a waverider ge-
ometry at Mach 8 conditions to compare with experimental
measurements made in the AEDC Tunnel 9 facility (Drayna,
Nompelis and Candler, 2006; Norris, 2006). These simula-
tions were performed on three grids ranging in size from 2.5
to 8.5 million elements. The outer domain was designed to
contain the bow shock wave at all angles of attack. Figure 3
shows a snapshot of the grid and waverider geometry. Two
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Figure 3. Medium grid (5.1 million elements) used for the wa-
verider simulations; every second point shown. Reproduced from
Drayna, Nompelis and Candler (2006) c© AIAA.

conditions were studied: a low Reynolds number of 14.32 ×
106m−1 and a high Reynolds number of 53.84 × 106m−1.

Although natural transition occurs on the waverider at the
lower Reynolds number condition, no attempt was made to
model the transition process. Rather, fully laminar and fully
turbulent flows were computed and results were compared
with the experimental data. In the high Re case however,
transition occurs very near the leading edge, and therefore
the fully turbulent condition is appropriate. The Spalart–
Allmaras RANS model with the Catris–Aupoix compress-
ibility correction was used (Spalart and Allmaras, 1992;
Catris and Aupoix, 2000).

To a large extent the comparisons are very favorable, with
the CFD matching the aerodynamic data across the angle
of attack sweep at both conditions. For example, Figure 4
shows the lift and drag coefficients for the two cases. Com-
parison were also made with the individual pressure and heat
transfer gauges on the model. Figure 5 summarizes one such
comparison for the low Re condition on the lower surface
of the model (the windward surface at α > −5◦). Note the
excellent agreement with the data, and that the thermocou-
ple near the leading edge shows laminar flow, while all other
measurements indicate turbulent flow.

10 CONCLUSION

This chapter presents the main concepts behind the mod-
eling of high-temperature effects in hypersonic flows. The
approaches presented represent the current state of the art,
and have been validated by comparison to the available flight
and ground test facility data. However, these data are lim-
ited and only test certain aspects of the models. As such,
the present models must be used with appropriate levels of
caution and predictions must be validated with appropriate
sensitivity studies and experimental test programs.

There are many open questions in the modeling of high-
temperature gas dynamics modeling. For example, the mod-
els for finite-rate surface catalysis are poorly validated and
apply to a limited number of materials, the role of finite-
rate processes on the transition process is not understood,
and the modeling of vibration-chemistry coupling needs sig-
nificant research. As non-intrusive diagnostics methods con-
tinue to advance, new data will make it possible to under-
stand the limitations of the present models and improve their
accuracy.

Figure 4. Lift and drag coefficients for the waverider. (a) Low Re; (b) high Re.
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Figure 5. Heat transfer rate comparisons on the lower surface of the waverider at low Re. Line: experiment (Norris, 2006); open triangles:
laminar simulation; solid squares: fully turbulent simulation.
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1 LAMINAR–TURBULENT TRANSITION
PHENOMENA

The importance of understanding and controlling laminar-
turbulent transition in hypersonic boundary layers arises from
the major effect these phenomena have on surface thermo-
mechanical loading such as heat transfer and skin friction,
which determines drag. However, transition is difficult to
predict or control, since the mechanisms involved are highly
sensitive to small disturbances and the phenomenon remains
poorly understood, even in low-noise environments. Applica-
tions hindered by this lack of understanding include reusable
launch vehicles, high speed interceptor missiles, hypersonic
cruise, and re-entry vehicles.

A visual example of transition at Mach 4.3 is shown in Fig-
ure 1, which is a magnified portion of a shadowgraph obtained

in the Naval Ordnance Lab ballistics range (Schneider, 2004).
The 5◦ half angle, 0.23 m long sharp cone model travels
from left to right through still air at near zero angle of
attack at a freestream Reynolds number of 1.05× 108 m−1.
The lower surface boundary layer is turbulent, and acoustic
waves radiated from the turbulent eddies can be seen pass-
ing downstream at the Mach angle. On the upper surface, the
boundary layer is intermittently turbulent, with two turbulent
spots being visible in the image, interspersed among laminar
regions. Larger waves can be seen in front of the turbulent
spots, with smaller levels of acoustic noise being radiated
from the turbulence within the spots. The acoustic noise is
not present above the laminar regions.

The effect of hypersonic transition on heat transfer is
shown in Figure 2 which plots the non-dimensional rate
versus axial distance from the nose on a 7.2◦ half-angle
sharp circular cone at zero angle of attack (Martellucci, Neff

Figure 1. Shadowgraph of transition on a sharp cone in a ballistic
range at Mach 4.31.
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Figure 2. Transitional heat transfer on a sharp cone in a wind tunnel
at Mach 7.97.L = 1.106 m.St = Stanton number,q = heat transfer
rate,ho, hw are stagnation and wall enthalpies,ρ∞ = freestream
density andu∞ = freestream velocity.

and True, 1969). Heat transfer decreases from the nose to
x/L � 0.5, as the laminar boundary layer thickens. The
laminar measurements are in fairly good agreement with
a finite-difference boundary-layer computation (Harris and
Blanchard, 1982). The onset of transition begins to generate
turbulence-induced mixing within the boundary layer near
x/L � 0.5. Downstream, the heat-transfer rises as turbu-
lent spots cover an increasing fraction of the surface. The
heat transfer reaches a maximum at the end of transition,
nearx/L � 0.8, where the boundary layer is always turbu-
lent, although the turbulence may not yet be fully developed.
Experimental observations have also been obtained in flight
tests and an extensive description of the high heating rates
encountered may be found in Schneider (2004) in the context
of the Re-entry-F vehicle. This 4 m, 5◦ half-cone angle beryl-
lium cone with an ablating graphite nosetip of initial radius
2.5 mm re-entered the atmosphere at a peak Mach number of
about 20 and a total enthalpy of about 18 MJ kg−1. The results
indicated an almost three-fold increase in heat transfer rates
at transition.

2 HIGH-SPEED TRANSITION
MECHANISMS

Transition is the readily-observed result of a subtle and com-
plex laminar-instability process. Although the vast low-speed
literature gives much insight into the phenomenon (see Flow

Instabilities and Transition), hypervelocity flow involves
additional instabilities, disturbance sources, and parametric
influences that are not present at low speed. Disturbances
originate on the body or in the freestream (Bushnell, 1990).
The receptivity mechanisms by which the disturbances enter
a boundary layer are influenced by ablation, roughness, wavi-
ness, bluntness, curvature, Mach number, and so on (Saric,
Reed, and Kerschen, 2002). The various disturbances are
amplified by one or several instabilities, which may or may
not interact.

A significant added complexity in high speed bound-
ary layers is the observation of instability modes that
have no counterpart in incompressible flows. The first-
mode instability is similar to low-speed Tollmien-Schlichting
waves, although unlike for incompressible flow, it is most
amplified when the wavefronts are oblique to the stream
direction (Mack, 1984). It is damped by wall cooling. The
second-mode instability is similar to a trapped acoustic wave,
and is most amplified when the wavefronts are normal to the
stream direction. It grows more rapidly on cold walls and
occurs at higher Mach numbers (Mack, 1984). The cross-
flow instability occurs in three-dimensional boundary layers,
and has both traveling and stationary forms (Saric, Reed,
and White, 2003; Arnal and Casalis, 2000). The Görtler
instability is important for boundary layers on concave
walls, and perhaps in some regions of concave streamline
curvature (Saric, 1994). Attachment lines, entropy layers,
roughness and ablation may generate additional instabilities.
Another mechanism, known as transient growth is receiving
increasing attention because it can also lead to large ampli-
fication ratios (Reshotko, 2008) in a manner that is different
from traditional modal development.

The first appearance of turbulence is associated with the
breakdown of the instability waves, which is determined by
various secondary instabilities (Herbert, 1988). These insta-
bilities are in turn affected by all the factors determining the
mean boundary layer flow, including Mach number, trans-
verse and streamwise curvature, pressure gradient, ablation,
and temperature (Reshotko, 2008). Local spots of turbulence
grow downstream through an intermittently-turbulent region
whose length is dependent on the local flow conditions and
on the rate at which spots are generated (Narasimha, 1985).

3 HIGH-SPEED TRANSITION
PREDICTION METHODS

Advanced computational capabilities for laminar and turbu-
lent heating in attached nonablating flows are usually fairly
good, providedthe transition location is known. Typical
accuracies may be 20–25% for the turbulent boundary layer,
and 15–20% for the laminar layer. However, the prediction
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of the transition location is a very difficult task and at present
is usually estimated using algebraic correlations of the mean
boundary-layer properties at the transition-onset location.
For example, Figure 3 shows the momentum-thickness
Reynolds number,Reθ, divided by the Mach number at the
boundary layer edge,Me, plotted againstMe. The data are
computed using a consistent set of inviscid/boundary-layer
methods, for some 77 occurrences of transition on sphere-
cones in re-entry flight near zero angle of attack (Berkowitz,
Kyriss and Martellucci, 1977). Many different empirical
correlations were tested, but none gave good general agree-
ment. Figure 3 shows scatter of nearly an order of magnitude
in Reθ/Me. SinceRe2

θ ∼ Rex, the uncertainty reflected in
this scatter is often an issue for design purposes. Depending
on the vehicle geometry, trajectory, and thermal protection
system, prediction and control of the transition location may
be critical to the design of a new vehicle. For new vehicles
with geometries, trajectories, or surface properties that differ
from the available database, the uncertainty in estimating
transition may be large.

In view of the dozens of parameters influencing transition,
classical attempts to correlate the general transition ‘point’
with one or two parameters such as Reynolds number
and Mach number can be reasonably accurate only for
cases that are similar to those previously tested. Even for
relatively simple geometries, Figure 3 shows the sort of
scatter that is observed in those rare instances when a
correlation is attempted using a moderately wide-ranging
dataset. Transition-estimation methods that are reliable for
a broad range of conditions will need to be based on an
understanding of the physical mechanisms involved (Stetson
and Kimmel, 1992).

The simplest and the best developed of the mechanism-
based methods are the eN methods, which attempt to correlate
transition with the integrated growth of the linear instability
waves (Reed, Saric and Arnal, 1996). These methods neglect
receptivity and all nonlinear effects, such as wave interac-
tions, nonlinear breakdown effects, roughness, and so on.
However, they have shown promising agreement with exper-
iment for a variety of conditions where the environmental
noise is generally low (Malik, 2003). Although wave inter-
action effects and 3D effects can sometimes be handled with
correlations, eN methods are only an intermediate step along
the way to reliable mechanism-based methods. Improve-
ments in techniques for estimating the location and extent of
transition will depend on improvements in our understanding
of the physical mechanisms involved.

Direct simulations of transition and the recently developed
parabolized stability equations (Herbert, 1997) have in some
ways advanced theoretical-numerical work far ahead of the
experimental database. The numerical work is not yet able to
include complex effects such as roughness, waviness, inter-
nal shocks, and other mechanisms in which transition appears
not to follow the modal growth sequence (bypass transition
mechanisms). Three-dimensional mean flows and their insta-
bilities are only beginning to be treated correctly from first
principles (Chang, 2004). Similarly, techniques incorporating
ablation and chemistry effects are currently only in embry-
onic stage. Perhaps most critically, very little is known about
the freestream disturbance fields that develop into the insta-
bility waves. When the numerics are based on the correct
physical mechanisms, however, they can provide much more
detail regarding the transition process. Experimental work
that describes not only the location of transition but also the
mechanisms involved is needed in order to improve these
modern theories. The main mechanisms need to be identi-
fied, in part through experimental work, and the numerical
results need to be validated experimentally.

Unfortunately, most of the ground-test data are ambigu-
ous, due to operation in high-noise conventional wind tunnels
and shock tunnels, with disturbance levels much higher than
in flight (Schneider, 2008). The boundary layer on the wind-
tunnel nozzle wall is usually turbulent, and as shown in
Figure 1 this radiates high levels of noise onto the model. The
mechanisms of transition operational in small-disturbance
environments can be changed or bypassed altogether in such
high-noise environments (Casper, Wheaton and Johnson,
2008). Just as at low speed, ground tests should be conducted
at noise levels comparable to flight in order to provide reliable
and unambiguous measurements of transition mechanisms
and trends. However, in hypersonic flow, this prescrip-
tion is no longer realistic, since no single wind tunnel
is able to simulate the enthalpy, Mach number, Reynolds
number, surface temperature, roughness, scale, freestream
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perturbations, and surface properties of ablating hyperveloc-
ity flow.

As for other hypersonic phenomena, simulation of
transition therefore involves the art of combining partial
experimental simulations using approximate theories and
approximate numerical simulations. Flight tests are free from
facility noise issues and must constitute the final basis for
evaluating transition-estimation techniques. However, they
have their own limitations and are very expensive. Accu-
rate and reliable prediction of hypersonic transition for new
vehicles will remain a grand challenge for many years.

4 HYPERSONIC TURBULENT
BOUNDARY LAYERS

Thermal management is one of the most important consid-
erations in hypersonic flight. The data shown in Figure 2
indicate that turbulent convective heat transfer is significantly
larger than that for laminar flow. Thus, one method to try
to reduce thermal loads is to prevent transition to turbu-
lence. However, in many situations, turbulence is inevitable
or turbulent ablation is the desired state to facilitate heat
transport away from the body. Analyses of the main phe-
nomena are exceedingly challenging as the processes include
turbulence, thermal (molecular)/chemical non-equilibrium,
surface chemistry, ablation, surface roughness, entropy layer
effects and radiation; all of which may couple into the basic
fluid dynamics and alter the heat transfer, skin friction and
aerodynamic/propulsive performance. A schematic showing
the salient processes is given in Figure 4, in which the possi-
bility of a melting surface is included. If the surface sublimes
directly to a gas, the liquid layer would be absent and the
axial velocity aty = 0 would be zero.

The availability of large-scale computational methods pro-
vides an opportunity to analyze the flow situation shown
in Figure 4 in a general sense. The goal of modern com-
putations is to develop solution methods that couple the
surface and flow responses. Numerical prediction of the
flow processes from first principles is beyond present com-
putational resources. Hence, approximations are required
that ultimately resort to empirical information. Theories
have been developed to provide engineering guidance, and
computational fluid dynamic models are under develop-
ment to provide more accurate results. An appreciation
of the current state of the physical and computational
methods used in hypersonic chemically reacting boundary
layers may be found in “Related Chapters” section of this
chapter.

The conservation law equations, which are derived from
the Boltzmann equation, have been expressed in various

Figure 4. Hypersonic boundary layer flow structure.

forms for example, see Lee (1985) and Park (1990). For flows
in thermochemical non-equilibrium, conservation equations
of mass, momentum, and energy are supplemented with those
for the various species that are generated and destroyed
through dissociation and recombination. The energy equa-
tions are generally divided into energy pools for the available
energy modes, which include translational and the internal
degrees of freedom, and may be separated into equations
for rotation, vibration, electronic, and nuclear motion (see
Molecular Kinetics and Physical Gas Dynamics). The energy
pool possibilities are summarized along the ordinate of Fig-
ure 5, where in the lower limit, all of the internal energy modes
are in equilibrium and the problem is governed by one temper-
ature. The upper limit on the ordinate treats each available

Figure 5. Turbulence modeling parameter space. PANS= Partially
Averaged Navier–Stokes equations, RANS= Reynolds Averaged
Navier–Stokes. RSM= Reynolds Stress Models. LES= Large-
Eddy simulations, DNS= Direct Numerical Simulations.
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internal quantum state as a speciesn, which is considered
the highest fidelity. At present, solving for the dynamics of
each quantum state is beyond computational capability. In
between the two limits are intermediate values, whereNMDF

denotes the average number of modeled internal degrees of
freedom per species. Various simplifications which assume,
for example, equilibrium between vibrational temperatures
of different multi-atomic species are often employed (see
High-Temperature Effects in Hypersonic Flight).

Although it is accepted that turbulence is governed by the
conservation law equations, the fine discretizations required
to resolve the wide range of spatial and temporal scales
encountered makes direct numerical simulations (DNS)
of most problems unfeasible with current computational
resources. Hence, the conservation law equations are aver-
aged, which yields unknown terms that require turbulence
models for closure. The models range from full averaging
of the conservation law equations, called reynolds averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations, to large eddy simula-
tions (LES), where the large turbulence scales are resolved
and the small-scale (sub-grid) turbulence is modeled. The
density-weighted time averaging, proposed by (Favre, 1969)
is generally used for high-speed flows; that is,ui ≡ ũi + u′′

i ,
whereũi = ρui/ρ. Hereu andρ are velocity and density, ˜
represents Favre (mass) averaging, and′′ denotes fluctuations
relative to mass-averaged quantities. With this definition,
ρu′′

i = 0 andu′′
i = −ρ′u′

i/ρ /= 0 , where the former offers
significant simplification to the resulting equation and in
the latter, the single prime denotes the fluctuation about the
non-weighted time average. Pressure, density, and molecular
transport terms are time averaged. The primary second-
order moments that require modeling are the Reynolds stress
tensorτT

ij = −ρu′′
i u

′′
j , the heat flux vectorqT(ex)

i = ρh′′u′′
i ,

and the turbulent species diffusion vectorJT
(n)i = ρY ′′

(n)u
′′
i ,

where the enthalpy ish = e + p/ρ . The prevalent model-
ing for turbulent transport, written in indicial notation, is as
follows:

τT
ij = µT

(
ũi,j + ũj,i

) − 2

3
δij

(
µT up,p + ρk

)
(1)

qT
i = −kT h̃,i (2)

JT
(n)i = −ρDT Ỹ(n),i (3)

In the above formulation,µT , kT andDT are the turbulent
viscosity, thermal conductivity, and species diffusion coeffi-
cients. These turbulent transport coefficients depend on the
geometry, the mean flow, and the fluctuating properties of
the flow. Developing models has proven to be a formidable
task. The most common approach towards modeling the ther-
mal conductivity and species diffusion is to relate it to the

turbulent viscosity as follows

PrT = µT Cp/kT ; ScT = µT /ρDT (4)

The problem then reduces to one of estimatingµT , since
for boundary layers, the turbulent Prandtl (PrT ) and Schmidt
(ScT ) numbers are often assumed constant with values near
unity. The accepted values for both are 0.7 to 0.9. Variable
Prandtl and Schmidt number models, as well as advanced sec-
ond order transport models, are under development. However,
a generally accepted formulation is currently not avail-
able. Another important parameter is the Lewis number
defined as

Le = ρCpf D12/k; LeT = ρCpf DT /kT (5)

The Lewis number is related to the Prandtl and Schmidt
numbersLe = Pr/Sc.

As numerical resources increase, modern turbulence mod-
eling is moving beyond that described in the previous
paragraph. The model possibilities are listed along the
abscissa in Figure 5, where the RANS and LES sub-grid
models span in complexity from simple algebraic models
to systems of differential equations for second order fluc-
tuating correlations. The second order correlations, and the
algebraic truncations thereof are derived by taking moments
of the conservation law equations. Developing these models
has been the subject of extensive research, especially over
the last forty years. Detailed reviews and chronologies are
available in numerous textbooks for example, Pope (2000).

Historically, the majority of model development has
focused on the transport equation for the Reynolds stress
tensor for incompressible flow. Compressible flow models
are mostly derived from incompressible models by invok-
ing Morkovin’s hypothesis (Morkovin, 1961), which states
that the essential dynamics across supersonic boundary lay-
ers follow the incompressible pattern when compressibility
scaling is employed. For example, the turbulent stresses col-
lapse onto the incompressible database when scaled byρ/ρw.
The realm of applicability of Morkovin’s hypothesis has been
questioned for more complicated flows with mechanical non-
equilibrium (pressure gradients) (Smits and Dussuage, 1996).
Also, supersonic flow over rough surfaces can generate local
mechanical non-equilibrium effects, via roughness element
induced shock and expansion waves, that can alter the flow
all the way across the boundary layer (Ekotoet al., 2009).
This is especially true at high Mach and Reynolds numbers,
where most of the boundary layer is supersonic. For these
cases, additional insight is required. This guidance is pro-
vided by asymptotic expansions for example, Ristorcelli and
Blaisdell (1997), analyses of DNS data for example, Pantano
and Sarkar (2002) and careful experimentation for example,
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Smits and Dussuage (1996). Extensive background reviews
of available models can be found in (Adumitroaie, Ristor-
celli and Taulbee, 1999) and Wilcox (2000), and additional
details may be found in Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes
Methods, Large Eddy Simulation, and Direct Numerical Sim-
ulation of Turbulent Fluid Flow. For hypersonic flows, the
coupling between turbulence and the relevant thermochem-
ical effects, listed on the ordinate of Figure 5, indicates that
the modeling possibilities span the entire area in Figure 5.

5 SEMI-EMPIRICAL ENGINEERING
MODELS FOR HYPERSONIC FLAT
PLATE FLOWS

A number of closed form engineering models have been
developed for the flow situation shown in Figure 4. Although
simplistic, these models provide insight into the importance
of the physical processes and also lead to useful engineer-
ing correlations. However, the conservation law equations,
and thus the coupling of processes, are nonlinear. Moreover,
the relations presented herein are approximations that apply
to flat plate type flows only. The more general cases require
modern numerical methods as described in Introduction to
Computational Fluid Dynamics, Large Eddy Simulation, and
Direct Numerical Simulation of Turbulent Fluid Flow.

The starting point for engineering analyses is a reduced
form of the flat plate boundary layer equations for equilibrium
chemistry and constant transverse mass flux,ρv = (ρv)w,
where the subscript w refers to the value at the wall. The
conservation equations, described in (Dorrance, 1962), are
subjected to general integral theories to obtain results for the
following important practical quantities.

Cf = τw
1
2ρeu2

e

; CH,c = qw,c

ρeue (hw − haw)
;

CH,d = qw,d∑
(n) h

o
f (n)

[
Y(n),e − Y(n),w

] ; r = (haw − he)Sens
1
2u2

e

(6)

Here,Cf andCH are the skin friction and heat transfer coef-
ficients,τw is the wall shear stress,qw is the wall heat transfer
and h is the enthalpy, The subscript w indicates the wall
location for sublimation or no melt layer, c and d represent
convective and diffusive components, respectively. If melting
occurs, w indicates the location gas interface (see Figure 4);
that is w corresponds toy = 0. The subscript aw indicates
the recovery enthalpy for an adiabatic (no heat transfer) wall
and the subscript Sens indicates sensible enthalpies.

5.1 Velocity scaling and skin friction

For high speed flows, many of the differences in the mean and
turbulent statistical properties across smooth plate boundary
layers have been explained, or at least correlated by includ-
ing the thermodynamic property variations across the layer in
the scaling. This observation is termed Morkovin’s hypothe-
sis (Morkovin, 1961). Extensive compilations and analyses of
available high speed smooth wall data have been performed
for example, see Smits and Dussuage (1996). In summary,
there is ample evidence to support the use of van Driest II the-
ory (Van Driest, 1951) to correlate smooth-wall, high speed,
zero-pressure-gradient (flat plate) mean velocity profiles to
the low-speed database. In addition, Goddard (1959) found
that the shift in the law of the wall velocity profile due to
roughness was a function of the equivalent sand grain rough-
nessk+

S (Schlichting, 1955) and followed the same law as the
incompressible case when the Van Driest II compressibil-
ity transformation was used. The velocity profile with van
Driest II scaling (Van Driest, 1951) is given by

u+
eff =

{
1
κ
lny+ + B Smooth

1
κ
ln y

ks
+ B∗ Fully Rough

(7)

The constantsB andB∗ are set to the incompressible val-
ues (see Turbulent Boundary Layers) and the scaled velocity
(ueff ) is

ueff = ue

a

[
sin−1

(
2a2 (u/ue) − b√

b2 + 4a2

)
+ sin−1

(
b√

b2 + 4a2

)]

(8)

where

a =
√

Taw − Te

Tw
, b = Taw

Tw
− 1 (9)

The defect law was also found to hold with van Driest II
scaling. The corresponding van Driest II theory skin friction
law is given by

1√
Cf (Taw/Te − 1)

[
sin−1

(
2a2 − b√
4a2 + b2

)

−sin−1
(

b√
4a2 + b2

)]
= 4.15log

(
RexCf

µe

µw

)
+ 1.7

(10)
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or for Reynolds numbers in the range of 106 to 108, the
following simpler correlation is often used

Cf

Cf,inc
� (

1 + 0.11M2)−0.65
(11)

The subscript inc indicates the corresponding incompressible
skin friction at the same Reynolds number.

For fully rough-wall flows, Liepmann and Goddard (1957)
suggested that the wall shear force is primarily the result of
the drag on the roughness elements. Based on this argument,
they showed that the ratio of compressible-to-incompressible
skin friction is equal to the wall-to-freestream density ratio.
That is,

Cf

Cf,inc
= ρw

ρe
(12)

This relation compares well to experimental data for adiabatic
flows. Nestler (1971) accounted for heat transfer effects by
replacing the right-hand-side by 0.635+ 0.365Tw/Taw.

Dorrance (1962) developed a relation to characterize the
effect of dissociation on the skin friction coefficient following
van Driest.

Cf

Cf,NR
�

(
1 + αe

1 + αw

)0.3

(13)

where α is the mass fraction of dissociated diatomic
molecules. The correlation is within approximately±3.3%
of the numerical results for(1 + αe) / (1 + αw) = 0.5 to 2.0.
Cf,NR is the skin friction coefficient for the Reynolds and
Mach number under consideration without dissociation. The
results suggest that dissociation causes at most a 20 to 24%
increase in skin friction. For flows with blowing, Dorrance
suggested the following semi-empirical skin friction correla-
tion, valid for small amounts of blowing

Cf

Cf,NB
� 1 −

(
uL

ue

) (
M̂ inj

M̂BL

)
B1 (14)

The subscript NB denotes the non-blowing case andM̂ rep-
resents molecular weight. The blowing coefficient is defined
as

B1 = (ρv)w

ρeue
(
Cf0/2

) (15)

5.2 Heat transfer

Dorrance (1962) provides an elegant description of the heat
transfer problem. To facilitate a closed form solution, he
assumed that all of the chemical reactions for the compress-
ible turbulent boundary occur in equilibrium at the interface
between the gas layer and the solid or liquid layer, and the
products of the chemical reactions and the reactants are dis-
tributed via diffusion. This corresponds to frozen flow over a
reacting surface. The heat transfer due to the gaseous bound-
ary layer at the interface was then written as sum of the
convection and diffusion rates. The net heat transfer across
the interface aty = 0 into the melt layer, or solid surface for
sublimation, Figure 4 is given by

q (0) = CH,cρeue (haw − hw)Sens+ CH,dρeue
∑

(n) h
0
f (n)

× (
Y(n),e − Y(n),w

) + (ρv)w

[
(hI (g) − LV or S) − hw

]
(16)

The first two terms represent the heat transfer into the inter-
face due to the convection and diffusion of the chemically
reacting gaseous boundary layer. The subscript Sens on the
first term indicates the use of sensible enthalpies. The third
term represents in the net mass transfer effect, wherehI is
the enthalpy of the interface material (melt or solid) in the
gaseous state,LV or S is the latent heat of phase change, and
hw is the enthalpy of the gaseous boundary layer at the inter-
face. If a melt layer is there, then the heat transfer to the
solid undersurface will be reduced by the heat capacity of the
flowing (laminar) liquid.

In addition, a two-layer model of the turbulent boundary
layer was adopted; specifically, a laminar sublayer and a tur-
bulent outer region. Mathematically, the following limiting
behavior in each layer is assumed

µ 	 µ′
T k 	 kT for 0 < u < uL

µ 
 µ′
T k 
 kT for uL < u < ue

(17)

The logarithmic layer is neglected as the final forms of
the equations are not significantly altered by its presence.
The velocity ratiouL/ue emerges as a parameter of the
model. Unfortunately, specification ofuL/ue is uncertain.
Dorrance suggested, based on low-speed data, thatuL/ue ∼
C · (

Tref/Te · Cf0/2
)1/2

, whereTref is the reference temper-
ature of Eckert (1955), given byTref/Te = 1 + 0.038M2

e +
0.5(Tw/Te − 1). Comparison with experiment suggests that
C varies from approximately 7.0 to 13.0. With these approx-
imations, the boundary layer equations were combined to
derive closed form relations for the effects of chemical reac-
tions and surface blowing on the heat transfer coefficient (CH)
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and the recovery factor (r) for the gaseous boundary layer
to the surface or liquid melt layer. Details may be found in
Dorrance (1962). For small amounts of blowing, the convec-
tive heat transfer in the absence of reactions reduces to

CH/CH0 ≈ 1 − B2
uL

ue
/

[
1 + (Pr − 1)

uL

ue

]
(18)

where the blowing coefficientB2 is defined as:

B2 = (ρv)w

ρeueCf /2
(19)

Thus, both the skin friction and convective heat transfer are
reduced with blowing. For the case of no mass transfer, the
pertinent relations reduce to expected values of 2CH,c/Cf ∼
Pr−2/3, CH,d/CH,c ∼ Le2/3 and r ∼ Pr1/3. These relations
hold to within 3.0% forB2 < 0.3.

5.3 Roughness augmentation

Ablation often results in surface roughness as depicted in
Figure 4. The topology of the roughness depends on the abla-
tive material, mechanical structure, for example, the honey
comb used in the Apollo heat shields, and the local fluid
mechanics. A common topology that appears in hypersonic
ablation is a cross-hatched or raised-diamond pattern. Sur-
face roughness creates local secondary flows that alter the
transport dynamics. Correlations have been developed for the
skin friction and heat transfer coefficients under these con-
ditions. For the most part, these correlations parallel those
from low-speed flow, where the primary roughness correla-
tion parameter is the equivalent sand grain roughnesskS. It
should be noted that the use of a single parameter to charac-
terize the complex three-dimensional local flow structure is
overly simplistic. Nonetheless, the resulting semi-empirical
models provide both physical insight and useful engineering
approximations.

The skin friction augmentation for adiabatic flows over
a Reynolds number range of 106–107 have been correlated
within an error of±20% by Bowersox (2007):

Cf

Cf,S
≈ 0.42 lnk+

S (20)

In this relation, the subscript S indicates the corresponding
smooth wall skin friction at the same Mach and Reynolds
number andk+

s = ρwuτkS/µw, where uτ is the friction
velocity. The data show a significant reduction in the skin
friction augmentation for a given equivalent roughness height

(∼ 25% reduction in the slope of equation (20)). The effect
of roughness on the augmentation of heat transfer in non-
adiabatic cases is not as severe as for the skin friction; that is,
for a given roughness,CH/CH,S < Cf /Cf,S. This difference
can be explained by the fact that the skin friction is aug-
mented by the drag forces on the roughness elements, and
the heat transfer augmentation is due to the increased surface
area and the local secondary flows around the roughness ele-
ments. Hillet al. (1980) provide the following semi-empirical
correlation for the heat transfer augmentation

CH

CH,S
≈ Cf

Cf,S

[
1 + α

√
Tw

Te

Cf

2

(
k+

S

)0.45
Pr0.8

]−1

(21)

whereα is an adjustable constant in the range of 0.4 to 1.3
with a value of 0.75 being used by Hillet al. (1980). The
correlation also appears to align well with the Holden (1984)
data.

6 CONCLUSION

The phenomena associated with transition and turbulence at
high speeds are relatively poorly characterized and remain
a matter of extensive current research. Although shear lay-
ers become more stable at high speeds, the manner in which
their transition is considerably more complicated than at low
speeds. In addition to new modes and transition mechanisms,
substantial difficulties are encountered in ensuring that wind
tunnel disturbance conditions do not impose their signature
on transition dynamics. This chapter has presented a very
high-level discussion of the different parameters that play
a key role. High speed turbulence is complicated by the
occurrence of high-temperature effects such as dissociation
and ablation. Nonetheless, integral methods have been pro-
posed and developed to provide an awareness of the trends
of the main quantities of engineering interest, specifically
heat transfer rates, and skin friction coefficients. The recent
emphasis on hypersonic programs in several nations ensures
that this area will continue to receive enhanced attention and
the reader is encouraged to consult the references to get a
deeper understanding.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The field of hypersonic flow relies heavily on computational
analysis due to the technical difficulties and high cost associ-
ated with generating and conducting measurements of high-
speed flow in the laboratory. In the case of non-continuum
flow, there are additional challenges due to low signal strength
and interpretation of data in a nonequilibrium environment.
In this chapter, we discuss non-continuum hypersonic flows
mainly in the context of numerical analysis. We first describe
what is meant by non-continuum flow. Then, a brief descrip-
tion is provided of the most successful technique for com-
putation of high-speed non-continuum flows, namely the di-
rect simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method of Bird (1994).
Physical phenomena associated with non-continuum effects
are next described. Analyses using the DSMC method of
hypersonic non-continuum flows are then discussed includ-

ing comparisons with data measured in the laboratory and in
flight.

2 CONTINUUM AND NON-CONTINUUM
FLOW REGIMES

As discussed in more detail by Boyd and Agarwal (see Com-
putational Modeling of Rarefied Gas Flows) and Gallis (see
Molecular Kinetics and Physical Gas Dynamics), the analy-
sis of dilute gas flows can be performed using the Boltzmann
equation, which describes the evolution of the molecular
velocity distribution function (VDF) (Vincenti and Kruger,
1965). In the absence of a body force, the Boltzmann equation
is written:

∂

∂t
(nf ) + C̄· ∂

∂r̄
(nf ) = �(f ) (1)

where f is the VDF, n is the number density, C̄ is the particle
velocity vector, r̄ is the particle position vector, t is time, and
�(f ) represents the rate of change in the VDF due to col-
lision processes. The equilibrium solution of the Boltzmann
equation is the Maxwellian VDF:

f (C̄)dC̄ =
( m

2�kT

)3/2
exp

(
−m(C̄ − ū)

2

2kT

)
dC̄ (2)

where m is the mass of a particle, k is Boltzmann’s con-
stant, ū is the average flow velocity, and T is the temper-
ature. The physical mechanism that maintains the VDF in
equilibrium is intermolecular collisions, and so a gas falls
into a nonequilibrium state under conditions where there
are not a large enough number of collisions occurring to
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maintain equilibrium. Generally, the continuum hypothesis
for describing gas flows is valid under conditions close to
equilibrium. It should be noted that in this chapter the focus
is on translational nonequilibrium where the VDF may be-
come non-Maxwellian. The other energy modes, like rotation
and vibration, may also experience nonequilibrium involving
non-Boltzmann energy distributions and the various modes
having different temperatures. The chemical composition of
the gas may also experience finite rates of change leading
to nonequilibrium. Such processes are discussed in detail by
Candler (High-Temperature Effects in Hypersonic Flight).

The two main physical flow conditions that lead to transla-
tional nonequilibrium are low density and small length scales.
A low density leads to a reduced collision rate while a small
length scale reduces the size of a fluid element. The usual met-
ric for determining whether a particular gas flow is in a state
of nonequilibrium is the Knudsen number defined as follows:

Kn = λ

L
(3)

where λ is the mean free path of the gas and L is the character-
istic length scale. The mean free path is the average distance
traveled by each particle between collisions and is given for
a hard sphere by

λ = 1√
2nσ

(4)

where n is again the number density, and σ is the hard sphere
collision cross section (see Molecular Kinetics and Physi-
cal Gas Dynamics). Thus, at low density, the mean free path
(and therefore Kn) becomes large. Similarly, for small length
scales, L becomes small and again Kn becomes large. As a
guiding rule, it is generally accepted that kinetic nonequilib-
rium effects become important when Kn > 0.01.

At a Knudsen number near zero, the velocity distribution
function everywhere in a flow field has the Maxwellian form,
there are no molecular transport processes, such as viscosity
and thermal conductivity, and the flow may be modeled us-
ing the Euler equations. Indeed, the Euler equations of fluid
flow can be derived by taking moments of the Boltzmann
equation and evaluating them using the Maxwellian VDF.
As the Knudsen number increases up to values below 0.01,
the velocity distribution function in the flow field may be
represented as a small perturbation from the equilibrium
Maxwellian form that is known as the Chapman–Enskog
distribution (Vincenti and Kruger, 1965). Evaluation of mo-
ments of the Boltzmann equation using the Chapman–Enskog
VDF leads to the Navier–Stokes equations in which shear
stress and heat flux depend linearly on the spatial gradients
of velocity and temperature, respectively. As the Knudsen

number rises above 0.01, these linear transport relations are
unable to accurately describe the strong nonequilibrium pro-
cesses. It is then necessary to develop higher order sets of
partial differential equations such as the Burnett equations.
While there has been some success achieved in formulat-
ing and solving the Burnett equations, there remain issues
with boundary conditions, and it is not clear that the amount
of additional Knudsen number range provided is worth the
significant additional effort in numerical analysis.

A flow that may be analyzed through the solution of a set
of partial differential equations, from Euler to Burnett, is said
to lie in the continuum regime. More precisely, the use of the
term continuum implies that the flow can be analyzed using
macroscopic variables such as density, velocity, pressure, and
temperature that consider the gas to behave as a continuous
medium. Conversely, a flow that cannot be modeled using
macroscopic variables due to strong nonequilibrium effects
is said to lie in the non-continuum regime. In a non-continuum
flow, the gas must be considered at the molecular or kinetic
level. The velocity distribution function in a non-continuum
flow is far from the equilibrium Maxwellian form, and the
flow cannot be described meaningfully in terms of macro-
scopic properties such as mean velocity and temperature.

In the case of hypersonic vehicles, non-continuum condi-
tions occur in the high-altitude portion of a re-entry trajectory
where the atmospheric density is low. This portion of a hy-
personic vehicle trajectory is extremely important in terms of
the initial aerodynamics of the vehicle entry. If a vehicle loses
control as it first encounters the atmosphere, the whole entry
may be jeopardized. In addition, there are specialized hyper-
sonic vehicles missions such as aero-braking and aero-pass
maneuvers that involve deceleration by skipping in and out
of the upper regions of an atmosphere. In many cases, signifi-
cant portions of such trajectories occur under non-continuum
flow conditions. Hence, there is a strong need for accurate
understanding of non-continuum hypersonic flows.

3 COMPUTATION OF NON-CONTINUUM
FLOWS

As discussed in detail by Boyd and Agarwal (see Computa-
tional Modeling of Rarefied Gas Flows), while there are a va-
riety of numerical approaches for simulating non-continuum,
rarefied flows, by far the most popular and successful ap-
proach is the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method
of Bird (1994). A brief summary of the DSMC technique is
provided here.

The DSMC technique emulates the physics of the
Boltzmann equation by following the motions and colli-
sions of a large number of model particles. The particles are
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therefore used to represent the nonequilibrium velocity dis-
tribution functions that occur under non-continuum flow con-
ditions. Each particle possesses molecular level information
including a position vector, a velocity vector, and physical
information such as mass and size. Particle motion and col-
lisions are decoupled over a time step �t that is smaller than
the local mean free time. During the movement of particles,
boundary conditions such as reflection from solid surfaces
are applied. The physical domain to be simulated in a DSMC
computation is covered by a mesh of cells. These cells are
used to collect together particles that may collide. There are a
number of DSMC schemes for simulating collisions and all of
them achieve a faster numerical performance than a fully de-
terministic approach by ignoring the influence of the relative
positions of particles within a cell in determining particles
that collide. This simplification requires that the size of each
cell be less than the local mean free path of the flow. When a
collision occurs, post-collision velocities are calculated using
conservation of momentum and energy. The cells employed
for simulating collisions are also often used for the sampling
of macroscopic flow properties such as density, velocity, and
temperature. There is no necessity to have the collision and
sampling cells be identical, however, and sometimes a coarser
mesh is used for sampling. A simulation begins from some
initial condition, and a finite number of iterations must elapse
in order for the flow to reach a steady state. Generally, steady
state is detected when the total number of particles in the sim-
ulation fluctuates about a constant value. After steady state is
reached, sampling of flow field and surface properties begins
and the simulation is continued a further number of iterations
in order to generate statistically meaningful averages. A typ-
ical two-dimensional hypersonic flow DSMC computation
may employ one million particles, reach steady state after
50 000 iterations, and continue sampling for a further 50 000
iterations. On a modern desktop computer, such a simulation
should take about 3 hours.

For simulation of hypersonic, non-continuum flows, a
number of additional real gas, collision phenomena must be
simulated in the DSMC technique. Models for simulating fi-
nite rates of rotational and vibrational relaxation have been
developed for the DSMC technique, Boyd (1990, 1992) that
formulate probabilities of exchanging energy in a collision
based on macroscopic relaxation times. The mechanics of ex-
changing energy among the various modes during a collision
is based on the statistical approach of Borgnakke and Larsen
(1975). Chemical reactions are also simulated by formulating
collision probabilities from macroscopic rate coefficients; see
for example the total collision energy (TCE) model of Bird
(1994) and the vibrational favored dissociation (VFD) model
of Haas and Boyd (1993). Models for treatment of plasma
field effects in ionized flow have been proposed, for example

by Boyd (1997), although this is an area where further work
is needed. Similarly, while DSMC models for simulating
radiation within hypersonic flows have been proposed
(e.g., Kossi, Boyd and Levin, 1998), further progress is also
required in this area. We will discuss the DSMC simulation
of gas-surface interaction in the next section.

4 NON-CONTINUUM EFFECTS IN
HIGH-SPEED FLOWS

In this section, we discuss two fundamental non-continuum
flow phenomena that greatly influence hypersonic flows:
(i) shock waves; and (ii) gas-surface interaction.

4.1 Shock waves

In continuum flow analysis using the Euler equations, shock
waves are treated as discontinuities. In reality, the signifi-
cant changes in macroscopic flow properties across a shock
wave occur over a finite region of physical space that is a few
mean free paths in length. At the molecular level, a shock
wave involves the mixing of two very different populations
of particles: (i) the low-density upstream population has a
high velocity and a low temperature; and (ii) the high-density
downstream population has a low velocity and a high tem-
perature. As one moves through the internal structure of a
normal shock wave, these populations mix together through
the physical mechanism of intermolecular collisions. The ve-
locity distribution functions (VDFs) in the middle of a shock
wave exhibit strong nonequilibrium behavior. For example,
consider the VDF’s calculated using DSMC in the middle
of a Mach 25 shock wave of helium as shown in Figure 1a.
The distribution of the parallel velocity component (in the
direction of the flow) shows a strong nonequilibrium pro-
file with the higher velocity, lower temperature peak on the
right, and a higher temperature, lower velocity peak towards
the middle. The distribution of the perpendicular velocity
component is centered on zero and also consists of two dis-
tinct populations from the low-temperature freestream and
the high-temperature post-shock regions. It is not surpris-
ing that a continuum description, using a single average ve-
locity and a single temperature, is unable to accurately de-
scribe such non-continuum flow phenomena. The same Mach
25 flow was studied by Pham-Van-Diep, Erwin and Muntz
(1989) in which almost perfect agreement was obtained be-
tween VDF’s measured using an electron beam technique and
DSMC computations employing a detailed collision model.
The excellent agreement provides a strong illustration of the
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Figure 1. (a) Velocity distribution functions in the middle of a Mach 25 normal shock of helium; (b) profiles of normalized density through
a Mach 9 normal shock wave of argon: measurements from Alsmeyer (1976).

ability of the DSMC technique to reproduce non-continuum
flow phenomena at the level of the velocity distribution func-
tion.

At the macroscopic level, the failure of a continuum ap-
proach, such as the Navier–Stokes equations, to accurately
describe the non-continuum VDF’s in a shock wave mani-
fests itself in the prediction of shock waves that are too thin.
For example, Figure 1b shows the density profile through
a Mach 9 normal shock wave of argon. While the DSMC
results are in excellent agreement with the electron beam flu-
orescence measurements of Alsmeyer (1976), the solution of
the Navier–Stokes equations (CFD) gives a shock that is too
thin. This is a general trend seen for a range of Mach numbers.

4.2 Gas-surface interactions

The most important outcome from many analyses of hyper-
sonic flows is the determination of the properties at the ve-
hicle surface and in particular the aerodynamic forces and
moments, and the convective heat transfer. All of these prop-
erties are strongly influenced by the interaction between the
gas and the surface. There are two important non-continuum
phenomena arising from gas-surface interaction under high
Knudsen number conditions. The relatively low number of
collisions experienced by a gas at high Kn means that the av-
erage velocity at the wall has a finite value, even for a rough
surface. This phenomenon is called velocity slip and reduces
shear stress and may affect flow separation. Similarly, due
to the low collision rate, the temperature of the gas at the

wall may not be equilibrated with the surface temperature,
leading to a temperature jump. In a hypersonic flow where
the wall temperature is generally cooler than the gas, this
phenomenon leads to a reduction in heat transfer.

The usual approach for gas-surface interaction in contin-
uum solution of the Navier–Stokes equations is to assume
no slip and a constant temperature at a wall. The most com-
mon gas–surface interaction model used in DSMC is fully
diffuse reflection in which a particle reflects from the sur-
face with new velocity components that are sampled from
Maxwellian distributions characterized by the wall tempera-
ture (note that the velocity component normal to the surface
is sampled from a biased Maxwellian distribution). In the
diffuse model, the particle’s internal energies are also sam-
pled from the appropriate equilibrium distribution using the
wall temperature. The opposite limit to diffuse reflection is
specular reflection in which the only change to the particle’s
properties is the reversal of its velocity component normal
to the surface. Many DSMC computations use an accommo-
dation coefficient, α, to simulate a combination of diffuse
and specular reflections such that α = 1 is fully diffuse, and
α = 0 is fully specular. Real engineering surfaces gener-
ally require a value in the range of α = 0.8–0.9. More so-
phisticated gas–surface interaction models have been devel-
oped for use in DSMC, such as the Cercignani–Lampis–Lord
(CLL) model (Lord, 1991). While such models tend to have a
stronger theoretical basis, such as using a reciprocity relation,
and offer more control through use of additional parameters,
they have not demonstrated superior performance over the
simpler diffuse/specular reflection approach.
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Figure 2a shows a comparison of measured (Hinchen and
Foley, 1966) and computed distributions of argon atoms re-
flecting from a platinum surface. Clearly, the measured pat-
tern is not reproduced by either of the specular or diffuse
reflection models (and indeed cannot be reproduced by any
combination of the two models). Figure 2b shows profiles of
horizontal velocity measured evaluated at 12.5 mm from the
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Figure 2. (a) Distributions of argon scattering from platinum: mea-
surements from Hinchen and Foley (1966); (b) profiles of horizontal
velocity for Mach 12 flow of nitrogen over a flat plate: measurements
from Cecil and McDaniel (2005).

front of a flat plate exposed to a Mach 12 flow of nitrogen.
The measurements were obtained using planar laser induced
fluorescence (PLIF) by Cecil and McDaniel (2005). The non-
zero, slip velocity of the gas immediately adjacent to the sur-
face is clearly seen in the measured data. The DSMC results
are taken from Padilla and Boyd (2009) and they demonstrate
a strong sensitivity of the DSMC results to the accommoda-
tion coefficient with a value of about 0.85 providing the best
agreement with the measured data.

A common approach to try and extend the usefulness of
continuum flow analysis for prediction of surface quantities
in the high Knudsen number range is to employ velocity slip
and temperature jump models. However, while some of these
models do improve the agreement between continuum and
DSMC results for surface quantities, it is not always achieved
with a corresponding improvement in the comparisons of the
flow properties.

5 NON-CONTINUUM HYPERSONIC
AEROTHERMODYNAMICS

In this section, we provide some illustrations of the state-
of-the-art for analysis of non-continuum, hypersonic flows.
We begin by comparing results obtained using the DSMC
technique with measurements of hypersonic flow in the labo-
ratory. We next discuss comparison of results obtained using
CFD, here indicating solution of the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions, and DSMC for a generic hypersonic flow. These results
illustrate that it is not possible to obtain accurate solutions us-
ing CFD under non-continuum flow conditions. We end by
discussing application of the DSMC technique to a number
of different hypersonic vehicles under non-continuum flow
conditions.

5.1 Comparison of DSMC results with laboratory
data

Generation of rarefied, hypersonic flows in ground-based fa-
cilities presents a technical challenge, and very few data sets
exist that enable a detailed assessment of DSMC codes. One
notable code validation activity involved a capsule geometry
that was tested under rarefied, hypersonic flow conditions
in several different experimental facilities. A number of
research groups generated DSMC results for comparison.
Several articles have been published on these studies, and
details of the experiments and numerical results are summa-
rized in Moss and Price (1997). One of the experiments was
conducted in the SR3 wind-tunnel in Meudon, France, using
nitrogen at a Mach number of 20 and a Knudsen number
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of 0.03 (Allegre and Birsch, 1995). Despite the high Mach
number, this was a low-enthalpy facility with a total tem-
perature of 1100 K. Thus, neither vibrational relaxation nor
chemistry occurs in these flows. An electron beam diagnostic
was employed to measure the density field around the capsule
geometry. Figure 3a shows the excellent agreement obtained

Figure 3. (a) Contours of ρ/ρ∞ for Mach 20, Kn = 0.03 flow
over a capsule with dimensions in mm: measurements from Allegre
and Birsch (1995); (b) Heat flux coefficient on a capsule at Mach
15.6, Kn = 0.002: measurements from Holden, Kolly and Chadwick
(1995). S is distance along the surface from the stagnation point,
and RN is the nose radius.

between DSMC and the measured data. Another experiment
was conducted using the same geometry in the LENS facility
in Buffalo, New York, again using nitrogen at a Mach number
of 15.6 and a Knudsen number of 0.002 (Holden, Kolly and
Chadwick, 1995). This higher enthalpy experiment had a
total temperature of 4350 K so that the vibrational energy
mode was activated but there was still no chemistry. Figure 3b
shows comparisons between measurements from LENS and
DSMC computation for the heat flux along the surface of the
capsule. Again, excellent agreement is obtained. While stud-
ies of this type indicate that the DSMC method is an accurate
simulation method, the flows are not energetic enough to per-
mit detailed assessment of DSMC thermochemical models.

Another code validation exercise (for both DSMC and
CFD) focused on hypersonic viscous interactions that can be
generated on slender body vehicle configurations. A series of
experiments was performed in the LENS facility for a num-
ber of configurations including double cones, and cylinder-
flares (Holden and Wadhams, 2001). While several groups
performed DSMC analyses of some of these cases, Moss and
Bird (2005) provide the most comprehensive comparisons
with the measured data. Figures 4a and b show comparisons
for surface pressure and heat flux for a Mach 15.6, Kn =
0.001 flow of nitrogen over a double cone configuration. The
DSMC results are clearly in excellent agreement with the
measurements. Similar levels of agreement between DSMC
computations and measurements of pressure and heat flux are
also shown in Moss and Bird (2005) for a Mach 12.4, Kn =
0.0004 flow of nitrogen over a cylinder flare configuration.
Similar to the planetary capsule case, while vibrational en-
ergy of nitrogen was barely activated, there was no chemistry
present in these flows.

5.2 Comparison of DSMC and CFD results

For hypersonic vehicle analysis, it is an important question
to ask whether high Knudsen number, non-continuum flow
phenomena lead to effects that are of practical significance.
Detailed studies (Lofthouse, Scalabrin and Boyd, 2008) com-
pared DSMC and CFD computations of hypersonic flows
over cylinders and wedges for global Knudsen numbers rang-
ing from continuum (Kn = 0.002) to rarefied (Kn = 0.25).
The focus of the studies was the effect of any non-continuum
flow phenomena on surface properties such as drag and heat
transfer. It was found at Kn = 0.002 that DSMC and CFD gave
identical results for all surface properties including drag force
and peak heat transfer. However, as Kn was increased, the dif-
ferences between DSMC and CFD surface results also grew
larger. For example, in Mach 25 flow of nitrogen over a cylin-
der at the highest Knudsen number of 0.25, in comparison to
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Figure 4. (a) Pressure coefficient along the surface of a double
cone in Mach 15.6 flow of nitrogen: x is distance in the streamwise
direction; L is the length of the first cone; (b) heat transfer coefficient
(Stanton number) along the surface of a double cone in Mach 15.6
flow of nitrogen.

CFD, DSMC predicted a 23% lower drag force and a 29%
lower peak heat flux.

5.3 Analyses of hypersonic flights in the
non-continuum regime

Having illustrated the ability of the DSMC technique to pre-
dict non-continuum hypersonic flow phenomena, we present
some examples of the application of DSMC to analyze flight
systems.

5.3.1 Earth entry: slender body configurations

Very high-speed delivery of military payloads is achieved us-
ing hypersonic slender vehicle geometries. The Bow-Shock
Ultra-Violet-2 (BSUV-2) hypersonic flight experiment rep-
resents an example of such a vehicle that was flown in 1991
(Erdman et al., 1994). The vehicle geometry consisted of
a spherically-capped 15◦. cone with a nose radius of about
10 cm. BSUV-2 reentered the atmosphere at 5.1 km s−1 and
provided data in the altitude range from 110 to 60 km. Ex-
perimental measurements of the ultra-violet emission due to
nitric oxide and vacuum-ultra-violet emission due to atomic
oxygen resonance transitions were obtained by on-board
instrumentation. Calculation of the radiative emission was
performed in a decoupled approach. The chemically react-
ing flow field was computed using both CFD and DSMC
(Candler, Boyd and Levin, 1993). Then, the emission was
predicted from the flow field solutions using a nonequilibrium
radiation model. Initial comparisons between DSMC-based
results and measurement are labeled (1993) in Figure 5a and
produced poor agreement at high altitude. This led to sig-
nificant activity in the study of the oxygen dissociation and
nitric oxide formation chemistry models used in the DSMC
computations. The final results obtained for nitric oxide ra-
diance as a function of altitude are labeled “new models” in
Figure 5a (Boyd, Phillips and Levin, 1998). Note that the
BSUV-2 Knudsen number ranged from 0.008 at 71 km to
0.215 at 90 km. In addition to obtaining very good agree-
ment with radiance, the spectral features were also repro-
duced extremely well in the computations as demonstrated in
Figure 5b. The BSUV-2 studies illustrated that access to de-
tailed experimental measurements is needed in order to make
significant advances in thermochemical modeling using the
DSMC technique.

The radio attenuation measurement (RAM) experiments
involved a series of hypersonic entry flights designed to study
communications blackout. This is an important operational
issue for all hypersonic vehicles in which the plasma formed
at very high speed interferes with radio waves sent to and from
the vehicle. The vehicle of interest here (RAM-C II) con-
sisted of a cone with a spherical nose cap of radius 0.1524 m,
a cone angle of 9◦, and a total length of about 1.3 m. While
entering at orbital velocity (7.8 km s−1), the RAM-C II exper-
iment made measurements from about 90 km to 60 km alti-
tude. Electron number density was measured at several loca-
tions in the plasma layer surrounding the vehicle (Grantham,
1970; Linwood-Jones and Cross, 1972). DSMC analysis of
the RAM-C experiment at 81 km was performed by Boyd
(2007) in order to make assessment of new procedures for
simulating charged species (electrons, ions) in trace amounts.
Comparison of the DSMC results with the measurements of
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Figure 5. (a) Nitric oxide emission as a function of altitude for the
BSUV-2 hypersonic flight; (b) normalized nitric oxide spectra at an
altitude of 90 km for the, BSUV-2 flight. Reproduced from Boyd,
Phillips and Levin (1998) c©AIAA.

plasma density is shown in Figure 6. The sensitivity of the
DSMC results to the model (TCE or VFD) employed for dis-
sociation chemistry is investigated. Clearly, very good agree-
ment is obtained between simulation and measurement.

5.3.2 Earth entry: blunt body configurations

The successful return of payloads (including people) from
space requires use of blunt vehicle geometries to provide re-
duced levels of deceleration and heat load. One of the first
applications of the DSMC technique to analyze the entry

Figure 6. Peak plasma density as a function of axial location along
the RAM-C vehicle. Reproduced from Boyd (2007) c© American
Institute of Physics.

aerodynamics of a full-scale vehicle was performed by Rault
(1994b) who simulated the aerodynamics of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter at altitudes from 170 to 100 km where the
Knudsen number ranged from about 2 to 0.005. Performed
around 1993, these 3D computations were extremely expen-
sive for the time. Comparison of the results obtained was
made with free molecular theory, with CFD calculations, with
aerodynamic bridging relations, and with space shuttle flight
data. Very good agreement was obtained between DSMC and
flight data for lift-to-drag ratio and for the axial force coef-
ficient. Significant discrepancies were, however, found both
for the normal force coefficient and for the pitching moment.

Ivanov et al. (1998) describe DSMC analysis of the aero-
dynamics of a Russian entry capsule over the altitude range
from 130 to 85 km. Comparisons made between the DSMC
results and flight measurements for the axial and normal force
and pitching moment coefficients revealed excellent agree-
ment. The DSMC method was also applied by Markelov,
Kashkovky and Ivanov (2001) to analyze de-orbiting of the
Russian space station Mir. The highly complex, 3D geometry
was analyzed using DSMC over the altitude range from 200 to
110 km for which the effective Knudsen number varies from
about 20 to 0.05. It was found that aerodynamic coefficients
do not change significantly until about 120 km and that the
space station is statically stable throughout this altitude range.

NASA’s stardust sample return capsule (SRC) entered
the earth’s atmosphere at a velocity of about 12.8 km s−1,
making it the most energetic man-made vehicle to un-
dergo hypersonic entry. DSMC studies were conducted by
Wilmoth, Mitchelltree and Moss (1999) prior to the launch of
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Figure 7. Comparison of measured and computed spectra for the
Stardust Sample Return Capsule at 81 km. Reproduced from Boyd
et al. (2008) c© AIAA.

the Stardust mission. Focused on aerodynamics, these DSMC
computations omitted ionization and employed simple ther-
mochemical models. The SRC returned to Earth in 2006 and,
during its re-entry, a suite of spectroscopic instruments mea-
sured the radiation emitted from the very strong bow shock
wave formed around the vehicle (Jenniskens, 2008). With the
availability of detailed experimental measurements, further
DSMC studies of the SRC entry were performed that em-
ployed state-of-the-art thermochemistry modeling including
ionization (Boyd et al., 2008). The nonequilibrium radiation
model was again employed to estimate the radiation spec-
tra based on the DSMC flow field results. An example of a
direct comparison between the computed and measured spec-
tra at an altitude of 81 km is shown in Figure 7. Generally,
it is found that air plasma atomic line features are quite well
predicted.

5.3.3 Planetary entry flows

Several DSMC studies have been performed of the aerody-
namics and heating of vehicles entering the Mars atmosphere
that consists of 95.4% of CO2 and 4.6% of N2. Direct compar-
isons between DSMC predictions and flight measurements
taken during the Viking-1 entry for the ratio of normal to axial
aerodynamic force yielded excellent agreement (Blanchard,
Wilmoth and Moss, 1997). Similar comparisons for the drag
coefficient indicated that the DSMC results were not incon-
sistent with the measurements, although the flight data were
only taken in the continuum regime. So direct comparison
with DSMC was not possible. These partial validation stud-
ies laid the foundation for use of DSMC for construction of

an extensive aerodynamics database for the Mars Pathfinder
mission by Moss et al. (1999). The DSMC analyses traversed
a Knudsen number range from 100 to 0.027 and angle of
attack variation from 0◦ to 35◦. The database was used for
Martian atmosphere density reconstruction and spacecraft at-
titude determination based on in-flight accelerometer data.
DSMC was again used by Wilmoth et al. (1999) to ana-
lyze the aerothermodynamics of the Mars global surveyor
(MGS). The data generated were employed for spacecraft
design, mission planning, flight operations, and atmospheric
reconstruction. MGS was the first planetary entry mission
designed to use aerobraking to customize its orbit by grad-
ually descending into the Mars atmosphere over a period of
several months. The Knudsen number during the aerobrak-
ing process varied from about 10 down to 0.05 placing the
flows firmly in the non-continuum regime. The aerothermo-
dynamic database generated using DSMC played a key role
in the successful completion of the aerobraking maneuver.

DSMC analyses have been performed on the interaction
of the Magellan spacecraft with the atmosphere of Venus.
The composition of the Venusian atmosphere is 76% CO2,
9% CO, 9% Ar, and 6% N2. Near the end of its mission, the
Magellan spacecraft for the first time successfully performed
an aero-brake maneuver in the atmosphere to circularize its
orbit. Rault (1994a) applied a 3D DSMC code to compute
the aerodynamic characteristics of the complex spacecraft
geometry at an altitude of 140 km as part of the assessment
of risk involved in performing the aero-brake maneuver. The
flow had a freestream Knudsen number of about 10 and the
DSMC results indeed showed only minor departures from
free molecular analysis. A similar analysis was reported by
Haas and Schmitt (1994) using a different 3D DSMC code.
They found relatively small differences of 5–10% between
DSMC and free molecular theory for forces, moments, and
heating. In a related study, Haas and Feiereisen (1994) used
DSMC to analyze the heating to the Magellan spacecraft
during proposed aero-pass maneuvers.

DSMC analysis of the rarefied portion of the entry of the
Galileo probe into the atmosphere of Jupiter was performed
by Haas and Milos (1995). The Jovian atmosphere consists
of 89% H2 and 11% He. Seven points along the entry trajec-
tory were investigated with the freestream Knudsen number
ranging from 400 to 0.07. The purpose of the analysis was to
accurately compute the drag coefficient that was needed to
infer atmospheric density from an accelerometer experiment.
A unique aspect of this study was the coupling of the convec-
tive heating predictions from DSMC to a thermal response
code in order to estimate out-gassing rates of pyrolyzed gas
originating in the thermal protection system of the probe.
The predicted flux of pyrolysis products was as much as an
order of magnitude higher than the freestream flux and had
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a significant effect on the probe aerodynamics, for example
reducing the drag coefficient by 15%.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Non-continuum effects occur in the high-altitude portions of
a hypersonic vehicle trajectory. Examples of non-continuum
effects include non-Maxwellian velocity distributions created
in strong shock waves, and velocity slip at solid surfaces. The
direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method is a robust
numerical technique specifically designed for the accurate
computation of such non-continuum physical phenomena in
high-speed gas flows. Generation and measurement of non-
continuum flows in ground-based facilities is challenging,
but the DSMC technique has shown good performance in
comparison with the few data sets that exist in the literature.
Measurements of such flow under actual flight conditions are
even more rare, but again DSMC computations have provided
good comparisons to the very limited sets of data. While the
DSMC technique has been applied to a number of planetary
entry flows, it is significant to point out that validation efforts
have been extremely limited. Ground-based experiments are
required to generate validation data before the DSMC method
can be used with increased confidence to analyze planetary
entry missions in detail.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When a blunt-nosed reentry vehicle descends through the
atmosphere, a strong shock wave (“bow shock”) is formed
upstream of the vehicle. Sudden deceleration of the inci-
dent hypersonic air flow in a shock layer results in very high
temperatures. At these conditions, high-velocity collisions
between nitrogen and oxygen molecules excite their internal
(vibrational and electronic) energy modes, resulting in disso-
ciation, chemical reactions forming nitric oxide (NO), strong
UV/visible and infrared radiation, and ionization. The latter
phenomenon produces free electrons and ions, thus gener-
ating plasma, an electrically conducting fluid which remains
electrically neutral on a microscopic spatial scale. This opens
the possibility of flow control by suitably applied electro-
magnetic fields. The degree of control that can be exerted
on a plasma flow depends on numerous interrelated factors,
including flow velocity and density, ionization fraction, and
strength of imposed electromagnetic fields. In most cases
of interest, the flow is weakly ionized, that is, the relative

fraction of ionized particles is small. Insight into different
processes that generate plasmas in air flows, discussed briefly
in Section 2, is crucial for flow control. Depending on the
specific configuration of externally applied electromagnetic
fields, different control approaches may be used, including
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and electrohydrodynamics
(EHD), where the magnetic and electric fields respectively,
produce primary impact on the flow. In both cases, applied
fields exert forces on the charged particles in the fluid (elec-
trons and ions). Momentum and energy are transferred to the
neutral particles (molecules and atoms) through collisions.
On a macroscopic scale, this causes flow entrainment (accel-
eration or deceleration), as well as irreversible heating (Joule
heating). Both of these effects can be used for flow control,
depending on the specific objective.

2 IONIZATION MECHANISMS IN AIR

Ionization in air can occur by a number of different pro-
cesses. In thermal plasmas, such as those encountered during
atmospheric reentry, dissociation occurs because of high
temperatures reached behind the bow shock. However, as
discussed later, it is also possible to generate plasmas at
low flow temperatures. Such plasmas are often referred to
as cold plasmas. One of the dominant ionization processes
behind a strong shock wave is associative ionization, which
occurs because of high-velocity collisions between O and N
atoms formed during the dissociation of oxygen and nitrogen
(Zel’dovich and Raizer, 1967), such as

N + O + 2.8 eV → NO+ + e− (1)
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Energy released during atom recombination significantly
reduces threshold collision energy needed to produce ion-
ization. The reverse process of equation (1), dissociative
recombination, is one of the dominant mechanisms of elec-
tron decay in molecular plasmas. The rate of ionization in
strong shocks is also affected by photoionization due to ultra-
violet radiation generated behind the shock, such as

O + hν → O+ + e− (2)

as well as by electron impact ionization of atoms and
molecules, such as

N2 + e− + 15.6 eV → N+
2 + e− + e− (3)

The latter process may become dominant if an external elec-
tric field is applied to generate additional ionization in the
flow and sustain an electric discharge. Since electrons and
ions are generated and disappear in pairs, their number densi-
ties remain approximately the same,ne ≈ ni , and the resultant
air plasma remains electrically quasi-neutral on spatial scales
greater than the Debye length,

λD =
(

ε0kTe

e2ne

)1/2

(4)

In equation (4),ε0 is the electric permeability of vacuum,k
is the Boltzmann constant,Te is the electron temperature,e
is the elementary charge, andne is the electron density. Sig-
nificant deviation from quasi-neutrality occurs in the viscous
shock layer, where a strong density gradient results in electron
and ion separation due to strong disparity in their diffusion
coefficients and formation of a “double electric layer” with
the thickness of the order of the Debye length. Space charge
layers (sheaths) also form near surfaces, such as biased elec-
trodes. For significant electrode bias,V, the sheath thickness
may considerably exceed the Debye length by a factor of
∼(eV/kTe)1/2 (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, 2004). At near
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions obtained downstream
of the shock layer, a useful relation to determine the electron
number density in the plasma is the Saha equilibrium formula
(Zel’dovich and Raizer, 1967),

φ2

1 − φ2
= 1

P

(
2�me

h2

)3/2

(kT )5/2 2Z+
Zn

e− Eion
kT (5)

whereφ = ne/(nn + ne) is the ionization fraction,ne andnn

are number densities of electrons and neutral species,P and
T are pressure and temperature,me is the electron mass,h
and k are the Planck and Boltzmann constants,Z+ and Zn

are the internal partition functions of an ion and a neutral
particle (the electron partition function isZe = 2), andEion is
the ionization energy.

Thermal ionization of air may be insufficient for effective
flow control using electromagnetic forces unless the tem-
perature behind the bow shock is very high. In such cases,
ionization enhancement may be employed. From equation
(5), it is obvious that the ionization fraction, which depends
exponentially on temperature, can be significantly increased
by “seeding” a high-temperature air flow with low ionization
energy species, such as alkali metal vapor (Cs, K, or Na). The
electrical conductivity of the plasma is found as follows,

σ = nee
2

meνcoll
= nee

2

meue(Qennn + Qeini )
(6)

where for equilibrium plasmane given by equation (5),
νcoll is the effective electron-neutral and electron-ion col-
lision frequency,ue is the average thermal velocity of
electrons, andQen, Qei are electron-neutral and electron-ion
collision cross-sections. Note that electron-electron colli-
sions do not affect the plasma conductivity (Raizer, 1991).
Since the cross-section of electron-ion (Coulomb) collisions,
Qei ∼ 10−13–10−12 cm−2, is significantly higher than that
of electron–neutral collisions,Qen∼ 10−15 cm−2, they begin
to affect the conductivity of partially ionized plasmas at
ne/nn > 10−4–10−3. Figure 1 (Bacri and Raffanel, 1989) plots
the electrical conductivity of equilibrium air plasma versus
temperature atP = 1 atm.

3 APPLICATIONS

3.1 Magnetohydrodynamic flow control

Since plasmas can be affected by externally applied electro-
magnetic fields, this provides an opportunity for manipulating
the ionized flow over hypersonic vehicles without the use
of control surfaces or mechanical actuators, which may not
be practical at hypersonic speeds. In particular, applying an
electric fieldE and/or magnetic fieldB to plasma induces an
electric current, given by the generalized Ohm’s law,

J = σ (E + u × B) (7)

whereu is the flow velocity andJ is the induced current
density. The induced current also generates a body force on
the flow (Lorentz force),

F = J × B (8)
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Figure 1. Electrical conductivity of equilibrium air plasma vs.
temperature atP = 1 atm. Symbols, experimental data; lines, cal-
culations. Reproduced from Bacri and Raffanel (1989)c© Springer.

Although this force is applied directly to the electrons and
the ions, it also generates neutral species motion via colli-
sions between the charged and the neutral particles, which
transfers momentum from the electrons and the ions to the
neutrals. Thus, this magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) interac-
tion affects the entire ionized air flow behind the shock. For
example, in a hypersonic reentry flow over an axisymmetric
blunt body, a magnetic field normal to the surface induces an
electric current in the azimuthal direction,Jθ, as in Figure 2.
This generates a retarding Lorentz force which decelerates
the flow behind the bow shock, thereby increasing the shock
layer thickness, shock stand-off distance, and reducing sur-
face heat flux. Shock stand-off distance increase also results
in reduction of gasdynamic drag on the blunt body produced
by wall pressure and shear forces, and increases MHD drag
due to the Lorentz force reaction on the vehicle. This effect
provides an opportunity of reducing heat load on the vehi-
cle, as well as changing the vehicle trajectory by enhancing
total drag. Finally, the azimuthal component of the current,
Jθ (Faraday current) or the axial current component produced
by the Hall effect, is given by,

JHall ∼ eB

meνcoll
Jθ = βJθ (9)

whereβ is the Hall parameter. This current can potentially
be harnessed through electrodes placed on the surface of the
vehicle and used for on-board electrical power generation
during reentry.

During reentry, the flow conductivity may vary in a
rangeσ ∼ 102–103 �−1 m−1 (Mho m−1) (Katsurayamaet al.,

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of bow shock modification (shock stand-off distance increase) by MHD interaction. Reproduced with permission
from Katsurayamaet al. (2008) c© AIAA; (b) photographs of a bow shock formed by a hypersonic flow over a blunt body without the
magnetic field and with magnetic field. Reproduced from Ziemer and Bush (1958)c© American Physical Society.
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2008). The order of magnitude of the magnetic field at which
MHD effect on the flow becomes significant can be estimated
from the MHD interaction parameter, that is, a ratio of the
Lorentz force work over the kinetic energy of the flow,

ηMHD = σB2R

ρ∞u∞
∼ 1 (10)

where R ∼ 1 m is the radius of the vehicle andρ∞, u∞
are the freestream parameters. Forρ∞ = 4·10−5 kg m−3,
u∞ = 7.2 km s−1, altitude of h= 75 km,M∞ = 25, σ ∼ 102–
103 Mho m−1 (Macheret, Shneider and Candler, 2004), the
required field is fairly low,B ∼ 0.1 T. This suggests that
at these flight conditions rare earth permanent magnets
(B ∼ 0.5 T) can be used for MHD flow control and power gen-
eration. MHD flow control and power generation at lower alti-
tudes and flight Mach numbers would either require seeding
the air flow with alkali metal vapor or the imposition of much
higher magnetic fields up to a few Tesla, which may well
result in prohibitive magnet weight and power budget penalty.
Shock stand-off distance increase, as well as heat transfer
reduction and drag increase induced by MHD interaction
have been demonstrated experimentally (Ziemer and Bush,
1958). Also, feasibility of heat transfer reduction, reentry
flight trajectory control, and on-board power generation using
MHD interaction during reentry have been demonstrated
in kinetic modeling calculations (Katsurayamaet al., 2008;
Macheret, Shneider and Candler, 2004; Fujino and Ishikawa,
2009), both in “unseeded” and in alkali-seeded air flows.

At free-stream Mach, numbers achieved during air-
breathing hypersonic flight,M∞ = 6–10, temperatures
behind shocks generated by a hypersonic vehicle up to
T ∼ 2000 K, are far too low to generate flow conductivity
sufficient for strong MHD interaction. In this case, MHD
flow control and/or power generation would require sus-
taining the flow conductivity by external ionization, such
as may be produced by an electric discharge. Generating
electrical conductivity comparable with that achieved in
reentry flows,σ ∼ 102 Mho m−1, in large volumes of low-
temperature “unseeded” air flows, is not feasible due to
prohibitive electrical power requirements and also to rapid
plasma instability development. Basically, at high pressures
and electron number densities, ionization/heating instabil-
ity results in the collapse of diffuse volume-filling plasmas
and the formation of localized, high-temperature, high-
conductivity arc filaments. Also, in most electric discharges,
such as DC, AC, RF, and microwave, input power fraction
going to ionization is very low, typically far below∼1%. Note
that arc filaments formed in near-surface electric discharges
and accelerated by an externally applied magnetic field may
be employed for flow acceleration in the boundary layer, thus

delaying flow separation induced by shock/boundary layer
interaction (Kalraet al., 2009). However, this method may
be ineffective when the boundary layer thickness significantly
exceeds the arc filament diameter (of the order of∼1 mm).

Two approaches appear promising for efficient external
ionization of high-speed air flows: (i) high-energy electron
beams, where up to 50% of the primary electron energy
is spent on generating secondary electron-ion pairs, and
(ii) high peak voltage (tens of kV), short pulse duration
(∼1–100 nsec), repetitively pulsed (50–100 kHz) discharges,
where input power fraction spent on ionization may reach
several percent (Macheret, Shneider and Miles, 2002a). Both
electron beams and nanosecond pulse discharges, which sus-
tain diffuse stable plasmas at significantly higher pressures
compared to other types of electric discharges, have been used
for development of high-power electrically excited molecu-
lar lasers (Raizer, 1991). While large aperture electron beams
could make ionizing large volumes of the flow possible, they
require the use of actively cooled foil transmission windows
(foil thickness∼25�m) and generate X-ray radiation. The
use of nanosecond pulse discharges avoids these difficulties.
Small scale laboratory experiments (Nishiharaet al., 2005)
and kinetic modeling calculations (Macheret, Shneider and
Miles, 2002b) demonstrate that sustaining steady-state flow
conductivity up toσ ∼ 0.1–1.0

Mho m−1 in low-temperature supersonic air flows
(T ∼ 100–300 K) may be feasible. This is equivalent to con-
ductivity of equilibrium air plasma atT ∼ 5000–6000 K,
P = 1 atm, as in Figure 1.

One of the proposed MHD flow control applications in
air-breathing hypersonic flight is an MHD diffuser, where an
externally ionized flow upstream of a supersonic combustor
is decelerated by MHD power generation, and accelerated
again in an MHD accelerator downstream of the combustor,
thus creating flow energy bypass. In the proposed configura-
tion, ionization in the flow would be produced by an e-beam
injected parallel to the magnetic field, and both the generator
and the accelerator would operate in a rectangular geometry
with magnetic field,By, and electric field,Ez, applied trans-
verse to the flow. In this case, the Faraday current and the
Lorentz force are

Jz = σ(Ez + uxBy), Fx = JzBy (11)

The MHD channel would operate as an electrical power
generator, decelerating the ionized flow, if the loading param-
eter

K = Ez

uxBy

(12)
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is 0< K < 1, and as a flow accelerator ifK > 1. If K < 0 (i.e.,
if the applied transverse electric field polarity is reversed),
the channel would decelerate the flow and convert input elec-
trical power into heat. Other proposed applications include
MHD boundary layer separation and transition control in
hypersonic inlets (by imparting additional momentum to the
flow) and MHD power generation on board an air-breathing
hypersonic vehicle, at the conditions when the use of a power
turbine for this purpose is problematic.

Boundary layer flow control may require significantly
lower flow conductivity, as well as smaller plasma and magnet
dimensions because of lower flow momentum in that region.
Note that the use of external ionization for low-temperature
MHD flow control also results in a purely thermal effect of
the plasma on the flow, due to Joule heating,JzEz , gener-
ated in the plasma. Although Joule heating is significantly
reduced in low-temperature air flows by relatively slow vibra-
tional relaxation of nitrogen, to the extent that heating may
be delayed until after the flow leaves the MHD channel
(Nishiharaet al., 2006), this effect needs to be taken into
account in interpreting experimental data and modeling
calculation results.

Small-scale laboratory experiments in low-temperature
supersonic flows ionized by nanosecond pulse discharges
have shown evidence of MHD boundary layer flow control
(Kalra et al., 2009), supersonic flow deceleration (Nishi-
hara et al., 2006), and power generation (Murrayet al.,
2006). Figure 3 shows good agreement between quasi-one-
dimensional theory and experiment for normalized static
pressure difference forM = 3 nitrogen flows at conditions
when a retarding and accelerating MHD force is applied

PR − PA

P
∼= 2

(γ − 1) M2 + 1

M2 − 1

JzByL

P
(13)

(Sutton and Sherman, 1965). In equation (13),L is the
length of MHD section in the streamwise direction. The
effect on the flow velocity is fairly weak because of the
low flow conductivity achieved in experiments (Nishihara
et al., 2006),σ ∼ 0.1 Mho m−1, and low MHD interaction
parameter. The relative pressure difference between the accel-
erated and retarded flows of 15% (see Figure 3) corresponds
to flow velocity difference of approximately 2%. Three-
dimensional MHD bypass modeling calculations (Gaitonde,
2006) demonstrated feasibility of significant MHD flow
deceleration using flow conductivity ofσ ∼ 1 Mho m−1 and
magnetic field of B∼ 10 T. However, the weight penalty and
the power budget of an on-board magnet-producing magnetic
field of this magnitude remain a formidable technical issue,
limiting further development of low-temperature MHD flow
control applications.

1.51.00.50.0
Current (A)

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15
Normalized pressure difference

Nitrogen

Dry air

Theory

Figure 3. Experimental and theoretical normalized pressure dif-
ference, (�PR − �PA)/P, vs. MHD current. Reproduced from
Nishiharaet al. (2006) c© American Institute of Physics.

3.2 Electrohydrodynamic flow control

If no magnetic field is applied to the plasma, fairly significant
Coulomb force interaction can be produced by the applied
electric field. Since the bulk of the plasma remains quasi-
neutral, the net body force,

F = ρE (14)

exists only in space charge regions, such as the cathode layer
of a glow discharge or a streamer head. In equation (14),ρ

is the space charge density. Coulomb forces applied to the
ions produce the neutral flow entrainment due to strong ion-
neutral collisional coupling, thus creating a near-wall jet in
the direction of the applied electric field in the space charge
region, and thereby adding momentum to the boundary layer
flow. For this electrohydrodynamic (EHD) force interaction
to be significant, the interaction parameter (the ratio of the
Coulomb force work to the flow kinetic energy) should be of
the order of one,

ηEHD = ε0E
2

ρu2∞
∼= en+�ϕ

ρu2∞
∼ 1 (15)

Here, ε0 is dielectric permeability of vacuum,n+ is
the ion number density,E and �ϕ are the electric field
and the potential difference across the space charge region,
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Figure 4. Schematic of a typical near-surface DBD discharge
geometry (Roth, 2003). Flow field over an airfoil without (a) and
with (b) DBD plasma actuator. Reproduced from Moreau (2007)
c© Institute of Physics and IOP Publishing Limited.

�ϕ ∼ 200–300 V for the cathode layer of a normal glow dis-
charge (Raizer, 1991),ρ∞ and u∞ are the freestream density
and flow velocity. EHD discharges have shown potentially
promising results in low-speed flows. The type of elec-
tric discharge most widely considered for objectives such
as boundary layer separation and surface drag reduction is
a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD, see Figure 4), which
uses an AC voltage waveform at a carrier frequency from
a few kHz to a few tens of kHz. This discharge produces
stable and quasi-uniform near-surface air plasmas at atmo-
spheric pressure, with time-averaged electron/ion number
densities of up to n+ ∼ 1010–1011 cm−3. Equation (15) sug-
gests that a significant EHD effect in the boundary layer may
be achieved atu∞ ∼ 1–10 m sec−1, which is consistent with
numerous experiments on DBD drag reduction and separa-
tion control (Roth, 2003; Post and Corke, 2004; Moreau,
2007). Studies of the flow control mechanism by AC DBD
plasmas (Enloeet al., 2004) showed the EHD interaction
to be the dominant mechanism, with Joule heating being

insignificant. Operating DBD plasma actuators in a repeti-
tively pulsed mode, modulated at a frequency close to one of
flow unsteadiness or instability frequencies, such as vortex
shedding frequency in a flow over a cylinder, may signifi-
cantly amplify the effect (Thomas, Kozlov and Corke, 2008).
The use of this flow control method at higher flow velocities
(transonic to supersonic) may be difficult because of fairly
low ionization fractions achieved in stable electric discharge
air plasmas at moderate and high pressures, typically below
φ = ne/(nn + ne) ∼ 10−7. Basically, a low ionization frac-
tion limits the amount of momentum transferred from the ions
to the neutrals in collisions. Although EHD plasma actuators
can be quite energy efficient (with an actuator power budget
of a few Watts to a few tens of Watts), further ion density
increase is limited by ionization instability development. As
a result, the use of EHD interaction for high-speed flow con-
trol (with flow velocities of a few hundred m sec−1) appears
problematic. Therefore, likely applications of DBD plasma
actuators may include high angle of attack wing flow con-
trol during takeoff and landing, as well as flow control on
small-scale unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

Recently, significant effect of a DBD plasma on reat-
tachment of a separated boundary layer flow on an airfoil
has been reported at much higher freestream flow velocities,
up to M = 0.85 (Roupassovet al., 2008). In these experi-
ments, the discharge was sustained by repetitive high voltage
nanosecond duration pulses rather than by an AC waveform.
Analysis of these very promising results suggests that flow
reattachment may be caused by compression wave and vortex
formation due to rapid localized flow heating occurring after
each discharge pulse, which would essentially be a thermal
rather than EHD force interaction effect.

3.3 Heating-based flow control

As it has been discussed above, generating and sustaining
electric discharge plasmas in the flow results in Joule heat
dissipation. In particular, rapid localized heating generated
by an arc discharge, a nanosecond duration pulse discharge,
or by optical breakdown using a focused high-power laser
beam may result in strong compression wave and vortex for-
mation, thereby affecting the flow field. The use of rapid
plasma-induced heating for high-speed flow control has been
suggested and demonstrated for various flow geometries. In
one of the approaches, a high-temperature plasma can be
generated in a supersonic flow upstream of a blunt body,
using a laser, a microwave discharge, or a plasma torch, as in
Figure 5. A shock wave created by strong localized heating of
the flow (steady-state or repetitively pulsed at high repetition
rate,ν ∼ u/R, whereR is the radius of the blunt body) may
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Figure 5. (a,c) Schematic of “air spike” supersonic flow con-
trol. Reproduced from Myraboet al. (2004) c© Springer; (b,d)
Schlieren images of bow shock modification using pulsed laser
breakdown upstream of a blunt body. Reproduced with permission
from Adelgrenet al. (2005) c© AIAA.

considerably modify the bow shock shape, making it more
oblique and thereby reducing wave drag on the vehicle (the
“air spike” effect, Myraboet al., 2004). Counterflow mass
flow injection through a plasma torch may further amplify this
effect. Shock wave modification, drag reduction, and plasma-
induced flow separation have been demonstrated in the exper-
iments using a high power arc discharge (Myraboet al., 2004;
Leonov and Yarantsev, 2008) and a pulsed laser (Adelgren
et al., 2005) as a localized heat source, as well as in model-
ing calculations. Sustaining localized heating upstream of a
hypersonic vehicle would require the use of a multi-kilowatt
laser or a microwave beam, steady-state or repetitively pulsed

at a high repetition rate. Another approach, also demonstrated
experimentally, is using a glow discharge plasma sustained
upstream of a blunt body to produce bulk diffuse heating of
the incident flow, which weakens the bow shock and reduces
wave drag on a blunt body (a “plasma shock” effect). Fur-
ther experimental studies of this effect (Ionikhet al., 1999)
demonstrated that it is mainly due to thermal nonuniformi-
ties (temperature gradients) produced by the plasma. This
approach would require significant heating of the incident
supersonic flow, which may result in prohibitive plasma
power budget (comparable to the flow enthalpy), and can
only be used at fairly low static pressures, when glow-to-arc
transition may be delayed. Both the air spike and the plasma
shock effects become less pronounced for slender shapes.

It has been shown recently that repetitive pulsing of the
plasma to produce localized heating at a frequency close to
one of the flow instability frequencies greatly reduces the
power at which a strong effect on the flow is produced. In this
case, pulsed localized flow heating by the plasma triggers the
instability, such as shear layer instability or jet column insta-
bility in high-speed jet flows, which may be rapidly amplified
by the flow. This approach bridges the gap between mechan-
ical and fluidic flow actuators, which operate at fairly low
frequencies, and piezoelectric actuators, which operate at
significantly higher frequencies but do not provide sufficient
forcing amplitude. Since this method relies on rapid localized
heating of the flow by the plasma, which is readily achieved
in arc filaments produced between two pin electrodes, it does
not require sustaining diffuse glow discharges and therefore
can be used at high pressures. Also, it does not require the use
of high-power lasers or microwave beams. The use of multi-
ple arc filament plasma actuators (with pulse durations of a
few �s) with individual frequency and phase control (actu-
ator arrays) allows forcing various instability modes. This
approach has been used to generate large-scale structures and
enhance mixing in high Reynolds number, atmospheric pres-
sureM = 0.9–2.0 jet flows. See Figure 6 (Samimyet al.,
2007). In this case, the optimum forcing frequency,ν, is
determined by the Strouhal number (non-dimensional fre-
quency) based on the jet diameter and velocity,StD = νD/u,
StD ≈ 0.33 for the jet column instability. Considerable flow
control authority is achieved at low plasma powers per actu-
ator,∼10 W, less than 0.1% of the flow power (Adamovich
et al., 2009). This demonstrates a critical advantage of tar-
geting flow instabilities using high-amplitude forcing at a
suitably chosen frequency and phase compared to “brute
force” forcing approaches which may require much higher
plasma power. Recent results (Kimet al., 2010) suggest that
the same effect may also be produced using much shorter dis-
charge pulse durations,∼10–100 ns. Possible applications of
localized arc filament plasma actuator (LAFPA) arrays may
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Figure 6. Phase-averaged streamwise images of anM = 1.3 jet for different azimuthal mode forcing at the Strouhal number corresponding
to the jet column instability. (a) Baseline; (b) axisymmetric (m = 0); (c) first helical (m = 1); (d) flapping (m = ±1). Reproduced from
Samimyet al. (2007) c© Cambridge University Press.

include reducing aircraft observability, supersonic inlet flow,
shock/boundary layer interaction, and cavity flow control,
as well as jet noise reduction. Further research into scal-
ing and optimization of this flow control method is currently
underway.

3.4 Communication

The plasma layer formed over the reentry vehicle results
in electromagnetic wave reflection and absorption, which
may disrupt communication and produce a “blackout” during
reentry. In weakly or partially ionized collision-dominated
plasma, when both the electron-neutral collision frequency,
νcoll, and the plasma frequency,ωp = (n2

e/meε0)
1/2

, are much
greater than the wave frequency,νcoll � ω andωp ≥ ω, the
electromagnetic wave penetration depth into the plasma is
inversely proportional to the electron number density (Raizer,
1991),

d =
(

2νcoll

ω

)1/2
c

ωp
∼ 1

ne
(16)

and can be as low as 0.1–1.0 cm. Modeling of electromag-
netic wave propagation in magnetized plasmas (Boseman
and Hooke, 1994) shows that applying a magnetic field of
B = 0.1–1.0 T parallel to the wave propagation direction may
considerably increase the wave penetration depth, which at

these conditions scale approximately as the ratio of the elec-
tron cyclotron frequency and the electron collision frequency,

d(B)

d(B = 0)
∼

(
ωB

νcoll

)
= eB

meνcoll
(17)

This suggests that for some wave frequencies, a properly
configured magnetic field generated by rare earth permanent
magnets (Nd-Fe-B or Sm-Co) embedded into the surface of a
vehicle with the magnetic field of up toB ∼ 0.5 T may be used
to mitigate wave attenuation by the plasma. Note however,
that these magnets have fairly low operation temperatures,
T = 150–300◦ C, which may well become a difficulty in
high-temperature reentry flows.

4 PERSPECTIVE

Over the last decade, significant progress has been made in
laboratory studies of plasma-assisted flow control methods,
briefly reviewed above. The main advantages of plasma flow
control, compared to conventional flow control approaches,
such as using mechanical, fluidic, and piezoelectric actua-
tors, are absence of moving parts, high bandwidth, and high
forcing amplitude. In laboratory experiments, thermal plas-
mas, laser-induced breakdown, as well as various types of
surface and volume-filling electric discharge plasmas have
been used to modify both subsonic and supersonic flows.
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Recent experimental results suggest that the use of short-
pulse (nanosecond to sub-microsecond) external ionization
may be especially promising. Potential plasma flow control
applications include drag reduction, boundary layer separa-
tion and transition control, mixing enhancement, shock wave
modification, and on-board electrical power generation. Fur-
ther work is necessary to study the effectiveness, scalability,
and range of applicability of these methods.
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1 CONDUCTION HEAT TRANSFER

Conduction heat transfer is a result of the interaction of
microscale energy carriers within a solid, liquid, or gas
medium. As the temperature of the medium rises, the in-
termolecular or interatomic vibrations increase in magni-
tude and frequency. The energy carriers disperse and interact
with surrounding molecules or atoms, and thermal energy is
dispersed through the medium, resulting in conduction heat
transfer. Regardless of the type of microscale energy carriers
involved with the transport process, it has been observed that
if the matter is treated as continuous media and the length
and timescales are large relative to the distance and interac-
tion time between microscopic energy carriers, then the heat
flux at any location within the media is proportional to the
gradient in temperature at that point. This fundamental obser-

vation of energy transport within solid, liquid, or gas media
is known as Fourier’s law, and the constant of proportion-
ality is known as the thermal conductivity. Fourier’s law is
mathematically expressed as

q′′ = −k∇T (1)

where q′′ is the heat flux vector, k the thermal conductivity,
T is the local temperature and the negative sign reflects the
conformation to the second law of thermodynamics such that
energy always flows from a region of high temperature to
lower temperature.

While the thermal conductivity denotes a constant of pro-
portionality, it is, in fact, usually not constant. Thermal con-
ductivity is a material transport property, and it is known to
depend on temperature, pressure (gases), and material struc-
ture and composition. For example, the thermal conductivity
of non-homogeneous materials such as wood, which consists
of fibrous layers, demonstrates a directional dependence. In
many practical engineering applications, where the medium
is homogeneous and the temperature gradients are not large,
the thermal conductivity is taken to be a constant. Some
typical values of thermal conductivity for some common
homogeneous materials at different temperatures are shown
in Table 1.

In order to explore the utility of Fourier’s law, we con-
sider conduction heat transfer through the planar wall with
constant thermal conductivity shown in Figure 1. With the
left side of the wall held at constant temperature T1 and the
right side of the wall held at a lower value T2, what is the rate
of thermal energy flowing through the wall? Under steady-
state conditions with no energy generation within the wall,
the rate of heat entering must be equal to the rate of energy
leaving the wall at steady state, according to the conservation
of energy principle (first law of thermodynamics). Thus, the
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2 Heat Transfer and Thermophysics

Table 1. Typical values of thermal conductivity for common
materials.

Thermal conductivity, k (W m−1 K−1)

Material 100 ◦K 200 ◦K 300 ◦K 400 ◦K

Aluminum 302 237 237 240
Copper 482 413 401 393
Gold 327 323 317 311
304 stainless steel 9.2 12.6 14.9 16.6
Amorphous carbon 0.67 1.18 1.60 1.89
Titanium 30.5 24.5 21.9 20.4
Water (saturated) N/A N/A 0.613 0.688
Air (at 1 atm.) 0.00934 0.0181 0.0263 0.0338

implication is that heat flow through the wall is constant, and
equation (1) requires that the temperature gradient at any po-
sition within the wall is constant. The temperature profile is
linear, the gradient is dT/dx = T2 − T1/L, and the heat flow
through the wall is the product of the heat flux and cross-
sectional area, A,

q = kA
T1 − T2

L
(2)

In engineering practice, it is often necessary to analyze the
temperature field or heat flow through bodies with com-
plex geometry. Fourier’s law provides a tool to analyze the
heat flow, once the temperature field throughout the body is
known. Therefore, an analysis tool is required to analyze the
temperature field of a body with conduction heat transfer.
The most popular method for analyzing the temperature field
is using differential analysis. Consider the heat flux vector,
q′′ = q′′

xi + q′′
yj + q′′

zk, where thermal energy is conducted

q  x′′

T1

T2

T

x

L

Figure 1. One-dimensional conduction heat transfer through a
planar wall.

x

y
z

dx

dy

dz

q x′′
q x′′ + dx

qy′′ + dy

qy′′

qz′′ + dz

qz′′

Figure 2. Differential control volume for heat flow in Cartesian
coordinates.

in and out of the differential control volume shown in
Figure 2. The principle of conservation of energy applied
to the differential control volume for a solid body may be
stated as the rate of energy flow into the control volume less
the rate of energy leaving the control volume plus the rate of
energy generated within the control volume equals the rate
of change of the energy stored in the control volume.

Accounting for all of the factors stated above and relat-
ing the heat flow to the thermal field through Fourier’s law,
the following energy conservation equation is obtained for
conducting media:

∂

∂x

(
k
∂T

∂x

)
+ ∂

∂y

(
k
∂T

∂y

)
+ ∂

∂z

(
k
∂T

∂z

)
+ Q′′′

gen

= ρCp

∂T

∂t
(3)

where Q′′′
gen is the rate of energy generation per unit volume,

ρ is the density, Cp is the specific heat, and t is the time. Equa-
tion (3) is a second order, linear partial differential equation of
parabolic type and is known as the heat diffusion equation.
With the specification of appropriate boundary conditions,
equation (3) may be solved analytically or numerically to
yield the temperature field in the conducting medium. In the
case where the thermal conductivity is constant, the heat dif-
fusion equation may be generalized for any coordinate system
as:

∇2T + Q′′′
gen

k
= 1

α

∂T

∂t
(4)

where α = k/ρCp is known as the thermal diffusivity
(m2 s−1) of the conducting medium.

While the heat diffusion equation provides the backbone
for most heat conduction analyses of practical interest, it
may require modification for transient problems where the
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timescale is very small. That is because the heat diffusion
equation assumes that a thermal disturbance propagates with
infinite velocity throughout the media. In rare instances where
the finite propagation speed of thermal energy is important to
the solution, the hyperbolic heat conduction equation should
be consulted (Eckert and Drake, 1987).

2 CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER

Convection heat transfer may be defined as the transport
of thermal energy due to bulk motion on a scale greater
than the atomic or molecular scales. Typically, convection
energy transport is driven by fluid motion, and fluid particles
in motion serve as an energy carrier to enable convective
energy transport. The convective fluid motion can be driven
by external devices such as pumps, blowers, or body forces
acting directly on the fluid. Body forces may include grav-
itational, magnetic, or electrostatic forces. When buoyancy
forces due to temperature gradients drive the flow, it is known
as free or natural convection. When solid bodies translate
through a fluid, the relative motion between the body and fluid
enables convective transport, and thermal energy exchange
between the body and fluid is referred to as external convec-
tion. In contrast, fluid flowing through a conduit is known as
internal convection. Fluids driving convection energy trans-
port may be gases, liquids, or multiphase mixtures of gases,
liquids, or solids.

In engineering practice, it is most common to analyze con-
vective heat transport from a surface using the concept of the
convective heat transfer coefficient. Consider external flow
over a body as shown in Figure 3. If the body is maintained
at a constant temperature, Ts, and the fluid approaching the
body is at temperature Tf, then Newton’s law of cooling can
be used to express the local heat flux from the surface to the
fluid:

q′′(x) = h(x)(Ts − Tf ) (5)

where h(x) is the local heat transfer coefficient and the
temperature difference (Ts − Tf) is the driving potential for

Tf

Tf

Tf

x

y
q ′′(x)

Ts>Tf
Ts

Figure 3. Convective heat transfer with external flow over a body.

convective heat flow. It is of historical interest to note that
Newton originally proposed his law of convective heat trans-
port for transient phenomena, and it did not appear as shown
in equation (5). However, the form as it appears in equa-
tion (5) has found tremendous utility in thermal engineering
practice and is the convention that has been adopted. It is
important to recognize that the heat transfer coefficient is not
constant, and it is highly dependent on the thermal system.
There are also some unique instances involving phase-change
heat transfer where the heat transfer coefficient may not be a
useful concept. These instances are rare.

The total rate of energy removed from the surface through
the convection mechanism is determined by integrating over
the entire surface,

q =
∫
A

h(x)(Ts − Tf )dA (6)

It may be also useful to define an area-averaged heat transfer
coefficient, hA , such that hA = (1/A)

∫
A

hdA, and for con-
stant driving potential (Ts − Tf), the total rate of convective
heat transfer from the surface may be expressed as

q = hAA(Ts − Tf ) (7)

Quite often, thermal engineers find it useful to make an anal-
ogy between thermal and electrical energy transport. For elec-
trical energy transport, the driving energy potential equals the
product of the energy flow and electrical resistance. Follow-
ing the analogy for thermal energy flow, equation (7) suggests
that 1/hAA is representative of a resistance to energy flow and
is sometimes referred to at the convective heat transfer ther-
mal resistance. Again following the analogy and considering
equation (2), L/kA is the thermal resistance for conduction
heat transfer through a plane wall. Note that the “A” for con-
duction is a cross-sectional area, while the “A” for convection
is a surface area.

The concept of the convective heat transfer coefficient is
used widely because algebraic expressions and correlations
have been developed and tabulated for thousands of different
convective flow applications. These can be found in popular
heat transfer textbooks such as Fundamentals of Heat and
Mass Transfer (Incropera et al., 2007), handbooks of con-
vective heat transfer (Kakac, Shah and Aung, 1987), or in the
open journals and proceedings.

While the heat transfer coefficient is very useful to eval-
uate the energy flow from a surface, fundamentally it is not
required. With knowledge of the temperature field of a flow-
ing fluid over a surface, the heat flow from or to the surface
can be computed using Fourier’s law, equation (1), applied
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to the fluid/surface interface. The principle of energy con-
servation applied to a fluid flowing through the differential
control volume shown in Figure 2 may be stated as the rate
of change of the energy in the control volume equals to the
rate of energy entering the control volume less the rate of en-
ergy leaving the control volume plus the rate of work done on
the control volume less the rate of work done by the control
volume plus the rate of energy generated within the control
volume. Application of this conservation principle to a com-
pressible viscous Newtonian fluid leads to the expression

ρCp

DT

Dt
= k∇2T + βT

DP

Dt
+ µ� + Q′′′

gen (8)

where DT/Dt = ∂T/∂t + V ·∇T is the substantial derivative
of the dependent variable, temperature, DP/Dt is the substan-
tial derivative of the pressure, β is the coefficient of thermal
expansion, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and the dissipation
function � is expressed as:

� = 2

[(
∂u

∂x

)2

+
(

∂v

∂y

)2

+
(

∂w

∂z

)2
]

− 2

3
[∇·V ]2

+
(

∂u

∂y
+ ∂v

∂x

)2

+
(

∂v

∂z
+ ∂w

∂y

)2

+
(

∂w

∂x
+ ∂u

∂z

)2

(9)

and V = ui + vj + wk is the Cartesian velocity vector of the
fluid flow. In many cases, the flow is incompressible, there is
no internal energy generation, the viscous energy dissipation
is comparatively small, and the convective energy equation
reduces to,

DT

Dt
= α∇2T (10)

Solution of equation (10) requires information on the velocity
field, which is computed from the incompressible form of the
Navier–Stokes equations:

Du

Dt
= − 1

ρ

∂P

∂x
+ ν∇2u,

Dv

Dt
= − 1

ρ

∂P

∂y
+ ν∇2v,

Dw

Dt
= − 1

ρ

∂P

∂z
+ ν∇2w (11)

With a knowledge of the flow velocity and specification of ap-
propriate boundary conditions, equation (10) may be solved
for the fluid temperature field, and Fourier’s law may be used
to evaluate the heat flux vector at any location within the
flow field. For forced convection flows in complex geome-
try, a substantial amount of effort will have to be devoted to
compute the fluid velocity and pressure field before equations

(8) or (10) are attempted. For free convection heat transfer
in complex geometry, it is necessary to solve both the flow
velocity and temperature fields simultaneously.

3 RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER

Thermal radiation is emitted by all matter at finite tem-
perature. The radiant energy emission arises as a result of
changes in electron, atomic, or molecular configurations of
the matter. Radiant energy is transported via electromag-
netic waves and travels through a vacuum with wave speed
c = 2.9998 × 108 m s−1. Radiant particles called photons
travel in wave packets, and each carries a quantized unit of
energy E = �ν, where �= 6.6260693 × 10−34 J s is Planck’s
constant and ν is the wave frequency. The wavelength, λ, and
frequency are related through λν = c. Thermal radiation is
emitted by matter over a very wide range of frequencies
with varying intensity, depending on the temperature of the
emitting matter.

Thermal radiation transport often occurs between bodies,
and thus it is useful to define an idealized body called a
blackbody. A blackbody absorbs all incident radiation, emits
equally in all directions, and no body emits more radiant
energy than a blackbody. The spectral distribution of the in-
tensity of thermal radiation emitted by a blackbody follows
Planck’s distribution (Planck, 1959):

I(λ, T ) = 2�c2

λ5
[
e(�c/λkbT ) − 1

] (12)

where kb = 1.380650 × 10−23 J K−1 is the Boltzmann con-
stant. Integrating Planck’s distribution with respect to the
solid angle over a hemisphere and all wavelengths, the fol-
lowing expression gives the total thermal radiation heat flux
emitted from a blackbody, also known as the blackbody emis-
sive power:

Eb = σT 4 (13)

where σ = 5.6704 ×10−8 W m−2 K−4 is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant. Equation (12) is known as the Stefan–
Boltzmann law. The thermal radiation given off by real sur-
faces is always less than that for a blackbody. Therefore, a
correction factor called the emissivity, ε, is introduced such
that the radiant emissive power given off by a real surface
follows E = εσT4. The magnitude of the emissivity is less
than unity and is highly dependent on the surface composition
and finish.

When bodies are exchanging energy through radiant heat
transfer, the radiant heat flux incident on the body surface
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must also be considered. The incident radiant heat flux at
a surface is known as the irradiation and is denoted by G.
For a non-black surface, a portion of the incident radiation
will be reflected away from the surface and a portion will
be absorbed at the surface. The amount of radiant energy
absorbed at the surface equals the product of the absorptivity,
α, and the irradiation, αG. The absorptivity also depends on
the absorbing surface composition and finish and is less than
unity. It also depends on the radiation source. The absorptivity
at a surface may be different for two different radiant sources.
The total heat flux supplied to a surface involved in radiant
exchange is expressed as,

q′′
s = εσT 4

s − αGs (14)

For two blackbodies exchanging radiant energy with the
other, the net radiant energy flow from blackbody surface
1 to 2 is:

q1,2 = A1F12σ(T 4
1 − T 4

2 ) (15)

where F12 is a geometrical quantity known as the view factor
and physically denotes the fraction of radiant energy that is
emitted from surface 1 that is intercepted by surface 2. Note
that radiant energy exchange has a very nonlinear dependence
on temperature. Refer to Siegel and Howell (2002) for more
advanced coverage of radiation thermal analysis.

4 MIXED MODES

Most heat transfer applications of practical interest involve
more than just one mode of heat transfer, and it is useful to
explore a framework for handling multi-mode heat transfer
problems. Fundamentally, an energy balance applied to bod-
ies involved in energy exchange is used to analyze the thermal
transport process. Consider the conjugate heat transfer prob-
lem illustrated in Figure 4. A rectangular slab is heated from
below with a heat flux, q′′

w, and there is a convective fluid
stream flowing over the upper surface with fluid tempera-
ture, T∞. If it is only the temperature field in the slab that is
of interest, the conduction heat diffusion equation, (3) or (4),
can be applied to the slab, and the heat flux boundary condi-
tion is applied at the lower surface and a convective boundary
condition is applied at the upper surface. A convective heat
transfer coefficient would need to be computed based on the
geometry and flow conditions.

However, if the thermal fields in both the fluid and solid
slab are required, then the solid and fluid energy equations
need to be solved simultaneously. The two equations are
coupled through the boundary conditions specified at the

T

q ′′w

Figure 4. Heat transfer in solid slab.

solid/fluid interface. For the configuration shown in Figure 4,
the appropriate boundary conditions are (i) the fluid and the
solid temperatures are identical at the solid/fluid interface
and (ii) the fluid and solid heat fluxes are identical at the in-
terface. Once the temperature fields are determined, the heat
flow through both media may be determined using Fourier’s
law.

5 CONTINUUM APPROACH TO
ANALYZING THERMAL FIELDS

As mentioned previously, the energy equation is used to com-
pute the thermal field in continuous media. This approach is
useful when the length scales of interest are greater than the
atomic or molecular scale. In order to demonstrate this con-
cept, a two-dimensional problem of practical interest will be
considered. The solid shape shown in Figure 5 has a thermal
conductivity of 100 W m−1 K−1. The right side of the body is
maintained at 100 ◦C, the top and bottom are irradiated with
a constant heat flux of 20 000 W m−2, the left side of the body
is subjected to convective heat transfer with a heat transfer
coefficient of 1000 W m−2 K−1 and the fluid temperature is
at 10 ◦C. It is of interest to analyze the thermal field within
the solid body. Since the physical dimension of interest is
on the order of several centimeters, a continuum approach is
appropriate.

The steady-state heat transfer reached by the body is of
most significant interest, and thus steady-state conditions will
be assumed. There is no internal heat generation within the
slab, and the thermal conductivity is constant. Thus, the heat
diffusion equation applied to the body shown in Figure 5 is
written as

∂2T

∂x2
+ ∂2T

∂y2
= 0 (16)
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T = 100ºC

q ′′ = 20 000 Wm−2

q′′ = 20 000 Wm−2

h = 1000 Wm−2 K−1

T = 10ºC 21 cm

12 cm

5 cm
k = 100

 Wm−1K−1

6 cm

Figure 5. Solid body conduction heat transfer.

subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. It is noted
that equation (15) is a linear second-order partial differential
equation with temperature as the dependent variable. The
most straightforward way to solve equation (15) is to use a
suitable numerical technique. Here, a finite volume method
has been applied using a 1 cm × 1 cm square cell. Holman
(2002) provides very useful descriptions on combining nu-
merical techniques with a spreadsheet to solve heat diffu-
sion problems. The computed temperature field is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Temperature contours for the solid body shown in
Figure 5.

Despite the coarseness of the grid used, the numerical
solution is quite good. The temperature contours show that
heat flows from right to left. Heat flow path lines run
along the direction of the temperature gradient and are
thus orthogonal to the temperature contours. The strongest
temperature gradients are found on the left surface and show
the strongest heat flux. Note that heat flows into the body on
the right, upper, and lower surfaces and heat flows out of the
body on the left surfaces. Should transient development of the
temperature field be of interest, the unsteady term could easily
be included in the heat diffusion equation, and with the spec-
ification of an appropriate initial condition, the temperature
field may be computed for discrete moments in time.

6 SUMMARY

Any device or system involving energy conversion, utiliza-
tion, or transport requires thermal management strategies
to insure the proper flow and utilization of energy. There-
fore, heat transfer and thermal physics applications are very
broad and range from nanoscale to macroscale. The focus of
this chapter has been to provide a very brief introduction to
thermal transport in continuous media and discuss various
modes of thermal transport. As demonstrated, the conserva-
tion of energy coupled with a physical description of the trans-
port mechanism is very useful in analyzing thermal transport
problems of practical interest. The next chapter will focus
on some common engineering techniques for heat transfer
analysis.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area (m2)
Cp specific heat (J kg−1 K−1)
c speed of light (= 2.9998 × 108 m s−1)
E emissive power (Wm−2)
F view factor
G irradiation (W m−2)
h heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1)
� Planck’s constant (= 6.6260693 × 10−34 J s)
k thermal conductivity (Wm K−1)
kb Boltzmann constant (= 1.380650 × 10−23 J K−1)
L length (m)
q′′ heat flux (Wm−2)
Q′′′

gen internal heat generation per unit volume (W m−3)
t time (s)
T temperature (C or K)
α thermal diffusivity (m2 s−1)
β coefficient of thermal expansion (K−1)
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λ wavelength (m)
µ absolute viscosity (N s m−2)
ν frequency (Hz)
ρ density (kg m−3)
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant

(= 5.6704 × 10−8 Wm−2K−1)
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1 THERMAL RESISTANCE CONCEPT
APPLIED TO DIFFERENT MODES
OF HEAT TRANSFER

In Fundamentals of Heat Transfer and Thermal Physics Fun-
damentals of Heat Transfer and Thermal Physics the concept
of thermal resistance was applied to the conduction and con-
vection modes of heat transfer. They are particularly useful
when the direction of heat flow through a medium is primar-
ily one-dimensional. Consider a three section composite wall
with convective heat transfer on both sides as illustrated in
Figure 1 The heat transfer coefficients on the hot and cold
wall are hh and hc, respectively.

Physically, heat is convected from the hot fluid to the left
solid surface. Heat is then conducted through the solid walls
1, 2, and 3, and convected away from the right surface into

the cold fluid. Therefore, the hot fluid serves as a heat source
and the cold fluid serves as a heat sink. The central question
in the heat transfer analysis for an engineering design is to
determine the net heat flow through the walls, qc, and the wall
temperatures T1, T2, T3, and T4. If the heat flow is primarily
one-dimensional, it is useful to draw a thermal circuit to assist
in analyzing the heat transfer. The corresponding thermal
circuit for the composite wall is shown in Figure 2.

In order to evaluate the total heat flow through the thermal
circuit, its electrical analogy is used. The total rate of heat flow
equals the ratio of the driving potential to the total thermal
resistance:

qc = Th − Tc

1/hhA + L1/k1A + L2/k2A + L3/k3A + 1/hcA

(1)

Similarly, since qc is the same through each wall, the electrical
analogy can be used to evaluate temperatures, T1, T2, T3, and
T4, after qc is determined since

qc = Th − T1

(1/hhA)
= T1 − T2

(L1/k1A)
= T2 − T3

(L2/k2A)

= T3 − T4

(L3/k3A)
= T4 − Tc

(1/hcA)
(2)

A simple multimode problem involving conduction, convec-
tion, and radiation can be formulated by considering the
composite wall and adding a radiation heat source imping-
ing on the hot wall as shown in Figure 3, where q′′

rad is
the net radiation heat flux intercepted by the hot wall. The
corresponding thermal circuit is shown in Figure 4.

In order to solve for the heat flows through the wall, the
following algebraic equations (16)–(18) may be set up based
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Figure 1. Composite wall with convective heat transfer.

on the thermal circuit shown in Figure 7.

qh = Th − T1

1/hhA
(3)

qc = T1 − Tc

(L1/k1A) + (L2/k2A) + (L3/k3A) + (1/hcA)
(4)

qc = qh + q′′
radA (5)

The three equations (3)–(5) are used to solve for the three
unknowns, qh, qc, and T1. While the thermal circuit and its
electrical analogy are very useful for solving many engineer-
ing problems of interest, especially multimode heat transfer
problems, the solutions do not describe details about the tem-
perature field. Instead, a continuum heat transfer analysis is
required to reveal details about the temperature field.

2 ENERGY BALANCE APPROACH FOR
SOLVING PROBLEMS OF PRACTICAL
INTEREST

In order to illustrate how the conservation of energy is used
to solve heat transfer problems of practical interest, some
example problems are provided. The first example involves
conduction and convection modes of heat transfer.

Figure 3. Composite wall with convective and radiation heat
transfer.

EXAMPLE 1:
Consider convective airflow over a silicon chip with free
stream temperature T∞ and heat transfer coefficient h∞, as
shown in Figure 5. The chip is insulated on its other surfaces.
The chip surface has dimensions w × w. In order that the chip
does not fail, its maximum temperature cannot exceed Tmax.
It is desired to determine the maximum power the chip can
dissipate without failing.

In order to address the maximum power, it is useful to
place an energy balance on the chip. The principle of energy
conservation dictates that the rate of energy entering the
chip less the rate of energy leaving the chip plus the rate of
energy generated within the chip is equal to the rate of energy
storage within the chip. The problem is assumed steady, so
there is no energy storage. Due to insulation, there is no
energy into the chip through its boundaries. There is inter-
nal energy generation and energy convected away from the
upper surface of the chip. The conservation of energy is thus
expressed as

−h∞w2(Ts − T∞) + qmax = 0 (6)

In order to evaluate qmax, information on the unknown surface
temperature Ts is required. We do know that the maximum
temperature will be located on the bottom surface of the
silicon chip since it is insulated. For one-dimensional heat
flow with uniform internal heat generation, the solution to

1

hhA

1

hcA

L1

k1A

L2

k2A

L3

k3A
Th TcT1 T2 T3 T4
• • • • • •

qc qc

Figure 2. Thermal circuit for a composite wall.
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q ′′radA

1

hhA

1

hcA

L1 L2 L3

k1A k2A k3A
Th Tc

• • • • • •
qh qcT1 T2 T3 T4

Figure 4. Thermal circuit for composite wall with conduction, convection, and radiation heat transfer.

Figure 5. Convective heat transfer from silicon chip with internal
power dissipation.

one-dimensional, steady-state heat diffusion relates the upper
surface temperature, Ts, to Tmax:

Ts = Tmax − qmaxH

2kw2
(7)

where k is the silicon thermal conductivity. Combining
equations (6) and (7) gives the maximum allowable heat
dissipation within the chip

qmax = (Tmax − T∞)

(1/h∞w2) + (H/2kw2)
(8)

EXAMPLE 2:
In the second example we consider a gas at some initial tem-
perature, Ti, and we aim to cool the gas. In order to do so,
we pump the gas through a duct of length L and perimeter P,
which is submerged in a large pool of liquid that is maintained
at temperature T∞ as shown in Figure 6. If we assume that the
thermal resistance for the liquid pool and duct wall is negli-
gible compared with that for the convective gas flow, the wall
temperature will be approximately sustained at temperature
T∞. For a constant mass flow rate of gas ṁ and convective
heat transfer coefficient h it is desired to evaluate the gas tem-
perature discharging the duct, To, and the total rate of heat
flow discharged to the liquid pool.

Figure 6. Convective cooling of a constant wall temperature duct.

Since the gas temperature flowing through the duct is con-
tinually decreasing as energy is given off to the surrounding
pool, it is necessary to consider an energy balance on a very
short segment of the duct with length dx as shown in Figure 6.
For steady state operation, the conservation of energy applied
to the short segment yields

−ṁCp

dTx

dx
= hP(Tx − T∞) (9)

In order to find the temperature at the duct outlet, we integrate
from the entrance to the exit of the duct as

∫ To

Ti

dTx

Tx − T∞
= − hP

ṁCp

∫ L

0
dx (10)

and the outlet temperature can be expressed as

T0 − T∞
Ti − T∞

= e
− hP

ṁCp
L

or T0 = T∞ + (Ti − T∞)e
− hP

ṁCp
L

(11)

The total rate of heat transfer can be simply expressed as

qtot = ṁCp(Ti − To) = ṁCp(Ti − T∞)

(
1 − e

− hP
ṁCp

L
)

(12)

We observe from equation (11) that the gas temperature
decays exponentially as it passes through the duct and will
equilibrate with the surroundings given a long enough duct.
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Figure 7. Three surface blackbody enclosure.

However, as seen from equation (12), for heat transfer pur-
poses, adding more duct length has diminishing heat transfer
return when the gas temperature approaches that of the sur-
roundings.

EXAMPLE 3:
Consider the three surface cylindrical enclosure shown in
Figure 7. Assume that all of the internal surfaces behave as
black bodies. Surface 1 is maintained at a very high tem-
perature T1, and surface 2 is insulated. On surface 3 there is
convective heat loss on the outer surface to the ambient. Con-
sidering only radiant energy exchange within the enclosure,
we would like to evaluate the rate of energy into surface 1,
q1, required to maintain the temperature, T1, and the surface
temperatures T2 and T3.

In order to address this problem, we consider a steady
state energy balance to any blackbody surface within an N
surface enclosure. Thus the conservation of energy requires
that the rate of energy entering into the surface equals the rate
of energy leaving the surface. This may be expressed as

qi =
N∑

j=1

AiFijσ(Ti
4 − Tj

4) (13)

where qi is the rate of energy into the surface, Ai , is the sur-
face area, Fij , is the view factor from surface i to j, and σ is
the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. The subscript i denotes the

surface under analysis, and j denotes all the surrounding sur-
faces. Applying equation (13) to each of the surfaces we have

q1 = A1F12σ(T1
4 − T2

4) + A1F13σ(T1
4 − T3

4) (14)

0 = A2F21σ(T2
4 − T1

4) + A2F23σ(T2
4 − T3

4) (15)

hA3(T∞ − T3) = A3F31σ(T3
4 − T1

4) + A3F32σ(T3
4 − T2

4)

(16)

Thus, we have a system of three equations with unknowns,
q1, T2, and T3. A numerical solver for nonlinear equations is
typically required to obtain the solution.

3 CORRELATIONS FOR CONVECTIVE
HEAT TRANSFER

In the examples presented, the convective heat transfer coef-
ficient was specified. In practice, the convective heat transfer
coefficient must be computed and is dependent on the flow
regime (laminar or turbulent, single- or multi-phase), thermo-
physical properties of the fluid, and the geometry. The heat
transfer coefficient can be precisely determined by directly
solving the conservation equations for the velocity and the
temperature fields of the flow. For most of the problems of
practical interest, such a task is cumbersome and requires
significant analytical and computational effort. Instead, it is
typical that the heat transfer coefficient is expressed in dimen-
sionless form as the Nusselt number which is correlated with
the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers for a given heat transfer
geometry. Many such correlations are listed in the Handbook
of Heat Transfer (Rohsenow, Hartnett and Cho, 1998) where
common examples are given. For fully developed turbulent
duct flow, the Gnielinski (1976) correlation is quite useful:

Internal duct flow NuD = Cf/2(ReD − 1000)Pr

1 + 12.7(Cf/2)1/2(Pr2/3 − 1)

(17)

where NuD = hD/k is the Nusselt number, ReD = UmD/ν

is the Reynolds number, Pr = µCp/k is the Prandtl num-
ber, Cf is the Fanning friction coefficient, and D is the
duct hydraulic diameter. This correlation is quite reliable for
the range 0.5 < Pr < 2000 and 3000 < ReD < 5 × 106. The
friction coefficient can be evaluated using Petukhov’s (1970)
correlation

Cf

2
= (2.236 ln ReD − 4.639)−2 (18)
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For external flow over a cylinder, Churchill and Bernstein
(1977) recommend the following correlation for the average
Nusselt number

External flow over cylinder NuD =

0.3 + 0.62ReD
1/2Pr1/3[

1 + (0.4/Pr)2/3]1/4

[
1 +

(
ReD

282 000

)5/8
]4/5

(19)

which is applicable for the range ReDPr ≥ 0.2. Here D is the
cylinder outer diameter and appropriate characteristic veloc-
ity is that of the free stream approaching the cylinder. All fluid
properties are to be evaluated at the film temperature defined
as Tf = (T∞ + Ts)/2 where T∞ is the free stream tempera-
ture of the fluid and Ts is the average surface temperature of
the cylinder.

4 METHODS FOR ANALYZING HEAT
TRANSFER EQUIPMENT

Convective flow heat exchangers are the workhorse for
industrial thermal management and power generation. Heat
exchangers are deployed for a very broad range of applica-
tions, and thus they can be found in many different sizes,
shapes, and flow configurations. Here, we will briefly exam-
ine some simple heat exchanger concepts and provide a
methodology for analysis. For a detailed examination of heat
exchanger design, consult Hewitt’s (2002) Heat Exchanger
Design Handbook.

Consider a very simple single tube annular heat exchanger
design shown in Figure 8 below. The inlet and outlet

Thi Tho

Tci

Tco

Parallel flow configuration 

Thi Tho

Tco

Tci

Counter flow configuration 

Figure 8. Single tube annular parallel flow and counterflow heat
exchangers.

temperatures of the hot fluid are denoted by Thi and Tho,
respectively, while those for the cold fluid are denoted by
Tci and Tco. For the parallel flow configuration, the hot and
cold fluids enter the heat exchanger at the same end and flow
co-currently to the exit. In the counterflow configuration, the
hot fluid enters the heat exchanger at the same end as the
cold fluid discharges. Although the heat exchangers are iden-
tical in construction, their flow configuration is determined
entirely by the flow path.

4.1 LMTD method

In almost all instances, industrial heat transfer devices are
operated in a counterflow (or cross flow) configuration, since
significantly improved heat transfer is obtained compared
with operating in the parallel flow configuration. The tem-
perature profiles for the hot and cold fluids passing through
the parallel and counterflow heat exchangers are shown in
Figure 9. The total rate of heat transfer through the heat
exchanger is the product of the thermal conductance and
a mean temperature. The thermal conductance is the prod-
uct of the overall heat transfer coefficient, U, and the heat
exchange surface area, A. The log mean temperature differ-
ence, �TLMTD, is introduced as

�TLMTD = �T1 − �T2

ln (�T1/�T2)
(20)

Therefore, the total rate of heat transfer is expressed as

q = UA�TLMTD (21)

The heat exchange conductance, UA, is the reciprocal of the
total thermal resistance across the heat exchange surface from
the hot fluid to the cold fluid. Therefore, the heat exchange
conductance is computed from

1

UA
= 1

(hA)h
+ Rw + 1

(hA)c
(22)

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, A is the
heat exchange area, Rw is the thermal resistance across the
heat exchange wall, and the subscripts h and c refer to the hot
and cold sides of the heat exchanger, respectively. Equation
(22) is restricted to unfinned surfaces. If extended surfaces
are attached to the heat exchange area, equation (22) requires
modification to account for fin efficiencies. Typically, equa-
tion (22) is used to determine the required surface area for
a heat exchanger design to achieve a specified amount of
heat removal or addition. When the heat transfer surfaces
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x

Thi

Tho

Tco

Tci

∆T1 ∆T2

x

Thi

Tho
Tco

Tci

∆T1

∆T2

Parallel flow configuration Counter flow configuration 

Figure 9. Hot and cold fluid temperature profiles for parallel flow and counterflow heat exchangers.

are equipped with extended surfaces (fins), the overall heat
transfer coefficient is computed from

1

UA
= 1

(ηohA)h
+ Rw + 1

(ηohA)c
(23)

where the temperature effectiveness, ηo, is computed from
ηo = 1 − Af/A(1 − ηf ). Here Af is the area of the extended
(finned) surface, and A is the total heat transfer area, which
includes finned and unfinned surfaces. The fin efficiency,
ηf , is determined based on the geometry of the fin. Fins
are typically included in heat exchanger design when the
convective heat transfer coefficient is low. Because liquids
usually yield high heat transfer coefficients, the liquid side of
a heat exchanger typically does not require finned surfaces.
In contrast, gases typically yield low convective heat transfer
coefficients and require finned surfaces.

4.2 NTU method

When analyzing the heat transfer performance of an existing
heat exchanger, the NTU method is more convenient because
the log mean temperature difference (LMTD) is not known
a priori. Therefore, a dimensionless variable, the number of
transfer units (NTU), is defined as

NTU = UA

(ṁCp)min

(24)

where (ṁCp)min is the smaller of the (ṁCp) value on the hot
and cold sides of the heat exchanger. Similarly, (ṁCp)max is
the larger of the values between (ṁCp) the hot and cold sides

of the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger effectiveness, ε, is
defined as the ratio of the total rate of energy transfer delivered
by the exchanger to the maximum possible heat transfer that
could be delivered by a heat exchanger with infinite surface
area

ε = q

qmax
(25)

and qmax = (ṁCp)min(Thi − Tci). The advantage of using this
type of analysis is that the inlet temperatures on the hot
and cold sides are known, and for a specific type of heat
exchanger configuration the heat exchanger effectiveness
can be expressed as a function of NTU and the heat capacity
ratio Cr = (ṁCp)min/(ṁCp)max. Once the heat exchanger
effectiveness is computed, the total rate of heat transfer can
be evaluated using equation (25). For a simple counterflow
heat exchanger, the effectiveness is evaluated from

ε = 1 − exp [−NTU(1 − Cr)]

1 − Cr exp [−NTU(1 − Cr)]
(26)

5 FURTHER REMARKS

Virtually all power and processing systems require thermal
management, and the demands on such systems are wide
ranging. Therefore, the design and configuration of thermal
management systems are diverse in size, power, materials of
construction, and configuration. When choosing a thermal
management system for a defined application, there are sev-
eral basic considerations that are typically considered. Three
important parameters that are useful for considering the merit
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of heat exchanger design include the power density (heat
transfer per unit heat exchanger mass), compactness factor
(heat transfer per unit heat exchanger volume), and coef-
ficient of performance (heat transfer per unit of electrical
power required to pump fluids). While the heat transfer anal-
ysis concepts introduced in this part are brief, they provide
an overview of some of the basic analysis tools available to
thermal systems’ designers. It is obvious that the complexity
of the analysis increases significantly as different modes of
heat transfer participate in the process and as the energy flow
tends toward multidimensional flow.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area (m2)
Cp specific heat (J kg−1 K−1)
Cf fanning coefficient of friction
Cr heat capacity ratio
F view factor
h heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1)
k thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
L length (m)
ṁ mass flow rate (kg s−1)
NTU number of transfer units

Nu Nusselt number
Pr Prandtl number
q heat rate (W)
q′′ heat flux (W m−2)
Re Reynolds number
Rw thermal resistance (K W−1)
T temperature (C or K)
�TLMTD log mean temperature difference (C or K)
U overall heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K)
ε heat exchanger effectiveness
ηf fin efficiency
ηo temperature effectiveness
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant (= 5.6704 × 10−8 W

m−2 K−1)
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1 PHASE CHANGE

Phase change can be used to transfer large amounts of heat
with relatively little temperature difference since the energy
required to transform liquid into vapor at a given pressure
can be quite large. The energy required to vaporize a liquid
is often much larger than the energy that can be removed by
sensible heating of the liquid.

1.1 Pool boiling

Pool boiling occurs when the liquid has zero average bulk
velocity. The boiling behavior is usually described by plot-
ting the heat flux vs. the wall superheat (wall temperature –
saturation temperature); a typical boiling curve is shown in
Figure 1.

Natural convection At low wall superheats (A–B), heat
is transferred from the surface by natural convection, and an

estimate can be obtained from the many correlations available
in the literature of the form

Nu = f (Gr, Pr) (1)

given in Fundamentals of Heat Transfer and Thermal Physics.
Nucleate boiling Nucleate boiling occurs when the wall

temperature is high enough to enable vapor/gas nuclei trapped
within cavities on the heated surface to overcome the surface
tension forces and grow into bubbles that depart the surface
(B–D). The heat flux increases very rapidly with wall su-
perheat once bubbles form. In the isolated bubble regime
(B–C), bubbles typically grow and depart from the surface
uninfluenced by the behavior of surrounding bubbles. As the
wall temperature is increased, more and more nucleation sites
become active and the bubbles can merge laterally and ver-
tically, forming large slugs of vapor (C–D). The Rosenhow
correlation (Rosenhow, 1955) is often used to estimate the
heat transfer in the nucleate boiling regime:

Cρl�Tx

hfgPrs
l

= Csf

[
q′′

µlhfg

√
σ

g (ρl − ρv)

]0.33

(2)

where Csf is a constant for a specific liquid–surface combina-
tion, from experimental data (Table 1), and s is 1.0 for water
and 1.7 for other liquids. This correlation is quite accurate if
the constant Csf is known or measured since it is a “fitting
parameter”. Subcooling of the bulk liquid (Tbulk < Tsaturation)
has been observed to have little effect on the nucleate boil-
ing heat transfer regime, but does extend it to higher wall
temperatures and heat fluxes.
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2 Heat Transfer and Thermophysics

Figure 1. Typical boiling curve (water, 1 atm).

Stephan and Abdelsalam (1980) used dimensional analy-
sis and statistical regression techniques to obtain best fits to a
wide range of pool boiling data. They assumed that the heat
transfer coefficient is a function of a set of experimental pa-
rameters and fluid properties, then used dimensional analysis
to obtain the corresponding non-dimensional quantities. The
regression analysis consisted of plotting the calculated and
measured non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient (Nusselt
number Nu = hL/k) for each of the quantities. The quantity
producing the smallest error was kept. The procedure was re-
peated using additional non-dimensional quantities until the

Table 1. Values of Csf in the Rosenhow correlation.

Surface–fluid combination Csf

Water–nickel 0.006
Water–platinum 0.013
Water–copper 0.013
Water–brass 0.006
Water–Teflon-coated stainless steel 0.0058
Water–polished stainless steel 0.008
Water–chemically etched stainless steel 0.0133
Water–platinum 0.013
Carbon tetrachloride–copper 0.013
Benzene–chromium 0.010
n-Pentane–chromium 0.015
n-Pentane–lapped copper 0.0049
n-Pentane–emery-polished nickel 0.0127
n-Butyl alcohol–copper 0.003
Ethyl alcohol–chromium 0.0027
Isopropyl alcohol–copper 0.0025
Benzene–chromium 0.010

error became statistically insignificant. The results are

Nu = 207X0.745
1 X0.581

5 X0.533
6 (3)

where

X1 = q′′

klTs

, X5 = ρv

ρl
, X6 = νl

αl
= Prl (4)

The error for the data is 22%. Better fits to subclasses of flu-
ids (water, hydrocarbons, cryogenic fluids, and refrigerants)
were also obtained.

Critical heat flux Critical heat flux (point D, alternately
known as maximum heat flux, peak heat flux, burnout point,
boiling crisis) occurs when vapor is generated quickly enough
that it begins to limit the supply of liquid to the surface.
Reliable prediction of this point is very important in the de-
sign of any high heat flux equipment since exceeding this
heat flux can result in transition into the film-boiling regime
(D–F along dotted line) and burnout of the heated surface.

One model for critical heat flux proposed by Kutateladze
and later refined by Zuber (1959) assumes that the interface
between the escaping vapor and the incoming liquid becomes
unstable resulting in vapor blanketing the surface. The max-
imum heat flux is given by

q′′
max,Z = 0.149ρvhfg

[
σ (ρl − ρv) g

ρ2
v

]1/4

(5)

The role of heater geometry can be taken into account by
including a term based on a characteristic length scale

q′′
max

q′′
max,Z

= f

(
L

Lb

)
(6)

where Lb =
√

σ
(ρl−ρv)g is the capillary length scale. The ratio

L/Lb reflects the size of the heater relative to the expected
spacing of the vapor columns carrying vapor away from the
heated surface near CHF. If L/Lb is near or below 1, a signifi-
cant alteration in the CHF mechanism is expected. The max-
imum heat flux for various heater geometries (finite plates,
spheres, cylinders, ribbons) was obtained by Lienhard and
coworkers and is given in the literature (Carey, 2008).

Transition boiling The transition boiling regime (D–E)
is an unstable regime that is characterized by a decrease in
heat transfer as the wall temperature is increased. It is gener-
ally accessed in heat transfer controlled systems by decreas-
ing the heater power in the film-boiling regime. This regime
can be viewed as a mix of nucleate and film boiling.

Minimum heat flux The minimum heat flux point
(point E) is usually the point at which the first stable vapor
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film forms on the surface. The heat flux can be estimated for
flat plates from the following equation based on the work by
Berenson (1960):

q′′
min = 0.09ρvhfg

[
σg (ρl − ρv)

(ρl + ρv)2

]1/4

(7)

where the vapor properties should be evaluated at the film
temperature.

Film boiling At very high temperatures, a continuous
stable vapor film covers the heated surfaces (E–F). Heat trans-
fer in this regime occurs mainly through heat conduction,
convection, and radiation through the vapor. For horizontal
cylinders, Breen and Westwater (1962) suggest

h =
(

0.59 + 0.069
λc

D

)
F

λ
1/4
c

(8)

in which F =
[
k3

vgh′
fg(ρ1 − ρv)ρv

µv(Tw − Tsat)

]0.25

(9)

h′
fg = hfg

[
1.0 + 0.34cpv (Tw − Tsat)

hfg

]
(10)

λc = 2π

[
σ

g (ρl − ρv)

]1/2

(11)

λc is the minimum wavelength for Taylor instability. Rela-
tions for other geometries such as vertical and horizontal
tubes are available in the literature (e.g., Carey, 2008).

Gravity effects on boiling Boiling is significantly af-
fected by buoyancy. In low-gravity environments, the magni-
tude of effects related to natural convection and buoyancy is
small, and physical mechanisms normally masked by natu-
ral convection in earth gravity such as Marangoni convection
can substantially influence boiling and vapor bubble dynam-
ics. Experiments to date have shown that commonly used
correlations do not properly account for the effect of gravity
on boiling processes. For example, the Rosenhow correla-
tion (equation (2)) for nucleate pool boiling predicts that the
heat flux decreases as g1/2, but it has been shown that the heat
transfer in microgravity can be higher than in earth gravity un-
der certain conditions (Lee, Merte and Chiaramonte, 1996).
The Zuber correlation (equation (5) in previous page) also
predicts that CHF decreases according to g1/4, but experi-
ments often indicate a much higher CHF. In fact, CHF values
in low gravity could be up to 80% compared to those ob-
tained in earth gravity under strongly subcooled conditions
(Kim, Benton, and Wisniewski, 2002). The boiling behav-
ior in low-g appears to be dominated by the formation of a
large “primary” bubble through the coalescence of smaller
bubbles. This primary bubble limits the size of the smaller
satellite bubbles by removing them from the surface through

coalescence, enabling new bubbles to grow and transfer en-
ergy. The size of the primary bubble is governed by the rate
of vapor addition at the base through coalescence with satel-
lite bubbles and condensation at the top under subcooled
conditions. Correlations to predict the heat transfer in low-g
environments are currently not available.

The effects of low gravity can be mitigated by using elec-
tric and acoustic fields to provide a body force to remove bub-
bles from the surface. Bubbles can also be swept off a heated
surface using bulk fluid movement. At high velocities, the
heat transfer becomes independent of gravity. An estimate
of this velocity can be seen in the work of Zhang, Mudawar
and Hasan (2008). A summary of the effects of low-gravity
on boiling heat transfer is provided in three review papers
(DiMarco, 2003; Kim, 2003; Ohta, 2003).

1.2 Flow boiling

Flow boiling heat transfer in macrochannels has been
extensively studied. A schematic showing the various regimes
during flow boiling in a vertical tube with low heat flux is
given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Flow boiling in vertical tube. Reproduced from Collier
and Thome (1994) c© Oxford University Press.
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Liquid enters the tube as a single-phase liquid. Nucleate
boiling then occurs with bubble departing the surface as in-
dividual bubbles. As the vapor quality increases, the bubbles
can merge to form vapor slugs, which can then merge to form
an annular flow. The heat transfer is typically high in this re-
gion and occurs by conduction through a thin liquid film on
the surface. The heat transfer drops sharply as the liquid dries
out and the flow transitions into the vapor regime.

Flow boiling in horizontal tubes is more complicated since
additional regimes due to stratification of liquid and vapor can
occur. At low qualities, bubbly and plug flow occur. As the
quality increases, stratified flow can occur with vapor above
the liquid. If the difference between the liquid and vapor
velocity is high enough, the interface can become unstable
and wavy. The amplitudes of the waves can grow so that
the crests reach the top of the tube, upon which the slug
flow regime is entered. Annular flow occurs at high vapor
velocities. The thickness of the liquid film can be significantly
thinner at the top of the tube and thicker at the bottom, so
drying out of liquid generally occurs at the top of the tube
first.

Three of the most popular methods to predict flow boiling
are summation models, asymptotic models, and flow regime-
based models. The early model proposed by Chen (1966) is
perhaps the best representative of the summation models and
assumes that the local flow boiling heat transfer coefficient
can be obtained by summing the nucleate boiling heat trans-
fer coefficient (hmic) and the forced convection heat transfer
coefficient (hmac):

h = hmic + hmac (12)

The nucleate boiling contribution was obtained using a
pool boiling correlation modified by a suppression factor
to account for the fact that nucleation is suppressed as the
flow velocity increases. The forced convection coefficient
is obtained from the Dittus–Boelter correlation based on a
two-phase Reynolds number (Dittus and Boelter, 1930).

NuD = 0.023Re0.8
D Prn (13)

where n = 0.4 for heating and 0.3 for cooling.
An example of an asymptotic model is that of Steiner and

Taborek (1992), in which the two heat transfer coefficients are
added according to a power law. In this model, the heat trans-
fer coefficient approaches the larger of the two and smoothly
transitions from one to the other. They suggested the form

htp = (h3
nb + h3

l )
1/3

(14)

A suppression factor for the nucleate boiling component is
not needed since it naturally becomes much smaller than the
forced convection components as velocity increases.

In flow regime-based models, the local flow boiling heat
transfer coefficients are predicted based on the flow pattern
and void fraction. For example, Wojtan, Ursenbacher and
Thome (2005a, 2005b) developed a heat transfer-based flow-
regime map for flow in a horizontal tube, then developed
submodels for each regime and verified them against exper-
imental data. Additional correlations for a variety of tube
surfaces, orientations, and fluid compositions are given by
Bell and Mueller (1984).

2 GEOMETRY

2.1 Extended surfaces

In most industry applications, heat transfer occurs between
two fluids separated by a wall, for example, shell and tube
heat exchangers. Enhancement of heat transfer on one or both
sides of the separating wall are usually used. The heat trans-
fer enhancement can be classified into active and passive
methods. Active methods include mechanical aids, surface
vibration, fluid vibration, electrostatic fluids, and injection,
which involve input of external energy to enhance heat trans-
fer. Owing to difficulties, costs, and performance stability
issues, active methods are not widely adopted. Passive meth-
ods are techniques used to enhance heat transfer by modifying
the heat transfer surfaces, changing fluid properties, or a com-
bination of both. Details of enhancement methods are given
in the literature (Webb and Kim, 2005; Manglik, 2003). The
heat transfer rate can be written as

Q = UA�T (15)

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, A the heat
transfer area, and �T is the temperature difference between
the two fluids. The aim of heat transfer enhancement is to
either increase the values of U and Q or to reduce values
of A and �T depending on specific applications and design
requirements.

A traditional method of modifying surfaces is to increase
the heat transfer surface on the side of the wall with a lower
heat transfer coefficient. A copper tube coil with expanded
aluminum fins as shown in Figure 3a is one example where
the heat transfer rate is increased on the air side of a residen-
tial air-conditioning condenser. Another example is extruded
integral fins, such as Trufin® tubes (Bell and Mueller, 1984)
as shown in Figure 3b, for enhancement of heat transfer on the
high-fin side. Selection of a method to enhance heat transfer
depends primarily on the heat transfer mode on the surface.
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Figure 3. Two examples of heat transfer enhancement by increasing the heat transfer surface (courtesy of Wolverine Tube, Inc.).

Figure 4. Examples of heat transfer enhancement by increasing wall flow turbulence: (a) roughening the tube surface (courtesy of Wolverine
Tube, Inc.); (b) inserting wire coils (Reproduced with permission from Champagne and Bergles (2001) c© Begell House, Inc.); (c) dimpled
surface (courtesy of Gas Technologies, Inc.); (d) staggered dimples on the inner surface (courtesy of Sumitomo Light Metal Industries);
and (e) cross-rifled inner surface (Reproduced from Nakamura and Tanaka c© 1973.).

Other issues such as fouling, corrosion, thermal stress, and
cost are important considerations as well for selection of an
enhancement method.

Single phase The methods adopted to enhance single-
phase (gas or liquid) heat transfer can be classified into two
categories. One category is to increase the turbulence near
the wall, thus increase the heat transfer coefficient while
the heat transfer area is essentially unchanged. Examples in-
clude roughening the tube side surface or inserting wire coils
in the tube as shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b. Another
example is the use of a dimpled surface provided by GTI®

for heat recovery applications as shown in Figure 4c.
The second category is to increase the heat transfer area

with or without increase in heat transfer coefficient. The two

Figure 5. Two examples of heat transfer enhancement by increas-
ing the surface area and flow turbulence for (a) offset strip plate fins
(Reproduced from So c© 1998. ) and (b) louvered plate fins (Repro-
duced from Broadbent c© 1990).

examples shown in Figure 3 are mainly employed to increase
the heat transfer area. The stripped fins and louvered fins
shown in Figure 5 are used to increase the heat transfer area
and promote flow turbulence.

Boiling surfaces The two categories of modified sur-
faces for enhancement of boiling heat transfer include struc-
tured surfaces and coated surfaces. Structured surfaces are the
most widely used in industries such as HVAC, petrochemi-
cal, and power generation, among others. An example is the
Turbo-B® tube for chiller applications, which has re-entrant
cavities on the outside of the tube to enhance boiling heat
transfer (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Turbo-B tube with re-entrant cavities on the outside of the
tube surface to enhance boiling heat transfer (courtesy of Wolverine
Tube, Inc.).
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Figure 7. Tube side surfaces to enhance boiling heat transfer coefficient: (a) surfaces of helical ridges; (b) tube side with inserts. Reproduced
with permission from Bergles (2000) c© ASME.

Tubes with enhanced inner surfaces to enhance boiling
heat transfer are widely used in residential air-conditioning
units. The enhanced surfaces include inner groove surfaces,
herringbone surfaces, and microfin surfaces. The size of these
tubes can range in OD from 1/2 to 5/16 inch (Figure 7a).
Prototype units using tubes with OD as small as 0.5 mm
have been developed. Compared to boiling heat transfer on
smooth inner surfaces, enhancements of 80–120% have been
reported. Other inside boiling surfaces are shown in Figure
7b. The use of re-entrant cavities on inner surfaces has not
been seen, probably due to manufacturing difficulties and
increased cost.

Condensing surfaces Condensation can be classified
as film condensation and dropwise condensation. Dropwise
mode (Figure 8) is more effective due to breakup of con-
densate droplets allowing effective vapor renewal at the cold
surface. As such, one method of enhancing condensation heat
transfer is to apply an organic coating on the condensate sur-
face to form dropwise condensation.

Figure 8. Dropwise condensation on a smooth surface. Reproduced
with permission from Hampson and Ozisik (1952) c© Professional
Engineering Publishing.

Figure 9. Extruded two-dimensional (a) and three-dimensional (b)
fins for enhanced condensation heat transfer on the outside of tube
surfaces.

Another method of enhancing condensation heat transfer
is by employing extruded fins (Figure 9). The mechanisms for
enhancement of heat transfer by this method include increase
in surface area for heat transfer and surface tension effects
on promoting condensate drainage from the surface.

2.2 Microchannels

The history of microchannels can be traced back to the
work by Kun and Czikk (1969) for HVAC and petrochem-
ical applications. Since the work by Tuckerman and Pease
(1981) for cooling of electronic devices, there has been a
dramatic increase in research on microchannels and poten-
tial applications. Kandlikar (2002) categorized channels or
tubes of hydraulic diameter in the range of 200 �m to 3 mm
as minichannels and those less than 200 �m as microchan-
nels. New technologies have been developed by shrink-
ing tube sizes from conventional tube-shell heat exchangers
(10–50 mm) to plate and frame heat exchangers (3–10 mm)
and then to mini or microchannel heat exchangers (dimen-
sions of less than 2 mm in heat transfer tubes or channels).
The advantages of new technologies by shrinking the deter-
ministic sizes include high volumetric heat flux and modest
pressure drop due to shorted parallel flow path. Heat trans-
fer surface compactness provides an overall robust design
in comparison with others. More importantly, reduced size
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Table 2. New product developments with microchannel technology for applications in residential air conditioners.

American Johnson
Company standard Trane Goodman Nordyne controls

Products with All aluminum All aluminum SmartCoil® Microtube Luxaire®

microchannel technology DuraCoilTM Spine FinTM TechnologyTM

and weight of microchannel heat exchangers are particularly
attractive to compact hardware for space critical applications
(e.g., off-shore applications, transportable systems, etc.).
Table 2 provides the most recent developments released in
the industry for residential air-conditioner units. Owing to
intellectual and proprietary issues, details of these technolo-
gies are limited.

Other microchannel applications being investigated are
cooling of high-power electronic devices. Details of this ap-
plication and state-of-the-art reviews can be found in the
literature (Garimella and Sobhan, 2003; Garimella, 2006).

3 JETS/SPRAYS

3.1 Jet impingements

Jet impingement can be used to obtain a very high heat trans-
fer due to thinning of the thermal boundary layer in the stagna-
tion region. Jets can be classified into many types as shown in
Figure 10. Free jet impingement occurs when a liquid strikes
a surface in the presence of surrounding gas, forming a sharp
interface between the two fluids. Submerged jets occur when
a fluid issues from an orifice into its own fluid. Confined jets
occur when the jet and exhaust fluid are confined between
two parallel plates. Wall jets occur when fluid issues from a
slot parallel to a surface. Nozzles can be circular, slots, or of
other shapes. Generally, submerged jets result in higher heat
transfer than free jets, and confined jets have lower heat trans-
fer than unconfined jets. Jets can also be arranged in arrays
to provide high heat transfer over a wide area.

For a single, circular, free jet impinging onto a heated
surface, the maximum heat transfer occurs at the jet cen-
terline and decreases radially outward. The local heat trans-
fer depends on many factors such as nozzle shape, nozzle-
to-surface distance, nozzle diameter, flow rate, and fluid
properties. Secondary peaks can be present where the flow
transitions from laminar to turbulent flow. Liu, Lienhard
and Lombara (1991) divided the heat transfer in the ther-
mal boundary layer into four zones for a laminar jet striking
normal to a heated wall:

1. Region 1: Stagnation zone directly underneath the jet
impact, 0 < r/d < 0.8.

2. Region 2: Momentum and thermal boundary layer
growth.

3. Region 3: Momentum boundary layer reaches the free
surface, thermal boundary layer still grows.

4. Region 4: Thermal boundary reaches the free surface,
and the temperature at the free surface increases with
radius. Transition from laminar to turbulent flow can
occur within region 4.

The area-averaged heat transfer from a disk of radius r due
to a single circular jet of diameter d striking a heated wall at
distance H can be obtained from (Martin, 1977)

Nu

Pr0.42
= G

(
Ar,

H

d

) [
2Re1/2(1 + 0.005Re0.55)1/2

]
(16)

Figure 10. Types of jet impingement.
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where

Ar = d2

4r2
(17)

G = 2A1/2
r

1 − 2.2A1/2
r

1 + 0.2
(

H
d

− 6
)
A

1/2
r

(18)

2000 ≤ Re ≤ 400 000

2 ≤ H/d ≤ 12

0.004 ≤ Ar ≤ 0.04

(19)

Impinging jets can provide very high heat transfer coefficients
directly inside the stagnation zone, but the heat transfer drops
off quickly outside this zone due to the development of a
thermal boundary layer. Arrays of jets can be used to mitigate
this effect. For an array of round nozzles spaced distance
S apart, the heat transfer is given by (Martin, 1977)

Nu

Pr0.42 = 0.5K

(
Ar,

H

d

)
G

(
Ar,

H

d

)
Re2/3 (20)

K =

1 +

(
H/d

0.6/A
1/2
r

)6



−0.05

G = 2A1/2
r

1 − 2.2A1/2
r

1 + 0.2
(

H
d

− 6
)
A

1/2
r

(21)

2000 ≤ Re ≤ 100 000

2 ≤ H/d ≤ 12

0.004 ≤ Ar ≤ 0.04

(22)

andAr = πd2/4S2 (inline arrays) orAr = πd2/2
√

3S2 (stag-
gered arrays).

One problem with jet arrays is that the impinging jets in
the center of the array can result in an outward cross-flow
of heated fluid that disrupts the jets near the edges, decreas-
ing their effectiveness. One way to overcome this problem
is to locally remove the liquid using an array of exhaust
ports around each jet. The MicroJet Cooling Array (MJCA)
developed by Mezzotech has demonstrated very high heat
transfer coefficients (up to 50 W cm−2 K−1) when using water
to cool finned surfaces, but very high flow rates are required
(∼11 liter min−1 cm−2). The pressure drop across the MJCA
was reasonable, ∼2 bar (30 psi), at this flow rate (Montanier,
2005).

The literature on jet impingement heat transfer is vast.
Good reviews of the literature covering single and two-phase
jets, slot jets, confined jets, and so on are in literature (Wolf,

Incropera and Viskanta, 1993; Webb and Ma, 1995; Lienhard,
1995; Li and Garimella, 2001).

3.2 Spray cooling

Spray cooling occurs when liquid forced through a small ori-
fice disperses into fine droplets which then impact a heated
surface. The droplets spread on the surface and evaporate or
form a thin liquid film, removing large amounts of energy at
low temperatures due to the latent heat of evaporation in addi-
tion to substantial single-phase convection effects. Heat trans-
fer rates, much higher than can be attained in pool boiling,
are possible with sprays since there is less resistance to the
removal of vapor from the heated surface. Other advantages
include the possibility of uniformly cooling large surfaces,
low droplet impact velocity, and no temperature overshoot.
Some disadvantages include the need for pumps, filters, and
the need to transport excess liquid and vapor to a condenser.

Various types of sprays can be produced by specific noz-
zle types (Figure 11). Hollow cone sprays are typically pro-
duced by forcing liquid tangentially into a swirl chamber or
by grooved vanes directly upstream of an orifice. The swirling
liquid exits the orifice as a ring of droplets. Full-cone sprays
are produced by forcing liquid through stationary vanes that
add turbulence. The shape of the spray can vary from circu-
lar to square to oval. Flat fan sprays are also available. Single
spray nozzles can be used to cool a small area chip, or arrays
of spray nozzles can be designed to cool larger areas.

Gas-atomizing nozzles use an air jet to help break up the
liquid into finer droplets at higher velocity. The air jet also
forms a stagnation point flow field, but the droplets do not
follow the streamlines and impact the surface. The air jet is
thought to thin the liquid film through shear forces, sweep
away the vapor, and reduce the vapor partial pressure above
the liquid film, enhancing evaporation.

Sprays typically consist of a wide range of droplet sizes.
The parameter that is generally used to characterize sprays
is the Sauter mean diameter, d32, the droplet size whose sur-
face area is representative of the average surface area of the
droplets:

d32 =
∑

nid
3
i∑

nid
2
i

(23)

An estimate of d32 can be obtained from a correlation sug-
gested by Estes and Mudawar (1995):

d32

d0
= 3.07

(
ρ0.5

v �Pd1.5
0

σ0.5µl

)−0.259

(24)
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Figure 11. Various spray nozzle types (Spray pattern photography courtesy of Spraying Systems Co., Wheaton IL).

The droplet velocity exiting the nozzle in liquid atom-
ized sprays can be estimated from (Ghodbane and Holman,
1991)

V0 =
[
V 2

tube + 2�P

ρl
− 12σ

ρl d32

]1/2

(25)

Spray cooling data are generally plotted as heat flux vs.
wall temperature – an example is shown on Figure 12 for

Figure 12. Typical spray cooling curve (FC-72, 93 ml min−1,
1.0 bar, Tsat = 57 ◦C, �Tsub = 28 ◦C, 2-cm2 copper heater).

spray cooling of a flat surface. At low wall temperatures,
the curves are typically linear, indicating the heat transfer is
dominated by single-phase convection, although some evap-
oration can also occur. Usually, the supply of cold liquid is
so high (in order to maximize heat transfer) that there is little
time for the heater to increase the local liquid temperature.
Liquid is swept away by fresh cold liquid before it can heat
up enough to generate a bubble. This suppression of nucle-
ation due to the convective effect of liquid sweeping across a
flat surface has also been observed in flow boiling by many
researchers (e.g., Chen, 1966). High wall temperatures are re-
quired to begin significant bubble nucleation. Droplet impact
onto the liquid film can also provide significant agitation, in-
creasing the amount of heat transferred. As the superheat is in-
creased, phase change becomes important as indicated by an
increase in the slope of the spray cooling curve. Temperature
overshoot has never been observed due to the entrainment of
vapor or gas into the liquid film. As the heat transfer increases,
dry out of the heater begins to occur in the regions outside
the droplet impact area. Progressively larger fractions of the
heater experience dry out until CHF occurs when the heat
supplied to the heater just balances the heat removal capabil-
ity of the liquid reaching the surface. CHF for spray cooling
is typically much higher than for boiling since the vapor gen-
erated at the surface by phase change can be removed from
the surface more easily.

Mudawar and Estes (1996) obtained CHF data using
Spraying Systems’ full-cone spray nozzles to cool a cop-
per surface with dimensions 12.7 × 12.7 mm2 with FC-
72 and FC-87. They found that the volumetric flux strik-
ing the surface could be predicted using purely geometric
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considerations for the nozzle used. The correlation presented
is given as

q̇′′

ρghfg
¯̇V

′′ = 1.467
[(

1 + cos
(

θ

2

))
cos

(
θ

2

)]0.3(
ρl

ρv

)0.3

×
[

ρf
¯̇V

′′2d32

σ

]−0.35 [
1 + 0.0019

ρlcp,l�Tsub

ρvhfg

]

(26)

and accounts for flow rate, drop size, fluid properties, and
subcooling. The claimed uncertainty is ±30%. Estes and
Mudawar (1995) validated this equation for water as well, al-
though some of the water data at high volumetric fluxes (5 ×
10−3 m3 m−2 s−1) and subcooling (�Tsub = 77 ◦C) were well
outside the ±30% uncertainty range.

Significant enhancement in spray cooling heat transfer
can be obtained by increasing the surface area of the heater.
Coursey, Kim and Kiger (2007) found that higher heat trans-
fer could be obtained by adding extended structures, partic-
ularly straight fins, to the heated surface. Adding fins also
resulted in the onset of two-phase effects (and higher heat
transfer) at lower wall temperatures than on the flat surface.
The two-phase regime was characterized by a balance be-
tween added area, changing flow flux, flow channeling, and
added conduction resistance. They also found that a much
larger percentage of the liquid sprayed onto the enhanced
surface evaporated than with the flat surface, thereby making
more efficient use of the fluid. A summary of the state-of-the-
art in spray cooling was provided by Kim (2007). Additional
reviews are provided by Chow, Sehmbey and Pais (1997) and
Yao (1994).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft thermal management is critical to ensuring that a
comfortable ambient environment is provided for passen-
gers and crew, that an acceptable operating environment is
provided for airplane systems and cargo, and that aircraft
structure is adequately protected from thermal threats.

Passengers and crew must be neither too hot nor too cold
regardless of the outside ambient temperature (OAT), which
can vary more than 70 ◦C during a typical flight. In commer-
cial aircraft, a cabin with poor temperature control can result
in passenger complaints leading to a loss of customers and

corresponding revenue for an airline. In military aircraft, pilot
discomfort due to poor temperature control can negatively
affect crew performance.

Aircraft electronics and systems are designed to operate
for a length of time or over a number of cycles in a specified
ambient temperature range. Maintaining the specified tem-
perature range is critical to ensuring adequate performance
and preventing premature failure of the system component or
structure. During a failure scenario causing a thermal threat,
such as a fire, an aircraft design must provide adequate struc-
tural and system performance to support continued safe flight
and landing at the nearest airport.

Aircraft thermal management entails developing thermal
designs that meet the needs of occupant comfort and safety,
system and structural operation and longevity during normal
operation, and survival during failure conditions. The ther-
mal design must also be economical and minimize weight.
Minimizing weight is critical to reducing aircraft fuel
consumption and its impact on the environment.

This article provides an overview of the multiple factors
that must be accounted for in addressing the aircraft thermal
management needs of a large commercial airplane.

2 OUTSIDE VERSUS AIRPLANE
INTERNAL AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Outside Ambient

Both commercial and military aircraft must operate in loca-
tions where the minimum and maximum ground outside
ambient temperatures regularly exceed −40 ◦C and 50 ◦C,
respectively. In Yakutsk, Russia, a city of 200,000 peo-
ple with regularly scheduled commercial airline service,
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Figure 1. Typical outside ambient temperature design conditions
for aircraft.

the average temperature in January is less than −40 ◦C
(Weatherbase.com). Meanwhile in Kuwait City, a typical
desert location with commercial airline service, the average
high temperature exceeds 44 ◦C during the warmest month
of the year (Weatherbase.com). Figure 1 shows a typical
commercial airplane OAT operating envelope (U.S. National
Research Council, 2002).

Military Handbook 310 (MIL HDBK 310) (Department
of Defense, 1987) provides extensive climatic data, which
are used to derive design and test requirements for military
aircraft structures and systems. The data include frequency
of occurrence of the extremes of weather conditions such as
ambient temperatures and associated relative humidity, wind
speed, hail size, solar loading, and rainfall, on both a regional
and worldwide basis. Commercial aircraft ambient require-
ments may also be derived from MIL HBK 310 since the
outside operating environment is similar.

Military handbooks provide guidance to contractors
developing military aircraft requirements, including thermal
requirements. There are also Military Standards (MIL-STD)
that explicitly state military aircraft requirements.

2.2 Pressurized Volume

Commercial airplane ambient environments in the pressur-
ized volume vary between the zones occupied by people,
electronics, and cargo. The aircraft operating scenario, OAT,
and location in the flight profile are also factored into the
temperature requirements. Internal ambient air temperatures
in the pressurized volume have a much narrower temperature
band due to the environmental control system (ECS). An effi-
cient aircraft thermal design provides the minimum cooling
and heating required to meet the temperature requirement for
each separate zone.

2.2.1 Passenger Cabin and Flight Deck

Human comfort drives a much more stringent temperature
requirement in the passenger cabin and flight deck (FD)
compared to the electrical/electronics (E/E) bays and cargo
compartment. A temperature near 23 ◦C is typically main-
tained in an occupied passenger cabin and flight deck for
normal operation. Cabin temperature requirements may be
relaxed for ambient or operating conditions that rarely occur
to avoid oversizing the ECS. Air velocity and relative humid-
ity requirements are also levied on the design to maintain
human thermal comfort. Thermal comfort (Fanger, 1967) is
maintained when the heat generated by metabolism can dissi-
pate to the surrounding environment at the same rate thereby
maintaining thermal equilibrium.

2.2.2 E/E Bays

The E/E bays have a higher acceptable temperature range
than the passenger cabin, as dictated by equipment qualifi-
cation and reliability requirements. Military Standards such
as MIL-STD-2218, “General Requirement for Electronic
Equipment,” define equipment temperature requirements for
military aircraft for both the pressurized and unpressurized
zones (Department of Defense, 1992). A maximum design air
temperature of 70 ◦C for normal operation is typically used
in an E/E bay (Moir and Seabridge, 2008). Commercial air-
craft electronics can have either similar or different thermal
requirements, which would determine the allowable E/E bay
operating temperature.

2.2.3 Cargo Compartment

Cargo compartment temperature requirements vary with the
type of cargo the operator carries. On commercial airplanes,
cargo can consist of passenger luggage with water-based
liquids that freeze at 0 ◦C, live animals that require an accept-
able temperature range to survive, or perishable items such
as produce and flowers. Dedicated cargo compartment air-
conditioning (A/C) systems are offered on some commercial
airplanes for customers requiring temperature control beyond
keeping cargo from freezing. The cargo compartment A/C
systems are particularly important to provide cooling for
animals that generate heat.

2.3 Unpressurized Volumes

Unpressurized volumes in a commercial airplane, as shown
in Figure 2, include the A/C pack bay, which is most often
located underneath the center wing fuel tank, the main wing,
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Figure 2. Commercial airplane unpressurized volumes.

and airplane tail. The wing includes the fuel tank and forward
and aft leading edge compartments, while the tail includes
the vertical and horizontal stabilizers and volume aft of the
pressure dome.

Commercial aircraft ambient environments in the unpres-
surized volume vary with the equipment heat generation
within the zone, ambient ventilation rate during flight,
solar loading on ground, and pressurized volume boundary
conditions.

Unpressurized volumes on an aircraft contain open areas
to drain water and allow equalization of pressures during
changes in altitude. Pressure differentials among the multi-
ple openings into the unpressurized volume produce ambient
airflow that ventilates the compartment. Consequently, equip-
ment located in an unpressurized compartment can face

extremely low air temperatures during flight, approaching
the ambient recovery temperature. The recovery temperature
is the temperature air reaches as it decelerates upon coming
in contact with the aircraft as the energy of motion is con-
verted to heat. The recovery temperature is lower than the
total air temperature since so, kinetic energy is not converted
to heat.

On the ground, the combination of equipment heat gen-
eration and solar heating of surfaces from direct or reflected
solar radiation can also cause large temperature excursions
beyond ambient. Heat-generating equipment includes power
feeders, hydraulic lines and components, bleed air ducts,
and electronic boxes. Equipment located in the unpressur-
ized volumes must be designed to accommodate these large
temperature swings during every flight and the adjacent
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structure sizing must account for heating effects of the
equipment.

3 SOLAR HEATING

Solar radiation affects both commercial and military aircraft
by raising the structure temperature on the ground, prior to
flight, increasing the vehicle cooling load, and affecting the
thermal comfort of the flight deck crew and passengers from
the direct impingement through the windows.

3.1 Structural Impacts

In flight, the effect of solar heating on structure is minor due
to the high convective cooling rates, unlike the ground condi-
tion. Solar heating can increase structure temperatures 50 ◦C
above OAT on ground for some aircraft surfaces that have
optical properties conducive to higher temperatures. This is
most common for a desert environment close to solar noon
during the summer months when calm air minimizes convec-
tive cooling. Calm winds may also result from a commercial
airplane sitting next to a terminal while loading passengers.
The temperature increase is important because materials tend
to lose strength and material degradation may increase during
exposure to higher temperatures. This is particularly true for
composite materials, which contain adhesives designed for a
specified operating temperature range.

Peak solar heated temperatures on the curved surfaces of
an aircraft will vary depending on their location. Peak crown
structure temperatures due to solar heating occur close to
solar noon when the incident load is greatest on the upper
fuselage surfaces. For lower lobe surfaces, the maximum
temperature will occur later in the afternoon when reflec-
tions from the ground are greater and the sun rays are more
perpendicular to the aircraft surface due to the lower sun
angle from the horizon. A thermal engineer must be able to
model the movement of the sun through the sky to accurately
predict variations in peak solar heated structure temperature
with spatial location. Fortunately, commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) thermal analysis programs make it possible to easily
simulate the net solar flux on complex aircraft surfaces for
any location on the earth any time of the year.

Surfaces with higher solar absorptivities, which typically
appear to be darker to the naked eye, absorb more of the inci-
dent solar load increasing the temperature relative to lighter
colored surfaces. A higher surface emissivity, which most
paints have, will typically decrease peak structural temper-
atures due to increased radiation to the cooler surrounding
surfaces. This effect is strongest on surfaces with a clear view

to the sky. Sky temperatures can be estimated based on OAT
using the simplified empirical relationship of Equation (1)
(Garg and Prakash, 2006).

Tsky = 0.0552T 1.5
a (1)

where

Tsky is the sky temperature (K)
Ta is the ambient temperature (K)

Wind speed and direction relative to the aircraft have a
strong impact on the solar heated structure temperature and
must be estimated. Higher wind speeds increase convective
cooling, which reduces the structure temperature.

3.2 ECS Heat Load

Solar heating increases the ECS A/C system heat load by
direct impingement through the flight deck and passenger
windows and by heating the primary structure. Since flight
decks have relatively large window areas, the impact is much
greater than in the passenger cabin. The solar load increases
with altitude due to reduced atmospheric attenuation.
Margrave provides a method of calculating the increase of
solar load with altitude (Marggraf and Griggs, 1969). The
A/C system heat load from the increased structure tempera-
ture is insignificant during flight due to the dominant effect
of convective heat transfer.

3.3 Flight Deck Crew and Passenger Comfort

The flight deck on commercial airplanes and cockpit on mili-
tary fighter aircraft have large window areas that allow direct
impingement of solar radiation on the crew. The aircraft A/C
system must have adequate capacity to provide the tempera-
ture and airflow rate required to keep the crew comfortable.
The ECS typically supplies nozzles to spray conditioned air
directly on the crew on a commercial or military aircraft.
Fighter aircraft flight crew also wear pressurized suits that
include active cooling systems.

4 AIRCRAFT INTERNAL HEAT LOADS

Aircraft internal heat loads are produced by the occupants
and airplane systems. Systems generating heat on an aircraft
include A/C packs, avionics, bleed air, brakes, E/E cooling,
fuel, lighting, and hydraulics. While the A/C packs and E/E
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cooling systems are the primary source of cooling on an air-
craft, the waste heat generated by their operation can also
raise the temperature of adjacent structure and increase the
cabin heat load. Therefore, they can also be thought of as
aircraft heat loads. An example of this would be the heat
from an E/E cooling system fan that blows air through an
avionics box and is exhausted into the pressurized volume.
Aircraft thermal management includes removing the waste
heat as necessary to maintain an acceptable ambient environ-
ment in each zone of an airplane as well as providing thermal
isolation to protect aircraft structure.

4.1 Occupants

Passengers and flight crew produce both latent and sensible
heat through metabolic processes, which must be removed
from the aircraft. Sensible heat is transferred due to radia-
tion, convection, and conduction from the warmer surfaces
of the occupant to the cooler air, surrounding structure, and
passenger seat, respectively. Latent heat refers to the energy
required to remove the moisture from the air transpired from
a person. The sensible heat from the passenger or crew raises
the air temperature in the occupied volume, while the latent
load adds the heat to the airstream when and if the moisture
is condensed.

The sensible heat load depends on the air temperature,
activity of the occupant, and, to a lesser extent, air humidity.
A flight attendant who is moving will produce more sensible
heat than a sitting passenger. A commercial aircraft passenger
in a typical flight condition will produce about 70 and 40 W of
sensible and latent heat, respectively (U.S. National Research
Council, 2002).

4.2 Avionics

Reductions in avionics power dissipation due to technolog-
ical advances have been more than offset by the increased
electronics on commercial and military aircraft. In commer-
cial airplanes, enhanced in-flight entertainment (IFE) systems
and increased avionics continually increase aircraft cooling
needs. Thermal management of the higher power density,
increased avionics, and advanced weapon systems has been
identified as a critical factor in future military programs (U.S.
Air Force Scientific Advisory Board, 2007).

The majority of avionic power equipment is usually
located in an E/E bay on commercial airplanes, where ded-
icated cooling systems can remove much of the generated
heat. When the E/E equipment required for airplane opera-
tion exceeds the space available in the E/E equipment, bay

avionics boxes may be mounted throughout the airplane pres-
surized and, if necessary, unpressurized volumes. In other
cases, electrical equipment is deliberately located close to its
point of use outside the E/E bay. Passively cooled equipment
that requires no dedicated cooling is often placed outside the
equipment bay, since it does not require the expansion of the
cooling system.

4.3 Hydraulics

Hydraulic systems use pumps to move a fluid at a high
pressure from the reservoir to actuators that move flight con-
trol surfaces, operate wheel well and pack bay doors, thrust
reversers, brakes, and wheel antiskid systems. Pumps pres-
surize the hydraulic fluid and system component actuating
units operating, such as in moving a flight control surface
on an airplane, and heat the hydraulic fluid, which must be
cooled. In flowing from the actuating unit to the heat sink,
the hydraulic fluid dissipates some heat to the surrounding
airplane structure or fuel for lines in a fuel tank. The thermal
impact of hydraulic system tubes must be accounted for in
the structural design.

4.4 Power Feeders

On large commercial airplanes, power feeders transfer elec-
tricity generated by the engine, auxiliary power unit (APU),
or ground connection to the equipment and electronics occur-
ring throughout the aircraft. The engine is the main source of
electrical power during taxi and flight. The APU or ground
connection provides power prior to engine start.

Electrical current flowing through the wires creates waste
heat defined by Equation (2), which must be removed from
the aircraft.

P = I2R (2)

where

P is the power (J/s)
I is the current (A)
R is the wire resistance (ohm)

The heat generated by the current flowing through the wire
is proportional to the wire resistance and current squared. To
reduce the wire weight, which typically exceeds 1500 kg on a
single aisle commercial aircraft (Benthem et al., 2011), alu-
minum wires, which weigh less than copper but have a higher
electrical resistance, may be considered. ECS system design
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6 Fluid Dynamics and Aerothermodynamics

must accommodate the effect of wire losses and installation
details that affect wire temperatures to ensure acceptable air-
craft ambient temperatures and minimize heating of adjacent
structures or systems. Installation details include the dis-
tance between wires and structure. Thermal isolation may
be required for brackets holding the power feeders to the air-
plane structure depending on the material system strength
capabilities. The adoption of more electric system architec-
tures on new aircraft increases the magnitude of the power
feeder heat loads.

4.5 Brakes

Aircraft brakes dissipate the energy of a moving aircraft
through frictional heating of rotating disks (rotors) contacting
brake pads (stators), similar to a car brake. Stator temper-
atures can exceed 400 ◦C as the energy required to stop a
large aircraft is dissipated using the lightest possible brake.
The energy required to stop a large commercial airplane is
calculated using Equation (3).

E = MV 2 (3)

where

E is the energy (J) or (W/s)
M is the airplane mass (kg)
V is the velocity as the wheels hit runway (m/s)

Larger commercial aircraft also have thrust reversers,
which can divert the engine’s exhaust so that the thrust pro-
duced is directed forward, rather than aft at landing, as shown
in Figure 3.

The thrust reverser reduces but does not eliminate the
energy the brakes require to absorb to stop the aircraft during
landing. In addition, an airline customer may choose to rely
solely on the brakes.

Additional heat is added to the brakes during the airplane
taxi from the runway to the airport terminal. Some of the
energy absorbed by the brakes is dissipated to the outside
ambient while the landing gear is extended. The remaining
energy is transferred to the main landing gear wheel well
through radiation from brake surfaces to the surrounding
structure and convective heating of air being exposed to the
brake and stator surfaces. Ventilation of the wheel well due
to differences of the external pressures at the flow paths into
the wheel well provides in-flight cooling. The openings are
due to drainage holes and seals, which are not airtight.

Figure 3. Fokker70 thrust reverser. Reproduced from Wikipedia
(2011).

Aircraft thermal designs must account for the radiative and
convective heating from peak brake temperatures when the
wheels are retracted into the wheel well following takeoff.
This issue becomes more critical for high-frequency opera-
tions involving rapid turnarounds with short flights, which
allow less time between landings for the brakes to cool.
Thermal protection of the surrounding structure and airplane
systems, which could include heat shields or insulation, may
be required to ensure acceptable performance.

5 AEROHEATING

Aeroheating occurs when the aircraft skin heats up due to
friction between itself and air molecules. The skin in turn
heats up the aircraft interior and the fuel. This can occur
at transonic speeds for low altitudes and high OATs, or
with supersonic flight at any altitude. Since commercial air-
planes are designed to fly at subsonic speeds at high altitudes
where OAT is low, this is not a concern for normal opera-
tion. For the majority of the flight profile, the airplane skin
is much cooler and acts as a heat sink for a commercial
aircraft.

6 AIRCRAFT HEAT SINKS

Heat generated in an aircraft must be removed to avoid exces-
sive system or structural temperatures. The two primary heat
sinks for a commercial airplane are the outside ambient air
and fuel.
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6.1 Ambient Air

Ambient air cools aircraft structures heated above ambient
and removes waste heat by flowing over a skin heat exchanger
(HX) or through an air-to-air or air-to-liquid HX.

Skin HXs that transfer heat from either an individual air-
craft heat-generating component or E/E cooling system to
the outside ambient are ideally suited for electronics that
produce most of their in-flight heat. During flight, high con-
vective heat transfer rates, which can exceed 150 W/m2, cause
the airplane external structure to approach the ambient recov-
ery temperature. On ground, skin HXs are not very effective
due to low external convective heat transfer coefficients and
potentially high OATs. During static operation on ground, the
convective cooling rate of the external structure depends on
the wind speed and direction relative to the surface, OAT, and,
for some surfaces, sky and ground temperatures. A commer-
cial airplane sitting at an airport gate while loading passengers
may see convective cooling rates approaching free convection
due to still air when the engines are inoperative. In a desert
environment, OAT can regularly exceed 40 ◦C, occasionally
hitting 50 ◦C, providing a relatively high-temperature heat
sink that could exceed the temperature of the fluid requiring
cooling.

Ram air systems, which transfer airplane systems-
generated heat to ambient air flowing through a HX, are more
widely used on aircraft because of their ability to dissipate
more heat in a smaller volume compared to a skin HX. A ram
air system uses the dynamic air pressure at the inlet created
by the aircraft movement to produce airflow. During ground
operation, a fan draws cooling air through a HX.

A ram air system is shown in Figure 4.

6.2 Fuel

The fuel often acts as a primary heat sink on both commer-
cial and military aircraft to cool engine systems, hydraulic
systems, and electronics. Aircraft-generated heat may be
transferred directly to fuel entering an engine or into the fuel
tank. Inputting the heat into the fuel line supplying the engine
requires the balancing of the engine fuel flow rate with the

required heat dissipation to avoid raising the fuel tempera-
ture beyond the maximum acceptable level for an engine.
This may be a more acceptable option for engine systems
cooling since the heat generation rate tends to increase with
the engine thrust and associated fuel burn. This type of cool-
ing system usually includes a method to bypass heat around
the fuel flowing to the engine as needed.

For variable heat loads, such as the hydraulics system,
inputting the heat into the fuel using a liquid-to-liquid heat
exchanger is preferable. The heat load raises the bulk fuel
temperature, increasing the convective cooling of the fuel,
thereby removing waste heat from the airplane. Some of the
heat is also removed from the aircraft as the fuel feeds the
engine. The cooling capacity of the fuel tank decreases during
the mission as fuel is burned, which must be accounted for
in any thermal designs.

Fuel flammability deals with the risk of a fuel tank explo-
sion in the presence of an ignition source. The explosion of
Trans World Airlines (TWA) Flight 800 shortly after take-
off from the John F. Kennedy International Airport in 1996
led to an extensive investigation into the cause of the crash
and new requirements to prevent future tank explosions. One
of the requirements imposed on commercial airplane manu-
factures involves limiting heat transfer to fuel tanks, which
drives the insulation needs for some A/C pack components
as discussed in Section 7.2. In addition, modern commer-
cial airplanes include nitrogen generation systems (NGS) that
supply nitrogen-enriched air (NEA) to the fuel tanks to reduce
the risk of fires being generated from sparks and excessive
heating of the fuel.

7 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

An aircraft environment control system is responsible for
maintaining an acceptable ambient environment throughout
the vehicle. It includes a bleed air system or turbo compres-
sor to provide air to pressurize the cabin, an A/C pack to cool
the pressurized air, an air distribution system to supply con-
ditioned air to the cabin and flight deck, and cooling systems
to remove heat generated by the avionics equipment.

Figure 4. Ram air system.
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8 Fluid Dynamics and Aerothermodynamics

Figure 5. Typical turbofan engine. Reproduced with permission from The Boeing Company.

7.1 Bleed Air System

A turbofan engine generates high-temperature, high-pressure
air that may be bled from bleed ports to pressurize the cabin,
provide an air source for the air-conditioning packs, pro-
vide anti-ice protection by heating the engine cowl and wing
leading edge, and provide heat for the cargo compartment.

The engine compresses outside air that bypasses the core,
which is extracted from bleed ports located at multiple com-
pressor stages, as shown in Figure 5.

At low engine power settings, air is extracted at the higher
compressor stage to ensure adequate pressure for the system
requirement. Before being used, the bleed air must first be
cooled as it exits the compressor stage bypassing it through
an air-to-air HX (precooler) cooled by outside air, as shown
in Figure 6.

A precooler can lower the bleed air from more than
500 ◦C to less than 200 ◦C for certain operational scenarios.
The temperature reduction in the precooler is necessary to
ensure airplane safety by avoiding the risk of autoignition

Figure 6. Bleed air system. Reproduced with permission from The Boeing Company.
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Figure 7. Air-conditioning packs. Reproduced with permission from The Boeing Company.

and damage to structure and systems designed to function at
lower temperatures.

Some bleed air may be sprayed on the engine cowl and
wing leading edge as necessary to prevent ice buildup and
to pressurize the hydraulic system, water tank, and waste
water system (on older aircraft). In the more electric system
architecture, bleed air traditionally used to pressurize the
cabin may be replaced by ambient air compressed by a turbo
compressor runoff electricity produced by engine genera-
tors. The wasted energy associated with the precooling is
reduced by more electrical airplane system architectures,
which replace the function of bleed air with compressors
and electric motors. Eliminating bleed air extraction also
improves the engine efficiency and removes the weight asso-
ciated with bleed air ducting.

7.2 Air-Conditioning System

The A/C packs cool a portion of the bleed air or pressur-
ized air provided by turbo compressors, which is mixed with
warmer air recirculated from the cabin by the cabin temper-
ature control system to maintain an acceptable environment.
Brayton air cycle refrigeration systems (A/C packs) are com-
monly used to cool the pressurized air provided by the bleed
air system or turbo compressor to the appropriate temperature
for cabin and equipment cooling.

An air cycle machine (ACM) works by cooling the high-
pressure air using ram air and then expanding it in a turbine
to further reduce the air temperature. The turbine can either

drive a fan to provide cool air to the precooler or a com-
pressor, which raises the temperature and pressure of the air
before cooling the air further by running it through the heat
exchanger and turbine once again. A vapor cycle machine
(VCM), which uses a liquid refrigerant in a closed evapora-
tion condensation cycle, may be used instead of an ACM.

The A/C packs are often located below fuel tanks, as
shown in Figure 7 (Hunt et al., 1995). Adequate thermal
protection must be provided to the adjacent structure to min-
imize heating and higher fuel temperatures that increase the
flammability risk.

7.3 Air Distribution System

On commercial aircraft, air cooled by the A/C packs is mixed
with recirculated air drawn from the pressurized volume and
supplied to risers going up the sidewalls. The risers supply
overhead nozzles running the length of the passenger cabin,
as shown in Figure 8. Air is also provided to the flight deck
nozzles.

Cabin exhaust airflows to the lower lobe where the air
is either picked up by the recirculation system and mixed
with the air coming from the A/C packs or flows out of the
airplane through the outflow valve or airplane leakage paths,
such as cargo compartment or main cabin door seals. Cabin
exhaust air is mixed with air supplied by the packs to reduce
the amount of bleed air or engine power required to compress
ambient air in providing cabin cooling.
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Passenger
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Recirculation air filter
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Figure 8. Cabin air distribution system. Reproduced with permission from The Boeing Company.

7.4 E/E Cooling Systems

In commercial airplanes, much of the electrical equipment is
cooled by cabin exhaust air that flows over the avionics boxes,
as shown in Figure 9, on its way to the air distribution system
recirculation fan inlets or aircraft outflow valves. Actively
air cooled equipment is supplied by a fan that either blows or
draws cabin air through individual avionics boxes located on
equipment racks.

Heat removed from the actively cooled equipment may be
exhausted directly overboard, to remove the heat load from
the airplane, or used to provide cargo heating, as shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 9. E/E bay equipment. Reproduced with permission from
The Boeing Company.

Figure 10. E/E cooling system. Reproduced with permission from
The Boeing Company.

Liquid cooling systems are also used to transfer heat from
the electronics to a heat sink when high power densities pre-
vent the use of air cooling. An advantage of liquid cooling
systems is their ability to move more energy from the equip-
ment to the airplane heat sink using smaller tubes compared
to an air system. Space for systems run is extremely limited
on both commercial and military aircraft.

8 FIRE THERMAL THREATS

Fires can be extremely dangerous on an aircraft on ground and
especially while in flight. Passenger safety may be compro-
mised by noxious gases from the combustion process or the
failure of critical airplane systems or structure due to high
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temperatures. Commercial aircraft include safety systems
designed to detect and control fires that could jeopardize
passenger safety or airplane survivability.

Fire detection and control methods are mandated by
government agencies responsible for developing common
standards of safety and environmental protection in civil avi-
ation, such as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
in the United States and European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) in the European Union. Automated fire detection
systems are required in the main landing gear wheel well,
engine, APU, and cargo compartments. The engine and APU
also contain systems to extinguish the fires, while the cargo
compartments often have systems that either extinguish or
suppress the fire. The fire suppression system prevents the
fire from breaching the cargo compartment boundaries, but
may not always extinguish it. Once discharged, the airplane’s
cargo fire suppression system is designed to provide sufficient
suppression capability for the airplane to divert and land at
a suitable airport. A wheel well fire may be extinguished by
extending the main landing gear into the free stream while
the airplane is in flight.

Aircraft structure and systems must be designed to provide
adequate performance in these fire zones from the time of
ignition of the fire through the time of detection until the
airplane lands safely. Thermal analysis and testing are needed
to ensure that systems or structure critical to safe flight and
landing has adequate thermal protection to survive.

8.1 Cargo Compartment

Commercial airplane cargo compartments (Figure 11) carry
a wide range of combustible materials. Passenger luggage
may contain a host of approved toilet and medicinal articles
that contain flammable liquids such as rubbing alcohol, per-
fume, colognes, hair spray, nail polish remover, as well as
alcoholic beverages and small arms ammunition. After a fire
ignites, there may be a time delay before detection and the
release of the fire suppressant agent. Fires can be detected by
air temperature, smoke particles, or a combination of both.
The fire suppressant agent either extinguishes or suppresses
the fire, while reducing the cargo compartment oxygen con-
tent enough to prevent a rapid burning of material. Prior to the

release of the fire suppressant, flames at 900 ◦C or higher can
impinge on the cargo liner, raising the temperature of adja-
cent structure and systems. After the fire is suppressed, it may
continue to smolder at a much lower heat release rate than that
prior to discharge of the suppression system. The energy of a
smoldering fire may still impart significant, above the prefire
incident, levels of heat to adjacent structure and system com-
ponents, which must be accounted for in the airplane design.
The appropriate structural integrity must be maintained for
the increased thermal threat of the suppressed cargo fire.

8.2 Main Landing Gear Wheel Well

Main landing gear wheel well fires on rare occasions occur on
modern commercial aircraft. The most likely scenario for this
event involves the ignition of grease collecting on a wheel by
the hot brake surfaces. Fire detection can be accomplished
through the measurement of elevated temperatures in the
wheel well. High temperatures are often detected by loop
detectors that use changes in the electrical resistance of the
material to indicate elevated temperatures or by thermocou-
ples at discrete locations within the compartment.

This type of detection must distinguish between the ele-
vated temperatures generated by the brakes during normal
operation and a fire that is large enough to jeopardize air-
plane survival. The detection system must also account for the
effect of ventilation flows from the multiple areas to ambient,
such as door seals, drainage holes, and leading and trailing
edge cavities.

An in-flight wheel well fire may be extinguished by drop-
ping the wheel into the free stream, where it is blown out like
a candle. Structure and airplane systems affected by the fire
incident must be designed for adequate performance at both
a fire that is too small to be detected and the larger fires that
would be detected.

8.3 Engine/APU

Engine and APU compartments contain fire detection sys-
tems similar to those used in the main landing gear wheel
well. Fires in the engine/APU compartment are extinguished

Figure 11. Commercial airplane cargo compartments.
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by using electrically operated fire extinguishers and by shut-
ting down fuel to the engine.

The thermal effects of fires on airplane structure or sys-
tem components or transport elements can be modeled using
COTS CFD codes such as Fluent or the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) developed Fire Dynamics
Simulator (FDS).

9 MILITARY AIRCRAFT THERMAL
MANAGEMENT

Aircraft thermal management for military aircraft is very sim-
ilar to that for commercial aircraft. Military aircraft have
similar ECS as their civilian counterparts and must operate
in nearly identical outside ambient environments.

Military aircraft, however, face additional thermal design
challenges related to the need to dissipate much greater inter-
nally generated heat loads than the civilian aircraft due to
weapons systems and countermeasures. This trend in aircraft
power requirements is shown in Figure 12 (Mahelfkey et al.,
2004).

High-performance fighter aircraft face additional chal-
lenges of more degraded heat sinks due to increased operating
speeds that raise the ambient boundary (adiabatic wall) tem-
perature available for dissipating waste heat. Meanwhile, to
reduce aircraft detection by an enemy, low observable (LO)
constraints have decreased the available openings for ram air
heat exchangers, thus increasing the reliance on fuel as the
primary heat sink. Internal engines that contact structure pro-
vide an additional heat load that commercial aircraft largely
avoid with engines mounted off the wings away from primary
structure.

Figure 12. Trends in aircraft power requirements. Reproduced
from Mahelfkey et al. (2004).

The U.S. Air Force Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) iden-
tified aircraft thermal management as a critical limitation
to future fighter aircraft design (U.S. Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board, 2007). Their recommendations included
making system level thermal management a requirement
for all new vehicle development programs; developing and
maintaining an integrated suite of system level thermal
management tools, validated by hardware simulations; and
ensuring the development of critical thermal management
technology solutions.

Commercial aircraft, however, face more stringent
requirements with respect to maintaining a comfortable envi-
ronment for the passengers and crew. On a military aircraft,
the crew comfort is more likely to be sacrificed to meet
the mission needs than in case of a commercial aircraft,
where pilot, flight crew, and passenger complaints are con-
sidered to indicate design concerns that must be addressed.
Commercial airplane systems also face the greater challenge
of higher reliability and much longer operational periods
between maintenance, with expected operation of 8–16 h
per day for thousands of hours between major maintenance
activities.

10 CONCLUSIONS

Aircraft thermal management is critical to the design of a
commercial or military aircraft. It includes balancing the
thermal impact of airplane heat sources with the cooling capa-
bilities and design of ECS to ensure that acceptable ambient
temperatures are provided to aircraft pressurized volumes
and identifying thermal protection options for temperature
critical structure as needed to ensure aircraft survival and
passenger safety. Thermal design is now widely recognized
as a critical factor in developing more efficient aircraft since
designs to reduce heat transfer to structure that add weight
and cost must be traded against increasing structural capa-
bilities to accommodate higher operating temperatures. The
criticality of aircraft thermal management is also increasing
in both commercial and military aircraft due to the need to
remove larger amounts of waste heat generated by the growth
of electronics and the development of more electrically driven
systems architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the twenty-first century, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), the European Space Agency
(ESA), the Russian Federal Space Agency, the National
Space Agency of Ukraine, the China National Space
Administration, and many other organizations representing
spacefaring nations shall continue as new, robust space pro-
grams are implemented. Additionally, business corporations
are pursuing commercialization of space for enabling space
tourism and capital business ventures. Future space missions
are likely to include orbiting satellites, orbiting platforms,
space stations, interplanetary vehicles, planetary surface mis-
sions, and planetary research probes. Many of these missions
will include humans to conduct research for scientific and
terrestrial benefits and for space tourism. In this century,
humans will establish a permanent presence beyond Earth’s
confines. Other missions will not include humans, but will
be autonomous (e.g., satellites, robotic exploration), and will
also serve to support the goals of exploring space and pro-
viding benefits to Earth’s populace. This section focuses on

thermal management systems for human space exploration,
although guiding principles can be applied to unmanned
space vehicles as well.

All spacecraft require a thermal management system to
maintain a tolerable thermal environment for the spacecraft
crew and/or equipment. The requirements for human rating
and the specified controlled temperature range (approxi-
mately 275–310 K) for crewed spacecraft are unique, and
key design criteria stem from overall vehicle and opera-
tional/programmatic considerations. These criteria include
high reliability, low mass, minimal power requirements,
reasonable development and operational costs, and high con-
fidence for mission success and safety. This section describes
the two major systems that comprise a spacecraft thermal
control system (TCS) – passive and active. It also empha-
sizes the active thermal control system (ATCS), and its major
subsystems, for crewed spacecraft applications. Additionally,
some examples of specialized or advanced thermal system
technologies are presented, which may be enabling to future
space missions never before attempted like a crewed mission
to Mars.

2 OVERVIEW OF SPACECRAFT
THERMAL CONTROL

There are two types of thermal control systems employed for
spacecraft – active and passive. In some spacecraft such as
small satellites, a passive thermal system may be sufficient
to meet the thermal management requirements. Generally,
spacecraft with power levels of no more than a kilowatt can
be evaluated to implement only a passive system. This is
attractive to designers as this may provide a system with
reduced mass, less complexity, and increased reliability. An
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2 Heat Transfer and Thermophysics

active thermal system is required for larger spacecraft where
use of a passive system alone is insufficient, including those
with distributed systems/components, unique thermal man-
agement requirements (e.g., crewed missions), and/or large
power systems (generally in the range of a kilowatt up to
hundreds of kilowatts). Both active and passive components
and systems are described in the following sections.

2.1 Passive thermal control system

A passive thermal control system (PTCS) includes those sub-
systems and/or components that are not mechanically active
and generally do not contain flowing fluids. Typical PTCS
subsystems and components include specialized coatings,
insulation, heat sinks, louvers, heaters, heat pipes, and/or
materials with specialized surface finishes or treatments. As
an example, multilayer insulation (MLI) is typically com-
posed of thin sheets of special materials and is a common
component for spacecraft. MLI can significantly reduce heat
loss by radiation from the vehicle. The computation and/or
testing approaches, to quantify the benefits of MLI and many
other PTCS elements, are detailed extensively in Gilmore
(2002).

Another example of a PTCS component is heat pipes,
which are passive devices that use two-phase (gas/liquid)
flow by capillary action alone. Traditional heat pipes are
hollow pipes or channels with a working fluid inside, and
heat is absorbed at one end which vaporizes the liquid.
At the opposite end, heat is dissipated and condensation
occurs. The liquid is then returned via capillary pumping
to the “hot” end of the pipe by a channel or grooves in the
internal wall. Heat Pipes and Thermosyphons, provides a
more detailed overview of heat pipe designs and derivatives.

As an example for practical application, a unique design was
developed for large-scale spacecraft called the monogroove
heat pipe. This device, shown in Figure 1, was originally
designed and built for the Space Station Freedom radiator
panels (Brown, Ungar and Cornwell, 1992).

This heat pipe design was tested in zero gravity via a Space
Shuttle flight experiment to fully validate the design con-
cept. As the paper by Brown, Ungar and Cornwell (1992)
describes, the flight testing was successful and the heat pipe
was demonstrated for both expected nominal operations and
some transient conditions, making it a candidate for future,
large-scale spacecraft.

The general design philosophy for a PTCS is to achieve
thermal energy balance within an acceptable temperature
range by heat addition (e.g., heaters) and rejection (e.g., radi-
ators). Some components used in a PTCS are the same as
for an active system, but functionally perform differently. An
example is a cold plate, where in a PTCS the cold plate may
be directly mounted to a radiator for heat rejection, whereas in
an ATCS the cold plate contains internal passages for coolant
flow to transport the excess heat energy. The designer should
carefully complete a conceptual layout of the PTCS elements
and determine its performance under mission environments,
and then verify effectivity with analytical modeling and
testing.

2.2 Active thermal control system

A spacecraft active thermal control system is used in con-
junction with a PTCS, when the PTCS alone is insufficient to
meet thermal requirements. The overall ATCS includes four
major subsystems, as shown in Figure 2. A description of
each subsystem is given in the following sections, including

Figure 1. Diagram of NASA/Grumman share II monogroove heat pipe radiator. Reproduced with permission from Brown, Ungar and
Cornwell (1992) and the Northrop Grumman Corporation c© AIAA; and image of the test article mounted near the Shuttle Payload Bay
Door Attach, courtesy of NASA, image no. STS043-83-082.
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Figure 2. Diagram of a notional spacecraft active thermal control system.
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examples of spacecraft designs or concepts.

2.2.1 Heat acquisition subsystem

The heat acquisition subsystem (HAS) includes components
that acquire excess heat energy from spacecraft equipment
and the environment in the habitable area and transfers it to the
heat transport subsystem (HTS). Examples of components
in this subsystem include cold plates and heat exchang-
ers; both are in standard use for crewed spacecraft thermal
management and sized for the thermal load(s) the device
must accommodate. Advantages of using multiple cold plates
and/or heat exchangers distributed in the spacecraft include
the ability to acquire excess heat at a source and system redun-
dancy. However, disadvantages could include higher mass
and system complexity.

A typical cold plate is designed with a flat/level surface
and internal channels where coolant flows through. Pieces
of heat-dissipating equipment are directly mounted to the
cold plate, and conduction allows excess heat to be trans-
ferred through the surface material(s) to the coolant where
the thermal energy is convected away. An example of an
enhancing cold plate technology is compliant, carbon fiber
interface materials for mounting equipment (Xu and Fisher,
2006), which can reduce the surface, thermal-contact resis-
tance similar to using a thermal grease. Examples of alternate
or advanced cold plate designs include cooling jackets
(Stambaugh, 2002), which are cold plates compliant to vari-
able geometries, and cold plates fabricated from lightweight
composite materials (e.g., Hurlbert et al., 2004).

Heat exchangers are also common in crewed space-
craft thermal systems, and are used to transfer heat energy
between fluids at different temperatures. Liquid-to-liquid
heat exchangers are commonly used in crewed vehicles with
separate internal (i.e., in the habitated portion of the vehicle)
and external coolant loops. This allows a hazardous but more
efficient coolant, such as ammonia, to be used in the external
portion of the system with reduced risk of leakage into the
inhabited volume. An example of this type of heat exchanger
is employed on the Space Shuttle, where the inhabited area is
cooled via a water coolant loop which then transfers excess
heat via a liquid–liquid heat exchanger to an external Freon
thermal loop (Bond, Metcalf and Ascuncion, 1991).

Another type of heat exchanger, gas-to-liquid, is typi-
cally used for temperature and/or humidity control of the
inhabited portion of the spacecraft. An example of this archi-
tecture is currently in use on the International Space Station
(Carrasquillo, 2005) where air in the cabin is fed through the
heat exchanger and effectively cooled via the reduced temper-
ature fluid in the coolant channels. However, condensate may
then form and pose a challenge to manage under zero-gravity,

reduced-gravity (e.g., Moon’s gravity is approximately
1/6-g), and/or variable-gravity (e.g., vehicle launch and
ascent) conditions. Unique devices are usually combined with
this type of heat exchanger for that purpose, such as a rotary
water separator (Samplatsky and Dean, 2002).

2.2.2 Heat transport subsystem

The Heat Transport Subsystem functions to transfer heat
energy from the heat acquisition components/subsystem to
the heat rejection subsystem (HRS), for overall rejection from
the space vehicle and/or transport to equipment or a space-
craft region needing additional heat energy for operation. An
example is heating potable water for the crew’s use. Exam-
ple components and technologies for this subsystem include
tubing, connectors, single-phase or multi-phase (e.g., liquid–
vapor) coolants, accumulators, mechanical pumps, thermal
energy storage devices, and regenerators. It should be noted
that heat pipes can also be considered for passive transport of
heat energy to the heat rejection subsystem described in the
next section. Optimization of the overall HTS is important,
and modeling, therefore, plays a large role during the design
phase. Because coolant loops are common in crewed space
vehicle designs, special attention is warranted to factors used
for system design and optimization as listed below:

� type of coolant loops (i.e., internal vs. external),
� type of coolant(s) to be used (i.e., fluid selection and

single-phase or multi-phase),
� number of coolant loops and/or components (e.g., pumps)

for redundancy,
� overall environment the coolant must perform in (e.g.,

freezing point),
� system testing and ground processing prior to launch and

after landing,
� material compatibility of components in the HTS (e.g.,

soft goods such as bladders or seals),
� specific routing of the loops for optimization (e.g., reuse

of heat energy), and
� life expectancy or servicing/maintenance requirements

for the planned mission(s).

A recent example of implementing an extensive coolant loop
architecture for potential future space missions was the HTS
design for the Bioregenerative Planetary Life Support Sys-
tems Test Complex (BIO-Plex), a regenerative advanced life
support system, ground test bed (Morton et al., 2001). Pos-
sible architectures were studied, and it was decided to utilize
multiple internal coolant loops with water as the working
fluid for the various modules of the simulated planetary base.
A notional representation of a BIO-Plex internal coolant loop
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Figure 3. Notional diagram of coolant loop architecture within the BIO-Plex thermal control system. Reproduced from NASA.

and its integration into the overall TCS is shown in Figure 3,
including components for heat acquisition and overall heat
rejection.

Other examples of developing an intricate, coolant loop
architecture are TCS concepts for the Crew Exploration
Vehicle (CEV) shown in Figure 4. As described in Lewis
et al. (2007), possible configurations for the overall CEV
TCS were developed and modeled even prior to the selec-
tion of a prime contractor. In one concept, titled the CEV
Reference Configuration, dual coolant loops were employed
and used a single-phase mixture of 60% propylene glycol
and 40% water to collect and transport heat energy. Redun-

Figure 4. Artist’s concept of NASA’s Orion Crew Exploration
Vehicle in lunar orbit.

dancy was a key element of this concept, and critical TCS
components where connected and could be serviced by both
loops. An additional, smaller coolant loop was included to
circulate water to the crew’s liquid-cooling garments. This
loop interfaced to the primary coolant loops via a liquid-to-
liquid heat exchanger. The alternate ATCS concept described
in the paper was developed by the NASA Engineering and
Safety Center (NESC), called the Smart Buyer (SB) Team.
Again, two coolant loops were included and integrated to key
TCS components. However, the Smart Buyer concept had a
coolant loop designated as primary to be operated nominally,
while the other loop was designated as secondary and oper-
ated in case of a primary loop failure. The secondary loop
also employed a redundant pump, as startup of this backup
loop could be critical for vehicle operations and the pump
was identified as the key component of the transport loop.
Another significant design difference was the coolant selec-
tion in the SB concept, namely a silicone polymer called
Syltherm XLT (developed by the Dow Corning Corporation).
The rationale for using this fluid was its low freezing point,
which is attractive for the extreme space environments of the
CEV missions. It should also be noted that the SB concept did
not include interfacing to liquid cooling garments, but only a
gas-to-liquid heat exchanger to condition the suits. The paper
by Lewis et al. (2007a) provides other details of these initial
concepts for contrast and comparison.

As will be described later, the design of the TCS and the
overall space vehicle is an iterative process and many fac-
tors are considered prior to approving the final design. The
HTS and overall TCS architecture for the CEV continues
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to mature based on the prime contractor’s proposed concept
(Lewis et al., 2007b, 2008).

2.2.3 Heat rejection subsystem

The purpose of the heat rejection subsystem is overall rejec-
tion of excess heat energy produced by the space vehicle to the
atmospheric space or planetary environments encountered
during the mission. Examples of heat rejection components
and technologies include radiators, sublimators, evaporators,
spray boilers, and heat pumps. Generally, long-duration mis-
sions require the use of a radiator to preclude the need for
large quantities of a consumable coolant, such as water. For
shorter missions, or for a limited portion of a mission such
as the descent phase, evaporative heat rejection is a viable
option. An example of a hybrid HRS, using both radiators
and spray boilers, is the Space Shuttle. For cooling of the
auxiliary power units and hydraulics system, water spray boil-
ers are used prior to liftoff, through the launch phase, after
achieving orbit during initial maneuvers, prior to descent for
vehicle aerosurface checkouts, and during the descent and
landing phases. However, while the Space Shuttle is on orbit,
the payload bay doors are opened and radiators mounted on
the interior side are used for heat rejection as pictured in
Figure 5.

In case of some challenging environmental conditions
of space missions as described in the later subsection
called “Mission Environments”, special consideration must

be given to the HRS. An example is the harsh thermal envi-
ronment on the lunar surface, where the temperature depends
on surface location and the relative position of the sun (e.g.,
from approximately 120 K to 400 K at the lunar equator). For
a radiator that is designed to operate in this environment,
its operational or rejection temperature may actually be less
than that of the external environment, and therefore it cannot
reject heat energy. One possible solution is to provide a heat
pump as an integral part of the HRS to elevate the coolant
temperature to above the environment temperature prior to
the radiator, thus enabling heat rejection. One ground test of
this concept was conducted for a simulated lunar mission,
and it included a high-lift heat pump based on a two-stage,
vapor compression cycle (Morton et al., 1998). Addition-
ally, a single-stage, vapor-compression heat pump may be
viable for lunar designs (Ewert and Bergeron, 2005; Cole
et al., 2007). Other components and technologies to be con-
sidered for the HRS include radiator shades, thermal storage
devices/components and reflectors.

2.3 Control and monitoring

The final subsystem shown in Figure 2 is for control and
monitoring (C&M) of the overall TCS, and includes the
electronics hardware (e.g., computers, instrumentation) and
associated software to allow for autonomous control to the
maximum extent possible and practical. The rapid advance-

Figure 5. Radiators panels are shown mounted on the inside of the Space Shuttle payload bay doors. Reproduced from NASA, image no.
ISS013E79941.
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ment of technologies in this area warrants separate and full
treatment, not just for each individual subsystem or system
but for the overall spacecraft architecture and implemen-
tation. However, special attention should be given to the
instrumentation suite for health monitoring and overall TCS
control. Some important considerations are listed below:

� total number of sensors to implement including consider-
ation for redundancy,

� precision required for thermal control of various space-
craft zones and components,

� ease of implementation including calibration require-
ments,

� robustness of the hardware especially in the unique
spacecraft environment (e.g., radiation, electromagnetic
interference (EMI)),

� complexity of the overall architecture (e.g., wiring),
� mass, and
� power usage.

It should also be noted that emerging technologies, such as
wireless sensors, have yet to be fully demonstrated in crewed
spacecraft applications, and therefore have a lower technol-
ogy readiness rating. Use of advanced technologies warrants a
robust, ground-based development program, in addition to the
required verification testing conducted prior to flight in facil-
ities like the Shuttle Avionics Integration Laboratory (SAIL)
(e.g., Mayer, 1981).

2.4 Overall TCS design

For the entry-level engineer, the design of an overall TCS may
seem a daunting process. However with a general interactive
approach, the use of advanced modeling tools, and the ability
to test the system prior to flight, a reliable TCS is achievable
and will support mission success. In the simplest terms, the
TCS is designed and implemented to balance the heat loads
generated by the spacecraft systems with those of the exter-
nal environment during all mission phases, thereby carefully
controlling the habited zones and/or equipment within the
specified temperature limits. It should be noted too that the
spacecraft itself may be a variable in the balance, such as
its configuration. A prominent example is the Space Shuttle,
where as mentioned previously, the payload bay doors are
opened after a stable orbit is achieved to expose radiators
mounted inside for heat rejection. The design allows for por-
tions of the radiator panels to be deployed to radiate from
both sides thus increasing the overall heat rejection capacity,
or to remain stowed and radiate from only one side.

Another factor that can affect the heat balance of a space
vehicle is maneuvering, including heating from plumes from
the propulsion system(s) and unique operations like aero-
braking. A dramatic example of this was the Apollo transit
flights to the Moon and back, where the vehicle was continu-
ally rolled or rotated in a barbecue-type maneuver to vary the
sunlight exposure over the outer surfaces and support mainte-
nance within the temperature limits. The following sections
provide a description of key parameters and techniques to
design a spacecraft TCS.

2.4.1 Mission requirements

First and foremost in the design of any spacecraft system is
to understand the spacecraft’s mission and to generate fea-
sible requirements to support accomplishing the mission’s
objectives. Clearly, a spacecraft designed for transit to Earth’s
Moon with a crew would be very different from a smaller,
unmanned satellite to be operated in Earth orbit. Key TCS
design requirements are derived, at minimum, from the items
listed below:

� configuration and size of the vehicle,
� other spacecraft components and systems designs (e.g.,

propulsion, avionics),
� whether the spacecraft is crewed or autonomous,
� overall power levels/allocations and locations of the

energy sources,
� desired spacecraft operational lifetime,
� limitations on overall spacecraft and/or TCS mass,
� external spacecraft components/systems requirements

and whether they are required to be deployed during the
mission,

� servicing or refurbishment constraints,
� specifications for reliability, and
� limitations for mission risk.

It is recommended that before design begins, engineers
thoroughly review drafted or baselined mission objectives,
spacecraft requirements or specifications, conceptual space-
craft design(s), and the concept of operations. From this
information, the designer can formulate a listing of the
key design requirements for the TCS, and then proceed to
understand the environmental parameters for operations as
described in the next section.

2.4.2 Mission environments

Understanding the thermal environments that the spacecraft
will be exposed to during the course of its mission is critical
to the design and verification of the TCS. As an example,
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a radiator as a part of the ATCS is directly dependent on
the surrounding environmental temperature to perform effec-
tively in overall rejection of excess thermal energy. It can
be assured that the environmental parameters will change
significantly depending on the mission phase, like during
ascent versus when in a planetary orbit. One example is the
spacecraft may be exposed to direct sunlight during a plane-
tary orbit for extended periods which may produce extreme
heating, but then conversely may be exposed to the extreme
cold of deep space when on the dark side of the planet.
Another example is that the emitted energy of a planetary
body that the spacecraft views can vary, such as with atmo-
spheric conditions (e.g., cloud cover, dust storms), surface
features, and day/night cycling. It is recommended that the
TCS engineer/designer tabularize and/or model the environ-
mental conditions the spacecraft will encounter for its full
mission, from pre-launch processing through its landing or
the planned end of its mission life. The following sections
provide some considerations for characterizing the environ-
ments for the spacecraft, but further detailed treatment may
be found in other publications such as that of Smith and West
(1982).

While most spacecraft designs are optimized for the envi-
ronment encountered during the majority of their mission,
such as for Earth orbit or for a planetary surface, the designer
must also consider the pre-launch, launch and ascent phase(s)
of the mission. Maintaining the spacecraft conditions (e.g.,
temperature, humidity) within acceptable margins is critical
during all pre-launch processing, transport, on-pad servic-
ing, and for the launch itself. Special components or systems
are sometimes employed to control the spacecraft’s envi-
ronment, such as heaters, gas purges and/or air-conditioning
units. Operation or handling of the spacecraft itself may also
be required, such as actively powering its components or
systems for heating, or conversely turning components or sys-
tems off to prevent over-temperature. Another example would
be to encapsulate the spacecraft or place it within an envi-
ronmentally conditioned building. The ascent phases of any
mission, such as during liftoff through Earth’s atmosphere or
ascent from the lunar surface, should be assessed as well since
the environmental parameters are again dynamic and convec-
tion may be present. As an example, during ascent through
Earth’s atmosphere, the spacecraft external temperature may
rise dramatically due to aerodynamic heating, Earth’s albedo,
infrared (IR) exposure, and other factors. The designer should
predict the extreme environments that the spacecraft TCS
would be expected to perform under, or attempt to impose
constraints to the mission operations so the spacecraft is
not operated outside of set limits. The designer may also,
in this mission phase or others, recommend operations that

support maintenance of the spacecraft environment, such as
the environment temperature boundaries in which to launch
or operate.

For spacecraft with mission phases in planetary orbits or
with close flybys to a planet, the sun may likely be the domi-
nant factor in spacecraft heating. Orientation of the spacecraft
relative to the sun and the presence of thermal gradients over
portions of the spacecraft can also be challenges for the vehi-
cle health and operations. Other considerations for orbits are
the reflected sunlight from the planetary surface (i.e., albedo),
IR energy exposure, and high altitude atmospheric effects.
Of special consideration for Earth orbit is the presence of
charged particles in the Van Allen belts, and the TCS and
overall spacecraft may need to be assessed for this unique
environment.

For transit phases, such as a spacecraft leaving Earth orbit
on a trajectory to the Moon, the thermal environment may
be much more dynamic and extreme than in the launch orbit
due to constant direct sunlight exposure. It should be noted
however that the environmental temperature decreases with
increasing distance from the sun, and can be computed as
a function of that distance. There is a significant decrease
in temperature as a spacecraft travels to Mars or the outer
planets, and Mars is the planetary limit where the space-
craft experiences significant environmental heating due to
the direct sunlight.

For surface missions on planets or planetary bodies, such
as on Mars or Earth’s Moon, there are very unique environ-
ments to consider. As an example, there is no atmosphere
on our Moon, and a number of other factors affect computa-
tion of the surface environment including the lunar day/night
cycle, variances with geographical location (e.g., light side
vs. dark side, mountains and craters), low albedo (i.e., low
reflectance), and the presence of dust. Characterizing the
environment of Mars is an even greater challenge, given the
limited data available and the potential for global events like
dust storms that could affect the atmospheric and surface con-
ditions. Further work is necessary to evaluate the affects of
Mars dust on spacecraft, especially for systems critical to the
spacecraft health and operations. One example can be seen
by the significant reduction in effective emittance of radiator
coatings with simulated Martian dust applied (Hollingsworth
et al., 2006). Options to account for this in spacecraft design
would be to oversize the radiator(s), to design features to
prevent dust accumulation, or to plan operations to clean
sensitive portions of the spacecraft to prevent dust buildup.

For return to Earth, a spacecraft must pass through the
atmosphere and manage the extreme heating during entry. A
special thermal protection system (TPS) is required to pro-
tect the vehicle, and an example is the Space Shuttle where
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unique heat-resistant tiles cover a large portion of the vehi-
cle’s exterior surfaces. Another option for a spacecraft TPS
is to provide a heat shield with an ablative material applied,
which was the approach selected for the Apollo capsules.
However, the disadvantages of this approach are its weight
and the material is consumed during entry precluding reuse
or perhaps even refurbishment. Advanced TPS designs may
include active cooling of the heat shield and/or advanced
materials like metal alloys. TPS design is a specialized area,
and the designer should consult experts in the field and review
previous designs and advanced concepts to be knowledgeable
during the design process.

Other environmental factors play a significant role in
spacecraft systems design and performance, both natural and
induced. Examples of natural environment parameters to con-
sider are micrometeoroid exposure and plasma. Examples of
induced environments are the vibrations and shock loads of
the space vehicle during launch and other mission phases.
While these conditions are not detailed here, the designer
should fully evaluate all environmental parameters relative
to the TCS design and operations.

2.4.3 Concept development and modeling

Once the mission requirements and vehicle environments
are understood, the engineer may engage in formulating the
system, beginning with a conceptual layout and design. An
example can be seen in the previously referenced paper by
Morton et al. (2001) discussing the planetary test bed called
the BIO-Plex. The TCS design concept was developed for a
large, crewed, planetary-type base for long duration missions,
and it incorporated many subsystems in a highly distributed
architecture. Figure 6 shows the general layout and some of
the modules for the BIO-Plex complex. The multiple mod-
ules and functions would allow the crew to be self sustaining
to a large degree, including biomass modules where plants
could be grown as a food source and waste materials recycled.
The TCS concept for this test bed was thoroughly described
in the paper and included infrastructure subsystems such as
a heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) system
to provide environmental conditioning to meet the test bed
requirements. The architecture was also flexible to allow TCS
test articles to be evaluated for potential use in future space

Figure 6. BIO-Plex concept layout and modules for a simulated planetary base.
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vehicle designs, such as a solar vapor compression heat pump,
composite cold plates, and cooling jackets. Another example
of TCS development mentioned previously was the CEV and
early concepts are described in Lewis et al. (2007b, 2008).

A key element for any concept development phase is
generating a system model(s) and performing associated
analyses. This allows the engineer to evaluate the architecture
and performance of the concepts proposed in a cost effective
manner. Generally, more than one model is used to fully ana-
lyze the TCS, including commercial or customized software
programs to model the spacecraft components or subsystems,
predict the performance of the TCS elements like the coolant
loop(s) and radiators, provide working models of the envi-
ronments the spacecraft will encounter during the mission,
and develop power loads and profiles for various spacecraft
operational modes. Again, the paper of Morton et al. (2001)
provides an example of this process for the BIO-Plex, with
early models being developed to size the internal coolant
loops and evaluate the HVAC performance to meet environ-
mental requirements. Engineers should look for additional
references, such as Larson and Pranke (1999), for descrip-
tions of available modeling tools. Additionally, examples of
applying these models to spacecraft designs can be found
with a literature search of conference publications, journal
articles, etc. It should be noted that the TCS model(s) devel-
oped and/or the analyses results may need to be incorporated
into a higher-level, vehicle model(s) for evaluation of overall
spacecraft performance and critical parameters (e.g., power
levels, operating temperatures).

2.4.4 Testing

Once the concepts and initial modeling for the TCS have been
completed and hardware development has begun, it is typi-
cal to evaluate the design further by performing component
and integrated system testing. The engineering team should
plan and complete a test program as early in the design cycle
as is reasonable. Consideration must be given for program-
matic constraints (e.g., budget, manufacturing capability),
but also priority for having relevant supporting performance
data and validated models for major design events and other
program milestones. There are generally no hard rules or
guidance for the minimum testing required, and engineers
can encounter challenges to implementing a robust test pro-
gram including budgetary and schedule constraints. However,
an interesting study was completed in 2003 by students of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and this provided
relevant considerations for testing of NASA’s crewed space-
craft (Britton and Schaible, 2003). Designers and engineers
should review this and other articles in the open literature for
guidance.

One example of integrated testing of a complete spacecraft
thermal control concept is described in the paper by Edelstein,
Liandris and Rankin (1987), where a demonstration test bed
was developed and operated under simulated mission condi-
tions for an evolving ATCS architecture. Some of the unique
features of the test article included various types of cold plates
and heat exchangers for evaluation of heat acquisition perfor-
mance, an innovative, two-phase heat transport subsystem,
and heat rejection via Space Constructible Radiators (Alario,
Brown and Otterstedt, 1984). This test program was very
successful, and evaluated an early ATCS architecture con-
cept for a crewed space station. Design recommendations
were described to support future system development, includ-
ing components that required assessment under zero-gravity
conditions.

Results of testing and associated analyses provide criti-
cal data and recommendations to inform the design process.
After major design reviews or other key milestones, such
as the completion of integrated testing, the engineer should
iterate back through the mission requirements set, mission
environmental parameters, system design, and developed
models to make updates or optimize performance. The TCS
matures as the spacecraft design progresses and concludes
with a full certification program prior to flight.

3 CONCLUSION

An overview of spacecraft TCS design and development has
been provided, including the critical steps of understand-
ing the mission requirements and environments, developing
conceptual designs and system models, and implementing a
test program. An effective thermal system will maintain a
spacecraft in thermal equilibrium, between its generated heat
loads and that of the external environment, during all mission
phases.
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1 ORIGIN AND SCOPE OF CFD

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was born during World
War II, when scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory
were not only developing the atomic bomb, but also the
numerical tools to describe the violent flow created by such
a device. Among them was mathematician J. von Neumann,
who contributed the keystone method of artificial viscosity
for “capturing” shocks in numerical solutions (Richtmyer
and Morton, 1967) and is regarded as the father of CFD.
His method immediately challenged the world’s earliest pro-
grammable electronic computers.

In the 65 years of its existence, CFD has earned itself
a respectable place alongside the established disciplines
of theoretical and experimental fluid dynamics. It is a
branch of science that attracts mathematicians, physicists,
and engineers alike, possibly because of the strong sense of
empowerment it confers on its practitioners. Developers of

CFD methods create a virtual reality that users may popu-
late with anything that flows, regardless of scale. It could be
a trickle of molecules finding their way through a micro-
electro-mechanical system (MEMS) microchannel or the
river of air that lifts an entire airplane; it could be the flame
moving through a combustion chamber or the melting core of
a nuclear reactor gone unstable; it could be the earth’s restless
oceans and atmosphere or the gaseous disk of a spiral galaxy.
Moreover, the concept of flowing is broad: traffic flows over
multilane highways, and an ensemble of stars flows through
phase space; both may be treated with CFD. The bottom
line: CFD methods allow the user virtual experiments that
in the words of P.L Roe, would be “expensive, difficult, or
dangerous, [or] impossible” in the real world.

For most purposes, the fluid can be regarded as a contin-
uum, and its dynamics are described by conservation laws
cast in the form of partial differential equations (PDEs) or,
when formulated for a small but finite volume of fluid, as
integral equations. In CFD, these modeling equations are dis-
cretized on a computational grid, leading to finite-difference,
finite-volume, or finite-element approximations. If there are
not enough collisions in the fluid within the space and time
scales of interest, the fluid may no longer be regarded as a con-
tinuum; often, pseudo-particles are then introduced, moving
through a background grid, and transporting/exchanging the
fluid’s properties. In aerospace engineeering, this technique
is particularly used to describe the flow around a reentry vehi-
cle in the upper atmosphere (see Computational Modeling of
Rarefied Gas Flows).

Although CFD methods are often applied beyond the range
of flow parameters and space – time scales of experiments, the
reliability of computed flows can only be assessed under con-
ditions for which experimental and/or theoretical results are
available for comparison. Standard practice is to at least carry
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2 Computational Fluid Dynamics

out the same computation on a sequence of grids with increas-
ing resolution; such a “convergence study” provides insight
into the proximity of the exact solution to the PDEs modeling
the flow physics. But modeling errors remain, while, on the
other hand, the experiments used for comparison have their
own uncertainties in set-up conditions and measurement.

With so much riding on flow simulations, there is a
growing need and demand for methods of measuring and pre-
dicting reliability of computed solutions and computational
methods. Hence the current boom in the areas of Validation
and Verification (V&V) and Uncertainty Quantification (UQ)
(see Verification and Validation of CFD Based Turbulent
Flow Experiments).

2 CFD AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

While aerospace engineering is currently the discipline lead-
ing the ongoing development of CFD, the previous section
points out that CFD was not born within aerospace engineer-
ing. In fact, it was not until 1980 that aeronautics caught
up with the advances in CFD made in weapons’ research and
astrophysics; from then on, it did take the lead. This historical
development is sketched in the following section; the tech-
nical terms appearing in the text are explained in subsequent
technical sections.

2.1 CFD before 1980

Throughout the 1950s, CFD development in the United States
remained largely in the hands of the national laboratories in
Los Alamos and Livermore, home of the largest existing com-
puters, and was therefore chiefly used for weapons research.
The only academic player in the early development of CFD
was the Mathematics Department of New York University,
which boasted R. Courant, K.O. Friedrichs, and P.D. Lax
in its Mathematics Department and received major funding
from the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). In the USSR,
the work of mathematician S.K. Godunov was the most
significant; he contributed a method for compressible flow
(Godunov, 1959) after which most modern finite-volume and
discontinuous Galerkin (finite-element) methods are mod-
eled. For an account of the early development of CFD in the
USSR, read Godunov’s (1999) memoir.

The national laboratories produced large computer codes
capable of dealing with any combination of deformable
media: gaseous, liquid, or solid. There was little use for
these codes in aerospace engineering, which dealt chiefly
with low-speed steady flows that could be described as small
perturbations to a uniform stream, governed by the linear
potential equation.

The availability of electronic computers made it possible
to compute such flows with panel methods. In this approach,
the flow about, say, a wing is thought of as the resultant of
a continuum of vortices distributed over the discrete panels
approximating the wing shape. Imposing the no-penetration
condition on each panel generates a large linear system for
the panel-wise parameters of the vortex distribution. Once
this has been solved, the flow in the entire three-dimensional
domain exterior to the wing is known. This makes panel
methods unbeatable in efficiency – but they cease to be use-
ful when nonlinear effects, due to compressibility, become
significant. Early panel code development took place in the
1960s at Douglas Aircraft J. Hess and A. Smith, and at Boe-
ing P.R. Rubbert and G.R. Saaris. The methods were useful
enough that Boeing, Douglas, Lockheed, McDonnell, and
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) all had a substantial
effort in panel-method and panel-code development (Hess
and Smith, 1966).

At this point, it is worth noticing that supersonic flight had
already been achieved by the Air Force as early as 1947 and
that NACA changed to NASA in 1958, heralding the space
age, with its emphasis on rocket flight. But no focused effort
in CFD for compressible flow appears to have developed
within the aerospace community.

The core algorithm in the early compressible-flow codes
was only of first-order accuracy, meaning that the error in the
numerical solution decays with the first power of the mesh
width when the grid is refined. Not surprisingly, the 1960s
brought the exploration of second-order methods, which
promised higher efficiency, that is, greater accuracy achieved
for given computing time. In this decade, the contribution to
CFD by universities rose sharply as International Business
Machines (IBM) and Control Data Corporation (CDC) com-
puters became available to the wider academic community.

Best known from this era are the second-order method
of Lax and B. Wendroff 1960 and its 1969 variant due to
aerospace engineer R.W. MacCormack. Unfortunately, this
class of methods turned out to be of limited utility. Numeri-
cal oscillations created in the vicinity of a discontinuity would
drive temperatures, densities, and/or species concentrations
negative, making such methods suitable neither for comput-
ing supersonic flows with strong shocks nor for the mere
advection of water vapor or trace elements in the atmosphere.

A breakthrough in numerical analysis, and with it the
birth of modern CFD, came in the early 1970s as high-
resolution methods appeared on the scene. These are at least
second-order accurate when the solution is smooth, while
they capture discontinuities as narrow, monotone structures,
owing to the use of a limiter.

The first families of high-resolution methods were the
flux-corrected transport (FCT) methods of astrophysicist
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J.P. Boris and Collaborators, and the MUSCLs (Monotone
Upstream Scheme for Conservation Laws) family of astro-
physicist B. van Leer. Both kinds of schemes include a limiter
that reduces the higher-order terms in the update scheme so
as to avoid the onset of numerical oscillations. In an FCT
method, which is a predictor–corrector method, the corrector
step creates the higher-order accuracy; therefore, its fluxes
are limited so as not to create any new extremum. MUSCL
is a Godunov-type method, which means that the interaction
of discrete fluid cells at their interface is computed based
on the solution to the local shock-tube or Riemann prob-
lem (see Riemann Solvers in Aerospace Engineering). In
MUSCL, numerical oscillations are regarded as the result
of non-monotone interpolation of the discrete initial values;
the remedy therefore is to limit the values of the second- and
higher derivatives in the interpolant.

By the end of the 1970s, both techniques were mature
enough to be suited for widespread use. For a variety of rea-
sons, FCT methods were and are mostly applied to unsteady,
highly energetic, often reacting flows (Oran and Boris, 2001);
MUSCL (Van Leer, 1979), on the other hand, has become
the method of preference in many disciplines, particularly in
aerospace engineering.

Meanwhile, the aeronautical community had ventured into
nonlinearity in order to tackle the modeling of transonic
flow. While panel methods still remained an important tool,
computational aerodynamics passed through a sequence of
nonlinear flow models of increasing fidelity. The first two
were still potential-flow models, hence isentropic and irrota-
tional, but did deal with the transonic nonlinearity. Murman
and Cole (1971) were the first to compute discrete solutions
to the transonic small-disturbance equation; computations
based on the full transonic potential equation followed within
a few years. At NASA ARC, Beam and Warming (1978)
made a large leap, pioneering an implicit, compressible
Navier–Stokes scheme, implemented with aid of a kind of
dimensional operator splitting, “approximate factorization,”
also developed at ARC. In retrospect, the development of this
Navier–Stokes solver must be regarded as premature. Knowl-
edge of limiting had not yet reached aeronautics, so the Euler
discretization embedded in the Beam–Warming scheme was
oscillatory in the presence of shocks, hence not useful by
itself and not a good foundation for a Navier–Stokes scheme.

2.2 CFD development in the 1980s

The credit for introducing Godunov-type high-resolution
methods to the aerospace community goes to the Institute for
Computer Applications in Science and Engineering (ICASE,
1972–2002), established at NASA’s Langley Research Center

(LaRC) established by the Universities Space Research
Administration (USRA). ICASE was set up to have Lang-
ley engineers interact with US and foreign scientists, and it
handled this task so well that LaRC became the new leader
in the development of CFD, for aeronautics as well as for
general use, in the United States as well as worldwide.

Among ICASE’s visitors and their contributions, the most
prominent were mathematician A. Brandt (Israel), who intro-
duced multi-grid relaxation in solving the full potential
equation (1976); mathematician D. Gottlieb (Israel, †2008),
who introduced spectral methods; M.Y. Hussaini (India),
who headed a group studying transition to turbulence with
spectral methods; astrophysicist B. van Leer (Netherlands),
who introduced Godunov-type methods and matching clas-
sical relaxation methods, leading to LaRC’s CFL2D/CFL3D
Euler/Navier–Stokes codes (Rumsey, Biedron and Thomas,
1997); mathematician A. Harten (Israel, †1994), who
contributed total-variation-diminishing (TVD) schemes;
P.L. Roe (UK), who developed genuinely multidimen-
sional Euler methods, now called residual-distriobution
schemes (Deconinck and Koren, 1997); finally, mathe-
matician S.J. Osher (US), who, together with Harten,
developed essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) interpolation.
An anthology of ICASE-based papers on the subjects of
limiters, non-oscillatory interpolation, and Riemann solvers,
with historical and technical notes, can be found in the
book Upwind and High-Resolution Schemes (Hussaini, Van
Leer and Van Rosendale, 1997). Another source on high-
resolution schemes is the 30th anniversary issue of the
Journal of Computational Physics (Brackbill, 1997), which
reprinted a number of landmark papers on computational
physics, including the key papers on FCT and MUSCL,
and Roe’s (1981)much-cited paper, introducing the Roe–
Riemann solver.

The CFD methodology created in this period was so rich
that the interdisciplinary flow of information reversed itself,
with aerospace engineering now impacting weapons and
high-energy research.

The most influential contributions made outside the high-
resolution arena, and limited to aeronautical applications,
were due to aerospace scientist A. Jameson, who created a
suite of efficient Euler and Navier–Stokes codes using higher-
order artificial viscosity for stability, Runge–Kutta methods
for marching toward a steady state, and multigrid relaxation
for convergence acceleration (Jameson, Schmidt and Turkel,
1981).

The pure Euler era in aerospace engineering lasted only
5 years; in 1985, the first Navier–Stokes codes built upon
high-resolution Euler methods appeared. Convergence accel-
eration became more necessary than ever; both implicit
and explicit marching methods were explored. As vector
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computing became the norm, the relative efficiency of these
two strategies was modulated by the degree of vectorization
they would allow. A decade later, the same would happen
with regard to the degree of parallelization afforded. In the
later 1980s, grid adaptation, especially tree-structured adap-
tive Cartesian grids with cells cut at a solid boundary, suited
for Euler calculations, emerged as a research subject. At the
same time, fully unstructured grids for aeronautical problems,
first with triangular, later with tetrahedral cells, were being
developed. T.J. Baker (†2006) and Jameson (Jameson, Baker
and Weatherill, 1986) were the first to produce 3-D inviscid
flow solutions for a simplified airplane on a tetrahedral grid.

Toward 1990, most developers and users of high-
resolution codes for gas dynamics and aerodynamics were
rather satisfied with the performance of their codes in a
wide range of flow problems – except in the hypersonic
flow regime. By 1988, it was clear that highly successful
finite-volume codes like CFL2D produced bizarre solutions
of steady flow around a blunt body on perfectly smooth
grids, if the Mach number rose above 5. Typically, the bow-
shock would exhibit an asymmetric, tumor-like growth, or
“carbuncle.” Although insight in this phenomenon has greatly
increased since then, to date, no discretization has been found
that is “carbuncle-proof.”

The 1980s were the decade in which CFD started to be
taught as a new discipline at major universities. A brief history
of the teaching of CFD can be found in Van Leer (2000),
which is one contribution to a CFD Journal issue (Hafez,
2000) dedicated entirely to CFD education.

2.3 CFD development in the 1990s

In spite of the carbuncle, around 1990, CFD research started
to move away from developing basic Euler/Navier–Stokes
discretizations, turning to adaptive and unstructured grids
and formulating schemes for such grids. This opened up
the possibility of computing multiscale flows. In addition,
there was a growing research effort in treating more com-
plex flow physics, such as multi-fluid dynamics. The latter
area became more easily accessible in 1992 with the devel-
opment of the level-set method by W.A. Mulder, Osher and
J. Sethian, in which the fluid interface is defined as the zero-
level surface of a distance function for which an evolutionary
equation is available. Furthermore, convergence acceleration
for Euler and Navier–Stokes solvers remained a research
focus; a key achievement in 1998 was the computation of
inviscid lifting flow over an airfoil with N unknowns in
O(N) operations by D.L. Darmofal and K. Siu using a fully
explicit methodology that included local preconditioning and
multigrid relaxation with semicoarsening as essential build-

ing blocks. Finally, grid optimization, design optimization
and uncertainty quantification made great strides with the
advent of methods for solving the adjoint flow equations,
which detail the influence of each fluid element on the value
of some global design parameter such as the drag; the imple-
mentation of this methodology in aeronautical CFD is due to
Jameson (1989).

A quantum jump in computational power made the 1990s
the first decade of massively parallel, high-performance com-
puting and communication (HPCC, see High Performance
Computing for CFD) and of grand-challenge applications;
both types of activities were well funded and, to a significant
degree, steered research efforts worldwide.

2.4 CFD development in the twenty-first century

During the first decade of the twenty-first century, CFD has
become more powerful than ever owing to the circumstance
that massively parallel computing has come within reach of
every research group. There is a great diversity of challeng-
ing applications that require the treatment of increasingly
complex physics in the presence of an increasingly complex
geometry. Given this trend toward complexity, it is under-
standable that grid optimization, design optimization, and un-
certainty quantification remain important research subjects.

To handle physical complexity efficiently, it is advisable
to use a formula for the interface flux that requires very little
knowledge of the physical content of the system of equations,
such as the three-wave Riemann solver of Harten, Lax and
van Leer (1983); to handle geometric complexity, it is advan-
tageous to borrow generously from finite-element methods
(FEMs). Specifically, when expanding the subcell solution
in terms of a set of basis functions, it is becoming common-
place to treat the coefficients of the expansion as independent
quantities, each with its own update equation, rather than
to compute these by interpolating the solution in the cell’s
neighborhood. This potentially allows one to maintain an
arbitrarily high order of accuracy (Barth and Deconinck,
1999), which in turn may be used to counter the effects of
poor grid quality. By trading the mesh size (h) for the order
of accuracy (p) where the solution is smooth, and vice versa
where intricate spatial detail asks to be resolved, one arrives at
a so-called h–p refinement strategy, also regarded as essential
to modern CFD.

The chief example of a method in this class is the vintage
discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method (1973), which typically
uses a polynomial basis in each cell; the update equations
result from taking in a cell the inner product of the equa-
tions with each of the basis functions. How to match a DG
method with a multidimensional limiter that does not degrade
its potentially high accuracy is still a subject of research.
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2.5 Recommended reading

This brief history of CFD has focussed on the advancement
of basic algorithms for compressible flow. A more elabo-
rate narrative by the same authors, limited to developments
in North America (Van Leer, 2009), can be found in Vol-
ume 100 of the Springer series Notes on Numerical Fluid
Mechanics (Hirschel and Krause, 2009), which is a world-
wide retrospective on 40 years of numerical fluid mechanics
and aerodynamics. The volume also includes contributions
describing state-of-the-art CFD applications in a wide variety
of disciplines. Methods for low-speed flows are reviewed in
Drikakis and Rider (2005). For applications within aerospace
engineering, we refer to the various specialized chapters
in this encyclopedia, especially those in Volume 1, Fluid
Dynamics and Aerothermodynamics.

3 PRINCIPLES OF CFD

As CFD preoccupies itself with the numerical approxima-
tion of partial differential equations, it must subscribe to a
set of sound principles of numerical analysis. In this and
the next section we discuss these principles and some asso-
ciated analysis tools, illustrated by simple finite-difference
examples.

3.1 Discretization

A computer can only store and handle a finite amount of
information; thus, solutions of PDEs must be represented by
limited data. For this purpose, we usually divide the space–
time continuum into small domains (meshes or cells) by a
computational net or grid. The data may, for instance, be pre-
scribed as point samples in the nodal points of the net, suited
for finite-difference methods (FDMs), or as averages over
the interior of the meshes, suited for finite-volume methods
(FVMs). In these cases, the detailed behavior of the solution
inside a mesh must be estimated by interpolation. In contrast,
in finite-element methods (FEMs), the solution inside a mesh
is described in detail by a sum of basis functions, the weights
of which are independent data. The process of representing
the solution by a reduced set of data is called discretization,
as is any approximation of the PDE using these data.

3.2 Consistency

A numerical approximation to a PDE must be consistent
with the PDE, meaning that the error committed in the

discretization must vanish when the mesh size of the grid
is made infinitesimally small. To understand this, assume
the PDE has the form Dex(U) = 0 and its finite-difference
approximation is Dfd(u) = 0, where u is a discrete approx-
imation at the grid’s nodal points (j�x, n�t) to the PDE’s
exact solution U. We may regard these discrete values, un

j ,
as point samples taken from the exact solution to a slightly
different PDE Dex(u) = TE(u); this is called the modified
equation and its right-hand side the truncation error, named
so because it basically results from truncating a series expan-
sion of the exact solution around a nodal point. It should
vanish with some positive power of �x and/or �t. To
illustrate consistency and other concepts, we consider the
one-dimensional (1D) linear advection–diffusion equation,

Ut + aUx − µUxx = 0, a, µ constant, µ ≥ 0 (1)

widely used as a model for the Navier–Stokes equations. A
family of consistent update schemes with one free dimen-
sionless parameter q > 0 can be formulated on the stencil of
four nodal points shown in Figure 1; cast in the form most
resembling the PDE it reads,

un+1
j − un

j

�t
+ a

un
j+1 − un

j−1

2�x

−
(

µ + q(�x)2

2�t

)
un

j+1 − 2un
j + un

j−1

(�x)2
= 0 (2)

The q term is needed to stabilize the advection term (see
below). A full truncation-error analysis of this advection–
diffusion scheme is lengthy; here, we restrict ourselves to the
two limiting cases.

t
∆t

n +1

n
j − 1 j j + 1

x
∆x

j − 1
2

j + 1
2

Figure 1. Nodal-point stencil for the q-scheme. The dashed box
indicates the domain to which the conservation law applies.
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We first study pure advection, that is, µ = 0; the update
scheme then reads

un+1
j = un

j − ν

2
(un

j+1 − un
j−1) + q

2
(un

j+1 − 2un
j + un

j−1),

ν = a�t

�x
(3)

The dimensionless quantity ν first appeared in a 1928 paper
by Courant, Friedrichs and H. Lewy and is widely known
as the “CFL number.” By assuming a truncation error with
leading term �xC2uxx and expanding the finite differences in
equation (2) with Taylor series, using the modified equation
to eliminate time derivatives, we find

TE = (�x)2

2�t
(q − ν2)uxx + higher-order terms (4)

The presence of �t in the denominator of the leading error
term suggests that q should include a factor �t or, rather, the
nondimensional factor |ν|; otherwise, the error will blow up
if we take an arbitrarily small time step on a given spatial
grid. A choice yielding consistency is q = |ν|; this produces
the so-called upwind-differencing advection scheme,

un+1
j = un

j −
{

ν(un
j − un

j−1), a, ν ≥ 0

ν(un
j+1 − un

j ), a, ν < 0
(5)

Another consistent choice, q = ν2, due to Lax and Wendroff,
makes the leading error in (4) vanish, rendering the scheme
second-order accurate in space and time. In contrast, the least
accurate q-scheme, due to Lax and Friedrichs, has q = 1 for
all ν and therefore becomes inconsistent if we choose �t to
be as small as O((�x)2). Below, we shall see that this choice
is actually required for stability once diffusion enters and
dominates.

For pure diffusion, that is, a, ν, q = 0; the update scheme
reads

un+1
j = un

j + r(un
j+1 − 2un

j + un
j−1), r = µ�t

(�x)2
(6)

Its truncation error, with assumed leading term (�x)2C4uxxxx,
is found to be

TE = (�x)4

2�t
r(

1

6
− r)uxxxx + higher-order terms (7)

Anticipating that �t ∼ (�x)2, we estimate the leading term
to scale with (�x)2, indicating consistency.

3.3 Stability

An initial-value problem for a PDE is well posed if a small
perturbation to the initial values leads to a small perturba-
tion in the solution at any later time. When applied to such
a problem, a finite-difference method is said to be stable if a
small perturbation of the initial values leads to a small per-
turbation in the numerical solution at any fixed later time,
regardless of the mesh size. For steady-flow problems, this
“later time” gets moved to infinity, necessitating the stronger
absolute stability.

The most powerful tool for investigating if a difference
scheme is stable is the Von Neumann analysis, described fur-
ther in Section 4. It is much more straightforward to carry out
than a truncation-error analysis; for the general q-scheme (2),
the stability condition becomes

ν2 ≤ q + 2r ≤ 1 (8)

Observe that (8) includes a condition on the CFL number,
|ν| ≤ 1 or �t ≤ �x/|a|; in words: the time step is not to
exceed the time needed to advect across one mesh (see Fig-
ure 2). We may also say that the absolute advection speed
must not exceed the grid speed �x/�t, which is the speed at
which information can spread through the grid.

For pure advection one may actually choose ν = ±1; sta-
bility then requires that q = 1 for all q schemes. From (5), it
is seen that the schemes reduce to the upwind shift operator,
un+1

j = un
j∓1, that is, exact advection over a distance ∓�x.

This exactness for |ν| = 1 is a desirable property, not shared
by all advection schemes.

The lower stability bound for q can also be gleaned from
the truncation error (4): the leading term is a stabilizing

t
∆t

n + 1

n
j − 1 j j + 1 x

∆xj − ν

a > 0 a < 0

Figure 2. Graphical depiction of the CFL condition. Shown are
advection paths for positive (solid) and negative (dashed) advection
speeds. The point where the advection starts at tn (open circle) must
remain within one mesh width from xj .
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diffusion term if q > ν2. When q = ν2, the term vanishes;
the Lax–Wendroff scheme is stabilized by another error term
∼ (�x)3uxxxx, with negative coefficient.

The presence of diffusion restricts the time step more
strongly than the CFL condition. The balance between advec-
tion and diffusion can be described by the Péclet number
Pe = |a|L/µ (similar to the Reynolds number), where L

is a significant length scale; if we choose L = �x, we
get the computationally relevant cell-Péclet number Pe� =
|a|�x/µ = |ν|/r. To fix our thoughts we take the specific
case q = |ν|; stability then requires |ν| + 2r ≤ 1 or �t ≤
(�x/|a|)(Pe�/(Pe� + 2)). When Pe� is large, which can be
achieved by making �x sufficiently large, advection domi-
nates; the diffusion scale µ/|a| � �x is not resolved on the
grid. When refining the mesh, Pe decreases ∼ �x; �t ini-
tially also scales with �x. When refinement continues, Pe�

eventually becomes small, diffusion dominates, and �t ∼
Pe��x ∼ (�x)2; the diffusion scale is now well resolved.
With q ∼ |ν|, the truncation error for scheme (2) is not larger
than O(�t) for any value of Pe�, so the advection–diffusion
equation is always consistently approximated.

For pure diffusion, that is, a, ν, q = 0, the stability condi-
tion reduces to r ≤ 1/2. The truncation error (7) provides no
insight in the stability of scheme (6). In fact, for r < 1/6, the
leading term ∼ (�x)2uxxxx has a positive coefficient and is
destabilizing, but it is overcome by the diffusion term in the
PDE itself.

Observe that when diffusion dominates, the grid speed
�x/�t will go to infinity with mesh refinement. This relates
to the fact that the characteristic speeds of the diffusion
equation are ±∞: an initial disturbance propagates instanta-
neously along the entire real axis. An explicit update scheme
like (6) cannot mimic this but will approach the effect as
the grid gets refined and the PDE better approximated. In
contrast, an implicit update scheme such as the 1947 Crank–
Nicholson scheme,

un+1
j − r

2
(un+1

j+1 − 2un+1
j + un+1

j−1)

= un
j + r

2
(un

j+1 − 2un
j + un

j−1) (9)

produces {uj}n+1 as the solution of a linear system composed
of equation (9) for all interior j and the boundary conditions.
Thus, a disturbance spreads to the boundaries in one time step,
mimicking infinite propagation speed. The scheme is sta-
ble for all r > 0; its truncation error is O((�t)2) + O((�x)2)
when �t and �x are independently refined.

At domain boundaries, a discretization generally needs
modification as the stencil used in the domain’s interior can-

not be maintained, and boundary conditions are added that
need discretization. The tool to evaluate the stability of an
interior/boundary-scheme combination, fully developed by
1972, is due to B. Gustafsson, H.O. Kreiss and P. Sundström
(1972); its treatment falls beyond the scope of this chapter.

3.4 Convergence

When computing with one difference method a sequence
of discrete solutions on grids of ever-increasing spatial and
temporal resolution, we want to be sure that this sequence
converges to the exact solution of the problem. Already
in 1953, Lax proved his famous Equivalence Theorem
(Richtmyer and Morton, 1967), valid for a broad class of
linear approximations to linear PDEs. It says that the combi-
nation of consistency and stability of the difference scheme
is necessary and sufficient for convergence of the numerical
solution. This theorem is often applied beyond its bounds,
notably to nonlinear problems; still, consistency and stability
remain necessary conditions for convergence.

3.5 Monotonicity

Starting from a monotone initial-value distribution, PDEs
like the advection–diffusion equation generate a solu-
tion that remains monotone for all times. It is desirable
for a discretization to share this property with the
PDE; such schemes are called monotonicity-preserving or
non-oscillatory. Monotonicity-preserving schemes evidently
guarantee the positivity of a numerical solution starting from
positive data.

To design such a scheme, one imposes the condition that
the update scheme not create a new local extremum from a
monotone sequence of initial data. Godunov (1959) showed
that a linear update scheme of the form un+1

j = ∑k
l=−k clu

n
j+l

must have nonnegative coefficients in order to preserve mono-
tonicity; for an advection scheme, this unfortunately means
that it cannot be better than first-order accurate, that is, TE
∼ O(�x, �t). This is known as Godunov’s barrier theorem;
it can be circumvented by making the scheme nonlinear, as
explained in Section 4.

The q-scheme (2) has k = 1 and coefficients c−1 = 1
2 (q +

2r + ν), c0 = 1 − (q + 2r), and c1 = 1
2 (q + 2r − ν); requir-

ing nonnegativity yields the monotonicity condition

|ν| ≤ q + 2r ≤ 1 (10)

which is seen to be stronger than the stability condition (8).
Making q + 2r equal to the lower limit yields the most accu-
rate monotonicity-preserving scheme of the family; for pure
advection, r = 0, it turns out to be the upwind-differencing
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8 Computational Fluid Dynamics

scheme (5). For pure diffusion, ν, q = 0, the monotonicity
condition is the same as the stability condition: r ≤ 1/2.

A generalization of nonnegativity of an update scheme’s
coefficients is the property that increasing or decreasing any
one of the scheme’s input values causes the output value to
vary in the same direction; this property is called positivity
and remains useful in multiple dimensions. Another mul-
tidimensional concept, this one from pure boundary-value
problems, is the maximum principle, which says that the solu-
tion maximum on the domain or any subdomain is always
found on the (sub)domain’s boundary; it is desirable for dis-
crete solutions to have the same property.

3.6 Conservation

The equations of fluid dynamics express conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy; it is important for a dis-
crete approximation to express these same principles, in
particular, for the sake of producing the correct propagation
speed of shock waves. To understand this, consider the 1D
Navier–Stokes equations written in the divergence form or
conservation form,

U t + (F (U) − DUx)x = 0 (11)

where U is the vector of conserved state variables (density,
momentum density, and total-energy density), F is the vector
of their inviscid fluxes or Euler fluxes, and D is the matrix-
valued dissipation coefficient containing the viscosity and
thermal conductivity. Referring to the grid of Figure 1, we
recover an integral conservation principle by integrating the
PDE over the computational space–time cell [xj− 1

2
, xj+ 1

2
] ×

[tn, tn+1]:

U
n+1
j − U

n

j

�t
+

〈F − DUx〉n+ 1
2

j+ 1
2

− 〈F − DUx〉n+ 1
2

j− 1
2

�x
=0 (12)

here, overhead bar and angled brackets indicate uniform aver-
aging over the space and time intervals, respectively, with the
intervals labeled by their midpoint. The above equation shows
that the amount of the quantity U contained in the space inter-
val (= U�x) can only change in time because of what flows
in or out through the boundaries (= ∓〈F − DUx〉�t). This
is the integral conservation property from which in the invis-
cid case (D = 0) the jump equations for shock propagation
derive. Equation (12) looks like a discrete scheme but is exact;
numerical errors will be committed once we approximate the
time integral of the flux.

As an example, we extend the finite-difference q-scheme
(2) to the nonlinear system (11), while converting it to a
finite-volume scheme by regarding the discrete data as cell

averages. The resulting scheme approximates the Navier–

Stokes flux 〈FNS〉n+ 1
2

j+ 1
2

by

FNS(un
j , u

n
j+1) = 1

2
{F (un

j ) + F (un
j+1)}

−
(

(�x)2

2�t
Q(un

j , u
n
j+1) + D(un

j , u
n
j+1)

)
un

j+1 − un
j

�x
(13)

where Q is a suitable matrix satisfying a stability or mono-
tonicity constraint. FNS(un

j , u
n
j+1) is called a “numerical flux

function”; it must at least satisfy the consistency condition
F (U, U) = F (U). The use of a unique numerical flux value
at each flux point xj+ 1

2
and a unique way of evaluating uj

at each time level results in cancellation of all interior terms
when summing equation (12) over a domain in space–time,
leaving only values near the domain boundary to contribute;
thus, conservation in the large is ensured.

Within the Navier–Stokes flux it is especially the inviscid
contribution that has been the subject of extensive numerical
research. A classification of numerical Euler flux func-
tions starts with the flux arising at xj+ 1

2
after the initial

discontinuity between the input states uj and uj+1 (thought
to extend uniformly away from the interface) breaks up,
as in a shock tube. This interaction problem is known as
Riemann’s initial-value problem; its exact solution is known
and was first used by Godunov (1959). The numerical
flux based on this solution is automatically upwind biased.
Any other flux function may be regarded as deriving from
an “approximate Riemann solver;” Riemann Solvers in
Aerospace Engineering is dedicated to this subject.

3.7 Irreversibility

For a discretization of a nonlinear PDE to be capable
of describing shocks, it must be both conservative and
irreversible. Irreversibility is needed to account for the irre-
versible processes (friction and heat conduction) that occur
inside a shock, even if the shock is regarded as a mathe-
matical discontinuity. This was already understood by Von
Neumann, who was the first to include artificial viscosity
(Richtmyer and Morton, 1967) in a scheme for compressible
flow. Without such a term, schemes will become unstable
or violently oscillatory when shocks arise. Hence, the time-
reversible leap-frog scheme,

un+2
j = un

j − ν(un+1
j+1) − un+1

j−1) (14)

may be used for linear-wave propagation, for example, in
acoustics, but should not be extended and applied to the
compressible Euler equations. Discretizations of the Euler
equations generally also include artificial heat conduction and
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even artificial mass diffusion; all kinds are collected under
the rubric of artificial dissipation. Although needed for sta-
bility in shocks, artificial dissipation is still a numerical error
and must be kept as low as possible elsewhere. Particularly in
Navier–Stokes discretizations, the artificial dissipation errors
stemming from the Euler terms must be kept sufficiently
small compared with the physical dissipation terms modeled
in the equations, lest boundary layers thicken unphysically
and computed drag values become inaccurate. Note that the
thickness of captured shock structures, typically a few mesh
widths, is grossly exaggerated, but this usually does not affect
the quantities of interest. Only if the actual shock structure
is of importance, as in hypersonics, it must be accurately
resolved by the grid.

4 ANALYSIS TOOLS

4.1 Von Neumann analysis

Von Neumann estimated the growth of solution perturbations
by a Fourier analysis of the update scheme linearized around
a constant reference state (Richtmyer and Morton, 1967); we
shall demonstrate the procedure in one dimension.

Consider a complex initial perturbation of the form
ε(x, 0) = ε0 exp(2�ikx), where k is the spatial frequency
of a single Fourier mode; when inserting these initial val-
ues into the finite-difference scheme linearized around the
state U0, the updated solution takes the form ε(xj, �t) =
gfd(U0, �x, �t, . . .)ε(xj, 0). Here gfd is the amplification fac-
tor associated with the scheme; this complex number depends
on U0, the mesh constants, and possibly some free parame-
ters. The condition for stability over a finite time interval
now reads |gfd| ≤ 1 + O(�t). The marginO(�t) allows finite
growth over a finite time and takes care of a possible source
term in the PDE; for advection-type problems, we have
O(�x) = O(�t), so this margin also allows smooth spatial
variations in U0 and in �x. By omitting the O term, we get
the condition for absolute stability, |gfd| ≤ 1.

When applying this procedure to the q-scheme (2) we find,

g(β, ν, q, r) = 1 − (q + 2r)(1 − cos β) − νi sin β,

β = 2�k�x (15)

and

|g(β, ν, q, r)| =
[

1 − 4
{

q + 2r − ν2

− ((q + 2r)2 − ν2) sin2 β

2

}
sin2 β

2

] 1
2

(16)

requiring absolute stability leads to the earlier result (8).

When applied to a system of PDEs, the Von Neumann anal-
ysis yields an amplification matrix G; the stability condition
must now be applied to all eigenvalues of G. It is relatively
easy to apply the Von Neumann analysis to the Euler ver-
sion of the q-scheme using the flux (13) with D = 0. We first
linearize the Euler equations, yielding U t + A(U0)Ux = 0,
where the matrix A(U) = dF (U)/dU is the flux Jacobian;
the amplification matrix then becomes

G = 1 − Q(1 − cos β) − i
A�t

�x
sin β (17)

The matrix Q is usually chosen to have the same basis of
eigenvectors as A; thus, G will also share these eigenvectors,
and stability can be ensured by applying the scalar condition
(8), with r = 0, to all eigenvalues gk of G, that is,

|gk| ≤ 1, k = 1, 2, 3 (18)

with

gk = 1 − qk(1 − cos β) − i
ak�t

�x
sin β (19)

in which the corresponding eigenvalues ak of A and qk of Q

appear. Typically, the eigenvalues qk, k = 1, 2, 3, are taken
to be the same scalar function of the corresponding ak or,
more precisely, of νk = ak�t/�x, that is, qk = q(νk); this
makes the analogy with the scalar case complete.

The eigenvalues ak are the so-called characteristic speeds;
for the Euler equations, these are a1 = u − c, a2 = u, a3 =
u + c, where u and c are the flow and sound speeds, respec-
tively. The stable range of the time step will be determined by
the speed largest in absolute value: �t ≤ �x/(|u| + c). This
must be regarded as a local stability condition, as u and c,
and, possibly, �x vary in space; at each time level, the time
step must be made so small as to satisfy the condition in each
nodal point of the grid.

Multidimensional schemes require a multidimensional
Fourier analysis, including independent spatial frequencies
in all directions.

4.2 Dissipation and dispersion analysis

As the Von Neumann analysis yields the exact solution to a
difference equation, in the form of its Fourier transform g,
a comparison with the amplification factor gex of the under-
lying PDE yields complete information about the numerical
errors committed in the discretization. In g, these show up
as an amplitude error, or dissipation, and a phase error, or
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dispersion. To illustrate these two types of errors, we consider
again the advection–diffusion equation (1) and its discretiza-
tion (2), emphasizing the case of pure advection (µ, r = 0),
which is most interesting.

The amplification factor of the exact solution to the 1D
advection–diffusion equation (1) is

gex(β, ν, r) = exp(−rβ2 − iνβ) (20)

to which we wish to compare the q-scheme’s amplification
factor gfd given by (15); for this purpose, we rewrite the latter
as gfd = |g| exp(iφ), with |g| given by (16) and φ by

φ = arg(gfd) = arctan
−ν sin β

1 − (q + 2r)(1 − cos β)
(21)

We will first consider the embedded advection scheme
(r = 0), which is seen to be both dissipative and dispersive.
It changes the amplitude of a Fourier mode per time step by
a fraction

|g| − 1 = −1

2
(q − ν2)β2 + O(β4) (22)

which means damping if the stability condition (8) is satisfied,
and it changes the advection speed by a fraction

φ − (−νβ)

−νβ
= −1

3
(1 − 3q + 2ν2)β2 + O(β4) (23)

which can take both negative and positive values. The ampli-
tude error ∼ β2, typical of a first-order-accurate update
scheme, dominates the phase error φ − (−νβ) ∼ β3, except
when q = ν2 (Lax–Wendroff), which reduces the amplitude
error to O(β4), making the scheme second-order accurate.
The phase error can be lowered to O(β5) by choosing q =
(1 + 2ν2)/3; this yields the low-phase-error (LPE) scheme,
which still is only first-order accurate because of its O(β2)
dissipative error. The latter can be reduced to O(β4) by an
anti-diffusion corrector step of the form

(un+1
j )cor = un+1

j − 1

2
(q − ν2)(un+1

j+1 − 2un+1
j + un+1

j−1) (24)

starting from the LPE scheme, it yields a third-order-accurate
result. This predictor–corrector procedure is the basis of the
FCT methods by Boris.

The upwind scheme, with q = |ν|, coincides with the LPE
scheme for |ν| = 1

2 ; for this CFL number, it can be shown
from (21) that the phase error is not just small but vanishes
for all values of β. This is a desirable property, shared by
higher-order upwind-biased advection schemes.

Time-reversible advection schemes like (14) have |g| = 1,
hence no dissipative error; as argued in Section 3, this is
not a desirable property when approximating nonlinear con-
servation laws. On the other hand, discretizations of the
diffusion equation usually have no dispersive errors. For
instance, scheme (6) has a real amplification factor, g(β, r) =
1 − 2r(1 − cos β), so it cannot affect phase.

4.3 Modified equation

Used primarily in the early years of CFD to describe proper-
ties of difference schemes, the modified equation usually does
not give more information than a truncated Fourier expan-
sion. For instance, the diffusion term of equation (4) on the
right-hand side of the modified equation contains the same
information as the damping term on the right-hand side of
equation (22). Thus, for a linear equation, the full Fourier
transform is to be preferred over the modified equation and,
in fact, may be used to conveniently derive error terms in
the modified equation up to any order. The only advantage
of the modified equation is that it can also be obtained for a
nonlinear difference scheme. In this case, though, it is often
used beyond its applicability, in particular, inside shock struc-
tures, where the truncated right-hand side makes little sense
because the power series does not converge.

4.4 Limiting

Godunov’s barrier theorem (Section 3) can be circumvented
by allowing an update scheme for the linear advection equa-
tion to be nonlinear, meaning that the scheme’s coefficients
may depend on the input data. There are several conceptu-
ally different ways to achieve this; most widely accepted is
the notion that the subcell solution, which is either explic-
itly prescribed (FEM), obtained by interpolation (FVM), or
tacitly assumed (FDM), must satisfy some kind of mono-
tonicity or non-oscillatory constraint. In practice, this comes
down to limiting the nominal derivative values of the sub-
cell distribution in cells at the foot and head of captured
discontinuities.

Non-oscillatory interpolation combined with conservation
requires at least three initial data per flux evaluations. Suitable
for limiting is 1968 upwind-biased second-order-accurate
advection scheme by J.E. Fromm, which for ν ≥ 0 reads

un+1
j =un

j −ν

[(
un

j + 1 − ν

2
δun

j

)
−

(
un

j−1 + 1 − ν

2
δun

j−1

)]

(25)
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(a) (b) (c)

u

x

Figure 3. Non-oscillatory interpolation for Fromm’s scheme. (a)
Standard linear interpolation in the middle cell; (b) Unlimited
(dashed) and limited (solid) linear interpolation in the middle cell,
in the case that the unlimited distribution undershoots the left cell
average; (c) Unlimited (dashed) and limited (solid) linear interpola-
tion in the middle cell, in the case of a local extremum in the middle
cell.

where δun
j = 1

2 (�−uj + �+uj) with �−uj ≡ uj+1 − uj ,
�+uj ≡ uj+1 − uj; the bars over the discrete solution val-
ues again indicate that we choose to regard the latter as
cell averages. To complete the finite-volume interpretation
of the scheme, we assert that at time tn in each cell, say,
cell j, a linear distribution exists of the form u(x, tn) =
un

j + (x − xj)δun
j /�x, xj− 1

2
< x < xj+ 1

2
(see Figure 3a);

applying the exact advection operator to this initial-value dis-
tribution means translating it over a distance ν�x during the
following time step. At time tn+1, the cell contains a piece-
wise linear distribution; averaging it yields precisely the value
un+1

j given by equation (25).
An initially nondecreasing sequence of cell averages may

develop an extremum if the gradient of any subcell distri-
bution is too large, specifically, if the values in the subcell
distribution go beyond the interval spanned by the neighbor-
ing cell averages. This happens when at tn the smoothness
monitor sj = �+uj/�−uj , which in a well-resolved smooth
solution takes values close to unity, exceeds 3, or is smaller
than 1/3. In Figure 3b, limiting is required to restrict δuj

to twice the lesser of �+uj and �−uj . In addition, an
existing extremum should not be allowed to grow; this
means that the gradient in the cell with the extreme u-
value should be set to zero (see Figure 3c). The full limiter
reads

(δuj)lim =




min{2|�−uj|, |δuj|, 2|�+uj|}sgn δuj

if sgn �−uj = sgn δuj = sgn �+uj

0 otherwise

(26)

This formula remains valid if equation (25) represents a dis-
continuous Galerkin scheme (a kind of FEM), with un

j and
δun

j as independent discrete data per mesh. (In that case, an
extra update equation for δun

j is needed.)
The limiter (26), published by Van Leer in 1974, is called

“double minmod”; it includes a large range of the smoothness

monitor, 1/3 ≤ s ≤ 3, for which no limiting is performed.
The nonlimited, linear scheme (Fromm’s) is called the target
scheme. On the other hand, the “minmod” limiter, first used
by V.V. Kolgan in 1972,

(δuj)lim =




min{|�−uj|, |�+uj|}sgn �−uj

if sgn �−uj = sgn �+uj

0 otherwise

(27)

which always chooses the finite-difference gradient smallest
in modulus to act as the subcell gradient, has no linear target
scheme. Another type of limiter that always acts is Van Leer’s
harmonic limiter also from 1974:

(δuj)lim =




[
1
2

(
1

�−uj
+ 1

�+uj

)]−1 = 4sj

(sj+1)2 δuj

if sgn �−uj = sgn �+uj

0 otherwise

(28)

It deviates from “double minmod” only by O{(1 − s)2} when
s is close to 1 and may be regarded as a smoothed version of
“double minmod”.

Next, we discuss the 1982 Van Albada limiter:

(δuj)lim = {(�+uj)2 + ε}�−uj + {(�−uj)2 + ε}�+uj

(�+uj)2 + (�−uj)2 + 2ε
,

ε > 0, ε ∼ (�x)3 (29)

It has two properties by design: (i) near a smooth extremum,
where �±uj has the magnitude O(�x)2, the limiting action
fades out, avoiding the clipping of the extremum that would
result from locally setting �±uj = 0; (ii) (δuj)lim is contin-
uously differentiable with respect to the input data un

j and
un

j±1, which helps prevent the solution from getting trapped
in a limit cycle when marching toward a steady state.

Finally, we present Roe’s “Superbee” from 1985,

(δuj)lim

=




min{2|�−uj|, 2|�+uj|, max(|�−uj|, |�+uj|)}sgn δuj

if sgn �−uj = sgn δuj = sgn �+uj

0 otherwise

(30)

a combination of a limiter, which reduces δuj where there
is danger of over- or undershooting, and artificial compres-
sion, which increases δuj where there is no danger of over-
or undershooting. The artificial compression is particularly
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effective in steepening the numerical profile representing a
contact discontinuity, which otherwise would spread with
time.

For discretizations of nonlinear advection–diffusion
PDEs, Harten developed in 1983 a monotonicity analysis
based on monitoring the discrete solution’s total variation,∑

j |uj − uj−1|, which increases with the appearance of a
new extremum. Schemes that do not increase their total
variation are called total-variation dimishing (TVD); all
above limiters except (29) render the Fromm scheme (25)
TVD.

The TVD concept does not have a useful extension into
multiple dimensions, but a 1986 concept by Harten and Osher,
ENO interpolation, does. This is a hierarchical interpolation
technique of arbitrarily high order, in which the stencil is
expanded to allow the computation of the next higher deriva-
tive, by adding the nodal point or cell that will result in
the lowest value of that derivative. ENO schemes are total-
variation bounded (TVB); the growth of the total variation is
only O(�x)2), in consequence of the preservation of smooth
extrema without clipping. The Van Albada limiter (29) also
makes a scheme TVB. ENO schemes are highly nonlinear,
having a continuously varying stencil and no embedded target
scheme; to overcome associated problems, C.-W. Shu 1996
developed weighted ENO (WENO), which does return to a
target scheme when there is no need for limiting. WENO is
used exclusively on structured grids for studying fundamental
flow physics problems such as transition to turbulence.

When computing multidimensional solutions on unstruc-
tured grids, the limiter used is most often an extension of
“double minmod” (equation (26)). Multidimensional limiting
is still a subject of research; the ENO principle of selecting
the lowest local value of a higher derivative among possible
candidates is likely to prevail.

5 ANATOMY OF A FLOW SOLVER

The principles described above lead to strong constraints on
CFD schemes. A practical scheme for aerodynamic prob-
lems – which often include shocks and are typically at
high Reynolds numbers – must meet the constraints of
consistency, stability, monotonicity, conservation, and irre-
versibility. Even within these constraints, however, there are
many possible schemes and many decisions to be made in
designing or choosing a scheme. A very brief outline of
some of the decisions is given below; a more full overview
can be found in Hirsch’s (1989–1991) reference work
on CFD.

5.1 Physical model

The first decision that affects the design of the solver is what
physical processes are to be modeled. If compressibility
effects are unimportant, a solver specifically designed for
incompressible flow will be simpler and more efficient
than the one that is able to span a range of Mach numbers.
Turbulence in flows can be treated in a number of different
ways; this can have profound effects on the design of the
solver. For flows that are assumed to be entirely laminar (a
small percentage of aerodynamic flows) or for flows in which
the turbulent length and time scales can be fully resolved on
the chosen grid (an even smaller percentage of aerodynamic
flows, see Direct Numerical Simulation of Turbulent Fluid
Flow), no separate closure is necessary for modeling turbu-
lence. For the vast majority of aerodynamic flows, however,
turbulence will be present but not resolvable on the grid. In
this case, a stable discretization of the Reynolds stress terms,
subgrid-scale terms, and additional equations for quantities
required to close the equation set may be necessary. (See
Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes Methods for a discussion
of Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes approaches and Large
Eddy Simulation for a discussion of large-eddy simulation.)

Other physical effects may also be present: chemical reac-
tions, multi-phase flows, and fluid–structure interactions are
three of the more common ones in aerodynamics. Reacting
flows lead to large, stiff systems of ordinary differential equa-
tions coupled to the flow equations; multi-phase flows require
tracking of interfaces between materials and special treatment
at the interfaces; fluid–structure interactions require careful
design of numerical boundary procedures, and often lend
themselves to Lagrangean or mixed Lagrangean/Eulerian
treatment of the flow.

5.2 Basic discretizations and grids

As mentioned previously, the three most common discretiza-
tions lead to finite-difference, finite-volume, and finite-
element methods. In addition to the choice of discretization,
a grid type is also chosen. Finite-difference methods are com-
monly used on structured grids, in which the grid points
can naturally be stored in array-type data structures. Finite-
volume and finite-element techniques are preferred on grids
that do not lend themselves to arrays; linked-list data struc-
tures are typically used in this case. In addition, grids can be
constructed from multiple abutting array-structured blocks
(multi-block grids), overlapping array-structured blocks
(overset grids), or dynamically adapting sets of points (adap-
tive grids, see Grid Generation Techniques).
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5.3 Spatial discretization of advective and viscous
terms

The advective and viscous terms of the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions pose separate challenges. Because of the nonlinearity
inherent in the advective terms, stability and monotonic-
ity dominate in the design of their discretization. For the
compressible Navier–Stokes equations, the choice of flux
function and limiter are key aspects of the scheme. Incom-
pressible Navier–Stokes solvers are not typically cast in terms
of flux functions, but the choice of limiter is key. For the vis-
cous terms, accuracy dominates the choice of discretization.

5.4 Temporal discretization

In almost all practical aerodynamic solvers, stability consid-
erations require a scheme with some implicit character. That
is, the scheme cannot be written as

Ū
n+1
j − Ū

n

j

�t
= R(Un) (31)

but must be written as

Ū
n+1
j − Ū

n

j

�t
= R(Un, Un+1) (32)

where R is called the residual; the scheme represented by
equation (9) can be written in this form. An implicit scheme
such as this requires an approximate linearization of R and a
method, typically iterative, of solving the resulting large sys-
tem of simultaneous equations. For high-Reynolds-number
flows, the resulting systems, besides being large, are poorly
conditioned and must be preconditioned to accelerate con-
vergence of the iterative method.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

CFD is playing a major role in aerospace analysis and design.
Conversely, aerospace engineering is leading the way in CFD
development for many disciplines. Owing to the increasing
power of the computers on which they are run, CFD codes
are now able to tackle more and more complex problems. As
codes and applications become more sophisticated, there is
still a core of principles and methods for design and analysis
of CFD codes that remains indispensable.
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1 BACKGROUND

Availability of effective predictive tools based on computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) is crucial in many applications
in engineering, geophysics, meteorology, and astrophysics.
Laboratory studies typically demonstrate the end outcome
of complex non-linear three-dimensional physical processes
with many unexplained details and mechanisms. Flow exper-
iments based on numerical simulations carried out with
precise control of initial and boundary conditions (BCs) are
ideally suited to provide insights into the underlying dynam-
ics of laboratory observations.

Understanding the capabilities and limitations of a CFD
simulation tool is a prerequisite to successful applica-
tions. Verification and validation are the primary means
to assess the accuracy and reliability of computational
simulation (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2008); verification

deals with assessing the reliability of the software coding
and the numerical accuracy of the CFD solution; validation
addresses the physics modeling accuracy of the simulation.
Verification is the process of assuring that the code is solving
the equations correctly, and it is usually addressed through
convergence studies and analytic test problems. Validation
is the process of demonstrating that one is solving the appro-
priate equations with relevant initial and BCs, and is usually
addressed through comparisons with available laboratory
data and theoretical studies. A fundamental aspect in this
context is that of assessing uncertainties in the experiments.

Flow characterization issues are of particular importance
when turbulent flow experiments are involved. Capturing the
dynamics of all relevant scales of turbulent flow motion,
based on converged grid-independent numerical solution of
the Navier–Stokes equations, constitutes direct numerical
simulation (DNS), which is prohibitively expensive in the
foreseeable future for most practical flows of interest at
moderate-to-high Reynolds number (Re). On the other end
of computer simulation possibilities, the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) approach, with averaging typically
carried out over time, homogeneous directions, or across
an ensemble of equivalent flows, is typically employed for
turbulent flows of industrial complexity. Large eddy simula-
tion (Sagaut 2006; Grinstein, Margolin and Rider, 2007) has
become the effective intermediate approach between DNS
and RANS, capable of simulating flow features that cannot
be handled with RANS, such as significant flow unsteadi-
ness and strong vortex-acoustic couplings. LES is based on
the expectation that physically meaningful scales of turbu-
lence can be split into two groups: one consisting of the
resolved geometry and regime specific scales – the so-called
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energy containing scales, and the other associated with the
unresolved smallest eddies, for which the presumably more
universal flow dynamics is represented with subgrid scale
(SGS) closure models.

Relevant CFD issues to be addressed relate to the modeling
of the unresolved flow conditions at the SGS level – within
a computational cell, and at the supergrid scale (SPGS) –
at initialization and beyond computational boundaries. SGS
and SPGS information must be prescribed for closure of the
equations solved numerically. SGS models appear explic-
itly or implicitly as additional source terms in the modified
flow equations solved by the numerical solutions being calcu-
lated, while SPGS models provide the necessary set of initial
and boundary conditions that must be prescribed to ensure
unique well-posed solutions. From this perspective, it is clear
that the simulation process is inherently determined by the
SGS and SPGS information prescription process. On the
other hand, observables in laboratory experiments are always
characterized by the finite space/time scales of the instrumen-
tal resolution of measuring/visualizing devices. Laboratory
experiments are constrained as well by finite dimensions of
the facilities and actual flow conditions at its boundaries.
Moreover, the possible transient and/or long-term effects of
initial conditions (ICs) in the computational and laboratory
experiments need also be addressed. It is thus important to
recognize the inherently intrusive nature of both, numerical
and laboratory experiments.

In what follows, an overview of SGS and SPGS issues is
presented, and relevant discretization aspects are noted. The
discussion then focuses on fundamental IC characterization
and modeling difficulties arising when attempting to integrate
CFD and laboratory experiments in complex flow problems
of current practical interest.

2 SUBGRID SCALE ISSUES

We are constrained to simulate a flow with the smallest char-
acteristic resolved scale determined by a resolution cutoff
wavelength determined by discretization or by a resolved
spatial-filtering process. Effective analysis of SGS modeling
can be based on a formal procedure called modified equation
analysis (MEA) – see, Grinstein, Margolin and Rider, (2007)
and references therein. To simplify the discussion we focus
on the conceptually simplest material mixing case, that of
incompressible flow with scalar mixing. The modified equa-
tions (satisfied by the numerically calculated solutions) are
the following:

∂t(v̄) + ∇·(v̄ ⊗ v̄) + ∇p̄ − ν∇·S̄ = −∇·σv + tv

∂t(θ) + ∇·(θ̄v̄) − κ∇2θ̄ = −∇·σθ + tθ (1)

where the bar denotes spatial filtering, v is the solenoidal
velocity field, θ is a conserved material scalar concentra-
tion, ν and κ denote momentum and material diffusivity,
respectively, and tv and tθ address effects of discretization and
commutation between differentiation and filtering. To ensure
closure of the equations in the filtered unknowns, explicit
models for σv = v ⊗ v − v̄ ⊗ v̄ and σθ = θv − θ̄v̄ have to be
provided.

In the absence of an accepted universal theory of turbu-
lence to solve the problem of SGS modeling, the development
and improvement of such models must include the ratio-
nal use of empirical information and pragmatic practice.
Several strategies to the problem of SGS modeling have
been attempted (Sagaut, 2006). After nearly four decades of
intense research on LES of turbulent flows based on eddy-
viscosity models, there is now consensus that such approach
is subject to fundamental limitations. Eddy-viscosity mod-
els are able to reproduce the SGS dissipation quite well but
not the SGS forces entering the momentum equation, thereby
making this approach less suited for complex high Re flows,
which are usually poorly resolved. The more recent efforts
have focused on developing mixed models, combining in
essence the dissipative eddy-viscosity models with the more
accurate but less stable scale-similarity models, providing a
more accurate SGS force approximation. The results from
such mixed models have been mostly satisfactory but their
implementation and computational complexity have limited
their popularity.

A crucial practical computational aspect is the need to
distinctly separate the effects of spatial filtering and SGS
reconstruction models from their unavoidable implicit coun-
terparts due to discretization. Indeed, it has been noted that
in typical LES strategies, tv and tθ – truncation terms due to
discretization and filtering, have contributions directly com-
parable with those of the explicit models (Ghosal, 1996).
Seeking to address the seemingly insurmountable issues
posed to LES by under-resolution, some researchers have
explored the possibility of using the SGS modeling and fil-
tering provided implicitly by the numerics; this is generally
denoted as numerical LES by Pope (2004). Arbitrary numer-
ics will not work in this endeavor: good or bad SGS physics
can be built into the simulation model depending on the
choice and particular implementation of the numerics. MEA
provides a natural framework to reverse-engineer desirable
features into the numerics design.

Implicit LES (ILES) was first proposed by Boris (1990)
as the monotone integrated LES approach (MILES). ILES
incorporates the effects of the SGS physics on the resolved
scales through functional reconstruction of the convective
fluxes with certain high-resolution non-oscillatory finite
volume (NFV) algorithms; this includes popular physics
capturing methods such as flux-corrected transport, the
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Figure 1. MILES and DNS of the Taylor–Green vortex. Evolution of the kinetic energy dissipation rate (a); flow visualizations (b) ranging
from the initial at t* = 0, to transition (t* ∼ 9) to increasingly organized smaller-scale vortices (top row), and then to fully developed
(disorganized) worm-vortex flow characteristic of turbulence (t* > 30). Reproduced from Drikakis et al. (2007) c© Taylor & Francis
Group.

piecewise parabolic method, and total variation diminishing
algorithms (Grinstein, Margolin and Rider, 2007).

In the context of forced isotropic turbulence simulations,
comparisons of instantaneous probability density functions
of SGS viscosities associated with LES and ILES (Fureby
and Grinstein, 1999) show similar behaviors sensitive to
the actual explicit or implicit SGS models involved. Taylor–
Green vortex studies (Drikakis et al., 2007) demonstrate the
robust capabilities of ILES in simulating transition to tur-
bulence and turbulence decay (e.g., Figure 1), and indicate
that SGS models associated with LES and ILES act very
similarly in predicting Re-independent regimes asymptoti-
cally attained with increasing grid resolution. Extensive ILES
verification and validation studies of turbulent flows in engi-
neering, geophysics, and astrophysics have been reported
(Grinstein, Margolin and Rider, 2007). For regimes driven
by large-scale flow features – for which LES is designed,
implicit models associated with NFV methods are capable
by themselves (σ ≡ 0) to emulate SGS physics effects on
statistics of turbulent velocity fluctuations. Major features
of the flow physics can be captured with locally adaptive
dynamic NFV methods: (i) the small-scale anisotropy of
high-Re turbulent flows (e.g., line vortices, shocks), (ii) the
viscosity-independent dissipation characteristic of the turbu-
lent cascade, and (iii) the inherently discrete dynamics of
finite-scale laboratory observables. By focusing on inertially
dominated flow dynamics and regularization of the under-
resolved flow, ILES follows on the precedent of using NFV
methods for shock capturing – requiring weak solutions and
satisfaction of an entropy condition.

2.1 Sensitivity to SGS specifics

Figure 2a, b show results of ILES of the evolution of an iso-
lated ring as it convects downstream; time increases from

bottom-left to top-right, the flow direction is from bottom to
top in each frame, and visualizations of the vorticity mag-
nitude are involved (Grinstein, Fureby and Devore, 2005).
The ILES model used either positivity-preserving (Figure 2a)
or monotonicity-preserving (Figure 2b) versions of a multi-
dimensional NFV algorithm. The bottom-most six frames
in each layout show the self-induced deformation and axis
switching of the vortex ring. The highly curved corners
accelerate ahead of the ringsides and toward the centerline,
pulling the minor axis sides along with them. This process
bends the ring along its major axis. The increasing curvature
at the midpoints of the major sides accelerates those por-
tions streamwise toward the leading minor sides but away
from the jet centerline. This results in a nearly planar, axis-
switched configuration of the vortex ring in both simulations.
The early evolution is essentially identical in the two cases,
save for some intermittent fluctuations evident in the case of
Figure 2a. Subsequently, the ring’s new major sides pinch
together and reconnect, forming a pair of vortex rings linked
on the underside by two thin threads. This is shown in the
following (top) four panels of Figure 2a, b. While both sim-
ulations clearly capture the laboratory observed bifurcation
dynamics of the ring (Figure 2c), the predicted fine structure
and later overall dynamics differ with the two methods.

The example demonstrates that the detailed transition
dynamics can be significantly influenced by the specifics
of the SGS model. By choosing among positivity- or
monotonicity-preserving numerics we are prescribing differ-
ent SGS backscatter models for how virtual SGS fluctuations
affect the large-scale dynamics. Each approach has a priori
advantages, and the quality of the associated implied solu-
tions depends on the specific questions that the simulation
is meant to address, and the available means to validate the
relative merits of the differing predictions. It is unlikely that
one method will prove superior for all problems, or even
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Figure 2. Self-deformation and subsequent bifurcation of an iso-
lated vortex ring are shown from simulations and laboratory
experiments (Grinstein et al., 2005). (a) ILES based on using
positivity preserving flux limiter; (b) ILES based on using a
monotonicity preserving flux limiter; (c) laboratory visualizations.
Reproduced from Hussain and Hussain (1989) c© Cambridge
University Press.

for all possible questions that might be posed in a particular
problem. This raises the issue of how to choose optimal
(implicit or explicit) SGS modeling for a particular problem.
Identifying good-quality laboratory reference experiments
and developing a suitable testing framework and metrics
are needed to establish a sound physical basis for improved
choices.

Anisotropies introduced by non-uniform (e.g., adaptive)
gridding directly reflect as contributions to the implicit SGS
stress tensor through the grid tensor d ⊗ d (Fureby and
Grinstein, 1999), where the grid vector d connects imme-
diate grid points. This is another way in which good or bad
SGS physics can be implicitly designed into the numerics.

Finally, depending on grid resolution and flow regimes,
additional modeling may be needed to further address SGS
driven flow physics – for example, near walls, and when sim-
ulating backscatter, mixing, and chemical reaction. A major
research focus is on evaluating the extent to which partic-
ular SGS physical effects can be implicitly modeled as the
turbulent velocity fluctuations using suitable numerics, rec-
ognizing when additional explicit models and/or numerical
treatments are needed, and addressing how to ensure that
mixed explicit and implicit SGS models effectively act in
collaborative rather than interfering fashion.

3 SUPERGRID SCALE ISSUES

Although SGS issues have motivated intense research, less
attention has been devoted to the equally relevant supergrid
scale (SPGS) BC modeling aspects, the importance of which
is often overlooked. Because SPGS choices select flow solu-
tions, emulating particular flow realizations demands precise
characterization of initial and asymptotic conditions, as well
as conditions at solid and other relevant boundaries. The
flow characterization issue is a particularly challenging one
when laboratory realizations are involved because the avail-
able SPGS info is typically incomplete. The impact of SPGS
specifics in driving the flow dynamics has been recognized in
laboratory experiments (e.g., Gutmark and Ho, 1983; George,
1990; Li and Gutmark, 2006), and clearly noted (George,
1990): Unlike the theoretician, the experimentalist already
knows the solution, for it is the flow he has realized. His objec-
tive is to find which equations and which boundary and initial
conditions his solution corresponds to, and then to compare
them and his results to those dealt with by the theoretician.

In studying flows developing in space and time the sim-
ulated solution must be initialized and only a finite spatial
portion of the flow can be investigated. We must ensure that
the presence of artificial open boundaries adequately bounds
the computational domain without polluting the solution in
a significant way (e.g., Poinsot and Lele, 1992; Grinstein,
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1994). Physical issues involved in the BC analysis involve
issues of numerical consistency and difficulties in math-
ematically prescribing actual physical models. To ensure
that specifically desired flow realizations are simulated, the
boundary condition models must be capable of: (i) prescrib-
ing effective turbulent ICs, (ii) emulating eventual feedback
effects from presumed virtual flow events outside of the
finite-sized computational domains at open inflow, outflow,
and cross-stream boundaries (Grinstein, 1994), (iii) enforc-
ing appropriate flow dynamics and energy transfer near walls
(e.g., Grinstein, 2004), and (iv) minimizing spurious numer-
ical reflections at all computational boundaries through use
of suitable discretized representations.

Because of discretization derivatives can only be approxi-
mated at the boundaries. Additional numerical BC (NBC)
need to be specified to ensure closure of the discretized
system of equations. NBC are distinct from the discretized
representations of the physical BCs (PBC) required to
uniquely define a solution of the continuum fluid-dynamical
problem traditionally used as reference. The goal is to ensure
that the expected behavior of the latter solution outside the
computational domain be properly and consistently imposed
on the solution inside. The consistency requirement demands
that, in the continuum limit, the NBC be compatible with
the flow equations and PBC, in such a way that they do
not generate new boundary conditions that over-specify the
fluid dynamical problem. For hyperbolic equations, a rela-
tively simple framework for BC implementation focuses on
the terms of the flow equations containing derivatives with
respect to the (local) direction perpendicular to the boundary
(Thompson, 1990). Despite its limitations – being one-
dimensional and based on characteristic analysis (Colonius,
Lele and Moin, 1993), this strategy offers a systematic
approach (Poinsot and Lele, 1992) to the problem of imposing
PBC and NBC in practical simulations.

4 INFLOW AND INITIAL CONDITIONS

Traditionally, the loss of memory assumption has been made
in turbulence research, that is, IC effects eventually wash-
out as the turbulence develops. However, a growing body
of fundamental research indicates that only very special tur-
bulent flows are truly self-similar. The sensitivity to ICs
has been extensively reported in recent years (e.g., Slessor,
Bond and Dimotakis, 1998; George and Davidson, 2004;
Ramaprabhu, Dimonte and Andrews, 2005). Robustness of
simulation results is an important unsettled issue in this con-
text: if the IC information contained in the filtered-out smaller
and SGS spatial scales can significantly alter the evolution of
the larger scales of motion and practical integral measures,
then the utility of any LES for their prediction as currently

Table 1. Number of PBC required for well-posed 3D subsonic flow.

BC type Euler Navier–Stokes

Inflow 4 5
Outflow 1 4

posed is dubious and not rationally or scientifically justifiable.
The selected case studies that follow illustrate crucial IC
characterization and modeling difficulties encountered when
integrating LES and laboratory experiments in complex flow
problems of interest.

4.1 Characterizing inflow

To illustrate typical PBC prescription requirements, we focus
on the open BC problem and refer to Poinsot and Lele (1992)
for more details and discussion of typical requirements for
other cases. The number of inflow/outflow open boundary
conditions required to ensure well-posedness and completely
determine the flow solution within a given finite domain is
well known for both Euler and Navier–Stokes equations from
theoretical analysis; these are listed for reference in Table 1.

For the sake of discussion, consider the three-dimensional
Euler equations, and the problem of specifying the neces-
sary open boundary conditions in the x-direction, which we
assume to be the streamwise direction. At the inflow bound-
ary, the four inflow PBCs can be chosen to specify the
free-stream velocity components, plus one additional pre-
scribed quantity – for example, mass-density, temperature, or
pressure. The additional viscous inflow BC condition needed
for the case of the Navier–Stokes equations is expected to
have small effects on inflow characterization (Poinsot and
Lele, 1992).

Different inflow PBC choices providing closure are not
equivalent, that is, they do not necessarily lead to the same
solution. This is a very important aspect to keep in mind
when comparing computational or laboratory experiments
with presumably very similar but not necessarily identical
BCs. Non-reactive GEAE LM-6000 swirl combustor simula-
tions (Kim, Menon and Mongia, 1999, Grinstein and Fureby,
2004) are used in what follows to exemplify this issue in
Figure 3. At the subsonic combustor inlet, four primary flow
variables can be prescribed through Dirichlet conditions, and
at least one other physical quantity must be allowed to float.
The available information from the GEAE LM-6000 labora-
tory studies consisted of the mean (time-averaged) profiles of
the velocity components at a selected transverse inlet plane,
where turbulent velocity fluctuations were reportedly low.
Standard temperature and pressure conditions were expected,
but there were no indications from the laboratory data on
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Figure 3. LES and MILES of a swirl combustor flow. Sensitivity of the simulated centerline axial velocity within a combustor to actual
choices of steady inflow BCs; streamwise variable is scaled with inlet diameter R. Results from Grinstein and Fureby (2004) were obtained
with two different codes based on MILES and one-equation-eddy-viscosity-model LES, respectively, and compared with previous (dynamic
Smagorinsky) LES results. Reproduced Kim, Menon and Mongia (1999) c© Taylor & Francis Group.

whether choosing any particular fourth flow variable to
specify at the inflow – other than the velocity components –
was to be preferred.

Inflow turbulence was either emulated with broad-band
random fluctuations (Kim, Menon and Mongia, 1999) or
neglected altogether (Grinstein and Fureby, 2004) in the
LM-6000 simulations. Kim, Menon and Mongia (1999)
chose to prescribe inlet velocity components and tempera-
ture (Suresh Menon, private communication). Two other inlet
BC approaches were tested by Grinstein and Fureby (2004)
based on: (i) prescribing the inflow velocity components and
mass density and allowing pressure and temperature to float
through a characteristic-analysis based condition (Poinsot
and Lele, 1992), and (ii) allowing the inlet radial velocity
to float (suggested by Zvi Rusak, private communication).
Comparison of mean centerline velocity results in Figure 3a,
from non-reactive LES by Kim, Menon and Mongia (1999)
and by Grinstein and Fureby (2004), clearly demonstrates
that the near-inlet combustor flow can be quite sensitive to the
choice of inlet floating condition; on the other hand, Figure
3b indicates that LES predictions based on fairly different
approaches become fairly robust once adequately similar
inflow BCs are involved.

4.2 Turbulent inflow

The sensitivity of turbulent flows to particular IC choices
is now well recognized (George and Davidson, 2004).

Far-field portions of turbulent flows remember their particular
near-field features, and the mechanism by which the transi-
tion from ICs to particular associated asymptotic flow occurs
involves unsteady large-scale coherent-structure dynamics –
which can be captured by LES but not by single-point closure
turbulence modeling (e.g., RANS). As a very particular con-
sequence, starting with the typical availability of single-point
statistical data, there is no unique way to reconstruct a 3D
unsteady velocity field with turbulent eddies to define realistic
inflow BCs; such data are typically insufficient to parametrize
turbulent inflow BCs for LES of inhomogeneous flows, for
example, Druault et al. (2004).

Approaches to modeling turbulent inflow are extensively
surveyed in Sagaut (2006). Because the flow is more or
less driven by inflow conditions, prescribed realistic tur-
bulent fluctuations must be able to achieve some sort of
equilibrium with imposed mean flow and other boundary
conditions. The inherent inability to carry out this inflow
BC reconstruction properly in the simulations has led to
using a transition inflow region where imposed flow condi-
tions evolve into realistic turbulent velocity fluctuations after
allowing for feedback effects to occur as the simulation pro-
gresses. The challenge is how to minimize the length of this
developmental region, since its presence adds to overall com-
putational cost through additionally required grid points and
data processing involved. At a more fundamental level, how-
ever, using an artificial transitional inflow region may not be
adequate to emulate the actual turbulent inflow conditions
involved – a serious issue if ICs are not forgotten. Examples
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Figure 4. MILES studies of flow and dispersion over an urban (cube arrangement) model. Gray shades correspond to predicted and measured
dispersal of tracer volume fractions in first few urban canyons indicated on the left. Reproduced with permission from Patnaik et al. (2007).

of typical difficulties with characterizing and modeling turbu-
lent inflow conditions in practical simulations are discussed
in what follows.

The upwind atmospheric boundary layer characterization
directly affects the inflow condition prescription required in
urban scenario simulations. Wind fluctuation specifics are
major factors in determining urban contaminant transport.
The important length scales (tens of meters to kilome-
ters) and time scales (seconds to minutes) in wind gusts
can in principle be resolved. However, the flow data from
actual field trials or wind-tunnel experiments are typically
inadequate and/or insufficient to fully characterize the bound-
ary layer conditions required in the urban flow simulation
model. In the recent simulations of flow and dispersal over
an urban model using cube arrangements in wind tunnels
(Patnaik et al., 2007), the available datasets from the labora-
tory experiments consisted of high-quality, spatially dense
(but not time-resolved) single-point statistical data. The
inflow velocity in the simulations modeled mean profiles and
superimposed fluctuations. An iterative process was used, in
which a phenomenological unsteady-wind model was cali-
brated to provide a fit to the experimentally observed rms
values at locations upstream of the urban model. Agreement
was achieved by adjusting amplitude, spatial wavelength, and
temporal frequency of the imposed wind fluctuations in an
unsteady-wind model. This approach provided a practical
approximation to the turbulent inflow boundary condition
specification problem consistent with the available laboratory
data. Relevant insights follow from this work, when com-
paring predicted and measured volume fractions of a tracer
scalar in the first few urban model canyons using various
different inflow condition models is shown in Figure 4. Pre-
scribing some reasonable inflow turbulence – as opposed to

prescribing steady inflow, was found to be critical. On the
other hand, the fluid dynamics within the cube arrangement,
that is, beyond the first canyon, becomes somewhat insulated
from flow events in the boundaries; that is, it is less depen-
dent on the precise details of the modeled inflow turbulence
and largely driven by the urban geometry specifics within the
urban arrangement.

As noted, using an artificial transitional inflow region to
emulate turbulent inflow physics may not be an option. This
is the case in the context of simulation of complex com-
bustor flows with multi-swirl inlets (Grinstein et al., 2002;
Grinstein and Fureby, 2004; Li and Gutmark, 2006; Fureby
et al., 2007), where inlet length controls the coupling between
swirl motion and sudden expansion, and thus cannot be
arbitrarily varied to accommodate an inflow BC implemen-
tation. Promising pseudo-deterministic approaches propose
generating an interface of inflow BCs for LES based on the
use of two-point statistics and combined linear stochastic
estimation and proper orthogonal decomposition techniques
(Druault et al., 2004). A linear stochastic estimation approach
was used to post-process the multi-swirl inlet velocity data
(Verfaillie et al., 2006). It enabled the reconstruction of
the complete coherent flow fields at the multi-swirler outlet
from the knowledge of only few near-field acoustic sig-
nals, thus providing a promising effective tool for laboratory
data reduction to formulate turbulent inflow boundary condi-
tions for practical LES combustor studies. However, hybrid
approaches attempting to represent interface physics with
effective BCs should somehow also include the effects of
flow couplings across the BC plane on the development of
acoustic or combustion instabilities. Depending on the impor-
tance of the latter couplings, and on the specific questions
that the simulations are meant to address, carrying out the
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more-expensive larger-system LES – including the simula-
tion of the complex inlet geometry flow, may be unavoidable
(Fureby et al., 2007).

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Accurate predictions with quantifiable uncertainty are essen-
tial to many practical turbulent flow applications exhibiting
extreme geometrical complexity and broad ranges of length
and time scales. Under-resolved computer studies are
unavoidable in such applications, and LES becomes the effec-
tive simulation strategy mostly by necessity rather than by
choice. We have noted the inherently intrusive nature of both,
computed and laboratory experiments due to their potential
sensitivity to SGS and SPGS aspects, which often appear
intertwined. Crucial challenges in this context are then related
to identifying and modeling the unresolved SGS and SPGS
features to fully characterize the flow realizations to be sim-
ulated and assessing the associated uncertainties of the LES
predictions.

SGS issues have motivated intense research in the last four
decades. A crucial practical computational issue is the need
to distinctly separate the effects of explicit filtering and SGS
reconstruction models from the unavoidable implicit ones due
to discretization. ILES addresses the seemingly insurmount-
able issues posed to LES by under-resolution, by focusing
on the use of SGS modeling and filtering provided implicitly
by physics capturing numerics. ILES has been successfully
applied to broad range of free and wall-bounded flows, rang-
ing from canonical benchmark flows to extremely complex
flows at the frontiers of current flow simulation capabilities.
The performance of representative LES and ILES approaches
is found to be equally good in emulating physical statistics of
turbulent velocity fluctuations, and there is no discriminat-
ing characteristic favoring one or another. Looking toward
practical complex flows and regimes, however, the ability of
ILES to offer a simpler computational environment should
be clearly emphasized.

Depending on grid resolution and flow regimes involved,
additional explicit SGS modeling may be needed with ILES
to address SGS driven flow physics – for example, near
walls, and when simulating backscatter, material mixing, or
chemical reaction. A major research focus is on evaluating
the extent to which the particular SGS physical effects can
be implicitly modeled as the turbulent velocity fluctuations,
recognizing when additional explicit models and/or numer-
ical treatments are needed, and when so, addressing how to
ensure that the mixed explicit and implicit SGS models effec-
tively act in collaborative rather than interfering fashion.
An important challenge in this context is that of improving

MEA – the mathematical and physical framework for its
analysis and development, further understanding the connec-
tions between implicit SGS model and numerical scheme,
and addressing how to build SGS physics into it.

Less attention has been devoted to SPGS modeling
aspects. A special focus of our discussion here has been on
turbulent initial and inflow condition issues. We discussed
crucial characterization and modeling difficulties encoun-
tered when integrating LES and laboratory experiments in
complex inhomogeneous flow problems of interest. Labora-
tory data is typically insufficiently characterized; different
IC and BC choices in the simulations consistent with the
available information are not equivalent and can lead to sig-
nificantly different flow solutions. One issue is that of having
complete datasets required to close the ICs and BCs in the
simulations; the other involves appropriate laboratory data
acquisition and reduction to capture the relevant upwind flow
physics.

SGS and SPGS modeling issues are unavoidably inter-
twined as modeling difficulties due to under-resolution
become compounded with the inherent sensitivity of turbu-
lent flows to choice of ICs and BCs. Idealized fundamental
problems, such as the decay of turbulence simulated in a box
domain with mathematically well-defined periodic bound-
ary conditions, may appear to avoid confronting questions of
initial and BCs. However, periodic box simulations actually
involve all the difficult SGS and SPGS issues. As noted, it is
now well recognized that turbulent flows remember their ICs.
Moreover, it has also been established that for sufficiently
long simulation times, the integral scale of turbulence will
eventually saturate, since the larger simulated scales cannot
have unaffected growth beyond the box size, and will even-
tually distort the characteristic power law of the turbulence
decay (Wang and George, 2002; Drikakis et al., 2007).

Since nature controls the flow physics independently of
SGS and SPGS constraints in the laboratory or numerical
experimental process, a legitimate question to ask relates to
whether instances exist for some sort of convergence of the
larger-scale observed flow features and dynamics, that is, of
scales much larger than characteristic numerical or instru-
mental resolution cutoff scales, but presumably small enough
spatially and temporally, so that we can assume that they
have not been heavily affected by SPGS features. Conver-
gence issues vs. resolution are typically problem dependent
and very difficult to address in general. Actual values of Re
characterizing the flow at the smallest resolved scales – for
example, based on the Taylor microscale, are not a priori
available in LES or ILES. Solutions associated with differ-
ent resolutions are associated with correspondingly different
values of some characteristic effective Re; this is clearly sug-
gested by the comparisons between ILES and DNS results
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in Figure 1a. This is actually inherent to any LES or ILES
approach, where the smallest characteristic resolved scale is
determined by the resolution cutoff wavelength prescribed by
the explicit or implicit spatial-filtering process. These issues
need to get directly projected into the process of establishing
suitable procedures and metrics for LES validation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many problems of practical interest in several areas of
aerospace engineering are amenable to mathematical mod-
eling and simulation, activity that invariably involves the nu-
merical solution of nonlinear systems of partial differential
equations (PDEs). Prominent example areas include aero-
dynamics, aeroacoustics, combustion, propulsion, materials,
and structures. Numerical solutions of PDEs, suitably vali-
dated, provide a powerful theoretical tool of analysis and de-
sign. With the advent of better numerical methods and more
powerful computers, simulation in engineering and science
has become an essential tool of study. Furthermore, when
experiments are expensive, dangerous, or impossible, simu-
lation is the only tool available to the scientist.

Here I am are primarily concerned with Godunov-type
numerical methods (Godunov, 1959). These have tradition-
ally been applied to solve hyperbolic systems, such as the

Euler equations of gas dynamics, but in recent years they have
also been applied to other types of evolutionary PDEs. The
basic ingredient of a Godunov-type method is the Riemann
problem. This is the initial value problem (IVP) for the given
equations, with very simple initial conditions consisting of
two constant vectors separated by a discontinuity. The physi-
cal analog of the Riemann problem is the shock tube problem.
A Godunov method solves locally a Riemann problem to
compute a numerical flux, and possibly a numerical source,
to determine the numerical method. An algorithm to solve the
Riemann problem, approximately or exactly, often called a
Riemann solver, is today the building block of modern finite
volume and discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods.

In Section 2, the role of the Riemann problem in a sim-
ple setting is first explained and then in Section 3 solution
approaches are discussed, giving also a realistic example. In
Section 4, the Riemann problem is discussed in the wider con-
text of numerical methods and some conclusions are drawn.
Selected references for further study are found at the end of
the chapter.

2 NUMERICAL METHODS: THE FINITE
VOLUME FRAMEWORK

The role of the Riemann problem in the context of finite
volume methods is first established.

2.1 Equations in conservation form

I start by considering a time-dependent one-dimensional
system of hyperbolic equations with source terms

∂tQ + ∂xF(Q) = S(Q) (1)
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where Q = [q1, q2, . . . , qm]T is the vector of conserved
variables, F(Q) = [f1, f2, . . . , fm]T is the vector of fluxes,
and S(Q) = [s1, s2, . . . , sm]T is the source term vector.
Each component fi = fi(q1, q2, . . . , qm) of F(Q) and si =
si(q1, q2, . . . , qm) of S(Q) is a function of the unknowns
qk(x, t). The system is assumed to be hyperbolic with m

real eigenvalues, ordered as λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λm, and a corre-
sponding set of m linearly independent eigenvectors. A sim-
ple example for (1) is the scalar linear advection-reaction
equation

∂tq + ∂xf (q) = s(q) , f (q) = λq , s(q) = βq (2)

where f (q) is the flux and s(q) is the source term, two linear
functions of q(x, t); the parameters λ and β are assumed to
be constant.

2.2 The finite volume framework

Recall that in the presence of discontinuous solutions the
valid formulation of the differential form (1) is the integral
form, which may be obtained by considering a control volume
Vi = [xi− 1

2
, xi+ 1

2
] × [tn, tn+1] in x–t space, as illustrated in

Figure 1. Integration of (1) in space and time in volume Vi

yields

∫ x
i+ 1

2

x
i− 1

2

Q(x, tn+1)dx =
∫ x

i+ 1
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Figure 1. Finite volume scheme from integral form of conserva-
tion laws. Solution average at time tn is updated to time tn+1 using
intercell numerical fluxes and numerical source.

By defining �x = xi+ 1
2
− xi− 1

2
, �t = tn+1 − tn and dividing

(3) by �x we obtain the formula

Qn+1
i = Qn

i − �t

�x
[Fi+ 1

2
− Fi− 1

2
] + �tSi (4)

which is exact if the following definitions are used:

Qn
i = 1

�x
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Q(x, tn)dx,

Qn+1
i = 1

�x

∫ x
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Q(x, tn+1)dx (5)

and

Fi+ 1
2

= 1

�t

∫ tn+1

tn
F(Q(xi+ 1

2
, t))dt,

Si = 1

�t�x

∫ tn+1

tn

∫ x
i+ 1

2

x
i− 1

2

S(Q(x, t))dxdt (6)

Qn
i is the spatial integral average in Vi at time t = tn, like-

wise Qn+1
i ; Fi+ 1

2
is the temporal integral average of the flux at

the interface xi+ 1
2

and Si is a space–time integral average of
the source term vector in Vi. Finite volume numerical meth-
ods can now be constructed on the basis of (4). The domain
D ⊂ R × R+ is discretized into a set of finite volumes Vi,
as depicted in Figure 1. One then interprets (4) as a numeri-
cal formula to evolve in time approximate integral averages.
In this numerical context the mesh is determined by �x and
�t, and Qn

i is the cell average in cell Ii = [xi− 1
2
, xi+ 1

2
] at time

t = tn. The numerical scheme (4) will be determined once ap-
proximations Fi+ 1

2
and Si to the appropriate integrals in (6)

are produced. Such approximations are respectively called
numerical flux and numerical source. Figure 1 depicts the
finite volume method to advance the solution from time tn to
time tn+1 by means of the numerical fluxes and the numerical
source. Note that at the initial time, an approximation to Qn

i

in (5) should be explicitly given in terms of the initial data
Q(x, tn).

2.3 Examples of finite volume methods

In the simple context of the model advection-reaction equa-
tion (2), we consider two examples.

2.3.1 A naive scheme

To compute the numerical flux we assume q(xi+ 1
2
, t) =

1
2 (qn

i + qn
i+1) in the first integral in (6) and to compute the
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numerical source we assume q(x, t) = qn
i in the entire vol-

ume Vi in the second integral in (6). Evaluation of the inte-
grals gives the finite volume scheme

qn+1
i = qn

i − 1
2c(qn

i+1 − qn
i−1) + rqn

i (7)

where c = λ�t/�x is the Courant number, or CFL number,
and r = �tβ is a reaction number. The homogeneous case,
s(q) = 0, is known as the Forward in Time Central in Space
(FTCS) scheme. A simple linear stability analysis reveals the
scheme to be unconditionally unstable, leading to the frustrat-
ing conclusion that the scheme is useless. However, the reader
may find it surprising to verify that the complete scheme (7) is
linearly stable when the source terms are present. This simple
example illustrates the fact that designing numerical methods
can be a frustrating as well as surprising activity.

2.3.2 Godunov’s method: a scheme that uses the
Riemann problem

To find the numerical flux we look for a function q(xi+ 1
2
, t)

defined at the interface x = xi+ 1
2
. It is reasonable to expect

that the governing equation ∂tq + λ∂xq = 0 could be helpful
here. However, in order to solve this equation in the vicinity
of x = xi+ 1

2
, one needs to define initial conditions at time

t = tn and the most natural way of doing this is to use the
pair of (constant) integral averages qn

i and qn
i+1 to the left

and right of the interface. This approach then results in the
following IVP, called the Riemann problem,

∂tq + λ∂xq = 0

q(x, tn) =
{

qn
i if x < xi+ 1

2

qn
i+1 if x > xi+ 1

2


 (8)

The exact, similarity solution of (8) is

qi+ 1
2
(x/t) =




qn
i if

x − xi+ 1
2

t − tn
< λ

qn
i+1 if

x − xi+ 1
2

t − tn
> λ

(9)

as the reader may verify by checking that (9) satisfies the inte-
gral form (3) of the conservation law (2). Figure 2 illustrates
the Riemann problem, its initial condition (a), and its solution
(b) in the x–t plane for the case of λ > 0. The numerical flux
is then obtained by inserting (9) into the first integral in (6)
to obtain

fi+ 1
2

= 1

�t

∫ tn+1

tn
f (q(xi+ 1

2
, t))dt = f (qi+ 1

2
(0))

=
{

λqn
i if λ > 0

λqn
i+1 if λ < 0

(10)

The effect of the source term has so far been neglected. This
could be partly remedied when computing the numerical
source, for example by evaluating the volume integral in (6)
using solution (9) of the homogeneous Riemann problem (8),
namely q(x, t) = qi− 1

2
(x/t) if λ > 0 and q(x, t) = qi+ 1

2
(x/t)

if λ < 0. Evaluation of the volume integral in (6) at a fixed
time t = α�t, with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 gives

si =




β[αcqn
i−1 + (1 − αc)qn

i ] if λ > 0

β[(1 + αc)qn
i − αcqn

i+1] if λ < 0

(11)

x x

q(x, tn)

q n
i

q n
i +1

q n
i +1

x = x i + 1
2

x = x i + 1
2

x – x i + 1
2t

t− t n = λ > 0

q n
i

t = t n

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Riemann problem for the linear advection equation. (a) initial condition at time tn consists of two constant states separated by
a discontinuity at the interface. (b) solution in x–t half plane consists of single wave emanating from interface propagating to the right for
λ > 0, as shown; for λ < 0 the wave propagates to the left.
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4 Computational Fluid Dynamics

The resulting numerical scheme for the model advection-
reaction equations (2) reads

qn+1
i = qn

i −




c(qn
i − qn

i−1) + r[αcqn
i−1 + (1 − αc)qn

i ] if λ > 0

c(qn
i+1 − qn

i ) + r[(1 + αc)qn
i − αcqn

i+1] if λ < 0

(12)

For homogeneous linear systems with constant coefficients,
this scheme coincides with the Courant–Isaacson–Rees
(CIR) scheme; the reader may also verify that (12) is lin-
early stable in the range of CFL numbers 0 ≤ |c| ≤ 1 and
first-order accurate, with the leading term of the local trun-
cation error given by τn

i = 1
2λ�x(1 − |c|); this vanishes for

λ = 0 and for |c| = 1. For the advection-reaction equation
(2), scheme (12) amounts to having applied the Godunov
flux to the advection part and upwinding to the source term.

2.4 Finite volumes in more general setting

Consider now the general three-dimensional hyperbolic
system with source terms

∂tQ + ∂xF(Q) + ∂yG(Q) + ∂zH(Q) = S(Q) (13)

Defining H = (F, G, H), the corresponding integral form
leads to the finite volume formula

Qn+1
i = Qn

i

− �t

|Vi|
Ki∑

k=1

{
1

�t

∫ tn+1

tn

(∫ ∫
Ak

H · nkdA

)
dt

}
+ �tSi

(14)

Compare with formula (4). Here Vi is a control volume in
three space dimensions whose boundary is the union of Ki

plane faces Ak, nk is the outward unit vector normal to face
Ak, H · nk is the flux component normal to face Ak, and |Vi|
is the volume of Vi. The averaged source is

Si = 1

�t|Vi|
∫ tn+1

tn

∫ ∫ ∫
Vi

S(Q(x, y, z, t))dxdydzdt (15)

A finite volume method computes numerical fluxes for each
term in summation (14) and the numerical source from
(15). Practical finite volume methods solve augmented one-
dimensional Riemann problems in the direction normal to
each interface, to compute the normal component of the flux.

3 THE RIEMANN PROBLEM

I first discuss the solution structure of the Riemann problem
for a general hyperbolic system and then address the issue of
finding the solution.

3.1 Solution structure

The Riemann problem for a system of m hyperbolic conser-
vation laws is the IVP

∂tQ + ∂xF(Q) = 0, −∞ < x < ∞, t > 0

Q(x, 0) =
{

QL if x < 0

QR if x > 0


 (16)

The initial conditions are two constant vectors QL and QR

separated by a discontinuity at x = 0. The similarity solution
of (16) is denoted as QLR(x/t). Figure 3a shows the structure

t

x

p* u*

Q*L Q*R

QR
QLt = 0

t

x

(λ1)

(λk)

(λm)

(λ1 = u – a)

(λ2 = … λp + 4 = u)

(λp+5 = u + a)

(λ2)

x = 0 x = 0(a) (b)

t = 0

Figure 3. Riemann problem solution structure in x–t plane. (a) general m × m hyperbolic system with m wave families. (b) particular
example consisting of multicomponent 3D Euler equations with p species, along direction normal to cell interface; pressure and normal
velocity are constant in unknown star region.
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of the solution in the x–t plane, which contains m + 1 con-
stant regions separated by m waves associated with the eigen-
values λk, for k = 1, . . . , m. The types of waves present de-
pend on the system under study and its closure conditions.
For the Euler equations with a convex equation of state the
wave types are shocks, rarefactions, contact discontinuities,
and shear waves. Solving (16) means finding QLR(x/t) in the
m − 1 unknown states between the waves associated with
λ1 and λm and fully determining the m waves, their char-
acter, their structure, and their speeds. For a linear system
with constant coefficients, the waves are m discontinuities
and the full solution can be found in close form using stan-
dard techniques. For some well-known nonlinear systems the
solution can be found iteratively, to any desired accuracy and
one refers to the solution, perhaps incorrectly, as the exact
solution. For general hyperbolic systems the solution is not
available. For a comprehensive study of Riemann solvers,
consult Toro (2009) and references therein.

3.2 Approaches to solve the Riemann problem

For a Godunov method of the type considered here, one only
requires the solution QLR(0) at the interface, locally along
the t-axis, to evaluate the flux. See (10), where the numeri-
cal flux is fi+ 1

2
= f (qi+ 1

2
(0)). Often, instead of looking for

an approximate state, one looks directly for an approxima-
tion to the numerical flux. Exact Riemann solvers, even if
available, are generally avoided in computational practice,
although their computational cost is not always as excessive
as is sometimes stated. Approximate solvers are then sought;
these will attempt to simplify the full problem in various ways
and for which two main approaches exist: (i) linearization of
the equations and (ii) simplification of the wave structure
resulting in reduced wave models.

Linear solvers rely on a linearization of the equations,
for which a variety of procedures exist; in some particular
cases one can easily obtain the exact close form solution of
the approximate linearized Riemann problem. The obvious
advantage of linear solvers is simplicity. The first reported
linear solver is found in Godunov, Zabrodin and Prokopov
(1961) for the Euler equations written along characteristics;
for details see Chapter 9 of Toro (2009). A more sophisticated
linear solver is reported by Roe (1981), where the equations
are written in quasi-linear form and three conditions on the
coefficient matrix are imposed. For certain systems, this pro-
cedure leads to close form expressions for the sought solution.
The simplest linear solvers result from freezing coefficients
at arithmetic mean values, see Chapter 9 of Toro (2009).
Linearized solvers usually preserve the number of waves

present in the exact Riemann problem. Solvers with this
property, linear or nonlinear, are called complete Riemann
solvers.

Reduced wave models offer another way to simplify the
problem, usually preserving the nonlinear character of the
equations. In essence, one selects a priori the wave families
to be preserved in the approximate structure. Intermediate
waves are usually neglected, leading to incomplete Riemann
solvers. The one-wave model is the simplest and leads to
the Rusanov flux, sometimes called the local Lax–Friedrichs
flux. A two-wave model, known as HLL, was proposed by
Harten, Lax and van Leer (1983). This solver is incomplete
for any system of more than two equations. A three-wave
model is the HLLC solver proposed by Toro, Spruce and
Speares (1994), which is complete for the Euler equations in
three space dimensions.

Both approaches to simplify the solution of the Riemann
problem suffer from limitations. Linearized solvers are un-
able to resolve the structure of rarefaction waves, which for
transonic rarefactions produce entropy-violating shocks. An
ad hoc entropy fix is then needed. Strong rarefaction waves
often lead, prematurely, to incipient vacuum or to negative
physical quantities that are inherently positive. Linearized
solvers in general lack robustness and are to be used with
great care. Their strong point is simplicity and their complete
character. Reduced wave models lead to very simple and ro-
bust solvers, preserving nonlinearities. The penalty is their
incomplete character resulting in excessive smearing of in-
termediate waves. Augmenting the number of waves in the
wave model can lead to significant improvements.

The ideal Riemann solver is nonlinear and complete, of
which an example is the solver in Osher and Solomon (1982).
Another example is HLLC, nonlinear and complete for the
3D Euler equations but generally incomplete for larger sys-
tems; see Takahiro and Kanya (2005) for an extension of
HLLC to magnetohydrodynamics. Other examples include
two-rarefaction and two-shock type solvers. See Chapter 9
of Toro (2009).

4 EXAMPLE OF A RIEMANN SOLVER:
HLLC FOR 3D MULTICOMPONENT
FLOW

Here we give full details of a particular Riemann solver, the
HLLC solver (Toro, Spruce and Speares, 1994), as applied
to the three-dimensional Euler equations for multicomponent
flow, with p species equations. Without loss of generality, we
assume x to denote the normal direction to a volume interface
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and consider the Riemann problem (16) with

Q = [
ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, E, ρq1, . . . , ρql, . . . , ρqp

]T

F(Q) = [
ρu, ρu2 + p, ρuv, ρuw,

u(E + p), ρuq1, . . . , ρuql, . . . , ρuqp

]T




(17)

with the usual notation for the conserved and physical
variables. For multidimensional flow, one must consider
the augmented system including the momentum equations
in the tangential directions and for multicomponent flow
one must include p new conservation equations for ρuql,
l = 1, . . . , p. The eigenvalues of the enlarged system are
λ1 = u − a, λ2 = λ3 = · · · = λp+4 = u (multiplicity p + 3)
and λp+5 = u + a, where a is the speed of sound. Note that
the tangential velocity components v and w and the con-
centrations ql are passive scalars. The structure of the exact
solution of the Riemann problem (16)–(17) is depicted in
Figure 3b. The left and right waves are either shocks or rar-
efactions. Tangential velocity components and species con-
centrations are constant across these waves. Across the mid-
dle linear wave of multiplicity p + 3, pressure p∗ and normal
velocity u∗ are constant but density, tangential velocity com-
ponents, and species concentrations jump discontinuously.
HLLC preserves the wave structure of the exact problem and
looks for fluxes corresponding to the states Q∗L and Q∗R, as
detailed below:

� Wave speed estimates. First compute estimate p∗ for pres-
sure in the Star Region as

p∗ = max(0, ppvrs),

ppvrs = 1
2 (pL + pR) − 1

2 (uR − uL)ρ̄ā

ρ̄ = 1
2 (ρL + ρR), ā = 1

2 (aL + aR)


 (18)

Then, compute wave speed estimates SL, S∗, and SR as

SL = uL − aLqL

S∗ = pR − pL + ρLuL(SL − uL) − ρRuR(SR − uR)

ρL(SL − uL) − ρR(SR − uR)

SR = uR + aRqR (19)

with qK, for K = L and K = R, given as

qK =




1 if p∗ ≤ pK

[
1 + γ + 1

2γ
(p∗/pK − 1)

]1/2

if p∗ > pK

(20)

� HLLC flux. Compute the HLLC flux as

Fhllc
i+ 1

2
=




FL if 0 ≤ SL

F∗L = FL + SL(Q∗L − QL) if SL ≤ 0 ≤ S∗
F∗R = FR + SR(Q∗R − QR) if S∗ ≤ 0 ≤ SR

FR if 0 ≥ SR

(21)

with

Q∗K = ρK

(
SK − uK

SK − S∗

)




1

S∗
vK

wK

EK

ρK

+ (S∗ − uK)
[
S∗ + pK

ρK(SK − uK)

]
(q1)K

. . .

(ql)K

. . .

(qp)K




(22)

There are other ways of estimating the wave speeds (19),
either from different pressure estimates (18) or by directly
computing estimates for the speeds themselves. For details,
see Chapter 10 of Toro (2009) and references therein.

5 THE WIDER PICTURE AND
CONCLUDING REMARKS

A Riemann solver is the building block of a finite vol-
ume Godunov-type method but to fully realize the power
of Godunov methods the ideal solver to use is nonlinear and
complete. Using incomplete solvers leads to inferior results
that are comparable to those of simpler approaches, such
as centred-type schemes; see Toro, Hidalgo and Dumbser
(2009) for latest developments. The use of Riemann solvers
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has also been spread to other numerical approaches, such
as discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods (Cockburn
and Shu, 1989); see Dumbser et al. (2008) for some recent
developments.

There are a number of related issues that have not been
discussed here. Higher-order Godunov-type methods is one
example. This requires circumventing Godunov’s theorem
(Godunov, 1959) and, as a consequence, constructing non-
linear methods, even for solving linear problems. The non-
linear scheme reported by Kolgan (1972) appears to be one
of the first of its kind ever published. Other developments
are found, for example, in van Leer (1973); see also Sweby
(1984) and references therein. Subsequent developments on
nonlinear schemes resulted from the ENO and WENO ap-
proaches (Harten and Osher, 1987; Shu and Osher, 1988);
for recent advances see Dumbser et al. (2007). The construc-
tion of high-order Godunov schemes also brings in the gen-
eralized Riemann problem, in which the initial conditions are
two smooth vectors separated by a discontinuity; see Toro and
Titarev (2002) and Chapter 19 of Toro (2009) and references
therein. The treatment of source terms remains an active area
of developments. Recent approaches couple the treatment of
source terms to the treatment of of hyperbolic systems con-
taining nonconservative products, such as in models for mul-
tiphase flow; see Parés (2006) and references therein.

Advanced Riemann-problem-based finite volume and
discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods are available
today to solve problems of practical interest in aerospace
engineering and other disciplines. These methods are appli-
cable to problems with complex geometries and for which
unstructured meshes are used. Very high order of accuracy in
both space and time can also be attained in these approaches;
this is a mandatory requirement for some applications, such
as aeroacoustics and long-time wave propagation problems.
These schemes are also able to accurately deal with stiff
source terms, which are typical of combustion applications.
For more details on advanced methods and relevant refer-
ences, see Chapters 19–21 of Toro (2009).
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1 INTRODUCTION

An essential element of the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) process for general configurations is the construction
of a discrete grid, also known as mesh, on which the field
equations are represented in finite form and associated bound-
ary conditions pertinent to the discretization strategy and the
solution technique employed. Hence, grid generation is to
discretize a physical field into a collection of finite points or
elements on which the partial differential equations (PDEs)
can be represented and then solved numerically. The grid pro-
vides the discrete spatial framework on which the numerical
simulation is performed and the solution visualized.

If the points are placed with some logically rectangular
or hexahedral pattern such that adjacent points are readily
recognizable in two or three directions, the grid is said to
be “structured”. This automatic neighbor recognition greatly
simplifies both data structure and the discrete representa-
tion of derivatives and integrals and generally results in an
orderly sparse matrix problem. Each spatial point can be
implicitly referenced as a result of this logical ordering. How-
ever, this structure comes at the price of geometric flexibility.

Although great strides have been made in the generation of
structured grids, complex geometrical configurations can be
difficult to treat with this strategy, as it is very challenging
to decompose the physical domain into logically ordered,
reasonably-shaped sub-blocks to generate the structured grid
with high quality. “Unstructured” grids are such that no
logical connection of adjacent or neighborhood points are
self-evident. Rather, an explicit connectivity table must be
constructed and preserved for use in the PDE’s solution.
The representations of derivatives and integrals are also more
complicated, and the resulting matrix problem is also denser
and less orderly. Therefore, the PDE solution procedure in
unstructured grid strategy becomes more complex than the
one for the structured grid, but it allows for the ability to treat
truly complex configurations automatically, without the chal-
lenges of ensuring logical order as required in the structured
grid generation process. Gridless/meshless strategy allows
the numerical treatment of governing PDEs without requir-
ing any type of explicit or implicit connectivity links between
grid points. The cloud of points is placed in the field and
the discretized numerical scheme is developed based on the
points registered in the neighborhood of each point within
a calculated spectral radius. The development of this tech-
nology is still in its infancy and has not been widely used in
addressing practical aerospace configurations.

The grid point distribution influences computational accu-
racy, efficiency, and economy of the related PDE’s solution.
The grid spacing should be sufficiently refined and smooth
with a slowly varying aspect ratio on grid lines, surfaces,
and volumes. Also, a grid element formed by neighboring
points should not change its size discontinuously, and its
shape should not be very skewed. It is often necessary that the
grid be adapted, the grid points located, or elements refined,
based on the evolution of the computed solution, to resolve
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2 Computational Fluid Dynamics

developing gradients and other significant features as the PDE
solution proceeds. Grid generation is the most labor-intensive
pre-processing step of the overall CFD process and often hin-
ders the throughputs of CFD simulations. Moreover, since
industry has pushed for high-fidelity simulations, the grid
size in the simulations has increased dramatically in the most
recent decade. Generating such large-sized grids on a single
workstation becomes a formidable task. Parallel grid gener-
ation is now necessary for efficient utilization of available
computational storage and to produce a grid compatible with
parallel CFD solution codes. Further discussions on paral-
lel grid generation and CFD are found in High Performance
Computing for CFD.

2 GRID GENERATION STRATEGIES AND
TECHNIQUES

The grid generation strategies and structured (Cartesian and
curvilinear) and unstructured (tetrahedral, hybrid, and gener-
alized) systems are discussed in the following sections. The
reader is referred to Thompson, Soni and Weatherill (1998),
for detailed algorithms and descriptions.

2.1 Structured grid systems

2.1.1 Cartesian grids

In this approach, a network of grid lines is placed in a rect-
angle (2D) or a rectangular box (3D). The size of the box
is determined as a function of the dimensions of solid geo-
metrical components associated with the CFD application.
The discretization associated with solid geometrical com-
ponents is decoupled from the grid. The implementation
of the boundary conditions is established by “cutting” the

pertinent interior geometrical entities with grid lines. This is
the most simple and straightforward way of discretizing the
given field. The entire grid generation process and boundary
condition specification can be automated. The pertinent non-
linear PDEs can be discretized using cell-based or node-based
higher order approximations.

Aftosmis, Berger and Melton (1998) have been develop-
ing a cut-cell Cartesian grid generation method for inviscid
flow simulations. Nakahashi proposed the building-cube
method to use large pure Cartesian grids stored in an effi-
cient quadtree/octree-based data structure, even for parallel
simulations as shown in Figure 1 (Nishimoto, Sasaki and
Nakahashi, 2010). Very fine cells are placed near boundary
surfaces to avoid using cut cells and to capture boundary
layers. Futher improvements in computational resources are
essential for the practical use of the building-cube method.

2.1.2 Curvilinear grids

The curvilinear grid is represented by a network of curved
coordinate lines such that a one-to-one mapping can be
established between physical space and uniformly distributed
computational space. The curvilinear grid points conform
to solid surfaces/boundaries and hence, provide the most
economical and accurate way for specifying boundary con-
ditions. A simple example of a curvilinear grid around a
NACA 0012 airfoil is shown in Figure 2. For complicated
geometrical configurations, the physical space is divided into
subregions, and within each, a curvilinear grid is generated.
The resulting subgrids may be patched together at common
interfaces, overlapped, or overlaid (commonly referred to as
a chimera or overset grid). The transfer of solution infor-
mation at the block interface is very critical for successful
simulation. A detailed description of this topic can be found
in Adaptive Mesh and Overlapping Grid Methods Adaptive
Mesh and Chimera Grid Methods.

Figure 1. Instantaneous entropy distributions of a time-accurate RANS simulation around a NASA supercritical four-element airfoil (image
courtesy of Dr. Kazuhiro Nakahashi, Tohoku University, Japan).
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Figure 2. Example of a curvilinear grid around a NACA 0012
airfoil.

Curvilinear grids enabled the great advances in aerospace
CFD in the 1970s and 1980s due to a breakthrough innovative
approach suggested by Thompson, Warsi and Mastin (1982).
Curvilinear grid generation techniques are based on algebraic
interpolation methods (Gordon and Thiel, 1982; Soni, 1992)
and PDEs involving elliptic systems and hyperbolic systems
(Steger and Chausee, 1980). The algebraic grid is generated
by using transfinite interpolation (TFI) in parametric form
utilizing one dimensional interpolators. The grid is generated
by taking a Boolean sum of interpolation projectors in all
three coordinate directions:

Pξ ⊕ Pη ⊕ Pζ = Pξ + Pη + Pζ − PξPη − PηPζ

− PζPξ + PξPηPζ (1)

Here, (ξ, η, ζ) represent coordinate directions and the
projectors Pξ, Pη, and Pζ represent linear, Lagrange, her-
mite, Bezier, B-spline, NURBS or any other interpolation
or approximation technique selected by the developer in ξ, η,
and ζ directions, respectively.

The key factor in utilizing an elliptic generation system
is the evaluation of appropriate control functions to achieve
grid smoothness and orthogonality. This technology is well-
developed, and a good quality grid can be generated for very
complex arbitrary regions. The elliptic system is of the form:

3∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

gijrξirξj +
3∑

k=1

φkrξ
k = 0 (2)

where r = (x, y, z) = physical space, (i, j, k) = (ξ1, ξ2,
ξ3) = computational space gij = rξ

i . rξ
j = covariant metric

terms, and contravariant metric terms

gil = 1

g

(
gjmgkm − gjngkn

)
, i = 1, 2, 3;

j = 1, 2, 3; (i, j, k) , (l, m, n) cyclic (3)

This elliptic system can be rewritten in the following form
for evaluation of control functions:

3∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

gij
(
giq

)
ξj +

3∑
k=1

φkgkq −
3∑

i=1

3∑
j=1

gij

×
((

gij

)
ξk − (

gjq

)
ξi + (

giq

)
ξj

2

)
= 0 q = 1, 2, 3 (4)

Assuming orthogonality, the control functions can be
derived as

φk = 1

2

d

dξk
ln

gkk

giigjj

, (i, j, k) cyclic,

k = 1, 2, 3 (5)

This definition of control functions (Soni and Weatherill,
1996) is very straightforward and has been found to be
most effective with respect to improving orthogonality and
smoothness in structured grids, as shown in Figure 3. Note
the near orthogonal smooth grid with very good distribu-
tion control for viscous simulation near convex and concave
regions.

Hyperbolic generation is very useful for external flow
problems and for generating component grids in the case
of overlaid/chimera grids. The following equations are

Figure 3. Curvilinear grid around an aircraft-like configulation
with sharp concave and convex corners.
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linearlized and then numerically solved to generate hyper-
bolic grids:

rζ·rξ = √
g11g33 cos(φ)

rζ·rη = √
g22g33 cos(ϕ) (6)

rζ·
(
rξ × rη

) = V

The usual practice is to enforce orthogonality by substi-
tuting φ and ϕ angles in this equation with 90◦.

Various approaches are documented in the literature (Soni
et al., 2008) which combine the best features of algebraic-
elliptic-hyperbolic techniques to accomplish quality static
and adaptive/dynamic grid generation. Another approach
that is utilized, especially in two-dimensional applications,
is based on variational functionals (Knupp and Steinberg,
1993). The chimera/overlaid grids (Steger, Dougherty and
Benek, 1983) offer the flexibility of addressing moving body
problems that allow dynamic gridding. The curvilinear multi-
block grids represent a widely utilized strategy for practical
CFD applications. The major issue with this approach is
automation. The generation of multiblock grids is extremely
labor-intensive, especially for very complex geometrical con-
figurations. User ingenuity and user experience govern the
response time in grid generation. Various research activi-
ties in the past few years have been dedicated to developing
algorithms to perform automatic blocking associated with
multiblock grid generation. However, user interactions and
graphical interfaces are extremely important for generation
of structured grids.

2.2 Unstructured grid systems

Unstructured grids relax the requirement for node valences.
Any number of elements is virtually allowed to meet at each
node, allowing generation of a boundary conforming grid.
The grid information is presented by a set of coordinates for
nodes and the connectivity between the nodes. The connec-
tivity table specifies the connections and appropriate neigh-
borhood information between nodes and cells. Examples of
a triangular grid and a hybrid grid, quadrilaterals on no-slip
walls to resolve boundary layers and triangles elsewhere,
around a NACA 0012 airfoil are shown in Figures 4 and
5, respectively. Unstructured grids offer greater geometric
flexibility for complex geometries. In this respect, unstruc-
tured grids are now being routinely utilized in aerospace CFD
applications. However, the generation of high-quality grids,
especially for simulations requiring grids with high aspect
ratio cells, is still being researched. The size of the unstruc-
tured grid grows exponentially with the complexity of the

Figure 4. Example of a triangular grid around a NACA 0012 airfoil.

configuration, and therefore creates the problems of memory
storage and turnaround time for the grid generation. Hence,
parallel grid generation, overset grid, and local remeshing
techniques are often desired in unstructured grid generation.
A promising approach for the parallel mesh generation is
to partition a closed surface grid representing the physical
region beforehand, then generating a volume grid in parallel
(Pirzadeh and Zagaris, 2009). Many aerospace CFD applica-
tions involve moving body problems for complex geometries,
which may not be easily represented as structured grids, and
require dynamic regridding during the simulation process.
Unstructured overset/chimera grid methods have been pro-
posed to address this requirement (Nakahashi, Togashi and
Sharov, 2000). An example of overset grid around a wing-
pylon configuration is shown in Figure 6. The local remeshing
techniques are useful to create a single volume mesh quickly
by locally modifying existing meshes when their relative
position is changed (Ito et al., 2009). A local remeshing
method applied to hybrid meshes around a DLR-F6 body

Figure 5. Example of a hybrid grid around a NACA 0012 airfoil.
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Figure 6. Cross-sections of unstructured overset meshes around a wing (parent; light gray) and around a store (child; dark gray).

Figure 7. Local remeshing method applied to hybrid meshes
around a DLR-F6 fuselage and around a wing.

and around a wing is illustrated in Figure 7. Data structures
play an important role in handling and efficiency of unstruc-
tured grids. The major advantage of the unstructured grid is
the potential for automation and greater geometric flexibility.

There are several approaches for generating unstructured
grids: Quadtree/octree-based subdivision algorithms (Yerry
and Shephard, 1983; Dawes, Kellar and Harvey, 2009),

Delaunay triangulation methods (Weatherill, 1988; Baker,
1991), and advancing front methods (Ito and Nakahashi,
2002). For high-Reynolds number viscous flow simulations,
anisotropic elements are needed on no-slip walls so that
boundary layers are resolved properly (Pirzadeh, 1996; Ito
et al., 2007). Advancing layers and similar methods are
widely used to create anisotropic tetrahedra (Figure 8) or

Figure 8. Example of an anisotropic triangular grid around a NACA
0012 airfoil.
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semi-structured elements (Figure 5) to address this require-
ment. Grid adaptation involving grid refinement can be much
more easily incorporated with unstructured grid methods
than structured grid methods as part of the grid generation
process. Unstructured grid generation approaches are briefly
described in the following subsections. Efficient CFD sim-
ulation methods using unstructured grids are described in
Implicit CFD Methods and Unstructured Grids.

2.2.1 Quadtree/Octree methods

A quadtree is a 2D tree data structure in which each node can
have four equal-sized children. An octree is the 3D version
of a quadtree. Readily available computational algorithms
can be adopted to query tree data structure at any level to
identify the characteristics associated with children at that
level. Quadtrees and octrees are used for grid generation
because they can discretize computational domains regu-
larly. The quadtree/octree grid generation methods are easily
automated and can produce surface and volume grids simul-
taneously in 3D. Quadtree/octree grid generation methods
have been employed since Yerry and Shephard proposed the
first method (Yerry and Shephard, 1983). However, as with
Cartesian approaches, improvements are ongoing toward
automatic, boundary-conforming, sharp-feature-preserving
grid generation (Dawes, Kellar and Harvey, 2009).

2.2.2 Delaunay triangulation methods

The Delaunay triangulation method is based on the concept of
Dirichlet tessellation (or Voronoi diagram) in which a closed
domain results in a set of non-overlapping convex polyhe-
dral covering the entire domain. In 2D, a line segment of
the Voronoi diagram is equidistant from the two points it
separates. Hence, the vertices of the Voronoi diagram must
be equidistant from each of the three nodes which form the
triangles (known as Delaunay triangles). Clearly, it is possi-
ble to construct a circle centered at a Voronoi vertex, which
passes through the three points that form a triangle. Also, it
is evident that given the definition of Voronoi line segments
and regions, no circle can contain any point. This condition is
referred to as the in-circle criterion. Hence, when a set of arbi-
trary nodes is given, they can be triangulated so that no other
node is contained within the circumcircle of any triangle of
the grid in 2D (or the circumsphere of any tetrahedron of the
grid in 3D). This mathematical criterion is a strong backbone
of the Delaunay approach. This approach has been success-
fully used in generating grids around complex aerospace
configurations (Weatherill, 1988; Baker, 1991). However,
the in-circle/sphere property is sensitive to truncation errors

in practical computations. Boundary recovery, especially in
3D, is another issue that needs to be resolved to achieve
constrained Delaunay triangulations.

2.2.3 Advancing front methods

The advancing front methods generate triangles or tetrahe-
dra by marching a front toward the interior. An initial front
is defined as a curve segment for surface grid generation or
as a surface grid for volume grid generation. Elements are
created on the front by evaluating new points in the interior
of the domain. This enables the generation of elements in
variable sizes with desired stretching. The local grid density
near the initial front can be controlled easily. In contrast to
the Delaunay triangulation methods, the connectivity of the
initial front can be naturally preserved. However, the advanc-
ing front methods tend to need more computational time
than the Delaunay triangulation methods, mostly because
of geometric search required during the grid generation. To
avoid creating low-quality elements, a smoothing method
is essential at the end of the grid generation process, such
as a Laplacian, angle-based, or optimization-based smooth-
ing method. A combination of the advancing front approach
and the Delaunay triangulation method can also be used to
improve the grid quality.

2.2.4 Advancing layers methods

The advancing layers method was first proposed by Pirzadeh
(1996) as an extension of the advancing front approach to
create anisotropic tetrahedral elements on no-slip walls. The
method can be used for creating semi-structured elements.
Basically, each of the nodes on no-slip walls is advanced
toward the interior based on the visibility condition. However,
there are points in 3D where no single marching directions
can be obtained without creating negative volume elements.
Those points are known as singular points. This issue can be
resolved by the multiple marching direction approach, which
improves the quality of elements around sharp convex cor-
ners as shown in Figure 9 (Ito et al., 2007). Semi-structured
elements are easily placed, even around singular points, using
this approach.

Using a similar approach, general polyhedral elements
allowing tetrahedra, pyramids, prisms, and hexahedra to n-
faced polyhedra can be generated. A major advantage of
polyhedral elements is that they have many neighboring ele-
ments such that the gradients can be approximated better,
compared to tetrahedral elements. Such general elements,
however, are still not widely accepted for many CFD codes
that are used in the aerospace community. An example of a
general polyhedral grid is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Elements near wing trailing edges and control volumes around white points using a typical cell-vertex method in (a) and (b): (a)
single normal from a sharp corner creating a highly skewed control volume; (b) multiple normals improving the quality of the corresponding
control volume; (c) cross-section of an actual hybrid mesh.

Figure 10. Generalized mesh around a notional X-38 with refined
meshes in the shock region (Image Courtesy of Dr. David Thompson
of Mississippi State University).

2.3 Adaptive grid generation

There are three basic strategies that may be employed in
dynamically adaptive grids coupled with the PDE of the
physical problem. The first approach is to redistribute a fixed
number of points. In this approach, points move from regions
of relatively small error to regions of large errors. While the
global order of the approximation cannot be increased by such
movement of points, it is possible to improve the approxi-
mation locally. As long as the redistribution of points does
not seriously deplete the number of points in other regions,
this is a viable approach. The second approach involves local
refinement. In this approach, points are added (or removed)
locally in a fixed point structure in regions of relatively large
error. Here there is no depletion of points in other regions,
and therefore, no formal increase of error occurs. However,
the computer time and storage increase with refinement and
data structures can be difficult. This approach is well-suited

to unstructured grids (Ito et al., 2009). Grid adaptation based
on the refinement and redistribution approaches, which are
based on the changes in solution features, have shown a good
potential for adaptation involving complex configurations.
An adapted grid recreated based on solution features is pre-
sented in Figure 11. In the last approach, the solution method
is changed locally to a higher order approximation in regions
of relatively large error. This again increases the formal global
accuracy but involves great complexity of implementation in
flow solvers. This approach has not had any significant appli-
cation in CFD in multiple dimensions. More discussion on
adaptive mesh generation methods is given in Adaptive Mesh
and Overlapping Grid Methods.

Figure 11. Solution adaptive grid generation with embedded sur-
faces and refinement for notional X-38/booster configuration.
Reproduced with permission from Ito et al. (2009) c© AIAA.
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2.4 Grid generation process

Regardless of which grid strategy is being considered, cre-
ation of a computational grid requires:

1. Computational Mapping: Establishing an appropriate
mapping from physical to computational space, allow-
ing proper multiblock strategies in the case of structured
grids or establishing an appropriate ordering of nodes in
the case of unstructured grids.

2. Geometry Discretization: Numerical discrization of all
solid components (surfaces) in conjunction with asso-
ciated computational mapping criteria and a desired
distribution of points. These geometrical components
reside in the geometry database.

3. Computational Modeling: Generating an “appropriate”
grid around these surfaces according to some criteria,
usually with a specified multiblock strategy, point dis-
tribution, smoothness, and orthogonality in the case of
structured grids, and desired background grid represen-
tative of point distribution in the case of unstructured
grids.

The relationship of geometry to the grid generation pro-
cess is analogous to the relationship between boundary
conditions and the solution of the governing fluid flow equa-
tions. An accurate construction of the geometry with the
proper distrubution of points usually consumes 85–90% of
the total time spent on the grid generation process. The geom-
etry specification associated with grid generation involves:

1. Determining the desired distribution of grid points. This
depends upon the expected flow characteristics.

2. Evaluating boundary segments and surface patches to
be defined in order to resolve an accurate mathematical
description of the geometry in question.

3. Selecting the geometry tools to be utilized to define these
boundary segments/surface patches.

4. Following an appropriate logical path to blend the
aforementioned tasks obtaining the desired discretized
mathematical description of the geometry with properly
distributed points.

The parametric-based Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline
(NURBS) model is a widely utilized representation for geo-
metrical entities in CAD/CAM/CAE systems. The convex
hull, local support, shape preserving forms, affine invari-
ance, and variation diminishing properties of NURBS are
extremely attractive in engineering design applications. Most
of the geometrical configurations of interest to practical

aerospace problems are designed in the CAD/CAM systems
and are available to analysts in an IGES or STEP format.
The geometry preparation is considered the most critical
and labor-intensive part of CFD process and involves the
discrete-sculptured definition of all boundaries/surfaces with
a desired point distribution, smoothness, and orthogonality
criteria associated with the domain of interest.

2.5 Grid software, tools, and further information

A multitude of general and special purpose grid generation
software tools/systems to address complex CFD applications
are available in the public domain and as proprietary commer-
cial codes. Detailed information and basic analysis of tools,
as well as further information on state-of-the-art and state-
of-the-practice grid generation techniques can be accessed
from the following web sites:

� International Society of Grid Generation, information and
proceedings of the bianuual conferences on Numerical
Grid Generation: http://www.isgg.org

� CFD Online: http://www.cfd-online.com/Links/meshing.
html

� Mesh Generation and Grid Generation on the Web
by Robert Schneiders: http://www-users.informatik.rwth-
aachen.de/∼roberts/meshgeneration.html

� Meshing Research Corner, comprehensive information
access and proceedings of the annual International Mesh-
ing Roundtable conference: http://www.andrew.cmu.edu/
user/sowen/mesh.html

� NASA Langley Research Center Geometry Laboratory:
http://geolab.larc.nasa.gov/CSCMDO/

� Enabling Technology Laboratory, University of Alabama
at Birmingham (UAB), Geometry-Grid Toolkit, Mini-
CAD system, and related resource: http://me-wiki.eng.
uab.edu/etlab/

� Geometry and Mesh Generation Toolkit, Sandia National
laboratory: http://cubit.sandia.gov/cubitprogram.html

� Numerical Grid Generation, Foundations and Applica-
tions (electronic access to the first book written on grid
generation): http://www.erc.msstate.edu/publications/
gridbook/refer.php

Most commercial CFD codes offer grid generation tools
and systems. However, the commercial codes Gridgen by
Pointwise (http://www.pointwise.com) and GridPro by Pro-
gram Development Corporation (http://www.gridpro.com)
are fully focused on providing grid generation systems. Both
of these codes are widely used in the aerospace community
and offer interactive and script-based systems for geometry
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preparation and multi-block as well as unstructured grid gen-
eration.

3 FUTURE TRENDS AND CRITICAL
NEEDS

Grid generation strategies, especially in the structured-
unstructured area, are well-developed and validated. Rapid
turnaround, geometric flexibility, accuracy, affordability, and
robustness are the key requirements to be addressed for CFD
to play its rightful role in supporting industrial aerospace
design configurations. However, the present grid genera-
tion process needs to address various issues to fulfill these
requirements. A chart representing these issues and their past,
present, and future states with ultimate goals is presented in
Figure 12.

The major concern is response time. In general, only for
the simplest of applications can a geometry be prepared and
grid generated quickly or easily to fulfill industrial needs. An
ultimate industrial goal (Soni, 2000) is to perform complex
grid generation in one hour and the entire field simulation
in one day. Today, with a clean geometry definition in a
desired format, a structured multiblock grid (for a Navier–
Stokes simulation) around complex aircraft can be developed

in between two to three weeks. An unstructured grid, how-
ever, can be developed in a day (for an Euler simulation),
and a Cartesian grid could be developed in a matter of hours
(for an Euler simulation). The unstructured and Cartesian grid
strategies fulfill today’s industrial need for Euler simulations.
The demand for simulations in industry, however, is for com-
plex turbulent Navier–Stokes models with chemical reactions
and multi-phase multi-species physics, which is provided by
a simulation system allowing structured, multiblock grids.
The unstructured-Cartesian technology, in view of field sim-
ulation, is still being developed for complex physics. The
response time chart represents the average time required to
perform grid generation, sensitivity analysis (grid genera-
tion with minor geometrical-distribution perturbation), and
industrial expectations.

In view of the affordability and accuracy requirements, it
is very important to develop quality grids based on field char-
acteristics (adaptive grids) and/or based on the movement of
geometrical components in the field (moving grids). There
is an increasing demand for performing dynamic (adap-
tive/moving) grids. The dynamic grid algorithms, at present,
are limited to simple configurations. Techniques are needed
to enhance the applicability of adaptive schemes pertaining
to complex configurations. The dynamic gridding capability,
however, is inherent in the construction of unstructured and
Cartesian grids.

Figure 12. Technology vision for grid generation.
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The industrial environment is also rapidly moving into
parallel/distributed computing with an object-oriented envi-
ronment. CFD must play its meaningful role in this
computing environment by contributing to industrial Mul-
tidisciplinary Design and Analysis Optimization (MDAO)
applications. One goal for the grid generation community
with respect to MDAO applications should be to develop
algorithms for automatic and intelligent grids (without visual
interactions) pertinent to complex configurations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to Moore’s law (Moore, 1965), the number of tran-
sistors per chip should double every 18 months (see Figure 1).
Nowadays, this law is interpreted in a broader sense mean-
ing that the peak performance of a processing unit (PU) is
doubling every 18 months. Moore’s law has held remark-
ably true in the last 30 years. Microprocessors have become
smaller, denser, and more powerful. The design of new PU
is critically automated by computer programs and built by
robots. This explains in part a very rapid turnover of com-
puter architecture evolution. The exponential growth of high
performance computing (HPC) was initially driven by scien-
tific computing applications with special vector architecture
requirement such as the Cray 1 system (1976), but the incen-
tive has drifted to the market of personal computers (PCs),
gaming and ubiquitous computing from cell phone, and TV
sets to washing machines that represent most of the market
share of computing. In this quest to better performances and

Figure 1. Moore’s law.

lower costs, HPC became based on cheap microprocessors
and parallel processing with a growing number of chips. To-
day, HPC systems are pretty far from the “dream computer”
of computational scientists who are less interested in paral-
lel processing than in producing new aerospace engineering
science. Software environment and numerical libraries are of
paramount importance to help the users write some produc-
tive parallel codes.

Thanks to the enormous potential of HPC platforms with
exponential performances growth and competitive costs, the
industry of aerospace engineering relies more and more on
HPC tools (Reschet al., 2008). Traditional fluid dynamic
with Navier–Stokes (CNS) flow has been extended to multi-
ple physics coupling the various components of an airplane:
aerodynamic, structure, propulsion, control, and so on. Fur-
thermore, all these integrated simulation components can be
fed by computer-assisted design tools and embedded into
an optimum design loop. This new method of processing
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shortens dramatically the time needed to construct a new air-
plane and cuts significantly on the expenses by reducing the
number of prototypes and experiments to the bare minimum.
What is true for airplanes applies also to many other areas of
aerospace engineering such as satellites or rockets design for
which too many experiments may have an unacceptable level
of risk. Further core simulation always starts with some form
of specialized preprocessing to acquire the data and ends with
postprocessing either to extract meaningful statistics from
simulation or to build realistic visualization. These tasks are
“compute intensive” and are realized on HPC platforms as
well. In some case, they may take most of the computing
time out of the overall cycle. This new computer simulation-
based approach to aerospace engineering design reinforces
the importance of interdisciplinary teams who work together
to bring the best of engineering with physics, applied math-
ematics, and computer science, to name a few.

We are going to summarize the essentials of hard-
ware/software HPC environment in Section 3. Section 4
reviews briefly how algorithms and numerical methods have
been developed to increase the productivity of HPC sys-
tems for computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Finally, Sec-
tion 5 lists some of the new opportunities that HPC brings to
aerospace engineering.

We will start in Section 2 with a CFD example that will
be kept all along this chapter to illustrate HPC.

2 INTRODUCTIVE EXAMPLE

Our pedagogic example will be the optimum design of a mini
windmill consisting in a vertical savonius rotor (VSR) tested
in a wind tunnel (Garbeyet al., 2009). The simulation of the
flow is done by solving the set of incompressible Navier–
Stokes equations

∂tU + (U · ∇)U + ∇p − ν∇ · (∇U) = f, in � (1)

div(U) = 0, in � (2)

coupled to the solid rotation of the VSR. The angular accel-
eration of the VSR ˙ω is given by the second Newton’s law:

I0ω̇ = T0 (3)

whereI0 is the inertia momentum andT0 is the dynamic
torque exerted on the blade.

The domain of computation� for NS corresponds to the
fluid domain around the vertical axis turbine standing in the
wind tunnel. Boundary conditions should provide the in-
flow/outflow condition of the wind tunnel, and the no-slip

boundary conditions on all solid surfaces. One provides initial
conditions to close the problem. The unknowns are the fluid
velocity U, the normalized pressure of the fluidp, and ω̇,
that are all time dependent.ν is the kinematic viscosity. Let
us consider the standard projection scheme (Chorin, 1967)
for the time stepping as follows:

� Step 1: prediction of the velocitŷUk+1 by solving

Ûk+1 − Uk,∗

�t
− ν�Ûk+1 = f k+1 − ∇pk (4)

The ratio (̂Uk+1 − Uk,∗)/�t is the first order approxima-
tion of the total derivative in time, andUk,∗ comes from
the method of characteristics.

� Step 2: projection of the predicted velocity to the space
of divergence free functions.

−div∇(pk+1 − pk) = − 1

�t
divÛk+1,

Uk+1 = Ûk+1 − �t∇(pk+1 − pk) (5)

For each time stepk, we end up solving successively two
boundary value problems of very different nature, Each prob-
lem uses a numerical solver corresponding respectively to the
so-called Helmholtz operator for (4)

−ε� + Id, ε � 0; ε = ν δt (6)

and the Poisson operator for (5),

� (7)

Typically, most of the computing time is spent in the
elliptic solver (7).

This direct numerical simulation is embedded into an op-
timization loop. For a given inflow condition and family of
geometric shapes for the blade, the objective is to compute the
best shape of the blade to maximize the rotating speedω or
more realistically maximize the power delivered by the VSR.

Any given blade can be printed in 3D and tested in the wind
tunnel. Comparison of experimental results and simulation
can be automated into a second external loop and lead either to
improving simulations or changing the geometric model. This
design cycle illustrated in Figure 2 might be automated, and
the computational step should be speeded up by using HPC.
Figures 3 and 4 give some examples of the finite element
mesh used to compute the flow and the velocity field with the
rotating blade.

Parallel computing of such an application will try to iden-
tify a maximum number of tasks that can be processed
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Figure 2. Optimum design cycle.

Figure 3. Moving FE mesh with the Adina Software.

Figure 4. Velocity field at different times computed with the Adina
Software.

in parallel (Garbey et al., 2009). Parallelism can be
introduced

1. at the solver level using for example the decomposition of
the mesh into sub-domains matched to PUs: the problem
is then to reconnect mathematically and numerically the
NS solution computed in parallel into each sub-domain.

2. at the level of the operator, for example, by advancing
the three spatial components of the velocity in parallel.
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4 Computational Fluid Dynamics

This may not be efficient since most of the time is spent
in the pressure correction (5).

3. in the optimization loop by using in parallel several for-
ward simulations with different shapes to decide in which
direction in the design space, one should advance.

There is no unique best for all HPC solutions, and the
parallelism of the application should be best fitted to the par-
allel architecture/software platform available. We are going,
therefore, to present some general classes of HPC architec-
tures and software environments available.

3 MILESTONE IN HPC ARCHITECTURE
AND SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

The ecosystem of HPC solutions evolves very rapidly.
Many branches of the evolution tree die out with company
bankruptcy. Other branches are very successful and give
birth to a number of interesting architectures. Dongarraet al.
(2010) give a modern view of today’s HPC world. We are
going, here, to review few important milestones of the hard-
ware/software HPC with respect to CFD.

Let us notice, first, that the density of transistors in new
processors is such that heat dissipation is becoming the main
difficulty in building reliable HPC. This difficulty leads to
a growing number of PUs per computer with multicore ar-
chitectures. CFD plays now a critical role in the design of
cooling devices for HPC systems. Clock speed of processors
is no longer increasing but rather decreasing. Furthermore,
the gap of performance between multi-processor/multi-core
floating point operation per second (FLOPS) and memory
performances increases by 50% every year in favor of proces-
sor speed. CFD efficiency on HPC systems becomes there-
fore limited by memory access speed. It is typical for an
application to get only 10% of the peak performance of
the processor and even less on a large parallel system. The
HPC industry seems very much going through a perma-
nent formula one race that pushes its publications through
the web (see, e.g., http://www.hpcwire.com/), keeps rank-
ing the top 500 most powerful systems around the world
(http://www.top500.org/), and gathers all industry and aca-
demic main players at the annual Supercomputing Confer-
ence (http://www.supercomputing.org/). We will use some
historic perspective to introduce some of the important con-
cepts of HPC for CFD implementation.

The Flynn taxonomy classifies computer architecture by
instruction delivery mechanism and data stream. The old
“classic” computer would operate a Single Instruction on a
Single Data (SISD) at a time, while SIMD computers operate

a Single Instruction on Multiple Data, and MIMD computers
operate multiple instructions on multiple data.

It is of historic value to recall the concept of SIMD that has
a narrow domain of application but can still be a very powerful
idea. A classical example of that computer architecture was
the Connection Machine 2 (CM2), from Thinking Machine,
that had 64 000 processors but not very powerful processors
(Hillis, 1982). Each processor has its own small memory, and
data must be distributed across the system memory. SIMD
operates on so-called data parallelism as described below.

Let us take two 2-dimensional arraysAandB of dimension
250× 256. The CM2 could operate the sum of these two
arrays A and B at once by matching each elementa

j
i and

b
j
i of matrix A andB to each processor. The coding in high

performance fortran (HPF) is as simple as the Matlab’s style
instruction

C = A + B (8)

Each processor processes the sum of the two scalar matrix
elementsc = a + b, available in its local memory. Similarly,
one can think of many operations in image processing where
pixels can be easily matched to processors. One may think
that an SIMD machine is a processor of arrays!

Obviously, the efficiency of the CM2 in addingA + B

would not be that great with arrays that have 64 001 elements
or if one would desire to compute the matrix productC =
A × B or the matrix divisionC = A/B. In such case, each
processor needs to know much more than a couple of matrix
coefficients in its local memory. Furthermore, it is not realistic
to assume that all processors have complete data setA and
B in memory.

But, the CM2 computers would not have got any customers
if the system was delivered without numerical libraries that
optimize arrays operations nor any standard scientific com-
puting functions such as fast Poisson solver for (5). Those
parallel numerical libraries are written by experts who have
a deep knowledge of the network of communication. These
numerical libraries allow processors to exchange information
between their local memory in the most efficient way.

The CM2 was the example of an interesting concept in
computer architecture, with its main piece, the network de-
signed with the help of Richard Feyman, Nobel laureate in
physics. This innovative computer architecture was not unre-
lated to breakthrough ways of computing Navier–Stokes flow
with cellular automata model. The CM2 gave very interesting
perspectives of massively parallel and interactive simulations
for phenomena in fluid mechanics thanks to a technique of
a drastically new concept called lattice gas hydrodynamics
(Frisch, Hasslacher and Pomeau, 1986). An SIMD machine
can also be seen as a processor of cellular automata.
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However, not all applications can rely on processing
arrays alone, and SIMD systems have been later replaced by
Beowulf Systems (BeoS). In particular, finite element sim-
ulations of Navier–Stokes flow on unstructured meshes as
in Figures 4 or 10 require an entirely different approach in
computing. The BeoS is assembled from off-the-shelf low-
cost PC components that are connected with a fast network
into an MIMD machine. BeoS usually run the open source
operating system Linux on each PC. The success of these ar-
chitectures comes from the fact that they are cheap and have
very flexible architecture. Furthermore, one can download
from the web all the open-source software needed to build
the parallel system.

Everyone can assemble his own BeoS starting with few in-
dividual PCs. The computer industry has taken over the con-
cept and delivered large, compact, and efficient commodity
systems that use their favorite stand-alone PUs or fat com-
puter nodes. These PUs might be PCs but also more com-
plicated hardware solutions. The computing nodes intercon-
nected by a fast network may have multiple processors and
processors can have multiple cores.

The dominant model to use BeoS in CFD is to have a Single
Program running on Multiple Data (SPMD) in all nodes
(or PU) under the supervision of the master node. This so-
called master–slave system runs the flow of tasks, some in
parallel on the slaves and some sequentially on the master
node. All slaves may run in parallel a procedure of the code,
as requested by the master, on their own data sets stored in
their local memory. There is a priori no shared global memory.

The data of the application, for example, the mesh in our
wind mill, should be distributed among all processing units.
There should be a communication mechanism so that a PU
may receive input data from the master and provide the re-
sult back to the master. This centralized approach does not
work obviously on large parallel systems. To avoid a bot-
tleneck in the traffic of information, each slave may request
directly the information from another slave or answer the
request for information from an other slave while the mas-
ter has a global knowledge of the data flow traffic. This
“telecommunication” between PUs is specified in the SPMD
code thanks to a library for message passing. The most com-
mon and versatile library used is the message passing in-
terface (MPI) library that has gone through various steps
of standardization and generalization as the result of the
cooperation between academia and the computer industry
(see http://www.mpi-forum.org). Following the open-source
philosophy of Linux, MPI has open-source version available
on the net (see http://www.open-mpi.org/). The beauty of the
BeoS approach is that any progress on its off-the-shelf com-
ponents such as the processor chip or network switch can
immediately be adopted by replacing the existing compo-

nent with their new versions. However, the difficulty with
such systems is the need for the programmer to manage the
distributed memory and make sure that each processor works
on the right piece of data and returns the correct piece of data.
Programming with MPI imposes a change of mind, because
the instructionC = A × B on two 2-dimensional arraysA
andB executed by a slave has no global meaning! It should
be placed in context of whatA andB are in the local memory
of the processor. MatricesA andB are therefore decomposed
into blocksAj

i , B
j
i distributed to each PU. The programmer

should manage MPI requests for blocks between PUs to real-
ize the matrix product operationCk

i = ∑
j A

j
i Bk

j , block wise.
In an effort to help the end user, parallel Basic Linear Oper-

ation subroutines (BLASs) are available for parallel systems
running MPI and can be downloaded for example from the
software depository http://www.netlib.org/. However, appli-
cation users sometimes prefer to use shared memory parallel
systems where the concept of global memory seen by all
PUs is still a reality. It may provide them a step-by-step in-
cremental effort to go from a sequential code to a parallel
code once the parallel algorithm has been decided. The idea
is to start from an existing sequential code that works well
and progressively make it parallel by identifying what are the
tasks that can be processed in parallel. Going from sequential
to parallel automatically is an nondeterministic polynomial
time (NP) hard problem, and there has been no satisfactory
solution so far. Further, large shared memory systems are of-
ten assemblage of PU with their own memory units, but the
hardware comes along a system provided by the vendor that
emulates the global shared memory in a transparent way to
the user. Silicon graphics has been one of the most popular
vendor of shared memory parallel systems. It takes an excel-
lent network (or equivalent) between PUs and an outstanding
operating system to handle efficiently the inevitable conflict
in memory access for write and read without slowing down
the parallel processing of the application. In the SPMD model
running on a shared memory HPC, the user needs to specify
which operations in the code are parallel and which ones are
sequential. This can be done by giving directive in the code
to the compiler. The compilers have, then, to be intelligent
enough to distribute the parallel task in the most effective
way to avoid conflict on memory access by parallel PUs.
The openMP “library” (see http://openmp.org-) has become
the standard software to “parallelize” an existing code with
compiler directives (Chapman, Jost and Van Der Pas, 2007).

Finally, there are significant efforts to build large special-
ized HPC systems that may eventually replace the wind tun-
nel with a virtual one. These so-called numerical wind tun-
nels (NWTs) (Miyoshiet al., 1994) were few years ago at
the front end of the development of parallel computing and
rely almost exclusively on special funded project by large
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government institutions. The first Japanese NWT was us-
ing 1000 PUs that are vector processors and linked with a
large crossbar having very high bandwidth. The earth simu-
lator (http://www.jamstec.go.jp/esc/index.en.html) has been
the continuation of that ambitious strategy. As opposed to
commodity clusters, it has been feasible on such system to get
significant percentage of the peak theoretical performance.
Alternatively, the United States has pursued a more prag-
matic approach with HPC that have the largest number of
central processing unit (CPU) ever: some of these systems,
installed in department of energy (DOE) labs, have of the
order of 100 K computing cores. It is absolutely nontrivial to
have a legacy CFD code that can exploit that number of PUs,
not to mention that existing codes are far from using the peak
capacity of scalar processors or multicore architectures. We
are now going to discuss the algorithmic side of HPC that is
the foundation of efficient parallel computing.

4 ALGORITHM AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

Let us, first, discuss the measurement of parallel efficiency
and what are its basica priori bounds.

First of all, let us assume that a sequential code takes
Tp seconds on a parallel system withp PUs andT1 on one
identical PU. The parallel speedupSp and efficiencyEp of
the parallel code running onp PUs are defined respectively
as follows:

Sp = T1

Tp

; Ep = T1

p Tp

(9)

The algorithm is decomposed into a set of tasks that must
be executed sequentially and tasks that may run in parallel.
This is a very idealistic view because we should, in princi-
ple, take into account the time to communicate data between
processors.

The Amdhal’s law states that ifs, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 is the fraction
of time spent to process the sequential task on the PU under
consideration, the efficiency should be at best:

Ep = 1

sp + (1 − s)
(10)

As shown in Figure 5, it does not take much of a fraction
of sequential code to limit dramatically the use of parallel
system with many PUs.

However, HPC is not just used to strictly speedup a legacy
code with the same mesh than can run on a PC.

For example, HPC system could be used to get a more
accurate solution, thanks to a finer mesh in our NS exam-
ple: consequently, the data set should grow with the number
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Figure 5. Amdhal’s law.

of processors. This point of view gives the Gustafson’s law
(Gustafson, 1988). One takes the largest problem/mesh that
fits in memory of the HPC system withp PUs and computes
the parallel efficiency from there. Normalizing the time spent
onp PUs to 1, that is,Tp = 1, one retrieves the parallel effi-
ciency by computing the sequential time it would have taken
to run the application on a single processor, if the memory
was available!

T1 = s + (1 − s)p (11)

The efficiency as plotted in Figure 6 becomes

Ep = s + (1 − s)p

p
(12)
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Figure 6. Gustafson’s law.
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Figure 7. Topology of communication.

which is more encouraging. The first Gordon bell award
(1987) was attributed to Robert Benner, John Gustafson, and
Gary Montry who achieved significant speedup, measured as
above, on a 1028 HPC system with three mechanical appli-
cations in beam stress analysis, surface wave simulation, and
unsteady fluid flow (Gustafsonet al., 1988).

Most parallel codes behave between these two bounds pro-
vided by the Amdhal’s law and the Gustavson’s law depend-
ing on the arithmetic complexity of the algorithm and how
large is the data set to be processed.

Let us take for example an explicit scheme for the
momentum equation in NS on a Cartesian mesh discretized
with finite volumes. Neglecting all the details, time step-
ping looks very much like a loop with the following data
dependencies:

Scheme: For all cell C(i, j, k), update velocity U in each
cell as a function of U at previous time step and U in all
neighbor cells C̃(ĩ, j̃, k̃) within a distance ||C − C̃|| specified
by the numerical scheme chosen.

For illustration, we consider a two-dimensional regu-
lar Cartesian mesh in a domain that is a rectangular box.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show

1. how blocks are distributed among processors,
2. what would be the topology of communication between

processors, and
3. the missing column or row at the boundary of blocks that

should be exchanged with MPI between processors to
complete the five points scheme.

Figure 8. Five-points scheme.

Figure 9. Block decomposition.

There are numerous techniques in MPI to implement this
message passing in such a way that the waiting time to get
the information through the network of the parallel system is
overlapped by operations on mesh cells inside the sub-block
that do not need this communication step.

Steps (1) to (3) are easy to implement. A relaxation method
to solve the pressure correction will lead to a very similar type
of operations. While multigrid should be used to accelerate
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dramatically the numerical efficiency of the method, commu-
nications get then more complicated to manage properly.

It seems that the explicit scheme for the momentum
equation should scale very well, that is, doubling the number
of mesh cells along with the number of processors should
take the same exact amount of time. This sounds a perfect
case for the Gustafson’law. Unfortunately, it is not true. As
the number of cells grow, the size of the physical domain of
computation should stay the same. Consequently, the mesh
size gets smaller, which impacts in return the largest time step
allowed by the stability condition of explicit time stepping.

Let us assume for our example in two space dimension that
the mesh’s cells are boxes of sizeh. Doubling the number of
mesh cells means thath becomesh/

√
2. Explicit scheme suf-

fers from a restriction on the time step to stay stable. When
the stability condition comes from the diffusion term�U,
we have dt ∼ h2 and therefore dt should be lowered to dt/2.
When the stability condition comes from the convective term
U.∇U, a less restrictive condition applies, and dt should be-
come dt/

√
2.

What seems easy parallelism is not numerically efficient.
As the number of mesh cells increases along with the number
of PUs, the number of time step will have to grow according
to the stability condition.

This is why it is so important on large HPC systems to
use so-called implicit schemes that do not suffer so severely
from the stability condition on the time step. We refer to the
Fernbach recipient lecture of David Keyes at SC07 for an
extensive description of modern parallel numerical scheme
(http://www.columbia.edu/∼kd2112/Fernbach2007.pdf).

For our NS example, a relaxation scheme to advance im-
plicitly the velocity in the momentum equation, or better
a multi-grid scheme, replaces advantageously the explicit
scheme provided that one controls the overhead in commu-
nication to exchange the data missing at the boundary. There
are multiple domain decomposition algorithms to achieve this
goal (Smith, 1996) that should be chosen depending on the
ratio of processing power of PU to bandwidth performance
of the network.

Some named after the work of Schwarz (1870) are variants
of block relaxation with various optimized transmission con-
dition at the interfaces (Gander, Magoules and Nataf, 2002)
or acceleration techniques (Garbey and Tromeur-Dervout,
2002; Garbey, 2005). Some, like the Shuur complement are
expressing directly the missing column or row of the interface
as the solution of a linear system involving block unknowns
computed in parallel. We will not go into the details here due
to the lack of space but the domain decomposition confer-
ence – http://www.ddm.org – gives the best possible sources
of information on these techniques. Many of these general
mathematical techniques have been applied specifically to

CFD as reported annually at the parallel CFD conference
(http://parcfd.org).

Overall, it is fairly tempting to keep regular arrays such
as the velocity or pressure of our example discretized on a
regular mesh. First, it is rather easy to distribute such domain
on large parallel distributed memory computer. Second, one
optimizes the size of the block to take advantage of the best
memory access of the PU. However, the burden is shifted
to the approximation theory that needs to approximate com-
plex shapes such as the blade of the wind mill example with
regular meshes. Immersed boundary techniques on one hand
(Shyy et al., 2007) or moving adaptive overlapping set of
grids (Henshaw, 2006), on the other, may do the work very
efficiently while keeping a local regular data structure that op-
timizes the use of HPC. This is a very active area of research
motivated by the limitation of HPC and the complexity of
meshing in 3D around moving complex geometrical objects.

Legacy codes in the aerospace industry are, however,
often based on complex unstructured meshes (see Figure 10
from Hu et al., 2001). The overall mesh needs to be de-
composed into (many) sub-domains that will bring equal
load of processing on each PU. This nontrivial problem
(Hu et al., 2001) can be executed by a mesh partitioner
that uses a combination of optimization techniques to op-
timize the performance and graph partitioning related to
geometric properties of meshes (see the software library
Metis http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/views/metis).

So far, we have discussed, mainly, how distributing in
space the domain of computation may lead naturally to effi-
cient parallel computation. Amazing enough, parallelization

Figure 10. Mesh partitioning of the Falcon for 16 PUs.
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combining space and time decomposition is also feasible. It is
often the only way to bring parallel performance to mechan-
ical problem with small mesh size that needs to be speed up
toward real time feedback (Cortial and Farhat, 2008).

To conclude this section, we should emphasize the
importance of software engineering for scientific computing.
It is not so much the language, but the way one writes quality
codes, decomposes the problem into tasks and procedures,
includes tests or verification modules, includes benchmarks
to track performances from one HPC plateform to an other.
CFD codes have to be so complex with modern HPC that
they are no longer written nor used by only one person. In
fact, it takes a long time and a large number of professionals,
both developers and end users, to get a parallel CFD code
that gives correct answers. One also should not underesti-
mate potential bottleneck in the exploitation of parallel CFD
codes. Parallel I/O necessary to start the simulation with the
initial configuration of the problem or to return the result for
visualization can be very slow. If the system has 100 K cores,
as for example with large HPC systems run by DOE lab, it
is easy to imagine the complexity of the procedure to extract
from the gigantic data set involved, the one flow image of
leading interest.

HPC has sometimes forced the scientists to reconsider the
simulation problem from a different point of view. We are
going to conclude briefly in the next section with some of the
recent opportunities that HPC has brought to CFD.

5 HPC OPPORTUNITIES

One of the challenges in CFD is to provide error estimates
that give confidence in the simulation results. This is an old
problem, wherea posteriori mathematical estimate plays a
central role. However, most complex models that aerospace
engineering is dealing with, from flight in turbulent flow to
combustion in jet engine, do not come along with mathemat-
ical theorems on existence of the solution! In the mean time,
HPC offers the potential to run multiple mesh refinement
and sensitivity analysis, which are the backbone of rigorous
numerical simulation protocols. HPC might be therefore an
opportunity to offer more reliable CFD solutions.

Coupling models and codes is also an idea that comes with
parallel computing. If the windmill of our example is made of
an elastic structure with significant deformation, we should
examine the feedback mechanism between the flow and the
structure. A solution would be to reuse an existing parallel
code for the structure, one for the flow, and couple them with
proper interface conditions. This is a challenge in term of
algorithmic design because numerical accuracy and stability
might be an issue. However, two HPC platforms each running

one code can be communicating with MPI for the iterative
scheme that solves the set of interface conditions between the
flow and the structure. What can be done with two physics
can be done with multiple physics and multiple HPC plat-
forms. There are numerous examples of complex aerospace
problems that have been solved that way. New problems in
aerospace engineering might be then solved with odd com-
puter architecture and existing software components.

Finally, one of the most fascinating recent develop-
ment of HPC, in a broader sense, is volunteer computing
(VC) represented by the BOINC project of David Anderson
(http://boinc.berkeley.edu/). BOINC gives the ability to many
scientific computing projects to run on PCs of volunteers.

� Volunteers are typically members of the general public
who own Internet-connected PCs. Organizations such as
schools and businesses may also volunteer the use of their
computers.

� Projects are typically academic (university-based) and do
scientific research.
The Micro Fluids project of Manning and Collicott (2005)
for example is a massively distributed computer simula-
tion of two-phase fluid behavior in microgravity and mi-
crofluidics problems. The goal of this project according
to the author (http://www.ufluids.net/) is to design better
satellite propellant management devices and address two-
phase flow in microchannel and microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) devices. This large-scale simulation re-
lies on thousands of volunteer computers around the world
running for months. Overall, the amount of simulation that
can be achieved with BOINC is just amazing.
Several aspects of the project/volunteer relationship are
worth noting:

� Volunteers are effectively anonymous; although they may
be required to register and supply e-mail address or other
information, there is no way for a project to link them to
a real-world identity.

� Because of their anonymity, volunteers are not account-
able to projects.
The first volunteer computing project was Great Internet
Mersenne Prime Search (GIMPS) which started in 1995.
Other early projects include distributed.net, SETI@home,
and Folding@home. Today, there are at least 50 active
projects. Volunteer computing is important for several
reasons:

� Because of the huge number of PCs in the world, volunteer
computing can (and does) supply more computing power
to science than does any other type of computing. This
computing power enables scientific research that could
not be done otherwise.
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� VC power cannot be bought; it must be earned. A research
project that has limited funding but large public appeal can
get huge computing power.

� VC encourages public interest in aerospace science and
provides the public with voice in determining the direc-
tions of scientific research.

There are many design problems in aerospace engineering
with huge parameter space to explore. Since today, personal
computers are as powerful as supercomputers 12 years ago,
this might be the most cost-effective way to support legacy
codes for parameter browsing with embarrassing parallelism.
Of course, the problem should be attractive enough to get the
attention of the public.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In any turbulent flow, the velocity field is a composite of
a large collection of mutually interacting and continuously
evolving three-dimensional eddies with a size range cover-
ing, typically, several orders of magnitude. At any one time,
the field of eddies is unique, never to be repeated. Even the
slightest perturbation imposed along the boundary of the flow,
or within it, results in the flow evolving along an entirely
different path compared to that followed by the flow in the
absence of the perturbation – a sensitivity popularly known
as the “butterfly effect”. An inevitable consequence of this
behavior is that the state of a turbulent flow in any domain
� cannot be described (experimentally or numerically) in
any way other than as an infinite sequence of instantaneous,
unique snapshots of the complete three-dimensional veloc-
ity field U(x, ti), x ∈ �. Mathematically, this velocity field is
governed by the Navier–Stokes (NS) equations – at least, this
is a generally accepted view. Thus, given a precise description
of the velocity field at some initial time, t = to, and along the
boundary � of the domain �, the Navier–Stokes equations are
assumed to correctly describe the evolution of U(x, t), t > to.

The only approach to obtaining a high-fidelity, though
never exact, solution of the NS equations for non-trivial
conditions – and then only for the particular set of initial
and boundary conditions – is by a Direct Numerical Simu-
lation (DNS). However, this is an expensive method for any
but simple, low-speed flows, because the range of eddy size
broadens in proportion to Re3/4, Rebeing the Reynolds num-
ber based on some representative flow velocity and length
scale. This implies a rise in mesh-resolution requirements in
proportion to Re9/4 and of CPU time in proportion to Re3

(at best).
An economically tenable alternative to DNS is Large Eddy

Simulation (LES). LES resolves only the dynamically influ-
ential, large-to-medium-scale range of eddies on a relatively
coarse grid, while modeling the effects of the lowest range
of unresolved eddies, which are principally responsible for
the dissipation of turbulence energy by viscous destruction
of small-scale motion. LES’s relative economy, coupled with
rapid advances in computer technology, has encouraged its
application to an increasing range of practically relevant
problems, especially those involving massive separation in
which large-scale, energetic eddies dominate the dynamic
behavior. LES is the lowest-fidelity Navier–Stokes (NS)
method that permits unsteady phenomena associated with
turbulence to be captured, among them force and tempera-
ture maxima/minima, acoustic effects and vibrations. Yet, for
all its merits, relative to DNS, LES still poses a number of sig-
nificant challenges in respect of the tolerance to ill-disposed
grids, unsteady boundary conditions, and cost, the last espe-
cially when boundary layers have to be resolved accurately.

The Reynolds-averaged NS (RANS) strategy predates
LES by about seven decades, yet may arguably be viewed
(with some degree of licence) as the ultimate application of
the principal idea underpinning LES, in so far as it presumes
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2 Computational Fluid Dynamics

that the entire range of turbulent scales (as opposed to the
small-scalesub-range) may be assimilated into a statistical
model that represents the effects of turbulence.1

In a landmark paper presented to the Royal Society of
London in 1895, Osborne Reynolds set out the foundation
of statistical turbulence modeling (i.e. the RANS approach),
based on the (Reynolds) velocity decomposition:

u = u + u′ (1)

with ū interpreted as the density-weighted (or “momentum”)
mean velocity. Reynolds proceeded to insert his decompo-
sition, for all the three velocity components and for the
pressure, into the NS equations, deriving the “equations of
mean-motion”:

ρ
du

dt
= − d

dx

(
pxx + ρuu + ρu′u′)

− d

dx

(
pyx + ρuv + ρu′v′) (2)

− d

dx

(
pzx + ρuw + ρu′w′)

etc.

in which pxx, etc., are the “force components per unit of
area”, that is, arising from pressure and viscous stresses.
This is followed by the equations of “relative mean-motion”
(i.e., the velocity fluctuations) and the equation for the
“energy of the relative-mean motion”

2E
′ = ρ

(
u′2 + v′2 + w′2

)
(3)

which is simply twice the (dynamic) turbulence energy, con-
ventionally denoted by ρk. The implied retention of the
time-derivative in equation (2) is curious, and hints, perhaps,
at Reynolds’ perceiving the concept of “scale separation”
that underlies the present use of RANS methods for some
unsteady problems driven by unsteady boundary conditions
with a time scale much larger than that of the turbulent eddies.

To this day, the equations underpinning all RANS methods
are, essentially, those derived by Reynolds. They are merely
written slightly differently, in a more compact form, usu-
ally in Cartesian-tensor notation. Thus, for statistically steady
flows, the form usually encountered is

∂(ρUi)Uj

∂xj

= − ∂P

∂xi

+ ∂

∂xj

(
τij − ρuiuj

) + ρBi (4)

where U and P are the time-averaged velocity and pres-
sure, respectively, τij is the tensor of viscous stresses, Bi

is a general body force per unit volume (e.g., arising from

buoyancy or electro-magnetic effects) and ρuiuj are the
Reynolds stresses. Corresponding equations arise for any
intensive scalar flow quantity �, such as specific internal
energy or species-concentration:

∂(ρUi)�

∂xi

= ∂

∂xi

(Ji − ρuiϕ) + ρS� (5)

where Ji is the molecular flux vector and S� is the rate of
generation/destruction of the property � per unit volume.

It is important to point out that the above equations (here,
with time-derivatives omitted) are as exact as the parent
Navier–Stokes and scalar-transport equations, respectively.
Hence, their analytical solution, if possible, would result
in the exact mean-flow solution, given the exact mean-flow
boundary conditions. The key advantage of Reynolds-
averaging is, self-evidently, that they offer an economical
route to the mean-flow solution – often of primary, or indeed
only, interest to engineers – without the need to resolve the
extremely complex multi-scale turbulence field. An added
bonus arises when the flow is statistically homogeneous in
one or even two directions, in which case the dimensionality
of the equations reduces correspondingly. This is the main
reason why, at the time of writing, the large majority of com-
putational predictions of industrial flows are based on the
RANS equations. On the other hand, a formidable obstacle is
that the all-important Reynolds stresses and turbulent scalar
fluxes are not known and need to be modeled – a process
referred to as “closure”. Crucially, the fidelity of a RANS
computation thus hinges on the realism of this modeling pro-
cess and the appropriateness of the model to the type of flow
being computed.

In principle, a closure model consists of equations, alge-
braic and/or differential, that relate the Reynolds stresses
and scalar fluxes to known and determinable quantities. With
most of the models, this includes an implicit coupling among
the stresses and fluxes to be determined, thus yielding com-
plex, nonlinear coupled systems that are often more difficult
to solve than the RANS equations themselves.

Much of the research in the RANS area, most of it under-
taken over the past 50 years and driven by the emergence and
development of powerful digital computers, has been con-
cerned with the formulation and validation of closure models
of many types. This is the subject of the sections to follow.

2 TURBULENCE MODELING

2.1 Basic constraints and compromises

It is an undisputed fact that turbulence is a non-localprocess –
that is, the turbulence state at any one location depends upon
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the state surrounding that point, with the region of influ-
ence depending on the state of the turbulence field itself.
The “locality” of turbulence may be characterized by the
ratios of length and time scales associated with the turbu-
lence and the mean flow, respectively. The turbulence scales
are L = k3/2/ε and T = k/ε, where k is the turbulence
energy (cf. equation (3)) and ε is its rate of dissipation
(by viscous action). The corresponding length and time scales
identifying distortion rates in the mean flow (U(s))are:

LD = |∇U|
|∇(∇U)| , TD = |∇U| /

(
∂

∂s
|∇U|

)
(6)

Large ratios L/LD and T/TD mean that substantial flow dis-
tortions occur over scales that are much smaller than the
adjustment in the turbulent scales. In such circumstances,
typical in rapid distortion and massively separated regions,
turbulence is far from “local” in the above sense. On the other
hand, in thin, slowly-evolving shear flows (including bound-
ary layers), these ratios are relatively small, implying that
turbulence adjusts itself quickly and over small length scales
to mean-flow distortions. In this case, the turbulence is more
“local” and readily attains or maintains a state of equilibrium.

The above argument about locality is important, because
it is linked to a key limitation of the majority of turbulence
models used for practical computational predictions: most
models are based on single-point closure– that is, the turbu-
lent stresses and fluxes are related to conditions at the same
point at which the stresses and fluxes are determined. An
exception to this arises in models that account for advec-
tion and diffusion – that is, transport of turbulence quantities,
but even then many of the other unknown terms contribut-
ing to the closure process are approximated by reference to
local conditions and local property gradients. This will be
discussed further in the following sections.

Closure is, inevitably, an approximation process, and there
are many routes along which this process can be pursued.
However, there are some general constraints and desiderata
that apply to all. Thus, a model should

� have firm roots in rational principles and concepts of
physics, rather than intuition;

� comply with dimensional homogeneity, vectorial/
tensorial consistency, and frame-invariance principles;

� be constrained so as to not result in physically unrealizable
behavior and solution;

� have a wide range of applicability;
� be mathematically simple;
� involve variables having accessible boundary conditions;
� be computationally stable.

No existing model complies with all the above. All involve
compromises that sacrifice some (if not the majority) of
desiderata. The only absolute must is the second point in
the above list.

2.2 Model categories

There are well in excess of 100 models and model varia-
tions published in the specialized literature. However, most of
them fall into three principal classes currently used in RANS
computations of practically relevant aerodynamic flows:

� linear eddy-viscosity models (LEVM), either algebraic or
involving differential equations for one scalar turbulence
quantity or two;

� non-linear eddy-viscosity models (NLEVM);
� Reynolds-stress models (RSM).

Some models do not fall neatly into any one of the above
categories, straddling two categories or containing elements
from more than one category. Thus,

� explicit algebraic Reynolds-stress models (EARSM)
combine elements of NLEVM and Reynolds-stress-
transport model (RSTM);

� the “V2F” model of Durbin (1995) is essentially an
LEVM, but incorporates a simplified transport equation
for the normal stress perpendicular to the streamlines (or
the wall), which serves as the turbulent velocity scale in
the eddy-viscosity, in preference to the turbulence energy.

Other model types exist, but have not been used to any
significant extent for practical computations. These include

� the “Structure-based model” of Kassinos et al. (2000);
� various model proposals derived from two-point correla-

tion functions (e.g., Cambon and Scott, 1999);
� “multi-scale” models, which are based on a partitioning of

the turbulence-energy spectrum, each partition associated
with a different size range of eddies (e.g., Schiestel, 1987).

Within any one of the above major categories, there are
dozens of variants emerging from hundreds of attempts
to procure agreement with specific sets of experimental
data. In particular, the LEVM category, being the simplest,
contains several sub-categories – based on algebraic, one-
(differential)-equation and two-equation formulations – and
it is especially heavily populated with model variations,
many differing from other forms by the inclusion of minor
(although sometimes very influential) “correction terms”,
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realizability constraints, different functional forms of the
model coefficient, or differences in the numerical values of
model constants. To a considerable degree, this prolifera-
tion reflects a trend toward adopting or adhering to simple
(too simple) turbulence models for the modeling task at hand
and then to add “patches” so as to “cure” specific ills for
specific sets of conditions. Another, not unimportant, contrib-
utory factor is insufficiently careful and excessively narrow
validation, yielding misleading statements on the predictive
capabilities of existing models.

2.3 Linear eddy-viscosity models (LEVMs)

LEVMs are based on the linear stress–strain relationship

−ρuiuj = µt

(
∂Ui

∂xj

+ ∂Uj

∂xi

− 2

3

∂Uk

∂xk

δij

)
− 2

3
ρkδij (7)

with additional equations used to determine the “eddy vis-
cosity”, µt, and the turbulence energy, k. The turbulent fluxes
of any scalar quantity are then determined from:

−ρujϕ = µt

σt,ϕ

∂�

∂xj

(8)

where σt,ϕ is the turbulence Prandtl/Schmidt number appli-
cable to the property in question.

On dimensional grounds, the eddy viscosity has to be pro-
portional to a velocity scale and a length scale, both of which
must obviously be representative of the influential turbulent
motions responsible for the “mixing” process that µt char-
acterizes. The former is almost invariably chosen to be k1/2,
while the latter is most frequently derived from combining k,
dimensionally correctly, with other physically relevant quan-
tities, such as the rate of turbulence-energy dissipation, ε, the
turbulence vorticity (or specific dissipation), ω(≡ ε/k), or
the eddy-turnover time, τ(≡ k/ε). Use of ε implies the length
scale L = k3/2/ε (cf. Section 2.1), thus leading to:

µt = ρcµ

k2

ε
(9)

with k and ε determined as explained later.
Models of this type display a number of important defects,

almost regardless of how µt is determined, which are espe-
cially pertinent to, and influential in, separated flows:

� they do not resolve normal-stress anisotropy;
� they do not account for the transport of the Reynolds

stresses, but link rigidly the stresses to the strains;

� they overestimate the stresses at high strain rates;
� they do not respond correctly to curvature strain, nor-

mal straining and rotation (though ad hocpatches help in
some circumstances);

� they are appropriate for flows in which a single shear stress
is the dominant dynamic link between turbulence and the
mean flow;

� they seriously misrepresent the heat fluxes, when used
in conjunction with eddy-diffusivity/gradient-diffusion
approximations, except for the flux component normal
to simple shear layers with a dominant cross-layer tem-
perature gradient.

Despite the above limitations, LEVMs are by far the most
popular group of models in aeronautical CFD. One reason
is that most aerodynamic flows involve rather thin, slowly
evolving shear layers, in which the shear stress is the only
dynamically active stress component. Another issue, possibly
even more important than the above, is the simplicity and
economy of these models, which is an especially attractive
attribute when computing very complex configurations with
highly distorted meshes.

Algebraic models, now regarded as outdated, are based on
algebraic approximations for µt (or rather for the associated
velocity and length scales). Most are based on the “mixing-
length concept”, are designed for thin shear flows and are
inappropriate for separated flows – although still happily used
in aeronautical practice, even in the presence of separation,
albeit with ad hoccorrections. All presume the existence
of local turbulence-energy equilibrium, −uv(∂U/∂y) = ε

(turbulence-energy production = rate of dissipation), imply-
ing that the turbulence time scale (k/ε) is a fixed proportion
of the mean-flow time scale via

k

ε

∂U

∂y
≈ 3.3 (10)

Most of the one-equation models (e.g., Jones and Launder,
1972) determine the velocity scale from a transport equation
for the turbulence energy, of the form:

∂k

∂t
+ ∂Ujk

∂xj

= Pk − ε + ∂

∂xj

((
νt

σk

+ ν

)
∂k

∂xj

)
(11)

in which σk is the turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt number appro-
priate to k. Self-evidently, equation (11) takes into account
departures from the local equilibrium (Pk = ε). An exact
equation very close to equation (11) was already derived
by Reynolds (1895), the main difference being that, in
equation (11), the exact diffusion term, which involves
unknown correlations of pressure and velocity fluctuations,
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has been approximated by a determinable gradient-type term.
However, the dissipation rate is determined algebraically by
relating L = k3/2/ε to a characteristic flow dimension – for
example, the distance from the wall in a boundary layer or a
fraction of the thickness of a free shear layer (e.g., a jet or a
wake). This latter practice poses nearly as severe a limitation
on the predictive generality of this class of models as that
associated with purely algebraic forms in the case of accel-
erating or decelerating wall flows that depart substantially
from equilibrium, unless the model is specifically crafted by
a highly targeted calibration for such conditions (e.g., via
forcing functions).

One such “highly-crafted” one-equation model – although
not based on equation (11) – is that of Spalart and Allmaras
(1992). Its basic form for fully turbulent conditions is:

∂νt

∂t
+ ∂Ujνt

∂xj

= C1νtS + 1

σ

∂

∂xj

(
νt

∂νt

∂xj

)

+ C2

σ

(
∂νt

∂xj

)2

− Cwfw

(νt

d

)2
(12)

This model relies heavily on calibration by reference to a
wide range of experimental data, including flows subject to an
adverse pressure gradient. The rich body of empirical infor-
mation that the model gives it advantages over other models
when applied to “complex” boundary layers approaching sep-
aration, and this has made the model popular in aeronautical
practice.

Another interesting model is that of Menter (1997), the
cornerstone of which is also a transport equation for the tur-
bulent viscosity. This arises from a combination of the k-
and ε-equations of a two-equation model with the constraint
−uv = ak, where a = (c1/2

µ ) = 0.3, which reflects experi-
mental observations by Bradshaw, Ferris and Atwell (1967).
This constraint is extremely influential at high rates of strain.
This can be recognized upon a consideration of the production
rate in thin shear flow, into which the linear stress–strain rela-
tion is inserted, with the eddy-viscosity expressed in terms
of k and ε:

Pk = −uv
∂U

∂y
⇒ −uv = cµ

k2

ε

(
∂U

∂y

)

⇒ −uv = c1/2
µ

√
Pk

ε
k (13)

Thus, the constraint limits the shear stress to its equilibrium
relationship with k, which demands Pk = ε.

In complex strain, away from the immediate vicinity of
a wall, the turbulent length scale does not, nor is expected
to, scale with the wall distance. Neither is there, in general,
any other global flow quantity (e.g., shear-layer thickness)

offering itself for scaling. Rather, the length scale must be
expected to be governed by the local turbulence mechanisms,
which evolve in space and time. This implies the need to
determine the length scale from its own transport equation.
This is, as it turns out, no mean task – one that is generally
regarded as a major, if not the principal, obstacle to improving
the predictive realism of turbulence models, not only within
the eddy-viscosity framework, but also in the context of more
elaborate closure approaches.

There are numerous proposals in the literature for two-
equation models, many being variations of a few baseline
models. One important issue is the quantity chosen to repre-
sent the length scale. Without exceptions, surrogate variables
of the form ζ = knεm are used. While ζ = ε is the most
obvious and popular option, it is one that causes signif-
icant problems in practice, especially in near-wall flows
approaching separation. In computational aerodynamics, the
most popular alternative to ε itself is the turbulent vorticity
ω ≡ ε/k (Wilcox, 1988) and, to a lesser extent, its inverse, the
turbulent time scale τ (Speziale, Abid and Anderson, 1992).

A generic form of the dissipation-rate equation (Jones
and Launder, 1972), used in conjunction with the k-transport
equation and expression (9) for fully turbulent conditions, is:

∂ε

∂t
+ ∂Ujε

∂xj

= Cε1
ε

k
Pk + ∂

∂xj

((
νt

σε

+ ν

)
∂ε

∂xj

)
− Cε2

ε2

k

(14)

Its applicability to low-Reynolds-number, near-wall flows
necessitates the introduction of viscosity-related damping
functions pre-multiplying cµ and Cε1, or more frequently
Cε2, and being almost always of the form

(
1 − αe(−βArg µ)

)
,

where:

Arg µ =
{

y+ ≡ yuτ

ν
, y∗ ≡ yk1/2

v
, Rt ≡ k2

νε

}
(15)

It is the need for these (non-trivial) extensions, and the
introduction of additional terms securing the correct wall-
asymptotic behavior that has spawned numerous (about 20)
model variations (e.g., see Patel, Rodi and Scheuerer,
1984).

In terms of predictive quality, there are rarely dramatic dif-
ferences among aerodynamic quantities (except skin friction)
returned by different variants of the k–ε model, unless par-
ticular ad hoc“fixes” are introduced. The precise numerical
values of the coefficients, especially Cε1 and Cε2, are of major
importance to the predictive performance of two-equation
models, and this has been the source of much uncertainty
when trying to assess the inherent qualities of some model
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variations relative to others. Indeed, slight variations in the
value of the coefficients are observed to be more influen-
tial than major variations in the model formulation. Also of
substantial influence are various additive corrections, the best
known being the so-called “Yap correction” and variations
thereof (Yap, 1987; Jakirlic and Hanjalic, 1995), and curva-
ture corrections, which sensitize at least one coefficient in
the ε-equation to the “gradient” or “flux” Richardson num-
ber (Launder, Priddin and Sharma, 1977; Rodi and Scheuerer,
1983), representing the intensity of curvature and its orienta-
tion relative to the strain.

Difficulties experienced with k–ε models, in terms of pre-
dictive weaknesses, and also numerical difficulties arising
from the viscosity-affected near-wall properties of the ε-
equation, have motivated efforts, especially in the 1990s,
to formulate, test, and improve models that use alternative
length-scale variables. As noted earlier, the most popu-
lar alternative variable is the specific dissipation ω ≡ ε/k

(Wilcox, 1988). The equation originally proposed by Wilcox
is:

Dω

Dt
= Cω1

ω

k
Pk + ∂

∂xj

((
ν + νt

σω

)
∂ω

∂xj

)
− Cω2ω

2 (16)

Its main attraction is rooted in the observation that it gives a
superior representation of the near-wall behavior, especially
in an adverse pressure gradient. This has little to do with the
choice of ω in favour of ε, but far more with Wilcox’s choice
of constants and the omission of the term

(
∂k/∂xj

) (
∂ω/∂xj

)
after equation (14) is recast into the form (16), a process that
can be done exactly. Opposing this attraction are difficulties
with boundary conditions for ω. First, at a wall,

ω → 2νk/y2

k

∣∣∣∣
y→0

→ ∞ (17)

which requires the boundary condition to be specified at
some finite distance from the wall. Second, the k–ω model
is observed to be extremely sensitive to the value of ω at
irrotational boundaries of shear flows (Menter, 1992) and, by
implication, also to the value in weak-shear regions within a
complex shear flow. This and other defects have led Menter
(1994) to formulate a hybrid model which blends the k–
ω model near the wall with the k–ε model in wall-remote
regions. This is, currently, the most popular two-equation
model in aeronautical CFD practice, especially in weakly
separated flows. Computationally, the combination is effected
via a weighted-average formula operating on the correspond-
ing k–ε and k–ω model coefficients:

Ceff = FCk−ω + (1 − F )Ck−ε (18)

with F being a prescribed blending function which ensures the
dominance of the k–ω model in the region y+ = O(< 70) and
the dominance of the k–ε beyond that region. An influential
addition to the hybrid model is a correction that limits the
shear stress in accordance with Bradshaw’s relation −uv =
ak, the implication of which is expressed by equation (13).
The limiter is introduced via

νt = ak

max (aω; α(∂U/∂y)
(19)

where a = c1/2
µ and α is a function with extrema of 1 for

boundary-layer flow and 0 for free shear flow.2 The switch
occurs at:

c1/2
µ ω = ∂U

∂y
→ c1/2

µ = k

ε

∂U

∂y
= −uν

k
(20)

which corresponds to the equilibrium condition Pk/ε = 1.
Hence, in high strain, beyond the equilibrium state, equation
(19) gives:

νt = c1/2
µ k

∂U/∂y
→ −uν = c1/2

µ k (21)

This composite formulation – termed shear-stress-transport
(-limited) (SST) model – has enjoyed significant popular-
ity in aerodynamic computations, because of its favourable
response to adverse pressure gradients. In a decelerating
boundary layer, the limiter comes into action and reduces
the shear-stress level relative to that of the non-limited k–ω,
model, and this is extremely effective in promoting sepa-
ration, including shock-induced separation. In fact, it has
been observed to be excessively effective in some separated
flows, both subsonic and trans/supersonic ones, in which it
gives too early separation and excessively long recirculation
regions.

2.4 Anisotropy-resolving models

2.4.1 Reynolds-stress-transport models

The natural modeling step beyond the eddy-viscosity frame-
work, aiming especially at complex separated flows, is
second-moment closure. This is a framework that allows
the Reynolds stresses to be determined without the use of
the eddy-viscosity hypothesis, directly from a rational set
of equations that govern the stresses. Such a set can be
derived exactly by a somewhat laborious, though otherwise
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straightforward, manipulation of the NS and RANS equa-
tions. The result is:

Duiuj

Dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cij

= −
{

uiuk

∂Uj

∂xk

+ ujuk

∂Ui

∂xk

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pij

+(
fiuj + fjui

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fij

− 2ν
∂ui

∂xk

∂uj

∂xk︸ ︷︷ ︸
εij

+ p

ρ

(
∂ui

∂xj

+ ∂uj

∂xi

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

�ij

− ∂

∂xk

{
uiujuk + puj

ρ
δik + pui

ρ
δjk − ν

∂uiuj

∂xk

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

dij

(22)

where Cij, Pij, Fij, �ij, εij, and dij represent, respectively,
stress convection, production by strain, production by body
forces (e.g., buoyancy, for which fi = giβT ′), dissipation,
pressure–strain redistribution, and diffusion. While the last
three terms require modeling, a key advantage of second-
moment closure is that the stress-generation terms can be
retained in their exact form, because they only involve prod-
ucts of stresses and strains. It is the stress-generation terms
that are primarily responsible for the anisotropy and the selec-
tive response of turbulence to different strain types. Another
advantage is that convective stress transport is represented
exactly. There is a large body of literature on the modeling
of the three last terms in equation (22), of which only a very
small proportion can be covered herein.

At high Reynolds numbers, away from the wall, dissipa-
tion is usually assumed to be isotropic, and is expressed as:

εij = 2

3
εδij (23)

This approximation is inadequate close to the wall, where
anisotropy in the small scales is substantial, and various
proposals have thus been made to account for this. A widely
used model is:

εij = 2

3
fεδijε + (1 − fε)ε

∗
ij (24)

where ε∗
ij are the wall-limiting values of εij , which can be

readily obtained by applying Taylor-series expansions to
the dissipation tensor in equation (22) (see Launder and
Reynolds, 1983). The “blending” function fε varies from
model to model; there are at least five forms.

The determination of the isotropic dissipation rate ε has
already been the subject of discussion in relation to eddy-
viscosity models (cf. Section 2.3). Much of what was said

therein applies here too: the length-scale equation remains a
major source of model weaknesses. With few exceptions, ε

is determined from variants of the transport equation (14),
with or without corrections (especially the “Yap correction”
(1987) or variants thereof). The only major difference is the
replacement:

∂

∂xj

((
νt

σε

+ ν

)
∂ε

∂xj

)
← ∂

∂xj

(
cεujuk

k

ε

∂ε

∂xk

)
(25)

which implies that the diffusive flux of dissipation in any
one direction is not simply associated with the gradient of
the dissipation in that direction (a form of the Fourier–Fick
law), but is a weighted sum of the gradients of the dissi-
pation in all directions, each weighted by the appropriate
Reynolds stress. This is referred to as Generalized Gradient
Diffusion Hypothesis(GGDH; Daly and Harlow, 1970). Sim-
ilarly, stress diffusion (which is rarely a dominant process) is
also usually approximated by the GGDH:

dij = ∂

∂xk

(
csukul

k

ε

∂uiuj

∂xl

)
(26)

More complex forms exist, but are not demonstrably superior.
Alongside dissipation, the redistribution or “pressure–

strain” term �ij presents the modeler with the biggest
challenge in the context of second-moment closure, and its
importance is reflected by the large body of literature on
the subject, which cannot be reviewed herein. This term
vanishes upon the contraction k = 0.5uiujδij (strictly, in
incompressible flow only), and it thus becomes irrelevant in
closures based on the turbulence energy or a surrogate scalar.
In second-moment closure, however, this term controls the
redistribution of turbulence energy among the normal stresses
– a process driving turbulence toward a state of isotropy –
as well as reducing the shear stresses in harmony with the
isotropization process.

Most models for the pressure–strain process rely on an
analysis that shows, in principle, that the redistribution
process consists of two major constituents, one involving
an interaction between turbulent quantities only (�ij 1 and
referred to as the slow or the “Rotta” term) and the other
involving an interaction between the mean strain and tur-
bulence fluctuations (�ij 2 and termed rapid – because of its
association with rapid distortion). This fact has led most mod-
elers to make separate proposals for these two fragments,
starting from the generic form:

�ij = ε Aij (aij) + k Mijkl (aij)
∂Uk

∂xl
(27)

in which the two terms represent, respectively, the slowand
rapid processes. Simple forms are linear in the Reynolds
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stresses (e.g., Hanjalic and Launder, 1972; Gibson and
Launder, 1978), but rely on a range of corrections to secure
realizability and a correct near-wall behavior. In particular,
the redistribution process needs to be sensitized to strong
inhomogeneity, associated with large strain gradients, and
to anisotropy invariants, especially in low-Reynolds-number
forms, which allow the model to be used down to the wall
(e.g., Launder and Shima, 1989; So et al., 1991; Jakirlic and
Hanjalic, 1995).

All the above approximations, however elaborate, are
local. Yet, if any one process is certain to be non-local, it is
�ij , because it involves pressure fluctuations that propagate
and are reflected across the entire flow domain. This has led
Durbin (1993) to propose a modeling ingredient that aims to
account for the elliptic process associated with whole-field
propagation of pressure fluctuations. This ingredient is an
elliptic relaxation equationof the form:

L2 ∇2 �c
ij

k
− �c

ij

k
= �ij

k
(28)

where �c
ij is the wall-corrected form of the standard (uncor-

rected) �ij , L is the turbulence length scale and ∇2 is the
elliptic operator. Equation (28) is clearly designed to take
the non-locality of the pressure–strain process into account
and to steer �ij toward the correct wall values, prescribed as
boundary conditions. Although this approach has been shown
to perform well for several challenging flows (Parneix et al.,
1998), it requires the solution of the six additional differ-
ential equations (in addition to the set of six equations (22)
and the dissipation-rate equation (14), incorporating equa-
tion (25)), which obviously adds considerably to the resource
requirements. This has motivated the formulation of several
simplified variations, as outlined in the following subsection.

2.4.2 Non-linear eddy-viscosity and explicit
algebraic stress models (NLEVM, EARSM)

The complexities associated with RSTMs, and the need for
boundary conditions for all the stress components, have moti-
vated the efforts in recent years to construct simpler model
forms which retain the principal advantages of the former
over linear eddy-viscosity models. These have led to the for-
mulation of a range of non-linear eddy-viscosity and explicit
algebraic Reynolds-stress models, both consisting of sets of
explicit algebraic relations for the stresses in terms of strains.
These models are not as fundamentally firm as RSTMs, but
are easier to implement and cheaper to apply.

NLEVMs are based on the general tensorial expansion:

aij ≡ uiuj

k
− 2

3
kδij =

∑
λ

αλT
λ
ij (29)

where Tij is a function of the strain and vorticity tensors:

Sij ≡ 1

2

(
∂Ui

∂xj

+ ∂Uj

∂xi

− 2

3

∂Uk

∂xk

)
(30)

and

�ij ≡ 1

2

(
∂Ui

∂xj

− ∂Uj

∂xi

− 2εijk�k

)
(31)

where �k represents any system rotation and αλ depends on
the turbulent time scale (e.g., k/ε) and, in general, also on
invariants of the strain and vorticity. The derivation of expan-
sions of the form (29) is constrained by the Cayley–Hamilton
theorem, which dictates that there are, at most, ten tensori-
ally independent, symmetric, traceless, second-rank tensor
products of Sij and �ij (Pope, 1975). No model contains all
groups. Cubic models use the first six groups:

a = αs

+β1(s2 − 1
3 {s2}I) + β2(ws − sw)

+β3(w2 − 1
3 {w2}I)

−γ1{s2}s − γ2{w2}s
−γ3(w2s + sw2 − {w2}s − 2

3 {wsw}I)

−γ4(ws2 − s2w) (32)

where bold type is used for any 2nd-rank tensor, for example,
a = aij , {} indicates its trace, and I ≡ (δij). Products are, for
example, ws = �ikSkj and w2s = �ik�klSlj . The first term
on the right-hand side corresponds to a linear eddy-viscosity
model (stress ∝ strain). Linear models follow, evidently, upon
setting λ = 1, Tij = Sij , α 1 = −2 µt/εk= −2cµk/ε. Following
particular choices of (29), subject to tensorial constraints, the
coefficients of the nonlinear terms are usually determined
by reference to experimental and DNS data for key baseline
flows.

EARSMs turn out to have the same form as (29), but
arise from an inversion of simplified forms of the Reynolds-
stress-transport models discussed in the previous section. The
key simplification is Rodi’s “algebraic” approximation of the
convective and diffusive stress transport (Rodi, 1976):

Duiuj

Dt
− dij ≈ uiuj

k

(
Dk

Dt
− dk

)
= uiuj

k
(Pk − ε) (33)

which leads to an implicit set of algebraic equations for the
stresses, with the k- and ε-equations providing Pk and ε,
respectively. The algebraic approximation for convection in
equation (33) is equivalent to

Daij

Dt
= 0 (34)
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Figure 1. Mean-velocity and turbulence-property profiles predicted by the Abe, Jang and Leschziner (2003) model for fully developed
channel flow at Reτ = 180 (two sets of curves are included, one relating to the model using the ε equation and the other using the ω equation).

Thus, the rate of change of the anisotropy vanishes, express-
ing the assumption that the turbulence structure is in
equilibrium.

EARSMs are derived, in principle, by inserting (28) (or a
variant thereof) into the implicit set of algebraic Reynolds-
stress equations, which can be written, following the
imposition of constraint (33), in the form:3 a = f (a, w, s),
where the right-hand side contains groups that are linear in a,
provided the pressure–strain process has been approximated
by a linear model. This insertion then leads to a set of equa-
tions which can be solved for the set of coefficients in equation
(29) (see, e.g., Wallin and Johansson, 2000). Closure is then
provided by equations for the turbulence scales, kand ε, or ω.
Apart from being constrained to linear pressure–strain mod-
els, EARSMs rely on the linear dependence of the dissipation
on the stresses. This is irrelevant if the dissipation is assumed
isotropic. However, more refined near-wall approximations,

such as (24), with fε being a function of the stresses, present
EARSMs with problems.

A model that demonstrates well the ability of
NLEVMs/EARSMs to capture the highly anisotropic state
of turbulence near walls is that of Abe, Jang and Leschziner
(2003). This quadratic model is formally designed to give the
correct wall-asymptotic variation of the stress components by
use of additive wall-specific model fragments of the form:

waij = −fw

(
didj − δij

3
dkdk

)

×f (SikSkj, Sik�kj, Skj�ik, S
2, �2 · · ·) (35)

where di = Ni/
√

NkNk, Ni = ∂ld/∂xi and ld = yn (wall
distance) are wall-orientation indicators and fw is a viscosity-
related damping function, which combines the macro-scale
k/ε with the Kolmogorov scale

√
ν/ε. The performance of the
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Figure 2. Streamline contours for a separated flow in a streamwise-periodic duct segment with hill-shaped constrictions; reproduced
with permission from Jang et al. (2002) and Wang, Jang and Leschziner (2004). (a) The LES solution, reproduced with permission from
Temmerman et al. (2003); (f) quadratic eddy-viscosity model of Abe, Jang and Leschziner (2003).

model is illustrated in Figure 1 for a fully developed channel
flow, by reference to the mean velocity, Reynolds-stress com-
ponents, and dissipation rate. The turbulence-energy budget,
not included here, is also very well predicted.

2.5 Model validation

There are, literally, hundreds of openly documented valida-
tions and applications of RANS models to a wide variety
of flows. It may be claimed, with some justification, that
many are inconclusive, because they had been performed with
insufficient regard to the appropriateness of the model used

for the flow being computed and subject to insufficient rigour
in respect of numerical accuracy and validity of the boundary
conditions. Two outstanding compendiums of validations,
assembled as outcomes of closely coordinated collaborative
efforts by leading European groups are contained in books
edited by Haase et al. (1993, 1996). Space constraints allow
only two examples to be given herein.

One example of the challenges posed by the diverse predic-
tive capabilities of different models, even in relatively simple
circumstances, is given in Figure 2. This shows the mean-flow
field in a streamwise-periodic and spanwise-homogeneous
(2D) segment of a channel with constrictions that provoke
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Figure 3. (a, b) Shock-induced separation on a jet afterbody; short-dashed (c, d) sensitivity of pressure coefficient and shock position to
turbulence modeling; solid and chain lines: Reynolds-stress-transport models short dashed line: low-Reynolds number k–ε model; upper
plot: centerline of the upper wall of afterbody; lower plot: centerline of the side wall. Reproduced from from Leschziner, Batten and Craft
(2001) c© Royal Aeronautical Society.

massive separation. This is an exceptionally “rewarding”
test case, because its streamwise periodicity avoids the need
for inlet and exit conditions and because the baseline data
have been generated by highly resolved LES undertaken by
Temmerman et al. (2003). It is also a highly taxing test case,
because of the streamwise periodicity involved and the fact
that a shift of δ in the position of the separation point translates
to a change of about 7δ in the recirculation length – a ratio
that emerges from both, simulations and model solutions.
This case has recently been examined by Jang et al. (2002)
using a wide range of NLEVMs, EARSMs, and RSTMs. As
seen, most NLEVMs give an excessively long recirculation
zone, and even worse behavior is observed with Menter’s
(1994) SST model and Spalart and Allmaras’s (1992) one-
equation model (for which results are not included herein),
both highly tuned to separation, and popular in aeronauti-
cal CFD. The conclusion emerging from this study is that
all models display some important defects, with none giv-
ing a satisfactory description in all respects. However, of
all the models considered (among them RSTMs), the one
of Abe, Jang and Leschziner (2003) was found to perform
best (bottom right-hand-side plot in Figure 2).

One of the most challenging phenomena to predict in
external aerodynamic applications is shock-induced sepa-
ration from continuous surfaces. One difficulty is that the

structure of the separation zone and the shock position inter-
act sensitively; hence, prediction defects in the latter will
affect the former and vice versa. Another is that the bound-
ary layer ahead of the shock, especially its turbulence state,
needs to be represented with a high degree of fidelity, for
otherwise, its response to the steep adverse pressure gradi-
ent caused by the shock within the boundary layer will be
misrepresented, and with it, the separation location.

Figure 3 illustrates the predictive capabilities of different
models in the case of shock-induced separation on the out-
side of a jet afterbody with the outer stream at Mach 0.938.
The results have been taken from a study by Leschziner,
Batten and Craft (2001). The topology on the body’s surface
shows clearly the presence of a three-dimensional separa-
tion zone close to the body, and the plateau in Cp behind the
shock is also indicative of this separated zone. The sensitivity
to turbulence modeling is seen to be significant. The worst
performance is returned by the k–ε model, which tends to
predict excessive turbulence activity, thus causing the flow
to resist separation. The best performance is returned by the
Reynolds-stress-transport model (MCL) and the SST model
of Menter (1994), see equation (18)), and this is a direct
consequence of the shear-stress limiter (19) this model incor-
porates, thus lowering the turbulence activity and causing the
boundary layer to be more sensitive to the shock.
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NOTES

1. The expert reader may balk at the claim of this equiva-
lence, but it may be argued that Reynolds averaging is
equivalent to temporal filtering, which then translates into
an equivalent filtering over all the unsteady spatial scales
constituting the unsteady turbulent motions.

2. Menter (1994) actually uses the vorticity � in the place of
the velocity gradient, but the two are virtually identical in
thin shear flow.

3. While implicit algebraic stress models can be and have
been used directly, in which case they need to be inverted
iteratively during the solution process, they tend to display
numerical stiffness and have also been observed to gen-
erate more than one solution for one and the same flow,
reflecting some ill-posedness.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Large eddy simulation (LES) is a computational fluid dynam-
ics strategy, which aims to directly capture the turbulent flow
dynamics within a range of physical scales. As indicated by
its name, LES aims to numerically capture the large scales of
fluid motion on a given computational grid, while it utilizes
a model for mimicking the effects of the small scales as well
as their associated interactions. The model is either explic-
itly added to the discretized fluid flow equations or implicitly
embedded onto the numerical method used to discretize the
equations. LES results in scale separation, thus providing a
filtered solution, which can also be interpreted, in strict math-
ematical terms, as a regularization of the exact Navier–Stokes
solution. Researchers dealing with the mathematical analysis
of the Navier–Stokes equations also use the term mollifica-
tion.

LES yields several possible interpretations:

� LES viewed as a numerical technique. In practice, LES is
used to obtain solutions of the Navier–Stokes equations
on a grid that is fairly coarse for capturing all physical
scales of the turbulent flow. To recover a reliable solu-
tion, (dissipative) source terms are added to the discretized
equations. From a physical standpoint, the forcing terms
account for the effects of the unresolved scales on the
resolved ones. From a more formal mathematical and nu-
merical point of view, the forcing terms are designed to
stabilize the orbit of the discrete chaotic dynamical system
associated with the discrete problem.

� LES viewed as a physical model. The set of the numer-
ically solved equations can be interpreted as a physical
model of flow turbulence at large scales. The scale sepa-
ration is obtained by a controlled mathematical operator,
with the most popular one being the convolution filter
paradigm introduced by Leonard in the early 1970s. The
nonlinear terms, which are responsible for the coupling
between different scales, are split into directly calculated
and indirectly resolved parts (using data obtained during
the computation) as well as a subfilter term. The latter cor-
responds to the unresolved scales and, therefore, should
be replaced by a model known as subgrid model.

� LES viewed as both a physical model and a numerical
technique. By using a special cast of numerical meth-
ods, called high-resolutionmethods, one can solve the
(unfiltered) Navier–Stokes and, depending on the physi-
cal circumstances the Euler equations, to obtain the dy-
namics of the large scales and the associated nonlinear
interactions between resolved and unresolved scales. In
this case the effects of the unresolved small scales are
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modeled implicitly by the inherent, dissipative properties
of the high-resolution methods. This approach is referred
to as Implicit LES(ILES), in contrast to the approach that
models the small scales using an explicit (add-on) subgrid
model, which will be henceforth labeled as Explicit LES.

In explicit LES, one applies the physical theories of homo-
geneous isotropic turbulence in the framework set forth by
Kolmogorov to define subgrid models. These models are cou-
pled to the integration of the ideal, that is, dissipation-free
Euler equations. The ideal Euler equations are chosen so that
the numerical method does not contaminate the solution with
uncontrolled dissipation.

In ILES, the model and numerics co-exist within the nu-
merical framework. The numerical schemes used in ILES
have theoretical foundations in the theory of entropy-
satisfying weak solutions. High-resolution and nonlinear sta-
bility are achieved through a number of mathematical crite-
ria, including monotonicity, total variation diminishing, total
variation bounding, essentially non-oscillatory Methods; see
Drikakis and Rider (2005) for a recent review. The above
criteria also allow to achieve second- and higher-order of ac-
curacy, in space and time, which is essential for a solution to
be considered as “high-resolution”.

Several methods within the above LES approaches have
been published with considerable success for a broad range
of flow configurations. The reader is referred to the following
textbooks: Sagaut (2005), Sagaut, Deck and Terracol (2006),
Garnier, Adams and Sagaut (2009), Grinstein, Margolin and
Rider (2007), and Drikakis and Rider (2005).

LES is currently the most popular approach among the
academic community with respect to turbulent flow simula-
tions and is gaining an increasing interest among industry for
a wide range of flows, including aerodynamics, aeroacous-
tics, and combustion flows.

2 EXPLICIT LES

The explicit LES strategy is based on filtering the fluid flow
(Navier–Stokes) equations. To demonstrate this, one can con-
sider the the governing equations in a compact form

∂u

∂t
+ ∇ · F (u, u) = 0 (1)

and apply a tempo-spatial filtering (usually a spatial filter),
thus obtaining:

∂u

∂t
+ ∇ · F (u, u) = ∇ · (

F (u, u) − F (u, u)
) = FLES (2)

where the “overline” stands for the spatial filter operator. The
subgrid scale term FLES cannot be exactly evaluated and,
therefore, must be modeled. The development of models for
the subgrid acceleration FLES is the main focus in the field
of explicit LES research. Hundreds of models and their vari-
ants have been proposed, which can be grouped into two
families: functional and structural models. The principles of
these models are described below:

2.1 Functional models

These models are built on physical considerations with
respect to mimicking the effects of the small (unresolved)
scales on the resolved ones. Therefore, they are not designed
to produce a direct accurate approximation of the subgrid
scales. A review of the existing literature shows that almost
all functional models have been built to enforce the correct
resolved kinetic energy balance. The kinetic energy cascade
results in a drain of energy from the large scales, that is,
resolved scales in the explicit LES framework, through the
small ones (subgrid scales). A simple empirical mathemati-
cal model for that is the definition of a subgrid viscosityνt

with a calibrated amplitude for enforcing the desired mean
energy loss. The resulting term in the filtered, incompressible
(for simplicity) Navier–Stokes equations is given by

FLES = ∇ · (−2νtS), S ≡ 1

2

(∇u + ∇ tu
)

(3)

This simple approach is sustained through an analogy with
the kinetic gas theory, in which the macroscopic viscosity and
diffusivity of a gas originate from the small-scale molecular
motion. The most popular subgrid scale viscosity model (and
the oldest one in the history of modern LES) was published
by Smagorinsky in 1963. The spatial scale is defined as CS�,
where CS is a constant that needs to be adjusted to tune the
model, and the time scale is estimated through the local shear
|S| ≡

√
2S : S, thus yielding

νt = (CS�)2|S| (4)

The arbitrary parameter CS has no universal value, since the-
oretical analysis shows that it explicitly depends on the fil-
ter, filter width, and the kinetic energy spectrum. An asymp-
totic value for Re −→ +∞ is 0.18. Numerical experiments
show that this model is too dissipative in shear flows when
CS = 0.18 is used. Since the Smagorinsky model is based
on the local isotropy hypothesis, its use for shear flow sim-
ulation will result in an overestimation of |S|. That flaw is
directly tied to the Gabor–Heisenberg uncertainty principle:
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the Smagorinsky model is local in space, that is, it is com-
puted using a local gradient, and non-local in wavenumber,
that is, all resolved scales contribute to the evaluation of S. A
direct consequence is that the Smagorinsky model (or similar
subgrid-viscosity models based on the first-order derivatives
of the resolved velocity field) is not consistent from the spec-
tral point of view; that is, they will not automatically vanish
when all scales are resolved.

2.2 Structural models

These models rely on a partial inversion of the filtering step in-
troduced within the filtered Navier–Stokes equations frame-
work. The purpose is to evaluate the field u� � u ≡ u + u′

using u as a starting point and then to use it as a predictor
of the whole resolvable field u, thus yielding the following
expression for generalized soft deconvolution models:

F (u, u) = F (u∗, u∗) (5)

Many strategies have been developed (Sagaut, Deck and
Terracol, 2006; Garnier, Adams and Sagaut, 2009; Sagaut,
2005), among which are the Taylor series expansion ap-
proach, which relies on a differential approximation of the
convolution filter; and the the iterative deconvolution

u = [
I − (I − G)

]−1
u =

∑
p=0,+∞

(I − G)pu (6)

where the approximate solution u� is obtained using a trun-
cated expansion.

3 IMPLICIT LES

The interactions induced by the the nonlinear (hyperbolic)
transport terms of the fluid flow equations that are responsi-
ble for turbulence naturally cause scale-to-scale transfer of
energy, resulting ultimately in entropy production by viscos-
ity at small length scales. At large scales in the inertial range,
the flow behaves (nearly) independently of viscosity. In ad-
dition to the viscous dissipation, important energy transfers
known as backscattermove energy from small scales towards
larger scales.

In the numerical framework, transfer of energy from small
to large scales occurs purely through the hyperbolic terms in
the governing equations. This process is represented in sub-
grid scale models exhibiting self-similarity but not in those
turbulence models that are purely dissipative. Conversely, this

effect is naturally present in the hyperbolic terms that dis-
play a natural scale invariance. Self-similarity is embedded
in many high-resolution methods through the use of nonlinear
dissipative terms. These terms provide much of the dissipa-
tion used to stabilize the numerical method. It is the dom-
inance of the transport (hyperbolic) terms that leads to tur-
bulence. As hyperbolic terms become more important, the
problems become more sensitive to initial conditions in the
presence of hydrodynamic instability. In compressible flows,
the scale-changing phenomena also cause wave steepening
and shock waves.

High-resolution methods combine the action of limiters
adaptively and locally with respect to the flow solution,
allow higher accuracy, while still relying on a combination
of conservation form and entropy production to produce a
unique (physically realizable) weak solution. For more than
a decade there has been an increasing amount of evidence
that high-resolution numerical methods for hyperbolic par-
tial differential equations have an embedded (or “implicit”)
turbulence model, which results in high-fidelity results for
both free-shear and wall-bounded flows (Drikakis et al.,
2009; Drikakis, 2003; Grinstein, Margolin and Rider, 2007;
Grinstein and Fureby, 2002; Youngs, 1994; Oran and Boris,
2001). The ILES approach is an extension of the MILES con-
cept introduced by Boris, where monotone numerical algo-
rithms are used for LES (MILES is an acronym for monotone
integrated LES).

The numerical dissipation of high-resolution methods
regularizes the flow, thus allowing a correct physical shock
capturing and wave propagation even on unresolved simu-
lations with respect to the grid. These regularizations are
the essence of the physical conditions that numerical meth-
ods must reproduce correctly. The ILES methods are de-
signed to do specifically the above, thereby producing a finite
rate of dissipation with an inherently local nature. In effect,
high-resolution methods have an embedded subgrid model
that is inherently local and shares commonalities with scale-
similarity subgrid models coupled with a nonlinear eddy
viscosity. This links modern high-resolution discretizations,
shock-capturing criteria, and subgrid scale models.

4 APPLICATIONS OF LES

Applications of LES include external and internal flows,
acoustics, and combustion problems. Successful LES exam-
ples as well as the physical and numerical modeling chal-
lenges are discussed below.

Externally driven boundary layer flows encompass all
flows with solid boundaries whose global dynamics is not
governed by the details of turbulence production in the inner
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Table 1. Examples of explicit and implicit LES simulations for complex engineering applications. The first and second blocks are related
to explicit/implicit LES and hybrid RANS/LES simulations, respectively. M∞ and ReL denote the Mach and Reynolds numbers of the
application under consideration.

Configuration Reference M∞ ReL × 106

5-Stage centrifugal pump Kato et al. (2003, 2007) Incompressible 10
Urban flow Nozu et al. (2008) Incompressible 50–100
Maneuvering submarine Fureby (2008) Incompressible 5
Swept wing Hahn and Drikakis (2009a) 0.3 0.21
Wing and cavity flows Drikakis et al. (2009) Compressible 0.21–0.86
Combustor chamber Boileau et al. (2008) 0.1 0.3
4-Valve combustion engine Richard et al. (2006) 0.2 —
Landing gear Hedges et al. (2002) 0.1 0.6
Landing gear Lockard et al. (2004) 0.2 —
Missile forebody Viswanathan and Squires (2008) 0.21 2.1
Military fighter Morton et al. (2004) 0.27 13
Military fighter Forsythe et al. (2004) 0.3 2.85
Gas turbine Medic et al. (2008) — —
Afterbody Deck and Thorigny (2007) 0.7 1.1
Civil aircraft Brunet and Deck (2008) 0.82 2.8
Fighter jet Chauvet et al. (2007) 1 0.2
Supersonic inlet Trapier et al. (2008) 1.8 2.9
Launcher nozzle Deck (2008) 6 21

layer of the boundary layer. Typical examples are massively
separated flows around wings at high angle of incidence.
Some landmark applications are listed in Table 1, show-
ing that both LES (with or without wall model) and hy-
brid Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)/LES meth-
ods can be used in such applications. A striking point is
that LES increasingly enables the simulation of full-scale
systems, including complex configurations and significantly
higher Reynolds numbers.

An example from the implementation of implicit LES to
flows around swept wings is shown in Figure 1. The flow
concerns a swept wing at an angle of incidence of 9◦, a
Reynolds number of approximately 210 000, based on the
freestream velocity and root chord length, and a Mach num-
ber of 0.3. These conditions have been chosen according
to the experiments1 Hahn and Drikakis (2009a). The sim-
ulations were based on a third-order characteristics-based
method and an explicit, second-order, Runge–Kutta scheme;
see Drikakis and Rider (2005) for details. The flow topology
around around the swept wing is similar to sharp-edged delta
wings featuring a shear layer with onset at leading edge that
rolls up into a distinctive leading edge vortex (LEV) system,
which grows and becomes less stable as it progresses towards
the trailing edge. After about 50% of the root chord the LEV
starts bending inboard and lifts off the wing surface at an in-
creasing rate. The main vortex cores are associated with the
large regions of vorticity still visible near the trailing edge.
They are also less coherent than near the leading edge and are

influenced by the fully turbulent flow near the wing tips, thus
exhibiting strong fluctuations. The above ILES have been
performed on a C-O-type block-structured grid comprising
12.7M points, with y+ values ranging from 1 in areas of sep-
arated flow to 5 at the leading edge. The results of Figure 1 is
a typical demonstration example of the applicability of ILES
methods in complex separated flows around wings.

Internally driven boundary layer flows are governed by the
inner boundary-layer dynamics, which is characterized by the
existence of small-scale structures responsible for the peak
of the turbulent kinetic energy production in the buffer layer.
It is known that this production mechanism is tied to the ex-
istence of a self-sustained cycle, which is autonomous in the
sense that it exists independently of the outer and the viscous
layer dynamics. Numerical experiments and theoretical anal-
ysis show that the key elements of this cycle are streamwise
vortices and low-speed streaks, which nonlinearly reinforce
each other. Typical examples of internally driven boundary
layer flows are the zero-pressure gradient flat plate boundary
layer, pipe, and channel flows.

The challenging character comes from the fact that flow
structures such as streamwise vortices and streaks exhibit a
nearly universal behavior with their size being scaled with
the viscous length lν = ν/u∗ , where u∗ = √

νdū/dy is the
friction velocity. The typical size of streaks in the stream-
wise and spanwise directions is about 1000 and 100 wall
units, respectively. The length of streamwise vortices in the
mean flow direction is about 400 wall units. Therefore, a
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Figure 1. Implicit large eddy simulation of flow around a swept wing. Reproduced with permission from Hahn and Drikakis (2009a) c©
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

direct capture of the inner layer dynamics, including the
maximum turbulent kinetic energy production, which takes
place at about 12–15 wall units from the wall, requires the
use of very fine computational cells. A direct consequence
of this resolution constraint is that this class of flows is
computationally more expensive than external flows.

In the framework of implicit LES, it has been shown (Hahn
and Drikakis, 2009b) that internally driven boundary layer
flows can be accurately modeled subject to careful imple-
mentation of the numerics and near-wall grid resolution. For
a channel with a hill-type curvature on the lower wall, it
has been shown that higher-order methods yield an improve-
ment in predicting the averaged separation point even if the
boundary layer is under-resolved. It has also been found that
clustering of grid points in the wall-normal direction is more
beneficial than a streamwise clustering. This can be explained
by the reduced influence of wall blockage on the fluid move-
ment near the surface. Since high-resolution and high-order
methods are more sensitive to small disturbances, they are
able to propagate the disturbances along the wall and increase
the likelihood of separation. In the free shear layer, the in-
creased sensitivity of fifth- and ninth-order high-resolution
methods can lead to a more rapid breakdown of the layer
when compared with third-order, high-resolution methods.
The predicted separation length is related to the turbulent

mixing and the formation of small-scale structures whose size
depends on the resolution power of the numerical scheme.

In the framework of explicit LES to alleviate the near-wall
resolution constraint, one must develop a specific subgrid
model that should be able to account at least partially for the
dynamics of the boundary layer. The role of near-wall model-
ing is to provide the LES simulation with adequate boundary
conditions, since the no-slip boundary condition is no longer
valid at the LES-resolution level. This new modeling task is
far from being a trivial one, because of the complexity of the
near-wall dynamics.

Many near-wall models have been developed; see Sagaut
(2005), Sagaut, Deck and Terracol (2006), and Garnier,
Adams and Sagaut (2009) for a review on these models. In
general, they can be classified into two groups: (i) algebraic
models, which assume that the instantaneous flow is locally
governed by a canonical mean flow profile; and (ii) differen-
tial models, which solve a set of auxiliary equations to obtain
the flow inside the first LES computational cell. In this case,
computational resource savings are obtained through the so-
lution of simplified equations near the wall instead of solving
the Navier–Stokes equations. A popular set of equations for
that purpose are the thin boundary layer equations, which
can be solved using either an auxiliary grid or a grid-less
approach. Another widely used approach is to solve the full
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RANS equations within the first cell or several cells near the
wall. Challenges faced by near-wall models include captur-
ing of transition, accounting for strong non-equilibrium and
interfacing with the LES solution. The latter is perhaps one of
the most important inconsistencies of hybrid LES/RANS ap-
proaches, since the RANS strategy is based on time-averaging
while the explicit LES is based on filtering. These are two dif-
ferent operations that are not mathematically and numerically
related to each other, thus making their coupling inconsistent.

An example from the application of explicit LES in full-
scale landing-gear flow simulation is illustrated in Figure 2.
In this example, all the exact geometrical details were taken
into account, with the full model being three meters high.
The Reynolds number based on the height of the landing
gear is several millions, which is representative of a realistic
landing configuration. The simulation was performed using a
Cartesian grid with local refinement up to 14 embedded-grid
levels. The total number of cells was about 100 millions. An
immersed boundary condition technique coupled to a wall
model was utilized to capture the boundary layers, while a
two-equation subgrid-viscosity model was employed to ac-
count for the unresolved scale dynamics; further details can
be found in Seror, Sagaut and Belanger (2004).

Figure 2. Explicit large eddy simulation of flow around a full-scale
detailed landing gear. Aeroacoustic source intensity on solid sur-
faces in a given frequency range are displayed. Reproduced from
Seror, Sagaut and Belanger (2004) c© AIAA.

Finally, both explicit and implicit LES can be applied
to model and simulate acoustic effects such as aeroacous-
tic of open cavity flows. Examples from explicit and im-
plicit LES simulations of cavity aeroacoustics can be found
in Larchevêque et al. (2003, 2004), Thornber and Drikakis
(2008), and Drikakis et al. (2009).

5 LES RELIABILITY AND VALIDATION

Over the past two decades, a significant increase of computa-
tional power has allowed unsteady computations on grids
of 50 to 100 million points being frequently conducted.
Validation of the computations is not restricted only to in-
tegral quantities, for example, aerodynamic coefficients, any
more but also includes turbulence flow characteristics, in-
cluding sometimes high-order statistics. A classification of
validation variables for unsteady computations was proposed
by Sagaut and Deck (2009) (Table 2). The level of complexity
ranges from integral quantities, for example, lift and drag co-
efficients, to mean velocity profiles and second-order statis-
tics, for example, mean-squared value and RMS profiles.
Single-point spectral analysis provides information about the
RMS distribution across frequencies. This is important be-
cause the accurate prediction of energy does not necessarily
imply accurate prediction of the frequency content. Classical
spectral analysis can be accompanied by a two-point anal-
ysis, which allows to obtain further insight into the spatial
organization of the flow at a given frequency. When a flow
exhibits strong transient processes such as flow bifurcations,
the analysis may include time-frequency and non-linear cou-
pling analysis. One and two-point as well as high-order and
time-frequency analyses have been investigated in conjunc-
tion with cavity flow simulations (Larchevêque et al., 2003,
2004; Larchevêque, Sagaut and Labbé, 2007; Levasseur
et al., 2008), including comparisons with particle image
velocimetry and hot wire data.

Table 2. Levels of validation in unsteady simulations.

Level Parameters

1 Integral forces (e.g., lift, drag, pitch)
2 Aerodynamic field (velocity or pressure profiles)
3 Second-order statistics (RMS)
4 One-point spectral analysis
5 Two-point spectral analysis

(correlation and phase spectra)
6 High-order and time-frequency analysis

(bio-coherence spectra)
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In the above validation process the results obtained from
a deterministic simulation are compared with reference data
that are considered to be representative of the modeled sys-
tem. In practice, the validation process should be carefully
done to address all the system complexities bearing in mind
at the same time the associated uncertainties. For instance,
complex aeronautical systems encompass geometrical and
boundary condition details, which are not necessarily avail-
able to those that carry out the simulations. LES and experi-
mental measurements may correspond to different sampling
times and frequency rates, thereby leading to different nu-
merical convergence rates of the flow variables. Moreover,
uncertainties are also encompassed in the experimental mea-
surements and these need to be quantified vis-vis numerical
uncertainties. Other key issues concern the optimization of
LES parameters on a given computational grid, which have
also attracted the interest of the research community (Meyers,
Sagaut and Geurts, 2007; Meyers and Sagaut, 2006).

6 CONCLUSIONS

LES has significantly contributed to the simulation of tran-
sitional and turbulent, aeronautical flows . There is still a
lot to be done with regards to the validation of LES meth-
ods, reduction of numerical uncertainty, and improvement
of accuracy in coarsely resolved simulations. However, LES
is currently considered to be the state-of-the-art approach for
studying complex turbulent flows in engineering. The compe-
tition between different LES strategies, explicit and implicit
LES in particular, has pushed the boundaries of simulation ca-
pabilities and contributed to the advancement of LES towards
becoming a practical CFD simulation tool.

NOTE

1. Zhang, S. and Turner, J. T, private communication
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1 INTRODUCTION

Direct numerical simulation (DNS) is the branch of CFD de-
voted to high-fidelity solution of turbulent flows. DNS differs
from conventional CFD in that the turbulence is explicitly re-
solved, rather than modeled by a Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes (RANS) closure. It differs from large-eddy simulation
(LES) in that all scales, including the very smallest ones, are
captured, removing the need for a subgrid-scale model. DNS
can thus be viewed as a numerical experiment producing a
series of non-empirical solutions, from first principles. Its
great strength is the ability to provide complete knowledge,
unaffected by approximations, at all points within the flow,
at all times within the simulation period. DNS is therefore
ideal for addressing basic research questions regarding tur-
bulence physics and modeling. This ability, however, comes

at the high price of extreme computational cost, and the se-
vere limitation on the maximum Reynolds number that can
be considered, which prevents DNS from being used as a
general-purpose design tool.

2 THE REYNOLDS NUMBER
CONSTRAINT

Turbulence contains eddies of a wide range of sizes. These ed-
dies interact with each other in a nonlinear fashion through
their induced velocity fields, changing the orientation and
shape of their neighbors. The net effect of this change-
of-shape (i.e., straining) process is to “cascade” kinetic en-
ergy from the largest to the smallest scales of the turbulence.
As a result, the largest eddies are the most energetic, and their
size, shape, and speed are set by the details of the flow con-
figuration, and not directly affected by the viscosity of the
fluid. The size of the smallest eddies, on the other hand, is
determined both by how much energy enters the cascade at
the large scales and by the viscosity. The primary role of vis-
cosity is to define the scale at which the energy is dissipated.
The Reynolds number of the flow thus determines how small
the smallest scales are, relative to the largest eddies.

This behavior, known as Reynolds-number similarity, can
be observed in Figure 1, which presents DNS results from
the same boundary-layer flow at two Reynolds numbers that
differ by a factor of two. This illustrates the challenge faced by
DNS, which must use a domain large enough to comfortably
include the largest naturally occurring eddies while using a
grid fine enough to fully resolve the dissipation scales. Using
today’s most capable computers, this can only be done for
Reynolds numbers orders of magnitude smaller than found,
for example, in full-scale aeronautical flows.
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2 Computational Fluid Dynamics

Figure 1. Vorticity magnitude contours from spectral Ekman-layer DNS at two Reynolds numbers ReE (Spalart, Coleman and Johnstone,
2008). Vertical planes shown are normal to the free-stream velocity, and cover the same area measured in local boundary-layer thickness.
Reynolds number of right-hand-side flow (ReE = 2828) is twice that of left-hand-side flow (ReE = 1414). Courtesy of Dr R. Johnstone,
University of Southampton.

The manner in which the cost of a DNS scales with
Reynolds number can be determined precisely for the case
of homogeneous isotropic turbulence. For this flow, the size
and the speed of the largest eddies can be characterized by
single length and time scales, �LE and tLE, respectively. Be-
cause the largest contribution to the turbulence kinetic en-
ergy (per unit mass) kT = 1

2q2 is made by the largest eddies,
their characteristic velocity is proportional to q = √

2kT, and
the rate (i.e., flux) of energy ėLE leaving the largest eddies
scales with q2/tLE. Furthermore, since, for this flow, ėLE is
proportional to ε, the rate at which energy is currently being
dissipated at the smallest scales, it is reasonable to assume
that tLE goes like q2/ε, and thus (since q ∼ �LE/tLE) that �LE

is proportional to q3/ε. Consequently, the intrinsic Reynolds
number of the turbulence ReT = q�/ν is q4/νε. Following
Kolmogorov (1941), assuming the smallest scales of turbu-
lence are universal and isotropic, and thus depend solely on ε

and the kinematic viscosity ν, leads on dimensional grounds
to the definition of the turbulence microscale η = (ν3/ε)1/4.
The number of grid points N in each direction required for
DNS of homogeneous isotropic turbulence will then be of
the order �LE/η = (q3/ε)(ε1/4/ν3/4) = (q4/νε)3/4 = Re

3/4
T .

The total number of grid points, N3 ∼ O[(�LE/η)3], will
then scale with Re

9/4
T . Factoring in the change in time step

(required for example to maintain the CFL number), the to-
tal computational effort is O[Re3

T]. When viewed in terms
of operations per grid point, the total operational count be-
comes O[Re3

T( 3
4 log ReT)3], if an efficient spectral method

requiring N log N operations in each spatial direction were
used. Therefore, doubling the Reynolds number from a cur-
rently attainable value would increase the computational cost
(i.e., CPU time) by roughly a factor of 11! Assuming that the
current trend of doubling computing power every 18 months
continues and numerical algorithms scale perfectly for even
larger grid counts, this implies that for a given flow the
Reynolds number can be doubled only every five to six years.
Although the exact Reynolds-number cost scaling will vary

from flow to flow, and will not always be as stringent as for
homogeneous isotropic turbulence,1 the general point still
holds that we are currently far away, and will remain so for
the foreseeable future, from being able to perform DNS for
Reynolds numbers typical of full-scale engineering and es-
pecially geophysical applications.

We now consider the issues that must be addressed by au-
thors and users of DNS codes (which have historically been
specially written, rather than commercial CFD packages).
A primary requirement is for the DNS algorithms to be
efficient – that is, to have a high ratio of accuracy to com-
putational cost.

3 SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION

Central to the success of any DNS is the ability to faithfully
reproduce all spatial variations of the dependent variables.
There are a number of strategies that have been employed
to do this, including finite-volume, finite-element, discrete-
vortex, and B-spline methods. However, for reasons that shall
soon be clear, DNS has to this point been dominated by spec-
tral and finite-difference schemes. We shall briefly examine
each in turn.

3.1 Spectral methods

The Reynolds-number constraint and the need to use op-
timally efficient numerical methods in order to fully ex-
ploit available high-performance computing (HPC) resources
naturally led the first practitioners of DNS (e.g., Orszag
and Patterson, 1972) to choose spectral methods to ac-
count for spatial variations (cf. Gottlieb and Orszag, 1977).
Spectral methods approximate the flow variables as lin-
ear combinations (“expansions”) of global basis functions
that involve complex-exponential or orthogonal-polynomial
eigensolutions φn(x) (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) of an appropriate
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Sturm–Liouville problem over the intervalx1 ≤ x ≤ x2. They
thus satisfy the orthogonality relationship

∫ x2

x1

w(x)φn(x)φm(x)dx = Anδnm (1)

where An is a positive n-dependent coefficient and δnm is the
Kronecker delta (i.e., unity when n = m and zero otherwise).
The weight function w(x) ≥ 0 defines the resolution charac-
teristics of the basis functions, since in regions where w(x) is
largest, φn(x) must have more zero crossings in order for the
weighted product of φn(x) and φm(x) to integrate to zero. The
spatial-discretization procedure will be demonstrated here as
if the Navier–Stokes equations L(u) = 0 involve only time
t and one spatial direction x, which might be a Cartesian or
spherical/polar coordinate.2 Each dependent variable u(x) is
replaced, over the domain x1 ≤ x ≤ x2, by

u(x, t) ← uM(x, t) =
M−1∑
n=0

αn(t) ψn(x) (2)

where αn are the M expansion coefficients, and, for example,
ψn(x) = g(x)φn(x) or h(x)dφn/dx, where g(x) and h(x)
might be low-order polynomials that ensure each ψn(x) sat-
isfies the appropriate boundary conditions at x = x1 and x2.
When u can be assumed to vary periodically over the distance
	, it is natural to use a Fourier-series representation with
ψn(x) = φn(x) = exp(iknx), where i = √−1, kn = 2πn/	

and the weight function w(x) = 1 (indicating uniformly
spaced resolution over 	 = x2 − x1). For other (wall-
bounded) flows, φn(x) might be Chebyshev or Jacobi polyno-
mials, which possess w(x) weightings that concentrate reso-
lution capability toward the x = x1 and/or x = x2 boundaries.
(In this case, ψn(x) could be defined (via g(x) and h(x)) to for
example automatically satisfy the boundary conditions and
(for incompressible flows) the divergence-free condition.)

Replacing u with uM in L(u) = 0, introduces the nonzero
residual RM = L(uM). To minimize the error, the product of
the residual and each of the basis functions is set to zero, such
that∫ x2

x1

w(x)ψ�
mRMdx = 0 for m = 0, 1, 2, . . . M − 1 (3)

where ψ�
m is the complex-conjugate of ψm(x). The result

is the semi-discrete M × M system of coupled first-order
ordinary differential equations in the dependent variable
α(t) = [α0(t), α1(t), . . . , αM−1(t)]T, with

Adα

dt
= Bα + f (4)

where A and B are narrow-banded M × M matrices (diag-
onal in the case of Fourier spectral methods, such that the
Fourier coefficients are uncoupled), whose elements (which
are independent of time) are defined by (1). The quan-
tity f in (4) accounts for the nonlinear (e.g., convection)
terms in L. To improve efficiency, these are evaluated us-
ing a collocation/pseudo-spectral approximation (Gottlieb
and Orszag, 1977).3 The algorithm is completed by applying
a time-marching scheme to (4), to yield α(t) and therefore
uM(x, t) at discrete times (see Section 4).

Spectral methods have a number of significant advantages.
Chief among these is that when the basis-function variations
correctly ‘fit’ the dependent-variable variations (in terms of
smoothness, boundary conditions, and regions of most rapid
change) the magnitude of the expansion coefficients αn goes
to zero as M → ∞, and does so such that the error decreases
faster than any power of 1/M (Gottlieb and Orszag, 1977).
Therefore, in contrast to a pth-order finite-difference approx-
imation, whose error is proportional to (�x)p ∝ (1/M)p,
a spectral method converges with exponential or ‘infinite-
order’ accuracy. The spatial accuracy of spectral DNS can
thus be easily determined by ensuring that the magnitude of
the expansion coefficients |αn| → 0 as n → M, which pro-
vides a quality-control check that is only available to non-
spectral methods via a grid-refinement study. The quality of
the domain size can also be deduced from the low-n variation
of αn.

The disadvantages of spectral methods include the inabil-
ity to consider non-simple flow geometries and the special
treatments required to enforce inflow/outflow boundary con-
ditions (see Section 5). Due to their use of global basis func-
tions, and the need to access the entire domain in each di-
rection, spectral methods tend not to perform well on large
distributed-memory parallel systems. They also cannot ac-
curately represent flow discontinuities, and therefore are not
well suited for DNS of high-speed compressible flows con-
taining shock waves. These shortcomings led to the develop-
ment of the high-order finite-difference schemes discussed in
the next section.

3.2 Finite-difference methods

Because of their ease of implementation, suitability to
parallelization, and possible high-order accuracy, finite-
difference (FD) schemes for DNS have become increasingly
popular, especially for computational aeroacoustics (CAA)
(see Figure 2). A wide range of options is available.
Low-order FD methods allow complex geometries and
irregular grids and, in this sense, are similar to finite-
volume methods.4 The computational efficiency of low-order
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Figure 2. Instantaneous contours of streamwise density gradients
from high-order finite-difference DNS of a supersonic axisymmetric
wake (Reproduced from Sandberg, 2009, Unpublished Result).

(especially upwind) FD approximations (FDA) is often un-
acceptable, requiring many more grid points than a spec-
tral method to achieve the same accuracy. This can be
demonstrated by applying a low-order FDA to a peri-
odic function u(x) on a uniform grid with constant spac-
ing �x = 	/N for j = 0, 1, . . . N. At xj = j�x, the func-
tion is given by uj = u(xj) = ∑

k û(k) eikxj (the implicit
±kmax = k±N/2 = ±π/�x limits on the k summation will
hereinafter be suppressed). The exact derivative at xj is
u′

j = du/dx = ∑
k ikû(k) eikx. We now consider the accuracy

of the one-sided backward-difference approximation at xj ,

�u

�x

∣∣∣∣
xj

= uj − uj−1

�x
(5)

by applying it to the periodic function at xj , resulting in

�u

�x

∣∣∣∣
xj

=
∑

k

1

�x

[
1 − e−ik�x

]
û(k) eikxj

=
∑

k

ik′û(k)eikxj (6)

where k′ is the modified wavenumber, which for this one-
sided FDA is

k′(k) = 1

�x
{sin(k�x) + i[cos(k�x) − 1]} (7)

The real part k′
r of k′ is plotted as the solid line in Figure 3(a).

The deviation from the exact (spectral) result k′
r = k be-

comes larger as k approaches kmax = π/�x, which im-
plies that derivatives of all but the very largest wavelengths
(k < 0.2π/�x) will be spuriously represented by this
low-order FDA.

This becomes even clearer when (5) is used to discretize
the linear convection/wave equation, ∂u/∂t + c ∂u/∂x = 0,
where c is the constant wave speed.5 Applying the backward-
difference approximation to the c ∂u/∂x term amounts to us-
ing a first-order upwind-difference scheme. The exact (in time
and space) solution is (in terms of the Fourier modes)

û(k, t) = û(k, 0)e−ickt (8)

while the semi-discrete (in space) approximation is

û(k, t) = û(k, 0) e−ick′t = û(k, 0) e−σ ′te−iω′t (9)
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Figure 3. (a) Modified wave numbers for first-derivative finite-difference approximations: , explicit first-order one-sided/backward-
difference and second-order CDA (P, Q) = (1, 0); , fourth-order explicit CDA (2, 0); , sixth-order explicit CDA (3, 0);
◦ ◦ , sixth-order compact CDA (2, 1); � � , fourth-order optimized compact CDA (3, 2) (Kim, 2007). (b) Amplitude and
dispersion error for one-sided upwind FDA: , t = 0; , t > 0 exact; , t > 0 upwind FDA.
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where σ ′ = −ck′
i and ω′ = ck′

r are the modified amplification
and radial frequency, respectively, and k′ = k′

r + ik′
i . We can

now quantify the amplitude/dissipation and phase/dispersion
errors introduced by the upwind FDA, by comparing to the
exact results, σ = 0 and ω = ck. The modified decay rate is
σ ′ = c[(1 − cos(k�x))/�x] and the modified phase speed is
c′ = c[sin(k�x)/k�x], which again indicates that only the
k → 0 modes, for which σ ′ → 0 and c′ → c, are treated ap-
propriately. The closer k becomes to kmax = π/�x, the faster
the amplitude decays (as σ ′ → 2c/�x) and the slower the
wave form convects (as c′ → 0); see Figure 3(b). This exam-
ple illustrates the low computational efficiency, compared to
spectral schemes, of low-order FD methods, and how they
require many more grid points to achieve the same level of
accuracy. As a result, high-order finite-difference methods
for DNS have become increasingly popular, especially for
compressible turbulence and CAA.

Although their coding is more involved, especially
for distributed-memory parallel systems, high-order FDA
schemes can provide an excellent compromise between accu-
racy and flexibility for flows involving realistic geometries.
The most general form of a central-finite-difference approxi-
mation (CDA) of a first derivative du/dx on an evenly spaced
grid can be written as follows:6

u′
j +

Q∑
�=0

b�

(
u′

j+� + u′
j−�

)
= 1

�x

(
P∑

�=0

a�(uj+� − uj−�)

)

+O(�xp) for j = 0, 1, . . . , N (10)

where u′
j is the FDA at xj = j�x, and O(�xp) is the trun-

cation error of the scheme. The coefficients a� and b� are
typically derived using Taylor-series expansion and chosen
to give the largest possible exponent p = 2(P + Q), in order
to minimize the truncation error. When Q = 0, the derivative
is discretized with a standard, or explicit, finite-difference
stencil, which only includes function values (not derivatives)
at neighboring nodes. On the other hand, CDA with Q /= 0
are termed compact or Padé schemes (Lele, 1992), which are
more accurate than their explicit (Q = 0) counterparts: for
example, choosing Q = 1 with a five-point stencil (P = 2)
increases the accuracy from 4th to 6th order. But because the
derivatives at all grid points xj are required simultaneously,
and thus a banded matrix system must be inverted, the extra
accuracy increases the computational cost.

It is often advantageous (e.g., for CAA) to use com-
pact schemes whose properties have been chosen to (rather
than maximize the formal order of accuracy) minimize the
dissipation and/or disperion errors. We have already seen,
for the first-order upwind scheme discussed earlier, how dis-
sipation and dispersion errors are revealed by the modified

wavenumber profile k′(k) of the FDA in question, and the
transport equation that the FDA is used to discretize. The con-
nection between the CDA coefficients a� and b� and the error
can be seen by examining the modified wavenumber for an
arbitrary first-derivative CDA scheme, which is given by7

k′ =
(

1
�x

) ∑P
�=0 2a� sin(�k�x)

1 + ∑Q
�=0 2b� cos(�k�x)

(11)

(Note that the lack of an imaginary component is a unique
property of central-difference schemes on uniform grids.)
The modified wavenumbers for several CDA schemes, both
explicit and compact, are included in Figure 3(a). Increasing
the width of the stencil has a positive effect on the resolution
of the explicit schemes, as evidenced by the upward shift
of the maximum k′ as the order increases, from 2nd to 4th
to 6th. A compact scheme with the same order of accuracy
performs significantly better, in terms of wavenumber reso-
lution characteristics, albeit at a higher computational cost.
Figure 3(a) also shows an example of a fourth-order CDA
that sacrifices the formal order of accuracy in order to push
the maximum k′ toward the exact kmax = π/�x limit. Be-
cause an increase in maximum k′ allows a coarser grid to
resolve the same flow features, these modified schemes rep-
resent a significant increase in computational efficiency, com-
pared to a standard/explicit CDA using the same resolution,
which can outweigh the additional cost of the more complex
algorithm.

4 TEMPORAL DISCRETIZATION

The accuracy of the temporal discretization, whether it be
explicit or implicit, is paramount because the wide range of
length scales found in turbulence is associated with a sim-
ilarly wide range of time scales. As the time scales of the
largest and smallest eddies tLE and tη are respectively pro-
portional to q2/ε and (ν/ε)1/2 (Kolmogorov, 1941), the tur-
bulence Reynolds number ReT = q4/νε is proportional to
(tLE/tη)2 – which demonstrates that the Reynolds-number
constraint discussed in Section 2 also applies to the time-
marching scheme. A system of differential equations yield-
ing solutions with highly disparate time scales is termed
numerically stiff . When dealing with stiff systems, both ac-
curacy and stability considerations require that the product of
the time step and the largest eigenvalue of the semi-discrete
system produced by the spatial discretization be kept below
a certain threshold. This threshold depends on the details of
both the spatial and time-marching schemes used.
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An example of the interplay between the spatial and tem-
poral discretizations can be observed by again considering
spatially periodic solutions to the wave equation, in this case
a generalized version that includes diffusion-induced damp-
ing:

∂u

∂t
+ c

∂u

∂x
= ν

∂2u

∂x2
(12)

where c and ν are the constant convection speed and dif-
fusion coefficient, respectively. Besides serving as a one-
dimensional analog of the Navier–Stokes equations, this
linear model again allows its solutions to be written in
terms of a single Fourier component at arbitrary wavenum-
ber, û(k), which satisfies the Fourier-transformed equivalent
of (12),

dû

dt
= λû (13)

where λ is defined by the spatial discretization. For the ex-
act (i.e., spectral) solution, λ = −ick − νk2. For an FDA,
λ = −ick′ − ν(k′′)2, and k′ and k′′ are respectively the (com-
plex) modified wavenumbers defined by whichever finite-
difference schemes are used for the first and second deriva-
tives.

Let us examine the implications of using an explicit Euler
time-marching method to integrate (13), for either the exact
or semi-discrete/FDA case.8 The solution at time tn = n�t,
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., is given by

û|n = (1 + �tλ)û|n−1 = (1 + �tλ)(1 + �tλ)û|n−2

= · · · = [1 + �t λ]nû0 (14)

where �t is the time-step increment and û|n = û(k, tn). Note
that the solution at tn is given by the product of the initial
value û0 and a factor raised to the power n. Therefore, for
this scheme to remain stable,9 the magnitude of the term in
square brackets must not exceed unity, such that

[1 + (ck′
i − ν(k′′

r )2�t]2 + [(ck′
r + ν(k′′

i )2�t] ≤ 1 (15)

We consider two cases. When the exact Fourier/spectral dis-
cretization is used, the modified wavenumbers are replaced
by the actual wavenumber k, with k′

r = k, (k′′
r )2 = k2 and

k′
i = (k′′

i )2 = 0. The critical condition is defined by the max-
imum resolvable wavenumber kmax, which for this case is

π/�x. Therefore,

[
1 − β

ν�t

�x2

]2

+
[
γ

c�t

�x

]2

≤ 1 (16)

where β = π2 and γ = π. It is instructive to compare this
result to a finite-difference counterpart. If, for example, cen-
tral differences were used to approximate both the first and
second derivatives in (12), we know from (11), and via the
same procedure used earlier to analyze the one-sided back-
ward difference scheme, that the modified wavenumbers are

k′
r = sin(k�x)/�x,

(k′′
r )2 = 2 (1 − cos(k�x)) /�x2 (17)

with k′
i = (k′′

i )2 = 0. As the maximum wave numbers for this
CDA scheme are k′

r,max = 1/�x and (k′′
i )2

max = 4/�x2, the
stability condition is now β = 4 and γ = 1.

Regardless of the values of β and γ , (16), underlines the
role of viscosity in aiding the stability of a CFD algorithm.
(Note that if ν = 0, both the spectral and CDA implemen-
tations of the explicit-Euler schemes would be uncondition-
ally unstable.) In fact, the diffusion stability condition can be
more important than the CFL condition for viscous flows in
regions where the grid is very fine (as it must be, for exam-
ple, to resolve the small-scale turbulence adjacent to no-slip
walls; cf. Figure 1). Note that if the time step is constrained
by the diffusion stability condition, it scales with the square
of the grid spacing (versus �x for the CFL limit), poten-
tially making it prohibitively small. This has important im-
plications for the time-marching treatments used in DNS of
wall-bounded flows, including boundary layers and channels.
Consequently, many incompressible DNS of wall-bounded
flows have used implicit treatments for the linear viscous
terms (typically Crank–Nicholson).

From the point of view of designing and performing a
DNS, perhaps the most significant message of (16) is re-
garding the relationship between the stability-based time-step
limitation and the accuracy of the spatial discretization. The
maximum �t given by both the CFL (�t ∝ �x/c) and vis-
cous/diffusion (�t ∝ �x2/ν) criteria is significantly larger
for the CDA than the spectral method (by factors of π and
π2/4, respectively). However, it is important to realize that
this extra stability is a result of diminished spatial resolu-
tion, related to the maximum modified wavenumbers of the
CDA schemes. In other words, the FD algorithm is able to
take larger time-steps because it is not faithfully representing
the k → kmax wavenumbers. One should be aware of the po-
tential for a spatial scheme to unphysically enhance a DNS
code’s stability characteristics.
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5 BOUNDARY AND INITIAL
CONDITIONS

The unsteady three-dimensional nature of turbulence leads
to some special problems when it comes to defining and
enforcing appropriate boundary conditions for DNS. Given
that the most appropriate boundary conditions are Navier–
Stokes solutions, the problem is especially challenging for
spatially developing flows, such as boundary layers, that are
fully turbulent at the inflow boundary of the domain, since
these require complete, physically realistic, turbulent histo-
ries for each of the dependent variables to be prescribed at
each point on the inflow plane. One of the most attractive fea-
tures of Fourier spectral methods is their ability to sidestep
this problem: applying them in directions in which the turbu-
lence is statistically homogeneous (such as downstream, in
fully developed pipe or channel flow), for which it is natu-
ral to assume spatial periodicity, automatically produces in-
flow/boundary conditions whose history and spatial structure
fully satisfy the governing equations.

However, for the many flows for which Fourier methods
are not viable, inflow boundary conditions must be explic-
itly specified. One option is to let the flow transition to
turbulence within the flow domain, by specifying a relevant
base flow at the inlet (e.g., a laminar profile) superposed
with suitable perturbations. In contrast, one can use a com-
panion/precursor DNS to obtain the turbulent inflow data,
or employ a self-contained ‘recycling’ technique, whereby
turbulent results from within the domain are extracted,
rescaled and specified at the inflow plane at each time step
(Lund, Wu and Squires, 1998).

Outflow and far-field boundary conditions can also require
some care, especially for external flows, for which the actual
physical domain will usually be much larger than the largest
affordable computational domain. The challenge is to devise
boundary conditions that allow for flow disturbances (vortic-
ity, acoustic, or entropy waves) to cross the finite/truncated-
domain boundaries without generating excessive spurious
waves that are reflected back to the region of interest.

The quality of the initial conditions needed by a DNS
varies widely. For stationary flows, the only benefit of spec-
ifying a fully physical turbulent initial condition is to min-
imize the time it takes to overcome an initial transient; be-
cause the long-time flow statistics do not depend on the initial
condition, totally unphysical conditions (e.g., random veloc-
ity fluctuations) can be specified. Flows requiring physical,
fully turbulent initial conditions (such as parallel-flow time-
developing analogues of spatial flows; cf. Coleman, Kim and
Spalart, 2003), can use counterparts of the turbulence inflow
generation strategies (except the recycling techniques) men-
tioned above.

6 CODE VALIDATION AND RESOLUTION
GUIDELINES

The fundamental requirement of any DNS is to produce
results that can be trusted. Consequently, and especially
in light of the computational costs involved, it is essential
that every DNS code be properly validated before it enters
‘production’ and then used appropriately thereafter. In this
section (adapted from the recommendations given by
Sandham, 2005) we offer suggestions about how this might
be done.

� A newly developed or modified code must be able to re-
produce analytic solutions and asymptotic limits. For ex-
ample, laminar channel, pipe or boundary-layer flows can
be computed and compared to the exact results. A more
challenging (and therefore more valuable) test is predic-
tion of growth rates and phase speeds of small distur-
bances in an appropriate background flow. For fully tur-
bulent cases, rapid-distortion theory (for which only the
linear terms in the governing equations are active) often
provides a useful benchmark, in terms of closed-form pre-
dictions of histories of turbulence statistics. Another pow-
erful method, whose utility does not seem to have been
fully appreciated, is to prescribe analytic unsteady, three-
dimensional test functions for all variables, and to modify
the governing equations so that they are exactly satisfied
by these test functions. This involves adding forcing terms
that cause the left- and right-hand sides to formally agree.

� When assessing the sufficiency of the spatial and tempo-
ral resolution for DNS, one cannot follow the standard
CFD practice of demonstrating grid and time-step inde-
pendence by converging towards the same pointwise solu-
tion history using different grids and different time-step
sizes. This is because of the well-known characteristic
of turbulence (often referred to as extreme sensitivity to
initial conditions) that small differences between two re-
alizations of turbulence quickly lead to divergence of the
individual histories (measured say by velocity fluctuations
at the same point) of the two flows. As a result, we must
examine the effect of the numerical parameters on time-,
plane-, volume- or ensemble-averaged statistics.

� A valuable a posteriori check of spatial accuracy of a
spectral DNS is provided by each dependent variable’s
(space/time/etc.-averaged) wavenumber spectra. These
should exhibit decay over several orders of magnitude,
with negligible energy in the smallest-scale modes.

� Frequency spectra can also be used to assess the valid-
ity of the choice of time step (by examining the relative
magnitude of the energy captured by the time-marching
scheme’s highest resolvable frequency). Generally, when
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explicit time-marching schemes are used (as with most of
the compressible-flow codes), the time steps, defined by
the stability criteria (Section 4), are sufficiently small to
resolve the smallest time scales of the turbulence. In the
case of implicit time-marching schemes, for which nu-
merical stability can be maintained with much larger time
steps, the validity of the time-step must be established on
other grounds (see below).

� For both spectral and finite-difference schemes, it is il-
luminating to compare both the local grid spacing �xi

with the local Kolmogorov length scale η = (ν3ε)1/4,
and the time step �t with the Kolmogorov time scale
tη = (ν/ε)1/2, where ε is computed from the DNS data.
The ratios �xi/η and �t/tη should not be larger than
order one.

� For wall-bounded flows, near-wall similarity can be in-
voked, allowing the resolution to be based on wall units
�x+

i , which are obtained by normalizing the grid spacing
�xi with the kinematic viscosity ν and the friction ve-
locity uτ = (τw/ρ)1/2, where τw is the local wall shear
stress, with �x+

i = �xiuτ/ν. It has been found from
spectral DNS of fully developed wall-bounded turbulence
(Kim, Moin and Moser, 1987; Spalart, 1988) that the full-
resolution threshold10 requires that the streamwise and
spanwise grids (i.e., distance between the evenly spaced
Fourier collocation/quadrature points) respectively sat-
isfy the conditions �x+ < 15 and �z+ < 8. The wall-
normal grid spacing should expand with distance from
the wall, with the requirement that the first point be
at y+ < 1 and the first ten points within y+ < 10. Note
however, that these estimates were obtained from fully
spectral methods and thus will in general not be suf-
ficient for finite-difference schemes, with their inferior
wavenumber-resolution characteristics (see Section 3.2).

� Systematic studies of the size of the computational do-
main should be performed to verify that all relevant flow
features are captured. Two-point correlations tending to
zero within the domain give an indication that the domain
is large enough. The low-wavenumber behavior of the en-
ergy spectra is another, sometimes more revealing, way to
determine the relationship between the largest turbulence
scales and the domain size.

� Budgets of statistical quantities can be computed and
should balance. This is an especially important check,
because it reflects the overall quality of the results,
as affected by the spatial and temporal resolution, and
also the state of convergence of the turbulence statistics
(i.e., whether or not enough data have entered the
averaging sample).

� If unexpected results are encountered, they should be re-
produced with a different numerical scheme and/or code.

NOTES

1. For example, for a boundary-layer simulation only a frac-
tion of the flow will be turbulent and thus adhere to
the Reynolds-number scaling. An increase in Reynolds
number would not affect the resolution in the freestream
region.

2. The generalization to three dimensions is straightfor-
ward, involving expansions of expansion coefficients.

3. The process of evaluating the nonlinear terms in this
manner opens the calculation to errors introduced by the
numerical quadrature. Since they consist of products of
expansions in φn up to order M, the nonlinear terms will
effectively involve an expansion up to order 2M. Con-
sequently, if the number of collocation points N within
x1 ≤ x ≤ x2 is not larger than the number of expansion
coefficients M, the quadrature will not be exact, leading
to aliasing errors. For incompressible flows, aliasing er-
rors will be avoided if N ≥ 3M/2 (Spalart, Moser and
Rogers, 1991). For compressible-flow DNS, for which
the Navier–Stokes equations involve triple products of
dependent variables, a straightforward remedy is not
available, and the only recourse is to make N/M as large
as possible.

4. Finite-volume methods have the advantage of in-built
conservation properties, and the ability to produce
solutions on irregular/unstructured grids without using
a coordinate transformation.

5. This equation is a model for the material-derivative terms
in the Navier–Stokes equations, and is especially rele-
vant to CAA, for which sound-wave propagation must be
accurately represented.

6. This section focuses solely on central interior schemes on
uniform grids. In practice, several other factors related for
example to the use of one-sided schemes near boundaries,
and non-uniform grids must also be addressed.

7. This can be shown by substituting u′
j = ∑

k ik′û(k) eikxj

into (10), and rearranging into the form corresponding
to (6).

8. This choice is motivated solely by its instructional value.
Owing to its low-order accuracy and stability limitations,
the explicit-Euler scheme would not be appropriate for
production DNS.

9. The stability criteria obtained from the one-dimensional
linear model problems, such as the one used here, usu-
ally provide reliable estimates of what is required in
practice for nonlinear and multi-dimensional simula-
tions. In some cases, however (especially when apply-
ing optimized and high-order spatial schemes), spurious
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oscillations in the high wavenumber range can occur.
Remedies usually involve careful attention to boundary
conditions, or treatments (such as entropy splitting) to
the nonlinear terms.

10. Based on reasonable convergence of low-order statistics;
see Figure 2 of Spalart (1998).
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1 INTRODUCTION

In general usage, the terminology “rarefied gas” implies that
the gas has a relatively small number of molecules per unit
volume, that is, the frequency of finding a molecule in the
volume is relatively “rare.” In other words, the gas has a low
density. However, in gas dynamics, the phrase is used more
generally to indicate that a relatively low number of molecular
collisions occur within a characteristic length of a flow field.
In this sense, the frequency of a collision occurring within the
length scale is “rare.” This idea is captured by the definition
of the Knudsen number:

Kn = λ

L
(1)

whereλ is the mean free path of the gas andL is the char-
acteristic length scale. The mean free path is the average
distance traveled by each molecule between collisions and is

given for a hard sphere by

λ = 1√
2nσ

(2)

where n is the number density, andσ is the hard sphere
collision cross section. A rarefied gas is characterized as pos-
sessing a relatively large Knudsen number. Physically, this
condition is met by a gas having a low density or by the
flow field having a small length scale, or by some combina-
tion of these two situations. As a guiding rule, it is generally
accepted that effects due to rarefied gas dynamics become
important whenKn> 0.01. Figure 1 shows the variation of

Figure 1. Relation between pressure and length scale for different
values of the Knudsen number.
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2 Computational Fluid Dynamics

pressure with length scale to generate different values of the
Knudsen number, for a temperature of 293 K. Rarefied gas
dynamics is important in many areas of science and technol-
ogy including flows around spacecraft, spacecraft propulsion
systems, atmospheric science, vapor processing of materials,
and microscale gas flows.

The analysis of dilute gas flows can be performed using
the Boltzmann equation that describes the evolution of the
molecular velocity distribution function (VDF) (Vincenti and
Kruger, 1965). In the absence of a body force, the Boltzmann
equation is written

∂

∂t
(nf ) + C̄ · ∂

∂r̄
(nf ) = �(f ) (3)

wheref is the VDF,n is the number density,̄C is the particle
velocity vector, ¯r is the particle position vector,t is time, and
�(f ) represents the rate of change in the VDF due to col-
lision processes. The equilibrium solution of the Boltzmann
equation is the Maxwellian VDF:

f (C̄)dC̄ =
( m

2�kT

)3/2
exp

(
−mC2

2kT

)
dC̄ (4)

wherem is the mass of a particle,k is Boltzmann’s constant,
andT is the temperature. The physical mechanism that main-
tains the VDF in equilibrium is intermolecular collisions,
and so a gas falls into a nonequilibrium state under condi-
tions where there are not a large enough number of collisions
occurring to maintain equilibrium. As discussed above, a rar-
efied gas is one in which there is a relatively low frequency of
collisions within the length scale of interest, and so a rarefied
gas is also a nonequilibrium gas.

At a Knudsen number near zero, the VDF everywhere in
a flow field has the Maxwellian form, there are no molecular
transport processes, such as viscosity and thermal conductiv-
ity, and the flow may be modeled using the Euler equations.
Indeed, the Euler equations of fluid flow can be derived by
taking moments of the Boltzmann equation and evaluating
them using the Maxwellian VDF (see further discussion in
Section 2). As the Knudsen number increases up to values
below 0.01, the VDF in the flow field may be represented
as a small perturbation from the equilibrium Maxwellian
form that is known as the Chapman–Enskog distribution
(Vincenti and Kruger, 1965). Evaluation of moments of the
Boltzmann equation using the Chapman–Enskog VDF leads
to the Navier–Stokes equations in which shear stress and heat
flux depend linearly on the spatial gradients of velocity and
temperature, respectively.

As the Knudsen number rises above 0.01, the linear trans-
port relations are unable to accurately describe the strong

nonequilibrium processes associated with a rarefied gas. This
article is concerned with the various approaches that have
been developed for modeling rarefied gas flows. Section 2
describes a set of methods associated with extending hydro-
dynamics beyond the standard Navier–Stokes equations. In
Section 3, numerical methods for solving the Boltzmann
equation are discussed. Section 4 outlines the direct simu-
lation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method that uses particles to
represent a gas flow. Section 5 describes hybrid methods that
use a combination of traditional CFD (solving either the Euler
or Navier–Stokes equations) and a rarefied gas method such
as DSMC.

2 EXTENDED HYDRODYNAMICS

The methods described in this section aim to extend the
range of Knudsen number over which traditional CFD
techniques can be used. The simplest approach involves
the use of modified surface boundary conditions with the
Navier–Stokes equations to account for rarefied effects. The
next level of fidelity concerns the use of higher-order sets
of partial differential equations that aim to capture more
of the nonequilibrium flow physics within a continuum
framework.

2.1 Modified surface boundary conditions

The most important outcome from many analyses of gas flows
in aerospace engineering is the determination of the proper-
ties at a vehicle surface and in particular the aerodynamic
forces and moments. For high-speed vehicles, the convective
heat transfer to the vehicle is also of interest. All of these
properties are strongly influenced by the interaction between
the gas and the surface. There are two important rarefied gas
dynamics phenomena arising from gas–surface interaction
under high Knudsen number conditions. The relatively low
number of collisions experienced by a gas at high Knudsen
number means that the average velocity at the wall has a finite
value, even for a rough surface. This phenomenon is called
velocity slipand reduces shear stress and may affect flow
separation. Similarly, due to the low collision rate, the tem-
perature of the gas at the wall may not be equilibrated with the
surface temperature, leading to atemperature jump. In a high-
speed flow where the wall temperature is generally cooler
than the gas, this phenomenon leads to a reduction in heat
transfer. One way to extend computations using the Navier–
Stokes equations into the rarefied flow regime is to replace the
traditional no-slip, isothermal wall conditions with slip and
jump boundary conditions. A variety of such models have
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been formulated and most are based on the original velocity
slip model of Maxwell (1879):

Us = A

(
2 − α

α

)
λ
∂U

∂n
(5)

whereA is a constant,α is the tangential momentum accom-
modation coefficient,λ is the mean free path at the wall,
andn is the direction normal to the wall. Similarly, the so-
called Smoluchowski temperature jump condition, developed
by Kennard (1938), is given as

Ts − Tw = B

(
2 − α

α

)
λ
∂T

∂n
(6)

whereB is another constant, andαT is the thermal accom-
modation coefficient. These models are most effective in
relatively low-speed flows up to Knudsen numbers around
0.1.

2.2 Moment-based formulations

Another continuum-based approach for computation of rar-
efied gas flows involves making use of Maxwell’s equation of
change (Vincenti and Kruger, 1965) that is derived by taking
moments of the Boltzmann equation to obtain

∂

∂t
(n〈Q〉) + ∂

∂r̄
(n〈C̄Q〉) = �[Q] (7)

whereQ(C̄) is a particle property,〈Q〉 is its average taken
over the VDF, and�[Q] is the rate of change of property
Q due to collisions. Evaluating various forms ofQ averaged
over a particular distribution function leads to sets of par-
tial differential equations in fluid quantities such as density,
velocity, and temperature. For example, the set of five Euler
equations are obtained by using the equilibrium Maxwellian
VDF and settingQ to the mass, each of the three momen-
tum components, and the energy of a particle, for which
in each case�[Q] = 0. The Navier–Stokes equations are
obtained by employing the Chapman–Enskog VDF, obtained
as a first-order perturbation of the Maxwellian VDF, the same
five forms ofQ used for the Euler equations, and additional
higher-order forms ofQ, for which �[Q] is not zero. To
go beyond the physics in the Navier–Stokes equations, two
approaches are employed: (i) use higher-order forms of the
VDF; and (ii) assume closure relations to evaluate sets of
equations involving higher-order moments. These techniques
are discussed in the following subsections. Such methods
are arguably most useful for the analysis of low-speed
and unsteady rarefied flows where they provide solutions

more efficiently than Boltzmann solvers and particle-based
methods.

2.2.1 Burnett equations

For Kn> 0.01, one can derive higher-order constitutive
relations (beyond Navier–Stokes) for shear stress and heat
transfer by employing the Chapman–Enskog expansion to
the Boltzmann equation to second-order inKn; zeroth-
order term being the Maxwellian distribution function and
the first-order term toO(Kn) being the Navier–Stokes distri-
bution function. The first moment of the Boltzmann equation
with the collision invariant vector, employing the distribu-
tion function to O(Kn2), results in the so-called “Burnett
equations,” which represent a second-order departure from
equilibrium. By replacing the material derivatives in the orig-
inal Burnett equations by spatial derivatives using the inviscid
Euler equations, an alternative form of the original Burnett
equations, known as theconventional Burnett equations, is
obtained. The application of conventional Burnett equations
for computing even slightly rarefied flows (0.01< Kn< 1)
has encountered several numerical difficulties. It has been
shown that the conventional Burnett equations are unstable to
small disturbances and can violate the second law of thermo-
dynamics. In addition, Burnett stress and heat transfer terms
contain higher than second-order derivatives; therefore an
additional boundary condition is needed for the solution to
be uniquely determined. To overcome these difficulties, sev-
eral modifications to the conventional Burnett equations have
been proposed in the literature in recent years. The most well
known among these are theaugmented Burnett equations
(Zhong and Furumoto, 1995) andBGK–Burnett equations
(Agarwal, Yun and Balakrishnan, 2001). Augmented Burnett
equations are obtained by adding the linear third-order terms
from the super Burnett stress and heat transfer terms in the
conventional Burnett equations to stabilize the conventional
Burnett equations. BGK–Burnett equations are obtained by
applying the Chapman–Enskog expansion to the well-known
BGK–Boltzmann equation. It has been shown that both
the Augmented Burnett and BGK–Burnett equations are
stable to small disturbances and satisfy the Boltzmann H-
theorem. (Agarwal, Yun and Balakrishnan 2001) describe in
detail these modifications to the conventional Burnett equa-
tions and assess their ability for computing rarefied flows in
the continuum-transition regime (0.01< Kn< 1) for applica-
tions ranging from hypersonic blunt body flows to low-speed
flows in microdevices. Figure 2 shows the variation of recip-
rocal density thickness with Mach number in a 1D shock
computed using the Navier–Stokes and BGK–Burnett equa-
tions. BGK–Burnett solutions show an excellent agreement
with the measured data of Alsmeyer (1976). As an application
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Figure 2. Variation of reciprocal density thickness with Mach num-
ber using various fluid equations. Reproduced from Agarwal (2001)
c© American Institute of Physics.

of the Augmented Burnett equations, consider the computa-
tion of Mach 10 flow past a hemispherical nose atKn = 0.1
(based on nose radius). The gas is assumed to be monatomic
with a hard sphere model. Augmented Burnett solutions of
Yun, Agarwal and Balakrishnan (1998) and of Zhong and
Furumoto (1995) are compared with the DSMC solutions
of Vogenitz and Takara (1971). It can be seen from Figure 3
that the Augmented Burnett solutions are in closer agreement
with the DSMC solutions than the Navier–Stokes solutions.
In general, the temperature field in the flow is better captured
by the Burnett equations compared to the Navier–Stokes
equations forKn in the continuum-transition regime.

Higher-order approximations beyond the Burnett equa-
tions, the so-calledsuper-Burnett equations, can be derived
by continuing the Chapman–Enskog expansion to higher-
orders. However, at present, the advantages of using
the Burnett equations themselves for simulating flows in
continuum-transition regime appear to be limited compared
to other approaches such as DSMC. Additionally, the com-
plexity of the highly nonlinear Burnett stress and heat transfer
terms in 3D makes the simulations enormously challenging
computationally.

2.2.2 Moment closures

In equation (7) it can be seen that the time derivative of a
moment〈Q〉 is related to a term involving the product ofQ
with the particle velocity. This creates a closure problem that
was first successfully addressed by Grad by assuming spe-
cific relations between second- and fourth-order moments.
This approach leads to a set of 20 first-order moment equa-
tions consisting of the five Euler equations, five equations
involving the stress tensor components, and ten equations
involving the heat flux tensor components. Often, this set is
reduced to 13 moment equations by replacing the heat flux
tensor with a vector. The next level of complexity, obtained
with even higher-order forms ofQ, leads to a set of 35 moment
equations.

The standard closure approaches suffer from certain
undesirable properties in terms of actual numerical solu-
tion. For example, Grad’s closure can result in regions of
non-positivity in the VDF, produces discontinuous shocks,

Figure 3. Temperature distribution along the stagnation streamline for a hemispherical nose;M = 10,Kn= 0.1. Reproduced with permission
from Yun, Agarwal and Balakrishnan (1998)c© AIAA.
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produces equation sets that are not always hyperbolic, and
cannot describe boundary layers. Alternative closures have
been developed. Notably, Levermore (1996) used a maxi-
mum entropy approach to derive a hierarchy of closures of
which the lowest-order nonequilibrium results, the Gaussian
closure, is widely used. A regularized 13-moment (R13)
equation set was first developed by Struchtrup and Torrilhon
(2003) by adding selected high-order terms to the standard
Grad set. While these approaches solve some of the issues
they also introduce new ones such as not being guaranteed to
have a solution for all physically realizable velocity moments.

Another issue with multimoment formulations is a desire
to preserve a set of equations that are hyperbolic. This fea-
ture greatly facilitates the use in their numerical solution of
robust computational algorithms. For example, Barth (2006)
describes use of a discontinuous Galerkin finite element
method for solution on arbitrary unstructured meshes of
5- and 10-moment equations derived from the Levermore
Gaussian closure. Groth and McDonald (2009) demonstrate
the use of a Godunov finite volume technique for solution
of a set of hyperbolic equations again based on Levermore’s
Gaussian moment closure. They utilize more advanced com-
putational strategies including adaptive mesh refinement and
a parallel algorithm implementation.

3 BOLTZMANN EQUATION

The Boltzmann equation describes the behavior of dilute
gas flows in nonequilibrium due to molecular motion
for all Knudsen numbers. The classical Boltzmann equa-
tion describes the flow of monatomic gases (such as
argon, helium, etc.) in translational nonequilibrium. The
behavior of diatomic gases (such as nitrogen, oxygen,
etc.) is described by the generalized Boltzmann equation
(GBE) (Beylich, 2000) or Wang-Chang–Uhlenbeck equation
(WC-UE) (Tcheremissine, 2002), wherein the internal (rota-
tional and vibrational) and translational degrees of freedom
are considered in the framework of quantum and classical
mechanics respectively. It should be noted that the GBE and
WC-UE are the same except that GBE explicitly accounts for
degenerate internal energy levels. In equation (3),�(fi ) corre-
sponding to VDFfi for GBE,i being a set of quantum numbers
determining the internal state of the molecule, is given by a
collision integral of the form (Tcheremissine, 2002)

�(fi) =
∑
jkl

∞∫
−∞

2�∫
0

bm∫
0

(
fkflω

kl
ij − fifj

)
Pkl

ij g b db dϕ dC̄j

(8)

where fi is the VDF for the energy leveli, Pkl
ij is the

probability of the transfer from levelsi, j (molecular states
before collision) to the levelsk, l (molecular states after
collision),g = ∣∣c̄i − c̄j

∣∣ ,d� = b db dϕ = collision volume,
and the factorωkl

ij = (qkql)/(qiqj); qi being the degeneration
of the energy level. There is no summation in equation (8)
with respect to repeated indexi.

Thus, the Boltzmann equation is an integro-differential
equation whose numerical solution becomes quite a difficult
task. One of the most widely used methods for the numerical
solution of the Boltzmann equation is due to Tcheremissine
(2006). A two-step method for time-integration of GBE is
employed that sequentially includes the convective step and
the collision step. In this method, the convective opera-
tor is discretized by an explicit first-order time-marching
scheme on a nonuniform Cartesian grid and the collision
integral is evaluated on a uniform grid in velocity space by
the conservative projection method. Some sample results on
the computation of shock structure in nitrogen in rotational
and vibrational nonequilibrium are presented here (Agarwal
and Tcheremissine, 2008). Molecular nitrogen is consid-
ered having the Lennard–Jones potential with the depth of
the energy wellε = 91 K, degeneration of rotational levels
qi = 2i + 1, i = 0, 1, . . . , ∞, and the rotational energy of
the leveleri = ε0i(i + 1), ε0 = 2.9 K. The molecular inter-
action during the collision consists of two phases. In the first
phase, the molecules interact in an elastic manner according
to the molecular potential. This stage determines the devi-
ation angle of the relative velocity. In the second stage, the
modulus of the relative velocity changes according to the
energy conservation equation. For the transition probabili-
ties Pkl

ij , the formulae given in Beylich (2000) obtained by
fitting the experimental data of molecular dynamics simula-
tions of interactions of rigid rotors that model the nitrogen
molecules are employed. For moderate Mach numbers, the
shock structure in nitrogen can be computed with the real
value of the spectral energy gapε0, but for the hypersonic
case, the required number of levels becomes too high (up to
50–70 levels) and therefore the computations become very
time consuming. To alleviate this problem, it is possible to
increase the energy gap and thereby reduce the number of lev-
els. By conducting numerical experiments at Mach 4, it was
determined that this increase in spectral energy gap does not
influence the results of calculations in any significant way.
Figure 4 shows an example of hypersonic shock structure in
nitrogen at Mach 10, computed with both a reduced number
of 16 levels and 60 “natural” levels. These types of calcula-
tions compare well with the experiments of Alsmeyer (1976)
for density “n.”

Next, we consider a gas with both rotational and vibra-
tional degrees of freedom. The interaction potential is again
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Figure 4. Shock wave structure in nitrogen with R-T relaxation forM = 10;n = computed density,n, experiment= experimental density,
Ttr = translational temperature,Txx = longitudinal temperature,Trot = rotational temperature (normalized);FU andFD are flow properties
upstream and downstream of the shock, respectively. Reproduced with permission from Agarwal and Tcheremissine (2008)c© AIAA.

in the form of the Lennard–Jones potential with parame-
ters of nitrogen taken at room temperature of 300 K. The
vibrational spectrum corresponds to nitrogen with an energy
gap of 3340 K. The transition probabilities of vibrational–
translational (V-T) energy transfers are generally accepted
to be much smaller than those of the rotational–translational
(R-T) energy transfers and are in the range of 0.005–0.001 of
the elastic collision probability. Computations are performed

at Mach 10. It is assumed that the vibrational mode is fully
excited in the evaluation of the vibrational temperature. In
Figure 5, we present the vibrational temperature along with
the density, kinetic translational, longitudinal translational,
and rotational temperatures. AtM = 10, the vibrational spec-
trum consists of eight levels which are sufficient to cover
the entire energy range. Recently, GBE computations for
flow of nitrogen past axisymmetric bodies such as bicones
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Figure 5. Computed shock wave structure in nitrogen with both R-T and V-T relaxations forM = 10; n = density,Ttr = translational
temperature,Txx = longitudinal temperature,Trot = rotational temperature,Tvib = vibrational temperature;FU andFD are flow properties
upstream and downstream of the shock, respectively. Reproduced with permission from Agarwal and Tcheremissine (2008)c© AIAA.
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and hollow-cylinder-flare have been performed by the sec-
ond author of this article showing the ability of the GBE
solver to compute 3D nonequilibrium flow of diatomic gases
at moderateKn.

4 DIRECT SIMULATION MONTE CARLO
METHOD

The DSMC technique, introduced and extensively developed
by Bird (1994), emulates the physics of the Boltzmann equa-
tion by following the motions and collisions of a large number
of model particles. Each model particle typically represents
a large number,W, of real molecules, and possesses molec-
ular level information including a position vector, a velocity
vector, and physical information such as mass and size. Par-
ticle motion and collisions are decoupled over a time step,
�t, that is smaller than the local mean free time. During the
movement of particles, boundary conditions such as reflec-
tion from solid surfaces are applied. The physical domain to
be simulated in a DSMC computation is covered by a mesh
of cells. These cells are used to collect together particles that
may collide. There are a number of DSMC schemes for sim-
ulating collisions and all of them achieve a faster numerical
performance than deterministic molecular dynamics methods
by ignoring the influence of the relative positions of particles
within a cell in determining particles that collide. This sim-
plification requires that the size of each cell be less than the
local mean free path of the flow. Theno time counter(NTC)
scheme (Bird, 1994) is the most widely used collision scheme
in which a number of particle pairs in a cell are formed that
is given by

Nc = 1

2
nN̄(σg)max�t (9)

wheren is the number density,̄N is the average number of
particles in the cell,σ is the collision cross section, andg
is the relative velocity. Each of theNc pairs of particles is
formed at random regardless of position in the cell, and then
a probability of collision for each pair is evaluated using

Pc = σg

(σg)max
(10)

This procedure reproduces the expected equilibrium collision
rate under conditions of equilibrium. It is determined whether
the particle pair actually collides by comparing the collision
probability,Pc, to a random number. When a collision occurs,
post-collision velocities are calculated using conservation of
momentum and energy.

In the absence of internal energy exchange and chemical
reactions, an elastic collision between two particles leads only
to changes in their velocity (or momentum) components. The
most widely used elastic cross section model for DSMC is the
variable hard sphere (VHS) (see description in Bird, 1994).
The VHS cross section is given as

σ = σref

(
g

gref

)−2ω

(11)

whereσref andgref are reference values, andω is related to
the temperature dependence of viscosity. Specifically, it is
assumed that the gas viscosity is described by a temperature
relation as follows:

µ = µref

(
T

Tref

)0.5+ω

(12)

The relationship between the reference parameters is pro-
vided in Bird (1994) where values for many common species
are also tabulated. These values are generally obtained by
comparison with measured or computed viscosity data. For
the VHS model, isotropic scattering is assumed in which the
unit vector of the post-collision relative velocity is assigned
at random on the unit sphere. More sophisticated collision
models have been developed and are described in Bird (1994).

Models for inelastic collision processes such as internal
energy transfer and chemical reactions have also been devel-
oped for DSMC. The DSMC technique usually simulates the
internal energy modes of atoms and molecules by assign-
ing rotational, vibrational, and electronic energies to each
particle. The rotational mode is generally simulated using a
classical physics approach in which the rotational energy,εr,
is assumed continuously distributed at equilibrium according
to a Boltzmann distribution:

f (εr)dεr = 1


(ζ/2)

( εr

kT

)ζ/2−1
exp

(
− εr

kT

)
d
( εr

kT

)
(13)

whereζ is the number of rotational degrees of freedom (=2
for a diatomic molecule;=3 for a polyatomic molecule),k
is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the temperature. For each
collision, DSMC evaluates a probability of rotational energy
exchange. The average probability of rotational energy
exchange is

〈Prot〉 = 1

Zrot
= τt

τr
= 1

τrν
(14)

whereZrot is the rotational collision number,τr is the rota-
tional relaxation time, andτt is the translational relaxation
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time that is equal to the inverse of the collision frequency,ν.
After evaluation of the rotational energy exchange probabil-
ity, a random number is used to decide whether the collision
leads to energy exchange. For those collisions involving rota-
tional energy exchange, the Borgnakke–Larsen (BL) model
(Borgnakke and Larsen, 1975) is employed to assign new
post-collision rotational energies. The BL model assumes
local thermodynamic equilibrium to sample the fraction of
the total collision energy due to rotation. Once the new
rotational energy is assigned, the remaining energy is the
new translational energy and hence determines the new
post-collision relative velocity. The regular DSMC collision
mechanics is then performed to calculate the velocities of the
colliding particles.

A similar approach is employed for simulating vibrational
energy exchange except that the energy is usually quan-
tized. Chemical reactions are usually simulated in DSMC
by formulating a reaction cross section that is consistent with
Arrhenius rate coefficients (see Bird, 1994).

The most common gas–surface interaction model used in
DSMC is fully diffusereflection in which a particle reflects
from the surface with new velocity components that are sam-
pled from Maxwellian distributions characterized by the wall
temperature (note that the velocity component normal to the
surface is sampled from a biased Maxwellian distribution).
In the diffuse model, the particle’s internal energies are also
sampled from the appropriate equilibrium distribution, using
the wall temperature. The opposite limit to diffuse reflec-
tion is specularreflection in which the only change to the
particle’s properties is its velocity component normal to the
surface that is simply reversed in sign. Many DSMC com-
putations use an accommodation coefficient,α, to simulate
a combination of diffuse and specular reflections such that
α = 1 is fully diffuse, andα = 0 is fully specular. Real
engineering surfaces generally require a value in the range
of α = 0.8–0.9.

The cells employed for simulating collisions in DSMC
are also often used for the sampling of macroscopic flow
properties such as density, velocity, and temperature. There
is no necessity to have the collision and sampling cells be
identical, however, and sometimes a coarser mesh is used for
sampling.

The basic steps in each iteration of the DSMC method are
(i) move particles over the time step�t; (ii) apply bound-
ary conditions such as introducing new particles at inflow
boundaries, removing particles at outflow boundaries, and
processing reflections at solid boundaries; (iii) sort particles
into cells and calculate collisions; and (iv) sample average
particle information. A DSMC simulation begins from some
initial condition, and a finite number of iterations must elapse
in order for the flow to reach a steady state. Generally, steady
state is detected as a leveling off of the total number of parti-

cles in the simulation. After steady state is reached, sampling
of flow field and surface properties begins and the simula-
tion is continued a further number of iterations in order to
reduce the statistical noise in the sampled information to an
acceptable level. A typical DSMC computation may employ
one million particles, reach steady state after 50 000 itera-
tions, and continue sampling for a further 50 000 iterations.
On a modern desktop computer, such a simulation should
take about 3 h. The DSMC technique is a relatively expensive
method, compared, for example, to traditional CFD. How-
ever, it is a technique that lends itself well to parallelization
and most modern DSMC computations are performed on
computer clusters.

The DSMC technique is widely regarded as the most
successful general approach for computation of rarefied
gas flows. The method has been particularly successful in
the computation of rarefied hypersonic flows (see Non-
Continuum Phenomena in Hypersonic Flow). A second
important application of the DSMC technique in aerospace
engineering is in the modeling of rapidly expanding jets and
plumes where the low density in the far field leads to impor-
tant nonequilibrium effects. Another positive aspect of the
DSMC technique is its ability to treat geometric complex-
ity. This attribute is illustrated in Figure 6a that shows the
computational mesh used to simulate the supersonic, three-
dimensional flow about a sounding rocket experiment as it
falls through the upper atmosphere. The Knudsen number
ranged from about 50 to 0.02 over the altitude range for which
measurements were taken. A DSMC study of this experi-
ment (Sunet al., 2006) included the geometric details of the
pressure sensors resulting in very good agreement with the
measured data as shown in Figure 6b.

There are also, however, some well-known difficulties
with the DSMC technique mostly related to the statistical
fluctuations associated with a particle method. These fluctua-
tions make it too difficult to separate noise from signal in very
low-speed flows that are often associated with microscale gas
flow systems. Similarly, computation of an unsteady flow
with the DSMC technique becomes extremely expensive as
ensemble averaging must be used to reduce the fluctuations
to acceptable levels.

5 HYBRID METHODS

There is a special class of flow problems in which, while
the overall classification of the flow indicates it lies in the
continuum regime, there may be localized regions of non-
continuum flow. A good example is a hypersonic flow around
a blunt body such as a capsule. Regions such as shock waves
and boundary layers that have very strong spatial gradients
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Figure 6. (a) Computational mesh employed for 3D DSMC analy-
sis of a high-altitude sounding rocket experiment; (b) Comparison
of measured and predicted pressures from a high-altitude sound-
ing rocket experiment. Reproduced with permission from Sunet al.
(2006) c© AIAA.

may locally involve rarefied flow. Similarly, the wake region
behind the capsule may be rarefied due to the very low
densities there. Computing such flows with the continuum
Navier–Stokes equations will lead to physically inaccurate
results in the rarefied regions. At the same time, it is often not
feasible in terms of computational cost to simulate such flows
entirely using any of the rarefied flow methods described in
this article. The idea of a hybrid method therefore suggests
itself in which a continuum method is used for as much of
the flow as possible, and a rarefied flow method is only used
in those regions of the flow where it is absolutely needed.
Such hybrid methods therefore seek to obtain the physical
accuracy of rarefied flow methods with a cost that is close to

a continuum method. There has been a significant amount of
work conducted on such hybrid methods in recent years, and
here we confine ourselves to two particular examples.

5.1 Hybrid DSMC/CFD

In some important ways, the DSMC technique is further
developed than methods for solving the Boltzmann equa-
tion. For example, DSMC models have been developed for
simulating rotational and vibrational energy exchange, chem-
istry, and ionization. For high-temperature flows, where these
physical processes are important, creating a hybrid method
requires using DSMC together with CFD. The two main chal-
lenges faced in the development of a hybrid DSMC–CFD
method are (i) deciding which method to use based on local
flow conditions; and (ii) communicating information back
and forward between these two methods that describe a flow
in two very different ways.

The first issue is usually addressed using a continuum
breakdown parameter. This is a variable that can be evalu-
ated using a CFD solution that aims to indicate whether the
physics in the Navier–Stokes (or Euler) equations is valid.
Several breakdown parameters have been suggested in the
literature. A popular parameter for high-speed flows is the
gradient length local Knudsen number, proposed by Boyd,
Chen and Candler (1995):

KnGLL = λ

Q

∣∣∣∣∂Q∂s
∣∣∣∣ (15)

whereQ is a flow property (density, velocity, temperature),s
is the distance along a streamline, andλ is the local mean free
path. It was shown in careful comparisons that DSMC and
CFD solutions are expected to agree with each other within
5% when the value of the breakdown parameter is less than
0.05. Therefore, in a hybrid DSMC–CFD method, the DSMC
technique will be used in any regions where the breakdown
parameters is greater than 0.05.

The second issue involves two aspects: (i) communicat-
ing information from CFD to DSMC; and (ii) communicating
information from DSMC to CFD. The first of these is rela-
tively straightforward. When CFD involves solution of the
Euler equations, then the CFD results for number density,
velocity, and temperature can be used to generate new DSMC
particles from the corresponding Maxwellian VDF. Simi-
larly, when CFD is solving the Navier–Stokes equations, the
Chapman–Enskog VDF is sampled to generate new DSMC
particles. A significant problem in communicating informa-
tion from DSMC to CFD concerns the statistical noise that
occurs naturally in the DSMC results. Most CFD algorithms
cannot function correctly when such noise is included in
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Figure 7. (a) Hypersonic flow around a blunt capsule: (upper) decomposition into continuum (Navier–Stokes) and rarefied (DSMC) regions;
(lower) mean free path. (b) Comparison of measured and predicted heat flux along the surface of a blunt capsule. Reproduced with permission
from Schwartzentruber, Scalabrin and Boyd (2008)c© AIAA.

information provided as boundary conditions. One solution
to this problem involves the use of a subrelaxation sampling
scheme (Sun and Boyd, 2005) to effectively filter out the
statistical noise.

Using the gradient length local Knudsen number and the
subrelaxation sampling scheme, a robust, hybrid DSMC-
CFD algorithm has been developed by Schwartzentruber,
Scalabrin and Boyd (2008). The overall approach uses an
initial Navier–Stokes solution to decompose the domain into
continuum and non-continuum regions. The hybrid method
is initialized to this CFD computation, and iterates to a final
solution obtained with a combination of CFD and DSMC.
The final solution is in agreement with a very expensive, full
DSMC computation at the level of the VDF. For a hypersonic
flow over an axisymmetric capsule shape, the decomposition
of the flow field into continuum and rarefied regions is shown
in the upper half of Figure 7a (Schwartzentruber, Scalabrin
and Boyd, 2008). The overall Knudsen number for this flow
is 0.002 placing it in the continuum regime. The lower half
of Figure 7a shows that the mean free path in this flow varies
by more than four orders of magnitude. As an example of
comparing solutions from various methods, Figure 7b shows
the heat flux along the surface of the capsule. The results
obtained with the full DSMC and the hybrid approaches are
essentially identical, and offer improved agreement with the
measured data in comparison to the CFD results (obtained
by solving the Navier–Stokes equations). The hybrid method
reproduced the full DSMC results at a cost that is a factor of
13 times smaller than the full DSMC computation.

5.2 Hybrid Boltzmann/CFD

In recent years, several attempts have been made to develop
a hybrid Navier–Stokes and Boltzmann solver (Popov and
Tcheremissine, 2001; Kolobovet al. 2005; Chen, 2007) con-
ceptually following the approach similar to that described
in Section 5.1 for the hybrid DSMC-CFD solver. The main
difference among these approaches is in specification of the
breakdown parameter to decompose the flow domain in con-
tinuum and kinetic equation regimes. The most advanced
code along these lines is the unified flow solver (UFS) devel-
oped by Kolobovet al. (2005). UFS employs the hybrid
approach on solution adaptive grids using several different
breakdown parameters based on flow field gradients, similar
to equation (15), or stress tensor components. Chen (2007)
employs the parameter as given in equation (15) withQset to
the density. Boundary conditions for the continuum regime
are specified by taking the moments of VDF in two neigh-
boring cells. From the known VDF, parameters of the corre-
sponding Maxwellian or Navier–Stokes distribution function
are defined. Boundary conditions for the Boltzmann equation
are obtained by calculating the Maxwellian or Navier–Stokes
VDF from macroscopic properties. Chen (2007) employs the
Navier–Stokes VDF while Kolobovet al. (2005) employ the
Maxwellian VDF in specifying the interface boundary condi-
tions between the continuum and kinetic regimes. Both Chen
(2007) and Kolobovet al. (2005) show a 5 to 10times speed-
up with the hybrid method compared to the computation time
needed with the Boltzmann solver alone.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Multiphase flows can be characterized by a system where
two or more phases exist. This definition includes a very wide
range of cases, essentially all flows having moving/deforming
surfaces that separate different fluids/phases. Figure 1 illus-
trates a multiphase flow separated by an interface between
different fluids. Across the interface, fluid properties such
as density, viscosity, and conductivity are discontinuous and
interfacial phenomena such as surface tension balancing nor-
mal stress variations, and phase changes causing mass trans-
port across phase boundaries exist. These flows are observed
in our daily life and scientific/engineering applications in
the context of blood flow, rain, boiling thermal manage-

ment, fuel injector, gas-fluidized beds, etc. (Shyyet al., 1996;
Prosperetti and Tryggvason, 2007).

With the rapid progress made in computational techniques,
a number of practically relevant fluid dynamics problems
can now be computed with high accuracy. However, the
multiphase flow computation still remains as one of the
most challenging problems due to their multiple time and
length scales such as capillarity, diffusion/conduction, con-
vection, and solid objects. Furthermore, the physical pro-
cess involving moving/deforming interfaces with steep jumps
in fluid properties, the interface topological changes along
with merger/breakup, and the mass/heat transfer across phase
boundary challenges the computational techniques. During
the last decade, noticeable advances have been achieved in 2D
multiphase flow computation, but 3D computations are still
applied in limited cases due to the computational expenses
and difficulties in handling the interface. However, substan-
tial efforts have been made and a number of scientifically
and practically interesting problems can now be computed
satisfactorily.

In this chapter, we first introduce various computational
techniques to represent and follow the interface in time and
space, accounting for the interfacial dynamics for multi-
phase flows. Secondly, the marker-based adaptive Eulerian–
Lagrangian method, one of the most popular methods, is high-
lighted to help illustrate the key elements needed for the com-
putation of multiphase flows with time noticeable interface
shape variations around complex solid geometries. Selected
test cases are presented to highlight the physical and compu-
tational issues, including (i) droplet collision with topological
changes, (ii) sloshing liquid motion in a container caused by
a sudden reduction of acceleration, and (iii) dynamics of the
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Interface

Surface tension

Fluid 2

Fluid 1

Figure 1. Illustration of a typical multiphase flow separated by an
interface.

liquid–gas interface due to oscillating gravitational accelera-
tion.

2 NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS FOR
MULTIPHASE FLOWS

Multiphase flows include interfaces separating different
phases having different physical properties; consequently,
satisfactory interfacial-flow computations involve the follow-
ing components:

i. Identification of interface location for retrieving its geo-
metric properties

ii. Interfacial dynamics modeling for applying interfacial
conditions including steep jump in fluid properties in
response to surface tension effects.

Various methods have been proposed and improved
(Prosperetti and Tryggvason, 2007), each with relative
strength and weakness. A brief review of some of the most
popular techniques in interface representation and dynamics
are presented here.

2.1 Interface representation

As reviewed in Shyyet al. (1996), three main categories ex-
ist in moving boundary computations, including Lagrangian
(moving grid), Eulerian (stationary grid), and Eulerian–
Lagrangian methods utilizing moving meshes with tags or
markers in stationary grid.

2.1.1 Lagrangian methods

In Lagrangian (moving grid) methods, a body-fitted grid is
used for tracking the interface in Figure 2a. Thus, the inter-
face location coincides with the computational grid, which is
updated to match the moving interface location at every time
instant in Figure 3a. This method tracks the interface loca-
tion explicitly and produces accurate results, since the nature
of body-fitted grid guarantees the application of interfacial
force and boundary conditions at the exact location. However,
maintaining satisfactory grid quality is difficult and com-
putationally expensive when large deformation/movements
and/or topological changes take place.

2.1.2 Eulerian methods

Unlike the Lagrangian methods, the Eulerian (stationary grid)
method extracts the interface location with the help of a scalar
function on a stationary computational grid in Figure 2b.
The interface is tracked implicitly via post-processing of this
scalar function. This category includes two popular meth-
ods, namely, the level-set (LS) method (Osher and Fedkiw,
2002; Sethian and Smereka, 2003) and the volume of fluids
(VOF) method. The difference between these two methods is
the choice of the scalar function, which is a signed-distance
function in LS and volume fraction in VOF. Figure 3b shows
the overall procedure of these Eulerian methods. Due to the

Figure 2. Interface representation and computational approaches. (a) Lagrangian methods; (b) Eulerian (VOF) methods; and (c) Eulerian–
Lagrangian methods.
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Figure 3. Solution procedures for each interface representation method. (a) Lagrangian method; (b) Eulerian method; and (c) Eulerian–
Lagrangian method.

implicit tracking of interface, these methods can handle topo-
logical changes such as merger and breakup naturally (Shyy
et al., 1996). However, mass loss/gain and associated conser-
vation laws requirements in the LS method, and computation
of the geometric quantities such as curvatures during the in-
terface construction for the VOF method can cause loss of
accuracy.

2.1.3 Eulerian–Lagrangian methods

Eulerian–Lagrangian methods utilize a separate set of mov-
ing (Lagrangian) mesh and associated marker/tag system
representing interface on a stationary (Eulerian) grid used
to compute the flow fields in Figure 2c. Thus, the inter-
face can be tracked explicitly via Lagrangian meshes, which
move freely on the stationary Eulerian grid by interpolat-
ing velocities from the Eulerian grid. The conceptual frame-
work is shown in Figure 3c. These methods possess sev-
eral desirable features when compared with Lagrangian or
Eulerian methods. The interface representation does not re-
quire modifications to the computational grid of field equa-
tions even for large deformation/moving as Lagrangian meth-
ods do. The explicit tracking of the interface generally
presents a finer resolution than computational grids, and thus
requires coarser grid than Eulerian methods. Due to an ex-
plicit definition of interface in the Lagrangian framework, the
interface does not inaccurately diffuse in time and lose mass
as the LS methods tend to do. An explicit definition also
avoids inaccuracies caused by the errors in interface con-
struction of VOF methods. The most serious concern about
the Eulerian–Lagrangian methods is the complexity of inter-
face data especially for topological changes. The source of
difficulty lies in establishing valid connectivity information

during surgical altering of the existing interface data.
Although such a procedure can be easily accomplished for
2D interfaces, extension to three dimensions is a much more
involved procedure. However, significant progress has been
made and high-accuracy computations for interfacial dynam-
ics are reported in numerous publications (e.g., Shin and
Juric, 2002; Singh and Shyy, 2007).

2.2 Interfacial dynamics modeling

Another challenging issue is handling of the interfacial dy-
namics even if we know the location and shape of the in-
terface at a given time. Across an interface, in general, the
pressure and viscous stresses show discontinuities and fluid
properties suddenly jump due to surface tension. Moreover,
phase change includes mass and heat transfer across an inter-
face. Methods to treat such a phase discontinuity and asso-
ciated capillary effects can be classified into two categories:
the sharp interface method (SIM) and the continuous inter-
face method (CIM). The comparison of features between two
methods is summarized in Table 1.

2.2.1 Sharp interface method

The sharp interface method is a class of techniques that
satisfy the jump condition between the flow fields on two
sides of a phase boundary exactly on the interface of zero
thickness. The interface is considered as a boundary sepa-
rating two phases, and the governing equations are solved
separately for each phase with boundary conditions of in-
terfacial dynamics drawn from both sides and eventually re-
quired to match the required formulations explicitly in time
and in space. A body-fitted grid in the Lagrangian method
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Table 1. Features of SIM and CIM.

Interfacial dynamics Sharp interface method (SIM) Continuous interface method (CIM)

Equation sets Separate set of equations for each phase A single set of equations for all phases
Jump condition across interface Explicit sharp jump within zero-thickness Smooth changes within finite range
Highlights Higher order of accuracy (small spurious velocity Effective in large deformation, and easy to

current) implement
Issues Computationally expensive and difficult (with large Lower accuracy with smearing

deformation in 3D)

matches well with the sharp interface methods, since the
interface is aligned with the grid and interfacial dynamics
can be applied exactly on the interface. The cut-cell, ghost
fluid, and some of the immersed interface methods with
Eulerian or Eulerian–Lagrangian method are also under this
category. In general, the sharp interface method produces ac-
curate results with less compromise of the interfacial condi-
tions. However, it is more demanding computationally, since
the solution in each phase needs to be coupled to one an-
other. For the Lagrangian method, accuracy issues related to
mesh skewness can be challenging. While one can regener-
ate new meshes periodically, but then there is no guarantee
that the quality of the flow solutions can be maintained be-
tween the different mesh systems. For both moving mesh and
cut-cell methods, computational cost and numerical stability
require special efforts for cases involving complex physics
(phase change, heat/mass transfer, etc.) and substantial inter-
face movement/deformation.

2.2.2 Continuous interface method

Compared to the sharp interface method, the continuous in-
terface method smoothes out the fluid property within a finite
range and models the surface tension forces as a momentum
source term within this range instead of an interface of zero
thickness. This facilitates a single fluid formulation for the
entire domain with the flow/fluid properties varying gradually
across the interface over a thin zone. This smeared/smoothed
region is usually 3–4 cells in thickness. The continuous inter-
face method has been widely used with Eulerian–Lagrangian
tracking (i.e., the immersed boundary method; Peskin, 2003)
as well as Eulerian tracking such as level-set and VOF be-
cause it is easier to implement. In general, the continuous
interface method results in lower order of accuracy than the
sharp interface method due to the smearing of interfacial
properties. However, this method is very effective and com-
putationally more economic in handling various multiphase
problems even with large deformation and moving interfaces.
Effective treatments for handling large property changes

between fluid domains across interfaces have also been pro-
posed.

2.3 Challenges and recent advances

Various methods have been proposed to represent and model
the interface, each having strong and weak points. For inter-
face representation, a number of new developments have been
proposed to compensate the existing methods. For example,
the particle level-set method (Enrightet al., 2002) imple-
ments Lagrangian markers around an interface with the Eu-
lerian level-set method to ameliorate the mass loss observed
in the original level-set method. The hybrid marker-VOF
method (Aulisa, Manservisi and Scardovelli, 2003) also em-
ploys Lagrangain marker-based tracking for better treatment
of the interface. The coupled LS–VOF method (Sussman,
2003) combines the level-set method and the VOF method. In
interfacial dynamics modeling, both continuous and sharp in-
terface methods can be implemented for fluid and solid inter-
faces. In general, the sharp interface method has higher order
of accuracy than the continuous interface method, and since
the solid boundary in many cases does not deform, it is attrac-
tive to be employed there. In the next section, a marker-based
3D adaptive Eulerian–Lagrangian method, which is one of
the most popular techniques, will be presented to highlight
in more detail the various computational elements needed for
treating multiphase flows.

3 MARKER-BASED 3D ADAPTIVE
EULERIAN–LAGRANGIAN METHOD

The marker-based 3D adaptive Eulerian–Lagrangian method
employs both Eulerian and Lagrangian treatments to per-
form the interfacial flow computations. The bulk flow vari-
ables are solved on the stationary (Eulerian) background
grid, whereas interface variables are handled by moving
(Lagrangian) markers. A single fluid formulation for all fluid
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phases is made possible by smoothing out the properties
across the interface. Non-dimensionalized incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations for mass and momentum conser-
vation are given in equations (1) and (2) respectively, which
account for the interfacial dynamics due to surface tension
effects of fluid interfaces as a forcing term (Ff ). Here,V is
the velocity vector andp is the pressure.

∇V = 0 (1)

∂ρV

∂t
+ ∇·(ρVV ) = −∇p + 1

Re
∇·(µ∇ · V + µ∇TV )

+ 1

Fr
ρg + 1

We
F f (2)

Here, all variables are non-dimensionalized by a character-
istic velocity (Vref) and length scale (Lref), standard gravity
(g0), and liquid material properties (densityρ1, viscosityµ1,
and surface tensionσ). The non-dimensional parameters of
the Reynolds, Froude, and Weber numbers in equation (2)
are defined as,Re = ρ1VrefLref/µ1, Fr = V 2

ref/(g0Lref), and
We = ρ1V

2
refLref/σ. In addition, the capillary number and

bond number can be defined asCa = We/Re = µ1Vref/σ

andBo = We/Fr = ρ1g0L
2
ref/σ, respectively.

In a capillary-driven flow, a characteristic velocity is typ-
ically unknown, andVref = √

σ/ρ1Lref can be used as an
appropriate velocity scale. Then, the non-dimensional pa-
rameters in equation (2) result in the Ohnesorge number,
Oh = µ1/

√
ρ1σLref, and Bond number. In addition to char-

acteristic velocity, if we set the length scaleLref = √
σ/ρ1g0,

Morton number,Mo = (ρ3
1v

4
1g0/σ

3)
1/4

, is shown with kine-
matic viscosityv1 = µ1/ρ1 (Dreyer, 2007).

In general, the pressure and viscous stresses exhibit
discontinuities across a fluid interface due to the surface ten-
sion force. Equation (3) relates the jump condition of the flow
properties in the normal direction,n, with the surface tension
forces, which is directly proportional to the surface tension,
σ, and the curvature,κ:

(p2 − p1) − n · (τ2 − τ1) · n = σκ (3)

The solid boundary typically requires the no-slip condi-
tion, which is treated via the solid interface method by re-
constructing solution fields around the solid boundary. The
components of the numerical algorithm and their interactions
are summarized in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Summary of the marker-based Eulerian–Lagrangian method.
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Figure 5. Interface representation by marker points. (a) Line
segments in 2D; (b) triangular elements in 3D.

3.1 Marker-based interface representation

In the marker-based tracking method, the interface is repre-
sented by massless markers in coordination with each other
for maintaining the interface connectivity information. The
corresponding data structure is established via line segments
in two-dimensional and triangles in three-dimensional do-
mains, as represented in Figure 5. Markers store the surround-
ing elements’ indices while elements store the neighboring
elements based on the edge that they share. Figure 6 illus-
trates the connectivity information for two common scenar-
ios: a regular 3D inner element, and a 3D boundary element.
A regular 3D inner element has three neighboring elements
while the boundary element has fewer than three elements
due to one or more edges being on a boundary. The connec-
tivity information for the boundary edge can be represented
by a negative instead of a positive element index. The neg-
ative value shows corresponding computational boundary or
solid boundary elements.

The marker locations, denoted byX in Lagrangian frame,
are updated from the velocities at its location,V(X), according
to the equation:

∂X

∂t
= V (X) (4)

n3 n3

n1 n1n2 n2

ie1 ie1ie2

ie3

ie2

-bndr
(b)(a)

ElementElement

Figure 6. Connectivity information through element edges.
(a) Inner element with three neighbors; (b) boundary element with
two neighbors.

Fluid interfaces use the computed flow field on the Eule-
rian grid to compute the marker velocities as shown in equa-
tion (5), where the discrete Dirac delta function,δ(x − X), is
employed for converting the Eulerian velocity field,V(x), to
Lagrangian form,V(X). On the other hand, solid interfaces
use the prescribed velocity field to advance the marker points:

V (X) =
∫
v

V (x)δ(x − X)dV (5)

As the marker points advance to a new position with time, the
interface surface mesh can exhibit an uneven distribution of
marker points. In order to maintain consistent computational
accuracy, the spacing between marker points is rearranged
by adding or deleting markers whenever two markers come
too close or too distant from each other. The criteria for the
distance between the adjacent markers are estimated based
on the requirements posed by the background grid and the
function relating Eulerian quantities to Lagrangian quanti-
ties. For fluid interfaces, the lengths of edge between neigh-
boring markers are maintained from�/3 to �, where� is
the Eulerian grid spacing, for continuous representation of
transferred quantities by Dirac delta function in equation (5).
A less demanding criterion can be used for solid interfaces
since it deforms less and does not require transfer between
Lagrangian and Eulerian quantities. The volume errors dur-
ing these processes can be recovered by adjusting the location
of the modified marker in its normal direction, as discussed
by Singh and Shyy (2007).

3.2 Indicator function

Cells on the Eulerian Cartesian grid are represented by a
unique material index to identify the constituents separated
by interfaces. This approach has an algorithmic advantage
in identifying the interface location as well as to assign-
ing proper material properties such as density and viscosity,
although the interface itself is represented explicitly by
Lagrangian markers. In order to facilitate a single set of equa-
tions formulation of a continuous interface method for the
whole domain, a smooth variation of discontinuous material
properties across interfaces is allowed. This is achieved with
the help of an indicator function (I), a scalar function varying
from zero to one smoothly across interface. Once the indica-
tor function is obtained, the fluid properties such as density
and viscosity, varying from values betweenϕ1 andϕ2, are
computed using the equation

ϕ = ϕ2 + (ϕ1 − ϕ2)I (6)
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For a continuous fluid interface, the indicator function can
be replaced by a material property such as density. However,
separate indicator functions for fluid and solid interfaces can
be used to separate the designation of solid interface, modeled
by a sharp interface method, from fluid interface modeled by a
continuous interface method. Obtaining an indicator function
accurately is critical for the success of numerical simulation
of multiphase flow problems. In the literature, two closely re-
lated but numerically distinct forms of computations can be
found. One of these methods adopts the solution of a Poisson
equation using equation (7), while others utilize a discrete
form of the Heaviside step function in equation (8) by inte-
grating 1-D form of discrete Dirac delta function.

∇2I(x) = ∇

∫

A

δ(x − X)dA


 (7)

I(x) = H(r = n·(x − X)) =
∫ r

−∞
δ(h)dh (8)

Both approaches compute the indicator function from
Lagrangian quantity (X) to Eulerian quantity (x) with the help
of a discrete Dirac delta function. The analytical form of the
Dirac delta function is non-zero atx = X, where the interface
is located. However, this approach is difficult to implement
along with a discretized set of equations as the discrete points
on the Eulerian and Lagrangian framework do not necessarily
coincide. For this reason, an approximate Dirac delta function
over finite thickness, usually four cell widths, is implemented
by Peskin (2003). The boundary conditions away from the
interface are set to yield the constant values, that is, zero or
one, and the indicator function changes smoothly from zero
to one, and the value of 0.5 indicates the location of interface
in the Eulerian framework. Among these two methods, the
solution of Poisson equation requires boundary conditions,
and results in inaccurate values when the interface is located
near a boundary. The Heaviside step function uses the short-
est distance from interface, and thus gives accurate values
even at the boundaries, and can be applied more generally
(Uzgoren, Sim and Shyy, 2009).

3.3 Fluid interface treatment: continuous
interface method

The continuous interface method can be effective in mod-
eling highly deformable fluid interfaces. A single fluid for-
mulation is implemented for all fluid phases via continuous
interface method, and the surface force of the interface in
equation (9), whereσ is the surface tension andκ is the

curvature of interface, is applied as source term in momentum
equation (2).

Fs =
∫
A

σκδ(x − X)dA (9)

The surface force of the interface is transformed from
Lagrangian quantity (X) to Eulerian quantity (x) via the
approximate discrete Dirac delta function,δ(x − X). After
the governing equations are solved on the Eulerian grid,
the discrete Dirac delta function is also used for obtaining the
marker velocity field to move marker points into new interface
location.

The surface tension force on a discretized interface ele-
ment (curves in 2D and triangles in 3D) can be evaluated in
several ways: implementation of equation (10) with a direct
curvature computation by curve fitting for two-dimensional
interfaces and surface fitting for three-dimensional interfaces;
a computation using a line integral form shown in equation
(11) with normal and tangent vectors:

δf =
∫
δA

σκdA (10)

δf =
∫
δA

σ(n × ∇) × ndA =
∫
s

σ(t ⊗ n)ds (11)

The net surface tension force on a closed surface should
be zero, and thus be conserved. The curvature computation
using interpolation-based methods is numerically sensitive
and often requires some form of data smoothing, and does
not enforce conservation whereas the line-integral form of
equation (11) is much easier and desirable, since it maintains
the conservation without explicit curvature computation.

3.4 Solid interface treatment: sharp interface
method

Solid interfaces can be computationally economical and ac-
curately modeled using the sharp interface method by recon-
structing solution fields around an interface to incorporate the
given boundary condition on the solid interface in an Eule-
rian Cartesian grid. Solution reconstruction can be conducted
either on the fluid side or solid side. Both approaches work
well for a single-phase flow around a solid surface. However,
the fluid velocity reconstruction method ignores the influ-
ence of surface tension from fluid interface by reconstructing
fluid velocities directly, and thus tend not to describe a mov-
ing phase boundary near a solid interface. Alternatively, the
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velocity reconstruction on the solid side can be implemented
via ghost cells, which are defined as solid cells having at least
one neighboring fluid cell. This approach works well even
with contact line where fluid interface meets solid interface
(Sim and Shyy, 2009).

The solution reconstruction on the ghost cell is conducted
by a linear or bilinear/trilinear interpolation scheme using
solutions at the solid surface and at the known fluid cells
(Mittal et al., 2008). Avoiding extrapolation due to the lo-
cation of ghost cell in solid phase, the interpolation can be
conducted first at an imaginary point in fluid phase, and then
the solution of ghost cells can be obtained from the interpo-
lated value at the imaginary point and a known value at a
solid surface.

3.5 Contact line treatment

When we consider a fluid–fluid interface intersecting a solid
surface, the treatment of the tri-junction locations, called
contact line, is required to account for the presence and in-
teractions of all three phases, fluid–fluid–solid. One of the
most discussed issues for modeling these contact lines with
Navier–Stokes equations is that the imposed no-slip condi-
tion for velocity leads to a non-integrable singularity in stress.
Various models including a slip condition have been proposed
to overcome the singularity issue. For example, the angle at
the contact line can be used for representing the balance of
forces resulting from intermolecular forces between solid,
liquid, and gas phases. The tangential component of the re-
sulting force at the contact line (FR) is shown in equation (12).
In static equilibrium, equation (12) leads to the well-known
Young–Laplace equation as given in equation (13) below:

FR = σsg − σsl − σ cosθ (12)

σsg = σsl + σ cosθ0 (13)

In equation (12),σsg is the surface force due to the inter-
action of solid and gas,σsl is the surface force due to the
interaction of solid and liquid, andσ is the surface tension
defined between liquid and gas. The given static contact an-
gle is represented byθ0, andθ is the present contact angle
at an instant. In this approach, the force at the contact line is
obtained by plugging equation (13) into equation (12). This
contact line force in equation (14) accelerates or decelerates
flow fields, and makes the contact angle (θ) asymptotically
towards a prescribed static contact angle (θ0).

FR = σ(cosθ0 − cosθ) (14)

During the computation of the source term due to surface
tension, the contact line region contributes as a recovery force
in the tangential direction to the solid surface (ts) instead
of the curvature effects given in equation (11). The contact
angle is enforced on open edges where the element connects
to either a computational boundary or a solid interface by
modifying equation (11). In equation (15), the surface tension
force from interface curvature is applied to closed edges, and
the contact line force is applied to open boundary edges.

δf =
∑

i=closed edges

σ(tf ⊗ n)i�s

+
∑

i=open edges

σ(cosθ0 − cosθ)its�s (15)

3.6 Topological changes: interface reconstruction

A major concern regarding multiphase flow computations is
handling of topological changes such as merger or break-up.
Shin and Juric (2002) proposed the level-contour-based inter-
face reconstruction technique without connectivity informa-
tion. They reconstruct the interface by deleting the interface
data completely and reconstructing a new interface at the lo-
cations where the indicator function has a value of 0.5. Due
to connectivity-free data, the reconstruction should be done
to control interface resolution as well as topology changes.
Singh and Shyy (2007) improved this approach by adopt-
ing interface data with connectivity information. The time-
consuming reconstruction is conducted only for topological
changes, and the interface resolution is controlled more ef-
ficiently by adding or removing elements using connectivity
information.

The reconstruction is facilitated at prescribed time in-
tervals by probing the indicator function values in oppo-
site directions along the local normal vector on suspicious
markers. The reconstruction is performed if both the probes
from a marker have indicator function values greater or
less than 0.5, representing a situation where the continu-
ous interface method cannot differentiate the interface be-
tween two probes. These reconstruction procedures can be
done locally for a specific interface body, and the errors in
phase volume after reconstruction are explicitly corrected by
perturbing the markers in local normal direction. Figure 7
shows examples of interface reconstruction for topological
changes, where a very thin interface area on the top sur-
face of bubble is ruptured and two droplets coming close
to each other are merged into one by the reconstruction
algorithm.
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Figure 7. Examples of 3D interface reconstruction. (a) a surface undergoing rupture; (b) merging of two spheres.

3.7 Adaptive grid

Multiphase flow problems involve multiple length scales. In
order to effectively resolve the flow features in such cases,
adaptive grid refinement can be highly desirable because it
enables the computations to better handle regions that require
higher resolution. A typical approach is based on isotropic
refinement, which splits the cells into four and eight equal
sibling cells in two and three dimensions, respectively. The
grid is represented using unstructured data that connect cells
through cell faces. The details of the algorithm can be found
in Singh and Shyy (2007). Adaptation is performed based on

the flow solution quality for effective computation as well as
the interface location.

The geometry-based adaptation around interfaces allows
better resolution in the near-wall region and phase boundary.
Near fluid interfaces, for which discontinuous flow properties
smear across two layers of cells, refinement is performed to
improve the resolution there to capture detailed flow struc-
tures more accurately. This fully resolved region around a
fluid interface is further extended to six layers of cells to
handle both the discrete Dirac function as well as a possibil-
ity for large deformation of the interface. On the other hand,
solid interfaces, where interfacial dynamics are not smeared,

Figure 8. Snapshots of geometry-based grid adaptation for fluid and solid interfaces in a spacecraft fuel tank with concave-shaped bottom.
Different adaptation levels from 0 to 4 are illustrated.
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triggers full refinement with two-cell layers from the wall.
Figure 8 illustrates the process of geometry-based adaptation
starting from a uniform base grid and refining up to four lev-
els around both fluid and solid interfaces. Furthermore, the
computational cells are dynamically refined based on the so-
lution of the flow field. Various criteria like curl or gradient
can be used.

4 APPLICATIONS IN MICROGRAVITY
FLOWS AND SPACE APPLICATION

In the following, several multiphase flow examples are
offered to highlight the performance of the techniques dis-
cussed above. These examples involve balance between con-
vection, diffusion, pressure, gravitational acceleration, and
surface tension. Depending on the combination of these phys-
ical terms, various flow regimes can be identified.

4.1 Binary drop collision

Selected binary drop collision cases are presented to demon-
strate the performance of the developed marker-based
Eulerian–Lagrangian method for handling complex interface
shapes and topological changes. A typical binary drop col-
lision results in either bouncing or coalescence according to
the Weber number and impact parameter that distinguishes
between off-center and head-on collision. The outcome of
the collision is strongly dependent on the interaction of the
kinetic energy of the collision competing with the surface en-
ergy due to tension forces. Figure 9 shows a coalescence case,
where the surface tension force has a dominant influence and
pulls back the elongated cylindrical surface after collision.
An off-center separation case is shown in Figure 10. The
large kinetic energy corresponding to a large Weber number
and off-center collision results in separation from elongated
cylindrical surfaces, and small satellite droplet between them.

4.2 Sloshing of cryogenic propellants
in a spacecraft fuel tank

Understanding the dynamics of the cryogenic propellants in
a spacecraft fuel tank is crucial in designing and operating a
spacecraft. Considering micro-gravity conditions, the level of
gravitational acceleration varies. It, together with capillary,
convective, and viscous effects, influences the amount of fuel
delivered to the combustion chamber as well as the spacecraft
dynamics due to the shift in its center of mass. For example,

Figure 9. Binary drop collision simulation of a coalescence case.

during a spacecraft landing/docking maneuver and/or engine
shutdown/restart, the acceleration can decrease or increase
suddenly, and consequently large sloshing motions of cryo-
genic propellants appear.

Figure 11 shows a sloshing cryogenic propellant in a
spacecraft fuel tank due to a sudden reduction of acceler-
ation during engine shutdown. The fluid is accelerated from
the initial stationary position as the potential energy is con-
verted into kinetic energy by acceleration of normal gravity.
At t = 0.00 s, the acceleration suddenly reduces to 0.01g0,
and the high kinetic energy obtained at normal gravity is con-
verted back into potential energy at micro-gravity. Smaller
acceleration results in higher liquid fuel position to get the
same potential energy level. The liquid fuel reaches and stays
at the top of the tank for the time being, and then, it retracts
and makes the second sloshing motion. In this simulation, the
liquid fuel shows very large sloshing motions, and the center
of mass changes as a function of time up to 46% of the tank

Figure 10. Binary drop collision simulation of an off-center impact
case.
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Figure 11. Simulation of sloshing fuel tank flow due to sudden reduction of acceleraton. The velocity vector and fluid surface are represented
on a center-cut plane.

radius. The huge change in the center of mass imposes ex-
cessive demands on the whole vehicle dynamics and control
systems.

4.3 The liquid fuel surface stability of a spacecraft
under thrust oscillation

Thrust oscillation is one of the difficult problems in liquid
and/or solid rocket designs, since it has influence on the whole
rocket system including astronauts’ safety, and sometimes
results in even rocket structure breakups. Active controls have
been applied to reduce such a dangerous pogo oscillation and
a kind of shock absorbers have been installed for the safety
of astronauts and payloads by mitigating thrust oscillation. In
this chapter, the influence of thrust oscillation on the liquid
fuel tank is described briefly using the parametrically excited
liquid fuel surface wave, namely, the Faraday wave where the
vertical sinusoidal oscillation in equation (16) is applied to
liquid/air in an open container.

a = g0(1 + α sin(2πft)) (16)

Here,g0 is standard gravity,α the oscillation magnitude
ratio, andf is the forcing frequency.

According to the dispersion relation for infinite depth peri-
odic waves, the surface waves become unstable due to either
gravitational effects or surface tension effects. It is observed
that the surface wave can exhibit periodic standing waves, as
well as reach aperiodic unstable states with upward jets and
droplets when the acceleration exceeds a certain threshold
value as the forcing oscillation magnitude increases. Figure
12 shows such aperiodic unstable states over threshold ac-
celeration. An example of gravity wave, where gravitational
effects are more crucial, at low forcing frequency (f = 10 Hz)
shows a single large liquid jet at the center of axis in Figure
12a. The transition from gravity wave into capillary wave is

shown in Figure 12b, where a large upward jet is replaced
by smaller multiple jets at multiple locations. It is noted that
a higher forcing frequency results in a smaller wave length,
and consequently smaller multiple jets. The details can be
found in Sim and Shyy (2009).

Figure 12. Comparison between gravity waves and capillary-
transition waves in aperiodic surface states for water/air case.
(a) f = 10 Hz andα = 0.3; (b)f = 20 Hz andα = 0.6.
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5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Multiphase flow computations are scientifically challenging
and practically important. A number of dimensionless pa-
rameters can be deduced (Dreyer, 2007), which significantly
broaden the possible flow regimes. Depending on the relative
importance of surface tension, diffusion/conduction, convec-
tion, and pressure effects, the fluid flow structures and the
interfacial characteristics can exhibit a variety of scenarios.
Further complicating the computational task is the existence
of topological challenges of the fluid interface, in the form of
merger and breakup of the objects, and the often irregularly
shaped solid boundaries.

In this chapter, we have introduced the main categories
of the computational technique: Eulerian, Lagrangian, and
combined Eulerian–Lagrangian methods. We then presented
the various elements required of the Eulerian–Lagrangian ap-
proach, along with several case studies.

Although much progress has been made in recent years,
much more remains to be done before high-fidelity, compu-
tationally economic simulations can be conducted regularly
in support of design needs. Nevertheless, the state of the art is
sufficient for the engineering community to use the existing
tools selectively so that better insight into the physics and
possible design trade-offs can be gained.
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1 INTRODUCTION: AERODYNAMIC
DESIGN

In order to set the context for aerodynamic shape opti-
mization, the airplane design process is summarized in the
following paragraphs. It can generally be divided into three
phases: conceptual design, preliminary design, and final
detailed design, as illustrated in Figure 1. The conceptual
design stage defines the mission in the light of anticipated
market requirements and determines a general preliminary
configuration capable of performing this mission, together

with first estimates of size, weight, and performance. In
the preliminary design stage, the aerodynamic shape and
structural skeleton progress to the point where detailed per-
formance estimates can be made and guaranteed to potential
customers. At this stage, the development costs are still fairly
moderate, in the range of 50–100 million dollars. In the final
design stage, the structure must be defined in complete detail,
together with complete systems, including the flight deck,

Conceptual
design

Preliminary
design 

Final design

Defines mission
preliminary sizing
weight, performance

Figure 1. The overall design process.
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Figure 2. The aerodynamic design process.

control systems (involving major software development for
fly-by-wire systems), electrical and hydraulic systems, land-
ing gear, weapon systems for military aircraft, and cabin
layout for commercial aircraft. Major costs are incurred at this
stage, during which it is also necessary to prepare a detailed
manufacturing plan, together with appropriate facilities and
tooling. The development costs to reach the point of initial
production are in the range of 3–10 billion dollars. Thus,
the final design would normally be carried out only if suffi-
cient orders have been received to indicate a reasonably high
probability of recovering the investment.

In the development of commercial aircraft, aerodynamic
design plays a leading role in the preliminary design stage.
The definition of the external aerodynamic shape may actu-
ally be finalized in the preliminary design. The aerodynamic
lines of the Boeing 777 were frozen, for example, when ini-
tial orders were accepted before the initiation of the detailed
design of the structure. Figure 2 illustrates the way in which
the aerodynamic design process is embedded in the overall
preliminary design. The starting point is an initial Com-
puter Aided Design (CAD) definition resulting from the
conceptual design. The inner loop of aerodynamic analysis
is contained in an outer multi-disciplinary loop, which is in
turn contained in a major design cycle involving wind tunnel

testing. In recent Boeing practice, three major design cycles,
each requiring about 4–6 months, have been used to finalize
the wing design.

2 AERODYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION
AND CONTROL THEORY

The use of computational simulation to scan many alterna-
tive designs has proved extremely valuable in practice, but it
is also evident that the number of possible design variations
is too large to permit their exhaustive evaluation, and thus it
is very unlikely that a truly optimum solution can be found
without the assistance of automatic optimization procedures.
To ensure the realization of the true best design, the ulti-
mate goal of computational simulation methods should not
just be the analysis of prescribed shapes but the automatic
determination of the true optimum shape for the intended
application.

The need to find optimum aerodynamic designs was
already well recognized by the pioneers of classical aerody-
namic theory. A notable example is the determination that the
optimum span-load distribution that minimizes the induced
drag of a monoplane wing is elliptic (Glauert, 1926; Prandtl
and Tietjens, 1934). There are also a number of famous results
for linearized supersonic flow. The body of revolution of min-
imum drag was determined by Sears (1947), while conditions
for minimum drag of thin wings due to thickness and sweep
were derived by Jones (1981). The problem of designing a
two-dimensional profile to attain a desired pressure distribu-
tion was studied by Lighthill (1945), who solved it for the
case of incompressible flow with a conformal mapping of
the profile to a unit circle. The speed over the profile is

q = 1

h
|∇φ| (1)

where φ is the potential that is known for incompressible flow
and h is the modulus of the mapping function. The surface
value of h can be obtained by setting q = qd, where qd is the
desired speed, and since the mapping function is analytic, it
is uniquely determined by the value of h on the boundary. A
solution exists for a given speed q∞ at infinity only if

1

2�

∮
q dθ = q∞ (2)

and there are additional constraints on q if the profile is
required to be closed.

These classical results were limited to special cases
amenable to analytic methods and could not readily be
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extended to realistic configurations. This is the underly-
ing motivation for the combination of computational fluid
dynamics with numerical optimization methods. Some of the
earliest studies of such an approach were made by Hicks and
Henne (Hicks, Murman and Vanderplaats, 1974; Hicks and
Henne, 1979). The principal obstacle was the large computa-
tional cost of determining the sensitivity of the cost function
to variations of the design parameters by repeated calculation
of the flow. Another way to approach the problem is to for-
mulate aerodynamic shape design within the framework of
the mathematical theory for the control of systems governed
by partial differential equations (Lions, 1971). In this view,
the wing is regarded as a device to produce lift by control-
ling the flow, and its design is regarded as a problem in the
optimal control of the flow equations by changing the shape
of the boundary. If the boundary shape is regarded as arbi-
trary within some requirements of smoothness then the full
generality of shapes cannot be defined with a finite number
of parameters, and one must use the concept of the Frechet
derivative of the cost with respect to a function. Clearly, such
a derivative cannot be determined directly by separate vari-
ation of each design parameter, because there are now an
infinite number of these.

Using techniques of control theory, however, the gradient
can be determined indirectly by solving an adjoint equation.
Once the gradient has been calculated, a descent method
can be used to determine a shape change that will make
an improvement in the design. The gradient can then be
recalculated, and the whole process can be repeated until
the design converges to an optimum solution, usually within
50–100 cycles. The fast calculation of the gradients makes
optimization computationally feasible even for designs in
three-dimensional viscous flow. There is a possibility that the
descent method could converge to a local minimum rather
than the global optimum solution. In practice, this has not
proved a difficulty, provided care is taken in the choice of a
cost function that properly reflects the design requirements.

Conceptually, with this approach, the problem is viewed
as infinitely dimensional, with the control being the shape
of the bounding surface. Eventually, the equations must be
discretized for a numerical implementation of the method.
For this purpose, the flow and adjoint equations may either
be separately discretized from their representations as dif-
ferential equations or, alternatively, the flow equations may
be discretized first and the discrete adjoint equations then
derived directly from the discrete flow equations. These
two approaches are generally called the continuous and dis-
crete adjoint methods, respectively. Both have proved quite
successful in practice.

The first application of control theory to shape optimiza-
tion was by Pironneau (1984), who studied the use of control

theory for optimal shape design of systems governed by
elliptic equations in the context of finite element methods.
Concepts from control theory were first applied to shape opti-
mization in transonic flow by Jameson (1988), who derived
the adjoint equations for transonic potential flow and flow
governed by the Euler equations. Early numerical results
were given in the studies by Jameson (1989), Reuther and
Jameson (1995), and Jameson (1995). The adjoint equations
have also been used by Baysal and Eleshaky (1991) and by
Ta’asan, Kuruvila and Salas (1992), who have implemented a
one-shot approach in which the constraint represented by the
flow equations is only required to be satisfied by the final con-
verged solution. In their work, computational costs are also
reduced by applying multigrid techniques to the geometry
modifications as well as the solution of the flow and adjoint
equations. Adjoint methods have been applied to incom-
pressible viscous flow problems by Cabuk, Shung and Modi
(1991), Huan and Modi (1994), and Desai and Ito (1994).
Early applications of adjoint methods on unstructured meshes
include the work of Elliot and Peraire (1996), Anderson and
Venkatakrishnan (1997), and Nielsen and Anderson (1999).

Recently, there has been a growing interest in evolution-
ary algorithms that do not make use of the gradient (Gonzalez
et al., 2004; LeDoux, et al., 2004; Epstein and Peigin, 2005).
While they incur extremely high computational costs, these
algorithms have the advantage that they can avoid being
trapped in a local minimum. The present chapter is focused
on gradient-based methods of proven efficiency. Ultimately,
however, one can anticipate that gradient-based methods will
be incorporated inside evolutionary methods to combine the
advantages of both.

3 FORMULATION OF THE DESIGN
PROBLEM AS A CONTROL PROBLEM

The simplest approach to optimization is to define the geom-
etry through a set of design parameters, which may, for
example, be the weights αi applied to a set of shape functions
bi(x) so that the shape is represented as

f (x) =
∑

αibi(x) (3)

Then, a cost function I is selected, which might, for exam-
ple, be the drag coefficient or the lift-to-drag ratio, and I is
regarded as a function of the parameters αi. The sensitivities
∂I/∂αi may now be estimated by making a small variation δαi

in each design parameter in turn and recalculating the flow
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to obtain the change in I. Then,

∂I

∂αi

≈ I(αi + δαi) − I(αi)

δαi

(4)

The gradient vector G = ∂I/∂α may now be used to deter-
mine a direction of improvement. The simplest procedure is
to make a step in the negative gradient direction by setting

αn+1 = αn + δα (5)

where

δα = −λG (6)

so that to first order,

I + δI = I − GTδα = I − λGTG < I (7)

More sophisticated search procedures may be used such as
quasi-Newton methods, which attempt to estimate the sec-
ond derivative ∂2I/∂αi∂αj of the cost function from changes
in the gradient ∂I/∂α in successive optimization steps. The
main disadvantage of this approach is the need for a number
of flow calculations proportional to the number of design vari-
ables to estimate the gradient. The computational costs can
thus become prohibitive as the number of design variables is
increased.

In order to circumvent this difficulty, the gradient can be
determined indirectly by solving an adjoint equation that has
coefficients defined by the solution of the flow equations.
The cost of solving the adjoint equation is comparable to
that of solving the flow equations. Thus the gradient can be
determined with roughly the computational costs of two flow
solutions, independently of the number of design variables,
which may be infinite if the boundary is regarded as a free sur-
face. The underlying concepts are clarified by the following
abstract description of the adjoint method.

For flow about an airfoil or wing, the aerodynamic proper-
ties that define the cost function are functions of the flow-field
variables w and the physical location of the boundary, which
may be represented by the function F, say. Then

I = I (w, F) (8)

and a change in F results in a change

δI =
[
∂IT

∂w

]
δw +

[
∂IT

∂F

]
δF (9)

in the cost function. Suppose that the governing equation R
that expresses the dependence of w and F within the flow-
field domain D can be written as

R (w, F) = 0 (10)

Then, δw is determined from the equation

δR =
[
∂R
∂w

]
δw +

[
∂R
∂F

]
δF = 0 (11)

Since the variation δR is zero, it can be multiplied by a
Lagrange multiplier ψ and subtracted from the variation
δI without changing the result. Thus, equation (9) can be
replaced by

δI = ∂IT

∂w
δw + ∂IT

∂F δF − ψT
([

∂R
∂w

]
δw +

[
∂R
∂F

]
δF

)

=
{

∂IT

∂w
− ψT

[
∂R
∂w

]}
δw +

{
∂IT

∂F − ψT
[

∂R
∂F

]}
δF

(12)

Choosing ψ to satisfy the adjoint equation

[
∂R
∂w

]T

ψ = ∂I

∂w
(13)

the first term is eliminated, and we find that

δI = GTδF (14)

where

G = ∂IT

∂F − ψT
[

∂R
∂F

]
(15)

The advantage is that (14) is independent of δw, with the
result that the gradient of I with respect to an arbitrary num-
ber of design variables can be determined without the need
for additional flow-field evaluations. In the case that (10) is
a partial differential equation, the adjoint equation (13) is
also a partial differential equation and determination of the
appropriate boundary conditions requires careful mathemati-
cal treatment. In the case of the discrete adjoint method, these
formulas are applied directly to the discretized cost function
and flow equations.
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4 DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE

Once the gradient G has been determined, an improvement
can be obtained by making a shape change

δF = −λG (16)

where λ is sufficiently small and positive so that

δI = −λGTG < 0 (17)

In the infinitely dimensional case where the shape is repre-
sented by a function F(x), the gradient is also a function G(x),
and the increment of the cost is represented by the integral

δI =
∫

G(x)δF(x)dx (18)

Now, it becomes important to maintain the smoothness of the
shape. For this purpose, one can set

δF = −λḠ (19)

where Ḡ satisfies the smoothing equation

Ḡ − ∂

∂x
ε

∂

∂x
Ḡ = G, Ḡ = 0 at end points (20)

Then

δI =
∫

G(x)δF(x)dx

= −λ

∫
(Ḡ − ∂

∂x
ε

∂

∂x
Ḡ) Ḡ dx (21)

or, integrating by parts

δI = −λ

∫ (
Ḡ2 + ε

(
∂

∂x
Ḡ

)2
)

dx (22)

so an improvement is still guaranteed. The smoothed gradient
Ḡ can be regarded as the gradient with respect to a modified
Sobolev inner product

(u, v) =
∫

(uv + εu′v′)dx (23)

When second-order central differencing is applied to (20),
the equation at a given node, i, can be expressed as

Ḡi − ε
(
Ḡi+1 − 2Ḡi + Ḡi−1

) = Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n (24)

where Gi and Ḡi are the point gradients at node i before
and after the smoothing, respectively, and n is the number
of design variables equal to the number of mesh points in
this case. Then,

Ḡ = AG (25)

where A is the n × n tridiagonal matrix such that

A−1 =




1 + 2ε −ε 0 . 0
ε . .

0 . . .

. . . −ε

0 ε 1 + 2ε


 (26)

Then, in each design iteration, a step, δF, is taken such that

δF = −λAG (27)

As can be seen from the form of this expression, implicit
smoothing may be regarded as a preconditioner that allows
the use of much larger steps for the search procedure and
leads to a large reduction in the number of design iterations
needed for convergence.

The design procedure can finally be summarized as
follows:

1. Solve the flow equations for w.
2. Solve the adjoint equations for ψ subject to appropriate

boundary conditions.
3. Evaluate G and calculate the corresponding Sobolev

gradient Ḡ.
4. Project Ḡ into an allowable subspace that satisfies any

geometric constraints.
5. Update the shape based on the direction of steepest

descent.
6. Return to 1 until convergence is reached.

The application of this method is illustrated for the cases
of transonic potential flow and flow described by the Euler
equations in the next two sections.

5 AIRFOIL DESIGN FOR POTENTIAL
FLOW USING CONFORMAL MAPPING

Consider the case of two-dimensional compressible inviscid
flow. In the absence of shock waves, an initially irrotational
flow will remain irrotational, and we can assume that the
velocity vector q is the gradient of a potential φ. In the
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presence of weak shock waves this remains a fairly good
approximation. Let p, ρ, c, and M be the pressure, density,
speed of sound, and Mach number q/c. Then, the potential
flow equation is

∇ · (ρ∇φ) = 0 (28)

where the density is given by

ρ =
[

1 + γ − 1

2
M2

∞
(
1 − q2)] 1

γ−1
(29)

while

p = ργ

γM2∞
, c2 = γp

ρ
(30)

Here, M∞ is the Mach number in the freestream, and the units
have been chosen so that p and q have a value of unity in the
far field.

Suppose that the domain D exterior to the airfoil profile
C in the z plane is conformally mapped on to the domain
exterior to a unit circle in the σ plane as sketched in Figure 3.
Let R and θ be polar coordinates in the σ plane, and let r be
the inverted radial coordinate 1/R. Also, let h be the modulus
of the derivative of the mapping function

h =
∣∣∣∣ dz

dσ

∣∣∣∣ (31)

Now the potential flow equation becomes

∂

∂θ
(ρφθ) + r

∂

∂r
(rρφr) = 0 in D (32)

where the density is given by equation (29), and the circum-
ferential and radial velocity components are

u = rφθ

h
, v = r2φr

h
(33)

(a)

C
D

(b)

Figure 3. Conformal mapping. (a) z plane; (b) σ plane.

while

q2 = u2 + v2 (34)

The condition of flow tangency leads to the Neumann bound-
ary condition

v = 1

h

∂φ

∂r
= 0 on C (35)

In the far field, the potential is given by an asymptotic esti-
mate, leading to a Dirichlet boundary condition at r = 0.

Suppose that it is desired to achieve a specified velocity
distribution qd on C. Introduce the cost function

I = 1

2

∫
C

(q − qd)2 dθ (36)

The design problem is now treated as a control problem where
the control function is the mapping modulus h, which is to
be chosen to minimize I subject to the constraints defined by
the flow equations (28–35).

A modification δh to the mapping modulus will result in
variations δφ, δu, δv, and δρ to the potential, velocity com-
ponents, and density. The resulting variation in the cost will
be

δI =
∫

C

(q − qd) δq dθ (37)

where, on C, q = u. Also,

δu = r
δφθ

h
− u

δh

h
, δv = r2 δφr

h
− v

δh

h
(38)

while according to equation (29)

∂ρ

∂u
= −ρu

c2
,

∂ρ

∂v
= −ρv

c2
(39)

It follows that δφ satisfies

Lδφ = − ∂

∂θ

(
ρM2φθ

δh

h

)
− r

∂

∂r

(
ρM2rφr

δh

h

)
(40)

where

L ≡ ∂

∂θ

[
ρ

(
1 − u2

c2

)
∂

∂θ
− ρuv

c2
r

∂

∂r

]

+ r
∂

∂r

[
ρ

(
1 − v2

c2

)
r

∂

∂r
− ρuv

c2

∂

∂θ

]
(41)
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Then, if ψ is any periodic differentiable function that vanishes
in the far field,

∫
D

ψ

r2
L δφ dS =

∫
D

ρM2∇φ · ∇ψ
δh

h
dS (42)

where dS is the area element r dr dθ, and the right-hand side
has been integrated by parts.

Now, we can augment equation (37) by subtracting the
constraint (42). The auxiliary function ψ then plays the role
of a Lagrange multiplier. Thus,

δI =
∫

C

(q − qd) q
δh

h
dθ −

∫
C

δφ
∂

∂θ

(
q − qd

h

)
dθ

−
∫

D

ψ

r2
Lδφ dS +

∫
D

ρM2∇φ · ∇ψ
δh

h
dS (43)

Now suppose that ψ satisfies the adjoint equation

Lψ = 0 in D (44)

with the boundary condition

∂ψ

∂r
= 1

ρ

∂

∂θ

(
q − qd

h

)
on C (45)

Then, integrating by parts,

δI = −
∫

C

(q − qd) q
δh

h
dθ +

∫
D

ρM2∇φ · ∇ψ
δh

h
dS (46)

Here, the first term represents the direct effect of the change
in the metric, while the area integral represents a correc-
tion for the effect of compressibility. When the second term
is deleted, the method reduces to a variation of Lighthill’s
method (Lighthill, 1945).

Equation (46) can be further simplified to represent δI

purely as a boundary integral because the mapping function is
fully determined by the value of its modulus on the boundary.
Set

log
dz

dσ
= F + iβ (47)

where

F = log

∣∣∣∣ dz

dσ

∣∣∣∣ = log h (48)

and

δF = δh

h
(49)

Then, F satisfies Laplace’s equation

F = 0 in D (50)

and if there is no stretching in the far field, F → 0. Introduce
another auxiliary function P which satisfies

P = ρM2∇ψ · ∇ψ in D (51)

and

P = 0 on C (52)

Then, after integrating by parts, we find that

δI =
∫

C

G δFc dθ (53)

where Fc is the boundary value of F, and

G = ∂P

∂r
− (q − qd) q (54)

Thus, we can attain an improvement by a modification

δFc = −λḠ (55)

in the modulus of the mapping function on the boundary,
which in turn defines the computed mapping function since F
satisfies Laplace’s equation. In this way, the Lighthill method
is extended to transonic flow. More details can be found in
the studies by Jameson (1988) and Jameson and Martinelli
(1999).

6 WING DESIGN USING THE EULER
EQUATIONS

The application of control theory to aerodynamic design
problems is illustrated in this section for the case of three-
dimensional wing design using the compressible Euler
equations as the mathematical model. The extension of the
method to treat the Navier–Stokes equations is presented in
references Jameson, Martinelli and Pierce (1998), Jameson
and Martinelli (1999), and Jameson (2003). It proves con-
venient to denote the Cartesian coordinates and velocity
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components by x1, x2, x3 and u1, u2, u3 and to use the conven-
tion that summation over i = 1 to 3 is implied by a repeated
index i. Then, the three-dimensional Euler equations may be
written as

∂w

∂t
+ ∂fi

∂xi

= 0 (56)

where

w =




ρ

ρu1

ρu2

ρu3

ρE




, fi =




ρui

ρuiu1 + pδi1

ρuiu2 + pδi2

ρuiu3 + pδi3

ρuiH




(57)

and δij is the Kronecker delta function. Also

p = (γ − 1) ρ

(
E − 1

2
u2

i

)
(58)

and

ρH = ρE + p (59)

where γ is the ratio of the specific heats.
In order to simplify the derivation of the adjoint equations,

we map the solution to a fixed computational domain D with
coordinates ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 where

Kij =
[
∂xi

∂ξj

]
, J = det (K) , K−1

ij =
[

∂ξi

∂xj

]
(60)

and

S = JK−1 (61)

The elements of S are the cofactors of K, and in a finite
volume discretization they are just the face areas of the com-
putational cells projected in the x1, x2, and x3 directions,
while J represents the cell volume.

Now, multiplying equation(56) by J and applying the
chain rule,

J
∂w

∂t
+ R (w) = 0 (62)

where

R (w) = Sij

∂fj

∂ξi

= ∂

∂ξi

(
Sijfj

)
(63)

We can write the transformed fluxes in terms of the scaled
contravariant velocity components

Ui = Sijuj (64)

as

Fi = Sijfj =




ρUi

ρUiu1 + Si1p

ρUiu2 + Si2p

ρUiu3 + Si3p

ρUiH




(65)

For convenience, the coordinates ξi describing the fixed
computational domain are chosen so that each boundary
conforms to a constant value of one of these coordinates.
Variations in the shape then result in corresponding variations
in the mapping derivatives defined by Sij . Moreover, it will
be assumed that the portion of the boundary that undergoes
shape modifications is restricted to the coordinate surface
ξ2 = 0.

In order to illustrate the procedure, consider an inverse
problem where we aim to attain a desired surface pressure
pd. Then, a natural choice is to define the cost function as

I = 1

2

∫
B

(p − pd)2 dS (66)

where pd is the desired surface pressure, and the integral is
evaluated over the actual surface area of the wing or any other
shape that is to be redesigned. In the computational domain
this is transformed to

I = 1

2

∫ ∫
B

(p − pd)2 |S2| dξ1dξ3 (67)

where the quantity

|S2| = √
S2jS2j (68)

denotes the face area corresponding to a unit element of face
area in the computational domain.

In the steady state, it follows from equation (63) that the
variation δw in the solution due to a shape change is deter-
mined by

δR = ∂

∂ξi

δFi = 0 (69)

where

δFi = Sij

∂Fj

∂w
δw + δSijfj (70)
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Here, the shape change appears in the metric variations δSij .
Now we multiply this by a Lagrange multiplier ψT, generally
called a costate vector, and subtract its integral over the flow
domain from the variation in the cost to obtain

δI =
∫∫

B

(p − pd)δp |S| dξ1ξ3

+1

2

∫∫
B

(p − pd)2 |δS|2 dξ1dξ3 −
∫

D

ψT ∂

∂ξi

δFidξ (71)

Next, the last term may be integrated by parts to give

−
∫ ∫

B

ψTδF2dξ1dξ3 −
∫

∂ψT

∂ξ
(Sij

∂fj

∂w
)δwdξ

−
∫

D

∂ψT

∂ξ
δSijfj(w)dξ (72)

where contributions from the far-field boundaries have been
eliminated by appropriate choice of the far-field adjoint
boundary conditions (Jameson (1988)).

Now it can be seen that any explicit dependence of the cost
variation δI on δw can be eliminated by requiring the costate
vector ψ to satisfy the adjoint equation

[
Sij

∂f
∂w

]T
∂ψ

∂ξi

= 0 in D (73)

and also canceling the first boundary integral containing δp

by the boundary integral containing δF2. Now the condition
that there is no flow through the wall boundary at ξ2 = 0 is
equivalent to

U2 = 0 (74)

so that

δU2 = 0 (75)

when the boundary shape is modified. Consequently, the
variation of the inviscid flux at the boundary reduces to

δF2 = δp




0

S21

S22

S23

0




+ p




0

δS21

δS22

δS23

0




(76)

Accordingly, the desired cancellation is achieved by requiring
ψ to satisfy the boundary condition

ψjnj = p − pd (77)

where nj are the components of the surface normal. The
variation in the cost is thus reduced to

δI = 1

2

∫∫
B

(p − pd)2 |δS|2 dξ1dξ3 −
∫∫

B

(δS21ψ2 + δS22ψ3

+ δS23ψ4) p dξ1dξ3 +
∫

D

∂ψT

∂ξ
δSijfj(w)dξ (78)

Finally, an explicit formulation for the gradient can be
extracted by defining the way in which the mesh is deformed
when the shape is modified and hence the metric perturbations
δSij . Other cost functions can be addressed by appropriate
modification of the adjoint boundary condition to cancel the
boundary integral in the cost variation. Since δF 2 depends
only on the pressure variation δp and the metric variations,
any cost function involving an integral of the surface pressure
can be treated. Some representative examples are presented
in the following section.

7 DESIGN CASE STUDIES

7.1 Two-dimensional studies of transonic airfoil
design

When the inviscid Euler equations are used to model the flow,
the source of drag is the wave drag due to shock waves.
Accordingly, if the shape is optimized for minimum drag
at fixed lift, the best attainable result is a shock-free airfoil
with zero drag. By this criterion, the optimum shape is com-
pletely non-unique, since all shock-free profiles are equally
good. Experience during the last 15 years has confirmed that
shock-free profiles can be obtained from a wide variety of
initial shape, while maintaining a fixed lift coefficient and a
fixed thickness. An example of shock-free design is shown in
Figure 4 for the optimization of a DLBA-243 airfoil (Harbeck
and Jameson, 2005).

7.2 Shark Reno Racer design

Using three-dimensional optimization, it is possible to arrive
very rapidly at an efficient design. This is illustrated in
the next example that is the wing design for a proposed
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Figure 4. Pressure distribution and Mach contours for the DLBA-243 airfoil. (a) Before optimization; (b) after optimization.

propeller-driven Reno Air Racer, the Shark, which was
intended to reach speeds of 550 mph (Jameson and Vassberg,
2001). A sketch of Shark is shown in Figure 5a.

The initial wing had extremely strong shock waves that
were removed by optimization using the Euler equations,

as shown in Figure 5b and 5c. Then the design was fur-
ther refined by inverse design with the Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes equations to produce a pressure distribution
that could promote laminar flow over a range of lift coeffi-
cients as shown in Figure 5d.
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Figure 6. (a) Drag Polars of Baseline and Super B747 at Mach 0.86; (b) Drag vs. Mach no. of Super B747. Solid line represents Super
B747. Dash line represents Baseline B747.

7.3 Super B747

In order to obtain the maximum possible benefit, one should
allow for redesign of the planform as well as the wing sec-
tion shapes. Then, it is necessary to estimate the change in
the wing weight that will result from the redesign. The next
example, a new wing design for a “Super Boeing 747”, with
an increased span, reduced sweep, and a much thicker wing
section to reduce the weight, illustrates the kind of improve-
ments that can be obtained by optimization. The numbers
in Figure 6a show, while the curve in Figure 6b compares
the drag rise of the “Super B747” with the existing B747
(Leoviriyakit and Jameson, 2004).

7.4 Shape optimization of a transonic business jet

The same design method has also been applied to several
complete aircraft configurations using unstructured meshes
(Jameson, Shankaran and Martinelli, 2008). The results for
a business jet are shown in Figure 7a and 7b. There is a

Figure 7. Density contours for a business jet at M = 0.8, α = 2◦. (a) Baseline; (b) Redesign.

strong shock over the outboard wing sections of the initial
configuration, which is essentially eliminated by the redesign.
The drag was reduced from 235 counts to 215 counts in about
eight design cycles. The lift was constrained at 0.4 by per-
turbing the angle of attack. Further, the original thickness of
the wing was maintained during the design process ensuring
that fuel volume and structural integrity will be maintained
by the redesigned shape. Thickness constraints on the wing
were imposed on cutting planes along the span of the wing
and by transferring the constrained shape movement back to
the nodes of the surface triangulation.

8 CONCLUSION

The adjoint design method presented in these notes is now
well established and has proved effective in a variety of indus-
trial applications including, most recently, the wing design of
the Gulfstream G650. The method combines the versatility
of numerical optimization methods with the efficiency of
inverse design methods. The geometry is modified by a
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grid perturbation technique, which is applicable to arbitrary
configurations. The combination of computational efficiency
with geometric flexibility provides a powerful tool, with the
final goal being to create practical aerodynamic shape design
methods for complete aircraft configurations. Motivated by
the need to optimize complete configurations, the further
development of adjoint methods on unstructured meshes is a
subject of ongoing research (Nielsen and Park, 2006; Castro
and Zuazua, 2007; Mavriplis, 2007). It may eventually prove
most effective to incorporate CAD definitions of the geometry
directly into the shape modification procedure.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will discuss the use of structured adaptive mesh
refinement (AMR) and overlapping grids for the solution of
aerospace applications. Overlapping grids are also known as
Chimera grids, overset grids, and composite grids. Adaptive
mesh refinement and overlapping grids are two closely related
techniques that are used in the numerical solution of partial
differential equations (PDEs). These PDEs could, for exam-
ple, be the Navier–Stokes equations that model the flows of
fluids and gases. The choice of grid used to solve a problem
plays a critical role in determining the accuracy and efficiency
(time to solve) of the solution algorithm. The use of struc-
tured grids leads to more efficient (in memory and computer
time) algorithms than unstructured grids. The ability to easily
generate smooth grids and grids that are highly clustered at
boundaries are two additional strengths of using structured
grids.

Multi-block-structured grids have been widely used in
aerospace applications. A multi-block grid, which is a special

case of an overlapping grid, consists of a set of structured
grids that align with each other at their boundaries. In general,
it can be difficult to generate a multi-block grid for complex
geometries and especially for moving geometries, since the
grids are all tightly coupled. In an overlapping grid, the differ-
ent structured grids are allowed to overlap in an arbitrary way.
This makes it easier to generate grids since each component
grid can be constructed independently from the other grids.
An overlapping grid generator is used to remove those parts
of the grids that are not used (a process known as hole cutting)
and to determine those points where the solution on one grid
is interpolated from other grids. Overlapping grids are par-
ticularly useful in solving moving boundary problems such
as for aircraft store separation and rotor-craft applications.
The local body-fitted grids around the moving component
are simply moved with the object at each time step. Only
the connectivity information that determines how different
component grids interpolate from one another needs to be
updated. The grid generation is thus fast and the grids remain
of high quality even for motions with large displacements.

AMR is a technique that dynamically constructs refine-
ment grids in regions where more accuracy or resolution is
required, such as near shocks, detonations, and shear lay-
ers where the solution exhibits fine scale features. AMR
avoids the necessity of uniformly refining the grid and thus
speeds up the computation as well as enabling much higher
resolution simulations to be performed. When used on un-
structured grids, AMR will usually refine the grid in a cell by
cell manner. For structured grids, the AMR approach usually
adds a refinement grid (sometimes called a patch) that con-
sists of many grid points. This approach of adding patches is
done for efficiency and is sometimes known as SAMR (struc-
tured adaptive mesh refinement). In this chapter, we will only
discuss techniques for structured AMR. AMR grids are also
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a special case of overlapping grids. Solution values on the
boundaries of the patches are interpolated from other patches
(or align with the physical boundary). Overlapping grids can
also be combined with AMR as will be discussed in sub-
sequent sections.

2 ADAPTIVE MESH REFINEMENT

Block-structured adaptive mesh refinement was originally
developed by Berger and Oliger (1984) and later extended
for shock hydrodynamics by Berger and Colella (1989). The
adaptive mesh refinement approach adds new refinement
grids where the error is estimated to be large. For efficiency,
the refinement grids are usually aligned with the underlying
base grid (i.e., the refinement is done in parameter space) and
are arranged in a hierarchy with the base grids belonging to
level � = 0, the next finer grids being added to level � = 1,
and so on. Grids on level � are refined by a refinement ratio nr

from the grids on level � − 1. The grids are usually properly
nested so that a grid on level � is completely contained in the
set of grids on the coarser level � − 1. This requirement is re-
laxed at physical boundaries to allow refinement grids to align
with the boundary. Figure 1 shows a sample block-structured
AMR grid. A refinement ratio nr = 2 is used in the figure,
although other ratios such as 3 and 4 are also commonly used.

AMR algorithms are based on a error estimator (or error
indicator), a grid generator, and interpolation routines. Error
estimators are used to tag or mark cells where refinement
is needed. The grid generator then constructs a set of non-
overlapping patches that cover all of the tagged cells. Given

a new set of refinement grids, the solution must be trans-
ferred (interpolated) from the old grids to the new grids. In-
terpolation is also required during the time-stepping process
to interpolate ghost points and hidden points as indicated in
Figure 1.

One of the most simple and useful error indicators is based
on measuring the size of the first and second undivided differ-
ences of the solution. These differences measure where the
solution changes rapidly and thus indicate where the numer-
ical approximations are likely the least accurate. There are
also more sophisticated error estimators that attempt to mea-
sure the size of the truncation error by comparing solutions
computed using a coarse and fine grid.

In some AMR implementations, the refinement grids are
arranged in an octree data structure so that the locations of
the grids are restricted to lie in domains formed by recur-
sively dividing each coordinate direction by factors of 2.
This simplifies the grid generation, interpolation, and paral-
lel load-balancing procedures. Other AMR implementations
support a more general placement of refinement grids. In this
case, an AMR grid generation algorithm is used to cover
the cells tagged by the error estimator by a collection of
non-overlapping patches. Often some variant of the Berger–
Rigoutsos algorithm is used to generate the locations of the
patches. This algorithm recursively divides the domain into
smaller patches whose union contains all the tagged cells. A
given patch is subdivided until the ratio of tagged to non-
tagged cells exceeds a given threshold.

Solution values at the boundaries of refinement grids (the
ghost points indicated in Figure 1) are obtained by interpola-
tion from neighboring grids at the same refinement level or

Figure 1. Block-structured AMR is a technique that adds refinement grids where more accuracy is required. Ghost points (marked as solid
circles in the figure) on refinement grids are interpolated from sibling grids at the same level or parent grids on the next coarser level. Coarse
grid points are interpolated where they are covered by refinement grids.
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from coarser grids. The order of accuracy of the interpolation
depends on the PDE being solved and the order of accuracy
of the approximation used to discretize the PDE (Chesshire
and Henshaw, 1990). The interpolation at fine/coarse bound-
aries can be made conservative by balancing the fluxes at the
interface.

For parallel computations, a load balancer is another im-
portant component of the algorithm. The load balancer will
decide how to distribute the grids to different processors of
the parallel computer so as to evenly distribute the work load.
There are a variety of load-balancing algorithms that have
been used for AMR problems including the use of space-
filling curves, bin-packing algorithms, spatial-bisection algo-
rithms, or a combination thereof. In general, a load-balancing
algorithm must take into account the situation when the work-
loads on some grid points are much larger than other points, as
might occur in chemically reactive flows with many species.

In a time-dependent problem, the locations of the refine-
ment grids are recomputed every few time steps so that the
grids can track the fine scale features as they move. For many
PDEs, the solution on the fine grids will require a smaller time
step than the solution on the coarse grid due to the Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) constraint. In this case, a sub-cycling
algorithm may be used where multiple time steps on the fine
grid are taken for each time step on the coarse grid.

2.1 AMR software

Implementing a parallel-AMR approach in software repre-
sents a considerable undertaking. To overcome this hurdle,
there have been a number of AMR software infrastructures
developed that support the parallel solution of PDEs with
AMR, including AmrLib/BoxLib, Chombo, DAGH, GrACE,
Overture, PARAMESH, and SAMRAI. Some of the above
frameworks also come with a variety of solvers for PDEs. In
addition to these frameworks, there are a number of available
fluid flow solvers that use block-structured AMR including
AMRCLAW, AMROC, and FLASH. More information about
obtaining these packages can be found on the web.

3 OVERLAPPING (CHIMERA, OVERSET)
GRIDS

Overlapping grids have been used to solve a wide class of
problems efficiently and accurately. The first use of overlap-
ping grids (called composite grids at the time) appeared in
papers during the 1960s (Volkov, 1966) and 1970s (Starius,
1977). Beginning in the early 1980s, pioneering work for the
aerospace field was performed by Steger and colleagues at

the NASA Ames Research Center (Steger and Benek, 1987;
Chan, 2009). Overlapping grids are used to construct a com-
putational mesh for a complex domain using a collection of
structured grids. To make the grid construction process eas-
ier, the grids are allowed to overlap. This is in contrast to a
block-structured grid that also uses multiple structured grids
but where grids are required to align at boundaries. It is easier
to construct an overlapping grid than a block-structured grid.

The overlapping grid approach, as discussed in Chesshire
and Henshaw (1990), and Meakin (1999), allows complex
domains to be represented with smooth structured grids that
can be aligned with the boundaries. Compared to a multi-
block grid, it is easier to construct an overlapping grid for
a complex domain since the component grids are not con-
strained to match exactly. The use of smooth grids is impor-
tant for obtaining accurate answers especially when using
high-order accurate methods. Boundary-fitted grids are use-
ful for accurate implementation of boundary conditions and
for representing boundary layer phenomena. The use of struc-
tured grids is important for performance and low-memory
use. Moreover, since the majority of an overlapping grid
often consists of Cartesian grid cells, the speed and low-
memory usage inherent with Cartesian grids can be substan-
tially retained. The overlapping grid technique is especially
attractive for handling problems with moving or deforming
boundaries since the grids remain smooth and can be rapidly
generated. Although the usual interpolation used at overlap-
ping grid interfaces is not conservative, conservative inter-
polation for overlapping grids can be constructed (Chesshire
and Henshaw, 1994). However, in the experience of many
researchers, the simpler non-conservative interpolation has
worked well, even for very difficult problems involving strong
shocks and detonations.

Let � denote the physical domain on which we wish to
solve some PDE’s, and G denote the overlapping grid for
this domain. G consists of a set of structured component
grids, {Gg}, g = 1, . . . ,N , that cover � and overlap where
the components grids meet. Typically, body-fitted curvilin-
ear grids are used near the physical boundaries, while one or
more background Cartesian grids are used to handle the bulk
of the domain. Each component grid is a logically rectangu-
lar, curvilinear grid in d space dimensions (d = 2 or 3). The
component grid can be defined by a smooth mapping from pa-
rameter space r (the unit square or cube) to physical space x,

x = Gg(r), r ∈ [0, 1]d, x ∈ Rd (1)

Figure 2 shows a simple overlapping grid consisting of two
component grids, an annular boundary-fitted grid, and a back-
ground Cartesian grid. The two component grids are also de-
picted in the unit parameter space (computational space). In
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Figure 2. (a) An overlapping grid consisting of two structured curvilinear component grids; (b,c) component grids in the unit square
parameter space. Grid points are classified as discretization points, interpolation points, or unused points. Ghost points may be used to apply
boundary conditions.
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Figure 3. A one-dimensional overlapping grid for the interval [xa, xb]. Solution values Un
N1+1 and Vn

−1 at the interpolation points are
obtained by interpolation from values on the opposite grid.

this example, the annular grid cuts a hole in the Cartesian grid
so that the latter grid has a number of unused points that are
marked as open circles. The other points on the component
grids are classified as either discretization points (where the
PDE or boundary conditions are discretized) or interpolation
points (also known as fringe points). This information is sup-
plied by an overlapping grid generator. Each boundary face of
each component grid is classified as either a physical bound-
ary (where boundary conditions are to be implemented), a
periodic boundary, or an interpolation boundary. Typically,
one or more layers of ghost points are created for each com-
ponent grid to aid in the application of boundary conditions.

Numerical approximations for overlapping grids are
usually based on finite difference and finite volume approx-
imations. The basic discretization approach is illustrated for
the one-dimensional advection–diffusion equation given by

∂u

∂t
+ a

∂u

∂x
= ν

∂2u

∂x2
, for x ∈ (xa, xb) (2)

u(0, t) = g0(t), ux(1, t) = g1(t) (boundary conditions)
(3)

u(x, 0) = u0(x) (initial conditions) (4)

where u = u(x, t), a is a constant advection velocity, and
ν > 0 is a constant coefficient of viscosity. An overlapping

grid for this problem is given in Figure 3. The interval [xa, xb]
has been covered by two component grids with grid points

x
(1)
i = xa + i�x1, i = −1, 0, 1, . . . , N1 + 1,

�x1 = xd − xa

N1
(5)

x
(2)
j = xc + (j + 1)�x2, j = −1, 0, 1, . . . , N2 + 1,

�x2 = xb − xc

N2
(6)

Introduce the numerical approximations Un
i ≈ u(x(1)

i , tn) and
Vn

j ≈ u(x(2)
j , tn), where tn = n�t and �t is the time step.

The equations can be discretized with forward-Euler time-
stepping and central finite differences in space as follows

Un+1
i − Un

i

�t
= −aD0U

n
i + νD+D−Un

i i = 1, 2, . . . , N1 (7)

Vn+1
j − Vn

j

�t
= −aD0V

n
j + νD+D−Vn

j j = 0, 2, . . . , N2 (8)

Un
0 = g(tn), D0VN2 = g1(tn) (boundary conditions) (9)

U0
i = u0(x(1)

i ) i = 0, 2, . . . , N1 + 1 (initial conditions) (10)

V 0
j = u0(x(2)

j ) j = −1, 0, 2, . . . , N2 + 1 (initial conditions)

(11)
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where the difference operators are

∂u

∂x
≈ D0U

n
i = Un

i+1 − Un
i−1

2�x1
,

∂2u

∂x2
≈ D+D−Un

i = Un
i+1 − 2Un

i + Un
i−1

�x2
1

(12)

Given values Un
i and Vn

j of the solution at time tn, the above

formulas can be used to compute solution values Un+1
i and

Vn+1
j at the new time tn+1 at all interior and boundary points.

The values at the interpolation points can then be evaluated
using the three-point quadratic interpolation formula

Un+1
N1+1 = 1

2
(1 − α)(2 − α) Vn+1

−1 + α(2 − α) Vn+1
0

+ 1

2
α(α − 1) Vn+1

1 (13)

Vn+1
−1 = 1

2
(1 − β)(2 − β) Un+1

N1−1 + β(2 − β) Un+1
N1

+ 1

2
β(β − 1) Un+1

N1+1 (14)

where α = (xd − x
(2)
−1)/�x2 and β = (xc − x

(1)
N1−2)/�x1. This

approximation is second-order accurate in space and first-
order accurate in time. Higher-order accurate approximations
and implicit approximations can also be applied.

Overlapping grids can be combined with AMR. Figure 4
shows a computation of a shock in an ideal gas hitting
a collection of rigid bodies that can move (Henshaw and
Schwendeman, 2006). An annular grid is used around each
cylinder while a Cartesian grid fills most of the domain. The

annular grids can move at each time step. The movement of
each cylinder is determined by its mass and the forces ex-
erted on it by the fluid. Refinement grids may be added to
each annular grid and to the background Cartesian grid. The
AMR grids are recomputed every few time steps based on a
estimate of the error.

Generating an overlapping grid for a complex configu-
ration such as those shown in Section 4 is currently a time-
consuming process. Typically, the first and most difficult step
in the grid generation process is the construction of surface
grids near the boundaries of the physical domain (some-
times called the near body grids). These can be created with
algebraic, elliptic, and hyperbolic grid generation algorithms.
The hyperbolic grid generation algorithms are based on fast
marching algorithms and are particularly useful with over-
lapping grids (Chan, 1999). Volume grids can be generated
relatively easily from the surface grids, typically using hyper-
bolic marching methods. The majority of the domain away
from boundaries is often filled with one or more Cartesian
grids, although other types of grids (e.g., cylindrical, spheri-
cal) are also useful in some applications. Once an initial set
of grids has been constructed for a given geometry, it is rela-
tively easy to build grids for a similar geometry (e.g., adding a
new feature or changing the shape). Although there has been
some work on automating the generation of surface meshes
on complex geometries, an important area for future research
is the design of fully automated algorithms for generating the
overlapping component grids directly from a computer aided
design (CAD) geometry.

Some best practices for overlapping grid generation have
been compiled in the study by Chan et al. ( 2002). One impor-
tant issue that is discussed here is the grid-spacing require-
ments to resolve important solution features such as boundary

Figure 4. A shock hitting a collection of moving cylinders illustrating the use of overlapping grids with AMR. Contours of the density are
shown along with the boundaries of the base grids and the AMR grids.
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layers and shear layers. The grid spacing needed for viscous
boundary layers when solving the Navier–Stokes equations
depends on the flow conditions (e.g., Reynolds number, Mach
number), turbulence model, and boundary approximations
(e.g., whether a wall function is used). The spacing is usu-
ally estimated in terms of the non-dimensional distance y+,
defined by

y+ = y+(y) ≡ ρw

µw

√
τw

ρw
y (15)

where ρw, µw and τw are the density, viscosity and shear stress
at the wall and y is the normal distance from the wall. Two
equation turbulence models, for example, typically require a
grid spacing �sw normal to wall chosen so that y+(�sw) is
less than 1. The value of y+ depends on the solution, but it
can be estimated with boundary layer theory (White, 1991).
An approximation for turbulent boundary layers in subsonic
flow is given by

�sw

L
= y+(�sw)

Re
√

cf /2
, cf ≈ 0.455

ln2(0.006Re)
(16)

where Re is the Reynolds number based on a length scale
L and cf is the skin friction coefficient. Using this formula
with y+ = 1 and Re = 106, one finds that cf ≈ 6 × 10−3,
and that the grid spacing at the wall should be about �sw ≈
2 × 10−5 L. This result highlights the very fine grid spacing
that is needed near walls to resolve the viscous boundary
layer. When the Euler equations are solved instead of the
Navier–Stokes equations, the boundary layers are ignored
and the no-slip boundary condition is replaced with a slip
boundary condition. In this case the grid spacing normal to
the wall is similar in size to the grid spacing in the tangential
directions. This results in a much less expensive, although
less accurate, computation.

3.1 Overlapping grid software

Here is a partial list of software that is available for both grid
generation and solving PDEs on overlapping grids. Most of
this software is available from the web, although some is
restricted to citizens and permanent residents of the USA.
The Chimera Grid Tools package contains a collection of
useful utilities, libraries, and scripts for grid manipulation,
component grid generation, and solution analysis. PEGSUS
(versions 4 and 5), SUGGAR, and Ogen are overlapping grid
generators that can be used to compute the connectivity infor-
mation (interpolation points and hole cutting). OVERFLOW
is a family of widely used flow solvers for the compressible
Navier–Stokes equations. INS2D and INS3D are solvers for

the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations. DIRTLIB is a
package that can be used to add overlapping grid capabilities
to a existing solver. Overture is a framework and collection
of tools that can be used to generate grids and write new
PDE solvers, and the CG package is a collection of physics
solvers built on top of Overture that includes solvers for the
incompressible and compressible Navier–Stokes, conjugate
heat transfer, and electromagnetics.

4 APPLICATIONS

The overlapping grid approach has been applied to a wide
variety of aerospace applications including

� space vehicles;
� commercial aircraft;
� military aircraft;
� weapons systems (e.g., missile systems, sabot separation);
� internal flows (e.g., turbo-pumps, flows inside buildings);
� combustion;
� conjugate heat transfer;
� aero-acoustics;
� wind turbines.

The approach has also been applied to many other engin-
eering and scientific fields such as modeling blood flow in
arteries and veins, artificial hearts, viscous fingering, visco-
elastic flows, detonations in explosives, flows around ships
with free surfaces, underwater vehicles, and electromagnetics
to name a few.

One of the first applications of the overset grid method at
NASA was for simulating the airflow past the space shuttle.
The first grid consisted of just two component grids. Overlap-
ping grids for current simulations, which have on the order
600 component grids and one hundred million grid points,
model the shuttle and launch vehicle in great detail. Figure 5
shows the space shuttle launch vehicle with a few compo-
nent grids along with the solution (pressure) computed from
an overlapping grid computation using OVERFLOW (Pearce
et al., 1993; Jespersen, Pulliam and Buning, 1997).

Overlapping grids have been widely used for problems
involving moving geometry. Moving grid applications
include the modeling of stores separating from fighter aircraft
wings, the solid rocket boosters separating from the space
shuttle launch vehicle, rocket stage separation, and simulat-
ing multi-body projectiles and sabots, to name a few. In these
applications, the motion of the rigid bodies is governed by
the Newton–Euler equations. As there are six degrees of free-
dom (DOF) for a rigid body in free space (three translation
directions and three rotation axes), these computations are
often known as 6-DOF. Overlapping grids have been used,
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Figure 5. (a) Some overlapping component grids for the space shuttle and launch vehicle; (b) the computed solution (pressure) from a
computation using overlapping grids. Figures courtesy of William Chan and Reynaldo Gomez.

Figure 6. Overlapping grids and AMR are used to model the V-22 Osprey with rotating blades. (a) A sample of the component grids used to
grid the V-22 geometry; (b) results from a flow solution for the V-22 in forward flight. Figures, courtesy of William Chan, Andrew Wissink,
and Robert Meakin.

for example, to model the incompressible flow in turbopumps
(Kiris et al., 2008). The simulation of rotor craft is another
moving geometry application where overlapping grids have
been used. Figure 6 shows results from a simulation of the
V-22 Osprey using the OVERFLOW-D solver (Meakin and
Wissink, 1999). It is particularly difficult to capture the strong
vortex that is shed from the blade tips. Adaptive mesh refine-
ment plays a critical role in these computations.

5 SUMMARY

Overlapping grids and adaptive mesh refinement are gener-
ally applicable to the solution of any problem that requires an

underlying grid to represent the computational domain. Thus,
any problem that can be solved with an unstructured grid and
the finite element method can probably be solved with an
overlapping grid method and/or AMR. The primary purpose
of an overlapping grid is to improve solution efficiency and
accuracy by representing a complex, possibly moving geom-
etry, with a set of structured grids. The primary purpose of
AMR is to improve efficiency and enable larger problems to
be solved by adding fine grid patches in regions where more
accuracy is required.

Overlapping grids and AMR have been successfully used
to simulate a wide class of aerospace applications involving
high-speed and low-speed fluid flows. Some of the most ef-
ficient flow solvers available today are based on overlapping
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grids and AMR, and these have been used to perform some
of the largest simulations of fluid flows for very complex
geometries with moving components. A key area for future
work in this field is the creation of automatic algorithms for
generating grids directly from a CAD geometry.
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1 INTRODUCTION

After performing the spatial discretization of continuous par-
tial differential equations (PDEs) governing the motion of a
fluid, one is left with a large coupled system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations (ODEs) describing the fluid motion, with
a single independent variable, time t. For example, the contin-
uous equations of compressible inviscid fluid flow (the Euler
equations) are

∂w

∂t
+ ∂

∂xi

fi(w) = 0, on � (1)

where w = (ρ, ρu, ρv, ρE) is the vector of conservative vari-
ables, f is the Euler flux, and � is the physical domain see
Introduction to Compressible Flows. Applying any spatial
discretization of these equations, for example those described
in Riemann Solvers in Aerospace Engineering they may be

written as an ODE known as the semi-discrete form:

dWi

dt
+ Ri(W) = 0, ∀i (2)

where Wi are now the discrete dependant variables, one for
each degree of freedom (DoF) of the spatial discretization.
For example, a finite volume method would give four DoFs
at each mesh point, one corresponding to each of the four
unknowns. The details of the entire spatial discretization,
including boundary conditions and �, are contained in the
residual R, which is a (generally non-linear) algebraic oper-
ator. It is the resolution of this large ODE that is of concern
when we talk about solution methods, as its efficient solution
is the deciding factor in the efficiency of a numerical code.

Two cases may be distinguished, that of solving (2) to a sta-
tionary state, Ri(W) = 0, discussed in Section 2, and solving
it with resolution of transient motion (see Section 3). In the
following, we concentrate on techniques used for compress-
ible flow, as characterized by (1), but much of the discussion
will be relevant to incompressible regimes too. We restrict
ourselves to methods that apply for general discretizations,
ignoring, for example, alternating-direction implicit (ADI)
methods that can be very effective, but only on structured
grids. Prior knowledge of Jacobi and Gauss–Seidel iterations
is assumed.

2 STEADY-STATE SOLUTION METHODS

We are interested in finding the vector W of size N satis-
fying the N nonlinear algebraic equations Ri(W) = 0. This
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represents a stationary solution of the discrete flow problem.
The classical approach to zero-finding of nonlinear systems
is Newton’s method, written as:

Wn+1 = Wn −
[

∂R

∂W

∣∣∣∣
Wn

]−1

· R(Wn) (3)

where Wn is the known solution at iteration/time-level n and
Wn+1 is unknown. Newton’s method converges quadratically
in only a few steps, provided Wn is sufficiently close to the
exact solution. However, it has many disadvantages that make
it impractical for use in large-scale CFD problems. Firstly, the
Jacobian, the sparse N × N matrix ∂R/∂W (a) is difficult to
implement, as R is usually a complex function of W that must
be differentiated, (b) consumes large amounts of memory,
often comparable to several times the memory required for
the remainder of the code (Dwight, 2006), (c) is difficult and
expensive to invert1. Furthermore, in practice, the Newton
iteration fails to converge unless the initial condition W (0) is
extremely close to the correct solution — most particularly
for the very stiff problems that arise in CFD.

There exist techniques for mitigating all these issues: (a)
and (b) may be circumvented either by using finite differ-
ences to obtain the product of the Jacobian with a vector or
by using automatic differentiation tools. Start-up problems
may be treated using some kind of continuation method (i.e.,
using Newton to solve a simpler problem first and then using
the solution as an initial condition for a slightly more difficult
problem, etc.). Often the continuation parameter is the grid,
which starts coarse and becomes increasingly fine. Issue (c)
is less tractable – essentially one has converted a stiff nonlin-
ear problem into a stiff linear problem, the essential solution
difficulty remains, and one must solve several of these linear
problems to obtain a nonlinear solution. Nevertheless, when
writing a PDE code Newton’s method is often the first solu-
tion method considered, and it is satisfactory in many cases.
For use of Newton in CFD, see Nemec and Zingg (2002) and
Knoll and Keyes (2004).

However, the most commonly used solution methods in
CFD follow a different approach that exploits the physics
of the system. Instead of solving directly R(W) = 0, we re-
tain the time derivative and integrate (2) so far forward in
time that the solution does not change anymore, known as it-
erating to a steady state. Because we are not interested in the
transient behavior, we are not restricted to considering inte-
gration schemes that are time accurate – and this is the source
of much flexibility, leading to a zoo of possible methods.

Many steady-state iterations may be written in the form

A (Wn) · [
Wn+1 − Wn

] + R(Wn) = 0 (4)

where A is some freely chosen N × N preconditioning ma-
trix that must be inverted (possibly approximately) to obtain
an explicit expression for Wn+1 in terms of Wn. Note that the
left-most term in (4) takes the place of the time discretiza-
tion. Provided A is invertible, W is a stationary point of the
iteration if and only if it is a solution of R(W) = 0. The
choice of preconditioner A and means of inversion define
the method completely – and by virtue of this freedom of
choice, efficient and robust methods may be devised. Note
that Newton’s method (3) is a special case of (4).

In the following subsections, we describe a series of
increasingly sophisticated methods, considering explicit
schemes, defect correction, and culminating in the non-
linear multigrid method. For concreteness, we apply each
method to transonic flow about the RAE 2822 aerofoil, at
Mach 0.73, angle-of-attack 2.8◦, and Reynolds number 6.5 ×
106 a typical external transonic flow (External Transonic
Flows). A Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes formulation is
used (Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes Methods), with a
second-order central finite volume scheme and Spallart–
Almaras one-equation turbulence model. The simulations are
performed with the DLR TAU-code (Gerhold et al., 1997) on
a hybrid grid with 30 × 103 points. Convergence is assessed
by examining the normalized magnitude of the residual
‖Rρ(W (n))‖/‖Rρ(W (0))‖, with respect to iteration count and
wall-clock time (distributed memory parallel on 8×2.26 GHz
cores), shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The drag coef-
ficient computed at transient states is shown in Figure 3. It is
not necessarily the case that rapid convergence of the residual
implies rapid convergence of drag. This is because error in
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Figure 1. Convergence of relaxation methods in terms of iterations
for the RAE 2822.
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Figure 2. Convergence of relaxation methods in terms of wall-clock
time for the RAE 2822.
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Figure 3. Convergence of the drag coefficient corresponding to the
convergence of the residual in Figure 1.

drag tends to be dominated by low-frequency solution error
(there is a cancellation of high-frequency error), and residual
error tends to be dominated by high-frequency solution error
(slowly varying solutions give small residuals). A guideline
for these figures is that a solution is sufficiently converged for
engineering purposes when the residual reaches 10−4−10−5,
or the drag coefficient stands still.

In order to give a better overview of the methods pre-
sented in relation to each other, we offer Figure 4, which
broadly and qualitatively characterizes them in terms of rate

Figure 4. Qualitative characterization of relaxation methods, show-
ing relative convergence rate, effort per iteration, and memory costs.

of convergence, effort per iteration, and memory costs. This
graphic represents the experience of the authors in aerody-
namics, and the positions of the methods will vary some-
what with algorithmic and implementational details. Individ-
ual features will be elucidated in the following discussion.

2.1 Explicit single-stage methods

The simplest possible choice of A in (4) is

A = 1

�t
I (5)

where I is the N × N identity matrix and �t is some time
step. The method is an explicit first-order accurate time dis-
cretization of (2) and is known as the forward Euler method.
It is desirable to choose �t as large as possible, so that a
steady state is achieved rapidly. However, the iteration is only
stable if the time step satisfies the fundamental Courant–
Friedrichs–Dewy (CFL) condition. This is a necessary con-
dition for stability that requires that the numerical domain of
dependence of every point entirely contains the physical do-
main of dependence of that point (Courant, Friedriches and
Lewy, 1967).

As an example, consider a wave propagating at speed u

across an infinite 1D grid with spacing �x. The governing
equation is

∂φ

∂t
+ u

∂φ

∂x
= 0 (6)
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for u > 0, which may be discretized as, for example,

φ
(n+1)
i − φ

(n)
i

�t
+ u

φ
(n)
i+1 − φ

(n)
i

�x
= 0 (7)

where the superscript and subscripts are time and space in-
dices, respectively. In time �t, information travels a distance
u�t in the physical problem, so it should travel at least at that
speed in the numerical problem to assure that the scheme can
access the information required to form the solution. For the
above discretization, information is propagated a distance �x

in time �t (in the positive x-direction only). Hence, the CFL
condition stipulates

u�t ≤ �x (8)

In practice, grids with widely varying cell sizes are common.
The CFL condition must be satisfied for the smallest cell in
the grid, limiting the size of �t everywhere. In our high-
Reynolds number RAE 2822, the boundary layer is resolved
with stretched cells with an aspect ratio of about 1:1500 and
a height of 1 × 10−5 in units of aerofoil chord length. If the
global time step is based on the CFL condition in these cells,
then 1 × 105 time steps are required to transport information
once from the leading to the trailing edge. If the convergence
of this method were plotted in Figure 1, it would be indistin-
guishable from a horizontal line.

However, by recognizing that time accuracy, and therefore
a uniform time step, is not necessary, we can perform local
time stepping

A = 1

�ti
I, �ti = �xi

ui

(9)

where the subscript i indicates a per-cell evaluation of the
quantities – thus, the worst CFL restrictions are confined to
the smallest cells. This is the cheapest and – at the same
time – slowest iteration considered and therefore belongs at
the extreme lower left of Figure 4, diagonally opposite the
most expensive approach, Newton, which also needs the least
iterations. The CFL number is defined as ratio of the time
step employed locally to the time step specified by the CFL
condition (8).

2.2 Explicit multi-stage methods

Runge–Kutta (RK) methods employ multiple evaluations of
the residual R per time step and were originally developed
to obtain high-order accuracy in time. The basis for the use
of explicit RK as a convergence acceleration technique is

its excellent error damping properties, particularly in high-
frequency components of the error (Jameson, Schmidt and
Turkel, 1981) – which makes them suitable for use as multi-
grid smoothers (see Section 2.4). An m-stage scheme may be
written

W (0) : = Wn (10)

W (j) : = W (0) − αj�t · R(W (j−1)), ∀j ∈ 1 · · · m (11)

Wn+1 : = W (m) (12)

where the subscript i has been dropped for simplicity, and
αj are scalar constants. These are chosen to optimize the
scheme with respect to stability. The choice is typically
based on a von Neumann analysis of the discrete sys-
tem Hirsch (1989), and depends on the spatial discretiza-
tion. For the centrally discretized Euler equations, Jameson,
Schmidt and Turkel (1981) suggested a three-stage RK
method with α = ( 2

3 , 2
3 , 1), and a five-stage RK method with

α = ( 1
4 , 1

6 , 3
8 , 1

2 , 1). In general, Runge–Kutta methods in-
clude stages with a dependence on all previous stages, re-
quiring storage of several solution vectors. This is necessary
to obtain high-order time-accuracy, but is not essential for
good damping properties, and so is avoided.

Further stability can be obtained with residual smoothing,
that is, applying a low-pass filter to R (Blazek, 2001). In the
RAE 2822 case for a three-stage scheme with these mod-
ifications increase the stable CFL number from 1.7 to 2.1
and improve the convergence somewhat (Figure 1). The im-
provement of basic Runge–Kutta over single-stage local time
stepping is much more dramatic however. Also, RK with m

stages is about m times more costly than local time stepping,
hence its place in Figure 4. The technique can be generalized
to include local preconditioning at each RK stage (Pierce and
Giles, 1997).

2.3 Implicit methods and defect correction

The main disadvantage of explicit methods is the limitation
imposed by the CFL condition. This can be overcome with
implicit methods at the expense of a nontrivial inversion of
A (see also Implicit CFD Methods and Unstructured Grids).
Start with an implicit time discretization of (2) and linearize
about the known time level:

Wn+1 − Wn

�t
= −R(Wn+1)

= −
(

R(Wn) + ∂R

∂W

∣∣∣∣
Wn

�Wn + O(�W2)
)

(13)
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where �Wn = Wn+1 − Wn. Neglecting higher-order terms
and rearranging gives

(
I

�t
+ ∂R

∂W

∣∣∣∣
Wn

)
· �Wn = −R(Wn) (14)

where the left-most term may be identified with A. In gen-
eral, Wn+1 is a function of Wn at all mesh points (provided
A is irreducible), and thus the CFL condition is removed. In
the limit �t → ∞, this is Newton’s method (3). Having es-
tablished that Newton’s method is inappropriate, we attempt
to devise alternatives that are significantly cheaper but re-
tain some of the desirable convergence properties. To this
end, consider replacing ∂R/∂W with some approximation
Ã (known as approximate Newton) and solving the linear
system (14) only roughly at each iteration (inexact Newton).
Both of these simplifications save effort per iteration at the
cost of a lower convergence rate.

A natural choice for Ã arises from low-order discretiza-
tions. For example, given R(1) and R(2), first- and second-
order discretizations of the governing equations in space, let
Ã = ∂R(1)/∂W (the aim is to solve R(2) = 0). Typically, the
sparse matrix ∂R(1)/∂W will be much better conditioned than
∂R(2)/∂W and will have significantly less fill-in. Such first-
order problems may be easily solved with Gauss–Seidel and
must be solved repeatedly to iterate toward the solution of
the second-order problem. This is defect correction (Koren,
1990).

A separate popular class of methods is local precondi-
tioning, halfway between explicit and implicit, where only
the (block) diagonal of the Jacobian is retained (Pierce and
Giles, 1997). By choosing alternative block-diagonal matri-
ces, stiffness associated with disparate convective and acous-
tic speeds can be mitigated in low Mach number precondi-
tioning (Turkel, 1987).

As an example of implicit methods in Figure 1, conver-
gence of the Lower-Upper Symmetric-Gauss–Seidel (LU-
SGS) is presented (Yoon and Jameson, 1988; Dwight, 2006).
This uses Ã = ALow that is a heavily simplified version of
the first-order Jacobian. The simplifications are designed to
make ALow fast to construct while still allowing infinite CFL
numbers. The system is solved at each implicit iteration with
a single SGS sweep (increasing the number of sweeps does
not improve convergence significantly). In total, the cost per
iteration is lower than that of RK(3), and convergence is more
than twice as fast: LU-SGS converges to 10−4 in about 1200
iterations. In Figure 4, LU-SGS is placed at a similar effort to
RK. Using a single Jacobi iteration instead of SGS reduces
the convergence a lot, but the cost only a little. Using two
SGS sweeps increases the cost without improving conver-

gence significantly. Hence, ALow and a single SGS iteration
seem to complement each other well.

2.4 Multigrid methods for CFD

Of all classes of solution methods, only multigrid methods
(Brandt, 1977) have the property of termination in O(N) op-
erations, where N is the number of degrees of freedom of the
problem – this is known as grid-independent convergence and
is increasingly important as computer capacity and problem
size grows. Although this result may be proven only for el-
liptic problems, multigrid provides close to grid-independent
convergence for a wide range of problems, also in CFD.
Multigrid is a complex and subtle framework with many
interrelated choices to be made for each problem. There is
insufficient space for a satisfactory description of the method
here – refer to Trottenberg, Oosterlee and Schüller (2000),
for an excellent introduction.

Briefly, the key observation leading to multigrid is that it-
erative methods such as Gauss–Seidel and Runge–Kutta are
much more effective at reducing high-frequency than low-
frequency error in the solution – they smooth the error. There-
fore, normally after a few Gauss–Seidel iterations, the error
is dominated by low-frequency components, and the solution
converges slowly (in particular, the drag and lift converge
slowly). However, low frequencies on a fine mesh are high
frequencies on a coarse mesh – because the highest frequency
error that the coarse mesh can represent is lower. The idea
is to smooth low-frequency errors on coarse meshes, where
they can be damped effectively, and use this to correct the
fine grid solution.

So let the subscripts h and H denote fine and coarse grids,
respectively, let IH

h be a restriction operator projecting the
residual error on the fine grid to the coarse grid, Ih

H a pro-
longation operator interpolating the coarse grid correction to
the fine grid, and Sh a smoothing operator Wn+1 = ShW

n,
for example, a single iteration of Gauss–Seidel, and Rh, RH

spatial discretizations on the respective grids. If R is linear
then a complete single two-grid cycle may be written:

Wn+1 = MH
h ◦ Wn

MH
h = S

ν2
h

(
Ih − Ih

HR−1
H IH

h Rh

)
S

ν1
h (15)

where Ih is the identity.
This iteration can be broken into several parts. First, ν1

iterations of Sh are applied on the fine grid – giving a fine
grid solution improved in the high frequencies W̄ = S

ν1
h Wn.

Next, the residual of this solution on the fine grid is computed,
and this residual is restricted to the coarse grid: f = IH

h RhW̄ .
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Thus, f (the forcing function) represents the errors in W̄ ,
which are low frequency on the fine grid. Note that if W̄ is
the exact discrete solution then f = 0.

Next we solve the defect equation: RHψ = f for ψ the
coarse grid correction. This problem may be seen as the
equivalent of the fine grid problem on the coarse grid, but
which solves for low-frequency error in W̄ . Once ψ is ob-
tained it is prolongated to the fine grid and subtracted from the
solution there. The correction must be prolongated in order
to perform the subtraction. In fact, the prolongation operator
introduces some high-frequency error, so it is wise to smooth
the solution after the subtraction of coarse grid correction
with ν2 iterations of Sh. The two-grid cycle can be applied
recursively to get multigrid.

If R is nonlinear then multigrid may be applied directly us-
ing the more general full-approximation storage (FAS) multi-
grid method (Trottenberg, Oosterlee and Schüller, 2000), or
multigrid may be used within a Newton or implicit iteration
(see Mavriplis (2002) for a comparison of these approaches).
FAS Multigrid (MG) is the variety of multigrid used for com-
parison in Figure 1. The coarse grids are obtained recursively
by agglomerating cells from the finer grid in groups of about
four cells. The cost per iteration is roughly equivalent to two
smoother iterations on the fine grid, and the convergence is
dramatically improved.

3 TIME-ACCURATE SOLUTION
METHODS

Time-accurate simulation has many similarities to steady-
state simulation. In particular, the discussion of the limita-
tion of the CFL condition applies, so that explicit methods
are inefficient. For this reason, for high-Reynolds number
Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations only
implicit and semi-implicit (Blazek, 2001) methods are prac-
tical. Fortunately, it is possible to apply the iterative methods
developed for steady flow to unsteady flow at each time step,
in a dual-time iteration.

3.1 Dual-time iterations

Consider discretizing the time derivate in (2), for example,
with the implicit second-order Backward Difference Formula
(BDF):

dW

dt
+ R(W) = W (n+1) − 3 · W (n) + 2 · W (n−1)

2�t

+R(W (n+1)) + O(�t2) = 0 (16)

where W (n) is the solution at physical time t(n), and W (n+1) is
unknown. This system can be solved by introducing a fictive
pseudo-time t	, the corresponding state W	, and deriving a
modified residual R	:

dW	

dt
+W	 − 3 · W (n) + 2 · W (n−1)

2�t

+ R(W	) = dW	

dt
+ R	(W	) = 0 (17)

The equation is now in exactly the same form as (2), and all
the methods of the previous section can be applied. Given that
iteration on W	 reaches a steady state, this will correspond
to W (n+1). Note that this approach can be applied for any
implicit time discretization.

Although this method seems quite expensive since a sta-
tionary nonlinear problem is solved for each time step, in
practice, it is not so bad as (a) a good guess at the W (n+1)

solution can be made by linearly extrapolating from W (n−1)

and W (n), (b) R	 is better conditioned than R because of the
addition of a term proportional to 1/�t on the diagonal.

3.2 Two possible approaches

Given this framework there are two choices to be made: which
time discretization to use and how to solve the nonlinear sys-
tem. A standard choice is BDF(2) with multigrid. This seems
reasonable: memory requirements are low because only two
previous time steps must be stored, and multigrid is the fastest
solver for steady-state simulation – suggesting it will be the
fastest for the modified problem R	 = 0 too.

However, recently, it has been seen that this choice is
poor (Lucas, Bijl and van Zuijlen, 2009). There is little
penalty to using higher-order accurate time discretizations
and significant accuracy to be gained. Higher-order BDF
formulas become rapidly unstable due to the constant step
size between samples. Preferable are time-accurate implicit
Runge–Kutta methods (Butcher, 1987; Bijl et al., 2002),
which have the additional advantages of being higher-order
accurate from the first time step (while BDFs require a spe-
cial start-up procedure since, e.g., W (n−1) may not exist on
the zeroth time step). Runge–Kutta methods also often in-
clude embedded error estimators (Butcher, 1987), providing
a posteriori information on the time discretization error at
no additional cost and can easily be generalized to use adap-
tive time steps based on this information. Multigrid may also
be a suboptimal choice in this context. It often has excellent
convergence in the first several iterations, but then can break
down quickly. In the case that a very good initial condition is
known, multigrid is less effective than Newton iterations.
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Figure 5. Time-dependent behavior of drag over two periods of
vortex shedding.

An example of such an approach, using the third-order
Explicit first-Step Diagonally Implicit Runge–Kutta (ES-
DIRK) method and a Jacobian-Free Newton-Krylov (JFNK)
subiteration, is given in Lucas, Bijl and van Zuijlen (2009),
from which Figures 5 and 6 are taken. The test case is pe-
riodic vortex shedding behind an aerofoil at a high angle of
attack, and the ESDIRK scheme is compared to the accuracy
of BDF(2), where the former consistently achieves a given
accuracy at lower cost.
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Figure 6. Accuracy of BDF and ESDIRK with varying temporal
resolution for vortex shedding.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The field of convergence acceleration is very rich, a conse-
quence of the constant engineering demand for more effi-
cient solvers and the flexibility available in constructing al-
gorithms. The basic ideas may be combined in many ways,
for example, multi-stage methods (Section 2.2) with an im-
plicit system (Section 2.3) solved at each stage (Swanson,
Turkel and Rossow, 2007). Multigrid alone admits infinite
variation. Suggested further reading: Butcher (1987); Saad
(2003); Trottenberg, Oosterlee and Schüller (2000); Blazek
(2001); Hirsch (1989).

NOTES

1. Notably, Jacobi and Gauss–Seidel iterations diverge for
Jacobians resulting from second-order finite volume dis-
cretizations of the compressible Euler equations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Combustion can be considered a process of chemical trans-
formation of one class of chemical species into another form.
The initial species, often called reactants typically contain a
fuel and an oxidizer, can be in a premixed or a non-premixed
form in gaseous, liquid or solid state before the combustion
process takes place. The chemical transformation typically
requires an ignition process that triggers the start of the pro-
cess. Chemical changes as described above do not change the
chemical species themselves but do change the combination
of these species by breaking and/or reforming the chemical
bonds, thereby creating new product species. This chemical
transformation process may or may not be accompanied by
heat release and an associated increase in temperature.

Heat release during combustion has been of extreme inter-
est from the beginning of human civilization since it provided
the necessary warmth for survival and for cooking of food.

In modern times, heat release is still a necessary means for
cooking and warmth, but is also of interest from a technolog-
ical point of view since it can be exploited or converted in a
variety of manners for power generation, propulsion systems,
manufacturing, etc. Extreme applications of combustion
include explosions and detonations. Some not so benefi-
cial results of combustion include formation of pollutants,
toxic gases, and contaminations due to unwanted fires and/or
explosions.

Even though combustion and its use (good or bad) has
been continuously associated with human evolution from the
initial control of fire, understanding the details of the com-
bustion process has been primarily empirical for a long time.
Only in the last few decades has there been some system-
atic attempt to understand the underlying processes using
theoretical and experimental means. This effort is extremely
difficult since many disciplines within classical physics and
chemistry – such as fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, chem-
ical kinetics, heat and mass transfer – play interacting roles at
the continuum level. In addition, knowledge and results from
quantum and statistical mechanics, and from kinetics theory
at the molecular level are also needed.

In addition to the wide range of physics and chemical pro-
cesses involved, combustion, especially in systems involving
fluid motion, contains a wide range of scales from the molec-
ular scale of the chemical process to the scale of the device. As
schematically shown in Figure 1, a typical combustion cham-
ber in a gas turbine engine is rather small in the 10–100 cm
range and the scale of large-scale structures (vortices) are
even smaller by an order of magnitude. In high Reynolds
number flows the flow is also turbulent, which results in a
range of vortices ranging from large to very small scale; this
range increases with increase in Reynolds number (see further
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Figure 1. Typical characteristic scales of relevance in turbulent combustion.

discussion below). If fuel is in the liquid form, the result-
ing spray droplets can be smaller than the smallest eddies in
the flow and they get even smaller as they vaporize and the
gaseous fuel mixes with the air. The molecular mixing and
chemical reactions occur at scales even smaller than these
vortical or droplet scales, and heat release at the molecular
scales results in thermal expansion, which in turn affects the
fluid motion at all scales. Thus, there is over an order O(8)
range of scales that interact in the combustion process within
a typical combustor. In addition, it is noted that these physical
scales interact in an equally wide range of time-scales making
the entire process span many orders in both space and time.
An additional complication can arise in combustors in prac-
tical devices due to confinement. Interaction among vortical
motion, combustion heat release and the system acoustics
(pressure waves) can result in complex interactions that can
lead to many issues of fundamental concern, such as com-
bustion instabilities (Menon, 2005), which is a serious design
concern for gas turbine engines.

For a long time theoretical analysis and experimental
studies have been the only way to investigate combustion pro-
cesses in both laminar and turbulent flows, and still remain
active areas of research. However, in most practical systems
(e.g., gas turbine engines, rocket engines, ramjets, detona-
tions, etc.), in situ measurements within the the combustion

zone are very difficult if not impossible. Thus, optimization
of designs has involved parametric experimental testing and
re-testing, that has now become not only very expensive for
complex systems, but also is offering very little new insight
to improve or radically change the design.

In recent years (perhaps in the last 20 years), computa-
tional studies of combustion processes have started to become
possible with the rapid increase in computer speeds and
architectures, especially with the advent of massively par-
allel computers. Computational studies as discussed in this
chapter differ from the use of computations to calculate some
limited properties after theoretical simplifications have been
carried out. Rather, we focus here on the use of these very
large computer systems to investigate combustion process
by attempting to solve the fundamental governing equations.
Since there is a large range of scales involved and since
the computers are still (and perhaps never) large enough to
resolve all these scales of motion, some numerical approxi-
mations and modeling are needed, especially if one wishes
to study realistic devices. The approximations and modeling
used all impact the predictive accuracy of these compu-
tational studies and therefore, it is important to place the
capabilities in their proper context. On the other hand, if
the accuracy and the reliability of the predictions are accept-
able, then numerical simulation of the combustion process
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offers unique access in the entire three dimensional space
evolution in time (often called 4D dataset) that is not avail-
able in either theoretical or experimental studies. Properties
that are nearly impossible to measure experimentally, such
as vorticity, dilatation, pressure fluctuation, and so on, can
be easily extracted and analyzed from the simulations. This
capability is very attractive when attempting to understand
the combustion dynamics on complex combustion systems.
Of course, this also implies that the simulations are accurate
and the results reliable, which is sometimes a major concern,
as detailed before.

In this chapter, we define computational combustion as
a method that employs large-scale computers to simulate
numerically the combustion process in a device. The strategy
used in any computational combustion study requires a series
of steps to (a) define the test problem, geometry, test condi-
tions, and boundary conditions; (b) choose the appropriate
numerical methodology (which sometimes depends on the
objective of the study); (c) make the numerical approxima-
tions and modeling; (d) apply the chosen simulation approach
(which implies using a code); and finally (e) analyze the
results. If results reveal issues or surprises (which are often)
then the entire process (or part of the process) has to be revis-
ited and refined. In this chapter we touch upon all these issues,
albeit briefly and point to published articles and books for
further reading.

2 PHYSICS AND FORMULATION

The definition of the test case and/or conditions is often
dictated by the need to understand some problem, but in
many cases, this need might be insurmountable from a prac-
tical viewpoint. For example, there is a very real need to
understand and optimize the performance of large-scale gas
turbine combustors (used for electrical power generation) in
the very lean limit since such operation offers a more effi-
cient, low emission system. However, practical combustors
are very complex and involve many parts. Thus, if the entire
engine is considered the test problem for numerical simu-
lation, then the computational effort required (even at the
simplest approximate level) could be enormous and studies
may take a long time (e.g., many months) to complete even a
single calculation, which would defeat the objective of using
the computational studies to help in the design process. On the
other hand, if the subscale or a smaller section of the engine
is simulated, then it may be feasible to achieve some insight
within a reasonable time frame. Given the rapid advances
in massively parallel computers (petaflop computers such as
IBM BG-P are now operational!) the boundary between what
is practically feasible and what is not is quickly shifting, but

there still remain some limits of what can be simulated, even
in the distant future.

2.1 Governing equations

Regardless, once the geometry and the operating conditions
are defined, the numerical methodology and the govern-
ing equations have to be defined. In general, the governing
equations of motion that have to be solved are the conser-
vation of mass (mass is neither created or destroyed), the
conservation of momentum in 3D (Newton’s second law),
the conservation of energy (total energy of the system is
conserved), and the conservation of species (species can be
created or destroyed in a combustion system but the sum of
all the species density must equal the mixture density). These
are, in general, three-dimensional, unsteady, compressible,
second-order, non-linear partial differential equations called
the reactive Navier-Stokes equations (Poinsot and Veynante,
2001) and are very difficult to solve. In fact, very few exact
solutions of these equations have ever been achieved, and
mostly in linear systems. In all there are (5 + Ns) equations,
where Ns are the total number of species and there are 6 + Ns

unknowns: density ρ, velocities ui, pressure p, temperature
T , and species densities ρk(k = 1, Ns). Thus, to close these
equations one needs to include the equation of state, which
for perfect gas is of the formp = ρRuT

∑Ns

k=1(Yk/Wk), where
Ru = 8.314 J mole−1 K−1 is the universal gas constant, and
Yk = ρk/ρ and Wk are the mass fraction and the molecular
weight of the kth species. For example, these equations can
be summarized in the following form:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂ρui

∂xi

= 0

∂ρui

∂t
+ ∂

∂xj

[ρuiuj + pδij − τij] = 0

∂ρE

∂t
+ ∂

∂xi

[(ρE + p)ui + qi − ujτji] = 0

∂ρYk

∂t
+ ∂

∂xi

[ρYk(ui + Vi,k)] = ω̇k where k = 1, Ns − 1

(1)

As shown above, the above equations require some addi-
tional terms to be defined, such as the shear stress tensor
τij , heat conduction qi, and species diffusion velocity Vi,k,
but there are acceptable forms available (Poinsot and Vey-
nante, 2001). In most simulations, the gaseous mixture can
be assumed to be a Newtonian fluid with Fourier heat con-
duction and Fickian diffusion. For reacting flows, the source
term ω̇k represents the production or destruction of the k-th
species and must obey

∑Ns

k=1 ω̇k = 0 to conserve mass (also,∑Ns

k=1 Yk = 1 and
∑Ns

k=1 YkVi,k = 0 have to be satisfied).
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2.2 The challenge of chemical kinetics
in numerical simulations

The form of ω̇k is one of the major challenges in reaction
kinetics since it is a highly nonlinear function that is not
even known for many reactions. For example, a simple global
reaction for the complete consumption, hydrogen in oxygen
can be written as 2H2 + O2 � 2H2O, but in reality, such a
reaction does not exist (although thermodynamically possi-
ble). Rather, combustion of hydrogen in air involves over 8
species and over 38 reactions at the current stage of under-
standing (Ó Conaire et al., 2004). For methane-air, 53 species
and 325 elementary reactions have been proposed (GRI 3.0),
whereas for a realistic jet fuel (which is a blend of many
hydrocarbon fuels) the number of species and the reaction
mechanism is still growing (e.g., n-heptane-air mechanism
already has 561 species and 2539 reactions; Lu and Law,
2008). For complex hydrocarbon fuels, some of the reactions
are not even known at this time. Thus, defining the reaction
mechanism is a major challenge in itself.

Even if the mechanism is defined there are other practi-
cal issues to consider. If there are Ns species then Ns − 1
species equations have to be solved along with the mixture
density equation ρ, which increases the computational bur-
den. An even more difficult challenge is that the reaction rate
is a very nonlinear expression. A general reaction mechanism
comprising of M reactions between Ns species can be written
as:

Ns∑
k=1

ν′
k,jSk �

Ns∑
k=1

ν′′
k,jSk j = 1, M (2)

Here, ν"
k,j and ν

′
k,j are the molar stoichiometric coefficients

for the kth species in reaction j, Sk represents the kth species,
and M is the total number of chemical reactions. Then, the
mass reaction rate for the kth species can be written as:

ω̇k = Wk

M∑
m=1

(ν′′
k,m − ν′

k,m)Qm (3)

where

Qm = kfm

Ns∏
k=1

[χk]ν
′
k,m − kbj

Ns∏
k=1

[χk]ν
′′
k,m (4)

where kfm and kbm are the forward and backwards reac-
tion rates of reaction m. Here, [χk] = ρYk/Wk is the molar
concentration of the kth species. These reaction rates are par-
ticularly problematic for two major reasons: they are complex

nonlinear expressions and most of them are empirical or not
really well-known for many reactions. Typically, the reaction
rates be described or parameterized by the Arrhenius rate
equation kfj = AfjT

αj exp
(−Ej/RuT

)
where Afj , αj and

Ej are the pre-exponential factor the temperature exponents,
and the activation energies of the jth reaction, respectively.
The above equation is written in a general form, although
some of the reaction mechanisms can have simpler expres-
sions. Regardless, the parameters Afj and Ej can vary over
a wide range for different mechanisms, and as a result the
characteristic chemical time scales, tchem,k ∝ 1/ω̇k can have
a very wide range, typically between 10−6 and 10−12 sec
for complex mechanism. Resolving all these time scales is
very difficult (often called the stiffness problem for chemical
rates), and especially for turbulent reacting flows, when com-
bined with the range of length scales (see Figure. 1) that has
to be resolved, results in a nearly impossible challenge (see
Poinsot and Veynante, 2001; Law, 2008; Pope, 1990; Oran
and Boris, 2001, for further discussion and more details).

Therefore, to carry out computational studies of turbu-
lent combustion, many simplifications are needed, either
by reducing the number of species judiciously (e.g., using
reduced reaction mechanisms (Westbrook and Dryer, 1981;
Law, 2008) or by reformulating the scalar process using either
the mixture fraction (e.g., the flamelet) or flame front track-
ing approaches (Peters, 2000). There are obvious advantages
of these methods in that they reduce the computational cost
of including kinetics in simulations, but they also make some
assumptions that may not be valid for all applications. Many
computational combustion simulations currently underway
resort to one of these types of kinetics reduction to make the
modeling tractable. On the other hand, it is sometimes neces-
sary to include combustion kinetics explicitly to account for
some key processes of interest, for example; extinction/re-
ignition, and pollutant (CO, NOx, and soot) formation. In
these circumstances more detailed (but still reduced) reac-
tion mechanisms have to be included, but since the cost can
still be significant, methods to speed up kinetics calculations
(Pope, 1997; Ihme, Schmitt and Pitsch, 2009; Sen, Hawkes
and Menon, 2010) are being explored with varying levels of
success.

2.3 Filtering methods and resulting equations

The Navier-Stokes equations hold for all fluid flow within the
continuum limit, and if it can be solved with proper resolution
of all the time and length scales for the problem in question
then theoretically, this could be considered a solved problem.
In reality, even for laminar flows the solution of these equa-
tions are limited to simple geometries and limited number
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or species (unless some modeling approaches are invoked).
In most flows of practical interest, whether in laboratory or
in actual device the flow is turbulent and then the range
of scales increases with increase in Rel as l/η ≈ (Rel)3/4

where l is called the integral scale and represents the “large”
scales, whereas η is the Kolmogorov scale, which is the
smallest scale below which turbulence is dissipated by the
viscous effects. Here, Rel = ρu′l/µ is the Reynolds number
with u′ the local turbulence intensity and µ the molecular
viscosity.

In reacting flows, µ = µ(T ), increasing with increase in
temperature in gases (whereas the opposite is true in liq-
uids) and thus, Re decreases in the product region but the
regions in which combustion is occurring (or in which the
flame is interacting with the incoming reactants) is still highly
turbulent. If this region is fully resolved in the simulation,
then it is called a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). DNS
has become a major research tool in recent years to study
flame–turbulence interactions but is often limited in scope,
especially in the reaction mechanism and domain complexity
(Givi, 1989; Poinsot and Veynante, 2001).

From an engineering perspective, an extreme approxima-
tion has often been invoked in simulation of turbulent reacting
flows, whereby the governing equations are time-averaged
(often called the Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes, or
RANS equations) and solution of the mean (steady-state)
flow field is sought. Thus, any variable φ(xi, t) = φ̃(xi) +
φ′′(xi, t). Here, Favre-averaging (or density-weighted aver-
aging) is employed since in reacting flows density varies
significantly (Poinsot and Veynante, 2001). The RANS
equations contain many nonlinear terms arising due to the
time-averaging process (often called the closure problem) and
these terms have to be modeled. For example, filtering of the
momentum flux quantity: ρuiuj = ρũiũj − ρũi

′′uj
′′, where

the term ũi
′′uj

′′ requires modeling. Some models have been
successful (see Pope, 2000 for related discussions); however,
modeling the filtered reaction rate ω̇k has been particularly
problematic.

The limitation of the RANS approach has actually been
a major motivation to study combustion using time-resolved
methods in part because many critical design features are
intrinsically related to the turbulent mixing process at both
the large and the small scales that are ignored or filtered out
by the RANS averaging technique. In addition to turbulent
mixing by eddies, molecular mixing (by molecular diffusion)
is also a fundamental process that has to be included for
accurate prediction. This has led to the use of large-eddy sim-
ulations (LES), which attempt to bridge between the fully
resolved DNS and fully modeled RANS approach. Many
experimental studies have highlighted the transient nature of
turbulent mixing due to the presence of large-scale coherent

structures (Hussain, 1983) in most shear flows in combustors.
Such deterministic features cannot be captured using a time-
averaged approach and requires a time- and space-resolved
simulation strategy. In LES, scales that can be resolved on the
chosen grid are captured in the simulation in a deterministic
manner, whereas the smaller unresolved scales (often called
the subgrid scales, SGS) are modeled. Thus, LES can capture
these large scale features (at a reduced cost when compared
with DNS).

The LES equations are obtained by using a space-filtering
operation similar in concept (but different in implications) to
the time-filtering used in RANS (Pope, 2000; Sagaut, 2000;
Grinstein, Margolin and Rider, 2007). It has been assumed
and verified in many studies that at least for momentum trans-
port, the small-scale are primarily dissipative in nature and
isotropic, and hence, simple eddy viscosity type SGS models
(Sagaut, 2000) suffice to provide the proper closure. These
SGS eddy viscosity models are very similar in features to
RANS models. However, SGS scalar transport and the fil-
tered reaction rate (here it is a space filtered quantity) remain
problematic since scalar mixing and combustion occur at the
small scales and these scales remain unresolved. Neverthe-
less, many recent studies using various strategies for closure
of the LES equations for reacting flows have demonstrated
considerable success in capturing many key physics of react-
ing flows (Pope, 1990; Vervisch and Veynante, 2000; Pitsch
and Duchamp De Lageneste, 2002; Janicka and Sadiki, 2004;
Pope, 2004; Fureby, 2008; Patel and Menon, 2008).

For the current discussion any formulation that is solved
in space and time-accurate manner is considered computa-
tional combustion. Thus, both DNS and LES fall in this
area, other unsteady methods such as Unsteady RANS
(URANS) and Very Large-Eddy Simulations (VLES) have
also been proposed but are not discussed here, for brevity.
As shown in Figure 2, LES resolves some of the scales in
a DNS signal, whereas URANS (or VLES) captures only

Figure 2. Resolution of fluctuating signal by various methods. Note
that time-averaged solution from DNS or LES may not agree with
the time-averaged result from RANS.
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the lowest frequency, which may not be enough in some
circumstances.

3 NUMERICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Numerical algorithm and accuracy

The above governing equations are typically discretized on
a grid, which can be structured or unstructured. The form
of these equations can be fully compressible, as in the form
described above or in the low-Mach number limit, in which
the acoustics are removed thereby allowing much larger time
steps. To model complex geometries, grid generation and grid
quality play very important roles in the numerical process,
and in some cases can impact all the predictions. So grid
independent results (i.e., the solution does not change when
the grid is further refined) are always sought but is very dif-
ficult to demonstrate, except for simple flows. A very fine
grid is always needed for DNS, but exactly what is appro-
priate for LES depends upon the closure methodology and
the problem. As a general rule, the number of grid points
for LES NLES � NDNS, but the exact number is not easy to
define. This issue remains an active area of research.

Given the grid, the governing equations are discretized
or approximated by numerical algorithms. Many such
algorithms exist: such as finite-difference, finite-volume,
finite-element, spectral, spectral-difference, and so on
(Poinsot and Veynante, 2001; Sagaut, 2000), and in principle,
any method can be used to solve these equations. There are
advantages and disadvantages for each method and some of
these have been discussed in various cited literatures. In gen-
eral, for simple geometrical flows all methods have been used
successfully, whereas for more complex flows and geome-
tries, finite-difference and finite-volume schemes are most
popular because of their ease of use.

The accuracy of the solver is also an issue. Typically, DNS
solvers are of very high order accuracy, typically O(4-8)
in space and time, and although in principle LES can also
use such accurate schemes, for practical application in com-
plex flows, the accuracy has been much lower, typical O(2-4)
(Poinsot and Veynante, 2001; Janicka and Sadiki, 2004) pri-
marily because of the grid topology used for complex flows
and the difficulty in achieving good performance, especially
on parallel systems. Another issue in LES is how the subgrid
model interacts with the numerical methods employed. This
may be examined by using a Modified Equation Analysis
(MEA) as suggested in Grinstein, Margolin and Rider, 2007.
This provides a direct approach to evaluate the leading order

truncation error of the numerical method and thus, to match
this with the models employed for the subgrid flow physics.
Regardless, computationally efficient and robust high-order
LES schemes are still being sought actively.

In addition to numerical algorithm and grid generation
issues, a key issue for simulation is the proper implemen-
tation of the boundary conditions (Poinsot and Veynante,
2001). For compressible flow. This is a severe requirement
to properly account for acoustic wave motion in and out of
the computational domain. Inflow turbulence specification
is also needed to properly introduce the turbulence into the
computational domain. The importance of specifying bound-
ary conditions (including wall temperature) is critical and
needs to be carefully considered when attempting compari-
son with experiments in which (due to various reasons) proper
measurements and/or control of boundary conditions is not
possible.

3.2 Parallel implementation and cost

Computational combustion as discussed here would be nearly
impossible without the use of massively parallel systems
and thus, numerical algorithms, parallel implementation, and
scalability are all interlinked. Nearly all reported parallel
codes employ the MPI libraries and are domain decomposed
models whereby the entire problem is divided into smaller
portions that are then solved by the local processor. Func-
tional decomposition, whereby the problem is divided based
on tasks that have not been explored or employed as much in
computational combustion. With proper programming, very
high scalability can be achieved, for example, over 5000 pro-
cessors (e.g., Boileau et al., 2008). It is important to note
that parallel efficiency/scalability needs to be achieved inde-
pendent of the computer architecture since there are many
systems (and they are changing every year!). Both strong
scaling (scalability of the run time with number of processors
for a fixed total problem size) and weak scaling (scalability
of run time with the number of processors for a fixed problem
size per processor) have to be considered. Sometimes strong
scaling is more important for LES since it is important to
complete a run quickly for a fixed grid and good scalability
can help.

The cost of the simulations in terms of CPU hours is not
trivial. Some of the large-scale DNS studies have required
enormous resources. Even LES can been computationally
expensive, especially when one considers finite-rate chem-
istry and subgrid turbulence–chemistry interactions (Fureby,
2008; Sen, Hawkes and Menon, 2010). For example, 112 000
CPU hours were required for a LES of autoignition but
due to good scalability it was completed in around 160 real
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time hours (Boileau et al., 2008). Availability of large-scale
parallel systems is essential for simulations but the cost of
commodity PC clusters using off-the-shelf hardware is fast
coming down and thus may not be a limiting condition in the
future. It is worth noting that the cost of each time-step may
be very little but the simulation has to run for sufficiently
long time to collect enough samples for reliable statistics.
The cost may be reasonable if only the mean properties are
needed, but with the entire temporal data available, higher-
order moments, especially the second-order properties such
as turbulent fluctuation intensities, turbulent kinetic energy,
resolved scalar fluctuations are of interest and often sought.
In some cases, even O(3) moments are of interest. As a gen-
eral rule, higher-order statistics take longer to converge and
hence increase the overall cost.

3.3 Analysis and post processing

It is important to include here some comments regarding anal-
ysis and post processing of data. Computational combustion
simulations using DNS or LES (or even URANS) generates
an enormous amount of 4D data for all variables and the
various higher order correlations (data set can easily exceed
10–100 TB). For time-averaged statistics, decisions have to
be made early in the simulation on exactly what properties
to store for analysis since it is sometimes very expensive
or impossible to rerun the simulation. Additionally, temporal
single-point or two-point correlations are necessary to under-
stand the turbulent nature of the flow field and to determine
if a classical inertial range exists in the flow (which would
demonstrate the accuracy of the simulation to some respect).
Extracting features such as transient vortex motion from large
datasets using standard workstations is also becoming a major
research challenge. It is possible that in the future efficient
storing, extracting, and analyzing data from the large sim-
ulation dataset may become the defining marker of success
rather than the actual simulations.

4 SAMPLE RESULTS

Application of LES and DNS to turbulent combustion in labo-
ratory systems as well as in more complex realistic hardware
has been reported for some time and the cited references
contain many sophisticated examples, including assessment
of accuracy against experimental data and uncertainty in the
predictions. It is not possible to cover all aspects and not
all citations are listed above. Here we focus briefly on a
few key representative examples related to flame stabilization
and the nature of flow–flame interactions to highlight some

of the challenges. In practical devices there are two major
approaches used for flame stabilization: a bluff-body (which
creates a recirculation zone behind it that contains hot prod-
ucts that provide the necessary heat source to re-ignite the
fuel-air mixture and sustain the flame) and a swirling inflow
(which creates a vortex breakdown bubble at some loca-
tion downstream that also contains recirculating hot products
that provides a stabilizing mechanism for the flame). Many
papers are available that discuss these methods of flame hold-
ing and there are many practical examples (Fureby, 2000;
Shanbhogue, Husain and Lieuwen, 2010). Swirl-stabilized
systems are common in gas turbine combustors since the
flame holding is carried out by an aerodynamic process and
does not need a physical body in the combustor (Poinsot
and Veynante, 2001; Fureby et al., 2005; Lieuwen and Yang,
2005; Patel and Menon, 2008; Pitsch et al., 2008). Bluff-body
stabilization is used in dump combustors, ramjets, scramjets,
and afterburners.

A few characteristic flow/flame results are discussed
below (which is by no means complete or comprehensive).
Figure 3 shows the effects of temperature (or density) ratios
in a premixed flow past a triangular bluff body from LES
and experiments (Baudoin et al., 2009). The unsteady sepa-
rating vorticity on both sides of the wedge rolls up, which
generates a flow that wraps the flame around regions of
intense vorticity and wrinkle the flame. This process is
in both cases dominated by convective Kelvin Helmholtz
(KH) instabilities, with a frequency of fKH ≈140 to 160 Hz,
generating spanwise vortices between which longitudinal-
vortices develop. As the shear layer mixing continues to feed
the flame with cold reactants the lower frequency Bernard/
von-Karman (BVK) absolute instability starts to dominate
the KH instabilities and thus modifying the flame. Depending
on the dilatation ratio (ρu/ρb or Tb/Tu) different equilibria
is reached between the KH and BVK instabilities resulting
in either Case I, with suppressed BVK instabilities and a
symmetric flame for which Tb/Tu ≈ 5.6, or Case II, with a
stronger relative influence of the BVK instabilities and a more
asymmetric flapping flame for which Tb/Tu ≈ 3.2. These
observations are in line with the theoretical and complied
experimental data (see Shanbhogue, Husain and Lieuwen,
2010 for a recent survey). Shown in Figure 3 is also a compar-
ison of LES predictions using different (subgrid) turbulence
chemistry interaction models. The general agreement with
experimental data is satisfactory but also reveals the impor-
tance the highly nonlinear turbulence-chemistry interaction
process.

The effect of swirl on flow–flame interactions is also dra-
matic. For example, Figure 4 shows some characteristics
results in premixed combustion in a swirl stabilized dump
combustor. Two swirl cases: a low swirl with Swirl number
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Figure 3. Reacting flow past a bluff body stabilized flame at different temperature (or density) ratios from LES and from experiments
together with a compilation of LES predictions using different (subgrid) turbulence–chemistry interaction models (Baudoin et al., 2009).
Reproduced with permission from Fureby (2009) c© Springer.

S = 0.56 and a high swirl with S = 1.12 case are compared
(Stone and Menon, 2003). For low swirl the instantaneous
flame surface is long with only some azimuthal disturbances
on its surface. The Rayleigh parameter (integral over the
combustor volume of the product of unsteady pressure and
heat release (see Poinsot and Veynante, 2001) is in-phase
with pressure fluctuation (normalized by the mean pressure)
indicating a potential instability. However, for the high swirl
case, the flame is very compact, a large recirculation bubble

appears in the combustor (indicated by negative axial velocity
contours), and the Rayleigh parameter is out-of-phase with
the pressure fluctuation. This leads to lower pressure fluc-
tuation amplitudes and a more stable flame–vortex–acoustic
interaction. Similar results have been obtained in many stud-
ies in the past (Poinsot and Veynante, 2001). As noted, all gas
turbine engines (premixed and liquid-fueled) employ a high
swirl inflow to achieve stable combustion over a wide range
of operating conditions.

Figure 4. Effect of coupling between heat release and unsteady pressure fluctuations in a swirling premixed combustor.
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Figure 5. Schematic of the Triple Annular Research Swirler (TARS) mounted in a test rig and the combustor, along with some LES predicted
results. Reproduced with permission from Fureby (2009) c© Springer.

A more complex swirling combustion is discussed in
Figure 5 where a triple annular swirling flow enters the
combustion chamber (Fureby et al., 2005). Comparison with
experiments and LES predictions have been good in show-
ing the overall swirl and formation of the centerline vortex
breakdown bubble. In particular we see in this figure how
well LES manages to capture the evolution of the very com-
plicated velocity field downstream of the dump plane. Here,
annular shear layers roll-up and develop KH instabilities in
the mixing section, intensifying the mixing between the fuel
streams and between the air and inner fuel stream. In the
combustor the vorticity is influenced by vortex stretching,
volumetric expansion, baroclinic torque, and diffusion. The
high temperature of the products causes the viscosity to rise
and to damp the vorticity, whereas vorticity is produced by the
misaligned pressure and density gradients, by the baroclinic

torque and destroyed by the volumetric expansion (Fureby
et al., 2005). Many other swirl stabilized combustion have
been studied in both premixed and spray combustion systems
(Patel and Menon, 2008) and compared to available data.

An even more complex system is described in Figure 6
(Fureby, 2010) in which a generic annular 18-burner gas
turbine combustor is computed using a three-step finite rate
chemistry LES for different operating conditions and fuels.
The combustor was developed from the GE LM6000 combus-
tor by sweeping the combustor profile through 360 degrees.
The actual swirlers were replaced by experimentally mea-
sured velocity and temperature profiles that conveniently
could be manipulated to reproduce different generic oper-
ating conditions. Strong burner-to-burner interactions were
observed with different combinations of longitudinal, radial
and azimuthal modes. The basic longitudinal modes were

Figure 6. LES studies of a multi-burner combustor. Reproduced with permission from Fureby (2009) c© Springer
.
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Figure 7. Effect of swirl in spray dispersion in a liquid fueled combustor. Iso-surface of vorticity magnitude is shown along with liquid
droplets. (a) Low Swirl; (b) High Swirl.

observed at a few hundred Hz, whereas the azimuthal mod-
els appeared between 1000 and 2000 Hz. The modal character
was also found to influence, the combustor exit temperature
profile, and in particular, the combustor exit temperature pro-
file, which is an important parameter to take into account
when designing the turbine.

The effect of swirl on spray dispersion has also been
studied earlier (Sankaran and Menon, 2001). For example,
Figure 7 shows low swirl creates large coherent structures that
play a direct role in inhibiting the spray dispersion, whereas
a much higher swirl case results in rapid breakdown on
these structures, thereby allowing efficient dispersion of the
spray.

5 FUTURE PROSPECTS
AND CHALLENGES

This chapter identified some of the issues in doing com-
putational combustion using large-scale computers. Many
numerical techniques and closures have been proposed and
there have been successes and failures (see cited literature).
Many of these modeling strategies are just getting estab-
lished, and with the advent of large-scale parallel computers,
some of the underlying assumptions used to simplify the mod-
eling can be systematically relaxed in the near future. The
future of computational combustion studies is very bright,
especially considering the challenges facing the development
of next generation low emission and fuel efficient combustion
systems. A coordinated experimental-theoretical-numerical
effort will be necessary to further the designs and to deploy
efficient systems of the future. The development underway in
computational combustion research should eventually play a

role in providing the critical numerical database that can be
used to understand the underlying processes in these complex
systems.
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1 THEORY OF THE LATTICE
BOLTZMANN EQUATION

The lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) was proposed more
than twenty years ago as a successor to the lattice-gas cellu-
lar automata (LGCA) as a model for hydrodynamic systems.
Both the LGCA and the LBE are based on microscopic and
discrete descriptions of fluids, as opposed to macroscopic
and continuum descriptions, which are the theoretical foun-
dation of fluid dynamics. In the late two decades, the lattice
Boltzmann (LB) method has advanced to such an extent that
it has become a versatile and competitive alternative for com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) in several areas. In this short
survey on the current status of the LB method, we will provide

a concise introduction to the theoretical underpinning of the
LBE and discuss the areas in which the LB method has been
proven to be useful and successful. This survey is not in-
tended to be a comprehensive review. Historic reviews on the
early development of the LGCA and LBE can be found in
Rothman and Zaleski (1997) and Chen and Doolen (1998).

1.1 Mathematical background

We will first discuss the theoretical underpinning of the
LBE. The LBE method differentiates itself from all conven-
tional methods for CFD based on direct discretizations of
the Navier–Stokes equations because it is derived from the
linearized Boltzmann equation (He and Luo, 1997):

∂tf + ξ · ∇f = 1

ε
L

[
f − f (0)] ,

f (0) = ρ(2�RT )−3/2e−c2/2RT (1)

where f := f (x, ξ, t) is the single particle distribution func-
tion in phase space � := (x, ξ); ξ := ẋ is the particle veloc-
ity; L is the linearized collision operator; ε := Kn := �/L

is the Knudsen number, which is the ratio of the molecular
mean-free path � and a macroscopic characteristic length L,
f (0) = f (0)(ρ, u, T ) is the Maxwell equilibrium distribution;
R is the gas constant; c := (ξ − u) is the peculiar velocity; and
ρ, u, and T are the mass density, velocity, and temperature of
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the flow, respectively, which are moments of f with respect
to ξ:




ρ

ρu

ρ(u2 + 3RT )


 =

∫
f




1

ξ

ξ2


dξ =

∫
f (0)




1

ξ

ξ2


dξ

(2)

The microscopic conservation laws are encoded in the col-
lision because 1, ξ, and ξ2 := ξ · ξ are collisional invariants,
that is,

∫ 


1

ξ

ξ2


L dξ =




0

0

0


 (3)

In the Chapman–Enskog analysis,f is expanded as an asymp-
totic series of ε,

f = f (0) + εf (1) + · · · + εnf (n) + · · · (4)

With f = f (0), the Euler equations are derived from the
Boltzmann equation, and with f = f (0) + f (1), the Navier–
Stokes equations are derived. The Boltzmann equation is a
bridge connecting the macroscopic physics to underlying mi-
croscopic dynamics, and the Chapman–Enskog analysis di-
rectly relates transport coefficients to molecular interactions.

Numerically solving kinetic equations in phase space
� := (x, ξ) and time t is far more challenging computa-
tionally than solving hydrodynamic equations in physical
space x and t. To construct effective and efficient kinetic
schemes for hydrodynamic problems, some judicious ap-
proximations must be made. There are three steps to con-
struct the LBE (d’Humières, 1992; d’Humières et al., 2002;
Lallemand and Luo, 2000, 2003). The first step is to use a
linear relaxation model with a finite number of constant re-
laxation times to approximate the collision process. That is,
the Gross–Jackson procedure is used to reduce the complexity
of the collision operator. The second step is to approximate
the velocity space ξ with a finite set of q discrete veloci-
ties V := {ci|i = 0, 1, . . . , b} with c0 = 0 and q = (1 + b),
which is usually symmetric, that is, V = −V. The discrete
velocity set {ci} must preserve the hydrodynamic moments
of f as well as their fluxes exactly(He and Luo, 1997). And
the third and final step is to discretize space x and time t co-
herentlywith the discretization of ξ. The space x is discretized
into a lattice space δxZd in d dimensions with a lattice con-
stant δx and the time t is discretized with a constant time step
size δt , that is, tn ∈ δtN0, where N0 = {0, 1, . . .}. The phase

space � := (x, ξ) and time t is coherentlydiscretized so that
for any ci ∈ V, the vector ciδt can always connect one lattice
point to another nearby lattice point, that is,

xj + δtci ∈ δxZd, ∀ xj ∈ δxZd and ∀ ci ∈ V (5)

The lattice Boltzmann equation with q discrete velocities in
d dimensions is denoted as the DdQq model, and it can be
concisely written as

f (xj + cδt, tn + δt) − f (xj, tn) = −M−1 · S · [
m − m(eq)],

(6)

where symbols in bold-face font denote q-dimensional
column vectors,

f (xj + cδt, tn + δt) := (f0(xj, tn + δt),

f1(xj + c1δt, tn + δt), . . . , fb(xj + cbδt, tn + δt))
†,

f (xj, tn) := (f0(xj, tn), f1(xj, tn), . . . , fb(xj, tn))†,

m(xj, tn) := (m0(xj, tn), m1(xj, tn), . . . , mb(xj, tn))†,

m(eq)(xj, tn) := (m(eq)
0 (xj, tn),

m
(eq)
1 (xj, tn), . . . , m

(eq)
b (xj, tn))† (7)

where “†” denotes transpose, q = (1 + b), M is a q × q

matrix that maps a vector f in the velocity space V = Rq

to a vector m in the moment spaceM = Rq,

m = M · f , f = M−1 · m (8)

and S is a q × q diagonal matrix of relaxation rates {si}, si ∈
(0, 2) ∀i,

S = diag(s0, s1, . . . , sb) (9)

The relaxation rates {si} determine the transport coefficients
in the system. The components of m(eq) are the equilibrium
moments, which are polynomials of the conserved moments
of the system. For athermal hydrodynamics RT = (1/3)c2,
where c: = δx/δt , and m(eq) is of first order in ρ, the density,
and second-order in u, the flow velocity. A forcing term F

can be included in the LBE using the following formula (Luo,
2000; Lallemand and Luo, 2003),

f ∗
i = fi − 2wi

c2
s

ci · F (10)

where coefficients {wi} are determined by {ci}, and cs is the
speed of sound in the system and cs = (1/

√
3)c.
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With a given discrete velocity set {ci}, the matrix M
can be easily constructed (Lallemand and Luo, 2000, 2003;
d’Humières et al., 2002). We can also derive the LB mod-
els for multi-phase nonideal gases (Luo, 2000) and multi-
component mixtures (Asinari and Luo, 2008).

The lattice Boltzmann equation (6) is a projection method:
The collision is executed in the moment spaceM spanned by
an orthogonal basis, while the advection is carried out in the
velocity space V. The LBE (6) can be decomposed into two
independent steps:

Collision: f ∗(xj, tn) = f (xj, tn) − M−1 · S

· [m(xj, tn) − m(eq)(xj, tn)
]
, (11a)

Advection: f (xj + cδt, tn + δt) = f ∗(xj, tn). (11b)

where f and f ∗ denote pre-collision and post-collision distri-
butions, respectively. The collision is completely local, while
the advection moves data from one grid point to another with
no floating number operations, but it does consume CPU time
for data communications.

The lattice Boltzmann algorithm defined by equation (6)
can be viewed as an explicit finite difference scheme on a uni-
form Cartesian mesh and with stencils defined by the discrete
velocities {ci}. The LB method described above is restricted
to near incompressible flows without shocks. However, the
LB method is also inherently compressible in the sense that
density fluctuations are an intrinsic part of the LBE, similar
to the artificial compressibility method. It can be shown that
the LBE method is second-order accurate in space and first-
order accurate in time for the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equation (Junk, Klar and Luo, 2005). The LBE has relatively
low numerical dissipation and dispersion and better isotropy
compared to other conventional second- or even higher-order
methods (Lallemand and Luo, 2000; Marı́e, Ricot and Sagaut,
2009).

1.2 Large eddy simulation

Because the strain rates σαβ := (∂αuβ + ∂βuα)/2 are related
to the second-order moments of fi and they are readily avail-
able in the LBE (Krafczyk, Tölke and Luo, 2003; Yu, Luo
and Girimaji, 2006), the Smagorinsky subgrid model can be
easily implemented,

ν = ν0 + νt = c2
s

(
1

sν

− 1

2

)
, νt = (CSδx)2 S̄,

S̄ = √
2�α,βσαβσαβ (12)

where ν0 and νt are molecular and turbulent viscosities,
respectively. For a flow with the Reynolds number Re =
UL/ν0, the relaxation rate sν for the stresses is determined
by

1

sν

= 1

c2
s

(
UL

Re
+ νt

)
+ 1

2
(13)

1.3 Boundary conditions

The no-slip boundary conditions in the LBE can be easily
realized by using the bounce-back (BB) boundary conditions
(BCs): A “particle” fi reverses its momentum ci after collid-
ing with a no-slip wall, that is,

f ∗
ı̄ (xb, tn) = fi(xb, tn) − 2wiρbuw · ci

c2
s

(14)

where f ∗
ı̄ the post-collision distribution function correspond-

ing to cı̄ := −ci; xb is a fluid node adjacent to a boundary; uw

is the velocity imposed at the boundary point where particle-
boundary collision occurs; and ρb = ρ(xb). The bounce-back
boundary conditions can also be used to realize pressure con-
ditions at a boundary location xw by using ρb = ρ(xw) =
p(xw)/c2

s , where p(xw) is the imposed pressure.
The bounce-back boundary conditions approximate a

smooth curved boundary with zig-zag staircases. Interpola-
tions can be used to improve geometric accuracy (Bouzidi,
Firdaouss and Lallemand, 2001). Because Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions are satisfied at the location that depends on
two relaxation rates (Ginzburg and d’Humières, 2003), it is
imperative to use the MRT-LBE model in order to achieve
accurate boundary conditions in the LBE.

1.4 Fluid–fluid and fluid–surface interactions

Diffusive interface methods are often used in the LBE to
capture an interface between two immiscible fluids (e.g., oil–
water) or fluids of two different phases (e.g., vapor–water).
We introduce the order parameter

φ := ρA − ρB

ρA + ρB

(15)

where ρA and ρB are the densities for two components or
phases in a mixture, respectively. A vector related the gradient
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of φ is computed as the following:

C(xj) = 1

c2
s δt

∑
i

wiciφ(xj + ciδt)

≈ 1

c2
s δt

∑
i

wicici · ∇φ(xj) (16)

The surface tension is related to C and can be directly in-
cluded in the equilibria of the stresses. An anti-diffusion al-
gorithm, which maximizes ρAuA · C, is used to separate two
species ρA and ρB, and hence to sharpen fluid-fluid interfaces
(Tölke et al., 2002; Tölke, Freudiger and Krafczyk, 2006).

To model a solid surface with different wettability, we can
“coat” the surface with the order parameter φw ∈ [−1, +1].
For instance, if a surface is characterized with φw = +1, then
it is hydrophilic to species “A” and hydrophobic to species
“B.” With properties of surface and both species given, the
contact angle can be determined analytically.

2 APPLICATIONS IN COMPUTATIONAL
FLUID DYNAMICS

In what follows, we will show a few selected examples to
demonstrate the capability of the LB method. These exam-
ples include direct numerical simulations (DNS) of incom-
pressible decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence, large
eddy simulations (LES) of the flow past a smooth sphere, par-
ticulate suspensions in fluid, a droplet sliding on an inclined
surface under gravity, and multi-component flows through
porous media.

2.1 DNS of incompressible decaying turbulence

The incompressible decaying homogeneous isotropic
turbulence (DHIT) is the solution of the incompressible
Navier–Stokes equation in a 3D cube with periodic boundary
conditions:

∂tu + u · ∇u = −∇p + ν∇2u, ∇ · u = 0,

x ∈ [0, 2�]3, t ≥ 0 (17)

where p is the pressure and ν is the shear viscosity; and
u(x + 2�L, t) = u(x, t), L := (m, n, l), for any arbitrary
integers m, n, and l. The initial velocity field u0(x) is ran-
domly generated with a zero-mean Gaussian distribution and

satisfies the following initial energy spectrum:

E0(k) := E(k, t = 0) = Ak4e−0.14k2
, k ∈ [ka, kb] (18)

where A = 1.4293 × 10−4, ka = 3, and kb = 8. The DHIT is
characterized by its root-mean-square (RMS) velocity u′ :=√〈u · u〉/3 and the Taylor micro-scale Reynolds number,

Reλ = u′λ
ν

, λ =
√

15ν

ε
u′ (19)

where ε is the dissipation rate. The statistical quantities rele-
vant to DHIT include the energy K, the dissipation rate ε, the
energy spectrum E(k, t), the skewness Su, and the flatness
Fu,

K = 1

2
〈u · u〉, ε = 2ν〈u · ∇2u〉,

E(k, t) = 1

2
ũ(k, t) · ũ(k, t) (20)

Su = 1

3

3∑
α=1

Sα, Sα =
〈
(∂αuα)3〉〈

(∂αuα)2〉3/2 ,

Fu = 1

3

3∑
α=1

Fα, Fα =
〈
(∂αuα)4〉〈
(∂αuα)2〉2 (21)

Due to the simplicity of the boundary conditions in DHIT,
pseudo-spectral (PS) methods are the de factomethod for
this problem. We use the D3Q19 LBE model and com-
pare a pseudo-spectral (PS) method with a second-order
Adam-Bashforth scheme for time integration (Peng et al.,
2009). The mesh size is N3 = 1283 and Reλ = 24.37. The
simulations are carried out to t′ = t/τ0 ≈ 30, where τ0 =
K0/ε0 is the turbulence turnover time. Both the LBE and
PS methods use the same dimensionless time step size δt′ =
δt/τ0.

The normalized kinetic energy K(t′)/K(0), the normalized
dissipation rate ε(t′)/ε(0), the energy spectra E(k, t′), the
skewness Su(t′), and the flatness Fu(t′) are shown in Figure 1.
We observe that all these statistical quantities obtained by
the LB method agree very well with those obtained by the
pseudo-spectral method (Peng et al., 2009).

Figure 2 shows the instantaneous velocity and vorticity
fields obtained by the LBE and the pseudo-spectral method.
It is remarkable that the flow fields obtained by using these
two vastly different methods agree so well with each other
(Peng et al., 2009).
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Figure 1. DNS of incompressible DHIT. N3 = 1288 and Reλ = 24.37. (a) K(t′)/K0 and ε(t′)/ε0 (left); the energy spectra E(k, t′) (right).
(b) Su(t′) (left) and Fu(t′) (right).

2.2 LES of flow past a smooth sphere

We use the D3Q19 MRT-LBE with the Smagorinsky model
to simulate the flow past a sphere in subcritical (lami-
nar separation) conditions with 1000 ≤ Re ≤ 10 000. The
domain size is L × W × H = 18D × 11D × 11D, where
D is the diameter of the sphere. Slip boundary condi-
tions are applied in four boundaries parallel to the stream-
wise direction x. A uniform flow is imposed in the inlet,
and the fully developed conditions are imposed at the out-
let in x direction. The sphere is centered at the yz plane
4.5D away from the inlet. We use a multi-block mesh with
six-level binary grid-refinements, which has about 2 × 107

grid points. The Mach number is fixed at M = 0.02, and
CS = 0.18.

Figure 3 shows an iso-surface of ux in 3D and the vor-
ticity magnitude ‖ω‖ at the symmetric xy plane with Re =
10 000. In the LB-LES, the angle of separation is θs ≈ 84◦,
compared to θs = 82.5◦, measured experimentally by
Achenbach (1972) and θs = 84◦ ± 1◦, the DES result of
Constantinescu and Squires (2002).

In Figure 4 we show the angular distribution of the
mean pressure coefficient C̄p(θ) with Re = 10 000 and
the drag coefficient CD(Re) as a function of Re with
1000 ≤ Re ≤ 10 000. For C̄p(θ), we compare the LB results
with the experimental data of Achenbach (1972) and the
DES data of Constantinescu and Squires (2002). As for
CD(Re), we compare the LB results with the experimental
data of Goin and Lawrence (1968) and the following formula
given by Clift, Grace and Weber (1978),
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Figure 2. DNS of DHIT. The magnitudes of the velocity ‖u(x, t′)/u′‖ (top row) and the vorticity ‖ω(x, t′)/u′‖ (bottom row) on the xy

plane z = �. The LBE (solid lines) vs. the pseudo-spectral method (dashed lines). From left to right: t′ = 4.048 169, 8.095 571, 16.18 959,
and 29.94 941.

CD ≈ e−5.657681832+2.5558x−0.04036767209x2+0.01978536702x3
,

x := ln Re (22)

For both C̄p(θ) and CD(Re), the LBE–LES results agree
well with existing data.

2.3 Particulate suspensions

With the bounce-back boundary conditions, the net momen-
tum change due a particle-boundary collision is −2wiρuw · ci

along the direction of ci. Consequently, the total force F and

torque T on a particle are

F = −
∑
ci∈B

xk∈∂�

2wiρ uw · ci ĉi,

T =
∑
ci∈B

xk∈∂�

2wiρ uw · ci ĉi × (xk − r),

ĉi := ci

‖ci‖ (23)

where B is the set of all discrete velocities at a boundary
node xk, which intersect with the boundary, ∂� is the set of
all boundary nodes around a particle of volume �, and r is
the center of the mass. With F and T available, the particle

Figure 3. LBE-LES for the flow past a sphere at Re = 10 000. (a) Instantaneous iso-surface of ux in 3D and (b) ‖ω‖ on the symmetric xy

plane. Courtesy of S. Freudiger.
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Figure 4. Flow past a sphere. (a) C̄p(θ) at Re = 10 000, θ = 0◦ is the stagnation point. (b) CD(Re), 1000 ≤ Re ≤ 10 000.

evolves according to Newton’s law, and fluid–particle interac-
tions are realized through no-slip boundary conditions (Ladd,
1994a, 1994b). For a system of multiple particles, a lubrica-
tion force must be considered to prevent overlaps of particles
(Nguyen and Ladd, 2002).

Figure 5 shows the settling of a spherical cluster consisting
of 1812 spheres under gravity. The cluster remains coherent
for a surprisingly long period of time. At low Reynolds num-
ber the cluster remains spherical in shape, slowly shedding a
trail of particles behind it. With a small amount of inertia, the
particles redistribute and the cluster becomes a torus, which
is a highly coherent state and no particles are lost from it.
However, the radius of the torus eventually grows so large
that it becomes unstable. It then breaks up into smaller clus-
ters, which also take on a toroidal shape. The image on the
far right of Figure 5 shows the late-stage fragmentation of the
cluster into several daughter rings.

There is a striking similarity between the structures ob-
served in the LB simulations and experimental results of
Nicolas (2002), in particular the bending of the ring just

prior to the break up into smaller clusters (cf. Figure 7 in
Nicolas’ paper). The fourth image in Figure 5 shows the bend-
ing of the torus prior to breakup.

2.4 A droplet sliding on an inclined surface

A two-component D3Q19 MRT-LBE model is used to simu-
late a droplet sliding down a 45◦ inclined surface under grav-
ity. Two immiscible fluids “A” and “B” with ρA : ρB = 1 : 10
and νA : νB = 100 : 1 present ambient gas and the liquid
droplet, corresponding to φ = +1 and −1, respectively. The
LB model has two parts: the velocity field u of the mixture is
solved by using an LB Navier–Stokes solver, while the den-
sity fields of two individual fluids in the mixture, ρA(x) and
ρB(x), are driven by u (Ahrenholz et al., 2008). The mesh
size is 60 × 40 × 60, and the droplet radius is about 15δx.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in both x and y di-
rections; the solid surface is at the bottom and free slip bound-
ary conditions are applied at the top. The surface property can

Figure 5. Settling of a spherical cluster of 1812 spheres under gravity. The mesh size is 400 × 400 × 1300, the particle radius R ≈ 2.7δx,
the particle Reynold number Re ≈ 0.3, and the initial cluster about 80δx in diameter. Time increases from left to right. The first four left
figures are views from bottom, and the far right one is a side view. Courtesy of A.J.C. Ladd.
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Figure 6. Droplets sliding down a 45◦ inclined surface under gravity. (a) Left to right, φw = −0.5, 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0; (b) the final profiles
of the droplet; as a reference, a symmetric droplet on a leveled surface with φw = 1.0 is also shown. Courtesy of B. Ahrenholz.

be either hydrophilic (φw < 0) or hydrophobic (φw > 0) to
the droplet. In the final state with a constant sliding velocity
depending on gravity, the droplet attains different receding
and preceding contact angles depending on the surface prop-
erty specified by φw. Figure 6 shows the final states of droplets
on the surfaces with different wettability. The numerical re-
sults of the contact angles agree well with theoretical predic-
tions.

2.5 Flow through porous media

Figure 7 shows simulations of the residual air saturation af-
ter a liquid imbibition in natural soil samples (Tölke et al.,
2002; Tölke, Freudiger and Krafczyk, 2006; Ahrenholz et al.,
2008). A mesh of size 2003 is used to resolve the samples,
which are digitized by CT scan techniques. The grid size is

δx ≈ 11 �m. The simulations can be used to determine the
sensitivity of the computed transport coefficients for unsat-
urated soil on porosity φ and the representative elementary
volume necessary to derive the macroscopic transport prop-
erties.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this article we provide a concise survey of the lattice
Boltzmann equation: its mathematical theory and its capabil-
ities for CFD applications. Due to the space limitation, we do
not discuss the LB applications for thermo-hydrodynamics,
non-Newtonian fluids, and micro-flows with non-zero
Knudsen number effects. A more extensive review has been
given by Yu et al. (2003). Although the LBE is still in its
infancy, it has shown great potential in a number of areas,

Figure 7. Immiscible fluids through porous media. Residual air saturation after liquid imbibition. Only the residual air is shown. (a) The
porosity φ = 0.412; (b) 0.388. Courtesy of B. Ahrenholz.
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as demonstrated by the examples shown in this survey. The
LBE has two noteworthy advantages. The first is numerical.
We note that the Boltzmann equation (1) is a first-order linear
equation with a linear advection term ξ ·∇f = ∇·(ξf ) and a
nonlinear but local collision term. The first-order system is
easier to handle numerically. The second advantage is phys-
ical. Due to its kinetic origin, the LBE has the potential to
model extended hydrodynamics, which is beyond the validity
of the Navier–Stokes–Fourier theory.

The lattice Boltzmann method is an explicit second-order
method and has yet to employ many sophisticated numerical
techniques that have been well developed for CFD applica-
tions. Although there are some preliminary studies of using
implicit time stepping, multigrid, and higher-order discretiza-
tions in the LBE, to develop LB algorithms with these sophis-
ticated techniques will remain the areas of active research in
the foreseeable future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method belongs to the
class of finite element methods. However, different from tra-
ditional, conforming finite elements, the DG method uses
completely discontinuous basis functions, which are usu-
ally chosen as piecewise polynomials. This provides DG
with the flexibility to use successful shock capturing finite
volume techniques, such as monotone numerical fluxes and
approximate Riemann solvers to correctly combine upwind-
ing and conservation, nonlinear limiters to control spurious
numerical oscillations, and total variation diminishing (TVD)
Runge–Kutta methods to obtain efficient and stable time dis-
cretization.

The first DG method was introduced in 1973 by Reed and
Hill (1973), in the framework of neutron transport, that is,
a time-independent linear hyperbolic equation. A major de-
velopment of the DG method is carried out by Cockburn and
Shu (1989, 1998) in a series of papers in which a frame-
work is established to easily solve nonlinear time-dependent

problems, such as the Euler equations of gas dynamics, using
explicit, nonlinearly stable high-order Runge–Kutta time dis-
cretizations (Shu and Osher, 1988) and DG discretization in
space with exact or approximate Riemann solvers as interface
fluxes and total variation bounded (TVB) nonlinear limiters
to achieve non-oscillatory properties for strong shocks.

The DG method has been used in aerospace engineering
and, in general, in computational fluid dynamics, both for
inviscid conservation law calculations and in convection-
dominated viscous flow calculations (high Reynolds number
Navier–Stokes equations). It has also found rapid applica-
tions in other areas such as aeroacoustics, electro-magnetism,
granular flows, magneto-hydrodynamics, meteorology,
modeling of shallow water, oceanography, oil recovery
simulation, semiconductor device simulation, transport of
contaminant in porous media, turbomachinery, turbulent
flows, viscoelastic flows, and weather forecasting, among
many others.

This article contains only a brief introduction to the DG
method. For more detailed and in-depth description and appli-
cations, we refer to the survey paper (Cockburn, Karniadakis
and Shu, 2000), and other papers in that Springer volume,
which contains the conference proceedings of the First
International Symposium on DG Methods held at Newport,
Rhode Island in 1999. The lecture notes (Cockburn, 1999;
Shu, 2009) are good references for many details, as well as
the extensive review paper (Cockburn and Shu, 2001). There
are three recent special journal issues devoted to the DG
method (two in Journal of Scientific Computing and one in
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering),
which contain many interesting papers in the development of
the method in all aspects including algorithm design, analy-
sis, implementation, and applications. There are also at least
four recent books (Hesthaven and Warturton, 2008; Li, 2006;
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Riviere, 2008; Kanschat, 2007) covering different aspects of
the DG method.

2 ALGORITHM FORMULATION

In this section we describe the main ingredients of the DG
algorithm.

2.1 The DG scheme for scalar one-dimensional
conservation laws

The main ingredients of the DG algorithm can be demon-
strated in the simple context of one-dimensional scalar con-
servation laws

ut + f (u)x = 0 (1)

We assume a mesh consisting of the cells Ij = [xj− 1
2
, xj+ 1

2
],

for j = 1, . . . , N. The center of the cell Ij is xj = (xj− 1
2
+

xj+ 1
2
)/2 and its size is �xj = xj+ 1

2
− xj− 1

2
, with �x =

maxj �xj . If we multiply (1) by an arbitrary test function
v, integrate over the interval Ij , and integrate by parts, we
obtain the weak formulation∫

Ij

utvdx −
∫

Ij

f (u)vxdx + f (uj+ 1
2
)vj+ 1

2

− f (uj− 1
2
)vj− 1

2
= 0 (2)

Now, consider both the solution u and the test function v as
piecewise polynomials of degree at most k. We denote by
V�x the space of polynomials of degree up to k in each cell
Ij , that is,

V�x = {v : v ∈ Pk(Ij) for x ∈ Ij, j = 1, . . . , N}
(3)

We would like to find our numerical solution, still denoted by
u, in the finite dimensional space V�x such that the equality
(2) is satisfied for all test functions v also in V�x. However,
now there is an ambiguity in (2) in the last two terms involv-
ing the boundary values at xj± 1

2
, as both the solution u and

the test function v are discontinuous exactly at these bound-
ary points. This can be considered as an inconvenience or an
opportunity to design a good scheme, depending on how one
looks at it. The good performance of the DG method mainly
comes from a suitable handling of these ambiguous terms.
The guiding principle is to design these terms so that the
resulting numerical method is conservative, stable, and ac-
curate. We denote by u+

j+ 1
2

and u−
j+ 1

2
the values of u at xj+ 1

2

from the right cell Ij+1, and from the left cell Ij , respectively.
The boundary terms are then handled as follows:

� Replace the boundary terms f (uj± 1
2
) by single-valued

numerical fluxes f̂ j± 1
2

= f̂ (u−
j± 1

2
, u+

j± 1
2
). These fluxes in

general depend both on the left limit u−
j± 1

2
and on the

right limit u+
j± 1

2
, hence providing the necessary inter-

element communications and conservation. For the pur-
pose of stability, these terms are treated by an upwinding
mechanism (information from the characteristics), bor-
rowed from successful shock capturing high-resolution
finite volume methodology. For the scalar equation (1),
the flux f̂ j+ 1

2
is taken as a monotone numerical flux, that

is, it is Lipschitz continuous in both arguments, consistent
(f̂ (u, u) = f (u)), non-decreasing in the first argument,
and non-increasing in the second argument. Symbolically
f̂ (↑, ↓). Examples of monotone fluxes that are suitable for
the DG methods can be found in, for example, Cockburn
and Shu (1989). We could, for example, use the simple
Lax–Friedrichs flux

f̂ (u−, u+) = 1

2
(f (u−) + f (u+) − α(u+ − u−)), (4)

α = max |f ′(u)|

where the maximum is taken over a relevant range of u.
� Replace the test function v at the boundaries by the values

taken from inside the cell Ij , namely v−
j+ 1

2
and v+

j− 1
2
.

The DG scheme is now formally defined as follows. Find
u ∈ V�x, such that for all v ∈ V�x, we have

∫
Ij

utvdx −
∫

Ij

f (u)vxdx + f̂ j+ 1
2
v−

j+ 1
2
− f̂ j− 1

2
v+

j− 1
2

= 0 (5)

where f̂ j± 1
2

= f̂ (u−
j± 1

2
, u+

j± 1
2
) and f̂ (u−, u+) is a monotone

flux.
For practical implementation, a basis of the space V�x is

chosen, and an ordinary differential equation (ODE) system
is obtained for the vector containing the coefficients (still
denoted by u), when the numerical solution u is written as a
linear combination of the basis functions. This ODE system
is explicit

d

dt
u = L(u, t) (6)

when a locally orthogonal basis for V�x is chosen, or when a
small mass matrix is inverted. The mass matrix is very small
in size: for piecewise polynomials of degree k the matrix is
of the size (k + 1) × (k + 1). Notice that we have included
the explicit dependency on t for the spatial operator L in
(6), which may arise with time-dependent forcing term or
boundary conditions.
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The integral in the scheme (5) can be either computed
exactly (for linear or certain special nonlinear fluxes f (u)),
or by a numerical quadrature. To retain the full (k + 1)-th
order accuracy, the numerical quadrature should be exact for
polynomials of degree 2k when piecewise polynomials of
degree k are used in the space V�x in (3).

2.2 Time discretization

The method of lines ODE (6) can be discretized in time by a
special class of Runge–Kutta methods, called TVD Runge–
Kutta time discretization (Shu and Osher, 1988), also called
strong stability preserving (SSP) time discretization. A dis-
tinctive feature of this class of time discretizations is that
they are convex combinations of first-order forward Euler
steps; hence, they maintain strong stability properties in
any semi-norm (total variation semi-norm, maximum norm,
entropy condition, etc.) of the forward Euler step. Thus one
only needs to prove nonlinear stability for the first-order for-
ward Euler step, which is relatively easy in many situations
(e.g., TVD schemes; see, e.g., Section 2.3), and one auto-
matically obtains the same strong stability property for the
higher-order time discretizations in this class.

The most popular scheme in this class is the following
third-order Runge-Kutta method for solving (6):

u(1) = un + �tL(un, tn)

u(2) = 3

4
un + 1

4
u(1) + 1

4
�tL(u(1), tn + �t) (7)

un+1 = 1

3
un + 2

3
u(2) + 2

3
�tL(u(2), tn + 1

2
�t)

Schemes in this class which are higher order or are of low
storage also exist.

If the partial differential equation (PDE) contains higher-
order spatial derivatives with coefficients not very small, for
example, the Navier–Stokes equations with modest Reynolds
numbers, or when the mesh is seriously non-uniform, then
explicit time marching methods such as the Runge–Kutta
methods described above may suffer from severe time step
restriction. It is an important and active research subject to
study efficient time discretization for such situations, while
still maintaining the advantages of the DG methods, such
as their local nature and parallel efficiency. Space–time DG
methods, which treat the time variable the same way as the
spatial variables, can also overcome this difficulty, at the price
of increased storage and computational complexity. See, for
example, Pesch and van der Vegt (2008), and Miller and
Haber (2008).

There is an alternative time discretization procedure,
referred to as the Lax–Wendroff procedure, which starts with
a Taylor expansion in time to the desired order of accuracy,
and then with a replacement of time derivatives by spatial
derivatives via a repeated usage of the PDE and its differ-
entiated versions. The ADER type schemes, for example,
Dumbser and Munz (2005), belong to this category. See also
Qiu, Dumbser and Shu (2005) for a Lax–Wendroff procedure
for the DG method.

2.3 Nonlinear limiters

Although the DG method described in the previous two sub-
sections can already be used as is when the solution is smooth,
or when the solution is not smooth but the PDE is linear, since
the method is L2 stable (Jiang and Shu, 1994), its solution still
contains spurious numerical oscillations around strong dis-
continuities, which may render the scheme unstable for non-
linear problems with strong shocks. In practice, especially for
problems containing strong discontinuities, we often need to
apply nonlinear limiters to control these oscillations and to
obtain provable total variation stability.

For simplicity, we first consider the forward Euler time
discretization of the semi-discrete DG scheme (5). Starting
from a preliminary solution un,pre ∈ V�x at time level n (for
the initial condition, u0,pre is taken to be the L2 projection of
the analytical initial condition u(·, 0) into the finite element
space V�x), we would like to “limit” or “pre-process” it to
obtain a new functionun ∈ V�x before advancing it to the next
time level: find un+1,pre ∈ V�x such that, for all test functions
v ∈ V�x and all 1 ≤ j ≤ N, we have

∫
Ij

un+1,pre − un

�t
vdx −

∫
Ij

f (un)vxdx + f̂ n

j+ 1
2
v(x−

j+ 1
2
)

−f̂ n

j− 1
2
v(x+

j− 1
2
) = 0 (8)

where �t = tn+1 − tn is the time step. This limiting proce-
dure to go from un,pre to un should satisfy the following two
conditions:

� It should not change the cell averages of un,pre. That is,
the cell averages of un and un,pre are the same. This is for
the conservation property of the DG method.

� It should not affect the accuracy of the scheme in smooth
regions. That is, in the smooth regions this limiter does
not change the solution, un(x) = un,pre(x).

There are many limiters discussed in the literature, and this is
still an active research area, especially for multi-dimensional
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systems; see, for example, Zhu et al. (2008). The minmod-
based TVB limiter in Cockburn and Shu (1989) and the
moment limiter in Biswas, Devine and Flaherty (1994) are
among the popular choices.

2.4 Generalizations to multi-dimensions and
systems

The DG method discussed in previous subsections can be
easily generalized to multi-dimensions and to systems. For a
scalar two-dimensional conservation law

ut + f1(u)x + f2(u)y = 0 (9)

the computational domain is partitioned into a collection of
cells �j , which could be rectangles, triangles, and so on, and
the numerical solution is a polynomial of degree k in each cell
�j . The degree k could change with the cell, and there is no
continuity requirement of the two polynomials along an inter-
face of two cells. Thus, instead of only one degree of freedom
per cell as in a finite volume scheme, namely the cell average
of the solution, there are now K = (k + 1)(k + 2)/2 degrees
of freedom per cell for a DG method using piecewise k-th
degree polynomials in 2D. These K degrees of freedom are
chosen as the coefficients of the polynomial when expanded
in a local basis.

The DG method is obtained by multiplying (9) by a test
function v(x, y) (which is also a polynomial of degree k in the
cell), integrating over the cell �j , and integrating by parts:

d

dt

∫
�j

u(x, y, t)v(x, y)dxdy −
∫

�j

F (u) · ∇v dxdy

+
∫

∂�j

F (u) · n v ds = 0 (10)

where F = (f1, f2), and n is the outward unit normal of the
cell boundary ∂�j . The line integral in (10) can be either com-
puted exactly (for linear or certain special nonlinear fluxes
F (u)), or by a Gaussian quadrature, which should be exact
for polynomials of degree 2k + 1 to retain accuracy

∫
∂�j

F · n v ds ≈ |∂�j|
q∑

k=1

ωkF (u(Gk, t)) · n v(Gk) (11)

where F (u(Gk, t)) · n is replaced by a numerical flux (ap-
proximate or exact Riemann solvers). For scalar equations
the numerical flux can be taken as a monotone flux discussed
in Section 2.1 along the normal direction of the cell boundary.

For example, one could use the simple Lax–Friedrichs flux,
which is given by

F (u(Gk, t)) · n ≈ 1

2

[(
F (u−(Gk, t)) + F (u+(Gk, t))

) · n

−α
(
u+(Gk, t) − u−(Gk, t)

)]
(12)

where α is taken as an upper bound of |∇F (u) · n| over a rel-
evant range of u, and u− and u+ are the values of u inside the
cell �j and outside the cell �j (inside the neighboring cell)
at the Gaussian point Gk. v(Gk) is taken as v−(Gk), namely
the value of v inside the cell �j at the Gaussian point Gk.
The volume integral term

∫
�j

F (u) · ∇v dxdy can be com-
puted exactly (for linear or certain special nonlinear fluxes
F ), or by a numerical quadrature, which should again be ex-
act for polynomials of degree 2k to retain accuracy, or by
a quadrature-free implementation for special systems such
as the compressible Euler equations. We would still obtain
a method of lines ODE system and the same TVD Runge–
Kutta time discretization or other time discretization tech-
niques described in Section 2.2 can be used. The nonlinear
limiters described in Section 2.3 can be generalized to multi-
dimensions, for example, the minmod-based TVB limiter and
the hierarchical limiter in Liu et al. (2007).

For one- and multi-dimensional systems, the DG scheme
described above for the scalar equations can be used to each
component of the PDE. The only two new ingredients are:

1. The monotone flux described in Section 2.1 should be
replaced by the exact or approximate Riemann solvers.

2. To better control the spurious numerical oscillations, the
nonlinear limiters may need to be performed on local
characteristic fields rather than on each component of
the numerical solution, see, for example, Cockburn and
Shu (1998).

2.5 Convection diffusion equations

In this subsection we discuss the DG method for time-
dependent convection diffusion equations

ut +
d∑

i=1

fi(u)xi
−

d∑
i=1

d∑
j=1

(aij(u)uxj
)xi

= 0 (13)

where (aij(u)) is a symmetric, semi-positive definite matrix.
There are several different formulations of DG methods for
solving such equations, many of them summarized in Arnold
et al. (2002). For example, we have the internal penalty
method, the method of Baumann and Oden, the method of
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van Raalte and van Leer, the method of Cheng and Shu, the
method of Liu and Yan, and the local DG (LDG) method.

We will describe here only the LDG method for the one-
dimensional convection diffusion equation

ut + f (u)x = (a(u)ux)x (14)

with a(u) ≥ 0, as an example. We rewrite this equation as the
following system

ut + f (u)x = (b(u)q)x, q − B(u)x = 0 (15)

where

b(u) =
√

a(u), B(u) =
∫ u

b(u)du (16)

The finite element space is still given by (3). The semi-
discrete LDG scheme is defined as follows. Find u, q ∈ V�x

such that, for all test functions v, p ∈ V�x and all 1 ≤ j ≤ N,
we have∫

Ij

utvdx −
∫

Ij

(f (u) − b(u)q)vxdx + (f̂ − b̂q̂)j+ 1
2
v−

j+ 1
2

− (f̂ − b̂q̂)j− 1
2
v+

j− 1
2

= 0 (17)∫
Ij

qpdx +
∫

Ij

B(u)pxdx − B̂j+ 1
2
p−

j+ 1
2
+ B̂j− 1

2
p+

j− 1
2

= 0

Here, all the “hat” terms are the numerical fluxes, namely
single-valued functions defined at the cell interfaces, which
typically depend on the discontinuous numerical solution
from both sides of the interface. We already know from
Section 2.1 that the convection flux f̂ should be chosen as
a monotone flux. However, the upwinding principle is no
longer a valid guiding principle for the design of the diffusion
fluxes b̂, q̂ and B̂. In Cockburn and Shu, sufficient conditions
for the choices of these diffusion fluxes to guarantee the L2

stability of the scheme are given. Here, we will discuss a par-
ticularly attractive choice, called “alternating fluxes,” defined
as

b̂ = B(u+) − B(u−)

u+ − u− , q̂ = q+, B̂ = B(u−) (18)

The important point is that q̂ and B̂ should be chosen from
different directions. Thus, the choice

b̂ = B(u+) − B(u−)

u+ − u− , q̂ = q−, B̂ = B(u+) (19)

is also fine.

Notice that, from the second equation in the scheme (17),
we can solve q explicitly and locally (in the cell Ij) in terms of
u, by inverting the small mass matrix inside the cell Ij . This
is why the method is referred to as the “local” DG method.

The LDG method can be easily generalized to multi-
dimensional convection-diffusion systems.

3 TWO EXAMPLES

We include in this section two examples to illustrate the per-
formance of the DG method.

As a first example, we show in Figures 1 and 2 the solu-
tion of the second-order (piecewise linear) and seventh-order
(piecewise polynomial of degree 6) DG methods for the linear
transport equation

ut + ux = 0, or ut + ux + uy = 0 (20)

on the domain (0, 2�) × (0, T ) or (0, 2�)2 × (0, T ) with the
characteristic function of the interval (�/2, 3�/2) or the
square (�/2, 3�/2)2 as initial condition and periodic bound-
ary conditions (Cockburn and Shu, 2001). Notice that the
solution is for a very long time, t = 100� (50 time periods),
with a relatively coarse mesh. We can see that the second-
order scheme smears the fronts; however, the seventh-order
scheme maintains the shape of the solution almost as well as
the initial condition. The nonlinear limiter is not used; hence,
there are slight over- and under-shoots near the discontinu-
ity, but they are confined locally. The excellent performance
can be achieved by the DG method on multi-dimensional
linear systems using unstructured meshes; hence, it is a very
good method for solving, for example, linearized Euler equa-
tions of aeroacoustics and Maxwell equations of electromag-
netism.

To demonstrate that the DG method also works well for
nonlinear systems, we show in Figure 3 the DG solution of
the forward facing step problem by solving the compressible
Euler equations of gas dynamics (Cockburn and Shu, 1998).
We can see that the roll-ups of the contact line caused by a
physical instability are resolved well, especially by the third-
order DG scheme.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, we can say the following about the DG methods
for conservation laws and convection-dominated convection
diffusion equations:

1. They can be used for arbitrary triangulation, including
those with hanging nodes. Moreover, the degree of the
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Figure 1. Transport equation: Comparison of the exact and the Runge–Kutta DG solutions at T = 100π with second-order (P1, a) and
seventh order (P6, b) methods. One-dimensional results with 40 cells, exact solution (solid line) and numerical solution (dashed line and
symbols, one point per cell).

polynomial, hence the order of accuracy, in each cell can
be independently decided. Thus the method is ideally
suited for h–p (mesh size and order of accuracy) refine-
ments and adaptivity. A very good example to illustrate
the capability of the DG method in h–p adaptivity and
excellent resolution properties is the successful simula-
tion of the Rayleigh–Taylor flow instabilities in Remacle,
Flaherty and Shephard (2003).

2. The methods have excellent parallel efficiency. Even with
space time adaptivity and load balancing the parallel
efficiency can still be over 80%; see Remacle, Flaherty
and Shephard (2003).

3. The DG scheme can be the method of choice if the
geometry is complicated or if adaptivity is important,
especially for problems with long time evolution of
smooth solutions.
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Figure 2. Transport equation: Comparison of the exact and the Runge–Kutta DG solutions at T = 100� with second-order (P1, a) and
seventh-order (P6, b) methods. Two-dimensional results with 40 × 40 cells.
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Figure 3. Forward facing step. Zoomed-in region. �x = �y = 1/320. (a) P1 elements; (b) P2 elements.

4. For problems containing strong shocks, the nonlinear
limiters are still less robust than the advanced finite differ-
ence and finite volume methodology (e.g., the weighted
essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) methodology). In
recent years, WENO-based limiters have been investi-
gated (Zhu et al., 2008).

There are other schemes sharing certain features of the DG
method. One of them is the spectral finite volume (SV)
method. This method can be considered as a Petrov Galerkin
method, with the same solution space V�x as the DG method,
but a different test function space W�x, which is of the same
dimension as V�x but consists of piecewise constant func-
tions on a sub-division of each cell. One advantage of the SV
method is that limiters can be readily used in the sub-division
of each cell, thereby providing subcell resolution capabilities.

A major concern of the DG method for three-dimensional
systems is that it requires much more storage than a finite
volume scheme on the same mesh. Storage limitation is a
restriction on the usage of the DG method in large-scale three-
dimensional simulations. A compromise is the design of the
Hermite type schemes, which store more than one degree of
freedom per cell but less than the full description of the k-th
degree polynomial; therefore, a reconstruction is still needed

as in finite volume method, but with a narrower stencil, since
each cell carries more information. These methods may have
a good potential in large-scale three-dimensional simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Time-dependent computational fluid dynamics problems
may be solved using either explicit or implicit methods. Ex-
plicit methods generally refer to techniques where the so-
lution values at the next time step depend only on known
values from the previous time steps, while implicit methods
refer to techniques where the unknown solution values at the
next time step depend on each other, as well as on the known
values at previous time steps.

As an example, consider the system of semi-discretized
equations:

∂Mw

∂t
+ R(w) = 0 (1)

where R(w) represents the spatially discretized equations,
and M denotes the mass matrix (in the case of finite-element-
based discretizations such as discontinuous Galerkin (DG)
methods) which may reduce to the cell or control volume for
finite-volume methods. Using a simple first-order accurate
discretization of the time derivative, an explicit scheme may
be written as

M

�t
(wn+1 − wn) + R(wn) = 0 (2)

where it is seen that, for the common case of a diagonal
mass matrix, the values wn+1 depend only on quantities com-
puted at the previous time step n, making these schemes rel-
atively simple to implement and inexpensive to evaluate at
each time step. However, the permissible time step size of
explicit schemes is limited by the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
(CFL) condition, which for hyperbolic problems states that
the maximum stable time step is proportional to the grid spac-
ing divided by the maximum wave speed (Richtmyer and
Morton, 1967). Explicit schemes are thus most suitable for
problems where the time scale and spatial scales are closely
related, such as aeroacoustic problems or detailed turbulence
simulations. On the other hand, for many aerospace-related
problems (i.e., moving body problems, aeroelasticity, etc.),
the time scales of interest may be much larger than the sta-
bility limit imposed by explicit schemes. In such cases, the
use of explicit schemes requires large numbers of very small
time steps resulting in an inefficient solution strategy.

A simple implicit scheme can be obtained by modifying
equation (2) such that the spatial residual term is evaluated
at the new time level rather than the old time level, that is,

M

�t
(wn+1 − wn) + R(wn+1) = 0 (3)
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This formulation is now labeled implicit since the solution
of the flow values at the new time level n + 1 depends on all
other values at n + 1, as well as on the values at the previ-
ous time level n. Therefore, in order to obtain the values at
the new time level, a large system of simultaneous nonlinear
equations must be solved. This is obviously more compli-
cated and costly than the solution procedure required in the
explicit scheme. However, the benefit of the implicit scheme
is that the method is unconditionally stable, and the time step
size may be chosen purely based on temporal accuracy con-
siderations.

Equation (3) corresponds to a first-order accurate back-
wards difference time-implicit formulation. In practice, more
accurate temporal discretizations are desirable, since these
enable the use of larger time steps for equivalent tempo-
ral accuracy. Additionally, in the above example, the mass
matrix/control-volume M is taken as constant, although for
moving mesh problems, M may also be a function of time. A
more often-used time-implicit formulation may be obtained
using a second-order accurate backwards difference in time
as

( 3
2Mn+1wn+1 − 2Mnwn + 1

2Mn−1wn−1)

�t
+ R(wn+1) = 0

(4)

where a time-varying mass matrix is assumed. Other temporal
discretizations may be employed, such as second-order accu-
rate Crank–Nicolson methods (Dahlquist and Bjorck, 2003)
or higher-order accurate implicit Runge–Kutta time-stepping
schemes (Butcher, 2003). However, all time-implicit methods
result in the requirement of solving a large system of coupled
nonlinear equations at each time step, and the principal chal-
lenges in the construction of competitive implicit methods
relate to the ability to efficiently solve this implicit system
at each time step. The remainder of this chapter focuses on
the development of efficient implicit solution strategies and
relies on the use of equation (3) as a model problem, with the
understanding that these techniques can be used for various
other time-implicit formulations, as well as for the efficient
solution of steady-state problems, which correspond to the
limiting case of time-implicit problems with infinitely large
time steps.

2 DUAL TIME-STEPPING APPROACH

Treating the flow variables at time level n as known (constant)
values, equation (3) can be re-written as S(wn+1) = 0 illus-
trating the fact that this corresponds to a system of nonlinear

equations in the new time values. One approach for solving
this set of equations is to view the system as a steady-state
problem in pseudo-time, which can be solved by time step-
ping (in pseudo-time) to attain the steady state as

∂w

∂t∗
+ S(w) = 0 (5)

with

∂w

∂t∗
→ 0 as t∗ → ∞ (6)

where t∗ denotes pseudo time. Using a simple pseudo-
time discretization, the pseudo time-stepping scheme can be
written as

wk+1 = wk · �t∗S(wk) (7)

This approach is labeled dual time stepping, since the pro-
cedure consists of an outer loop over the physical time steps
n and an inner loop over pseudo-time steps k used to solve
the implicit problem at each physical time step. Any time-
stepping scheme can be used, but because the scheme is
explicit in pseudo-time, similar time step stability restric-
tions will occur in pseudo time. Although this argument may
seem circular, the advantage of this approach comes from the
fact that time accuracy may be abandoned in pseudo-time in
the interest of accelerating the convergence of equation (5)
to the steady state in pseudo time. Therefore, techniques such
as local time stepping can be used, where each control volume
or mesh cell is advanced at the maximum permissible time
step, using different time steps throughout the domain. Tra-
ditionally, dual time-stepping methods have been used with
explicit Runge–Kutta methods, using local time-stepping
(Hirsch, 1988), and other powerful acceleration techniques
such as multigrid, preconditioning, and Krylov methods very
successfully, on both structured and unstructured meshes
(Jameson, 1991; Venkatakrishnan and Mavriplis, 1996).

3 TIME-IMPLICIT STRATEGIES

An alternate viewpoint for the solution of time-implicit prob-
lems is to formulate a Newton method for solving the non-
linear problem S(wn+1) = 0 at each physical time step. The
traditional Newton’s method can be written as:

[
∂S(w)

∂w

]
�wk+1 = −S(wk) (8)

wk+1 = wk + �wk+1 (9)
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where k is the Newton or nonlinear iteration counter, and it
is understood that wk ≈ wn+1 and S(wk) ≈ 0 for sufficiently
large k. In practice, Newton methods are known to converge
quadratically and generally require a small number of nonlin-
ear iterations (usually less than 10). However, each nonlinear
iteration requires the inversion of a large matrix, which can
become prohibitively expensive. For our model implicit prob-
lem described by equation (3), the matrix to be inverted can
be written as

[
∂S(w)

∂w

]
=

[
M

�t
+ ∂R(w)

∂w

]
(10)

Therefore, the implicit matrix consists of the Jacobian
of the residual of the spatially discretized flow equations[
∂R(w)/∂w

]
, augmented by a diagonal term M/�t. This

represents a large N × N matrix, where N corresponds to
the number of unknowns over the entire computational mesh.
The key task for an effective implicit solution method is to
enable the efficient assembly and inversion or factorization
of this matrix, either exactly, or approximately.

3.1 Structure of the Jacobian matrix

The Jacobian matrix
[
∂R(w)/∂w

]
is obtained by lineariz-

ing the spatially discretized flow equations about the current
state, and represents the change in the residual vector R(w)
with respect to all solution variables w. Because each residual
depends only on a small number of neighboring w values, the
Jacobian consists of a large sparse matrix, the sparsity pattern
of which depends on the stencil of the residual construction.

In sparse matrix terminology, the graph of a matrix is given by
the set of edges formed by drawing a line between the row and
column number associated with each non-zero entry in the
sparse matrix. In the case of the Navier–Stokes equations, the
Jacobian takes on a sparse block structure, where each non-
zero entry corresponds to a 5 × 5 submatrix, representing
the five coupled unknowns (mass, three momentum compo-
nents, and energy) in the governing equations of fluid dy-
namics (with correspondingly larger block sizes for simula-
tions involving additional turbulence modeling equations).
For a first-order accurate vertex-based finite-volume dis-
cretization on unstructured triangular (2D) or tetrahedral (3D)
meshes, the residual stencil involves only nearest-neighbor
mesh points that are connected to the point under consider-
ation by mesh edges. In this case, the graph of the Jacobian
matrix corresponds to that of the grid, and each non-zero
off-diagonal block in the matrix can be associated with a
mesh edge, as depicted in Figure 1. For the cell-centered
case, where the unknowns are stored at the cell centers rather
than at the mesh vertices, the graph of the Jacobian ma-
trix corresponds to the dual graph of the grid, that is, the
set of edges that link neighboring cell centers as shown in
Figure 2. For second-order accurate finite-volume schemes,
the residual depends not only on the nearest-neighbor val-
ues, but also on neighbor-of-neighbor values. The corre-
sponding Jacobian matrix therefore contains entries that link
second-degree neighbors in the mesh. In such cases, the Ja-
cobian matrix becomes substantially more dense (more non-
zero entries), which requires more storage and can no longer
be supported using a simple mesh-based data structure. For
these reasons, Jacobian matrices based on a first-order dis-
cretization are often employed in implicit schemes for solving
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Figure 1. Illustration of structure of Jacobian matrix for a vertex-based nearest-neighbor stencil discretization.
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Figure 2. Illustration of structure of Jacobian matrix for a cell-centered nearest-neighbor stencil discretization.

equations based on second-order discretizations. However,
the mismatch between the discretization and Jacobian op-
erators implies that the quadratic convergence property of
Newton’s method applied as per equations (8) and (9) will
not be attained. Clearly, the trade-off here is to increase the
number of nonlinear iterations while reducing the cost of each
iteration through the use of a simpler Jacobian matrix.

For discontinuous Galerkin (DG) discretizations, higher-
order accuracy is obtained by introducing additional de-
grees of freedom within each mesh element, while retain-
ing a nearest-neighbor stencil linking only degrees of free-
dom in neighboring elements. In this case, the graph of the
Jacobian sparse matrix remains equivalent to the dual graph
of the mesh as in the cell-centered finite-volume case, al-
though the block size of the sparse block matrix increases as
the order of accuracy is increased due to the additional de-
grees of freedom within each element, which are generally
fully coupled. The resulting nearest-neighbor dense block
structure of Jacobian matrices for DG discretizations can be
exploited for developing efficient implicit solution techniques
that maintain good scalability on parallel computer architec-
tures (Cockburn, Karniadakis and Shu, 2000).

3.2 Factorization approaches

The solution of equation (8) can be obtained by directly
inverting the implicit matrix ∂S(w)/∂w. This can be achieved
through a straightforward application of Gaussian elim-
ination (Trefethen and Bau, 1997) to build the matrix[
∂S(w)/∂w

]−1
, or by factorizing the matrix as ∂S(w)/∂w =

LU where L represents an upper triangular matrix and U

is a lower triangular matrix. In this form, equation (8) may
be solved with a forward substitution pass, followed by a
back-substitution pass as:

L�w∗ = −S(wk) (forward substitution) (11)

U�wk+1 = �w∗ (backward substitution) (12)

The complexity of Gaussian elimination and LU factoriza-
tion are equivalent and scale as O(N3), where N denotes the
number of unknowns, making these techniques impractical
for most large problems. More sophisticated matrix factoriza-
tion techniques that take into account the sparse nature of the
target matrices have been developed and applied successfully
to implicit computational fluid dynamics (CFD) problems
(George and Liu, 1981). The performance of sparse matrix
factorization techniques generally scales with the bandwidth
of the matrix, which is a measure of the distance from the
matrix diagonal to the furthest non-zero off-diagonals, as de-
picted in Figures 1 and 2. Therefore, reducing the matrix
bandwidth has a positive effect on the performance of these
methods, and reordering techniques have been developed to
minimize the matrix bandwidth (Cuthill and McKee, 1969).

However, in most cases, even the most sophisticated sparse
matrix factorization techniques will prove to be too expensive
for even moderate-size CFD problems. An additional diffi-
culty is that the inverted or factorized matrix becomes dense
(fewer non-zeros), which may require excessive storage, and
can no longer be supported by the same data structure used for
the original implicit matrix. For these reasons, approximate
factorization methods have been developed for implicit CFD
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methods. One approach, known as incomplete LU (ILU) fac-
torization, builds an approximate factorization in lower and
upper triangular form, which retains the sparsity pattern of
the original implicit matrix. This is accomplished by simply
dropping any entries during the factorization process, which
do not coincide with non-zero locations in the original im-
plicit matrix. If the resulting approximate factors are denoted
as L̃ and Ũ, then the matrix approximation is given as

[
∂S(w)

∂w

]
≈ L̃Ũ (13)

and equation (8) may be solved approximately using the
procedure described by equations (11) and (12) with the
approximate factors in the place of the exact factors. The
performance of ILU methods is also dependent on the orig-
inal sparse matrix bandwidth and can benefit from the use
of bandwidth reduction reordering techniques. More sophis-
ticated ILU schemes have also been developed, which al-
low for additional matrix fill in (additional non-zeros) either
at neighboring locations to existing non-zeros (i.e., ILU(n),
where n denotes the allowable fill-in distance from origi-
nal non-zeros) or based on the magnitude of these entries
(i.e., drop tolerance ILU).

Another popular approximate factorization method can be
found in the LU-symmetric Gauss–Siedel (LU-SGS) method.
In this approach, the implicit matrix is factorized as

[
∂S(w)

∂w

]
= D + Ls + Us ≈ (D + Ls)D

−1(D + Us) (14)

where D denotes the diagonal blocks in the original matrix,
and Ls and Us denote the lower and upper triangular portions
of the original matrix (not to be confused with the L and
U factorizations described previously). Equation (8) is then
solved (approximately) as

[D + Ls] �w∗ = −S(wk) (forward substitution) (15)

[D + Us] �wk+1 = [D] �w∗ (backward substitution) (16)

noting that only the inverse of the D blocks is required,
making this a relatively inexpensive iteration scheme. In the
LU-SGS scheme, the w vector is ordered in a wavefront man-
ner across the mesh, such that the Ls portion of the matrix
refers to variables behind the wavefront, which have already
been computed in the forward sweep, with the reverse being
the case for the Us component in the backwards sweep. In
this manner, the LU-SGS approach is analogous to an or-
dered wavefront-like symmetric Gauss–Siedel sweep across
the mesh.

Many other approximate factorization strategies are possi-
ble. However, in all cases, although these approximations can
drastically reduce the cost per iteration, they only produce
an approximate solution to equation (8), which in turn re-
quires many more outer (nonlinear) iterations to reach a fully
converged solution. Additionally, in many cases, these tech-
niques can be used more effectively as preconditioners within
an alternate solution strategy, as described subsequently in
Section 4.

3.3 Iterative approaches

Inversion of the implicit matrix required at each Newton step
for the solution of equation (8) can also be performed itera-
tively. A class of linear iterative schemes can be described by
splitting the matrix to be inverted into two parts M and N as

[
∂S(w)

∂w

]
�wk+1 = [M + N] �wk = −S(wk) (17)

which can then be solved iteratively as:

[M] �wl+1 = −S(wk) − [N] �wl (18)

or, equivalently as

[M]
[
�wl+1 − �wl

] = −
[
∂S(w)

∂w

]
�wk − S(wk) (19)

where the right-hand side represents the residual of the linear
system (c.f. equation (8)), and l denotes the linear subitera-
tion counter, and it is understood that the approximate update
�wl+1 converges towards the exact nonlinear update �wk+1

for l � 1. In this approach, only the M portion of the original
matrix needs to be inverted. Different choices of M lead to
different well-known iterative schemes:

�

M = I: Richardson’s method;
�

M = D, where D is the block diagonal: Jacobi iteration;
�

M = D+Ls, where Ls is the lower triangular part of the
original matrix: Gauss–Seidel iteration.

In order to devise an effective linear solution procedure, the
M matrix should contain the most strongly coupled compo-
nents in the original implicit matrix. As an example, for highly
stretched meshes, strong coupling occurs between neighbor-
ing points normal to the stretching direction, and it is bene-
ficial to include the matrix entries corresponding to this cou-
pling in the M matrix. This can be achieved by identifying a
set of lines in the mesh, obtained by joining together groups
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of edges linking closely coupled points, using a graph algo-
rithm, as depicted in Figure 3. Taking the M matrix as the
union of all entries corresponding to the line edges, in addi-
tion to the diagonal blocks (i.e., the D matrix), produces a
block tridiagonal matrix structure that can be inverted eas-
ily using standard techniques such as the Thomas algorithm
(Trefethen and Bau, 1997). This implicit line-solver approach
has been shown to successfully overcome the stiffness due
to mesh anisotropy and is capable of producing convergence
rates that are insensitive to the degree of mesh stretching
(Mavriplis, 1998, 1999).

Figure 3. Stretched unstructured grid about three-element airfoil
configuration and set of lines extracted from mesh for line-implicit
algorithm.

In general, the overall Newton scheme described by equa-
tions (8) and (9) can be expected to converge quadratically
only if the updates �wk obtained by the iterative procedure
described by equation (18) or (19) are sufficiently accurate,
which may require a large number of linear iterations l. How-
ever, it is often more economical to solve the linear system
described by equation (18) or (19) only approximately, with a
small number of l linear iterations, and to rely on a larger num-
ber of k outer nonlinear Newton iterations to achieve overall
convergence of the implicit system. This is particularly true
in the initial stages of nonlinear convergence, as well as in
cases where inexact Jacobian approximations are employed,
which in themselves compromise quadratic convergence.

3.4 Simplified Jacobian approaches

In order to obtain rapid quadratic convergence of the nonlin-
ear system described by equations (8) and (9), the Jacobian
matrix ∂R(w)/∂w must represent an exact linearization of the
spatial residual operator R(w). However, in many cases, the
storage requirements and expense of direct or approximate
inversion of the exact Jacobian can be prohibitive, particu-
larly for discretizations with extended stencils (i.e., second-
or higher-order accurate finite-volume discretizations). As
mentioned previously, in such cases it is commonplace to use
approximate Jacobians such as the Jacobian resulting from a
first-order discretization.

Further Jacobian simplifications can be used to reduce the
expense of the Jacobian storage and inversion at the cost of
a larger number of nonlinear iterations. A general approach
is to approximate the implicit matrix by the first term in the
splitting defined in the previous section, that is,

∂S(w)

∂w
≈ [M] (20)

which leads to the inexact Newton iteration

[M] �wk+1 = −S(wk) (21)

Note that there are no linear subiterations possible, since once
equation (21) is solved, the nonlinear residual S(w) must
be updated in order to further advance the solution. How-
ever, the matrix inversion cost is the same per iteration as in
the linear case described by equation (18) or (19). Equation
(21) represents a nonlinear variant of the linear solver de-
scribed by equation (18) or (19). It can be shown that these
two procedures will converge at the same rate in the asymp-
totic limit as the converged solution is approached (Mavriplis,
2002). The advantage of using the nonlinear approach is that
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storage for the [N] portion of the implicit matrix is not re-
quired, which may be substantial depending on the splitting
considered, particularly in three dimensions. The disadvan-
tage of this approach stems from the need to re-evaluate the
nonlinear residual at each iteration, which may be consider-
ably more expensive than the linear matrix–vector multipli-
cations that lie at the core of the solution method described
by equation (18) or (19).

At this point, an analogy can be drawn between the non-
linear implicit iterative methods described by equation (21)
and the dual time-stepping approaches described in Section
2. If the M matrix is taken as M ≈ [

I/�t∗
]
, then the iter-

ative scheme described by equation (21) becomes equiva-
lent to the simple dual time-stepping approach described by
equation (7). Therefore, the dual time-stepping approach can
be viewed as a nonlinear implicit iterative scheme, which can
be improved upon by replacing the scalar pseudo-time step
value with simplified Jacobian approximations represented
by the matrix [M].

4 ACCELERATION TECHNIQUES

Solution of the implicit system may be further accelerated by
using the iterative techniques described in the above sections
as drivers for more sophisticated solution strategies such as
multigrid and Krylov methods. While a full presentation of
these methods is beyond the scope of this chapter, a brief
description of how these methods can be used as implicit
CFD solvers is given below.

4.1 Multigrid methods

The basic idea of a multigrid strategy is to accelerate the solu-
tion of a set of fine-grid equations by computing corrections
on a coarser grid (Trottenberg, Schuller and Oosterlee, 2000).
The motivation for this approach comes from an examination
of the error of the numerical solution in the frequency domain.
High-frequency errors, which involve local variations in the
solution, are well annihilated by simple explicit or locally
implicit methods. Low-frequency or more global errors are
much more insensitive to the application of local methods.
Multigrid strategies capitalize on this rapid high-frequency
error reduction property of local schemes. Typically, a multi-
grid scheme begins by eliminating the high-frequency er-
rors associated with an initial solution on the fine grid, using
an explicit or locally implicit scheme. Once this has been
achieved, further fine-grid iterations would result in a con-
vergence degradation. Therefore, the solution is transferred
to a coarser grid. On this grid, the low-frequency errors of

the fine grid manifest themselves as high-frequency errors
and are thus eliminated efficiently using the same explicit
or locally implicit scheme. The coarse-grid corrections com-
puted in this manner are interpolated back to the fine grid in
order to update the solution. This procedure can be applied
recursively on a sequence of coarser and coarser grids, where
each grid level is responsible for eliminating a particular fre-
quency bandwidth of errors.

Multigrid strategies are generally considered as conver-
gence acceleration techniques, rather than solution methods
themselves. In fact, they may be applied to any existing relax-
ation technique, explicit or implicit. If the fine-grid system
of equations is written as

Lhwh = f h (22)

where wh is the solution which we seek and the subscript h
denotes fine grid values and the residual rh is defined as

Lhwh − f h = rh (23)

where wh represents the current estimate of the solution, then
taking the difference of the above two equations yields

Lhwh − Lhwh = −rh (24)

If the operatorLh is linear, the above equation may be reduced
to an equation for the correction �wh = wh − wh:

Lh�wh = −rh (25)

Assuming that the high-frequency errors in the solution have
been eliminated by sufficient fine-grid smoothing cycles, the
remaining correction �wh that we seek must be smooth and
can therefore be computed more efficiently on a coarser grid
by solving the equation

LH�wH = −IH
h rh (26)

where the subscript H denotes a coarser grid, and IH
h is the

restriction operator which interpolates residuals from the fine
level to the coarse level. Once equation (26) is solved (typi-
cally recursively on coarser levels), the corrections are inter-
polated back to the fine grid as

wnew
h = wh + Ih

H�wH (27)

where Ih
H represents the prolongation operator that interpo-

lates coarse-grid corrections to the fine grid. Once these fine
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grid values have been updated, they may be smoothed again
by additional fine-grid iterations, and the entire procedure,
which constitutes a single multigrid cycle, may be repeated
until overall convergence is attained. This scheme is known
as the multigrid correction scheme (CS) and while it is only
valid for linear problems, nonlinear variants such as the full-
approximation-storage (FAS) multigrid scheme have been
devised for applying multigrid directly to nonlinear problems
(Trottenberg, Schuller and Oosterlee, 2000).

For structured meshes, coarser multigrid levels are easily
constructed by removing every second grid line in each coor-
dinate direction. For unstructured meshes, the construction of
suitable coarse levels can be performed in a fully automated
fashion for finite-volume discretizations by grouping together
or agglomerating neighboring fine-level control volumes into
a smaller number of larger coarse-level control volumes using
a graph algorithm, as depicted in Figure 4. For high-order dis-
continuous Galerkin discretizations, coarser levels are most
easily obtained by reducing the order of discretization on a
fixed mesh for each coarser level (Nastase and Mavriplis,
2006).

Figure 4. Illustration of coarse agglomerated level obtained by
grouping together fine level control volumes.

Once the sequence of coarse and fine levels has been de-
termined along with the inter-grid transfer operators, any of
the aforementioned iterative solution techniques may be used
recursively on each level of the multigrid sequence. Because
each level is only required to reduce local high-frequency er-
rors, the use of local implicit methods such as block Jacobi (or
line Jacobi in the presence of mesh anisotropy) on each multi-
grid level results in an effective global solver that generally
delivers dramatically faster convergence rates compared with
the local implicit solver alone. In practice any of the iterative
or time-stepping solvers described above may be employed,
and the resulting multigrid algorithm may be used either to
solve the linear problem described by equation (8) at each
stage of a Newton scheme, or applied directly to the nonlin-
ear problem defined by the implicit system S(w(n+1)) = 0 at
time step n + 1.

4.2 Krylov methods

Krylov techniques (Saad, 1996) represent a different ap-
proach to iterative methods. The general idea is to obtain
improved updates to the solution by using information gen-
erated at previous updates. There are a number of different
Krylov methods that have been developed, but for CFD prob-
lems, the most prevalent Krylov technique is the Generalized
Minimum Residual (GMRES) method. For a generic linear
system of equations, which can be written as

Ax = b (28)

GMRES(k) seeks updates of the form

xk = x0 + yk (29)

where x0 is the initial guess, and yk is the best
possible correction over the Krylov subspace Km =
span

[
r0, Ar0, A2r0, ..., A

k−1r0
]

which minimizes the resid-
ual

||rk|| = miny||r0 + Ay|| (30)

where r0 = Ax0 − b represents the initial residual of the lin-
ear system. Thus, as the number of iterates increases, the
Krylov subspace becomes larger, and the update approaches
the exact result. In fact, a GMRES method converges exactly
in N steps for a problem with N unknowns. However, since
at each stage all previous solution vectors must be stored,
and since the complexity of the minimization problem grows
quadratically in the dimension of the Krylov subspace, it is
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generally only practical to use a small number of steps (i.e.,
k � N). In this case, GMRES must itself be applied iter-
atively, discarding all history effects after (k � N) cycles,
and using the latest solution vector as the initial guess for the
restarted GMRES procedure at the next iteration. An impor-
tant aspect of GMRES is that the matrix A is never required
explicitly, rather only matrix–vector products of the form
Ar are required. When the matrix A arises from a Newton
scheme applied to a nonlinear residual, (i.e., A = ∂S(w)/∂w
for the solution of equation (8)), these matrix–vector products
correspond to Frechet derivatives, which may be evaluated
directly by finite-difference techniques as

∂S(w)

∂w
�w = S(w + ε�w) − S(w)

ε
(31)

where ε represents a small finite-difference step size,
which must be chosen to provide suitable accuracy in the
finite-difference evaluation while avoiding excessive round-
off error.

Krylov methods are most effective when used in conjunc-
tion with preconditioning. The principal idea, for a linear sys-
tem, is to replace the original system described in equation
(28) by the preconditioned system

PAx = Pb (32)

where P is a matrix that approximates A−1, while being sim-
ple to compute. This corresponds to left preconditioning. A
right preconditioned system is also possible (Saad, 1996), but
will not be discussed here for brevity. The Krylov method is
then applied to the preconditioned system (c.f. equation (32))
in the place of equation (28). Obviously the most effective
preconditioner would be A−1 itself, but this would be too
expensive to compute. The requirements for P are thus sim-
ilar to those for the matrix M described above for iterative
methods, and any of the iterative methods discussed previ-
ously can be used as preconditioners. For example, choosing
P−1 = D corresponds to block Jacobi or diagonal precondi-
tioning, while choosing P−1 equal to the entries in the Jaco-
bian, which correspond to lines in the mesh (artificially con-
structed in the case of an unstructured mesh) corresponds to
line or tridiagonal preconditioning (Mavriplis, 1998, 1999).
In particular, ILU preconditioners have been used with great
success in CFD applications (Venkatakrishnan and Mavriplis,
1993; Cai, Keyes and Venkatakrishnan, 1997). Using implicit
iterative methods as preconditioners to a Krylov technique is
generally found to be more effective than using these meth-
ods directly as stand-alone solvers, particularly for difficult
problems that require very tight convergence tolerances.

5 EFFECT OF TIME STEP AND STARTUP

For time-dependent problems, the implicit matrix generally
takes on the form of the sum of the Jacobian matrix and
a diagonal term proportional to the inverse of the physical
time step �t, as seen in equation (10). For large time steps,
the implicit matrix thus tends towards the Jacobian matrix
of the steady-state problem, whereas for small time steps,
the diagonal dominance of the matrix is enhanced. Because
matrix conditioning is related to diagonal dominance, small
time-step implicit solutions will converge more rapidly than
large-time-step implicit solutions. Therefore, the overall most
effective solution procedure for a time-dependent problem
may involve the use of more frequent smaller time steps that
are easier to converge, even in the presence of sufficient large-
time-step temporal accuracy.

In many cases, nonlinear convergence difficulties may
arise for large implicit time-step or steady-state problems
particularly in the initial start-up phase of the nonlinear solu-
tion process when the initial flow field is far removed from the
final solution. In such cases, convergence can be restored by
reducing the time step in the initial phases of the implicit so-
lution process and gradually restoring the nominal time step
value as the final solution is approached. In general, a vari-
ety of continuation techniques may be employed to enhance
nonlinear startup problems for the solution of equation (8),
many of which draw on techniques developed for nonlinear
optimization problems (Nocedal and Wright, 2000).

6 CONSIDERATIONS FOR PARALLEL
COMPUTING

Since most current-day large-scale CFD simulations are per-
formed on parallel computer architectures, it is important that
the chosen implicit solution techniques map well onto par-
allel architectures. This generally means that solution algo-
rithms that minimize inter-processor communication should
be favored. In general, methods that make use of local oper-
ations such as (block) Jacobi solvers will scale more effec-
tively on parallel machines than more global methods such
as LU or ILU factorization methods. However, locally im-
plicit methods most often result in slower numerical con-
vergence. The combination of locally implicit methods with
other techniques such as multigrid or Krylov methods pro-
vides an avenue for increasing the numerical convergence of
these solvers with minimal impact on the parallel scalabil-
ity of the overall solution process. For example, although the
block Jacobi method performs poorly as a solver for most
large problems, when used as a smoother on each level of
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a multigrid sequence, rapid convergence can be obtained
for large problems. Furthermore, since each level of the
multigrid sequence relies only on the local Jacobi smoother,
suitable parallel scalability is maintained, although some
degradation in scalability may be observed due to the in-
creased communication generated by the coarser multigrid
levels.

Similarly, the scalability of globally implicit methods such
as LU or ILU factorizations may be improved by restrict-
ing these methods to the submatrices that are fully contained
within each mesh partition associated with a processor or
core. Because this approach ignores the implicitness between
mesh partitions, convergence will be affected adversely, par-
ticularly for large processor counts. Therefore, the use of local
(partition bound) factorization methods as preconditioners to
a global Krylov method is another avenue that is often used
for maintaining suitable convergence characteristics in the
presence of increasing partition counts with minimal effect
on scalability (Cai, Keyes and Venkatakrishnan, 1997).

The development of effective solvers that map well to con-
tinually evolving parallel computer architectures remains an
active area of research (Vassilevski, 2007).

7 ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

Figures 5 and 6 provide an illustrative example of the ap-
plication and performance of some of the implicit solution
techniques described in this chapter. The test case consists
of the implicit solution of steady viscous turbulent transonic
flow over an aircraft configuration on a mixed element mesh
(tetrahedra, prisms and pyramids) of approximately 1.2 mil-
lion points. A steady-state case is chosen for demonstration

purposes since this represents the most demanding problem
for the implicit solver in the absence of the influence of the
diagonal time step term in the Jacobian matrix. The conver-
gence of the multigrid scheme driven by the implicit line
smoother is depicted in Figure 6a using various numbers of
mesh levels. These cases are compared by plotting the RMS
average of the density equation residual versus the normal-
ized central processing unit (CPU) time, where a unit of nor-
malized CPU time represents the wall clock time required
for a single multigrid cycle using four levels. The case using
only a single mesh level corresponds to the baseline solver in
the absence of multigrid and displays slow convergence. The
convergence rate improves with each additional level, and
using four levels, convergence to near machine accuracy is
achieved in approximately 2000 CPU time units. In Figure 6b,
the performance of the multigrid solver (using all four
levels) is compared using the point-implicit solver (i.e block
Jacobi implicit scheme where M = D in equation (21)) and
the line-implicit solver on each level as a smoother. Addi-
tionally, the use of the line-implicit-driven multigrid solver
as a preconditioner to GMRES (using k = 20 Krylov steps
between GMRES restarts) is also shown. In this case, conver-
gence is monitored through both the decrease in the density
equation residual, as well as the changes in the value of the
computed lift coefficient over the entire aircraft configura-
tion. A substantial increase in solution efficiency is seen in
going from the point smoother to the line smoother, and an
additional gain is seen when the entire multigrid procedure
is used as a preconditioner to GMRES. In the latter case, the
overall time per cycle is almost unchanged from the baseline
multigrid scheme, although additional memory is required to
store the 20 Krylov solution vectors used in this case for the
restarted GMRES algorithm.

Figure 5. Illustration of (a) unstructured mesh with highly stretched prismatic elements near surface; (b) solution obtained for viscous
turbulent transonic flow over aircraft configuration.
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Figure 6. Performance of various implicit solvers for steady-state solution of viscous turbulent transonic flow over aircraft configuration;
(a) Effect of multigrid levels; (b) acceleration obtained with application of line solver and GMRES algorithm to base multigrid algorithm.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This above example illustrates how a composite application
of various of the techniques described in this chapter can
lead to very effective implicit solution strategies. In general,
the most effective implicit solution strategies will be those
that are designed specifically for the problem at hand. These
must focus on the most tightly coupled or stiff components
of the equations to be solved, while mapping well to current
parallel computer architectures with multi-layered memory
architectures. The design and application of implicit solvers
remains a key technology for vastly increasing the scale and
complexity of problems that can be solved numerically.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The equations of magnetohydrodynamics describe the
motion of an electrically conducting fluid that contains a
magnetic field. There are numerous phenomena for which
these are the appropriate equations, such as: laboratory plas-
mas under certain conditions; the earth’s magnetosphere; the
sun, and other astrophysical objects. MHD has much in com-
mon with ordinary hydrodynamics, to which it reduces in the
limit of small magnetic field, but it also contains some addi-
tional features. We shall see that we use many of the ideas
that have led to successful schemes for compressible flow,
but these do need to be modified to take into account the
peculiarities of MHD.

2 THE EQUATIONS OF MHD

The continuity equation is the same as in ordinary hydro-
dynamics

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0 (1)

where ρ and v are the density and velocity of the fluid,
respectively.

The momentum equation is similar to the Euler equation
of hydrodynamics, but it contains an extra term that describes
the force exerted by the magnetic field (the Lorentz force)

∂ρv

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρv)v + pI) = J ∧ B (2)

where p is the pressure, I is the unit tensor, J is electric
current density, and B is the magnetic field.

J is related to B by the Maxwell equation

∇ ∧ B = µJ + µε
∂E

∂t
(3)

where E is the electric field, µ is the permeability, and epsilon
is the permittivity. In a good conductor, the displacement
current

ε
∂E

∂t
(4)

is negligible compared to J unless the fluid velocity is com-
parable to that of light. In classical, as opposed to relativistic
MHD, one therefore neglects the displacement current so that
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(3) reduces to

∇ ∧ B = µJ (5)

This can be used to eliminate J from (2) to give

∂ρv

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρv)v + pI) = (∇ ∧ B) ∧ B (6)

where we have chosen units such that µ = 1.
We also need an equation to describe the evolution of B.

Ohm’s law gives

J = σ(E + v ∧ B) (7)

where σ is the electrical conductivity. In ideal MHD it is
assumed that σ is infinite, in which case we must have

E + v ∧ B = 0 (8)

since J is finite. This can then be combined with the Maxwell
equation

∇ ∧ E = −∂B

∂t
(9)

to give the induction equation

∂B

∂t
= ∇ ∧ (v ∧ B) (10)

Finally we need an energy equation to determine the gas
pressure. It is convenient to define the total energy by

e = ρU + 1

2
ρv2 + 1

2
B2 (11)

where U(ρ, p) is the internal energy per unit mass. The
thermal energy evolves according to

∂U

∂t
+ v · ∇U + p

ρ
∇ · v = 0 (12)

Differentiating (11) w.r.t time and using (1), (6), (10), and
(12) gives the energy equation

∂e

∂t
+ ∇ · [

v(e + pt) − B(B · v)
] = 0 (13)

where

pt = p + 1

2
B2 (14)

is the total pressure.

Since we wish to consider flows containing shocks, we
need to write these equations in conservative form. (1) and
(13) are already in conservative form, but (6) and (10) are
not. (6) can be written as

∂ρv

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρvv + ptI − BB) = 0 (15)

and (10) as

∂B

∂t
+ ∇ · (vB − Bv) = 0 (16)

Finally we also have the constraint on B,

∇ · B = 0 (17)

One can show that the exact equations ensure that this is true
for all time if it is true initially, but, as we shall see, it presents
special problems for numerical schemes.

3 THE MHD RIEMANN PROBLEM

It has been known for a long time that the most effec-
tive schemes for hyperbolic equations are upwind shock-
capturing schemes (e.g., Harten, Lax and van Leer, 1983).
These schemes are based on either an approximate or exact
solution to the Riemann problem, which is a one-dimensional
problem with discontinuous initial data. More specifically,
if u is a set of conserved variables, the initial data in the
Riemann problem is

u(x, 0) =
{

ul for x < 0

ur for x ≥ 0
(18)

where ul and ur are constant states. It is assumed that the
one-dimensional equations can be written in the form

∂u

∂t
+ ∂f

∂x
= 0 (19)

where f are the fluxes corresponding to the conserved
variables, u.
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The one-dimensional versions of the MHD equations, (1),
(13), (15), and (16), can certainly be written in this form with

u =




ρ

ρvx

ρvy

ρvz

e

By

Bz




f =




ρvx

ρv2
x + pt

ρvxvy − BxBy

ρvxvz − BxBz

vx(e + pt) − Bx(B · v)

Byvx − Bxvy

Bzvx − Bxvz




(20)

Note that the constraint (17) demands that Bx = const. in one
dimension.

As usual one can write these equations as

∂u

∂t
+ A

∂u

∂x
= 0 (21)

where

A = ∂f

∂u
(22)

is the Jacobian of f w.r.t u. The structure of the system is
then described by the 7 eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
matrix A.

The eigenvalues, λi (i = 1, . . . , 7), of A give the
wavespeeds, which are

λ1,7 = vx ± cf , λ2,6 = vx ± ca, λ3,5 = vx ± cs, λ4 = vx

(23)

where

c2
cs,f = 1

2

[
a2 + B2/ρ ∓

{
(a2 + B2/ρ)

2 − 4B2
xa

2/ρ
}1/2

]

(24)

are the slow and fast magnetosonic speeds and

ca = B√
ρ

(25)

is the Alfvén speed. Here a is the adiabatic sound speed given
by

a2 =
(

∂p

∂ρ

)
S

(26)

It is clear that the MHD Riemann problem is considerably
more complicated than in the ordinary gas dynamics and this
is not just because there are more waves. There are also a
number of degenerate cases, of which the most obvious is
that the system must reduce to ordinary gas dynamics when
the magnetic field vanishes. It is therefore not practicable to
use an exact Riemann solver in a numerical scheme. Fortu-
nately, it is not necessary; in fact it seems that a simple linear
Riemann solver works extremely well.

A linearized Riemann solver is constructed by defining a
mean matrix A = A(ul, ur) and then solving equations (21)
with A = A = const. It is often considered to be desirable
for A to have the Roe property

f (ul) − f (ur) = A(ul − ur) (27)

which ensures that the solution is exact for a single shock
(Roe, 1981).

Although it is possible to construct such a matrix for MHD
(e.g., Balsara, 1998), there is no particular advantage to this.
It is much easier to define a mean matrix by

A = A

(
1

2
pl +

1

2
pr

)
(28)

where p = (ρ, vx, vy, vz, p, By, Bz) are the primitive vari-
ables. It is preferable to average these rather than the conser-
vative variables because this ensures that the mean state is
physically realizable. This does not have the Roe property,
but it is nevertheless able to handle strong shocks.

With A = A = const., the solution of (21) is straightfor-
ward. A is not symmetric, so has left/right eigenvectors given
by

liA = λili Ari = λiri (29)

Since A always hasn linearly independent eigenvectors, these
can be made bi-orthogonal

li · rj = δij (30)

Note that the determination of the eigenvectors is a simple
matter in ordinary hydrodynamics, but this is not true in MHD
because there are a number of degenerate cases, for exam-
ple when the components of the magnetic field in y and z

directions vanish. Roe and Balsara (1996) have shown that
the eigenvectors can be defined in such a way that they form
an independent set whatever value of the magnetic field.
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Now look for a solution of the form

u =
7∑

i=1

vi(x, t)ri (31)

with

vi = li · u (32)

Substituting this into the equation (21) gives

7∑
i=1

(
∂vi

∂t
+ λi

∂vi

∂x

)
ri = 0 (33)

Multiplying by lj and using the bi-othogonality property (30)
gives

∂vj

∂t
+ λj

∂vj

∂x
= 0 (j = 1 · · · n) (34)

This is a linear advection equation, whose solution is

vj(x, t) = lj · u0(x − λit) (35)

if the initial data is

u(x, 0) = u0(x) (36)

Hence the complete solution is

u =
7∑

i=1

li · u0(x − λit)ri (37)

It is clear that the solution consists of seven waves moving
with the constant wavespeeds, λi (i = 1, . . . , 7). For the dis-
continuous initial data given by (18), each of these waves is
a discontinuity at which the solution jumps by li · (ur − ul)
as we go from left to right.

So if λi < 0 for i = 1, · · · , n−, then solution at x = 0 is
u∗ = const. with

u∗ = ul +
n−∑
i=1

li · (ur − ul)ri left to right

= ur +
7∑

i=n−+1

li · (ul − ur)ri right to left

(38)

That is,

u∗ = 1

2

[
ul + ur −

7∑
i=1

sign(λi)li · (ur − ul)ri

]
(39)

For a linear system we have

f (u) = Au (40)

We then get

f (u∗) = Au∗ = A

[
ul +

n−∑
i=1

li · (ur − ul)ri

]

= f (ul) +
n−∑
i=1

λili · (ur − ul)ri

= A

[
ur +

7∑
i=n−+1

li · (ul − ur)ri

]

= f (ur) +
7∑

i=n−+1

λili · (ul − ur)ri

(41)

That is,

f (u∗) = 1

2

[
f (ul) + f (ur) +

7∑
i=1

|λi|li · (ul − ur)ri

]
(42)

Note that in a numerical scheme it is important to compute
the flux at x = 0 from (42) rather than first calculating u∗ and
then using f = f (u∗). This is because (42) is a continuous
function of ul and ur, whereas u∗ is not.

4 NUMERICAL SCHEMES

Given the flux from the Riemann problem, there are numer-
ous ways of constructing conservative schemes (e.g., Harten,
Lax and van Leer, 1983). However, in general, these will not
satisfy the constraint (17) in multidimensions. It is possible
to modify the way in which the field is updated to ensure this
(e.g., Tòth, 2000), but there are other, simpler ways.

The simplest is to modify the equations so that they remain
Galilean invariant even when ∇ · B /= 0 (Powell, 1994), but
this is not very satisfactory. An alternative is to enforce the
constraint by using a Hodge projection. Suppose that after a
timestep the field is B∗ with ∇ · B∗ /= 0. The field at the next
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timestep is then given by

B = B∗ − ∇φ (43)

where φ is the solution of the Poisson equation

∇2φ = ∇ · B∗ (44)

It is clear that this ensures ∇ · B = 0. This works well, but it
does come at the cost of solving a Poisson equation at each
timestep.

Dedner et al. (2002) describe a rather neat procedure in
which the monopoles associated with non-zero ∇ · B are
destroyed by a combination of advection and decay. The
induction equation (10) is modified to

∂B

∂t
= ∇ ∧ (v ∧ B) − ∇ψ (45)

where ψ satisfies

∂ψ

∂t
+ c2

h∇ · B + cpψ = 0 (46)

By taking the divergence of (45) and the time derivative of
(46), one can show that ψ satisfies the telegraph equation

∂2ψ

∂2t
+ cp

∂ψ

∂t
− c2

h∇2ψ = 0 (47)

Since this equation describes decaying waves, it is clear from
(46) that ∇ · B decays. In fact one can show that ∇ · B also
satisfies (47).

This procedure is very easy to implement: in one dimen-
sion it simply adds the equations

∂Bx

∂t
+ ∂ψ

∂x
= 0

∂ψ

∂t
+ c2

h

∂Bx

∂x
= −cpψ (48)

to the system (21). Note that one no longer assumes that Bx is
constant, but Bx and ψ are decoupled from the other variables.
The Riemann problem for these variables is described by (48)
without the source term and is extremely simple.

There remains the choice of ch, which is the wavespeed
associated with ψ and the decay constant cp. Since one wants
these waves to be advected away as fast as possible, ch should
simply be the fastest wavespeed in the domain. cp should be
such that waves with wavelength of the order of the grid
spacing decay rapidly. A good choice is

cp = 0.1
ch

	x
(49)

where 	x is the mesh spacing.

5 DISSIPATION

It is well known that upwind schemes can produce unphys-
ical results when the numerical dissipation becomes small
as it does for stationary or slowly moving shocks that are
aligned with the grid (Quirk, 1994). The usual solution is
to use a more dissipative Riemann solver, such as HLL (see
e.g., Harten, Lax and van Leer, 1983). However, it seems
much more natural to just add some dissipation to the linear
Riemann solver described in Section 3 (Falle, Komissarov
and Joarder, 1998).

Let

cm = max[cf (ul), cf (ur)] ρm = max[ρ(ul), ρ(ur)] (50)

Now add the dissipative fluxes

f v = αpcmρm(vl − vr) fe = αecmρm(Tl − Tr)

fB = αmcm(Bl − Br) (51)

to the flux given by (42). Here f v is the viscous momentum
flux, fe is the energy flux due to thermal conduction (T is the
temperature), and fB is magnetic diffusion. αp, αe are param-
eters (αp = αe = αm = 0.2 is fine). This cures the problems
associated with stationary or slowly moving shocks and it
does not change the order of scheme, since dissipative terms
are O(	x2) in smooth regions.

6 UNPHYSICAL SHOCKS

The shock relations for an MHD shock moving with speed s

are given by the usual relations

f l − f r = s(ul − ul) (52)

where f and u are given by (20). We would expect there to be
four types of shock associated with the four different families
of characteristics: fast shocks, Alfvén shocks, slow shocks,
and contact discontinuities. Of these the fast and slow shocks
are non-linear, but the Alfvén shock and contact discontinuity
are linearly degenerate (the wavespeed associated with the
shock does not change across such a shock). Such shocks are
evolutionary in the sense that only the wavespeed associated
with the shock changes sign in the shock frame that is, the
solution is uniquely determined by the initial data. However,
the shock relations also permit other types of shock that are
not associated with a characteristic family. These are called
intermediate shocks, and since the Alfvén speed together with
either the slow or fast wavespeed change sign, they are not
evolutionary unless certain symmetries are imposed.
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Figure 1. Brio and Wu problem with standard shock-capturing scheme. (a) Glimm scheme. (b) The line is the exact solution.

Brio and Wu (1988) considered a Riemann problem with:

Left State ρ = 1, v = 0, p = 1, Bx = 0.75, By = 1

Right State ρ = 0.125, v = 0, p = 0.1, Bx = 0.75, By = −1.

(53)

Note that the sign of the transverse field is different in the
left and right states. In this case the solution to the Riemann
problem is not unique if intermediate shocks are allowed:
the field can change sign either in an Alfvén shock or in an
intermediate shock. They found that a standard scheme, such
as the one described in Section 4, produced an intermediate
shock, even when an exact Riemann solver is used.

Figure 1a shows the solution obtained with a standard
scheme. From left to right, it consists of a fast rarefaction
(FR), a slow compound wave (SCW) composed of an inter-
mediate shock attached to a slow rarefaction, a slow shock
(SS), and a fast rarefaction (FR). There is also a contact dis-
continuity between SCW and SS, across which the magnetic
field is continuous. The solution in Figure 1b was obtained
with Glimm’s random choice scheme (Glimm, 1965) using
an exact Riemann solver that excluded intermediate shocks
(Falle and Komissarov, 2001). In this the slow compound
wave is replaced by an Alfvén shock (AS) and a very weak
slow shock.

The point here is that this is a coplanar problem that is,
the velocity and magnetic field are in the same plane. If one
imposes this restriction on the equations, then Alfvén waves
must be excluded, since they do not preserve this property. In
this case certain types of intermediate shock are evolutionary
and must appear if the there is a change in the sign of the trans-
verse field. A real flow is never strictly coplanar, which means

that intermediate shocks are unphysical, but they are likely to
appear in numerical calculations because they can persist for
some time even if the flow is not strictly coplanar. For exam-
ple, if the above Riemann problem is modified by imposing
a small Bz component in one of the states, then the inter-
mediate shock is still formed, but it eventually disappears.
This means that MHD simulations must always be examined
very carefully to ensure that there are no intermediate shocks.
If found to be present, then the only cure is to increase the
numerical resolution. These matters are more fully discussed
in (Falle and Komissarov, 2001) and references therein.

7 CONCLUSION

We have seen that the upwind shock capturing methods that
are so effective for compressible flow also work well for
MHD, but one has to be careful to enforce the constraint
∇ · B = 0 and guard against the appearance of intermediate
shocks. Although the Riemann problem is too complicated
for an exact solver to be feasible, simple approximate solvers
do rather well. Indeed, it seems that MHD is somewhat more
tolerant of simple solvers than ordinary hydrodynamics.

As we have already pointed out, there are numerous ap-
plications of compressible MHD. To mention but one, the
interaction of the solar wind with the earth is of considerable
importance because of its effect on communication systems.
For example, Manchester et al. (2008) describe comparisons
between simulations and observations of a solar coronal
mass ejection event that led to severe geomagnetic storms in
October 2003. Such modeling is essential if we are to be
able to predict the effects of these events on communication
systems and hence ameliorate their effects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 An introduction to direct injection
visualization

Historically, flow visualization has played an important
role in improving our understanding of complicated fluid
mechanic phenomena. From the classic pipe-flow dye ex-
periments conducted by Osborne Reynolds in 1883 to today,
visualization experiments have provided both the theorist and
experimentalist with insight into many complex flow struc-
tures. The ability to see the flow structure associated with
a particular aerodynamic phenomenon is often the first step
toward understanding that phenomenon. The understanding
gained from the visual observations of the flow can lead to the
development of both theoretical and experimental solutions
to many flow problems. Flow visualization has played an
important role in helping aerodynamicists study many com-

plicated fluid flows. Visualization allows the researcher an
opportunity to obtain a global view of the flow structure that
is not easily obtained by single-point measurements.

There are a variety of visualization techniques available
for studying surface flow, flow separation, and wakes over or
behind aerodynamic shapes or flight vehicles. To study the
flow on the surface of a body, one can use smoke, oil flows,
sublimation techniques, and mini-tufts to provide an indica-
tion of flow separation and skin-friction lines. The off-body
flow created when flow separation occurs has been visual-
ized in water tunnels by injection of dye from ports in the
model as well as from upstream dispensers. In wind tunnels,
smoke is the most popular agent used to mark the separated
flow structures at low speeds. For high-speed applications, va-
por screens or optical methods (Schlieren and Shadowgraph)
have been used to determine separated flow features. Addi-
tional information regarding high-speed flow visualization
may be found in Optical Flow Visualization of this Encyclo-
pedia, entitled “Optical flow visualization.”

Although tracer particles such as smoke or dyes can reveal
interesting flow patterns, one must be cautious in interpret-
ing flow visualization data. To assist in the interpretation of
smoke or dye pictures, one must always keep in mind the
distinction between the concepts of a pathline, streakline,
and streamline. A pathline is the locus of points traversed by
a given fluid particle as it moves through the flow field. A
streakline is the locus of particles that pass through the same
point in the flow field. Smoke entering the flow from a fixed
point traces out a streakline. A streamline is a somewhat more
abstract concept. By definition, a streamline is a line that at
any given instant is everywhere tangent to the velocity vector.

Typical flow visualization images of dye or smoke patterns
are therefore streaklines. When the flow is steady, a pathline,
streakline, and streamline, which pass through the same point
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are identical. This is a result of the fact that the velocity field
is not changing in time and, therefore, each particle traverses
the same trajectory. When the flow is unsteady, the pathline,
streakline, and streamline differ from each other.

1.2 The objective of this chapter

Flow visualization is in some sense as much an art as it is a
science. This chapter will provide guidelines on several com-
mon practices used by those who have successfully used flow
visualization in their research. In the following sections, de-
vices or methods for injecting the marking agent to visualize
the flow, types of marking agents along with their limitations,
and lighting and recording techniques to capture quality vi-
sual images will be discussed. Because of a length limitation
for this chapter, visualization techniques for water tunnels
and high-speed wind tunnels will not be discussed; however,
the reader is referred to Werle (1989) and Mueller (1996)
for further information on water flow visualization and to
Optical Flow Visualization “Optical Flow Visualization”. It
should also be noted that many of the technical challenges
in obtaining quality flow visualization data in a water tun-
nel are similar to those experienced in low-speed wind tun-
nel applications. The major portion of this article will focus
on the application of flow visualization to obtain qualitative
information about the flow and examples of how flow vi-
sualization can provide quantitative measurements of flow
phenomena. For more detailed description of flow visualiza-
tion techniques, the reader is referred to the publications of
Merzkirch (1987), Yang (1989), and Mueller (1996).

2 DIRECT INJECTION VISUALIZATION
MARKING AGENTS

2.1 Smoke injection as a marking agent

The direct injection of ‘smoke’ into air test flows represents
the one of the most widely used techniques of flow visu-
alization. The term ‘smoke’ appears in quotes as the flow
visualization seeding media are not necessarily the product
of a combustion reaction. In general, small solid or liquid par-
ticles that are suspended in a transparent gas are injected into
the flow field and are observed by the reflected light off of the
particle surfaces. Commonly used smoke media include min-
eral oils (such as kerosene and propylene glycol) (Mueller,
1978), vaporized olive oil (Lim, 2000), the combustion of or-
ganic material (such as rotten wood, tobacco) (Pankhurst and
Holder, 1952), and water vapor from an ultrasonic humidifier

(Sohn, 2008). For the direct injection of smoke to be
a sufficient means for flow visualization, certain require-
ments should be considered. These concerns are listed as
follows:

1. The smoke particles should not disturb the test flow in
any manner, including disturbances created by deposits
left on flow conditioning elements and the model surface.

2. Particles should be neutrally buoyant and have negligible
inertial effects, such that they track the test flow accu-
rately.

3. The particles should reflect light well such that the re-
flected light is easily observed by the researcher and is
easily photographed.

4. Seeding media should be nontoxic. This is a requirement
if the wind tunnel is an open return facility where the air
is returned back into the laboratory environment.

5. Smoke should be produced easily and inexpensively.

In considering the above concerns, one may recognize a
trade-off between the second and third items. Smaller parti-
cles are generally more likely to satisfy the neutral buoyancy
and low-inertia requirements; however, larger particles have
greater surface area that is conducive to the reflection of more
light. Thus, a trade-off exists between these two requirements.
Most of the particles that have been listed as examples in the
preceding paragraph maintain particles with diameters in the
range between 0.1 and 1 �m and have generally proven to
satisfy both of these requirements.

The use of smoke visualization further requires a relatively
low-turbulence environment, such that the critical flow fea-
tures are easily observable. Such a test environment may be
achieved through the use of proper inlet flow conditioning,
including honeycomb and a series of screens to breakup the
larger turbulence scales. Proper inlet design is also an impor-
tant factor in the maintenance of a low-turbulence test facility
as the contracting flow tends to further reduce the streamwise
velocity fluctuations. The techniques and equipment devel-
oped by Brown and Goddard provide an example of a suitable
facility for the use of smoke visualization (Mueller, 1978).

2.2 The smoke-wire technique

Some applications, particularly those at low Reynolds num-
bers, within an aerospace laboratory require the use of thin,
discrete streaklines such that small-scale flow phenomena
may be observed. Examples of these applications include the
investigation of the laminar separation bubble near the lead-
ing edge of an airfoil at low Reynolds number (Batill and
Mueller, 1981) and the transition to turbulence (Saric, 1986).
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Figure 1. Smoke wire visualization of a NACA 663 − 018 airfoil
at α = 12o and Rec = 40 000 (Image courtesy of T.J. Mueller).

The flow-tracing smoke is generated as a result of resistive
heating of a thin wire that has been coated with oil. As a re-
sult of the heating, the oil is vaporized, yielding a thin sheet
of smoke. An example of the use of smoke wire to observe
flow separation on a NACA 663 − 018 airfoil is presented in
Figure 1.

For the application of this technique, the thin wire is placed
in the test flow such that the resultant smoke is convected
into the areas where the seeding media are required. The
wire selected for such an application should be such that the
Reynolds number based on wire diameter is less than 20,
ensuring that any wake effects of the wire on the test flow are
minimized. Stainless steel, nichrome, and tungsten wires are
commonly used. It is also necessary to prestress the smoke-
generating wire as the wire may tend to sag when heated,
causing an inaccurate placement of the smoke in the test flow
(Mueller, 1996).

To generate the smoke, it is necessary to coat the tensioned
wire with a thin bead of oil. These may include lubricating,
silicon and mineral oils as well as paraffin, kerosene, and
model train smoke fluid. Because the wire must be coated
each time a new sheet of smoke is desired, several methods
have been presented to coat the wire easily and efficiently
during experimentation. Such methods include a pressurized
gravity feed for a vertical wire (Corke et al., 1974), a wiper
device (Nagib, 1979), or simply a manual application. It is
also necessary to avoid leaving large droplets of oil on the
wire during an experiment as it is possible for the oil droplets
to detach from the wire surface and be convected downstream
onto the model, potentially altering the aerodynamic proper-
ties of the model.

The wire is heated by a direct current (DC) power supply
yielding the smoke sheet. The current through the wire may
be varied by a timing circuit, thus varying the width of the
smoke sheet. A larger current will tend to vaporize the oil
more quickly than a smaller current, yielding shorter smoke
streaklines. Because the pulse width generating the smoke is
short (generally less than 2 s), the timing circuit may also be

Figure 2. Diagram of a delivery system for titanium tetrachloride
for flow visualization; adapted from Visser, Nelson and Ng (1988)
(Image courtesy of A. Pelletier).

used to trigger the camera to capture the flow visualization
image. Examples of such timing circuits are presented by
Corke et al. (1974), Batill and Mueller (1981), Mueller and
Batill (1982), and Liu and Ng (1990).

2.3 Chemical reactions to create seeding media

Titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) is a colorless liquid that has
been effectively used as a marking agent. When titanium
tetrachloride vapor is introduced into the test flow from a
wand or ports in the model, the TiCl4 vapor reacts with water
vapor in the air flowing in the wind tunnel. The chemical reac-
tion creates a dense white smoke that consists of hydrochloric
gas and titanium dioxide particles. Because this chemical re-
action produces hydrochloric gas fumes, extreme care must
be taken to vent the tunnel to the outside atmosphere.

Earlier experimenters using this technique would brush the
liquid onto the model and then start the tunnel. Visser, Nelson
and Ng (1988) developed a more efficient delivery system
consisting of a sealed flask, rubber tubing and valves to meter
the TiCl4 into the flow. A small quantity of TiCl4 liquid was
placed into the flask that was pressurized by nitrogen gas that
does not react with the TiCl4. The gaseous space in the flask
contains a mixture of nitrogen gas and TiCl4 vapor. The vapor
mixture can then be metered through tubing from the flask
to the smoke wand or through ports on the model. A sketch
of the simple delivery system is included in Figure 2 from
Pelletier (1994).

2.4 Helium bubbles as a seeding medium

The use of helium bubbles for the visualization of air flows
carries the same requirements as the use of smoke. Per-
haps the most critical difference between helium bubble and
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smoke visualization is the size of the particles that are used to
track the flow. Neutrally buoyant helium bubbles generally
range from 1 mm (0.04 in.) to 5 mm (0.20 in.) in diame-
ter, whereas smoke particles are measured in the micrometer
range. The larger particle size of the helium bubbles has
the distinct advantage of making individual bubbles visible
to the researcher, thus making the helium bubble technique
well suited for complex flow fields and moderate to high-
turbulence environments. Because individual bubbles can be
observed, it is easy to take photographs of bubble streaklines.
This technique has been used successfully in wake vortex
flows (Babie, 2008), flight vehicle configuration testing (Hale
and Ordway, 1975), parachute flow field evaluation (Klimas,
1973), and for the evaluation of chemistry laboratory fume
hoods (Soling and Knapp, 1985). A complete helium bub-
ble flow visualization system generally consists of a bubble
generator, an adjustable aperture spotlight to illuminate the
bubbles, and photographic equipment. The bubble generator
and spotlight equipment are manufactured by Sage Action,
Inc., in Ithaca, New York.

The bubble generator uses a soap film solution in conjunc-
tion with sources of compressed air and helium to generate
and deliver neutrally buoyant helium bubbles into the test
flow. The bubble generator produces helium bubbles by in-
jecting the compressed helium into a steady stream of Sage
Action 1035 bubble film solution (BFS) inside an element
known as the plug-in head. The bubbles are then driven from
the head unit using the compressed air. The head is attached
to a circular cylinder such that the injection of the air/bubble
mixture is blown azimuthally into the cylinder creating a vor-
tex flow. The neutrally buoyant bubbles tend toward the lower
pressure region at the center of the cylinder and are driven
from the cylinder via stainless steel and rubber tubing for de-
livery into the test flow. The heavier, non-neutrally-buoyant
bubbles are burst against the cylinder walls during this pro-
cess such that the swirling flow effectively serves as a filter
for the bubbles. Each bubble head is capable of generating
approximately 400 bubbles per second.

Once neutrally buoyant helium bubbles are delivered into
the test flow, the lighting of the test system is of primary
concern. It has been estimated that the helium bubbles reflect
only 5% of the incident light (Hale et al., 1971), thus it is
necessary to shine as much light as possible on the bubbles.
It is also necessary to limit the amount of light on the dark,
non-reflective background to maximize the contrast between
the illuminated bubbles and the background. An adjustable
aperture spotlight is useful for this purpose. Flat black paint
is also commonly applied to the background walls.

With recent advances in digital camera technology, it is
possible for the researcher to easily adjust the shutter speed
of the camera to achieve the desired result. Helium bubbles

are particularly well suited for yielding images of streaklines
in turbulent and complex flow fields while using a longer
exposure time.

2.5 Issues with selecting a marking agent

When selecting a marking agent for a flow visualization ex-
periment, it is important to be mindful of several consider-
ations. To ensure that the seeding media are appropriate for
the test flow, the researcher may consider the following ques-
tions:

1. What are the buoyancy and inertial effects of the seeding
media? Do the particles track the flow accurately?

2. Will the visualization media foul the experiment? (i.e.,
will it stick to the model and flow conditioning ele-
ments?)

3. What is the turbulence content of the test flow?
4. Is it a highly swirling/vortex flow? Does vortex stretching

play an important role in the physics of the flow?
5. What type of facility is being used for the experiment?

Does the facility provide for the proper ventilation of
toxic seeding media?

6. How and where should media be introduced?

3 DIRECT INJECTION TECHNIQUES

3.1 Upstream smoke rakes, and wands

Another issue to consider when designing a flow visualization
experiment is the means by which the seeding media are
introduced into the test flow. One of the common techniques
for introducing the seeding into the test flow is through the
use of a smoke rake or a wand upstream of the model. The
smoke rake or wand must be positioned such that any wake
generated by the injection apparatus does not interfere with
the flow around the test body. The smoke rake should ideally
be placed in front of the contraction section of an indraft
wind tunnel or in the settling chamber of a closed circuit
return facility.

3.2 Introduction of seeding through model

There are several issues to consider when introducing the
marking agent through ports on the test model. First, proper
port location is essential. This may require a trial and error
approach to find the correct location for the injection of the
seeding media. Once the optimal port location is known, the
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next issue pertains to the delivery of the marking agent into
the test flow. This is generally accomplished by maintaining
a slightly higher pressure in the delivery lines than the am-
bient pressure in the wind tunnel test section. Care must be
exercised such that the flow out of the injection port does not
affect the flow field about the model. This again may require
a trail and error approach in adjusting the pressure within the
delivery tubing.

4 EXAMPLES OF DIRECT INJECTION
FLOW VISUALIZATION

Flow visualization has provided researchers with insight into
boundary layer transition, separated shear layers, and wakes
from streamline bodies, bluff bodies, and airplanes. In the
following sections, we will show examples of flow visualiza-
tion that have provided critical insight into their respective
research efforts. These examples include the flow around a
research aircraft model at large angles of incidence, delta
wing vortex flows, boundary layer transition on an axisym-
metric body, instabilities in an axisymmetric jet flow, and the
study of bending wave instabilities in aircraft wake vortices.
These examples serve to demonstrate some of the practical
details of implementing direct injection techniques as well as
show the utility of flow visualization within the context of an
aerospace research program.

4.1 Smoke visualization of the complex flow
structures on high-performance aircraft
components

Modern high-performance fighter aircraft maneuvering at
high subsonic or transonic speeds can experience uncom-
manded, nonlinear dynamic behavior involving separated
flows and time-dependent effects. Flow separation and the
time lags in flow field development on a maneuvering aircraft
are the underlying cause of most flight dynamic phenomena
that limit the operational capability of current fighter aircraft.
In addition to limiting the maneuvering capability of the air-
craft, flow separation can lead to flight dynamic phenomena
that can compromise flight safety. Figure 3 is a sketch of
a generic modern fighter aircraft configuration that incor-
porates a hybrid wing design. The hybrid wing combines
the best features of the higher aspect ratio main wing with
the highly swept leading edge extension (LEX) or strake.
The combination of these two planform shapes yields a wing
that has good high-speed performance, maneuverability, and
range. When the aircraft is flown at a moderate angle of attack,

Figure 3. Vortex flow field on a high-performance aircraft (Image
courtesy of R.C. Nelson).

the flow separates around the fuselage and LEX as illustrated
in Figure 3. The various flow structures denoted in this chap-
ter include the fore-body vortices, wing-leading edge vortices
(from the LEX or strake), and the wing tip vortices.

4.1.1 Forebody vortex flows

The nose portion of the fuselage on many modern fighter
aircraft consists of a long slender pointed forebody. When a
forebody is at an angle of incidence to the oncoming flow, the
boundary layer flow on the body separates and rolls up into
a pair of counter-rotating vortices as shown in Figure 3. The
forebody vortices are initially symmetric but become asym-
metric at some critical angle of attack. When the vortices
are symmetric, they influence the normal force and pitching
moment contribution of the fuselage to the airplane aerody-
namics. When the vortices become asymmetric, a side force
and yawing moment are produced. Because of the reduction
of directional stability in this regime, the yaw moment cre-
ated by the asymmetric vortices can cause the airplane to
slice (i.e., to yaw rapidly). The direction of motion depends
upon the orientation of the asymmetric vortices. The com-
bination of smoke visualization and laser sheet illumination
can be used to study forebody vortices. Figure 4 shows the
flow over a slender cone-finned body at an angle of incidence.
In this figure, both the symmetric and asymmetric forebody
vortices are visualized. The vortices are illuminated at vari-
ous axial cross flow planes along the model using a laser light
sheet. Visualization photographs such as these can be used to
measure the position of the vortices relative to the forebody
surface and determine whether the vortices are symmetric or
asymmetric.
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Figure 4. Symmetric vortex behavior (top) and asymmetric behav-
ior (bottom) on a forebody model seeded with direct smoke injection
and illuminated using a laser sheet (Image courtesy of R.C. Nelson).

4.1.2 Leading-edge vortex structure on a delta wing

At relatively small angles of incidence, the flow over highly
swept wings such as a delta wing can experience flow separa-
tion along the leading edges of the wing. The separated flow
from both leading edges rolls up into two counter-rotating
vortices located above and inboard of the leading-edge. Both
of the leading edge vortices and entrainment flow direct the
flow back toward the leading edge where it separates to form

Figure 5. Smoke visualization of leading edge vortex roll up
illuminated with multiple laser sheet. Reproduced with permission
from Payne, Ng and Nelson (1987) c© AIAA.

a secondary vortex that rotates in the opposite sense of its
corresponding leading edge vortex.

One of the most interesting phenomena associated with
vortices is a phenomenon called breakdown. When vortex
breakdown occurs, there is an abrupt structural change of
the vortex. The sudden change includes deceleration of the
axial flow, a decrease in the circumferential velocity, and
an increase in the core size. This sudden increase in core
size gives rise to another term for vortex breakdown, namely
vortex “bursting". Further treatment on the topic of vortex
breakdown is given in High Angle of Attack Aerodynamics,
entitled “High angle of attack aerodynamics.”

Smoke flow visualization of delta wing leading edge vor-
tices is shown in Figure 5. Smoke was introduced upstream
of the model, and a laser light sheet was used to illuminate
the flow in planes normal to the wing surface. In Figure 5, the
smoke pattern reveals the intricate details of the roll up pro-
cess at various axial locations along the delta wing. The core
of the leading edge vortex is visible by the absence of smoke
within the vortex. A discussion of why there is no smoke in
the core will be presented later in this chapter.

4.1.3 Leading-edge vortex interaction on a double
delta wing

The interaction of multiple vortices is of interest for a vari-
ety of applications. Examples of multiple vortex interactions
include complex delta wings, wing-body vortex interaction,
and canard-wing interactions. The interaction of these vor-
tices determines the aerodynamic performance of such wings.
When multiple vortices are present, the smoke patterns can
be difficult to interpret. Interaction of the vortices is often
times obscured by too much smoke when the seeding media
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is injected upstream of the wing. Ideally, one would like to tag
only the core of each vortex when observing their interaction.
This has been successfully accomplished in water tunnel ex-
periments by using different colored dyes to mark the various
vortices in the flow and by proper location of the dye ports
on the model surface. A similar effect can be achieved in a
wind tunnel using the chemical tracer titanium tetrachloride
that has been discussed earlier.

As an example of multiple vortex interactions, the vortical
flow over a double delta wing will be examined. A delta wing
having two leading edge sweep angles is called a double delta
wing. The forward portion of the wing (called the strake) has
a larger sweepback angle than the aft portion of the wing
(called the main wing). The advantage of the double delta
wing is the leading edge vortices from the strake delay the
onset of vortex breakdown of the leading edge vortices of the
primary wing thereby improving the maximum lift that can
be achieved.

The strake and main leading edge wing vortices over a
double delta wing having a sweepback angle of 80/60 de-
grees is shown in Figure 6 (Olsen and Nelson, 1989). In this
example, a mixture of TiCl4 and nitrogen vapor is released
through ports near the apex and wing sweep juncture. The
vapor exiting the ports creates a dense white marking agent
to visualize the trajectories of the vortex cores of the leading

Figure 6. Vortex interactions above an 80/60 double-delta wing.
The vortex cores have been seeded with titanium tetrachloride
injected through ports on the model surface. Reproduced from Olsen
and Nelson (1989) c© AIAA.

edge vortices created by the strake and main wing. The side
and planform views clearly show the complicated interaction
of the vortices and the onset of vortex breakdown near the
trailing edge of the wing. The marking grids on the leading
edge bevel and planform were used to determine quantitative
measurements of the vortex trajectory and the location where
vortex breakdown occurred.

In the delta wing photographs discussed earlier, the vor-
tex cores were visible as dark regions surrounded by smoke.
For the double delta wing, we see opposite effect. The cores
are clearly marked, and there is very little smoke outside of
the core. It has been suggested by some researchers that the
lack of a marking agent in the core region is the result of
the high circumferential velocity within the core that spin the
larger particles out of the core region. Visser, Nelson and Ng
(1988) conducted an experiment in which the TiCl4 and nitro-
gen vapor was introduced through a wand. When the wand
was upstream of the model apex, the core region was dark
and the marking agent was entrained outside the core region.
However, when the wand was closer to the delta wing apex
and near the wing surface, the core region would become vis-
ible. The difference is where the marking agent is introduced
into the flow.

4.1.4 Laminar to turbulent boundary layer
transition on an axisymmetric forebody

Flow visualization has provided insight into the complicated
process of boundary layer transition (Mueller et al., 1981).
The laminar boundary layer on a spinning or non-spinning ax-
isymmetric body can exhibit two modes of instability that can
lead to the transition to a turbulent boundary layer. The transi-
tion depends upon Reynolds number and the rate of rotation.
When the model is not spinning at some critical Reynolds
number, the laminar boundary layer becomes unstable. Small
disturbances within the boundary layer begin to grow with
time. Figure 7a is a photograph of the various flow features
leading to transition from a laminar to a turbulent bound-
ary layer. If the Reynolds number is high enough, Tollmien–
Schlichting waves grow and become three-dimensionally un-
stable as they move along the body. These waves break down
into a vortex truss pattern that further breaks down into a tur-
bulent flow to complete the transition process. If the model
is spinning, an inflectional instability can occur. The inflec-
tional instability is a function of the ratio of the surface cir-
cumferential speed to the freestream speed. Figure 7b shows
striations in the smoke from cross flow vortices that break
down into a turbulent boundary layer. This type of instability
is similar to the cross flow instabilities observed on sweptback
wings and rotating disks. Finally in Figure 7c, the presence
of both Tollmien–Schlichting waves and smoke striations are
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Figure 7. Smoke visualization of boundary layer transition on an
axisymmetric body at α = 0◦. Tollmien–Schlichting waves appear
on the non-spinning body (a). A cross-flow instability is exhibited
when the body is rotated at 1250 rpm and ReL = 315 000 (b). Both
the cross-flow instability and Tollmien–Schlichting waves appear in
the boundary layer when rotated at 2900 rpm and ReL = 1 030 000
(c). (Images courtesy of T.J. Mueller).

observed, indicating that both instability modes are present
for this particular set of flow conditions.

4.2 Instabilities in an axisymmetric jet via smoke
wire

The use of a smoke wire has proven to be a useful tool for
the observation of a wide array of low-turbulence applica-
tions. The example presented by Kusek et al. (1990) shows

a novel utilization of the smoke wire technique applied to an
axisymmetric jet in order to observe the effects of the active
control of the fundamental two- and three-dimensional insta-
bility modes. The shear layer instabilities associated with the
jet flow were controlled using an azimuthal array of indepen-
dently controlled miniature speakers near the jet lip to input
a pressure disturbance into the flow field. The independent
control of each of the 12 speakers in the array allowed the
researchers to control the azimuthal amplitude and phase dis-
tributions of the periodic pressure perturbations. In order to
view these instabilities, a circular smoke wire was developed
such that an axisymmetric hollow tube of smoke could be
placed in the shear layer of the jet.

For this experiment, a low-turbulence (u′/Uj = 0.05%)
circular jet with an exit diameter of D = 5.08 cm was used.
For further details on the jet facility, the reader is referred
to Drubka (1981) and Corke, Shakib and Nagib (1991). In
order to impart the unsteady pressure disturbances on the
flow, an array of twelve 1.3 cm diameter miniature speak-
ers were arranged with an equal azimuthal spacing around
the jet exit of 30◦ between speaker centers. To excite the
three-dimensional helical modes, a periodic signal based on
the desired azimuthal wavenumber (m) and speaker location
was sent to each speaker. In order to produce the axisym-
metric (m = 0) mode, the speakers were tuned to yield a
uniform amplitude and phase response. For the flow visual-
ization portion of this study, the jet facility was operated at a
diameter-based Reynolds number of 4000.

To inject a thin sheet of smoke into the outer portion of
the unstable shear layer, a circular smoke wire apparatus was
constructed. The smoke wire set-up consisted of a 0.10 mm
stainless steel wire being pulled through the eyelets of an
array of 16 evenly spaced sewing needles. Each sewing nee-
dle was individually press-fit into an aluminum support rod
that was fixed to an acrylic ring in order to insulate the nee-
dles electrically. The radius of the smoke wire loop could be
adjusted via a series of set-screws on the acrylic ring at each
aluminum rod. The bottom of the smoke wire loop consisted
of two electrically isolated needles to complete the wire loop
and slightly offset the two ends of the wire. A diagram of this
smoke wire apparatus is presented in Figure 8.

The stainless steel wire was coated with oil between re-
petitions of the experiment through the use of a pair of reels
that were attached to the outside of the acrylic ring at the
bottom of the jet. By cranking the reel, the steel wire would
be drawn through the eyelets of the needles and pass through
an oil reservoir that was contained inside the acrylic ring.
To prevent the oil from dripping out of the reservoir, the
steel wire passed through 0.20 mm inner diameter tube that
was affixed at the bottom of each reservoir. Upon pulling
the wire through the oil, the oil collected on the steel wire
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Figure 8. Smoke wire set-up for the axisymmetric jet experiment presented in Kusek, Corke and Reisenthal (1991) (Image courtesy of T.C.
Corke).

in small droplets due to a surface tension instability. These
small droplets yielded smoke streaks when resistively heated.

To resistively heat the steel wire to generate the smoke
streaks, two electrical leads were clipped onto the aluminum
support rods in a manner that is consistent with the region
of the flow field that the researcher wished to observe. One
of the two electrodes was always attached at the bottom of
the loop. If the opposite electrode was attached to the other
support at the bottom of the jet, the full loop would be heated
yielding a hollow tube of smoke streaklines. If only half of
the loop was desired, the researcher connected the opposite
electrode to the support at the top of the loop such that only
half of the loop was resistively heated.

In order to inject the seeding media at the correct loca-
tion within the flow field, the aluminum supports were ad-
justed to place the steel wire at the outer edge of the shear
layer. A strobe light downstream of the test flow provided
the illumination for the visualization. The strobe light was
triggered using the same signal as the miniature speakers en-
suring that the unsteady pressure disturbances and the strobe
were in phase. Photographs were taken of the seeded flow
field by leaving the shutter of the camera open during the wire
heating and strobing process. Using this approach essentially
yielded a phase-averaged photograph as multiple instances
of the identical phase were observed by the camera during a
single exposure. Example photographs of a single realization
and phase-averaged images are presented in Figure 9.

4.3 Wake vortex instability visualization via
helium bubble

While the direct injection of helium bubbles has proven to
be a successful technique for the qualitative understanding
of a wide range of industrial and academic applications, the
method has also demonstrated its worth in wake vortex flows.
Hale et al. (1974) used the helium bubble technique to study
the wake vortex properties in the near field of rotary wing air-
craft blades. Similarly, helium bubbles have also been used
to investigate the far-field interactions of wake vortices gen-
erated by fixed-wing aircraft as shown by Eliason, Gartshore
and Parkinson (1975). More recently, this technique has been
employed by Babie and Nelson (2008) for the far-field inves-
tigation of the wakes of fixed wing aircraft in high-lift con-
figurations. For additional information regarding the physics
of wake vortex flows, the reader is referred to Aircraft Wake
Vortices, “Aircraft wake vortices.”

The flow visualization study of Babie and Nelson was
aimed at experimentally determining the relationship be-
tween wake configuration, based on circulation and vortex
span, and the growth of bending wave instability modes, of
which the well-known Crow instability (Crow, 1970) repre-
sents a specific case. The direct injection of helium bubbles
proved to be an ideal technique for such a study as the neu-
trally buoyant bubbles maintain a sufficient marking of the
vortex cores for a relatively long period of time. For this
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Figure 9. A single realization (a) and phase-averaged (b) images of
an axisymmetric jet shear layer instability seeded by a smoke wire
loop (Image courtesy of T.C. Corke).

experiment, a four-vortex system was generated by four in-
dependent wing models of a 0.127 m (5 in) chord length, a
0.508 m (20 in) semi-span, and a NACA 0015 cross section.
The models were affixed to the floor in the far upstream re-
gion of a test section that measured 1.52 m × 1.52 m (5 ft ×
5 ft) in cross section and 15.24 m (50 ft) in length. Helium
bubbles were injected into the flow field upstream of the wing
models, such that the bubbles would become entrained into
the desired vortex core. According to the manufacturer, the
life of a single helium bubble is on the order of 1 min, while
the time required for a scalar particle to convect the length of
the test section was approximately 3 s. A sample image of the
helium bubble entrainment into the vortex core is provided
as Figure 10.

Illumination of the flow field was achieved by using a
300 W tungsten–halogen spotlight that was placed in the
downstream region of the test section. The spotlight also

Figure 10. Helium bubble entrainment into the core of a wake vor-
tex from the experiment of Babie and Nelson (2008) (Image courtesy
of A.L. Babie).

contained an adjustable aperture for the variation of the size
and shape of the illuminated field. The walls of the test section
were also painted a flat black to achieve the desired contrast
between the reflection of light from the bubbles and the back-
ground walls.

In order to achieve a global view of the wake, the cam-
era was also placed within the test section, slightly behind
and laterally spaced from the light source to avoid casting a
shadow on the flow field. Having the camera maintain this
perspective on the flow field enabled the researchers to view
multiple wavelengths of the unstable vortex cores while also
simulating a view that would be similar to an encountering
aircraft during flight conditions. Images of the unstable wake
flow field were captured by digital videography and pho-
tography. For the digital video, a frame rate of 30 frames/s

Figure 11. Bending wave instability mode on a strained wake
vortex seeded with helium bubbles. Reproduced with permission
from Babie (2008).
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was more than sufficient to capture the critical features of
the bending waves. As per the photography, a shutter speed
within the range of 0.10 and 0.035 s yielded the best pictures
of the bending vortex cores. Figure 11 is a sample image of a
single, unstable vortex core that was captured using a shutter
speed of 0.067 s.

5 SUMMARY

Several direct injection flow visualization techniques have
been presented along with examples of their contribution
to aerospace research programs. These techniques include
smoke injection, smoke wire, chemical reactions, and he-
lium bubbles. A number of considerations for the use of
these methods have also been discussed. It is hoped that the
reader has developed an appreciation for the utility of di-
rect injection flow visualization, as these techniques serve to
provide the researcher with a global understanding of a flow
field as well as an enhanced understanding of detailed flow
structures.
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1 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF OPTICAL
FLOW VISUALIZATION

Light propagates uniformly through homogeneous optical
media, which includes gases, liquids, and some solids. The
speed of the light in vacuum is retarded by interaction with
the matter within these media. The ratio of the speed of light
in vacuum to the speed in the retarding medium is called the
index of refraction of the medium. Variations can occur in
the density of the matter of the media due to local changes in
temperature, pressure, or composition. These variations lo-
cally change the index of refraction and this distorts a light
wavefront passing through the media. The refractive index

n is related to the gas density through the Gladstone–Dale
equation

n − 1 = Kρ (1)

with ρ being the gas density andK the Gldstone–Dale
constant, which has the dimension of 1/ρ, is specific for a
gas, and depends weakly on the wavelength of light used
(Tropea, Yarin and Foss, 2007).

The aim of optical visualization methods is to make visible
the light ray deviations (or wavefront deformations) due to
the refractive index heterogeneities in a transparent medium.
Information contained in the wavefront distortion can be used
to quantify or study the magnitude and location of the source
of the distortion.

Optical flow visualization may be applied to the analy-
sis of: compressible flows, convective heat transfer, mixing
layers, combustion, plasma flow, stratified flow, and finally
streaming birefringence (Merzkirch, 1987).

Optical methods depend on one of two physical phenom-
ena: (i) the speed of light depends on the index of refraction
and hence the density of the gas; and as a consequence of
this phenomenon, (ii) light passing through a density gra-
dient in a gas is deflected in the same manner as though it
were passing through a prism (Shapiro, 1953). The shad-
owgraph, schlieren, and moiré deflectometry techniques are
based on phenomenon, in contrast interferometry relies on
phenomenon. Both shadowgraph and schlieren techniques
are qualitative methods, although it is theoretically possible
to obtain quantitative data from schlieren images. The moiré,
interferometry, and optical tomography techniques allow for
the quantitative analysis of the flow field.
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2 SHADOWGRAPHY

In its simplest form, the shadowgraph system comprises sim-
ply a small, bright source, a collimating lens, and a viewing
screen of photographic plate. If the source is far from the test
section the collimating lens are unnecessary because the light
rays are parallel lines and the wavefront is a plane perpendic-
ular to the rays. More common for laboratory experiments
is an arrangement shown in Figure 1 with a decollimating
lens on the other side of the test section. In order to be able
to record a shadowgraph of reduced size with a camera, the
recording plane is focused by means of the camera lens onto
the plane at a distancel from the object.

Before any flow is introduced into the test section the in-
tensity of illumination on the screen is uniform. When flow
is established in the test section the light beams will be re-
fracted where there is a density gradient. If the density gradi-
ents were constant, every light ray would be deflected by the
same amount, and there would be no change in illumination
on the screen. Only if there is a gradient in density, there will
be any tendency for the light rays to diverge or converge after
passing through the medium producing ashadow image on
the screen or directly on to film. From this it is evident that
variations in illumination of the screen are proportional to the
second derivative of the density gradient,

∂2ρ

∂x2
+ ∂2ρ

∂y2
(2)

assuming two-dimensional flow in thex,y-plane.
From this it follows that the shadowgraph is suited to flows

with rapidly varying density gradients, and is insensitive to
flows with gently varying gradients. Also, it is not a method
suitable for a direct quantitative measurement of density,
since it would require a double integration of the signal data.
However, it is especially convenient for making shock waves
visible either in steady supersonic flow, or unsteady con-
figurations produced using a shock tube. The shadowgraph
presented in Figure 2 was captured using parabolic mirrors

Point
source

Test
facility

Reference
plane

Film

Lens
l

Figure 1. Shadowgraph setup with parallel beams through the test
section.

Figure 2. Shadowgraph of shock wave propagation through a 2D
convergent nozzle and consequent diffraction. Reproduced with
permission from Zare-Behtash and Kontis (2009)c© AIAA.

instead of lenses. The use of mirrors is beneficial when the
test section is large.

3 SCHLIEREN

Schlieren systems are used in the study of high speed fluid
flows in wind tunnels and shock tunnels, and to observe mix-
ing, and free and forced convection in and around heated bod-
ies. The schlieren effect was first discovered by Foucault in
1859 and was initially used to show up defect in glass compo-
nents such as lenses, mirrors and observation windows. The
name stems from the German word “streak” or “striation”
(schliere). It was soon realized that the method could be a
powerful tool for observing variations in flow density and,
because of its reliance on∂ρ/∂x and∂ρ/∂y, it is more sen-
sitive to low pressure conditions where density changes are
more subtle.

Figure 3 shows the general principle of a typical schlieren
system, although this is only one of several possible layouts.
Either large diameter lenses or mirrors can be used to produce
the collimated beam in which the events take place. Mirrors
are preferably used, as high quality mirrors are cheaper than
the same size diameter lenses and the setup occupies less

Test
object

Point
source

Film

Lens

Schlieren
head

Knife
edge

Figure 3. Schlieren setup with parallel light through the test section.
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space. High quality optics are essential as, due to the mode
of operation, any small defects are shown up with high clarity
(Ray, 2002). The difference between the shadowgraph setup
and that of a schlieren system is the addition of a knife edge
at the focal point of the second lens (Settles, 2001).

In practice, the knife edge is just an ordinary razor blade.
As shown in Figure 3 the point source is collimated by a
first lens which focal point coincides with the location of the
source. Then the parallel light rays pass through the test sec-
tion and a second lens refocuses the beam to an image of
the point source. From there the beam proceeds to a view-
ing screen where a real inverted image of the test section is
formed. As the knife edge is advanced towards the focus of
the lens and suddenly blocks the image of the light source,
it causes the screen to go dark. If a medium of constant re-
fractive index is placed in the test section the viewing screen
will be evenly illuminated. If a refractive index change oc-
curs in the test section a light ray previously cut off by the
knife edge may be deflected enough to now reach the view-
ing screen. If the change in refractive index is in the opposite
sense then the rays which originally passed through may now
be blocked by the knife edge to give a dark image. Thus a
disturbance at the test object will produce a picture of the
refractive index gradients or medium density changes which
occur. Figure 4 demonstrates how the deflection of the light
rays leads to variations in image intensity.

If a horizontal knife edge is used, then the system detects
only vertical components∂n/∂y ∝ ∂ρ/∂y in the schlieren ob-
ject. That is, a simple knife edge affects only those ray refrac-
tions with components perpendicular to it. If the gradients in

Figure 4. Schlieren image of a shock wave propagating over
grooved surfaces. Reproduced with permission from Gongora-
Orozco, Zare-Behtash and Kontis (2009)c© AIAA.

the schlieren object are mainly horizontal –∂n/∂x ∝ ∂ρ/∂x,
then the knife edge should be placed vertically in the focus
of the second lens.

Controlling the amount of light cut off by the knife edge
changes the sensitivity of the system to any disturbances
within the test section. If more light is initially cut off by
the knife edge the schlieren system becomes more sensitive
to smaller disturbances within the test object. If on the other
hand the amount of light cut by the knife edge is small then
only large disturbances which have a greater refractive in-
dex gradient leading to greater light ray deflections are made
visible by the system in the viewing plane.

The most popular arrangement, the z-type schlieren sys-
tem, which uses two equal but oppositely tilted, on-axis
parabolic mirrors similar to that used by Zare-Behtash, Kontis
and Gongora-Orozco (2008). This configuration minimizes
odd aberrations, principally astigmatism. Small off-axis an-
gles are used to minimize even aberrations, notably spherical
aberration and coma (Mercer, 2003). The combination of a di-
verging illuminator beam, and opposite converging analyzer
beam, and a parallel beam between the two mirrors suggests
the letter z, whence the name.

An extension of the conventional black and white schlieren
method described above is the color schlieren technique. In
this case a color filter mask is placed at the light source and
the knife edge is replaced by depending on the selected mask,
either a slit (consisting of two knife edges) or a cylindrical
pinhole or more conveniently, an iris diaphragm (Kleine and
Grönig, 1991). If a horizontal color mask is placed at the
source then the shades of color captured in the image plane are
proportional to the magnitude of deflection of the light rays
hence it is known as magnitude-indicating color schlieren.
If however, a color wheel is placed is used as the source
mask, then the system is a direction-indicating color schlieren
(See for example the work of Kleine and Settles (2008)).

In some instances, numerical shadowgraph or schlieren
images are obtained using the simulation of the flow field
through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the ray-
tracing method. Combining these two, the flow field is con-
structed before the actual experiment (Sun, 2007). Following
this approach the optical system can be optimized by analyz-
ing the effects of the optical components such as the location
of lenses or mirrors, light source, size of the pin hole for gen-
erating the point source, and the location of the image plane.

4 MOIRÉ DEFLECTOMETRY

Due to light deflection by a variable density field a geomet-
rical pattern seen through this field appears deformed. These
deformations are related to the derivatives of density∂ρ/∂x

and∂ρ/∂y (Merzkirch, 1987). The geometrical pattern used
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Figure 5. Shadowgraph (a), schlieren (b), and CBOS (c) of a flow past a sphere at Mach 10 and 40-km altitude. Reproduced with permission
from the French-German Research Institute of Saint-Louis (ISL).

for this purpose can be regular or random. The grid, which
can be placed on either side of the object, can be of equidis-
tant lines for example, or regular patterns of concentric cir-
cles or squares. The moiré method is used where the grid
dimensions are not very small, macroscale, in comparison to
typical scales of the flow field to be visualized. In contrast,
laser speckle photography uses microscale reference patterns
(Köpf, 1972). A micro-sized reference pattern is generated by
a plate of ground glass in the light path (Debruset al., 1972).
The recorded speckle pattern is determined by the scattering
characteristics of the ground glass. After an exposure of this
reference pattern has been taken in the absence of the flow,
the flow is turned on, and a second exposure is taken on the
same photographic plate. Due to the deflection of the light in
the flow, the second pattern is distorted with respect to the
reference pattern. The displacement of individual speckles is
a measure of the local deflection angle.

The background oriented schlieren technique (BOS) is a
complementary technique to the shadowgraph and schlieren
methods and yields quantitative information (Elsingaet al.,
2004). Although termed a schlieren technique, in essence it
is a moiŕe technique and is named schlieren because similar
to the schlieren technique it gives information on the deflec-
tion angle or the density derivative. In a simple BOS realiza-
tion, a camera is used to image a deliberate object of suffi-
cient texture through the deflector (phase object) of interest.
The object placed in the background is a pattern consisting
of tiny randomly distributed dots of high spatial frequency
which can be imaged with high contrast (Richard and Raffel,
2001). First, a reference image is generated by recording the
background pattern observed through air at rest before the ex-
periment. In the second step an additional exposure through
the flow under investigation leads to a displaced background
pattern. The displaced background pattern is caused by the
light deflection in density gradients. The resulting images
of both exposures is then evaluated by correlation methods.

Existing evaluation algorithms, developed for particle image
velocimetry can then be used to determine the background
image displacements.

The deflection of a single beam contains information about
the spatial gradient of the refractive index integrated along
the optical path. Details on the theory of ray tracing through
gradient-index media can be found in the work of Dorić
(1990). Figure 5 shows a comparison between the shadow-
graph, schlieren, and a color background oriented schlieren
(CBOS) image of a sphere placed in hypersonic flow con-
ditions. (Figure 5 near here) Other than studying high speed
flows (Ramanahet al., 2007), the BOS technique has also
successfully been applied to the analysis of low speed flows
(Meier, 2002). The principle advantage of this technique is
its extremely modest technical requirements, usually one
(electronic) camera, a sufficiently structured background
and a PC.

All moir é methods provide quantitative information on the
amount of light deflections in the flow with density variations.
This enables the calculation of the respective derivatives of
the refractive index or fluid density. Compared to the schlieren
technique the moiré method is less sensitive but allows for
the easier study of larger objects.

5 INTERFEROMETRY

Interferometric measurement methods allow one to deter-
mine the difference between the optical paths and thus the
travel time of two or more light beams, of which at least
one has passed through the phase object under investiga-
tion. In the case of a so-calledreference beam interferom-
eter one light beam traverses the phase object (hence called
the “object beam”), while the other is led through a refer-
ence space of known refractive index, this beam is labeled as
“reference beam”. The combination of these beams yields an
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interference pattern typical of the experienced optical path
difference. The resulting interference fringes correspond to
lines of constant refractive index. For gas flows, as a result
of equation (1), these contours correspond to lines of con-
stant density. In the case ofdifferential interferometry both
beams pass through the object field, but are displaced by a
small distance with respect to each other orsheared. This
class of interferometers are some times called shearing inter-
ferometry or schlieren interferometry (Woisetschlägeret al.,
1998).

5.1 Differential interferometry

The optical setup for differential interferometry is similar
to that of the schlieren technique with the addition of two
Wollaston biprisms positioned at the secondary point source
and the focal point (Houas, Meshkov and Jourdan, 1999) a
schematic of which is shown in Figure 6. Each color interfer-
ence fringe of the flow visualization corresponds to optical
path differences proportional to the gradient of optical index
(Desse and Pegneaux, 1993). This setup can be considered
a quantitative schlieren system. By integration from a posi-
tion of known density, partial density, and mass concentration
profiled in the mixture can be deduced.

As the technique integrates the three dimensional flow
field on a two-dimensional image, wall affects are always
present and perturb the density measurement at late times.
Therefore, it is not recommended for both high Mach num-
bers and turbulent flows. An article by Desse (2006) provides
the latest advances on this technique.

5.2 Reference beam interferometry

The two most widely used systems in reference beam interfer-
ometry are the classic Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI)
and the holographic interferometer (see, e.g., Takayama,
Kleine and Gr̈onig, 1987). While both methods are character-
ized by some fundamental differences in their layout and in
the way the interference is generated, the basic interferometry
principles are the same.

Point
sourece

Wollaston
prism 1 Lens

1 Test
object

Lens
2

Wollaston
prism 2 Camera

Figure 6. Basic scheme of the differential interferometry technique.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer.

The MZI shown in Figure 7 is designed to allow a wide
separation of test and reference beam. While the first beam
splitter separates the incident beam into the test and refer-
ence beam, the second beam splitter known as theinterfer-
ometer unit, recombines the two beams. If all mirrors and
beam splitters are aligned exactly parallel, one has the infi-
nite fringe width mode (IFW). Tilting one of the plates, usu-
ally the second beam splitter, provides the finite fringe width
mode (FFW). Operating in the IFW mode, the image back-
ground is uniformly illuminated and changes in the refractive
index in the test field will lead to the creation of interference
fringes. On the other hand, when operating in the FFW mode,
a system of equidistant, parallel interference fringes appears
for the uniform test field. A density variation in the test sec-
tion will distort this regular pattern, and the deviation or shift
of a fringe from its undisturbed position is a measure of the
density variation.

Holographic interferometry allows a comparison of
different states of the object at different times. This technique
uses the ability of the hologram to store two or more com-
plex wavefronts by performing multiple exposures. The sub-
sequent interference of these wave fields when they are re-
constructed together produce a fringe pattern, from where
the information of the deformations or change of refractive
index of the object between the exposures can be obtained.
The light source for holography almost necessarily must be a
highly uniform beam from a laser source (Goldstein, 1983).
The double exposure technique is the most used for indus-
trial applications. In double-exposure holography two expo-
sures are recorded (before and after deformation) on the stor-
age material, a high-resolution photographic emulsion, for
instance, and reconstructed together by illuminating with a
laser. During the first recording, the plate is illuminated with
an object beam and a reference beam. During the second
recording taken when there is a change in the refractive index
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Figure 8. Holographic interferogram (infinite fringe mode) of
shock wave propagating over a perforated plate. Reproduced with
permission from Skews and Takayama (1996)c© Cambridge
University Press.

in the test section, the plate is illuminated with the same ref-
erence beam, but a different object beam. Figure 8 provides
an example of an interferogram obtained using double pulse
holographic interferometry.

For both types of interferometer, the recorded quantity is
a phase shift or optical path difference��, which can be
expressed as

�� =
∫ L

0
[n(x, y, z) − nref]dz = iλ, i = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .

(3)

wherenref is the reference value of the refractive indexn,
λ is the wavelength of the light, andx, y, z andL are the
previously defined Cartesian coordinates and the depth of
the test section, respectively.

In the infinite fringe setting of a reference beam interfer-
ometer, the phase object is the only source of interference
fringes. The fringes caused by a phase object then represent
the density contours of the whole flow field. Using equation
(1), the density increment�ρ between two fringes can be
determined as (Merzkirch, 1987)

�ρ = λ

KL
(4)

Shadowgraph and schlieren systems are used princi-
pally for qualitative descriptions of a density field. Because
schlieren and shadowgraph photographs yield information
on the first and second derivatives of density, their widest

application can be found in systems with steep gradients
of density and temperature, such as flame fronts and shock
waves. Interferometers can be used in quantitative studies
of two-dimensional (including axisymmetric) density and
temperature fields.

Of the methods described, the interferometer yields the
most information, and the shadowgraph the least. On the
other hand, the interferometer is the most costly and the most
difficult to operate. Each method therefore has its own use-
ful niche in experimental work, and the choice of method
depends on the nature of the investigation. Kleine, Grönig
and Takayama (2006) have presented designs for a combined
shadow, schlieren and interferometry system. This shows that
through correct usage of the basic principles of the methods,
there are no limits in the variations of the techniques.

6 OPTICAL TOMOGRAPHY

Tomography allows the distribution of physical parameters
such as density, absorption coefficient, or brightness of a
three-dimensional object to be determined from line-of-sight
measurements. Often a set of line integrals of such distri-
butions can be obtained from appropriate physical measure-
ments. A set corresponding to a particular angular view is
called a projection; multiple projections are needed to recon-
struct the image.

Optical tomography uses optical waves for recording of
the projections and provides a framework for obtaining quan-
titative flow measurements from a set of line-of-sight images.
From classical techniques such as shadowgraphy, schlieren,
and interferometry three-dimensional distributions of physi-
cal observables can be reconstructed, provided a number of
images of the flow are taken from different directions (Yang,
1989). The three-dimensional field to be reconstructed is sub-
divided into a set of evenly spaced parallel planes. Each plane,
or slice, is a two-dimensional cross-section of the field located
at a constant downstream direction and normal to the projec-
tion plane. The refractive index distribution of each slice is
determined using the projection data which correspond to that
slice (Pelliccia-Fraft and Watt, 2000). The complete three-
dimensional density distribution is then obtained by stack-
ing the reconstructed two-dimensional slices. The projection
image geometry is shown in Figure 9.

In the general case, the object can be recovered from the
projections, provided an infinite number of projections are
known with arbitrary accuracy. In practice, this is never pos-
sible, and approximate reconstruction methods are needed.
Several reconstruction schemes have been devised; the most
popular are the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART),
filtered and convolution back projection, FFT techniques,
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Figure 9. Projection imaging geometry.

maximum entropy, and other iterative approaches (Hesselink,
1988).

The most difficult problem for optical tomography is the
lack of sufficient projection data for reconstruction. This can
be due to the difficulty in obtaining many projection data
simultaneously, or when the flow field is relatively large the
projections may not cover the whole flow field, resulting in
truncated projections (Fenget al., 2002).

7 CONCLUSIONS

The present chapter has discussed the basic principles of op-
tical flow visualization techniques, which fall into the fol-
lowing categories: shadowgraphy, schlieren, moiré deflec-
tometry, and interferometry. The optical tomography method
which allows for the three-dimensional reconstruction of the
flow using two-dimensional results has also briefly been de-
scribed. The shadowgraph and schlieren methods are suited to
flows with steep gradients of density and temperature. An ex-
tension of the conventional black and white schlieren method
is the color schlieren technique. In some instances, numeri-
cal shadowgraph or schlieren images are obtained using the
simulation of the flow field through computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) and the ray-tracing method. Following this ap-
proach the optical system can be optimized. All moiré meth-
ods provide quantitative information on the amount of light
deflections in the flow with density variations. This enables
the calculation of the respective derivatives of the refractive
index or fluid density. Compared to the schlieren technique
the moiŕe method is less sensitive but allows for the easier
study of larger objects. Interferometers can be used in quan-
titative studies of two-dimensional (including axisymmetric)
density and temperature fields. Optical tomography uses op-
tical waves for recording of the projections and provides
a framework for obtaining quantitative flow measurements

from a set of line of sight images. From classical techniques
such as shadowgraphy, schlieren, and interferometry three-
dimensional distributions of physical observables can be re-
constructed, provided a number of images of the flow are
taken from different directions. Of the methods described,
the interferometer yields the most information, and the shad-
owgraph the least. Each method has its own useful niche in
experimental work, and the choice of method depends on the
nature of the investigation. Through correct usage of the basic
principles of the methods, there are no limits in the variations
of the techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the first few decades of aerodynamics research, measure-
ments were obtained with pressure manometers. To measure
the pressure on a solid surface, pressure taps were drilled
and connected to individual manometers. Today, a variety
of sophisticated pressure transducers are available. But the
technique of distributing pressure taps over an aerodynamic
surface is still the main method of measuring surface pressure
distributions. The classical Pitot-static tube is still extensively
used to measure the velocity in a stream. And for decades
again, pressure manometers have been employed to measure
the difference between stagnation and static pressure, and

thus allow the calculation of the velocity, if the density of
the fluid was known. A Pitot-static tube can generate accu-
rate measurements if the flow is uniform, and if the probe is
nearly aligned with the direction of the flow velocity. Both
requirements represent significant limitations for the mea-
surement of the velocity at a point within a flowfield. These
limitations will be discussed in detail later in this article. The
design of Multi-Hole Probes (MHP) for the measurement of
flow velocity is based on the principle of operation of a Pitot-
static tube. The MHP is a proven and mature measurement
technology to resolve all three velocity components.

What could not be measured until very recently is the
pressure in midfield. But today, many years after the develop-
ment of sophisticated methods of measurement like Hot-Wire
Anemometry (HWA), Laser-Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and
Particle-Image Velocimetry (PIV), we turned again to the
principles of a Pitot-static tube to return the infield static
pressure. This can now be achieved with properly calibrated
MHPs. In fact, MPHs are the only probes that can provide the
local value of all three components of the velocity, both static
and dynamic pressure and with the appropriate modifications
the total and static temperature, and the local composition of
the fluid. The present chapter is devoted to pressure measure-
ments and MHPs.

Measuring the pressure at distinct points over the body of
a probe can provide all the necessary information on velocity
components and infield pressures. This requires careful cali-
bration. Many different shapes have been employed for the tip
of an MHP as for example conical, spherical, or cylindrical
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surfaces, or faceted surfaces. These probes must be inserted
in the flow at the point where a measurement is required. They
therefore provide point measurements. And they may inter-
fere with the flow. Probe interference is in principle calibrated
out, but as discussed later, there are limitations that depend
on the dimensions of the tip and the local spatial variations of
the flow. These topics will be discussed in the present chapter.

2 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

2.1 Measuring pressure over solid surfaces

Measurement of the pressure distribution over the solid sur-
face of a body immersed in a stream generates valuable in-
formation on the overall forces that the fluid exerts on the
solid. In many cases the determination of these forces is the
ultimate goal of engineering analysis. Pressure distributions
measured over wings or turbomachinery blades for example
can be integrated to provide lift, drag, and moments. Con-
trolling these forces requires understanding of the features
of the flow over the body, and here again, the measurement
of pressure distributions provides useful information on how
the flow develops and evolves.

The measurement of pressure over the surface of bodies
has been historically the first successful experimental tech-
nique in aerodynamics. And the methods developed close to
a century ago are still being employed today, except of course
that the pressure sensors today are much more advanced and
sophisticated. The basic idea is to drill very small holes along
the surface of the body and connect them on the inside of the
model with pressure sensors, as shown in Figure 1.

The hole diameter could be a few tenths of a millimeter.
In practice larger holes are drilled on the inside surface of the
body wall, and small metal pipettes are press-fit. Plastic hoses
are then connected to the pipettes and then led to pressure
sensors as shown in Figure 1. Point pressure measurements
are obtained in this way, and therefore in order to generate
a complete picture of the pressure distribution over a solid
surface, a large number of pressure ports are required.

Figure 1. Model solid surface showing pressure taps and tubing.

2.2 Pressure measuring sensors

Today a variety of sensors are available in the market to
measure pressure. The most useful are pressure scanners that
consist of a large number of piezoelectric transducers packed
together in a compact way. The instrument’s readings can
then be scanned very fast and multiplexed.

2.2.1 Pressure transducers

The two largest classes of pressure gages used today are elec-
tronic and mechanical gages. The remainder of this section
will focus on the measurement techniques associated with
electronic pressure measurement. The basic construction of
an electronic pressure transducer is based on a diaphragm
(or membrane) mounted in such a manner that it is ex-
posed to pressure on both sides of the sensor. In general
there are two configurations of electronic transducers avail-
able, absolute type and gage type as shown in Figure 2. The
type of transducer selected will depend on the measurement
requirement.

The test side of most pressure transducers is generically
characterized as “wet” and the reference side as “dry”. The
gage type transducer will nominally vent the reference side of
the sensor to atmosphere (PSIG) or to some known pressure
location (PSID) that floats with the configuration (e.g., wind
tunnel static reference, static port on a Pitot-static probe, etc.).
Transducers with gage references are usually constructed by
opening a hole into the pressure sensor housing so that the lo-
cal ambient fluid, air, or water can enter the unit and counter
the pressure being measured. The “back side” of the sen-
sor can also house the electronics and other apparatus that
measures the deflection of the membrane. The reference hole
(or “breather” hole) is usually specified as “dry” and should
be limited to a clean, dry gas. This delta pressure (�P) ap-
proach enables the use of very sensitive membranes that are in
environments that can have large variations in the reference,
for example, pressurized wind tunnels, high-altitude aircraft,
deep sea measurements.

For absolute transducer types, the zero point of an absolute
reference is the absence of all matter and can be achieved by
evacuating the reference side or “back side cavity” of the sen-
sor. All absolute pressure measurements made are therefore
positive and identified as PSIA. At sea level, 0 PSIG (Gage)
is approximately 14.7 PSIA (Absolute).

Some manufacturers will seal the “back side cavity” of the
sensor to prevent contamination and make possible sensitive
and time dependent measurements around a fixed reference.
The zero point of this configuration is usually set at what-
ever the atmospheric pressure was at the time and location of
manufacture but can be built and set to customer reference
requirements. Nominally this creates a nonzero�P across
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Figure 2. Types of pressure gages.

the membrane and can be influenced by changes in local at-
mospheric pressure due to weather, or if the instrument is
moving, because of changes in altitude and/or depth.

Damaging the membrane can occur when the sensor is
exposed to pressures beyond the limits of operation. The
“proof” pressure is beyond the linear region of the transducer
but will not yield or damage the membrane. The “burst” pres-
sure is typically 2–4 times the operational pressure and can
result in permanent damage to the transducer.

There are two popular types of electronic pressure trans-
ducers: piezo-resistive and condenser type.

2.2.2 Piezo-resistive gage construction

The generic design approach of a piezo-resistive transducer
typically utilizes a silicon chip and diaphragm (5–254�m
thick) configured to act as a strain gage system. When the di-
aphragm is strained, the resistance of the conductor increases.
The physical relationship between the locations of the strain
gage elements and the mechanical diaphragm is typically
configured into a Wheatstone bridge. The result is that the
applied stress generated by the applied fluid pressure causes
an imbalance in the output of the bridge. The magnitude of
this imbalance is directly proportional to the magnitude of
the stress applied.

Piezo-resistive pressure transducers provide the user with
the capability of monitoring rapid rise time pressure pulses.
A rise time (t) to which the transducer will respond linearly
can be expressed as a function of the period (T) to which the
transducer has a flat response, andt = 4 T.

The system response time is the time required for the out-
put to increase from zero to some specified percentage of its
final value, when excited by a step change in pressure.

Typical calibrations of these transducers are obtained by
placing a known static pressure on the measurement or ref-
erence tube. These results identify the transducer sensitivity
(psig mV−1 or Pa mV−1) and the non-linear and hysteresis

characteristics. Unsteady calibrations are difficult to obtain
due to the lack of a suitable calibration standard.

2.2.3 Condenser type transducer construction

Condenser type pressure transducers are popular for acoustic
measurements due to the high sensitivity required by the ex-
tremely small pressure levels associated with sound. These
gage type transducers (microphones) have diaphragm thick-
nesses that vary from about 1.5 to 8�m depending on the
microphone type. The diaphragm and the front of the back-
plate form the plates of the active capacitor which generates
the output signal for the condenser microphone.

Calibration of condenser type gages can be obtained by
electronically varying the back-plate capacitance. This en-
ables a transfer function to be obtained, thereby capturing
the frequency and phase response over the operational band-
width of the transducer.

2.3 Acoustic properties of tubing and
experimental correction

Instrumenting a model as discussed in Section 2.1 can provide
the average pressure over a model. If the pressure over the
model is fluctuating in time, these arrangements could be used
to provide instantaneous pressure over the model. However,
the pressure signals can be amplified or attenuated through the
flexible hoses, and require special attention to return the true
pressure fluctuation on the surface of the model. Pressure
changes between the tip of an MHP and the measuring sensors
require similar attention.

Figure 3a shows a schematic of a basic system consist-
ing of a pressure measuring transducer connected to a tubing
system of lengthL and diameter 2r. The true pressure at
the measurement point is indicated byps(t) while the pres-
sure measured by the transducer is denoted bypr(t). The pres-
sure at the transducer will be distorted in amplitude and phase,
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic of a basic MHP tubing system; (b) fre-
quency response (amplitude ratio) for a 53 mm long, 0.25 mm ID
steel tube in air at standard conditions.

due to the compressibility of the medium and the presence
of viscous flow inside the tubing. This distortion depends on
several factors, the most important of which are: inner tubing
diameter, tubing length, volumeV in front of the pressure
sensor and medium properties such as viscosity and density.
For example, for a tubing system consisting of a 53 mm long,
0.25 mm ID steel tube, and an Endevco transducer, we show in
Figure 3b the signal amplitude distortion as a function of fre-
quency. At high frequencies massive attenuation is observed.

Based on the large uncertainty and tolerances in small di-
ameter tubing systems, an accurate theoretical model of the
transfer function is nearly impossible to attain. Therefore, an
experimental calibration system is needed. Johansen (2001)
developed a simple system for such calibrations. This sys-
tem generates a repeatable fluctuating pressure at the inlet of
the tubing system, while continuously monitoring the inlet
pressure (ps) and the pressure at the receiving end of tubing
system (pr). A loudspeaker was chosen as the driver for the
system, and was used to generate a sinusoidal pressure signal
in the cavity with accurately set frequency and amplitude.
Determination of the transfer function of the tubing system
necessitates that the frequency is scanned through a range of
values. At each separate frequency, the ratiopr/ps was calcu-
lated as well as the phase angle between the two signals.

A general pressure reconstruction procedure is needed.
Johansen (2001) used a uniform window and found that no
smoothing function was required to correct for frequency
distortions. The spectral reconstruction routine was tested on
data generated by the loudspeaker facility. This facility can
be used to generate continuous pressure signals with various
waveforms. For these signals, both the reference pressure (ps)
and the measured pressure at the end of the tubing system (pr)
were recorded. The pressure reconstruction routine was then
used to correct the measured pressure (pr) and compared it
to the reference pressure (ps).

An example of pressure reconstruction is presented in
Figure 4. The tested tube was 38 mm long with an inner
diameter of 0.5 mm. A test case based on a 100 Hz and a
1000 Hz sine wave was corrected using the described proce-
dure. Figure 4 shows the measured and reference pressures.
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Figure 4. Measured (pr), true (ps), and corrected (pcorr) pressure signals for 100 Hz+ 1000 Hz test case.
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Large amplification in the pressure and a small shift in the
phase angle are observed. The reconstructed pressure is seen
to follow the reference pressure accurately.

3 THE MULTI-HOLE PROBE (MHP) –
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION AND
DESIGNS

3.1 The MHP principle of operation

In the first few decades of laboratory work in aerodynamics,
the Pitot-static probe was the only tool available to measure
flow velocity. Five-hole probes followed soon. Developments
in miniature pressure-transducers, powerful computers, and
sophisticated software have taken the modern MHPs to a new
capability level. Today MHPs compete with all other tools of
flow measurement, and their ease of use and low price make
them attractive to researchers and practicing engineers.

The MHP is a proven and mature measurement tech-
nology to resolve the three-dimensional velocity vector in
steady flowfields (Bryer and Pankhurst, 1971; Zilliac, 1989;
Rediniotis, Hoang and Telionis, 1993). When a body is in-
serted in the flow of any fluid, the pressure distribution over
its surface varies from a maximum at the stagnation point to
some low values that are often lower than the static pressure
far upstream. For bluff bodies, the maximum pressure is equal
to the stagnation pressure,p0, which is the sum of the static
pressure,p∞ and the dynamic pressure far from the body.

p0 = p∞ + ρ

2
V 2

∞ (1)

If separation does not occur, the lowest pressures are typically
found near the regions where the inclination of the surface of
the body is nearly parallel to the free stream. The principle of
MHP measurements is based on the fact that if a bluff body
is immersed in a stream, the pressure at specific points on its
surface is related to the direction, and magnitude of the stream
velocity. This relationship can be developed analytically, but
in practice, probes are calibrated experimentally.

In this article “far upstream”, “free stream”, and “condi-
tions at infinity”, denoted by the subscript∞ imply a position
upstream of the probe tip, where we assume that the flow is
uniform and unaffected by the presence of the probe. These
assumptions will need qualification. But in practice this dis-
tance is on the order of the probe tip diameter. We assume
that the local flow nonuniformities, like sharp curvature of
streamlines or velocity gradients are small compared to the
disturbances generated by the probe. This hypothesis allows
us to use MHP to measure the velocity and pressure at a point
in a flowfield that develops in space.

3

1

45º

2

θ

α

Figure 5. A very simple pitch/magnitude three-hole probe.

To demonstrate the principle, consider a pitch probe con-
sisting of a circular cylinder with pressure taps along the
meridional angles atθ = 0, 45◦ and −45◦, as shown in
Figure 5. If this probe is inserted in a two-dimensional field
with flow direction inclined with respect to the probe’s hor-
izontal axis by an angleα , which in this article will be re-
ferred to as the incidence angle, then pressure measurements
at pointsθ = 0, 45◦ and−45◦ can return the angleα , the free-
stream velocity magnitude, as well as the static and dynamic
pressure. This can be demonstrated analytically.

For incompressible flow, the pressure and velocity at a
point on the body,P, V are related to the pressure and velocity
far from the body,P∞, V∞ by

p∞ + ρ

2
V 2

∞ = p + ρ

2
V 2 (2)

For a circular cylinder, the potential flow solution gives the
velocity on the cylinder as

V (θ) = 2V∞ sinθ (3)

Whereθ is the angular distance from the point of stagnation
to the point of interest.

We can then employ equations (2) and (3) for the pressure
at the three pressure taps as follows:

P∞ + ρ

2
V 2

∞ = P(45◦ − α) + 2ρV 2
∞ sin2(45◦ − α) (4)

P∞ + ρ

2
V 2

∞ = P(α) + 2ρV 2
∞ sin2(α) (5)

P∞ + ρ

2
V 2

∞ = P(45◦ + α) + 2ρV 2
∞ sin2(45◦ + α) (6)

If the pressure at ports 1, 2, and 3 are measured, then the sys-
tem of equations (4) to (6) can be solved for the unknowns
P∞, V∞ andα , which are the local value of the static pres-
sure, the local magnitude of the velocity, and the slope of the
velocity vector.

The basic idea is now to design a probe with a tip shape that
will involve measurable variations of the pressure at specific
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points that can be associated with the direction and magnitude
of the local 3-D velocity vector. Pressure taps are strategically
placed on the tip of the probe at different locations Analytical
or numerical relations similar to equations (4) to (6), connect-
ing pressure values on the probe tip to the local velocity, static,
and dynamic pressure can be derived for any probe tip shape.
But minute errors in the machining of the probe tip and the
location of the pressure taps introduce measurement errors
that can only be eliminated by calibration.

3.2 One-, three-, five-, seven-, twelve- and
eighteen-hole probes

The number of holes at the tip of the probe enables a probe
to return the incidence angles with the desired accuracy. The
larger the number of holes, the better the accuracy of a probe
in detecting the flow direction at larger incidence angles.
Roughly Pitot-static probes are limited to incidence angles
less than 10◦, five-hole probes are limited to 55◦ and seven-
hole probes to 75◦. For incidence angles larger than 75◦, a
twelve- or an eighteen-hole probe is needed.

The standard Pitot-static probe can be classified as an
MHP. This probe is a tube with a single hole along the tip,
and six or eight holes along a ring (Figure 6a), known as the
static ring, six to ten diameters away from the tip. The static-
ring holes lead to the interior of the probe body. If the probe
is aligned with the stream, the front port measures the free
stream total pressure and the pressure inside the static ring
chamber is equal to the static pressure,p∞. It has been shown
that for small inclinations of the probe axis, the order of 5◦

with respect to the free stream, the front port still records the
total pressure of the stream with an error of less than 1%. As
it turns out, the pressure in the static chamber, which is the
average of the pressures recorded by the pressure taps along
the static ring is very close to the free-stream static pressure.
A Pitot-static probe is therefore forgiving, and could provide
a good measurement of the magnitude of the velocity even if
the probe is not perfectly aligned with the stream.

If three holes are arranged in the same plane as shown in
Figure 6b, then the probe can detect the angle that the axis of
the probe makes with the projection of the flow velocity in
the probe plane. In cases when the flow velocity component
normal to this plane is small, this probe becomes a yaw probe.
In the laboratory, such probes are useful where the flow is
nominally two-dimensional. This is the case when the flow
is constrained by two walls, but then a static ring may not
measure accurately the static pressure.

The most common MHPs are the five-hole and the seven-
hole probes. Holes are arranged along the tip of the probe as
shown in Figure 6c. The principle described in Section 4 can

Figure 6. (a) A Pitot-static probe. The static ring consists of six or
eight pressure taps. Faceted, conical and, hemispherical seven-hole
tips; (b) three-hole probe; (c) faceted, conical and hemispherical
seven-hole tips.

easily be extended to three-dimensional flow. It all depends on
the fact that the highest pressure occurs at the point of stagna-
tion and the pressure on the surface of the probe tip decreases
with distance from this point. For a sphere, one can derive
unique mathematical relations that connect the pressure at
the pressure taps with the direction and the magnitude of the
velocity as functions of the location of the pressure taps. This
is essentially a generalization of equations (4)–(6). In prac-
tice, there are no analytical solutions for tip geometries other
than the sphere, and therefore these relationships should be
determined only by calibration. Minute imperfections in the
machining of the probe tip result in significant differences of
the calibration surfaces and this dictates that each probe be
calibrated. Extensive calibrations of conical five-hole probes
and seven-hole probes indicate that they can provide good ac-
curacy for incidence angles up to 55◦ and 75◦, respectively.
Flow angles with errors as low as 0.4◦ and magnitudes with
errors as low as 0.8% can be resolved.

Probes that can sense and measure direction and magni-
tude of the flow approaching with incidence angles as large
as 150◦ have been designed. These are essentially spheres
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Figure 7. Eighteen-hole probes (courtesy of Aeroprobe Corp.).

with 12 or 18 holes attached to a cylindrical stem, as shown
in Figure 7. It is the presence of the stem that is now limiting
the incidence angle.

3.3 Tip/Stem shapes and pressure measurements

Theoretically, any tip shape would work for an MHP. The
criterion to determine the proper shape for a specific appli-
cation is that the pressure recorded by a pressure tap should
vary smoothly with the incidence angle. This is because sharp
changes on the calibration curve,�p/�α or any of the other
angles, could introduce inaccuracies in the angles that the
probe reads.

A large number of tip shapes have been employed with
acceptable results. Most common among them are the cone
and the hemisphere. But faceted, that is, tips with flat sur-
faces also indicate quite good performance. The difference
in the performance of smooth versus faceted tips is due to
the flow separation characteristics. Separation over smooth
surfaces is gradual, and displaces smoothly over the surface,
which is an attractive feature for an MHP. However, the cali-
bration curves may display some abrupt changes as the free-

Figure 8. The ETH cylinder probe. Reproduced with permission
from Sieverding (2000)c© Springer.

stream velocity increases, because the Reynolds number also
increases, and induces transition to turbulence, which moves
the point of separation further downstream. The sharp corners
of a faceted tip force separation along the corner, and there-
fore the calibration curves are not as sensitive to changes of
the Reynolds number. However, the flow over faceted shapes
is almost always separated, and therefore more sensitive to
unsteady stall effects, which introduces errors in detecting
dynamic phenomena. A typical example of a faceted probe is
shown in Figure 8 due to Gossweiler as discussed in Sieverd-
ing et al. (2000). This probe can measure total and static
pressure and can return pitch and yaw angles with frequency
response of 20 kHz. The ETH group was capable of reducing
the diameter of the probe to, less than 1 mm.

The pressure taps arranged at the tip of a probe must com-
municate with pressure sensors. Small metal tubes attached
to each pressure tap lead to the sensitive element of pres-
sure sensors. The metal tubes are often stepped into plastic
tubes, similar to the design shown in Figure 1. The length of
these tubes can vary and can be as long as several meters.
But the damping of pressure fluctuations increases with the
length of these tubes and limits the measurements to mean
values. For short tubes, acoustic calibrations discussed ear-
lier provide correction factors that would allow multi-hole
probes to resolve signals with frequency responses as high as
a few hundred Hertz. But to increase the frequency response
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to levels comparable to LDV and PIV, the sensors must be
placed as close as possible to the pressure taps. This means
that the pressure sensors must be contained in the body of the
probe, or placed flush on the surface of the tip of the probe.
A typical example is the one depicted in Figure 8.

4 CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

As with any instrument, calibration of MHP requires that the
probe to be exposed to a series of combinations of the pa-
rameter values it will be required to read. These data are then
stored, and the mathematical operation is prepared for the use
of the instrument as a measuring device. The physical quan-
tities that the user expects to obtain are the magnitude and
the direction of the flow velocity, the static, and the dynamic
pressure at the point of measurement. All these quantities are
functions of the pressures measured by the pressure taps on
the tip of the probe. A typical numbering of the tip pressure
taps for a five-hole probe is shown in Figure 9a.

The orientation of a probe with respect to the oncoming
free stream is defined in terms of two angles. These could be
cone and roll,θ andϕ, or pitch and yaw,α andβ, as defined
in Figure 9b. The systems (θ, ϕ) and (α , β) are completely
interchangeable, and the conversion between them is given
by the following geometrical relations:

α = tan−1(tanθ sinϕ), β = sin−1(sinθ cosϕ) (7)

The calibration data are actually discrete data, and when the
instrument is used as a measurement tool, the measured quan-
tities fall between the discrete calibration values. Special soft-
ware is needed for the efficient interpolation that can return
measurements in terms of the calibration files.

The basic calibration parameters are the angles that de-
fine the orientation of the velocity vector with respect to the
probe axis, the Reynolds number and the Mach number. The
dependence of the quantities the user wants to measure on
the calibration parameters is described in terms of calibration
surfaces. These surfaces are unique to each instrument. Even
if two probes are machined on computer-controlled equip-
ment, with identical specifications and drawings, their cal-
ibration surfaces deviate from each other. In other words,
no two probes are identical to each other. This is because the
slightest mechanical discrepancies on the surface of the probe
tips can induce non-negligible differences in the calibration
surfaces. This is why, each probe must be calibrated through
the entire domain of the parameter values that it is expected
to encounter.

Figure 9. Angles defining the orientation of a probe with respect
to the free streamV. Hereθ andϕ are the cone and roll angles, and
α andβ are the pitch and yaw angles.

4.1 Calibration mechanisms

A calibration machine should be able to generate indepen-
dently the discrete values of two spatial attitude angles, the
Reynolds number,Re and the Mach number,M:

Re = ρV∞L

µ
, M = V∞

a
(8)

whereρ,µ anda are the density, viscosity and speed of sound.
This means that the total temperature and total pressure of

the free stream must be known. Such machines must generate
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free streams with the lowest levels of turbulence possible, and
mechanisms that can position the probe at different spatial
orientations.

In most facilities, it is not possible to control indepen-
dently the Mach number and the Reynolds number. This is
because if the density and temperature cannot be controlled
independently, then increasing the speed of the tunnel re-
sults in increases of both the Reynolds number and the Mach
number. To control these parameters independently requires
a facility that can be operated at controlled densities and/or
temperatures. Such facilities are too expensive to construct
and operate. For most practical applications, the dependence
of the calibration surfaces on the Reynolds number is rather
weak. It is therefore adequate to calibrate for different val-
ues of the Mach number, and in practice, this is achieved by
increasing the speed of the tunnel.

A probe must be placed in the tunnel with its tip as close as
possible to the middle of the test section and be given angular
displacements such that its tip is not linearly displaced. In
other words, the probe tip must remain at the same point in
space, while its axis is given the required inclinations. The
most common calibration mechanism that allows adjusting
inclination angles keeping the probe tip fixed in space is a
U-shaped bracket that can rotate about an axis that passes
through its two tips as shown in Figure 10. One of the U
bracket legs is mounted on a stepper motor that controls the
cone angle. The other leg is essentially the probe itself, or an
extension of it. A schematic of an actual mechanical design is
shown in Figure 10. In this drawing the base includes a stepper
motor to control coning, indicated by the curly arrow B. The
disk G is mounted flush with the wall of the test section, or
is placed far from the calibration jet. The roll stepper motor
E is placed far from the roll axis, and rolling indicated by the
curly arrow “A” is achieved by a belt drive.

4.2 Calibration mathematical relations and
the measurement process

The formulas and the discussion in this article are presented
for five-hole probes. But extensions to probes with any num-
ber holes are straightforward and can be found in the literature
(see for example, Johansen, 2001). The basic procedure is the
following. Measure the five pressures recorded at each of the
five holes for a large number of calibration angles, record
the calibration facility static and dynamic pressure, and the
plenum temperature, and then store this information. Then
prepare the software that when the probe is inserted in an
unknown flowfield, the measured five pressures would return
the local value of the total and static pressure and the magni-
tude and direction of the velocity. The local velocity vector at

Figure 10. A calibration mechanism with stepper motors to control
cone and roll.

any measurement location can be fully characterized by four
variables: the two angles, pitchα and yawβ, or coneθ and
roll ϕ, and two pressure coefficients.

Consider the numbering of the holes as shown in Figure
9a, which is the front view of the tip of a five-hole probe.
Following Johansen (2001), we can then define coefficients
in terms of the pressures recorded along the five pressure taps.
We start with the definition of a coefficient that will be called
the pseudo-dynamic pressure:

q = p1 − p2 + p3 + p4 + p5

4
(9a)

There is no physical significance of this coefficient, but as
will be shown later, it will allow us to relate the measured
pressures to the quantities we intend to obtain. We then define
the pitch and yaw coefficients,bα andbβ and the total and
static pressure coefficients,At andAs as follows:

bα = p2 + p4 − p5 − p3

2q
(9b)
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bβ = p2 + p5 − p3 − p4

2q
(9c)

At = p1 − pt

q
(9d)

As = q

pt − ps
(9e)

wherept andps are the total and the static pressure.
The pitch and yaw coefficients vary with the pitch and yaw

angles. But the precise relationships are coupled and can be
determined only by the calibration process. As described ear-
lier, the calibration mechanism brings the probe at a sequence
of pitch and roll pairs,α andβ. The free-stream total and static
pressure and the total temperature are recorded, and for each
pair, the five pressuresp1 throughp5 are measured. The coef-
ficientsbα, bβ, At, andAs are then calculated. In this prepro-
cessing scheme, the probe calibration files are used to create
a calibration database that contains for all velocity inclina-
tions all of the dependent and independent non-dimensional
coefficients. These data are stored to be used later to measure
the velocity vector, the static and the dynamic pressure as
described in the following section. These could be thought of
as look-up tables where in terms of the values ofbα andbβ,
we can find the anglesα andβ and the values of the coeffi-
cientsAt andAs. One can visualize these functions in terms
of surfaces like the one plotted in Figure 11.

4.3 Data reduction procedure

Once a probe is calibrated, it is ready to be used to determine
the flow conditions in an unknown flowfield. When the probe
is inserted in the field, the port pressures are recorded and

b2

b1

At,As,α,β,θ,ϕ

Figure 11. Calibration Surfaces.

the independent non-dimensional coefficientsbα andbβ are
calculated. The second step is to find the closest values of the
independent coefficients in the calibration file compared to
the test values. In a method proposed by Johansen (2001), cal-
ibration points far from the tested point (bα, bβ) are assumed
to have little or no influence on the calculation. A local in-
terpolation scheme is employed, and only calibration points
close to the test point are used in the evaluation. A least-
squares surface fit technique is employed to calculate the two
flow angles and the two pressure coefficients as functions of
the independent input variables. The procedure is repeated
for At andAs. The selected closest and triangulation-checked
calibration points are used to calculate four separate interpo-
lation surfaces. Each surface is calculated using a polynomial
with coefficients calculated by a least-squares approximation
method. For a first order surface the following polynomial is
used:

f (bα, bβ) = a0 + a1bα + a2bβ (10)

Wheref can be any of the dependent variablesα , β, θ, ϕ,
At, As and,a0, a1, a2 are the least-squares polynomial coeffi-
cients. The coefficients are calculated using the least-squares
criterion described by:

S =
N∑

i=1

σ2
i (11)

whereN is the number of calibration points used in the ap-
proximation andσi is the distance from each separate cali-
bration point to the closest point on the calculated surface.

The procedure will find the polynomial coefficients
(a0, a1 anda2) that minimize the sum of the square of the
distances,σ i . By entering the measured input coefficients
(bα, bβ) into the calculated functionf(bα, bβ), interpolated
values forα , β, θ, ϕ, At, andAs are obtained. The angle
or pressure coefficient surfaces for the probe are assumed
to be smooth locally and not exhibit any large gradients or
discontinuities. The local least-squares method generates a
surface that does not directly go through all the calibration
data points, but is rather an average surface.

The anglesα , β, and the pressure coefficientsAt, As are
given directly by the least-squares interpolation. The total
pressure and static pressure are then calculated from the non-
dimensional pressure coefficientsAt, As:

pt = pi − At · q (12a)

ps = pt − q

As

(12b)
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Pressure and Velocity Measurements11

For low speeds, that is, for flows with Mach numbers below
0.2, we can then calculate the magnitude of the velocity in
terms of the classical formula:

U =
√

2(Pt − Ps)

ρ
(13)

For high subsonic speeds, one needs to measure the total tem-
peratureTt. The velocity magnitude and the flow conditions
are then calculated using adiabatic, perfect gas relationships
for air, with the Mach number expressed in terms of total and
static pressure:

M =
√√√√5

((
pt

ps

)2/7

− 1

)
(14)

The temperature and velocity magnitude are then calculated
from:

T = Tt

1 + (M2/5)
(15)

U = M
√

γRT (16)

The Cartesian velocity components are calculated from the
following equations:

u = U cosα cosβ (17a)

v = U sinβ (17b)

w = U sinα cosβ (17c)

The viscosity is calculated from the Sutherland-law:

µ = µ0

(
T

T0

)3/2 (
T0 + S

T + S

)
(18)

whereS is the Sutherland constant. For air:S = 111 K,µ0 =
1.1716× 10−5 kg m−1 s−1 andT0 = 273 K.

4.4 Calibration in supersonic flow

When a Pitot tube is placed in a supersonic stream with Mach
numberM1, a detached shock forms upstream of its tip. By
measuring the Pitot total and static pressures downstream of
the shock and using shock wave theory, the Mach number
upstream of the shock can be derived. To derive also the flow
angles, an MHP must be used. Such probes can be properly

calibrated for measurements in supersonic flows. For details,
the reader is referred to Naughton, Cattafesta and Settles.
(1993).

4.5 Calibration of high-frequency-response
probes

Recent advances in miniaturization of pressure transducers,
including MEMS technology, have provided miniature, high
bandwidth pressure transducers and transducer arrays well
suited for fast-response MHPs. The miniature size of these
arrays enables a design in which the transducers are embed-
ded in, or close to the probe tip while maintaining a tip diam-
eter of 1 to 2 mm. Although the frequency response of such a
probe is excellent, there are issues pertaining to fluid inertia-
related unsteady aerodynamic effects that affect the pressures
registered by the probe, and must therefore be taken into ac-
count in the calibration of the probe. The simplest framework
to understand the origin of these effects is potential flow.

Consider a sphere in unsteady/accelerating translation
through an inviscid fluid at rest. The force and pressure distri-
bution on the sphere is different from what the sphere would
experience in a steady translation, due to “added mass” or
“inertial” effects. An MHP in an unsteady flowfield will also
be subjected to these acceleration effects. In a body-fixed ref-
erence frame, the instantaneous pressure on any point on the
sphere surface is given by the unsteady Bernoulli equation
(Karamcheti, 1966):

P(r, t) = ps − ρ

[
∂


∂t
− U(t)·∇
 + 1

2
(∇
)2

]
(19)

whereps is the far-field static pressure. Equation (19) de-
scribes the pressure in terms of the position vectorr and
time, t. The flowfield is axisymmetric, and the position vec-
tor can be described in spherical coordinates in terms ofr and
θ. The perturbation potential,
 is a scalar, the gradient of
which yields the flow perturbation velocity. For a sphere, the
perturbation potential is:


(θ, t) = −1

2
U(t)

R3

r2
cosθ (20)

whereR is the radius of the sphere andU(t) is the time-
dependent velocity of the body.

The pressure distribution on the sphere surface as a func-
tion of the sphere velocity and the angleθ is determined
from equation (20). The corresponding pressure coefficient
is based on instantaneous velocities that can be described is
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terms of a steady and an unsteady component:

Cp(θ, U, t) ≡ CpSteady + CpUnsteady (21)

where:

CpSteady =
(

9

4
cos2 θ − 5

4

)
(22a)

CpUnsteady =
R

U(t)2

dU(t)

dt
cosθ = K(t)cosθ (22b)

For steady flows, the inertial/unsteady termCpUnsteadyvanishes.
However, for accelerated flows, the inertial term will be non-
zero, and in the case of an MHP, corrections must be made
to accurately resolve the flow properties from the measured
port pressures. On the windward side of a sphere, the viscous
effects are small and the pressure distribution is similar to the
inviscid prediction.

In this analysis the stagnation point was known and fixed,
therefore only one variable, the angleθ, was enough to de-
scribe the pressure anywhere on the sphere surface. Now,
however, as the flow angle with respect to the probe axis
changes, the stagnation point changes location as well. Thus,
in order to describe the relative position of the stagnation
point with respect to a pressure port, two variables, the pitch
and yaw angles,α , β, are necessary.

For general, non-periodic flows, the instantaneous non-
dimensional acceleration,K, is defined as:

K(t) = R

U(t)2

dU(t)

dt
(23)

With this, and in order to expressCp as a function ofK(t),
we rewrite equation (21) as follows:

Cp(α, β, K(t)) = CpSteady(α, β) + K(t)CpUnsteady(α, β) (24)

For the sphere:

CpSteady =
(

9

4
cos2 θ − 5

4

)
, CpUnsteady = cosθ (25)

Note that the angleθ here is a function ofα andβ.
In practice, these coefficients are determined by combin-

ing experimental approaches with the theory described above.
The non-dimensional acceleration,K, describes the magni-
tude of the unsteady or inertial effects on the probe. The error
made by ignoring the inertial term, is therefore linearly pro-
portional toK, or equivalently, proportional to the probe size

and the acceleration, and inversely proportional to the square
of the velocity.

For measurements in unsteady flows, steady probe cali-
bration is first performed to determine the relationship be-
tween the port pressures and the flow incidence angle. The
port pressures are used to form two non-dimensional pressure
coefficients,bα andbβ (see equations (9b) and (9c) that de-
scribe this relationship. It was demonstrated experimentally
(Johansen, 2001) that these coefficients have very little de-
pendence on the inertial effects for angles between−40◦ and
40◦, even for large values ofK. This further enables the use
of the steady calibration polynomial surface fits to be used
in the prediction of the flow angles of an unknown, unsteady
flowfield. For higher angles, the unsteady effects should be
taken into account.

During data reduction, time series of the port pressures,
pi (t), are recorded and the pitch and yaw angles are found for
each time instant (from the previous section on flow angle
determination). Based on these predicted angles, the steady
and unsteady pressure coefficients are found from their re-
spective expressions. The velocity is then found by equations
(22a) and (22b), which are non-linear, first-order, and ordi-
nary differential equations.

5 PROBE INTERFERENCE

Any probe inserted in the flow will interfere with the flow. In
most cases, such interference is negligible, but on occasion
it may be considerable. In general, when the probe is placed
in high receptivity areas, its effect on the flow may be from
non-negligible to dramatic. High receptivity regions of a flow
are regions where bifurcations can easily occur through the
introduction of a relatively small disturbance. For example,
the introduction of a small disturbance near the separation
point has the potential of swinging the flow from fully sepa-
rated to fully attached and vice versa. Presence of the probe
in such regions is likely to affect the flow behavior.

The size of the probe and the hardware holding it in place
are also an important factor. By adequately miniaturizing the
probe and the associated probe holder/positioning hardware,
it is possible to avoid such occurrences.

If the probe is placed with its tip upstream of the body,
there will be no interference on the readings of the probe. A
probe placed in tandem with the body but five probe diameters
away from its surface will not introduce any interference,
nor will its readings be affected by the body. If a probe is
placed within the boundary layer, it may trip the boundary
layer, induce transition to turbulence, and affect the location
of separation significantly. For flows therefore that are fully
turbulent, interference is minimal. For most practical cases
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for Reynolds numbers larger than 105, a probe placed in the
wake will have no effect on the flow. A special 3-D wake case
is axial vortices, like wing-tip, or delta-wing vortices. Such
swirling vortices may contain large axial and circumferential
velocity components. A probe inserted close to the core of
an axial vortex with its axis in line with the vortex axis may
induce vortex breakdown, and alter the flow drastically.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

MHPs offer advantages over more sophisticated methods,
like hot-wire anemometry, laser-Doppler velocimetry, and
particle-image velocimetry. MHPs are much easier to use,
they are robust, relatively inexpensive, and do not require
optical access to the flow.

MHPs are used extensively in wind tunnels. Two typical
applications are: (a) measuring free-stream uniformity and
angularity for tunnel calibration, (b) sweeping, via traversing,
regions of the flow and mapping the flowfield in the free
stream or around a model.

MHPs are also employed in turbomachinery applications.
They can generate the flow properties downstream of the fan
of a gas-turbine engine, between compressor stages, and even
in the exhaust region. Here is where special MHPs like fast-
response probes that capture many points within the period
between two blade passages or high-temperature probes be-
come very useful.

MHPs are often employed for field measurements. They
are used by many different industries in monitoring smoke
stack flows. They find applications in wind engineering, mon-
itoring wind speed, and direction. But the most important
practical application is their use in detecting the pitch and
yaw of aircraft.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Viscous or skin friction drag due to relative velocity between
a body and the surrounding fluid medium is a major source
of energy dissipation in aircraft and automobiles. Drag has
an adverse effect on the fuel efficiency of the vehicle. Annual
consumption of hydrocarbon based fuels runs into billions
of gallons. Furthermore, limited petroleum reserves in the
world emphasize the importance of drag reduction to im-
prove fuel efficiency. Increasing world automobile and air
traffic together with ever increasing fuel prices thus necessi-
tate effective techniques to reduce drag. At cruise conditions
for a commercial aircrafts, skin friction drag is approximately
50% of the total drag. A 20% reduction would translate into

approximately $1 billion in annual fuel savings worldwide
(Gad-el Hak, 2000). In underwater vehicles, almost 90% of
the drag is associated with skin friction. A 20% reduction
in drag in such vehicles can help increase their speeds by as
much as 6.8% (Gad-el Hak, 2000).

Viscous drag also determines the characteristics of dif-
ferent wall bounded shear flows and is also important for
characterizing the state of turbulent boundary layers. This
helps in understanding different flows from a fundamental
fluids perspective and aids in their control (Naughton and
Sheplak, 2002). Quantifying drag reduction requires accurate
measurement of wall shear stress, which is surface drag (tan-
gential shear) force per unit area. An ideal shear stress sensor
should be able to accurately capture both the static and dy-
namic characteristics of the flow. To capture the turbulent flow
physics, a shear stress sensor requires sufficiently high band-
width to provide acceptable temporal resolution and small di-
mensions for good spatial resolution. Presently, sensors that
provide a reliable shear stress measurement do not exist due to
sensitivity drift and insufficient dynamic range, bandwidth,
and/or shear stress resolution. This chapter is intended to
serve as a reference for both fluid mechanicians and sensor
designers to understand shear stress and its significance from
a measurement standpoint.

In the sections that follow, the mechanism of wall shear
stress generation and its relevance is briefly reviewed. De-
sign requirements for the sensor are determined from rele-
vant length and time scales of the flow physics. The existing
state of instrumentation use and development for shear stress
measurement is illustrated, highlighting those that are widely
used with promising development directions. Lastly, chal-
lenges and the calibration setup for development of accurate
shear stress measurement instrumentation are explained.
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2 SHEAR STRESS, MEASUREMENT
SCALES, AND CHALLENGES

A fluid in motion transmits both tangential and normal stress
between adjacent fluid particles. Tangential stress is a result
of viscosity, a fluid property that quantifies the intermolecu-
lar forces inherent to a moving fluid. In the vicinity of a solid
surface, there exists a velocity gradient between the fluid and
the solid at the fluid-solid interface. In most situations, the
viscous forces cause the fluid molecules to adhere to the sur-
face, commonly known as the no-slip boundary condition.
This gives rise to a velocity gradient normal to the wall, re-
sulting in a shear stress.

For 2D boundary layers, in a Newtonian fluid, the shear
stress is linearly related to the velocity gradient via the vis-
cosity of the fluid. Mathematically, the fundamental relation
is

τwall = µ
du

dy

∣∣∣∣
y = 0

(1)

where τwall is the shear stress, µ is the dynamic viscosity, u is
the streamwise velocity of the fluid, and y is the coordinate
normal to the wall.

The reduction of skin friction is one of the important rea-
sons behind wall shear stress measurement. In addition to skin
friction, drag is also caused due to flow separation. Flow sep-
aration occurs when the adverse pressure gradient overcomes
the momentum of the flow. In external flows, the region of ad-
verse pressure gradient is also known as the pressure recovery
region. When the flow separates, it effectively encounters a
deformed body after the point of separation. This results in a
net integrated pressure force in the direction of flow, causing
pressure drag. From a flow control perspective, separation
drag is detrimental for an aircraft as it reduces lift and its fuel
efficiency. Since wall shear stress is also extremely sensitive
to the state of the boundary layer, it serves as a metric for
detecting the onset of flow separation long before it actually
separates. Thus, wall shear stress measurement is extremely
important for flow control where flow separation is delayed
using a variety of control techniques (Gad-el Hak, 2000).
From the discussion so far, it is evident that the measurement
of wall shear stress has practical implications and also gives
insight into the flow physics. As stated by Haritonidis, “The
mean stress is indicative of the overall state of the flow over
a given surface while the fluctuating stress is a footprint of
the individual processes that transfer momentum to the wall”
(Haritonidis, 1989). In general, the viscous diffusion of flow
momentum from the wall due to shearing effects results in a
boundary layer. Physical insight and detailed mathematical

expressions explaining the characteristics of both laminar and
turbulent boundary layers are provided in Laminar Boundary
Layers and Missile Aerodynamics. With this background, the
next section provides insight into the small scales in turbu-
lence and their importance in understanding turbulent fluid
flow with relevance to wall shear stress measurement.

2.1 Small scales in turbulence

Viscous forces tend to be negligibly small relative to inertial
forces at large values of Re. Negligible viscous effects would
imply that there is no conceivable energy dissipation in the
flow, which is contrary to physical intuition. The non-linear
terms in the Navier Stokes equations drive an energy cascade.
This maintains a finite dissipation level in the flow by gener-
ating small scale motions that can be influenced by viscous
effects (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). Kolmogorov derived
various scales of motion using an elegant energy based theory
called Kolmogorov’s universal equilibrium theory (Tennekes
and Lumley, 1972). The respective “Kolmogorov scales” that
result from this theory for length, time, and velocity are

η ≡ (ν3/ε)1/4 T ≡ (ν/ε)1/2 and υ ≡ (νε)1/4 (2)

where ε is the dissipation rate per unit mass. The small scale
motions are statistically independent of large scale motions
and the mean flow. However, they rely on the energy sup-
ply from the large scale motions and the viscous dissipation
to sustain their motion (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972). Ac-
cording to Kolmogorov’s theory, the rate of energy supplied
should be approximately the same as the rate of energy dis-
sipated near equilibrium. The dissipation rate is therefore
expressed in terms of the large scale motions as

ε ∼ u3/� (3)

where u is the characteristic velocity scale of large eddies
(u ≈ 0.01U∞) and � is the length scale related to the size of
those eddies, also referred to as the integral scale (Tennekes
and Lumley, 1972). In a turbulent boundary layer, the size of
the large eddies is approximately equal to the boundary layer
thickness δ. Therefore, the inviscid estimate for ε in equation
(3) is used with δ as the length scale instead of � to relate the
large scale motions to the Kolmogorov scales as

η

δ
∼

(
uδ

ν

)−3/4

= Re
−3/4
δ (4)

Tu

δ
∼

(
uδ

ν

)−1/2

= Re
−1/2
δ (5)
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and
υ

u
∼

(
uδ

ν

)−1/4

= Re
−1/4
δ (6)

The next section discusses the challenges involved in shear
stress measurement arising from the boundary layer flow
physics.

2.2 Measurement and application challenges

The previous section provided a brief discussion on shear
stress and its importance. Furthermore, an overview of small
scales in turbulence was also provided. In a wall bounded
flow, the nature of the boundary layer and its dependence on
the flow conditions poses challenges from both application
and measurement perspectives. An illustration of these chal-
lenges follows, building upon the discussion in the previous
sections.

2.2.1 Measurement challenges

Careful considerations are essential to measure shear stress
exerted by the small scale turbulence structures discussed in
Section 2.1. If measured accurately, such results can aid in ex-
tracting valuable information about these small scale fluctua-
tions. A shear stress sensor has to be non-intrusive in nature to
ensure that the flow remains unaltered. The sensor is therefore
ideally placed flush with the wall. If the sensor roughness is
within the viscous sublayer, it does not disturb the flow and is
considered hydraulically smooth. The sensor measures shear
stress contributions from both the turbulent fluctuations and
the mean flow. For a reliable measurement while avoiding
spatial averaging effects, the sensor dimensions should be
smaller than the length scale of these small scale fluctua-
tions of interest. Similarly, the sensor should have sufficient
bandwidth to resolve the small time scales (high frequencies)
associated with small scale fluctuations.

Equations (4) and (5) indicate that the Kolmogorov scales
vary based on Reδ and the length and time scales become
smaller with increasing Reynolds number. For example, for
low speed applications in air with U∞ = 50 m/s and x ≈
1.7 m, η ∼ 100 �m and T ∼ 2 ms or f = 1/T ∼ 500 Hz
(Naughton and Sheplak, 2002). A typical 1-D distribution of
turbulent energy, E(k), as a function of the wavenumber, k,
is shown in Figure 1. The turbulent wave number k is defined
as

k = ω/u ≡ 2�f

fδ
= 2�

δ
(7)

where f is the eddy frequency, ω is the radian frequency, u is
the turbulent eddy velocity, and δ is the corresponding eddy

k = O (δ −1) k = O (η −1) Log k

Log E
k −5/3

Figure 1. Schematic of energy distribution in turbulence as a func-
tion of wavenumber at sufficiently high Re. Adapted from Mathieu
(2000) c© Cambridge University Press.

length scale. In general, turbulent energy in a boundary layer
is concentrated in the large turbulent eddies, which dominate
momentum transfer via macroscopic mixing. These eddies
have length scales on the order of the boundary layer thick-
ness δ. Therefore, from equation (7), the frequencies corre-
sponding to these structures scale as, O(δ−1). This energy
gets redistributed from the large scale structures to the small
scale turbulence structures on the order of the Kolmogorov
scales (η) with frequencies that scale as O(η−1).

As Rex increases, the Kolmogorov scales get smaller, re-
sulting in challenging sensor design even with modern mi-
cromachining technology. Thus, shear stress sensor length
scales and bandwidths are application specific with stringent
design requirements with increasing values of Re. Based on
the design and transduction scheme (direct, indirect, optical,
piezoresistive, and so on) wall shear stress sensors may also
be sensitive to vibrations, pressure fluctuations, temperature
variations, and light intensity. If these undesirable sensitiv-
ities are not eliminated, the shear stress measurements may
be erroneous. For instance, the magnitude of the fluctuating
pressure forces exceeds that of the shear forces by approxi-
mately an order of magnitude. Direct numerical simulations
to study the wall pressure effects show that, based on fre-
quency, the wall pressure fluctuations are 7−20 dB higher
than the streamwise wall shear stress and 15−20 dB higher
than the spanwise component (Hu et al., 2006). The sensor
design should also ensure minimum errors due to misalign-
ment, pressure gradients and gaps (Winter, 1977). Gaps or
roughness if any must be less than a few viscous length scales
(<5l+) to ensure that there is no flow disturbance (hydrauli-
cally smooth), where viscous length scale is defined as

l+ = ν

uτ

(8)
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With micromachined sensors, absolute roughness parameters
as small as 4 �m are achievable leading to hydraulically
smooth sensors for several high Re flow conditions.

2.2.2 Application challenges

It is important to note that the Kolmogorov scales represent
the smallest fluid structures in turbulence, but not necessar-
ily the smallest scales of interest from the sensing perspec-
tive. For instance, in flow control applications, shear stress
sensors may be used as feedback sensors for drag reduc-
tion. Numerous research articles on flow control for turbu-
lent drag reduction sight turbulent streaks as a major cause of
skin friction drag. Turbulent streaks are alternating spanwise
regions of low and high speed fluid oriented in the stream-
wise direction and are quiescent most of the time (Robinson,
1991). At low Re values, the streaks are spaced 100l+ apart
(Robinson, 1991) and are roughly 40l+ wide (Rathnasingham
and Breuer, 2003), circumventing the need for the sensor to
always resolve the Kolmogorov scales. For example, for mea-
suring shear stress from turbulent streaks that are 40l+ wide,
it is reasonable to assume that the sensor may be at most
20l+ in its maximum sensing dimension. For instance, for
a given flow condition if τw = 4 Pa and l+ ≈ 10 �m then
20l+ ≈ 200 �m, which is two orders of magnitude greater
than the length scales required to resolve Kolmogorov scales
(O(1 �m)) in the same flow. These numbers indicate that the
stringency in spatial resolution requirements is considerably
lower for applications such as flow control in comparison to
fundamental study of flow physics to understand fluid motion
at Kolmogorov scales.

Other application specific challenges include the complex-
ity in the data acquisition/reduction process. This may lead
to a tradeoff in the choice of a given measurement technique.
For instance, feedback flow control requires real time shear
stress data with delays smaller than the variation of the flow
itself in order to implement effective control algorithms. This
may preclude optical imaging techniques from being effec-
tive at high Re while targeting small turbulence structures
that possess small time scales. Also, if the light source is
separate from the sensor itself these sensors may not be use-
ful on the wing of an airplane. For hypersonic flows, the high
temperature of the flow may impose limitations on the sensor
material. Materials such as silicon, polymers, and low melt-
ing point metals may not be useful for such a sensor. These
are just examples and the list of challenges is by no means
comprehensive.

Previous reviews and publications resulting from over two
decades of research in modern shear stress sensor devel-
opment indicate that micromachined sensors offer the po-
tential to satisfy both the spatial and temporal resolution

requirements for different applications. No direct/indirect
shear stress sensor exists that satisfies both spatial and tem-
poral resolution requirements while providing accurate shear
stress measurements at the Kolmogorov scales (Naughton
and Sheplak, 2002). Padmanabhan (1997) used a floating el-
ement shear stress sensor while both Lofdahl and Gad-el Hak
(1999) and (Alfredsson et al., 1988) use thermal shear stress
sensors. Their research efforts have delivered sensor length
scales of 4l+ (Padmanabhan, 1997), 5l+ (Lofdahl and Gad-el
Hak, 1999), and 10−20l+ (Alfredsson et al., 1988). As stated
earlier, to accurately measure the Kolmogorov fluctuations,
the sensor dimensions must be equal to or smaller than these
scales. Sensor resolution at the Kolmogorov scales essentially
allows one to use the sensor for a wide variety of applications.
However, previous efforts indicate that the sensor dimensions
are restricted by signal resolution issues and fabrication lim-
itations. Numerous direct and indirect micromachined sen-
sors have been previously developed and will be briefly re-
viewed in section 3 with emphasis on their strengths and
limitations.

3 OVERVIEW OF SHEAR STRESS
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Tracking the history of shear stress measurement techniques,
the seminal review by Winter (1977) shows that shear stress
sensors may be divided into two major sub groups, (i) tradi-
tional and (ii) modern measurement techniques. While tra-
ditional techniques are well cataloged by Winter (1977),
modern measurement techniques are continuously evolving.
Re-engineering traditional techniques and using novel in-
novations while leveraging the established micromachining
techniques from the integrated electronics industry has re-
sulted in several improvements in shear stress measurements.
Naughton and Sheplak (2002) have provided a comprehen-
sive review of existing techniques.

This section will build on those reviews with emphasis on
the recent developments in shear stress measurement. Clas-
sification is based on shear stress educing methodology. Ac-
cording to this classification, shear stress may be determined
directly from the measurement of shear force on a known area
or indirectly by estimating the shear stress from measured
flow parameters such as velocity, joulean heating rate, and
so on. Thus, based on the quantity measured, the techniques
are broadly classified as direct (measures shear force) or in-
direct (measures other quantitites) measurement techniques.
Shear stress sensors may also be categorized as conventional
(macroscale) or microscale sensors. Many research efforts in
the past have been directed towards developing both direct
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and indirect microscale sensors. Microscale direct sensors,
due to their direct nature and favorable scaling to capture
turbulent flow physics (Naughton and Sheplak, 2002), are
better suited for quantitative time-resolved shear stress mea-
surement.

3.1 Indirect measurement techniques

Indirect techniques rely on a known correlation between the
measured parameter and shear stress to estimate the latter.
Heat/mass transfer based devices, surface/flow obstacle de-
vices and velocity profile measurement techniques are used
to indirectly estimate wall shear stress. Reviews by Winter
(1977) and Haritonidis (1989) describe the benefits and lim-
itations of these measurement techniques.

Heat/mass transfer based devices rely on the exchange of
heat and mass flux between the device and the flow. Heated
films/wires are examples of devices based on heat transfer
techniques. The benefits of these techniques include high
sensitivity, reasonable dynamic response, small size, simple
sensor architecture, and non-intrusive mounting. However,
temperature sensitivity and tedious and non-repeatable cali-
bration due to heat loss to substrate/air limit the use of these
sensors for reliable shear stress measurement. Naughton and
Sheplak, 2002 discuss the developments and limitations of
micromachined thermal shear stress sensors.

Preston tubes, stanton tubes, razor blades, steps and fences
are surface obstacle based shear stress measurement devices.
Since these devices obstruct the flow, they are useful in thick
boundary layer flows. The measurement is sensitive to the size
and geometry of these devices. These devices are also limited
to mean measurements and lack time resolved shear stress
measurement capability. The shear stress estimation is based
on empirical correlations relating 2 D turbulent boundary
layer profiles to the measured property. Lastly, the calibration
is sensitive to the location of the probe in the boundary layer.
Therefore, these techniques are of little use in complex three-
dimensional flows.

Velocity profile based techniques use invasive probes like
pitot tubes or optical (non-invasive) techniques like laser
doppler velocitmetry (LDV) or particle image velocimetry
(PIV). Optical techniques are limited to thick boundary layers
because it is very difficult to seed the near-wall region of the
flow. Most often, the velocity profile measurements are then
matched with the logarithmic law of the wall also referred to
as the Clauser plot. This method relies on the validity of the
Clauser plot and the ability to identify the logarithmic region
of the near wall boundary layer. Recently, momentum integral
approaches including turbulent terms have shown promise
although multiple detailed velocity profiles are required for

their use. The strength of velocity based approaches is that
they are off wall measurements and may be the only rigorous
approach valid for rough surfaces.

The reported micromachined indirect wall shear stress
sensors include thermal sensors (Liu et al., 1999), micro-
fences (von Papen et al., 2002)), micro-pillars (Gro�e and
Schroder, 2008), and laser based sensors (Gharib et al., 2002).
Micro-fences consist of a cantilever structure whose deflec-
tion due to the flow is measured using piezoresistve trans-
duction. Micro-pillars use an array of pillars on the wall
within the viscous sublayer. The tip deflections of the pil-
lars are optically measured and correlated to the shear stress.
Laser Doppler based sensors are based on the measurement
of the doppler shift of light scattered from the particles pass-
ing through a diverging fringe pattern in the viscous sublayer
of a turbulent boundary layer.

All these techniques rely on the invariance of the near-wall
structure of a two dimensional turbulent boundary layer and
thus must be used with caution when used in other flows.

3.2 Direct measurement techniques

Direct measurement sensors as stated previously are most
suitable since they measure the shear force directly and do not
require assumptions about the flow field (Haritonidis, 1989).
Direct shear stress measurement techniques include thin-oil
film interferometry, liquid crystal coatings, and floating
element based sensors. The review by Naughton and Sheplak
(2002) discusses the operating principle, developments, un-
certainties and limitations of these techniques. Both oil film
and liquid crystal coatings need some optical access, limiting
their widespread use. Both techniques involve complex post
processing to analyze the data and are limited to slowly
varying mean measurements (Naughton and Sheplak, 2002).
Despite their promise, liquid crystal coatings are not widely
used due to their complex calibration and data acquisition
requirements. Recently, Crafton et al. (2010) developed an
elastic film based sensor for surface measurements with
promising results but with similar limitations like those
of liquid crystal coatings. Despite its challenges, oil film
interferometry has been widely applied in laboratories and
will be discussed further in Section 4.1.

Most of the direct measurement shear stress sensors un-
der development employ a sensing element with a known
area attached to a compliant structure. The compliant struc-
ture provides a restoring force when the sensing element is
moved by shear force. The sensing element is suspended over
an open cavity by means of tethers that also act as restoring
springs. Figure 2 shows a schematic of a floating element sen-
sor. The motion of the floating element is transduced into a
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Figure 2. (a) Simplified 2-d schematic showing the plan view; and
(b) cross-section of a typical floating element shear stress sensor
structure. Adapted from Naughton and Sheplak (2002) c© Elsevier.

proportional electrical/optical signal to measure the shear
stress. These devices, however, have issues of their own
as first explained by Winter (1977). Naughton and Sheplak
(2002), based on previous research efforts, provide a detailed
discussion showing the favorable scaling of micromachined
shear stress sensors for quantitative time resolved shear stress
measurements. Their findings show that micromachined sen-
sors offer the potential for high temporal and spatial resolu-
tion. They theoretically offer at least five-orders of magnitude
improvement in the sensitivity bandwidth product and about
two orders of magnitude improvement in spatial resolution
(Naughton and Sheplak, 2002).

4 ROUTINELY USED TECHNIQUES AND
TECHNIQUES UNDER DEVELOPMENT

From this chapter and other reviews, it is clear that many wall
shear stress measurement techniques have been developed
over the years. However, many of these approaches never
get widely used for a number of reasons, including that most
tests simply do not measure wall shear stress. In the labora-
tory, modern approaches to wall shear stress are slowly being
adopted, whereas, in areas like flight test, researchers tend to
rely on older, well-established approaches due to the severe
restrictions such measurements face. In this section, a few

recently developed techniques and some older approaches
that have been re-formulated are discussed.

Due to its widespread use for everything from drag reduc-
tion to turbulence model validation, mean measurements of
shear stress are still highly valued. Of the many techniques
developed over the past few decades, oil film interferome-
try (OFI), originally introduced by Tanner and co-workers
(Tanner and Blows, 1976), has enjoyed a rapid growth in use.
Although less used, velocity profile techniques fill a void
when oil film approaches cannot be used.

Although fluctuating wall shear stress measurements are
desperately needed, most approaches have failed to address
one or more critical requirements: (i) an understanding of
how the sensor works sufficient to develop an accurate model,
(ii) a rigorous static calibration, and (iii) a dynamic character-
ization. Without addressing all three of these requirements,
a measurement technique’s results cannot be considered
anything more than qualitative and even then may provide
some misleading results. In this section, several promising
approaches to mean and fluctuating wall shear stress mea-
surement are discussed, and, in the next section, example
calibration approaches are presented.

4.1 Oil film interferometry for mean
measurements over small regions

As discussed, oil film interferometry is now being widely
used in the laboratory (Driver, 2003) and, in some cases,
flight test. There are several reasons for the growth of the
technique’s use including (i) it requires relatively inexpen-
sive instrumentation, (ii) it is non-intrusive and can be em-
ployed on existing models, (iii) it is based on a rigorous un-
derstanding of the flow of oil subject to an applied shear, and
(iv) the measurement is based on interferometry, which is
widely used in other photonic instruments and thus also well
understood, and (v) the accuracy of the technique can be very
good if applied with care.

To demonstrate the ease of taking measurements, the OFI
measurement process is discussed. A typical OFI implemen-
tation is shown in Figure 3 where, in its simplest form, the
system consists of an extended monochromatic light source,
a reflective surface, and a camera. Sometimes filters are used
with a camera to allow use of broader band light sources or to
eliminate stray light entering the camera. Light from the ex-
tended source strikes the oil film thinned by the aerodynamic
flow above it and partially transmits and partially reflects.
the transmitted light strikes the model surface where it is
also reflected. When combined in the lens of a camera, these
two beams originally from the same source interfere con-
structively or destructively depending on their optical path
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Figure 3. Oil film interferometry setup and a series of images taken with such a system.

difference. The oil films are typically microns thick and visi-
ble light will produce several fringes per micron thickness of
oil. The series of images shown in Figure 3 demonstrates that
the interference patterns capture the thinning of the oil film
as test time increases. The interferograms are recorded and
subsequently processed to determine the wall shear stress.

Despite the rigorous understanding and ease of use, OFI
still poses some challenges. The silicon fluid normally used
for the measurement, although relatively insensitive to tem-
perature compared to petroleum-based oil, has a temperature
dependence and must be calibrated. To make use of the cali-
bration, the surface temperature must be monitored during a
test. Another area that has proven challenging is the analy-
sis of the interferograms. In addition to wall shear stress, the
fringe pattern is dependent on the viewing angle. For com-
plex surfaces with significant curvature, this presents a true
challenge as determining the viewing angle relative to the
surface normal can be challenging. Fortunately, the field of
photogrammetry has been tapped to address this problem, and
approaches for handling geometry issues have been devel-
oped (Naughton and Liu, 2007). Application of the approach
on complex two-dimensional geometries has been demon-
strated by Naughton, Viken, and Greenbalt (2006). Although
the technique has been used on surfaces beneath fully three-
dimensional flows, such measurements require knowledge of
the streamline direction. Individual drops of silicon fluid can
be used to determine direction as well as providing an inter-
ferogram or a separate measurement of surface streamlines
may be used.

When point measurements are required, Oil Film Inter-
ferometry can be employed in a slightly different manner.
Rather than trying to measure the shear stress over a range of
a model, the camera is focused to a very small area near the
leading edge of the oil film or drop. In such a small region,
the model can be considered to be flat and only the angle of
incidence need be determined. In addition, the skin friction
can be assumed to be constant if the region analyzed is small
enough. Using this approach simplifies the analysis, and it is
possible to reduce the uncertainties.

4.2 Velocity profile approaches
for point measurements

Although velocity profile approaches have enjoyed pop-
ularity in the past, they have enjoyed a recent resurgence
with higher accuracy approaches becoming available. In
addition, they are one of the few measurement approaches
that can be used to measure wall shear stress on surfaces
with a significant degree of roughness. Fits of the velocity
profile and constant shear regions of the past have evolved
into more sophisticated approaches. In those cases where the
laminar sublayer can truly be resolved, the gradient at the
wall can still provide a highly accurate measurement of the
wall shear stress. However, obtaining measurements at sev-
eral points with a sufficient degree of accuracy near the wall
can prove difficult (Johansson, Medhi and Naughton, 2006).
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A promising class of velocity profile techniques use the
full momentum integral including the turbulence terms. Such
measurements require high quality boundary layer measure-
ments at several downstream locations and thus involve sig-
nificant test time as the accuracy levels normally require the
use of Laser Doppler Anemometry. Measurements at mul-
tiple stream-wise locations are required for the approach
as stream-wise gradients appear in the equations. Such ap-
proaches have been applied to turbulent boundary layers with
and without pressure gradients, with both smooth and rough
walls (e.g., Johansson, Medhi and Naughton, 2006). The fail-
ure of the approach in a nominally two-dimensional wall jet
displays the sensitivity of the technique to assumptions about
the flow (Johansson, Medhi and Naughton, 2006).

4.3 Micropillars for surface measurement

Micropillar sensors use a flexible polymer micropillar de-
signed to be contained within the viscous sublayer. This sen-
sor was initially developed by Gro�e and Schroder (2008).
These pillars, equipped with a fluorescent tip, deflect due
to the flow. These sensors hold the promise of being both a
surface, point, and 2D skin friction measurement tool. The
current state of development indicates several sources of un-
certainties such as material properties, pillar dimensions, re-
liable fabrication. The imaging and post processing involved
impose limitations for real time measurements. This limits the
present use of these sensors as qualitative tools to visualize
different wall turbulence structures, but not for quantitative
skin friction measurement.

4.4 Floating element balances for mean
and fluctuating measurements

Direct shear stress measurement capability minimizes the
limitations imposed by assumptions regarding the flow field,
which are necessary for all indirect sensors. Based on the
transduction scheme used, the sensors are categorized as ca-
pacitive, optical, and piezoresistive. Some of the recent devel-
opments not previously covered in the review by Naughton
and Sheplak (2002) are briefly discussed here.

Piezoresistive technique. Barlian et al. (2007) and Li
et al. (2008) used side implanted piezoresistors on the tethers
of the floating element sensor. Barlian’s initial flow character-
ization results were preliminary and had significant scatter in
their measurements, warranting further investigation (Barlian
et al., 2007). High sensitivity to in-plane motion due to side-
wall implants, low sensitivity to out of plane motion both due

to geometry and a simple read out scheme are the benefits of
Li et al’s. sensor design (Li et al., 2008). The sensor however
had an unbalanced bridge due to poor uniformity in doping
for side wall piezoresistive implants, resulting in higher than
expected out of plane sensitivity. The drawbacks of this sen-
sor include a high temperature coefficient of resistance, which
limits applied bias voltages and hence lowers sensitivity, and
drift due to convective heat transfer to the flow in a manner
similar to hot wires.

Optical techniques. Horowitz et al. (2004) designed an
optical floating element shear stress sensor that used an
aligned wafer bonding/thin back process. The sensor has op-
tical gratings on the backside of the floating element and on
the top side of a transparent pyrex wafer. The gratings form
a geometric Moirè pattern that amplifies the mechanical mo-
tion of the floating element. Recently, Chen et al. (2010)
presented their work on the package miniaturization and data
analysis scheme for Moire fringe based sensors. The compact
fiber based packaging scheme in conjunction with the data
analysis approach enable the design to overcome the previous
limitations that required a microscope and an optical bench
top.

Capacitive technique. Chandrasekharan et al. (2009) de-
veloped a comb finger based floating element differential ca-
pacitive shear stress sensor. The differential capacitive mea-
surement scheme helps in mitigating sensitivity to cross axis
sensor motion due to pressure or vibration. Several other dif-
ferential capacitive measurement schemes were developed
thereafter using floating element structures with comb fin-
gers, sensors with cantilever based structures, and sensors
utilizing electrostatic force feedback to gain additional sen-
sitivity. This sensor possesses the lowest reported minimum
detectable shear stress of 14.9 �Pa and the highest measured
dynamic range > 102 dB. The sensor also demonstrated a
pressure rejection of 64 dB or three orders of magnitude.
Insufficient circuits development limited its testing to esti-
mate its mean shear stress sensitivity. Despite some limi-
tations, this sensor represents the most successful develop-
ment effort to date on direct shear stress sensors for dynamic
measurements.

The review of shear measurement techniques under de-
velopment indicates the challenging nature of direct shear
stress measurement with the requisite performance specifica-
tions. Complexity of the flow itself evident from the nonlin-
ear Navier Stokes equations and its three dimensionality has
made this measurement extremely difficult even for one di-
mensional shear stress. Furthermore, a reference shear stress
measurement instrument does not exist, which makes cali-
bration of new sensors a challenge in itself. The next section
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discusses an approach to potentially develop well calibrated
instrument grade shear stress sensors.

5 SHEAR STRESS SENSOR
CALIBRATION

Shear stress measurement requires a well calibrated instru-
ment grade sensor. Due to the lack of a reference sensor, the
calibration of these sensors requires a theoretically tractable
reference flow condition. Furthermore, such flow conditions
have to be created to calibrate sensors both statically (mean
flow) and dynamically (fluctuating flow).

5.1 Static calibration

In some cases, a sensor must be statically calibrated in situ
as the calibration is not possible otherwise (e.g., a sensor in-
tegrated in a model) or installation effects are of concern. In
such cases, another wall shear stress measurement technique
with good accuracy may be used. For example, OFI might
be used to determine the skin friction on a model and the
magnitude of the skin friction could be varied by changing
operating conditions. Using several different operating con-
ditions, a calibration curve may be generated.

5.2 Mean shear stress calibration

Ideally, mean shear stress calibration is performed in a lam-
inar flow channel, which consists of two plates separated
by a known distance to form a 2D flow channel. Figure 4
shows the schematic of a typical sensor calibration setup for
static/mean shear stress inputs. Two dimensional Poiseuille
flow is assumed in the channel, with a known channel height
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Figure 4. Schematic showing the mean shear stress/static calibra-
tion setup using Poiseuille flow in a 2 D channel.

that may be varied if necessary to attain higher shear stress
for the same inlet flow conditions. Initial flow conditioning to
minimize entrance effect induced non-idealities is important
and is considered during flow cell design.

The Poiseuille flow assumption is confirmed by check-
ing for compressibility effects via the Mach number, M, and
ensuring laminar flow via the Reynolds number, Re. These
non-dimensional parameters are then used to validate the
Poiseuille flow assumption, which is true if Re < 1400 and
M < 0.3 (Fox and McDonald, 1998). The expression of shear
stress for steady, fully developed, 2 D flow in a channel is (Fox
and McDonald, 1998)

τw = h

2

dP

dx
(9)

where dP/dx is the pressure gradient driving the flow and
h is the channel height. As long as the pressure drop along
the length of the channel is linear, measuring the pressure
differential between two pressure taps that are separated by
a known distance, 	x, results in

τw = h

2

P2 − P1

	x
= −h

2

	P

	x
(10)

For mean shear stress calibration, the sensor is mounted
flush with the inner walls of the channel. The flow rate
through the channel is varied, and sensor output is mea-
sured. A change in flow rate alters the wall shear stress via
a change in the pressure gradient along the length of the
channel. The flow rate is varied and the corresponding pres-
sure differential and sensor output are recorded. The recorded
data are then used to estimate the sensor’s mean shear stress
sensitivity.

5.3 Dynamic calibration

A sensor may be characterized for dynamic shear sensitiv-
ity, pressure sensitivity, and frequency response in a plane
wave tube (PWT). Stokes’ layer excitation from propagat-
ing or standing acoustic plane waves is used to estimate the
dynamic sensitivity, linearity and frequency response of the
sensor. A known oscillating shear stress input is generated us-
ing acoustic plane waves in a duct. The oscillating acoustic
field in conjunction with the no-slip boundary condition at the
duct wall results in an oscillating velocity gradient, generat-
ing a time dependent shear stress. This enables a theoretical
estimate of the fluctuating wall shear stress if the acoustic
pressure is known at a given axial location in the duct.

There are three different measurement setups, which differ
from each other due to the termination used in the PWT and
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the sensor location. The first setup uses a rigid termination
at the end of the PWT for shear stress measurements, the
second setup has the sensor mounted at the end for normal
acoustic incidence for pressure measurement, and the last
setup uses an anechoic termination for combined shear and
pressure measurements. There may be acoustic reflections,
which vary as a function of the PWT termination. The details
of these different measurement setups for a direct shear stress
sensor is given in Chandrasekharan et al. (2009).

Upon successful completion of both static and dynamic
sensor calibration, the match between the two sensitivities
within experimental uncertainty is evaluated. This compar-
ison ensures consistency in sensor calibration via two very
different experimental setups and theoretically known flow
conditions. The calibrated sensor thus possesses a linear re-
sponse over its bandwidth starting at dc (mean shear) and
ending at a finite frequency determined by its operating band-
width.

6 CONCLUSION

This chapter provided an overview on shear stress measure-
ment. The small scales in turbulence and the associated chal-
lenges with measuring these scales were highlighted. Mea-
surement and application specific challenges were also given
from a shear stress sensor development perspective. Subse-
quently, the existing shear stress measurement methodolo-
gies were discussed and their strengths and limitations were
reviewed. The current and previous research and develop-
ment work on direct shear stress sensors was reviewed, high-
lighting the key strengths and limitations of these research
efforts. Lastly, the calibration methodology/approach to de-
velop a fully characterized, accurate shear stress sensor was
explained.

This review has demonstrated that much has been learned
as the development of wall shear stress sensors has continued.
Nonetheless, a fully characterized sensor capable of simul-
taneous mean and fluctuating shear stress measurements still
remains to be developed. This points to the challenging de-
velopment effort ahead of those committed to the stringent
requirements necessary to make the sensor’s results useful
and reliable.
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1 INTRODUCTION

For more than five decades, thermal anemometry, hereafter
mentioned as TA, remains the most common method used
to measure instantaneous fluid velocity despite the rapid
development of optical techniques such as laser Doppler
anemometry (LDA), particle image velocimetry (PIV), or
global Doppler velocimetry (GDV). The first-ever measure-
ments of velocity fluctuations in a turbulent flow were ob-
tained by using TA. The technique involves the use of very
small probes that offer very high spatial and temporal resolu-
tion in a wide range of wave numbers. In addition, the basic

principles of the technique are relatively straightforward, and
the probes are relatively easy to fabricate. Another advantage
of TA is its relative low cost in comparison to other velocity
measurement techniques.

The sensors can be operated in the constant temperature
mode (CTA), constant current mode (CCA) or constant volt-
age mode (CVA). The technique depends on the convective
heat loss to the surrounding fluid from an electrically heated
sensing element or probe. There are several textbooks on
the subject (Perry, 1982; Lomas, 1983; Bruun, 1995), which
cover comprehensively the associated techniques. In addi-
tion, there are several book chapters on thermal anemometry
(Tavoularis, 2005, 1986; Gad-el-Hak, 1998; Comte-Bellot
and Foss, 2006; Comte-Bellot, 1998).

Cylindrical sensors in the form of hot wires or hot films
are most commonly used to measure the fluid velocity while
flush sensors (hot films) are employed to measure the wall
shear stress. Hot-wire sensors are made from short lengths
of resistance wires and are circular in cross section. Hot-film
sensors consist of a thin layer of conducting material that
has been deposited on a nonconducting substrate. Hot-film
sensors may also be cylindrical but may also take other forms
such as those that are flush-mounted.

Techniques based on TA have been used for many years
in the study of low- and high-speed laminar, transitional, and
turbulent boundary layer flows, and much of our current un-
derstanding of the physics of boundary layer structure has
come solely from hot-wire measurements. Thermal anemom-
etry has been also used in compressible flows with or without
shock waves, and recently it has been extended to measure
vorticity, rate of strain, and dissipation rate of kinetic energy
(Andreopoulos, Agui and Briassulis, 2000; Xanthos et al.,
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Figure 1. Typical measurements of velocity and vorticity vectors, kinetic energy UiUi and enstrophy �i�i in an interaction of isotropic
turbulence with a shock wave. Flow description given in Agui, Briassulis and Andreopoulos (2005) c© Cambridge University Press.

2007; Agui, Briassulis and Andreopoulos, 2005). Such mea-
surements are typical in research endeavors that aim at pro-
viding better understanding of the physics of the flows. This
new physics can lead to analytical and computational tools
that can predict the efficiency of fluid systems more accu-
rately than existing methods. Typical measurements of time-
resolved three-dimensional velocity and vorticity vectors ob-
tained with a multi-hot-wire probe are shown in Figure 1.
This probe consists of 12 hot-wires with 9 of them operated
in the CTA mode and 3 wires operated in the CCA mode.

Measurements of longitudinal velocity component U1, lat-
eral velocity component U3, density, kinetic energy UiUi =
U1U1 + U2U2 + U3U3 and enstrophy �i�i = �1�1 +
�2�2 + �3�3 are plotted in Figure 1. These data have been
obtained in a shock tube where a moving shock wave inter-
acted with homogeneous and isotropic turbulence generated
by passing the induced flow behind the shock through a grid
(see Agui, Briassulis and Andreopoulos, 2005). This interac-
tion reduces the flow velocity downstream of the shock and
increases its pressure and density. Each signal in Figure 1
has been normalized by its rms value upstream of the inter-
action. As a result, signals with relatively large fluctuations
are reduced and signals with relatively small fluctuations are
expanded. Thus, all signals have been brought to about the
same amplitude level. In addition, this normalization helps
to determine whether the signal of the particular quantity is

amplified or not after the interaction by observing and com-
paring the respective scale of fluctuations. Each of the sig-
nals, with the exception of that of U1, has been displaced
by multiples of 5 rms units to provide better visual aid. The
shock wave location is evident in the longitudinal velocity
signal where its value drops substantially and in the den-
sity signal where its value increases due to compression. An
inspection of the level of fluctuations after the passage of the
shock and actual computation of their rms values indicates
that some signals are amplified and some are not. The longi-
tudinal vorticity �1 and lateral velocity U3 signals are only
slightly affected by the interaction. The computed data of this
case show a 2–5% reduction in the rms values, which prac-
tically indicates that within the experimental uncertainty, no
significant changes in the transmission of �1 and U3 through
the shock. Longitudinal velocity fluctuations and lateral vor-
ticity fluctuations �2 are substantially amplified through the
interaction with gains of about 1.3.

The scope of the present chapter is to provide basic infor-
mation pertinent to principles and use of TA. Issues related
to incompressible and compressible flows with a single com-
ponent of chemically nonreactive gas will be discussed in
detail. Emphasis will be given to techniques related to micro
and nanoscales and to measurements of quantities, which are
not in the mainstream such as spatially and temporarily re-
solved vorticity, rate-of-strain tensor, and dissipation rate of
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kinetic energy which are essential in describing the efficiency
of fluid systems.

2 FLOW OVER A SINGLE HOT-WIRE
PROBE

A hot-wire probe consists of the sensor itself, which is sup-
ported on prongs that are embedded in non-conducting (often
ceramic) material. Figure 2a shows the main components of
a basic hot-wire probe. The sensing element is heated by
a current I under a voltage. As will be discussed later, this
output can be used to provide velocity information. Another
widely used configuration of single hot-wire probes is shown
in Figure 2b. The prongs are further apart, and the wire is
longer than that in Figure 2a. It is obtained in the form
of Wollaston wire that consists of a metal sheath of silver
around the actual sensing wire, which is removed by etching.
Thus, the actual sensor is about 1 mm in length and together
with the two remaining stubs of substantially higher diameter
provides a temperature distribution that is closer to ideal and
minimizes heat conduction effects to the prongs.

The first requirement of every experimental technique is
to avoid interference with the flow itself because any distur-
bance introduced by the probe can alter the flow field sub-
stantially. Consider, for instance, the present case of a single
hot-wire, which is considered an intrusive technique that is
using a probe holder to support the sensor. If the sensor is
located far upstream of the probe holder and the whole system

l

d

Prongs

(a)

(b)

Sensor

Probe
holder

Prongsl
d

Stub

Sensor

Figure 2. (a) Basic hot-wire probe and (b) basic hot-wire probe
with stubs.

is designed so that all disturbances introduced into the flow
field travel downstream, the flow at the sensor will not be af-
fected. In separated flows, however, where flow reversals take
place, disturbances propagate upstream and the use of intru-
sive measurement techniques is not recommended. Optical
techniques are more appropriate in these flow cases, which
are governed by partial differential equations that are ellip-
tical, although “flying” hot-wire techniques with the probe
traveling at a known velocity can be used here.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis has been
recently introduced by Gong, Xanthos and Andreopoulos
(2009) to study the flow details around single and multiple
hot-wire probes. A commercially available single hot-wire
probe with a wire sensor slanted at 45◦ to the probe axis has
been modeled (see Figure 3a) by using the mesh generating
software GAMBIT and the flow solver FLUENT has been
used to compute the flow field around when the upstream
undisturbed velocity is U0 = 10 m s−1. Figure 3b shows the
velocity vector plots in the near field of the prongs. It appears
that the prongs cause the flow to divert and produce signifi-
cant disturbances in the flow. The calculations also reveal that
boundary layers are developing over the prongs, which fur-
ther displace the flow. The longitudinal velocity distribution
along the sensing wire is shown in Figure 3c. The data are
normalized by the freestream velocity U0. Ideally, the veloc-
ity ratio U1/U0 should be 1 along the sensor as is far upstream
or at locations above or below the probe in the normal direc-
tion where the flow is undisturbed. There are two features
that are noticeable in the velocity distribution shown in Fig-
ure 3c. First, the flow is uniform along 50% of the sensor’s
length only and not throughout the entire length. Consider-
able nonuniformities are evident near the prongs and inside
the boundary layers where the velocity approaches a zero
value. Second, the magnitude of the velocity is about 4% less
than that of U0 in the uniform velocity region and substan-
tially smaller in the rest. Thermal effects and the electronic
operations were not modeled in the present simulations. How-
ever, it is reasonably safe to assume that the anemometer will
respond through an averaging process along the length of the
sensor. It is therefore realistic to expect that an effective ve-
locity based on this line-average value will be adequate to
describe the local velocity although it may be substantially
different than U0. In practical terms, some of these flow dis-
turbances can be compensated through detailed calibration.

This CFD analysis has indicated that most of the aero-
dynamic interference is caused by the prongs and not by
the afterbody with the probe holder. This finding agrees rea-
sonably well with the experimental results by Comte-Bellot,
Strohl and Alcaraz (1971) and the potential flow theory of
Adrian et al. (1984). The CFD results have also revealed com-
plicated flow patterns when the probe is yawed at large angles.
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Figure 3. (a) Model of single wire probe used in CFD simulations. Sensor is inclined at 45◦ to incoming velocity vector U0; (b) Close-up
view of computed flow field around the prongs. Incoming velocity U0 = 10 m s−1; (c) computed longitudinal velocity U1 along hot-wire
sensor normalized by U0. Incoming velocity U0 = 10 m s−1.
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3 SENSORS

A hot-wire sensor has to have small thermal capacity/inertia
so that it provides good frequency response, high temperature
coefficient of resistance, and an electrical resistance such that
it can be easily heated with an electrical current at practical
voltage and current levels.

Commonly used wire materials are tungsten, platinum,
and a platinum–iridium alloy. Tungsten wires are strong
and have a high temperature coefficient of resistance
(=0.004/◦C). However, due to poor oxidation resistance, they
cannot be used at high temperatures in many gases. Platinum
has good oxidation resistance, has a good temperature co-
efficient (=0.003/◦C), but is very weak, particularly at high
temperatures. The platinum–iridium wire is a compromise
between tungsten and platinum with good oxidation resis-
tance, has more strength than platinum, but has a low tem-
perature coefficient of resistance (=0.00085/◦C). Tungsten
appears to be the most popular choice of hot-wire material.
The selection of the diameter of the sensors, d, depends on
the particular application. It varies from 0.8 to 5 �m while
its length is between 0.7 and 1 mm. Since these elements are
sensitive to heat transfer between the element and its envi-
ronment, temperature and composition changes can also be
sensed.

The heat transfer rate from the sensor to the fluid can be
approximated by considering the case of heated cylinder at
uniform temperature Tw inside a steady flow field. This heat
balance in non-dimensional terms can be expressed through
the Nusselt number as

Nu = Nu(Re, Pr, Gr, Kn, geometry, . . .) (1)

where Reynolds number is defined as Re = ρUd/µ, Prandtl
number is Pr = µcp/k, the Grashof number is defined as
Gr = gβ(Tw − T )d3/ν2, where β is the thermal expansion
coefficient of the fluid and the Knudsen number is Kn = λ/d
where λ is the mean free path of the fluid molecules.

If QF is the heat flux convected from the wire to the fluid,
the Nusselt number is defined asNu = QF/�lk(Tw − T ) with
k being the thermal conductivity of the fluid.

The electrically generated heat along the sensor will be
transferred partly to the fluid by force and free convection,
partly will be transferred to the prongs by conduction and the
remaining will be radiated (see Figure 4).

For relatively long sensors with l/d > 200, heat rate by con-
duction QC can be ignored. For the usual hot-wire anemom-
etry temperature range of a few hundred degrees centigrade,
radiation heat transfer QR is less than 0.1% of the convective
heat rate QC and may be disregarded. Free convection can be
also ignored if Re > Gr1/3.

Figure 4. Thermal energy balance in hot wires.

The temperature of the fluid in the immediate vicinity of
the cylinder will have values between the fluid temperature T
and the wire temperature Tw, and the fluid properties will vary
accordingly. By convention, gas flow properties as thermal
conductivity k, density ρ, kinematic viscosity µ, and thermal
diffusivity α = k/(ρcp) will be evaluated at the average film
temperature defined as Tf = 1/2(T + Tw).

If one restricts the analysis for air only, Pr is constant and
then Nu depends on Re = ρUd/µ, Nu = Nu(Re).

Under the above assumptions, Nu appears to be

Nu = (C + DRen)(Tw + T∞)0.17 (2)

where C, D, and n are constants. The heat flux rate QF is pro-
vided by the electrical heating and therefore is QF = IE =
I2/R = E2/R, where I and E are the current through and
the voltage across the sensor, respectively, and R is the resis-
tance of the wire. The technique then can provide QF = f(E)
under constant I, which is the CCA mode of operation, or
QF = f(R) under constant resistance/temperature, which is
the CTA mode of operation. A third mode of operation has
been introduced as CVA in which the voltage remains con-
stant (Sarma, 1998; Comte-Bellot and Sarma, 2001). CVA
does not require tuning, which is a time-consuming proce-
dure and has a greater frequency bandwidth than CTA, except
when a 1:1 bridge system is used in CTA.

In the CTA mode, the above relation becomes the well-
known King’s law (1914):

E2 Rw

(Rw + Ra)2(Tw − T )
= A + BUn

eff (3)

where Ueff is an effective cooling velocity of the fluid. If
we ignore the variation of fluid properties and since Tw is
constant, then the partial sensitivities of voltage on velocity
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and fluid temperature are

∂E

∂U
= nYUn−1

eff

2

[
(Rw + Ra)2

Rw

(Tw − T )

A + BUn
eff

]1/2

(4)

∂E

∂T
= −1

2

[
(Rw + Ra)2

Rw

A + BUn
eff

(Tw − T )

]1/2

(5)

Then, �E = (∂E/∂U) �U + (∂E/∂T ) �T and if the objec-
tive is to measure velocity and velocity fluctuations, the par-
tial sensitivity ∂E/∂U has to be maximized and the partial
derivative ∂E/∂T has to be minimized in comparison to the
first one or completely eliminated. In order to achieve this, the
operating wire temperature Tw has to be large since the term
(Tw − T) is in the nominator of ∂E/∂U and in the denomina-
tor of ∂E/∂T . For accurate measurements, an overheat ratio
(Rw − Ra)/Ra = α (Tw − Ta) of 0.80 is recommended, where
Ra is the cold resistance and α is the temperature coefficient
of resistivity.

3.1 Frequency response

The unsteady heat equation determines the response of a
hot-wire sensor of mass mw and specific heat cw which is
described by the first-order differential equation given in
Bradshaw (1971) as

mwcw
∂Tw

∂t
= I2Ra[1 + α(Tw − Ta)] − �k(Tw − T )Nu (6)

The first term on the left-hand side represents the accumu-
lated heat rate by the wire mass. The solution of this equation
contains the exponential term e−t/M where M is the time
constant:

M = mwcw

I2Raα − �klNu
= ρwcwd2

kNu

Rw

Ra
(7)

Small values of wire diameter d are used to minimize M,
which in fact is the only control a user can have. The me-
chanical strength of the wire under aerodynamic load limits
the reduction in d. Reductions in M, at the expense of sensi-
tivity, can be also obtained by reducing the ratio Rw/Ra.

3.2 Angular sensitivity

The output of a hot-wire anemometer depends on the yaw
and pitch angles of the incoming velocity vector. Appropriate

Figure 5. Components of velocity vector in wire coordinates.

yaw and pitch angle calibration is required to determine the
angular response of the probe, which is usually carried out
at constant freestream velocity. There are various ways to
express the effective sensor cooling velocity Ueff in modeling
the angular sensitivity, which are based on decomposing the
local velocity vector into the wire coordinates (see Figure 5):

1. Cosine law with Ueff = Uo cos ϕ (see Bradshaw, 1971) is
the simplest of the expressions, and it is valid for small
yaw angles ϕ. It assumes that most of the heat transfer
to the fluid is due to the normal to the sensor velocity
component.

2. According to Champagne, Schleicher and Weherman
(1967), Ueff includes a fraction of the tangential compo-
nent of the local velocity vector, UT, and the expression
becomes Ueff = (U2

N + k2U2
T)

1/2
where k is a coefficient

with values k = 0.2 for l/d = 200 and k = 0 for l/d = 600.
3. A more general expression for Ueff has been intro-

duced by Jorgensen (1971), which includes cooling in
the binormal direction from the component UB: Ueff =
(U2

N + h2U2
B + k2U2

T)
1/2

, where h is another coefficient
with values of the order of 1. Apparently, this is the most
complete expression for Ueff , and it can be applied to any
three-dimensional flow field with reasonable turbulence
intensities.

The coefficients k and h are usually determined through
individual wire calibration and possibly include the unavoid-
able effects of prong and probe holder interference. A single-
sensor probe oriented perpendicularly to the flow direction
can yield information of one velocity component only under
the assumption that the lateral components are considerably
smaller than the longitudinal one. If measurements of two
velocity components are required, then a probe with two
sensors independently oriented at ±45◦ each to the mean
direction should be used. Triple wires consisting of three
sensors are recommended for use in three-dimensional flows.

A way to avoid using explicit expressions of angular re-
sponse like those described above and also to by-pass King’s
law explicit formulation is to carry out a detailed mapping of
the anemometer output voltage E to a specific velocity mag-
nitude |U0| and orientation angles ϕ and θ. In the case of a
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triple hot-wire array, three different voltages E1, E2, and E3

are mapped onto a single value of a velocity vector:

{E1, E2, E3} ↔ {U0, ϕ, θ} (8)

This functional relation Ei = Ei(U0, ϕ, θ), where i = 1, 2, 3,
is established during detailed calibration in which U0, ϕ, θ

were varied by constant increments. This generates consec-
utive points on the (U0, ϕ, θ) space that represents an or-
thogonal parallelepiped. This shape is consequently mapped
onto an irregular prism in space (E1, E2, E3) where the
voltages Ei are not equally spaced. This calibration deter-
mines the Jacobian of the mapping consisting of the partial
sensitivities:

J =




∂E1

∂U0

∂E2

∂U0

∂E3

∂U0
∂E1

∂ϕ

∂E2

∂ϕ

∂E3

∂ϕ

∂E1

∂θ

∂E2

∂θ

∂E3

∂θ




(9)

The condition for uniqueness of the above mapping is that
J /= 0. This also allows J to be inverted and then used in
the actual flow to obtain the velocity components from the
measured Ei through




U0

ϕ

θ


 = J−1




E1

E2

E3


 (10)

This mapping is described in more details in Honkan and
Andreopoulos (1997), and it also helped to establish the re-
alizability conditions in order to avoid multiple solutions in
the hot-wire response equations (Honkan and Andreopoulos,
1993). This is attributed to the strong dependence of
the nonlinear hot-wire output on the yaw and pitch an-
gle of the velocity vector in combination with the probe
geometry.

4 SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL
RESOLUTION

As with any probe, hot wires should be sensitive to small
spatial and temporal changes of the measured quantity in
the flow field. In a steady-state laminar flow, for instance,
the probe size should be small enough to be able to resolve
spatial gradients of the quantity inside the flow field. If we

assume that the size of the sensing area has a linear scale
�Ls, then the change of velocity Ui along the xj direction
will be �Ui = (

∂Ui/∂xj

)
�Ls, and since most sensors are

not able to measure the variation of Ui in the xj direction,
the sensor will measure an area-weighed average of Ui +
�Ui. The question for the experimentalist is whether this
uncertainty �Ui is acceptable or not. However, this is not
always attainable even if fabrication of small-size sensors
were possible because interference noise may increase the
uncertainty.

In case of temporal flow variations, the hot-wire sensor
should have adequate frequency response to resolve varia-
tions in the measured quantity within the smallest timescale
acceptable. In most of the cases, separate tests with tempo-
ral step change in the measured quantity are needed to de-
termine the frequency response of the sensor. For dynamic
measurements of velocity, temperature, or density, the shock
tube is an ideal platform for frequency response tests of hot
wires.

4.1 Spatial and temporal resolution in turbulent
flows

Turbulent flows are characterized by a large range of spatial
and temporal scales, and the sensors are not only required to
have adequate spatial and temporal responses and resolution
but also good response to suddenly changing flow directions
(yaw and pitch response).

The spatial and temporal resolution of the hot-wire probe
affects the accuracy of measurements of time-dependent
velocity, Ui, velocity gradients, Aij = Ui/∂xj , or vorticity
components, �k. This resolution depends on the location and
orientation of the sensors used in the technique, the hardware
used to generate the measuring probe volume and to process
the signals. Thus, the technique has a typical characteristic
length scale, Lp, which is usually associated with the sep-
aration distance between the sensing areas and a timescale
Tp, which depends mostly on the speed of data acquisition
and the frequency response of the hardware. The technique
should be also able to resolve the small scales that exist in
a given flow, which appear to be the Kolmogorov viscous
scales η = ν3/4ε−1/4 for length and Tε = ν1/2ε−1/2 for time,
where ε is the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy and
ν is the kinematic viscosity. Probe scales Lp and Tp should
be less than flow scales η and Tε, respectively, in order to
capture contributions from the smallest eddies of the flow
field. In case of vorticity or velocity gradients, the small
scales are responsible for most of the content of vorticity or
velocity gradient fluctuations since small eddies are uncor-
related. Wyngaard (1969) evaluated the problem of spatial
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resolution of hot-wire-based vorticity techniques and found
that no attenuation occurred for Lp/η = 1, while substantial
attenuation of vorticity was evident for Lp/η > 3.3. The re-
view by Wallace and Foss (1995) concludes that reasonable
estimates of velocity gradients can be obtained without at-
tenuation with Lp/η < 2–4.

Although Lp has to be as small as possible, it cannot be
minimized independently from other parameters. Errors due
to noise in the measurements amplify as the length scale de-
creases. There is certainly an optimum length intermediate
between attenuation and amplification of noise.

Determining η requires a good estimate of turbulent
kinetic energy dissipation rate ε or the total dissipation rate
E (see Andreopoulos, Agui and Briassulis, 2000), which is
very difficult to measure directly in a laboratory. Previous
studies obtained the value of E by making assumptions to re-
duce some of the terms in the expression of the total dissipa-
tion rate (Briassulis, Agui and Andreopoulos, 2001), which
are not always justified. The estimates, which usually are
provided for E, particularly those based on indirect methods,
may be very misleading. An experiment with poor spatial
resolution will result in attenuation of all measured turbulent
quantities including the dissipation rate, which will indicate
high η and therefore good resolution.

As the Reynolds number of the flow increases, its spatial
and temporal scales decrease. Therefore, if the size of the
measuring volume and the data acquisition rate remain un-
changed, it is expected that the spatial and temporal resolution
of the measuring technique will deteriorate.

Tsinober, Kit and Dracos (1992) argue that the spatial reso-
lution of the probe should be compared to Taylor’s microscale
λ. The work by Agui and Andreopoulos (2003) offers some
additional information on this issue.

5 MEASUREMENTS OF VORTICITY,
RATE OF STRAIN, AND DISSIPATION

The measurement of one or more components of vorticity in
turbulent flows of research and technical interest has been a
long held, but elusive, goal of fluid mechanics instrument de-
velopers and researchers. The review paper by Wallace and
Foss (1995) provides a detailed account of the available tech-
niques, as of that date, used to measure vorticity and compare
existing data. The majority of the techniques are based on
thermal anemometry or on optical methods.

There are two common ways to derive vorticity. In the first
method, measurements of velocity components at nearby lo-
cations are obtained and used in a finite-difference scheme
to derive vorticity. In the second method, measurements

of microcirculation around a small area are obtained and
vorticity is computed as circulation density.

The first definition is based on a Taylor’s series expansion
of velocity in a nearby location, which to a first-order approx-
imation becomes Ui(rj + �rj) = Ui(rj) + �rj∂Ui/∂rj +
· · ·

For rj in the y direction and �rj = (0, �y, 0), the above
equation becomes Ui(y + �y) ≈ Ui(y) + �y(∂Ui/∂y) that
yields the following relation to compute the velocity gradient
∂Ui/∂y ≈ [

(Ui(y + �y) − Ui(y)) /�y
]
. This relation will

also define the uncertainties in the measurement of the
velocity gradient.

The second method of estimating vorticity is due to Foss
(1976, 1981, 1994) who has developed a hot-wire technique
for the measurement of the transverse vorticity component.
The technique involves the measurement of microcirculation
 around a small finite domain of area �S normal to the flow.
The estimated vorticity appears to be computed through the
relation 〈�z〉 = /�S.

These two methods are not the only ones that are used.
There is no need to have a computational formalism for vor-
ticity when it is estimated explicitly. For instance, direct esti-
mate of vorticity through measurements of fluid rotation does
not require vorticity computation through an implicit scheme
(Frish and Webb, 1981).

5.1 Vorticity probes

Recently, several multi-hot-wire probes have been developed,
which are capable of measuring velocity-gradient-related
quantities. The difference among them is the orientation and
number of wires used. The first few works to provide well-
documented data of vorticity in low-speed adiabatic bound-
ary layers were by Balint, Wallace and Vukoslavĉeviĉ (1991)
and Vukoslavĉeviĉ, Wallace and Balint (1991) and in shear
layers was by Cavo et al. (2007). Honkan and Andreopou-
los (1997) fabricated one probe consisting of nine individual
single-wire sensors. The probe, shown schematically in Fig-
ure 6, consists of a set of three individual triple hot-wire
sensors put together so that the probe remains geometrically
axisymmetric.

Several considerations have to be taken into account in
designing a vorticity probe: (i) the individual wire length lw
should be as small as possible so that small scales can be
resolved adequately. (ii) The size of the individual triple-
hot-wire probe, lp, should be as small as possible to satisfy
the assumption that the velocity does not change substantially
across the probe. Small wire spacing, however, can lead to
thermal interference and cross talk between the wires. (iii)
Since vorticity or strain rate will be computed from velocity
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Figure 6. Sensor arrangement in vorticity probe by Honkan and
Andreopoulos (1997). All dimensions are in millimeters.

gradients, spacing of the individual probes should be finite
so that velocity gradients do not “disappear”. If this spacing
becomes small, the effect of noise may overwhelm the signal
(Wallace and Foss, 1995). (iv) Each of the wires should be
controlled independently from the others. (v) The transfer
function of the hot-wire anemometer system should be a
three-dimensional one. This suggests that the probe should
be able to respond to yaw and pitch angle variations of the
velocity vector in addition to its magnitude.

In the case of Honkan and Andreopoulos (1997) de-
tailed lookup tables were created through velocity, pitch and
yaw calibrations, which are subsequently used to reduce the
acquired data.

A new vorticity probe designed for use in non-isothermal
flows or in compressible flows is described by Agui,
Briassulis and Andreopoulos (2005) and Briassulis, Agui
and Andreopoulos (2001). The probe consists of 12 wires,
which is a modification of the original design with 9 wires
by Honkan and Andreopoulos (1997). The three additional
wires were operated in the so-called constant current mode
and used to measure time-dependent total temperature.

Since the probe essentially consists of a set of three mod-
ules or arrays (see Figure 7a, b, and c), it is necessary to
provide several key features of the individual hot-wire mod-
ules. Each module contains three hot wires operated in the
CTA and one cold-wire sensor operated in the CCA. Each
wire of the triple wire sub-module is mutually orthogonal to
each other, thus oriented at 54.7◦ to the probe axis. Each of
the 5 �m diameter tungsten sensors is welded on two indi-
vidual prongs that have been tapered at the tips. Each sensor
is operated independently since no common prongs are used.

Each of the 2.5 �m diameter cold wire was located on the
outer part of the sub-module.

The hot-wire output voltage Ei of the ith sensor is related
to the effective cooling velocity, Ui,eff through the previously
mentioned equation (3) known as King’s law (1914):

E2
i

(Tw − T0)
= Ai

[
T0

Tr

]a

+ Bi

[
T0

Tr

]b(
ρUi,eff

)n
(11)

where Tw is the hot-wire temperature, T0 is the total tempera-
ture of the flow, and Tr is a reference temperature, the ambient
temperature in the present case. The values of the exponents a
and b were taken as suggested by Kovasznay (1950): a = b =
0.768. The effective velocity Ui,eff is related to the normal,
tangential, and binormal components of the velocity vector
in reference to the ith sensor, respectively, by

Ueff = (
U2

N + h2U2
B + k2U2

T

)1/2
(12)

where k and h are coefficients that, for a given probe, depend
on the yaw and pitch angle of the velocity vector. Details of
the techniques associated with the use of triple wire arrays
can be found in Andreopoulos (1983a) while estimates of
errors related to probe geometry and turbulence intensity are
described in Andreopoulos (1983b).

Mass fluxes ρUi can be further separated into density and
velocity by using the method adopted in Briassulis et al.
(1996). Decoupling density from mass fluxes assumes that
static pressure fluctuations are small. This is the so-called
“weak” version of the original “strong Reynolds analogy”
hypothesis of Morkovin (1956). The original hypothesis is
based on the assumption that pressure and total temperature
fluctuations are very small. In the present work, total temper-
ature was measured directly and therefore no corresponding
assumptions were needed. The pressure, however, was mea-
sured at the wall and not at the location of the hot-wire mea-
surement. The mean value of this pressure signal was used to
separate the density and velocity signals since no mean pres-
sure variation has been detected across a given section of the
flow. The procedure involves an expression for mass flux, mi,
in terms of total temperature, T0, and pressure, p, at the cen-
troid of each array: mi = ρUi = pUi/RT = pUi/[R(T0 −
UkUk/2cp)], where Ui is the instantaneous velocity compo-
nent, i = 1, 2, or 3, and UkUk = U2

1 + U2
2 + U2

3 . The velocity
can be decomposed into Ui = Ūi + ui. An iterative scheme
can be used to decouple density and velocity. During the first
iteration, it was assumed that the quantity (u2

2 + u2
3)/2cp,

where u2 and u3 are the velocity components in the span-
wise and normal directions, respectively, is substantially
smaller that the quantity T0 − U2

1/2cp. Then the above rela-
tion can be rearranged to obtain a quadratic equation for Ui,
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Figure 7. Vorticity probe: (a) probe sensor geometry and arrays and (b) close-up view of the probe.

(Rmi/2cp)U2
i + pUi − miRT0 = 0. Further details describ-

ing the use of such probes in vortices where the pressure is not
constant can be found in the work of Xanthos et al. (2007).

6 HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETRY
IN SUPERSONIC FLOWS

The use of hot-wire anemometry in supersonic flows was first
suggested by Kovasznay (1950), Morkovin (1956), Morkovin
and Phinney (1958), and also by Laufer and McClellan
(1956). Since a hot-wire probe intrudes a supersonic flow,
a detached bow shock forms in front of the wire and the
prongs. The actual wire is behind the shock and it senses a
subsonic flow. The measured subsonic flow quantities can be

correlated uniquely with the upstream flow quantities through
the shock wave relations that are based on conservation of
momentum and mass across the shock. Various hot-wire tech-
niques have been used in the past for turbulence measure-
ments in compressible flows (see Smits and Dussauge, 1989;
Gaviglio, 1978; Barre, Dupont and Dussauge et al., 1992).
Hot-wire anemometry remains possible even in hypersonic
flows. This situation has been particularly investigated by
Spina and McGinley (1994).

In most of the cases, only time-average quantities of mass
flux were possible to be obtained because direct measure-
ments of temperature were not available. Some attempts
to extract temperature from the Nusselt number have been
made in special cases, for example, by Kovasznay (1950),
Smits, Muck and Hayakawa (1983), and Spina and McGinley
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(1994). The availability of temperature information by us-
ing additional wires operated in the CTA mode at different
overheat ratios (Smits, Muck and Hayakawa, 1983) or in the
CCA mode (Briassulis et al., 1995) allows for a decoupling of
density and velocity.

7 MICRO- AND NANOSENSORS

There has been an increasing interest recently in understand-
ing fluid phenomena at the micrometer and nanometer length
scales. The application of microscale fluid mechanics to
MEMS and BioMEMS represents one of the most significant
practical applications. In addition, there is a need to resolve
smaller scales in measurements of mainstream macroscopic
flows. These two needs led to the development of micro and
nanosensors. Reduction in probe dimensions is expected to
improve spatial and temporal resolution. Another advantage
of these sensors is the potential for no thermal compensation
and therefore great simplification of the circuitry.

TA-based micromachined probes have been explored by
Tai (1985) and Lofdahl, Stemme and Johansson (1992), but
they were never ready for practical use. Jiang et al. (1994a)
developed new micron-size polysilicon wires and demon-
strated the potential for batch fabrication. Jiang et al. (1994b)
have implemented these hot wires into anemometers and per-
formed their calibration in wind tunnels. The micromachined
anemometers consist of a sensing wire, two parallel support
shanks, a silicon beam, and a thick (500 �m) Si handle. The
silicon beam is like the probe body and is 1 �m long, 200 �m
wide, and 75 �m thick. The two parallel support shanks are
100 �m long, 20 �m wide, and 0.5 �m thick. Sensing wires
of various sizes have been made, and they are 10–160 �m
long, 1 �m wide, and 0.5 �m thick. This structure is similar
to the conventional anemometers so direct comparison can
be made.

Ebefors, Kalvesten and Stemme (1998) used doped
silicon for both the prongs and the hot-wire sensor along
with polyamide hinge to make a three-component sensor.
Non-silicon-based hot-wires with thermal element size of
2.7�m × 50 �m have been fabricated by Chen and Liu
(2003).

A nanoscale thermal anemometry probe is being devel-
oped by Bailey et al. (2008) with high spatial and tem-
poral resolution to measure small-scale turbulence in high
Reynolds number flows. Two sizes of probes have been fab-
ricated. Each probe consists of a platinum sensing wire of
length 60 × 1 × 0.1 �m or 20 × 0.1 × 0.1 �m suspended be-
tween two contact pads. Results indicated that the nanoscale
probe exhibits typical hot-wire behavior, but with a frequency
response of at least three times that of a conventional probe.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Thermal anemometry remains one of the most extensively
used technique in experimental fluid mechanics to measure
velocity and its fluctuations because of its high frequency re-
sponse, good spatial resolution, and low cost. The technique
is based on convective heat transfer from a very small size
wire or film element placed in a fluid flow. In addition to the
basic principles governing the operation and use of sensors
based on this thermal anemometry, this chapter describes de-
velopments in the use of multiple probes and prospects on
micro and nanoscale sensor fabrication.
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1 MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) is an interferometric
method of remotely and non-intrusively measuring a sin-
gle velocity component at a highly localized point in space
(Durst, Melling and Whitelaw, 1981; Albrecht et al. 2003).
One or more optical systems can be combined to extend a
system up to three velocity components simultaneously. The
high achievable spatial and temporal resolution makes the
LDV technique particularly well-suited to the measurement
of turbulent flow fields. The most common optical configu-
ration is the so-called dual-beam arrangement, as pictured in
Figure 1. The measurement volume is formed by the inter-
section of two laser beams, typically coming from the same
laser source and focused to a waist of 40–300 �m at the inter-
section point. Light scattered from tracer particles passing
through the volume is collected over an aperture and focused
onto a photodetector. The LDV is functional regardless of

the collection aperture position, forward scatter, side scat-
ter, or backscatter. However, the scattering properties of the
particles must be considered and the forward scatter arrange-
ment is generally preferable in terms of scattered intensity.

The signal generated by the photodetector (e.g. shown
exemplary later in Figure 13), is burst-like in nature, increas-
ing in amplitude as a tracer particle enters into the Gaussian
intensity profile of the beams and reducing again as the
particle leaves. This signal exhibits an inner modulation of
frequency

fD = 2Uxsin(�/2)

λ
= Ux

�x
(1)

where � is the full intersection angle of the beams, λ is
the laser wavelength, and Ux is the velocity component of
the tracer particle perpendicular to the beams’ bisector. The
beam intersection and the interference phenomenon giving
rise to the modulation in the Doppler signal are pictured in
Figure 2. The variable �x is commonly known as the (inter-
ference) fringe spacing in the measurement volume and is
determined alone by the wavelength and intersection angle

Laser

Backscatter

Forward
scatter

Sidescatter

Beam splitter

Figure 1. LDV dual-beam optical arrangement showing different
possible collection aperture placements.
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Figure 2. Intersection volume of the two laser beams pictured using
the local light intensity.

of the two beams. Determining the frequency of each Doppler
burst allows the velocity of each individual tracer particle to
be determined, since � and λ can be known with high accu-
racy. Statistics over a large number of particles then yield
statistics of the flow velocity. Particle rates of several kHz
are not uncommon, thus achieving a high temporal resolu-
tion of the flow velocity fluctuations. It is also evident from
equation (1) that the LDV technique requires no calibration,
other than possibly the exact measurement of � when high
precision is required.

The relation given in equation (1) can be derived by con-
sidering the interaction of each incident beam with the tracer,
using the well-known Doppler effect. Considering the situa-
tion in Figure 3, the light frequency perceived by a receiver,
fr, after the laser light of frequency fl is scattered by a moving
particle and shifted due to the Doppler effect is given by:

fr = fl
1 − ueb

c

1 − uepr

c

= fl

(
1 − ueb

c
+ uepr

c

)
(2)

In equation (2) eb and epr are the unit vectors of the incident
beam and the path between the particle and the receiver
respectively; u is the vector velocity of the particle, and c is
the speed of light. If two laser beams, as shown in Figure 4

Scattering
Particle 

Detector

Scattered
waves 

Incident
waves  

ex

e1

e2

ez

epr

u

Θ

Figure 4. Scattering of two incident beams from a particle onto a
photodetector.

illuminate the particle, the detector will register two different
frequencies given by the expressions

f1 = fl
1 − ue1

c

1 − uepr

c

f2 = fl

(
1 − ue2

c

)
(
1 − uepr

c

) (3)

where e1 and e2 are the unit vectors of each of the incident
beams on the particle. Neither of the two frequencies f1 nor
f2 can be detected directly by the photodetector, since even
with the Doppler shift, these are close to the frequency of the
incident light (∼1015 Hz). However the difference frequency
(beat frequency) is well within the detection bandwidth
of the detector and is equivalent to equation (1) with
f2 − f1 = fD. This detection of the difference frequency is
known as optical heterodyning and is a consequence of the
fact that the intensity detected by the photodetector is the
square of the sum of all electromagnetic wave amplitudes
falling onto the detector surface.

The modulation depth of the generated signal when a par-
ticle crosses the intersection volume of the two laser beams
will depend on its trajectory, due to the Gaussian beam inten-
sity profile, as also indicated in Figure 2. Furthermore, if
the tracer particles are significantly larger than the fringe
spacing �x, then one can also expect a loss of modulation
depth in the resulting signal. Multiple particles in the volume
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Particle

x

z

eb

up

er

ϑs

λ

Figure 3. Doppler shift of light scattered from a moving particle onto a photodetector (receiver).
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Figure 5. Optical dimensions of the measurement volume formed by the intersection of two focused laser beams. Reproduced from Webb
and Jones (2003) Taylor & Francis Group plc.

simultaneously will lead to additive signals, and hence to
a decrease in modulation and to phase noise in the signal,
even if the particles are traversing with identical velocities.
Thus, it is preferable to adjust the tracer particle concen-
tration and the measurement volume dimensions such that
only one particle is present at one time. This is then known
as the single realization condition (Buchhave, George and
Lumley, 1979). Assuming a Poisson distribution of particles
in space, the probability of more than one particle simulta-
neously in the measurement volume reduces to 0.5% for the
condition N̄ < 0.1, where N̄ is the mean number of particles
in the measurement volume (Feller, 1971). The mean particle
concentration, n̄, for this condition is then given by

n̄ <
N̄

Vo
= 0.1

Vo
(4)

where Vo is the volume of the measurement volume, as given
by equation (6).

The need for spatial and temporal coherence as well as the
requirement for a single wavelength (monochromatic) for the
LDV technique are evident from this derivation and underline
the importance of the laser as a light source.

2 OPTICAL CONFIGURATION

2.1 Transmitting optics

The design and layout of any practical laser Doppler sys-
tem must consider the focusing characteristics of Gaussian
beams, since they will determine the dimensions of the

measurement volume, and hence the achievable spatial res-
olution. Generally, a collimator is used to achieve low
divergence before the front focusing lens of the system. The
situation is pictured in Figure 5. For a focused Gaussian beam,
the waist radius after focusing, w1, is related to the waist
radius before the lens, wo, by

w1 = λfT

�wo
(5)

where fT is the focal length of the transmitting lens. The
illuminated measurement volume is ellipsoidal in shape and
using equation (5), the half-axes and the volume, Vo are
given by

xm = w1

cos(�/2)
ym = w1 zm = w1

sin(�/2)
(6)

Vo = 8π

3

w3
1

sin�

For example, a collimated beam of 1 mm diameter from a He-
Ne laser (λ = 632.8 nm) focused using a fT = 310 mm lens
will result in a measurement volume diameter of 250 �m. A
beam separation before the lens of ds = 40 mm leads to a
full intersection angle of � = 7.38◦ and a volume of Vo =
1.3 × 10−10 m3.

Typically, the diameter of the measurement volume will
range between 40 �m and 200 �m and the length will be 5
to 10 times larger, depending on the intersection angle. If
smaller measurement volumes are desired, beam expansion
must be used before the front lens to increase wo and hence
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Figure 6. Optical configuration to achieve direction sensitivity
using a single Bragg cell functioning as a beam splitter and as a
frequency shift device. Reproduced from Webb and Jones (2003)
Taylor & Francis Group plc.

decrease w1. This is especially true for systems used in large
aerodynamic facilities, where fT in equation (1) can be very
large. The effective volume in which tracer particles can be
detected can be larger or smaller than the nominal illumi-
nated measurement volume given by equations (5) and (6),
depending on the receiving aperture and the electronic signal
detection. Exact dimensions of the detection volume can only
be determined through dedicated calibration experiments.

A further consideration when configuring the transmit-
ting optics is also the necessity to sense velocity direction,
since according to the working principle outlined above, the
system cannot distinguish between a particle moving in the
positive or negative x direction. There are several methods for
establishing directional sensitivity, the most commonly used
being a frequency shift imposed on one or both of the incident
beams. One possibility is to use a Bragg cell as both a beam

Figure 7. Measured frequencies for particles crossing the measurement volume in positive (A) and negative (B) x directions. (a) Without
frequency shift; (b) with frequency shift. Reproduced from Webb and Jones (2003) Taylor & Francis Group plc.

splitter and a frequency shift device, as shown schematically
in Figure 6 for a system operating in backscatter.

The frequency shifting of one incident beam relative to
the second beam is equivalent to adding a frequency off-
set fsh to the Doppler frequency. Now a tracer particle with
zero velocity in the measurement volume will result in a
received frequency of fsh, while any movement of the particle
will result in a frequency larger or smaller than fsh, depend-
ing on the direction relative to the fringe movement. This is
illustrated in Figure 7.

The magnitude of the shift frequency must be chosen such
that the highest expected velocity in the negative x direc-
tion, that is, in the direction of the moving fringes, is still
significantly smaller than the velocity of the fringes. This
requires some pre-knowledge of the flow field to be measured,
especially if zones of reverse flow are expected, for exam-
ple, in wakes. Normally Bragg cells of 40 MHz, 80 MHz,
or 120 MHz are employed. These are usually implemented
in combination with a frequency down-mixing before signal
processing, as described below.

2.2 Receiving optics

The receiving optics image the scattered light from the
measurement volume onto a photosensitive surface, often a
photomultiplier due to their high gain. However, avalanche
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Figure 8. Dimensioning of the receiving optics for a laser Doppler velocimeter. Reproduced from Webb and Jones (2003) Taylor & Francis
Group plc.

photodiodes or even positive intrinsic negative (PIN) diodes
can be used, depending on the available power and frequency
bandwidth of the scattered light. Such a receiving optics for
a simple one-lens system is shown in Figure 8. The lens aper-
ture, Da, and the pinhole aperture, Dp, determine, together
with the magnification factor β = d2/d1, the depth of field
and the transverse dimensions of the detected region. For
instance, the projection of the pinhole at the focused centre
of the measurement volume has the diameter

D′
p = Dp

β
(7)

which is generally chosen to be smaller than the illuminated
measurement volume. The effective area from which signals
are registered is therefore known as the detection volume and
must not necessarily coincide with the illuminated measure-
ment volume.

Especially a sidescatter arrangement can, through the use
of a pinhole, greatly reduce the effective length of the mea-
surement volume in the z direction, as indicated in Figure 1.
This is important if large flow gradients are to be expected in
this direction, since then a spatial averaging of the velocity
field over all particles detected within the volume will occur,
which is generally undesirable.

A very common situation for which the LDV technique
is used is for the measurement of velocity profiles across
a boundary layer, in which gradients are high and dimen-
sions are small. Normally, the system is aligned in the flow
such that the largest velocity gradients are along the y coordi-
nate, which also corresponds to the smallest detection volume
dimension. If very high velocity gradients are present, some
correction of the measured turbulence levels may be neces-

sary, as outlined comprehensively in Albrecht et al. (2003)
and for boundary-layer measurements in Durst (1998).

2.3 System configurations

A large percentage of commercial LDV systems in use are
operated in backscatter because of the convenience of only
requiring one optical access to the point of measurement.
This is advantageous when further windows would be diffi-
cult or when the simultaneous traversing of the transmitting
optics and receiving optics for acquiring spatial velocity pro-
files would be difficult, for instance in large wind tunnels.
Nevertheless, when operating in backscatter or sidescatter as
opposed to forward scatter, the scattering intensity of light is
much lower. This is illustrated in Figure 9, showing a polar
diagram of the scattering intensity from a water droplet of
various diameters in air (m is the relative refractive index.)

For typical tracer particle sizes (d > 1 �m) the intensity in
forward scatter may be 500–1000 higher than in sidescatter or
backscatter. For all scattering angles the size dependence of
the scattered intensity resembles the curve shown in Figure
10, computed also for a water droplet in air at the scatter-
ing angles of ϑs = 0◦ and ϑs = 90◦. The three diagrams
shown in Figure 9 correspond to particles in the Rayleigh,
Mie, and geometrical optics range respectively, as marked on
Figure 10. In laser velocimetry, particles in the Mie or geo-
metrical optics range are typically used, where the scattering
intensity increases with the square of the diameter. However,
indefinitely increasing particle size to improve the scatter-
ing amplitude conflicts with the requirement that the particle
must also follow all flow fluctuations. Large particles will
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Figure 9. Polar diagrams of scattered light intensity (λ = 514.5 nm) from a water droplet in air (m = 1.33 for water); the amplitude scale
is logarithmic. Reproduced from Webb and Jones (2003) Taylor & Francis Group plc.

also result in lower signal modulation and ultimately lower
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

The choice of particles in terms of their ability to follow
flow fluctuations is summarized comprehensively in Melling
(1997) and the generation of particles and their introduction
into the flow field is discussed at length in Tropea, Yarin and
Foss (2007). An analysis of particle response in shocks has
been give by Tedeschi, Gouin, and Elena (1999), Schennach
et al. (2007) and in Scarano and van Oudheusden (2003).
More recently CO2 condensates and particles have been pro-
posed as appropriate seeding particles for both subsonic and
supersonic flows in wind-tunnel facilities (Reeder et al.,
2009).

Perhaps the most common LDV in use today is the
two-velocity component, backscatter arrangement, con-
structed using a fiber-optic link between the transmitting
optics/detectors and the measurement head. Such a system
is illustrated schematically in Figure 11.

In this system an Ar-Ion laser source has been used and a
color splitting prism isolates the green (λ = 488.0 nm) and
blue (λ = 514.5 nm) lines of the laser for coupling into the
fiber links.

Monomode polarization-preserving fibers are used to
transmit four beams (two green, two blue) to a measure-
ment head, where they are coupled out, collimated, and
focused into two overlapping but orthogonally orientated
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Figure 10. Scattered light intensity as a function of the particle diameter for two scattering angles: ϑs = 0◦ and ϑs = 90◦.
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Figure 11. Two-color, four-beam laser Doppler system, suitable for measuring two velocity components. Reproduced from Webb and Jones
(2003) Taylor & Francis Group plc.

measurement volumes. The measurement head also con-
tains a receiving optics, which images the two measurement
volumes onto a larger diameter graded-index fiber for trans-
mission to the photodetectors. On the receiving side it is not
necessary to preserve coherence or polarization. The scat-
tered light from each volume is divided using a color separator
and interference filter before reaching the photodetector. This
system allows the two velocity components perpendicular to
the axis of the measurement head to be measured for each
particle passing through the volume.

An extension of this system to measure three velocity
components is possible by using a third line of the Ar-Ion
laser (λ = 476.5 nm). However, the beam transmission into

the measurement volume must be displaced from the two-
velocity measurement head to achieve adequate resolution of
the third component (Chevrin, Petrie and Deutsch, 1993). An
optical arrangement suitable for three velocity components
is shown pictorially in Figure 12. Note that the three velocity
components may not all be orthogonal to one another and may
require a transformation into the probe-fixed or laboratory
coordinate system.

The performance of the laser Doppler system will depend
largely on the optical system. Therefore, any strategy for
maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio and the rate of Doppler
signals should begin with the optical system. The main influ-
encing factors include:

Figure 12. Three-velocity component laser Doppler system, showing measured velocity components and probe-fixed orthogonal coordinate
system.
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� Input laser power
� Incident intensity on the tracer particles (for given laser

power a function of measurement volume diameter)
� Complete intersection of the two beams, equal intensity,

equal polarization, coherence
� Particle size
� Receiving aperture and alignment of the receiving optics

In some cases these factors are choices representing con-
flicting requirements and additional diagnostic equipment
(power meters, beam scan, etc.) may sometimes be necessary
to achieve the best performance.

Although gas lasers (air-cooled or water-cooled) are the
most common light source for LDV systems, these lasers are
large and bulky and also exhibit low efficiencies of about
0.1%. Solid-state light sources such as continuous-emitting
laser diodes or powerful diode-pumped, solid-state lasers
have all been successfully demonstrated in LDV systems
(James and Tatam, 1998). Generally, a stable wavelength and
a long coherence length is desirable, which excludes many
industrial grade laser sources. Laser diodes, however, exhibit
poor beam quality, requiring correction optics and the power
of the fundamental mode is limited to about 200 mW. Nev-
ertheless, this allows a further degree of miniaturization and
ruggedness to be achieved, exploited in a number of commer-
cial LDV systems for the measurement of surface velocities.
Using diffractive optics, for example, gratings as beam split-
ters, and LDV systems employing multimode laser-diode
sources have been demonstrated (Czarske, 1999).

Higher power levels are available from diode-pumped
Nd:YAG lasers and Yb-doped fiber lasers. Also, LDV sys-
tems with these light sources have been demonstrated. Details
about alternative laser sources for LDV systems can be found
in Czarske (2006) and Tropea (1995).

3 SIGNAL PROCESSING

For each particle passing through the detection volume, a
burst-like signal is obtained. Its frequency corresponds to one
velocity component of the particle, as given by equation (1).
Such a signal is shown in Figure 13a. Depending on the flow
velocity and the particle concentration, a series of such signals
occur in time, according to the arrival statistics of the particle
in the detection volume. Such a time series is illustrated in
Figure 13c, after the signal has been passed through a high-
pass filter. The signal processor must therefore determine the
frequency of each burst, its arrival time, and also the burst
duration.

There are several approaches to realizing LDV signal pro-
cessors. However, with high performance computers now
readily available, most systems use a fast analog-to-digital
converter and realize the parameter estimation in firmware
and software. Two main algorithms are employed: computa-
tion of the power spectral density (PSD) function of signal
bursts and estimation of the dominating frequency, and use
of the autocorrelation function (ACF), from which a zero-
crossing analysis yields the signal modulation frequency.
Both approaches have been realized in real-time instruments
and provide an automatic adaptation of processed signal
length to the input burst length (Lading and Andersen, 1988;
Ibrahim and Bachalo, 1992; Jensen, 1992).

The performance of the signal processor can be evaluated
in terms of its expectation and variance of the frequency esti-
mate. Estimators based on the power spectral density and
the autocorrelation function are generally bias-free, meaning
their expectation exhibits no systematic error. Their vari-
ance is limited by the so-called Cramer–Rao Lower Bound
(CRLB), for Doppler signals given approximately as (Rife
and Boortstyn, 1974; Wriedt, Bauckhage and Schöne, 1989)

σ2
f ≥ 3f 2

s

�2N(N2 − 1)SNR
(8)

Figure 13. Illustration of typical LDV signals: (a) signal obtained from the photodetector; (b) signal after passing a high-pass filter; (c)
series of filtered Doppler series in time.
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where N is the number of digitized sample points in the input
signal, sampled at a frequency fs. The variable σf represents
the lowest possible standard deviation achievable without
having a priori information about the signal. It clearly rep-
resents the lower limit of measurable flow turbulence, since
this residual statistical scatter of the estimated signal frequen-
cies can no longer be distinguished from actual flow velocity
fluctuations. The scatter arises from the fact that the laser
Doppler technique involves several stochastic processes: light
scattering, photon detection, and electronic amplification.
Most common signal processors presently come very close
to achieving the CRLB.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is an important param-
eter in determining not only the CRLB but also the actual
achieved statistical variance. The SNR is defined as the ratio
of signal power (σ2

s ) to noise power (σ2
n ). Noise arises from

such sources as shot noise, thermal noise in the electron-
ics, secondary scattering in the flow system, and so on, and
is generally considered to be spectrally white. The SNR is
proportional to

SNR ∝ ηPo

�f

Dads

fTfr
d2GV 2 (9)

where η is the quantum efficiency of the detector, Po is the
incident light power before scattering, �f is the system band-
width, Da is the receiving aperture diameter, ds is the beam
separation before focusing, fT and fr are the transmitting and
receiving lens’ focal lengths, d is the particle diameter, G is
the Mie scattering function, and V is the modulation depth
of the signal. This equation is of immediate use in examining
methods in which the SNR of a particular system could be
improved: higher laser power or quantum efficiency, dimen-
sioning of the optical system, or choice of scattering particles.

A sample burst signal, its PSD function, and its ACF is
shown in Figure 14. This signal has a relatively low SNR of
5 dB. Nevertheless, the modulation frequency of the signal is
clearly distinguishable in the PSD function and the ACF also
exhibits a clean oscillation frequency. The noise contribution
appears in the PSD as a base level of white noise, constant for
all frequencies. In the ACF, the noise, being uncorrelated with
itself, all appears in the amplitude of the first coefficient. Both

functions are excellent methods of separating noise from
signals (Bendat and Piersol, 2000). The actual frequency
estimation from the PSD function is performed using a curve
fit of the function in the immediate neighborhood of the max-
imum peak. Typically, the nearest three or five points in the
function are used. An interpolation of the frequency at which
the fitted curve attains a maximum is then made (Matovic
and Tropea, 1991). A Gaussian curve is generally used for
the interpolation, which becomes a parabolic curve when
the logarithmic values of the PSD function are considered.

Some additional algorithms and/or electronics are
required for signal detection, that is, to determine what por-
tions of the input signal belong to each burst. More advanced
signal detection systems work with an on-line PSD function
and monitor the SNR (Qiu, Sommerfeld and Durst, 1994;
Bachalo et al. 1989; Jensen 1990). The burst duration is mea-
sured as the time over which the SNR exceeds some threshold
value.

The noise contribution to the signal can be decreased and
the SNR increased by bandpass filtering the signal before pro-
cessing. However, to do this, the cut-off frequencies of the
filter must be carefully chosen, not to suppress signals with
widely varying Doppler frequencies due to turbulent flow
fluctuations. The advantage of employing bandpass filters is
that a higher detection rate of particles may be achieved and
the variance of the frequency estimates may decrease. Oth-
erwise, this variance will falsely appear as turbulent flow
fluctuations. Nevertheless, the best strategy for achieving
a maximum signal-to-noise ratio is to properly design and
adjust the optical system.

Other signal parameters to be estimated for each burst
include the arrival time, the length of the burst, and the signal-
to-noise ratio. The arrival time is required for reconstruction
of the velocity time series and also for checking for coinci-
dence between signals from different channels of a two- or
three-velocity component system. Coincidence is registered
when a signal is detected on each channel within a given time
separation, typically 10–30% of the total signal duration. This
coincidence is important when the velocity values are used to
estimate Reynolds stress terms, in which case only velocity
component values definitely coming from the same particle
should be considered.

A SNR=5dB

PSD ACF

t f τ

σ 2n

Figure 14. (a) LDV signal with SNR = 5 dB; (b) PSD function of input signal; (c) ACF of input signal.
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The length of the burst, sometimes referred to as tran-
sit or residence time, is a quantity required in the data
processing stage for estimating mean and fluctuating flow
velocities. However, the burst length may also be used as a
post-validation criterion. The burst duration can be compared
with the measurement volume size divided by the measured
velocity. If these do not agree within sufficient bounds, the
particle is rejected from entering further statistics. Similarly,
the signal-to-noise ratio can be used either as an on-line
validation or as a post-validation criterion. Modern signal
processors allow these quantities and their acceptable limits
to be adjusted through software.

In many cases, the optical system has an imposed fre-
quency shift. Examples have been given above of a Bragg cell
functioning also as a beam splitter, but the main reason for
frequency shift is to allow directional sensitivity. Therefore,
the signal from the photodetector has a frequency equal to the
imposed frequency shift plus the Doppler frequency. Since
the frequency shift is usually of the order of 40–120 MHz,
it is desirable to first reduce this frequency to a range more
easily sampled while maintaining the directional sensitivity.
Down-mixing is an electronic mixing of a signal with a stable
reference frequency with the input signal, yielding an output
signal with the difference frequency of the two signals. This is
achieved by means of electronic heterodyning. The principle
is easily understood using two sine waves of different fre-
quencies, s1 = A1sinω1t and s2 = A2sinω2t. These signals
are added and then squared together to yield a signal of the
form

s = (s1 + s2)2 = A1A2(sin2ω1t + sin2ω2t + 2sinω1t sinω2t)

= A1A2

[
sin2ω1t + sin2ω2t + sin(ω1 + ω2)t + sin(ω1 − ω2)t

]
(10)

If this signal is now passed through a low-pass filter with
a cut-off frequency between ω1 − ω2 and ω1 or ω2, then
only the term with the frequency difference will remain. In
laser Doppler systems, ω1 is the frequency of the reference
signal and ω2 is the Doppler frequency. If the driving fre-
quency of the Bragg cell has been chosen to be, for example
40 MHz, then with a value of ω1 = 2π × 35 MHz, the down-
mixed signal would yield a Doppler frequency above or below
5 MHz, depending on whether the flow velocity was positive
or negative.

4 DATA PROCESSING

The data available from the signal processor consists of fre-
quency, arrival time, and burst duration for each detected
particle. The arrival times are approximately randomly

distributed, corresponding to a random spatial distribution of
particles in the flow. This input data is used to estimate flow
parameters, such as the probability density function (PDF) of
the flow velocity fluctuations. The first moment of the PDF
is the mean flow velocity and the normalized second cen-
tral moment is the turbulence intensity. For these and further
flow quantities it is necessary to also develop appropriate
estimators, their goodness again judged according to their
expectation and variance. The estimator for the mean flow
velocity will be examined first.

One peculiarity of LDV data is that the particle arrival
rate is usually highly correlated with the measured veloc-
ity component. Therefore, during flow fluctuations to higher
velocities, more particles will be detected per unit time on
average than during flow fluctuations to lower velocities. A
simple arithmetic mean of all detected particle velocities will,
therefore, yield a positively biased mean estimate, that is, its
expectation is too high. A non-biased mean velocity esti-
mate must account for this particle rate/velocity correlation
inherent in the data.

A correct mean velocity estimate can be obtained by using
the residence time of each particle in the detection volume,
given by the burst length, τi (Buchhave, George and Lumley,
1979)

ūx =

N∑
i=1

τiuxi

N∑
i=1

τi

(11)

where uxi is the corresponding velocity measured from each
burst and N is the total number of detected particles. The res-
idence time is inversely proportional to the absolute velocity,
and thus to the instantaneous particle rate. This weighted
mean estimator is also appropriate for other measured veloc-
ity components.

Similar estimators can be written for other flow quantities,
for instance for the variance of velocity fluctuations

σ2
ux

=

N∑
i=1

(uxi − ūx)2τi

N∑
i=1

τi

(12)

or Reynolds stress terms if a two-velocity component system
is being used:

u′
xu

′
y =

∑N
i=1(uxi − ūx)(uyi − ūy)τi

N∑
i=1

τi

(13)
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Arrival time information is sometimes used in data pro-
cessing as a basis for validation. Knowing the particle velocity
and the dimensions of the measurement volume, an estimate
of mean transit times can be made. Measured arrival times
lying far below these estimates indicate that the signal pro-
cessor may be delivering more than one velocity value per
particle. Since moment estimators generally assume the sin-
gle realization condition, such multiple values per particle
are unacceptable. These can often be recognized as peaks
in the probability density function of the inter-arrival time,
which also indicate suitable thresholds for validating each
individual velocity before further processing.

The irregular arrival times of the particles in the detection
volume also require special consideration when deriving suit-
able estimators for quantities such as the spectral density of
the flow fluctuations. Standard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
procedures are not applicable, since these require equidis-
tant sampling of the signal in time. Even the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) programmed directly exhibits intolerable
variability in its estimate of the spectral density time (Roberts,
Downie and Gaster, 1980). Basically there are two solutions
to this estimation task. One is the so called slot correlation,
the other is a sample-and-hold procedure with an FIR filter
refinement. These techniques are well-described in the review
article of Benedict, Nobach and Tropea (2000).

5 ISSUES SPECIFIC TO AERODYNAMIC
APPLICATIONS

Typical applications in aerodynamics exhibit several dis-
tinguishing factors over more conventional flows, which
demand special attention in the design and execution of exper-
iments. Several of these factors will be briefly discussed,
providing suitable references for more in-depth detail.

The first attribute to be addressed is the Reynolds number
(Re = ρUL/�: ρ – is density of medium, U – is velocity scale,
L – is length scale, � – is dynamic viscosity of medium),
typically higher, either through the length or velocity scales
chosen in the experiment. Knowing that the smallest scales
of turbulence, the Kolmogorov scale ηK is related to the
Reynolds number through

ηK = LRe
−3
4 (14)

indicates the necessity for corresponding high time and spa-
tial resolution for larger Reynolds numbers. This affects the
optical parameters defining the measurement volume size
(equation (6)) and the particle density required to achieve
the desired temporal resolution.

Furthermore, aerodynamic investigations at higher
Reynolds number invariables also involve larger length

scales, which then lead to long focal lengths on both the
transmitting and receiving sides of the optical system. To
still maintain small measurement volumes and sufficient
detected light intensity, this requires higher laser power,
larger apertures, and strong beam expansion in the trans-
mitting optics. Also, the alignment of the optical system of
larger focal lengths becomes more challenging, especially for
systems with more than one component where coincidence
is expected. Even the traversing gear required to translate
the LDV measurement volume throughout the flow domain
becomes more massive.

Nevertheless, there still remains many aerodynamic facil-
ities in which a conventional laser Doppler system is difficult
to operate, for instance in boundary layer studies, where the
exact positioning over large distances is not feasible or the
model vibrates relative to the optical system. In such cases
numerous novel systems embedded into the model have been
introduced, often using alternative laser sources and cus-
tomized optical systems (Compton and Eaton, 1996; Byun,
Ölcmen and Simpson, 2004). A second approach is to capture
the entire boundary layer velocity profile with a single optical
system and no traversing; a technique employing divergent
fringe patterns in the measurement volume is described in
Büttner, Czarske and Knuppertz (2005). This optical design
has also been extended to measure two-point correlations
(Neumann et al. 2009) acceleration and multiple velocity
components (Bayer et al. 2008).

Finally, some brief remarks concerning particle seeding
direct attention to the fact that aerodynamic facilities often
involve large cross-sections and large volumes of fluid to be
seeded. Wind tunnels with return have obvious advantages
in this case and seeding is often performed locally in the
settling chamber of wind tunnels, directly on the stream tube
of particular interest. Various commercial fog generators or
atomizers have been successfully used, quite frequently with
diethylhexylsebacat (DEHS) or dioctylphthalat (DOP) as a
fluid. These fluids vaporize well, but nevertheless, still leave
a residual film after extended use, which necessitates periodic
(and costly) cleaning of the facility.

One of the most widespread techniques for atomization
is the Laskin nozzle, as originally described by Echols and
Young (1963) and since duplicated frequently in home-built
variations (Figure 15). High-speed submerged air jets are
created by small holes (1 mm) in the nozzle tube (10 mm
diameter). These exit the nozzle tube just below a collar
(16 mm diameter), which has 2 mm holes tangent to the noz-
zle. The exact location of these holes is quite critical for
proper functioning of the unit. The dimensions of the noz-
zle tube and the collar are not as critical. There should be
sufficient clearance between the bottom of the nozzle tube
and the bottom of the container, at least 25 mm. The air holes
should be no more that 25 mm below the free surface of the
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Figure 15. Schematic of a Laskin nozzle unit for particle seeding.

liquid. Due to the shear stress induced by the tiny sonic jets,
small droplets are generated and carried inside air bubbles
towards the surface. A horizontal impactor plate separates out
large particles. The number of particles is controlled through
the number of activated nozzles. The droplet size distribu-
tion is only slightly dependent on the feed air pressure but
does depend on the liquid used, with oils leading to a smaller
size distribution than water. Dilution air can be used to adjust
the final output concentration or to achieve isokinetic intro-
duction of the particles into the flow stream. Laskin nozzles
exhibit mean droplet diameters of about 1 �m with vegetable
oils. Such atomizers can also be designed to withstand back-
pressures of several bar, necessary when delivering tracer
particles into flows under pressure.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most widespread yet developing measurement
techniques is particle image velocimetry or PIV (Adrian,
1991). Such technique emerged in the last decades and has
in common with laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) the mea-
surement of fluid flow velocity by the use of particle tracers
illuminated by laser light, an important difference being that
by PIV the instantaneous velocity vector field within a planar
domain is measured, typically at a low repetition rate.1 In
contrast, the LDA technique yields point-wise information at
a relatively high data rate (1–10 kHz). As a result, PIV com-
bines the ease of interpretation of flow visualization and the
reliability of quantitative velocimetry.

The principle of PIV is based on the measurement of the
fluid velocity V by evaluating the displacement �X of small

tracer particles that are carried by the fluid during a known
and short time interval �t.

V = �X

�t
(1)

The tracer particles must be sufficiently small to accurately
follow the fluid motion2 and should not alter the fluid prop-
erties or flow characteristics. The pulsed illumination within
a thin light sheet is provided by two solid-state lasers, and
the light scattered by the particle is recorded onto two sepa-
rate frames by a digital imaging device, typically a CCD or
CMOS camera. An experimental configuration is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 1. The digital analysis of the tracers’
images motion returns the two components of the velocity
vector (2C-PIV) within the measured plane. By means of
two simultaneous measurements at a relative viewing angle
(stereoscopic PIV) the velocity vector is measured in all its
three components (3C-PIV) within the planar domain defined
by the light sheet. The stereoscopic arrangement has the addi-
tional advantage that the imaging direction does not need to
be normal to the measurement plane, which is sometimes
essential in wind-tunnel measurements with limited optical
access. PIV is a non-intrusive measurement method; how-
ever, it requires optical access for both the delivery of the light
sheet and recording of the images. Moreover, accurate mea-
surements require a high density of tracer particles and their
homogeneous distribution within the observed flow region.
This is a marked difference with respect to flow visualization
methods, where fluid tracers are typically introduced at spe-
cific locations and their spatial non-homogeneity is necessary
to visualize the flow pattern.

The recorded images are typically analyzed off-line,
although on-line evaluation of PIV measurements can be
delivered by a computer at a typical rate of one velocity
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Figure 1. PIV system for a two-component measurement.

field per second. The evaluation method consists of a
cross-correlation analysis of the particle-image patterns in
small sub-domains, or interrogation regions (Figure 2b),
between the first and second image frame. The particle-image
pattern displacement divided by the image magnification and
the time delay between the laser light pulses yields the local
fluid velocity. The process is repeated for the entire image
and yields the instantaneous velocity field. The PIV analy-
sis typically yields 104 velocity vectors per image3 with a
measurement accuracy of about 98%.

Figure 2. (a) Flow visualization by the hydrogen bubble technique
yielding timelines and streamlines; (b) PIV recording (two super-
imposed exposures) of particle images of a backward-facing step
flow with interrogation windows marked in gray.

1.1 Velocimetry techniques

The PIV approach has advantages and drawbacks when com-
pared to point-wise techniques as hot-wire and laser Doppler
anemometry (HWA, LDA).

The HWA offers very high temporal resolution with mea-
surement rates up to 100 kHz and a measurement resolution
of a fraction of millimeter. The hot-wire probe is easy to use
and relatively robust. The measurement of small-scale turbu-
lent properties is usually performed with this instrument with
great accuracy.

LDA adds the non-intrusive character and the capability to
easily extend the measurement to two components including
separated flows as occurring in bluff-body wakes. The spatial
resolution is exceptionally high with measurement volumes
as thin as a tenth of a millimeter. However, the measurement
chain is significantly more complex as well as the cost of the
instrumentation. Moreover, particle tracers must be added
and the measurements are obtained at irregular time intervals
and at a generally lower rate.

The greatest advantage of PIV with respect to the afore-
mentioned methods is that it measures the instantaneous
velocity field over a planar domain.4 Moreover, several com-
ponents of the velocity gradient tensor

(2)

are instantly measured with a typical accuracy above 90%.
The planar terms (in the shaded area) are obtained by 2C
measurements and stereo-PIV adds two out-of-plane terms
(dashed-line box).

Most often, the quantities of relevance are the flow vortic-
ity (e.g., delta-wings and wing tips as in Figure 3, rotors,
bluff-bodies) and other topological operators for vortex
detection (e.g., Q or λ2).

When field data are required, PIV measurements can
be obtained without any traversing device across the flow
domain, which may be particularly important in short-
duration experiments for high-speed flows (e.g., hypersonic
wind tunnels). The PIV method is considered non-intrusive
in that no probe is inserted in the flow, as opposed to pressure
probes or HWA, exception made for the seeding particles.

As a main drawback, the PIV technique has typically a low
temporal resolution (typically 10 Hz) compared with HWA.
However, in the recent years, the so-called High-Speed PIV
systems have considerably improved extending the measure-
ment rate up to 10 kHz.
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Figure 3. Vortex wake measurements of a transport aircraft model submerged in a water towing tank. Velocity vectors and color-coded
vorticity in background. Reproduced with permission from Scarano et al. (2004) c© European Space Agency.

The PIV technique only requires an optical calibration
and the result is independent of external effects such as tem-
perature variations as opposed to HWA. However, a PIV
measurement setup is still rather complex to arrange in an
experiment, requiring expertise in optics (light sheet posi-
tioning, alignments, wall reflections), seeding techniques,
and significant skills in image processing (motion tracking).
Compared with LDA, PIV needs more optical access towards
the flow domain (typically along two orthogonal directions)
and has a spatial resolution that, although scalable, is typically
10 times poorer than LDA. PIV is considered nowadays as the
default technique for velocity data production in aerospace
testing, for instance, as shown for the investigation of the
turbulent flow field past jet engines (Figure 4). Nevertheless
point-wise measurement techniques offer a valid alternative

Figure 4. Turbulence measurements of jet engine exhaust nozzle
with mixing enhancement features. Turbulent kinetic energy dis-
tribution. Reproduced with permission from Bridges and Wernet
(2002).

when a high spatial or temporal resolution (e.g., tracking
dynamical phenomena) is required or when the optical access
is poor like inside jet engines. Moreover, both LDA and HWA
have developed into a stage where on-line data are readily
obtained. In contrast, the data analysis involved with PIV
often challenges the capabilities of modern computers with
the storage of images up to several Gigabytes and image
processing that takes over several hours or days to obtain
statistical information on the flow.

2 FLOW SEEDING

Particles in the micrometer range are employed to track fluid
flows with PIV or LDA. When introduced in the flow with
appropriate amount, the tracer particles do not affect the flow
properties. The concentration C typically ranges between 109

and 1012 particles/m3. Beyond this upper limit the particle
tracers may affect the flow properties. The process is gov-
erned by the mass ratio mfluid/mparticles, which for micron-size
droplets in air flows should not exceed the order of 10−3. The
tracer particles are randomly distributed in the flow medium
and travel along the local fluid flow trajectory keeping their
properties unaltered.5 Nevertheless, the choice of a correct
seeding material to achieve accurate flow tracing is not triv-
ial and requires the knowledge of the mechanical principles
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for small particles immersed in fluid flows. Moreover, the
illuminated particle tracers must be clearly detected through
imaging devices, requiring the particles to scatter light effi-
ciently. The particle diameter dp relative to the wavelength
of the light and the index of refraction relative to that of the
fluid medium np/nf govern the light scattering process. The
requirements of accurate flow tracking and sufficient light
scattering are in conflict with each other, requiring a trade-off
solution.

2.1 Tracers physical properties

The motion of a small particle tracer of diameter dp and den-
sity ρp can be modeled by Stokes’ drag law. The difference
between the particle velocity V and that of the surrounding
fluid U reads as

V − U = d2
p

18µf
(ρp − ρf )

dV

dt
(3)

where µf is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
The velocity difference V–U is also referred to as slip

velocity or settling velocity in analogy to the case of a heavy
sphere settling in a fluid.

The condition of neutrally buoyant particles ρp ≈ ρf can
be achieved in liquid flows and maximizes the particles trac-
ing accuracy. Although this condition can be easily satisfied
for liquid flows, it cannot be achieved in gas flows, where
tracer particles are typically thousands times heavier than the
fluid; small-diameter particles (0.5 �m < dp < 3 �m) need to
be employed. Larger particles used in liquid flows can be
selected from a wide choice of materials, for instance hollow
glass spheres or polyamide particles (5 �m < dp < 50 �m).
Table 1 summarizes the properties of seeding particles typi-
cally employed for PIV measurements.

For air flows where ρp/ρf � 1 a single exponential decay
law is commonly used to model the particle response to a
stepwise variation in the flow velocity (e.g., that experienced

Table 1. Tracer particles used for PIV.

Fluid Material d[�m] ρ [kg/m3]

Air DEHS 1–3 103

– Glycol–water solution 1–3 103

– Vegetable oil 1–3 103

– TiO2 0.2–0.5 1–4 × 103

Water Latex® 5–50 103

– Sphericell® 10–100 0.95–1.05 × 103

– Hollow glass spheres 30–100 > 103

Figure 5. PIV measurements in the hypersonic flow regime over a
double compression ramp at Mach 7. (a) Mean velocity distribution
and (b) schlieren visualization. Reproduced with permission from
Schrijer, Scarano and Oudheusden (2006) c© Springer.

across a shock wave).6 The response time τp reads as

τP = d2
Pρp

18µ
(4)

An accurate flow tracer requires that the particle time
response should be shorter than the flow time scale of interest.
The ratio of these two time scales is denoted by the parti-
cle Stokes’ number Sk and the condition Sk < 0.1 is reported
to yield flow tracing errors below 1% (Samimy and Lele,
1991). The use of sub-micron seeding particles allows PIV
measurements up to the hypersonic regime, as illustrated in
Figure 5.

An opposing requirement to that of accurate flow tracing
is that the particles should scatter enough light to be visible.
For particles with diameter larger than the light wavelength,
Mie theory can be applied to predict the scattering behavior.

The scattering efficiency is quantified by the particle scat-
tering cross section, which depends on the square of the
particle diameter, and the inverse of the fourth power of
the wavelength of incident light. The Mie scattering from
a micrometric particle (Figure 6) is characterized by a maxi-
mum in forward direction and a relative maximum backward.
Unfortunately, the side scatter efficiency is rather low, which
is the most common condition applied for PIV imaging.7

The amount of scattered light also depends on the particle
material refractive index relative to the refractive index of
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Figure 6. Polar scattering intensity distribution for 3 �m diameter
water droplet. Reproduced with permission from Raffel et al. (2007)
c© Springer.

the surrounding medium. Materials with a high refractive
index such as metal oxides (e.g., TiO2) scatter light very
efficiently.

2.2 Seeding techniques

Achieving optimum flow seeding is generally acknowledged
as among the most difficult parts of a PIV experiment. Once
the flow is uniformly seeded with required concentration, the
experiment has a high chance of success. Seeding generators
are devices that produce a mixture of air and seeding parti-
cles. Liquid droplets can be produced by atomizers (Laskin
nozzles, Figure 7b) or hot plate vaporizers/condenser (fog
machines). Solid particles can be generated burning incense
sticks or entraining the particles with a cyclone from a
fluidized powder bed (Figure 7a). The seeding procedure
consists of different steps, which may vary depending on the
flow facility. For closed-loop wind tunnels the seeding pro-
cedure consists of dispersing the seeding in the flow until the
required level is attained. For blow-down wind –tunnels, the
seeding is usually dispersed upstream of the measurement

Figure 7. (a) Cyclone for solid particles; (b) Laskin nozzle droplet
generator. Reproduced with permission from Raffel et al. (2007) c©
Springer.

section (typically with two-dimensional rakes of orifices
placed upstream of screens and meshes in the wind tunnel
settling chamber) in order to obtain the optimum condition
of a homogeneous concentration of the particle tracers. In the
latter case the seeding particles should possibly not reveal any
structure of the underlying flow field. In some cases a homo-
geneous seeding concentration cannot be achieved because
of physical processes in the flow affecting the fluid density
and temperature (e.g., compressible flows, combustion) or
because of the integrated effect of inertia forces such as in
wing-tip vortices.

A recording of the flow around a square cylinder devel-
oping as a Von-Kármán wake behind the model (van
Oudheusden et al., 2005) is given in Figure 8a. The darker and
brighter stripes are due to the light refraction and reflection
through the transparent hollow model. In high-speed flows,
inhomogeneous seeding distribution cannot be avoided due
to the combined effect of density variations and strong iner-
tia forces locally centrifuging seeding particles from the core
of vortices. This is illustrated in Figure 8b where a Mach 2
flow develops around the model of a rocket propelled with
a supersonic jet (Scarano et al., 2004). In conclusion, good
practice is essential in the optimization of the seeding proce-
dure for PIV experiments. One of the most frequent mistakes

Figure 8. (a) Example of homogeneous seeding density in a low-
speed bluff-body wake (b) and inhomogeneous seeding in a high-
speed supersonic flow past a rocket exhaust.
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Figure 9. (a, b) Light sheet formation optics.

is making use of excessive seeding in the attempt to increase
the correlation signal sometimes low because of lasers mis-
alignment or too large time separation between exposures.
Excessive seeding concentration leads in turn to fluid opacity,
windows contamination, and possible damage of the optical
transmission.

3 ILLUMINATION AND IMAGING

The measurement principle of PIV relies on the observation
of the particle displacement during a finite time interval. The
particle tracers need to be illuminated and observed twice
within the time separation. The first requirement for a light
source suited for PIV experiments is the short time dura-
tion of illumination δt. A practical criterion is that particle
images do not appear as streaks but rather as dots. This is
obtained when the displacement of the particle image during
illumination (or during the imager exposure time for contin-
uous illumination)8 is significantly smaller than the size of
the particle image:

δt <
dτ

VM
(5)

Where dτ is the diameter of the particle image and M is
the optical magnification. The second requirement is that the
illuminated particles are distributed within a thin sheet such
that they can be imaged in focus and their position in depth
is dictated by the position of the light sheet.9 Finally, the
intensity of the light source must allow the scattered light
from the seeding particles to be detected by digital imag-
ing devices. The required pulse energy E is proportional to
the linear dimension L of the area of interest. Typically pulse

energy of 100 mJ is sufficient to illuminate an area 10 cm wide
in air flows and about twice in water flows at 1 m imaging
distance. The planar illumination requires that the thickness
of the light sheet is significantly smaller than its height and
width (typically 1–3%).

Solid-state lasers are used as illumination sources, since
they can produce a pulsed, collimated, and monochromatic
light beam that can be easily shaped into a thin light
sheet. The most common device used for PIV experiments
is the frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser that emits light
with a wavelength of 532 nm. It produces pulse energy of
20÷400 mJ within a very short pulse duration (δt < 10 ns),
which makes this instrument suited to illuminate flows prac-
tically without any limit on the flow speed. The standard
architecture of a PIV laser consists of two separate devices
(cavities) firing independently at the required pulse separa-
tion. Therefore, the time separation can be freely optimized
for the experimental conditions, primarily the flow speed and
the imaging magnification.

The repetition rate of flashlamp-pumped lasers ranges
between 10 and 50 Hz, posing the major limitation of these
systems in performing time-resolved experiments except
for very low-speed flows (V < 0.2 m/s). In contrast, diode-
pumped lasers (Nd:YLF and Nd:YAG) for high repetition
rate illumination deliver up to 60 mJ at 1 kHz and 10 mJ at
10 kHz, with pulse duration in the order of 100 ns. These
systems when coupled with kilohertz range CMOS cameras
enable time-resolved measurements up to the transonic flow
regime.

3.1 Light sheet optics

The circular cross section beam delivered by the light source
is shaped into a thin sheet by means of cylindrical and spher-
ical lenses as shown in Figure 9. A simple arrangement is by
two cylindrical lenses expanding the beam along one direc-
tion and focusing it along the direction perpendicular to it.

This scheme applies for the illumination of large areas and
in general when uniform illumination is not strictly required.
In this case the desired sheet width can be obtained at an
appropriate distance L as a function of the focal length of the
cylindrical lens f1. Systems with more than two lenses allow
a more complete control of the light sheet at the cost of more
complexity and reduced transmission.

3.2 Imaging

A schematic of the PIV optical configuration is shown in
Figure 10. The light sheet has a finite thickness �z0. An image
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Figure 10. Schematic of the optical configuration for PIV imaging.
Reproduced with permission from Westerweel (1997) c© Institute
of Physics (IOP) Publ. Ltd.
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Figure 11. Stereoscopic imaging configuration and the
Scheimpflug condition.

of the tracer particles in the light sheet is formed on the surface
of the CCD array sensor by means of an objective. The lens
is characterized by its focal length f, numerical aperture f#,

and image magnification M defined as the ratio of the image
distance Z0 and object distance z0. The diameter dτ of the
image of a small tracer particle with a diameter dp in the light
sheet is given by (Adrian, 1991):

dτ =
√

(Mdp)2 + ddiff
2 (6)

where Mdp is the geometric image diameter and ddiff =
2.44λ f#(1 + M) is the diffraction-limited spot diameter
resulting from light interference with the finite aperture of
the objective. As a result, the optical resolution of the imag-
ing system is limited by diffraction effects causing the light
detected from a point source to be spread over a circular
dot (Airy disc) surrounded by diffraction rings. Such light
distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian intensity
distribution.

The focal depth of the imaging system δz = 4.88λ f#2

(1 + 1/M)2 also depends mostly upon the numerical aperture
and the imaging magnification and it must be larger than the
light sheet thickness �z0 in order to record focused particle
images.

The use of stereoscopic imaging by means of two cameras
makes it possible to later reconstruct the three-component
displacement vector in the plane of the light sheet (a review
of stereoscopic PIV is given by Prasad, 2000). The angular
method, illustrated in Figure 11 is the most common approach
to realize a stereoscopic imaging system.

The object plane (focal plane) and image plane are not
parallel, which is possible by rotating the lens plane rela-
tive to the image plane (Scheimpflug condition). The image
magnification varies over the field of view requiring image
de-warping corrections based on experimental calibration
functions.

Figure 12. Interline frame transfer CCD architecture. Reproduced from Raffel et al. (2007) c© Springer.
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3.3 Digital recording

Electronic imagers such as the charge-coupled device (CCD)
convert light (photons) into free electrons. When discharged,
current and voltage proportional to the charge accumulated
are produced. Two-dimensional array sensors for imaging
are obtained placing the individual sensitive elements (pix-
els) of a typical size of 10 �m on a Cartesian grid. Modern
CCDs count several millions pixels (megapixels). Each pixel
is individually exposed to a given light intensity during
the exposure. The charge accumulated within every pixel is
read through the analog shift register placed at the end of
the sensitive area after shifting the rows through the CCD
sensor.

A charge to voltage converter and the digitizer convert
the signal to digital information. By this serial process and
the typical pixel readout frequency of the order of 10 MHz,
this sensor architecture only allows recording rates in the
order of 10 frames/s, which is inadequate to acquire a pair of
exposures separated by few microseconds.

The interline transfer CCD architecture, depicted in Fig-
ure 12 is designed for PIV cameras and allows a time
separation between two subsequent exposures within the
microsecond, although the recording rate is still limited to a
few hertz by the readout process. The essential feature of the
interline transfer CCD is a charge buffer placed in proximity
of each pixel where the accumulated charge can be temporar-
ily stored in a short time. This makes the pixel ready for a
new exposure after the charge has been transferred. After the
two exposures have been recorded the sensor must be read
through the analog shift register as for the regular CCD.

Imaging small particles on a digital imager requires some
attention. In fact it is usually the case that the pixel size is
larger than the individual particle image (Figure 13a).

In this case the particle image is not well sampled
in space by the digital system and discretization effects
will limit the accuracy of the particle motion estimation

Figure 13. Digital imaging of small particles. (a) White disks and
active pixels for under-resolved particle images; (b) well-resolved
particle images.

Figure 14. Image windowing, interrogation, and cross-correlation
map.

Figure 15. (a) In the window shift technique the cross-correlation
is evaluated between two particle patterns shifted according to the
measured translation. In gray the shifted window with the estimated
displacement. (b) The window deformation technique applies a non-
uniform pixel shift within the interrogation area according to the
predicted velocity and its gradient.

(peak-locking), namely, the particle position and its displace-
ment are biased towards integer pixel values (indicated by
a cross in the figure). In practice, the numerical aperture f#
is used to control the particle image diameter at the cost of
less captured light. When this approach is not viable image
defocusing also allows slightly varying the particle image
diameter; however, the defocusing procedure is of more dif-
ficult control than setting the diffraction spot. An optimum
in terms of measurement accuracy is are reported for dτ = 2
pixels (Figure 13b).
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Figure 16. (a) Bias and (b) rms discretization error. Single-step cross-correlation (squares) and multi-grid correlation and sub-pixel window
shift (dots).

4 IMAGE INTERROGATION

PIV recordings are composed of a large number of parti-
cle images (typically 100 000 particles/megapixel) recorded
at two subsequent time instants. The motion of the particle
pattern is evaluated locally within small interrogation win-
dows. The operations needed to evaluate the motion field of
the particle tracers are as follows:

1. Image windowing: The entire image is divided into
small cells as shown in Figure 14 (e.g. 32 × 32 pixels),
called interrogation windows, each of them containing
a group of tracers (typically 10 or more). Every inter-
rogation window becomes an individual measurement
volume characterized by a light intensity distribution I(i,
j) or I′(i, j) for the first and second exposure, respectively,
where the local velocity vector V = (u, v) is evaluated.

2. Spatial cross-correlation: A statistical tracking operator
is applied to the corresponding windows extracted from
the two exposures. This process returns the correlation
map R(m, n), defined in the discretized space of spatial
shift. Its peak position relative to the origin indicates the
ensemble particle image displacement.

3. Peak sub-pixel interpolation: The highest peak in the
correlation map is available only for integer shift (viz.,
pixel) values. A more accurate estimate of the peak posi-
tion is obtained by interpolation of the peak region by a
Gaussian function.

4. Divide by time and scaling: The result obtained at point
(3) yields the particle motion in terms of pixel shift
between the corresponding windows. The velocity is
obtained dividing by the known time separation between
laser pulses, multiplying by the size of the pixel, and
dividing by the imaging magnification.

The discrete cross-correlation function R reads as:

R(m, n) =
∑I,J

i,j=1 I(i, j)·I ′(i − m, j − n)√
stdev(I)·stdev(I ′)

(7)

Where I and I′ should have zero mean value. The denominator
normalizes the upper term with the standard deviation of the
individual signals, ensuring that R ∈ [−1, +1]. The corre-
lation peak interpolated around its maximum value returns
the peak position with sub-pixel precision. A three-point
Gaussian fit allows an accuracy of approximately 0.1 pix-
els. The reliability of the measurement is usually quantified
by the signal-to-noise ratio SN defined by the ratio between
the highest correlation peak with respect to the second high-
est. The parameter SN is strongly dependent on the number
of particle images present in the interrogation window and
the velocity distribution within the window.

4.1 Dynamic range

The lower end of the dynamic range is determined by the
requirement that the corresponding displacement will be
larger than the noise level. The minimum detectable displace-
ment shall be denoted with �Xmin. The maximum measurable
displacement �Xmax is based on the criterion stating that
the in-plane displacement should not exceed one-quarter
of the interrogation window size (Adrian, 1991) that is,
�Xmax ≤ 1/4 DI . The velocity dynamic range reads therefore
as:

�Xmax − �Xmin

�Xmin
= DI

4�Xmin
− 1 (8)
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The above expression reads as the accuracy-resolution trade-
off. The dynamic range can be increased with a larger window
size, at the expenses of the spatial resolution. The dependence
of �Xmin on other experimental parameters has been one of
the most investigated topics in PIV (Adrian, 1991; Willert and
Gharib, 1991; Westerweel, 1993), and it strongly depends on
the particle image diameter and the type of interpolation used
to determine the sub-pixel location of the correlation peak.
A typical value of �Xmin = 0.1 pixel can be assumed under
generic measurement conditions using a three-point Gaussian
peak fit model, particle images of two to three pixels diameter,
displacements not exceeding 10 pixels, and a window size of
32 × 32 pixels. Within these conditions a dynamic range in
the order of 102 32 × 32 is to be expected.

4.2 Multi-step/multi-grid interrogation

When the in-plane particle image displacement is estimated
by means of a first correlation analysis, a relative shift
between the correlation windows can be applied in order
to compensate for the loss-of-pairs due to the average par-
ticle motion as shown in Figure 15a. As a result the number
of particle image pairs is increased. The technique can be
implemented as a two-step analysis where the interrogation
is repeated the second time, with the window in the second
exposure shifted with the value of the displacement obtained
from the first interrogation (Westerweel, Dabiri and Gharib,
1997). The result from the first interrogation �X1 is used
in the subsequent interrogation with a modified form of the
cross-correlation operation, which reads as:

RI(s) =
∫
A

I1(x)I2(x + round(�X1) + s)dx (9)

where A is the interrogation area. The increase of paired
particle images reduces substantially the systematic under-
estimate of the particle displacement and marginally the rms
uncertainty.

A logical implementation of the window shift technique is
the multi-grid approach: the interrogation process is repeated
several times; after each interrogation the interrogation win-
dow may be shifted. At this point the window size does need
to comply with the 1/4 rule related to the average parti-
cle in-plane motion. As a result, the dynamic range can be
decoupled from the spatial resolution. This approach typi-
cally increases the dynamic range with a factor 2 to 6. Other
factors may limit, however, the maximum displacement,
out-of-plane particle motion and high velocity gradient being
the main sources for loss-of-pairs.

4.2.1 Sub-pixel window shift

Current PIV interrogation algorithms estimate and apply
the relative shift between I1 and I2 with sub-pixel precision
(Lecordier, 1997). The expression of the spatial correlation
function for the sub-pixel window shift is a slightly modified
version of that for integer shift:

RI(s) =
∫
A

Ĩ1 (x) Ĩ2(x + �X1 + s)dx (10)

Where Ĩ indicates that the image intensity values are obtained
by interpolation at sub-pixel locations. The method can
be implemented with a centered scheme, where the two
windows are shifted backward and forward of half the dis-
placement vector (Wereley and Meynart, 2001), returning
second-order precision. At subsequent iterations the correla-
tion peak appears in proximity of the origin of the correlation
map and the peak position estimate is less affected by
bias errors. The drawback of sub-pixel shift techniques is
that image samples are required at intermediate locations
between pixels, which are obtained with image interpola-
tion techniques at the cost of an additional computational
effort. Moreover, the image interpolation may introduce sig-
nal degradation especially when the particle images are barely
sampled (dτ < 2pixels).

4.2.2 Iterative window deformation

Most theoretical analysis on cross-correlation analysis of PIV
images is carried out with the assumption that the motion of
particles within the interrogation window is approximately
uniform. This restrictive hypothesis is never valid, and in
most flows of interest, the velocity field exhibits signifi-
cant variations within the interrogation windows. A better
approximation is that the velocity varies linearly within the
interrogation window rather than having a constant value.
With this assumption the expression for the cross-correlation
analysis with window deformation (Huang, Fiedler and
Wang, 1993) is further modified into

RI(s) =
∫
A

Ĩ1

(
x − �X1

2

)
Ĩ2

(
x + �X1

2
+ s

)
dx (11)

where the applied displacement to the intensity pattern is
now a function of space and may therefore be not uniform.
As a result the loss of particle pairs associated to the in-plane
particle motion between exposures is limited to a minimum.

The measurement uncertainty evaluated by numeri-
cally simulated PIV images shows that for a single-step
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Figure 17. (a) Spatial correlation in a turbulent shear layer.
Single-step interrogation and (b) multi-step window deformation
technique.

interrogation the bias error has typical values of 1/20 pixel and
the precision error of 1/5 pixel as illustrated in Figure 16. The
window deformation technique enables to essentially remove
the first and to reduce the precision error of approximately
one order of magnitude. Caution should be taken, however,
in extrapolating these results to real measurements because
the presence of noise will limit this benefit.

Finally, the main advantage of the window-deformation
technique is its increased robustness and accuracy over highly
sheared flows such as boundary layers, vortices, and tur-
bulence in general. In fact, the well-known problem of
correlation peak degradation across these regions is greatly
reduced as shown in Figure 17 where the correlation map
within a shear layer is depicted. The motion of particles with
a different velocity leads to multiple peaks of comparable
height (Figure 17a). When the deformation is applied, the
shearing motion is compensated and a single peak can be
clearly identified (Figure 17b).

4.2.3 Spatial resolution

The measurement resolution is determined by the size of the
interrogation volume in all three dimensions. Typically, the
in-plane dimension limits the spatial resolution, whereas
the laser sheet thickness governs the resolution in the third
dimension. Also within the plane, interrogation windows of
shape other than square or circular can be used to maximize
the resolution along a specific direction (e.g., normal to a
solid wall). The simplest model to determine the spatial res-
olution of cross-correlation-based measurements is by the
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Figure 18. Sine wave test: amplitude response as a function of
the window size. Sinc function (solid line); single-step correlation
(squares); iterative window deformation (circles); filtered (stabi-
lized) iterative window deformation (black dots).

analogy with filter theory. The spatial response of the single-
step interrogation is well approximated by that of a top-hat
filter. The multi-step analysis with window deformation is an
iterative approach and has a spatial response characterized
by a significantly lower modulation (less than 5% compared
to 35% for single-step) for a normalized window size below
half a wavelength Figure 18.

5 POST PROCESSING

The typical output of a PIV measurement is the instanta-
neous distribution of vectors that represent 2- or 3-component
velocity field in the measurement volume (this is either a
plane or a volume). Possible erroneous vectors can be present
in the data due to the finite probability that the detected peak
in the correlation map does not correspond to that of the parti-
cles image pairs distance but is instead dominate by spurious
effects (e.g., insufficient particle image pairs, image noise).
Because these erroneous vectors introduce large errors, it
is important to remove them before performing further data
analysis, for instance, to obtain the statistical flow informa-
tion (mean velocity and Reynolds stresses). Data validation
procedures aim at detecting first these spurious data and then
replace them with a suitable value. It must be retained in
mind that the error rate in a typical PIV experiment should
not exceed 5%.

Spurious vectors occur when a random correlation peak
exceeds that of the particle image pairs. The visual inspec-
tion of the data, although empirical and subjective, is always a
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valuable step to infer the quality of the measured data. Usually
after visual inspection, it is possible to choose the most appro-
priate method to correct the experiment or detect erroneous
vectors automatically.

An automated validation criterion is that SN > 1.5.
Nevertheless, even an unreliable vector can be correct and a
more efficient approach to the problem is to inspect the neigh-
borhood of a measured vector inquiring the spatial coherence
of the data. This local approach is known as median test
(Westerweel, 1994; Westerweel and Scarano, 2005). Each
vector is compared with the ensemble representative velocity
from eight adjacent vectors. The use of the median opera-
tor both to represent the neighborhood most likely velocity
and also for the normalization coefficient expressing the most
likely fluctuation within the neighborhood makes this method
very robust also in case of several spurious vectors appearing
in the same neighborhood.

5.1 Data reduction

The spatial distribution of the velocity field measured by PIV
is suited for the evaluation of velocity spatial derivatives (vor-
ticity, strain rate, divergence) as well as integral properties
(circulation, momentum flux). Methods for the estimation of
derivative data have been described by Lourenco and Krotha-
palli (1995) and Raffel et al. (2007). Integral flow properties
evaluation is a straightforward integration of quantities such
as velocity or vorticity over a chosen control surface.

There is abundant literature on PIV applications for
aerospace research and systems testing. The reader is referred
to scientific and technical publications from AIAA, Experi-
ments in Fluids and Measurement Science and Technology
for further reading on specialized topics.

NOTES

1. The use of diode-pumped lasers and CMOS cameras
enables PIV measurements at a rate comparable to that
of LDA systems.

2. This condition is difficult to satisfy for high-speed flows
and impossible to be satisfied when shock waves are
present

3. Based on one mega pixel image format and depending on
the density of particle images.

4. Three-dimensional PIV techniques like Holography,
Scanning Light Sheet and Tomography, are capable of
measurements in a volume.

5. Particle tracers are attractive in comparison to colored dyes
used for flow visualization in that they are not subject

to molecular diffusion. Therefore their mechanical prop-
erties and their image remain constant throughout the
flow.

6. Measuring the particle velocity across a shock wave is a
well-established technique to experimentally evaluate the
particle tracers characteristic response time.

7. Also because of this, PIV needs a much stronger light
source than LDA (which operates in near-forward or near-
backward scattering mode).

8. Systems based on continuous illumination are limited to
the measurement of low-speed flows (V < 1m/s). This is
due to the limited energy that can be integrated during the
exposure time at a higher speed still avoiding the formation
of streaks.

9. This requirement does not apply for three-dimensional
techniques such as tomographic PIV.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Scattering and spectroscopic measurement techniques are
frequently used in aerodynamics, particularly in ground test-
ing facilities. In this chapter, we will review those techniques
that depend on the scattering (or absorption) of laser light
by particles that are much smaller than the laser wave-
length (such as gas molecules). These include absorption
spectroscopy, Rayleigh scattering, Raman scattering, laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF), and coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering (CARS). The scattered light contains spectroscopic
information that may be used to study a number of local
properties of the medium such as species concentration, tem-
perature, pressure, and velocity.

As in most of the other optical techniques, spectroscopic
methods are non-intrusive since only the laser beam is present

in the measurement medium. They are, therefore, well suited
for aerodynamic measurements, particularly in reacting and
high-speed flows where physical probes can alter the flow
significantly or are otherwise vulnerable to the hostile envi-
ronment. Most of the spectroscopic measurement techniques
can provide spatially- and temporally-resolved information.
Furthermore, many of the techniques can be extended to two-
or three-dimensional quantitative imaging of the desired flow
parameter using charged couple device (CCD) cameras. In
some applications, several flow and thermodynamic proper-
ties can be measured simultaneously with the same set-up.
The level of expertize needed and the expense involved in
setting up and operating these spectroscopic measurement
systems depend on the specific technique used and the type
of information sought may vary significantly.

The spectroscopic measurement methods use one or more
laser beams that pass through the gas volume of interest. The
interaction of the laser light (photons) with the gas molecules
(or atoms) is observed. Depending on the interaction process,
the laser light is either absorbed or scattered by the gas par-
ticles. The measurement methods can be divided into two
groups: resonant techniques and non-resonant techniques. In
the resonant techniques, the laser is tuned to a molecular (or
atomic) transition of the gas and the photons undergo absorp-
tion or stimulated emission. LIF and absorption spectroscopy
are resonant techniques. In the non-resonant techniques, the
laser wavelength need not match a specific transition of
the gas species. The laser radiation received by the gas is
spontaneously scattered. Rayleigh and spontaneous Raman
scattering are two examples of non-resonant techniques. In
general, resonant techniques can provide better selectivity,
more specific information about the interrogated gas and
yield stronger signal (hence, higher sensitivity to the mea-
sured parameter). However, since the laser wavelength has
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to match a transition of a gas molecule, measurements are
typically limited to relatively few species and the equipment
can be costly. Comprehensive reviews of spectroscopic mea-
surement techniques used in aerodynamics are provided by
Miles and Nosenchuck (1989) and McKenzie (1993). In a
more recent review, Hanson et al. (1999) have discussed the
application of laser absorption and fluorescence techniques
to gas flows.

2 LASER ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY

Laser absorption is one of the most straightforward and
inexpensive spectroscopic measurement techniques. In its
simplest application, a laser beam whose wavelength matches
(or overlaps) an absorbing transition of a species in the gas
traverses the test medium. The intensity of the laser beam is
measured before and after it passes through the test section
to determine the attenuation through the medium. The level
of attenuation determines the number density of the species
of interest. The technique measures the concentration of the
selected species. In premixed, non-reacting flows, absorp-
tion can also be used to determine the total gas density (if
the mole fractions of all the species are fixed). If a species
with absorbing transition does not exist naturally in the mea-
sured gas (within the emission spectrum of the laser), the gas
can be seeded with a suitable species to facilitate gas density
measurement.

The absorption is expressed in the form −log(I/I0), where
I0 and I are the laser beam intensities before and after the test
section, respectively. The amount of absorption is a function
of the depth of the test section in addition of the number den-
sity of the absorbing species. A schematic of the absorption
technique is shown in Figure 1. The beam from the laser is
split into two, one of which passes through the test section
whereas the other serves as the reference (to monitor possible
variations in the laser power). Both beams are terminated at
the photodetectors as shown. The test section signal is nor-
malized by the reference to remove the effect of laser power

Figure 1. Schematic of the absorption technique.

fluctuations. Generally, the dynamic range of measurement
is limited by the linear range of the detector. The measure-
ment resolution, on the other hand, is related to the amount
of absorption that is possible, given the concentration of the
target species and the length of the laser beam in the test sec-
tion. Two or more species can be measured simultaneously
by using collinear beams of multiples of wavelengths of one
or more lasers, each resonant with an absorbing transition of a
species in the measured gas. On the detection side, each wave-
length is separated by using beam splitters and optical filters.
However, this application can be more costly since multiples
of more powerful lasers may be required. This technique can
also be used for the measurement of gas temperature and
velocity by monitoring the Doppler shift, caused by the ran-
dom molecular and bulk velocity of the gas. In this case, a
narrow-line laser is tuned across the absorption transition to
determine the Doppler broadening and shift for temperature
and velocity, respectively.

The absorption technique is less demanding than most of
the other spectroscopic methods since a small optical access
is required on each side of the test section (just large enough
to let the laser beam pass through). Further, the detected sig-
nal is generally strong, so low-power continuous wave (CW)
lasers are sufficient for quantitative measurements (unless a
large number of species are measured simultaneously as dis-
cussed above). However, the technique has one significant
drawback; the measurements are not fully resolved in space.
The information is an integrated average along the direction
of the laser beam. Thus, spatial resolution is achieved only in
two directions (normal to the beam). Several methods can be
used to achieve resolution in three dimensions. These include
the use of crossing beam saturated absorption (Goldsmith,
1981; Kychakoff, Howe and Hanson, 1984). However, this
approach is cumbersome and can result in significant mea-
surement inaccuracies. The most common applications of the
absorption technique are in high-speed flows, combustion and
mixing in binary gas flows. A review of recent applications of
diode laser-based absorption spectroscopy to ground testing
is provided by Hanson and Jeffries (2006).

3 RAYLEIGH SCATTERING

Rayleigh scattering technique has been used to measure the
density, temperature, concentration, and in high-speed flows,
the velocity. It is a non-resonant technique; it involves the
elastic interaction of the incident laser light with the gas
molecules. Hence, the scattered light and the laser essen-
tially have the same central wavelength. The energy of the
scattered light is proportional to the number density of the
interrogated gas. Therefore, the scattered light intensity can
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be used to determine the gas density or, using the ideal gas
law, the temperature. But the latter can only be determined if
the gas pressure is either constant or it is measured indepen-
dently. If the line width of the laser is much narrower than the
Doppler broadening of the scattered light from the molecules,
the line shape (and width) of the scattered light can, in prin-
ciple, be used to determine the gas temperature and pressure
(with the aid of a gas kinetic model). In high-speed flows, the
Doppler shift of the scattered light due to gas velocity can be
sufficiently large to allow for the measurement of velocity.
However, the direct measurement of temperature, pressure,
and velocity is more involved, both in instrumentation and
in data interpretation, as it requires the spectral analysis of
the Rayleigh signal. But, in principle, all these flow proper-
ties can be measured simultaneously along with density using
Rayleigh scattering.

The optical system for density measurements is relatively
simple to set up and the interpretation of the signal is straight-
forward. Since Rayleigh scattering is spontaneous, signal is
typically weak as compared to the stimulated emission tech-
niques (such as laser-induced fluorescence). In time-resolved
measurements for property statistics, photon shot noise may
present a problem. The use of high-energy pulsed (such as
Nd:YAG) lasers as opposed to continuous wave (such as
Ar-ion) lasers can help with both broadband background
suppression and with shot noise reduction (Ötügen, 1997).
Several other factors may complicate Rayleigh scattering
measurements. A frequently encountered problem is the con-
tamination of Rayleigh signal by unwanted light. One of the
two main sources of contamination is the stray laser light
reflected from surfaces and Mie scattering from particles that
may be present in the test environment. The intensity of Mie
scattered light is typically a few orders of magnitude larger
than the Rayleigh scattered light and can easily overwhelm
the signal. However, if the particle loading is not very large,
the signal from particles can be identified and removed from
data records by statistical means. The level of surface scat-
tered laser glare captured by the collecting optics along with
the Rayleigh signal can also be significant enough to prevent
accurate measurements. This is more of a challenge in inter-
nal flows; laser light reflected from multiple surfaces around
the test section may be difficult to suppress. In high-speed
flows, the Doppler shift of the Rayleigh signal may be large
enough so that the unshifted laser glare can be removed using
narrow-line molecular absorption filters without disturbing
the Rayleigh signal (Mile, Lempert and Forkey, 1991). For
low-speed flows, a dual line method may be employed to
independently determine and remove surface scattered light
from signal (Ötügen, Kim and Popovic, 1997).

A typical Rayleigh scattering setup is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 2. The beam from the laser is passed through

Figure 2. Typical Rayleigh scattering setup.

the transmitting optics to focus it in the test region. The beam
is terminated on the other side of the “probe volume” using
a beam trap. It is important to capture the beam and the dif-
fused laser light surrounding it to minimize contamination of
Rayleigh signal by stray laser light. The Rayleigh scattered
light is collected, typically, at a normal angle to the beam
to minimize stray reflections from the transmitting optics
and the trap. A light shield may also be placed opposite to
the collecting optics to reduce the broadband background.
If the laser emission is linearly polarized, setting the axis
of the collecting optics normal to the beam’s polarization
direction maximizes the Rayleigh signal, which has a sine
function dependence on this angle. The Rayleigh scattered
light is captured by a collecting lens and passed through a pin
hole or a slit to spatially filter the signal. The signal is then
spectrally filtered using a laser line filter to remove the broad-
band background before focusing it on a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). The PMT output is generally current amplified before
digitization and analysis. If time-resolved measurements
are intended, the Rayleigh signal should be normalized with
the laser power to remove the effect of laser power fluctu-
ations from the signal. This can be achieved by capturing
some of the stray laser light by a photodiode and combining
it with the Rayleigh signal by a digital or analog method. If a
pulsed laser is used in order to increase the Rayleigh yield and
suppress the broadband background, the electronics include
the gate-and-hold circuits to selectively capture signal only
through the laser pulse duration.

The Rayleigh scattered energy is proportional to the
Rayleigh scattering cross section and the incident laser energy
in addition to the gas number density and it can be expressed
in the following way:

E = ELnLσ�ε (1)
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Here, EL is the incident laser energy, n the molecular num-
ber density of the gas, L the interaction length over which
the scattered light is collected and � is the solid angle of the
collecting optics. The Rayleigh scattering differential cross-
section, σ, has an inverse fourth power dependence on the
incident wavelength. Therefore, shorter laser wavelengths
yield stronger Rayleigh signal and better signal-to-noise
ratios against broadband, laser line and shot noise. In the
above equation, ε is a number smaller than one and repre-
sents all the losses including those associated with collecting
optics surface reflections and the quantum efficiency of the
detector (PMT). All the parameters in the above equation,
excluding n, can be lumped into a single constant that can be
evaluated through calibration at a known density. If the gas
pressure, P, is known, using the equation of state, Rayleigh
signal can be interpreted for the temperature, T, from

E

EL

= Ē = Lσ�εk−1P

(
1

T

)
(2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant. For constant pressure
flows, as in equation (1), all the parameters on the right-hand
side, except for temperature, can be lumped into a single
constant whose value can be determined by measuring the
normalized energy Ē0at a known temperature T0 to yield

Ē = Ē0T0

(
1

T

)
(3)

Equation (3) is valid as long as the gas pressure and all the
other parameters of the optical system are kept constant.

Rayleigh scattering technique has been used in both
reacting and non-reacting flows. In the reacting flow appli-
cation, Dibble and Hollenbach (1981), Bill et al. (1982)
and Namer and Schefer (1985) used Rayleigh scattering to
measure temperature and density in premixed jet flames.
In the non-reacting flow application, Dyer (1979) and Pitts
and Kashiwagi (1984) measured concentration in binary gas
jets and Ötügen and Namer (1988) measured temperature
in heated air jets. The technique can also be used for two-
dimensional flow imaging. In this application, the laser beam
is expanded into a sheet and the Rayleigh scattered light is
imaged by a charge coupled device (CCD) camera. Planar
Rayleigh scattering imaging has been used in both non-
premixed jet flames (Fourgette, Zurn and Long, 1986) for
temperature measurement and in high-speed wind tunnels to
characterize supersonic flows (using scattered light intensity
to detect density or condensation variations). In addition to
utilizing the Rayleigh signal intensity to determine the tem-
perature or density, single-point and planar imaging Rayleigh
scattering has also been used in high-speed flows for the mea-

surement of velocity. This is accomplished by determining
the Doppler shift in the central wavelength of the Rayleigh
signal. Miles, Lempert and Forkey (1991) and Elliot Samimy
and Arnette (1994) obtained two-dimensional images of
velocity in high-speed flows using the filtered Rayleigh scat-
tering while Seasholtz and Zupank (1992) and Bivolaru,
Danehy and Lee (2006) used a Fabry-Perot based interfer-
ometric Rayleigh scattering approach to map velocity, the
former in a supersonic jet and the latter in the exhaust plume
of an oxygen–hydrogen model rocket. Using both Rayleigh
and Mie scattered light, Mielke et al. (2005) simultaneously
measured the time-mean density, velocity, temperature, and
turbulent intensity of velocity in subsonic and supersonic
jets.

4 RAMAN SCATTERING

Raman scattering is a non-resonant measurement technique.
However, unlike Rayleigh scattering, Raman scattering is
inelastic; the scattered photon energy is different from that
of the interrogating laser (hence, the scattered light has a
different wavelength compared to the laser). The energy
difference is equal to the vibrational (or rotational) quan-
tum energy jump between two states of the interrogated
molecule. Thus, the measurement is species-specific since
each molecule has unique energy quanta. Unlike Rayleigh
scattering, it is possible to measure the concentration of a
given species (or multiples of species, simultaneously) in the
gas flow using Raman scattering. Furthermore, since the scat-
tered light has a different wavelength than that of the incident
beam, surface scattered light as well as Mie scattered light
from particulates can be removed from the signal using inter-
ference filters. However, Raman scattered light is typically
two or three orders of magnitude weaker than its Rayleigh
counterpart, limiting its application in aerodynamics to near
atmospheric (or higher) pressures. Thus, its application to
hypersonic flows is generally difficult. Due to the small
scattering cross-sections, Raman scattering technique also
requires high power (or pulsed) lasers for time-resolved mea-
surements.

The Rayleigh and Raman processes are shown in Fig-
ure 3 that depicts the energy levels of the incident laser line
(upward-pointing arrows), Rayleigh line, as well as Stokes
and anti-Stokes Raman lines (all downward-pointing arrows).
Since both Rayleigh and Raman scattering are non-resonant,
the energy state of the molecule when it receives the laser pho-
ton is termed a “virtual state” and shown with a dashed line.
In Rayleigh scattering, the energy of the molecule immedi-
ately returns to its initial (ground) state with the energy level
of ν0, emitting a photon of equal energy to that of the incident
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Figure 3. Rayleigh, Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering energy levels.

photon. In the Stokes Raman scattering, the molecule which
is at the ground state before interacting with the laser pho-
ton, returns to a higher vibrational or rotational energy state
emitting a photon of a smaller energy (longer wavelength).
The anti-Stokes Raman scattering occurs when the molecule
is in an excited state (such as elevated temperature or a non-
equilibrium state). In this case, after being raised to the virtual
state by receiving the laser photon, the molecule returns to
the ground state emitting a photon of higher energy than that
of the incident photon (shorter wavelength).

As in Rayleigh scattering, the intensity of the Raman sig-
nal is proportional to the number density of the gas species
of interest. Also, the spectral analysis of the Raman signal
can provide temperature information; the exact energy of the
vibrational quantum depends on the rotational state of the
molecule. In thermal equilibrium, the spectral analysis of the
signal can provide the translational temperature of the gas.
However, a line-narrowed laser is required for this application
in order to resolve the spectral lines.

The setup for the Raman scattering measurement is sim-
ilar to that of Rayleigh scattering shown in Figure 2. The
collected light contains both the elastic (Rayleigh) and inelas-
tic (Raman) scattering. The light is directed to a spectrometer
which can be tuned to a specific Raman line. If the concentra-
tion of more than one species is to be measured, the collected
light can be split into as many beams as the number of species
to be measured and each passed through a spectrometer.

In one of the earliest studies, Hillard et al. (1975) used an
argon-ion laser for Raman scattering and LDV techniques to
measure the time-averaged temperature, density, and veloc-
ity in a Mach 5 wind tunnel. Quantitative two-dimensional
images of a diffusion jet flame were obtained by Long,
Fourgette and Escoda (1983) using Raman scattering. Later,
with the availability of high-energy pulsed lasers, time-frozen
Raman scattering measurements became possible. For exam-
ple, Laufer, McKenzie and Fletcher (1990) and Fletcher and
McKenzie (1991) made time-frozen measurements of den-
sity in hypersonic flows using an ArF laser operating in the
near-ultraviolet. Reviews of the application of Raman scat-

tering to aerodynamics is provided by Lederman (1977) and
McKenzie (1993).

5 LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is a powerful technique
that has been used widely in aerospace applications includ-
ing high-speed flows. The fact that it is a resonant technique
and hence yields strong signal is a major advantage. Further-
more, it is species-specific and hence, well suited for reacting
flows. In this technique, the narrow-line interrogating laser
is tuned to a transition of a molecular or atomic species in
the test gas. The laser excites certain rotational transitions at
individual vibrational or electronic levels and the resulting
spontaneous emission (fluorescence) is captured and ana-
lyzed. In principle (when there are no other significant energy
loss mechanisms) the level of the emitted fluorescence is pro-
portional to the population of the ground state (Laufer, 1996).
Therefore, in thermodynamic equilibrium, LIF can be used to
measure the concentration of a selected species. If the den-
sity of the species is already known, LIF can alternatively
be used to determine the gas temperature. By exciting two
different states at once (using appropriate laser wavelengths)
LIF technique also allows for the simultaneous measurement
of density and temperature. Furthermore, by observing the
Doppler shift of the LIF signal, it is possible to determine
the gas velocity. As in Rayleigh scattering, by using different
arrangements of transmitting and collecting optics, LIF can
be used for single-point or multi-point (planar) measurement
in a flow. For the single-point measurement, the laser beam
is focused at a point in flow and the fluorescence signal is
collected from that location. For planar laser-induced fluo-
rescence (PLIF) measurements, the laser beam is spread into
a thin light sheet and the emission from the sheet is imaged on
a CCD camera. The spatial resolution of the measurement in
the two measurement directions is determined by the diffrac-
tion limit of the collecting optics and the pixel configuration
of the camera while the resolution in the third direction is
defined by the thickness of the laser sheet.

LIF is a powerful technique due to its selectivity and the
strength of the signal it provides. However, the typical LIF
system can be more cumbersome and costly than a compara-
ble Rayleigh scattering system due to the need for a tunable
laser that can address a transition of a specific species. Fur-
thermore, a system designed to measure one species is not
readily usable for another species. For non-reacting flows,
the gas may have to be seeded with a suitable species (such
as sodium, etc.) for fluorescence signal.

Figure 4 is a schematic description of the LIF process. The
laser photon energy, shown with the upward-pointing arrow,
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Figure 4. Energy exchange process for LIF.

is equivalent to the (ν1 − ν0) transition of a given molecule
(or atom) in the gas. Part of the population in the ground state
absorbs the energy and reaches the excited state ν1. Once at
this state, the species may lose part of this energy through
collisions with other particles (collisional quenching) or by
dissociation and ionization as shown on the right-hand side
of the figure. It may also relax spontaneously into a lower
state as indicated in the left-hand side of the figure, thereby
emitting a photon of lower energy (fluorescence). A more
detailed description of the LIF process is provided by Laufer
(1996).

A representative planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF)
measurement system layout is shown in Figure 5. The output
beam of the pulsed tunable laser is expanded and collimated
in the direction normal to the page by passing it through a pair
of cylindrical lenses to form a thin laser sheet. A CCD cam-
era trained at the measurement area collects the fluorescence

image. A filter or monochromator is placed in front of the
camera to reject the background light. As shown in the figure,
an image of the laser sheet before the measurement area is also
obtained using a second camera for intensity normalization.
Both the measurement and normalization images are captured
by a frame grabber and stored on the computer for analysis.
For shot-to-shot measurements, the pulsed laser, CCD camera
shutters, and the frame grabber are synchronized, typically
by using an external timing device.

One of the early applications of LIF to aerodynamics is
due to Zimmermann and Miles (1980) who measured the
Doppler shift of the LIF signal from a sodium seed gas to
measure the velocity in a supersonic wind tunnel. McKenzie,
Monson and Exberger (1979) used LIF from biacetyl to mea-
sure the density in a turbulent boundary layer. Iodine has also
been used for LIF diagnostics in aeordynamics (McDaniel,
Baganoff and Byer, 1982; Hillar and Hanson, 1988). How-
ever, iodine is highly corrosive and its frequent use can cause
damage to test facilities. Furthermore, it is not well suited
for supersonic wind tunnel studies since it will condense in
relatively low Mach numbers at room stagnation conditions.
Nitric oxides have also been used as seed material for LIF
measurements. For example, McKenzie and Gross (1981)
used NO for single-point measurements while Lee, McMil-
lan and Hanson (1993) and Seitzman, Kychakoff and Hanson
(1985) obtained quantitative PLIF temperature images in NO
seeded gas flows. With the availability of tunable UV lasers
in recent years, other seed species have also been used for
LIF such as O2 (Lee, Paul and Hanson, 1987) and OH (Paul,
Meier and Hanson, 1991). However, since regular glass is

Figure 5. Schematic of a PLIF setup.
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not transparent to UV light, the use of UV lasers require spe-
cial windows in wind tunnel measurements. Recently, the
PLIF technique has been extended to hypersonic flow diag-
nostics. As an example, Danehy et al. (2006) made PLIF
measurements in a Mach 10 wind tunnel using NO as the
seed species.

6 COHERENT ANTI-STOKES RAMAN
SCATTERING

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) is a third-
order non-linear method that affords species concentration
and temperature measurements with high scattered signal
level, directionality, and background rejection. However, this
technique is complex and requires highly specialized instru-
mentation and expertize. Unlike the other scattering methods
discussed above, CARS requires the use of multiple pulsed
lasers. The optical phenomenon on which the technique is
based was first reported by Maker and Terhune (1965). A
pump laser with frequency ν1 and a second laser with fre-
quency ν2 are focused at the same point of measurement.
Typically, the pump laser has a fixed frequency while the other
is tunable. The beam from the second laser, called the Stokes
beam, is tuned to a frequency ν2 such that the frequency dif-
ference of the two laser beams, (ν1 − ν2), precisely matches
the vibrational frequency of the molecular species to be mea-
sured. Alternatively, the second laser may be chosen such that
its linewidth is broad enough for (ν1 − ν2) to encompass the
vibrational frequency of the test molecule. Under laser radia-
tion with frequency (ν1 − ν2), the molecules of interest in the
measurement volume vibrate coherently generating a beam of
signal at the anti-Stokes band with frequency ν1 + (ν1 − ν2).
An additional pump beam (with ν1) has also been used. Fig-
ure 6 helps to describe the CARS process. The ν1 and ν2

beams drive a coherent vibration of the molecule between
two energy states whose resonance is ν1 − ν2. This process
produces stimulated photons at the anti-Stokes band ν3 =
2ν1 − ν2. By tuning ν2 over a wide enough range, multiples
of species in a gas can be measured (McKenzie, 1993). The
typical beam arrangement for the three-beam CARS system
is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. CARS process.

Figure 7. Beam arrangement for CARS system.

CARS technique can be used for temperature (Hall and
Eckbreth, 1984; Greenhlagh, 1988; Attal-Tretout et al., 1990)
and species concentration (or density) measurements (Eck-
breth, 1996). But the strong nonlinearity of the process is a
drawback. For example, at low gas densities, the scattered
light intensity is proportional to the square of the molecular
number density of the measured species. At high densities, on
the other hand, this intensity is almost linearly proportional
to the molecular number density of the species (Roh and
Shreiber, 1978) thus making the analysis of the CARS signal
complex. The CARS signal is also a nonlinear function of the
species concentration (Lederman, 1986). The most frequent
use of CARS technique has been in combustion diagnostics
(Eckbreth, 1996), particularly for temperature measurements
in flames (van Veen and Roekaerts, 2005). Recent years have
seen an increase in the application of CARS to aerodynamics
including high-speed flows. For example, Boubach, van Veen
and Dreizler (2007) measured temperature distribution in
impinging jets while Woodmansee, Lucht and Dutton (2000)
and Lucht et al. (2003) carried out both temperature and con-
centration (N2 and CO2, respectively) measurements in wind
tunnel experiments using CARS technique

7 SUMMARY

Recent years have seen significant refinements in spec-
troscopic and scattering techniques. Although airborne
applications of these techniques are still fairly few, their use
in the laboratory and in ground testing facilities are com-
mon. There are several spectroscopic techniques that can
provide quantitative information about species concentra-
tion, gas density, temperature, pressure, and velocity. With
the exception of laser absorption spectroscopy, all of the
techniques discussed above allow for spatially resolved mea-
surements. The laser absorption technique is perhaps the
most straightforward method. But in its most common appli-
cation, the measurement is resolved only in the directions
normal to the laser beam and the information along the beam
direction is integrated. Laser-induced Rayleigh scattering is
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a relatively straightforward and cost-effective technique for
the single-point or planar measurement of gas density and
temperature. It can be extended for velocity and turbulence
intensity measurements in high-speed flows with additional
instrumentation. The use of Raman scattering in aerodynam-
ics research has been limited mainly due to relatively poor
signal-to-noise ratios. The CARS technique, on the other
hand, provides strong signal-to-noise ratios. However, it is
an expensive technique and requires specialized expertize to
develop a measurement system and interpret the data. The
LIF and PLIF techniques have enjoyed broader success with
increased application to both subsonic and high-speed flows
in recent years.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pressure- and temperature-sensitive paints (PSP and TSP)
are thin luminescent polymer coatings for measuring surface
pressure and temperature fields in aerodynamic experiments
by utilizing the quenching mechanisms of luminescence.
Compared to conventional techniques, PSP and TSP are
able to provide noncontact, high-resolution, and quantitative
mapping of surface pressure and temperature on complex
aerodynamic models at a lower cost. Therefore, experimen-
tal aerodynamicists can use PSP and TSP as powerful flow
diagnostic tools to investigate rich physical phenomena in
complex flows around flight vehicles and other bodies. In
both PSP and TSP, luminescent molecules are used as sens-
ing probes that are incorporated into a polymer coating on

a surface. In general, luminophore and polymer binders are
dissolved in a solvent, and the resulting paint can be applied
to a surface using a sprayer or a brush. After the solvent
evaporates, a solid polymer coating in which the luminescent
molecules are immobilized remains on the surface. When a
light of a proper wavelength illuminates the coating, the lumi-
nescent molecules are excited and the luminescent light of a
longer wavelength is emitted from the excited molecules.

The luminescent emission radiance from a coating can
be affected by certain physical processes. The main photo-
physical process in PSP is the oxygen quenching that causes
a decrease of the luminescent intensity as the partial pres-
sure of oxygen or air pressure increases. A polymer binder
for PSP should be oxygen permeable, which allows oxygen
molecules to interact with the luminescent molecules in the
binder. For fast-responding PSP, a mixture of the luminophore
and solvent is directly applied to a porous solid surface. In
a sense, PSP is an oxygen-sensitive sensor used for aerody-
namic measurements. By contrast, the relevant mechanism
in TSP is the thermal quenching that reduces the lumines-
cent intensity as temperature increases. TSP is not sensitive
to air pressure since a polymer binder used for TSP is oxy-
gen impermeable. It is noted that PSP is also affected by the
thermal quenching and, therefore, it is intrinsically tempera-
ture sensitive. In principle, once PSP and TSP are calibrated,
surface pressure and temperature can be remotely measured
by detecting the luminescent emission radiance. PSP and
TSP are often used in tandem in experiments since they not
only utilize luminescent molecules as sensing probes but also
use the same measurement systems and similar image/data
processing methods.

The oxygen quenching of luminescence was utilized
to detect small quantities of oxygen in medical applica-
tions and analytical chemistry (Gewehr and Delpy, 1993;
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Lakowicz, 1999). The application of oxygen sensors to
aerodynamic experiments for pressure measurements was
pioneered independently by scientists at the Central Aero-
Hydrodynamic Institute (TsAGI) in Russia (Mosharov,
Radchenko and Fonov, 1997) and the University of
Washington in collaboration with the Boeing Company
and the NASA Ames Research Center in the United
States (Kavandi et al., 1990; McLachlan and Bell, 1995;
Gouterman, 1997). This conceptual transformation from oxy-
gen concentration measurement to surface pressure measure-
ment was really a critical step in the advent of PSP, represent-
ing a paradigm shift from conventional point-based pressure
measurement to global quantitative pressure mapping.

Polymer TSP is relatively new in applications compared to
thermographic phosphors and thermochromic liquid crystals.
A family of TSPs was developed for aerodynamic exper-
iments by Campbell, Liu, and Sullivan (1994). Some TSPs
(particularly EuTTA- and Ru-based TSPs) have been used for
surface temperature and heat flux measurements in various
aerodynamic experiments (Liu et al., 1997). Several cryo-
genic TSPs in a temperature range of 90–275K were used
for transition detection in cryogenic flows (Asai et al., 1997).
In general, PSP and TSP researches are multidisciplinary,
which interlace experimental aerodynamics with chemistry,
photonics, imaging technology, and image processing. Use-
ful reviews on PSP and TSP were given by Crites and Benne
(1995), Liu et al. (1997), Mosharov, Radchenko, and Fonov
(1997), Bell et al. (2001), Liu and Sullivan (2004), Engler
(2007), and Gregory et al. (2008).

2 PHOTOPHYSICAL FOUNDATION

The working principles of PSP and TSP are based on the
oxygen and thermal quenching processes of luminescence,
respectively. The general principles of luminescence are
described by Rabek (1987). The different energy levels
and photophysical processes of luminescence for a sim-
ple luminophore can be clearly described by the Jablonski
energy-level diagram, as shown in Figure 1. The lowest
horizontal line represents the ground-state energy of the
molecule, which is normally a singlet state denoted by S0.
The upper lines are energy levels for the vibrational states of
excited electronic states. The successive excited singlet states
are denoted by S1 and S2, while the triplet state is denoted
by T1. As is normally the case, the energy of the first excited
triplet state T1 is lower than the energy of the corresponding
singlet state S1.

A photon of radiation is absorbed to excite the
luminophore from the ground electronic state to excited elec-
tronic states (S0 → S1 and S0 → S2). The excitation process
is symbolically expressed as S0 + �ν → S1, where � is the
Planck constant and ν is the frequency of the excitation light.
Each electronic state has different vibrational states, and each
vibrational state has different rotational states. The excited
electron returns to the unexcited ground state by a com-
bination of radiative and radiationless processes. Emission
occurs through the radiative processes called luminescence.
The radiation transition from the lowest excited singlet state
to the ground state is called fluorescence, which is expressed
as S1 → S0 + �νf . Fluorescence is a spin-allowed radia-
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Figure 1. Jablonski energy-level diagram. Reproduced from Liu and Sullivan (2004). c© Springer Science+Business Media.
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tive transition between two states of the same multiplicity.
The radiative transition from the triplet state to the ground
state is called phosphorescence (T1 → S0 + �νp), which is
a spin-forbidden radiative transition between two states of
different multiplicity. The lowest excited triplet state T1

is formed through a radiationless transition from S1 by
intersystem crossing (S1 → T1). Since phosphorescence is
a forbidden transition, the phosphorescent lifetime is typi-
cally longer than the fluorescent lifetime. Luminescence is a
general term for both fluorescence and phosphorescence.

Radiationless deactivation processes mainly include
internal conversion, intersystem crossing, and external con-
version. Deactivation of an excited electronic state may
involve interaction and energy transfer between the excited
molecules and the environment-like solutes, which are called
external conversion. The excited singlet and triplet states can
be deactivated by interaction of the excited molecules with
the components of a system. These bimolecular processes are
quenching processes, including collisional quenching (diffu-
sion or nondiffusion controlled), concentration quenching,
oxygen quenching, and energy transfer quenching. The oxy-
gen quenching of luminescence is the major photophysical
mechanism for PSP. The quantum efficiency of luminescence
in most molecules decreases with increasing temperature
because the increased frequency of collisions at elevated
temperatures improves the possibility for deactivation by the
external conversion. This effect associated with temperature
is the thermal quenching, which is the major photophysical
mechanism for TSP.

The luminescent process with the quenching mechanisms
can be described by the first-order kinetic model. For the
oxygen quenching, the luminescent intensity I is described
by the Stern–Volmer equation I0/I = 1 + K[O2], where I0

denotes the luminescent intensity without quenching, [O2]
is the oxygen population, and K is a coefficient. Accord-
ing to Henry’s law, the oxygen population [O2] in a polymer
binder is proportional to the partial pressure of oxygen or
air pressure p. In aerodynamic applications, it is difficult
to obtain the zero-oxygen condition since the working gas
in most wind tunnels is air containing 21% oxygen. Thus,
instead of using the zero-oxygen condition, we usually utilize
the zero-speed (wind-off) condition as a reference. By tak-
ing a luminescent intensity ratio between the wind-off and
wind-on conditions, the Stern–Volmer equation suitable to
aerodynamic applications is

Iref

I
= A(T ) + B(T )

p

pref
(1)

where the Stern–Volmer coefficients A(T ) and B(T ) are tem-
perature dependent. Clearly, the Stern-Volmer coefficients

satisfy a constraint A(Tref ) + B(Tref ) = 1. In some cases, a
few nonlinear terms are included on the right-hand side of
Equation (1). The Stern–Volmer coefficient B depends on the
activity energy for the oxygen diffusion process; this implies
that the temperature sensitivity of PSP is mainly related with
the oxygen diffusion in a polymer layer. Indeed, the tem-
perature dependency of the oxygen diffusivity in a polymer
dominated the temperature effect of PSP (Schanze et al.,
1997).

For TSP, a polymer layer is not oxygen permeable, and no
oxygen quenching occurs. Thus, the temperature-dependent
term in the kinetic model is described by the Arrhenius rela-
tion. Over a certain temperature range, a relation between the
luminescent intensity and temperature can be approximately
written in the Arrhenius form:

ln
I(T )

I(Tref )
= C

(
1

T
− 1

Tref

)
, (2)

where C is a coefficient. Theoretically speaking, the
Arrhenius plot of ln [I(T )/I(Tref )] versus 1/T gives a straight
line. Experimental results indeed indicate that the simple
Arrhenius relation is able to fit data over a certain tempera-
ture range. However, for some TSPs, experimental data may
not fully obey the simple Arrhenius relation over a wider
range of temperature. Therefore, as an alternative, an empir-
ical functional relation between the luminescent intensity
and temperature is I(T )/I(Tref ) = f (T/Tref ), where f (T/Tref )
could be a polynomial, exponential, or other function to fit
experimental data over a working temperature range.

The dynamic response of the luminescent emission I from
a luminescent paint to an excitation light E(t) can be mod-
eled as a first-order system dI/dt = −I/τ + E(t), where τ is
the luminescent lifetime. For a pulse light E(t) = Amδ(t),
the luminescent response is simply an exponential decay
I(t) = Am exp(−t/τ). The lifetime is proportional to the
luminescent intensity, that is, τ/τref = I/Iref . Therefore, the
lifetime also depends on pressure and temperature, follow-
ing the Stern–Volmer equation for PSP and the Arrhenius
relation for TSP. The lifetime method for PSP and TSP is
based on measurement of the response of luminescence to
a time-varying excitation light. Compared to the intensity-
based method, the greatest advantage of the lifetime-based
method is that a relation between the lifetime and pressure
is not dependent on the illumination intensity. Therefore,
the problem associated with nonuniform illumination in the
intensity-based method becomes essentially irrelevant to the
lifetime method. Theoretically speaking, lifetime measure-
ment is also insensitive to luminophore concentration, paint
thickness, photodegradation, and paint contamination; thus,
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a wind-off reference intensity image is not required and the
troubles associated with model deformation do not exist.

3 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PSP
AND TSP

3.1 Typical PSPs

A typical PSP is prepared by dissolving a luminescent dye and
a polymer binder in a solvent. Chlorinated organic solvents
such as dichloromethane and trichloroethane have been used
for making PSP. The selection of a polymer binder for PSP is
based on consideration of its oxygen permeability as well as
the temperature effect, humidity effect, adhesion, mechani-
cal stability, photodegradation, and other required properties.
Silicone rubbers, GP-197, silica gel, and sol-gel-derived coat-
ings have been used as binders for PSPs and oxygen sensors
(Xu et al., 1994). The permeability, solubility, and diffu-
sion coefficients of a polymer binder are related with the
pressure sensitivity and time response of PSP. Furthermore,
the behavior of PSP depends on the interaction between a
probe molecule and its surrounding polymer. The microen-
vironment of a probe molecule in a polymer binder can
significantly affect the luminescence and quenching behavior
(Lu and Winnik, 2000).

Platinum porphyrins, ruthenium polypyridyls, and pyrene
derivatives have been commonly used for making PSP. The
platinum porphyrin compounds, which can be excited either
by an ultraviolet (UV) light or by a green light, emit red
luminescence. They are very sensitive to oxygen, but they
often have a long lifetime and low luminescent intensity at
the atmospheric pressure. The ruthenium compounds also
emit red luminescence when excited either by an ultravio-
let light or a blue light. The pyrene derivatives excited by
an ultraviolet light emit blue luminescence. Figure 2 shows
the absorption and emission spectra of bathophen ruthenium
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Figure 3. The Stern–Volmer plots for Ru(ph2-phen) or Ru(dpp)
in GE RTV 110 added with silica gel particles, where the refer-
ence pressure pref is 1 atm and the reference temperature is 293K.
Reproduced from Liu and Sullivan (2004). c© Springer Science+
Business Media.

chloride [Ru(ph2-phen) or Ru(dpp)]. The ruthenium-based
PSP formulations have been developed and used for wind
tunnel testing (Schwab and Levy, 1994). Figure 3 shows the
Stern–Volmer plots for Ru(dpp) in GE RTV 118 added with
silica gel particles at different temperatures. The absorption
and emission spectra and the Stern–Volmer plots for plat-
inum porphyrins and pyrene PSPs are summarized by Liu
and Sullivan (2004).

As shown in Figure 3, the Stern–Volmer coefficients are
intrinsically temperature dependent. In particular, the Stern–
Volmer coefficient B depends on the activity energy for
oxygen diffusion through a polymer, indicating that the tem-
perature sensitivity of PSP is mainly related with the oxygen
diffusion process. The temperature dependency of PSP is one
of the major error sources in PSP measurements if no cor-
rection is made for this effect since the surface temperature
change on a model is spatially nonuniform. To reduce the

Figure 2. Absorption and emission spectra of Ru(ph2-phen) or Ru(dpp). Reproduced from Liu and Sullivan (2004). c© Springer
Science+Business Media.
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temperature effect of PSP, a low-temperature-sensitive PSP
usually uses a polymer binder with the low activation energy
for oxygen diffusion (Schanze et al., 1997). In a special PSP,
over a certain range of temperatures, the coefficients A(T )
and B(T ) have the same temperature dependency; thus, a
ratio between A(T ) and B(T ) becomes temperature inde-
pendent. Such a PSP is the so-called ideal PSP. This PSP
is advantageous for correcting the temperature effect since
the Stern–Volmer relation becomes temperature independent
when the intensity ratio is scaled by a single temperature-
dependent factor. Furthermore, a dual-luminophore PSP can
be used to reduce the temperature effect of PSP, which
includes a reference luminophore with a different emission
wavelength that cannot be quenched by oxygen. When the
temperature dependencies of the two luminophores are close,
a two-color intensity ratio between the two luminophores
exhibits a very weak temperature dependency.

Porous PSPs have been developed for unsteady flows
and short-duration hypersonic wind tunnels, which have step
response times approaching 1 �s (Gregory et al., 2008). The
binder formulations include anodized aluminum, thin-layer
chromatography plate, polymer/ceramic, and poly(TMSP)
PSP. Unsteady PSP measurements were conducted in shock
tubes, hypersonic tunnels, unsteady delta wing aerodynam-
ics, fluidic oscillator flows, Hartmann tube oscillations,
acoustics, and turbomachinery. Interestingly, porous PSPs
are also feasible for measurements in cryogenic wind tun-
nels and rarified gas wind tunnels (Asai et al., 2002; Anyoji
et al., 2010).

3.2 Typical TSPs

TSP is prepared by dissolving a luminescent dye and a binder
in a solvent just like PSP. Many commercially available resins
and epoxies can serve as polymer binders for TSP if they
are not oxygen permeable and do not degrade the activity
of the probe luminophore molecule. Many TSP formula-
tions have been tested and documented by Campbell, Liu,
and Sullivan (1994). Two typical TSP formulations are
Europium(III) thenoyltrifluoroacetonate (EuTTA) in model
airplane dope and tris(2,2′-bipyridyl) ruthenium [Ru(bpy)]
in an automobile clear coat (DuPont ChromaClear) binder.
Figure 4 shows the absorption and emission spectra of
EuTTA. Obviously, an ultraviolet light can be used for excita-
tion. EuTTA has a high quantum yield and a large Stokes shift
(the emission peak at about 620 nm). The binder for EuTTA
and Ru(bpy) could be a clear model airplane dope, DuPont
ChromaClear or Shellac. Figure 5 shows the Arrhenius plots
for EuTTA-dope TSP and Ru(bpy)-Shellac TSP.

Figure 4. The absorption and emission spectra of EuTTA. Repro-
duced from Liu and Sullivan (2004). c© Springer Science+Business
Media.
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Figure 5. The Arrhenius plots for EuTTA-dope TSP and Ru(bpy)-
Shellac TSP, where Tref = 293K. Reproduced from Liu and Sullivan
(2004). c© Springer Science+Business Media.

4 MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

A generic measurement system for PSP or TSP is com-
posed of paint, illumination light, photodetector, and data
acquisition/processing unit. Figure 6 shows a generic setup
of a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera and a light for
both PSP and TSP. To illuminate PSP/TSP, lasers, ultravio-
let lamps, and light-emitting diode (LED) arrays are usually
used. Scientific-grade CCD cameras are often used to detect
the luminescent emission from the paint through band-pass
(or long-pass) optical filters because of their good linear
response, high dynamic range, and low noise. Several com-
binations of cameras and lights could be placed around the
test section of a wind tunnel to image the whole surface of
a complex aerodynamic model. In principle, pressure can be
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6 Fluid Dynamics and Aerothermodynamics

Figure 6. A generic system of a CCD camera and a light for
PSP/TSP.

directly calculated from the luminescent intensity ratio using
the Stern–Volmer relation after PSP is calibrated. Neverthe-
less, practical image processing is more complicated in order
to reduce the errors and improve the measurement accuracy
of PSP. In intensity-based measurements using a CCD cam-
era system, a wind-on image does not align with a wind-off
reference image due to aeroelastic deformation of a model in
wind tunnel testing, which will lead to a considerable error
when a ratio between the misaligned wind-on and wind-off
images is directly used in a calibration relation (Equation (1)
or (2)). Therefore, the image registration technique must be
used to realign the wind-on image with the wind-off image
based on black fiducial targets placed on a surface.

In addition, since the Stern–Volmer coefficients A and B
are temperature dependent and the temperature effect of PSP
is the most dominant error source in PSP measurements,
temperature correction is needed. Direct temperature correc-
tion requires global surface temperature measurements by
using infrared cameras or TSP. The temperature effect of PSP
is to a great extent compensated by the in situ calibration
procedure that directly correlates the luminescent intensity
ratio with the pressure tap data obtained at well-distributed
locations on a model during tests. To further reduce the
measurement uncertainty, additional data processing proce-
dures are applied, including image summation, dark current
correction, flat-field correction, illumination compensation,

and self-illumination correction. After surface pressure
images are obtained, to make pressure data more useful to
aeronautical engineers, data in the image plane should be
mapped onto a model surface grid in the 3D object space.
Therefore, geometric camera calibration and image resec-
tion are necessary to establish the relationship between the
image plane and the 3D object space.

Lifetime measurement systems and multiluminophore
PSP systems have also been developed to reduce the errors
associated with the effect of model deformation and the
temperature effect. Theoretically speaking, the luminescent
lifetime is independent of the luminophore concentration,
illumination level, and coating thickness. Hence, the life-
time method does not require the reference wind-off image
and it is ideally immune from the troublesome image ratio
process in the intensity-based method for a deformed model.
Gated interline CCD cameras for lifetime PSP measurements
(such as CoolSNAP K4 interline transfer camera of Photo-
metrics) have been developed, which are able to accumulate
multiple gated exposures during a luminescent decay after
PSP is excited by a light pulse. The ratio between the gated
intensities depends only on the luminescent lifetime, and thus
a pressure field can be obtained from gated intensity ratio
images or lifetime images.

Similarly, multiluminophore PSP can be used to eliminate
the need of the wind-off image and reduce the error associated
with model deformation, where the nonpressure-sensitive
luminophore provides a reference image during a run.
Another application of multiluminophore PSP is to compen-
sate the temperature effect of PSP, which includes a suitable
reference luminophore whose temperature dependency is the
same as that of PSP over a certain range of temperature.
Therefore, the ratio between the emission intensity from the
pressure-sensitive luminophore and the emission intensity
from the reference luminophore is temperature independent.
For multiluminophore PSP, the emission wavelengths of the
pressure-sensitive and reference luminophores should be suf-
ficiently different such that their emissions can be cleanly
separated by using optical filters. Thus, multiluminophore
PSP is often called multicolor PSP. A CCD camera with a fil-
ter wheel for switching filters and two cameras with different
filters have been used to obtain two color images.

In addition, laser scanning system for PSP and TSP has
been developed, where photomultiplier tubes (PMT) are used
as photodetectors. This system typically uses a laser with
a computer-controlled scanning mirror as an illumination
source and a PMT as a detector along with a lock-in ampli-
fier for both intensity and lifetime (or phase) measurements.
Optical filters are used in both intensity and lifetime sys-
tems to separate the luminescent emission from the excitation
light. A low-power laser beam is focused to a small point and
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Pressure- and Temperature-Sensitive Paints 7

scanned over a model surface using a computer-controlled
mirror to excite the paint on a model. The luminescent emis-
sion is detected using a low-noise photodetector (e.g., PMT);
the photodetector signal is digitized with a high-resolution
A/D converter in a PC and processed to calculate pres-
sure or temperature based on the calibration relation for the
paint. When the laser beam is modulated, a lock-in ampli-
fier can be used to reduce the noise. Furthermore, the phase
angle between the modulated excitation light and respond-
ing luminescence can be obtained using a lock-in amplifier
for phase-based PSP and TSP measurements. The laser can
be scanned continuously or in steps; it is synchronized to
data acquisition such that the position of the laser spot on the
model is known. Compared to a CCD camera system, a laser
scanning system offers certain advantages. Since a low-noise
PMT is used to measure the luminescent emission before an
analogue output from the PMT is digitized, standard SNR
enhancement techniques are available to improve the mea-
surement accuracy. Amplification and band-limited filtering
can be used to improve the SNR. Additional noise reduc-
tion can be accomplished using a lock-in amplifier when the
laser beam is modulated. The laser scanning system is able
to provide uniform illumination over a surface by scanning
a single laser spot. The laser power is easily monitored and
correction for the laser power drift can be made for each mea-
surement point. Laser scanning systems can be used for PSP
and TSP measurements in a facility where optical access is so
limited that a CCD camera system is difficult to use, includ-
ing measurements on high-speed rotating blades in turbine
compressors.

5 MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

Uncertainty estimates are necessary in order to establish PSP
and TSP as quantitative measurement techniques. Liu, Guille,
and Sullivan (2001); Cattafesta, Liu, and Sullivan (1998); and
Liu and Sullivan (2004) gave a general and comprehensive
uncertainty analysis for PSP and TSP. Since the measurement
systems are the same for PSP and TSP, many elemental error
sources are common. These error sources are associated with
aeroelastic model deformation, unstable illumination, paint
photodegradation, filter leakage, paint calibration, and lumi-
nescence measurement. Nevertheless, the unique dominant
error source in PSP is the temperature effect of PSP since
PSP depends not only on pressure but also on temperature. A
small change in temperature may corrupt the pressure signal.
The allowable upper bound for the temperature effect is much
lower than the other error sources and, therefore, the temper-
ature effect of PSP must be tightly controlled to achieve the
required pressure accuracy. Dual-luminophore PSP can be
used to reduce the temperature effect of PSP.

In intensity-based PSP measurements in wind tunnels,
wind-on images are not aligned with wind-off images due
to aeroelastic deformation and, thus, the image registration
method is often used to register the images before taking a
ratio between the wind-on and wind-off images. Image reg-
istration is not perfect, which may lead to a significant error
in PSP and TSP measurements. In luminescence measure-
ments, the uncertainty in the outputs from a photodetector
(e.g., camera) is contributed from a number of noise sources
such as the photon shot noise, dark current shot noise, ampli-
fier noise, quantization noise, and pattern noise. The photon
shot noise ultimately limits the minimum pressure difference
that PSP can measure from a single frame of image when
the full-well capacity of the CCD camera is achieved. This
is also true for TSP. The total uncertainty in PSP and TSP
measurements can be calculated using the error propagation
equation based on estimates of all the elemental error sources
(Liu and Sullivan, 2004).

6 PSP APPLICATIONS

PSP measurements can be more effectively made in high sub-
sonic, transonic, and supersonic flows since PSP is more
sensitive in a range of Mach numbers from 0.3 to 3.0.
Experiments on various aerodynamic models with PSP in
large production wind tunnels have been made in research
institutions (Bell et al., 2001; Liu and Sullivan, 2004; Engler,
2007). More recently, advances have been made in PSP mea-
surements in hypersonic, unsteady, and rarified gas flows
(Gregory et al., 2008; Anyoji et al., 2010). Besides appli-
cations of PSP in external aerodynamic flows, PSP has also
been used to study supersonic internal flows with complex
shock wave structures in turbomachinery (Lepicovsky and
Bencic, 2002).

As an example, a PSP system developed by Arnold
Engineering Development Center (AEDC) is described,
which represents the state-of-the-art PSP measurements in
a large production wind tunnel (Sellers, 2009). Figure 7 is
a layout of AEDC PSP system. PSP is excited by 40 LED
units, 10 LEDs per wall, which illuminate at a wavelength
of 464 nm. LEDs were pulsed on for 30 �s every 600 �s, for
a 5% duty cycle, using a Berkley Nucleonics Corporation
555 digital delay generator. The luminescence was measured
with eight CoolSNAP K4 interline transfer cameras, each
with 2048 × 2048 pixel spatial resolution and digitized at
12 bit gray level resolution. The interline transfer technol-
ogy provides extremely accurate and repeatable exposure
times necessary for the repeated experimental conditions
required for the lifetime technique. The cameras also have
a unique capability to accumulate the charge from thousands
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Figure 7. AEDC eight-camera PSP system: lifetime cameras and LED lights. Reproduced with permission from from Marvin Sellers of
Arnold Engineering Development Center.

of individual pulses on the CCD before readout. The camera
gating was controlled with the delay generator to maintain
the temporal relationship between LED pulse and the cam-
era exposure. The luminescent light emitted by the paint was
passed to the camera detector through a narrow band-pass
filter centered at 650 nm with a full width at half maximum
of 40 nm. Two gated images are acquired for each LED pulse.
An intensity ratio between gate 1 and gate 2 is a function of
the lifetime and therefore a function of pressure. PSP data
acquisition system set the delay generator for gate 1 to pulse
LEDs for 30 �s and acquire a 30 �s image during LED pulse
for a predetermined number of pulses. Once the image acqui-
sition for gate 1 was complete, the delay generator was set
for gate 2 to pulse LEDs for 30 �s and acquire a 30 �s image
5 �s after LED pulse ended. The number of pulses for each
gate was set to provide the brightest image possible, without
saturation, for each test condition. The images for all eight
cameras were acquired simultaneously.

The Facility Aerodynamics Validation and Operations
Research (FAVOR) model was tested as a standard check
model in AEDC Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT) 16T that is
a closed-loop, continuous-flow, variable-density tunnel capa-
ble of being operated at Mach numbers from 0.06 to 1.60.
The test article is a 5% scale model of the F-111 with new
wings having a NACA 64-210 profile, a fixed sweep angle
of 35◦, and a span of 1.22 m. Figure 8 shows the PSP-coated
FAVOR model in AEDC PWT 16T. PSP layer contains the
luminescent molecule platinum tetra(pentafluorophenyl) por-
phine (PtTFPP) and the FIB7 polymer. Figure 9 shows the
pressure coefficient distributions on the upper and lower sur-
faces of the FAVOR model at angle of attack (AoA) of 10◦ and

Figure 8. The PSP-coated FAVOR model in AEDC Propulsion
Wind Tunnel 16T. Reproduced with permission from from Marvin
Sellers of Arnold Engineering Development Center.

Figure 9. The pressure coefficient distributions on the upper and
lower surfaces of the FAVOR model at an angle of attack of 10◦
and Mach 0.8. Reproduced with permission from Marvin Sellers of
Arnold Engineering Development Center.
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Pressure- and Temperature-Sensitive Paints 9

Mach 0.8. Good agreements are achieved between the PSP-
measured pressure distributions and pressure data obtained
by pressure taps at different Mach numbers and AoAs. In
addition, the integrated forces and moments calculated from
PSP data are consistent with the force balance measurements.

7 TSP APPLICATIONS

TSP has been used to measure heat flux distributions on air
vehicle models in hypersonic tunnels. The global surface
heat transfer distributions on a waverider model at Mach
10 were measured by Liu et al. (1995) using EuTTA-dope
TSP in the Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel No. 9 at the Naval
Surface Warfare Center. Transition from laminar to turbulent
flow was clearly identified as an abrupt change from low to
high heat transfer. Movement of the transition line toward the
leading edge was also observed as the laminar region dimin-
ished when the surface temperature increased with time. The
heat transfer histories obtained by TSP were in agreement
with those given by thermocouples at selected locations.
Hubner, Carroll, and Schanze (2002) applied TSP (Ru-phen
in polyurethane binder) with a high-speed imaging system
to measure full-field surface heat transfer rates on a 25◦/55◦

indented cone model in the 48 in. hypersonic shock tunnel
and the LENS I tunnel facilities at the Calspan-University
of Buffalo Research Center. Nominal test conditions ranged
between the Mach numbers 9.5 and 11.1 and the Reynolds
numbers 140,000 and 300,000 per meter with run times less
than 10 ms. A fast-framing CCD camera system was used,
allowing on-chip framing rates from 15 to 1,000,000 frames
per second (fps) with a frame capacity of 17 frames. The
practical framing rates for the measurement system used at

the facilities were 100–5000 fps, depending on the duration
of a test run, the desired sampling rate, and the ability to
effectively detect the emission from TSP in short exposures.
These experiments indicate that the determination of the suit-
able thickness of an insulating layer (including the TSP layer)
applied to a metallic model is a key for successful quantita-
tive heat transfer measurements using TSP in short-duration
hypersonic tunnels to obtain a sufficient surface tempera-
ture change to be measured. The appropriate thickness of an
insulating layer can be estimated based on one-dimensional
transient heat transfer analysis for a thin insulating layer on
a semi-infinite base.

TSP has been utilized for visualizing flow transition. Since
convection heat transfer is much higher in turbulent flow than
in laminar flow, TSP can visualize a surface temperature
difference between the laminar and turbulent flow regions.
Typically, in low-speed, subsonic, transonic, and supersonic
flows, a model (or the incoming flow) should be heated or
cooled in order to generate a sufficient temperature change
across the transition line. However, in hypersonic flows,
aerothermodynamic heating is able to produce a significant
temperature difference between the laminar and turbulent
flow regions for measurements (visualization). In addition,
cryogenic TSPs were used to detect transition on airfoils and
wings in cryogenic transonic wind tunnels (Asai et al., 1997;
Fey et al., 2010).

As an example, TSP heat flux measurements on a 7◦ half-
angle circular Nylon cone at Mach 6 are described, which
were conducted in the Boeing/AFOSR Mach-6 Quiet Tunnel
at Purdue University (Liu et al., 2010). The TSP, Ru(bpy)
in Chromaclear auto paint, was directly coated on the Nylon
surface. The stagnation temperature and pressure were 433K
and 1.8 × 106 Pa, respectively. Figure 10a is a raw TSP image

Figure 10. (a) Typical temperature image and (b) averaged heat flux image of a 7◦ half-angle circular Nylon cone with a roughness element
at Mach 6 (flow is from the right to left). From Liu et al. (2010). Reprinted with permission of the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics.
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of the Nylon cone with a surface roughness element triggering
boundary-layer transition at Mach 6. Figure 10b shows the
averaged heat flux field from t = 0.5 s to 4 s. A turbulent wedge
triggered by the roughness element is visible due to the heat
transfer difference between the turbulent and laminar flow
regimes. The heat flux is calculated by using the analytical
inverse heat transfer method from a time sequence of TSP
images (Liu et al., 2010).

8 CONCLUSION

PSP and TSP are able to provide global quantitative pressure
and temperature diagnostics on air vehicle models in low-
speed, subsonic, transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flows.
The details of surface pressure and temperature (heat flux)
fields revealed by PSP and TSP allow a deep understanding
of the physical mechanisms of complex aerodynamic phe-
nomena associated with shocks, vortices, flow separation, and
boundary-layer transition. PSP and TSP have become rela-
tively mature techniques used in both small research and large
production wind tunnels for various aerodynamic problems.
PSP and TSP as an interdisciplinary research area require
collaborations between experts in aerodynamics, chemistry,
imaging technology, and image processing to solve more
challenging problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Temperature is an important parameter for aerospace engi-
neering system design. There are a great number of aerospace
systems failing mainly because of thermal reasons. Satel-
lite thermal management systems, hot sections of propulsion
systems, combustors, aerodynamic heating of supersonic/
hypersonic vehicle surfaces, turbomachinery flow simulators,
jet engine demonstrators, composite manufacturing facilities,
and rocket engines – all require a large number of sensors
that can measure temperature and heat flux with acceptable
accuracy.

All materials in aerospace engineering systems consist of
atoms and/or molecules existing in a more or less agitated

thermodynamic state. Whether materials are in a solid, liquid,
or gaseous phase is related to the level of agitation. The cohe-
sive forces binding the particles together are usually balanced
by the kinetic energy of the individual particles. Temperature
in a material can be regarded as the degree of activity attained
by the particles in the system. Thus the concept of temperature
in empty space is not meaningful, since there are no agitated
particles in empty space. A body in which “thermal agitation”
is totally absent is said to have an absolute temperature
of zero.

The most direct realization of a scale of temperature using
this approach is based on the ideal gas equation (Rogers and
Mayhew, 1983). The ideal gas equation p = ρRT gives the
static pressure p of a gas at a density ρ and static tempera-
ture T, with a gas constant R which is equal to the number
of molecules in the specific volume divided by Boltzmann’s
constant κ. The constant volume gas thermometer, in which
the pressure of a fixed mass of an inert ideal gas is measured
as a function of temperature, uses this approach. It forms the
basis of most temperature measurement schemes.

An “International Temperature Scale” is used by the
scientific community. According to the zeroth law of ther-
modynamics, “two systems in thermal equilibrium with a
third system are in thermal equilibrium with each other”. The
operational temperature scale is defined using a series of fixed
reference points such as boiling and freezing points. Temper-
ature cannot be measured directly, but has to be quantified by
observing the effect it produces, such as the expansion of a
liquid, the electrical current it induces in a bi-metallic junc-
tion, the color change it causes in a liquid crystal coating, etc.
In general, assumptions need to be made about the linearity
of the effect observed.

Most electronic temperature sensors used in engineer-
ing are either resistive or thermoelectric (Turner and Hill,
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2 Experimental Techniques for Fluid Dynamics and Thermal Science
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Figure 1. A general classification of the most frequently used tem-
perature sensors in aerospace engineering.

1999). Resistive sensors may be either metallic or semicon-
ductor based. Thermoelectric sensors or thermocouples are
self-generating, but their very low output at �V level almost
always requires an amplifier in the measurement chain. The
thermal expansion of a solid or a bi-metallic system can
also be used as a temperature transducer. Infrared emission
or pyrometry can be instrumental in temperature sensing,
and is particularly useful in the non-intrusive monitoring of
inaccessible or rotating components.

A general classification of temperature sensors is shown
in Figure 1. The last section of this chapter deals with heat
transfer measurements in aerospace engineering. These sys-
tems measure the rate of thermal energy transferred from one
point to another in a domain filled with a gas, solid, or liquid
material.

2 RESISTIVE TEMPERATURE
TRANSDUCERS

Resistive temperature detectors (RTDs) based on metals or
semiconductors are probably the most common type in use.
The semiconductor versions are the most frequently used and
probably the cheapest. Metallic resistive temperature sensors
offer better performance than semiconductor RTDs and may
be installed when high accuracy is required.

2.1 Metallic resistive temperature sensors

Metallic resistive sensors often take the form of a non-
inductively wound coil of a metallic wire such as platinum,
copper, tungsten, or nickel. The coils may be encapsulated
within a miniature sealed glass tube. Thin or thick films of
metals can also be deposited on flexible Mylar substrates or
quartz/ceramic substrates. In general, the resistance of the
RTD can be adjusted by controlling the length-to-width ratio

of the active resistive films. The variation of resistance R
with respect to temperature T of most metallic materials can
be represented by the equation

R = R0(1 + α1T + α2T
2 + α3T

3 + · · · + αnT
n) (1)

where R0 is the resistance at a user selected reference
temperature T0. Platinum, nickel, and copper are the most
commonly used metals, and they generally require a summa-
tion containing at least α1 and/or α2 for accurate temperature
measurements. In most aerospace engineering applications,
it is often possible to model a metallic RTD using only one
coefficient α1. In a typical engineering application using only
α1, the resulting nonlinearity is only around 0.5% in a tem-
perature range from −40 to +140 ◦C. The nominal resistance
R0 of a metallic RTD can vary from a few ohms to several
kilohms. However, 100 � is a fairly standard value. The resis-
tance change of a metallic RTD can be quite large and is
typically up to 20% of the nominal resistance over the design
temperature range.

2.2 Resistance temperature sensor (RTD) bridge
circuits

Thermistors are modulating transducers that are normally
used in a Wheatstone-balancing-bridge circuit as shown in
Figure 2. While the resistance changes exhibited by a metal-
lic RTD are reasonably linear, those shown by semiconductor
thermistors are markedly nonlinear. In both cases, the resis-
tance changes are large enough to record accurately.

Even if the sensor output is linear, the out-of-balance
voltage measured using a bridge circuit is not necessarily
linear when the sensor resistance varies significantly. The
current through the sensor is usually in the range from 1 to
25 mA, resulting in Joule heating to take place in the sensor
(Turner and Hill, 1999). This internal heat generation causes
a “self-heating” error depending on the conduction and con-
vection heat transfer characteristics of the substrate to which
the sensor is attached. The four-wire “ohmmeter” technique

Figure 2. Bridge balancing arrangement for RTD sensors.
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Figure 3. Four wire circuit for resistance thermometry.

shown in Figure 3 is an alternative to the classical bridge tech-
niques for conditioning RTD sensors. This specific bridge
circuitry is widely used with data acquisition systems having
accurate A/D converters. Any sensor nonlinearity is corrected
in the computer software after collecting data using either 12
bit or 16 bit A/D converters.

2.3 Thermistors

Thermistors are semiconductor-based transducers, manufac-
tured in the shape of flat disc, beads, or rods. When two or
more oxides of copper, cobalt, iron, manganese, nickel, mag-
nesium, vanadium, tin, titanium, or zinc are combined, the
resulting thermistor is said to have a negative temperature
coefficient (NTC) of resistance. As the temperature goes up,
the electrical resistance of the NTC thermistor falls. The accu-
racy of a thermistor is not as good as that of a metallic RTD,
due to possible variations in the composition of the semicon-
ductor inherent to its manufacturing technique. Thermistors
are known to be nonlinear unlike metallic RTDs as expressed
by equation (2). The resistance versus temperature relation is
usually of the form:

R = R0e
β

(
1
T

− 1
T0

)
(2)

where R0 is the nominal resistance at temperature T0, and β

is a constant that is thermistor material dependent. The refer-
ence temperature T0 is usually taken to be 298 K, and β is of
the order of 4000. Thermistors can be used within the temper-
ature range from −60 to + 150 ◦C with an accuracy as high
as ±0.1%. A thermistor has a very steep voltage response
to varying temperature in a relatively narrow temperature

interval. Positive temperature coefficient (PTC) thermistors
can also be obtained by using materials such as barium, lead,
or strontium.

3 THERMOCOUPLES

One of the most frequently used sensors for temperature
measurements in aerospace systems is the thermocouple.
Thermocouples can be very small, cost-effective, and remark-
ably accurate when used with a proper understanding of their
characteristics (Arts and Charbonnier, 1994). The operational
range of thermocouple-based measurements in aerospace
systems is quite wide. While measurements in a liquid helium
bath at a level of −270 ◦C are possible, temperatures in gas
turbine combustors near 1500 ◦C are commonly encountered.
It is possible to extend this measurement range up to 2200 ◦C
for the case of high-temperature furnaces.

When two dissimilar metals are in contact with each other,
a thermal load existing over the junction of the metallic
couple induces a measurable electrical potential. A thermo-
couple is a self-generating transducer made up of two or
more junctions. A conventional thermocouple temperature
measurement arrangement is shown in Figure 4a. One junc-
tion (the cold junction) needs to be maintained at a known

Figure 4. Conventional thermocouple arrangement: (a) standard
approach with a cold junction (melting ice bath) and (b) with built-in
junction compensator in the amplifier and signal conditioner.
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reference temperature, for instance by surrounding it with
melting ice. The other junction is attached to the object to
be measured. A more practical circuit is shown in Figure 4b
with the two wires directly connected to a measuring circuit
containing a built-in cold junction compensator. The junc-
tions between the two wires and the voltmeter do not cause
any error signal to appear as long as they are at the same tem-
perature. Since there is no proper reference junction with this
approach, the system may give an erroneous output if the tem-
perature of the surrounding environment changes. This small
error may be avoided by using a cold junction compensa-
tion system. The operating characteristics of thermocouples
were first observed by Seebeck in 1821. He measured a net
electrical potential change when the junction of a bi-metallic
couple is heated to a controlled temperature level. Peltier later
showed that this effect was reversible. A bi-metallic ther-
mocouple also showed a measurable temperature increase
when a small electrical current was externally imposed on
the junction.

3.1 Principle of operation of thermocouples

A summary of thermocouple measurement principles, basic
laws of thermoelectricity, thermocouple compensation, pos-
sibility of spurious signal generation, thermopiles, and
multiple thermocouple measurements will be discussed in the
next few paragraphs. A comprehensive treatment of this topic
can also be found in Arts and Charbonnier (1994) and Moffat
(1962). Materials used in thermocouple manufacturing can be
classified in terms of thermoelectric polarity which indicates
the slope of the EMF versus junction temperature curve. A
“positive” material produces an increase in measured EMF
along its length in response to elevated temperature as shown
in Figure 5. The slopes for materials are relative to pure
platinum. A graphical description of the simplest possible
basic thermocouple circuit is presented in Figure 6a. The cir-
cuit measures the temperature THOT relative to the ambient
temperature TAMB existing at the instrument terminals. The
electrical potential V1−3 measured between the junctions 1
and 3 indicates the value of (THOT − TAMB). If the measure-
ment of THOT alone is desired, then the junction temperature
at TAMB must also be measured.

When a more accurate measurement of THOT is needed, a
reference box is added to the measurement system as shown
in Figure 6b. A reference box may contain an ice bath, a triple
point, or an isothermal plate with precise temperature control
in time. The temperature of the reference zone TREF needs to
be known precisely.

Another approach may be to electronically control the
temperature of a reference block precisely, at a selected TREF.

(+)

EMF

(−)

Chromel

Iron

Copper
Pt + Rho

Pure
platinum

Alumel

Constantan

T

Figure 5. Electro-motor-force versus temperature for various
thermocouple materials. Reproduced with permission from Arts
and Charbonnier (1994). c© The Von Karman Institute for Fluid
Dynamics.

Two different measurement circuits with a reference junction
are possible. In Figure 6c, iron and constantan wires form
junctions 2 and 4 when they are coupled with copper wires.
The junctions 2 and 4 are both immersed in the reference box,
which is precisely kept at TREF. The small-magnitude EMF
values generated between 1–2 and 4–5 do not contribute to the
actual EMF measurement sampled at the ends of the copper
wires V1−5. The electrical voltage drop occurring between
1–2 and the voltage gain between 4–5 automatically cancel
each other. The copper leads do not influence the overall
measurement of V1−5, which is now directly proportional to
(THOT − TREF). If the reference junction is a melting ice bath
at TREF = 0.01 ◦C then V1−5 is directly proportional to THOT.

The second thermocouple circuit approach with a refer-
ence junction is shown in Figure 6(c). This approach utilizes
a second identical thermocouple without any copper connec-
tion. The second thermocouple is usually kept at a known
reference temperature TREF. Either the ice point or the triple
point for water is used for this purpose. It should be noted that
measured V1−2 and V4−5 are two different measured voltage
changes.

3.2 Spurious signal generation in thermocouples

A thermocouple may always provide a signal unless the wires
are not broken. Thermocouples are known to generate spu-
rious signals if proper attention is not paid to a few of their
important properties. Spurious EMFs are usually generated
because of excessive AC electrical noise. Electrical ground
loops may also result in erroneous signals. Other signifi-
cant spurious EMF problems are galvanic EMF generation,
strain-induced EMFs, and material inhomogeneities in a
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Figure 6. Various thermocouple connection schemes: (a) thermocouple measurements with no reference zone box, (b) measurements with
a reference zone box using copper connectors and (c) measurements with a reference zone box – without copper connectors.
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thermocouple circuit and in the junction areas (Arts and
Charbonnier, 1994).

3.3 Laws of thermoelectricity for thermocouples

An understanding of thermocouples may be possible by refer-
ring to a set of “laws” given by various authors (Arts and
Charbonnier, 1994).

Effect of intermediate temperature variation: The ther-
mal EMF of a thermocouple with junctions at T1 and T3 is
totally unaffected by any temperature elsewhere in the circuit
(i.e., T2) if the two metals used are each homogeneous.

Effect of a third homogeneous material in a thermocou-
ple circuit: lf a third homogeneous metal C is inserted into
either wire A or B as long as the two new thermo-junctions are
at equal temperatures, the net EMF of the circuit is unchanged
irrespective of the temperature of C away from the junctions.

Effect of third homogeneous material at junction: If
metal C is inserted between A and B at one of the junctions,
the temperature of C at any point away from the AC and BC
junctions is immaterial. So long as the junctions AC and BC
are both at temperature T2, the net EMF is the same as if C
were not there.

3.4 Thermocouple compensation

It is not practical to have thermocouple cold junctions
maintained at a controlled reference temperature. However,
assuming that the cold junction will not change its temper-
ature is not realistic. It is desirable to have a compensation
mechanism for slight variations of the cold junction tem-
perature around the ambient temperature level. Consider the
arrangement shown in Figure 7, which is showing a ther-
mocouple with its measuring junction at t ◦C and its cold
junction at ambient temperature. The bridge includes a ther-
mistor Rt and fixed resistors R1, R2, and R3. The bridge is
first balanced when all of the components are at 0 ◦C. As the
ambient temperature is changed away from 0 ◦C an unbalance
voltage will be generated across CD. This voltage is used in
the compensation of the cold junction.

3.5 Multiple thermocouple arrangements

A number of thermocouples may be connected in series or
parallel as shown in Figure 8 to achieve a thermopile or an

Figure 7. Cold junction compensation of a thermocouple.

averaging system. The series arrangement is used for enhanc-
ing the sensitivity and usually termed as a “thermopile”. All
of the measuring junctions are held at one temperature T1,
and all of the reference junctions are exposed to another tem-
perature T2. Since n thermocouples are connected in a series
arrangement, a thermopile gives an output n times as great as
that which can be obtained from a single sensor.

The averaging circuit shown in Figure 8b generates about
the same voltage level of a single thermocouple if all of the
measuring junctions are kept at a common temperature. When
the measuring junctions T1, T2, and T3 are at different temper-
atures and they have the same resistance, the output voltage
is the average of the voltages generated by T1, T2, and T3.

Figure 8. (a) A serial thermopile and (b) averaging with parallel
connected thermocouples.
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3.6 Special purpose thermocouples

Figure 9 shows three implementations of thermocouples in
high-temperature rocket engine research at NASA Laborato-
ries (Moeller, Noland and Rhodes, 1968).

4 BI-METALLIC TEMPERATURE
SENSORS

Bimetallic temperature sensors are obtained by bonding
together two metals with different coefficients of thermal
expansion. Typical bimetallic strip materials are brass and
invar. As the temperature of the bimetallic system varies, the
brass side expands or contracts more than the invar, result-
ing in a measurable change of curvature. This temperature
change will deflect the strip to form a uniform circular arc.
Turner and Hill (1999) expressed the radius of curvature r as
a function of m (the thickness ratio, m = tB/tA), t (the total
strip thickness), and n (the ratio of elastic moduli EB/EA):

r ≈ (n + 1) t

3n(αA − αB)(T2 − T1)
(3)

In equation (3), tB, and tA are the thicknesses of strips A and B
and (T2 − T1) is the temperature rise influencing the bimetal-
lic strip. In most of the practical cases m = tB/tA = ∼1 and
(n + 1)/n = ∼2. αA and αB are accurately known coefficients
of thermal expansion for the two strips. Bimetallic devices
are in general low-cost and low-accuracy temperature sensing
devices.

5 DIODE-BASED TEMPERATURE
SENSORS

PN junctions in silicon are popular temperature sensors due to
their very low cost and easy manufacturing characteristics.
It is well known that a voltage Vf has to be applied across
the junction before a current flows (Turner and Hill, 1999).
Vf which is often termed as “the diode voltage drop,” is of
the order of 600–700 mV for a silicon diode. Vf is highly
temperature dependent, and is very nearly linear over the
temperature range from −50 to + 150 ◦C.

6 LIQUID CRYSTAL THERMOMETRY

Thermochromic liquid crystals respond to a local tempera-
ture change in terms of a distinct color change. The color
of a liquid crystal can be used as an accurate indicator of

Figure 9. Special purpose thermocouples used by NASA, SP5050.
(a) Fast responding shielded probe for 2700 ◦F operation in rocket
engines, (b) probe for measuring hot hydrogen gases in the NERVA
nuclear rocket, and (c) probe for measuring exhaust gases from a
booster rocket. Reproduced with permission from Moeller, Noland
and Rhodes (1968).
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temperature. The main advantages of this technique are the
direct measurement of local temperatures over the surfaces
with great spatial resolution and no obstruction to the flow.
Although most of the previous interpretations of the liquid
crystal images are based on human eye color perception,
which is subjective, more modern approaches implement
automatic color capturing schemes for marked improvements
in temperature measurement accuracy. A more comprehen-
sive discussion of this topic by Camci, Hippensteele and Kim
(1992) and a reference list can be found in Camci (1996).

Liquid crystals that have two distinct melting points are
organic compounds derived from esters of cholesterol. At
the first melting point, the solid turns to a cloudy liquid,
and at the second, the liquid becomes clear. This cloudy
phase, called liquid crystal phase or mesomorphic phase, is
a condition intermediate between a true solid crystal and an
isotropic liquid. In this phase, the molecules are movable
but still organized in the form of a helical pattern. Liq-
uid crystals are conventionally divided into three classes:
smectic, chiral-nematic, and cholesteric. Cholesteric and
chiral-nematic liquid crystals show a very interesting feature
from a heat transfer point of view. They are relatively insen-
sitive to normal and shearing stresses. They progressively
exhibit all colors of the visible spectrum as they are heated
through the event temperature range. The phenomenon is
reversible and repeatable, and the color can be calibrated
accurately with temperature. The color response of liquid
crystals to temperature is very fast and the response time is not
more than a few milliseconds. Liquid crystals are presently
available for a temperature spectrum ranging from −40 to
285 ◦C. When the liquid crystal coated heat transfer surface is
illuminated with white light, a selective reflection of a specific
wavelength occurs in the helical structure of the liquid crystal.

This feature can be explained by the interference of light
reflected from the helical layers so that the optical wave-
length in the material actually equals the helical pitch. The
pitch of the crystal helix is very sensitive to temperature, and
hence the selectively reflected color may be used to indicate
temperature.

An aero-thermal surface coated with a thermographic
liquid crystal layer is presented in Figure 10. A liquid crystal
layer is spray-painted on top of a black paint layer already
existing on the heat transfer surface. Details of the conver-
sion process from the color attributes to local temperature and
the accuracy of the method are discussed in detail in Camci,
Hippensteele and Kim (1992) and Camci (1996).

Figure 11 shows a typical hue versus temperature curve
for a chiral-nematic liquid crystal layer. The local tempera-
ture on the model is either recorded by a thin-foil thermo-
couple flush mounted underneath the liquid crystal layer or
a non-intrusive infrared spot thermometer focusing on the
measurement location. The local hue on the measurement

≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈
≈

≈
≈≈≈≈

≈
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Viewing
direction

black
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Flow

Clear plexiglass

Heat transfer surface

Liquid crystal
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Uniformly heated before a translent run Not to scale

(At ambient temperature)

q•  = h(Trec−Tw)

Figure 10. A liquid crystal coated aero-thermal surface for
temperature measurements. Reproduced with permission from
Camci (1996) c© The Von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics.

point approximately linearly varies over a temperature range
where the red, green, and blue colors appear at 42.80, 43.05,
and 43.30 ◦C, respectively. The intensity peak appearing at

Figure 11. Liquid crystal hue and intensity as a function of the local
temperature. Reproduced from Camci et al. (1992) c© ASME.
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43.05 ◦C is always associated with a green color from the
coated surface. The intensity attribute has a maximum in the
linear part of the hue curve at about 43.05 ◦C. Thermally
induced colors come out of a black background and transit
continuously from red to blue, exhibiting a large number of
hues that can be recorded by color image capturing systems.

Measured color attributes (H, S, I), measured Nusselt num-
ber distribution for a round jet impinging on a flat plate, and
comparison with direct measurements using thermocouples
are shown in Figure 12. The intensity distribution on the
impingement plate shows two distinct peaks near r/D = −1
and +1 at a location where a green color is observed.
Figure 12 indicates a good agreement between a classical
thermocouple-based Nu measurement and the liquid crystal-
based Nu measurement at Re = 30 000.

Thermochromic liquid crystals have wide implementa-
tion potential for temperature measurements in a rotating
frame of reference. Camci and Glezer (1997) performed a
study to document the modifications of color response of liq-
uid crystal coated surfaces when they are subject to severe
centrifugal acceleration on turbine disks, rotating disks, and
rotating cavities. Figure 13 presents the results of a rotating

Figure 12. Liquid crystal hue and intensity as a function of local
temperature and Nu measurement. Reproduced from Camci et al
(1992) c© ASME.

Figure 13. Liquid crystal response to centrifugal acceleration
Reproduced with permission from Camci and Glezer (1997) c©
ASME.

disk experiment with a liquid crystal coated flat surface in a
rotational speed range from 919 to 7514 rpm. The disk sur-
face temperature was non-intrusively obtained by a precision
infrared measurement device at various rotational speeds.
The liquid crystal hue on the disk surface is correlated with
the infrared-based temperature measurement in Figure 13. It
is clearly shown that the centrifugal acceleration and aerody-
namic shear stress cannot alter the color response of liquid
crystals in a wide centrifugal acceleration range (Camci,
1996, 1997; Camci and Glezer, 1997; Camci et al., 1998).

7 INFRARED THERMOMETRY
AND PYROMETER

Infrared thermometers measure local temperature using
blackbody radiation in the infrared range. The infrared range
is just above the visible spectrum ranging from 0.4 to 0.8 �m
(Balageas, 1993; Carlomagno, 1993). Generally speaking,
the higher the temperature of an object, the more the infrared
radiation it emits as blackbody radiation. By knowing the
amount of infrared energy emitted by the object and its local
emissivity characteristics, the object’s local temperature or its
surface temperature distribution can be determined. Typical
infrared thermometer design consists of a lens to focus the
incoming infrared energy onto an IR detector. This approach
facilitates a non-intrusive temperature measurement from a
distance without contact with the object to be measured. The
infrared thermometers are extremely useful for measuring
temperature under circumstances where thermocouples or
other probe type sensors cannot be used or do not produce
accurate data for a variety of reasons.
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A typical infrared system may have an adjustable emis-
sivity setting, which can be set to measure the temperature
of reflective and non-reflective surfaces. The most common
infrared thermometers are the following:

� Spot infrared thermometer, or infrared pyrometer, mea-
sures the temperature on a spot on a surface.

� Infrared line scanning systems, which scan a larger area,
use what is essentially a spot thermometer pointed at a
rotating mirror. These devices are widely used in manu-
facturing involving conveyors or web processes, such as
large sheets of glass or metal exiting an oven, fabric and
paper, or continuous piles of material along a conveyor
belt.

� Infrared cameras are essentially infrared thermometers
that measure the temperature at many points over a rel-
atively large area to generate a two-dimensional image,
with each pixel representing a temperature measurement.

An infrared scanning system may use two oscillating mirrors
that define the image line by line. If the vertical scanning mir-
ror is held at a fixed position, the relatively higher oscillating
frequency of the horizontal line-scanning mirror increases
the temporal measurement resolution of the IR system
significantly.

A slightly different scanning system using two rotating
prisms with a single IR detector is also available. More mod-
ern IR systems contain multiple rows of IR sensor arrays
manufactured as charge-coupled devices. This technology is
more processor- and software-intensive than spot or scanning
thermometers, and is used for monitoring large areas. Cooled
detectors are typically contained in a vacuum-sealed case or
flask and cryogenically cooled. This greatly increases their
sensitivity since their own temperatures are much lower than
that of the objects from which they are expected to detect radi-
ation. Typical cooling temperatures range from 4 to 110 K.

Without cooling, these sensors would be “blinded” or
“flooded” by their own radiation. The drawbacks of cooled
infrared cameras are that they are expensive both to pro-
duce and to run. Although the components that lower the
temperature and pressure are generally bulky and expensive,
cooled infrared cameras provide superior image quality com-
pared to uncooled ones. A more comprehensive discussion
on IR temperature measurement systems is given in Arts and
Charbonnier (1994) and Simeonides et al. (1991).

8 HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS

Measurements of convective, conductive, radiative, or
total heat transfer rates are often required in aerospace
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Heat and mass transfer
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Figure 14. Various heat transfer measurement approaches in
aerospace engineering.

engineering such as atmospheric re-entry studies, hot section
component development for gas turbines, ramjet/scramjet
development, ballistic missile nose cone development, heat
exchanger development, rocket engine combustors, and
nozzles. Figure 14 gives the most frequently employed meth-
ods of heat transfer measurements in aerospace engineering.

The simplest steady-state heat flux sensor can be con-
structed from two temperature-sensing elements that are
physically separated by a material with known thermal con-
ductivity. The temperature gradient provided by the two
sensors, the thickness of the material between the two
sensors, and the thermal conductivity of the material can
provide an accurate measurement of the unidirectional heat
flux.

In addition to steady-state heat flux sensors, special
unsteady heat flux sensors are also used for time-accurate
measurements. For example, the local convective heat trans-
fer rate measured on the surfaces of a gas turbine blade located
at just downstream of a nozzle guide vane is highly rotor
position dependent and inherently unsteady (Dunn, 1984).
The blade surfaces are exposed to highly fluctuating rates of
heat transfer when they pass through the individual wakes
of the nozzle guide vanes. In a transonic turbine blade, heat
transfer sensors may also see the passage of shockwaves as
strong/unsteady variations of convective heat transfer rates
(Asworth et al., 1985; Camci and Arts, 1985).

The heat transfer rates occurring during the re-entry of
space vehicles are usually simulated in hypersonic long-shot
facilities where thin-film platinum sensors or infrared sensors
are used as unsteady temperature sensors (Schultz and Jones,
1973). This approach assumes a one-dimensional flow of heat
into a semi-infinite substrate at the fluid–solid interface. The
output of a platinum sensor or the infrared camera can be used
to obtain an accurate wall heat flux measurement using the
analytical and numerical methods discussed in Camci and
Arts (1985), and Schultz and Jones (1973). The total time
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duration of a short-duration heat transfer experiment ranges
from microseconds to milliseconds, where time-accurate and
fast wall temperature sensing and use of “analog circuits” or
“equivalent computer algorithms” in the construction of a
heat flux signal are essential.

A time-accurate heat flux sensor can also be obtained by
depositing two nickel thin-film temperature sensors on either
side of a thin insulator. A very high frequency response of
this type of heat flux sensor allows measurement of unsteady
wall heat flux at 200 000 Hz (Guenette et al., 1989). Instead of
using just one deposited nickel temperature sensor on both
sides of an insulator, one may effectively use a thermopile
of thin-film deposited thermocouples in the construction
(Holmberg and Diller, 1995; Yang and Diller, 1995). General
aspects of thin-film sensor-based unsteady heat transfer mea-
surements are discussed in Camci and Arts (1985), Doorly
and Oldfield (1985), Dunn, Martin and Stanek (1986), and
Abhari and Epstein (1994). A comprehensive review of the
general heat transfer measurements used for the turbine hot-
section aerothermal research can also be found in Han, Dutta
and Ekkad (2000). Liquid crystal thermography can also be
implemented into heat transfer experiments for the purpose
of obtaining convective heat transfer rates as discussed in
Camci (1996) and Han, Dutta and Ekkad (2000).

Heat/mass transfer analogy is a frequently used method
of measuring local heat transfer coefficients on fluid–
solid interfaces. Mass-transfer analogy approach provides
high resolution measurements with almost no heat loss,
and reduced axial conduction effects in low-speed wind
tunnel environment. Naphthalene sublimation method was
extensively used in the past to study heat/mass transfer char-
acteristics on turbine blades, endwall boundary layers, and
cooled film surfaces (Goldstein and Taylor, 1982; Goldstein
and Spores, 1988; Han, Chandra and Lau, 1988). Swollen
polymer technique is another mass transfer-based heat trans-
fer measurement approach that can be combined with laser
holographic interferometry to obtain fairly detailed heat
transfer measurements resulting in an uncertainty of about
3%. A review of other mass transfer-based heat transfer meth-
ods such as ammonia-diazo technique, pressure sensitive
paint, and foreign gas concentration sampling is presented
in Han, Dutta and Ekkad (2000).

9 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter is limited to the discussion of the most fre-
quently used temperature and heat transfer measurement
methods in aerospace engineering. Thermographic phophors
as temperature-sensitive paints are excluded from this discus-
sion. Although many illustrations and discussions are used

throughout the text, more detailed information in this area
can be obtained from many references provided.
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1 DEFINITIONS

1.1 Coordinate system

In aerodynamic force and moment measurements, various
coordinate systems can be used according to different require-
ments. In different countries, the coordinate system can be
defined differently in accordance with the local custom. Com-
mon definitions of the wind axis system, body axis system
(Etkin and Reid, 1995), and balance coordinate system (He,
2001) as well as the definition of aerodynamic force and

moment in the respective coordinate systems can be seen
in Figure 1.

Wind axis system The wind axis system is defined in
relation to the velocity vector. In the wind axis system
(Xa, Ya, Za), the origin of the coordinates is located at the
center of gravity or the reference point of the moment of
a vehicle. Axis Xa coincides with the velocity vector. Axis
Za lies in the longitudinal symmetry plane of the vehicle
pointing downward and is perpendicular to axisXa. Axis Ya

is perpendicular to Xa and Za and points to the starboard of
the vehicle. Generally, lift and drag of a vehicle are defined
within the wind axis system (see Table 1).

Body axis system The body axis system(Xb, Yb, Zb) is
fixed to the model. The origin of the coordinates is located at
the center of gravity or at the reference point of the moment
of a vehicle. Axis Xb is parallel to the body axis or wing
chord and points forward. Axis Yb is perpendicular to the
longitudinal symmetry plane of the vehicle and points to the
starboard of the vehicle. Axis Zb is perpendicular to Xb and
Yb and points downward. Generally, the six components of
the aerodynamic forces and moments are defined within the
body axis system (see Table 2).

The attitude angles of a model such as angle of attack and
angle of sideslip can be defined within the body axis system.
An angle of attack (marked as α) is the angle between Xb

and the projection component of the velocity vector in the
Xb − Zb plane. An angle of sideslip (marked asβ) is the angle
between the velocity vector and the Xb−Zb plane.

Balance coordinate system and coordinate conversion
The balance coordinate system contains the earth axis sys-
tem, the half body axis system, and the body axis system.
At present, the balance body axis system (Xc, Yc, Zc) is
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Figure 1. Definition of coordinate system: (a) wind axis and body axis and (b) body axis of the balance.

often used for balance design, calibration, and application.
Its longitudinal axis Xc lies in the longitudinal symmetry
plane of the balance, coinciding with the longitudinal axis
of the balance and it points forward. The vertical axis Zc

lies in the longitudinal symmetry plane of the balance, points

Table 1. Definition of aerodynamic force in wind axis system.

Aerodynamic
Force Definition coefficient

Lift The negative component of the
aerodynamic force projected into
Za axis

CL

Drag The negative component of the
aerodynamic force projected into Xa

axis

CD

downward, and is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis Xc.
The horizontal axis Yc is perpendicular to the longitudinal
symmetry plane and points to the right. Generally, the six
components of the forces and moments are defined within
the balance body axis system (see Table 3).

To meet the needs of a test, the forces and moments mea-
sured by balance can be converted to the model body axis sys-
tem, the wind axis system, or other axis systems by means of
translation and rotation of the coordinate systems (Figure 1).

1.2 Wind tunnel

A wind tunnel is a research facility in which working section
model tests are conducted. The working section of a wind
tunnel is a critical part through which air is blown or sucked
to the required velocity or Mach number to study the effects
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Table 2. Definition of aerodynamic force and moment in body axis
system.

Force and Aerodynamic
moment Definition coefficient

Normal
force

The negative component of the
aerodynamic force projected
into Zb axis

CN

Axial force The negative component of the
aerodynamic force projected
into Xb axis

CA

Side force The component of the
aerodynamic force projected
into Yb axis

CY

Rolling
moment

The component of the
aerodynamic moment
projected into Xb axis

Cl

Pitching
moment

The component of the
aerodynamic moment
projected into Yb axis

Cm

Yawing
moment

The component of the
aerodynamic moment
projected into Zb axis

Cn

of aerodynamics resulting from the flow around scale models
or other objects mounted in the test section.

Wind tunnels can be classified into three types according to
flow speed in the test section (Donovan and Goddard, 1961):
low speed (working section Mach numbers less than 0.5),
high speed (working section Mach numbers between 0.5 and
5), and hypersonic (working section Mach numbers greater
than 5). They can also be divided into continuous, intermit-
tent, and impulse wind tunnels according to their running
time. Wind tunnels mainly consist of a body, driving system,

Table 3. Definition of force and moment in balance body axis
system.

Force and
moment Definition Symbol

Normal
force

The negative component of the
total force projected into Zc axis

N

Axial force The negative component of the
total force projected into Xc axis

X

Side force The component of the total force
projected into Yc axis

Y

Rolling
moment

The component of the total moment
projected into Xc axis

Mx

Pitching
moment

The component of the total moment
projected into Yc axis

My

Yawing
moment

The component of the total moment
projected into Zc axis

Mz

and a control and measurement system, which can vary in
different wind tunnels. The body contains test sections with
uniform flow for tests and other sections for improving the
flow quality and for reducing the energy consumption. The
driving system includes the systems for driving flow and for
controlling the model attitude. The control and measurement
system comprises the modules for control and measurement
of flow field and model attitude as well as the module for the
measurement of some physical quantities such as pressure
and temperature.

1.3 Model and support system

Wind tunnel models are fabricated according to the require-
ments of wind tunnel tests. The quality of design and
fabrication of the model has an important effect on the quality
of data collected in a test. Models can be classified into full
models and half models according to the different purposes
of tests. The basic requirements for a test model are as fol-
lows: (i) the model contour must be geometrically similar to
the studied object. When necessary, some small details can
be disregarded or the model contour can be changed to meet
a specific requirement; (ii) The model size must meet the
requirement of percentage of blockage in the test section of a
wind tunnel (normally less than 3% for low-speed force tests
and 1% for transonic force tests). The model must be placed
in the uniform flow area of the test section; (iii) The construc-
tion of a model should be simple, convenient for machining,
assembling, and disassembling; (iv) The dimensional accu-
racy of a model must be consistent with the design standard of
wind tunnel models; (v) Noticeable marks for checkout must
be made on the model surface; and (vi) the weight, strength,
and stiffness of a model must meet the requirements for wind
tunnel tests (Pope and Goin, 1978; Freeman, 2000; Soeder
et al., 2004).

A support system is used for supporting the test model
and adjusting the attitude angle of a model. It consists of
a mechanism to support the model and control the attitude,
a controlling/driving system, and a measurement system to
measure the position and attitude of the model. The support
system must have enough strength and stiffness, which can
be divided into tail support (e.g., single sting support, twin
sting support) (Schimanski and Quest, 2003), belly/back sup-
port (upper blade/lower blade support) (David, 1989), and
magnetic suspension support (Martindale and Butler, 1985;
Parker, 1989; Kuzin and Vyshkov, 1992) according to the
method of connection between the model and the support
system. The interference of its parts must be as small as
possible. The support system should be easy to use and
maintain.
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2 BALANCE TYPES AND RELATED
NOMENCLATURES

2.1 Balance types

Balances are classified into one-component balances and
multicomponent balances according to the number of aero-
dynamic load components measured by the balance. A
six-component balance is a commonly used type. Balances
are also classified into internal type and external type accord-
ing to the relative position of the balance and the model. If
all the measurement elements of a balance are within a cavity
in the model, the balance is called an internal-type balance,
for example, sting-mounted internal balances. If not all or
none of the measurement elements of a balance is located
within the model cavity, the balance is called an external-
type balance, for example, half model balances and box-type
balances.

Balances are also divided into mechanical balances,
strain gauge balances, piezoelectric balances, and magnetic
suspension balances according to the measurement prin-
ciple. A mechanical balance is a device to measure the
aerodynamic force and moment by its mechanical force equi-
librium elements or force transducers, after decomposing
the force and the moment of the model into its mechanic
components.

A strain gauge balance measures force and moment using
a Wheatstone bridge that captures the electric effect of the
strain gauge deformation when the balance is loaded. At
present, strain gauge balances are the most widely employed
for force and moment measurements in wind tunnels. Along
with the sting-type strain gauge balance and the box-type
strain gauge balance, there are a number of special strain
gauge balances to meet the requirements of special mea-
surements, for example, hinge moment balances, dynamic
derivate balances, jet balances, Magnus balances, rotating
balances, rotating wing balances, parachute balances, high-
temperature balances, low-temperature balances, friction
stress balances, mini-rolling moment balances, micro-range
balances, stress wave balances, and so on.

A piezoelectric balance measures force and moment by
the piezoelectric effect of its piezoelectric material when
loaded. The balance has certain good characteristics such
as simple structure, high sensitivity, good linearity, resilient
stiffness, and high-frequency response. However, it is dif-
ficult to use it to meet the requirements of low-frequency
tests. A piezoelectric balance is usually used in pulse wind
tunnels.

Magnetic suspension balances are employed with a mag-
netic suspension system in wind tunnel tests. The vehicle

model is suspended, and its attitude is controlled by mag-
netic force that is produced by a wire coil with a current
passing through it in the model cavity. When this is exposed
to a magetic field, it counteracts the gravity of the model as
well as the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the
model. Magnetic suspension balances measure the force and
moment of the model by current measurement and model
position measurement.

2.2 Common nomenclature

The following nomenclature is often used to describe balance
performance:

1. Balance component: usually the balance component
includes the normal force, axis force, side force, pitching
moment, yawing moment, and rolling moment (Table 3).

2. Calibration load of a balance: the maximum applied load
of each component when a balance is calibrated.

3. Sensitivity: the ratio of the output voltage increment of
a component bridge to the input voltage of a compo-
nent bridge under maximum loading for a strain gauge
balance.

4. Precision: at static calibration of a balance, each com-
ponent is loaded repeatedly in its design range of loads.
The standard deviation of the balance output is referred
to as precision.

5. Accuracy: at static calibration of a balance, each com-
ponent is loaded by combined load with different
combinations of component load in its design range of
loads. The agreement between the given loads and the
measured loads calculated by the calibration formula is
referred to as accuracy.

6. Uncertainty: uncertainty indicates the uncertainties of
the true value of measurement. That is, the measurement
results have a scattering range around the true value and
a probability distribution within this scatter range. Indi-
cated by its standard deviation, this uncertainty is called
standard uncertainty.

7. Resolution: the minimum load variation that can be mea-
sured by a balance.

In addition, linearity, hysteresis, zero shifts, temperature
shifts, zero returning, and creep are also static characteris-
tics of a balance. In order to measure unsteady aerodynamic
loads, the dynamic characteristics of a balance, such as fre-
quency response, damping characteristics, dynamic response
time and dynamic stability, are required.
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3 DEVELOPMENT OF STRAIN GAUGE
BALANCES

Since strain gauge balances are widely used in force and
moment measurement testing in continuous and intermittent
wind tunnel tests, the design of a strain gauge balance is
taken here as an example of balance design. When a strain
gauge balance is designed, a range of factors must be consid-
ered such as the type of the wind tunnel, the range of Mach
number, the impact factor, the maximum allowable geometric
dimensions of the balance, the form and the dimensions of the
connection between the balance and a model as well as those
between the balance and a sting, the number of components
and corresponding design loads, the precision and the accu-
racy of static calibration, the model mass and the positions
of the center of mass, the location of the moment reference
center, the working environmental factors (environmental
pressure, humidity, and temperature), and the amplitude and
the frequency of flow fluctuation in the wind tunnel. The
process to develop a balance commonly moves through the
following steps: overall design, element design, connector
design, measurement circuit design, calculation of element
strain, checking the strength and stiffness of elements, bal-
ance machining, bonding of strain gauge, calibration, and
the writing of a development report (Rhew, 1999; He,
2001).

3.1 Design requirements of strain gauge balances

The following is a list of the common requirements when
designing a strain gauge balance:

1. The design measurement range of a component must
match with those of other components and the load acting
on the model. The mismatching of loads of the compo-
nents will not only make the design difficult, but also will
affect the performance of a balance.

2. The precision and accuracy of a balance must meet the
requirements of both the national and other, more specific
standards.

3. The sensitivity of a balance must be up to standard. Gen-
erally, the design strain should be 150–500 × 10−6 for a
balance applied in a high-speed wind tunnel and 300–
1000 × 10−6 for a balance applied in a low-speed wind
tunnel.

4. The strength of a balance must be sufficient. When a test
is conducted at a supersonic speed in a high-speed wind
tunnel, the balance must be able to withstand both the
aerodynamic force from the model and the impact load

from flow when the wind tunnel starts up or shuts down.
Therefore, both the safety coefficient of the material and
the impact factor must be taken into account in the bal-
ance design. Generally, the safety factor is 2, and the
impact factor is above 2.

5. The interference between the components of a balance
must be small, generally, within 10%. The material and
machining of a balance as well as the position of the
strain gauge will lead to interference.

6. The temperature effect (which will lead to zero shift and
sensitivity shift) of a balance must be small; generally,
the thermal zero shift and thermal sensitivity shift should
be less than 0.2% over the applied temperature range
of the balance. The temperature effect of a strain gauge
balance is related to the balance construction, the material
of the elements, and the strain gauge.

7. The balance should be easy to fabricate and assemble.

Along with these common requirements, different design
considerations should be introduced into the strain gauge
balance design for different measuring purposes and balance
work conditions. For example, the requirement for dynamic
characteristics should be highlighted when the balance is
designed for taking unsteady aerodynamic measurements.

3.2 Structural design of strain gauge balances

The structure of a balance depends on the application, con-
nection type, working condition of the balance and the wind
tunnel. Sting balances (as shown in Figure 2a or b) can be used
for common aerodynamic force measurements in low-speed
wind tunnels. In high-speed wind tunnels, a sting balance is
what is normally used. For special tests, however, slab-type
or ring-type balances will be used.

A sting balance generally employs a structural design that
ensures that the axial force component is separated from
other force and moment components (referred to as combined
elements). The axial force component is composed of a sup-
port slice and measurement components. Its common forms
of structure are as pull–press beams, level beams, eccentric
beams, cantilever beams, and erecting beams. The erecting
beam has many forms according to the shape and arrangement
of the measurement element. The common forms are as an
“I”- or “T”-shaped beam. Those structures that are formed
of combined elements are divided into rectangular beams,
two-slice beams, three-slice beams, four-slice beams, and
multislice beams (as shown in Figure 2c–e). In the structure
of combined elements, the normal and side force elements,
as well as the rolling moment element, are symmetrically
located about the balance design center.
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Figure 2. Illustrations of some typical balances and beam arrangements: (a) sting-type balance; (b) box-type balance; (c) rectangular beam;
(d) three-slice beam; and (e) four-slice beam.

A box-type strain gauge balance is made up of a fixed
frame, a floating frame, and an elastic connecting level.
Generally, the cantilever beam measurement element is on
the fixed frame. The hinged-type elastic connecting levers
are arranged in the normal, axial, and lateral directions,
respectively. Moreover, the elastic connecting levers decou-
ple the force and moment and transfer the measured load to
the free end of the measurement element on the cantilever
beam.

3.3 Arrangement of the elements of strain gauge
balances

There are several measurement elements in a multicomponent
strain gauge balance. In order to reduce the interference, it
is important to arrange the elements of a balance correctly.
According to the relative positions of the elements, the form
of the element arrangement can be divided into two types:
a series type and a composite type. If the measurement ele-
ments of a balance are arranged by means of serial interfaces,
it is said to be a series type and, if the measurement elements
are compounded, it is called a composite-type balance.

3.4 Configuration dimensions of strain gauge
balances

The configuration dimensions of a strain gauge balance will
depend on the design load range of the balance, its geometric
dimensions, and the inner structure of a model (as shown in
Figure 3a). In Figure 3, D is the diameter of the balance, D1

the diameter of the fore-cone base, D2 the diameter of the aft-
cone base, l1 the length of the fore-cone, l2 the length of the
aft-cone, l3 the distance between the calibration center and the
end of the fore-cone base, and L is the total length of the sting
balance. L1 and L2 are the dimensions that decide the length
of the six component elements. The diameter of a strain gauge
balance can be estimated by load capacity coefficient S:

S = Nmax · l3 + Mmax

D3
, (1)

where the maximum normal force to be faced by the design
is Nmax and the maximum pitching moment for the design
is Mmax. Generally, if the balance is designed according
to strength, then S ≤ 2000 N cm−2, and, if the balance is
designed according to precision, then S ≤ 500 N cm−2. The
ratio of length to diameter of a balance (L/D) is between
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Figure 3. Sketch of balance dimension and calibration rig: (a) a two-dimensional view of balance dimensions and (b) an example of a
calibration rig.

6 and 10, and the ratio of the fore-cone length to balance
diameter (l1/D) is about 1.5.

3.5 Strain computation in the measurement
element of strain gauge balances

The primary means of assessing the sensitivity of a strain
gauge balance is to compute the strain of a measure-
ment element. The following steps are taken for the strain
computation: (i) the equations of static equilibrium of the
measurement elements are established; (ii) the equations of
deformation compatibility of each element according to the
stiffness distribution and the condition of deformation com-
patibility are established; and (iii) the relationships between

the deformation and the load according to Hooke’s law are
established. Finally, the strain can be obtained by solving the
above-mentioned equations.

3.6 Strength checking and stiffness computation
of balance elements

In order to assess the security and applicability for use of a
balance, a strength check and stiffness computation should be
performed. Because the measurement elements of balances
are elastic, the strength check and stiffness computation are
undertaken in accordance with the mechanics of materials as
well as the specific standards of each country.
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3.7 Arrangement of the measurement circuits of
balances

Generally each component of a strain gauge balance makes
up a part of an electrical measurement bridge. The output
signal of a bridge is mainly generated by the lead compo-
nent to be measured. This bridge is not sensitive to the other
components. For the composite type of balance, the mea-
surement elements are arranged both in front of and behind
the designed center of the balance. Therefore, the aerody-
namic force and moment measurements can be electrically
decoupled by using separate bridges or a compound bridge.

3.8 Balance calibration

There are two types of balance calibration: static and
dynamic. Dynamic calibration is performed in a wind tunnel
to check the computational formulas of the balance and exam-
ine the performance of the balance. The static calibration of a
balance is conducted on a special calibration rig to obtain the
calibration formula of a balance (the functional relationship
between the loads acting on the balance and the output sig-
nals from the balance). Generally, the calibration formula
of a six-component strain gauge balance adopts a mathe-
matical model described by 96 coefficients, a model which
was suggested by the Ground Test Technology Committee of
AIAA (2003).

A balance is installed on a calibration rig (as shown in
Figure 3b) in the calibration process. The calibration rig
generally consists of a loading subsystem, an attitude modifi-
cation subsystem, and a control and measurement subsystem.
Static loads are applied to the balance in accordance with
the force conditions in wind tunnel tests and following the
defined coordinate system of the balance. The relationship
between the balance output signals and the applied loads is
worked out. In addition, the precision and the accuracy of
calibration as well as the correction formula for the elastic
angle of the balance are also calculated.

Depending on the method of loading and data processing,
the static calibration can be classified into one-component or
multicomponent loading. The one-component loading cali-
bration means that only one component is loaded at a time
while the other component is zero or a constant value. On
the other hand, in the multicomponent loading calibration
process, every component is simultaneously loaded under dif-
ferent load combinations. An equation describing the relation
between the loading and the balance signal can be constructed
for every loading, with the unknown coefficients of the cal-
ibration formula. The calibration formula of the balance is
obtained by solving the set of calibration equations.

4 AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND
MOMENT MEASUREMENTS IN A
LOW-SPEED WIND TUNNEL

To introduce the application of a balance for aerodynamic
force and moment measurements in a low-speed wind tunnel,
force tests of an aircraft model at high angles of attack in a
typical low-speed wind tunnel are used here as an example.

4.1 Wind tunnel, model and test conditions

The generic wind tunnel is a low-speed and return-circuit
wind tunnel with a closed test section with a length of 8 m,
width of 4 m, and height of 3 m. With an empty test section,
the highest wind speed is 100 m s−1, and the lowest stable
wind speed is 10 m s−1. The static pressure gradient along the
longitudinal axis of the test section is approximately zero. The
turbulence intensity is 1.2%, and the average flow deflection
angle is less than 0.1◦.

In the example, a generic aircraft model is employed. On
the nose of fuselage and the leading edges of the wings, the
artificial transition was applied. The test conditions are as
follows: the wind speed varies between 30 and 70 m s−1, the
angle of attack varies between −4◦ and 91◦, and the sideslip
angle varies between −20◦ and 20◦. The wind tunnel model
is a strake–wing aircraft model. The length of the model is
1.2 m. The reference area used in the force calculation is
0.2394 m2. The model is made of aluminum (see Figure 4).

4.2 Support system

The model is supported in the test section by a tail sting.
The tail support system is made up of a tail sting, a drawing

Figure 4. Photo of the low-speed wind tunnel model.
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box, a curved plate, a driving gearbox, and upper and lower
supports. When the drawing box slides along the curved plate,
the sting turns around the center of the test section. In this
way, the angle of attack is changed. The sting has either a
straight or a bent shape to meet requirements of the variable
range of the angle of attack.

4.3 Data acquisition and processing

The aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the model
are obtained by acquiring and processing the voltage signals
originating in the aerodynamic loads and measured by an
internal six-component strain gauge balance. The effects of
the elastic angle of the balance and sting on the angle of attack
are taken into account. The effect of the mismatch between
the moment reference center and balance calibration center
on the pitching moment as well as the effect of the dead weight
of the model on the force and the moment is corrected for.

4.4 Typical test results

The force and moment characteristics of the model at a high
angle of attack are obtained in the test. The variations in
the force and in the results indicate the basic aerodynamic
characteristics of the aircraft and flow asymmetry phenom-
ena at a high angle of attack (as shown in Figure 5). For the
lift coefficient curve, the linear range can be clearly seen.
The flow stalled at around α = 38◦. The pitching moment
coefficient Cm shows the effect of flow speed for the range of
α : 32◦ ≤ α < 53◦. This is caused by flow separation at differ-
ent Reynolds numbers. The side force coefficient Cy shows a
high side force at high α under the condition of symmetrical
flight. This is caused by asymmetric flow separation.

5 AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND
MOMENT MEASUREMENTS IN
A HIGH-SPEED WIND TUNNEL

Aerodynamic force and moment measurements in high-speed
wind tunnels is an important method to obtain the high-speed
aerodynamic force data of a flying vehicle. The essential dif-
ference between a low-speed wind tunnel and a high-speed
tunnel is flow compressibility. First, a high pressure ratio to
build a flow field requires a tremendous energy input and high
dynamic pressure. The test section of a high-speed wind tun-
nel is, on average, smaller than that of a low-speed wind
tunnel in order to save power. Second, shock waves may
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Figure 5. Force and moment coefficients of the low-speed model.

appear in the flow field at transonic and supersonic speeds.
This makes the flow interference with the tunnel wall com-
plex and produces an impact load when the wind tunnel starts
up and shuts down. When force testing is done in a high-speed
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wind tunnel, the model and the balance should be strong
enough to resist high dynamic pressure and the impacts of
startup and shutdown. In addition, certain measures should
be taken to reduce the interference of the tunnel walls and
model support systems.

An example is introduced below to demonstrate the
application of a generic aircraft model force and moment
measurement in a high-speed wind tunnel.

5.1 Wind tunnel, model, and test conditions

The test was performed in a typical high-speed wind tun-
nel that generally runs at Mach numbers of 0.5–5. The wind
tunnel is a blowdown intermittent transonic and supersonic
wind tunnel with a test section of 0.6 m width, 0.6 m height,
and 2.5 m length. The tunnel is equipped with 10 nozzles that
correspond to Mach numbers of 0.5–1.2, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.25,
2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5, respectively. The tunnel has a stag-
nation pressure of 0.98–7.35 × 105 N m−2 and a stagnation
temperature of 283–298 K.

The test model is a mid-wing monoplane model with a nor-
mal configuration (see Figure 6). The model has a wingspan
of 0.311 m and a mean aerodynamic chord of 0.1739 m. The
percentage of blockage of the model in the test section is

about 1.04%. The test Mach number is 0.8. Artificial transi-
tion was applied to the nose of the fuselage and the leading
edges of the wings.

5.2 Model attitude and support system

The model is supported by a tail sting to a support mechanism,
which is equipped with a sideslip preset block. The nominal
angles of attack are between −4◦ and 14◦, and the nominal
sideslip angles are −3◦, 0◦, and 3◦.

5.3 Data acquisition, processing, and correction

The aerodynamic force and moment were measured by an
internal six-component strain gauge balance. The output
signals of the balance were first acquired by a data acqui-
sition system, then processed by a computer with a standard
data processing software to calculate the flow field parame-
ters, the aerodynamic loads both in the balance coordinate
system and in the model body axis system, aerodynamic
force and moment coefficients as well as various corrections
such as the corrections for model attitude angles, model dead
weight, model base drag, and mismatch between the moment
reference center and balance calibration center.

Figure 6. Photograph of a generic model mounted in a high-speed wind tunnel.
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Figure 7. Force moment measurement in a high-speed wind tunnel.

5.4 Typical test results

Figure 7 shows the force and moment measurement results.
The figure shows the relationships between the yawing
moment coefficient Cn and rolling moment coefficient Cl,
the angle of attack, and the sideslip angle. The results show
that the aircraft is both directionally and laterally stable and
that the directional stability decreases gradually when the
angle of attack is greater than 8◦. The result also shows that
the lateral stability increases when the angles of attack vary
from −4◦ to 6◦ and from 10◦ to 14◦.

6 AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND
MOMENT MEASUREMENTS IN A
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL

Generally, a hypersonic wind tunnel uses a heating technol-
ogy to avoid liquefaction of gas as the temperature of gas

falls quickly when the gas expands to high Mach numbers.
The high stagnation temperature of the hypersonic wind tun-
nel makes the thermal effect a serious issue for force tests.
First, the model should be able to resist thermal deformation.
Second, the balance used in the test is also faced with high-
temperature effects. Another problem of force tests in the
hypersonic wind tunnels is that the base pressure of the model
is very low and is difficult to measure accurately. At present,
heat-resistant material and cooling systems are generally used
to reduce the thermal effects mentioned above.

Force testing of a generic calibration model is used below
as an example to illustrate the application of force testing in
a hypersonic wind tunnel.

6.1 Wind tunnel and test conditions

The test is performed in a typical hypersonic wind tunnel. The
hypersonic tunnel is an intermittent blowdown ejector type,
equipped with seven nozzles that correspond to Mach num-
bers of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.7. This wind tunnel operates at
a stagnation pressure of 0.5–11.6 × 106 N m−2 and a stagna-
tion temperature of 350–1100 K. The test Reynolds number
is between 0.5 and 5.6 × 107 per meter.

The generic test model is a body of revolution with blunt
nose and a rear flare (see Figure 8). This model is 0.343 m
in length and 0.07 m in diameter (the cylinder section).
The test is conducted under conventional dynamic pres-
sure conditions. The test Mach numbers are 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10.

6.2 Model attitude and support system

The model is supported by a tail sting mounted on the support
mechanism in the test section. The tests are conducted at
nominal angles of attack from −4◦ and 14◦ with zero sideslip
angle.

6.3 Data acquisition, processing, and correction

In the test, the aerodynamic forces and moments are mea-
sured by an internal six-component strain gauge balance that
is equipped with a water-cooling system to overcome the
high-temperature effect. The flow temperature is measured
by a thermocouple thermometer, and the stagnation pressure
is measured by a membrane strain pressure transducer. The
signals from the primary instruments are acquired by a Pre-
ston data acquisition system, then fed into a computer and
processed by a standard data processing software to calculate
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Figure 8. Photo of a body-alone test model in a hypersonic wind tunnel.

the flow field parameters, the aerodynamic loads both in the
balance coordinate system and in the model body axis sys-
tem, and the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients.
Various corrections are calculated as well, such as the cor-
rections for model attitude angles, model dead weight, and
mismatch between the moment reference center and balance
calibration center.
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Figure 9. Axial force measurements in a hypersonic wind tunnel.

6.4 Typical test results

The typical results shown in Figure 9 indicate the relationship
of aerodynamic force and moment acting on the calibration
model with Mach number and angle of attack. They show that
the axis force decreases while the Mach number increases
and that the axial force increases while the angle of attack
increases.

7 SUMMARY

Forces and moments exerted on a flying vehicle are impor-
tant parameters that quantify the performance of the vehicle.
Their accurate assessment is vital in vehicle design. They also
form a database that can be used to validate numerical models
and simulations, which are becoming an integral part of the
design process. Wind tunnels provide a suitably controlled
environment where the forces and moments can be assessed.
Wind tunnels, balances, and models are three key ingredi-
ents that decide the measurement quality. The key points to
ensure a highly accurate measurement of the aerodynamic
force and moment are to match the load of models with the
type of balance used, to keep the model located in a uniform
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flow field, and to maintain the stability and the resolution of
measurement systems.

In developing a wind tunnel balance for a particular type
of force and moment measurement, the type of structure
chosen, the arrangement of the measurement circuit, and
the calibration of the balance should be carefully planned
according to the aerodynamic load and the flow conditions.
Moreover, in a hypersonic wind tunnel, heat-resistant mate-
rial and cooling systems should be used to reduce the thermal
effects.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

CA Axial force coefficient
CD Drag force coefficient
Cl Rolling moment coefficient
CL Lift force coefficient
Cm Pitching moment coefficient
Cn Yawing moment coefficient
CN Normal force coefficient
CY Side force coefficient
D Diameter of balance [m]
D1 Diameter of fore-cone base of balance [m]
D2 Diameter of the aft-cone base of balance [m]
l1 Length of the fore-cone of balance [m]
l2 Length of the aft-cone of balance [m]
l3 Distance between the calibration center and

the end of the fore-cone base [m]
L Total length of the sting balance [m]
L1 Length of cylinder part of the balance [m]
L2 Length of the balance component [m]
M Free-stream Mach number
Mx Rolling moment [N m]
My Pitching moment [N m]
Mz Yawing moment [N m]
Mmax Maximum pitching moment [N m]
N Normal force [N]
Nmax Maximum normal force [N]
S Load capacity coefficient
X Axial force [N]
Xa X direction in wind axis system
Xb X direction in body axis system
Xc X direction in balance coordinate system
Y Side force [N]
Ya Y direction in wind axis system
Yb Y direction in body axis system

Yc Y direction in balance coordinate system
Za Z direction in wind axis system
Zb Z direction in body axis system
Zc Z direction in balance coordinate system
α Angle of attack [◦]
β Angle of sideslip [◦]
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1 INTRODUCTION

At some point in our life we all have played with balloons and
we all have experienced the fact that when air from the balloon
is released, the air rushes out and pushes the balloon forward.
This very basic phenomenon is the foundation of propulsion
that is used in aircraft and rockets. Let us look at the same pro-
cess again with a new perspective, as shown in Figures 1–4.
The air pressure inside the balloon is more than the ambi-
ent pressure; therefore, when the end of the balloon is open,
the ambient air exerts a pressure on the walls of the bal-
loon and the air within the balloon comes out of the opening
with a high velocity. According to the Newton’s third law of
motion, the escaping air jet exerts an equal and opposite force
(called as thrust) on the ballooon, which pushes the balloon
foward. A similar thing can also be observed in a propellor toy
shown in Figure 1b. The air is pushed down by the movement
(rotation) of the blades, the air exerts a force on the blades
which causes the propeller to lift. Thus, it can be seen that in

order to create thrust, the momentum of the air needs to be
changed.

In the above example, the balloon has only a finite quantity
of air, which escapes in a few seconds and the balloon soon
comes to a halt. However, if this process has to be sustained
continuously (e.g., as in an aircraft) then the balloon has to
be pumped with compressed air continuously by an external
compressor, as shown in Figure 2a. But since it is not possi-
ble for a flying object, like an aircraft, to be connected to an
external compressor with a pipe for long distances, an alter-
nate solution would be to install a compressor driven by an
electric motor inside the balloon itself, as shown in Figure 2b.
However, the balloon should then be connected with an elec-
tric power source, just like an electric locomotive connected
with a high-voltage transmission like above the tracks. But
such a solution is also not feasible for an aircraft for practical
reasons.

If the electrical power is not easily available, an attractive
alternative would be to drive the compressor by a turbine
and the power for driving the turbine could be created by
burning fuel inside a combustor (in between the compressor
and the turbine) depicted in Figure 3a. However, the fuel
for combustion has to be carried within the balloon. This is
the principle on which most of the aircraft engines operate.
Alternatively, instead of using the turbine power to drive the
compressor, the power can be used to drive a big fan (also
called as propeller) to push the air and to create the required
thrust.

2 HISTORY

The knowledge that an escaping jet creates a force in the
opposite direction was known even to early civilizations.
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Figure 1. (a) Air coming out of a balloon; (b) a propeller toy.
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Figure 2. (a) Supply of compressed air for propulsion; (b) compressor driven by electric motor.
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Figure 3. (a) Principle of a jet engine; (b) principle of a turboprop.

In 150 BCE, a Greek philosopher and mathematician, Hero,
invented a device called “Aeolipile” (also known as “Hero’s
turbine”) which rotated due to steam jets coming out of a
boiling pot of water (Figure 4a). The steam jets ejecting from
the nozzle produced a force in the opposite direction of the
jets which caused the device to rotate. However, this novel
device was used just for amusement and never exploited for
useful work. Many centuries later in 1629, an Italian named
Giovanni Branca actually developed a device which used to
operate machinery (Figure 4b).

Sir George Cayley in the eighteenth century envisioned a
fixed wing aircraft with separate elements for lift generation,

propulsion, flight controls and pilot cabin, more than a cen-
tury before the first successful flight test by the Wright
brothers in 1903. He also predicted that the powered flight
would be possible if an engine/prime mover would be able
to produce “more power in a given time, proportion to its
weight, than the animal system of muscles.”

Approximately half a century later steam engines were
invented for being used in aviation. Even though the steam
engines, in accordance with their time, were the state of the
art engines, they were too bulky and were just not powerful
enough to be used in heavier than air aircraft. A few years
later in 1859 a Belgian engineer invented the first internal
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Figure 4. (a) Hero’s turbine; (b) a Giovanni de Branca Turbine.

combustion (IC) engine, a single cylinder 2-stroke recip-
rocating engine that used coal gas as fuel. Although there
were several “issues” with this engine, it paved the way for
a totally radically different kind of engines that were more
efficient and compact than the steam engines. The IC engine
was further developed by the Germans, namely by Nikolaus
Otto, the inventor of the 4-stroke engine, and Karl Benz, who
designed and built 4-stroke engines to be used for the first
time in automobiles. By the end of the century, reciprocating
IC engines proved their ability and hence became the choice
of propulsion for aircraft.

Generically, IC can refer to all kinds of engines where the
fuel is burnt inside the engines like reciprocating engine, gas
turbines, ramjets, scramjets, and so on, generally reciprocat-
ing piston engines are known as IC engines. Unlike a steam
engine where the fuel is burnt outside the engine to create
steam pressure, an IC engine burns the fuel inside the cylin-
der, forcing the piston to move within the cylinder. The piston
is connected to a crankshaft that converts the reciprocating
motion of the piston to rotational motion. A large flywheel

(dead mass) is attached to the crankshaft to store some of the
energy in the form of inertia for the subsequent strokes of
the piston which are used for pushing the exhaust out of the
engine, for sucking in fresh air/fuel and for compression of
the air before ignition. The valves in the cylinder open and
close appropriately to create boundary conditions for differ-
ent operations within the stroke as depicted in Figure 5a. A
piston engine therefore has only one power stroke in 2 or
4 strokes (depending on whether it is a 2-stroke or a 4-stroke
engine).

The power-to-weight ratio has always been the most
critical criterion in selecting powerplant for aircraft. There-
fore, the Wright brothers naturally used the reciprocating IC
engines to power their Wright Flyer in 1903. The Wright
brothers built their own engine with the help of their mechanic
Charlie Taylor. The 4-stroke engine weighed around 90 kg
and produced around 12 hp of power, shown in Figure 5b
(Spenser, 2008). A sprocket chain drive with a gear system
powered the twin propellers that rotated in opposite direc-
tions. The basic gear system allowed them to change the

Figure 5. (a) Working of a 4-stroke engine; (b) The Wright Flyer Engine (www.wright-brothers.org).
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propeller speed in spite of the engine rotating at a fixed speed.
In absence of any theory on propellers, they designed their
own propeller and were among the first to understand that the
propeller works similar to a wing. In fact, their propeller was
three-dimensional, quite similar to the propellers used even
decades later.

The need for more power, higher power-to-weight ratio
and reliability were the key drivers in the design and devel-
opment of aircraft engines. It did not take much time for the
military planner and strategists to see the potential of aircraft
being used as a potent weapon in warfare. The World War-I
saw many new developments in aircraft and aircraft engines.
Many of the WW-I fighters were powered by rotary engine.
These engines rotate with propeller and had the advantage
of being air cooled and could dispense with the heavy and
complicated liquid cooling systems required in other types
of engines. However, after the war, the rotary engines were
pushed back by the more powerful and advanced non-rotary
engines (inline, V type, and radial) that revolved at high rpms
and did not have the smoke inhaling problems for the pilot
as in the rotary engines.

After the WW-I, civil aviation emerged. The KLM, Royal
Dutch Airlines, is the oldest airline today which started in
May 1920. In a few years KLM offered scheduled flights to
many places in Europe. The historical first non-stop flight
across the Atlantic in May 1927 by Charles Lindburg in his
“Sprit of St. Louis” ushered a new era in aviation and radial
engines. It also marked a beginning for civil aviation because
in the years after his Trans Atlantic flight, Charles Lindburg
used his reputation to promote the development of civil avi-
ation. The radial engines continued to be in the forefront of
the propulsion systems. The Pratt & Whitney radial engines
were used to power Boeing 247 and Douglas DC-3, the two
most successful commercial aircraft of the 1930s.

The World War-II again saw remarkable developments in
aircraft and related systems and pushed the developments in
these areas to their limits. Since to achieve higher speeds or
higher thrust levels, the propeller run at a higher speed, soon
they were limited by the formation of shock waves at the
propeller blades that reduced the efficiency drastically. Also,
flying higher was not possible with reciprocating engines
because as the density of air reduced at higher altitudes, the
engine power reduced dramatically. The adjustable pitch sys-
tem in propeller and superchargers did help a lot in enlarging
the flight envelope. However, by the end of the war, design-
ers started to realize the fundamental limitations of the IC
engine-propeller type of propulsion system. However, in the
mean time (around 1939), a British Engineer, Sir Frank Whit-
tle and a German scientist, Hans von Ohain, independently
developed a totally different kind of propulsion system based
on the Brayton cycle called as the “Gas Turbine Engine.”

Figure 6. Gas turbine engine (jet engine).

3 THE GAS TURBINE ENGINE

The gas turbine engine is a machine delivering mechanical
power (or thrust in case of a jet engine) using a gaseous
working fluid. It is aninternal combustion engine like the
reciprocating Otto- and Diesel piston engines with the major
difference being that the working fluid flows through the gas
turbine continuously and not intermittently. The continuous
flow of the working fluid requires compression, heat input,
and the expansion to take place in separate components and
therefore a gas turbine consists of at least a compressor, a
combustion chamber and a turbine (Figure 6). Even though
a gas turbine engine consists of more components than just
a turbine, it is named after that single component due to the
historical reasons as the gas turbine was developed as an
alternative to the steam turbine. The compressing component
of a steam cycle, the water pump does not consume much
power and thus receives far less attention than the expansion
component (i.e., the turbine).

3.1 History of gas turbines

The history of the gas turbine when compared to steam tur-
bines and the Otto and Diesel engines is relatively young.
The first (usable) steam turbines were already built during
the second half of the nineteenth century by De Laval, Par-
sons, Curtis and others. The first practically useful gas turbine
engines emerged at the beginning of the twentieth century but
large scale application only started after WWII. The reason
for this late beginning was due to the specific nature of the gas
turbine thermodynamic process. All gas or steam cycle pro-
cesses, produce useful power only if the power required for
compression is less than the power delivered by expansion. In
contrary to a steam turbine cycle, the power required for the
compression process in the gas turbine cycle is very high. For
the gas turbine to perform, it is necessary that surplus power
is left in the gas after expansion in the turbine. Typically
two-third of the power within the gases coming out of the
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combustor is used for driving the compressor and therefore
losses in the compression and/or expansion processes have a
significant effect on the overall efficiency.

The first experimental gas turbine engines were not able
to run in a self-sustained manner due to the huge power
required in the compression process. Only in the year 1905, a
Frenchman Rateau, built a gas turbine that actually deliv-
ered shaft power with 25 centrifugal compressor stages
delivering a pressure ratio of 3. This pressure ratio would
normally not suffice for a gas turbine to deliver power, but
with an extremely high combustion temperature combined
with water-cooled turbine blades, Rateau managed to gen-
erate some useful power. However, the thermal efficiency
of this gas turbine was only 3.5%. Further development
of the gas turbine continued, especially in Switzerland by
Prof. Stodola from the University of Zurich and manufac-
turer Brown Boveri (currently named ABB). Brown Boveri
pioneered in the development of gas turbines for electrical
power generation and other industrial applications. The first
gas turbine for power generation became operational in 1939
in Neufchateau, Switzerland.

During the same period Sir Frank Whittle in England
and Hans von Ohain in German, independently started the
development of a gas turbine-based jet engine for aircraft
propulsion. Sir Frank Whittle, who was a flying officer in the
Royal Air Force conceived the concept of gas turbine as a
jet engine in 1929 and was the first to claim a patent on the
concept in the year 1930. Sir Frank Whittle set a target to
design an aircraft engine capable of operating at high alti-
tudes and speeds up to 900 km h−1, which were far beyond
the operating limits of the piston engines and propellers. The
British government as well as the British aircraft engine man-
ufacturers did not share Whittle’s enthusiasm and did not
support him. In 1936, Sir Frank Whittle and some friends
and investors established a company called “Power Jets Lim-
ited.” In spite of many technological problems and lack of
funds, they eventually built the first gas turbine engine for
aircraft applications. In 1937, Hans Von Ohain designed a
similar gas turbine with hydrogen as fuel. After a number
of successful tests, Von Ohain received substantial support
from an aircraft manufacturer (Heinkel), which enabled him
to demonstrate the first jet engine powered flight, the Heinkel
He-178 aircraft in 1939.

3.2 Early gas turbine development

After the WWII, the potential of gas turbine as a powerful new
alternative aircraft propulsion system was well recognized.
The development of high-temperature materials and elabo-
rate cooling techniques enabled the gas turbine to operate at

higher turbine inlet temperatures. Extensive developments in
aerodynamics improved the compressor and turbine efficien-
cies. New combustor material and designs enabled more fuel
to be burnt in the engine. Better manufacturing techniques
resulted in reliable and efficient engines. Also new engine
configurations (e.g., twin spool, triple spool, turbofan aircraft
engines) further improved performance and efficiency.

3.3 Performance

Aircraft gas turbines are manufactured in a wide thrust range.
From small gas turbines for remotely piloted aircraft with
40–100 N of thrust up to about 400 kN (Rolls-Royce Trent,
GE90). Industrial gas turbines range from 30 kW (Capstone)
up to 240 MW (ABB). Several aircraft gas turbine designs
have derivatives for stationary applications on the ground.
These usually are referred to as “aeroderived” industrial gas
turbines. Examples are the aeroderived versions of the Rolls-
Royce Avon, Spey, Olympus, RB211 and Trent engines.
The GE LM2500 and LM6000 industrial gas turbines
are “aeroderivatives” of the CF6-50 and CF6-80 engines,
respectively.

3.4 Design challenges

An aircraft engine is a very high-performance gas turbine
engine. It is a very complicated machine consisting of hun-
dreds of parts operating in a severe environment. In general
the engine development cycle is more than the aircraft devel-
opment cycle. The Boeing 747 aircraft has four engines and
every single engine produces more power than 100 Ferrari’s
put together. This high-power output makes gas turbine
engines as a natural choice for high-performance aircraft.

The thermal efficiency (the ability of the engine to con-
vert chemical energy in the fuel to useful work output) of a
gas turbine increases with pressure ratio and the operating
temperature. The turbine operates in a very high tempera-
ture and pressure environment. The temperature inside the
combustion chambers of modern gas turbine engine is well
over 2200 K, much higher than the melting temperature of
the material. Even after dilution, the temperature of gases
coming out of the combustor is well over 1600 K. Elaborate
cooling techniques are required in order to keep the material
temperature within safe operating limits. The turbine, which
drives the compressor, extracts huge amount of power from
the combustion gases and is therefore the most highly loaded
component within the engine. Generally the turbine operates
under chocked condition (the velocity of fluid is equal to
the velocity of sound). To keep the turbine blades operating
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under such severe conditions, very sophisticated material,
manufacturing and cooling techniques are used. Some of the
challenging areas in gas turbines are

� Aerodynamics: since most of the engines operate at a high
overall pressure ratio (OPR), a large number of stages are
required to achieve the compression ratio. Aerodynami-
cists strive to achieve the given operating pressure with
higher compressor efficiency and with minimum number
of stages. Most of the modern compressor designs rely
heavily on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to arrive
at the final design. The advancements in turbomachinery
has enabled reduction in the number of stages required to
achieve the desired performance.

� Materials: aircraft engines rely heavily on material tech-
nologies, especially high-temperature alloys, coatings,
composites, and ceramics, for improvement in efficiencies
as well as for reduction in weight. Due to the innovation
in high-temperature materials combine with advanced
cooling techniques, the peak temperature in the gas tur-
bine cycle (turbine entry temperature) has increased from
500◦C in the early gas turbines to over 1500◦C in modern
high performance aero engines.

� Manufacturing: new manufacturing techniques like sin-
gle crystal turbine blades, composite fan blades, blisks
(bladed disks), and so on, have increased the performance
of the gas turbine engine substantially.

� Combustion: a gas turbine engine used on passenger air-
craft burns more fuel in 2 s as compared to a car in 1 h.
Therefore, the heat densities encountered in such engines
is enormous. Apart from heat, combustion also produces
noise and emission. New combustion techniques such as
RQL (Rich burn Quick quench Lean burn), TAPS (Twin
Annular Premixed Swirler, used in GENX engines), are
being used in modern engines to reduce NOx, CO, unburnt
hydrocarbons, and so on.

� System performance and monitoring: improvements in
sensors and electronics have made it possible to oper-
ate the engine in an optimum manner without increasing
the pilot load. Further, the data gathered from vari-
ous sensors in combination with predictive models can
be used for diagnostics and health monitoring of these
engines.

3.5 Gas turbine manufacturers

GE is the largest manufacturer of aircraft gas turbines,
followed by Rolls Royce (UK, includes Allison), Pratt &
Whitney (USA/Canada), Honeywell (USA, includes Allied
Signal Gas turbines and Garret), Snecma (France, includes

Turbomeca), MTU (Germany), FiatAvio (Italy), Japanese
Aero Engine Corporation (JAEC), and some other small
manufacturers. The costs and also the risks of R&D for
new advanced gas turbines are very high and have forced
many manufacturers to collaborate with other manufacturers.
Sometimes a manufacturer develops a new engine, and other
companies develop one or more modules. Many a times joint
ventures are established with several partners and engines are
designed and produced under the new joint venture name.
Examples of collaborations are:

� CFM (GE and Snecma, CFM-56 engine).
� GE with Snecma, IHI, and FiatAvio (GE90 turbofan

engine for the B777).
� IAE (International Aero Engines, Rolls-Royce, Pratt &

Whitney (USA), JAEC, FiatAvio, and MTU united in
1983 to develop the IAE-V2500 engine).

� Turbo-Union (Rolls-Royce, FiatAvio, and MTU).
� BWM-RR (BMW and Rolls Royce) for regional and busi-

ness jet BR700 series engines.

The gas turbine industry in former Soviet Union was sig-
nificant in size, but after its breakup, the gas turbine industry
in Russia is still struggling to become competitive.

In the industrial gas turbines sector, General Electric –
USA (GE) is the market leader with market share close to
70%. Other manufacturers share the remaining part of the
market; among them are Alstom (several European coun-
tries, includes former Asea Brown Boveri ABB, Alsthom,
European Gas Turbines), Siemens from Germany (includes
KWU and Westinghouse from USA), Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries in Japan and several other small manufacturers.
World wide, about 1000 industrial gas turbines are sold
annually.

4 FUTURE CHALLENGES

As far as the civil aviation is concerned, the main challenges
for aviation can be classified into four categories as shown
in Figure 7a: emissions, noise, efficiency, and reliability. All
of these challenges are directly or indirectly related to the
engines. These challenges are also the main bottlenecks for
the growth of aviation in the future. It is anticipated that
emission standard will become more stringent in the coming
years. Many committees around the world have proposed dif-
ferent regulations for aviation. The Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics Research in Europe (ACARE) predicts a drastic
reduction in aircraft emissions, especially to reduce the NOx
emission by more than 70%. The ACAREs vision for aviation
in the future is shown in Figure 7b.
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Figure 7. (a) Main challenges faced by commercial aviation; (b) ACARE Vision 2020.

4.1 Emissions

With global warming and ozone depletion becoming one of
the major problems of our times, and because of the ever-
increasing air traffic, emissions from aircraft can no longer
be ignored. Because aircraft emit their pollutants in the upper
troposphere or lower layers of the stratosphere, the impact of
these pollutants in deteriorating the environment is more as
compared to those by the land-based pollutants. Since the
emission takes place at high altitudes, the global warming
potential of these emissons is much higher as compared to
the land-based emissions. For example, it has been proved
that the CO2 emitted by aircraft takes more than 100 years
before it can enter the earth’s carbon cycle. Hence, there is
an urgent need to reduce CO2, NOx, CO, UHC, and other
pollutants emitted from aircraft. The NOx predominates both
in the vicinity of the airport and also during altitude cruise.

4.2 Fuels

The extensive use of fossil fuel has already increased the
CO2 levels in atmosphere to alarming levels; also the scarce
and rapidly depleting conventional petroleum resources have
promoted research for alternative fuels. The different fuels
investigated are: biodiesel, ethanol, dimethyl ether (DME),
hydrogen, syngas and Fisher Tropsch fuels such as gas to
liquid (GTL) and coal to liquid (CTL). Availability and eco-
nomics play an important role in the search for new fuels.

Biodiesel is a renewable fuel made up fatty acid methyl
esters (FAME) derived from either vegetable/animal oil or
fat from crops such as corn, peanut, sun flower, soybean,
rapeseed, palm, and so on. Biodiesel is not the oil or the
fat produced directly from the crops, but it has to be pro-

cessed in a chemical reaction that is called transesterification
in order to achieve properties that allow it to compete with
fuel from petroleum. In this process glycerine is removed
from the vegetable oil using an alcohol and so producing
an ester (biodiesel). When the alcohol used is methanol the
product is a methyl ester, when ethanol is used the product
is an ethyl ester. Recent studies have shown that fuels pro-
duced from biomass are uneconomical as they use much more
energy in their creation than the resulting biodiesel generates.

In future aviation will see a significant use of non-
conventional and may be even non-carbon based fuels, like
hydrogen. The anticipated evolution of fuels in aviation
is shown in Figure 8a. The comparison of hydrogen with
kerosene in terms of weight and volume for a given energy
content is shown in Figure 8b. It is clear that the energy den-
sity of hydrogen is much higher than kerosene, thus allowing
much less fuel to be taken onboard. However, the volume
required by hydrogen is much higher than kerosene, thus
calling for new storage schemes and techniques. Storing
hydrogen in the liquid form is challenging and hence calls
for innovative storage technologies. However, future aircraft
configurations like the blended wing body (BWB) aircraft are
more suitable for storing cylindrical liquid hydrogen (LH2)
storage tanks depicted in Figure 9.

Water vapor is the main emission from burning hydro-
gen. A hydrogen aircraft would release about twice the water
vapor as an equivalent kerosene aircraft. At lower altitudes,
below about 28 000 ft, high levels of water vapor are natu-
rally present in the atmosphere and so water vapor emissions
are not a primary concern. However, for optimal efficiency
commercial transport aircraft typically cruise above 33 000 ft,
where water vapor can form contrails under certain atmo-
spheric conditions. These contrails are known to form cirrus
clouds that can enhance the green house effect.
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Figure 8. (a) Anticipated trends in aviation fuels; (b) comparision of hydrogen with kerosene for a given energy content.

Figure 9. Possible solution for LH2 storage in blended wing body type aircraft. (a) Front view; (b) top view.

4.3 Noise

Aircraft noise significantly affects millions of people around
the world in a direct or indirect way. It is also estimated that
millions of EU citizens are living with noise levels that cause
“serious annoyance” during the daytime (Commission of the
European Communities, 1996). Aircraft noise can produce
effects on electroencephalogram sleep patterns and can cause
wakefulness and difficulty in sleeping.

Aircraft noise arises from engines and from the movement
of turbulent air over the physical structures (airframe) of an
aircraft (Figure 10a). The main sources of noise in an engine
are the fan, the exhaust jet, the combustor, compressor, and
turbine. The relative comparison of the various sources of
noise in a modern turbofan engine is shown in Figure 10b.
Since the dawn of the jet age the noise generated by civil
aircraft has decreased by more than 20 dB at a given thrust
level (Grant, 2007). To the listener this is heard as a fourfold

Figure 10. (a) Noise sources in an aircraft; (b) aircraft engine noise sources and their directionality.
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Figure 11. Aircraft noise reduction over the years.

reduction in noise and it represents a fall of a factor of more
than 100 in terms of the acoustic power generated (Rolls-
Royce, 2005). The reduction in the engine noise levels over
the years is shown in Figure 11.

5 NEW ENGINE CONCEPTS

5.1 Geared turbofan (GTF) engine

Modern turbofan engines are aimed at high bypass ratio
(BPR) with reduced fan tip speeds. This results in a reduction
in the low pressure (LP) shaft speed and subsequent increase
in the number of stages for the LP compressor and LP tur-
bine in order to retain satisfactory efficiencies and pressure
ratios for these components. In addition, reduced speed also
imposes higher torque requirement of the LP shaft which
results in bigger shaft diameters. The GTF engine concept
addresses the present problems by introducing a reduction
gear system to de-couple the fan from rest of the LP Systems
namely booster, shaft, and LPT. As a result, the GTF system

allows the fan to operate at a slower, optimum speed while let-
ting the booster and the LPT to operate at their higher speeds.
However, the additional weight and complexity of the gear
system can reduce some of the benefits. The GTF concept has
following advantages over a direct drive high BPR engines
(Dewanji, Rao and van Buijtenen, 2010).

� Slow fan speed and hence lower fan noise.
� Improvement in booster efficiency.
� Higher LPT loading and hence reduction in the number

of LPT stages.
� Increased propulsive efficiency and hence reduction in

specific fuel consumption.

Pratt and Whitney first demonstrated GTF engine for com-
mercial aircraft known as Pure Power PW1000G (shown in
Figure 12a) and is expected to be incorporated in service for
Airbus A340-600 by 2013.

5.2 Open rotor turbofan engine

An unducted fan or open rotor engine is a modified turbofan
engine, with the fan placed outside of the engine nacelle on
the same axis as the compressor. Open rotor engines are also
known as ultra-high bypass (UHB) engines or unducted fan
(UDF) engines. The design is intended to offer the speed
and performance of a turbofan with the fuel economy of a
turboprop.

This concept is not new and was investigated by GE and
NASA in the late 1970s. However, this concept has been
revived again by CFM®. This open rotor vision of CFM with
two set of counter-rotating blades (as shown in Figure 12b),
is slated to have a bypass ratio of 35:1. To ensure maximum
efficiency in every stage of the flight, each blade will have its
own pitch change mechanism.

Figure 12. (a) The Geared Turbofan Engine by Pratt and Whitney®; (b) the open rotor engine by CFM®.
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Figure 13. Conceptual layout of a hybrid engine.

However, the main concern with this concept is the high
intensity of noise, especially during take-off. In addition,
installing these large diameter engines on conventional air-
craft can be a problem. Also, due to the unshielded blades,
blade containment is a major safety issue.

5.3 Hybrid engines

In order to make aviation more sustainable, both in terms
of reducing the fuel consumption as well as emitting less
CO2 at higher altitudes, new engine configurations are being
proposed which are quite different than the conventional
high bypass turbofan engines. The current generation tur-
bofan engines have reached a technological plateau and it is
often claimed that complying with future regulations will not
require evolution but, rather, revolution. As described earlier,
future aircraft configurations like the BWB class of aircraft
are suitable for carrying LH2 or liquefied natural gas (LNG)
as their fuel, thus making them potentially carbon neutral to a
large extent. However, for optimum space utilization within
the aircraft, it is also beneficial to carry some amount of con-

ventional liquid fuels. The BWB class of aircraft also presents
unique aircraft-engine integration challenges which demand
the engines to be buried within the nacelle so that the engines
are capable of ingesting the boundary layer. In order to meet
such unique set of demands for future aircraft, researchers are
proposing novel engine configurations as shown in Figure 13
(Tang, Rao and van Buijtenen, 2010) which are capable of
using multiple fuels.

6 CLOSURE

Aviation has always been at the forefront of technology in the
past and always will be in the future. Most of the major break-
throughs in aviation have come because of the advancements
in the propulsion. With the world becoming a smaller place
than ever before, propulsion technologies will play even a
greater role in shaping the future of aviation.
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1 FORCES AND MOTIONS

Force is the push or pull that acts on an object. That push or
pull could cause the object to change in the speed and/or direc-
tion of its motion, including the initation of motion from rest.
That push and pull can also cause the object to deform. Force
(F ) is a vector quantity with both magnitude and direction.
When describing a force, one must specify its magnitude, its
direction, and its line of action.

Motion refers to changes in the location of an object.
Motion is always observed and measured relative to a frame
of reference. An object that is motionless relative to a given
frame of reference could be moving relative to infinitely many
other reference frames. Thus, the frame of reference is critical
when describing forces and motions.

When the speed of an object is much less than the speed of
light, Newton’s three laws of motion describe quite accurately
the relationship between forces, motions, and the frame of
reference. Newton’s three laws of motion are as follows:

Newton’s First Law states that relative to an inertial frame
of reference, an object with no net force acting on it will
move without change in its velocity. This law is often simply
stated as “an object persists in its state of rest or of uniform
motion unless acted upon by an external unbalanced force.”
Therefore, Newton’s first law is also referred to as the law of
inertia.

Newton’s Second Law states that, when observed from an
inertial reference frame, the net force on an object is equal
to the time rate of change of its momentum. This law is also
often stated as, “force equals mass times acceleration” (i.e.,
the net force acting on an object (F ) is equal to the mass of
the object (m) multiplied by its acceleration a or F = ma.

Newton’s Third Law states that “whenever an object A
exerts a force on another object B, object B simultaneously
exerts a force on object A with the same magnitude in the
opposite direction.” The strong form of the law further pos-
tulates that these two forces act along the same line. This law
is often simplified into the sentence, “to every action there is
an equal and opposite reaction.”

Newton’s three laws of motion can be used to explain why
an airplane could fly and guide the design of an airplane. As
shown in Figure 1, the forces that act on an airplane in flight
can be grouped into four categories, and they are lift, drag,
thrust, and weight.

Weight is a force due to gravity and is directed towards the
center of the earth. The magnitude of weight depends on the
mass of all the airplane parts, the fuel, and any payload on
board the airplane such as people, baggage, freight, and so
on. Though the mass is distributed throughout the airplane,
the net force due to gravity can be assumed to act through a
single point, called the center of gravity.
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Figure 1. The forces that act on an airplane in flight.

In order for an airplane to fly, it must overcome the force
of weight. The airplane accomplishes this by generating an
opposing force, called lift. Lift is generated by motion of the
airplane through the air and is an aerodynamic force. Lift is
directed perpendicular to the flight direction. The magnitude
of the lift depends on several factors including the shape, size,
and velocity of the airplane. As with weight, each part of the
airplane contributes to its lift force. Most of the lift is gener-
ated by the wings. Though the aerodynamic pressure forces
that lift the airplane is distributed throughout the airplane, the
net lift force can be assumed to acts through a single point,
called the center of pressure/shear forces. The center of pres-
sure/shear is defined just like the center of gravity, but using
the pressure distribution around the body instead of the mass
distribution.

As an airplane moves through the air, in addition to the
lift force, there is another aerodynamic force generated. That
force is called drag, and it results because the air resists the
motion of the airplane. Drag is directed along and opposed
to the direction of flight. There are many factors that affect
the magnitude of the drag force including the shape of the
airplane, the “stickiness” of the air, and the velocity of the
aircraft. Though the resistance to the airplane’s motion is
distributed thoughout the aircraft, the net resistance or drag
force acts through the airplane’s center of pressure/shear.

To overcome drag, an airplane uses a propulsion system to
generate a force called thrust. In general, the thrust force is in
the direction of flight. However, for some airplanes, the thrust
direction can be varied to help the airplane take off in a very
short distance. The magnitude of the thrust depends on many
factors associated with the propulsion system including the
type of engine, the number of engines, and the throttle setting.

The motion of an airplane through air depends on the
relative strength and direction of the four forces shown in Fig-
ure 1. If all of the four forces are balanced, then the airplane
cruises at constant velocity. If the forces are unbalanced, then
the airplane either accelerates or decelerates in the direction
of the force imbalance.

It should be noted that the purpose of the engine is just
to generate the thrust needed to overcome the airplane’s drag
for cruise, for takeoff, for landing, and for maneuvering, but
not to lift the airplane. As an example, a one-million-pound
Boeing 747 airliner with its passengers and payload has four
engines that only produce about 200 000 pounds of thrust. It is
the wings of the Boeing 747 that are doing the lifting, not the
engines. In fact, there are some airplanes called gliders that
have no engines at all, but fly just fine. For gliders, some
external source of power has to be applied to initiate the
motion necessary for the wings to produce lift. However,
during flight, the weight is opposed by both lift and drag.
During reentry and landing, the Space Shuttle is a glider; the
rocket engines are used only to launch the Shuttle into space.

2 METHODS OF GENERATING LIFT
AND THRUST

There are a number of ways to generate lift and thrust. In
this section, an overview is first given on how natural fly-
ers/swimmers such as birds, insects, and fish generate lift
and thrust. Understanding how these natural flyers/swimmers
fly/swim can provide considerable guidance in the develop-
ment of micro aerial vehicles. Afterwards, an overview is
given on how humans fly through engineered systems such
as the airplane.

2.1 How nature does it (birds, insects, and fish)?

Flapping propulsion is one of the most complex yet
widespread modes of transportation found in nature. Birds,
insects, fish, and cetaceans, such as whales and dolphins,
have evolved and used flapping wing/fin systems for thrust
and lift production for millions of years. Locomotion of natu-
ral flyers/swimmers by flapping wings/fins is a sophisticated
realm of propulsion and has intrigued humans for centuries if
not since the dawn of human existence. There is a long list of
literature by biologists and naturalists describing the kinemat-
ics of flapping wing/fin motions of natural fliers/swimmers
and the empirical correlations between flapping frequency,
weight, wing-span/fin size, and power requirements based on
the studies of many different families of birds, bats, insects,
and fishes. See Shyy et al. (2008) for a review.
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Figure 2. Leonardo da Vinci and his ornithopter.

The observations of the success of the flapping propulsion
of natural fliers/swimmers apparently inspired the designs of
flapping-wing aircraft (i.e., ornithopter) that could be pushed
or pull with human hands and arms, or pump with legs to
flap wings up and down to achieve flapping propulsion for
flying since the beginning of aviation history. Indeed, no less
great mind than Leonardo da Vinci designed numerous such
ornithopters in pre-Wright era of aviation history. One of de
Vinci’s own ornithopter designs taken from his voluminous
notebooks of drawings is given in Figure 2. While numerous
human-powered ornithopter have been designed and flight
tested, no human-powered ornithopter has ever successfully
flown.

The success of the Wright brothers in 1903 with the
fixed-wing aircraft concept soon convinced the aeronautical

Figure 3. Schematic illustrating thrust production by a plunging airfoil as suggested by Knoller (1909) and Betz (1912). Reproduced from
Jones and Platzer (2009) c© Springer.

engineering community to regard the flapping-wing aircraft
concept as unpromising for further development and, indeed,
throughout the whole twentieth century few attempts were
made to build flapping-wing vehicles. It wasn’t until near the
end of the 20th century with the advent of the vision to cre-
ate a new type of air vehicle of greatly diminished size, the
micro aerial vehicles (MAVs), was there a renewed interest
on natural flyers and triggered a surge in the re-examination
of the flapping-wing flight concept. This renewed interest
came about because of the small Reynolds numbers that these
MAVs would experience, typically from a few thousand to
a few tens of thousands, and the need for better agility and
maneuverability requirements for in-door flight applications.

It has long been realized that the mechanisms responsible
for lift and drag in steady-state aerodynamics/hydrodynamics
involving high Reynolds number flows differ consider-
ably from the mechanisms that generate lift and drag in
unsteady low-Reynolds number flows produced by the flap-
ping wing/fin systems employed by natural fliers/swimmers
for locomotion. This has prompted extensive studies to
uncover the underlying physics and to elucidate fundamental
mechanisms employed by the natural fliers/swimmers to pro-
duce enough aerodynamic/hydrodynamic forces needed for
propulsion and maneuvering. Knoller (1909) and Betz (1912)
are among the first to propose a theory to explain why a flap-
ping wing can generate thrust during flapping motion. Their
explanation is shown schematically in Figure 3, where an air-
foil is depicted which executes harmonic plunge oscillations.
As shown in the figure, when the airfoil moves through its
mean position in either the up stroke or the down stroke of the
flapping cycle, the airfoil “sees” an effective angle of attack,
αeff, due to the vectorial superposition of its flight speed, V∞,
and the plunge velocity, z′(t) due to the flapping motion. By
neglecting viscous and three-dimensional effects, a resultant
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aerodynamic force, N, is generated which is always inclined
forward. As a result, a harmonically varying force component
in the flight direction, T, (i.e., thrust) is produced. Since a pos-
itive thrust component is generated during both up strokes and
down strokes in the flapping motion, a time-averaged positive
thrust will be produced as a result of the flapping motion of
the airfoil. This is also called Knoller–Betz effect.

Katzmayr (1922) provided the first experimental verifi-
cation of the Knoller–Betz effect by measuring the average
thrust acting on the test wing placed a stationary wing into
a sinusoidally oscillating wind stream. Katzmayr’s experi-
mental work, in turn, stimulated a more detailed analysis by
Birnbaum (1924) who applied Prandtl’s unsteady thin airfoil
theory to study the wake structures and resultant aerody-
namic forces acting on oscillating airfoils. Birnbaum (1924)
is regarded as the first to give a quantitative prediction of
thrust generation due to oscillating airfoils, and he was also
able to show that an oscillating airfoil would shed vortices
from its trailing edge (an effect not included by Knoller and
Betz).

Much progress has been made since then to uncover
underlying physics to elucidate fundamental mechanisms of
flapping propulsion. It has been found that the wake structures
downstream of flapping airfoils can be characterized as drag-
producing, neutral, or thrust-producing depending on the
flapping frequency and stroke amplitude (Jones and Platzer,
(2009)). As shown in Figure 4, drag-producing wakes have
velocity profiles that show a momentum deficit when time
averaged, typically with von Karman vortex street wake con-
figurations with two alternating vortex rows, clockwise above
and anticlockwise below for flow from left to right. Vortex
pairs form mushroom-like structures that are tilted upstream.
Thrust producing wakes show a momentum increase, similar
to a jet superimposed on the momentum-deficit velocity pro-
file in the time-averaged flow, such that the thrust produced
is greater than the drag. The wake configuration is typically
a reversed von Karman vortex street with two rows of alter-
nating vortices, anticlockwise above, and clockwise below.
Thus, vortex pairs form downstream tilted mushrooms. Neu-
tral wakes, where the thrust due to flapping motion balances
the inherent drag acting on the airfoil, may show multiple
vortices shedding per half-cycle, and vortex pairs are not
tilted.

A dimensionless parameter that is widely used to describe
the tail or wing kinematics of swimming and flying animals
is the Strouhal number, St = fA/V∞, which divides flapping
frequency (f) and stroke amplitude (A) by the forward flight
speed V∞. Another widely used parameter to characterize the
flight performance of many flying animals ranging in size
from small insects to albatrosses and kestrels is the reduced
frequency, k = 2�fc/V∞, where c is the airfoil chord. Since

Momentum deficit

Momentum surfeit

Oscillating airfoil

Thrust producing wake

Neutral wake

Oscillating airfoil

Oscillating airfoil

(a)

(b)

(c)

Drag-producing wake

Figure 4. Wake structures of an oscillating airfoil.

the product f and c is a measure of the flapping velocity, hence
reduced frequency, k, is a measure of the flapping velocity
relative to the flight/swim speed. By using non-dimensional
flapping amplitude, h = A/c, the relationship between the
product kh and the Strouhal number St can be written as kh =
2�St.

Extensive experimental studies with isolated pitching or
heaving airfoils have revealed that high peak propulsive effi-
ciencies (defined as the ratio of aerodynamic/hydrodynamics
power output to mechanical power input) would be achieved
within the range of 0.2 < St < 0.4. Measured propulsive effi-
ciency usually peaks when the flapping kinematics result in
maximum amplification of the shed vortices in the wake and
an average velocity profile equivalent to a jet as shown in
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Figure 4(b). It has been reported that the propulsive effi-
ciency of flapping propulsion can be as high as 70%∼80%
(Anderson et al., (1998); Read, Hover and Triantafyllou,
(2003)). Optimal St is found to depend subtly on kinematic
parameters including geometric angle of attack, amplitude-
to-chord ratio, airfoil section and phase of motion but, for
any given motion, efficiency is usually high over a range nar-
rower than 0.2 < St < 0.4. It has also been found that natural
selection is likely to tune fishes and animals to swim or fly
in the range of 0.2 < St < 0.4 for high propulsive efficiency.
For example, Taylor, Nudds and Thomas (2003) analyzed
the flapping frequencies and amplitudes of 42 species of
birds, bats, and insects in cruise flight and found that these
flying animals operate within a narrow range of Strouhal
number with 0.2 < St < 0.4. Similar results were also found
to be true for dolphins, sharks and bony fish, which swim
at 0.2 < Sr < 0.4 (Triantafyllou, Triantafyllou and Grosen-
baugh, (1993); Rohr et al., (1998)).

2.2 How humankind does it (engines attached to
an airframe with propellers or nozzles)?

For human flight, because of our size and weight and because
of our needs on speed, range of travel, and payload, what
works for natural flyers/swimmers such as birds and insects
may not work for us. Both fixed and rotary wing vehicles
have been developed. Here, we focus on the fix wing airplane
to illustrate the basic concepts of lift and thrust. For fixed
wing airplanes, the wings are used to generate the lift, and
propulsion systems are needed to generate thrust to overcome
the aerodynamic drag for sustained and controlled flight. An
airplane’s propulsion system must satisfy two requirements.
First, the thrust from the propulsion system must balance the
drag of the airplane when the airplane is cruising. Second,
the thrust from the propulsion system must exceed the drag
of the airplane for the airplane to accelerate. In fact, the
greater the difference between the thrust and the drag, called
the excess thrust, the faster the airplane will accelerate.

So far, four principal propulsion systems have been used
for aircraft propulsion, and these are as follows: the propellers
driven by piston or rotary engines, the gas turbines (or jet
engines), the ramjets, and the rockets. Different propulsion
systems generate thrust in different ways.

Since the first flight of the Wright brothers, propellers
driven by internal combustion (IC) engines have been widely
used to generate thrust to power airplanes. Today, most gen-
eral aviation or private airplanes are still using propellers
driven by internal combustion engines for propulsion (Fig-
ure 5). Much like an automotive engine, the IC engine takes
air from the surroundings, mixes it with fuel, burns the fuel to

Figure 5. An Allison V-1710-115 IC engine-powered propeller.

release the energy in the fuel, and uses the heated and pressur-
ized gas to move a piston, which is attached to a crankshaft. In
the automobile, the shaft is used to turn the wheels of the car.
In an airplane, the shaft is connected to a propeller to gener-
ate thrust to power the airplane. While propellers are usually
used to power aircraft flying with relatively low speed in sub-
sonic regime, they are found to have the best fuel efficiency
among the four kinds of aircraft propulsion systems, at least
in the power range of interest to general aviation aircraft.

Gas turbine engine (Figure 6) was first developed inde-
pendently in Germany and in England during World War II.
Gas turbine engines are also called jet engines. Early gas-
turbine engines worked much like a rocket engine creating a
hot exhaust gas, which was passed through a nozzle to pro-
duce thrust. However, unlike the rocket engine, which must
carry its oxygen for combustion, turbine engines get its oxy-
gen from the surrounding air. For a gas-turbine engine, the
accelerated gas, or working fluid, is the jet exhaust. Most
of the mass of the jet exhaust comes from the air surround-
ing the airplane and its engines. Most modern, high-speed,
passenger and military airplanes are powered by gas-turbine
engines. Compared with propeller-based propulsion systems,
gas turbine engines can generate much more thrust for aircraft
flying with much higher speed such as in transonic or super-
sonic regime. To increase efficiency, turboprops and turbofan

Figure 6. An GE90-115B gas-turbine engine.
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Figure 7. A ramjet engine on SR-71 spy plane.

engines are developed by combing propeller or fan with a gas
turbine to strike a balance between thrust generation and fuel
efficiency for aircraft propulsion.

Some of the original ideas concerning ramjet propulsion
systems were first developed in Europe in the early 1900s.
For a ramjet propulsion system (Figure 7), thrust is produced
by passing the hot exhaust from the combustion of a fuel
through a nozzle. The nozzle accelerates the flow, and the
reaction to this acceleration produces thrust. To maintain the
flow through the nozzle, the combustion must occur at a pres-
sure that is higher than the pressure at the nozzle exit. In a
ramjet engine, the needed high pressure is produced by “ram-
ming” external air into the combustor by using the forward
speed of the vehicle. The external air that is brought into
the propulsion system becomes the working fluid, much like
a turbojet engine. In a turbojet engine, the high pressure in
the combustor is generated by a compressor, but there are
no compressors in a ramjet engine. Therefore, ramjets are
lighter and simpler than a turbojet engine. Ramjets produce
thrust only when the vehicle is already moving fast enough;
ramjets cannot produce thrust when the engine is stationary
or static. Therefore, some other propulsion system must be
used to accelerate the vehicle to a speed, where the ramjet
begins to produce thrust. The higher the speed of the vehicle,
the better a ramjet works until aerodynamic losses become a
dominant factor.

The combustion that produces thrust in the ramjet occurs
at a subsonic speed in the combustor. For a vehicle traveling
supersonically, the air entering the engine must be slowed
to subsonic speeds by the engine inlet. Shock waves present
in the inlet cause performance losses for the propulsion sys-
tem. With the flying speed above Mach number of 5.0, ramjet
propulsion usually becomes very inefficient. The new super-
sonic combustion ramjet, or scramjet, solves this problem by
performing the combustion supersonically in the burner.

A number of rocket-powered airplanes were built during
and following World War II to explore high-speed flight. In a

Figure 8. An F-1 rocket engine.

rocket engine (Figure 8), fuel and a source of oxygen, called
an oxidizer, are mixed and exploded in a combustion cham-
ber. The combustion produces hot exhaust, which is passed
through a nozzle to accelerate the flow and produce thrust.
For a rocket, the accelerated gas, or working fluid, is the
hot exhaust produced during combustion. This is a different
working fluid than those in a turbojet engine, scramjet, or a
propeller-powered aircraft. Turbojet engines, scramjet, and
propellers use air from the atmosphere as the working fluid
(i.e., they are air breathing engines), but rockets do not use air
or the oxidizer in air to generate thrust (i.e., they are not air-
breathing). This is why rockets work so well in space, where
there is no air, and why gas turbines, ramjets, scramjets, or a
propeller do not work there.

There are two main categories of rocket engines, liquid
rockets, and solid rockets. In a liquid rocket, the fuel and
the oxidizer are stored separately as liquids and are pumped
into the combustion chamber, where burning occurs. In a
solid rocket, the fuel and the oxidizer are mixed together and
packed into a solid propellant. Under normal temperature
conditions, the solid propellants do not burn. They will start
to burn only when exposed to sufficient heat such as that pro-
vided by an igniter. Once the burning starts, it proceeds until
all the propellant is exhausted. Thus, there is no control on the
thrust unless the propellants are designed and packed differ-
ently in different parts of the rocket’s long circular cylinder.
With a liquid rocket, thrust can be controlled by adjusting the
flow of the fuel and oxidizer into the combustion chamber.
Liquid rockets tend to be heavier and more complex because
of the pumps and storage tanks. For liquid rockets, the liquid
fuel and oxidizer are loaded into the rocket just before launch.
A solid rocket is much easier to handle and can sit for years
before firing.

Different missions will place different requirements on the
airplanes’ propulsion systems. Some airplanes, like commer-
cial airliners and cargo planes, spend most of their lives in a
cruise condition. For these airplanes, excess thrust is not as
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important as high engine efficiency and low fuel usage during
cruise. Since it is more efficient to accelerate a “large” quan-
tity of mass by a small amount than to accelerate a “small”
quantity of mass by a large amount to achieve the same change
in momentum, high bypass fans, and turboprops are usually
used on cargo planes and airliners. Some aircraft, like military
fighter planes or experimental high-speed aircraft, requires
very high excess thrust to accelerate quickly and to over-
come the high drag associated with high speeds. For these
airplanes, engine efficiency is not as important as very high
thrust. Modern military aircraft typically employ afterburners
on a low bypass turbofan core to provide tremendous thrust
for faster acceleration to achieve better maneuverability with
less concern on fuel efficiency. Future hypersonic aircraft
will employ some type of scramjet with a rocket engine for
propulsion.

3 BASIC EQUATIONS ON THRUST

The thrust generated by a propulsion system of an airplane
can be explained by using Newton’s laws of motion. Fig-
ure 9 shows the stream tube of the flow entering and exiting
a generic propulsive device from left to right, where the ref-
erence frame is placed on the propulsion device moving at
constant speed of Vi. This device may be a propeller, a jet
engine, or a ramjet operating under steady-state conditions.
The function of the propulsive device is to produce thrust T,
acting to the left, as sketched in the figure. No matter what
kind of propulsive device is used, the thrust is exerted on
the device via the net resultant of pressure and shear forces
distributions acting on the exposed surface areas, internal
and/or external, at each point where air contacts any part of
the propulsive device. According to Newton’s third law, for
every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction – the
propulsion device will exert on the air an equal and opposite
force T ′ acting to the right, as shown in the Figure.

As indicted in the figure, air will enter the control volume
bonded by the dash line at inlet (left boundary) and leave
the control volume at outlet (right boundary). The reacting

A1

V1
P1

A2

V2
P2

T

X- Direction

T ʹ

Propulsive
device 

Figure 9. Thrust generation by a propulsive device.

force T′ that the propulsion device exerts on the air can be
determined based on Newton’s second law, which can be
expressed as follows:

∑
F = ∂

∂ t

∫
C.V.

V ρ d +
∫
C.S.

(V ρ V )·dA (1)

Along the X direction, the above equation can be simpli-
fied with the assumption of steady flow condition inside the
propulsion device and ignoring the effects of the pressure and
shear stresses acting on the side “walls” of the stream tube.
By invoking these assumptions, equation (1) becomes

T
′ + P1A1 − P2A2 = ṁ2V2 − ṁ1V1 (2)

where ṁ, P , V , and A denote, respectively, the mass flow
rate, pressure, fluid velocity, and cross sectional area at the
inlet and outlet sections of the stream tube.

For a propulsion system like a gas turbine, a scramjet or
a propeller, it uses air from the atmosphere as the working
fluid for thrust generation. According to the conservation of
mass principle, the mass flow rate at the outlet is equal to the
mass flow rate of the air entering the inlet plus the fuel added.
However, as a first approximation, the fuel flow rate can be
neglected because it is relatively low when compared to the
air-flow rate so that ṁ = ṁ1 ≈ ṁ2. Therefore, the thrust force
produced by the propulsive device reduces to

T
′ = ṁ (V2 − V1) + P2A2 − P1A1 (3)

The term of ṁ(V2 − V1) on the right side of the equation (3)
indicates the time rate of the change of the air momentum
as it flows through the propulsive device. For a propulsion
device like a gas turbine, a scramjet or a propeller, air will
be accelerated as it flows through the propulsion device
(i.e., V2 > V1), which result in a net positive thrust. The air
pressure at the inlet section is usually lower than ambient air
pressure, while the air pressure at the exit section is almost
equal to ambient air pressure. Therefore, the pressure terms
in the equation (3) will also result a net positive thrust to
power the aircraft.

For propulsion systems like rocket engines, air never
enters so that the air mass flow rate at the inlet section (ṁ1)
will be zero (i.e., ṁ1 = 0). Thus, the thrust force produced
by a rocket is

T
′ = ṁ2V2 + P2A2 − P1A1 (4)

The thrust given by equations (3) and (4) indicate that the
amount of thrust generated by an airplane propulsion system
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depends primarily on how momentum of the mass entering
the device is increased by the propulsion device. High thrust
can be generated by accelerating a large mass of gas by a
small amount as is done by propellers and turbofans or by
accelerating a small mass of gas by a large amount like a
turbojet, ram jet, or rocket.

It should be re-emphasized that the thrust equations given
above are based on the assumption that the effects of the
additional forces exert by the pressure and shear forces act-
ing on the side “walls” of the stream tube were neglected.
More detailed and comprehensive derivations of the thrust
equations that do not make these simplifying assumptions
can be found in Anderson (1998) and Farokhi (2008).

4 SUMMARY

An introduction is given on the forces that affect flight,
namely, how weight must be overcome by lift and how
drag must be overcome by thrust. On lift and thrust, natu-
ral flyers/swimmers, by virtue of their low weight and their
low-Reynolds number flight regimes, achieve flight through
flapping wings/fins that generate lift and thrust through
unsteady means. For human flight, there is a wide spectrum
of needs in terms of payload, speed, and range of flight, and
this produces a spectrum of airframes to generate lift with
minimum drag and engines to provide the thrust. Propellers
and turbofans generate thrust by accelerating a large quantity
of gas by a small amount, and are ideally suited for flights
that involve mostly cruise at subsonic speeds because it can
operate efficiently under these conditions. Turbojets, ram-
jets, scramjets, and rockets generate thrust by accelerating
a small quantity of gas by a large amount, and are ideally
suited for military aircraft that require fast acceleration at high
speeds.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The theory of thermodynamics was developed in the late
1800s together with the industrial revolution. Several devices
we use today were invented just around the turn of the cen-
tury (∼1900) such as the locomotive steam engine, gasoline
and diesel engine, and refrigerator. As with many other his-
torical inventions or discoveries the modern presentation of
the theory is somewhat different from the original. The cur-
rent presentation gives the general laws as postulates from
which we can make some conclusions that have never been
disproved. It will also be shown how this gives the first and
second law of thermodynamics as were originally applied to
cycles such as heat engines. Further details and justifications
are found in textbooks of fundamental thermodynamics. In
the process of making the analysis we will also draw on input

from other fields such as fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and
chemistry but limit those details to a minimum.

2 GENERAL LAWS

The general laws are presented for a finite control volume,
shown in Figure 1, also called an averaged or lumped for-
mulation. Balance equations are accounting for mass (m),
linear momentum (mV ), total energy (E = me, e = u +
(1/2)V 2 + gz) and entropy (S = ms) as mathematical expres-
sions of the classical physics statement that you cannot gen-
erate or destroy (m, mV, E) but you can generateS and not
destroy it. The rate forms (indicated by a dot) within classical
physics are

Continuity equation:

dmcv

dt
= ṁin − ṁex (1)

Figure 1. The control volume and sign convention.
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Momentum equation:

dmV cv

dt
= ṁinV in − ṁexV ex + F (2)

Energy equation:

dEcv

dt
= Q̇cv − Ẇcv + ṁin

(
h + 1

2
V 2 + gz

)
in

−ṁex

(
h + 1

2
V 2 + gz

)
ex

(3)

Entropy equation:

dScv

dt
= ṁinsin − ṁexsex +

∫
dQ

Tsurface

+ Ṡgencv, Ṡgencv≥ 0 (4)

The velocitiesV and forceF in equation (2) are vectors
(or write the momentum equation for thex, y, z velocity com-
ponents separately), but as the flow details are not included
in this section the momentum equation(s) will be omitted
from the rest of this discussion. All equations give the rate of
change of the stored amount in the CV as equal to the trans-
fer of the same kind across the control volume surface (with
mass flows or fluxes) and only entropy can have a positive
generation term.

In order to use the general laws in equations (1)–(4) to
track the storage inside the control volume all the terms in
the equations must be known or modeled. The storage terms
are integrated over the volume with possible several subdo-
mains A, B, and so on, see Figure 2, where the properties

Figure 2. The control volume with subdomains. Reproduced from
Borgnakke and Sonntag (2009)c© John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

are uniform

mcv =
∫
cv

ρ dV = ρAVA + ρBVB + · · · = mA + mB + · · ·

Ecv =
∫
cv

ρe dV =
∫
cv

ρ

(
u + 1

2
V 2 + gz

)
dV

= mAeA + mBeB + · · ·
Scv =

∫
cv

ρs dV = mAsA + mBsB + · · · (5)

If the properties are varying across the volume the actual
integration must be done and the right-hand side values as
(eA, sA) represent the mass averaged quantity. In most cases
that requires a finite volume or finite element formulation of
the problem. Properties are normally defined for equilibrium
states (thermostatics) whereas in general there may be fluxes
(heat transfer, diffusion of species, etc.) giving nonequilib-
rium states. It is possible to quantify some deviations of prop-
erties due to nonequilibrium conditions but those corrections
are minor and we will neglect these effects and consider all
states to be in pseudo-equilibrium.

The mass flow rates are evaluated from the velocities by
integration over the flow area (surface of the control volume)

ṁ =
∫

ρVdA ≈ (ρVA)avg (6)

The mass flow rate or the velocity relates to the pressure
distribution in the fluid and a fluid mechanic analysis is used
to determine the relation. Typically this is done through flow
coefficients and friction/form factors for standard configu-
rations available in hand books. In the energy equation the
rate of work is the net work out as a summation over bound-
ary work like a piston motion and shaft work as in a pump
or turbine. Similarly, the heat transfer is analyzed to make
a suitable expression, which is illustrated here with a model
for the convection heat transfer coefficienthc relating the
Nusselt number,Nu, to the Reynolds numberRe (dimension-
less velocity) of the flow

Q̇cv =
∫

q′′ dA ≈
∫

hc�T dA ≈ hcAsurface�Tavg (7)

Nu = hcL

k
= CRen

Notice here the�Tavg is an average temperature difference
between the control volume surface and its surroundings;
for a specific situation a more detailed heat transfer analysis
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could be required. The flux of entropy becomes

∫
dQ̇

Tsurface
=

∫
q′′

Tsurface
dA ≈

∫
hc�T

Tsurface
dA (8)

and the variation ofTsurfaceand�T must be known locally to
perform the integration.

The entropy equation is then used in a predictive manner
if a reversible process is assumed so the last term (the entropy
generation) is zero or it is used to calculate the entropy gen-
eration provided the storage effect is known. Before results
from the general laws are shown the behavior of the substance
and some property relations are needed.

3 EQUATIONS OF STATE AND
PROPERTY RELATIONS

Properties are obtained from measurable quantitiesp–v–T
and from the indirectly measurable specific heats relating to
the internal energy. Behavior of a pure substance in terms of
thep–v–T relation is expressed in an equation of state (EOS).
Such equations have traditionally been done as explicit in
pressure and a class of these can be shown as a cubic EOS

p = RT

v − b
− a

v2 + cbv + db2
(9)

here (a, b) are parameters and (c, d) define the specific model
as shown in Table 1 with the simplest one the ideal gas law.
The more complex models use the acentric factor (ω) and the
properties (pc, Tc) at the critical point to include the presence
of the phase boundary

a = a0R
2T 2

c

pc
and b = b0RTc

pc
(10)

Table 1. Equations of state.

Model c D b0 a0

Ideal gas 0 0 0 0
van der Waals 0 0 1/8 27/64
Redlich–Kwong 1 0 0.08 664 0.42 748T −1/2

r

Soave 1 0 0.08 664 0.42 748
[
1 + f

(
1 − T

1/2
r

)]2

Peng–Robinson 2−1 0.0778 0.42 748
[
1 + f

(
1 − T

1/2
r

)]2

Soave:f = 0.48+ 1.574ω − 0.176ω2.
Peng–Robinson:f = 0.37 464+ 1.54 226ω − 0.26 992ω2.

The acentric factor is defined by the reduced saturation
pressurepr = p/pc at a reduced temperatureTr = T/Tc =
0.7 providing one piece of information about the location of
the phase boundary away from the critical point

ω = − ln Psat
r atTr = 0.7

ln 10
− 1 (11)

Other equations of state are expansions of the compress-
ibility factor, Z = pv/RT, in a power series of specific volume
as

Z = pv

RT
= 1 + B(T )

v
+ C(T )

v2
+ D(T )

v3
+ · · · (12)

whereB(T), C(T), D(T) are functions of temperature called
virial coefficients. All the EOS shown above are accurate
for only a limited range of states showing an extension of
the ideal gas law towards states with higher density (smaller
specific volume). For high specific volume all the equations
approach the ideal gas law as the second term in equation
(9) vanishes together withv >> b and all the expansion terms
in equation (12) becomes small so the compressibility factor
approaches one.

To be accurate across a broad range of states including liq-
uid states a modern EOS is based on curve fitting Helmholtz
function, a ≡ u − Ts, and they typically contain more than
20 terms with more complicated functions of temperature
and density (ρ = 1/v) including exponential terms. The func-
tion is developed as an ideal gas contribution plus a residual
part

a(ρ, T ) = a∗(ρ, T ) + ar(ρ, T ) (13)

where the ideal gas contribution noted bya* is

a∗(ρ, T ) = u∗ − Ts∗ = h∗ − RT − Ts∗ (14)

and the residual is a curve fit expressed in temperature
and density. All other properties are then found from the
Helmholtz function, see Borgnakke and Sonntag (2009),
where, for example,

p = ρ2
(

∂a

∂ρ

)
T

s = −
(

∂a

∂T

)
ρ

(15)

These are the correlations that produce current tables of
properties with an accuracy of 1% or better in some regions
but the complexity make these correlations useful only in a
computer program. The simpler EOS is being used for esti-
mations where the accuracy is less important and to deal with
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mixtures of substances as an improvement over an ideal gas
treatment.

Property information from caloric measurements are used
to model the specific heats which are defined as

cv =
(

∂u

∂T

)
v

cp =
(

∂h

∂T

)
p

(16)

expressing the sensitivity of the internal energy and the en-
thalpy to temperature along a constant specific volume or
a constant pressure path. They are most useful for states in
a single phase at states whereu is a function of only tem-
perature and the value of the specific heat is not a function
of the path so the partial derivative reduces to an ordinary
derivative. The states for which these provide properties are
the incompressible solid and liquid states and the ideal gas
states.

A simple reversible process in a mass element gives a
boundary work as dw = p dv and entropy changes from equa-
tion (4) as ds = dq/T or dq = T ds. The change in the internal
energy assuming no changes in kinetic or potential energy
gives

du = dq − dw = T ds − pdv (17)

and together with the definition of enthalpy,h ≡ u + pv leads
to the two property relations

T ds = du + p dv (18)

T ds = dh − vdp (19)

These relations are quite useful when the variation of en-
tropy between states should be evaluated. With composition
changes the chemical potential should be added in which
case they are the Gibbs–Duhem relations. Such extensions
are needed when specific effects such as surface tension,
chemical reactions, or chemical affinity in solutions need
to be included in the formulation of the equilibrium prop-
erties including phase equilibrium. This also uses thethird
law of thermodynamics which sets the absolute value of the
entropy for a perfect crystal at 0 K to be assigned ass = 0,
whereas the enthalpy (and therefore alsou) are set to a refer-
ence value at 298 K. These extensions and discussion of sta-
tistical thermodynamics are beyond the scope of the current
presentation, see Kondepudi (2008).

3.1 Liquids and solids

Forliquid andsolid states the behavior is a constant and small
specific volume,

v = C = 1

ρ
(20)

Secondly, it is also found that the specific heats are nearly
constant so

cv = du

dT
; u2 − u1 ≈ cv(T2 − T1) (21)

and

h2 − h1 = u2 − u1 + p2v2 − p1v1 ≈ cv(T2 − T1)

+(p2 − p1)v1 (22)

The variation in entropy from equation (18) becomes

ds = du + p dv

T
≈ du

T
= cv

dT

T
(23)

so

s2 − s1 =
∫

cv
T

dT ≈ cv ln
T2

T1
(24)

As the two assumptions (v = C, cv is constant) are fairly
accurate over a wide range of temperatures and pressures they
are enough to give the variations of the properties (u, h, s)
so extensive tables are not required for the solid and liquid
states.

3.2 Ideal gas

The other region of states where the behavior simplifies is the
ideal gas domain. For this region thep–v–T relation is

pv = RT (25)

which is the limit behavior of molecules as point masses mov-
ing freely in space and not occupying any volume. If pressure
is increased to infinity the volume goes towards zero and this
is where the law does not apply as the condition approaches
a liquid or solid state with much smaller intermolecular
distances.
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For ideal gases bothu* and h* = u* + pv = u* + RT are
functions of temperature only so

cv = du∗

dT
; u∗ = u∗

0 +
∫

cv dT (26)

cp = dh∗

dT
= cv + R; h∗ = h∗

0 +
∫

cp dT (27)

whereu∗
0 andh∗

0 are constants. This behavior comes from
the limit of large specific volume, as shown for the EOS,
where the intermolecular forces approach zero so there is no
potential energy associated with these forces, the residual part
is zero, and the internal energy is a function of the molecular
structure only. The limit corresponds to molecules moving
freely in space not sensing the presence of other molecules.

For the entropy equation (19) is used as

ds∗ = dh∗

T
− v

T
dp = cp

T
dT − R

p
dp (28)

giving entropy from a reference values∗
0 at T0, p0 as

s∗ = s∗
0 +

∫
cp

T
dT − R ln

p

p0
= s∗

0 + s0
T − R ln

p

p0
(29)

with the standard entropy function at the reference pressure,
p0 = 100 kPa, given by

s0
T =

T∫
T0

cp

T
dT (30)

Caloric and optical measurements provide information
about the specific heats over a range of temperatures together
with statistical models for the energy states of the molecules.
The molecules can possess energy in the translation ((1/2)V2),
rotation ((1/2)Iω2) and vibration (hν) modes each with several
degrees of freedom. For each degree of freedom the energy is
(½)kT, wherek is the Boltzmann constant, so the total transla-
tional energy becomes (3/2)kT for the translational motion in
the (x, y, z) space. This is independent upon mass so the heav-
ier molecules move slower at a given temperature. The more
complex the molecule is the higher the degree of freedom is
in the rotational and vibration energy modes. Therefore, spe-
cific heats are only constant for the monatomic gases as these
can only possess energy as kinetic energy in the translational
mode. For polyatomic gases the specific heat can vary quite
significantly with temperature. The variation ofcp/R with
temperature is shown in Figure 3 for a few simple gases.
Notice how the molecules with more atoms in them have a

Figure 3. Specific heat for some gases as function of temperature.
Reproduced from Borgnakke and Sonntag (2009)c© John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.

larger variation with temperature; this is due to the internal
energy modes of rotation and vibration.

This is used to make correlations for the specific heats
giving the internal energy, enthalpy, and standard entropy
functions of temperature tabulated in ideal gas tables. For a
lower accuracy simple correlations or values of the specific
heats at a given temperature can be found in reference books.

For constant specific heats, also called a perfect gas, the
changes in the ideal gas properties are found from equations
(26)–(29) and the ideal gas law is as follows:

u∗
2 − u∗

1 = cv (T2 − T1) (31)

h∗
2 − h∗

1 = cp(T2 − T1) (32)

s∗
2 − s∗

1 = cp ln
T2

T1
− R ln

p2

p1
(33)

= cv ln
T2

T1
+ R ln

v2

v1
(34)

4 WORK IN ACTUAL PROCESSES

In some applications a given mass of working substance goes
through a series of processes like in a piston cylinder engine
without any flows involved. For this situation the rate equa-
tions are integrated in time from the start, state 1 to the end
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state 2 resulting in

E2 − E1 = Q12 − W12 (35)

S2 − S1 =
∫

dQ

Tsurface
+ S12 gen (36)

where the continuity equation simplifies to the obvious
(m2 = m1) and not written. The vast majority of applica-
tions does not involve changes in kinetic or potential en-
ergy so the left-hand side of the energy equation becomes
E2 − E1 = m(u2 − u1). The work term as a boundary work is

W12 =
∫

p dV = m

∫
p dv (37)

requiring knowledge of the pressure as a function of the vol-
ume during the process. In this expression the pressure is the
equilibrium pressure and thus the work in equation (37) is for
a reversible process also called the indicated work.

In an actual process that may not be reversible an expres-
sion for the heat transfer can be found from the differential
form of the entropy equation per unit mass

ds = dq

T
+ dsgen ⇒ dq = T ds − T dsgen (38)

Integrating using equation (18) and substituting into the
energy equation gives

w12 = q12− (e2 −e1) =
∫

T ds−
∫

T dsgen− (e2 −e1)

=
∫

p dv + u2 − u1 −
∫

T dsgen− (e2 − e1)

=
∫

p dv+ 1

2
V 2

1 +gz1 − 1

2
V 2

2 −gz2 −
∫

T dsgen (39)

This shows theboundary work as the integral in equation
(37) plus kinetic and potential energy changes minus a loss
term proportional to the entropy generation.

Another class of problems involves steady single flow de-
vices for which we do not have any storage effects. Dividing
the energy and entropy equation with ˙m gives

0= q−w+
(
h+ 1

2
V 2 +gz

)
in

−
(

h+ 1

2
V 2 +gz

)
ex

(40)

0 = sin − sex +
∫

dq

Tsurface
+ sgen (41)

Using the expression for the heat transfer from equa-
tion (38) it is q = ∫

T ds − ∫
T dsgen and this time use

equation (19) for the change in entropy gives

q = hex − hin −
∫

v dp −
∫

T dsgen (42)

Substituting this into the energy equation (40) gives the
specificshaft work as

w = −
∫

v dp +
(

1

2
V 2 + gz

)
in

−
(

1

2
V 2 + gz

)
ex

−
∫

T dsgen (43)

For a reversible process the last term is zero and for an
incompressible substance the integral becomes –v(pex –pin)
and equation (43) reduces to the extended Bernoulli equation.
This shows the balance between flow work per unit masspv,
the kinetic and potential energy, and the shaft work, and with
zero shaft work it is the Bernoulli equation.

The equation for boundary work in equation (39) and the
equation for shaft work in equation (43) do provide some
insight into the nature of the process work. The largest amount
of work out is for a reversible process where the last term
becomes zero and in an actual process this term represents
a loss of potential work. For the boundary work the change
in volume determines the magnitude and sign of the work
integral whereas the pressure only influences the magnitude.
It is nearly opposite for the shaft work, where the change
in pressure determines magnitude and sign and the specific
volume influences the magnitude.

Many processes can be approximated with a polytropic
process for which

Polytropic process : pv n = C (44)

Measurements ofp and v can be used to determine the
exponentn, and for a reversible process in an ideal gas the
processes can be identified as shown in Table 2. Such a pro-
cess allows the work integrals in equation (39) and in equation
(43) to be evaluated so

Table 2. Polytropic processes in an ideal gas.

Exponent (n) Process equation Name

0 p = C Isobaric
1 T = C Isothermal
k = cp/cv s = C Isentropic
±∞ v = C Isometric
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∫
p dv = 1

1−n
(p2v2−p1v1)= R

1 − n
(T2−T1)n /=1

= p1v1 ln
v2

v1
= RT1 ln

p1

p2
n = 1 (45)

−
∫

v dp = n

1 − n
(pexvex − pinvin)

= Rn

1 − n
(Tex − Tin) n /= 1

= pinvin ln
vex

vin
= RTin ln

pin

pex
n = 1 (46)

with the last equality in both equations valid for an ideal gas.

5 CYCLES

A device with a mass going through consecutive set of pro-
cesses ending in the same state is said to work in a cycle.
Most practical cycles consist of four processes that are either
repeated in time like in a piston cylinder engine or there is a
steady flow through four devices in a closed loop. Apply the
general laws to such a system that from the outside looks as
it is in steady-state operation with no mass flows in or out.
The energy and entropy equations integrated over the cycle
become ∮

dEcv = 0 =
∮

dQcv −
∮

dWcv∮
dScv = 0 =

∮
dQ

Tsurface
+

∮
dSgen cv (47)

A slight rearrangement gives the equations as

∮
dQcv =

∮
dWcv (48)

∮
dQ

Tsurface
= −

∮
dSgen cv≤ 0 (49)

Equation (48) is thefirst law of thermodynamics equating
the cycle integral of heat transfer to the cycle integral of work.
The entropy equation in equation (49) is thestatement of
Clausius that states the cycle integral of the heat transfer
divided by absolute temperature must be negative, at the most
equal to zero. It is seen that these come naturally from the
modern presentation of the energy and entropy equations.

Consider now these applied to a cyclic heat engine when
the high and low temperature energy reservoirs are at constant
temperatures which is the sourceTH and sinkTL for the heat

transfers. The equations for energy and entropy, equations
(48) and (49), become

0 = QH − QL − Wnet (50)

0 = QH

TH
− QL

TL
+ Sgen cv (51)

Solve for QL in equation (51) and substitute it into the
energy equation, then we get

Wnet = QH − TL

(
QH

TH
+ Sgen cv

)

=
(

1 − TL

TH

)
QH − TLSgen cv (52)

From this result we notice that the highest net work comes
from a reversible heat engine and with the constant temper-
atures this is a Carnot cycle heat engine. Any actual heat
engine has some entropy generation and thus produces less
work.

For the reversible cycles we can evaluate the heat transfer
and work terms in all the processes from theT–s and p–v
diagrams illustrated in Figure 4. In a reversible process we
have, equation (38)

q =
∫

T ds = area under the process curve (53)

for the boundary work, equation (39)

w =
∫

p dv (54)

and for the shaft work, equation (43)

w = −
∫

v dp (55)

where the kinetic and potential energy changes are neglected.
To see the shaft work in thep–v diagram the curve is seen from
thep axis. Integration is performed along the complete cycle

Figure 4. The heat transfer and work terms in a reversible process.
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Figure 5. The net work and net heat transfer in a cycle, illustrated
for a Carnot gas cycle.

path for the net work and net heat transfer which becomes
the area enclosed by the process curves as shown in Figure 5.
Notice that the net work does not depend on the type of device
and will be the same whether it is boundary work or shaft
work, it is only the work distribution over the processes that
is different.

6 EFFICIENCY AND EXERGY

The performance of heat engines can be expressed in a con-
version efficiency as the fraction of the heat transfer input
that can be taken out as work, this is a ratio of energy terms
and thus called a first law or thermal efficiency

ηTH = Wnet

QH
= 1 − QL

QH
(56)

From theT–s diagram in Figure 5 it is noticed thatqL

is reduced if the average low temperature is reduced which
increases the efficiency and likewiseqH is increased if the
average high temperature is raised which increases the effi-
ciency. The overall efficiency for this Carnot cycles becomes

ηTH Carnot= Wnet

QH
= 1 − TL

TH
(57)

All the practical implementations of heat engines operate
in cycles that are different from the Carnot cycle as shown in
the following section 2.1.4.

The heat added in heat engines can be an external heat
transfer from a source or it can be internal combustion as
in gasoline engines and gas turbines. Both the heat transfer
and the combustion processes are irreversible so entropy is
generated either internal or external to the working substance.
This will lower the efficiency of the actual engine compared

with a hypothetical reversible engine. The reversible engine
work is used to define a second law efficiency

ηII = Wnet ac

Wrev
(58)

Whereas the thermal efficiency is a conversion efficiency
and cannot exceed a certain maximum value that depends on
the cycle, the second law efficiency has an upper limit of one.
Care should be taken to determine the reversible work based
on the source and sink conditions and what ambient condi-
tions are used. A standard definition gives the reversible work
as the actual work plus the irreversibilityI, recall equation
(52) with TL = T0 and equations (39) and (43) withT = T0

Wrev = Wnet ac+ I = Wnet ac+ T0Sgen cv (59)

which is based on the standard reference temperatureT0. As
evident from the above expression it is important to be aware
of what is and what is not included in the control volume
when the entropy generation is evaluated.

The concept of reversible work is used to defineavailabil-
ity as work from a given state relative to thedead (zero kinetic
and potential energy)ambient state. When this is attributed
to a state in a flow it is calledexergy and is

ψflow =
(

h + 1

2
V 2 + gz − T0s

)
− (h0 − T0s0) (60)

It expresses the possible specific work that can be extracted
from a steady flow coming at the given state and leaving at
the dead ambient state. Similar expressions can be found for
the work equivalency of a specific heat transfer delivered
at T

ψq =
(

1 − T0

T

)
q (61)

and the available work from a stored mass (possible work
minus work to atmosphere) as

ψstored= (e + p0v − T0s) − (e0 + p0v0 − T0s0) (62)

The extension of the second law efficiency in equation (58)
is then performed for any device, process, or system as

ηII = �wanted

�source
= �source− �destroyed

�source
= 1 − �destroyed

�source
(63)
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looking at the output of exergy (work or flow out or other
useful form of energy but all in exergy values) versus the total
exergy provided by the source. The exergy that is destroyed
relates to the entropy generation as

�destroyed= T0Sgen cv (64)

which expresses the destruction of potential for giving out
work by any irreversible process.

The formula for the second law efficiency in equation (63)
is then very similar to the first law efficiency that uses energy
terms except here all energies must be expressed as exergy
equivalent quantities.

7 NONEQUILIBRIUM
THERMODYNAMICS

Since the conservation and balance equations for mass, mo-
mentum, energy, and entropy were presented as rate equa-
tions covering also irreversible processes the system is not
in thermodynamic equilibrium. Properties that vary in space
such as temperature, concentration of species, and so on have
gradients that act as generalized thermodynamic forces,Fk ,
driving thermodynamic fluxes,Jk , just as a pressure gradient
forces a mass flow.

The entropy generation in a volume can be written as
proportional to these forces and fluxes like a “power” (for
the details, see derivation in De Groot and Mazur, 1969,
pp. 26, 27)

Ṡgen cv=
∫ ∑

FkJk dV (65)

In equilibrium the forces disappear and there are no fluxes,
that is, the entropy generation becomes zero. It turns out to
be beneficial to suggest linear laws that models the fluxes as
a linear combination of the forces

Jk =
∑

LkjFj (66)

here theLkj factors are called phenomenological or Onsager
coefficients. From the simple model it is noted that every flux
is then a linear combination of effects from all driving forces
with the “k” term as the principal contributor. The coeffi-
cients obey the reciprocal principle soLkj = Ljk which is de-
rived from the consideration of near equilibrium conditions.

Due to this symmetry there is an equivalence in the cross
effects.

As an example of this consider two junctions of two dif-
ferent metal wires with the junctions at two different tem-
peratures. TheSeebeck effect gives an EMF between the two
junctions used in a thermocouple where the EMF is mea-
sured as proportional to the temperature difference. If the
two junctions are kept at the same temperature and a cur-
rent passes through a heat transfer between the two junc-
tions will happen, thePeltier effect. The latter effect is
actually used for thermoelectric cooling (TEC) of electronic
chips.

A different pair of effects are related to the diffusion of
species (flux of matter) and heat transfer (flux of energy). Dif-
fusion of species caused by a temperature gradient is called
the Soret effect (typically in liquids), and the opposite is a
heat transfer caused by a concentration gradient called the
Dufour effect.

Other special effects can be treated using this phenomeno-
logical theory including chemical reactions and absorp-
tion/desorption processes. These effects often will require
that the linear models be extended to become nonlinear.

A final comment about the nonequilibrium processes is in
order. Any process that involves fluxes of mass, momentum,
energy, and entropy involves an irreversible process and thus
leads to pseudo-equilibrium states. Normally the nonequilib-
rium effects on the state properties can be neglected. When
there are differences in properties over distances in the order
of a mean free path (8× 10−8 m about 10 molecule diame-
ters) or velocities over 400 m s−1 or the time scale in a process
becomes of order 2× 10−10 s then the nonequilibrium proper-
ties are important. However, it often is in a very small volume
(think about a shockwave) so the total mass involved is very
small and we can treat it as a discontinuity.

8 FUTURE TRENDS

Classical thermodynamics has been developed since 1850
and thus well established and it is being extended to include
more technical applications and subject areas. Development
of analysis dealing with real systems and processes have pro-
gressed to include more details and special effects such as sur-
face tension, magnetic and electrical fields, diffusional and
chemical processes to mention a few. With computerized ther-
mal properties systems can be examined and optimized with
realistic models spanning the operational range and multiple
configurations that are used in practical engineering. From
the classical macroscale continuum point of view thermody-
namics is being used to look at smaller scale phenomena.
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10 Basic Concepts

Coupling this with statistical thermodynamics and quantum
physics applied to larger and larger collections of small sys-
tems the two approaches can nearly approach each other to
cover all scales. This allows extensions into surface and small
particle processes necessary for analysis of micro- and nan-
otechnologies and for the details in the processes that affect
the macroscale behavior.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Propulsion systems are based on the application of thermo-
dynamic principles from Thermodynamics to convert energy
into the work needed to propel a vehicle against a resistive
force. In chemical propulsion systems, this energy comes
from the heat released by combustion of a fuel and oxidizer
in an exothermic chemical reaction. For air-breathing sys-
tems, the air that enters the propulsion system provides the
oxidizer for combustion. There are numerous thermodynamic
“heat engine cycles” that can be used to convert the result-
ing heat into work. Fundamentally different cycles define
different classes of propulsion systems, each having certain
advantages and disadvantages. This section describes some
of the major cycles that are used for practical propulsion sys-
tems and notes their relative thermal efficiencies and other
attributes that determine their suitability as the basis for var-

ious types of propulsion applications. The cycles described
here include (i) the Otto and Diesel cycles, which are widely
used in reciprocating engines, (ii) the Brayton cycle, which
is used in continuous-flow systems such as gas turbines and
ramjet engines, and (iii) the Humphrey cycle, which is rele-
vant to various wave-driven propulsion systems such as pulse
jets and pulse detonation engines.

2 UNDERLYING CONCEPTS

All heat engine cycles are intended to convert heat into
mechanical work. Most commonly, the heat is obtained from
internal combustion within the engine itself, though it could
alternatively come from an external source. Although it is
a central objective of all such cycles to efficiently convert
this heat into mechanical work or flow work, it is essential
to note that thermal efficiency is not the only consideration
in choosing the cycle for a propulsion system. The previ-
ous section showed that the Carnot cycle gives the great-
est possible thermal efficiency of any thermodynamic cycle
operating between given maximum and minimum tempera-
tures, yet any reciprocating engine based on the Carnot cycle
will necessarily produce far less work for a given displace-
ment volume than can be achieved by numerous other cycles.
Thus, a propulsion system based on the Carnot cycle would
achieve the maximum possible fuel efficiency but would
require an exceedingly large displacement volume to achieve
useful power output. As a result, such an engine would need
to be so large and heavy as to be impractical for virtually
any propulsion application and especially for air vehicle
propulsion where minimizing volume and weight is essen-
tial. It is for this reason that the Carnot cycle, despite its fuel
efficiency, is not practical for aircraft propulsion systems or
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even for ground-based propulsion systems. Other heat engine
cycles provide a more useful combination of thermal effi-
ciency and various other factors such as size, weight, and
special fuel requirements.

Although the Carnot cycle itself is not directly useful as
the basis for a practical heat engine, insights drawn from it
can help guide the development of more practical cycles. In
particular, it shows that adding heat in a cycle at the highest
possible temperature, and removing heat at the lowest possi-
ble temperature, will act to increase the resulting thermal ef-
ficiency of the cycle. In practice, the former is accomplished
by compressing the gas as much as possible to produce a
higher temperature prior to adding heat via combustion and
the latter by expanding the gas as much as possible to reach
a lower temperature prior to rejecting heat via exhaust of the
combustion products. The earliest heat engines did not have
the benefit of these insights from thermodynamics, and, as a
result, many did not make use of compression prior to heat
addition. The Lenoir cycle is an example of such an early heat
engine without compression, and its performance is indeed
far below what later cycles were able to accomplish by intro-
ducing compression. Today, all practical heat engine cycles
use compression, and it will be seen in the following analy-
ses that achieving high compression is essential to obtaining
useful performance from any propulsion system.

Before examining the fundamental heat engine cycles, it
is important to distinguish any such cycle from the numer-
ous ways in which it can be practically implemented. For
example, the widely used Otto cycle can be implemented
in many different types of reciprocating engine arrange-
ments, including common fixed-stroke linear piston engines,
as well as various two- and four-stroke versions of linear free-
piston engines, swing engines, rotary engines, and many other
arrangements. Yet, all of these arrangements still operate on
the Otto cycle, and as a result they all share certain funda-
mental advantages and disadvantages relative to other cycles.
These are rooted in the thermodynamics of the Otto cycle it-
self, regardless of how the cycle is implemented in any partic-
ular engine. For this reason, the present chapter is focused on
describing the fundamental thermodynamic performance of
the most widely used heat engine cycles. Other chapters ad-
dress specific ways that these fundamental heat engine cycles
can be implemented in practical propulsion systems.

A distinction must also be made between the “ideal”
representations of these cycles and various nonidealities that
will occur in any “real” implementation of these cycles. The
former are composed of idealized discrete thermodynamic
steps that suffice to distinguish these cycles from one another
and to give analytical results for the performance of each
cycle. Such ideal cycle analyses give direct insights into (i)
how various parameters associated with each cycle affect

the resulting performance, (ii) the relative advantages and
disadvantages of the various cycles, and (iii) ways that
the performance of real engines based on these cycles
can be improved. However, in any real implementation of
these cycles, factors such as finite combustion rates, heat
losses, pressure drops, irreversibilities in the underlying
thermodynamic processes, and other nonidealities combine
to reduce the actual cycle performance from these ideal
cycle results (e.g., Hill and Petersen, 1992; Farokhi, 2008).
Nevertheless, the ideal results are extremely useful for
understanding the relative performance of these cycles and
for guiding improvements in the real cycle performance.

3 THE OTTO CYCLE

The Otto cycle shown in theT–s and p–v diagrams in
Figure 1 provides an idealized representation of a spark-
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Figure 1. The ideal Otto cycle shown inT–s (a) and p–v
(b) diagrams.
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Figure 2. Schematic of a four-stroke reciprocating engine operating on the Otto cycle.

ignited reciprocating engine shown in Figure 2. A piston
initially at its top-most position moves downward to increase
the volume of a cylinder from State 0 to State 1, causing a pre-
mixed fuel–air mixture to be drawn into the cylinder through
an open intake valve. Since mass is drawn into the increas-
ing cylinder volume, the specific volumev and pressurep
remain constant during this intake stroke. At State 1, the pis-
ton reaches its bottom-most position, at which time the intake
valve closes and the piston moves upward to isentropically
compress the reactant mixture to State 2 as it returns to its
top-most position. A spark is then fired to initiate the com-
bustion that rapidly converts the fuel–air reactants at State 2
into combustion products at State 3, thereby adding heatq23

to the gas. The piston then moves downward to isentropically
expand the gas from State 3 to State 4 as it again reaches its
bottom-most position. An exhaust valve then opens to rapidly
release the gas pressure from State 4 to State 1, causing heat
q41 to be lost in the gas issuing from the cylinder. The pis-
ton then moves upward to push most of the remaining gas
through the open exhaust valve from State 1 to State 0. The
specific volume and pressure again remain constant during
this exhaust stroke. At that point, the exhaust valve closes,
the intake valve opens, and the cycle repeats itself.

The piston has made a total of four full strokes during each
complete cycle. During the intake stroke from State 0 to State
1 and the exhaust stroke from State 1 to State 0, the pressure
drops across the valves are taken to be zero in this idealized
cycle, and, as a result, there is no area enclosed by the loop
0–1–0 in thep–v diagram and thus no net work is done by
the intake and exhaust strokes. These strokes are thus irrele-

vant to the performance of the idealized cycle, and the ideal
Otto cycle is therefore given by the closed loop 1–2–3–4–1.
Several other idealizations have been made, including instan-
taneous combustion between States 2 and 3, instantaneous
expansion between States 4 and 1, isentropic compression
between States 1 and 2, isentropic expansion between States
3 and 4, and neglect of any heat losses to the cylinder walls.
Moreover, since the intake and exhaust strokes are irrelevant
to the net work from the cycle, the ideal Otto-cycle engine is
represented as a closed system in which the gas throughout
the cycle is taken to be air, and the combustion and exhaust
steps are replaced by the addition of heatq23 to the air and
removal of heatq41 from the air. This defines the ideal “air
standard” Otto cycle (e.g., Nag, 2005).

These simplifications retain the most essential features
of spark-ignited reciprocating engines, yet allow the result-
ing ideal Otto cycle to be readily analyzed. To do so, the
First Law is written for a closed system over the entire cycle
1–2–3–4–1 as

�e = q − w (1)

where�e is the change in internal energy over the entire
cycle,q the net heat transferto the gas over the cycle, and
w is the net work doneby the gas on the piston over the
cycle. The use of lowercase symbols denotes all quantities as
being on a mass-specific basis. Note that�e ≡ 0, since the
cycle begins and ends at the same thermodynamic state, and
q = q23 − q41 since no heat is added or lost during 1–2 and
3–4. Thus from (1) the net workw done by the gas on the
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piston over each cycle isw = q23 − q41. Since the thermal
efficiencyηth is defined as the net work obtained per unit of
heat input, this is simply

ηth ≡ w

qin
= q23 − q41

q23
= 1 − q41

q23
(2)

Moreover, dq = cv dT in 2–3 and 4–1 since these are at con-
stant volume, so the perfect gas approximationcv /= f (T )
givesq23 = cv(T3 − T2) andq41 = cv(T4 − T1). From (2), this
gives

ηth = 1 − cv(T4 − T1)

cv(T3 − T2)
= 1 −

(
T1

T2

) [
(T4/T1) − 1

(T3/T2) − 1

]
(3)

Since 1–2 and 3–4 are isentropic, this implies (T1/T2) =
(v2/v1)γ−1 and (T3/T4) = (v4/v3)γ−1, and sincev2 = v3

andv4 = v1, this further implies (T1/T2) = (T4/T3), giving
(T4/T1) = (T3/T2). As a result, from (3),

ηth = 1 −
(

T1

T2

)
= 1 −

(
v2

v1

)γ−1

≡ 1 − 1

rγ−1
(4)

wherer ≡ (v1/v2) is the “compression ratio” at which the
cycle is operated.

From (4), it is apparent that for a givenγ, the compression
ratio r determines the thermal efficiency of the ideal Otto
cycle. For real spark-ignited reciprocating engines, it may be
anticipated thatr is also the dominant parameter that controls
the resulting thermal efficiency. Indeed, the primary means
for increasing the fuel efficiency of real Otto-cycle engines
has been to maximize the compression ratio at which they
operate.

In practice, however, there is a limit to how high the com-
pression ratio of an Otto-cycle engine can be made, since the
maximum temperatureT2 of the fuel–air reactant mixture in-
creases with the compression ratio. As a consequence, if the
compression ratio is made too large, the reactant mixture will
auto-ignite during the compression stroke due to the result-
ing high temperature, rather than being ignited by the spark.
This phenomenon, termed “engine knock,” limits the perfor-
mance of Otto-cycle engines. Fuels for such engines are thus
formulated to produce high equivalent octane ratings that de-
lay the onset of engine knock to higher compression ratios in
order to maximize the resulting fuel efficiency. At the same
time, fuels suitable for use in such Otto-cycle engines must
be highly volatile to allow rapid vaporization of the liquid
fuel spray in the intake air to produce the required fuel–air
mixture. In practice, modern fuels for Otto-cycle engines are
limited to compression ratios no greater than about 10. Us-
ing r = 10 in (4) and takingγ ≈ 1.3 for the fuel–air mixture

and combustion products then gives the maximum ideal Otto
cycle efficiency asηth ≈ 50%. Real cycle effects act to re-
duce this maximum thermal efficiency to around 30% even
for well-engineered Otto-cycle engines.

As noted earlier, a further consideration beyond the ther-
mal efficiency is the size and weight of such an engine needed
to produce a given power output. These factors are partly
determined by the displacement volume (v1 − v2) needed to
achieve a given net workw per cycle. The ratiow/(v1 − v2)
defines the “mean effective pressure” mep, namely, the con-
stant pressure that would act over the displacement volume
to produce the same net work per cycle. A large mep is desir-
able, since this allows a smaller and lighter engine to produce
a larger output power. From the above considerations, for an
ideal Otto cycle,

mep≡ w

(v1 − v2)
= ηth q23

v1(1 − 1/r)
(5)

Comparing the resulting mep with the intake pressurep1 gives
a dimensionless ratio that is partly indicative of the power-
to-weight ratio of the engine. From (4) and (5) withv1 =
R T1/p1 from the ideal gas law, for the ideal Otto cycle this
dimensionless ratio is

mep

p1
= cv(T3 − T2)

R T1

[
1 − 1/rγ−1

1 − 1/r

]
(6)

Recalling that cv/R = 1/(γ − 1) and from above that
T2/T1 = (v1/v2)γ−1 ≡ rγ−1 then gives

mep

p1
= 1

γ − 1

(
T3

T1
− rγ−1

) [
1 − 1/rγ−1

1 − 1/r

]
(7)

With γ ≈ 1.3 for the fuel–air mixture and combustion prod-
ucts and (T3/T1) ≈ 7 for near-stoichiometric operation, the
resulting mep/p1 in (7) also increases with the compression
ratio r, further showing the importance of compression on
thermodynamic performance.

While the Otto cycle achieves a lower thermal efficiency
in (4) than does a Carnot cycle for the same maximum and
minimum temperatures, the mep/p1 in (7) for the Otto cycle
is much larger than for the Carnot cycle. Otto-cycle engines
continue to find use in a wide range of propulsion systems, in-
cluding automotive engines and small aircraft engines, owing
to their reasonable thermal efficiency, their relatively large
mep/p1, their relative simplicity, and their ability to operate
over a wide range of conditions.
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4 THE DIESEL CYCLE

The Diesel cycle shown in theT–s and p–v diagrams in
Figure 3 provides an idealized representation for a com-
pression-ignited reciprocating engine, which can achieve
higher thermal efficiency than the Otto cycle. In this case, a
piston initially at its top-most position moves downward from
State 0 to State 1 to drawonly air into the cylinder through an
open intake valve. At State 1, the piston reaches its bottom-
most position, at which time the intake valve closes and the
piston moves upward to isentropically compress the pure air
in the cylinder to State 2 as it reaches its top-most position.
At the top of the piston motion, a fuel spray begins to be
injected into the cylinder and burns on contact with the high-
temperature compressed air. Note there is no spark ignition
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Figure 3. The ideal Diesel cycle shown inT–s (a) and p–v
(b) diagrams.

in a Diesel cycle. Since this cycle compresses only air from
State 1 to State 2, it can operate at much higher compres-
sion ratior than is possible due to the knock-imposed limit
on compression of the fuel–air mixture in an Otto cycle. The
Diesel cycle can thus compress the pure air to such a high
temperatureT2 that the fuel spray self-ignites upon injection
during 2–3. The fuel injection rate is designed so that the in-
crease in pressure due to the combustion precisely offsets the
decrease in pressure due to the downward piston motion, re-
sulting in a constant-pressure combustion process from State
2 to State 3 that adds heatq23 to the gas. After fuel injection
has ended, the piston continues downward to isentropically
expand the gas from State 3 to State 4 as it again reaches its
bottom-most position. An exhaust valve then opens to rapidly
release the gas pressure from State 4 to State 1, causing heat
q41 to be lost in the discharge from the cylinder. The piston
then moves upward again to push the remaining gas through
the open exhaust valve from State 1 to State 0. At that point,
the exhaust valve closes, the intake valve opens, and the cycle
repeats itself.

As in the ideal Otto cycle, since the pressure drops across
the intake and exhaust valves are taken to be zero in this ideal
cycle, there is no net work associated with the intake and
exhaust strokes. The ideal Diesel cycle is therefore given by
the closed loop 1–2–3–4–1. Heat losses to the cylinder walls
are taken to be negligible, and the compression in 1–2 and
expansion in 3–4 are assumed isentropic. In the ideal “air
standard” Diesel cycle (e.g., Nag, 2005), the gas throughout
the cycle is again taken to be air, and the combustion and
exhaust steps are replaced with the addition of heatq23 to the
air and removal of heatq41 from the air.

This simplified representation of a compression-ignited
reciprocating engine allows the First Law in (1) to be used as
before to determine the performance of the ideal Diesel cycle.
The cycle begins and ends at the same state, so�e ≡ 0 over
the cycle, andq = q23 − q41 since no heat is added or lost
during 1–2 and 3–4. Thus from (1) the net workw done by
the gas on the piston over each cycle isw = q23 − q41, and,
as a result, the thermal efficiencyηth is again given by (2).
However, in this case, 2–3 involves constant-pressure heat
addition, for which dq = cp dT , while 4–1 involves constant-
volume heat removal, for which dq = cv dT . The perfect gas
approximationcp /= f (T ) and cv /= f (T ) then givesq23 =
cp(T3 − T2) andq41 = cv(T4 − T1), so the thermal efficiency
becomes

ηth = 1 − cv(T4 − T1)

cp(T3 − T2)
= 1 − 1

γ

(
T1

T2

) [
(T4/T1) − 1

(T3/T2) − 1

]
(8)

As before, 1–2 and 3–4 are isentropic, so (T1/T2) =
(v2/v1)γ−1 and (T3/T4) = (v4/v3)γ−1, but now v2 /= v3.
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Using the compression ratior ≡ (v1/v2) from the Otto-cycle
analysis and now defining the “cutoff ratio”,rc ≡ (v3/v2)
allows the thermal efficiency in (8) to be written as

ηth = 1 − 1

rγ−1

[
1

γ

rγ
c − 1

rc − 1

]
(9)

where the effect of the compression ratio and the cutoff ratio
can be seen directly.

Sinceγ ≈ 1.3 andrc > 1, comparing (9) with (4) reveals
that for the samer, the thermal efficiency of the Diesel cycle is
always less than that of the Otto cycle. However, for reasons
noted above, a Diesel cycle can be operated at much higher
compression ratiosr than an Otto cycle, and this allows the
Diesel cycle to be operated at significantly higher thermal
efficiency than the Otto cycle. In practice, while Otto cycles
are limited to aboutr ≈ 10, with the resulting ideal efficiency
ηth ≈ 50% from (4), Diesel cycles can operate atr ≈ 25, with
the corresponding ideal efficiencyηth ≈ 57% from (9) with
rc = 2.

The higher thermal efficiency of Diesel cycle engines
makes them attractive for many propulsion applications.
Additionally, since Diesel-cycle engines do not need to va-
porize and mix the liquid fuel with the intake air as required in
Otto-cycle engines, they do not need highly distilled volatile
fuels such as the gasoline required for Otto-cycle engines.
Diesel-cycle engines are thus remarkably fuel flexible. They
can operate with low-distillate heavy diesel fuels, which in
principle should be less expensive than highly distilled gaso-
line, and can even be operated with low-cost biodiesel fuels
and vegetable oils.

However, since Diesel-cycle engines work at far higher
peak pressures than Otto-cycle engines, they must generally
be heavier to provide the needed structural strength and also
require a relatively heavy high-pressure fuel injection sys-
tem. The further purely thermodynamic effect on their rela-
tive power-to-weight ratios can be inferred from their relative
mep/p1 values. For the ideal Diesel cycle, following a similar
procedure as for the ideal Otto cycle in (7) gives

mep

p1
= 1

γ − 1

r

r − 1

[
γrγ−1 (rc − 1) + (1 − rγ

c )
]

(10)

For realistic valuesγ ≈ 1.3, r ≈ 25, andrc ≈ 2, this gives
mep/p1 ≈ 6.8 for the ideal Diesel cycle, while from (7), the
ideal Otto cycle withr ≈ 10 andT3/T1 ≈ 7 gives mep/p1 ≈
9.2. Thus, to provide the same output power, the displace-
ment volume of a Diesel-cycle engine must be substantially
larger than that for an Otto-cycle engine, which leads to a
further increase in its relative size and weight. For ground-
based propulsion applications, the heavier Diesel-cycle

engine may be acceptable to gain its higher thermal efficiency
over an Otto-cycle engine, but for airborne propulsion sys-
tems, the higher fixed weight of a Diesel-cycle engine is often
impractical.

5 THE BRAYTON CYCLE

The Brayton cycle shown in theT–s and p–v diagrams in
Figure 4 provides an idealized representation of continuous-
flow heat engines such as gas turbines and ramjet engines,
as shown in Figure 5. Ambient air at State 1 far upstream
of the engine is isentropically compressed to State 2 by ram
compression due to forward flight and/or by a separate axial
or radial compressor. Fuel is then injected and burned with
the air as it flows through a constant-pressure combustor,
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Figure 4. The ideal Brayton cycle shown inT–s (a) and p–v
(b) diagrams.
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Figure 5. Schematic of a gas turbine engine operating on the
Brayton cycle.

from which the combustion products exit at State 3. The gas
then is partly expanded through an axial or radial turbine that
extracts sufficient work to drive the compressor and is then
further expanded through a nozzle to State 4 at the ambient
pressure. The hot gas issuing at State 4 from the nozzle then
mixes at constant pressure with the ambient air until it cools
back to its original temperature and in so doing returns to the
original State 1.

The ideal Brayton cycle (Hill and Petersen, 1992; Zucker
and Biblarz, 2002; Nag, 2005; Farokhi, 2008) is therefore
given by the closed loop 1–2–3–4–1. The compression in 1–
2 and expansion in 3–4 are taken to be isentropic, the flow
through the combustor in 2–3 is assumed free of any pressure
drop, and heat losses from the flow through the engine are
taken to be negligible. The gas throughout the cycle is again
taken to be air, with the combustion replaced by the addition
of heatq23 to the air, and the cooling due to mixing of the
exhaust with the ambient air corresponding to removal of heat
q41 from the air that flows through the engine.

The First Law in (1) can again be used to determine the per-
formance of the ideal Brayton cycle. As before, the cycle be-
gins and ends at the same state, so over the cycle,�e ≡ 0 and
q = q23 − q41 since no heat is added or lost during 1–2 and 3–
4. From (1), the net workw done over the cycle as the air flows
through the engine isw = q23 − q41, and thus the thermal effi-
ciencyηth is again given by (2). In this case, however, 2–3 and
4–1 involve constant-pressure heat addition and removal, for
which dq = cp dT . The perfect gas approximationcp /= f (T )
thus givesq23 = cp(T3 − T2) andq41 = cp(T4 − T1), and then
from (2), the thermal efficiency becomes

ηth = 1 − cp(T4 − T1)

cp(T3 − T2)
= 1 −

(
T1

T2

) [
(T4/T1) − 1

(T3/T2) − 1

]
(11)

1–2 and 3–4 being isentropic implies (T1/T2) =
(p1/p2)(γ−1)/γ and (T4/T3) = (p4/p3)(γ−1)/γ , and since
p1 = p4 andp2 = p3, this gives (T2/T1) = (T3/T4) and thus
(T4/T1) = (T3/T2). As a result, defining the “pressure ratio”
rp ≡ (p2/p1) = (v1/v2)γ ≡ rγ where r is the compression
ratio as before, the thermal efficiency in (11) becomes

ηth = 1 − T1

T2
= 1 − r−(γ−1)/γ

p = 1 − 1

rγ−1
(12)

where the latter form is identical to that for the Otto cycle
in (4). As was found for the Otto and Diesel cycles, the
role of the compression ratio is critical to achieving high
thermal efficiency in the Brayton cycle as well. Indeed, in
real Brayton-cycle engines, the pressure ratiorp achieved by
the compression section remains the single most important
factor in determining the fuel efficiency of such engines.

Though the result for the ideal Brayton cycle efficiency
in (12) is the same as that for the Otto cycle, the Brayton
cycle compresses only pure air and thus can be operated at
much higher compression levels than the Otto cycle. More-
over, the Brayton cycle allows Diesel-like efficiencies to be
achieved at lower peak pressures, which allows for a lighter
weight engine at the same power level. As noted previously,
the Otto cycle is limited toηth ≈ 50%, while the Diesel cycle
can achieveηth ≈ 57%. Modern Brayton-cycle engines op-
erate at pressure ratios ofrp ≈ 30− 50, corresponding to
compression ratiosr ≈ 14− 20, which give ideal efficien-
cies of 55–60%. The high thermal efficiency and relatively
low weight of Brayton-cycle engines make them attractive
for many propulsion applications, especially for air vehicles.
Moreover, Brayton cycle engines can be operated with a range
of kerosenes and other less volatile fuels than the gasolines
required for Otto-cycle engines.

In principle, these advantages of Brayton-cycle engines
should make them attractive for ground propulsion systems
such as automotive engines as well. Despite efforts in the
1960s and 1970s to develop gas turbine engines for automo-
biles, the decision not to mass produce an automotive gas
turbine engine was ultimately based on factors such as noise,
the inability of compressors to allow rapid speed changes over
a wide range as needed for city driving, and compressor in-
efficiencies at low rotation rates that gave poor fuel economy
at idle and low speeds. By comparison, most aircraft fly at
relatively constant speeds over long durations, and thus many
of these factors are less relevant for air vehicle propulsion.
Today, the Brayton cycle is the basis for the most widely used
aircraft propulsion systems.

In reciprocating engines based on the Otto or Diesel cy-
cles, combustion occurs only intermittently and thus the
momentary peak temperatureT3 can be allowed to exceed
the continuous material temperature limit. However, in gas
turbine engines, the combustion is continually ongoing, and
as a result their turbine inlet temperatureT3 must be limited to
sufficiently low values that the turbine blades can survive the
continual high-temperature environment in which they must
operate. This requires elaborate internal passages for air cool-
ing within the turbine blades and over the blade surfaces. It
also requires operating the engine with far more air flowing
through it than is needed to burn the fuel, in order to dilute the
combustion products and thereby keep the resultingT3 value
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Figure 6. The idealT3-limited Brayton cycle shown in aT–s dia-
gram for three different pressure ratiosrp ≡ (p2/p1); an intermedi-
aterp value gives the largest enclosed area and thereby maximizes
the workw per cycle.

acceptably low. As seen in Figure 6, whenT3 is limited by
such material temperature considerations, there is an optimal
pressure ratio at which the ideal Brayton cycle produces the
maximum power output. This optimal pressure ratio can be
found from the work per cyclew = ηth·cp(T3 − T2) with ηth

from (12), which gives

w

cp T1
=

[
1 − T1

T2

] [
T3

T1
− T2

T1

]
(13)

SinceT1 andT3 are fixed and (T2/T1) = (p2/p1)(γ−1)/γ , the
left-hand side in (13) is maximum at the optimum pressure
ratio

ropt
p ≡

(
p2

p1

)
opt

=
(

T3

T1

)γ/2(γ−1)

(14)

for which the associated ideal thermal efficiency from (12) is
then

η
opt
th = 1 −

(
T3

T1

)−1/2

(15)

This can be compared with the Carnot cycle efficiency
ηCarnot

th = 1 − (T3/T1)−1 for the same maximum and mini-
mum temperatures, which for (T3/T1) ≈ 7 is substantially
higher.
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Figure 7. T–s diagram showing a nonideal Brayton cycle with irre-
versibilities�s12 and�s34 in the compression and expansion steps.

The analysis that led to the efficiency in (12) can be modi-
fied to include irreversibilities in the compression and expan-
sion processes 1–2 and 3–4. For such a “nonideal” Brayton
cycle in Figure 7, “adiabatic efficiencies”ηC ≤ 1 andηE ≤
1 for the compression and expansion steps are defined from
the actual workw associated with their pressure ratios and
the corresponding ideal work (w)s at the same pressure ratio
if each of these steps were isentropic. Thus,

ηC ≡ (w1−2)s

w1−2
= h2s − h1

h2 − h1
= cp(T2s − T1)

cp(T2 − T1)
= (T2s/T1) − 1

(T2/T1) − 1

(16)

ηE ≡ w3−4

(w3−4)s
= h3 − h4

h3 − h4s
= cp(T3 − T4)

cp(T3 − T4s)
= 1 − (T4/T3)

1 − (T4s/T3)

(17)

With the isentropic relations (T2s/T1) = (p2/p1)(γ−1)/γ and
(T4s/T3) = (p4/p3)(γ−1)/γ , and sincep3 = p2 andp4 = p1,
from (16) and (17),

T2

T1
= 1 + 1

ηC

[(
p2

p1

)(γ−1)/γ

− 1

]
and

T4

T3
= 1 − ηE

[
1 −

(
p2

p1

)−(γ−1)/γ
]

(18)

As a result, from (11) and (13), the efficiency and work out-
put of this nonideal Brayton cycle operating at pressure ratio
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(p2/p1) between temperaturesT3 andT1 are given by

ηth =
[

ηCηE(T3/T1) − (p2/p1)(γ−1)/γ

ηC(T3/T1 − 1) − (p2/p1)(γ−1)/γ + 1

]

×
[

1 −
(

p2

p1

)−(γ−1)/γ
]

(19)

and

w

cp T1
=

[
T3

T1
ηE − 1

ηC
(p2/p1)(γ−1)/γ

]

× [
1 − (p2/p1)−(γ−1)/γ] (20)

ForηC = ηE = 1, these recover the corresponding ideal cycle
results; however, the efficiency and work in (19) and (20) drop
significantly as the adiabatic efficienciesηC andηE decrease.
In developing real Brayton cycle engines, considerable effort
is thus expended in making the compression and expansion
efficienciesηC andηE as high as possible. This is done by
reducing numerous sources of thermodynamic irreversibility
in the diffuser and compressor, and in the turbine and nozzle,
as discussed in other chapters.

The resulting power output produced by a Brayton-cycle
engine is thenP = w·ṁair, wherew is from (20) and ˙mair is
the mass flow rate of air that passes through the engine.

6 THE HUMPHREY CYCLE

The Humphrey cycle in Figure 8 has often been used as an
idealized representation of many wave-driven propulsion sys-
tems such as pulse jets and pulse detonation engines. In their
simplest form, such wave-driven engines consist simply of a
tube that is open at its downstream end and has a set of one-
way valves at its upstream end that allow inflow of air when
the pressure in the tube is subatmospheric. Fuel injectors lo-
cated just downstream of the valves introduce a fuel spray
that vaporizes and mixes with this inflowing air to produce a
fuel–air mixture initially at State 1. A spark ignites this mix-
ture near the closed end of the tube, which then initiates the
self-sustaining wave-driven cycle described below.

The ignition raises the pressure near the upstream end of
the tube, forcing the one-way valves to close and thereby
causing the hot gases to expand in the downstream direction
along the tube. This creates a compression wave that trav-
els ahead of the hot gas toward the downstream end of the
tube, compressing the unreacted fuel–air mixture in the tube
from its initial State 1 to State 2. Combustion continues at the

(a)

(b)
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Figure 8. The ideal Humphrey cycle shown inT–s (a) andp–v
(b) diagrams.

upstream end of the tube in the form of a deflagration wave
that propagates into this compressed fuel–air mixture, con-
verting it to State 3 and thereby further strengthening the com-
pression wave system that propagates toward the downstream
end. Upon reaching the open end of the tube, the compression
wave system causes a jet of gas to issue from the tube and, at
the same time, creates a reflected expansion wave that then
travels back toward the upstream end of the tube. Along the
way, this reflected expansion wave expands the product gases
in the tube from State 3 and in so doing sustains the gas jet
issuing from the open end of the tube. As the reflected expan-
sion wave reaches the closed valves at the upstream end of the
tube, the pressure there becomes slightly below atmospheric,
causing the one-way valves to reopen. At the same time, a
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weaker reflected expansion wave is created that propagates
downstream toward the open end of the tube, further expand-
ing the product gases in the tube to State 4. The product gases
at State 4 that issue from the open end of the tube subsequently
mix with ambient air at constant pressure to return to State 1.
The weak expansion wave reaches the open end of the tube
and reflects as a compression wave propagating back toward
the closed end, stopping the flow of gas that had been issu-
ing from the tube. Meanwhile at the upstream end, a flow of
fresh air is drawn into the tube through the open valves, and
fuel is again injected to create a fuel–air mixture. Subsequent
mixing of this fresh fuel–air mixture with the remaining hot
combustion products in the tube causes the mixture to once
again ignite. This self-ignition then causes the above cycle to
repeat itself.

Note that the spark is needed only to ignite the first cycle,
since thereafter, hot combustion products are present to pro-
vide subsequent self-ignition. During the cycle, the resulting
intermittent pulsed jet of gas issuing from the open end of
the tube provides the propulsive power. Since the only mov-
ing parts are the one-way valves and the fuel injectors, such a
wave-driven engine can, in principle, be very lightweight and
inexpensive, though like an Otto-cycle engine, it requires a
highly volatile liquid fuel to provide the rapid fuel–air mixing
needed for its operation.

The ideal Humphrey cycle 1–2–3–4–1 in Figure 6 takes
the compression and expansion produced by the wave sys-
tems to be isentropic, the combustion to be sufficiently fast
that it occurs at constant volume, and the mixing of exhaust
gas from the open end with the ambient air to occur at con-
stant pressure. The gas flowing through the tube is taken
to be air, with the combustion represented by the constant-
volume addition of heatq23 and the cooling due to ex-
haust mixing represented by the constant-pressure removal of
heatq41.

As before, the First Law in 1 allows the performance
of such an ideal Humphrey cycle to be determined. Again,
�e ≡ 0 since the cycle begins and ends at the same state
andq = q23 − q41 since no heat is added or lost during 1–
2 and 3–4. The net workw done over the cycle as the air
flows through the engine is therefore againw = q23 − q41,
and the thermal efficiencyηth is thus still given by 2. How-
ever, now 2–3 involves constant-volume heat addition for
which dq = cv dT , while 4–1 involves constant-pressure heat
removal for which dq = cp dT . Perfect gas approximations
then giveq23 = cv(T3 − T2) andq41 = cp(T4 − T1), allowing
the thermal efficiency to be written as

ηth = 1 − cp T1

q23

[
T4

T1
− 1

]
(21)

With the isentropic relations (T2/T1) = (p2/p1)(γ−1)/γ and
(T4/T3) = (p4/p3)(γ−1)/γ , and sincev2 = v3 and p4 = p1,
the thermal efficiency becomes

ηth = 1 −
(

cp T1

q23

)

×



(
1 + γ

(
q23

cp T1

) (
p2

p1

)−(γ−1)/γ
)1/γ

− 1


 (22)

This result can be used to show that the Humphrey cycle is
more efficient than a Brayton cycle operating at the same
pressure ratio between the same maximum and minimum
temperatures, though the difference is relatively small. In
practice, however, wave-driven engines operating on the
Humphrey cycle cannot achieve nearly as high a pressure
ratio as is achieved in gas turbine engines based on the Bray-
ton cycle. As a result, pulse jets and other practical systems
based on the Humphrey cycle have thermal efficiencies well
below those of gas turbine engines. The attraction of the
Humphrey cycle instead comes from the fact that its sim-
plicity allows a far lighter and less expensive propulsion sys-
tem than does the gas turbine engine based on the Brayton
cycle.

Indeed, in the V-1 “buzz-bomb” used during World War
II, a pulse-jet engine approximated by the Humphrey cy-
cle provided an inexpensive yet effective propulsion system
for the world’s first cruise missile. Its fuel efficiency was,
however, very low for the reasons noted above. More recent
efforts have sought to replace the deflagration-based com-
bustion process with a detonation process to more nearly
obtain the constant-volume conditions that allow the heat
addition at high pressure by which the ideal Humphrey cy-
cle can in principle achieve a higher thermal efficiency. On
January 31, 2008, the first brief free flight of an aircraft pow-
ered by such a “pulsed detonation engine” was successfully
made.

7 FINAL COMMENTS

Most modern propulsion systems involve significant
modifications to the elementary heat engine cycles discussed
here, in part due to various real-cycle effects that arise in their
practical implementation, and in part by design to achieve
desirable operating characteristics. Nevertheless, the Otto,
Diesel, Brayton, and Humphrey cycles described above give
important insights that can help guide the development and
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optimization of such practical propulsion systems. Other
chapters of this volume describe the most widely used hard-
ware components for implementing each of the elementary
thermodynamic processes that comprise these cycles. In each
case, the specific objectives that these hardware components
seek to achieve can be understood from their impact on the
thermodynamic performance of the underlying heat engine
cycles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Chemical equilibrium is defined to be the final state of a sys-
tem after chemical reactions are allowed to continue for a long
time in an isolated environment. The final state is represented
by the final gas temperature and the final mass fractions of
gas species such as water vapor and CO2. Chemical kinetics
are defined to be the unsteady processes that occur as the
system proceeds toward chemical equilibrium. For example,
suppose that a fuel-rich mixture of methane (CH4) and air
is ignited and it is observed that the final equilibrium state
consists of the products on the right-hand side of

CH4 + O2 + 79
21 N2 → a H2O + b CO2

+ c H2 + d CO + e 79
21 N2 (1)

A good approximation is to say that after only a few milli-
seconds, this reaction reaches chemical equilibrium. Note
that the above relation only defines the initial and the final

(equilibrium) states and not the kinetics. Instead, if one is
interested in the kinetics, including the unsteady intermediate
steps by which methane breaks down to form species such as
methyl (CH3), and eventually forms CO2 and H2O, then the
laws of chemical kinetics must be applied. Chemical kinetics
are important because they determine the rate at which the
reaction proceeds, and this information controls, for example,
the speed of flame propagation, the intensity of a detonation,
and the formation rate of pollutants such as carbon monoxide
and nitric oxide.

To solve the equilibrium problem represented by the above
relation, it is necessary to compute the quantities a–d as well
as the final gas temperature (T). The quantity “a” is the num-
ber of moles of H2O in the equilibrium products for each
mole of methane consumed. Four equations can be writ-
ten to ensure that the moles of C, H, O, and N atoms on
the left-hand side are equal to those on the right-hand side.
However, to determine the six unknowns (a–e and T), two
additional relations are required. One relation is the First Law
of Thermodynamics, which states that the final temperature
is controlled by the release of the heat of reaction associ-
ated with the burning of this fuel. The other relation that is
needed often is called an equilibrium relation (or the Law
of Mass Action). In the final equilibrium state, all species
are in equilibrium with each other, so this law could be
written in several different ways. The way that best relates
quantities a–e is to consider the equilibrium between CO,
H2O, CO2, and H2, which is called the “water–gas” rela-
tion and is one of the most important relations that govern
the burning of hydrocarbon fuels under fuel-rich conditions;
it is

CO + H2O ↔ CO2 + H2 (2)
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The corresponding Law of Mass Action in terms of a, b, c,
and d is

Kp(T ) = b·c
d·a (3)

Kp is defined to be the equilibrium constant for this reaction,
and it is a tabulated function of only one variable: the final
gas temperature (T). This Law of Mass Action is based on
the idea that in equilibrium, the rate at which CO and H2O
collide and react to form CO2 and H2 (the forward reaction)
is exactly equal to the rate at which CO2 and H2 collide and
react to form CO and H2O (the reverse reaction). Therefore,
we have six equations for the six unknowns a–e and T.

In more general terms, an equilibrium relation between
species A, B, C, and D can be written:

νA A + νB B ↔ νC C + νD D (4)

where the νs are called stoichiometric coefficients (Turns,
2000). The corresponding Law of Mass Action is

Kp = p
νC
C p

νD
D

p
νA
A p

νB
B

(5)

where pA is the partial pressure of species A. It often is useful
to replace pA with the number of moles of species A per unit
volume, which is the number density (nA), using the idea gas
law:

pA = nA Ru T (6)

Ru is the universal gas constant, which equals 8.314 N m K−1.
Therefore, equation (5) becomes

Kp = (
n

νC
C n

νC
D n

−νA
A n

−νB
B

)
(RuT )(νC+νD−νA+νB) (7)

Note that if equation (7) is applied to the water–gas reac-
tion given by equation (2), then equation (7) reduces to
equation (3).

Large computer codes such as CHEMKIN and the NASA
CEA code can rapidly compute the equilibrium constants Kp

for different equilibrium relations that are associated with
many different species (Turns, 2000). Instead of tabulating
the function Kp(T) for every equilibrium relation, a more
efficient method is used. The Gibbs free energy of each com-
pound of interest is stored in a table, and, for each equilibrium
relation such as equation (4), Kp is computed using

Kp = exp
−�G0

RuT
(8)

The change in the Gibbs free energy (�G0) for an equilibrium
relation is a linear combination of the values of Gibbs free
energy of each compound (g0

i ). For the reaction represented
by equation (4),

�G0 = νC g0
C + νD g0

D − νA g0
A − νB g0

B (9)

1.1 Enthalpy of formation

The enthalpy of a gas mixture (H) is related to the enthalpy
per unit mole (h̄i) of each of the species in the mixture by

H =
∑

i

Xih̄i (10)

where Xi is the mole fraction of the ith species, and the
enthalpy per mole has two components

h̄i = h̄0
f,i + �h̄i (11)

The quantity �h̄i is called the thermal (or sensible) enthalpy
per mole (Sonntag, Borgnakke and Van Wylen, 2004) and is
defined as

�h̄i(T ) =
∫ T

298 K
c̄p,i dT (12)

where c̄p,i is the molar heat capacity of species i. Thus, the
thermal enthalpy increases as the gas temperature is raised.
The quantityh0

f,i is the enthalpy of formation; it is the enthalpy
of a species that is at 298 K and 1 atmosphere pressure. By
convention, the enthalpy of formation of each element in its
standard state, such as H2, O2, C, is zero. The enthalpy of
formation of a compound such as CO2 is the enthalpy that
must be added to create that compound from elements in their
standard state. When carbon (C) and O2 are reacted, CO2

is formed, but enthalpy does not need to be added. Instead,
393 522 kJ of enthalpy is liberated in this exothermic reaction
per kmole of CO2 produced, so h̄0

f,CO2
is −393 522 kJ kmol−1

(Sonntag, Borgnakke and Van Wylen, 2004). Stable products
of combustion such as CO2 and H2O have large negative
values of their heats of formation, while fuels have heats of
formation that often are zero (such as H2) or positive. The heat
of formation is sometimes called the “chemical enthalpy”.
Because of it (chemical enthalpy), a fuel at 298 K has a much
different enthalpy than an inert product such as CO2 at 298 K.
This difference in chemical enthalpy is due to the fact that
fuels contain energy in their molecular bonds that is liberated
during a combustion process, while products of combustion
do not.
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The enthalpy (or heat) of reaction (�h̄R) per mole of fuel is
defined as the enthalpy of the reactants minus the enthalpy of
products per mole of fuel when complete combustion occurs
at a constant temperature of 298 K. To maintain a constant
temperature for an exothermic reaction (which releases heat),
there must be heat transfer to the surroundings. For exother-
mic reactions, the heat of reaction is a negative number. The
enthalpy (or heat) of combustion (�h̄C) is defined to be this
same number but is of opposite sign, so the heat of combus-
tion is a positive number for an exothermic reaction. Consider
the following reaction that occurs at a constant temperature
of 298 K:

νA A + νB B → νC C + νD D (13)

Let A represent the fuel, and consider the reaction of 1 mole
of fuel, so νA is 1. The heat of combustion is

�h̄C = νAh̄0
f,A + νB h̄0

f,B − νCh̄0
f,C − νDh̄0

f,D (14)

Note that the thermal enthalpy of each species is zero, since
every species is at a temperature of 298 K. For the case
C + O2 → CO2, νA, νB, νc, and νD are 1, 1, 1, and 0, while h̄0

f,i

is zero for carbon and oxygen. Inserting the value of h̄0
f,CO2

,
which is −393 522 kJ kmol−1 into equation (14) (CO2 corre-
sponds to species C), it follows that the heat of combustion
of this reaction is +393 522 kJ per kmole of fuel consumed.

Each fuel is characterized by its lower heating value
(LHV), which is defined as

LHV = �h̄C

MWF
(15)

When computing the lower heating value, the heat of com-
bustion is calculated assuming that the water in the products
is in vapor form. The higher heating value (HHV) is defined
as the right-hand side of the above equation if the water in
the products is in liquid form, but this situation is rare when
fuel is burned in jet engines or rockets. MWF is the molecu-
lar weight of the fuel. The lower heating value represents the
enthalpy that is liberated per kilogram of the fuel. It has the
values of 119 945 kJ kg−1 for hydrogen (H2), 50 010 kJ kg−1

for methane (CH4), 46 353 kJ kg−1 for propane (C3H8), and
44 788 for octane (C8H18). Therefore, the lower heating value
of the hydrocarbon fuels is in the range between 40 000
and 50 000 kJ kg−1, while the heating value of hydrogen is
more that twice this value. For this reason, hydrogen often is
preferred for rockets since hydrogen has a large amount of
enthalpy released per unit mass of fuel that must be lifted.

2 CHEMICAL KINETICS

Chemical kinetics are the processes that occur as a chemical
system changes in time from pure reactants to intermediate
species and then approaches a final steady-state equilibrium
composition and temperature. For example, a fuel such as
methane (CH4) breaks down to form intermediate species
such as methyl (CH3) as well as CH2, CH, and formaldehyde
(CH2O). Eventually, there exist large amounts of the simple
fuels H2 and CO, which combine with oxygen to finally form
carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapor (H2O). The unsteady
reaction process is governed by the laws of chemical kinetics
(Kuo, 2005; Law, 2006; Benson, 1980). Chemical kinetics
determine the rate at which a reaction proceeds, and this con-
trols, for example, the rate of ignition of a flammable mixture,
the speed of flame propagation, the intensity of a detonation,
and the formation rate of pollutants such as carbon monoxide
and nitric oxide.

Most chemical reactions occur when two species such as
A and B collide to form new species C and D; this is called
a bimolecular reaction and is represented by

A + B → C + D (16)

This is called a second-order reaction because there are two
species on the left-hand side of equation (16), which collide.
When there are three species on the left-hand side, which
collide, the reaction is third order. For equation (16), the
Arrhenius law for the rate of change in the concentration of
species A is

d[A]

dt
= −k[A][B] (17)

Gas species concentration has the dimensions of moles per
cubic centimeter, and it is related to the mole fraction (XA)
of species A and the gas pressure (p) and temperature (T) by

[A] = XA p

Ru T
(18)

The quantity k is called the rate coefficient for this reaction,
and it is a tabulated function of the gas temperature. The
Arrhenius law can be explained by simple molecular colli-
sion theory. It is logical to expect that if the number of moles
per unit volume of either species A or species B is doubled
then the rate at which species A and B collide also will double.
This logic explains why the product of [A] and [B] appears
on the right-hand side of equation (17). The number of col-
lisions also can be expected to increase if the molecules are
moving faster, which they do if the gas temperature is raised.
As expected, the rate coefficient k increases with the gas tem-
perature. To estimate the number of molecular collisions that
occur, consider a single molecule of species A that moves
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at a speed V and has a molecular radius of σ. As it moves,
the molecule sweeps out a cylindrical volume in space. The
length of this cylinder is V�t and cross-sectional area of the
cylinder is πσ2, so the volume of the cylinder is πσ2V�t. For
each molecule of species B that is located in this cylinder, a
collision will occur. The number of collisions between this
one molecule of species A and all B molecules therefore is
the number of molecules of species B per unit volume multi-
plied by the volume of the cylinder. This number now must be
multiplied by the total number of A molecules to determine
the total number of collisions between all A and B molecules.
It follows that the number of collisions per unit time (ZAB)
per unit volume (V) is proportional to the product of the fol-
lowing: [A], [B], the molecular velocity V, and an effective
molecular area that depends on the diameters of both A and B
molecules. In addition, there is another factor that is impor-
tant that is called the activation energy. As the two molecules
collide, a reaction only will occur if the molecules have suf-
ficient kinetic energy to break down the bonds that hold the
original two molecules together. Once these molecular bonds
have been broken, the individual atoms in both molecules can
rearrange themselves to form new species.

2.1 Reduced reaction mechanisms

Within a chemically reacting system, there will occur many
elementary reactions such as the one represented by equa-
tion (16). Elementary reactions describe the actual collisions
that occur between the various species in the gas mixture.
Many elementary reactions are bimolecular (and result from
the collisions between two molecules) while some may be tri-
molecular. The complete set of elementary reactions is called
the full (or complex) chemical mechanism. For methane com-
bustion, one version of the full mechanism consists of 279
reactions, and it includes reactions that create many minor
species such as nitric oxide. In some cases, it is important
to consider all (or nearly all) of these reactions in order to
account for the role of the minor species. The minor species
can affect the ignition or extinction of a flame as well as
the formation of nitric oxide and other pollutants. However,
for many other practical applications, it often is useful to
represent the chemical kinetics by a reduced mechanism.
The simplest type of reduced mechanism is the single-step
(or global) mechanism. For example, for hydrocarbon fuels,
the following single-step mechanism has proven to be useful:

CxHy + (x + y/4)O2 → xCO2 + (y/2)H2O (19)

d[CxHy]

dt
= A exp

−Ea

RuT
[CxHy]m[O2]n (20)

The constant A in equation (20) is the Arrhenius pre-
exponential constant and is not to be confused with the species
A in equation (16). Activation energy Ea and the exponents m
and n have been tabulated in the textbook of Turns (2000) for
many hydrocarbon fuels, including methane (x = 1, y = 4)
and octane (x = 8, y = 18). It should be remembered that
the actual chemical reactions that physically occur are the
elementary reactions, which describe the actual collisions
between molecules. Reduced mechanisms list reactions such
as the single-step reaction above, but these do not represent
the actual molecular collisions; a fuel molecule almost never
collides with O2 to directly produce products, as is implied by
equation (19). Since the reduced mechanisms are curve fits
to the many actual elementary reactions, there can be many
different reduced mechanisms that provide an acceptable
curve fit for a given application, but the range of condi-
tions over which the reduced mechanism is valid needs to be
tested.

An example of a multi-step reduced mechanism for
propane (C3H8) is

C3H8 → 3
2 C2H4 + H2 (21)

C2H4 + O2 → 2CO + 2H2 (22)

CO + 1
2 O2 → CO2 (23)

H2 + 1
2 O2 → H2O (24)

For this reduced mechanism, the rate of reaction of propane
is

d[C3H8]

dt
= −10x exp

(−Ea

RuT

)
[C3H8]a[O2]b[C2H4]c (25)

Turns (2000) tabulates the constants x, Ea, a, b, and c as well
as similar equations for d[C2H4]/dt and other species in the
mechanism. It is seen that this multi-step-reduced mechanism
is more realistic than the single-step example above because
it accounts for the fuel breakdown into the simpler fuels (H2

and CO), which then are oxidized to form H2O and CO2.
However, it does not include radicals such as OH and H,
which play an important role, for example, in the ignition
process. To model ignition, a reduced order mechanism that
includes radicals would be required.

Two methods that are used to create reduced reaction
mechanisms are called the partial equilibrium assumption
and the steady-state assumption. These methods are not
needed if the full chemistry mechanism is considered; in that
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case, there is an Arrhenius relation for every species. These
Arrhenius equations relate the rate of change of the con-
centration of every species to the concentrations of all other
species. However, this means that a differential equation must
be solved for every species that is present, which may require
too much computational time. A more rapid method is to
replace the Arrhenius differential equations with algebraic
equations and thereby create a reduced order mechanism.

The term partial equilibrium describes a set of chemical
reactions that involve both fast and slow reactions. The fast
reactions involve species that can be considered to be equi-
librated with each other. The Law of Mass Action (such as
equation (7)) can be written to relate the number of moles of
the various equilibrated species. This is an algebraic equation
that can be rapidly solved. Other species that are involved
in slow reactions do not reach equilibrium in the time of
interest, and their concentration must be determined by solv-
ing the Arrhenius differential equations. One example is the
formation of nitric oxide (NO) by the relatively slow reaction:

O + N2 → NO + N (26)

This reaction is relatively slow in a combustion process, so
NO is not in chemical equilibrium with other species, and
the reverse reaction between NO and N often can be ignored.
Therefore, an equilibrium relation that involves NO cannot be
written; instead, Arrhenius relations for the chemical kinetics
are needed to determine the amount of NO. To determine the
moles of O atoms on the left-hand side of equation (23), it
can be assumed that O and O2 are in partial equilibrium:

O2 ↔ 2O (27)

because this reaction is fast, so a Law of Mass Action (such as
equation (7)) can be written to relate the number of moles of O
atoms to the moles of O2. The partial equilibrium assumption
is the assumption that certain reactions are fast and certain
species are equilibrated with other species, so that an Arrhe-
nius differential equation can be replaced with an algebraic
equilibrium relation.

Another assumption that is used is the steady-state
assumption, which helps to create a reduced order mecha-
nism. Consider the reaction,

N + O2 → NO + O (28)

This is one of the elementary reactions that leads to nitric
oxide formation. The steady-state assumption is that highly
reactive radicals, such as the nitrogen atom, reach a steady-

state concentration and thus

d[N]

dt
= 0 (29)

The nitrogen atom concentration initially builds up, but then
N is destroyed as rapidly as it can form. Therefore, its rate of
formation and destruction are equal, so its concentration does
not change in time. The steady-state approximation usually
occurs when the reactions that form the species are slow, but
the reactions that consume the species are fast. It is difficult to
know this information in advance, so the steady-state assump-
tion normally is made after examining the full chemistry
mechanism in detail and realizing that some simplifications
are possible. Consider both of the reactions represented
by equations (23) and (25). The Arrhenius law along with
equation (26) states that

d[N]

dt
= k1[O][N2] − k2[N][O2] = 0 (30)

which is solved for [N] to yield

[N] = k1[O][N2]

k2[O2]
(31)

The steady-state assumption provides this algebraic equation
for [N], which replaces the differential equation for [N] that
is similar to equation (17), thus reducing the time required to
solve the problem.

2.2 Chain-initiating, chain-branching,
chain-terminating reactions

A fuel such as hydrogen burns rapidly in air because the
chemical reactions form certain radical species such as H,
OH, and O. The hydrogen atom (H) is called a radical because
it has only one electron in its outer shell, and thus it reacts
easily with other species in order to fill its outer shell with
another electron. If one radical is formed, it may collide with
another molecule and form two radicals. Each new radical
then may form two more radicals, and this leads to a chain
reaction that can cause an explosion and/or very rapid reac-
tions. A good example is the combustion of hydrogen and
oxygen. Consider the reaction

H2 + O2 → HO2 + H (32)

This is called a chain-initiating step because it creates a reac-
tive radical (H) from the collision of two species that are not
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radicals (H2 and O2). Another type of step is called a chain-
branching step; it is one that creates two new radicals and
consumes only one radical, such as

H + O2 → O + OH (33)

O + H2 → H + OH (34)

O + H2O → OH + OH (35)

A chain-propagating step is one that consumes one radical
but only forms one radical, and an example is

H2 + OH → H2O + H (36)

Finally, a chain-terminating step is a reaction for which the
number of radicals formed is less than the number of radicals
consumed, such as

H + OH + M → H2O + M (37)

H + O + M → OH + M (38)

H + H + M → H2 + M (39)

O + O + M → O2 + M (40)

The symbol M represents any species that can collide and
provide enough kinetic energy to promote the reaction, but
whose molecular structure does not change. Most likely, M
is the N2 molecule since it represents more than 70% of all
of the molecules that are present in a typical hydrocarbon–air
combustion process.

The two-body (second-order) reactions listed above have
a different dependence on the gas pressure (p) than the three-
body (third-order) reactions. The reaction rate of a second-
order reaction is given by equation (17). If the concentration
of species A is replaced by the right-hand side of equation (18)
and this process is repeated for the other species, it follows
that for a second-order reaction

dXA

dt
= −k1 XA XB

(
p

Ru T

)
(41)

For a third-order reaction such as A + B + C → D + E + F,
the Arrhenius law becomes

d XA

dt
= −k1 XA XB XC

(
p

Ru T

)2

(42)

Inspection of these last two equations indicates that as the
gas pressure is increased, the rate of reaction (dXA/dt) for a
third-order reaction will increase more rapidly than that of a
second-order reaction. The pressure dependence of chemical
reactions has an effect on practical devices. The flame within
a jet engine may extinguish if an aircraft flies above a certain
altitude where the gas pressure is too low. In an automobile
engine, if the compression ratio is too high, the elevated pres-
sure may cause the chemical reactions to proceed too rapidly,
resulting in engine knock.

Equation (29) indicates that increasing the gas pressure
enhances the reaction rate for a two-body reaction. This idea
has been corroborated by experiments that show that if a
stoichiometric hydrogen–oxygen mixture is maintained at
500 ◦C and at a pressure of 1 atmosphere, it will not explode,
but if the gas pressure is increased to 10 atmospheres it
does explode. This observation is consistent with equation
(41). However, if the gas pressure of that same mixture is
reduced from 1 atmosphere to 1/20th of an atmosphere, it
also will explode. This latter observation cannot be explained
by equation (41). Instead, this example shows that there is
competition between many two-body and three-body reac-
tions, and that some reactions are chain branching (and
creating new radicals) while other are chain terminating
and therefore destroying radicals. Because of the competi-
tion between many different reactions, it is important not to
ignore certain reactions in developing a reduced order mech-
anism, especially for engines that operate at widely varying
pressures.

Another important reaction mechanism is that associated
with carbon monoxide reacting with oxygen. The chain-
initiating step that creates radicals is

CO + O2 → CO2 + O (43)

Chain-branching steps (that create two radicals) are

O + H2O → OH + OH (44)

H + O2 → OH + O (45)

A chain-propagating step that consumes one radical and cre-
ates another is

CO + OH → CO2 + H (46)

This latter reaction produces most of the CO2 in the final
products.

When a simple hydrocarbon such as methane (CH4) reacts
with air, there are at least 279 elementary reactions that are
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known to occur, if minor species such as nitric oxide are
included. However, the major pathway involves far fewer
reactions. CH4 is converted to methyl (CH3) due to colli-
sions between CH4 and OH, H, and O radicals. The CH3

is converted to formaldehyde (CH2O) and then to formyl
(CHO) due to collisions with these same radicals. The CHO
then is converted to CO. CO is a simple fuel that burns to
form CO2 according to the CO mechanism described above.
Meanwhile, recombination of H atoms creates the simple
fuel H2, which burns to form H2O according to the hydrogen
mechanism described above.

Nitric oxide (NO) is a pollutant that is regulated in the auto-
motive and aircraft industry. It is formed in engines primarily
by the thermal mechanism that is described by equations
(26) to (31). Normally, the hydrocarbon fuels burn within
thin-flame reaction zones in which little NO is formed. The
thermal NO is created primarily in the hot post flame gases,
which contain N2 and O2 if the engine conditions are fuel
lean. The total amount of NO in the engine exhaust depends
on the product of the rate of NO formation (d[NO]/dt) and
the residence time during which the product gases remain
at an elevated temperature above approximately 1800 K. If
the product gases have a uniform temperature that does not
exceed 1800 K at any location, then little NO will be formed.
Strategies to reduce NO emissions include concepts that are
called lean premixed combustion as well as fuel staging.
Improved fuel–air mixing attempts to burn the fuel uniformly
in fully premixed mode to minimize the size of hot spots. The
fuel-staging strategy attempts to maximize the residence time
in which the gases are in the initial fuel-rich regions as well
as in the downstream very fuel-lean regions where little NO
is formed. The idea is to minimize the residence time during
which gases are in the intermediate region between fuel rich
and fuel lean; these intermediate regions have hot, slightly
fuel-lean conditions that favor NO formation. It is desirable
to find ways to increase the gas velocity in these intermediate
regions to reduce the local residence times.

3 CHEMICALLY REACTING FLOWS

Chemically reacting flows are generally divided into the fol-
lowing categories: premixed flames, non-premixed flames
(which often are called diffusion flames), detonations, and
distributed reaction zones. A premixed flame is a subsonic
wave that propagates as a certain wave speed through a mix-
ture of fuel and air. The mixture must have the proper ratio of
fuel to air such that this ratio lies with the flammability limits.
For hydrocarbon flames, the range of the mass of fuel relative
to that of air for which the mixture is flammable is between
approximately one-half and twice that of the stoichiometric

condition. Examples of devices that contain premixed flames
are Bunsen burners, gas stoves, gas furnaces, industrial burn-
ers, automobile engines, and some jet engine afterburners.
Non-premixed flames occur when the fuel and air are not
premixed but instead are injected in separate streams. These
flames consist of thin reaction layers that exist where the fuel
and air come in contact and mix. Non-premixed flames are
not waves and they do not propagate; their location is deter-
mined solely by the location of the fuel–air boundary, which is
governed by fluid mechanical mixing. Typical non-premixed
flames are candle flames, forest fires, and the combustion of
fuel jets and sprays. A detonation wave is a supersonic wave
that propagates through a premixed flammable mixture. It
often is described as a shock wave followed by a reaction
zone. One common way to generate a detonation wave is to
ignite a flammable mixture inside a long tube that has one
end closed. Initially, a premixed flame propagates toward the
open end of the tube at a subsonic speed, then as the gas
pressure builds up, the wave accelerates until it reaches super-
sonic speed and becomes a detonation. Detonation waves are
found in gun barrels and in explosions that occur within large
confined tubes such as mine shafts and grain silos.

A Bunsen burner is a device that contains both a premixed
and a non-premixed flame if the initial fuel–air mixture is
fuel rich. The two cones that are drawn in Figure 1 may look
familiar to those who have used a Bunsen burner to con-
duct chemistry laboratory experiments. The inner cone is a
fuel-rich premixed flame that creates products that contain
unburned fuel as well as CO2 and H2O, but no oxygen, since
all of the oxygen in the original reactant stream is consumed
by the premixed flame. The outer cone is a non-premixed
flame that exists at a fuel–air boundary. Outside the outer
cone is the ambient air, and inside the cone is the unburned
fuel that passed through the rich premixed flame. In Figure 1,
the velocity of the reactants is denoted U and the angle
between U and the surface of the inner cone is the angle α.
The component of U that is perpendicular to the inner cone
is called SL, which is called the laminar burning velocity. It
follows from the geometry that

SL = U sin α (47)

The propagation speed of a premixed flame is the speed at
which the flame moves relative to the reactants ahead of it. In
this case, the flame is not moving in space, but the reactants
are moving. Therefore, SL is the propagation speed of the
premixed flame. The laminar burning velocity SL is a funda-
mental property of the wave. It depends on the type of fuel,
the fuel–air ratio, and the initial temperature and pressure of
the reactants. When turbulence is present, it often causes an
increase in the flame speed from the laminar burning velocity
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Fuel-rich
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Outer cone = 
Non-premixed
flame

Figure 1. Schematic of a Bunsen burner upon which two flames
are stabilized: a fuel-rich premixed flame (the inner cone) and a
non-premixed outer flame (the outer cone).

(SL) to a new, larger propagation speed that is called the
turbulent burning velocity (ST).

When fuel is injected into internal combustion or gas tur-
bine engines, often what occurs is labeled “partially premixed
combustion” (PPC). Normally, the term “premixed flame”
implies that fuel and air are fully mixed with no stratifica-
tion in the reactants. Therefore, the term PPC has been used
to refer to reactants that are not fully mixed. That is, PPC
consists of stratified premixed and/or stratified non-premixed
flames that often are close enough to each other to interact.
One example of PPC occurs when the fuel equivalence ratio
varies along a reaction layer, and there are regions where
the reactant mixture lies within the flammability limits, so a
stratified premixed flame exists. In other regions, the reac-
tant concentrations lie outside of the flammability limits so
a stratified non-premixed flame exists. Where local extinc-
tion occurs along the reaction layer, flames at the edges of
the extinction region may propagate toward each other to
reconnect the layer. Another example of partially premixed

combustion is a jet flame that is lifted; the reaction begins at a
location that is downstream of the injection port. In the lifted
region, the fuel and air mix, but they remain highly stratified.
The term partially premixed combustion also has been used
to describe a rich premixed Bunsen flame that is surrounded
by a non-premixed flame; the latter exists at the boundary
between the rich combustion products and the surrounding
air.

3.1 Rankine–Hugoniot curve

A subsonic premixed flame is called a deflagration wave,
while a supersonic premixed combustion wave is called a
detonation wave. Consider a one-dimensional flat wave; the
flow is laminar everywhere and the gas mixtures are calori-
cally perfect, so their heat capacities are constant and equal to
that of pure air. The coordinate system is attached to the wave,
so the conditions are steady and U1 is the velocity of reactants
approaching the wave, while U2 is the velocity of products
downstream of the wave. Both deflagration and detonation
waves must satisfy the following four governing equations
that represent the conservation laws of mass, momentum,
and energy and the equation of state.

ρ1U1 = ρ2U2 (48)

p1 + ρ1U
2
1 = p2 + ρ2U

2
2 (49)

cp T1 + U2
1

2
+ q = cp T2 + U2

2

2
(50)

p2 = ρ2 R T2 (51)

The subscripts 1 and 2 describe conditions upstream and
downstream of the wave, respectively. Symbols p, ρ, T repre-
sent the gas pressure, density, and temperature, respectively.
The heat added by the combustion process per unit mass of
the reactants is q. Note that there are four equations and there
are five unknowns (p2, ρ2, T2, U1, and U2) since p1, ρ1, T1,
and q are given. Therefore, we can plot all possible solutions
to the above four equations as a single curve that is called the
Hugoniot curve (also known as the Rankine–Hugoniot
curve). The Hugoniot curve is shown in Figure 2. By con-
vention, the x axis is selected to be the specific volume (v)
that is the inverse of the gas density, and the y axis is gas
pressure. The solid line that is labeled “Hugoniot Curve”
represents solutions (p2, v2) downstream of the wave. The
given upstream conditions (p1, v1) are plotted as point A.

One more piece of information is needed to determine the
solution, which is the point on the Hugoniot curve that rep-
resents the value of (p2, v2) downstream of the wave. For
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Figure 2. Rankine–Hugoniot curve representing possible condi-
tions downstream of a premixed combustion wave for a given
upstream condition (p1, v1). Upstream condition is represented by
point A. Gas pressure is p and the specific volume v is the inverse
of the gas density ρ.

subsonic waves (deflagration waves), the wave propagation
velocity must be provided. This velocity is U1 and is equal to
the laminar burning velocity (SL). Values of SL can be mea-
sured or calculated by some external method, but they depend
on the rate of reaction that is determined by the chemical
kinetics. Once U1 is set equal to SL, the above equations can
be solved; the solution will be a single point on the Hugoniot
curve that is in between the locations C and E that are marked
in Figure 2. Another possible solution to these equations is
that of a detonation wave. In this case, U1 is not determined
by some external method, as with the deflagration wave, but
remains an unknown. Instead, it is known that the Mach num-
ber downstream of the detonation wave (with respect to the
wave) is unity. This requirement is similar to the idea that
flow can be thermally choked by adding heat to it. When a
deflagration wave propagates in a tube with a closed end, it
will accelerate toward the open end. A shock wave forms in
front of the reaction zone, and this wave undergoes transition
to a detonation wave. The rapid heat addition in the reaction
zone causes the Mach number of the products to reach 1, and
then the wave can no longer accelerate. The steady detonation
wave that results is called a Chapman–Jouguet detonation. To
solve for the wave velocity (U1), the new boundary condition
(M2 = 1) is added to the above four equations. Then there are
five equations and five unknowns (p2, ρ2, T2, U1, and U2).
The detonation wave solution is represented by the point D in
Figure 2. Note that for the deflagration wave, the gas pressure
downstream of the wave is less than the pressure upstream of
the wave, since points on the Hugoniot curve between points

C and E are lower than point A. For the detonation wave,
the gas pressure is much larger downstream of the wave than
upstream, since point D is much higher than point A.

3.2 Premixed flames

The Hugoniot curve that was discussed in the last section
represents the “jump conditions” across a premixed flame.
That is, the four equations in the previous section provide
the conditions downstream of a premixed flame if the gas
pressure, density, and temperature upstream of the wave are
given, and the wave speed (U1) also is provided by some
external method. The theory of laminar premixed flames is
the external method that is used to compute U1, which is equal
to the laminar burning velocity SL. Consider a planar laminar
flame that may be a small section of the conical surface of the
Bunsen flame that was drawn in Figure 1. The gas temperature
will increase in the x direction as shown in Figure 3, where
x is the direction normal to the wave. The leading edge of
the flame is the vertical axis in Figure 3. The reactant mass
fraction YR will decrease in the x direction as products are
formed; the sum of YR and the product mass fraction Yp equals
unity at any location.

The upstream portion of the premixed flame is called the
preheat zone, and the downstream portion is called the reac-
tion zone. In the upstream preheat zone, chemical reactions
and heat release due to combustion do not occur; instead, they
occur only in the reaction zone. Heat is conducted upstream
from the reaction zone to the preheat zone. This heats the gas
in the preheat zone up to the ignition temperature. Then, the
curve in the figure that is labeled heat release rate (q) begins to
rise. When all of the reactants have been consumed, this heat
release rate curve drops down to zero. There are many gas
species present in the reaction zone. If the fuel is methane,
for example, the chemical reactions will cause methane to
be converted to CH3 and then there will be formation of

T,YR or q

x distance normal to flame 

Gas temperature T 

Heat release
rate q

Reactant mass
fraction YR

Preheat zone           Reaction zone 

Figure 3. Sketch of profiles of reactant mass fraction, gas temper-
ature, and heat release rate across a laminar premixed flame.
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formaldehyde (CH2O), carbon monoxide (CO), and hydro-
gen (H2), which eventually burn with oxygen to form CO2

and H2O. Fortunately, all of the complex chemical processes
are governed by the same types of equations that were listed
in the last section: the conservation laws for mass, momen-
tum, and energy and the conservation laws for each chemical
species. The rate of creation and consumption of each species
is governed by the Arrhenius laws that were described above.
The computer code CHEMKIN provides a solution of these
basic equations and the correct boundary conditions, and thus
it computes the value of the laminar burning velocity SL.

Some empirical relations for the laminar burning velocity
of selected fuels are given by Turns (2000). For example, for
propane–air flames, the burning velocity is represented by

SL = [36.9 cm s−1 − 138.6(φ − 1.11)2]

×
(

T1

298 K

)γ( p1

1 atm

)β

(52)

The exponent γ is (2.18 − 0.08 (φ − 1)) and β is
(−0.16 + 0.22 (φ − 1)); φ is the equivalence ratio (the fuel–
air ratio divided by the stoichiometric fuel–air ratio). T1 and
p1 are the reactant gas temperature and pressure. This rela-
tion indicates that flames burn fastest when the fuel–air ratio
is close to the stoichiometric value (φ = 1). Faster burning
also is caused by increasing the reactant gas temperature T1.

In automobile engines, a flame may begin as a laminar pre-
mixed flame just after the mixture is ignited. Near the spark
plug, a small flame kernel often develops, but as the spherical
flame becomes larger, it becomes wrinkled by the turbulence
in the flow field and becomes a turbulent premixed flame.
To understand the turbulent flame, all of the concepts that
describe laminar flames are still useful, but to determine the
turbulent burning velocity (ST), it is necessary to multiply the
laminar burning velocity (SL) by the factor (ST/SL). This fac-
tor normally is determined from experiments or from detailed
computations. For example, one formula for the turbulent
burning velocity that is based on experimental observations is

ST

SL
= 1 + c1

(
u′L
ν

)1/2

(53)

The root-mean-squared velocity fluctuations in the reactants
are u′, and the integral scale of the turbulence, which is a
measure of the size of the larger eddies in the reactants, is
L. The kinematic viscosity of the reactants is ν and c1 is an
empirical constant. This formula indicates that turbulence
will cause the premixed flame to propagate faster as the
turbulence level (u′) or the size of the turbulent eddies (L)
is increased. Often it is desired to increase the burning
velocity in order to force the reactants to burn more rapidly

or to reduce the size of the combustion chamber that is
required. Some strategies to increase the burning velocity in
automobile and jet engines include adding swirl or tumbling
motions to the reactant gases in order to increase the values
of u′ and L. However, if the intensity of the turbulence is
made too large, the reactions will extinguish, so efforts often
are made to find the optimum level of turbulence.

3.3 Detonation waves

A detonation wave is a premixed combustion wave whose
propagation speed U1 is supersonic; that is, it exceeds the
speed of sound (γRT1)1/2 of the reactants ahead of it. It can
be described as a shock wave followed by a chemical reac-
tion zone (Sonntag, Borgnakke and Van Wylen, 2004; Kuo,
2005). The shock wave increases the gas temperature to a
value that is much higher than the ignition temperature of
the reactants, so the heated reactants very rapidly ignite. The
reaction rate is an exponentially increasing function of the gas
temperature, as given by the Arrhenius law, thus the reaction
proceeds vigorously. Normally, a detonation wave is created
when a deflagration wave (flame) accelerates in confined ves-
sel or tube, the gas pressures and temperatures build up due to
compression, and the wave transitions to a steady Chapman–
Jouguet detonation wave. At this condition, the Mach number
of the hot products is sonic so U2/(γRT2)1/2 is unity. The
detonation velocity (U1) then can be computed by combin-
ing this M2 = 1 boundary condition with the four equations
(equations (32)–(35)) to yield

U1 =
[

2(γ + 1)γ R

(
T1 + q

cp

)]1/2

(54)

For example, the heat released per kilogram of reactant
(q) is known to be 3400 kJ kg−1 for a stoichiometric acety-
lene (C2H2)–air mixture that initially is at T1 = 298 K. Using
the above equation, the computed detonation velocity U1 is
1998 m s−1 (Turns, 2000), which corresponds to a propaga-
tion Mach number M1 of 5.8.

Accurate computation of detonation velocities (U1) and
final pressures (p2) can be achieved using the NASA CEA
code. It solves the conservation equations that are similar
to equations (2)–(5), but it also computes the degree of gas
dissociation and accounts for the different properties of the
gas species. When air temperatures exceed 2000 K, a signifi-
cant fraction of the oxygen molecules begin to dissociate, and
since it requires energy to dissociate the molecules, there is
less energy available to raise the temperature of the product
gases. Dissociation leads to lower product temperatures than
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Figure 4. Typical flame stability diagram. Excessive velocity of
reactants caused blowout (flameout) while insufficient velocity of
reactants leads to flashback.

would occur if there were no dissociation. To compute det-
onation velocities, the CEA code does not have to solve the
laws of chemical kinetics (Arrhenius equations); it is only
necessary to compute equilibrium gas properties using the
Law of Mass Action. This is because the detonation velocity
is determined by the M2 = 1 boundary condition, and not by
the chemical kinetics.

3.4 Flame stability

The premixed flame that is attached to a Bunsen burner (as
was drawn in Figure 1) is said to be stable. The flame is
a wave that actually is propagating into the reactant gases,
but since the reactant gases are moving upward, the flame
does not appear to move. If the velocity of the reactant gas
was suddenly decreased to zero, then the flame would prop-
agate downward into the Bunsen burner tube and it would
travel downward at the laminar burning velocity. This is
called flashback and the flame is said to be unstable. When

an acetylene–oxygen welding torch is shut off, often a loud
popping sound is heard. This is the flame flashing back into
the torch. Fortunately, the torch is designed so that there is
not a long distance from the end of the tube to the upstream
location where the acetylene and oxygen first mix; the flame
cannot propagate any farther upstream than this distance.
Another way to destabilize a Bunsen burner is to increase the
velocity of the reactants; the flame lifts higher and higher until
eventually it disappears. This is called blowout (or flameout).
Blowout is due to the fact that the flame cannot propagate
upstream fast enough to match the high velocity of the reac-
tants that are approaching it.

A jet engine afterburner is similar to a Bunsen burner in
that fuel and air become mixed and the reaction zone can
either be stable or it can undergo flashback or blowout. Engine
designers use curves such as the one shown in Figure 4. When
the velocity of reactants is raised, eventually conditions move
to the far right side of Figure 4 and blowout occurs. If the
velocity of reactants is reduced, eventually conditions move
to the left and into the flashback regime. Both flashback and
blowout limits are sensitive to the fuel–air ratio of the reac-
tants. The stable region is seen to be widest if the fuel–air
ratio is selected to be nearly stoichiometric (φ = 1).
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1 LIQUID ATOMIZATION AND SPRAY
COMBUSTION

The combustion of a liquid fuel in aerospace applications
involves a number of steps comprising atomization, dis-
persion, vaporization, mixing, and ultimately ignition and
subsequent combustion. A number of detailed reviews are
available regarding each of these steps and the reader is
encouraged to turn to those comprehensive treatments for
more complete information (Sirignano, 1999; Lefebvre,
1989; Birouk and Gokalp, 2006; Bayvel and Orzechowski,
1993). The first step is the transformation of the bulk liquid
fuel into a spray or aerosol composed of separated droplets.
As discussed in the references cited, this process is referred
to as “atomization” and can be achieved with a wide array
of methods, including mechanical tearing approaches, twin-
fluid shearing, and electrostatic devices that either disrupt

the liquid-air interface or simply shatter the bulk fluid. The
goal of the atomization device is to encourage the breakup
of the liquid by overcoming the cohesive forces in the bulk
fluid that maintain its tendency to remain intact. This is
generally accomplished through thinning of the liquid into
small jets or sheets. These thin or narrow structures of liq-
uid are unstable and will rapidly break into smaller parcels
of liquid, ultimately forming droplets. The net result of this
process is to dramatically increase the overall surface area of
the liquid fuel, which then facilitates the distribution of the
fuel and evaporation of the liquid necessary to generate the
flammable vapor, which ultimately burns to produce power
and propulsion. The ability of droplets to form also depends
on the external conditions under which atomization occurs.
For example, if conditions exceed the critical point for the
fuel, it is possible for the fuel to more or less directly vapor-
ize, since surface tension drops to zero. Indeed, attempts to
benefit from such phenomena have been explored via “flash-
ing” atomization or injection of fuels at or near superheated
conditions, resulting in enhanced atomization once the pres-
sure resisting the liquid/gas phase change from occurring is
rapidly reduced through the atomization device. A similar,
but distinctly different approach, referred to as “effervescent”
atomization, uses the rapid expansion of intentionally intro-
duced gas bubbles to assist in fluid disruption (Sovani, Sojka
and Lefebvre, 2001; Lorcher, Schmidt and Mewes, 2005).

1.1 Atomization

Mechanical atomization devices essentially feature high-
pressure injection of the liquid through small passages. The
simplest concept for this could involve injection through a
round hole or an array of holes. This is common practice
for aircraft engine afterburners as well as for liquid rocket
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motors. In this case, a laminar or turbulent jet (or jets) of
liquid fuel will breakup via various instability mechanisms.
The most dominant of these mechanisms is the intrinsic insta-
bility of a round jet to disturbances with wavelength larger
than the jet circumference. This Rayleigh instability, iden-
tified in the late 1800s (Rayleigh, 1894), results primarily
from a competition between fluid momentum and its surface
tension. The Reynolds number of the liquid jet (i.e., an indi-
cation of whether the jet is laminar or turbulent) can play a
major role in the nature of the breakup of the jet. Likewise,
any small perturbations in the hole and/or entrance section
can contribute to breakup. Once the liquid jet is turbulent, the
breakup is enhanced by the additional sources of instability
provided by turbulence in the liquid.

Several non-dimensional numbers are often associated
with the atomization process. These include the Weber num-
ber and Ohnesorge numbers. The Weber number is defined
in equation (1).

WeL = ρLUrD

σ
(1)

The Weber number (We) is usually considered to represent
the ratio of forces which tend to breakup the liquid (aerody-
namic force) to forces which tend to resist breakup (surface
tension). By the nature of this expression, a Weber number of
(1) indicates when these two forces are equal, thus predict-
ing impending breakup. In practice, “critical” values of the
Weber number can be defined which can be used to determine
if liquid will breakup. Often it is difficult to precisely know
the length scales or relative velocities, but higher values of
We generally indicate a situation in which breakup is more
likely to occur. It is interesting to note that in the case just
described, surface tension helps the fluid resist breakup when
its surface is disturbed by an external aerodynamic force. In
the case of the intrinsic Rayleigh instability, however, the sur-
face tension has the opposite effect and is responsible for the
pinch-off into droplets once internal momentum fluctuations
disturb the jet surface at sufficiently long wavelength. This
illustrates the importance of the role of the liquid jet Reynolds
number (i.e., presence of turbulence).

The role of viscosity is captured through the Ohnesorge
number with inclusion of the Reynolds number, as defined in
equations (2) and (3).

Oh =
√

WeL

Re
(2)

Re = ρLUrD

µL
(3)

Perhaps the most common reference approach relative to clas-
sifying jet disintegration was proposed by Ohnesorge, based

on photographic records (Ohnesorge, 1936). At low values of
Re, a column of liquid will break into nearly uniform drops
which are roughly 1.9 times the diameter of the original col-
umn. This is due to the Rayleigh mechanism of breakup
already mentioned. At higher Re values, the jet exhibits
oscillations associated with frictional interactions with the
air. When the Re is large enough, the jet breaks up rapidly
and completely. For most practical systems, this complete
atomization is the preferred mode of breakup. Hence, reduc-
ing liquid viscosity and increasing velocities (which both
increase Re) and reducing surface tension (which increases
We) are beneficial in moving a given injection system into
the complete atomization regime. Although the complexity
of competing processes makes specific critical values diffi-
cult to predict, the basic role of liquid physical properties are
captured through equations (1)–(3).

Another very important form of We is often used in cor-
relating droplet sizes within sprays. It is similar to equation
(1), but utilizes the gas density rather than the liquid density.
This form better reflects the ratio of aerodynamic forces to
surface tension forces.

We = ρgUrD

σ
(4)

In most aerospace combustion systems, liquid injection
generally occurs in a fairly complex environment that is far
from quiescent in nature. As a result, in addition to insta-
bilities associated with the internal flow of the liquid jet or
sheet, instabilities are often enhanced by the presence of a
strong flow associated with the gas phase into which the fuel
is injected. In this case, the liquid/air surface instability can
be strongly enhanced. The Weber number in this case can
become much higher than would be the case for a quiescent
environment because the relative velocity between the phases
is a function of the velocity of both phases rather than only of
the liquid phase. Note also how air density affects atomization
according to equation (4). Under a high pressure ambient con-
dition, atomization tends to be enhanced due to the increased
density (and associated increase in We). The enhancement
results from the more intense momentum exchange between
the fluid and the denser gas environment.

Although the discussion above has focused on the case of a
plain liquid jet, other mechanical type devices (see Figure 1)
can also be used which employ specific geometries to help
enhance atomization. These features could include spreading
the liquid into a film and/or imparting swirl to the liquid as it
exits the injector. This type of injection is often referred to as
“simplex” or “pressure simplex” atomization. The inclusion
of the special geometric features, while enhancing atom-
ization from a given injection point, can add significant
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complexity to the atomizer itself and the cost that is associ-
ated with the complexity. However, manufacturing strategies
for achieving high precision slots and passages are evolving
which have helped designs evolve in sophistication with less
impact on cost. Examples include macrolamination technol-
ogy introduced by Aerojet (Calhoon, Ito, and Kors, 1973) and
Parker Hannifin (Simmons, 1979; Mansour et al., 2001).

Once the added complexity of swirl and filming is added to
the liquid breakup, the application of basic non-dimensional
groups becomes more challenging. Nevertheless, the same
physical principles apply relative to employing strategies for
enhanced atomization (e.g., increase We and Oh via thinner
films, higher relative velocity, reduction of surface tension
and viscosity, etc.). A key challenge becomes defining suit-
able length scales to employ for the analyses.

Another strategy for atomization involves the use of
“twin-fluid” devices which take advantage of increasing the
interaction between the gas and liquid. Not only does this help
with atomization through an increase in We, it also promotes
mixing between the phases, ultimately aiding in evaporation
as well as combustion. A distinction is traditionally made
between air-assist (which uses relatively high pressure drop
air at relatively low flow rates) and air-blast (which employs
relatively low air pressure drop but relatively high flow rates
of air).

All modern aerospace combustion (see Gas Turbine
Engine Combustors) applications where a liquid fuel is
burned utilize some sort of atomizer strategy. For liquid
fueled rockets and gas turbine augmentors, plain liquid jets
tend to be used. An advantage of this approach is that for
relatively low cost a great number of fuel injection points
can be achieved, inherently helping with the spatial distri-
bution of the fuel. For gas turbine main engines, generally
a combination of pressure simplex and air-blast injection is
used. Pressure atomizers’ flow rates are related to the “flow
number” and injection pressure. Flow number is a somewhat
unusual but industrially recognized dimensional quantity that

describes the mass (US definition) or volume (UK definition)
flow rate of liquid divided by the square root of the injection
pressure. Although nozzles are typically identified by a sin-
gle flow number, the relationship between that number and
the actual flow rate is precise only for a single calibration
pressure, since there are always deviations from the ideal
Bernoulli equation flow on which the flow number concept
is based. For practical purposes, the ratio of maximum to
minimum flow rate achievable (i.e., “turndown”) with a sim-
plex or plain orifice type inject is limited to about 10 due to
pumping pressure limitations. With modern turbofan engines
and advanced military engines operating up to pressure ratios
of 45:1, the limit of 10 requires combining multiple flow
capacity injectors to cover the range. With twin-fluid atom-
ization, the 10:1 turndown can be overcome, since air rather
than fuel velocity is being used to atomize the liquid so the
coupling between atomization behavior and fuel flow rate is
broken. However, at low power, the air is not as effective at
atomizing the liquid (low density, low velocity). Hence, it is
common to combine a pressure atomizer for low power with
an air-blast injector for higher power. Due to this complex-
ity in performance demand, gas turbine liquid fuel injectors
are among the most sophisticated fuel injection devices avail-
able. In most aerospace combustion applications, the so called
pressure swirl injectors (i.e., simplex atomizers) are the first
choice because they do not require an auxiliary line for air
injection at all. As performance demands increase, however,
more complex approaches must be included.

The spray generated by the atomization processes is
always a collection of various droplet sizes—not just a sin-
gle size. As a result, the spray community has adopted a
variety of statistical representations of the spray. Generally,
Table 1 summarizes these representative diameters along with
a definition of determining them. For many applications, the
D32 or “Sauter Mean Diameter” tends to be the most com-
monly used size tendency. However, due to the criticality of
the role of drop size in evaporation as well as transport, it is

Figure 1. Basic types of atomizers. (a) Pressure swirl (“simplex”); (b) air assist; (c) air-blast. Adapted from Parker Hannifin.
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Table 1. Drop distribution moments. Reproduced with permission from Sowa (1992) c© Begell House, Inc.

Number-weighted diameter distribution Length-weighted diameter distribution

Mean D10 D21

Variance D2
20 − D2

10 D2
31 − D2

21

Coefficients of skewness
D3

30 − 3D2
20D10 + 2D3

10

(D2
20 − D2

10)
3/2

D3
41 − 3D2

31D21 + 2D3
21

(D2
31 − D2

21)
3/2

Coefficients of kurtosis
D4

40 − 4D3
30D10 + 6D2

20D
2
10 − 3D4

10

(D2
20 − D2

10)
2

D4
51 − 4D3

41D21 + 6D2
31D

2
21 − 3D4

21

(D2
31 − D2

21)
2

Surface area-weighted diameter distribution Volume-weighted diameter distribution

Mean D32 D43

Variance D2
42 − D2

32 D2
53 − D2

43

Coefficients of skewness
D3

52 − 3D2
42D32 + 2D3

32

(D2
42 − D2

32)
3/2

D3
63 − 3D2

53D43 + 2D3
43

(D2
53 − D2

43)
3/2

Coefficients of kurtosis
D4

62 − 4D3
52D32 + 6D2

42D
2
32 − 3D4

32

(D2
42 − D2

32)
2

D4
73 − 4D3

63D43 + 6D2
53D

2
43 − 3D4

43

(D2
53 − D2

43)
2

The equations in this table assume that Dpq is defined according to equation (2), namely:

D
p−q
pq =

∑
i
d

q

i
ni(∑

i
d

q

i
ni

) where di = representative diameter for class i

ni = total count of droplets for class i

p, q are integers

generally wise to also consider parameters associated with
the width of the size distribution. This can be accomplished
using various statistical moments. One very common prac-
tice is to represent a size distribution with a two parameter
curve fit. Typically, a log-normal or Weibull (referred to as
“Rosin–Rammler” distribution in most spray communities)
distribution is used to represent the drop size distribution. The
Rosin–Rammler distribution was developed for comminution
processes, where larger particles were successfully ground in
a mill. This process produced an approximately self-similar
size distribution that could be captured with the two parame-
ters. While there has not yet been any physical description of
liquid atomization processes that would lead to an equivalent
self-similar behavior, the spray community has nevertheless
found it valuable to characterize spray droplet sizes with two-
parameter distributions as well. In this case, one parameter
is associated with the distribution mean tendency and the
other is associated with the distribution width. This charac-
terization is sometimes limited because such a representation
cannot effectively represent bi- or multi-modal distributions.

Because of the complex nature of atomization, extensive
developments in the area of diagnostics for measurement
of spray size have been made. A myriad of laser- and/or
imaging-based methods have evolved based on diffractive
light scatter, interferometry, and fluorescence that can be
applied to measure the droplet sizes within a spray (Bachalo,
2000). The spray community has developed extensive empir-

ical correlations to relate the size of droplets within the
spray to fluid properties and injector characteristics (Chiu and
Liu, 1977). These have proven quite valuable for designers.
More current diagnostics such as phase Doppler interferom-
etry (PDI, also known as phase Doppler particle analysis,
PDPA) can provide spatial and temporally resolved measure-
ments of the joint size/velocity distribution within a spray.
This information has been extremely valuable for valida-
tion of advanced computational fluid dynamics for predicting
spray behavior (see Verification and Validation of CFD Based
Turbulent Flow Experiments). In both of these cases, the
measurements have focused on characterization of the fully
atomized droplets downstream of the intact liquid breakup
process. Recently, the evolution of high magnification high
speed imaging has provided new insight into the atomiza-
tion process itself, and imaging is being used in conjunction
with advanced surface tracking methods such as “Volume of
Fluid” or “Level Set” methods (see Computational Model-
ing for Multiphase Flows, Including Microgravity and Space
Applications) for simulating the behavior of the intact liquid
jet or sheets.

2 DISPERSION

The reality for aerospace applications of fuel sprays is that
while the drop size distribution is important, the disper-
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sion and relative concentration of droplets within the spray
are also very important. The average value of droplet size,
while generally a parameter of great interest, captures only
the gross atomization quality of a spray, but not the behav-
ior and performance of that spray in the complex mixing,
evaporating, and combusting environment into which it is
injected.

Like the atomization process, the dispersion of the
spray (i.e., where the droplets travel physically within the
combustor) is impacted by a combination of the injector char-
acteristics and also the environment into which the spray is
injected. The initial dispersion of the spray from the injector
itself is commonly described in terms of spray angle and/or
the general pattern of the spray downstream. The pattern is
generally referred to as “solid” or “hollow” depending on the
relative amount of material found over a plane perpendicular
to the injector axis. It is important to recognize, however, that
this overall mass dispersion information does not capture the
possibility of a variation in droplet size in different physical
regions of the spray. It is commonly found, for example, that
the droplet size distribution varies as a function of radial
distance from the injection centerline. Because of the impor-
tance of the spray pattern, like the droplet size distribution,
diagnostics have been developed to quantify pattern and
dispersion. These include patternators (both physical and
optical).

When specifying a particular injector, one might request a
certain angle, spray pattern type, and some indication of size
performance and capacity. Capacity is generally indicated by
“flow number” which, as mentioned earlier, is a relationship
between the mass flow of liquid that can be expected at a
given pressure. The flow number is commonly expressed as
the ratio of mass flow in lb hr−1 to square root of injection
pressure in psig. However, other definitions are also found
which include liquid density and also utilize units that result
in a non-dimensional ratio. The flow number is used espe-
cially in pressure atomizers, though it is a relevant quantity for
any injector to determine the required liquid pressure needed
to flow a desired mass flux of liquid.

Besides the influence of the initial trajectory imposed by
the injector, once generated, the spray will be convected
by the aerodynamic field. It is easy to show, in fact, that
the drag experienced by small droplets rapidly equilibrates
them to the surrounding flow field velocity because they
have insufficient momentum to travel far ballistically. It is
apparent, therefore, that once the convective environment
is considered (e.g., gas turbine combustor “dome” region,
afterburner, rocket combustion chamber), the ability to gener-
alize spray dispersion characteristics based on injector design
becomes rapidly limited. Hence in most cases, the actual dis-
persion (and associated evaporation and combustion of fuel)
is strongly system specific. In a given system, the spray will
be dispersed throughout a flow field by (i) the drag of the gas

phase upon the droplets and (ii) the momentum of the spray
imparted by the atomization process. The balance between
these two forces will determine the fidelity with which a
droplet will follow the gas flow. The Stokes (St) number is a
dimensionless group that reflects the ratio of the droplet relax-
ation time (i.e., a characteristic time associated with reaching
the gas phase velocity) to a characteristic time required to tra-
verse a given critical system distance. A small St (e.g., <1)
means that the droplet follows the flow closely (and soon
after injection), whereas a high St value (e.g., >10) means
the droplet will act more ballistically, penetrating through the
gas phase streamlines and resisting gas momentum and drag
force.

St = τU

d
(5)

Simply speaking, a low value of Stokes number means
that the gas phase will essentially pull the droplet along with
it; a higher value of St is associated with drops penetrating
through the gas phase flow. In aerospace applications, the
case of high St can mean that if the drop momentum exceeds
the drag by a sufficient margin, drops may hit a wall or liner
prior to evaporating. However, sometimes it is advantageous
for the droplet to overcome the drag in order to deliver fuel
to specific regions within the combustion chamber that are
blocked by high momentum gas flows (such as across an air jet
or passage). Hence, by controlling droplet size distribution,
the atomization process again plays a key role in determining
where the droplets go. It should be apparent that, for small
St situations (e.g., high ambient pressures, small drops), the
common assumptions associated with the Eulerian transport
of droplets used sometimes in numerical simulations can be
made with increasing confidence. Essentially, a spray will
begin to behave more and more like a gas as the density ratio
between the liquid and gas reduces and as the drops become
finer and finer.

When droplets are not sufficiently fine, modeling
Lagrangian droplet transport is necessary. In this case, the
convection of the drop can be expressed in simple form as in
equation (6). When extremely high transport precision infor-
mation is required, higher-order terms can be included, but
these terms are generally ignored when full practical sprays
are being considered.

ρLV
dUd

dt
= −F + (ρL − ρg)Vg (6)

F is the drag force which can be represented in its simplest
form in equation (7).

F = 1

2
CdρgU

2
r Ap (7)
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Equation (6) basically indicates a balance between the
droplet acceleration and the trade off between aerodynamic
forces and body forces. In most practical combustion sys-
tems, flows are highly turbulent and high speed, thus body
forces can often be neglected. In this case, the motion is lit-
erally defined by the drag force. The Ur in the equation (7)
is the relative velocity between the droplet and the gas. For
low relative velocity, the drag coefficient CD becomes 64/Re
and the drag force reduces to the formula for Stokes drag.
Although it might appear that the Stokes drag assumption is
rarely applicable to droplets in realistic aerospace systems,
in fact the assumption is often excellent because the droplets
are small enough to follow the flow even in small turbulent
eddies with high fidelity. Further, it can be seen that the drag
force will be a strong function of the gas phase density. Hence,
under high pressure conditions, the drag force will be much
higher than it would be under atmospheric conditions.

3 EVAPORATION

Simultaneous to the transport of the droplet itself, heat and
mass exchange between the surroundings and the droplet are
also occurring. Recall that the fuel does not burn in the liquid
phase (i.e., evaporation of the liquid occurs before any appre-
ciable pyrolysis reactions can take place). To burn, therefore,
fuel vapor and air must mix in flammable proportion in the
presence of an ignition source. The processes controlling
the rate of evaporation of a multi-component fuel drop is
quite complex. Rigorous treatment of evaporation of even
single component isolated droplets reflects a huge body of
literature (Sirignano, 1999; Birouk and Gokalp, 2006). The
theories treating the nature of evaporation in a full spray is
further complicated by the processes involving the proxim-
ity of droplets with each other: internal convection, external
flow interactions with the droplet surface, radiation from
nearby flame zones, and so on. Under combusting conditions,
these processes become even more complex as fuel vapor is
consumed and produced and heat transfer from exothermic
reactions must be accounted for.

Treatment of evaporation rates for practical sprays can be
generally tied back to a combination of droplet heating and
some representation of quasi-steady-state evaporation. Once
the droplet surface temperature reaches the saturation tem-
perature of the surrounding vapor, it will evaporate in direct
proportion to the surface area of the spray (where surface
area of the spray refers to the sum of the surface area of the
droplets in the spray). From an engineering viewpoint, the
evaporation rate can be related to the overall fuel/air ratio
and some estimation of the droplet size and geometry of the
system within which evaporation must occur. This has been

addressed in elegant form by Lefebvre (1989):

¯̇mL = n
�

6
ρLλeffDo (8)

q = n�
6 D3

o

Vevapρg

(9)

¯̇mL = ρgλeffVevapq

D2
0

(10)

What equation (10) expresses is the time averaged rate of
evaporation for a spray with given initial diameter Do (which
could be measured or estimated), for a given fuel/air ratio
within the volume of gas, Vevap, within which evaporation
is occurring. The key is knowledge of λeff. This value is a
function of fuel type, drop size, and convective environment
conditions (e.g., temperature, velocity). However, as shown,
values for practical jet fuel (e.g., Jet-A) range from 0.06 to
2.0 mm2 s−1 for a wide range of temperatures and pressures.

Once the fuel vapor is generated, it must mix with the
oxidant. This mixing process is generally a function of the
turbulence within the gas phase. Mass transfer arguments will
apply, but high levels of turbulence will generally enhance the
mixing.

4 COMBUSTION

Some important efforts have been made to try and classify the
type of combustion that will occur for a given situation as a
function of droplet spacing and the convective environment.
The so-called Group Combustion theory (Chiu and Liu, 1977)
was introduced in an effort to predict how a spray of fuel
in air would burn. Figure 2 illustrates the different modes
identified in this theory along with the criteria by which to
classify them. In the upper left regime, so much fuel vapor is
present within the spray that the point at which a flammable
mixture can occur is found at a point outside the main spray
plume. This would represent a high concentration rapidly
evaporating type spray such as that found in many practical
applications in which the fuel spray is injected directly into
the combustion chamber. In the other extreme (lower right),
so much space is available between drops that flammable
mixtures of fuel and air can form around individual drops.
Note that in both cases, combustion occurs in a “diffusion
flame” type reaction. In many modern systems great effort
is taken to prevent diffusion flame behavior and to try and
combust the fuel under lean (or lower temperature) conditions
so that pollutant formation (mainly oxides of nitrogen) can
be mitigated.
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Figure 2. Group combustion representation of spray reaction.
Reproduced with permission from Chiu, Kim and Croke (1982)
c© Combustion Institute.

4.1 Combustion of non-volatile fuels

For this section, non-volatile fuels refer to any material that
burns heterogeneously at the condensed phase surface rather
than homogeneously in the gas phase (as occurs with liq-
uid droplet vapor). An excellent overview of combustion of
non-volatile fuels is provided elsewhere (Glassman and Yet-
ter, 2008) (see Solid Propellants). Examples of “non-volatile
fuels” include char resulting from coal combustion, soot, and
metals. For aerospace applications, soot and metals are of
primary relevance. Soot can be formed in the combustion of
typical liquid fuels, depending on the conditions (see Section
5.2). The emission of soot, however, is dependent upon the
conditions within the combustion chamber and can burn out
(i.e., burn as a non-volatile fuel) if provided with sufficient
oxidant and temperatures (above 1300 K).

Combustion of solids, particularly metals, is one source of
enthalpy from solid fuels used in rockets and other propul-
sion devices. The convenience of handling solid fuels will
often offset the refueling benefits of liquid fuels. In the case
of burning pure metal to metal oxides, the fuel and oxidant are
often provided in a single compound in a polymeric binder.
The use of these oxygen/metal compounds offers both fuel
and oxidant in a single matrix (i.e., “monopropellant”). For
example, the space shuttle solid rocket booster motors utilize

a combination of aluminum powder and ammonium per-
chlorate with iron oxide as a catalyst. The material is cast
using a binding agent. Combustion of metals and soot both
involve surface processes and thus depend on rapid oxygen
diffusion to the surface and into the material. Because these
reactions are heterogeneous in nature, the combustion chem-
ical kinetics is complicated by surface binding phenomena,
but the mixing and transport issues are often less intertwined
than those that occur with liquid spray combustion systems.
There is also interest in metal enhanced bipropellants (e.g.,
metal/hydrocarbon slurries) which give rise to issues sim-
ilar to those already discussed for liquid fuels along with
the added complication of heterogeneous combustion of the
metals.

5 FUELS AND POLLUTANT FORMATION

5.1 Fuels

In aerospace applications, solid fuels are used primarily for
rockets and generally consist of a fuel and oxidizer com-
bination, such as aluminum and ammonium perchlorate as
discussed above. Liquid rockets have utilized a variety of fuel
types (see Liquid Propellants and Combustion: Fundamen-
tals and Classifications). Most common in current practice
are (i) liquid oxygen and RP-1 (Rocket Petroleum-1, which
is a kerosene-based liquid fuel not unlike typical gas turbine
fuels), (ii) liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen, and (iii) nitro-
gen tetroxide and hydrazine. The last combination is an exam-
ple of “hypergolic” propellants that will spontaneously ignite
upon contact and thus need no ignition to start reactions. Liq-
uid oxygen and hydrogen must be stored in a cryogenic state
and thus require considerable infrastructure to deal with.

For aviation applications, detailed fuel properties are avail-
able elsewhere (Coordinating Research Council, 2004). This
is an area which is rapidly evolving as society seeks alterna-
tives to petroleum-based liquids. The future role of carbon
neutral biofuels, for example, may have a significant impact
on the characteristics of fuel being evaluated. For general
aviation applications, Aviation Gasoline (Avgas), Jet-A, and
Jet-A1 are commonly used. Avgas is used more commonly
in reciprocating type engines (e.g., propeller driven aircraft),
whereas gas turbines utilize Jet-A, Jet A-1, or Jet-B. All of
these fuels are derived from crude oil. The specification of
these fuels is maintained in a fairly narrow range for physical
properties and distillation. The distinction in the turbine fuels
is generally associated with freeze point, with Jet-B having
the lowest freeze point and thus suited for use in extreme cold.
Military applications within the United States generally use
JP-8, which is very similar to Jet-A, and in fact can be “made”
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from Jet-A with small quantities of additives for static dissi-
pation, corrosion inhibition, or thermal stabilization. A goal
for JP-8 is to serve as a single logistics fuel for all operations,
including ground-based systems. This model would greatly
simplify the overall infrastructure for fuel handling and dis-
patch. Variants on JP-8 include JP-8 +100 which is based on
JP-8, but has additional thermal stability, a property which is
useful for overall aircraft thermal management.

In addition to JP-8, legacy operations still utilize JP-4 and
JP-5. JP-4 is a low flashpoint fuel, whereas JP-5 is similar
to JP-8. The use of JP-4 and JP-5 illustrates the challenge
of fuel logistics in which aircraft dispatched from a carrier
(using the safer to store and less volatile JP-5) may land on a
ground air base where only JP-4 (much more volatile than JP-
5) is available. Depending on the type of combustion system
and requirements for the aircraft, its performance may differ
greatly on these two fuels. Hence the advantage of the JP-8
“single logistics fuel” model is obvious.

In addition, JP-7 and JP-10 are also utilized for aerospace
applications. JP-7 is a low volatility fuel with high thermal
stability generally used in applications where thermal man-
agement by the fuel is especially problematic. This is the case
for many supersonic or high speed applications where cooling
requirements are substantially higher than for subsonic oper-
ations. Originally developed for the Lockheed SR-71, JP-7 is
also being used in advanced high speed transport strategies
based on scramjets and/or ramjets. JP-7 is not a distilled liq-
uid, but is synthesized in a manner to preclude the presence
of high volatile components. JP-10 is an even further special-
ized fuel consisting of a single component fuel (C10H16). It is
most commonly used in missile applications due to its high
specific energy content.

In looking forward, considerable interest in crude oil
replacements is apparent (see Aviation and Global Atmo-
sphere in the 21st Century: Possible Mitigations). To this end,
iso-parrafinic kerosenes (IPK) synthesized from feedstocks
other than crude oil such as coal or natural gas are appearing.
Generally synthesized from the Fischer–Tropsche (FT) pro-
cess developed by Germany in World War II, IPK fuels can
be tailored to match the physical properties of legacy fuels.
FT-based fuels have been used in South Africa for decades.
Examples of demonstration flights using IPK are becoming
more regular in the United States and elsewhere for both com-
mercial and military aircraft. Challenges with the relatively
low energy density of these fuels and, more so, with seals
and gasket compatibility with IPK, indicate some additional
effort is needed to fully integrate these fuels with legacy fleets.
Blending IPK with Jet-A/JP-8 overcomes some of these chal-
lenges, but is not ideal from a longer term perspective. Next
generation fuels like hydroprocessed vegetable oils (HVO)
or hydroprocessed renewable jet (HRJ) fuels derived from

biomass or algae represent even longer term options, but have
not been evaluated to the extent FT-based fuels have been. As
might be inferred from the discussion above, the combustion
properties of these alternative fuels is not the major difficulty,
but rather the physical flow properties, thermal stability, and
operation over a wide range of environmental conditions are
challenges. Again, feedstock availability, life-cycle benefits,
cost, and other factors have to be considered relative to the
long-term viability of these fuels.

Hydrogen is also a possibility, and many examples of
demonstrations of hydrogen-fueled gas turbines can be found
in the literature (Sehra and Whittle, 2004). In fact, in the
earliest demonstration of a gas turbine engine, Whittle used
hydrogen as the fuel, thus eliminating many of the challenges
with ignition and stability. Storage difficulties make hydro-
gen a relatively low energy-density option, however, though
it may be viable for high altitude operation where liquid
hydrogen can be used with relatively small boil-off needed
to maintain its liquid state.

5.2 Pollutant formation

In most rocket applications, little regard is given to pollutant
emissions. Signature associated with hot exhaust products
and particles is an issue relative to military applications, yet
little can be done to avoid this and rocket systems will gener-
ally rely upon superior speed versus stealth to overcome any
threats.

On the other hand, aircraft applications have seen an
increasing concern for pollutant emissions (see Emis-
sions and Other Impacts: Introduction). The Committee on
Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) under the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is the party
responsible for establishing regulations for civil aircraft pol-
lutant emissions. Under ICAO oversight, aircraft engines are
certified relative to emissions levels and data are available
through downloadable databases.

In early aircraft engines, smoke and soot were often prob-
lems. Associated with these emissions were also carbon
monoxide emissions. Soot and smoke (and CO) are not only
pollutants, but they are products of incomplete combustion.
As a result, not only is smoke problematic from an envi-
ronmental impact viewpoint, it also means the combustion
process has inefficiency which translates into higher oper-
ating costs. The most straightforward mitigating strategy
for smoke and soot is to add more oxidant to the com-
bustion process, either avoiding formation of soot/smoke
or facilitating its burnout. Because of safety requirements
for aircraft engines, operating the combustion zone under
rich highly stable conditions was a top priority. However,
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as additional concerns for smoke increased, designs started
to incorporate less rich combustion zones and even lean
combustion zones. In these cases, achieving the needed turn-
down (from idle to full load) requires very sophisticated
staging (i.e., turning on/off different combustion zones as
load increases/decreases). Alternatively, careful designs of
moderately rich combustion zones followed by a lean burn
out zone (e.g., Rich Burn, Quick Mix, Lean Burn) can also
achieve lower smoke and soot emissions. While smoke/soot
is a nuisance for commercial systems, it may be an unde-
sired “signature” for military applications. Hence the need
for strategies to mitigate smoke for all types of aerospace
applications is apparent. The only exception might be
rockets.

Despite the potential problems with soot and smoke, the
primary pollutant driver for many modern engines is oxides
of nitrogen (i.e., NOx). The majority of the NOx forma-
tion is a function of many factors, including combustion
temperatures, fuel composition, and residence time. Com-
bustion temperature has traditionally been recognized as the
key factor. Because NOx emission strongly depends upon the
breakdown of molecular nitrogen in the air, it is necessary to
produce an energetic chemical attack of this triple bonded
molecule and its considerable activation energy. Hence, high
temperatures are needed to dissociate molecular oxygen and
produce highly reactive atomic oxygen. The atomic oxygen is
then capable of reacting with molecular nitrogen even though
the relatively high temperatures (above 1900 K) are incapable
of dissociating N2 directly. The oxygen attack on nitrogen
produces the NO. The above sequence of kinetic steps of NO
formation is referred to as the Zeldovich mechanism. Hence,
in advanced lean burn strategies the availability of oxygen
to react with nitrogen can lead to copious NOx emissions.
On the other hand, while rich operation can avoid this, the
completion of the heat release requires additional oxidant at
some point at which time NOx can again form. In this case,
the rapidity in which the rich reactants are mixed and burned
will help mitigate NOx formation.

It is well-established that the specific constituents of the
fuel play a role in pollutant formation upon combustion. For
example, aromatic content generally leads to higher partic-
ulate levels. It has also been shown that carbon to hydrogen
ratio plays a role in NOx formation. The lower C:H ratio by
mass, the lower the NOx emissions. This trend carries down
into the simplest alkanes found in gaseous fuels (methane,
ethane, etc.). As a result, aromatic compounds tend to result
in higher NOx emissions than do alkanes.

With increased attention on pollutant emissions, it stands
to reason that future fuels can perhaps be tailored to help with
pollutant mitigation. For example, with FT-derived fuels, aro-
matic content is minimized and thus nearly all demonstrations

have shown a tremendous reduction in particulate genera-
tion. For now, however, the fuels under development must
meet legacy specifications, hence considerable constraints
exist relative to tailoring. In the future, these specification
and corresponding constraints may evolve to allow a broader
approach to fuel content.

5.3 Fuels and operability

The complex processes associated with atomization, evapo-
ration, mixing, and combustion of liquid fuels is inherently
involved in the operability (dynamic/static stability, flash-
back, ignition, relight, etc.) of combustion systems. In early
rocket motor developments, challenges with combustion
instability were problematic and this led to considerable effort
to develop theory and design strategies to overcome these
problems. Even today, predicting whether a particular sys-
tem will experience instabilities is considered a significant
goal for the designer.

Relative to static stability and ignition, the behavior of a
spray can have a strong effect due to the factors governing
stability and ignition. However, as mentioned above, due to
the coupling with transport and heat transfer, these become
strongly system-dependent. It is certainly possible, however,
to make changes in the fuel injection to help improve stability
and ignition. For example, simply changing spray angle may
play a significant role.

Relative to dynamic behavior such as combustion oscil-
lations, it is instructive to consider time lag models wherein
the phase relationship between the fuel injection and heat
release dynamics can either drive or damp oscillations. In this
case, the factors driving evaporation will be critical. Hence,
the global size of the droplets within the spray, which will
control evaporation, can shift the time downstream of injec-
tion where the fuel/air mixture becomes ignitable. If the time
shift moves the point of heat release to couple with a local
pressure maximum, it will augment any oscillation present.
Likewise, the fuel injector flow rate itself can be oscillated,
again effectively moving the location at which a flammable
mixture occurs.

The fuel composition itself can also influence operability
in terms of injector fouling or coking. The specific composi-
tion may also influence seals within the fuel delivery system
as discussed above.

6 SUMMARY

In summary, the multiphase dynamics associated with hetero-
geneous combustion of liquid and/or solid fuels for aerospace
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applications are complex and interdisciplinary. The ther-
mofluid chemistry associated with the extraction of energy
from the fuels used in aerospace systems generally defies
first principle simulation approaches for practical systems.
In particular, the ultimate linking of the multitude of pro-
cesses together to ascertain how any one process influences
pollutant formation or overall system operability is extraor-
dinarily challenging. Because of the inherent complexity of
this general problem, a tremendous opportunity exists for
research in this field in order to better optimize aerospace fuel
injection and combustion systems in the future. This oppor-
tunity will be underscored as interest in non-traditional fuels
increases.

NOMENCLATURE

U velocity
d length scale (e.g., droplet diameter)
CD drag coefficient
n number of drops
¯̇m time averaged mass rate
V volume
F drag force
g gravitational constant
T time
ρ density
σ surface tension
µ viscosity

Subscripts

r relative (between gas and liquid)
L liquid phase
g gas phase
o initial
eff effective
evap associated with evaporation
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1 BACKGROUND

The history of manned flight starts with the early glider
aviators. Significant developments were made by glider
pilots including late nineteenth century contemporaries Otto
Lilienthal, known as the “Glider King” from Berlin, and his
aviation protégé, Percy Pilcher, from Scotland. Their deaths
due to separate gliding accidents provided sharp evidence for
the requirement of adequate “control systems.” These control
systems depend on a propulsion system that would ensure
adequate aircraft speed needed to provide the wing lift nec-
essary to stay aloft and maneuver an aircraft. At the time of
these early glider flights in the later part of the nineteenth
century, a suitable engine did not exist for this application.
Since the early 1900s, there have been hundreds of proto-
type aircraft engines built and tens of thousands of designs
evaluated. The ingenuity of these “engine engineers” led to

the very successful evolutionary engines described in this
chapter.

Although efforts were underway in Europe to build
“powered gliders,” it was US groups led by Samuel Langley
and the Wright brothers that would make lasting contributions
in their endeavors toward manned flight. The first demonstra-
tion of a controllable powered flight was accomplished by
Orville Wright on 17 December 1903 at Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina and covered a distance of 120 feet. Although this
accomplishment was the result of ingenuity in aerodynamics
on the part of the Wright Brothers and their predecessors,
it was the internal combustion engine that played a critical
role in allowing them to complete four flights that day, the
fourth by Wilbur Wright lasting 58 seconds and covering 582
feet. When this flight was completed, Henry Ford had not yet
mass-produced the Model T (1908) and it had been barely
25 years since Nicholas Otto demonstrated the four-stroke
cycle engine (1876) that was to revolutionize transporta-
tion. It is interesting to note that the combustion system in
today’s automobile engines is not fundamentally different
from that in the original Otto engine or the one used to power
the Wright Brothers’ plane on its historic flight. The engine
built by Charles E. Taylor that powered the Wright Broth-
ers’ aircraft had a weight-to-power ratio of 15 lbs (pounds)
per horsepower, significantly inferior to the then remarkable
4.0 lb hp−1 (pounds per horsepower) of the engine built by
Charles Manly based on the Balzer rotary engine for the Lan-
gley Aerodrome. Both of these weight-to-power ratios (also
called power density) include the weight of supporting sys-
tems. It was the superior aerodynamic design of the Wright
glider that enabled it to carry the first man in controlled pow-
ered flight with an engine of very modest power density. It
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2 Airbreathing Engines

was the high power density engine design of the Langley-led
effort that would be a mainstay of aviation for nearly five
decades.

The next section is a brief description of the evolution of
aircraft engines. It is outlined according to classification of
the engine used for aircraft applications, giving examples of
some of the most successful engines representative of each
classification. A history of aircraft piston engines is avail-
able in several publications and is recommended for those
interested in a complete history of the various events and
improvements that led to the development of advanced air-
craft piston engines. Details of these sources are found in the
summary at the end of this chapter. Piston engines mightily
contributed to war efforts of many nations during the twen-
tieth century, and their developments were often funded by
governments desirous of air superiority.

2 CLASSIFICATION OF POSITIVE
DISPLACEMENT AIRCRAFT ENGINES

Positive displacement engines were the primary powerplants
in aircraft in the first half of the twentieth century. They can
be classified according to their geometry in the following
manner:

� In-line engines
� Rotary radial engines
� Static radial engines

� Vee engines
� Opposed cylinder engines
� Other engine concepts.

These engines can all be classified as “internal com-
bustion” and “positive displacement” engine configurations.
They differ from turbine- style engines in that work is
obtained by the products of combustion expanding against
a sealed piston (in the case of a Wankel engine, a rotor).
The sole purpose of combustion is to push the expansion
polytrope away from the compression polytrope, thereby pro-
ducing work. The engines described above typically operate
in a four-stroke cycle configuration which includes: intake,
compression, expansion, and exhaust. Heat addition, which
enables the cycle, typically takes place during late compres-
sion and early expansion strokes. A diagram which enables
evaluation of the work per cycle, called a pressure-volume or
formerly an indicator diagram is shown in Figure 1. This P-V
diagram could have come from any of the various classes of
engines cited above.

The more rapidly combustion reactants are converted to
products, the more efficiently the engine is likely to operate.
The events that take place during the lifetime of combustion as
shown above, take place in a few milliseconds. Engine geom-
etry, fuel-air mixing, fuel chemistry, and combustion chamber
boundary conditions determine how efficiently combustion
takes place. However, the reliability of an engine depends on
control of many aspects such as friction, tolerances between
pistons, rings and cylinder liners at high power operation,

Figure 1. Role of combustion in a reciprocating piston engine. � i − � f . Its life, T , takes a few milliseconds. Reproduced from Oppenheim
(2004) c© Springer-Verlag.
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rate of pressure rise, knock suppression, cooling for mate-
rial considerations, and lubricant integrity. The details of the
geometry influence the size of valves, which in turn deter-
mines power output, cooling requirements associated with
each configuration, induction and exhaust system, fueling
mechanisms, and, for an aircraft application, compactness.
Knowledge and attention paid to the details of these events
was gained over nearly one century worth of experience to
enable engines to evolve to the masterpieces that they are
today.

A good mass-produced diesel engine can convert 45% of
the chemical energy in the fuel to mechanical work. The avi-
ation community has determined that the opposed cylinder
air-cooled configuration is most suited to general aviation,
and this configuration has been dominant in that segment for
nearly 75 years. The arguably most advanced piston aircraft
engines, for example the liquid-cooled Merlin engine that
powered the advanced fighters in World War II, would even-
tually be replaced by higher power density turbine engines
which are used today.

In an automobile engine, maximum power output is rarely
required and steady road-load operation typically utilizes less
than 10% of maximum engine output. An aircraft engine
usually operates at full power during takeoff and at half to
two-thirds power output during normal operation. Therefore,
aviation provides a much more severe operating environment
than the one experienced by traditional automotive engines.
In addition, an engine’s weight-to-power ratio is more impor-
tant in aircraft than in ground applications. Typically, cost is
less a factor in aircraft applications than on the ground. A
high degree of reliability is required in the aircraft application
because when an aircraft engine fails, one cannot pull over
onto the shoulder of the road. It was the high power density
compact design required and severe operating requirements
that led to investigation, development, and implementation of
the various engines that will now be described. Space does not
permit the complete description of all positive displacement
aircraft engine developments in the past century, but each
type will be described and examples given of those designs
and engines produced which have made an impact on aircraft
propulsion.

2.1 In-line engines

The Wright engine had four horizontal inline cylinders. The
4-inch bore, 4-inch stroke cast iron cylinders fit into a cast
aluminum crankcase that extended outward to form a water
jacket around the cylinder barrels. The Wrights contracted
the Buckeye Iron and Brass Works, a local Dayton, Ohio
foundry, to cast an aluminum crankcase. Buckeye acquired

Figure 2. First Flight Engine, 1903, Valve Side. The original
Wright Brothers Engine (cutaway) – the first ever to carry a man
into the air in a heavier-than-air machine. (Leonard, 1971). Photo
courtesy of Science Museum London.

its aluminum from Pittsburgh Reduction Company, which
became Alcoa in 1907.

Figure 2 shows a cutaway of the original Wright engine,
a simple configuration even for its time. The philosophy of
the Wright Brothers was to design and construct an efficient
airframe, since a high power density engine was not available
at that time.

At the beginning of World War I, the in-line 850 in3 dis-
placement, 575 lb, 120 hp Austro-Daimler was one of the
most reliable aircraft engines. The basic design of this water-
cooled in-line six was that of Dr. Ferdinand Porsche. Its good
fuel consumption, reported at 0.54 lb bhp−1hr−1 (pounds per
brake-horsepower-hour) compensated for its high weight
since the overall weight of an aircraft, including the engine
and fuel load, determines what missions are possible. Similar
engines were built in Europe and the United States, but the
need for high power output in a small frontal area encouraged
the development of vee style engines.

2.2 Rotary and static radial engines

The end of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries saw
great excitement and competition in the race to demonstrate
heavier-than-air manned flight. One of these efforts is of
particular significance to aviation history because of its per-
formance, early development, and influence on the design
of future engines. After considerable study of the mechanics
of flight and the construction of several unmanned, steam-
powered gliders which flew for more than one-half mile,
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Samuel Pierpont Langley, then secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, concluded that manned flight would require the
power density of an internal combustion engine. On 7 Novem-
ber 1898, Langley recorded in his diary that Lieutenant J. N.
Lewis, recorder of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification
(US Government Agency) wrote to him on the second of
November on behalf of the Ordnance Board and suggested
that this US government agency might provide $50 000 for
the development of a manned aircraft, about $1.3 million
in 2009 dollars. At the time, an engine constructed by a
Hungarian immigrant, Stephen Marius Balzer, showed the
potential in terms of power output and density for this appli-
cation. Langley decided that he would build a man-carrying
airplane. He requested that the Cornell University Dean of
Engineering, R.H. Thurston, select an engineer to assist him.

Dr. Thurston chose a promising student, Charles Matthew
Manly, for this effort. Manly was immediately dispatched to
Washington to work for Langley as an “aide in aerodromics.”
After careful review and examination of Balzer’s air-cooled
engines by Manly and Langley, Secretary Langley issued
a contract on 17 December 1898 to Balzer to deliver the
required powerplant. It was to be of a rotary radial configura-
tion based on designs and demonstration of like engines of a
smaller power output demonstrated in an automobile in 1894.
The engine was to produce 12 brake horsepower, weigh not
more than 100 pounds, and be delivered within 10 weeks of
the date of the contract. In the Balzer engine configuration,
technically a rotary-radial engine, the crankshaft is stationary
and the remainder of the engine rotates around the crankshaft
centerline. This configuration has the advantage that no fly-
wheel is required, but that is nearly its only advantage. Speed
is limited by inertia forces, as are the reliability and effective-
ness of lubrication, fueling, and most other systems. During
the next eighteen months, the work was under the control
of Balzer. Balzer and his co-workers, with input from Manly
and Langley, tried without success to achieve the performance
goals of the contract. Delays and cost overruns plagued the
effort despite heroic efforts on the part of Balzer and his
employees. On 21 August 1900 Balzer lost design control
of the engine, with the power output having dropped from
the original 8 to about 6 horsepower. Balzer was directed to
ship the engine and all the parts to Washington, where Manly
would further the developments.

During this time, Langley (and sometimes Manly) had
traveled extensively in Europe, consulting with inventors and
like-minded engineers to evaluate various engine configura-
tions. Langley and Manly gleaned at least one breakthrough
concept from these meetings. H. S. Maxim of London
and Count de Dion of Paris, both engine experts of their
time, recommended against the cylinders rotating about the
crankshaft. Upon receiving the parts, Manly converted the

engine from a rotary radial to a static radial by fastening
the crankcase to a solid fixture and allowing the crankshaft to
rotate. Immediately the power output went from 6 to 16 horse-
power, meeting the requirements of the contract with the US
government. With continued effort, by 23 March 1903, the
Manly group had increased the displacement of the engine
from 380 cubic inches to 540 cubic inches and the engine had
demonstrated a power output of 52 horsepower. Adjustments
to the engine proved more practical without the complications
of the rotating crankcase assembly. This effort continued with
the input of Balzer, and funds were provided. Although the
attempted flights in 1903 of the Langley Aerodrome were not
successful, the Langley-Balzer-Manly effort had produced
an aircraft engine with an incredible weight-to-power ratio
of approximately 4 lb bhp−1 (pounds per brake-horsepower)
with all required attachments compared to the 15 lb bhp−1 of
the Wright engine. The engine was a great accomplishment
for its time and would serve as a standard which would be
used in airplanes for decades to come.

Manly did not commercialize this engine, but the French
brothers Seguin brought the engine into commercial and
mechanical life based on the conceptions of one brother
(Laurent). It was in 1907 that his 7-cylinder rotary was born.
It came to be known as the Gnome. The 9-cylinder version is
shown in Figure 3. This engine was followed by a succession
of successful static radial designs by many manufacturers.

Figure 3. 110-hp Gnome 9, 1916. A classic fighter engine of
the early war years, used in Nieuports, Oranes, and Sopwiths.
Reproduced from Wikipedia (2009a).
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The demise of the rotary radial came about for sev-
eral reasons. Among the most important of these were the
large rotating mass of the engine which produced gyroscopic
forces, the demand for greater power, and the engine’s high
oil consumption. As the only way to increase power out-
put of this engine was to add mass by adding cylinders, size
of cylinders or banks of cylinders, the gyroscopic problem
only became worse. In addition, the fuel mixture entered the
combustion chamber containing fuel, air, and also oil. Incom-
pletely combusted oil was driven out with the exhaust, and
soon the entire slipstream of the plane was coated with oil,
including the pilot. Engineers tried to eliminate this problem
with a cowling and directing the exhaust out the bottom, but
that caused overheating of the cylinders. Although the rotary
was produced in fairly large numbers for World War I, the
above problems saw it replaced with inline, static radial (now
just called radial) and vee engines.

The wind resistance of the air-cooled radial made it less
attractive for high-speed fighter planes, but large radials long
dominated transport aircraft. Drag was reduced by effective
cowling. Various other radial aircraft engines were produced
in the United States, including a version of the Wright R-3350
cyclone, an 18-cylinder turbo-compound engine with a power
output of over 3700 hp; and a prototype Lycoming 7755 cubic
inch engine which used 580 GPH (gallons per hour) of avia-
tion gasoline at its 5000 hp rating. This large Lycoming had
nine camshafts, which would be shifted for a full power
or cruise fuel economy, something that today’s automotive
engines are just starting to employ.

In Europe, the large radial engine was produced through
the late 1960s. The USSR built a limited number of “Zvezda”
42-cylinder diesel boat engines which featured six rows
with seven radial cylinders. The engine produced 4500 kW
(kilowatts) (6000 hp) at 2500 RPM (revolutions per minute).
At present, various small out-of-production engines whose
names include Jacobs, Lycoming, Continental, Wright, and
Warner are re-fabricated in small shops for specialty air-
craft applications. Recent producers of new radials include
the Russian engines Vedemeyev and Sukhoi and Australia’s
Rotec Engineering.

2.3 Vee engines

In the early days of aviation in Europe, the best known aircraft
engines were the Antoinettes built by Levasseur. In 1907,
it was a V-8 powered Antoinette engine that powered the
Voisin in a controlled flight on the Continent. Vee engines
were usually water-cooled and typically had an even number
of cylinders ranging from 4 to 12. The vee engines ranged
in power from the 1906-built Antoinette engine of just under

200 horsepower, to the Packard-Merlin, of more than 1650
horsepower in 1945. In comparison, the static radial engines,
which were also in production for more than half a century,
were generally air-cooled and had from three cylinders in
the Anzani fan, to the 28-cylinder, 4-row Pratt and Whitney
4360, a 3500-horsepower engine manufactured in 1948.

One of the most outstanding engines built during World
War I was the Hispano-Suiza V-8 first built in Barcelona by
a Swiss engineer, Marc Birkigt. The success of this engine
included concepts for a cast-aluminum water jacket with steel
cylinder liners and enclosed lubricated valves and valve tim-
ing systems. This started a revolution in engine design that
influenced the design of many of the most important power-
dense engines ever built. They included the Allison, Merlin,
the Mercedes, and Junkers engines, which were the mainstay
of the early 40s Luftwaffe, as well as Russian, Italian, and
Japanese designs.

Although numerous vee engines were developed and pro-
duced from the early 1900s until the mid 1940s, certainly the
most successful aero vee on the Allied side was the Merlin
and its derivatives. This engine had 12 cylinders, each with
two intake and two exhaust valves, and its 60-degree vee con-
figuration was liquid-cooled. On 22 April 1933, Sir Henry
Royce completed the sign-off on the design drawings for this
configuration and died later the same day.

The vee engine description, which follows, is a summary
of material provided by Bill Gunston (1995) in his book,
Classic World War II Aircraft Cutaways. Early development
problems plagued the Merlin engine. A more satisfactory ver-
sion of the engine was first flown in the production Hurricane
by 1937 and was instrumental in the Allies’ victory in the
Battle of Britain. Dr. Stanley Hooker joined the Merlin devel-
opment team in 1939 and by 1942 he had designed a two-stage
supercharger system that greatly improved the performance
of the engine. This development raised the full throttle service
ceiling of the Spitfire by 10 000 feet to nearly 30 000 feet. It
increased the maximum speed by 70 mph (miles per hour).
The continued development of this 27-liter engine allowed
it to outperform German planes with engines of more than
50% greater displacement. Figure 4, shows one of the nearly
150 000 Merlin engines produced during and just after the
World War II effort. They were produced in several locations
in England and Detroit, Michigan in the United States by
the Packard Motor Company. Gunston writes, “The pilots of
these aircraft (Merlin powered) may have had plenty of prob-
lems, but these seldom involved the engine. The Merlin was,
par excellence, an engine that could be ‘flogged’ for hours
at a time. For example, a Lancaster pilot of No. 101 Sqn
[squadron] found himself 800 ft over Italy with various parts
on fire, bomb doors hanging open, flaps stuck partly down
and No. 4 engine feathered. Nevertheless, he swung around
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Figure 4. Rolls-Royce Merlin 1, one of the greatest aero engines
of World War II. Reproduced with permission from Wikipedia
(2009b).

onto a north-westerly course, climbed to 16 000 ft over the
Alps and came home” (Gunston, 1995).

Allison, a US engine manufacturer, designed the V-1710
with 70 000 units produced between 1931 and 1948 and still
in use today by hydroplane racers.

Aircraft applications have unequivocally been the domi-
nant driver in the development of high power density internal
combustion engines. Likely, national security was the pri-
mary focus in the reasoning behind the expenditures that
governments made worldwide. Today, even the smallest of
nations has an “air force,” even if it is more symbolic than
effective.

2.4 Opposed cylinder engines

Rotary, then static radial engines dominated the early years
of aviation. There were other fine early engines such as
the opposed twins of Duthiel-Chalmers (1905) and Darracq
(1909), the V-8 that powered the Antoinette designed by Leon
Levasseur (1909), and those of Fiat in the early 1900s. The
radials were produced for decades and are still available for
retrofit or specialty applications. However, the opposed cylin-
der aircraft engine is the primary powerplant for today’s light
general aviation aircraft. Its excellent balance and even torque
pulsations are ideally suited for aircraft applications. The vis-
ibility factor over the nose of an aircraft made it superior to the
radial for single-engine configurations. Its good power den-
sity eventually displaced the radial in the 350–550 hp regime,
the last stronghold of the radial.

An early opposed cylinder aircraft engine was built in 1909
by the Frenchman Darracq and is thought to be the pow-
erplant that powered the Demoiselle (Dragonfly), the first
light sport plane built by Brazilian Alberto Santos-Dumont.

The two-cylinder, water-cooled engine had a bore of 5.1 in
(inches) and a stroke of 4.7 in and would produce 25 hp at
1500 RPM. The engine’s specific power was about 5 lbs hp−1.
The Dragonfly weighed only 300 pounds. In 1910, Popular
Mechanics published plans for the aircraft in the hopes of
making flying accessible to the general public. Also in 1909,
a similar engine was constructed by the Detroit Aeroplane
Company. The Detroit Aero Engine was air-cooled, weighed
about 110 pounds and produced more than 30 hp.

The slow acceptance of the opposed cylinder engine is
thought to be due to the fact that these engines were thought
of as powerplants for very small aircraft when they were first
utilized. In these applications they were simple, light, and pro-
duced the required power for the lightweight aircraft mission.
In retrospect, the qualities that made them ideally suited for
this mission enhanced their utilization in heavier craft as the
technology for increasing their power output was enhanced.

Introduced in 1931, the Continental A40, shown in
Figure 5, was the first popular flat four. Most aircraft pis-
ton engines produced today are direct descendants of this
remarkable engine. Its main attributes were that it was sim-
ple, reliable, and cheap. During the Great Depression of the
1930s, this engine and the Taylor Cub (later Piper) kept flying
affordable for at least a few members of the American public.

The next important flat four had its birth when the
H. H. Franklin Company, a maker of air-cooled automo-
bile engines, went bankrupt. A group of engineers bought
the company at a bankruptcy sale, naming the new company
the Air Cooled Motors Development Company. The group
endeavored to build an improved version of the Continental
A-40.

Figure 5. Continental A-40. As the power plant of the first Cubs,
this little engine did more to keep private flying alive during the
Depression than any other engine. In terms of the number of com-
ponents, the A-40 was probably the simplest four-stroke aviation
engine ever built. Reproduced from Wikipedia (2009c).
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The flat four engine experienced more improvements.
Lycoming introduced an overhead valve flat four in 1938
called the O-145, producing 50 hp at 2300 RPM, which put it
ahead of the A-40. Not to be outdone, Continental introduced
a sophisticated A-50 in 1938 with many of the attributes of
the higher-output radials, such as steel forgings screwed into
aluminum heads, a split aluminum crankcase, and dual igni-
tion. In 1939 Continental developed the A-65, which became
very popular on the J-3 Cub. The A-65 stayed in production
until nearly 1960.

In Europe, opposed cylinder engines were only successful
in what is now the Czech Republic. The Walter Company
produced its own engine and Fiat engines under license in the
1910 time frame. They made engines, particularly turbines,
into the twenty-first century when they were purchased by
General Electric. The Prague unit of Walter was not sold as
part of the GE deal. In 1936, JAWA in the Czech Republic,
produced a four-stroke, twin prototype opposed cylinder with
the crankcase fabricated from a magnesium alloy for light
weight. It had a relatively good weight-to-power ratio with
36 hp at 4000 rpm. Another Czech engine, the Praga D, was
a 75 hp 4-cylinder horizontally opposed aircraft engine first
produced in 1936. It became more popular after World War II
due to the increased interest in sports flying, and the Praga D
powered the two-seat Zlin 22D. Today, Zlin acrobatic aircraft
are still in production. The Zlin Z242L, in use as a trainer
by many of the world’s air forces, is powered by Textron
Lycoming engines manufactured in the United States.

The mid-sixties saw the demise of the Franklin while
Lycoming and Continental continued to prosper. Today’s air-
cooled aviation engines fill the gamut from the low power
requirements of ultra-lights to the fuel-injected, turbocharged
high performance required of the big single and twin-engine
aircraft. A constant is that the vast majority of aircraft piston
engines are produced by the two American companies, Tex-
tron Lycoming, located in Williamsport, Pennsylvania, and
Teledyne Continental Motors, of Mobile, Alabama, with both
companies producing engines for nearly a century!

2.5 Other engine concepts

Other aircraft engine designs have been revolutionary only
in concept and suffered from practical considerations which
doomed them to failure. Sometimes they were absolutely
unique designs, such as the crankless, Wankel rotary, or
swashplate engines. Others were derived from motorcycle
or automotive designs and retrofitted for aircraft application.

The most significant exceptions were a series of German-
designed diesel engines. Diesel engines are the most fuel-
efficient of any piston engine and generally considered to

be trouble-free. Diesel engines utilize compression ignition,
while in gasoline engines, the combustion process is typically
initiated by a spark plug. The high weight-to-power ratio
resulting from a structure sturdy enough to withstand the high
pressures and rates of pressure rise in the diesel can be offset
by its good fuel consumption.

The first aircraft diesel engine was the Packard Model
DR-989 of 1928. In 1931, a production version of this 4-cycle
diesel engine powered a Bellanca airplane to an 84-hour, 33-
minute non-refueled duration record, which was not equaled
until 1986 when Dick Rutan and Jeana Yeager stayed aloft for
27 days, 5 hours, and 34 minutes in the Rutan Voyager pow-
ered by two Teledyne Continental Engines. The 1930 death
of Packard’s chief aeronautical engineer, Capt. Lionel M.
Woolson, in the Packard-powered Buhl-Verville “Airsedan”
and the Great Depression hastened the demise of this engine.
Its inherent poor reliability and low power density made it
non-competitive with the 87-octane gasoline-fueled engines,
and later the two-stroke Junkers Jumo produced in Germany.

The Junkers (1929–1944) has been the only success-
ful diesel aircraft engine to date. The two-stroke opposed
cylinder Jumo Diesel had a respectable fuel consumption of
0.35–0.39 lb bhp−1hr−1, depending on the operating condi-
tion. The Jumo 205 is shown in Figure 6. It had six in-line
cylinders and two parallel crankshafts, an upper and a lower,
geared together. Each of the resulting twelve crank throws
is joined to a piston through a connecting rod in a way that
produces opposed pistons in each cylinder. There being no
cylinder head, the combustion chamber was the space cap-
tured between the crowns of the opposed pistons. The dual
crankshaft was arranged so about 75% of the expansion work
drove the upper crankshaft and the aircraft’s propeller and the

Figure 6. Junkers Jumo 205 diesel engine, a turbo-supercharged
version, the Jumo 207 produced 1000-hp. Reproduced from
Wikipedia (2006).
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lower crankshaft drove the ancillaries. Fuel was introduced
into the combustion chamber by a high-pressure unit injector
driven by a camshaft. Upon expansion, fresh air was driven
into the cylinder by a blower which also provided scavenging
of the exhaust gas. This two-stroke engine was liquid-cooled.
By 1938, mass production of the Junkers Jumo 205 Diesel of
700–850 hp was underway in Germany. Most of the engines
went to the German Air Force (Luftwaffe), although some
went to the German National Airlines (Deutsche Lufthansa).
Large piston engines were in their waning days by the early
fifties, soon to be replaced by turbines.

Recent times saw the attempted resurgence of the diesel
engine for light aircraft application. The kerosene piston
engine, developed by the German Thielert Aircraft Com-
pany (1999), promised greatly reduced fuel operating costs
while maintaining electronic engine controls as needed for
jet propulsion. Thielert was the first company in decades to
achieve certification for this engine. Thielert claims that its
135 hp Centurion engines completed 1.7 million flying hours.
However, the firm has not solved the problem of the engine
needing frequent gearbox inspection (every 300 hours).
Thielert airplanes experience repeated parts shortages, and
the firm has slipped into bankruptcy.

Attempting to improve reliability, Austro Engine (Austria)
together with MBTech, a Mercedes-Benz daughter company,
designed the AE 300. This engine runs at the same RPM as the
Centurion, but it relies on an experimental gear set developed

by Hor Technologie, which was designed for inspection at
1800-hour intervals. The AE 300 runs with no clutch, using a
damper system as insulation from the sharp power pulses
of the diesel. This engine is familiar in the Mercedes A-
Class economy sedan. The aircraft engine was introduced
with the expectation of better fuel economy and more reliabil-
ity than the Centurion. The AE 300 is a turbocharged engine
with direct fuel injection and common-rail technology, and it
increases horsepower from 135 hp to 165 hp. Parts and sup-
ply problems continue to affect this industry segment, and
the future of the Centurion or the AE 300 engine is presently
unknown.

3 A LITTLE SCIENCE

Aside from a few attempts at using two-stroke engines and
the gas turbines that power high-speed aircraft of today, most
of the engines discussed have one major technical detail in
common. They are nearly all four-stroke cycle (sometimes
just called four-cycle) internal combustion engines.

First, what is a “four-stroke cycle” engine and why is it sig-
nificant? The phrase means that a piston is required to move
from the top of the cylinder (top-dead-center, TDC) to the
bottom of the cylinder assembly (bottom-dead-center, BDC)
four times to complete a cycle that produces positive work.
Engineers use a P-V diagram like the one shown in Figure 7

Figure 7. P-V diagrams of spark ignition and diesel engines operating at the same power output. Reproduced with permission from Krieger
(2009) c© Smithsonian Institution Scholarly Press.
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to evaluate the performance of gasoline and diesel engines.
This is a fairly straightforward task and uses a dynamometer
and instrumentation to measure horsepower output. Although
the gasoline and diesel engines producing the P-V diagrams
in Figure 7 have the same power output, the higher pres-
sure of the diesel leads to greater torque pulsations, higher
cylinder pressures, and thus different material property con-
siderations, including strength. To date, the opposed cylinder
spark ignition engine remains the powerplant of choice for
general aviation applications under 500 hp. For a given air-
craft design, speed increases with greater thrust provided by
the power source. Modern high-speed aircraft rely on high
power density turbine engines to provide the high thrust,
either through a propeller or a turbine wheel and exit noz-
zle. The disadvantage of these engines for small airplanes
is that once the power level is below 500 hp, the losses in a
turbine make fuel consumption significantly greater than in
a piston engine. Since the total aircraft weight includes the
engine, fuel, and payload, the added weight in fuel for a par-
ticular mission quickly overcomes the advantage of a small,
high power dense turbine for applications requiring an engine
of less than 500 hp. Turbine engines generally run at tens of
thousands of revolutions per minute. For conventional pro-
pellers, a gearbox is necessary. This adds to the complexity
and weight of the propulsion system.

The aviation piston engine has not changed a great deal
in the past 50 years. Dual magnetos are still used to pro-
vide spark to ignite the fuel-air mixture. Engines are typically
operated at maximum speeds of approximately 2500 RPM,
except for a few Lycoming-geared models that operate at
4000 RPM.

Piston engines of today are either turbocharged or non-
turbocharged. The primary advantage of turbocharging is to
maintain engine output power at high altitudes. Sophisticated
versions of the British-designed Merlin engine as well as
others relied on superchargers, gear-driven compressors, to
provide the power output needed to reach altitudes of 30 000
feet or higher. The complication, cost, and extremely high
power output of nearly 2000 hp in some cases is not warranted
for general aviation applications. Instead, in many applica-
tions that do not require high altitude operation, pilots are
willing to trade the reduced output of a naturally aspirated
engine for the increased longevity that operation of their
engine in a de-rated power condition provides.

Modern piston engines are fuel-injected, sometimes with
intercoolers if turbocharging is employed. In contrast, an
automobile engine which is operated at full power output
may be able to withstand that output for a few hundreds of
hours before serious wear or failure is experienced. Mod-
ern aviation engines, with care, can be expected to operate
to their time between overhauls of 1800–2000 h, also while

operating at 100% of full power during takeoff and 55–75%
of power during cruise conditions. An automobile is operated
at 5–10% of full power output during typical driving.

4 SUMMARY

The information presented in this chapter is by no means
all-inclusive. It is assembled to provide an overview of this
topical area which covers more than 100 years of engineering
activity related to aviation piston engines. Focus is on the
engines which have had the greatest impact on aviation.

The author refers the reader to complete descriptions by
others for a more in-depth presentation. Taylor (1971) is
a thorough description of engines that have enabled man-
powered flight. Taylor was closely related to the development
of aircraft piston engines from 1917 to 1950. This publication
is one in a series of ten works described in the Smithsonian
Annals of Flight. Another interesting and detailed discus-
sion of many engines can be found in Smith (1981/1986).
This is a comprehensive guide to the types, country partici-
pation, and the personal contributions made by many engine
designers and aviation engineers. Chirivella (1979) provides
a good summary of important contributions of engines of
historical importance, as well as a general review of the
combustion characteristics and performance of modern gen-
eral aviation piston engines. Gunston (1995) provides some
eloquent aircraft and engine cutaway drawings and descrip-
tions, including incredibly detailed cutaway drawings of the
famous Merlin, Griffon, and other engines. The description
of the development of the first successful Langley–Balzer–
Manly static radial engine was taken from the extensive notes
available in Meyer (1971).

Numerous details were confirmed in online writings.
There is almost an infinite amount of information available
through the Internet.

UNIT NOTATION

BDC bottom-dead-center
bhp brake horsepower
ft feet
GPH gallons per hour
hp horsepower
in inch, inches
in3 cubic inch, cubic inches
kW kilowatt
kPa kilo Pascals
lb pound, pounds
lb hp−1 pounds per horsepower
lb hp−1hr−1 pounds per horsepower hour
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l liter
mph miles per hour
P-V pressure-volume
�i − �f crank angles from the start to the finish of the

combustion event
T time for the combustion event
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1 INTRODUCTION

This section gives an overview of the gas-turbine engine, its
basic components, and its classification based on how thrust
is generated. Subsequent sections describe in more detail the
components that make up the gas-turbine engine.

A gas-turbine engine operates with continuous flow of air
and fuel, which is unlike that of a reciprocating piston engine,
which takes in and air fuel intermittently. In its simplest form,
a gas-turbine engine consists of three main components – a
compressor, a combustion chamber, and a turbine. Figure
1a shows a schematic of a simple gas-turbine engine. The

incoming air is compressed by the compressor and is heated
in the combustion chamber either by directly burning fuel in it
or by burning fuel externally in a heat exchanger. The heated
air with or without products of combustion is expanded either
partially or fully in a turbine resulting in work output. The
work input required to drive the compressor is derived from
the turbine. The compressor and the turbine are connected
by a shaft and transfer mechanical energy to and from the
working fluid (air) by means of alternating rows of nonro-
tating vanes and rotating blades. If the air is fully expanded
in the turbine, then a substantial part of the work output is
used to drive the compressor and the rest is used to drive a
fan or propeller to move the aircraft forward. If the heated
air from the combustor is expanded partially in the turbine
to produce just enough work to drive the compressor, then
the remaining high-pressure hot gases can be employed to
provide a high-velocity jet by passing through a propelling
nozzle. The net momentum rate difference between the out-
going nozzle exhaust and the incoming air flow produces a net
thrust, F, opposite in direction to that of the jet flow accord-
ing to Newton’s second law of motion. Expression for the
thrust generated by the engine can be derived by considering
a control volume, shown in Figure 1b, which passes through
the engine outlet (nozzle exit) and extends far upstream of
the inlet of the engine. The control volume is drawn such that
its side surfaces are far removed from the engine and paral-
lel to the free stream velocity. Per Newton’s second law of
motion, the time rate of change of momentum of the fluid in
the control volume must equal the force. Assuming the flow
is steady, this statement can be expressed as∑

ξ =
∫
S

V (ρV )ndS (1)

where ξ denotes the forces, V is the flow velocity, dS is the dif-
ferential element of the surface S with a local normal vector, n.
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Figure 1. (a) Gas-turbine engine. (b) Control volume (dashed line) about a gas-turbine engine (solid line).

With the assumption of reversible external flow, the pressure
and velocity may be assumed constant over the entire con-
trol surface, except over the exhaust area Ae of the engine. If
the exhaust velocity Ve is supersonic, the exhaust pressure Pe

may be different from the free stream pressure P0. The above
equation (1) then simplifies to

F − (Pe − P0)Ae = meVe − maV0 (2)

where ma is the air flow rate (free stream mass flux) entering
the engine and me is the exit mass flow rate. The exit mass
flow rate is the sum of ma and the fuel flow rate, mf, added to
the airflow and burnt in the engine; Ve is the exhaust veloc-
ity of the air stream at the engine exit. Detailed discussion
on the derivation of the above expression is given in refer-
ences by Hill and Peterson (1967) and Kerrebrock (1977).
The expression for thrust, F, follows from equation (2):

F = (ma + mf )Ve − maV0 + (Pe − P0)Ae (3)

If the flow though the nozzle is fully expanded to the ambient
pressure, then the last term representing the pressure force in
the above equation (3) becomes zero.

2 THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE AND
DEFINITION OF EFFICIENCY

The thermodynamic cycle of the gas-turbine engine is defined
by the Brayton cycle, shown in Figure 2 on an enthalpy–
entropy (T–S) diagram. The process 1–2 on the diagram

3
3´

(h)

6

6

5

5

2
2´

T

4

(h)

5

5´

4

4´

S

3

Figure 2. Brayton cycle.

represents the free stream velocity being decreased through
the inlet diffuser before the air stream enters the compressor.
The ideal process of diffusion without losses is represented
by 1–2′. The actual process of flow through the compressor is
shown by 2–3. The ideal compression with no losses is char-
acterized by isentropic process 2–3′ signified by zero entropy
increase. The efficiency of compressor is defined as the ratio
of the work required in an ideal isentropic process to that
required in the actual process;

ηc = (h3′ − h2)/(h3 − h2) (4)
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The combustion process, where energy is added to the
flow at constant pressure, is shown as 3–4. In practice, there
is a small pressure drop through the combustor; however,
since it is very small when compared to pressure changes
occurring elsewhere in the engine, it is neglected. The process
of expansion through the turbine is shown as 4–5. The ideal
flow through the turbine without losses is again shown as the
isentropic process 4–5′. For turbojet engines, the expansion to
ambient pressure will not take place completely in the turbine.
The process 4–5 for turbojet engines represents expansion
of gases to a pressure higher than ambient pressure, and 5–
6 represents expansion through the nozzle to the ambient
pressure. Once again, the isentropic ideal process through
the nozzle is depicted by the line 5–6′. Efficiency for turbine,
defined as the ratio of actual turbine work to that which would
be obtained during an isentropic expansion, is given by:

ηt = (h4 − h5)/(h4 − h5′ ) (5)

Similarly for the nozzle, the efficiency is defined as the
ratio of the actual work to that which would be obtained
during an isentropic expansion and expressed as

ηn = (h5 − h6)/(h5 − h6′ ) (6)

Thermal efficiency or cycle efficiency for the gas-turbine
engine is defined as the rate of addition of kinetic energy
added to the flow stream to the total heat consumption rate
produced from the heat of reaction of the fuel and is expressed
as

ηth = [(ma + mf )(V 2
e /2) − maV

2
0 /2]/mfQR

= [(1 + f )(V 2
e /2) − V 2

0 /2]/f QR
(7)

where f is the fuel-air ratio (mf/ma) and QR is the heat of
reaction of the fuel.

An upper limit for the thermal efficiency depends only on
the temperatures at which heat is added and rejected from
the working fluid. Maximum possible thermal efficiency of
any heat engine is that attained by Carnot cycle operating
between these two temperatures. Gas turbines used for air-
craft propulsion use the atmosphere as the heat sink and
therefore the minimum available heat rejection temperature is
the atmospheric temperature, denoted by Ta. The maximum
possible heat addition temperature is limited by the com-
bustion process (or any heat addition process used such as
nuclear reaction) and material capabilities. If the heat addi-
tion temperature is denoted by Th, then the maximum possible
efficiency (Carnot) is given by

ηi = 1 − Ta/Th (8)

If we assume typical values for Ta and Th for an aircraft
flying at altitudes between 11 and 30 km as 217 and 1500 K,
respectively, ηi is approximately 0.85. However, actual gas-
turbine engines have thermal efficiencies much lower than
this because of the losses due to nonideal flow through the
engine components. From the above discussion, it is clear
that the thermal efficiency depends on the maximum temper-
ature of the cycle (turbine inlet temperature). Higher overall
pressure ratio (OPR) of the cycle increases the cycle effi-
ciency by increasing the turbine inlet temperature, which in
practical engines is limited by the temperature capability of
materials in the hot section of the turbine engine, combustor,
and the turbine. In a typical gas-turbine combustor, a recir-
culation zone is created by some of the incoming air swirling
to form a primary combustion zone and the remaining air
issued as high-velocity jets through dilution holes toward the
burner axis part way downstream to dilute the combustion
products before entering the turbine. The combustor wall
is also cooled sometimes using film cooling technique by
introducing a film of air along the circumference. Modern
engines also use combustor liners to insulate the combus-
tor walls for long life. In addition, the radial temperature
profile at the combustor exit should be well controlled to min-
imize the stress problems in the turbine under all operating
conditions.

Due to the ever-increasing desire for higher thrust per unit
of air flow as well as efficiency, modern aircraft engines
require very high-turbine inlet temperatures while main-
taining high-turbine component efficiency and overall cycle
efficiency. Increased turbine inlet temperatures have been
enabled by advances in both materials and turbine cooling
technologies. Since the introduction of air-cooled turbines
around 1960, cooling technologies have historically been
responsible for about two-thirds of the improvement in higher
turbine inlet temperature capability. Of the many turbine-
cooling schemes proposed, only direct air cooling using the
air bled from the compressor has been viable for practi-
cal application. Different methods of air cooling include
impingement cooling of leading edge, convective internal
cooling of blade surface, film cooling using a film of cool
air introduced through holes or slots, and aspiration cooling
where the blade is covered using nearly uniform injection
through small holes or through porous material. While the
first two internal cooling methods maintain the metal tem-
perature below that of outside gas by heat transfer to the
cooling air, the other two methods reduce the heat trans-
fer to the blade surface by insulating it. Current turbine
cooling designs use coupled internal and film cooling to
achieve the required turbine material temperatures. Areas of
active research aimed at advancing turbine cooling technol-
ogy include optimized film cooling hole shapes, unsteady or
pulsed cooling, active and passive flow control of cooling
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flows, and swirl and impingement internal cooling con-
cepts.

Thermal efficiency increases as the overall pressure ratio
increases. However, as the pressure ratio is raised, the com-
pressor discharge temperature increases and due to material
limitations, the amount of heat added is limited by the
maximum allowable turbine inlet temperature. In addition,
to achieve very high pressure ratios, compressor design
becomes very challenging for the rear stages of the high-
pressure compressor due to extremely short blade heights and
resultant tight blade clearances that need to be maintained for
reasonable efficiency. One of the strategies often considered
to overcome temperature limitation is to have interstage cool-
ing in the high-pressure compressor and use that heat to add
energy to the fan bypass stream.

Propulsion efficiency is a measure of how well the energy
output from the engine is utilized in providing the thrust (pro-
pelling the aircraft). It represents conversion between two
forms of mechanical energy. It is defined as the ratio of the
thrust power delivered to the net mechanical power in exhaust
(the rate of production of kinetic energy in the exhaust flow
stream) and is expressed as

ηp = F V0/ma[(1 + f )(V 2
e /2) − V 2

0 /2] (9)

The above expression can be simplified by noting that for
air breathing engines, in general, f is negligible compared to
1 (f � 1) and the pressure term in the expression for thrust
(equation (3)) is negligible compared to the other two terms.
Using equation (3) to substitute for F, the above equation can
then be simplified as follows:

ηp = (Ve − V0)V0/(V 2
e /2 − V 2

0 /2) (10)

ηp = (2V0/Ve)/(1 + V0/Ve) (11)

As can be seen from the expression, the propulsion effi-
ciency reaches a theoretical maximum when the exhaust
velocity is equal to the velocity of motion of the vehicle.
However, the value of the thrust is proportional to the dif-
ference between the exhaust velocity and the velocity of the
aircraft since the incoming air enters the engine at the speed of
the craft. Therefore, in order to produce thrust, the exit veloc-
ity of the air stream from the engine should be higher than
the velocity of the aircraft. However, it is worth noting that
the propulsion efficiency is maximum at exhaust velocities
very close to the forward velocity of motion. In other words,
thrust produced by moving large quantity of air through the
engine with a little velocity increment is more efficient than
that produced by a smaller quantity of air undergoing a large

velocity increment. This is the reason why turbofans and tur-
boprops are more efficient compared to a turbojet producing
the same thrust, as discussed in the next section.

Overall efficiency of a gas-turbine engine is a product of
thermal efficiency and the propulsion efficiency:

ηo = ηp ηth (12)

ηo = (F V0)/(mf QR) (13)

Using equations (7) and (9) and assuming f � 1, the above
equation can be simplified to yield

ηo = 2 ηth(V0/Ve)/(1 + V0/Ve) (14)

3 TURBOFAN, TURBOPROP, TURBOJET,
PROPFAN

Gas-turbine engines used for aircraft propulsion are grouped
into three broad categories, based on how the thrust is
generated. The three categories are: turbojet, turbofan, and
turboprop. The portion of the gas-turbine engine that is
common to all the engine categories is the called core or
gas generator. The core consists of the compressor, the
combustor, and the turbine, which essentially supplies hot
high-pressure gas stream as illustrated in Figure 1. As men-
tioned in Section 1, the power from the turbine is partially
used to run the compressor. The remaining power output of
the turbine is used to produce thrust to propel the aircraft. If
the thrust is produced by the high-speed jet resulting from the
expansion of high-pressure hot gas from the turbine through
the nozzle, it is called a turbojet engine. In other words,
the turbojet is a gas generator with a nozzle added to it. A
schematic representation of a turbojet is shown in Figure 3.

In general terms, turbofan and turboprop engines produce
thrust by expelling large flow rate of air at speeds only a little

Combustor
Compressor Turbine

Nozzle

Figure 3. Turbojet engine.
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Figure 4. Turbofan engine.

faster than the aircraft speed; whereas turbojet engines eject
relatively smaller flow rates of air at a much higher veloc-
ity when compared to turbofan and turboprop engines. From
the expression for propulsion efficiency (equation (11)), the
smaller velocity increment of the flow stream producing the
thrust yields higher propulsion efficiency. Hence, turbofan
and turboprop engines have higher propulsion efficiency and
better fuel efficiency compared to turbojets.

If the thrust is produced by means of a ducted fan driven
by the turbine, it is termed a turbofan engine, schematically
illustrated in Figure 4. The fan is located in front of the core
and is driven by the power produced by the turbine in excess
of that required to run the compressor. The exhaust gas has
very little energy when compared to a turbojet engine and so
play a negligible role in the propulsion of the aircraft. The fan
is enclosed by a duct forming an annulus flow passage around
the core that allows the high-pressure air compressed by the
fan to expand to a secondary air stream producing thrust. The
ratio of the mass flow rate through the annulus passage flow,
called bypass flow, to that through the core is called the bypass
ratio. Modern turbofan engines have a very high-bypass ratio,
around 9, and some of the advanced ultrahigh bypass ratio
turbofans currently being developed have values exceeding
12. For some moderate bypass ratio turbofan engines, the
core flow and the bypass flow are mixed together by extend-
ing the bypass duct all the way to the end to form a single
nozzle and in that case the engine is called mixed flow turbo-
fan engine. From the expression for propulsion efficiency, as
pointed out earlier, the smaller the velocity increment of the
flow stream producing the thrust the higher the propulsion
efficiency would be. Thus, increasing the bypass ratio to a
very high value resulting in a large mass flow of air with a
little velocity increment leads to high propulsion efficiency.
In addition to high efficiency, higher bypass ratio also yields

Compressor
Combustor

Turbine

Nozzle
Low speed Exhaust

Gear  Box

Propeller

Figure 5. Turboprop engine.

noise reduction benefit due to slower tip speeds of large fans
and smaller jet velocities. However, increasing the bypass
ratio to a high value by increasing the size of the bypass duct
also leads to a high drag and needs to be traded with efficiency
to reach an optimum value. A new concept called distributed
propulsion involving numerous smaller fans distributed over
a large area and driven by a small number of cores is cur-
rently being considered as one of the advanced technology
candidates to overcome the drag penalty of a single large fan.

In a turboprop engine, shown schematically in Figure 5,
the thrust is produced by a propeller that is similar to a fan
but unducted. The propeller usually is much larger in diam-
eter compared to a ducted fan and is driven by the turbine
through a reduction gear that converts high-turbine speed and
low-torque output to a lower speed and high torque. Turbo-
props perform efficiently at speeds below 450 mph. At higher
speeds, propellers loose efficiency due to wave drag that
occurs just below supersonic speeds. The wave-drag effect
can occur even when the aircraft is standing still if the pro-
peller is spun fast enough to make the tips of the propeller
move near the speed of sound. To control the wave drag to
some degree, more blades are added to the prop there by
allowing to rotate at lower speeds. However, even with these
types of measures, the combination of the rotational speed
and the forward speed at some point does result in wave drag
problems and for most aircraft it occurs at speeds beyond
450 mph.

A propfan engine is a modified unducted turbofan, with
the fan placed outside of the engine nacelle on the same axis
as the compressor blades (Figure 6). Propfans are also known
as ultrahigh bypass (UHB) engines. The design is intended to
offer the speed and performance of a turbofan, with the fuel
economy of a turboprop engine. To overcome the problem of
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Figure 6. Propfan.

wave drag encountered in turboprop engines, as mentioned
above, the concept of sweeping the blades backward similar
to that used for the aircraft wing was considered by NASA
in 1970s for research in propellers. Since the inside of the
propeller blade travels at a lower speed compared to the out-
side, the backwad sweep is progressively larger toward the
outside leading to a curved shape of the blades, shown in
Figure 6. The research successfully advanced the technol-
ogy to flight demonstration in partnership with American
engine companies and NASA Glenn Research Center was
awarded the prestigious Collier Trophy for its pioneering
leadership role in the research and technology transfer. The
flight tests demonstrated an improvement of 30% in fuel effi-
ciency compared to contemporary turbofans. However, the
efficiency gain also comes with one of the major problems,
noise, especially during a period when aircraft are required
to comply with increasingly stringent noise requirements
(Stage III and Stage IV). In addition, due to jet-fuel price
drop, during the period following the successful research and
technology achievements, and shifting market priorities, the
aircraft companies did not pursue adaptation of this tech-
nology in their vehicles. Now, once again, there is renewed
interest in the propfan concept, for jetliners that might come
into service beyond the Boeing 787 and Airbus 350 XWB,
due to the current high price for jet fuel and the emphasis on
engine/airframe efficiency to reduce emissions.

The simplest form of a gas-turbine engine has a single
rotating shaft connecting all the rotary components. After
World War II, 2-spool (or 2-shaft) turbojets were devel-
oped to make it easier to throttle back compression systems
with a high design overall pressure ratio (i.e., combustor
inlet pressure/intake delivery pressure). Adopting the 2-spool
arrangement enables the compression system to be split in
two, with a low-pressure (LP) compressor supercharging a
high-pressure (HP) compressor. Each compressor is mounted
on a separate (co-axial) shaft, driven by its own turbine (i.e.,

HP turbine and LP turbine). Otherwise a 2-spool turbojet is
much like a single-spool engine. Modern turbofan engines
are derived from the 2-spool axial turbojet engines, essen-
tially by increasing the relative size of the LP compressor
(often called fan) to the point where significant amount of
air bypasses the core resulting in a very high-bypass ratio.
The bypass air either expands through a separate propelling
nozzle, or is mixed with the hot gases leaving the LP turbine,
before expanding through a mixed stream propelling nozzle.
Owing to a lower jet velocity, in addition to being more fuel
efficient, modern civil turbofan is quieter than the equivalent
turbojet.

4 THRUST AUGMENTATION –
AFTERBURNERS

Sometimes, the thrust of a turbojet engine is increased by
adding extra energy into the exhaust flow stream upstream of
the exhaust nozzle and downstream of the turbine (Figure 7).
Additional set of fuel nozzles are used to inject fuel into the
exhaust air flow and the fuel is burned using an ingiter thereby
increasing the exhaust temperature and pressure to increase
thrust. Since the energy is added at a lower pressure compared
to the main combustor, this process of thrust augmentation
is very inefficient and is used only for short periods of time
during take-off, climb, and high thrust demanding maneuvers
of military aircraft. Afterburners/augmentors are used only
for turbojets and low-bypass turbofans of military aircraft
and seldom used in civil aircraft engines. Figure 7 shows the
schematic of a turbojet with afterburner.

Combustor
Compressor Turbine

Nozzle

Afterburner

Figure 7. Turbojet with afterburner.

5 REGENERATIVE GAS TURBINE

When gas turbines are used on land or marine applications
where weight and size are not considered as primary fac-
tors, regeneration is used to recover some of the heat from
the exhaust gas to increase the thermal efficiency beyond
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Figure 8. Regenerative cycle.

that of the simple Brayton cycle. The regenerator is a heat
exchanger that transfers heat energy from the exhaust gases
to the compressor discharge air before it enters the combus-
tor. An ideal regenerative Brayton cycle is shown in Figure
8 where the exhaust gas temperature is reduced from 6 to 6′′

which is equal to that of compressor discharge air while rais-
ing the temperature of compressor discharge air from 3 to 3′′.
If we assume the turbine exhaust gases have the same spe-
cific heat and mass flow as that of the compressor outlet air,
T6′′ would be equal to T3. For ideal regenerator, T3′′ would
be equal to T6. In practice, however, T3′′ would always be
lower than T6, the difference being determined by the regen-
erator effectiveness. In the regenerative engine, since heat
added from 3′′ to 4 is less compared to that from 3 to 4 in
the simple gas turbine, the efficiency of the regenerated gas
turbine is higher. Due to current high fuel costs, regenerative
gas-turbine engines are currently being considered for aircraft
propulsion with advances in materials technology expected to
offset the weight penalty associated with the heat exchangers.

6 TOPPING – STATIONARY GAS
TURBINES

When a gas turbine is used for stationary application such as
power generation, depending on the compression ratio of the
cycle, the turbine exhaust temperature might be high enough
for efficient generation of steam utilizing the waste heat from
the gas turbine. The steam can then be used to produce power
using a steam turbine. In this arrangement, the gas turbine is
said to be used for “topping” the steam cycle and the com-

bination is referred to as combined cycle power plant. The
combined cycle can achieve high thermal efficiencies when
the turbine inlet temperature of the gas turbine is high. An
additional advantage of the combined cycle over the regen-
erative cycle is that the steam boiler is less complicated to
manufacture and maintain than the heat exchanger in the
regenerative cycle.

7 RAMJET

A ramjet is a simpler form of a jet engine with no moving
parts. It has no compressor or turbine. The incoming air is
compressed by the forward motion of the engine ramming
the air through the engine. As schematically shown in Fig-
ure 9, a ramjet consists of a diffuser, a combustion chamber,
and an exhaust nozzle. Although a ramjet can operate at sub-
sonic speeds theoretically, to operate effectively it requires
a very high value of forward velocity. It is most efficient at
a Mach number of about 3, and can operate up to speeds of
at least Mach 5. In its simplest form, the ramjet operates by
slowing down the incoming air to a subsonic speed through
a series of shocks in the diffuser and the fuel is added to the
subsonic air stream and burned to heat the air stream which
subsequently expands through a nozzle producing thrust as
a result of the rate of momentum change. Since the pressure
ratio is strictly limited by flight speed and diffuser perfor-
mance, ramjets do need forward motion through the air to
produce thrust and cannot develop static thrust to accelerate
a vehicle from rest. A typical ramjet cycle is shown in Fig-
ure 10. Beyond Mach 5, ramjet engines become inefficient
due to high losses in the compression process. In addition,
as the flight Mach number is increased, the combustion inlet
temperature also increases and eventually it will approach
the temperature limit set by the wall material and cooling
methods. For example, in an atmosphere of −60 ◦F, a flight
Mach number of 6.7 produces the stagnation temperature
of 4000 ◦C. Therefore, at flight speeds greater than Mach 5,
supersonic combustion becomes necessary to have a viable
propulsion system. Ramjets with supersonic combustion are
called scramjets denoting supersonic combustion.

Flame holder

InletShocks Fuel injector
Nozzle

V0 Ve

Figure 9. Ramjet.
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Figure 10. Ramjet thermodynamic cycle.

The thermodynamic cycle for a ramjet is shown in Figure
10. The compression process from the free stream is solely
through a series of shocks through the inlet and a subsonic
diffuser, denoted by 1–2, without a compressor. The ideal pro-
cess, if there were no losses during this compression process,
is shown as 1–2′. The combustion process is represented by
2–4 at constant pressure; neglecting the pressure loss in the
combustor. The expansion through the nozzle is represented
by 4–6, the ideal expansion if no losses are considered shown
as 4–6′.

8 SCRAMJETS

Scramjet propulsion is sometimes considered as part of a
propulsion system for access to space in an arrangement
known as combined cycle engine. A combined cycle propul-
sion system consists of a combination of an air breathing
scramjet through the atmosphere and rocket propulsion for
the nonatmosperic portion of the flight trajectory. The effec-
tive specific impulse that is defined as the ratio of total impulse
(product of thrust and time) to the weight of the fuel (pro-
pellant) is much higher for a combined cycle system due to
the fact that for the air breathing part of the operation, ambi-
ent air is used as oxidizer and results in a very high specific
impulse compared to the nonair breathing rocket propulsion.
A detailed discussion on combined cycle engines is provided

elsewhere in later chapters (comparison of effective specific
impulse of various combined cycle options with that of rocket
propulsion is shown in Figure 7 of Emerging Air-Breathing
Propulsion Technologies). The terminology turbine-based
and rocket-based refers to the method of how the vehicle
is accelerated to the speed range of ramjet and scramjet oper-
ation In a turbine-based combined cycle, a gas-turbine engine
provides the power required to accelerate up to the supersonic
Mach number for ramjet and subsequent scramjet operation.
Whereas in a rocket-based system, the acceleration to the
supersonic speed is provided by a rocket.

9 SUMMARY

Gas-turbine engine in its most simple form is made up of
the compressor that raises the pressure of incoming air, the
combustor that raises the temperature of the air by burning
fuel with air, the turbine that converts the thermal energy in
the high-pressure and high-temperature gas into mechanical
energy to drive the compressor, and the nozzle that converts
the energy that remains in the gas to generate thrust. This is the
turbojet. Other variations include the turbofan, the turboprop,
and the propfan, where the turbines drive the compressor and
the fan or propeller, and it is the fan and the propeller that is
generating the thrust. When the speed of the aircraft is suffi-
ciently high, the compressor is no longer needed to raise the
pressure of the incoming gas. Ramjets are turbojets without
the compressor for high Mach number flight. At even higher
speeds, combustion needs to occur at supersonic speeds, and
a ramjet with supersonic combustion is a scramjet.
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1 FUNDAMENTALS

The inlet is the aircraft component that brings air to the
propulsion system. The inlet is part of the airframe and is
designed, tested, and built by the airframe company (Boeing,
Lockheed, etc.). But because inlet performance affects engine
performance, the inlet is often considered to be a propulsion
component and engine companies (General Electric, Pratt &
Whitney, Rolls-Royce, etc.) also employ inlet experts. A good
inlet design provides high aircraft performance over a wide
range of flight conditions and engine operating conditions.

Entire textbooks (Seddon and Goldsmith, 1985) are de-
voted to the study of inlet design and operation. This chapter
presents only a summary of inlet topics and the reader is
encouraged to consult the references (Mattingly, 1996; Hill
and Peterson, 1967) for more details of specific topics. The

chapter begins with a discussion of the geometry and termi-
nology that is applied to aircraft inlets and then character-
izes the effectiveness of an inlet design by three parameters:
performance, compatibility, and integration. A final section
looks at current design practices and future directions for inlet
design.

2 GEOMETRY AND TERMINOLOGY

The nomenclature applied to inlet geometry and performance
is not standardized. The component itself is called an “inlet”
in the United States, and an “intake” in Europe. This section
describes inlet geometry and the nomenclature to be used
throughout this chapter.

The mission of the aircraft dictates the shape of the inlet
as shown in Figure 1. Airliners and subsonic cruise aircraft
typically employ short, axisymmetric “pitot” inlets, shown in
Figure 1a. A pitot inlet resembles a pitot tube used in wind
tunnel testing and provides high performance and light weight
at the design conditions of the aircraft, but allows very lim-
ited maneuverability. Supersonic, high performance aircraft
typically have rectangular or conical inlets that can vary its
geometry to operate over a large speed range. A rectangular
inlet is shown in Figure 1c, while a conical inlet is shown in
Figure 1b. Air superiority fighters employ highly integrated
conformal inlets, as shown in Figure 1d. Conformal inlets de-
liver air over a wide range of angles of attack and yaw. While
there is a wide variety of aircraft missions and inlet shapes,
there are performance features that are common to all inlets.

To introduce some of the geometric and flow field defini-
tions, consider a generic inlet shown in Figure 2. With a frame
of reference fixed on the inlet, Figure 2 is a two-dimensional
cut through the center of the inlet. Air moves from the free
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2 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 1. Examples of inlet shapes. (a) Pitot; (b) conical; (c) rect-
angular; (d) conformal.

stream, or upstream, on the left, to the engine face, or down-
stream, on the right. The upstream flow is at some static
pressure and temperature determined by the flight altitude.
The outside of the inlet is called the cowling, or cowl, and the
most upstream part of the cowl is called the cowl lip. The cowl
lip location divides the inlet into two stream-wise sections;
an internal section from the cowl lip to the engine face, and an
external section from the free stream to the cowl lip. The ap-
proaching flow divides at the cowl lip; some air flows around
the outside of the cowl and the rest goes into the internal
section of the inlet. The capture streamline begins in the free
stream, ends at a stagnation point on the cowl lip, and marks
the boundary between flow into the inlet and flow around the
cowl. The entire flow domain from free stream to the engine
face must be considered in inlet design because flow condi-
tions vary over the entire length. In standard turbine engine
numerical notation, the upstream station is denoted by the
subscript 0, the cowl lip station is denoted by the subscript 1,
and the engine face by the subscript 2. The engine face may

be the first stage of a compressor or fan for a gas turbine
engine, or the combustor of a ramjet, or scramjet engine.

Figure 2 is a two-dimensional schematic drawing of an
inlet, but, as shown in Figure 1, real inlets have three-
dimensional geometries. To simplify the following discus-
sions, let us consider a rectangular inlet, like the picture in
the Figure 1c, feeding a gas turbine engine. The external por-
tion of the inlet is assumed to have a constant width into the
page on Figure 2, which produces rectangular cross-sections
and a rectangular cowl lip plane. The internal portion of the
inlet transitions from the rectangular cowl lip plane to a cir-
cular engine face whose diameter is equal to the width of the
external portion of the inlet. The internal portion of the inlet
is designed as a diffuser with the flow area at the engine face
larger than the cross-sectional flow area at the cowl lip. The
minimum flow area in the diffuser is called the throat of the
inlet. The engine face Mach number is normally limited to a
value less than 0.6 to minimize compressibility losses in the
compressor. Static pressure increases in the subsonic diffuser
from the throat to the engine face.

Let us consider the air that flows through the geometry
shown in Figure 2. The amount of air flowing through any
cross-sectional area is determined by the compressible flow
conditions and is given by equation (1).

ṁ = Ap0√
T0

√
γ

R
M

(
1 + γ − 1

2
M2

)− γ+1
2(γ−1)

(1)

In equation (1), ṁ is the mass flow rate, A is the cross-sectional
area, p0 is the local total pressure, T0 is the local total temper-
ature, M is the local Mach number, R is the gas constant, and
γ is the ratio of specific heats. Projecting the cowl lip area
forward to the free stream defines a reference area called the
capture area, designated Ac on Figure 2. The capture area
sets the maximum airflow that would be “captured” by an in-
let moving at subsonic speed with no internal blockage. The
reference capture streamline is shown by the dashed line on
Figure 2. The amount of airflow that goes through the engine
is determined by conditions in the exhaust nozzle and is given

Figure 2. Generic inlet geometry and flow definitions.
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by equation (1) with the area, total pressure and temperature
in the nozzle and Mach number equal to one since the nozzle
is choked. The airflow through the internal portion of the in-
let, ṁ1, is the sum of the engine airflow and any other mass
that has been removed from the stream, such as environmen-
tal control, bypass, or internal bleed as described below. The
airflow through the inlet can be traced forward to the free
stream to define the inlet flow area A0 shown on Figure 2.
The airflow ṁ0 that flows through A0 is equal to the inlet
flow ṁ1. The mass flow ratio is the ratio of inlet airflow to the
reference capture airflow and is described by equation (2).

Mass Flow Ratio = ṁ0

ṁc
= A0

Ac
(2)

Mass flow ratio changes with the airflow demands of the
engine.

3 PERFORMANCE

Inlet performance is measured by two factors: total pressure
recovery, which affects engine performance, and inlet drag,
which affects airframe performance.

3.1 Total pressure recovery

The total pressure recovery, or simply recovery, is defined to
be the average total pressure at the exit of the inlet divided
by the free stream total pressure as given in equation (3).

Recovery = pt2

pt0
(3)

The recovery is a measure of the entropy generation, or ir-
reversibility of the flow, within the inlet. For an ideal inlet,
the recovery value is equal to 1.0; for real inlets, the value is
always less than 1.0. The major challenge in inlet design is
to minimize recovery losses and achieve the highest possible
recovery because recovery has the first order effect on the op-
eration of the propulsion system. Depending on the specific
propulsion system, a 1% loss in recovery produces a 1.5%
loss of thrust, and a 2.5% increase in specific fuel consump-
tion. There are three main sources of recovery loss: boundary
layers, mixing or shear layers, and shock waves.

Boundary layers are generated on every surface of the
external and internal portions of the inlet. The amount of
recovery loss depends on the thickness and state (laminar,
turbulent, or transitional) of the boundary layer. Boundary
layer effects depend on flight conditions, size, and shape of

the inlet, but even a simple straight pipe experiences some
recovery loss due to boundary layer formation. Boundary
layer losses are typically in the 1–2% range with lower values
for short inlets and higher values for long inlets.

If the boundary layer separates from the wall of the inlet,
there are additional recovery losses associated with the mix-
ing action and shear layers generated along the separation
boundary. Inlets with high diffusion are prone to boundary
layer separation because of the high adverse static pressure
gradient generated in the diffuser. Off-set inlets, in which the
centerlines of the entrance and exit planes are displaced, often
experience boundary layer separation because of secondary
flows generated in the cross-plane. Recovery losses due to
flow separation can be severe, in the range of 2–5%.

Supersonic inlets present unique recovery problems be-
cause the upstream flow is supersonic and the exit flow is
subsonic (Murthy and Curran, 1991). A normal shock is usu-
ally present in a supersonic inlet to transition the flow from
supersonic to subsonic. The amount of total pressure loss
through a normal shock strongly depends on the Mach num-
ber upstream of the shock. At Mach 1.3, the normal shock
recovery loss is about 2%, at Mach 2.0, the normal shock
recovery loss approaches 30% (Ames Research Staff, 1953).
For flight speeds above Mach 1.3, the airflow must be slowed
upstream of the normal shock. An oblique shock generated
by a wedge or cone slows the flow upstream of the normal
shock but produces its own loss of recovery and some degree
of flow turning as shown in Figure 3. For the same amount of
flow turning, multiple weak oblique shocks produce higher
recovery than a single oblique shock. In the limit, a smooth
isentropic compression surface produces no loss of recovery
at a specific design condition. However, for off-design condi-
tions, the compression waves can coalesce to form an oblique
shock with a resulting recovery loss.

If all of the shocks of a supersonic inlet sit outside the
cowl lip, as shown in Figure 3, the inlet is called an external
compression inlet. If all of the shocks occur inside the cowl
lip, the inlet is called an internal compression inlet. If the
normal shock sits inside the cowl lip but some of the oblique
shocks are generated outside the cowl lip, the inlet is called a
mixed compression inlet, as shown in Figure 4. These distinc-
tions are made because the recovery, drag, and compatibility
requirements for the various classes are quite different as dis-
cussed below. In Figure 4, notice how the oblique shock wave
from the cowl reflects from the internal walls to naturally pro-
duce a series of oblique shocks. Not shown in Figure 4 are
the interactions of the shock with the boundary layers on the
walls. Shock-boundary layer interactions can generate local
flow separations that decrease inlet recovery, particularly at
the terminal normal shock with its large adverse pressure
gradient.
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Figure 3. Supersonic external compression inlet with flow control.

Figure 4. Supersonic mixed compression inlet with bypass system.

To minimize the effects of boundary layer growth and sep-
aration effects in the inlet, designers employ flow control de-
vices like the boundary bleed system and throat slot shown
in Figure 3. A bleed system typically consists of a region
of porous material through which some portion of the inlet
boundary layer is removed into a plenum. Duct-work from
the plenum carries the low energy flow to another place on the
aircraft where the flow exits the aircraft. A throat slot works
in the same way, but without the porous surface. Sometimes
vortex generators are used in subsonic diffusers to keep the
boundary layer attached. Research is now being conducted on
the use of micro ramps to control boundary layer separation.
The micro ramp energizes the lowest portion of the bound-
ary layer without requiring mass flow removal or associated
duct-work.

The effects of inlet design and engine operation on total
pressure recovery are expressed in an inlet performance plot
called a recovery cane, which is shown in Figure 5. The figure
shows inlet recovery for a supersonic external compression
inlet plotted versus mass flow ratio at a single free stream
Mach number. The recovery is always less than 1.0 because
of shock losses and boundary layer losses. The “knee” of the
curve is labeled “Critical” and at this maximum mass flow
ratio, the normal shock sits at the cowl lip. For the lower mass
flow ratios, labeled “Sub critical”, the normal shock sits off of
the cowl lip and excess mass is spilled around the cowl. At the
lowest mass flow ratio the inlet is in buzz, a condition that is
described below. For the “Super critical” portion of the curve,

Figure 5. Inlet recovery cane.

the normal shock is pulled inside the cowl. Super critical mass
flow ratio remains a constant because the mass flow through
the cowl lip plane is fixed by supersonic conditions similar to
equation (1). The recovery decreases along the curve because
the normal shock is pulled farther back into the diffuser, with
an increase in Mach number upstream of the normal shock,
and a resulting increase in total pressure loss. Notice that
the mass flow ratio never equals 1.0 because there is always
some amount of supersonic spillage from the external oblique
shocks as discussed below. During inlet wind tunnel testing,
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recovery canes are generated over a range of free stream Mach
numbers.

3.2 Inlet drag

Besides generating recovery losses that affect engine per-
formance, the inlet also generates drag that affects the air-
frame performance. There are three major sources of inlet
drag: boundary layer bleed, airflow bypass, and external
spillage.

For high-performing supersonic inlets, designers elimi-
nate separations caused by shock-boundary layer interactions
by removing, or bleeding, the boundary layer from the inlet
surface as shown in Figure 3. Bleed drag is the penalty as-
sociated with the removal, movement, and expulsion of the
boundary layer flow through the internal duct-work.

An inlet must meet the varying airflow demands of the
propulsion system. For supersonic internal or mixed com-
pression inlets, the airflow into the internal inlet is fixed by
supersonic conditions at the cowl lip. Variations in engine
airflow demand are handled by passing the excess airflow
through a small door in the cowl wall, as shown in Figure 4.
Bypass drag is the penalty associated with the removal of the
excess air and depends on the airflow demands of the engine.
If the excess flow is not bypassed, the terminal normal shock
may moves upstream and triggers inlet unstart as discussed
below.

The final inlet drag component is called additive or spillage
drag. For subsonic inlets, variations in engine airflow are ac-
commodated by spilling the excess available flow around the
cowl, as shown in Figure 2. The amount of the spilled flow
is equal to the difference between ṁc and ṁ0, or the amount
between the dashed line and the capture streamline. Additive
drag is the drag penalty associated with moving air around
the inlet and is calculated by integrating the static pressure
times the forward projected area along the capture stream-
line. An external shock wave of a supersonic inlet turns the
flow towards the shock. If the shock falls outside the cowl, as
shown in Figure 3, the turning becomes a source of additive
drag. External compression inlets typically produce higher
additive drag than internal or mixed compression inlets be-
cause of flow spilled downstream of the normal shock. If
the external cowl is properly designed, spilled subsonic flow
accelerates as it passes over the external cowl, lowering the
static pressure. The lower static pressure on the forward fac-
ing cowl lip generates a lip suction, which can cancel some
of the additive drag. Spillage drag is defined to be the addi-
tive drag minus the lip suction. The value of the spillage drag
varies with engine airflow demand for subsonic and external
compression inlets.

4 COMPATIBILITY

Besides producing high recovery and low drag, a good inlet
must operate over a wide range of flight conditions and not
limit the operating range of the engine. Four compatibility
criteria are discussed here: inlet distortion, airflow matching,
and two high speed phenomena– unstart and buzz.

4.1 Distortion

Inlet distortion refers to the conditions at the exit of the inlet.
Because a compressor or fan rotates about an axis, the exit
flow field from the inlet should be as uniform as possible. If
the exit velocity field is distorted such that one region has a
different velocity than another, then the rotating blades ex-
perience a variation in the local angle of attack as it passes
through the distorted region. If the local angle of attack ex-
ceeds the stall angle of the blade, the blade experiences a stall
with an associated loss of performance, and possible reverse
flow or “flame out” of the engine. To avoid this catastrophic
failure, the compressor is normally operated with a stall mar-
gin; for a given rpm, the compressor is operated at a lower
than optimum pressure ratio on its performance map. If the
inlet produces a high level of distortion, the stall margin must
be increased to avoid compressor stall, and the engine does
not operate at peak performance. External flow variations,
high angle of attack or yaw of the aircraft, highly off-set inlet
geometry, flow separation in the inlet through high diffusion,
or shock-boundary layer interactions – are all sources of inlet
distortion. Some inlet distortion changes with time to produce
dynamic distortion.

Measuring, characterizing, and decreasing inlet distortion
are major concerns for the inlet designer. The current method
for measuring inlet distortion involves wind tunnel testing
of the inlet to obtain a pressure map of the flow at the exit
of the inlet. Figure 6 shows a typical inlet distortion map
with the numbers indicating lines of constant total pressure,
and the black dots indicating the location of the pressure
probes. The probes are arranged so that both circumferential
and radial variations of the pressure can be determined.

The measured pressure values are used to calculate a wide
variety of distortion coefficients that characterize the inlet
flow field. The simplest coefficient takes the maximum pres-
sure value measured minus the minimum value divided by
the average total pressure. A more useful distortion coeffi-
cient is based on the maximum variation in pressure over
a specified circumferential segment of the compressor face;
DC60 for a 60◦ segment, DC90 for 90◦, and so on. More
sophisticated coefficients provide mass or area weighted
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Figure 6. Inlet distortion map.

parameters that account for both radial and circumferential
variation.

The wind tunnel test provides values of the inlet distortion
coefficient over a range of flight conditions and exit airflow
conditions. To determine engine compatibility, the engine is
independently tested with distortion screens placed upstream
of the compressor. The screens are designed to produce spec-
ified values of selected distortion coefficients. The engine
control schedule is then modified to provide an adequate
stall margin across the engine-operating envelope. Notice that
the inlet and engine are not tested together until flight test.
Research efforts are underway to improve the process for
determining inlet distortion and its effect on the engine.

4.2 Airflow matching

Airflow matching is another major concern for inlet design-
ers. The airflow demands of the engine must be provided by
the inlet over a wide range of flight conditions, from static
conditions on the runway, to the maximum velocity, altitude,
and orientation of the aircraft in flight. The inlet is sized for
some design condition that depends on the mission of the
aircraft. At all other flight conditions the inlet is operating
“off-design”. In extreme off-design operation, alterations of
the design may be required to maintain high inlet perfor-
mance. For example, a subsonic inlet designed for the high
altitude cruise condition may be too small to meet the high
airflow demands at take-off. The solution is to provide an

auxiliary inlet to bring extra air to the engine during take-off.
To meet the wide range of airflow requirements for super-
sonic aircraft, the inlet often employs variable geometry. The
compression surface or cowl is moved in flight to change the
shape of the inlet and provide optimum airflow, recovery, or
low drag for the particular flight condition. Variable geome-
try presents additional design problems because of the added
weight of the actuators, controller, and sensors that set the
geometry.

4.3 Unstart and buzz

Supersonic aircraft inlets have two other unique compatibility
problems: unstart and buzz. Mixed compression inlets com-
press the flow externally then diffuse the flow internally. A
mixed compression inlet with the normal shock downstream
of the throat is said to be “started” and the shock structure
is shown in Figure 4. For a started mixed compression in-
let, the Mach number upstream of the normal shock is rela-
tively low and the resulting performance has high recovery
and low drag. A mixed compression inlet with the normal
shock upstream of the throat is said to be “unstarted” and the
shock structure is shown in Figure 3. For an unstarted mixed
compression inlet, the Mach number upstream of the normal
shock is high and the resulting performance has very low re-
covery and high drag. For a started mixed compression inlet,
disturbances downstream of the normal shock or changes to
the free stream flow conditions cause the normal shock to
move within the inlet. If the normal shock moves near the
throat, the normal shock can be violently disgorged from the
internal inlet and unstart the inlet. The result of an unstart
is nearly an instantaneous decrease in thrust and increase
in drag of the aircraft. During an unstart, the normal shock
moves upstream at high speed generating a “hammer shock”
with a pressure rise greater than the static normal shock. The
overpressure from the hammer shock is a design constraint
for mixed compression inlet ducts. Fast response bypass sys-
tems are used to avoid or recover from inlet unstarts.

External compression inlets and unstarted mixed compres-
sion inlets experience another compatibility problem called
inlet “buzz”. Buzz is an oscillation of the normal shock that
occurs at low mass flow rates. In some inlets, the oscillation
has high frequency with low amplitude; in other inlets the
oscillation has low frequency with large amplitude, usually
associated with boundary layer separation along the com-
pression surface and disruption of the oblique shock struc-
ture upstream of the normal shock. Because of the high static
pressure gradient across the normal shock, inlet buzz causes
serious problems for the aircraft. High frequency buzz can
cause fatigue problems for the inlet and engine structures.
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Low frequency buzz is more serious because inlet distortion
generated by the separated boundary layer can trigger com-
pressor stall. The degree and onset of buzz depend on the
specific design of the inlet. It is believed that buzz is triggered
by interactions of the compressor with shear layers ingested
by the inlet. The shear layers are generated by shock inter-
sections or shock-boundary layer separations on the external
inlet.

5 INTEGRATION

The inlet is both an airframe component and a propulsion
component. The location of the inlet on the airframe affects
both the airframe performance and the engine performance.
Topics associated with the placement of the inlet on the air-
frame are called inlet integration topics (Antonatos, Surber
and Stava, 1975).

5.1 Nacelles

Modern subsonic airliners typically use pitot inlets to supply
air to high bypass turbofan engines hung on pylons below the
wing. Flow interference between the wing, pylon, inlet, and
nacelle can be a source of drag on the aircraft. During take
off and taxi, the close proximity of the inlet to the ground in-
creases the chances for foreign object ingestion and possible
damage to the fan or compressor. In near static conditions,
some aircraft experience a ground vortex that begins on the
engine spinner and ends on the ground in front of the en-
gine. The vortex produces high inlet distortion that can lead
to compressor stall and damage to the engine. In an effort
to reduce engine noise near the terminal, many commercial
aircraft employ acoustic treatment materials in the inlet.

5.2 Shielded inlets

Air superiority fighter aircraft operate over a wide range of
angle of attack and yaw. High angles of attack and yaw of-
ten trigger boundary layer separation on the cowl lip with
resulting low recovery and high distortion. To lower the local
flow angle at the cowl lip, the inlet is shielded by another
aircraft component. The free stream airflow is turned by the
aircraft component before entering the inlet and the inlet cowl
experiences a lower local angle of attack or yaw. Examples
of this technique include placing the inlet under the wing
(F-111), under the fuselage (F-16), or under the wing leading
edge extension (F-18). Placing the inlet near another aircraft
component must be done with extreme care. Spillage from

the inlet can adversely affect the normal flow around the air-
craft and extreme flight conditions can lead to undesirable
flow into the inlet. For example, vortices shed by the nose
of a turning aircraft are sometimes ingested by the inlet with
resulting high distortion and low recovery.

5.3 Boundary layer diverters

To decrease the wave drag on high-performance aircraft, the
inlet is often placed close to the fuselage. Boundary layers
generated on the fuselage may then be ingested by the inlet
resulting in high distortion and low recovery. To avoid bound-
ary layer ingestion, the boundary layer is deflected around the
inlet by a plate called a boundary layer diverter. Diverter drag
is associated with moving the fuselage boundary layer away
from the inlet. It is hard to accurately measure diverter drag
on the aircraft wind tunnel model because of scaling effects.
Diverter drag is therefore often determined as part of larger
scale inlet testing. The diverter must be carefully sized to
minimize drag, yet insure that the aircraft boundary layer air
does not spill into the inlet.

6 CURRENT TRENDS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Recent research and development programs are targeting old
issues with new tools and technologies to maintain commer-
cial stability and ensure military security. Flow analyses using
advanced computational techniques are enabling complete
vehicle flow field simulations required to decode highly in-
tegrated inlet issues (Benson, Bissinger, and Bradley, 1991).
Improved instrumentation and test techniques are producing
a better understanding of fundamental inlet operation. Here
are some current trends and future directions for inlet design
arranged by vehicle class.

6.1 Subsonic commercial

Higher bypass ratio (BPR) engines for improved fuel effi-
ciency are challenging ground clearance issues for traditional
wing-mounted integration of subsonic aircraft. Accessories
such as the electric generators are packaged under the engine
where lubricant sumps must reside, and their required growth
has necessitated non-axisymmetric inlet designs and nacelle
re-shaping without increasing inlet distortion. Studies of
multi-fan cores as a means to increase BPR could solve some
integration issues but will require increased understanding
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8 Airbreathing Engines

of inlet-to-inlet interactions with the free-stream in both the
nominal operation and “engine-out” or asymmetric “fan-out”
emergency condition. Another renewed area of investigation
for commercial subsonic aircraft is boundary layer ingestion
(BLI). Subsonic blended wing-body configurations enjoy a
high lift to drag efficiency due to their large wing surface
area. To further decrease drag, some designs propose to use
BLI by the inlet and engine to remove boundary layer from
the upper surface of the wing. Overall vehicle efficiency is
increased at the expense of propulsion performance.

6.2 Supersonic commercial

Recent supersonic transport studies favor cruise Mach num-
bers in the 1.6 to 2.0 range to enable reasonable sonic boom
levels for overland flight while still achieving significant pas-
senger time savings and market capture. At this Mach num-
ber, external compression inlets provide reasonably good
pressure recovery without the dangers of inlet unstart that can
occur in mixed compression inlets. Increasing regulations on
airport noise, however, are burdening the propulsion system,
requiring higher mass flows for takeoff to achieve the same
thrust at acoustically reduced jet velocities. Inlets designed
for high mass flows are compromised with the added weight
of auxiliary doors, or higher supersonic drag due to cowl lip
bluntness. To help achieve low sonic boom levels, inlets un-
der investigation are mounted above the wing, similar to the
F117 and B-2. Top-mounted inlets do not appreciably con-
tribute any shocks to the coalescing sonic boom signatures
felt on the ground, but unfortunately are subject to higher
flow distortion, especially at higher angles of attack for the
aircraft.

6.3 Military

Recent military developments for inlets address special needs
in addition to those already cited for commercial aircraft. Nu-
merous rotorcraft losses due to inlet foreign object ingestion
have renewed investigations of inlet flow separators and flow
instabilities caused by rotor down-wash. Studies of extremely
short takeoff and landing aircraft for both military and com-
mercial subsonic transports are focusing on issues of powered
lift and vectored thrust, which necessitates inlet design and
vehicle integration to shield the engines from re-ingesting the
hot exhaust gases from their own nozzles. For high perfor-
mance military aircraft, speed and stealth remain a focus for
inlet design. Multi-mode inlets coupled with multi-mode en-
gine architectures are under development to enable persistent
subsonic cruise operation of these aircraft at lower fuel burn.

6.4 Hypersonic

Hypersonic inlets present some unique performance prob-
lems because of the strength of the shocks, the thickness of
the boundary layers, and the high static temperatures present
in the flow field (Heiser and Pratt, 1994). The hypersonic in-
let must slow the flow down before it reaches the combustor.
To keep the inlet to a reasonable length, the entire fore body
of the aircraft is typically used as an external compression
surface for a started mixed compression inlet. Because of
the high temperatures, it is often necessary to actively cool
the cowl lip. If the propulsion system is run as a subsonic
ramjet, an isolator section is often employed to keep burner
instabilities from unstarting the inlet. An isolator has a nearly
uniform cross-section in which multiple normal shocks are
present. For scramjet propulsion the flow remains supersonic
throughout the inlet.

7 SUMMARY

This chapter has presented the fundamentals of inlet design
and operation. Inlet performance, compatibility, and integra-
tion topics have been discussed at an introductory level and
the reader is encouraged to look deeper into these subjects.
Current trends and possible future directions for inlet design
have been discussed while considering the wide operating
range for modern aircraft. Highly efficient inlet design and
operation will remain an important aerodynamic topic for the
foreseeable future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Compressors are one of the primary components of gas
turbine engines. Gas turbine engines need high temperature
and high pressure gas to generate power and propulsion (see
An Overview of Gas Turbine Engines). The required gas
pressure rise is achieved in compressors. Compressor perfor-
mance has great influence on the engine performance. A great
portion of the engine development work is on the compressor.

2 CLASSIFICATION OF COMPRESSORS

By general definition, a compressor is a mechanical device
that increases the pressure of a gas by adding energy carried

by the moving part of the device onto the gas. The process
is called compression. Compression can be fulfilled in two
basic fashions. One is by reducing the volume of the gas, and
the other is by increasing the speed of the gas. Accordingly,
a compressor that employs the first fashion is called positive
displacement compressor, or volume compressor. A compres-
sor that employs the second fashion is called dynamic com-
pressor, or speed compressor. These two basic types of com-
pressors can be further categorized according to their struc-
tural and operational specifics, as summarized in Figure 1.

It is acknowledged that positive displacement compressors
are not used in gas turbine engines. However, these compres-
sors are used in many industrial applications and the inclusion
of the discussion of their operations in this chapter can benefit
the readers who are not knowledgeable of compressors.

2.1 Positive displacement compressor

2.1.1 Reciprocating compressor

A reciprocating compressor, also called piston compressor,
is one of the earliest compressor designs and remains very
popular even today. In a reciprocating compressor, a piston is
moved back and forth in a cylinder via a connecting rod and
crankshaft, driven by an electric motor or internal combustion
engine. When the volume of gas contained in the cylinder is
reduced by the pushing piston, the gas pressure increases.
If only one side of the piston is used for compression, it
is called a single acting piston compressor. If both sides of
the piston are employed, it is called a double acting piston
compressor. The configuration can be a single cylinder, or
multiple cylinders positioned in series for higher pressure.
Either stationary or portable, small size of less than 50 hp, or
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Figure 1. Classification of compressors.

large size of more than 1000 hp, the reciprocating compressor
has great versatility and is broadly used in commercial and
industrial applications. It compresses air or other gases with
little alteration and is suitable for high pressure compression,
such as CNG (compressed natural gas). The pressure can go
as high as tens of MPa.

A diaphragm compressor, also called membrane com-
pressor, is a variant version of the classic reciprocating
compressor. The compression is fulfilled by means of a flex-
ible membrane. The back and forth moving membrane is
driven by the rod-crankshaft mechanism. Only the membrane
and the compressor housing are in touch with the gas, so it
is well-suited for compressing toxic and explosive gases. As
the critical part, the membrane needs to be reliable enough to
take the compression loading and have appropriate chemical
properties and sufficient temperature resistance.

2.1.2 Rotary compressor

A rotary compressor uses the same positive displace-
ment compression principle as the reciprocating compressor.
Rather than moving back and forth, its compression parts
move in a rotary manner, so called rotors. Rotary compres-
sors can be further classified to the following sub-types based
on their specific features.

A screw compressor consists of two intermeshing helical
screw rotors which trap gas between the rotors and the com-
pressor housing. The motor drives the male rotor, which in
turn drives the female rotor. Both rotors are encased in the
housing provided with gas inlet and outlet ports. Gas is drawn
through the inlet port into the space between the rotors. As
the rotors move, the volume of the trapped gas successively
decreases and the gas pressure increases. The compression
ratio is dependent on the length and profile of the screw and
the form of the discharge port. The screw compressor nor-
mally ranges from a very small size (several horsepower) to
a large size (hundreds of horsepower). Its compression capa-
bility is not as high as the reciprocating type but can still
make high pressure up to 10 MPa. Available as a stationary
or portable device, it is widely used for continuous operation
in commercial and industrial applications.

A lobe compressor operates with the principle analogous
to the screw compressor, except that it uses lobe-shaped rotors
instead of screw rotors. It normally features two or three
mating lobe rotors mounted in the case. Gas is trapped in
the cavity between them and the casing. The suction port
is located where the cavity is largest. As the lobes rotate,
the cavity size is reduced and the trapped gas is pressur-
ized. The compression continues until the gas reaches the
discharge port, where the cavity becomes the smallest. The
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lobe compressor has similar capability and application as the
screw compressor.

A vane compressor has a rotor with a round of radial slots
in which a number of vanes are inserted. The rotor is mounted
eccentrically in a larger housing which can be cylindrical or a
more complex shape. When the rotor rotates within the hous-
ing, the centrifugal force extends the vanes from their slots,
keeping contact with the outer wall of the housing, and form-
ing individual compression cells. As the rotation goes, the cell
volume decreases and the gas pressure increases. The vane
compressor can be stationary or portable, single stage, or mul-
tistage. Running at relatively low speeds such as 1500 rpm,
a vane compressor is well-suited for electric motor drive
and is quieter in operation than the equivalent reciprocating
compressor. With a typical range of 2–100 horsepower and
0.2–1.5 MPa, this type of small- to medium-sized compres-
sor finds itself in broad applications such as OEM (original
equipment manufacturer), printing, pneumatics, laboratories,
dentistry, instruments, machine tools, packaging, robotics,
and more.

A liquid ring compressor functions similarly to a vane
compressor with the difference being that the vanes are an
integral part of the rotor, which spins in a cavity filled with
liquid. As the rotor rotates, the centrifugal force causes the
liquid to collect at the outer edge of the cavity to form a mov-
ing liquid ring. This liquid ring creates a series of seals in
the space between the rotor vanes, which form compression
chambers. The eccentricity between the rotor’s axis of rota-
tion and the casing geometric axis results in a cyclic variation
of the volume enclosed by the vanes and the ring. Gas is drawn
into the compressor via an inlet port in the end of the casing.
The gas is trapped in the compression chambers. The reduc-
tion in chamber volume caused by the rotation compresses the
gas. The liquid ring compressors can be single stage or mul-
tistage. Compared to other one-phase medium compressors,
its unique feature of two-phase media makes it ideally suited
for specialized applications with corrosive and exothermic
gases, such as paper pulp, soil remediation, petroleum refin-
ing, vacuum distillation, vapor recovery systems, and others.

A scroll compressor, also called spiral compressor, uses
two interleaved scrolls as the working vanes to pressurize
gases. The scroll geometry may be involute, Archimedean
spiral, or hybrid curves. In some designs, one of the scrolls
is fixed, while the other orbits eccentrically, thereby trap-
ping and compressing pockets of gases between the scrolls.
Another compression fashion is that both scrolls rotate syn-
chronously, with their centers of rotation being offset. The
relative motion functions as if one scroll was orbiting. As
the orbiting scroll’s mass can be perfectly counterbalanced
to minimize vibration, the compression is rather continuous
and smooth as a positive displacement type of compressor.

Many residential central heat pump and air conditioning sys-
tems and a few automotive air conditioning systems employ
scroll compressors instead of other conventional positive
displacement compressors.

2.2 Dynamic compressor

A dynamic compressor achieves the pressure rise by adding
kinetic energy to the continuous gas flow through the rotor,
and then decelerates the gas flow through the stator or dif-
fuser such that the kinetic energy is converted to an increase
in static pressure. Unlike the “squeezing” nature of the pos-
itive displacement compressor, the “speeding” nature of the
dynamic compressor necessitates rotation instead of recip-
rocation as the motion to fulfill the continuous and smooth
compression process. How the gas flows through the dynamic
compressor, and how the gas state changes along the compres-
sion process, are the keys that drive the dynamic compressor
performance. As such, aerodynamics and thermodynamics
involved are more complicated in the dynamic compressor
as opposed to the positive displacement compressor.

In a dynamic compressor, the gas flow swirls along with
the rotor and proceeds to the downstream station. How the gas
exits the rotor differentiates the dynamic compressor into two
basic types: axial and centrifugal. In an axial compressor, the
gas principally flows parallel to the axis of rotation. In a cen-
trifugal compressor, the gas may enter axially but exits in the
radial direction perpendicular to the axis of rotation, whereby
centrifugal force plays an important role in the compression
process. Hence, it is referred to as a centrifugal compressor
or radial compressor. If the gas exits in a diagonal direc-
tion between the axial and radial direction, the compressor is
called a diagonal compressor or mixed-flow compressor. An
illustrative sketch of the three types of dynamic compressors
is shown in Figure 2. While the positive displacement com-
pressor, particularly the reciprocating compressor, generally
offers higher pressure to meet a broad spectrum of industrial
application needs, the advantage of the dynamic compres-
sor lies in its ability to handle higher flow rate and higher
power with relatively compact size. This advantage, along
with the intrinsic nature of continuous and smooth operation,
has made the dynamic compressor the appropriate type for
gas turbine engines.

2.2.1 Axial compressor

An axial compressor is typically composed of several rows of
airfoil-shaped blades aligned circumferentially in a row (see
Figure 2). Some of the rows, called rotor, are connected to the
central drum and driven by the shaft and rotate at high speeds.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Three types of dynamic compressors: (a) axial compressor; (b) centrifugal compressor; (c) diagonal compressor.

Other rows are stationary, called stator. The rotor rows and
the stator rows alternate with each other, a rotor followed by
a stator. A pair of rotor and stator rows is called a stage of the
compressor. The rotor speeds up the gas and then the stator
increases pressure and deswirls the flow back parallel to the
axis, preparing the flow for the next stage, or for the next
component of the engine if it is the last stage, the combus-
tor (see Gas Turbine Engine Combustors). The shaft driving
the compressor is connected to the turbine (see Gas Turbine
Engines: Turbines). In a high power output engine, double
shafts can be used such that the high pressure compressor is
connected to the high pressure turbine by one shaft, and the
low pressure compressor (including the fan if it is engaged) is
connected to the low pressure turbine by another shaft. This
necessitates the use of a hollow outer shaft in the engine.
From stage to stage, the gas is continuously compressed
to a higher pressure. The density increases accordingly and
the gas flow passage gets continuously narrower along the
flow direction to maintain reasonable axial velocity for opti-
mum compressor performance, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows a cutaway of the compression system
employed in an advanced aeroengine, GE90-115B, which
is the exclusive engine for Boeing 777 aircraft and holds the
world record for thrust as of the time of this publication.
The compression system consists of a one-stage fan, a four-
stage low pressure compressor, and a nine-stage high pressure
compressor, making a total compression ratio of up to 42.

Axial compressors can have very high efficiencies, more
than 90%, due primarily to tremendous progress made on
research and development, particularly in turbomachinery
aerodynamics and CFD (computational fluid dynamics).
Another merit is the ability for large mass flow capacity in
relation to their relatively small front area and cross-section,
making it the ideal application for medium to large aero-
engines. They are also used in ground-based applications
such as large power-generating gas turbines, natural gas

pumping stations, and chemical plants. Manufacturing axial
compressors require a large number of components, tight
tolerances, and high quality materials. To achieve enough
pressure, multiple stages are usually needed. All these
make them complex and expensive compared to centrifugal
compressors.

2.2.2 Centrifugal compressor

A centrifugal compressor uses a rotating wheel (often called
impeller) in a contoured housing to take in the gas from
the inlet and force it to the rim of the impeller. As the gas
flow is turned perpendicular to the axis of rotation at a much
larger diameter outlet, where the linear speed of the impeller
is much higher than the inlet (though the rotating speed main-
tains the same), the gas velocity is increased much more than
in a single stage axial compressor. The following diffuser
decelerates the gas flow to further increase the gas static
pressure. A stage of a centrifugal compressor can achieve
higher pressure than a stage of an axial compressor. That is
why more stages are usually used in the axial compressor
to obtain enough pressure rise than the centrifugal compres-
sor. For industrial centrifugal compressors, the ending part,
called volute or scroll, following the diffuser, collects the
compressed gas and guides it to the pipeline for application.
Figure 4 shows an industrial research centrifugal compressor
design. Three-D design fully defined the flow passage geom-
etry, followed by 3D CFD (computational fluid dynamics)
simulation which helped understand the detailed flow pattern
and optimize the design for performance improvement. A pic-
ture of the machined impeller based on the finalized design
(top right of Figure 4) exemplifies 3D geometric features of
a typical centrifugal compressor impeller.

When a centrifugal compressor is used for aeroengine
application, the volute is disregarded. Downstream of the dif-
fuser, the flow is turned back to the axial by the deswirl return
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Figure 3. Multistage axial compressors employed in a GE90 aeroengine (stators not shown). Reproduced with permission of General
Electric Company.

channel to the combustor. As the flow is turned from axial at
the inlet to radial at the outlet of the impeller, the engine tends
to be wider, having a greater cross-sectional area than a corre-
sponding axial compressor, causing additional aerodynamic
losses. One can see that the axial and centrifugal compressors
have their own advantages and disadvantages, and thus they
have found their own applications. Modern large turbofan and
turbojet engines usually use axial compressors. Centrifugal
compressors are used in small turbojet engines or auxiliary
power units with the advantage being fewer stages, simplicity
of manufacture, and lower cost. An example of such an appli-
cation is shown in Figure 5: a single stage centrifugal com-
pressor, adopted in a GE aeroengine GE I-16, which was the
first turbojet engine produced in quantity in the United States.

For ground-based applications with less critical require-
ments of size and weight, centrifugal compressors of
multistages can offer very high pressure (tens of MPa) and
are extensively used throughout the industry for continu-
ous duty applications such as oil refineries, chemical and
petrochemical plants, and natural gas processing plants.

2.2.3 Diagonal compressor

A diagonal compressor, also called mixed flow compressor,
falls somewhere between the axial and centrifugal compres-
sors, with the exit mean diameter being greater than the inlet
mean diameter such that the flow has an axial and radial veloc-
ity component at the exit. The following diffuser is often used
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Figure 4. An industrial research centrifugal compressor design. Reproduced with permission of Gardner Denver, Inc.

to turn the diagonal flow to the axial direction and its diam-
eter is smaller than the equivalent centrifugal compressor.
This eliminates the need for a relatively large diameter exit
as encountered in centrifugal compressors. Conceptually, this
type of compressor should find its niche in applications but it
is rarely used. Only a handful of diagonal research compres-
sors have been tested around the world and little information
is available. For complete classification purpose, it is placed
as a sub-type under the dynamic compressor in Figure 1. In
some sense, it can be regarded as a derived version of the
centrifugal compressor.

3 AERO-THERMODYNAMIC PROCESSES
IN A COMPRESSOR STAGE

As the two primary types of compressors that are used
in gas turbine engines, axial and centrifugal compressors
will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.
Although the gas flow in a dynamic compressor is three-

dimensional in essence and the design is truly a complicated,
three-dimensional procedure, basic ideas can be explained in
a one-dimensional approach. The gas aero-thermodynamic
properties can be averaged in the cross-sectional plane so
the averaged values only vary with the streamwise direction,
often called the mean line. The mean line analysis of compres-
sors serves as a simplified yet effective approach to address
the physics of the compression process and the compressor
performance. The following discussion is all based on the
mean line approach, unless otherwise noted.

3.1 Flow process

A dynamic compressor typically consists of multiple stages
to achieve high pressure rise. A compressor stage starts with
a rotor followed by a stator (or a diffuser in the centrifugal
case). Along the mean line, the rotor inlet can be designated
as Station 1, the rotor outlet and the stator inlet as Station
2, and the stator outlet as Station 3. The gas flow through a
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Figure 5. A centrifugal compressor employed in the GE I-16 aero-
engine. Reproduced with permission of General Electric Company.

stage is illustrated in Figure 6. It should be noted that Figure
6 appears to be an axial compressor configuration but the idea
being illustrated applies to the centrifugal compressor as well.
Disregarding the three-dimensional configuration details and
employing the term “mean line” instead of axial direction,
axial and centrifugal compressors can be treated in a unified
manner, as the functions of their rotors and stators/diffusers
are the same: accelerating, decelerating, and turning the flow.
The work/energy conversion process remains similar as well.

The gas approaches the rotor with an absolute velocity
C1 at an angle α 1 from the mean line direction. The rotor
spins at an angular speed ω. The corresponding blade linear
speed at the inlet is U1 = ωr1 (r1 is the mean radius). Relative
to the rotor blades, the gas enters the blade passage with a
velocity V1 at an angle β1, which can be easily derived by
the velocity vector summation. It is the relative velocity and
angle that matters aerodynamically. The relative gas angle
should be designed to be aligned with the blade angle. The

difference between the relative gas angle and the blade angle
is defined as the incidence angle “I”. Usually, the incidence
angle at the design condition is chosen to be close to zero
and it changes when the compressor operates at off-design
conditions. The gas leaves the rotor with a relative velocity
V2 at a relative angle β2. Accelerated and turned by the rotor
blades, the gas has a higher absolute velocity (C2) and larger
angle (α 2) at the outlet than at the inlet. Applying the moment
of momentum equation to the control volume of the gas in
the rotor passage one can have:

τ = ṁ(r2·Cw2 − r1·Cw1) (1)

where τ is the torque acted on the control volume equal to
the rate of change of angular momentum of the gas flow.
The mass flow rate is designated by ṁ. Cw is the rotation
component of the absolute velocity. The power W added to the
control volume associated with the torque τ and the angular
speed ω is:

W = τ·ω (2)

which is equal to the energy gain of the gas flow by the First
Law of Thermodynamics. The compression in a gas turbine
engine is normally treated as an adiabatic process so that the
energy gain of the gas flow is represented by the total enthalpy
increase. Now the work/energy balance can be formulated as:

W = τ·ω = ṁ(r2·Cw2 − r1·Cw1)ω

= ṁ(U2·Cw2 − U1·Cw1) = H02 − H01 (3)

where H0 represents the total enthalpy (subscript 0 represents
the total state). Reducing equation (3) to per unit mass flow
rate with designating h0 = H0/ṁ, one can have:

(U2·Cw2 − U1·Cw1) = h02 − h01 (4)

Equation (4) is the Euler Turbomachinery equation. As no
machine configuration details are involved in the derivation to
obtain it, the Euler Turbomachinery Equation applies to all
turbomachines, compressor or turbine, axial or centrifugal.
This simple equation has important indications: the faster the
rotating speed, the more work delivered by the machine, the
more energy gained by the gas, and the higher pressure rise
achieved. Given the same rotating speed, the larger diameter
of the rotor outlet, the higher the linear speed of the blade
and the higher rotating velocity component of the gas, the
more energy gained by the gas and the higher pressure rise
achieved. That’s why centrifugal compressors offer higher
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Figure 6. Flow process through a compressor stage.

pressure than axial compressors given the same number of
stages.

After leaving the rotor, the gas enters the stator, which
has a diverging passage to slow down the gas flow and turns
the flow back to the mean line direction. The gas flow at
the stator outlet has an absolute velocity C3 at an angle α3,
which fit the entry requirement of the next stage. No external
work is involved during the flow process through the stator.
Only the kinetic energy of the gas is converted to pressure
internally. Across the entire stage, the net outcome is that
the gas pressure is elevated while the gas velocity and flow
direction is turned back to the same level as the inlet. The
flow process can repeat in later stages as needed.

3.2 Thermodynamic process

From Station 1 to 3, the thermodynamic processes are illus-
trated in Figure 7. The gas starts with pressure P1 and
temperature T1. The corresponding total pressure and temper-
ature (P01 and T01) are determined by the following equations

T0 = T + C2

2cp

(5)

P0 = P
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T

) γ

γ−1
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Figure 7. Thermodynamic process through a compressor stage.

where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and γ is
the ratio of specific heats (γ = cp/cv, cv is the specific heat at
constant volume). At Station 2, the gas gains both pressure
and velocity so that P2 > P1, C2 > C1, and P02 > P01. The
total temperature is increased to: T02 = T01 + W/ṁcp. From
Station 2 to 3, no external energy is added and the gas pres-
sure is increased by reducing velocity so T03 = T02, P3 > P2,
C3 < C2. Due to losses in the diffusion process, P03 < P02.
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Figure 7 also shows the gas properties following an
ideal process without any loss through the stage, called the
isentropic process. Entropy is designated by “S”. Gas prop-
erties in the isentropic process are designated by adding “s”
to the subscript. Comparing the ideal isentropic process with
the actual process, one can find: S3 > S2 > S1, T03 > T03s. As
the ideal process does not involve any loss, it requires less
energy addition to achieve the targeted pressure rise. There-
fore, the ideal temperature at the final state is lower than the
actual temperature.

Applying the above stage aero-thermodynamic analysis to
the next stage and so forth, one can determine the final gas
state with much elevated pressure and temperature at the end
of the compressor, and the total work added into the gas. As
such, the aero-thermodynamic process along the mean line in
the entire multistage compressor can be mapped out. Based
on that, the overall compressor performance can be readily
determined.

4 COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY

4.1 Isentropic efficiency

“Efficiency” is one of the most often-used terms when dealing
with compressors, for either technical or commercial sake.
By general definition, it is defined as the ratio of the work
needed in an ideal compression process to the work consumed
in the actual compression process. Different ideal processes
can be employed such that there are different efficiency defi-
nitions, for example, “isentropic efficiency” and “polytropic
efficiency”. Referring to Figure 7, one can write the follow
equation for the isentropic efficiency ηs:

ηs = (h03s − h01)

(h03 − h01)
= (cp·T03s − cp·T01)

(cp·T03 − cp·T01)
= (T03s − T01)

(T03 − T01)

(7)

For the isentropic process (from T01 to T03s), the following
relation holds true:

P03

P01
=

(
T03s

T01

) γ

γ−1
(8)

Combining equations (7) and (8), one can have

ηs =
(

P03
P01

) γ−1
γ − 1

T03
T01

− 1
(9)

Equation (9) provides a practical means to express the
isentropic efficiency as all parameters on the right side of the
equation can be measured. A compressor design is always
targeting higher ηs but can never reach 100%, which is the
ideal isentropic compression.

4.2 Polytropic efficiency

The shortcoming of using the isentropic efficiency lies in
its dependence on the compression ratio, as explained in
the following section. From Figure 8, the constant pressure
lines have an increasing slope with temperature such that
they diverge with increasing temperature. The isentropic
efficiency of the compression process (T01 to T03) is:
ηs = (T03s − T01)/(T03 − T01) = (�T01s + �T02s)/(T03 − T01).
Looking upon the process as two steps of compression (T01

to T02, T02 to T03), the sum efficiency of the two isentropic
processes is: ηss = (�T01s + �T03s)/(T03 − T01). Due to the
diverging nature of constant pressure lines, �T03s > �T02s,
so ηss > ηs. The difference between ηs and ηss would decrease
if the compression ratio was reduced (smaller pressure and
temperature rise). The difference would tend to zero for
an infinitesimal compression process, that is, when the
compression ratio tends to unity, so ηss ≈ ηs. In this extreme
case, the efficiency is known as the small-stage efficiency or
polytropic efficiency, designated as ηp. Integrating infinite
steps of infinitesimal compression from a state T01 to a state
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Figure 8. T -S Diagram of a two-step compression process.
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Figure 9. Dependence of isentropic efficiency on pressure ratio for
a perfect gas (γ = 1.4). Figure 9 has been corrected on 18th October
2011.

T03, one can have the following relationships:

ηp = γ − 1

γ
× ln P03

P01

ln T03
T01

(10)

ηs =

(
P03

P01

) γ−1
γ − 1

(
P03

P01

) γ−1
ηp·γ − 1

(11)

Assuming γ = 1.4, equation (11) is plotted in Figure 9. It is
seen that at a constant ηp, the isentropic efficiency decreases
with increasing the compression ratio. From this perspective,
the polytropic efficiency merits, as it removes the dependence
on the compression ratio. As such, for a multistage compres-
sor with each stage having the same aerodynamic quality,
that is, the same polytropic efficiency, the polytropic effi-
ciency of the entire machine remains unchanged. However,
the isentropic efficiency of the entire machine drops to a lower
value.

4.3 System efficiency

The fact that the compressor efficiency is always lower than
unity is due to inevitable losses in the compression process.
The losses are attributed to the viscous effect of the gas
flow that converts some of the mechanical energy to inter-
nal energy. The losses can be categorized according to their
sources: friction loss on the solid surfaces (blade, hub, and
casing, passage inner wall), recirculation loss, mixing loss,

shock loss, and shear layer loss. The objective of a compres-
sor aerodynamic design is always aimed at optimizing the
flow pattern to minimize these losses and hence achieve the
highest efficiency possible, meanwhile achieving the targeted
flow and pressure.

Both isentropic and polytropic efficiency reflect all of
the above mentioned losses and are prevailingly adopted in
the aeroengine field. They are based on the work input into the
gas flow and can be regarded as internal efficiency as no
energy escapes from the enclosed control volume. In reality,
a compressor is associated with other losses external to the
enclosed control volume, such as friction in bearings and seals
(or called mechanical loss), flow leakage out of the control
volume. Compressor users, particularly in other industries
instead of aerospace, eventually care about the total energy
consumed for the compression needs. A new efficiency def-
inition can be employed to address this need with replacing
the denominator in equation (7) with the total power input
into the compressor, that is, the shaft power (SP). The effi-
ciency can be appropriately called the system efficiency or
machine efficiency, ηm. Denoting the external loss by “EL”,
one can have the following equation (12) and equation (13):

W = H03 − H01 = SP − EL (12)

ηm = H03s − H01

SP
= H03s − H01

(H03 − H01) + EL
(13)

Obviously, the system efficiency is always lower than its peer
internal efficiency. It is often used in the industrial compressor
community.

5 COMPRESSOR SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE

5.1 Performance curve

Performance of a compressor is typically characterized by
two curves: Pressure vs. Flow and Efficiency vs. Flow.
Although presenting the curves varies across academia and
industry or from a textbook to a research paper with using
different units and quantities for the abscissa (mass flow, vol-
ume flow, or non-dimensional flow coefficient) and ordinate
(pressure, pressure ratio, or non-dimensional head coeffi-
cient; isentropic efficiency, polytropic efficiency, or system
efficiency), the basic idea of the curves stays the same. There-
fore, the chapter chooses to use “Flow” as the abscissa, and
“Pressure” and “Efficiency” as the ordinates. Such a general-
ized presentation of compressor performance curves is shown
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Figure 10. Compressor performance: pressure and efficiency vs.
flow.

in Figure 10. Starting with the design condition located in
the middle of the flow range, where peak efficiency remains
high, increasing flow leads to pressure decrease and efficiency
drop, and decreasing flow leads to pressure rise and efficiency
drop. This variation of trend in pressure and efficiency with
flow is typical for all compressors, either axial or centrifugal.

Recall discussion on Figure 6, at the design condition,
the gas enters the compressor with an angle aligned with the
blade angle (the incidence is close to zero), so the gas flow is
streamlined through the blade passage with minimum aero-
dynamic loss. Decreasing flow is associated with enlarging
relative flow angle to the blade (positive off-design inci-
dence), so the flow is turned more when it is guided back to the
mean line direction. According to equation (4), more specific
work is added to the gas and higher pressure results. When
the flow is decreased to a certain level, and the incidence
is large enough, for example, +10◦, the gas fails to attach
to the blade suction surface, called separation. The effective
width of the flow passage is reduced such that diffusion is
mitigated. Meanwhile, separation caused significant aero-
dynamic losses. As such, pressure rise cannot be achieved
anymore and efficiency dropped. Moreover, at this condition
pressure and flow may fluctuate so the compressor operation
may become unstable. Such a condition is called stall. Stall
often arises in a portion of one row of blade passages, called
stalled cells. The stalled cells can propagate to the neighbor-
ing passages such that it looks like the stall region is rotating

around the circumference of the compressor. It is called
“rotating stall,” a term often used in the compressor field.

If decreasing the flow even further from the stall condi-
tion, the flow breaks down even worse such that the decreased
pressure cannot overcome the adverse pressure gradient and
viscous friction, resulting in reverse flow, which raises pres-
sure in the upstream. Thus flow is recovered to the streamwise
direction, and the flow is reversed again. This back and forth
flow phenomenon in a compressor is called surge. It can cause
high vibration, high temperature, and rapid changes in axial
thrust, so as to damage the compressor parts such as blades,
seals, and bearings. It can even cause a catastrophic failure to
the entire compressor and the engine. Surge must be avoided
in practice. Normally, the lowest flow condition is kept some-
where away from the surge point, called the surge margin.

Increasing flow from the design condition is associated
with decreasing relative flow angle to the blade (negative off-
design incidence), so flow is turned less when it is guided
back to the mean line direction. According to equation (4),
less specific work is added to the gas and lower pressure is
developed. Smaller relative flow angle into the blade passage
corresponds to a larger cross-sectional area of the flow pas-
sage, allowing for more gas flow. When the flow is increased
to a certain level, and the incidence is small enough, for exam-
ple, −10◦, the pressure curve drops abruptly. This condition
is called the choke condition. At this condition, the gas veloc-
ity at the narrowest location in the flow path (called throat)
reaches sonic speed. Even though downstream pressure fur-
ther decreases, no more flow can pass through. The efficiency
drop from the design condition to the choke condition is due
to increasing viscous friction loss as the velocity increases.
The abrupt efficiency drop at the choke condition is due to
additional losses from shock and possible separation in the
flow passage.

From the above discussion one can see that a compressor
has a limited operating range, from the low-flow stall con-
dition to the high-flow choke condition, which corresponds
to an incidence range from the negative limit to the positive
limit (−10◦ to +10◦ as in the above example). A preferred
compressor is always one that has efficiency as high as pos-
sible meanwhile operating in as wide an operating range as
possible. These two objectives are usually in contradiction
as encountered in the design so the designer needs to choose
a trade-off. Figure 10 only shows the performance curves at
a fixed speed. In fact, various speeds allow the compressor
to operate in a wider range. Basically, with increasing speed,
the pressure-flow curve shifts to the right upward direction,
that is, higher pressure and more flow, and the efficiency
curve only shifts to the right. Multiple performance curves
at different speeds form the complete performance map of a
compressor.
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5.2 Specific speed

One popular format of non-dimensional presentation of com-
pressor performance is as follows. Pressure is represented by
head coefficient ψ = �P /(ρN2D2), flow by flow coefficient
φ = ṁ/(ρND3), where �P is pressure rise, ρ is density, N is
rotating speed, D is rotor diameter (impeller outlet diameter
in centrifugals). The performance curve presented byψ-φ and
η-φ is all non-dimensional. As it groups the rotating speed
and compressor geometry in the expression, so it reflects the
combined effects of the geometry and rotating speed, simpli-
fying the presentation of the performance map to a pair of
curves. Further grouping ψ and φ together, one can obtain a
new non-dimensional parameter

Ns = φ1/2

ψ3/4
(14)

where Ns is a commonly employed parameter in the turbo-
machinery world, called specific speed. It can be regarded as
a comparison of flow rate to pressure rise. Larger values of Ns

mean relatively more flow and lower pressure rise, and vice
versa. Therefore, it can serve as a shape factor to differentiate
types of compressors. Axial compressors have higher specific
speed than centrifugal compressors. Besides the Euler Turbo-
machinery equation, Ns provides another perspective to view
why centrifugal compressors offer higher pressure rise than
axial compressors given equivalent size and speed. Positive
displacement compressors have lower Ns so they are able to
provide higher pressure than centrifugal compressors.

6 CLOSING REMARKS

Although a lot can be explained about compressors by the
mean line approach, research and development go far beyond
that. Starting a new design with a mean line analysis to map
out the compressor performance and stage performance, and
then determine the overall geometry, 3D design on all flow
passage details is conducted, coupled with 3D flow analy-
sis to characterize the flow field. With tremendous assistance
from current CFD tools and computer capability, the 3D flow
simulation can be readily extended to a local area, a stage,
or multiple stages of the compressor. The advancement of
research and development has reached a level optimizing the
compressor design for continuously improved performance
by taking care of every design detail and using innova-
tive concepts, such as optimized blades, casing treatment,
flow control, counter-rotating-rotor (no stator), and others.
Compressor aerodynamic design is a very specialized and
complicated work, for which those aeroengine manufactur-
ing giants have super capability and rich resources. However,

most of the design methods, procedures, techniques, and
engineering know-how are apparently kept proprietary.

In addition to aerodynamics and thermodynamics, the
development of compressors involves many other disciplines
and specialties such as solid mechanics, material mechanics,
rotordynamics, vibration, acoustics, system and control, and
more. A successfully developed compressor not only meets
the aerodynamic performance requirements, but also excels
in reliability and durability. Its noise level needs to be under
a certain level to help the engine meet environmental regu-
lations. A complete compressor development engages many
technical professionals with various areas of expertise in their
disciplines and fields, and it takes many years, particularly
for the aeroengine compressors, which are of the highest
performance and quality in class.

Compressors are a fascinating mechanical device that
humans invented. They have been developed to a very
advanced level. Unless some innovation breakthrough
occurs, the current formats of compressors should be in use
for a long time and their performance will be improved con-
stantly but slowly. Compressors have found themselves in
extensive applications and will continue to do so. As one of
the primary components of gas turbine engines, it plays a
significant role in aerospace engineering. By no means can
this short chapter address all aspects and rich content of this
subject. Rather, it serves as a threshold. For a deeper level
of understanding and more specifics, readers are referred
to dedicated books such as those written by Saravanamut-
too, Rogers and Cohen (2001), Cumpsty (1989), Japikse
and Baines (1997), Horlock (1958), Boyce (2003), Aungier
(2000), Bloch (2006). In addition, numerous research papers
in the journals and conference proceedings published by
AIAA (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautic)
and ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers)
serve as another great resource for references.

LIST OF SYMBOLS/NOTATION

C absolute velocity
cp specific heat at constant pressure
cv specific heat at constant volume
D diameter
EL external loss
I incidence
H enthalpy
h specific enthalpy, h = H/ṁ

ṁ mass flow rate
N rotating speed
Ns specific speed
RPM rotation per minute, unit for angular rotation speed
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P pressure
MPa mega Pascal, unit for pressure
r radius
s entropy
SP shaft power
τ torque
T temperature
U blade linear speed
V relative velocity
W work
α absolute angle
ω angular velocity
β relative angle
� differential
φ flow coefficient
ψ head coefficient
γ ratio of specific heat, γ = cp/cv

η efficiency
ρ density

Subscripts

0 total state
1 rotor inlet

2 rotor outlet, stator inlet
3 stator outlet
m machine
p polytropic process
s isentropic process
w rotation/circumferential
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fans are used in many industrial applications with some
examples being electronics cooling, environmental control,
and ventilation. However, the material presented in this chap-
ter is specific to fans and open rotors used in aircraft gas
turbine engines. Some of the information presented here may
be useful for other applications but no attempt will be made
to link the material to those applications. While most of
the information discussed is applicable to military aircraft
engines, the intent here is to describe technology related to
commercial engines. The requirements for aircraft gas tur-
bine engines stipulate high performance, low weight and
maintenance cost, and high reliability in conjunction with
safety considerations that require substantial rigor in methods
and documentation for flight worthiness in order to address
passenger safety needs and meet government regulations.

The technology for propulsors, the generic term for both
a ducted fan and an unducted fan (i.e., open rotors), has pro-
gressed substantially over the past few decades. The impetus
for this progress derives from the significant influence that
the propulsor has on the overall performance of an aircraft.
The fundamental equation highlighting this importance is the
Breguet Range equation given by

Range = h

g
× L

D
× ηoverall × ln

Wtinitial

Wtfinal
. (1)

In this equation, Range is the distance traveled under
steady cruise conditions (neglecting the transient effects
of takeoff and landing); h is the fuel energy density; g is
the gravitational constant; L and D are the aircraft lift and
drag, respectively. The overall efficiency, ηoverall, is equal to
ηpropulsor × ηtransmission × ηthermal. Wtinitial is the weight of the
vehicle plus the fuel, and Wtfinal is the final landing weight.
Thus, it can be seen that the propulsor efficiency (or more
accurately, propulsor adiabatic efficiency) is an important
component of the overall aircraft performance. Therefore,
engine manufacturers strive to increase the propulsor effi-
ciency without compromising other aspects of the propulsion
system such as reliability, cost, emissions, and noise.

A typical aircraft engine cross section is shown in
Figure 1. The function of the propulsor is to convert the
rotational mechanical energy generated by the turbine into
thrust to propel the aircraft. The efficiency of this process is
denoted by ηpropulsor. The turbine mechanical energy is in turn
produced by the conversion of the thermal energy released
when the fuel is burned in the combustor. The conversion effi-
ciency of this process is denoted by ηthermal. The efficiency of
the transmission process from the turbine to the propulsor is
denoted by ηtransmission.
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2 Propulsion and Power

Figure 1. Trent 1000 turbofan cross section. Reproduced by per-
mission of Rolls-Royce plc.

The propulsor thrust is related to the change in the momen-
tum of the air mass entering and leaving the engine, that
is,

Thrust = ṁbypass
(
Vbypass − Vinlet

) + ṁcore (Vcore − Vinlet),

(2)

where ṁbypass is the mass flow through the propulsor, ṁcore is
the mass flow passing through the combustion process, Vbypass

and Vcore are the flow velocities in the bypass and core, respec-
tively, and Vinlet is the flow velocity of air entering the engine.

For commercial engines, thrust is generated primarily by the
bypass flow. Thus, a given level of thrust can be achieved
by lower mass flow with higher jet velocity, as in historical
turbojet engines and current military engines, or with larger
mass flow and lower jet velocity, as in modern “high-bypass”
turbofans. This latter scenario defines the cycle of choice for
making efficient thrust for commercial engines.

To further understand the importance of the propulsor in
overall system efficiency, it will be useful to understand a few
additional terms commonly used in describing the propulsor
for modern engines. One of the parameters characterizing a
turbofan engine is the bypass ratio. This is defined as the
mass of air passing through the bypass duct (also called
fan duct) divided by the air that passes through the engine
core (i.e., the turbomachinery and combustor). Early aircraft
engines had lower bypass flow and the fans had relatively
long span, narrow-chord blades that often included part-span
dampers to add structural stiffness. These fans were typical
of those used in low-bypass ratio engines of the 1960s and
1970s. As airlines demanded more fuel efficiency, the bypass
ratio for commercial systems increased and the propulsor
characteristics changed as well to meet this changing trend,
reflected in Figure 2. Recent designs are characterized by
wide-chord blades and lower blade counts that require no
part-span damper and higher aerodynamic loading permit-
ted by modern design practice. They also include highly
sculpted 3D shapes to improve the performance (and hence
fuel efficiency), while also maintaining sufficient operability
margins. An added advantage is that due to lower overall
velocities through the bypass duct, the total engine noise

Figure 2. Trends in commercial turbofan bypass ratio.
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Figure 3. Modern wide-chord fan blade compared to narrow-chord
fan (the dovetail mounting interface for these fan blades can be seen
at the bottom of each blade). Reproduced by permission of General
Electric Aviation.

level is also reduced. More detailed discussion follows on
these topics in later sections but let Figure 3 shows exam-
ples of historical and modern fan blade geometries. These
design features are enabled by advanced computational soft-
ware including computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools
that are now capable of accurately and reliably calculating the
flow details for modern turbomachinery. These tools allow the
designer to shape the blade for optimal airflow and efficiency
while maintaining acceptable structural characteristics. Fur-
thermore, advances in fabrication have enabled these designs
to become a reality. The following sections are presented in
varying level of technical detail with the preponderance of
material for aerodynamic design since this is the discipline
driving the design features of modern propulsors.

2 PROPULSOR CHARACTERISTICS

An aircraft is designed to meet a specific mission defined
by such requirements as range, passenger capacity, flight
speed, and so on. The bypass ratio for a turbofan sets
the overall engine cycle and the other major engine com-
ponents, high- and low-pressure compressors, high- and
low-pressure turbines and combustor, are sized to provide
power to the propulsor while meeting weight, thrust, and reli-
ability metrics. The propulsor system, in this chapter, refers to
high-bypass turbofans and open rotors. The fan or open rotor
is designed to achieve specific performance specifications to
meet mission requirements for the aircraft.

Propulsor parameters, defined at the max climb or cruise
condition, include the overall pressure ratio for the fan or
stage, corrected mass flow rate, corrected rotational speed
(rpm), and efficiency (related to the fuel burn required). The
term “corrected” refers to normalizing parameters to standard
day atmospheric conditions. The pressure ratio is given by

Pressure ratio ≡ π = P2

P1
, (3)

which is the ratio of total pressure at the fan face, P1, divided
by the total pressure of the engine flow just downstream of the
fan or stage, P2. The fan performance is always represented
by a fan map defining the pressure ratio versus inlet mass
flow performance for sea level and cruise operating condi-
tions. The bottom section of Figure 4 shows the operating
characteristics for a typical fan stage with normalized mass
flow plotted on the x-axis and pressure ratio on the y-axis. The
corresponding efficiency data for these operating points are
shown in the top section of Figure 4 with adiabatic efficiency
on the y-axis and the same corresponding mass flow on the
x-axis. Adiabatic efficiency refers to the process assumptions
as the air moves through the engine ducts and assumes there is
no heat transfer occurring along the walls. This has proven an
acceptable assumption over time and the resulting adiabatic
efficiency for a fan is given by

Adiabatic efficiency = (P2/P1)2/7 − 1

(T2/T1) − 1
× 100%. (4)

Recall earlier in this chapter, we indicated the propulsor
efficiency would be characterized by the adiabatic efficiency
described in Equation (4). This value can be used directly in
the Breguet Range equation underscoring the direct impact
of fan efficiency on aircraft performance. These data are for a
fan called the quiet high-speed fan (QHSF) designed by Hon-
eywell Aerospace (Weir, 2003) and tested by NASA (Fite,
2006). With a fixed nozzle exit area, the fan will traverse the
map on what is called an operating line labeled Sea Level
Static (SLS) or Altitude (ALT) operating line on this map.
Inlet ram effects as the forward flight velocity increases shift
the fan performance from the SLS to the ALT operating line.
The dotted line to the left of the operating lines represents the
stall line. This is a region where, if the fan is back-pressured
too much, the flow over the fan blades separates causing flow
instabilities in the engine, high blade stresses, and structural
problems. Severe stall causes a condition called surge, which
causes pulsing of the flow through the entire engine. This
condition can shorten the life of components and cause, in
extreme cases, engine damage. Therefore, the fan designer
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Figure 4. Typical fan stage operating map.

needs to maintain acceptable stall margin (SM) for the fan,
which is calculated by

SM ≡ 100 ×
[(

πstall

πopline

)
×

(
WFcopline

WFcstall

)
− 1

]
, (5)

where πstall is the pressure ratio on the stall line; πopline is the
pressure ratio on the appropriate operating line; WFcopline is
the corrected weight flow on the appropriate operating line;
and WFcstall is the corrected weight flow on the stall line.
Stall margin, a major driver in fan design, has a typical design
target of 15% for clean inlet conditions to allow sufficient
margin for off design operation during flight. Additional
structural and mechanical characteristics associated with a
gas turbine include flutter margin, forced response margin,
mechanical design, and so on, and will be covered in later
section of this chapter.

3 PROPULSOR DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

While the fundamental fluid mechanics governing propulsor
design have not changed, the design tools and processes have

progressed dramatically. A schematic for a typical design
process is shown in Figure 5 and includes only the major dis-
ciplines that may be involved. The process begins with the
aerodynamic design starting with low-order tools to define
the propulsor (fan or open rotor) parameters and then pro-
gressing through higher order analyses, 2D and 3D CFD, to
refine the design. The aerodynamic design process incorpo-
rates many of the requirements of other disciplines such as
blade count rules for low noise and blade thickness needs for
structural performance. Adding these constraints early in the
aerodynamic design reduces the design iteration needed and
thus reduces the development time. Along the way, detailed
assessments are conducted to assure that a given design
meets appropriate requirements from all disciplines involved.
Manufacturing assessments are also made at the appropri-
ate time to evaluate the propulsor design features to ensure
compliance with such requirements as bird strike and for-
eign object damage resistance. Regulatory and operational
requirements – including blade-out requirements, off-design
operation, maintenance, inspection, ground handling, and so
on – also impact the design and are integrated through expe-
rience. The following sections will discuss considerations in
aerodynamic, structural, aeroelastic, and acoustics in further
detail.
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Ducted and Unducted Fans in Airbreathing Engines 5

Figure 5. Representative schematic of design process iteration for a fan or open rotor.

3.1 Aerodynamic Design

Tools for aerodynamic design have progressed steadily and
now allow detailed analysis of the aerodynamic performance
using three-dimensional CFD software tools. These tools
transitioned an airfoil design process from selection and
blending of prespecified cross sections stacked along the
airfoil pitch change axis to create a blade to what is now
full three-dimensional sculpting of the airfoil surface defined
by local aerodynamic properties and associated performance
gains for propulsor systems.

While CFD sculpts the final geometries for a blade design,
the initial process of defining the fan starts with low-order
one- or two-dimensional design tools. The initial area of
the engine is sized using the specific flow, which is the
total mass flow per second divided by the cross-sectional
area, and the Mach number. It stands to reason that for a
given cross-sectional area, the maximum flow possible while
maintaining acceptable flow velocities is limited. It can be
shown (Shapiro, 1953) that for isentropic flow and air at stan-
dard day conditions (101.3 kPa, 15 ◦C) the limiting flow is
49 lbm/(s ft2) (239.2 kg/(s m2)) for a flow velocity of Mach

1.0, the speed of sound. Engine designers know that flow
inefficiencies possible at near sonic flow velocities will have
dramatic impacts on engine efficiency. Additionally, inter-
nal metal blockage from blade rows and flow hardware will
reduce the permitted weight flow. Therefore, for robust com-
mercial engine design and for efficient operation, the engine
is designed for a lower inlet-specific flow. Today’s com-
mercial engines operate at a typical fan inlet-specific flow
number of 42–44 lbm/(s ft2) (205–215 kg/(s m2)). The value
for specific flow is a design trade as higher Mach numbers
result in a smaller engine but increase losses while a lower
Mach number and specific flow result in a larger engine
diameter and increased weight. Once a specific flow and
fan diameter (derived from the frontal area) are selected,
a two-dimensional design provides the fan performance,
or flow, for each cross section as a function of radius.
The diameter and engine rotational speed set the tangen-
tial blade velocity. The airfoil flow requirements set the
geometry defined by vector diagrams. Typical vector dia-
grams are shown in Figure 6a and lead to the initial airfoil
cross-sectional geometry required at each section as shown
in Figure 6b. The sectional loading is designed based on
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6 Propulsion and Power

Figure 6. Velocity diagrams and blade geometry.

experience and design practices of the specific company
designing the fan. The loading in a two-dimensional section
can be described by the diffusion factor, D (Lieblein, 1965)
defined as

D = 1 − W2/W1 + |CU2 − CU1| /2σV1, (6)

where W1 and W2 are the relative flow velocities into and out
of the blade; CU2 and CU1 are the tangential flow velocities at
the inlet and exit; and σ is the blade chord/blade pitch (also
called solidity). Typical peak diffusion factors (D-factors) for
modern fans are in the range of 0.6 with a value of 0.45 being
more typical. Cumpsty (2004) provides detailed explanations
of the aerodynamic process and associated metrics.

The details of the airfoil surface geometry are modified to
achieve passage flow that meets design criteria based on expe-
rience and required performance. Three-dimensional CFD is
used to analyze passage performance since radial flow is more
likely in modern designs and needs to be captured. Mov-
ing outboard from the root, the typical fan profile includes a
region of forward sweep to just below mid-span adjacent to
a region of aft sweep (together referred to as the belly) for
improved efficiency and noise leading to a tip region with
forward sweep (referred to as the beak) for improved stall
margin. These features are further explained in Speer, Bier-
derman, and Orosa (1997). The design will be analyzed and
evaluated for acceptable flow over the design envelope. Addi-
tionally, high-velocity flow regions, especially those with
local Mach numbers approaching sonic, receive increased
attention to reduce aerodynamic loss and noise generation.
Once the aerodynamic design is defined and meets desired
performance and operability objectives, the design will be
further evaluated for structural, aeroelastic, and acoustic per-
formance.

3.2 Structural and Mechanical Design

The mechanical design of the propulsor system is driven
by overall size and loads that lead to choices regarding the
fan/disk configuration and materials used for the propul-
sor components. An added complication of open rotors is
the need for pitch change, or changing the local airfoil
angle-of-attack, to provide acceptable performance in all
operating conditions. The addition of a pitch change sys-
tem can add considerable complexity to the mounting and
retention design, structural analysis, and operation of the sys-
tem. The details of this are beyond the scope of this chapter
but interested readers are referred to Anderson (1985) for
additional information. Fan systems can also use variable
geometry but current commercial systems avoid this due to
added cost and complexity. However, the latest geared tur-
bofan designs from Pratt & Whitney may utilize a variable
area–nozzle system to maintain operability margins using a
low-pressure ratio fan. The other unique feature of this engine
family is a gearbox replacing the direct link between the fan
and the low-pressure turbine. While this allows the fan and
core turbomachinery to operate at their individual optimum
rotational speeds resulting in improved performance, impacts
to the high levels of overall engine system reliability due to
the addition of the gearbox are still uncertain. This archi-
tecture is new to the industry for larger thrust commercial
turbofan engines and is entering service in 2013.

Regardless of overall engine architecture, and whether
ducted or open rotor, the mechanical design must retain the
fan in the hub and maintain flight weight characteristics along
with robust design for long-term operation. In today’s engines
two mechanical designs are used depending on engine size.
First, and the predominant design for large engines, is an
insertable fan that uses separate fan blades that are inserted
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into a disk with the loads transferred through a dovetail inter-
face between the fan blade and the disk, which increases the
complexity of the stress analysis. The other option for the
design is to make a one-piece fan and disk, or blisk, which
makes for simplified design and more straightforward anal-
ysis due to elimination of the mechanical joint between the
fan and the disk. The separate blade design provides for easy
fan blade replacement in the case of in-service damage, but
requires close tolerance control and care of the joint design to
limit movement and carry large centrifugal loads. The blisk
design leads to more complex maintenance procedures for
similar damage since the blisk needs to be removed from ser-
vice and the damaged airfoil(s) repaired or, if need be, the
blisk replaced entirely. Ultimately the choice is a balance of
trades during the engine design.

The size and rotational speed of large commercial fans or
open rotors demand a lightweight material system to reduce
rotating mass and also engine and aircraft weight. The weight
of the fan impacts shaft design, bearings, containment, and
engine mounting and support structure so a lightweight fan
benefits the entire aircraft. The materials for aircraft fans
include titanium, which is used for most fan blades flying
today, and also composite materials such as the graphite–
epoxy material used to fabricate the GE-90 engine fan blades.
These material choices also impact the execution of the fan
mechanical design and structural analysis. Composite blades
in service today include a metal leading edge sheath and
a metal transition between the composite material and the
metal disk for transferring the centrifugal loads and avoiding
damage to the composite at the disk/airfoil joint.

Once the fan mechanical design is defined, a struc-
tural analysis is completed using finite element analysis.
This method of structural analysis has matured substan-
tially and readily handles complex geometries and material

systems using two-dimensional or three-dimensional analy-
sis as demanded by the application. The aerodynamic loads
from the CFD analysis are added to the centrifugal load result-
ing from the rotational speed and the stress state of the fan is
predicted. There are additional loads that are accounted for
in a design including thermal loads, maneuvering loads, rub
loads that result when the fan momentarily contacts the fan
case (these are expected in normal operation of the aircraft),
and also blade-out loads. All of these are combined, based on
experience and design requirements, to form load cases used
by the structural analysts and designer to evaluate the fan
and implement proper design features to meet performance
requirements defined by safety margins developed through
testing and company experience. In addition, fatigue life is
evaluated for high cycle loads such as rubs, inlet distortion,
forced response, and so on, and low cycle loads such as start-
up/shutdown cycles. A Goodman diagram is used to combine
steady and unsteady stress at a common geometric location
in a component, in this case a fan or open rotor, and evaluate
a design. Material properties are used to construct the bound-
aries of the Goodman diagram as shown in Figure 7. Points
plotted on this diagram, steady stress on the x-axis and alter-
nating stress on the y-axis, are expected to remain in the high-
life regions of the diagram. The operational dynamic charac-
teristics of the blade are critical in designing a high reliability
component and are assessed using the natural frequencies of
the fan or open rotor. A Campbell diagram is used to eval-
uate possible forced response interactions. The frequencies
are plotted on the y-axis and the engine speed on the x-axis.
Criteria are used to maintain crossing margins for frequency
and speed relative to potential response regions with engine
orders plotted on the diagram representing forcing functions.
An example of a Campbell diagram is shown in Figure 7. The
refinement in modern stress analysis allows detailed sculpting

Figure 7. Examples of Goodman (a) and Campbell (b) diagrams.
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8 Propulsion and Power

Figure 8. Experimentally defined flutter region identified for development fan.

of the blade to effectively utilize the material and optimize the
dimensions of the propulsor resulting in a lighter, more effi-
cient component. As mentioned earlier, weight saved in the
large diameter, high-rotational speed fan or open rotor leads
to lighter engine and aircraft structure making this component
important in the overall engine design.

Another important consideration in propulsor design
involves aeroelasticity or aerostructural stability to avoid a
phenomenon called flutter. There are several types of flutter
but subsonic flutter is the one most encountered, generally
at part speed operation, for commercial fans. This condition
can occur when there is a coupling between the unsteady
aerodynamic forces and the blade structural characteris-
tics. If the blade passes through nonuniform flow during a
revolution it will experience transient aerodynamic loading
resulting in a dynamic response from the blade. If the result-
ing blade deflections cause additional aerodynamic loading,
the process can be self-energizing and result in flutter. Flut-
ter deflection and stress amplitudes can quickly grow and
exceed the material capability leading to damage or failure.
Through years of experience and testing, engine companies
created design guidance for flutter avoidance using charac-
teristics such as blade structural frequencies, mode shape
content, and flow velocity. Modern analysis tools can be used
to assess a design for flutter margin. An unsteady aerody-
namic analysis provides the transient aerodynamic load that
is applied to a structural model over a cycle of vibration. Over
this cycle of motion, positive energy, or aerodynamic energy
going into the blade, indicates the condition is self-energizing
and flutter is indicated. An experimentally identified flutter

zone is shown on a fan map for a scale model fan in Figure 8.
This particular effort resulted in considerable development of
tools described in Srivastava, Bakhle, and Keith (2003), and
Panovsky, Bakhle, and Srivastava (2002). Since the unsteady
analysis is time-consuming, readily calculated flutter param-
eters are used to assess interim designs and compare to past
experience. One such parameter is called reduced velocity
given by

Velr = V

bω
, (7)

where V is the flow velocity, b is 1/2 the blade chord, and
ω is the blade natural frequency. From these parameters, it
can be seen that flutter is affected by blade normal mode fre-
quency, flow velocity, and chord length. Flutter margins are
improved with increasing fundamental frequencies, reduced
flow velocity, and larger chord length. An additional param-
eter of central importance is mode shape bending-torsion
coupling. This is represented as the slope of constant deflec-
tion lines apparent in mode shape plots, usually first bending
and first torsion modes, for the blade. The less the coupling
in the mode shapes, the better the flutter stability. Companies
have historically generated requirements for values of flutter
parameters such as the reduced velocity used in the design
cycle.

One of the final analytical processes completed for a
fan or open rotor in defining the geometry is hot to cold
geometry corrections. The blade is designed aerodynamically
to be a specific shape under full operating load including
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Figure 9. Typical engine noise sources and typical relative levels of components.

aerodynamic, centrifugal, and thermal loading. Therefore,
an analysis is completed using the structural finite element
model that applies the loads and corrects the shape to produce
a manufacturing geometry. This geometry, once fabricated
and placed under design operating load, assumes the correct
aerodynamic shape and provides the efficiency and perfor-
mance intended by the aerodynamic designer.

3.3 Acoustic Considerations

All commercial aircraft are required to meet noise regulations
established by international agreements. These agreements
set the acceptable noise levels for commercial aircraft oper-
ating into and out of airports and define the associated
certification procedures. These procedures include noise
measurements at three flight conditions, namely, approach,
sideline, and cutback (reduced power after takeoff). The dif-
ference between the measured noise level and the regulation
noise level at a given certification point is called the margin
at that point. Combining the three margins results in the so-
called cumulative margin, which is the often-quoted metric
indicating how quiet an aircraft is relative to the noise stan-
dard. Currently, the noise between 50 and 10 000 Hz is used
for noise certification calculations.

While engines may be the principal contributors to the
total noise output of an aircraft only during certain portions
of the flight mission, they play an important role in determin-
ing the cumulative noise margin. For modern turbofans, the

propulsor (in this case fan) is a major source of engine noise,
while for open rotors the propulsor is the dominant engine
noise source. Figure 9 shows the typical turbofan engine
noise sources and relative strengths as outlined in Berton,
Envia, and Burley (2009). Open rotor noise discussion will
be referred to Section 5.

Fan noise has both tonal and broadband components. Tone
noise, typically occurring at the blade-passing frequency
(BPF) and its harmonics, is generated by the interaction of
wakes with the downstream exit guide vanes. Fan broadband
noise is generated due to the interaction of flow turbulence
downstream of the fan with the exit guide vanes. Tones occur
at frequency multiples of the blade-passing frequency calcu-
lated by

BPF = RPM × # fan blades/60. (8)

Since most energy is contained in the lowest harmonics, a
phenomenon called cutoff can be used to suppress the funda-
mental tone using the Tyler–Sofrin rule as discussed in Tyler
and Sofrin (1962), which will reduce the overall tone noise.
Roughly stated, for turbofans, the number of guide vanes
needs to be slightly more than two times the number of fan
blades to reduce or eliminate (i.e., cutoff) the BPF (Smith,
2004). Additional suppression can be realized through larger
fan and exit guide vane spacing, which is beneficial for
reducing both tone and broadband noise but could increase
engine weight, and guide vane sweep to promote tone noise
reduction.
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10 Propulsion and Power

Liners are one of the most effective attenuation methods
and are routinely incorporated in the nacelle at various loca-
tions where the real estate exists. Liners can be designed
to attenuate noise in a specific frequency bandwidth or for
broadband noise. Since broadband noise level is a function
of the number of fan blades and exit guide vanes, reducing
these counts could reduce fan broadband noise. However, this
introduces an interesting design conundrum in that reducing
the number of guide vanes can reduce the broadband noise
but may also bring back the BPF tone.

Another type of noise associated with the fan is called
multiple pure tone (MPT) noise. This source is present when
the tip speed of the fan becomes supersonic causing rotor-
locked shock waves to form. The nonlinear mechanisms of
shock generation and propagation accentuate slight blade-to-
blade differences (caused by manufacturing and installation
imperfections) resulting in fan tones produced at the fan shaft
rotational frequency rather than blade-passing frequency.
MPT noise is a fan inlet noise source only. An obvious way
to mitigate this source is to make the fan tip speed subsonic,
which in view of the advent of ultra high-bypass cycle has
become a viable option. For supersonic fans, this noise source
can be mitigated by using a fan blisk instead of individual
insertable blades to reduce blade-to-blade variations.

3.4 Materials and Manufacturing

As mentioned earlier there are two mechanical designs used
for fan systems – one being a fan disk made up of insertable
fan blades in separate wheel and the other being a one-piece
fan/rotor component called a blisk. These implementations
of a fan design lead to different material selections and fab-
rication methods. As one might imagine, the materials for
an insertable fan/disk system are much more varied as the
required properties for the fan and disk can be selected
separately based on detailed stress state, cost, and design
requirements for each component evaluated separately. On
the other hand, the blisk requires the same material to be
used for both the disk and the fan with the most structurally
demanding component dictating the material selection. There
are some hybrid blisk approaches under development that
would allow the disk and fan to be fabricated separately and
then joined by using a welding technique that will permit
material properties to be maintained in the weld region. This
allows the benefits of a blisk in terms of part count, geo-
metric control, mounting integrity, and simplicity while still
allowing a single blade to be replaced in the event of damage.

For a blisk design, the entire disk/fan component is
machined from a single forging of material and titanium is
the most utilized material for this purpose. There are specific

types of titanium material used for fan systems, whether
inserted or a blisk, based on very high fatigue strength
and excellent machinability. A typical material specification
would be AMS 4928, which is a triple vacuum arc remelt
titanium material with preferred grain structure for good
properties and ease of machining. The forging is trimmed to
approximate shape for the disk and also the blades using wire
EDM or similar cutting process. The blisk is final machined
using automated multiaxis equipment capable of cutting the
complex fan contoured surfaces. The tolerance control for
the blisk is very good since all of the blades are located from
a common reference and appropriate fixtures are used to pre-
vent work piece distortion. This one-piece fabrication method
is commonly used on smaller thrust class engines (e.g., under
10 000 lb thrust).

For higher thrust engines with a large-diameter fan, a sep-
arate disk and insertable fan design is common. The material
for insertable fan blades again includes titanium, which is
used for most fan blades flying today but also composite
materials such as the graphite–epoxy material used to fab-
ricate the General Electric Aviation GE-90 engine family of
fan blades. Aluminum fan blades are also under development
for light weight and reduced cost relative to titanium. Some
intermediate thrust engines use solid insertable wide-chord
titanium blades that are each machined from a single forging
with a dovetail root interface to the fan disk. The interface
is carefully designed to get the proper load transfer, prevent
excessive blade/disk relative motion, and provide repeatable
blade seating to give appropriate geometry control of the final
fan blade/disk system. This type of system has been used for
many years and is still in use today.

Special fabrication processes are required for the largest of
fan blades used, for example GE-90, Pratt & Whitney 4090,
and Rolls-Royce Trent class engines – or someday perhaps
an open rotor. The size of the fan blades used in these large-
diameter high-thrust engines requires a lighter fan component
to permit an acceptable engine system design due to consid-
erations such as blade loss dynamic response of the engine,
reducing centrifugal loads to achieve an acceptable disk
design, make the fan blade containment system manageable,
and reduce overall aircraft system weight. The fabrication of
these fans is made possible using hollow titanium or graphite–
epoxy material systems and associated fabrication processes.
To make a large fan from titanium requires the fan to be
largely hollow to reduce weight. There are several ways to
implement this design including diffusion bonding of fan
skins over a titanium core or machining cavities that are cov-
ered with titanium sheet using a process to maintain smooth
surfaces for good aerodynamics. These processes are very
intricate requiring many steps to produce repeatable fans reli-
ably. Developing these processes is expensive and details are
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kept proprietary. The basics of the diffusion bonding process
involve joining the separate components that make up a fan
blade through application of heat and pressure to form a sin-
gle continuous material component with excellent properties.
There are numerous patents defining these processes includ-
ing Schreiber (2007), Wiggs, Hansen, and Kelley (1993), and
Palazzini, Weisse, and Senecal (2008).

The exact design and fabrication features of composite
fan blades are closely held intellectual property of the indi-
vidual manufacturers. However, the following manufacturing
description serves as a useful framework within which to
understand the basic manufacturing process. The fabrica-
tion process uses graphite–epoxy material to make the airfoil
shape that is integrated with a metal transition or dovetail to
interface with the fan disk. Graphite–epoxy is 1/5 the weight
of steel and 1/3 the weight of titanium making it ideal for
fabricating large fan blades or open rotors. These are made
by stacking plies of unidirectional 0.127 mm (0.005 in.) thick
graphite fibers in a specific cross-plied manner to build up a
fan blade. This preform is placed in a two-piece die machined
to the final cold shape of the airfoil and final processing is
completed using resin transfer molding to form the final part.
Heat (often 350 ◦F) and pressure (about 100 psi) are used
to form the composite airfoil usually cocured with a metal
dovetail component. A composite blade requires a protective
coating to fight abrasion and includes a metal sheath on the
leading edge to repel leading edge FOD and erosion of the
critical leading edge geometry features. This fabrication pro-
cess can easily accommodate highly sculpted geometry like

the blade shown in Figure 3b. An abrasion coating is applied
to the entire airfoil, which serves as erosion protection for the
entire surface. Composite blades have been very reliable in
service and were some of the first applications of composite
primary structure to be used in engine/aircraft design.

4 OPEN ROTORS

Open rotors describe a class of unducted fans that have
relatively large diameters and low tip speeds. Open rotors
are inherently more efficient than fans owing their higher
propulsive efficiency and hence significantly less fuel burn
compared to current-generation turbofans. It is this prop-
erty of open rotor propulsion systems that is resulting in
renewed interest. Figure 10 shows results of a study com-
paring fuel burn and noise for an aircraft with open rotor
and advanced turbofan propulsion (Hendricks et al., 2011).
The open rotor is more fuel efficient than emerging ultrahigh-
bypass fans by ∼9% but are louder by ∼12 dB cum, although
it is also estimated to be quieter than today’s single aisle fleet.
Additionally, current research and development efforts are
advancing the open rotor and reducing the noise. The higher
price of fuel and improved technology for open rotor designs
offer potential for these systems to be competitive for com-
mercial aviation. A large volume of work was completed in
the 1980s and early 1990s to try to commercialize the technol-
ogy (Hager and Vrabel, 1988). The fuel burn benefit of these
systems was convincingly demonstrated but their achievable

Figure 10. Comparison of open rotor and turbofan propulsion system performance. Reproduced by permission of NASA, Jeff Berton.
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Figure 11. Scale model acoustic spectra for turbofan and open rotor.

noise levels were a concern for community noise at the time.
In addition, the nature of the noise, substantial tone content,
was qualitatively different than turbofans and raised concerns
regarding over flight noise or en route noise. This is shown in
Figure 11 for scale model data, where the turbofan spectrum
is dominated by broadband with very few tones while the

open rotor spectra is dominated by many tones across a wide
frequency range. Shifts in the open rotor design paradigm and
the advent of 3D aerodynamic design tools have made these
systems viable for use on future commercial aircraft. Exam-
ples of possible future configurations are shown in Figure 12
along with an open rotor scale model undergoing wind tunnel

Figure 12. Advanced open rotor aircraft concepts and model propulsor in wind tunnel testing.
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testing to research fuel burn and noise capability with modern
design capability applied to the rotor.

Most of the tools, processes, and manufacturing tech-
niques developed for fans also apply to open rotors. The main
difference is that there is no nacelle to install acoustic liners
or to contain a blade in the event of a failure. This means the
noise sources on the open rotor need to be mitigated directly
or possibly shielded with an advanced airframe design. For
these configurations, the open rotors may be mounted on top
of the airframe shielding much of the noise normally reaching
the community. The structural design may be more strin-
gent since the open rotor could be prime reliable structure –
meaning it cannot fail. This will mean rigorous application
of analytical tools, manufacturing methods, and inspection to
assure safe operation. Generally the same aerodynamic and
structural concerns apply to open rotor blade design as were
discussed for fan blades. These include aerodynamic stall,
flutter, forced response, operating blade stress, and overall
weight. Obviously some of the design criteria will be mod-
ified substantially but most of the design process would be
executed in a similar fashion.

5 SUMMARY

This chapter reviews the primary propulsor design paradigms
for increased performance and efficiency along with issues
and challenges involved in design and fabrication of blades
for turbofan or open rotor engines. A broad range of topics
are covered in limited depth and the reader is encouraged
to access the reference material for additional information.
It is clear that modern computational resources have revo-
lutionized design making fans more efficient and allowing
the design envelope to be exploited to the maximum extent
possible. They have also adapted to advanced technology
and enabled analysis of complicated geometries and mate-
rial systems. Manufacturing process evolution is ongoing
and will likely bring about added substantial gains in weight
reduction, reduced cost, and improved performance. Future
systems will have increasing demands to lower fuel burn and
emissions with low noise operation, low cost, high main-
tainability, and ease of manufacture. The industry around
the world is responding to these challenges and tomor-
row’s products will undoubtedly be superior to those of
today just as today’s systems are far superior to those pro-
duced just a few years ago. The future challenge is expected
to include more highly integrated propulsion and airframe
systems launching a new level of design requirements
and challenges for the future propulsor designer. Config-
uration changes may include embedded engine systems,

flying wings, and top-mounted and other highly shielded
configurations.

NOMENCLATURE

b fan blade chord length
BPF blade-passing frequency
CUx tangential flow velocity
D aircraft drag coefficient
D diffusion factor
g gravitational constant
h fuel energy density
L aircraft drag coefficient
mx mass flow per second
Px fan flow pressure
RPM revolutions per minute
SM stall margin
Tx fan flow temperature
Vx flow velocity
W relative flow velocity
WFx weight flow
Wtx aircraft weight

Greek Symbols

ηadiabatic efficiency with no heat transfer
ηoverall propulsion system efficiency
ηpropulsor efficiency of fan or open rotor
ηthermal efficiency of core engine converting fuel energy

into shaft energy
ηtransmission efficiency of gearbox (if used)
π pressure ratio
σ solidity
ω natural frequency

Subscripts

aircraft aircraft conditions
engine engine conditions
final final condition
initial initial condition
jet jet conditions
opline conditions on fan operating line
overall combination of efficiencies included
r reduced or normalized parameter
stall conditions on fan stall line
1 fan blade inlet condition
2 fan blade outlet condition
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1 INTRODUCTION

An aircraft turbine engine combustor is an aerodynamic
device that mixes high-pressure, high-temperature air from
the compressor with the fuel, burning and turning the mixture
into higher temperature gases to be fed into the turbine for
mechanical work extraction. In order to operate stably, effi-
ciently, and cleanly over a broad range of power settings, it
is an exercise in design compromises. On current-production
combustors, there are no moving mechanical parts. The only
things that move are the fuel and airflow turbulence chore-
ographed into the design.

This chapter is intended to give an overview of aircraft
engine combustors of the past, the present, and the very near
future. It is meant to convey for the reader a general sense
of how the combustor works, how it came about to be in its
present form, and some of the performance-limiting issues.

Update based on the original article by Clarence T. Chang,
Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd

For more extensive or quantitative treatment, Lefebvre’s
book (Lefebvre, 1999) will give a much more satisfying
reading.

2 GENERAL FORM AND FEATURES

2.1 Double-Shell Concept

The schematic shown in Figure 1 illustrates the double-shell
concept of a typical aero-engine combustor. The outside shell,
the “casing,” contains the high-pressure air from the com-
pressor while the inside shell keeps the hot combustion gas
away from the outside shell. Since structural metals lose their
strength at elevated temperature, this way the outside pres-
sure shell only needs to deal with the pressure stress while
it still has significant strength at the lower compressor dis-
charge air temperature. The weight of the casing is thus kept
low. For a modern engine such as a GE90, operating at 43
atmosphere at takeoff condition is no small feat, and this
is possible because the metals that contain this high pressure
only sees 700 ◦C in the casing, not the burned gas temperature
of 1400 ◦C or above.

The internal shell, or the thermal “liner,” takes the “ther-
mal load.” A way to look at this thermal load is the strength
loss of the outer shell if it were to be at the liner temperature,
something between the unburned and burned gas tempera-
tures, with the liner temperature around 800–1000 ◦C. There
also is normally a sharp thermal gradient across the thin
(∼1–2 mm) liner. Therefore, there is thermally induced stress
in the liner. Each time the engine changes power condi-
tion, the liner temperatures and stresses change. Throwing in
the temperature fluctuation in normal operation, eventually
fatigue limits its life.
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2 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 1. Legacy combustor features. Reproduced from NASA.

The mechanical stress imposed by the airflow to the liner
is comparatively low, around 4% of the combustor inlet pres-
sure. This pressure differential comes from the air being
accelerated through a series of small holes on the liner for
cooling, dilution, and fuel injection.

The liner is normally anchored in the back end and is
supported in the front end by the fuel injector stem that pen-
etrates the outside shell. The stem is anchored to the casing.
As the combustor temperature changes, thermal expansion
causes the liner to grow. To accommodate this expansion, the
combustor front end slides on the fuel injector longitudinally.

2.2 Combustor Forms

The actual implementation of this duel-shell concept evolved
through several forms over the years. The combustor is

always wrapped around the shaft of the engine, tucked in
between the compressor and the turbine. Figure 2 shows
schematics of the common combustor design variations.

The earliest form came in multiple concentric cylinders,
or cans, surrounding the turbine shaft (see Figure 2a). This
concept is suitable for rescaling for different engine sizes.
Once a stable geometrical configuration is established for a
single can, the number of cans can be changed to accom-
modate the airflow change. This configuration is structurally
complex, requiring individual feed and connecting tubes for
each can. It also has large wetted liner area per unit volume
that required much cooling air. Individual igniters also are
required for each can. To fix this, cross-fire tubes are used to
allow combustion to cross over from one can to another to
reduce the igniter number. The earliest turbojet combustors
in the 1940s from Whittle and Jumo all used this can-type
configuration, as did the J47 on the F-86 and the VK-1 on the

Figure 2. End view of combustor layouts. (a) Multi-can; (b) can-annular; (c) annular. Reproduced from NASA.
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Gas Turbine Engine Combustors 3

Figure 3. J47 engine as installed on the F-86. Reproduced from
USAF Museum collection.

Mig-15. Shown in Figure 3 is a J47 with its combustor cans
in plain view.

The “can-annular” form (Figure 2b) came about in the
1950s. By that point, the designers realized a single annular
pressure casing could be used to consolidate the individual
casings to greatly simplifying the structure. The individual
liners would fit into this common annular casing. The J79
(used on the F-4) and the JT8D (used on the B727) are of this
type. This concept still retains the ease to rescale for different
engine sizes. Nevertheless, it suffers the same large wetted
area (for a given combustor volume) issue in the can-type
combustor that requires more cooling air for the liner. Cross-
over tubes are still required for ignition in the multiple cans.
Figure 4 shows the layout of a J79 combustor.

Most modern combustors are in the “annular” form
(Figure 2c) where a single continuous hot gas volume wraps
around the engine shaft. The wetted area of the combustor
volume is minimized to one surface facing the outside and
one facing inside toward the shaft. No cross-over tubes are
needed since flame can propagate within this single volume

Figure 4. J79 can-annular combustor with the upper casing
removed. Note cross-over tube between liners. Reproduced from
Wikimedia.org.

Figure 5. Annular combustor on J85 engine. Reproduced from
Wikimedia.org.

from injector to injector. This concept was used in the BMW
003 that powered the Arado Ar-234C in 1944. It is structurally
simple, robust, and light. All engine combustors since the
1960s are of this form. Figure 5 shows an annular combustor
installed on a J85 engine.

2.3 Legacy Combustor Internal Features – Refer
to Figure 1 for Illustration

A diffuser is located just upstream of the combustor to recover
as much of the dynamic pressure as possible. Since the air
will be flowing through contorted paths in the combustor,
pressure loss will happen and is related to the volumetric flow
rate. Thus, it is advantageous to lower the specific volume as
low as possible and increase density as high as possible by
recovering the dynamic pressure head. For this reason, the
diffuser is used to slow down the compressor discharge air.
However, slowing the airflow down too much is not desirable
either, as it requires a very wide and heavy combustor. A
typical diffuser exit Mach number is in the order of 0.05.

The combustor’s main job is to mix the fuel and air and
burn it. The mixing occurs at the front of the combustor
through the fuel nozzle. A fuel injector sprays fuel into the
front of the combustor. The nozzle is typically surrounded
by a series of air vanes that direct the combustion air into
a swirling pattern that produces severe air turbulence. This
turbulent airflow rips the liquid fuel stream apart into smaller
droplets, which quickly evaporates and mixes with the air.
The space immediately downstream of the nozzles often is
referred to as the “dome” as it resembles the domes found atop
buildings. The volume around the dome is often referred to as
the “primary combustion zone” since that is where the main
burning occurs.

Downstream of the fuel nozzles, the thermal liner contains
the hot gas. On all modern annular combustors, there is an
outside and an inside liner. Small holes on the liner are used
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4 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 6. The typical effect of combustion fuel-air equivalence ration on gas temperature, normalized chemical reactivity, and normalized
NO formation rate. Reproduced from NASA.

to admit suitable amount of air to form an air blanket on the
inside to keep the liner (relatively) cool.

A set of holes is cut in the liner about half a dome height
downstream of the fuel injector. These holes result in air jets
that aid in stabilizing the flame stabilization vortex in the
primary zone as well as adding air to burn off excess fuel.

Further on down the combustor, secondary dilution holes
introduce additional air to dilute the burned air down to a level
determined by what the turbine can withstand and to shape
the exhaust gas temperature profile across the exit plane.

Electrical igniters (not shown) located near the front of the
combustor are used to ignite the fuel–air charge initially.

3 COMBUSTION

3.1 Chemistry

Aero-engines burn kerosene-type hydrocarbon fuels. These
middle distillates contain upward of a thousand species, but
the majority is some forms of normal and branched alkanes,
alkenes, cycloparaffins, and aromatics. The average chemical
form of kerosene-based typed Jet-A fuel can be expressed as
C12H23 for convenience. The perfect reaction with air where
all reactants are used up can be expressed as

C12H23 + 17.75(O2 + 3.76N2) → 12CO2

+ 5.75H2O + 66.74N2 (1)

This perfect fuel–air mixture condition is referred to as
“stoichiometric.” At this condition, the mass ratio of the fuel
to the air is about 0.068. The ratio of any fuel–air mixture
ratio to this perfect condition is referred to as “equivalence
ratio” (ER). When ER is greater than unity, there is excess
fuel and is burning fuel rich, or “rich.” When ER is less than
unity, there is oxygen left, and it is “lean.”

3.2 Mixture Ratio Effect on Combustion
Temperature and Reaction Rates

At lower equivalence ratio, combustion results in linear tem-
perature increase with fuel addition. As the mixture becomes
richer near stoichiometric where temperature becomes very
high, gaseous dissociation results in the temperature increase
slowing down and actually peaks just slightly above stoi-
chiometric. After that, increasing equivalence ratio actually
lowers the temperature due to the formation of massive
amount of free radicals and carbon monoxide (CO). Figure 6
shows a typical equilibrium temperature profile versus equiv-
alence ratio. As the chemical reaction rates for CO oxidation
and NO formation are all exponentially related to the temper-
ature, these rates also peak with the temperature and oxygen
concentration. A hundred degrees of temperature drop can
induce an order of magnitude reduction in chemical reaction
rates. The combustor must be large enough to provide suf-
ficient residence time for all desired chemical reactions to
finish before the burned air is let out into the turbine where
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Figure 7. Fuel-air mixture equivalence ratio distribution for various
degrees of mixing and their associated phenomena. Reproduced
from NASA.

the temperature drops quickly and chemistry is considered
too slow to make meaningful compositional changes.

Liquid fuel does not burn. It must be mixed with the oxi-
dizer in the air on the molecular scale before it burns. Since
the average residence time for the combustor is only around 5
ms, fuel–air mixing must be done in much shorter time scales.
To turn massive amount of fuel flow into burnable fuel–air
mixture in a short time requires massive vaporizing surface
by atomizing the fuel into small droplets. Immediately after
injection, the fuel–air distribution is very nonuniform with
lots of very rich and very lean pockets. But as vaporization and
turbulent mixing progress, the distribution becomes progres-
sively narrower (more uniform) and the center moves toward
the average equivalence ratio. Figure 7 shows the fuel–air dis-
tribution downstream of a fuel injector becoming narrower
with time for progressively better burning mixtures.

The state of fuel–air distribution when combustion starts
determines combustor operating stability as well as emission
characteristics. Poorer distribution with lots of rich pockets
will produce NO or even CO and soot. Excessively lean pock-
ets will produce unburned hydrocarbons. Thus, aerodynamic
fuel–air mixing is a limiting technology in gas turbine devel-
opment. Good mixing and good combustion performance go
together. Film footage of early Jumo engines showed tongues
of flame shooting out of the bottom of the engine exhaust!

Mixing fuel and air quickly and uniformly is critical for
modern high-pressure engines. After injected fuel is exposed
to the hot air, the fuel will start to burn after a short time
delay (ignition delay time). As engine pressure ratio rises,
combustor inlet air temperature rises, chemistry speeds up,
and the ignition delay time decreases. It is a race between

chemistry and aerodynamic mixing. The more uniform the
mixture is when the burning starts, the cleaner the burned gas.

4 COMBUSTOR OPERATION (REFER TO
FIGURE 1)

4.1 Flame Stabilization

Hydrocarbon combustion is a complex multistep multipath
chemical process that is also limited by the speed of fuel–
air mixing process. The details are beyond the scope of this
presentation (see Chemical Equilibrium, Kinetics and Com-
bustion). However, if the fuel and air are already thoroughly
mixed, the rate of reaction is an exponential function of the
mixture temperature, commonly referred to as the Arrhenius
form. Premixed in room temperature air, the laminar flame
speeds of hydrocarbon fuels are typically about 0.5 m s−1.
In the presence of turbulence, the turbulent flame speed can
accelerate by an order of 10. However, that is not fast enough
to overcome the typical average axial flow speed inside the
combustor, the reference speed, around 10–30 m s−1 or more.
A pocket of burning flame front cannot burn fast enough to
propagate upstream to keep the combustor lit. Thus, flame
stabilization needs ways to (i) quickly mix fuel and air into
gaseous form, (ii) speed up flame propagation speed, and
(iii) provide a physical mechanism to continually light the
fresh fuel–air charge. Good fuel–air mixing is a matter of fuel
injector design. Higher flame propagation speed is a matter
of hotter inlet air temperature due to using higher compres-
sion ratio. And continuous ignition is done by bringing hot,
recirculated burned gas into prolonged contact with the fresh
fuel–air charge. All these features are present in the front
end of the legacy combustor: highly turbulent flow from the
fuel injector, high inlet and burned gas temperatures, and the
primary recirculation vortex.

Flame stabilization is through putting recirculated burned
gas in contact with the fresh charge for a prolonged period.
The swirling nature of the fuel–air mixture coming out of the
fuel nozzle forms a hollow-cone-shaped spray. There is no
forward flow in the center region downstream of the nozzle,
so the flow along the outside curls back in the center to form
a ring-shaped vortex. While the vortex rotates fresh fuel–air
charge from the outside toward the center of the combustor,
the mixture burns. When the hot and chemically reactive gas
emerges from the center and contacts the new batch of fresh
fuel–air mixture, the latter’s temperature is raised and chem-
ical branching reactions are accelerated by the very reactive
radicals. As the fresh charge and the hot products from the
vortex move together, ignition occurs. The cycle repeats. This
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6 Airbreathing Engines

is how the flame stabilization vortex in the primary zone on
Figure 1 works.

4.2 Dilution

This primary combustion zone is typically slightly richer than
stoichiometric on average. Some pockets are much richer.
These oxygen-deficient pockets produce CO and soot. To
get rid of these undesirable components, extra air is added
through a set of (primary dilution) holes to burn them off and
bring the ER to less than unity. The bulk of the hot gas mixes
and burns with the air in a jet-in-crossflow configuration in
the secondary zone.

The balancing one third of the combustor air is used to
cool the liners. This “cooler” fresh air entering the combustor
hugs the liner wall and lowers the average air temperature
near the wall. To even out the gas temperature profile across
the combustor exit, the jets from additional dilution holes
are designed to put the dilution air toward the middle of the
combustor flow path.

At the exit of the combustor, the burned gas is typically
around 1400–1700 ◦C. Getting a uniform temperature across
the exit width is a matter of good mixing and dilution.

Even though the combustor pressure changes greatly dur-
ing the operating cycle, the typical average axial airflow speed
in a combustor is relatively constant. Raising the reference
speed increases the possibility of flame blow-off. Lowering it
requires larger combustor volume. The compromised typical
reference speed (averaged forward speed) can be from 8 to
20 m s−1.

4.3 Pressure Loss

In gas turbine operation, “pressure is life.” Thus, minimizing
combustor pressure loss is desired. However, it is unavoidable
as some pressure loss is needed for fuel injector operation and
liner cooling. There are two types of losses. The first mecha-
nism is the aerodynamic loss due to the need to provide higher
speed airflows through (often contorted) small holes, slots,
and the fuel injector swirlers. Once the minimum acceptable
airflow speed in these channels is decided, the pressure loss
fraction (�P/P) comes out from the Bernoulli’s equation as
V2/(2RT). There is no way to recover their kinetic energy and
the pressure head. This speed is controlled by the open area
on the liner. It is calculated from the fairly constant combustor
volumetric flow rate. This total area is much smaller than the
total wetted liner area or the axial combustor cross section.

The second pressure loss mechanism is due to combustion-
induced acceleration. This is referred to as the “Rayleigh

loss.” When a moving pocket of fuel–air mixture moves
across a flame front, its temperature goes up, as well as its
volume and speed normal to the flame front. This accelera-
tion draws its energy from the pressure drop across the flame
front, which varies as the Mach number squared. For this
reason, the typical combusting flow speed is kept as slow as
possible, but not too low as to lose good fuel–air mixing that
requires high speed.

4.4 Chaotic Internal Flows

The combustor internal flow is one of the most chaotic flows.
Turbulence is the norm. The fuel injectors generate huge tur-
bulence to break up fuel. The primary vortex breaks down
into smaller vortices. The primary jets interact with the pri-
mary vortex and can form oscillatory system that can be
a part of thermoacoustic instabilities. These jets also inter-
act with the boundary layer flows from the liners. On top
of that, turbulence–chemistry interaction is imbedded in the
flow. All parts of the flow are changing constantly, physically
and chemically.

5 CRITICAL COMPONENTS

The two most important components of the combustor are
the fuel injector and the liner. They complement each other.
When one changes, the other also changes. When the fuel
nozzle technology provides better mixing, the combustion
temperature becomes more uniform, there are fewer hot spots,
and so liners able to withstand lower temperature can be used.
If a new liner material can operate at higher temperature and
need less cooling air, the saved air can be diverted to the
injector to improve fuel–air mixing. Thus, they are enabling
technologies for each other.

5.1 Fuel Injector

5.1.1 Operating Principles

The component that directly affects combustor performance
the most is the fuel injector. Fuel only burns when it is in
gaseous form, and only when it is mixed with air on a molec-
ular level. Fuel vapor will boil off liquid fuel surface when
introduced to hot air from the compressor. This concentration
eventually will become high enough to burn. However, the
speed of the vaporization is dependent on (i) the available liq-
uid fuel surface, (ii) how fast heat can be conducted onto the
liquid fuel surface to enable vaporization, and (iii) how fast
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the fuel vapor can be transported away from the surface to
prevent an overly rich layer of burnable gas mixture. An ideal
injector will mix fuel and air to a uniform state before the fuel
air is ready to burn. A poorly performing injector will result
in fuel–air mixtures with great variation in local ER. Pockets
of too rich mixture make CO and soot. The energy locked in
them cannot be extracted as enthalpy of burned gas. Pockets
of too lean mixture below the lower flammability limit may
not burn or only partially burn, resulting in unburned hydro-
carbons, also energy not available for work extraction. Both
of these result in pollution.

“Atomization” is the first technique by which fuel injec-
tors deal with the first two issues by breaking up the liquid
fuel stream into small droplets. Smaller droplets result in
increased surface area for the fuel to boil off from, but it also
allows the heat from the surrounding hot air to diffuse into the
fuel for more vaporizing. Initially, the larger droplets move
very rapidly through the hot air, in the order of 15–30 m s−1,
and in doing so the fuel-rich layer that just boiled off the
surface is stripped off the boundary layer around the droplet
and left in its wake. Drag eventually slows down the droplet,
but typically the droplet is almost gone by that point. Typical
initial droplet sizes range from 10 to 50 �m diameter.

Air turbulence generated in the fuel injector speeds up
fuel distribution and mixing. Combustors are designed with
a predetermined open area of holes, including the open flow
area in the fuel injector and that from the dilution holes and
the liner cooling holes. This area is much smaller than the
total wetted surface area inside the liner. As a result, the air-
flows must speed up through the passages. Typical injectors
use multiple vane passages to create swirled airflow coming
out of the fuel injector exit. These swirling flows are set to
be have deliberately mismatched velocities, creating shear
layer zones of strong turbulence. When liquid fuel enters this
region, the turbulence rips apart the fuel into smaller and
smaller droplets and also transports them to distant locations
that the liquid jets cannot get to by themselves.

There are essentially two fuel injector concepts commonly
used today: the pressure nozzle and the airblast nozzle. In
practice, these concepts may be combined to form complex
nozzles.

The operation of the pressure nozzle entirely depends on
the fuel pressure across of the injector orifice. Figure 8a
illustrates its essential features. Pressurized fuel enters a
cylindrical cavity tangentially and introduces a swirl inside
the cavity. The diameter of the open orifice is much smaller
than the entrance diameter. When the swirling flow moves
to the exit plane, the rotating flow diameter contracts and
the tangential flow speed increases according to conserva-
tion of angular momentum. The fluid flow leaving the orifice
has a tangential and an axial component. As soon as the

Figure 8. Fuel nozzle concepts commonly used on aircraft engines.
(a) Pressure nozzle; (b) air-blast nozzle (triple-swirler); (c) com-
pound pre-filming main nozzle with pressure pilot. Reproduced
from NASA.

flow exits the orifice, the tangential speed becomes the radial
component of the liquid flow. The fluid leaves the orifice
in a cone-shaped film. Since the circumference of this film
increases linearly along the axis, the thickness of the film
must decrease accordingly. At some point, the surface ten-
sion forces become dominant, and the liquid sheet breaks up
into ligaments and later into droplets. Small nozzles often are
this type since they are simple to manufacture.

The airblast nozzle depends on hydrodynamic forces in
the airflow to break up the bulk liquid fuel. Multiple swirling
passages deliberately cause feed airflow mismatches in speed
and direction, which forms fluid “shear layers,” regions of
extreme flow speed gradient and turbulence. Liquid fuel intro-
duced into this region is ripped apart by the turbulent action.
Its atomizing characteristic is less sensitive to fuel flow rate.
Most large nozzles are of this form. Figure 8b shows a typ-
ical airblast nozzle concept with the fuel introduced in an
annulus between two swirling passages. Sometimes the fuel
is injected into the shear layer via discrete fuel jets. The speed
of an air jet accelerated by a pressure drop goes as the square
root of 2RT*(�P/P). For a typical liner pressure differential
of 4%, at 540 ◦C inlet temperature, the jet is accelerated to
almost Mach 0.25. If even 1/10 of this speed is mismatched
across a thin shear layer of 1 mm, the turbulent strain rate is
huge!

A “prefilming” nozzle is a variation of the airblast concept.
The fuel forms a film onto a solid surface, which then flows
downstream into a shear-layer-driven mixing region that rips
the film apart. The source of the fuel film could be from
an annulus (Figure 8c), or it could be from overpenetrating
discrete fuel jets.

Fuel nozzles often have multiple fuel channels and multi-
ple air passages that set up multiple shear layers to atomize
the fuel stream. A compound nozzle with two fueling streams
is referred to as a “duplex nozzle.” Figure 8c shows a small
pressure nozzle embedded inside a prefilming main nozzle.
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8 Airbreathing Engines

Fuel nozzle designs and sizes are limited by fuel “cok-
ing.” Typical nozzles are made from stainless steel and are
soaked in compressor air temperature. Jet fuel has a breaking
point at 260 ◦C. Prolonged contact with the hot (fuel tube)
wall accelerates fuel decomposition into a gummy deposit
on the wall that eventually turns into carbon scale. Once that
happens, the local wall temperature becomes even hotter and
more deposit forms. Eventually the fuel passage plugs up.
To avoid this problem, double-jacketed fuel tubes are used
to lower the inner wall temperature. The minimum passage
width is kept to about 0.5 mm, the walls are kept smooth, and
the flow speed high to keep the time spent at the hot tem-
perature to a minimum. Coking-resistant fuel allows the use
of finer (∼0.2 mm) multiple fuel injection orifices inside the
nozzle to arrive at more uniform mixtures quicker.

5.1.2 Staging and Complex Injector

Aircraft engines operate over a widely varying range of power
conditions that require fuel flow rate to vary over a range of
10–20. This is referred to in the industry as the “turn-down
ratio.” Maximum fuel flow is typically at takeoff power when
the compressor is at maximum speed and the air density at
maximum. The minimum flow happens during high-altitude
descent when the ambient pressure is low and the compressor
is idling. The latter and ground idle are conditions adverse to
keeping combustors lit. For the simple pressure nozzle with a
fixed exit orifice, the lowered fuel flow rate also lowered the
liquid flow speed through the nozzle, and the kinetic energy
in the liquid fluid varies as the square of the fluid flow speed.
That kinetic energy is needed to feed the surface tension
energy during fuel atomization. At low flow rates, the energy
is low, atomization suffers, and flame blowout becomes eas-
ier. For the airblast nozzle, it is the kinetic energy decrease
in the mismatched airflow that reduced its ability to break up
the fuel. A typical simple nozzle can cover a turn-down ratio
of 3–5.

Fuel staging using complex injectors allows us to stretch
the lower end of the flow regime. Fuel injectors normally are
sized for maximum power condition. Then, a smaller noz-
zle is operated in conjunction with this main nozzle. This
smaller “pilot” nozzle still maintains its atomization ability
and hence stable combustion characteristics at low fuel flow
conditions such as idle. During operation, this pilot would
light off during startup. As the engine power setting increases,
maximum fuel flow is reached in the pilot circuit. After that,
the additional fuel then feeds through the main injector cir-
cuit. A dual-stage compound nozzle system with each stage
covering a turn-down ratio of 3–5 can result in an effective
turn-down ratio of 10–20.

5.2 Thermal Liner

The liner keeps the hot burned gas away from the pressure
casing. Higher performance liners able to withstand higher
temperatures require less cooling air, freeing it up for the fuel
injector to improve mixing performance. It needs to be thin
and light, yet strong enough to withstand the violent internal
flow. Not only does it have to withstand temperature differ-
ences of several hundred degrees across a typical 2 mm thick-
ness, liners also need to be able to withstand thermal shock
that can be in the order of 500 ◦C over a matter of a second dur-
ing a high-altitude flameout event. On top of that, it also needs
to withstand the highly corrosive burned gas. Of course, it also
needs to withstand the radiation thermal load of the combus-
tion itself: all that, for a lifespan in the order of 10 000 h.

Most modern combustor liners are made of nickel-based
superalloys that retain their strength at high temperatures.
Even so, air “film cooling” still is a common method used
to keep the temperature low. The liner is roughly an array of
overlapping metal strips (see Figure 9a). Between the joints,
small holes allow metered amount of air to pass through the
slots between the strips and come out in the form of a flat

Figure 9. Styles of thermal liner cooling. (a) Film cooling; (b) tran-
spiration cooling; (c) convection cooling. Reproduced from NASA.
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air film. This air film displaces the hot burned gas from the
surface of the liner metal. It eventually heats up and mixes
with the burned gas as it runs along the length of a strip. At
the end of the strip, a new film from the next strip takes over
the cooling. This construction is simple and can be assembled
from prepared strips by spot welding.

A more advanced concept is the “transpiration cooling” or
“effusion cooling” (see Figure 9b). Minute holes are drilled
on the liner so that cooling air jets into the burned gas side,
forming a lower temperature sublayer. A porous sintered
metal material that allows air to seep through while also
cooling could be an ultimate expression of this concept.

The third and probably simplest concept is the backside
convection cooled liner (see Figure 9c). Heat is naturally
carried away from the outside of the liner boundary layer.
However, since convection cooling through the boundary
layer can only remove limited amount of heat without using
up huge amount of cooling air, a thermal barrier coating
(TBC) is used to slow down the heat flux. Typically, the TBC
is of some refractory composition with very high thermal
resistance. This last characteristic causes most of the tem-
perature drop to occur across the TBC, allowing the metal
liner sublayer to operate at temperatures much closer to
the cooler unburned air temperature (see Thermal Barrier
Coatings).

At the time of this manuscript preparation, a liner material
revolution is ongoing. It is well known among researchers
that ceramics are extremely suitable for high-temperature
operation and corrosion resistance. However, their ability
to withstand thermal shock is poor. Small cracks tend to
propagate quickly and cause complete structure failure. The
solution may be in the form of ceramic matrix composite lin-
ers typically made from silicon carbide (SiC). The monoliths
have intermeshed fibers laid out internally. Should a small
crack form, it will stop at a fiber.

The thermal liner is an enabling technology in modern
combustor development. The new liners need less cooling
air, freeing it for use in the fuel injector for fuel mixing.
This improved mixing unbinds the designers to look at other
combustor concepts in order to improve performance and
emissions.

6 MODERN LOW-EMISSION
COMBUSTORS

Burning the fuel–air mixture in the aircraft engine combus-
tor converts the hydrocarbon-based JP fuel (CxHy) to mostly
water (H2O) and carbon dioxide (CO2). However, in practice,

it also generates other secondary products such as CO, nitro-
gen oxides (NO, NO2, N2O, collectively NOx), and unburned
hydrocarbons. In addition, JP fuel typically contains about
500–2300 ppm of sulfur that is bound to the fuel molecule
themselves. Burning converts the sulfur into sulfur dioxide
(SO2) and trioxide (SO3). Lastly, solid soot particulates also
come from the combustion process. These pose not only
health issues but they also affect combustor efficiency. Energy
bound in these pollutants is not convertible into enthalpy for
work extraction. Modern combustors typically operate at near
99.9% efficiency at cruise. But at idle, it could be as low as
around 96% for smaller engines.

Up to now, the discussion has been centered around legacy
designs used up to the early 1970s. These worked, but reduc-
ing pollutants was not the main objective. Operability was.
To reduce the pollutant formations, we need to understand
where the pollutants are formed.

The rich front end in the legacy combustor design is a
hotbed for pollutant formation. This zone was designed to
operate slightly above stoichiometric, very hot, in order to
promote speedy flame propagation and stabilization. This
slightly oxygen-deficient region produces an abundance of
CO and HC radicals. Since the average ER is above unity,
and there is normally not so good mixing, pockets of fuel–air
mixture could have an ER above 2 where massive amounts
of soot forms. And because the local temperature is very
high, NOx forms in extremely high rate (see Figure 6).
Since the CO needs to be removed before this gas enters
the turbine where air temperature drops and the chem-
istry slows down, the added dilution air in the secondary
and the dilution zones is used to burn off the CO and
unburned hydrocarbon. While this is happening, more NOx is
formed.

Unburned hydrocarbons are formed in lower temperature
regions. Fuel–air mixture entrained into the region near the
liner cooling air film has much slower reaction rate and may
not have sufficient residence time to completely burn. Poorer
fuel–air mixing also result in fuel–air pockets below the lower
flammability. These do not have enough time to completely
react and go out of the engine. This is why around airports
we can smell kerosene.

Leaning the combustor front end can reduce CO. Raising
combustor temperature can speed up soot burn-off. How-
ever, raising combustor temperature increases NOx emission.
And NOx emission became an international regulatory focus.
Permissible NOx levels were lowered repeatedly since the
mid-1980s by ICAO’s CAEP (International Civil Aviation
Organization, Committee on Aviation Environmental Protec-
tion). As a result, new combustor concept designs came about
to meet these more stringent requirements.
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10 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 10. Temperature distribution estimate in an TALON X RQL combustor concept. The concentrated air jets create a quick-mixing
zone transitioning from rich-burn to lean-burning. The hottest zone is just upstream of the Quick-mixing jets and only occupies a small
portion of the whole combustor. Only one quick-mixing jet is present on the top liner in this cross-section. Reproduced from McKinney
et al. (2007) Reprinted with permission of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

6.1 The RQL Concept

Beginning in the early-1970s, engine manufacturers changed
their design to improve the emission situation. Although the
dual-shell combustor form largely remains intact, changes in
the airflow split and how the fuel is burned made all the differ-
ence. Up to this point, all legacy combustors burn “rich” up
front and then dilute back down to a “lean” state. Some NOx

is produced when the fuel-bound nitrogen is burned. There’s
nothing we can do about that. But we can do something about
the “thermal” NOx that comes from the reaction of nitrogen
and oxygen when fuel burns in air.

Total NOx production is a residence time integral of the
hot gas over the instantaneous NOx formation rate, which is
exponentially related to flame temperature. If either the flame
temperature or the residence time is reduced, the aggregate
NOx level is reduced. The legacy-rich combustor is amenable
for adaptation to this strategy. First, the amount of the air
entering the front end of the combustor is reduced to about
one fifth to one sixth, raising the average ER in the front
end to 1.5–1.8. If the fuel injector mixes well, relatively few
pockets are above ER of 2, thus keeping soot low. The higher
ER lowers the combustion zone temperature, thus reducing
the NOx formed in the front end by an order of magnitude
(see Figure 6).

The loose array of dilution jets in the legacy (R-L) combus-
tor is rounded up into a set of air jets introducing the massive
amount of fresh air all at once to this very fuel-rich gas from
the primary zone and mixes very quickly for the mixture
to reach lower and lean equivalence ratio. This “quick-mix”
process still has to go through stoichiometric and its high
temperature, but the time spent at the high temperature is
very short, thus producing relatively less NOx . Once past
stoichiometric, the reacting gas temperature drops rapidly
and the NOx formation rate slows down rapidly. As a result,

the total NOx level is reduced. This strategy is called RQL,
for rich burn, quick mix, lean burn. The form of the legacy
combustor (R-L) is retained, but the quick mixing makes
all the difference. Modern military engine combustors, GE’s
CF6 SAC (single annular combustor), P&W’s TALON series,
and present RR Trent combustors all utilize some aspects of
this concept. The differences in NOx reduction are in how
well they did the “quick mixing.” Figure 10 shows a typi-
cal temperature distribution in an RQL combustor, showing
a quick transition from rich to lean. The latest of these are
good enough to even satisfy the CAEP6 NOx limits (Collier,
2009). Because the RQL’s front end also can be run lean, it
has a large turn-down ratio and hence large operating range.

The simplicity of the RQL concept belies the complex-
ity of the implementation. The fuel–air mixing and turbulent
jet-in-crossflow quick mixing are keys. Other not so obvious
issues are liner burnouts in the region immediately down-
stream of the dilution holes due to secondary flow from the
horseshoe vortex bringing very hot gases in contact with the
liner. The rich-burn front end also tends to produce larger
soot particles and hence more visible smoke trails.

6.2 Partially Premixed Lean-Burn Hybrid

All current combustor exits are lean. In the combustor indus-
try language, the “lean” and “rich” refer to the front end of the
combustor. In the 1970s, research began on operating the front
end of the combustor lean. The operating concept for lean-
burn combustors is that the fuel–air mixture starts out lean so
that nowhere in the combustor does stoichiometric condition
exists, hence the associated high temperature also is missing,
however brief it is in the RQL concept. In a lean-burn com-
bustor, the dilution holes are greatly reduced and as much of
the air as possible are moved through the fuel injector to mix
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with the fuel. Thus, the average fuel–air charge is fuel-lean in
the front flame-stabilizing zone. Since the flame temperature
is lower, and the average chemistry is slower, and because
weaker jets from the primary dilution holes are there to trap
the recirculation vortex, lean-burn combustors are designed
to be aerodynamically as stable as possible to ensure flame
stability. Typically around 60–70% of the air flows through
the front end. The rest is used to cool the liners.

Lean-burn combustors generally are much cleaner. The
lean condition in the front end produces little CO, and the
lower average temperature produces relatively lower NOx .
The absence of CO means that the excess residence time to
burn off the CO is not needed. Therefore, the combustor can
be shortened significantly, reducing the thermal NOx pro-
duced in the (absent) elongated back end. Lean burning also
tends to produce smaller (submicron) soot particles, making
the soot trail much less visible. Since there are fewer hot
spots, the liners generally need less cooling air.

Typically, primary combustion is done within 10 cm of the
injector face. The rest of the length is for dilution and burning
off CO. To give the reader a feel of the impact of the concept
change from rich burn to lean burn, we present some typical
numbers: Typical legacy combustors length were in the order
of 60–75 cm. An RQL can be less than 30 cm. A lean-burn
combustor can be as short as 20 cm. This major conceptual
change has structural impact on the engine in the form of a
shorter engine, resulting in either less weight or a stiffer shaft
that allows tighter seal tolerances and less air leakage in the
compressor.

6.2.1 GE’s Dual Annular Combustor (DAC) –
Combining the Best of RQL and Lean Burn

Lean-burning combustors produce much less NOx , but they
are more dependent on fuel staging. The already lean front
end has less range to go before it becomes too lean to burn.
As a result, a richer and stable pilot burner is needed to keep
the main lean-burn burner lit under certain conditions. GE’s
GE90 engine and some CFM56 engines use this configura-
tion. The main burner and the pilots are arranged in two rows
of injectors in the annular combustor, hence the dual annular
combustor (see Figure 11).

The presence of the pilot row greatly expands the operating
range of the combustor at the lower end. At very low-power
conditions, only a few of the pilot injectors need to operate,
and they may be operating lean but still within the flamma-
bility limit. As engine power increases, more fuel can be
brought on line through all the pilot injectors. If more power
is needed, this pilot could be operated in the RQL form. If
more flow is needed, the main burners are brought on line.

Figure 11. A GE dual annular combustor. Reproduced from Foust
et al. (2012) with permission from General Electric.

This could be considered a hybrid combustor combining the
best features of rich-burn and lean-burn concepts.

The presence of a rich-burn pilot does lessen the NOx

reduction from a wholly lean-burn concept. But since the
vast majority of the flow goes through the main burner at high
power condition, the higher NOx level from the smaller pilot
is prorated to a lower effect. In the end, the GE’s DAC has
about a 30% less NOx rating than GE’s older SAC combustors
commonly installed on the CF6 and the older CFM56 engines
(Dodds, 2005, p. 6).

The drawback to the DAC combustor is a more complex
fuel injector arrangement. Engine fuel injectors are normally
inserted through the casing to fit onto the front end of the com-
bustor. A dual-row configuration requires two injectors to be
designed onto each fuel stem, complicating the mechanical
structure. In addition, the larger wetted area inside the com-
bustor requires correspondingly more cooling air. The cooler
walls on the unfueled main burner side also could produce
more unburned hydrocarbons. As a result, the DAC produces
slightly more CO and unburned hydrocarbon than the older
SAC (Dodds, 2005).

6.2.2 GE’s Twin-Annular Premixed System (TAPS)
Combustor – Rearranging the DAC

GE consolidated the duel-row injector arrangement into a sin-
gle row of coaxial complex nozzle for the GEnx in 2006, the
engine for Boeing 787 and 747-8. The outer main injector is
an airblast nozzle that produces extremely strong turbulence
from two annular swirler rows, which atomizes and premixes
most of the fuel before the mixture starts to burn. (Hence, the
Twin-Annular reference.) Since much of the mixture is in
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12 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 12. GE’s TAPS combustor, injector with the pilot and
main flames annotated. Reproduced from Foust et al. (2012) with
permission from General Electric.

gaseous form and already mixed when burning starts, the
term “premixed” is used. The mixture is not completely uni-
form, but it is uniform enough to leave relatively fewer rich,
hot spots and pockets of high NOx production. Sometimes,
we refer this state as “partially premixed.”

The much smaller pilot injector sits in the center, typically
flowing in the order of 10–30% of the total air going through
the injector. This pilot is operated in the similar way to the
pilot in the DAC, except its hot gas is always in direct contact
with the main burner airflow surrounding the pilot, regardless

whether the main has fuel flow. The pilot could still be oper-
ated rich in the RQL mode, where the “quick mixing” could
be done by the airflow shearing action between the pilot flow
and the main flow.

The flame structure of the TAPS is compact and efficient.
The pilot flame and the main burner flame form a pair of con-
centric flame cones. This combustor shares the similar squat
cross section of the DAC, minimizing the hot gas residence
time in the combustor. It also is missing the separating liner
in between the two rows in the DAC, thus freeing additional
liner cooling air for better fuel mixing. The axis-symmetric
arrangement allows unimpeded flame propagation around the
injector azimuth, reducing the possibility of fuel–air mix-
ture being drawn into colder wall cooling layer and become
incomplete combustion products. This design concept is pro-
jected to have NOx rating at about half of GE90’s number
(Collier, 2009, p. 6) (see Figure 12).

7 SUMMARY

A modern turbine engine combustor is a design compromise
to accommodate a broad range of operational and regulatory
requirements. It needs to be able to withstand inlet tempera-
ture from 300 up to 700 ◦C and the thermal shock of a transient
from the high end to the low in a matter of seconds. It must
be able to mix fuel and air well in flow rates spanning over
a factor of 10–20, providing burnable fuel–air mixture that
can be continually lit. It must provide burned gas tempera-
ture distributed evenly before it goes into the turbine to avoid
hotspots. And it must burn the mixture cleanly to match pro-
gressively tighter environmental regulation. And of course,
it must be light, strong, should last long and at minimal cost.
To meet all these requirements, designs have shifted from
mainly providing operational stability to cleaner burning and
reduced air pollution.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The working principle of the turbine in a gas turbine engine is
to convert the energy from the fluid into mechanical energy of
the shaft, which is required to drive the fan and the compres-
sor. This is done by extracting the energy from the hot gases
released from the chemical combustion process in the com-
bustion chamber, and expanding them from a high pressure
level to a lower pressure and lower temperature. In stationary
gas turbines, the main purpose is often to further convert the
mechanical energy of the shaft by a generator into electrical
energy.

As in compressors, turbines can be classified as axial and
radial turbines. With respect to aero engines, axial flow tur-
bines are dominant. In fact, the flow in axial turbines is usually
not purely axial, but slight conical due to the significant
increase in the volume flow during the expansion and the
related change of geometry of the meridional duct. In order

to establish the driving torque, the turbine usually consists
of several stages, each including one row of stationary guide
vanes and one row of moving blades. The necessary num-
ber of stages is related to the required power, the rotational
speed, and the turbine diameter. Due to the negative pressure
gradient in the turbine, the flow can be controlled easier than
in compressors. Therefore, larger flow turning and pressure
drop can be established along the flow path. Fewer stages are
necessary as compared to compressors to achieve the same
change in pressure.

The turbine can be divided into a high-pressure turbine
part (HP) including the front stages, and a low-pressure tur-
bine part (LP) consisting of the aft stages. High compression
engines usually have two shafts. One is driven by the HP tur-
bine and one by the LP turbine. Thus, the HP stages and the
LP stages are allowed to rotate at different speeds. In modern
high by-pass ratio fan engines, a further turbine at an inter-
mediate pressure might be included. In case of a so-called
free-power turbine, the turbine is allowed to run at its opti-
mum rotational speed independently of other turbines and
compressor shafts.

Based on fundamental thermodynamic laws, high engine
thermal efficiencies and high power-weight ratios are
achieved with high turbine inlet temperatures. This develop-
ment leads to extremely high turbine inlet temperatures and
adjusted pressure ratios. The hot gas temperature permitted is
limited by the materials, which are used for the components.
Intensive cooling is required to guarantee an economically
acceptable life span of the components that are in contact
with the hot gas. Therefore, the front stages of the turbine are
extensively cooled by complex internal convective cooling
systems. Usually, additional cooling air is injected to the hot
gas path (film cooling).
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2 Airbreathing Engines

2 BASIC DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF
AXIAL TURBINES

2.1 Velocity triangles

Within a simplified one-dimensional streamlined approach,
the flow in a turbine stage can be described by the representa-
tive averaged flow vectors in a stationary and rotating frame
of reference in a radial mean section of the stage, as shown
in Figure 1. The difference between the relative velocity vec-
tor w and the absolute velocity Vector c is the vector of the
circumferential rotational speed of the blade u, as described
by equation (1).

c = u + w (1)

The station in front of the vane is denominated as station
0. Behind the vane and in front of the rotating blade is station
1, and station 2 is at the stage outlet. Velocity triangles of
the vectors can now be constructed at the different stations in
Figure 1. Furthermore, the velocity vectors of the flow fields
can be divided into three components at any point relative to
an orthogonal coordinate system.

c = ca + cu + cr (2)

w = wa + wu + wr (3)

The subscript “a” is the axial component (parallel to the
machine axis), “u” is the circumferential component, and

“r” is the radial component (perpendicular to the machine
axis). For further simplification, the axial velocity is kept
constant and the radial component is neglected for following
considerations.

The principle velocity triangles in Figure 1 show that
the guide vanes accelerate the gas velocity by turning the
flow and adding a circumferential component while reduc-
ing the pressure. The flow is directed onto the turbine blades.
By passing through the rotor blade passages, the static and
stagnation properties of the fluid change. The blades expe-
rience a reaction force due to the impulse force caused
by the impact of the fluid (impulse turbine) or due to the
further expansion and acceleration of the fluid (reaction
turbine).

The turbine power per 1 kg s−1 mass flow (specific work)
can be calculated from equation (4).

P

ṁ
= a = cu2 u2 − cu1 u1 (4)

The specific work in a turbine is negative as it is removed
from the fluid, and causes a decrease of the swirl within the
turbine. In this case, the swirl must have been present before
the power was removed. Thus it becomes obvious that the
power is derived from high circumferential velocities or high
flow turning. With respect to practical applications, the first
option leads to very high centrifugal forces and the other
option leads to aerodynamic disadvantages. Thus, the practi-
cal application is a compromise between the two options.

Figure 1. Arrangement of rotor and stator in a turbine.
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2.2 Impulse turbines and reaction turbines

Static and stagnation values of the flow (pressure, enthalpy,
and temperature) decrease during the expansion in a turbine
stage. One can distinguish different stage concepts depend-
ing on where the static pressure and static enthalpy drop is
achieved. In the concept of an impulse turbine, more or less
all static pressure and enthalpy drop is achieved in the guide
vanes. As a result, the flow has to be accelerated significantly.
In a reaction turbine, the rotating blade experiences a reac-
tion force resulting from the expansion and acceleration of
the fluid. Pure impulse or pure reaction turbines are usually
not used in gas turbine engines. Instead, a combination of
both is used. In that case, the static pressure and enthalpy
drop is divided between the vane row and the blade row.

The degree of reaction is defined in equation (5) by the
ratio of the enthalpy drop in the blade passage and the
enthalpy drop of the full stage.

R = h2 − h1

h2 − h0
(5)

As a consequence, the degree of reaction of an impulse stage
is R = 0 and for a pure reaction stage it is R = 1. Figure 2
compares typical dimensionless velocity triangles of a pure
impulse stage and a reaction stage with a degree of reaction of
R = 0.5. In such a case, the velocity triangles are symmetric,
as shown in Figure 2. With respect to the related flow losses,
the later choice is advantageous, as in both vane and blade
passages only moderate flow velocities occur, whereas for the
impulse turbine, the high flow velocities in the vane passage
are associated with higher aerodynamic losses. As a result,
the choice of a degree of reaction of R = 0.5 usually leads
to higher turbine efficiencies than in a pure impulse turbine.
However, in an impulse stage, a significantly higher enthalpy
drop can be established, and thus the impulse stage produces
approximately twice as much specific work as a 50%-reaction
turbine. Therefore, the total number of stages necessary is
only half of those in the case of the 50%-reaction turbine.

The degree of reaction varies from root to tip of the blade.
Usually, it has its lowest values at the root and highest values
at the tip, with a typical value of R = 0.5 at the mid-span.
However, in cooled turbine stages, a lower degree of reaction
is often established, as the higher temperature drop in the
vane passage leads to lower thermal load for the mechanically
highly loaded rotating blades.

2.3 Losses and efficiency

The flow surrounding the blades is not free of loss. Therefore,
the main aim of the aerodynamic design of compressors and
turbines is to minimize losses. The flow through blade rows
produce complex flow phenomena, which overlay the main
flow and form the main cause for losses. These losses can
generally be listed as follows:

� Profile losses
� End wall friction losses
� Losses by leakage and secondary flow
� Aerodynamic losses due to mixing with injected cooling

air

Profile losses are based on the formation of a boundary
layer to all parts. The flow “sticks” to surfaces because of its
viscosity, creating a velocity profile. As a result, shear stresses
occur on those parts and cause a loss of kinetic energy. As
regards the blades, boundary layers start at the stagnation
point and achieve their maximum thickness at the trailing
edge. Since the flow velocity in the boundary layers is slower
than in the main flow, this leads to the so-called wakes in the
flow behind the blade. These represent areas of lower kinetic
energy. Profile losses can be determined by experimentally
examining the flow in the cascades, numerically, by boundary
layer calculations, or by calculating the viscous flow in the
cascades.

Figure 2. Velocity triangles in a reaction and an impulse stage. (a) Reaction stage; (b) impulse stage.
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End wall friction losses result from friction effects at the
hub and casing walls, and are often determined by empiri-
cal correlations. The end wall flows consist of a component
following the core flow and one vertical component in the
cross-section. When determining the end wall friction losses,
the velocity component of the near wall flow in the direction
of the core flow is often only considered when assigning the
losses due to the crossflow to those caused by secondary flow.
In these cases, the end wall friction losses are treated as losses
occurring in a duct flow.

Significant losses are also generated by three-dimensional
flow phenomena, leakage flows, and mixing of the high-
energy fluid with cooling air. These phenomena are described
in detail in following sections of this chapter.

In order to account for the losses, the efficiency coefficients
relate the work supplied (compressor) to or removed (turbine)
from the rotor to the useful energy, either received from or
released to the fluid. There are several opinions on which flow
work is considered useful among all the different fluid works
received or released and among different applications.

One of these definitions considers the flow work of the real
state change useful. As a substitute, the polytropic curve of the
actual inlet and outlet states can also be used. The calculated
flow work responsible for the polytropic change of the states
is very close to the actual flow work transferred to/from the
fluid. Furthermore, the inlet and outlet states correspond to the
actual states. The total polytropic efficiency coefficient for a
turbine is defined by equation (6). The work transferred to
the rotor of a turbine in this case is useful work. The removed
flow work and the removal in kinetic and potential energy are
to be considered as inputs.

ηtT = a

y + 1
2

(
c2

e − c2
i

) + g (ze − zi)
(6)

If the exit kinetic energy is considered as a loss, the
static polytropic efficiency for the turbine can be written in
the following form

ηsT = a − 1
2

(
c2

e − c2
i

)
y + g (ze − zi)

(7)

Due to modern design applications, as the full three-
dimensional design of the bladings, the static polytropic
efficiency of a turbine can reach values of 90–92%, taking
into account the reduction of losses related to the secondary
flow phenomena by modern three-dimensional blade designs.

Other efficiency definitions consider the theoretically
loss-free isentropic expansion as the relevant input value
(Lakshminarayana, 1996). Hence, the “total-to-static isen-
tropic efficiency” is widely used to represent the performance

of turbines as given in equation (8).

ηT = hoi − hoe

hoi − hse,is
(8)

2.4 Overview of design methods

The design of the turbine is executed in several steps
with increasing complexity of the applied design methods.
Depending on the design purpose, it might be sufficient not to
execute all steps. For an optimized design, the design proce-
dure is an iterative process. The solution has not only to fulfil
the aerodynamic requirements, but also other aspects such as
mechanical integrity and thermal design. Thus, these aspects
should be taken into account in parallel to the design proce-
dure in order to include corrections or necessary limitations
in an early stage of the design procedure.

For a simplified evaluation of the complex three-
dimensional flow behavior in a turbine, the concept of Wu
(1952) has been found very useful in the practical design
procedures. He proposed dividing the flow field into a series
of blade-to-blade surfaces (S1) and hub-to-tip surfaces (S2) as
shown in Figure 3. The flow calculation in these surfaces can
be interconnected in order to reach a quasi-three-dimensional
solution. In order to reach the solution, an iterative procedure
has to be applied (e.g., Hirsch and Warzee, 1976).

With the assumption of an axisymmetric flow in the tur-
bine, the S2-surfaces can be reduced to a single representative
S2m-surface. This is a surface located midway between the

Figure 3. Definition of S1- and S2-surfaces by Wu.
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pressure and the suction surface. For further simplification,
the connection to the radially distributed S1-surfaces can be
established by simple assumptions or correlations on the flow
behavior in these surfaces, for example, the deviations of flow
angles or blockage effects from the blade thickness.

Most of the modern numerical tools within computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) provide full solutions of the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations. By making use
of such technologies, turbine designers have been able to
increase further aerodynamic efficiencies by reducing losses
related to secondary flow phenomena. Due to increasing
computational resources, the full three-dimensional design
of bladings became a state-of-the-art technology within
the turbine design process, despite the significantly higher
effort compared to the previously introduced simplified
approaches. However, several uncertainties in the calcula-
tions remain, mostly related to the necessary turbulence
modeling and numerical modeling quality.

Altogether, the turbine design procedure can be as follows:

� One-dimensional calculation in the mean section:
Based on the thermodynamic boundary conditions for the
turbine operation, the flow is calculated along the mean
streamline without bladings. It is necessary to determine
the basic design parameters such as stage number, hub
diameter, passage height, and others.

� Two-dimensional axisymmetric or duct flow calcu-
lation: The calculation is executed on a representative
S2-surface without connection to the S1-surfaces as the
blade profiles are still unknown. However, the calcula-
tion should include reliable assumptions or correlations
on typical losses in the turbine flow. Major losses in the
turbine flow are profile losses, secondary flow losses, tip
leakage losses, or in case of a shrouded blade, sealing
losses, and cooling air mixing losses. The calculation can
be used to optimize the velocity triangles in the radial
sections.

� Two-dimensional profile selection: Based on the calcu-
lated velocity triangles, profiles are chosen for the radial
sections and stacked together. Care has to be taken that the
stacked profiles establish a smooth surface of the blade.
Usually this will result in “twisted” blade geometry for
the guide vanes and blades. The reason for the twist is
to match the flow angles of the approaching gas in all
radial sections and to provide a homogeneous distribu-
tion of the generated work along the length of the blade.
Requirements of the mechanical integrity and manufac-
turing process also have to be taken into account.

� Two-dimensional axisymmetric throughflow calcula-
tion: As the profiles are now known, an interconnected
calculation of the radially distributed S1-surfaces and the

representative S2m surface can be accomplished. It can be
expected that profiles need to be adapted to the results and
that the final steps need to be repeated until a sufficient
solution is reached.

� Three-dimensional calculation: The optimum quasi-
three-dimensional solution should be validated by
application of a three-dimensional flow solver. A mul-
tistage calculation of the turbine should be performed,
including the viscous effects. Thus, blockage effects and
secondary flow losses in the turbine stages can be evalu-
ated and a further design optimization becomes possible.
Further improvements can be reached by bowed turbine
blades or other three-dimensional blade designs and by
end wall contouring. Despite the high calculational effort,
it is worth it to accomplish this step in order to achieve
highest efficiencies.

� Thermal design calculation: With respect to the neces-
sary cooling, the configuration has to fulfil the thermal
design requirements, which also include the calculation
of the combined thermal stresses and mechanical stresses.

A comprehensive explanation of the different design meth-
ods and related theories is given by Lakshminarayana (1996).

3 THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS IN
AXIAL TURBINES

3.1 Secondary flow phenomena

Secondary flow phenomena contribute significantly to the
aerodynamic losses in the turbine. Thus, understanding the
development of secondary flow phenomena in the blade
passages is essential for increasing turbine efficiency by opti-
mized geometry.

In general, the expression “secondary flows” covers all
kinds of flow features that deviate from the main flow direc-
tion in a turbine passage. They arise from nonuniformities in
the flow field that in most cases are related to viscous effects,
but not necessarily. Even in inviscid flows, secondary flows
can be induced due to velcocity gradients or stagnation pres-
sure gradients, for example, those occurring at the inlet of
the blading. Concerning secondary flow phenomena, a large
number of experimental investigations in the 1970s and 1980s
(e.g., Langston, Nice and Hooper, 1977; Binder and Romey,
1983) have significantly improved our knowledge of the for-
mation of secondary flows and related vortices. As a result,
secondary flow models have become more precise and accu-
rate. A good overview on the basic aspects of secondary flows
in turbine blade passages is given by Sieverding (1985).
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Figure 4. Secondary vortex system in a turbine passage.

The secondary vortex systems in a turbine blade passage
(Kawai, Shinoki and Adachi, 1989) are sketched in Figure
4. The horseshoe vortex develops at the leading edge of the
blade. Its origin is from the gradient in the stagnation pressure
at the blade-leading edge near the end wall. The stagnation
pressure gradient is a result of the incoming end wall bound-
ary layer or other kind of nonuniform distributed radial inlet
flow velocity. When the boundary layer from the end wall
approaches the stagnation point of the leading edge, it splits
into the two branches or legs of the horseshoe vortex, the
suction side leg and the pressure side leg. Both legs of the
horseshoe vortex interact with the passage vortex. The suc-
tion side leg passes over the suction side and dissipates once
it comes into contact with the passage vortex, which is rotat-
ing in the opposite direction. According to Langston, Nice
and Hooper (1977), once the pressure side leg has crossed
over the blade passage it mixes with the passage vortex that
is rotating in the same direction to form a single vortex.

The origin of the passage vortex is to be found in a sec-
ondary end wall flow induced by the pressure gradient in the
turbine blade passage. Applying the same pressure gradient
on the end wall flow leads to higher flow turning in the case
of lower velocities. The curvature radius of the turned flow
path of an infinitesimal fluid particle can be calculated from
the equality of the centrifugal force and the force of the pres-
sure gradient. As the end wall flow is highly turned, it meets
the suction side surface where it is rolled up to the passage
vortex.

The suction side corner vortex is formed because a small
portion of the end wall flow is not redirected into the passage
mid-section. The corner vortex is small and its rotation is
opposite to that of the passage vortex.

3.2 Tip clearance flows

3.2.1 Free-standing blades

With respect to the development mechanisms of the tip
clearance vortex, the basic work has been published by
Lakshminarayana (1970). The radial gap between the blade
and the shroud or casing end wall induces a leakage flow
across the gap. The leakage flow also occurs in stators with
the gap near a rotating hub. The leakage flow arises due to the
pressure difference between the pressure side and the suction
side of the blade near the tip. The leakage mass flow also
depends mainly on the height of the gap. Viscous effects
also play an important role. Yaras and Sjolander (1992)
investigated in an extensive experimental work, the physi-
cal mechanisms that could reduce the tip leakage flow due
to the rotationally-induced relative motion of the end wall.
Other results (Yamamoto, 1988) have shown that there is a
strong interaction between the tip leakage vortex and the pas-
sage vortex. Based on these achievements, Figure 5 shows a
schematic view on the nature of flow near the blade tip.

The leakage flow/vortex introduces an additional three-
dimensionality to the flow in the turbine. The leakage flow
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Figure 5. Tip leakage flow structures.

itself does not participate in the energy conversion process.
Due to the dissipation and mixing of the leakage flow, fur-
ther aerodynamic losses are induced that can reduce turbine
efficiency up to 4% or even more, depending on the flow
and geometric parameters. As the blade tip region is also
unloaded, this has an impact on the radial pressure distri-
butions on the suction side and pressure side resulting in
less flow turning. Furthermore, flow inlet conditions for the
following blade rows are distorted.

With respect to cooled blade configuration, the leakage
flow leads to changes in the local heat transfer and mixing
with the cooling air injected near the blade tip or through
blade tip holes. Thus, the cooling requirements are also
changed.

3.2.2 Shrouded blades

In order to reduce the losses related to the tip clearance flow,
shrouded blades are widely used in many turbines of different
applications. The shroud is fitted to the tip of each blade in
order to form a peripheral ring around the blade tips. Thus,
a direct flow from the pressure side to the suction side can
be prevented and the formation of the tip leakage vortex is
avoided.

However, due to the pressure gradient between the station
in front of the blade row and the station behind, a leakage
flow is induced through the clearance between the shroud
and the turbine casing. For further reduction of this leakage
flow, the blade shroud has additional sealing tips in order
to achieve a labyrinth sealing effect. In such arrangements,

the cavities between the shroud and the casing collect low
momentum fluid. The leakage flow itself is again a loss for the
energy conversion process, and further aerodynamic losses
are generated when it enters again to the main flow path.
The main flow features associated with the cavities and the
leakage flow for a typical shrouded blade design are shown
in Figure 6. Other losses are related to the vortices in the
cavities and due to the necessary acceleration of low momen-
tum fluid reentering the main flow path. Additionally, the
airfoil aerodynamic is disturbed. A more detailed discussion
of the cavity and leakage-related effects including losses can
be found in Denton (1993).

Figure 6. Shrouded blade cavities with leakage flow structures.
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The blade shroud increases the difficulty of the mechani-
cal blade design as an additional mass is attached to the blade
at its outer radius, adding significant additional mechanical
load due to the centrifugal forces. However, due to the superi-
ority of the shrouded blade design compared to free-standing
blades in respect to the leakage losses, it is mainly used in aero
engines. In particular, the low pressure turbine is generally
built with shrouded blades.

3.3 Rotor–stator interactions

In a turbine stage and in a multistage arrangement, further
losses are associated with the nonuniformity and unsteadiness
due to rotor–stator, rotor–rotor, and stator–stator interactions.
Due to requirements of weight reduction, rotor dynamics, and
costs, it is preferred to reduce the rotor length. Thus, small
axial distances between the blade cascades are established,
which increase the interactions of the rows. In particular, the
wake flow of a preceding row leads to unsteady impacts on
the aerodynamics of the succeeding row that is in relative
motion to the first one, and increases the aerodynamic losses
of the airfoils compared to the stationary design calculation.
Furthermore, the unsteady, but in most cases periodic, change
of the aerodynamic forces on the blade can excite the blade.
If the frequency of excitation comes close to the dominating
eigenfrequencies of the blade, more and more energy can be
taken up by the blade from the flow. This leads to additional
mechanical loads due to the dynamics that can lead to a fail-
ure of the blade. Therefore, the multistage design requires a
tuning of the critical blade eigenfrequencies so that excitation
frequencies do not fit with these eigenfrequencies within the
limits of the operation range.

With respect to stator–stator and rotor–rotor interactions,
the relative position of the rows to each other is of interest
for the so-called “clocking” effects. Thus, losses in an axial
turbine can be reduced, if the low momentum fluid from the
wake flow of the preceding stator (rotor) is guided to the low
momentum region of the succeeding stator (rotor) in the stag-
nation area of the blades after passing the rotor (stator) in
between.

4 COOLING DESIGN METHODS OF
TURBINE BLADES

4.1 Cooling air injection phenomena

The injection of cooling air along the surface of an airfoil
does not only lead to a direct disturbance of the exter-
nal flow but also generates further three-dimensional flow

inhomogeneities due to the friction between the main flow
and the cooling air jets. The injection of cooling air through
a hole leads to a “jet in crossflow” situation. However, the
cooling air injection of film-cooled blades is usually not done
perpendicular to the blade surface, but in a streamwise direc-
tion. Injection angles of approximately 30◦–35◦ with respect
to the surface have been found favorable in most investi-
gations. Figure 7 shows a sketch of a cooling jet with the
dominating vortex system in the jet, which is called “kidney-
vortex” due to its shape. In a pure streamwise injection case,
a symmetric vortex system is established.

In a numerical investigation of a showerhead cooling con-
figuration by Hall, Topp and Delaney (1994), it was observed
that effects caused by these vortex systems could lead to
a cooling flow effectiveness degradation and lift-off of the
cooling jet. Besides the negative impact on the cooling per-
formance, the mixing out of the vortices with the main flow
generates further aerodynamic losses. In order to reduce
secondary flows in the cooling jets, holes with expanding
exits are widely used in the film cooling configurations
(Gritsch, Schulz and Wittig, 1998). Thus, the momentum of
the injected cooling air is reduced and an improved surface
contact of the cooling air jet is established by a reduction
of the undesirable kidney vortex. Furthermore, the lateral
spreading of the cooling air is enhanced, leading to higher
adiabatic film cooling effectiveness.

4.2 Conventional design of cooled turbine blades

Due to the necessity of cooling technologies in modern gas
turbines, turbulent heat transfer is of significant importance
in the thermal design process of the cooled components.
Tremendous efforts have been put into the determination of
empirical correlations for the internal and external heat trans-
fer, which are necessary for the conventional design process.
Here, analysis of turbine blade cooling and heat transfer con-
sists of three areas (Patankar, 1994): (i) prediction of the
heat transfer coefficients on the external surface of the airfoil

Figure 7. Jet in crossflow.
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(Kays and Crawford, 1980), (ii) prediction of heat transfer, in
the internal cooling passages (Kays and Crawford, 1980), and
(iii) calculation of the temperature distribution in the blade
material.

For the internal flow calculation, 1D flow solvers are often
used for modeling the cooling passages and the heat transfer
is determined on the correlations for different duct flows. The
1D solver is coupled to an FEM-solver for the temperature
calculation in various radial sections of the blade. Methods of
predicting external turbine blade heat transfer often include
empirical correlations for a standard flow situation, such as
flow around a cylinder for modeling the blade leading edge,
or flow along a flat plate for modeling external heat transfer at
the suction side and pressure side. Additional augmentation
factors and correction factors are used, based on the experi-
ence of the manufacturer for the considered airfoil. Hence,
in the current development of the manufacturer’s technical
knowledge in this field of complex cooling configuration,
the field data of the actual engines and the consideration of
the latest heat transfer data play a significant role (Takeishi,
1994). The solution of the FEM-solver provides the wall tem-
peratures for the calculation of the quantitative heat transfer
in the next design step. In the case of additional film cool-
ing, the cooling fluid properties and mass flows at the hole
exits are provided by the 1D solver, too. For the external heat
transfer, corrections of the heat transfer due to the influence
of the film cooling on the external flow field are also provided
on the basis of correlations for the heat transfer coefficients.
Furthermore, the adiabatic cooling efficiency is of significant
importance for the determination of the reference temperature
in the heat transfer calculation.

4.3 Conjugate calculation design technique

With regard to the interrelations between the external fluid
flow, the internal fluid flow, and the heat conduction, it is
obvious that a coupled calculation of the fluid, the heat trans-
fer, and the heat conduction in the solid body can lead to
a higher accuracy in the design process. This leads to the
development of hybrid coupling processes, with which the
fluid flow and the structure heat conduction are simulated
with different numerical methods (e.g., Heselhaus, Vogel and
Krain, 1992). The disadvantages of such a hybrid process
are the problems associated with numerically dealing with
borders between different calculation areas, which are dis-
cretised using completely different numerical methods. The
development of a stable coupling algorithm must therefore
be prepared with great care and caution. Often, however,
numerical instabilities occur due to the required interpolation
prescriptions.

Figure 8. Principle of conjugate calculation technique.

Based on the above considerations, a coupling process
was developed during the early 1990s by Bohn, Krüger and
Kusterer (2001), which follows a homogeneous method, and
that we call the conjugate calculation technique (CCT). The
method involves the direct coupling of the fluid flow and
the solid body using the same discretization and numeri-
cal principle for both zones. This makes it possible to have
an interpolation-free crossing of the heat fluxes between the
neighboring cell faces. Thus, additional information on the
boundary conditions at the blade walls, such as the distribu-
tion of the heat transfer coefficient, becomes redundant, and
the wall temperatures as well as the temperatures in the blade
walls are a direct result of this simulation.

In the case of film cooling, the conjugate strategy allows
taking into account the heating up of the cooling fluid by
convective heat transfer in the internal blade passages, and
thus the influence on the external cooling performance is also
part of the calculation. Figure 8 shows the principle of the
conjugate calculation technique.

5 SUMMARY

The working principle of the turbine in a gas turbine engine is
to convert the energy from the fluid into mechanical energy of
the shaft. Thus, the power derived from the shaft can be used
to drive a compressor, fan, or for the electrical power supply.
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Turbines can be classified as axial and radial turbines. With
respect to aero engines, axial flow turbines are dominant. The
turbine can be divided into a high-pressure turbine part (HP)
including the front stages and a low-pressure turbine part (LP)
consisting of the aft stages. The blades of the turbine expe-
rience a reaction force due to the impulse force caused by
the impact of the fluid (impulse turbine) or due to the further
expansion and acceleration of the fluid (reaction turbine).The
chapter introduces the reader to the basic characteristics of
typical turbine designs and gives an overview on the design
approaches, which include several steps with increasing com-
plexity of the applied design methods. The flow through blade
rows produces complex flow phenomena, which overlay the
main flow and form the main cause for losses. The chapter
explains the formation of these major loss phenomena and
flow vortex systems. As the front stages of modern turbines
in aero engines as well as in stationary gas turbines consist
typically of cooled blades, the chapter describes basically the
different design approaches for cooled turbine blades. Mon-
dern design methods include a coupled calculation of the fluid
flow, the heat transfer, and the heat conduction in the solid
body of the blade (conjugate calculation).

NOMENCLATURE

a specific work (J kg−1)
c absolute velocity (m s−1)
g gravitational acceleration (m s−2)
h specific enthalpy (J kg−1)
ṁ mass flow rate (kg s−1)
P power (W)
R degree of reaction (-)
u rotational velocity (m s−1)
w relative velocity (m s−1)
y specific flow work (J kg−1)
z height coordinate (m)
η efficiency (-)

Subscripts

0 in front of the stator
1 after the stator/in front of the rotor
2 after rotor
a axial
e exit
i inlet
is isentropic
o stagnation

r radial
s static
t total
T turbine
u circumferential
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1 INTRODUCTION

The gas turbine is a specialized engine designed to convert
chemical energy into one or more useful forms of energy,
such as thrust, shaft work, and process heat. Gas turbine
engines for aviation and marine propulsion applications are
most commonly in the form of continuously rotating axial
turbomachinery (see Gas Turbine Engines: Turbines). As a
thermodynamic Brayton cycle, the efficiency of the gas tur-
bine engine can be raised substantially by increasing the firing
temperature of the turbine. Modern gas turbine systems are
fired at temperatures far in excess of the material melting
temperature limits. This is made possible by the aggressive
cooling of the hot gas path (HGP) components, the use of

advanced materials for structural components and protective
coatings, the application of high efficiency aerodynamics, the
use of prognostic and health monitoring systems, and the con-
tinuous development of improved mechanical stress, lifing,
and systems interactions and behavioral modeling.

The high-pressure turbine (HPT) section of the engine,
shown in Figure 1 for the CFM56-5B commercial aviation en-
gine, encompasses all of these challenges simultaneously. For
example, the technology of cooling gas turbine components
via internal convective flows of single-phase gases spans the
range from simple smooth cooling passages to very complex
geometries involving many differing surfaces, architectures,
and fluid-surface interactions. The fundamental aim of this
technology area is to obtain the highest overall cooling ef-
fectiveness with the lowest possible penalty on the thermo-
dynamic cycle performance. The use of 20 to 30% of the
compressor air to cool the HPT presents a severe penalty on
the thermodynamic efficiency unless the firing temperature
is sufficiently high for the gains to outweigh the losses. In
all properly operating cooled turbine systems, the efficiency
gain is significant enough to justify the added complexity
and cost of the cooling technologies employed. In many re-
spects, gas turbine internal cooling technologies are founded
on heat exchanger and fluid processing techniques, “simply”
packaged into the constrained designs required of turbine air-
foils; that is, aerodynamics, mechanical strength, vibrational
response, etc. Turbine airfoils are after all merely highly spe-
cialized and complex heat exchangers that release the cold
side fluid in a controlled fashion to maximize work extrac-
tion. Actively or passively cooled regions of the HGP include
the stationary vanes and rotating blades of the HPT stages, the
shrouds bounding the rotating blades, and the combustor lin-
ers and flame holding segments. The ever present constraints
common to all components and systems include but are not
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2 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 1. Schematic of CFM56 commercial engine combustor and HPT.

limited to pressure losses, material temperatures, component
stresses, geometry and volume, aerodynamics, fouling, and
coolant conditions.

2 TURBINE DESIGN WITH COOLING

An overview of the HPT design system or design cycle typ-
ical of highly cooled airfoils is presented in Figure 2. The
design cycle analysis deals mainly with the mission require-
ments, such as efficiency, specific fuel consumption, thrust,
and meantime between repairs. The cycle sets the target
goals on the cooling system, including the coolant consump-
tion, turbine airfoil life, and inspection intervals. The pre-
liminary design of the cooled components is largely based
on nominal target conditions and divorced from the sur-
rounding systems constraints and competing requirements
or trade-offs. Such analysis can be performed based on one-,
two-, or three-dimensional complexities and details, and is
primarily used to compare various options in design (see Fun-
damentals of Heat Transfer and Thermal Physics, Engineer-
ing Analysis of Heat Transfer). Analysis must still be detailed

enough, however, to allow ranking and down-selection be-
tween options. The result of preliminary design analysis, after
various alterations and iterations, is the basic system design
with balanced choices that satisfy the engine design goals. A
view of the detailed design process, specific to the cooling
design, leading to the final component specifications is shown
in Figure 3. Here the principle design factors affecting heat
transfer and cooling of HPT airfoils are linked to the cool-
ing design analysis through required boundary conditions.
Also shown are the major turbine design elements that are
linked to the cooling design and therefore directly impacted.
Cooling design analysis must include surrounding effects and
constraints from aerodynamics, material properties, mechan-
ical loads, lifing limitations, clearances, etc. Analyses often
must be combined thermal-mechanical predictions using very
detailed finite element models, at times even sub-models of
certain component sections (see Lifing Approaches and Com-
ponent Classification: Overview of Methods). Most analyses
are performed at one steady-state operating condition, for ex-
ample, hot day takeoff with full load, but more detailed anal-
ysis brings in the operational transient aspects to determine
if requirements or constraints are violated under conditions
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Figure 2. HPT design cycle.

Figure 3. Detailed cooling design process.
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such as normal spool-up, fast start-up, takeoff, thrust-reverse,
and power cuts. In all cases, engine experience design factors
and known engine degradation factors must also be included.
As examples, such factors may include the use of –3σ material
properties, knockdown factors on cooling augmentation, and
loss of protective coatings. Every aspect of this design process
from the initial engine cycle objectives to the life of the final
component is also affected by the manufacturing methods by
the fact that process variability (statistical mean and standard
deviation) must be “designed into” the final component to
assure survival and guarantee lifetime economics.

3 ELEMENTS OF TURBINE COOLING

Cooling technology, as applied to gas turbine components
such as the high-pressure turbine vanes and blades, is com-
posed of five main elements that must work in harmony, (1)
internal convective cooling, (2) external surface film cool-
ing, (3) materials selection, (4) thermal-mechanical design,
and (5) selection and/or pre-treatment of the coolant fluid.
Internal convective cooling is the art of directing coolant via
the available pressure gradients into all regions of the com-
ponent requiring cooling, while augmenting the heat transfer
coefficients as necessary to obtain distributed and reasonably
uniform thermal conditions. Film cooling is the practice of
bleeding internal cooling flows onto the exterior skin of the
components to provide a heat flux reducing cooling layer.
Materials most commonly employed in cooled parts include
high-temperature, high-strength nickel- or cobalt-based su-
peralloys coated with yttria-stabilized zirconia oxide ceram-
ics (thermal barrier coating, TBC). The protective ceramic
coatings are today actively used to enhance the cooling capa-
bility of the internal convection mechanisms (see Thermal
Barrier Coatings). The thermal-mechanical design of the
components must marry these first three elements into a pack-
age that has acceptable thermal stresses, coating strains, oxi-
dation limits, creep-rupture properties, and aero-mechanical
response. The last cooling design element concerns the cor-
rect selection of the cooling fluid to perform the required
function with the least impact on the cycle efficiency. This
usually is achieved through the use of compressor air bleed
from the most advantageous stage of the compressor, but
might also be done using off-board cooling sources such as
closed-circuit steam or air, as well as intra-cycle and inter-
cycle heat exchangers.

A generic cooling technology performance chart is shown
in Figure 4 for a turbine airfoil, either a vane or a blade. The
technology curves shown on this chart present the gross air-
foil cooling effectiveness versus a heat loading parameter,
and indicate how the general elements used in cooling have
enhanced capabilities over time. The heat loading parameter

Figure 4. Generic cooling technology curves.

ratios the overall hot gas heat flux (source) delivered to the
component against the overall coolant capability to accept
heat flux (sink). Since the gas and coolant temperatures are
not in this term, the ratio is not unity, but does provide a rela-
tive scale for placement of past and current designs. Several
curves are present showing major levels of cooling technol-
ogy. Aside from constraints such as cost, the goal of cooling
technology is always to move the next generation of design
in the direction shown by the dashed line, meaning greater
cooling effectiveness with less coolant flow. Temperatures
may be altered by various choices of cycles, surface areas
by overall thrust requirements or aerodynamics, coolant spe-
cific heat by selection of cooling fluid, airfoil temperatures
by cooling mass flow rate, and so forth. All of which lead
to differing impacts on overall engine efficiency, emissions,
life, and cost.

4 THE EXTERNAL HOT GAS FLOW
DRIVING TURBINE COOLING

An understanding of the sources and complexity of the
external heat loading factors that lead to the multi-faceted
approach to turbine cooling is useful as a starting point.
Using the HPT inlet guide vane, Figure 5 shows the gen-
eral elements of the flow field bounded by the airfoil and
endwalls, and through the hot gas passage. This flow field is
also largely applicable to the rotating blades with the same
features seen in the relative velocity frame, excepting de-
tails associated with the blade tips. The physical presence
of the airfoil-endwall junction leads to the creation of sig-
nificant secondary flows such as the leading edge horseshoe
vortex. The airfoil lift design in conjunction with the endwall
leads to the creation of cross-passage secondary flows. The
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Figure 5. External flow field complexities on a turbine inlet guide vane.

core flow region of the passage experiences the full range
of conditions from stagnation flow to highly accelerated and
turbulent boundary layer flow along the airfoil (see Laminar
Boundary Layers, Flow Instabilities and Transition, Turbu-
lent Boundary Layers). While the individual film holes are
not shown with coolant flow arrows, consider that each hole
is injecting coolant, but that the large range of external hot gas
pressures (Mach numbers) will lead to an equally large range
of film cooling blowing or momentum ratios. Also shown
are flow arrows representing various leakage flows (see Gas
Turbine Engines: Seals). For a specific aerodynamic design
(static pressure distributions) and the gas temperatures sur-
rounding the airfoil and endwalls, the external heat transfer
coefficient distribution is fundamentally that of a turbulent
boundary layer, but with the several additional influencing
factors including:

� airfoil loading;
� subsonic boundary layer laminar and turlulent transitions;
� bypass transition;
� transonic shocks;
� surface roughness distribution;
� freestream turbulence;
� freestream approach swirl;
� rotational effects;
� boundary layer disturbances due to film coolant injec-

tions;
� boundary layer disturbances due to coating spallations;
� periodic unsteadiness and wake passing;

� secondary flow injections in hub and tip regions;
� radiative heat flux distributions.

These major flow elements and their many spin-offs gener-
ally serve to augment the heat loading, and provide challenges
for film cooling on both the endwalls and the airfoil sections.

5 FILM COOLING

Film cooling is one of the major technologies allowing to-
day’s gas turbines to obtain extremely high turbine firing tem-
peratures, subsequent high efficiencies, and longer life parts.
The art and science of film cooling concerns the bleeding of
internal component cooling air through the external walls to
form a protective layer of cooling between the hot gases and
the component external surfaces. The application of effective
film cooling techniques provides the first and the best line
of defense for hot gas path surfaces against the onslaught
of extreme heat fluxes, serving to directly reduce the inci-
dent convective heat flux on the surface. Figure 6 provides a
visualization of discrete hole film injection showing the three-
dimensional mixing of coolant and hot gas. The measure of
unmixedness, or film cooling effectiveness is defined as

η = Thot gas recovery − Tadiabatic wall

Thot gas recovery − Tcoolant
(1)

The adiabatic wall temperature is the effective mixed local
fluid temperature established in the absence of a wall heat
flux. Because of its high importance and widespread applica-
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tion, research into the many aspects of film cooling has seen
a tremendous increase over the past three decades. Film cool-
ing effectiveness depends on the major effects of film hole
internal fluid dynamics, interactions with the mainstream gas
flow, turbulence and vorticity production, effects of approach
flows prior to the hole entry, hole shaping, orientation, and
spacing, hole length-to-diameter ratio, density ratio, blowing
strength, momentum flux ratio, effects of mainstream tur-
bulence intensity, mainstream acceleration, external surface
curvature, and external surface roughness. One of the goals
of film cooling in gas turbines has been the achievement of
ideal cooling films, such as those from two-dimensional con-
tinuous slots with uniformly distributed cooling supply. Due
to the many competing constraints of turbine design (e.g.,
aerodynamics, thermal and mechanical stress, fabrication),
it is generally impractical to place such slots into the high
temperature surfaces of the turbine components. As a conse-
quence, film cooling is performed almost exclusively through
the use of discrete holes and rows of evenly spaced holes.

In practical applications, both commercial and military, all
film cooling holes are either round or shaped. Shaped holes
are composed of round metering or throat sections with a
uniform and symmetric expanded exit region on the hot gas
surface. Most commonly, all shaped holes applied in prac-
tice have fan diffuser exits with divergence angles between
10 and 15 degrees on each lateral side, and sometimes also
on the side into the surface. The lower flow visualization in
Figure 6 shows the higher degree of film cooling effective-
ness indicative of shaped holes. In all of its uses, film cooling
is notoriously sensitive to local flow fields and disturbances.

Film cooling elements that require specific attention and de-
sign include:

� stagnation region film cooling with radially oriented
holes, closely grouped in rows;

� film injection into low Mach number mainstream flows
with laminar or transitional boundary layers;

� film injection into a turbulent boundary layer with desta-
bilizing concave surface flows tending to greater film jet
mixing;

� film injection along a highly curved (convex) surface with
stabilizing effects, and possible relaminarization;

� film injection into a turbulent boundary layer with sepa-
ration and/or shocks;

� airfoil trailing edge cooling with film ejection from pres-
sure side bleed slots (as shown in Figures 5 and 7);

� carryover film cooling from the upstream combustor liner
walls (see Figure 1);

� endwall inter-segment leakage flows that may disrupt car-
ryover film cooling, or may add to film cooling dependent
on design and leakage strength;

� endwall film cooling migration due to secondary flow
effects (pressure gradient driven);

� endwall film cooling degradation due to vortex scrubbing
effects;

� local directional injection differences caused by manufac-
turing constraints;

� airfoil-endwall horseshoe rollup vortex effect interaction
with local film injections.

Figure 6. Mixing of film injection jets with hot gas flows.
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The rotating blade airfoils experience pretty much the
same conditions, although special attention must be given
to the tip film cooling. The vane-to-blade inner flow path
transition also contains a purge flow that has a swirl factor,
which interacts with whatever mixed flow is coming from
the vane endwall to the blade platform (see Internal Air and
Lubrication Systems).

Fundamental equations and correlations concerning vari-
ous cases of idealized slot film cooling, such as might be en-
countered in various leakage flow paths, are summarized in
the review of Goldstein (1971). The best open source of both
adiabatic film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient aug-
mentation factors due to film injection for round and shaped
holes is contained in the series of studies by Gritsch, Schulz
and Wittig (1998a); Gritsch, Schulz and Wittig (1998c);
Saumweber, Schulz and Wittig (2003); Dittmar, Schulz and
Wittig (2003). Such data are generally put into a simplified
form to describe the centerline or laterally averaged adia-
batic effectiveness as a function of distance and mass veloc-
ity ratio. A broad set of data for discharge coefficients of
film cooling holes is available from the research of Hay and
Lampard (1998); Gritsch, Schulz and Wittig (1997b); Gritsch
et al. (2000). Aerodynamic film injection mixing losses may
be estimated by the use of the method of Hartsel (1972).

A summary of the complex loading and film cooling region
associated with the blade tip is provided by Bunker (2006).
A recent comprehensive compilation of the art and science of
film cooling is contained in the von Karman Institute lecture
series of Bunker et al. (2007).

6 TURBINE AIRFOIL INTERNAL
COOLING

In the turbine airfoil design community and amongst the var-
ious manufacturers there are a very large number of cooled
airfoil designs and an even larger number of individual
cooling features. Figure 7a depicts a typical turbine blade
having three distinct internal cooling circuits, similar to the
actual blade shown in Figure 7b. The airfoil forward region
is cooled by a radial passage that delivers impingement air to
the leading edge through crossover holes, while the lead edge
discharges showerhead film cooling. The airfoil mid-chord
region is cooled by a five-pass serpentine with turbulated
channels and 180◦ turns. The airfoil trailing edge region uti-
lizes a radial passage with pin bank that feeds a distribution
of small axial flow channels ending in bleed slots. The blade
tip section has passage dust holes and dedicated coolant holes

Figure 7. Typical cooled turbine blade: (a) internal flow circuits; and (b) actual blade.
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exiting into a tip cavity. In addition, rows of film holes other
than the showerhead may be located to draw from any or all of
the passages to refresh the external surface film cooling. The
typical cooled blade wall section is simply composed of an
investment cast nickel or cobalt alloy base metal, a metallic
bond coat, and a layer of TBC. The base metal structural de-
sign, thickness, and crystallographic orientation (equiaxed,
directionally solidified, or single crystal) are an integral part
of the overall thermal-mechanical design. An increase in
base metal temperature capability serves to directly reduce
cooling requirements, but usually also significantly increases
cost. The base metal thickness provided as a product of the
investment casting process will have a nominal value of
about 1.5 mm, with limits set on the thermal stresses, low
cycle fatigue life, and creep rupture life. The bond coat is
only about 0.05 mm thick, and much of that may be diffused
into the base metal surface. The bond coat is present to
provide strain matching and bonding augmentation for the
TBC, as well as some oxidation resistance. The TBC layer
has come to be relied upon as a heat load mitigation technol-
ogy. With a nominal thickness of 0.25 mm, TBC thickness
variations can have a substantial effect on the external heat
flux and the resulting maximum base metal and bond coat
temperatures.

Typical internal cooling technologies include turbula-
tors, pin-fins, turns, impingement jets, trailing edge holes,
swirl cooling, vortex cooling, and convoluted passages (see
Heat Transfer Enhancement: Phase Change, Geometry, and
Jets/Sprays). Several characteristics of gas turbine cooling
are worthy of note prior to describing any specific technolo-
gies. Almost all highly cooled regions of the high-pressure
turbine components involve the use of turbulent convective
flows and heat transfer. Very few if any cooling flows within
the primary hot section are laminar or transitional. More-
over, the typical range of Reynolds numbers for cooling tech-

niques, using traditional characteristic lengths and velocities,
is from 10 000 to 60 000. This is true of both stationary and
rotating components. The enhancement of heat transfer co-
efficients for turbine cooling makes full use of the turbulent
flow nature by seeking to generate mixing mechanisms in
the coolant flows that actively exchange cooler fluid for the
heated fluid near the walls. These mechanisms include shear
layers, boundary layer disruption, and vortex generation. In a
marked difference from conventional heat exchangers, most
turbine cooling means do not rely on an increase in cooling
surface area, since the available surface area to volume ra-
tios are very small. Surface area increases are beneficial, but
are not the primary objective of enhancements. The use of
various enhancement techniques typically results in at least
50% and as much as 300% increase in local heat transfer co-
efficients over that associated with fully developed turbulent
flow in a smooth duct.

One of the most common means for enhancing heat trans-
fer coefficients within internal cooling passages, and espe-
cially the serpentine passages of many turbine blade designs,
is the use of turbulators, also known as rib rougheners (see
Figure 8a). Turbulators in the form of trip strips placed trans-
verse to the bulk flow direction within a channel were one
of the first improvements made to the cooling of blades, and
hence many investigations have been made into the heat trans-
fer and friction characteristics. With the advancements in ma-
terials and manufacturing technologies of the last decade, a
drastically larger realm of surface enhancement techniques
has become cost-effective for use in the cooling of turbine air-
foils. Turbulators may now be of varying shape, orientation,
segmentation, and size, essentially providing a continuous
spectrum of possible geometries for achieving flow-surface
interactions serving to enhance local and global heat trans-
fer coefficients. The bulk of turbulator usage is for relative
height less than 0.2 (turbulator height relative to channel

Figure 8. Cooling techniques of (a) turbulated channels, (b) impingement, and (c) pin fins.
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hydraulic diameter), but greater than that relative rough-
ness typically associated with uniform surface roughness.
In general, surface-averaged heat transfer coefficients within
stationary, turbulated passages may be enhanced by factors
from 1.8 to 2.8, while the friction factors or required pumping
power are increased by factors of 3 to 10. Many parameters
are involved in turbulated passages (angle to the bulk flow,
pitch-to-height ratio, relative height, shaping, taper, etc.), and
many more in serpentine circuits, but the range of effects re-
mains much the same. Amongst the most promising geome-
tries are variations on chevron turbulators, including broken
or segmented chevrons, as well as the staggering of these
features to increase vortical surface flow interactions.

Turbulated cooling passages are of particular usefulness in
the rotating turbine blades where simplicity of airfoil struc-
ture is required to maintain acceptable stress levels. The ex-
ceedingly high rotational field, on the order of tens of thou-
sands of g’s, introduces centrifugal and Coriolis forces, as
well buoyancy effects, on the cooling fluid. The interaction
of these forces with the forced convection of the cooling fluid
leads to greatly enhanced or greatly reduced heat transfer co-
efficients on internal surfaces of radially oriented channels
(such as shown in Figure 7). Enhancement magnitudes can
be as large as a factor of 2 over the already turbulated heat
transfer level, while reductions can be a factor of 0.5. Fur-
ther localized complications arise from the thermally induced
buoyancy effects that can actually reverse flow along entire
sections of a surface. Such challenges lead to the require-
ment that each new blade cooling design be firmly grounded
within known cooling parameter space, or that deviations be
carefully tested and validated.

The use of impingement jets for the cooling of various
regions of modern gas turbine engines is widespread, most
especially within the high-pressure turbine. Since the cooling
effectiveness of impingement jets is very high, this method
of cooling provides an efficient means of component heat
load management given sufficient available pressure head and
geometrical space for implementation. Regular arrays of im-
pingement jets are used within turbine airfoils and endwalls
to provide relatively uniform and controlled cooling of fairly
open internal surface regions (see Figure 8b). Such regular
impingement arrays are generally directed against the target
surfaces by the use of sheet metal baffle plates, inserts, or
covers that are fixed in position relative to the target surface.
These arrangements allow for the design of a wide range of
impingement geometries, including in-line, staggered, or ar-
bitrary patterns of jets. In more confined regions of airfoils
such as the leading edge or trailing edge, spanwise lines of
impingement jets are sometimes used to focus cooling on
one primary location of high external heat load like the air-
foil aerodynamic stagnation region. There also exist many

other applications for individual impingement jets on selected
stationary and rotating surfaces. Vane endwalls, blade plat-
forms, unattached shrouds, and combustor liners all have spe-
cific local cooling requirements well suited to the use of in-
dividual jet cooling. Impingement jets are also used on rotor
disk cavity faces and in some applications provide additional
functions of sealing.

Pin banks or pin fins are commonly used in the confined
regions of blade trailing edges. Most research has focused
on pins with height-to-diameter ratios of one or higher, in
regular arrays of in-line or staggered rows of pins. Common
applications center around a pin-to-pin spacing of about 2.5.
The pins, generally of circular cross section as shown in Fig-
ure 8c, each generate flow separation and wake regions that
serve to turbulate the flow. This flow disruption decays with
distance, hence the use of multiple rows of pin fins. Each pin
augments local heat transfer coefficients through flow mix-
ing, as well as the addition of a stagnation heat transfer region
on the pin itself. Heat transfer coefficient enhancement lev-
els are usually built up to a maximum of factor of about 3
after three to four rows of pin fins, and hold steady for any
additional rows. Staggered arrays usually provide higher heat
transfer capability.

Because there are so many possible combinations and vari-
ations, cooling design is founded on several basic generic cor-
relations from the open literature, and augmented by many
geometry-specific correlations determined by the original en-
gine manufacturers. The following is a list of the primary
cooling correlation sources from open literature. Impinge-
ment jet array heat transfer coefficients may be obtained from
the correlation of Florschuetz, Truman and Metzger (1981)
for average jet Reynolds numbers typical in engine design.
For square arrays of jets at somewhat lower Re numbers, the
graphical data of Kercher and Tabakoff (1970) may be used.
Impingement cooling that involves the use of individual jets,
or slot type jets, or other non-standard configurations, may be
determined by correlations in the summary paper of Martin
(1977). Most fully-developed, turbulated duct flow heat trans-
fer correlations are of the format Nu = C∗RenPrm. The basic
correlations for stationary turbulated ducts with transverse or
angled rib rougheners can be found in Han, Park and Lei
(1985). This research also includes the coefficients of fric-
tion. Rotating passage heat transfer data with and without
turbulators is contained in the NASA HOST program data
sets of Hajek et al. (1991) and Johnson, Wagner and Steuber
(1993). Pin bank internal heat transfer and pressure loss cor-
relations are contained in the works by Metzger, Berry and
Bronson (1982) and Van Fossen (1982).

While the above referenced correlations provide a good
starting point for the most common methods of cooling, there
are dozens of special regions, geometries, and circumstances
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in cooling design analysis that require case-by-case data. For
these cases, the relevant literature is too large to mention here.
Most of these cases deal with the so-called “edge” regions
of the cooled components, including the endwalls, platforms,
airfoil leading and trailing edges, blade tips, interfacial rails,
fillets, and any isolated corners. There are also several other
emerging general forms of cooling, such as chevron turbula-
tors, surface arrays of concavities, swirl flow channels, mesh
networks, and arrays of small surface protrusions beginning
to find their way into designs. A summary of these cooling
techniques considered outside the mainstream of design can
be found in Bunker (2008).

7 THE IMPACT OF THE COMBUSTION
SYSTEM ON TURBINE COOLING

The turbine has a special relationship with the combustion
system (see Gas Turbine Engine Combustors). The turbine
cooling design may be directly influenced by the type of com-
bustor system, the combustor exit conditions, and the change
in combustor conditions at various cycle operating points.
The combustion system operation and its design relative to
the turbine has potential impact in at least six main respects,
(1) hot gas temperature profiles, (2) hot streak clocking rel-
ative to the turbine, (3) turbulence characteristics, (4) cool-
ing backflow margins, (5) emissions, and (6) fuel type. Each
different combustor system design has its own set of charac-
teristic radial gas temperature profiles. The “set” of profiles
refers to the fact that the full-power radial profile differs from
any part-power profile. The key for turbine cooling design is
to know as much as possible about the combustor system exit
conditions for all operating conditions, and to carry this infor-
mation through to the design for each cycle operating point.
Combustion systems have circumferential gas temperature
and pressure profiles as well, due to the discrete nature of vir-
tually all designs with respect to air/fuel injection and flame
holding. While radial profiles are caused by the combined
effects of fuel nozzles and combustor dilution/cooling flows,
circumferential profiles or pattern factors are caused primar-
ily by the number and spacing of the fuel nozzles. Since the
turbine inlet vanes are also of a finite number, this leads to the
interesting aspect of hot streak clocking. The combustor hot
streak may be aligned directly on a vane leading edge, mid-
way between two vanes, or may be variable around the entire
vane ring depending on the relative count of fuel nozzles and
turbine inlet vanes. Different unsteady gas conditions may
be incident upon the rotating blade row. Combustion system
turbulence and swirl flow are additional complicating factors
generated from the specific modes and methods of diffusion

and premixed combustion. Swirl stabilization of combustion
is a very common approach employed to avoid blowout and
flashback, but results in a highly complex flow entering the
turbine. Emissions, and especially NOx, are directly affected
by the firing temperature, which in turn is heavily influenced
by the degree of turbine cooling. Reduced turbine cooling
is beneficial to reducing emissions. Aviation fuel types are
presently fairly limited in diversity, but future fuels derived
from alternate sources such as biomass stocks will modify the
combustor conditions further. These several issues concern-
ing the combustor-turbine system all point to the requirement
that the cooling design analysis not only must be performed
for changing conditions due to the combustor, but in some
cases will even lead to vane-to-vane differences in the cool-
ing design.

8 IN THE FINAL DESIGN

Design for transient operation is an absolute requirement to
meet the needs of performance and safety. The cooling design
of transients is commonly performed using a sufficient num-
ber of steady-state analyses and their associated boundary
conditions. Each steady-state design analysis is performed
considering the aspects discussed in the previous sections.
The boundary conditions of these several operating points,
flow rates, pressures, gas temperature profiles, heat transfer
coefficients, and film effectiveness, are used to form the an-
chor points of the transient analysis. Since the number of
steady-state analysis points is typically limited, the bound-
ary conditions at several intermediate steps must be obtained
by interpolation. As the basic fluid dynamic and thermal do-
mains of the hot gas and cooling flows also change with op-
erating conditions, these interpolations are performed using
explicit or ad-hoc rules. The exact nature and definition of
these rules are very dependent on the turbine design and op-
eration, and as such are specific to the original engine manu-
facturers. Transient analyses of individual components, such
as the turbine airfoils, follow the same general guidelines.
Usually, the concerns associated with these components are
not the same as those of the overall turbine systems. Instead,
issues with clearances, leakage gaps, binding, and hot gas in-
gestion are scrutinized. In addition, transient effects on peak
material stress and strain are important, as evidenced by the
potential for TBC spallation under severe thermal transients.
The transient cooling design analysis for hot gas path com-
ponents may therefore focus on certain transients, or portions
of transients, known to be of greatest concern.

Manufacturing technologies span the entire process of
fabrication from investment casting to the application of
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protective coatings. Manufacturing processes include the ma-
chining of wax and core molds and dies, the ceramic core
formation, the casting of metal parts, the removal of slag
residue from the casting, external machining (e.g., milling
or electro-discharge machining) for finished dimensions, in-
ternal machining of specific holes or channels, the drilling
of film holes (laser, electro-discharge, or water jet), the ap-
plication of internal and/or external protective coatings such
as bondcoat and ceramic thermal barrier coating (physical
vapor deposition, chemical vapor deposition), as well as var-
ious joining operations (brazing and welding). All of the HPT
and combustor components are the product of sophisticated
fabrication processes and are subject to manufacturing con-
straints and variations that affect the cooling of the parts.
Every aspect of this design process from the initial engine
cycle objectives to the life of the final component is af-
fected by the manufacturing methods by the fact that process
variability (statistical mean and standard deviation) must be
“designed into” the final component to assure survival and
guarantee lifetime economics.

Two additional considerations must be incorporated into
the cooling design analyses as indicated in Figure 3: (1) en-
gine experience design factors and (2) engine degradation
factors. These factors account for past experience in both
test engines and operational engines that cannot be explic-
itly obtained through research and design activities. These
adjustments account for the unknown, or at least poorly un-
derstood, conversions from laboratory data and predictions
to the reality of complex engine conditions. These factors are
also sometimes known as “lessons learned”. For the cooling
design, experience factors will include film effectiveness re-
alization or knockdown multipliers, film hole diameter reduc-
tions due to protective coating applications, minimum allow-
able hole spacings to avoid hole-to-hole cracking, reduction
of internal heat transfer coefficients due to debris collection,
typical TBC spallation sizes (if any), surface roughness dis-
tribution patterns, and any other generic or design-specific
experience gained. Example engine degradation factors will
include alterations to the hot gas temperature profiles or mag-
nitudes due to combustor system operation, blade tip erosion,
film hole blockages due to deposits, and even modified mate-
rial properties with exposure at elevated temperatures. These
additional factors are typically incorporated into the design
process by one of two methods. First, the data from engine
experience can be “data matched” to the design prediction to
arrive at the required adjustment factors to be used in the de-
sign correlations. Second, modifications due to degradation
can be carried through the design analysis in a statistical man-
ner to determine magnitudes of change, as well as sensitivity
coefficients.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The internal air and lubrication flow systems inside and out-
side the main gas path of an aircraft gas turbine are described
in this section. These systems are closely integrated with the
compressors, the combustor, and the turbines of the gas tur-
bine, described in Gas Turbine Engines: Compressors, Gas
Turbine Engine Combustors, Gas Turbine Engines: Turbines
and Gas Turbine Engines: Turbine Cooling. The internal air
and lubrication systems of each engine support these main gas
path components by transferring and controlling the cooling
air that maintains acceptable metal temperature of the engine
case, rotating disks and drums, and the acceptable tempera-
tures and lubrication of the engine bearings, gears, and seals.
The internal air design system is also used to balance the pres-
sure distribution on the rotating disk and drum structure in the
engine to maintain acceptable bearing loads. The challenge
for the internal air system design engineer is to accomplish
these tasks, using the minimum amount of air removed from
the gas path.

Numerous sealing technologies are used in a gas turbine
engine. Descriptions of several static and dynamic seals used
in engines are described in Seals (Gas Turbine Engines:
Seals). Static seals are used in aircraft gas turbines to reduce
or prohibit leakage between stationary or rotating compo-
nents such as case flanges, airfoil assemblies, and compressor
drum sections. Dynamic seals, located between rotating and
stationary components, can be continuously contacting, self-
adjusting clearance seals, or fixed geometry clearance seals.
Continuously contacting seals include face and leaf seals.
Self-adjusting clearance seals include (i) airfoils with abrad-
able tips or abradable rub strips and (ii) labyrinth seals with
honeycomb or abradable faces opposite the labyrinth teeth.
These sealing surfaces generally reach an asymptotic shape
after several repeatable cycles. However, “hard landings” that
momentarily distort the rotor or case and emergency changes
in the engine operating conditions can cause the seal clear-
ances to permanently increase. Technology for estimating
ingestion through or coolant flow rates required to prevent
ingestion through fixed-geometry clearance seals is presented
in a subsequent subsection.

2 OVERVIEW OF SECONDARY AIR
AND LUBRICATION SYSTEMS

The secondary air system in a gas turbine handles the air
extracted from the main gas path to maintain acceptable
temperatures in heated components and prevent combustion
gases from entering regions inside and outside the annulus of
the main gas path. The internal airflow is also used to ventilate
the bearing compartments to prevent the buildup of com-
bustible gas mixtures and to carry lubrication oil droplets to
the oil separators. A customer training diagram of the internal
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air and lubrication systems for one Pratt & Whitney engine
(Figure 1) shows typical air and oil flow paths in large air-
craft gas turbines. Although each engine has air extraction
locations from the gas path and flow rates that are specific
to the engine, the diagram shows the typical flow paths and
the multiple uses for the air from each extraction location.
The air is removed from the main gas path at locations where
the work per unit air in the gas path is minimized for the
specific cooling application. The extracted air reduces the
potential power and efficiency of the engine. Thus, the selec-
tion of the “extracted air” locations and the minimization
of the “extracted air” flow rates are critical in designing the
system.

The internal air system for an engine is designed to pro-
vide adequate airflow to each component over the range of
engine operation. The engines generally operate with fixed
geometries and a minimal number of valves or controls. This
design criterion may result in an airflow rate that exceeds the
minimum flow rate required for a component at one or more
of the engine operating conditions but avoids unacceptable
flow characteristics and metal temperatures throughout the
engine cycle.

The internal air system design is integrated with the
mechanical design to provide acceptable net axial pressures
on the bearings. This balance of forces is achieved by control-
ling the combination of cavity pressures and cross-sectional

area for each rotating structure over the range of engine oper-
ation.

2.1 Air paths

The total amount of air extracted from the main gas path
for flow control, cooling, and powering auxiliary compo-
nents ranges from 15% to 30% of the flow entering the
core engine downstream of the fan. As noted above, each
extraction of air from the main gas path decreases the airflow
through the combustor and/or turbines and hence the maxi-
mum potential thermal efficiency and power of the engine.
For the turbine cooling functions, the air is discharged into
the gas path and work is extracted from the coolant flow in
downstream stages. The largest performance, power, and effi-
ciency, penalties generally occur for cooling turbine airfoils.
With the trade-offs between the high gas path pressure and
temperature required to obtain high engine efficiency and
power and the increased cooling flow or expensive materi-
als to obtain acceptable durability, the design of the engine
requires integration and compromises between mechanical
design, air and oil systems design, and gas path performance
engineers.

The fan air, F, has the lowest pressure and compression
work and is used to cool the low- and high-pressure turbine

Figure 1. Internal Air and Lubrication Flow Systems for a PW 6000 Series Engine. Figure adapted from P&W Customer Training material.
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cases for this engine. Air from the low-pressure compressor,
5, is used for a number of functions: (i) purging the drum
cavity of the low-pressure compressor, (ii) deicing the spin-
ning nose region forward of the fan, (iii) supplying air to
buffer the forward bearing compartment and the rear bearing
compartment, and (iv) purging and cooling the low-pressure
turbine drum and rear bearing support. Judicious control of
the pressure and area can limit the axial load on the bearings.

Air bled from the high-pressure compressor penalizes the
engine efficiency and power more than the air from the low-
pressure compressor. Air from the eighth stage, 8, is supplied
to the aircraft and used to anti-ice the wings and to power air
cycle machinery of the aircraft environmental control sys-
tem. Although there is a penalty for the engine power and
efficiency, additional power sources do not have to be used
and the overall aircraft performance is better. For some air-
craft usages, the air is not extracted during takeoff and any
maximum power requirement.

Air from the ninth stage, 9, (v) cools the low-pressure tur-
bine vanes and outer air seals, (vi) cools and ventilates the
high-pressure compressor drum, and then (vii) flows to the
cavity downstream of the high-pressure turbine disk, mixing
with cooling air from further downstream extractions, C-3,
to purge the cavity. Purging the cavity with sufficient flow
prevents ingestion of gas path fluid with high-temperature or
corrosive combustion products into the cavity. A second por-
tion of the air from the ninth stage (viii) buffers the inter-shaft
seal of the front bearing compartment. Methods to control the
pressure distribution in the compressor drum are important
for the efficient use of this air and will be described in a
subsequent section.

Air from the 11th stage, 11, is used (ix) to purge the clear-
ance seal at the rear of high-pressure compressor drum and
cool the downstream conical end of the compressor drum.
The compressor discharge air, H, has the highest pressure
and temperature upstream of the combustor. A small portion
of this air, CH, is ducted through a heat exchanger (x) to
the high-spool roller bearing and (xi) to a cavity between the
combustor and the high-pressure compressor drum where it
mixes with air from the 11th stage, C-1.

C-1 air and compressor discharge air, H, combine, C-2,
to be transferred onto the first turbine disk for use as first tur-
bine blade and disk cooling. As described in Turbine Cooling
(see Gas Turbine Engines: Turbine Cooling), the air pres-
sure required inside the blade depends upon the location on
the blade where air is discharged to the gas path. Film cool-
ing at the blade leading edge requires a high pressure. Film
cooling on the blade suction side or trailing edge requires a
lesser pressure. Disk cooling air passes through the blade-disk
attachment to the low-pressure turbine cavity. Air transfer
techniques will be described in the subsequent section.

The air used to purge and seal the low-pressure turbine
cavity, C-3, is a mixture of air from 8, 11, H, and HC that
has been used to cool other components. One requirement is
that the pressure must be sufficiently high to purge any clear-
ance seals. In general, the pressure loss through component
cooling systems must match the pressure requirements for
subsequent use of the air.

The integration of gas path and cooling flows is required
to obtain an efficient, high-performance, durable engine.

2.2 Lubrication paths

The pressure oil, PO, manifold between the low- and high-
pressure compressors supplies lubrication oil to the forward
three sets of bearings. These bearings are at a relatively low
temperature portion of the engine. Air from the fifth/ninth
stage (5/9) pressurizes the cavity with buffer air, BA. A small
portion of buffer is leaking into the bearing compartment
and supporting the sealing function of the main-shaft seals.
The front bearing compartment is ventilated. The breather
air, containing small droplets of oil in the air, is convected to
a de-oiler. Oil from the sump of the bearing compartment is
extracted by a dedicated oil scavenge pump that returns the
oil to the reservoir where any residual air content is separated
in a de-aerator and delivered to the de-oiler.

The bearing compartment between the high-pressure com-
pressor and the high-pressure turbine is in a relatively high
pressure and temperature portion of the engine and needs
protection to prevent the lubrication oil from thermal degra-
dation. Cooled air as well as lubrication oil are supplied to
this compartment and ducted from the compartment. This
particular bearing compartment operates at a high-enough
pressure that oil mixtures can be discharged without the
support of a dedicated pump. The so-called blowdown con-
figuration discharges oil-air mixtures into the oil reservoir
where the air is separated in the de-aerator as described
before.

The supply of pressurized oil, PO, to the rear bearing
compartment, downstream of the low-pressure turbine, is
similar to that of the other bearing compartments. However,
airflow rates into the rear bearing compartment are com-
paratively small due to the low-pressure environment and
single sealing location. Therefore, a single scavenge line for
the evacuation of air and oils is sufficient and a breather is
not required. This configuration is referred to as a capped
compartment.

Minimizing the oil discharged into the atmosphere, both at
airports and in flight, is an important environmental concern.
Techniques for separating the oil from the air in the breather
air (BA) will be described in a subsequent section.
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3 TECHNOLOGIES SPECIFIC TO
INTERNAL AIR AND LUBRICATION
SYSTEMS

3.1 Internal air systems

Internal air systems for gas turbines require several flow
control and heat transfer technologies that are not used in
other engineering applications. Much of the rotating flow
and heat transfer technology for modeling the flow in and
between the rotating components of gas turbines is docu-
mented by Owens and Rogers in two volumes (Smout, Chew
and Childs, 2002; Owen and Rogers, 1989). Internal air sys-
tem technologies have been further developed with additional
experiments, numerical simulations, and modeling of the flow
and heat transfer processes. Experimental facilities used in
five research programs by European universities in a 1998–
2005 program to improve internal air system technology is
described by Childs et al. (Owen and Rogers, 1995). Results
from several of these experiments will be described further.

3.1.1 Flow network code

The principle air system design tool is a flow network code,
e.g., Kutz and Speer (1994), with modules that model the
pressure drop and heat transfer in each network module. In
the Overview of Secondary Air and Lubrication Systems
(Subsection 3), recall that flow from each extraction loca-
tion was used for multiple uses and could be combined with
flow from additional extraction locations. A simplified flow
network is shown in Figure 2. The network consists of bound-
ary points, chambers, and passages (pipes). The air pressure
and temperature are specified for the inlet boundary condi-
tions. The pressure is specified at the exit boundaries. The
exit temperature of the flow is determined by the heat transfer,
frictional heating, and work done on or by the fluid through
the passages and chamber modules.

The flow network has nodes and passages between each
chamber module (Figure 3). At each chamber, (i) the sum of
all flows, in and out, equals “zero,” (ii) the mixed tempera-
ture in the chamber equals the sum of all the enthalpy fluxes
into the chamber divided by the sum of the mass flux into
the chamber, plus or minus any net heat flux or work done in
the chamber module, and (iii) the angular momentum of the
chamber fluid is the sum of all the angular momentum enter-
ing the chamber divided by the sum of the mass flux into the
chamber, plus or minus any angular momentum changes in
the chamber module. The heat transfer, pressure changes, and
mixing processes through the passages and chamber modules
can be characterized by correlations, subroutines, or multidi-

FBC CBC RBC

G/Box

Boundary  FBC Forward bearing chamber

Chamber  CBC Central bearing chamber

Pipe  RBC Rear bearing chamber

Figure 2. Simplified Internal Airflow Network for a Gas Turbine
Engine. Reproduced with permission from Kutz and Speer (1994)
c© ASME.

mensional tables. For an aircraft gas turbine, the total number
of boundaries, chambers, and passages can exceed 1000.
These include the numerous flow paths through and around
seals, flanges, airfoil attachments, as well as the major flow
paths previously described.

Most of the static seals, described in Seals (Gas Turbine
Engines: Seals), have flow across the seal and at the ends of
each seal section. The seals and spaces between the com-
ponents expand or contract as an engine cycles through
a mission and is subject to vibration. “Equivalent” cross-
sectional areas and lengths are used to model the leakage
through each seal and static seal end.

m i T i

Chamber  K

PCk TCk

Qk

k
PIN i           =      PCk                      POUTi

Ti          =     TCk

1k

Figure 3. Notation of Nodes and Pipes/Passages. Symbols: m –
Mass Flux; T – Temperature; Q – Heat Flux; P – Total Pressure; i
– Pipe/Flow; k, l – Chamber Nodes. Reproduced with permission
from Kutz and Speer (1994) c© ASME.
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Figure 4. Rotating Orifice Entry Configurations. (a) Axial; (b) Radial Flow Outward; (c) Radial Flow Inward with Cross Flow. Reproduced
with permission from Idris, Pullen and Read (2004) c© ASME.

Dynamic seals, used between rotating and stationary com-
ponents, are characterized as clearance or contact seals. The
contact seals and the self-adjusting rub clearance seals are
described in Seals. The network module for each seal will
have correlations or tabulated values of the seal leakage char-
acteristic. Modeling of ingestion from the gas path through
fixed geometry clearance seals is described in a subsequent
subsection.

3.1.2 Rotating orifices

The internal air extracted from the gas path flows through
numerous orifices, as it is distributed to the various cooling
and cavity purge flow paths. The stationary orifice and nozzle
relationships for pressure drop, area, and Reynolds number
must be modified to include the angle of the air approaching
and entering the orifice or nozzle passage. The orifice con-
figurations (Figure 4) vary with component geometry. For
orifices that are perpendicular to a surface, the discharge
coefficient will decrease from the orifice-duct value as the
air angle of flow approaching the orifice varies from 90◦ to
the orifice plate. The ratio of the actual to the ideal flow
rate, expressed in the discharge coefficient, Cd, (Figure 5)

0.8

1.00.80.60.40.2
0.0

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

Cd

U/Cid,rel

Figure 5. Variation of Cd with Velocity Ratio, of U/Cid,rel, from
Several Experiments. Symbols: Cd – Discharge Coefficient; Cid,rel –
Ideal Velocity in the Absolute Frame of Reference; U – Tangential
Velocity. Reproduced with permission from Idris, Pullen and Read
(2004) c© ASME.

decreases from 0.8, when the oncoming flow is perpendic-
ular to the orifice, to less than 0.1, when the ratio U/Cid,rel

approaches 1.0. U is the velocity parallel to the orifice plane,
and Cid,rel is the ideal flow velocity through the orifice, based
on the pressure ratio across the orifice. The data on Figure 5
are from five sets of experiments.

The adverse effects of cross-flow on the flow rate through
an orifice can be offset with inclined holes through the ori-
fice plate. The incidence angle of the oncoming flow to the
centerline of the hole is decreased as the hole becomes more
closely aligned with the flow.

3.1.3 High-pressure compressor drum

Controlling the flow and heat transfer in the high-pressure
compressor drum is critical to the efficient performance of the
compressor and the efficient use of the cooling air. The ratio of
high-compressor discharge pressure to ambient air pressure
can be 40 or more in advanced engines. With this high pres-
sure ratio, the compressor blade tip clearance has a strong
influence on the compressor efficiency as the blade length
becomes shorter near the downstream end of the compressor.
The radial location of the blade tips increases with drum rota-
tional speed and with blade, disk, and drum temperatures. The
case diameter increases with pressure and temperature. The
internal air system is used to control the disk and case temper-
atures and maintain the airfoil tip clearance at an acceptable
gap.

Most large aircraft gas turbines have high-pressure drum
configurations similar to the drum shown in Figure 6a. Alter-
nate drum configurations have (i) disks with varying bore
inside diameters to provide the structural support and disk sta-
bility or (ii) disks that have spacers at both the drum hub and
at an intermediate radius between the hub and the bore inside
radius. The disk configurations are selected for mechanical
design considerations, and the internal flow system is com-
pelled to provide cooling that will provide adequate disk
life.

Pressure Control. The pressure difference between the
gas path, 1, and the central region of the compressor, 2, is
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6 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 6. (a) Model of High-Pressure Compressor Drum with Four Air Injection Configurations. Symbols: Tw – Temperature of Disk;
Ra – Radius of Drum Wall; (b) tangential Velocity Distributions in Compressor Drum with Extraction/Bleed Configurations of Figure 6a.
Symbols: V� – Tangential Velocity of Air; �Ro – Tangential Velocity of Drum Wall. Reproduced with permission from Johnson et al.
(1991) c© ASME.

approximately:

�P1−2 =
∫ 2

1
ρV 2

φ /rdr (1)

Thus, the tangential velocity distribution determines the
pressure drop between the drum and the disk bore radius and,
therefore, the pressure available to flow to other portions of
the engine. The tangential velocity distribution between the
disks also provides any convective velocity difference to cool
the disks.

The flow extracted from the gas path can be introduced
into the high-pressure compressor drum at several locations
(Figure 6a), for example, through the drum spacer (Config-
uration A) and the upstream end of the drum (Configuration
B or C) or through flow de-swirling configurations such as a
tube (Configuration G) or a series of orifices through spacers.
Note that the exit radius for Configuration G is near the disk
bore radius.

The tangential velocity distributions between the inlet
location and the bore region for each configuration of Figure
6a are shown in Figure 6b along with the free vortex distri-
bution for flow where the angular momentum is constant as
the flow spirals inward. The tangential velocity distribution
from Configuration A provides large tangential velocity dif-
ferences between the flow and the disk with high heat transfer
coefficients. However, the large pressure difference from the
drum spacer to the disk inner radius strongly reduces the
pressure available for using the flow at other locations. Con-
figuration G with the coolant passing through a pipe that
ends at the disk inner radius has the lowest pressure drop

but provides no swirl to the flow with a tangential velocity
difference that would convectively cool the outer portion of
the disks. Configuration B or C with coolant introduced at
the upstream end of the drum is an alternate entrance loca-
tion that can provide a modest tangential velocity difference
between the swirling flow and the disk for forced convection.

Disk Heat Transfer. The heat transfer on the disk sur-
faces is a combination of conduction, forced convection, free
convection, and radiation. The metal temperatures at the rear
of the compressor exceed 800 K (1440 R) with more than
a 100 K (180 R) difference between the spacer and the bore
temperature, and therefore, radiation can be a significant heat
transfer mechanism.

The flow in the trapped cavities can have several modes
that influence the heat transfer to and from the disk. A stable
mode with solid body rotation of the flow between the disks
occurs when the disks are colder than the coolant flow or
when the axial velocity past the inside diameter of the bores
is relatively low. This condition can occur as the engine tran-
sits from idle to take-off power. A second stable mode of
flow between the disks occurs when coolant flow is intro-
duced at the drum spacer disk and spirals inward to the bore
inner radius. The most common mode occurs when the flow
between the disks is destabilized by axial flow from one cav-
ity passing inside the bore radius of the upstream disk and
impinging upon the bore of the downstream disk (Figure 6a:
unstable flow near disk bore). As the impinging stream flows
outward along the disk, secondary flows are established in the
cavities with either a regular or an irregular flow pattern. The
regular secondary flow patterns resemble large roller bearings
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that are rotating inside a disk cavity. Cooling flow from the
annulus inside the bore radius is convected to the disk web
and bore regions with the result that relatively high heat trans-
fer coefficients to the disks are obtained. The heat transfer
coefficients on some locations of the compressor disks with
stabilized flow can be 1/1000 of the heat transfer coefficients
that occur at the same location with destabilized flow.

The following is an explanation of the possible convec-
tive heat transfer conditions on the compressor drum disks
as the engine transits through an engine cycle. At Idle, the
engine components are at their lowest operating tempera-
tures and reach thermal equilibrium. As the engine power
is increased to Take-off, the compressor disks are relatively
cool and the coolant extracted from the gas path is injected
in the compressor drum at a high temperature. The result
can be that the air in the cavities is thermally stabilized and
both the free and the forced convection heat transfer are low.
One result can be that the compressor disks and drum are
cooler than desired, and the compressor blade tip clearances
increase at this critical portion of the flight. This condition
requires close coordination with the compressor designers
to ensure that the compressor design is adequate to handle
the geometrical variations. As the operating condition pro-
ceeds to Cruise, the engine components will reach thermal
equilibrium. As this condition is generally the longest part
of commercial airplane flights, it is essential that the engine
operates efficiently at this condition. Active clearance control
systems, described in Seals, can be used to optimize the com-
pressor clearances for this portion of the flight. The transition
to Approach and Landing causes thermal transients in the
engine. Both the engine case and the compressor drum cool
as the engine power is decreased significantly. For this con-
dition, the disks can be too hot and result in blade rubs that

decrease the airfoil length and cause other safety concerns.
The thermal design of the compressor is based on heat

transfer measurements performed with models like that of
Figure 6a to establish a heat transfer data base (e.g., Smout,
Chew and Childs, 2002; Johnson et al., 1991) for correlations
and validation of numerical simulation models.

The performance and efficiency of the high-pressure tur-
bine is also sensitive to the clearance between the blade tips
and the case surrounding the gas path. The heat transfer
characteristics of the turbine disk and the cooled case are
technologies that are required to develop an active clearance
control system for turbines.

3.1.4 Air transfer systems

Air transfer systems are used to transfer cooling air from the
stationary system to the rotors and to the rotating airfoils. The
blade cooling system and the amount of air required to cool
the airfoil depend in part on the pressure and temperature of
the air available to the blade. The air is generally swirled by
flowing through nozzles in the direction of rotor rotation to
decrease the velocity difference between the coolant air and
the blade cooling inlet passages. Swirling the air decreases
the temperature of the air and thus makes it a more effective
coolant.

Direct System. The “direct” transfer system injects and
receives air near the blade attachment radius. The sketch
(Figure 7a; Dittmann et al., 2012) shows the jet velocity,
C1, the wheel speed, UR, and the relative velocity of the jet
flow, relative to the wheel, W1. Note that W1 enters the wheel
at an angle to the hole centerline caused by the difference
between the tangential component of the jet velocity and

Figure 7. (a) Velocities in the Absolute and Rotating Frame. Symbols: pot, Tot – Total Pressure and Temperature Upstream of Injection; p1s,
p2s – Static Pressures; c1 – Velocity in Stator System; w1, w1t, w2ax – Velocities in Rotating System; UR – Rotor Velocity; (b) receiver Hole
Discharge Coefficients, Cd, as function of relative velocity ratio, W1t,is/W2ax,id. Symbols: Subscripts, is – Isentropic; id – Ideal. Reproduced
with permission from Dittmann et al. (2012) c© ASME.
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8 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 8. Cover Plate Air Transfer System with Passage Notations
for Air Systems Network Code. Symbols Are Defined on Figure
and Indicate Flow System Elements That Mathematically Model
the Physical Process of Each Element. Reproduced from Owen and
Rogers (1989) c© John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

the wheel speed. The receiver hole Cd values (Figure 7b;
7) have a peak value when the velocity ratio is approximately
−0.2. This indicates the transfer process was not isotropic
and included a loss of tangential velocity within the transfer
cavity due to friction on the static surfaces.

Features of the direct transfer system include relatively
large seal radii with large leakage flow and fewer engine parts.
This air transfer system works well when coolant air supply
pressure on the blade is not required to be high and the cavity
air pressure is modestly higher than the gas path pressure at
the hub.

A variation on the direct system includes a curved diffuser
at the inlet to the blade coolant passage. This curved diffuser
reduces the air velocity relative to the rotor and directs the
air into a radial passage and to the blade internal coolant
passages.

Cover Plate System. The cover plate transfer system (Fig-
ure 8) injects air through a preswirl nozzle (PSN) into the
transfer cavity at a smaller radius, where the air spirals out
as a free vortex (FRV) to a radius, where the air tangential
velocity is approximately the same as the wheel speed, and
pumps the air as a forced vortex (FOV) to the blade coolant
disk entry (DE) radius. Features of this system include the
ability to provide a relatively high coolant pressure at the
blade for blade leading edge film cooling and less coolant air
interchange across the seals at the lower radii.

Cooled Air Systems. As noted in the compressor flow and
heat transfer paragraphs, the compressor discharge air can be

higher than desired for cooling some components. Passing
compressor discharge air through a heat exchanger not only
lowers the coolant air temperature but also decreases the air
pressure. For blade leading edge film cooling applications,
the air pressure can be increased with a cover plate trans-
fer system but with an increase in temperature due to the
compression process. The internal air system designer has to
analyze numerous trades-offs between airflow rate, air tem-
perature, blade supply pressure, and additional weight to the
components.

3.1.5 Clearance seals

Fixed-geometry clearance seals are used to discourage flow
from cavity to cavity within the rotating parts of the engine
and to control or eliminate the ingestion of hot gas path flow
into the cooler disk regions of the engine. Note on Figure 1
that the bearings between the low-pressure and high-pressure
compressors are ball bearings that fix the axial location of the
rotating and stationary parts at this location. The upstream
and two downstream bearing locations use roller bearings
with the result that the case and the rotor can move axially
with respect to the other as they heat and cool. With this
axial movement and the radial movement due to variations
in engine speed and material temperature, there are several
locations in the engine where a gap occurs between the rotat-
ing and stationary components. The clearance seal and disk
cavity between the stator vanes and rotor blades of a modern
gas turbine are shown in Figure 9.

The clearance seals adjacent to the gas path have numerous
mechanisms that cause ingestion, as enumerated by Johnson
et al. (2009): rotationally induced, periodically unsteady
vane/blade pressure field, 3-D geometry in the rim seal region,
asymmetries in the rim seal geometry, turbulent transport in
the platform/outer cavity region, flow entrainment, and 3-D,
time-dependent flow structure within the disk-stator cavity.

Vane Blade

Seal ingress and
egress locations

Rotor boundary layer flow

Disk cavity
Coolant

Stator boundary layer flow

Figure 9. Turbine Clearance Seal and Rim Cavity.
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The principal ingestion mechanism for most closely spaced
turbine stages is the periodically unsteady vane/pressure field
and is the mechanism that is modeled to determine the coolant
flow required to maintain acceptable gas stream ingestion into
the seal and rotor cavity.

Simple orifice models (e.g., Johnson et al., 2009) have
been developed to model the ingestion process and esti-
mate the relationship between ingested and coolant flow for
an engine seal configuration and an operating condition. A
“simple orifice” is assumed with the dynamic pressure of
the ideal velocity through the orifice equaling the difference
between the local gas path pressure and the “assumed” cav-
ity pressure. The model uses either (i) the circumferential,
time-averaged, gas path pressure distribution from 2D time-
dependent calculations for each turbine stage, seal geometry,
and flow condition or (ii) the average of calculations with
several instantaneous circumferential, gas path pressure dis-
tributions.

Cd values are lumped parameters that characterize the
effective orifice area ratio for both the ingress and egress flow
and will be a function of seal geometry and gas path flow
condition. The Cd values for each class of seal geometry,
external flow condition, and disk-cavity flow condition are
determined by adjusting the Cd values in the model to agree
with experimental data. Assuming Cd values for ingress and
egress provides two free constants for the model. The model
with an axial gap seal and the Cd−ingress equal to the Cd−egress

is compared (Figure 10) with experimental data.
The coolant flow required to prevent ingestion through

clearance seals that have small azimuthal pressure variations
on both sides of the seal are modeled with correlations devel-
oped from experiments (Smout, Chew and Childs, 2002). The
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Figure 10. Seal Cooling Effectiveness Modeled with Simple
Orifice Model (SOM) and Time-Averaged Pressure Distri-
bution for Axial Gap Seal. Symbols: η = (Tcavity − Tcoolant)/
(Tgaspath − Tcoolant); V* – Average Velocity Across Seal Gap. Repro-
duced with permission from Johnson et al (2009) c© ASME.

relationships between ingested and coolant flow for coolant
flow rates less than that required for complete sealing are
modeled with assumptions that characterize the principal
ingestion mechanism (e.g., Johnson et al., 2009).

3.1.6 Compressor stator wells

The high and low pressure compressor and the low pressure
turbine (Figure 1) have shrouds on the inner radii of the sta-
tor airfoils to reduce the leakage flow from stage to stage and
to increase the mechanical stiffness of the stator assemblies.
These shrouds and accompanying seals are denoted as sta-
tor wells in the gas turbine industry. Although the gas path
leakage is decreased because there is no gap between the sta-
tor airfoil tips on the rotor surface, the leak path has been
moved from the gas path to the well where heating can occur
due to friction inside the stator well. The heat transfer and
flow characteristics of the several stator well configurations
were conducted to provide data for thermal design and vali-
dation of numerical simulations (CFD). The combination of
the experimental and numerical simulation studies produced
the following results [1]: “(i) High windage of the flow as the
flow enters the cavity, above that predicted by conventional
windage correlations for a free disc. (ii) Windage heating of
the flow in the downstream cavity that is in line with corre-
lations for a free disc. (iii) Windage heating of the flow in
the upstream cavity is higher than that predicted with con-
ventional windage heating correlations for a free disc due to
the impingement of the jet flow from the labyrinth seal. (iv)
Windage in the labyrinth peripheral seal, which is broadly
in line with standard labyrinth windage calculations. (v) Re-
ingestion of flow that has already passed through the stator
well.”

3.2 Lubrication systems

The bearing lubrication system for gas turbines has the
pump, control valves, and pipe network associated with other
engines. The turbine bearing compartments are in warm and
hot sections of the engine and can require cooling to avoid
the breakdown or coking of the lubrication oils. Buffer air
at higher pressure than in the bearing chamber surrounds the
bearing chamber and prevents oil from entering the rotat-
ing cavities. The buffer air leaks or is metered into the
bearing chamber and is a coolant for the oil. The air-oil
mixture removed from the bearing compartments must be
maintained at low-enough temperatures to avoid thermal
degradation.

Oil droplets are generated in ball bearing and roller bear-
ing compartments. Oil and air are most effectively separated
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10 Airbreathing Engines

if the oil-air mixture does not form foam that fills the bearing
chamber. The size and the shape of the bearing compartment
are designed to recover much of the oil in the bearing com-
partment from the walls and remove it as a liquid (e.g., Gorse
et al., 2008). The remainder of the oil is removed as an oil-air
mixture and transferred to an oil-air separator.

The effective separation of oil from the air is necessary to
reduce the consumption of oil and to reduce the hydrocarbon
pollution at airports and in flight. One class of effective sepa-
rators rotates the breather air mixture through a porous mesh.
Associated with the rotation is a pressure drop as described
previously for compressor air. The least efficient separation
occurs at the ground-idle engine condition where the efflu-
ent is most noticeable at airports. “The design of a breather
represents a compromise between separation efficiency, pres-
sure drop, dimensions, weight and cost” (Willenborg et al.,
2006).

The heat generated from the gear reducer in engines that
have the fan or propeller powered from a faster rotating tur-
bine stage is on the order of 1% of the power transferred.
For a 40-MW transmission with 99% transmission efficiency,
the “inefficiency” heat to be removed is 400 kW of energy.
Considerable design effort is devoted to developing gear
reduction systems that exceed the 99% efficiency. The inte-
gration of mechanical design, lubrication, and cooling are
critical for this engine component.

∫∫

4 SUMMARY

Typical internal air and lubrication systems for large aircraft
gas turbine engines and the flow and the heat transfer tech-
nologies that are specific to these systems were described.
The coolant air distribution network is used to ventilate and
cool the rotating cavities and to provide air at the required
pressure on the rotating surfaces to balance the axial loads
for each rotor. Technologies that are used for the internal

air and lubrication systems in aero gas turbine engines were
described.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Controlling interface clearances is an effective method of
enhancing turbomachinery performance. Seals control turbo-
machinery leakages and coolant flows, help manage internal
air systems (see Internal Air and Lubrication Systems), and
aid system rotordynamic stability. In many instances, sealing
interfaces and coatings are sacrificial, like lubricants, giving
up their integrity for the benefit of the component. They are
subjected to abrasion, erosion, oxidation, incursive rubs, for-
eign object damage (FOD), deposits, and extremes in thermal,
mechanical, aerodynamic, and impact loadings. Tribological
pairing of materials control how well and how long these
interfaces effectively control flow.

A variety of seal types and materials are required to satisfy
turbomachinery sealing demands. These seals must be prop-
erly designed to maintain the interface clearances. This may
require machining adjacent surfaces. Many seals are coating
composites on superstructures or substrates coated with sac-
rificial materials that can be refurbished until substrate life is
exceeded.

For blade and knife tip sealing, sacrificial abradable mate-
rials on the stationary part allow blade or knife rubbing
without significant damage and maintain an effective seal-
ing interface. Most such tip interfaces are passive, yet some
are actively controlled, as for a high-pressure turbine (HPT)
case or shroud.

In this chapter, an overview of turbomachinery sealing
will be presented. Areas covered include: characteristics of
gas and steam turbine sealing, static and dynamics seals,
and advanced dynamic seals. (Chupp et al. 2006; Hendricks,
Steinetz and Braun 2004; Hendricks, Tam and Muszynska
2004; Hendricks et al. 2004) provide detailed descriptions of
turbomachinery sealing, dynamics, component issues, and
references.

2 OVERVIEW

Turbomachines range in size from centimeters to large
enough to walk through. The challenge is to provide geomet-
ric control from cold-build to operation while maintaining
efficiency, integrity, and long service life. Figure 1 shows the
relative clearance between the rotor tip and case for a turbine
between idle, power-up, and max-min operation conditions.
Active clearance control enables fuel reduction and increased
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Figure 1. Effects of case cooling on aeroengine HPT blade tip clearance during takeoff.

service life. Changing parameters in critical seals can change
the dynamics of the entire engine.

Engine performance is closely tied to clearances. A 1%
reduction in engine bleed yields a 0.4% reduction in specific
fuel consumption (SFC). A 0.0254 mm change in HPT tip
clearance decreases SFC by 0.1%. For industrial gas turbines,
refurbishing compressor seals is estimated to improve engine

performance, yielding 0.2–0.6% reductions in heat rate and
0.3–1% increase in power output, with greater returns for
aging power systems.

Key aeroengine sealing and thermal restraint locations
are shown in Figure 2. Industrial engines have similar seal-
ing requirements (Figure 3). Compressor interstage platform
seals minimize backflow, and reduce stage pressure losses

Figure 2. Key aeroengine sealing and thermal restraint locations.
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Figure 3. General Electric’s H System gas turbine, showing
18-stage compressor and 4-stage turbine.

and re-ingested passage flow. Turbine rim seals prevent hot
gas ingestion into the cavities that house the rotating disks and
control blade and disk coolant flows. Designers must consider
differences in thermal and structural characteristics, pressure
differences, and blade rub interfaces (Ludwig, 1978a, 1978b;
Wrigley, 1978).

Materials are a very important aspect of turbine engine
components. Materials range from steel to single-crystal
superalloys coated with metals and ceramics. Variations in
engine pressure and temperature of the Rolls-Royce Trent
gas turbine are illustrated in Figure 4. Gas path tempera-
tures to 1400 ◦C and 20 000-hours engine service life require
single-crystal blades with thermal barrier coatings, generally
yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ). Blade metal temperatures
reach 982 ◦C and ceramic surface temperatures reach 1100 ◦C
(Steinetz and Hendricks, 1997).

3 STATIC SEALING

Static seals are used to seal interfaces between “stationary”
components (combustors, nozzles, shrouds, space applica-
tions, etc.) throughout the engine to minimize parasitic
leakage (Figure 5). Typically, adjacent members have to sus-
tain relative vibratory motion with minimal wear or loss of
sealing over the design life of the seal. In addition, they must
be compliant to accommodate thermal growth and misalign-
ment. Effective sealing at these static interface locations not
only increases engine efficiency and output, but also improves
the main gas path temperature profile. Various compliant-
interface seals have been developed to address these issues as
discussed below and more completely in Chupp et al. (2006).

Figure 4. Temperature and pressure profiles of Rolls-Royce Trent
gas turbine engine. HPC is high pressure compressor, LPC is low
pressure compressor, HPT is high pressure turbine, IPT is interme-
diate pressure turbine, and LPT is low pressure turbine.

3.1 Metallic seals

3.1.1 Designs

The wide range of applications and high temperatures in
turbomachinery drive the need for multiple metallic seal con-
figurations, such as the O-, C-, and E-type cross-sections
(Figure 5), where elastomer or fiber seals are not suitable.
The seal type and material best suited for a particular appli-
cation depends upon operating variables such as temperature,
pressure, required leakage rate, flange separation, fatigue life,
and the load available to seat the seal.
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4 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 5. Gas-turbine static seals. (a) Example seal locations; (b) typical metallic seal cross sections.

In high temperature locations, seals must accommodate
the expected gap movements between adjacent engine ele-
ments. Seals follow these gap changes by internal resiliency
and system pressure to properly seat the seal. Seal leak-
age control improves with increased seating load on the
mating flange. C-type seals have higher seating loads than
E-type seals. However, E-seals or W-seals provide greater
gap-following ability than C-seals. For this reason, the major-
ity of metal seals found in steam, gas, and jet engines are of the
E-type configuration. E-type seals are used in turbine engines

between engine case segments, in the cartridge assemblies
of turbine fuel nozzles, and other locations. Best sealing is
achieved by preparing sealing surfaces using a circular lay
pattern with a surface finish in the range of 0.4–0.8 micron,
depending on application (Garlock Helicoflex, 2010).

3.1.2 Materials

Currently metallic seals for higher temperature applications
are made from Inconel 718 and Waspaloy with a temperature
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limit of about 730 ◦C. Above this temperature, seals relax
because of creep with loss in sealing performance. Advanced
approaches are examining hybrid seal designs that combine
the high temperature single-crystal material energizers as
preloaders for metallic V-rings made of conventional superal-
loy materials (Cornett, Newman and Datta, 2008). Promising
spring-back results have been shown for temperatures in the
870–930 ◦C range. Coatings, such as nickel, silver, gold,
and copper can enhance metallic sealing performance and
are chosen based on temperature and suitability with gland
materials.

3.2 Metallic cloth seals

For large interface gap movements, rigid metal strips, feather
seals, and “dog-bone-shaped” strips are used. For applica-
tions with significant relative motion, these seals can rotate
and jam against the slots in the adjacent components to be
sealed. One approach to address seal compliance and wear
issues is the development of relatively low cost flexible cloth
seals (Chupp et al., 2006). Cloth seals are formed by com-
bining sheet metal shims and layers of densely woven metal
cloth and spot welding the seals together at their centerline.
The shims prevent through leakage and provide structural
strength with flexibility. External cloth layers add sacrifi-
cial wear volume and seal thickness without significantly
degrading leakage or compliance.

3.3 Braided rope and thermal barrier seals

Advanced engines being designed to reach ever higher per-
formance levels are beginning to incorporate elements made
of high temperature material systems, including monolithic
and composite ceramics, intermetallic alloys, and carbon-
carbon composites. Incorporating these elements generally
requires a sealed joint designed to relieve otherwise high ther-
mal stresses caused by expansion rate differences between the
hot element and the surrounding parent metal structure. Rope
seals have been used successfully in this application (Steinetz
and Hendricks, 1997). These seals or packings must operate
hot, exhibit low leakage, resist mechanical scrubbing caused
by differential thermal growth and acoustic loads, seal com-
plex geometries, retain resilience after cycling, and support
structural loads.

Braided rope seals can be made with a variety of mate-
rials and combinations, each having their own attributes.
All ceramic designs consist of a ceramic-fiber uniaxial
core, overbraided with ceramic sheath layers (Steinetz and
Hendricks, 1997). This design offers the potential for very

high temperature (1150 ◦C) operation and low leakage. How-
ever, researchers have determined that all ceramic seals are
susceptible to the vibratory and acoustic loadings present in
turbine engines and can be ejected from the seal gland due to
dynamic loading. To improve structural integrity, researchers
developed a hybrid braided rope seal design that consists of
uniaxial ceramic core fibers overbraided with high tempera-
ture superalloy HS-188 wires (870 ◦C) (Steinetz and Adams,
1998). This hybrid construction was used to seal the last stage
articulated turning vane of the F119 turbine engine, limiting
flow of fan cooling air past the turning vane while preventing
backflow of high temperature core air.

Experimental data has been obtained for a 16 mm-
diameter rope thermal barrier seal that consisted of an Inconel
X 750 spring tube filled with Saffil insulation and covered by
two layers of Nextel 312 fabric wrap for operational tem-
peratures to 815 ◦C. A braided carbon-fiber thermal barrier
has been developed that reduces solid rocket combustion
gas leakage (3038 ◦C) in a non-oxidizing environment and
permits only relatively cool (<93 ◦C) gas to reach the elas-
tomeric O-ring seals (Steinetz and Dunlap, 2000). This
thermal barrier is now incorporated into the solid rocket motor
nozzles used to launch the Space Shuttle and Atlas V.

4 DYNAMIC SEALS

4.1 Tip sealing

The flow field over the tip of the compressor and turbine
blades is similar. At the leading edge, the flow is forced out
and around the stagnation region, then joins with the primary
leakage zone and extends across the passage toward the low-
pressure side, opposing the rotational velocity. Blade tip flows
and ensuing vortex patterns lead to flow losses, instabilities,
and passage blockage. Without proper sealing, the flow field
can be reversed, resulting in compressor surge and possible
fire at the inlet. Flow losses in static elements such as vanes
in the compressor and turbine have different sealing require-
ments. A few of these dynamic interfaces for aeroengine
clearance control are illustrated in Figure 2.

4.2 Abradables

Early on, researchers recognized the need for abradable mate-
rials for blade tip and vane sealing. Three types of abradable
materials are used for outer air blade tip sealing interfaces
in compressors, for example. These types are abradable
(sintered or sprayed porous material), compliant (porous
material), and low shear strength (sprayed aluminum). For
the platform or inner shroud-drum rotor interface sealing of
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6 Airbreathing Engines

the compressor, types of abradable materials used are striated,
honeycomb, and porous.

As the name suggests, abradable seal materials are worn
in by the rotating blade during service. They are applied to
the casings of compressors and gas and steam turbines to
decrease clearances to levels which are difficult to achieve
by mechanical means. Abradable seals are appealing in gas
turbines as a relatively simple means to reduce gas path
clearances in both the compressor and turbine. They offer
clearance reductions at relatively low cost and minor engi-
neering implications for the service fleet. Abradable seals
have been in use in aviation gas turbines since the late 1960s.
With increasing fuel prices and advances in materials to allow
extended service periods, abradable seals are gaining popu-
larity within the power generation industry as well.

Without abradable seals, the cold clearances between
blade or bucket tips and shrouds must be large enough to
prevent significant contact during operation. Use of abrad-
able seals allows the cold clearances to be reduced with the
assurance that if contact occurs, the abradable material on
the stationary surface will be sacrificed and not the blade or
bucket tips. Also, abradable seals allow tighter clearances
with common shroud or casing out-of-roundness and rotor
misalignment.

4.2.1 Interface rub

For properly designed abradables, if a rub occurs, the blade
cuts into the sacrificial seal material with minimal distress
to the blade. The abradable seal material mitigates blade
wear while providing a durable interface that enhances engine
efficiency. Material release, porosity, and structural strength
can be controlled in both thermal sprayed coatings and
fiber metals. Many attempts have been made to study the
wear mechanisms of abradable structures. The mechanisms
of wear/cutting differ considerably from low speed tribol-
ogy normally associated with machining operations. At high
speeds, the removal/cutting of a thermal spray abradable coat-
ing occurs with release of small particle debris, which is
ejected at the rear of the moving blade, establishing crite-
ria for blade-tip thickness. Thicker tips tend to entrap the
loose particles between the blade and the abradable material.
Special considerations have to be given to the design of the
abradable materials to allow for the cutting mechanisms (e.g.,
base material particle morphology and size).

4.2.2 Interface materials

Different design approaches are used to make materials
abradable. Some have porosity built in so the material wears
away when rubbed by the blade tip. Others have a solid

lubricant embedded to aid the wear process. Still others, such
as honeycomb and fiber metal, deform at high speeds so
the cell walls rupture. For honeycomb, rotor wear is most
pronounced at the hardened brazed web where cell thick-
ness doubles. Incursion velocity and tangential velocity are
two parameters that help delineate regions of adhesive wear,
melting wear, smearing, cutting, and adhesive transfer (e.g.,
titanium) from blade to interface.

Abradable seals are generally classified according to their
temperature capability. Low temperature abradables operate
up to 400 ◦C, medium temperature ones from 400–760 ◦C,
and high temperature from 760–1150 ◦C. Abradable materi-
als for these three regimes are discussed below.

Low-Temperature abradable seals: for thermally
sprayed abradable coatings, different classes of coating mate-
rials behave differently tribologically. Traditionally, most of
the powder metals available for low temperature applica-
tions up to 400 ◦C are aluminum-silicon based. To make them
abradable, a second phase is added that is usually a polymeric
material or a release agent and is often called a solid lubri-
cant. The role of the second phase in the aluminum-silicon
material is primarily to promote crack initiation within the
structure. Low temperature abradables (generally with epoxy
filler materials) are used for fan tip sealing. For example, the
PW4090 uses a filled honeycomb configuration, shown in
Figure 6a. The uneven rub caused by in-flight maneuvers,
can become relatively deep (millimeters), which is difficult
to tell from the photo. The PW4000 and PW2000 engines
have very similar labyrinth-style rub strips (Figure 6b). The
CFM56 engine uses a smooth surface which gets repotted
during overhaul if considerable wear has occurred.

Mid-Temperature abradable seals use Ni- or Co-based
alloy powders for the abradable seal matrix in applications up
to 760 ◦C. Other phases are added to make the material abrad-
able. These phases are polymeric materials, fugitive elements
to generate coating porosity and act as release agents. As
polymer content and thus porosity increase, cutting becomes
the predominant wear mechanism over the range of the speeds
and incursion rates expected. However, increasing porosity
has a negative effect on coating cohesive strength and erosion
resistance. Fiber metals are a type of mid-temperature abrad-
able. Like for other abradables materials, abradability and
erosion resistance present conflicting design demands requir-
ing designers to optimize the abradable for the application.

High-Temperature abradable seals commonly use
porous ceramics as the abradable material for operating tem-
peratures above 760 ◦C. The most widely used material is
yttria stabilized zerconia (YSZ), which is normally mixed
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Figure 6. Fan shroud rub strips. (a) Potted honeycomb PW4090 fan shroud; (b) PW2000/4000 fan and rub strip interface. Courtesy Sherry
Soditus, United Airlines Maintenance, San Francisco, CA.

with a fugitive polymeric phase. To achieve an acceptable
abradability, the cutting element/blade generally is reinforced
with hard abrasive grits. These grits include cubic boron
nitride (cBN), silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, and zirco-
nium oxide. Published data suggest that cBN particles of a
given size range tend to be the best abrasive medium against
YSZ porous ceramics as cBN possesses a high hardness
(second to diamond) and a high sublimation temperature,
>2980 ◦C, which makes it an ideal candidate to abrade
ceramic abradable materials. Its relatively low oxidation tem-
perature (∼850 ◦C), however, allows it to function for only a
limited time.

The ceramic abradable coating microstructure and its
porosity are other essential considerations. Clearly, porosity
increases the abradability of the coating. However, YSZ is
strongly susceptible to high angle erosion because of its brit-
tle nature, but adding porosity makes it prone to low angle
erosion. Thermally sprayed porous YSZ coatings tend to have
improved abradability with increasing blade-tip velocity and
show less dependency on incursion rate. They tend to have
poor abradability at very low incursion rates, thus requiring
blade-tip treatments.

An example application of a high-temperature abradable
is where the bill of material first-stage turbine gas path shroud
seals were coated with a porosity-controlled plasma sprayed
zirconia (PSZ) ceramic seal as shown in Figure 7. Character-
istic “mudflat” cracking of the ceramic occurred at the blade
interface, but back side seal temperatures were reduced.

4.2.3 Designing abradable materials for
turbomachinery

Abradable seals are low strength structures that wear without
damaging the mating blade tips. They are also susceptible to

Figure 7. Ceramic-coated shroud seal.

gas and solid particle erosion. Abradable structures for use
in harsh temperatures occurring in gas turbines may also be
prone to oxidation because of the inherent material poros-
ity. These conditions need to be accounted for in designing
abradable seals; that is, abradable seals need to be considered
a complete tribologically paired system.

Another issue to consider in designing abradables for com-
pressors is the large changes in thermal environment and the
fact that titanium fires are not contained. Therefore, rubbing
must release particulate matter without engendering a fire
or allowing debris to impact downstream components. Also,
in compressors an abradable can be combined with inten-
tional grooving to enhance stall margins, yet clearance control
or fluid injection may be better methods of controlling stall
margin.

These design elements make an abradable system unique
such that each needs to be designed to meet a particular appli-
cation. Despite availability of many off the shelf materials,
abradable seals have to be modified or redesigned in most
applications to meet the design constraints.
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8 Airbreathing Engines

Figure 8. Labyrinth sealing. (a) Generalized labyrinth seal configurations; (b) compressor discharge stepdown labyrinth seal; (c) turbine
interstage stepped labyrinth seal and shrouded-rotor straight labyrinth seal.

4.3 Labyrinth seals

Nearly all turbomachines rely on labyrinth seals or labyrinth
sealing principles to seal between the stationary and rotat-
ing components. They permit controlled leakages, with a
minimum heat rise and torque. They have one or more
sharp-edged knives with tight clearances between the sta-
tionary surface and rotor to reduce leakage flows. These
knives may be straight, interlocking, slanted, stepped, or a
combination thereof, as shown in Figure 8a. The knives are
usually mounted on the rotor. They can rub against the shroud

interface, such as abradables and honeycomb depicted in Fig-
ure 8b, to further reduce clearances. Labyrinth seals are used
extensively in interstage locations and shrouded turbines as
shown in Figure 8c.

Labyrinth seal operating speed and pressure are only
limited by their structural design. Clearances are set by
aerothermomechanical conditions to minimize contact with
the shroud during radial and axial excursions. The labyrinth
seal knife tip is as thin as structurally feasible to mitigate
heat propagation. The knife angle is usually 90 ◦, but slant
knives, into the flow, provide more effective sealing. The
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cavity geometry is nearly square, with knife axial spacing
greater than six times the clearance. The knife tip sharpness
is an important parameter in limiting leakage flow.

Even though labyrinth seals provide good restrictions to
leakage flows, they do not respond well to dynamics and
often lead to turbomachinery instabilities. Swirl brakes or
intracavity slots or blocks and drum dampers can help control
these instabilities.

4.4 Brush seals

Brush seals can significantly reduce leakage flows in turbo-
machinery. These seals consist of a well-ordered layering
or tufting of fine diameter bristles to form a dense bristle
pack (Figure 9a). The bristle pack is sandwiched and welded
(brazed or pinched) between two side plates. The downstream
plate serves as a backing plate and provides structural sup-
port for the bristles. The forward plate protects the bristle pack
from incoming flow disturbances and foreign object and han-
dling damage. The bristles (metallic, polymeric, or ceramic)
protrude radially inward and are machined to fit the mating
rotor, line-to-line or with a slight interference. Bristles are
canted in the direction of rotor rotation (typically 45–55 ◦) to
allow the bristles to bend without buckling.

Brush seals provide benefits, including (i) reducing
leakage compared with labyrinth seals (upwards of 50% pos-
sible), (ii) accommodating shaft excursions from stop/start
operations and other transient conditions (labyrinth seals can
incur permanent clearance increases under such conditions),
(iii) requiring significantly less axial space than labyrinth
seals, and (iv) providing more stable leakage characteristics

Figure 9. Brush sealing. (a) Brush design parameters; (b) high-
pressure brush packing (after operating 22 000 hours).

Table 1. Typical operating limits for state-of-the-art brush seals.

Differential pressure, MPa 2.1
Surface speed, m s−1 400
Operating temperature, ◦C 600
Size (diameter range), m 3.1

over long operating periods. Typical operating conditions of
state-of-the-art brush seals are shown in Table 1.

Properly designing brush seals involves several consider-
ations. The overall pressure drop establishes the seal bristle
diameter, bristle density, and the number of brush seals in
series. Seal design requires many trade-offs between seal
basic geometry, stress, thermal (especially during transient
rub conditions), leakage, and life constraints to arrive at an
acceptable seal.

Materials in rubbing contact must have sufficient wear
resistance to satisfy durability creep and oxidation require-
ments. For metallic bristle brush seals, cobalt-based alloy
Haynes 25 wire bristles range in diameter from 0.071 mm
(for low pressure drops) to 0.15 mm (for high pressure drops).
The bristles run against a smooth rotor surface or one with a
hard face rotor coating, like chromium carbide or aluminum
oxide, to mitigate wear and wear-induced cracks. Nonmetal-
lic brush seals use aramid bristles and are applied in bearing
sump locations. Ceramic bristles (SiC) have also been used
in brush seal applications.

The radial gap between the backing ring and the rotor sur-
face (called fence height) is determined by relative transient
rotor-stator growth, bristle flexure, and rotordynamic consid-
erations. This requires a thorough knowledge of the engine
behavior, operating conditions, and design of surrounding
parts. Bristles are essentially cantilever beams held at the
pinch point between front and back plates. Higher pressure
drop applications require thicker bristle packs with higher
axial stiffness to prevent the bristles from blowing under the
backing ring.

Frictional heating created at the bristle-rotor interface
must be dissipated. Overheating can lead to premature bristle
loss or unstable operation. Brush seals are often assembled
with a clearance to preclude excessive interference and heat-
ing during thermal and speed transients.

Brush seals can exhibit hysteresis, bristle stiffening, and
pressure closing. When the rotor moves into the bristle pack
(due to radial excursions or thermal growths) and moves
away again, the displaced bristles do not immediately recover
because of frictional forces with the backing ring and bris-
tle pack, resulting in increased leakage (more than double).
Also, seal leakage air exerts a radially inward force on the
canted bristles, resulting in what has been termed “pressure
closing” or bristle “blow-down.”
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10 Airbreathing Engines

Brush seals have been installed in many gas turbines. For
aeroengines, brush seals permit better management of cavity
flows and significant reductions in specific fuel consumption
when compared with competing labyrinth seals. Brush seals
are retrofitted into industrial gas turbines both individually
and combined with labyrinth seals to greatly improve turbine
power output and heat rate. Figure 9b is a photo taken of a
brush seal from a ground-based gas turbine, showing the seal
in good condition after nearly three years of operation.

4.5 Face seals

Labyrinth seals are less impacted by foreign object debris
than other types of seals yet also pass that debris to other
components, such as bearing cavities. One of the major func-
tions of face and buffer sealing is to preclude debris from
entering the bearing or gear-box oil, and prevent oil vapors
from leaking into the wheel space and entering the aircraft
cabin air stream. Debris in the bearing or gear box oil can rad-
ically shorten life, and oil vapor in the wheel space can cause
fire or explosions. Oil vapors in the cabin are unacceptable
to travelers.

Face seals are a type of mechanical seal. They are pressure-
balanced contact or self-acting seals. The key components are
the primary ring (stator) or nosepiece, seat or runner (rotor),
spring or bellows pre-loader assembly, garter or retainer
springs, secondary seal, and housing (Figure 10). The geom-
etry of the ring or nosepiece is critical. To minimize leakage
and wear, the forces due to system pressure, sealing dam pres-
sure, and the spring or bellows must be properly balanced
and stable over a range in operating pressure, temperature,
and surface speed.

Contact face seals wear and are generally limited to surface
speeds from 61–91 m s−1. To mitigate wear, prolong life, and
decrease leakage, self-acting Rayleigh step and spiral groove

Figure 10. Face sealing.

seals are used in face seals. Spiral groove, slot, and bidirec-
tional T grooving are more commonly used than Rayleigh
steps since they provide more lift for manufacturing cost.
While self-acting face sealing greatly reduces leakage, sur-
face speeds are generally limited to less than 213 m s−1.

4.6 Oil seals

Sealing turbomachine bearing compartments containing oil-
gas mixtures at near ambient pressure is difficult. The oil
side of the seal needs to be protected from being flooded.
Bearing sumps in the HPT are usually the most difficult to
seal because the pressure and temperatures surrounding the
sump can be near compressor discharge conditions.

Conventional rubbing contact seals (shaft riding and radial
face types) are often used to seal bearing sumps. Because
of high wear rates, shaft riding and circumferential seals are
limited to pressures less than 0.69 MPa. Successful operation
has been reported at a sealed pressure of 0.58 MPa, a gas
temperature of 370 ◦C, and sliding speed of 73 m s−1.

Ring seals are made of carbon and seal radially against
the inside diameter of the stationary cylindrical surface and
axially against the faces of the adjacent metal seal seats. The
metal seal seats are fixed to the rotating shaft. Seal closing
force is from a combination of spring force and gas pres-
sure. Ring seals are employed where there is a large relative
axial movement due to thermal mismatch between the shaft
and the stationary structure. Ring seals are limited to oper-
ation at air pressure drops and sliding speeds considerably
lower than those for face seals. However, they can be used to
similar gas temperature levels as positive contact face seals,
480 ◦C. Generally, a minimum pressure differential of 14 kPa
must be maintained to prevent oil leakage from the bearing
compartment.

Carbon ring and face sealing of the sumps are fairly stan-
dard. Hybrid ceramic shaft seals are being considered. These
comprise a segmented carbon ring with lifting features as the
outer or housing ring and a silicon-nitride tilt support arched
rub runner mounted on a metal flex beam as the inner ring.
The flex beam adds sufficient damping for stability, with no
oil seepage at idle speed down to pressure differentials of
0.7 kPa, air to oil.

Selecting correct materials for oil seal applications is
crucial to ensure desired performance and durability. The
stationary nosepiece (or primary seal ring) and the mating
ring (or seal seat), the rotating element, must have tribolog-
ical capability. Properties considered ideal for the primary
seal ring are (i) mechanical: high modulus of elasticity,
high tensile strength, low coefficient of friction, excel-
lent wear characteristics and hardness, and self-lubrication;
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(ii) thermal: low coefficient of expansion and high thermal
conductivity, thermal shock resistance, and thermal stability;
(iii) chemical: corrosion resistance, good wetability; and (iv)
miscellaneous: dimensional stability, good machinability,
and low cost and readily available materials. Carbon–graphite
is used extensively for one of the mating faces in rub-
bing contact shaft seals. However, carbon materials must be
treated to satisfy the operational requirements of jet engine
rotor bearing compartment applications. Seal failures are
driven by thermal gradient fatigue or axial and radial ther-
mal expansions during maximum power excursions. Bearing
compartment carbon seals fail from heat generated in fric-
tional rub. Excessive face wear occurs during transients,
and labyrinth seals enable oil transport out of the seal and
oil contamination by the environment (moisture, sand, etc.).
Nonmetallic aramid bristle brush seals (Section 4.4) can be
applied to some bearing sump locations.

4.7 Buffer sealing

Public awareness of environmental hazards and general con-
cern for the environment have precipitated emissions limits
that drive design requirements for sealing designs. Industrial
practice is to introduce a buffer fluid between ambient seals
and seals, confining the operational fluid (Figure 11), with
proper disposal of the buffered fluid mixture. For oil sumps,
the buffered mixture is vented to the hot gas exhaust stream
and presumed to be consumed. Within the nuclear industry,
this becomes a containment problem where waste storage
now becomes an issue. In the case of rocket engines, the use
of buffering air or inert fluids (e.g., helium) is commonplace
to separate fuel and oxidizer-rich environments: for exam-

Figure 11. Buffer sealing.

ple, in the Space Shuttle main engine turbomachinery. Under
the Clean Air Act, CO2, CH4, NOX, and so on are classi-
fied as greenhouse gases, some of which are health hazards.
Particulates from hydrocarbon-fueled heat engines peak in
the 20–640 nm range and engender major undeclared health
hazards such as cardiovascular and lung diseases. All hydro-
carbon fueled heat engines require new sealing (including
buffer sealing) configurations (Hendricks et al., 2009).

5 ADVANCED SEAL DESIGNS

Advanced seals are being developed to reduce leakage,
improve life, and offer wider operating conditions than is
achievable with more conventional seals (Chupp et al., 2006).
The advanced seals discussed here are for dynamic applica-
tions – between rotating and stationary components – and are
in various stages of development.

5.1 Contacting finger seals

This is a relatively new seal technology developed for air-to-
air sealing for secondary flow control and gas path sealing in
gas turbine engines. It can easily be used in any machinery to
minimize airflow along a rotating or nonrotating shaft. Mea-
sured finger seal air leakage is one-third to one-half that of
conventional labyrinth seals. Finger seals are compliant con-
tact seals. The power loss is similar to that of brush seals, and
the cost is estimated to be 40–50% of that of brush seals. This
seal comprises a stack of several precisely machined sheet
stock elements that are riveted together near the seal outer
diameter. These provide compliance in the seal and act as can-
tilever beams, flexing away from the rotor during centrifugal
or thermal growth of the rotor or during rotordynamic deflec-
tions. A pressure balance cavity reduces frictional forces to
minimize hysteresis, yet wear of the finger contact pad is
expected. The fingers wear quickly to a near line-to-line fit
with the rotor. Life is dependent on the materials selected and
operating conditions.

5.2 Noncontacting finger seals

These seals were developed combining the features of a
self-acting shaft seal lift pad with an overlapping row of
noncontacting upstream fingers. The lift pads are in close
proximity to the rotor surface so hydrodynamic lift can
be generated during rotor rotation. The overlapping fingers
reduce axial and radial flows along the compliant fingers,
which allows for radial motion of the shaft-seal interface.
These seals can respond to both radial and axial shaft
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perturbations and some misalignment with minimal hystere-
sis. This technology is still being developed. It is expected
that noncontacting finger seals will have a leakage about 20%
higher than contacting finger seals (still significantly less than
conventional labyrinth seals), but a longer life since there
would be little rubbing against the rotor surface.

5.3 Leaf and wafer seals

These seals are similar, with stacked leaves or wafers that
are relatively free to move in the radial direction and
are deformable along their length, providing a compliant
restrained 2D motion as opposed to a 3D deformation of brush
seal bristles. Both leaf and wafer seals accommodate radial,
circumferential, and axial motions. They have similar encap-
sulations but differ in root attachment and moments of inertia
or cross section. Leakage through a leaf seal is less than one-
third of that of a labyrinth seal. Variations in front and back
plate gaps are used to control lift of the leaves based on pres-
sure drop and rotor speed. These seals will not respond well
to grooved or rough surfaces, which are alleviated when lift-
off occurs. An alternate form of a leaf seal has overlapping
shaft riding leaves (thin metallic sheets). This design also
allows for hydrostatic operation when pressure is applied,
even without rotation. The overlapping shingled elements
float on the fluid film, providing good sealing with virtually
no wear. Properly desinged leaf seals can handle large system
pressure and radial excursions without damaging the leaves.

5.4 Hybrid brush seals

These seals are a combination of a brush seal with other
sealing concepts. One design combines brush seals with tilt
pad-bearing concepts to eliminate bristle wear. This design
can have the bristles attached to the pads or the pads sup-
ported via beam elements and the bristle tips remain in contact
with the outer surface of the pads. In both, seal leakage is
controlled by both bristles and pad lift-off. The seal allows
reportedly more constant leakage than a conventional brush
seal and can accommodate reverse rotation with no bristle
wear. In another hybrid seal, shaft, face, and brush seal-
ing concepts are combined to form a film riding seal with
“L-shaped” annular segments (pads) that are preloaded onto
the shaft via the brush seal and held in place by a garter spring.
A hybrid floating brush seal combines a brush seal and a film
riding face seal, which allows both axial and radial excur-
sions and mitigates interface problems of friction, heat, and
wear. The brush seal forms the primary seal, rotates with the
shaft, while floating against a secondary face seal that acts as
a thrust bearing.

5.5 Aspirating seals

These seals are hydrostatic face seals with a narrow gap to
control the leakage flow and a labyrinth tooth to control leak-
age flow at elevated clearances and form a high-pressure
cavity for the diffused-injected flow in the engine cavity
at operating conditions. Aspirating face seals are noncon-
tacting seals designed to establish an equilibrium position
within close proximity of the rotor surface independent of
seal diameter. Aspirating seals have a potentially significant
performance advantage over conventional labyrinth seals,
particularly at large diameters. In addition, these seals tend
not to wear because of their noncontacting nature. Thus
sealing performance should not degrade with time. During
operation, the aspirating face seal performs as a hydrostatic
gas bearing. The gas bearing on the sealing face provides a
thin stiff air film at the interface. As the clearance between
the seal face and the rotor decreases, the opening force of the
gas bearing increases. When there is an insufficient pressure
drop across the seal to maintain an adequate film thickness,
springs retract the seal from the rotor face. This ensures that
the seal never contacts the rotor, thus providing for long
seal life. Tests have been conducted to evaluate seal per-
formance under simulated conditions representative of an
aircraft engine application, including cases of rotor runout
and seal-rotor tilt.

5.6 Microdimples

This laser surface texturing is an extension of the damper
bearing and seal bearing work. A hole area/surface area
ratio of 0.69 provides a more effective seal than honeycomb,
whereas a ratio of 0.3 indicates improvements are possible.
Diamond-like graphite or antifouling coatings might afford
additional sealing improvements.

5.7 Seal bearings

In these bearings the foil thrust bearing is combined with a
mating flat interface in turbine cavities. Multiple wave bump
foils support the interface foils. With pressure drop and rota-
tion, the interface gives rise to a compliant hydrodynamic
film-riding face seal, having shown a potential of up to 3.2%
mission fuel burn reduction.

5.8 Compliant foil seal

These seals are an extension of foil-bearing technology. They
are low leakage fluid film devices capable of operating at
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high surface velocities, but temperature and pressure load-
ing is limited for available foil materials. They contain
close tolerance bell-mouth smooth interface foils similar to
a nozzle-inlet. The foils are attached to the housing at one
end, opposing rotation. The resulting near-smooth compli-
ant, noncontacting foil interface rides on a fluid film. The
“L-shaped” section provides blockage for the bump foil
opening and is carefully contoured at the shoulder and spring-
pressed against the support structure forming the necessary
secondary seal. Overlapping leaves can be used to minimize
slot leakages. The interface foil (or foils) is (are) supported
on a series of bump foils that provide variable stiffness in
response to radial shaft excursions.

5.9 Deposits control

Deposits control is used in turbines operating in high salt
or sand environments. Strategically located holes are placed
within the turbine shroud ring to provide equalization of
circumferential pressures within the labyrinth interface. Pres-
sure equalization induces stability inside the shroud chamber
providing reduced shroud seal clearance. The flow through
the shroud ring produces an obstacle effect to prevent deposits
from building up, and hence reduces blade passage block-
age by accumulated salts. The concept has the net effect of
increasing turbine engine efficiency as well as service life.

5.10 Active clearance control

Today’s larger commercial engines control HPT blade tip
clearances by impinging fan air on the outer case flanges. Air
is scooped from the bypass duct to cool the outer case flanges,
reducing the case diameter and hence shroud clearance. Some
engines use a mixture of fan and compressor air. Because
these thermal systems are relatively slow, they are generally
scheduled for operation during cruise conditions.

6 LIFE AND LIMITATIONS

Modern turbine engines must meet stringent safety and reli-
ability standards and exhibit long life to be economically
viable. Meeting these goals requires proper thermal and
secondary flow management enabled in many ways by effec-
tive seal design practices. The mean time between failures
is highly dependent on the thermal loading and the aero-
engine and flight operations profile. For engine component
life modeling, the time and the life under thermomechanical
load from the environmental temperature and flight envelope

profile are used to determine the cumulative loss of compo-
nent life. When limits are placed on stress, temperature, and
time for a component’s design, the criterion that will define
the component’s life and thus the engine’s life will be either
high cycle or low cycle fatigue. Knowing the cumulative
statistical distribution of each engine component is a pre-
requisite to accurately predicting the life and reliability of
an entire engine. There is a dearth of data for seals and their
functional life and for basic materials. The classic approach
is deterministic and assumes that full and certain knowledge
exists for the service conditions and the material strength.
Specific equations defining sealing conditions are coupled
with experience-based safety factors. Variations with load-
ing can have a significant effect on component reliability. A
Weibull-based analysis addresses these issues, but a sealing
database needs to be established.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Turbine engine cycle efficiency, operational life, and systems
stability depend on effective clearance control. Designers
have put renewed attention in this area as it is often a
cost effective method to enhance system performance. No
one sealing geometry or material is satisfactory for general
use. Each interface must be assessed in terms of its oper-
ational requirements. Insufficient clearances limit coolant
flows, cause interface rubbing, and engender turbomachine
instabilities and system failures. Excessive clearances lead
to losses in cycle efficiency, flow instabilities, and hot-gas
ingestion into disk cavities. Hot gas ingestion in the turbine
cavities reduces critical disk life and in the bearing sump loca-
tion engenders bearing and materials failures. Re-ingestion
of flow along the compressor drum interface causes unnec-
essary blockage and can lead to compressor stall. Advanced
sealing concepts and proper material selection continue to
play important roles in maintaining interface clearances to
enable the system to meet design goals.
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1 NOZZLE DESCRIPTION

1.1 Function

The primary function of the nozzle in a gas turbine engine
system is to create thrust. The nozzle converts the potential
energy from the high temperature, high pressure gas stream
exiting the engine into kinetic energy by expanding the gas
stream to high velocity at the nozzle exit. The nozzle does this
by varying the area of the flow path such that the gas stream is
at or near the freestream pressure when it reaches the nozzle
exit. A second function of the nozzle is to act as a control valve
on the engine, back pressuring the system. The nozzle geom-
etry must provide an area ratio that matches the engine cycle
to provide the proper exit conditions to the turbine and/or
fan. For engines that operate over a wide range of engine and
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flight conditions variable area nozzles are necessary to meet
the cycle requirements.

The nozzle may also provide additional functions to
the aircraft system depending on the mission requirements.
These secondary nozzle functions include thrust reversing,
thrust vectoring, noise suppression and infrared signature
suppression.

1.2 Convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles

There many different kinds of nozzles, but they can be catego-
rized into two two basic types based on their geometry. Con-
vergent nozzles (Figure 1a) are the simplest type of nozzle.
As their name indicates, the flow area through the nozzle
converges from the plenum to the exit. A convergent flow-
path can accelerate the flow to speeds of Mach 1, but not
beyond. These nozzles are typically used for low speed and
subsonic applications. In order to accelerate the flow to higher
speeds and gain additional expansion of the gas a convergent-
divergent (C-D) nozzle (Figure 1b) must be used. In a C-D
nozzle, the flowpath converges to a minimum area, the nozzle
throat, and then diverges to the nozzle exit. The flow reaches
Mach 1 at the nozzle throat and then expands to higher speeds
in the diverging section. C-D nozzles are used for high speed
applications, where the engine provides very high pressures
which must be expanded to the freestream pressure.

There are four key locations (stations) that are used for
nozzle flows; freestream, nozzle plenum, nozzle throat, and
nozzle exit. Figure 1 illustrates the nozzle stations. The
exit of a convergent nozzle is numbered as station 8. For
a convergent-divergent nozzle, the nozzle throat is station 8
and the nozzle exit is station 9. For nozzles with two flow-
paths, such as in turbofan nozzles, the outer flowpath stations
are prefixed with a 1 (stations 17, 18, and 19).
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Figure 1. Types of nozzles. (a) Convergent nozzle; (b) convergent-divergent (C-D) nozzle; (c) ejector nozzle; (d) plug nozzle; (e) single
expansion ramp nozzle (SERN).

2 NOZZLE PERFORMANCE

Nozzle performance is typically measured in terms of two key
parameters: massflow and thrust. The nozzle must be able to
pass the amount of massflow that the engine cycle requires
for all operating conditions. The minimum nozzle area, the
nozzle exit area for a convergent nozzle and the throat area
for a convergent-divergent nozzle controls the massflow rate
for a given operating condition. For an engine that operates
across a wide range of conditions, this may require variable
geometry in the nozzle.

2.1 Discharge coefficient

The nozzle massflow is typically defined using the conditions
at the nozzle throat.

ṁ = ρ8V8A8 (1)

A very important parameter for nozzle performance is the
nozzle pressure ratio, defined as

NPR = pt7

p0
(2)

NPR is also defined using the total pressure at station 8. The
difference between the two values is typically very small. The
massflow rate through a nozzle varies with nozzle pressure
ratio until a speed of Mach 1 is reached at the nozzle mini-
mum area, the nozzle throat. This is termed the critical NPR.
Beyond this pressure ratio, the nozzle is said to be choked
and the nozzle flow rate does not respond to a change in the
downstream, exit pressure. Hence the nozzle flow rate will
not be affected by changes in altitude. The massflow is still
affected by changes in plenum conditions. The critical NPR
for a perfect gas is

NPRcrit =
(

γ + 1

2

) γ−1
γ

(3)

The discharge coefficient relates the actual flow rate
through the nozzle to the ideal flow rate.

Cd = ṁactual

ṁideal
(4)

The ideal flow rate is based on one-dimensional isentropic
expansion of the gas to the freestream conditions. The pri-
mary loss mechanism for discharge coefficient is the blockage
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due to the boundary layer. The displacement effect of the
boundary layer reduces the effective area of the nozzle,
restricting the flow.

For a choked nozzle, the ideal massflow can be expressed
as a function of nozzle plenum conditions and throat area.

ṁideal = pt7A8√
Tt7

√√√√ γ

R

(
2

γ + 1

) γ+1
γ−1

(5)

2.2 Thrust coefficient

The gross thrust of a nozzle can be computed using the
following equation

Fg = ṁeVe + (pe − p0) Ae (6)

where the subscript e represents the nozzle exit. The first term
in the equation, the thrust generated due to the momentum of
the gas is termed the stream thrust (or vacuum thrust). The
second term is the pressure-area term. It is zero when the
flow is perfectly expanded. Nozzle thrust can be expressed in
nondimensional form as thrust efficiency

(
Cf

)
η

= Factual

Fideal
= Factual

ṁidealVideal
(7)

The ideal thrust of a nozzle is defined as the thrust that would
occur when the flow at the nozzle inflow, station 7, is isen-
tropically expanded to the freestream pressure.

Ideal thrust normalized by throat area and plenum pressure
can be expressed as a function of nozzle pressure ratio.

Fideal

pt7A8
=

√√√√(
2γ2

γ − 1

) (
2

γ + 1

) γ+1
γ−1

(
1 − NPR

1−γ

γ

)
(8)

For a given nozzle pressure ratio there is a unique area
ratio, A9/A8 and corresponding exit Mach number that,
with an isentropic expansion, will produce the ideal thrust.
Another way of saying it is for a given nozzle geometry
(area ratio), there is only one nozzle pressure ratio that will
provide maximum thrust. Variable area nozzles are often used
in order to provide adequate thrust in vehicles where the en-
gine operates over a wide range of NPRs. Figure 2 illustrates
how thrust varies with nozzle pressure ratio. The solid line
represents ideal thrust; the thrust of an idealized nozzle with
a variable area ratio. The dashed line represents the thrust
of an idealized nozzle with a fixed area ratio nozzle. At the
design pressure ratio of the fixed nozzle, the thrust equals the

Figure 2. Ideal thrust as a function of nozzle pressure ratio, from
(Stitt, 1990).

ideal thrust. At other NPRs the nozzle thrust falls below the
ideal value because the flow is not perfectly expanded to the
freestream condition.

In practice, the gross thrust coefficient is typically used for
nozzle performance. In nozzle testing and analysis, the actual
massflow is measured and this value is used to normalize the
thrust. The gross thrust coefficient can be written

Cfg = Fg

ṁactualVideal
= Fg

CdFideal
(9)

The ideal velocity is the velocity achieved if the flow was
isentropically expanded to the freestream pressure and can
be written as a function of nozzle pressure ratio and plenum
temperature

Videal =
√

Tt7
2γR

γ − 1

(
1 − NPR

1−γ

γ

)
(10)

2.3 Convergent nozzle performance

Performance of convergent nozzles is generally very high.
The nozzle convergence angle, θ (Figure 1a), is the primary
design variable. Discharge coefficient is reduced with in-
creasing convergence angle. Thrust coefficient is a function of
both convergence angle and NPR. At NPRs less than 3, where
convergent nozzles are typically used, the thrust coefficient is
reduced with increasing θ. This trend reverses at high NPRs.
The nozzle convergence angle must be traded against added
nozzle length and weight to optimize system performance.

Convergent nozzles have their peak performance near the
critical NPR. At pressure ratios above this NPR, the flow is not
perfectly expanded. Outside the nozzle exit the flow continues
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Figure 3. Pressure distributions in a C-D nozzle.

to expand, accelerating to supersonic speeds and then passes
through one or more shock waves to reach freestream pres-
sure. Thrust falls off rapidly beyond a NPR of 3.0. It is near
this point that C-D nozzles must be considered. Below the
critical pressure ratio the flow expands to the freestream pres-
sure at the exit, but the massflow rate through the nozzle
is less than the maximum and consequently thrust is lower.
Examples of how convergent nozzle performance varies with
convergence angle can be found in Stitt (1990).

2.4 C-D Nozzle performance

For a given nozzle area ratio, A9/A8, there is a unique pres-
sure ratio that provides maximum thrust, the design pressure

ratio, NPRdesign. At any other pressure ratio, the flow will
not be perfectly expanded at the nozzle exit, resulting in a
loss of thrust. Figure 3 illustrates the pressure distribution
through a C-D nozzle at several nozzle pressure ratios. The
corresponding flowfields are shown in figure 4.

At NPRs below the critical value, the nozzle is not choked.
The massflow is reduced and thrust is low. At the critical NPR,
the flow reaches Mach 1 at the throat, but then deccelerates
back to subsonic speeds through the divergent portion of the
nozzle. Above NPRcrit the nozzle is choked and the massflow
is not affected by the downstream pressure.

Nozzles operating at NPRs below the design point are said
to be overexpanded. For this case, the nozzle area ratio is too
large for the NPR and the flow expands to a pressure below
the freestream value within the nozzle. The flow then passes
through a shock wave and diffuses through the remainder
of the nozzle to freestream pressure (Figure 4a). The shock
wave and resultant boundary layer separation on the nozzle
walls creates large total pressure losses and corresponding
thrust losses. These large losses can be seen as the differ-
ence between the ideal thrust curve and the fixed area ratio
curve to the left of the design point in figure 2. As the noz-
zle pressure ratio is increased the normal shock moves to-
wards the nozzle exit. When the NPR approaches the design
value, the normal shock is replaced by oblique shock waves
at the exit. Downstream of the nozzle exit the flow under-
goes a series of expansion waves and compression (shock)
waves until the static pressure reaches the freestream value
(Figure 4b).

At the design pressure ratio, the nozzle flow matches
the freestream pressure at the nozzle exit. Maximum thrust

Figure 4. Nozzle expansion. (a) Overexpanded - normal shock inside, NPR � NPRdesign; (b) overexpanded - oblique shocks at exit,
NPR < NPRdesign; (c) perfectly expanded, NPR = NPRdesign; (d) underexpanded, NPR > NPRdesign.
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is achieved and the flow exits cleanly from the nozzle
(Figure 4c).

For nozzles operating at NPRs above the design point, the
nozzle is said to be underexpanded. For this case the nozzle
area ratio is not large enough to expand the flow to freestream
pressure. When the flow reaches the nozzle exit it undergoes
a series of expansion and oblique shock waves until it reaches
the freestream pressure (Figure 4d). The thrust loss, the dif-
ference between the two curves to the right of the design point
in Figure 2, is not as severe at the underexpanded condition.
This is because at the nozzle exit the underexpanded flow’s
exit pressure is higher than ambient and it provides a positive
contribution to thrust (Equation (6)).

2.5 Other loss mechanisms

Imperfect expansion is the primary loss mechanism in nozzle
flows. However there are other loss mechanisms that must
be considered. Skin friction on the nozzle walls reduces the
total pressure of the flow in the boundary layer and creates
blockage reducing the nozzle massflow rate. In addition, the
skin friction creates high temperatures at the nozzle wall.
For high temperature and high speed flows this can require
a system for cooling the nozzle wall to maintain structural
integrity.

In many systems, the flow exiting the nozzle is diverging
and therefore not perfectly aligned with the thrust direction.
The component of the velocity not aligned with the thrust
direction will not contribute to the thrust and is therefore a
loss of thrust. This is termed as the divergence loss.

Nozzles that contain variable geometry require the move-
able parts which seal to prevent flow leakage. However, some
leakage of the high pressure nozzle flow will occur result-
ing in performance losses. This leakage occurs through the
hinges, flaps, and seals for both the convergent and divergent
actuated flow paths. Leakage losses affect both the discharge
coefficient and thrust coefficient. The flow lost through leak-
age is boundary layer flow which does not have a signifi-
cant contribution to thrust. Therefore the percentage loss in
massflow is greater than the loss in thrust.

2.6 External drag

The freestream air flowing over the external nozzle surfaces
creates both pressure and skin friction forces on the nozzle.
These forces act in the direction opposite of flight and are
termed drag forces. The drag must be included in the eval-
uation of the nozzle performance. The drag force incurred
when the nozzle is not installed on an aircraft is called the
isolated drag. The installed drag is the drag of nozzle when

installed on the aircraft and differs from the isolated drag
due to interactions of the aircraft and nozzle flowfields. The
difference between the installed and isolated drag is termed
interference drag. Careful aerodynamic shaping and place-
ment of the nozzle on the aircraft can minimize the external
drag.

The nozzle boattail is the tapered aft external surface of
the nozzle (Figure 1) and can be a significant source of ex-
ternal drag. The freestream flow accelerates over the boattail
creating low pressures on this aft facing surface resulting in
drag. For variable area nozzles operating at off-design condi-
tions (low area ratios), the boattail angle (β in figure 1b) and
resulting drag can be large. This is especially problematic for
supersonic aircraft accelerating through Mach 1 where boat-
tail drag can be a significant portion of the total drag of the
aircraft.

3 TYPES OF NOZZLES

3.1 Subsonic

Many gas turbine engines for subsonic cruising aircraft typ-
ically operate at nozzle pressure ratios between 2 and 3 and
require little or no divergence. For these applications, simple
convergent nozzles can be used. The nozzle will operate un-
derexpanded, but the expansion losses are typically less than
one percent.

Modern subsonic commercial transports utilize sophisti-
cated dual stream nozzles for their high bypass ratio turbofan
engines. Bypass ratio is the ratio of the fan massflow to the
core massflow (BPR = ṁfan/ṁcore). The nozzles for these en-
gines are incorporated into a nacelle. The nozzle portion of
the nacelle is typically categorized as a separate flow or mixed
flow nozzle. Regardless of type, these nozzles typically em-
ploy very low area ratio convergent-divergent nozzles. This
is not for performance, but for controlling flow rate. At low
pressure ratios, the nozzle is unchoked and the larger exit
area controls the flow rate. At high pressure ratios, the noz-
zle chokes and the smaller nozzle throat sets the flow rate.
In addition, many use a plug shaped centerbody in the core
flow. The internal portion of the plug contour provides area
variation for the convergent-divergent flowpath. At underex-
panded conditions, the external portion of the plug provides
a surface for pressure forces downstream of the nozzle exit
to act to create additional thrust.

3.1.1 Separate flow

In a separate flow nozzle, the fan flow and core flow of the
turbofan engine are exhausted through separate ducts. The
fan duct can be shorter than the rest of the engine, resulting
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in a low weight nozzle system. The fan flow exits the nozzle
at high speeds and scrubs the outer surface of the core en-
gine nozzle, resulting in high skin friction drag. So, shorter
fan nozzles result in higher drag. The length of the fan duct
must be determined by studying the tradeoff between a lower
weight nacelle and increased scrubbing drag from the fan
flow. In this trade, the length of the fan nozzle varies inversely
with engine bypass ratio (Kerrebrock, 1992).

3.1.2 Mixed flow

In a mixed flow nozzle the fan and core flows are merged
and exit a common nozzle. The nozzle employs a mixer be-
tween the two streams to enhance the mixing. Mixing the
streams improves the thermodynamic efficiency of the engine
resulting in lower fuel consumption. The combined exhaust of
the mixed flow nozzles also provides better thrust reversing
performance and lower noise. However the improved effi-
ciency and other benefits can be offset by the longer, heavier
fan duct that results. The longer duct also generates more
external drag.

3.2 Supersonic

Engines for supersonic aircraft operate at pressure ratios
that require convergent-divergent nozzles to achieve adequate
performance levels. The ability to vary the nozzle area ratio
is also necessary to provide adequate thrust at lower speeds.
In addition, supersonic engines operate at very high temper-
atures, requiring cooling for the nozzle surfaces. Supersonic
aircraft are often categorized in two ways; supersonic dash,
and supersonic cruise.

Supersonic dash aircraft are military fighters designed to
be able to fly at supersonic speeds for short periods of time,
in order to quickly engage or evade opposing forces. These
aircraft spend most of their time cruising at subsonic speeds,
so efficiency at this condition is the primary concern. Many
of these aircraft utilize an afterburning engine for the high
thrust needed for the supersonic dash. Variable area capa-
bility for these nozzles is necessary to accommodate the in-
creased temperature from the afterburning. Gamble, Terrell
and DeFrancesco (2004) shows the throat area variation
required as a function of total temperature

(A8)afterburning

(A8)dry
=

√
(Tt7)afterburning

(Tt7)dry
(11)

Afterburning temperature ratios are typically around 2, mean-
ing that the nozzle throat must be increased by a factor of 1.4
to accommodate afterburning.

Supersonic cruise aircraft, military bombers, reconnais-
sance aircraft, and civilian transports need very high levels
of nozzle efficiency in order to keep fuel consumption low,
maximizing range. Nozzle performance at the cruise condi-
tion is critical, but good performance and low drag as the
aircraft accelerates through transonic speeds is also very im-
portant. In addition, civilian supersonic aircraft must meet
strict noise regulations. The nozzles for these aircraft will
have to incorporate noise suppressing devices for takeoff.

3.2.1 Variable geometry nozzles

Nozzles for most applications are round. Round nozzles inte-
grate easily with the engine and minimize surface area saving
weight and reducing skin friction drag. In order to vary the
area of the round flow path, iris nozzles are used (Figure 5).
Iris nozzles use a system of overlapping leaves or petals.
These nozzles allow for smooth area variation and can be used
in convergent or C-D applications. The nozzle area is con-
trolled by hydraulic actuators. Some nozzles, such as those
on the F-15 and F-16, utilize a passively controlled divergent
section. In this system the leaves of the divergent section are
balanced so that the pressure forces in the nozzle move the
leaves to the appropriate position. Passive control eliminates
the need to actuate the divergent section, saving weight. An-
other variable geometry actuation concept is a fixed schedule
approach where the variation in A9 is fixed to the variation

Figure 5. Thrust vectoring iris nozzle on the NASA F-15 Advanced
Control Technology for Integrated Vehicles (ACTIVE) aircraft.
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in A8. The optimum area ratio is not always possible in this
approach, but weight and complexity are saved. In some air-
craft, actuators that can provide independent control of both
A8 and A9 are used. This is the highest performance, but also
highest weight solution.

For some applications where propulsion airframe
integration, low noise, or low infrared signature are impor-
tant, rectangular nozzles are used. Rectangular nozzles inte-
grate easily into the airframe reducing external drag. They
also have been shown to have a noise suppression benefit.
Actuation of these nozzles is usually done in one plane of
the two-dimensional nozzle and is simple to conceptualize.
However rectangular nozzles and the corresponding actua-
tors are heavier than their round counterparts. The increased
weight of rectangular nozzles is due to the increased surface
area for a given flowpath area and to the inherently superior
structural efficiency of a round cross-section.

3.2.2 Ejector nozzles

Ejector nozzles (Figure 1c) entrain air from a secondary
source and mix it with the engine flow within the nozzle. The
secondary air can come from bleed air that bypasses the en-
gine or it can be entrained from the freestream. For supersonic
cruise applications the nozzle must endure very high temper-
atures for long periods of time. The unheated secondary flow
cools the nozzle surfaces. In addition, the ejector flow can
provide an aerodynamic surface that modulates the primary
flow area. When the cycle requires a low area ratio nozzle the
ejector entrains a high level of secondary flow to fill the space
between the primary flow and nozzle surface. As larger area
ratios are required, the secondary flow is reduced to allow the
primary flow to expand further towards the nozzle surface.
Ejectors can reduce or eliminate the need for variable geom-
etry, reducing weight, and complexity. The additional flow
from the ejector exiting the nozzle contributes to the thrust.
For this reason ejector nozzle performance can be very high.
Care must be taken to account for the ram drag incurred by
bringing the secondary flow on board. The SR-71 and F-111
are examples of aircraft that employ ejector nozzles.

3.2.3 Plug nozzles

Plug nozzles are another option for supersonic aircraft. Plug
nozzles can be either axisymmetric or rectangular and con-
sist of a centerbody inside the nozzle duct (Figure 1d).
The plug/centerbody provides the area variation. The nozzle
throat is formed at the minimum area between the plug sur-
face and nozzle cowl (outer surface). Plug nozzles are said to
be “altitude compensating,” meaning the external streamlines
naturally adjust along the plug to the freestream pressure,

eliminating some over and under-expanded losses. This gives
plug nozzles very good thrust performance. Throat area vari-
ation can be controlled in several ways. For some implemen-
tations an iris nozzle system of flaps and seals can be used
for the cowl surface varying the cowl diameter. Alternatively,
the plug or cowl surface can translate fore and aft relative to
the other opening and closing the annular area between the
two. The plug and supporting structure can make this nozzle
system heavier than conventional systems. However, studies
have shown that truncating the plug can save weight with very
little reduction in thrust coefficient. In addition, plug cooling
and structural stability must be addressed. The plug can be
used in conjunction with an ejector system or as previously
mentioned in subsonic nozzles.

3.3 Hypersonic

Hypersonic vehicles, those traveling greater than Mach 5, re-
quire a propulsion system that is highly integrated with the
airframe. The propulsion system operates at very high pres-
sure ratios, requiring very large nozzle area ratios. Often, the
aft portion of the vehicle is used as part of the expansion
surface to achieve larger area ratios. For this application, a
single expansion ramp nozzle (SERN) is used (Figure 1e).
The SERN is a one-sided nozzle that uses the vehicle body
as the expansion surface. It is essentially one half of a rect-
angular plug nozzle. Even with the use of the vehicle body,
complete expansion of the flow is usually not achieved for
high Mach number flight. At low speeds the nozzle operates
highly overexpanded. Variable geometry is difficult to imple-
ment due to the challenges that the very high temperatures
impose for actuators and seals.

At the extreme temperatures and pressures which hyper-
sonic engines operate, the flow does not behave as a perfect
gas. Significant high temperature effects such as chemical
and vibrational non-equilibrium can take place. Hypersonic
nozzles also differ from lower speed nozzles in that friction
and divergence losses become important. Details of the high
temperature effects in hypersonic flows and how they affect
the nozzle can be found in the textbooks by Anderson (1989)
and Heiser and Pratt (1994).

4 OTHER FUNCTIONS

In addition to the fundamental functions of developing thrust
and acting as a control valve for the engine, the nozzle can
be used for other functions depending on the aircraft systems
requirements.
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4.1 Thrust reversing

Thrust reversing is often employed on aircraft systems to
reduce long landing distances required to slow the aircraft
to taxiing speeds. The use of thrust reversers can ease the
requirements on the braking system, reducing weight, and
can supplement the brakes in conditions of poor traction
(e.g., wet or icy runways). They are typically employed on
large aircraft, such as commercial transports. Reversers can
also be used on military fighter aircraft in flight as a speed
brake or to enhance maneuvering.

There are two common types of thrust reversers: the
clamshell type and the blocker/cascade type. The clamshell
reverser uses a rounded shell that rotates into position behind
the nozzle exit and redirects the exhaust outward radially
and forward. In a blocker/cascade reverser, the nozzle exit
is blocked and doors open in the nozzle shroud exposing a
cascade of turning vanes. The flow is redirected through the
cascade generating a forward component of thrust. Care must
be taken when integrating the thrust reverser with the aircraft
to avoid jet impingement on the airframe, adversely affecting
the control surfaces and reingesting the exhaust gas into the
engine.

4.2 Thrust vectoring

Thrust vectoring is a technology that has undergone extensive
research in the past and is now being implemented into mod-
ern combat aircraft. The ability to direct the engine thrust can
enhance maneuverability, reduce, or eliminate aerodynamic
control surfaces and reduce take-off and landing distances.

Thrust vectoring can be implemented in several ways.
Vectoring can be incorporated into axisymmetric iris nozzles
(Figure 5) by adding additional actuators to skew the nozzle
exit in the desired direction. This implementation can allow
vectoring of the thrust in both pitch and yaw axes. In rectan-
gular nozzles with moveable flaps, the opposing flaps can be
positioned independently to direct the thrust in the pitch axis.
Finally, a system of paddles at the nozzle exit have been used
to deflect the exhaust in the desired direction, an approach
used on the X-31 vehicle.

4.3 Noise suppression

Jet noise is a critical concern to aircraft engine developers.
Governments have imposed strict limitations on the noise lev-
els allowed near airports creating a challenge for civil aircraft.
In addition the adverse physical affects of jet noise on military
aircrews have brought recent attention to noise reduction for
military aircraft.

Jet noise is created by the turbulent motion of the jet
exhaust plume interacting with the surrounding air. The
level of jet noise is a strong function of the velocity of the
exhausting jet. Modern high bypass ratio turbofan engines,
which exhaust large amounts of air at relatively low veloci-
ties, have relatively low jet noise signatures. But very strict
noise regulations will require additional noise suppression.
Lower bypass ratio engines, for combat aircraft, and for future
supersonic aircraft generate much higher levels of jet noise
that must be suppressed. There are two basic strategies for
noise suppression nozzles, lower the jet velocity, or modify
the turbulent structures in the jet mixing layer.

Mixed flow nozzles for high bypass ratio turbofan engines
have lower noise characteristics than separate flow nozzles.
This is because a convoluted mixer placed between the two
streams is used to mix the core and fan flows together be-
fore exiting the nozzle, lowering the overall jet velocity. To
lower the noise of low bypass ratio engines for combat air-
craft and supersonic transports, mixer/ejector nozzles have
been proposed. The ejector entrains large amounts of low-
speed secondary air and it is mixed with the primary nozzle
flow to lower the overall jet velocity. An example of this
strategy is the mixer/ejector nozzles developed for a super-
sonic transport under NASA’s High Speed Research Program
(Pratt & Whitney and General Electric Aircraft Engines,
2005).

Chevron nozzles (Saiyed, Mikkelsen and Bridges, 2000),
shown in figure 6, are example of a noise suppressing noz-
zle that works by modifying the turbulent structures in the
jet mixing layer. They are currently being employed on new
turbofan engines for commercial transports. The serrated
edge of the nozzle trailing edge creates streamwise vorticity

Figure 6. Separate flow turbofan nozzle with chevron noise
suppression devices on both the fan and core nozzles.
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that rapidly mixes the freestream and nozzle flows. This alters
the turbulent structures in the jet plume lowering noise.

4.4 Infrared signature suppression

Modern military aircraft often include stealth technology to
reduce their ability to be detected. Details of this technology
are classified, but some basic concepts can be inferred. Hot
engine parts and hot exhaust gases from the engine give off
infrared radiation that makes the aircraft vulnerable to detec-
tion. To reduce this infrared signature, the engine is usually
embedded into the airframe. The nozzle may be highly inte-
grated into the airframe and may include a serpentine duct so
that the hot turbine section of the engine is not in a direct line-
of-sight with an outside observer. Finally, the hot exhaust gas
is cooled before exiting the aircraft using such techniques as
ejector flows and mixing devices.

5 NOZZLE DESIGN, ANALYSIS AND
TESTING

5.1 Design

Numerous nozzle design computer programs based on the
method of characteristics (MOC) exist. These codes produce
idealized designs of a fixed geometry. Typically MOC-based
design codes provide contours for a perfectly expanded noz-
zle with uniform exit condition or an optimum thrust nozzle
based on the work of Rao (1958). The perfect nozzle solution
yields a very long nozzle with uniform exit conditions suit-
able for a wind tunnel where flow quality is paramount and
length and weight do not matter. The Rao method provides
a minimum length nozzle contour which provides maximum
thrust for a given plenum condition. However, nozzle con-
tours from MOC-based methods are not generally suitable
for aircraft applications due to their single design point focus.

Aircraft nozzles are designed by experienced engineers
using the vast knowledge base of the engine and airframe
manufacturers. The designs are the result of a complex series
of compromises between internal performance, external drag,
weight, actuation requirements, noise requirements, and so
on. Empirical databases and analysis codes of varying fidelity
are typically used to guide the design.

5.2 Analysis

Nozzle analysis codes vary in sophistication from simple em-
pirically based predictions to the solution of the complex

Navier–Stokes equations. Empirical codes are often used to
perform system studies where many different nozzle config-
urations may be studied as part of a vehicle design program.
These empirical codes are based on past nozzle data and sim-
ple flow relations and can provide data in a matter of seconds.
Engine and airframe companies usually have their own pro-
prietary codes based on past product development. As the de-
sign progresses, more accurate estimates are necessary and
higher fidelity computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes
are used. Codes based on the method of characteristics or
reduced forms of the Navier–Stokes equations (Euler equa-
tions, Parabolized Navier–Stokes, etc) offer increased accu-
racy, but can still produce solutions in a matter of minutes.

When a design matures to the point where detailed flow-
field information and accurate performance measurements
are needed Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
codes are typically used. These codes solve the full set of
equations governing fluid flow and use sophisticated models
to include the effect of turbulence. RANS codes can be used
to analyze isolated nozzles or nozzles fully integrated into an
airframe. Solutions times for a RANS solution depends on
the complexity of the geometry, ranging from several minutes
to several hours or days.

CFD codes are also used to analyze the nozzle plume for
noise or IR suppression. For these purposes accurate turbu-
lent predictions are needed and RANS codes are typically
used. Advanced CFD techniques such as large-eddy simula-
tion (LES) are currently being investigated to further increase
the accuracy of the prediction for these flows. An overview
of RANS and LES methods for nozzle flows can be found in
Georgiadis and DeBonis (2006).

5.3 Testing

Nozzles are tested experimentally in a variety of facilities in
order to evaluate thrust, external drag, installation effects, and
noise. Static test stands provide high pressure air to the nozzle
plenum. There is no external flow and only internal nozzle
performance, thrust, and discharge coefficients are measured.
Effects of forward flight including external drag are not mea-
sured. Wind tunnels and free-jets can be used to evaluate the
nozzle in forward flight. For these tests the nozzle is typically
mounted on a jet exit rig, an aerodynamically shaped enclo-
sure mounted on a support strut that houses the high pressure
air system and the force and massflow measurement devices.
External flow effects as well as nozzle performance can be
obtained. Wind tunnels and free-jets can also be used to ex-
amine installation effects. Here the nozzle is mounted on an
aircraft model. Most often the system does not provide high
pressure air to the nozzle and performance is not measured.
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When a nozzle system is sufficiently developed, a flight test
may be performed to evaluate the installed performance on a
realistic system.

Massflow is typically metered in a nozzle test using choked
venturi meters or coriolis meters. Force measurements are
done using strain gage based load cells or force balances. For
axisymmetric nozzles a one-component (axial force) mea-
surement is sufficient. But for more complicated nozzle ge-
ometries six component balances are used to measure the
three components both of force and moments. For static test
stands the load cells are usually integrated into the stand. For
wind tunnel installations a force balance is either installed
in the jet exit rig or mounted on the strut outside of the tun-
nel test section. Details of nozzle performance testing can be
found in Covert (1985).

Noise measurements are an important component of mod-
ern nozzle testing. Acoustic testing often requires specialized
facilities to ensure accurate measurements. Nozzle test rigs
for these facilities are usually static test stands or free-jets.
The microphones used to measure noise must be placed in the
acoustic far-field making noise tests difficult in a wind tunnel.

For thrust measurements test facilities can use unheated
air for the nozzle flows. Although both massflow and ve-
locity are affected by the nozzle plenum temperature (Tt7),
the effects are offsetting. This can be seen in the equations
for ideal massflow (5), ideal velocity (10), and ideal thrust
(8). Temperature does have an effect on the value of γ , but
this effect is small unless the nozzle is going to operate at
extremely high temperatures. For acoustic testing however,
nozzle temperature does have a significant effect on the noise
measurements and acoustic test facilities must use heaters or
burners to heat the nozzle flow to the proper temperatures.

6 SUMMARY

Exhaust nozzles for gas turbine engine applications were dis-
cussed. The primary functions of the nozzle are to convert the
high pressure and temperature gas stream from the engine
into thrust and to act as a control valve for the engine. The
performance of the nozzle is quantified using two key param-
eters; discharge coefficient, which relates the amount of mass
passing through the nozzle to the ideal (maximum) amount
and thrust coefficient which relates the amount of thrust pro-
duced to the ideal thrust. The basic fluid dynamics and perfor-
mance of the two fundamental types of nozzles, convergent
and convergent-divergent, were examined. The design of a
nozzle varies with its application. Nozzles for subsonic, su-
personic and hypersonic aircraft were described. Depending
on the aircraft, many nozzles also have secondary functions.
The secondary functions discussed were, thrust reversing,
thrust vectoring, noise suppression and infrared signature

suppression. Finally techniques for nozzle design, analysis
and testing were outlined. These techniques vary in com-
plexity from simple empirical relations to full Navier–Stokes
analyses and experimental testing using force balances.

NOMENCLATURE

ṁ massflow
p pressure
BPR bypass ratio
Cd discharge coefficient
Cfg gross thrust coefficient(
Cf

)
η

thrust efficiency
Fg gross thrust
M Mach number
NPR nozzle pressure ratio
R specific gas constant
T temperature
V velocity
α divergence angle
β boattail angle
γ ratio of specific heats
θ convergence angle
ρ density

Subscripts

0 freestream condition
7 afterburner exit/nozzle plenum condition
8 nozzle minimum area/throat condition
9 C-D nozzle exit condition
actual measured quantity
afterburning afterburner on
c core
dry afterburner off
f fan
ideal isentropically expanded to freestream

condition
e exit condition
t stagnation/total condition
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1 INTRODUCTION

Noise has been considered an annoyance since the begin-
ning of history. The degree of annoyance depends on the
sound levels of the noise, the frequency of its signature and
the tolerance of the observer. As some say, what is noise to
one person may be music to another. There are basically two
types of noise: (i) broadband noise that is indeed broadband
in nature and exists over a wide range of frequencies; (ii) pure
tone noise that appears at definite frequencies and their har-
monics. Commercial engine noise and aircraft noise are a
combination of both broadband and pure tone noise. Aircraft
noise, and specifically propulsion system noise, has been a
subject of considerable discussion and intensive research for
the last 50 years. Considerable progress has been made not
only in research but also in noise reduction implementation
with today’s new aircraft being significantly quieter than their
predecessors introduced 50 or even 10 years ago (Figure 1).

This progress is the result of an intense effort led by engine
and airplane manufacturers and some research agencies like
NASA and others. Regulations at both the global and local
levels have been the main drive for change. The competi-
tive pressure between the different engine suppliers has also
brought the motivation for quieter systems. In the following,
we will discuss the sources of noise in a propulsion sys-
tem and their relative importance as engine configurations
change; the different noise regulations and how they affected
the engine designs; the noise reduction technologies that have
come into play; and finally a look into the future as the world
demands quieter systems.

2 PROPULSION SYSTEM NOISE
SOURCES

The engine noise sources can be categorized in (Figure 2):

� Fan
� Compressor
� Combustor
� Turbine
� Jet.

The relative contributions of the different components are
a function of the engine designs as well as the power con-
ditions at which the engine is operated (Figure 3). On a low
bypass ratio engine the jet velocity can vary between 1500 ft
to 2200 ft. This relatively high velocity makes it the main
source of noise for the propulsion system. The fan noise is
eventually non-existent and the rest of the noise components
are dwarfed by the jet noise.
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Figure 1. Progress in jet engine noise reduction.

As one moves toward higher bypass ratio engines, the jet
velocities are reduced to 6 to 800 ft sec−1 on the fan stream
and 1000 to 1200 ft sec−1 in the core so the jet noise contri-
bution goes down considerably. A main noise contribution
comes from the fan on both the front and rear quadrants.
The compressor, turbine, and core noise also provide a lower
contribution to the noise spectrum.

The fan noise is the result of:

� The rotor noise created to a great degree by the interaction
of inflow distortion and the fan. It is primarily redirected
towards the front of the engine.

� The fan interaction noise with the outlet guide vanes
and struts. This interaction is created by the respective

Figure 2. Engine noise sources.
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Figure 3. Noise sources for engines. Engine bypass ratio has a large effect on noise characterstics (Pinker, 1991).

potential field’s interaction as well as the interaction of
the fan walls and the downstream blade rows. Their rela-
tive strength is a function of the spacing between the blade
rows.

The compressor and turbine noise are similarly created by
the interaction between the adjacent blade rows. The core or
combustion noise is created by the burning and flame stability
in the chamber. The jet noise is indeed created by the mixing
of the jet exhaust with the surrounding stream.

As mentioned earlier, the relative importance of these
sources is a strong function of the engine configuration,
notably the bypass ratio as shown in Figure 3. A low bypass
ratio machine (1950s/1960s) is controlled primarily by the
jet noise while a 1990s configuration is primarily driven
by the noise generated by the fan. This is also shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Relative importance of noise sources.

The relative levels of these noise sources will be different
during takeoff and landing of an aircraft.

The emphasis, as one moves forward, is to work on all
noise components. Primary attention has to be given to the
fan and the jet, which pushes the manufacturers towards
hyper bypass ratios. The turbine and combustion noises have
to be kept in check as the other components are getting
quieter.

As engines are getting quieter and quieter the airframe
noise driven by landing gears and high lift devices like flaps
come into play and has to be addressed.

3 NOISE REGULATIONS

Noise regulations both on an international and local level
have been designed to protect the public in the surrounding
areas around airports. They are based on measurements at
three different points: (i) Takeoff (8500 m after start of take-
off roll); (ii) Approach (2000 m before touchdown); and (iii)
Sideline (450 m of runway centerline) (Figure 5). Two sets of
regulations come into play at the international level. Those
are International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Annex
Chapters 16 and 4. Chapter 3 or Stage 3 (FAA) was passed
into law in 1969. Chapter 4 was passed into law in 2006.

Noise limits are a function of the takeoff gross weight of
the airplane and are shown for the three different measuring
points on Figure 5. Margins can be varied between the differ-
ent points, but the cumulative margin of the three conditions
has to be positive. Chapter 4 requires a cumulative margin of
10 decibels (dB) larger than Chapter 3.

These noise limits are expressed in Effective Perceived
Noise Levels of EPNdBs. Perceived Noise Levels (PNLs)
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Figure 5. ICAO Annex 16: Noise Regulations, Chapters 3 and 4.

are expressed in PNdBs and were defined in the 1960s to
express an acceptance level for combination of broadband
and pure tone levels. They take into account the subjectivity
of the human being to levels of noise versus frequency. Our
peak annoyance or peak response is in the neighborhood of
4000 Hz. Higher or lower frequencies have a lower response.
So PNLs incorporate a weighted annoyance factor for sound
levels in function of frequency. In addition, they incorporate
a tone correction to reflect the higher annoyance brought by
pure tones. By now, PNLs are accepted metric to be used
to measure aircraft noise. Effective PNL’s using a time and
directivity factor that takes into account the flyover duration
over a given position, residence, airport, and so on.

These regulations are enforced by all nations which are
part of ICAO. In addition, airline operations have to comply
with local airport restrictions, which are normally stricter
than the ICAO regulations with growing demands from the
public. One can see the significant increase in local airport
requirements (Figure 6). The London Airport Night Time
Rule for example, imposes a quota system for landing and
takeoff based on the airplane certification noise levels. This
regulation for example, affected the design of the engines
powering the A380 airplane, a four-engine airplane. Other
airports like Washington Regan Airport dictate the operation
of single aisle aircraft and have become a critical noise metric
for these airplanes.
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Figure 6. Local airport noise requirements (http://www.boeing.com/commercial/noise/airports2005.pdf ).
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4 NOISE REDUCTION TECHNOLOGIES

As shown earlier, there has been phenomenal progress in
reducing propulsion system noise over the last 50 years.
Major progress has been made in three areas:

� Jet Noise, which has been reduced considerably by the
development of the High Bypass Ratio Fans, ranging from
a Bypass Ratio (BPR) <1 to a BPR of 8 and above reduced
jet velocities by a factor of 2.8. Taking into account the
noise generated by the mixing of jet exhausts is a func-
tion of the eighth power of the exhaust velocities. One
can understand that high BPRs, which we introduced for
improved fuel consumption, have helped reduce the over-
all engine noise considerably.

� The Fan Redirected Noise, by reducing the fan tip speed
and by widening the spacing between the fan blades and
the outlet guide vanes.

� Acoustic Treatment has been introduced in the fan inlet
and exhaust as well as the core exhaust and has been
instrumental in abating the noise considerably.

These factors are introduced to different degrees in most
new designs that have been released in the 1990s and are
being developed today. The question is where do we go
from here? Typical engine noise reduction technologies under
development are shown in Figure 7. All components are

Figure 8. Fan inlet noise source location. Bell mouth array and
TCS array provide significant insight into source content and help
validate prediction models (Lan et al., 2007).

being addressed. The two main sources of noise, the fan
and the jet, are however getting the majority of attention.
Intensive efforts are in progress to understand the source
locations in these components (Figures 8 and 9) to better
model them. Significant noise reduction concepts have been
evaluated as part of the Quiet Technology 2, a joint ven-
ture between Boeing, GE, Goodrich, NASA, and All Nippon
Airways (Figure 10). Fan and jet noise reduction concepts
were evaluated and subsequently introduced on a number of
applications. Among these are the core and the fan exhaust
nozzle designed to enhance the mixing of the jet exhaust
(Figure 11).

The same thing is accomplished with fan core mixers.
They result in a shift of the jet noise to higher frequen-
cies and faster attenuations. Core chevron mixers are already

Figure 7. Typical engine noise reduction technologies under development in the aerospace industry.
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Figure 9. Jet noise source location techniques. Source location
helps in modeling and diagnostics (Brusniak, 2007; Lan, 2007).

in service today on the GE powered Bombardier CRJ-900
airplanes. Fan chevrons will be introduced on the 787 and
747-8 Boeing airplanes.

Fluidic chevron technology is still being developed to
lower noise, as can be seen in Figure 12; long duct Chevrons
are still under development as one can see from Figure 13.

Figure 11. Recent jet noise reduction approaches (CAEP IER, 2008; Herker et al., 2007).

Figure 10. Quiet Technology Demonstrator 2 (QTD2): Boeing/
GE/GR/ANA/NASA (Herkes, Olsen, and Ullenberg, 2006; Herkes
et al., 2007).
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Figure 12. Fluidic chevron technology. Small scale test help us
understand physical mechanisms of fluidic chevrons (Callender,
Gutmark and Martens, 2007).

Figure 13. Long duct with chevron mixer. Long duct chevron
mixers may be quieter than long duct mixed flow-reduced high
frequency content (Wojno et al., 2007).

5 WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

With the present 5–6% growth projected in global travel, the
environmental concerns continue to grow. The pressure is
increasing to curtail the objectionable noise levels within the
confines of the airport. We expect Chapter 5 reasonableness
regulations to be passed in 2010 with an expected effective-
ness in 2013 and beyond. The levels of these regulations
will depend on the technical feasibility along with economic

and environmental benefits. Significant consideration will be
given to the independency with other environmental con-
cerns like N0x and CO2 emissions. Universities, industry,
and government agencies are continuing to work at reduc-
ing propulsion system noise. Considerable progress has been
made but there is more to be done.

6 SUMMARY

While considerable progress has been made in aircraft noise
reduction over the last 50 years, further reductions are
required to meet the upcoming noise standards required by
communities at large. Today’s engine noise is primarily con-
trolled by fan and jet noise. Research to reduce these noise
sources are in progress. They are driven by improved analyt-
ical models as well as controlled experiments.

Noise regulations are international and local and try to
address community needs as well as technology capabilities.
The Stage 4 regulations at ICAO and the United States call
for 10 EPNdB power levels relative to the Stage 3 regulations.
This has driven a number of noise reductions across the fleet.

As we move forward increases in engine bypass ratios
will bring some more noise reductions on new products. The
jet noise will probably end out the toughest noise source to
reduce. Chevrons as well as active noise control devices will
have to be put on the basic propulsion system design. The
future is bright with a lot of energy and activities to make
aircraft operation acceptable to communities at large.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric flight above the traditional supersonic regime
in what is called the hypersonic regime, requires a type of
engine with thermodynamic efficiency that gas turbine or
subsonic combustion ramjet cannot provide. The supersonic
combustion ramjet (scramjet) fills this requirement.

In the hypersonic flight regime, commonly considered
to begin when velocities exceed Mach six subsonic com-
bustion – which technologically is easier managed with the
current knowledge – would be associated with prohibitive
pressure losses and high stagnation temperatures that due
to unacceptable dissociation levels, would cause an inability
to materialize the expected energy rise. Additional ther-
mal, structural, and operational considerations preclude the
use of other airbreathing propulsion systems at these flight
velocities. Technologically, the scramjet engine presents con-
siderable difficulties which derive both from its operational
characteristics and from the point of view of integration with
the vehicle. Some relevant scramjet cycle and integration
issues are described below.

With air residence, time of the order of milliseconds
between engine capture and exit through the nozzle, fuel
mixing time at a molecular level becomes a limiting fac-
tor. Mechanisms that accelerate mixing result in increased
momentum losses and have to be traded for overall efficiency.
The problem is compounded when liquid fuels are used, since
additional processes including liquid breakup and vaporiza-
tion are present. Flame stability becomes a key issue at high
speed and some kind of flameholder where the residence time
is increased must be present. The development of an efficient
flameholding mechanism remains a key issue.

Prolonged operation as the vehicle accelerates through the
atmosphere requires cooling of both the vehicle and engine
components. The fuel on board will be the most appropriate
candidate for this process to eliminate the need for a separate
cooling agent and heat exchangers thatwould add to the vehi-
cle’s structural weight. In general, the engine fuel flow will
not match exactly the cooling requirements and some kind
of fuel bypass will be required. Furthermore, for certain con-
ditions the fuel will not have the cooling capacity to satisfy
mission requirements. For example, beyond Mach 10, hydro-
carbon fuels cannot satisfy anymore of the vehicle’s cooling
requirements and cryogenic hydrogen would become, in this
case, the fuel of choice.

Since neither subsonic nor supersonic combustion ramjets
can operate from takeoff, producing competitive propulsive
performance at low speed and other thermodynamic cycles
will be needed, either turbojets or rockets. If the mission
includes operation beyond the earth’s atmosphere rockets
will have to be present on board. It is inefficient to incor-
porate several separate propulsive systems that operate in a
certain sequence. Furthermore, various propulsive systems
may be designed to operate in combined cycles, thereby
achieving a synergetic enhancement of each individual cycle
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Figure 1. Specific impulse of several airbreathing cycles and rocket
propulsion indicate the advantage of the scramjet engine over the
other cycles for flight in excess of Mach 6. The diagram includes
operation with hydrocarbon and hydrogen fuels.

performance. Beyond the scramjet incorporation in combined
cycle architectures, the narrow shock wave angles experi-
enced during hypersonic flight make the entire vehicle’s
forebody part of the engine intake system. The nozzle has to
be large and becomes part of the vehicle’s afterbody. There
is thus, a close interaction between the engine and the vehi-
cle, with the vehicle geometry and flight attitude influencing
the engine airflow thermodynamic and flow field conditions,
and the engine operation, in turn, affecting the aerodynamic
forces and moments experienced by the vehicle. The engine
and the vehicle designs cannot therefore, be uncoupled.

Some of the specific issues related to the characteristics
and the operation of the scramjet engine are described below.

2 THE SCRAMJET ENGINE CYCLE

An invention attributed to René Lorin of France in 1913, the
ramjet is a remarkable airbreathing engine in its conceptual
simplicity. Lacking moving parts and achieving air compres-
sion only through internal geometry change, it is capable of
extending the operation beyond flight speed when the gas tur-
bine engine becomes inefficient. Engines without core rotat-
ing machinery can operate with higher maximum cycle tem-
perature and the limit imposed by the turbine presence on the
cycle maximum temperature can now be increased. The ram-

jet cycle with subsonic air speed at the combustion chamber
entrance becomes more efficient. The ramjet does not, how-
ever, operate from takeoff and its performance is low at sub-
sonic speed because the air dynamic pressure is not sufficient
to raise the cycle pressure to the efficient operational values.

As the speed further increases, the terminal shock asso-
ciated with subsonic combustion leads both to significant
pressure losses and to elevated temperatures, which pre-
clude, in great part, recombination reactions completion,
thereby resulting in considerable energy loss. It becomes
more efficient to maintain the flow supersonic throughout
the engine and add heat through combustion at supersonic
speed. Figure 1 shows the estimated specific impulse for sev-
eral cycles as the flight Mach number increases (McClinton,
2002). The rocket cycle specific impulse is included for com-
parison.

The differences between subsonic and supersonic com-
bustion ramjet engines are shown schematically in Figure 2.
The subsonic conditions in the combustion chamber in the
former require the presence of a physical throat in the nozzle
to maintain the desired inlet operational conditions, whereas
the supersonic combustion chamber, in fact, requires an area
increase as heat is released through combustion. For compar-
ison, Table 1, offered by Ferri (1973), shows several critical
parameters for the cases of supersonic versus subsonic com-
bustion at a selected flight condition: Mach 12 at an altitude of
40 km using hydrogen as fuel assumed in stoichiometric ratio
with the engine airflow. The differences indicated in the table
are significant. The stagnation pressure recovery, which is a
measure of the losses in the inlet/diffuser system, is about 30
times larger in the scramjet in comparison with the subsonic
combustion ramjet, due to the absence of the terminal normal
shock. Since, in a first approximation, the engine thrust loses
1% for each 1% of loss in pressure recovery, the performance
for the supersonic combustion-based cycle is clearly evi-
dent. The temperature at the subsonic combustion chamber
entrance is quite large. Severe dissociation is present at this
temperature and recombination reactions cannot take place
within the combustion chamber. Heat released due to fuel/air
chemical reactions would occur in this case only further
downstream in the nozzle, where due to expansion the temper-
ature will decrease. To achieve chemical equilibrium within
the nozzle so that the recovered heat can be converted into
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Figure 2. Schematic of subsonic and supersonic combustion ramjet engines.
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Table 1. A comparison of several relevant parameters between subsonic and supersonic combustion-based ramjet at Mach 12 flight.

Combustor Combustion
chamber entrance Supersonic Subsonic chamber exit Supersonic Subsonic

Ratio of burner entrance
to capture area

0.023 0.023 Ratio of exit area to
capture area

0.061 0.024

Stagnation pressure
recovery

0.5 0.013 Ratio of nozzle throat to
capture area

0.061 0.015

Pressure, atm. 2.7 75 Pressure, atm. 2.7 75
Temperature, K 1250 4500 Temperature, K 2650 4200
Mach number 4.9 0.33 Mach number 3.3 0.38

kinetic energy would require prohibitively long and therefore
heavy nozzles. Thrust is further increased based on the ratio
of the nozzle throat to capture area which limits the amount of
airflow through the engine in the subsonic combustion-based
ramjet. The scramjet will, in fact, substitute the mechani-
cal throat with a thermal throat that results by slowing the
flow through tailored heat release. Finally, the considerably
lower static pressure in the scramjet engine reduces the struc-
tural load on the engine duct, therefore resulting in a lighter
construction and overall increased system efficiency.

2.1 The ideal cycle

The scramjet engine belongs to the family of Brayton cycles,
which consists of two adiabatic and two constant pressure
processes. A simplified schematic of a scramjet-equipped
vehicle is shown in Figure 3, assuming a lifting body with
the vehicle’s forebody performing a large part of the inlet
compression and the afterbody constitutes part of the noz-
zle. The engine, therefore, occupies the entire lower surface
of the vehicle. The standard engine designation, which was
adopted here after Segal (2009) derives from the standard

station designation of gas turbine engines and is used to
emphasize the separation between the major engine compo-
nents:

� Station 0 represents the freestream condition.
� Station 1 represents the beginning of compression. Hyper-

sonic shock waves angles are small, resulting in long
compression ramps and, in many of the suggested con-
figurations, they begin at the vehicle’s leading edge.
Additional compression takes place inside the inlet duct.

� Station 2.1 represents the entrance into the isolator sec-
tion. The role of the isolator is to separate the inlet from
the adverse effects of pressure rise due to combustion in
the combustion chamber. The presence of a shock train in
the isolator contributes to further compress the air before
arriving at the combustion chamber. Thermodynamically,
the isolator is not a desirable component since it is a source
of additional pressure losses, increases the engine cooling
loads, and adds to the engine weight. However, opera-
tionally it is needed to include a shock train that adjusts
such that it fulfills the role described above.

� Station 3 is the combustion chamber entrance. Unlike the
turbojet engine cycle, where the air compression ratio is

Figure 3. Simplified engine reference stations.
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controlled by the compressor settings, in a fixed geometry
scramjet the pressure at the combustion chamber entrance
varies over a broad range.

� Station 4 is the combustion chamber exit and the begin-
ning of expansion.

� Station 10 is the exit from the nozzle. Due to the large
expansion ratios the entire aft part of the vehicle may be
part of the engine nozzle.

Clearly, this selection of engine stations represents an ide-
alized component separation which omits the presence of
additional elements.

There are features of the scramjet cycle that are different
or carry special emphasis when compared with other con-
stant pressure cycles. The degree of flow deceleration in the
inlet is dictated by the constraints of velocity and static tem-
perature at the combustion chamber entrance, as mentioned
above in the illustration in Table 1, to ensure (i) high effi-
ciency and (ii) to match additional flow streams that may
be present in a combined-cycle engine. The inefficiencies
of the compression process depend on the kinetic energy
transformation and its level at the end of the compression
process, and have obvious implications on the efficiency of
the other engine components and the system as a whole.
Finally, the compression process is influenced by the inter-
active processes resulting from complex three-dimensional
fluid dynamic interactions that include multi-angled shock
waves, interaction between shockwaves and boundary layers,
separation vortices, and vortex-vortex interactions. Certain
designs have suggested addition of fuel during compression
in the inlet to increase the residence time for improved mix-
ing (Vinogradov et al., 2001), therefore introducing mass,
changing the properties of the incoming air, and affecting
the inlet kinetic efficiency. The level of flow distortions gen-
erated in the inlet, both steady-state and dynamic, has a
clear effect on the heat release processes in the combus-
tion chamber through distortions interaction with mixing and
turbulence/temperature effects (Oran and Boris, 2001). Inlet
flow distortion effects on the compressors in turbojet engines
have been studied and documented extensively. However, the
effect of inlet distortions in ramjet/scramjet engines has not
been evaluated to the same extent to date.

The process in the isolator, between Stations 2.1 and 3 can
be considered part of the compression process, although the
isolator has a clearly defined function to protect the inlet flow
from the pressure changes in the combustion chamber. This
compression is the result of the shock train present in the iso-
lator which, depending on the flight regime, may extend in
the core of the combustion chamber where it is surrounded
by regions of subsonic flow. The inefficiencies in the iso-
lator result from viscous losses, heat lost to the walls, and
shock/boundary layer interactions.

Between Stations 3 and 4 heat is released through fuel
combustion. Assuming, in a first approximation (Heiser et
al., 1994), that the enthalpy remains constant between the
free stream and the entrance to the combustion chamber, that
is, Station 3, a relation between M3 and M0 can be written
which, in the limit of large flight velocities, of the order of
M0 = 10 becomes,

M3

M0
≈

√
T0

T3
(1)

Since the expected temperature ratios T3/T0 are of the
order of 10, equation (1) implies that the compression in the
inlet-isolator results in M3 being approximately one-third of
M0.

The departure from constant stagnation pressure in the
combustion chamber is due mostly to friction, Rayleigh
losses, and heat transferred to the wall. The amount of heat
released within the combustion chamber depends on the effi-
ciency of the mixing process and the degree of conversion of
the available chemical energy into sensible energy. Following
some sort of flameholding scheme, the combustion chamber
is usually designed with a constant area for rapid heat release
followed by a slowly expanding region to delay thermal chok-
ing onset which is particularly severe at low speed operation.
At high speeds this diverging section acts as an initial expan-
sion region, during which the flowhas additional time to reach
chemical equilibrium (Ortwerth, 2000).

Expansion follows between Stations 4 and 10, first in an
internal nozzle then continuing on the vehicle aft to, ide-
ally, perfect expansion. The irreversibilities in the nozzle are
caused by friction, viscous dissipation in shocks, and heat
lost to the structure. If rapid expansion begins before the
chemical equilibrium has been achieved at the combustion
chamber exit, a certain amount of dissociated species may
freeze, leading to additional energy loss. The degree of expan-
sion results from optimization of engine performance, vehicle
dimensions, and requirements of balancing the moment for
trimmed flight.

This is clearly a simplified representation of the scramjet
thermodynamic cycle. The scramjet will operate along with
other propulsion systems in a combined cycle so that the pro-
pulsion system/vehicle can be optimized for the entire flight
regime. Some of the proposed cycles are descried below.

2.2 Performance analysis

In the Breguet range equation

R = V ·Isp
L

D
ln

W0

Wf

(2)
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where W0/Wf is the ratio of the vehicle weights at the begin-
ning and the end of the cruise segment and V is the flight
speed, the V · Isp term is essentially constant for a scramjet
engine in the domain of hypersonic flight regime (Ortwerth,
(2000)). The vehicle will thus be required to fly at the best
L/D and the product V · Isp will have to be maximized. This
parameter depends on the propulsive efficiency, the efficiency
of the chemical to thermal energy conversion in the combus-
tion chamber, and the efficiency of the other thermodynamic
processes in the engine components.

Through the analysis of the scramjet cycle using the station
designation shown above, the nozzle exit velocity is obtained
as

V 2
10 = V 2 + 2H0(ψ − 1)

[
ηcηe

(
�Hc/H0

ψ

)
− 1

]
(3)

where H0 is the flight enthalpy, �Hc is the energy added
through chemical reactions, and ηc and ηe are the inlet com-
pression and nozzle expansion thermodynamic efficiencies,
respectively. These two efficiencies are defined as the depar-
ture of the compression and the expansion static enthalpy
changes during these processes from the equivalent adiabatic
evolution between the same isobars, that is,

ηc = h3′ − h0

h3 − h0
and ηe = h4 − h10

h4 − h10′
(4)

The parameter ψ in the specific impulse equation repre-
sents the inlet static enthalpy rise through compression,
ψ = H3/H0 and is limited by the maximum allowable com-
pression temperature determined from considerations of
dissociation discussed in the introduction. Thus the specific
impulse defined as the thrust-to-mass flow ratio becomes,

Isp = F

ṁg
= 1

g
(V10 − V )

= V

g

{√
1 + 2

(γ − 1)M2
0

(ψ − 1)
[
ηcηe

(
�Hc/H0

ψ

)
− 1

]
− 1

}
(5)

where H0/V 2 has been simplified under the assumption that
the air behaves as a thermally perfect gas and the flight Mach
number has been emphasized.

Notable in this equation are the compression and the
expansion efficiencies. Implicitly, the specific impulse equa-
tion contains the combustion efficiency defined as

ηb = �Hc

fHf

= H4 − H3

fHf

(6)

where f is the fuel-to-air mass flow ratio and Hf is the
fuel heating capacity through the term �Hc. The combus-
tion efficiency depends on the geometric configuration of
the combustion chamber and the air and fuel thermodynamic
properties that enter the combustion chamber, and is closely
coupled with the efficiency of the mixing process. Thus,
equation (4) emphasizes the effects of the components effi-
ciencies on the specific impulse, which is a key parameter in
the vehicle trajectory and sizing optimization.

It would appear from equation (5) that the efficiencies
of these three components, the inlet–isolator group, ηc, the
combustion chamber, ηb, and the nozzle, ηe, have the same
quantitative effect on the specific impulse. Yet, a lower
compression efficiency leads to an increased temperature
T3 which reduces the amount of heat that can be released
in the combustion chamber, therefore changing the mix-
ing and combustion efficiencies in the combustion chamber
and modifying the thermodynamic properties at the combus-
tion chamber exit will influence the expansion in the nozzle
and the efficiency of this process. For this reason, a ther-
modynamic cycle analysis based on individual components
sequence provides only qualitative results and are, in princi-
pal, similar to other Brayton cycles analyses.

From the point of view of the cycle thermodynamic anal-
ysis, it is interesting to point out other global parameters
of engine efficiency, in particular the propulsive efficiency
which is defined as the engine exit energy realized out of
the total energy available (Bullock, 1989).With the assump-
tion that there is no mass change throughout the engine, the
propulsive efficiency becomes

ηp = 2V0

V10 + V0
(7)

This parameter would indicate that the maximum propulsive
efficiency is obtained when the nozzle exit velocity equals
the flight velocity, a condition when, evidently, no specific
impulse is created.

The propulsive efficiency is often combined with a thermal
efficiency, ηth, which is defined as the kinetic energy incre-
ment across the entire engine, normalized by the amount of
energy contained in the fuel consumed:

ηth =
1
2

(
V 2

10 − V 2
)

fHf

(8)

The engine thermal efficiency is similar to the definition
of the combustion chamber efficiency but it includes all of
the engine components. Therefore, energy not released in
the combustion chamber due to inefficiencies of the mixing
and combustion processes appears in the engine’s thermal
efficiency.
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2.3 Combined cycles

One way to avoid expendable staging and make use of more
efficient engine cycles during part of the ascent to orbit is by
using two or more separate propulsion systems on the vehicle
that operate independently. These are referred to as “combi-
nation propulsion systems” (CPS). An example of this type of
propulsion system is the rocket– ramjet, which uses a rocket
booster to achieve the initial acceleration to speeds capable of
sustaining ramjet operation (Billig, 1996). At that speed, the
engine switches to ramjet operation for the remainder of the
flight. Although the use of CPS simplifies propulsion system
integration issues, it requires carrying at least one propul-
sion system that is not actively participating in propelling the
vehicle at all times, and thus leads to inefficient use of weight
and volume and increases the heating load.

An alternative is the use of “combined cycle propul-
sion” (CCP) systems which can be broadly divided into two
categories: airbreathing combined-cycles that could include
turbojet or turbofan cycles, and combined-cycle systems that
include a rocket subsystem. Examples of airbreathing CCP
systems are the dual mode combustion ramjet, which oper-
ates in both ramjet and scramjet modes, and the turbine-based
combined-cycle engine, which uses a turbine-based cycle
for low-speed flight along with ramjet and scramjet modes
(Curran, Heiser and Pratt, 1996). Airbreathing combinedcy-
cle engines are intended primarily for missions involving
high-speed cruise in the atmosphere, but cannot support
transatmospheric flight when the air density becomes too low
to sustain the cycle. A rocket-based cycle is then needed. The
following section presents some of the relevant issues for
the combined-cycles using the ramjet/scramjet architecture
in combination with gas-turbine or rocket engines.

2.3.1 The turbine-based combined cycle

The turbine-based combined cycle (TBCC) is particularly
attractive for the unsurpassed specific impulse at takeoff. In
that regard, the TBCC are of particular interest for concepts
in which the first stage spends most of its mission at rela-
tively low supersonic speed. Recent advances concentrate on
the development of turbine engine technologies that could
operate efficiently up to Mach 4.

A simple combined cycle is a turbojet (or turbofan)/ramjet
in which a secondary flow bypasses the core turbojet and
participates to thrust in an afterburner. As the Mach number
increases, typically beyond M = 3, the afterburner transi-
tions to operation as a ramjet, while the turbojet maximum
cycle temperature is reduced to maintain the load on the rotat-
ing machinery while maintaining the airflow path open to
contribute to thrust generation in the afterburner. The main

Figure 4. The KLIN
TM

turbojet/rocket configuration incorporates
a deep cooled turbojet cycle along with a liquid fueled rocket.

issue is, evidently, the matching of the flows through the core
and through bypass and avoiding reversed flow. Additional
operational difficulties are introduced by the broad bypass
ratio range during acceleration and deceleration and thermal
management of the moving parts at high enthalpy flight.

An interesting combined cycle, including turbojet/rocket
interaction is described by the KLINTM cycle shown schemat-
ically in Figure 4. The rocket fuel, hydrogen at high pressure,
is used to provide deep cooling of the air in the turbojet intake.
In the diagram in Figure 4, both the rocket and the turbo-
jet use hydrogen as fuel, but the two fuel circuits could be
separated to use non-similar fuels, using for example, liquid
hydrocarbons for the turbojet. Although the rocket and the
turbojet use different flow paths, there is a close interaction
between the cycles since the rocket’s fuel is used to cool the
turbojet incoming air to increase the density and reduce the
temperature, thereby increasing the compression in the tur-
bojet and extending its operation to higher Mach numbers.
As the velocity changes, both the turbojet and the rocket are
throttled to adapt to both the low and the high speed regimes.
This system is estimated to have up to Mach 6.5 operational
capability.

2.3.2 The rocket-based combined cycle

Among the many types and variations of CCP systems, one
class of rocket-based CCP systems shows particular promise
for Earth-to-orbit (ETO) missions. These are engines that
operate in rocket-ejector mode and also have the capabil-
ity of operating in ramjet, scramjet, and rocket-only modes.
They are typically referred to as rocket-based combined-cycle
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a RBCC with a rocket acting as an
ejector to augment the airflow into the ramjet/scramjet.

(RBCC) engines. One variant is the ejector scramjet engine
shown schematically in Figure 5, which has been identified
as one of the most promising propulsion systems for both
single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) and two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO)
vehicles (Escher and Flornes, 1966).

The ability to utilize the rocket as an ejector increases the
engine mass flow, therefore, thrust. Afterburning in rockete-
jector mode, using the ramjet/scramjet fuel injectors, further
increases the thrust and specific impulse compared to the
rocket operating alone. As the ratio of the bypass air to the
rocket exhaust mass flow increases with increasing flight
speed, the specific impulse continues to increase as the
cycle more closely resembles ramjet operation. In ramjet and
scramjet modes, the rocket could be advantageously used as a
fuel injector and mixing enhancer. In the rocket-only mode,
the use of the engine duct as a highly expanded nozzle at
high altitudes increases the specific impulse of that mode of
operation.

A further advantage of RBCC systems is the reduction
in the amount of onboard oxidizer required. This decreases
the size and therefore the weight of the tank and vehicle.
Vehicle propellant mass fractions for RBCC-powered vehi-
cles are projected to be around 70%, as compared to 90% for
all-rocket vehicles. In the rocket-ejector mode, RBCC sys-
tems can provide vehicle thrust-to-weight ratios greater than
one and are therefore capable of vertical takeoff and landing.
Finally, the cryogenic fuel can be used in airbreathing modes
as a heat sink to increase the density of the inlet airflow, thus
increasing the work output. In terms of the thermodynamic
cycle, this is equivalent to a more efficient process between
states 0 and 2.1.

2.3.3 RBCC systems mode of operation

Figure 6 describes the operation of a rocket–ejector-based
RBCC as the vehicle accelerates (Daines and Segal, 1988).
Initially, the rocket acts as the primary ejector stream or drive

jet as shown in Figure 6a. The rocket thrust is augmented
through momentum transfer from the high-velocity rocket
exhaust to the inducted air, increasing the total mass flowwith
a lower exit velocity. It produces a higher specific impulse
then the rocket-only operation. The rocket–ejector mode is
used from takeoff through low supersonic flight speeds. Spe-
cific impulse is typically augmented by 10–20% at static
conditions and the augmentation increases to levels up to
250% at Mach numbers between 2 and 3. Much of the thrust
augmentation is accomplished in the rocket-ejector mode by
afterburning fuel with the inducted air in the duct downstream
of the rocket. As the flight Mach number approaches 3, the
engine transitions to ramjet mode, as in Figure 6b, which has
a higher specific impulse in the mid-to high-supersonic flight
speed range. Oxidizer is supplied by the ram air from the inlet
and combustion takes place at subsonic conditions. Around
M = 6, the operation of the engine turns to the scramjet mode
(Figure 6c), when the flow remains supersonic throughout
the entire engine. The engine combustion cross-section must
remain constant or diverge in this mode to avoid the onset of
thermal choking in the scramjet. The rocket is either turned
off or used as a fuel injector in both ramjet and scramjet
modes. Around M = 15 the air density can no longer sus-
tain an efficient airbreathing cycle and the engine is switched
to the rocket-only operation as shown in Figure 6d. The air
inlets close and the rocket restarts, providing thrust to insert
the spacecraft into orbit.

2.4 Several technical issues related to combined
cycles

2.4.1 Flow path design and optimization

The advantage of being able to operate in several different
cycles in a single engine carries with it the additional require-
ment of designing a flow path that will provide acceptable
performance in each operational mode. The inlet will need
to operate with a very low contraction in the rocket–ejec-
tor mode to capture as much air as possible. However, in the
scramjet mode it will need to have a large enough contraction
to provide sufficient compression of the incoming air before
combustion. The optimum exit flow path in rocket–ejector
and ramjet modes includes a converging–diverging section,
while scramjet mode requires straight and diverging sections
only. Variable geometry, while an obvious solution, would
add significant weight and complexity to the engine. Fixed
geometry flow paths are possible through the use of thermal
compression and thermal choking to provide an effect anal-
ogous to area change in the flow path as proposed by Ferri in
1973. Newer concepts are based on magnetohydrodynamic
energy extraction in the inlet and redistribution in the nozzle
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Figure 6. Operation of an ejector scramjet RBCC: (a) rocket– ejec-
tor; (b) ramjet; (c) scramjet and; (d) rocket-only.

point, as well as the possibility of adjusting the inlet flow to
the flight conditions without geometrical changes.

2.4.2 Fuel selection and densification

The issue of fuel system selection is an important integrating
factor in the development of high-speed propulsion sys-
tems, including combined-cycle approaches. It encompasses
issues of fuel management, stability, and energy density,
along with the need for fast breakup and chemical decom-
position of the injected fuel. Often these requirements are
contradictory because high energy-density fuels require high
activation energies to initiate exothermic reactions (Segal

and Shyy, 1996). For SSTO vehicles, hydrogen provides
an overall specific impulse better than hydrocarbon-based
fuels because of the higher energy density, and provides
a source for active cooling of the airframe. In addition,
the fast chemical kinetics of hydrogen contribute to reduc-
ing the combustion time in the scramjet mode operation.
Advances such as gelled or slush hydrogen provide meth-
ods to increase the density of hydrogen. Slush hydrogen
yields a 15% increase in density compared to liquid hydro-
gen and, additionally, it provides 20% greater thermal sink.
This is important, particularly in the liquid-air cycle engine
(LACE) concept where hydrogen “recycling” that is, return-
ing some hydrogen to the slush hydrogen tank for recooling,
can increase the engine performance.

2.4.3 Mixing-enhancement in rocket-ejector mode

When a single circular cross-sectional centerline-mounted
rocket is used for rocket-ejector configurations, mixing
lengths are large, with duct length-to-diameter ratio (L/D)
of 8 to 10 required for complete mixing. Decreasing the duct
length is important to reduce the engine weight. However,
it cannot be accepted at the expense of incomplete mixing.
Therefore, using a larger number of smaller primary rockets
has proven effective in reducing mixing length (Siebenhaar
and Bulman, 1995). A solution may be offered by an annu-
lar bell rocket with a toroidal combustion chamber and an
annular nozzle which increases the shear area (Escher and
Schnurstein, 1993).

Mixing can also be enhanced in a rocket–injector mode
cycle by inducing large scale motion between the primary and
secondary streams, which effectively increases the shear area.
Forced mixer lobes and primary jets with noncircular cross-
sections are solutions that induce large scale fluid motion.
Dynamic ejectors, which rely primarily on unsteady pressure
waves to accelerate the secondary flow, perform better than
steady flow ejectors with thrust augmentation as high as 90%
for pulsed ejectors as compared to 30% augmentation for the
corresponding steady flow ejector.

2.4.4 Simultaneous mixing and combustion versus
diffusion and afterburning

Related to the issue of enhanced mixing is the question
of whether to employ diffusion and afterburning (DAB) or
simultaneous mixing and combustion (SMC) for the after-
burning in the rocket-ejector mode. In the simultaneous
mixing and combustion approach, fuel-rich rocket exhaust
is used to drive the mixer flow and combustion is allowed
to occur simultaneously with mixing and expansion. The
resulting subsonic flow stream is then passed through a
converging–diverging nozzle and expanded to supersonic
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velocities. An alternative approach is to mix a stoichio-
metric supersonic rocket drive jet with the subsonic inlet
airstream and expand the combined subsonic flow stream
to increase the static pressure. At the peak pressure point,
additional fuel is introduced and burned and the entire
flow is expanded through a converging–diverging nozzle.
This approach is referred to as diffusion and afterburning.
The SMC cycle exhibits consistently lower engine specific
impulse at low Mach numbers relative to DAB cycles, as
one would expect from basic thermodynamic consideration
governing heat engine cycle efficiency. This difference is
significant at sealevel static conditions but diminishes pro-
gressively with increasing Mach number.

3 SUMMARY

The technology appears to be within reach to develop suc-
cessful scramjet-propulsion vehicles if operational reliability
can be solved. On the other hand, the physical processes that
take place in the scramjet engine are more complex than in
most of the other propulsion systems. The short residence
time, the large velocity gradients which result in subsonic
regions imbedded in supersonic flows, with a closely cou-
pled interaction between mixing and chemical kinetics, with
strong shock waves/boundary layers interactions have still to
be solved in a satisfactory manner for the entire operational
range.

The recent years witnessed several flight tests that, each in
turn, expanded knowledge and capability. The GELA flight
test of a maneuvering scramjet missile in Russia in 2004,
which followed the earlier test in 2001, the successful flight
test of the HySHOT program in 2003 and the remarkable
flight test of the integrated vehicle-scramjet experimental
X-43 in the United States in 2004 indicate that scramjet
technology has matured to a degree that gives increased con-
fidence in the design capabilities for flight. In the early days
of exploration beyond the earth boundaries, the imagination
and national drive could be lifted by the vision of great human
achievement.

Several international programs are currently advancing
with promising results. The USA–Australia collaboration
for the Hypersonic International Flight Research Experiment
(Hifire) follows the HyShot program with the goal to gather
flight data at re-entry speed conditions. In France, LEA is
a collaborative effort between MBDA and ONERA with
Russian scientists to develop a vehicle that will fly in the
range of Mach 4–8 with future expansion to the Mach 10–
12 regime. In the United States, the X-51A hydrocarbon
fueled engine has undergone several ground-testing programs
with flightworthy weight components and, at the time of this

writing, is being prepared for flight tests. It is expected to sus-
tain as much as four minutes of scramjet- powered operation.

Today technology has made significant progress. The deci-
sion making process still has to catch up with it.

NOMENCLATURE

M Mach number
T temperature
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1 INTRODUCTION

Efficient, reliable, and safe mobility through the air is con-
sidered vital to economic stability, growth, and security of
the nation and the world. Though humankind has made enor-
mous advances in flight and its propulsion, there are still many
challenges and opportunities that stem from the availability
of energy, engine efficiency, pollutant emissions, noise, relia-
bility, and safety. The United States, being the world leader in
the development of aerospace technologies, has long recog-
nized the crucial role aviation plays in the modern world, and

as a result, The National Aeronautics Research and Develop-
ment Policy was established by an Executive Order (EO) for
the first time in December of 2006 to help guide the con-
duct of US aeronautics research and development (R&D)
programs through 2020 (Marburger, 2006). The plan devel-
oped for the implementation of the policy has established
aeronautics R&D challenges, prioritized goals, and time-
phased objectives. NASA’s Aeronautics Research Mission
Directorate’s (ARMD) plan is developed in conjunction with
the National Aeronautics Research and Development Pol-
icy mentioned above and sets the direction for the nation’s
research priorities and long-term objectives for the benefit of
the public in the area of civil aviation (Porter, 2007; Alonso
2008). The plan includes coordination with other govern-
ment agencies, academia, and industry through collaborative
partnerships and ensures the availability of a world class
resource (personnel, facilities, knowledge, and expertise)
ready to be drawn upon by all the partners. The Fundamen-
tal Aeronautics Program (FAP) inside ARMD has identified
quantitative goals for near-term, mid-term, and long-term
technology development in subsonic and supersonic air
transport, as well as hypersonic technology advancement
needed to enable affordable space access for low earth orbit
applications.

For subsonic speed regime, three areas have been iden-
tified with quantitative goals specified for near-term to
long-term time scale extending to 2035. The three areas are
emissions (NOx, particulate, and green-house gases), noise,
and fuel efficiency. For supersonic transportation, in addition
to emission and noise reduction goals during takeoff and land-
ing, sonic boom, high altitude emissions, and cruise efficiency
have been identified as the areas of research with quantifiable
goals to be met to enable economically viable supersonic air
transport while minimizing the impact on the environment.
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These goals along with the quantitative targets for near-, mid-,
and long-term technology development as well as the base-
line reference vehicles for subsonic and supersonic speed
regimes were presented at the second annual meeting of the
NASA Fundamental Aeronautics Program (Program High-
lights Fundamental Aeronautics Program, 2008). The goals
and time frames have been determined based on consultations
with industry and studies of system-level impacts of various
technology advancements that are likely to be made in the
corresponding time frames. They will be reviewed periodi-
cally and adjusted as necessary, reflecting the revised outlook
of the technology advancement path. The noise, emission,
and performance goals for subsonic aircraft are also con-
sistent with those of Europe, which are outlined in their
aviation/aeronautics research plans. One example of this is
the integrated approach of focused propulsion research along
with cross-cutting application under the Clear Sky technol-
ogy project sponsored by Advisory Council for Aeronautics
Research in Europe (ACARE), 2001, Vision 2020. For hyper-
sonic speed regime, a balanced portfolio of combined cycle
airbreathing propulsion and Entry, Descent, and Landing
(EDL) on planets with atmosphere have been identified as
the major technology areas to support affordable access to
space.

Based on the research plans mentioned above, emerging
trends in propulsion can be identified from the technology
challenges that need to be addressed to meet the aggressive
goals outlined in the plans. The time frames for the research
plans are termed N + 1 for near-term, that is, the next ten
years; N + 2 for mid-term, the next twenty years, and N + 3
for long-term, in the next thirty years. N stands for the current
state of the art.

2 SUBSONIC PROPULSION

For subsonic propulsion, the near-term (N + 1) emphasis is
still the conventional architecture for the aircraft, that is, tube
and wing configuration with podded engine installation. To
meet the noise, emission, and performance goals, very high
bypass engine cycles are considered. Some of the concepts
are geared turbofan engines that will have low noise benefit
due to lower fan tip speeds and allow the low pressure turbine
to rotate at a higher speed for optimum efficiency. Also con-
sidered is the variable area nozzle concept for the fan bypass
stream to enable the engine to produce adequate thrust for
takeoff condition with enough margin for stable operation.
The geared turbofan concept has been championed by the
aeroengine company Pratt & Whitney with further technol-
ogy advancement carried out in collaboration with NASA
Glenn Research Center. Another concept to realize very high

Figure 1. Hybrid wing body aircraft with distributed embedded
propulsion system.

bypass ratio is the open rotor concept, sponsored by General
Electric based on their earlier technology development effort
of Advanced Turboprop (ATP) or Unducted Fan (UDF) pro-
gram in collaboration with NASA. However, the challenge
for the open rotor concept is the problem noise which needs
to be reduced to meet current noise regulations. It is antici-
pated that the recent advanced computational fluid dynamics
methods applied for the design of blades and considerable
progress made in the noise reduction technologies will help
open rotor concept to overcome the noise challenge and meet
the targets set for fuel burn, emission, and noise reduction.

For mid-term (N + 2) time frame, consensus among the
industry and government labs is that the airframe and engine
architecture to meet the noise, emission, and fuel burn
reduction goals is the hybrid wing body (or blended wing
body) airframe with embedded distributed propulsion sys-
tem (Figure 1). In addition to the benefits of large bypass
ratio of distributed propulsion and additional benefit of higher
propulsion efficiency due to boundary layer ingestion, a num-
ber of technical challenges need to be addressed in a timely
manner. These include the effect of flow field distortion due to
the embedded nature of the engine inlets and boundary layer
ingestion on engine performance, and strategies to mitigate
the detrimental impact on performance and life. In addition,
to realize higher thermal efficiency, high pressure core engine
technology (overall pressure ratio (OPR) of 60–70), complex-
ities of technical challenges such as small blade heights and
tight clearance requirements in the aft stages of compressors,
and NOx challenges due to high temperatures in combustion
chambers are some of the advanced technology candidates
being considered for active research.

For long-term (N + 3) time frame, a number of far out
propulsion concepts are being considered because of the
long lead time available and the possibility of some competi-
tive technologies such as high temperature super conductors
maturing during this time frame, leading to some alterna-
tive propulsion concepts such as electric drive and hybrid
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propulsion devices. Even in the conventional gas turbines
area, concepts such as recuperative cycles including inter-
stage cooling of compressor for very high pressure ratio (OPR
of 100 and above) engines are being considered because
the advances in materials technology is anticipated to lead
to lightweight materials, enabling very light heat exchang-
ers needed for these aggressive cycles. Other concepts such
as constant volume combustion to increase thermal effi-
ciency, integrated energy optimization for propulsion, and
other power-consuming devices such as auxiliary power unit
(APU) as well as utilization of energy dissipated during
landing, and others are also considered for the long-term
propulsion strategies. Alternative fuels with low carbon con-
tent combined with optimal operational options such as flying
at lower cruise speeds, formational flying, and more, can be
candidates in the broader effort of reducing the overall carbon
footprint which might receive increasing emphasis over the
next 30 years. Alternative power plant concepts such as fuel
cells need to have power densities (power per unit weight)
comparable to those of modern gas turbine engines to be con-
sidered for aircraft propulsion. Even though research in these
concepts is being actively pursued for terrestrial applications
(e.g. automotive and electric power), based on the current rate
of technology advancement, power densities of fuel cells is
not going to be comparable to those of gas turbines even in
the N + 3 time frame for consideration of aircraft propulsion.

3 SUPERSONIC PROPULSION

The near-term (N + 1) technology development in supersonic
air transportation focuses on small jets overland, with empha-
sis on business jet size flying at Mach 1.6–1.8. In terms of
prioritization of research areas, sonic boom mitigation has
been identified to be the top priority with existing military
engines used for providing propulsion for any flight demon-
stration configurations. It is anticipated that environmental
regulations and economic constraints will be relaxed for this
time frame to make supersonic transport viable for the size
of the aircraft considered. The goal for cruise emissions is
set for a value equivalent to current subsonic aircraft and the
goal for fuel efficiency is not set at a particular value. Since
existing military engines are considered for demonstration,
the fuel efficiency realized by this demonstrator is considered
as the baseline for further reduction in mid-term and long-
term goals. For airport noise, the goal is set to be 10 EPNdB
(Effective Perceived Noise decibels) below stage 3, which is
equivalent to stage 4 and is the same as that met by current
subsonic aircraft. For sonic boom, the goal for near-term is
set at 65–70 PLdB (perceived level decibels) for this class of
vehicles (business jet).

For mid-term (N + 2) time frame, the size of the supersonic
aircraft is expected to be that of commercial jet with 70–80
passengers (flying at Mach 1.6–1.8) with low boom overland
and mixed Mach mission with cruise efficiency as the key for
economically viable supersonic transport. A variable cycle
propulsion system is the key technology item enabling the
availability of adequate power for takeoff and high efficiency
during the cruise. The fuel efficiency and cruise emission
goals for this time frame are set to be 15% improvement com-
pared to that of near-term and less than 10 NOX EI (emission
index), respectively. Airport noise and sonic boom reduc-
tion goals are 10–20 EPNdB (cumulative) below stage III
and 65–70 PLdB (same as that for N + 1 time frame, but for
a larger sized aircraft). Key research areas identified for the
variable cycle engines are variable turbomachinery for multi-
point efficiency, facilitating multi-stream nozzle flows for
rapid jet mixing (noise benefit), and zero-chargeable cooling
as well as durable hot section material systems. Composite
structures technology will be advanced to enable the use of
lightweight composites for airframe and engine cold sections.
Highly integrated airframe/engine multi-disciplinary design,
analysis and optimization (MDAO) tools at multi-fidelity lev-
els are developed and applied to realize optimum efficiency
for the entire flight envelope. Excrescence drag reductions
such as NLF (Natural Laminar Flow via surface treatments)
are considered for advancing to a higher state of technology
readiness level (TRL) to be effectively used to yield system
level benefits.

For long-term (N + 3) time frame, the aircraft size is sup-
posed to approach that of a large commercial jet with about
200 passengers flying at Mach 1.8–2.0 range (Figure 2). The
fuel efficiency and cruise emission goals for this time frame
are set at 25% compared to near-term target and less than

Figure 2. Notional N + 3 supersonic aircraft. Reproduced from
Alonso (2008) NASA.
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5 EI respectively. Airport noise and sonic boom reduction
goals are set to be 20–30 EPNdB (cumulative) below stage
III and 70–80 PLdB. Some of the technologies needed to
meet these long-term goals include near stochiometric com-
bustion and staged combustion, multi-functional components
such as continuous wave combustion, adaptive structural and
material systems, multi-axis turbine engines, multi-fan cores,
off-axis topping cycle cores used for distributed thrust acous-
tics at takeoff and improved cruise efficiency, and highly
integrated and continuously variable airframe and propulsion
systems.

4 HYPERSONIC PROPULSION

For airbreathing propulsion in hypersonic speed regime,
access to space seems to be the only area relevant to the
civilian application in the foreseeable future. Compared to
the conventional rocket propulsion, airbreathing propulsion
offers a significant advantage in terms of higher effective
specific impulse when applied for space access to low earth
orbit. The combined cycle propulsion research should span
turbine-based and rocket-based cycles as well as concepts
such as pulsed detonation rocket engines. In addition to the
higher specific impulse, combined cycle engines with air-
breathing propulsion as part of the system also offer the
following advantages: The higher propulsion performance
allows for more robust structural mass fraction, reusability
especially for turbine-based systems resulting in lower life
cycle cost, and payload fraction. Combined cycle systems are
also amenable to improved operations, translated from the
efficiency requirement in civil aircraft operations, enabling
efficient abort scenarios, and ground operations. However,
the combined cycle systems also come with a few disad-
vantages compared to the traditional rocket propulsion. Due
to the complex nature of the combined cycle systems, they
lead to higher development and manufacturing costs as well
as susceptibility to more failure modes. In addition, since
these systems follow higher dynamic pressure trajectories, to
derive benefit from longer airbreathing propulsion duration,
they are subject to higher aerodynamic heating and structural
loads and complicated staging issues. And lastly, the com-
bined cycle propulsion technology is considered relatively
immature compared to rocket propulsion and in need of sig-
nificant further development in order to be applied for space
access as readily as rocket propulsion.

5 CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES

In the following paragraphs, some of the near-term critical
technologies to be developed in order to meet the technical

challenges mentioned above will be discussed. Based on the
global energy demand forecast, there will be extraordinary
pressure on the transportation industry in general and aviation
in particular to advance technologies to improve fuel effi-
ciency. Aircraft engine technologies that will increase overall
efficiency of the engines will be the focus of the aviation
propulsion research community for the foreseeable future.
Although, as mentioned above, alternative power sources
such as fuel cells will be developed over the long-term, in
the near-term the gas turbine engine will be the choice of
propulsion for aviation, and the research will be focused on
improving the fuel efficiency (overall efficiency). Material
and design improvements are expected to allow higher pres-
sure and higher temperature core engines to improve thermal
efficiency. Higher overall pressure ratios lead to very small
blade heights in the rear stages of the compression system,
resulting in serious challenges in the design of highly efficient
compressor stages with a reasonable table range of operabil-
ity. Another challenge for high OPR engine cores is meeting
the emission reduction goals with the high combustor temper-
atures resulting from the high OPR, since the NOx emissions
are directly proportional to the temperature. A technology
working group with membership from NASA, aeropropul-
sion industry, and academia has identified some technical
challenges associated with high pressure and high tempera-
ture core engines. First item on the list of the challenges is
maintaining high efficiency along with a stable operability
range for realistic tip clearances of 5–6% of blade heights
in the rear stages of the high pressure compressor. Combus-
tor and turbine interaction involving hot streaks and wakes,
maintaining efficiency and life for realistic blade tip clear-
ances for high pressure turbine, reducing component weight
of low pressure turbine while maintaining the efficiency,
emission reduction with high turbine inlet temperature, and
integrated thermal management for the entire engine are some
of the other technology items that were identified as candi-
dates for active research.

The other part of the overall efficiency, the propulsive effi-
ciency, is largely determined by the fan pressure ratio (FPR)
or the bypass ratio. Lower FPR increases propulsive effi-
ciency due to the lower fan exhaust velocities, which also lead
to the additional benefit of reducing the engine noise which
is a crucial component in meeting the aircraft noise reduction
goals. However, lower fan pressure ratios also mean reduced
tip speed limits which make direct drive turbines problematic
since the optimum speeds to maintain higher turbine efficien-
cies tend to be much higher. An emerging research area is the
development of lightweight gear box technology to interface
the fan and the turbine driving it to allow them to run at
their optimum speeds. An alternative would be to transmit
the power from the turbine to the fan electrically rather than
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Figure 3. A notional distributed turbo-electric propulsion CESTOL
vehicle concept using 16 distributed electric fans driven by super-
conducting motors with power provided by two wing-tip mounted
turbo-electric generators. Reproduced with permission from Kim,
Brown and Felder (2008) c© SAE International.

mechanically. Another emerging area for research is the pos-
sible use of superconducting generators, motors, and power
lines to transmit the turbine power without excessive weight
penalty. The ongoing and anticipated advances in high tem-
perature superconducting electric technology are expected to
yield the needed breakthroughs to make the electric turbine
power transmission an efficient mechanism to meet the effi-
ciency as well as the noise goals for the near- to mid-term time
frames. By taking the advantage of the lightweight genera-
tors and motors, Kim, Brown and Felder (2008) have shown
that the fans can be distributed over a wide area, exploit-
ing the very large bypass ratio and boundary layer ingestion
configuration advantages, yielding very high overall engine
efficiency as well as control and aerodynamic benefits by
placing the power generating gas turbines away from the fans
in an optimum location (Figure 3).

In recent studies, some alternate engine cycles have been
considered to improve the thermal efficiency of the aircraft
engines. One of the concepts is to use constant volume com-
bustion in place of the constant pressure combustion used in
today’s conventional gas turbine engines.

5.1 Constant volume combustion: the pulse
detonation turbine engine (PDTE)

Constant volume combustion (CVC) engines offer higher
thermal efficiency due to the advantage of the pressure rise
during combustion. In a PDTE engine, a pulse detonation
combustor (unsteady detonation) is used to replace the com-
bustion subsystem within the core of a Brayton cycle gas
turbine. The pressure rise associated with a detonation makes
this an efficient combustion process when compared to a con-
stant pressure deflagration typical of gas turbine combustors.
Recent research has been focused on establishing whether a
PDTE can achieve higher operating efficiency compared to
a conventional turbine engine. Previous cycle studies have
shown a significant performance benefit for a PDTE cycle
and some of these studies have highlighted turbine efficiency
as one of the key variables for realization of that benefit

(Smith, Snyder and Emerson, 2002). However, many tech-
nical issues remain, and at some point the constant volume
combustor must be demonstrated in the real gas turbine
environment.

Efforts are underway to advance the technology of pulsed
or continuous detonation engines to demonstrate that the
technology can replace a ramjet and bridge the propulsive gap
to the high Mach 4-plus transition speed of supersonic com-
bustion ramjet (Norris, 2009). Under these efforts are several
potential applications for the technology, either as a pulse det-
onation turbine engine replacing the entire core, an augmenter
in the bypass, or replacing the conventional afterburner. It is
expected that the CVC and turbine will share a common inlet
and nozzle with the turbine engine itself cocooned when not
in use. To bridge the speed gap, the CVC engine will operate
in the range from below the upper Mach limit of the turbine
engine to around Mach 4.2–4.4. These efforts, funded by the
Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA), call
for full-scale ground tests in 2013–2014 time frame.

Research and technology advancement trends in aero-
propulsion for the mid-term and long-term time frame can
be seen in some of the unconventional research concepts that
require sufficient time to understand and overcome engineer-
ing challenges of making these concepts practical. A few
examples include the exoskeletal engine, the AJAX-inspired
MHD-controlled turbojet, and the ATREX engine.

6 EXOSKELETAL ENGINE (ESE)

The exoskeletal engine (Figure 4) consists of a “drum rotor,”
inside of which are mounted rotating blades which serve the
usual functions of fan, compressor, and turbine as found in
conventional turbo-machinery, where the rotating blades are
mounted on a single shaft. As a result, the ESE blades are
primarily in radial compression as opposed to radial tension,

Figure 4. Exoskeletal engine concept.
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and hence, may lead to an order of magnitude increased blade
life design! Bore stresses on rotating components stresses
are eliminated and there are no discs to burst. The drum fea-
ture suggests enhanced containment capabilities for greater
safety of aircraft and passengers. Possibilities exist for: a
reduced parts count with associated reductions in produc-
tion and maintenance costs, increased high-cycle-fatigue for
blades, reductions in sealing and cooling requirements, the
availability of a free center flow, which could be exploited
for noise reduction and would also enable a ramjet or PDE
to be installed. A number of other projected advantages are
outlined in (Blankson, 2000; Halliwell, 2001; Chamis and
Blankson, 2003 and 2004). Challenges mainly lie in bear-
ing designs for large-sized engines and magnetic bearings
have been suggested as a potential solution. Current activ-
ities include establishing and compiling design guidelines
for exoskeletal engines, with a focus on a single-spool small
turbofan as a first application of the exoskeletal configuration.

The exoskeletal engine concept entails a radical departure
when compared to existing systems. It offers a paradigm shift
in turbomachinery design with the potential to have major
impacts in weight saving, configuration design flexibility,
and the ability to use lightweight materials in an environ-
ment (rotational and hot) where they were before prohibited
because of the types of stress fields. The drum rotor design
allows the turbomachinery to be manufactured using Ceramic
Matrix Composite (CMC) materials that can operate at higher
temperatures than the metal alloys that are typically used in
turbomachinery components (Abumeri and Chamis, 1997;
Abumeri, Schmidt and Chamis, 2003; Kuguoglu, Abumeri
and Chamis, 2003). The concept is applicable to subsonic and
supersonic engines, and leads to a new integration scheme for
turboramjets. The extension to a turboramjet engine is shown
to be straightforward. A Mach 6 capability is expected with
the use of conventional airframe materials.

In addition, it offers a new paradigm with numerous
opportunities for innovative multidisciplinary research in
all engine-related disciplines such as: aero and gas dynam-
ics, leakage, sealing, shafting, structural design, lifing,
containment impact, rotor instabilities, advanced materials
manufacturing, assembly, controls, bearing technology, and
others. Preliminary evaluations lead to projected benefits of
substantial gains compared to state-of-the-art engines. Fea-
sibility studies have been conducted to (i) validate projected
benefits and (ii) identify the technology barriers that must
be overcome for the ESE concept to be viable over the three
speed regimes from subsonic to hypersonic.

As an additional feature, the preliminary analysis of the
effects of the open centerline on jet noise indicates huge
potential benefits. With regard to noise, the exhaust nozzle of
the exoskeletal engine, with its open centerline, constitutes a

special type of inverted velocity profile. The mixing perimeter
is greatly increased, leading to relatively rapid velocity decay,
and the inner shear layer is shielded from the listener. The
exoskeletal engine thus has some acoustics benefits in terms
of coannular jet noise suppression. Some preliminary anal-
ysis has been done which begins to quantify the benefits,
and shows that noise attenuation of more than 6dB may be
achieved fairly easily.

7 MHD-CONTROLLED TURBOJET (MHD
ENERGY BYPASS)

In recent years, weakly-ionized plasma flows have rapidly
become the basis of new technologies that find application
to hypersonic propulsion. One anticipates that combining
technology developments in electromagnetics, aerodynam-
ics, and chemical kinetics may lead to a breakthrough for
improving aerospace vehicle performance. As an example,
the Russian AJAX (Bityurin, Zeigarnik and Kuranov, 1996;
Harsha and Gurijanov, 1996) hypersonic vehicle concept has
coupled magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) elements at the inlet
and nozzle of a scramjet to increase its performance. AJAX
relies on the possibility of extracting part of the inlet air
kinetic energy for subsequent use at a downstream location of
the engine. Analyses of the AJAX concept lead to the conclu-
sion that energy bypass of a scramjet can result in subsonic
ramjet propulsion being maintained in the Mach No.10–16
speed range.

At NASA Glenn Research Center, our efforts are moti-
vated by a need to develop a single flow path solution to a
Mach 7 airbreathing engine, without mode transitions and/or
“deadweights” (Murthy and Blankson, 2000; Blankson and
Schneider, 2003, Schneider, Kamhawi and Blankson, 2009).
The concept (Figure 5a) seeks to ultimately maintain Mach
3 at the inlet of an existing turbojet such as the Allison
J-102 (http://www.spacey.net/airplane/Engine.htm) through
a flight envelope up to Mach 7 by using MHD enthalpy
extraction and inlet flow control. Current activities include
establishing a model for a jet engine with energy bypass for
determining the design and operating conditions in which the
thrust-to-weight ratio, thrust per unit mass of fuel consump-
tion, and effectiveness of energy utilization are maximized,
and evolving a testing scheme for a jet engine for demon-
strating and quantitatively assessing the effectiveness of the
energy bypass scheme.

A critical technology needed to make the MHD-controlled
turbojet feasible is the development of efficient means of ion-
ization. Also, in order for inlet power extraction devices to
be geometrically compatible with a turbojet, the authors are
proposing an annular Hall type generator concept shown in
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Figure 5. (a) MHD-controlled turbojet engine concept; (b) annular Hall type MHD power extraction unit for inlet of turbojet.

Figure 5b. This geometry was successfully developed into
the stationary plasma thruster for space propulsion by Rus-
sia using very low pressure xenon plasmas, and is flying on
the Russian Express satellite (Schneider et al., 2003). The
geometry was also previously explored briefly for station-
ary combustion driven MHD power generation in the United
States in the 1950s. The interaction experiments were con-
ducted with combustion products seeded with potassium to
enhance the conductivity. The proposed turbojet applica-
tion uses high altitude dry air and non-thermal ionization
in the core flow to alleviate known problems such as loss
of conductivity due to electron-water molecule interactions
and short circuiting through the higher conductivity thermal
boundary layers. The proposed geometry can be visualized
as having a “spiral curtain” of conductivity shaped like an
auger in the annular passage. Non-equilibrium conductivity
generated by the crossed pulser-sustainer discharge method
is proposed to provide the conductivity in the flow. The
generator has an externally applied radial magnetic field

throughout the volume of the annulus. The axial flow of
ionized gas through the annulus interacts with this applied
magnetic field to produce an azimuthal Hall current, which
further interacts with the magnetic field to set up an axial
electric field known as the Hall voltage. There are only
two electrodes at the entrance and exit of the annulus with
insulator wall in between. The load or axial electric field
applied across these electrodes determines the MHD interac-
tion (energy extraction/addition) with the flow. Efficiency of
the ionization process is critical to the viability of the ther-
modynamic process. The concept potentially offers variable
inlet geometry performance without the complexity of mov-
ing parts simply by varying the generator loading parameter.
Another critical technology necessary for the implementation
of this concept is lightweight cryogenic magnet technology,
and recently superconducting properties of carbon nanotubes
have been measured (Chapman et al., 2003) offering the
possibility of lightweight cryogenic magnets for aerospace
applications.
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8 THE ATREX ENGINE: RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS

The ATREX engine, a Japanese development, was introduced
during the era of aerospace planes as Japan’s powerplant
for its TSTO Space transportation system (Tanatsugu et al.,
1996a; Sato et al., 1997). ATREX is a precooled expander
cycle air turboramjet engine that uses liquid hydrogen as fuel
and coolant. It has been under development in the Institute
of Space and Astronautical Science (now JAXA) since 1988
(Figure 6). The ATREX is a combined cycle engine that works
from takeoff as a turbojet in subsonic flight and as a fan-
boosted ramjet in the higher speed flight up to Mach 6, and
thus is a candidate for the propulsion system of the fly back
booster of the TSTO spaceplane. The advantage feature of
the ATR engine is that the turbine inlet temperature is decou-
pled from the incoming air temperature, which increases as
the flight Mach number increases. Thus, the ATR cycle does
not reduce thrust capability due to the turbine material limits
on hypersonic flight. “ATREX” was named after employing
the expander cycle. ATREX is energized by thermal energy
extracted regeneratively in both the precooler installed in the
air intake and the heat exchanger in the combustion chamber.
The ATREX operates in the flight condition from sea level
static to Mach 6 at 30 km altitude.

Two kinds of ATREX configurations using different tur-
bine styles were studied. One used a tip-turbine and the
other a turbine behind the fan. The tip-turbine configuration
was selected for its compactness and light weight charac-
teristic of the turbomachinery. The fan is installed inside
of the tip-turbine. Fan compression is replaced with ram
compression at high Mach number flight. Ceramic bearings
are used to simplify design requirements for the lubrica-
tion and cooling subsystems. Further details on this engine
may be found in Tanatsugu et al. (1996b) and Sato et al.
(2007).

The precooled expander cycle and key components such as
the precooler, tip-turbine, regeneratively cooled combustor,
and internal heat exchanger have already been demonstrated.
An enabling technology is the engineering of the cryogenic
heat exchangers (Fukiba et al., 2009).

There are several important potential advantages of this
engine:

1. Cooling the inlet air to low temperatures makes it denser,
and allows the rotating machinery to be much smaller and
lighter.

2. Cooling the inlet air to low temperatures may allow the
engine to operate at higher flight speeds, perhaps to as
high as Mach 7 or 8. Typically, air turboramjets (ATRs)
are limited to about Mach 5 due to the high temperature
in the compressor stage.

3. Cooling the inlet to low temperatures allows additional
stages of compression, which greatly increase the perfor-
mance (specific impulse, Isp) at speeds in the range from
zero to Mach 3. The Isp was quoted at three to four times
from 0 < M < 3, and equal to nominal at Mach 6.

Recent efforts at JAXA, are focused on Precooled-Cycle
Turbojet Engine (PCTJ) which incorporates some of the
key technologies of ATREX. Additional information on
ATREX/PCTJ may be found in Kobayashi and Suzuki (2008).

Another precooled turbojet engine under development is
the SABRE of Reaction Engines Limited of the United King-
dom. Details of SABRE may be found in Murray et al. (2001).

9 COMBINED CYCLE ENGINES

As discussed previously, combined cycle concepts for hyper-
sonic propulsion utilize a combination of a low speed cycle
to accelerate up to high supersonic Mach number range and a

Figure 6. ATREX engine flow diagram.
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high speed cycle with ram/scram jet to operate at high speeds.
The low speed portion of the engine could be a conventional
turbine engine, a rocket, or some other engine such as a PDE.

A typical launch vehicle to launch a payload to low earth
orbit needs large kinetic energy. Conventional launch vehi-
cles using liquid rockets attain this speed with consumption
of an onboard oxidizer such as liquid oxygen, which is about
70% of the initial weight of the rockets. Airbreathing engines
use oxygen in air with no need to carry an oxidizer onboard.
Using an airbreathing engine will significantly increase the
effective specific impulse of the launch vehicle and conse-
quently enable placing a larger payload in an orbit for the
same amount of fuel as that of a conventional vehicle. The
scramjet engine, a hypersonic airbreathing engine, has a high
performance in hypersonic speed, and can be applied to a
booster stage of a two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) configuration.
However, for the low speed portion of the operation, a turbine

engine or a rocket needs to be used to accelerate the vehicle up
to the scramjet speeds (around Mach 4). If a turbine engine is
used for the low speed operation, the engine is called turbine-
based combined cycle (TBCC) engine. Whereas, if a rocket
is used to accelerate the vehicle to high speed, it is called
a rocket-based combined cycle (RBCC) engine. Figure 7
shows the comparison of performance of rockets with that of
turbine engines as well as TBCC and RBCC engines. It can be
seen from the comparison that TBCC engines have a slightly
higher performance compared to RBCC engines. In addition,
with a TBCC engine, the launch vehicle can have horizon-
tal takeoff and achieve an aircraft-like operation. However, a
TBCC system will have a higher structural weight compared
to an RBCC system, which needs to be considered in design
trade-off studies.

Figure 8 shows a schematic of a typical TBCC engine
with an over-under configuration (Albertson, Saied Emami

Figure 7. Specific impulse for RBCC and TBCC.

Figure 8. Turbine-Based combined cycle (TBCC) engine configuration. Reproduced with permission from Albertson, Emami and Trexler
(2006) c© AIAA.
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Figure 9. Trailblazer RBCC engine flow path. (a) Mode 1 – Independent ramjet stream cycle; (b) Mode 2 – Single-throat ranjet cycle;
(c) Mode 3 – Scramjet cycle; (d) Mode 4 – Rocket cycle. Reproduced with permission from Trefny (1999) c© AIAA.

and Trexler, 2006). It shows a two-flow path concept that
uses a turbojet engine located in the low speed flow path
from takeoff to approximately Mach 4 which is taken over
by the dual mode ram/scram jet engine in the high speed flow
path for higher speeds. At low speeds, the high speed flow
path is closed, and at high speeds beyond Mach 4, the low

speed flow path is closed with both flow paths open during
the transition. The performance and operability of the high
speed and low speed inlets during the combined operation are
highly dependent on specific inlet geometries and integration
with the airframe, as well as transition dynamics which are
key topics of current research.
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A detailed study of an RBCC (rocket-based combined
cycle) configuration was conducted at NASA Glenn Research
Center (NASA-GRC) as part of the access-to-space mission.
Called “Trailblazer” (Trefny, 1999), the vehicle was config-
ured to have three semi-circular engine pods located near the
tail end. The cross section of one engine pod showing the flow
path with the rocket imbedded is shown in Figure 9. The figure
also illustrates the propulsion system’s operating modes. The
engine is designed to operate efficiently from lift-off to orbit
by integrating a rocket and a ram/scram jet (Escher, 1985)
in a single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) configuration. This com-
bination is expected to have the high thrust-to-weight/low
specific impulse characteristics of the rocket and the high
specific impulse/low thrust-to-weight characteristics of the
ram/scram jet. At low speeds (lift-off to about Mach 3), the
thrust is mainly provided by the rocket imbedded in the air-
breathing ram/scram jet flow path which operates in an ejector
ramjet rocket mode. The rocket is turned off at about Mach
3 and the thrust is provided by the ram/scram jet operation
up to Mach 10–12 in air-breathing mode, at which point the
air-breathing engine flow path is closed off with the translat-
ing centerbody, and the rocket is turned back on to carry the
vehicle out of the atmosphere and into orbit.

10 SUMMARY

A brief outline of technology development trends in air-
breathing propulsion applicable for air transportation as well
as access to space in low earth orbit has been presented. High
level goals for each of the speed regime and the technologies
needed to meet these goals have been identified. For subsonic
propulsion, the focus areas are emissions (NOx, particulate,
and green-house gases) noise, and fuel efficiency. For super-
sonic transportation, sonic boom, high altitude emissions,
and cruise efficiency are considered to enable economically
viable supersonic air transport while minimizing the impact
on the environment. For airbreathing propulsion in hyper-
sonic speed regime, access to space seems to be the only area
relevant to the civilian application in the foreseeable future,
and a balanced portfolio of combined cycle airbreathing
propulsion and entry, descent, and landing (EDL) on planets
with atmosphere have been identified as the major technol-
ogy areas to support affordable access to space. Research
and technology advancement trends also include develop-
ment of some of the unconventional research concepts which
require sufficient time to understand and overcome the engi-
neering challenges of making these concepts practical. A few
examples in this category such as the exoskeletal engine, the
AJAX-inspired MHD-controlled turbojet, and the ATREX
engine were briefly discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rocket propulsion is a class of jet propulsion that produces
thrust by ejecting burned propellant. The thrust is gener-
ated on the basis of Newton’s third law of motion. Rocket
propulsion is of vital importance for space travel and for
launching satellites/payloads into orbits around the earth. It
is also instrumental in military applications involving mis-
siles. Rockets now have become indispensable tools for space
exploration and military applications.

The first known reference to the use of rocket propulsion
dates back to 1232 AD, when fire arrows were used by the
Chinese for fighting off the Mongols. These ancient rockets
used gunpowder as fuel. Since then, tremendous technolog-
ical advancement has led rocket propulsion to its current

status. Military bombardment rockets were frequently used in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. A significant devel-
opment, however, took place only in the twentieth century.
The early twentieth century truly marked the beginning of
modern rocketry. Konstantin E. Tsiolkovsky from Russia and
Hermann Oberth from Germany were the early pioneers of
rocket flight theory. In the United States, the foremost pioneer
in rocket propulsion was Robert Goddard who launched the
first successful liquid-propelled rocket in 1926 (Sutton and
Biblarz, 2001). World War II provided the impetus and moti-
vation for the development of long range suborbital rockets.
During this period, the United States, Soviet Union, Great
Britain, and Germany simultaneously developed rockets for
military purposes.

The first earth orbiting artificial satellite, Sputnik 1,
was launched by the Soviet Union on 4 October 1957. A
few months later, the United States launched the satellite
Explorer I on 31 January 1958. By 1965, more than 100 satel-
lites were being placed in orbit each year. As space launch
vehicles and spacecraft designs continued to improve, the
United States undertook a manned mission called Apollo 11
and landed successfully on the moon on 20 July 1969. To date,
continued research and development has taken place in the
field of rocket propulsion for improving performance, relia-
bility, operability, and economy of space launch and travel.
More details about the history of propulsion can be obtained
from articles listed in the references section (Sutton, 2006;
Von Braun and Ordway, 1966; Neufeld, 1995).

2 CLASSIFICATION

Rocket propulsion systems can be broadly classified accord-
ing to the type of energy source (chemical, solar, electric,
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or nuclear). The method of producing thrust can be different
in these systems. In the majority of the propulsion systems,
thermodynamic expansion of gases is employed for pro-
pelling rockets. The internal energy of the gases is converted
into the kinetic energy. This principle is used for chemi-
cal, nuclear, laser, and solar-thermal propulsion, and some
types of electric propulsion (Sutton and Biblarz, 2001). Cer-
tain electric systems, however, use magnetic and/or electric
fields to accelerate charged molecules or atoms at very low
densities.

In chemical propulsion, the combustion of propellants
raises the temperature and pressure of product gases to
very high values. These gases are then accelerated through
a converging-diverging nozzle to supersonic velocities.
Chemical propulsion can be further classified according to
the physical state of the propellant. Solid propellant rocket
motors use solid propellants that are contained in the com-
bustion chamber. Liquid propellant rocket engines use liquid
propellants that are fed from the tanks into the combustion
chamber. Hybrid propellant rockets use both solid and liq-
uid propellants. More details about solid, liquid, and hybrid
rockets and their corresponding propellants are provided
in the subsequent sections. Gaseous propellant rockets use
stored high-pressure gas as the propellant. The Rocket-Based
Combined Cycle (RBCC) engine, still under active devel-
opment, combines the advantages of traditional rockets and
airbreathing engines into a single system.

In electric rocket propulsion, the source of electric power
is separate from the mechanism that produces thrust. The
thrust produced is weaker as compared to chemical propul-
sion by several orders of magnitude. Electric propulsion can
be further classified into electrothermal, electrostatic, and
electromagnetic propulsion. The first one is the closest to
chemical propulsion, where the propellant is heated by an
electric source and resultant hot gases are expanded thermo-
dynamically. The latter two types work only in vacuum and
typically do not involve thermodynamic expansion of gases.
In electrostatic propulsion, the working fluid is first ionized.
The electrostatic field is then utilized to accelerate ions to
very high velocities. In electromagnetic rockets, an electrical
plasma is accelerated under the influence of electric currents
and magnetic fields.

Rockets can also be classified based on the type of appli-
cations they are used for. The three main categories of rockets
are space-launch vehicles, spacecrafts, and missiles. The
space-launch vehicles typically require a very high thrust for
lift-off. They can be expendable or reusable. Table 1 lists sev-
eral launch vehicles. Spacecraft can be further categorized
as earth satellites, lunar, or interplanetary types. They can
be manned or unmanned. The main function of the space-
craft propulsion system is orbit insertion and orbit change

Table 1. Selected launch vehicles.

Name of launch vehicle Country/continent

Long March China

Ariane
Europa Europe
Vega

PSLV
GSLV India

Angara
Energia
Kosmos Soviet Union
Vostok

Atlas
Delta
Saturn United States
Space Shuttle
Titan

maneuvers to control the vehicle orientation and position.
Table 2 lists selected spacecrafts. Missiles can be either long
or short range. They can be of surface-to-surface, surface-to-
air, air-to-surface, and air-to-air types.

Table 2. Selected spacecrafts.

Name of
spacecraft Country Remarks

International space
station (ISS)

Manned low earth
orbit spacecraft

Soyuz Soviet Union Manned spacecraft
originally built as
part of the Soviet
manned lunar
program.

Sputnik 1 Soviet Union First earth-orbiting
artificial satellite

Apollo United States Manned spacecraft
consisted of
command/service
module and lunar
module

Cassini-Huygens,
Galileo, Pioneer
10 and 11
Voyager 1 and 2

United States Unmanned spacecrafts
for interplanetary
missions

Space shuttle
orbiter

United States Reusable manned
spacecraft with
runway landing

Viking United States Unmanned Mars
Orbiter
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3 BASIC EQUATIONS

A chemical rocket consists of a combustion chamber con-
nected to a converging-diverging nozzle. Figure 1 shows
a typical design of a solid-rocket motor consisting of the
propellant, combustion chamber, and nozzle. The energy
obtained from the combustion of propellants heats up the
reaction product gases to a very high temperature (∼ 2800–
4000 K). The pressure inside the combustion chamber is
also very high (∼50–350 atm). The combustion gases expand
while passing through the converging-diverging nozzle and
are accelerated to high velocities. The velocity of the gases
at the throat is equal to the local speed of sound, and the gas
velocity becomes supersonic downstream of the throat.

3.1 Thrust equation

The thrust produced by a rocket is the reaction it experiences
due to ejection of the high velocity matter. By applying the
principle of the conservation of momentum, the total thrust
of a steadily operating rocket propulsion system is given by
the theoretical equation

F = ṁve + (pe − pa)Ae (1)

where ve, pe, and Ae, respectively, are the velocity, pres-
sure, and cross-sectional area at the nozzle exit, as shown
in Figure 2. The first term is the momentum thrust, equal to
the product of the propellant mass flow rate and the exit veloc-
ity. The second term is the pressure thrust, arising due to the
difference of pressure at the nozzle exit and its ambient value.
The exhaust velocity at the nozzle exit is not uniform over
the entire cross-sectional area. For convenience, a uniform
axial velocity is assumed to allow one-dimensional analysis.
The effective exhaust velocity, c, is the average equivalent
velocity at the nozzle exit given by

c = F

ṁ
= ve + (pe − pa)

Ae

ṁ
(2)

It incorporates the combined effect of both the momentum
and pressure thrust terms.

Combustion
chamber 

Nozzle
Propellant

Figure 1. A simplified solid-rocket motor.

po
To At pe Ae ve

Combustion
chamber  

pa

F

Nozzle

Figure 2. Various forces acting on rocket body structure.

3.2 Rocket propulsion parameters

One of the most important and frequently used parameters to
estimate the performance of a rocket propulsion system is its
specific impulse, Isp. It is defined as the thrust force generated
per unit weight-flow-rate of the propellant and is given by

Isp =
∫ t

0 F dt

go
∫ t

0 m dt
(3)

where go is the standard value for the acceleration of gravity at
sea-level (9.80665 m s−2). For constant thrust and propellant
mass flow rate, the equation is simplified to

Isp = F

ṁgo
(4)

The unit of specific impulse is seconds. It is important
to specify whether specific impulse is at sea level or in vac-
uum. The former assumes an ambient pressure at sea level for
calculating thrust, whereas the latter assumes zero ambient
pressure. The rockets operating at very high altitudes often
encounter near-vacuum conditions. The relevant value in such
a scenario is the vacuum Isp.

Two other important parameters for rocket propulsion are
the characteristic exhaust velocity c* and the thrust coeffi-
cient Cf . The characteristic exhaust velocity is given by

c∗ = poAt

ṁ
(5)

It can be easily determined experimentally and is often used
to compare the relative performance of different chemical
rockets. The thrust coefficient is defined as

Cf = F

poAt
= ṁc

poAt
(6)
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4 Rocket Propulsion

It is a convenient parameter used for studying the effects of
chamber pressure or altitude variations for a given nozzle
configuration. The specific impulse may also be written in
terms of the characteristic exhaust velocity and the thrust
coefficient as

Isp = Cf c∗

go
(7)

The nozzle throat area, which is the minimum nozzle
cross-sectional area, is also an important design parameter.
The ratio of the nozzle-exit to the throat area (Ae/At) is called
the nozzle expansion ratio, ε. When the two pressures in equa-
tion (1) are equal, then the rocket nozzle is considered to have
an optimum expansion ratio. Such a condition results in max-
imum thrust and can be achieved by proper selection of the
nozzle expansion ratio. For a non-optimum expansion ratio,
an under-expanded nozzle leads to a higher exit pressure than
the ambient pressure, while an over-expanded nozzle leads
to a lower exit pressure than the ambient pressure.

4 THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS

The rocket nozzle helps convert the chemical-thermal energy
generated in the combustion chamber into kinetic energy.
The nozzle converts the near-stagnant, high-pressure, and
high-temperature gas in the combustion chamber into high
velocity gas with low pressure and temperature. Based on
one-dimensional and isentropic expansion assumptions, the
following thermodynamic relations can be obtained for the
exhaust temperature, pressure, and velocity of a rocket

To

Te
= 1 + 1

2
(γ − 1)M2 (8)

po

pe
=

[
1 + 1

2
(γ − 1)M2

] γ

γ−1
(9)

ve =
√√√√ 2γ

γ − 1
RgTo

[
1 −

(
pe

po

) γ−1
γ

]
(10)

where Rg (= Ru/MWmix) is the gas constant. Equation (10)
indicates that the chamber operating conditions are instru-
mental in achieving the desired nozzle exit velocity and/or
the mass flow rate. The specific impulse can be improved
by increasing the nozzle exit velocity, which in turn can
be achieved by decreasing the molecular weight of the gas
mixture and/or increasing the flame temperature, To.

Since the Mach number is unity at the nozzle throat, the
velocity at the throat is given by,

vt = √
γRgTt (11)

It is not possible to increase the throat velocity or the mass
flow rate beyond certain magnitude, and the flow is consid-
ered to be choked (maximum) at this point. The mass flow
rate through the rocket nozzle is obtained from

ṁ = Atpoγ

√√√√ [2/(γ + 1)]
γ+1
γ−1

γRgTo
(12)

The thrust can also be expressed as

F = Cf ṁc∗ (13)

5 TYPES OF NOZZLES

Nozzle configuration is one of the important parameters that
determine the specific impulse of a rocket. The major dif-
ference in various nozzle configurations arises from the way
the diverging section is designed. The commonly used nozzle
types are either bell-shaped or conical. Figure 3a shows a sim-
ple conical nozzle design. It is used in many small nozzles and
is easy to manufacture. To compensate for a non-uniform exit
velocity across the nozzle cross-sectional area, a correction
factor of λ is applied to the exit momentum

λ = 0.5(1 + cos α) (14)

where α is the half angle of the divergent conic angle. A
small divergence causes most of the exit momentum to be
axial and delivers higher thrust, but the associated increase in
nozzle length results in weight penalty. A larger divergence
angle reduces the nozzle length, but yields lower thrust and
undesired flow separation and instability. The optimum value
of α for a conical shape is usually between 12 and 18◦ (Sutton
and Biblarz, 2001).

Center body

Annular
chamber 

(b)(a) (c) (d)

Figure 3. Different nozzle designs (a) conical; (b) bell-shaped; (c)
aerospike or plug; and (d) expansion-deflection.
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Figure 3b shows the bell-shaped or contoured nozzle,
which is the most widely used nozzle shape for space rockets.
It has a high angle of expansion (20–50◦) right after the nozzle
throat, followed by a gradual reversal of the contour slope to
attain a lower divergence angle (less than 10◦) at the exit. The
flow expansion in the diverging section of the bell nozzle is
more efficient than that in a straight cone with similar dimen-
sions. Bell-shaped nozzle design has been used with several
modifications to allow more efficient performance at vari-
able altitudes. One such modification involves an extendible
second nozzle segment attached to the primary nozzle. The
extendible segment helps achieve maximum thrust at various
altitudes. The nozzles, however, require a reliable mech-
anism to move the extension into its position during the
flight. The additional segment also increases the weight of the
vehicle.

Sometimes, instead of using a single large nozzle, a cluster
of smaller nozzles is employed. The use of multiple nozzles
can help reduce the nozzle length and consequently over-
all vehicle length, thus reducing the inert mass of a rocket.
In addition to above nozzles, Figures 3c and 3d show some
advanced nozzle designs that utilize aerodynamic boundaries
to compensate for the varying ambient pressures at different
altitudes. They consist of a center body and an annular cham-
ber. Figure 3c represents the aerospike (or plug) nozzle. The
divergent section has no outer wall. Instead the outside aero-
dynamic boundary of the gas flow forms the interface between
the hot gases and the ambient air. The expansion of exhaust
gas is determined by the ambient pressure. As the ambi-
ent pressure reduces, the gas boundary expands outwards,
allowing altitude compensation.

Figure 3d represents expansion-deflection type of noz-
zles. The centerbody at the throat deflects the flow towards
the walls and away from the nozzle axis. The exhaust gases
thus flow in a more outward direction than in standard bell
nozzles. This allows for a shorter length, while keeping the
same expansion ratio of bell nozzles. As the ambient pres-
sure reduces, the exhaust gases fill up more of the diverging
section. Altitude compensation is achieved by this change in
flow boundary. If the centerbody is designed to move along
its axis of rotation, the throat area can be varied. This can
help in effective throttling, while maintaining the chamber
pressure.

6 MULTI-STAGING IN ROCKETS

To enable space travel and launch satellites into orbits, rockets
provide the required escape velocity to overcome the gravita-
tional force of the earth. The flight energy required to escape
from the earth can be found by equating the kinetic energy

Thrust, F mg

Drag, D

Direction of flight

Figure 4. Free-body force diagram on a rocket shaped body.

of a moving body to the work necessary to overcome gravity.
The escape velocity is given by

ue = Ro

√
2go

Ro + h
(15)

Figure 4 shows a simplified free-body force diagram for
a rocket-shaped vehicle. The flight direction is the same as
the thrust direction. The main forces acting on the rocket
are the thrust, gravitational force, and aerodynamic drag. A
space mission objective is generally described in terms of
the required mission velocity. The increment in the vehicle
velocity at the propellant burnout is given by,

�u = (up − uo) = −c̄ ln (1 − mp

mo
) − ḡtp (16)

where c̄ and ḡ denote the average values of the effec-
tive exhaust velocity and gravitational acceleration over the
flight duration. Equation (16) assumes negligible drag on the
vehicle.

The total mass of a rocket vehicle includes structural mass,
payload, and propellant mass. It is not economical to carry
all the initial structural mass throughout the entire mission. A
single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) rocket is limited in the payload
it can carry. In multistage or multi-step rockets, separate tanks
are usually bundled with their own engines, with each dis-
pensable unit called a stage. Multistage rockets permit higher
velocities, increased payload, and improved performance for
long range missions. After the propellant for a particular stage
is fully consumed, the remaining empty structural mass of
that expended stage is dropped from the vehicle and the next
stage propulsion system is started. The last stage carries the
payload.
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6 Rocket Propulsion

For a typical multistage vehicle, as the number of stages is
increased, the initial takeoff mass can be decreased. The most
economical number of stages, although mission dependent, is
usually between two and six. Multistage rocket performance
is described by the same rocket equation as single-stage rock-
ets, but must be determined on a stage-by-stage basis. The
final velocity increment is the summation of velocity incre-
ments from each stage. The first stage of a space mission
typically requires a very high thrust for the lift-off. Solid
rocket motors are usually employed for this purpose, as they
are capable of providing high thrust at lift-off. A combination
of solid rockets motors and liquid rocket engines can also be
employed. The upper stages are typically designed to oper-
ate at high altitude, under little or no atmospheric pressure.
This allows the use of relatively low-pressure combustion
chambers and still obtaining near-optimum flow expansion
with nozzles of reasonable size. Many satellites, spacecrafts,
and upper stages use smaller liquid rocket engines, typically
called thrusters, for orbit maneuvering or reaction control.

A well-known example of multistage rockets is the Space
Shuttle in the United States (NASA, 2009) shown in Figure 5.
The space shuttle has multiple stages consisting of solid-
rocket boosters, liquid-rocket main engines, and the orbiter.
It lifts off under the power of its two solid rocket boosters
(SRBs) and its main liquid rocket engines. The Space Shut-
tle has a two stage ascent. The boosters are used only for

Figure 5. Space shuttle Atlantis lifts off from Kennedy Space
Center in Florida. Reproduced from NASA (2009).

the first stage, while the main engines burn for both stages.
About two minutes after liftoff, staging occurs: the SRBs
are released, and shortly begin falling into the ocean to be
retrieved for reuse. The shuttle orbiter and external tank con-
tinue to ascend under intertia and the power from the main
engine. Upon reaching orbit, the main engine is shut down,
and the external tank is jettisoned downward and falls to burn
up in the atmosphere. At this point, the orbital maneuvering
system (OMS) engines may be used to adjust or circularize
the achieved orbit.

7 MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

7.1 Stability of rockets

There are four major subsystems of a rocket: structural, guid-
ance, payload, and propulsion. The guidance system includes
sophisticated sensors, on-board computers, radars, and com-
munication equipment. It provides stability and controls for
the rocket during its maneuvers. The direction of the propul-
sive force is instrumental in controlling rocket flight path.
Proper aligning of the thrust vector provides directional con-
trol and is known as thrust vector control (TVC). Different
types of TVC mechanisms are used to provide desired thrust
vector, such as, gimbal nozzle, jet vanes, rotating nozzle, and
swiveled nozzle.

7.2 Engine cooling

Very high temperature (∼2800–4000 K) gases generated in
the combustion chamber of a rocket heat up the chamber
and nozzle walls. This heat, if not dissipated properly, will
weaken or even melt the materials. There are many meth-
ods for cooling, such as, regenerative, radiative, ablative, and
film cooling. Regenerative cooling is the most widely used
method of cooling thrust chambers in liquid rocket engines.
It is accomplished by flowing high velocity coolant over the
back side of the chamber wall to convectively cool the hot
gas liner. In radiative cooling, which is mostly used in small
rockets, heat is radiated from the outer surface of the com-
bustion chamber or the nozzle wall. In ablative cooling, wall
material on the combustion gas side is sacrificed by melt-
ing, vaporization, and chemical changes to dissipate heat.
As a result, relatively cool gases flow over the wall surface,
thus lowering the boundary-layer temperature and assisting
the cooling process. Film cooling provides protection from
excessive heat by introducing a thin film of coolant in the
chamber wall near the injector or nozzle throat region.
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Rockets have become indispensable tools for space explo-
ration and military applications. Rocket propulsion systems
can be broadly classified according to the type of energy
source (chemical, solar, electric, or nuclear). The majority
of rocket propulsion systems employ thermodynamic expan-
sion of gases to produce thrust. Rockets can also be classified
based on the type of applications they are used for. The three
main categories of rockets are space-launch vehicles, space-
craft, and missiles. One of the most important and frequently
used parameters to estimate the performance of a rocket
propulsion system is its specific impulse. Higher specific
impulse is desired for better performance. The commonly
used nozzle types used in rocket propulsion are either bell-
shaped or conical.

SYMBOLS

M Mach number
MW molecular weight
p pressure
Rg gas constant
Ru universal gas constant
Ro radius of earth
T temperature
uo vehicle initial velocity
ue vehicle escape velocity
up vehicle velocity at propellant burnout
h height above earth surface

mp total mass of propellant
mo total initial mass of vehicle
tp burnout time of propellant
g gravitational acceleration

Greek

γ ratio of specific heat

Subscripts

a ambient condition
e nozzle exit
t nozzle throat
o stagnation condition
g gas
mix gas mixture
t throat
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1 AN OVERVIEW OF SOLID ROCKETS

Solid rocket motors (SRMs) are distinguished from other
types of rocket propulsion systems in that their propellants
are stored in solid form: solid fuels (such as aluminum metal
powder) and solid oxidizers (such as ammonium perchlo-
rate salt) are held together in a solid binder (generally some
type of rubber). Modern SRMs are widely used in tactical
and strategic military systems (missiles), space-launch sys-
tems (i.e., the space shuttle solid rocket boosters), airplane
ejection seats, and even amateur hobby rockets. The long
shelf life of solid propellants (often over 50 years), along
with the mechanical simplicity of solid rockets (in compari-
son to liquid-fueled rockets) makes SRMs particularly well
suited for applications in which the rocket must be stored
for many years and launched at a moment’s notice, as is the

case with tactical rockets, intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs), and ejection-seat rockets. Additionally, the high
density of solid propellants allows for the storage of a great
deal of chemical potential energy in a relatively small volume,
which further optimizes SRMs for use in volume-limited
applications such as submarine-based ICBMs and for space-
booster applications. Although the engineering requirements
of a given solid rocket are unique to its application, the same
basic principles, and many of the same types of components,
apply to all solid rockets.

2 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

The functional concept of the SRM is relatively simple: chem-
ical potential energy is released through the burning of solid
fuels and oxidizers to produce hot gases, which are released
at high speeds to propel the rocket. The technical realiza-
tion of such a device, however, is quite complex. The many
components of a solid rocket must function harmoniously
to harness the energy of an environment so destructive that
many of the most robust materials are virtually destroyed
by the end of a typical flight. Design is further complicated
by the extreme premium placed on minimizing the mass
of inert (non-propellant) components, such that the opera-
tion of a well-designed motor is a close race between its
self-destruction and its survival to the end of the mission.

Like any complex engineering problem, the design of
SRMs can be broken up into unique systems and subsys-
tems. This is best illustrated through a summary of motor
operation.
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2 Rocket Propulsion

A solid rocket is essentially a pressure vessel equipped
with an intricately designed exhaust port. Energetic chem-
icals, stored in the form of a solid “grain,” constitute the
majority of the motor’s mass. A chemical igniter is used to
light the grain, which burns to produce gases at high pressures
(3–20 MPa or 500–3000 psi) and high temperatures (3000–
4000 K or 5000–7000◦F). The combustion products of many
propellants also include molten metal oxide droplets, or “con-
densed phase exhaust.” This extreme environment is con-
tained within a high strength shell, or “case,” typically made
from steel or composite materials. The hot gases (along with
any present molten metal oxides) are accelerated to thousands
of meters per second through the supersonic nozzle, which
converts their thermal energy into useful kinetic energy used
to propel the rocket. The nozzle is often times responsible for
steering the exhaust, a function known as “thrust vectoring.”

The overarching challenge facing solid rocket scientists is
to formulate propellants with ever-hotter combustion temper-
atures, while simultaneously designing the lightest possible
components that can survive the flow of ultra-hot chemically
corrosive gases and molten metal oxides for the duration of
the mission. Such extreme requirements drive unique design
criteria for the major solid motor components, which are out-
lined below. To aid in these descriptions, a simplified diagram
of a typical SRM, identifying several main components, is
shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Propellant/grain

Solid rocket propellants consist, in one form or another, of a
combination of fuels and oxidizers with some structural rigid-
ity. Solid propellants typically fall into one of two families:

“double base,” or nitrate-ester propellants, which contain
their fuel and oxidizer in the same molecule, and “compos-
ite,” or rubber-based propellants, which consist of mixtures
of separate fuels and oxidizers.

Solid rocket propellant is manufactured as a liquid, and
is cast and cured into the motor as a solid mass known as
the grain. The grain contains carefully engineered geometry
that determines the thrust profile of the motor. The burning
surface of a common grain may include a concentric bore,
as well as “fins” or “slots,” which are regions of increased
surface area used to produce high thrust at the beginning
of a burn. Cured rubber-based propellants exhibit nonlin-
ear viscoelastic mechanical properties (i.e., properties do not
follow Hooke’s law, and are heavily time- and temperature-
dependent). Because the grain can constitute up to (and
sometimes over) 90% of the motor’s mass, understanding
and control of these properties are important to predicting
the rocket’s structural and mechanical behavior.

In general, solid propellants are extremely poor conductors
of heat, and provide the motor case with thermal protection
from the extreme temperatures of combustion. This property
helps to mitigate the weight penalty due to heavy thermal
insulation.

2.2 Case

The motor case is responsible for containing the high-
pressure combustion gases produced as the grain burns,
as well as for providing structural support for the motor
and a chassis to which other components may be attached.
Cases are commonly constructed from high-strength steel

Figure 1. Cutaway diagram identifying several main components of a typical solid rocket motor. Note the slots (or “fins”) in the propellant
grain.
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(as with the space shuttle boosters) or fiber-reinforced
plastics (as with the Atlas V strap-on boosters). Other high-
strength/low-weight materials are under development as well,
such as metal–matrix composites, which are essentially fiber-
reinforced metals.

Modern composite case technology has contributed
greatly to the ability to build very high performance, high
mass fraction (i.e., high propellant to inert component mass
ratio) SRMs. This technology draws heavily on modern
computational capabilities used in the design and manu-
facturing of composite structures. Early composite cases
employed fiberglass in an epoxy resin; over time, the trend
shifted to Kevlar-epoxy, which evolved into the now-common
graphite/carbon fiber-epoxy.

2.3 Nozzle

The supersonic nozzle is responsible for converting the ther-
mal energy of the hot combustion gases into kinetic energy
that can be used to propel the rocket. Well-designed noz-
zles can accelerate these gases to speeds of thousands of
meters per second. Although the function of a supersonic
nozzle is not unique to solid rockets, the particularly destruc-
tive environment encountered in solid motors drives many
unique design requirements. While the motor case is pro-
tected from the hot combustion gases by the propellant grain,
nozzles are not. Most early nozzles were made of steel, but the
high combustion temperatures of modern propellants have
led to the widespread shift to crystalline graphite, carbon–
carbon composites, and – most commonly – carbon-phenolic
and silica-phenolic materials to protect the nozzle structure.
Some refractory metals, including tungsten, rhenium, and
molybdenum, have been used as well.

In addition to accelerating the gases, nozzles are often
responsible for steering (or “vectoring”) the flow in order to
control the rocket’s direction of flight. Historically, the design
of such thrust-vector control (TVC) systems was a great
challenge to rocket engineers. The modern flexible-seal (or
“flexseal”) nozzle (discussed later) has been shown to be par-
ticularly reliable and well performing among TVC systems,
and is notably employed by the Space Shuttle solid rocket
boosters. The flexseal TVC system uses a flexible joint to con-
nect the nozzle to the case; thrust is vectored by physically
swiveling the nozzle with hydraulic or electro-mechanical
actuators.

2.4 Igniter

As the name implies, igniters are used to initiate the burning of
the propellant grain. Modern igniters are often smaller rocket

motors (called pyrogens) themselves, consisting of common
propellants which are ignited by pyrotechnic initiators such
as boron potassium nitrate (BKNO3). Well-designed igniters
must burn for enough time to reliably ignite the main grain,
but not so long as to adversely affect the motor’s nominal
thrust profile.

Modern SRMs employ many more components than the
few listed here. TVC actuators, auxiliary power generators,
and staging and flight-termination ordnances are just a few of
the additional systems that may be found on modern SRMs.

3 SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
FUNDAMENTALS

SRMs are built in a wide range of sizes to accommodate
the broad spectrum of missions they support, from huge
space boosters (as used on the Space Shuttle) to small tac-
tical rockets (as used in shoulder-fired anti-tank weapons),
and everything in between. Motors can typically be classi-
fied by their end-use (and size) as tactical, strategic, or space
rockets. Each of these groups comes with its own unique
engineering requirements: space boosters are stored in rela-
tively well-controlled environments and must burn for up to
several minutes, while tactical motors must function in war
zones, but rarely burn for more than a few seconds.

Although these different missions drive a variety of design
criteria, the same basic physics apply to all solid rock-
ets. The laws of thermodynamics determine the maximum
performance that may be derived from a given propellant
formulation; it is the job of the rocket scientist to approach –
as nearly as is practical – the limits imposed by the laws of
physics.

The basic metric used to describe the performance of solid
propellants and motors is known asspecific impulse (or Isp),
which is a measure of the delivered impulse (and thus the
change in momentum of a rocket in flight) for a given weight
of expended propellant.Isp has units seconds, and is given
mathematically by

Isp = I

mg
(1)

Here, I is the impulse,m is the mass of exhausted pro-
pellant, andg is the acceleration due to gravity on earth’s
surface. Because an impulse is merely a force applied for a
given time, equation (1) can be rearranged as

Isp = F

ṁg
(2)
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Here,F is the force (i.e., thrust), and ˙m (read “m-dot”) rep-
resents the rate at which propellant is expelled through the
nozzle (i.e., the propellant mass-flow rate). In other words,
Isp describes the motor’s thrust per unit mass flow rate of
propellant.

The maximum theoreticalIsp of a given propellant formu-
lation is determined under a set of motor conditions including
motor pressure and nozzle expansion ratio (in other words,
the maximumIsp of a propellant burning at 10 MPa is usually
greater than that of the same propellant burning at 5 MPa,
etc.). This analysis is performed thermodynamically, and is
based on the minimization of free energy of the propellant
combustion product species. In practice, the large number
of calculations involved usually requires the use of a digi-
tal computer; several notable programs, such as theNASA
Lewis Shifting Equilibrium Code, have been written for this
purpose.

The majority of these concepts and components have been
developed over the last 80 years, during which time solid
rockets grew from small and relatively crude projects to
the enormous, painstakingly engineered space boosters used
today. The challenges and triumphs defining this evolution
constitute a rich technology history that illuminates of the
story of how modern solid rocket science came to be.

4 A BRIEF HISTORY OF MODERN SOLID
ROCKETS

The history of solid rocketry begins in ancient China, where
“fire arrows,” or bamboo tubes filled with recently discov-
ered gunpowder, were used to repel attacking Mongolian
hordes. These rockets were notably deployed in defense of
the besieged city of Kai-Fung-Fu in 1232 AD. By the early
nineteenth century, the military use of rockets had spread
to Europe, where the British inventor William Congreve
developed his namesake rocket. The Congreve rocket was
famously used in the War of 1812 during the attack on
Fort McHenry, as eternalized by the Star Spangled Banner’s
“rockets’ red glare” lyric.

World War II gave rise to a number of unguided solid
rocket-powered ordnance items, including the 70 mm Fold-
ing Fin Air Rocket, the Bazooka shoulder fired anti-tank
weapon (first conceived by Goddard, circa 1917), and a vari-
ety of other relatively small weapons. All of these rockets
used propellants derived from smokeless powder, which was
a two-component formulation based on nitrocellulose and
nitroglycerine. By the end of the War, these systems rep-
resented the state-of-the-art of solid rocketry. Around the
same time, advances in the evolving field of polymer chem-

istry enabled the next generation of solid propellants. Heavy
research in polymer science was spurred by massive wartime
efforts to develop synthetic rubber from petroleum products.
This push gave rise to the petrochemical industry, as well as
to the widespread adoption of the synthetic plastics, rubbers,
and fibers that dominate the design of modern solid rockets.

A key development capitalizing on this new science came
in 1942 when Charles Bartley and John Parsons, working at
the California Institute of Technology Guggenheim Aeronau-
tical Laboratories (GALCIT), invented a curable composite
propellant based on polysulfide rubber. At the time, this rub-
ber was widely (and inexpensively) used to seal gaps in
concrete highways, and was sold by the Thiokol Chemical
Company. Such castable composite propellants, consisting
of solid oxidizer particles suspended in the rubber binder,
soon became the basis of most contemporary solid rocket
designs. In 1947, the GALCIT group flew such a polysulfide-
based propellant, which contained a mixture of ammonium
perchlorate and potassium perchlorate oxidizers, in a small
experimental rocket named “Thunderbird,” shown in Fig-
ure 2. The Thunderbird’s motor contained a ten-point-star

Figure 2. The first of its kind, the Thunderbird rocket was powered
by the polysulfide-based propellant developed by Charles Bartley
and John Parsons at the GALCIT laboratories. Thunderbird was
flown in 1947 in Inyokern, California.
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Figure 3. The SM-62 SNARK, a jet-powered intercontinental
nuclear-armed cruise missile, was equipped with solid rocket JATO
boosters.

grain design, which would later evolve to power operational
air-launched tactical missiles.

In the years following World War II, the USAF assessed
the wealth of captured German technology, including the V-2
rocket and other derivative armaments. The tensions of the
Cold War, along with growing nuclear arsenals, led to an
interest in long-range bombers and air defense. At the time,
missiles were just evolving as pilotless aircraft in the form
of the Navajo, Snark, and similar cruise missiles, as shown
in Figure 3. Solid rockets were investigated mainly as boost-
ers for aircraft (jet-assist take off, or JATO), as well as for
gas generators used to start jet engines. In the absence of
advanced electronic computers, the sophistication with which
these motors could be engineering and analyzed was limited
by the capabilities of slide rules, log-tables, and mechanical
four-function calculators. The propellant manufacturing pro-
cess was also subject to growing pains: early mixers, such as
that shown in Figure 4, had the unsettling habit of igniting
upon start-up due to residual propellant trapped in mechanical
bearings.

On 4 October 1957, the Soviet Union successfully
launchedSputnik-1, the first man-made earth-orbiting satel-
lite. This monumental achievement caused extreme anxiety
throughout the world, and especially within the United States,
which recognized that the boosters used to orbitSputnik
also represented a means of intercontinental nuclear weapons
delivery. This ability was not matched by the United States,
and the “missile gap” spurred fervent efforts to develop land-
and submarine-based solid-propelled ICBMs as well as huge
space boosters capable of placing heavy military payloads
into earth orbit.

Many technical challenges arose as solid rockets grew
from small tactical motors to huge missile stages and space
boosters. The high-performance propellants needed to meet
these mission requirements were enabled by a discovery
made at the Atlantic Research Corporation the same year
thatSputnik launched. Charles Henderson and Keith Rumble
had been experimenting with the addition of metal pow-

Figure 4. Technicians casting propellant (circa 1957).

ders to propellants to suppress combustion instability, and
found, quite accidentally, that aluminum powder significantly
increased combustion temperature (and thus performance).
Driving the combustion temperature up even higher was the
widespread replacement of the oxidizer potassium perchlo-
rate (KClO4) with ammonium perchlorate (NH4ClO4, or AP).

In the quest for ever-higher performing propellants, virtu-
ally every imaginable chemical and implementation scheme
was investigated. To accelerate these efforts, an extensive
database of the thermo-chemical properties of ultra-hot gases
(theJANNAF1 Thermo-chemical Tables) was created, and, in
the coming years, was implemented by several newly cre-
ated performance-prediction computer codes; modernized
versions of these codes make heavy use of the JANNAF tables
today.

With hotter combustion temperatures came the need
for more robust nozzles that could survive this 3000–
4000 K environment for burn times of up to several minutes
(compared to several seconds for tactical motors) while main-
taining the capability to vector (or steer) the thrust. While
the nozzles of tactical motors were often fixed (incapable of
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6 Rocket Propulsion

Figure 5. Lockheed flexible seal nozzle.

thrust vectoring) and made of steel, many different materials
were tested for use in ballistic missiles and space boosters.
These included reinforced plastics, crystalline graphite, car-
bon composites, ceramics, and refractory metals (tungsten
and molybdenum); most modern nozzles employ ablative
liners of carbon-phenolic or silica-phenolic. Additionally,
different methods of TVC were investigated, including ball-
and-socket hinged nozzles, liquid injection, and the flexible
seal nozzle invented by the Lockheed Propulsion Com-
pany. The simple and light-weight flexible seal nozzle design
(shown in Figures 5 and 6) led to its widespread adoption in
large solid rockets; it remains the most commonly deployed
TVC design to date, and is used in such notable rockets as
the space shuttle solid boosters.

The timeline of American ICBM development reflects the
sense of urgency with which the missile gap was approached:
theMinuteman ICBM first-stage motor was first tested by the
rocket company Thiokol in 1959, and entered into service in
1962; this 1.32 m (52 in.) diameter motor was, at the time,

Figure 6. Cross-sectional drawing of flexible-seal nozzle identify-
ing the functions and materials of major components.

the largest ever built. Improved motors (first stage and upper
stages) were implemented in theMinuteman II andMinute-
man III, which entered service in 1965 and 1970, respectively.
By 1966, over 1600Minuteman first stage motors had been
produced.

The simultaneous space-booster effort was funded by the
USAF, and managed by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory (AFRPL). With diameters of 2.54–3.96 m (100–
156 in.), the first several boosters tested were considerably
larger than their ballistic missile counterparts. Important tech-
nical challenges were soon identified and resolved, including
the production of the enormous propellant grains, steel cases,
nozzles, and TVC systems required by such necessarily huge
rockets. Additionally, these motors advanced the design of
axially segmented grains, a concept first tested at Aerojet in
1959. The pace of space booster development was similar
to that of the ICBMs: 2.54 m (100 in.) segmented boosters
were tested in 1961 and 1962; the 3.05 m (120 in.) Titan III
prototype booster in 1963; and a 3.96 m (156 in.) segmented
booster in 1964 (shown in Figure 7). The first Titan III-C
rocket, which would become the workhorse of the Air Force,
was launched in 1965. These motors would later serve as
the basis for the design of the Space Shuttle boosters, for
which Thiokol was awarded a contract in 1973. From 1965
to 1967, the three largest solid rockets in history were built
and fired: the 6.60 m (260 in.) diameter Aerojet motor, shown
in Figure 8, was designed as a solid alternative to the liquid-
fueled first stage of the Saturn V moon rocket. Three 6.60 m
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Figure 7. Thiokol 3.96 m (156 in.) diameter segmented motor
tested 12 December 1964. Left to right: Brig. Gen. Joseph Bley-
maier (USAF Space Systems Division); Colonel Harold Robbins;
Major Orval Krone; Rafael Felix (Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory); Edward Dorsey (Thiokol).

motors were manufactured, each half the length (24.38 m, or
80 feet) of the proposed 48.88-m full-scale booster. These
motors were loaded with 762,000 kg of propellant each. Two
different nozzle–grain design combinations were used. The
first two tests produced 16 MN (3.6 million pounds) of thrust
for 114 s; the third test produced 25 MN (5.6 million pounds)
of thrust for 77 s, which represents the highest of any rocket
(solid or liquid) test fired to date.

As the US–USSR missile race progressed into the late
1960s and mid-1970s, composite propellant technology
continued to advance quickly and steadily. The common
polyurethane and acrylic binders had thus far limited solids
loadings (the weight ratio of particulate fuels and oxidizers
to polymer binder) to about 85%. The advent of carboxyl-
terminated polybutadiene (CTPB) polymers allowed solid
loadings of up to 88%; later, hydroxyl-terminated polybuta-
diene (HTPB2) allowed for loadings beyond 90%. Such high
solids loadings allowed for increased oxidation ratios and
more efficient aluminum combustion, all of which resulted
in longer-range missiles.

Around the same time, improved double-base (or
nitrate-ester) propellants were developed. These particularly
energetic detonable formulations were used in the upper
stages of ballistic missiles, and contained high explosives
such as HMX.3 Further attempts were made to dramatically
and easily increase the specific impulse of all solid rockets by
about 15 s by substituting beryllium for aluminum metal fuel.
Although having been successfully demonstrated as a fuel in
numerous test motors, the extreme toxicity of beryllium and
its oxides precluded its widespread adoption in rockets.

Figure 8. One of the three 6.60 m (260 in.) diameter motors fab-
ricated for NASA by Aerojet. The motors were successfully fired
from 1965 to 1967. Each was loaded with 762 000 kg of propel-
lant, and two different nozzle-grain design combinations delivered
16–25 MN (3.6 and 5.6 million pounds) of thrust.

As rocket-related weapon systems continued to grow in
size, complexity, and numbers, the overarching research
focus shifted to the development of lower cost, higher per-
forming, and more reliable motors. From the late 1970s to
the mid-1980s, major emphasis was placed on tactical air-
launched rockets. During the war in Vietnam, the dense
smoke trails created by these rockets had the undesirable
effect of visually indicating their point of origin (i.e., the
launching aircraft) to enemies on the ground or in the air.
This led to the development of “reduced smoke” propellants,
which were typically based on HTPB and AP alone and
produced no condensed-phase exhaust. “Minimum smoke”
double-base propellants, which produced no hydrochloric
acid condensate (which is visible), were of even greater inter-
est despite their increased cost and propensity for detonation
and combustion instability.
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The end of the Cold War signaled a change in the priorities
of American rocket propulsion. Increased public emphasis
on environmental and safety issues highlighted a need for
cleaner, safer propellants that maintain high performance
and low cost. A great deal of current research is focused on
insensitive munitions, or propellants that are virtually imper-
vious to accidental ignition. Additionally, controllable solid
motors, which are particularly attractive for use in missile-
defense interceptors and tactical weapons, have received
increased attention in recent years. Finally, a major research
focus in current solid rocket science is the mitigation of
performance losses due to the presence of condensed-phase
exhaust products in metalized propellants.

The history of rocketry is far too rich to be done justice in
the space allotted here. Further and more exhaustive accounts
of the evolution of solid propulsion can be found in a number
of intriguing references.

5 SUMMARY

Although simple in principle, modern solid rockets are
complex systems that must incorporate a range of techni-
cal disciplines to meet stringent mission requirements and
engineering criteria. From the smallest tactical motors to
the largest space boosters, the design of all solid rockets
requires the cooperation of many technically diverse groups
of chemists and engineers. Each component of a solid rocket
must be carefully designed to accomplish its objective while
incurring the smallest possible weight penalty on the overall
system; many designs and practices have been proven over
the last 60 years, but much research remains to be completed
toward the optimization of SRM performance.

NOTES

1. Joint Army Navy NASA Air Force.

2. It is interesting to again note the impact of the US com-
mercial petrochemical industry on the evolution of solid
propellants: prior to its adoption by rocketeers, HTPB
had been developed by the Atlantic Richfield Company
(ARCO) as a commercial compound used as a bathtub
calking material. It sold for about fifty cents per pound, and
was available in massive quantities. Had the same chem-
ical been produced specifically for the rocket industry, it
would have likely cost ten to twenty dollars per pound, and
would have been less readily available, and thus much less
practical.

3. Cyclotetramethylene-tetranitramine:Her Majesty’s
Explosive.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Solid propellants are widely used in gun and rocket propul-
sion applications. They are very energetic and produce high
temperature gaseous products on combustion. The energy
produced by a unit volume of a propellant is called its energy
density. The high material density of solid propellants leads
to high energy density needed for producing the required
propulsive force. Propellants on board a rocket are burned
in a controlled way (deflagration) to produce the desired
thrust.

A solid propellant consists of several chemical ingredi-
ents such as oxidizer, fuel, binder, plasticizer, curing agent,
stabilizer, and cross-linking agent. The specific chemical
composition depends on the desired combustion character-
istics for a particular mission. Solid propellants are often
tailored and classified by specific applications such as space

launches, missiles, and guns. Different chemical ingredients
and their proportions result in different physical and chemical
properties, combustion characteristics, and performance.

2 SOLID PROPELLANT PROPERTIES
AND INGREDIENTS

The selection of propellant type is at the core of any solid
rocket motor design. The desirable characteristics of a solid
propellant are high specific impulse, predictable and repro-
ducible burning rate and ignition characteristics, high density,
ease of manufacturing, low cost, and good ageing character-
istics. Propellants should produce low-smoke exhaust and not
be prone to combustion instability. In addition, they should
have adequate thermophysical and mechanical properties
over the intended range of operating and storage conditions.

Propellants are typically classified as homogeneous or het-
erogeneous, according to their chemical composition and
physical structure. The former contain fuels and oxidizers,
which are chemically linked at the molecular level. The lat-
ter include fuel and oxidizers, which are mixed physically.
The ingredients of homogenous propellants belong to a wide
spectrum of chemical families, but mostly fall into one of four
categories: nitramines (RDX, HMX, HNIW also known as
CL-20, HNF), azides (GAP, BAMO, AMMO), nitrate esters
(NG, NC, BTTN, TMETN, DEGDN), or nitrates (ADN, AN).
In composite propellants, the main ingredients often used are
oxidizers such as AP, AN, and KN, and fuels such as HTPB,
HTPE, and CTPB.

Figure 1 shows the molecular structures of some of the
above propellant ingredients. The material densities, heats
of formation (�H0

f ), and adiabatic flame temperatures (Tf)
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2 Rocket Propulsion

Figure 1. Molecular structures of RDX, HMX, ADN, BTTN, NG, TMETN, GAP, BMMO, and AMMO.

are listed in Table 1 (Beckstead et al., 2007). The material
densities are typically in the range of 1.2–2.0 g cm−3. The
heat of formation varies widely and is instrumental in deter-
mining the flame temperature and the total energy released
during combustion. Numbers of experimental diagnostics and
analytical models have helped obtain reliable data for the
thermal decomposition, thermophysical properties, and flame
structures of these propellants. Different chemical ingredi-
ents present in a solid propellant and their functions are as
follows.

2.1 Fuel and oxidizer

Fuel and oxidizer are the two principle ingredients, which
produce the high energy on combustion. One of the most
commonly used oxidizers is AP. AP dominates the oxidizer

list because of its good characteristics that include compati-
bility with other propellant ingredients, good performance,
and availability. AN and KN are also used in some
applications. Although the inorganic nitrates are relatively
low-performance oxidizers compared to perchlorates, they
are used because of low cost and smokeless and non-toxic
exhaust.

Metal fuel such as aluminum and boron are frequently
added to propellant mixtures. Aluminum, one of the widely
used metal additives, is used in the form of small spherical
particles (5–60 �m) in a wide variety of solid propellants.
Aluminum particles usually comprise 14–20% of the pro-
pellant weight. Addition of metal fuel enhances the heat
of combustion, propellant density, combustion temperature,
and hence the specific impulse. There are some compounds,
which can act as both fuel and oxidizer such as NG
and AP.
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Table 1. Monopropellant ingredient properties. Reproduced from
Beckstead et al. (2007) c© Elsevier.

Ingredient
Density
(g cm−3)

�H0
f

(kcal mol−1)
Tf , K

(∼68 atm)

Nitrates
ADN 1.72 −35.8 2062
AN 1.73 −87.3 1247

Perchlorate
AP 1.95 −70.7 1405

Nitramines
HNIW 1.96 90.0 3571
HMX 1.90 18.1 3278
RDX 1.82 14.7 3286
HNF 1.86 −17.2 3090

Nitrate Esters
NG 1.60 −90.7 3287
TMETN 1.47 −106.0 2839
DEGDN 1.39 −103.5 2513
NC 1.65 −61.4 2425
BTTN 1.52 −92.97 3190
Azides
BAMO 1.28 53.3a 1725
GAP 1.27 2.85a 1570
AMMO 1.26 4.32a 1536

a For polymers, the heat of formation is given in kcal per 100 g.

2.2 Binder

Binders provide structural glue or matrix in which solid
granular ingredients are held together in a composite propel-
lant. The raw materials are liquid prepolymers or monomers.
The binder impacts the mechanical and chemical properties,
propellant processing, and aging of the propellant. Binder
materials typically act as a fuel, which gets oxidized in the
combustion processes. Commonly used binders are HTPB,
CTPB, and NC. Sometimes GAP is also used as energetic
binder, which increases the energy density and performance
of the propellant. HTPB has been abundantly used in the
recent years, as it allows higher solid fractions (total 88–90%
of AP and Al) and relatively good physical properties.

2.3 Burning-rate catalyst

A burning-rate catalyst helps increase or decrease the pro-
pellant burning rate. It is sometimes also referred to as
burning-rate modifier. It can be used to modify the burning
rate of specific grain design to a desired value. Substances
such as iron oxide increase the burning rate, while lithium flu-
oride decreases the burning rate (Sutton and Biblarz, 2001).

These materials help tailor the burning rate to fit the grain
design and the thrust-time requirement.

2.4 Plasticizer

It is a relatively low-viscosity organic liquid, which also
contributes to the thermal energy on oxidation. Addition of
plasticizer improves the processing properties of propellant
remarkably. Some of the commonly used plasticizers are NG,
GAP, and DEP.

2.5 Curing agent

A curing agent causes the prepolymers to form longer chains
of larger molecular mass and interlocks between chains. Cur-
ing agents are also referred to as crosslinkers. They solidify
and harden the binder. Although present in a minor amount,
its presence impacts the propellant physical properties, man-
ufacturability, and aging considerably. It is used only with
composite propellants. HMDI, TDI, and IPDI are some exam-
ples of curing agents.

2.6 Other additives

Other substances in minor quantities are often added to solid
propellants. Opacifier is an additive to make the propellant
more opaque to prevent radiative heating at places other
than burning surface. Bonding agents improve the adhesion
between the solid propellant and the motor case. Desensi-
tizing agents are added to make the propellant resistant to
accidental ignition from unwanted energy stimulus. Organic
oxidizers, which are explosive organic compounds with –
NO2 radical or other oxidizing fractions, are also incorporated
into the molecular structure (Sutton and Biblarz, 2001).

3 CLASSIFICATION OF SOLID
PROPELLANTS

Two main types of solid propellants (homogeneous and het-
erogeneous) are distinguished by their constituent ingredients
and the condition in which they are interconnected. In a
homogeneous propellant, the ingredients are linked chem-
ically and the resulting physical structure is homogeneous
throughout. Typical examples of homogeneous propellants
are single-base (NC and additives), double-base (NC, NG
and additives) propellants, and triple-base (NC, NG, NQ, and
additives). In a heterogeneous or composite propellant, the
ingredients are physically mixed, leading to a heterogeneous
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physical structure. It is composed of crystalline particles act-
ing as oxidizer and organic plastic fuels acting as binder
to adhere oxidizer particles together. The ingredients often
used as oxidizers are AP, AN, ADN, RDX, and HMX. The
most commonly employed binders are either inert (typically
HTPB, ballistic modifiers, and cross-linking agents) or active
(NG and NC, polyether polymer, and azide polymer such as
GAP, BAMO, and AMMO) (Kubota, 2002).

3.1 Homogeneous solid propellants

3.1.1 Single-base propellants

The main ingredient in a single-base propellant is NC, gela-
tinized with ethyl alcohol as solvent. NG is made by acid
nitration of natural cellulose fibers from wood or cotton and
is a mixture of several organic nitrates. Small amounts of
chemical stabilizer and flame suppressant is also added. The
propellant grain is coated with carbon black to keep the sur-
face smooth.

3.1.2 Double-base propellants

Double-base propellants are one of the oldest propellant fam-
ilies. They are known to have nearly smokeless exhaust.
The main ingredients in double-base propellants are NC
and an energetic nitrate ester such as NG, TMETN, or
DEGDN. These nitrate esters are liquid at room temperature
and are used to produce a plasticized gel network result-
ing in a homogenous physical structure. The physiochemical
properties of double-base propellants such as energy den-
sity, mechanical properties, and combustion characteristics
and stability depend on the proportions of NC, nitrate
ester, stabilizers, plasticizers, and other catalysts. Two types
of double-base propellants, extruded and cast, are distin-
guished by the manufacturing process. By adding crystalline
nitramines the performance and density can be improved.
This is sometimes called as cast-modified double-base pro-
pellant. Aluminum can be added to suppress combustion
instability as well as improve specific impulse. Table 2
summarizes typical ingredients of double-base propellants.
Sometimes azides (GAP) are added to double-base propel-
lants, which can act as a plasticizer. The energy density of the
resultant propellant also increases. Table 3 shows the compo-
sition of a representative operational double-base propellant.

3.1.3 Triple-base propellants

NQ can be added to a double-base propellant to form a triple-
base propellant. NQ contains a relatively high amount of
hydrogen atoms within its molecular structure that lowers the

Table 2. Typical ingredients of double base propellants.

Type Ingredients Percentage

Plasticizer (oxidizer and
fuel)

NG, TMETN, TEGDN,
DEGDN

20–50

Plasticizer (fuel) DEP, DBP, PU, TA 0–10
Binder NC 30–50
Stabilizer EC, DPA Minor
Burning rate catalysts PbSa, PbSt, CuSa, CuSt 0–3
Opacifier C Minor
Metal fuel Al 0–15
Visible flame suppressant K2SO4 Minor
Combustion instability

suppressant
Al, Zr, ZrC Minor

Lubricant Wax Minor

average molecular weight of the propellant combustion prod-
ucts. If instead of NQ, crystalline AP, HMX, or RDX particles
are used then the propellant is called as composite modified
double-base propellant (CMDB). The physical structure of
CMDB is somewhat heterogeneous, and the physicochemical
properties are intermediate between composite and homoge-
neous propellants.

3.2 Heterogeneous solid propellants

Heterogeneous propellants are mixtures of crystalline oxi-
dizer particles binded within a polymeric fuel matrix. The
commonly used oxidizers such as AP and AN produce high
oxygen concentrations on thermal decomposition. The fuel
used is the hydrocarbon-based polymers such as HTPB,
CTPB, and PBAN. Typically high concentrations of oxidizers
are used to give high specific impulse. Aluminum particles are
usually added to further increase the specific impulse. Table
4 summarizes typical ingredients of composite propellants.

Table 3. Representative operational double-base pro-
pellant. Reproduced from Sutton and Biblarz (2001)
c© John Wiley & Sons Inc.

Ingredients Wt %

NC 51.5
NG 43.0
DEP 3.2
EC 1.0
K2SO4 1.2
C <1
Wax <1
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Table 4. Typical ingredients of composite solid propellants.

Type Ingredients Wt%

Oxidizer AP, AN, KN, ADN 0–70
Fuel (binder) HTPB, CTPB, PBAN,

HTPE, HTPS, PU
0–18

Fuel (energetic binder) GAP, BAMO, AMMO,
BTTN, TMETN,
TEGDN

0–14

Curing agent or
crosslinker

IDPI, TDI, MAPO,
HDMI

0.2–3.5

Burning rate catalysts Fe2O3, FeO, nBF 0.2–3
High energy additive RDX, HMX, NQ, ADN 0–40
Bonding agent MAPO Minor
Plasticizer IDP, DOP, DOA 0–7
Metal fuel Al 0–30
Combustion instability

suppressant
Al, Zr, ZrC Minor

3.2.1 AP-composite propellants

AP-based composite propellants usually produce white
smoke on combustion. This is because one of the combustion
products HCl nucleates the condensation of moisture in the
atmosphere, resulting into to fog or mist. Such smoke is not
produced if AN is used, but it lowers the performance due
to reduction in the specific impulse. AP-HTPB is the most
commonly used combination because HTPB is considered to
be a superior binder to achieve high combustion performance
as well as desired propellant physical and mechanical proper-
ties. Azide polymers such as GAP and BAMO are also used
with AP or AN to formulate composite propellants. Table 5
summarizes the composition of a representative composite
propellant. The addition of metal fuel such as Al allows a
significant increase in the adiabatic flame temperatures of
composite propellants. When aluminum is used, the com-
bustion products contain a substantial amount of aluminum
oxide (Al2O3) in the chamber, which is mostly present in the
liquid phase.

Table 5. Representative operational composite pro-
pellant. Reproduced from Sutton and Biblarz (2001)
c© John Wiley & Sons Inc.

Ingredients Weight %

AP 70.0
PBAN 16.0
AL 11.78
Epoxy curative 2.22

3.2.2 Nitramine composite propellants

These propellants contain crystalline nitramines such as RDX
and HMX mixed with a polymeric binder. The polymeric
binders are similar to the ones used in AP-based composite
propellants. Nitramine composite propellants offer the advan-
tage of reduced infrared emissions due to the reduced CO2

and H2O concentration as compared to AP-HTPB propellants
(Kubota, 2002).

4 COMBUSTION OF SOLID
PROPELLANTS

4.1 Combustion wave structure

Understanding the thermal decomposition and combustion
characteristics of energetic materials is crucial before they
are employed in actual rocket motors. The combustion
characteristics of concern include pressure and temperature
sensitivities of the burning rate, propellant surface condi-
tion, and spatial distribution of energy release, temperature,
and species concentrations. Combustion of a solid propel-
lant involves an array of intricate physiochemical processes
evolving from the various ingredients that constitute the pro-
pellant. Most of the individual ingredients in solid-propellant
formulations can burn as monopropellants. It is thus impor-
tant to study and characterize the burning properties of the
specific ingredients that are used in solid propellants.

To facilitate the understanding of burning propellants,
an example of steady-state self-deflagrating monopropellant
RDX strand in a stagnant environment is presented. This
example is representative of how a homogeneous solid pro-
pellant burns with a laminar-premixed flame. The entire com-
bustion wave structure can generally be segmented into three
regions: (i) solid phase, (ii) subsurface two-phase or foam
layer, and (iii) gas phase as shown schematically in Figure 2.
The underlying physical processes in each of these regimes
are illustrated in Figure 3 (Beckstead et al., 2007). During
burning, the propellant remains thermally stable in the solid
phase until the temperature reaches the melting point at which
thermodynamic phase transition occurs. Molecular degrada-
tion and evaporation then takes place in the liquid layer, gen-
erating bubbles, and forming a subsurface two-phase region,
also referred to as a foam layer. The ensuing products sub-
sequently undergo a sequence of rapid decomposition in the
near field immediately above the foam layer. The propellant
burning-surface is usually defined as an interface between the
foam layer and the gas-phase region, at which rapid gasifica-
tion or decomposition takes place. In the gas-phase region,
the species emanating from the burning surface react with
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Foam layer 

Preheated zone 

Gaseous
flame
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300 K 3000 K

Figure 2. Strand of RDX burning in a stagnant environment; self-
sustained combustion. Reproduced from Beckstead et al. (2007)
c© Elsevier.

each other and/or decompose to form other species. A wide
variety of oxidation reactions continue to occur and release
an enormous amount of energy in the gas phase with the final
temperature reaching the adiabatic flame temperature. The
heat feedback from the exothermic reactions occurring in the
gas phase along with the condensed-phase heat release sus-
tains the combustion process. The burning surface of a pro-
pellant grain recedes in a direction essentially perpendicular
to the surface. The distance of the flame above the propellant
surface is called the flame stand-off distance. As chamber
pressure increases, the flame stand-off distance reduces.

The specific processes in the condensed and gas phases
depend on the particular ingredient under consideration. For
example, in the case of HMX monopropellant, a polymorphic

Tm ∼ 478 K

RDX vapor

Solid phase

Tg ∼ 3000 K

(Gas/condensed phase
interface) Ts ∼ 600K

Cured GAP

Foam layer

Decomposition, evaporation and
gas-phase reactions (bubble)

RDX

Liquid RDX

Liquid RDX

Pure gas phase
Evaporation of

RDX

Gas products
N2, CH2O, N2O 

Gas-phase reactions

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of combustion-wave structure of RDX monopropellant; self-sustained deflagration (not to the scale).
Reproduced with permission from Liau and Yang (1995) c© AIAA.

phase transition occurs from β-HMX to δ-HMX at about
460 K (Beckstead et al., 2007). Both RDX and HMX mono-
propellant combustion exhibits a visible, definite foam layer
at low and moderate pressures. The thickness of the foam
layer and the gas-phase reaction zone vary with pressure. At
one atm, the foam layer is ∼70 �m and ∼130 �m for HMX
and RDX, respectively, and the gas phase reaches equilib-
rium within ∼4 mm and ∼1 mm from the burning surface
(Kubota, 2002). At higher pressures (70–100 atm), the foam
layer is less than 20 �m thick, and the equilibrium temper-
ature is reached within ∼100–200 �m from the surface for
nitramine monopropellants.

The commonly used homogenous double-base propel-
lants exhibit a two-stage flame structure at low pressures, as
opposed to a single-stage flame structure shown in Figure 2.
A visible primary flame (∼330–400 ◦C) is seen above the
propellant-burning surface, followed by an induction or dark
zone, which is practically invisible. The combustion that
occurs inside the dark zone does not emit strong radiations in
the visible spectrum. The thickness of this zone decreases
with increasing chamber pressure. The dark zone is con-
nected with a secondary luminous flame, which attains the
final flame temperature (∼2000 ◦C).

Combustion wave structure of a composite propellant is
much different and more complex than that of a homoge-
neous propellant. One of the main differences is the diffusion
flame structure of a composite propellant versus the pre-
mixed flame structure of a homogeneous propellant. For
example, in the case of an AP/HTPB composite propel-
lant, as shown schematically in Figure 4, the AP particles
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a simplified AP/HTPB combustion
wave structure. Reproduced with permission from Cai, Thakre and
Yang (2008) c© Taylor & Francis.

first decompose in the sub-surface region to form perchloric
acid (HClO4), and the HTPB binder decomposes to produce
fuel in the form of hydrocarbon fragments and hydrogen.
HClO4 decomposes further to form smaller oxidizing species.
These decomposed gases consisting of fuel and oxidizer com-
ponents mix together to form a diffusion flame above the
propellant-burning surface. The flame structure, however, is
more complex as there are individual premixed monopro-
pellant flames from AP and partially mixed flames from
HTPB, in addition to the diffusion flame from their decompo-
sition products. The luminous flame is attached to the burning
surface and there is no dark zone as seen in double-base pro-
pellants. If aluminum particles are present in a composite
propellant, they break loose from the surface and continue to
react in the gas flow. More details about the phenomena of
propellant chemistry and its combustion characteristics can
be obtained from references (Yang, Brill and Ren, 2000) and
(Kuo and Summerfield, 1984).

4.2 Burning properties

The performance of a rocket motor depends critically on the
burning rate of the propellant. At any instant, the burning rate
governs the amount of gas generated in the combustion cham-
ber and the mass flowing out from the motor. The burning rate
(rb) is a function of many parameters such as propellant com-

position, chamber pressure, and initial grain temperature, and
so on. It can also be influenced by phenomena such as erosive
burning, radiative emissions, chamber pressurization rate,
and combustion instability occurring inside the rocket motor.

For most propellants, it is possible to express rb as an
empirical function of chamber pressure given by

rb = apn (1)

where the burning rate is usually expressed in cm s−1 or in s−1

and the chamber pressure p is in MPa or psia. The constants
a and n are called as the temperature coefficient and pressure
exponent, respectively. The equation holds for all commonly
used homogeneous and composite propellants. The constant
a is not dimensionless and is influenced by the initial pro-
pellant grain temperature. The exponent n is influenced by
the chamber pressure. For stable operation, n has a value
greater than 0 and less than 1.0. A higher value represents
rapid increase of the burning rate with pressure. Most opera-
tional propellants have the pressure exponent values between
0.2 and 0.6 (Sutton and Biblarz, 2001). For minimum varia-
tion in the thrust or chamber pressure, the pressure exponent
and the temperature coefficient should be small. Figure 5
shows the burning rates of two different propellants as a func-
tion of chamber pressure. The linear nature of the log-log
plot between the burning rate and pressure is evident. The
slope of the line represents the pressure exponent. In prac-
tice, the burning rates of many actual propellants may deviate
somewhat from the linear curve.

The propellant burning rate is also sensitive to the ini-
tial grain temperature, which affects the propellant surface
temperature and hence the rates of chemical reactions. The
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Figure 5. Burning rates of AP/HTPB (73:27) (King, 1984)
and RDX/GAP/BTTN propellant (mass ratio 71:9:20). (Parr and
Hanson-Parr, 2001)
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temperature sensitivity of the burning rate is defined as
the percent change of burning rate per degree change in
propellant initial temperature at a particular chamber pressure
and is given by,

σp = ∂(ln rb)

∂T

∣∣∣∣
p

(2)

Typical values of σp range from 0.001 to 0.009 s−1. A lower
value of σp is preferred so that the burning rate is not sensi-
tive to the initial grain temperature. Usually the propellant is
conditioned for several hours before application to insure a
uniform grain temperature.

Table 6 lists the performance characteristics of a few prac-
tical solid propellants. Composite propellants exhibit a wide
range of burning rates. For AP-based composite propellants,
the burning rate strongly depends on the AP particle size.
This is attributed to the diffusion flame structure that arises
from the propellant surface. With a fixed AP content in a for-
mulation, the burning rate increases with decreasing particle
size. The effect of particle size, however, decreases at higher
pressures.

The adiabatic flame temperature exhibited by the propel-
lant is also an important property, as it directly influences the
specific impulse. The flame temperature is highly dependent
on the composition of the propellant. Figure 6 shows the cal-
culated variation of flame temperature and specific impulse as
a function of oxidizer concentration (Kubota, 1984). In prac-
tice, the optimum mass loadings of AP (90–93%) and AN
(93%) as seen in Figure 6 cannot be achieved due the dif-
ficulties associated with propellant processing (Sutton and
Biblarz, 2001).

The burning rate of a solid propellant can increase dur-
ing the motor operation on account of a phenomenon called
erosive burning. It is caused by the high-velocity flow of hot
combustion gases over the burning propellant surface. Such
a high-velocity flow enhances turbulent mixing in the bound-
ary layers and the heat transfer to the propellant, thereby
increasing its burning rate. This can affect the motor per-
formance significantly. While designing solid rocket motors,
erosive burning should be either avoided or controlled to be
reproducible from one motor to another so that the motor
performance can be predicted accurately.

The radiative emissions and combustion instability occur-
ring inside a solid rocket motor are some of the other factors
that can influence the propellant burning rate significantly.
The radiative emission from the hot combustion products to
the propellant surface can increase the burning rate. Combus-
tion instability caused either by acoustic waves or by vortex
shedding can also affect the burning rate. The ensuing flow
oscillations lead to substantial increase in heat-transfer rate,
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Figure 6. (a) Variation of theoretical specific impulse (at frozen
equilibrium); (b) combustion temperature as a function of oxidizer
concentration for HTPB-based composite propellants. Data are for
a chamber pressure of 68 atm and nozzle exit pressure of 1.0 atm.
Reproduced with permission from Kubota (1984) c© AIAA.
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Table 6. Characteristics of some operational propellants. Reproduced from Sutton and Biblarz (2001) c© John Wiley
& Sons Inc.

Flame Burning rate Pressure
Propellant Metal weight % temperature (K) Density (g cm−3) Isp (s) (in s−1) exponent

Double base (DB) 0 2250 1.61 220–230 0.05–1.2 0.3
DB/AP/Al 20–21 3880 1.80 260–265 0.2–1.0 0.4
HTPB/AP/Al 4–17 3440 1.86 260–265 0.25–3.0 0.4
CTPB/AP/Al 15–17 3440 1.78 260–265 0.25–2.0 0.4
AN/Polymer 0 1550 1.47 180–190 0.06–0.5 0.6

gas velocity, and pressure, which in turn affect the instanta-
neous burning rate.

4.3 Ignition of solid propellants

The ignition of a propellant grain in a rocket motor is caused
by the heat provided by the energy produced by an igniter
attached on the motor. The igniters are usually solid propel-
lants that provide a rapid heat release and high gas evolution.
Extruded double-base propellants are often employed, usu-
ally as a large number of cylindrical pellets. One of the
common igniter formulations uses 20–35% boron, 65–80%
potassium nitrate with 1–5% of binder. Solid propellant igni-
tion consists of a series of complex rapid events, which begin
on receipt of a starting signal. The events include heat gen-
eration, transfer of heat from the igniter to the grain surface,
spreading the flame over the entire burning surface, filling
the chamber free volume with gas, and elevating the cham-
ber pressure. The igniter generates the heat and gas required
for motor ignition. During the ignition process, the heat gen-
erated from the igniter starts the burning of propellant grain.
The flame spreads quickly until the complete grain is ignited.
Then the chamber is completely filled with combustion prod-
ucts for reaching the operating pressure. The ignition process
is usually completed with in a fraction of a second.

5 CONCLUSION

A solid propellant is composed of several chemical ingredi-
ents such as oxidizer, fuel, binder, plasticizer, curing agent,
stabilizer, and cross-linking agent. The specific chemical
composition depends on the desired combustion character-
istics for a particular mission. Different chemical ingredients
and their proportions lead to different physical and mechani-
cal properties, combustion characteristics, and performance.
Two main types of solid propellants (homogeneous and het-
erogeneous) are distinguished by their constituent ingredients

and the condition in which they are interconnected. The
propulsive performance of a solid propellant critically
depends on its combustion characteristics including pressure
and temperature sensitivities of the burning rate, and spa-
tial distribution of energy release, temperature, and species
concentrations.

SYMBOLS

p pressure
T temperature
rb burning rate
n pressure exponent of burning-rate law
a temperature coefficient of burning rate

Greek Symbols

σp temperature sensitivity of burning rate

Abbreviations of compounds

NC nitrocellulose
NG nitroglycerine
NQ nitroguanidine
AP ammonium perchlorate
AN ammonium nitrate
KN potassium nitrate
ADN ammonium dintramide
HTPB hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene
HTPE hydroxyl-terminated polyethylene
HTPS hydroxyl-terminated polyester
CTPB carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene
RDX cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine
HMX cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine
GAP glycidyl azide polymer
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BAMO bis-azidomethyl oxetane
AMMO 3-azidomethyl-3-methyl oxetane
HNIW, CL-20 hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane
HNF hydrazinium nitroformate
BTTN 1,2,4-butane triol trinitrate
TMETN metriol trinitrate
DEGDN diethylene glycol dinitrate
TEGDN triethyleneglycol dinitrate
DEP diethyl phthalate
DBP dibutyl phthalate
DOP dioctyl phthalate
DOA dioctyl adipate
PU polyurethane
TA triacetin
EC ethyl centralite
DPA diphenyl amine
PbSa lead salicylate
PbSt lead stearate
CuSa copper salicylate
CuSt copper stearate
HDMI hexametheylene diisocyanide
TDI toluene-2,4-diisocyanide
IDPI isophorone diisocyanide
IDP isodecyl pelargonate
MAPO methyl aziridinly phosphine oxide
nBF n-butyl ferrocene
MAPO methyl aziridinyl phosphine oxide
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1 INTRODUCTION

The designer is primarily interested in performance param-
eters: thrust, exhaust velocity, specific impulse, propellant
mass fraction, flame temperature, temperature limits, and du-
ration (Sutton and Biblarz, 2001). Many of these parameters
can be estimated using an ideal rocket system (Sutton and
Biblarz, 2001). However, the theoretical values are gener-
ally quite different than those measured for a real system.
For example, the specific impulse for a real rocket system is
always less than the theoretical value, resulting in a “loss”
of performance. Understanding the “loss mechanisms”, the
difference between the theoretical performance and the real
performance, is of critical importance to the rocket designer.
To determine the loss the designer has two basic options:
build and test, or rely on a combination of numerical sim-
ulation, empiricalism, and small-scale validation tests. The
first option, build and test, is costly and has therefore been
largely abandoned as a practical tool for design. Based on the
success of the airplane and automobile industries, the second

option, also called virtual engineering, is rapidly becoming
the standard tool for designing or testing new concepts. Un-
fortunately, the simulation tools in the rocket industry are still
somewhat primitive when compared to the tools used in the
airplane and automobile industries; efforts are being made
to change this with the goal that simulations can one day be
used at the design stage, with full scale motor firings reserved
as a final qualification test.

The performance parameters listed above depend on the
internal ballistic properties: propellant burn rate, ratio of
burning area to nozzle throat area, temperature sensitivity
of the propellant burn rate, and influences caused by pres-
sure, propellant ingredients, grain design and burn-back, and
gas-phase velocities (Sutton and Biblarz, 2001). Although
most of the internal ballistic parameters can be determined in
isolation of the entire system through a series of carefully de-
signed subscale testing (such as putting a strand of propellant
in a Crawford bomb to determine the burn rate as a function
of pressure), their interdependence and performance on an
entire system is complex and often poorly understood.

Virtual engineering require models for the following com-
ponents of a solid rocket motor: (i) propellant: surface re-
gression, burning rate, flame temperature, and for aluminized
propellants, agglomeration; (ii) chamber: multi-phase flows,
turbulence models, aluminum droplet combustion, oxide
cap/smoke formulation, multiphase radiative heat transfer;
(iii) nozzle: droplet impingement, droplet breakup and colli-
sions, slag accumulation, surface radiation/ablation/erosion;
and (iv) plume: supersonic turbulent mixing, non-equilibrium
chemistry, radiation. See Figure 1.

As listed in Coats, Dunn and French (2003), there are four
broad categories of models in use today for performance
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Figure 1. Schematic of solid rocket motor (courtesy of ATK).

and combustion modeling of solid rocket motors.
They are

1. Simple models: these include equilibrium chemistry
solvers, empirical models for burn rates, nozzle throat
erosion, thrust losses, and so on.

2. Engineering models: these include codes for which the
combustion process is idealized while other parts are
treated in detail. One popular code is the SPP code for
internal ballistics and performance prediction (Dunn and
Coats, 2003).

3. Full-up models: these are typically commercial qual-
ity codes that treat all of the relevant combustion pro-
cesses, such as flow in a nozzle or in a plume using non-
equilibrium chemistry models.

4. Research models: these are research codes found mainly
at universities (e.g., see Dick, Fiedler and Heath, 2006).

Because of the number of modeling simplifications re-
quired in the first two categories, the models have at best a lim-
ited range of applicability, and at worst they can give wrong
answers in accident scenarios. There is a need, therefore, for
physics-based models to replace empirically-based models.
And so most, if not all, current research efforts are devoted
to the last two categories, with the goal of removing as much
empiricalism as possible. Two important aspects of these four
categories are the input data requirements and the expertise
required to run the computer programs. An excellent sum-
mary of the models, their strengths, disadvantages and recom-
mendations, can be found in Coats, Dunn and French (2003).

In the sections below we highlight some modern devel-
opments of physics-based models that have been used for
internal ballistic studies. Some of these models can only be
found in research codes, but one day we expect they will be
included in commercial codes as well.

1.1 Solid propellants

Propellants for solid rocket motors (SRM) can broadly be di-
vided into two categories: homogeneous (double-base) pro-
pellants composed of fuel and oxidizer present in the same
molecule, or heterogeneous (composite) propellants com-
posed of a fuel and oxidizer blend. Examples of double-
base propellants include nitrocellulose and nitroglycerine. A
wide variety of composite propellant ingredients exist. Am-
monium perchlorate (AP) is the most common crystalline
oxidizer. AP particle size and shape has a significant im-
pact on the burning rate, with smaller particles having larger
surface area for a given volume and therefore higher burn-
ing rate. AP crystals with diameters less than about 40 �m
are considered hazardous for shipping. Fuel choices include
powdered aluminum and boron, with the latter used mainly
in combined-cycle engines with longer combustor residence
times. Oxidizer crystals and fuel particles are encased in a
polymeric binder such as hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene
(HTPB). Other ingredients such as burning rate modifiers,
plasticizers, curing agents and additives can be included in
the blend to modify the regression rate, physical proper-
ties, and manufacturability. A large range of solid propellant
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compositions are described in the US DoD 6055.9-STD
(2004).

The solid propellant, commonly called the grain, is cast
directly into the motor case or cartridge in a configuration
that is chosen to give the desired thrust versus time behav-
ior. The simplest grain design is an end-burning motor with
no central port. Ideally, an end-burning motor has constant
thrust versus time behavior (neutral burn) between transient
start-up and extinction. Other features such as slots, grooves,
perforations, and so on, can be used to modify the burning
surface area and therefore the combustion product produc-
tion rate. Grains may be designed to produce progressive
(increasing) or regressive (decreasing) thrust during the mo-
tor burn. Active control of thrust, for example by the use of a
pintle-controlled nozzle, is not yet practical and is a current
research topic. The thermal response of the material struc-
ture and the manufacturing process must also be considered
by the grain designer. The Space Shuttle solid rocket motor
currently consists of four grain segments: three with tapered
central ports and one with a star geometry near the head-
end igniter. The proposed solid rocket motor for Ares V, the
cargo launch vehicle of the NASA Constellation program, is
a five-segmented solid rocket motor.

For a typical solid propellant, the burning, or regression,
rate r is given by an empirical relationship of the form

r = a(T )pN (1)

where p and T are the pressure and temperature respectively,
a(T ) is a function dependent on propellant temperature, and
N is the burning rate exponent. As discussed in Section 1.2,
the pressure is an important performance parameter and the
magnitude of the burning rate exponent is limited by stability
considerations. Regression rates are on the order of 1 cm s−1.

The propellant temperature plays a role in two ways: i) the
burn rate may be directly affected by the propellant temper-
ature, characterized by the temperature coefficient

σp =
(

∂ ln r

∂T

)
p

(2)

and ii) the pressure is modified by the propellant temperature,
characterized by the temperature coefficient

�κ =
(

∂ ln p

∂T

)
κ

(3)

where κ is the burning surface area, Ab, normalized by the
throat area, A∗. The former is usually determined through
stand-burning tests at varying initial pressure. �κ is a function
of the grain design and is evaluated at a given grain burning

area in a full- or small-scale engine test. Values of σp typically
range from 0.001 to 0.009 K−1 and values of �κ typically
range from 0.001 to 0.003 K−1 (Sutton and Biblarz (2001)).

The maximum theoretical exhaust velocity cmax that can
be achieved with a given propellant heat of combustion q can
be calculated by considering the energy equation, assuming
steady flow and isentropic nozzle expansion

h0R + q = h2 + 1

2
c2 (4)

where h0R is the stagnation enthalpy of the reactants, q is the
heat of combustion, h2 is the static enthalpy at the nozzle exit,
and c is the exhaust velocity. If the stagnation enthalpy of the
reactants is less than the heat of combustion, and the nozzle
area ratio is large and the combustor pressure is high such that
the kinetic energy of the exhaust gases is large in comparison
to the static enthalpy, then cmax ∼ √

2q and the theoretical
maximum exhaust velocity is obtained by maximizing pro-
pellant heat of combustion. The energetics, including heats of
reaction, of various propellants and propellant components
are discussed in Kubota (2002), for example. Adding alu-
minum particles to propellant grains increases the chamber
temperature and energy release (Bayzn, Krier and Glumac
(2006)). This increase in flame temperature of aluminized
propellants over equivalent non-aluminized propellants can
increase the maximum theoretical exhaust velocity and spe-
cific impulse by approximately 8%.

1.2 Combustion chamber pressure

A simple global model for the combustor stagnation pressure
can provide some understanding of the internal dynamics.
The stability of the chamber depends on achieving a balance
between the mass generated by grain regression and the mass
exhausted through the nozzle. We consider a control volume
containing the internal volume of an SRM, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. Assuming the system is steady, we apply conservation
of mass to obtain

ṁg = dMc

dt
+ ṁn (5)

where ṁg is the mass flow rate of the combustion products
into the control volume due to the propellant burning, ṁn is
the mass flow rate through the nozzle, and Mc is the mass of
gas in the chamber at a given time. We can write Mc = ρVc

where ρ is the gas density and Vc is the chamber volume. The
time rate of change of the chamber volume is the regression
rate multiplied by the burning area Ab. From the ideal gas
law, and with the assumption that to a first approximation
the stagnation temperature is to determined by the chemical
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energy release and is independent of the stagnation pressure,
we relate the time derivative of gas density to the time deriva-
tive of the pressure. Assuming steady, isentropic flow, the
mass flow rate through the nozzle is proportional to the stag-
nation chamber pressure, p0,

ṁn = γp0A
∗

√
γRT0

(
γ + 1

2

)−(γ+1)
2(γ−1)

(6)

The mass flow rate of the combustion products into the
control volume due to the propellant burning can be written
as ṁg = ρprAb. Substituting the empirical expression for the
regression rate as a function of stagnation pressure, equa-
tion (1), we obtain an ordinary differential equation for the
stagnation pressure

Vc

RT0

dp0

dt
−a(T )(ρp − ρ)Abp

N
0

+ γp0A
∗

√
γRT0

(
γ + 1

2

)−(γ+1)
2(γ−1) = 0 (7)

We derived this equation by considering conservation of
mass. The second and third terms in the equation describe
the mass generated by the combustion process (which is
power-law dependent on the pressure) and the mass exhausted
through the nozzle (which is linearly dependent on the pres-
sure), respectively. The first term represents the change in
pressure due to the time rate of change of mass inside the
chamber, resulting from an imbalance between the gas pro-
duction and exhaust rates.

If the gas production and exhaust rates are balanced, the
time-dependent term can be neglected and equation 7 can be
used to obtain a quasi-steady state solution for the pressure

p0 =

a(T )(ρp − ρ)

γ

Ab

A∗
√

γRT0

(
γ + 1

2

) (γ+1)
2(γ−1)




1
1−N

(8)

where we have assumed the burn surface area is constant,
which is reasonable for a neutral (constant chamber pressure)
burn.

Returning to the time-dependent equation (7), we can ap-
ply linearly stability analysis to determine a limitation on the
pressure dependence of the regression rate. For convenience,
we first rewrite the equation as

dp0

dt
+ p0

τ
− βpN

0 = 0 τ =
(

γ + 1

2

) (γ+1)
2(γ−1) Vc

A∗√γRT0

β = a(T )AbRT0(ρp − ρ)

Vc
(9)

We consider a small perturbation in pressure p′
0 about

the mean value p̄0 and substitute into the ordinary differen-
tial equation. Noting that p̄0 − τ β p̄N

0 = 0 is the steady-state
equation for the mean pressure, we have

dp′
0

dt
+ 1 − N

τ
p′

0 = 0 (10)

which has solution

p′
0

p′
0(0)

= exp
(

N − 1

τ
t

)
(11)

We see that τ is always positive, and therefore in order for
the system to be linearly stable, we must have N < 1. This
imposes a limitation on the propellant performance in terms
of the regression rate. Typical values for N are between 0.4
and 0.7.

1.3 Propellant morphology

Heterogeneous solid propellants are widely used in the rocket
industry, and are likely to play an important role for as
long as rockets are built. Fundamentally they consist of ox-
idizer particles of order 1 to 100 microns in diameter, em-
bedded in a rubbery fuel binder. Various choices are pos-
sible, but a common one is ammonium perchlorate (AP)
in hydroxy-terminated-polybutadiene (HTPB) or polybuta-
diene acrylonitrile (PBAN). The polymers serve both as a
binding agent and a fuel. These components burn in a thin
combustion layer, a few hundred microns thick, in the neigh-
borhood of the propellant surface. It is also common to add
metal particles to the binder, 10 microns or so in diameter,
aluminum being the most common choice. These burn in the
chamber gases at distances well removed from the surface.

Designers of rockets are concerned with a number of
propellant-related issues, including: the burning rate; the ther-
mal and mechanical properties of the propellant; and, for met-
alized propellants, the behavior of the metal particles at the
surface, including agglomeration. Many factors are important
when selecting a propellant formulation for a particular solid
rocket motor system. Of critical importance is the impact a
particular formulation has on internal ballistics, a category
that encompasses propellant burn rate, physical properties,
and burning surface phenomena. In addition, the oxidizer,
fuel, and binder selection will affect other important design
decisions such as specific impulse, ignitability, and aging.
In the quest for maximizing specific impulse and increase
propellant burn rates, designers have typically resorted to
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energetic catalysts, increasing oxidizer loading, or reducing
the oxidizer particle size (Sutton and Biblarz, 2001). In AP-
based propellants, further optimization has also resulted in
the use of bimodal coarse and fine AP distributions. Safety
is another issue of importance, with particular emphasis on
transportation and storage.

The propellant formulator must often optimize the propel-
lant characteristics in isolation of the entire rocket motor sys-
tem. When this is done, there is no guarantee that such a for-
mulation will actually give the performance the designer had
hoped for. This is unfortunate and so companies, universities,
and government agencies are turning to virtual engineering
where the entire system can be modeled and analyzed us-
ing computer codes. Such virtual engineering practices starts
with a model for the morphology, and the relationship of
this model to the physical reality is an important matter. One
possible choice is to ignore the heterogeneity and model the
propellant as a homogeneous propellant. In this case, only
the burn rate and flame temperature are needed. However,
composite propellants do not burn in a homogeneous fash-
ion, and by ignoring propellant heterogeneity one ignores
important time scales associated with the unsteady burning
behavior. And so one must turn towards three-dimensional
models for the propellant. Any three-dimensional model for
the morphology must include the following ingredients: the
ability to obtain high volume fractions (usually in the range
of 60–80%), treat polydispersity (the ratio of largest diameter
to smallest can exceed 50:1), generate packs within a reason-
able time frame (within a few hours or less), and reasonably
reproduce real-world statistical metrics. For the first three
ingredients, the only three-dimensional models for the mor-
phology of which we are aware of are those that have been
developed at Alliant Techsystems (ATK) (Davis and Carter,
1990; Webb and Davis, 2006) and at the University of Illi-
nois at Urbana-Champaign (Knott, Jackson and Buckmaster,
2001; Kochevets et al., 2001; Maggi et al., 2008). Figure 2
shows an example of a polydisperse cylindrical pack con-
taining 70 008 particles with a ratio of largest diameter to
smallest of 29.3 and a volume fraction of 64.7%. The AP par-
ticles are shown as light gray while the aluminum particles
are shown as dark gray. When the smallest particles can not be
resolved numerically, they are homogenized into the binder
to create a blend; the thermal conductivity of the blend can
be calculated, for example, by the methods proposed in Chen
et al. (2003) and Jackson, Buckmaster and Wang (2007). Cur-
rent research efforts are focused on computing higher-order
statistics (in particular, second and third-order) of real propel-
lants and comparing those obtained using virtual propellants.
Comparisons have been performed for monodispersed beads
(Maggi et al., 2008), but little data is available for AP-based
propellants.

Figure 2. A polydisperse cylindrical pack, periodic along the axis.
Reproduced from Maggi et al. (2008) c©American Physical Society.

1.4 Combustion

The earliest models for the combustion of AP-based propel-
lants are one-dimensional in nature using global kinetics for
the gas-phase combustion, the most popular being the three-
step kinetics model of Beckstead–Derr–Price (Beckstead,
Derr and Price, 1970). The model accounts for AP decom-
position since AP is a mono-propellant, and two diffusion
flames, one corresponding to the so-called secondary diffu-
sion flame that represents the combustion between the AP
decomposition products and binder pyrolysis gases, and the
other corresponds to the so-called primary diffusion flame
that represents combustion between the AP pyrolysis gases
and the binder pyrolysis gases. The primary diffusion flame
provides significant heat to the propellant, and its impor-
tance has been recognized by many (see e.g., Beckstead,
2000). Burning rates for various AP/HTPB virtual packs are
calculated in Massa, Jackson and Buckmaster (2005), and
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comparisons made with experimental data suggest that the
effects of morphology on these rates can be satisfactorily
predicted. The effect of heterogeneity on chamber flow dy-
namics has also been calculated and found to be important
(Massa et al., 2007; Daimon et al., 2009). Although we have
come a long way from one-dimensional modeling of hetero-
geneous solid propellants, there is still plenty of room for
improvements to three-dimensional models.

1.5 Agglomeration

Typical solid-rocket-motor propellants, such as those used in
the space shuttle boosters, are composed of AP and aluminum
(Al) particles embedded in a fuel binder. A typical composi-
tion, by weight, is 71% AP, 18% Al, and 11% binder. Alu-
minum is added as a high energy density additive and reacts
exothermically with H20 and CO2 in the chamber, increasing
the specific impulse by approximately 10%. The aluminum
also provides efficient damping of chamber instabilities, a
desirable effect. However, there are also undesirable effects
such as slag accumulation in a submerged nozzle, nozzle
erosion, and significant exhaust signatures. Because of these,
aluminum behavior is one of the most important problems
faced by the solid-rocket-propellant industry.

A detailed summary of the history of aluminum particles
originating within the propellant and passing into the cham-
ber can be found in Price and Sigman (2000); Geisler (2002);
and Beckstead (2002). Each particle, typically 5–40 microns
in diameter, arrives individually at the surface, where less
than 6% of the aluminum combustion energy is released
Geisler (2002). There follows a residency period during
which the particle can move over the surface and agglom-
eration with other particles can occur. Other propellant in-
gredients, such as AP products and binder, can be entrained
within the agglomerate. Whether or not agglomeration oc-
curs, the aluminum particles eventually lift from the sur-
face and enter the high temperature chamber where igni-
tion occurs. Burn-up takes place at a large distance from the
surface.

The actual process of agglomeration is complex, and
the ingredients favorable for it are poorly known. It is ac-
knowledged that heterogeneity plays a fundamental role
in the agglomeration details (Babuk, 2007; Cohen, 1983;
Rashkovskii, 2002). Controlling parameters include the
binder type and amount, the oxidizer size and size distri-
bution, the thickness of the surface melt layer, the aluminum
size and size distribution, the details of the nonplanar sur-
face regression, the surface residence time of the aluminum,
the chamber pressure, and so on. A single agglomerate, after
detachment from the surface, is a spherical globule with a
diameter that can be as large as hundreds of microns.

In principle, it should be possible to predict the ag-
glomeration details via a full numerical simulation of the
propellant combustion. Some efforts have been devoted to
three-dimensional modeling of aluminum propellants (Wang,
Jackson and Massa, 2004; Wang and Jackson, 2005; Wang,
Hossain and Jackson, 2008). However, progress is ham-
pered by the limits on computational resources, and a
lack of adequate models for various components of the
physics. As a result, the agglomeration details must either
be determined experimentally or by the use of empirical
models.

Experimentally, agglomeration data can be obtained by
the use of a quench bomb experiment where the aluminized
propellant is burnt close to a collection plate. The distance be-
tween the sample and the quenching area is small (5–10 mm).
The combustion products are quenched in some manner (i.e.,
cooling inert gas, icy bed, non-reactive liquid) and the par-
ticles are collected. The combustion bomb can be sealed or
rated by a pressure-driven controller. The sealed configura-
tion allows for a high collection efficiency, but the combustion
raises the inner pressure somewhat (Babuk, 2007). The rated
configuration allows one to perform experiments at a con-
stant pressure. However, some gas is exhausted, and a set of
paper filters is used to separate the smoke from exhausting
gases (Cerri et al., 2007). After the collection, the particles
can be measured by means of either a granulometer, which
gives the mass distribution, or a set of calibrated sieves. Ex-
perimenters usually report a probability density function for
the particle mass distribution (or a histogram with as many
bins as the number of sieves). There are some problems in
measuring the fraction of smaller particles (typically below
10 �m) with standard sieves. So filter paper can be used to
estimate the amount of the material escaping from the finest
mesh available for the sieves.

A detailed discussion of empirically based-agglomeration
models can be found in Jackson, Najjar and Buckmaster
(2005). These models include data-fitted models (Beckstead,
1977; Cohen and Strand, 1980) and models based on lattice
packs (Cohen, 1983) or random packs (Jackson, Najjar and
Buckmaster, 2005). The lattice packs assume that the largest
AP particles can be represented by a uniform distribution of
spheres in a cubic array, with pockets between them. These
pockets consist of small AP particles, binder, and aluminum,
and it is assumed that each agglomerate is made up of the frac-
tion of aluminum that melts within each pocket. The pocket
model of (Cohen, 1983) suggests the use of near neighbors
for particle agglomeration, and that this concept is a sensible
one. Particles that are well separated horizontally (parallel to
the surface) will not agglomerate because their horizontal mi-
gration at the surface is bounded during the finite residence
times. And particles that are well separated vertically will
not agglomerate because the upper one will detach from the
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surface before the lower one reaches it. What is uncertain,
of course, is the size and shape of the domain occupied by
each particle’s nearest neighbors, the agglomeration domain.
The original pocket model concept assumes the coarse AP
particles form a lattice, and only those aluminum particles
within that domain bounded by the coarse AP will agglom-
erate. Since particles of real propellants are randomly dis-
tributed, a model based on random packs has been proposed
(see e.g., Jackson, Najjar and Buckmaster, 2005). An exam-
ple of a random pack of AP and aluminum particles is shown
in Figure 2. The advantage of using random packs is that both
the agglomeration size and size distribution are obtained, and
these can then be used as boundary conditions for full-scale
numerical simulations.

Experiments and modeling approaches for obtaining ag-
glomeration details have their drawbacks. Experiments can
not be performed in a rocket environment, and so there is little
knowledge about how the distributions from a quench bomb
experiment actually reflects the distributions from the same
propellant but inside a rocket chamber. All of the agglomer-
ation models, whether data-fitted or based on packs, requires
some parameters to be chosen by empirical means. Since
modern multiphysics computational fluid dynamics simula-
tions requires agglomeration details at the propellant surface,
there is plenty of room for improvement in both the experi-
ments and modeling approaches.

1.6 Aluminum combustion and two-phase flow

The numerical simulation of the internal flow of solid pro-
pellant rocket motors from first principles with minimal
modeling ingredients is a computationally challenging task.
Modern multi-segmented rocket motors are inherently three-
dimensional and geometrically complex. As the propellant
burns, the geometry changes in a time-dependent manner.
Mass addition due to gasification of burning propellant leads
to a flow that aligns itself smoothly with the axial axis, thus
rendering a rotational flow. The flow near the headend is
subsonic and laminar, and transitions to a fully turbulent
flow with compressibility becoming important further down-
stream, and finally reaches supersonic flow at the nozzle exit.
The transition from laminar to turbulence is the result of some
hydrodynamic instability inherent in the flow; one such insta-
bility is the so-called “parietal vortex shedding” phenomena
(Lupoglazoff and Vuillot, 1996). If aluminum is present, the
chamber flow is also chemically reacting due to the burning
of the metallic droplets.

Numerical simulations have been performed for single-
phase flows in two-dimensions using Reynolds averaged
Navier–Stokes equations (e.g., Beddini, 1986; Sabnis,
Gibeling and McDonald, 1989) and using large eddy

simulations (LES) in two-dimensions (e.g., Liou, Lien and
Hwang, 1998) and three-dimensions (e.g., Apte and Yang,
2003; Wasistho, Balachandar and Moser, 2004). The numer-
ical simulation of two-phase flows, which arise in the cham-
ber region because of the presence of aluminum particles, is
computationally more challenging than single-phase flows.
As the propellant burns the aluminum particles are ejected
from the propellant surface and are carried into the chamber
region where they ignite and burn. Although models do exist
which attempt to compute the burning of a single aluminum
droplet (e.g., Beckstead, 1977), it is not possible to model
each droplet in a full-scale numerical simulation.

To perform accurate simulations of the complex flow in-
side the chamber region, physical models for mass injec-
tion, the evolution of the gas mixture, aluminum droplets,
and aluminum oxide smoke, as well as their interactions,
are required. Models are also required to predict the droplet
composition, size and size distribution coming off the propel-
lant surface, which provide boundary conditions for chamber
flow simulations (see Section 1.5 for a brief presentation of
various methods for obtaining the required information). Al-
though it is common to introduce random white noise about
the mean inflow mass flux to perturb the mean flow for tur-
bulence transition, a more sensible approach is to introduce
temporal fluctuations as determined from a subgrid model of
the unsteady burning propellant (Massa et al., 2007). Mod-
ern simulations treat the large droplets using a Lagrangian
approach, while the fine oxide particles (smoke) can be con-
sidered sufficiently small that an Eulerian approach is taken.
For the smoke phase an evolution equation is solved for
the smoke concentration field with a source term that rep-
resents the creation of oxide smoke from the surrounding
droplets, and a sink term that represents collisions of the
droplet with the smoke. For the droplets a Lagrangian de-
scription of the droplet position is solved for in time. The
rate equations depend upon a number of physical quantities,
including the composition of the droplet which will change
in time due to burning. The composition can be found by
solving two simple rate equations. The rate equation for the
droplet aluminum mass has a source term that takes into
account the depletion of aluminum due to evaporation and
burning. The rate equation for the droplet oxide mass takes
into account the collection of oxide particles by collision
and agglomeration. For examples of multiphase simulations,
see Haselbacher and Najjar (2006); Najjar et al. (2006a);
Najjar et al. (2006b). Figure 3 shows results of a two-phase
flow simulation from Najjar et al. (2006a), where a stochas-
tic droplet injection algorithm is used along the propellant
surface (Najjar et al., 2006b). The figure shows the mix-
ture temperature (Figure 3a) and the droplet locations (Fig-
ure 3b) at a representative time instant in the quasi-steady
regime.
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Figure 3. (a) Multiphase simulations of the RSRM showing inter-
nal temperature; and (b) instantaneous aluminum particle locations.
Reproduced with permission from Najjar et al. (2006a) c©American
Physical Society.

2 SUMMARY

Virtual engineering, a combination of numerical simulation,
empiricalism, and small-scale testing for validation, is useful
for motor design and is rapidly becoming the standard tool
for designing new motors. Appropriate physics-based models
are required for the propellant, chamber, nozzle, and plume
regions. We discuss some modern developments of physics-
based models used in virtual engineering, and comment on
current trends. We anticipate that virtual engineering will one
day be used at the design stage, with full scale motor firings
reserved as a final qualification test.
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1 IGNITION TRANSIENTS

1.1 Overview

Ignition transient behavior of solid propellant rockets is
dependent upon many factors. These can be roughly sep-
arated into two areas: propellant ignition and transient
fluid/structural dynamics. These aspects interact in complex
ways, which to date have led to the use of simplified models
for predicting the ignition transient behavior of solid rocket
systems.

The ignition transient of a solid propellant rocket motor
is the period of operation during which the initial burning
surfaces of the solid propellant are ignited through the appli-
cation of heat and pressure. This period is characterized
by rapid transients in pressure, temperature, and chemical
species, and the spreading of the ignition flame front across
the surface of the propellant, and ends with the motor in a
quasi-steady state operating mode. There have been many
definitions of what constitutes the ignition process, and each
rocket motor system has specific performance goals that
define ignition requirements. The reference Kulkarni et al.
(1980) contains a number of ignition studies and definitions.

Update based on the original article by Sam S. Schlueter and Gary
A. Flandro, Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Ignition is usually brought about by heating the propel-
lant surface with an igniter that produces sufficient mass
flow to pressurize the motor chamber above the minimum
reliable deflagration limit pressure (P*) (Von Elbe, 1963).
This pressure is maintained for a sufficient duration to allow
the establishment of both a steady state thermal wave in the
propellant and a steady state combustion zone above the pro-
pellant surface. In both the subsurface and the above surface
zones, chemical effects such as melting, pyrolysis, vaporiza-
tion, energy release, and energy transport must reach self-
sustaining levels before the ignition stimulus is removed. If
the ignition stimulus is removed too quickly even after steady
state combustion is achieved, the combustion zone processes
may collapse, leading to no-fire, hang-fire, or chuffing.

1.2 Initiation Systems

The most upstream elements of an ignition train are made up
of extremely reliable explosive devices and pyrotechnic mate-
rials that burn readily at all conditions. A pyrotechnic mixture
of finely powdered boron and potassium nitrate (BKNO3) is
widely favored as being highly reliable and relatively insen-
sitive to inadvertent ignition. Other pyrotechnic mixtures
such as magnesium/teflon/viton and aluminum/potassium
perchlorate have advantages over BKNO3 in speed of reac-
tion, energy release, and heat transfer characteristics, but are
more sensitive and are being phased out of use because of
safety concerns.

1.3 Igniter Types

The majority of igniters are either a pyrotechnic or a pyro-
gen type. A pyrotechnic igniter is loaded with materials
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described above in the initiation systems section, in pow-
dered, granulated, or pelleted form, or a mixture of these
forms. Pyrotechnic igniters are usually used for smaller
rocket motors, which can be pressurized easily by a small
charge of pelleted material, usually 200 g or less. Pyrotech-
nic igniters are also often used as a booster stage for pyrogen
igniters. A pyrogen igniter is loaded with a cast propellant
charge similar or identical to the type of propellant used in
the main rocket motor. Pyrogen igniters tend to be larger
and operate at higher pressures for longer periods, and usu-
ally have the advantage of lower variability and more robust
motor ignition. Pyrotechnic igniters tend to be lighter, less
expensive, and better suited to mass production. The resulting
system then consists of multiple stages, each stage amplifying
the signal of the previous stage:

Fire Switch → Initiator → Booster → Igniter → Motor

There are often additional stages in the ignition train such
as detonating lines, squibs, and extra booster charges to
enhance the robustness of the train. Each individual stage in
the ignition train must function reliably and transfer the igni-
tion signal reliably to the next stage to result in an acceptable
ignition system. Testing is performed on individual compo-
nents and assemblies to ensure compatibility and robustness
of operation over the range of anticipated operating environ-
ments.

In some rare cases, ignition is provided by injection of
materials onto the propellant surface that react hypergolically
with propellant (NASA, 1971). The volatility and toxicity of
the ignition materials used keeps hypergolic ignition systems
from being widespread. In addition, hypergolic systems rely
upon the ignition process itself to produce sufficient pres-
sure to bring the system above P*, which can be difficult
when igniting at low pressures. Another uncommon igni-
tion mechanism is the use of a shock wave reflected off the
propellant surface, which produces high stagnation pressures
and temperatures for a sufficient duration to allow ignition to
occur.

1.4 Ignition Process Requirements

Poor ignition system design can lead to non-ignition or unac-
ceptably slow ignition of the solid rocket motor. Chuffing, a
cyclic behavior in which the propellant surface heats to igni-
tion conditions, then burns off the heated propellant without
reaching steady state conditions, extinguishes, and repeats,
is essentially a repeated hang-fire (Anil Kumar and Laksh-
misha, 2002). While non-ignition of a rocket is termed a

no-fire and poor ignition is termed a hang-fire, usually the
term hang-fire is applied to all poor or non-ignition events.
From a safety standpoint, a motor in which one or more stages
of the ignition has functioned and failed to produce motor
ignition is considered to be in an uncertain state in which igni-
tion could occur without warning, and is termed a hang-fire
until precautions have been implemented to prevent ignition.
There have been many instances of hang-fires and no-fires
throughout the history of rocket motors up to the present day.

Rigorous design of an ignition system requires characteri-
zation of the propellant ignition properties. The quantities to
be characterized are P*, total input energy required (TIER),
and ignition temperature (Tig). This is typically accomplished
through arc image furnace or laser ignition testing of propel-
lant samples. The arc image furnace is a device that applies
a controlled radiant heat flux to a propellant sample surface
in a pressurized sample container. The initial design of the
arc image furnace used carbon electrodes with an electric
arc to provide the radiant heat flux, while today lasers are
used for this purpose. Propellant samples are prepared with
bare, mold release contaminated, or machined surfaces and
are subjected to selected radiant heat flux levels at selected
pressure levels. The elapsed times required for ignition of the
propellant samples are the primary output data of arc image
furnace testing.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical arc image furnace test cam-
paign. The data from these tests is used along with the known
propellant thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity to
calculate P*, TIER, and Tig.

The propellant characteristics obtained from arc image
furnace testing are then used in the design of the motor
ignition system. A motor specific P* is used to set a min-
imum mass flow rate requirement for the igniter output. This
minimum mass flow rate is then used to calculate heat flux
deposition rates to the propellant surfaces. TIER or Tig is

Arc image testing results
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Figure 1. Typical arc image furnace testing results.
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used in conjunction with main motor propellant grain geom-
etry and igniter plume geometry to determine the minimum
allowable duration of the igniter pulse. For conservatism and
to take system variability into account, a safety margin is
added to the minimum requirements of the ignition system
design. The motor specific P* used in igniter design is dif-
ferent from the P* obtained from arc image testing in that it
takes motor volume into account to avoid propellant snuffing
due to negative pressure transients. The P* obtained from arc
image testing is an infinite volume P*, and is thus the lowest
possible pressure for propellant combustion in a quiescent
environment (Von Elbe, 1963).

The arc image furnace heats the propellant strictly through
radiant heating, and as a result is an imperfect method of char-
acterizing propellant ignition (Summerfield and Ohlemiller,
1967). However, it is a widely used method and provides
acceptable data for initial design purposes. Unlike the arc
image furnace, ignition processes in real solid propellant
motors are usually dominated by convection and conduction,
with radiation being a secondary but important contributor
to the ignition process. Occasionally, ignition testing is per-
formed on propellant samples using heated gas sources to
further improve ignition models (Keller et al., 1966). Heat
transfer is modeled in fluid dynamic analyses using multiple
transport phenomena to meet requirements determined in arc
image furnace testing.

1.5 Ignition Transient Modeling

For small motors in which the entire motor can be considered
to be a single lumped system, igniter design and ignition tran-
sient analysis is performed using zero dimensional, lumped
parameter ballistic models for ignition pressurization mod-
eling. Equations (1) and (2) give the pertinent equations for
such a lumped mass system. In these types of analyses, igni-
tion flame spreading rates are calculated a priori from TIER
and empirical flame spreading relationships developed for
similar motors and input as tables or input variables. Larger
systems require the consideration of local conditions for igni-
tion flame spreading as well as localized pressure and flow
effects. Very large systems can experience unwanted body
forces caused by pressure waves generated during the ignition
process. Standard multidimensional fluid dynamic models
are often necessary for analyzing large motor ignition tran-
sients. Figure 2 illustrates the results of a one-dimensional
ignition transient analysis of a large solid rocket motor in
which coupling between igniter mass flow rate, ignition
flame front spreading rate, and pressure waves is significant
(Luke et al., 1996). Often test firings are performed on rocket
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Figure 2. One-dimensional ignition transient model results for a
large solid rocket motor (static pressure vs axial location plotted at
0.01 s intervals).

motor systems with full or near full-scale components to
eliminate uncertainty in the ignition transient analyses and
allow the ignition system to be optimized when resources are
available.

dP

dt
= R·T

V
· (ṁin − ṁout) − P

V
·dV

dt
+ P

T
·dT

dt
− P

μ
·dμ

dt

(1)

dT

dt
=

R·T ·
[
ṁin·CPin ·Tin − ṁout·CPout ·Tout − T ·

(
CVin ·ṁin − CVout ·ṁout

)]
P ·V ·CV

− q̇

CV

(2)

where

P = Pressure R = Gas constant
T = Temperature V = Volume
m = Mass CP = Specific heat at

constant pressure
CV = Specific heat at μ = Molecular weight of

constant volume gas mixture
q = Energy leaving in = Subscript for mass

system entering system
out = Subscript for mass

leaving system

1.6 Special Requirements

Ignition transients can be softened through the application
of inhibiting materials to delay the ignition of a selected
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portion of the propellant surface. Elastomeric coatings have
been used, as have foam inserts, which can double as casting
aids. Sometimes, release agents on propellant cast cores can
also have a significant effect on the ignition behavior of pro-
pellant, either delaying or enhancing the ignition process. For
larger motors, the igniter can be designed to reliably ignite a
designated portion of the initial propellant surface, which in
turn ignites the remaining propellant surface without further
assistance from the igniter.

For some propellants with high P*, such as some gas gen-
erator formulations, ignition can be enhanced using a burst
membrane in the nozzle to keep the motor chamber sealed
until the pressure exceeds the pressure obtainable through
igniter action alone, assuring that the propellant has ignited
and reached a sustainable steady state operating condition.
Care must be taken with this type of system to avoid extin-
guishing the grain through rapid depressurization when the
burst membrane releases.

1.7 Effects of Ignition Transients on Vehicle
Systems

During the ignition transient event, the solid propellant rocket
motor experiences rapid pressurization leading to the initial
steady state operating conditions. At this point in time, the
propellant strains are usually at the greatest level that they
will experience for the duration of the firing. Most modern
solid propellants are viscoelastic materials that have rate-
dependent properties. As a result, the propellant stresses tend
to be highest when the pressure combined with the pressur-
ization rate and initial highly loaded propellant configuration
combine to drive the system to its highest stresses at the end
of the ignition transient. Overdriving the motor pressure ves-
sel beyond the maximum design limit can occur if the igniter
continues to function after the motor reaches full ignition
pressure. In addition, solid rocket propellant bore strain is at
its greatest at ignition before the propellant has burned back
significantly, and keeping ignition pressures low may be nec-
essary. The motion of the propellant grain must be taken into
account during this interval to assure that contact is not made
with other motor internal components such as the nozzle or
igniter. Care must also be taken that motion of the grain does
not lead to constriction of flow passages, which would lead
to unacceptable pressure gradients and motor failure. The
low free volume within the motor during ignition results in
high internal gas velocities and large pressure gradients that
can be amplified by grain motion. These gas velocities and
pressure gradients can lead to system forces and motor per-
formance unique to the ignition event and must be accounted

for in the overall motor design. Multiple discipline models
of rocket motor ignition transients which include dynamic
structural response, gas dynamics, flame spread, and propel-
lant burn back have been created for some of the larger solid
rocket motors, such as the Space Shuttle RSRM and the Titan
IV SRMU (Wang et al., 1994).

Ignition transient behavior of solid rocket motors can
also lead to undesirable effects including large structural
transients on a launch system and unacceptable external
pressure transient environments on a vehicle. For some sys-
tems, overall performance or staging loads can place critical
requirements on the allowable ignition transient behavior.
Upper stage ignition transients can have a critical effect on
separation loads and clearances from lower stages. Especially
for upper stages with large expansion ratio nozzles, igni-
tion transients can drive nonsymmetric shock waves through
the exit cone. These nonsymmetric loads can be the driving
forces for exit cone and thrust vector control system structural
and dynamic design, and often feed back to the ignition sys-
tem design requirements as limits in system specifications. In
nearly all systems, weight is a critical factor as well. Control-
ling the ignition transient response of a solid rocket motor
can require compromises between under- and over-driving
the system.

Additional effects may be transmitted to the vehicle sys-
tem as the result of explosive elements in the initiation system
and the rapidity of the ignition process. These effects can
exceed structural limits of the vehicle components or excite
acoustic or vibrational modes in the system.

1.8 State of the Art

Research is ongoing in the processes of combustion and igni-
tion. The large scale of the surface of a solid rocket motor,
combined with the microscale phenomena of ignition, cou-
pled with transient thermochemical processes, have made
pure physics-based modeling too computationally intensive
for even the largest current national laboratory computers.
Characterization of material properties and chemical reac-
tions at the range of conditions and rates typical of solid rocket
motor ignition has only been studied in depth for simple one-
or two-component systems. Many solid rocket propellants
consist of 10 or more ingredients, and the final state of the pro-
pellant as well as the ignition surface is dependent on many
processing factors and materials. Desktop analysis of pure
physics-based ignition transients for full-scale solid rocket
motors is a goal which will be pursued for many years to
come.
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1 OVERVIEW/BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction

The space age began in 1957 with the USSR launch of
Sputnik-1. Immediately afterward, during the Cold War,
United States began searching for technology that would
enable it to create a superior intercontinental ballistic missile
(ICBM). The highest priority program in the Department of
Defense (DoD) became the development of an ICBM known
as Minuteman, which would make use of relatively newly
developed solid propellants. Due to the urgency of the Min-
uteman program, hardware failure was an option for design
verification during its development. The design approach was
one learned from mistakes and subsequent re-design. The
development of these large solid rocket motors consisted pri-
marily of trial and error. In today’s world, hardware failure
is not an option. This type of failure results in huge expense,
loss in time and effort, and potentially the loss of human
lives. Much research, testing, and computer modeling has

been accomplished since the first flight of a Minuteman in
1961 that helps to mitigate failures; however, new design and
manufacturing processes continue to add to the overall risk of
failure such that this risk will never be completely eliminated.

A brief overview of US and international space launch
vehicles, covering both liquids and solid failures, is presented
in this chapter. The most well-known accident in history, and
a man-rated space launch vehicle failure, the Challenger in
1986, will be used as an example of what happened as a
result of a solid rocket motor failure. The chapter will also
step through the Challenger failure analysis and verification
of the failure through sub-scale and full-scale hardware tests;
verification of the failure is the most important activity in any
failure analysis.

1.2 Historical overview

Table 1 is a summary chart of propulsion failures and non-
propulsion failures in space launch systems both in the United
States and internationally from 1980 to 2005 (Chang and
Tomei, 2005). Many countries have actually put objects into
space or into orbit, but primary traffic have been from the
United States and former Soviet Union, Confederation of
Independent States (CIS), Europe, China, Japan, and India.
One of the most important items to recognize from the chart
is the similarity in the bottom-line reliability of liquid rockets
(97.3%) and solid rockets (97.2%).

This section deals with solid rocket failures in terms of
timeline and root cause. The Challenger failure cause will be
covered in some detail later, relative to the hot gas leak that
passed two very cold O-rings in a field joint. Several other
notable solid rocket failures are described below.

Titan 34D (1986): In 1986, just a few months after the
Challenger failed, a Titan 34D launch vehicle exploded over
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Table 1. Failures of world space launches. Reproduced with permission from Chang and Tomei (2005) c© The Aerospace Corporation.

Propulsion

Solid rocket Liquid rocket Non-propulsion Total

25 yrs (%) 25 yrs (%) 25 yrs (%)Success Failure 25 yrs (%) Success Failure Success Failure Success Failure

US 412 6 98.6 471 10 97.9 548 15 97.3 532 31 94.5
CIS/USSR 5 1 83.3 1463 35 97.7 1508 29 98.1 1472 65 95.8
Europe 81 0 100.0 153 9 94.4 162 1 99.4 153 10 93.9
China 0 2 0.0 72 3 96.0 77 3 96.3 72 8 90.0
Japan 43 2 95.6 29 2 93.5 47 1 97.9 43 5 89.6
India 13 1 92.9 9 1 90.0 15 3 83.3 13 5 72.2
Israel 4 1 80.0 — — — 5 1 83.3 4 2 66.7
Brazil 0 2 0.0 — — — 2 0 100.0 0 2 0.0
N. Korea 0 1 0.0 0 0 — 1 0 100.0 0 1 0.0
Total 558 16 97.2 2197 60 97.3 2365 53 97.8 2289 129 94.7

Vandenberg due to a case insulation de-bond. With this failure
and that of the space shuttle, the United States was tem-
porarily left without the capability to orbit its heavy, highly
critical spy satellites. In light of the ongoing Cold War, this
incapacitation was strategically significant, and an enormous,
multi-billion-dollar effort was executed to return US space-
launch vehicles to operational status.

Titan IVA (1993): A Titan IVA launch vehicle, which used a
seven-segment solid rocket booster, experienced a case burn-
through due to flame-propagation into a propellant cut.

Athena I (1995): A Lockheed-Martin Athena I, which uti-
lizes a Castor 120 motor, failed due to a catastrophic fire
caused by the overboard dumping of hydraulic fluid into
its hot exhaust plume. This fire burned the thrust vector

actuator (TVA) cables, resulting in a loss of control of the
vehicle.

Delta II (1997): A Delta II strap-on solid rocket booster
failed due to pre-flight damage caused to its composite case.

Taurus T6 (2001): A Taurus T6 launch vehicle experienced
a second stage thrust-vector control (TVC) failure attributed
to contamination in one of its actuator valves.

Solid rocket failures have occurred in China, Japan, Brazil,
Israel, and Russia as well, and the majority of US and inter-
national failures have been similar with the exception of
some ignition failures noted in some international SRMs.
As shown in Figure 1, the underlying causes of most solid
rocket failures have been attributed to inadequate design
margins with respect to thermal and structural loads. Other

Figure 1. Root causes of solid rocket failures. Reproduced with permission from Chang and Tomei (2005) c© The Aerospace Corporation.
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causes include manufacturing, processing, and workmanship
errors.

2 FAILURE ANALYSIS APPROACH

2.1 Data utilized in failure analysis

Thorough post-failure analysis makes use of all available
forms of data. Video recordings are just as important as
telemetry or other quantitative data, and recovered or post-
test hardware is usually extremely informative. A close
examination of failed hardware, including various types of
material testing and analysis, is also important. Other data
types available include build records, discrepancy reports,
material acceptance and certifications, quality assurance
escapes, and observation reports. Flight operations in the
environments in which the launch is occurring should be
examined. A comparison to previous tests/launches and the
operation specifications provides information as to whether
or not safety factors were adequately met. Indications of
anomalous behavior may appear in data collected during
tests conducted prior to the failure in question. A re-
examination of all recovered and archived hardware from
previous failures and/or marginal successes is necessary to
identify innocuous-looking anomalies that alone may not
have caused the failure, but may be catastrophic when com-
bined with other factors. It is not unrealistic to identify
multiple modes of failure in an accident investigation. The
possibility of sabotage should never be ignored. Near the
conclusion of an investigation, it is necessary to thoroughly
search for any information that disqualifies a potential fail-

ure mode. If such data is found, an investigation is considered
incomplete.

2.2 Tools: fault trees/fishbone diagram

After a failure has occurred, an investigating team is estab-
lished and responsibilities are assigned (Stamatelatos et al.,
2002). This team is responsible for gathering and reviewing
all available data. Many analysis tools are available to orga-
nize and assess data as part of a failure analysis. The two
most common tools are the fishbone diagram (also known as
a cause-and-effect diagram) and the fault tree. The fishbone
diagram (so named for its resemblance to the skeleton of a
fish) is an analytical tool used to provide a systematic means
of considering the various effects and their causes.

The space shuttle Challenger accident will serve to
demonstrate the use of fishbone diagrams. The shuttle has
many components, as illustrated in Figure 2. During this type
of analysis, considerations include the launch pad interfaces,
the cargo, the crew, the ordnance, the software, the count-
down, the instrumentation, and the environmental exposure
of the launch vehicle. Because each of these individual ele-
ments can cause failure, integration of all of the components
requires careful engineering evaluation and coordination.
This also includes the mechanical interfaces and the elec-
trical connections. Each element can further be subdivided
into subassemblies. The shuttle solid rocket booster (SRB),
for instance, has several elements: the primary component of
the SRB is the propulsion element, which is known as the
solid rocket motor (SRM). The SRB consists of more than
just a solid rocket motor, however. The SRB also contains a

Figure 2. Representative fishbone diagram. Reproduced from McDonald (2007).
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parachute system, a nose cap, and frustum at the forward end
of the booster, avionics, and cables. A hydrazine-powered
thrust vector actuation system with hydraulic actuators is
housed inside a nozzle skirt at the aft-end of the rocket. The
entire SRB is attached to the external tank (ET) using an
attachment ring, which interfaces with struts connected to
the ET to transmit the lateral loads of the vehicle; the SRB
thrust loads are transmitted through a beam in the inter-tank
structure connecting the two SRBs at the top. Four small
booster-separation motors (BSMs) are located in the forward
and aft ends of each SRB. Each SRB contains a forward and
aft skirt; the aft-skirts support the entire 4.5 million pound
shuttle system on the launch pad. The shuttle is fixed to the
launch pad through the SRB aft-skirts using hold-down posts
and explosive bolts. A linear shaped charge (LSC) destruct
system is present in order to terminate a shuttle launch if the
shuttle fails to follow a safe flight path. Instrumentation and
umbilical disconnects also reside on the SRB. Each of these
items, individually and in combinations, represents an oppor-
tunity for failure. A fishbone diagram was developed for the
Challenger SRB as data became available that went down to
the O-ring level for the field joints. This diagram went into the
materials, environments, and operations of the O-ring with
emphasis placed on first-time occurrences, excessive loads
or environments, and data that was outside the established
database even if it was within design specifications; this pro-
cess significantly aided in establishing the failure causes for
the Challenger investigation.

3 CHALLENGER SRM JOINT FAILURE
AND FAILURE CAUSES

3.1 Failure analysis/observations

Before the launch of Challenger, several pre-flight checks
were carried out and relevant observations were made and
documented. After a launch-hold the previous day, it was
noticed that the hydrogen tank was not completely drained.
Another significant observation was that the SRB field joint,
which eventually failed, was the most difficult joint to assem-
ble in that particular motor stack. When a previous assembly
that was subjected to rain was disassembled, it was noted
that the clevis part of the field joint was filled with water.
A much later film review of the shuttle on the launch pad
showed gaseous oxygen dumped at the launch service struc-
ture blowing back on the vehicle and super cooling the air. A
critical look at ignition and lift off revealed some smoke that
came out of the joint, which puffed at about six-tenths of a

Figure 3. Images of Challenger launch showing SRM exhaust gases
escaping from field joint. Reproduced from Rogers Commission
Report (1986).

second after ignition at the structural frequency of the joint
−3 Hz and then suddenly stopped at 2.5 s. The most reveal-
ing data was the leaking joint that was detected in the film at
T + 59 (Figure 3) (Rogers Commission Report, 1986). Addi-
tionally, the Challenger was launched when the atmospheric
jet stream was directly over the launch site, resulting in the
highest wind-shear loads experienced by any shuttle launch
up to that point. As the shuttle passed through the point of
maximum dynamic pressure (max-Q), flames were observed
to originate from the problematic field joint, and the vehi-
cle was seen to flex and vibrate due to the high wind-shear
loads.

The joint’s failure to seal was most likely the result of
the cold ambient temperatures and of its local cooling to
approximately 16 ◦F due to gaseous oxygen being dumped
at the fixed service structure that blew back on the ET, super-
cooling the air surrounding the right SRB. The joint was most
likely filled with water that had frozen, further exacerbating
the sealing problem causing the joint to leak at ignition. The
joint resealed itself with molten aluminum oxide in the pro-
pellant combustion gas that solidified when it came in contact
with the cold steel in the joint and then leaked again at Max-Q
during a time of high wind shears, causing the vehicle to
vibrate and flex. It was the vehicle response to these severe
aerodynamic loads that caused sufficient vibration to break
loose the fragile ceramic seal made by the aluminum oxide
around the eroded portion of the O-ring that initially leaked
at liftoff. There was sufficient hot gas flow from the joints to
penetrate the external tank, which ultimately failed, causing
the explosion. There was no data refuting the conclusion that
the joint failed because of the adverse weather conditions and
the gaseous oxygen vapors blowing back on the vehicle that
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resulted in extremely cold temperatures that had been mea-
sured in the area of that particular joint the morning of the
launch.

3.2 Failure verification/subscale and full-scale
testing

The low temperatures experienced by the field joint resulted
in its O-rings’ loss of resiliency (spring back capability). With
such degraded mechanical properties, the O-rings couldn’t
respond to the deflection of these sealing surfaces. The frozen
water in the joint made it more difficult for the secondary O-
ring to seal. Both O-rings were damaged by the original leak
of hot gases, and the lowest temperature measured in all these
six joints was on the right aft field-joint of the solid rocket
booster where the smoke came out; this condition was far
beyond anything that the O-rings were designed or certified
for.

This failure theory was confirmed through mechanical
testing of the resiliency and temperature response of O-rings,
as well as by dynamic O-ring tests in some small diameter
full-scale joints, where they were thermally conditioned at
various cold and warm temperatures. All of the warm O-rings
sealed, while none of the cold O-rings did.

The first priority was to duplicate the Challenger joint fail-
ure in full-scale, full-diameter, hardware to remove all doubt.
Dubbed the joint environment simulator (JES), the test article
contained two half-length full diameter case segments sep-
arated by an external tank attachment section, the forward
dome, and a small nozzle that was attached to the aft dome.
The cylinders were loaded with an inert propellant to control
the initial volume. Sufficient live propellant was bonded into
a cartridge in the head-end and in the field-joint interfaces to
duplicate exactly the pressure rise rate and hot gas generation
distribution that would actually occur at ignition of a full-
length SRM. The motor burned for less than a second. The
whole system was triggered via a standard SRM igniter that
was attached to the forward dome. The test motor had two
identical field-joints with prefabricated blowholes through
the zinc chromate vacuum putty, which assured identical hot
gas flow to the O-ring seals in both joints. The upper joint
was kept at local ambient conditions, around 60 ◦F, while pre-
conditioning the lower joint to 20 ◦F ± 5 ◦F. At ignition, the
films clearly showed a large puff of dark black smoke coming
out of the cold joint (Figure 4), while no smoke was observed
from the warm joint (McDonald, 2007). In fact, the smoke
cloud from the JES test, when superimposed on the Chal-
lenger launch at ignition, was nearly identical in color, size,
and shape. The JES hardware thus became a valuable tool for

Figure 4. Images of Challenger joint leak at lift-off compared to
JES test. Reproduced from McDonald (2007).

validating design changes, environmental conditioning, and
flaw and defect testing.

Tests of numerous joint assemblies were also conducted
with other full-scale hardware, and several of these assem-
blies had been pressurized to better understand joint assembly
stresses and deflections. All of these tests had involved
numerous strain gauges, displacement transducers, and pres-
sure gauges. Using 70 pounds of propellant, a series of
tests had also been conducted using subscale hardware but
with full-size tang and clevis field-joints at smaller diam-
eters. These hot-fire tests were designed with intentional
flaws in the joint and O-ring areas to determine whether the
joint would leak and, if it did, whether it would reseal as
Challenger had or continue to leak for the entire 20-second
burn-time of the test motor. The tests couldn’t duplicate the
dynamics of the joint and, therefore, prefabricated flaws in
the O-ring, or wires under the O-rings, had to be incorporated
to cause leakage.

Some of the joints containing the flaws didn’t leak at all.
Some others duplicated the behavior observed on Challenger
at ignition by allowing only a puff of smoke to escape the
joint, but then sealed up never to leak again. Others started
leaking at ignition and continued leaking, forming a large
hole in the joint. Some tests started with a leak in the area of
the flaws, eventually progressing all around the joint. Upon
disassembly of the joints where only a puff of smoke came
out at ignition, engineers noted that the molten aluminum
oxide from the propellant combustion gas did, indeed, solid-
ify in the joint, forming a temporary seal in the flawed area
of the O-ring. The small-diameter subscale cases were too
stiff to allow any joint rotation like that experienced on the
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Figure 5. Development and verification process. Reproduced from McDonald (2007).

full-size motor, and no external loads simulating wind shears,
vibration, and maximum dynamic pressure could be brought
into the tests to duplicate the real Challenger environment.
Even so, this series of 70-pound-charge hot-fire tests indi-
cated rather conclusively that the joint could leak and reseal
itself as observed with Challenger, and with a high probabil-
ity that the added external loads at Max-Q combined with the
vibration and flexing of the vehicle due to high wind-shear
loads would later break open any brittle aluminum oxide seal
that had formed around the burned O-rings.

3.3 Lessons learned database

Rocket engineers must be on alert for “red flags” in order
to prevent failures. A database should categorize failures
from catastrophic to major anomalies that could well become
catastrophic in other conditions, rejected hardware or major
discrepancy rework. In order to design a solid rocket motor
from a clean sheet of paper, the flowchart shown in Figure 5
is highly recommended; it contains many issues of con-
cern to engineers, from conceptualization to product delivery
(McDonald, 2007). At the time of the shuttle accident no
such database was maintained. A problem with the joint
design was recognized but not corrected. There were errors in

interpretation of flight and static test data and the environment
the shuttle was to be operated in.

4 SUMMARY

A summary of the history, analysis, and mitigation of solid
rocket motor failures was presented. The failure modes of a
number of US and international launch vehicles were identi-
fied, and the engineering responses to several notable failures
were discussed. Many past failures were determined to result
from insufficient design margins for thermal and structural
loading. Some failures were due to inadequate workman-
ship and process control. Also, there were numerous failures
reported without known root causes. The various forms of
data used to reconstruct failure scenarios were shown to
include telemetry data, video, process and materials docu-
mentation, and recovered motor hardware. The explosion of
the space shuttle Challenger was described, and the difficulty
of determining its failure modes was made evident through an
exploration of its numerous critical components. The analysis
of multiple sources of data was described, and the resulting
conclusions and engineering recommendations and actions
were identified.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the course of the history of today’s rockets, liquid
rocket engines have been used as primary propulsion for
most space launch vehicles and early ballistic missiles. The
basic idea of modern liquid rocket propulsion was first pub-
lished in 1903. In the early 1900s, various design concepts
were introduced, built, and tested to explore the feasibility
of liquid propulsion technology. The first successful flight
with a liquid-propellant sounding rocket was made in 1926.
Then, a large engine development effort started in the 1930s

as part of the world’s first ballistic missile program with its
first deployment in 1944. Subsequently, several major engine
efforts were undertaken for longer range ballistic missiles,
enabling intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) capabil-
ity in 1957. Space launch vehicles evolved from ICBMs
and opened the door to space immediately and to the moon
in 1969. Since then, various classes of operational liquid
rocket engines have been designed, developed, and flown
with a continued increase in confidence. In general, liquid
rocket engines enable a wide range of spacelift capabilities
from small to large payloads. Many satellites, spacecraft, and
upper stages also use smaller liquid rocket engines, typically
called thrusters, for orbit maneuvering or reaction control.
Today, continued improvements in performance, reliability,
operability, and cost are sought through various research and
development efforts.

A liquid rocket engine uses fuel and oxidizer in liquid
form. Compared with other types of chemical rocket propul-
sion, liquid rocket engines, in general, provide higher thrust
per unit flow rate of propellant and more controlled operation.
The downside is that liquid engines require supporting pro-
pellant tanks, valves, tank pressurization, and vent capability,
which all increase complexity. Various combinations of liq-
uid propellants have been characterized, tested, and flown.
Engines are also classified according to the power cycle,
which determines how the propellants reach the combustion
chamber. In general, liquid propellants and engine cycles are
all traded for performance, reliability, operability, and cost
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at an early stage of the program. Design requirements for
a liquid rocket engine flow down from vehicle-level speci-
fications. The major components and technologies are first
verified at the component level and then integrated into an
engine system. When the final design is selected, the engine
needs to be qualified before its first flight.

This chapter provides an overview of liquid rocket propul-
sion. Key historic achievements associated with pioneering
efforts and development of large operational liquid rocket
engines are first discussed. The fundamentals of liquid rocket
engines are then described along with underlying design the-
ory and practical experience. Lastly, classifications of liquid
rocket engines are provided in terms of application, engine
cycle, and propellant combination.

2 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF LIQUID
ROCKET ENGINES

The early twentieth century truly marked the beginning of
modern rocketry. There were three visionaries in particu-
lar who pushed rocketry and spaceflight to new limits: (i)
Konstantin E. Tsiolkovsky of Russia, (ii) Robert H. God-
dard of the United States of America, and (iii) Hermann
J. Oberth of Germany. Their early conceptual sketches and
ideas became reality in 1926 with the first launch of a
liquid-propellant sounding rocket. An overview of these early
ground-breaking contributions, followed by the evolution of
large operational liquid rocket engines, is provided in the fol-
lowing subsections. More details about the history of modern
liquid propulsion can be found in the References (Neufeld,
1995; Von Braun and Ordway, 1966; Siddiqi, 2000, 2001;
Sutton, 2003a, 2003b, 2006; Cadbury, 2006).

2.1 Early pioneering efforts

In 1903, Konstantin E. Tsiolkovsky of Russia published an
article entitled, “The Exploration of Cosmic Space by Means
of Reaction Devices” (Kosmodemyansky, 2000). This article
is known as the first published work proposing the use of liq-
uid rocket propulsion for launching into the upper atmosphere
and interplanetary spaceflight. Although Tsiolkovsky’s con-
ceptual liquid rocket engines were not completely practical,
his ideas still had all the critical elements of modern liq-
uid rocket engines, such as the combustion chamber, nozzle,
propellant tanks, and pumped propellant feed system. He
discussed some key technical issues, such as the need for
cooling of the thrust chamber. He also evaluated a wide
range of potential liquid propellants and concluded that the

combination of liquid oxygen (LOX) and liquid hydrogen
(LH2) would provide the highest engine performance for
spaceflight. In addition, Tsiolkovsky was the first to derive
the mathematical equation for the earth escape velocity and
rocket motion with changing mass. This equation, known
as Tsiolkovsky’s rocket equation or the ideal rocket equa-
tion, is still used today for calculating the ideal velocity
increment. Later, he made an attempt to include the vehicle
drag and gravity forces to estimate the actual flight velocity.
Tsiolkovsky, however, did not build or test any hardware.

In 1926, in Auburn, Massachusetts, American Professor
Robert H. Goddard of Clark University launched the first
liquid-propellant sounding rocket. Goddard had performed
considerable analyses as early as 1908 and later was granted
patents on both solid and liquid propulsion systems. In 1919,
Goddard published a paper entitled, “A Method of Reaching
Extreme Altitudes” (Goddard, 1946). This paper discussed
Goddard’s mathematical theories of rocket flight for the upper
atmosphere and to the moon. In 1920, Goddard discontin-
ued his work with solid rocket motors and fully concentrated
on his liquid rocket efforts because his theoretical analyses
showed that liquid propellants had higher energy content than
solid propellants (Sutton, 2003b). Goddard was the first to
design, build, and test a liquid rocket engine, which he accom-
plished in the early 1920s. His engines used mostly LOX and
gasoline as propellants. He designed practical cooling circuits
for the thrust chamber using both film and regenerative cool-
ing schemes. Goddard was the first to use centrifugal pumps
as well as high-pressure tanks for the propellant feed system.
He equipped his vehicles with a flight guidance system using
a gyroscope and vanes in 1937, solving earlier flight stability
problems. Some of his engines had a gimbaling capability
similar to modern engines for steering a vehicle. Overall,
his early work with liquid rockets established the basis for
modern liquid rocket engines.

Along with Tsiolkovsky and Goddard, German scientist
Hermann J. Oberth is also considered one of the found-
ing fathers of modern rocketry. In 1923, Oberth published
a book entitled,Rocket into Planetary Space (Von Braun
and Ordway, 1966). This book was based on his doc-
toral thesis, which was rejected earlier at the University of
Munich. In 1929, he revised the book, including much more
detail, and it received international recognition as a work
of tremendous scientific importance. Oberth wrote about his
concepts of multistage, liquid-rocket propelled vehicles as
the enabling technology for high-altitude flight. Later, Oberth
was involved in making the film, “The Woman in the Moon,”
and received unexpected fame from the scenes containing his
conceptual multistage space vehicles (Sutton, 2006). In the
1930s, Oberth built and tested his conceptual liquid rocket
engine, but did not do much further work.
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2.2 Germany (World War II years)

In 1933, the world’s first major development of large liq-
uid rocket engines started in Peenemunde, Germany under
the technical leadership of Wernher von Braun, a student
of Oberth (Neufeld, 1995). This engine effort was secretly
undertaken and supported by the government as part of the
development of the V-2 missile, the first large ballistic missile
for military applications. The heritage of most large modern
liquid rocket engines can be traced back to this V-2 engine
(Sutton, 2006). The main propellants of the V-2 engine were
LOX and a mixture of 75% ethyl alcohol and 25% water.
The thrust chamber was fuel cooled in a manner similar to
today’s engines and generated a sea-level thrust of 249 kN
(56 000 lbf). A separate propellant (80% hydrogen peroxide)
was used in a gas generator to drive the turbopump. This
was the largest turbopump of its day. The V-2 was the first
mass-produced rocket engine and rocket vehicle. A total of
more than 5000 V-2 units were built, with a production rate
capable of nearly 700 units per month. In 1945, near the end
of the war, von Braun and his rocket team surrendered to
the American military and were transported to the United
States along with many technical reports and drawings as
well as V-2 units (Cadbury, 2006; Sutton, 2006). Also, the
former Soviet Union gained access to the V-2 hardware and
facilities at the end of World War II, and heavily recruited
experienced German engineers and scientists (Siddiqi, 2000;
Cadbury, 2006).

2.3 United States of America

The first significant US team effort in rocket research took
place in 1935 at the Guggenheim Aeronautical Labora-
tory of the California Institute of Technology (GALCIT)
in Pasadena, California. This team later became National
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Theodore von Karman, a well-known aerody-
namicist, was the head of GALCIT and also the chairman of
the Aeronautical Engineering Department at the California
Institute of Technology. GALCIT was active in both solid
and liquid propulsion. They conducted propellant character-
ization studies and experimental thrust chamber tests.

Since 1941, more than a dozen US companies had been
involved in some types of liquid rocket engine business. A
total of about 300 different liquid rocket engines have been
developed and demonstrated (Sutton, 2003b, 2006). As of
2010, only a few companies are active in the United States.

The first US rocket company was Reaction Motors, Inc.
(RMI), which was incorporated in 1941. RMI was founded by
four amateur experimenters of the American Rocket Society,

who often consulted with Robert Goddard between 1942 and
1945 (Sutton, 2006). RMI is best known for the develop-
ment of the 27 kN (6000 lbf) thrust RMI 6000-C4 engine
for the Bell Aircraft X-1, which became the first US vehi-
cle to break the sonic barrier in 1947. Later, RMI developed
the throttleable, restartable, reusable XLR-99 engine for the
North American Aviation X-15 research airplane, which had
its first fight in 1961.

Aerojet, the second US company dedicated to rocket
propulsion, was founded in March 1942 to develop Jet
Assisted Takeoff liquid rocket engines and produce them
in quantity. von Karman was its first chairman. Since then,
Aerojet has developed, built, and flown many liquid rocket
engines from small thrusters to large engines, as well as a
number of solid boosters. Their most prevalent large liquid
rocket engines were those for the booster and sustainer stages
of the Titan family vehicles, including the Titan I, II, III, and
IV. The Titan program came to an end with the last Titan
launch (Titan IVB) in October 2005 after 47 years.

In 1945, the Aerophysics laboratory of the aircraft com-
pany North American Aviation (later called Rocketdyne
and recently acquired by Pratt&Whitney) decided to enter
the rocket business and won a contract to develop a long-
range missile based on the V-2 and other German technology.
The first large engine developed by Rocketdyne was the Red-
stone engine for the US Army’s Redstone ballistic missile.
The first flight of the Redstone engine took place in 1953,
enabling the first American-built large ballistic missile capa-
bility. Later, Redstone engines were used to launch the first
US satellite in 1958 (Explorer 1) and to launch the first
US astronaut on a suborbital space flight in 1961 (Project
Mercury). The second large engine developed by Rocket-
dyne was for the Navaho G-26 intercontinental boost-glide
cruise missile. The Navaho engine was a dual-chamber con-
figuration, producing a total of 534 kN (120 000 lbf) thrust
at sea level. Current large engines built by Rocketdyne all
trace their heritage back to the Redstone and Navaho engines
(Huzel and Huang, 1992; Sutton, 2006). Rocketdyne later
built more powerful engines boosting the first US ICBM
(the Atlas) as well as the Jupiter and Thor intermediate
range ballistic missiles. These engines used LOX and RP-
1 (kerosene fuel designated as Rocket Propellant-1), which
provided higher performance compared with LOX and ethyl
alcohol used by their predecessors. Later, the Atlas, Thor, and
Jupiter booster engines all underwent successive increases in
thrust and evolved into the MA-5A and RS-27A engines,
powering the Atlas II and Delta II space launch vehicles,
respectively. Another historic achievement by Rocketdyne
was the development of engines for the Saturn V launch
vehicle, which propelled astronauts to the moon in the late
1960s. The F-1 booster engines, each producing 6672 kN
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(1.5 million lbf) sea-level thrust using LOX and RP-1, were
developed for the Saturn V. The early phase of the F-1 engine
development encountered continued hardware failures result-
ing from combustion instability, which were later mitigated
after undertaking the most extensive full-scale engine testing
to date. Rocketdyne also built the Saturn V’s upper stage J-2
engines, which ran on LOX and LH2. In 1972, the Space
Shuttle main engine (SSME) was designed for the Space
Shuttle Orbiter. It was the reusable, crew-rated LOX/LH2

liquid rocket engine. In 1997, Rocketdyne initiated the devel-
opment of the largest LOX/LH2 engine, the RS-68, using
existing technologies to minimize cost and risk. In 2002, the
RS-68 engine was first flown on the first stage of the Delta
IV. The RS-68 engine employs 80% fewer parts and 92% less
touch labor compared with the SSME.

In 1963, Pratt&Whitney, now Pratt&Whitney Rocket-
dyne (PWR), accomplished the first successful flight of a
LOX/LH2 engine. This engine, the RL10A-3, was designed
for use on the Centaur upper stage. The latest version, the
RL10B-2, operates at twice the original engine chamber pres-
sure and produces a vacuum thrust of 110 kN (24.7 k lbf).
Both the Delta IV and Atlas V rely on variants of the RL10
engine for the upper stage propulsion. The RL10 was the
first engine flown on LOX and LH2 since the early visionar-
ies, such as Tsiolkovsky and Goddard, had studied LOX and
LH2 for spaceflight.

2.4 Russia and Former Soviet Union

In Russia and the former Soviet Union, a number of differ-
ent government operated design bureaus were established to
spread rocket technology throughout various organizations
(Siddiqi, 2000, 2001; Sutton, 2003a, 2006; Cadbury, 2006).
It is estimated that more than 500 different liquid rocket
engines, more than any other country, have been built and
tested in Russia and the former Soviet Union since the 1940s.
Only some selected efforts with historical significance are
discussed in the following.

The Gas Dynamics Laboratory (GDL) started developing
liquid rocket engines in 1929. Valentine P. Glushko became
the leader of the liquid rocket section of GDL in 1931.
Another government design bureau, the Moscow Gruppa
Isutcheniya Reactivnovo Dvisheniya (GIRD), was formed in
1931 for a wide range of propulsion activities from jet engines
to liquid rocket engines. In 1932, Sergei P. Korolev became
the leader of the Moscow GIRD and also led the experi-
mental flight vehicle section. In 1933, GDL and GIRD were
combined as a single government propulsion research and
development organization, renamed the Reaktirnyi Nauchno
Issledovatel’kii Institut (RNII). Glushko became the first

head of the liquid rocket engine section of RNII. In 1933,
the first Soviet rocket was launched using an experimen-
tal hybrid propulsion system (LOX and gelled gasoline). In
1934, they conducted their first flight test using a pure liquid
rocket engine.

Glushko was arrested in 1938 during the Stalin purges.
He was later asked to continue his liquid rocket engine work,
but in prison. Korolev was also sent to prison and later joined
Glushko’s prison team as the deputy chief. Glushko and some
of his group were released from captivity in 1944. Shortly
after, Glushko and Korolev were sent to Germany at the end
of World War II in 1945 to transfer the German V-2 missiles
and other technologies to the Soviet Union (Siddiqi, 2000;
Cadbury, 2006; Sutton, 2006). Many German engineers and
scientists were also recruited to the Soviet Union to assist with
the Soviet version of the V-2 production and other efforts.

Since then, Glushko’s design bureau underwent several
reorganizations and was renamed as KB Energomash in
1967. Korolev became the chief designer of KB Energiya
and the head of all early Soviet ballistic missile and space
launch vehicle programs, including the world’s first ICBM
(the R-7) in 1957, the world’s first satellite launch (Sputnik 1)
in 1957, and the world’s first manned spaceflight (Vostok 1)
in 1961. Korolev died in 1966, two years after his
N-1 lunar vehicle development program was funded. In
1974, the N-1 program was canceled. KB Energiya was then
combined with KB Energomash in 1974 under Glushko’s
leadership and renamed NPO Energiya. Glushko led this
organization for another 15 years, until his death in 1989.
Energomash separated from NPO Energiya in 1990 and was
renamed NPO Energomash in 1991.

NPO Energomash is the largest liquid rocket engine orga-
nization in the world (Siddiqi, 2001; Sutton, 2003a). Their
first major liquid rocket engines put into mass production
were the RD-107 and RD-108 engines, which were devel-
oped in parallel during 1954–1957. These engines were
used on the R-7 ICBM and later on the Sputnik, Luna,
Vostok, Molniya, Voshkod, and Soyuz space launch vehicles.
The main propellants were LOX and kerosene. Since then
Glushko’s design bureau pursued liquid engines with hyper-
golic propellants, or propellants that ignite on contact, after
their awful experiences with destructive combustion insta-
bility problems during most of their LOX/kerosene engine
development (Sutton, 2006). In fact, they did not start the
development of another LOX/kerosene engines for about
15 years. In contrast, Korolev always preferred LOX and
kerosene because of its high performance, and thus he later
relied on a less experienced design bureau (Kuznetsov) for
developing LOX/kerosene rocket engines for his N-1 lunar
vehicle. Kuznetsov accomplished an historic achievement by
developing highly efficient LOX/kerosene engines using an
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oxygen-rich staged-combustion cycle. These engines were
the first in the world with this engine cycle, and were des-
ignated as part of the NK engine family, which powered the
four-stage N-1 lunar vehicle. After Glushko’s bureau was
reorganized as NPO Energiya in 1974, Glushko developed
the most powerful booster liquid rocket engine in the world
to date, the RD-170, using LOX/kerosene propellants. The
RD-170 produces a total sea-level thrust of 7117 kN (1.6 mil-
lion lbf). These engines used the same engine cycle as the NK
engines. This engine was originally developed for the crew-
rated, reusable Energia booster and later slightly modified as
the RD-171 for the first stage of the Zenit vehicle. In 2000, a
lower thrust derivative of the RD-170 engine, designated as
the RD-180, was developed. This engine was initially flown
on the American Atlas III launch vehicle and is currently
powering the Atlas V.

2.5 Others

There are also major liquid rocket engine organizations in
other countries, including the People’s Republic of China, the
cooperative European Space Community (France, Germany,
Norway, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands, etc.), Japan, United
Kingdom, and India. These countries developed, built, and
flew their own version(s) of liquid rocket engines and have
used liquid engines to launch satellites – and in the case of
China, humans – into space. Since the 1940s, there have been
a total of more than 30 different countries involved in at least
some part of liquid rocket engine efforts, including develop-
ment, production, operation, component-level development,
or research (Sutton, 2006). Some had illustrious histories with
their own remarkable rocketry pioneers, such as Hsuh-Shen
Tsien of China and Robert Esnault-Pelterie of France. More
details about their specific engine activities can be found in
the References (Sutton, 2006; Baker, 2002–2003; Isakowitz,
Hopkins and Hopkins, 2004).

3 FUNDAMENTALS OF LIQUID
ROCKET ENGINES

In 1920,The New York Times responded to a scientific paper in
which Robert Goddard discussed the theoretical possibility
of spaceflight by a rocket.The Times editorial stated that
Goddard’s ideas were all wrong and that rockets could not
reach the moon because there was “nothing for a rocket to
push against in outer space.” Of course, Goddard was correct,
and in 1969, just after the launch of the Apollo 11 moon
mission and 24 years after Goddard’s death,The Times issued
a belated retraction (Winter, 2004).

The basic physical law supporting Goddard’s ideas had
already been published in 1687 by Sir Isaac Newton. The driv-
ing force of rocket propulsion can be described by Newton’s
third law – for every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction.

3.1 Thrust

The thrust of a rocket can be described mathematically using
the law of conservation of momentum. The thrust is primar-
ily the reaction force experienced by a structure because of
ejection of high-velocity exhaust gases. The ambient pres-
sure also has an influence on the magnitude of the net thrust.
Thus, the net external axial force acting on the rocket can be
written as:

F = ṁVe + Ae(Pe − Pa) (1)

The first term on the right hand side ˙mVe represents the
momentum thrust and the second term Ae(Pe − Pa) denotes
the pressure thrust (Lift, Thrust and Flight). It can be shown
that the total thrust is optimized when the nozzle is designed
such that the exit pressure matches the ambient pressure. This
condition is known as the optimum expansion ratio of the noz-
zle. It can also be seen that for a fixed engine configuration,
the maximum thrust is achieved when the ambient pressure
is zero.

3.2 Specific impulse

The specific impulseIsp is used to quantify the liquid rocket
engine performance (Huzel and Huang, 1992; Sutton, 1992)
and is expressed as:

Isp =
∫ t

0 Fdt

g
∫ t

0 ṁdt
(2)

The specific impulse represents the engine efficiency by
measuring how much thrust can be generated per unit flow
rate of propellant consumed by an engine. Equation (2) pro-
vides a time-averaged specific impulse of any liquid rocket
engine. For constant F and ˙m, equation (2) can be rewritten as:

Isp = F

g·ṁ (3)

Typically, two types of Isp values are reported for a
booster liquid rocket engine: (i)Isp at sea-level and (ii)Isp

in a vacuum. The sea-levelIsp uses the sea-level ambient
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back pressure for calculating the thrust term of equation
(1), whereas the vacuumIsp assumes zero ambient pressure.
Upper stage engines operate at near vacuum pressures in
flight, and thusIsp is often reported only as vacuumIsp.

In general,Isp is dependent on various engine parameters,
including the propellant type, mixture ratio, nozzle expansion
ratio, and engine cycle. Their effects onIsp are discussed
in detail in other chapters, including Liquid Propellants
and Combustion: Fundamentals and Classifications, Liquid
Propulsion: Thrust Chamber Design, and Liquid Propulsion:
Systems Engineering, Design Trades, and Testing.

3.3 Liquid propellants

The term “liquid propellant” denotes an oxidizer or a fuel
stored in liquid form. Over the course of liquid engine history,
various combinations of liquid propellant types have been
studied, tested, and flown for liquid rocket engines. These
are broadly classified as monopropellants or bipropellants
and as storable or cryogenic as follows.

3.3.1 Monopropellants

A monopropellant is a liquid that is stable when stored in a
controlled environment, but can be made to decompose, pro-
ducing hot gases, when pressurized, heated, or fed through a
catalyst. It provides a relatively simple design solution for an
engine in terms of tankage and feedline plumbing. However,
currently available monopropellants, such as hydrogen per-
oxide (H2O2) or hydrazine have a relatively low performance
compared with other types of propellants. Some satellites
and spacecraft use monopropellant hydrazine thrusters for
orbit maneuvering or reaction control to take advantage of
the storability and simplicity.

3.3.2 Bipropellants

A bipropellant liquid rocket engine uses two different pro-
pellants, fuel and oxidizer, carried separately in their own
tanks. They do not mix until injected into the combustion
chamber. Compared with monopropellants, bipropellants
generally provide higher performance and safer opera-
tion. For fuel and oxidizer to chemically react, many
bipropellants require separate ignition devices, whereas
some (called hypergols) achieve spontaneous ignition upon
contact or mixing. The common hypergolic propellants
are nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4) and monomethyl-hydrazine
(MMH) or unsymmetrical dimethyl-hydrazine (UDMH).
Other common bipropellant combinations are LOX/LH2 and
LOX/kerosene.

3.3.3 Cryogenic propellants

Some liquid propellants, known as cryogenics, are liquefied
fluids at very low temperatures (16–127 K) and ambient pres-
sure (or over the range of tank pressures). The most common
cryogenics are LOX and LH2. Cryogenic propellant systems,
in general, provide high performance, but require complex,
lengthy operations, especially in dealing with extremely low-
temperature, low-density, hydrogen fuel. A drying purge is
required to prevent water icing and condensation throughout
the engine system. Additionally, the high leakage suscepti-
bility of hydrogen drives the need for special leak checks.

3.3.4 Storable propellants

Without special propellant conditioning, some liquid propel-
lants remain liquid over a range of ambient temperatures
under typical propellant tank pressure conditions. These
types of propellants are defined as storable propellants,
and some can be stored in sealed tanks for years. Storable
propellants provide operability benefits over cryogenics by
permitting preloading (instant readiness) and simpler oper-
ability requirements because of the absence of extremely
low temperatures. The common storable propellants include
kerosene fuel and most hypergolic propellants, including
N2O4, MMH, and UDMH.

Liquid Propellants and Combustion: Fundamentals and
Classifications describes the fundamentals and classifications
of these propellants in more detail.

3.4 Mixture ratio

The mixture ratio MR is the mass flow rate ratio of oxidizer
to fuel and is expressed as:

MR = ṁoxidizer

ṁfuel
(4)

The engine MR is a key parameter directly affecting the
engine performance, through the combustion chemistry, and
also plays an important role in determining vehicle tank sizes
and weights. Thus, the range of MR is carefully determined
based on design trade studies at both the engine and vehicle
levels.

3.5 Major components of liquid rocket engines

Figure 1 shows a simplified flow diagram of a vehicle
with a first-stage liquid rocket engine using a gas-generator
cycle. As illustrated in Figure 1, a liquid rocket engine can
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Figure 1. Simplified schematic diagram of a vehicle with a first-
stage liquid rocket engine using a gas-generator cycle.

be broadly broken down into three major components: (i)
thrust chamber assembly, (ii) propellant feed system, and
(iii) control system.

3.5.1 Thrust chamber assembly

The thrust chamber assembly generates the thrust required
to propel a rocket. A typical thrust chamber assembly con-
sists of the injector, combustion chamber, and nozzle. The
propellants, pressurized by the feed system, are injected into
the thrust chamber and undergo combustion. The combus-
tion products expand through a converging–diverging nozzle
to achieve a supersonic exhaust velocity. Because of high
combustion gas temperatures and pressures, the thrust cham-
ber wall must be kept sufficiently cool to prevent exceeding

allowable wall temperature limits (for specific details on
the chamber design, see Liquid Propulsion: Thrust Chamber
Design).

The characteristic velocityc∗ is a measure of the propellant
combustion performance of a thrust chamber by indicating
how much mass per second of propellant must be burned
to maintain the required nozzle stagnation pressure. It is
expressed as:

c∗ = Pc,nsAt

ṁtc
(5)

wherePc,ns is the chamber total pressure at the nozzle inlet,
At is the flow area at the nozzle throat, and ˙mtc is the total
propellant mass flow rate of the thrust chamber. In general,
c∗ reflects the effective energy level of propellants and the
design quality of the injector and combustion chamber. By
assuming ideal gas behavior, equation (5) can be rewritten
as:

c∗ =
√

γTc,nsRuM−1
w

γ

√√√√(
2

γ + 1

) γ+1
γ−1

(6)

whereγ is the specific heat ratio,Tc,ns is the chamber total
temperature at the nozzle inlet,Ru is the universal gas con-
stant, andMw is the molecular weight. The highestc∗ is
obtained with a fuel-rich mixture ratio (instead of the sto-
ichiometric mixture) because of an optimum combination of
a high gas temperature and low molecular weight of combus-
tion products.

The performance of gas expansion through a nozzle is
quantified using a dimensionless parameter called the thrust
coefficientCf by comparing it to the thrust over the throat
area.Cf can be expressed as:

Cf = F

AtPc,ns
(7)

The thrust coefficient can also be rewritten as a function of
specific heat ratio, nozzle area expansion ratio, chamber pres-
sure, and ambient pressure. The nozzle area expansion ratio
is the ratio of exit area to throat areaAe/At and determines the
exhaust gas velocity. By combining equations (5) and (7), the
thrust chamber specific impulseIsp,tc can also be expressed
as a function ofc∗ andCf as follows:

Isp,tc = c∗Cf

g
(8)
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3.5.2 Propellant feed systems

The propellant feed system determines how the propel-
lants are pressurized and fed to the thrust chamber. Liquid
rocket engines can be categorized according to their types
of propellant feed systems (for further details, see Liquid
Propulsion: Propellant Feed System Design). Figure 2 shows
the most common arrangements, including pressure-fed, gas-
generator, staged combustion, and expander cycles.

Pressure-fed cycle. The simplest system, the pressure-
fed cycle, does not have a turbopump, but instead relies on
tank pressure to feed the propellants into the main chamber.
In practice, the cycle is limited to relatively low chamber
pressures because higher pressures make the vehicle tanks
too heavy. The cycle can be reliable, given its reduced part
count and complexity compared with other systems. Small
upper stage engines or thrusters are generally pressure-fed
systems.

Gas-generator cycle. The gas-generator cycle taps off a
small amount of fuel and oxidizer from the main flow to feed
a burner called a gas generator (GG). The hot gas from the
GG passes through a turbine to generate power for the pumps
that send high-pressure propellants to the combustion cham-
ber. The GG burns propellants at a less-than-optimal mixture
ratio to keep the temperature low for the turbine blades.
The hot turbine exhaust gas is either dumped overboard or
sent into the main nozzle at some area ratio downstream of
the throat. Increasing the flow of propellants into the GG
increases the speed of the turbine, which increases the flow
of propellants into the main combustion chamber (and hence,
the amount of thrust produced). The amount of the GG flow
is typically limited to 3–7% of the total flow of propellants
to avoid inefficiencies associated with the GG flow. Thus, the

cycle is appropriate for moderate power requirements but not
high-power systems.

Staged-combustion cycle. In a staged-combustion cycle,
the propellants are burned in stages. Like the GG cycle, this
cycle also has a burner, called a preburner, to generate hot
gas for a turbine. The preburner taps off and burns a small
amount of one propellant and a large amount of the other,
producing an oxidizer-rich or fuel-rich hot gas mixture that
is mostly unburned vaporized propellant. Depending on the
mixture of this hot gas, the cycle is referred to as either the
oxidizer-rich staged-combustion (ORSC) or fuel-rich staged-
combustion (FRSC) cycle. The hot gas is then passed through
the turbine, injected into the main chamber, and burned again
with the remaining propellants. The advantage over the GG
cycle is that all of the propellants are burned at the optimal
mixture ratio in the main chamber and no flow is dumped
overboard. The staged-combustion cycle is often used for
high-power applications. The higher the chamber pressure,
the smaller and lighter the engine needs to be to produce
the same thrust. Depending on the experience level, the high
pressures and oxygen-rich conditions may complicate the
development process.

Expander cycle. The expander cycle is similar to the
staged combustion cycle but has no preburner. Heat in the
cooling jacket of the main combustion chamber serves to
vaporize the fuel. The fuel vapor is then passed through the
turbine and injected into the main chamber to burn with the
oxidizer. This cycle works with a fuel such as hydrogen,
which has a low boiling point and can be vaporized easily. As
with the staged-combustion cycle, all of the propellants are
burned at the optimal mixture ratio in the main thrust cham-
ber, and typically no flow is dumped overboard; however,
the heat transfer to the fuel limits the power available to the

Figure 2. Most common engine cycle arrangements: (a) pressure-fed; (b) gas-generator; (c) staged-combustion; (d) expander cycles.
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turbine, making this cycle appropriate for small to midsize
engines.

The selection of one power cycle over another must be
made after careful design trades are considered. In the final
analysis, the engine mass, performance, reliability, and cost
are traded to best meet the program needs. Liquid Propulsion:
Systems Engineering, Design Trades, and Testing describes
the overall systems engineering process involved in liquid
rocket engine system design and test evaluation.

3.5.3 Control systems

Engine ignition, operation, and control are typically man-
aged by the vehicle avionics system or an engine controller.
Propellant valves are used to control the propellants flowing
into a main thrust chamber as well as into a gas generator or
preburner. For a steady-state operation, a set of valves con-
trols the engine mixture ratio and thrust level. In general,
these valves are pneumatically, hydraulically, or electrome-
chanically controlled by receiving command signals from
the vehicle or engine control unit. The thrust vector con-
trol (TVC) system is used to steer a rocket over its flight
path or attitude as directed by the vehicle’s guidance sys-

tem. There are three different movements: (i) pitch moments
raising or lowering the vehicle nose, (ii) yaw moments turn-
ing the nose sideways, and (iii) roll moments rotating about
the main axis of the flying direction. The typical TVC method
for liquid rocket engines uses a gimbaled thrust chamber
controlled by hydraulic or electromechanical actuators. How-
ever, roll control requires two or more separately gimbaled
thrust chambers or use of small auxiliary jet for example, gas
generators or vernier engines (for more details see Liquid
Propulsion: Engine Production and Operation).

4 APPLICATIONS OF LIQUID ROCKET
ENGINES

In general, liquid rocket engines can be classified in terms of
application, propellant combination, or engine cycle. Tables
1, 2, and 3 provide selected past and current liquid rocket
engines, which are divided by their applications, respectively:
(i) first stage (and sustainer) engines, (ii) upper stage engines,
and (iii) small thrusters. Each engine is presented with its
name, specific application, manufacturer, and key engine

Table 1. Selected first stage and sustainer liquid rocket engines (Baker, 2002-2003; Isakowitz, Hopkins and Hopkins Jr, 2004).

Engine name
Vehicle

application Manufacturer Propellants
Engine
cycle

Nozzle
expansion

ratio

Isp,
vacuum

(s)
Thrust, vacuum

(kN/lbf)

RS-27A Delta II Stage 1 PWR (USA) LOX/Kerosene GG 12 302 1054/237 000
F-1 Saturn V Stage 1 PWR (USA) LOX/Kerosene GG 16 304 7739/1 740 000
Merlin Falcon 1 Stage 1 SpaceX (USA) LOX/Kerosene GG 14.5 304 615.6/138 400
RS-68 Delta IV Stage 1 PWR (USA) LOX/LH2 GG 21.6 408 3336/750 000
RD-107 Soyuz Stage1

(Strap-on)
NPO Energomash

(Russia)
LOX/Kerosene GG N/A 313 1000/225 000

RD-108 Soyuz Stage1
(Core)

NPO Energomash
(Russia)

LOX/Kerosene GG N/A 315 938.6/211 000

NK-33 N-1 Stage 1 ND Kuznetsov
(Russia)

LOX/Kerosene ORSC 27 332 1726/388 000

RD-180 Atlas V Stage 1 NPO Energomash
(Russia)

LOX/Kerosene ORSC 36.9 338 4152/933 400

RD-171 Zenit Stage 1 NPO Energomash
(Russia)

LOX/Kerosene ORSC 36.9 337 7891/1 774 000

LR87-AJ-11 Titan IV Stage 1 Aerojet (USA) N2O4/Aerozine 50 GG 15 302 2437.6/548 000
YF-21 Long March-3

Stage 1
China Great Wall

Industry Corp
(China)

UDMH/N2O4 GG 10 289 816/183 500

Vulcain 2 Ariane 5 Core
Stage

SNECMA (France) LOX/LH2 GG 58.5 434 1347.8/303 000

SSME Block II Space Shuttle
Orbiter

PWR (USA) LOX/LH2 FRSC 69 452 2278.8/512 300
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Table 2. Selected upper stage liquid rocket engines (Baker, 2002-2003; Isakowitz, Hopkins and Hopkins Jr, 2004).

Engine name
Vehicle

application Manufacturer Propellants
Engine
cycle

Nozzle
expansion

ratio

Isp,
vacuum

(s)
Thrust, vacuum

(kN/lbf)

RL10B-2 Delta IV Stage 2 PWR (USA) LOX/LH2 Expander 285 465 109.87/24 700
RL10A-4-2 Atlas V Stage 2 PWR (USA) LOX/LH2 Expander 84 451 99.2/22 300
J-2 Saturn V Stage 2 PWR (USA) LOX/LH2 GG 27.5 421 1023/230 000
Vinci Ariane 5 Stage 2 SNECMA

(France)
LOX/LH2 Expander 240 465 180/40 500

LE-5 H1 Stage 2 Mitsubishi
(Japan)

LOX/LH2 Expander 140 449 103.2/23 200

LE-5A H2-A Stage 2 Mitsubishi
(Japan)

LOX/LH2 Expander 130 453 121.9/27 400

LE-5B H2-A Stage 2 Mitsubishi
(Japan)

LOX/LH2 Expander 110 447 137.45/30 900

RD-120 Zenit 2 & 3SL
Stage 2

NPO
Energomash
(Russia)

LOX/Kerosene ORSC 106 350 833.6/187 400

NK-39 N-1 Stage 3 ND Kuznetsov
(Russia)

LOX/Kerosene ORSC 114 353 402/90 400

NK-43 N-1 Stage 2 ND Kuznetsov
(Russia)

LOX/Kerosene ORSC 70 346 1757/395 000

RD-0110 Soyuz Stage 3 KB Khimav-
tomatiki
(Russia)

LOX/Kerosene GG 82.2 326 298/67 000

AJ-10-118K Delta II Stage 2 Aerojet (USA) N2O4/Aerozine 50 Pressure Fed 65 319 42.7/9600
LR91-AJ-11 Titan IV Stage 2 Aerojet (USA) N2O4/Aerozine 50 GG 49 316 467/105 000
YF-22 Long March-3

Stage 2
China Great

Wall Industry
Corp. (China)

UDMH/N2O4 GG 10 295 720.6/162 000

YF-73 Long March-3
Stage 3

China Great
Wall Industry
Corp. (China)

LOX/LH2 GG 40 425 44/9900

Table 3. Selected thrusters (Baker, 2002-2003; Isakowitz, Hopkins and Hopkins Jr, 2004).

Engine name Application Manufacturer Propellants Engine cycle

Nozzle
expansion

ratio

Isp,
vacuum

(s)
Thrust, vacuum

(kN/lbf)

MRE-15 Pioneer
Spacecraft,
DSP, TDRS,
SOHO, etc.

Northrop
Grumman
Corp

Hydrazine Pressure Fed N/A N/A 0.0658/14.8

R-4D-15
(HiPAT)

Apogee Thruster Aerojet Nitrogen Tetroxide/
MMH

Pressure Fed 300, 375 320, 323 0.445/100

TR-306 AXAF-1 Satellite Northrop
Grumman
Corp

Nitrogen Tetroxide/
MMH

Pressure Fed N/A 316–320 0.467/105
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parameters. Typically, a first stage engine requires a relatively
high thrust to begin to overcome gravitational forces of a fully
loaded vehicle. Thus, a gas-generator or staged-combustion
cycle is generally preferred for the first stage engine due to
higher thrust capabilities. On the other hand, a lower thrust
engine cycle, such as expander or pressure fed, is commonly
used for an upper stage with a high expansion ratio nozzle to
take advantage of the vacuum ambient pressure. In addition,
certain types of engine cycles or propellant combinations are
more favored over others, depending on the experience base
and technology level.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Liquid rocket engines provide vehicle propulsion through
the combustion of liquid propellants and have been in use
since the early 1900s. The visions of historical figures such
as Tsiolkovsky, Goddard, and Oberth have become reality,
resulting in humans reaching the moon and space explo-
ration programs that stretch beyond the earth’s orbit. Liquid
engines utilize numerous design power cycles and propel-
lants depending on the applications and design requirements.
These design cycles, design trades, and factors that affect
fundamental performance parameters are discussed in more
detail in the following chapters.

NOMENCLATURE

Ae nozzle exhaust area
At flow area at the nozzle throat
c∗ characteristic velocity
Cf thrust coefficient
F thrust
g acceleration of gravity
Isp specific impulse
ṁ propellant mass flow rate
MR mixture ratio
Mw molecular weight
Pa ambient pressure
Pc,ns chamber total pressure at nozzle inlet
Pe exhaust pressure
Ru universal gas constant
Tc,ns chamber total temperature at nozzle inlet
Ve exhaust gas velocity

Greek Symbol

γ specific heat ratio

Subscript

tc thrust chamber
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1 LIQUID PROPELLANTS

Liquid rocket engines burn propellants, which undergo chem-
ical reactions to convert the stored chemical energy into
thermal energy. A liquid propellant can be an “oxidizer”
(e.g., liquid oxygen (LOX)), a “fuel” (e.g., kerosene or hydro-
gen), or a “monopropellant” (e.g., hydrogen peroxide or
hydrazine). The latter can be thought of as a combination
of a fuel and an oxidizer.

In a “bipropellant” engine, two different liquid propellants
(oxidizer and fuel) are stored separately and, when needed,
are injected into the thrust chamber. In a “monopropellant”
engine, a single propellant releases energy without needing to
be mixed with another propellant. This often happens in pres-
ence of a catalyst. “Cryogenic” propellants require very low
temperatures to be stored in the liquid form. For example, at
atmospheric pressure hydrogen becomes a liquid at−252◦C

and oxygen becomes a liquid at−183◦C. Insulation and vent-
ing of storage tanks are important in this case. “Earth storable
propellants” refer to propellants that can be stored in the liq-
uid form at room temperature for an extended period of time.
Similarly, “space storable propellants” are those that can be
stored in the liquid form in space. Ammonia is an example.
Tables 1 and 2 show commonly used propellants and their
applications in different rockets.

1.1 Relevant properties

The selection of propellants demands a consideration of many
factors. Some of them are discussed below. The final choice
for a specific engine application is always a tradeoff depend-
ing on the circumstances and usage.

1.1.1 Cost and availability

Low cost and availability in large quantities are factors to
be considered in the choice of the best propellant for liquid
rocket engines. Production should not be complex and it is
best that readily available chemical compounds and equip-
ment are used. Nontoxic propellants are always preferred
and less costly due to simpler safety, training, and operating
requirements.

1.1.2 Physical properties

It is important to ensure that propellant physical properties
(e.g., viscosity, vapor pressure, boiling point, freezing point,
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Table 1. Distinctive features of some commonly used propellants and their usual applications.

Liquid propellants Applications Characteristics

Oxygen–hydrogen Upper stages HighestIsp

Booster stages Nontoxic category
High vehicle velocity

missions

Oxygen–hydrocarbon Booster stages High density
Second stages

Storables
Nitrogen tetroxide (NTO)–UDMH, or
NTO–(fuel mixture of 50% UDMH and 50%
hydrazine), or NTO–monomethylhydrozine

Booster stages Long-term storage, instant
readiness to startSecond stages

Most bipropellant low-thrust, auxiliary or
reaction control rocket engines in satellites

Table 2. Selected rockets and their propellants.

Rocket Stage Engines Propellant Specific impulse

Atlas/Centaur (1962) 0 Rocketdyne YLR89-NA7 (x2) LOX/RP-1 259 s sl/292 s vac
1 Rocketdyne YLR105-NA7 LOX/RP-1 220 s sl/309 s vac
2 P&WRL-10A-3-3 (x2) LOX/LH2 444 s vacuum

Titan II (1964) 1 Aerojet LR-87-AJ-5 (x2) NTO/Aerozine 50 259 s sl/285 s vac
2 Aerojet LR-91-AJ-5 NTO/Aerozine 50 312 s vacuum

Saturn V (1967) 1 Rocketdyne F-1 (x5) LOX/RP-1 265 s sl/304 s vac
2 Rocketdyne J-2 (x5) LOX/LH2 424 s vacuum
3 Rocketdyne J-2 LOX/LH2 424 s vacuum

Space Shuttle (1981) 0 Thiokol SRB (x2) PBAN solid 242 s sl/268 s vac
1 Rocketdyne SSME (x3) LOX/LH2 363 s sl/453 s vac

OMS Aerojet OMS (x2) NTO/MMH 313 s vacuum
RCS Kaiser Marquardt R-40 & R-1E NTO/MMH 280 s vacuum

Delta II (1989) 0 Castor 4A (x9) HTPB solid 238 s sl/266 s vac
1 Rocketdyne RS-27 LOX/RP-1 264 s sl/295 s vac
2 Aerojet AJ10-118K NTO/Aerozine 50 320 s vacuum

sl, sea level; vac, vacuum; OMS, orbital maneuvering system; RCS, reaction control system.

density, etc.) not only are within the required design guide-
lines but also stay within allowable tolerances when stored
or during operation.

1.1.3 Specific impulse and characteristic velocity

Important propulsive performance parameters such as
specific impulse and characteristic velocity should be consid-
ered. These parameters depend on the mixture ratio, chamber
temperature, pressure ratio, specific heat, and molecular
weight. For example, kerosene delivers a specific impulse
considerably less than cryogenic fuels, but it is generally bet-
ter than hypergolic propellants. Table 3 shows performance
parameters for a host of propellant combinations. Generally,

to attain high performance, the chemical energy content per
unit mass of propellant should be as high as possible because
this leads to high chamber temperature. At the same time,
low molecular weight products contribute to performance
and as such it is usually achieved via operation at a fuel-rich
condition.

1.1.4 Specific gravity

The “specific gravity” is the ratio of the density of the pro-
pellant to that of water. A higher specific gravity corresponds
to a denser propellant. The advantage of denser propellants
is that they require less storage space for a given amount of
mass. Less storage space can have favorable consequences for
a vehicle. For example, less structural mass may be needed
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Table 3. Theoretical performance of different liquid rocket propellants. Reproduced with permission from Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne.
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for storage, which can reduce a vehicle’s weight. A smaller
volume can also allow more options to optimally form the
vehicle shape to reduce drag. This impacts the maximum
flight velocity and flight range that can be achieved while in
the Earth’s atmosphere. In certain performance comparisons
the “density specific impulse,” defined as the product of the
specific gravity of the propellant mixture times the specific
impulse, is often employed to evaluate the propellant perfor-
mance according to the volume involved. For example, the
specific impulse for hydrogen and oxygen expanding from
1000 to 14.7 psi in Table 3 is 389.4 s. However, these propel-
lants take up considerable volume because of the relatively
light weight of the hydrogen (even in liquid form). The weight
of the structure needed to contain this volume somewhat off-
sets the advantage of the high specific impulse. From Table 3,
the combined density is 0.29 g cm−3. Hence its density spe-
cific impulse is only 112.9 s. In contrast, while the specific
impulse of the oxygen/kerosene (RP-1) combination in Table
3 is 300.1 s, less than that of hydrogen and oxygen, its density
specific impulse is 309.1 s, a much larger number.

1.1.5 Propellant stability

Propellant stability, to be distinguished from combustion sta-
bility to be discussed later, refers to the ability of a propellant
to maintain quantity and composition under various condi-
tions without degradation. “Long-term stability” refers to the
ability of a propellant to maintain quantity and composition
during storage over long periods of time (10–15 years). For
example, hydrogen peroxide decomposes by a few percent
per year, even a clean storage tank. Cryogenic propellants, on
the other hand, can evaporate by 5–20% per day. “Thermal
stability” refers to the ability of a propellant to maintain its
composition under conditions of applied heat. This is impor-
tant, for example, for propellants that are used as a coolant in
the cooling channels of thrust chambers. Some components
found in hydrocarbon fuels, such as olefins, can ther-
mally decompose and form gum and carbonaceous deposits.
These can clog passages or lead to poor cooling perfor-
mance, high metal temperatures, and the possibility of engine
failure.

1.1.6 Heat transfer

In a regenerative cooling system, a propellant is circulated
through the hot cooling channels around the side walls of the
thrust chamber. Therefore, the heat transfer characteristics
of the propellant are an important design parameter. High
thermal conductivity, high boiling point and decomposition
temperature, high specific heat, and thermal stability are all
desirable properties.

1.1.7 Ignition and combustion

There are two classes of propellant pairs: those that when
mixed ignite spontaneously, called “hypergolic,” and those
that require an external stimulus to start the burning process,
called “nonhypergolic.” For small satellites, it is desirable to
eliminate the ignition system by using hypergolic propellants.
However, for many other engines, a reliable ignition system is
required. The ignition delay (determined by a combination of
the propellant chemical properties and the manner in which
the propellants are introduced into the combustion chamber)
should be reasonably short to prevent unburned propellants
from building up in the combustion chamber and then explod-
ing. Certain pairs of propellants are considered to be more
susceptible to combustion instabilities (see below), while
others are not. Smoke from combustion can also be undesir-
able, for instance, for reconnaissance in military applications,
or because of deposit formation on important surrounding
components and devices.

1.1.8 Safety and environmental issues

Safety and environmental issues impose severe constraints on
propellant handling, engine design, and operation. Obviously
the impact of the combustion exhaust products on nearby
communities must be assessed whenever engines are tested
or a vehicle is launched. Personnel must be protected from
exposure to the propellants themselves which might arise
from possible mishaps, such as leakage, spillage, fire, fumes,
explosion, and so on. Infusion of propellants into the human
body can occur through the skin, eyes, mouth, and lungs. The
potential damage can be local, such as burns to the skin, or it
can be more systemic. For example, hydrazine and its deriva-
tives are carcinogenic. In United States, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) sets exposure
threshold concentration and duration limits and identifies
health risks for most propellants.

One of the most severe hazards is spontaneous explo-
sion. For example, hydrogen peroxide and nitromethane are
unstable substances and can autoignite if heated inadver-
tently or when exposed to impurities. Organic compounds, for
instance, constitute dangerous impurities for most oxidizers,
such as hydrogen peroxide, nitrogen tetroxide, nitric acid, flu-
orine, and oxygen. Fuels and oxidants must be kept separated
to prevent inadvertent mixing; there are standards governing
separation distance versus quantity. Most propellants must
be stored in special tanks constructed of materials that resist
corrosion or reaction with the propellants.

1.1.9 Materials compatibility

Many damage mechanisms exist between propellants and
the materials used to handle them. These depend on each
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propellant–material combination. For example, low temper-
atures can cause the mechanical properties of many materials
to change considerably, notably making them more brittle
and reducing their stress limits. These must be taken into
consideration when handling cryogenic propellants. Another
example is the reaction of hydrazine reacts with many mate-
rials. Compatible materials are certain types of stainless steel
and aluminum as well as nickel. However, iron, copper (and
its alloys such as brass and bronze), monel, magnesium,
zinc, and even certain types of aluminum alloy must be
avoided.

1.2 Bipropellants

1.2.1 Fuels

Table 4 shows relevant properties for a list of commonly used
fuels.

Hydrocarbons (CnHm). Many hydrocarbon fuels are
readily available at low cost, especially those that already
being used in automotive and aircraft applications such as
gasoline, kerosene, jet fuels, and diesel oil. This class of
fuels is refined from crude oils and has a variety of prop-
erties depending on the chemical processes used during the
refinery phase. A specially refined petroleum fuel for rocket
application is called RP-1. It is a kerosene-based mixture
of unsaturated and saturated hydrocarbons with a relatively
narrow range of densities and vapor pressures. Hydrocarbon
fuels produce yellowish-white and highly luminous flames
with good performance in rocket applications. They can form
carbon deposits on the inner walls of flow passages through
thermal instability. Deposit formation is a function of the type
of hydrocarbon fuel used, temperature, wall material, and
heat transfer rate. The concentrations of sulfur, olefins, and
aromatics, which usually are heavy contributors to deposit
formation, are low in RP-1. It thus performs reasonably better
than other engine fuels. Methane, with much more repro-
ducible properties than RP-1, can be cooled and liquefied to
substantially increase its storage density. It appears to be a
very promising candidate for future launch vehicles.

Hydrogen (H2) Liquid hydrogen has the greatest energy
per unit mass among conventional chemical propellants, and
as such, has been used as a rocket fuel since the 1950s. Liquid
hydrogen and LOX were commonly used in launch engines
successfully because of the high specific impulse and their
nontoxic characteristics. Visually, a light-blue flame is pro-
duced, for example, as seen from the three hydrogen/oxygen
engines on the Space Shuttle. Hydrogen is the lightest and
coldest of all the known fuels with a boiling point of−252◦C

and a specific gravity of about 0.07. The low fuel density leads
to a large storage tank and subsequently a bulky vehicle with
a high drag force in atmospheric flight. Because of its very
low temperature in the liquid state, stringent requirements
are imposed in the storage and feed systems as most mate-
rials become brittle at such temperatures. Vacuum-jacketed
insulation is needed to minimize liquid vaporization and the
condensation of water and air on outside surfaces of the
storage tank and plumbing system.

Hydrogen has very wide ignition and flammability limits
with air (i.e., is easily ignited with small energy input). Leak
detectors are used to prevent the explosion dangers, and in
many cases liquid hydrogen is purposely burned at the end of
the tank vent line. Because almost all common liquids solid-
ify in liquid hydrogen, it is critical that all passages are purged
(e.g., flushed with helium) of any air or moisture before deliv-
ery of hydrogen to prevent solid particulate formation and its
subsequent blockage of orifices and valves.

Hydrazine (N2H4), unsymmetrical dimethylhy-
drazine (UDMH) [(CH3)2NNH2], monomethylhy-
drazine (MMH) [CH3NHNH2]. Hydrazine, UMDH,
and MMH can be used either as a monopropellant or as a
bipropellant. They all have properties that are close to each
other, including a short ignition delay time and spontaneous
ignition when put in contact with nitric acid and nitrogen
tetroxide. In the vapor phase, hydrazine can form an explo-
sive mixture with air, and its contact with cloth or on other
surfaces can lead to spontaneous ignition in the presence of
air. Hydrazine decomposes exothermically in the presence of
certain impurities and/or at sufficiently high temperatures.

UDMH by itself or mixed with 30–50% hydrazine pro-
vides much better stability, especially at high temperatures.
Compared to hydrazine, it has a higher boiling point (63.5◦C)
and lower freezing point (−57.9◦C). The mixture of 50%
hydrazine and 50% UDMH (known as A-50) was used in the
Titan launch vehicles and many spacecraft engines. UDMH
has also been used both in Russia and China as bipropellant.
One point of concern is the freezing of the A-50 mixture
which causes physical separation of the two species and thus
requires a special remixing process.

MMH has widely been used as fuel in spacecraft rock-
ets with N2O4 as oxidizer. It generally has better property
ranges compared to the pure hydrazine. The specific impulse
with storable oxidizers is comparable (only lower by 1–2%)
to that when hydrazine combinations are used. In con-
trast to hydrazine, MMH and UDMH are soluble in many
hydrocarbons. MMH, on account of its higher decomposition
temperature (218◦C), has a stabilizing effect on explosive
decomposition of hydrazine when used at small amounts
(3–15%).
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Table 5. Properties of liquid oxidizers used in liquid rocket engines (fluorine is not commonly used).

Oxidizer

Liquid Nitric acida Nitrogen tetroxide Liquid Hydrogen Water (included
Properties fluorine (99% pure) (NTO) oxygen peroxide as reference)

Chemical formula F2 HNO3 N2O4 O2 H2O2 H2O

Molecular mass 38 63.02 92.016 32 34.02 18.02

Melting or freezing
point (K)

53.54 231.6 261.95 54.4 272.8 273.15

Boiling point, BP (K) 85 355.7 294.3 90 423.5 373.15

Heat of vaporization
(kJ kg−1)

166.26 480 413 213 1600 2253 (at BP)

Specific heat 0.368 (at 85 K) 0.042 (at 311 K) 0.374 (at 290 K) 0.4 (65 K) 0.8–1 (pure to 1.008 (at 273.1 K)
(kcal kg−1 K−1) 50% dilute)

Specific gravity 1.65 (at 66 K) 1.55 (at 2.73.15 K) 1.45 (at 293 K) 1.14 (at 90.4 K) 1.46 1.002 (at 373.1 K)

Viscosity (cP) 0.305 (at 77.6 K) 1.45 (at 273 K) 0.479 (at 293 K) 0.87 (at 53.7 K) 0.19 (pure at 300 K) 0.284 (at 373.1 K)

Vapor pressure (MPa) 0.0087 (at 100 K) 0.0027 (at 273.1 K) 0.0101 (at 293 K) 0.0052 (at 88.7 K)∼0.0003 at (298 K) 0.00689 (at 312 K)

Heat of formation at — −41.4 0 (−15.7/4.18=) −44.8 (l) —

25◦C (kcal mol−1) −3.8 (at 90 K)

Comments — Storable and
safe
corrosive,
toxic, widely
used with
UDMH,
amine

Storable and
safe, toxic,
narrow range
as liquid,
widely used
with MMH,
UDMH

Relatively
safe,
ecologically
clean, low
cost, low
density,
reactive,
cryogenic

Storable,
ecologically
clean,
relatively
safe, very
low vapor
pressure,
high freezing
point,
unstable,
also works
as monopro-
pellant

Included only
as a
reference

a Red fuming nitric acid (RFNA) has 5–20% dissolved NO2 with an average molecular weight of about 60, and a density and vapor pressure somewhat higher
than those of pure nitric acid.

1.2.2 Oxidizers

Table 5 shows relevant properties for a list of commonly used
oxidizers.

Oxygen (O2). Liquid Oxygen (LOX), a widely used non-
toxic and noncorrosive oxidizer, has a boiling point of
−183◦C at one atmosphere with the specific gravity of 1.145
and heat of vaporization of 213.5 kJ kg−1. Mostly used in
large rocket engines because of its high performance, oxy-
gen has been used with a variety of fuels including hydrogen
(SSME and Centaur), gasoline, kerosene-based (Atlas, Thor,
Jupiter, Titan I, Saturn booster), and alcohols (V-2 and Red-
stone rockets).

An organic mixture in contact with LOX can detonate
or spontaneously burn, usually not at ambient pressures, but
when suddenly pressurized, say in pipes or containers. Han-
dling and storage are safe so long as contact surfaces are

cleaned of organic compounds and deposits. Because of its
ease of boiling, all feedlines and tanks must be well insu-
lated. Care must be exercised by personnel handling LOX as
exposure to skin can cause severe burns.

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). Hydrogen peroxide decom-
poses into steam and oxygen, generating heat in the process.
The same effect, however, can be achieved by the way of
catalyst materials such as platinum, iron oxide, and solid man-
ganese dioxide. In rocket applications, high concentrations of
hydrogen peroxide in water are used (70–90%, as opposed
to 3% in over-the-counter medicinal applications), with a
theoretical specific impulse in the 200–300 s when combined
with various fuels as given in Table 3. It is hypergolic with
hydrazine and can burn efficiently with kerosene.

A major issue with hydrogen peroxide is the stability dur-
ing storage because of gradual decomposition (nearly 1% per
year for a 90% solution with gas bubbling out of the liquid).
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For this reason, it has not seen great use since its applica-
tions in gas generators and rockets during the time period of
1938–1965. Contaminated batches must be disposed immedi-
ately because of the danger of explosion once the temperature
reaches near 28◦C. A concentrated solution will cause severe
skin burn and may ignite leading to fire when exposed to
wood, oils, and other organic compounds.

Nitric acid (HNO3). Although not used extensively
recently, different mixtures of nitric acid were used as oxi-
dizers prior to the 1960s. It has been used with hydrazine,
dimethylhydrazine, alcohols, gasoline, and various amines.
It has a high specific gravity (1.5–1.6 depending on the per-
centages of NO2, water, and others) and ignites spontaneously
with hydrazine, alcohols, and other amines. Skin tissue must
be protected as exposure causes severe burn with difficulties
to heal rapidly.

High-concentration nitric acid (known as white fuming
nitric acid), when mixed with 5–20% of NO2, has a red color
and thus called red fuming nitric acid (RFNA). They are both
poisonous. On account of being highly corrosive, only a short
list of materials (such as gold and some types of stainless
steel) can be used for piping and storage purposes. This can
be improved by the inclusion of a very small amount of flu-
orine ion (<1% of HF) as an inhibitor. The mixture is then
called inhibited red fuming nitric acid (IRFNA). The fluo-
ride ion tends to form a fluoride layer on the metal surfaces,
which better protects them. Spillage is an issue and, when
it occurs, the acid has to be neutralized by the use of lime,
alkali metal hydroxides, and carbonates. At the same time, the
nitrates formed (as an oxidizing agent) must also be treated
appropriately.

Nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4). With a high specific gravity
of 1.44, nitrogen tetroxide is the most common storable oxi-
dizer used in the United States. The temperature range for
the liquid state is narrow, and it freezes or vaporizes easily. It
forms acids with water or moisture and is mildly corrosive in
a pure state. It is hypergolic with a large list of fuels and can
abruptly ignite with many commonly used materials such as
wood, paper, and leather. The fumes are poisonous and are
known as carcinogenic. It has a high vapor pressure which
demands storage in heavy tanks of compatible materials. Its
freezing point can be reduced through addition of certain
percentage of NO at a penalty of higher vapor pressure. This
mixture containing 2–30% NO is known as mixed oxides of
nitrogen (MON). The nomenclature MON-xx is used, where
xx is the percentage of NO. This oxidizer was used with mix-
tures of hydrazine and UDMH as well as MMH in the Space
Shuttle orbital maneuvering and reaction control systems, in
addition to many other spacecraft. The avoidance of freezing
is an issue in these applications.

1.3 Monopropellants

Monopropellants are mostly used in small attitude/trajectory
controls in satellites and other spacecraft as well as for gas
generators in larger rockets. They need to be stable for pro-
longed storage while easily decomposed when needed. The
most popular monopropellant in use is hydrazine, although
others such as hydrogen peroxide, ethylene oxide, and
nitromethane have also been employed in experiments and
test phases. High-concentration hydrogen peroxide, however,
was the most common monopropellant used for gas genera-
tion in the world prior to 1955.

1.3.1 Hydrazine (N2H4)

Hydrazine is an excellent storable monopropellant, which can
be stored in sealed tanks for more than 15 years. It decom-
poses through passage over a solid or liquid catalyst material,
such as iridium at room temperature, and iron, nickel, and
cobalt at temperatures above 23◦C. Catalytic decomposition,
though a multi-step chemical reaction process, can be ideal-
ized into two steps. The first step is considered to be the
formation of NH3 (ammonia) and nitrogen, and the second
step involves ammonia dissociation to nitrogen and hydro-
gen gases. The degree of dissociation depends on the type of
catalyst and the geometry, size, chamber pressure, and resi-
dence time within the catalyst bed. The first step is exothermic
(i.e., releases heat as a result of reaction) while the second is
endothermic (i.e., absorbs heat). The specific impulse can be
improved when only a small amount of ammonia is allowed
to dissociate.

Hydrazine is manufactured in variety of grades and puri-
ties. Monopropellant-grade batches have nearly 1% water,
less than 0.5% aniline (commonly used to make hydrazine),
and traces of NH3, CO2, chlorides, and iron or carbon
containing materials such as UDMH and MMH. Aniline
and other organic impurities can poison the catalyst and
substantially reduce its catalytic efficiency, leading to opera-
tional problems. Modern highly purified hydrazine contains
much less catalytic poisons and does not contaminate the
catalyst.

1.3.2 Hydroxyl ammonium nitrate (NH2OH+NO3)
or HAN

This monopropellant contains a good amount of oxygen and
fuel constituents (hydrogen and carbon). It is solid in its pure
state and a clear odorless liquid in aqueous solution. Solid
HAN (specific gravity of 1.84) is a good solid propellant
candidate while its aqueous solution (a 13 M solution has
a specific gravity of 1.523) is a promising monopropellant.
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They both can burn controllably. The freezing point (−15
to −44◦C) and boiling point (110–145◦C) can be changed
by the amount of water content in the solution. It is cor-
rosive, toxic, denser than hydrazine, and appears not to be
carcinogenic. It is incompatible with many metals and alkali
materials. It undergoes slow decomposition even with highly
compatible materials. Its specific impulse varies between 200
and 270 s, depending on water content and mixture fraction
between the aqueous HAN and a list of compatible organic
fuel liquids. It has been called a “green” monopropellant
because its low vapor pressure results in significantly less
toxicity exposure to humans compared with other monopro-
pellants such as hydrazine. The same low vapor pressure,
however, presents ignition difficulties.

2 COMBUSTION

2.1 Ignition process

In the process of igniting a liquid rocket engine, a sufficient
amount of energy should be provided to the propellants at the
right time and spatial location to start the engine smoothly
and rapidly to its designed thrust level. To prevent accumu-
lation of unburned propellants in case the ignition fails or is
overly delayed, the initial propellant flow rates are often set at
less than the full flow condition, then are increased after igni-
tion is established. Also, the mixture ratio is set differently
during the ignition phase from the value when full thrust is
established. It is always best to initiate in a mixture ratio near
and around the stoichiometric condition. The final operating
mixture ratio, however, is often on the rich side and is dic-
tated by the desire to achieve an optimum specific impulse.
There is always a time delay for starting the engine due to
the propellant delivery, atomization, vaporization, mixing,
ignition, and flame spreading. While small thrusters require
less time, larger rockets usually take 1 s or more to start and
the ignition step itself is considered the fastest in the whole
startup sequence. Because simultaneous introduction of fuel
and oxidizer is almost impossible, to assure reliable ignition,
the startup procedure usually incorporates an intentional lead
or lag between the two propellants. For example, for a rich
startup fuel is introduced first followed by the oxidizer. Other
factors such as liquid flow pressure, propellant temperature,
and insoluble gas content affect the starting flows, time delay,
and lead/lag times.

The igniter must be located at a strategically suitable
location near the injectors to maximize the success rate
of the ignition process. Once the ignition is achieved, the
flame becomes self-supporting and combustion continues at
a designed chamber pressure. The ignition source is then
discontinued.

In general, five different designs of igniters have been
employed for liquid rocket engines (Huzel and Huang, 1967).
Spark plug ignition has been used near the injectors to
ignite LOX and gasoline, and to ignite hydrogen and oxygen
thrusters especially for multiple starts during flight (Harrje,
1972). Electrically heated wires have been used, although
with less success for liquid propellants than for others (Sut-
ton and Biblarz, 2001). Pyrotechnic ignition uses a certain
amount of solid explosive or propellant that ignites elec-
trically, then burns with a hot flame inside the chamber at
a strategically suitable position near the injectors. Almost
all solid rockets and many bipropellant liquid rockets are
ignited in this manner. Obviously, this method can only be
used once and reuse requires replenishment of the starter
charge (Chemical Propulsion Information Agency (CPIA),
1971). Flame jet or torch igniters are essentially a small pre-
chamber attached to the thrust chamber (or gas generator)
via a narrow passage through which hot burned or burn-
ing gases from the pre-chamber (once ignited) flow into the
main chamber. The pre-chamber itself then requires a small
amount of fuel and oxidizer and is often ignited via a suit-
able spark plug. Repeatable and reliable ignition of many
propellant pairs including LOX and hydrogen and LOX and
gasoline have been demonstrated. The Space Shuttle Main
Engine (SSME) used this approach in the main chamber
(Malone, 1976). Hypergolic slug is a method in which a small
amount of fluid is used which is hypergolic with one of the
main propellants, but not with the other. Often the fluid is
hypergolic with the oxidizer and hence it is embedded in
the fuel system. The fluid is stored in small cartridge with
a burstable diaphragm at either end. When the pumps start
and outlet pressure rises, the oxidizer valve is opened and
as the pressure rises more, the burst diaphragm ruptures and
the fluid in contact with the oxidizer in the chamber spon-
taneously ignites. Fluids hypergolic with oxygen are triethyl
aluminum (TEA) and triethyl borane (TEB) and often a mix-
ture of TEA/TEB is used. TEA/TEB mixtures currently are
used for motor ignition in the Atlas and Delta rockets. These
chemicals are termed pyrophorics, meaning they will ignite
spontaneously in air, and must be maintained under an inert
atmosphere. TEB is an extremely toxic and volatile liquid
with a sweet, pungent odor. This approach is a single-start
device and due to bulkiness it is not used for small units such
as gas generators, where pyrotechnic igniters or spark plugs
are preferred.

2.2 Injection/atomization zone

Liquid propellants must first be atomized, vaporized, and
mixed before chemical reactions can occur. Figure 1 shows
the terminology used here for different zones in a thrust
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Figure 1. Division of combustion chamber into zones for analysis.
Reproduced from Sutton and Biblarz (2001)c© John Wiley & Sons,
Inc.

chamber. Figure 2 and Table 6 highlight key physiochem-
ical processes in the chamber and their interactions. Injectors
play a decisive role in determining the combustion dynam-
ics, not only in metering the propellant mass flow but also
in providing efficient liquid atomization and subsequent
mixing between propellants. There are many types of injec-
tors, but impinging jet injectors and coaxial injectors are
the most common. For impinging jet injectors, separate
streams of propellants (oxidizer and fuel) are injected in
such a manner that they impinge onto each other at a dis-
tance from the injector plate. The impingement provides a
mechanism to break up the liquid into ligaments and drops
which subsequently shatter to even smaller drops through
aerodynamic effects. The pattern, size, number, distribu-
tion, types of orifices, as well as the differential pressure,
manifold geometry, and surface roughness in orifice pas-
sages, all affect the combustion behavior significantly. In
coaxial injector designs, such as that used in the SSME,
LOX is fed through the inner tube, while gaseous hydro-
gen flows at more than 10 times the oxygen velocity through
the outer tube. The hydrogen is in the gaseous phase at
the injector entrance because it has been used to cool the
thrust chamber. The LOX breaks up by the shear force
between the two propellant streams, which amplifies liq-
uid surface wave instabilities into separated ligaments and
droplets.

For impinging jet injectors, most of the vaporization
occurs because of the recirculation of hot burned gases from
the combustion zone and radiation. Within this heterogeneous
zone, very little chemical reaction takes place primarily due
to low temperature and heterogeneity and nonoptimal distri-
bution of fuel/oxidizer mixture pockets.

2.3 Rapid and stream-tube combustion zone

At the beginning of the rapid combustion zone (see Figure 1),
the burning gas pockets still carry memories from the injec-
tion/atomization zone, and the mixture ratio can be highly
stratified. The gases then become more uniform (though not
completely) as they move towards the end of the rapid com-
bustion zone. Here, intermediate species are formed as a
result of chemical reactions and intense heat release ensues,
causing rapid volume expansion and consequently substan-
tial increase in the axial velocities (by a factor of nearly 100).
Droplets, if any are left from the injection/atomization zone,
mostly vaporize by the end of the rapid combustion zone.
Transverse velocities also increase. Combustion in this phase
is not steady. The temperature continues to increase, and the
axial velocities reach a value much larger than any trans-
verse velocities. At any given location, rapid variations of
pressure, temperature, density, mixture ratio, and radiation
are observed in time. In comparison to air-breathing engines,
the level of heat release is much higher (∼400 MJ m−3 s−1)
with much faster chemical reactions associated with higher
temperatures and pressures.

In the stream-tube combustion zone, the axial velocity
of the burned gases may reach a level of 250–600 m s−1

(hence a much shorter residence time), with much less heat
release compared to the rapid combustion zone. Chemical
reactions continue and bring the combustion products to what
is referred to as thermodynamic equilibrium state. The flow
motion is dominated by the axial momentum. Turbulent mix-
ing in the transverse direction appears to be limited. There
are still local fluctuations in flow velocities and pressure to a
certain degree.

More information is given in Figure 2 and Table 6.

2.4 Combustion instability and rating

Combustion instability is an organized, oscillatory motion in
liquid rocket engine combustion chambers that is sustained by
combustion. It is usually explained by invoking the widely
cited general principle by “Lord Rayleigh”. In essence, he
stated that combustion adds energy to pressure waves when
the heat release is in phase with the pressure rise. Com-
bustion instability, however, in fact arises from a complex
interaction between acoustic waves and propellant injection
and combustion processes, which the Rayleigh principle only
approximately describes.

Combustion instabilities have always been one of the most
complex phenomena in liquid rocket engines, and therefore
the most difficult to fully control. Combustion instabilities
are distinguished from other kinds of combustion processes
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Figure 2. Detailed injection and combustion processes of importance in a thrust chamber and expansion nozzle of liquid propellant rocket
engines. Reproduced from Huzel and Huang (1967) NASA.

as follows. Normal combustion is considered to be a confined
range of chamber pressure fluctuations within±5% of the
chamber mean value (see Figure 3). High-intensity random
fluctuations are referred to as rough combustion. Combus-
tion instability corresponds to organized oscillations with
finite amplitudees, which in highly unstable engines can reach
100% of the mean chamber pressure, leading to destruction
of the engine.

Combustion instabilities are often grouped into two
categories: “linear instability,” also called spontaneous

or self-triggered, and “nonlinear instability,” also called
dynamic instability. Linear instabilities are those that grow
from very small disturbances. Nonlinear instabilities are
those that correspond to a linearly stable system that becomes
unstable in response to a sufficiently large disturbance.

Besides the linear and nonlinear classifications, attempts
have been made to more specifically classify types of instabil-
ities in various ways. None of these are entirely satisfactory
due to the complexity of the processes involved. One com-
mon method is to classify combustion instabilities according
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Table 6. Key processes involved in the combustion of liquid propellants in liquid rocket engines.

Liquid Liquid Mixing and Gas-phase expansion
Injection atomization vaporization chemical reaction in the chamber

• Liquid injected into
the chamber at
relatively low
velocities

• Impinging jets
(liquid–liquid) or
coaxial (liquid–gas)
designs are the most
common

• Partial evaporation

• Primarily to breakup
liquid phases

• Mechanism:
Impinging
(liquid–liquid) or
amplification of
instability waves on
liquid phase via
high-velocity gaseous
propellant (LOX –
gaseous hydrogen)

• Ligament and large
drop formation near
the injector exit area

• Propellant mixing
and some chemical
reaction
Oscillations of
jets/fans as they
become unstable
while breaking up

• Beginning of
vaporization and
some vapor-phase
reaction

• Drop vaporization
and diffusion of
vapor phase

• Some heat release
from local chemical
reaction

• Heat is provided by
radiation and from
recirculation of hot
burned gases in
combustion zone
towards injectors
plate

• Acceleration to
higher gas velocities

• Vaporization rate is
modified by pressure
and/or temperature
oscillations and
acoustic field

• Strong axial flow
with some tangential
and radial flows

• Three dimensional
turbulent mixing

• Multi-step chemical
reaction and intense
heat release

• Turbulence/drop and
turbulence/chemical
reaction interactions

• Gas-phase expansion
and reduction of
densities

• Rapid variation and
nonuniformities in
local mixture ratios,
reaction rates, and
velocities

• Establishment of near
equilibrium
combustion product
composition and final
combustion
temperature via
chemical kinetics

• Gas-phase turbulence
and high axial
velocities

• Boundary layer
formation

• Dominating axial
velocities over radial
and tangential
components

• Streamlined
high-velocity axial
velocity

to frequency. Table 7 provides some frequency ranges typical
of a large engine. Low frequency instabilities, from about 10
to 500 Hz, are most often associated with the feed-system or
structural modes and are referred to as “chug.” Intermediate
frequencies, from about 500 to 1000 Hz, can be associated
with periodic large-scale but nonacoustic motions in the
chamber, and have been referred to as “buzz.” High-frequency
instabilities, above about 1000 Hz, couple with the acoustic
modes in a chamber, and have been referred to as “scream.”
High-frequency instabilities can lead to burnout of an engine
in less than 1 s and are considered to be the most difficult
to deal with. High-frequency instabilities can correspond to
longitudinal modes, transverse modes, or combinations of
these. Transverse modes are generally considered to be the
most damaging, although there are no hard rules. Transverse
modes can be either standing or spinning (traveling).

The frequencies given in Table 7 correspond mainly to
larger engines. In reality, chug, buzz, and scream can occur
over a wide range of frequencies depending on the size and
type of the engine, subtle distinctions than just those three
categories are usually required to successfully solve a com-
bustion instability problem.

Table 7. Classification of instabilities in large liquid rocket engines.

Approximate
Instability frequency
typology range (Hz) Causes

Chugging (low
frequency)

10–500 Pressure wave
interactions between
propellant feed
system and
combustion chamber

Intermediate
frequency (buzzing
or entropy waves)

500–1000 Mechanical vibration of
propulsion structure,
injector manifold,
flow eddies, mixture
ratio fluctuations,
propellant feed line
resonance

High frequency
(screaming or
screeching)

>1000 Coupling between
combustion process
and chamber acoustic
resonance modes
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Figure 3. An example of chamber pressure traces for different com-
bustion events. Reproduced from Sutton and Biblarz (2001)c© John
Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Combustion instabilities are notoriously probabilistic.
Engine tests can be stable many times, then a seemingly
identical test will go unstable. As a result, it can take hun-
dreds of tests to develop confidence that an engine will be
stable. To mitigate against the costs of performing hundreds
of tests, a method was developed in the 1960s to pulse the
engine. The pulse will either drive the engine unstable, or
the engine will recover into normal operation. In the latter
case, the speed with which it recovers is an indication of the
engine’s ability to dampen out a combustion instability; the
faster the recovery, the greater the damping. Common ways
to pulse an engine are to detonate an explosive mounted in the
wall of the engine, or to pulse a slug of inert gas. Usually this
exercise is performed on a prototype rather than the actual
production unit. Other methods of introducing disturbance
(especially for small engines) are: injection of inert gas into
the propellant pipeline, a temporary swing to an off-design
mixture ratio, and an intentional “hard start” by introduction
of an amount of un-reacted propellant in the beginning of the
operation.

Almost all engines require active or passive methods to
control combustion instability. Chugging can be avoided
if there is no resonance in the propellant feed line. Typi-
cally this is accomplished by increasing the pressure drop
across the injector and/or by including damping devices in

the propellant feed lines. For high-frequency combustion
instability, driving forces can be altered and, or damping fea-
tures enhanced, or both. Combustion feedback information
to the injectors is considered to be one important mechanism
to be controlled, for example, via alteration of the injector
design (injector pattern, hole size, or injection pressure drop).
Another approach is to interfere with the acoustic motions by
adding baffles near the injector face. The number of baffles
is always an odd number, and there are unfavorable conse-
quences if the baffles extend too far or not far enough into the
chamber. A disadvantage of baffles is that they are exposed
to the hot combustion gases and elaborate schemes can be
required to cool them.

Natural (acoustic energy) damping mechanism in the
engine through which energy is removed from the pressure
fluctuations are the walls, large volume change as a result of
liquid conversion to burned gases, and momentum enacted
on (liquid or solid) particles. However, these damping routes
are not often sufficient and passive methods such as acoustic
absorbers are to be designed. Acoustic absorbers are cavities
(called Helmholtz resonators) with narrow entrance passage
to its main volume, acting similar to a mass–spring dynamic
system, pre-designed to absorb acoustical energy within a cer-
tain range of frequencies. To increase effectiveness, they are
often located near the injector plate and at the corner of the
chamber where velocity oscillations are minimal (pressure
antinode). Absorbers are preferred over baffles in contempo-
rary rocket designs.

In conclusion, injectors are to be designed to provide good
mixing and dispersion uniformity of propellants while be
resister to external (and internal) disturbances. Past expe-
riences in designs of more stable engines which identified
design features and possible resonances along with successful
designs of feed systems and injectors (their patterns as well)
are to be considered in conjunction with damping devices.

3 SUMMARY

Liquid propellants create thrust in a liquid rocket engine by
converting their internal energy into kinetic energy. Liquid
propellants may be classified as fuels, oxidants, or mono-
propellants. Several commonly used propellants of all three
types were briefly described.

The selection of which propellants to use in a given appli-
cation depends on a large number of factors, several of which
were reviewed. Methods of igniting the propellants were also
described and fall into two main categories. Hypergolic pro-
pellants ignite on contact and require no additional ignition
source. Nonhypergolic propellants require a separate igni-
tion source. After ignition, a typical combustion process was
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described for a bipropellant engine having three main zones:
an injection/atomization zone, a rapid combustion zone, and
a stream-tube combustion zone. The combustion process can
often be subject to instabilities. These were briefly described,
along with methods to characterize them and common meth-
ods to eliminate them.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The thrust chamber is a critical component of a rocket engine,
converting the chemical energy stored in the propellants into
the kinetic energy required to generate thrust. The thrust
chamber consists of an injector, a combustion chamber, and
a nozzle. Conceptually, the fuel and oxidizer are brought
together in the combustion chamber, generating high tem-
perature and high pressure gases. These combustion gases
are then expanded through the nozzle converting the pressure
and temperature into velocity. The flow at the throat is choked
thermodynamically, reaching sonic velocity. The combustion

gases continue to expand at supersonic velocities through the
diverging section of the nozzle. As a result, the internal energy
is exchanged for kinetic energy, generating the momentum
thrust.

The engine power cycle determines how the propellants
reach the thrust chamber. The design of the thrust chamber
is optimized at the engine system level, not at the component
level. A first-stage engine generally requires a relatively high
chamber pressure to generate high thrust at atmospheric pres-
sure at liftoff. Thus, a pump-fed cycle, such as a gas-generator
cycle or a staged-combustion cycle, is preferred due to high
pressure capabilities. On the other hand, a lower pressure
engine cycle, such as an expander cycle or a pressure-fed
cycle, is commonly used for an upper stage operating in a
vacuum with a high-expansion nozzle. Figure 1a and b shows
the Delta IV RS-68 booster engine with a nozzle area ratio
of 21.1 and the RL10B-2 upper-stage engine with a nozzle
area ratio of 285, respectively.

A gas-generator cycle or a staged-combustion cycle uses
an auxiliary combustion device in order to generate the power
required to operate the pump in a much lower temperature
environment. The auxiliary combustion device converts the
chemical energy stored in the propellants into high-pressure
combustion gasses at a less-than-optimal mixture ratio. These
combustion gases exhaust through the turbine inlet and then
drive the turbine. Traditionally, these secondary combustion
devices are called gas generators when used in a gas-generator
cycle and preburners when used in a staged-combustion
cycle. More detailed descriptions of engine cycles can be
found in Liquid Propulsion: Historical Overview, Fundamen-
tals, and Classifications of Liquid Rocket Engines.

This chapter deals with key elements associated with thrust
chamber design and is organized as follows. A comprehensive
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Figure 1. (a) RS-68 booster engine hot firing; and (b) RL10 upper stage engine (courtesy of Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne).

description of the thrust chamber is first given along with the
underlying design concept and its applications. Several dif-
ferent types of nozzles used with the thrust chamber are then
described. Finally, auxiliary combustion devices are summa-
rized. Additional details about analysis, design, and testing
involved in thrust chamber development can be found in Dra-
novsky et al. (2007), Huzel and Huang (1992), Sutton and
Biblarz (2001), and Yang et al. (2004).

2 THRUST CHAMBER

The thrust chamber consists of an injector, a combustion
chamber, and a nozzle. Figure 2 shows the key operations
of a thrust chamber with an integral nozzle. The propel-
lants enter through the injector and undergo a complex series
of physiochemical processes such as atomization, vapor-
ization, mixing, reaction, and expansion. The combustion

Figure 2. Thrust chamber with integral nozzle and key operation
processes (courtesy of Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne).
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chamber contains the high pressure, high temperature com-
bustion gases and must maintain stable combustion. These
combustion gases are then expanded through the nozzle. The
beginning of the diverging nozzle aft of the throat plane is typ-
ically an integral part of the combustion chamber hardware.
In many cases, a separate nozzle extension is employed to
further expand the hot gases and augment the thrust.

2.1 Injector

The primary measures of success for the injector are sta-
ble operation and high performance. Stable operation is the
absence of organized, periodic combustion chamber pressure
oscillations that can damage hardware or cause a malfunc-
tion of the system. Combustion stability is a very complex
field and discussed in detail in Liquid Propellants and Com-
bustion: Fundamentals and Classifications. There are design
approaches to both mitigate and manage pressure oscillations.
For example, an injector may utilize a variety of differ-
ent length injection elements to prevent significant injection
response or feedback at any one frequency. In addition, care is
taken to prevent the injection response frequency from match-
ing the natural structural frequencies of the combustion cham-
ber. Many devices are also available to damp combustion
chamber pressure oscillations including baffles and acoustic
cavities as shown in Figure 3. Baffles damp the oscillations by
impeding the pressure wave as it travels across the face of the
injector while acoustic cavities act as resonators reducing the
amplitude of pressure oscillations. Ultimately, stability must
be verified by hot-fire testing to demonstrate that there are
no organized, periodic combustion chamber pressure oscil-
lations over the entire engine operating envelope.

High injector performance is measured by the characteris-
tic velocity efficiency η∗

c , which is the measured characteristic

Figure 3. Baffles and Acoustic Cavities were utilized to assure
stability for the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module Ascent Engine
(courtesy of Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne).

velocity c∗
measured divided by the theoretical characteristic

velocity c∗
theoretical for the propellants. The measured char-

acteristic velocity indicates how much mass per second of
propellant must be burned to maintain the required nozzle
stagnation pressure. It is expressed as:

c∗
measured = Pc,nsAt

ṁtc
(1)

The theoretical characteristic velocity c∗
theoretical can be

derived by assuming ideal gas behavior and takes the form
of:

c∗
theoretical =

√
γTc,nsRuM−1

w

γ

√(
2

γ+1

) γ+1
γ−1

(2)

High injector performance is essential in design since the
delivered Isp of an engine is almost directly proportional
to the injector performance. The design goal is to maxi-
mize the characteristic velocity efficiency. Typical values
for characteristic velocity efficiency range from 92% to in
excess of 99%. The injector selection is based on the physics
of the combustion process and propellant conditions. How-
ever, it is also common that the specific injector design
to meet performance (as well as other requirements) for a
specific application is based largely on successful previous
demonstration of the injector element type and the personal
preference of the designer.

Some common injector types include shear coaxial, swirl
coaxial, impinging, and pintle elements as shown in Figure 4.
The first element in Figure 4 is the coaxial (or concentric tube)
element and has been used successfully for liquid/gas injec-
tors of the J-2, Space Shuttle main engine (SSME), RS-68,
and Vulcain engines, which all burn liquid oxygen (LOX) and
gaseous hydrogen. The shearing action between the propel-
lants injected at different velocities drives the mixing and thus
the performance. The swirl coaxial injector is employed on
the RL10 engine for LOX and gaseous hydrogen. The radial
component of the propellant momentum results in a swirl
cone, which allows for additional atomization and vaporiza-
tion with this element. The swirl type is also widely used on
LOX/kerosene staged-combustion cycle engines, such as the
RD-180 and NK-33 engines.

There are many types of impinging injectors that are
selected based on propellant conditions (gas vs. liquid). One
simple impinging element is the like doublet in which streams
of the same propellant impinge and form fans of propellant,
which mix and burn with fans from the other propellant down-
stream of the injector face. In particular, many gas-generator
cycle engines, such as the F-1 and RS-27A, utilized this type
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4 Rocket Propulsion

Figure 4. Several frequently employed injector elements (courtesy of Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne).

of injector elements. The last injector type shown in Fig-
ure 4 is the pintle element, which has been used extensively
in applications requiring broad throttling of the engine. The
pintle element in Figure 4 has a translating section that meters
the flow of the propellant.

The injector design must also meet all thermal, structural,
and hydraulic requirements. Overheating of the injector face
can be an issue for injectors with the flame front in close prox-
imity (e.g., impinging elements). The environment created
by the injector including the local heat flux and mixture ratio
must be compatible with the combustion chamber design.

2.2 Combustion chamber

The combustion chamber contains the high pressure, high
temperature gases that are produced by the chemical reaction
between the fuel and the oxidizer. These hot-gases can reach
temperatures greater than 3600 K; therefore, the hot-gas wall
of the combustion chamber must be sufficiently cooled to
prevent exceeding allowable wall material temperature limits.

A key parameter for the combustion chamber is the char-
acteristic length L* as defined in equation (3)

L∗ = Volc
At

(3)

The characteristic length is proportional to the residence
time of the propellants in the chamber. As L* increases,
there is more time to complete the combustion processes
prior to exiting through the throat, and thus η∗

c generally
increases toward 100%. However, increasing L* will also
increase frictional losses along the wall, which will tend to
decrease η∗

c . Although an optimum L* can be found, excessive
optimization can add considerable expense to a design pro-
gram. In addition, as L* increases, the chamber weight and
length increase, requiring more complex thermal manage-
ment. Therefore, in practical applications the L* is minimized
consistent with efficient (as close to complete as possible)
combustion. Injector performance versus combustion cham-
ber weight and cooling are key thrust chamber trades
completed during the design process. The simplest form of
the combustion chamber is a cylindrical section for com-
bustion followed by a convergent section up to the throat
where the combustion gases reach sonic conditions as shown
in Figure 1. Another frequently used parameter in the com-
bustion chamber layout is the contraction ratio εc as defined
in equation (4)

εc = Ac

At
(4)

The contraction ratio is the ratio of the combustion cham-
ber/injector area to the throat area. The specific shape of the
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combustion chamber contour including a convergent radius
aft of the cylindrical section, the angle of the convergent sec-
tion and the diverging angles before and after the throat are
determined as part of a complex analysis and will not be
discussed in detail here.

The key challenge for the combustion chamber is man-
aging the high temperature combustion gases. There are
multiple approaches used to manage the thermal environment
including heat sink, ablative, radiation, and actively cooled.
Actively cooled chambers include regenerative, film, and
transpiration cooling. In general, as the combustion cham-
ber heat flux increases, more complex and actively cooled
hardware is required to manage the thermal environment.

2.2.1 Passively cooled chamber approaches

The simplest chamber approach is heat sink chambers, which
are used in low heat flux applications or for short hot-fire dura-
tions. These chambers are simple with no coolant passages
and commonly constructed of high conductivity materials.
But, they are significantly massive and heavy. Development
hardware commonly uses a heat sink chamber for short
duration injector evaluations. A number of small thrusters
for space applications have used this approach successfully;
however, this approach is clearly limited by the thermal
capacitance of the chamber.

Ablative chambers are slightly more complex compared
to heat sink chambers and have been widely used in mul-
tiple applications for low chamber pressure, pressure-fed
thrusters. In an ablative design the chamber is constructed
from a material (e.g., silica phenolic) that melts and vapor-
izes on the hot-gas wall surface to release ablation products
into the hot-gas stream. Usually the ablative material is held
within a structural housing that carries the structural loads.
The most significant drawback for this approach is that the
chamber geometry changes during hot-fire due to the abla-
tion. The largest change in the geometry is near the throat
where the most severe combination of heat flux and mass
flow occurs. This approach is not suitable for moderate/
high heat fluxes or very narrow thrust variation requirements.

Radiation cooling is also limited to low heat flux applica-
tions and is constrained by the radiative heat transfer from

the outer surface of the hot combustion chamber to the envi-
ronment. High temperature materials are required for this
approach. Radiation cooling is more commonly used for low
heat flux regions of the nozzle.

2.2.2 Actively cooled chamber approaches

Regenerative cooling requires one or both propellants flowing
through coolant passages along the chamber wall, capturing
the heat. Regenerative cooling is used across the spectrum
of heat flux. Figure 5 shows common types of regenerative
cooling. Low heat flux applications typically use the sim-
plest double wall construction approach. The coolant flow
in these cases is not as carefully controlled and has minimal
pressure drop due to low coolant velocities. Low/moderate
heat flux applications utilize tube wall construction. Due to
changes in the circumference of the chamber along the axial
length of the chamber, the tube cross-sections can change
significantly along the length of the tube. In some applica-
tions, the tube wall thickness, diameter, and shape change
continuously along the length of the coolant tubes to address
changes in pressure, heat flux, and chamber circumference.
The final regenerative cooling approach shown in Figure 5
is channel wall construction, which is employed for moder-
ate/high heat flux applications. The channels are machined
to tight tolerances with high coolant flow velocities to enable
uniform, controlled high heat transfer from the hot-gas wall
to the coolant. One drawback to this approach is a relatively
high coolant pressure drop through the cooling circuit due to
high coolant velocities. One enabling technology for channel
wall combustion chambers is the materials for the hot-gas
wall. These will be discussed later in the section. In practice,
the competing thermal (e.g., thin, easy to cool) and struc-
tural (e.g., thick, lower stress) concerns highly influence the
regenerative cooled combustion chamber design.

Film cooling (also called boundary layer cooling) is the
introduction of a thin film of coolant (propellant) along the
hot-gas wall to reduce the temperature, mixture ratio, and
heat flux of the near wall region. This is typically achieved
through orifices in the injector but can also be done by
injecting in multiple steps along the chamber hot-gas wall.
This approach is applicable across the spectrum of heat flux

Figure 5. Double wall, tube wall, and channel wall cooling configurations.
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and can be combined with other cooling approaches. Film
cooling is used on solid wall chambers in low heat flux
applications to allow an increase in chamber pressure and
thrust and/or to allow longer firing duration. In addition, film
cooling is used to mitigate regenerative cooled combustion
chamber hot-gas wall thermal damage by locally reducing the
temperature. However, film cooling results in a performance
penalty since some propellant is not completely mixed and
combusted prior to exiting the thrust chamber.

The final active cooling approach is transpiration cool-
ing for very high heat flux conditions. Transpiration cooling
introduces a small amount of propellant through a porous
chamber wall to keep the combustion chamber materials at an
acceptable temperature – essentially continuous film cooling.
Transpiration cooled chambers have a larger region where
coolant is introduced into the flow compared to film cooling,
but less coolant is mixed with the main flow. The key trade
is between providing sufficient cooling while minimizing the
performance penalty.

2.2.3 Combustion chamber materials

A broad range of materials is used for injector and com-
bustion chamber construction based on the application. Key
goals for the engine components are always low weight, min-
imal cost, ease of manufacture, and compatibility with the
operating environment. High specific strength superalloys,
such as Inconel 625 and Inconel 718, have been widely used.
For moderate strength, corrosion resistant stainless steels are
attractive due to low cost and ease in welding. Specialty mate-
rials are also used in various parts. For example, carefully
engineered copper based alloys are utilized for the com-
bustion chamber hot-gas channel wall due to the unique
combination of high conductivity, moderate strength, and
ductility. In addition, high temperature alloys such as niobium
and rhenium are commonly utilized for small film cooled
thrusters.

Individual parts are typically joined using weld and braze
joints and major components are commonly bolted together.
Bolted joints provide flexibility but carry a weight penalty.

3 NOZZLE

The nozzle is used to augment the thrust of a liquid rocket
engine by converting the high pressure, high temperature
gases in the combustion chamber into velocity. A typical
nozzle expands the gases generated in the combustion cham-
ber with a converging–diverging area variation to achieve
a supersonic exhaust velocity. For a given chamber pres-
sure, the maximum thrust is achieved when the exhaust gas

pressure at the nozzle exit equals ambient pressure. This con-
dition is known as the optimum nozzle expansion. When
the exit pressure does not match ambient pressure, one of
two conditions arises: (i) over-expansion for Pe < Pa or (ii)
under-expansion for Pe > Pa. In the case of over-expansion,
the nozzle expands too far, creating an exit pressure lower
than the ambient pressure. Shocks are required to achieve
pressure matching. Typically, a series of repeating com-
pression and expansion wave phenomena, known as Mach
disks, results along the free-jet boundary. A similar phe-
nomenon occurs when the flow is under-expanded. The exit
flow first expands via Prandtl–Meyer expansions, followed
by compressions, in a repeating manner to achieve pressure
matching. More details about the nozzle expansion can be
found in Introduction to Compressible Flows and Complex
Internal Compressible Flows.

3.1 Expansion area ratio

The nozzle expansion area ratio ε is expressed as:

ε = Aexit

Athroat
(5)

where Aexit is the nozzle exit area and Athroat is the nozzle
throat area. For a first-stage engine, which lifts the rocket
from sea level to a staging altitude, the nozzle expansion
area ratio is largely limited by ambient pressure which varies
with altitude as it ascends. When the exit pressure is below
ambient pressure, the lower part of the nozzle structure expe-
rience a compression. Some nozzles have a set of stiffening
rings attached to the outer surface to prevent misalignment or
buckling, specifically for sections of the nozzle wall below
ambient pressure. The nozzle expansion area ratio is gener-
ally limited by the selected exit pressure. A higher chamber
pressure enables a higher expansion area ratio. In compari-
son, an upper stage engine operating in a near vacuum has a
substantially higher expansion area ratio nozzle. Some upper
stage engines utilize extendable nozzles, enabling compact
interstage design. The selection of an expansion area ratio is
also influenced by weight, size, cooling, and manufacturing
requirements.

3.2 Nozzle shapes

In the past, various nozzle shapes have been studied, tested,
and flown for liquid rocket engines. The most common
types include conical, contoured, plug (or aerospike), and
expansion–deflection nozzles and are shown in Figure 6a–d.
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Figure 6. Most common nozzle shapes: (a) conical; (b) contoured; (c) plug; (d) expansion–deflection nozzles.

3.2.1 Conical nozzle

Conical nozzles are simple to design and manufacture with
flexibility in resizing. Thus, the conical nozzle was widely
used in early experimental liquid rocket engines. This sim-
ple geometry, however, comes with the penalty of decreased
performance due to the radial component of the exhaust
gas velocity. Optimum-divergence cone half angles are gen-
erally between 12◦ and 18◦ as shown in Figure 6a in
terms of performance and nozzle size. Small divergence
angles result in low divergence losses, but increase the noz-
zle length and weight. In contrast, large divergence angles
increase the divergence losses, but result in lower length and
weight.

3.2.2 Contoured nozzle

Compared to conical nozzles, contoured nozzles provide
higher performance and decreased length. Conical nozzles
are exclusively used in modern operational liquid rocket
engines. The most common configuration of a contoured noz-
zle is the bell-shaped nozzle as shown in Figure 6b, where
the initial section immediately behind the throat has a high
angle of expansion (30–60◦). This is followed by a gradual
reversal of the contour slope so that the divergence angle at
the nozzle exit is nearly zero. Large divergence angles near
the throat are possible because the rapid flow acceleration
prevents occurrence of separation if the nozzle contour is
smooth. The sudden expansion behind the throat is accom-
panied by weak expansion waves, whereas reversal of the
contour slope causes compression waves because of the redi-
rection of the flow. The expansion waves emanating from the
throat region diminish the compression effects caused by the
flow reorientation, thereby leading to a low value of nozzle
losses. It is possible to obtain a nearly uniform distribution
of exit velocity with no divergence loss, but the length of this
ideal bell-shaped nozzle is generally too long. Proper shaping
of the contour can reduce nozzle length by 10–25% compared

to a 15◦ conical nozzle. A bell-shaped contour is typically
designed using Rao’s parabolic approximation, derived from
the method of characteristics.

Similar to the thrust chamber design discussed in
Section 3, the nozzle can be cooled using one or a combi-
nation of the following cooling techniques: (i) regenerative
cooling, (ii) film cooling, (iii) transpiration cooling, (iv)
ablative cooling, and (v) radiative cooling. The selection of
cooling scheme must be made after careful design trades are
considered.

3.2.3 Annular nozzles (plug and
expansion–deflection)

Compared to a conical or bell-shaped nozzle, annular nozzles
are more complex to design and operate. There are two basic
types of annular nozzles: (i) plug (or commonly known as
aerospike) nozzle and (ii) expansion–deflection nozzle. As
shown in Figure 6c, the plug nozzle has the outer surface of
the annular flow as a free-jet boundary, which is self-adjusted
by ambient pressure. Similarly, the expansion–deflection
nozzle has the inner free-jet boundary with the outer nozzle
wall contour as shown in Figure 6d. Because of the altitude
compensation characteristics with the free-jet boundary,
annular nozzles are not subject to flow separation losses
from over-expansion at low altitude as in the case of a
conventional nozzle. Also, it allows a short nozzle design,
potentially reducing interstage structural weight. However,
annular nozzles require relatively high cooling require-
ments, heavier structural construction, and manufacturing
complexity.

3.3 Thrust coefficient

The performance of gas expansion through a nozzle is quan-
tified using a dimensionless parameter called the thrust coef-
ficient Cf by comparing it to the thrust over the throat area.
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The thrust coefficient can be expressed as:

Cf = F

AtPc,ns
(6)

where F is the thrust, At the nozzle throat area, and Pc,ns the
nozzle stagnation pressure. Cf can also be rewritten as:

Cf =
√√√√ 2γ2

γ − 1

[
2

γ + 1

] γ+1
γ−1

[
1 −

(
Pe

Pc,ns

) γ−1
γ

]

+ ε

[
Pe − Pa

Pc,ns

]
(7)

where γ is the specific heat ratio, Pe the exhaust pressure,
Pa the ambient pressure, Pc,ns the chamber total pressure at
nozzle inlet, and ε the nozzle area expansion ratio.

4 AUXILIARY COMBUSTION DEVICES
(e.g., PREBURNER AND GAS
GENERATOR)

In auxiliary combustion devices, propellants are burned at a
less-than-optimal mixture ratio to keep the temperature low
for the turbine. These devices can be divided into two cat-
egories – gas generators and preburners, with the principle
difference being the cycle in which they are used. Gas gener-
ators are used in open cycles, such as the gas-generator cycle
in which the products of combustion are either dumped over-
board or sent into the main nozzle downstream of the throat
after driving the turbine. In comparison, preburners are used
in closed cycle engines, such as staged-combustion cycles
in which the products of combustion are exhausted into the
main combustion chamber where they continue to burn at an
optimal mixture ratio.

4.1 Gas generators

The gas-generator cycle is a common pump-fed liquid rocket
engine cycle. The gas-generator cycle has advantages in its
simplicity because the auxiliary combustion device and the
thrust chamber operate practically independent of each other,
namely the open cycle. This weak coupling allows for dif-
ferent propellants to be used to produce the turbine drive
gas and the main thrust of a rocket. Although some legacy
engines had used different propellants, today’s rocket engines
generally employ the same propellants for the auxiliary com-
bustor device and thrust chamber. The gas-generator flow

is limited to 3–7% of the total flow of propellants and is
generally dumped overboard.

Although the critical components for a gas genera-
tor are similar to those in the main combustion chamber
(e.g., injector, combustion chamber, and nozzle), there
are a different set of design concerns and requirements.
The purpose of the gas generator is to provide the
driving power for the turbine. The temperature of the
gas-generator outlet gas and its uniformity are critical
to meeting the turbine blade life requirement. Thus, gas
generators operate at a less-than-optimal mixture ratio
(typically highly fuel rich) and achieve uniform mixing prior
to the turbine inlet to avoid any hot spots. State-of-the-art
turbine materials have a practical temperature limit of about
1150 K (1600◦F). For hydrocarbon-fueled rockets, however,
fuel-rich conditions present other complications. The turbine
inlet area can potentially be blocked due to carbon deposits
generated from the fuel-rich hydrocarbon exhaust gases. As
the deposit builds up, engine performance is reduced due to
an increase in flow resistance. The amount of sooting (deposit
buildup) is strongly dependant on the turbine inlet (or gas-
generator exhaust) temperature. The sooting does not damage
the engine hardware, but excessive sooting is not desirable
due to adverse turbine performance impacts. In practice, the
amount of carbon deposit buildup can be significantly mini-
mized for the turbine inlet by avoiding the maximum sooting
temperature range. Table 1 lists properties of typical fuel-rich
combustion product gases.

4.2 Preburners

In closed cycle engines, such as staged-combustion engines,
the auxiliary combustion device generating the turbine drive
gas is called the preburner. After the exhaust products are
used to drive the turbine, they are fed into the thrust chamber,
burning at an optimal mixture ratio. Preburners operate at
either fuel-rich or oxidizer-rich mixture ratios, depending on
the propellant combination and design requirement. The pri-
mary driver in the decision to be oxidizer-rich or fuel-rich is
usually based on the fuel being used. If the fuel has a propen-
sity to form soot, such as hydrocarbons, the choice is typically
to use an oxidizer-rich preburner. If the fuel dues not have the
propensity to form soot, such as hydrogen, the choice is typ-
ically to use a fuel-rich preburner. Unlike a gas-generator
cycle engine, the presence of soot in a staged-combustion
cycle engine can be extremely damaging because the exhaust
gas travels through the main injectors, which may have many
small orifice passages. Any soot present in this area is likely to
clog. Thus, simply avoiding the maximum sooting temper-
ature range does not work for staged-combustion engines,
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Table 1. Properties of typical fuel-rich combustion product gases. Reproduced with permission from Huzel and Huang (1992) c© AIAA.

Propellants Mixture ratio Inlet temperature, K (◦F) cp, kJ kg-1 ◦C-1 (Btu lb-1 ◦F) γ R, kJ kg-1 K-1 (lbf lb-1 ◦R-1)

LOX/RP-1 0.308 866 (1100) 2.659 (0.635) 1.097 0.233 (43.3)
0.337 922 (1200) 2.692 (0.643) 1.106 0.253 (47.1)
0.372 978 (1300) 2.713 (0.648) 1.115 0.271 (50.4)
0.408 1033 (1400) 2.734 (0.653) 1.124 0.288 (53.6)
0.443 1089 (1500) 2.751 (0.657) 1.132 0.312 (58.0)
0.478 1144 (1600) 2.763 (0.660) 1.140 0.327 (60.7)

N2O4/CH2(UDMH) 0.110 1033 (1400) 1.591 (0.380) 1.420 0.471 (87.5)
0.165 1089 (1500) 1.666 (0.398) 1.420 0.493 (91.6)
0.220 1144 (1600) 1.742 (0.416) 1.420 0.515 (95.7)

LOX/LH2 0.785 811 (1000) 8.583 (2.05) 1.374 2.335 (434)
0.908 822 (1200) 8.123 (1.94) 1.364 2.169 (403)
1.025 1033 (1400) 7.788 (1.86) 1.354 2.034 (378)
1.143 1144 (1600) 7.537 (1.80) 1.343 1.926 (358)

although it can be effective for dealing with much larger flow
areas (such as the turbine inlet) for gas-generator engines.

The use of an oxygen-rich preburner presents a set of addi-
tional design challenges with handling oxygen-rich gases at
high pressures. General risks include: (i) materials are sub-
ject to degradation in high-pressure oxygen environment, and
(ii) materials burn instantaneously if ignition occurs. Typical
ignition mechanisms are particle impact, friction, high local
mixture ratio, and adiabatic compression. The high-pressure
oxygen environment can readily drive temperatures above
metal self-ignition temperatures. Typical rocket engine hard-

Figure 7. Fuel preburner for the SSME (courtesy of Pratt &
Whitney Rocketdyne).

ware can be consumed in less than a second when it occurs.
This problem has been dealt with through the use of coatings
or the development of new high strength, oxygen compatible
materials. The Russians performed extensive development of
oxygen-rich preburners for numerous propellants; their best-
known work is for LOX/kerosene rocket engines, including
the NK-33, RD-0124, RD-170, RD-180, RD-191, and so on.
In the United States, the SSME uses a fuel-rich preburner
with a LOX/liquid hydrogen propellant combination. A cut-
away image of the SSME preburner is shown in Figure 7. The
Integrated Powerhead Demonstration (IPD) engine utilized a
full-flow, staged-combustion cycle and had both a fuel-rich
and oxygen-rich preburner. The fuel-rich preburner of the
IPD provides the turbine drive gas for the fuel pump and its
oxygen-rich preburner provides the drive gas for the oxygen
pump.

5 CONCLUSION

The thrust chamber serves the critical purpose of converting
the chemical energy stored in the propellants into the kinetic
energy required to generate thrust. The thrust chamber con-
sists of an injector, a combustion chamber, and a nozzle. A
separate nozzle extension is commonly employed to further
expand the hot gases and augment the thrust. The propel-
lants, pressurized by the feed system, are injected into the
thrust chamber and undergo combustion. The combustion
chamber contains high pressure, high temperature gases and
must maintain stable combustion. These combustion gases
are then expanded through the nozzle generating the momen-
tum thrust. A gas-generator cycle or a staged-combustion
cycle also uses an auxiliary combustion device to generate
the power required to operate the pump. Thrust chambers
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and auxiliary combustion devices use various different design
approaches depending on the engine cycles, propellant com-
binations, and design requirements. The design must be
optimized at the integrated system level, not at the component
level.
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NOMENCLATURE

Ac chamber area
Ae nozzle exhaust area
At flow area at the nozzle throat
c* characteristic velocity
Cf thrust coefficient
Isp specific impulse
L* characteristic chamber length
ṁ propellant mass flowrate
MR mixture ratio
Mw molecular weight
Pa ambient pressure
Pc,ns chamber total pressure at nozzle inlet
Pe exhaust pressure
Ru universal gas constant
Tc chamber temperature

Ve exhaust velocity of propellants
Volc chamber volume

Greek Symbols

ε nozzle expansion ratio
εc combustion chamber contraction ratio
ηc∗ characteristic velocity efficiency
γ specific heat ratio
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1 INTRODUCTION

The propellant feed system is a major component of a liq-
uid rocket engine responsible for delivering the propellants
from the tanks to the thrust chamber at the required flow rate
and pressure conditions. Broadly, the propellant feed sys-
tem comprises all engine elements except the thrust chamber
assembly and control system. It generally consists of pro-
pellant tanks, feed lines (e.g., tubes and ducts), valves, and
pressurization devices. Depending on how the propellants
are pressurized and fed into the thrust chamber, the feed sys-
tem is classified as pressure fed or pump fed as shown in
Figure 1. The pressure-fed system is simple and relies on
tank pressures to feed the propellants into the thrust cham-
ber. These systems are primarily used for space propulsion
applications and auxiliary propulsion applications, requiring
low system pressures and smaller quantities of propellants.

For high-pressure, high-performance applications, the pump-
fed system is generally used by employing a turbopump. The
word turbopump is used to describe rotating turbomachinery
pumping the propellants.

The selection of one propellant feed system over another
is determined based on design trade studies at both the engine
and vehicle levels. Like any complex system, the vehicle and
engine requirements must be iterated such that the engine can
support the vehicle requirements. The advantages and disad-
vantages of pressure-fed versus pump-fed systems are traded
early in the design phase. Pressure-fed systems are gener-
ally limited to relatively low chamber pressures because high
pressures make the vehicle tanks too heavy. However, they
can be reliable due to its reduced part count and complex-
ity. On the other hand, the advantages of using pump-fed
systems become apparent when the mission requirements
dictate higher insertion velocities. The use of turbopumps
enables an engine operating at high chamber pressures (i.e.,
high thrusts) without increasing the vehicle tank weight.
The weight savings come about as a result of a reduction
in pressure requirements on the supply tanks and their feed
lines. The tank pressure becomes practically independent of
the chamber pressure using the turbopump. The turbopump
requirements are established by the engine power cycle being
considered. Descriptions of various engine power cycles are
provided in Liquid Propulsion: Historical Overview, Fun-
damentals, and Classifications of Liquid Rocket Engines.
Details about the thrust chamber design can be found in
Liquid Propulsion: Thrust Chamber Design.

This chapter is organized as follows. A brief overview
of the basic configurations of pressure-fed systems is first
given. Pump-fed systems are then discussed with greater
detail given to the turbopump design. Selected design require-
ments and configurations are provided. Additional details
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2 Rocket Propulsion

Figure 1. Propellant feed systems: (a) Pressure fed and (b) pump fed.

about propellant feed system design are available in articles
listed in the References section.

2 PRESSURE-FED SYSTEMS

The pressure-fed system relies on tank pressures for pres-
surizing the propellants. The pressure-fed system generally
includes: (i) pressurized tank(s) to store propellants, (ii) pres-
surant gas or other expulsion device to provide energy for
the feed system, (ii) valves to control the pressure and flow,
(iii) ducting or piping to transfer fluids, and (iv) one or more
thrust chambers to generate thrust. The pressured-fed systems
are classified according to the pressurant source, which deter-
mines how the propellant is expelled from the tank (Huzel and
Huang, 1992). It can be as simple as a cold gas thruster, which
has a pressurized tank connected to a propellant tank. Figure 2
shows two other common configurations: (i) monopropellant
and (ii) bipropellant systems. The monopropellant system
uses a single propellant (e.g., hydrazine) flowing through a
catalyst-bed prior to expanding in a converging–diverging
nozzle as shown in Figure 2a. The pressure fed can be a
little more complicated with bi-propellant systems, which
employ an oxidizer tank and a fuel tank, both of which require
a pressurant system to expel the propellant into the feed
system. Figure 2b shows a schematic diagram of a typical bi-
propellant system. Stored-gas pressurant systems are widely
used. The gas is stored in a pressurant tank at pressures up to

270 atm, and supplied to the propellant tanks at a regulated
pressure. Helium is commonly used due to its low molecu-
lar weight, minimizing total pressurant weight. Nonetheless,
when selecting a pressurization gas, various design factors
must be taken into account, including mission requirements,
reliability, cost, weight, size, and pressurant gas compatibility
with tank materials.

The pressure-fed system has general characteristics of
being a simple, low-cost design, which provides low to mod-
erate engine performance. The system can be reliable with
few parts, but are typically heavy because of the pressurized
tanks. These systems are primarily used for orbit maneu-
ver, orbit insertion, attitude control, reaction control, and
small upper stage propulsion. There are operational factors
influencing pressurant requirements. They include propellant
vaporization, tank wall temperature, vapor condensation, sol-
ubility of the pressurization gas, ullage-gas compression,
chemical reaction, and pressure-gas turbulence (Huzel and
Huang, 1992).

3 PUMP-FED SYSTEMS

The pump-fed system uses a turbopump to pressurize and
feed the propellants into the thrust chamber at relatively high
pressures. The turbopump typically consists of one or more
pumping elements driven by a turbine. The energy to power
the turbine itself is provided by the expansion of high pressure
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Figure 2. Pressure-fed systems: (a) Monopropellant and (b) bi-propellant.

gases, which are usually mixtures of the propellants being
pumped. Depending on how these gases are generated, the
system can be classified as: (i) gas generator cycle, (ii) staged
combustion cycle, or (iii) expander cycle (see Liquid Propul-
sion: Historical Overview, Fundamentals, and Classifications
of Liquid Rocket Engines).

3.1 Turbopump assembly

Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional diagram of the basic
turbopump assembly of a liquid rocket engine, revealing
the complicated nature of such a system. The turbopump

Figure 3. Basic turbopump elements; SSME block II high-pressure fuel turbopump shown (courtesy of NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center).
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4 Rocket Propulsion

assembly for a liquid rocket engine is a complete system
in itself. It consists of many elements, some of which are
themselves subsystems (e.g., pump and turbine). The turbop-
ump consists of seven basic elements: (i) pump, (ii) turbine,
(iii) bearings, (iv) seals, (v) housings, (vi) thrust piston, and
(vii) spline/couplings (Anon, 1974a). These basic elements
along with a description of their function are schematically
illustrated in Figure 3.

The turbopump is designed to maximize the pump speed
and to push the turbine gas temperatures as high as possi-
ble. The turbopump speed is maximized to save weight while
maintaining operational efficiency. The temperature differen-
tials between the turbine and pump elements are substantial
especially when pumping cryogenic propellants, such as liq-
uid oxygen (LOX) and liquid hydrogen (LH2). In addition,
the turbopump operates over a wide pressure range while
pumping a fluid from a low pressure at the inlet to a very high
pressure at the discharge. The inlet pressures to the pumps are
relatively low due to low tank pressures. Thus, the potential
for pump cavitation must be taken into account in the design.
The cavitation is a phenomenon that occurs when the static
pressure at any point in a fluid flow passage becomes less than
the fluid’s vapor pressure. The drive gases used to power the
turbine are either high-pressure combustion gases or heated
gaseous fuel. The heat capacity and available energy of these
combustion products is roughly ten times that of the typical jet
engine. More detailed descriptions of auxiliary combustion
devices can be found in Liquid Propulsion: Thrust Chamber
Design. Because of the extreme turbopump environments,
the bearings must be cooled and lubricated by the propel-
lants being pumped. One critical area, which may not receive
as much attention as other areas, is the static and dynamic
seals. These elements are used to preclude the mixing of
propellants within the turbopump, which can potentially
result in burning or explosion if a catastrophic failure
occurs.

The turbopump being a highly integrated system requires
multidisciplinary engineering and coordination as well as a
comprehensive set of design tools. Such complex mechan-
ical designs require an extensive amount of engineering
effort across various technical disciplines including hydro-
dynamics, aerodynamics, mechanical, structures, structural
dynamics, rotordynamics, thermal, materials, manufacturing,
testing, and instrumentation. An illustration of the multidis-
ciplinary interaction can be found in the Figure 4, which
shows a typical integrated design process. A turbopump
design process can be laid out in a systematic manner start-
ing with the establishment of turbomachinery design goals
and requirements. These are derived from the engine system
requirements and include propellant flow rates, propellant
properties, pump outlet pressure (or discharge pressure), and

Figure 4. Simplified integrated design process and technical disci-
pline interaction.

turbine drive arrangement. If engines use fuel and oxidizer
with similar densities, such as LOX and RP-1, the fuel and
oxidizer pumps can be mounted on the same shaft and driven
by a single turbine. When propellants with dissimilar den-
sities such as LOX and LH2 are used, they require separate
pumps because the head rise is much higher for the lower-
density propellant. Thus, the LH2 turbopump usually requires
multiple stages and will run much higher speeds than the LOX
turbopump.

A general overview of the major turbopump elements are
provided in the following subsections along with selected
design considerations.

3.2 Pump elements

The basic operational principle for a pump is to add energy
to a fluid by a transfer of angular momentum between the
fluid and rotating element. The changes in angular momen-
tum require changes in tangential velocity. The pump consists
of elements that are both stationary and rotating as shown in
Figure 5. The rotating blades on an impeller or an inducer
increase the fluid tangential velocity while the stationary
blades decrease the fluid tangential velocity. Two types of
energy conversions explain the complete pump flow process:
(i) diffusion process where the kinetic energy is converted to
the pressure, and (ii) shaft power produces the kinetic energy,
which is converted to the potential energy. The fluid enters the
pump at a low pressure from the supply tank. A tank pres-
surization system is necessary to maintain the required net
positive suction head (NPSH) to prevent pump cavitation. The
pump inlet pressure is usually minimized to reduce the tank
size and weight. Once the fluid enters the pump at the inducer
inlet, the inducer adds energy to the fluid before passing to
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Figure 5. Pump elements of SSME block II high-pressure oxidizer
turbopump (courtesy of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center).

the impeller. The inducer needs to add sufficient energy to
the fluid to suppress cavitation of the fluid passing through
the impeller. It should be noted that not all designs require
an inducer. The impeller adds significantly more energy in
the form of kinetic energy prior to directing the flow into the
diffuser and the volute.

Standard pump requirements include the inlet tempera-
ture, inlet pressure, mass flow rate, pump head rise, and
NPSH. Once the pump requirements have been derived from
the integrated engine level, the pump design and sizing anal-
ysis are initiated to determine the required number of pump
stages, pump speed, impeller diameter, materials, tip speeds,
pumping system efficiency, and horsepower. At this design
stage, it will also be determined if an inducer is required.

Engine inlet conditions to the turbopump, expressed as
NPSH, determine the pump suction performance requirement
and are written as:

NPSH = P0 − Pv

ρ
(1)

where P0 is the inlet total pressure, Pv the vapor pressure
of fluid, and ρ is the fluid density. The suction performance
requirement is the ability of the pump to operate at the avail-
able NPSH without experiencing severe cavitation. The pump
suction performance is dependent on the pump inlet pressure,
which is driven by the tank and feed system requirements.
Another important pump design parameter based on pump
affinity laws is the specific speed Ns, which establishes the

relationship between the shaft speed, volumetric flow rate,
and pump head and is expressed as:

Ns = N
√

Q

(H/n)0.75 (2)

where N is the pump rotational speed, Q the volumetric flow
rate, H the pump head rise, and n is the number of stages.
Figure 6 shows the relationship of the pump efficiency as a
function of stage specific speed for various types of pumps.
The pumps are generally classified as axial flow, mixed flow,
or centrifugal pumps. Among them, the centrifugal pump
is typically considered the preferred choice for large liquid
rocket engines (Anon, 1973). The centrifugal pumps have
higher efficiencies relative to other pump types (Humble,
Henry and Larson, 1995). As shown in Figure 6, a centrifugal
pump stage operates at a higher specific speed compared to
most other pumps. This is due to the fact that for a given vol-
ume flow rate and head rise, the centrifugal pumps operate at
higher rotational speeds, which result in smaller pump diam-
eters and masses. From an engine operational perspective,
they also have excellent off-design operating characteristics
compared to axial pumps and thus greatly simplify engine
startup and shutdown operational requirements.

The centrifugal impellers can be either unshrouded or
shrouded. The shrouded (or covered) impeller is preferred
because you can maintain a tighter clearance, which low-
ers leakage and aides in thrust balance control. The shroud,
however, adds mass, and thus puts higher stresses on the part.
The centrifugal impeller tip speeds are limited by hardware
design and material strength (e.g., 610 m s−1 with titanium
for LH2 and 274 m s−1 with Inconel 718 in LOX) (Huzel and
Huang, 1992). The maximum head produced by a single stage
is limited by the maximum allowable tip speeds. Thus, low-
density fluids such as LH2 require the use of multiple stages
for high-pressure applications.

The inducer is a special pump impeller usually on the same
shaft and rotating at the same speed as the main impeller. It
has a low head rise and therefore a relatively high specific
speed. The inducer is located immediately upstream of the
main impeller. It is basically an axial flow pump with a spiral
impeller, and many operate under slightly cavitating condi-
tions. Depending on the engine system, a separate boost pump
may be used. The inducer stage’s head rise has to be suffi-
ciently large enough to suppress cavitation in the main pump
impeller and is typically 2–10% of the total pump head. This
allows for a smaller, lighter, higher-speed main pump (Sutton
and Biblarz, 2001). Similar to the impeller, the inducer blade
tip speeds are also limited by hardware design and material
strength (e.g., approximately 167 m s−1) (Stangeland, 1988).
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Figure 6. Hydraulic efficiency versus stage specific speed for various types of pumps (courtesy of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center).

The designer also needs to be attentive to selecting proper
materials to maintain the structural integrity of the inducers,
impellers, and pump housing. Other critical areas involve the
propellant feed line configurations such as bends, bellows,
and internal duct support structures, which can perturb the
flow distribution at the pump inlet. In particular, there are
two typical characteristics of internal flow, which can cause
problems: (i) cavitation, and (ii) damaging unsteady flows
and forces (Brennen, 1994).

3.3 Turbine elements

The basic operational principle for a turbine is to remove
energy from a fluid by a transfer of angular momentum
between the fluid and rotating element. The changes in angu-
lar momentum require changes in tangential velocity. The
turbine consists of stationary and rotating elements as shown
in Figure 7. The rotating blades on a turbine disk decrease the
fluid tangential velocity while the stationary blades increase
the fluid tangential velocity. Two types of energy conversions
explain the turbine flow process: (i) expansion process where
the pressure is converted to the velocity and (ii) potential
energy converted to the kinetic energy and thus to the shaft
power.

The turbine requirements are defined by the selected
engine power cycle. The engine power balance provides
the turbine-drive gas type, flow rate, inlet temperature, inlet
pressure, and pressure ratio across the turbine. Once the

Figure 7. Turbine elements of SSME block II high-pressure oxi-
dizer turbopump shown (courtesy of NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center).

turbine requirements have been determined and the pump
horsepower requirements are known, the turbine design and
sizing analysis can begin. A generalized approach for tur-
bine design can be listed as follows. First, the hot gas supply
properties (e.g., inlet temperature, specific heat, and specific
heat ratio) are determined. Second, the isentropic spouting
velocity C0 and turbine disk size/pitch velocity are calcu-
lated. Third, the type of turbine for achieving the optimal
turbine efficiency is determined. Fourth, the pump require-
ments are balanced. Fifth, the turbine design parameters are
compared with engine power balance predictions. The turbine
design process is a highly iterative process in order to satisfy
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the engine requirements as well as satisfy the turbine perfor-
mance, materials, stress, and dynamic requirements.

The turbine must supply the required power to drive the
pump. The energy to drive the turbine is derived from the
expansion of the working fluid. The fluid enters the turbine
at high pressure and temperature conditions and is discharged
from the turbine at a reduced pressure and temperature condi-
tion. The turbine power is supplied by a hot gas source such as
a gas generator, preburner, or regenerative jacket, depending
on the engine power cycle. The turbine efficiency is depen-
dent on three factors: (i) energy content per pound of the drive
gas, (ii) ratio of the tangential blade velocity U to the fluid
ideal velocity C0, and (iii) type of turbine. The turbine veloc-
ity ratio U/C0 is used to empirically characterize the range of
turbine efficiency in which the turbine design operates and is
expressed as:

U

C 0
= U√

2gJcpTi

[
1 − (

1
PR

) γ−1
γ

] (single-stage turbine)

(3a)

U

C0
=

√∑
Un

2

C0
(multistage turbine) (3b)

Various types of turbines are used to provide power to the
pump. The turbine flow paths can be axial or radial. An axial
flow path design is typically used in liquid rocket engine
turbopumps due to its high efficiency and low weight. There
are two primary types of axial flow turbines: (i) impulse, and
(ii) reaction. They can be single staged or multiple stages. A
single-stage turbine has one nozzle and one rotor while a mul-
tistage turbine has multiple nozzles and rotors. In the impulse
turbine, all the gas is expanded across the nozzle. Impulse
turbines characteristically have high pressure ratios and low
flows. The impulse turbine is generally single stage but can
have variations such as the velocity compounded or pressure
compounded. The pressure ratio is typically as high as 8–20
(Anon, 1974b). The reaction turbine accelerates the fluid in
both the nozzle and rotor. Compared to the impulse turbine, it
has a low pressure ratio and a high flow with higher efficiency,
peaking at higher U/C0. The percent reaction for the stage
is the ratio of the enthalpy drop in the rotor to the enthalpy
drop across the stage and can vary from 25 to 50% (Anon,
1974b). Each of these turbine types mentioned above have
different velocity and pressure distributions, which result
in each turbine having different efficiency characteristic as
shown in Figure 8. Ultimately, the design selection is made
to maximize the turbine efficiency and minimize the weight
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compatible with the selected shaft speed (Stangeland, 1988).
Similar to the pump, there are some structural limits on the

turbine. The tip speed structural limit is generally based on
the centrifugal pull that can be carried at the base of the blade
airfoil for the selected material. This is usually expressed
as AaN2 (allowable annulus area Aa times the pump speed
N squared) as a function of temperature (Stangeland, 1988).
Other design limits relate to the performance and geometrical
design requirements.

During turbine development, various kinds of design prob-
lems can be encountered. These problems can be placed in
two general categories: (i) low cycle fatigue, and (ii) high
cycle fatigue. The low cycle fatigue results from extreme
temperature gradients on the hardware during operation.
The flow path hardware such as the inlet housing, turbine
blades, and nozzles can experience low cycle fatigue cracks.
Other problems encountered are associated with the high
cycle fatigue. The dynamic environment of the turbine either
from the aerodynamic environment or blade/vane passing
frequency can tune with turbine components during oper-
ation. Blades, vanes, or nozzles can be subject to high
cycle fatigue cracking because of the severe dynamic envi-
ronment. Dampers can be incorporated into turbine blades
at the platform or the blade tip/shroud to address blade
resonances.

3.4 Mechanical elements (bearings and seals)

3.4.1 Bearings

The turbopump shaft is supported by two or more bearings,
which are designed to transmit all the fixed and dynamic
loads acting on the rotor assembly to the housing (Anon,
1971). Bearings control both the radial and axial motions of
the turbopump rotor. Radial control of the high-speed rotor
is critical in centering the rotor in the turbopump housing to

prevent rubs and maintain radial clearance to reduce para-
sitic flow losses. Bearing designs provide axial control of the
rotor during the start and shutdown phases of the turbopump
operation in response to rapid changes in pressure, tempera-
ture, and rotor speed. The bearings selected for a turbopump
design must be able to handle the operational conditions.
They must provide adequate radial stiffness and damping for
rotordynamic control. The fluid being pumped is generally
used to cool the bearings. Cryogenic fluids such as LH2 and
LOX provide little or no lubrication. RP-1, on the other hand,
does provide some lubrication.

One of the design limitations of rolling element bearings
is the speed. The typical parameter used to express this lim-
itation is the DN limit. The DN is defined as the product
of the inner-race bore diameter D (in mm) and the pump
rotational speed N (in rpm). The DN limit ranges from 1.6
million to 2.1 million (Huzel and Huang, 1992). The shaft
diameter along with splines and couplings must be properly
sized to transfer torque that is a function of speed and horse-
power (Stangeland, 1988). Once the shaft is sized, the bearing
inner race diameter is established. There are two major bear-
ing types used in the turbopumps: (i) rolling elements, and
(ii) fluid film. The rolling element bearings consist of a cage
(or ball separator), inner raceway, outer raceway, and rolling
element ball (or roller) as shown in Figure 9. The primary fail-
ure modes of rolling element bearings are wear and fatigue,
which limits life. Rolling element bearings, roller bearings,
and ball bearings are the most commonly used because of
their capabilities in load, speed, stiffness, and misalignment
tolerances. The selection of bearing materials begins with
understanding their compatibility with the propellants to be
used. Bearings have been typically made of 440C material,
which is corrosion resistant steel. Since most propellants are
poor lubricants, lubrication for the bearing is provided by
either a baked on dry film lubrication, burnishing raceways, or
transferring lubrication for the cage or bearing separator. The

Figure 9. Examples of ball bearing and roller bearing (courtesy of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center).
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cage or ball separator is typically made of Armalon, which is
a glass filled polytetrafluoroethylene (PFTE) material. Dur-
ing bearing operation, the balls contact the cage transferring
a thin film of lubrication to the balls and raceways.

Another bearing type, which is gradually gaining accep-
tance in liquid rocket engine turbomachinery, is the fluid
film bearing such as the hydrostatic bearing. Hydrostatic
bearings have the potential benefit to increase bearing life
and remove the speed limit associated with rolling elements.
One of the dominant features of the hydrostatic bearing is
the significant stiffness and damping (minimal with rolling
elements), which can be obtained given sufficient pressure
and flow. These features are desirable to have in terms of
rotordynamic characteristics. Rotors supported by hydro-
static bearings must be controlled during transient operation
such as the engine startup and shutdown to prevent rubbing.
The materials selected for hydrostatic bearing application
must be rubbing tolerant and fluid compatible.

3.4.2 Dynamic seals

The turbopumps use dynamic shaft seals between rotating
and stationary parts. The primary purposes for dynamics seals
are to minimize internal parasitic flows and to separate pro-
pellants such as the oxidizer from the fuel. Seal failures can
cause catastrophic turbopump failures as a result of propel-
lant mixing internally within the turbopump as well as rubs in
oxidizing environments. A dynamic seal system for an inter-
propellant seal package consists of two face-contact seals
(one for the LOX side and one for the hot gas), a purged
double circumferential intermediate seal, drains, and purges.
The leakage from the face-contact seals is drained through
separate drain systems, which need to be properly sized.
The double circumferential seal is inert-gas purged, usually
with gaseous helium, providing effective separation of the
drain cavities in the event of a seal failure. Reliable opera-
tion of the turbopump requires a seal system designed to: (i)
minimize the severity of seal operating conditions, (ii) pro-
vide allowances for all possible operational extremes, and
(iii) allow for seal failure without destructive failure of the
turbopump (Anon., 1978). A good example or illustration is
a seal used to separate two incompatible fluids such as LOX
and RP-1 or LH2 as shown in Figure 10.

Meeting all the design requirements for dynamic seals is
critical and challenging. Dynamic seals are usually exposed
to fluids, which are non-lubricating. They deal with large
thermal gradients and high pressures, presenting fluid com-
patibility issues. After considering all the mechanical, fluid,
and thermal issues, one must consider the dynamics loads on
the seals, which can be induced by fluids or mechanically.
These dynamic loads can occur during steady state or tran-

Figure 10. Four seal system for separating LOX and RP-1 in F-1
turbopump (courtesy of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center).

sient operation. Dynamic seals with bellows typically require
dampers to address structural dynamic concerns.

The primary types of rotating seals used in the turbopumps
are the face-contact and circumferential seals. Face-contact
seals use face seals in rubbing contact with a mating ring
for sealing the fluid. Circumferential seals in interpropellant
seals are used for sealing turbine hot gases. Circumferen-
tial seal designs can be either segmented seals/floating ring
rubbing-contact seals or clearance gap type labyrinth seals.
As with other elements in the turbopump design, rubbing con-
tact seals are surface speed limited due to the heat generated
by friction torque at the seal interface and the capacity of the
interface to remove heat. A design guide for establishing a
face load and surface speed limits was developed by studying
the heat generation and speed limit as a function of surface
temperature. The pressure × velocity (PV) is proportional to
the heat generation per unit area and is a better indication
of heat-transfer capacity (Anon., 1978). The PV factor limits
for face-contact seals in various fluids have been developed
and are used during the seal design process. A detail struc-
tural, thermal, and flow model of the seal system is needed to
ensure all seal fits, clearances, leakage flows, thermal limits
on materials are maintained during all phases of operation.

3.5 Rotordynamics

Rotordynamics is a specialized area of structural dynam-
ics, which deals with the vibration of the rotating assembly
and interaction with the stationary hardware. Modern tur-
bomachinery systems are continuing to push the speed and
power density. This means the rotordynamic design tools are
being pushed as well. The importance of doing a credible
job in analyzing the rotor system cannot be over emphasized.
Rotordynamics is the key in determining the reliability of
turbomachinery. For example, when a turbopump encoun-
ters a vibration problem, it has far reaching programmatic
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Figure 11. Methods for balancing axial thrust. (a) Open-face impeller with balance ribs; (b) shrouded impeller with inlet seal and balance
ribs; (c) open-face impeller with hub seal; (d) shrouded impeller with inlet and hub seals and anti-vortex ribs; (e) integral-series flow balance
piston (courtesy of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center).

and economic consequences such as halting the entire engine
development program. This happened in 1976 to the Space
Shuttle main engine program when its high-pressure fuel
turbopump encountered a sub-synchronous whirl problem,
which required approximately 10 months to resolve.

The rotating assembly of a rocket engine turbopump con-
sists of many parts including impellers, turbine disks, shaft,
seals, spacers, and bearings. The rotor assemblies can have
many resonances (or natural frequencies). When the nat-
ural frequency of the rotor system synchronizes with the
frequency of the forcing function, this is called a critical
speed. These natural frequencies can be excited by many
sources, such as the shaft-rotating unbalance, blade/vane
passing frequency excitation, rubbing between rotating and
stationary parts, seal dynamic forces, housing stiffness asym-
metry, hydrodynamic forces, and aerodynamics forces. The

primary objectives of rotordynamics are to determine the
natural frequencies of a rotor assembly and to design the
system around them (Leader, 1984).

A number of design factors such as the bearing stiffness,
bearing span, shaft diameter, mass placement, and overhung
mass must be considered in rotordynamics. Among these
factors, the bearing stiffness is the most important param-
eter. The bearings used to support a rotor can be either
rolling elements or fluid film. The type of bearing selected
will determine the amount of stiffness and damping avail-
able. Rolling element bearings provide very little, if any,
damping but provide a fixed amount of stiffness over the
speed range. Fluid film bearings, on the other hand, have
operational characteristics in terms of stiffness and damp-
ing, which change as a function of speed. Damping is the
only mechanism, which can be introduced into the system
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to control or dissipate rotor energy. To be effective, damping
must be placed at a location, which experiences motion.

Other design factors such as the bearing span, shaft diam-
eter, mass placement, and overhung mass also influence the
rotor natural frequencies and mode shapes. Once the system’s
natural frequencies and mode shapes have been determined
through analysis, one can make design changes if necessary
to adjust one or more of the key design factors addressed
above.

3.6 Thrust balance system

It is a major challenge for a turbopump designer to man-
age the axial thrust forces generated by the pressure and
fluid momentum changes in the pump and turbine elements.
The axial bearing loads need be maintained within the bear-
ings capability through all phases of operations, including
startup transient, main stage, and shutdown transient. Several
design methods are available to the designer to balance the
axial thrust: (i) impeller balance ribs, (ii) impeller seals, (iii)
anti-vortex ribs, (iv) self-compensating balance piston, and
(v) thrust bearings. These methods can be used by themselves
or in a combination as shown in Figure 11. Modeling of the
thrust balance system to determine the unbalanced force and
its direction is difficult. Thus, model uncertainties must be
taken into account in predicting the operational clearances. In
particular, startup and shutdown transient predictions are the
most difficult, and thus generally require test data for model
validation. The predicted amount of unbalanced force will
help determine the bearing axial load capacity requirement.
The critical flow path clearances must be held to tight toler-
ances to meet the performance requirements while avoiding
rubbing.

4 SUMMARY

The propellant feed system delivers the propellants from the
tanks to the thrust chamber. Depending on how the propel-
lants are pressurized, they are classified as either pressure
fed or pump fed. The pressure-fed system is simple, rely-
ing on tank pressures to feed the propellants into the thrust
chamber. This system is limited to relatively low cham-
ber pressures because higher pressures make the propellant
tanks too heavy. On the other hand, the pump-fed system
enables high chamber pressures independent of the tanks
using a turbopump. The turbopump is a highly complex, inte-
grated system requiring multidisciplinary engineering and

coordination. The selection of one propellant feed system
over another must be made after design trades at the integrated
system level.
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NOMENCLATURE

A area
C0 fluid ideal velocity
cp specific heat
D bore diameter (mm)
g gravitational constant
H pump head rise
Isp specific impulse
J conversion
LH2 liquid hydrogen
LOX liquid oxygen
N pump rotational speed (rpm)
n number of stages
Ns specific speed
NPSH net positive suction head
P pressure
Pi inlet total pressure
Pv vapor pressure of fluid
PR turbine pressure ratio
Q volumetric flow rate
Ti inlet total temperature
U tangential blade velocity
V velocity

Greek Symbols

γ specific heat ratio
ρ fluid density
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1 INTRODUCTION

Liquid propulsion systems require multiple disciplines to
design and test. In addition to propulsion engineering, these
disciplines can include thermal, structures, structural dynam-
ics, electrical engineering, and fluid dynamics. Integration of
these disciplines requires a robust systems engineering pro-
gram. In addition, integration of the engine to a launch vehicle
involves multiple physical and analytical interfaces that must
be carefully managed and controlled. A basic overview of the
application of systems engineering to liquid engine design

and development gives the reader a rudimentary understand-
ing of the process. Further study and ultimately experience
will allow these skills to be successfully applied to a program.
Because engine testing is a large part of an engine develop-
ment effort, the remainder of the text focuses on aspects of
the test program and recovery from failures. In the end, the
reader should gain an appreciation for systems engineering
as applied to propulsion systems.

2 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
PROCESSES APPLIED TO ENGINE
DEVELOPMENT

Liquid engine design and development should begin with
a set of valid and complete requirements. Cost growth in
many programs can be traced back to requirements creep
or ill-defined requirements (George, 1995). A set of well-
thought-out and complete requirements permits the engine
designer to work to a target design with minimal changes late
in the process. Liquid rocket engine systems can represent a
particular challenge because they are fully integrated with the
vehicle stage in many respects, including fluid, mechanical,
and electrical interfaces. In addition, the operational char-
acteristics of liquid engines are integrated into the vehicle
design in terms of tank sizing, tank pneumatic requirements,
vehicle dynamics, and mission performance. As a result, the
impacts of requirements changes are magnified across the
vehicle system. Similarly, requirements changes for the vehi-
cle can result in changes that impact the engine side of the
interface.
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Figure 1. Simplified set of reviews and steps to complete design
and test of liquid rocket engines.

A very simple layout of the reviews and steps needed to
go from requirements to test is shown in Figure 1. Systems
engineering practice recommends that engine system require-
ments are reviewed up front by the community in a System
Requirements Review (SRR). The community in this case
would be all stakeholders, including multiple engineering and
programmatic disciplines within the engine designer and the
vehicle designer organizations. The objective of the engine
SRR is to review the flow down of top level requirements
from the vehicle designer to the engine designer. In turn, the
engine designer develops and reviews the derived require-
ments for the engine system that allow the engine system to
meet the top level requirements. As an example, the vehicle
may require a specific sea level thrust to meet payload per-
formance requirements. As derived requirements, the engine
designer might specify the engine cycle, chamber pressure,
and nozzle geometry to meet those requirements.

The vehicle/engine interface requirements are docu-
mented in an Interface Control Document (ICD). The ICD
contents are agreed to by vehicle and engine system owners
and require several iterations before the first release. Typi-
cally, the ICD is a living document that requires updating
of some requirements to reflect actual interface conditions
determined once hardware is built and tested. The ICD also
includes a Requirements Verification Matrix which describes
how each requirement is to be verified – by test, by analysis,
or by similarity to testing of similar components.

Once a set of design requirements is defined, the designer
can begin to produce the preliminary design. This design
phase culminates in a Preliminary Design Review (PDR).
Reaching this milestone requires analytical modeling and
limited component testing to anchor design assumptions. The
design is further refined in the next design phase which cul-
minates in a Critical Design Review (CDR). A decision is
made at the CDR to freeze the design and to allow the design
to commence with manufacturing. In practice, long lead time
hardware procurement and manufacturing may need to take

place prior to the CDR to meet programmatic schedule con-
straints, albeit at some risk due to potential CDR driven design
changes.

The majority of component and engine development test-
ing occurs after the CDR. Development testing is designed to
verify design predictions and assumptions and to fully char-
acterize the test article. After sufficient development testing is
completed, an engine design will require qualification testing,
sometimes referred to as certification testing. Qualification
testing is designed to be the final verification of design readi-
ness for flight use. Prior to each major test, a Test Readiness
Review (TRR) should be held. The TRR reviews the readiness
of the hardware and the test facility to meet the test objec-
tives and confirms the test objectives and success criteria. In
addition, safety is reviewed to verify proper setting of test
abort limits and personnel safety. General test requirements
and test philosophy for the development and qualification test
phases are described in detail later.

3 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
DEVELOPMENT AND CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN TRADE STUDIES

In order to develop the conceptual engine design so that the
preliminary design process can begin, several vehicle sys-
tem trade studies are required. Although there are numerous
system design requirements that could be described, only a
few are touched upon here to illustrate the impacts on engine
design.

When a vehicle is conceptualized, typically the first
requirements that must be considered are overall performance
(mass to orbit) requirements, human rating requirements, and
reusability requirements. These requirements can factor into
the decision to select a liquid or solid propulsion system. For
the purposes of this section, it is assumed that the vehicle
design resulted in selection of a liquid propulsion system.

Vehicle conceptual design analyses and trajectory opti-
mization analyses will result in definition of the total thrust
level, propellant choice, mixture ratio (MR), and specific
impulse (Isp) requirements for the propulsion system. In most
cases, the optimal MR for vehicle performance is not the same
as the optimal MR for engine performance. For engines, the
highest performance occurs at a fuel rich MR (refer to Liquid
Propulsion: Historical Overview, Fundamentals, and Clas-
sifications of Liquid Rocket Engines for details on factors
that influence Isp, including nozzle stagnation temperature
and gas molecular weight) and depends on the propellants,
engine power cycle, chamber pressure, and nozzle design.
In addition to these factors, the overall vehicle performance
is also dependent on vehicle tank structural mass, which is
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influenced by propellant MR and propellant density. The final
design point is the result of an interactive system trade study
with the vehicle and engine designers. As a simple example,
an engine optimized MR for an oxygen/hydrogen powered
engine might be at an MR of 4.8. This can result in large
heavy fuel tanks due to the low fuel density relative to the
oxygen. Thus the optimal vehicle MR may be higher than
the optimal engine MR and closer to a ratio of 6.0, a rela-
tive large difference in the rocket design point. Kerosene and
oxygen propellants, on the other hand, have densities which
are more similar and have a lower optimal MR of around 2.5.
As a result, the optimal vehicle and engine MRs are closer
and MR selection is less of a preliminary design driver for
kerosene systems, but still important for the final design.

From the above discussion, it should be clear that vehi-
cle driven requirements cannot be made without design
iterations that include engine design knowledge and model-
ing. Although vehicle designers may have simplified engine
design tools as part of their vehicle optimization routines,
they will eventually engage engine designers in refining the
vehicle design requirements.

After the total thrust requirement is determined, a deci-
sion is required on the number of main engines needed to
meet the total thrust requirement. This decision must include
factors like requirement for engine-out capability (i.e., single
engine failure tolerance), engine size limitations, including
manufacturing limits on combustion chamber diameter, com-
bustion instability issues with large chambers, optimum use
of vehicle aft end geometry (multiple engines with smaller
nozzles may provide more optimal condition than a single
large engine), and feed system complexity. Each of these
factors has cost, weight, and reliability considerations.

Engine-out capability receives considerable attention for
human rated systems. Human rating of a system often
requires having redundancy to avoid being susceptible to sin-
gle point failures (NASA, 2003, 2008). In a liquid engine this
redundancy is difficult to fully satisfy. Electrical control sys-
tems can be made redundant but it is impractical to have
fully redundant propellant valves, turbopumps, and cham-
bers. The redundancy requirement is sometimes met with the
use of multiple engines and the ability to complete mission
(or safe return) with one engine shut down due to a non-
catastrophic failure. Depending on the point in the mission
in which a failure may occur, completing the mission with
one engine shut down requires the remaining engines to be
throttled up to reach the minimum total thrust required (see
Figure 2). This throttle capability has practical limitations of
about 133% of the nominal operating thrust. Higher throttle
levels than this will result in engines that nominally operate
at lower than 75% of their design capability and can result
in heavy engines and low vehicle performance. As a result,

Four engines
operating at 100%

thrust

=

100
% 100

%
100
%

100
%

0
% 133

%
133
%

133
%

One engine out and
three engines operating

at 133% thrust

Figure 2. Illustration of the effect of an engine out capability.

an engine-out requirement can lead to the need for four or
more engines so that an engine shut down can be accommo-
dated efficiently. This engine-out capability must be traded
against the reliability reduction of having multiple engines
and should be compared to an option using fewer engines with
no engine-out capability, with the system reliability require-
ments possibly being met by adding a vehicle crew escape
system. These vehicle level trades can be complex with no
obvious correct solution.

After the number of engines is defined, the thrust (F) per
engine and Isp result in a set of derived engine requirements,
including the chamber pressure (Pc,ns), chamber size, and
nozzle size that can be parametrically varied to optimize
the design solution. The simplified thrust equation (1) taken
from Liquid Propulsion: Historical Overview, Fundamentals,
and Classifications of Liquid Rocket Engines, illustrates this
point:

F = Pc,nsAtCf (1)

where At is the flow area at the nozzle throat and Cf is
the thrust coefficient. These two terms essentially define the
chamber and nozzle sizes. In general, actual design tools
use much more detailed analyses than the equation above to
develop engine designs. In addition, the engine power cycle
will be varied to result in optimization of cost, reliability,
weight, and performance. At a simplified level, the engine
power cycle is selected by reviewing the trade-offs for the dif-
ferent cycles in meeting the vehicle driven requirements. For
example, a relatively low thrust requirement may be satisfied
by a pressure fed engine design to avoid reliability chal-
lenges associated with a turbopump fed system. Similarly, a
staged combustion cycle offers advantages and disadvantages
compared to a gas generator cycle that must be consid-
ered given the specific design requirements and application.
Liquid Propulsion: Historical Overview, Fundamentals, and
Classifications of Liquid Rocket Engines describes factors to
consider in the engine power cycle selection. Further trades
are then conducted on major engine elements such as cham-
ber design (see Liquid Propulsion: Thrust Chamber Design),
turbopump configuration (see Liquid Propulsion: Propellant
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Feed System Design), and control system design (see Liq-
uid Propulsion: Engine Production and Operation) sufficient
fidelity in the engine conceptual design is achieved to begin
the preliminary design and critical design cycles described
above.

4 ENGINE TESTING

When a design is sufficiently mature, engine testing can
begin. The primary objective of a test program is to maximize
the probability that the final design will function properly and
successfully when used in actual service. Certain key tenets
of testing have served the liquid propulsion test community
well as it has tried to accomplish that objective.

One particular tried and true philosophy is the test-like-
you-fly approach. Test-like-you-fly means that testing should
demonstrate engine operation with flight-like hardware
under flight-like conditions, including expected nominal, off-
nominal, and worst-case flight conditions. The overall test
program should encompass and explore as much of the oper-
ational flight envelope as possible in order to accomplish the
general objective of avoiding operating flight hardware under
conditions for the first time in flight. Specific tested condi-
tions for expected operating ranges should include, but are
not limited to, general performance requirements (such as
thrust and MR), interface conditions (such as for propellant,
electrical, pneumatic, and hydraulic connections), and envi-
ronmental exposure (such as thermal, acoustic, shock, and
vibration conditions).

Additionally, margin testing with respect to the expected
flight conditions should be included in a test program to
protect against unknown uncertainties in the design and
flight conditions (e.g., ground-to-flight dispersions), as well
as hardware variations (e.g., manufacturing tolerances, non-
conformances, and undetected deficiencies). As an example,
if it is impractical to test or simulate a particular flight condi-
tion on the ground, then additional margin on a test parameter
might be appropriate to compensate for the test shortfall.
Furthermore, testing should consider and account for engine
hardware experience throughout all phases of the required
life cycle, including manufacturing, acceptance testing, trans-
portation, handling, storage, vehicle integration, check out
testing, launch preparations, lift-off, and flight. A success-
ful development and qualification program will anticipate all
potential conditions and make sure those conditions are val-
idated by a robust test program (Emdee and Van Lerberghe,
2004).

A corollary to the test-like-you fly approach is the fly-as-
you-test approach. Fly-as-you-test means that flight operation
should remain within demonstrated ground-test qualified
regimes, and that design and process differences between

flight hardware and test qualified hardware should be mini-
mized.

Testing to verify that a liquid rocket engine design is ready
for flight typically consists of multiple phases of program
activity: prototype testing, development testing, qualification
testing, acceptance testing, and integrated system testing.

4.1 Prototype phase

Prototype testing (also called feasibility or demonstration
testing) is intended to assist design definition by provid-
ing engineering data to confirm analyses and assumptions.
Often this testing includes research and development activi-
ties to explore new technologies that might be beneficial to
the engine system. Prototype hardware is typically designed
to be more robust with greater margins compared to flight
hardware because the design and operating conditions have
higher uncertainty during this phase and objectives can be
met without using flight weight hardware. The hardware may
contain facility components in place of flight components or
modified components from earlier engine models to gain the
engineering information needed to complete the initial flight
design. Breadboard and bench level type engines or subsys-
tems may be used in some cases. Subscale testing is also
commonly used to learn about a design. Not all programs
will utilize prototype hardware or perform prototype testing.
The decision will be based on a number of factors, includ-
ing the design maturity, technology readiness levels, and the
program risk mitigation strategy.

4.2 Development phase

The development phase usually provides the first true demon-
stration of the capabilities of a proposed design. Development
tests are conducted as required to validate new design con-
cepts or new application of proven concepts and reduce the
risk involved in committing to the fabrication of qualifi-
cation and flight hardware. Requirements for development
testing therefore depend upon the maturity of the test arti-
cle design and the requirements of the specific program.
An objective of development testing is to identify problems
early in their design evolution so that any required correc-
tive actions can be taken prior to starting formal qualification
testing. Development tests should be used to confirm struc-
tural and performance margins, reliability, life expectancy,
and compatibility with system safety. Where practical, devel-
opment tests should be conducted over a range of operating
conditions that exceed the design requirements to identify
marginal capabilities and marginal design features. As part
of a rigorous engineering process, success criteria should be
predefined for all test objectives and results measured against
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those criteria. Development testing typically makes up the
bulk of engine testing and as a result can be the most costly
element of an engine program. Careful planning and critical
program review are used to help manage these costs.

4.3 Qualification phase

Qualification testing follows completion of the develop-
ment test program. Qualification testing provides formal
verification that the final design and manufacturing process
produce flight hardware and software that meet specification
and performance requirements. Qualification testing verifies
compliance to engine specification requirements and vehicle
interface requirements. Testing should validate the planned
acceptance and flight program, including test techniques,
procedures, equipment, instrumentation, and software, as
well as potential rework and repeat test cycles. Qualification
test conditions should encompass worst case conditions for
all intended applications. Selected margin conditions (e.g.,
operating life margin and thrust margin) are also verified
to demonstrate robustness. Qualification hardware should
be produced from the same drawings as will be used for
actual flight hardware, using the same materials, tooling, and
manufacturing processes. To meet this requirement, qualifi-
cation engines are often the first engines off of the production
line.

4.4 Acceptance testing

Acceptance tests are conducted on each flight article and
demonstrate the acceptability of each item to meet its respec-
tive performance specifications and validate manufacturing
workmanship. This can include component and engine level
testing. Acceptance testing of a liquid rocket engine includes
hot fire testing to measure and calibrate performance for each
engine. Verified performance parameters include thrust, MR,
and Isp. In addition, selected critical operating conditions,
key interface conditions, and other specification requirements
must be demonstrated. Acceptance testing is also intended
to screen incipient failures due to latent defects in parts,
processes, materials, and workmanship prior to flight. The
extreme thermal, pressure, and dynamic environments during
engine operation can cause failure if significant workmanship
flaws exist. Generally, acceptance test operating conditions
should remain well within the operating envelope, and in most
cases are at nominal points. Margins are not normally tested
since the hardware being tested is intended for flight. The
appropriate number of acceptance tests and the test duration
are tradeoffs between obtaining sufficient ground test time

to accurately establish performance versus minimizing the
expenditure of operating life.

4.5 Integrated systems testing

Integrated testing describes the phase when an engine is inte-
grated into the launch vehicle. It includes all preparatory
operations and check out testing to verify engine flight readi-
ness. It may also include flight readiness rocket stage firings at
the launch site. This phase is intended to ensure the readiness
of the hardware, software, and procedures to support launch.
For some programs, integrated testing can include test flights
prior to the first operational mission. Not all new vehicles
will include test flights, but when they do occur they may
be performed for a nominal mission or a selected mission of
particularly high interest or value. Test flights may be flown
with special flight instrumentation to provide additional flight
data for further operational characterization and verification
for aspects that could not be adequately ground tested. The
accumulation of flight data generally leads to refinement of
flight simulations and revision of expected flight dispersions.
If flight experience is found to be significantly different than
expectations or specified design requirements, further devel-
opment or qualification ground testing may be warranted.

4.6 Number of engine and test samples

Few aspects of a development and qualification test program
have as great an impact on its scope, cost, and schedule as
the number of engine samples and number of tests required to
meet test objectives. Historically, testing and test hardware
account for about 75% of the total full-scale development
costs (George, 1995). Thus, program costs can scale almost
directly with the number of engine and test samples. On the
other hand, as will be discussed below, programs typically
do not have sufficient engine and test samples to statisti-
cally demonstrate the high reliability demanded for launch
vehicle propulsion systems. As a result, most programs are
defined based on the development of test objectives required
to demonstrate requirements with an added durability ele-
ment to demonstrate robustness without fully demonstrating
reliability requirements. These latter requirements are typi-
cally satisfied analytically.

Demonstrated reliability relies on standard statistical anal-
ysis methods to determine the number of tests that must be
performed successfully to demonstrate the specified reliabil-
ity. The testing required to statistically demonstrate reliability
against random failure modes is typically cost prohibitive and
impractical. For example, the Weibull statistical methodology
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as described in Abernethy et al. (1983) treats random and
wear out failure modes. Based on this methodology, demon-
strating 99% engine reliability at 90% confidence for random
failure modes requires testing of about 20 times the required
engine operational life on each of ten engine samples with
zero failures. Demonstrating high reliability and high confi-
dence against common wear out failure modes is more achiev-
able. Based on the same Weibull methodology, demonstrating
99% engine reliability at 90% confidence for wear out failure
modes requires testing of about two to four times the required
engine operational life on each of four engine samples with
zero failures. As a result, many test programs will require two
to four times life testing to demonstrate robustness.

To capture the random failure modes, a functional objec-
tives based approach is often used. The goal of this approach
is to verify engine performance requirements and functional
objectives as efficiently as possible in the minimum number
of tests. In addition, sufficient tests are performed to ade-
quately exercise the full range of engine operating conditions,
including nominal, off-nominal, and extreme conditions. Fur-
thermore, tests should be performed at each of the various
conditions and objectives to adequately characterize the nor-
mal variability of the engine system. Since this approach
generally will not include sufficient tests to statistically
demonstrate reliability requirements against random failure
modes, margin testing is often used to demonstrate margin
against key engine performance requirements and operating
conditions. See Figure 3 for an example of a margin testing
box for thrust and MR. If sufficient margin is demonstrated,
the functional objectives based approach can help to elim-
inate failure modes and produce a successful test program.
More details on engine testing can be found in Emdee (2001a,
2001b).

T
hr

us
t

Margin demonstration thrust-MR 

Maximum expected flight thrust-MR

includes dispersions, biases, flight

effects, uncertainties  

Specification thrust-MR

(@ standard conditions)  

Mixture ratio

Figure 3. Example of thrust-mixture ratio boxes – specification
box, maximum expected flight box, and margin demonstration box.

5 FAILURE ANALYSIS

Despite careful planning and disciplined engineering, failures
can occur. These might be the result of unexpected facil-
ity failures, unexpected environmental conditions, hardware
defects, or sometimes inadequate design. For liquid propul-
sion systems, which can operate at very high temperatures
and pressures, these failures can be quite dramatic and catas-
trophic in addition to very costly in terms of cost and schedule.
Modern computer aided design tools and accumulation of
critical design and test experience have eliminated many
of the test failures that plagued test programs in the past.
The test-fail-fix cycle was a phrase often used to describe
the process early in the space program of testing hard-
ware, finding a surprise through a test failure, fixing that
flaw and then going back to test. This process relied on
the testing to find failure modes until a workable design
solution was achieved. An example of this approach is the
United States’ Saturn V F-1 engine test program. The F-1
was the largest kerosene engine ever designed at the time.
As a result, the engineers were entering unfamiliar terri-
tory with limited experience and analytical tools to guide the
design process. As a result of combustion instability issues
with the large combustion chamber, the development effort
included the testing of more than 53 injector designs with
more than 800 tests before a final design was selected that
satisfactorily controlled the combustion instability (Emdee,
2001b). Many of these tests were required because the injec-
tor design resulted in catastrophic failure of the engine and
the design had to go back to the drawing board. This test-
fail-fix cycle was inefficient and costly. Today, the cycle is
avoided through the use of anchored computer models, devel-
opment of disciplined engineering processes as described in
this chapter, and detailed investigation and corrective action
processes.

One systems engineering tool that has proven effective in
engine design and failure avoidance is the Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis (FMEA). The objective of this process is to
identify all possible failure modes of an engine design early
in the process by reviewing each component individually.
The impacts of component failures on the engine operation
are defined and thoroughly understood. This detailed assess-
ment can result in early design modifications to eliminate
failure modes or enable the implementation of manufactur-
ing or quality controls to reduce the likelihood of failure.
In addition, the FMEA can be used to evaluate future design
changes for impacts on engine reliability so that failure modes
are not introduced unexpectedly. Similarly, the Process Fail-
ure Modes and Effects Analysis (PFMEA) can be applied
to manufacturing and test processes with the objective to
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define critical processes that require additional controls or
modifications to make them robust.

When an engine failure does occur, it can have significant
ramifications. During the development phase a failure results
in stand down of testing until the root cause is found and
corrected. Corrective actions may need to be implemented
in existing engines so as not to jeopardize future testing. As
a result, the timeline to reach initial operational capability
can be delayed. Engine failure in an operational flight can
cause loss of the mission resulting in the loss of a high valued
spacecraft and future revenue streams or valuable scientific
data. In addition, the launch vehicle fleet will need to stand
down until the failure is investigated and corrected. This can
result in temporary lost launch capability for a company or
nation and further lost revenues.

To enable an effective recovery from a failure, two types
of tools have been employed in the past. The cause and effect
diagram can be applied to systematically review all possible
causes of a failure. This diagram is sometimes referred to as
a fishbone diagram due to its shape (see Figure 4). The major
bones of the diagram address basic possible causes and each
sub-bone drills down deeper into possible primary causes and
secondary causes. Once all possible causes are identified, the
investigation team dispositions each possibility based on a
credibility rating system using engineering analysis results
and test results as objective evidence in favor or against
the failure mode. This process includes review of design,
manufacturing, test, environments, operations, human error,
and other possible contributors. Another failure investiga-
tion tool is the fault tree. This investigative process is similar
to the fishbone diagram but the fault tree blocks are devel-
oped according to physical categories (e.g., components of

Failure
caused
by …

Environments
due to …

Management
error due
to …

Primary cause 

Secondary
cause

Materials
due to …

Process
error due
to …  

Human
error due
to …   

Design
error due
to …   

Figure 4. Example of a top level cause and effect diagram.

the engine) and drills down to piece parts before causal rela-
tionships are developed. The fishbone diagram disposition
process described above is also used for the fault tree pro-
cess. In both cases, both the direct cause of a failure and the
root cause should be identified.

The direct cause is the actual event that caused the failure,
whereas the root cause is the underlying reason that the direct
cause occurred. For example, if an engine failure was caused
by a valve malfunction due to an electrical short then the direct
cause is the electrical short. The root cause might be that the
assembly procedures were inadequate to protect the harness
from being scuffed, causing loss of insulative material and
allowing the shorting to occur. In an investigation it is impor-
tant to identify both direct cause and root cause to ensure
that the proper corrective actions can be implemented. In this
example, fixing the direct cause and root cause might require
changes to training, procedures, and assembly equipment in
addition to redesigning the harnessing.

6 SUMMARY

The application of systems engineering processes is critical
to the success of an engine program. Liquid rocket engines
are complex and must function correctly in flight, other-
wise there is risk to the mission and its payload. Systems
engineering begins early in the design cycle with adequate
trade studies and integration with the vehicle design pro-
cess. Requirements need to be well-defined and scrutinized
in the Systems Requirements Review before the design
effort is begun. Those requirements are developed by trade
studies that consider engine thrust, mixture ratio, and spe-
cific impulse. Derived requirements dictate engine internal
design characteristics, including the engine power cycle and
turbopump configuration. Failure modes must be carefully
considered and addressed as part of the design process. Pro-
totype testing can be used to collect needed information
to complete the design process prior to going into engine
development testing. Many factors must be considered when
defining the development test program, including the test
program scope and objectives. Careful development test plan-
ning is important to manage the program cost and schedule.
Qualification testing should be performed on hardware manu-
factured using flight processes and designs to ensure adequate
testing and final verification of the flight design. The overall
engine design and development process is not simple and
often requires significant experience, capable engineering
discipline, and reliable computational design tools. However,
when employed properly the process can result in a highly
reliable engine that meets the program needs.
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SYMBOLS

F thrust
Pc,ns chamber pressure (nozzle stagnation)
At area of the nozzle throat
Cf thrust coefficient
MR mixture ratio
Isp specific impulse
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1 INTRODUCTION

Launch success requires careful engineering and coordina-
tion across various disciplines involved in design, production,
and operation of a liquid rocket engine. The design starts with
system requirements and involves extensive testing and eval-
uation to characterize and qualify engine operation during
the development process. Engines may be of various types
depending on their requirements, resulting in a direct impact
on how they are manufactured, tested, and operated. There are
various engine power cycles and propellant types with differ-
ent operational capabilities based on whether they are used as
booster, sustainer, or upper stage engines. The fundamentals

and classifications of liquid rocket engines are discussed in
Liquid Propulsion: Historical Overview, Fundamentals, and
Classifications of Liquid Rocket Engines. Additionally, the
design of individual components, such as the thrust chamber
and turbopump, and the development of integrated systems
are covered in greater detail in Liquid Propulsion: Thrust
Chamber Design, Liquid Propulsion: Propellant Feed Sys-
tem Design, and Liquid Propulsion: Systems Engineering,
Design Trades, and Testing, respectively.

Upon completion of development, an engine goes into
full-scale production. Each production engine must meet
its requirements within allowable manufacturing variations.
It is generally demonstrated through its acceptance testing.
Stringent guidelines and requirements with various forms of
quality control must be implemented in production. Every
risk must be understood, accepted, or mitigated. Numerous
reviews, tests, and inspections are performed to verify com-
pliance with requirements throughout the entire production
process, from component fabrication to vehicle integration.

The overall operation of a liquid rocket engine is divided
into four distinct stages: (i) start-up transient, (ii) steady state,
(iii) throttling (if throttleable), and (iv) shutdown transient.
The start-up transient exposes engine components to extreme
gradients in operating conditions as seen in the turbopump
and combustion chamber temperature and pressure measure-
ments. The steady-state operation occurs for a majority of
flight and involves relatively moderate changes in operating
conditions. Engines with a thrust control, or throttleability,
have either continuously varying power levels or multiple
steady-state set points and undergo transient operation while
transitioning from one steady-state power level to the next.
Lastly, the engine goes through rapid changes in operating
conditions during shutdown. All of these differences must
be taken into account when manufacturing and testing an
operational engine.
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This chapter will provide a general overview of production
and operation of liquid rocket engines. Manufacturing and
acceptance testing will first be discussed. Vehicle integration
and flight operation will then be described with examples of
actual operational engines.

2 MANUFACTURING

The manufacturing process of a liquid rocket engine involves
a wide array of stringent process control and quality assurance
functions during fabrication and assembly. An Integrated
Product Team (IPT) is often organized to share and moni-
tor key metrics, including production cost, schedule, quality,
and performance. The IPT consists of multi-functional teams
whose members are collectively responsible for delivering a
production engine. Extensive sharing of information occurs
among IPT team members enabling concurrent engineering.

Producibility and margin are primary considerations. A
well-controlled, repeatable manufacturing process promotes
reliability and performance of an engine within allowable
engine-to-engine variations. Each engine must have a quality
control procedure that is derived from its program objectives
to provide an optimum production process flow of deliver-
ables. Lean production and optimized work flow processes
are possible through the IPT. Each step in the process is mon-
itored and approved by a quality control function to ensure
consistency in materials, dimensions, and components. A
modern engine with reduced touch labor and parts count, such
as the RS-68 engine, enhances reliability and reduces chances
for human-induced errors (Conley et al., 2002). For exam-
ple, compared to the Space Shuttle main engine (SSME),
the RS-68 has 80% fewer parts and is produced with 92%
less touch labor, in conjunction with a smaller supplier base.
It is beneficial to have all necessary equipment contained
within the manufacturing facility and to have the test facil-
ity within close proximity. This will minimize the time and
distances used to transport, test, and process the engines. Gen-
erally, fabrication and assembly of the main thrust chamber
represents the longest lead hardware for the engine. Major
components of the main thrust chamber include the injector
assembly, hot gas liner, throat support, structural jacket, and
manifold. Alternate definitions include nozzles.

Liquid rocket engines require a wide range of materials
with properties that can withstand extreme operating environ-
ments (e.g. thermal loads on the combustion chamber wall,
high structural dynamic loads on turbine blades, hydrogen
embrittlement, sealing of rotating parts in turbomachinery,
etc.). The materials range from steel alloys to composites.
Some common materials include plain-carbon steels, alloy
steels, stainless steels, iron-base superalloys, aluminum

alloys, copper alloys, nickel-base alloys, titanium alloys,
thermoplastic materials, elastomers, carbons, ceramics,
and composites. The degree of inspection of raw materials
depends on their applications. Inspection generally includes
verification of composition, uniformity, mechanical proper-
ties, and heat-treating characteristics. Also, as the materials
are being processed, strict inspections continue in all shops
that use them in making parts and components. The final
inspection is performed on completed components to verify
that they are within the specifications required by the design.

Some engine components require verification testing prior
to full engine integration. For example, a series of “green
run” tests of a turbopump component is generally conducted
to screen out any defective seals or bearings and to calibrate
key performance parameters (e.g. efficiency, net pressure suc-
tion head, etc.). Injectors in both the main thrust chamber
and auxiliary combustion device(s) are calibrated using water
flow tests. Detailed descriptions about the thrust chamber and
turbopump can be found in Liquid Propulsion: Thrust Cham-
ber Design and Liquid Propulsion: Propellant Feed System
Design, respectively. Also, control systems, such as propel-
lants valves and thrust vector control (TVC) units, require
verification testing at the component level before integration
into an engine.

3 ACCEPTANCE TESTING

3.1 Pre-test procedures

Upon engine delivery, hardware inspection and functional
checks are performed. Visual hardware inspections, pneu-
matic system leak/functional checks, turbopump torque
checks, engine electrical and mechanical (E&M) system
checks, and engine valve functional tests are commonly per-
formed.

The initial phase of the pre-test procedures involves E&M
system checkouts. Each component integrated with the test
stand is checked for proper installation and functioning. All of
the electronics, hydraulics, and pneumatics that control vari-
ous engine components, such as valves, are checked and ver-
ified to ensure full range of use. The redline limits for valves
are specified to avoid any undesirable operating conditions.
Engine compartments are purged with dry, inert gases to mit-
igate the risk of contamination. Fluids such as the fuel, oxi-
dizer, pneumatic, hydraulic, and purge gases are sampled for
purity, density, and other properties that are pertinent to per-
formance and specifications. For engines that use cryogenic
propellants, engine chilldown is performed for components
exposed to the cryogenic environment (e.g., turbopump) to
mitigate thermal shock and propellant boiling during the
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start-up transient. If the engine has a TVC unit, then the TVC
may be tested as well. The TVC pivots about the engine cen-
terline to enable steering of the launch vehicle over the desired
trajectory. The TVC is typically controlled by mechanical
actuation that is electrically, pneumatically, or hydraulically
driven. The main thrust chamber assembly or the entire
engine assembly is gimbaled by actuators for pitch, yaw, and
roll control. For roll control, two or more separately gimbaled
thrust chambers are needed. Thus, single chamber stages use
vernier engines or gas generators to provide roll control.

Engine performance predictions are made using an engine
power balance model (PBM) with planned operating condi-
tions. Prior to the first engine test, a PBM is calibrated using
averaged test data from past family engines. Then, predic-
tions for subsequent tests (or flight) are made using the PBM
anchored to the earlier test(s) of the same engine. Results are
used to verify that all key flight requirements and goals are
met. The main performance requirements at the vehicle level
are the engine thrust, Isp, and mixture ratio (MR). Descrip-
tions of these engine parameters can be found in Liquid
Propulsion: Historical Overview, Fundamentals, and Clas-
sifications of Liquid Rocket Engines. At the engine level,
there are various operating limits (e.g., turbine speed res-
onance conditions, net positive suction head of the pump,
gas-generator temperature limits, etc.). The limits related to
operating the thrust chamber and turbopump are discussed
in Liquid Propulsion: Thrust Chamber Design and Liquid
Propulsion: Propellant Feed System Design, respectively.

When the engine is ready for acceptance testing, a Test
Readiness Review is conducted to review: (i) relevant past
anomalies and issues, (ii) planned test profile, (iii) specific
test objectives, (iv) measured key parameters, (v) configura-
tion changes, (vi) hardware inspection and functional check
results, (vii) performance predictions, (viii) operating redline
limits, (ix) hardware and manufacturing discrepancies, and
(x) planned post-test activities.

3.2 Hot-fire testing

The main objectives of engine hot-fire or acceptance test-
ing are to: (i) verify manufacturing workmanship, (ii) detect
any faulty components, (iii) calibrate engine control param-
eters, and (iv) verify flight performance requirements. The
number of acceptance tests for each production engine varies
depending on the program requirements and confidence level.
During acceptance testing, the engine may be more heav-
ily instrumented than the flight configuration (e.g., more
pressure transducers, temperature sensors, vibration sensors,
flowmeters, or rotational speed sensors) to better characterize
the engine. A common theme among all acceptance tests is
to “test-like-you-fly.” The intent is to confirm the ability of

the hardware to sustain subsequent flight load environments
with proper performance.

Acceptance test procedures and requirements are depen-
dent on the engine type, propellant combination, and
application. For example, a first stage booster engine, such
as the F-1, which was used on the Saturn V, would be tested
at ambient sea-level conditions, while a second stage engine
that is altitude started, such as the RL10, would require test-
ing at vacuum conditions. The SSME is a sustainer engine
that requires both sea-level and vacuum testing.

The engine control system must also be tested during the
hot-fire test. For more simple designs that have no “closed-
loop” thrust or MR control, orifice sizes must be chosen and
calibrated in order to achieve the required thrust, Isp, and
MR. For engines designed with closed-loop control on the
thrust and MR, standard test profiles must be developed and
employed throughout the test in order to ensure all operat-
ing conditions function properly. Liquid rocket engines have
specific control procedures for the start-up transient, steady-
state operation, and shutdown transient. A general overview
of engine operation and control will be provided in the fol-
lowing subsections. Much greater details will be discussed
with examples of three actual operational engines, including
the F-1, SSME, and RL10, in Section 6.

3.2.1 Start transient operation and control

During start-up, the order of events that takes place must
ensure a smooth transition into engine operation. A proper
start transient profile is developed during the development
program and is based on a ‘boot strap’ or ‘stair step approach.’
Typical time durations range from two to five seconds. There
are a series of commands for valves and igniters that are
controlled in either an open or closed-loop manner. Valves
may be either two-position (open/closed), multi-position,
or continuously-variable position (Huzel and Huang, 1992;
Sutton and Biblarz, 2001). Engine start requirements are
rarely the same due to differences in engine configuration,
mission requirements, and test stand capabilities. The inlet
conditions required for starting the engine are typically deter-
mined by the characteristics of the tanks and feedlines. The
elevation between the tank bottom and engine inlet, as well as
the line, elbow, and valve resistances, need to be calculated to
determine safe pressure and temperature combinations that
define the engine start box. Detailed transient modeling is
required to ensure safe fuel and oxidizer inlet pressures and
temperatures. Various engine ignition methods are available
to provide spark or rotation to engine components. Hyper-
golic, pyrotechnic, direct spark, helium spin start, and tank
head starts are all methods used to initiate preburner and
chamber ignition.
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3.2.2 Steady-state operation and control

During steady-state operation, the engine is controlled by
either a closed or open loop system. In a closed loop system,
the controller uses logic to maintain the commanded thrust
(via chamber pressure) and the MR by moving flow control
valves. For open loop control, orifices in the main propellant
lines that are sized and calibrated during testing are used to
hold the desired thrust and MR. Typically, open loop sys-
tems are used for fixed thrust operation with a tolerance band
of about ±3%. Greater precision and repeatability can be
achieved with closed loop systems. For throttleable engines,
there are transient states between the various power levels
that need to be taken into consideration where thrust/chamber
pressure control is required.

During engine testing, data reduction models are used
to evaluate performance and determine calibration constants
(e.g., resistances, pump coefficients, chamber and nozzle effi-
ciencies, etc.). The time slice is carefully selected to ensure
thermal equilibrium of the engine system (e.g., negligible
throat expansion and turbomachinery blade growth). During
steady-state testing, the TVC system may also be tested to
verify that hydraulic, pneumatic, or electrical actuators are
operating properly within their set tolerances.

3.2.3 Shutdown operation and control

Similar to the start-up transient, the shutdown transient must
also be tightly controlled to ensure a smooth transition out
of steady-state engine operation. Valves must be closed in a
given sequence. Detailed transient models are used to deter-
mine the proper valve sequencing to safely spool the engine
down from a planned pre-shutdown power level.

3.3 Post-test procedures

The post-test procedures are divided into three sections:
(i) hardware inspection and functioning checks, (ii) test data
review, and (iii) model predictions for next test or flight.

3.3.1 Hardware inspection and functioning checks

After engine testing there are a series of inspections per-
formed to check for hardware discrepancies. Each engine has
key components that are typically checked for damage caused
by the extreme conditions present during the acceptance test.
Typical inspection locations are areas that are exposed to
severe temperature gradients and rotational speeds. Boro-
scope inspections are also performed and any findings are
reported during the post-test data review. Most types of
servicing and maintenance between tests amount to sys-

tem drain, purge, E&M system checks, ordnance removal
and replacement, leak checks, lubricant additive refill (if
required), and so on. Compared to kerosene engines, hydro-
gen engines, in general, involve more complex, lengthy
operations (e.g., drying, leakage checks, etc.) in dealing with
extremely low-temperature cryogenic, low-density hydrogen
fuel. A drying purge is required to prevent water icing and
condensation from combustion products (which are mostly
water). In addition, active purging is required to prevent nitro-
gen icing throughout the engine system. For example, icing
serves as foreign object debris inside the engine, resulting in
hardware malfunctions or failures. Condensed water can also
cause stress corrosion for some materials. Additionally, the
high leakage susceptibility of hydrogen drives the need for
special leak checks.

3.3.2 Test data review

All of the data taken during testing is processed, reduced, and
reviewed and presented at a ground test data review. Each
measurement or parameter has a specification that it must
meet in order for the engine to be considered fit for flight.
In addition, an “in-family” plot is created for each parame-
ter, which compares data from the most current test to data
from past tests and engines with similar operating conditions.
If each engine is identical and all of the procedures leading
up to the acceptance test were consistent, the “family” data
should, theoretically, be the same for each test. There are,
however, a number of variations that occur throughout the
process of manufacturing and testing. These variations are
brought about by uncertainties in test measurement devices,
dimensional tolerances, material properties, and other ran-
dom phenomena that cannot be controlled.

As the number of engine tests increases, a statistical
assessment can be made. Typically, the mean and standard
deviation of each parameter are calculated and used as a mea-
sure of repeatability. When the data exceed the three-sigma
value of family, it will need further review and every risk
must be understood, accepted, or mitigated.

3.3.3 Comparison of test to predictions
and anchoring of engine model

Various engine models are available and provide steady-state
performance predictions, as well as start-up and shutdown
transient characteristics. The model can be simple or complex
with multiple modules that compute flows, pressure drops,
thermodynamic properties, heat transfer, work, combustion
properties and component interconnections as they function
within the entire engine system. The engine test data are used
to anchor the engine models for flight. For example, using the
test data, one can back-calculate parameters such as engine
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efficiency, flow resistances, and combustion efficiencies that
will then be used for flight predictions. These calculated
parameters define the engine operation and are used to give
insight into engine-to-engine and test-to-test uncertainties.

4 INTEGRATION WITH VEHICLE

As discussed in Liquid Propulsion: Systems Engineering,
Design Trades, and Testing, the Interface Control Document
describes the process and specification for proper attachment
of the engine to the vehicle. The engine must be properly
secured to the thrust or gimbal mount and the propellant lines
to the inlets on the engine. If actuators are used for thrust vec-
tor control, they need to be secured along with any hydraulic
lines used to power the system. Gas lines used for any pneu-
matic or purging systems must be fastened and all electrical
connections also need to be attached.

There are a number of challenges in integrating an engine
with a vehicle. If an engine has the ability to gimbal, then
all operating angles must be checked, positioned, and veri-
fied prior to flight. If necessary, stoppers must be placed to
prevent unintended over-gimbaling. All of the connections to
hydraulic, pneumatic, and electrical lines must be appropri-
ately placed to minimize any chance of pinching or breaking.
For an upper stage engine, all of the components must fit
securely in the inter stage section of the vehicle and care must
be taken to assure there are no affects from stage separation.

Interactions between the engine and the vehicle during
flight must be well characterized and controllable. Because
of the high speeds of moving parts and the violent combus-
tion processes, an engine will generate an excessive amount
of vibration that will be transmitted to various parts of the
vehicle. These dynamic interactions may be strong enough to
significantly affect vehicle operation and damage key com-
ponents. On the other hand, dynamic environments in the
vehicle’s structure may also be transferred to the engine and
significantly affect engine operation. A common example of
this is “Pogo,” the lengthwise oscillation that occurs between
the propellant-feed system, rocket engine, and vehicle struc-
ture (Sutton and Biblarz, 2001). The vehicle must also be
properly protected from extreme thermal interactions with
the engine. Typically, the engine exhaust is directed away
from the vehicle and there are heat shields installed. All of
these integration procedures are reviewed at an Installation
Review between the vehicle stage and engine.

5 FLIGHT

Flight success is contingent on all of the knowledge and con-
fidence acquired during design, development, qualification,
manufacturing, and testing. For an expendable engine, this is

its final step in a long and arduous process. Regardless, once
an engine is ignited and a vehicle lifts off the launch pad,
only a launch abort scenario can be used to save the mission
(and crews) if a failure occurs.

Similar to the acceptance tests, all of the procedures that go
into a launch are dependent upon the engine characteristics.
Different types of pre-test checks and verifications are used
for engines with different propellant feed systems, propel-
lants, operational altitudes, throttle capabilities, MR control,
and thrust vector control. The engine goes through a simi-
lar set of pre-test procedures that occur during acceptance
testing, however, during launch there is more focus on vehi-
cle tanking, especially for cryogenic propellants. In addition,
numerous requirements for range safety, weather, and ancil-
lary system checkouts need to be met in order for the vehicle
to be cleared for launch.

5.1 Flight predictions

The flight prediction model uses data acquired during
engine acceptance testing and the day-of-launch conditions to
predict engine operation and performance throughout the
flight trajectory. From an analysis perspective, the launch is
similar to another engine test except that the atmospheric
pressure, acceleration, and orientation with Earth, must also
be reflected in the model. On the day of launch, the atmo-
spheric conditions (temperature, wind, etc.) and propellant
properties (purity, density, etc.) are measured and entered
into the prediction code. Descriptions of propellant proper-
ties and characteristics are provided in Liquid Propellants and
Combustion: Fundamentals and Classifications.

One of the primary goals of the engine prediction model
is to determine the proper propellant loads to ensure suc-
cess of a particular mission. The amount of propellant loaded
into each stage is crucial to the overall vehicle performance.
Ideally, the rocket would deplete both propellants simultane-
ously in order to reduce the residual weight at engine cutoff to
maximize the payload delivery weight. However, additional
propellant is always loaded to account for uncertainties in
the predictions. This is known as flight performance reserve.
Some engines use propellant utilization systems to further
optimize the propellant loading.

5.2 Pre-flight procedures

Prior to the day of launch, the vehicle and launch site team will
go through a Wet Dress Rehearsal (WDR). The purpose of
the WDR is to carry out all the actual pre-launch procedures
and verify the launch readiness of the vehicle and ground sup-
port equipment at the pad. Every step of the procedure that
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is performed during WDR is replicated on the day of launch.
The engine goes through a number of tests, and checks sim-
ilar to the pre-acceptance test procedures. These procedures
include leak checks, hydraulic tests, electrical tests, and flight
instrumentation checks to ensure proper integration with the
stage and vehicle. The engine may go through preflight check-
outs with simulated software or valve sequencing to ensure
the proper logic has been loaded. The TVC system is checked
by slewing the nozzles through a set of gimbal angles.

Propellant tanking is of particular concern during pre-
flight procedures. Depending on the propellant type, different
procedures and specifications are used. For a cryogenic pro-
pellant such as liquid hydrogen (LH2) or liquid oxygen
(LOX), there is an increased risk for leaks due to their low
boiling points, and thus the pressure and temperature must be
constantly monitored. The purge gases are carefully selected
to assure their freezing points are lower than the propellant
being purged. When a cryogenic propellant is fully loaded
it will continuously boil-off. The vapor needs to be con-
stantly vented to the atmosphere and replenished with more
cryogenic liquid. As the time of launch nears, the vent is
closed to allow for tank pressurization.

For a non-cryogenic propellant such as RP-1, there is less
risk for leaks; no venting is necessary and any typical purge
gas may be used. The fuel flow must be monitored to assure
the proper volume is loaded into the vehicle. Properties such
as the temperature, viscosity and density are all measured and
must be within specifications. The propellant cleanliness is
also checked to assure minimal particulates enter the engine.
When the propellant is filled to its specified volume the tank
is pressurized with an inert gas.

5.3 Flight

Once all of the pre-launch procedures have been executed,
the vehicle is ready for launch. Each stage and its respective
engine(s) must perform within its tolerances for a mission to
be considered successful. The ultimate goal is to place the
payload at a required orbit position with its targeted velocity.
Time of launch, or T-0, is defined as the time the vehicle leaves
the launch pad. The first-stage engine start transient begins
several seconds prior to T-0 and an emergency abort is allow-
able for some short time after engine start. Once the vehicle
leaves this emergency abort time window, it will go through
its programmed flight operations to deliver the payload.

5.4 Post-flight procedures

Soon after the payload separation is complete, a quick-look
data review is held to assess flight data. Family plots are used

as a basis for comparison and all of the key engine parame-
ters are examined. Examples of common assessments include
identifying any data dropouts, data drifts, and out-of-family
data. Engine start-up and shutdown transient sequences are
also reviewed. A comprehensive post-flight review is also
carried out later for more thorough examinations of flight
data. Any anomalous data noted in the quick-look are investi-
gated in greater detail to identify root cause(s) with corrective
action(s) for future flights. As part of the post-flight data
assessment, engine flight performance reconstructions are
also performed for completeness. Flight reconstructions use
flight data and certain events that occur during flight to
estimate key engine performance parameters, including the
thrust, Isp, and MR.

6 OPERATIONAL ENGINES

6.1 F-1 engine

The F-1 was an American-made liquid rocket engine used
to power the first stage (S-IC) of the Saturn V launch
vehicle. Five engines were clustered in the S-IC stage
to deliver 33.8 kN (7.6 million lbf) of thrust. Ninety-eight
engines were produced and flew 11 successful Apollo/Saturn
flights between 1967 and 1973. Figure 1 shows two of the
five F-1 engines being installed into the S-IC stage at NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). Its propellants were
LOX and RP-1 and its propellant feed system used a gas
generator cycle. The F-1 engine was a fixed-thrust engine
system that also used the RP-1 for the turbopump lubricant,
engine control system fluid, and gimbal control system. The
engine had a two-piece thrust chamber: a single regenera-
tively fuel-cooled thrust chamber to an area ratio (AR) of 10
and a detachable turbine exhaust gas-cooled nozzle extension
to an AR of 16. Using tank-head energy from the vehicle, the
gas generator developed sufficient power to start the engine
and run at a rated power level by using a portion of its own
output (bootstrapping). The internal power was generated by
tapping propellants from the high-pressure ducts and direct-
ing them to the gas generator where hot gas was produced
to power the turbopump. After spinning the two-stage tur-
bine, the gas entered a heat exchanger where additional heat
was extracted to condition the gases for use in vehicle tank
pressurization. The relatively cool gas generator exhaust gas
was directed into the lower section of the thrust chamber
to provide film cooling of the double-wall portion of the
nozzle. Orifices in the propellant ducts to the gas generator
controlled the power level of the system by providing a con-
stant mass flowrate to the thrust chamber, ensuring a constant
thrust output. A pyrotechnic ignition system was used to start
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Figure 1. Engineers at the Marshall Space Flight Center install the
F-1 engines on the S-IC stage thrust structure at the S-IC static test
stand. Engines are installed on the stage after it has been placed in
the test stand. Courtesy of NASA MSFC.

the gas generator while a hypergolic system was used for the
main thrust chamber. Thrust vector control was achieved by
gimbaling the entire engine.

6.1.1 Engine chilldown, F-1

A chilldown system was only required for the LOX side com-
ponents, since RP-1 is non-cryogenic. The purpose of the
LOX chilldown was to condition the ducting and engine to
the proper temperature and to eliminate bubbles (two-phase
flow) prior to tank pressurization. The chilldown, along with
the proper pressure levels, provided the proper start condi-
tions. A continuous nitrogen purge was required to expel
propellant leakage from the turbopump LOX seal housing
and the gas generator LOX injector.

6.1.2 Engine start and operation, F-1

The F-1 was started by ground support equipment. At the
start command, an electrical signal fired four igniters. Two
pyrotechnic igniters were used to start the gas generator and

two were installed at the 11 AR joint for the thrust chamber
nozzle extension. After approximately 6 s, the start solenoid
of a 4-way control valve directed hydraulic pressure to the
main LOX valve. The two oxidizer valves were partially open,
and the hydraulic pressure was directed to the gas generator
valve opening port. As the gas generator valve opened, both
propellants, under tank pressure, entered the gas generator
combustion chamber, and the propellant mixture was ignited
by the gas generator igniters. The exhaust gas was ducted
through the turbopump turbine, the heat exchanger, and the
thrust chamber exhaust manifold into the nozzle extension
walls. There the fuel-rich mixture was ignited by the turbine
exhaust gas igniters. As the turbine accelerated the fuel and
the oxidizer pumps, the pump discharge pressures increased
and propellants at increasing flow rates were supplied to the
gas generator. Turbopump acceleration continued and, as the
fuel pressure increased, the igniter fuel valve opened and
allowed fuel pressure to build up against the hypergol car-
tridge burst diaphragm. A hypergol igniter cartridge (85%
triethylborane and 15% triethylaluminum) ruptured when the
fuel pump discharge pressure reached about 500 psig, forc-
ing hypergolic propellants and RP-1 into the thrust chamber
where they mixed with the LOX to cause spontaneous igni-
tion. As the combustion chamber pressure reached 20 psig,
fluid pressure was directed to the two main fuel valves to
open and deliver RP-1 to the thrust chamber via the chamber
coolant tubes. As the chamber pressure increased, transition
to mainstage was accomplished. Figure 2 shows a simplified
F-1 flow schematic to illustrate its operation.

6.1.3 Shutdown, F-1

When the shutdown command was issued, the LOX dome
purge began, and the engine control valve stop solenoid was
energized. The hydraulic pressure was directed to the clos-
ing ports of the gas generator valve, the oxidizer valves, and
then the fuel valves. The checkout valve was actuated and, as
propellant pressures decayed, the high level oxidizer purge
began to flow. Then the igniter fuel valve and ignition mon-
itor valve closed. The thrust chamber pressure reached the
zero level at about the same time the oxidizer valves fully
closed.

6.2 SSME

The SSME is an American-made, reusable, high-
performance liquid rocket engine currently used to power the
first and second stages of the Space Transportation System
(STS) launch vehicle. Its propellants are LOX and LH2
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Figure 2. Simplified F-1 engine flow schematic.

and its propellant feed system uses a dual preburner,
staged-combustion cycle. The engine assembly consists of
the engine powerhead and main combustion chamber/nozzle
assembly. The powerhead uses two preburners, a main
injector, and an oxidizer heat exchanger, all welded into
the hot gas manifold. The preburners generate fuel-rich
combustion gases to drive the LOX and LH2 turbopumps.
Hydrogen fuel is also used to cool the main chamber and
nozzle. The engines are throttleable over a thrust range of
65–109% of power level. A tank head start sequence is used
to 25% chamber pressure to achieve consistent up-thrust to
mainstage operation in five seconds.

The STS or Shuttle Orbiter uses three SSMEs. The SSMEs
are ignited on the ground prior to launch and operate in par-
allel with the solid rocket boosters (SRBs) during the first
two minutes of flight. The engines continue to operate after
booster separation for about 515 s until main engine cutoff.
The engines are gimbaled ±10.5◦ to provide pitch, yaw, and
roll control during the orbiter ascent phase. Figure 3 shows a
hot-fire test of the SSME.

Figure 3. SSME hot-fire test at NASA Stennis Space Center
(SSC)’s A-1 Test Stand. Courtesy of NASA SSC.

6.2.1 Engine chilldown, SSME

There are four purge sequences or modes the engine must
pass through while being monitored before given the engine
ready command. Purge Sequence #1 starts about 16 hours
before T-0 and is a gaseous nitrogen (GN2) purge to the pre-
burners, main combustion chamber (MCC) oxidizer dome,
and LOX turbopump seals to keep water vapor out of the
engine and to provide a barrier to keep LOX in the LOX
pump from entering the turbine during chilldown. About 6
hours before T-0, Purge Sequence #2 is initiated with a helium
fuel system purge to prevent formation of solid GN2 on the
fuel valves and fuel turbine coolant tubes. About 30 minutes
later, Purge Sequence #3 begins by opening the propellant
bleed valves to thermally condition the SSME as shown in
Figure 4. Propellant loading of the tanks is also started at
this time. Once the engine components are thermally condi-
tioned, Purge Sequence #4 starts by switching GN2 purge gas
to helium while propellant valves switch from pneumatic to
hydraulic control. The engine monitors and declares ‘Engine
Ready’ when all thermal and pressure conditions for engine
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Figure 4. SSME Flow and Chilldown Schematic.

start have been met. Once ‘Engine Ready’ is declared, the
purges begin terminating at about T-90 seconds until the ‘Start
Enable’ command is given at about T-9 seconds.

6.2.2 Engine start and operation, SSME

The SSME is started open-loop using propellant tank head
pressures. At the start command, the igniters light the fire
and propellant valve sequencing powers up the turbopumps
as shown in Figure 5. Once mainstage is reached, closed-loop
control on the thrust and MR begins, redlines are monitored
and failure mode scenarios are available. These failure mode
scenarios include electrical lock-up and fixed density modes
for loss of control system inputs, thrust limiting mode if a
large fuel leak occurs, and hydraulic lock-up if a loss of
hydraulic pressure occurs.

The SSME utilizes a two-stage combustion process. In the
first stage, hydrogen and oxygen are injected into two pre-
burners to be burned at an extremely fuel-rich mixture. The
resulting two hydrogen-rich combustion gases, initially drive
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Figure 5. Typical SSME Start Sequence. Courtesy of Pratt &
Whitney Rocketdyne.

their respective high-pressure turbopumps and then merge to
be injected into the MCC, along with the coolant fuel and the
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remaining oxygen. The second-stage combustion occurs in
the MCC at a carefully controlled MR.

The two low-pressure turbopumps serve as boost pumps
for the two high-pressure turbopumps. This arrangement
allows lower ullage pressures to be used in the propellant
tanks and higher pump speeds. A pogo suppression system
accumulator is attached to the low-pressure oxidizer duct.
When pressurized with gaseous oxygen (GOX) from the heat
exchanger coil, the accumulator dampens oxidizer feed sys-
tem pressure oscillations. GOX flow into the accumulator
exits and is re-condensed to LOX in the vehicle oxidizer feed
system.

The SSME start-up, steady-state, and shutdown character-
istics are established by the combined actions of the main fuel
valve (MFV), the main oxidizer valve (MOV), the oxidizer
preburner oxidizer valve (OPOV), the fuel preburner oxi-
dizer valve (FPOV), and the chamber coolant valve (CCV).
These valves are powered by hydraulic actuators that receive
positioning signals from the engine controller which, utilizes
performance data gathered by sensors located throughout the
engine.

During the engine run phase, the MOV, MFV, and CCV
are switched to run schedules, while the OPOV and FPOV
are switched to closed-loop operations. The run schedules
for the MOV and MFV cause them to simply remain fully
open, whereas the run schedule for the CCV drives it between
half open at 67% thrust and fully open at 100% thrust
and higher. This action maintains the appropriate flow rela-
tionships among the several parallel fuel flow paths as the
high-pressure fuel turbopump output pressure varies with
thrust. During engine run, the OPOV and FPOV are used
as control devices for the thrust and MR. Manipulating these
valves affects the output of the preburners, the speed of the
turbopumps, and thus the propellant flowrates. The FPOV
is driven alone to maintain the MR in the MCC, while the
OPOV is driven with the FPOV to increase or decrease the
thrust while maintaining the MR. The control loops include
the controller, valve actuators, and transducers that sense the
flowrates and MCC pressure.

Figure 6 shows a typical flight profile for a STS mission.
The three main engines operate for 8.5 min during ascent and
are the sole source of propulsion once the SRBs are separated
from the vehicle at T + 125 s.

6.2.3 Shutdown, SSME

When the shutdown command is issued, the main fuel shutoff
valve is closed to cut off combustion and to rapidly terminate
the thrust. The prestart valves are closed to stop the propel-
lant flow and the cool-down valves are opened to prevent
overpressure of the engine due to trapped hydrogen. During
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Figure 6. Typical SSME Throttling Profile.

the engine shutdown phase, all five valves are switched to
shutdown schedules. These schedules ensure a smooth, safe
shutdown by establishing a fuel lag (i.e., the oxidizer departs
the combustion chambers ahead of the fuel). This lag creates
a fuel-rich, cool shutdown environment.

6.3 RL10

The RL10 is an American-made upper-stage liquid rocket
engine. Its variants are used to power both the Delta IV and
Atlas V second stages. An RL10-A4 is shown in Figure 7
with the nozzle extension attached. The engine uses a closed-
expander cycle with LOX and LH2 as propellants. Heat is
transferred from the nozzle into the LH2 flowing through the
regenerative cooling lines. This heats up and vaporizes the
LH2, which is then used to drive the turbine and power the
pumps.

There are many characteristics of the RL10 that promote
its use for upper stage applications as listed in Table 1. The
closed-expander cycle allows for all of the propellants to be
used in the MCC, which results in very high performance.
Because there is no moisture in the turbine, it is not suscepti-
ble to freezing and can be restarted multiple times throughout
its mission. In addition, the larger nozzle used at vacuum con-
ditions is also necessary to properly heat the LH2 used to drive
the turbine.

6.3.1 Engine chilldown, RL10

Because the RL10 uses LH2 and LOX as propellants, a chill-
down step is necessary to avoid propellant boiling and pump
cavitation during operation. Cavitation must be avoided due
to its propensity to cause erosion damage to the blades. When
the propellants are used for chilldown, the prestart valves are
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Figure 7. RL10A4-2 Expander Engine with Nozzle Extension
Attached. Courtesy of Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne.

opened to allow flow through the pumps and the tank head
pressure provides the driving force. The LOX is sent through
its entire circuit and fed into the main chamber. The LH2,

Table 1. Key Attributes of the RL10 Production Engines.

Tubular brazed chamber assembly
Mechanically coupled turbopump assembly
Area ratios between 70 and 285
No in-flight purging requirements
Multiple relight capability (up to 8 demonstrated in flight)
Autogenous fuel tank repressurization
Propellant utilization with constant thrust
Benign failure modes

however, is flowed out through the cooldown valves prior to
going through the regenerative cooling tubes. A simplified
schematic of the RL10 is shown in Figure 8. This will allow
the cooling tubes to remain at a significantly higher tem-
perature for start-up and avoid any possibility of inadvertent
propellant mixing and igniting prior to start-up.

6.3.2 Engine start and operation, RL10

When the engine start command is given the cooldown valves
are closed and the main fuel shutoff valve is opened. This
allows for the LH2 to flow through the relatively warm regen-
erative cooling lines, which heats up and vaporizes the LH2.
The tank head pressures are providing the driving force for
flow initially. Once the gaseous hydrogen begins to drive the
turbine, the pumps take over providing the pressure gradient
for flow. The main chamber is ignited using a pilot flame cre-
ated from gaseous propellants tapped off from the main lines.
The pilot flame is ignited using a spark igniter.

Once the main chamber is lit, additional heat is transferred
into the hydrogen flow from the combustion process. This
drives the turbopump to its nominal power and eventually
the engine reaches a steady-state operation. The thrust level
of the RL10 can be controlled by the thrust control valve,
which can bypass up to ∼3% of the hydrogen around the tur-
bine. The thrust is kept at a constant value using a closed-loop
control system, which balances the main chamber pressure
against reference pressures. If a vehicle supplied propellant
utilization motor is installed, the engine MR can be controlled
by the oxidizer flow control valve. For the Common Exten-
sible Cryogenic Engine (CECE), a throttling version of the
RL10 as shown in Figure 9, a second thrust control valve
was added to bypass additional flow to throttle down to 10%
power. Other throttling changes included increasing injector
delta pressure and mitigation for fuel boiling.

6.3.3 Shutdown, RL10

When the shutdown command is issued, the main fuel
shutoff valve is closed to cut-off fuel flow into the main
chamber. As a result, combustion in the main chamber and
thrust are rapidly terminated. The prestart valves are closed
to stop the propellant flow and the cooldown valves are
opened to prevent overpressure of the engine due to trapped
hydrogen.

7 CONCLUSION

Multidisciplinary expert teams support the production and
operation of a liquid rocket engine ensuring its operation
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Figure 8. Simplified RL10 Flow Schematic. Courtesy of Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne.

within prescribed specifications and vehicle constraints. The
manufacturing process involves a wide array of stringent
process control and quality assurance functions during fab-
rication and assembly. Once the engine is manufactured to

Figure 9. Testing of the CECE, a deep-throttling version of the
RL10, proved capability to reduce thrust from 100% down to 10%
(inset) for lunar landing. Courtesy of Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne.

these standards, it is delivered to a test facility to undergo
acceptance testing including pretest procedures, hot firing,
and post-test procedures. The engine is then shipped to a
vehicle assembly facility for integration with the vehicle.
Prior to the day of launch, the vehicle and launch site team
will go through a series of system checks and reviews. When
the vehicle is ready for launch, the engine undergoes a set
of pre-flight procedures followed by its programmed flight
operations including the start-up transient, steady-state, throt-
tling (if throttleable), and shutdown transient operations. The
pre-flight procedures and flight operations are dependent on
the engine characteristics requiring rigor multidisciplinary
engineering and coordination.

NOMENCLATURE

AR area ratio
CECE common extensible cryogenic engine
CCV chamber coolant valve
E&M electrical and mechanical
FPOV fuel preburner oxidizer valve
GN2 gaseous nitrogen
GOX gaseous oxygen
IPT integrated product team
Isp specific impulse
LH2 liquid hydrogen
LOX liquid oxygen
MCC main combustion chamber
MFV main fuel valve
MOV main oxidizer valve
MR mixture ratio
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center
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NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
OPOV oxidizer preburner oxidizer valve
PBM power balance model
S-IC first stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle
SSC Stennis Space Center
SRB solid rocket booster
SSME Space Shuttle Main Engine
STS Space Transportation System
TVC thrust vector control
WDR wet dress rehearsal
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1 INTRODUCTION

Like liquid rocket engines and solid rocket motors, hybrid
rocket propulsion systems utilize energy liberated from the
combustion of fuel and oxidizer to generate thrust. Figure
1 illustrates the main features of a classical hybrid rocket
propulsion system, which consists of an oxidizer tank, oxi-
dizer injector, solid-fuel grain case, igniter, and exit nozzle.
The liquid oxidizer tank pressurization system may consist of
high-pressure helium tanks (as shown in Figure 1) or a turbop-
ump assembly. During operation, a liquid oxidizer, such as
liquid oxygen (LOX), is injected into the headend of a solid-
fuel grain, sometimes first through a precombustion chamber
that serves to vaporize the oxidizer and allow it to enter the

combustion port in a non-preferential manner. An igniter near
the fuel grain headend is used to vaporize the local solid fuel
and initiate combustion with the oxidizer flow. A flame zone
is established in the boundary layer between the fuel surface
and boundary-layer edge. The heat released in the flame zone
causes the solid fuel near the surface to gasify. The gasified
fuel and the oxidizer mix and react along the length of the
fuel grain and are expelled out the nozzle to generate thrust.
An aft combustion chamber is sometimes used to obtain more
complete mixing and combustion of the fuel and oxidizer.

Although hybrids share several components that are com-
mon to both the typical liquid rocket engine and solid rocket
motor, the basic operating principles of the hybrid motor
are quite distinct. In liquid rocket engines, the fuel and the
oxidizer are typically mixed in a vigorous fashion near the
injector. Solid motors employ propellant grains wherein the
fuel and the oxidizer are premixed in an intimate fashion. In
both cases, the fuel-oxidizer mixture ratio is quite uniform
throughout the propellant reaction zone. In hybrid rockets,
however, the propellants are both separated physically and
stored in different phases. Therefore, the fuel and the oxi-
dizer burn in a non-premixed combustion zone over the entire
length of the fuel port, resulting in an axially varying local
oxidizer-to-fuel mixture ratio along the fuel port. In addition,
due to the intimate dependence of the solid-fuel gasification
rate on the gas dynamics of the flow in the fuel port, the
local mixture ratio itself typically varies with time as well as
distance along the fuel port.

The key parameter influencing the design of hybrid fuel
grains, and therefore the overall hybrid motor design, is the
solid-fuel regression rate. The regression rate, a velocity, is
defined as the rate at which the solid-phase fuel is converted
to a gas. In Figure 1, the fuel surface regresses perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the motor, and the regression rate is
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Nozzle

Figure 1. Typical classical hybrid propulsion system.

the velocity at which the fuel surface retreats from its initial
location due to fuel gasification. Many fundamental studies
of hybrid rocket combustion have focused on understanding
the physics of solid-fuel regression processes.

Although the classical configuration has received the most
attention, it is worth noting that several alternative configura-
tions have been investigated. Reverse hybrids, which employ
a solid-oxidizer grain and liquid fuel, were investigated in the
1950s. However, these were not found to be as desirable as
the classical configuration due to the difficulties associated
with fabricating solid-oxidizer grains. The solid oxidizer had
to be formed using either an inert material or a small amount
of solid fuel, which either reduced performance in the former
case or created a potentially hazardous mixture for the latter.

A third variation is the gas-generator hybrid, which uti-
lizes a solid fuel that is loaded with a small amount of solid
oxidizer, forming a very fuel-rich solid-propellant grain. This
fuel-rich grain is ignited and injects fuel-rich gases into an
afterburner where the liquid oxidizer is injected to achieve a
desired final mixture ratio. The gas-generator grain is gener-
ally pressure sensitive, and difficulties have been encountered
with obtaining the proper rate of gas generation, as well as
with controlled grain extinguishment. The “fuel” grain in this
case is also not as insensitive as in the classical configuration,
as it contains some amount of oxidizer.

In addition to these variations on the classical hybrid, sev-
eral types of nonclassical hybrids have been investigated, and
are discussed later in the Nonclassical Hybrids section.

2 CHARACTERISTICS

Because they store fuel and oxidizer in separate phases, clas-
sical hybrid systems offer several important advantages over
their liquid and solid rocket counterparts, which potentially
make them attractive for a variety of applications. Character-
istic hybrid benefits include the following:

� Safety: Enhanced safety compared to liquid bipropellant
and all-solid systems often represents the most desirable

and distinguishing characteristic of conventional hybrid
propulsion systems. Since the fuel and the oxidizer are
separated by distance and phase, hybrids have almost no
explosion hazard and very few failure modes. Moreover,
solid fuels are not hazardous for storage and transporta-
tion, unlike solid propellants and volatile liquid fuels.
It is for this reason that hybrids are very popular for
educational and research purposes in high schools and
universities.

� Insensitivity: Unlike solid-propellant grains where the
fuel and the oxidizer are intimately mixed, hybrid fuel
grains are insensitive to cracks and imperfections because
they are inert. In conventional hybrids, heterogeneous
reactions due to the oxidizer attacking the fuel surface
generally do not come into play because the diffusion
flame zone shields the fuel surface from the oxidizer-rich
core flow. Therefore, potential cracks and fuel imperfec-
tions that may increase the fuel surface area do not have
a significant effect on the internal ballistics of the fuel
grain. The inert solid-fuel grain is ideally suited for tac-
tical systems that require “wooden round” insensitivity
to small arms fire and case penetration. Finally, solid-
fuel regression rates are typically not sensitive to ambient
temperature effects, providing for reliable and consistent
motor operations over a broad range of conditions.

� Reliability: Since only the oxidizer is stored in liq-
uid form, hybrid rockets require only half as much
feed-system hardware as liquid-propellant rockets. This
arrangement provides advantages in terms of improved
reliability, lower feed-system weight, and less complex
mechanical design.

� Energy Management: Hybrid rockets can be throttled for
thrust control, maneuvering, motor shutdown, and restart
by adjusting only the oxidizer flow rate while avoiding
the necessity of matching hydraulic characteristics with
the fuel, as must be done for liquid-propellant rockets.
Throttling is attractive for various tactical applications
such as missile-intercept and air-to-air missions. Hybrid
rocket designs can also include a nondestructive mission
abort mode.
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� Fuel Versatility: The solid-phase fuel provides a con-
venient matrix for introducing a variety of additives for
purposes such as plume signature tailoring for military
applications, metal particles for high-energy missions,
and simulating solid-propellant exhaust products or other
chemically reacting flows for research purposes.

� Environmental Friendliness: Hybrid rockets using typ-
ical propellants such as LOX and rubber-based fuels
such as hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) have
environmentally clean exhaust without hydrogen chlo-
ride or aluminum oxide, which can be ecologically
damaging.

� Low Recurring Cost: Hybrid rockets pose almost no
explosion hazard during manufacture, transport, ground
test, and storage since the fuel and the oxidizer are sep-
arated both physically and by phase. This arrangement
also allows for easier and safer cleanup in the event of an
oxidizer spill. Hybrids should be very economic to both
manufacture and launch because of their inherent safety
and minimal failure modes.

Classical hybrid rockets also display several disadvantages
with respect to other chemical propulsion systems, including:

� Slow Regression Rate: Polymeric hybrid fuels, such as
HTPB (a type of rubber), regress rather slowly – gen-
erally at least an order of magnitude slower than solid
propellants in solid motors. To produce the necessary
mass flow rate of pyrolyzed vapor from the fuel grain con-
sistent with a desired thrust level, multiport grains with
large wetted surface areas must often be employed. Such
grains require proportionally large pressure cases and can
display poor volumetric loading. It is also worth noting
that low regression rates are also a disadvantage when
small grain L/D ratios may be desirable, such as for upper
stages.

� Low Volumetric Loading: In addition to slow regres-
sion rates leading to poor volumetric loading, the use of
aft combustion chambers downstream of the fuel grain to
complete the mixing and combustion of fuel and oxidizer
further exacerbates the mass fraction disadvantage com-
pared to liquid and solid systems. Conventional hybrid
propulsion systems, therefore, typically require a larger
installation envelope.

� Fuel Residuals: Conventional hybrids with multiple ports
cannot be burned to completion because portions of the
fuel web between the ports would dislodge from the host
grain and potentially block the nozzle. Therefore, a few
percent of the fuel must be left intact at the end of the
mission. These so-called fuel “slivers” subtract from the
overall propulsion system mass fraction.

� Mixture Ratio Shift: Due to the strong coupling between
the oxidizer flow through the fuel port and the grain bal-
listic behavior, the overall mixture ratio during the burn
displays a time variation due to the increase in the port
size. The increase in port cross section increases the fuel
burning surface area but decreases the fuel regression rate.
These two effects are in general not balanced, leading to
a change (usually decrease) in the overall fuel production
rate. This variation, in turn, affects the propulsion system
performance. However, use of secondary oxidizer injec-
tors and innovative grain designs can offset or eliminate
the mixture ratio shift.

� Mixing/Combustion Inefficiencies: Hybrids have fun-
damentally different mixing and combustion processes
than either liquid bipropellants or all-solid systems. In
liquid engines, propellant mixing occurs on a droplet size
scale while in solids the fuel and the oxidizer are inti-
mately mixed during the grain casting process. In hybrids,
however, propellant mixing and combustion occur in a
macroscopic diffusion (non-premixed) flame zone that
has a length scale of the same order as the fuel grain
length. This mode of mixing and combustion can result
in slightly lower overall combustion efficiency than com-
peting chemical systems.

3 POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

Hybrid propulsion systems are versatile in terms of available
propellants (particularly solid fuels) and can employ energy
management via throttling and restart, and so are suited for
a broad range of applications. Hybrids are particularly well
suited for the following applications:

� Large Launch Vehicle Booster: Much of the interest in
hybrids during the past two decades was stimulated by
the desire to develop safer alternatives to large solid rocket
motors in the wake of the Challenger failure in 1986. In the
early 1990s, the American Rocket Company (AMROC)
ground test fired a 250 000-lbf (1.11-MN) hybrid rocket
engine using LOX and HTPB solid fuel. A consortium
of Lockheed Martin, Thiokol (ATK), Chemical Systems
Division, and others conducted similar testing between
2000 and 2002. The incentive for this development was
to provide a throttling and thrust termination capabil-
ity for both vehicle performance improvement and abort
capability in the event of a system failure.

� Space Tourism: The safety features of hybrids make
them ideally suited to serve the emerging market of space
tourism and manned commercial rocket missions. The
recent historic flight of SpaceShipOne, the first privately
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4 Rocket Propulsion

developed manned vehicle to successfully reach the edge
of space, was powered by a hybrid rocket motor.

� Tactical Rockets: For some tactical missions, the energy
management capability of hybrids can offer advantages
over solid motors, but these benefits must be balanced
against the hybrid’s potentially larger installation enve-
lope due to lower overall propulsion system density
impulse. However, it may be possible to use nonclas-
sical hybrid configurations and/or energetic propellants
to make the density impulse competitive with solid
motors.

� Sounding Rockets: The sounding rocket represents one
of the most extensive uses to date of hybrid propulsion
systems. Several sounding rocket flight programs are dis-
cussed later.

� Research and Teaching: The safety benefits of hybrid
propulsion systems make them ideally suited for aca-
demic research and teaching in universities and even
high schools. In addition, hybrids have been used to
simulate the exhaust products of solid motors for con-
ducting research on nozzles, ablative materials, and other
aerospace components and materials. Here, the hybrid
offers a level of laboratory safety and an ease of operation
not readily achieved with solid motors.

4 HYBRID PROPELLANTS
AND PERFORMANCE

Compared to both liquid engines and solid motors, hybrid
rockets have a much broader range of available propellants
because both the liquid and solid phases are available. An
abundance of solid fuels have been investigated over the
past 60 years, and have included such diverse materials as

wood, coal, graphite, rubber, and plastic. Although Plexiglas
(polymethylmethacrylate or PMMA), polyethylene (PE),
polyurethane (PU), and polystyrene (PS) are sometimes
used, the most commonly employed modern solid fuels
for hybrid motor propulsion are the butadiene-based fuels,
such as HTPB. Other fuels in the polybutadiene family
include polybutadiene-acrylonitrile (PBAN), polybutadiene-
acrylic acid (PBAA), and carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene
(CTPB).

Table 1 lists physical and thermodynamic properties of
several common solid fuels. Of these, HTPB is currently
the most favored. It is safe and easy to formulate using a
two-part polymer mixture of liquid resin (such as R-45M
or R-45HT) and liquid diisocyanate curing agent, and has
a resulting density of approximately 0.92 g cm−3. HTPB
has been used in many laboratory commercial and mili-
tary applications. Additives may include cross-linking agents
for enhanced mechanical strength, densifying agents such
as polycyclopentadiene, carbon powder to opacify the grain
and prevent in-depth penetration of thermal radiation, amine
compounds to cause hypergolicity with HNO3 or N2O4, and
metal powders, such as aluminum, for increased energy den-
sity and higher regression rates. It should be noted that use
of aluminum also tends to shift the optimum mixture ratio
toward lower O/F, which may be beneficial in some cases,
but must be considered in light of the potential impact on
propulsion system packaging.

Hybrids have traditionally used the same oxidizers as
are employed in liquid propulsion. Cryogenic liquid oxi-
dizers have included oxygen (LOX), fluorine (F2), oxygen
difluoride (F2O), and mixtures of LOX and liquid fluo-
rine (FLOX). Storable oxidizers of interest include nitrogen
tetroxide, nitrous oxide (N2O), nitric acid (and its variants
RFNA and IRFNA), hydrogen peroxide (HP), and hydroxyl
ammonium nitrate (HAN). Table 2 summarizes some of the

Table 1. Various solid fuels and their relevant properties.

Solid-fuel name Chemical formula ρ (g cm−3) Tmelt (◦C) �Ho
f (kJ mol−1)

Hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) C10H15.4O0.07 0.92 241 −51.88
Glycidyl azide polymer (GAP) C3H5N3O 1.29 >200 142.26
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) C2H4O 1.13 4–8 −195.02
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) C5H8O2 1.19 −430.53
Polyurethane (PU) C10H18.711N0.273O3.294 1.00 222 −679.06
Polybutadiene/acrylnitrile (PBAN) C10H14.588N0.416O0.875 0.98 — 75.94
Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) C5H8N4O12 1.78 143 −538.90
Polyethylene (PE) (C2H4)n 0.94 120–130 −53.81
Polypropylene glycol (PPG) C10 H20.195O3.431 1.00 — −725.92
Carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene (CTPB) C10H14.958O0.194 0.92 280–350 −9.71
Polystyrene (PS) (C6H5CHCH2)n 1.12 240 37.24
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Table 2. Physical properties at ambient pressure/temperature of storable oxidizers utilized in hybrid propulsion developments.

Oxidizer Spec. gravity Freezing point (◦F) Boiling point (◦F) Vapor pressure (psi) Heat of form, (Cal g−1)

Nitric acid 1.549 −42 181 0.39 −658
Nitrogen Tetroxide 1.44a 70 14.8 −50.9
90% HP 1.39 11.3 286 0.066 −1440
98% HP 1.43 27.5 299 0.043 −1340
95% HAN 1.68 5 338 <0.002 −940
Nitrous oxide 1.98a −126 582 443

a Liquid density at conditions above vapor pressure.

physical properties of these oxidizers. Nitric acid is particu-
larly attractive for applications demanding low temperatures
within the operating range due to its very low freezing point,
but is quite corrosive and not environmentally friendly. Nitro-
gen tetroxide has a very high vapor pressure, and there are
serious concerns over the toxicity of N2O4 vapor. Hydro-
gen peroxide (HP) is currently available in “rocket grade”
aqueous solutions at both the 90% and 98% level. Although
HP has low toxicity, storage and handling practices are of
utmost concern due to its tendency to thermally decompose
and cause explosions. HAN, an ionic liquid that can also be
used as a monopropellant, can provide a high-density, low-
toxicity choice. While there are various formulations under
consideration, data are provided for HAN in a 95% aqueous
solution. There are also significant developments under way
with systems using nitrous oxide. Since it is of low toxicity,
the high vapor pressure actually becomes a desirable feature
for this fluid, thereby permitting the use of self-pressurizing
tankage. This feature eliminates the need for a separate pres-
surization system. Nitrous oxide was used in conjunction with
HTPB on SpaceShipOne. However, a recently and highly

publicized accident involving the development of the Space-
ShipTwo vehicle has called into question the safety of nitrous
oxide, which, although not as unstable as HP, is known to
thermally decompose under some conditions.

When combined with various oxidizers, HTPB-fueled
hybrids typically display specific impulse greater than that
of solid propellants, such as AP/HTPB heterogeneous solids,
but lower than that of high-energy liquid bipropellant
combinations such as hydrogen-oxygen systems. However,
HTPB/LOX is quite similar in performance to kerosene/LOX.
Figure 2 shows the theoretical specific impulse and den-
sity impulse performance of HTPB as a function of mixture
ratio for several oxidizers at a chamber pressure of 1000 psia
and a nozzle area expansion ratio of 10:1. Notice that LOX
provides the highest specific impulse because of high oxida-
tion potential, while hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) provides the
larger density impulse due to its high mass density. Figure 3
provides additional comparisons of the performance of vari-
ous hybrid, solid, and liquid bipropellant systems. Additional
solid fuels, such as solid cryogens and paraffin, are discussed
in the Nonclassical Hybrids section.
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6 Rocket Propulsion

Figure 3. Theoretical Isp for various solid, liquid, and hybrid rocket propellants.

5 SOLID-FUEL REGRESSION RATE
AND COMBUSTION BEHAVIOR

In designing hybrid propulsion systems for specific mission,
the required solid-fuel mass may be determined from an
analysis of the specific impulse for the selected propellant
combination. However, the shape of the fuel grain and the
design of the combustion port(s) depend on the internal ballis-
tic characteristics of the motor, which in turn are set by the fuel
regression rate behavior. Therefore, a thorough understand-
ing of the physical processes that govern solid-fuel regression
under various conditions is essential for designing optimized
hybrid motors.

Figure 4 illustrates, in a qualitative manner, many of the
physical processes involved in hybrid combustion. Shortly
after ignition, a chemically reacting boundary layer develops
over the solid-fuel surface due to the injection of oxidizer
at the headend of the motor. Although the oxidizer could be
introduced in either gaseous or liquid form, liquid droplet and
spray physics are not represented in Figure 4 for clarity. In
addition, the boundary layer is assumed to be turbulent due
to the typically high injection Reynolds numbers for hybrid
motors. The turbulent boundary layer is characterized by
strong velocity, temperature, and species gradients normal

to the surface, and mass, momentum, and energy transport
are dominated by the turbulent flow processes. Both theory
and experiments have suggested that the flame resides at a
location approximately 10–20% of the boundary-layer thick-
ness above the surface. Heat from the flame is convected and
radiated to the fuel surface. This energy flux causes the solid
fuel to pyrolyze (undergo a physical change accompanied by
chemical changes).

The pyrolyzed fuel vapor is then transported to the flame
zone by convection and diffusion where it mixes with the
gaseous oxidizer, which has been transported through the
boundary layer from the core flow region via turbulent dif-
fusion. The two components react in the diffusion flame, a
process that provides heat to sustain further fuel pyrolysis.
The fuel mass flux due to pyrolysis, however, blocks some
of the heat transfer to the surface, which causes a decrease in
the regression rate and corresponding strength of the wall
blowing effect and, in turn, a weakening of the blocking
action, which means that more heat can reach the surface,
and so on. This tendency toward a self-regulating interaction
between heat flux, mass blowing, and heat flux blockage is a
distinguishing characteristic of hybrid combustion.

The hybrid boundary layer is also characterized by several
different spatial zones normal to the fuel surface. A fuel-rich
region exists below the diffusion flame and an oxidizer-rich
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8 Rocket Propulsion

region resides above the flame. Under some conditions, the
oxidizer gas may be able to pass through the flame zone and
participate in heterogeneous reactions with the fuel on the
pyrolyzing surface.

Additional fuel surface phenomena include polymer
degradation and fragment desorption (for polymeric fuels),
surface roughness effects that can affect heat transfer,
mechanical deformation of the solid fuel by chamber pres-
sure excursions, and the effects of solid-fuel additives, such
as metal particles, on modifying (usually lowering) the bulk
fuel enthalpy of gasification and the heat-transfer blocking
effect. A liquid melt layer may also form on the fuel surface
in the absence of sufficient heat flux to cause direct gasifi-
cation of the solid fuel. It has been proposed that cryogenic
solid fuels (e.g., frozen methane) and certain paraffin fuels
regress quickly compared to conventional fuels because they
undergo a surface melt layer/fuel droplet entrainment process
that does not block heat transfer (Karabeyoglu, Altman and
Cantwell, 2002).

In all practical hybrid rocket fuel grains, the gas-phase
flow is confined between the fuel surfaces. Thus, a true free
stream does not really exist, and the flow is more similar to an
internal pipe flow than the flat plate–type flow shown in Fig-
ure 4. The core flow may therefore undergo axial acceleration
along the fuel grain, caused by accumulation of fuel mass and
combustion enthalpy in the downstream direction, as well as
by boundary-layer growth. Axial temperature, enthalpy, pres-
sure, and mixture ratio gradients can also affect the character
of the boundary layer above the solid-fuel surface. In addi-
tion, the boundary layers may grow to the point where they
merge at some location along the fuel port.

Clearly, the physics underlying the overall solid-fuel
regression rate process is quite complex, and many theoretical
and semiempirical investigations over the past five decades
have attempted to elucidate the roles and relative impor-
tance of convective heat transfer, radiant heat transfer from
both gas-phase products and soot particles, gas-phase kinetic
rates, heterogeneous reactions via direct oxidizer attack on
the fuel surface, and boundary-layer fluid properties on the
local regression rate behavior. Chiaverini has recently pro-
vided a survey and assessment of some of these efforts, and
the reader is directed to Chiaverini (2007) for more details.
Probably the most influential theory of hybrid combustion
was developed by Marxman, Gilbert, Wooldridge, and Muzzy
at the United Technology Center (UTC) in Sunnyvale, Cal-
ifornia during the early to mid-1960s. References Marxman
and Gilbert (1963) and Marxman, Wooldridge and Muzzy
(1964) discuss their initial analysis and experiments in detail.
As Marxman and Gilbert conjectured that heat transfer from
the flame to the fuel surface was the controlling mechanism
of hybrid combustion, they applied an energy flux balance at

the fuel surface to obtain an expression for the fuel regression
rate, as follows:

ρf r �H = Qw (1)

where ρf is the solid-fuel density, r the regression rate, Qw

the heat transfer per unit area to the fuel surface (which may
include both convective and radiant components), and �H the
total energy required to heat a unit mass of the solid fuel from
its initial temperature to the surface temperature and then to
vaporize it. Physically, Equation (1) states that the enthalpy
delivered to the fuel surface via solid-fuel regression equals
the total heat flux incident on the fuel surface.

In order to derive a useful equation for the regression rate
from Equation (1), Marxman and Gilbert assumed that the
boundary-layer flow was turbulent over the entire fuel slab
length due to the destabilizing effect of fuel injection at the
surface. Second, they reasoned that Reynolds analogy (which
states that the transport of energy and the transport of momen-
tum in a boundary layer are similar) and unity Lewis and
Prandtl numbers hold in both the upper and lower boundary-
layer zones, but not necessarily in the flame sheet itself (see
Figure 4). Third, they assumed that the velocity profile in
the boundary layer is unaffected or only slightly affected by
the presence of wall blowing and combustion, so that the
standard friction coefficient for a turbulent boundary layer
remains valid. By employing these assumptions, they devel-
oped an equation for the local solid-fuel regression rate given
by

ρf r = CGRe−0.2
x

(
CH

CHo

) (
ue

uc

) (
hfl − hw

�H

)
(2)

where C is a function of the mainstream Mach number (about
0.03 for the low Mach numbers encountered in hybrids), G
the local mass flux due to both oxidizer injection and all
upstream fuel additions, CH the Stanton number, CHo the
Stanton number in the absence of blowing for turbulent flow
over a flat plate, ue the velocity at the edge of the boundary
layer, uc the velocity at the flame, hfl the stagnation enthalpy
at the flame temperature, hw the enthalpy at the wall in the
gas phase, and �H the total heat of gasification. The ratio
of Stanton numbers, CH /CHo , represents the fraction of heat
transferred to the surface by convection when compared to
the case with no wall blowing. According to Marxman and
Gilbert, this ratio may be lower than 0.2 for typical hybrid
combustion conditions (Marxman and Gilbert, 1963). The
velocity ratio, ue /uc , is determined by the flame position in the
boundary layer through a rather complex analysis discussed
in Marxman, Wooldridge and Muzzy, (1964). If radiant heat
transfer is also important, as may be the case with metallized
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or sooty fuels, an additional term is added to the right side of
Equation (2):

ρf rrad =
σεw

(
εgT

4
fl − αgT

4
w

)
�H

(3)

where σ represents the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, εw the
emissivity of the wall, εg the emissivity of the gas at the
flame temperature Tfl , and αg the absorptivity of the gas at
the wall temperature Tw .

Marxman used an empirical relationship to describe the
heat-transfer ratio as a function of blowing number:

CH

CHo

= 1.2B−0.77 (4)

for 5 < B < 100, where

B = ρv|w
ρeuecf /2

= ue

uc

(hfl − hw)

�H
(5)

is the mass transfer, or blowing, number.1 When the Prandtl
number is equal to unity, indicating similar transfer of
momentum and energy, and the radiation term in Equation
(3) is negligible, the value of B can be approximated by the
last expression given on the right side of Equation (5), if the
velocity ratio is known. The blowing number B represents
both the similarity parameter for a boundary layer with wall
injection and a thermodynamic parameter of the system that
describes the enthalpy driving force between the flame and
the wall that causes fuel regression. When B = constant and
Le = 1, the velocity, species concentration, and enthalpy pro-
files are similar everywhere in the turbulent boundary layer
(Marxman, Wooldridge and Muzzy, 1964).

Noting that the mass flux, G, is defined as ρeue , and com-
bining Equations (2), (4) and (5) yields a useful, simplified
regression rate expression for hybrid combustion with no
radiant heat transfer:

ρf r = 0.036GB0.23 Re−0.2
x ∝ B0.23G0.8x−0.2 (6a)

or, with Altman’s refit of the data,

ρf r = 0.036GB0.32 Re−0.2
x ∝ B0.32G0.8x−0.2 (6b)

It should be emphasized that specifying the oxidizer-fuel
combination essentially fixes B in this analysis. Since B is
raised to a small power, even large changes in (hfl − hw) or
�H produce only minor changes in the regression rate. This
phenomenon reflects the tight coupling between the solid-
fuel regression rate and the aerodynamics of the reacting

boundary-layer flow. Increasing (hfl − hw), for example, tends
to increase the regression rate. However, the increase in fuel
mass injection into the boundary layer creates stronger block-
age of the convective heat transfer to the surface, which tends
to decrease the regression rate.

In practice, many investigations and motor development
programs employ empirical or semiempirical approaches to
regression rate analysis for the purposes of fuel grain design,
rather than theoretical approaches. One common technique is
to run lab-scale or subscale experiments to obtain simplified
regression rate expressions in terms of mass flux, and then
use these to design larger motors. Some examples of simple
correlations for HTPB/O2 systems given by:

r = aGn (7)

are shown below in Figure 5. In these cases, the parameters
“a” and “n” are determined by curve-fitting the experimen-
tal data. Although “n” theoretically has the value of 0.8
for turbulent flow, “n” is almost always empirically found
to be somewhat less that 0.8, having values of about 0.6–
0.7 for HTPB burning with oxygen. This is because other
phenomena, such as thermal radiation, variable fluid prop-
erties across the boundary layer, velocity profile distortion
due to the presence of the flame zone in the boundary layer,
axial acceleration along the fuel port, and oxidizer injector
geometry, have some influence on the regression rate.

The experimental regression rates may be determined
using a variety of approaches. Cauty, Seryn and Gramer
(2007) have recently provided a review of various methods.
Common techniques to determine average regression rates
have included fuel grain mass-loss measurements to provide
a global regression rate and local fuel web thickness measure-
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10 Rocket Propulsion

ments after testing to determine time-averaged, but locally
varying regression rates. More advanced methods to obtain
time-varying regression rates include ultrasonic pulse-echo,
X-ray radiography, and use of small, embedded sensors that
provide voltage changes as they ablate along with the fuel
surface.

Finally, it should be noted that outside of the diffusion-
limited regime (range of mass fluxes where the regression
rate is limited by the convective heat flux from the reaction
zone) additional affects may influence the regression rate.
Space does not permit a discussion of these effects here, so the
reader is directed to Chiaverini (2007) for additional details.

6 NOTABLE PROGRAMS

6.1 Target drones

In the mid-1960s, the UTC and Beech Aircraft developed the
Sandpiper target drone. A storable propellant combination
composed of MON-25 (25% NO, 75% N2O4) oxidizer and
polymethylmethacrylate-Mg fuel was used. It was designed
to be aircraft launched and to fly horizontally at several alti-
tudes and Mach numbers for ranges in excess of 100 miles.
The airframe was a modified 180-in.-long version of the Navy
AQM-37A liquid bipropellant rocket-powered target missile.
The first of six flights occurred in January 1968 at the Eglin
AFB missile range, 18 months after start of the program.
Throttleability over a range of 8:1 was demonstrated at an
altitude of about 40 000 ft to attain speeds up to Mach 4 at
an altitude of 100 000 ft. The flight duration was in excess
of 300 s. A second Air Force program later developed the
HAST (high-altitude supersonic target). The thrust chamber
diameter was increased from 10 to 13 in. and the propellant
changed to IRFNA-PB/PMM (polybutadiene/Plexiglas). A
throttle valve was used to provide a 10:1 thrust turndown
ratio. Unlike the Sandpiper, which had a single, cylindrical
port, the cross section of the HAST fuel grain was cruciform
in shape. A later version of this target missile, the Firebolt,
was initiated in 1980 with CSD and Teledyne Ryan Air-
craft as the airframe contractor. The propulsion configuration
and performance was the same as for the HAST. Forty-eight
thrust chamber assemblies were delivered, and the program
was successfully completed in the mid-1980s. These target
drones represent the only hybrid flight vehicles to date built
to military specifications.

6.2 Sounding rockets

Around the time the UTC and Beech were developing the
Sandpiper, ONERA (in conjunction with SNECMA and SEP)

in France and Volvo-Flygmotor in Sweden became interested
in sounding rockets based on storable propellants utilizing
nitric acid. Both organizations conducted their investigations
for about 10 years. ONERA developed a hybrid sounding
rocket based on an amine fuel (metatoluene diamine/nylon)
and nitric acid, which was 6.3 in. in diameter and 130 in. long,
weighing 165 lb. The motor was throttleable over a 5:1 range
to optimize performance. Its first successful flight occurred
in 1964, and flights continued over a 3-year period eventually
reaching altitudes in excess of 100 km.

The Swedish program was also based on hypergolic
propellants, and consisted of nitric acid and Tagaform
(polybutadiene + an aromatic amine). This propellant was
used in the HR-3 hybrid vehicles, which had a diameter of
125 mm, a length of 2.86 m, a propellant mass of 5.6 kg, and
an average thrust at 35 bar of 2.3 kN. Two successful tests
were conducted in 1965. However, the fuel had a relatively
low softening point of 65 ◦C of the fuel. An improved version
of this fuel was developed with a softening point of 143 ◦C.
The fuel, Sagaform A, also had a short ignition delay of 8 ms
with nitric acid. Two sounding rockets, the SR-1 and SR-2,
using Sagaform A were planned for the early 1970s, but no
published records that the flights occurred are evident.

There have also been two significant sounding rocket pro-
grams in the United States since 1995. The first was the HPDP
(Hybrid Propulsion Demonstration Program) Sounding
Rocket, which used N2O and HTPB. A series of four success-
ful flights were implemented under this program and served to
demonstrate a safe non-pyrophoric/non-pyrotechnic ignition
sequence, inexpensive component manufacturing techniques,
simple launch operations, and a quick launch turnaround
time. The HPDP motors employed a single-port slotted grain
to provide an increased fuel surface area. The vehicle height
was 18 ft 8 in. (5.7 m) with a 6-in. (152-mm) diameter. The
first two flights were planned for relatively low altitude of
about 25 000 ft, and took place within 90 minutes of each
other on November 18, 1996. This exercise demonstrated the
rapid turnaround time possible with hybrids. Two later flights
occurred on January 8 and April 25, 1997, and reached alti-
tudes of 36.5 and 33.8 km, respectively. These flights were
significant because they represented the first time that a self-
pressurized oxidizer (N2O) was successfully employed in a
flight hybrid.

Lockheed Martin initiated their Hybrid Sounding Rocket
(HYSR) program in 1999 (see Figure 6). The main objec-
tive of the program was to demonstrate that a single-stage
hybrid propulsion system could be used to replace existing
two- and three-stage sounding rockets. The HYSR program
employed a 60 000-lbf (vacuum thrust) LOX/HTPB hybrid
propulsion system with a multiport fuel grain. The vehicle
was much larger than the earlier HPDP rocket, having a
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Figure 6. HYSR sounding rocket.

height of 57 ft (17.4 m) and a diameter of 2 ft (61 cm). On
December 18, 2002, HYSR was launched and reached an
altitude of about 44 miles. Although the altitude was some-
what less than the predicted 62 miles, this flight represented
the largest hybrid sounding rocket successfully flown to that
date. (STARSTRUCK and AMROC attempted to fly two ear-
lier and larger sounding rockets, but both failed to achieve
their mission due to oxidizer valve malfunctions.)

6.3 Large-scale hybrids

In the mid-1960s, the UTC conducted a series of NASA-
sponsored projects aimed at developing high-energy space
engines. One of the concepts was based on the utilization
of the very energetic reaction between lithium and hydrogen
with fluorine. Lithium was incorporated in an HTPB binder,
and the fluorine was mixed with oxygen to create FLOX, a
fluorine-oxygen mixture containing about 70% fluorine. This
approach optimizes the performance of a typical hydrocarbon
system since it allows most of the oxygen to combine with
the carbon to form CO while the fluorine combines both with
the hydrogen and lithium. In order to satisfy conductivity
restrictions of the binder and avoid melting of the lithium,
a combination of lithium and lithium hydride was finally
developed for the propulsion system. The motor diameter was
35 in. (1.07 m) and had an 11-port wagon wheel grain config-
uration. The propellant was hypergolic and was successfully

Figure 7. HTM-38 wagon-wheel-style fuel grain.

restarted 6 days after the initial firing. This throttleable sys-
tem burned smoothly and exhibited high performance with an
Isp efficiency of 93%, corresponding to a delivered vacuum
impulse of about 380 s at an area ratio of 40:1.

The UTC also investigated the potential for scalability of
hybrids in the 1960s by developing and testing a 40 000-
lbf hybrid motor called the HTM-38 (38-in. diameter hybrid
test motor). The HTM-38 burned N2O4 and aluminized
polybutadiene fuel. This motor utilized a 12-port, wagon-
wheel-style fuel grain (see Figure 7) and a hydrazine-based
igniter (hydrazine is hypergolic with N2O4). Each fuel port
was fed by a dedicated N2O4 injector. Testing was successful
and demonstrated very good regression rate uniformity along
the fuel ports.

Interest in large-scale hybrids diminished somewhat in the
1970s. In the 1980s, however, interest was revived by two
events: first, the market for worldwide commercial satellite
launches burgeoned; second, the Space Shuttle Challenger
incident in 1986 prompted NASA to seek a safer alterna-
tive to large solid rocket boosters. In 1985, STARSTRUCK
(who previously had developed and launched the Dolphin, as
discussed above) reorganized under a new sponsor to form
AMROC. AMROC believed that a competitive commercial
launch vehicle could be developed using safe, low-cost hybrid
propulsion technology to serve the satellite launch market.
Between 1985 and 1993, AMROC, at private expense, con-
ducted extensive design, development, test, and evaluation
programs for hybrid motors ranging in thrust from 5000 to
250 000 lbf. A photograph of a test firing of their 250 000-lbf
motor is shown in Figure 8.

In the mid-1990s, the HPDP was formed to mature
hybrid propulsion technology to a readiness level sufficient to
enable commercialization for various space launch applica-
tions. Participants in the HPDP included NASA/MSFC and
NASA/SSC, United Technologies Corporation – Chemical
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Figure 8. AMROC 250 000-lbf thrust hybrid test firing.

Systems Division, Lockheed Martin, Thiokol, Allied Signal
Aerospace, Boeing – Rocketdyne Division, and Environmen-
tal Aerospace Corporation. AMROC had become financially
insolvent by this time and did not participate in the HPDP.
However, the HPDP 250 000-lbf hybrid motor was similar to
AMROC’s previous large-scale design. The HPDP success-
fully conducted four tests of this motor at NASA’s Stennis
Space Center (see Figure 9), as well as numerous subscale
tests. In both subscale and full-scale tests utilizing LOX,
the motors tended to develop low-frequency, high-amplitude
pressure oscillations due to insufficient LOX vaporization
in the precombustion chamber. This phenomenon empha-

Figure 9. HPDP 250 000-lbf thrust hybrid test firing.

sized the need to provide adequate LOX vaporization via
headend heating prior to LOX entering the fuel ports. Story
2007 has recently provided a detailed review of the HPDP
testing and results, as well as other large-scale hybrid
projects.

6.4 SpaceShipOne

The Ansari X Prize challenge required that a commercially
developed vehicle transport three people safely to an altitude
of 100 km twice within two weeks. Scaled Composites, led by
founder and aerospace innovator Burt Rutan, won the com-
petition in 2004. The Scaled Composites approach was to use
an aircraft to carry a rocket-powered vehicle to an altitude of
46 000 ft (14 km). At this point, the rocket would be launched
from a horizontal position, glide away from the aircraft, and
then fire its hybrid rocket motor to achieve an altitude of
100 km. Early in the development of SpaceShipOne, Scaled
Composites evaluated various types of rocket engines and
eventually chose a hybrid propulsion system. This is signif-
icant and emphasizes the importance of the hybrid’s unique
combination of safety, good performance, low cost, and quick
turnaround between flights. The SpaceShipOne hybrid motor
consisted of a four-port HTPB fuel grain and a nitrous oxide
system.

After several preliminary flight tests, the first X Prize
flight occurred on September 29, 2004. With a pilot and the
equivalent weight of two passengers, the hybrid motor was
fired for 77 s, propelling SpaceShipOne to Mach 2.92 and
a final apogee of 337 700 ft (exceeding the requirements of
328 000 ft, or 100 km). During this first flight, SpaceShipOne
experienced a dramatic right-hand roll at 190◦ s−1 that was
believed to be caused by a lack of symmetry in the hybrid
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Figure 10. SpaceShipOne with hybrid motor firing.

motor thrust. Aerodynamic control and a reaction control
system were employed to stop the roll.

The second, and winning, X Prize flight occurred on Octo-
ber 4, 2004. The hybrid motor was fired for 83 s and reached
Mach 3.09 at shutdown. During this flight, SpaceShipOne
reached an apogee of 367 500 ft and returned safely. The
flight was widely recognized as an historic event. In addition,
it served to validate the technical readiness and implemen-
tation of hybrid propulsion systems for manned spaceflight.
The SpaceShipOne vehicle is shown in Figure 10.

6.5 Academic programs and international
participation

The hybrid’s safety attributes, overall low cost, and ability to
use common fuels and oxidizers in the laboratory have made
it a favorite of both academic research and flight projects. Col-
leges and universities that have sponsored significant hybrid
propulsion research have included (alphabetically) the Uni-
versity of Alabama, University of Arizona, University of
Arkansas, Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Johns
Hopkins University, Pennsylvania State University, Univer-
sity of New Orleans, Purdue University, Stanford University,
and Utah State University. Academic hybrid propulsion pro-
grams have also been conducted in many countries, including
the United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, India, Japan,
Korea, Italy, Sweden, Israel, and Russia.

It is also worth noting that Fredericksburg High School in
Texas attained national recognition in 2000 with the success-
ful design, fabrication, and flight of a hybrid sounding rocket.
The 23-ft, 470-lb rocket, Redbird 9-H, flew to over 35 000 ft,

an altitude record for a US high school. Other schools in
Texas and across several additional states are now attempting
to replicate this very successful teaching program.

7 NONCLASSICAL HYBRIDS

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, many types of
nonclassical hybrids have been developed over the years. In
most cases, the motivation for the development of nonclas-
sical hybrids has been to either increase the fuel regression
rate, and thereby improve both the volumetric loading and
design flexibility of the fuel grain, or improve the perfor-
mance (in terms of specific impulse or density impulse),
or possibly both. Chiaverini (2007) has recently provided a
detailed review of various approaches to nonclassical hybrid
designs. These can be loosely categorized into approaches
that rely on unique injection methods and fuel grain geome-
tries, and those that employ nonconventional solid fuels. In
most cases, these hybrids have been introduced fairly recently
(since circa mid-1990s) with the objective of either increas-
ing fuel regression rates to improve overall performance and
design flexibility or developing a unique motor geometry for
a particular application.

Nonclassical injection methods and fuel grain configu-
rations have included swirl-flow hybrids, vortex hybrids,
swirl-injected end-burning hybrids, radial-injected end-
burning hybrids, fuel grains with helical grooves or other
turbulence generators, and various fuel configurations
designed to improve overall fuel gasification rate or volumet-
ric efficiency. While these approaches have generally been
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successful in the laboratory, most have not been scaled to a
practical size. In addition, the benefits of the higher regres-
sion rates must be balanced against potentially more complex
injector designs or potential limitations on fuel grain geom-
etry.

Nonconventional solid fuels for increasing fuel regres-
sion rates and/or energy density have included various frozen
or cryogenic propellants such as solid methane, aluminized
solid methane, solid hydrogen (not to be confused with metal-
lic hydrogen), solid carbon monoxide, solid ethylene, solid
pentane, solid quadracyclane, solid RP-1, solid acetone, and
solid isopropyl alcohol, among others. In addition, solid oxy-
gen was also used in a reverse hybrid (with gaseous hydrogen)
in order to achieve performance comparable to high spe-
cific impulse liquid engines. It should also be noted that
one of the initial motivations for these frozen propellant
studies was to develop a method to stabilize and combust
high–energy density matter (HEDM), such as solid hydrogen
(frozen at 4 K) seeded with 8% atomic hydrogen. Simi-
larly, it was thought that ozone could be implanted in a
grain of solid oxygen; however, these latter experiments
are not known to have been conducted. The complications
and expense associated with producing and handling these
types of cryogens appear to make them unsuitable for most
applications.

In the past decade, select grades of paraffin wax have been
introduced as a fuel of interest due to their relatively high
regression rates compared to the rubber-based fuels (such as
HTPB). In conventional hybrids, such paraffin waxes have
been shown to regress about three times faster than HTPB,
which is advantageous for potentially designing compact
fuel grains with single-port geometry that can be quickly
cartridge-loaded into a fuel grain case. The disadvantage of
this approach for some applications may be the relatively low
melting temperature (about 150–160 ◦F) of the waxes and
complications in fuel grain processing due to fuel shrinkage
(as much as 10–15% by volume) during the paraffin cooling
and resolidification period. In terms of theoretical density and
specific impulse performance, paraffin is nearly identical to
HTPB.

In the open literature, it appears that these nonclassical
approaches have been investigated primarily at the labo-
ratory scale and have not yet advanced to a technology
readiness level approaching flight. However, two programs
have recently conducted larger-scale demonstration testing
that show promise. A team consisting of the Space Propul-
sion Group (SPG), Stanford University, and NASA Ames
has recently conducted successful ground-testing of a 7000-
lbf thrust paraffin-based hybrid motor with nitrous oxide (see
Figure 11). In addition, Orbital Technologies Corporation is

Figure 11. ORBITEC 7500-lbf thrust vortex hybrid (a) and space propulsion group 7000-lbf paraffin hybrid motor (b).
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continuing to develop the vortex hybrid concept using LOX
and both HTPB and metalized HTPB. A recent test firing of
a 7500-lbf sea-level class vortex hybrid motor is shown in
Figure 11. Both organizations are developing flight vehicles
for future use with their propulsion systems.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Hybrid rocket propulsion systems are attractive for var-
ious applications, including all stages of earth-to-orbit
transportation systems, due to their safety and operational
characteristics. Although hybrids, to date, have received only
a fraction of the investment provided to liquid and solid-
propellant engines, most of the claimed benefits of hybrid
systems, including safety, throttling, and restart, have been
demonstrated empirically. In additional, several successful
test programs, including manned flights, have been real-
ized. However, as noted at the beginning of this chapter,
hybrids have not enjoyed the widespread popularity of liq-
uid bipropellant engines or solid-propellant motors. Classical
hybrids, which employ headend injection of a liquid oxidizer
along a longitudinally oriented solid-fuel grain, have tradi-
tionally displayed several disadvantages when scaled to large
sizes, in excess of about 1-m diameter. Due to low solid-fuel
regression rates, multiport fuel grains have been employed
to generate the necessary fuel mass flow rate consistent with
a desired thrust level. Such fuel grains often display poor
mass fraction and residual fuel slivers. Also, low-frequency
combustion instabilities have occurred in large hybrids due
to inadequate LOX vaporization and flame attachment at
the inlet to the fuel grain. Nevertheless, recent emphasis on
greater safety, lower recurring costs, insensitive munitions,
environmentally benign propellants, and a high degree of
operability have raised interest in hybrid propulsion systems
for commercial space applications and some military propul-
sion programs. Several nonclassical approaches to hybrid

propulsion have recently begun to move beyond the labo-
ratory scale and have shown promise for advancing practical
hybrid rockets for future propulsion systems.

NOTE

1. Altman has recently shown that the power of −0.77 origi-
nally determined by Marxman is actually closer to −0.68.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Thrust performance of a liquid rocket engine can be enhanced
using an advanced nozzle system, for example, the aerospike
nozzle, or using a closed-loop cycle, such as the staged-
combustion cycle. However, these improvements are within
an order of magnitude of 100 m s−1 in specific impulse.
Further increase in specific impulse can be achieved by com-
bining different types of engines. This idea of integration of
engines has a long history, and many kinds of the combined-
cycle engines have been extensively studied (Escher, 1966;
Curran, 1991; Waltrup et al., 1996; Lanshin and Sosunov,
1999). The combined-cycle engine is sometimes called by
different names, such as the mixed-cycle engine, the hybrid-
cycle engine, or the variable cycle engine. Also, the word

“propulsion” is often used in place of the word “engine”. Most
combined-cycle engines are an integration of a rocket engine
and a jet engine or an integration of two or more kinds of
jet engines. The combined-cycle engine is usually an engine
that operates in more than two modes with a single flowpath.

A well-known rocket-engine-related combined-cycle
engine is the rocket-based combined-cycle (RBCC) engine.
This is an integration of the rocket and the ramjet engines. In
the integral rocket ramjet (IRR), a solid rocket engine com-
bustor is also used as a ramjet engine combustor. When a
cryogenic propellant is used, air can be liquefied with the pro-
pellants and liquefied air is used as the oxidizer for the rocket
engine in the liquid air cycle engine (LACE). Combined-
cycle engines can be composed of two or more kinds of jet
engines. The turbo-ramjet engine (TRE) operates as a turbojet
in the subsonic region and as a ramjet engine in the supersonic
region. In the combination engine system, a single vehicle has
two or more different kinds of engines. This engine system is,
however, termed as a combined-cycle engine in some papers
and documents.

In all engine systems, the objective is to extend the engine’s
operating envelope and realize higher performance through-
out by use of multi-engine operating modes or more than two
engines. In the following section, the rocket-engine-related
combined-cycle engines, the jet-engine-related combined-
cycle engines, and the combination engine system are
explained.

2 ROCKET-BASED COMBINED-CYCLE
ENGINE

The RBCC engine is an integration of the rocket and the ram-
jet engines. Figure 1 is a schematic of the RBCC. The engine
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2 Rocket Propulsion

Figure 1. Schematic of rocket-based combined-cycle (RBCC)
engine.

has no rotating components such as a compressor/fan in the
flowpath, since they tend to considerably increase the drag
and reduce the efficiency at supersonic speeds. The advan-
tages of the RBCC include a wide operating range and its
structural simplicity. The drawback of this engine is a rela-
tively lower specific impulse in the subsonic/transonic range.
RBCC is suitable for the single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) vehi-
cle due to its operability in low-dynamic pressure conditions
and in space. It can also be used as the first stage of the two-
stage-to-orbit (TSTO) vehicle. The engine has four distinct
operating modes: (i) the ejector-jet mode in the subsonic and
transonic range, (ii) the ramjet mode in the supersonic range,
(iii) the scramjet (supersonic ramjet) mode in the hypersonic
range, and (iv) the rocket engine mode at low ambient pres-
sure conditions or in vacuum.

Figure 2 schematically illustrates various operating modes
of an RBCC (Kanda, Tani and Kudo, 2007). In the ejector
mode, the rocket serves as a pump to entrain additional atmo-
spheric air through the inlet. The entrained air is mixed with
the rocket primary exhaust and additional fuel and burned like
in an afterburner. The primary rocket mode is turned off in
the ramjet mode, and oxidizer is provided exclusively by air

Figure 2. Schematic of RBCC operation. Reproduced from Kanda,
Tani and Kudo (2007) c© JAXA.

intake. In rocket mode, the inlet is closed off, and the engine
operates as a high expansion ratio rocket. When hydrogen is
used as fuel, approximate operating flight Mach numbers are
0–3 for the ejector-jet mode, 3–6 for the ramjet mode, 6–9
for the scramjet mode, and the rocket mode for higher Mach
numbers.

The ejector-jet mode is sometimes called by a different
name such as the air-breathing rocket mode or the air-
augmented rocket mode. In the ejector-jet mode operation,
there are several combinations of fuel injection and combus-
tion conditions. In some engines, fuel is supplied from the
residual fuel in the rocket exhaust, whereas fuel is separately
injected apart from the rocket exhaust in other engines. As
for the combustion conditions, in some engines, thrust is pro-
duced by pressure recovery of a mixture of the rocket exhaust
and the ingested air in the diffuser section. Subsequent sub-
sonic combustion accelerates the mixture and the increased
pressure is sustained by the thermal choking at the engine
exit throat. Effective and efficient deceleration of ingested air
is a key requirement for high engine performance. In other
engines, the ingested air is accelerated to supersonic speeds
and supersonic combustion takes place in the combustor to
increase pressure and produce thrust. Effective acceleration
of the ingested air to supersonic speeds and sufficient mix-
ing and combustion of fuel and air are major technological
challenges in this type of RBCC.

Many studies have been conducted on RBCC (Olds and
Bradford, 2001). A large number of studies refer to a con-
figuration of an ejector-ramjet model tested in the 1960s
(Hyde and Escher, 2000; Lehman, Pal and Santoro, 2000).
Another famous RBCC is the strutjet engine as shown in
Figure 3 (Siebenhaar and Bulman, 1995). This engine has
one or more struts in its flowpath, each strut containing sev-
eral rocket engines. Figure 4 shows an RBCC integrated with
an airframe similar to the strutjet, but the rocket module is
mounted on the top wall (Kanda et al., 2005). Figure 2 is an
operation schematic of this engine. There is no geometrical
throat at the engine exit, and the choking in the ejector-jet and
ramjet modes is achieved thermally. In another RBCC, the
independent ramjet stream (IRS) cycle is adopted in the low
speed operation, where in the ingested airflow and the rocket
exhaust gases are not intended to mix or react (Trefny, 1999).

An important technological feature of RBCC is throttling
of the rocket engine. The rocket module has to change its
operating condition to match the RBCC operating mode.
Multi-step discrete changes in the operating conditions of
the rocket module are acceptable. This throttling technology
was developed and extensively studied for rocket engines.

Estimation of the draw-in performance of the ejector
system is a critical research challenge in RBCC. This ejec-
tor system technology is not required in the rocket engine
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the strutjet. Reproduced with permission from Siebenhaar and Bulman (1995) c© AIAA.

Figure 4. Display model of RBCC. Image courtsey of JAXA.

or the ramjet engine, but inherent to RBCC. The ejector
effect is primarily achieved by interaction between the rocket
exhaust and the airflow (Fabri and Siestrunck, 1958; Aoki
et al., 2005). Figure 5 shows a schematic drawing of the

Expansion fan

Pr,2

Pa,2 Ma = 1

P =P r,2 = Pa, 2P =P r,1 = Pa,1

Pa,1

Ma < 1

Pr,1

F

Rocket

Air Dividing
stream line

Figure 5. Interaction between airflow and rocket exhaust. Image
courtesy of JAXA.

interaction between the primary rocket exhaust and the sec-
ondary ingested airflow. In the figure, airflow is subsonic at
the beginning of the interaction, and static pressure is the
same across the free shear layer dividing the two streams.
A part of the momentum of the airflow is transferred to the
rocket exhaust. Mass, momentum, and energy are conserved
throughout the interaction. Finally, airflow is accelerated to
sonic speed. The ejector performance is successfully esti-
mated by the model based on the interaction between a
primary flow and a secondary flow, for example, air and
nitrogen gas. However, the experimental ejector drawing-in
performance is much lower than the estimated one when the
hot rocket exhaust is a primary fluid. This deterioration is
caused by mixing of hot primary rocket exhaust and cold air.

In the diffuser system, the estimation of the length and the
pressure recovery of the pseudo-shock are necessary in the
successful design and operation of the ramjet engine and
the RBCC. The pseudo-shock is a series of shock waves.
There are several empirical equations and physical models to
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4 Rocket Propulsion

Figure 6. Schematic of momentum balance model of pseudo-
shock. Reproduced from Kanda and Tani (2005) c© JAXA.

estimate the length and the pressure rise across the pseudo-
shock. But all these models have limited application range
and their prediction accuracies are not sufficient. Further-
more, all these empirical or physical equations/models are
for the pseudo-shock in a straight duct. There are few gen-
eral methods in predicting the shock even in a divergent duct.
A preliminary estimation model for the length and the pres-
sure has been recently developed (Kanda and Tani, 2005).
Figure 6 shows a schematic of this momentum balance model.
In the model, the friction forces are assumed to be negligi-
ble at the pseudo-shock location. The initial position of the
pseudo-shock depends on the equilibrium between the inflow
impulse function, Fi, the outflow impulse function, Fe, the
friction forces on the attached flow upstream of the pseudo-
shock, ff1, friction forces downstream of the shock, ff2, the
reaction forces from the wall upstream of the pseudo-shock,
fr1, and the reaction forces from the wall in the pseudo-shock
region, frp. Assuming that the downstream boundary is at
the end of the pseudo-shock, that is, when Lf2 = 0, the force
balance can be expressed as:

Fe = Fi + fr1 + frp − ff1 (1)

The reaction forces, fr1 + frp, and the friction force between
the upstream boundary and the pseudo-shock, ff1, depend
on the starting position of the pseudo-shock. The length of
the pseudo-shock, Lp, is calculated using the total length of
the duct, Lt, and the length of the attached flow upstream
of the pseudo-shock, Lf1, as follows:

Lp = Lt − Lf1 (2)

In the scramjet mode, which is used at hypersonic speeds,
the rocket engine thrust is selected to match the vehicle flight

mission. When the combustion chamber pressure and the
rocket engine thrust levels are low, the propellant consump-
tion is small and the specific impulse of RBCC is high. When
the pressure and thrust levels are high, thrust density of RBCC
becomes high but the specific impulse becomes low. Opti-
mum operating conditions of the rocket engine module is
examined below. Equation (3) shows the relation between
the velocity increment, �v, the specific impulse, Isp, and the
effective specific impulse, Ispe :

�v = Isp ·
(

1 − D

Feng
− m·sin θ

Feng

)
ln

m0

m1

= Ispe · ln
m0

m1

(3)

where D, Feng, m, and θ are the drag, engine thrust, mass, and
flight path angle, respectively. The flight path angle is small
during operation of the ramjet and scramjet modes and the
m·sin θ term is often neglected. Larger �v is preferable for an
acceleration mission, for example, an accelerated flight to an
orbit, whereas �v is small during cruise flight. Figure 7 shows

Figure 7. Effective specific impulse in the scramjet mode. Flight
Mach number is a parameter. Reproduced from Kanda, Tani and
Kudo (2007) c© JAXA.
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the variation of effective specific impulse with ṁr/ṁa which
is the ratio of the rocket exhaust to the ingested air mass flow
rates, with the flight Mach number used as a parameter, in
the scramjet mode of RBCC (Kanda, Tani and Kudo, 2007).
As the mass flow rate ratio increases, the specific impulse
decreases and the thrust coefficient increases monotonically.
At supersonic flight conditions, the effective specific impulse
contribution from the air-breathing engine mechanism is suf-
ficient and thrust augmentation using a rocket engine is not
necessary for an acceleration mission. Under hypersonic con-
ditions, however, the effective specific impulse contribution
from the air-breathing engine mechanism is insufficient and
thrust augmentation is indispensable to the mission. On the
other hand, the velocity increment is not required during level
flight and hence the rocket engine assist is not necessary in
the cruise flight mission.

The required flow rate of fuel for the thermal choking
becomes larger in the ejector/ramjet modes as total tempera-
ture of the primary flow becomes higher. The fuel flow rate
is reduced by the use of a geometrical throat. However, when
the geometrical throat is adopted for choking, the exit throat
has to be a movable one in the scramjet or rocket mode that
increases weight and complication in design.

The strutjet combined-cycle engine belongs to the RBCC
family of engines (Siebenhaar and Bulman, 1995). The name
strutjet is derived from the use of a series of struts in the
front section of the engine. The struts help in compress-
ing incoming air, isolation of combustion from the engine
inlet, and rocket-thruster integration in the different modes
of the engine operation. It has three propulsion elements,
namely rocket, ramjet, and scramjet, with five modes of
operation. Because of the highly integrated design of the var-
ious propulsion elements, the strutjet engine is capable of
producing a greater specific impulse than a rocket engine,
with a better thrust-to-mass ratio than any air-breathing
engine, and a substantial reduction in gross take-off weight.
Advancement in fuel feed systems, engine cooling tech-
nologies, and high-temperature structures are essential in
commercial development of strutjet and RBCC engines in
general.

3 LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINE

When cryogenic propellant is used in an engine, air can be
cooled and liquefied with the propellant, enabling construc-
tion of the liquid air cycle engine or the liquefied-air cycle
engine (LACE) (Heiser et al., 1994; Hirakoso, Aoki and Ito,
1990; Qi, Wang and Chen, 1998). Figure 8 shows a schematic
diagram of LACE. In this engine system, the liquefied air is
pumped up to a pressure at which it can be injected into

Figure 8. Schematic of liquid air cycle engine (LACE).

the rocket engine combustion chamber. Because of its use of
air, LACE is a combined-cycle engine, containing both the
air-breathing engine mode and the pure rocket engine mode.

The plaguing problem of LACE is its low air liquefaction
efficiency, even though liquid hydrogen is used as a coolant.
Adequate temperature difference between air and hydrogen
is required in the heat exchange process. In order to maintain
sufficient temperature difference and effective heat exchange,
a large amount of hydrogen is required for liquefaction of air
than that needed for stoichiometric combustion in the rocket
chamber. Because of this fuel-rich condition, temperature
of the combustion products is much lower than that of the
conventional LH2/LOX rocket engine. This also results in
low specific impulse. Frost forming is another major issue in
LACE.

Various methods to improve the liquefaction efficiency
have been proposed. Improvements in the heat exchanger,
spraying liquid oxygen into the ingested air in the cooling
process, and adoption of the expander turbine for the hydro-
gen coolant have been studied. Separation of nitrogen in the
liquefying process of air has also been investigated to reduce
the amount of air to be liquefied. For this purpose, a rotary
separator has been proposed with its structure, weight, and
efficiency as design parameters. In this nitrogen-separation
system, separated nitrogen is used for cooling the air. The
separation of nitrogen is useful to reduce the amount of the
oxidizer to be pumped up.

In some proposed engine systems, liquefaction is aban-
doned and increase of density of gaseous air is conducted
by cooling with cryogenic propellant. Compression of the
dense air is conducted by a compressor driven by a turbine.
Such engine systems come to a turbojet engine or TRE with
pre-cooling.

In some engine systems, air is liquefied and stored for
the second-stage rocket engine during cruise flight or accel-
eration flight (Leingang, Maurice and Carreiro, 1996). The
heat-exchanged, hot propellant, such as hydrogen, is injected
into an independent air-breathing engine, for example, ramjet
engine. In this in-flight oxidizer collection system, air is lique-
fied with the propellant cooling capacity remaining after the
regenerative cooling of the air-breathing engine. During flight
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using a turbojet or a ramjet engine, the cooling requirement of
the engine is not large, and there is a margin in the propellant
cooling capacity to liquefy air. With this process, the vehicle
take-off weight can be reduced. In the in-flight oxidizer col-
lection system, separation of nitrogen can also be performed
to reduce the propellant to be stored by liquefaction. It must be
kept in mind that as total temperature of air increases with an
increase of the flight speed, the liquefaction efficiency of the
in-flight oxidizer collection system decreases with increase
in the flight speed.

4 TURBO-RAMJET ENGINE

By adopting the ramjet mode operation, the operating enve-
lope of the turbojet engine is extended to the supersonic/
hypersonic region. The TRE is a turbine-based combined-
cycle (TBCC) engine (Heitmeir et al., 1996; Künkler, 1973;
Trefny and Benson, 1995; Miyagi et al., 1995). The turbo-
fan engine is often adopted in place of the turbojet. Figure
9 shows a schematic drawing of TRE. In the ramjet mode,
the ram-compressed air detours the turbojet engine part
and flows into the ram combustor. This configuration is
adopted not only to integrate the power plants of the two
engines, but also to thermally protect the turbojet section
from the ramjet operating conditions. The engine operates
from Mach 0 to 3 in the turbojet mode and from Mach 3 to 5
in the ramjet mode, when hydrogen is used as fuel. During
the transition from the turbojet to the ramjet mode, the ratio
of the ram compression to the compressor/fan compression
increases with increase in flight speed. In addition to such an
integration of the engine cycles, there are other modifications
of the turbojet engine to extend its operating range. One is use
of a different turbine-driving system by a gas generator such
as the air-turbo-rocket (ATR). Another method is to adopt
pre-cooling of air by cryogenic propellant to relieve the ther-
mal load on the turbine. Hypersonic cruise flight with such
engines induces aerodynamic heating of the airframe and
requires thermal protection system for the vehicle. Operating
speeds of the engine should be selected within the vehicle
thermal safety limits.

Figure 9. Schematic of turbo-ramjet engine (TRE).

As in a turbojet engine, matching and control of the com-
pressor and turbine powers and the pressures is essential for
improving the performance characteristics of the TRE. Sens-
ing and control of the shock position in the supersonic inlet
diffuser has been extensively studied in ramjet engines. It is
also a key requirement in the TRE employing ramjet engine
in its combined cycle. Another important issue in ramjet
engines, which is of relevance in the TRE as well, is the
suppression of the separation region in the diffuser. Pressure
recovery in the diffuser produces thrust in the ramjet mode,
but the separation region interferes with the production of
thrust. Gradually divergent nozzle is hard to induce separa-
tion, but it increases engine weight. There are two kinds of
control techniques for separation. One is addition of momen-
tum to the separated air and another is elimination of the
separated air. Jet blowing and vortex generation fall in the
former category, whereas suction falls in the latter category.
The disadvantages of the control techniques are that jet blow-
ing reduces the specific impulse, whereas vortex generation
and suction may demand additional cooling requirements.
Discharge of the suction air of low pressure is another prob-
lem. A cost–benefit analysis is usually performed to decide
on the control technique used for suppressing the separation
region in the diffuser of the TRE.

Pre-cooling is often adopted in the TRE like in the turbojet
engines (Künkler, 1973; Taguchi et al., 2008). Cooling of
incoming air with a cryogenic fuel, such as liquid hydrogen,
increases density of air and decreases the static temperature.
A decrease in the turbine inlet temperature is achieved by
injecting the heated fuel into the afterburner downstream of
the turbine in the engine energy cycle. Although liquefaction
of air is not conducted, the heat exchanger is a key device in
this engine, as well as in LACE. In the pre-cooling stage, the
heat exchanger is placed ahead of the compressor. Damage
to the exchanger and leakage of the coolant hydrogen are
prevented.

Some TREs are planned to be used for TSTO aerospace
plane. The first-stage vehicle with TRE of TSTO flies in
relatively dense air. In most of the transportation systems
under study, TRE is mounted on the windward surface of
the vehicle. The engine shutdown during the staging affects
the pitching moment of the vehicle and increases the engine
drag due to the unstarted condition (Kudo and Kanda, 2005).
Attention should be paid to the mount position of the engine
and its configuration. It is preferable to separate the second-
stage vehicle in the ascent trajectory because the second
vehicle contains lesser amount of propellant. When the first-
stage vehicle mounts rocket engines as a combination engine
system, the staging can be conducted in rarefied atmospheric
conditions and the pitching moment problem will not be
significant due to negligible aerodynamic forces.
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5 AIR-TURBO-ROCKET

ATR is a TBCC that operates similar to a turbojet with an
afterburner at subsonic speeds and as a fan-boosted ramjet at
supersonic and hypersonic speeds. In ATR, a gas generator or
a small rocket engine is employed to produce turbine-driving
fluid and relieve the thermal load to the turbine in the super-
sonic and hypersonic flight conditions (Luidens and Weber,
1956; Bussi, Colasurdo and Psatrone, 1995). Figure 10 shows
a schematic of the ATR. Fuel to the airflow is supplied from
the fuel-rich turbine-driving fluid or injected independently
apart from the gas generator. ATR is sometimes called by
other names, for example, air-turbo-ramjet. In most reports,
however, air-turbo-ramjet refers to a TRE.

In ATR, the turbine gas temperature has no relation with
the flight conditions. Thus, the operating range of ATR is
not limited by the flight Mach number and can be extended
to about Mach 6. But its specific impulse is lower than
that of the turbojet engine because of consumption of the
onboard oxidizer to produce the turbine-driving fluid. There
is an expander-cycle ATR in which the turbine is driven by
heat-exchanged propellant gas, for example, hydrogen fuel,
and the loss in specific impulse is reduced (Isomura et al.,
2002). In such an engine, the heat exchanger is the most
important engine component, and acquisition of sufficient
heat to drive the turbine is an important design problem
of the expander-cycle ATR, especially in the low-speed
region.

Since ATR uses a turbojet engine, the fan/compressor
operating conditions and the gas generator operating con-
ditions have to be changed corresponding to the flight
conditions. The exit throat area also has to be changed. In
this regard, the plug nozzle system is considered for a vari-
able engine exit throat. It has been proposed to use a solid
rocket motor as a gas generator of the turbine-driving fluid. It
will reduce weight, but the control of the turbine power will
be a major issue.

Figure 10. Schematic of air-turbo-rocket (ATR).

6 OTHER COMBINED-CYCLE ENGINES
AND ENGINE SYSTEMS

The following combined-cycle engines and engine systems
are often compared and discussed with the combined-cycle
engines described above.

6.1 Dual-mode scramjet engine

In order to extend the operation of the scramjet engine
to lower supersonic speeds, the ramjet mode operation is
included in the dual-mode scramjet engine (Sullins, 1993). Its
configuration is similar to that of the scramjet engine, consist-
ing of a convergent inlet, throat, and a divergent nozzle. Fuel
is injected in the throat section and also injected in the nozzle
in some configurations. The dual-mode scramjet engine is
capable of having both subsonic and supersonic combustion
in the combustor. The mechanism of thrust production of the
subsonic-combustion ramjet mode is different from that of the
supersonic-combustion scramjet mode. Therefore, the dual-
mode scramjet engine is a combined-cycle engine. Figure 11
shows schematic of the ramjet- and scramjet-mode operating
conditions. A constant area diffuser of the isolator is used
to create subsonic conditions in the combustor in the ramjet
mode. Pressure recovery takes place in the isolator by decel-
eration of the supersonic airflow and the subsequent subsonic
combustion accelerates the gas to a thermal choking condi-
tion. This choking sustains the recovered high pressure. In
the scramjet mode, combustion takes place under supersonic
conditions in the combustor. The supersonic combustion is

Figure 11. Schematic of operations of the dual-mode scramjet
engine. (a) The ramjet mode and (b) the scramjet mode. Repro-
duced with permission from Kanda et al. (2006) c© Japan Society
for Aeronautical and Space Sciences.
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successful in achieving the pressure increase (Rayleigh flow)
and subsequent thrust production.

When combustion takes place in the throat section as in
Figure 11, in both modes, the impulse function in this section
is conserved and no thrust is produced. The static pressure at
the entrance of the nozzle becomes higher than that of the air-
flow, and thrust is produced in the nozzle due to the increased
static pressure. Impulse function can either be expressed
as a function of pressure and Mach number as given in
equation (4) or as a function of temperature, Mach number,
and mass flow rate as shown in equation (5):

F = ρu2A + PA = PA(γM2 + 1) (4)

F = ṁM

√
γRTt

1 + [(γ − 1)/2]M2

(
1 + 1

γM2

)
(5)

If a large amount of fuel is injected and the total tempera-
ture is too high, then the impulse function at the choking con-
dition becomes larger than the impulse function of the inflow-
ing air. This condition is not permitted, and the inlet becomes
unstarted. Inlet unstart is prevented, and additional thrust is
attained by supersonic combustion in the divergent section or
by moving of the choking position to the divergent section in
the ramjet mode. For example the staged fuel injection in the
divergent section has been investigated in this regard. In this
configuration, outflow impulse function of the combustion
gas need not be equal to the inflow function of the ingested air.

Besides the staged injection, better performance can be
achieved by improving mixing and combustion efficiencies.
The ramjet mode has higher efficiencies than the scramjet
mode because of the larger penetration length and longer
time for mixing and reaction.

In the scramjet-mode operation, the highest thrust is pro-
duced when the Mach number is one in the combustor. Mach
number of unity is always attained in the ramjet mode at the
throat exit. Therefore, the highest thrust performance of the
scramjet mode is almost the same as that of the ramjet mode
in the dual-mode scramjet engine. In the ramjet mode, how-
ever, the maximum pressure of subsonic air in the combustor
is about 1.5 times the choking pressure of combustion prod-
uct gases which agrees with the maximum pressure rise in
the scramjet mode at the combustion gas Mach number of
unity.

6.2 Combination engine system

In the combination engine system, several engines are
mounted on a vehicle and the appropriate engine operates

according to the flight conditions. Representative combina-
tion is the turbojet and ramjet engines in the over/under
configuration (Snyder et al., 2004). Although having addi-
tional engines may induce drag and add deadweight during
operation of one engine, it is offset by the higher performance
compared to the combined-cycle engine.

The abbreviation, TBCC, sometimes represents this
turbine-based combination engine system, and sometimes
represents the TBCC engine. RBCC usually represents an
integrated engine of the rocket and ramjet engines. However,
in some papers, RBCC is used for a combination engine sys-
tem of the rocket engine and another engine, for example,
the ramjet engine. The combination engine system is often
proposed for the space transportation propulsion system of
SSTO/TSTO.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter, several combined-cycle engines, their fea-
tures, and operating mechanisms are presented. RBCC is
suitable for use in rarefied atmospheric conditions and in
space, since the rocket mode has no requirement to use air
as oxidizer. Its high specific impulse in the supersonic con-
ditions is also preferable for space transportation systems.
LACE uses cryogenic propellant to liquefy air and pumps it
into the engine to be used as oxidizer. The thrust output is a
function of the air liquefaction efficiency. TRE and ATR use
turbojet mode for subsonic operation. TRE cannot operate
in the rarefied atmospheric conditions unlike ATR, but has
higher specific impulse compared with the latter in its oper-
ating range. The dual-mode scramjet engine operates in the
ramjet mode at supersonic Mach numbers, and in the scramjet
mode at hypersonic Mach numbers. The combination engine
system has two or more types of engines mounted on the
vehicle, and the appropriate engine is used according to the
flight conditions. The combined-cycle engines and the com-
bination engine system will be used in future transportation
systems in air and space, which are efficient and econom-
ical, and capable of operating in subsonic, supersonic, and
hypersonic flight conditions.

NOMENCLATURE

A cross section
D drag
f force
F force, thrust, impulse function
Isp specific impulse
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Ispe effective specific impulse
L length
m mass
ṁ mass flow rate
M Mach number
P pressure
R gas constant
T temperature
u velocity
�v velocity increment

Greek letters

γ ratio of specific heats
θ flight path angle
ρ density

Subscripts

a air
e outflow
eng engine
f friction
flt flight condition
i inflow
p pseudo-shock
r rocket, reaction
t total
1 upstream
2 downstream
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1 INTRODUCTION

Propulsion is crucial to opening the space frontier in the 21st
century. It ultimately determines how far we can go, how fast
we can travel, how much payload we can carry, and how costly
space transportation will be. The solid core nuclear thermal
rocket (NTR) represents the next major evolutionary step in
high-performance liquid rocket engines. The NTR, however,
derives its energy from nuclear fission rather than chemical
combustion. While the energy liberated during combustion of
an oxidizer/fuel mixture in a chemical rocket is sizeable, it is
dwarfed by the energy released in nuclear fission. To illustrate
this point two grams of uranium-235 (U-235) fuel contains
the same amount of energy as 13 metric tons (one metric ton
(t) = 103 kg) of liquid oxygen/hydrogen (LO2/LH2) propel-

lant. The high energy content of nuclear fuel is of little value,
however, unless it can be controlled and efficiently converted
into useful thrust in a safe and reliable propulsion system with
acceptable mass. The radiation environment accompanying
the use of nuclear propulsion systems must also be taken into
account.

Nuclear fission energy has been successfully harnessed in
naval submarine propulsion systems allowing these vessels to
operate in the depths of hydrospace for long periods of time.
Nuclear propulsion is expected to provide even greater ben-
efits for interplanetary travel through outer space due to the
great distances involved. Traveling to the Moon (383 000 km
from Earth) or to Mars (about 200 times more distant) will
require large amounts of energy and an efficient propulsion
system that can convert this energy into useful propulsive
thrust. The NTR possesses the three key propulsion system
attributes required for achieving economical, routine space
travel in the future – high specific impulse, specific power,
and engine thrust-to-weight ratio.

Specific impulse (Isp) is one of the most important per-
formance parameters in rocket propulsion. It is a measure
of propellant consumption during rocket operation, and is
frequently defined as the number of pounds of thrust force
(F) produced per pound of propellant mass exhausted each
second from the engine. It has units of seconds (s). Because
thrust, F, in Newtons (N), is the product of the propellant
mass flow rate and exhaust velocity, a large thrust can be
obtained by either ejecting a large amount of propellant at
low velocity or a small amount at high velocity. The higher
the Isp, the more payload can be carried in place of bulk pro-
pellant and the lower the cost of space transportation can
become.

Propulsion systems that operate with both high thrust and
high exhaust velocities also produce large amounts of jet
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power (Pjet). A high specific power (αp) ensures a large power
output per unit of engine mass (Meng). Assuming Pjet and
Meng in kilowatts of jet power (kWj) and kilograms, respec-
tively, αp has units of kWj kg−1. Finally, because the engine
thrust-to-weight ratio (F/Weng) is directly proportional to the
specific power, large values of αp are desirable because they
ensure vehicle acceleration levels necessary for convenient
transportation of personnel and cargo throughout the Solar
System.

Current LO2/LH2 chemical rockets, similar to the 110 kN
(∼25 klbf) thrust Pratt and Whitney Rocketdyne RL10B-
2 engine, has a high specific power (αp ∼ 910 kWj kg−1)
but a high mass flow rate per unit thrust, or low specific
impulse (Isp ∼ 465 s), and large quantities of propellant are
needed to essentially push propellant around. Electrostatic
ion thrusters, utilized in space for robotic science missions
and communication satellites, use electricity from onboard
solar arrays to electrically accelerate xenon ions to high
exhaust velocities (Isp ∼ 3100 s) but operate at low power and
thrust levels (∼2.3 kWe and 0.1 N, respectively) for long peri-
ods of time. The NTR is the only propulsion system developed
and tested thus far that appears capable of achieving all three
of the desired propulsion performance parameters discussed
above. Present day performance estimates for a 110 kN NTR
indicates a Isp range of ∼905–940 s (achieved by lowering the
U-235 fuel loading in the core and increasing the peak fuel
operating temperature), a specific power of ∼150 kWj kg−1,
and an engine thrust-to-weight ratio of ∼3.4. While the spe-
cific power and F/Weng ratio are substantially lower than that
of the equivalent thrust RL10B-2, the NTR’s factor of 2 higher
Isp more than compensates for these deficiencies and can lead

to mass savings of ∼400 t over a chemical rocket system on
a human mission to Mars.

2 NTR KEY COMPONENTS AND
OPERATING PRINCIPLES

The NTR functions by raising LH2 propellant to high pres-
sure, passing it through a high-power fission reactor core
where it is heated to high temperature, then exhausting it
through a nozzle for thrust. It consists of six major subsystems
(shown in Figure 1):

1. the fission reactor core;
2. LH2 turbopump assembly;
3. thrust-generating nozzle;
4. pressure vessel;
5. reactor/engine control subsystem; and
6. radiation shielding.

The engine’s reactor core is comprised of hundreds of
hexagonal-shaped fuel elements (FEs) that contain 93%
“enriched” U-235 fuel. When a U-235 atom undergoes fis-
sion, energy release appears as kinetic energy of the resulting
fission fragments and as heat that spreads out from the fission
site and through the fuel element. Axial channels in each of
the FEs provide lengthwise coolant flow and heat removal,
allowing the elements to operate at their rated power level
and design temperature. By bundling together the appropri-
ate number of elements into a cylindrical reactor core, a given
power output and engine thrust level can be achieved.

Figure 1. Schematic of expander cycle, dual LH2 turbopump nuclear thermal rocket (NTR) engine.
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Because neutron absorption by the U-235 nucleus causes
it to fission and release additional neutrons, maintaining an
adequate neutron population within the core is important
to ensuring a “critical” reactor configuration. To prevent
excessive neutron loss from the reactor, an annular ring of
beryllium material is placed around the core to reflect escap-
ing neutrons back into system. The returned neutrons can then
cause more fission reactions to occur and improve the neutron
economy of the reactor. To raise or lower the reactor power
level, 12 rotatable control drums, uniformly spaced within the
reflector, are used to alter the percentage of fission-released
neutrons that are reflected back into the core. By covering a
120◦-wide section of the drum’s outer surface with a neutron
absorbing material, like boron, the neutron flux reentering the
core can be controlled according to the amount of absorber
material positioned near the core-reflector interface. Drum
rotation can therefore be used to increase, decrease, or main-
tain a steady-state reactor power level. The reactor core,
reflector, and control drums, together with its support struc-
ture and side restraints, are contained in a lightweight engine
pressure vessel that provides thrust force load transfer from
the nozzle to the LH2 propellant tank’s thrust structure, and
rest of the spacecraft.

A conventional convergent–divergent “De Laval” nozzle
assembly is used to convert the thermal energy of the hydro-
gen exiting the FEs into gas kinetic energy and then into
rocket kinetic energy. Attached to the bottom of the pres-
sure vessel, the convergent section accelerates the hydrogen
velocity to Mach 1 at the nozzle throat. Beyond this point,
the nozzle opens up into the carefully contoured divergent
section, where the hydrogen expands and rapidly cools as
heat energy is converted to gas kinetic energy. The hydro-
gen, now traveling at supersonic velocities, pushes against
the interior divergent nozzle walls, pushing the spacecraft
in the opposite direction. To achieve a high exhaust veloc-
ity, the exit area (Aexit) of the divergent section must be as
large as possible in comparison to the throat area (Athroat).
For space applications, nozzle area ratios (ε = Aexit/Athroat)
can range from 100:1 to 500:1, limited only by the length and
weight of the nozzle. To handle the high heat flux and ther-
mal loading on the nozzle’s converging, throat, and diverging
sections (out to nozzle area ratio of ∼15), hydrogen-carrying
coolant tubes are welded to the inside walls of the nozzle
to provide “regenerative-cooling” that helps keep the noz-
zle temperature well below its melting point. Lightweight
“radiation-cooled” skirt extensions are added to the nozzle’s
aft end to achieve larger expansion ratios.

To provide the required coolant flow to the individual fuel
elements that comprise the engine’s reactor core, a turbop-
ump assembly (TPA), is mounted to the top of the pressure
vessel. The TPA pumps 20 K LH2 from the spacecraft’s pro-

pellant tank and delivers it to the engine at high pressure (over
a 1000 psia) and flow rate (∼12.5 kg s−1 for a 110 kN thrust
engine). Power to drive the TPA comes from the reactor itself
using either an “expander” or the “hot bleed” turbine-drive
cycle. In an “expander cycle” version of the NTR engine
(Figure 1), high-pressure LH2 flowing from twin turbopump
assemblies cools the engine’s nozzle, pressure vessel, neu-
tron reflector, and control drums, and in the process picks up
heat to drive the turbines. The turbine exhaust is then routed
through the core support structure, internal radiation shield,
and coolant channels in the reactor core’s fuel elements,
where it absorbs energy from the fissioning U-235 atoms,
is superheated to high exhaust temperatures (Tex ∼2650–
2800 K depending on fuel type and uranium loading), and
then expanded out a high area ratio (ε ∼ 300:1–500:1) nozzle
for thrust generation. In the “hot bleed” cycle, a small portion
(∼3%) of the hot hydrogen exiting the reactor core is bled
off, diluted with cold hydrogen to satisfy the turbine material
temperature requirements, and then routed to the TPA. The
turbine exhaust is then jettisoned without producing much
useful thrust. While the turbine is smaller and lighter than its
expander cycle counterpart, the hot bleed cycle is wasteful
of hydrogen and has a specific impulse about 25 s lower than
the expander cycle for the same reactor operating tempera-
ture. The expander cycle is the preferred option in current
NTR engine conceptual designs providing the highest Isp for
a given exhaust temperature.

Controlling the NTR during its various operational phases
(startup, full thrust and shutdown) is accomplished by match-
ing the TPA-supplied LH2 flow to the reactor power level.
Multiple control drums, located in the reflector region sur-
rounding the reactor core, regulate the neutron population
and reactor power level over the NTR’s operational lifetime.
The internal neutron and gamma radiation shield, located
within the engine’s pressure vessel, contains its own inte-
rior coolant channels. It is placed between the reactor core
and key engine components (e.g., TPAs) to prevent excessive
radiation heating and material damage.

3 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The NTR represents the next major evolutionary step in cryo-
genic liquid propellant rocket engine technology yet, it is
not new! The viability of NTP was demonstrated and its
technology validated to a high technology readiness level dur-
ing the Rover/NERVA nuclear rocket programs (1955–1972)
(Koeing, 1986). During this time period, a total of 20 reactors
were designed, built, and ground-tested at the Nuclear Rocket
Development Station (NRDS) located at the Nevada Test Site
(NTS). President John F. Kennedy visited the NTS and was
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a supporter of the NTR development effort. During his now
famous Moon-landing speech in May 1961 (Kennedy, 1962),
President Kennedy also called for accelerated development
of the NTR saying this technology “gives promise of some
day providing a means for even more exciting and ambitious
explorations of space, perhaps beyond the Moon, perhaps to
the very end of the Solar System itself.”

The Rover program (Koeing, 1986; Bennett et al., 1994)
began in 1955 under the direction of today’s Los Alamos
National Laboratory. Its purpose was the development of a
fuel form and reactor configuration for use in a NTR. The
initial KIWI-A test reactor series, begun on 1 July 1959,
demonstrated “proof-of-principle”. Using gaseous hydrogen
as their working fluid, three reactors operated between 70
and 100 MWt of thermal power for 5 to 6 min. The follow-
on KIWI-B series (Figure 2) featured a redesigned core and
fuel element allowing a tenfold increase in reactor power.
Other design changes included an annular beryllium reflector
containing 12 boron-coated control drums for control, plus
the integration of a LH2 turbopump and regenerative-cooled

nozzle assembly. Six KIWI-B reactors were tested producing
∼1000 MWt and ∼220 kN of thrust. The series culminated
with the KIWI-B4E test on 28 July 1964. The reactor oper-
ated at ∼900 MWt for ∼8 min, the maximum time allowable
with available propellant supply. It was operated again on
10 September 1964 at ∼900 MWt for ∼2.5 min to demon-
strate the restart capability required on a future human Mars
mission. The KIWI-B4E reactor was the first to use uranium-
carbide (UC2) particles in the 19-hole hexagonal graphite
matrix fuel elements. Fuel element coolant holes and exterior
surfaces were all coated with niobium carbide (NbC) using
a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process to protect the
surfaces against hydrogen graphite chemical reactions and
subsequent erosion. The successful tests of the KIWI-B4E
cleared the way for the design and fuel form to be used in
the follow-on NRX reactors developed in the NERVA flight
engine program.

The creation of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) in July 1958 focused the direction
of NTR development on human lunar and Mars exploration

Figure 2. Sampling of NTR reactors tested in the Rover/NERVA programs.
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missions. A joint NASA and Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) Space Nuclear Propulsion Office (SNPO) was estab-
lished in August 1960, and approximately a year later, in
July 1961, the NERVA program was created for the purpose
of engineering the development of a flight-type NTR engine.
Aerojet and Westinghouse were selected as the industry con-
tractor team responsible for the NERVA engine and its reactor
subsystem. The Rover program was redirected to improving
performance, and to developing and demonstrating higher
power, higher thrust engines.

From 1964 through 1969, the NERVA program designed,
built, and tested six NRX rocket reactors (Koeing, 1986;
Bennett et al., 1994). The NRX reactor series were rated
at ∼1100 MWt and produced ∼245 kN (∼55 klbf) of thrust
at a hydrogen flow rate of ∼34 kg s−1. The last two reactors
tested in the NRX series were the NRX-A6 and the experi-
mental engine prototype (XE-P). The NRX-A6 fulfilled the
“1-hour” burn requirement of the NERVA program and the
XE-P demonstrated the full range of operations expected in
a flight-type engine system. The NRX-A6 reactor was tested
on 13 December 1967 and operated successfully at full power
and rated thrust level for ∼62 min, the longest sustained burn
of a liquid rocket engine of any kind. Although the last system
tested, the XE-P was the first downward-firing nuclear rocket
engine tested under simulated altitude/space conditions (Fig-
ure 3). In numerous tests conducted between 20 March 1969
and 11 September 1969, the XE-P operated over a broad
range of power levels consistent with start-up, steady-state
full power, and shutdown conditions, and accumulated ∼2 h
of powered operation that included 27 restarts. A versatile
control system was also demonstrated that allowed com-
pletely automatic startups. The NRX series and final XE-P
tests showed that a fully integrated NTR system can start on
its own power, operate safely over a wider range of conditions
for a significant length of time, and have restart capability.

Following the successful test of the KIWI B-4E, the
Rover program focus transitioned toward development of a
5000 MWt, 1.1 MN (∼250 klbf) thrust NTR. The increase in
thrust by a factor of 5 was initially thought to be necessary
for a human Mars mission if engine operational lifetimes
were limited to ∼30 min of full power operation. Three reac-
tors were tested from 1965 to 1968 at progressively higher
power levels in the “Phoebus” series. The 19-hole KIWI-B4E
fuel element was used as the core building block for the test
series but the average power output per element, operating
pressure and hydrogen flow rate were increased by ∼50%.
The Phoebus IB reactor, tested on 23 February 1967, suc-
cessfully operated at ∼1500 MWt and ∼750 psia chamber
pressure for ∼30 min with a core exit hydrogen gas temper-
ature of ∼2445 K. The Phoebus series culminated with the
Phoebus 2A, the most powerful nuclear rocket reactor ever

Figure 3. The NERVA experimental engine (XE) demonstrated 28
start-up/shutdown cycles during tests in 1969.

built (Figure 2). By increasing the number of fuel elements
and growing the diameter of the core, the Phoebus 2A reactor
was rated for 5000 MWt and a thrust level of 1.1 MN. With an
exhaust temperature of ∼2500 K and Isp ∼840 s, the hydro-
gen flow rate in Phoebus 2A was ∼135 kg s−1. Two large
spherical LH2 tanks provided the 1 000 000-gallon propel-
lant capacity needed to support a 30 minute long full power
test. On 26 June 1968, Phoebus 2A was operated for ∼32 min
with 12.5 min at ∼4100 MWt and 910 kN (∼205 klbf); that
is, at ∼82% of its rated capability. The duration of the test
was limited by the availability of LH2 propellant at the test
site. Despite its successful tests, the pursuit of a “1.1 MN-
class” engine was stopped when burn times exceeding 1 h,
and multiple engine restarts were successfully demonstrated
on the NRX-A6 and XE-Prime engine tests.

The final two reactors tested in the Rover program
were the Pewee and Nuclear Furnace reactors designed and
built to evaluate higher temperature, longer life fuel ele-
ments with improved coatings. The Pewee reactor operated
at ∼500 MWt and a hydrogen flow rate of ∼13.5 kg s−1,
equivalent to 110 kN (∼25 klbf) of thrust. To provide suf-
ficient neutron moderation and criticality in this smaller core
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diameter (∼0.533 m), sleeves of zirconium hydride mod-
erator material were added to the ∼132 core support tie
tubes around which ∼402 fuel elements were bundled. Pewee
was successfully tested three times between late November
and early December of 1968, and set several records for
nuclear rocket reactors. The Pewee full power test consisted
of two 20-minute-long burns at the design power level of
∼503 MWt and an average fuel element exit gas temperature
of ∼2550 K, the highest achieved in the Rover/NERVA pro-
grams. The peak fuel temperature also reached a record level
of∼2750 K. Other performance records included average and
peak power densities in the reactor core of ∼2340 MWt m−3

and ∼5200 MWt m−3, respectively. A new CVD coating of
zirconium carbide (ZrC) was also evaluated and shown to
have performance superior to the NbC coating used in previ-
ous reactor tests.

The Nuclear Furnace (NF-1), the last reactor tested in
the Rover program, was a small, inexpensive reactor sys-
tem designed for testing full-size NTR fuel elements. The
NF-1 was also outfitted with an effluent treatment system
that successfully cooled, processed and removed radioactive
fission products from the exhaust before being released to the
atmosphere. The fuel elements in the NF-1 “core” assembly
included two new fuel types: (i) uranium–zirconium carbide
(UC–ZrC) in graphite “composite” fuel, and (ii) pure (UC–
ZrC) binary carbide fuel. From June to July of 1972, the
NF-1 was operated at its design power level of 44 MWt for
∼109 min over an exit gas temperature range of ∼2440–
2550 K, and for ∼121 min with Tex at or above ∼2220 K.
The 19-hole composite fuel elements with ZrC coating with-
stood peak power densities of ∼4500–5000 MWt m−3, and
demonstrated better corrosion resistance than the standard
coated particle graphite matrix fuel element used in the pre-
vious Rover/NERVA reactor tests. While the single-hole pure
carbide fuel elements experienced cracking (as expected), a
revised design was expected to decrease the thermal gradients
and hence reduce the cracking problem.

In summary, from 1955 through 1972, a total of 20
rocket reactors were designed, built, and ground-tested dur-
ing Rover/NERVA at a cost of ∼$1.4 billion (∼$9 billion
investment today). System tests conducted then demonstrated
the power, thrust, and hydrogen exhaust temperature lev-
els, together with the burn durations and restart capability,
required for a human Mars mission. Demonstrated were the
following:

1. a wide range of thrust levels (110, 220, 330, and
1100 kN);

2. high-temperature nuclear fuels that provided hydrogen
exhaust temperatures up to 2550 K (achieved in the small
110 kN Pewee engine);

3. sustained engine operation (over 62 min for a single burn
on the NRX-A6); as well as

4. accumulated lifetime; and
5. restart capability (∼2 h during 28 start-up and shutdown

cycles) on the XE-P.

Despite these achievements, the Rover/NERVA programs
were terminated in January 1973, short of flight demon-
stration, because of political decisions to delay NASA’s
post-Apollo program that envisioned the construction of lunar
bases and human missions to Mars.

4 CANDIDATE FUELS FOR NTP

A large number of fuel compositions have been proposed
and evaluated in the past for use in NTP systems (Bhat-
tacharyya, 2001). Reactor cores tested in the KIWI series
evolved over time from proof-of-concept fuel elements con-
sisting of highly enriched uranium oxide (UO2) particles
mixed with graphite and pressed into plates, to extruded
cylindrical rods coated with NbC using chemical vapor depo-
sition to reduce corrosion of the graphite by the hydrogen
propellant. The extruded cylindrical fuel elements, designed
initially with four then seven coolant channels, led to the 19-
hole hexagonal-shaped element ∼1.9 cm across the flats and
∼1.32 m long first used in the KIWI-B4A reactor (Figure 4).
This fuel element shape, along with coated particles of ura-
nium carbide (UC2) introduced in KIWI-B4E, became the
standard used in all remaining Phoebus, Pewee and NERVA
NRX engines. These elements were bundled around and sup-

Figure 4. Hexagonal 19-hole NERVA fuel element.
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Figure 5. Coated particle and composite Rover/NERVA fuel element and tie tube bundle arrangement.

ported by core support tie tubes (shown in Figure 5). Six
elements per tie tube were used in the higher-power Phoebus
and NRX reactor series. In the smaller Pewee reactor, the
ratio was reduced to three elements per tie tube.

Higher performance (UC–ZrC) “composite” fuel was
developed at the end of the Rover program (Taub, 1975) and
tested in the Nuclear Furnace using the same hexagonal ele-
ment geometry. A comparison of the standard coated-particle
graphite matrix fuel and the composite matrix fuel forms is
shown in Figure 5. In the composite fuel, the UC–ZrC exists
not in particle form but as a continuous webbed dispersion.
This fuel dispersion exists throughout the graphite matrix
material and prevents hydrogen, entering through cracks in
the coating, from eating deeply into the graphite matrix. The
composite fuel also has a higher operating temperature capa-
bility and a higher coefficient of thermal expansion that more
closely matched that of the protective ZrC coating, help-
ing to reduce coating cracking. Electrical-heated composite
fuel elements were tested by Westinghouse in hot hydrogen

at 2700 K for ∼600 min, (ten 1-hour cycles). Subsequent
nuclear tests of composite elements in NF-1 at tempera-
tures up to ∼2550 K showed improved corrosion resistance.
At the end of Rover/NERVA, performance projections for
composite fuel were estimated at ∼2–6 h at full power over
a hydrogen exhaust temperature range of ∼2550–2800 K
(Taub, 1975).

The former Soviet Union (FSU) initiated its own nuclear
rocket technology program after the NERVA program began
that continued up until 1986. It conducted extensive fuel
element and reactor tests at its Semipalatinsk facility in Kaza-
khstan that led to the development of a high-temperature
ternary or “tricarbide” fuel consisting of uranium, zirconium,
and niobium carbide (UC–ZrC–NbC) having a maximum
operating temperature of ∼3200 K. The basic fuel assem-
bly is an axial flow design that contains a series of stacked
45 mm diameter bundles of thin (∼1 mm) “twisted fuel rib-
bons”∼2 mm wide by∼100 mm long (Figure 6). The number
of fuel bundles per assembly and the number of assemblies
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Figure 6. Tricarbide “twisted ribbon” fuel element bundle.

in the reactor core were determined by the desired engine
thrust level and associated power output. Full-scale integrated
engine tests were not conducted but hydrogen exhaust tem-
peratures of ∼3100 K for more than 1 h were reported in
reactor tests using bundled fuel elements individually fed
with high-pressure H2. Replacing NbC with higher melt-
ing point carbides such as tungsten (WC), tantalum (TaC),
or hafnium (HfC) could increase the maximum operating
temperature beyond 3100 K allowing even higher specific
impulse capability.

The primary backup option to the carbide-based fuels
of Rover/NERVA was a ceramic–metallic or “cermet”
fuel option consisting of UO2 fuel embedded in a high-
temperature metallic matrix material such as tungsten (W).
Cermet fuel underwent extensive nuclear/nonnuclear testing
in the 1960s under the GE-710 and Argonne National Labo-
ratory (ANL) nuclear rocket programs but was not developed
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Figure 7. NTR specific impulse versus fuel exhaust temperature and type.

into an operational engine. Fuel elements were designed and
fabricated that were axial flow and hexagonal in geometry. A
large number of fuel samples were produced and evaluated in
a variety of separate effects tests. Nonnuclear, hot hydrogen
exposure tests at temperatures up to 3000 K, and with temper-
ature cycling to demonstrate restart, established the viability
of cermet fuel for NTP use. Irradiation tests, conducted under
both transient and steady-state conditions, further indicated
the fuel was robust and had the potential for high burnup and
improved fission product retention using a W-alloy cladding
similar to the matrix material.

Engine-specific impulse versus hydrogen exhaust tem-
perature for a variety of fuel types operating at a chamber
pressure of ∼1000 psia and nozzle area ratios (ε) from 100:1
to 500:1 are shown in Figure 7. The anticipated tempera-
ture range for coated particle, composite, cermet, binary and
ternary carbides, and advanced tricarbides are also indicated.
These various fuels can be operated at near maximum tem-
perature or at lower temperature levels to extend fuel lifetime
or to increase the engine’s operational margins.

5 NTP GROWTH/EVOLUTION
POTENTIAL

The NTR has significant “growth and evolution” potential not
possible with chemical propulsion. For thermal/epithermal
neutron energy spectrum reactor designs, one can transition
from NERVA composite fuel to higher performance tricar-
bide fuels or to a fast neutron spectrum reactor using cermet
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fuel. In addition to providing high thrust and high Isp, the NTR
also represents a “rich energy source” because it contains
substantially more U-235 fuel in its reactor core than is con-
sumed during the primary propulsion maneuvers performed
in a typical human Mars mission. By reconfiguring the NTR
for “bimodal” operation (both high thrust and electrical power
production), tens of kWe can be generated for crew life sup-
port systems, high-data-rate communications and enhanced
stage operations, such as an active refrigeration system for
long-term, zero boil-off LH2 propellant storage (Borowski,
Dudzinski and McGuire, 1998).

In the bimodal NTR (BNTR) engine concept (see
Figure 8), the reactor is designed to supply thermal energy
for both propellant heating and modest electrical power gen-
eration. During the high-thrust “propulsion phase”, large
amounts of thermal power (hundreds of MWt) are produced
and removed using LH2 propellant pumped the engine’s reac-
tor core – as in the conventional NTR. During the “mission
coast/power generation phase,” the BNTR’s reactor continues
to operate but in an “idle mode” at greatly reduced ther-
mal power levels (∼125 kWt to produce ∼25 kWe). Energy

generated in the reactor fuel assemblies is removed using
a secondary “closed” gas loop that carries a helium–xenon
(He–Xe) gas mixture. In a NERVA-derived BNTR design,
the existing regenerative-cooled core support tie tubes would
carry the recirculated He/Xe coolant gas. Power from the
NERVA fuel elements surrounding the tie tubes enters the
tubes via conduction (see Figure 5). In the fast reactor BNTR
design called ESCORT (Joyner, 2000), a closed loop, coax-
ial energy transport duct (ETD), integrated into each UO2–W
fuel element, carries the He–Xe coolant gas (see Figure 9).
The heated gas is then routed to a small (∼15–25 kWe) Bray-
ton rotating unit (BRU) consisting of a turbine–alternator–
compressor (TAC) assembly that generates electricity at
∼20% conversion efficiency. Waste heat is rejected to space
using a conical pumped-loop radiator that is mounted to the
exterior of the propulsion stage thrust structure (Figure 10).
The radiator is also available to help remove low-level decay
heat power accompanying high-thrust engine operation.

The performance and versatility of the basic NTR/BNTR
engine can be further improved by adding an oxygen “after-
burner” nozzle, storage and feed system to augment thrust and

Figure 8. NTR growth paths include bimodal operation for electricity and thrust augmentation using oxygen afterburner nozzle.
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Figure 9. Cross section of hexagonal cermet fuel element show-
ing central closed coaxial, He–Xe energy transport duct (ETD) and
surrounding open LH2 coolant channels.

reduce the need for developing large, more costly engines.
In the “LOX-augmented” NTR (LANTR) option (Borowski,
Dudzinski and McGuire, 1998), oxygen is injected into the
large divergent section of the nozzle downstream of the
sonic throat section. Here it mixes with reactor-heated H2

and undergoes supersonic combustion adding both mass and
chemical energy to the rocket exhaust (see Figure 8). By con-
trolling the “oxygen-to-hydrogen” mixture ratio, the LANTR
can operate over a wide range of thrust and Isp levels while the
reactor core power level remains relatively constant. Down-
stream nozzle injection also isolates the reactor core from
oxygen interaction and possible damage.

Transitioning to LANTR operation could also provide
a number of engine, vehicle, and mission advantages
(Borowski, Dudzinski and McGuire, 1998) that include:

Figure 10. Artificial gravity “bimodal” NTR crewed Mars transfer
vehicle with conical radiator on aft thrust structure.

1. “big engine” performance from small engines that helps
reduce gravity losses;

2. shorter burn times that extend engine life;
3. reduced propellant tank size and mass resulting from the

substitution of higher density LO2 for lower density LH2;
4. reduced stage and vehicle size allowing deployment

using smaller launch vehicles; and
5. increased operational range and payload delivery capa-

bility resulting from the use of in situ sources of H2 and
O2 wherever and whenever they become available.

6 BENEFITS OF NTP FOR HUMAN MARS
MISSION

With its high thrust and high-specific impulse capability, the
NTR can perform difficult human Mars missions with sig-
nificantly less initial mass in low-Earth orbit (IMLEO) than
that required using conventional chemical rocket engines.
Over the last half century, NASA has examined a variety
of mission approaches and trajectory options for conducting
these missions. Most studies conducted by NASA prior to
∼1990 focused on “all-up” missions with the Mars transfer
vehicle (MTV) carrying everything it needed to get to Mars,
land there, and then return to Earth. Short round-trip times
(∼14–22 months) were also desired which increased the total
mission �V budget (∼8–11 km s−1), the MTV’s propellant
loading and size, and the IMLEO requirements for the mis-
sion (Figure 11). Overlooked was the fact that astronauts on
a short round-trip Mars mission would spend the majority
of their time in interplanetary space and only about ∼30–
60 days on the planet’s surface. On these high-energy short
stay missions, the NTR provides significant mass savings and
can reduce the required IMLEO by ∼200–300% compared
to an all-chemical approach.

Longer duration missions (∼30 months) using separate
cargo and crewed flights provide an alternative to the large
single vehicle, short round-trip option. With a “split mis-
sion” approach, cargo flights predeploy mission assets at
Mars ahead of the crew using minimum energy trajectories
that help maximize delivered payload. The offloaded crewed
MTV then travels a higher energy, “fast conjunction” trajec-
tory out to and back from Mars. The “fast conjunction/long
surface stay” option is the baseline for NASA’s Mars Design
Reference Architecture (DRA) 5.0 study (Drake, 2009). It
has a lower total mission �V requirement (∼7–8 s−1), needs
less propellant, and has a substantially lower IMLEO. The
“one-way” crew transit times to and from Mars are short
(∼5–7 months each way), but stay times at Mars are ∼500
days to allow for planetary realignment between Mars and
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Figure 11. Final assembly phase of “all-up” reusable Mars transfer
vehicle using single 75 klbf NERVA-derived NTR engine.

Earth before the crew returns to Earth. Long surface stays
are beneficial in that they provide the crew adequate time
to explore and maximize scientific return. The split mission
approach using fast conjunction trajectories and NTP have
allowed NASA to reduce the size and mass of the individ-
ual spacecraft, also the size of the NTP engines needed for a
human mission to Mars.

The “7-Launch” NTR Mars mission option for DRA
5.0 (Borowski, McCurdy and Packard, 2009) is depicted in
Figure 12. The mission begins with two cargo flights that
predeploy a cargo lander to the surface and a habitat lan-
der into Mars orbit where it remains until the arrival of the
crew on the next mission opportunity (∼26 months later). The
cargo flights utilize “one-way” minimum energy, long transit
time trajectories. Each cargo vehicle includes a common NTR
propulsion stage and a payload element (shown in Figure 13)
assembled in low Earth orbit (LEO) using autonomous ren-
dezvous and docking (R&D). The propulsion stage includes
a 10 m diameter, 20 m long cylindrical LH2 propellant tank
with three 110 kN “Pewee-class” NTR engines operating
with a Isp of ∼900 s. Four cargo heavy lift vehicles (HLVs),
each with a 140 t lift capability, deliver the required com-
ponents to LEO. The cargo and habitat landers are enclosed

Figure 12. “7-Launch” NTR strategy for NASA’s Mars DRA 5.0 (2009).
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Figure 13. Crewed and cargo Mars transfer vehicles for NASA’s DRA 5.0: “7-Launch” NTR strategy.

within the two large 10 m diameter, 33 m long triconic-shaped
aeroshells that function as a payload shroud during launch,
then as an aerobrake and thermal protection system during
Mars orbit capture and subsequent entry, descent and landing
(EDL) on Mars. Each cargo MTV has an IMLEO of ∼236 t
and is ∼65 m long (Figure 14). The NTR propulsion stage
holds ∼87 t of LH2 propellant, and has an overall mass of
∼133 t. The cargo and habitat landers each have a mass of
∼103 t that includes the aeroshell (∼40 t), lander stage (23 t),
and the surface payload (∼40 t).

Once the operational functions of the orbiting habitat and
surface cargo landers are verified, and the Mars Ascent Vehi-
cle (MAV), carried on the cargo lander, is supplied with in
situ ascent propellant produced from the Mars atmosphere,
the crewed mission is readied and departs LEO (∼26 months
later). The crewed MTV design is shown in Figures 13 and 14.
It utilizes fast conjunction trajectories that allow ∼5–7 month
“one-way” transit times to and from Mars. Like the cargo
vehicle, the crewed MTV is an “in-line” configuration that
uses Earth orbit R&D to simplify vehicle assembly. It uses
the same “common” NTR propulsion stage but includes addi-
tional external radiation shielding on each engine for crew
protection during engine operation. The crewed MTV has an
IMLEO of ∼326 t. Three HLV launches deliver the vehicle’s
key components which include:

1. the NTR propulsion stage (∼139 t);
2. a “saddle truss” and LH2 drop tank (∼123 t); and
3. the payload (∼64 t).

The crewed payload component includes, with its
six crew, the transit habitat module, a small shuttle-
craft for vehicle-to-vehicle transfer and “end of mission”
Earth entry, consumables, and connecting structure. Four
12.5 kWe 125 m2 rectangular PVAs provide the crewed MTV
with ∼50 kWe of electrical power in Mars orbit for crew life
support (∼30 kWe), thermal management of the cryogenic
LH2 propellant (∼10 kWe), and high-data-rate communica-
tions (∼10 kWe) with Earth.

Following the TMI maneuver, the drained LH2 drop tank,
attached to the central saddle truss, is jettisoned and the
crewed MTV coasts to Mars under zero-gravity conditions
and with it four PVAs tracking the Sun. Attitude control
and midcourse correction maneuvers are provided by the
vehicle’s reaction control system (RCS). The crewed MTV
propulsively captures into Mars orbit, rendezvouses with the
orbiting habitat lander, and then transfers over to the lander
(Figure 12). The crew then performs EDL near the cargo lan-
der and begins the surface exploration phase of the mission.
After ∼500 days on the surface, the crew lifts off and returns
to the MTV using the MAV. Following the transfer of the
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Figure 14. Key features and component lengths of NTR crewed and cargo Mars transfer vehicles.

crew and samples to the MTV, the MAV is jettisoned. The
crew then initiates checkout and verification of all MTV sys-
tems, performs the TEI burn and begins the journey back to
Earth. After an approximately six-month trip time, the crew
separates from the MTV and returns to Earth in their reentry
capsule while the MTV flies by Earth at high altitude and is
disposed of in heliocentric space.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The NTR represents the next major evolutionary step in high-
performance liquid rocket engines. It possesses the three key

propulsion system attributes required for achieving econom-
ical, routine space travel in the future:

1. high specific impulse;
2. high specific power; and
3. high engine thrust-to-weight ratio.

The NTR generates large quantities of thermal power
from fissioning U-235 atoms contained within fuel ele-
ments that comprise the engine’s reactor core. Using an
“expander” cycle for turbopump drive power, hydrogen pro-
pellant is raised to a high pressure and pumped through
coolant channels in the fuel elements where it is superheated
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then expanded out a supersonic nozzle to generate high thrust.
This technology is not new but was developed to a high
technology readiness level during the Rover/NERVA pro-
grams. In twenty reactor tests associated with the KIWI,
NRX, Phoebus, Pewee, and Nuclear Furnace reactor series, a
wide range of thrust levels were demonstrated, along with
high-temperature coated particle and composite fuel, sus-
tained engine operation, accumulated time at full power, and
restart capability – everything required for a human mis-
sion to Mars. Effluent treatment of reactor exhaust gas was
demonstrated and important development work on higher
temperature UO2–W cermet and UC–ZrC–NbC ternary car-
bide fuels was also conducted during the ANL and GE-710
programs, and FSU NTP program, respectively.

Compared to chemical propulsion, NTP has significantly
greater growth capability including the use of higher temper-
ature nuclear fuels and “bimodal” engine operation. Besides
providing efficient high-thrust propulsion, the BNTR can
supply all the electrical power needs of the spacecraft
thereby eliminating the need for deploying and operating
large Sun-tracking photovoltaic arrays. The configuration
of a BNTR-powered MTV (long and linear) is also nat-
urally compatible with artificial gravity (AG) operations.
By rotating the vehicle about its center-of-mass and per-
pendicular to its flight vector, an AG environment can be
established to help maintain crew fitness during the tran-
sit out to Mars and back, also while in Mars orbit in the
event of an “abort-to-orbit” scenario (Borowski, Dudzin-
ski and McGuire, 1999; Borowski, Dudzinski and McGuire,
2001). The addition of an oxygen “afterburner” nozzle and
propellant feed system in the LANTR concept provides a
further NTR enhancement that allows variable thrust and Isp

operation plus the ability to utilize extraterrestrial sources of
hydrogen and oxygen that exist throughout the Solar System.
These improvements to the basic NTR can lead to revolution-
ary performance advancements (Borowski and Dudzinski,
1997) in an evolutionary manner – “Revolution through
Evolution.”

For human missions to Mars, NTP offers a number of per-
formance, system, mission and operational benefits. Its high
thrust means short burn durations for departure and capture
maneuvers. Its high Isp (twice that of chemical) means sig-
nificantly less propellant mass, fewer Earth-to-orbit launches
to deliver spacecraft components and lower total IMLEO.
Compared to chemical propulsion, NTP reduces the required
launch mass by ∼400 t – the equivalent mass of the Inter-
national Space Station. At launch, NTR engines contain
negligible amounts of radioactivity, which simplifies ship-
ping, handling, and packaging on the launch vehicle. The
use of clustered, smaller thrust (110 kN) engines, each with
dual LH2 TPAs, provides a “pump-out” and “engine-out”

capability that can increase crew safety and reduce mission
risk. Small engine size is also expected to help reduce the
time and cost to develop, ground test and fly these engines.
Significant technology synergy between NTP and chemical
systems (e.g., LH2 TPAs, radiation-cooled nozzle extensions,
and large Al/Li propellant tanks) should help reduce devel-
opment costs further.

From a mission and operations perspective, the NTP-
based space transportation system has fewer vehicle elements
and simpler space operations. No complex orbital assem-
bly is required as with chemical propulsion, just Earth orbit
R&D of 2–3 vehicle elements as outlined above. With its
higher Isp, an NTP space transportation system is less sen-
sitive to the variations in mission �V that occur over the
15-year synodic cycle. It is also more tolerant of unexpected
mass growth and can more readily accommodate a propul-
sive capture option for Mars cargo missions should technical
difficulties arise with the aerocapture approach. Finally, it is
noteworthy that on a round-trip crewed mission to Mars, the
total operating time for the NTR engines is ∼75 min, well
within the ∼2 h accumulated engine burn time demonstrated
by the NERVA experimental engine prototype (XE-P) over
40 years ago!
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Taxonomy

The simplest forms of electrically augmented propulsion
for spacecraft are resistance-heated and arc-heated thrusters,
generally called resistojets and arcjets, respectively. As with
all forms of electric propulsion, specific impulse is increased
by adding electric energy from the spacecraft to the propel-
lant. For this electrothermal class of thrusters, electric energy
is imparted to the propellant as thermal energy, augmenting
the propellant enthalpy, which is then expanded through a
nozzle to produce thrust (Figure 1).

Other types of electrothermal propulsion, treated in other
chapters, include those that electromagnetically couple the

energy into the flow, such as radiofrequency and microwave
thrusters (see Radio-Frequency and Microwave Thrusters)
and laser-sustained plasma thrusters (see Laser Propulsion).
It should be further noted that electrothermal devices and
primarily electromagnetic devices, such as magnetoplasma-
dynamic thrusters (see Magnetoplasmadynamic Thrusters)
and pulsed plasma thrusters (see Pulsed Plasma Thrusters),
lie at either end of a continuum over which energy is imparted
in varying proportions by both electrothermal and electro-
magnetic mechanisms.

1.2 History

The earliest known work in electrothermal propulsion was
conducted in the late 1930s in the Soviet Union by V.P.
Glushko using high-current pulses to vaporize either a con-
ducting liquid or a continuously fed wire (Krabrov, 2007). In
the late 1950s and early 1960s, significant work was done
to develop resistance- and arc-heated thrusters at powers
ranging from 10 W to 200 kW using hydrogen and ammo-
nia propellants (Jahn, 1968). The first use of electrothermal
propulsion in space was in 1965 to provide orbit adjustment
of the Vela spacecraft. Using 90 W of power to heat the nitro-
gen propellant, the specific impulse was raised from 80 to
123 s (Jackson et al., 1966). The higher power thrusters were
intended for earth orbit transfer applications. However, by
1965, research into high-power electrothermal thrusters had
been discontinued when it became clear that space nuclear
power sources were going to be heavier and take longer to
develop than had been assumed.

As the Apollo program reached its goal of putting astro-
nauts on the moon at the end of the decade, some research
turned toward applications for permanently inhabited space
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Figure 1. Electrothermal propulsion energy flux diagram.

stations. Of particular interest was the use of biowaste propel-
lants, such as water, carbon dioxide, air, and methane, for drag
compensation and attitude control (Halbach and Yoshida,
1970). Although this application was never realized, research
continued on and off until the early 1990s.

Also by the end of the 1960s, monopropellant hydrazine
thrusters were widely in use due to their simplicity and high
propellant storage density. However, their specific impulse
was significantly less than that of more complex hypergolic
bipropellant systems. A hydrazine arcjet was proposed as
early as 1962 (Bender, 1963) but did not achieve flight sta-
tus until over three decades later. A hydrazine thruster with
performance augmented by a resistance heater was proposed
in 1967 by Brill (Radio Corporation of America, 1967), with
the first tests of a hydrazine resistojet described by Schreib,
Pugmire and Chapin (1969) and the first operation in space
in 1981 (Dressler et al., 1981). Hydrazine resistojets have
generally been used for stationkeeping of geosynchronous
spacecraft. However, more recently they have provided orbit
insertion, attitude control, and de-orbit functions for over
75 low earth orbit satellites in the Iridium constellation.
Hydrazine resistojets have flown on well over 100 spacecraft,
making them the most successful form of electric propulsion
to date.

With the intent of providing high performance with high-
intensity energy deposition while maintaining tolerable heat
loads on the materials, pulsed electrothermal thrusters were
developed (Burton et al., 1982). Several variations have been
tested over the years using solid, liquid, or gaseous propel-
lants. However, limitations imposed by the pulse-forming
network mass and the propellant feed systems have not
yielded a competitive system. Work on various pulsed elec-

trothermal devices has continued, although at average powers
less than 1 kW and primarily for micropropulsion applica-
tions (see Micropropulsion).

As spacecraft solar array power levels entered the multi-
kilowatt range in the 1980s, and as the SP-100 program,
initiated in 1983, again created the prospect of a 100-kW
space nuclear power source, interest in high-power elec-
trothermal thrusters resumed. Robust arcjet research and
development programs were conducted in the United States,
Japan, Germany, and Italy. Research with hydrogen arcjets
included tests of up to 150 kW at the University of Stuttgart
(Auweter-Kurtz et al., 1996). Studies had shown that steady-
state hydrogen arcjets provided significant potential mass
benefits when used for orbit transfer at spacecraft powers
of 30 kW and above (Vaughan and Cassady, 1992). Unfor-
tunately, efficient cryogenic storage systems to keep the
hydrogen liquid for the multi-week mission were lacking,
and regardless, the low density of liquid hydrogen requires
volumes difficult to accommodate in launch vehicle fairings.
In 1999, the Air Force flew a demonstration of an arcjet
using ammonia as a propellant, which avoids these issues.
Operating at 26 kW, it was the most powerful steady-state
electrical system ever operated in space until the addition
of the P6 truss and solar array panels to the International
Space Station (Bromaghim et al., 2002). However, the SP-
100 program was canceled in 1995. Additionally, Hall effect
and gridded ion thruster systems, each with higher specific
impulse and more storable xenon propellant, matured. Work
in arcjets above 2 kW effectively ceased by the end of the
1990s.

Starting in the early 1990s, research began on arcjets below
1 kW with a wide range of propellants, including hydrazine
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(Sankovic and Hopkins, 1996). Although arcjet research
continues today on very low-power arcjets, the shrinking
length scales at low powers significantly penalize perfor-
mance. In contrast, very low-power resistojets are finding
new flight applications on small spacecraft (Gibbon et al.,
2003).

At a power range between 1 and 2 kW, arcjets have been
very successful. Once resistojets using onboard hydrazine
had been proven in flight, a further increase in specific
impulse was pursued through the development of a hydrazine
arcjet. The first hydrazine arcjet was operated in space in late
1993 at 1.6 kW on the Telstar 401 satellite (Zube et al., 1999).
Like the hydrazine resistojet, 2-kW class hydrazine arcjets
have been widely used, providing stationkeeping on over 50
spacecraft to date.

2 DESCRIPTION

Although the primary focus in the development of resistance-
and arc-heated electric propulsion has always been with the
thruster, it cannot be emphasized enough that the thrusters
must be treated as part of a propulsion system. This system
also includes the propellant and power management subsys-
tems.

2.1 Resistojet thrusters

Resistojets represent the simplest form of electric propul-
sion. As depicted in Figure 2a, propellant is injected into a
volume where a resistive heater imparts thermal energy to the
propellant. Just as with conventional chemical thrusters, the
resistojet can be operated in either a steady or an intermittent
mode.

The design of the heat exchange zone must allow sufficient
contact for the propellant to equilibrate with the temperature
of the hottest surfaces. The pressure in the heat exchange
zone must be high enough to provide good heat transfer into
the gas, as well as to limit gas dissociation losses. However,
thermal losses to cooler surfaces downstream and stress on
hot chamber walls, a life-limiting factor in some designs,
increase with pressure. Good thermal shielding is essential
to prevent heat loss through the outer walls.

A significant advantage of the resistojet is its ability to use
a wide range of propellants. Therefore, materials in direct
contact with the propellant must resist various forms of chem-
ical attack, depending on the propellant. This requirement
includes all joints, especially any ceramic-to-metal seals at
the leads for immersed heaters.

Figure 2. Thruster schematics. (a) Resistojet; (b) arcjet.

Finally, the hot propellant exhausts through a nozzle that
converts the thermal energy into thrust, just as in a con-
ventional chemical thruster. Nozzle design must balance
recovery of thermal and frozen flow energy against viscous
and convective losses in a low Reynolds number flow.

2.2 Arcjet thrusters

Arcjets, depicted schematically in Figure 2b, have a central,
pointed cathode positioned just upstream of the throat of a
nozzle that is electrically connected as the anode. The cathode
is supported inside the anode body with an insulator that holds
a critical gap between the cathode and the anode/nozzle. Her-
metic ceramic-to-metal seals must be made at the upstream
end between the anode, the insulator, and the cathode. The
propellant is injected tangentially into the region near the
cathode tip imparting a swirl to the gas flow, as depicted in
Figure 3.

In operation, an arc is struck between the anode and
the cathode. Once stabilized, the arc heats the cathode tip
to temperatures hot enough to melt tungsten until the tip
emits electrons thermionically. These electrons are acceler-
ated downstream through the arc column by the electric field,
ionizing some of the propellant to maintain a conductive path,
before traveling to the anode to complete the circuit. Enthalpy
is added to the flow ohmically by electrons and ions in the arc
column. This creates temperatures in excess of 13 000 K in
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Figure 3. Three-layer model of arcjet constrictor region.

the arc core, which is the key to generating the improvement
in specific impulse over that of a resistojet (Jahn, 1968).

The vortex created by injecting the propellant in a swirl
provides a radial density gradient in the constrictor that
maintains the arc on the centerline with a relatively cooler,
denser outer layer of propellant that is essential to protect
the constrictor wall. Past the downstream end of the constric-
tor, the arc attaches diffusely to the anode in the diverging
nozzle region. This diffuse, downstream attachment is crit-
ical because the electron current carries its enthalpy into
the anode, creating a heat load, which if concentrated even
momentarily, can irreparably damage even the highest tem-
perature refractory metals.

2.3 Propellant feed systems

Resistojets and arcjets have similar feed system requirements.
The flow must be controlled within a flow rate range in order
to maintain the health of the thruster. Lower flow gives bet-
ter specific impulse, but too little flow shortens thruster life.
An interruption in flow can irreparably damage the thruster,
even if only momentary in the case of an arcjet. Inert propel-
lants, such as nitrogen, use a high-pressure blowdown system.
Hydrogen would use controlled boiloff from a cryogenic stor-
age system. The ammonia system on the ESEX flight used
heaters to ensure only gas phase flow from the two-phase gas-
liquid propellant in the storage tank. “Bang-bang” valves and
a plenum provided a steady flow rate (Vaughan and Morris,
1993). Hydrazine arcjets run off of the onboard hydrazine
system with a flow restrictor at the valve inlet to set the flow
rate range. The liquid hydrazine flows into a catalytic decom-
position chamber, or “gas generator,” very similar to that
of a conventional hydrazine thruster. The gaseous decom-
position products then flow into an electric augmentation

assembly. Since mechanical pressure regulators are uncom-
mon in hydrazine propellant systems, they usually operate in
a “blowdown” mode, with flow rate decreasing over life. The
flow restrictor must be sized to give a minimum allowable
flow rate at the end of mission feed pressure.

The propellant feed systems for pulsed electrothermal
thrusters present the extra challenge that they must account
for the intermittent nature of the operation. This is accom-
plished either by pulsing the thruster with a high enough
frequency to allow continuous propellant flow or by having
fast, pulsed propellant control. Ablation of a solid inher-
ently controls the propellant in synchronization with thruster
operation. Nevertheless, poor propellant utilization is a chief
drawback to most pulsed thrusters.

2.4 Power systems

Since resistojets and arcjets have historically evolved as
an augmentation to cold gas or monopropellant chemical
thrusters, the development of these systems typically has
focused on the thruster, almost to the exclusion of the power
system. However, the power systems present significant cost,
schedule, and reliability challenges, often exceeding those
of the thruster. Furthermore, since the power electronics rely
on the commercial availability of extremely high-reliability
parts, obsolescence is a significant issue.

The primary functions of resistojet power electronics are
isolation and limitation of inrush current. Since the augmen-
tation heater has significantly lower resistance when cold than
at steady state, the initial current can create an unacceptably
high load on the spacecraft power bus. Other than that con-
sideration, resistojets can use power available directly from
the spacecraft bus, without power processing, giving them
important system mass and cost advantages.

The arcjet power processing unit is much more complex,
providing isolation, arc initiation, voltage conversion, throt-
tling, telemetry, and fault protection. Starting an arcjet is
usually accomplished with a high-voltage pulse. The power
processors are current regulated, and the output voltage is
allowed to float at the arc voltage, which typically ranges
between 100 and 120 V. If the power processor cannot sup-
ply a voltage of at least the arc voltage, the arc will extinguish.
Power throttling is accomplished by changing the arc current.

Significant reductions in flow rate can be catastrophically
damaging to the thruster as the arc moves upstream from
a diffuse attachment in the diverging nozzle/anode to much
more concentrated thermal deposition near or in the constric-
tor. Since flow reduction also reduces arc voltage, the power
control circuit normally increases the current to maintain
constant power, exacerbating the problem. Fault protection
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algorithms must detect low-flow conditions and protect the
thruster by quickly reducing power.

Typical arcjet power processor efficiencies are in the range
of 90–95%, and the mass-power ratio of flight units range
from 1.8 to 2.4 kg kW−1 (Zube et al., 1999).

Power systems for pulsed electrothermal thrusters repre-
sent further challenges. The need for a pulse-forming network
adds mass that can offset much or all of any propellant mass
reduction from higher specific impulse.

3 THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE

3.1 Specific impulse

Unlike other forms of electric propulsion, which operate at
very high levels of specific impulse, electrothermal thrusters
begin with the limited specific impulse of conventional chem-
ical or cold gas thrusters and augment them with the added
power. Almost all applications of electrothermal propulsion
desire the maximum achievable specific impulse:

Isp = F/gṁ = ue/g (1)

In an electrothermal thruster, specific impulse is deter-
mined by the stagnation enthalpy present at the beginning of
the expansion and the recovery of that enthalpy as thrust. Two
efficiencies can be defined for the recovery of that enthalpy.
Frozen flow efficiency, ηf, is the fraction of internal energy
imparted to a species that is recovered as kinetic energy.
Energy not recovered is “frozen” in the internal energy
modes: rotation, vibration, and electronic excitation. Noz-
zle efficiency, ηn, is the degree to which flow kinetic energy
is converted to thrust in the adiabatic nozzle expansion.

Neglecting any kinetic energy of the flow in the chamber
before the expansion and treating the exhaust flow as having
a uniform exhaust velocity, ue, the energy balance becomes
(Jahn, 1968):

1

2
ṁ u2

e = ηnηfṁ cpT (2)

For an ideal gas, the specific heat at constant pressure, cp ,
can be written in terms of the ratio of specific heats, k, the
molecular weight of the propellant, Mw, and the ideal gas
constant, R:

cp =
(

k

k − 1

)
R

Mw
(3)

Combining these, a simplified one-dimensional relation-
ship for specific impulse can be written as (Janson et al.,
1991):

Isp = 1

g

√
ηnηf

(
2k

k − 1

)
RT

Mw
(4)

Equation (4) is written for a single species. In flows with
multiple species, this becomes a weighted average over all
species.

Several things become apparent from this relationship.
First, propellants with lower specific heat ratios have slightly
higher specific impulse for the same molecular weight. Spe-
cific heat ratios of typical propellant species range from 1.66
for a monatomic species to ∼1.3 for molecules such as NH3

and H2O. A polyatomic species such as NH3 would see a
∼25% increase in specific impulse over a monatomic species,
all other things being equal.

Second, a lower molecular weight will provide higher spe-
cific impulse at the same stagnation temperature. The highest
specific impulse is obtained with hydrogen. Because dissoci-
ation decreases the average molecular weight of the flow, it
can increase the specific impulse with the dissociated species
at the same stagnation temperature (Janson et al., 1991).
Although temperatures are too low and the pressures are too
high to allow much dissociation in resistojets, the levels of
dissociation can be quite significant in arcjets.

The most important factor determining specific impulse is
temperature. Temperature of the flow is increased by operat-
ing at an increased power-to-flow-rate ratio. The maximum
specific impulse is limited generally by the maximum tem-
perature that the materials can handle and still provide the life
required of the thruster. That temperature will be somewhat
below the material melting temperature due to the need to
retain sufficient structural properties. For example, the abso-
lute maximum practical temperature for a tungsten heater ele-
ment was estimated in one study to be 2600 K against a melt-
ing temperature of 3680 K (McKevitt and Schwam, 1984).

In the case of the resistojet, the limiting temperature
is at the heater, which means that the temperature at the
start of the expansion is somewhat below that due to
thermal losses at the heat exchanger and the thruster cham-
ber walls. Electromagnetically coupled devices such as the
microwave electrothermal thruster (see Radio-Frequency and
Microwave Thrusters) overcome this problem by heating the
flow directly. The limiting temperature then becomes that of
the nozzle throat.

An arcjet provides higher specific impulse by creating a
strongly peaked temperature profile in the throat/constrictor
with temperatures along the centerline measured in excess
of 13 000 K (Auweter-Kurtz et al., 1996), far higher than the
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Figure 4. Radial Profiles of Throat Temperature.

melting temperature of tungsten. This situation is depicted
schematically in Figure 3, in which a conductive central arc
core is surrounded by a nonconductive transition region and
a cooler boundary layer at the wall. The layers are stabilized
concentrically by the vortex injection that provides a radial
pressure gradient conducive to maintaining the arc along the
centerline. As heat from the core is thermally conducted
radially outward, the temperature profile spreads as the flow
travels down the constrictor. The limiting temperature con-
dition is likely located near the exit of the constrictor, Zce.

A conceptual plot of the temperature profile at Zce is pro-
vided in Figure 4. Tw1 is the maximum tolerable temperature
for the constrictor wall for a particular material. Curve (a)
represents a resistojet temperature profile. The temperature
is below the maximum material temperature since it is lim-
ited by the heater material upstream and falls somewhat as the
flow moves downstream from the heater to the throat. Addi-
tionally, since the thermal energy is imparted well upstream of
the throat, the flow temperature will be fairly uniform across
the throat radius.

Curve (b) represents a baseline arcjet with a strongly
peaked profile. The temperature profile can be raised by
increasing the power-to-flow-rate ratio but reaches its limit
when the temperature at the wall reaches Tw1. Curve (c)

represents an arcjet with performance improved by using
a constrictor material with higher temperature capability,
Tw2, allowing operation at a higher power-to-flow-rate ratio.
Finally, curve (d) represents the case of a higher power arcjet
with a wider constrictor. This configuration allows a more
intense arc while still maintaining the wall temperature at a
tolerable level.

Because of the strong radial temperature profile, the one-
dimensional relationship for specific impulse in equation (4)
is not sufficient to describe the flow. Also, the specific heat
of the gas, cp , can no longer be approximated as an ideal gas.
It can vary significantly over such a large temperature range.
Unlike resistojets, dissociation and ionization are not negli-
gible, which means that the specific heat must encompass the
entire mixture of species since they are altered by dissociation
and ionization, and this imparts pressure dependence. Disso-
ciation and ionization tend to be almost completely frozen in
typical arcjet expansion conditions. Therefore, the increased
enthalpy encompassed by the more general definition of the
cp term must be offset by including energy not recovered
from dissociation and ionization in the definition of ηf , the
frozen flow efficiency term. The analysis of specific impulse
in arcjets is additionally complicated by the fact that enthalpy
is added over an axial range upstream, along and downstream
of the constrictor. Unlike the case of the resistojet, the addi-
tion of enthalpy and the generation of axial kinetic energy are
intermingled.

Choosing the downstream end of the constrictor, Zce,
where most of the enthalpy has been added and just prior to
expansion, as the axial location, an extension of equation (4)
to encompass radial variation in temperature can be written
as:

Isp = 1

g

√
ηn

ṁ

(
2ηf

∫ rw

0
ρ(r)u(r)cp (T, p) T (r) 2� rdr +

∫ rw

0
ρ(r)u(r)(u(r))22�rdr

)
(5)

The axial kinetic energy flux already developed at the con-
strictor exit is encompassed in the second term under the
square root. Any enthalpy imparted to the flow downstream
of the constrictor will tend to increase the specific impulse and
may not be negligible, but is omitted here for the illustration
of other dependencies.

Note that while the specific enthalpy, cpT, is very high
near the centerline due to the very high temperatures, the
specific enthalpy flux also depends on the local density, ρ(r),
which will tend to be lower than the surrounding flow layers
due to the high temperatures. A study of a 5–25 kW hydro-
gen arcjet at the University of Stuttgart using a three-channel
model showed that, at the constrictor exit, the arc core took
up 35% of the constrictor area, but only involved 10% of the
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mass flow. In fact, 60% of the mass flow passed through the
relatively cool wall layer (Auweter-Kurtz et al., 1996).

Nonetheless, the integrated enthalpy flux across the con-
strictor is still considerably higher than for thrusters, such
as the resistojet, which produce a flatter radial temperature
profile. This fact accounts for the superior specific impulse
developed by the arcjet.

3.2 Efficiency

Using a ratio of “jet power” to input electric power, Pin, the
efficiency of electric propulsion thrusters is defined as:

ηT ≡ 1

2
g

(
F

Pin

)
Isp (6)

Jet power is related to the kinetic energy flux of the
exhaust, but defined in terms of the collective operational
parameters thrust, F, and specific impulse. This relation-
ship indicates how well a thruster makes use of two limited
resources: electric power and propellant mass.

Rearranging equation (6), specific impulse can be written
as a function of efficiency:

Isp = 1

g

√
2ηT

√
Pin/ṁ (7)

This relation shows that, for roughly constant efficiency,
specific impulse scales with the square root of the power-
to-flow-rate ratio. As more power is poured into each unit
of flow rate, the propellant enthalpy, and hence the specific
impulse, increases. Since it is generally desirable to max-
imize specific impulse to the practical thermal limits, the
way to increase thrust, and therefore decrease trip time, is to
increase efficiency. Since the power-to-flow-rate ratio more
directly drives performance for electrothermal thrusters, that
parameter is generally used for scaling. This is in contrast to
electrostatic thrusters in which performance is controlled by
voltage and electromagnetic thrusters for which performance
is generally controlled by current.

The definition of efficiency in equation (6) does not
account for the impact of input chemical power on thruster
performance. In fact, resistojets can easily obtain an “effi-
ciency,” as defined above, of >100% at some operating
points! While the mission analyst only cares about the rela-
tionship between thrust, specific impulse, and input power
described by equation (6), the thruster designer needs to
understand the total flow of power in the thruster.

In order to account for the impact of any chemical reaction
or even simple thermodynamic expansion of a cold gas on the
measured performance, a term for that power must be added

to the input electric power, Pin, in equation (6). An effective
“chemical” power can be defined using equations (1) and (6)
in terms of flow rate and unaugmented (or “cold”) specific
impulse by setting ηT = 1 by definition:

Pch ≡ 1

2
g2ṁI2

spC (8)

By adding this term to Pin, equation (6) can be rearranged
to become the “thermodynamic efficiency”:

ηTD = I2
spH

2
g2

Pin

ṁ
+ I2

spC

(9)

in which I2
spH is the “hot” or augmented specific impulse.

In the case of a hydrazine resistojet with an input power of
750 W yielding 300 s specific impulse and a thrust of 580 mN,
the apparent efficiency from equation (6) is 113%. However,
an unaugmented hydrazine thruster typically provides 220 s
specific impulse. Using this as the “cold” specific impulse, the
thermodynamic efficiency becomes 72%, quite a significant
difference.

In contrast, a hydrazine arcjet providing 240 mN thrust and
600 s specific impulse for an input power of 2000 W gives an
efficiency of 35% using equation (6). Using the same cold
specific impulse of 220 s, the thermodynamic efficiency from
equation (9) is 33%. For arcjets, so much more electrical
power is used per unit of mass flow that the power from
the chemical reaction is equal to only a few percent of the
input electrical power. The impact on arcjet thermodynamic
efficiency of a simple cold gas propellant is even less. In
discussion of arcjet performance, the unadjusted efficiency
in equation (6) is usually used.

As power-to-flow-rate ratio is increased, losses also tend
to increase. At high enough ratios, specific impulse falls
below the square root scaling of equation (7). Nozzle losses
in the low Reynolds number flow of a resistojet, for example,
can even increase fast enough that specific impulse actually
declines at high power-to-flow rate ratios.

In order to better understand how the efficiency is set in an
electrothermal thruster, it is helpful to define a set of energy
flux deposition modes form a self-consistent power balance,
shown graphically in Figures 1 and 5 (Hoskins et al., 1993).
This also allows total efficiency to be broken down into com-
ponent efficiencies (Jahn, 1968):

ηT = ηhηfηn (10)

Heating or thermal efficiency, ηh, represents the net frac-
tion of the input electric power that is deposited into the
propellant flow in some form. Losses include convection and
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Figure 5. Energy flux modes.

radiation to the wall. Additional arcjet thermal loss occurs as
electrons deposit their stagnation enthalpy into the anode due
to the electrical current. This enthalpy includes energy gained
in the anode fall voltage and the electron work function. The
cathode is heated by ions in the plasma to allow emission
from the cathode surface. Net thermal losses typically repre-
sent 10–20% of the input power. As the power-to-flow-rate
ratio is increased to increase specific impulse, thermal losses
also increase substantially.

Frozen flow losses represent as much as a third of the
input power in arcjets, dominated by dissociation. Frozen
flow losses are not nearly as severe in resistojets since their
lower temperatures do not lead to as much dissociation as
in arcjets. Nozzle losses in the form of unexpanded pro-
pellant thermal energy represent a significant energy sink,
especially in resistojets at high-specific impulse operating
conditions. However, attempts to change the nozzle by chang-
ing its shape, lengthening it, or reducing its nozzle angle
have shown little improvement. Reductions in frozen flow
losses and unexpanded propellant thermal energy in these
low Reynolds number flows are generally offset by increases
in thermal losses (Hoskins et al., 1993).

Mission requirements tend to favor the operation of elec-
trothermal thrusters near their maximum tolerable specific
impulse. Improvements in efficiency translate into an increase
in thrust and a corresponding decrease in maneuver time at

the maximum available power, which is generally more of a
concern for applications such as orbit transfer.

4 OPERATIONAL DESIGNS AND
DEMONSTRATED PERFORMANCE

4.1 Resistojets

A myriad of resistojet designs have been tested and several
have advanced to flight status. Heater designs have included
coils of wire, conducting tubes or cylinders, contact resis-
tance geometries (Jahn, 1968), and even cermets (Finston and
Meese, 1979). Heat exchanger configurations include heaters
directly immersed in a plenum (Dressler et al., 1981), lengths
of tubing (Schmitz and Steenborg, 1981), nested cylinders
(Halbach and Yoshida, 1970), and radiatively coupled heaters
(Roberts, 1987). Many have regenerative features in which
the incoming propellant is preheated by waste heat from
the augmentation zone, often providing a measure of ther-
mal insulation as well. In a radiatively coupled design, the
heater is in a vented volume, isolated from the propel-
lant, and radiates onto a heat exchanger surface in contact
with the propellant. The radiatively coupled configuration
incurs a temperature drop from the heater to the propellant
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Table 1. Performance of typical resistojet thrusters.

Unaugmented specific
impulse (s)a

Best specific
impulse (s)Propellant Power (W) Status Reference

H2 30 000 300 846 Lab Jahn (1968)
N2 90 80 123 Flight Jackson et al. (1966)
N2 500 80 145 Lab Morren (1987)
Air 55 79 158 Lab Halbach and Yoshida (1970)
NH3 5 80b 131 Flight Shaw, Pugmire, and Callens (1969)
NH3 35 80b 220 Lab Robin, Brogan, and Cardiff (2008)
NH3 12 300 114 423 Lab Jahn (1968)
H2O 95 108 212 Lab Halbach and Yoshida (1970)
CO2 85 72 133 Lab Halbach and Yoshida (1970)
CH4 412 116 192 Lab Morren (1987)
N2O 90 71 127 Flight Gibbon et al. (2003)
C4H10 15 80 — Flight Gibbon et al. (2003)
Xe 30 32 55 Lab Gibbon et al. (2003)
N2H4 750 220c 300d Flight Roberts (1987)

a Theoretical specific impulse from equation (4) with no frozen flow or nozzle losses.
b Measured unaugmented specific impulse.
c Unaugmented specific impulse for catalytic hydrazine thruster.
d Mission average.

interface, but has the advantages of protecting the heater from
chemical attack by the propellant, as well as eliminating
the need for a hermetic ceramic-to-metal seal at the heater
leads.

A wide variety of propellants have been used, although the
majority of work has been done with ammonia and hydrazine.
Table 1 shows the best published specific impulse for each of
several propellants. Thermodynamic efficiencies can be up
to 85% at moderate specific impulse levels, giving resisto-
jets the highest thrust-to-power ratios of any type of electric
propulsion.

Resistojet power levels have ranged from a few watts to
tens of kilowatts. Very low-power nitrogen and ammonia
flight thrusters in the 1960s provided a modest performance
boost for attitude control and orbit adjustment functions on
early small spacecraft. Several high-power hydrogen and
ammonia resistojets intended for orbit raising were devel-
oped prior to 1965. The relative performance of the ammonia
thrusters illustrates the increase in specific impulse generally
seen with increasing thruster size. The hydrogen perfor-
mance approaches the maximum specific impulse that can
be expected from resistojets (Jahn, 1968). Many of the other
propellants were investigated for application to a space station
(Halbach and Yoshida, 1970; Morren, 1987). Highly storable,
low-toxicity propellants, such as butane and nitrous oxide,
are being used more recently in small satellite applications
(Gibbon et al., 2003).

The most prevalent type of flight resistojet today makes
use of the onboard hydrazine propellant system. As depicted

in Figure 6, a catalytic gas generator assembly, using the same
catalytic decomposition technology as a standard hydrazine
thruster, supplies hot decomposition products to the aug-
mentation subassembly. There a radiatively coupled heater
increases the enthalpy of the flow before passing it through
a nozzle. Table 2 lists some of the key characteristics of the
latest model of this thruster (Roberts, 1987). These thrusters
have been used for north-south stationkeeping of geosyn-
chronous satellites, as well as orbit acquisition, control, and
de-orbit of satellites in the Iridium constellation.

4.2 Arcjets

Arcjets have been tested extensively with hydrogen, ammo-
nia, or hydrazine decomposition products, which are a
mixture of hydrogen, ammonia, and nitrogen. Tests have been
recorded as low as a few watts up to 200 kW, although the
tests below 200 W were extremely limited and preliminary
in nature. At 250 W, Sankovic and Hopkins 1996 reported up
to 440 s on simulated hydrazine and 470 s on ammonia.

Hydrogen arcjets provide the possibility of operation with
acceptable efficiency at a specific impulse in the 800–1200 s
range, a region in performance space that is difficult to
attain with xenon ion thrusters. The highest specific impulse
reported for an arcjet was 2100 s on hydrogen at 150–200 kW
(Jahn, 1968; Auweter-Kurtz et al., 1996), illustrating the gen-
eral increase in maximum specific impulse with increasing
thruster size.
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Figure 6. MR-502 Improved Performance Electrothermal Hydrazine Thruster (IMPEHT) resistojet (Aerojet).

In 1999, the Air Force conducted a successful test of a 26-
kW ammonia arcjet on the ARGOS spacecraft to demonstrate
the compatibility of a high-power arcjet with a spacecraft for
high-efficiency orbit raising (Bromaghim et al., 2002). The
test comprised a series of 10 firings of 10–15 minutes each.
The specific impulse reached nearly 800 s. The test demon-
strated electromagnetic compatibility with the spacecraft and
measured thermal loads from the thruster and the optical
signal of the plume (Figure 7).

Table 2. Characteristics of the MR-502 resistojet and the MR-510
arcjet.

MR-502
Resistojet

MR-510
Arcjet

Power 610–885 W 2000 W
Thrust 360–800 N 222–258 mN
Thrust/power ∼770 mN kW−1 ∼120 mN kW−1

Flow rate 0.12–0.28 g s−1 ∼0.04 g s−1

Specific impulse 294–303 s >585–615 s
Efficiency (equation (9)) ∼0.72 ∼0.33
Mass (thruster + electronics) 1.37 kg 5.53 kga

Total impulse capability 525 000 N-s 1 450 000 N s
Reference Roberts (1987) Zube et al. (1999)

a Mass of (4 thrusters + 1 power electronics unit)/4.

Figure 7. 26-kW Electric Propulsion Space Experiment (ESEX)
arcjet firing (Aerojet).

The most prevalent type of flight arcjet today also makes
use of the onboard hydrazine propellant system. As depicted
in Figure 8, a catalytic gas generator assembly supplies a
gaseous decomposition mixture of hydrogen, nitrogen, and
ammonia to the electrode subassembly. There the gases are
injected tangentially into the cathode-anode gap where they
pass through the sustained arc. Table 2 lists some of the
key characteristics of the model of this thruster in use on
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Figure 8. MR-509 Hydrazine Arcjet (Aerojet).

Lockheed Martin A2100TM spacecraft (Zube, 1999). To date
these thrusters have been used exclusively for north–south
stationkeeping of geosynchronous satellites.

5 CONCLUSION

Resistojets and arcjets represent the subset of electrother-
mal thrusters that heat the propellant through direct contact
with current-carrying conductors. This class of thrusters is
the simplest and most prevalent form of electric propul-
sion. Their performance is governed by the specific enthalpy
imparted to the propellant and the efficiency with which it is
recovered.

To date, well over 150 spacecraft have used resistojets.
Resistojets can use a wide range of propellants and power
sources and are easy to start and stop. They have high effi-
ciency, a high thrust-to-power ratio, low system mass, and
relatively low cost. However, they are fundamentally limited
in specific impulse by material temperature capabilities and
the heat addition upsteam of the nozzle throat.

Over 60 spacecraft have used arcjets. Arcjets are more
restricted in propellants that they can use and suffer a mass
penalty relative to resistojets because of their power electron-

ics. However, they have a proven record of lifetime capability
required for stationkeeping and orbit raising, and they can
use propellants that are already incorporated on many space-
craft. Most significantly, they provide a significant boost in
specific impulse over both conventional chemical thrusters
and resistojets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The essence of what was later to become known as the magne-
toplasmadynamic, or MPD, thruster, emerged from the flurry
of research and development activities that characterized the
field of propulsion – among others – in the feverish, post-
Second World War era. Research on arc thrusters came about
almost naturally from work on conventional rockets, as an
alternative way to heat the propellant, as opposed to the use
of the heat released by chemical reactions. Heating the work-
ing gas by means of an electric arc offered the additional
bonus of making it possible to adjust the power input inde-
pendently of the mass flow rate. Extensive research activities
were started in many public and private laboratories, which
brought, in a relatively short time, to the experimentation of
a wide variety of configurations and operating regimes.

It was just in the midst of one such arcjet-related activ-
ity that the evidence of an acceleration mode differing from
the expected conventional gasdynamic mechanism was gath-
ered, quite serendipitously, by Adriano Ducati at the Giannini
Scientific Corporation of Santa Ana, California (Ducati,
Giannini and Muehlberger, 1965). In the words of one of
its major discoverers (Jahn, 1968), “in an empirical series
of experiments with a conventional short arcjet device it
was found that by drastically reducing the propellant gas
flow . . . the exhaust velocity of the hydrogen flow could be
increased to values of the order of 100 000 m s−1, and the
overall efficiency reached 50%.” The ensuing supposition
was that “the high current densities in the arc were generating
self-magnetic fields within the chamber sufficiently intense
to produce substantial electromagnetic acceleration of the
flow.”

The device experimentally demonstrated by Ducati (Fig-
ure 1) was the MPD arc thruster with a self-induced magnetic
field. This discovery led to a burgeoning of activity in plasma
thruster research. The new acceleration mode was referred
to with a variety of names such as the high-impulse arc,
thermoionic accelerator, magnetic annular arc, and Hall arc
accelerator, and it took some time for the term Magnetoplas-
madynamic to become accepted as the standard name for this
new class of device.

This is how MPD thruster work began in the USA. Activ-
ities along similar lines were sprouting up in the meantime in
the former Soviet Union, and based on what would become
known only decades later, the dimension of these efforts
soon exceeded the levels reached in the USA and, later on,
in Germany and other western countries. The main lines of
the subsequent evolution of the MPD concept and the main
results achieved are shortly reviewed later. First we shall
focus on the concept itself and its physical bases, which
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Figure 1. (a) The elimination of the supersonic nozzle has been our first effort. This was a difficult idea to accept at that time;
however, nozzles are gradually disappearing as one can observe in a comparison of contemporary geometries used in the adoption
of this principle; (b) uniformity of thermo-ionic vs conventional arc-jet. Adopted from Ducati, Muehlberger and Giannini (1964) c©
AIAA.

were for some time considered rather elusive. The discover-
ers themselves noticed (Ducati, Muehlberger and Giannini,
1964): “Many questions still remain unanswered. One can
call the thruster thermo-ionic, electro-thermal, J-cross-B,
Hall-Current, or cyclotron resonance, or any other descriptive
name, but still no one can explain completely its mechanism.”
It is to the clarification of this mechanism that the next section
is dedicated.

2 THE NATURE OF THE LORENTZ
FORCE

Under the physical conditions typical of high-power arc
devices we can assume the working fluid to be in the state
called plasma. The most important implication of this is for
such a fluid to behave as an electrically conductive medium
that remains quasi-neutral at all scales comparable with the
size of the device or experiment of interest. This can be
stated in terms of number densities of the component charges,
electrons and ions, as:

|ne − ni| � ne ≈ ni = n (1)

The consequences of this assumption, as well as a number
of other features that are usually associated with the term
plasma, are extensively covered in many excellent textbooks
(Chen, 2006; Bittencourt, 1986; Lieberman and Lichtenberg,
1994; Spitzer, 1964; Mitchner and Kruger, 1992) and will not
be dealt with here. MPD thrusters, as well as other types of
electric thrusters such as Hall-effect thrusters, fit in a category
that can be designated as plasma thrusters. This definition
entails the idea that – apart from local effects such as the

sheaths – positive and negative particles never get separated
throughout all phases of the acceleration process (differently
from what happens in gridded ion thrusters).

To analyze the nature of the MPD acceleration process,
we shall start by describing the dynamical equilibrium at
any point of the flowfield produced in a generic thruster
microscopically. As is largely known, the analysis of the
motion of an ensemble of particles is the realm of kinetic
theory. The behavior of an ensemble of particles can be thor-
oughly described by the kinetic equation known as Boltzmann
equation. But as we are interested in the global, collective
behavior of the various components of the working medium,
a description in terms of average behavior of particles of any
species is normally sufficient. This is usually done by taking
the first three velocity moments of the Boltzmann equation,
thus obtaining the mass, momentum, and energy conservation
equations for each species.

As we deal with a general problem of thrust generation,
for the purpose of the present discussion we shall focus on
the momentum equation for each of the species constituting
the working medium. We shall limit our attention to a simple
case that will permit us to reach some general conclusions
without unnecessary complications.

Let us hence adopt the following main simplifica-
tions (other assumptions should become obvious from the
context):

� we shall assume the working medium to be com-
posed of two species only: electrons and singly-charged
ions;

� as mentioned, we shall assume the fluid to remain quasi-
neutral at all times: ne ≈ ni = n;
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� we shall neglect viscous effects which are usually very
small in typical situations of our interest;

� we shall neglect the momentum storing capability of the
electron fluid due to the smallness of the electron mass as
compared to that of the ions.

Under the above assumptions the momentum conservation
equations for the ionic and the electronic components at any
point of the thruster channel can be simply stated as

min
dui

dt
= n e (E + ui × B) − ∇pi + Pi e (2)

0 = −n e (E + ue × B) − ∇pe + Pe i (3)

where mi is the ion mass, n the common number density
of electrons and ions, ui and ue the ion and electron fluid
velocities in the laboratory frame, E and B the local electric
and magnetic induction field vectors, pi and pe the ion and
electron pressures, and Pie and Pei the momentum gain of the
ion fluid caused by collisions with electrons and vice-versa.
The term on the left in the ion equation describes the time
change in momentum of the ion fluid in a frame moving with
the fluid. It represents the convective derivative

d

dt
= ∂

∂t
+ u·∇ (4)

which combines the time change in momentum seen by a
static observer plus the change produced as the observer
moves with the fluid into a region of different momentum. The
terms on the right side relate such total momentum change
with the effects of the forces applied. Under the simplifying
assumptions listed above, only the electromagnetic force and
those associated with pressure gradients and collisions are
accounted for.

This is where the Lorentz forcecomes into play. Named
after the Dutch physicist who discovered it, the Lorentz force
law states that a charge q moving with velocity u in the pres-
ence of an electric field E and a magnetic field B will not
only feel a force qE due to the electric field but also a force q
(u × B) associated with the magnetic field. Alternately, we
could say that the charge will feel an overall electric field
differing in magnitude and direction with respect to the field
E seen by a static charge by a component u × B. This gives
for both electrons and ions the expressions given in equations
(2) and (3).

As for the collision terms, they describe in this case only
collisions between electrons and ions. The characteristics and
effects of collisions between charged particles in a plasma are
very different from the strong, typically inelastic, collisions

involving neutrals, in that the interaction takes place at a
distance, by means of the Coulomb electric field forces sur-
rounding all the nearby charged particles (glancing collisions
or Coulomb collisions). It takes a large number of such glanc-
ing collisions combining casually to produce effects similar
to those induced by a head-on collision. This process can be
described in terms of random walk, so as to define an equiva-
lent collision cross section, a collision frequency, a mean free
path, and so on, allowing collisions between charged particles
to be described in analogy with ordinary strong collisions.

To understand the nature of the Lorentz force it is not
necessary to enter into the details of the collision terms. It is
sufficient to recognize that under the two-fluid idealization
assumed here it is simply

P i e = −Pe i (5)

so that we can cancel the collision terms between equations
(2) and (3), to find

min
dui

dt
= n e (E + ui × B)

−∇pi − n e (E + ue × B) − ∇pe (6)

which, with the following further definitions

∇p = ∇pe + ∇pi ρ = min (7)

gives

ρ
d ui

d t
= n e (ui − ue) × B − ∇p = j × B − ∇p (8)

where the difference between electron and ion velocities has
been expressed in terms of current density

j = n e (ui − ue) (9)

Thus, in equation (8) everything finally reduces to the familiar
Lorentz force term j × B (apart from the pressure gradient
contribution).

The situation can be illustrated as shown in Figure 2. Leav-
ing aside the effects of pressure gradients, the primary cause
of acceleration is the electric field. Electrons are accelerated
by the field but transfer all of the momentum acquired to ions
through collisions. Ions, in turn, are also accelerated by the
electric field and the ensuing momentum increase combines
with that received from the electrons. Also evident is the fact
that the increase in momentum felt by the electrons can be
subdivided in a part that would be felt if the electrons where
moving at the same velocity of the ions and a second part due
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4 Alternative Propulsion

Figure 2. The Lorentz force.

to their differential velocity with respect to ions. The former
part is equal and opposite to the momentum increase imparted
by the electric field on ions so that when this is transmitted by
the electrons to ions through collisions the two terms cancel
each other. The only effect left is therefore the effect of the
electric field on the electrons due to the velocity difference
of electrons with respect to ions – externally seen as current
– and transferred to the ions themselves (i.e., to the fluid)
through collisions. By choosing to represent the electric field
in a frame moving with the ions, E∗, we are dispensed from
referring to any specific ion velocity, thus making the picture
more general.

To obtain further insight into the character of the accel-
eration process we need to be more specific about the form
of the collisional term. Assuming the electron-ion collision
process to correspond to an equivalent collision frequency
νi e, in the two-fluid idealization assumed here we can write

P i e = −Pe i = νi emen (ue − ui) = −n e

σ
j (10)

where we have introduced the conductivity

σ = n e2

νi eme
(11)

Making use of equation (10), (2) and (3) can be restated as

min
d ui

dt
= n e (E + ui × B) − ∇pi − n e

σ
j (12)

0 = −n e (E + ue × B) − ∇pe + n e

σ
j (13)

The latter can also be written as:

j = σ

(
E + ue × B + 1

n e
∇pe

)

= σ

(
E + ui × B + 1

n e
∇pe − 1

n e
j × B

)
(14)

which can be recognized as the generalized Ohm’s law
describing the relationship between fields and current in the
plasma. Solving the above equation for the electric field E
we obtain

E = −ui × B + 1

n e
j × B − 1

n e
∇pe + j

σ
(15)

where we can recognize, from right to left, the Ohmic com-
ponent (last), the field-equivalent of the pressure gradient, the
field associated with the electron relative motion (current) in
the presence of the magnetic field (Hall term) and the field
associated with the magnetic force exerted on the ions. This is
the so-called self-consistent electric fieldexpressing an equi-
librium that must exist at any point of the channel between
the local values of the fields and the other physical quantities.

To see how effectively the momentum exchange between
electron and ions can result in increasing the flow directed
kinetic energy let us derive the dot product of the momentum
equations for the two species, equations (8) and (9), with ui
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and ue respectively:

ui·ρdui

dt
= −∇pi·ui + n e E·ui − n e

σ
j·ui (16)

0 = −∇pe·ue − n e E·ue + n e

σ
j·ue (17)

being the work of the magnetic force on the moving particles
of course equal to zero. The last term in equation (17) can
now be decomposed by use of equation (9). With obvious
further passages we obtain

d

d t

(
ρ

u2
i

2

)
= −∇pi·ui + n e E·ui − n e

σ
j·ui
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

� � � � � � �

� � � � � � �
(18)

0 = −∇pe·ue − n e E·ue + n e

σ
j·ui − j2

σ

�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�

� � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � �

(19)

where the dashed boxes now highlight the collisional terms
describing the frictional power exchange between electrons
and ions associated with the collisional friction force density.

Not surprisingly, the rate at which directed energy is
acquired by the electrons due to collisions with the ions is
simply minus the rate at which energy is acquired by the ions
due to collisions with the electrons. But the electron energy
change includes another term, j2/σ, which represents the
conversion of the ordered motion of the electrons, relative to
the ions, into random motion (i.e., heat) via collisions with
the ions. Note that this term is positive definite, indicating
that the randomization of the electron ordered motion gives
rise to irreversible heat generation. This is the term usually
called ohmicor Joule heatingterm.

Adding up equations (18) and (19) and remembering equa-
tion (9) the collisional terms cancel out, and we are left with

d

d t

(
ρ

u2
i

2

)
= −∇pi·ui − ∇pe·ue + E·j − j2

σ
(20)

If we want to make the role of the Lorentz force in equation
(20) more explicit, we can go back to equation (15), and
scalarly multiply with j, thus obtaining

E·j = − (ui × B) ·j − 1

n e
∇pe·j + j2

σ
(21)

Considering that it is

− (ui × B) ·j = (j × B) ·ui (22)

we can write

E·j − j2

σ
= (j × B) ·ui − 1

e n
∇pe·j

= (j × B) ·ui − ∇pe· (ui − ue) (23)

so that equation (20) can be finally put in the form

d

d t

(
ρ u2

2

)
= −∇p·u + (j × B) ·u (24)

where u ≈ uiis the mass-averaged plasma velocity. Equation
(24) could also be obtained directly from equation (8) by
scalar multiplication with u.

The above analysis shows that the acceleration mechanism
based on the Lorentz force is inherently dissipative in that it
is based on a collisional momentum transfer between elec-
trons and ions that inherently entails frictional dissipation. In
this regard MPD thrusters are necessarily less efficient than
thrusters in which the acceleration of the ions is obtained
from electrostatic forces, and hence conservatively (apart
from other real-life loss mechanisms). The above analysis,
as noted before, described the equilibrium at a generic point
of the acceleration channel of a generic thruster. To correlate
this with the behavior of the thruster as a macroscopic device
implies integrating fluid equations under appropriate bound-
ary conditions expressing the operating conditions applied to
the thruster. Although this could only be made on the basis
of a detailed description of any specific device, some impor-
tant scaling laws can be obtained that express quite general
behavioral trends.

3 THE IDEAL SELF-FIELD MPD
THRUSTER

In its basic form, the MPD thruster consists of two metal
electrodes separated by an insulator: a central rod-shaped
cathode, and a cylindrical anode that surrounds the cathode
(Figure 3). A high-current electric arc is driven between the
anode and cathode so as to ionize a propellant gas to create
plasma. A magnetic field is generated by the electric cur-
rent returning to the power supply through the cathode. This
self-induced magnetic field interacts with the electric current
flowing from the anode to the cathode (through the plasma)
to produce the electromagnetic Lorentz force that pushes the
plasma out of the engine, creating thrust. MPD thrusters are
usually classified either in the self-fieldvariety, which is fully
based on the pure self-field mechanism said above, or in
the – generally lower-power – applied-fieldversion, where
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Figure 3. Schematic of MPD thruster.

an external coil is used to provide additional magnetic field
to help stabilize and accelerate the plasma discharge. For the
moment we shall concentrate on the basic, self–field version
of the concept.

The basic analysis of MPD thruster operation is usually
prompted by simple one-dimensional idealizations (Figure
4a). For a coaxial channel of external radius re and internal
radius ri, integration of the distributed Lorentz body-force
over the discharge volume leads to the following expression
for the thrust (Maecker, 1955):

T = 1

2
L′J2 = µ0

4π
ln

re

ri
J2 (25)

where L′ is the channel inductance per unit length and J is
the thruster current. In a more complex channel geometry and
taking into account finite cathode length and pressure effects
on the cathode tip, the above expression can be generalized

with the inclusion of a corrective term as follows

T = µ0J
2

4π
ln

(
re

ri
+ A

)
(26)

For instance, in the case of a conical cathode tip involving
a combination of radial and axial current attachment (Figure
4b and c) one would find A= 3/4.

In more realistic configurations the relationship between
thrust and current squared would depend on the details of
electrode geometry and current attachment; but the electro-
magnetic component of the thrust would still follow a law of
the type

T = b J2 (27)

with b representing a factor of a mainly geometrical char-
acter. Values of b for typical geometries are about (2−3) ×
10−7 N/A2.

Based on the above analysis, in an ideal device the thrust
would appear to depend on the discharge current only, regard-
less of the propellant mass flow rate ṁ. The effective exhaust
velocity ve would therefore scale with the inverse of ṁ

ve = T

ṁ
= b

J2

ṁ
= b k (28)

where we have introduced the characteristic parameter k =
J2/ṁ, which is reminiscent of the electrical power deposited
in the channel per unit propellant mass flow-rate. As we shall
see later, the importance of this parameter in characterizing
an MPD device cannot be overemphasized. Equation (28)
shows that, apart from the b factor, the J2/ṁ ratio is equiv-
alent to the effective exhaust velocity; that is, to the specific

Figure 4. Idealized MPD channel models: (a) uniform radial current; (b) radial current into conical cathode; (c) uniform axial current.
Modified from Jahn (1968) c© McGraw Hill.
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impulse. Attempts to obtain higher Isp are therefore equiva-
lent to trying to operate the thruster at larger ratios J2/ṁ. As
will be discussed later, beyond a certain limit this turns out
to be prohibitively difficult.

Based on equation (28), the ideal kinetic power associated
with the thrust can be written as

PT = 1

2
ṁ u2

e = b2k

2
J2 (29)

so that we can define a dynamic impedance associated with
the useful power spent in accelerating the fluid as

ZT = b2k

2
(30)

Finally, we can express the overall input power as the sum
of the useful power associated with the thrust plus losses

Pi = PT + PL (31)

The power associated with losses can also be related to an
equivalent impedance

ZL = PL

J2
(32)

We can therefore write a general expression for the thrust
efficiency as follows

ηT = PT

PT + PL
= ZT

ZT + ZL
=

b2k
2

b2k
2 + ZL

= 1

1 + 2ZL
b2k

(33)

An ideal MPD thruster with thrust scaling quadratically
with the current would therefore obey the following laws of
dependence of power and voltage with the current

Pi = b2

2ṁηT
J4 (34)

V = Pi

J
= b2

2ṁηT
J3 (35)

In conclusion, the behavioral trends of an ideal MPD
thruster could be summarized as

T ∝ J2 V ∝ J3 P ∝ J4 (36)

4 REAL SELF-FIELD MPD THRUSTERS

Information on how real thrusters behave is obtained through
experimental activities. Self-Field MPD thrusters are natu-
rally relegated to high power operation, as the self-induced
magnetic field is relatively week unless very high currents –
ofO (10 kA) – are applied. Unfortunately, steady-state testing
at the MW level is difficult, and the most experimental data
collected over decades in various laboratories have been gath-
ered with the thruster working in the Quasi-Steady(QS) mode
(Clark and Jahn, 1970). In this mode, the thruster is operated
for current pulse lengths of O (1 ms), and data so obtained
are expected to be representative of its steady-state perfor-
mance. Unfortunately, this may appear questionable. From
direct comparison of geometrically identical thrusters oper-
ated in continuous mode and QS pulsed mode, Auweter-Kurtz
et al.(1994) have drawn indication that results of QS thrusters
cannot be plainly extrapolated to the steady operation case.
Were this so, most QS results obtained in the past decades
would be irrelevant to characterizing the real behavior of
steady-state high-power thrusters. However, this is the data
available at present and nothing better can be expected until
MW level steady-state testing becomes feasible or practical.

Let us return to the ideal MPD thruster model outlined
in the previous section. Given its high degree of idealiza-
tion, some discrepancies in the behavior of real thrusters
with respect to the model presented above were of course
to be expected. Several factors conspire to make the real situ-
ation different and in particular: the geometrical shape of the
thruster, the pattern of current flow lines and fields, various
subtle aspects of ion and electron dynamics not included in
the simple model, losses taking place at various levels.

Even in a simple coaxial configuration the situation would
depart from the assumed patterns of orthogonal electromag-
netic fields, currents and gas flow pictured in Figure 4. Due to
the Hall effect, under typical conditions existing in an MPD
thruster channel and especially in the anode sheath region,
the current tends to flow with a strong axial component (Fig-
ure 5). In addition to complicating the current flow pattern,
this also brings about a radial component of the Lorentz force
resulting in a depletion of charge carriers near the anode, with
detrimental effects that we shall discuss later.

Another factor that complicates the picture is the back-
EMF due to plasma motion through the self-field. This
voltage gradient given by the vector product of the flow veloc-
ity and the magnetic field strength u × B, tends to discourage
the current from flowing in the intermediate region of the
channel, where both u and B are large (Figure 6). This results
in a current density increase at the two ends of the electrodes
with possible consequences in terms of enhanced erosion, and
which can even entail a full conduction crisis in the event
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8 Alternative Propulsion

Figure 5. Conceptual illustration of current flow in an MPD thruster
with Hall effect. Modified from Hoyt (2005) c© IEPC.

the back-EMF becomes comparable to the thruster driving
voltage (we shall return to this later).

Such and other effects concur in making the real situation
different from the idealized one. This implies, in particu-
lar, that the thrust formulas presented in the previous section
are inadequate to provide anything better that an order of
magnitude appraisal of the expected thrust level. Various
attempts have been made to work out more complex expres-
sions enabling to improve the thrust prediction capability
(Choueiri, 1998), but the expressions worked out seem hardly
applicable to different configurations or operating regimes, so
that in the end the simple expression of equation (26) remains
preferable for a general use.

Unfortunately, depending on the thruster operating point,
other real-world effects of a more elusive and malign nature
come into play to complicate the picture. This can be bet-
ter illustrated by looking at the electrical characteristic; that
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Figure 7. Voltage-Current characteristic of a self-field MPD
Thruster.

is, the curve describing the terminal voltage as a function
of the arc current (Figure 7). Based on the ideal model, at
constant mass flow rate this curve should display a cubic
dependence on current. But since the earliest experiments
with MPD thrusters it was shown (Boyle, Clark and Jahn,
1976) that, at lower current regimes, for all mass flow rates
the voltage tends to scale linearly with the current and the
exhaust velocity remains nearly constant. It is only beyond a
certain point that the dependence of the thrust on the square of
the current starts to be recognizable, giving the characteristic
curve the expected cubic shape.

Unfortunately, at yet higher currents a new unexpected
deviation from the normal behavior is encountered that

Figure 6. Effects of the back-EMF (a) vs. idealized model (b).
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Figure 8. Experimental V -I characteristics for typical self-field MPD thrusters (a) comparison between different anode shapes; and
(b) comparison between different cathode lengths. Reproduced from Andrenucci et al. (1992); see also Figure 17.

appears to be associated with the onset of a variety of
disturbing phenomena, including severe fluctuations of the
terminal voltage (voltage hash) and increased electrode ero-
sion. Simultaneously, the anode losses tend to increase,
leading to a reduced efficiency. Once this condition is reached
the characteristic curve tends to revert to a linear dependence
on J.

This behavior, which in time became known as the onset
phenomenon, or simply onset, is confirmed by a large amount
of experimental data gathered in many laboratories world-
wide. For example, in Figure 8 the voltage vs. current data
referring to self-field MPD thruster prototypes of different
configurations and operating conditions are shown. Such data
were obtained in Pisa in a series of experimental activities
carried out in the early 1990s (Andrenucci et al., 1992).

How can we explain such deviations from the theoretical
cubic dependence? As to the linear dependence observed at
lower currents, experiments showed that the range over which
this behavior takes place coincides with current regimes
insufficient for full ionization of the propellant flow. This
has prompted a physical interpretation related to the Critical
Ionization Velocity(CIV) phenomenon described by Alfvén
(Alfvé n, 1960; Choueiri, Kelly and Jahn, 1985; Turchi, 1986)
according to which, as long as ionized particles move in
the presence of significant amount of non-ionized particles,
the maximum velocity that can be achieved by the ionized
component is limited to

vac = (2 e �i/mi)
1/2 (37)

(being �i is the ionization potential of the involved species)
and all of the excess power fed into the thruster goes into
ionizing the remaining low-velocity neutrals rather than
further accelerating the ionized fraction. Values of the crit-
ical ionization velocity for various substances are shown in
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Figure 9. Alfvèn CIV for various substances.

Figure 9.
It is only after reaching the full ionization condition that

the thruster starts complying with the cubic voltage law. But
when the onset phenomenon starts manifesting itself the char-
acteristic swerves again toward a linear dependence. This is
easily interpreted as correlated with the entrainment of eroded
mass adding to the discharge, possibly as a consequence of
heavy erosion. Eroded mass can be expected to ablate at a rate
proportional to the square of the current, so that the self-field
thrust relation of equation (28) implies that exhaust velocities
remain constant; and indeed velocity measurements at those
regimes indicate that the exhaust velocity is independent of
current.

This phenomenon was first reported by Malliaris et al.
(1972) at the AVCO Corporation. In the attempt to increase
the current level at constant mass flow rate, they iden-
tified a critical value, (J2/ṁ)∗, above which the thruster
started exhibiting a noisy voltage signal and enhanced ero-
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sion of thruster components. They also determined (J2/ṁ)
∗

to depend on propellant atomic weight as ∼M−1/2 and to be
smaller for larger values of the anode-to-cathode radius ratio.
Boyle, Clark and Jahn (1976) were the first to use the term
“onset.”

Based on a long series of experiments with argon propel-
lant carried out mostly in Princeton on the so called Full Scale
Benchmark Thruster(FSBT) a lower bound for the onset cri-
terion was initially estimated to be (Choueiri, Kelly and Jahn,
1987):

k∗ =
(

J2

ṁ

)∗
≈ 40kA2 s g−1 (38)

Values more than 2.5 times as large for thrusters of the
same type were documented in later studies. A more general
onset criterion including the dependence on propellant atomic
weight was proposed by Hügel (1980) on the basis of different
sources:

k∗ =
(

J2M1/2
a

ṁ

)∗
≈ (15 − 33)×1010 A2 s kg−1 (39)

This expression, graphically represented in Figure 10, is in
good agreement with the previous one for argon propellant.

The limit on the viable (J2/ṁ) in real thrusters is a
problem in many senses. First of all, as already noted, it
limits the specific impulse attainable. In addition, this limit
implies being confined to low efficiency operation, a prob-
lem that has plagued MPD thrusters for decades hindering
their introduction into flight applications. Most experimental
MPD thrusters have typically exhibited efficiencies of 25–
35%, particularly at the moderate (∼2000 s) specific impulses
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Figure 10. Onset criterion. Reproduced with permission from
Hügel (1980) c© DFVLR.

of interest to most near-term missions. This low thrust effi-
ciency results primarily from frozen flow losses and from the
power fraction deposited in the anode voltage drop that devel-
ops in the vicinity of the anode surface (Gallimore, 1992;
Myers and Soulas, 1992). Exceedance of this limit is typi-
cally associated with increased anode losses, that for typical
MPD devices can reach as much as 50 to 90% of the input
power (Gallimore, Kelly and Jahn, 1993), not to mention
the erosion effects which would curtail the thruster lifetime.
As we shall see, frozen flow losses can be reduced by using
low ionization energy propellants such as lithium. However,
enabling an MPD thruster to provide the high-efficiency oper-
ation needed for real mission usage will require methods to
significantly reduce the fraction of power wasted in the anode.
This explains why so much time and ingenuity was dedi-
cated over the years in the attempt to clarify and overcome
the onset problem. A brief review of these efforts is made in
the following sections.

5 THE ONSET RIDDLE

Following the work of Malliaris, contributions to the clarifi-
cation of the onset phenomena came from a host of authors
in the subsequent decades. A detailed review of the enor-
mous body of literature that was developed on the onset
over the years can be found in Uribarri (2008), Appendix D.
The sections below summarize the most significant findings
regarding onset phenomenology and the theories proposed to
explain its nature.

5.1 Onset phenomenology

Once the onset threshold is exceeded the magnitude of the
voltage noise (hash) increases slowly at first and then more
conspicuously with rising (J2/ṁ). At even higher currents the
hash is also noted to fall again (Rudolph et al., 1978; Rudolph,
1980). The characteristic frequency of the hash has been fre-
quently described as hundreds of kHz (Hügel, 1973; Kuriki
and Iida, 1984; Kurtz et al., 1987). The erosion of all thruster
components, and in particular that of the anode, rises steadily
with increasing current, not exhibiting the rise-and-fall trend
of the voltage hash (Ho, 1981). Spotsapparently associated
with current concentration and local melting appear on the
anode at discrete points.

The most prominent phenomenon signaling the onset is the
voltage hash. An example of voltage trace taken at different
current levels is given in Figure 11. The presence of char-
acteristic frequencies in the noisy voltage traces associated
with the onset has been taken for granted until recently. The
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Figure 11. The quasi-steady voltage traces for m= 3 g s−1 argon, at two currents, showing the emergence of the voltage hash at higher
current, and a 100 �s portion of the same traces. The currents correspond to k= 26 and 123 kA2 s g−1, respectively. Modified from Uribarri
(2008).

first author to relate anode spots to voltage oscillations was
Hügel (1973) who estimated the main frequency of volt-
age fluctuations at approximatley 230 kHz. Similar results
were documented by many other authors afterwards (Boyle,
Clark and Jahn, 1976; Vainberg, Lyubimov and Smolin, 1978;
Kuriki and Iida, 1984; Wagner, Kaeppeler and Auweter-
Kurtz, 1998).

Recently Uribarri (2008) has questioned this picture. First
he has proved theoretically and experimentally (Uribarri and
Choueiri, 2008) that MPD thruster voltage measurements can
be affected by resonance of the electrical feeding lines; volt-
age measurements should be taken as close as possible to
thruster body in order to avoid corruption of the real sig-
nal. In addition he has shown that power spectra of voltage
measurements taken close to the thruster do not show any
preferred frequency of oscillation, but reveal that the volt-
age signal has the nature of a Brownian motion; that is, it is
the time integration of a random signal (Figure 12). What is
even more important is that voltage hash statistics are very
similar for anodes made of deeply different materials (lead,
copper and graphite were used), thus showing that voltage
fluctuations are presumably driven by a fundamental plasma
mechanism and not by anode erosion.

Thus, according to Uribarri (2008), previous detections of
peculiar frequencies in the voltage hash are to be attributed to
“either a misinterpretation of the fluctuations, or . . . a source
of corruption such as the power supply.”

As regards the thruster components erosion phenomena,
starting at onset conditions all thruster components suffer
from intense ablation and degradation, particularly the anode,
thus reducing thruster lifetime. Anode damage, melting and
discoloration, are traces of the transition taking place in the
current pattern from a diffuse fashion to a spotty one. Urib-
arri has shown that the severity of anode damage depends
essentially on anode material, even if a general increase in

Figure 12. Power spectrum of voltage signals taken on the
Princeton Benchmark Thruster revealing a 1/f β trend operation at
k = 69 kA2 s g−1, being k* ∼ 60 kA2 s g−1. Modified from Uribarri
(2008).

damage severity is observed with increasing (J2/ṁ). Indeed,
lead anodes show severe damage also at (J2/ṁ) values much
lower than those at which intense voltage hash begins to be
observed, while anodes made of graphite present no evident
marks of damage also after several firings at (J2/ṁ) values
much greater than critical ones.

5.2 Onset theories

The majority of theories developed to explain the onset phe-
nomena fall into two categories: anode starvationand plasma
instabilities. These two perspectives are indeed compatible
to some extent, in that starvation is often seen as a triggering
mechanism for plasma instability.
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5.2.1 Anode starvation

By anode starvation or anode crisis we mean a decrease in the
density of charge carriers near the anode up to a point at which
the anode can no longer collect the total current imposed
by the external source. The anode starvation model argues
that with increasing current levels, a condition is reached in
which the current collected at the anode becomes sheath-
limited. The value of the sheath-limited current is taken to
correspond to the random thermal flux of electrons across the
sheath. Attempts to conduct current greater than the sheath-
limited current result in onset phenomena (Baksht, Moizhes
and Rybakov, 1974; Korsun, 1974; Vainberg, Lyubimov and
Smolin, 1978; Kurtz et al., 1987).

The total current collected at the anode is given by the
integration of charge carrier fluxes; that is, current densities,
over its surface. At low current operation, well below k∗,
the anode sheath is slightly electron-repelling and the local
current density can be expressed as

j = en

4
vth exp

(
− eφsh

kBTe

)
(40)

n being the particle density in the neutral region outside the
sheath, φa the magnitude of the anode sheath potential barrier,
Te the electron temperature, kB the Boltzmann constant and
vth the electron average thermal velocity

vth =
√

8 kBTe

�me
(41)

As long as the anode barrier is retarding, the current can be
increased if the barrier is lowered. But once the barrier has
vanished, the local current density cannot exceed the ran-
dom thermal flux of electrons, usually called the electron
saturation current:

jsat = en

4
vth (42)

Trying to drive more current than that resulting from the
integration of the electron saturation current density over the
entire anode surface leads to a reversal in the sign of the
anode sheath from negative, or electron repelling, to posi-
tive, or electron attracting. If the particle density near the
anode decreases, a large anode fall voltage develops because
the anode potential needs to increase to the level required for
ion generation. But under such conditions a diffuse anode
attachment becomes impossible and the current breaks down
to discrete anode spots with local anode vaporization. This
transition, with all its associated detrimental phenomena,

which include various possible instabilities in addition to spot
formation, is identified with the onset.

The decrease of particles density near the anode, that the
model indicates as the root cause for the onset, is mainly due
to the Hall effect, that is, to the Lorentz-force pinching com-
ponent deriving, as noted in Section 4, from the interaction
of the axial component of current density with the azimuthal
component of self-induced magnetic field. This also prompts
the idea that any increase in the anode-adjacent particle den-
sity, through propellant species or geometry changes, should
delay starvation.

5.2.2 Plasma instabilities

The second great branch of theoretical models trying to
explain onset phenomena is related to plasma instabilities.
These theories basically state that, at critical operation, con-
ditions are created in thruster channel for the development of
a variety of unstable oscillation modes.

One such type of instabilities most frequently evoked are
the so-called drift instabilities, which are excited by large
relative velocities between electrons and ions; that is, large
currents. The criterion for this instability is taken to coincide
with a critical drift velocity which the electrons attain when
the driven current exceeds a threshold (Shubin, 1976; Wagner,
Kaeppeler and Auweter-Kurtz, 1998).

Other authors have also shown that MPD thrusters are
prone to the development of a variety of microinstabili-
ties, among which the Bunemann instability, the generalized
lower hybrid drift instability, the electron cyclotron drift
instability, the ion-acoustic instability and the drift cyclotron
instability (Tilley et al., 1996; Choueiri, Kelly and Jahn,
1990, 1991, 1992; Choueiri, 2001) the space charge or
Pierce instability (Maurer, Kaeppeler and Richert, 1995;
Wagner, Kaeppeler and Auweter-Kurtz (1998, 1998)), the
Wardle instability (Di Vita et al., 2000). Actually most
of such results, while not particularly enlightening about
onset phenomena, seem much more useful to the explanation
of a variety of anomalous transport and energy absorption
effects.

5.2.3 Other onset theories

Besides the onset theories reviewed above, a number of addi-
tional theories exist in the literature.

In some of these theories onset is induced by back EMF. As
was shown earlier (Section 4), the back electro-motive force is
responsible for reducing the effective electric field seen by the
plasma in the central part of the acceleration channel, and con-
sequently the electrode current attachment zone. According
to Lawless and Subramaniam it is possible for the acceler-
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ator plasma to flow quickly enough to impede current from
flowing between the electrodes; they hence hypothesize that
this mechanism is at the base of the onset phenomenon (Law-
less, 1987; Subramaniam and Lawless, 1987; Subramaniam,
1991).

Some of the theories developed to explain the onset
have put the blame on macroscopic rather than micro-
scopic instabilities. The onset of rotating disturbances in the
interelectrode region and exhaust jet of an MPD arc had
been experimentally observed since early studies (Larson,
1968;Allario, Jarrett Jr. and Hess, 1970). Schrade, Auweter-
Kurtz and Kurtz (1985) and Schrade, Wegmann and Rosgen
(1991) have suggested that onset may result from a macro-
scopic instability in a current-carrying channel originating at
the tip of the cathode.

Joint work along similar lines was carried at Centrospazio
(now Alta), Pisa, and at Consorzio RFX, Padova (Zuin et al.,
2004a, 2004b). They attributed the observed oscillations in
terminal voltage as well as in temperature and magnetic field
measurements above certain values of total current to the
inception of MHD kink instability, both in self-field and
applied-field MPD thrusters.

These theories are generally lacking in one way or another,
in that they seem applicable to specific configurations or
operating conditions rather than addressing the fundamen-
tal origin of onset in the most general sense. In addition,
although sometimes proving reasonably capable at predict-
ing values of (J2/ṁ)

∗
, none of the above theories can

fully explain the appearance of the voltage hash or the
spotty current attachment taking place near or beyond the
onset.

Sometimes, the existence of anode spots is simply
assumed without attempting to explain their origin; the
voltage hash is then explained as a result of the forma-
tion, extinction, and movement of anode spots. The work of
Diamant, Choueiri and Jahn (1998) provided useful insights
along this line of thought.

More recently, Di Vita et al. (2000) and Uribarri (2008)
have hypothesized that spot generation can follow from a
plasma instability known as the filamentation instability,
which causes the current to fragment into many channels,
irrespective of the anode material. Current filamentation is
strongly reminiscent of the anode spots phenomenon, and
it has been observed in other plasma-pinch devices that
present analogies with MPD thrusters (Feugeas and Pamel,
1989;Milanese, Niedbalski and Moroso, 2007). Thus, the fil-
amentation approach may represent a promising clue to the
understanding of the onset.

6 APPLIED-FIELD MPD THRUSTERS

A related technology, perhaps more amenable to near-term
application, is the so-called applied-field MPD thruster (Fig-
ure 13). In this type of thruster, an external solenoid produces
a field with meridional lines of force, arranged so as to diverge
in a nozzle fashion toward the exit (Krülle, 1998; Auweter-
Kurtz and Kurtz, 2002). The self-induced field is often of the
same order of magnitude as the field applied, so that the mag-
netic field lines are twisted in a helical fashion. The strong
axial component of the magnetic field hinders the electron
flow to the anode forcing the current to follow trajectories far
downstream of the thruster exit. The thrust fraction generated
within the channel is therefore quite small and Lorentz actions
mainly result here in a swirling effect. In the region where
current stream lines bend to assume a more marked radial
component, the Lorentz actions exhibit an azimuthal compo-
nent which sustains the swirling and a meridional component
which provides a blowing and a pumping contribution, both
contributing directly to the thrust.

The thrust in an Applied-Field MPD thruster can thus be
visualized as a combination of different components:

Figure 13. (a) Self-field MPD thruster; (b) applied field MPD thruster.
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� the interaction of the azimuthal (Hall) component of the
discharge current with the applied magnetic field yields
axial and radial Lorentz forces, that can both provide a
direct or indirect contribution to the thrust, TH;

� the interaction between the radial component of the dis-
charge current and the self-induced azimuthal magnetic
field results in a thrust component Tsf similar to that occur-
ring in self-field MPD devices;

� the interaction of the radial component of the discharge
current with the axial component of the magnetic field
results in an azimuthal force component that causes the
plasma to rotate. The energy recovered from this swirl
motion can partially give rise to an axial thrust component
Tsw;

� finally, a gasdynamic component similar to that found in
arcjets, Tgd is generally present.

The overall thrust produced by an applied-field MPD
device can thus be expressed as

Taf = TH + Tsf + Tsw + Tgd (43)

The azimuthal electron drift current is akin to that found
in Hall thrusters, although here the collisionality is higher.
Typical values of the Hall parameters in this type of thruster
are about 3 to 5.5. This type of thruster therefore exhibits a
behavior that is intermediate with respect to self-field MPD
and Hall thrusters and may justify expectations for more effi-
cient operation and a lesser sensitivity to instabilities and
erosion compared to the former. Because of this, efficient
operation at lower powers is easier to obtain. On the other
hand, the combination of several types of effects makes the
physics of this thruster more difficult to understand and to
optimize. In addition, the fact that the discharge extends
considerably downstream does not favor accurate vacuum
chamber testing. Development has been hindered as a con-
sequence. Test results obtained with noble gases have not
been encouraging, while hydrogen (again, at high specific
impulses) has provided levels of efficiency of over 50%
(Krülle, Auweter-Kurtz and Sasoh, 1998). Recent work on
lithium-fed AF-MPD thrusters has yielded over 40% at only
130 kW, with Isp up to 3500 s. A critical review of the state
of the art of Applied-Field MPD thrusters, with a detailed
compilation of the performance levels attained by AF-MPD
devices of many different types and propellants, has been
performed by Kodys and Choueiri (2005).

7 LITHIUM PROPELLANT MPD
THRUSTERS

Lithium Lorentz Force Accelerator (LiLFA) is the name
adopted to designate a variety of MPD thruster that has come
of age in the mid-nineties (Figure 14). Its operating prin-
ciple is essentially identical to that of the self-field MPD
thruster. The new designation was probably intended as a
way to refresh the image of this type of device, weary with
prolonged – and sometimes frustrating – development efforts.
But the use of lithium vapor as a propellant, and the hollow-
cathode design of the center electrode may perhaps justify
the adoption of a specific name.

The choice of a low-ionization energy propellant (lithium)
in place of inert gas propellants as used by traditional MPD
thrusters, such as argon, helium, and hydrogen reduces the
power loss associated with propellant ionization, which can
represent almost 50% of the total input power especially for
power levels lower than 200 kW, and is therefore beneficial in
terms of thrust efficiency. The use of lithium also offers addi-
tional advantages in terms of reduced system complexity and
storing capability. However, no space-qualified feed system
exists for lithium propellant. As for the multi-channel design
for the central electrode, this has been proved to improve effi-
ciency and increase thruster life-time by reducing electrode
erosion (Ageyev and Ostrovsky, 1993).

The LiLFA concept has also been implemented in the
applied-field version (AF-LFA), which aims to increase
the efficiency of Lithium-fed MPD thrusters at power lev-
els lower than 200 kW. With the addition of an external
solenoid to enhance the magnetic field, efficient electro-
magnetic acceleration can be obtained at current levels too
low to induce a sufficiently large magnetic field. The AF-
LFA offers the advantage higher efficiencies (≥ 40%) at
lower power (<200 kW) compared to MPDT and LiLFA,

Figure 14. The lithium lorentz force accelerator.
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while maintaining exhaust velocities (10–35 km s−1) that are
comparable. Potential applications of the AF-LiLFA include
missions requiring relatively high thrust-to-power ratios,
such as orbit transfer, N-S stationkeeping, and drag com-
pensation (Sankaran et al., 2004).

8 SURVEY OF MAJOR R&D EFFORTS

Initially investigated in the 1960s, MPD thrusters have been
the objects of periodically funded research in the USA,
achieving slow but significant improvements in performance.
Most of the related activities were initiated and conducted for
many years at the Electric Propulsion Laboratory of Prince-
ton University (now EPPDyL). A multi-decade experimental
activity undertaken in the early 1960s was focused on a
basic model of self-field, gas-fed, coaxial, quasi-steady MPD
thruster that came to be known as the benchmarkthruster
(Figure 15).

Activities carried out in Princeton have provided most
of the available knowledge on this class of device. This
information has been collected and made available to the
community in the form of a Quasi-steady Magnetoplasmady-
namic Thruster Performance Database (Choueiri and Ziemer,
2001). Also from Princeton came fundamental insights on the
involved physical phenomena, starting from the seminal work
of Robert G. Jahn (1968), through the efforts of a generation
of EP specialist graduated there, up to more recent contribu-
tions to the clarification of the onset phenomena. Many sig-
nificant examples of these are cited in the previous sections.

Another huge contribution to this field since the early years
of development was given by German researchers, especially
from Stuttgart University. In time, the Institute of Space

Systems (IRS) group at Stuttgart performed testing activi-
ties on a large class of devices, ranging from simple arcjets,
to Applied-field and Self-field MPD thrusters. Steady-state
MPD Arcjets were extensively studied and tested at power
levels ranging from a few kilowatts to several hundred kilo-
watts, providing valuable insight on the operation of this type
of devices. Figures 16 and 17 show two of the thrusters tested
at IRS. For the ZT3 thruster, no indication of instability could
be detected up to 12700 A, where a (J2/ṁ)

∗
value of more

than 8 × 1010 A2 s kg−1 was reached, whereas for the nozzle
type MPD thruster a critical value of ca 2.7 × 1010 A2 s kg−1

had been found, with argon propellant, with all thrusters of
the DT series (Auweter-Kurtz and Kurtz, 2008).

Researchers from Stuttgart also carried out extensive
theoretical work on the onset problem, with important contri-
butions on the anode-starvation theory and both microscopic
and large-scale instabilities; some of the most relevant of
these are included in the cited references.

In Japan, research on MPD/QS devices became very active
since the late seventies. Important contributions were given
on the theoretical ground (e.g., Kuriki, Kunii and Shimizu,
1983) while R&D activities quickly achieved the space
demonstration level. An MPD thruster was tested onboard
the Japanese Space Flyer Unit (Figure 18) as a part of elec-
tric propulsion experiment (EPEX) launched in 1995 and
retrieved by space shuttle mission STS-72 in 1996 (Toki,
Shimuzu and Kuriki, 1997). To date, this is the only opera-
tional MPD thruster to have flown in space. A database of
measured quasi-steady thruster performance has been com-
piled in Japan by Sasoh and Arakawa (1992).

In Italy, work on MPD thrusters was started in the eight-
ies focusing on experiments on ring-anode thrusters similar to
Princeton’s benchmark thruster. Test campaigns on geometry

Figure 15. The princeton benchmark MPD thruster: rc = 0.95 cm, ra = 5.1 cm, rao = 9.3 cm, rch = 6.4 cm, ta = 0.95 cm, and lc = 10 cm.
Reproduced with permission from Burton, Clark and Jahn (1983) c© AIAA.
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Figure 16. Schematic and test firing of the DT2 nozzle type MPD thruster of the IRS, Stuttgart. Adopted from Auweter-Kurtz and Kurtz
(2008).

Figure 17. Schematic and test firing of the ZT3 cylindrical thruster of the IRS, Stuttgart. Adopted from Auweter-Kurtz and Kurtz (2008).

Figure 18. Integration of the EPEX experiment on the Space Flyer Unit and the MPD thruster.

and scale effects (Figure 19) were carried out with heated
cathode quasi-steady MPD thrusters. Cathode heating was
aimed at assessing the impact of cathode temperature on
cathode phenomena, onset characteristics and performance
levels of the thrusters tested. Joint work on a Hybrid Plasma
Thruster - an MPD thruster with a pre-ionization chamber,
windowed anode and short cathode was carried out in Pisa in

collaboration with the Moscow Aviation Institute (Tikhonov
et al., 2000; Paganucci et al., 2001). Also, the Pisa group at
Centrospazio/Alta and Consorzio RFX, Padova, jointly per-
formed theoretical and experimental work for the study of
macroscopic instabilities of the helical kink type.

A huge variety of MPD thruster concepts were investigated
in the then Soviet Union, starting in the late fifties (Gorshkov
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Figure 19. Geometries of the Pisa thrusters and one of the thrusters during test.

et al., 2007). The scale of the efforts produced there is impos-
ing and the number of contributors so large to defy any
attempt to cite them here. R&D work was conducted at dif-
ferent institutions, and in particular at the Keldish Research
Center (Figure 20), RSC Energia and DB Fakel (Figure 21)
and the Moscow Aviation Institute (Figure 22). Thrusters
tested included Self-field and Applied-field devices, steady-
state devices with power levels up to MW and all types of
propellants, with lithium vapor providing the most efficient
performance (Table 1).

It was the Russians who demonstrated the advantages
obtainable by the use of Lithium. Lithium-fed MPD thrusters
were operated at power levels of several hundred kilowatts,
with efficiencies of 45 percent and plasma exhaust veloci-
ties approaching 50 000 m s−1. Tests of up to a 500 h firing
duration at 500 kW were successfully completed. A several-
thousand hour life capability was projected, sufficient for
most of the space missions this thruster was cenceived for.

In 1996 the RIAME/MAI team lead by Professor Viktor
Tikhonov started a new investigation of Li-MPD thrusters
under NASA contract to demonstrate the level of the Russian
technology for further research. Laboratory model, applied-
field Li-MPD thrusters with power levels of 30 kW and
200 kW were built and tested. Following this activity, facili-
ties to investigate lithium-fed MPD thrusters were established
in the United States at Princeton University and the NASA
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Goebel et al., 2005). A 200 kW
version of the lithium-fed MPD thruster called the lithium
Lorentz force accelerator (Li-LFA, Figure 23) tested at the
EPPDyL laboratory in Princeton, has been claimed to have
achieved erosion-free operation over 500 h of steady thrust-
ing at 12.5 N, 4000 s Is, and 48% effciency (Choueiri et al.,
1996).

Based on such activities, JPL started a program to develop
a 500 kW Li-LFA. The conceptual design of the thruster,
the 250 kW ALPHA2 thruster, is illustrated in Figure 24.
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Figure 20. Self-field (a) and applied field (b) MPD thrusters of the Keldish Research Center. Reproduced with permission from Gorshkov
et al. (2007) c© IEPC.

Figure 21. Lithium thrusters tested at Energiya (a) and Fakel (b). Adopted from Gorshkov et al. (2007) c© IEPC.

This thruster, featuring a flared anode geometry incorporat-
ing Lithium heat pipes, a multichannel hollow cathode and
applied-field solenoid was targeted at achieving an efficiency
level in excess of 60% at Isp of 6200 s for a projected lifetime
of more than 3 years (Goebel et al., 2005).

9 FUTURE PROSPECTS

As of the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century
and almost fifty years after its conception, MPD propulsion
can hardly be said to have fulfilled the expectations of its
inventors. This is certainly due to a variety of adverse circum-
stances. Since high efficiencies (>30%) are only reached at

high power (>200 kW), MPD thrusters require power levels
that are an order of magnitude higher than those typically
available on current spacecraft in order to be competitive
with other propulsion concepts. Therefore, research on MPD
propulsion has been left aside in recent years, in favor of
thrusters offering higher efficiencies at lower power levels.
As a technology inherently suited for high power applica-
tions, it could hardly find opportunities in the scant mission
scenarios of the post-Apollo era.

But apart from external factors, it must be said that this
so promising concept has shown in time its own draw-
backs. The factors preventing achievement of performance
levels suitable for mission usage, onset in particular, have
proved particularly impervious to penetrate, understand and
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Figure 22. A 200 kW thruster tested at RIAME/MAI. Reproduced with permission from Gorshkov et al. (2007) c© IEPC.

Table 1. Russian experience in Li-fed MPD thrusters (Gorshkov et al. (2007)).

Organization Power (kW) Current (kA) Specific Imp. (s) Efficiency (%) Typical Duration Notes

NIITP 300–1000 6–15 3500–5000 40–60 5 min NIITP design
Fakel 300–500 6–9 3500–4500 40–60 30 min Energiya design
Energiya 300–500 6–9 3500–4500 40–60 30 min
Energiya 500 9 4500 55 500 hours Endurance test
Energiya 250–500 5–8 3000–4500 35–55 30–60 min Cathode failure
MAI 300–500 6–9 3500–4500 40–60 30 min Energiya design

Figure 23. The Li-LFA thruster tested in Princeton and at JPL. (a): Reproduced with permission from Choueiri and Ziemer (2001) c©
AIAA. and (b): Goebel et al (2005).
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Figure 24. Conceptual design of the ALPHA2 LFA thruster. Repro-
duced from Goebel et al. (2005).

circumvent, despite an impressive amount of efforts invested
in this attempt.

Testing is another critical issue. Steady-state testing at the
megawatt level is difficult, and to date all data in the 1–
6 MW range has been taken in quasi-steady mode. So far,
steady-state data is limited to less than 1 MW. The NASA-
GRC test facility had the capability to operate at steady-state
power level of up to 600 kW. Facilities to investigate lithium-
fed MPD thrusters have been established in the United
States at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Princeton
University.

Despite all shortcomings, the MPD thruster has proved to
be the only type of electric thruster capable of processing
megawatts of electrical power in a small, simple, compact
device with thrust densities of the order of 105 N m−2. NASA
is currently researching both pulsed and continuous forms
of MPD thrusters with hydrogen or lithium as a propellant.
Lithium-fed thrusters in the power range of 0.5 to 1 MW
would be ideal for near-term applications requiring Isp lev-
els of 4000–6000 s, such as orbit transfer and Mars cargo
applications. One to 5 MW lithium thrusters may be suitable
to fulfill mid-term propulsion requirements, such as initial
piloted Mars missions. For even higher power levels, the ter-
minal voltage with lithium seems too low to process the high
power levels involved; hydrogen should be capable of provid-
ing the required efficiency at Isp’s of 10000–15000 s, paving
the way for piloted missions to Mars and the outer planets
(Polk, 2005).

In conclusion, while no present operational spacecraft
employs MPD propulsion systems, ongoing and future R&D
activities may result in further improvements in the per-
formance and lifetime of steady-state MPD thrusters. As
research continues, the efficiency of MPD thrusters will
gradually increase, hopefully achieving levels compatible
with the requirements of future space missions. Once higher
power levels are available in space, MPD thrusters could then
become the method of propulsion that carries humans to other
planets in our solar system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ion thrusters represent the class of electric propulsion devices
that produce thrust by the acceleration of ions using a series
of closely spaced high-voltage grids. Ion thrusters are capa-
ble of efficiently generating ions and accelerating them to
very high exhaust velocities. A schematic depiction of an
idealized ion propulsion system is given in Figure 1. This
drawing illustrates the three primary components of an ion
thruster: (i) the plasma generator; (ii) the accelerator grids;
and (iii) the electron neutralizer, and the power processing
and propellant feed systems. The plasma generator in the ion
thruster can use a variety of discharge techniques to ionize the

propellant neutral gas and deliver the ions to the accelerator
structure. While Figure 1 shows a hollow-cathode electron-
discharge plasma generator that has been most commonly
used to date, other plasma generators utilizing radio fre-
quency (RF) discharges, microwave discharges, and surface
contact ionization have also been used to ionize the pro-
pellant. The ion accelerator component uses high-voltage,
multi-aperture grids to electrostatically accelerate the ions
to high velocity. The acceleration of ions by biased grids
imposes the condition that the ion current is space-charge
limited, resulting in lower beam current densities and thrust
densities in comparison to other gridless thrusters such as Hall
thrusters. The final component of ion thrusters, the electron
neutralizer, injects electrons into the ion beam to prevent a
negative charge from building up on the spacecraft due to the
net expulsion of thrust-producing positive ions by the thruster.
A photograph of the NSTAR ion thruster used for primary
propulsion in two NASA deep space missions is shown in
Figure 2. (Brophy, 2002; Brophy et al., 2003)

Ion thrusters produce thrust by the acceleration of ions to
form a beam, which results in a beam current Ib of particles
with a mass M. The thrust is then given by (Goebel and Katz,
2008)

T = γṁivi = γIb

√
2MVb

e
(1)

where ṁi is the time rate of change of ion mass through
the thruster, vi is the ion velocity, e is the unit of charge,
Vb is the beam acceleration voltage, and γ is a correction
factor for beam divergence and multiply-charged ions in the
beam. Increasing the ion beam current and utilizing a large
ion mass provides the maximum thrust, with thrust levels
approaching a large fraction of a newton being typical. The
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Figure 1. Ion propulsion system with an electron-discharge ion thruster.

Figure 2. Photograph of the NASA NSTAR ion thruster. Image
courtesy of NASA Glenn Research Center.

specific impulse (Isp) is defined as the thrust divided by the
propellant mass ejected per unit time ṁp and the acceleration
due to gravity g, which give the unusual units of seconds. For
an ion thruster, the Isp is (Goebel and Katz, 2008):

Isp ≡ T

ṁpg
= γηm

g

√
2eVb

M
(2)

where ηm is the fraction of propellant molecules converted to
beam ions. High beam voltages (1–10 kV) and efficient ion-
ization of the propellant mass (>80%) provide very high Isp,
with values from 2000 to 10 000 s having been demonstrated.
The total efficiency of an ion thruster, defined as the kinetic
jet power of the beam divided by the input electrical power
to the thruster, is given by Goebel and Katz (2008)

ηT ≡ Pjet

Pin
= T2

2ṁpPin
= γ2ηeηm (3)

where ṁp is the propellant mass flow rate, Pin is the total
electrical input power, and ηe is the thruster electrical effi-
ciency, which is defined as the power of the ion beam divided
by the total input electrical power. High efficiency in an ion
thruster is achieved by good beam quality (high γ), high ion-
ization percentages, and a minimum of dissipated power. Ion
thruster efficiencies in the range of 50 to nearly 70% have
been flown, and efficiencies of over 80% have been demon-
strated by advanced thruster designs. Finally, the thrust to
total power ratio for ion thrusters is given by

T

PT
= 2

g

ηT

Isp
(4)

For a given ion thruster input power and efficiency, the
thrust and Isp are determined by the mission application.
The inherent space-charge limitation on beam current in ion
thrusters causes the thrust-to-power ratio to be typically less
than that available in other electric thrusters such as Hall
thrusters.

Ion thrusters provide among the highest efficiency of any
electric thruster in use today in converting electricity and
propellant into kinetic jet power, and also the highest specific
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impulse capability. Because electric thrusters are inherently
low-thrust devices, long operating times are required to pro-
duce the total impulse associated with many space missions.
Ion thrusters offer extremely long operating times (tens of
thousands of hours) with wear-out mechanisms being largely
limited to grid and cathode lifetimes. Due to their high effi-
ciency, high specific impulse and long life, ion thrusters fill
an important niche in spacecraft propulsion with mission
applications ranging from satellite station-keeping to primary
propulsion for deep space scientific missions.

2 BRIEF HISTORY

Space propulsion using accelerated ions was first conceived
by Goddard (1906) in the United States and independently
described by Tsiolkovsky in 1911 (Mel’kumov, 1964) in
Russia. The first systematic analysis of ion propulsion sys-
tems was published by Stuhlinger (1964), and the physics of
electric propulsion and ion thrusters was first described com-
prehensively in the book by Jahn (1968). A description of
ion thruster technology and the basics of low-thrust mission
design for early ion propulsion systems using cesium and
mercury propellants was published by Brewer (1970). The
fundamentals of electric propulsion including the physics of
modern ion and Hall thrusters were published by Goebel and
Katz (2008).

The first ion thrusters were developed by Forrester and
Speiser (1959) and by Kaufman (1961). Several experimen-
tal flights were performed in the 1960s (Cybulski et al.,
1965) and 1970s (Kerslake and Ignaczak, 1992) using cesium
and mercury propellants. The first ion thruster system suc-
cessfully used for communication satellite station keeping
applications was a Hughes Xenon Ion Propulsion System
(XIPS) in 1997 (Beattie, 1998), and the first deep-space
mission using an ion thruster for primary propulsion was
launched by NASA in 1998 on DeepSpace-1 (Brophy, 2002).
The European Space Agency (ESA) launched ion thrusters on
the Artemis mission in 2000 (Bassner and Hofmann, 1995)
and successfully used them in an unplanned orbit-raising role
to rescue the spacecraft from a low-insertion orbit. Since that
time, numerous ion thrusters have been launched and oper-
ated on commercial communications satellites and in space
scientific missions.

3 THRUSTER COMPONENTS

3.1 Plasma generator

Ion thrusters require efficient ionization of the propellant
material to produce high Isp. To achieve this, a suitable ion

generator must be incorporated into the engine. Since elec-
trons are freed in the ionization of gaseous propellant, the
resultant mixture of ions and electrons is called plasma, a
term first coined by Irving Langmuir, and the device pro-
ducing the ionization in thrusters is commonly called the
plasma generator. In the range of application in ion thrusters,
the plasma is largely collisionless with ions flowing freely
toward the walls and the faster electrons partially confined
by the electrostatic attraction of the more massive ions. The
ions flowing toward the grids of the plasma generator are
extracted and accelerated to form the thrust-beam. During
the development of ion thrusters, two ion production meth-
ods were considered: (i) contact ionization; and (ii) electron
bombardment ionization.

Contact-ionization sources produce ions by surface ion-
ization. In this process, vapor atoms incident on a hot metal
substrate whose work function is larger than the vapor’s ion-
ization potential can be evaporated as an ion (Forrester, 1988).
This process occurs because the system is in its lowest energy
state when the outermost valence electron of the atom tunnels
into the metal and the resultant ion leaves the surface. The
ratio of ions evaporated per unit area to the number of neutral
atoms evaporated per unit area is given by the Saha–Langmuir
equation:

Jion

Jatoms
= gi

ga
e

e(φ−εi )
kT (5)

where gi and ga are the weighting factors for the ion and
atom states, φ is the work function of the surface, εi is the
ionization potential, k is Boltzman’s constant, and T is the
surface temperature. Because most high temperature metals
that can serve as the active substrate have a work function
below 5 eV, the contact ionization process is only effective
for atoms with a low ionization potential, such as alkali
metals atoms. For example, for cesium atoms with an ion-
ization potential of 3.87 eV incident on a tungsten surface
with a work function of 4.62 eV at a temperature of 1000 K,
the number of ions evaporated for every atom evaporated is
almost 3000. Contact-ionization sources can therefore have
very high mass utilization efficiency and produce high cur-
rent densities of ions. However, the surface temperature must
be sufficiently high that the surface remains relatively free
of adsorbed alkali atoms that could lower the work function.
The heat losses from maintaining this high temperature sur-
face represent the major input power requirement for this type
of plasma generator.

Electron bombardment, as the name implies, produces ion
and electron pairs through electron impact ionization of gas
atoms or molecules. Electron bombardment plasma gener-
ators can produce ions of nearly any species of gas, and
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thereby can utilize inert-gas propellants such as xenon or
krypton that do not suffer from the handling issues inher-
ent with the alkali metals in contact-ionization sources.
The ionizing electrons are most commonly produced by a
thermionic cathode discharge in which a DC power sup-
ply accelerates the electrons from a hollow-cathode structure
to an energy in excess of the ionization potential. Alterna-
tively, electron-bombardment thrusters can utilize RF and
microwave discharges to produce the plasma. The ioniza-
tion process and subsequent discharge plasma formation take
place in a bounding vessel called the discharge chamber.

The basic configuration of a hollow-cathode ion thruster
was shown in Figure 1. Early thrusters featured a hot filament
formed from a refractory metal such as thoriated tungsten or
tantalum as the cathode electron emitter. The filament cath-
odes were inherently life-limited to the order of 1000 h due to
metal evaporation at the temperatures required for sufficient
electron emission, and by sputtering from ion bombardment
erosion in the discharge chamber. Because of these limita-
tions, other electron sources were investigated as ion thruster
technology matured. One such approach involved coating the
filament or ribbon cathode with an oxide coating, which had
the effect of reducing its work function. This allowed for
operation at reduced temperatures and thus lower evapora-
tion rates. The voltages required to extract appreciable current
were also reduced, leading to reduced ion bombardment ero-
sion. Such oxide brush cathodes were capable of operating up
to 5000 h (Kerslake, 1966), and while much longer than bare
wire filaments, the life was still well under the target range
of tens of thousands of hours required for space applications.

Hollow cathode configurations minimize these erosion
mechanisms and produce extremely long life electron emit-
ters (Rawlin and Kerslake, 1970). In this case, a thermionic
electron emitter consisting of a porous tungsten insert impreg-
nated with a barium compound is placed inside a hollow
tube and heated to emission temperatures by a surrounding
heater. The barium impregnate forms a low work function
surface on the insert that permits high electron emission cur-
rent densities of over 10 A cm−2 at temperatures of the order
of 1300 K. A schematic of a hollow cathode in Figure 3 shows
the hollow tube geometry with the thermionic insert inside,
a sheathed co-axial heater wrapped around tube with heat
shielding, and the keeper electrode around the cathode struc-
ture that facilitates starting the discharge and protects the
cathode from energetic ion bombardment from the discharge
chamber (Goebel and Katz, 2008). A small amount of the pro-
pellant gas entering the thruster is injected through the hollow
cathode and electrons are extracted from the plasma gener-
ated inside the hollow cathode through an orifice and ionize
the propellant in the discharge chamber. The hollow tube
arrangement recycles evaporated barium back to the insert

Figure 3. Hollow cathode schematic.

surfaces and reduces the energy of the bombarding ions from
the plasma to levels where the sputtering of the active elec-
tron emitter is negligible. Once the discharge is initiated, the
hollow-cathode is self-heated by plasma bombardment, and
the external heater is turned off. Hollow cathodes were first
used in electric propulsion as an electron source for neutraliz-
ing the ion beam of cesium contact thrusters. While filament
cathodes were used in the early flights of the mercury SERT I
ion thrusters, a variation of this hollow cathode approach
later flew on the mercury SERT II ion thrusters. This tech-
nology eventually evolved to the hollow cathode in use in
xenon thrusters today that has demonstrated over 30 000 h of
operation in ion thruster life tests. Hollow cathodes are the
primary electron source in the majority of modern, electron
bombardment ion thrusters.

To maximize the probability that a primary electron from
the cathode will collide with a neutral atom and produce
ionization before being lost to the anode wall, a magnetic
field is superimposed on the discharge to confine the elec-
trons and reduce their loss rate to the wall. A variety of
magnetic confinement schemes have been investigated. Early
electron bombardment thrusters utilized a divergent field
produced by electromagnets or permanent magnets whose
primary field component was in the axial direction, thereby
reducing the radial electron loss rates to the walls (Kaufman,
1981). Improved confinement and efficiency of the discharge
in producing ions was obtained by using rings of alternating
polarity permanent magnets, which is the so-called ring-cusp
magnetic-multipole boundary shown in Figure 1. This mag-
netic configuration results in low discharge loss, which is
defined as the plasma discharge power divided by the ion
beam current, and higher total thruster efficiency (Sovey,
1982). A hollow-cathode plasma discharge in a ring-cusp
thruster, as seen though the grids, is shown in Figure 4.
Finally, the entire plasma generation chamber is enclosed by
a conformal shell called the plasma screen. This metal screen
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Figure 4. Photograph through the grids of a hollow cathode
discharge in a ring-cusp ion thruster.

is biased at the thruster common potential, which is held close
to the spacecraft potential, and functions to shield the plasma
generation chamber operating at high positive voltage from
excessive electron collection from the surrounding ambient
plasma.

To simplify the thruster design and eliminate the need
for a hollow cathode in the discharge chamber, alternative
ion thruster designs use electromagnetic fields to heat the
plasma electrons to sufficient energy to ionize the injected
propellant gas. One method uses RF electromagnetic waves
coupled inductively to the plasma discharge through a dielec-
tric chamber wall. An RF-excited antenna induces an electric
field that not only breaks down the propellant into a plasma
but also sustains the plasma through the acceleration of
plasma electrons (Groh et al.,1979). The RF magnetic field
induced by the antenna in the discharge chamber also pro-
vides some confinement of the ions and electrons, resulting
in a reduction in discharge loss and an improvement in
thruster performance. An alternative to the RF induction
heating of the electron population is to create and heat the
plasma using electromagnetic fields at microwave frequen-
cies (Kuninaka and Satori, 1998). The electromagnetic waves
must be generated by a microwave source and the power effi-
ciently coupled to the electrons in the discharge chamber.
Electromagnetic waves can only propagate and be absorbed
in plasmas under certain conditions. Microwave energy can

be absorbed by electrons in the presence of a magnetic field
if the microwave frequency matches the frequency at which
the electrons orbit field lines. Such absorption, called electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR), will heat the electrons and in the
presence of collisions give rise to ionization. The required
magnetic field strength to achieve this resonance is signifi-
cant (875 G at 2.45 GHz microwave frequency) (Foster and
Patterson, 2005). At present, microwave and RF ion thrusters
tend to have lower discharge efficiencies than their DC elec-
tron discharge counterparts. Nevertheless, RF and microwave
thrusters have been successfully developed and flown in
space.

3.2 Grids

The ions in these thrusters are accelerated to form the
thrust-beam by a series of closely spaced, high-voltage, multi-
aperture grids. The classic arrangement used in ion sources
since the 1930s has three grids in which the discharge cham-
ber is biased positive relative to the middle “acceleration” grid
(or “accel grid”), and additional grids are placed on either side
to mask the accel grid and eliminate direct ion bombardment
that would rapidly erode the negative-potential grid by ion
sputtering (Forrester, 1988). The so-called “screen grid” is
placed between the accel grid and the plasma to mask the
accel grid and form beamlets that minimize ion impinge-
ment on the downstream grids, and a “decel grid” is placed
between the accel grid and the subsequent ion beam to mask
the accel grid from backstreaming ion bombardment. The ion
beam that ultimately emerges from the ion thruster is actually
a superposition of individual beamlets associated with many
sets of circular grid apertures. Two grids are also sometimes
used if the accel grid is thick enough to withstand back ion-
bombardment over the mission life, and also the resultant
sputtered material does not impact the spacecraft. A sketch
of part of a grid-set in a generic two-grid accelerator showing
the aperture alignment, and a photograph of part of a grid set
showing the large number of apertures is given in Figure 5.

The screen grid is biased negative relative to the poten-
tial of the discharge plasma (the screen grid is typically at
cathode potential), and thereby attracts ions while reflecting
electrons. Screen grids are designed with high transparency
(about 70%), large apertures and thin material thickness to
maximize the number of ions extracted from the discharge
plasma. The screen grid and the discharge chamber are in
turn biased positive with respect to the spacecraft common
potential.

The accel grid is biased at a potential negative with respect
to spacecraft common to accelerate ions and repel elec-
tron that might backstream through the grids to the positive
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Figure 5. Cross-sectional drawing and photograph of the accel-grid
apertures in a segment of two-grid ion accelerator.

discharge chamber. The accel grid is designed with small
apertures and low transparency (typically less than 30%) to
restrict the loss of unionized propellant and improve the mass
utilization efficiency of the thruster. The screen and accel
grids act as a lens that focus ions extracted through the screen
grid apertures through the small accel grid apertures. In this
regard, the grids collectively are often referred to as “ion
optics.” The discharge plasma density just upstream of the
screen grid aperture and the electric field strength between
the screen and accelerator grid determine the shape of the
plasma boundary edge at the screen apertures, thus affecting
the nature of the focusing. The maximum ion current that
can be transported through the two grids is determined by the
Child–Langmuir Law:

j = 4 ε0

9

√
2e

M

V 3/2

d2
(6)

where j is the ion current density, ε0 is the permittivity of
free space, V is the total acceleration voltage between the
plasma and the accel grid, and d is the gap between the sheath
edge in the screen aperture region and the accel grid. The ion
focusing of the grids then scales as the “perveance” of the
grid set, which is defined as the current divided by the total
voltage to the three-halves power. Grids optimized for xenon
ion thrusters typically operate at 1–2 kV with gap spacing
of about 0.5 mm, which produces ion current densities on
the order of 5 mA cm−2 and typical thrust levels of less than
0.5 mN cm−2.

Ion accelerators that operate at the optimum perveance
then focus all of the ions through the accel grid aperture,
which is shown in the Figure 6b ion trajectory plot of Fig-
ure 6. In this figure, the approximate shape of the plasma
sheath at the screen entrance is given as a solid black curve
to the left of the screen grid, illustrating the ion focusing

Figure 6. Ion trajectories in a three-grid accelerator operating over-
perveance (a), at the optimum perveance (b), and under-perveance
(c).

lens aspect of the accelerator. Operating the thruster at too
high a current density reduces the effective grid gap, flattens
the sheath and accelerates ions directly into the accel grid
(Figure 6a). This over-perveance condition (too high a cur-
rent at too low a voltage for a given gap length and aperture
design) causes severe accel grid erosion and short grid life-
times. Conversely, operating at too high a voltage and too
low a current for a given gap and aperture design results in
under-perveance conditions that over-focus the ions, as seen
in Figure 6c. This condition causes “cross-over” trajectories
in which the ions can directly hit the accel or decel grids
and cause excessive sputtering and short life. The focusing
of the beamlets through the smaller accel grid aperture causes
some divergence of the beam, but this is typically small com-
pared to the overall beam divergence produced by the need to
dish the grids to withstand launch vibrations and to minimize
misalignment due to thermal expansion. Beam divergences
of the order of 20◦ half-angle are typically produced by grid
sets designed to provide good structural integrity of the grids
and minimize cosine-thrust losses to about 5%. This reason-
ably small beam divergence, which is characteristic of ion
thrusters, is shown in the photograph in Figure 7 of a xenon
ion thruster plume.

The primary failure mechanisms for accelerator grids are
erosion by ion bombardment and backstreaming of electrons
through the grid to the plasma generator. Even if the grids
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Figure 7. Photograph of an ion thruster plume showing the
characteristic beam with relatively small angular divergence.

are designed to operate with minimal direct impingement,
charge-exchange collisions between the fast ions and resid-
ual unionized propellant in the grid region produce slow ions
that bombard and erode the accel grid. Eventually, the accel
grid aperture enlarges, which compromises the ability of the
negatively-biased grid to stop electrons from backstream-
ing into the thruster, overwhelming the high-voltage power
supply, and depositing significant energy into the discharge
chamber.

To minimize the life-limiting sputtering, grids are con-
structed of materials such as molybdenum, which features
low sputtering yields as well as good thermal and mechan-
ical properties. Other materials with lower sputtering yields
than molybdenum, such as titanium and carbon, have also
been investigated and used in some cases. Because carbon
has the lowest xenon sputter threshold of all known mate-
rials, grids composed of carbon have the lowest wear rate
and therefore are ideal for missions requiring extremely long
thruster lifetimes.

3.3 Electron neutralizer

The neutralizer is an electron source attached to the ion
thruster body that produces both charge and current neu-
trality of the ion beam, and prevents charge buildup on the
spacecraft by injecting low-energy electrons into the beam
(Kaufman, 1961). Early neutralizers consisted of a simple
thermionic wire-filament immersed directly in the plume.
The lifetime of immersed filaments was limited by ion impact
erosion. Filament cathode neutralizers were replaced with
hollow cathodes, which have higher emission efficiency and
are physically more robust (Figure 3). It is not necessary to

immerse a hollow cathode neutralizer in the ion beam; rather
neutralizer electrons are coupled to the ion beam via a so-
called “plasma bridge” formed by the plasma from the hollow
cathode orifice. Unlike immersed filaments, however, hol-
low cathode neutralizers require gas feed and thus additional
propellant that does not contribute appreciably to thrust pro-
duction. In this regard, neutralizers are typically designed to
operate at low mass flow rates so that they do not appreciably
impact overall specific impulse.

4 ENGINE PERFORMANCE

Gridded ion thrusters are high Isp (2000–10 000 s), low-thrust
(<0.5 N) devices. Their performance varies as the operating
power level is changed. Figure 8 shows the thrust, Isp and
total efficiency at the beginning of life of the NASA NSTAR
ion thruster (Brophy, 2002) presently flying on the DAWN
mission. Thrust levels up to about 90 mN at an Isp of about
3100 s and efficiency in excess of 50% are available from
this 30 cm diameter engine. The NSTAR thruster is capable
of throttling by a factor of five, which is useful in maximizing
the thrust produced as the available power from the solar array
changes with distance from the sun. The next generation ion
thruster under development at NASA GRC, the 36 cm dia.
NEXT ion thruster (Patterson et al., 2002), is capable of thrust
levels up to 250 mN at an Isp of up to 4100 s and an efficiency
approaching 70%. Higher performance can be achieved with
larger thrusters, as shown by the performances of the 57 cm
dia., 500 mN, 5000 to 8000 s NEXIS thruster (Polk et al.,
2005) and the rectangular, 41 cm × 91 cm, 670 mN, 6000 to
10,000 s, HiPEP thruster (Foster et al., 2004), both of which
demonstrated peak efficiencies ≥80%.

The discharge voltage in the plasma generator in modern
ion thrusters is constrained to be below 30 V to minimize
cathode and screen grid sputtering, and the production of
multiply-charged ions that increase sputtering and reduce the
thrust. The discharge loss in these thrusters range from 125 to
250 eV/ion, with the lower values characteristic of operation
at higher power and with larger thruster discharge chambers
that have larger plasma production volume to plasma loss
surface ratios (Goebel and Katz, 2008). Reduced discharge
losses reduces the operating discharge current necessary to
produce typical beam currents in the 0.5–4.5 A in these
different sized thrusters.

5 THRUSTER LIFETIME

The low thrust capability of ion thrusters translates typ-
ically into requirements for very long thrusting times to
produce the total impulse needed to complete a given mission.
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Figure 8. Thrust, Isp, and efficiency versus PPU input power for
the NSTAR ion thruster flying on the DAWN mission.

The thruster components must be able of last the duration
of the mission with insignificant performance degradation.
Although significant progress has been made to date in devel-
oping computational models that predict thruster lifetime,
these analytical models require detailed knowledge of the
thruster wear-out and failure mechanisms, and require vali-
dation. Fortunately, ion thrusters have been tested in many
different capacities for the past 50 years and have accu-
mulated total operating times approaching 105 h. To date,
the longest wear-test of an ion thruster was conducted by
JPL where the NSTAR flight spare for the Deep Space 1
mission was tested for over 30 000 h (Sengupta et al., 2009)

and voluntarily stopped to examine the thruster wear. This
test provided a great deal of insight into the various failure
modes of ion thrusters. In general, the main failure modes of
an ion thruster can be grouped into five categories: (i) grid
wear leading to electron backstreaming; (ii) grid wear leading
to structural failure of the grids; (iii) discharge cathode elec-
trode erosion; (iv) grid shorting; and (v) neutralizer cathode
failure. Other wear-out mechanisms, such as insulator short-
ing and discharge chamber flake production, are considered
of secondary or of minor concern.

Grid failure is driven primarily by erosion of the elec-
trodes by ion bombardment. The screen grid tends to thin and
the apertures become enlarged due to bombardment by low-
energy ions from the discharge chamber. Operation at reduced
discharge voltages (on the order of 25 V), which reduces
the ion energy and the population of multiply-charged ions,
largely eliminates this issue. The accel grid apertures are
enlarged during operation of the thruster by charge-exchange
ion bombardment, which is called “barrel erosion” and can
cause the onset of electron backstreaming. In addition, the
downstream face of the accel grid in two-grid configurations
often exhibits the so called “pits and grooves” erosion pattern,
depicted in Figure 9, which is caused by the backstreaming of
charge-exchange produced ions formed just downstream of
the grids. Grid erosion becomes life-limiting when the grids
are structurally compromised, when the accel grids aper-
tures become so large that electron backstreaming cannot be
stopped by the available accel grid bias voltage, or when the
sputtered grid material that deposits on opposite grid surfaces
and inside the discharge chamber bridges the inter-electrode
gaps by either flaking or monotonic growth and result in an
electrical short. These grid erosion issues can be mitigated
by proper grid design to eliminate direct impingement, by
reduction in charge-exchange ion production by developing
plasma generators that run at higher mass utilization efficien-
cies with minimal double-ion production, and by fabricating
grids from more sputter-resistant materials. Both grid ero-
sion and backstreamming issues can be addressed by the
fabrication of grids from low sputter yield materials such
as carbon-based materials rather than the conventional grid
material, molybdenum. Carbon-carbon grid technology has
been developed to a high state of readiness having been both
wear tested on the ground and utilized on an actual space
mission. Studies indicate that carbon-based grids can have
lifetimes in excess of 105 h on many conceivable missions
(Kuninaka et al., 2007).

Hollow cathode failure can also be an issue for both the
neutralizer and discharge cathodes in ion thrusters. Cathode
insert lifetime has been attributed to depletion of the bar-
ium impregnate by evaporation or the formation of tungstate
compounds by chemical reactions with impurities. However,
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Figure 9. A new accel grid (a) and the erosion pattern observed
after 30 000 h of operation (b).

the negligible depletion of the barium insert observed in the
30 000-hour NSTAR life test has been attributed to recy-
cling of the barium inside the hollow cathode structure (Polk
et al., 2008), leading to extremely long life predictions. Oper-
ation with low impurity content in the propellant gas also
minimizes tungstate formation and extends the life. Finally,
cathode life can be increased by operation at low discharge
voltages to reduce the energy of ions bombarding the cathode,
by selecting suitable cathode and keeper materials with low
sputtering yields, and by utilizing the proper cathode design
and operating parameters of the discharge to minimize the
plasma oscillations and energetic ion production associated
with the so-called “plume mode” (Goebel et al., 2007).

Thrusters that do not utilize thermionic cathodes avoid at
least some of these cathode-related failure mechanisms. A
microwave thruster (Kuninaka and Satori, 1998) was flown
on Hayabusa where both the main discharge plasma and the
neutralizer discharge were generated by electron cyclotron
heating. The RIT series of ion thrusters (Groh et al., 1979) uti-
lize inductively coupled RF-plasma production for the main
discharge, but use a traditional thermionic hollow cathode for

the neutralizer. The neutralizer exists in a relatively benign,
low-density plasma environment outside the discharge cham-
ber. Provided the neutralizer assembly does not intersect
the ion beam and the small orifice characteristically used in
these cathodes is not allowed to clog with reaction products,
the probability of neutralizer failure is significantly reduced
compared to the main discharge cathode.

The final failure mechanism of any significance for ion
thrusters is electrical shorting. This is primarily an issue in
the closely spaced, high-voltage grid region where flakes or
launch debris can cause shorts. So-called “grid-clear” circuits
are usually added to the power supplies that run the thruster
to pass a relatively large amount of current through a short
detected between the grids to vaporize the bridging material
and remove the short (Goodfellow, Ganapathi and Stocky,
1999).

6 SYSTEM COMPONENTS

There are three main systems components required to operate
an ion thruster: (i) the power processing unit (PPU); (ii) the
xenon flow control (XFC) unit; and (iii) the thruster gimbal.
The PPU provides all the voltages and currents required to run
the cathodes, the plasma discharge, and the accelerator grids
in the thruster. Figure 10 shows the typical power supplies
inside the PPU required to operate a three-grid ion thruster.
The cathode and neutralizer heater supplies raise the temper-
ature of the inserts to emission temperatures, and once the
keeper supplies ignites a local “keeper-discharge” the heater
is turned off. Some thrusters do not use a discharge keeper
supply, but rely on low-current resistor biasing of the keeper
potential to ignite the main discharge. The main discharge
is then turned on at a low current, and the accel and screen
voltages are raised together with the discharge current to the
desired level in order to remain near the correct accelerator
perveance during turn-on. A feedback loop in the discharge
supply regulates the beam current, which at a given beam
voltage produces a constant thrust by the thruster.

Under certain conditions, electrical breakdown can occur
between the high-voltage grids. Once a short-circuit condi-
tion is detected by the PPU, the screen and accelerator grid
supplies are turned off and the discharge current decreased to
the pre-start level to extinguish the arc. After a short delay,
the start-up sequence is initiated and the thruster restarts.
Such an event is known as a “recycle,” which not only clears
the fault and restarts the thrusters but also appropriately con-
ditions the electrode surface to remove any protrusions or
surface imperfections that could otherwise initiate additional
breakdowns.
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Figure 10. Power supplies in the PPU to run the ion thruster.

The xenon feed system (XFS) delivers the correct amount
of flow to the main discharge chamber and two cath-
odes required at each throttle level to properly operate the
thruster. The XFS is usually configured with a high-pressure
system that reduces the high-pressure in the xenon tank
and delivers the propellant through latch-valves to a low-
pressure (<50 psi) flow control system. The high pressure
system can use a mechanical regulator, which is common
in commercial applications of EP on communications satel-
lites, or use an actively pulsed regulator like that flown on
DS1 and DAWN. The low-pressure assembly typically uses
temperature-controlled flow-control orifices or proportional
flow control valves and orifices to provide regulated flow with
the desired accuracy.

The gimbal mechanism provides selectable pointing of
the thrust vector produced by the ion thruster over some
constrained range. This adjustability of the thrust direction
is critically important to ensure that the thrust vector goes
through the center of mass (or CG) of the spacecraft, or else
spin-torques will be imparted to the vehicle. As the propellant
is exhausted and the tank emptied, gimbal motion is required
to maintain this vector through the spacecraft CG. Gimbals

are also used to provide attitude control and reaction wheel
unloading using the ion thruster system.

Like all electric propulsion systems, the energy source to
power the thruster must be carried along or extracted from the
local space environment. Electric propulsion systems can uti-
lize energy from four main sources: (i) chemical sources such
as batteries or fuel cells; (ii) solar arrays; (iii) radioisotope
generators; and (iv) compact nuclear reactors. The early ion
thruster flight-tests, such as SERT I, took place in the 1960s
and were relatively short technology demonstration missions
that utilized batteries. At this time, high-power solar arrays
have become the predominant power source for all commer-
cial satellites and scientific deep space missions that utilize
electric propulsion. Solar arrays that produce over 20 kW of
power at 1 AU have been developed, and some fraction of
this power can be used by the electric propulsion system
depending on the other mission-application or payload needs.
Radioisotope generators can supply several hundred watts of
power, which may be attractive for low power EP missions
to the outer planets; that is, beyond the point at which solar
power systems are practical. Nuclear reactors have also been
proposed and developed as an electric power option for space
missions and can power ion thruster systems.

7 RECENT MISSIONS AND PROSPECTS

The high specific impulse capability of ion thrusters makes
them an attractive candidate for challenging missions that
require high spacecraft velocity changes (“delta-v’s”) in the
5–15 km s−1 range. For example, the ion thruster system oper-
ating on the present NASA DAWN mission to the asteroids
Vesta and Ceres (Brophy et al., 2003) provides the same total
delta-v to the spacecraft as the launch vehicle (11 km sec−1),
but of course over a much greater amount of time consisting of
50 000 h of thrusting (nearly 6 years) while processing 400 kg
of xenon propellant. The DAWN mission uses two NSTAR
thrusters to provide this total impulse, and also carries a spare
engine for redundancy.

Application of ion thrusters in station keeping applications
for commercial communications satellites usually requires
less operation time than deep space missions (i.e., some-
thing in excess of 10 000 h) but the thrusters are required to
cycle on and off sometimes daily representing thousands of
turn-on and thermal cycles. The Boeing 702 satellite carries
two 25 cm XIPS thrusters for use in orbit raising and to pro-
vide all the station keeping functions, and also includes two
additional thrusters for redundancy. The successful imple-
mentation of ion thrusters for primary propulsion with long
thrusting-on times and station keeping with high on-off
cycle times requires that the thruster component lifetimes
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usually exceed the requirements by a factor of 1.5 to ensure
adequate reliability and margin. Future implementations of
ion thrusters will require even more life, throughput, and
performance than previously achieved. Therefore, future
applications of ion thrusters will require a better understand-
ing of potential failure mechanisms, advanced models to
predict and understand the life, and extensive wear testing
to validate the models and demonstrate the thruster life.

Innovative technologies are being investigated to extend
ion thruster lifetimes. Advanced grid materials, new cath-
odes and alternative plasma generators are in development.
For example, microwave ECR plasma production has been
used to replace both the hollow cathode plasma genera-
tor and the neutralizer used in conventional ion thrusters.
This technology was demonstrated on the Hayabusa aster-
oid mission that utilized 10 cm dia., 300 W microwave
ion thrusters for primary propulsion in an asteroid sam-
ple return application. In principle, the microwave plasma
generator and neutralizer could have lifetimes compara-
ble to that of the microwave generator itself, which can
exceed 105 h. This microwave-plasma generation technol-
ogy, coupled with carbon-based grids, represents a possible
embodiment of future long-life ion thrusters. Key challenges
remain such as improving the microwave plasma production
efficiency.

Realization of long ion thruster lifetimes and high effi-
ciency, high Isp performance enables the exploration of the
outer reaches of the solar system. For such missions that will
extend well beyond the orbit of Mars where solar power is
limited, nuclear power sources are likely required to pro-
vide the high power levels needed for electric propulsion
systems. In this regard, the future of scientific exploration of
the outer solar system may combine the long-life ion thruster
technologies with nuclear power sources.

8 SUMMARY

Ion thrusters represent the first electric propulsion technol-
ogy to be developed and flown, and still provide the highest
combination of efficiency and specific impulse of any elec-
tric thruster flown to date. The present generation of flight
ion thrusters are nominally 10–30 cm in diameter and pro-
duce the order of 0.1 N at an Isp of over 3000 s and an
efficiency of up to 60%. However, ion thrusters have recently
been scaled down to less than 3 cm in diameter to produce a
thrust of less than 1 mN for precision propulsion applications,
and scaled up to over 50 cm in diameter to produce thrust
levels of over 0.5 N at Isp’s exceeding 8000 s for high power
propulsion applications. Ion thrusters have demonstrated life
times in excess of 30 000 h, and research programs continue

to extend the life of the thruster components. Rapid growth
has occurred in the past decade in the use of ion thrusters
in communications satellites to reduce the amount of propel-
lant required for station keeping, and in deep space scientific
missions for prime propulsion applications. The high specific
impulse capability of ion thrusters makes them very attrac-
tive for many space applications that require high spacecraft
velocity changes.

SPECIFIC NOTATION LIST

d gap between the plasma edge and the accel grid
e unit of charge
g acceleration due to gravity
ga weighting factor for atom state
gi weighting factor for ion state
Ib beam current
Isp Specific Impulse
J current density
Jion ion current density
Ja atom current density
k Boltzman’s constant
ṁi ion mass flow rate
ṁp total propellant mass flow rate
M ion mass
Pin electrical power into the thruster
Pjet kinetic jet power of the beam
PT total input power to the thruster system
T thrust
T surface temperature
vi ion velocity
V total acceleration voltage
Vb beam voltage
γ correct factor for divergence and multiply-charged

ion content
εi ionization potential
εo permittivity of free space
φ work function of the surface
ηe thruster electrical efficiency
ηm propellant mass utilization efficiency
ηT total efficiency of an ion thruster
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1 INTRODUCTION

The family of pulsed plasma thrusters (PPTs) covers a
wide range of devices, propulsion performance, and level

of development. Some devices have flown on spacecraft and
others are still in the laboratory development phase. All PPT
operate by ionizing a fraction of the propellant to create a
current-conducting plasma.

2 BASIC CONCEPT OF THE PULSED
THRUSTER

PPTs use energy storage to operate at a pulsed power level
many times higher than the average power to the thruster. The
basic concept (Figure 1) includes a prime power source such
as a solar array, a power processing unit (PPU), an energy
storage unit such as capacitors, a thruster with propellant
feed system, transmission lines connecting the thruster to the
energy storage unit, and a switch for repetitively closing the
circuit to initiate the pulse.

In pulsed operation, the power source and PPU continu-
ously feed energy to the storage unit. When the energy reaches
the predetermined level E0, after a time tc, the switch is ener-
gized and the energy E0 is transferred to the thruster in a
pulse time tp, delivering an average pulse power of E0/tp to

(a)

(b)

Switch-triggered.

Igniter-triggered.

Igniter

Energy
Storage

ElectrodePropellant

Primary
power
source

Primary
power
source

Energy
storage

Eº

Switch

ElectrodePropellant

Figure 1. Pulsed plasma thruster schematics. (a) Switch-triggered;
(b) igniter-triggered.
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the thruster. After subsequent storage charging cycle times tc,
the cycle repeats, resulting in a thruster average power E0/tc.
The time ratio of pulse length to charging time tp/tc is called
the duty cycle. A variation of the pulsed mode used with some
pulsed devices is the burst mode, for which the energy E0 is
delivered in a rapid sequence of pulses rather than a single
pulse.

Pulsed thrusters operate using a basic circuit as shown in
Figure 1.

In either case, the pulsing rate is determined by the firing
rate of the switch or igniter. Typical pulsing rates are 1–20 Hz,
although some pulsed thrusters operate at much higher rates
of 1–50 kHz.

3 EARLY HISTORY

The earliest known pulsed thruster was developed in Russia in
the mid-1930s. Looking similar to a solid propellant rocket,
it used a pulsed discharge to evaporate plastic material that
formed the inner wall of the thrust chamber, after which the
heated gases exhausted through a conventional-looking noz-
zle. The first known space application was a PPT that flew
on the Russian Zond 2 mission to Mars in 1964.

4 CLASSES OF PULSED THRUSTERS

Pulsed thrusters are characterized by unsteady operation of
various types. A pulsed unsteady thruster is characterized by
a pulse length of less than 10 �s, shorter than or comparable
to the plasma acceleration time, so that the plasma condi-

tions never reach steady state. A quasi-steady thruster uses a
relatively long pulse, say 1000 �s and achieves steady-state
acceleration conditions at high power for most of the pulse.
Quasi-steady operation is used to achieve megawatt pulse
power levels with relative small average power. In the burst
mode, the energy storage may deliver several short pulses at
a high rate (e.g., every 100 �s) and then delay to recharge
before the next burst. Burst mode allows matching the pulse
rate to the relatively slow operating time of a gas valve.

5 TYPES OF PULSED PLASMA
THRUSTERS

The electrodes of the PPT are designed to conduct current,
usually in the form of an arc, which evaporates and accel-
erates the propellant. The acceleration mechanism is either
pressure, generated by the electric arc (electrothermal), or
the force generated by the current and magnetic field (elec-
tromagnetic). Generally both forces exist in a PPT, but one
or the other dominates. Various types of PPTs are shown in
Table 1.

6 PERFORMANCE OF PULSED PLASMA
THRUSTERS

The measurement of PPT performance, expressed in terms of
specific impulse and efficiency, can be done either on an aver-
age or a pulsed basis, as shown in Table 2. Each individual
pulse accelerates a propellant packet of mass m, with N pulses
occurring over a time tN, resulting in a pulse rate N/tN. Each

Table 1. Types of pulsed plasma thrusters.

Typical Efficiency
Type Name propellant Thrust type Propellant feed Isp (s) (%) Status

Teflon parallel plate PPT Teflon j × B Spring, solid ablation 1500 17 Flight
Teflon coaxial PPT Teflon j × B Spring, ablation 1300 13 Thrust test
Micro-PPT (coaxial) �PPT Teflon j × B Ablation 1000 6 Lab
Gas-fed PPT GPPT Argon j × B Gas injection 6000 8 Lab
Vacuum arc VAT Copper Pressure gradient Ablation 1000 10 Flight
Pulsed inductive (coaxial) PIT Nitrogen j × B Gas injection 4000–8000 50 Thrust test
Gallium electromagnetic

(coaxial)
GEM Gallium j × B Liquid gallium 2000 50 Lab

Marshall gun (coaxial) MG Hydrogen j × B Gas injection 100 000 Unknown Lab
Deflagration gun DG Argon j × B Gas injection Lab
Pulsed electrothermal PET Water Pressure gradient Liquid injection 1400 50 Thrust test
Pulsed arcjet — Helium Pressure gradient Gas injection 300 50 Thrust test
Microcavity discharge

thruster
MCD Neon Pressure gradient Gas injection 150 50 Lab
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Table 2. Pulsed thruster performance for N pulses in time tN , mass
m, and pulse length tp.

Average Per pulse

Exhaust mass flow
rate (kg s−1)

Nm/tN m/tp

Thrust (N) NmUe/tN mUe/tp
Thrust impulse (N s) NmUe mUe

Specific impulse (s) T/ṁg = Ue/g mUe/mg = Ue/g

Thrust power (W) (1/2)NMU2
e /tN —

Thrust energy (J) — (1/2)mU2
e

Thrust efficiency (ηt) ηt = (1/2)NmU2
e / ηt = (1/2)mU2

e /

tN/Pterm Eterm

mass packet is accelerated to a mean velocity Ue, imparting
a momentum to the spacecraft mUe, where mUe is some-
times referred to as the impulse bit. The specific impulse Isp

is defined as the impulse bit per unit weight of propellant, so
Isp = mUe/mg = Ue/g (s). The thrust efficiency ηt is writ-
ten as the thrust power, (1/2)ṁU2

e = (1/2)TUe, divided by
the power to the thruster terminals, so ηt = (1/2)TUe/Pterm.
The efficiency ηPPU of the PPU is accounted for by writing
the total efficiency as η = ηPPUηt. A more detailed discussion
of efficiency is given below.

6.1 Teflon pulsed plasma thruster (PPT)

The electrode arrangement of the PPT is either rectangu-
lar (Meckel et al., 1997), called parallel plate, or coaxial
(Laystrom and Burton, 2003) accelerating propellant either
by the j × B electromagnetic force (Figures 2 and 3). PPTs
can operate in two modes: detonation or deflagration. The
detonation mode is achieved when the propellant evaporates
between pulses to fill the thruster with gas before ignition,
and the pulse drives a shock wave into the gas, heating and
accelerating it in a highly unsteady process. The second and
more efficient acceleration method, called the deflagration
mode, supplies the evaporating propellant gas from the rear
(breech) of the thruster and accelerates it in a steady fashion
during the pulse with limited heating. The thruster current
pulse can be a single, nonreversing current pulse, or it can
oscillate.

6.2 Micro-PPT (µPPT)

The micro-PPT (�PPT) is one of the simplest PPTs, consist-
ing of a length of solid coaxial cable with a Teflon insulator
and solid copper outer conductor, all within a diameter of

Figure 2. Rectangular Teflon pulsed plasma thruster, EO-1 satellite.
Reproduced with permission from Meckel et al. (1997) c© IEPC.

Figure 3. Coaxial Teflon pulsed plasma thruster. Reproduced with
permission from Laystrom and Burton (2003) c© AIAA.

5–10 mm. The current pulse flows radially between the cable
center and outer conductors, creating an axial electromag-
netic body force on the plasma created by the discharge. Pulse
energy and impulse bit are suitable for use in microsatellites.
The device is fired with a high-voltage solid-state switch. If
the propellant is not fed into the device, arc ablation occurs
further from the exit with each firing, resulting in performance
degradation during the life of the thruster. The �PPT bene-
fits from simplicity, and low mass and volume, and is useful
for tasks such as precision attitude control and positioning
(Keidar et al., 2006).
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6.3 Gas-fed PPT (GPPT)

The gas-fed PPT (GPPT) uses gaseous propellant with coax-
ial electrodes. In order to achieve high propellant utilization,
the propellant gas injection must be timed synchronously
with the current pulse. Because it is difficult to operate an
injection valve on a time scale shorter than 1 ms, and because
the current pulse is 10 s of microseconds, it is beneficial to
deliver a burst of current pulses during each opening of the
injection valve in order to accelerate as much propellant as
possible. Each current pulse generates a current sheet that
accelerates from the back of the GPPT to the exit plane,
ionizing, compressing, and accelerating the propellant. The
GPPT has not achieved high efficiency due to the high tem-
perature and ionization state of the exhaust, which results in
large frozen flow losses, and because the current sheet has an
undesirable radial force component that drives some of the
propellant into the electrode instead of out the exit (Ziemer
et al., 1997).

6.4 Vacuum arc thruster (VAT)

The vacuum arc thruster (VAT) (Figure 4) operates in a high
vacuum by evaporating a metallic cathode that can be made
of nearly any metallic element (Schein et al., 2002). Success
has been achieved with tungsten, copper, and titanium cath-
odes, which can be coaxial or rectangular. The VAT employs
a simple, low-voltage inductive energy storage, and PPU, not
unlike that employed in disposable cameras. To fire the VAT,
a solid-state switch closes to drive battery current through
an inductor, and the switch is opened to transfer current to
the VAT electrodes in parallel with the switch. If the switch
opening is sufficiently fast, a high-voltage spike is gener-
ated across the electrodes that generates breakdown through
a thin film of metal deposited on the electrode insulator from

Figure 4. Vacuum arc thruster. Reproduced with permission from
Schein et al. (2002) c© American Institute of Physics.

previous shots. The main current pulse then flows to the
cathode at localized micron-sized spots of high current den-
sity, creating a locally intense discharge. Propellant velocities
up to 30 km s−1 can be achieved. Although the accelera-
tion mechanism is not clear, the high velocities suggest an
electromagnetic mechanism.

VATs for attitude control were launched on the University
of Illinois ION 1 satellite in 2006, although the satellite did
not reach orbit (Rysanek et al., 2002).

6.5 Pulsed inductive thruster (PIT)

The pulsed inductive thruster (PIT) (Figure 5) is the only
pulsed thruster to exploit the electromagnetic force from an
azimuthal current (jθ) and a radial magnetic field (Br) to accel-
erate propellant (Lovberg and Dailey, 1982; Russell et al.,
2004). The size and mass of the PIT, which was invented by
C.L. Dailey in 1971, make it best suited for high power appli-
cations exceeding 100 kW. The thruster operates by radially
injecting a pulse of cold gas from a central valve, usually
ammonia or argon, onto the face of a large (typically 1-m
diameter) disk-shaped insulated coil. With the gas flowing,
a bank of switches is closed to produce a current pulse of
a few microseconds duration in the coil, driven by a high-
voltage (typically 35 kV) capacitor bank. The coil current
induces a high electric field in the cold gas propellant, which
breaks down, ionizes, and begins to conduct a high level of
azimuthal current through itself, which in turn generates an
induced magnetic field in the radial direction and an axial
jθBr electromagnetic force. The coil magnetic field and the
propellant magnetic field repel each other, pushing the pro-
pellant plasma away from the coil at high velocity in the axial
direction.

The thrust efficiency of the PIT, which measures the stored
electrical energy transferred to propellant kinetic energy, is
typically 50%. The specific impulse varies from 2000 to
8000 s, depending on the mass and type of the injected gas.
Losses occur in the coil and in the switches, which are typi-
cally high-voltage spark gaps. Because of concerns for switch
life, particularly when pulsing the PIT at a rate up to 50 pulses
per second (pps), it is advantageous to operate the PIT with
solid-state switches. Losses also occur through failure of all
the injected gas to ionize and be accelerated. Survival of the
gas injection valve is also a concern when operating at 50 pps.

6.6 Gallium electromagnetic (GEM) thruster

The gallium electromagnetic (GEM) thruster, in the early
stages of development, is a coaxial high current pulsed
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Figure 5. Pulsed inductive thruster schematic. Reproduced with permission from Russell et al. (2004) c© AIAA.

thruster, distinguished because it injects propellant by evap-
orating a liquid gallium electrode. Gallium metal liquefies at
30 ◦C, evaporates at 2400 ◦C, and ionizes at low temperature,
making it useful for thruster applications. Specific impulse
is expected to be 2000 s at en efficiency greater that 50%
(Thomas, Burton and Polzin, 2008).

6.7 Deflagration gun (DG) and Marshall gun

While not strictly speaking a plasma thruster, the deflagration
gun (DG) is a high-efficiency, high current, coaxial elec-
tromagnetic accelerator that displays thruster-like properties
(Cheng, 1971). The DG is important because it was one of
the first devices to inject gas from the rear of the accelerator,
maintaining relatively low temperature throughout the accel-
eration process. As such it was an improvement in efficiency
over the Marshall gun as a space thruster, as the latter drives
an electromagnetic shock wave through the gas to accelerate
it, resulting in very high temperature and associated frozen
flow losses (Marshall, 1960).

6.8 Pulsed electrothermal thruster (PET)

The pulsed electrothermal thruster (PET) uses extremely high
pressure (hundreds of atmospheres) and high temperature to
accelerate water vapor propellant in a conventional super-
sonic nozzle. Liquid water droplets are injected continuously,
and the power is pulsed at a rate of 10 Hz at a level of several

hundred watts, using a pulse of 10–20 �s. A capacitive energy
storage unit is charged continuously, and the storage voltage
rises until breakdown occurs, typically at 2 kV, which typi-
cally discharges 50 J to evaporate the droplets and heat the
vapor. The discharge chamber is a long thin ceramic tube
in radial compression, capable of withstanding high inter-
nal pressure. The pulse power is several megawatts, and the
water is heated and ionized at a temperature and pressure
of about 20 000 K and 100–1000 atm, after which it acceler-
ates through a conventional supersonic nozzle (Burton et al.,
1990; Burton and Wang, 1991). Approximately 33% of the
pulse energy is lost to the walls by radiation and convection,
so that peak efficiency is below 67%. Principle difficulties
are electrode erosion and water boiling in the feedline.

6.9 Pulsed arcjet

Operation of the pulsed arcjet (Willmes and Burton, 1999) is
similar to the PET. The propellant is helium, which is injected
continuously into a 2.5-mm diameter by 10-mm-long ceramic
discharge tube, connected to a low Reynolds number super-
sonic nozzle, and heated by a fast current pulse from a small
1–2 kV capacitor. The several hundred ampere nonreversing
discharge of several microseconds duration is triggered by
Paschen breakdown between the electrodes without using a
switch, and the helium pressure is raised by the discharge
energy to produce a thrust impulse. To reduce helium loss
between pulses, the pulse rate is several kilohertz, and for a
100-W thruster the discharge energy is 20–100 mJ. This low
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Figure 6. Microcavity discharge (MCD) electrothermal
microthruster schematic.

energy has the benefit of reducing the size of the capacitor and
also implies a small discharge chamber, typically 50 mm3.

Maximum efficiency of the pulsed arcjet is 55% at 230 s
specific impulse and reduces to 38% at 310 s. Operation is
possible with heavier gases at reduced specific impulse and
similar efficiency.

6.10 Microcavity discharge thruster (MCD)

The microcavity discharge thruster (MCD) (Figure 6) has
some attributes of the pulsed arcjet. The propellant is a
gas, typically neon that is injected continuously through a
100-�m diameter converging–diverging low Reynolds num-
ber supersonic nozzle made of aluminum oxide. The elec-
trodes are buried in the aluminum oxide and are driven by a
10–100 kHz oscillating pulse train at 500–1000 V. An elec-
tric field is developed in the nozzle that is sufficient to break
down and resistively heat the gas, which is accelerated by
pressure in the nozzle. The plasma ionization fraction is less
than 0.01%. The lack of electrode exposure to the discharge
predicts a long life for this type of device.

Gas temperature has been measured up to 1500 K, which
would result in a specific impulse for neon of 150 s. Efficiency
is predicted to exceed 50%, based on low predicted heat,
frozen flow, and nozzle losses for the device (Burton et al.,
2009).

7 FACTORS GOVERNING SELECTION
OF PULSED THRUSTERS

For many missions involving pulsed thrusters, as for chemi-
cal thrusters, high specific impulse is an important selection

criterion. However, because PPTs tend to be low thrust sys-
tems, producing accelerations less than 10−3 g, other factors
can also dominate.

7.1 Mission ∆V

For some small satellite missions (e.g., precision station-
keeping), the �V can be low, which means that the mass
of a micropropulsion system is not necessarily dominated
by the mass of the propellant. For such systems the specific
impulse can be low without significantly raising the propul-
sion system mass. The system mass is then dominated by
other components such as the PPU or the propellant tank.

7.2 Thrust efficiency

Just as specific impulse can be relaxed for low �V missions,
in certain situations low thrust efficiency can be tolerated. In
cases where the power requirement of the propulsion system
is a small fraction of total satellite power, low thrust efficiency
does not have a large impact on satellite mass.

7.3 Propulsion system simplicity

With some pulsed plasma systems the thruster is not the lim-
iting factor determining system life. The 1964 Soviet Zond
2 mission (Bober et al., 1993) used a PPT with an efficiency
of less than 10%. Auxiliary components such as a switch,
neutralizer, or igniter plug can be first to fail before mission
completion. Long missions benefit from simpler propulsion
systems with fewer auxiliary components, influencing choice
of propulsion type.

7.4 Propellant leakage

The Russian Zond 2 mission (Bober et al., 1993) was the
first flight application of the PPT, chosen to avoid possible
leakage of liquid or gas propellants. This thruster used a solid
plastic propellant that satisfied the “no leak” criterion.

7.5 Propellant volume

In many cases the propulsion system is volume-constrained
rather than mass-constrained. High propellant density and a
propulsion system compatible with that propellant can be a
deciding factor in the choice of thruster system.
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7.6 Propellant geometry

For solid propellant systems such as those using Teflon, the
geometry of the propellant constrains the total propellant
mass and total thrust impulse. For large cylindrical satellites,
Teflon can be arranged in a spiral around the outer diameter,
and this geometry coupled with the high density of Teflon
can result in a large propellant mass fraction. For small satel-
lites the spiral arrangement may not be practical, and the
propellant mass fraction may be too small to meet mission
requirements.

7.7 Propellant condensation

Propellants such as metallics and those containing carbon can
condense over time on satellite surfaces due to random colli-
sions in the exhaust plume. Condensation can cause electrical
shorts in the satellite power system and reduction in effective-
ness of photovoltaic cells and optical sensors. Condensation
effects are best determined by testing in a high vacuum sys-
tem and can influence the choice of thruster propellant for a
given satellite or mission.

7.8 Thrust noise

Pulsed systems inherently induce vibrations in the satellite
structure, and this can be unacceptable for satellites with
instrumentation susceptible to vibrations. In this situation
pulsed systems cannot be used.

7.9 Thruster radiation

Pulsed discharges in pulsed thrusters produce electromag-
netic radiation that can interfere with satellite instrumentation
or communications and data handling. In these cases the
propulsion system must be shielded, or if shielding is imprac-
tical for one type of thruster, a different type of thruster must
be used.

7.10 Minimum impulse bit

Some applications of PPTs require extremely small momen-
tum change per pulse, as when the satellite location must be
known to a fraction of a millimeter. The minimum impulse bit
capability of the thruster can be a deciding factor in thruster
selection.

Table 3. Pulsed plasma thrusters used for attitude control systems
(ACS).

Satellite Thruster Flight Application

Zond-2 Teflon coaxial PPT Yes ACS
EO-1 Teflon parallel

plate PPT
Yes ACS – 1 axis

ION-1 Vacuum arc
thruster VAT

Failed launch ACS – 3 axes

Techsat-21 Micro-PPT No ACS – 3 axes

8 APPLICATION TO ATTITUDE
CONTROL OF SATELLITES

Satellite attitude control is one of the most common applica-
tions of PPTs. Table 3 shows some examples. The Russian
Zond 2 Mars mission used a solid propellant PPT to avoid pro-
pellant leakage. EO-1 demonstrated use of PPT pitch control
on an earth satellite (Meckel et al., 1997). Ion-1 was a 1 kg.
CubeSat satellite with PPT attitude control. PPT missions are
summarized in Burton and Turchi (1998).

9 BASICS OF PULSED THRUST
PRODUCTION

The pulsed thruster is designed so that each pulse exhausts
a propellant mass m at high velocity Ue, producing an incre-
ment of exhaust momentum mUe, called the impulse bit.
The exhaust velocity is often expressed in terms of the spe-
cific impulse, where Isp = Ue/g. The total impulse is then the
impulse bit times the number of pulses N, which can range
from a few pulses up to N = 109 pulses, depending on the
application. For a pulsed thruster with a pulse rate ν (Hz),
the average thrust is Tave = mUeν (N). For electromagnetic
accelerators the instantaneous thrust is given by (1/2)L′I2,
where L′ is the gradient of the inductance in the direction of
thrust and I is the current. The impulse bit is the time integral
over a pulse, or:

Ibit =
∫

1

2
L′I2 dt = 1

2
L′� (1)

where � ≡ ∫
I2 dt. (The electric current in amperes (A) is

most commonly represented by the symbol I, both in standard
electric circuit use and for most types of electric thrusters,
although some pulsed thruster texts use J. Since J is also
used in many texts to represent current density (A m−2), the
symbol I is used here for current, both to agree with common
usage and to avoid confusion.)
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10 PULSED THRUSTER PROPELLANT

The requirement of minimizing the total propellant mass for
a given impulse implies that the exhaust velocity Ue must be
high, often in excess of 10 km s−1. Achieving a mass velocity
Ue of this magnitude requires either very high temperatures,
above 10 000 K, or electromagnetic forces, which in turn
implies that the propellant must be an electrically conduct-
ing gaseous plasma containing ions, electrons, and neutrals.
Although conductive metal projectiles with masses of tens
of grams per pulse have been proposed as a propellant, the
storage of the required pulse energy in the megajoule range
makes this impractical. The propellant in the PPT is often
stored as a solid, sometimes as a liquid or gas, then evapo-
rated ionized and accelerated by the pulse energy delivered
to the thruster head.

The decision of how to store the propellant and what pro-
pellant to use is determined by spacecraft requirements. The
most common propellant is TeflonTM, a polymer with molec-
ular formula CF2, which sublimates from solid to gas at
approximately 800 K, dissociates into C + 2F and then ion-
izes. Attempts to find solid propellants other than Teflon
have not been successful. Various gas and liquid propel-
lants have been used in the laboratory but have not flown on
spacecraft.

11 PULSED PLASMA THRUSTER
PERFORMANCE

PPT performance refers to the thrust, exhaust velocity, and
efficiency of the PPT system. Generally, the efficiency of
the thruster includes that of the energy storage, switch and
thruster head, while that of the prime power source (e.g., solar
cell efficiency) and of the PPU are treated separately.

The average thrust of a steady electric thruster is given
by T = ṁUe, and that of a repetitively pulsed thruster as
T = mUe/tc, where m is the mass accelerated per pulse. The
thruster efficiency is expressed in terms of the exhaust kinetic
energy mU2

e /2 and the stored energy: η = mU2
e /2E0. The

specific thrust (thrust per unit power) is correspondingly
T/P = 2η/Ue for continuous thrusters. For pulsed thrusters
the parameter of interest is impulse bit per joule, which also
equals 2η/Ue.

The performance of various types of PPT is plotted in
terms of specific thrust (N W−1) versus specific impulse Isp (s)
in Figure 3. Curves of constant efficiency are shown in Fig-
ure 3, and no PPT has an efficiency higher that 20%. An
efficiency this small can be tolerated in a very low power
thruster where P < 100 W, but not in a higher power system.

Table 4. Propellant acceleration mechanisms.

Acceleration mechanism Thrusters using

Electromagnetic j × B = jrBθ Coaxial Teflon PPT, �PPT,
GPPT, GEM, DG

j × B = jθBr PIT
j × B = jyBz Parallel plate PPT
Gas dynamic pressure PET, VAT, MCD

12 PROPELLANT ACCELERATION
MECHANISMS

Several methods are used in general to accelerate propellant
in a PPT, as summarized in Table 4.

For an electromagnetic device, the instantaneous thrust
is given by (1/2)L′I2 (N), and the impulse bit, integrated
over one pulse length, is Ibit = ∫ tp

0 (1/2)L′I2 dt ≡ (1/2)L′�
(N s). In this expression, L′ is the inductance gradient, where
L′ = dL/dx (H m−1) is the spatial derivative of inductance in
the direction of the electromagnetic accelerating force.

For a pulsed electrothermal device, the flow is unsteady.
The propellant is heated to high pressure and temperature
while stagnating at the closed end of a duct and allowed
to expand into a vacuum. Propellant exits at high velocity
early in the process, but then achieves lower velocities as the
remaining stagnated propellant cools due to the expansion
process. The expression for the impulse bit per joule is then
Ibit = (γ − 1)/a, where γ is the ratio of specific heats and a is
the sound speed.

13 THRUSTER LOSS MECHANISMS

The usual definition of thruster efficiency is given in terms
of either energy or power. For a pulsed thruster, the thruster
efficiency is the ratio of the exhaust kinetic energy to the
stored energy:

ηt = (1/2)mU2
e

E0
− I2

bit

2mE0
= (

∫
T dt)2

2mE0
(2)

where Ibit is the directed momentum mUe = ∫
T dt generated

per pulse, as measured on a thrust stand. Pulsed thrusters are
notorious for their low thrust efficiency, which is a result of
loss mechanisms in the plasma generation and acceleration
processes.

The efficiency can be broken down into losses due to elec-
trical resistance in the energy storage system, heat loss to
the walls, unrecovered ionization and dissociation energy,
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exhaust plume divergence, and the velocity distribution of
the (nonmonoenergetic) exhaust plume. Thus:

ηt = ηtr ηheat ηff ηdiv ηdist (3)

where the subscripts on the right-hand side refer to efficien-
cies associated with energy transfer from the energy storage
system to the thruster, heat loss from heated plasma to the
thruster body, frozen flow, divergence and velocity distribu-
tion:

� Transfer efficiency: The biggest loss is usually in the
internal resistance of the energy storage system, which
is usually a capacitor. Because an efficient pulsed thruster
has an impedance of ∼10 m�, the internal resistance asso-
ciated with E0 needs to be less than 1 m� to achieve
ηtr > 0.9.

� Heat loss: This loss is associated with heat conduction
from the arc discharge into the electrodes and stored
propellant, which increase in temperature and radiate to
space. This efficiency depends strongly on the thruster
size and geometry, and typically ηheat > 0.8.

� Frozen flow: Efficient pulsed thrusters operate at high
degrees of ionization, typically exceeding 50%, and
this energy is not recovered in the acceleration pro-
cess. The frozen flow efficiency is the ratio of the
particle kinetic energy to the total energy, including
kinetic and internal (thermal, dissociation, ionization).
For fast ions (20–25 km s−1) ηff ∼ 0.7, and for fast neu-
trals (10 km s−1) ηff ∼ 0.6. However, for slow neutrals
(3 km s−1) ηff ∼ 0.15, so that an exhaust with a large frac-
tion of slow neutrals has a low frozen flow efficiency.

� Divergence: Spreading of the exhaust beam causes a small
loss of thrust and efficiency. For a divergence half-angle
of 20◦, ηff ∼ 0.93, so divergence is not a major loss factor
compared to other factors.

� Velocity distribution: Velocity distribution includes both
spatial velocity distribution, in which the center of the
exhaust beam has a higher velocity than the edge due
to viscous drag along the electrodes, and distribution in
velocity space, because ions and double ions are accel-
erated to higher velocity than neutrals. Both types of
distribution represent a departure from a monoenergetic
beam and hence a loss of efficiency. As an example, sup-
pose that 50% of the mass m is accelerated to 1.5Ue, and
the other 50% is accelerated to 0.5Ue. Then the impulse
bit is mUe but the required energy is not (1/2)mU2

e , but is
(5/8)mU2

e , resulting in a distribution efficiency ηdist = 0.8.
Distribution efficiency is improved in general by operat-
ing at a high degree of ionization, reducing the number of
neutrals, and at high average exhaust velocities, greater
than 10 km s−1, and is typically 0.7.

Typically, using the suggested values, ηt =
0.9 × 0.8 × 0.4 × 0.93 × 0.7 = 0.19, showing that high
efficiency is difficult to achieve with these types of PPTs.

14 THRUST EFFICIENCY AND
IMPEDANCE

PPTs as a class operate over a wide impedance range of eight
orders of magnitude. The Teflon PPT can operate at a dis-
charge voltage of 25 V, current of 2500 A, and impedance
of 10 m�, and the MCD can operate at 1 kV, 1 mA, and an
impedance of 106 �.

The significance of impedance is its relation to effi-
ciency. A 10 m� thruster can easily incur an impedance
loss Zext of ∼1 m� in the external power source and trans-
mission lines, resulting in an efficiency drop of 10%. For a
thruster impedance above 1 � this factor is negligible. Also,
low impedance devices imply high current, sometimes tens
of kiloamperes, which makes switching difficult in those
devices requiring switching.

The impedance associated with propellant acceleration, as
opposed to the impedance ZR associated with resistive ran-
dom thermal heating, is called the dynamic impedance and
is given by ZD = (1/4)L′Ue, where Ue is the exhaust veloc-
ity. For typical values of L′ = 0.4 �H and Ue = 20 km s−1,
ZD = 2 m�, a value comparable to the impedance ZD in the
external circuit transmitting power to the thruster.

The thruster efficiency of electromagnetic thrusters can
be expressed in terms of resistive and dynamic impedance
as

ηt,EM = ZD

ZD + Zext + ZR
(4)

Since ZD = (1/4)L′Ue is usually less than ZR + Zext, and
L′ is dictated by the electrode geometry, high efficiency is
achieved by operating at high Ue, by careful attention to
the external circuit to reduce Zext, and by operating at high
discharge energy to reduce ZR.

15 ENERGY STORAGE AND SWITCHING

Energy storage is needed for any pulsed system, and must be
able to deliver high power to the thruster. The two principal
types are capacitive storage and inductive storage. Capacitive
storage is closely coupled to the thruster to minimize external
resistive losses. Capacitors can either be directly connected
to the thruster electrodes, or connected through a switch to
deliver energy to the discharge (Benson and Frus, 2001).
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There are several methods of switching capacitor energy:

� The capacitive store is directly coupled to the electrodes,
and the voltage on the capacitors is allowed to rise until a
Paschen breakdown occurs across the electrodes (Figure
1a). With this approach, the breakdown voltage and pulse
energy can vary somewhat from pulse to pulse, depending
on breakdown conditions, which include electrode geom-
etry, ambient background gas pressure in the electrode
gap, and electrode and insulator material, surface rough-
ness, temperature, and cleanliness. This approach is useful
and may be the only option at high pulse rates.

� The capacitive store is directly coupled to the electrodes,
the voltage is allowed to rise to a set value, and a sepa-
rate plasma source called an igniter is triggered, spraying
the interelectrode gap with low-density plasma to ini-
tiate the discharge (Figure 1b). The difficulty with this
method is that the igniter is subjected to the high velocity
and temperature plasma and can be damaged over time.
The advantage is that the pulse energy and pulse rate are
precisely controlled.

� The capacitive store is directly coupled to the electrodes,
the voltage is allowed to rise to a set value, and pro-
pellant is injected into the gap to trigger the discharge.
This approach is difficult to implement with microsecond-
length pulses, since gas injection valves are not available
that can open in microseconds.

� The capacitor is coupled to the electrodes through a
switch, which can be of various types. The capacitor volt-
age is allowed to rise to a set value, and the switch is
triggered, precisely controlling the pulse energy and pulse
rate. The switch types are: gas-injected switch, which
can be operated in a manner similar to propellant injec-
tion described in Lovberg and Dailey (1982), except that
the valve can operate on a millisecond time scale; vac-
uum spark gap, for which the breakdown voltage and
hence pulse rate can be precisely controlled, and the spark
gap suffers from short life at high energy; semiconductor
solid-state switches of various types, which are precisely
controlled and have long life, although they can be dam-
aged if used for pulses with extremely fast risetimes (Frus,
1991).

� Inductive storage can also be used, although this is less
common. Prior to the pulse, current is switched through a
solenoid coil, storing energy in the magnetic field. Rapidly
opening a solid state switch builds up a large voltage
across the switch, which also appears across the thruster
electrodes, causing a breakdown. Inductive storage works
for low current discharges, since the size of the coil is
small and the solid-state switch is not damaged by high
current.

16 PULSE SHAPING

The most important pulse parameters are energy, peak power,
and pulse rate. Some pulsed thrusters also require pulses with
a specific current pulse shape.

For some thrusters, the efficiency improves if the pulse
current is not allowed to oscillate, a pulse shape sometimes
called unipolar. Unipolar operation can be created in several
ways; through a matched pulse forming network (PFN), from
operating an overdamped storage circuit, or by using a diode
in parallel with the thruster, called a free-wheeling diode.

Some pulsed devices operate in a quasi-steady mode,
meaning that plasma conditions remain constant during the
pulse. This mode requires a rectangular constant current non-
reversing pulse. Such a pulse is produced by a PFN, such as
from a distributed capacitance and inductance (e.g., a length
of coaxial cable) or by a series of discrete parallel capacitors
L and series inductors C, called a lumped transmission line
or L–C line. By selecting the proper discrete components,
the line impedance (L/C)1/2 can be set equal (matched) to
the thruster impedance Zt, producing a single unipolar pulse
of constant current. By tailoring the distribution of L and C
in the line, other desired pulse shapes can be created (e.g.,
a pulse where the current rises to a constant level for half
the pulse) and then changes to a second level for the second
half. Matching can also be achieved by operating N lines in
parallel, for which the PFN impedance is (L/C)1/2/N.

By using a critically damped or overdamped circuit, a non-
reversing pulse is created that rises rapidly and falls slowly.
Such a pulse is simpler to produce but does not produce
quasi-steady conditions.

By connecting a diode across the thruster opposed to the
initial current flow, current can flow through the thruster in
one direction. If the current tries to reverse, the diode short-
circuits the thruster, along the current to continue flowing in
the same direction, producing a pulse with approximately the
same shape as the critically damped case.

17 PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM
PROBLEMS

It is often the case that the propellant feed system presents the
most difficult technology issue in developing a PPT. Solid,
gaseous, and liquid propellants all present particular difficul-
ties. Because the operating time scale of a pulsed injection
valve is measured in milliseconds, and that of a high power
current pulse in microseconds, matching the mass injec-
tion with thruster power is difficult. Solid propellants do not
require valves but can be equally demanding geometrically,
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in terms of feeding a large volume of propellant into a
small thruster. Liquid propellants such as water present addi-
tional difficulties with premature vaporization upstream of
the injection nozzle. Designs for PPTs that present high
propulsive performance can otherwise flounder on the mass
feed system issue.

18 THRUST STAND MEASUREMENTS

Performance of PPTs is measured in vacuum on a thrust stand
(Burton and Turchi, 1998). Most thrust stands operate either
as a pendulum, or as a deflecting beam. Thrust can be deter-
mined in several ways. One is to measure a single impulse
bit mUe, by measuring the thrust stand oscillatory response
to a single pulse after a suitable calibration. Multiplying the
impulse bit by the pulse frequency ν gives the average thrust.
The second method is to use a thrust stand with a natural
frequency much lower than the pulse rate, so that the thrust
stand deflection is a direct measure of average thrust Tave. In
this case the impulse bit is determined from Tave/ν. A third
method is to operate the thruster with a solenoid feedback
system that opposes the thrust stand deflection, eliminating
the deflection entirely. In this case the thrust or thrust impulse
is determined by the current in the solenoid, calibrated against
a known force in the thrust range of interest.

19 SUMMARY/CONCLUSION/
PERSPECTIVE

PPTs have proven to be versatile additions to the space
propulsion arsenal. Despite their generally low efficiency and
low specific impulse when compared to steady thrust propul-
sion systems such as ion and Hall thrusters, they are useful for
applications such as satellite attitude control and propulsion
for microsatellites and nanosatellites, for which reliability,
functionality, system simplicity, and ability to operate at
power levels below 10 W may be more important than high
propulsion performance. As more miniaturized satellites are
used in Earth orbit, it can be expected that PPTs will play an
important propulsive role.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Electrospray thrusters are electrostatic accelerators of
charged droplets or of ions extracted directly from a liquid.
The best known of these devices are those based on droplets,
for which the term colloid propulsion has been used. Col-
loid thrusters were first proposed and then intensively studied
from around 1960 to 1975 (Daley, Mahoney and Perel, 1973;
Kidd and Shelton, 1973; Huberman and Rosen, 1974) as an
alternative to ion thrusters. Their appeal at that time rested
on the large “molecular mass” of the droplets, which was
known to increase the thrust density of an ion thruster. This
is because the accelerating voltage is V = mc2/2q, where m

is the mass of the ion or droplet, q its charge, and c the final
speed. If c is pre-defined (by the mission), then V can be
increased as m/q increases; this, in turn, increases the space

charge limited current density (as V 3/2), and leads to a thrust
density that is larger in proportion to V 2, and therefore to
(m/q)2. In addition to the higher thrust density, the higher
voltage also increases efficiency η = V/(V + VLOSS), since
any cost-of-ion voltage VLOSS becomes then less significant.

In a sense, this succeeded too well. The missions then
envisioned involved primary propulsion in the multi-mN
thrust range with specific impulses in excess of 1000 s.
Values of droplet m/q that could be generated with the
technology of the 1970 s were so large that they led to
voltages from 10 to 20 kV or higher. This created diffi-
cult insulation and packaging problems, making the device
unattractive, despite its demonstrated good performance (see
Section 6.1). A more recent emphasis on high precision and
thrust controllability for special science missions has revived
this colloid branch of electrospray propulsion, because lower
specific impulse at very low power is acceptable in these
cases, and this reduces voltage and arraying difficulties (see
Section 6.2).

In addition to the advent of micropropulsion missions, the
field of electrospray technology has enjoyed since about 1990
a strong scientific revival, triggered by the possibility of ex-
tracting charged biological macromolecules from liquid sam-
ples for very detailed mass spectroscopy. These molecules are
initially embedded in charged liquid droplets, which are later
evaporated to release the delicate biomolecules, unharmed
by the charge they now carry (Fenn et al., 1989). As going
to be discussed in Section 4, a more radical new process is
now available, namely the possibility of extracting bare ions
of either polarity directly from a liquid. So far this has only
been shown for the family of so-called ionic liquids, which is
however broadening at a rapid pace. From the propulsion per-
spective, this means that very high specific impulses are now
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easily available at voltages not much above 1 kV, because
of the very high q/m ratio of the bare (or lightly sol-
vated) ions. The advent of these ionic liquid ion sources
(ILIS), broadens in a fundamental way the older field of
liquid metal ion sources (LMIS), which is the basis for
the so-called field emission electrostatic propulsion (FEEP)
(Marcuccio, Genovese and Andrenucci, 1998). Here again,
bare ions are extracted from a liquid and accelerated, but
the liquid is restricted to one of the low-melting point met-
als (Lithium, Gallium, Indium), and the ions are necessarily
positive.

One essential advantage of electrospray propulsion is the
fact that no gas-phase ionization or high-temperature medium
is involved. Attempts to miniaturize other thrusters (ion
thrusters, Hall thrusters) suffer from the need to reduce the
neutral ionization mean free path c̄n/c̄e/σionne by increasing
the plasma density, ne, and therefore the heat flux and en-
ergetic ion flux to walls (σion is the ionization cross-section
and c̄n/c̄e is the ratio of neutral to electron thermal speeds).
This leads inevitably to life reductions. In the electrospray
case, as we will see, the charging mechanisms are varia-
tions of “field ionization” on the surface of a liquid; small
sizes naturally enhance local electric fields and facilitate this
effect.

As we will see in Section 2, droplet or ion emission takes
place from very small liquid cones, each with a typically
sub-millimeter base diameter and with near-atomic tip di-
mensions. Each of these cones then emits nA to µA currents,
and produces thrust of 0.01 to 1 �N. Clearly, for most ap-
plications, a multiplicity of these cones needs to be simul-
taneously emitting. This has led to two basic thruster archi-
tectures: (i) arrays of individually supported and supplied
liquid cones; and (ii) long, thin slits supporting many liquid
cones at locations that are determined by the interaction of
the liquid properties and the field distribution. Option (i) is
more controllable, but requires precise packing and aligning
of dozens to thousands of very small supply tubes or other liq-
uid dispensers and their associated electrodes. Option (ii) is
more compact (in one dimension), but it has proven difficult
to ensure uniform linear distribution of emitters within the
slit.

Prior to the introduction of ionic liquids, the working
medium was a highly concentrated electrolytic solution in
a high dielectric constant, low volatility liquid, usually glyc-
erol. These liquids still have significant vapor pressures, and
this makes it difficult to avoid drying up of the emitting liq-
uid sources after prolonged exposure to vacuum. Ionic liquids
have a remarkably low (un-measurable at room temperature)
vapor pressure, and this allows open architectures where the
liquid may be supplied by surface capillarity to the multiple
emitters, with no evaporation concerns.

2 BASIC ELECTROSPRAY PHYSICS

When a normal electric field En is applied to the surface of a
liquid, ions of the attracted polarity accumulate at the inter-
face (Figure 1), with a surface charge density σ = ε0En (ε0 is
the permittivity of vacuum, ε0 = 8.854 × 10−12F m−1). Be-
yond a certain threshold field, the surface becomes unstable
(Figure 2).

For a simplified geometry, in which the surface can support
linear waves of wavelength λ (wave number k = 2�/λ), the
instability threshold is found to be Emax

n = √
γk/ε0, where γ

is the surface tension of the liquid; for fields larger than this,
the ripples grow. This is because the peak value of the field
traction, ε0E

2
n/2, increases faster than the restoring effect of

the surface tension, the latter being quantified by the capillary
pressure γ(1/R1 + 1/R2) supported by an uncharged convex
surface with principal radii of curvature R1 and R2. A modi-
fication of this analysis for the liquid at the end of a tube of
radiusR at a distanced from an electrode provides an estimate
of the “starting voltage” at which the surface is pulled away

Figure 1. A “pill-box” control volume enclosing the charged liquid-
vacuum interface under an externally applied electric field.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the deformation experienced
by an electrically stressed liquid surface.
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from its initial position: V =
√

γR

ε0
ln (4d/R). For typical val-

ues γ = 0.05N m−1, R = 0.05 mm and d = 2 mm, this gives
V = 2.7 kV, and lower starting voltages can be obtained if the
dispenser tube (or anchoring surface) can be reduced further
in size.

The evolution of the surface shape once its deformation
becomes large enough to be nonlinear is difficult to analyze in
general, but Taylor (1964) was able to treat a simple steady-
state equilibrium configuration, the so-called Taylor Cone,
which turned out to be a good representation of the eventual
state of most such surfaces under fields moderately higher
than the instability threshold. Taylor assumed a perfect bal-
ance between surface tension and electrostatic pressures, ne-
glecting the actual internal liquid pressure, and further as-
sumed an equipotential liquid, that is, a perfect conductor.
For a conical shape, surface tension is balanced exactly by
the electrostatic traction when the cone angle is αT = 49.3◦,
the only zero of the Lagrange function Q1/2(α) (Figure 3). In a
Taylor cone, the normal field varies as En = √

2γ cot αT/ε0r,
and would be infinite at the apex, but no such apex actually
exists because of other effects that become important as the
field intensifies. There are several ways in which the appar-
ent singularity may be broken, but one common effect is the
emission of charge from the tip region, either in the form
of tiny charged droplets (“colloidal regime”), a mixture of
droplets and ions (“mixed regime”) or a stream of pure or
solvated ions (“ion regime”).

Since current must therefore be conducted through the liq-
uid to the vicinity of the apex, the equipotential assumption
must break down at some point, because a radial ohmic field
must develop to drive this current against the finite conduc-
tivity K of the liquid. In turn, a radial field (tangential to the
cone’s surface), creates a shear stress on the liquid, due to

Figure 3. Geometrical representation of an ideal Taylor cone.

the tangential pulling force on the ions, and the liquid accel-
erates towards the apex, convecting with it the accumulated
surface ions. At least in the colloidal regime, the ion current is
eventually dominated by this convection, and not by the bulk
conduction. The liquid that is brought near the apex by the
shear stresses must be evacuated in the form of a thin jet (col-
loidal or cone-jet regime), a stream of ions (ion regime) or a
mixture of both. For the cone-jet regime, one final effect that
controls the emitted current is that, near enough the apex, the
ions can no longer arrive at the surface fast enough by con-
duction to maintain the equilibrium surface field assumed by
Taylor, since the surface density would have to increase too
fast to track the increasing normal field. Fernández de la Mora
and Loscertales (1994) combined these effects and arrived at
an approximate expression for the emitted current given the
volumetric flow Q:

I = f (ε)√
ε

√
γKQ

where ε is the liquids̃ dielectric constant, and f (ε) is an em-
pirically determined function that rises to a saturation limit
of the order of 20–25 for ε > 40. The charge per unit mass of
the emitted droplets is I/(ρQ), which increases as (K/Q)1/2.
The droplet ultimate speed therefore varies as (K/Q)1/4 and
the thrust per emitter varies as K1/4Q3/4. Thus, reducing the
flow per emitter, while increasing the number of emitters to
maintain a desired thrust is a route towards increasing the
specific impulse of a colloidal thruster. For reasons that are
not yet well understood, it is found that stable dropwise emis-
sion ceases when the flow is reduced below a certain level,
which has been correlated with the dimensionless parame-
ter η = (ρKQ/γεε0)1/2 reaching values of order one. This
fact sets a limit on the specific impulse that is achievable in
the colloidal regime for a given voltage. As an example, us-
ing representative values for a highly concentrated solution
of NaI in Formamide (γ = 0.05N m−1, ρ = 1000 kg m−3,
K = 2Si m−1, ε = 110), the minimum flow rate per emit-
ter is 2.4 × 10−14 m3s−1, which corresponds to a current of
94 nA, and hence a maximum specific charge of 3860 C kg−1.
Assuming an accelerating voltage of 5000 V, the droplet ve-
locity is 6220 m s−1 (Isp = 635 s), and the thrust per emitter is
then 0.151 �N, for an ideal power of 0.47 mW. A hypothetical
1-mN thruster implies then 6620 emitters.

Gridded ion thrusters typically have thrust densities of the
order of 0.1 N m−2; to match this density, the spacing be-
tween emitters in a colloidal array made up of the emitters
just discussed should be 1.2 mm or less. Given the small di-
mensions of the individual Taylor cones, this seems relatively
easy to achieve and exceed. In fact, the thrust density is lim-
ited, as in ion thrusters, by the space-charge effects due to
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4 Alternative Propulsion

the presence of single-polarity ions in the parts of the jets
between emitter and extractor. With low-temperature opera-
tion and very small individual emitters, it should be possible
to reduce the emitter–extractor distance well below the typ-
ical 0.5–1 mm used in ion thrusters, and hence to operate at
significantly higher thrust density, although this clearly calls
for non-traditional methods, such as micro-fabrication of the
arrays.

3 ION EMISSION IN THE ION-DROPLET
MIXED REGIME

As discussed above, the electric field in the nearly equipo-
tential cone region increases downstream when approaching
the cone apex. In contrast, the normal electric field in the
jet region increases upstream, also towards the cone apex,
this being a consequence of the convective nature of the cur-
rent in the jet. The consequence is that a maximum electric
field should occur near the cone-jet transition region. This
field is proportional to (K/Q)1/6. When the flow rate is de-
creased to values close to the minimum for stable emission
for a highly conductive solution, the maximum electric field
could easily become as large as a few volts per nanometer.
The strength of the field has an important implication for
the behavior of ionic charges on the liquid interface. At any
nonzero temperature, there is always a finite probability of
emitting an ion from the surface, but under zero-field and
near room temperature this probability is very small. The sit-
uation changes drastically when an electric field is applied
because it decreases the energy barrier for ion evaporation.
The rate of charge evaporation can be described using Schot-
tky’s theory for field emission. This rate is proportional to
exp[− 1

T
(G0 − β

√
E)], where T (in eV) is the liquid temper-

ature, G0 (typically 1–3 eV) is the energy of solvation for the
ion in solution, β = 1.2 eV/

√
V/nm for singly-charged ions

and E is the electric field in V nm−1. This equation shows
that the magnitude of the field has a strong impact on the
evaporation rate of ions, especially for electrosprays oper-
ating at relatively low temperatures (300 K ∼ 0.025 eV). A
field of the order of E ∼ (G0/β)2 (about 1.5 V nm−1), would
increase the probability of ion emission quite dramatically.
Fields of this magnitude can be achieved on the surface of
cone-jets operating with relatively large K/Q ratios. The con-
sequence of this behavior is the field evaporation of a stream
of ions from the transition region that mix with the charged
droplets issued from the breakup of the nominal jet. Under
some conditions, the jet breakup zone exhibits sufficiently
small radii of curvature to give rise to electric fields that are
intense enough to produce ion emission. This second ion fam-
ily has energies somewhat lower than those emitted from the

transition region since the electric potential is lower at their
emission site (Gamero-Castaño, 2008).

The mixed regime just described (ions plus charged
droplets) can be used to increase the specific impulse over
what is possible with only droplets, or equivalently, to reduce
the voltage at a given specific impulse. Unfortunately, the ef-
ficiency is reduced considerably when accelerating particles
of very dissimilar specific charges. This is because the thrust
is proportional to the center-of-mass velocity, which is domi-
nated by the heavy particles, but the power used also contains
that needed to create the relative motion between light and
heavy particles, and this is a net loss. Several electrospray
designs, including all of those developed in the 1970 s, have
worked in this mixed regime (Daley, Mahoney and Perel,
1973; Kidd and Shelton, 1973; Huberman and Rosen, 1974)
with ion current fractions in the 30–90% range (much lower
mass flow fractions), and this can be adequate if high spe-
cific impulse is emphasized by the mission profile even at
moderately low efficiency. Many of these designs operated
with thrusts on the order of a few hundreds of �N s with
a specific impulse of about 1500 s and voltages between 6
and 20 kV. For most main propulsion missions, an ideal sit-
uation would be one in which the emission consists of only
ions, avoiding the losses associated with very different veloc-
ities in addition to a significantly lower voltage requirement
for high Isp. However, every electrolytic solution with high
K/Q tried out so far produces mixed ion-droplet beams at
low flows.

4 THE PURE IONIC REGIME

In 2003, it was discovered (Romero-Sanz et al., 2003) that it
is possible to achieve a regime in which droplet emission is
suppressed completely. This operating mode, known as the
purely ionic regime (PIR), is possible using a relatively new
type of substances known as ionic liquids (IL s). IL s are com-
posed of non-solvent mixtures of positive [C+] and negative
[A−] ions, just as ordinary inorganic salts (say NaCl), with
the important difference that most IL’s are liquids at room
temperature. The composition of ion beams includes singly-
charged species of the form [CA]n[C+] when operating the
source with a positive bias and [CA]n[A−] in the negative
polarity. The number of neutral molecules (CA) attached to
ions in the beam is typically distributed roughly evenly be-
tween n = 0 and n = 1. Higher values in the range 1 < n < 4
are sometimes observed, but at significantly lower intensi-
ties, thus having little effect on the emitter performance.
The impact on efficiency due to the acceleration of differ-
ent types of ions is not as severe as in the mixed regime, as
specific charges are off by about a factor of 3, which is very
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different from the factor of 300 or more observed in ion emit-
ting cone-jets.

An electrospray thruster working in the ionic regime
would have important advantages in missions requiring high
Isp. However, if only one polarity is extracted, electrochem-
ical decay is produced by the accumulation of neutralized
counter-ions on the emitters metal–liquid interface. These
neutralized ions become impurities that degrade the liquid
and/or the electrode. A similar problem has been observed
in some of the “colloid” designs, but in most of these there
seems to be enough liquid capacity in the droplets to dilute
and carry away the ion debris. A solution to this problem
(Lozano and Martínez-Sánchez, 2004) is to alternate (even
at low frequency, in the range of 1 Hz or less) the polarity
of the emitter. At the beginning of each cycle, accumulation
of counter-ions against the metal electrode simply creates
a growing “double layer”, across which an increasing po-
tential develops; no electrochemical reaction (exchange of
electrons) takes place until a threshold potential, of the or-
der of one volt (2–5 volts in ionic liquids), is reached. Pe-
riodic switching before this threshold is reached discharges
the double layer capacitor formed in the previous cycle while
charging it with the opposite polarity. The alternation period
is proportional to the capacitance, which is proportional to
the liquid-metal contact area and inversely proportional to
the capacitor spacing between charged layers. The contact
area (per unit volume) can be very large, especially if porous
metals are used, while the spacing is very small, on the order
of one counter-ion layer, or about 0.5 nm. This “supercapaci-
tor” allows the alternation period to be relatively large, about
10 s for a mm-sized solid emitter.

An important feature of Ionic Liquid electrosprays in the
pure ion regime is the very modest energy loss incurred in the
emission process. Measurements by (Lozano, 2006) show ion
extraction energy losses under 7 eV for extracting potentials
in the range 900–1200 V. This removes one of the motivations
for high-voltage operation, since the fractional loss is under
1% even at these relatively low potentials. In addition, the
energy spread of the ions is also of the order of 7 eV, and this
level of energy purity, comparable to that achieved by metal-
lic LMIS, makes it possible to control the specific impulse of
a given source with an accelerating or decelerating additional
electrode, with minimal defocusing. In contrast with plasma
propulsion devices, ions are not produced by ionization; ions
exist already in solution, or in the case of ILs, in the overall
liquid. The cost-per-ion figure is substituted by an activation
(ion evaporation) energy that is substantially lower than typ-
ical ionization energies and, if designed correctly, no ions
are lost to the device walls, therefore enabling operation with
very high efficiencies. Another interesting difference is that
these thrusters are able to produce positive and negative ions,

and therefore by operating two in parallel there would be no
need of an external cathode neutralizer.

5 ELECTROSPRAY ARRAYS

Regardless of operating regime, the smallness of the thrust
per emitter makes it necessary to array many such emitters in
parallel. This necessity was recognized early on in the devel-
opment of Colloid thrusters, when multiple needle emitters
were manually assembled in low-density arrays that could be
used for missions requiring precision thrust delivery. Increas-
ing the size of such arrays may allow electrospray thrusters
to be used in pico/nano satellites (<10 kg) for some attitude
control and orbital correction maneuvers. But unless the sep-
aration between emitters is decreased below a few hundred
microns, the thrust density (per unit area) will be too low to
compete against plasma thrusters for larger missions.

Micromanufacturing techniques have been applied to
the production of dense electrospray emitter arrays. Some
of these devices have been specifically designed for non-
propulsion applications such as combustion (Deng et al.,
2007) and mass spectrometry (Lazar, Grym and Foret, 2006).
What most of these arrays have in common is that they are
fabricated in silicon. This is to be expected since the tech-
niques to microfabricate mechanical (MEMS) and electronic
devices in silicon are quite mature. There are basically two ar-
chitectures considered so far to build dense arrays in silicon:
capillaries and externally wetted solid emitters.

In capillary emitter arrays, the liquid is internally pumped
along hollow tubes by a pressure difference high enough
to produce a meniscus at the sharpened exit of the emit-
ters (Figure 4a). The construction of these devices is rel-
atively straightforward. However, given their manufacturing
on standard silicon wafers of about 1 mm thick, the aspect ra-
tio (length to diameter) is not high enough to avoid hydraulic
“crosstalk” between emitters, that is, alteration of the pressure
field, which controls flow rate, at the base of a particular emit-
ter when an adjacent emitter in operation. Crosstalk reduces
the ability to control, or even start, electrospray emission,
thus damaging thruster performance. A solution to this prob-
lem is to build linear arrays “along the wafer” surface with
the required aspect ratio (Velasquez-García, Akinwande and
Martínez-Sánchez, 2006a) (Figure 4b). Linear arrays, how-
ever, are more difficult to package in dense configurations.
An alternative solution is to stack and bond a number of indi-
vidually etched wafers to create large aspect ratio capillaries.
This approach needs to deal with the discontinuous inner
wall topology of the longer capillaries and requires precise
alignment, but is nevertheless interesting to consider.
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Figure 4. Various types of electrospray emitter arrays: (a) through-wafer internally fed capillaries. Reproduced from Krpoun and Shea
(2009) c© IEEE; (b) in-plane, linear capillary arrays. Reproduced from Velasquez-García, Akinwande and Martínez-Sánchez (2006a) c©
IEEE; and two-dimensional externally-wetted emitter arrays in (c) silicon. Reproduced from Velasquez-García, Akinwande and Martínez-
Sánchez (2006a) c© IEEE; and (d) porous metal. Reproduced with permission from Legge and Lozano (2008) c© AIAA .
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Figure 4. (Continued)
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A very different option is to use externally wetted arrays in
which the liquid is transported via capillary action along the
rugged surface of a solid emitter towards a sharp tip. In con-
trast to most capillary emitters, externally wetted configura-
tions rely on passive capillarity to supply and regulate the liq-
uid flow at a rate dictated by the emission process. Only ionic
liquids can be used in this case to avoid propellant evapora-
tion in the vacuum of space. The wetting properties of ionic
liquids on bare silicon are far from ideal. Silicon wafers need
to be modified through chemical or plasma treatments to en-
hance wetting (Velasquez-García, Akinwande and Martínez-
Sánchez, 2006b) (Figure 4c). An alternative to silicon is to
use porous metals, which have the property of allowing liquid
transport from an upstream reservoir to the emitters through
the material bulk (Legge and Lozano, 2008) (Figure 4d). The
main technical challenge with this concept is to develop ad-
equate micromachining processes that would allow the level
of precision and repeatability obtained in silicon, specially at
scales in which the thrust density of electrosprays would be
quite superior to ion engines (< 200 �m).

6 EXAMPLES OF COLLOID THRUSTERS

The purely ionic regime is still at the laboratory research
stage, but the Colloid (droplets) and mixed regimes have been
developed in several instances to flight or near flight status, al-
though no actual flight has yet taken place. We briefly review
some of the early work in the 1960 s and 1970 s, followed by
more recent developments for the upcoming LISA Pathfinder
mission.

6.1 Early thrusters

After some exploration, the researchers involved in Colloid
thruster work converged around 1970 on Glycerol as the sol-
vent of choice, with either NaI or LiCl as the electrolyte.
Glycerol was selected because of its low vapor pressure and
high dielectric constant, which increases electrolyte solubil-
ity. Accelerating voltages of 12–15 kV were used, for specific
impulses in the neighborhood of 1400 s. Time-of-flight mass
spectroscopy Mahoney, Daley and Perel (1973) established
that, especially at low propellant temperature, a large fraction
of the emitted current was in the form of ions, which as noted
before, raises specific impulse but, unless all droplets are
eliminated, reduces efficiency. A successful design (Daley,
Mahoney and Perel, 1973) employed three annular emitters of
12.7 mm diameter, where the Taylor cones distributed them-
selves along the 25 �m annular slit, partially guided by a
set of grooves. It achieved a thrust level of close to 1 mN at

Isp = 1400 s, with a 70% efficiency, apparently dominated
by the ion/droplet mixture effects. Kidd and Shelton (1973)
used a more traditional capillary tube (needle) design, with a
guard ring around each needle and a recessed perforated ex-
tractor plate. Each needle had a 127 �m inner diameter, and
they were arranged in 12 arrays of 36 needles each. Its per-
formance was similar to that of the annular design, and one
of the arrays was life-tested to 4350 h. Minor needle degra-
dation and accumulation of char on the rims was observed,
but was not life-limiting in the test. The shields were found
to be essential for eliminating impingement on the extractor.
Aside from the US work, there was also very similar work
done in the USSR; this is summarized by Shtyrlin (1995).

6.2 A recent flight-qualified thruster

Because of the excellent adjustability and low noise attributes
of colloid thrusters, they were selected by NASA Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory (JPL) for a technology demonstration mis-
sion called Lisa Pathfinder, which is a joint European Space
Agency (ESA)/NASA mission serving as a precursor for
the more demanding in-space gravitational wave observatory
called Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA). The flight
thrusters (Hruby et al. (2008)) were developed by Busek Co.
Inc. and were delivered to JPL in the first half of 2008; they
are scheduled for launch in 2010. These thrusters, comprising
the disturbance reduction system (DRS), are described next.

The DRS system uses eight colloid thrusters arranged in
two clusters. Figure 5 shows the cut-out of one of the clusters
and a one-thruster system. Each cluster has a digital con-
trol and interface unit (DCIU) that receives thrust commands
from the integrated avionics unit (IAU) and sends them in ana-
log form to the appropriate power processing units (PPUs)
within the cluster. Each cluster also has a field emission cath-
ode based on carbon nanotubes that provides space-charge
neutralization for the positively charged stream of colloids.

Each thruster system consists of the colloid thruster itself,
which has an internal heater to maintain constant tempera-
ture of the propellant, a novel device that facilitates real-time
outgassing of the propellant called “bubble eliminator,” a
piezo-actuated micro-valve that regulates the propellant flow,
bellows that store the propellant while pressurized by a set
of linear springs, and the PPU. Each thruster system is iso-
lated from ground (structure) and from each other. The DCIU
houses the micro controller and main isolation DC–DC con-
verter.

The top-level requirements and the demonstrated per-
formance of the thrusters are summarized in Table 1. The
6:1 dynamic thrust range, the continuous thrust adjustabil-
ity and the noise requirements represented unique challenges
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Figure 5. (a) Colloid thruster cluster design which houses 4 thruster systems; and (b) schematic of one thruster system. All four thrusters
share one DCIU and one field emission neutralizer.

that required significant advances in several areas of tech-
nology, including extremely precise propellant flow control
(<0.01 �l min−1), noise-free, high-voltage DC–DC convert-
ers (< 10 kV) and stable colloid emission (<0.1 �N).

The DRS colloid thruster is shown in Figure 6. It consists
of nine individual emitters, an extractor grid, an accelerator
grid, and a heater under temperature control from the DCIU.
Emitters are large aspect ratio capillaries. Each emitter is
removable and hence the thruster can be reconfigured to any
number of emitters from 1 to 9. The hydraulic resistance of
the paralleled emitters must be matched to insure that all
emitters contribute to the total beam current.

The emitters and the extractor can operate at up to 10 kV
with respect to ground. The emitter is at a potential typically

referred to as the beam voltage (Vb). To establish a stable
Taylor cone typically requires the difference between the
beam potential and the extractor to be approximately
1600 volts (= Vb − Ve, called the extraction voltage). The
accelerator is at a fixed voltage Va, which is set to minus
1000 V to prevent electrons from entering the grids. The
grids are mounted on a dielectric isolator that must main-
tain > 109 Ohm resistance. The propellant enters the thruster
manifold via a single port and then flows past a gas permeable
tube that facilitates the disposal of propellant outgassing. The
thruster manifold is heated by a resistive heater with an ex-
pected power consumption under steady-state operation of a
few tens of mW (similar to the maximum power consumption
of the electrospray/thruster, which is about 50 mW).

Table 1. Top level DRS colloid thruster requirements and delivered performance.

Requirements Demonstrated performance

Thrust range T = 5–30 �N T =5–36 �N
(Tmax/Tmin = 6) > 36 �N for short periods

(Tmax/Tmin ∼ 7)
Thrust resolution 	T ≤ 0.1 �N 	T ∼ 0.01 �N

and adjustability
Thrust noise 	T ≤ 0.1 �N 	T ≤ 0.01 �N (for 1 to 3000 mHz) and

for 1 to 4,000 mHz 	T ≤ 0.1 �N (for 3000 to 4000 mHz)
Life and starts 2200 total operating hours 3500 h and

10 starts/stops hundreds of starts/stops
Specific impulse >150 s 240 s, (400 s possible under some

operating conditions)
Plume half angle < 35◦, 95% of beam current < 23◦
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Figure 6. The DRS thruster is shown in (a). It contains nine re-
movable emitter spools, one of which is shown (b). The emitting
capillary is protruding from the spool.

The thrusters must meet the Table 1 performance between
10◦C and 30◦C. Figure 7 shows a typical minimum to max-
imum thrust survey as measured on Busek’s Maglev thrust
stand that verifies the thrust range requirements (Roy et al.,
2008). The thrust survey was preceded and followed by a
thrust stand calibration. Figure 8 shows the measured and
calculated thrust noise. The noise data were obtained by con-
verting time domain thrust data via Fourier transformation
to the frequency domain. It is seen that the red trace and the
blue trace overlap, indicating that the thrust noise with the
thruster on and off is the same; hence, the noise generated by
the thruster is too small to detect. The calculated noise us-
ing measured beam current and voltage, shown as the green

Figure 8. Measured thrust noise at 20 �N.

trace, supports this conclusion as it is an order of magnitude
lower than the measured noise. The mission-derived thruster
requirement is indicated by the dashed line at 0.1 �N/

√
Hz.

The bulge in the measured curve that peaks at about 0.3 Hz
is a consequence of the Maglev control loop, which has a
resonance at that frequency.

During thruster operation in space, the spacecraft avion-
ics unit sends thrust commands every 100 ms to the DCIUs,
which convert the commanded thrust to set points for beam
voltage and current and sets each thruster to the appropri-
ate set point. Figure 9 shows a small segment of the long-
duration test when this control mode was active. The blue

Figure 7. Typical thrust resolution test of a DRS colloid thruster.
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Figure 9. Thrust command tracking in the mission simulation using
thruster #1 as an example.

trace is the expected thrust variation on orbit, labeled as the
commanded thrust; the red trace is delivered thrust, from
returned telemetry, and the green line is the error (the dif-
ference between commanded and delivered thrust). The er-
ror is mainly due to the delay between the command and
implementation of the command, which is about one com-
mand cycle (100 ms). More sophisticated control schemes for
rapidly changing commands is expected to reduce the error.

7 ELECTROSPRAY TECHNOLOGY
OUTLOOK

In conclusion, electrospray thrusters represent a departure
from traditional electric propulsion, which relies for the most
part on acceleration of gaseous plasma. It is a promising
technology given its potential for high efficiency and opera-
tional flexibility. A number of technical and operational chal-
lenges need to be overcome before electrospray thrusters are
used along space qualified off-the-shelf components, such as
micro-fabrication issues using dissimilar materials and ef-
fects of electrochemical reactions on thruster performance.
Nevertheless, there are several key elements that make them
unique for applications in very small satellites or when high
precision thrust is required. In particular, the compactness of
this type of propulsion system allows designs with the poten-
tial to deliver relatively large delta-V’s that otherwise would
be very difficult to integrate in small vehicles. Electrospray
thrusters operating in the purely ionic regime are of interest
due to their ability to generate a stream of ions at densities
that, depending on fabrication methods, could exceed that
of plasma sources without the need of ionizing a gas, carry
pressurized containers, or cathode neutralizers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In its broadest definition, a micropropulsion system is one
capable of producing a change in momentum of a microspace-
craft (Ketsdever, 2000). The United States Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL) defines a microspacecraft as having
a total mass of less than 100 kg. This broad definition
of micropropulsion allows the inclusion of a wide range
of concepts ranging from microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) fabricated thrusters with micrometer characteristic
sizes to simply scaled-down versions of macroscale thrusters.
Regardless of the characteristic size of a particular micro-

propulsion system, severe design constraints will be imposed
by resource limited microspacecraft, including:

� Mass
� Volume
� Power
� Maximum voltage.

Micropropulsion concepts will not only have to address
microspacecraft mission requirements, but will also have to
fit within the systems constraints imposed. Although this is
true of all spacecraft subsystems regardless of spacecraft mis-
sion or size, the constraints of some microspacecraft may
pose such severe design restraints that new paradigms will
need to be developed. A complication to the design process
for micropropulsion systems will be the fact that, in many
cases, microspacecraft missions will require exceedingly low
thrust levels, accurate and very low minimum impulse bits,
and low thrust noise. Also, many microspacecraft missions
currently under investigation require relatively large �V,
indicating that high specific impulse micropropulsion sys-
tems are necessary to perform these missions under strict
mass constraints.

A wide array of micropropulsion systems have been inves-
tigated, designed, built, and even flown. As with larger
spacecraft propulsion systems, these micropropulsion con-
cepts incorporate both chemical and electric means of
producing high-speed propellant species to create thrust.
Both solid and liquid chemical thrusters have been devel-
oped for use on microspacecraft missions where relatively
large thrust levels are required. Electric propulsion thrusters
including micro-electrothermal, electrostatic, and electro-
magnetic systems have also been investigated for missions
where higher specific impulse is desired. Electrothermal
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thrusters use electrical means to heat a propellant, which
include arcjets and resistojets. Electrostatic thrusters include
a class of propulsion systems that use electrostatic means to
accelerate ions formed in a plasma discharge. Electromag-
netic thrusters achieve acceleration of plasma propellants
through a combined interaction between electric and mag-
netic fields. A comprehensive survey of micropropulsion
systems under development has been compiled by Mueller
(2000). Each system brings unique design challenges includ-
ing:

� Microscale combustion, heat transfer, and fluid dynamics
� Microscale plasma formation
� Material compatibility
� Micro-valve leakage
� Passage clogging
� System reliability and lifetime
� Manufacturing and integration complexities.

Many of these design challenges will be addressed in the
following sections.

Micropropulsion is considered an enabling technology
for microspacecraft by making possible missions that oth-
erwise could not be performed. However, micropropulsion
could also find application on larger spacecraft to compen-
sate for very small disturbing torques (e.g., solar pressure),
providing extremely fine attitude control. Several propulsive
requirements for potential missions are given in the follow-
ing section. Reducing the physical size, operating power,
and in some cases operating pressure and temperature, may
lead to significant reductions in operational performance and
efficiency. For example, a microchemical propulsion system
will require high-pressure operation for efficient combustion
at small physical scales. However, a particular microspace-
craft mission may require low thrust levels indicating that a
micronozzle must be employed with a small throat diameter.
High temperatures along with small nozzle throat diame-
ters will lead to a reduction in the operational Reynolds
number, which is a measure of nozzle efficiency in terms
of viscous losses inherent in the subsonic boundary layers
near the nozzle walls. At low Reynolds number, the viscous
losses in a micronozzle become large, degrading perfor-
mance. At sufficiently low Reynolds number, the viscous
boundary layer (i.e., the subsonic flow region) can encompass
a significant fraction of the micronozzle geometry. High-
temperature microchemical systems will also suffer from
high heat transfer rates that will further reduce the efficiency
of these systems, particularly in MEMS-fabricated thrusters
where the thermal conductivity of silicon-based materials is
quite high. On a positive note, there is significant potential for
improvement in all manner of micropropulsion systems, leav-

ing future micropropulsion developers many fruitful areas of
basic research and applied engineering practice.

2 SAMPLE MICROSPACECRAFT
MISSIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

Constellations or platoons of microsatellites working in col-
laboration have been envisioned to perform the functions of
larger spacecraft in a distributed way. Microspacecraft con-
stellations will benefit from increased survivability, flexibility
in mission performance, distributed functionality, and more
graceful degradation of overall capability. Partitioning the
functions of a single large spacecraft into a number of smaller
satellites operating cooperatively in close proximity or in
widely dispersed orbits could lead to significant improve-
ment in mission performance. In some cases, this approach
enables missions that cannot be performed by a single satel-
lite of any size. AFRL has proposed a standard definition of
spacecraft with masses below 100 kg as detailed in Table 1.

By the AFRL definition, the first microspacecraft launched
into Earth orbit was also the first human-made object
launched into space: Sputnik I. Sputnik I was launched on
4 October 1957 and had a mass of approximately 84 kg (Fig-
ure 1). Since the late 1950s, trends in electronics, material
sciences, and general mechanics have led to advances in
microscale components. These advances have led to a signif-
icant increase in the performance of microscale systems that
have been used on microspacecraft, making today’s small
spacecraft far more capable then their early predecessors.
Today, universities are capable of launching very sophis-
ticated microsatellites (Sweeting, 2002). Sputnik I was a
fairly simple radio transmitter launched into orbit on a con-
verted SS-6 nuclear missile, while today microsatellites with
sophisticated communication, attitude control, and propul-
sion systems are being designed, developed, and launched.

Figure 2 shows FalconSat 3, which was designed
and developed by the United States Air Force Academy
(USAFA). FalconSat 3 was launched in March of 2007
as part of the secondary payload program for the Evolved
Expendable Launch Vehicles (EELVs). Fifty years after the
launch of Sputnik, a highly capable microsatellite with a

Table 1. AFRL satellite classification.

Total spacecraft mass Description

10–100 kg Microspacecraft
1–10 kg Nanospacecraft
<1 kg Picospacecraft
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Figure 1. Sputnik I launched 4 October 1957 by the Soviet Union.
Photo courtesy of NASA.

mass of approximately 50 kg had payloads that demonstrated
an advanced micropropulsion attitude control system and an
ability to characterize the ionosphere and local spacecraft
plasma environment.

Several studies (Janson et al., 1999; Mueller, 2000;
Schilling, Spores and Spanjers, 2000; Ziemer et al., 2008)
have provided propulsive requirements for many microspace-
craft missions including Earth observation, communications,
space environmental sciences, satellite servicing, satellite
inspection, and technology demonstration. For the proposed
TechSat21 mission, which has since been canceled by AFRL
but is still a good example of microspacecraft propulsive

Figure 2. FalconSat 3 launched 8 March 2007 (50 years after Sput-
nik I) by the United States Air Force Academy. Photo courtesy of
the Department of Astronautics, USAFA.

requirements, the proposed total �V was 390 m s−1 of which
50 m s−1 was required for orbit-raising, 20 m s−1 for drag
makeup, 200 m s−1 for stationkeeping over a 10-year mis-
sion lifetime, and 120 m s−1 for a deorbit maneuver at the
spacecraft’s end of life (EOL) (Schilling, Spores and Span-
jers, 2000). A minimum impulse bit of 2 mN s was required
for close proximity maneuvers. An early version of the Tech-
Sat 21 experiment called for formation flying maneuvers over
a 30-day period with a �V requirement of 30 m s−1 and a
minimum thrust level of 2 mN. This capability would have
allowed for a series of formations to be flown with separation
distances between 5 m and 5 km. Mueller (2000) also gives
a range of propulsive requirements for microspacecraft slew
maneuvers with minimum impulse bits ranging from 10−8 to
10−3 N s.

Janson et al. (1999) gives a good overview of poten-
tial micropropulsion maneuvers and the �V required. The
�V requirement for a microspacecraft to perform a minor
altitude raising maneuver of 1 km at an initial altitude of
700 km was calculated to be about 0.5 m s−1 for a 10-min
firing time. For North–South stationkeeping in geosyn-
chronous Earth orbit (GEO) for a 1-week duration the �V
requirement is over 300 m s−1. A deorbit burn at an ini-
tial altitude of 700 km requires a �V of over 330 m s−1 for
a low thrust spiral maneuver over a 1-week period. On-
orbit servicing or inspection missions may require up to
500 m s−1 of �V for orbit changing and attitude control.
Many microspacecraft missions currently under considera-
tion will have relatively large �V requirements, indicating
that the specific impulse and efficiency of micropropulsion
systems will need to be correspondingly large. However, a
large number of microspacecraft missions will also require a
rapid response to changing conditions to be effective. These
missions will require relatively large thrust levels, perhaps as
large as hundreds of mN.

The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) mission
will require precision formation flying to detect gravitational
waves produced by processes in the universe. To perform this
mission and the precursor LISA Pathfinder mission, a series
of propulsive requirements have been derived. Thrust lev-
els from 5 to 30 �N with precision better than 0.1 �N have
been demonstrated with colloid and field emission thrusters
(Ziemer et al., 2008; Scharlemann et al., 2008). Thrust noise
levels less than 0.1 �N Hz−1/2 are also required, making the
LISA mission one of the most stringent in terms of micro-
propulsion requirements. LISA Pathfinder will fly both the
LISA Test Package (LTP) and the Space Technology 7 (ST7)
payloads, which contain field emission and colloid propul-
sion systems, respectively.

Although this is not an exhaustive list of propulsive
requirements for microspacecraft missions, it is intended to
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give a broad scope and range of requirements that will need
to be met by future micropropulsion systems. As with their
larger counterparts, micropropulsion systems will continue
to seek high thrust, high specific impulse solutions.

3 MICROPROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

As previously mentioned, there is a wide ranging definition
for micropropulsion that includes concepts from scaled-down
versions of larger-scale thrusters to specifically designed,
MEMS-fabricated propulsion systems. This and following
sections will investigate some of the design considerations
required to successfully scale down existing thrusters and
some of the techniques for fabricating unique MEMS designs.

Design issues for micropropulsion systems have arisen
from scaling issues, the use of corrosive propellants with new
materials, contaminant handling in propellants, limitations
in MEMS fabrication techniques, thermal cycling, and envi-
ronmental interactions. In general, micropropulsion systems
will experience decreased performance over their larger-scale
counterparts due to losses associated with small character-
istic sizes, limitations on system mass and power, and the
lagging development of materials and micromachining tech-
niques for propulsion-specific applications. Engineers must
address these issues by making use of novel approaches that
use small-scale properties that enhance the overall system’s
performance. With this in mind, careful attention should be
paid to the characteristics that scale favorably with reduced
size. These characteristics hold the key to the design of effi-
cient micropropulsion systems.

3.1 General thermal design considerations

A complication for microsystems of all types is the fact that
as a typical device is scaled down, the volume scales with the
characteristic dimension, L, cubed (i.e., L3) whereas the sur-
face area only goes with L2. Therefore, microsystems tend to
have large surface area to volume ratios relative to their larger-
scale counterparts. This scaling feature has consequences
for heat transfer and gradients of temperature, velocity and
species. In the case of heat transfer, the heat loss in the system
will increase as the characteristic length scale is reduced. For
example in a 1D heat transfer case, the energy transferred per
unit area through conduction is given by Fourier’s Law as

Q̇ = −k
dT

dx
(1)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the material. For
microscale systems, the value of dx will be small while the
device area to volume ratio remains relatively large. This indi-
cates from Eq. 1 that the amount of heat transfer in microscale
devices can be relatively large. Another way to look at this sit-
uation is that large thermal gradients in small-scale devices
will not be possible unless very low thermal conductivity
materials can be identified and used. For systems (such as
propulsion) that rely on temperature gradients for efficiency,
heat transfer issues will become increasingly important as the
characteristic size of the device decreases.

Heat conduction through relatively thin material will gen-
erally produce uniform system temperatures and the thermal
response time of a typical microstructure will be low. Heat
conduction is complicated by MEMS fabrication in silicon
substrates, which have thermal conductivities that are gen-
erally higher than many aluminum alloys. Alexeenko et al.
(2005) showed in a coupled thermal-fluid simulation that a
MEMS-fabricated silicon thruster reached a uniform tem-
perature, from the combustion chamber to the nozzle exit
plane, almost instantaneously. In most cases, active cooling
of the silicon microthruster was required for survivability.
In micronozzle flows, the maximum heat transfer occurs at
the nozzle throat (minimum area). The heat transfer rate at
the throat varies as Re0.8/D where Re is the flow Reynolds
number and D is the nozzle throat diameter. Therefore, in
micronozzle flows, the amount of heat transfer between the
gas and nozzle walls is a competition between the character-
istic size, D, and the viscous losses in the nozzle governed
by the Reynolds number.

3.2 MEMS fabrication techniques

MEMS encompasses a wide range of systems that include
the integration of mechanical components, sensors, actu-
ators, and electronics onto a common silicon substrate
(Gad-el-Hak, 2002). Generally speaking, MEMS devices
have characteristic dimensions of less than 1 mm and more
than 1 �m. MEMS fabrication techniques include silicon
micromachining through chemical etching or via an electro-
discharge, lithography, molding, and thin-film deposition.
Micromachining selectively etches parts of a silicon wafer
whereas thin-film deposition can add new layers all in an
attempt to form mechanical and electronic devices. Today,
nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) processes are being
developed that could lead to further breakthroughs in propul-
sion system design. Although many of these fabrication
techniques are currently limited, the development of these
areas for terrestrial applications will continue to have a strong
impact for propulsion system engineers. An excellent review
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Figure 3. MEMS-fabricated heater chip for a micro-resistojet concept. For reference the US quarter dollar coin (pictured) is 24.26 mm in
diameter.

of these technologies and their applications can be found in
Gad-el-Hak (2002).

A MEMS-fabricated micro-resistojet (Lee et al., 2008) is
shown in Figure 3. The process for fabrication of the device
is shown in Figure 4. First, a photoresistive material is spun
on a silicon wafer. The wafer is exposed to ultraviolet light
through an intervening mask. Light exposed sections of the
photoresistive material are removed in a developing process.
Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) (Gad-el-Hak, 2002) was
used to micromachine the 100-�m wide gas expansion slots
(pseudo-nozzles) in areas where the photoresistive material
was removed. The DRIE process does not affect the silicon
substrate in areas where the photoresistive material remains.
Once the expansion slots are machined, a secondary pho-
toresist process is performed to mask areas for the thin-film
heater deposition. The thin-film heater is comprised of a
0.03-�m thick layer of titanium, a 0.06-�m thick layer of

platinum, and a 0.075-�m thick layer of gold. The layers act
as a bonding agent with the silicon, a diffusion barrier, and
the current carrying layer, respectively. Other examples of
MEMS-fabricated thrusters can be found in Mueller (2000).

3.3 System derived specific impulse

In an attempt to quantify the fundamental viability of a micro-
propulsion concept for a particular microspacecraft mission,
the concept of an effective or system comparable specific
impulse has been developed. The effective (or system) spe-
cific impulse modifies the thruster’s intrinsic specific impulse
by taking into account system penalties such as:

� High-pressure propellant storage and handling
� Micro-valve leakage

Figure 4. MEMS fabrication techniques employed in the fabrication of the micro-resistojet.
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� Unusable propellant at EOL of a thruster
� Massive power supplies.

Although the idea of a system specific impulse is useful
for all types of propulsion systems, it is particularly useful
for micropropulsion systems where systems-level constraints
are paramount.

The effective specific impulse of a thruster system in terms
of the excess mass associated with high-pressure propellant
storage, micro-valve leakage, and left over propellant at EOL
can be written as (Ketsdever, Wadsworth and Muntz, 2000):

Ispeff = Isp[1 − (po,des/pi,stor)]

(1 + δ)[1 + (Mt/Mp,s)]
(2)

where Isp is the intrinsic specific impulse, po,des is the design
stagnation pressure, pi,stor is the initial propellant tank storage
pressure, δ is the fraction of propellant lost to valve leak-
age, Mt is the propellant tank mass, and Mp,s is the mass
of the stored propellant. Similar formulations that take into
account electrical subsystem (power processing units) mass,
propellant feed system mass, and other propulsion system dry
mass can be envisioned. In this way, propulsion devices that
may have relatively low intrinsic performance can find niches
where their combined benefits to the overall microspacecraft
system outweigh any single drawback.

4 CHEMICAL COMBUSTION AT
MICROSCALES

Liquid and solid propellant thrusters are specifically targeted
at microspacecraft missions where high thrust is required or
where minimal power might be available. Generally, missions
requiring high thrust also require spacecraft rapid response.
As is the case for all space chemical propulsion systems,
propellants stored in either a liquid or solid state have several
systems advantages over the use of gaseous propellants stored
at high pressure. Typical liquid propellants (hydrazines, nitro-
gen tetroxide, methyl amine, chlorine trifluoride) are volatile
and toxic, which leads to material compatibility issues with
MEMS materials like silicon. Combustion temperatures are
also quite high leading to heat transfer issues discussed in
previous sections.

Because of the large heat transfer rates expected in small-
scale devices, lower combustion chamber temperatures are
expected in micropropulsion systems utilizing combustion
where the heat loss will be proportional to L3/2 (Yetter et al.,
2007). Lower combustion chamber temperatures will result
in low specific impulses. At smaller scales, velocity and

temperature gradients near the combustion chamber walls
will tend to increase. These large gradients will produce larger
mass, momentum and energy transport rates near the wall,
making it difficult to maintain the large differences between
wall and bulk flow properties critical for efficient operation.

The mixing length of propellants (fuel and oxidizer) is
often used as a measure of the combustion efficiency. Every
chemical reaction process requires a finite amount of time –
on the order of a few mean molecular collision times of the
gas phase species in the combustion chamber. Therefore, the
combustion chamber must have a minimum length of a few
molecular collision mean free paths at the combustion cham-
ber pressure to be effective. In this scenario, length can be
reduced at the cost of higher combustion chamber pressure
or shorter chemical timescales. The characteristic length of a
combustion chamber is given by

L∗ = V c

At
(3)

where Vc is the combustion chamber volume and At is the
nozzle throat area. The characteristic length of a chemical
propulsion system’s combustion chamber depends on several
factors including the propellant type, injector type and con-
figuration, chamber geometry, and whether a catalyst is used.
As one example, evaporation time for a droplet from a spray
will need to be reduced, which leads to equivalent reductions
in droplet size in order to obtain efficient combustion. For
micropropulsion systems, the primary design criterion is for
L∗ to be as small as possible while maintaining acceptable
performance.

Monopropellants appear attractive for micropropulsion
applications since the mixing of a fuel and oxidizer is not
required (Hitt, Zakrzwski and Thomas, 2001; Wu et al.,
2006). However, long-term survivability of catalyst material
at elevated temperatures will be an issue for these systems.
A variety of new propellants are being considered to produce
efficient combustion (Yetter et al., 2007).

5 MICRONOZZLE FLOWS

Many micropropulsion systems will require the expan-
sion of propellant gases through micronozzle structures. As
with large-scale propulsion systems, nozzles convert ther-
mal energy (enthalpy) in a propellant into kinetic energy.
For micropropulsion systems, the expansion of a propellant
gas through a small-scale nozzle poses several challenges.
The low thrust levels needed for many microspacecraft mis-
sions will require either low-pressure operation of a thruster
or a decrease in nozzle throat dimensions. Both of these
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Figure 5. An illustration of the subsonic layer as denoted by Mach
contours less than unity for selected cross sections in a 200 �m
deep nozzle operating at Re = 60 (top) and Re = 30 (bottom). Figure
courtesy of Prof. Darren Hitt, University of Vermont.

scenarios lead to low Reynolds number flows. Addition-
ally, high-temperature gas expansion from microchemical or
micro-electrothermal thrusters will also continue the trend
of lowering the operating Reynolds number of nozzle flows,
which leads to higher viscous losses.

A typical two-dimensional, MEMS-fabricated micronoz-
zle is shown schematically in Figure 5. These 2D nozzles
have square or rectangular throats and exit plane sections that
lead to inefficiencies due to sidewall boundary layer forma-
tion; however, this micronozzle geometry is ideal for MEMS
fabrication techniques. Results from experiments with
34-�m throat width, 2D nozzles indicate that thrust efficien-
cies from 0.1 to approximately 0.8 could be expected in the
Reynolds number range of 500–3500 for a nozzle expan-
sion ratio of 7:1. A larger expansion ratio (17:1) micronozzle
showed improved performance for the same range of oper-
ating Reynolds number. A recent study by Louisos and Hitt
(2009) showed the numerical performance of a traditionally
MEMS-fabricated 2D micronozzle geometry computed in a
3D domain. Figure 5 shows numerical results for a simulated
2D MEMS-fabricated micronozzle.

Figure 6 shows Mach number contours for a helium flow
through a 3D, conical micronozzle geometry at two different
Reynolds numbers. These results were obtained using the
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) numerical method.
Note that the subsonic boundary layers have grown signif-
icantly at the low Reynolds numbers in both Figures 5 and
6 indicating degradation of micronozzle performance at the
lower pressure operation. Figure 7 shows the intrinsic specific

Figure 6. Predicted Mach number contours for helium flow inside
a micronozzle geometry at two different throat Reynolds numbers.
Subsonic, viscous boundary layer is indicated by series of contours
with M < 1. Figure courtesy of Prof. Sergey Gimelshein, University
of Southern California.

impulse of the micronozzle flow at a Reynolds number of 60
as a function of axial position through the micronozzle (X = 0
corresponds to the micronozzle throat). Figure 7 indicates that
the intrinsic specific impulse decrease from a maximum just
past the throat to a minimum at the exit plane regardless of
the micronozzle length. In the case of the full-length nozzle,
the specific impulse at the micronozzle exit plane is actually
lower than the specific impulse at the micronozzle throat,
indicating that the nozzle at this Reynolds number is actu-
ally degrading performance. In fact, Figure 8 shows that at

Figure 7. Impact of micronozzle length on performance for a
helium flow with a throat Reynolds number of 60. The full-length
nozzle is 1.07 × 10−2 m in length. Figure courtesy of Prof. Sergey
Gimelshein, University of Southern California.
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Figure 8. Ratio of nozzle-to-orifice thrust for helium propellant as
a function of throat Reynolds number.

Reynolds numbers below approximately 100, a thin-walled,
sonic orifice tends to outperform the typical micronozzle
geometry.

6 PLASMA FORMATION
AT MICROSCALES

Because of the large surface area to volume ratios in micro-
propulsion systems, electron losses to chamber walls will
be the limiting factor in the efficiency of microscale plasma
devices. In large-scale plasma-based propulsion systems like
ion and Hall-effect thrusters, magnetic fields are used to con-
tain the electron motion and prevent them from being lost
to the discharge chamber walls. The power lost to the walls
can be estimated by the ratio of the current to the wall to
the ionization potential of the propellant. In this case, the
power lost at the walls scales directly with the characteristic
scale of the thruster, L. These magnetic fields also increase
the electron path length in the discharge chamber, increasing
the probability of electron impact ionization of the propellant
neutrals. As these types of systems scale down, proportion-
ately larger magnetic fields are required to provide efficient
ionization. Essentially, the magnitude of the required mag-
netic field scales as

B = mevp

qRg
(4)

where me is the electron mass, vp is the electron velocity per-
pendicular to the magnetic field, q is the elemental charge, and
Rg is the electron radius of gyration. To effectively contain
the electrons, Rg has to be a reasonably small fraction of the
discharge chamber radius. As the scale size of the discharge
chamber decreases, the required magnetic field increases. For
example, a 1-mm diameter ion thruster would require on the
order of a 10-Tesla magnetic field for electron containment.

High-power solenoids or heavy permanent magnets would be
required, clearly indicating that these types of thrusters will
encounter serious issues at small scales.

7 MICROPROPULSION SYSTEMS:
CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART

A complete review of micropropulsion systems cannot be
performed within the context of this section. Instead, this
section is intended to give an update on system development
since the last comprehensive review of Mueller (2000).

7.1 Microchemical thruster development

Louisos and Hitt (2009) discussed the general performance
of a high-purity, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) monopropellant-
microthruster. One benefit of hydrogen peroxide is that the
products of the combustion are non-toxic. Decomposition of
the monopropellant occurs in a catalyst bed producing a flame
temperature of 886 K with 85% pure H2O2. Simulations for
stagnation pressures from 5 to 250 kPa yield thrusts in the
range of 1–20 mN after gas expansion through a micronozzle.
Yetter et al. (2007) described the development of a liquid
monopropellant thruster that uses electrolytic ignition. This
thruster was fabricated from alumina-based ceramic tape with
maximum operating temperatures of 1200 K. Thrust levels
of approximately 100–200 mN were measured using both
XM46 and AF315A propellants.

7.2 Micro-pulsed plasma thrusters (�-PPT)

Pulsed plasma thrusters use an arc struck across a non-
conducting material to ablate propellant and generate thrust.
The �-PPT uses a surface discharge across a solid TeflonTM

propellant to provide impulses in the range of 10 �N s
(Spanjers et al., 2002). In recent designs, a high-voltage
(∼3 kV) capacitor is directly coupled with a coaxial propel-
lant module. The module consists of three electrodes each
surrounded by an annulus of propellant as shown in Figure 9.
The �-PPT is operated by initiating breakdown between the
innermost electrodes that produces enough plasma to initiate
breakdown between the outermost electrodes. Pulses on the
order of several Joules of energy have been produced at repe-
tition rates of approximately 1 Hz. Thrust-to-power ratios of
approximately 10 �N W−1 have been demonstrated. Initial
lifetime tests have been conducted that have run the thruster
to the point where all of the propellant has been consumed.
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Figure 9. Three-electrode �PPT schematic. Reproduced with per-
mission from Spanjers et al. (2002) c© AIAA.

A benefit of the �-PPT scaling from its larger counterparts
has been the ability to remove the initiating spark plug and
igniter circuitry. The �-PPT has been flown on FalconSat 3,
a microspacecraft designed and built by USAFA. Two of the
�-PPT thruster modules are visible at the top of FalconSat 3
in Figure 2 (large cubes with copper rods).

7.3 Vacuum arc thruster (VAT)

In the VAT design, a self-triggered vacuum arc is utilized
to form a fully ionized metal plasma from a cold cathode

Figure 10. FEEP thruster: (a) operating principle; (b) operation of an 8 cm-diameter module on indium. Photo courtesy of ARC, Austria.

(Schein et al., 2002). Plasma velocities upwards of 30 km s−1

have been observed for aluminum cathodes with a cor-
responding specific impulse of about 3000 s. The specific
impulse varies with cathode material. Discharges with arc
currents between 10 A and several kA have been produced
with pulse lengths on the order of several microseconds.
One benefit of the VAT over a typical �-PPT is its abil-
ity to operate at much lower voltages (<12 V). The VAT
is operated in a pulsed mode up to 100 Hz with typical
average power levels from 1 to 100 W. Initial results have
shown that the VAT can obtain individual impulses on
the order of 1 �N s with thrust-to-power ratios of approx-
imately 20 �N W−1. The overall VAT mass, including the
power processing unit (PPU), is about 0.1 kg with an
overall input power-to-thrust efficiency estimated to be
about 13%.

7.4 Field emission electric propulsion (FEEP)

The Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP) concept uses
electrostatic acceleration of metal ions formed through field
ionization of liquid metal propellants, typically cesium or
indium, as shown in Figure 10. Both cesium and indium
FEEP thrusters are being developed for the LISA Pathfinder
mission (as part of the LTP payload) that could launch as
early as 2010. Single FEEP modules can operate at con-
tinuous thrust levels from 0.1 to 15 �N with peaks near
35 �N. They are capable of very small impulse bits (<5 nN s)
with a very large specific impulse (4000–8000 s). The great
benefit of FEEP thrusters for missions like LISA that require
extremely accurate propulsion is their low thrust noise
values and high thrust resolution and repeatability. Thrust-to-
power ratios of nearly 15 �N W−1 have been produced with
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Figure 11. (a) LISA mission architecture; (b) colloid thruster module for the ST7 payload. Photo courtesy of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

relatively high electrical efficiencies (Scharlemann et al.,
2008). Tajmar (2004) has investigated scaling FEEP thrusters
using MEMS and other micro-fabrication techniques to pro-
duce large arrays of emitters. Because indium does not
wet silicon, traditional MEMS techniques proved unsuitable.
Laser machining was incorporated to produce an array of
441 emitters in a 5 mm × 5 mm area. Although the thrusters
operated, they produced currents of only 5 �A. Future design
optimization could significantly improve the micro-FEEP
performance.

7.5 Colloid thruster development

Colloid propulsion utilizes the charging of small liquid
droplets produced in Taylor cones that are accelerated
through a high electrostatic potential. Colloid propulsion is
currently being developed for use on the ST7 payload for
the LISA Pathfinder mission. Thrust in the range of 5–30 �N
with specific impulse greater than 150 s has been demon-
strated (Ziemer et al., 2008). As with FEEP thrusters, high
thrust precision and low thrust noise make colloid thrusters
attractive for high-precision maneuvers on microspacecraft.
The LISA mission architecture and flight unit for the ST7
payload are shown in Figure 11. Arrays of micro-fabricated
colloid emitters have been developed by Velasquez-Garcia
et al. (2004). These colloid thrusters can have between 4
and 1025 emitters in a 0.64 cm2 area. Recent advances have
also been made in the development of propellants for colloid
thrusters where ionic liquids are being investigated.

7.6 Small-scale Hall thruster development

Low power Hall-effect thrusters have been designed and
tested. Recent developments in small-scale Hall thruster
development has been significant (Diamant et al., 2008;
Hargus and Charles, 2008; Ito et al., 2006; Biagioni et al.,
2005). Diamant et al. (2008) investigated a low-power cylin-
drical Hall thruster over a range of input powers from
70 to 220 W. Over this range, they observed anode effi-
ciencies (i.e., ignoring cathode propellant flow and magnet
power losses) on the order of 15–35% indicating the issues
that Hall thrusters will have for low-power microspacecraft
mission applications. Hargus and Charles (2008) inves-
tigated a 200-W Hall thruster system operating with a
250-V anode potential. They observed maximum ion exhaust
energies corresponding to 192 eV with xenon propellant,
which yields an approximate specific impulse of 1700 s.
A system similar to the one tested by Hargus and Charles
2008 will fly on FalconSat 5, a follow-on microspacecraft
designed and built by USAFA. A small Hall-effect thruster
is described by Biagioni et al. (2005). Stable operation was
observed in the power range between 10 and 235 W with
anode efficiencies in the range of 15–32%. This system uti-
lizes permanent magnets to contain the electrons formed in
the discharge. This study attempted to address issues in small-
scale Hall thruster development in which limited operational
efficiency was caused by electron losses to discharge chamber
walls and high heat transfer rates.

Ito et al. (2006) designed a much smaller Hall thruster
system with a 0.5-mm channel width and a 4-mm outer
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diameter. A permanent magnet with a field strength of 1 T
in the ionization channel was used. Average power levels
of 10–40 W were demonstrated with anode efficiencies in
the range of 10–15%. The thrust ranged from 0.6 to 1.6 mN
with specific impulses in the range of 300–850 s. All of these
small-scale, low-power Hall thrusters show the limitations on
efficiency as the physical size and operational power levels
are reduced. These limitations are obviously not unique nor
are they restricted to Hall thrusters.

8 SUMMARY

A review of design constraints, scaling laws, mission require-
ments, and application of micropropulsion systems has been
presented. It is clear that micropropulsion systems that are
designed with these limitations and applications in mind
will have significant benefits towards enabling microsatellite
missions. From its present-day conception in the mid-to-
late 1990s, the general area of micropropulsion has seen
tremendous improvements from basic research knowledge
to actual system development and demonstration. As the
number and variety of microsatellite missions grow, micro-
propulsion research will continue to attempt to meet the needs
of mission planners. The current trend is for propulsion sys-
tems that can meet the needs of ever smaller spacecraft. This
trend will further push the need for understanding, novel
design, and an overall system’s approach to development of
micropropulsion technology.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A space launch system powered by high-power, ground-
based lasers was first proposed by Kantrowitz (Kantrowitz,
1972). This beamed energy system is now recognized as a
potential low-cost, low-emission, and resource-saving alter-
native to chemically propelled launch vehicles. Using laser
heating instead of combustion, rocket propulsion parameters
are not limited by propellant chemistry: the specific impulse
Isp depends simply on the ability to focus the energy beam;
infinite Isp can be realized in no-fuel airbreathing flights in
the atmosphere, although propellant is necessary for flight
out of the atmosphere. The thrust/mass ratio is a function
of the available laser power, and the acceleration could be
greater than 10 g. The craft need not park in a low-earth orbit
(LEO) and can instead head directly for a geosynchronous
orbit or beyond (Katsurayama et al., 2005). Such vehicles
require neither a pressure vessel nor a turbopump system

when the gas is heated rapidly by intense pulsed laser irra-
diation such as laser-supported detonation or laser ablation.
Vehicle structures are expected to be very simple, inexpen-
sive, and disposable. In contrast, laser facilities, the cost of
which is predominant among all launch costs, are maintain-
able and replaceable at any time because they remain on the
ground.

The concepts of “highways of light” and “beam riding”
present explicit images of future space transportation sys-
tems using beamed energy propulsion: an extremely energetic
laser-propelled vehicle will ride on virtual energy highways,
for which a grid of remote energy-beaming power plants is
located either in space or on the ground (Myrabo, 1999). The
vehicle geometry will be designed so that the side force and
pitching moment act against any tendency of the vehicle to
drift from the beam’s center (Libeau and Myrabo, 2005). This
beam-riding capability also obviates long-distance vehicle
tracking, precise beam pointing, and vehicle attitude control.

In-space laser propulsion was also proposed by Minovich
(Minovich, 1972). Using a remote power supply from space-
based lasers, the specific power (available power per thruster
system mass) would be drastically greater than that of solar
electric propulsion, and mission times would be shortened.
In continuous wave laser propulsion (Toyoda, Komurasaki
and Arakawa, 2002), a stable laser discharge plasma is sus-
tained apart from a pressure chamber wall, so that a higher
gas temperature and therefore higher specific impulse can be
expected than that provided by chemical thrusters. Further-
more, laser microthrusters (Phipps et al., 2006) using onboard
diode lasers have been proposed for orienting or repositioning
microsatellites with precise thrust control. The diode lasers
need only a few watts of power at a few tens of volts;
they will be driven directly by a solar array. This would be
distinctly advantageous compared to conventional compact
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electric propulsion thrusters such as “pulsed plasma thrusters
and “field emission electric propulsions” that require high
voltages and thus power converters.

Thrust performance is typically evaluated in terms
of the momentum-coupling coefficient Cm, which is the
ratio of propulsive impulses to laser energy input for
pulsed laser-driven thrusters. This parameter is identical
to the thrust/power ratio for continuous-wave, laser-driven
thrusters. The product of Cm and Isp is the thrust efficiency
for the rocket mode (not for airbreathing mode.)

In addition to various wireless power- beaming applica-
tions for aerospace propulsion (Shiho et al., 2004; Blackwell,
2005), laser space- debris removal (Phipps and Reilly, 1997;
Schall, 1998), and drag reduction of supersonic vehicles using
laser energy deposition (Myrabo and Raizer, 1994) have been
proposed.

2 LASER DETONATION THRUSTERS

Most laser detonation thrusters are designed to use the Earth’s
atmosphere to great propulsive advantage during atmospheric
flight, enabling a considerable reduction in the propellant
mass and an increase in the payload fraction. Pulsed gas or
solid lasers are used to generate laser detonation waves on
the bottom of a vehicle. During the pulse interval, fresh air
replaces the heated air. This cycle is designated as a pulsed
detonation engine (PDE).

A laser PDE propelled vehicle will reach an orbit by
switching its engine cycle mode. At the initial stage, air
is taken and exhausted from the bottom of the vehicle
(pulsejet mode). As a result of vehicle acceleration, when
ram-compression becomes available, air is taken from the top
(ramjet mode). Finally, when the vehicle cannot breathe suf-
ficient air at high altitude, onboard propellant will be injected
(rocket mode).

2.1 Laser supported detonation (LSD)

A laser-supported absorption wave is ignited by laser-induced
gas breakdown, spark discharge, particulate absorption, or
ignition off a metal target. Figure 1 presents the absorp-
tion wave structure in the laser supported detonation (LSD)
regime (Raizer, 1977). The incident laser energy is absorbed
in a thin layer behind the leading-edge shock wave. The wave
propagates into the beam. The minimum velocity of a super-
sonic discharge wave corresponding to the Chapman–Jouguet
detonation D is

D = [2(γ2 − 1)/ρ0]
1/3

(1)

Figure 1. LSD wave structure.

where γ is the ratio of specific heats, ρ0 is the ambient
density of the gas ahead of the LSD wave, and I0 is the inten-
sity of the laser radiation. The parameter D is approximately
100 km s−1 when a 10-MW beam is focused on a 10−4 m
(0.1 mm) diameter circle in the atmosphere at sea level den-
sities; that is, ρ0 = 1 kg m−3. The gas pressure within the space
immediately behind the shock wave is

p = ρ0D
2/(γ + 1) (2)

With the decrease in I0, the detonation wave becomes
weaker and finally terminates at a critical condition in which
the energy loss attributable to the lateral wave expansion
becomes comparable to the energy used in driving the deto-
nation wave. The condition can be characterized by the ratio
of the absorption layer thickness �x (reciprocal of the opti-
cal absorption coefficient) to the laser channel radius r; LSD
terminates at r/�x of the order of 1.

2.2 Parabola nozzle and plug nozzle thrusters

A Bell nozzle thruster (Bohn and Schall, 2002; Perri and
Weiss, 1972; Tang, Gong and Hu, 2003) in which a parabolic
mirror is used to concentrate the incident laser beam and
to reflect induced blast waves achieved a high Cm of up to
400 N MW−1 with a laser pulse energy of about 200 J using
a TEA-CO2 laser. Figure 2 portrays the data of measured Cm

for various vehicle geometries.
Tang (Tang, Gong and Hu, 2003) found that larger Cm is

achieved with smaller focal length and larger nozzle diameter.
The Cm in a single pulse test is higher than that in a multipulse
test. The reflector is subjected to strong thermo/mechanic
impact for multipulsed tests that is expected to be a critical
problem to overcome through future studies.
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Figure 2. Momentum coupling coefficient for detonation type
laser thrusters (Bohn and Schall, 2002; Pirri, Monsler and Nebol-
sine, 1974; Tang, Gong and Hu, 2003; Mori, Sasoh and Myrabo,
2005).

The plug nozzle “lightcraft” designed by Myrabo
(Myrabo, Messitt and Mead, 1998) is presented in Figure 3.
The vehicle employs a plug-shaped parabolic mirror to con-
centrate the incident laser radiation to a circular line focus
located close to an annular shroud that serves as the principal
impulse surface. The pulsed laser radiation ignites a strong
LSD wave in the air or rocket propellant gas flowing over the
impulse surface. The forebody aeroshell acts as an external
compression inlet for the airbreathing engine mode.

In 2000, on the White Sands Missile Range in New Mex-
ico, USA, a new altitude record of 71 m was set with a
12-cm-diameter lightcraft model using a 10-kW-pulsed CO2

laser (Myrabo, 2002). The improved #200-series lightcraft
used a plastic ablative propellant and was spin-stabilized
to 10 000 RPM immediately before launch. The vehicle

Figure 3. Plug–nozzle-type Lightcraft.

was accelerated during the first 2 s; thereafter, it main-
tained a quasiconstant velocity of 8.2 m s−1 for the next
3.5 s. Most of the 12.7 s flight was spent hovering at about
60 m, before setting the new world altitude record. The
vehicle sustained no notable damage. The craft simulta-
neously demonstrated the longest ever laser-powered free
flight.

2.3 Microwave detonation tube thrusters

A high-power millimeter-wave oscillator (Gyrotron) has been
developed that achieved MW-class output at several hundred
GHz. The Gyrotron can provide a much larger energy pulse
than high-power lasers can and with longer pulse duration
than is achievable with lasers. The Gyrotron cost is expected
to be lower than that of a comparable laser by several orders.
Moreover, the necessary vehicle diameter is acceptable (up to
1 m) at an altitude of several hundred kilometers, irrespective
of its poor directionality.

To confine a microwave-supported detonation wave for
long duration (around 1 ms), a detonation tube is used in the
“Microwave Rocket” (Oda et al., 2006) (Figure 4). A deto-
nation wave starts from the closed end of the tube that serves
as a thrust wall, and propagates towards its open end (exit).
The pressure on the thrust wall is kept high until the shock
wave leaves the tube and the expansion wave comes back to
the thrust wall. A Cm of 370 N MW−1 at a microwave input
power of 0.85 MW has been achieved both in a single pulse
mode and in a repetitive pulse mode when air in the tube is
fully refreshed between pulses. An average thrust of 2.8 N
was demonstrated for a 1-s duration with a microwave input
power of 0.3 MW at a 30-Hz pulse repetition rate (average
power of 18 kW).

2.4 Drag reduction by laser energy deposition

By depositing energy into the air ahead of a supersonic
transatmospheric vehicle (TAV), the TAV aerodynamic drag
and heating from the ambient shock-heated air can be greatly
reduced. Myrabo (Myrabo and Raizer, 1994) suggested the
use of beamed laser energy to support the directed energy
air spike (DEAS). In 1995, the first successful electric-arc
airspike experiment by Marsh (Marsh et al., 1996) was con-
ducted at the Mach 10 Hypersonic Shock Tunnel using a
spiked blunt body geometry with a plasma torch at the
tip. When electric power was applied, conical shock waves
were transformed into a lower drag parabolic shape. Laser-
supported DEAS was first envisioned by Minucci (Minucci
et al., 2005). A TEA-CO2 laser beam was focused on the
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Figure 4. Microwave Rocket (a) and its coupling coefficient (b).

flow axis where single (7.5 J pulse−1) and double pulse
(4.5 J pulse−1) tests were conducted.

3 ABLATIVE LASER THRUSTERS

When laser pulse energy is focused on a solid target, highly
ionized matter is ejected at a supersonic speed from the target
surface as ablation. Because of conservation of momentum,
ablation imparts an impulse to the target in the direction oppo-
site the jet and the target is propelled (Figure 5). Solid laser
ablation can generate an Isp of about 1000 s.

3.1 Laser ablation

Laser energy is absorbed by any state of matter through a pro-
cess called inverse bremsstrahlung that requires the presence
of initial free electrons for developing a cascade breakdown
with further plasma generation. Although a solid propellant
usually possesses sufficient free electrons, a fluid propellant
that is in a gaseous state by the time it is exposed to the
laser irradiation must first be ionized. Whenever the light is

Figure 5. Laser ablation phenomena.

focused near or on a solid surface, a considerable reduction
in the gas-breakdown threshold must be expected.

3.2 Solid and liquid ablative thrusters

Pakhomov (Pakhomov and Gregory, 2000) screened widely
various materials such as lead, aluminum, Delrin, Teflon, and
ice under different laser intensities and incident angles in
search of the optimum Cm and Isp combination. Among poly-
mer propellants, Cm was highest with white Delrin, followed
by black Delrin, and then polyvinyl chloride (PVC). The noz-
zle confinement effect was also investigated. The time during
which the impulse is imparted was about 20-�s for bare pel-
lets and 150-�s with confinement, although the peak force
remains the same. The maximum thrust was imparted during
propellant vaporization and blast wave expansion.

A liquid ablative thruster, “water cannon” (Onda and
Otani, 2006), can propel a heavier object using repetitive laser
irradiation. Transparent substances are placed in front and in
contact with the water propellant. A laser pulse can ablate
the water through the window and give a large impulsive
thrust in the direction opposite to the laser incidence. A 10-g
object was pushed off with a 640 mJ, 5-ns YAG laser pulse;
a Cm of more than 4000 N MW−1 was achieved. Although
the corresponding Isp is small (several seconds), long-
duration missions would be possible with a continuous water
supply.

3.3 Ablative thermal thrusters

Ablative thermal thrusters use the fluid dynamics of the
ablated material to provide thrust. When the laser pulse
duration is much longer than the time needed for plasma
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Laser Propulsion 5

Figure 6. Laser In-tube Accelerator (LITA) with a wall ablator.

formation, repetitive-pulse excitation is identical to a contin-
uous wave. The “laser-supported combustion or detonation”
wave is the major energy transfer mechanism and direct
absorption by the target is of minor importance.

As a practically operational device of an in-tube propul-
sion system using repetitive laser pulses, Sasoh (Sasoh, Jeung
and Choi, 2007) proposed a laser-driven in-tube accelerator
(LITA) with a wall ablator. A projectile is held in a rectangu-
lar tube and two opposing walls are made of a thermoplastic
ablator material called polyacetal (POM). Parabolic reflec-
tors that are set on the bottom of the projectile focus on
the ablator surfaces (Figure 6). When the POM wall is
ablated with a linearly focused laser pulse, the ablated gas
is ejected from the focus lines almost symmetrically nor-
mal to the wall. The ablation plumes are reflected on the
parabolas, and collimated along the axis of the launch tube.
The corresponding Cm was measured to be 160 N MW−1 in
vacuum.

3.4 Space-debris removal by laser ablation

Ever-increasing orbital debris in Earth orbit has become a
serious hazard and hindrance to aerospace activities. Phipps

(Phipps and Reilly, 1997) suggested clearing near-Earth
space debris in the 1–10 cm size range by pushing debris
into an orbit whose perigee intersects with the atmosphere
(�v of approximately 100 m s−1) by laser ablation using
a ground-based pulsed laser. It is possible to clear near-
Earth space in two years with modest laser power (ORION
Project), although a sensitive optical detector would be nec-
essary to track objects as small as 1 cm at a 1500-km
range.

A complementary proposal by Schall (Schall, 1998) to use
a space-based laser has several merits: (i) it requires a much
smaller aperture; (ii) detection is easier; and (iii) the relation
between the laser propagation vector and the debris velocity
vector is more favorable for debris deorbit.

4 THRUSTERS POWERED BY
CONTINUOUS WAVE LASERS

4.1 Laser-sustained plasma thruster

The laser-sustained plasma (LSP) thruster concept utilizes
continuous wave (CW) laser power for spacecraft propulsion
(Toyoda, Komurasaki and Arakawa, 2002). A steady plasma
is sustained in a pressurized chamber when the propagation
speed of an LSC wave is equal to that of the contour nozzle
gas flow. A laser-sustained plasma absorbs a high-power laser
beam irradiated from a space-based laser and heats the pro-
pellant gas, which is then accelerated through a Laval nozzle,
thereby producing thrust (Figure 7).

Figure 7 also portrays an LSP thruster developed at the
University of Tokyo. A ZnSe disk with antireflective coat-
ing was used as a laser window, which can transmit 10.6-µm
wavelength light and withstand pressures of up to 1 MPa. A
stainless steel rod is used for ignition. In general, because
of the presence of free electrons on a solid surface (the
rod in this case), breakdown thresholds are lower than for
gases by a factor of 103–105. This rod was inserted at the
focus of the laser beam and then retracted after ignition.
An Isp of 250 s has been achieved with argon propellant,
which corresponds to Isp of around 1100 s with hydrogen
propellant.

An ablation-assisted LSP thruster proposed by Rezunkov
(Rezunkov et al., 2006) can serve as a propulsion system for
atmospheric flight. Air is injected from the top of the beam
concentrator mirror and a laser-sustained plasma is generated
on the thruster axis by a CW-CO2 laser. A Delrin rod was set
at the center of the concentrator to decrease the threshold
intensity of ignition and to increase the engine thrust. The
thrust duration is limited to ∼1 s because of the consumption
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Figure 7. Conceptual view of an LSP thruster (left) and the University of Tokyo 1-kW-class LSP thruster (right).

of the Delrin rod. The maximal thrust is 2 N at a laser power
of 10 kW.

4.2 Heat exchanger thrusters

Heat exchanger thrusters were proposed by Kare (Kare,
2003) as an easy-to-develop thruster for ground-to-orbit laser
launch. The basic concept is presented in Figure 8. Approx-
imately 100 kg of payload is carried to LEO with a received
laser power of 100 MW. The beam source can have any wave-
length and most pulse forms, including CW. This concept
requires an average flux of 10 MW m−2 at a range of a few
hundred kilometers to work as a payload delivery scheme
to LEO. Parkin (Bruccoleri, Parkin and Barmatz, 2007) pro-
posed a system concept using a 140-GHz microwave beam.
The beam is projected upon the flat microwave-absorbent
underside of a reusable lifting body with double the Isp of
conventional rocket engines.

Figure 8. Heat exchanger thruster.

Although hydrogen is the preferred propellant because of
its low molecular weight, protective coatings over carbon-
based materials are needed for durability. Nitrogen provides
a safe and inexpensive alternative for development; it is a
leading candidate for use as a dense propellant for enhancing
thrust at low velocity during launches.

4.3 Wireless power transmission

Wireless power transmissions by an electromagnetic wave
beam have been proposed for aerospace propulsion. For
example, the microwave-powered airship proposed by Shiho
(Shiho et al., 2004) carries a methane detector for moni-
toring leakage from pipelines and continues cruising with
battery recharging every 10 h by virtue of microwave power
transmission. Microwave power transmission systems are
located where the methane compressor stations are installed
on the pipeline route; that is, every 150–200 km. The onboard
fuel cell is recharged while the airship hovers above the
station for about an hour. The ground-based transmitter sys-
tem consists of a power source and an antenna emitting
200 kW of electromagnetic power; the airship would have
a rectifying antenna (rectenna) to receive and process this
power.

Laser power transmission to small airplanes has been
demonstrated by NASA in 2002 and 2003 (Blackwell, 2005)
to increase public awareness of the potential and viability of
this alternative energy source. Photovoltaic cell panels were
mounted on the bottom of airplanes to receive and transform
laser energy to electricity. A 1.5-kW, 940-nm laser diode array
was used as the power laser system. The fiber end of the power
laser and He:Ne tracking laser were adjusted to be collinear.
The tracking laser beam was directed onto a manually con-
trolled two-axis-tilt turning mirror to keep the power laser on
the cell array. Several flights were performed with a 255-g
airplane. This airplane reached an altitude of 75 m.
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5 THRUSTERS POWERED BY ONBOARD
LASERS

The propulsion system powered by onboard lasers is a com-
pact and inexpensive alternative to electric propulsion and
is useful for orienting and/or repositioning small craft with
precise thrust control. The energy is supplied by an onboard
compact laser, the power of which is usually not as high as
that of a ground-based laser source.

5.1 Laser microthrusters

Phipps (Phipps et al., 2006) proposed a fuel tape ablation
thruster that can generate a broad range of thrust with minimal
electrical power and onboard propellant mass under pro-
grammable electronic control. Exothermic fuel tapes are used
as ablation material for obtaining higher ablation efficiency.
Figure 9 shows that millisecond-duration laser diode beams
are focused by lenses on an ablation tape; then miniature
jets are produced to provide the thrust. Momentum-coupling
coefficients as large as 3 mN W−1 (3000 N MW−1) were
achieved in experiments using laser-initiated energetic poly-
mers in ablation fuel tapes. The thrust range is continuous
from 50 �N to 100 mN. An impulse of 50 Ns is projected for
their 0.5-kg thruster with a standard 30-m × 8-mm fuel tape.

Horisawa (Sasaki et al., 2006) has proposed a laser-electric
hybrid thruster in which laser ablation plasma is additionally
accelerated to a significantly higher speed using the Lorentz
force or electrothermal effects. When an electric discharge
energy of up to 8.65 J was added to material ablated by a
266-mJ energy Q-switch Nd:YAG laser, the impulse bit and

Figure 9. Fuel tape ablation thruster.

Figure 10. Relativistic acceleration.

Isp both increased in direct relation to the discharge energy,
reaching values of 64-�Ns and 2500 s, respectively. The cor-
responding thrust efficiency also increased from 3 to 9%.

5.2 Relativistic acceleration thrusters

A relativistic acceleration thruster is capable of propelling
a vehicle on interplanetary or even interstellar missions
because of its extremely high exhaust velocity (Horisawa and
Kimura, 2007). When an ultra intense laser beam irradiates
a thin film target, high-energy electrons are generated and
driven deep inside the target (Figure 10). The strong elec-
trostatic field produced by the planar charge separation will
accelerate the ions forward. Furthermore, the electrostatic
field is enhanced by the thermal expansion of the laser-driven
plasma and pondermotive electron expulsion. Then electrons
expand faster than ions and the ions form a well collimated
beam confined in the transverse direction by pinching in the
self-generated magnetic field.

The special theory of relativity predicts that the Isp

increases abruptly and approaches infinite values because the
exhaust velocity is nearly as large as light speed; the Isp of
0.55 Gs is achievable using petawatt laser pulses (Sentoku et
al., 2000).

6 SUMMARY

Laser and microwave detonation thrusters have achieved
momentum-coupling coefficients of 400 N MW−1 on the
ground. A launch up to a 71 m-altitude was demonstrated
with a 12-cm-diameter lightcraft model using a 10-kW pulsed
laser. Solid and liquid ablation thrusters showed a capabil-
ity to produce a variety of Cm and Isp combinations from
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4000 N MW−1 at several s of Isp to several hundred N MW−1

at 1000 s.
Wireless power transmissions to airships, small airplanes,

and heat exchanger rockets have been proposed for their
primary propulsion.

A microthruster powered by an onboard laser is a compact
and inexpensive alternative to electric propulsion. Con-
tinuous thrust from 50 �N to 100 mN is available at a
momentum-coupling coefficient of 3000 N MW−1. Lifetime
impulse of 50 ns was obtained using a 30 m fuel tape.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The kinetic energy requirements for a space vehicle to
move around the solar system are enormous. To reach low
Earth orbit (LEO), a satellite needs a change in veloc-
ity (�V) of ∼8 km s−1 (∼18 000 miles per hour), and to
escape from the Earth, the velocity increment must be
11 km s−1 or 25 000 miles per hour (Hohmann transfer orbit,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hohmanntransferorbit). To go
to Mars on a Hohmann transfer orbit trajectory of 6 months
requires a�V just above 16 km s−1 (36 000 miles per hour),
and to Saturn in 6 years requires a�V of ∼26 km s−1 (58 000
miles per hour). If you do not mind a long haul, then a�V of
∼45 000 km s−1 (108 miles per hour) will get you to Alpha
Centauri in 60 years. Chemical rockets are the mainstay for
orbital transfers at this time. The problem of course is that the
exhaust velocity (Vp) of chemical rockets, which is between
4 and 5 km s−1, is much smaller than the required�Vs for all
of the above applications. As a result, the ratio of payload to
propellant is much less unity.

Plasma propulsion systems offer a tenfold increase in
exhaust velocity that can greatly reduce the propellant mass,
but at the cost of having to add considerable mass for the
power unit that supplies electricity to the plasma drive. Con-
trolled fusion has the potential for vastly increasing the energy
content and exhaust velocities, but these systems are presently
too large to be suitable for space exploration. So the question
is, “How do we advance space exploration given the above
limitations?” The answer is actually simple: Use or extract
energy from the environment, in which case you do not have
to carry everything with you, and seemingly impossible mis-
sions become possible. The trick then is how to extract energy
from the space environment.

There are basically two ways to extract energy from the
environment. The first is by solar sails using reflection of
sunlight for propulsion. The mechanics of solar sailing is
described in another chapter within this series (see Solar Sail
Dynamics and Control). It suffices to say that a sufficiently
rigid sail area of∼4000 to 12 000 m2 would yield a net force
of 25–75 mN, depending on the angle of reflection with solar
photons providing∼9�N m−2 of pressure. The main limita-
tion to date for solar sails is in obtaining a sufficiently low
density of material to keep the mass fraction of the solar sail
low over the large surface areas that are required for useful
force production.

The second form of energy is in the form of the high-speed
particles that form thesolar wind. The solar wind originates
from the million-degree solar corona and consists of fully
ionized hydrogen (i.e., free protons and electrons) flowing in
a continuous stream outward from the sun at speeds between
350 and 1000 km s−1 (2.2 × 106 miles per hour) (McComas
et al., 1998). These charged particles can be deflected and
guided by a magnetic field (Chen, 1984) to impart momentum
on a spacecraft. However, the problem is that a very large
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2 Alternative Propulsion

collecting area is needed because the solar wind dynamic (i.e.,
effective sail) pressure is nearly three orders of magnitude
smaller than the photon pressure.

The initial proposals to harness the energy of the solar
wind were through magnetic sails or magsails (Zubrin,
1993). Although different variants have been discussed, the
basic concept is to deploy a superconducting magnet with
a radius of 100–200 km to attain accelerations on the order
of 0.01 m s−2. The use of superconducting electromagnets
would essentially eliminate all power requirements except
those needed initially for establishing the electromagnet
current and to maintain the cryogenic systems for the super-
conducting electromagnets. The drawback of such a system
is that it is massive. With a projected dry mass on the order
of a few metric tons, this propulsion system alone would out-
weigh many of the flagship satellite missions flown to date. In
addition, the actual systems to build and deploy such a large
magnet in space have not yet been developed.

As discussed in the following, the actual magnetic field
that is needed to deflect the solar wind is very low. This
fact was emphasized in the alternative system called Mini-
Magnetospheric Plasma Propulsion (M2P2) (Wingleeet al.,
2000). In this system the magnetic field is created by currents
supported by the injection of low-energy plasma in a small
magnetic system attached to the spacecraft (Figure 1). The
advantage over both solar sails and magnetic sails is that there
is no deployment of large mechanical objects. Instead, the
sail is formed by electromagnetic processes, avoiding issues
with mechanical deployment and leading to very large col-
lecting areas to yield nearly 20 times the thrust that could be
developed by a standard plasma thruster with the same power
and propellant consumption. M2P2 uses the same processes

Figure 1. Schematic of the creation of mini-magnetosphere around
a spacecraft that is then able to deflect charged particle of the solar
wind that emanates from the million-degree solar corona.

involved in the development of solar flares, coronal mass
ejections, and magnetospheres around the planets except at
a much smaller scale, hence the wordmini. Potential for
fast missions out of the solar system or to the planets can
be enabled by utilizing ambient energy (i.e., from the solar
wind) or from a beamed plasma system. In what follows, the
requirements for such a system and the latest developments
in the necessary technology to produce effective plasma sails
for near-future applications are described.

2 CONCEPT REQUIREMENTS

Coupling to the solar wind is a nontrivial problem. The
solar wind at 1 astronomical unit (AU), the mean dis-
tance of the Earth from the sun, has a typical density of
nSW = 6 protons cm−3 and a speedVSW of ∼450 km s−1. This
combination of particle density and speed yields a dynamic
pressure of only 2 nPa. Therefore, a mini-magnetosphere
must have a minimum radius of 10 km to produce a thrust
of 1 N. For the following we will be conservative and assume
that a 20-km radius is needed to take into account efficiencies
of <100% from the edges of the mini-magnetosphere.

The radius of the mini-magnetosphere is set by pres-
sure balance between the solar wind dynamic pressure
and the internal pressure within the mini-magnetosphere,
which includes both plasma and magnetic pressures.
We will call this distance the standoff distance for the
mini-magnetosphere (RMS). Deflection of a solar wind parti-
cle by a magnetic field requires that the magnetic field must
be present over at least a gyro-radius; otherwise, the particle
does not complete a gyration and therefore experiences lit-
tle change in its trajectory. This conditions is equivalent to
requiring that

RMS ≥ VSWmp

eB
(1)

wheremp ande are the proton mass and charge, respectively,
andB is the magnetic field strength deflecting the ion. If one
assumes a radius of 20 km, then the required magnetic field
for deflection of the particle would be only 200 nT. To place
this field strength into perspective, the terrestrial magnetic
field strength at the equator is 3.1× 104 nT. Therefore, to
produce the deflection the magnetic field strength required is
only a few percent of the terrestrial magnitude, but this field
must extend over tens of kilometers.

For a simple dipole magnet, the falloff of the magnetic
field is inversely proportional to the distance cubed; that is,
R−3. Thus, even a field as low as 200 nT cannot be sup-
ported by a small magnet on the spacecraft because of the
large distances involved. However, plasma interactions can
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Figure 2. Plasma simulation of the inflation a magnetosphere. The color contours indicate plasma pressure along the vertical and hor-
izontal planes. The arrows show the solar wind velocity in the horizontal plane, whereas the lines show magnetic field lines of the
mini-magnetosphere. (a) No plasma injection into the mini-magnetosphere; (b) Interaction region is substantially increased by plasma
injection. Reproduced from American Geophysical Union.

lead to the generation of currents that result in magnetic field
stretching over large distances. This stretching of the mag-
netic field originates from the frozen-in-theorem (cf. Chen,
1984), which states that for a collision-less plasma the mag-
netic field is convected or frozen-in to the plasma. Thus, the
magnetic field frozen into a freely expanding plasma mag-
netic field would have the same falloff with distance as the
plasma; that is, the magnetic field would fall off asR−2.
The slower falloff in magnetic field would be supported by
induced currents within the plasma. It is this slow falloff in
magnetic field that enables the creation of the heliosphere that
extends beyond a few 100 AU and magnetospheres around
the strongly magnetized planets, including the Earth, Jupiter,
and Saturn (Parks, 2004). All of these systems have large-
scale current sheets supported by plasma currents that allow
the respective magnetospheres to have an area of influence
much larger than would be expected from the planet’s mag-
netic field alone, with Jupiter’s magnetosphere being larger
than the Sun itself.

Suppose that this freely expanding plasma now encounters
the solar wind. This interaction will lead to compression of the
magnetosphere which slows the falloff even further than the
R−2 falloff of the freely expanding plasma. This effect is seen
in planetary magnetospheres, in which solar wind piles up
the magnetic field in the region called the magnetopause, the
region of pressure balance between the planetary magnetic
pressure and the solar wind plasma pressure (Parks, 2004).

For space propulsion applications, the same configuration
can be developed. The requirements are modest and could be
met with a magnetic field of a few kgauss on the spacecraft

and the injection of low-energy plasma (Wingleeet al., 2000).
Because of the injected plasma has comparable an energy
density comparable to the magnetic pressure falloff in the
magnetic field as slow asR−1 can be developed when the
interaction with the solar wind is taken into account (Winglee
et al., 2000).

Since the original proposal of M2P2, the predicted infla-
tion has been numerically modeled by several additional
groups (Khazanovet al., 2005; Mengali and Quarta, 2006;
Funaki, Ueno and Yamakawa, 2007; Tang, Yao and Wang,
2007). An example of the results is shown in Figure 2. The
part of the magnetosphere that faces the solar wind is sig-
nificantly compressed, while in the tail or downstream of
the magnetosphere the field lines are substantially stretched.
Without injection of the plasma, the interaction region with
the solar wind is very limited (Figure 2a). When plasma is
injected on field lines that are preferentially on the side facing
the solar wind, the field lines become inflated and the solar
wind interaction region is very much larger, as in the Figure
2b. As a result of this enlarged deflection region, the thrust
that is generated on the system goes from the∼100 mN kW−1

of regular plasma thrusters to>1 N kW−1, vastly increasing
the capacity for moving payloads around the solar system.

As noted, an important feature here is that the infla-
tion is done by electromagnetic processes with no need for
large mechanical structures, as in the case of solar sails.
Another difference is that solar sails tend to have fixed surface
area. As a result, the amount of thrust decreases (increases)
as the spacecraft moves out if (into) the solar system. An
inflated mini-magnetosphere is a pressure balance device, so
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Figure 3. (a) Shows the M2P2 prototype. It consists of an electromagnet encased in a stainless steel jacket to protect it from the ambient
plasma. Propellant is fed into the quartz tube, which is wrapped with a radio frequency (RF) helicon antenna. The propellant is ionized by the
intense RF fields in the helicon source, and the ensuing plasma flows out of both ends of the quartz tube to inflate the mini-magnetosphere;
(b) shows the optical emissions when the system is operated in argon, and the plasma loading of the entire field line.

it increases in size as one moves outward from the sun and
decreases as one moves inward, yielding a constant thrust
irrespective of position within the solar system.

A picture of the M2P2 prototype is shown in the Figure 3a.
The prototype consists of an electromagnet that is encased
within a stainless steel jacket. Propellant is injected into the
quartz tube that is then ionized by radiofrequency (RF) heat-
ing of the plasma. An RF source was chosen so the plasma
injection occurred via a mechanically open system and the
plasma could flow along the magnetic field line without inter-
cepting any physical barriers. Note that the quartz tube is
placed preferentially to the side that would be intercepting
the solar wind. This configuration ensures that the plasma
is placed on closed magnetic field lines to minimize plasma
losses resulting from charged particle flow along the poles of
the magnet.

For optimum inflation of the field line, the plasma would
flow along the field lines from the core of the magnet. The
field strength within the core has sufficient strength at∼1 kG
to confine and guide the plasma along the inner part of the
field line so that the plasma navigates through the applied
magnetic field so it points into the solar wind. At the point
along the field line where the field strength drops below a few
hundred gauss, the dynamic pressure dominates the magnet
pressure, enabling expansion of the field lines in the forward
direction; that is,

ρPlas(x) V 2
Plas∼ B2(x)

µ0
(2)

whereVPlas is the plasma bulk velocity (approximately con-
stant), andρ andB are the plasma density and magnetic field
strengths, respectively, which are both functions of positionx.

Typical plasma sources yield plasma speeds of 15 km s−1

or more, so the last unknown is the required plasma density.
Denoting field strength at the expansion point (BExpansion) then
from equation (2) the required number density for the injected
plasma is

nPlas= mp

MPlas

B2
Expan

µ0mpVPlas
2 (3)

wheremp is the mass of a proton andMPlas is the atomic
number of the propellant. If one assumes that the expansion
occurs at a field strength of a few hundred gauss, equation
(3) reduces to

nPlas≈ mp

MPlas
2 × 1018m−3 (4)

Although a number of plasma sources exist that can
be used to generated the required density (Herman and
Gallimore, 2008), most have not been used in the presence
of a large-scale magnetic field as needed for M2P2. Another
requirement for the plasma source is that it has to be mechan-
ically open so the plasma can flow along the magnetic field
lines without intercepting a solid surface. Such a mechani-
cally open system would enable the plasma to follow along
the full length of the field lines and not be lost to contact with
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any walls, allowing a long lifetime of the plasma within the
mini-magnetosphere.

Although many existing sources can meet the plasma
requirement, there are fewer with a mechanically open
systems, and even fewer that have be operated in the mag-
netic field configuration needed for M2P2. Because of these
criteria, a helicon source was chosen for the prototype devel-
opment. Helicons (Miljak and Chen, 1998) use high-intensity
RF waves at a frequency between the electron and ion
cyclotron frequency to produce the breakdown of the plasma
and the heating of the electrons through wave–particle inter-
actions with a driven whistler wave that is driven by the rf
once the plasma is created. The heated electrons stream out
along the field lines in front of the ions to create an ambi-polar
electric field that leads to the outward acceleration of the ions.

Figure 3b shows the M2P2 prototype configuration oper-
ating in the 400-liter vacuum chamber at the University of
Washington (Wingleeet al., 2003). The vacuum system is
capable of a base pressure of 10−7 Torr. During normal oper-
ation neutral gas is puffed into the source region, where it
is ionized by the helicon source, maintaining a high vacuum
outside the dipole magnet. Figure 3b shows the prototype
in operation using argon. The optical emissions show how
the plasma is able to move out along the field line to pro-
duce mass loading of the entire field line. The outline of the
equatorial Langmuir probe can be seen coming from the left
and entering into the plasma column. The optical emissions
along with the Langmuir data show that the plasma column
retains a very peaked profile, which maps back to the helicon
source. Peak densities on the order of 1010 to 1011 particles
per cubic centimeter are produced at the equator. The most
important feature in the data is that there is good confinement
of the plasma even at low magnetic fields in the magnetic
equator.

Demonstrations of a mini-magnetosphere’s ability to
deflect an external plasma source were performed between
2001 and 2003. An example is shown in Figure 4 from tests
performed at the University of Washington within a 3-meter-
long by 1.5-meter-diameter vacuum chamber. This system
used a 1-kW helicon plasma source operating at a frequency
of 13 MHz. The M2P2 source was located on the left-hand
side of the chamber. In the experiment, xenon, which pro-
duces the green optical emissions, was used as the propellant
for the M2P2 source. As described, the plasma moves out
along the field lines initially, but eventually reaches a region
of weaker magnetic field where it pulls the magnetic field
outward with the net flow towards the end of the chamber.
Note that the path of the plasma is much more extended than
if it was following dipole field lines in vacuum.

A high-power helicon plasma source (HPS) (Ziembaet al.,
2006), acting as a surrogate for the solar wind, was placed on

Figure 4. M2P2 operating at 1 kW versus a high-power solar wind
surrogate (HPS) operating at 20 kW. The left optical emissions in the
top image are from Xenon used in M2P2 as propellant, and the right
emissions are from argon used in HPS. Despite the overwhelming
power of HPS, the M2P2 system is able to hold off the plasma from
HPS at an extended distance. This effect is seen in the Langmuir
probe data in the bottom panel. The probe is in the middle of the
chamber and when there is no injection of plasma from M2P2 but
with the M2P2 magnets on a high density is seen by the probe. This
density is not seen when the M2P2 plasma source is on, proving
that the deflection of the higher-power system can be achieved by a
lower-power magnetized plasma sail.

the right-hand side. This helicon source used a weaker mag-
netic field at 200 G and a lower frequency of 300 kHz. The
lower frequency allowed for the use of solid-state switching
that enables the helicon to operate at 10 s of kW. This sys-
tem was operated in argon, which produces the blue optical
emissions. Note that the 1-kW xenon optical emissions pen-
etrate very much deeper into the chamber than the 20-kW
surrogate solar wind source; that is, the low-power source is
able to deflect the high-power solar wind source, as per the
predictions for the M2P2.

The bottom part of Figure 4 shows the measurement of the
plasma density from a double Langmuir probe with RF com-
pensation in the middle of the chamber. The magenta line
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Figure 5. Mars exploration scenario using M2P2. The worst-case scenario of only radial thrust is considered. In this scenario the M2P2
system actually has to travel beyond Mars and then fall back towards the planet, where M2P2 then provides the breaking so the�V is only
∼1 km s−1 at arrival at Mars. Similarly, for the return trip to Earth one first sails outward and then falls back inward towards Earth using
M2P2 to produce the initial acceleration as well as the breaking. For this worst-case scenario the total mission time is 7 months shorter than
the NASA Mars reference mission.

shows the results with all the magnetic fields on, but only
the HPS source in operation. A substantial density is seen in
the middle of the chamber for this case. With the exact same
conditions except with the M2P2 source switched on essen-
tially no plasma from HPS is able to reach the probe. This
result confirms the conclusion from the optical emissions that
an inflated mini-magnetosphere is very efficient at deflect-
ing more energetic plasma. In this case the system would be
deriving the thrust of 20 kW while only expending 1 kW in
plasma production. This type of leveraging would make a
huge difference in the amount of thrust that can be obtained
by a payload intercepting plasma from the solar wind.

3 NAVIGATION

The navigation of the system operating a magnetized plasma
sail is similar to that of a solar sail, except that there is
potentially more radial acceleration as opposed to azimuthal
acceleration. For a mission that would travel out of the solar
system, the radial acceleration from the solar wind is an
advantage and high speeds could be readily attained after
several months of acceleration. An M2P2 system launched
now could reach the very rim of the solar system, called the
heliopause, before the Voyager spacecraft that was launched
in the late 1970s (Wingleeet al., 2000). The orbital dynam-
ics for planetary transfers is a little more complicated, but
actually adds new flexibility that would not be considered by
chemical rocket systems.

One example is the development of a round trip mis-
sion to Mars. The NASA reference mission to Mars using
chemical rockets is 2.4 years (879 days) long (Hoffman and
Kaplan, 2007). The corresponding results for an M2P2 sys-
tem are shown in Figure 5. The orbital calculations assume
that payload and power systems are distributed so that 1 N of
thrust is derived from the solar wind per kilowatt of onboard
power for every 200 kg of spacecraft mass. To create the mini-
magnetosphere, a single large source is not necessary, and it
may be more efficient to support the mini-magnetosphere by
multi-systems, as is illustrated. Multi-systems would lead to
shaping the magnetosphere so that there is angled deflection
of the solar wind to develop azimuthal acceleration.

For the worst-case scenario it is assumed all the thrust is
radial. Going directly to a planet is not an optimum solu-
tion, as the�V would be too high for orbit insertion. Thus,
if one is sailing from the Earth to Mars for example, the
spacecraft has to actually sail beyond Mars’ orbit planet and
then fall inward under solar gravity, as shown in Figure 5.
As it falls inward, the M2P2 system would again be operated
to remove the radial velocity component to arrive at Mars
with a�V of <1 km s−1. Another form of propulsion would
be needed to complete orbital insertion. This�V for orbital
insertion is very much less than that required for the orbital
transfer within the Mars reference mission, so there would
be substantial cost savings using this technology.

Similarly for return to Earth from Mars, the spacecraft
would first sail outward under the radial force of the solar
wind, and then once the M2P2 system is switched off,
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it would fall towards Earth under the influence of solar
gravity. The�V that develops would then be mitigated by
again deploying the M2P2 as Earth is approached, so that
a �V at arrival at Earth would be on the order of 1 km s−1.
Again, chemical rockets or another propulsion system would
be used to produce the small�V to complete the orbital
insertion.

Note that in these orbits, the�V obtained by the space-
craft is very much higher than in the NASA reference
mission. One benefit of the higher�V orbits is that the round
trip mission to Mars goes from 2.4 years for the chemical
rocket scenario to only 1.8 years for the M2P2 scenario.
M2P2 could also be used for radiation shielding but energy
requirements are large (MW). The best use of the power
is to travel faster to the destination, as opposed to using
chemical rockets for propulsion and needing shielding. The
following describes plasma sail applications if high power is
available.

4 BEAMED PLASMA SAILING

Although sailing the solar wind offers a reduction in trip time
and cost, 1.8 years is still a long mission. Furthermore, the
orbital trajectories are complicated by the fact that there is
always a radial component to the acceleration vector. New
mission scenarios for a variety of applications become avail-
able if instead of using the solar wind as the source of energy,
the plasma sail is used to deflect a directed plasma beam. The
scenario has many parallels with laser light sails (Forward,
1984), but instead of using lasers a higher-power plasma
source is used. The advantage of the latter is that signifi-
cantly less energy is need to produce plasma with the same
amount of momentum flux as a laser beam. The disadvantage
of beamed plasma systems is that unlike lasers a high degree
of collimation over large distances has yet to be demonstrated.
Without this collimation the range over which momentum and
energy can be efficiently beamed to the spacecraft is highly
limited.

Recent developments in the understanding of magnetic
nozzles for plasma thrusters suggest that collimation over
large distances is possible and could enable the beamed
plasma scenario to become a reality in the near future
(Wingleeet al., 2007). Magnetic fields are the easiest way
to collimate plasmas, but the use of a fixed magnet system
in space is not feasible. However, space plasmas can sup-
port currents and magnetic fields over large distances, so
induced magnetic fields from within the beam plasma can
provide a guide magnetic field to keep the beam collimated.
Consider plasma created near the poles of a dipole-like mag-
netic configuration that would be part of a magnetic nozzle

system. There are four critical parameters that determine the
characteristics of the resultant plasma flow:

1. the ratio of the bulk speed to the ion thermal speed or
sonic Mach number (MS);

2. the ratio of the bulk speed to the local Alfvén speed or
Alfv énic Mach number (MA);

3. the ratio of the thermal pressure to the magnetic field
pressure (βTh). The dynamic pressure relative to the mag-
netic pressure (βDyn) is equivalent to the square of the
Alfv énic Mach number; and

4. the ratio of the ion gyro-radius relative to the scale length
of the magnets.

If the plasma has a very lowβ (both thermal and dynamic
components), the plasma will flow out along the magnetic
field lines without making major magnetic field perturba-
tions. The plasma exactly on the pole will be able to escape
to infinity, but the rest of the plasma will tend to be trapped on
close field lines and therefore not contribute to any net thrust
on the system. As the plasmaβ is increased, a higher fraction
of the plasma will escape as it moves into sufficiently weak
fields such that the localβ eventually becomes greater than
unity. The direction of the plasma is highly dependent on the
ratio of the ion gyro-radius to the scale length of the magnet.
If this ratio is large, the plasma will have random pitch angles
as it escapes, so the plasma plume will have a wide opening
angle and the directed thrust will not be optimal.

Instead, suppose that at the sourceβDyn ∼ 1 (or MA ∼ 1)
andβTh < 1 and the ion gyro-radius is smaller than the scale
length of the magnets. In this case, the plasma has sufficient
energy density that it can distort the magnetic field. Through
the frozen-in theorem these magnetic field perturbations will
lead to the pulling out of the magnetic field. An equivalent
way to think about the generation of these magnetic field per-
turbations is that the electrons rotate in a right-hand fashion
about the magnetic field, whereas the ions rotate in the left-
hand sense. Because of density gradient effects associated
with a beam of finite width, the electron and ion currents do
not exactly cancel as in homogeneous plasma. Instead there
is a net edge current that has an azimuthal component that
supports the extension/stretching of the axial magnetic field.

The presence of this axial magnetic field is important
because such fields are known to have a stabilizing effect
on instabilities (such as the pinch, sausage, and Kelvin–
Helmholtz instabilities) that could lead to the disruption of the
beam. Because the dynamic pressure is driving the magnetic
perturbations, the field lines can be stretched as the plasma
moves out, but becauseβDyn > βTh the thermal energy of the
plasma is insufficient to cause beam expansion. As the beam
propagates into a weaker magnetic field, there is conversion
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of thermal energy (or more exactly, perpendicular tempera-
ture) into the directed energy because of the conservation of
the first adiabatic, soβDyn always remains larger thanβTh.

A critical feature of the system is that with the stretching of
the magnetic field, the plasma subsequently injected into the
modified field geometry sees a less divergent field. Therefore
it will experience stronger collimation than earlier injected
plasma. This will be true at all times, leading to the self-
collimation of the beam (i.e., the collimation is produced by
the magnetic nozzles as well as the induced plasma currents).

The high-power solar wind source of Figure 4 satisfies
these criteria for efficient beam collimation and was used to
validate the above principles. Figure 6 shows a comparison of
laboratory measurements versus predictions from computer
simulations. In the absence a magnetic nozzle (left-hand side)
the plasma profile is very broad, with an opening angle of
nearly 45◦ in both laboratory measurements and computer

simulations (Wingleeet al., 2007). The magnetic field lines
in this case also remain highly divergent. With the addition
of a magnetic nozzle (right-hand side) very much stronger
collimation of the beam is seen in both the laboratory mea-
surements and computer simulations. The beam divergence is
nearly one third of the no-nozzle case, and the measure bulk
speed of the plasma along the axis was measured to be about
30% faster. The self-focusing effect is seen in that the magnet
field lines are pulled into the plasma beam so that the diver-
gence is much less than the mapping of the field lines in the
absence of any plasma injection. The experimental data also
showed that the width of the beam profile decreased in time
(Wingleeet al., 2007).

The longer-term evolution of the system cannot be eval-
uated in the laboratory because of interactions with the
chamber wall. However, the computer simulations as shown
in Figure 7 indicate that the self-collimation continues on

Figure 6. Change in performance of a plasma thruster without (left-hand side panels (a)–(c)) and with a magnetic nozzle (right-hand side
panels (d)–(e)). The top shows the optical emissions, the middle shows the measured density at 60 cm downstream, and the bottom shows
the computed plasma profile and field line mapping for the two different configurations. The plasma plume and magnetic field are highly
divergent on the left-hand side in both the laboratory results and computer simulations. The addition of nozzle leads to a highly collimated
beam well downstream of the nozzle, and the alignment of the magnetic field along the axis is much stronger because of induced plasma
current.
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Figure 7. Continuation of the computer simulations of the nozzle configuration in Figure 6 over longer length and time scales. At any fixed
position along the beam, the magnetic field is pulled into the beam to create a strong axial magnetic field and the collimation of the beam
increases with time; that is, the plasma beam is self-collimating.

large time and length scales well beyond the actual nozzle
magnet. On longer times scales the induced plasma currents
are sufficient to fully straighten the magnetic field lines –
essentially producing a magnetic field configuration anal-
ogous to a long solenoid condition. Within this solenoid
configuration these field lines are straight, which would
enable beamed plasma propagation with little divergence, as
seen in the almost straight the contours of the beam energy
density, parallel to the magnetic field lines.

If this self-collimation were to be validated in space,
then it opens up the possibility of beam-plasma systems
for augmenting spacecraft propulsion. It would be particu-
larly important as it would enable the separation of power
and propulsion from the actual payload itself. In the beam
plasma scenario, one would require a high-power (MW) beam
plasma system in LEO to accelerate payloads. The interna-
tional space station with a mass of 300 000 kg now has power
generation capabilities of 100 kW. Lithium ion battery stor-
age yields∼0.4 kW h kg−1 (or 1.5 MJ kg−1). If about half
the mass were comprised of batteries, there would be enough

energy onboard to give a 10 000-kg payload a�V of about
3 km s−1, which is more than enough energy to go from low
Earth orbit to a geosynchronous orbit. Once in the higher
orbit chemical or electric propulsion on the spacecraft could
be used to circularize its orbit. If the orbit is not modified,
then it will continue to have its perigee near the space sta-
tion. In this latter case, another boost can be applied to raise
the orbit further and even give the payload sufficient�V to
escape Earth.

Two important aspects need to be noted here. First, the
amount of mass of the batteries required for the boost is higher
than that needed for a chemical rocket to produce the same
orbital maneuver to geosynchronous transfer. Cost savings
only start to occur if the system is used on multi-spacecraft
and/or multiple boosts to raise or lower and orbit on a single
spacecraft. Second, in delivering the impulse onto the pay-
load, the space station will experience a back reaction that
will modify its orbit. However, the difference in the size of
the Systems means that the space station will experience a
much smaller�V . This�V can be corrected to by the same
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Figure 8. A fast return trip to Mars using M2P2 that intercepts a
high-power plasma beam in an analogous fashion as in the exper-
imental setup in Figure 4. By separating the power load from the
power system needed to create the plasma beam, the payload can be
accelerated to very high speed to enable a return mission within 100
days. In additional to high speed, this system also has the advantage
that the infrastructure for creating the beam can be used on a wide
range of missions to yield a very cost-effective system.

system used to boost the payload. Because plasma propul-
sion units are being used, the mass expended is very much
less than would be used for chemical rockets.

If the battery/payload mass ratio is increased from
15:1 in the above example to 150:1 (either by increas-
ing the mass of the batteries or reducing the mass of
the payload),�Vs> 20 km s−1 are possible. A chemi-
cal rocket attaining the same speed launched from the
ground would require a fuel-to-payload mass ratio nearly
an order of magnitude higher. With this�V a fast trip

to Mars in about 50 days is possible. However, break-
ing at Mars would require a similar system to decelerate
the payload and enable orbital insertion. This fast speed
is important because the planets at this time are still in
close proximity, as shown in Figure 8. A Hohmann trans-
fer orbit to Mars (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hohmann
transferorbit) requires 259 days, by which time Earth and
Mars are on the opposite side of the Sun, and a return to
Earth is not possible until the planets realign. In the high�V
mission scenario the mission can stay at Mars for∼11 days
and still have time to make the return to Earth using the same
infrastructure that was on the outward leg. In this fashion a
fast return trip of<100 days is possible. An important fea-
ture of the beam system is that multiple payloads could be
routinely launched to a variety of different locations once the
plasma-beaming infrastructure is in place. This architecture
could greatly facilitate a broad range of missions throughout
the solar system at reduced cost.

5 SUMMARY

Magnetic plasma sails deflecting either the solar wind or
plasma beams offer an important way to increase access to
space beyond low Earth orbit. The fact that plasma can be
both directed by a magnetic field as well as generate currents
to modify the magnetic field is an important tool, and its appli-
cations are only just beginning. If missions continue to rely
on carrying all the propellant and power onboard the space-
craft, then their costs will remain high. Plasma sail technology
offers substantial savings and high�V orbits that can enable
missions that are not possible with conventional chemical
rocket systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Electrical energy in the form of radio-frequency (RF)
(<1 GHz) waves or microwaves (>1 GHz) can also be used
to heat a propellant gas to plasma temperatures followed by a
gasdynamic converging–diverging nozzle expansion. These
plasmas are electrodeless in that an electric current is not
passed through the gas by means of electrodes but is induced
in the gas by unsteady electric and/or magnetic fields. Thus
the problems associated with electrodes, such as electrode
erosion that can limit thruster lifetime and performance losses
due to heat transfer from the electrodes, problems inher-
ent with arcjets, for example, are avoided. Both RF and
microwave thrusters couple their electrical energy to free
electrons in the gas, which then transfer their energy to the gas
atoms or molecules through elastic and inelastic collisions.
Because the electric and magnetic fields are alternating, the
electrons are not able to transit the entire body of the gas
before they are forced to reverse direction and thus are con-
fined within the body of the gas except for diffusion to the
walls of the chamber.

2 RADIO-FREQUENCY THRUSTERS

2.1 Radio-frequency plasma generation
and heating

RF energy in the MHz range of frequencies can be coupled
to a propellant gas to heat it to plasma temperatures by two
means:

1. capacitively coupled (E-mode); and
2. inductively coupled (H-mode).

Both types of coupling are usually involved to some extent in
a given RF device. A capacitively coupled thruster uses two
electrodes that can be exterior to the plasma chamber or form
part of the end walls to establish an alternating electric field
that is generated by an RF source typically in the megahertz
range (thus the name E-mode). This is shown schematically in
Figure 1. The alternating axial electric field induces an alter-
nating axial electron motion through which the electrons gain
energy from the electric field and transfer their gained energy
to the gas through elastic and inelastic collisions. Due to the
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Figure 1. Capacitively coupled radio-frequency electrothermal
thruster.
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Figure 2. Inductively coupled radio-frequency electrothermal
thruster.

open circuit between the electrodes, a capacitively coupled
thruster possesses a high load impedance.

An inductively coupled thruster transmits the RF energy
through a coil that is wrapped around the exterior of the cham-
ber. The alternating current in the coil generates an alternating
axial magnetic field within the chamber, which by Maxwell’s
equations induces an alternating azimuthal electric field
within the chamber, which then induces electron motion and
the transfer of the electric energy to the gas through electron
collisions. This is shown schematically in Figure 2. Due to the
closed circuit at the output of the RF source, an inductively
coupled thruster possesses a low load impedance.

As mentioned above, both types of coupling, E- and H-
mode, occur in both thrusters. The unsteady axial electric field
in the capacitively coupled thruster generates an azimuthal
magnetic field while the voltage drop across the coil in the
inductively coupled thruster results in an axial electric field
component. Capacitively coupled plasmas transfer the RF
power to the plasma more efficiently at low gas pressures,
and thus are used extensively for plasma processing of semi-
conductors and other situations where a low-pressure plasma
is desired. Moreover, in an inductively coupled RF plasma,
the initial breakdown of the gas is due to capacitive coupling
(E-mode), and a transition to inductive coupling (H-mode)
occurs at a certain RF power threshold that is a function of
the propellant gas pressure (a higher gas pressure requires a
higher RF power for transition), composition, chamber size,
and RF frequency. The E-mode plasma will be brightest at
the two ends of the chamber while the H-mode plasma will
fill the entire chamber (Hopkins, Micci and Bilèn, 2009).
In an E-mode plasma, only approximately 20% of the RF
power is absorbed in the plasma while after transition to
an H-mode plasma approximately 75% of the RF power is
absorbed (Ostrikov, Xu and Yu, 2000). Lee and Chung (2006)
showed that the percentage of the RF power that can be capac-
itively coupled to a plasma is a maximum at a relatively
low electron number density then decreases as the electron
number density increases. A greater percentage of the RF
power is transferred to the plasma by inductive coupling
and the maximum percentage occurs at an electron number

density approximately three orders of magnitude higher than
that for maximum capacitive coupling. Capacitive coupling
efficiency decreases with electron density above the plasma
cut-off density because the RF waves are damped in the skin
layer (even though the scale of the skin layer is much larger
than the chamber radius) while inductive coupling increases
due to the reduction of the capacitive sheath and the increase
in electrons available to support a current, but only to a point.
When the electron number density increases to the point
where the skin depth is finally reduced to the scale of the
chamber radius, the inductively transferred power begins to
decrease with electron density, although stable operation in
the H-mode requires a skin depth5 0.8165 times the chamber
radius (Lee and Chung, 2006).

2.2 Radio-frequency thruster laboratory results

Since a high chamber gas pressure (i.e., 105 Pa or higher)
is desired in an electrothermal thruster in order to minimize
frozen flow losses due to propellant ionization and disso-
ciation and maximize thrust per mass, the vast majority of
RF electrothermal thrusters have utilized inductive coupling.
Although kilowatt levels of RF power are required to transi-
tion from an E-mode to an H-mode plasma at atmospheric gas
pressures, the large amount of hysteresis associated with the
phenomenon allows the E-mode to H-mode transition to be
undertaken at low gas pressures, with the H-mode able to be
maintained either as the gas pressure is increased or as the RF
power is decreased (El-Fayoumi, Jones and Turner, 1998).

Although no operational RF electrothermal thrusters
have been developed, several inductively coupled laboratory
models have been operated and various aspects of their per-
formance characterized. Pollard, Lichtin and Cohen (1987) at
The Aerospace Corporation studied a 100-W thruster operat-
ing at an RF frequency of 36 MHZ with a variety of gas
mixtures. For a mixture of 3% O2 in helium, they mea-
sured via time-of-flight mass spectroscopy a specific impulse
of 377 s, which when combined with the mass flow rate
measurement yielded a thrust of 12.6 mN and a thruster effi-
ciency of 20%, where thruster efficiency is defined to be the
exhaust kinetic energy divided by the input RF or microwave
power. The RF power itself can be generated with an effi-
ciency of 83% using current solid-state technology (Frey,
1999). Breweret al. (1989) at General Electric examined
an RF thruster operating at 2.35 MHz at much higher pow-
ers levels, up to 70 kW. The propellants used were argon,
helium, and mixtures of the two. Their best performance
was obtained with helium/argon mixtures, with a maximum
specific impulse of 583 s inferred from pressure rise measure-
ments with a fixed mass flow rate when the plasma is ignited
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and an efficiency of 44%. Bondet al. (1990) at Culham Labo-
ratory in the UK experimented with a 5-kW thruster operating
at 2 MHz with argon propellant. Once again by inference from
pressure rise measurements when the plasma is ignited, they
reported a specific impulse of 123 s at an efficiency of 18%.

3 MICROWAVE THRUSTERS

3.1 Microwave plasma generation and heating

RF electrothermal thrusters suffer from three major short-
comings:

1. the plasma fills the entire gas-containing chamber caus-
ing significant heat loss through the chamber walls;

2. large amounts of RF power are required to sustain plas-
mas at atmospheric pressure or higher; and

3. microwave energy can be generated more efficiently than
RF energy, up to 90% when magnetrons are used to
generate the microwave power (Barkeret al., 2005).

Several advantages ensue when the frequency of the elec-
tromagnetic energy is increased to the microwave range. First,
less power is required to ignite and sustain a plasma due
to better matching between the microwave frequency and
the electron-neutral collision frequency. Second, microwave
wavelengths (<10 cm) are much smaller than RF wave-
lengths (>1 m) and are the same order of magnitude as
the characteristic chamber dimensions, enabling absorption
within tuned resonant microwave structures. Also, due to
the small skin depths in conductors at microwave frequen-
cies, microwave energy can be completely contained within
waveguides and resonant cavity structures, eliminating radi-
ation of microwave energy outside of the thruster.

There are several methods by which microwave energy
can be coupled into a propellant gas to ignite and sus-
tain a plasma (Micci, 1984); however, they all ultimately
depend on the microwave energy being absorbed on the sur-
face of the plasma because the plasma skin depth is less
than the characteristic dimensions of the plasma. The first
method involves the ignition and sustainment of a propellant
gas plasma within a resonant microwave cavity. Microwave
cavities are typically hollow rectangles or cylinders with con-
ducting (i.e., metallic) walls with dimensions sized relative
to the microwave frequency such that one or more microwave
standing wave modes can exist within the cavity. This con-
figuration is shown schematically in Figure 3. The propellant
gas is contained within a flow channel that is located within a
resonant cavity with the microwave energy coupled into the
cavity by one of several available methods; for example, aper-

Resonant cavity

Gas Plasma

Microwave energy

Figure 3. Microwave resonant cavity heated plasma.

tures, loops, antennas, and so on (Gandhi, 1981). The flow
channel is fabricated from a high-temperature dielectric that
does not absorb microwave power such as quartz or a ceramic
like boron nitride (BN) and also serves to confine the plasma.

A second method uses a surface-wave plasma to absorb
the microwave energy and transfer it to the gas to increase its
temperature. A surface-wave plasma is a plasma that is ini-
tiated within a microwave structure such as a coaxial line, a
waveguide or a resonant cavity, and then extends what can be
a significant distance outside the microwave structure (Aliev,
Schluter and Shivarova, 2000). Microwave energy also prop-
agates outside of the microwave structure along the interface
between the plasma and a surrounding dielectric, which could
be the surrounding gas. The microwave energy is absorbed as
it propagates along the surface of the plasma and the resultant
heat transferred into the interior of the plasma. One manifes-
tation of this method that has been adopted for a thruster
application is shown in Figure 4. The microwave energy is
coupled to the thruster via a coaxial transmission line that ter-
minates with an open circuit. The propellant gas is introduced
through the coaxial line annulus with the plasma forming at
the open circuit.

A third method uses the phenomenon that a plasma ignited
by microwave energy propagating in a waveguide will itself
then propagate toward the direction that the microwave
energy is coming from (Figure 5). The plasma propagation

Gas

Microwave energy Plasma

Figure 4. Surface-wave microwave plasma excited at the open ter-
mination of a coaxial transmission line.
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Figure 5. Propagating microwave plasma traveling toward source
of microwave power and stabilized by propellant gas counterflow.

velocity is a function of the microwave power and frequency,
and the gas pressure and composition. The plasma can be
stabilized within the waveguide by a flow of propellant gas
traveling in the same direction as the microwave energy and
either matching the flow velocity of the gas to the plasma
propagation velocity or providing a recirculation zone, sim-
ilar to a flameholder in a combustion system, where locally
the plasma velocity matches the flow velocity but elsewhere
cannot propagate upstream. Although both techniques for
stabilizing a propagating plasma have been demonstrated in
the laboratory (Mueller and Micci, 1992), this method for
heating a propellant gas has yet to be adopted for propulsion
purposes.

3.2 Microwave thruster laboratory results

Initial work on a microwave heated electrothermal thruster
was conducted at the NASA Lewis Research Center
(now NASA Glenn Research Center) in conjunction with
Michigan State University. The microwave frequency used
was 2.45 GHz, the industrial heating frequency, due to
the available and inexpensive magnetron microwave power
sources derived from the microwave oven and food process-
ing industries. Microwave power levels were on the order of a
kilowatt. The first method examined for applying microwave
power to heat the propellant was the surface-wave plasma
generated at the open termination of a coaxial transmission
line as shown in Figure 4 (Whitehair, Asmussen and Nakan-
ishi, 1984; Hawleyet al., 1989). Nitrogen plasmas were
created and studied in this configuration. It was found, how-
ever, that the plasma transferred a large amount of heat to
the central conductor, causing it to erode and requiring active
cooling of the conductor. The researchers subsequently exam-
ined microwave resonant cylindrical cavity plasma thrusters
using hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, and argon at chamber
pressures up to one atmosphere (Whitehair, Asmussen and
Nakanishi, 1987; Hawleyet al., 1989). They found that the
performance was limited by heat transfer from the plasma
to the walls of the flow channel. Resonant cavity plasmas
were also created with helium, nitrogen, and hydrogen at
the NASA Lewis Research Center at 915 MHz with up to
11 kW of power (Power and Sullivan, 1993). Since the energy

transfer process from the microwaves to the plasma is not
a resonant process that requires a specific wavelength, any
microwave frequency can be used to create a plasma, how-
ever, due to the lower frequency a much larger resonant cavity
was utilized. In this work it was shown that a high-strength
axial magnetic field generated by a superconducting magnet
acted to constrict the plasma as it exited the resonant cavity.

Work on microwave resonant cavity plasma thrusters con-
tinued at The Pennsylvania State University to determine if
helium and nitrogen plasmas could be stabilized within the
resonant cavity without the need for a confining flow chan-
nel and the resultant performance losses (Balaam and Micci,
1992, 1995). It was found that the plasma would stabilize
within the cavity without the need for confining walls at a
region of high electric field that is dictated by the standing
wave mode excited within the cavity. For a TM011 (TM refers
to transverse magnetic) mode, two of these regions exist along
the axis of the cavity at the opposing ends of the cavity, while
for the longer cavity TM012 mode, three regions exist along
the axis at both ends and at the midplane, with the ideal loca-
tion for propulsive purposes being at the end of the cavity at
the entrance to the converging–diverging nozzle. However,
as input power was increased, the plasma would move off of
the axis due to the asymmetric input of microwave energy
into the cavity (Figure 3).

This problem was alleviated by Sullivan and Micci (1994)
and Sullivanet al. (1995) by bringing the microwave energy
into the resonant cavity in an axisymmetric manner by using
a coaxial transmission line coupled to an antenna at one end
of the cavity aligned with the longitudinal axis (Figure 6).
The cavity itself became the propellant gas pressure vessel.
Additional plasma stability was obtained by the tangential
injection of the propellant gas at the nozzle end of the resonant
cavity to create a swirling flow within the cavity, resulting in
a radial pressure gradient that acted to confine the plasma
along the cavity axis. Tangential gas injection also acts to
cool the inside walls of the cavity. The TM011 mode was
used resulting in a cylindrical cavity 16 cm long and 10 cm

Resonant cavity 

Plasma

Dielectric
separation

plate

Tangential
gas injection

Microwave energy

Figure 6. Resonant cavity microwave thruster.
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in radius. The plasma was prevented from forming at the
antenna end of the cavity by including a high-temperature
dielectric diaphragm such as quartz or BN at the midplane of
the cavity and separately controlling the pressure in the two
halves of the cavity. The antenna half of the cavity would be
kept pressurized to inhibit plasma formation while the gas
pressure in the nozzle half would be reduced until plasma
ignition occurred. Once a plasma is ignited, the propellant
in the nozzle end of the cavity would absorb all additional
microwave power and permit operation at kilowatt levels of
microwave power at gas pressures above atmospheric. When
first ignited at low pressure, the plasma is diffuse and fills the
entire cavity. However, as gas pressure and microwave power
are increased, the plasma constricts to a much brighter sphere
or ellipsoid located along the cavity axis at the nozzle end of
the cavity, permitting efficient heating of the propellant before
it enters the nozzle. This process occurs because the plasma
actually acts as a solid body, forcing the colder propellant
gas to flow around it before it can exit through the nozzle
(Raizer, 1991). This thruster used hydrogen, helium, nitro-
gen, and water vapor as the propellant gas. All subsequent
microwave thrusters developed at Penn State utilized this
configuration.

Using emission spectroscopy of the rotational spectra,
Chianese and Micci (2006) measured the rotational gas tem-
perature for oxygen and nitrogen plasmas within the resonant
cavity at kilowatt levels of 2.45-GHz microwave power.
Due to the quick equilibration of rotational and translational
energy modes, the rotational temperature will be the same
as the translational temperature. Temperatures of 2000 K for
oxygen and 5500 K for nitrogen were measured and found to
be nearly constant over a range of input power levels and gas
pressures. Oxygen temperatures were found to be lower due
to additional vibrational energy modes excited by the elec-
tron collisions. Figure 7 shows the thruster operating with
nitrogen propellant exhausting into atmospheric pressure. A
microwave blocking quartz window is installed in the side of
the resonant cavity in order to observe the plasma; however,
such windows would not be used in operational thrusters.
The bright compact plasma is visible at the nozzle end of the
resonant cavity.

Further work at The Pennsylvania State University exam-
ined resonant cavity microwave thrusters at frequencies
higher than the 2.45-GHz microwave oven frequency. Going
to a higher frequency reduces the resonant cavity dimensions
proportionally to the reduction in the microwave wave-
length, and has the effect of increasing the microwave energy
deposited per volume. Also, at these higher frequencies, trav-
eling wave tube amplifiers fed by a microwave signal source
become another viable source for the microwave energy
along with the previously used magnetrons. Initial higher

Figure 7. Kilowatt-class 2.45 GHz microwave thruster operating
with nitrogen propellant exhausting into atmospheric pressure.

frequency work at Penn State used 100 W of microwave
power at a frequency of 7.5 GHz, resulting in a resonant cav-
ity approximately 5 cm long and 3 cm in diameter. Souliez
et al. (2000) verified that an increase in microwave energy
deposited per volume did indeed improve performance by
comparing 100-W 2.45- and 7.5-GHz thrusters using helium,
nitrogen, and ammonia. Emission spectroscopy was used to
measure the Doppler shift of radiating helium gas at the cen-
ter of the nozzle exit plane to obtain the gas velocity and thus
specific impulse. Specific impulses as high as 1330 s were
measured along the nozzle centerline at a specific power of
30 MJ kg−1. Figure 8 shows a 7.5-GHz thruster operating in

Figure 8. Microwave thruster (7.5 GHz) operating at 80 W with
helium propellant exhausting into vacuum.
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a vacuum facility at 80 W of microwave power with helium
propellant.

More recent work on 7.5-GHz, 100-W microwave
thrusters examined the use of cold simulated hydrazine
decomposition products (i.e., a mixture of hydrogen, nitro-
gen, and ammonia depending on the amount of ammonia
decomposition) as the propellant (Clemens, Micci and Bilèn,
2006). This concept is similar in principle to the hydrazine
arcjet except that the microwave thruster can operate either
as a pure chemical monopropellant thruster using the heat
released by the hydrazine decomposition process alone or as
an electric thruster where electrical energy is added to the
hot hydrazine decomposition products to further increase the
exhaust velocity and specific impulse. The thruster was found
capable of creating plasmas at 100 W across the entire range
of ammonia decomposition fractions.

The latest work on microwave thrusters in this frequency
range reduced the cavity size slightly by going to 8.5 GHz,
the satellite X band uplink frequency, while increasing the
input microwave power up to 350 W (Blumet al., 2009).
It was found that an increase in power resulted in an
increased specific impulse for both ammonia and cold simu-
lated hydrazine decomposition products. A specific impulse
as high as 550 s for ammonia propellant was deduced from
the chamber pressure increase between operation with and
without the microwave power. Vacuum chamber thrust stand
measurements are ongoing at the time of this writing. A
major difficulty in conducting thrust stand measurements for
microwave thrusters is the effect of buoyancy on the uncon-
fined plasma within the resonant cavity. All previous thrust
measurements for electric thrusters were conducted with the
thruster in a horizontal orientation to avoid requiring the
thrust stand to bear the weight of the thruster while trying
to discern the thrust force that typically is a small fraction
of the thruster weight. However, operation of a microwave
thruster in a horizontal orientation on Earth results in buoy-
ancy forces on the hot but lower density plasma, pushing
the plasma off the resonant cavity axis and away from the
entrance to the nozzle, decreasing the heating of the propel-
lant gas and reducing thruster performance. Current thrust
stand testing involves the development of a vertically oriented
microwave thruster.

Continuing the increase in microwave frequency, prelim-
inary work has been done on a microwave resonant cavity
thruster operating at 14.5 GHz, which is the satellite Ku band
uplink frequency (Goovaerts, Bilèn and Micci, 2007). The
resonant cavity dimensions are now approximately 2 cm long
and 1 cm in diameter. Reflecting once again the increase in
microwave energy deposited per volume, helium and nitro-
gen plasmas were ignited and sustained with only 10 W of
microwave power. Due to the low power levels these thrusters

can operate at, solid-state microwave amplifiers fed by a
microwave signal source become a third alternative for the
microwave power source along with magnetrons and travel-
ing wave tube amplifiers.

4 SUMMARY

Both RF and microwave electromagnetic energy can be used
to heat a propellant gas to plasma temperatures followed
by a gasdynamic converging–diverging nozzle expansion
in an electrothermal rocket mode. Due to the much larger
RF wavelengths (>1 m), RF plasmas fill the entire absorp-
tion chamber while microwaves, with an order of magnitude
smaller wavelength (<10 cm), can be focused to produce
plasmas that are smaller than the chamber and at a desired
optimal location. Because of this, microwave thrusters have
demonstrated the capability of delivering higher performance
than RF thrusters. High specific impulses have been mea-
sured for microwave thrusters for both helium and ammonia
propellants.
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1 PHYSICS OF FUSION PROPULSION

The most commonly cited fusion reactions of interest to space
propulsion involve deuterium (D), tritium (T) and helium
(He3) and are given in Table 1. The figures in the brack-
ets following the reaction products are the particle energies
in MeV, and “α ” is the mass fraction converted to energy in
the reaction by Einstein’s equation, E = mc2.

We note that 80% of the energy release in the DT reaction
appears in the neutrons (n) while about 35% of that released
in the neutron branch of the DD reaction appears in these
particles. This fact is especially noteworthy since the first
generation terrestrial fusion reactors are expected to employ
the DT fuel cycle due to its low ignition temperature. The
power generated by these reactions comes primarily from the
neutrons, which are also used to breed the tritium in lithium
blankets surrounding the reactor core. The use of neutron-
producing fusion reactions is however not desirable in space
propulsion applications since they lead to weight penalties in
the form of shielding mass needed to stop neutron damage

in various structural components of the vehicle. These high
energy neutrons can also cause radiation-induced faults in
sensitive areas as well as in the waste heat radiation equip-
ment that are employed to dissipate the heat produced in
the shields during the stopping process. As an illustration of
the seriousness of this problem, a design of a pulsed fusion
rocket propulsion (Hyde, Wood and Nuckols, 1972) showed
that approximately 20 billion watts of neutron generated heat
had to be dissipated requiring 20 tons of shield mass, and
14 tons of radiators to dispose of this heat alone. This is to be
compared with a payload mass of 100 tons and a total propul-
sion system mass of 300 tons. Because of the sizable weight
penalties associated with neutrons in systems employing the
DT fuel cycle, it is often suggested that the D-He3 fuel cycle
is more desirable for space applications since the reaction
products, namely the alpha particle (He4) and the proton (p)
are charged particles and can therefore be directed into the
exhaust by the use of magnetic field, and hence all the reac-
tion energy may be utilized. As shown in Table 1, the D-He3

reaction is more difficult to ignite than DT or DD. Moreover,
neutron production is not totally avoidable due to the DD
reactions in the primary fuel and DT reactions between the

Table 1. Fusion reactions of interest to space propulsion.

Ignition
Reaction Fusion fuel cycles temperature (◦C) α

D + D
50%−→ T(1.01) + p(3.02)
50%−→ He3(0.82) + n(2.45)

300 × 106 0.0011

0.0009
D + T −→ He4(3.5) + n(14.1) 50 × 106 0.0038
D + He3 −→ He4(3.6) + p(14.7) 500 × 106 0.0039
p + B11 −→ 3He4(8.7) 8.1 × 10−4
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primary deuterium and secondary tritium. It has been shown
(Santarius, 2005) that the fraction of fusion energy released
as neutrons in a D-He3 fuel cycle operating at an ion tem-
perature of 100 keV ranges from about 2% for He3:D ratio
of 3:1 to about 6% for He3:D ratio of 1:2 assuming that 50%
of the tritium produced in side reactions is also burned. This
fact did not go unnoticed for instance in the design of the
propulsion system of another pulsed fusion rocket (Bond and
Martin, 1978), which was aimed at reaching Barnard’s star at
a distance of 6 light years from the sun. Here, pellets contain-
ing D-He3 fuel were compressed and ignited by relativistic
electron beams to produce the needed energy.

For a fusion reactor to be effective as a propulsion device,
it must be self-sustaining by satisfying what is known as
the Lawson criterion. This criterion is simply a statement
of the conservation of energy as applied to a volume element
of a uniform plasma situated in the reactor. It is expressed
mathematically by

n1n2 〈σv〉 τE − τ (PB + PC) = 3

2
(n1T1 + n2T2) (1)

where n1 and n2 are the densities of the interacting particles
(e.g., D and T), 〈σv〉 the Maxwellian velocity (v) averaged
fusion cross section (σ), often referred to as the reaction rate
(cm3 s−1), E is portion of the fusion energy that appears in
the charged particle product of the reaction (e.g., He4 in the
case of DT) that remains in the plasma to keep it hot, and τ the
plasma confinement time in the system. The reaction rate for
various fuel cycles (Kammash, 1975) is temperature depen-
dent and has a value, for example, of 1.1 × 10−16 cm3 s−1 for
DT at a temperature of 10 keV. The quantities PB and PC refer
to the radiation power emitted by the plasma in the form of
Bremsstrahlung (PB) and synchrotron radiation (PC) if the
plasma is situated in a magnetic field. They represent losses
from the system while the first term on the left-hand side of
equation (1) represents the energy source. The right-hand side
of the equation in question represents the thermal energies of
the interacting species whose temperatures are indicated by
T1 and T2, respectively. When the net energy produced in the
system is exactly equal to the thermal energy, the system is
said to be operating at a “breakeven” condition. For terrestrial
applications, clearly, the reactor must produce much more
power than that required to heat it to ignition, while for space
applications, this condition may not be as stringent. While
Bremsstrahlung arises in a hot plasma due to the acceleration
that the ions experience as a result of Coulomb interactions
with other charged particles, the synchrotron radiation is
emitted primarily by the electrons due to the acceleration
they experience in their gyrational motion around magnetic
field lines. Such motion is characterized by the cyclotron

frequency ωc = (qB) / (mc), with q being the charge, B the
magnetic field strength, m the mass of the particle, and c the
speed of light, and a radius of gyration, rL = v⊥/ωc, defined
by the ratio of the electron’s perpendicular velocity (v⊥) to
the magnetic field divided by its gyrofrequency. If in equa-
tion (1) we take the ion densities n1 and n2 to be equal and
represented by ni, and their temperatures T1 and T2 to also
be equal and designated by Ti, then by invoking charge neu-
trality whereby ni is set equal to the electron density, ne, and
thermal equilibrium where Ti = Te, then PB can be written
as (Kammash, 1975)

PB = 2.14 × 10−30n2
pT

1/2
e Wcm−3 (2)

and Pc as (Kilcrease and Kirkpatrick, 1988)

Pc = 5 × 10−32n2
pT

2
e

β

(
1 + Te

204

)
(1 − Re) Wcm−3 (3)

In these equations, we have let ni = ne = np with np being
the plasma density, and the electron temperature expressed in
kilo-electron-volts (keV). Equation (3) includes a reflection
coefficient, Re, for the surface that might surround the plasma
in the reactor, and with perfect reflection the synchrotron
radiation may be fully absorbed in the plasma, thereby con-
tributing to its heating. Both equations (2) and (3) further
reveal that at low electron temperature, most of the radia-
tive loss is in the form of continuous x-rays (PB), whereas at
higher temperatures, it is dominated by PC. In a propulsion
device, it is deemed desirable to have sufficiently hot ions to
produce large specific impulse (Isp) and relatively cool elec-
trons to minimize the amount of emitted radiation. But if the
two species are so confined as to reach thermal equilibrium,
then it is unavoidable that good propulsive characteristics will
be accompanied by severe radiation problems that must be
carefully addressed. It should be noted that the quantity β

that appears in equation (3), which is defined as

β = neTe + niTi

B2/(8�)
≤ 1 (4)

and represents the ratio of the plasma pressure to the mag-
netic field pressure and thus reflects the effectiveness of the
magnetic field in confining the hot plasma. In the absence of
such a field, Pc clearly vanishes. Returning to equation (1)
and applying it to a DT fuel cycle at 10 keV temperature and
invoking the assumptions noted above, we see that it reduces
to

npτ = 1014 (5)
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which is often referred to as the Lawson criterion. We imme-
diately observe that if np = 1014, then the confinement time
τ must be at least one second in order for the system to be
self sustaining, and if np ∼ 1023 cm−3 (comparable to solid
state density), then τ becomes on the order of a nanosecond
(10−9 s). These two values of density and confinement time
effectively define the two major approaches to fusion power
and hence to fusion propulsion.

The low density, long confinement time generally char-
acterizes magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) where an
externally applied magnetic field is used to confine the
plasma. In open-ended devices, the magnetic field config-
uration is such that it is stronger at the ends than it is at the
center so that the plasma is reflected towards the center by
the fields at the ends, which literally serve as “mirrors”. The
ratio of the mirror field strength to that at the center is des-
ignated by the mirror ratio R, and some plasma will always
escape the system unless R = ∞, which is clearly not achiev-
able. Even at modest R-values, end losses can be sizable, a
fact that led to the demise of the simple mirror as a potential
terrestrial power reactor. Equally as evident, however, is that
such a magnetic configuration is quite suitable for propul-
sion applications provided it is designed with unequal mirror
ratios at opposite ends.

The closed-ended devices such as the “tokamak” were
introduced to address the end losses that plagued the
mirror machines by making them geometrically toroidal.
Whereas the magnetic configuration in mirrors are cylin-
drically symmetric with effectively parallel and open field
lines throughout, it is much more complicated in toroidal
systems making them significantly more difficult to serve as
propulsion devices. As a result, much more emphasis has
been placed on open-ended devices for propulsion applica-
tions as evidenced by the many studies conducted in this
area.

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) has captured most of
the propulsion interest due to the large amounts of energy
that can be generated by very high density plasma in very
short times without reliance on external agents to confine it.
As noted earlier, densities on the order of solid-state den-
sities (∼1024 cm−3) and confinement times on the order of
nanoseconds (10−9 s) characterize this approach to fusion
power. This is often accomplished by imploding tiny, fuel-
containing pellets by such drivers as lasers and/or charged
particle beams – electron or ion beams. Although the Lawson
criterion given by equation (5) applies to ICF, it is often
expressed in terms of the product of the pellet’s density (ρ)
and radius (r), specifically rρ ≥ 3 g cm−2 (Duderstadt and
Moses, 1982). Reference to this form of pellet performance
permeates most of the propulsion studies utilizing the ICF
approach. In fact, it is often noted (Duderstadt and Moses,

1982) that rρ = 2–5 is required for the DT fuel cycle while
rρ = 10–20 is needed for the DD reactions.

Human exploration of space relies very much on the avail-
ability of high-performance rockets that must have a large
exhaust velocity and a low mass propellant; present vehi-
cles lack one or both of these attributes. Nuclear-pulsed
propulsion permits a rocket to meet both these goals, and
to a lesser extent, steady-state operating systems as well.
Projects initiated in the late 1950s (Nance, 1965) intended
to use nuclear bombs to propel spaceships. In “Orion”, thrust
would be produced when the nuclear debris hit a pusher
plate, while in “Helios” the explosion was to be contained
within a blast chamber with the propellant expelled through
a nozzle. Fission based bombs were considered in these
schemes. The first few detonated would be small – around
0.1 kilotons. They would gradually increase in energy with
the last yielding about 20 kilotons. The mass of the propul-
sion system was about 91 metric tons (mT), and the thrust
was near 3.2 × 107 N with a specific impulse that averaged
near 2500 s. Apparently higher specific impulses could have
been obtained in such systems. Solem (1993, 1994) has pro-
posed a variation on the Orion concept, called “Medusa”
where the pusher plate and shock absorbers are replaced by
a parachute and cords, respectively. Medusa had a predicted
specific impulse of 13 800 s–43 500 s and average thrust to
weight ratio of 0.003–0.030. For both Medusa and Orion,
greater performances could have been achieved using fusion
devices. The difficulty faced by these efforts that ultimately
led to their demise was that they had to use fission energy to
drive the explosion. This required fairly large pulse units and
led to problems concerning the acquisition and subsequent
release of fissile material. When lasers were invented, it was
very quickly realized that they could, in principle, provide
the pulsed power required to initiate small fusion explosion.

By the start of the 1970s, progress in high-power laser
and particle beam technology led to the initiation of pro-
grams to develop inertial confinement fusion (ICF) for
terrestrial power plants. It also led to renewed interest in
inertial fusion rockets. Rocket designs (Boyer and Balcomb,
1971) were presented that used ICF micro-explosions with
Orion- and Helios-style thrust chambers. However, the use
of smaller explosions permitted the introduction of magnetic
thrust chamber designs (Winterberg, 1971; Hyde, Wood and
Nuckols, 1972). In these concepts, a fusion pellet is exploded
within a magnetic nozzle. As the resultant pellet debris
expands, it is controlled by magnetic fields and expelled by
them from the thrust chamber. This configuration produces
thrust, while preventing the pellet debris from physically hit-
ting the rocket. An inertial fusion rocket generally consists
of three major systems: the fusion pellet, the “driver,” which
implodes and ignites it, and the thrust chamber that uses
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the micro-explosion to produce thrust. In the following sec-
tion, a selection of pulsed fusion systems will be presented,
with the selectivity based, in part, on the fuel cycle they
employed.

2 PULSED FUSION PROPULSION

One of the earliest studies of pulsed fusion propulsion (Hyde,
Wood and Nuckols, 1972) employed DT fuel pellets in a
laser fusion system to propel a vehicle with a total mass
of 300 metric tons (mT) to reach points within and beyond
the solar system. The choice of the fuel is based on its low
ignition temperature (see Table 1), but sizable mass penal-
ties are paid to address the large amounts of heat (∼1010 W)
generated by the neutrons. Twenty tons of shield mass, and
14 tons of radiators are required to dispose of this heat alone.
This is to be compared with a payload of 100 tons, and a
total propulsion mass of 300 tons consisting of the laser sys-
tem (151 tons), thrust chamber (54 tons), energy distribution
(17 tons) and others (78 tons). The vehicle’s thrust is gen-
erated by the interaction of the charged particles from the
fusion micro-explosion and the magnetic field produced by
the thrust chamber coils. The total pellet mass is taken as
15 mg, which may apparently be used to produce a micro-
explosion yielding somewhat more than 125 MJ of energy
with about 80 MJ in usable charged particle energy. This
along with a rep rate of 500 micro-explosions per second,
a mass flow rate of 0.715 tons per day, produces a specific
impulse of 3.33 × 105 s and a thrust of 24.4 kN. Employing
continuous burn trajectories, it is shown that a destination at
0.66 AU from Earth can be reached in 56 days and requiring
40 tons of fuel.

As noted earlier, the Daedalus project (Bond and Martin,
1978; Martin and Bond, 1979) was aimed at designing an
interstellar spacecraft that could reach Barnard’s Star 6 light
years from the Sun. An inertial confinement fusion system is
used for propulsion with DHe3 pellets as the fuel. This fuel
cycle is chosen primarily to minimize the neutron heating
problem, but at the expense of higher operating temperature
and the associated radiation problem. The fuel pellets are
injected into a spherical reaction chamber at high velocity in
order to reach the target at the correct time. To achieve this,
the pellet is enclosed within a thin super-conducting shell
and accelerated into the chamber by an electromagnetic gun.
As they reach the target point, they are hit simultaneously by
high-power electron beams that ablate the outer layers of the
shell causing the fuel to be compressed and shock heated.
As a result, the central core of the pellet attains tempera-
tures at which thermonuclear reactions occur, and energy is
released. The specific impulse for each stage was close to

one million seconds. The first stage fired for 2 years and the
second for 1.75 years. The final velocity was 0.128 that of
the speed of light. Since large quantities of He3 would be
required, the investigators proposed mining the atmosphere
of Jupiter. The final mass of the proposed design was 931 tons,
while the initial first stage mass was 50 000 tons. Most of the
power – about 700 GW – and a considerable mass of at least
40 tons of the propulsion system was used in the compres-
sion subsystem. Only a preliminary weight and power study
was conducted. The Daedalus study considered a spacecraft
propulsion system well beyond current technology where
the problem lies in igniting the fusion reactions. For smaller
velocity missions, the compression system will have a larger
fraction of the mass and power requirements and, in fact,
dominates the vehicle mass.

Using an economic argument, Hyde (1983) chooses the
DD fuel cycle for his laser-driven fusion propulsion system
in spite of the higher temperature requirement. He points out
that with DD the fuel cost is several orders of magnitude
cheaper than DT, while the DHe3 may cost somewhat less
than DT. As a result, no substantial advantage is seen for using
DHe3 fuel in pellets. The difficulty of igniting the DD fuel is
addressed by employing some tritium in the pellet in order
to facilitate ignition. Efficient burn is achieved with pellets
having rρ ≈ 10 − 20 g cm−2. This is larger than the range of
most penetrating neutrons produced in the reactions, which
is about 5 gm cm−2. Hence, the energetic neutrons from DD
and DT pellets will have their energy largely deposited within
the pellet. But the potential orders of magnitude reduction in
harmful energy does not actually occur, and a sizable frac-
tion of the neutrons created from the initial DD reactions
ultimately escape the pellet. Since the mass of the driver sys-
tem is governed by the amount of energy required to implode
the pellets, pellet designs that maximize the gain; that is, the
ratio of nuclear energy produced to driver energy required,
are employed. As such, pellets containing 15 mg of fuel, and
detonated 100 per second, are used to propel the rocket. The
energy produced by each pellet is about 200 MJ, and with
a driver energy of 2 MJ, an enhancement factor of 100 is
obtained. About 64% of the energy produced is released in
useful form, namely the plasma energy. The vehicle mass of
486 tons is composed of three major components: the driver,
with its lasers, radiators, optics and energy handling accounts
for 262 tons; the thrust chamber comprising the shield coil
and heat rejection accounts for 166 tons, while the remain-
der accounts for “overhead” components. The rocket exhaust
velocity is shown to be 8.45 × 106 m s−1 utilizing a nozzle
efficiency of 65% yielding a specific impulse of 8 × 105 s.
The jet power generated is shown to be 54.1 GW, and using
the above-mentioned vehicle mass, it can be seen that the
power-to-mass ratio (specific power) is 110 kW kg−1 – a very
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attractive value indeed. This rocket will carry 1500 ton pay-
loads with average trip times of 6 weeks to Mars, 3 months
to Jupiter, and one year to Pluto. For such a rocket, the most
important component yet to be developed, as with other ICF
systems, is clearly the driver.

The VISTA concept (Orth et al., 1987) is also based on
inertial confinement fusion using DT pellets. The spacecraft
is configured in the form of an inverted cone. An array of
onboard lasers is employed to initiate fusion in targets ejected
at the cone’s vertex. A magnetic field generated by a super-
conducting coil within the cone directs the plasma emanating
from each micro-explosion rearward to produce thrust. As
with other laser-fusion concepts, VISTA is characterized by
its need for very high driver energies due to the low effi-
ciency of its lasers. Although its performance estimates are
based mainly on DT fusion, eventual use of less neutronic
fuels such as DD and DHe3 is also addressed. Mass property
breakdowns are very detailed with particular emphasis on
power processing, heat rejection, start-up systems, fluids and
radiator systems. Human Mars missions, predicated on a spe-
cific impulse of 12 562 s and a thrust of 185 kN, are presented
as a measure of the system’s propulsive capability.

While most pulsed fusion propulsion concepts used one
or more of the first three fuel cycles given in Table 1, a con-
cept proposed by Bussard (1983, 1997) used proton boron-11
(pB11) to fuel the inertial “electrostatic” fusion reactor that
can drive space propulsion system called “QED” engines.
This is one of the more unique concepts, and the sole con-
cept not to use fusion energy directly to provide propulsion.
Instead, the fusion energy is used to generate electricity by
direct conversion, which in turn powers electron beams to
heat high-pressure plasma for expansion and acceleration.
The pB11 reactants are burned in special inertial electrostatic
fusion (IEF) devices. They trap energetic electrons in quasi-
spherical magnetic fields to produce a negative potential
“well” that confines the fusion ions. Magnetic fields read-
ily trap electrons, while electric fields easily confine heavier
ions. Such IEF power sources yield energetic (MeV) charged
fusion products such as alpha particles. These can be used to
provide by direct conversion quiet electric discharge (QED)
electric power at high voltage to heat and expand, or to accel-
erate directly, a working fluid to provide rocket thrust at high
specific impulse (1500–70 000 s). These QED engine systems
are most useful for Earth-to-low earth orbit (LEO), cislunar,
and inner solar system flights.

An approach that potentially could completely remove
the requirement for inertial compression, which under-
lies almost all pulsed fusion propulsion schemes discussed
above, lies in the magnetically insulated inertial confine-
ment fusion (MICF) concept proposed by Kammash and
Galbraith (1987). In contrast to the “conventional” schemes,

this approach relies on generating the needed plasma inside
a spherical shell by illuminating the inside surface of a
hollow pellet through a hole with an intense laser beam.
Plasma confinement is provided by a metallic shell that sur-
rounds the DT fuel-coated inner surface, while very strong
plasma-generated magnetic fields provide thermal insula-
tion of the plasma from the surrounding surface. Because
of these unique properties, the inertial confinement time can
be increased by about two orders of magnitude relative to
that of conventional implosion inertial confinement schemes,
with the result that truly large energy multiplication factors
can arise. This also leads to a reduction of the laser driver
energy from megajoules to hundreds of kilojoules that typify
chemically-driven carbon dioxide lasers making them espe-
cially suited for space applications in spite of their density
limitations. Specific impulses of several thousand seconds are
shown to be achievable with MICF when utilizing a spherical
thrust chamber with a magnetic nozzle to expel the exhaust.
Propulsion systems based on MICF can, in fact, have a spe-
cific impulse as high as 175 000 s (Cassenti, 2003) at low
thrust. The vehicle would still be massive, and the laser with
its power system would be a significant fraction of the mass
of the vehicle. In an effort to remove the mass of the igni-
tion system, Kammash and Galbraith (1992) proposed using
antiprotons (p̄’s) to create the plasma instead of a high-energy
laser. The energy transfer to the fusion fuel was found to be
somewhat inefficient, and a large mass of antiprotons was
required, but the system did completely remove the mass
associated with laser heating, and replaced it with the much
smaller mass required to store and focus the antiprotons.
A performance enhancing hybrid pellet design that com-
bines MICF with antiproton-induced fission to ignite the DT
fuel was subsequently proposed by Cassenti, Kammash and
Galbraith (1997). The proposed design consisted of an outer
shell of a heavy element. The interior is filled with a fusion
fuel such as lithium deuteride, with a small cavity maintained
at the center. A hole passes through the pellet from the outside
to the cavity, and at the opposite side of the cavity, there is a
small chip of uranium. Antiprotons are injected through the
hole and strike the chip of uranium inducing fission reactions.
The fission products ionize the fusion fuel that enters the cav-
ity as a plasma consisting of D and T. Transient magnetic
fields with intensities of several megagauss are developed
by the plasma motion, which helps to retard the expansion
of the plasma. A shock propagates through the fusion fuel
and into the outer shell. The fusion reaction proceeds for a
time approximately equal to the time it takes the shock to
propagate through the system.

Another scheme that combines a hybrid form of ICF with
antiprotons is the ICAN-II concept (Gaidos et al., 1998).
It integrates the use of particle and antimatter beams to
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initiate combined fission–fusion in a compressed nuclear tar-
get. A pellet of DT and uranium-235 is compressed with
light ion beams and irradiated with a low-intensity stream of
antiprotons. The antiprotons initiate a hyper-neutronic fission
process in the U235 that rapidly heats and ignites the DT core.
The resulting radiation from fission and fusion is transformed
via wavelength shifter material and ablates the inside surface
of a hemispherical shell to produce thrust. Since the anti-
matter actually initiates the reactions, this approach requires
lower driver engines than other ICF concepts. However, the
driver power is still significant, and this approach depends on
dramatic improvements in technologies for antimatter pro-
duction and storage (Schmidt et al., 2000). A spacecraft based
on the ICAN-II concept and designed for round trip mis-
sions to Mars is shown to have a thrust of 100 kN and a
specific impulse of 13 500 s. As with VISTA, the power out-
put in this device discounts unrecoverable losses of radiation
to space in the form of high-energy photons and neutrons,
which amounts to 72% and 84%, respectively, of the fusion
power that is considered totally lost.

3 MAGNETIC FUSION PROPULSION

We recall that magnetic confinement fusion regime occu-
pies the low end of plasma density and thus requires long
confinement times to sustain the fusion burn. Such confine-
ment is provided by externally applied magnetic fields that
can take the form of linear geometry that allows the exiting
charged particle to be guided along magnetic field lines to
convert their energy directly into thrust, or electricity at high
efficiency (60–90%). It can also take the form of a toroidal
geometry such as the tokamak (Sheffield, 1994) where par-
ticles and heat diffuse across magnetic field lines and either
concentrate onto a special region called the “diverter” or get
spread over the reactor first wall. The original motivation for
the “diverter” was to remove recycling of neutrals and pro-
duction of impurities some distance from the fusion plasma
by diverting magnetic field lines to guide such particles into a
separate chamber. Keeping impurities away from the plasma
has the salutary effect of reducing radiation losses. Clearly,
the main reason behind the creation of a diverter in a toroidal
fusion device is not to allow the fusion plasma to escape,
but rather to control the impurities whose presence leads to
the cooling of plasma and subsequent reduction in fusion
energy production. In spite of that, there have been studies of
fusion propulsion systems utilizing toroidal magnetic geome-
tries in which thrust is generated by plasma exiting through
the diverter. Borowski (1987) Williams and Borowski (1997)
examined a concept called the spherical torus (ST), which
is geometrically similar to a tokamak. A unique feature of

the ST reactor is its low torus aspect ratio, which appears
to mitigate some of the plasma instabilities encountered in
other toroidal systems. In this approach, thrust is produced
by drawing off a portion of the heated plasma from the reactor,
mixing it with injected hydrogen propellant, and directing the
resulting hydrogen/fusion product plasma rearward through
a magnetic nozzle. The ST concept, as with other MCF sys-
tems, requires external methods of heating to raise the plasma
to ignition temperatures and large magnetic fields to confine
the nuclear fuel to fusion densities. Although DT plasma was
considered in the initial studies, some assessment of employ-
ing DHe3 fuel to heat the injected hydrogen was addressed
in the subsequent analysis. The vehicle, using this propul-
sion approach, was sized for a Saturn rendezvous mission
with a thrust and a specific impulse of 26 kN and 38 612 s,
respectively. It should also be noted that other similar toroidal
systems, such as the “spheromak” and “compact toroids”
were addressed by Borowski (1987) for utilization in space
propulsion. Because of the complicated magnetic configura-
tions that characterize toroidal systems, it is difficult to draw
off the fusion fuel itself to generate the thrust, and only rela-
tively modest values of Isp are therefore expected from them.
Some open-ended systems have been designed so as to make
the “internal” field toroidal while the outer remaining lin-
ear, thereby achieving the ability to confine high-β plasma.
Such concepts are referred to as field reversed configurations
(FRC) and have routinely achieved β ≤ 0.9 in experiments
(Slough, Anderson and Milroy, 2004). For space application,
it has been suggested (Slough and Miller, 1999) that FRC for-
mation can be achieved employing a rotating magnetic field
in a background axial field. Thrust is generated by plasma par-
ticles diffusing out of the toroidal region into the open field
lines where they are guided to the magnetic nozzle for exit-
ing. Early estimates have shown that the plasma exhaust gives
rise to specific impulses in the range of 103–106 seconds, and
thrusts of 10 N to 10 kN.

A purely open-ended system that can support high-density,
high-temperature, hence high-β plasma for propulsion appli-
cations has been suggested and extensively studied by
Kammash and Lee (1995) and Kammash (1997, 1999). It
is based on a magnetic mirror configuration in which a hot
plasma is confined for a sufficiently long time to allow fusion
nuclear reactions to take place while allowing a certain frac-
tion of the charged particles to escape to generate the desired
thrust. The device is identified as the gasdynamic mirror
(GDM) in which the confined plasma is of such density and
temperature as to make the ion–ion collision mean free path
much shorter than its length. Under these conditions, the
plasma behaves much like a fluid, and its escape from the
device is analogous to the flow of a gas into vacuum from a
vessel with a hole. The confinement properties in this case
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Figure 1. Power flow diagram for bi-modal fusion propulsion system.

are dictated by gasdynamic laws that reveal, among other
things, that the hotter the plasma, the higher is the proba-
bility of escape at higher velocities, and consequently the
higher the specific impulse. With the addition of appropriate
energy conversion components such as a thermal converter
and a direct converter that converts charged particle power
into electric power (Barr and Moir, 1983), the system can
be made to operate in a steady state, self-sustained manner.
Such a condition is satisfied by Q ≥ 1, where Q is the ratio
of fusion power (Pf ) to injection power (ηiPi) as shown in
Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the η’s represent the efficiencies of the des-
ignated components, while F denotes the fraction of the
charged particles (Pc) that enter the direct converter where
their energy is converted to electricity at an efficiency of ηD.
The neutron (Pn) and radiation (Pr) powers are converted by
the thermal converter at an efficiency of ηt, so that the gross
electric power, PG, can give rise to net electric power (Pnet)
after allowing the recirculating power (PR) to supply power to
the injector (Pi) and to the auxiliary components (Pa). Since
Pa is typically very small compared to the others and can be
neglected, it can readily be shown that the gain factor Q has
the value given by

Q = 1 − FηDηi

FηDηi − ηi (FηD − ηi)
(Pn+Pr )

Pf
− ηi

Pnet
Pf

(6)

where it is seen that in the propulsion mode, Pnet = 0, PG =
Pi, while in the power mode, F = 1, Pnet /= 0. Moreover, with
reasonable values for the efficiencies, that is,ηi ≈ 1,ηt ≈ 0.3,
ηD ≈ 0.8, the Q value for a fusion reactor using the DT fuel
cycle (where Pn + Pr ≈ 0.8Pf ) is about 1.9, if half (F = 0.5)
of the ejected charged particle power is used for thrust. If,
on the other hand, a DHe3 fuel cycle is employed, where a
significantly reduced neutron power (∼ 0.05Pf ) at a sizably
larger charged particle power is obtained, then a Q value of

1.5 emerges for the same value of F. This indicates that the Q
requirement for a space fusion reactor is much less stringent
than the large value (5–10) demanded of a terrestrial power
reactor and is readily achievable. Although an optimum value
of F is 0.5 (Emrich, 1998), a realistic value must somehow be
determined in order to avoid cancellation of thrust by parti-
cles escaping through the opposite mirror. Unlike a terrestrial
power-producing symmetric GDM, a space-oriented device
must possess asymmetry in the magnetic field configuration
at the opposite mirrors, which also serve as magnetic noz-
zles. This is achieved by making the mirror ratios at opposite
ends different in values. When they are equal, at value Rp,
the plasma confinement time in the GDM is given by

τ = RpL

vth
(7)

where L is the length of the plasma, vth the ion thermal veloc-
ity, and Rp the mirror ratio as seen by the plasma. It is related
to the vacuum mirror ratio, Rv, by

Rp = Rv√
1 − β

(8)

where it is seen that it can be quite large for modest Rv if the
system supports high β plasma. This in fact has been demon-
strated experimentally in the GDM (Zhitlukhin, Safronov and
Skvortsov, 1984), where it was shown that large β values
(∼0.9) can be achieved with no large-scale instabilities of any
sort, which could lead to rapid breakup of the plasma, being
detected. This information is particularly significant when
DHe3 fuel cycle, which requires very high operating temper-
ature, is employed for the production of energy. Large aspect
ratio (i.e., length to plasma diameter) GDMs, where the mag-
netic field lines are nearly straight throughout, are generally
chosen in order to minimize regions of “bad” field curvature
that renders the plasma unstable to magnetohydrodynamic
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modes. Moreover, the confinement time given by equation
(7) shows dependence on the plasma length, which is absent
in its counterpart for the conventional “collisionless” mir-
ror, thereby providing an added tool with which to control
confinement of the hot plasma in the GDM. In fact, such
confinement is further enhanced by the presence of a positive
electrostatic potential that arises due to the rapid escape of
the electrons through the mirrors (Kammash and Galbraith,
1998; Tang, Kammash and Gallimore, 2007).

A comprehensive analysis and design of a piloted inter-
planetary vehicle based on a performance-optimized GDM
engine was put forth by Emrich (1998). The study indicated
that the potential specific impulse for this engine is approx-
imately 103 000 s with about 5650 N of thrust using a DT
fuel cycle. The engine mass inclusive of the power conver-
sion system was optimized around an allowable engine mass
of 1500 tons assuming advanced superconducting magnets.
The vehicle habitat, lander, and structural masses are based
on a NASA Mars mission study that assumed the use of
nuclear thermal propulsion. Using the 1500 ton GDM engine,
it was estimated that a piloted interplanetary vehicle would
have a total dry weight of about 1700 tons. In arriving at
these results, a number of parameters had been optimized
so as to maximize the engine thrust to weight ratio subject
to various constraints, such as maximum permissible vehi-
cle mass, maximum allowable magnetic field strengths, D
to He3 ratio, and so on. The vehicle, in particular, was con-
strained to a maximum mass of 1500 tons, and the mirror
magnets to maximum centerline field strengths of 60 Tesla.
The DT fuel cycle was chosen in spite of the associated neu-
tron problems alluded to earlier, because the optimization
analysis seems to converge on a D-He3 ratio of zero. The
DHe3 fuel combination apparently resulted in vehicle lengths
that are impractically long and heavy. To cope with the high
flux of 14 MeV neutrons, which is unavoidable in the DT fuel
cycle, the design was modified to incorporate a first wall of
the reactor made entirely of lithium. During engine operation,
the high neutron wall load will cause the lithium to liquefy. A
slow rotation induced in the vehicle wall produces centrifugal
forces that enable the lithium to remain in place, creating, in
effect, a liquid first wall. A number of advantages accrue from
this design. First, the material problems associated with radia-
tion damage are greatly reduced due to its being a liquid state.
Second, the lithium can act as a coolant that, when pumped
through an appropriate heat exchanger, can be used to heat a
gaseous working fluid to power a thermal electric conversion
system. As may be noted in Figure 1, this energy would be
used to provide electrical power for the injection system and
for general station keeping. The injector lies at the core of the
plasma heating method employed in this study, namely “neu-
tral beam heating.” In this commonly used approach (the other

Table 2. GDM vehicle dry weights. Reproduced
with permission from Emrich (1998) c©AIAA.

Components Weight (tons)

Magnets 198
Radiator 587
Thermal converter 271
Direct converter 154
Neutral beam injector 179
Fuel cell/capacitor system 35
Tritium breeding system 10
Lithium shield 111
Magnet cooling system 9
Structure 36
Habitat 60
Lander 55
Total 1705

being electromagnetic wave heating), ion (D and/or T) beams
are accelerated to very high energy before being sent through
a “neutralizer” to pick up low-energy electrons so that the
emerging electrically-neutral particles can penetrate the mag-
netic field and enter the plasma in the GDM device. Upon
entering, these particles are re-ionized as a result of colli-
sions with the plasma particles and constitute, in essence, a
high-energy charged particle beam that can heat the plasma
to ignition. A breakdown of the dry weights of the various
components that make up the GDM vehicle system is shown
in Table 2. While it may be argued based on these figures that
the radiator and thermal converter masses will be drastically
reduced, and the tritium breeding system totally eliminated,
if a DHe3 fuel is used, the fact remains that other compo-
nents, such as the magnets and their cooling system and the
direct converter (in spite of their higher efficiency) along with
the injector, will be larger making the system much longer
and heavier as the optimization process revealed.

Of special interest in all magnetically confined fusion
propulsion systems is the need for external heating sources
(e.g., neutral beam), which along with their associated com-
ponents, can be significantly massive. One approach to
ameliorating this problem in space propulsion lies in the use
of antiprotons to initiate or catalyze fusion reactions. Because
they are charged, antiprotons can be focused, trapped, and
cooled to temperatures that allow for their use in a variety of
applications, including space. The specific energy (α of Table
1) of matter-antimatter annihilations is 1000 times larger than
the next highest reaction, and almost ten orders of magni-
tude larger than conventional chemical reactions. Although
their current annual production is about a nanogram, it is
projected to increase to about a milligram in the next decade,
and perhaps to about several grams by 2025 (Jackson, 2002)
when antiprotons may be utilized in space propulsion. Their
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potential use in driving GDM engines has been examined
by Kammash and Tang (2007, 2008). It is based on recent
physics studies (Bocquet et al., 1992), which have shown that
“at rest” annihilation of antiprotons in the uranium isotope
U238 leads to fission at nearly 100% efficiency. The resulting
highly charged, energetic fission fragments are highly ion-
izing and can, along with the annihilation products, namely
the pions and muons, heat fusion plasma to ignition temper-
atures. In the GDM case, antiprotons are released from a trap
and allowed to strike the U238 target (in strip form) at a pre-
determined position to trigger the desired nuclear reactions.
An antiproton trap called high performance antimatter trap
(HiPAT) that can hold 1012 antiprotons for several weeks has
actually been built at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Cen-
ter. Traps holding several to tens of micrograms of 20 keV
antiprotons have been shown to be adequate for several mis-
sions employing the GDM propulsion system with a trap mass
of several tons instead of the hundreds of tons in the case of
conventional heating. Examples of missions that especially
reflect the need for antiproton-driven GDM propulsion sys-
tem are those to the outer planets of the solar system, such as
the Jovian planets, for the purpose of mining and transporta-
tion of He3. It has been shown (Kammash and Tang, 2008),
for example, that a GDM using a DT fuel cycle can make
a one-way trip to Jupiter with a 4% payload fraction in 86
days while requiring 8 micrograms of antiprotons, while one
using DHe3 can make the same journey in almost double that
time and requiring 80 micrograms, reflecting once again the
larger masses associated with the DHe3 fuel cycle in MCF
propulsion systems. In the DT case, the system produced a
specific impulse of about 2 × 105 s, a thrust of 1.2 × 106 N,
and a specific power of 40 kW kg−1. In the DHe3 case, a spe-
cific impulse of about 5 × 105 s was generated, along with a
thrust of 3.6 × 105 N and a specific power of 19 kW kg−1. In
the latter case, the larger specific impulse is due to the higher
temperatures required for the DHe3 fuel, but the smaller spe-
cific power is a reflection of the larger mass associated with
this fuel. The system’s length in the DHe3 case was approx-
imately 40 times larger than that in the DT, confirming once
again that the performance advantage of DHe3 is often off-
set by the larger mass. Finally, as antiprotons become more
available, more and more propulsion systems, whether iner-
tial or magnetic, will find it unavoidable to make use of them
as “drivers”.

4 EXPECTATIONS AND CHALLENGES

The propulsion schemes presented above are merely con-
ceptual designs intended to predict performances based, in
part on data generated by current or recent theoretical an/or

experimental research aimed at achieving terrestrial fusion
power. As a result, the propulsive capabilities of many of
these devices are predicated on extrapolation of the physics
and technology of these experiments that may or may not
materialize. This is reflected in the wide variation of propul-
sion parameters projected for these schemes. A comparative
evaluation of several inertial and magnetic fusion propul-
sion systems presented above was carried out (Williams
and Borowski, 1997) employing measures used in assess-
ing present-day systems. It was shown, for example, that
the thrust-to-weight ratios for most magnetic systems were
low, on the order of milli-g’s, whereas the ICF concepts had
an order of magnitude greater thrust-to-weights due to their
significant total thrusts. The primary result of too low thrust-
to-weight compared to the local acceleration of gravity is
extended trip times with long arcing or spiral trajectories.
High thrust-to-weight ratios allow straight line (radial) trans-
fers. It was also shown that only half of the concepts (those
with advanced fuel, such as DHe3) were about to use 50% or
more of their power for jet thrust. Almost all of the remaining
concepts (those using DD or DT) used approximately 25%
or less of their power for jet thrust. Two of the ICF concepts
(Orth et al., 1987; Gaidos et al., 1998), for instance, had par-
ticularly low jet power fractions of 9% and 2%. Since thrust
conversion inefficiency will likely be significant, low charged
particle output power fraction available for jet thrust will have
a significant detrimental impact on system performance.

The challenges that lie in the way of developing fusion
propulsion systems can be identified as either physics or
engineering issues (Santarius, 2005). In terms of engineering
issues, magnetic confinement concepts with high β, linear
geometry, and the ability to burn DHe3 fuel have advantages
in the engineering areas of materials damage, plasma surface
interactions, induced radioactivity, magnets, energy conver-
sion efficiency, and maintenance. As noted earlier, charged
particles dominate DHe3 fusion and, as they slow down, give
their energy to the background plasma, whose charged parti-
cle losses can be converted directly to thrust or electricity. The
magnetic fields also protect wall materials from charged par-
ticles. DT fusion, on the other hand, carries the liabilities of
high radiation damage to containment vessels, large induced
radioactivity and afterheat, a large radioactive waste volume,
complex tritium breeding blankets and extensive radioac-
tive tritium handling. Although there appears to be no major
physics issues facing DT magnetic plasma confinement, the
dynamics and containment of the resulting alpha particles
remain to be fully addressed. As for the key physics issues
for DHe3 fuel, they are (i) whether sufficient plasma density,
energy confinement time and temperature can be achieved
to burn it, and (ii) whether sufficient power density can be
achieved.
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10 Alternative Propulsion

For the pulsed fusion propulsion systems, the most impor-
tant physics issues lie in the areas of “driver” and compression
physics. The intrinsic efficiency of the driver and the coupling
of the driver beams with the plasma each translate nearly lin-
early into driver power and mass. For ICF, driver options
include lasers, light and heavy ion beams. The ICF pellets
may be compressed directly or by x-rays generated by the
beams hitting the inside of a hollow metallic container. Pel-
let implosion must generally be uniform to less than ∼1% in
order to avoid certain plasma instabilities, and directly driven
systems typically use about 100 beams to achieve such uni-
formity. In addition to the weight, the sensitivity of the driver
and the associated optics to the vehicle’s acceleration and
motion in space may present formidable challenges, indeed,
to systems employing this approach to propulsion.

On the engineering issues side, we may recall that for many
of the ICF concepts, the fusion burn gets initiated in space,
rather than in an internal rocket chamber, and the expansion
of the plasma against a magnetic nozzle provides momen-
tum transfer to the rocket. Key engineering issues include
the effects of repetition rates and duty cycles on materials
properties, plasma flow into the rocket end wall through the
magnetic nozzle’s cusp, materials stresses during the pulses,
heat fluxes and heat rejection. These are mass optimization
issues, not feasibility ones. If DT fuel is used, the neutron
heating of structures can be substantial, although neutron
damage may be minimal due to the modest operating times
for most missions. Common to all the propulsion schemes
described above, magnetic or inertial, one unresolved issue
related to magnets is the detachment of the plasma from the
magnetic nozzle. This long-standing issue has received some
attention, but remains an active research area (Hooper, 1993;
Arefiev and Breizman, 2005), which is vital to the success of
fusion propulsion.

In spite of the formidable issues facing fusion propulsion,
it is noteworthy that most of the concepts mentioned here
reveal a specific power of 1–10 kW kg−1 that is about an
order of magnitude larger than those predicted for nuclear
thermal (fission) or nuclear electric at the same thrust-to-
weight ratios. Moreover, these studies have shown that fusion
propulsion generates exhaust velocities (and hence specific
impulses) that far exceed those generated by gas-core fis-
sion, nuclear thermal or chemical propulsion, making them
uniquely suitable for piloted and/or robotic exploration of the
solar system and beyond.

SYMBOLS/NOTATION

B magnetic field
B11 boron-11

c speed of light
D deuterium
e electron
F fraction of charged particles to direct converter
He helium
Isp specific impulse
L length
m mass
ne electron density
ni ion density
np plasma density
Pa auxiliary power
PB Bremsstrahlung radiation
PC synchrotron radiation
Pc charged particle power
Pf fusion power
PG gross power
Pi injection power
Pn neutron power
Pnet net power
Pr radiation power
PR recirculating power
p proton
p̄ antiproton
Q fusion enhancement factor
q charge
Rp plasma mirror ratio
Rv vacuum mirror ratio
r radius
rL radius of gyration
T tritium; temperature
v velocity
vth thermal velocity
v⊥ perpendicular velocity
η efficiency
ρ density
τ confinement time
ωc cyclotron frequency
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1 SPACE POWER: PAST TO PRESENT

Before describing the various approaches to generating power
in space, it is useful to consider the general applications,
trends, and limitations. Excluding the International Space
Station (ISS), the highest power users in space are the com-
mercial communications spacecraft at geosynchronous orbit
(GeoComSats). The largest solar arrays today generate 18–
20 kW at beginning of life (BOL) and are used on ComSats
such as the Boeing 702, Loral 1300, Lockheed Martin 2100,
and the EADS Astrium/Alcatel Alphabus. For GeoComSats,
increased power allows more communications transponders
and bandwidth, which results in higher revenue for the space-
craft owner.

From a technical standpoint a spacecraft engineer cannot
simply increase the size of the solar array to achieve higher
power levels. Larger solar arrays impact multiple systems
through the spacecraft, such as power distribution, thermal
control, and attitude control. For example, a larger solar
array size increases the rotational moment of inertia for the
spacecraft, thereby increasing the capability required of the
solar array drive motors and the spacecraft attitude control
system. From a power distribution standpoint at the array
level, increased power at fixed spacecraft voltage increases
the current that must travel through the harness from the
solar array to the spacecraft. This increases the mass of
the harness and power losses in the harness. The harness
issue can be alleviated by operating the solar array and the
spacecraft at higher voltages; however this also brings an
increased likelihood for interactions with the space plasma
which can lead to electrical arcing and solar array dam-
age. The preferred method for increasing the solar array
power, while minimizing the spacecraft system impacts, is
to simply use higher efficiency solar cells. State-of-the-art
solar cells are approximately 28% efficient and are used on
today’s highest power spacecraft. Recent advances have pro-
duced higher efficiency solar cells in the 30–40% range that
are expected to produce 25–30 kW solar arrays in the near
future.

Figure 1 shows the solar array power for commercial
spacecraft flown since the mid-1960s. Each data point rep-
resents a launched spacecraft with most, but not all, of the
launched spacecraft included. Multiple launches, especially
for constellations of spacecraft at the same power level,
causes significant data overlap in the points of Figure 1. Power
levels are seen to have increased several orders of magnitude
since the beginning of the space age, and grew rapidly in the
1990s because of technological advances. Near the year 2000
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Figure 1. Power levels and launch dates for commercial spacecraft.

is the advent of the modern 18-kW solar arrays on the highest
power spacecraft.

When considered at the system level, however, many oper-
ators choose to use lower power communications satellites
around 10 kW, as evidenced in the data of Figure 1. The use
of more spacecraft with less capability can increase revenue
for the constellation fleet by providing more flexibility to
changing demands, lower risk, more graceful degradation
in the event of a spacecraft failure, and increased launch
options. For these reasons, major spacecraft operators today,
such as INTELSAT and SES AMERICOM, deploy a mix of
medium-power and high-power spacecraft.

Figure 2 shows the same historical trending for solar array
power on government spacecraft. This primarily includes
military spacecraft and research spacecraft funded by the gov-
ernments. As in Figure 1, the data points are not intended to
be all-inclusive of every spacecraft. Also not shown is the
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Figure 2. Power levels and launch dates for government spacecraft
to include military and research spacecraft. Only spacecraft powered
by photovoltaics are considered.

International Space Station (ISS) that is clearly not a typi-
cal space platform and would significantly skew the trends
shown in Figure 2.

A number of features are immediately apparent in Figure
2. The emphasis by the Soviet Union to use space fission
reactors was clearly driven by a lack of maturity at that
time for solar arrays and a resultant limitation in achievable
power. The Soviet reactors were launched from October, 1970
(Kosmos 367) to March, 1988 (Kosmos 1932). The reactor
power levels of 2.9–5 kW were well above the limits of solar
array technology at that time. The military systems, including
communications, tend to use lower power systems for their
spacecraft when compared with commercial systems. This
is attributable to two primary motivations. First, the mili-
tary space missions serve a more diverse mission set than
the commercial missions. While the commercial spacecraft
market is dominated by communications, the military space-
craft also perform missions such as navigation (GPS) and
surveillance which do not have the high power requirement
of communications missions. Second, the military communi-
cations spacecraft generally have increased protection against
radiation well above the natural background, and increased
emphasis on reliability. Meeting these added requirements
can cause the military spacecraft to use technology that is not
state of the art, and have system-level performance that lags
that of the commercial spacecraft market.

In both the commercial sector (Figure 1) and the govern-
ment sector (Figure 2) horizontal striations are apparent in the
power trending indicating a significant number of spacecraft
at the same power level. Much of this is due to the spacecraft
manufacturers marketing a finite number of common bus plat-
forms that are at a nearly fixed power level. More recently,
this has been amplified by the emergence of large spacecraft
constellations of identical spacecraft. A constellation is dif-
ferentiated from a block buy of spacecraft by the fact that
multiple spacecraft in the constellation are required to per-
form the mission and they tend to be launched over a much
shorter time frame than a block buy. For example, multiple
spacecraft in the Global Positioning System (GPS) constella-
tion are required for navigation. By comparison, even though
23 similar spacecraft were purchased in a series of block
buys, a single Defense Support Program (DSP) spacecraft
can independently provide strategic missile warning over its
coverage area. The DSP spacecraft were also manufactured
over a longer time frame than the spacecraft for a typical
constellation, and it is not uncommon for minor spacecraft
improvements to be implemented during the manufacture of
the spacecraft block.

The power levels for several major constellations are
shown in Figure 3. The GPS spacecraft were the first con-
stellation with launches starting in March, 1978. The GPS
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Figure 3. Power levels and launch dates for major spacecraft
constellations.

constellation is designed for 24 spacecraft. Eleven space-
craft at 400 W were launched in the GPS I block, with one
launch failure. The GPS II block increased the power level to
710 W, with 28 spacecraft launched starting in February 1989.
GPS IIR further increased the power to 1.14 kW. Launches
for GPS IIF and GPS III will follow at higher power lev-
els. The 66 spacecraft Iridium constellation began launches
in May 1997, with spacecraft power levels of 1.4 kW. The
next-generation Iridium spacecraft is currently in design.
The Globalstar constellation operates spacecraft at 1.2 kW.
The second generation of Globalstar recently began launches,
with spacecraft power at 1.7 kW.

2 TOWARD THE FUTURE

Spacecraft power will continue to trend toward higher power
levels for the few spacecraft that serve the most power-
intensive applications, the large communications satellites
at geosynchronous orbit. These spacecraft are currently
launched at 18 kW power levels, with 25 kW expected in the
near future. The trending data also show that the majority
of spacecraft continue to be launched at more modest power
levels between 5 and 10 kW. The majority of the spacecraft
launched in the last few years are in support of the major
constellations such as GPS, Iridium, Globalstar, and ORB-
COMM. Although these constellations tend to use power lev-
els below 2 kW, the trending also shows that the constellations
are also increasing power levels with each block upgrade.

Moving from a focus on space power-generation technolo-
gies that are at a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 9,
indicating that they are currently used on operational space
systems, to what might be held for future space power sys-

tems we should note that certain historical discontinuities
might occur as novel technical solutions are implemented in
equally novel mission contexts. For example, nuclear fission
has been used in the past, but its use in the future will almost
certainly not be similar in context to the Soviet RORSATs
described below. The technologies described are not intended
to be all-inclusive, however they provide a good range of the
various stages of research and development encountered as
technologies are matured for space flight.

The four technologies considered in this section are elec-
trodynamic tethers, nuclear fission reactors, nuclear fusion,
and antimatter. These technologies significantly vary in matu-
rity. The technology maturity of electrodynamic tethers and
nuclear fission reactors are sufficient for use in space applica-
tions today. Indeed, both technologies have seen significant
flight testing and, in the case of fission reactors, significant
operational use. The challenge for electromagnetic tethers
and fission reactors is to become competitively advantageous
in terms of cost, performance, and risk when compared with
photovoltaic solar arrays. Fission reactors carry the added
burden of increased safety issues associated with launch and
possible reentry. Fusion and antimatter propulsion are far less
mature than the electrodynamic tethers and fission reactors,
and require investment in research and technology develop-
ment before they can be used in space applications.

It is important to note the inherent challenge and difficulty
that new space-power-generation technology faces to achieve
technology transition from the laboratory to operational sys-
tems. Power generation is a single-point, mission-ending
failure for a spacecraft. Therefore a spacecraft owner is
very risk-adverse to flying new technologies such as those
described in this section. New spacecraft technology is some-
times introduced by first flying it in parallel with a proven
technology in a redundant system. If the new technology
fails, the spacecraft operator can switch over to the redundant
backup system and continue the mission. This is generally
not practical with new space power technology systems due
to mass, inherent complexity, and limited real estate on the
spacecraft.

3 ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHERS

Although the electromagnetic tether was primarily developed
as a space- propulsion device (Johnson, 1998), the elec-
trodynamics tether can also be used to generate spacecraft
power (Roberts, Wilkinson and Webster, 1990). The electro-
dynamic tether is a relatively simple concept consisting of an
electrically conductive wire deployed from the spacecraft in
the nadir or anti-nadir direction to remain stable to gravity-
gradient forces. Often an electrodynamic tether will use a
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conductive tape, cable, or woven structure to increase the
amount of current that can be conducted, or to make the tether
more resistant to micrometeroid damage. The electrodynamic
tether should also be distinguished from nonconductive teth-
ers that have flown on space experiments such as Small
Expendable-tether Deployer System (SEDS) (Carroll and
Oldson, 1995; Cosmo and Lorenzini, 1997) in 1993 and
1994. Although the nonconductive tethers have been pro-
posed for interesting space applications, they cannot be used
for spacecraft power generation.

Electrodynamic tethers operate through exploitation of
Faraday’s law of induction, where motion (v) across a mag-
netic field (B) results in an electric field (E) as denoted by

E = v × B (1)

For a conductive tether, this creates a voltage (V) across the
tether length (l) denoted by

V = E·L = v BL cosθ (2)

whereθ is the angle between the velocity vector and the local
planetary magnetic field.

The electrodynamic tether is typically designed and used
as a propulsion device. In this application a power source on
the spacecraft is used to drive a current (I) in the tether. The
tether current interacts with the planetary magnetic field to
create a force that accelerates the spacecraft mass.

F

∫
I dl × B (3)

whereF is the force exerted on the tether,I is the tether
current, dl is a differential length element of the tether, and
B is the local magnetic field. An electrodynamic tether is
used as a power-generation device by simply operating it in
reverse and allowing the voltage of equation 2 to drive current
through spacecraft loads.

As the tether moves through the local magnetic field, the
Lorentz force causes charge separation in the tether, creating
a voltage at the spacecraft that can be used to drive cur-
rent through spacecraft subsystems or payloads. For a purely
resistive payload load (R), the power (P) generated by a tether
is expressed as

P = V 2

R
(4)

The dependence on the local magnetic field in equation
2 indicates that electrodynamic tethers have limits on their
orbital utility. The electromagnetic tether is most useful at
low-earth, equatorial orbits where the magnetic field is at its

highest intensity and the velocity vector is most nearly per-
pendicular with the magnetic field. At earth geosynchronous
orbit (36 000 km), the magnetic field strength is weak but
the sun shines all day for most of the year. At this orbit an
electrodynamic tether is unlikely to have an attractive power-
generation option when compared with photovoltaic solar
arrays.

In both the propulsion and the power-generation appli-
cations, the electrodynamic tether requires a return path for
the current through the space plasma. To enable an electri-
cal connection with the space plasma, the tether must have a
means for emitting and collecting electrons from the ends of
the tether. At the positively charged end of the tether, elec-
tron collection can be accomplished in a relatively simple
fashion by leaving an area of the tether exposed to the space
plasma. At the negative end of the tether, electron emission is
more problematic. In principle, one could expose a very large
tether area and collect space plasma ions, as opposed to emit-
ting electrons; however, this approach requires prohibitively
large areas to collect sufficient ion current. Therefore the neg-
atively charged end of the tether requires some sort of active
electron emission device.

The most mature electron emission technology for tethers
uses the hollow cathode (Cuomo, Kaufman, and Rossnagel,
1986), or plasma contactor, approach, where a hollow cath-
ode device creates electrons by flowing xenon gas through a
LaB6 tube. An arc through the xenon gas causes ion collisions
with the LaB6 material which then releases electrons. Hol-
low cathodes are TRL 9 since they are also used as electron
sources for the ion and Hall-effect thrusters commonly used
on today’s large geosynchronous communications satellites.
However, the most mature of the electron emission options,
the hollow cathode has significant drawbacks for the tether
application. The hollow cathode requires a stored propellant
thereby reducing the “propellant-less propulsion” appeal of
the tether, complex circuitry to ignite and maintain the dis-
charge, and generally requires a significant mass and power
allocation. Field-emission devices, such as the Spindt Cath-
ode (Spindt and Heynick, 1972), and thermionic emission
devices are both propellant-less options, but have not yet
demonstrated reliable operation in space at the current levels
and lifetimes needed for an electrodynamic tether. Ongoing
research directed toward increasing the reliability and life-
time of field emission and thermionic emission devices may
have a significant impact on the acceptance and use of tethers
in earth-orbit applications.

The power generated from the tether has to come from
somewhere to satisfy conservation of energy. The Lorentz
force interaction of the tether with the planetary magnetic
field also creates an electromagnetic drag that acts to decrease
the spacecraft orbital kinetic energy. Tether power generation
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is therefore accomplished at the expense of orbital altitude.
Therefore the benefit of using the tether for power generation
has to be assessed at the system level against the possible
expense of an increased launch capability.

To date, and for typical space missions in earth orbit, it
is generally a poor system trade to expend orbit altitude to
generate power using a tether. However it is important for a
space system designer to stay current on this trade space for
two primary reasons. First, the parameters of the trade space
will certainly change over time as the cost balance between
launch vehicles and space power generation changes with
technology development. Second, the capability of the tether
to allow for system trades between orbit and power is unique.
It is certainly possible for niche space mission to arise where
exchanging altitude for power is advantageous. One could
envision a niche space mission where it is even advantageous
to use a tether as an energy storage device. Energy storage
would be accomplished by driving power into the tether to
raise the spacecraft orbit and orbital energy. At a later time the
energy can be recovered by drawing power from the tether and
lowering the spacecraft orbit. Repeating this cycle every orbit
allows the tether to act as an energy storage device similar to
a spacecraft battery.

Moving beyond earth orbit, there are potential space appli-
cations where using a tether to generate power is highly
advantageous. At Jupiter, for example, the solar radiation is
about 27 times less than near Earth. Therefore space power
generation requires the use of very large solar arrays or
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs). One option
is the case of a transfer orbit to another planet where the
destination planet has a magnetic field. Upon arrival at the
destination planet, a tether can be deployed and used for
braking-maneuver propulsion to achieve orbit while simulta-
neously generating power (Sanmartin and Lorenzini, 2005).
Planets in our solar system with magnetic fields are Mercury,
Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Uranus, and possibly Mars.

The electrodynamic tether carries fundamental preflight
testing risks that must be considered by a space system engi-
neer. Due to its long length (100s to 1000s of meters), an
electrodynamic tether cannot be deployed in ground test
under conditions that realistically resemble the on-orbit,
low-gravity environment. This violates a fundamental rule
of spacecraft preflight integration, namely “test-as-you-fly.”
Furthermore, since the space plasma environment cannot be
reproduced in ground chambers, terrestrial research cannot
perform end-to-end electrical tests of the tether functionality
before launch.

The inability to perform high-fidelity tests in terrestrial
facilities has forced researchers to conduct a number of space
experiments where they have made remarkable progress
maturing a complex technology. The Tethered Satellite Sys-

tem (TSS) experiments (1992 and 1996) from the Shuttle Bay
used a 20-km tether to demonstrate the ability to complete an
electrical circuit through the space plasma. The SEDS exper-
iments in 1993 and 1994 used 20-km nonconductive tethers
to demonstrated and mature tether deployment approaches.
The SEDS-2 tether severed after a few days, presumably
due to micrometeor impact. The Plasma Motor Generator
(PMG) was flown in 1993 with a 500-m tether that success-
fully demonstrated power generation and orbit adjustment. In
1996, the Tethers in Space Physics Satellite (TIPS) tether was
flown with a nonconductive, hollow braid tether to increase
resistance to micrometeorites, and successfully demonstrated
long life.

The SEDS-1 flight experiment also demonstrated that
tethers will also experience large oscillations (also called
librations or “skip-roping”) as they orbit. This is a significant
concern for spacecraft stability, especially for communica-
tion, navigation, and surveillance spacecraft that require good
pointing accuracy. Significant research has been performed
to identify methods to damp these oscillations (Hoyt, 2002;
Hoyt and Forward, 2000); however, they have not yet been
tested in space.

To date electrodynamic tethers have not been competi-
tive with solar arrays for power generation, particularly for
the dominant space application of geosynchronous commu-
nications satellites. Assuming that researchers can continue
to make progress on the challenges of electron emission,
dynamics, and deployment risk, electrodynamic tethers may
be very attractive for niche earth-orbit missions and for orbital
missions around other planets.

4 SPACE NUCLEAR FISSION REACTOR
POWER

Subcritical nuclear fission sources, RTGs, were the first
sources of space power. These were developed and built
in 1954 by the US Atomic Energy Commission to provide
reliable power sources for early military spacecraft and for
long-life space missions. However these RTG sources were
limited to very low power. To increase satellite power to the
kilowatt levels needed to support the space surveillance and
RADAR missions, both the Soviet Union and the United
States developed space nuclear fission reactors. Although
space nuclear fission reactors are not deployed on spacecraft
today, research interest continues due to the fission reactor’s
inherent ability to provide very high power levels and the
ability to provide uninterrupted high power during portions
of the orbit when the spacecraft is in solar eclipse. The high-
power capability is particularly attractive for interplanetary
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flights since photovoltaic capability decreases as the space-
craft travels away from the sun. The capability to generate
power in eclipse or away from the Sun is attractive for earth-
orbit missions such as RADAR and electro-optic surveillance
with requirements for nighttime data collection.

A reactor generates heat by controlling the inputs and out-
puts of an atomic fission process. The inputs are the amount
of fuel, which is fixed when the fuel is batch loaded before
launch, and the neutron flux, which is controlled by mod-
erating, absorbing, or reflecting neutrons from the fission
reaction. The later is accomplished using elements of the
reactor’s structure, such as the control rods or shields. The
outputs of the fission process are more neutrons, heat, and the
fission by-products. As most space reactors use high-purity
fuels, the gradual build up of fission by-products in the reactor
is generally not an issue over the lifetime of the mission. The
temperature of the reactor is managed by controlling the rate
of neutron flux, and by controlling the rate at which coolant
fluid is pumped through the reactor core. Space applications
obviously depend on pumped coolant loops, given that buoy-
ancy effects used in terrestrial applications are not applicable
in reactor design. Applications on other planets or the Moon
can use two-phase steam as an unpumped working fluid. For
space, single-phase coolants such as liquid metals (like the
RORSAT NaK loop shown in Figure 4 (ANON, in press)) or
inert gases such as He–Xe mixtures (Johnson, 2006) are used.

The key to using a space reactor as a power system
is converting the heat output into usable electrical power.
Thermodynamically, this means that the reactor acting as
a high-temperature heat reservoir must be harnessed to a
heat engine or a direct heat-to-electricity conversion device.
Waste heat is dumped to some low-temperature sink, typical
extended radiator panels attached to the spacecraft. Histor-
ically, thermoelectric piles have dominated space reactor
power systems, though the last Soviet flights used thermionic
convertors, which had higher efficiency. Substantial efforts
have continued to research thermionic devices as well as
practical heat engines, such as the Brayton or Stirling cycles.
Other novel direct conversion devices, to include thermopho-
tovoltaics, also have been investigated (Anderson, 2005).
Figure 5 illustrates how a space reactor would generally be
used with a thermoelectric piles or other direct convertor tech-
nology, and specifically illustrates a reactor power system
using direct thermal-electric conversion, with thermoelectric
piles notionally depicted.

Direct conversion devices operate on a cyclic basis, in
which the first and second laws of thermodynamics apply,
namely that all of the reactor heat is converted to either waste
heat or useful power, and the second law describes the depen-
dence of efficiency on temperature. Generally, these devices
minimize total mass for the convertor and the attendant heat

Figure 4. US-A RORSAT BUK reactor.

Thermo-
electric
convertorHeat

Cold heat sink

-V+V  -V+V -V+V

Reactor

Pumped coolant loop

Figure 5. Reactor power system using direct thermal-electric con-
version, with TEC thermopiles notionally depicted.
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Figure 6. Implementation of the Stirling cycle in a reactor power
system.

sink radiator, at the cost of lower system efficiency. This gen-
erally low efficiency provides the motivation for using heat
engines in larger systems. Figure 6 shows a space reactor lay-
out with a Stirling cycle power conversion. Multiple Stirling
engines would likely be used in a practical system. Figure 7
illustrates the implementation with a Brayton cycle conver-
sion with an intermediate coolant loop. The use of pumped
coolant loops in these configurations provides an additional
control system degree of freedom for the reactor, and it also
allows for better control over the critical temperature of the
heat engine expander inlet. The apparatus shown in Fig-
ure 8 again uses the Brayton cycle but with the working fluid
directly cooling the reactor, which decreases system mass.

5 REACTOR FLIGHT HISTORY

As indicated in Table 1, the first nuclear reactor to be
employed in space was launched by the US Air Force and
was built upon the heritage of the earlier Systems Nuclear
Auxiliary Power Program (SNAP) reactor programs and the
SNAPSHOT experiment, and sought to demonstrate the relia-
bility of an automated space reactor. The 435-kg SNAP-10A

Pumped coolant loop

Reactor

Work
out to
generator

Compressor

Heat

Cold heat sink

Recuperator Expander

Compressor
pre cooling
exchanger

Coolant loop-
working fluid
exchanger

Figure 7. Implementation of the Brayton cycle with an intermediate
coolant loop.

was designed to produce 500 We for one year. SNAP-10A
maintained a low-earth orbit for 43 days, whereas its nuclear
electrical source provided over 500 W of electrical power. An
onboard voltage regulator within the spacecraft, unrelated to
the SNAP reactor itself, failed causing the reactor core to shut
down. The SNAP-10A reactor was left in a storage orbit at
1300 km with an expected duration of 4000 yr.

The follow-on US research program for space nuclear
fission reactors was SP-100, started in 1983 by NASA, the
US Department of Energy, and other agencies. It developed
a reactor with lithium heat pipes transporting the heat to
thermionic converters. SP-100 never progressed to flight
status.

Radar Ocean Reconnaissance Satellite or RORSAT is the
western name given to the SovietUpravlyaemyj Sputnik
Aktivnyj ( ) (US-A) satellites.
The reactor design is shown in Figure 9. These satellites
were launched between 1967 and 1988 to monitor ships
using active radar, beginning with the Kosmos 102 mis-
sion. The majority of RORSATS were built with BUK (
= beech in Russian) reactors, as shown in Figure 4, fueled with
Uranium-235. Initial RORSATs were launched into low-earth
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Figure 8. Implementation of the Brayton cycle with the working
fluid directly cooling the reactor.

280-km orbits to decrease distance to target and improve
RADAR performance. At the end of its quarter-year mis-
sion, the nuclear reactor cores were designed to be transferred
to 900–1000 km orbit and ejected to ensure complete burn-
up on reentry, but there were several failure incidents, some
of which resulted in radioactive material reentering Earth’s
atmosphere. The BUK’s efficiency compared favorably to
the SNAP-10; 1.5–2% versus 0.5%, respectively. The BUK
also had a superior generating capacity of 3 kWe, versus the
SNAP-10’s 0.5 kWe.

Two of the RORSATs (Cosmos 1818 and 1867) were
powered by the more efficient, higher power (over 5 kWe)
TOPAZ reactor with improved thermionic convertors with
approximately 5% efficiency. These reactors enabled these
two missions to be inserted into higher orbits, mitigating some
of the safety issues posed by the prior RORSATs with BUK
reactors. At the breakup of the Soviet Union, research was
proceeding on the YENESEI design to support three-year
missions (compared with the less than one year life for the
BUK or TOPAZ).

There is significant concern that RORSAT remnants are
a major contributor to the space debris environment in low
earth orbits. The 31 reactor core ejections, including failures,
ejected over 128 kg of the NaK-78 from the primary coolant
system. Smaller debris particles have decayed, but larger par-

ticles up to 5.5 cm do not. There is also a long-term concern
associated with the RORSAT remnants. Although a major-
ity of the nuclear cores were successfully ejected into high
orbits, these orbits’ decay periods may or may not exceed
the times needed for the cores’ nuclear decay processes to
progress to some “safe level” for atmosphere reentry.

6 FUTURE PROSPECTS AND
TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

To mitigate the less favorable features of RTGs and pro-
vide generally higher power capacities, three future courses
are possible. First is to raise the intrinsic efficiency of the
RTG device by addressing the low efficiencies of the ther-
moelectric conversion (TECs) devices themselves. Prior high
TRL devices have used SiGe or PbTeTEC elements and have
characteristically possessed efficiencies in the 4–7% range.
Using new materials or better unit cell designs offer potential
improvements to the 12–14% efficiency range, and poten-
tially to the 25% range (Dobler, 1974). This would be true
for either RTGs or reactors using thermoelectric, thermopho-
tovoltaic, or thermionic convertors. While such efficiency
gains would reduce the need to pursue other avenues, it
should be noted that most of the work in this area is being
done for small-scale devices (less than 1 We) and the tested
lifetimes of these devices are less than a continuous year.
Consequently, risk mitigation suggests that other avenues be
considered along with better thermoelectric, thermophoto-
voltaic, or thermionic convertor subsystems. Yaryginet al.
(2004) discuss demonstrated advances in thermionic con-
version devices to the 10–12% efficiency level, which also
possessed very favorable kg W−1

e ratios in their Soviet design
configurations.

For more power-extensive alternatives, two courses could
be then followed: obtaining more massive quantities of
energy per unit mass or using various heat engine cycles
to efficiently convert thermal energy to electricity. Higher
energy/mass ratios directly require the use of a nuclear fis-
sion reactor, as opposed to using radionuclide decay. Heat
engine cycles such as the Brayton or Stirling have been under
investigation by NASA since the 1970s; however, none have
flown despite significant ground testing. Also, most of the
thermal sources considered have been radionuclide decay
units, not reactors (Krommenhoek, 2006). This hesitancy
is possibly motivated by the relatively small past payload
power requirements for missions outside of photovoltaic cell
effectiveness near the sun, the high TRL of RTGs, and the
safety risks implied by flying high-power nuclear systems
that have to have at least some post-launch operation in earth
orbit before transfer away from Earth. This makes following
the precedent of the RORSAT/US-A design with its use of
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Table 1. Space fission reactor missions (El-Genk, 2009; Sven, 2004).

Satellite Launch vehicle Launch Days in LEO Remarks

SNAP10A ATLAS Agena D 3-Apr-65 43
Kosmos-102 Vostok 11A510 27-Dec-65 –
Kosmos-125 Vostok 11A510 21-Jul-66 –
Kosmos-198 Tsyklon-2A, 11K67 27-Dec-67 1 First to be boosted to 900 km orbit
Kosmos-209 Tsyklon-2A, 11K67 22-Mar-68 1 Carried reactor simulator as K-198
Kosmos-367 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 3-Oct-70 <3 h First flight of BES-5 nuclear reactor
Kosmos-402 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 1-Apr-71 <3 h1 In high orbit at rev 5
Kosmos-469 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 25-Dec-71 9.5 First flight of radar2

Kosmos-516 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 21-Aug-72 32 Last flight of S/C by Savin KB. Full radar gear
RORSAT Launch Failure Tsyklon-2, 11K69 25-Apr-73 –
Kosmos-626 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 27-Dec-73 45 First flight of updated S/C by KB Arsenal.
Kosmos-651 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 15-May-74 71 First paired flight
Kosmos-654 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 17-May-74 74 First paired flight
Kosmos-723 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 2-Apr-75 43 Orbital plane 23◦ from K-724
Kosmos-724 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 7-Apr-75 65
Kosmos-785 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 12-Dec-75 <15 h Boosted to high orbit on rev 103

Kosmos-860 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 17-Oct-76 24 Coplanar with 861
Kosmos-861 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 21-Oct-76 60
Kosmos-952 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 16-Sep-77 21 Coplanar with 954
Kosmos-954 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 18-Sep-77 43 Reactor landed in Canada
Kosmos-1176 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 29-Apr-80 134 Redesigned reactor safety features
Kosmos-1249 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 5-Mar-81 105 Coplanar with 1266
Kosmos-1266 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 21-Apr-81 8
Kosmos-1299 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 24-Aug-81 12
Kosmos-1365 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 14-May-82 135 Coplanar with 1365
Kosmos-1372 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 1-Jun-82 70
Kosmos-1402 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 30-Aug-82 120 Coplanar with 1412. Fuel burned up over S Atlantic
Kosmos-1412 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 2-Oct-82 39
Kosmos-1579 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 29-Jun-84 90
Kosmos-1607 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 31-Oct-84 93
Kosmos-1670 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 1-Aug-85 83 Coplanar with 1677
Kosmos-1677 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 23-Aug-85 60
Kosmos-1736 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 21-Mar-86 92
Kosmos-1771 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 20-Aug-86 56
Kosmos-1818 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 2-Feb-87 – Test flight of new thermionic reactor
Kosmos-1860 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 18-Jun-87 40 Last flight tracked by the Kettering Group
Kosmos-1867 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 10-Jul-87 – Test flight of thermionic reactor
Kosmos-1900 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 12-Dec-87 120 6-day repeat pattern. To high orbit 30 Sept.
Kosmos-1932 Tsyklon-2, 11K69 14-Mar-88 66

1 Unknown for sure.
2 “First flight” is just a probability.
3 The short 15 hour duration of operations leaves open the question what happened to the reactor core. There seems to have been an operational issue whichwas
never clarified by Soviet authorities.

high-power reactors with relatively inefficient thermoelectric
convertors unlikely on two counts. Logically,We:mass ratio
improvement is critical for any space mission, and is doubly
critical for any mission where a nuclear component might
reenter Earth’s atmosphere catastrophically. This makes con-
sideration of the efficiencies of any nuclear power system
a critical risk mitigation step. A secondary consideration is
simple launch mass reduction: more efficient conversion by
using heat engines requires that less reactor mass be lifted.

Mason (Mason, 2004) provides a good system-level study
describing a 100 kWe reactor and its implications on space-
craft configuration. The critical parameters of the Mason
study design are similar to other larger and smaller power sys-
tem studies, which presumably could use Stirling cycle heat
engines in the sub 10 kWe range. Challenges in controlling
the creep in hot end elements are the largest technical issue,
followed closely by design of a reliable heat-rejection system.
It should be noted that reduction of turbine inlet temperature
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Figure 9. Possible gas cooled reactor vessel and core configura-
tion. Reproduced with permission from Khan, Zavoico and Zachary
(2005) c© Bechtel Corporation.

has both a reliability benefit as well as a direct efficiency
cost. Similar considerations apply to the rejection system and
compressor inlet temperature. Any rejection radiator working
fluid has to be selected with a radiator size to ensure that the
fluid never freezes up while avoiding high rejection temper-
atures, which penalize thermodynamic performance. On the
other hand, high radiator temperatures allow for lower masses
while posing possible issues with respect to safety in unfa-

Figure 10. Ground testing radiator panels for lunar surface fission
reactors.

vorable solar flux or high power output conditions. Mason
selected a liquid metal radiator working fluid, despite long-
term experience with ammonia systems on the ISS, which
minimizes system mass and reduces boil off overpressure
reliability issues. It should be noted that ground testing of
such large, distributed liquid metal radiators would be mis-
sion critical as well as challenging.

Mason (Mason, 2001) gives an overall review of the cur-
rent technology which would support even larger fission
power systems for either spacecraft or extraterrestrial planet
surface applications. In that review Mason indicated that
Brayton cycle engines would predominate above 15 kWe.
This view is supported by Khan (Khan, Zavoico and Zachary,
2005) in a design space description for a surface reactor,
shown in Figure 10, using terrestrial gas pebble bed tech-
nology. Table 2 shows the evident appeal of lunar nuclear
systems, in contrast to sun-dependent systems such as photo-
voltaics or solar collectors coupled with heat engines. After
2005 more interest in Stirling cycle designs has been evident
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Table 2. Comparison of photovoltaic, solar dynamic (Brayton) and nuclear surface power systems (Jarboe, 2005).

Solar collector with Nuclear (GFR) gas cooled,
Technology type Brayton heat engine Photovoltaic fast neutron reactor

Power (kWe) 1000 1000 1000
Efficiency (%) 17.5 20 25
Shielding Not required Not required Lunar regolith
Energy storage Yes Yes No
Specific mass (kg kW−1

e ) 1022 646 49

Figure 11. Example of Stirling cycle 175 kW power system for
extraterrestrial surface applications.

(Mason, 2008), including using Stirling convertors in paral-
lel, as shown in Figure 11. As noted before, the design of
the rejection system for the convertor poses significant chal-
lenges, as in Figure 11, with a long lunar dark side night
being a particular challenge for water-based rejection sys-
tems. On the other hand, the use of water radiator working
fluid enables more thermodynamically efficient heat engines.
Generally, surface applications allow for wider trades spaces
than spacecraft applications.

Despite its early successes, the use of space nuclear fis-
sion quickly fell from favor, most likely due to several related
effects. The environmental cleanup required from the early
flights that failed posed both technical and political barri-
ers, preventing funding of needed research into advanced
systems. The decline of the US terrestrial nuclear indus-
try, coincident with the failures at Three Mile Island and
Chernobyl compounded with the surplus energy production
capability of the late 20th century also diminished technology
insertion from private industry. Finally, photovoltaic arrays
had major advances in space solar power resulting in 20-kWe-
class spacecraft.

Programs to develop space nuclear such as TOPAZ and
SP-100 were terminated in the 1980s and insertion of reactor
technology into space missions has not progressed beyond the
ground-testing stage, despite strong progress in both system
reliability and efficiency. This temporary stasis will con-
tinue until mission requirements pose overwhelming needs
for power in excess of 20 kWe or operation plans prevent use
of extended photovoltaic arrays.

7 FUSION POWER

A nuclear fusion reaction creates 10 times higher energy den-
sity than a fission reaction, and is therefore very attractive for
creating high-power or more compact power-generation sys-
tems. Since current terrestrial apparatus for confining fusions
reactions require large vessels, it is reasonable to assume that
an initial development for space applications based on cur-
rent technological approaches will be at high power levels
(MW or greater) and well in excess of that needed for earth-
orbit missions. Therefore the primary appeal of fusion is for
powering propulsion systems on interplanetary or deep space
missions where high-power propulsion is needed to achieve
shorter trip times (Jarboe, 2005).

Fusion power is generated by the fusing of two light atoms
into a heavier atom of slightly lower mass. The difference in
total mass is released as energy following the equation:

E = mc2 (5)

The key technical challenge for achieving fusion reac-
tions is confinement. The positively charged nuclei must be
brought together against the coulomb repulsion force, and
then held in close proximity for sufficient time to allow for
the fusion reactions to occur. When the confinement time is
such that the reaction rate produces energy in excess of the
energy expended to confine the nuclei, the fusion reaction
exceeds breakeven and is producing power.

Several possible reactions are considered for fusion power.
The easiest in terms of confinement is the deuterium-tritium
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(or D-T) reaction:

2H +3 H =4 He+ n + 14.1 MeV (6)

However this has several drawbacks for space applica-
tions. The high-energy neutron created in the reaction will
cause damage and induce radioactivity in the surrounding
materials and structures. The short, 12.32-year, half-life of
tritium is problematic when compared with the 10+ year life-
times of spacecraft. Neutron kinetic energy must be converted
into electrical energy that can be used by spacecraft subsys-
tems. This will likely require thermal blankets around the
fusion reaction that can convert the kinetic energy to heat,
followed by thermoelectric conversion using technologies
described in the section of fission reactors.

A common fusion reaction considered for space applica-
tions is the “helium 3 reaction”:

3He+2 H =4 He+ p (7)

In this case, all reaction products have electric charge.
This eliminates two major problems with the D-T reaction.
The electrical energy can now be extracted directly through
electrostatic means, and the ability to slow the reactants elec-
trostatically before they hit chamber walls greatly reduces
the radioactivation problem. However the helium 3 reaction
also has drawbacks. D-D reactions still occur that do produce
neutrons, albeit at lower energy than the D-T reaction, longer
confinement times are required compared with D-T, and the
helium 3 fuel is scarce. However there is significant helium 3
on the moon and in gas giant planets, thereby making the reac-
tion more appealing for space applications (Santarius, 2006).
A much lower rate of neutron products is achieved using

11B +1 H = 34He (8)

The challenge with the (nearly) aneutronic reactions is that
required plasma temperature, confinement times, and power
density are 10–1000 times higher than the D-T reaction. Con-
finement approaches heavily researched for terrestrial fusion
power are unlikely to scale up to the capability needed for
these reactions. Radically different confinement approaches
are required (e.g., Williams, 2009).

The two most common approaches researched for ter-
restrial fusion power are magnetic confinement or inertial
confinement. Magnetic confinement uses strong magnetic
field applied externally, and/or self-generated by large plasma
currents, to confine the plasma at high temperatures. It is
a fundamentally steady-state reaction. Inertial confinement
uses high-power pulsed lasers fired to implode a small tar-
get, or pulsed electrical power (“z-pinch”) to magnetically

implode a small cryogenic fiber. The inertial confinement
approach creates a series of small explosions, essentially
miniature fusion bombs.

The systems engineering impacts of using fusion power in
a space application with current confinement approaches is
staggering. A magnetic confinement approach would require
massive superconducting magnets and their concomitant
thermal dissipation challenges, large stored energy to start
and restart the reaction, potentially large methods of pro-
viding auxiliary heating to the plasma, a source of fuel and
possibly fuel generation, and methods to avoid radiation
effects on spacecraft payloads and crew. The impacts for
inertial confinement power generation in space are equally
stressing. A deep cryogenic capability and a high-power laser
or particle beam are prerequisites for effective inertial con-
finement fusion.

However, it is difficult to fairly assess the systems engi-
neering impacts of fusion power in space, simply because
the technology has not yet achieved a commercial level of
maturity terrestrially. It is unreasonable to conclude today
that terrestrial fusion power of the future will use either mag-
netic or inertial confinement. Considering the complexity and
scale of these systems, it is possible that terrestrial fusion will
not commercialize as a viable power source until researchers
develop innovative new ways to ignite and contain the reac-
tion. When these advances occur terrestrially, then the space
power user should certainly consider transitioning this tech-
nology to orbit.

It is also important to consider the potential applications of
fusion power. The current technological approaches result in
fundamentally large, very high-power systems in the gigawatt
class. This power level may be enabling for a manned mission
to outer planets, especially if the mission requires power gen-
eration on the planet after arrival. Research on fusion power
for space application is typically driven by the propulsion
power needed to make interplanetary transits in reasonable
trip times. Therefore it is more appropriate to consider space
fusion power in the context of using it in a space propulsion
system.

8 ANTIMATTER POWER

Antimatter has the highest energy density of any material
currently known. Like space fusion power, it is researched
primarily with the intent of supporting interplanetary or
deep space propulsion and possibly colonization. The energy
density of a matter-antimatter reaction is on the order of
108 MJ g−1. This is an energy density 1010 times higher than
chemical, 1000 times that of fission, and 100 times higher
than fusion.
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The technology development needed to realize antimatter
space power is significant. A critical area of needed develop-
ment is production (Jameset al., 2001; Smith and Coughlin,
2001). Antimatter production is very limited, on the order of
nanograms per year, and occurs at the major particle accel-
erators like CERN and Fermilab. The cost of producing anti-
matter is very high. As a terrestrial power source it would not
make sense, because it consumes far greater power producing
the antimatter than is realized in the reaction. For space appli-
cations this inefficiency is less important. If we generate the
antimatter on Earth, and then transport it to space as a power
and propulsion source, the terrestrial inefficiency can be bal-
anced by factors such as reduced launch vehicle costs and
shorter mission duration. Research on antimatter traps to store
the fuel has focused primarily on electrostatic approaches in
Penning Traps with additional research on unconventional
advanced approaches (Smith and Coughlin, 2001).

As with fusion, the cost to build the antimatter production,
storage, and utilization infrastructure is a massive invest-
ment. To realize this capability for space, we would need
a mission of sufficient international importance to support
the investment or research that successfully finds approaches
to producing and using antimatter at substantially lower cost
and complexity.

9 CONCLUSION

Spacecraft technology advances occur when the costs and
risks are outweighed by the benefits and the programmatic
opportunities achieved by using the new technology. The
Soviet use of nuclear fission in the period 1965–1988 was
motivated in this manner by the geopolitical rewards of
fielding an operational naval reconnaissance radar in space.
At that time, space nuclear reactors were used to achieve
higher power than what could be supported using a photo-
voltaic solar array. Developing a higher power solar array,
using the low efficiency photovoltaic cells of the time,
would have also caused attitude control and drag mitigation
impacts beyond what the spacecraft could support. Simi-
larly, either fission or antimatter might be motivated in the
future when some extraterrestrial mission requires order-
of-magnitude improvements in propulsion or on-station
energy on a limited mass budget. Although typically pro-
posed for propulsion applications, electromagnetic tethers
can also be used to generate power at the expense of
orbital energy, as has been demonstrated through multiple
space experiments. In general, it is not advantageous to
trade orbital energy for power. Therefore electromagnetic
tethers for power generation are expected to have contin-
ued interest only in specialized, niche missions, advanced

space power generation, as with all future technology, is
highly affected by serendipitous technical advances that may
not be specifically developed for space applications. These
advanced technology opportunities might facilitate the use
of advanced space power-generation systems much closer to
the present.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Power Management and Distribution sub-
system is to ensure the reliable delivery of electrical power
to equipment on the spacecraft. PMAD controls the flow of
power from the power generation devices, manages the dis-
charge and recharge of energy storage devices, distributes
power to the load equipment of the spacecraft bus and its
payloads, and protects against the effects of short circuits or
component failures. Most earth-orbiting spacecraft employ
photovoltaic arrays as the power generation source, and sec-
ondary (i.e., rechargeable) batteries as the energy storage
devices, which provide power to the loads during eclipse
periods or anytime the load demand exceeds the solar array
power output capability. Most employ a PMAD architecture
in which there is a central, low-impedance distribution point
called the “main bus.” From this central point, connections

branch out via wire harnesses to deliver power elsewhere
on the spacecraft. Protection from faults is accomplished
through fuses, solid-state circuit breakers, or commandable
switches.

PMAD can consist of both hardware and software ele-
ments. Early architectures used mainly stand-alone, discrete
analog and digital circuitry for most functions, but in current
design practices computer algorithms are used for many con-
trol, switching, and fault management tasks.

2 PMAD ARCHITECTURE

The particular types of PMAD components to be used are
related to the overall EPDS architecture selected, which is
strongly influenced by the orbit type and the required power
level. Trade studies are conducted to determine what config-
uration bests meets system requirements such as power level,
mass, reliability, and other performance factors. At the same
time, effort is made to manage cost and schedule risk through
reuse of heritage components and technologies.

Some of the more common trades are as follows:

1. Bus Voltage – the traditional bus voltage is 28 V DC,
which derives from early aircraft power standards, and
its continued usage reflects not mere habit, but also the
fact that much heritage bus equipment exists that was
designed for that voltage. High-power missions, such as
communications satellites, generally employ higher volt-
ages because this allows the use of smaller gauge wiring
(for a constant load power, the higher the voltage, the
lower the current). A general rule is to use 28 V up to
2 kW, 50–70 V from there up to 10 kW, and 100 V or
higher beyond that. It is not necessary to use a single bus
voltage; sometimes a secondary bus is used to provide
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Figure 1. Typical regulated bus architecture.

28 V to the heritage hardware. However, the use of mul-
tiple buses may not provide the lowest mass or lowest
cost solution.

2. Regulated Versus Unregulated Bus – in an unregulated
bus, the bus voltage is simply the battery voltage. The
battery is connected directly to the bus, often using block-
ing diodes. As the battery State of Charge (SOC) goes up
and down, so does the bus voltage, by as much as ±25%.
A regulated bus employs negative feedback control to
achieve a bus voltage that varies by ±3% or less. This
narrower range simplifies the design of load units; also,
bus regulation provides a better-defined and more sta-
ble source impedance. There is a penalty paid due to the
inefficiency of the regulated power converter, but modern
designs achieve efficiencies greater than 95%. A typical
regulated bus architecture is shown in Figure 1.

3. Peak Power Tracking (PPT) versus Direct Energy Trans-
fer (DET) – in a DET system, which is more widely used
than PPT, the solar array strings or circuits are connected
to the main bus, either directly or through switches. The
bus voltage determines the position on the solar array
I/V curve and thus also determines the amount of power
that is extracted. Excess power is diverted by means of
dissipative or non-dissipative shunts, or by switching off
of some strings or circuits. In a PPT system, a series
regulator between the solar array and the bus adjusts
the operating voltage on the array side to always extract
the maximum power available. This allows for complete
usage of available array power from Beginning of Life
(BOL) to End of Life (EOL). However, the spacecraft
must be able to use all of the available power. Most space-

craft have a fixed sets of loads, so PPT is not usually
used in this case. A representative plot of a solar array
I/V curve, along with its power versus voltage curve, is
shown in Figure 2.

The four quantities that describe solar array operation
are the short-circuit current Isc, the open-circuit voltage
Voc, and the peak-power point current and voltage Imp

and Vmp. The goal in PPT is to adjust the array operating
voltage so that it remains at Vmp so the array can deliver
maximum power.

4. Sun-Tracking versus Fixed Solar Arrays – Tracking
arrays require motorized drives and slip rings for power
transfer across a rotating interface. This adds mass to the
spacecraft, but it makes more power available from the
arrays because of the ability to optimize the sun angle on
the arrays. Fixed arrays have lower mass, but they cannot
optimize the sun angle. Thus, the arrays would have to
be made larger than the corresponding size for a track-
ing array. Some orbits, particularly the sun-synchronous
polar orbit, lend themselves to a fixed array design.

3 PMAD ELEMENTS

A. Source Power Control – These elements control the
amount of power that flows from the solar arrays to the
bus, such that the demand of the loads plus the battery
recharge demand is exactly satisfied.
1. Dissipative Shunt – This type of device uses a feed-

back signal, usually derived from the bus voltage, to
control the amount of shunt resistance applied across
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Figure 2. Solar array current and power vs. voltage.

the solar array string or circuit. This resistance dissi-
pates available power in excess of that demanded by
the loads and battery; often, there is a thermal radiator
connected to radiate this excess power, in the form of
heat, to space, away from the spacecraft. Some shunt
dissipaters use bipolar transistors or power MOSFETs
operating in the linear region, while others switch
fixed resistors on or off as needed.

2. Series Switches – In this scheme, a control signal is
used to switch array strings or circuits on or off as
needed to exactly match the load and battery recharge
demand. Some systems use many solid-state switches
and a high bandwidth to achieve excellent closed-loop
response with fine granularity; others use a few relays
and low bandwidth for coarse control. Figure 3 shows
three different approaches to source energy control.

3. Series Regulators – Here, buck or boost converters
are used to control the power from the array circuits.
The outputs of the converters are at the (regulated)

bus voltage. Thus, for a given duty cycle, the array
voltage is fixed at the value dictated by the buck or
boost equation. For a buck converter, the equation
is Vout = D × Vin, while for a boost converter, it is
Vout = Vin/(1 − D), where D is the duty cycle of the
converter. By making D a function of the bus voltage,
a closed loop system is formed which regulates the
bus voltage to a specific value Vout, while allowing
the input voltage of the array to vary along its avail-
able power curve. This technique forces the array to
put out only as much power as is needed, with no need
to dissipate unused power.

B. Energy Storage Control – These elements assist in the
management of battery charging, maintenance of battery
health, and fault management.
1. Charge Control

a. Direct Bus Charging – In this approach, the bat-
tery is directly connected to the main bus, and the
charge rate into the battery is controlled via the

Figure 3. Typical solar array regulation schemes. (a) Parallel Shunting; (b) battery absorbs excess current; and (c) series switiching.
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Figure 4. Buck DC–DC converter.

array shunts or switches as discussed above. The
main drawback of this method is that the array
voltage is the same as the battery voltage; thus,
when the battery voltage is low, so is the avail-
able power from the array, effectively limiting the
amount of charge current available, because the
constant power loads demand more current as
the bus voltage drops. As the array ages, the sit-
uation gets worse until finally, the array cannot
restore the battery to full charge.

b. Buck-Converter Battery Charger – In a regulated-
bus system, where the battery voltage is always
less than the bus voltage, a buck or buck-derived
converter can be used as a battery charger. Control
circuitry produces a commanded duty cycle D that
gives the desired charge rate to a high degree of
accuracy. These types of chargers are usually at
least 85% efficient. Linear regulators may also be
considered for some low-power applications, but
their inefficiency prohibits use for higher-power
systems. Figure 4 shows the canonical buck con-
verter circuit with input/output relationships.

The power MOSFET acts as a switch, driven by
a high-frequency pulse train (typically 100 kHz).
D is the ratio of ON time to OFF time; it is derived
by comparing the output voltage with the target
output voltage regulation setpoint. By driving the
switch with the pulsewidth-modulated pulse train
with duty cycle D, the output is driven to the target
voltage. For a buck converter, the output voltage
must be less than the input voltage. Operation can
be described as follows: when the switch is ON,
current passes from the input source, through the
inductor, to the capacitor/load combination. When
the switch is OFF, the diode conducts to allow
the inductor stored energy to dump into the load.
The inductor/capacitor combination smooths the
output voltage.

c. Dedicated Charge Array – some systems use a
dedicated section of solar array to recharge the bat-
teries. Because this section does not need to power

bus loads, a constant recharge current is available.
The number of solar cells per string must be such
that the array peak power point is higher than the
highest expected battery voltage.

A. Discharge Control
a. Direct Discharge – on a battery-backed bus, dis-

charge to the loads is directly from the battery.
The load current varies greatly with battery volt-
age, due to the constant-power nature of loads
containing their own DC–DC converters (heater
loads, which comprise up to a third of total power,
are constant-resistance loads). Besides IR losses
through the wire harnesses, there is no other loss,
which is the advantage of this method.

b. Diode ORing of Multiple Batteries – When more
than one battery is used in a direct-discharge
scheme, blocking rectifiers are used to isolate the
system from a fault in any battery. Also, block-
ing diodes help maintain equal State of Charge
(SOC) in the batteries by preventing discharge of
the lower voltage batteries until the higher voltage
ones discharge to a lower voltage.

c. Discharge Converter – A boost or boost-derived
converter is often used as a bus voltage regulator
in discharge. Oftentimes there are multiple, paral-
leled converters that each handle a portion of the
total load, and they are generally used in an N + 1
redundancy scheme, where a total failure of one
channel is tolerable. Figure 5 shows a canonical
boost converter circuit.

The boost converter also uses a pulsewidth-
modulated pulse train to drive the MOSFET
switch. But because the positions of the induc-
tor, switch, and rectifier are different than in the
buck converter, the boost converter can produce
output voltages larger than the input voltage. The
operation of the boost converter can be thought
of in the following way: when the switch is
ON, the inductor L is charged by the input volt-
age. When the switch opens, the inductor energy
dumps into the capacitor/load combination. The
capacitor smoothes the output voltage.

Figure 5. Boost DC–DC converter.
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Figure 6. Relative capacity vs. temperature.

B. Battery Charge Management – The key to spacecraft
longevity lies in properly maintaining battery health.
Different battery technologies require different meth-
ods to optimize battery life, but the key factors can
be summarized as follows.
a. Temperature Control – Each battery cell technol-

ogy or chemistry has an optimum temperature
range within which the battery should be oper-
ated. Nickel–hydrogen batteries, for instance, are
best at cold temperatures, from −10 to +10 ◦C,
while Lithium Ions batteries perform best at higher
temperatures, from 20 to 30 ◦C. Precise thermal
control is achieved via a combination of radiators,
duty-controlled heaters, and heatpipes. Figure 6
shows capacity versus temperature for three bat-
tery technologies.

b. Charge and Discharge Rate Control – These are
dictated more by the type of mission than by any-
thing else. A GEO mission typically uses a C/10
to C/20 charge rate, because in GEO, the longest
eclipse period is only 72 min out of 24 h; thus,
there is much time in which to recharge the bat-
teries. A LEO orbit, on the other hand, is only
about ninety minutes long, with eclipse lasting up
to half of that. Because of the high ratio of eclipse
duration to orbital period, a higher charge rate,
typically C/2, must be used for LEO (note: C is
the battery capacity in Ampere-hours, but charge
and discharge rates are expressed in Amperes, for
example, C/2 for a 100 A h battery would be 50 A).

Discharge rates vary depending on the mission,
but usually fall into the range of C/5 to C/2.

It is critical that a cell-level life testing reg-
imen be used that mimics or envelopes the
proposed on orbit charge/discharge cycling, espe-
cially for LEO missions, since there are sixteen

daily charge/discharge cycles, much more than for
GEO.

c. End-of-Charge Determination – There are sev-
eral techniques used, depending on the battery
technology. Ampere-hour integration is often used
to track battery State of Charge (SOC), or its
converse Depth of Discharge (DOD). A current
sensor monitors current flow to and from the bat-
tery, and a computer integrates this over time to
keep a running tally of the present SOC or DOD.
Upon recharge, the computer monitors SOC or
DOD until the amount of charge added equals
the amount taken out times the recharge ratio (see
below).

For nickel–cadmium and nickel–hydrogen bat-
teries, the voltage–temperature, or VT Limit
concept has been commonly used, especially in
LEO orbits. A VT curve relates maximum allowed
voltage and temperature during recharge, with
the aim of providing a desired recharge ratio,
which is (A-h in)/(A-h out), while avoiding ther-
mal runaway due to overcharge. Usually a family
of VT curves is available, and the battery engineers
monitoring on-orbit performance will select the
curve that provides the best regimen for the space-
craft batteries at any given time in the mission
life.

For Lithium-ion batteries, end-of-charge deter-
mination is based primarily on cell voltage.
Typical end-of-charge voltage (EOCV) is selected
between 3.9 and 4.1 V. The damage threshold is
approximately 4.3 V. The EOCV is limited out of
conservatism – although there is still remaining
capacity above 4.1 V, the reliability of the battery
could suffer if we tried to use it.

Charge controllers used to be implemented
using complex analog and digital circuitry. It is
more common nowadays for the control to be sit-
uated in software or in custom FPGAs or ASICs
that send charge rate commands to the charger.

d. Cell Balancing – Nickel–cadmium and nickel–
hydrogen batteries are tolerant to mild overcharg-
ing; in fact, to ensure full recharge, a certain
amount of overcharge, dictated by the recharge
ratio, is customary. This overcharge minimizes
divergence in SOC among cells within a battery.
However, lithium-ion batteries are recharged to a
particular voltage which is less than 100% SOC.
Because of this difference, the SOCs of the indi-
vidual cells within a battery have a tendency to
diverge over a large number of charge/discharge
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cycles. This limits the overall capacity of the bat-
tery, because charging must be ceased when the
cell with the highest SOC reaches the EOCV. The
other cells’ voltages may be less than this, but
nonetheless, they must not be charged further (this
is assuming that all cells are in series and receive
the same charge current).

To counter the divergence tendency, cell-
balancing is used. Special circuitry is connected
across each cell, monitoring its voltage and pro-
viding a means to either add or subtract charge,
as needed, on an individual-cell basis to maintain
equal SOC for all cells.

e. Reconditioning – Over time, after many charge/
discharge cycles, batteries tend to lose capacity.
For some battery types, such as nickel–cadmium
or nickel–hydrogen, a complete discharge of the
battery down to a very low or zero SOC, followed
by a recharge, can restore lost capacity. A recon-
ditioning unit consists largely of power resistors
to absorb energy during the letdown, and relays
to switch the battery or cell subgroups offline
during the reconditioning. For multiple-battery
systems, one battery at a time is taken offline
for reconditioning. Single-battery systems can be
reconditioned during sunlit times when battery
support of the bus is not required.

f. Dead Bus Recovery – Suppose a spacecraft loses
attitude control such that much less sunlight is
incident on the solar arrays. This is called a neg-
ative energy balance situation, and over time, the
spacecraft batteries may become depleted. Typ-
ically, when this situation arises, the spacecraft
computer will take action by putting the spacecraft
into Safe Hold Mode. In this mode, the spacecraft
attempts to maneuver to a sun-safe attitude, and
unnecessary loads are shed to reduce battery con-
sumption. After a time, the problem is isolated and
normal operation can be resumed.

However, there have been cases where space-
craft have been lost because a positive energy
balance condition could not be achieved in time
to solve the problem, and the batteries became
fully discharged, with no means to recharge them,
because once the bus went dead, it became impos-
sible to command the battery chargers back on.
It is essential that the PMAD have a means to
restore functionality if a positive energy balance
is reached. This could happen fortuitously, for
instance, by precession of the spacecraft to a more
favorable sun attitude, or intentionally, by provid-

ing an autonomous recharge function to the battery
along with a means of disconnecting whatever
loads remain on the battery, or by a combination
of both.

Lithium-ion batteries, by virtue of the fact
that they cannot withstand discharge to voltages
less than approximately 2.7 V/cell (they quickly
form copper dendrites that short out the cell),
need to have a disconnect switch or some other
means to limit discharge current to a very small
amount. This switch should open at some aver-
age cell voltage such as 2.9 V, and reconnect
autonomously when the voltage has recharged via
the autonomous charge path either to full charge
or to some accepted minimum safe voltage. By
eliminating parasitic loads on the batteries during
the autonomous recharge period, the best chance
for recovery is obtained.

C. Power Distribution – Power must be distributed to the
spacecraft loads from the main bus and secondary buses
(if any). Generally, the power return line is connected
to spacecraft chassis at one location called Single-Point
Ground (SPG). Primary power lines emanating from the
bus must bring their return lines back to this point. This
minimizes noise and interference between loads; how-
ever, some high-frequency systems perform better with a
multipoint ground scheme. Various other considerations
for power distribution are as follows:
1. Secondary Power Conversion – The main and/or sec-

ondary bus voltages are generally not directly useful
to the circuits contained within the various pieces of
electrical and electronic equipment on a spacecraft.
For example, a control unit may require ±15 V DC
for analog circuitry; +5, +3.3 and +2.0 V DC for dig-
ital circuits; 200 V DC for a sensor; and 28 V DC for
a motor drive. Thus, most load units contain Point-
of-Load (POL) DC–DC converters that provide the
required voltages. These voltages are galvanically iso-
lated from the bus voltage via transformers; the secon-
daries are grounded locally to the unit’s chassis, which
is bonded electrically to the spacecraft structure.
This methodology is generally the best for achiev-
ing Electromagnetic Compatibility(EMC) between
the various loads and subsystems on a spacecraft.

2. Unfused Power – A hard short-circuit placed directly
on a power bus can draw thousands of Amperes from
the batteries, create powerful plasma arcs due to the
vacuum environment of space, and produce enough
heat to melt everything in the vicinity. The possibility
of such a catastrophic, mission-ending condition is
called a mission Single-Point Failure Mode (SPFM).
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While there will always be some locations in
the PMAD equipment where this unfused-power
SPFM exists, there are ways to minimize the risk:
(i) employ two separate means of insulation on all
unfused power; (ii) provide fusing to loads and solar
arrays lines as close to the bus as possible; (iii) avoid
running unfused power through cables, but if this
is done, double-wrap such cables and provide other
means of protection including special markings,
stand-offs, covers, and so on; and ensure adequate
spacing between unfused cables or bus bars and any
wires or metal elements connected to chassis.

3. Fused Power – As in an automobile or a home, power
branching out to the load areas from a central point
must be fused or, equivalently, protected by resettable
circuit breakers or current limiters. Large fuses may
lead to secondary distribution units where the power
branches off via several smaller fuses to individual
pieces of load equipment. Inside a load, there may
be further branching of the incoming power via yet
smaller fuses.

Good fusing design will ensure that wherever a
fault may occur, only the immediate upstream fuse
will blow and not any of the ones farther upstream.
This must be analyzed using the i2t characteristics of
all the fuses, the wire resistances (including resistance
increase due to temperature rise), and other relevant
data. It is important to assess potential voltage
transients that occur whenever a fuse blows, resulting
from stored energy in wiring inductance. Distribution
points may require damping to keep such transients
from harming other equipment connected to the same
point. The fusing system must also be analyzed for
inrush effects to ensure that no fuses blow in response
to system power-up, power-down, or in response to
step-load surges or fault-clearing transients.

D. Command and Telemetry Interface
1. Command – PMAD equipment must contain com-

mand receiver circuits to allow it to respond to ground
commands or commands from the spacecraft proces-
sor. Usually, serial buses such as RS-422 are used for
this purpose, but it is not uncommon to find discrete
commands as well. It is important that the system be
designed such that no inadvertently-sent single com-
mand can cause damage to the power system or cause
it to enter an unrecoverable state.

2. Telemetry – It is vital for the ground operator to
understand the status of all elements of power system
operation. This information is invaluable in assessing
overall EPS performance, as well as in troubleshoot-
ing problem on orbit. Archiving telemetry readings

allows for future trend analysis to understand how
the system is performing over time and whether it is
meeting degradation predictions. The following infor-
mation is essential:
a. The SOC or DOD of the batteries.
b. Battery (also cell, if available) voltages and tem-

peratures (also pressure for nickel–hydrogen).
c. Main and secondary bus voltages.
d. Total load current.
e. Currents of major load groups.
f. Total solar array current and/or solar array group

currents.
g. Solar array temperatures.
h. Status indications from EPS components –

enabled/disabled, commanded charge rate, relay
On/Off indicators, etc.

4 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for the design of Electrical Power Systems, and
PMAD components thereof, may be found in American Insti-
tute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA S-122-2007) as
well as the European Space Agency standard (ECSS-E-ST-
20C, 2008). The areas relevant to PMAD equipment involve
the following areas:

1. Power Quality
a. Sustained Overvoltage or Undervoltage – These

requirements ensure that the PMAD hardware is not
damaged by bus voltages between 0 V DC and some
upper limit.

b. Step Load Changes – These requirements limit
the allowable bus voltage excursions that occur in
response to sudden changes in the load, such as the
switching on or off of a large motorized actuator.

c. Fault-Clearing Transients – when a serious short-
circuit occurs in the power wiring, the resulting fault
current may be as high as 2000 Amperes. When the
fuse protecting the faulted branch clears, the energy
stored in the wiring inductances feeding the fault
creates a voltage spike that could damage equipment
sharing the feeder branch.

To ensure that equipment will not be damaged by
fault-clearing voltage spikes, the maximum impulse
strength (i.e., volt-second product) of a spike at any
power distribution point is set by the EPS standard.
The system must be analyzed and/or tested to predict
the worst-case spike occurring due to a fault in any
branch circuit. The important factors are the source
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impedance of the batteries, wiring resistances to the
fault site, load impedances including bus capaci-
tance, and detailed knowledge of the fuse opening
time. If any distribution point is shown capable of
producing a spike in excess of the level set by the
standard, then a damping network may be added to
the distribution point to bring the spike down below
the limit.

To ensure margin between the highest allowable
spike at a distribution point and the damage threshold
of equipment, a special test is run on each piece of
bus or payload equipment to show that the equipment
can withstand a spike four times (12 dB) higher than
that specified for the bus.

d. Voltage Ripple – voltage ripple on the power bus or
at distribution points has three possible components:
(i) self-generated voltage ripple due to power con-
verters within the PMAD equipment; (ii) reflected
ripple, where ripple currents created by the POL
converters in loads are reflected against the source
impedance at the distribution point to create volt-
age ripple; and (iii) deadband ripple, which can
occur when the PMAD has a transition between two
modes of bus voltage control that each regulate the
bus to slightly different voltage setpoints (e.g., in
sunlight mode, the bus may be regulated to 50.5 V,
while in eclipse mode it is set to 50.0. A pulsating
high-current load could cause repeated transitions
between the two modes, resulting in a deadband
ripple of 0.5 V peak-to-peak).

2. Source and Load Power Levels These definitions are
important to the PMAD designer, as they determine how
to size the PMAD elements.
a. Contingent Source Power – This is the nominal avail-

able source power from the solar arrays multiplied
by a factor (>1) based on the maturity of the solar
array technology to be used. New array designs that
are not flight-proven must be oversized somewhat to
ensure that even if some circuits fail there will still be
sufficient power to meet the mission requirements.

b. Contingent Load Power – This is the maximum
expected total load (maximum predicted load equip-
ment power plus maximum battery recharge power).

c. Load Margin – the ratio of contingent source power
to contingent load power, minus one. This represents
a safety margin; it is the percentage of the maximum
total load that could be added as an additional load
while still meeting energy balance requirements.

The PMAD elements must be sized to handle the
contingent source power from the arrays and the
contingent load power of the loads.

3. Fault Tolerance – The PMAD elements should contain
redundancy and other provisions so that no single failure
can cause loss of the whole power system or damage to
any load equipment.

4. Stability – The PMAD components must be designed
such that the EPS is always stable; that is, the bus voltage
remains within its limits for all anticipated combina-
tions of loads. Unregulated systems, where the batteries
directly feed the bus, are generally not susceptible to
instability. However, regulated systems that utilize neg-
ative feedback for bus voltage control are susceptible to
it. The converters that regulate the bus voltage must have
a worst-case phase margin of at least 30 degrees, and a
worst-case gain margin of at least 6 dB.

The load interface is susceptible to instability if the
source impedance is greater than the load impedance at any
frequency. This situation can arise because of the constant-
power nature of most loads (due to the POL DC–DC
converter). A constant –power load has a negative dynamic
impedance that can interact with the source impedance to
create the conditions for oscillation.

5 DESIGN VERIFICATION

To verify the PMAD design, the following analyses and tests
are conducted.

1. Worst-Case Circuit Analysis (WCCA) – The circuits
in all the PMAD units are analyzed using worst-case
component variation due to initial tolerance, tempera-
ture swings, aging, and radiation. This ensures that the
PMAD will be able to meet all its requirements over the
mission life.

2. Harness Analysis – The power harnessing is analyzed to
determine temperature rise in the wiring. All wire tem-
peratures should be kept below 50% of the maximum
rating to ensure long life.

3. Voltage Drop Analysis – For each load, the voltage drop
from the bus to the load is determined using the wiring
resistance (including temperature rise effects) and the
load current. The minimum allowed bus voltage is used.
The goal in this analysis is to make sure that the worst-
case minimum voltage at each load’s input terminals
meets the required minimum voltage for that load.

4. Fusing Analysis – this analysis determines whether fuses
are sized and derated correctly for the stead-state and
transient currents they will be subjected to.

5. PMAD Tests.
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Power quality is tested under various loading conditions to
verify ripple and step-load transient requirements. Stability is
usually measured implicitly at the system level via step-load
response. The amount of voltage overshoot is related to the
phase margin in the system.

6 CONCLUSION

PMAD is an essential part of a spacecraft EPS, and the mis-
sion itself is wholly dependent on its correct functioning.
Therefore it is of the utmost importance to follow best design
practices to achieve the most robust system possible.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Elasticity is a branch of mechanics specializing in the study
of the causal relationship between the external forces and
the deformations and internal forces that develop in a solid.
Elastic solids are characterized by the fundamental property
that they recover their original shape and size after the exter-
nal loads are withdrawn. In linear elasticity, the deformations
are assumed to be very “small” and to vary linearly with the
loads. A brief exposition of the theory of linear elasticity is
presented in this chapter with the additional assumption that
the loads are static. The reader is expected to have exposure to
the elementary theory of strength of materials, matrix algebra,
and Cartesian tensors. The equations of elasticity are written

in compact forms using the index notation and coordinate-
independent direct vector notation when convenient.

The chapter is divided into three main sections enti-
tled Kinematics, Balance Laws, and Constitutive Relations.
Kinematics is concerned with the quantitative description of
deformation and involves the concepts of the displacement
vector and the strain tensor. The balance laws are based on the
application of Newton’s laws to deformable solids resulting
in the definition of the stress tensor, derivation of the equilib-
rium equations, and the introduction of the stored energy. The
constitutive relations characterize the specific physical prop-
erties of the material under consideration and complete the
mathematical formulation of the theory of elasticity. A brief
discussion of the mathematical concepts and notations used
here is presented first. More detailed expositions of these can
be found in standard textbooks, for example, Mal and Singh
(1991) and Sokolnikoff (1951).

2 MATHEMETICAL PRELIMINARIES

Development of the theory of elasticity requires familiarity
with a number of mathematical concepts, including matri-
ces, index notation, and tensors. Some of the most useful
concepts and the notations and symbols used in this chapter
are summarized in this section.

A square matrix will be denoted by the alternative sym-
bolsA, [A] or [aij ] wherei andj take on the values 1 through
n andaij is an element of the matrix. Most of the matrices
used here are 3× 3 (i.e.,n = 3) and symmetric (i.e.,aij = aji).
The special matrix with one column with the ordered set
of three numbersvi (i = 1, 2, 3) will be denoted byV,
{V} or {vi}. The reader is expected to be familiar with the
rules of matrix algebra, including addition, multiplication,
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inverse, and manipulations involving these operations (e.g.,
AB, AV, [AB]−1 = B−1A−1, [AB]T = BTAT, etc). An orthog-
onal matrix satisfies the relationA−1 = AT. The eigenvalue
λ and eigenvectorV of a matrix are defined by the solu-
tions of the homogeneous system of equationAV = λV. A
real symmetric 3× 3 matrix has three real eigenvalues and
three mutually orthogonal eigenvectors corresponding to the
eigenvectors.

The most useful rules of index notation are the concepts
of the free index and summation convention. The expression
aijj contains a free indexi anda repeated indexj. The free
index implies thataijj represents an ordered set of three num-
bers corresponding to three values ofi. The twice repeated
index j implies summation overj = 1, 2 3. Repeated indices
are also called dummy indices and they can be changed if
needed (i.e.,aijj = aikk = ajmm, etc.). Repeated indices can-
not occur more than twice in a given expression and free
indices in an equation must be the same in both sides of the
equation.

The product of two matrices can be expressed in index
notation in a very compact form. IfC = AB thencij = aikbkj

wherei, j are free indices and there is summation over the
repeated index k. It should be noted that the rules of the index
notation are strict and their improper use may lead to serious
errors in analysis. A special second order matrixI with 1
along its diagonal and zeros elsewhere is called the unit matrix
and its elements can be expressed asδij, the Kronecker delta,
with the properties that its value is 1 wheni andj have equal
values and zero ifi andj are unequal.

δij = 1, if ij = 11, 22 or 33

= 0, if i /= j
(1)

Another useful symbol, called the alternating or
Levi-Civita symbol,εijk is characterized by the properties

εijk = 1, if ijk = 123, 231 or 312

= −1, if ijk = 321, 213, 132

= 0, if two indices have the same value (2)

Tensors are also ordered sets of numbers except that
their elements are associated with physical quantities (e.g.,
force, moments and products of inertia) and they change
their values in specific ways if the vector basis undergoes
rotations. A tensor will be denoted by the boldface symbol
T. Its components referred to a vector basis with mutu-
ally orthogonal base vectors (e1, e2, e2) will be denoted
by tijkm.... The order of a tensor,n, is equal to the num-
ber of indices int and in three-dimensional space the total

number of its components is 3n. If the vector basis under-
goes a rotational transformation specified by the orthogonal
matrix Q = [qij ] of the basis (e′

1, e′
2, e′

2) whereqij = e′
j·ei

then the components of the tensor are transformed accord-
ing to the formulat′ijkm = qipqjqqkrqmstpqrs where there are
sums over the repeated indicesp, q, r, s. A second order tensor
with componentstij can be manipulated as a matrix and its
transformation property can be expressed in matrix form as
T ′ = QTQT.

A first order tensorV with componentsvi can be identified
with a vector. Algebraic operations between two (or more)
vectorsU andV can be carried out using the results of the
operations between the base vectors. Some useful examples
are

ei · ej = δij, ei × ej = εijkek, u × v = εijkuivjek (3)

whereei is a base vector.
The eigenvalues of a second order tensor can be calculated

by solving the system of equationsTV = λV. An important
property of a second order tensor with real and symmetric
components is that it can be diagonalized by rotating the
axes to align with the eigenvectors and the rotated diagonal
tensor has its eigenvalues along the diagonal. An isotropic
tensor remains the same for all rotational transformation of
the vector basis and can be expressed asαI whereα is a scalar
andI is the unit tensor with componentsδij .

If the components of two vectorsU andV are related by the
equation,ui = aijvj thenaij are the components of a second
order tensorA. This result is known as the quotient rule.

In the mathematical treatment of elasticity it is necessary
to work with tensors that describe the physical properties of
the deformed solid that are functions of position. The com-
ponents of these tensors are in general functions of position
and are said to form a tensor field in the domain occu-
pied by the solid. The equations of elasticity theory involve
differentiation and integration of tensor (and vector) fields.
Differentiation may alter the nature of these fields. As a sim-
ple example, consider a scalar field defined byf(x1, x2, x3)
over a given domain. The derivatives off are denoted in index
notation asf,i which indicates differentiation with respect to
xi . This is known as the comma notation. It can be shown that
the components off,i transform as a vector under the rotation
of the vector basis and thus generate a vector field. Similarly
fij, are the components of a tensor field of second order. Dif-
ferentiation of a vector fieldV(x1, x2, x3) with respect toxi

generates a second order tensor field with componentsvi ,j
and so on.

It should be noted that all equations involving the comma
notation are valid in Cartesian coordinates only and they are
very useful for formulating elasticity problems in rectangular
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Linear Elasticity 3

domains. The equations can be expressed in coordinate-free
forms using the direct representation of vectors and tensors
and they can be used in formulating the equations of elastic-
ity in curvilinear coordinates. The main feature of the direct
representation is that it carries the base vectors with it and
algebraic as well as differential operations involving them
can be carried out explicitly based on the rules of operation
between the base vectors. As an example, the direct notation
for a vector isV = viei whereei is a base vector in any orthog-
onal basis. The vectorf,iei is denoted by∇f . The differential
operator∇ is called the “grad.” The divergence of a vectorv
can be written as∇·v and the curl ofv by ∇ × v- their index
notation representations in Cartesian coordinates are

∇·v = vi,i ∇ × v = εijkvj,iek (4)

The divergence theorem or Gauss’ theorem is also useful in
the development of the equations of elasticity. A generalized
form of the theorem can be expressed in the form

∫
V

f,idV =
∫
S

fnidS or
∫
V

∇fdV =
∫
S

fndS (5)

where the domainV is bounded by the closed surfaceS, and
n is the outward unit normal to the surface element dS. The
function f must be continuous inV and onS. The theorem
can be extended to tensor fields as∫

V

tij,jdV =
∫
S

tijnjdS

∫
V

∇·TdV =
∫
S

T T·ndS (6)

The index notation offers a convenient way to express the
equations of elasticity in compact forms. In solving linear
elasticity problems it is often necessary to use the equations
in their component forms. In such cases the standard notations
x, y, z for Cartesian coordinates will be utilized.

We now turn to the discussion of the three main topics in
the theory of elasticity.

3 KINEMATICS OF DEFORMATION

3.1 The strain tensor

The theory of elasticity is generally based on the assumption
that the solid under consideration can be represented as a con-
tinuum composed of a continuous distribution of “material
particles” that are much larger than the atomic dimensions.
It is further assumed here that the solid is undeformed in
absence of external loads and that the loads are applied slowly,

e1

e2

e3

O

X x

u
PdX

p

dx

Figure 1. A line element dX in the undeformed (left) and dx in the
deformed (right) states of a solid. The separation of the two states
is exaggerated for clarity.

resulting in static deformations. The undeformed or reference
and deformed or current states or configurations of a solid are
shown in Figure 1.

A material particle at the location P with position vector
X in the reference configuration is assumed to move to the
location p with position vectorx in the current configuration.
A line element dX located atX assumed to be transformed into
the line element dx in the current configuration. Clearly the
deformation of the material particle atX can be expressed
as a one to one relationship betweenX andx and the line
elements can then be related through the equation

dxi = ∂xi

∂Xj

dXj or dx = FdX (7)

where the components of the matrixF are given by

Fij = ∂xi

∂Xj

(8)

Then by the quotient rule,F is a second order tensor; it
is known as the deformation gradient tensor. Equation (7)
implies that changes in the length and orientation of all line
elements in the solid can be determined in terms ofF and
thus it can serve as a measure of the deformation of the solid.
However, it is difficult to relateF to the external loads and
alternate measures need to be introduced. To this end, letu
denote the displacement of the particle, that is,

u(X) = x(X) − X (9)

Differentiation of equation (9) leads to

∂ui

∂Xj

= Fij − δij or F = I + H (10)
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4 Structural Mechanics

where

Hij = ∂ui

∂Xj

(11)

The second order tensorH is known as the displacement
gradient tensor.

Let dL and dl denote the lengths of the line elements dX
and dx. Then

dl2 = dxTdx = dXTFTFdX = dXT [I + 2E] dX (12)

where the tensorE is related toF andH by

E = 1

2

[
FTF − I

] = 1

2

[
H + HT + HT H

]
(13)

E is known as the Lagrangian strain tensor. As a special
case, let the line element dX be directed along the base vector
e1. Then

dX = dL1e1 and dl1 = |dx| =
√

1 + 2E11dL1 (14)

Similar results are easily obtained for other axial orienta-
tions of dX. Thus the change in length per unit length of line
elements initially oriented along the three base vectors in the
reference configurations are given by the formulas

(dl/dL)i − 1 =
√

1 + Eii − 1 (15)

The angleθij between the line elements dLiei and dLjej in
the deformed configuration can be calculated from the inner
product between the deformed elements as

cosθij = 2Eij/
√

(1 + 2Eii)(1 + 2Ejj) (16)

wherei /= j. In equations (15) and (16) there is no sum over
the repeated indicesi andj.

The three tensors,F, H, andE introduced in this section
are exact measures of the local deformation of the solid and
they can be used to formulate the theory of nonlinear elasticity
(Mal and Singh, 1991).

3.2 The linear strain tensor

If the displacement gradients are very small, then ignoring
the squares and products of small quantities, equation (13)
reduces to the linear strain displacement relation

ε = 1

2

[
H + HT]

(17)

The tensorε is also referred to as the infinitesimal strain
tensor. In the linear theory, no distinction needs to be made
betweenX and x in the field equations. As an example,
consider the displacement vectorU(X) as a function of the
reference coordinateX andu(x) as a function of the current
coordinatex. Then the displacement gradient tensors in the
two coordinate systems are,H defined in equation (11), and
h where

hij = ∂ui

∂xj

(18)

Using the chain rule of differentiation,

Hij = ∂Ui

∂Xj

= ∂ui

∂xk

∂xk

∂Xj

= hik Fkj

⇒ H = hF = h[I + H ]
(19)

Thus

h = H [I + H ]−1 (20)

For small displacement gradients, the above equation
implies that in the linear approximation,h ≈ H. Thus the
strain-displacement relations (17) can be written in index
notation as

εij = 1

2
(ui,j + uj,i) (21)

where the derivatives are with respect tox. The diagonal
components ofε are called the normal strains and the off-
diagonal terms are the shearing strains. Clearly,εij = εji , that
is,ε is a symmetric tensor. For small deformations, retaining
the linear terms in small quantities, equations (15) and (16)
yield,

(dl/dL)i − 1 ≈ εii and
�

2
− θij ≈ 2εij, i /= j (22)

where there is no sum overi. Equations (22) imply that the
components of the infinitesimal strain tensorε are equal to
the changes in the side lengths and the angles of a unit square
with its edges parallel to coordinate axes. The deformation
of a rectangular element under plane strain condition in the
xy-plane is depicted in Figure 2.

It should be mentioned that the skewsymmetric tensorω

with components

ωij = 1

2
(ui,j − uj,i) (23)
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y

R

dY

P dX
Q

P′

R′

Q′dx

dy

θxy

O
x

Figure 2. Deformation of a rectangular element from under plane
strain on thexy-plane.

represents the infinitesimal rigid rotation of the material par-
ticle. It can also be shown that the change in volume per
unit volume,d, of a material particle is related to the strains
through

d = εkk (24)

Sinceε is a second order tensor, it is subject to the tensor
transformation rule under rotation of the vector basis:

ε′ = QεQT (25)

whereQ is the rotation matrix. In the case of plane strain in
the xy-plane, and for rotation of the axes about thex3-axis
through an angleθ,




ε′
11

ε′
22

ε′
12


 =




c2 s2 2cs

s2 c2 −2cs

−cs cs c2 − s2







ε11

ε22

ε12


 (26)

where c = cosθ, s = sinθ. The other components of the
strain tensor vanish under the plane strain condition. It can be
easily seen that the shearing strainε′

12 = 0 when the rotation
angleθ is given by

tan2θ = 2ε12

ε11 − ε22
(27)

In the rotated vector basis,

ε′ =
[

ε1 0

0 ε2

]
(28)

where

ε1,2 = ε11 + ε22

2
±

√(
ε11 − ε22

2

)2

+ ε2
12 (29)

In the general three-dimensional case,ε is a real and sym-
metric second order tensor and so it has three real eigenvalues
(ε1, ε2, ε3) and three mutually orthogonal eigenvectors. Thus
ε can be diagonalized with its eigenvalues along the diagonal
if the vector basis is rotated to coincide with its eigenvec-
tors. The eigenvectors are known as the principal axes and
the eigenvalues are called the principal values of the strain
tensor. Thus it is always possible to find an orientation of a
rectangular element within every point in a deformed solid
such that it has no shearing strain and therefore the element
does not change its shape.

3.2.1 Strain displacement relations in cylindrical
coordinates

The basic element in cylindrical coordinates is shown in
Figure 3. The strain displacement relations in curvilinear
coordinates are complicated due to the curvature of the ele-
ments and the dependence of the base vectors on position.
Omitting the details of the calculations, the strain displace-
ment relations in cylindrical coordinates are listed below.
Their derivations can be found in the literature (e.g., Mal and

x1

r

z
x2

x3

O

dr

dz

r

(r,φ,z)

dφ rdφ

φ

Figure 3. The volume element in cylindrical coordinates.
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6 Structural Mechanics

Singh, 1991) where the equations in spherical coordinates are
also given.

εrr = ∂ur

∂r
εφφ = 1

r

(
∂uφ

∂φ
+ ur

)
εzz = ∂uz

∂z

εφz = εzφ = 1

2

(
∂uφ

∂z
+ 1

r

∂uz

∂φ

)

εzr = εrz = 1

2

(
∂ur

∂z
+ ∂uz

∂r

)

εrφ = εφr = 1

2

(
1

r

∂ur

∂φ
+ ∂uφ

∂r
− uφ

r

)
(30)

3.3 The strain compatibility relations

The strain displacement equations (21) relate three compo-
nents of the displacement vector,u with six components of
the strain tensor,ε. If the displacement field is known, then
the strain field can be calculated uniquely from these equa-
tions. However, if the strain field is given, then the calculation
of the displacement field requires the solution of a system of
six partial differential equations for the three unknowns. The
redundant system of equations may lead to nonunique and
multiple valued solutions foru. In order that equations (21)
possess a unique solution foru, some restriction must be
imposed onε. The conditions for the unique integrability of
equations (21) are known as the strain compatibility or simply
the compatibility equations. The necessary conditions for this
can be obtained in a straightforward manner by eliminating
u from the equations as

εij,kl + εkl,ij − εik,jl − εil,jk = 0 (31)

Noting that the strain tensor is symmetric and that the order
of the differentiations is irrelevant, it can be seen that only
6 of the 81 component equations in (31) are independent.
It can be shown that these equations are also sufficient in a
simply connected domain and the integration of equations
(21) will produce a unique displacement field. In the special
case of plane strain the compatibility equations in Cartesian
and polar coordinates reduce to

ε11,22 + ε22,11 = 2ε12,12 (32)

and

∂2εφφ

∂r2
− 1

r

∂εrr

∂r
+ 1

r2

∂2εrr

∂φ2
= 2

r

∂2εrφ

∂r∂φ
+ 2

r2

∂εrφ

∂φ
− 2

r

∂εφφ

∂r

(33)

4 BALANCE LAWS AND THE STRESS
TENSOR

4.1 The global balance laws

In this section the general physical principles that govern
the deformation of a solid subjected to externally applied
loads are discussed. A solid may be acted upon by two types
of forces: body forces and surface forces. Body forces are
distributed throughout the body (e.g., gravity) and surface
forces are applied by foreign objects in contact with the body.
The forces are assumed to be independent of time.

Consider a solid occupying the domainR with boundary
B under the action of external forces consisting of both body
and surface forces. The body and surface forces acting on an
arbitrary volume V bounded by the surfaceS are shown in
Figure 4. The body force per unit volume at a pointx ∈ V is
denoted byf and the surface force per unit area at a pointy ∈ S
is denoted byt. Bothf andt are assumed to be continuous in
their respective domains. The surface forcet is also known
as the stress vector or traction.

The balance of forces and moments for the material par-
ticles in V can be expressed as

∫
V

fdV +
∫

S

tdS = 0 (34)∫
V

x × fdV +
∫

S

y × tdS = 0 (35)

wherex andy are the position vectors of the volume element
dV and the surface element dS respectively. Equations (34)
and (35) are known as the global balance laws for the solid.

ê2

ê1

ê3

V

x

dV

S

f dV

tds

n

Figure 4. A deformed solid subjected to body forcef per unit vol-
ume and surface forcet per unit area on an arbitrary volumeV
bounded by the surfaceS.
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Linear Elasticity 7

They will now be used to derive the local laws, valid at an
arbitrary pointx within the solid.

4.2 The Cauchy’s stress tensor

The local forms of the balance equations involve forces on
the faces of a cube element at the field pointx. The force on
the ith face of a unit cube is denoted byti and its Carte-
sian components along the coordinate axes are shown in
Figure 5. Thus

ti = σijej (36)

whereσij is thejth component of the force on the face normal
to theei- axis. Since bothti andei are vectors, by the quotient
rule,σ is a second order tensor, known as the Cauchy’s stress
tensor. The stress components on the opposite faces of the
cube are in directions opposite to those on the front faces
shown in Figure 5.

Equations (36) can be used to show that the stress vector
can be expressed as a linear function ofn, the unit normal to
dS in the forms

t = σ·n or tj = σijni (37)

This result, known as the Cauchy’s Stress Hypothesis,
can be proved by considering the equilibrium of a tetrahe-
dron with its three faces lying in the coordinate planes of a
Cartesian system aty and the fourth face coincident with dS,
but will be omitted for brevity. It can be found in references
listed at the end of the chapter.

Figure 5. The components of the Cauchy stress.

4.3 The local equilibrium equations

We now return to the balance laws (34) and (35), which can
be expressed in index notation, using equation (37), as

∫
V

fjdV +
∫
S

σijnidS = 0

εijk

∫
V

xifjdV + εijk

∫
S

yiσmjnmdS = 0
(38)

Using the divergence theorem, the surface integrals in
equations (38) can be converted into volume integrals. The
results are ∫

V

(fj + σij,i)dV = 0 (39)

εijk

∫
V

[xi(fj + σmj,m) + σij]dV = 0 (40)

Since equations (39) and (40) must hold for arbitrary
choice ofV, their integrands must vanish at every point within
the solid:

fj + σij,i = 0 (41)

εijk[xi(fj + σmj,m) + σij] = 0 (42)

The first term in equation (42) is zero and it reduces to
εijkσij = 0. Using the properties of the alternating symbol
given in equation (2),

σij = σji (43)

Equation (41) is a system of partial differential equations
relating the stress components to the body forces and is known
as Cauchy’s equation of equilibrium. Equation (43) implies
that the stress tensor is symmetric.

It should be noted that equations (41) and (42) are valid
in Cartesian coordinates only. The components of the equi-
librium equation in cylindrical coordinates (r, ϕ, z) are (Mal
and Singh, 1991),

∂σrr

∂r
+ 1

r

∂σφr

∂φ
+ ∂σzr

∂z
+ 1

r

(
σrr − σφφ

) + fr = 0

∂σrφ

∂r
+ 1

r

∂σφφ

∂φ
+ ∂σzφ

∂z
+ 2

r
σrφ + fφ = 0

∂σrz

∂r
+ 1

r

∂σφz

∂φ
+ ∂σzz

∂z
+ 1

r
σrz + fz = 0

(44)
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8 Structural Mechanics

For axially symmetric problems, where all field variables
are functions ofr only, equations (44) reduce to

dσrr

dr
+ 1

r
(σrr − σφφ) + fr = 0 (45)

4.4 The strain energy function

The work done by the body and surface forces acting on the
solid can be expressed as

WF = ∫
V

f ·udV + ∫
S
t·udS

= ∫
V

fjujdV + ∫
S
tjujdS

= ∫
V

fjujdV + ∫
S
σijujnidS

(46)

Applying the divergence theorem to the surface integral,
the above expression becomes

WF = ∫
V

fjujdV + ∫
V

(σijuj),idV

= ∫
V

[(fj + σij,i)uj + σijuj,i]dV = ∫
V

σijuj,idV
(47)

where we have used equation (41) in the first term. Since the
stress tensor is symmetric,

σijuj,i = 1

2
(σijuj,i + σijui,j) = σijεij (48)

Thus

WF =
∫
V

σijεijdV = 2
∫
V

WdV (49)

where

W = 1

2
σijεij (50)

W is the stored energy per unit volume in the deformed solid.
Equation (50) forW is analogous to the energy stored in an
extended spring:Ws = Fe/2 whereF is the spring force and
e is the extension.

5 CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS

5.1 Isotropic solids

The strain–displacement relations (21) and the equations of
equilibrium (41) and (42) provide nine equations for the 15
unknown field variables, three components of the displace-
ment vector,u, six components of the strain tensor,ε, and six

ε

σσ

σ Yield point

Failure stress

Ultimate stress
Proportional limit

Figure 6. Typical observed stress-strain curve for metallic materials
under uniaxial tensionσ.

components of the stress tensor,σ. The remaining six equa-
tions are provided by the so called constitutive relations that
relate the six components of stress to the six components of
strain. These relations are based primarily on experimental
evidence.

A typical experimentally observed relationship between
the stress,σ and strain,ε under uniaxial loading of a bar is
sketched in Figure 6. It can be seen that for small strains, the
relationship is linear and it can be expressed in the form

σ = Eε (51)

This is the well-known Hooke’s law and it is valid only if
the other normal components of stress are absent. The con-
stantE, the slope of the linear stress–strain diagram, is called
the modulus of elasticity, or Young’s modulus.

The elastic properties of many structural materials are the
same in all directions. These materials are called isotropic.
Experimental results also indicate that for isotropic materials,
uniaxial loadingσxx alongx-direction causes negative lateral
strains in they andz directions that are linearly related to the
axial strain along thex-direction. Thus the stress and strain
components are related by

εxx = σxx

E
and εyy = εzz = −νεxx (52)

The constantν is known as the Poisson’s ratio of the solid
and its value is theoretically restricted to the range−1 to 0.5.
For most metals the measured values ofν vary between 0.25
and 0.35.

Similarly, for two-dimensional pure shear loading in the
linear elastic range experimental results indicate that the shear
stress is related linearly to the shear strain in the form

σxy = 2Gεxy (53)
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Linear Elasticity 9

The constantG is called the shear modulus, or modulus
of rigidity of the solid. It is also denoted byµ.

In a three-dimensional state of stress, the generalized
Hooke’s law for an isotropic linearly elastic material can be
derived from the above experimental observations as

εxx = 1

E

[
σxx − ν

(
σyy + σzz

)]
εxy = σxy

2G

εyy = 1

E

[
σyy − ν (σxx + σzz)

]
εyz = σyz

2G

εzz = 1

E

[
σzz − ν

(
σxx + σyy

)]
εxz = σxz

2G

(54)

It can be shown that the elastic constantsE, ν, andG are
related by the equation

G = E

2(1 + ν)
(55)

Thus, when any two of the three constantsE, ν, andG
are determined experimentally, the third constant may be
obtained from equation (55). Thus a linearly elastic isotropic
solid can be characterized by two independent elastic con-
stants.

Equations (54) can be inverted to yield the stress–strain
relations:

σxx = λd + 2µεxx σxy = 2µεxy

σyy = λd + 2µεyy σyz = 2µεyz

σzz = λd + 2µεzz σxz = 2µεxz

(56)

whered is the dilatation or the change in volume per unit
volume of the solid, given in equation (24) and

λ = νE

(1 + ν) (1 − 2ν)
(57)

The constantsλ andµ are known as the Laḿe constants of
the solid.

Equations (56) can be expressed in index notation as

σij = λεkkδij + 2µεij (58)

5.2 Thermal effects

The presence of a temperature field has no effect on the
equilibrium equation and the strain–displacement relations.
However, the constitutive relations are affected due to thermal
expansion of the solid at elevated temperatures. For isotropic

solids, the constitutive equations (54) are modified to

εxx = 1

E

[
σxx − ν

(
σyy + σzz

)] + αT

εyy = 1

E

[
σyy − ν (σxx + σzz)

] + αT

εzz = 1

E

[
σzz − ν

(
σxx + σyy

)] + αT

(59)

whereα is the coefficient of thermal expansion andT is the
increase in the absolute temperature above the reference tem-
perature in the undeformed state. The temperature field has
no effect on the shear components. The modified form of
equation (58) is

σij = λεkkδij + 2µεij − 3KαTδij (60)

or in dyadic notation

σ = λIεI + 2µε − 3KαT I (61)

HereK is the bulk modulus of the solid. It is related to the
Lame’ constants by

K = λ + (2/3)µ (62)

Equation (61) is also valid in Cartesian as well as curvi-
linear coordinates and they can be expressed in terms of
the displacement gradients using the strain–displacement
relations.

The properties of two common nearly isotropic structural
solids are listed in Table 1.

5.3 Anisotropic solids

The elastic properties of isotropic solids at a point are
independent of direction. While many structural solids
(e.g., metals) can be assumed to be isotropic for practical
stress analysis, some (e.g., advanced composites) exhibit
strong directional dependence. These materials are called
anisotropic and their constitutive relations are much more

Table 1. Material properties of two common isotropic solids.

Property
Aluminum
(6061-T6)

Steel
(ASTM-A36)

Young’s modulus,E (GPa) 70 200
Poisson’s (ν) 0.33 0.30
Yield stress,σY (MPa) 260 250
Thermal expansion,α (10−6/◦C) 23 11.7
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10 Structural Mechanics

complex than those for isotropic materials presented in the
preceding section. A brief discussion of the stress-strain law
for anisotropic solids is provided here.

The linear stress–strain relation for anisotropic materials
has the general form

σij = cijkmεkm (63)

where by the quotient rule, the 81 elastic constantscijkm are
the components of a fourth order tensor, called the elastic
tensor. However, the number of independent components of
the elastic tensor is reduced significantly due to the symme-
try of the stress and strain tensors, the existence of the strain
energy function W given in equation (50) and symmetry prop-
erties of the material under consideration. The most useful
anisotropic material, called “orthotropic,” is characterized by
nine independent elastic constants.

For anisotropic solids, it is convenient to rewrite the stress
and strain components in the engineering notation as follows

σ11 = σ1 σ22 = σ2 σ33 = σ3

σ23 = σ4 σ13 = σ5 σ12 = σ6

ε11 = ε1 ε22 = ε2 ε33 = ε3

2ε23 = ε4 2ε13 = ε5 2ε12 = ε6

(64)

Using the same convention, the elastic constantscijkl can
be replaced by the constantscij wherec1111 = c11, c1122 =
c12, c1323 = c54, and so on, and the stress-strain law can be
expressed in the form

σi = cijεj i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6 (65)

The constantscij called the “stiffness constants” and the
6× 6 symmetric matrix [C] = [cij] is called the “stiffness
matrix” of the solid. It should be emphasized that [C] is not
a tensor since its components do not satisfy the tensor trans-
formation rule. The stress strain law for an orthotropic solid
can be expressed in engineering notation as

σ = Cε (66)

where

[C] =




c11 c12 c13 0 0 0

c12 c22 c23 0 0 0

c13 c23 c33 0 0 0

0 0 0 c44 0 0

0 0 0 0 c55 0

0 0 0 0 0 c66




(67)

These equations can be inverted to yield the strain stress
relations,

{ε} = [S]{σ} (68)

where

[S] = [C]−1 (69)

The 6× 6 symmetric matrix [S] is called the compliance
of the material. The stress–strain relations for other useful
anisotropic materials (e.g., transversely isotropic and cubic)
can be obtained as special cases of the orthotropic case.

6 FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS
OF ELASTICITY

The mathematical formulation of linear elasticity is now com-
plete. The field equations to be solved consist of the following
system of equations in the domain V bounded by the surface
S (Figure 4):

Equilibrium : σij,j + fi = 0, x ∈ V (70)

Strain−displacement : εij = 1

2
(ui,j + uj,i) (71)

Stress−strain : σij = cijkmεkm (72)

It can be seen that there are exactly 15 equations for
the 15 unknowns,ui, εij andσij and they can, in principle,
be solved subject to appropriate boundary conditions. The
boundary conditions that need to be prescribed can be either
tractions, displacements, or a combination of both. However,
only certain combinations of these will produce mathemat-
ically well-posed problems for which a unique solution can
be obtained. Some of the common boundary conditions are
stated below:

1. Traction prescribed at every point onS, t = ts.
2. Displacement prescribed at every point inS, u = us.
3. Traction prescribed at every point on a portion of the

surface,Sσ ,t = ts and displacement prescribed on the
remaining portionSu , u = us, so thatS = Sσ ∪ Su.

The first problem is the traction boundary value prob-
lem (BVP), the second as the displacement BVP and the
third as the mixed BVP. These problems are known as the
fundamental problems of linear elasticity.
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Linear Elasticity 11

It should be noted that for isotropic solids, using the strain
displacement relations (21) in (58) and the resulting stresses
in the equilibrium equation (41), the following equation for
the displacement components is obtained.

(λ + µ) ∇ (∇·u) + µ∇2u + f = 0 (73)

Equation (73) is the Navier’s equation, and it as well as
the vector form of the constitutive relation, (58) are valid
in all orthogonal coordinate systems. In the presence of a
temperature field, the Navier’s equation becomes,

(λ + µ) ∇ (∇·u) + µ∇2u − 3Kα∇T + f = 0 (74)

It can be shown that the solution of the traction BVP is
unique except for undetermined rigid translation and rotation
of the solid that do not produce any strain. The solution to
the other two problems is unique.

In the next section the solution of a few simple idealized
problems are presented.

7 PLANE PROBLEMS, THE AIRY
STRESS FUNCTION

Although structural stress analysis problems are generally
three-dimensional, analytical solutions of their idealized
two-dimensional models are often very useful in providing
important insight into the characteristics of the stress and
deformation fields in the structures. Two-dimensional prob-
lems of elasticity can be formulated under the assumption that
all field quantities are independent of one coordinate (say,z)
and the solid is either in a state of plane stress or plane strain.
In the case of plane stress in thexy-plane,

σxz = σyz = σzz = εxz = εyz = 0 (75)

and

εzz = − ν

E
(σxx + σyy) (76)

In the plane strain case

εxz = εyz = εzz = σxz = σyz = 0 (77)

and

σzz = λ(εxx + εyy) = ν(σxx + σyy) (78)

In both cases, the equilibrium equations in absence of the
body forces are

σxx,x + σxy,y = 0 σxy,x + σyy,y = 0 (79)

The strain compatibility equation, the stress strain rela-
tions, and the equilibrium equations lead to the stress
compatibility equation

∇2(σxx + σyy) = 0 (80)

The equilibrium equations are identically satisfied if the
stresses are expressed in terms of the Airy stress function�

as

σxx = �,yy, σyy = �,xx, σxy = −�,xy (81)

On account of the stress compatibility equation,� satisfies
the biharmonic equation

∇4� = 0 (82)

Equations (81) and (82) indicate that two dimensional trac-
tion boundary value problems can be formulated in Cartesian
coordinates in terms of the Airy stress function,�. Plane
problems in polar coordinates, (r, φ) can also be formulated
in the same manner. Here the stress functions� still satisfy
the biharmonic equation (82) where

∇4�(r, φ) =
(

∂2

∂r2
+ 1

r

∂

∂r
+ 1

r2

∂2

∂φ2

)2

� = 0 (83)

and the stresses are related to� by

σrr = r−1�,r + r−2�,φφ

σφφ = �,rr, σrφ = −(r−1�),rφ
(84)

8 EXAMPLES

8.1 Hollow cylinder under external
and internal pressure

Consider a cylindrical tube of internal radius,a, and exter-
nal radius,b, subjected toa uniform internal pressurep and
external pressureq only (Figure 7). The solution to this prob-
lem is useful for the stress analysis of thick-walled pressure
vessels or of shrink-fitted shafts. Assume that there is no
deformation along the axial direction of the cylinder and that
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b

r

a
p

q

Figure 7. Cylindrical tube under internal and external pressure.

the displacement field in cylindrical coordinates is given by

ur = u(r), uφ = uz = 0 (85)

Then by equations (30) and (58), the nonzero stress compo-
nents are related tou(r) through

σrr = (λ + 2µ)
du

dr
+ λ

u

r

σφφ = (λ + 2µ)
u

r
+ λ

du

dr

(86)

Inserting these expressions in the equilibrium equation
(44), the following differential equation foru(r) is obtained:

d

dr

(
du

dr
+ u

r

)
= 0 (87)

The boundary conditions on the curved surface of the
cylinder are

σrr = −p at r = a; σrr = −q at r = b (88)

The general solution (87) is

u = Ar + B

r
(89)

whereA andB are constants. Using (86) and (89) to calculate
σrr and applying the boundary conditions (88), the constants
A andB are obtained as

A = pa2 − qb2

2(λ + µ)
(
b2 − a2

) B = a2b2 (p − q)

2µ
(
b2 − a2

) (90)

The displacement and stress components are given by

ur =
(
pa2 − qb2

)
r

2(λ + µ)
(
b2 − a2

) + a2b2 (p − q)

2µ
(
b2 − a2

)
r

(91)

σrr = pa2 − qb2

b2 − a2
− (p − q) a2b2(

b2 − a2
)
r2

(92)

σφφ = pa2 − qb2

b2 − a2
+ (p − q) a2b2(

b2 − a2
)
r2

(93)

σzz = 2ν
(
pa2 − qb2

)
b2 − a2

(94)

If q = 0, the stress components become

σrr = pa2

b2 − a2

(
1 − b2

r2

)
(95)

σφφ = pa2

b2 − a2

(
1 + b2

r2

)
(96)

Thus, for a cylindrical vessel subjected to only an internal
pressurep, σrr is always compressive(σrr < 0) andσφφ is
always tensile

(
σφφ > 0

)
. Moreover, the maximum value of

σφφ occurs at the inner boundary and

(
σφφ

)
max = p

(
b2 + a2

)
b2 − a2

> p (97)

Similarly, the minimum value ofσφφ occurs at the outer
boundary, and

(
σφφ

)
min = 2a2p

b2 − a2
(98)

If the thickness of the cylinder,t = b − a, is small, then
a, b, andr are nearly equal, and (viii) yields

σφφ = pa2

t (a + b)

(
1 + b2

r2

)
≈ pa

t
(99)

Thus, for a thin-walled cylinder,σφφ is inversely propor-
tional to the thickness of the tube.
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If the outer is much larger than the inner radiusa, equations
(91)–(93) may be approximated as

ur = − qr

2(λ + µ)
+ (p − q) a2

2µr
(100)

σrr = −q − (p − q) a2

r2
(101)

σφφ = −q + (p − q) a2

r2
(102)

At the inner boundary,r = a,

ur =
(

p − λ + 2µ

λ + µ
q

)
a

2µ
(103)

σrr = −p σφφ = p − 2q (104)

Thus, ifp = 0, thenσφφ = −2q, which is twice the stress
that would exist without the hole. Finally, ifr is large com-
pared to a, equations (100), (101) and (102) yield

ur = − qr

2(λ + µ)
σrr = σφφ = −q (105)

8.2 Thermal stresses in a hollow cylinder

Consider a cylindrical tube of internal radius a and exter-
nal radius b, with fixed ends. Assuming axially symmetric
temperature distribution,(r), we have

ur = u(r) uφ = uz = 0 f = 0 (106)

Therefore, the Navier’s equation (74) reduces to

d

dr

(
du

dr
+ u

r

)
= 1 + ν

1 − ν
α

d

dr
(107)

with the general solution

u = Ar + B

r
+ 1 + ν

1 − ν

α

r

∫ r

a

(r)rdr (108)

The stress can be obtained by using constitutive equation
and strain-displacement relations. Noting that on account of
the assumption (106),

εrr = du

dr
εφφ = u

r
εzz = εφz = εzr = εrφ = 0 (109)

σ0

σ0
ϕ

xa

r

y

Figure 8. Circular hole under uniaxial tension.

σrr = E

1 + ν

(
A

1 − 2ν
− B

r2

)
− αE

(1 − ν) r2

∫ r

a

(r)rdr

σφφ = E

1 + ν

(
A

1 − 2ν
+ B

r2

)

+ αE

(1 − ν) r2

∫ r

α

(r)rdr − αE

1 − ν

(110)

Equations (110) can be used to determine the stresses for
admissible temperature fields satisfying the heat conduction
equation within the cylinder.

8.3 Stress concentration at a circular hole

Consider a plate subjected to a uniform tensionσo in the x-
direction (Figure 8). If a small circular hole of radiusa is
made in the middle of the plate, the stress distribution in the
neighborhood of the hole will be changed, but the change is
negligible at large distances compared toa.

The stress components for large values ofr are given by

σxx = σyy = σxy = 0 (111)

These equations can be expressed in polar coordinatesr, φ

as

σrr = σ0cos2 φ = σ0

2
(1 + cos 2φ) (112)

σφφ = σ0sin2 φ = σ0

2
(1 − cos 2φ) (113)

σrφ = −σ0cosφ sinφ = −σ0

2
sin 2φ (114)
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14 Structural Mechanics

This problem can be solved by an Airy stress function of
the form

� (r, φ) = g0 (r) + g2 (r) cos 2φ (115)

Substitution into the biharmonic equation (83) yields two
fourth-order ordinary differential equations forg0(r) and
g1(r) which can be solved in the forms

g0(r) = a0r
2 + b0r

2ln r + c0 + d0ln r

g2(r) = a2r
4 + b2r

2 + c2 + d2r
−2 (116)

where the unknown constants in these expressions must be
calculated from the conditions that the resulting stresses must
reduce to those given in equations (112)–(114) and that the
surface of the hole must be traction free, that is, onr = a,

σrr = 0 σrφ = 0 (117)

These conditions can be used to solve for the unknown
constants as

b0 = a2 = 0 d0 = −σ0a
2

2
a0 = σ0

4

b2 = −σ0

4
d2 = −a4σ0

4
c2 = a2σ0

2

(118)

The stress components are obtained from equations (84):

σrr = σ0

2

[(
1 − a2

r2

)
+

(
1 + 3a4

r4
− 4a2

r2

)
cos 2φ

]

σφφ = σ0

2

[(
1 + a2

r2

)
−

(
1 + 3a4

r4

)
cos 2φ

]

σrφ = −σ0

2

(
1 − 3a4

r4
+ 2a2

r2

)
sin 2φ

(119)

On the surface of the hole,

σrr = σrφ = 0 σφφ = σ0 (1 − 2cos2φ) (120)

The hoop stressσφφ on the boundary of the hole is the greatest
whenφ = �

2 or 3�
2 and

(
σφφ

)
max = 3σ0 (121)

Thus the maximum tensile (hoop) stress at the boundary
of the hole is three times the applied remote tensile stress.

If the hole is subjected to a remote pure shearS in thexy-
plane, then the stresses can be calculated in a similar manner:

σrr = S

(
1 + 3a4

r4
− 4a2

r2

)
sin (2φ)

σφφ = −S

(
1 + 3a4

r4

)
sin (2φ)

σrφ = S

(
1 − 3a4

r4
+ 2a2

r2

)
cos (2φ)

(122)

On r = a, the surface of the hole,

σrr = σrφ = 0 and σφφ = −4Ssin 2φ (123)

Thus

(
σφφ

)
max = 4S (124)

Hence, for a large plate under pure shear, the maximum
tensile stress at the boundary of the hole is four times the
applied pure shear stress.

9 CONCLUDING REMARKS

A brief discussion of the fundamental concepts involved in
the stress analysis of elastic solids subject to external loads
was presented. The 15 field equations of linear elasticity were
derived from these concepts and their simplified forms for
special cases of plane stress, plane strain, and axial symmetry
were obtained. Closed form solutions of a number of prob-
lems of engineering interest were given. It should be noted
that there is a vast amount of literature on the subject of linear
elasticity and no attempt was made to provide a comprehen-
sive list of references here, since most of them can be found in
the two references cited here and through an Internet search.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When originally envisioned, Newton’s laws of motion
described the motion of particles with central force inter-
actions, that is, objects and planets under the action of
gravitational attraction. Newton’s second law states that the
sum of the external forces on a particle is equal to its mass
times acceleration. This requires that one enumerateall the
external forces on a particle, and this can be a cumbersome
task if there are many interacting particles. A parallel school
of thought calledanalytical mechanicsarose nearly simulta-
neously, originated by Leibniz and then developed by Euler,
Lagrange, and Hamilton, that recast mechanics in terms of a
work function and kinetic energy, rather than force and accel-
eration. Although it was an equivalent description of classical
dynamics, the viewpoint emphasized the whole “system”

(rather than the individual particles) and used scalar quan-
tities (rather than vector quantities) to express underlying
principles. Both have advantages for analysis compared to
Newton’s approach.

The basic premise of variational methods is to formulate
physical problems in terms of a unified set of principles that
nature uses to select the actual configuration, or “best path”
(in time, space, or both), from a set of available alternatives.
In the sense that the governing equations determine the con-
figuration, the variational principle determines the governing
equations. The idea is closely related to the notion of opti-
mization, where for example, one wants to find the path of
least resistance, that is, minimize an objective (cost) func-
tion, possibly subject to some constraints. If the number of
degrees of freedom in the problem are finite, the problem
can be developed in the context of multivariate calculus.
If, however, the problem involves (continuum) field quan-
tities (with an infinite number of “degrees of freedom”) as in
structural mechanics, the extension of this optimization prob-
lem is treated by theCalculus of Variationsto develop the
corresponding boundary value problem (see Lanczos, 1970).

Due to their demanding performance requirements, air-
craft and spacecraft are often constructed from thin-walled
structures that are highly optimized for specific stiffness and
specific strength. While structural theories are helpful to
reduce the dimensionality of such problems, the formulation
of the proper boundary value problem may not always be
intuitive or obvious, and variational methods can help estab-
lish the correct field equations and boundary conditions. They
can also help formulate the proper criteria for structural stabil-
ity, which is a prevalent concern in thin-walled, light-weight
aerospace structures. The geometries of aircraft and space-
craft are complex and advanced materials are being used with
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2 Structural Mechanics

ever more complex constitutive behaviors. Thus, the number
of practical problems that can be solved analytically are rel-
atively few, so approximate, numerical methods are often
needed. Variational principles have been quite useful to for-
mulate efficient computational tools for structural analysis,
and in particular have played an especially important role in
the development of the finite element method. The subject,
therefore, has been important both for theoretical formulation
and developing approximate solution techniques.

Both analytical mechanics and variational calculus form
the bases for variational principles in structural mechan-
ics, and the aim of this chapter is to introduce the subject.
While variational principles are known in broader contexts
than covered here, including thermodynamic systems with
mechanical coupling to other fields (temperature, electro-
magnetic, chemical reactions, phase transitions, etc.) and
complex material behaviors, the subject will be presented in
the context of purely mechanical systems using simple con-
stitutive laws (mostly linear elasticity) to illustrate concepts.
With no intent to diminish their importance, numerical meth-
ods are left outside the current scope, to instead focus on the
theoretical development of variational mechanics and analyt-
ical solutions to problems. Section 2 presents an overview of
the calculus of variations to provide the necessary mathemati-
cal preliminaries for Section 3, which presents the variational
principles in structural mechanics.

2 THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS

Variational principles are often expressed in terms of a math-
ematical quantity called afunctional1, F [u], that depends
on a function,u(x), where we seek the particular function
u(x) that makesF an extremum (maximum or minimum).
The solution procedure can use theCalculus of Variations
to derive a differential equation foru(x) subject to boundary
conditions. A simple example of a functional is the arclength
of a functionu(x) between two fixed points,

F [u] =
∫ b

a

√
1 + u′(x)2 dx

where u(a) = ua and u(b) = ub (1)

and we want to find the minimum ofF (in this caseu(x) is
a straight line). Such problems are related to finding a sta-
tionary point ofF and determining if it is a maximum or
minimum, so a generalized notion of derivatives on function-
als is needed. The complication, however, is thatF is not
a function of a single variable, or even a finite number of
variables, but depends on a field quantity (another function)

in an infinite dimensional space. The development below
starts in the familiar context of multivariate calculus and then
proceeds to variational calculus to introduce derivatives of
functionals.

2.1 Aspects of multivariate calculus

Suppose a function2,f (x) = f (x1, x2, x3), is defined on a
multi-dimensional domain, sayx ∈ R3 (3D Euclidean space),
where3 x = xiei is a position vector expressed with, for sim-
plicity, cartesian coordinatesxi and unit orthonormal basis
vectors ei (i = 1, 2, 3). If the “slope” of the function is
desired, we must specify in which direction we mean, leading
to the notion of adirectional derivative, df (x)/ds. The rate
of change of the function atx in the coordinate directions are
just the partial derivatives∂f/∂xi, that is, the components of
the gradient vector4f,x(x) = f,iei. If one wants the slope in
an arbitrary direction,s = siei, wheres is a unit vector, the
directional derivative is

df (x)

ds
= lim

ε→0

f (x + εs) − f (x)

ε
= f,x(x) · s (2)

for s · s = sisi = 1, ε ∈ R.
Using the definitionφ(ε) ≡ f (x + εs), generalnth-order

directional derivatives are

dnf (x)

dsn
=

· · ·


f,x · · · x︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

(x) · s


 · · ·


 s

= dnφ(ε)

dεn

∣∣∣∣
ε=0

= φ(n)(0) (3)

While the gradients
{
f,x, f,xx, . . .

}
are functions of the

pointx, the directional derivatives are functions of two argu-
ments, the pointx and the directions. Thus, iff is sufficiently
smooth the Taylor expansion aboutx in directions is

f (x + εs) ∼ f (x) + df (x)

ds
ε + 1

2!

d2f (x)

ds2
ε2

+ 1

3!

d3f (x)

ds3
ε3 + · · · |ε| � 1 (4)

Lettingdx ≡ εs be a “small” perturbation, one could also
write

f (x + dx) ∼ f (x) + f,x(x) · dx

+ 1

2!

(
f,xx(x) · dx

) · dx + · · · (5)
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Variational Principles in Structural Mechanics3

where
{
f,x, f,xx, . . .

}
are called theGâteaux derivativesin

functional analysis.5

2.2 Variational calculus

Generalizing to infinite-dimensional vector spaces of field
quantities, letF [u] be a scalar valued functional where its
argument is the vector-valued space of “nice” (i.e., con-
tinuous and sufficiently smooth), admissible functions (i.e.,
satisfy the boundary conditions onu), and then ask how
F changes with small changes in the functionu(x). Since
structural systems are of interest, we have in mind, for exam-
ple, problems where the elastic energy of a structure over
its volume domainV is a function of the displacement field
u(x) = ui(x)ei, which has an appropriate norm||u||, such as
theL2 norm,

∫
V

√
u · u dV , or its extension to higher deriva-

tives,
∫
V

√
(u · u + u′ · u′) dV . We assume thatu(x) is the

actual solution and perturb it by a small changeδu ≡ εv,
called thevariationof u, where||v|| = 1 andv = 0 wherever
u is prescribed on the boundary. The Gâteaux differential,
now written�F , atu in the directionv is

�F [v; u] = lim
ε→0

F [u + εv] − F [u]

ε
= F,u · v = φ′(0)

(6)

This is like a directional derivative, but applied to argu-
ments that are functions themselves, in which the first
Gâteaux derivativeF,u plays the role of a gradient-like oper-
ator. Procedurally, defining the intermediate functionφ(ε) ≡
F [u + εv] enables the straight-forward calculation of the
Gâteaux differential. TheGâteaux variation6of F is conven-
tionally defined asδF ≡ ε�F [v; u] = F,u · εv = F,u · δu.
Small quantities (such asδu andδF ) are now labeled with
theδ prefix (as opposed to thed) to indicate they arevirtual
quantities, that is, we only imagine them for the purpose of
operating on the functional. The variationδu is small (sinceε
tends to zero), admissible (as wasv), but otherwise arbitrary
and independent ofu.

By extension, the second-order derivative,F,uu, is defined
via repeated use of equation (6) by defining a function of two
argumentsφ(ε, η) ≡ F [u + εv + ηw],

�2F [v, w; u] ≡ (
F,uu[u] · v

) · w

= ∂2

∂ε∂η
F [u + εv + ηw]

∣∣∣∣
ε=η=0

= φ,εη(0, 0)

(7)

where F,uu is a symmetric, bilinear operator, that is,(
F,uu · v

) · w = (
F,uu · w

) · v. The second (Ĝateaux) varia-
tion ofF , δ2F , is found by multiplying equation (7) byεη and
assigningδu = εv = ηw to obtainδ2F = (

F,uu · δu
) · δu. In

structural mechanics,δF = 0 is often used as a condition for
equilibrium (or equations of motion), andδ2F is often related
to stability.

2.3 Euler–Lagrange equations

Suppose the functional of interest has the general form
F [u(x)] = ∫ b

a
G(u(x), u′(x); x) dx (called the Euler prob-

lem), where the integrandG depends onu(x) and its
first-derivativeu′(x) in a one-dimensional domainx ∈ [a, b].
The functionu(x) is presumed to be continuous up through
its second derivative and takes prescribed values at the end
points,u(a) = ua andu(b) = ub. Among all the admissible
trial functionsû(x) ≡ u(x) + εv(x) we seek the oneu(x) that
extremizesF . Admissibility of û(x) requiresv(a) = v(b) =
0. The virtual (perturbed) functionalφ(ε) ≡ F̂ [û] is defined,

φ(ε) ≡ F̂ [û] =
∫ b

a

Ĝ(û, û′; x) dx

=⇒ φ′(ε) =
∫ b

a

[
∂Ĝ

∂û
v + ∂Ĝ

∂û′ v
′
]

dx (8)

and the stationary condition is

0 = φ′(0) =
∫ b

a

[
∂G

∂u
v + ∂G

∂u′ v
′
]

dx (9)

We write it conventionally in terms of variations by mul-
tiplying equation equation (9) through byε and defining
δF ≡ εφ′(0) andδu ≡ εv

δF =
∫ b

a

[
∂G

∂u
δu + ∂G

∂u′ δu
′
]

dx = 0

with δu(a) = δu(b) = 0 (10)

However,δu andδu′ are not independent, so we integrate-
by-parts the term involvingδu′, as

∫ b

a

∂G

∂u′ δu
′ dx =

[
∂G

∂u′ δu
]b

a

−
∫ b

a

d

dx

(
∂G

∂u′

)
δu dx (11)
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4 Structural Mechanics

where d/dx is a total derivative. Sinceδu(a) = δu(b) = 0,
the boundary terms are zero, leaving

δF = 0 =
∫ b

a

[
∂G

∂u
− d

dx

(
∂G

∂u′

)]
δu dx (12)

Sinceδu(x) is arbitrary in the open intervalx ∈ (a, b),
this is true only if the coefficient in brackets is identically
zero at every point, according to thefundamental lemma of
variational calculus. Thus, the following so-calledEuler–
Lagrangedifferential equation must hold

∂G

∂u
− d

dx

(
∂G

∂u′

)
= 0 x ∈ (a, b) (13)

� Example: Find the curve that extremizesF [u] =∫ �/2
0

[
u′(x)2 − u(x)2

]
dx with u(0) = 0 and u( �

2 ) = 1.
AssigningG(u, u′) = u′(x)2 − u(x)2 and calculating equa-
tion (13), we get

∂G

∂u
= −2u(x)

∂G

∂u′ = 2u′(x) =⇒ d

dx

(
∂G

∂u′

)
= 2u′′(x)

(14)

δF = 0 =⇒ −2[u(x) + u′′(x)] = 0 (15)

The general solution isu(x) = A cosx + B sinx, and the
boundary conditions are satisfied withA = 0 andB = 1,
leading the to answeru(x) = sinx.

2.3.1 Functionals of multiple functions

The above approach can be extended to functionals of more
than one function, like the displacement vector fieldu(x) =
ui(x)ei of a thin rod, now treated as three independent func-
tions. Now suppose the functional has the form

F [u] =
∫ b

a

G
(
u(x), u′(x); x

)
dx (16)

with u(a) = ua, u(b) = ub.
Using δu(a) = δu(b) = 0 leads to the system of Euler-

Lagrange equations

∂G

∂ui

− d

dx

(
∂G

∂u′
i

)
= 0, i = 1, 2, 3 (17)

2.3.2 Functionals with higher order derivatives

Suppose the functional is dependent onu(x) and its deriva-
tives up tonth order,F [u] = ∫ b

a
G
(
u, u′, u′′, . . . , u(n); x

)
dx,

andu(x) is prescribed ata andb up to the (n − 1)th derivative.
It can be shown by multiple integration-by-parts and using
boundary conditions, likeδu(a) = · · · = δu(n−1)(a) = 0 to
eliminate boundary terms, that the Euler–Lagrange differ-
ential equation (of order 2n) is

∂G

∂u
− d

dx

(
∂G

∂u′

)
+ d2

dx2

(
∂G

∂u′′

)
+ . . .

+ (−1)n
dn

dxn

(
∂G

∂u(n)

)
= 0 (18)

2.3.3 Functionals over multi-dimensional domains

Suppose a functional is defined on a finite two-
dimensional domain S and has the form F [u] =∫
S
G
(
u, u,x, u,y; x, y

)
dx dy, where u(x, y) is sufficiently

smooth (partial derivatives up to second order). Addition-
ally, u is prescribed on the closed contourl of S with unit
outward normaln = nxex + nyey. It can be shown, using the
divergence theorem,δu = 0 on l, and arbitraryδu in S, that
the Euler–Lagrange partial differential equation is

∂G

∂u
− ∂

∂x

(
∂G

∂u,x

)
− ∂

∂y

(
∂G

∂u,y

)
= 0 (x, y) ∈ S (19)

2.4 Subsidiary conditions

Some problems have constraints (subsidiary conditions) that
must be satisfied when seeking the extremum of a functional.
If it is not possible or convenient to use the constraint con-
ditions to reduce the space of degrees of freedom by the
constraint conditions, theMethod of Lagrange Multipliers
may be used. To find the extremum of

F [u] =
∫ b

a

G
(
u, u′; x

)
dx

subject to H [u] =
∫ b

a

I
(
u, u′; x

)
dx = C (20)

whereC is a prescribed constant, the method first constructs
the augmented functional

F̃ [u, λ] ≡ F [u] + λ (H [u] − C)

=
∫ b

a

G
(
u, u′; x

)
dx + λ

[∫ b

a

I
(
u, u′; x

)
dx − C

]

(21)
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Variational Principles in Structural Mechanics5

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier (unknown constant
to be found as part of the solution). Since the term in
brackets is identically zero at the solution functionu(x),
the minimum value of the functional is not changed.
Setting δF̃ = (

F,u + λH,u

)
δu + (H − C)δλ = 0, integrat-

ing by parts terms involvingδu′ and usingδu(a) = δu(b) = 0
whileδu ∈ (a, b) is arbitrary and independent ofδλ, results in
the two Euler–Lagrange equations below (where the second
equation recovers the original constraint equation).

∂G

∂u
+ λ

∂I

∂u
− d

dx

(
∂G

∂u′ + λ
∂I

∂u′

)
= 0

and
∫ b

a

I dx − C = 0 (22)

3 VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN
STRUCTURAL MECHANICS

The following presents how variational calculus is applied
to structural mechanics along with some examples. First we
start with some definitions:

� A statically admissible (Cauchy) stress field, σ̂ij(x), is
a sufficiently smooth (C1) field that satisfies the local
equilibrium differential field equations in the volume (V )
for a prescribed body-force field,fi(x), and whose trac-

tion,
n
τi(x), takes the prescribed values on the traction

prescribed part of the boundary surface,Sσ (see Figure 1),

σ̂ij,j + fi = 0 σ̂ij = σ̂ji for x ∈ V

and σ̂ijnj = n
τi for x ∈ Sσ (23)

� A kinematically admissible displacement field, ûi(x), is a
single-valued, sufficiently smooth field (C3, to be associ-
ated with a compatible strain field according to St. Venant
compatibility equations,̂εik,jl + ε̂jl,ik = ε̂jk,il + ε̂il,jk) in

Figure 1. Schematic of reference, current, and virtual configura-
tions.

the volume (V ), and takes the prescribed values on the
displacement-prescribed boundary surface (Su).

Note that the two need not have any relationship to each
other and need not be associated with the actual strain or
actual stress fields.

3.1 The principle of virtual work (PVW)

Consider a solid body in equilibrium displaced from a ref-
erence configuration to its current configuration,u(x), by a
set of surface tractions and body forces (see Figure 1). Now
imagine the body is disturbed by a set of kinematically admis-
sible (infinitesimal and arbitrary)virtual displacements,δui

(ûi = ui + δui). In this thought process the external forces
remain fixed, but move their point of application, thereby
doing virtual work. Theexternal virtual workdone is

δWE ≡
∫

Sσ

n
τiδui dS +

∫
V

fiδui dV (24)

Sinceδui = 0 on Su, the virtual work done on this part
of the boundary is zero and can be added to complete the

integral. Using Cauchy’s formula for symmetric stress (
n
τi =

σijnj) and the divergence theorem we get

δWE =
∮

S

n
τiδui dS +

∫
V

fiδui dV

=
∮

S

σijnjδui dS +
∫

V

fiδui dV

=
∫

V

[(
σijδui

)
,j

+ fiδui

]
dV

=
∫

V

[(
σij,j + fi

)
δui + σijδui,j

]
dV (25)

The term in parentheses is zero by equilibrium, and only
the symmetric part ofδui,j contributes to the remaining scalar
product (sinceσij = σji), allowing us to write

δWE =
∫

V

σij

1

2

(
δui,j + δuj,i

)
dV =

∫
V

σijδεij dV ≡ δWI

(26)

whereδεij ≡ (
δui,j + δuj,i

)
/2 are the virtual (infinitesimal)

strain field components andδWI is defined as theinternal
virtual work, since it only involves internal field quantities.
ThePrinciple of Virtual Work(PVW), therefore, states that
for a body in equilibriumδWI = δWE for all kinematically
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6 Structural Mechanics

admissible virtual displacement fieldsδui, or

∫
V

σijδεij dV =
∫

Sσ

n
τiδui dS +

∫
V

fiδui dV (27)

The few points are worth emphasizing:

� The PVW is a so-calledweakstatement of equilibrium,
nothing more7.

� The virtual displacement fieldδui is a “made up” field
quantity, and except for being kinematically admissible, is
independent of the actual displacement field.

� The virtual displacements are small (consistent with the
notion of variations), but that places no restriction on the
actual displacement magnitudes. If formulated in the cur-
rent configuration, the PVW can be applied to problems
with finite deformations.

� The PVW is a scalar equation, invariant with respect to
coordinate transformations.

� No constitutive assumptions were made, so the PVW can
be used for inelastic materials.

� The PVW is useful in numerical methods (such as Galerkin
or finite element method).

� The PVW can be extended to structural dynamics
problems, by replacingfi → fi − ρüi via D’Alembert’s
principle (see the derivation of Hamilton’s principle in
Section 3.4.)

3.1.1 Simple 1D Structures

Using simple examples (Figure 2), one can verify that the
PVW leads to the same equilibrium equations as obtained
from free body diagrams as dx → 0.

� Tension bar:For uniaxial loading of a straight bar (Fig-
ure 2a), the internal virtual work isδWI = ∫ L

0 Fδu′ dx,
whereF (x) is the internal tensile force andu(x) is the
axial displacement. For an axial distributed loadpx(x)
(force/length) and end loadPL, the external virtual work
is δWE = ∫ L

0 pxδu dx + PLδu(L). Using the PVW with
an integration by parts on the term involvingδu′, and the
arbitrariness ofδu (exceptδu(0) = 0), the boundary value
problem is

F ′(x) + px(x) = 0 x ∈ (0, L) and

u(0) = 0, F (L) = PL (28)

along with a force–deflection equation, sayF (x) =
EAu′(x) for a linearly elastic bar with elastic modulusE

and cross-sectional areaA.
� Torsion bar:For torsional loading of a straight cylindri-

cal bar (Figure 2b), the internal virtual work isδWI =∫ L

0 Tδφ′ dx, whereT (x) is the internal axial torque8 and
φ(x) is the twist angle in the bar. For a distributed torsional
load tx(x) (torque/length) and end torqueTL, the external
virtual work is δWE = ∫ L

0 txδφ dx + TLδφ(L). Using the
similar procedure and boundary conditions, the boundary
value problem is

T ′(x) + tx(x) = 0 x ∈ (0, L) and

φ(0) = 0 T (L) = TL (29)

along with a torque–rotation equation, sayT (x) = GJφ′(x)
for a linear elastic, circular cylindrical bar with shear mod-
ulusG and polar moment-of-inertiaJ = ∫

A
r2 dA.

� Beam: For in-plane bending of a straight cantilevered
(Bernoulli–Euler) beam (Figure 2c), the internal virtual

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Simple 1D structures: (a) tension bar; (b) torsion shaft; (c) beam.
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Variational Principles in Structural Mechanics7

work is δWI = ∫ L

0 Mδw′′ dx, whereM(x) is the internal
bending moment andw(x) is the (small) lateral dis-
placement of the beam. For a distributed lateral load
pz(x) (force/length), tip momentML, and lateral tip load
VL, the external virtual work isδWE = ∫ L

0 pzδw dx +
MLδw′(L) + VLw(L). In this case integration by parts is
needed twice, and the boundary value problem is

M ′′(x) = pz(x) x ∈ (0, L) and w(0) = 0 w′(0) = 0

M(L) = ML M ′(L) = VL (30)

along with a moment-deflection equation, sayM(x) =
EIyw

′′(x) for a linearly elastic Bernoulli-Euler beam with
area moment-of-inertiaIy = ∫

A
z2 dA.

3.1.2 Idealized wing deflection

Consider the flexible wing of an aircraft (Figure 3) subjected
to a steady fluid flow at an angle of attackα0. To first order,
we approximate it as a thin, unswept, symmetric (Iyz = 0)
wing of lengthL and chordc(x) made of an isotropic linear
elastic material9, where the wing root-fuselage connection is
assumed to be rigid. Using thin-walled theory (Sun, 1998)
the bending and torsional rigidities (respectively,EIy(x)
andGJ(x)) can be found from the cross-section geometry.
Assuming the wing’s cross-section is distributed symmetri-
cally abouty = z = 0, the center of flexure resides on the
centroidalx-axis, offset bye(x) from the aerodynamic center
(AC). For small wing deflections and rotations, the primary
loading arises from the pressure distribution normal toz = 0
(sinceIz 	 Iy), creating in-plane bendingw(x) and twisting
φ(x) (neglecting secondary cross-section warping stresses).
We use the “strip approximation” for 2D (y − z) flow
(see Fung, 2002) and resolve the resultant distributed nor-
mal forcepz(x) and distributed torquet0(x) along the AC

(near c(x)/4 from the leading edge for subsonic, incom-
pressible flow). The lift force (per unit span) of an unstalled
airfoil is proportional to the local angle of attack,pz(x) =
a(x)(α0 + φ(x)) (a is a local constant based on the dynamic
pressure and wing geometry) whilet0(x) is independent of
angle of attack. The external and internal virtual work terms
are

δWE =
∫ L

0

[
(t0 + pze) δφ + pzδw

]
dx

δWI =
∫ L

0

[
Mδw′′ + Tδφ′]dx (31)

whereM(x) and T (x) are the bending moment and axial
torque, respectively. UsingδWI − δWE = 0 and integrating
terms by parts gives

∫ L

0

[(
M ′′ − pz

)
δw − (

T ′ + t0 + pze
)
δφ
]

dx

+ [
Mδw′ − M ′δw + Tδφ

]L
0 = 0 (32)

Using the fact thatδφ and δw are independent and
arbitrary and substitutingM(x) = EIy(x)w′′(x) andT (x) =
GJ(x)φ′(x) gives the following boundary value problem,

(
EIyw

′′)′′ − a (α0 + φ) = 0

w(0) = w′(0) = EIy(L)w′′(L) = (
EIyw

′′)′
(L) = 0

(33)(
GJφ′)′ + t0 + ea (α0 + φ) = 0

φ(0) = GJ(L)φ′(L) = 0 (34)

In this case,w(x) is coupled toφ(x), but not the converse,
so the equations can be solved sequentially forφ then w.

Figure 3. Idealized wing bending and twisting due to lift pressure redistribution. The photograph shows the Proteus aircraft of Scaled
Composites, Inc. Photo courtesy of NASA.
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8 Structural Mechanics

For a slender (large aspect ratio), prismatic wing (GJ ′(x) =
e′(x) = t′0(x) = a′(x) ≈ 0) the differential equation of equa-
tion (34) has constant coefficients, and the solution for the
wing twist is

φ(x) =
(

t̄0

λ2
+ α0

)
[cos(λx) + tan(λL) sin(λx) − 1] (35)

where t̄0 ≡ t0/GJ , andλ2 ≡ ea/GJ is a loading parame-
ter that is dependent on the airspeed indirectly througha.
Since tan(λL) becomes unbounded asλL → �/2, the wing
is divergent in twist at a critical value ofa.

ac = �2GJ

4eL2
(36)

3.2 The principle of complementary virtual work

A related principle is called theprinciple of complemen-
tary virtual work(PCVW), which states that the internal and
external complementary virtual works are balanced,

δWc
I = δWc

E with δWc
I ≡

∫
V

εijδσij dV and

δWc
E ≡

∫
Su

uiδ
n
τi dS (37)

whereδσij are statically admissible, virtual stresses (inde-

pendent of the displacement and strain fields) andδ
n
τi are the

associated virtual tractions that are zero onSσ . Note that the
integral

∫
Su

is now defined over the displacement-prescribed
portion of the boundary. It can be shown that the PCVW is
a weak statement of compatibility (independent of material
behavior).

� Thin curved bar example:Consider a thin curved bar
of circular arc in thex-y plane (radiusR to its midline) with
circular cross-section (local radiusa) made of an isotropic,

Figure 4. Thin curved bar, clamped at both ends, subjected to a
uniform distributed loadp0.

linear elastic material with elastic modulusE and Poisson
ratio ν (Figure 4). It is clamped at ends A and B and is sub-
jected to an upward fluid flow, causing a uniform distributed
drag forcep0 (force/unit arclength). The bar axis has the
position vectorr(ψ) = R(cosψi + sinψj) = Rn(ψ), where
{i, j, k} are the global coordinate unit vectors and{n, t, b} (b
coincident withk) are taken as the local normal, tangent, and
binormal unit vectors, respectively.

Suppose only the support reactions at A are of interest.
The problem is multiply statically indeterminate and the bar’s
deformation involves bending and twisting. Rather than solv-
ing for the displacement and rotation fields and then finding
the support reactions, the PCVW can be used to quickly find
the redundant reaction forces and moments at A directly.
Assuming deflections and rotations are small anda/R � 1,
allows the bar to be treated as a Bernoulli–Euler beam with
an inextensional midline. The complementary virtual work
terms are

δWc
I =

∫
V

ε : δσ dV =
∫ L

0
κ(s) · δM(s) ds

δWc
E = 0 (38)

where s is the arclength coordinate measured from A
(L = R�/2), andκ = κnn + κtt + κbb are the local “curva-
tures” (κt is the twist rate) conjugate to the local moments
M = Mnn + Mtt + Mbb. The external complementary vir-
tual work is zero, since the distributed loading is prescribed
and the displacements and rotations at the ends are zero.

Summing force and moment vectors to zero, equilibrium
of the bar segment,s ∈ (0, Rψ), is

F (s) + FA +
∫ s

0
p(ŝ) dŝ = 0 (39)

M(s) + MA + rA × FA + r(s) × F (s)

+
∫ s

0
r(ŝ) × p(ŝ) dŝ = 0 (40)

In this case,p(s) = p0k andF (s) are the workless force
reactions on the cross-section ats. Solving for F in equa-
tion (39) and substituting into equation (40), gives the internal
moment vector as

M(s) = −MA + R [n(s) − i] × FA

+ p0s t(s) + p0R

∫ s

0
t(ŝ) ds (41)
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Variational Principles in Structural Mechanics9

Taking the variation of this equation, noting thatp0 is
prescribed (has no variation), gives

δM(s) = −δMA + R [n(s) − i] × δFA (42)

yet δMA andδFA do not depend ons and are arbitrary and
independent, so the PCVW is

∫ L

0
κ(s) ds = 0

∫ L

0
κ(s) × [n(s) − i] ds = 0 (43)

These represent six equations that enforce compatibility
of the rod displacements and rotations with the geometric
boundary conditions. Using the constitutive equations for
the rod givesκ(s) = Mn(s)

EI
n + Mt (s)

GJ
t + Mb(s)

EI
b, whereEI =

E�a4/4 and GJ = E�a4/(4(1+ ν)). Substituting equa-
tion (41), integrating equation (43) and solving gives the
answer

FA = −�

4
pR k

MA = −pR2(�(2ν + 3) − 6ν − 8)

�(ν + 2) − 2ν
i

− pR2
(−16+ 2� + �2

)
(ν + 2)

4�(ν + 2) − 8ν
j (44)

3.3 Potential energy theorems

We now specialize the PVW and PCVW to conservative
systems, that is, elastic materials subjected to conservative
forces, to develop minimum potential energy theorems.

3.3.1 Elastic material

An elastic material is one that has a well-defined internal
strain energy density,U(ε), (assuming small strains,εij =(
ui,j + uj,i

)
/2, for now) in which

σij = ∂U

∂εij

which satisfies
∂U

∂εij

= ∂U

∂εji

and
∂2U

∂εij∂εkl

= ∂2U

∂εkl∂εij

(45)

due to the symmetry of the stress components and path
independence of the material law (dU is an exact differ-
ential). The strain energy density can be written (in the

absence of temperature or other effects), alternatively, as
U(ε) ≡ ∫ ε

0 σij(ε̃) dε̃ij. Similarly, one can define thecomple-
mentarystrain energy density asU

c
(σ) ≡ ∫ σ

0 εij(σ̃) dσ̃ij, for
whichU + U

c = σijεij. The internal virtual work for a non-
linear elastic material can be expressed as

δWI =
∫

V

∂U

∂εij

δεij dV =
∫

V

δ(U) dV = δ

∫
V

U dV = δU

(46)

whereU ≡ ∫
V

U dV is the total strain energy in the structure
andδU is its exact variation (akin to an exact differential). If
the material islinear elastic (possibly anisotropic) the strain
energy densities assume homogeneous quadratic forms

U(ε) = 1

2
Eijklεijεkl and U

c
(σ) = 1

2
E−1

ijklσijσkl (47)

whereEijkl andE−1
ijkl are the components of the fourth-order

modulus (stiffness) and compliance tensors, respectively,
such thatσij = Eijklεkl and εij = E−1

ijklσkl. In this case, the

values of the two are the sameU = U
c = 1

2σijεij at a given
material state (ε, σ), but this hides the fact that they function-
ally have different arguments. We assume that the material
law is stable about its reference configuration (U andU

c
are

positive definite), that is

Eijklεijεkl > 0 ∀ ε /= 0 εij = εji and

E−1
ijklσijσkl > 0 ∀ σ /= 0 σij = σji (48)

3.3.2 Conservative forces

A force field F (x) is said to be conservative if the (actual)
work done in a cycle from state A to state B and back is zero
regardless of the path taken. It can be shown that a conser-
vative force can be associated with the gradient of a scalar
potential field10 by F = −∇φ(x), for which the work done
from state A to B is the integral of an exact differential, that
is, only dependent on the end states (path independent),

∫ xB

xA

F · dx =
∫ xB

xA

−∇φ · dx = −
∫ xB

xA

dφ = φA − φB

(49)

In many structural problems the loads
n
τ andf arise from

potential fields or are treated as fixed, which can easily be
associated with a potential field (a linear one). The external
virtual work can now be associated with the exact variation
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10 Structural Mechanics

of an external load potential,�

δWE =
∫

Sσ

n
τiδui dS +

∫
V

fiδui dV

= δ

(∫
Sσ

n
τiui dS +

∫
V

fiui dV

)
≡ −δ� (50)

3.3.3 Theorem of minimum potential energy

If the system is conservative (elastic material and conserva-
tive forces), the PVW can be written now as

δ� = �,u · δu = 0 where

� ≡ U + �

=
∫

V

U dV +
∫

Sσ

−n
τiui dS +

∫
V

−fiui dV (51)

In this way, the total potential energy,�, is the sum of the
internal potential energy (strain energy) and the external
potential energy (loading). It is a functional of all kine-
matically admissible displacement fields,û, for which the
equilibrium solution,u, is a stationary point.

The question arises whether it is a minimum, and the
answer is guaranteed to be yes if the material behaves “rea-
sonably” and the kinematics are small. Suppose the solution
to δ� = 0 is the displacement fieldu(x). The difference in
potential to a “nearby” one is

�[u + δu] − �[u] ∼ 1

2
(�,uu · δu) · δu

= 1

2

∫
V

(U,εε : δε) : δε dV (52)

whereδεij = 1
2(δui,j + δuj,i), andU,εε is the stiffness tensor

(E) for linear material or tangent stiffness (σ,ε) for nonlin-
ear material. The energy is a minimum if the right-hand side
of equation (52) is positive for all kinematically admissi-
ble virtual displacement fields (δu). This is true, since we
have assumedU,εε is positive definite, that is,

(
U,εε : δε

)
:

δε > 0, ∀ δε /= 0. The left hand side of equation (52) is
positive (except for rigid body rotations, which leave the
potential energy unchanged).11 Thus, the theorem ofmini-
mum potential energy(for stable materials undergoing small
displacements) states that of all the kinematically admissible
infinitesimal displacement fields,û, the equilibrium solution
produces the minimum potential energy,�[u] ≤ �[û].

� Example of a space truss:Consider a linear elas-
tic (weightless) space truss (Figure 5) of two-force bars
(connections are ball-socket) with axial rigiditiesEA(n) (n =

Figure 5. Space truss.

1, 2, 3, 4). Connections atz = 0 are fixed in space, and a load
vectorP = Piei is applied at joint A, causing a (small) dis-
placement of A,u = uiei, that we wish to find. The potential
energy and its minimum are

�(u) =
4∑

n=1

EA(n)L(n)

2

(
u · t(n)

L(n)

)2

− P · u

δ� =
[

4∑
n=1

EA(n)

L(n)

(
u · t(n)) t(n) − P

]
· δu = 0 (53)

wheret(n) ≡ �x(n)/||�x(n)|| are the reference unit tangent
vectors along each bar pointing toward the load point. Since
δu is arbitrary,Pi = Kijuj, whereKij ≡ ∑4

n=1
EA(n)

L(n) t
(n)
i t

(n)
j

are the components of the effective stiffness matrix, from
whichui = K−1

ij Pj can be solved.

3.3.4 Theorem of minimum complementary
potential energy

A similar theorem holds for the minimum of the comple-
mentary potential energy, again applied to elastic materials
subjected to conservative forces, yet the body is now per-
turbed by an arbitrary, statically admissible, stress field.
Elastic material is now defined in terms of the complementary
strain energy density byε = U

c
,σ , which allows the internal

complementary virtual work to be calculated as the variation
of the complementary strain energyUc,

δWc
I =

∫
V

ε : δσ dV =
∫

V

∂U
c

∂σ
: δσ dV

=
∫

V

δU
c
dV = δ

∫
V

U
c
dV = δUc (54)
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Variational Principles in Structural Mechanics11

Sinceu is prescribed onSu (has no variation), the external
complementary virtual work is

δWc
E =

∫
Su

u · δ
n
τ dS = −δ�c (55)

The PCVW then becomesδ�c = 0 by introducing the com-
plementary potential energy as

�c[σ] ≡ Uc + �c =
∫

V

U
c
dV +

∫
Su

−u · n
τ dS (56)

The stress field associated with a compatible displacement
field is the one that makes�c[σ] stationary. Furthermore, if
the compliance tensorU

c
,σσ is positive definite (with respect

to virtual stress fields), thetheorem of minimum complemen-
tary potential energystates that of all statically admissible
stress fields,̂σ, the actual (compatible) one minimizes the
complementary potential energy,�c[σ] ≤ �c[σ̂].

� Example of a thin-walled ring:Suppose a symmetric
linear elastic ring of radiusa and thicknessh is subjected to
diametrically opposing point forcesP as shown in Figure 6,
and we want to find the vertical displacementsu0. Assum-
ing the ring is thin (h/a � 1) and displacements are small
(u0/a � 1), it is reasonable to approximate the ring as a
curved Bernoulli–Euler beam of bending rigidityEI, where
the mid-line is inextensional.

We will use the principle of complementary potential
energy to determine theu0(P) relationship. First, the ring
has a vertical symmetry plane, so considering only the right
half the effective vertical load isQ ≡ P/2, yet a moment
reaction (M0) is present from the other half. In general,
one could have a tensile (normal) reactions (F0) at the top
and bottom, but symmetry about the horizontal diameter
requires that they be the same and summing forces in the
horizontal direction requiresF0 = 0 in this case. Thus, only
the upper right 1/4 portion need be considered due to both

symmetry planes. The problem will be treated as if the dis-
placementu0 is prescribed, so the complementary potential
energy is

�c ≡ Uc + �c =
∫ π/2

0

M(θ)2

2EI
a dθ − u0Q (57)

By the free body diagram shown in Figure 6c the internal
moment distribution isM(θ) = M0 + Qa sinθ. Note that the
tensile forceF (θ) and shear forceV (θ) are required to satisfy
equilibrium, but their contributions have not been included in
the complementary potential energy, consistent with our thin
beam assumptions. Taking the first variation of equation (57)
gives

δ�c =
∫ �/2

0

M(θ)

EI
δM(θ)a dθ − u0δQ

=
(∫ �/2

0

M(θ)

EI
a dθ

)
δM0

+
(∫ �/2

0

M(θ)

EI
a2 sinθ dθ − u0

)
δQ = 0

(58)

The problem is statically indeterminate, where the redun-
dant moment,M0, andQ are treated as independent, so the
coefficients of arbitraryδM0 andδQ must each be zero

∫ �/2

0

M0 + Qa sinθ

EI
a dθ = 0

∫ �/2

0

M0 + Qa sinθ

EI
a2 sinθ dθ − u0 = 0 (59)

These are two equations in two unknowns (M0, Q), repre-
senting compatibility of the ring’s bending deformation with

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. Thin circular ring: (a) entire ring subject to point loadsP ; (b) symmetric half; (c) free body diagram of ring segment.
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12 Structural Mechanics

the end constraints. After integrating and substitutingQ =
P/2, the answer isM0 = −Pa/� andu0 = a3P

EI

(
�
4 − 2

�

)
.

3.4 Hamilton’s principle

As previously mentioned, structural dynamics problems can
be formulated using the PVW by replacingfi → fi − ρüi,
according to D’Alembert’s principle. In this case the displace-
ment is now a function of position and time,u(x, t), leading
to Hamilton’s principle. Integrating the PVW with respect to
time, t, in an arbitrary time intervalt ∈ [t1, t2] gives

0 =
∫ t2

t1

(δWE − δWI ) dt

=
∫ t2

t1

[∫
Sσ

n
τiδui dS +

∫
V

[
(fi − ρüi) δui − σijδεij

]
dV

]
dt

(60)

If the system is conservative, the virtual terms are exact
variations, from equations (46) and (50),

∫
V

σijδεij dV = δU

∫
Sσ

n
τiδui dS +

∫
V

fiδui dV = −δ�

(61)

Interchanging the order of integration, the remaining term
involving the acceleration is

∫
V

∫ t2

t1

ρüiδui dt dV =
∫

V

∫ t2

t1

[
∂

∂t
(ρu̇iδui) − δ

(
ρ

2
u̇iu̇i

)]
dt dV

=
∫

V

[ρu̇iδui]
t2
t1

dV −
∫ t2

t1

δT (62)

whereT ≡ ∫
V

ρ

2 u̇iu̇i dV is the kinetic energy of the system.
Equation (60) then becomes

0 =
∫ t2

t1

[δT − (δU + δ�)] dt −
∫

V

[ρu̇iδui]
t2
t1

dV (63)

If we treatui(x, t1) andui(x, t2) as being prescribed the
last volume integral in equation (63) is zero, and we are left
with Hamilton’s principle, in terms of the system Lagrangian
L ≡ T − �,

∫ t2

t1

δLdt = 0, where δu(x, t1) = δu(x, t2) = 0 (64)

As derived, Hamilton’s principle applies only to
conservative systems, yet it can be extended to non-
conservative systems by decomposing the internal and
external virtual work into conservative (potential related) and
non-conservative (with superscript nc) parts, as

∫
V

σijδεij dV = δU + δWnc
I and

∫
Sσ

n
τiδui dS +

∫
V

fiδui dV = −δ� + δWnc
E (65)

and repeating the above derivation, which leads to the
extended Hamilton’s principle

∫ t2

t1

(
δL + δWnc) dt = 0 where δu(x, t1) = δu(x, t2) = 0

(66)

and the total non-conservative virtual work isδWnc ≡
δWnc

I + δWnc
E . This principle applies to general problems

involving inelastic and time-dependent material behavior
(elasto-plasticity, viscoelasticity, etc.) and non-conservative
force fields (gyroscopic and frictional systems).

� Example of wing flexural vibration:Consider the free
transverse (only) vibration,w(x, t), of a symmetric, unswept
wing with a tip tank (Figure 7). The wing will be treated
as a Bernoulli–Euler cantilever beam with bending rigidity
EI(x), densityρ(x), and cross-sectional areaA(x) with a con-
centrated appendage (mass,ma, and mass moment-of-inertia,
Ia, about they-axis) atx = L. The translational and rotational
kinetic energy (neglecting the wing’s rotary contribution) and
the potential energy (neglecting static gravity effects) are

T =
∫ L

0

ρ(x)

2
A(x)ẇ(x, t)2 dx + ma

2
ẇ(L, t)2 + Ia

2
ẇ′(L, t)2

� =
∫ L

0

EI(x)

2
w′′(x, t)2 dx (67)

ρ,A,EI

ma,Ia

z,w

x

L

Figure 7. Cantilevered beam with concentrated tip appendage.
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Hamilton’s principle
∫ t2
t1

(δT − δ�) dt = 0 becomes

0 =
∫ t2

t1

∫ L

0

(
ρAẇδẇ − EIw′′δw′′ dx

)
dt

+
∫ t2

t1

(
maẇLδẇL + Iaẇ

′
Lδẇ′

L

)
dt (68)

Integrating by parts in time (δẇ, δẇL, δẇ′
L terms) and

space (δw′′ term) gives

0 = −
∫ t2

t1

∫ L

0

[
ρAẅ + (EIw′′)′′

]
δw dx dt

+
[∫ L

0
ρAẇδw dx + maẇLδwL + Iaẇ

′
Lδw′

L

]t2

t=t1

+
∫ t2

t1

[
EIw′′δw′∣∣

x=0 − (EIw′′)′δw
∣∣
x=0

]
dt

+
∫ t2

t1

{[
(EIw′′)′ − maẅ

]
δw

∣∣
x=L

− [
EIw′′ + Iaẅ

′] δw′∣∣
x=L

}
dt (69)

By Hamilton’s principle δw(x, t0) = δw(x, t1) = 0 (as
well as their spatial derivatives and boundary terms), so the
terms in bracket[· · ·]t2t1 are zero. Using the arbitrariness of
δw(x, t) in the open intervalsx ∈ (0, L) andt ∈ (t1, t2) gives
the governing partial differential equation

(EIw′′)′′ + ρAẅ = 0 x ∈ (0, L) t ∈ (t1, t2) (70)

subject to the four boundary conditions and two initial con-
ditions (knownŵ(x) and ˆ̇w(x))

w(0, t) = 0 w′(0, t) = 0

(EIw′′)′(L, t) − maẅ(L, t) = 0

EIw′′(L, t) + Iaẅ
′(L, t) = 0 t ∈ (t1, t2) (71)

The partial differential equation, equation (70), admits a
separable solution,w(x, t) = X(x)T (t). The resulting homo-
geneous differential equation forX(x) along with the
homogeneous boundary conditions, equation (71), represents
a differential eigenvalue problem that can be solved for
the vibration modes and natural frequencies of the system.
The time-dependent (periodic) solution can then be found
conveniently by using the orthogonality of the modes and
appropriate initial conditions.

� Example of wing flexural vibration with passive damp-
ing: As a variant of the previous problem, suppose the wing is

additionally subjected to linear damping due to aerodynamic
effects, where the lateral damping force per unit span length
is FD(x, t) = −C(x)ẇ(x, t), and C is a known, positive-
valued, coefficient function based on the out-of-plane beam
dimensions and surrounding fluid properties. This intro-
duces a non-conservative virtual work term in equation (66),
where

δWnc = δWnc
E = −

∫ L

0
C(x)ẇ(x, t)δw(x, t) dx (72)

Using the extended Hamilton’s principle
∫ t2
t1

(δT−
δ� + δWnc) dt = 0 and repeating the above procedure, pro-
duces the new governing partial differential equation

(EIw′′)′′ + Cẇ + ρAẅ = 0 x ∈ (0, L) t ∈ (t1, t2)

(73)

and the same boundary conditions as given in equation (71).
With appropriate initial conditions, the solution in this case
leads to a monotonically decaying time-dependent response.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presented an overview of the calculus of vari-
ations, proceeding from the theory of functionals and their
derivatives to Euler–Lagrange equations, boundary condi-
tions, and subsidiary conditions. This provided the basis for
variational principles in structural mechanics, including the
Principles of virtual work and complementary virtual work
and related minimum energy theorems and Hamilton’s princi-
ple. Variational principles have a long history of development
and use that have enabled engineers to formulate consistent
field equations and boundary conditions for the analysis of
aerospace structures. While a few simple examples of poten-
tial relevance to aerospace engineering were provided here
to illustrate their practical application, there modern util-
ity is much broader than shown here. Variational principles
become even more useful when applied to more com-
plex and multi-functional structural systems. These might
include, for example, problems involving higher-dimensional
structural theories, stability evaluation, non-classical materi-
als with strong coupling to non-mechanical fields, and of
course, numerical methods. Thus, these principles provide
an essential toolbox for materials and structural engineers in
aerospace practice and research.
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NOTES

1. The brackets denoteF as a functional ofu(x).

2. Bold symbols denote vector and higher-order tensor
quantities, while non-bold symbols denote scalar quan-
tities.

3. Indicial notation is used for Cartesian components of vec-
tors and tensors, where repeated subscript indices imply
summation over the index.

4. The subscript comma indicates partial differentiation,
that is,f,i ≡ ∂f/∂xi.

5. In functional analysis, a stronger definition, called the
Fréchet derivative, is defined by relaxing howdx → 0,
allowing any curved path of approach, and requiring that
f,x be a linear operator ondx for continuous functions.
While it has desirable properties, it unfortunately has
no practical prescription for its calculation. A functional
that has a Fŕechet derivative implies the existence of a
Gâteaux derivative, in which case they are equal, yet the
converse is not generally true. The examples where they
are not equal are rather pathological, however, and in
most structural theories the Gâteaux and Fréchet deriva-
tive both exist and are equal, so the Gâteaux derivative is
widely used due to its straightforward evaluation.

6. While the first (Ĝateaux) variation,δF ≡ F,u · δu, has a
familiar notation to df = f,x · dx, one should recognize
that dx refers to the small change in the value of the
argument (a scalar), butδu refers to a small change in the
form of a function itself, i.e.,u + δu is a new function.

7. The Principle of Virtual Work is an infamous misnomer
in mechanics. While the quantities have the units of work
(energy), the principle has nothing to do with the actual
work done on the body, and it isnot an energy balance
(which is why some prefer the name Principle of Virtual
Displacements).

8. The double arrow denotes the pseudovector for the axis
of the torque by the right hand rule.

9. The actual wing of the aircraft shown in Figure 3 is made
of composite materials, which may not be isotropic.

10. The minus sign is conventionally added to satisfy our
intuition that the “ball rolls downhill”.

11. For simplicity, some technicalities regarding issues of
suitable norms for continuum systems defined over
infinite-dimensional spaces have been omitted. Specif-
ically, a sufficient condition for stability is that�,uu be
“strongly elliptic” or “coercive”, requiring that the infi-
nite set of eigenvalues be strictly bounded from below by
a positive constant. See Knops and Wilkes (1973), Como
and Grimaldi (1975, 1977), and further discussions of
stability of nonlinear structural systems in Budiansky
(1974) and Hutchinson (1974).
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1 INTRODUCTION

The main difference between aircraft structures and materi-
als, and civil engineering structures and materials lies in their
weight. The main driving force in aircraft structural design
and aerospace material development is to reduce weight.
In general, materials with high stiffness, high strength, and
lightweight are most suitable for aircraft applications. Air-
craft structures must be designed to ensure that every part of
the material is used to its full capability. This requirement
leads to the use of shell-like structures (monocoque con-
structions) and stiffened shell structures (semi-monocoque
constructions). The geometrical details of aircraft structures
are much more complicated than those of civil engineering
structures. They usually require the assemblage of thousands
of parts. Technologies for joining the parts are especially
important for aircraft constructions. Major components of
aircraft structures are assemblages of a number of basic struc-
tural elements each of which is designed to take a specific type

of load, such as axial, bending, or torsional load. Collectively,
these elements can efficiently provide the capability for sus-
taining loads on an airplane. In this section, attention is
focused on torsion and bending members.

2 TORSION MEMBERS

Torque is an important form of load to aircraft structures.
In a structural member, torque is formed by shear stresses
acting in the plane of its cross-section. The distribution of the
torque-induced shear stresses and the structural efficiency of a
torsion member depend on the shape of its cross-section. The
governing equations for these members of different shapes
are quite different and also require different mathematical
modeling and analyses.

2.1 Bars of solid sections

Consider a straight bar of a constant cross-section subjected
to equal and opposite torques T at the ends as shown in
Figure 1. The origin of the coordinate system is selected to be
at the center of twist (COT) of the cross section, about which
the cross section rotates during twisting under the torque. By
the definition of the COT, the in-plane displacements vanish
at this location. For a circular cross-section, the COT is obvi-
ously located at the center of the cross-section. In general,
the location of the COT depends on the shape of the cross-
section and how the end is supported. In the formulation of the
torsion problem, however, the explicit location of the COT
may not be known a priori. If the effect of end support is
ignored (i.e., warping is allowed to develop freely without
exterior constraints), then the COT coincides with the shear
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2 Structural Mechanics

Figure 1. Rotation of the crosssection of a bar under torsion.

center, which is discussed in Section 3. For convenience, we
will assume that the Cartesian coordinate system is set up
with the origin located at the COT. The governing equations
for torsion problems derived based on an arbitrarily selected
coordinate system are identical to those based on this special
coordinate system except for the displacements which differ
by a rigid body displacement. This result can be recognized
by the fact that an arbitrary coordinate system is related to
the COT system by a constant vector which does not lead to
nontrivial strains (and stresses).

Let α denote the total angle of rotation (twist angle) at z
relative to the end at z = 0. The rate of twist (twist angle per
unit length) at z is denoted by θ = α/z.

By assuming that the cross section remains stationary at
z = 0, the in-plane displacements in a bar under torsion are
given by

u = −θzy (1)

v = θzx (2)

where, u and v are displacement components in the x and y
directions, respectively. The displacement w in the z direction
is assumed to be independent of z and is expressed in the form

w = θψ(x, y) (3)

The displacement field given by equations (1) to (3) is
called the Saint-Venant torsion and the in-plane displace-
ments of equations (1) and (2) are readily seen to be a rigid
rotation of the cross-section in the x-y plane. Corresponding
to this displacement field, there are only two nonvanishing
shear strain components γxz and γyz and, thus, two corre-
sponding nonvanishing shear stresses, τxz and τyz.

The Prandtl stress function φ is employed to solve for the
shear stresses, which are related to the stress function as

τxz = ∂φ

∂y
τyz = −∂φ

∂x
(4)

The compatibility equation can be expressed in φ as

∂2φ

∂y2
+ ∂2φ

∂x2
= −2Gθ (5)

in which G is shear modulus. In addition, the traction free
condition of the lateral surface of the bar is given by φ =
constant. Since this constant is arbitrary and can be chosen
to be zero. Thus, the torsion problem now reduces to finding
the stress function φ that satisfies the boundary (boundary
contour of the cross-section) condition φ = 0.

Once the solution in φ is obtained, the shear stress
field on the cross section can be calculated according to
equation (4). The moment (torque) about the z-axis resulting
from the shear stresses on the cross section can be expressed
in the form

T = 2
∫∫

A

φ dx dy (6)

2.1.1 Circular cross section

The stress function for a bar of circular cross section of radius
a under torsion is

φ = −1

2
a2Gθ

(
x2

a2
+ y2

a2
− 1

)
(7)
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Torsion of Bars and Bending of Beams 3

It is easy to verify that the stress function of equation (7)
satisfies both the compatibility equation (5) and the bound-
ary condition φ = 0 and is, thus, the solution. The relation
between torque and twist angle per unit length is obtained
from equation (7) in conjunction with equation (6). We have

T = θ GIp (8)

in which Ip = �a4/2 is the polar moment of inertia of the
cross section.

The two shear stress components are derived from the
stress function according to equation (4). If the polar coor-
dinate system is used, then there is only one shear stress
component τθ that do not vanish. This stress component is a
linear function of the radial distance from the center, that is,

τθ = Gθr = Tr

Ip
(9)

2.1.2 Narrow rectangular sections

The result for circular cross sections cannot be automati-
cally extended to noncircular cross sections. For example,
for a square cross section, the resultant shear stress cannot be
assumed to be perpendicular to the radial direction, and its
magnitude is not proportional to the radial distance. Further,
warping may be present. For bars with certain noncircular
cross sections, solutions can be found in books on the theory
of elasticity.

In aircraft structures, many components are large in lateral
dimensions compared with their thickness such as plate and
shell structures. For such narrow sections, simplifications can
be made for torsion problems.

Consider a bar with a narrow rectangular cross section
as shown in Figure 2. It is assumed that b is much larger
than thickness t. On the top and bottom faces (y = ±t/2), the

boundary condition requires that

τyz = −∂φ

∂x
= 0 (10)

Since the range of y is small, the value of τyz over the
thickness is also small, as it has to vanish at both faces. In
view of equation (10), we can approximately take the stress
function to be independent of the x-axis, and, as a result, the
compatibility equation (5) reduces to an ordinary differential
equation with respect to y with the solution:

φ = −Gθ

(
y2 − t2

4

)
(11)

The corresponding shear stress is

τxz = −2Gθy (12)

which is linearly distributed across the thickness (see
Figure 2c). The torque is

T = GJθ (13)

in which Torsion constant J is given by

J = bt3

3
(14)

The torsion constant of a bar with a cross-section com-
posed of a number of these narrow sections can be evaluated
using equation (14) by summing the torsion constants of
individual sections.

2.2 Bars of closed thin-walled sections

Members with closed thin-walled sections are quite common
in aircraft structures. The wall thickness t is assumed to be

Figure 2. (a) Bar with a narrow rectangular cross-section; (b) coordinates on the cross-section; (c) shear stress distribution across the
thickness of the cross-section.
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Figure 3. A segment of a thin-walled bar.

small compared with the total length of the complete wall
contour S. In general, the wall thickness t is not a constant
but is a function of S. Figure 3 shows a segment of a closed
thin-walled section with a single cell. This free body segment
is cut open to expose the shear stress acting on the thin wall.
By considering balance of forces acting on this free body in
the z-direction, the shear flow q which is defined as q = τt

can be shown to be constant over the entire contour of the
thin wall. Note that shear flow q has unit N m−1 and is a line
load. The torque resulting from the shear flow can be readily
obtained by a contour integration of the moment produced
by the shear flow about the z-axis. The result is

T = 2Aq (15)

where, A is the area enclosed by the contour of the thin wall.
By noting that the strain energy density in the thin wall

is W = τγ/2 = q2/2Gt2, the strain energy per unit length in
the bar is

U =
∮

Wtds =
∮

q2

2Gt
ds (16)

in which the integration is performed along the entire closed
contour of the wall. The work done by torque T over the twist
angle θ is We = Tθ/2 = qAθ. Since U = We, we have

θ = 1

2GA

∮
qds

t
(17)

Accordingly, the torsion constant for single cell thin-
walled bars is given by

J = 4
(
A

)2∮
ds/t

(18)

From equation (18), it is noted that the area enclosed by
the thin wall plays a dominant role in providing the torsional
rigidity of a torsion bar.

2.3 Effects of end constraints

Except for circular cross-sections, shafts of noncircular sec-
tions exhibit warping under pure torques. In other words,
out-of-plane displacements occur during torsion. The Saint
Venant torsion formulation is derived based on the assump-
tion that warping is freely developed and is uniform along
the shaft. However, in practice, torsion members may be con-
nected to other structural components or built into a “rigid”
support. As a result, this assumption is violated and the Saint
Venant torsion solutions obtained in previous sections needs
to be modified. Analyses involving end constraints are much
more difficult as compared to that based on the assumption
of the Saint Venant torsion formulation. Nowadays, analyses
of the end constraint effects in structures under general loads
are often carried out using the finite element method. In gen-
eral, end constraints tend to increase the effective torsional
rigidity of the bar especially near the end where the constraint
is applied.

3 BENDING MEMBERS

A structural member, which can carry bending moments is
called a beam. A beam can also act as an axial member car-
rying longitudinal tensile and compressive loads. Transverse
shear forces produce moments to a beam and are the major
form of loads to beam members.

3.1 Bidirectional bending

A beam subjected to transverse shear loads in two directions
are shown in Figure 4a in which py and pz are line loads
applied in y and z directions, respectively. The x-axis is set
up so that it coincides with the centroidal axis.

A simple way to derive the equilibrium equations for the
beam member is to use approximate displacements for the
beam:

u = u0(x) + yψz(x) + zψy(x)

v = v0(x)

w = w0(x)

(19)

For the simple beam theory, the transverse shear strains
γxy and γxz are assumed to be negligibly small. Adopting this
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Figure 4. (a) A beam under bidirectional transverse loads; and (b) the sign convention.

assumption, we obtain

ψz = −dv0

dx
and ψy = −dw0

dx
(20)

The relations above are used to replace ψy and ψz in
equation (19).

In the absence of longitudinal loads, u0 = 0 and the lon-
gitudinal strain in the beam is obtained as

εxx = ∂u

∂x
= −y

d2v0

dx2
− z

d2w0

dx2
(21)

At a given location, the bending moments acting on the
cross-section are defined as

My =
∫∫

A

zσxxdA = −EIyz

d2v0

dx2
− EIy

d2w0

dx2
(22)

Mz =
∫∫

A

yσxxdA = −EIz

d2v0

dx2
− EIyz

d2w0

dx2
(23)

where

Iy = ∫∫
A

z2 dA is moment of inertia of the cross section
about y axis.

Iz = ∫∫
A

y2 dA is moment of inertia of the cross section
about z axis.

Iyz = ∫∫
A

yz dA is product of inertia of the cross section.

The sign convention for the moments defined by
equation (22) and equation (23) is illustrated in Figure 4b.

By using equations (22) and (23), the bending strain of
equation (21) can be expressed in terms of bending moments

My and Mz . Subsequently, the bending stress is obtained as

σxx = Eεxx = IyMz − IyzMy

IyIz − I2
yz

y + IzMy − IyzMz

IyIz − I2
yz

z

= (kyMz − kyzMy)y + (kzMy − kyzMz)z

(24)

In equation (24),

ky = Iy

IyIz − I2
yz

kz = Iz

IyIz − I2
yz

kyz = Iyz

IyIz − I2
yz

(25)

Of interest is the location of the neutral axis (or more precisely
the neutral plane) at which σxx = 0. From equation (24), it
is obvious that x-axis lies in the neutral plane. The general
condition σxx = 0 leads to

tan α = − z

y
= IyMz − IyzMy

IzMy − IyzMz

(26)

In equation (26), α is the angle of the neutral plane relative
to y-axis.

From the equilibrium considerations of a differential beam
element, it is easy to derive the following relations.

dVz

dx
= −pz

dMy

dx
= Vz

dVy

dx
= −py

dMz

dx
= Vy

(27)

where Vz and Vy are transverse shear forces acting on the
cross section of the beam. It is noted that on the positive
face (with an outward normal vector pointing in the positive
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x-direction), positive Vz and Vy point to the positive z and
y directions, respectively. The four equilibrium equations
of (27) can be readily combined into two equations as

EIyz

d4v0

dx4
+ EIy

d4w0

dx4
= pz, EIz

d4v0

dx4
+ EIyz

d4w0

dx4
= pz

(28)

3.2 Flexural shear flow in thin-walled sections

Shear flows in thin-walled bars can be generated by torques
or transverse shear forces. The shear flow produced by com-
bined torsional and transverse loads is the focus of this
subsection. To avoid mathematical complexities, the end con-
straining effect is neglected.

Bending stresses in beams with open thin-walled sections
subjected to bending loads can be analyzed using the beam
equations derived in the previous section. In contrast, the
transverse shear stresses τxz and τxy are difficult to obtain. In
fact, for a thin-walled section, τxz and τxy, in general, are not
the most convenient stress components to consider. Instead,
it is more advantageous to set up the n-s coordinate system
for the thin-walled section as depicted in Figure 5. The s-axis
follows the centerline of the wall, and the n-axis is locally
perpendicular to the s-axis. Referring to the n-s coordinate
system, the shear stresses can be represented by τxn and τxs

as shown in Figure 5. Again, using the argument that the wall-
section is thin and that τxn vanishes at the boundary surfaces,
we conclude that τxn must be small and we may set τxn = 0
over the entire wall section as an approximation. Thus, the
only nonvanishing shear stress component is τxs (or simplyτ);
and a great simplification is achieved.

3.2.1 Open sections

Consider a bar of thin-walled section as shown in Figure 5.
Note that the cross section is symmetrical about the y-axis
and, thus, Iyz = 0. Assume that only shear load Vz is applied
and the two longitudinal edges are free from tractions.

Figure 5. Shear stress components along the thin wall section.

Figure 6. A free body cut from the beam in Figure 5.

Take a free body cut from the beam as shown in
Figure 6. The balance of forces in the x direction of this free
body requires that

∫∫
As


σxx dA = −qs
x (29)

in which qs = tτxs is the flexural shear flow on the thin-wall
section, and As is the cross-sectional area of the free body
(see Figure 6). By taking 
x → 0, we have

∫∫
As

dσxx

dx
dA = −qs (30)

Noting that

σxx = Myz

Iy

,
dMy

dx
= Vz (31)

we obtain the shear flow formula from equation (30) as

qs = −Vz

Iy

∫∫
As

zdA = −VzQ

Iy

(32)

where Q is the first moment of area As about y axis.
The shear flow formula similar to equation (32) for unsym-

metric thin-walled sections can be derived in a similar manner
using equations (24) and (27). We have

qs = −(kyVy − kyzVz)Qz − (kzVz − kyzVy)Qy (33)

where Qz = ∫∫
As

ydA and Qy = ∫∫
As

zdA are the first
moments of area As about z and y axes, respectively.

3.2.2 Shear center in open sections

It is clear that the flexure shear flow is the result of bending but
not torsion. In calculating the shear flow in an open section
produced by shear forces, only the magnitude of the shear
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Figure 7. (a) A closed section; and (b) section with a cut.

force is used and the position of the applied shear force is not
specified. However, the resultant force of the shear flow has
a definite magnitude and location. This location is called the
shear center of the cross-section. If the shear force is applied
through the shear center, the beam would bend without twist-
ing. Since thin-walled bars with open sections are weak in
torsion, it is highly desirable to apply shear forces through
the shear center to avoid inducing torsion. The location of
the shear center can be determined by finding the locations
of the two components (Vz and Vy) of the shear force from
the shear flow. The shear center is at the intersection of the
two shear force components.

3.2.3 Closed sections

Closed thin-walled sections are capable of taking both shear
forces and torques. Shear flows can result from simultaneous
applications of shear forces and torques. In the derivation of
flexural shear flows in open sections, the flexural shear stress
τxs (and, thus, qs) vanishes at the free longitudinal edges, see
Figure 6. For closed sections, such as shown in Figure 7a,
there are no free edges. We assume that at point O the value
of the shear flow is q0, see Figure 7b. Thus, the closed section
can be regarded as an open section with a nonzero shear flow
at point O. Starting contour s from this point (see Figure 7b),
we obtain the shear flow qs as

qs = q′
s + q0 (34)

where q′
s is the shear flow calculated assuming a free edge

at point O. Hence, the actual shear flow can be considered as

Figure 8. Superposition of shear flows.

the superposition of q′
s and the unknown constant shear flow

q0 as depicted in Figure 8. The flexural shear flow q′
s can be

regarded as the shear flow produced by the shear force in the
open section obtained by cutting the wall longitudinally at
point O.

The shear flow qs can be viewed from the front section
(positive x-face) or the back section (negative x-face). Viewed
from the front section, the shear flow qs should produce the
same resultant shear force and torque as the applied shear
force. Using the closed section and loading of Figure 7 as an
example, it is easy to show that the shear flow qs yields the
resultant force Vz . In fact, it is the shear flow q′

s that produces
the shear force since the resultant force of the closed constant
shear flow q0 vanishes. The remaining condition on torque is
given by

Vzd = 2Aq0 + torque about x − axis produced by q′
s (35)

where A is the area enclosed by the shear flow. The torque
equation above ensures that the resulting shear flow produces
the same torque as the applied shear force Vz . This equation
is used to determine q0.

3.2.4 Shear center in closed sections

The shear flow given by equation (34) resulting by shear
forces may contain flexural shear and torsional shear if Vz

is applied at an arbitrary location. If the applied shear force
passes through the shear center, then the resulting shear flow
is pure flexural shear, which should produce no angle of twist,
that is,

θ = 1

2GA

∮
q

t
ds = 0 (36)

If the shear force passes through the shear center, then
condition (36) is used to find the location of the shear center.

3.2.5 Box beams with stringers

Thin-walled structures are often reinforced with stringers to
take longitudinal loads. Stringers are slender bars, which are
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Figure 9. Shear flow on the cross-section of a three-stringer thin-
walled box beam.

mainly used for taking axial loads and their contributions to
torque capability are usually neglected. On the other hand,
the contribution of thin walls to the bending rigidity of the
structure is often neglected because thin walls buckle rather
easily under compression. This assumption leads to a constant
shear flow between two adjacent stringers as illustrated in
Figure 9. Thus, for a thin-walled box beams under combined
bending-torsion loads, only axial stresses in stringers and
shear flows in thin walls are taken into consideration.

3.2.6 Multi-cell closed sections

As discussed in Subsection 3.2.3, the shear flow in a single-
cell beam can be analyzed by making a fictitious cut so that
it can be treated as an open section with an existing constant
shear flow q0 as shown in Figure 8. The shear flow q′

s is unam-
biguously obtained from (32) or (33) for the “open section”
subjected to the applied shear forces. The unknown shear
flow q0 is determined from the requirement that the torque
produced by the total shear flow q′

s + q0 must be equal to the
torque produced by the applied shear forces.

The aforementioned procedure can be employed for the
analysis of shear flows in beams with multi-cell thin-walled
cross-sections. For instance, consider an n-cell section. Make
a “cut” in the wall in each cell to make the entire section
“open”. For each cell, a constant shear flow qi(i = 1, 2, . . . n)
must be added to the shear flow q′

s calculated for the “open
section”. It requires n equations to solve for the n unknowns
qi. These n equations are provided in part by the n − 1 com-
patibility equations,

θ1 = θ2 = θ3 . . . = θn (37)

where θi is the twist angle per unit length of the ith cell and
can be calculated using equation (17) and the shear flows
on the walls that enclose the ith cell. An additional equa-
tion is provided by equating the torque of the applied shear
forces to the total resultant torque of all the shear flows in the
cells.

It is noted that, in making the cuts, no part of the section
should be completely cut off. In setting up the shear flow con-

tours for the resulting “open” section, it is more convenient
to begin each contour from the cut location where q′

s = 0.
Moreover, each wall can be covered by only a single contour.

The shear center of a multi-cell section can be deter-
mined in a manner similar to that for a single-cell section
as described in Subsection 3.2.4. For instance, to determine
the horizontal position of the shear center for a section with n
cells, we assume that a known vertical shear force is applied
through the shear center of which the horizontal position is
an unknown. The corresponding shear flow produced is first
calculated in terms of the unknown position of the applied
shear force (or the position of the shear center). Due to the
cuts, there are n unkown shear flows qi(i = 1, 2, . . . n). Hence,
together with the shear center position, there are a total of
n + 1 unknowns to be determined and, thus, n + 1 equations
are required. These n + 1 equations are provided by one torque
equation (35) and n equations requiring vanishing twisting
angles of all cells, that is,

θ1 = θ2 = θ3 . . . = θn = 0 (38)

4 CONCLUSION

Governing equations including derivations for structural
members under torsion and bending were presented in this
chapter. The emphasis was on thin-walled structures, which
are commonly used in aircraft structures. It is evident that in
deriving these models/equations, certain simplifying assump-
tions were adopted in order to simplify the mathematics
involved. These assumptions were clearly stated and the lim-
itations of these models/equations thus derived were also
clearly stated. For instance, in the formulation of bending
of bars, the transverse shear deformation was assumed to be
negligible. This assumption makes the simple beam theory
developed here not adequate for modeling “short beams.” In
torsion of bars, the effect of end constraints was not taken
into consideration. Thus, the solutions obtained based on the
theories presented here are “exact” only for bars of circu-
lar cross-sections if end constraints are present. For general
cross-sectional shapes, the solutions are valid only at a dis-
tance from the ends of the bar.

NOMENCLATURE

A area enclosed by a shear flow
E Young’s modulus
G shear modulus
I, Ip moment of inertia, polar moment of inertia of an

area
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J torsion constant
My, Mz bending moments about y-axis and z-axis, respec-

tively
Q first moment of an area
T torque
V transverse shear force in beams
W, U strain energy density, total strain energy in a bar
q shear flow on a thin-walled section
u, v, w displacement components in the x, y, z directions,

respectively
α angle of the neutral plane relative to y axis
ε normal strain
γ shear strain
σ normal stress
τ shear stress

φ Prandtl stress function for torsion
θ twist angle per unit length
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1 INTRODUCTION

Plates and shells represent principal elements of aerospace
structures, including fuselages of planes and missiles, con-
trol surfaces, bulkheads, helicopter blades, and others. The
multiple applications, shapes, and materials found in plate
and shell structures dictate the necessity of a comprehensive
approach to their analysis reflected in relevant theories and
methodologies.

Various aspects of the theory and analysis of these
structures are found in the books by Timoshenko and
Woinowsky-Krieger (1959), Novozhilov (1964), Dym
(1974), Libai and Simmonds (1998), Ugural (1999), Ventsel
and Krauthammer (2001), and Reddy (2007).

All theories of plates and shells rely on the following
relationships:

1. Kinematic equations determine a displacement field
throughout the structure experiencing deformations. A
particular theory is based on assumptions adopted for
the kinematic equations. For example, plates and shells
are often analyzed by assumption that the thickness of the
structure remains constant under loading, implying that
deflections along a normal to the middle surface of the
structure (the surface that is equidistant from the outer
surfaces) are constant.

2. Strain-displacement relationships reflect the magnitude
of deformations relative to characteristic dimensions of
the structure. These relationships are affected by kine-
matic equations, enabling us to introduce such effects
as transverse shear deformability into the analysis. If
displacements of the plate or shell are relatively small,
the strains can be assumed linear functions of displace-
ments. However, in case of large displacements, strains
are nonlinear functions of deformations. Linear strain-
displacement relationships always represent a particular
case of a more general nonlinear formulation.

3. The constitutive relations account for the physical prop-
erties of the material defining the stress tensor in terms
of the strain tensor. Thus, elastic, elastic–plastic, viscoe-
leastic, viscoplasctic, shape memory, piezoelectric and
other materials can be characterized by the appropri-
ate theory. With the exception of sandwich structures
with a soft core, the thickness of the plate or shell can
usually be assumed unaffected by deformations, that is,
the normal strain εz = 0 (the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem adopted in the analysis of rectangular plates and the
cylindrical coordinate system used for cylindrical shells
are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively). In nearly
all plates and shells found in applications, the applied
pressure and normal stresses through the thickness are
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Figure 1. Cartesian coordinate system and stresses acting on an infinitesimal element (for simplicity, stresses on the top and bottom surfaces
z = const are not shown).

Figure 2. Cylindrical coordinate system and stress notation.

at least an order of magnitude higher than the maximum
in plane stresses, so that σz ≈ 0. The reciprocity law of
shear stresses dictating the symmetry of the stress tensor
implies thatτmn = τnm (m, n = x, y, z).

4. Equilibrium equations (equations of motion in dynamic
problems) and the boundary conditions can be derived by
two methods. One of these methods employs the analysis

of equilibrium of an infinitesimal element detached from
the structure where the effect of adjacent parts is repre-
sented by the stresses applied to the element (Figure 1).
The increments in the stresses on the opposite faces of
the element shown in Figure 1 indicate that they are con-
tinuous functions of the coordinates. The other method
is the energy approach using the Hamilton principle. An
alternative to using equilibrium equations for the analy-
sis is the application of one of the energy methods, such
as the Rayleigh–Ritz method. The use of energy meth-
ods is conditioned on specifying the expressions for the
potential energy of the structure (kinetic energy is also
necessary in dynamic problems).

There are five equations of equilibrium including those
enforcing the equilibrium of forces acting on an infinitesimal
element in the x, y, and z-directions and the equilibrium of
moments about the x and y coordinate axes. The sixth equa-
tion of equilibrium of moments about the z-axis is identically
satisfied since τxy = τyx.

Equilibrium equations for plates and shells involve func-
tions of stresses, that is, the forces and moments per unit
width of the cross section (they are called stress resultants
and stress couples, respectively). These stress resultants and
stress couples are defined by integrals of the stresses and
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their moments with respect to the middle surface through the
thickness. For example, in the cylindrical coordinate system
(Figure 2) the in plane stress resultants Ni, Nij , transverse
stress resultants Qi and stress couples Mi, Mij are

[
Nx

Mx

]
=

h
2∫

− h
2

σx

(
1 − z

R

) [
1

z

]
dz,
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h
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− h
2
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[
1

z

]
dz,

[
Nxy

Mxy

]
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h
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− h
2

τxy

(
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1

z

]
dz,

[
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− h
2

τyx

[
1
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]
dz,

Qx =
h
2∫

− h
2

τxz

(
1 − z

R

)
dz, Qy =

h
2∫

− h
2

τyzdz
(1)

where σi, τin (i = x, y, n = x, y, z) are normal and shear
stresses oriented similarly to those in Figure 1, R is the radius
of the middle surface, and h is the thickness of the shell. In
the case of a flat plate, R = 0 andNxy = Nyx, Mxy = Myx.
While these stress resultants and couples are not equal to
each other in cylindrical shells, in thin shells the ratio z

R
<< 1

since− h
2 ≤ z ≤ h

2 , so that the differences between Nxy and
Nyx and between Mxy and Myx are negligible. The simplified
version of equations (1) becomes
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2

τyzdz (2)

The stress resultants and stress couples defined by equations
(2) are depicted in Figure 3 in a Cartesian coordinate system.

The difference between results obtained by various shell
theories is usually small, with the exception of the Donnell
theory that is less reliable for long cylindrical shells (e.g., Bert
and Kim, 1995). Here we consider cylindrical shells using the
Love shell theory. Eliminating transverse shear stress resul-
tants Qx and Qy from the moment equilibrium equations, the
remaining three equations for the cylindrical shell subject to

Figure 3. Stress resultants and stress couples in the Cartesian coor-
dinate system (for simplicity, stress resultants and couples are shown
only on two edges of an infinitesimal element).

transverse pressure become

Nx,x + Nxy,y = 0, Nxy,x + Ny,y + Mxy,x

R
+ My,y

R
= 0,

Mx,xx + 2Mxy,xy + My,yy − Ny

R
+ q = 0 (3)

where q is pressure applied in the perpendicular direction to
the middle surface and (. . .), i ≡ ∂(. . .)/∂i, i = x, y. Three
equations of equilibrium (3) are not sufficient to determine
six stress resultants and stress couples they contain, that is,
the problem is statically indeterminate. This obstacle is elim-
inated if the equations of equilibrium are expressed in terms
of displacements or by the use of the stress function illus-
trated below for a flat plate. Equations of equilibrium of flat
plates in the Cartesian coordinate system are obtained from
equation (3) if R = ∞.

2 CLASSICAL THEORY OF PLATES AND
SHELLS

The classical theory of thin plates and shells is based on
the Kirchhoff–Love hypothesis. Two assumptions involved
in this hypothesis are:

1. A cross-section perpendicular to the middle surface prior
to deformation remains plane and perpendicular to the
deformed middle surface (Figure 4). This assumption can
also be formulated in the sense that a normal to the mid-
dle surface remains straight and normal to this surface.
Accordingly, transverse shear strains in the planes xz and
yz are equal to zero. Moreover, the length of the normal
remains constant(εz = 0).

2. The transverse normal stress σz = 0.
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4 Structural Mechanics

Figure 4. Deformation of the cross section in the xz plane according
to the classical plate theory.

The kinematic equations reflecting this hypothesis define
the following vector of displacements

u =




u (x, y, z)

v (x, y, z)

w (x, y)


 =




u0 (x, y) − zw(x, y),x
v0 (x, y) − zw(x, y),y

w (x, y)


 (4)

where u0, v0, and w are in plane displacements of the mid-
dle surface in the x- and y-directions and the deflection in
the z-direction, respectively, while u and v are in plane dis-
placements of a point located at a distance z from the middle
surface. For example, the first equation (4) can easily be
interpreted by identifying the appropriate terms illustrated
in Figure 4.

The first Kirchhoff–Love assumption that transverse shear
strains are equal to zero implies that transverse shear stresses
are absent in isotropic and composite materials. In conjunc-
tion with the second assumption, this means that the shell or
plate is in the state of plane stress.

The in plane strains obtained using the geometrically non-
linear Green strain tensor and neglecting higher-order terms
are

εx = ε0
x + zκx, εy = ε0

y + zκy, γxy = γ0
xy + zκxy (5)

where in plane strains in the middle surface and the changes
of curvature and twist are

ε0
x = u0,x + 1

2
w2

,x, ε0
y = v0,y + w

R
+ 1

2
w2

,y,

γ0
xy = u0,y + v0,x + w,xw,y (6)

and

κx = −w,xx, κy = −w,yy + v,y

R
, κxy = −2w,xy + v,x

R

(7)

respectively.
Upon the substitution of equations (5) into the plane-stress

Hookean constitutive relations and the subsequent integration
of the stresses according to (2), the stress resultants and stress
couples become

Nx = Eh

1 − ν2

(
ε0
x + νε0

y

)
, Ny = Eh

1 − ν2

(
ε0
y + νε0

x

)
,

Nxy = Ghγ0
xy,

Mx = D
(
κx + νκy

)
, My = D

(
κy + νκx

)
,

Mxy = D
1 − ν

2
κxy (8)

where E and ν are the modulus of elasticity and the
Poisson ratio of the material, respectively, and the so-called
cylindrical stiffness is D = Eh3

12(1−ν2) . Transverse shear stress

resultants Qi are equal to zero according to the assumption
of plane stress.

3 BENDING AND BUCKLING OF THIN
ISOTROPIC PLATES

This section illustrates geometrically linear and nonlinear
analyses using rectangular plates as an example. Other
geometries may employ different coordinate systems and
accordingly modified equations, but the principal aspects of
the analysis remain unaltered.

3.1 Geometrically linear problem

Limiting the analysis to relatively small deflections we can
use the linear version of the strain-displacement relationships
(5), (6), and (7). Then substituting the stress resultants and
stress couples given by equations (8) into equations of equi-
librium (3) where R = ∞, we obtain three equations in terms
of displacements u0, v0, and w. It can be shown that the first
two equations contain only in plane displacements u0, v0,
while the third equation includes only transverse deflectionw.

Consider the case where the plate is subject to combined
loading, including pressure q and in plane axial and shear
stress resultants N̄x, N̄y and N̄xy (Figure 5). Then the third
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Figure 5. Rectangular plate subject to transverse pressure and
in-plane loads.

equilibrium equation obtained from (3) becomes

D
(
w,xxxx + 2w,xxyy + w,yyyy

)
= q + N̄xw,xx + N̄yw,yy + 2N̄xyw,xy (9)

where the underlined terms in the right side represent the
projections of the applied stress resultants in the direction
perpendicular to the plate surface.

The solution of equation (9) must satisfy the boundary con-
ditions. Similar to equations of equilibrium, these conditions
are uncoupled in geometrically linear problems. The condi-
tions involving transverse deflections, bending stress couples,
and transverse shear stress resultants are unaffected by in
plane displacements and stresses. Typical conditions include:

1. Simply supported edge:

w = Mn = 0 (10a)

2. Clamped edge:

w = w,n = 0 (10b)

3. Free edge:

Mn = 0, Qn =Mn,n + 2Mnt,t + N̄nw,n + N̄ntw,t =0

(10c)

where n and t denote the normal and tangential directions to
the edge, respectively. For example, for edges x = const, n ≡
x, t ≡ y. Other possible boundary conditions could be spec-
ified if the edge was supported by a flexible beam providing
an elastic translational and/or rotational support. In geomet-
rically linear bending problems without in plane loading, in
plane equilibrium equations are satisfied if u0 = v0 = 0. If
the plate is subject to in plane loads, in plane equilibrium
implies that these loads remain constant throughout the plate.

Typical problems considered below include bending
of a rectangular plate simply supported along the edges
x = 0, x = a, y = 0, y = b (so-called Navier’s solution)
and buckling of such plate subject to compressive loads
(q = N̄xy = 0).

Consider bending of a plate that is simply supported along
all edges. Both the applied pressure and the transverse deflec-
tion can be represented by double Fourier series, that is

q =
∑
m,n

qmnsin
m�x

a
sin

n�y

b

w =
∑
m,n

Wmnsin
m�x

a
sin

n�y

b
(11)

where m and n are integer numbers.
Boundary conditions (10a) are identically satisfied (the

stress couples are expressed in terms of deflections by (7)
and (8)). The substitution of (11) into (9) yields uncoupled
expressions for the amplitudes of harmonics in the series for
deflections (N̄xy = 0):

Wmn = qmn

D
[(

m�
a

)2 + (
n�
b

)2
]2 + N̄x

(
m�
a

)2 + N̄y

(
n�
b

)2
(12)

As follows from (12), deflections of the plate decrease
if it is subject to tensile in plane loads N̄x > 0, N̄y > 0.
On the contrary, compression results in an increase of
deflections.

Particular cases of bending due to pressure (without in
plane loads) and buckling can be obtained from (12). In the
buckling problem qmn = 0 and the combination of critical
loads corresponding to the mn-th mode shape of instability
is available from the requirement that the denominator of (12)
must be equal to zero (this results in infinite deflections as is
characteristic for linear buckling problems). The actual mode
shape of buckling is affected by the aspect ratio of the plate
(e.g., Jones, 2006).

If the plate is subject to a combination of transverse
pressure and in plane compressive loads approaching the crit-
ical (buckling) combination, deflections become very large,
necessitating a geometrically nonlinear analysis (Figure 6).
As is shown in Figure 6, deflections produced by pressure
only (point A), increase under compression and asymptoti-
cally approach infinity as the compressive load approaches
the buckling value (point C). However, as deflections and
stresses increase, the material becomes plastic and the plate
collapses (in Figure 6 the collapse point is identified by *B).
Accordingly, in relatively rigid plates, plastic failure may
occur prior to the emergence of noticeable geometrically
nonlinear effects.
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Figure 6. Deflections of a plate subject to transverse pressure and
compression in the x-direction.

The common feature of linear problems for isotropic plates
of all geometries is uncoupling of equations of equilibrium
and boundary conditions. As a result, the solution is reduced
to the analysis of transverse deflections and associated stress
couples and transverse shear stress resultants, similar to the
case of rectangular plates considered above.

3.2 Geometrically nonlinear problem

If the plate experiences large deflections, nonlinear terms
cannot be neglected in the middle plane strain-displacement
relations (6). The nonlinearity affects both the equations of
equilibrium as well as natural (static) boundary conditions for
stress resultants and stress couples. In the nonlinear formula-
tion uncoupling of equations of equilibrium and boundary
conditions is not possible due to the interaction between
bending and stretching of the plate.

The solution is often found by introducing the stress
function ϕ that identically satisfies in-plane equilibrium equa-
tions, that is, the first two equations (3) where R = ∞:

Nx = ϕ,yy, Ny = ϕ,xx, Nxy = −ϕ,xy (13)

This reduces the problem to just one equation of equi-
librium and the additional compatibility equation that
guarantees a single-valued solution for displacements. For
a rectangular plate, these equations are

D∇4w = w,xxϕ,yy + w,yyϕ,xx − 2w,xyϕ,xy + q

1

Eh
∇4ϕ = w2

,xy − w,xxw,yy (14)

Equations (14) include two unknowns, the deflection
and the stress function. Boundary conditions can also be
expressed in terms of these unknowns (i.e., the problem
is statically determinate). Analytical solutions are usually
complicated due to difficulties in satisfying boundary condi-
tions related to in plane displacements and stress resultants.

In particular, in plane natural boundary conditions can usually
be satisfied only in the integral sense.

The other approach to the nonlinear analysis of plates and
shells utilizes energy methods. The presence of geometrically
nonlinear terms does not alter the approach to the solu-
tion compared to the linear problem (e.g., the Rayleigh–Ritz
method is applicable to both linear and nonlinear problems).
However, the resulting nonlinear mathematical formulation
usually necessitates a numerical solution.

A geometrically nonlinear analysis results in deflections
and stresses that are smaller than their counterparts obtained
by the linear solution. Accordingly, the linear solution of
bending problems is conservative. In the problems of buck-
ling, the nonlinear solution illustrates a radically different
behavior of plates and shells. An increase of the load beyond
the buckling value results in gradually increasing deflections
and stresses in flat plates. Accordingly, a plate can operate in
the postbuckling regime under increasing loads until failure
due to the loss of strength. On the contrary, a shell subject to
buckling loads experiences snap-through, resulting in large
and often irrecoverable deformations that can be identified
with failure.

Initial imperfections, that is, deviations from a perfect geo-
metric shape that often occur as a result of the manufacturing
process, affects the response of plates and shells, particularly
in buckling problems. These imperfections do not qualita-
tively change the postbuckling response of flat plates but
result in larger stresses and deflections than in the case of
a perfect structure. However, imperfections can be responsi-
ble for a drastic reduction in the buckling load of the shell
(Hutchinson, Tennyson and Muggeridge, 1971).

4 PLATES AND SHELLS WITH
STIFFENERS AND CUT-OUTS

4.1 Stiffened plates and shells

Plates and shells are often reinforced by frames and stringers
(Figure 7). Such stiffeners enable a designer to reduce the

Figure 7. Stiffened plate supported by frames (T-profiles) and blade
stringers.
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thickness of the skin and develop the structure capable of
withstanding prescribed loads that is lighter than its unstiff-
ened counterpart. Alternatively, stiffeners can be used to
increase the load-carrying capacity compared to an equal-
weight unstiffened structure.

The analysis of stiffened structures is conducted consid-
ering deformations and stresses (or stress resultants and cou-
ples) in the skin and stiffeners. The continuity requirement
for deformations and stresses along the junctions between the
skin and stiffeners ensures that the structure is treated as one
unit. An alternative approach is based on “smearing” the stiff-
ness of the stiffeners, replacing the actual stiffened plate or
shell with the fictitious “equivalent” structure with uniform
stiffness in the direction of each system of parallel reinforce-
ments (Bert, Kim and Birman, 1995). Besides the application
of equations of equilibrium, energy methods can be applied
to the analysis of stiffened plates and shells. These meth-
ods can incorporate the energy contributed by the stiffeners
modeling them as discrete beam-type structures (e.g., Li and
Kettle, 2002) or using the smeared stiffeners technique.

Design of a stiffened plate or shell represents a balancing
act. Stiff and heavy stiffeners may actually present conditions
approaching rigid support along the junction with the skin. If
the stiffeners provide rigid support to the structure (usually,
simple support), a further increase of their stiffness is coun-
terproductive since failure takes place in the panels supported
by these stiffeners. On the other hand, exceedingly light stiff-
eners may fail prior to the panels of the structure they support
(such cases are rare).

In general, enhanced stiffness and strength of the stiffened
structure outweigh the detrimental effect due to the additional
weight contributed by the stiffeners. Accordingly, stiffened
structures are used in the majority of applications. An excep-
tion is found in plates and shells subject to membrane
tensile loading where uniform state of tensile stresses makes
unstiffened design preferable. Stiffeners are also avoided in
sandwich plates and shells as discussed in paragraph 5.2.

4.2 Openings and cut-outs in plates and shells

Openings and cut-outs are often found in plate and shell
structures due to the necessity to accommodate equipment,
provide space for hatches and windows or reduce weight.
The presence of an opening invariably weakens the structure
due to a local stress concentration as well as reduced global
stiffness (e.g., a plate with a large opening subject to bending
experiences larger deflections than the otherwise identical
plate without an opening). The stress concentration may
result in cracks originating from the openings and cut-outs,
for example, cracks initiated at the corners of a rectangu-
lar opening where the theoretical elastic stress concentration

factor is equal to infinity. Linear elastic solutions have limited
applicability for the evaluation of local stresses around the
openings due to a combination of physically and geometri-
cally nonlinear effects. For example, the stress concentration
factor in a circular cylindrical shell with a circular hole sub-
jected to axial tension is unaffected by tensile load in the
linear elastic formulation. However, it is abruptly reduced if
geometric nonlinearity is accounted for, while the effect of
physical nonlinearity, (i.e., plasticity) can be even more pro-
nounced (Chernyshenko, Storozhuk and Kharenko, 2008).

The effect of openings is affected by their size. A large
opening can alter the global response of the plate or shell,
while a small opening has negligible effect on the stiffness,
but is still undesirable due to the local stress concentration.

Both global and local detrimental effects of openings and
cut-outs can be reduced by stiffening the structure. Stiffeners
usually encompass openings, compensating for the loss of
stiffness and reducing local stresses. The problem of local
stress concentration can also be reduced by avoiding sharp
corners. For example, rectangular openings typically have
rounded rather than rectangular corners.

5 COMPOSITE AND SANDWICH PLATES
AND SHELLS

5.1 Composite structures

Isotropic materials have identical strength and stiff-
ness in all directions. In contrast, composites, such as
polymer-matrix carbon/epoxy and glass/epoxy, metal-matrix
boron/aluminum or ceramic-matrix carbon/carbon compos-
ites are anisotropic materials that exhibit different properties
along and across the fibers. Accordingly, it is possible to tailor
their response to achieve maximum structural efficiency.

The kinematic, strain-displacement, and equilibrium
equations in terms of stress resultants and stress couples are
not explicitly affected by the material. However, the proper-
ties of the material may be reflected in the choice of some
of these equations. For example, a composite plate with low
transverse shear stiffness may be studied by the first-order
or higher-order theories discussed in the next paragraph,
while a metallic plate of the same geometry could be confi-
dently analyzed using the classical theory. The anisotropy of
composites directly affects the constitutive relations. Further-
more, laminated composite materials have different strengths
in different directions relative to the fiber orientation, affect-
ing the choice of the strength criterion.

Composites usually have relatively low transverse shear
stiffness. Thus the Kirchhoff–Love assumption may become
invalid, necessitating the use of so-called first-order and
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higher-order theories (Reddy, 2004) or a three-dimensional
analysis. The theories referred to above introduce various
assumptions regarding the shape of a normal to the middle
surface upon deformations. According to the first-order the-
ory, the normal shown in Figure 4 remains straight but rotates
relative to the middle surface, so that the right angle between
this normal and the middle surface is not retained during
deformation (transverse shear strain). Higher-order theories
discard the assumption that the normal remains straight and
represent its shape by various polynomials, the thickness
coordinate being the argument.

The methods of bending and buckling analyses applicable
to isotropic plates and shells remain applicable to composite
structures. However, the potential for structural optimization
is facilitated by changing the sequence and orientation of
layers and using a broad choice of available fiber and matrix
materials that provide multiple opportunities to designers.
Composite plates and shells exhibit unique modes of failure
not typical in isotropic counterparts. For example, delam-
ination cracks can originate in the structure subject to a
low-velocity impact or in the vicinity of discontinuities asso-
ciated with the concentration of transverse shear or peeling
stresses.

Composite plates and shells are often reinforced by stiff-
eners. The shape of such stiffeners may resemble that found
in isotropic structures but unique configurations, such as hat-
stiffeners, are also found. Delamination cracks may originate
from the edges of stiffeners due to the presence of a local
concentration of transverse shear and peeling stresses.

5.2 Sandwich structures

A special class of composite plates and shells that has found
numerous applications in the aerospace industry is sandwich
structures (Figure 8). These structures are characterized by
two thin and stiff facings separated by a light thick core. A
typical core is polymeric or honeycomb and its purpose is
mainly to combine the facings into one structure and support

Figure 8. Sandwich panel with a honeycomb core.

them, preventing local deformation and failure modes. The
facings usually carry in plane loads, acting similarly to flanges
of an I-beam. The core works primarily in transverse shear
and it can participate in the transfer and redistribution of
transverse normal loads applied to the facings. The analogy
between the core of a sandwich structure and the web of an
I-beam is evident. The fact that the facings are separated by
a relatively thick core guarantees high stiffness of sandwich
structures that often results in improved performance when
compared to stiffened structures.

Transverse shear stiffness of the core is relatively low,
so that the Kirchhoff–Love assumptions become inaccurate.
Accordingly, the analysis is usually conducted using the
first or higher-order theories (Reddy, 2004) or by a three-
dimensional finite element method.

Sandwich plates and shells have a number of unique failure
modes, including wrinkling of the facings due to compressive
or in plane shear loads, crushing of the core, and dimpling of
the facings over honeycomb cells (Vinson, 1999). In addition
to these failure modes, the structure is also examined for
potential “conventional” failure, such as the loss of strength
or global buckling. Contrary to conventional composite and
isotropic plates and shells, sandwich structures do not need
stiffeners since they possess very high stiffness.

6 SUMMARY

Isotropic and composite plates and shells are major elements
of aerospace structures. Plates and shells are usually rein-
forced by stiffeners, providing them with superior strength
and stiffness compared to unstiffened counterparts. Sandwich
plates and shells are increasingly used in aerospace applica-
tions, competing with stiffened structures in terms of strength
and stiffness. Cut-outs that are often found in plates and shells
result in stress concentrations and reduced stiffness that are
alleviated by stiffening the cut-out edge and avoiding sharp
corners. Plates and shells are complex structures that require
a numerical analysis, except for several benchmark geome-
tries and boundary conditions. Thin plates and shells found in
aerospace applications often operate under loads that result
in large deformations and geometrically nonlinear effects.
Some of promising new technologies for plates and shells
utilize smart materials (piezoelectrics, shape memory alloys,
etc.) and nanomaterials.
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1 HISTORICAL EVOLUTION
OF FATIGUE

Although the occurrence of some forms of fatigue was
probably not uncommon during the bronze and iron ages,
it was not until the middle of the nineteenth century that
fatigue was recognized as a problem that had to be addressed

by engineers. The primary sources of concern were inci-
dents in which fatigue failures were occurring in railway
axles. The increased use of rail transportation led, particu-
larly in Germany and England, to a general consensus that
experimental studies, which could provide data for design
limitations, should be initiated.

Early experimental investigators of fatigue behavior very
logically attempted to duplicate as nearly as practically
possible the conditions that were developed in the service
incidents, which led to failures. Wohler in Germany, for
example, initially conducted fatigue tests on full-size railway
axles. Subsequently, he conducted tests on small speci-
mens, and designed machines that produced cyclic bending,
reversed bending, uniaxial loading, and torsion. A concise
review of Wohler’s contributions appeared in an article in the
23 August 1867 issue of the British weekly journal,Engi-
neering. Descriptions of other early work are given in the
texts by Timoshenko (1953) and Moore and Kommers (1927).
A more recent summary that also contains descriptions of
both features of modern testing systems and commonly used
test specimens is contained in a text by Fuchs and Stephens
(1980).

Fatigue tests are conducted on full-scale components such
as an aircraft wing attached to a fuselage in order to dupli-
cate the complex diffusion of stress into critical areas. They
are sometimes conducted on sub-assemblies and components
that are parts of a total structural system. Finally, they are
often conducted on small specimens that are designed to pro-
vide fatigue data, which reveal the effects of stress state,
surface preparation, environment, and loading history on a
material of interest.
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Figure 1. Cyclic variation of stress.

Prior to about 1960 the primary goal of fatigue testing was
to obtain stress versus cycles to failure data on specimens
that initially were nominally free of cracks. There has been a
widespread increase in the use of precracked specimens since
then, however, and the data obtained have been used in con-
junction with the application of fracture mechanics to form
the basis for the development of a new philosophy of design.
The goal of this philosophy is to determine the load carry-
ing “tolerance” of a component in which a crack is present
(damage tolerance).

2 ENGINEERING CHARACTERIZATIONS
OF SAFE-LIFE

For applications in which the amplitude of the cyclic loading
is more or less uniformly repeatable and the desired lifetimes
involve millions of cycles with moderate levels of loading,
design can be based on data obtained from tests in which the
loading is of the type depicted in Figure 1. This is the stress-
life approach. Another topic concerns high loading levels and

Main
bearing

Main
bearing

Load
bearing

Load
bearing

P

ω

P P P

Specimen

Motor

Figure 2. Schematic of a four-point rotating bend test. The main features are: (a) the motor, which gives the rotation; (b) the two main
bearings (supports); and (c) the two load bearings (where the static load is applied).

smaller cycles to failure and it is described as a strain-life
approach.

Figure 1 shows a typical cyclic stress history. Two loading
parameters that are used are, by definition, the stress range

�σ = σmax − σmin (1)

and the stress ratio

R = σmin

σmax
(2)

Sinceσmin can be chosen to be compressive, it follows that
R can be negative.

3 THE STRESS-LIFE DIAGRAM
(S–N CURVE)

To obtain a stress-life diagram, uniform, constant amplitude
tension–tension (positive stress ratioR) and tension–
compression (negativeR) stress-life tests are conducted. The
test traditionally used to obtain basic stress-life data (also
called S–N curve) is the rotating bend test for which the stress
ratio R = −1. Figure 2 shows the schematic of a four-point
rotating bend test. The applied load is static but the speci-
men is in rotation. Because of the rotation, the entire surface
material is tested under maximum stress. A cylindrical, hour-
glass gage section that has a highly polished surface is used.
The high rotational speeds that are employed make it pos-
sible to accumulate large number of cycles in a reasonably
short period of time. The stress values used from reversed
bending tests are the maximum bending stresses computed
from elementary beam theory.

Because of data scatter, multiple tests are conducted
at each stress level, and the test data are summarized on
stress–log cycles to failure plots, of the type shown in
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Figure 3. (a) S–N curve with a fatigue (or endurance) limit,σe; and (b) S–N curve with no fatigue limit.

Figure 3a and b. These curves are drawn through median
points at each stress level. The curves shown in Figure 3a and
b represent the two distinct behaviors that are encountered.
The curve in Figure 3a decreases asymptotically to a horizon-
tal, constant stress value. Stress amplitudes below this value
do not result in failure. Microcracks may develop below this
stress level, but growth is arrested. The lower bound stress,σe

is called theendurance or fatigue limit, and these values are
often reported in material property tabulations. This limiting
stress behavior is most commonly observed for low-strength
steels. Most nonferrous metals, however, exhibit curves of the
type shown in Figure 3b, that is they do not exhibit a lower
bound. As a result, the endurance or fatigue limits that are
reported for them are actually the stress level corresponding
to a cyclic life of the order of 108 cycles.

4 MEAN STRESS EFFECTS: THE
GOODMAN RELATIONSHIP

The stress histories for many components do not have a mean
stress of zero as the reversed loading,R = −1 case. Mean
values can be either tensile or compressive. The nonzero
mean can be due to either externally applied loading or resid-
ual surface layer stresses. The parameters used to describe
mean stress effects are defined in terms of the maximum and
minimum cyclic stresses. These are the mean stress,

σm = 1

2
(σmax + σmin) (3)

and the alternating stress,

σa = 1

2
(σmax − σmin) (4)

These two quantities can be expressed by dimensionless
ratios (σm/σ f ) whereσ f is the fatigue strength for reversed
loading and as (σm/σy) whereσy is the yield strength or as

(σm/σu) whereσu is the ultimate strength. Reference to the
values in the denominators provides a basis for developing
empirical relations for describing mean stress effects.

A common approach for developing empirical equations
is to represent a dependent variable in terms of a power series
in an independent variable. To correlate this type of approach
with equations that have been widely used we select the
ratio (σa/σ f ) as the dependent variable and either (σm/σy)
or (σm/σu) as the independent variable. Thus, we can write,
for example,

σa

σf
= C1 + C2

(
σm

σu

)
+ C3

(
σm

σu

)2

+ · · · (5)

If three terms were to be used, three conditions for values
of the ratio (σm/σu) would be required to evaluate the coef-
ficients. Only two conditions are usually used, however. One
procedure, which has been used, is to observe that forσm = 0
thenσm = σ f for failure, henceC1 = 1. Then, keeping only
two terms in the series, and observing that forσa = 0, then
σm = σu for failure, we obtainC2 = C1. Thus, equation (5)
becomes:

σa

σf
+ σm

σu
= 1 (6)

This equation, proposed by Goodman (1899), is known
as the Goodman equation. This linear relation is shown in
Figure 4.

Since test data tend to lie above the straight line, it fol-
lows that a nonlinear curve lying above might be preferable.
Therefore, proceeding as before and keeping only theC1 and
C3 terms in (5) results in the following equation, credited to
Gerber (1874):

σa

σf
+

(
σm

σu

)2

= 1 (7)

This equation is also shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The Goodman diagram (dashed line) and the Gerber
diagram (solid line).

5 VARIABLE AMPLITUDE LOADING:
THE PALMGREN–MINER RULE

Aerospace structures are subjected to varying amplitudes of
loading with time rather than repetitive cyclic loading of
constant amplitude. In fact, the loading spectra not only are
complex, but differ for different types of aircraft, for example
fighter aircraft and transport aircraft.

Proposals by Palmgren (1924) and Miner (1945) attempt
to account for variable amplitude loading effects by the use
of the assumption that the fatigue damage incurred during
each cycle is independent of the prior loading history. The
rule based on this assumption is described as the linear dam-
age rule. If the amplitude of loading isσ i for ni cycles and the
fatigue life atσ i is Ni , the fraction of life used would then be
ni/Ni . Therefore, for a total ofk cycles in a loading spectrum
consisting ofn1 cycles at stress levelσ1, n2 cycles at stress
levelσ2, and so on, fatigue failure occurs when

N∑
i=1

ni

Ni

= 1 (8)

Although the linear damage rule is intended to provide
a basis for predicting fatigue life under variable amplitude
loading, it has deficiencies that should be recognized. Experi-
ments have shown that the sum of equation (8) can, depending
upon the order in which load levels are applied, be either
greater or less than unity. If, for example, a block of high-level
loading is followed by a block of low-level loading, the sum
for failure in equation (8) can be less than unity. For notched
specimens the reverse, however, is found to occur. If a block
order is changed to a low–high sequence, the sum for failure
is greater than unity. It has been argued that if the loading
spectrum is a mixture of high–low and low–high sequences,

the deviations from unity may be canceled. Alternative meth-
ods for assessing the accumulation of damage under variable
amplitude loading have been proposed and some of these
are discussed by Collins (1981). The introduction of material
constants and the complexity of applying them to complex
spectra, however, often detract from their usefulness.

There are approaches to include other effects in the basic
S–N approach, namelymulti-axial stress states (e.g., com-
bined torsion and bending), effects ofstress concentration
locations such as holes, notches, and fillets and effects of the
environment (extremes in temperature and active or corro-
sive atmospheres); these are discussed in detail in Carlson
and Kardomateas (1996).

6 FATIGUE DESIGN APPROACHES:
SAFE-LIFE, FAIL-SAFE, AND DAMAGE
TOLERANCE

During the 1950s, the loss of several Comet aircraft within
a short period of time led to an investigation into the struc-
tural integrity of Comet’s fuselage. A pressurization test on a
sample aircraft revealed that the combination of fatigue and
stress concentration at the corner of a window was the prob-
able cause of the failures. These accidents as well as others
prompted the development of fatigue methods for aircraft
design. The first and oldest approach to dealing with fatigue
is to require that a structure should be able to survive several
times the intended service lifetime, for example the time to
failure of an aircraft wing in a laboratory fatigue test may be
required to be four times the expected service lifetime. This
type of requirement constitutes a design philosophy described
assafe-life. The safe-life approach determines a replacement
time for aircraft components, usually specified as a number of
allowable landings or flight hours. Once a component reaches
its replacement time, its safe-life is considered to be used
up and it is retired, whether or not any fatigue cracks are
present. There are, however, two significant problems with
this method: (i) the safety of an aircraft is not protected if a
manufacturing or accident or maintenance induced defect is
introduced and (ii) safe-life safety factors are quite conser-
vative and thus many components can be quite prematurely
retired.

The next approach used in aircraft fatigue design is thefail-
safe approach, which was developed in the 1960s and is based
on designing structures with multiple load paths, such that if
an individual element fails, the remaining elements can carry
the additional load from the failed element until the damage is
detected and repaired. Indeed, there are designs in which the
failure of a single component results in a total system failure.
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Figure 5. (a) A two-bar truss; and (b) a three-bar truss (fail-safe).

As a simple example, consider a two-bar truss under an exter-
nal load (Figure 5a). If one bar fails, the remaining bar can
no longer serve the intended structural function. By contrast,
the failure of one bar in a three-bar truss (Figure 5b) simply
results in a redistribution of the bar forces and the truss can
still, at least temporarily, serve its intended function of the
truss.

The latter example can then be described as being fail-safe.
This is obviously a desirable design solution and it is com-
monly used in aircraft. Ideally, an aircraft designed according
to fail-safe principles can sustain damage and remain airwor-
thy until the damage is detected and repaired. This philosophy
necessitates periodic inspections to assess the integrity of
the load carrying members. However, this philosophy cannot
preclude the possibility of simultaneous crack development
in multiple load path elements and the inspections in this
approach were not based on crack growth principles (fracture
mechanics); as a result, the loss of several “fail-safe” aircraft
in the mid-1970s emphasized the need to locate cracks and
repair them before failure occurred.

The presence of a crack in a component subject to load
variations does not necessarily constitute failure. The crack
may undergo a time-dependent extension, which is often
described as “stable” growth. Eventually, the growing crack
may attain what is described as a critical length and then
unstable or catastrophic growth can occur. Thus, during a
stable growth period, the structural integrity of the system
remains intact and the primary concern is the anticipation
of when a critical length will be attained. This requires
knowledge of the loading history on the cracked component.
Prescribed inspection intervals are instituted and fracture
mechanics is employed to ensure that a crack would not grow
to its critical length within the inspection interval time. Thus,
cracks occurring at any time would be caught at the next
inspection interval before they have a chance to become crit-
ical. Naturally, associated repairs would ensue. Although the
task described is complex and a simplified description has
been presented, the logic involves evaluating the tolerance

of components to the presence of cracks. This is the basis
for the evolution of a sophisticated procedure, which is
described asdamage tolerance. In the early 1970s, the US
Air Force was the first to adopt the damage tolerance fatigue
design approach. With economic and safety advantages over
the previous methods, the damage tolerance philosophy was
eventually adopted by the commercial aviation.

As mentioned, the objective of the damage tolerance
approach is to detect cracks in principal structural elements
(PSEs) before their critical length. A PSE is defined as any
aircraft structural component carrying flight, ground, or pres-
surization loads, whose failure could result in the loss of the
aircraft. The goal is to establish inspection intervals for these
elements based upon the time it takes to grow a crack from
an initial detectable size to the critical crack length.

The first task in the aircraft damage tolerance approach
is to define the usage profile. This profile describes the vari-
ous flight conditions, such as taxi, climb, cruise, descent, and
landing impact, and the amount of time spent at each gross
weight, speed, and altitude. The usage profile is then used
to create a load factor spectrum at the center of gravity of
the aircraft. The next task is to identify the PSEs, convert
the load factor spectrum into a stress spectrum for each loca-
tion, and incorporate the effects of the service environment.
Using crack growth (da/dN) equations, such as the Paris or
Forman equations (described next), the stress spectrum is
combined with material properties data and stress intensity
factor solutions applicable to each PSE to determine the num-
ber of cycles for a crack to reach the critical length starting
from the detectable length. This number is usually divided by
a factor of two to arrive at the inspection interval. This ensures
that, should a PSE develop a crack, it will be inspected at least
once before the crack propagates to failure.

Unlike the safe-life approach where components are
retired whether or not they are damaged, in the damage tol-
erance approach components are only replaced if a crack is
found during an inspection. It is important to note that any
size crack found during an inspection mandates replacement
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of the damaged component (even if the crack is at the just
detectable size and therefore the component could last until
the next inspection). Another advantage of the damage tol-
erance approach is that crack growth is rather deterministic
unlike the large scatter associated with the S–N methodology.
Thus, it allows for a reduction of safety factors in design.

7 STRESS-BASED ANALYSIS
OF FRACTURE

As indicated earlier, the adoption of fracture mechanics con-
cepts in the fatigue analysis of structural components goes
back to the early 1960s with the pioneering work of Paris
(1960), who relied on advances made a few years earlier in
the description of the stress field in the vicinity of crack tips
(Williams, 1957). The presence of singularities in the linearly
elastic solution of the stress field in the vicinity of sharp crack
tips and notches had been observed based on Inglis’ (1913)
classical solution of an elliptical hole in a large plate subjected
to a remote tensile tractionσ∞ (Figure 6). Inglis showed that
the stress concentrationσyy/σ∞ at x = ±a, y = 0 is given by
1+2a/b, wherea andb, respectively, denote the axes of the
ellipse that are perpendicular and parallel to the loading axis.
In the limiting case of a very sharp crack (for whichb/a → 0),

Figure 6. Elliptical hole in a plate subjected to remote tensile load-
ing σ∞.

Figure 7. Coordinate system for near-tip solution, withr =√
x2

1 + x2
2 andθ = tan−1(x2/x1).

the predicted stress concentration tends to infinity suggesting
the existence of a stress singularity in the vicinity of the crack
tips.

Using an asymptotic method, the nature of that singularity
was analyzed in 1958 by Williams, who showed that the stress
field σ ij in the vicinity of any sharp crack in a linearly elastic
material takes the form

σij(r, θ) = KI√
2�r

gI
ij(θ) + KII√

2�r
gII

ij(θ)

+ KIII√
2�r

gIII
ij (θ) + O(r0) (9)

where the Cartesian (x1, x2, x3) and cylindrical (r, θ, x3)
coordinate systems attached to the crack front are defined
in Figure 7. The Roman subscripts and superscripts I, II, and
III refer to the three basic failure modes (referred to as the I,
II, and III fracture modes), which are shown schematically
in Figure 8 and, respectively, denote the in-plane opening,
in-plane shear, and out-of-plane failure modes. In the lin-
early elastic case, the stress field in the vicinity of the crack
front can be written as a combination of these three failure
modes. The angular functionsgk

ij entering (9) are trigonomet-
ric functions of the angular coordinateθ. For example, for the
opening fracture mode (k = I),

gI
11(θ) = cos

θ

2

(
1 − sin

θ

2
sin

3θ

2

)

gI
22(θ) = cos

θ

2

(
1 + sin

θ

2
sin

3θ

2

)
(10)
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Figure 8. Fracture modes: (a) mode I or opening mode;
(b) mode II or in-plane shear mode; and (c) mode III or out-of-plane
shear mode.

gI
12(θ) = cos

θ

2
sin

θ

2
cos

3θ

2
gI

13(θ) = gI
23(θ) = 0 (11)

The angular functions associated with the other modes,
and the expression of the near-tip strain and displacement
fields, can be found in all reference books on fracture mechan-
ics (see, e.g., Kanninen, 1985; Suresh, 1991; Anderson,
1995). Due to the canonical nature of the near-tip solution,
the three scalar parametersKI , KII , andKIII in equation (9)
define the stress, strain, and displacement fields in the vicin-
ity of the crack front. These parameters, referred to as the
stress intensity factors, incorporate the effects of the loading
and problem geometry.

Due to the importance of the stress intensity factors in
the solution of fracture problems, a wide range of analytical,
numerical, and experimental methods have been proposed to
solve forKI , KII , andKIII , and compendia of stress intensity
factors have been created for a large number of geometries
and loading conditions (see, e.g., Sih, 1973; Rooke, 1986;
Wu and Carlsson, 1991).

Furthermore, since the stress intensity factors uniquely
define the near-tip stress field, failure criteria based on critical
values of these parameters have been proposed to predict the
onset of crack propagation in a material, in the form

KI (loading, geometry)= KIc (12)

where KIc is a material parameter (with units of Pa m
1
2 )

referred to as thefracture toughness. Its value ranges from
about 0.5 MPa m

1
2 for brittle polymers to more than 300

MPa m
1
2 for very ductile metals.

It should be noted that, in the case of time-dependent load-
ing of a stationary (or slowly growing) crack, such as in cyclic
and impact loading situations, the near-tip stress fields main-
tain the asymptotic form described by equation (9), except
that the stress intensity factors are then time dependent. The
“strength” of the stress singularity, that is the value of the
exponent entering the radial variation of the singular term in
the near-tip stress field expansion (−1/2 in (9)), changes in
the case of notches and corners. The nature of the stress sin-
gularity also changes for rapidly propagating cracks (i.e., for
crack speeds representing a substantial fraction of the wave
propagation speeds in the material) and for interfacial cracks,
but the existence of near-tip singular stress field defined by
stress intensity factors remains.

Finally, the mode mixity present in the vicinity of the crack
front, that is the relative importance of the mode I, II, and III
stress intensity factors, has been shown to play a key role in
the propagation behavior of cracks. For an isotropic mate-
rial under in-plane (mode I/II) loading, cracks have been
shown to propagate primarily in the symmetric (mode I)
case and various criteria for crack path predictions have been
proposed, including those based on symmetry (KII = 0) and
maximum hoop stress (Anderson, 1995).

8 ENERGY-BASED ANALYSIS OF
FRACTURE

Another way to approach fracture problems, which circum-
vents the apparent inconsistency of the existence of a singular
solution in the vicinity of the crack tip, is based on the concept
of energy release rate G. This concept, which was adopted by
Griffith (1921) in his pioneering study of the fracture of brit-
tle materials, quantifies the decrease in total potential energy
� associated with an infinitesimal propagation of the crack,
that is

G = −∂�

∂A
(13)

where A denotes the crack area. For a plate of widthb,
dA = b da, wherea denotes the crack length. The energy
release rate, which has units of J/m2, thus represents the
energy available for propagation of the crack. The energy-
based criterion for crack initiation thus takes the form

G = Gc (14)
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whereGc denotes the fracture toughness of the material, that
is the energy required to create fracture surfaces.

The equivalence between stress- and energy-based
approaches to fracture in the linear elastic case can be demon-
strated by computing the change in strain energy (or crack
closure work) associated with an infinitesimal advance of the
crack tip, leading to the following relation between the energy
release rateG and the stress intensity factorsKk (k = I, II,
and III):

G = K2
I + K2

II

Ē
+ 1 + ν

E
K2

III (15)

whereĒ = E for plane stress and̄E = E/(1 − ν2) for plane
strain, andν is the Poisson’s ratio.

A key contribution to the energy approach of fracture is
theJ-integral introduced by Rice (1968) and defined by

J =
∫

�

(
Wn1 − T · ∂u

∂x1

)
d� (16)

where� denotes any contour that encircles the crack tip,W
is the strain energy density that relates stresses and strains
throughσij = ∂W/∂εij, n is the unit outward normal to the
contour�, u is the displacement vector, andT is the traction
vector. For linearly (and nonlinearly) elastic materials, the
J-integral is path independent, that is it does not depend on
the contour� used to define it. This key property allows to
relate near-tip parameters (such as the stress intensity factors)
to the far-field loading quantities. Furthermore, Rice showed
that, for a (non)linearly elastic solid,J physically corresponds
to the rate of change of potential energy with respect to crack
advance, that is to the energy that flows into the crack tip
region. For a linearly elastic material, it thus reduces to the
strain energy release rateG.

To conclude this section on the energy approach of frac-
ture, let us mention that energy-based criteria, such as the
maximum energy release rate criterion, have also been pro-
posed to predict the crack path, and have yielded predictions
very similar to those associated with stress-based criteria.

9 NONLINEAR FRACTURE MECHANICS

The singular nature of the stress and strain “K-fields” in the
vicinity of the crack tip is in contradiction with the linear kine-
matic assumption underlying the theory of elasticity used to
derive these near-tip fields. Addressing this apparent incon-
sistency and/or providing a more realistic description of the
nonlinear processes taking place in the immediate vicinity of
the crack front are the focus of nonlinear fracture mechanics.

It should be pointed out, however, that despite the appar-
ent inconsistency of the linearly elastic solution, the stress
intensity factors introduced play a key role in many frac-
ture problems since the size of the nonlinear region (where
large deformation and/or material nonlinearity effects must
be accounted for) is often very small. In these cases, referred
to assmall-scale yielding, theK-field solution described by
(9) remains dominant outside that small nonlinear zone and
therefore continues to characterize the near-tip conditions.

Over the years, various estimates have been proposed for
the size of the nonlinear zone. For the monotonic loading case,
an early estimate of the plastic zone sizerp was obtained by
Irwin (1960) by comparing the stress field ahead of the crack
(θ = 0) to the yield stressσy of the material, leading in the
mode I case to

rp = α

(
KI

σy

)2

(17)

with α = 1/3� for plane strain andα = 1/� for plane stress.
Extending this approach to the “complete” asymptotic solu-
tion (9), estimates of the size and shape of the plastic zone
can be obtained, as shown in Figure 9 in the plane stress and
plane strain cases. Other more complex estimates of the plas-
tic zone size that account for the redistribution of stresses in
the nonlinear zone have also been introduced.

Beyond estimating the size and shape of the nonlin-
ear zone, the focus of the nonlinear analysis of fracture

Figure 9. Plane stress and plane strain estimates of the shape and
size of the plastic zone (ν = 0.3). The crack is located along the
negativex-axis, with the crack tip at the origin.
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is the study of the nonlinear effects on the near-tip fields.
One of the most successful studies in that regard led to
the Hutchinson–Rice–Rosengren (HRR) asymptotic fields
(Hutchinson, 1968; Rice and Rosengren, 1968), which are
based on the small strainJ2-deformation theory of plastic-
ity (i.e., monotonic loading). In particular, it relies on the
classical Ramberg–Osgood power law relationship between
stresses and strains:

εij

εy

= 3α

2

(
σe

σy

)n−1
sij

σy

(18)

whereE, α, n andσy are material parameters,εy = σy/E, sij

denotes the deviatoric stresses, andσe = √
3sijsij/2 is the

effective stress. The resulting asymptotic stress and strain
fields take the form

σij

σy

=
(

J

ασyεyInr

)1/(n+1)

σ̃ij(θ, n) (19)

εij

αεy

=
(

J

ασyεyInr

)1/(n+1)

ε̃ij(θ, n) (20)

whereJ is the value of theJ-integral,In are explicit functions
of the exponentn, while σ̃ij andε̃ij are angular functions. As
expected, the near-tip HRR solution equations (19 and (20)
recovers the inverse square root singularity of the linearly
elastic solution (9) whenn = 1.

Another approach to incorporate nonlinearity in the near-
tip solution is the cohesive model introduced by Dugdale
(1960) and Barenblatt (1962), in which all nonlinearities are
concentrated to a vanishingly thin region (called thecohe-
sive zone) ahead of the crack (Figure 10). In that region, the
material failure response is described by a nonlinear relation
between the cohesive tractionT resisting the crack opening

and the displacement jump� ahead of the crack tip. The area
under the cohesive traction–separation curve corresponds to
the energy required for the formation of a crack, that is
the fracture toughnessGc. In addition to providing a natu-
ral bound for the near-tip stresses (which cannot exceed the
maximum value ofT) and thereby eliminate issues associated
with the existence of a stress singularity, the cohesive mod-
eling of fracture is the theoretical foundation of a numerical
scheme (referred to as the cohesive finite element method),
which has shown over the past two decades great success in
the modeling of a wide variety of quasi-static, dynamic, and
fatigue failure problems (Needleman, 1987; Camacho and
Ortiz, 1996; Maiti and Geubelle, 2005).

10 FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
(THE PARIS LAW)

Most fatigue problems involve relatively low load levels for
which the small scale yielding assumptions (i.e., for which the
stress field outside the small nonlinear zone can be described
by the asymptotic solution (9)) is applicable. Based on the
problem geometry, one can therefore associate the cyclic
load applied on the specimen to a range�K of the (mode
I) stress intensity factor. In his pioneering study, Paris (1960)
showed that, when displayed on a log–log plot, the relation
between the crack advance per cycle, da/dN, and�K looks
similar to the curve shown schematically in Figure 11. This
curve, usually referred to as the Paris curve, shows three dis-
tinct crack propagation regimes. In the steady-state regime
(region II), the relation between da/dN and�K is a power
law:

da

dN
= C(�K)m (21)

Figure 10. Cohesive zone modeling of a crack: (a) schematic of crack tip region; and (b) cohesive failure law.
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Figure 11. Typical Paris curve between the crack advance per cycle
da/dN and the amplitude of the cyclic load (quantified through
the associated range of stress intensity factor�K), showing three
distinct regimes of crack propagation.

where the exponentm (i.e., the slope of the curve on the
log–log scale) is of the order of 3 in many metals and is
substantially higher (of the order of 10) for polymers.

At lower loading amplitudes (region I), the fatigue
response tends to a threshold value A below which no crack
propagation is observed. In the upper range of loading ampli-
tudes (region III), the crack propagation rate increases rapidly
as the load level approaches that associated with crack prop-
agation under monotonic loading (Point B in Figure 11). As
described earlier, a detailed knowledge of the location and
size of the cracks in the cyclically loaded structure combined
with the experimentally extracted parameters describing the
fatigue response (19) of the material allows for the prediction
of the expected fatigue life of the structure.

11 SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE

This section outlined the fundamental knowledge in
aerospace fracture and fatigue. Although the basic concepts
are universally valid, current applications are mostly on
metallic components (aluminum, titanium, steel alloys, etc.).
The prediction of fatigue and failure of advanced materi-
als (composites, sandwich structures, ceramics, etc.) requires
additional considerations due to the complex nature of their
microstructure and it is a timely and ongoing research effort.

Another key challenge is the accurate numerical modeling of
fracture in complex materials and/or structures under com-
plex cyclic loading conditions including overloads, especially
in three dimensions.

Finally, an important topic being currently researched is
that of “small fatigue cracks” and “below threshold” fatigue
crack growth. Indeed, the fatigue crack growth in the so-
called “Paris regime” is well studied and extensively applied
in aerospace damage tolerance. In this regime, cracks do not
grow below a “threshold” value of�K. It has been well
established, however, that cracks do indeed grow below the
threshold, and a considerable part of the lifetime can be spent
in the “below threshold” regime. The growth below thresh-
old is influenced by the alloy microstructure (grain size) and
is characterized by increased scatter. There is a need for
physically based procedures for a smooth transition from the
“Paris regime” to the “below threshold regime,” which can
be practical and ensure proper damage tolerance procedures
for aerospace components.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Structural analysis is the methodology by which deforma-
tion, strains, loads, and stresses are considered on a solid
object. The subject has a rich and long history and many meth-
ods have been developed to solve a wide class of structural
analysis problems. For many problems of practical interest,
theories have been developed to consider structural compo-
nents, such as trusses, bars, beams, plates, and shells. In
these cases, the general form of the three-dimensional equa-
tions of elasticity have been simplified by assumptions made
about the kinematic behavior of the structural components.
These simplified cases have enabled analytical solutions
to be developed for many structural components and sys-
tems. Such solutions enable rapid evaluation of structural
systems.

However, many aerospace structures include complex
geometric shapes and complex joints. The loading on the
structures can also be non-trivial. In such cases, the use of
analytic methods may be impractical or impossible. Approx-
imation methods of structural analysis are then needed to
obtain solutions to these complex problems. With the prolifer-
ation and growth of computing power over the past 50 years,
the ability to model highly complex structural systems has
become commonplace, using approximation methods such
as the Rayleigh–Ritz and finite element methods. It is beyond
the scope of this chapter to review the history and literature
of these methods. Several comprehensive texts on the subject
of structural analysis in general, and finite element methods
in particular, are those of Bauchau and Craig (2009), Fish
and Belytschko (2007), Hughes (1987), and Zienkiewicz and
Taylor (2005).

In this chapter, the foundations of the Rayleigh–Ritz and
finite element methods are articulated. To enable a simple,
yet complete, presentation of these methods, a simple model
problem is employed, that of an axial truss member.

1.1 Model Problem: axial truss

For purposes of exposition, consider a model problem of axial
truss linear response, depicted in Figure 1. Letu(x) be the
axial displacement field for a one-dimensional truss, in which
the domain of the problem is given by 0≤ x ≤ L. The cross-
sectional area of the truss is given byA(x). The constitutive
behavior of the truss material is given by Young’s modulus,
E(x). At x = L, an applied load,P is given. Atx = 0, a pre-
scribed displacementu(0) = g is given. A body load,f (x),
(having dimensions of force per length), is applied along the
length of the truss. The statement of the problem is
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P
f

x

g

Figure 1. Axial truss model problem.

Given:g, f , P , A, andE, find u(x) such that

(
EAu,x

)
,x

+ f = 0 (1)

u(0) = g (2)(
EAu,x

) ∣∣∣
x=L

= P (3)

in which the subscript (, x) denotes differentiation withx, that
is, u,x = ∂u/∂x, and the notation(·) |x=L denotes evaluating
the quantities inside the parentheses at the pointx = L.

The total potential energy for the axial truss problem is
given by

� = 1

2

∫ L

0

(
u,xEAu,x

)
dx −

∫ L

0
(uf ) dx − Pu(L) (4)

in which, for simplicity of exposition, we assume thatg =
0. (If g /= 0, then the termPg + g

∫ L

0 f dx should be added
to �).

As a specific example for use in illustrating the Rayleigh–
Ritz, Galerkin, and finite element methods, we will consider
A, E, andf constant, andg = 0. In this case, the body load
f may be thought of as a deadweight loading on the truss.
The exact displacement solution to this problem is

u(x) = PL

AE

x

L
+ fL2

AE

[
x

L
− 1

2

( x

L

)2
]

= P + fL

AE
x − f

2AE
x2 (5)

2 RAYLEIGH–RITZ METHOD

The Rayleigh–Ritz method of approximation is based upon
minimization of total potential energy. The approximation
employed takes the form of a linear combination of func-
tions, each multiplied by an unknown coefficient. For our

truss example, the approximation for the axial displacement
can be written as

uh(x) =
M∑
i=1

Ni(x)qi (6)

in which Ni(x) is a function of the spatial coordinate,qi is
the unknown coefficient, andM is the total number of func-
tions employed in the approximation. The functionNi(x) is
commonly referred to as the shape function or interpola-
tion function, since the shape of the approximate solution
is given in terms of a linear combination of these functions.
The coefficientsqi are denoted as generalized coordinates or
as degrees-of-freedom (dof). The total number of dof is given
by M. Through the remainder, the superscripth denotes that
a finite dof approximation or set of shape functions is being
employed.

The shape functions used in the Rayleigh–Ritz method
are continuous functions that are defined over the entire spa-
tial domain of the problem. This global characteristic of the
Rayleigh–Ritz shape functions is a key differentiation with
the shape functions employed in the finite element method.
The choice of shape functions must admit a solution that can
satisfy the Dirichlet boundary conditions. For the axial truss
example, this requires that

uh(0) =
M∑
i=1

Ni(0)qi = g (7)

The most convenient way to satisfy this displacement
boundary condition is to choose the shape functions such
that

Ni =
{

N1 = 1 i = 1

Ni(0) = 0 otherwise
(8)

Consequently,q1 = g. For more complicated sets of Dirichlet
boundary conditions, satisfying the boundary conditions can
be included in the general linear algebra problem as artic-
ulated below. However, for geometrically complex domains
and complex boundary conditions, it is a challenge to choose
a set of shape functions that can easily meet the boundary
condition requirements.

The approximate displacement solution, equation (6), is
substituted into the total potential energy expression (4). The
integrations and expression evaluations are then performed,
which results in the total potential energy described by a
quadratic function in terms of the generalized coordinates,qi.
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Minimizing the total potential energy requires that

∂�

∂qi

= 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , M (9)

subject to satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The equations emanating from equation (9), combined
with the Dirichlet boundary conditions, constitute a lin-
ear algebra problem in the generalized coordinates. This
problem can be readily solved using any linear algebra pro-
gram/methodology.

Once a specific instantiation of shape functions and num-
ber of shape functions are chosen, the Rayleigh–Ritz method
leads to a linear algebra problem, solving for the gener-
alized coordinatesqi. Thus, the key steps in applying the
Raleigh–Ritz method are choosing an appropriate set and
appropriate number of shape functions. If the set of shape
functions includes the exact solution function basis, then the
Rayleigh–Ritz method will reproduce the exact solution.

To provide concrete, simple examples, consider an approx-
imate solution to equations (1)–(3), with constant coefficients
andg = 0, of the form

uh(x) = xq1 (10)

That is,N1(x) = x andM = 1. Note that, by construction
uh(0) = 0. Substituting this into equation (4) yields

� = 1

2
EALq2

1 − 1

2
fL2q1 − PLq1 (11)

Solving

∂�

∂q1
= 0 (12)

for q1 yields

q1 = P + 1
2fL

AE
(13)

uh(x) = xq1 = P + 1
2fL

AE
x (14)

Comparing equations (5) and (14), we see that

uh(x) /= u(x) (15)

which is not surprising since we are approximating a
quadratic expression inx with a linear approximation.

Now, we consider an approximate solution of the form

uh(x) = xq1 + x2q2 (16)

That is,N1(x) = x,N2(x) = x2 andM = s. Again, by con-
structionuh(0) = 0. Substituting the approximate solution
into equation (4) yields

� = 1

2
EA

(
Lq2

1 + 2L2q1q2 + 4

3
L3q2

2

)

− f

(
1

2
L2q1 + 1

3
L3q2

)
− P

(
Lq1 + L2q2

)
(17)

Solving

∂�

∂q1
= 0 (18)

∂�

∂q2
= 0 (19)

for q1 andq2 yields

q1 = P + fL

AE
(20)

q2 = − f

2AE
(21)

uh(x) = xq1 + x2q2 = P + fL

AE
x − f

2AE
x2 (22)

Comparing equations (5) and (22), we see that

uh(x) = u(x) (23)

3 WEIGHTED RESIDUAL METHODS

Weighted residual methods are a class of approximation
methods that seek to zero solution error in in some weighted,
integral form. Considering equation (1), we can define a
residual (or residue),R, as

R(v) = (
EAv,x

)
,x

+ f (24)

wherev is an arbitrary function. Ifv = u, then R = 0 at
all points 0< x < L. However, if the exact solution is not
known, then in generalR(v) /= 0 at all points of the domain.
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The weighted residual method is given by the expression

∫ L

0
(wR) dx = 0 (25)

in which w(x) is the so-called weighting function. Thus,
rather than trying to satisfy equation (1) at some (or all) points
of the domain, the weighted residual method seeks to satisfy
a weighted average of equation (1) integrated over the entire
domain.

There are many variants of weighted residual methods,
which are outside the scope of this chapter. A good perspec-
tive on weighted residual methods can be found in Brebbia
(1978). This chapter will focus on the weighted residual
method, known as the weak formulation, from which the
Galerkin approximation method and subsequently the finite
element method are based.

For the axial truss model problem, starting from the
weighted residual equation,

∫ L

0
w

(
EAu,x

)
,x

dx +
∫ L

0
wf dx = 0 (26)

the weak form of the equation is given by

∫ L

0
w,xEAu,x dx =

∫ L

0
wf dx + w(L)P (27)

The weak form was obtained by applying integration-by-
parts to the first term of equation (26) and by subsequent
application of the divergence theorem to obtainw(L)P in
equation (27). Equation (27) also relied on the condition that

w(0) = 0 (28)

That is, the weighting function must be homogenous at all
points where the displacementu is prescribed. The advantage
of the weak form is that the degree of continuity is one less
than that required to satisfy equation (1).

We can recast equations (1)–(3) in the statement of a weak
formulation of the problem. LetS be the set of trial functions,
that satisfy the Dirichlet displacement boundary condition,
u(0) = g, and that have bounded, square-integrable first
derivatives, that is,

∫ L

0

(
u,x

)2
dx < ∞ (29)

Let V be the set of all functions that bounded, square-
integrable first derivatives, and that satisfy the homogeneous

counterpart of the Dirichlet boundary condition, that is,
w(0) = 0. Then, the weak form is stated as

Given: g, f , P , A, andE, find u ∈ S such that, for all
w ∈ V,

∫ L

0
w,xEAu,x dx =

∫ L

0
wf dx + w(L)P (30)

3.1 Galerkin approximation method

The Galerkin approximation method is based upon the weak
form of the problem. In the Galerkin method (or more
precisely, the Bubnov–Galerkin method), the choice of
weighting function space is the same as the space of dis-
placement shape functions, up to the prescribed displacement
boundary conditions. For structural analysis problems, this
leads to a symmetric linear algebra problem, similar in form
to that obtained from Rayleigh–Ritz methods. Indeed, if the
same set of shape functions is employed in both methods, the
solutions obtained are identical.

As with the Raylegh–Ritz method, the trial displacement
field employs a linear combination of shape functions

uh(x) =
M∑
i=1

Ni(x)qi (31)

Sinceuh ∈ S, we require

uh(0) = g (32)

The weighting function employs the same set of shape
functions

wh(x) =
M∑
i=1

Ni(x)ci (33)

in which theci are arbitrary constants. Sincewh ∈ V, we
require

wh(0) = 0 (34)

We can express the Galerkin trial displacement and
weighting function spaces asSh ⊂ S andVh ⊂ V, respec-
tively. The Galerkin approximation can now be stated as

Given:g, f , P , A, andE, find uh ∈ Sh such that, for all
wh ∈ Vh,

∫ L

0
wh

,xEAuh
,x dx =

∫ L

0
whf dx + wh(L)P (35)
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Substituting equations (31) and (33) into equation (35)
leads to

M∑
A=1

cAGA = 0 (36)

in which

GA =
M∑

B=1

∫ L

0
NA,xEANB,x dxqB −

∫ L

0
NAf dx − NA(L)P

(37)

Letting

KAB =
∫ L

0
NA,xEANB,x dx (38)

FA =
∫ L

0
NAf dx + NA(L)P (39)

then equation (36) can be expressed as

M∑
A=1

cA

M∑
B=1

KABqB =
M∑

A=1

cAFA (40)

Subject to the constraint arising from equation (34)

M∑
A=1

cANA(0) = 0 (41)

and from equation (32)

M∑
B=1

NB(0)qB = g (42)

the combination of equations (40)–(42) represent a linear
algebraic problem for solving for the unknownqB values.

Returning to the two simple examples presented earlier for
the Rayleigh–Ritz method, for the one dof problemM = 1,
and

N1 = x (43)

uh(0) = N1(0)q1 = 0 (44)

wh(0) = N1(0)c1 = 0 (45)

K11 = EAL (46)

F1 = 1

2
fL2 + PL (47)

in which equations (32) and (34) are solved trivially since
N1(0) = 0. The solution obtained is identical to that given in
equations (13)–(14).

For the two dof case,M = 2, we have that

N1 = x, N2 = x2 (48)

uh(0) = N1(0)q1 + N2(0)q2 = 0 (49)

wh(0) = N1(0)c1 + N2(0)c2 = 0 (50)

K11 = EAL, K12 = EAL2 (51)

K21 = K12, K22 = 4

3
L3 (52)

F1 = 1

2
fL2 + PL, F2 = 1

3
fL3 + PL2 (53)

We can express this as the linear algebra problem

KQ = F (54)

in which

K = [KAB], F = [FA], Q = [QB] (55)

The solution obtained is identical to that given in equations
(20)–(22), since the same shape functions were employed in
both methods.

4 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

The finite element method for structural analysis emanates
from the Galerkin approximation method. The principal
difference between the finite element method and the
Rayleigh–Ritz method is in the choice of shape functions.
The finite element method employs a set of shape functions
that are defined only over a finite domain (over a finite ele-
ment) of the problem, rather than the globally defined shape
functions used in the Rayleigh–Ritz method. The advantage
of the finite element method (FEM) over the Rayleigh–Ritz
method is the ability of finite elements to model complex geo-
metric domains and complex boundary conditions. A relative
disadvantage of the finite element method is that the number
of degrees-of-freedom typically is much larger than that of
the Rayleigh–Ritz method. However, as computing power
has continued to increase, the ability to solve large model
problems has become commonplace. Thus the flexibility of
the finite element method has led to its wide adoption across
the aerospace industry.
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u 1
e u 2
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Figure 2. Two-node axial truss finite element.

4.1 Finite element formulation

The first step in the finite element formulation is to parti-
tion the problem domain into non-overlapping, contiguous
subdomains, known as element domains,�e. For our truss
example, we define the element domain as

�e = [xe
1, x

e
2] (56)

wherexe
1 andxe

2 are the endpoints of theeth element domain.
Neglecting, for the time being, the end load,P , the first two
terms of equation (35) are expressed as

∫ L

0
wh

,xEAuh
,x dx =

nel∑
e=1

∫ xe
2

xe
1

wh
,xEAuh

,x dx (57)

∫ L

0
whf dx =

nel∑
e=1

∫ xe
2

xe
1

whf dx (58)

wherenel is the number of elements (element domains) in
the discretization. For the sake of exposition, consider the
simplest possible truss element that consists of two nodes,
each located at one end of the element. Figure 2 depicts this
two-noded truss element. The nodal dof for this element are
the horizontal displacements of the end nodes,ue

1 andue
2,

where the subscript denotes the node number of the element,
and the superscript denotes the element number. Figure 3
depicts a discretization of the truss example, in which the
circled numbers denote global node numbers and the boxed
numbers denote element numbers. For this simple example,

1

1 2 3
A

x

B
N -2 N -1 N

2
e

nel
−1 nel

Figure 3. Finite element discretization. Circled numbers are node
numbers. Boxed numbers are element numbers.

the number of global nodes is one more than the number
of elements. Corresponding to each individual finite ele-
ment nodal coordinatexe

1, there is a corresponding global
node (global coordinate location)xA, whereA denotes the
global node number. Similarly, corresponding to each finite
element nodal dofue

1, there is a corresponding global nodal
dof DA.

The second step in the finite element formulation is to
consider expressions foruh and wh that are defined only
locally over each element domain, with the restriction that
the union across all elements of the trial displacement and
weighting functions are continuous. To meet this continuity
requirement, it suffices to consider a specific form of the gen-
eralized coordinates. In the standard finite element method,
the dof are defined minimally as the displacements of the
endpoints of the element domain. For the two-node truss
element, the trial displacement field at the element level is
expressed as

uh(x) = N1(x)ue
1 + N2(x)ue

2 (59)

By construction, we require

ue
1 = uh(xe

1) (60)

ue
2 = uh(xe

2) (61)

Thus, the finite element shape functions inherit the
so-called Kronecker-delta property, namely

Na(x
e
b) =

{
1 if a = b

0 otherwise
(62)

Equations (59)–(64) ensure that the displacement field
is continuous across the entire problem domain. Of equal
importance is these equations transform the general coor-
dinates into physically meaningful measures, namely the
displacement quantities at a node. In addition, the treatment
of the prescribed displacement boundary conditions, equation
(32) and the homogeneous weighting function counterpart,
equation (34) are satisfied trivially. In a similar fashion, we
construct locally at the element level the weighting function,
with the form

wh(x) = N1(x)ce
1 + N2(x)ce

2 (63)

Analogous to the global expressions given by equations
(38)–(39), we can write local, element-based expressions of
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the form

ke
ab =

∫ xe
2

xe
1

Na,xEANb,x dx (64)

f e
a =

∫ xe
2

xe
1

Naf dx +
{

P if xe
a = XN = L

0 otherwise
(65)

ke = [ke
ab], f e = [f e

a ] (66)

For the simplest case of a truss element, we have that

N1(x) = xe
2 − x

xe
2 − xe

1
(67)

N2(x) = x − xe
1

xe
2 − xe

1
(68)

This element is known as the two-node, linear truss element.
Substituting these expressions into equations (66)–(67), and
using equation (68), we obtain

ke = AE

he

[
1 −1

−1 1

]
(69)

f e
a = 1

2
hef +

{
P if xe

a = XN = L

0 otherwise
(70)

in whichhe = xe
2 − xe

1 is the length of the element.

4.2 Finite element assembly and solution

Once the element-based expressionske andf e are obtained,
they must be assembled into a global stiffness matrix and a
global loading vector to solve for the unknown dof. The key
concept in the finite element assembly process is toscatter the
local element stiffness and load terms into the global stiffness
matrix and load vector. This process is the reverse process of
gathering global data (such as the position of a node) into
the local element perspective. Using equations (62)–(63), we
have that

ue
1 = uh(xe

1) = uh(xA) = DA (71)

ue
2 = uh(xe

2) = uh(xB) = DB (72)

where the capital letters denote global-based quantities.
Thus, for each pair of element number/element node num-

ber, we can find a corresponding global node number and
consequently a global nodal displacement unknown. The
array that maps element number/element node number pairs

to global dof numbers is known variously as the scatter
matrix, location matrix, localization matrix, or connectivity
matrix. This matrix is best illustrated by example. Consider
the truss model depicted in Figure 3. There are N global
nodes, and consequently, N dof in the model. Considering
element 1, we have that

d1 =
[

u1
1

u1
2

]
=

[
D1

D2

]
(73)

=
[

1 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 1 0 · · · 0 0

]



D1

D2

D3

...

DN−1

DN




(74)

= L1D (75)

in whichL1 is the localization matrix for element 1. Similarly,
from Figure 3, we have that

dnel =
[

u
nel
1

unel
2

]
=

[
DN−1

DN

]
(76)

=
[

0 0 · · · 1 0

0 0 · · · 0 1

]



D1

D2

D3

...

DN−1

DN




(77)

= LnelD (78)

The global stiffness matrix and global load vector are
formed using

K =
nel∑
e=1

(Le)T keLe (79)

F =
nel∑
e=1

(Le)T f e (80)

in which the superscript T denotes the matrix transpose.
With the global stiffness matrix and load vector assem-

bled, one more step must be taken before solution for the
unknown dof is possible. The assembly process described
above has not considered the restriction thatwh must be zero
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at all points where the displacement field is prescribed (the
Dirichlet boundary conditions). With the construction of the
finite element shape functions, imposing this restriction is
simple to implement. Rows and columns ofK, indexed to
known dof, are eliminated; similarly, rows ofD are elimi-
nated that correspond to known dof. The reduced stiffness
matrix is denoted byK∗ and the vector of unknown dof by
D∗. For the truss example illustrated in Figure 3, theK∗ is a
matrix of sizeN − 1 × N − 1, whileD∗ has lengthN − 1.
To account for any non-zero Dirichlet boundary conditions,
a vector containing these values is constructed of the form

G = [GA] =




g(XA) if XA is a node at which

displacement is prescribed

0 otherwise

(81)

The global load vector is computed using

F g = F − KG (82)

Finally, the reduced global load vector is obtained by elim-
inating rows ofF g that correspond to known dof; this reduced
load vector is denoted byF ∗. The linear algebra problem then
can be written as

K∗D∗ = F ∗ (83)

For the truss example, if we employ one finite element,
then the solution obtained is identical to that given by equa-
tions (43)–(47). For a two element case, assuming that the
second-node of the model is located at the midpoint of the
truss,x2 = L/2, we have the following element stiffness
matrices and load vectors

k1 = k2 = AE

L/2

[
1 −1

−1 1

]
(84)

f 1 =
[

fL

4
fL

4

]
, f 2 =

[
fL

4
fL

4 + P

]
(85)

The assembled, reduced stiffness and load vector are given
by

K∗ =
[

AE
L

− 2AE
L

− 2AE
L

2AE
L

]
(86)

F ∗ =
[

fL

2
fL

4 + P

]
(87)

u ′ l

u 2

x

y

x ′
y ′

Figure 4. Planar axis truss finite element, not aligned with the
horizontal axis.

D∗ =
[

D2

D3

]
(88)

Solving equation (85), we obtain

D∗ =
[

1
2

PL
AE

+ 3
8

fL2

AE

PL
AE

+ 1
2

fL2

AE

]
(89)

For most applications, the alignment of the element axis is
not parallel to the globalx-axis, nor, in general, aligned with
any global coordinate axis. Restricting attention to the planar
case, a planar truss element is shown in Figure 4, in which the
element is parallel to thex′-axis. Consequently, this local ele-
ment coordinate system, denoted by the prime superscripts,
needs to be transformed to the global coordinate system, so
that the collection of finite element stiffness matrices can be
properly assembled. To this end, the nodal displacements of
the truss element are expressed as (the element superscripte

is removed for clarity)

u′
1 = u1 cosβ + v1 sinβ = T

[
u1

v1

]
(90)

u′
2 = u2 cosβ + v2 sinβ = T

[
u2

v2

]
(91)

whereu1 andv1 are the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) dis-
placement components (dof) of node 1, respectively;u2 and
v2 are the horizontal and vertical displacement dof of node
2, respectively;T is the coordinate system transformation
matrix, given by

T = [
cosβ sinβ

] = [
c s

]
(92)
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wherec = cosβ ands = sinβ. For this planar truss case, the
element stiffness matrix given by equation (69), is expressed
in terms of the primed local element coordinate system and
primed dof. The matrix is transformed to the global coordi-
nate system by

ke =
[

T T 0T

0T T T

]
k′e

[
T 0

0 T

]

= AE

L




c2 cs −c2 −cs

cs s2 −cs −s2

−c2 −cs c2 cs

−cs −s2 cs s2


 (93)

where the superscript T denotes matrix transpose and

0 = [
0 0

]
(94)

Correspondingly, the element dof vector becomes

de =




u1

v1

u2

v2


 (95)

The remaining steps of finite element assembly and
solution remain the same as presented above.

5 BEAM BENDING

To highlight the generality of the finite element method, an
Euler–Bernoulli beam is considered. Figure 5 depicts a one-
dimensional beam problem in which the neutral axis of the
beam is parallel to thex-axis and transverse deflectionv(x),
of the beam is considered in they-direction. For simplicity,
we restrict attention to beam theory with no transverse shear
deformation, that is, Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. A dis-
tributed loadp(x) is applied to the beam. The geometric data
of interest is the area moment of inertia of the cross-section

p(x )
y

x

Figure 5. Beam-bending model problem.

I(x), which can vary with axial position. The constitutive
parameter of relevance for beam bending is Young’s modu-
lus, E(x). There are four possible boundary conditions that
can be prescribed for beam bending.

1. Transverse displacement is prescribed:v = g(x) on �g,
where�g denotes the set of points at which transverse
displacement is prescribed.

2. Rotation is prescribed:v,x = �(x) on �θ, where �θ

denotes the set of points at which rotation is prescribed.
3. Transverse shear load is prescribed:−nEI ∂3v

∂x3 = V (x)
on �V , where�V denotes the set of points at which
transverse shear is applied. In this boundary condition
n denotes the outward normal vector of the end at which
the load is applied.

4. Moment is prescribed:nEI ∂2v
∂x2 = M(x) on �M , where

�M denotes the set of points at which transverse shear is
applied.

It is not possible to prescribe at the same point both transverse
displacement and transverse shear. Similarly, it is not possible
to prescribe at the same point both rotation and moment.

The problem of beam bending can be stated as
Given: E, I,p, g, �, V , andM, find v(x) such that

EI
∂4v

∂x4
+ p = 0 (96)

and the boundary conditions as enumerated above are satis-
fied.

To state the weak form of the problem from which a beam
finite element can be developed, letS be the set of trial
displacements that are continuous inx and whose first deriva-
tives are also continuous inx. This condition is known asC1

continuity. Furthermore, the trial displacementsv ∈ S, must
satisfy the prescribed transverse displacement and rotation
boundary conditions. LetV denote the set of weighting func-
tions with the same continuity requirements asS. However,
w ∈ Vmust be homogenous on the prescribed transverse dis-
placement and rotation boundaries. That is,w = 0 on�g and
w,x = 0 on��. The weak form of the beam beam problem
is given as

Given:E, I, p, g, �, V , andM, find v(x) ∈ S such that,
for all w(x) ∈ V,

∫ L

0
w,xxEIv,xx dx =

∫ L

0
wp dx + (wV )

∣∣∣
�V

+ (
w,xM

) ∣∣∣
�M

(97)
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10 Structural Mechanics

Figure 6. Two-node, beam-bending finite element.

The simplest finite element for Euler–Bernoulli beam
bending, is shown in Figure 6 and comprises Hermite cubic
spline shape functions. These functions satisfy theC1 conti-
nuity requirement. The transverse displacement field on the
element is defined in terms of the transverse displacement
and rotation of the two end nodes of the element, as depicted
in Figure 6. That is

vh(x) = N1(x)ve
1 + N2(x)θe

1 + N3(x)ve
2 + N4(x)θe

2 (98)

N1(x) = − (x − xe
2)2(−he + 2(xe

1 − x))

(he)3
(99)

N2(x) = (x − xe
1)(x − xe

2)2

(he)2
(100)

N3(x) = (x − xe
1)2(he + 2(xe

2 − x))

(he)3
(101)

N4(x) = (x − xe
1)2(x − xe

2)

(he)2
(102)

in whichhe = xe
2 − xe

1 is the length of the element. The resul-
tant element stiffness matrix is

ke = EI

(he)3




12 6he −12 6he

6he 4(he)2 −6he 2(he)2

−12 −6he 12 −6he

6he 2(he)2 −6he 4(he)2


 (103)

For a planar beam element, coordinate transformation
from the local element coordinate system to the global coor-
dinate system is obtained using

v′
1 = −u1 sinβ + v1 cosβ = T b

[
u1

v1

]
(104)

v′
2 = −u2 sinβ + v2 cosβ = T b

[
u2

v2

]
(105)

θ′
1 = θ1 (106)

θ′
2 = θ2 (107)

in which

T b = [− sinβ cosβ
]

(108)

Note that the rotation dof is not transformed since it remains
a rotation measure about the out-of-planez-axis. Analagous
to the truss element case, equation (103) expresses the beam
stiffness matrix in the primed, local element coordinate sys-
tem. Transformation of the stiffness matrix to the global
coordinate system is attained using the transformation matrix

T =
[

T b 0

02 1

]
(109)

in which

02 = [
0 0

]
(110)

resulting in the transformed stiffness matrix of

ke =
[

T T 03

03 T T

]
k′e

[
T 03

03 T

]
(111)

where the superscript T denotes matrix transpose and03 is a
null matrix of size 3× 3. Correspondingly, the element dof
vector becomes

de =




u1

v1

θ1

u2

v2

θ2




(112)

6 CONCLUSION

This chapter has presented the basic concepts of the global
approximation methodology of the Raleigh–Ritz method and
the local approximation methodology of the finite element
approach. The finite element approach was highlighted by the
development of the stiffness matrices for simple axial truss
response and simple beam bending behavior. However, the
generality of the finite element methodology enables its direct
extension and application to very broad classes of problems,
including elasticity, structural dynamics, aeroelasticity, and
thermoelasticity, to highlight just a few. Of particular note
are chapters mentioned in “Related Chapters” section of this
chapter.

The general applicability of the finite element approach
for aerospace engineering is indicated by the success
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of commercial finite element programs, e.g., ABAQUS,
ANSYS, MSC.NASTRAN, LS-DYNA. All commercial
finite element programs have capabilities to model linear
static and quasi-static elasticity problems, using a variety of
finite elements, depending on the particular problem model-
ing domain. Commercial codes have the ability to conduct
modal analyses of structural models, and have capabili-
ties to include aerodynamic effects or to couple with fluid
dynamics codes to provide the aerodynamic loadings on
aerospace structures. Most codes have the ability to consider
nonlinear effects that emanate from material nonlinearity,
such as plasticity, from geometric nonlinearity arising from
contact/impact or large deformation (flutter problems for
example), from instability arising from buckling, or from cou-
pled thermal/elastic response. The ability to consider time-
dependent phenomena exists in most of the large-scale com-
mercial finite element programs. Current trends in the mar-
ketplace are directed towards fully integrating finite element
programs with CAD programs that are used to generate the
solid models for geometric design, and to integrate the func-
tionality of finite element programs with other commercial
simulation packages and simulation capabilities, including
component manufacturing, with a long-term goal of having
fully integration modeling, simulation, design, and manufac-
turing capabilities for aerospace, components and systems.

RELATED CHAPTERS

Linear Elasticity
Torsion of Bars and Bending of Beams
Plates and Shells
Structural Stability
Elements of Structural Dynamics
Computational Methods in Buckling and Instability
Computational Dynamics
Fundamentals of Fluid–Structure Interaction
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1 OVERVIEW OF STRUCTURAL
STABILITY

Many problems are associated with the design of modern
structural systems. Economic factors, availability and proper-
ties of materials, interaction between the external loads (e.g.,
aerodynamic) and the response of the structure, dynamic
and temperature effects, performances, cost, and ease of
maintenance of the system are all problems that are closely
associated with the synthesis of these large and compli-
cated structures. Structural analysis is a branch of structural
mechanics that examines the behavior of a structure under
the action of external causes. The term causes is used here
to include not only forces and moments, but also prescribed
displacement or rotation, temperature changes, and so on.
Two important questions arise when analyzing a structure: (i)
What is the response of the structure when subjected to exter-

∗ This chapter is condensed from Fundamentals of Structural
Stability, by G.J. Simitses and D.H. Hodges, Chapter 1, c©Elsevier
(2006).

nal causes? In other words, if the external causes are known,
can one find the deformation patterns and the internal load
distribution? and (ii) What is the nature of the response? Here
we are interested in knowing if the equilibrium is stable or the
motion is limited (in the case of dynamic causes). For exam-
ple, if a load is periodically applied, will the structure oscillate
within certain bounds or will the oscillations be unbounded?

If the external causes are applied quasi-statically and
dynamic effects are negligibly small, then the study falls in
the domain of structural statics. If the dynamic effects are not
negligible, we are dealing with structural dynamics.

The branch of structural statics that deals with the nature
of the response is called structural stability analysis. Stabil-
ity criteria are often associated directly with the load-carrying
capability of the structure. For example, in some cases insta-
bility is not directly associated with the failure of the overall
system; that is, if the skin wrinkles, this does not mean that
the entire fuselage or wing of the aircraft will fail. How-
ever, if a portion of the fuselage between two adjacent rings
becomes unstable, the entire fuselage will fail catastrophi-
cally. Thus, stability of structures or structural elements is an
important phase of structural analysis, and it determines the
overall effectiveness of the structure and its design.

As a brief historical summary of structural stability, struc-
tural elements that are subject to instability have been used for
many centuries. Although their use is ancient, the first theoret-
ical analysis of one such structural element (long column) was
performed only a little over 250 years ago by Leonhard Euler.
Other men of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries who are
associated with theoretical and experimental investigations
of stability problems are Bresse, G.H. Bryan, Considere, Fr.
Engesser, W. Fairbairn, A.G. Greenhill, F. Jasinski, Lagrange,
and M. Levy. Excellent historical reviews are given by Hoff
(1954) and Timoshenko (1953). Bryan (1888, 1891) merits
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2 Structural Mechanics

special attention because of his mathematical rigor and the
novelty of the problems treated. Significant contributions to
the understanding of the concept of stability are those of Koi-
ter (1963), Pearson (1956), Thompson (1963), and Trefftz
(1933).

Among the existing texts on the subject, in addition to
those cited so far, we should mention the books of Biezen
and Grammel (1956), Bleich (1952), Hoff (1956), Leipholz
(1970), Timoshenko and Gere (1961), Bazant and Cedolin
(1991), and Simitses and Hodges (2006).

2 STATIC STRUCTURAL STABILITY

2.1 Stability or instability of structures

There are many ways a structure or structural element can
become unstable, depending on the structural geometry and
load characteristics. The spatial geometry, the material along
with its distribution and properties, the character of the
connections (riveted joint, welded, etc.), and the supports
comprise the structural geometry. By load characteristics we
mean spatial distribution of the load and load behavior. Forces
that do not change in magnitude or direction during the struc-
tural deformation are known as dead forces. A system loaded
only by forces of this type is said to be conservative. Alterna-
tively, one may say that a system is conservative if the work
done by all forces in displacing the system from deformation
state 1 to deformation state 2 is independent of the path. When
this is the case, the forces can be derived from a potential.
Alternatively, loads that change direction during deformation
are known as follower loads. They cannot be derived from a
potential, and the presence of such a force makes a system
nonconservative. An example for each of these types of loads
is shown in Figure 1.

Generally speaking, stability analysis is most fre-
quently conducted within a framework characterized by

(i) determination of the static equilibrium state in terms
of nonlinear analysis, and (ii) assessment of the stability,
whether static or dynamic, about this equilibrium state. The
stability analysis is affected by the stress and strain distribu-
tions of the structural system in its equilibrium state. Because
the effects of the stress state frequently dominate those of the
strain state, it is common to ignore the latter. The details of
such assumptions may be found in textbooks on structural
stability, several of which are cited herein.

There are many instances in which systems are subjected
to loads that cannot be derived from a potential. For instance,
consider a column clamped at one end and subjected to an
axial load at the other, the direction of which is tangential to
the free end at all times (follower force). Such a system is non-
conservative which can easily be deduced if we consider two
or more possible paths that the load can follow to reach in final
position. In each case the work done will be different. Systems
subject to time-dependent loads are also nonconservative.
Nonconservative systems have been given special consider-
ation (Bolotin, 1963; Herrmann, 1967). Ziegler (1968) has a
detailed description of forces and systems. The emphasis in
this chapter is placed on conservative systems.

2.1.1 The concept of stability

When external causes are applied quasi-statically, the elas-
tic structure deforms and static equilibrium is maintained.
When “small” external disturbances are applied to the struc-
ture when it is in static equilibrium, and the structure reacts
by simply performing oscillations about the deformed equi-
librium state, the equilibrium is said to be stable. The
disturbances can be in the form of deformations or veloci-
ties, and by “small” we mean as small as desired. As a result
of this definition it is appropriate to say that the equilibrium
is stable in the small. Furthermore, when the disturbances
are applied, the level of the external causes is kept constant.
On the other hand, if the elastic structure either tends to and

Figure 1. Behavior of loads during deformation. (a) Deflected column under compressive dead force; (b) Deflected column under com-
pressive follower force.
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Figure 2. Character of static equilibrium positions.

remains in the disturbed position or tends to and/or diverges
from the deformed equilibrium state, the equilibrium is said
to be unstable. Some authors prefer to distinguish these two
conditions and call the equilibrium neutral for the former case
and unstable for the latter. When either of these two cases
occurs, the level of the external causes is called critical.

The various types of equilibrium states are illustrated in
Figure 2. This system consists of a ball resting at differ-
ent locations on a surface with zero curvature normal to
the plane of the figure. Points of zero slope on the surface
denote positions of static equilibrium (points A, B, and C).
Furthermore, the character of equilibrium at these points
is substantially different. At A, if the system is disturbed
through infinitesimal disturbances (small displacements or
small velocities), it will simply oscillate about the static equi-
librium position A. Such equilibrium position is called stable
in the small. At point B, if the system is disturbed, it will tend
to move away from the static equilibrium position B. Such an
equilibrium position is called unstable in the small. Finally,
at point C, if the system is disturbed, it will tend to remain in
the disturbed position. Such an equilibrium position is called
neutrally stable or indifferent in the small. The expression
“in the small” is used because the definition depends on the
small size of the perturbations, which is the foundational rea-
son linearized equations may be used to conduct the analysis.
If the disturbances are allowed to be of finite magnitude, then
it is possible for a system to be unstable in the small but sta-
ble in the large (point B, Figure 3a) or stable in the small but
unstable in the large (point A, Figure 3b).

A

A

B

B

g

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Character of static equilibrium positions in the large.

2.1.2 Basic approaches of stability analysis

A number of approaches have been successfully used to
determine the critical conditions for elastic structures that
can become unstable. The oldest approach, although appli-
cable to many problems, is concerned with the answer to the
following question: “If an external cause is applied quasi-
statically to an elastic structure, is there a level of the external
cause at which two or more different but infinitesimally
close equilibrium states can exist?” The different equilib-
rium states imply that the response of the structure is such
that equilibrium can be maintained with different deforma-
tion patterns. An example of this is the long perfect column
loaded axially in compression. As the load increases quasi-
statically from zero, the column is compressed but remains
straight. At some value of the load though, a bent position of
infinitesimal amplitude also represents an equilibrium posi-
tion. Because at this value of the load there are two different
equilibrium states infinitesimally close, a bifurcation point
exists (adjacent equilibrium positions). Mathematically, in
this approach, the problem is reduced to an eigen-boundary-
value problem, and the critical conditions are denoted by the
eigenvalues. This approach is the classical approach, equi-
librium approach, or bifurcation approach. Figure 4 shows
typical structures that undergo bifurcation buckling. At bifur-
cation, the post-buckling deformation may exhibit stable
and/or unstable behavior, as illustrated in Figures 5–7.

An alternative approach is to write the equations govern-
ing small free vibrations of the elastic structures at some level
of the external causes (treated as constant) and try to find
the level of the external cause when the motion ceases to be
bounded in the small. In writing the governing equations, one
must allow all possible modes of deformation. The form of
equilibrium is said to be stable if a slight disturbance (in the
form of displacement or velocity) causes a small deviation
of the system from the considered equilibrium configuration,
but by decreasing the magnitude of the disturbance, the devi-
ation can be made as small as required. On the other hand, a
critical condition is reached if a disturbance, however small,
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Figure 4. Classical examples of bifurcation buckling. (a) Plate; (b) column.

causes a finite deviation of the system from equilibrium. This
approach is known as the kinetic or dynamic approach and is
a direct application of the stability concept demonstrated in
Figure 1.

Next, if a system is conservative, the forces can be
derived from a potential, and the total potential of the sys-
tem can be expressed in terms of the generalized coordinates
and external forces. The generalized coordinates are the
parameters needed to express the deflected shapes that the
elastic structure may assume. In this case, the equilibrium
is stable in the small if the total potential is a relative mini-
mum. This approach is completely equivalent to the kinetic

Imperfect geometry

Stable

BifurcationP

θ

Figure 5. Bifurcated equilibrium paths with stable branching.

approach (a proof is given in Whittaker, 1944) for conserva-
tive systems, and it is known as the potential energy method
or simply the energy method. This definition of stability
requires special attention, and it is fully justified in the next
section.

Finally, there is another approach for dealing with stability
problems of elastic structures. This method is usually called
the imperfection method. The question posed in this case is,
“What is the level of external causes for which the deflections

Imperfect geometry

Unstable

Stable

P

θ

Figure 6. Bifurcated equilibrium paths with stable and unstable
branches.
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Imperfect geometry

Unstable
P

θ

Figure 7. Bifurcated equilibrium paths with unstable branching.

of an imperfect system increase beyond any limit?” It should
be pointed out that certain systems, when subjected to cer-
tain external causes, are imperfection sensitive. This means
that the critical conditions of the perfect system are different
from those of the imperfect one. Imperfection sensitivity has
served to explain the discrepancy between theory and exper-
iment for such systems. It is the opinion of the authors that
the imperfection approach should not be associated with the
stability of the perfect system, but simply characterize the
response of the imperfect system. In short, the stability of a
system, whether perfect or imperfect, should be investigated
by the first three methods (whichever is applicable). For more
details and explanations, see Simitses and Hodges (2006).

2.1.3 Types of buckling

When the external causes are applied quasi-statically and the
level at which instability occurs is reached, the elastic struc-

ture assumes an equilibrium configuration that is distinctly
different from its original configuration. When this occurs,
we say that the elastic structure has buckled. Because there
are different ways by which the new equilibrium configura-
tion may be reached, buckling can be classified by the use of
proper adjectives.

The type of buckling that was first studied and has been
given the most attention is the so-called classical or bifurca-
tion buckling. This type of the buckling is characterized by
the fact that, as the load passes through its critical stage,
the structure passes from its unbuckled equilibrium con-
figuration to an infinitesimally close buckled equilibrium
configuration.

Another type of buckling is what Libove (Flügge, 1962)
calls finite-disturbance buckling. For some structures, the loss
of stiffness after buckling is so great that the buckled equi-
librium configuration can only be maintained by returning to
an earlier level of loading. Classical examples of this type
are buckling of thin cylindrical shells under axial compres-
sion and buckling of complete, spherical, thin shells under
uniform external pressure. The reason for the name is that
in such structures a finite disturbance during the quasistatic
application of the load can force the structure to pass from an
unbuckled equilibrium configuration to a nonadjacent buck-
led equilibrium configuration before the classical buckling
load, Pcr, is reached. A third type of buckling is known
as snapthrough buckling or oil-canning (Durchschlag). This
phenomenon is characterized by a visible and sudden jump
from one equilibrium configuration to another equilibrium
configuration for which displacements are larger than in the
first (nonadjacent equilibrium states). Classical examples of
this type are snapping of a pinned, low arch under lateral
loads and snapping of clamped shallow spherical caps under
uniform lateral pressure, as shown in Figure 8. For details,
see Simitses and Hodges (2006).

Critical
load

 Lateral deflection
O

B

A

C

q

q

Figure 8. Snap-through buckling.
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2.2 Continuous deformable elastic bodies

A continuous body is called deformable if the relative dis-
tance between any two material points changes when the
system is experiencing changes in the externally applied
causes. The changes in the deformations and their gradients
are related to the changes in the load intensities and their rates
through the constitutive relations.

If the loading path, characterized by the constitutive rela-
tions, is the same as the unloading path, the continuous
deformable body is called elastic. If, in addition, these paths
are characterized by linear relations in the absence of dynamic
effects (generalized Hooke’s law equations), the continuous
deformable body is called linearly elastic. Furthermore, if
the properties (modulus of elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, etc.) of
such a body do not depend on the position of the material
point, the body is termed homogeneous. If these properties
at a material point are independent of direction, the body is
called isotropic. If this is not so, the body is called anisotropic.
A particular case of anisotropic elastic bodies is orthotropic
elastic bodies. An elastic body is called orthotropic if some
or all of the properties of the elastic body differ in mutually
orthogonal directions.

The branch of mechanics that deals with the behavior of
elastic bodies is called the theory of elasticity (see Linear
Elasticity). Because only a relatively small number of prob-
lems can be solved by means of the exact field equations of
the theory of elasticity, the structural engineer is forced to
make a number of simplifying assumptions in dealing with
structural problems. These simplifying assumptions depend
heavily on the relative dimensions of the structural element
in three-dimensional space. Depending on these assumptions,
all of the structural elements fall in one of the following four
categories:

1. All three dimensions are of the same magnitude (solid
spheres, solid cylinders of short or moderate length, etc.).

2. One of the dimensions is much larger than the other two,
which are of the same order of magnitude (columns, thin
beams, shafts, rings, etc.).

3. One of the dimensions is much smaller than the other two,
which are of the same order of magnitude (thin plates,
thin shells).

4. All three dimensions are of different orders of magnitude
(thin-walled, open-section beams).

Structural elements of the first category are not subject to
instability. All other elements are.

2.3 Buckling analysis for a pinned–pinned column
under axial compression

Consider a pinned–pinned beam with bending stiffness EI
and of length L, undergoing an axial compressive force of
magnitude P, a schematic of which is shown in Figure 4b.
For small perturbation deflections v about the equilibrium
state of pure axial compression, the equation of equilibrium
is given by:

(EIv′′)′′ + Pv′′ = 0 (1)

where the primes indicate derivatives with respect to the axial
coordinate x. The boundary conditions are:

v(0) = v(L) = v′′(0) = v′′(L) = 0 (2)

The general solution of the differential equation is well
known:

v = A1sin(kx) + A2cos(kx) + A3x + A4 (3)

where

k2 = P

EI
(4)

It is now straightforward to apply the four boundary con-
ditions to obtain four simultaneous, linear, homogeneous
algebraic equations:

A2 + A4 = 0

−k2A2 = 0

A1sin(kL) + A2cos(kL) + A3L + A4 = 0 (5)

−k2A1sin(kL) − k2A2cos(kL) = 0

The set of all nontrivial solutions can be found by set-
ting the determinant of the coefficient matrix equal to zero,
yielding the result that:

sin(kL) = 0

A2 = A3 = A4 = 0
(6)

Thus, there is a denumerably infinite set of roots of the
form:

kL = n� n = 1, 2, . . . (7)
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or

Pn = n2�2EI

L2
(8)

Although nontrivial solutions exist at all values of
n = 1,2,. . ., only the lowest value is of practical interest, so
that the critical bifurcation load is:

Pcr = �2EI

L2
(9)

This result is known as Euler’s equation because the prob-
lem was originally solved by Leonard Euler. When the axial
compressive force reaches this value, there are then infinitely
many possible solutions of the form:

v = A1sin
(�x

L

)
(10)

with A1 arbitrary. To track the post-buckling deflections ver-
sus, which behave as shown in Figure 5, one must deal with
nonlinear equations about the axially compressed state.

2.4 The role of experiments in structural stability

Theoretical and experimental mechanics have to progress
simultaneously and take advantage of each other synergis-
tic manner. The rapid advances in computational methods
and tools have broadened the horizons of theory enormously.
Major advances in microelectronics combined with contin-
uously increasing computer power have brought about a
virtual revolution in instrumentation, introducing so-called
intelligent instruments, which have dramatically enhanced
our measurement capabilities and accuracies (see, e.g.,
Hirschfeld, 1985). However, as it is in theory so it is in exper-
iments: The basic thought process precedes the actual study,
which guides and harnesses these capabilities.

One should remember that although judiciously chosen
mathematical models may predict the expected physical
behavior, it is the role of careful experiments to assist in
verifying the results of calculations and validate the pre-
dicted behavior. Furthermore, experiments may bring out
elements of the behavior of real structures that have not
been considered in simplified models. This secondary role
of experimentation is often overlooked.

A monumental two-volume treatise on experiments in
buckling, combined with insightful links to theory, can be
found in Singer, Arboze and Weller (1998).

3 DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL STABILITY

3.1 Introduction and fundamental concepts

Dynamic stability or instability of elastic structures has been
studied extensively during the past 50 years. The beginning of
the subject can be traced to the investigation of Koning and
Taub (1933), who considered the response of an imperfect
(half-sine wave), simply supported column subjected to a sud-
den axial load of specified duration. Since then, many studies
have been conducted on structural systems that are either sud-
denly loaded or subjected to time-dependent loads (periodic
or nonperiodic), and several attempts have been made to find
common response features and define critical conditions for
these systems. As a result of this, the term dynamic stability
encompasses many classes of problems and many different
physical phenomena; in some instances the term is used for
two distinctly different responses for the same configuration
subjected to the same dynamic loads. Therefore, it is not
surprising that several interpretations of the term are used.

The general problem of stability of motion has been
studied extensively for many years in various fields of engi-
neering. Definitions for stability and associated criteria and
estimates of critical conditions, governing stability, were
developed through the years and can be found in Stoker
(1955). In particular, the contributions of Routh (1975) and
Thompson and Tait (1923) deserve attention.

Problems falling in the category of parametric excitation,
or parametric resonance, include the best defined, conceived,
and understood problems of dynamic stability. An excellent
treatment and bibliography can found in the book by Bolotin
(1964). Another reference on the subject is Stoker (1950).

The problem of parametric excitation is best defined in
terms of an example. Consider an Euler column, which is
loaded at one end by a periodic axial force. The other end
is immovable. It can be shown that, for certain relationships
between the exciting frequency and the column natural fre-
quency of transverse vibration, transverse vibrations occur
with rapidly increasing amplitudes. This is called parametric
resonance and the system is said to be dynamically unstable.
Moreover, the loading is called parametric excitation. A sim-
ple system manifesting this problem may be illustrated as in
Figure 4b with the force P replaced by a time-varying force Pt

cos(�t), so that the governing equation of motion becomes:

(EIv′′)′′ + Ptcos(�t)v′′ + mv̈ = 0 (11)

where the dots refer to partial derivatives with respect to
time. Applying Galerkin’s method with a one-term modal
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approximation for the displacement of the form:

v(x, t) = q(t)sin
(�x

L

)
(12)

one obtains an equation that takes the form of Mathieu’s equa-
tion with two nondimensional parameters, a and b, such that:

d2q

dτ2
+ (a − bcosτ)q = 0 (13)

where the nondimensional time τ = �t and

a = ω2

�2
; b = −ω2p

�2
;

ω2 =
(�

L

)4 EI

m
; p = Pt

EI

(
L

�

)2

(14)

Note that ω is the fundamental frequency of bending for
the unloaded column, � is the driving frequency of the axial
compressive force, and p is the ratio of Pt to Pcr, the Euler
buckling force. The solution of this equation will yield a set
of complicated stability boundaries like the ones illustrated
in Figure 9. Considering the case of small p, we thus look
at points in the vicinity of the horizontal axis. It is seen that
instabilities occur at a = n2/4, where n is an integer. Because
the instability associated with n = 1 occurs when � = 2ω, a
small periodically varying force may produce violent lateral
vibration of the column if the driving frequency is twice the
fundamental frequency of bending for the column. Additional
details may be found in Timoshenko and Gere (1961).

Figure 9. Stability boundaries for Mathieu equation.

Moreover, there exists a large class of problems for which
the load is applied statically but the system is nonconser-
vative. An elastic system is conservative when subjected to
conservative loads (see Ziegler, 1968, for a classification of
loads and reactions). An excellent review on the subject of
stability of elastic systems under nonconservative forces is
given by Herrmann (1967). He classifies all problems of non-
conservative systems into three groups. The first group deals
with follower-force problems, the second with problems of
rotating shafts (whirling), and the third with aeroelasticity
(fluid-solid interaction; flutter). All of these groups, justifi-
ably or not, are called problems of dynamic stability.

Finally, a large class of structural problems that has
received considerable attention and does qualify as a category
of dynamic stability is that of impulsively loaded configura-
tions and configurations that are suddenly loaded with loads
of constant magnitude and infinite duration. These configu-
rations under static loading are subject to either limit point
instability or a bifurcation type of instability with an unsta-
ble post-buckling branch (violent buckling). The two types
of loads may be thought of as mathematical idealizations of
blast loads are characterized by: (i) large decay rates and small
decay times, and (ii) small decay rates and large decay times,
respectively. For these loads, the concept of dynamic stability
is related to the observation that for sufficiently small values
of the loading, the system simply oscillates about the near
static equilibrium point and the corresponding amplitudes of
oscillation are sufficiently small. If the loading is increased,
some systems will experience large-amplitude oscillations or,
in general, a divergent type of motion. For this phenomenon
to occur the configuration must possess two or more static
equilibrium positions, and escaping motion occurs by having
trajectories that can pass near an unstable static equilibrium
point. Consequently, the methodologies developed by the var-
ious investigators are for structural configurations that exhibit
snapthrough buckling when loaded quasi-statically.

Solutions to such problems started appearing in the liter-
ature in the early 1950s. Hoff and Bruce (1954) considered
the dynamic stability of a pinned half-sine arch under a half-
sine distributed load. Budiansky and Roth (1962) studied
the axisymmetric behavior of a shallow spherical cap under
suddenly applied loads and defined the load to be critical
when the transient response increases suddenly with very lit-
tle increase in the magnitude of the load. Finally, the concept
was generalized in a paper by Budiansky (1967) in attempt-
ing to predict critical conditions for imperfection-sensitive
structures under time-dependent loads.

Hsu and his collaborators (Hsu, 1967, 1968a, 1968b,
1968c; Hsu et al., 1968) defined sufficiency conditions for
stability and sufficiency conditions for instability, thus find-
ing upper and lower bounds for the critical impulse or critical
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sudden load. Independently, Simitses (1965), in dealing with
the dynamic buckling of shallow arches and spherical caps,
termed the lower bound a minimum possible critical load
(MPCL) and the upper bound a minimum guaranteed critical
load (MGCL).

The concepts and methodologies used by the various
investigators in estimating critical conditions for suddenly
loaded elastic systems (of the last category) can be classified
in the following three groups:

1. Equations of motion approach. The equations of motion
are (numerically) solved for various values of the load
parameter (ideal impulse, or sudden load), thus obtaining
the system response. The load parameter at which there
exists a large (finite) change in the response is called
critical.

2. Total energy-phase plane approach. Critical conditions
are related to characteristics of the system’s phase plane,
and the emphasis is on establishing sufficient condi-
tions for stability (lower bounds) and instability (upper
bounds).

3. Total potential energy approach. Critical conditions are
related to characteristics of the system’s total potential.
Through this approach also, lower and upper bounds of
critical conditions are established. This last approach is
applicable to conservative systems only.

For details and examples of all three approaches, see Sim-
itses and Hodges (2006).

3.2 Behavior of suddenly loaded systems

From the discussion of the subject of dynamic stability of
suddenly loaded structural configurations, it is evident that
the following phenomena are possible:

1. Parametric resonance. Systems that are subject to bifur-
cation type of buckling under static conditions are subject
to parametric resonance if the loading is sudden (ideal
impulse or constant load of infinite duration) and certain
conditions are met.

For example, a perfectly straight column (Wauer,
1980) loaded suddenly without eccentricity is subject to
parametric resonance if the inplane motion is accounted
for. What happens in this case, as shown by Wauer (1980),
is that the inplane motion is periodic, which leads to a
periodic axial force and yields a Mathieu–Hill type of
equation for transverse motion and therefore a possibility
of parametric resonance; see also Simitses (1989).

Similarly, a perfectly symmetric shallow arch loaded
by a sudden symmetric loading may lead to paramet-
ric resonance in an antisymmetric mode because of the
coupling between symmetric and antisymmetric modes.

Parametric resonance for suddenly loaded systems is
more of a theoretical possibility than an actual physi-
cal phenomenon, because neither the structural system
nor the external (sudden) loading is free of imperfec-
tions. Additional details are presented in Appendix A of
Simitses (1989).

2. Escaping motion type of instability. Systems that are sub-
ject to the violent type of buckling under static loading
can and do experience an escaping motion type of insta-
bility when suddenly loaded. Examples of these include
shallow arches, shallow spherical caps, certain two-bar
frames, and imperfect cylindrical shells. Moreover, the
Budiansky–Roth criterion and the concepts developed
by Hsu and his collaborators were developed for these
systems. The physical phenomenon for this case is as
follows: For small values of the load (suddenly applied)
parameter, the system simply oscillates (linearly or non-
linearly) about the near static equilibrium point. As the
load parameter is increased, a value is reached for which
an escaping or large-amplitude motion is observed. This
phenomenon is demonstrated through several examples
in Simitses (1989).

3. Linear or nonlinear oscillatory motion. Systems that
under static loading are subject either to bifurcation
(smooth) buckling with a stable postbuckling branch
or are not subject to buckling at all do not experience
any type of dynamic instability. These systems, when
suddenly loaded, simply oscillate about the stable static
equilibrium position. Examples of these systems include
the imperfect column, unbraced portal frames, and trans-
versely loaded (suddenly) beams and thin plates.

Note that through the application of the extended concept
of dynamic stability, critical conditions (loads) may be found
for these systems by imposing limitations on the dynamic
response characteristics of the system (a maximum allowable
amplitude of vibrations, a maximum allowable inplane strain,
or some other constraint).

4 CONCLUSION

Structural stability is a vital field for the design of efficient and
safe flight vehicles. Structural stability considerations show
up in a variety of contexts. For example, flying aircraft are
susceptible to gusts, and severe gusts may cause bending of
the fuselage. Because the fuselage is a thin-walled structure,
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that bending may trigger local shell buckling. The lifting sur-
faces of aircraft may undergo bending to the extent that the
upper surface of the wing buckles locally in a mode referred
to as wrinkling. Wrinkling may change the aerodynamics of
the wing. Moreover, a wrinkled skin may be weakened in
its ability to perform. Finally, rockets and missiles undergo
large axial compressive forces. Because such forces may be
pulsating, parametric resonance must be taken into account
in the design.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern aerospace structures are governed by the require-
ments of minimum weight, maximum performance, and high
levels of safety (or reliability). Aerospace vehicles have
complex structural configurations that are composed of an
assembly of stringers, frames, bulkheads, thin shear panels,
and thin outer skins that can be characterized using one-
dimensional straight and curved beams, two-dimensional flat
plates and curved shells, discrete springs and dampers, and
lumped masses. The actual components are fabricated using
either metals or laminated fiber-reinforced polymer materials
that are bolted or adhesively bonded together. The stringent
performance limits produce flexible designs where the effects
of dynamic loading can lead to large oscillatory responses
that can affect the vehicle performance and stability and lead

to catastrophic damage or a reduced fatigue life. Thus, it is
important for aerospace engineers to be familiar with the ana-
lytical tools that can be used to model the modal properties
such as natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping levels, as
well as the resulting system dynamic response. Future air-
craft designs will tailor the structural dynamic behavior to (i)
improve performance by alleviating internal loads, (ii) har-
vest the dynamic oscillation energy to charge onboard power
supplies, or (iii) warn of impending structural failures.

This chapter is divided into four sections: (i) Vibration
essentials involving approximating the system by a single
degree of freedom (SDOF); (ii) multiple degree of freedom
(MDOF) structural systems are considered using several
modeling procedures to determine the modal parameters
(natural frequencies, mode shapes) and system response.
Approximate methods for determining the fundamental nat-
ural frequency are described. (iii) Continuous systems are
considered focusing on bars and beams. For more complex
configurations, approximate solutions are developed using
the Rayleigh–Ritz and Galerkin methods. The effects of axial
load beams is also presented. (iv) The finite element method
applied to structural dynamics problems is considered using
rod and beam elements as examples.

2 VIBRATION BEHAVIOR ESSENTIALS

The vibration behavior of a simple SDOF system provides
valuable fundamental insight into the behavior of more
complicated MDOF structural systems and/or distributed
structural systems. In many aerospace structural systems, it
is possible to study the dynamic behavior of a structure as
an idealized SDOF system where the distributed mass can
be approximated as a single lumped mass and the system
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2 Structural Mechanics

Figure 1. Single degree of freedom system model.

distributed elasticity and damping can be approximated as a
discrete spring and damper. Examples include landing gear
struts, satellite appendages, payload mounts, and so on. This
dynamic response can be associated with either the free
response from an initial (displacement or velocity) distur-
bance with no applied external forces or the forced response
from an applied harmonic, periodic, impulse, or aperiodic
force.

Consider a mass (M) sliding on a frictionless surface that
is attached to a rigid wall using a discrete massless spring
of stiffness (K) and a discrete massless viscous damper (C),
where the system is excited by a general time-dependent
force, F(t), as illustrated in Figure 1. The equation of motion
for the translational displacement (x) is obtained using New-
ton’s second law as

Mẍ + Cẋ + Kx = F (t) (1)

where the single dot and the double dots over the variable
(x) are associated with the first and second derivatives with
respect to time, respectively. This equation is usually rewrit-
ten by dividing by the mass (M) so that its response can be
described in terms of two system parameters (ωn, ζ). Thus,

ẍ + 2ζωnẋ + ω2
nx = ω2

n

K
F (t) (2)

where ωn = √
K/M is defined as the system natural fre-

quency and ζ = C/
√

4KM is defined as the damping ratio,
which is the ratio of the actual damping (C) to the critical
damping (Cc = 2

√
KM). The free response of the system

to an initial displacement (x(t = 0) = X0) and/or an initial
velocity (ẋ(t = 0) = V0) is obtained by setting F(t) = 0 and
assuming a solution in the form x(t) = Aest , where A and
s are determined using the initial conditions and the system
parameters. Three different solutions are possible depending
upon the magnitude of the damper (C) relative to the stiffness

and the mass. These solutions are

Underdamped (C < 2
√

KM or ζ < 1) characterized by a
decaying harmonic response equal to

x(t) = e−ζωnt

[
X0cos(ωdt) + V0 + X0ζωn

ωd
sin(ωdt)

]
(3)

Critically damped (C = Cc = 2
√

KM or ζ = 1) having a
decaying aperiodic (nonharmonic) response found to be

x(t) = (X0 + (V0 + ωnX0) t) e−ζωnt (4)

Overdamped (C > 2
√

KM or ζ > 1) with a decaying aperi-
odic (nonharmonic) response that responds more slowly
than the critically damped case:

x(t) = e−ζωnt

[
X0 cos h(ωvt) + V0 + X0ζωn

ωv
sinh(ωvt)

]
(5)

where ωd = ωn

√
1 − ζ2) is the damped natural frequency

and (ωv = ωn

√
ζ2 − 1) is the overdamped frequency, which

is a nonoscillatory mathematical parameter. For an undamped
(C = 0 or ζ = 0) system, the response is simple harmonic
with period (Tn = 2π/ωn) in seconds and a natural frequency
(fn = 1/Tn = ωn/2π) with units of cycles per second (or
Hz). For an underdamped (ζ < 1) system, the response is a
decaying harmonic having period (Td) so that the damped nat-
ural frequency is (ωd = 2π/T d) and the damping ratio (ζ) can
be determined using the ratio of amplitude peaks (logarithmic
decrement):

ζ√
1 − ζ2

= 1

2nπ
ln

x0

xn

(6)

where (x0) is the amplitude at a peak, and (xn) is the peak
amplitude after (n) cycles have elapsed. For lightly damped
systems (ζ � 1), typical of most aerospace structures, the
natural frequency is (ωn

∼= ωd) and the damping ratio (ζ) is
approximately given by the right side of equation (6).

The response of a dynamic system to an externally
applied force (F (t)) depends upon the type of force. If
the applied force is harmonic (F (t) = F0 sin(ωt)), then the
system response occurs at the forcing frequency with an
amplitude and phase dependent on the system properties, and
thus (Meirovitch, 1997)

x(t) = F0

K


 1√[

1 − (ω/ωn)2
]2 + [2ζ (ω/ωn)

]2

 sin (ωt − φ)

(7)
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Figure 2. Harmonic response with damping ratio and frequency
ratio.

and

tan φ = 2ζ (ω/ωn)

1 − (ω/ωn)2 (8)

where (F0/K) represents the static deflection while the second
part represents the dynamic amplification factor (Figure 2),
and the third part represents the harmonic response at the
forcing function frequency but at a delayed phase. When
the forcing function frequency is much less than the natu-
ral frequency (ω � ωn), then the inertia and damping forces
are small and the system responds nearly in phase with the
applied force and the amplitude is nearly the static deflection
(F0/K). When the forcing function frequency is nearly equal
to the natural frequency (ω ∼= ωn), resonance occurs and the
response lags the applied force by 90◦ so that the inertia force
balances the spring force and the applied force balances the
damping force. This leads to a very large response amplitude
depending on system damping ratio level

X0 = F0

K

(
1

2ζ

)
(9)

where the response amplitude becomes unbounded as
(ζ → 0). The bracketed term in equation (9) is commonly
called the Q-factor (or quality factor) (Q = 1/2ζ) that is
equal to the ratio of the harmonic response at resonance to
the static response. This experimentally measured amplitude
ratio is often used to determine the damping ratio (ζ). Other
experimental approaches for determining (ζ) can be found in
Ewins (1986). Finally, when the forcing function frequency
is much greater than the natural frequency (ω � ωn), then
system responds nearly 180◦ out-of-phase with the applied
force and the amplitude is nearly zero because the system is
incapable of responding sufficiently fast.

Figure 3. Variation of wall force with damping ratio and frequency
ratio.

The forces that are transmitted (i.e., force transmissibility)
through the spring and the damper to the wall as a result of
the applied harmonic force are also amplified and can lead to
excessive loading. The time-dependent loading at the wall in
Figure 1 is given by

Fwall(t) = F0




√
1 + [2ζ (ω/ωn)

]2√[
1 − (ω/ωn)2

]2 + [2ζ (ω/ωn)
]2

sin(ωt − φ)

(10)

and

tan φ = 2ζ(ω/ωn)3

1 − (ω/ωn)2 + [2ζ (ω/ωn)
]2 (11)

The magnitude of the wall force is shown in Figure 3.
When the forcing function frequency is much less than the
natural frequency (ω � ωn), then the wall force amplitude is
nearly equal to the applied force. But as the applied force fre-
quency approaches the system natural frequency (ω ∼= ωn),
then the wall force amplitude equals

Fwall = F0

(√
1 + 4ζ2

2ζ

)
(12)

and for lightly damped structures (ζ � 1), the wall force
amplitude is just the applied force amplitude multiplied by the
Q-factor (Fwall(t) ∼= F0/2ζ = F0Q). Adding large dampers
will reduce the wall forces if the applied force frequency is
near the system natural frequency (resonance). For applied
forcing frequencies significantly greater than the system res-
onance (ω >

√
2ωn), the wall force amplitude is lower than
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the applied force amplitude and added damping has no (or
a detrimental) effect. Thus, it is common in aerospace engi-
neering applications to reduce the wall loads by designing the
system dynamics to operate with (ω/ωn > 3) by using soft
mounts or added mass without adding dampers.

A nonperiodic applied force is a general nonrepeated
waveform. Examples include rocket thrust, actuator impulse
or varying load, aerodynamic buffet and gust loading,
pyrotechnic (shock) release of launch vehicle payload fairing
or stage separation, and experimentally measured force–time
histories. The response solution is determined using the con-
volution integral, Laplace transforms, or by direct numerical
integration of the equation of motion. The response of a
SDOF system composed of a spring, mass, and damper sub-
jected to an impulse (F̂ = F0�t) can be considered as a
change in momentum at impact so that the initial velocity
is equal to (V0 = F̂/M = F0�t/M) and the initial displace-
ment is (X0 = 0). Substituting into equation (2) results in the
system response to an impulse at time (t = 0) as follows:

x(t) = F0�t

[
1

Mωd
e−ζωnt sin(ωdt)

]
(13)

An arbitrary nonperiodic force (F (t)) can be considered as
a time history composed of a series of impulse functions act-
ing at infinitesimal time steps (�t). The total system response
is determined by summing the responses to the individual
impulse responses and assuming that the principle of linear
superposition holds. The total response is found by applying
the convolution (or the Duhamel) integral, which is the inte-
gral of the product of two functions, one of which is shifted
by variable integration (time step). Thus, the response (x(t))
to an arbitrary force (F (t)) definition is equal to (Meirovitch,
1997)

x(t) = 1

Mωd

∫ t

0
F (τ)e−ζωn(t−τ) sin(ωd(t − τ))dτ (14)

The response can be obtained by Laplace transforms or
numerical integration approaches. Aerospace structures are
frequently subjected to known shock loads that result in a
transient response solution. The maximum response to such
shock loads is important for aerospace design, where this
maximum response is determined using the undamped sys-
tem (ζ = 0), Thus, from equation (14), the maximum response
is

x(t)max = 1

Mωn

∣∣∣∣
∫ t

0
F (τ) sin(ωn (t − τ))dτ

∣∣∣∣
max

(15)

Figure 4. Response spectrum for a half-sine wave shock input.

The nondimensional response is called a response spec-
trum or shock spectrum, where the x-axis is the period of the
shock divided by the system period (Tn = 2π/ωn) and the y-
axis is the maximum response (xmax) to the shock divided by
the static response (xstatic = F0/K). See Figure 4 for the shock
spectrum of a spring–mass system subjected to a half-sine
wave shock input of magnitude (F0) and pulse period (t0).

3 MULTIPLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM
STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

Complex aerospace structural systems consist of an assembly
of stringers, frames, bulkheads, and skins that can be char-
acterized using one-dimensional straight and curved beams,
two-dimensional flat plates and curved shells, discrete springs
and dampers, and lumped masses. These components are
fabricated using either metallic or layered fiber-reinforced
polymeric composite materials and are assembled using fas-
teners, welds, or adhesive bonds. Attempting to model these
built-up assemblies as a continuous system using partial
differential equations and an infinite number of degrees of
freedom is not feasible. Therefore, the structural dynamic
response can be studied by approximating the behavior with
a finite (or multiple) set of response variables (degrees of free-
dom) that are characterized by a set of ordinary differential
equations. Another alternative is the finite element method
treated later in this chapter.

A simple approach for approximating a continuous sys-
tem as a multiple degree of freedom system is to discretize
the continuous mass distribution into a finite number of
lumped masses having the same center of gravity (CG) and
inertia properties of the initial continuous system. Then mass-
less discrete springs and dampers are used to connect the
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lumped masses, where the magnitudes are defined based on
the observed physical characteristics. These dynamic models
are commonly called discrete systems. The discrete stiffness
matrices can be improved using an experimentally measured
flexibility matrix of the actual aircraft component or sub-
system. Each column of the flexibility matrix is obtained by
applying a unit load at the appropriate node location and
then measuring the displacement at all node locations. The
resulting flexibility matrix is inverted to form the component
stiffness matrix. See Meirovitch (1997) for further details.

The equations of motions for a structural dynamic system
having n-DOFs can be determined from Newton’s second law
of motion (or D’Alembert’s principle) by writing Newton’s
second law as

Fi +
∑

j

Fij = Miẍi (16)

where, xi is the translational displacement at node (i), Mi is
the mass at node (i), Fi is the externally applied force at node
(i), and Fij are the translational massless spring and damper
forces that couple nodes (i) and (j) acting on node (i). The
resulting equations of motion for the n-DOF system are

[M]{ẍ} + [C]{ẋ} + [K]{x} = {F (t)} (17)

where [M], [C], and [K] are the system mass, damping, and
stiffness matrices, F (t) is a vector of applied nodal loads, and
x is a vector of translational responses. The stiffness matrix
is symmetric based on the Maxwell–Betti reciprocity theo-
rem (Meirovitch, 1997), whereas the mass matrix is diagonal.
The damping matrix is often assumed to be symmetric. This
direct approach of deriving the equations of motion can be
performed for simple systems, but for complicated systems
with a large number of DOF, the energy-based approach using
Lagrange’s equations is required.

The kinetic energy (T) for the discrete system having n
translational masses can be written as

T = 1

2

n∑
i=1

Miẋ
2
i (18)

or in matrix form as

T = 1

2
{ẋ}T




. . .

M

. . .


 {ẋ} (19)

where [M] is diagonal. The strain energy (U) for the “n”
springs of the assembled system can be written as the

summation of the strain energy stored in each of the n springs

U =
n∑

l=1

Ul (20)

where the strain energy of an individual discrete spring that
couples the ith and jth nodes is equal to

U l = 1

2

{
xi

xj

}T [
K −K

−K K

]{
xi

xj

}
(21)

Assembling the individual strain energies and writing in
matrix form results in

U = 1

2
{x}T[K]{x} (22)

Viscous damping (see Damping in Structural Dynamics)
is usually represented by Rayleigh’s dissipation function. The
dissipation function (R) for the n dampers of the assembled
system can be written as the summation of the dissipation of
each damper; thus,

R =
n∑

l=1

Rl (23)

where the dissipation of an individual damper that couples
the ith and jth nodes is equal to

Rl = 1

2

{
ẋi

ẋj

}T [
C −C

−C C

]{
ẋi

ẋj

}
(24)

Assembling the individual dissipations and writing in
matrix form results in

R = 1

2
{ẋ}T [C] {ẋ} (25)

The equations of motion are obtained from Lagrange’s
equation (Hurty and Rubinstein, 1964)

d

dt

(
∂T

∂ẋi

)
− ∂T

∂xi

+ ∂U

∂xi

+ ∂R

∂ẋi

= Qi (26)

where Qi are the nonconservative or applied forces acting
on the node (i). Substituting the kinetic energy (equation
(19)), the strain energy (equation (22)), and the dissipation
(equation (25)) into Lagrange’s equation results in

[M] {ẍ} + [C] {ẋ} + [K] {x} = {F (t)} (27)

where {F(t)} is the vector of applied forces.
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6 Structural Mechanics

The undamped free vibration behavior of this MDOF sys-
tem can be studied by setting [C] and {F} equal to zero, and
thus

[M] {ẍ} + [K] {x} = {0} (28)

We will assume that the response is harmonic and has
the general form {x} = {�} sin ωt, where {�} is the dis-
placed shape that the structure takes when it is oscillating
at the frequency (ω). Substituting into the equation of motion
(equation (28)) results in

[−ω2 [M] + [K]
] {�} sin(ωt) = {0} (29)

Since the sin(ωt) cannot be zero for all values of (t), the
above equation can be written as

[
[K] − ω2 [M]

] {�} = {0} (30)

or in a standard eigenvalue problem of the form

[[A] − λ [I]] {�} = {0} (31)

where [A] is the dynamical matrix defined as [A] =
[M]−1 [K] and the eigenvalue (λ = ω2) is the square of the
natural frequencies and the eigenvector {�} is defined as the
mode shape, which is the deflected shape that the structure
takes on while oscillating at the natural frequency (ω). Since
the mass matrix is diagonal, the inverse of [M] is equal to the
reciprocal of the diagonal terms. If the mass matrix is singular
and cannot be inverted, but [K] is nonsingular, then the eigen-
value problem can be written in an alternate form, where the
dynamical matrix is ([A] = [K]−1 [M]) and the eigenvalue
is defined as (λ = 1/ω2). The solution of the above nth order
eigenvalue problem is a set of “n” eigenvalues (λ = ω2) and
“n” independent eigenvectors {�}. An important property of
the eigenvectors is that they are orthogonal with respect to
both mass and stiffness matrices. Thus,

{�i}T [M]
{
�j

} = M∗
ii

= 0

{�i}T [K]
{
�j

} = K∗
ii = ω2

i M
∗
ii

= 0

(i = j)

(i /= j)

(32)

The modal matrix [�] is obtained by writing the n eigen-
vectors as columns of the modal matrix. The modal matrix
is often used to diagonalize the system mass and stiffness, as
indicated below:

[�]T [M] [�] =




. . .

M∗

. . .


 , [�]T [K] [�] =




. . .

K∗

. . .




(33)

where [M*] and [K*] are diagonal matrices called the gener-
alized mass and stiffness matrices, respectively. Since each
eigenvector can be scaled by a constant without effecting its
properties, it is advantageous to multiply each eigenvector
{�i} by (1/

√
M∗

ii) and the resulting eigenvector is called the
mass normalized mode

{
�∗

i

}
{
�∗

i

} = 1√
M∗

ii

{�i} (34)

The mass normalized modal matrix
[
�∗] can be formed

by combining all the mass normalized modes, where the
generalized mass and stiffness matrices have the following
form:

[
�∗]T [M]

[
�∗] =




. . .

1

. . .


 and

[
�∗]T [K]

[
�∗] =




. . .

ω2
n

. . .


 (35)

The undamped free vibration response of the MDOF sys-
tem subjected to an initial displacement {X0} and/or an
initial velocity {V 0} can be determined using the modal
transformation combined with the SDOF response solu-
tions given in Section 2. We begin by assuming that the
displacement {x} can be expressed as the summation of
the mass normalized mode multiplied by a generalized (or
principal or modal) coordinate q(t). Thus, the response is
given as

{x} = {�∗
1

}
q1(t) + {�∗

2

}
q2(t) + · · · + {�∗

n

}
qn(t)

= [�∗] {q(t)} . (36)

The initial displacement {X0} and velocity {V 0} can be
transformed to the initial displacement {Q0} and velocity{
Q̇0

}
in the generalized coordinates {q} using equation (35).
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Combining equation (35) with equation (36) at time t = 0
results in

{Q0} = [�∗]T [M] {X0} ,
{
Q̇0

} = [�∗]T [M] {V 0} (37)

The modal transformation results in n single degree of
freedom system equations that can be solved independently

q̈i + ω2
i qi = 0 i = 1, 2, . . . , n (38)

Thus, the total system response is the summation of
the mass normalized modes multiplied by the generalized
responses:

{x} = {�∗
1

}(
Q01 cos(ω1t) + Q̇01

ω1
sin(ω1t)

)

+{�∗
2

}(
Q02 cos(ω2t) + Q̇02

ω2
sin(ω2t)

)
+ · · · (39)

or

{x} =
n∑

i=1

{
�∗

i

}(
Q0i cos(ωit) + Q̇0i

ωi

sin(ωit)

)
(40)

The harmonically forced vibration response of an
undamped MDOF system can be determined by following the
same basic solution procedure for the undamped free vibra-
tion response as shown in Dynamic Response Computations.

4 CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS

Exact closed-form solutions of continuous structural
dynamic systems are useful because they provide valuable
insight into how the dynamic properties and response changes
as a function of physical property and boundary condition
variations. While these solutions exist for only simple struc-
tural elements (rods, beams, plates, shells), they complement
the advanced structural analysis tools (i.e., finite element
method) for complex structures because they can be used to
validate these tools by providing first-order estimates to the
solution. Moreover, the high-fidelity capabilities (higher fre-
quency mode predictions) of the closed-form solutions are
useful for estimating whether the finite element mesh den-
sity is adequate for capturing the desired modal effects. Note
that these solutions are exact within the framework of the
assumptions used to obtain the structural model from which
the infinite natural frequencies and mode shapes are obtained.

The partial differential equations and boundary condi-
tions that represent these continuous parameter structural

systems are obtained from Hamilton’s principle (Hurty and
Rubinstein, 1964). Hamilton’s principle is a powerful tool
for deriving the partial differential equations of motion and
boundary conditions. The partial differential equations of
motions can be solved for many constant parameter con-
figurations with simple boundary conditions. However, for
more complex boundary problems or boundary conditions,
approximate solution methods must be used. The two most
prevalent are the Rayleigh–Ritz and the Galerkin methods.

4.1 Applications of Hamilton’s principle

Hamilton’s principle is a generalization of the principle of
minimum total potential energy to include dynamic effects.
Hamilton’s principle is a variational principle that can be
stated as

∫ t2

t1

(δT − δU + δWe) dt = 0 (41)

If the external forces are derivable from a scalar potential
(conservative force), then (δWe = −δVe) and

∫ t2

t1

(δT − δU − δVe) dt = 0 (42)

Hamilton’s principle can be stated from Tauchert (1974)
as “The motion of an elastic structure during the time interval
(t1 < t < t2) is such that the time integral of the total dynamic
potential (U − T + Ve) is an extremum. Moreover, for T = 0,
Hamilton’s principle reduces to the principle of minimum
potential energy.”

4.1.1 Longitudinal vibration behavior of a bar

Consider an elastic isotropic bar of length (L) having a vary-
ing cross-sectional area (A) subjected to a distributed force
(fx(x, t)) (Figure 5). The bar can be constrained at the ends
(x = 0, L) by either geometric restraints or applied forces.
The isotropic material properties include the material stiff-
ness (Young’s modulus) E and the material density ρ. It is
assumed that the motion is only in the axial direction and the
cross sections remain planar.

The strain energy (U), the kinetic energy (T), and the exter-
nal work (We), along with their variations (δU, δT, δWe), are
written as
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Figure 5. Axial behavior of a bar.

U = 1

2

∫ L

0
EA

(
∂u

∂x

)2

dx T = 1

2

∫ L

0
ρA(u̇)2dx

We =
∫ L

0
fxudx − Px0u|x=0 + PxLu|x=L

δU =
∫ L

0
EA

(
∂u

∂x

)
δ

(
∂u

∂x

)
dx δT =

∫ L

0
ρAu̇δu̇dx

δWe =
∫ L

0
fxδudx − Px0δu|x=0 + PxLδu|x=L

(43)

Substituting the energy variations into Hamilton’s princi-
ple (equation (41)) yields

t2∫
t1

L∫
0

[
ρAu̇δu̇ − EA

(
∂u

∂x

)
δ

(
∂u

∂x

)
+ f xδu

]
dxdt

− Px0δu|x=0 + PxLδu|x=L = 0 (44)

where δu represents the variation in the generalized degree
of freedom (displacement) of the system and it is an arbi-
trary small quantity (see Variational Principles in Structural
Mechanics). Thus, the kinetic energy variation term is inte-
grated by parts once in terms of time t, and then the strain
energy variation term is integrated by parts once in terms of
x. This results in the following form of the functional:

L∫
0

ρAu̇δu|t2t1 dx +
t2∫

t1




L∫
0

{
∂

∂x

[
EA

(
∂u

∂x

)]
− ρAü + fx

}
δudx

−EA

(
∂u

∂x

)
δu

∣∣∣∣
L

0

−Px0δu|x=0+ PxLδu|x=L

}
dt = 0 (45)

The first (underlined) term is zero, since by definition
u is specified (or δu = 0) at two discrete times (t1 and t2).

Examining the terms in the time integral, the domain equa-
tion (double underlined) is the equation of motion in the
u direction, which is equal to zero since δu is an arbi-
trary small quantity over the entire domain. The remaining
terms represent the boundary conditions at the bar ends.
Writing

Equation of motion:

∂

∂x

[
EA

(
∂u

∂x

)]
+fx =ρAü (46)

Boundary conditions:

x = 0 u is prescribed or
[
EA∂u

∂x

]
x=0

= Px0

x = L u is prescribed or
[
EA∂u

∂x

]
x=L

= PxL

(47)

If the bar is uniform and A is constant, then the equation
of motion is harmonic in space and time. Also, either (u)
is prescribed at the boundary for the fixed condition or the
internal axial force is equal to the applied axial force for the
free-end condition. If the applied force at the boundary is
equal to zero, then the internal force is equal to zero, and
thus the slope (∂u/∂x) is zero at the boundary. Looking at
the homogeneous form of equation (46) with (fx = 0), the
general form of (u) is expressed as

u(x, t) =
∞∑
i=1

φi(x)Ui(t)=
∞∑
i=1

[
B1i cos

(ωix

c

)

+B2i sin
(ωix

c

)]
[U1i cos (ωit)+U2i sin(ωit)] (48)

where

c2 = E

ρ
(49)

ωi is the ith natural frequency, (B1i , B2i) depend on the bound-
ary conditions at (x = 0) and (x = L), and (U1i , U2i) depend
on the initial displacement (u(x, t = 0)) and initial velocity
distribution (u̇(x, t = 0)) over the rod length. The boundary
conditions at (x = 0) and (x = L) are used to determine the infi-
nite set of natural frequencies (ωi) and corresponding mode
shapes (φi). See Blevins (1979) or Meirovitch (1997) for
examples of natural frequencies and mode shapes for various
boundary conditions.

The eigenvectors of the continuous system have the same
orthogonality property as previously stated for the discrete
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Figure 6. Torsion behavior of a bar.

system (equation (32)), see Tauchert (1974),

∫ L

0
ρAφiφjdx = M∗

ii

= 0

∫ L

0
EA

∂φi

∂x

∂φj

∂x
dx = K∗

ii = ω2
i M

∗
ii

= 0

(i = j)
(i /= j)

(50)

4.1.2 Torsional vibration behavior of a bar

The development of the torsional vibration response solution
for a bar follows the same basic approach as axial vibration
response of a bar (Section 4.1.1). Consider an elastic isotropic
bar of length (L) having a varying cross-sectional area (A)
subjected to a distributed torque (tx(x, t)) (Figure 6). The bar
can be constrained at the ends (x = 0, L) by either geometric
restraints or applied torques.

The isotropic material properties include the material stiff-
ness (shear modulus) G and the material density ρ. It is
assumed that the motion is only elastic twisting (θ) about the
x-axis (no coupled extension or out-of-plane lateral bending).
The strain energy (U), the kinetic energy (T), and the exter-
nal work (We), along with their variations (δU, δT, δWe), are
written as

U = 1

2

∫ L

0
GJ

(
∂θ

∂x

)2

dx T = 1

2

∫ L

0
ρIp
(
θ̇
)2

dx

We =
∫ L

0
txθdx − Tx0θ|x=0 + TxLθ|x=L

δU =
∫ L

0
GJ

(
∂θ

∂x

)
δ

(
∂θ

∂x

)
dx δT =

∫ L

0
ρIpθ̇δθ̇dx

δWe =
∫ L

0
txδθdx − Tx0δθ|x=0 + TxLδθ|x=L

(51)

where J is the torsional cross-sectional constant and Ip is the
polar moment of inertia of the cross section (Ip = Iyy + Izz).
For noncircular cross sections, J /= Ip due to out-of-plane
cross-sectional warping. For circular cross sections, J =
Ip. Substituting the energy variations into the definition of

Hamilton’s principle (equation (41)) results in

t2∫
t1

L∫
0

(
ρIpθ̇δθ̇ − GJ

(
∂θ

∂x

)
δ

(
∂θ

∂x

)
+ txδθ

)
dx dt

−Tx0δθ|x=0 + TxLδθ|x=L = 0 (52)

Integrating by parts, following the previous procedure of
Section 4.1.1, results in

Equation of motion:

∂

∂x

[
GJ

(
∂θ

∂x

])
+ tx = ρIpθ̈ (53)

Boundary conditions:

x = 0 θ is prescribed or
[
GJ ∂θ

∂x

]
x=0

= Tx0

x = L θ is prescribed or
[
GJ ∂θ

∂x

]
x=L

= TxL

(54)

The general form of (θ) for a uniform bar with (tx = 0) is
expressed as

θ(x, t) =
∞∑
i=1

φi(x)i(t) =
∞∑
i=1

[
B1icos

(ωix

c

)

+B2i sin
(ωix

c

)]
(1i cos (ωit) + 2i sin (ωit)) (55)

where

c2 = GJ

ρIp
(56)

ωi is the ith natural frequency, (B1i , B2i) depend on the bound-
ary conditions at (x = 0) and (x = L), and (1i , 2i) depend
on the initial displacement (θ(x, t = 0)) and initial velocity
distribution (θ̇(x, t = 0)) over the rod length. The natural
frequencies (ωi) and corresponding mode shapes (φi) are
determined using the boundary conditions of equation (54).
Examples of natural frequencies and mode shapes for vari-
ous boundary conditions can be found in Blevins (1979) or
Meirovitch (1997).

4.1.3 Bending vibrations of a beam

The bending (or lateral) vibration behavior of a beam is stud-
ied using the same approach developed for axial vibrations of
rods (Section 4.1.1). Consider a long slender elastic beam of
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Figure 7. Bending (or lateral) behavior of a beam.

length (L) having a varying cross-sectional area (A) and iner-
tia (I) subjected to a distributed transverse load fz(x, t) per
unit length (Figure 7). The beam can be constrained at the
ends (x = 0, L) by geometric restraints, applied concentrated
shear forces, and/or bending moments.

The beam is isotropic with Young’s modulus of E and den-
sity ρ. Since the beam is long and slender, it is assumed that
classical Euler–Bernoulli beam assumptions apply; mainly
that “sections plane and perpendicular to the undeformed
elastic axis remain plane and perpendicular to the deformed
elastic axis (i.e., no out-of-plane cross-sectional warping).”
The strain energy (U), the kinetic energy (T), and the external
work (We) are written as

U = 1

2

∫ L

0
EI

(
∂2w

∂x2

)2

dx T = 1

2

∫ L

0
ρA(ẇ)2dx

We =
∫ L

0
fzwdx −

(
Pz0w|x=0 + Mz0

∂w

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

)

+
(

PzLw|x=L + MzL

∂w

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

)
(57)

Taking the variations of U, T, and We and substituting into
Hamilton’s principle (equation (41)) results in

∫ t2

t1

{∫ L

0

[
ρAẇδẇ − EI

(
∂2w

∂x2

)
δ

(
∂2w

∂x2

)
+ fzδw

]
dx

−
[
Pz0δw|x=0 + Mz0δ

(
∂w

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

)]
+
[
PzLδw|x=L

+MzLδ

(
∂w

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

)]}
dt = 0

(58)

From this the equations of motion and the boundary con-
ditions are obtained:

Equation of motion:

∂2

∂x2

[
EI

(
∂2w

∂x2

)]
+ ρAẅ = fz (59)

Boundary conditions :

x = 0 w is prescribed or Pz0 = −
[

∂
∂x

(
EI ∂2w

∂x2

)]
x=0

∂w
∂x

is prescribed or Mz0 =
[
EI ∂2w

∂x2

]
x=0

x = L w is prescribed or PzL = −
[

∂
∂x

(
EI ∂2w

∂x2

)]
x=L

∂w
∂x

is prescribed or MzL =
[
EI ∂2w

∂x2

]
x=L

(60)

Four boundary conditions are required to solve this differ-
ential equation of motion. These conditions specify either the
lateral displacement or the shear force equilibrium, and also
the slope or the bending moment equilibrium. The general
form of (w) for a uniform beam undergoing free vibration
(fz = 0) can be written by the method of separation of vari-
ables as

w(x, t) =
∞∑
i=1

φi(x)Wi(t) (61)

where

φi(x) = C1icos
(
βi

x

L

)
+ C2isin

(
βi

x

L

)
+ C3icosh

(
βi

x

L

)
+C4isinh

(
βi

x

L

)
(62)

Wi(x) = W1icos (ωit) + W2isin (ωit)

ωi = βi
2

L2

√
EI

ρA
(63)

ωi is the ith natural frequency, (C1i − C4i) depend on the
boundary conditions at (x = 0) and (x = L), and (W1i , W2i)
depend on the initial displacement (w(x, t = 0)) and ini-
tial velocity distribution (ẇ(x, t = 0)) over the beam length.
Examples of the natural frequencies (ωi) and mode shapes
(φi) calculated for the most common boundary conditions
for a uniform beam can be found in Blevins (1979).

For long slender beams (L/h > 10), this model accurately
predicts the beam bending vibration behavior for the lower
frequency modes. For higher frequencies or shorter beams,
where the characteristic wave (or modal) length Lc (dis-
tance between nodes) becomes less than 10 (Lc/h < 10), these
equations overpredict the natural frequencies. To overcome
this shortcoming, the effects of out-of-plane cross-sectional
deformation (or warping) must be included. The simplest
approach is to include the effects of shear deformation based
on the method developed by Timoshenko (1921) that requires
that the deformed cross sections remain plane but not perpen-
dicular to the deformed elastic axis. For a simply supported
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beam, the resulting natural frequencies are

ωi = βi
2

L2

√
EI

ρA

√
1

1 + (βi
2/L2)(EI/kGA)

(64)

where G is the material shear modulus and k is called the
shear correction factor that depends upon the cross section
shape (Cowper, 1966). For more accurate models, Timo-
shenko beam theory including rotatory inertia of the cross
section has to be accounted for. Recently, accurate approaches
have become available, see Kosmatka (1993), that correctly
include the true three-dimensional warping of a short beam
having a general cross section.

4.1.4 Bending vibration of an axially loaded beam

The application of an applied axial tension (Px) will increase
the beam lateral stiffness and raise the bending natural fre-
quencies. Conversely, applying a compressive force will
lower the beam stiffness and decrease the corresponding
beam bending natural frequencies. Further increases in the
axial compressive force will lead to beam column buckling
as the beam bending natural frequencies approach zero. To
study the effects of an applied in-plane axial force on the
beam dynamic behavior, one includes the potential energy
(Ve) of the applied axial tension force (Px) due to the
deflection (w)

Ve = 1

2

∫ L

0
Px

(
∂w

∂x

)2

dx (65)

Adding this additional term to the beam bending develop-
ment of Section 4.1.3, and following the same procedure,
leads to the equation of motion and associated boundary
conditions for an axially loaded long slender beam.

Equation of motion:

∂2

∂x2

[
EI

(
∂2w

∂x2

)]
− ∂

∂x

(
Px

∂w

∂x

)
+ ρAẅ = fz (66)

Boundary conditions:

x = 0 w is prescribed or Pz0 =
[
Px

∂w
∂x

− ∂
∂x

(
EI ∂2w

∂x2

)]
x=0

∂w
∂x

is prescribed or Mz0 =
(
EI ∂2w

∂x2

)
x=0

x = L w is prescribed or PzL =
[
Px

∂w
∂x

− ∂
∂x

(
EI ∂2w

∂x2

)]
x=L

∂w
∂x

is prescribed or MzL =
[
EI ∂2w

∂x2

]
x=L

(67)

The differential equation of motion can be solved to study
the dynamic behavior of different boundary conditions, initial
conditions, and applied loadings. For a simply supported (or
pinned-pinned) axially loaded beam, a closed-form solution
can be easily derived for the natural frequencies:

ωi = (i�)2

L2

√
EI

ρA

√
1 + Px

EI

(
L

i�

)2

rad/s (68)

The increase in natural frequency with axial load is evi-
dent in equation (68) where the changes are greatest in the
fundamental mode (i = 1). Applying an axial compression
load decreases the natural frequency, where the frequency
approaches zero as the applied load approaches the Euler
buckling load:

Px = �2EI

L2
(69)

For other more general boundary conditions, computa-
tional approaches are required to develop the solution.

4.2 Approximate solution methods

Approximate methods are required to develop solutions
for more complicated configurations. The Rayleigh–Ritz
method and the Galerkin method are two prevalent solution
approaches that transform the continuous time- and spatial-
dependent displacement distributions (infinite degrees of
freedom) to an assumed finite set of displacement functions
and time-dependent generalized coordinates that approxi-
mate the global dynamic behavior of the structural system.
The differences in these methods is that the Rayleigh–Ritz
method is based on variational principles and is applica-
ble to conservative (self-adjoint) systems only, where as the
Galerkin method seeks to reduce the error associated with an
approximate solution that can be applied to both conservative
and nonconservative (non-self-adjoint) systems, including
aeroelastic analyses. Both of these methods are convenient to
implement and have been shown to provide accurate response
(see also Finite Element Methods of Structural Analysis)
results and can be used for both estimating normal modes
and frequencies and approximating system response.

4.2.1 Rayleigh–Ritz method

The Rayleigh–Ritz approach involves approximating the
global structural displacement distribution as the product of
a finite set of displacement (space-dependent) functions (ψi)
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and a finite set of time-dependent generalized coordinates
(qi). For the bending of a beam, the displacement distribution
is approximated using an arbitrary set of (n) functions:

w(x, t) = ψ1(x)q1(t) + ψ2(x)q2(t) + · · · + ψn(x)qn(t)

=
n∑

i=i

ψi(x)qi(t) (70)

where (ψi) is a one-dimensional admissible function that
(i) spans the domain of the beam, (ii) is differentiable to the
order of strain, and (iii) satisfies the geometric boundary con-
ditions. For dynamic response calculations to a given applied
load, functions have to be selected that approximate the defor-
mation pattern based on engineering judgment, where as for
determining the eigenvectors of a system, it is best to select
a set of orthogonal functions that approximate the mode
shapes. Substituting the assumed displacement functions into
the beam energy functionals (equation (57)) and carrying out
the integration results in

U = 1

2

n∑
j=i

n∑
i=i

qiqj

∫ L

0
EI

(
d2ψi

dx2

)(
d2ψj

dx2

)
dx

= 1

2
{q}T [K] {q}

T = 1

2

n∑
j=i

n∑
i=i

q̇iq̇j

L∫
0

ρA (ψi)
(
ψj

)
dx= 1

2
{q̇}T [M] {q̇} (71)

We =
n∑

i=i

qi

(∫ L

0
fzψidx −

(
Pz0ψi|x=0 + Mz0

dψi

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

)

+
(

PzLψi|x=L + MzL

dψi

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=L

))
= {q}T {F }

where the coefficients of the mass and stiffness matrices are
given by

Mij =
L∫
0
ρA (ψi)

(
ψj

)
dx Kij =

L∫
0

EI
(

d2ψi

dx2

)(
d2ψj

dx2

)
dx (72)

and the resulting mass and stiffness matrices are symmet-
ric. General nonuniform (i.e., tapered) beams can be easily
studied where the beam mass and stiffness distributions are
included in the above integrals. The classic matrix form of
the equations of motion can be developed by substituting
the matrix form of these integrated energy functionals into

Lagrange’s equation (equation (26)):

[M] {q̈} + [K] {q} = {F } (73)

Equations (73) can be used to obtain the dynamic response in
the generalized coordinates q due to applied dynamic forces
using the generalized modal methods presented in Section
3 or the time integration methods. The global displacement
distribution w(x, t) is obtained by multiplying the assumed
displacement functions by the calculated generalized coordi-
nates. The equations of motion can also be used to determine
the natural frequencies and mode shapes using the homoge-
neous part of (equation (73)).

4.2.2 The Galerkin method

The Galerkin method is a widely used approach for deter-
mining an approximate solution to partial and/or ordinary
differential equations that is based on minimizing the error
(or residual) in the differential equation (see Finite Element
Methods of Structural Analysis). The Galerkin method is
one of the families of weighted residual methods and can
be applied to either conservative or nonconservative sys-
tems, including aeroelastic analyses. Like the Rayleigh–Ritz
method, it is assumed that the displacement distribution is
the product of a finite set of displacement (space-dependent)
functions that approximate the global deformation (ψi) and
a finite set of time-dependent generalized coordinates (qi).
One version of the Galerkin method requires the use of
comparison functions (ψ) that (i) span the domain, (ii) are dif-
ferentiable to the highest order in the differential equation,
and (iii) satisfy all the boundary conditions (both geomet-
ric and natural). The extended Galerkin method, known as
the Bubnov-Galerkin method, has relaxed requirements and
allows the use of admissible functions. For the bending of a
beam, the displacement distribution is approximated as

w (x, t) = ψ1(x)q1(t) + ψ2(x)q2(t) + · · · + ψn(x)qn(t)

=
n∑

i=i

ψi(x)qi(t) (74)

Substituting the displacement distribution into the beam
differential equation (equation (66)) results in

n∑
i=i

d2

dx2

[
EI

(
d2ψi

dx2

)]
qi + ρAψiq̈i − fz = ε (75)

where (ε) is the error (or residual) that exists since the approx-
imate solution does not satisfy the differential equation of
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motion. The goal is to determine the generalized coordinates
(qi) so that the error is minimized over the entire domain,
which is accomplished by requiring that the error is orthogo-
nal to all the displacement functions (ψi) integrated over the
domain. Thus,

∫ L

0
ψ1εdx =

∫ L

0
ψ2εdx = · · · =

∫ L

0
ψnεdx = 0 (76)

This results in (n) equations to determine the (n) unknown
generalized coordinates. Substituting equation (75) into (76)
and carrying out the integration results in the following famil-
iar set of matrix equations

[M] {q̈} + [K] {q} = {F } (77)

where the coefficients of the mass matrix, stiffness matrix,
and force array are given by

Mij =
L∫

0

ψjψiρAdx Kij =
L∫

0

ψj

d2

dx2

[
EI

(
d2ψi

dx2

)]
dx

Fj =
L∫

0

ψjfzdx (78)

Tapered beams can be analyzed by including the beam
variable mass and stiffness distributions in the above inte-
grals. The generalized coordinates q can be determined by
solving the matrix equations of motion (equation (77)) for
either dynamic response or modal information as discussed
earlier for the Rayleigh–Ritz method.

4.2.3 Numerical examples

To illustrate the Rayleigh–Ritz method and the Galerkin
method, the first three natural frequencies and mode shapes of
a uniform cantilever beam are calculated and compared with
the exact results. For the Rayleigh–Ritz method, consider the
following set of admissible functions

w(x, t) = ψ1q1 + ψ2q2 + ψ3q3

=
( x

L

)2
q1 +

( x

L

)3
q2 +

( x

L

)4
q3 (79)

that satisfy the geometric boundary conditions (w|x=0 =
dw/dx|x=0 = 0) and are at least second order. Substituting
the displacement function into the strain energy and kinetic
energy (equation (72)) and carrying out the integration over

the beam length results in the following matrix form of the
equations of motion:

ρAL


 1/5 1/6 1/7

1/6 1/7 1/8

1/7 1/8 1/9






q̈1

q̈2

q̈3


+ EI

5L3


 20 30 40

30 60 90

40 90 144






q1

q2

q3




=




0

0

0


 (80)

For the Galerkin method, a set of comparison func-
tions is selected that are at least fourth order, satisfy the
geometric boundary conditions at the beam root (w|x=0 =
dw/dx|x=0 = 0), and satisfy the natural boundary conditions
at the beam tip (d2w/dx2

∣∣
x=L

= d3w/dx3
∣∣
x=L

= 0). Writing
an acceptable set,

w(x, t) = ψ1q1 + ψ2q2 + ψ3q3

where

ψ1 =
( x

L

)4 − 4
( x

L

)3 + 6
( x

L

)2

ψ2 =
( x

L

)5 − 10
( x

L

)3 + 20
( x

L

)2

ψ3 =
( x

L

)6 − 20
( x

L

)3 + 45
( x

L

)2

(81)

Substituting the comparison functions into the Galerkin
form of the mass matrix and stiffness matrix (equation (78))
and carrying out the integration over the beam length results
in

ρAL




2.3111 8.3936 19.715

8.3936 30.488 70.613

19.715 70.613 168.22






q̈1

q̈2

q̈3




+ EI

35L3




1008 3640 8520

3640 13200 30975

8520 30975 72800






q1

q2

q3


 =




0

0

0


 (82)

A comparison of the approximate (Rayleigh–Ritz and
Galerkin) natural frequencies and mode shapes with the exact
values are presented in Table 1 and Figure 8, respectively,
where the mode shapes have been normalized to have the
same tip displacements. It is evident that

1. the three simple polynomial admissible functions and the
Rayleigh–Ritz method predict the first two mode shapes
and natural frequencies (error <1%), but these simple
shapes are inadequate for modeling the complicated third
mode shape or natural frequency (error >90%);
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Table 1. Comparison of approximate (Rayleigh–Ritz and Galerkin) and exact natural frequencies
of a cantilever uniform beam.

Rayleigh–Ritz method Galerkin method
Exact (Meirovitch, 2007) Admissible functions Comparison functions

rad s−1 rad s−1 Error (%) rad s−1 Error (%)

ω1
3.516
L2

√
EI
ρA

3.517
L2

√
EI
ρA

0.028 3.516
L2

√
EI
ρA

0.0

ω2
22.03
L2

√
EI
ρA

22.23
L2

√
EI
ρA

0.908 22.035
L2

√
EI
ρA

0.023

ω3
61.70
L2

√
EI
ρA

118.1
L2

√
EI
ρA

91.41 66.256
L2

√
EI
ρA

7.38

2. the use of the more accurate (and slightly more com-
plicated) polynomial comparison functions and the
Galerkin method closely match (error <0.05%) the first
two exact mode shapes and natural frequencies, as well
as predicting the third natural frequency (error <8%) and
mode shape;

3. these approximate methods are artificially stiffer than the
exact solutions and thus they will overpredict the natural
frequency and converge from above.

5 FINITE ELEMENT APPROACHES

The finite element method is an ideal tool for studying the
dynamic behavior of complex lightweight aerospace struc-
tures. The finite element method (see also Finite Element
Methods of Structural Analysis) involves discretizing the

structural system into a series of simple one-, two-, and/or
three-dimensional geometric subregions (finite elements),
where each subregion has a number of displacement points
(nodes) along each element boundary. The static and dynamic
displacement behavior within each subregion is written in
terms of the adjacent nodal points, where the Rayleigh–Ritz
method is applied locally on the subregion to transform the
partial differential equations of motion into a finite set of
time-dependent ordinary differential equations and space-
dependent algebraic equations. Lower order interpolation
polynomials (shape functions), which often meet the min-
imum requirement for admissible functions, are typically
used in the finite element development. Lagrange’s equa-
tions, or geometrical transformations, are used to assemble
the element properties (matrices) into a set of matrix equa-
tions that represent the entire (global) structural system. The
resulting matrix equations of motion can be solved for the

Figure 8. Comparison of the first three mode shapes of a uniform cantilever beam mode using exact, Rayleigh–Ritz, and Galerkin’s methods.
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modal properties (natural frequencies, mode shapes), the free
response, or the forced response using the generalized matrix
approaches presented in Section 3. This method of solving a
very large set of matrix equations is ideally suited for com-
puter solutions.

The accuracy of the finite element method depends on a
number of factors: (i) the structural model and the polyno-
mial interpolation functions used to formulate the element,
(ii) the discretization approach used to divide the structural
system into element subregions, and (iii) the computational
algorithms for calculating the eigenvalues and integrating the
equations in time. Mass matrices obtained using the displace-
ment polynomials and the kinetic energy are called consistent
mass matrices, where as simpler diagonal mass matrices often
developed in an ad hoc manner are called lumped mass matri-
ces. There are computational advantages of using lumped
mass matrices, but the development is not consistent with the
Rayleigh–Ritz formulation and thus errors can be positive or
negative.

Automated approaches for generating the element mesh
have become routine. This includes first discretizing the mesh
based on material and geometry discontinuities, as well as
placing nodes at concentrated loads and boundary locations.
Then the mesh density is increased in regions of high modal
stress gradients and system flexibility (higher modal content),
where a trade-off is made between using a large number of
low-order elements versus a lower number of high-order ele-
ments. To get accurate natural frequency results, it is critical
that the displacement polynomials of the mesh can closely
approximate the desired modal shapes, especially the higher
frequency (shorter wavelength) modes. If the model will be
used to calculate dynamic stresses, it is important to under-
stand which modes will contribute to the dynamic response
and then make sure the mesh density is sufficient to accurately
capture the desired modal activity.

Numerous methods have been developed for extracting the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of large banded sparse semidef-
inite matrices. The subspace iteration method (Dong and
Wolff, 1972) transforms the problem from the large displace-
ment coordinate basis to a reduced generalized coordinate
basis and then solves for all the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the reduced set simultaneously. This approach
is accurate and computationally fast. The Lanczos method
is a very fast and accurate approach to extract a small
set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors that uses a recursion
method based on the repeated application of the local Hes-
sian on a random displacement vector. It has become the
de facto standard for extracting the eigenvalues in large
systems.

In this section, the finite element stiffness and mass matri-
ces are developed for the one-dimensional extension of a rod

Figure 9. Extension and beam bending finite elements.

and an Euler–Bernoulli beam element (Figure 9). Numerical
results are presented for a cantilevered beam and com-
pared to the exact solution and the previous approximate
(Rayleigh–Ritz, Galerkin) methods. Readers interested in the
development of two-dimensional plate and three-dimensional
solid elements, as well as finite element assembly and solu-
tion procedures are referred to Weaver and Johnston 1987
(see also Plates and Shells).

5.1 Extension bar element

Consider the elastic isotropic bar considered earlier in Sec-
tion 4.1.1 (Figure 5) where the energy components are given
in equation (43). The finite element matrices are developed
by defining displacement nodes (1, 2) at the element rod
ends (x = 0, L) and then assuming that the axial displace-
ment is represented by a linear interpolation between the end
nodes. This linear interpolation function, which is an admis-
sible function based on previous Rayleigh–Ritz discussions,
is defined as a Lagrangian interpolation polynomial that
insures displacement continuity across the element bound-
aries. Writing the assumed axial displacement in matrix
form,

u(x) =
(

1 − x

L

)
U1 +

( x

L

)
U2

=
{(

1 − x

L

)
,
( x

L

)}T
{

U1

U2

}
(83)

where U1 and U2 are time-dependent nodal displacements
at nodes 1 and 2, respectively. Substituting into the energy
components and carrying out the integration over the element
length (assuming a constant section and uniform distributed
load) results in
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U = 1

2

{
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0
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− 1
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,

1

L

}T{
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L
,
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L

}
dx
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}
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]{
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}
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}T
L∫

0
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1 − x

L

)
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(
x

L

)}T{(
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L

)
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(
x

L
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×
{

U̇1
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}
= 1

2
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U̇2

}T
ρAL

6

[
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1 2

]{
U̇1

U̇2

}

We =
{

U1

U2

}T ∫ L

0
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{(
1 − x

L

)
,

(
x

L

)}T

dx + Fx1U1 + Fx2U2

=
{

U1

U2

}T{
fxL

2

{
1

1

}
+
{

Fx1

Fx2

}}

(84)

where (Fx1, Fx2) are nodal forces defined in the positive x-
directions. Thus, from Figure 5, Fx1 = −Px0 and Fx2 = PxL.
Substituting into Lagrange’s equation results in the following
equations of motion:

ρAL

6

[
2 1

1 2

]{
Ü1

Ü2

}
+ EA

L

[
1 −1

−1 1

]{
U1

U2

}

= fxL

2

{
1

1

}
+
{

Fx1

Fx2

}
(85)

An ad hoc lumped mass matrix is developed assuming half
the rod weight is located at each node.

[M] = ρAL

2

[
1 0

0 1

]
(86)

5.2 Finite element model for beam bending

The derivation of the stiffness and mass elements for beam
bending is similar to the approach used to obtain these
properties for a bar in extension. It is assumed as the trans-
versely loaded isotropic beam of Section 4.1.3 with the
appropriate energy expressions given by equation (57). Ele-
ment nodes (1, 2) are defined at the element ends (x = 0,
L). The displacement w and slope dw/dx are specified
at each element node. Thus, a cubic polynomial interpo-
lation function is required to be an admissible function
based on the Rayleigh–Ritz method. Writing the transverse
displacement (w) distribution in terms of the nodal dis-
placements and slopes from Weaver and Johnston (1987)
results in

w(x) =
[
1−3
(

x

L

)2

+2
(

x

L

)3
]

W1+L

[(
x

L

)
−2
(

x

L

)2

+
(

x

L

)3
]

×Wx1+
[

3
(

x

L

)2

−2
(

x

L

)3
]

W2−L

[(
x

L

)2

−
(

x

L

)3
]

Wx2

=




1 − 3
(

x

L

)2

+ 2
(

x

L

)3

L

[(
x

L

)
− 2
(

x

L

)2

+
(

x

L

)3
]

3
(

x

L

)2

− 2
(

x

L

)3

−L

[(
x

L

)2

−
(

x

L

)3
]




T




W1

Wx1

W2

Wx2


 (87)

where W1 and W2 are the time-dependent displacements
at nodes 1 and 2, respectively, and Wx1 and Wx2 are the
time-dependent slopes (Wx = dw/dx) at nodes 1 and 2, respec-
tively. This type of interpolation function is commonly
called a Hermitian interpolation polynomial since it pro-
vides both displacement and slope continuity across the
element boundary. Substituting the displacement function
into the energy components, carrying out the integration over
the element length (assuming a constant section and uni-
formly distributed load), and substituting into Lagrange’s
equation results in the following finite element equa-
tions of motion for the beam represented by a single
element:

ρAL

420




156 22L 54 −13L

22L 4L2 13L −3L2

54 13L 156 −22L

−13L −3L2 −22L 4L2






Ẅ1

Ẅx1

Ẅ2

Ẅx2




+EI

L3




12 6L −12 6L

6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L

6L 2L2 −6L 4L2






W1

Wx1

W2

Wx2




= fz

12




6L

L2

6L

−L2




+




Pz1

Mz1

Pz2

Mz2




(88)

where (Pz1, PZ2) are nodal transverse z-direction forces
defined at the beam ends and (Mz1, MZ2) are nodal concen-
trated moments at the beam ends. From Figure 9, (Pz1 =
−Pz0), (Pz2 = PzL), (Mz1 = −Mz0), and (Mz2 = MzL).
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The general form of the ad hoc beam lumped mass matrix
is given by

[M] = ρAL

2




1 0 0 0

0 αL2 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 αL2


 (89)

where half the beam mass is located at each translational
degree of freedom (W1, W2) and the inertia is approximated
using a parameter (0 < α < 0.5). Lumping half the beam
moment of inertia at each rotational degree of freedom results
in α = 1/12, which significantly overpredicts the beam iner-
tia. Even setting α = 0 and condensing out the rotational
degree of freedom equations results in overprediction of the
element inertia, but the results converge to the exact solution
from below at a slow rate.

5.3 Numerical example

The accuracy and the convergence of the finite element
method are illustrated by calculating the natural frequencies
and mode shapes of a uniform cantilever beam and compar-
ing them to the exact solutions and the approximate solutions
(Rayleigh–Ritz, Galerkin) of Section 4. The matrix equation
of motion for the one-element representation of a cantilever
beam, with W1 = Wx1 = 0, is

ρAL

420

[
156 −22L

−22L 4L2

]{
Ẅ2

Ẅx2

}

+EI

L3

[
12 −6L

−6L 4L2

]{
W2

Wx2

}
=
{

0

0

}
(90)

Representing the cantilever beam using two finite elements
each of length (L/2) where node 1 is placed at x = 0, node
2 is at x = L/2, and node 3 is located at x = L. Writing the

assembled matrix equations of motion with W1 = Wx1 = 0
results in

ρAL

3360




1248 0 216 −26L

0 8L2 26L −3L2

216 26L 624 −44L

−26L −3L2 −44L 4L2






Ẅ2

Ẅx2

Ẅ3

Ẅx3




+8EI

L3




24 0 −12 3L

0 2L2 −3L L2/2

−12 −3L 12 −3L

3L L2/2 −3L L2






W2

Wx2

W3

Wx3


 =




0

0

0

0


 (91)

Matrix equations of motion for the uniform cantilever
beam can also be developed using three elements and four
elements. The natural frequency results for the four different
element discretizations are presented in Table 2 for both the
consistent mass matrix and the lumped mass matrices (α = 0,
1/12). The calculated natural frequencies using the consistent
mass matrices reveal that one, two, and three elements will
accurately (error <1%) predict the first, second, and third
frequencies, respectively. The finite element approach with
a consistent mass matrix using many low-order piecewise
admissible functions is comparable to the Rayleigh–Ritz and
Galerkin approaches using a few global comparison functions
The calculated natural frequencies using the lumped mass
matrices reveal a much slower convergence from below. One
of the important advantages of the finite element method is
its ability to model structural dynamic systems with complex
geometries.

6 OTHER AEROSPACE TOPICS

Additional topics not covered in this chapter but of impor-
tance to aerospace engineers working on structural dynamic
topics include (i) substructuring methods and component
mode synthesis (Weaver and Johnston, 1987); (ii) dynamic
reduction of equation sizes (Weaver and Johnston, 1987);

Table 2. Comparison of finite element and exact natural frequencies of a cantilever uniform beam (n is the number of elements in mesh).

Consistent mass Lumped (α = 1/12) Lumped (α = 0)

Exact n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4

ω1L
2
√

ρA

EI
3.516 3.53 3.52 3.516 3.516 2.24 3.04 3.28 3.38 2.45 3.16 3.35 3.42

ω2L
2
√

ρA

EI
22.03 34.8 22.2 22.11 22.06 10.7 14.5 17.19 18.8 – 16.3 18.9 20.1

ω3L
2
√

ρA

EI
61.70 – 75.2 62.46 62.17 – 33.7 42.14 47.5 – – 47.0 53.2
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(iii) modal testing (Ewins, 1986); (iv) dynamics of gyro-
scopic systems (Meirovitch, 1997); (v) nonlinear dynamics
(Meirovitch, 1997); and (vi) response to random vibrations
(Hurty and Rubinstein, 1964).

NOMENCLATURE

A cross-sectional area
[A] dynamical matrix
C damper (discrete)
Cc damper (discrete)
[C] damping matrix
E Young’s modulus
fn natural frequency (Hz)
fx distributed axial force
fz distributed transverse force
F
a

impulse force
F(t) dynamic force
F0 force magnitude
Fwall force transmitted to wall
Fx1, Fx2 applied axial forces at the finite element bar end

nodes (1, 2)
{F(t)} dynamic force vector
G shear modulus
h characteristic cross-sectional height
I cross-sectional bending inertia
Ip cross-sectional polar moment of inertia
J cross-sectional torsion constant
K stiffness (discrete)
K∗

ii generalized stiffness
[K] stiffness matrix
L length of beam or rod
M mass (discrete)
Mi mass of ith component
M∗

ii generalized mass
Mz0, MzL applied bending moment at the bar ends (x = 0, L)
Mz1, Mz2 applied bending moments at the finite element

beam end nodes (1, 2)
[M] mass matrix
Px0, PxL applied axial forces at the bar ends (x = 0, L)
Pz0, PzL applied transverse forces at the bar ends (x = 0, L)
Pz1, Pz2 applied transverse forces at the finite element bar

end nodes (1, 2)
Q quality factor (= 1/2ζ)
{q} generalized response vector
{Q0} initial displacement in generalized coordinates{
Q̇0
}

initial velocity in generalized coordinates
R dissipation energy
t time
tx distributed applied torque

T kinetic energy
Tn system period
Tx0, TxL applied torques at the bar ends (x = 0, L)
u, v, w displacements in the x, y, and z directions, respec-

tively
U strain energy
U1, U2 axial displacement at beam finite element nodes

(1, 2)
V volume
Ve potential energy
V0 initial velocity
W1, W2 transverse displacement at beam finite element

nodes (1, 2)
Wx1, Wx2 bending slope at beam finite element nodes (1, 2)
We work of external forces
x response variable
X0 initial displacement
{x} response variable vector
{ε} strain array
φ phase angle
� eigenvector (mode shape)
�∗ mass normalized eigenvector (mode shape)
λ eigenvalue (=ω2)
ν Poisson ratio
ρ mass density
θx, θy, θz rotations about the x, y, and z directions, respec-

tively
τ base time period
θ twist of a rod
ω frequency (rad s−1)
ωn natural frequency (rad s−1)
ωd damped natural frequency – underdamped

(rad s−1)
ωv damped natural frequency – overdamped (rad s−1)
ζ damping coefficient
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1 INTRODUCTION

Damping must frequently be considered in the design of
aerospace structures, for a variety of reasons. These rea-
sons include reducing dynamic response to avoid excessive
deflection or stress, reducing fatigue loads (see Fatigue and
Fracture Mechanics in Aerospace Structures), reducing radi-
ated noise, ensuring aeroelastic stability (see Static and
Dynamic Aeroelasticity), reducing settling times following
transients, providing adequate margin for active structural
control in the presence of realistic uncertainty (see Aeroser-
voelasticity), and improving wave propagation for purposes
of inspection. In all cases, the resulting system benefits from

considering damping during the initial design process, rather
than as an afterthought.

From a design perspective, damping comprises a sub-
set of approaches to vibration control, passive examples of
which include vibration isolation and structural modifica-
tion, including lossy struts and vibration absorbers (Mead,
1999). Johnson (1995) lists a number of approaches to pas-
sive vibration damping, including the use of high damping
materials (viscoelastic polymers and alloys), smart materials
(e.g., piezoelectric and shape memory), eddy current damp-
ing, impact and particle dampers, and damping devices (some
employing viscous fluids). Damping uses of other smart
materials such as electrorheological and magnetorheologi-
cal fluids should be regarded as semi-active; that is, requiring
some activation. The focus of this chapter is passive damping
and mathematical models thereof.

Passive damping in structural systems is the result of
numerous complex physical mechanisms, as illustrated in
Figure 1. Some of these mechanisms are amenable to
exploitation in the design of structural damping treatments
while, due to incomplete understanding, others are less acces-
sible to intentional specification. The emphasis herein is
effectively on material damping, that is, those damping mech-
anisms associated with energy dissipation within the material
volume of a structure.

Other sources of damping are certainly affected by deci-
sions about structural configurations and materials, but are
typically addressed on an empirical basis, with less reliance
on design models. Such sources include nonstructural sub-
systems such as cable harnesses, fluid reservoirs, and friction
or fluid pumping in joints (Ungar, 1973). The effects of dis-
crete devices employing viscous fluids or magnetic eddy
currents can often be included as viscous damping elements in
design models (Sodano et al., 2005). Particle impact dampers
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  radiation
• Fluid pumping

Figure 1. Damping in built-up structures is the result of many physical mechanisms.

can also be effective in damping vibration; however, under-
standing of such devices is still limited (Panossian, 1992).
Furthermore, friction damping has been used successfully
for some time to damp blade vibration in turbomachinery
(Kielb and Abhari, 2003). Structural damping associated with
acoustic radiation is relatively well understood (Mangiarotty,
1963), and advances in computing have enabled simulation
of structures and damping mechanisms of ever-increasing
complexity.

At present, the most effective and predictable methods of
designing materials-based passive damping into aerospace
structures include the use of high damping viscoelastic poly-
mers in constrained and unconstrained layered damping
treatments (Nashif, Jones and Henderson, 1985), shunted
piezoelectric materials (Lesieutre, 1998), and other relatively
high damping materials such as elastomers and shape mem-
ory alloys (Wolons, Gandhi and Malovrh, 1998). Some of
these materials exhibit significant nonlinear behavior, a fea-
ture that is being addressed out of necessity in dynamic
models, for instance, those associated with helicopter lag
dampers (Brackbill, Smith and Lesieutre, 2002). Prediction
and enhancement of the damping of structural compos-
ite materials has also advanced significantly (Lin, Ni, and
Adams, 1984).

Typical built-up, lightly damped aerospace structures
exhibit relatively weak frequency-dependent damping
(Ungar, 1973). The high-loss viscoelastic materials that are
frequently used in layered damping treatments, however,
exhibit relatively strong frequency- and temperature-
dependent properties, and the behavior of many elastomers
depends further on response level.

To consider damping during the design process, accurate
mathematical models of damping are needed. Such models
are needed to account for the general effects of damping on
structural dynamic behavior, as well as to design damping
treatments or devices. Because of the variety and complexity

of dissipation mechanisms, structural designers typically do
not use explicitly physics-based damping models for analysis.
(In fact, such models may not be available in general.) In prac-
tice, most analysts use linear damping models in conjunction
with finite element structural models.

The most popular damping models are linear and viscous
in nature, in which cases a generalized force propor-
tional to, and opposing, a generalized velocity acts. In
most cases, the main motivation for using viscous damp-
ing models is convenience: They provide dissipation in
a time-domain model that can be used to obtain predic-
tions of structural dynamic response to general forcing.
In general, viscous damping models yield modal damp-
ing that is strongly frequency-dependent. Complex modulus
models can yield modal damping that is essentially inde-
pendent of frequency, but these are useful mainly in the
frequency domain, for determining the response to harmonic
forcing.

Because such damping models do not accurately account
for the underlying physics, the resulting structural models
may only capture the general effects of damping (e.g., decay-
ing free vibration) without capturing the details (e.g., phase
differences between the motion at various points when the
structure executes harmonic response). As a result, approx-
imate models and values for damping parameters are often
used for initial design analysis, and improved as a result of
experiments. Furthermore, many common damping models
have specific deficiencies that limit their utility under some
circumstances. These deficiencies may sometimes justify the
use of higher-fidelity models having stronger physical foun-
dations; this has proved to be the case especially for some
nonlinear behavior.

The need for improved accuracy in some applications has
motivated the development of more complex time-domain
models that can capture the relatively strong frequency- and
temperature-dependence of damping and stiffness exhibited
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Damping in Structural Dynamics 3

by the high-loss viscoelastic materials that are frequently
used in layered damping treatments. Advanced models have
also been developed to address the design of damped com-
posite materials and shunted piezoelectric materials.

2 MODAL DAMPING

Modal analysis, or modal superposition, is an efficient means
of obtaining the dynamic response of linear structures. In this
approach, the time response is determined using a number
of modes that is small relative to the number of physical
degrees of freedom available in a structural dynamics model.
Either real or complex mode shapes may be used, along with
either real or complex natural frequencies (see Elements of
Structural Dynamics and Dynamic Response Computations).

The most common use of modal superposition involves
the solution to the undamped eigenvalue problem posed for a
discretized finite element model (see Finite Element Methods
of Structural Analysis). The undamped matrix equation of
motion has the following general form:

[M] [ẍ] + [K] [x] = [
f (t)

]
(1)

The undamped modal equations of motion have the form:

[α̈] + [
ω2

m

]
[α] = [�]T [

f (t)
]

(2)

where
[
ω2

m

]
is a diagonal matrix of squared undamped natural

frequencies. Damping may be included in equation (2) by
adding a viscous “modal damping” term:

[α̈] + [2ζmωm] [α̇] + [
ω2

m

]
[α] = [�]T [

f (t)
]

(3)

where ζm is the (assigned) modal damping ratio of mode m,
and

[
2ζmωm

]
is a diagonal modal damping matrix.

Equation (3) and the method of modal superposition give
results of satisfactory accuracy for many structural dynam-
ics response problems. Once this approach is selected for
use, a main problem becomes determining appropriate modal
damping ratios.

One approach is based on personal or organizational expe-
rience with similar structures. Although there is no assurance
this approach will yield correct damping values for any
modes, it can provide a valuable starting point for analy-
sis. For example, values of modal damping in the range from
0.003 to 0.03 might be appropriate for lightly damped, built-
up aerospace structures.

Alternate approaches to estimating modal damping may
proceed by establishing a lower bound based on material

loss contributions. Such approaches are especially effective
when high-damping materials are used to augment nomi-
nal lightly damped structures. An example of this kind of
approach involves the use of complex stiffnesses, whereas
another is based on the distribution of “modal strain energy”
among constituent parts. Both approaches are addressed in
later sections.

3 VISCOUS DAMPING

The term viscous damping describes a model in which a
resisting force proportionally opposes a velocity. Viscous
damping models can be developed for use with both con-
tinuum and discretized structural dynamic models, and are
commonly used in conjunction with finite element models.
Both kinds of models are illustrated here.

3.1 Viscous damping in continuum (beam) models

To focus on a representative example problem, consider the
lateral motion of an undamped planar beam, as illustrated
in Figure 2. The linear governing differential equation of
motion, neglecting damping, is:

ρA(x)
∂2w

∂t2
+ ∂2

∂x2

[
EI(x)

∂2w

∂x2

]
= pz(x, t) (4)

For convenience, and without loss of generality regarding
the relationship between modal damping and the details of
various viscous damping models, specialize to the case of a
simply supported uniform beam:

PDE ρA
∂2w

∂t2
+ EI

∂4w

∂x4
= pz(x, t) (5)

Boundary conditions:

w(0, t) = ∂2w(0, t)

∂x2
= 0 and w(L, t) = ∂2w(L, t)

∂x2
= 0

(6)

Figure 2. A planar, simply supported beam undergoing transverse
vibration.
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4 Structural Mechanics

The solution of the associated structural dynamics boundary-
value eigenvalue problem involves mode shapes having an
integer number of half-sine waves:

wm(x) = amsin
(m�x

L

)
m = 1, 2, . . . (7)

and yields an expression for the natural frequencies:

ω2
m =

(m�

L

)4
(

EI

ρA

)
(8)

ωm = m2�2

√
EI

ρAL4
(9)

As is well known for simply supported uniform beams,
the nominal natural frequencies increase with the square of
the mode number.

Next, consider two viscous damping models:

1. Strain-based (internal moment proportional to time rate
of change of curvature); and

2. Motion-based (external distributed lateral force propor-
tional to lateral velocity).

In all cases, “light” damping is assumed, and all vibration
modes of interest are underdamped, that is, ζm < 1. The modal
damping associated with each of these two damping models
is addressed next.

3.1.1 Strain-based viscous damping

This model involves an internal moment that is proportional
to the time rate of change of curvature; it is a dynamic com-
ponent of the bending moment. After differentiating twice
with respect to the spatial coordinate x to yield the effective
distributed lateral force, this adds a term to the equation of
motion:

ρA
∂2w

∂t2
+ cK

∂

∂t

∂4w

∂x4︸ ︷︷ ︸
strain-based viscous damping

+ EI
∂4w

∂x4
= pz(x, t) (10)

Assuming unforced motion in mode m, the following modal
equation of motion is obtained:

äm + cK

ρA

(m�

L

)4
ȧm + 1

ρA

[
EI

(m�

L

)4
]

am = 0 (11)

By comparing terms with those in the canonical unforced
SDOF modal equation of motion, equation (3), one can
develop an expression for the modal damping ratio, ζm, in
terms of the beam properties:

ζKm = cK

(
m�
L

)2

2(ρA EI)1/2 =
cK

(
m�
L

)2
(

EI
ρA

)1/2

2EI
= cK ωm

2EI
(12)

In this case, the nominal modal damping increases with the
square of the mode number, that is, with the nominal natural
frequency. In practice, the viscous damping coefficient cK

may be chosen to provide the desired modal damping for a
single mode; the modal damping of all other modes is dictated
by equation (12).

Note that the presence of tensile or compressive axial loads
affects the modal damping: tensile loads decrease it, while
compressive loads increase it (Lesieutre, 2009).

3.1.2 Motion-based viscous damping

This model involves an external distributed lateral force that
is proportional to the transverse velocity. This adds a term
to the equation of motion that is independent of the beam
material considered:

ρA
∂2w

∂t2
+ cM

∂w

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
motion-based viscous damping

+ EI
∂4w

∂x4
= pz(x, t) (13)

äm + cM

ρA
ȧm + 1

ρA

[
EI

(m�

L

)4
]

am = 0 (14)

Again, one can develop an expression for the modal damp-
ing ratio, ζm , in terms of the beam properties by comparison
with the canonical modal equation of motion:

ζMm = cM

2(ρAEI)
1
2
(

m�
L

)2 =
cM

(
1

ρA

)
2
(

EI
ρA

) 1
2 (m�

L

)2
= cM

2ρAωm

(15)

In this case, the nominal modal damping decreases with
the square of the mode number; that is, with the nominal
natural frequency. Again, in practice, the viscous damping
coefficient cM may be chosen to provide the desired modal
damping for a single mode; the modal damping of all other
modes is dictated by equation (15).
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Damping in Structural Dynamics 5

3.2 Viscous damping in discretized (finite
element) models

Consider an elastic (undamped) linear structure. Application
of the finite element modeling method yields a discretized
matrix equation of motion having the following general form:

[M] [ẍ] + [K] [x] = [
f (t)

]
(16)

where [M] and [K] are the system mass and stiffness matri-
ces, and [x] and [f] are vectors of global nodal displacements
and forces, respectively. Analysis of the eigenvalue problem
associated with the unforced matrix equation of motion yields
normal modes of vibration, each comprising: a real eigen-
vector (discrete mode shape) [ψm], and a natural frequency
(corresponding to undamped harmonic vibration) ωm.

The natural extension of the linear matrix equation of
motion (equation (1)) to include damping involves the addi-
tion of a matrix term multiplying the vector of nodal
velocities:

[M] [ẍ] + [C] [ẋ] + [K] [x] = [
f (t)

]
(17)

[C] is termed the “viscous damping matrix,” and this model
is also known as “Rayleigh damping.”

This general damped matrix equation of motion may also
be expressed (nonuniquely) in first-order form, as follows:

[
[M] 0

0 [I]

] [
[ẍ]

[ẋ]

]
+

[
[C] [K]

[−I] 0

] [
[ẋ]

[x]

]
=

[ [
f (t)

]
0

]

(18)

Analysis of the eigenvalue problem associated with the
unforced version of equation (17) or (16) yields complex
normal modes of vibration, each comprising: a complex
eigenvector (discrete mode shape) ψm, and a complex natural
frequency (corresponding to damped oscillatory vibration)
sm. The associated structural response has the form:

[x(t)] = {
ψm

}
esmt (19)

where, assuming oscillatory motion, sm is often expressed as:

sm = −ζmωm ± iωm

√
1 − ζ2

m (20)

In equation (20), ζm is the modal damping ratio, and ωm is
the magnitude of the complex natural frequency.

3.2.1 Elemental viscous damping

In a finite element context, [C] may be understood to be
assembled from elemental viscous damping matrices and dis-
crete viscous devices. As such, it can be expected to have
symmetry and definiteness properties like those of [K] or
[M]. Furthermore, that part of [C] associated with elemental
viscous damping has a matrix structure (connectivity) like
that of [K] or [M].

The basis for a strain-based elemental viscous damping
matrix must necessarily be the constitutive equations of the
material from which the modeled structural member is made.
In this case, the common linear elastic constitutive equations
are augmented such that part of the instantaneous stress [σ]
is proportional to the strain rate [ε̇]

[σ] = [E] {ε} + [F ] [ε̇] (21)

One of the deficiencies of the viscous damping model is
that the constitutive behavior described by equation (21) does
not represent the observed behavior of structural or damping
materials very well, except perhaps over a very limited fre-
quency range. As a result, structural analysts have difficulty
obtaining material strain rate coefficients [F] for most mate-
rials – materials scientists typically do not try to determine
such properties because the basic structure of the underlying
model is inadequate.

3.2.2 Proportional damping

“Proportional damping” is a subset of general viscous damp-
ing in which the global viscous damping matrix [C] is a linear
combination of the mass and stiffness matrices:

[C] = β [M] + γ [K] (22)

As a consequence of not representing material behavior
well, some deficiencies of the (proportional) viscous damping
model are observed at the structural level.

Substitute the viscous damping matrix given in equation
(22) into the matrix equation of motion (equation (17)). Note
that the same real eigenvectors that diagonalize the mass and
stiffness matrices of the undamped problem (equations (1)
and (16)) also diagonalize this viscous damping matrix [C],
making calculation of modal damping straightforward. This
feature is probably the greatest attraction of the proportional
damping model. Modal damping is found as:

ζm = β

2ωm

+ γ

2
ωm (23)
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6 Structural Mechanics

In the case of proportionality to the stiffness matrix, modal
damping increases monotonically with modal frequency:

ζm = min
[γ

2
ωm, 1

]
(24)

One result is that all modes having a natural frequency
>2/γ are overdamped; that is, in unforced motion, they do not
respond in an oscillatory manner. Such behavior is not repre-
sentative of most structures and is a deficiency of this viscous
damping model. Many structures exhibit modal damping that
depends only weakly on frequency and, when the source
is material based, generally increases, then decreases with
frequency over a broad frequency range.

Another deficiency of this model is associated with pro-
portionality to the mass matrix. In the event that a structure of
interest possesses a rigid body (zero frequency) mode, that
mode will have nonzero damping. In addition, the general
trend of modal damping indicated by proportional damping
first decreases with increasing frequency, then increases, as
shown in Figure 3; this is inconsistent with the behavior of
real materials.

Thus, the proportional damping model must be regarded
in practice as something of a mathematical curiosity. Further-
more, an analyst who uses a viscous damping model should
be prepared to use complex modes.

Despite its drawbacks, viscous damping is a simple way
of introducing damping in a structural model and may be
adequate under some circumstances (for example, when
accuracy is only needed over a limited frequency range). Per-
haps the greatest utility of the viscous damping model is the
possibility of determining (“identifying”) a viscous damping
matrix from experiments (see Dynamic (Vibration) Testing:
Design Certification of Aerospace System). Although such

Proportional
damping model

Typical material
damping behavior 

(Curves offset vertically for clarity.)
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Figure 3. Proportional damping yields frequency-dependent
behavior that is not characteristic of real materials.

a damping matrix would not be “element-based,” a desir-
able feature, it might represent damping adequately for the
purposes of continuing analysis.

4 STRUCTURAL OR HYSTERETIC
DAMPING

The “structural,” or “hysteretic,” or “complex stiffness”
damping model is motivated by a desire to obtain modal
damping with frequency dependence weaker than that asso-
ciated with the viscous damping model. Such a model may
be developed by defining a frequency-dependent viscous
damping matrix, or by using the complex modulus model of
material behavior. Common to both approaches is a funda-
mental assumption of forced harmonic response. In practice,
damping is also assumed to be intimately related to stiff-
ness (because both are associated with deformation), and
independent of mass.

4.1 Frequency-dependent viscous damping

For stiffness-proportional damping, modal damping
increases monotonically with modal frequency, as indicated
in equation (24). Motivated by this observation, one might
be inclined to modify a single-modulus elemental viscous
damping matrix by dividing by a frequency:

[C]hysteretic = 1

�
[C]viscous = γ

�
[K] (25)

where � is interpreted as a harmonic forcing frequency. In
this case, equation (17) is modified to yield:

[M] [ẍ] + γ

�
[K] [ẋ] + [K] [x] = [

f
]

ei�t (26)

then, considering the relationship of velocity to position in
forced harmonic response leads to:

[M] [ẍ] + (1 + iγ) [K] [x(t)] = [
f

]
ei�t (27)

Finally, using the result that x(t) is harmonic at the forcing
frequency yields:

[−�2 [M] + (1 + iγ) [K]
]

[x(�)] = [
f

]
(28)

Note that this approach leads essentially to a complex stiff-
ness matrix, as shown in equations (27) and (28). In addition,
the response vector, x(�), is generally complex, indicating
possible phase differences between the response and the
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forcing, as well as between the responses at different points
on the structure.

4.2 Material complex modulus

The basis for an elemental hysteretic damping matrix must
be the constitutive equations of the material from which the
modeled structural member is made. In this case, response
to harmonic forcing is considered, and the single-modulus
linear elastic constitutive equations are modified to include a
material “loss factor,” η:

[σ(�)] = (1 + iη) [E] [ε(�)] (29)

The material loss factor is essentially the phase difference
in forced harmonic response between an applied stress and
the resulting strain. It may also be regarded as the fractional
energy dissipation per radian of motion. Materials scien-
tists commonly measure damping loss factors, frequently
as functions of frequency, temperature, and amplitude (see
Dynamic Response of Materials).

Equation (29) may also be expressed in a form that can
accommodate multiple material moduli and loss factors:

[σ(�)] = [[
E′] + i

[
E′′]] [ε(�)] (30)

where [E′] is associated with “storage moduli,” or the real
parts of complex moduli, and [E′′ ] with “loss moduli,” or the
imaginary parts of complex moduli. An elemental stiffness
matrix may then be modified as:

[K∗] = [K′] + i [K′′] (31)

And when the use of a single material modulus suffices,
equation (31) may be expressed as:

[K∗] = (1 + iη) [K′] (32)

4.3 Structural complex modulus

In the case of structural complex modulus, under the assump-
tion of forced harmonic response, the structural equations of
motion (equation (17)) may be initially modified as:

[M] [ẍ] + (1 + iη) [K] [x(t)] = [
f (t)

] = [
f

]
ei�t (33)

Using the result that x(t) is harmonic at the forcing
frequency, this may be expressed in the same form as
equation (28):

[−�2 [M] + (1 + iη) [K]
]

[x(�)] = [
f

]
(34)

The damped structural model described by equation (28)
has some deficiencies, but also has considerable utility in
practice.

First of all, this model is not generally useful for obtain-
ing direct time response, as it essentially describes frequency
response. However, when the time-domain forcing function
in equation (27) is not harmonic, but nevertheless has a
Laplace transform, it may be possible to find the response via
inverse transformation using the “elastic-viscoelastic corre-
spondence principle.”

In practice, an eigenvalue problem based on equation (28)
may also be posed. Assuming the time response indicated in
equation (19), a complex natural vibration frequency results.
If a single global loss factor can be isolated, as in equation
(27), such “proportional hysteretic damping” results in real
eigenvectors or mode shapes. For light damping, the modal
damping ratio is approximately half of the loss factor. In the
general case, complex eigenvectors result.

One difficulty with this eigenvalue problem is that the
decaying time response postulated in equation (19) differs
from the assumption of forced harmonic response underly-
ing this damping model. In practice, the accuracy of natural
frequencies and mode shapes determined using this method
may decrease with increasing loss factor(s).

This hysteretic damping model is ideal, however, for
frequency response analysis. Furthermore, loss factors and
stiffnesses can, in principle, be functions of frequency:

[−�2 [M] + (1 + iη(�)) [K(�)]
]

[x(�)] = [
f

]
[−�2 [M] + [[

K′(�)
] + i

[
K′′(�)

]]]
[x(�)] = [

f
] (35)

Because high-damping viscoelastic materials that are
sometimes used to enhance structural damping exhibit signif-
icant frequency-dependent stiffness and damping, this feature
is especially useful in practice.

5 MODAL STRAIN ENERGY METHOD

Another materials-based approach is the “modal strain
energy” method. In this approach, a “modal loss factor” is
considered to be a weighted sum of material (or modulus/
component/subsystem) loss factors. For light damping, the
modal damping is approximately half of the modal loss
factor:

ζm
∼= 1

2
ηm = 1

2

∑
imaterials

ηi

Umi

Um

(36)
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8 Structural Mechanics

The weighting terms are the fraction of modal strain
energy stored in each material (or component), usually esti-
mated from analysis of an undamped model.

The modal strain energy method is frequently imple-
mented in a finite element context, and used to predict the
damping performance of layered damping treatments as well
as damped composite materials. This method usually predicts
damping values similar to those predicted by the complex
stiffness method.

6 VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL MODELS

For some applications that require high model fidelity, the
damping models described in the preceding may be inade-
quate. An example of such an application might be a structural
dynamic model that is to be used as the basis for the design of
a high-performance feedback controller (Gueler, vonFlotow
and Vos, 1993). Some of the main deficiencies of models
considered to this point include the following.

Viscous damping yields modal damping that tends to
increase with frequency, in a manner inconsistent with obser-
vations. More general proportional damping, whether related
to the mass matrix, or applied to multi-component structures,
is best regarded as a mathematical curiosity.

Hysteretic (complex stiffness) damping, although capa-
ble of accommodating frequency-dependent damping and
stiffness, and yielding better estimates of modal damping,
cannot be used to directly determine structural response to
arbitrary transient dynamic loading. However, the combi-
nation of either the complex stiffness or the modal strain
energy method, along with a (viscous) modal damping
model often yields acceptable results. Limitations of this
approach usually stem from neglecting phase differences in
response (using real modes), neglecting frequency-dependent
properties, sacrificing mode orthogonality by including
frequency-dependent properties, or unusually high, perhaps
localized, damping.

Several damping models suitable for use with finite
element analysis have been developed to address such short-
comings. The emphasis here is on models that are compatible
with linear analysis, thus neglecting friction and other non-
linear mechanisms.

6.1 General viscoelastic models

Materials that exhibit a combination of elastic and viscous
behavior are said to be viscoelastic. Both the viscous damp-
ing and complex stiffness models may be considered special
cases of more general viscoelastic material models. Two
of the most common general linear viscoelastic material

constitutive models are expressed in terms of hereditary inte-
grals and differential operators, respectively:

σ =
∫ t

0
E (t − τ)

dε (τ)

dτ
dτ (37)

P(σ) = p0σ + p1σ̇ + p2σ̈ + . . . + pNp

∂Npσ

∂tNp

= q0ε + q1ε̇ + q2ε̈ + . . . + qNq

∂Nqε

∂tNq
= Q(ε)

(38)

Considerably effort may be expended to determine the
form of, and parameters associated with, the kernel of the
hereditary integral, or the coefficients of the operator-based
model. In practice, these must be based on experimental mea-
surements of the behavior of specific materials.

Idealized types of dynamic behavior are often of inter-
est, especially for characterization. These behaviors include
stress relaxation at constant strain, strain creep under con-
stant stress, and harmonic response. In general, polymeric
viscoelastic materials exhibit frequency- and temperature-
dependent behavior. At high frequencies or low temperatures,
such materials tend to be relatively stiff; conversely, at
low frequencies or high temperatures they tend to be rela-
tively soft. The loss factor peaks in an intermediate range.
Frequency- and temperature dependence can often be related
through the so-called principle of time-temperature super-
position.

6.2 Internal variable viscoelastic models

One approach to capturing viscoelastic (frequency- and
temperature-dependent) material behavior in a time domain
model involves the introduction of internal dynamic coordi-
nates. These are effectively based on forms of equation (38)
posed in terms of internal variables.

Eu

∆

∆ + 1 Eu

Eu

∆ Ω

ε A

σ

ε

Figure 4. Internal coordinates in viscoelastic models can capture
characteristic frequency dependent behavior.
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Several such models are available and, although they differ
in some respects, they share many common features. Exam-
ples include the Golla-Hughes-McTavish (GHM; McTavish
and Hughes, 1993) and Anelastic Displacement Fields (ADF;
Lesieutre and Bianchini, 1995) models. Such models can
capture the frequency dependence of damping and stiffness
exhibited by the high-loss viscoelastic materials that are fre-
quently used in layered damping treatments. Figure 4 shows
a 1D mechanical analogy of material behavior that illustrates
the general structure of such models.

The deformation of this system is described primarily by
the stress, σ, and the total strain, ε, but its apparent instan-
taneous stiffness is affected by the dynamics of an internal
strain, εA . If this system is subjected to harmonic forcing, its
apparent stiffness and damping vary with frequency. At very
high frequencies, the internal dashpot is essentially locked,
the material modulus is high, and the damping is low. At
very low frequencies, the internal dashpot slides freely, the
modulus is lower, and the damping remains low. At some
intermediate frequency, the damping attains a peak value.
The peak loss factor and change in modulus both depend
on the strength of the coupling between the total strain and
the internal strain. The frequency at which peak damping is
observed is related to the inverse of the relaxation time for
the internal strain.

With a single internal variable, the loss factor is pro-
portional to frequency at low frequencies, and inversely
proportional at high frequencies. Weaker frequency depen-
dence can be introduced by using multiple internal fields
as kinds of “building blocks,” each with its own relaxation
strength (n) and dynamics, spread over a range of relaxation
times. The effective complex modulus of a material modeled
using multiple ADFs is given by:

E∗(ω) = E0

[
1 +

N∑
n=1

n

(ω/�n)2

1 + (ω/�n)2

]

+ iE0

[
N∑

n=1

n

(ω/�n)

1 + (ω/�n)2

]
(39)

Temperature effects can be included by introducing a
“temperature shift function” that essentially increases the
relaxation rate of the internal fields with increasing tempera-
ture (Lesieutre and Govindswamy, 1996).

Such internal variable models are quite compatible with
finite element structural analysis methods. In the ADF
approach, for instance, additional nodal displacement coordi-
nates, identical to those of an elastic element, are introduced
to model the internal displacement fields. The internal fields
are then interpolated in the same way as the total displace-

ment field. Additional first-order equations of motion are
then developed to describe the relaxation (creep) behavior
of the internal system and its coupling to the total displace-
ments. The boundary conditions for the internal coordinates
are implemented just as those for the corresponding total dis-
placements are, with the additional elimination of strain-free
motion.

Equation (40) shows the general structure of the finite
element based equations of motion with a single set of inter-
nal coordinates, [xA]. In this form, [K] is calculated using
the high-frequency material stiffness. Evidently, higher accu-
racy comes at a cost of additional coordinates and material
properties.[

[M]
- - - - - - -

--
--

- ] [
[ẍ]
- - -

]
+

[
0 0
- - - - - - -
0 c

�
[K]--

--
- ] [

[ẋ]
- - -
[ẋA]

]

+
[

[K] −[K]
- - - - - - - - -−[K] c[K]--

--
- ] [

[x]
- - -[xA]

]
=

[
[f (t)]
- - -

0

]
(40)

Such internal variable approaches have advantages over
more conventional approaches in that they yield linear
time-domain finite element models, the frequency-dependent
elastic and dissipative aspects of structural behavior are repre-
sented in fixed (not frequency-dependent) system matrices,
modal damping is calculated concurrently with modal fre-
quency without iteration, the resulting complex modes more
accurately reflect the relative phase of vibration at various
points, and modal orthogonality is preserved.

6.3 Fractional derivative models

Fractional derivative models provide a compact means of rep-
resenting relatively weak frequency-dependent properties in
the frequency domain (Bagley and Torvik, 1983). For exam-
ple, a single material complex modulus might be represented
as:

E∗(iω) = E0 (1 + (iω)a)

1 + b(iω)a
(41)

where E0, , a, and b are material properties, with “+ a”
being the slope of the loss factor on a log-log plot versus
frequency, at frequencies below that at which peak damping
is observed. Values for “a” for real polymeric materials range
from nearly 0 to 1, with 1/2 being typical.

This method was developed as a time-domain model,
effectively from a version of equation (40) modified to
employ fractional time derivatives in the relaxation of the
internal variables. To determine dynamic response to general
forcing, specialized numerical methods are available for time
integration.
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10 Structural Mechanics

Figure 5. An illustrative nonlinear viscoelastic model employs
internal coordinates, softening nonlinear viscosity, and yielding.

6.4 Nonlinear viscoelastic models

Elastomeric materials are commonly used in helicopter
blade lag dampers, as well as other mounts and motion-
accommodating bearings. Their performance exhibits some
dependence on frequency, temperature, and response ampli-
tude. As parts of dampers, they operate over a range of
shear strains ranging up to several tens of percent, and some-
times higher. Experimental data for representative materials
indicate that there is a peak in the loss modulus at strain ampli-
tudes just below 1%, and that the material storage modulus
is nearly independent of amplitude at very high strain ampli-
tudes. Both the storage and loss moduli exhibit relatively
weak frequency dependence.

A linear multiple ADF model can be used to capture the
dependence of behavior on frequency. A softening (cubic)
nonlinear dependence of relaxation strain rate on internal
stress can be added to capture the high amplitude behav-
ior. Finally, a rate-independent nonlinearity provided by a
yielding parallel spring-slider arrangement can capture the
nonlinear behavior at low amplitude. Figure 5 shows a 1D
mechanical analogy of a nonlinear viscoelastic material
model having these features (Brackbill, Smith and Lesieutre,
2002).

7 DAMPING TREATMENTS

Several approaches to designing damping into structures are
available and deserve mention; these include layered damp-
ing treatments, shunted piezoelectric damping, and damped
composite materials. One or more of the damping modeling
methods described in the preceding may often be used to
predict the performance of one of these damping treatments.

7.1 Layered damping treatments

One of the most effective and widely used additive damp-
ing methods is the constrained layer damping treatment. In

Constraining layer
Viscoelastic material
(in shear)

Base structure

Figure 6. Constrained layer damping treatments are popular and
effective.

this approach, a lossy viscoelastic material is sandwiched
between a flexural base structure and a constraining layer. As
the base structures deforms, the constraining layer induces
shear in the viscoelastic layer, as illustrated in Figure 6. In
design practice, modal damping is typically estimated using
the modal strain energy or the complex stiffness method,
and finite element analysis is typically used to determine the
strain energy distribution in the built-up structure (Johnson,
Kienholz and Rogers, 1981). An effective design requires
careful consideration of the operational environment, espe-
cially temperature and frequency, in the selection of damping
material. Frequency- and temperature-dependence can often
be related through the so-called principle of time-temperature
superposition; in practice, the relationship is often displayed
in a reduced frequency nomogram, as shown in Figure 7
(Soovere and Drake, 1984).

A related approach is the unconstrained or free-layer
damping treatment. In this treatment, a relatively stiff but
lossy material is added to a surface of the base structure. This
layer must be relatively thick so as to participate significantly
in terms of strain energy, and is generally less effective than
the constrained layer approach on a weight basis.

Several features of such layered damping treatments may
be adjusted in the pursuit of high performance designs. These
include: the materials and thicknesses of the viscoelastic and
constraining layers; the lengths, segmentation, and placement
of the treatments; and the possibility of increasing the dis-
tance from the midplane of the base structure in a standoff
configuration. These layered damping treatments may also
be modified for use in laminated composite shells, sandwich
panels, and adhesive joints.

7.2 Shunted piezoelectric materials

Shunted piezoelectric materials provide new options to engi-
neers who are responsible for solving structural vibration
control problems. Modern piezoelectric materials exhibit
relatively strong electromechanical coupling. If such a piezo-
electric element is attached to a structure, it is strained as the
structure deforms and converts a portion of the energy asso-
ciated with vibration into electrical energy. The piezoelectric
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Figure 7. Reduced-frequency nomograms can capture simultaneously the frequency- and temperature-dependent behavior of many vis-
coelastic polymers.

element (which behaves electrically as a capacitor), in com-
bination with a network of electrical elements connected to
it (a “shunt” network), comprises an electrical system that
can be configured to accomplish vibration control through
its treatment of this electrical energy. Four basic kinds of
shunt circuits are typically used: resistive, inductive, capaci-
tive, and switched. Each of these kinds of shunts results in a
different kind of dynamic behavior.

A resistive shunt dissipates energy through Joule heat-
ing, which has the effect of passive structural damping. As
illustrated in Figure 8, resistive shunt damping exhibits fre-
quency dependence for both the loss factor and modulus that
is relatively strong compared with that of most viscoelas-
tic materials. The peak damping depends on the strength of
the modal electromechanical coupling, and the frequency at
which peak damping is observed is related to the inverse of
the RC time constant for the shunt circuit. To achieve maxi-
mum damping in practice, a key concept involves matching a
characteristic time constant of a shunted piezoelectric system
to a design vibration or forcing frequency.

For a typical polycrystalline piezoelectric ceramic hav-
ing an electromechanical coupling coefficient of 0.70 (for
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Figure 8. Resistively shunted piezoelectric ceramics can provide
relatively high damping, albeit with significant frequency depen-
dence.
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uniaxial loads in the poling direction), the effective peak loss
factor is 0.34. This is remarkably high for a potential struc-
tural material that is approximately as stiff as aluminum. For
a coupling coefficient of 0.35 (for uniaxial loads perpendic-
ular to the poling direction), the effective peak loss factor is
0.065, still quite high.

Energy methods may be used to develop approximate
equations of motion for piezoelectric structures. In a com-
mon approach, the mechanical displacement vector field and
the scalar electric potential field are interpolated in terms of
nodal variables, whereas the dual quantities, force and charge,
are considered as forcing terms. This leads to discretized
finite element equations of motion having the following
form:

[
[M]

- - - - -

--
--

- ] [
[ẍ]
- - -

]
+

[ [
K + kE

] −[
p
]t

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -[
p
] [

CS
]

--
--

--

] [
[x]
- - -
[V ]

]

=
[

[F ]
- - -[
Q

]
]

(42)

The roles of nodal voltage and charge may be inter-
changed to facilitate the introduction of discrete shunting
elements.

7.3 Damped composite materials

Fiber-reinforced composite materials are well suited for use
in precision aerospace structures because of the potential
for superior mechanical and thermal properties, as well as
for reduced parts count in manufacturing. Damping mea-
sured for monolithic composite structures, however, is often
remarkably low compared with that of built-up metallic struc-
tures, despite the common use of polymeric matrix materials.
Because of its practical importance, continuing effort is nev-
ertheless being directed toward understanding and increasing
composite damping.

From a design perspective, the damping of fiber-reinforced
composites may be estimated using the (modal) strain energy
or the complex stiffness method; this requires knowledge
(or assumption) of the damping of the constituent fiber and
matrix materials, or of a composite lamina. The loss factors
of representative high-modulus fibers tend to be quite low,
<0.1%. For composites made therefrom, the damping asso-
ciated with “fiber-dominated” composite moduli are similarly
low; any damping of significance is typically provided by the
polymeric matrix material, especially when it is loaded in
shear. This may be exploited by control of lamina orientation

in a continuous fiber-reinforced laminate or by using fibers
having relatively low aspect ratios (Suarez et al., 1986).

Composites with high damping fibers offer an interesting
design alternative. Because of the strain energy distribu-
tion associated with fiber-dominated composite moduli, even
a small increase in fiber damping can have a significant
impact on structural damping. Some efforts have addressed
the damping of carbon fibers; measured damping in bromine-
intercalated P100 fibers was ten times higher (peak loss factor
0.5%) than that of pristine fibers. In addition, piezoelec-
tric ceramic fibers are commercially available, and resistive
shunting offers the potential to achieve significant damping
in addition to stiffness. Development of damped fibers pro-
vides the potential of tailoring damping as well as stiffness
during composite structural design.

8 SUMMARY

Passive damping is an important aspect of aerospace struc-
tural dynamics that is best considered early in the design
of new vehicles and systems. At present, the most effec-
tive methods for designing materials-based passive damping
into structures involve the use of: high damping viscoelastic
polymers in layered damping treatments; elastomers; shunted
piezoelectrics; and damped composites. To confidently con-
sider damping during the design process, efficient, accurate
models are needed – these must capture the general dissipa-
tive effects of damping, while also supporting the detailed
design of damping treatments. Viscous (strain-based) and
proportional damping models, although simple to implement,
yield behavior over a broad frequency range that is inconsis-
tent with observations. Complex stiffness models, although
useful for frequency-domain-based design, cannot directly
predict structural response to arbitrary loading. The combi-
nation of either the complex stiffness or the modal strain
energy method with a modal damping model, however, fre-
quently yields acceptable results. The requirement for better
accuracy in some applications motivated the development of
improved time-domain models that capture the frequency-,
temperature-, and amplitude dependence of damping and
stiffness exhibited by typical high-loss materials. In the
future, researchers will continue to pursue the development of
structural materials that offer significant levels of damping,
as well as damping treatments appropriate for operation in
extreme environments involving high or low temperatures,
high-g loads, and corrosive flows. Mathematical and com-
putational models of damping must continue to evolve to
support the design and use of such materials and damping
treatments.
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NOTATION AND NOMENCLATURE

a fractional derivative order
am scaling coefficient for beam mode shape
b frequency factor in fractional derivative model
c coupling parameter in internal variable viscoelas-

tic models
cK viscous damping coefficient for strain-based vis-

cous damping
cM viscous damping coefficient for motion-based

viscous damping
[C] viscous damping matrix (dimension N × N)
[CS] dielectric matrix associated with piezoelectric

material capacitance at constant strain (dimen-
sion Nv × Nv)

E0 low-frequency material modulus
[E] matrix of material elastic coefficients (Young’s

modulus in uniaxial case)
[E*] matrix of material complex moduli
[E′] matrix of material storage moduli
[E′′] matrix of material loss moduli
E(t − τ) kernel of hereditary integral form of viscoelastic

material constitutive equation
EI(x) flexural rigidity of a beam cross-section
[f(t)] forcing vector (dimension N × 1)
[F] matrix of material strain rate coefficients
[K] stiffness matrix (dimension N × N)
[K*] complex stiffness matrix (dimension N × N)
[K′] stiffness matrix associated with storage moduli

(dimension N × N)
[K′′] stiffness matrix associated with loss moduli

(dimension N × N)
[kE] stiffness matrix associated with piezoelectric

material stiffness at constant electric field
(dimension N × N)

L length of a beam
m mode index
[M] mass matrix (dimension N × N)
P(σ) differential operator on stress
pz(x,t) distributed lateral force acting on a beam
[p] piezoelectric coupling matrix (dimension

N × Nv)
Q(ε) differential operator on strain
Q vector of nodal charges (dimension Nv × 1)
sm mth eigenvalue (complex natural frequency)
t time
Um total strain energy of mode m
Umi strain energy of mode m stored in material or

part i
[V] vector of nodal voltages (electric potentials;

dimension Nv × 1)

w(x,t) transverse deflection of the neutral axis of a
beam

wm(x) mth mode shape of a beam
x coordinate used to denote cross-sections along a

beam
[x] vector of nodal displacements (dimension N × 1)
[xA] vector of nodal internal displacements (dimen-

sion N × 1)
[α] vector of modal coordinates (dimension M × 1;

M � N typically)
β coefficient multiplying the mass matrix in pro-

portional damping model
γ coefficient multiplying the stiffness matrix in pro-

portional damping model
 total relaxation strength
n relaxation strength associated with the nth inter-

nal coordinate
ε strain
εA strain associated with internal displacement coor-

dinate
ζm mth modal damping ratio of a structure
ζKm mth modal damping ratio for strain-based viscous

damping
ζMm mth modal damping ratio for motion-based vis-

cous damping
η material loss factor
ηi loss factor of ith part of structure, or ith material
ηm “loss factor” of mth mode of structure
ρA(x) mass density per unit length for a beam
σ stress
ψm mth eigenvector (possibly complex)
[�] mass-normalized matrix of columnal eigenvec-

tors (dimension N × M)
ω frequency
ωm mth modal frequency
� a harmonic forcing frequency
�n frequency associated with the relaxation time

constant of the nth internal coordinate
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1 TYPICAL DISCRETE DYNAMIC
MODEL

It has been recognized in the previous subsections that the
dynamic analysis of structures is typically governed by a set
of partial differential equations with appropriate boundary
and initial conditions that is routinely approximated by a
set of ordinary differential equations in which time is the
independent variable. This discretization of the continuous
problem is achieved in particular through the finite element
technique or by assuming a global representation of the
response in the form

ui(x, y, z, t) =
N∑

j=1

qj(t)�ij(x, y, z) (1)

In this equation,ui, i = 1, 2, 3 are the displacement fields
in thex, y, andz directions,�ij(x, y, z) are specified functions
of space satisfying the geometric boundary conditions of the

problem, andqj(t) are unknown functions of time only often
referred to as generalized coordinates.

Irrespectively of the discretization strategy used, the gov-
erning equations for the unknown generalized coordinates
can be obtained by using Lagrange’s equations or Hamilton’s
principle. This process starts with the derivation of the kinetic,
T, and potential,V, energy of the structure. Under the assump-
tions that:

1. the structure only undergoes “small” deformations (i.e.,
small enough that the geometrically nonlinear effects can
be ignored),

2. the material can be considered linearly elastic,
3. the structure does not exhibit fast rigid body rotations

(i.e., gyroscopic effects present in particular in rotors can
be neglected), and

4. the geometric boundary conditions are all homogenous
(i.e., there is no motion of the support of the structure),

it can be shown that the kinetic and potential energies of the
structure are quadratic forms in the generalized coordinates
and velocities, that is

T = 1

2

N∑
i,j=1

Mijq̇iq̇j (2)

and

V = 1

2

N∑
i,j=1

Kijqiqj (3)

Then, application of Lagrange’s equations or Hamilton’s
principle yields the equations of motion in the form

Mq̈ + Kq = f + f d (4)
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where f are the external, time-dependent forces andf d

denotes the vector of nonconservative forces associated with
the elastic deformations, that is those originating from the
damping modeling. Representing these forces as proportional
to the velocity vectoṙq asf d = −Cq̇ leads to the standard
set of equations (see also Elements of Structural Dynamics
and Damping in Structural Dynamics)

Mq̈ + Cq̇ + Kq = f (5)

Note in equations (4) and (5) that the elements of the mass
(M) and stiffness (K) matrices areMij andKij, respectively.

The focus of this section is on the determination of the
responseq(t) of equation (5) in the three cases of (see Clough
and Penzien, 1993; Chopra, 1995; Craig and Kurdila, 2006;
Rao, 1995; Humar, 1990, for detailed presentations):

1. free response,f = 0,
2. forced harmonic responsef = f c cosωt + f s sinωt,

and
3. an arbitrary time-dependent excitationf(t).

The first portion of this chapter will focus on the response
calculation under the assumption that the damping is “clas-
sical.” However, it is important to emphasize that in several
applications classical damping is not representative of actual
damping encountered in practice, see Damping in Structural
Dynamics. The response determination in the nonclassical
case will then briefly discussed.

2 CLASSICALLY DAMPED STRUCTURES

Classically damped structures are such that the undamped
and damped mode shapes coincide. To better understand this
condition and its importance, recall that the undamped modes
(normal modes) of a structure were defined by assuming a free
response of the undamped system as

q(t) = η(t)φ (6)

where η(t) is a scalar function of time andφ is a con-
stantvector (the mode shape). In the above representation of
the response, each generalized coordinate exhibits the same
time dependence specified byη(t) and thus, the ratios of the
responses of any two generalized coordinates are constants
that defined the constant pattern of response of the structure.
Introducing equation (6) in the unforced, undamped version
of equation (5) leads to the eigenvalue problem

Kφ = ω2Mφ (7)

where

ω2 = − η̈(t)

η(t)
(8)

must be a constant asK, M, and φ are. The derivation
of the equations of motion by the Lagrange’s equations or
Hamilton’s principle from the kinetic and potential energies
assures that the matricesK andM are symmetric and thus
there exists a set of mode shapesφi and natural frequencies
ωi satisfying equation (7) and the orthogonality conditions

φT
j Mφi = miδij φT

j Kφi = kiδij = miω
2
i δij (9)

In the above equation,δij denotes the Kronecker symbol,
that isδij = 1 wheni = j, 0 otherwise, andmi andki are the
“modal” masses and stiffnesses.

Assuming a solution of the form of equation (6) in the
damped case leads in the absence of external forces to the
equation

η̇Cφi = −ηKφi − η̈Mφi (10)

Pre-multiplying the above condition byφT
j and taking

equation (9) into consideration yields the condition

φT
j Cφi = ciδij (11)

which indicates that two different mode shapes must also be
orthogonal with respect to the damping matrix if the solution
of equation (6) is to exist. This condition is necessary and
sufficient for the damping to be classical and leads to a very
elegant approach for the determination of the responseq(t)
in the three cases delineated above (free response, forced
harmonic response, and arbitrary time-dependent excitation).
Specifically, seek a responseq(t) as an expansion in the modal
basis, that is as

q(t) =
∑

i

ηi(t)φi (12)

Introducing the assumed solution of equation (12) into
equation (5) and pre-multiplying byφT

j leads, with the ortho-
gonality relations (9) and (11), to

miη̈i + ciη̇i + kiηi = fi(t) = φT
i f (t) (13)

that is, a decoupling of the equations of motion in the modal
coordinatesηi.

Equation (13) allows the direct use of single-degree-
of-freedom results for the analysis of potentially very
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complex systems. For the free response, one obtains

ηi(t) = e−ζiωit[Ai cosωidt + Bi sinωidt] for 0 ≤ ζi < 1

(14)

with

Ai = ηi0 Bi = η̇i0 + ζiωiηi0

ωid
(15)

or

ηi(t) = e−ωit[Ai + Bit] for ζi = 1 (16)

with

Ai = ηi0 Bi = η̇i0 + ωiηi0 (17)

or

ηi(t) = Ai eλ1it + Bi eλ2it for ζi > 1 (18)

with

λ1i, λ2i = −ζiωi ± ωi

√
ζ2
i − 1

Ai = λ2iηi0 − η̇i0

λ2i − λ1i

and Bi = η̇i0 − λ1iηi0

λ2i − λ1i

(19)

In all these equations, the modal damping ratio is defined
as

ζi = ci

2miωi

(20)

and the damped modal frequencyωid = ωi

√
1 − ζ2

i in
equations (14) and (15).

The initial valuesηi0 and η̇i0 of the modal coordinateηi

and its derivative can be expressed in terms of the corre-
sponding initial values,q0 andq̇0, of q(t) andq̇(t) using the
orthogonality conditions (9). Specifically, it is found that

ηi0 = φT
i Mq0

mi

= φT
i Kq0

ki

η̇i0 = φT
i Mq̇0

mi

= φT
i Kq̇0

ki

(21)

The evolution with time of the free responses of equations
(14)–(19) corresponding toηi0 = 1 andη̇i0 = 0 is shown in
Figure 1 for different values of the damping ratioζi.

Having obtained the free response for each modal coor-
dinate, the corresponding response for the generalized
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Figure 1. Evolution with time of the free responsesηi(t) for differ-
ent values of the damping ratioζi. ηi0 = 1, η̇i0 = 0.

coordinate vectorq can be obtained from equation (12). In
this regard, note that the summation involves theoretically all
modes of the system, which can be a significant number if
the number of equations in equation (5) is large, for example
if it corresponds to a finite element model. However, a con-
vergence of the response for a reasonably small number of
modes will generally be observed.

The decoupling of the equations of motion taking place
in equation (13) also allows for an expedient determination
of the forced response to a harmonic excitation. Specifically,
assuming the force vectorf(t) to be

f = f c cosωt + f s sinωt (22)

it is found that

fi(t) = φT
i f = φT

i f c cosωt + φT
i f s sinωt = fic cosωt

+ fis sinωt = fia cos (ωt − αi) (23)

where the amplitudefia and phaseαi are given by

fia =
√

f 2
ic + f 2

is cosαi = fic

fia
and sinαi = fis

fia

(24)

In the presence of damping,ζi > 0, the homogenous solu-
tion (free response component) of equation (13) decays to
0 as time increases and the response settled to asteady-state
behavior with

ηi(t) = ηia cos (ωt − αi − ϕi) (25)
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Figure 2. Evolution of the dimensionless response amplitudekiηia/fia as a function of the frequency ratioω/ωi for different values of the
modal damping ratioζi: (a) linear scale; (b) log scale.

where

ηia = fia/ki√
[1 − (ω/ωi)2]

2 + 4ζ2
i (ω/ωi)2

tanϕi = 2ζi(ω/ωi)

1 − (ω/ωi)2 (26)

The behavior ofηia andϕi as functions of the ratioω/ωi

for different values ofζi is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Note
the large response occurring for small values of the damping
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Figure 3. Evolution of the response phaseϕi as a function of the
frequency ratioω/ωi for different values of the modal damping
ratio ζi.

ratio andω ≈ ωi which is characteristic of the resonance
phenomenon.

The combination of equations (12) and (26) provides the
complete representation of the forced response of the gener-
alized coordinates stacked in the vectorq. As stated above,
note that all modes are theoretically expected to be included
in the summation. However, in view of Figure 2, it is expected
that the modes with natural frequencies much less than the
excitation frequency will not contribute to the response while
those with natural frequencies much larger than the excita-
tion frequency will appear only through the quasi-static term
fia/ki cos (ωt − αi). This contribution is often neglected,
especially when the excitation frequency is close to the nat-
ural frequency of one or several modes with low damping
ratios but it can be included in the response by noting first
that the sum of all quasi-static modal responses must yield
the quasi-static behavior of the generalized coordinatesq(t).
That is,

N∑
i=1

fia

ki

cos (ωt − αi)φi = qqs(t) = K−1(f c cosωt+f s sinωt)

(27)

Then, the dynamic response of the system can be obtained
by combining equations (12), (26), and (27) as

q(t) = K−1(f c cosωt + f s sinωt)

+
∑

i

[
ηia cos (ωt − αi − ϕi) − fia

ki

cos (ωt − αi)
]

φi

(28)
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where the summation in equation (28) is limited to the modes
of natural frequencies close to the excitation frequency and
with small damping ratios.

It is worthwhile to recognize that since each modal coor-
dinate exhibits a harmonic response with frequencyω, see
equation (25), the generalized coordinates stacked in the vec-
tor q(t) will also display the same behavior and thus the
steady-state solution of equation (5) can also be written as

q(t) = qc cosωt + qs sinωt (29)

A direct evaluation of the constant vectorsqc andqs, that
is without passing through the modal expansion of equation
(12), can be achieved by inserting equation (29) in equations
(5) and (22) and comparing the cosine and sine terms of the
left- and right-hand sides. Specifically, it is found thatqc and
qs are the solutions of the linear system of equations

[
K − ω2M ωC

−ωC K − ω2M

] [
qc

qs

]
=

[
f c

f s

]
(30)

which could be used instead of equations (12), (25), and (26).
The choice of solution technique, that is equations (12),

(25), and (26) or equations (29) and (30), is usually governed
by a desire to minimize the computational effort. The modal
expansion approach (equations (12), (25), and (26)) requires
the up front determination of the modes and natural frequen-
cies, at least those of interest (see the discussion of equation
(28)), that the direct method (equations (29) and (30)) does
not. However, once the modes and frequencies are known, the
modal expansion is very fast and can produce expediently the
response at a large number of excitation frequencies. In con-
trast, the work required in obtaining the response by the direct
method is the same for all frequencies and involves primarily
the solution of a linear system of equations of size equal to
twice the number of degrees of freedom. Thus, the modal
expansion method is typically preferred when the number of
excitation frequencies at which the response is to be deter-
mined is “large” while the direct method is selected when
this number is “small.”

In closing the harmonic excitation case, it should be rec-
ognized first that the governing equation (5) is linear and
thus the response to a sum of harmonic excitations of the
form of equation (22) is simply the sum of the correspond-
ing responses. Further, note that equations (25) and (29)
only provide the particular solution or equivalently the long-
term (steady-state) behavior of the system. The response in
the transient phase, that is fromt = 0 to the time at which
the steady state is achieved, can be obtained from the pre-
vious derivations by adding to the steady-state solution of
each mode a free response term of the form of equations

(14)–(19) but with constantAi andBi such that the total solu-
tion (steady-state + free response) satisfies the given initial
values ofηi0 andη̇i0.

Not all excitations can be expressed as a finite sum of
harmonic excitations, see equation (22), and thus it is also
necessary to analyze the general case of a time-dependent
excitationf(t). The modal expansion of equation (12) still
applies and leads to modal forcesfi(t) = φT

i f (t). Accord-
ingly, it is sufficient to obtain the solution of the scalar
equation (13). A general form of the particular solution to
this equation (to which a free response component should be
added to satisfy initial conditions, see discussion above) is
given by the Duhamel integral

ηi(t) =
∫ t

0
hi(t − τ)fi(τ) dτ (31)

wherehi(t) is the impulse response associated with the modal
coordinatei and is given by equations (14), (16), or (18)
divided bymi and withηi0 = 0 andη̇i0 = 1, that is

hi(t) = 1

miωid
e−ζiωit sinωidt for 0 ≤ ζi < 1 (32)

hi(t) = 1

mi

e−ωit t for ζi = 1 (33)

hi(t) = eλ2it − eλ1it

mi(λ2i − λ1i)
for ζi > 1 (34)

Note that the particular solution of equation (31) corre-
sponds to zero values ofηi(t) and η̇i(t) so that the total
solution is obtained by simply adding equation (31) to the
free response of equations (14) and (15), (16) and (17), or
(18) and (19).

The integral expression of equation (31) permits a possi-
ble closed form evaluation of the responseηi(t) but also is
the basis for a very simple numerical scheme in which the
integral is discretized. For example, using the rectangle rule,
one obtains

ηi(n
t) =
n−1∑
p=0

hi(n
t − tp)fi(tp) 
t, tp =
(

p + 1

2

)

t

(35)

Equation (35) is convenient when evaluating the response
for small timesn
t, that isn of the order of hundreds or
thousands, but becomes increasingly more time consuming
as n, or equivalently the number of terms in the sum-
mation, increases. This algorithmic issue can however be
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circumvented by using the particular form of the impulse
responsehi(t). Specifically, it can then be shown that the
solutionηi(n
t) of equation (35) also satisfies the three-term
recurrence relation

ηi(n
t) − aηi[(n − 1)
t] + bηi[(n − 2)
t]

= hi

[

t

2

]

t[fi(tn−1) − afi(tn−2)] + hi

[
3
t

2

]

tfi(tn−2)

(36)

where

a = 2e−ζiωi
t cosωid
t for ζi ≤ 1

a = eλ1i
t + eλ2i
t for ζi ≥ 1 (37)

and

b = e−2ζiωi
t (38)

Recurrence relations for the determination of the forced
response, or step-by-step algorithms, arise also from a broad
class of numerical integration schemes developed specifically
to solve equation (5). Among these are the Newmark-
β and Wilson-θ class of algorithms (e.g., see Bathe and
Wilson, 1976; Hughes and Belytschko, 1983; Newmark,
1959; Wilson, Farhoomand and Bathe, 1973) based on the
representation of the position and velocity at time (n + 1)
t

as

ηi[(n + 1)
t] = ηi(n
t) + η̇i(n
t)
t + {(1 − β)η̈i(n
t)

+ βη̈i[(n + 1)
t]}
t2 (39)

and

η̇i[(n + 1)
t] = η̇i(n
t) + {(1 − γ)η̈i(n
t)

+ γη̈i[(n + 1)
t]}
t (40)

in terms of their corresponding values at timen
t and the
values of the acceleration at these two times. The value of
the unknown acceleration ¨ηi[(n + 1)
t] is obtained so that
the equation of motion at time (n + 1)
t is satisfied, that is,
from equations (39) and (40), one obtains

ηi[(n + 1)
t] = (ki + a0mi + a1ci)
−1{fi(n
t)

+ mi[a0ηi(n
t) + a2η̇i(n
t)

+ a3η̈i(n
t)] + ci[a1ηi(n
t)

+ a4η̇i(n
t) + a5η̈i(n
t)]} (41)

and

η̇i[(n + 1)
t] = η̇i(n
t) + a6η̈i(n
t) + a7η̈i[(n + 1)
t]

(42)

η̈i[(n + 1)
t] = a0[ηi[(n + 1)
t] − ηi(n
t)]

− a2η̇i(n
t) − a3η̈i(n
t) (43)

with

β = 1

4

(
γ + 1

2

)2

a0 = 1

β
t2
a1 = γ

β
t

a2 = 1

β
t
a3 = 1

2β
− 1 a4 = γ

β
− 1

a5 = 
t

2

(
γ

β
− 2

)
a6 = (1 − γ)
t and a7 = γ
t

(44)

In the above equation, the parameterγ characterizing the
algorithm must be larger or equal to 0.5. Forγ = 0.5, the
scheme (referred to then as the average acceleration method)
is unconditionally stable so that the response can be marched
for a large number of time steps independently of the selected
value of
t without the solution numerically diverging. This
important property is also shared by the Duhamel-based algo-
rithm of equation (36). For other values ofγ, the algorithm,
also referred to as Hilber–Hughes–Taylor-α (Hilber, Hughes
and Taylor, 1978) whereα = 1/2 − γ, is stable for time steps

t smaller than a threshold
tc proportional to the period
of the undamped oscillations (see Chopra, 1995). Further, it
then exhibits a numerical dissipation (i.e., additional damp-
ing) that is measured by the value ofα. Another well-known
method, the Wilson-θ algorithm (Wilson, Farhoomand and
Bathe, 1973), is based on the linear acceleration method cor-
responding toγ = 1/6. This method is also unconditionally
stable for a range of the parameterθ defining it (θ ≥ 1.37).
The use of finite difference approximations of the velocity
η̇i [(n + 1) 
t] and acceleration ¨ηi [(n + 1) 
t] has also been
proposed. For example, the Houbolt algorithm (Houbolt,
1950) is based on a representation of ˙ηi [(n + 1) 
t] and
η̈i [(n + 1) 
t] in terms ofηi [m
t] for m = n + 1, n, n − 1,
n − 2. Note that a comprehensive discussion of these vari-
ous algorithms and others is beyond the scope of this section
but is available in the literature, for example see Bathe and
Wilson (1976). The Newmark-β algorithm withβ = 1/4 will
be used in the ensuing discussion to exemplify the use and
properties of step-by-step algorithms.
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Figure 4. Absolute errors in predicting the steady-state response of equation (26) using the autoregressive scheme of equation (36) as a
function of the frequency ratioω/ωi for different values of the modal damping ratioζi. 
t = (2�/ωi)/40 (40 points per natural period).
(a) Error on the dimensionless amplitudekiηia/fia; (b) error on phaseϕi.

It should be recognized that equations (36) and (41)–(43)
are linear recursion and thus they will predict a steady-state
harmonic response (as in equation (25)) to a harmonic exci-
tation of the form of equation (23). A validation of the
algorithms of equations (36) and (41)–(44) can then be
obtained from the error in amplitude and phase between the
corresponding approximate solutions and the exact one given
by equations (25) and (26). These errors are functions of the
damping ratioζi and of the ratios of the natural frequency
and excitation frequency divided by the Nyquist frequency,
�/
t.

The autoregressive model of equation (36) was assessed
first and shown in Figure 4 is theabsolute error in both
amplitude and phase versus excitation frequencyω for dif-
ferent damping ratios and for a sampling time equal to
0.025 of the period (i.e., 40 points per cycle). Note the very
low level of error in amplitude, in 10−3 versus the ampli-
tudes ranging from 1 to 50 in Figure 2a. The error in phase
grows almost linearly with the excitation frequency and is
rather large (e.g., 0.5 rad) when the response is in fact very
small but the error is about 4◦ at resonance. It can further
be shown that these errors decrease with decreasing time
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Figure 5. Assessment of the Newmark-β algorithm on the prediction of the steady-state response of equation (26) as a function of the
frequency ratioω/ωi for different values of the modal damping ratioζi. 
t = (2�/ωi)/40 (40 points per natural period). (a) Dimensionless
amplitudekiηia/fia; (b) absolute error on phaseϕi.
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Figure 6. Assessment of the Newmark-β algorithm on the prediction of the steady-state response of equation (26) as a function of the
frequency ratioω/ωi for different values of the sampling time
t = (2π/ωi)/N (N points per natural period).ζi = 0.02. (a) Dimensionless
amplitudekiηia/fia; (b) absolute error on phaseϕi.

step
t, quadratically for the amplitude but linearly for the
phase.

A similar study for the Newmark-β algorithm of equa-
tions (41)–(44) indicates that this scheme leads to a slight
shift (lowering) in resonant frequency, especially for small
damping ratios, see Figure 5a for the amplitude of response.
This shift is also reflected in the plot of the absolute error
in phase, see Figure 5b, by a localized spike. Note further in
this figure the trend of increasing error in phase with increas-
ing excitation frequency as already observed in Figure 4a. As
the number of points per natural period increases, the errors
monotonically decrease as expected, see Figure 6.

As a final note on the Newmark-β algorithm, it should
be recognized that it does not require the modal expansion
of equation (12) and can be conducted directly on the equa-
tions of motion, equation (5), to yield recursive relations for
the values ofq(n
t), q̇(n
t), and q̈(n
t) completely sim-
ilar to equations (41)–(43) but with the scalarski, mi, ci,
and fi(t) replaced by the matricesK, M, and C, and the
vectorf (t).

3 EXAMPLE

The previous theoretical developments are easily applicable
to a broad range of aerospace structures and will now be
demonstrated on the flat aluminum wing shown in Figure
7 (see Liuet al., 2009) of thickness 1.15 in. The Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio were selected as 1.05× 107 psi
and 0.34.

It is desired to determine first the free transverse response
of the wing, especially at the tip, induced by a transverse
impulse of unit magnitude at the tip leading edge, that is at
PointB. Then, the forced response due to a harmonic force
at the same location in the same direction will also be deter-
mined. Since the excitation is limited to a single point, the
modal forcefi(t) reduces toφi,eF (t) whereφi,e is the trans-
verse component of modei at the excitation point andF (t)
is the applied force. In the free response case, the impulse
results in zero initial modal coordinates,ηi0 = 0, and initial
modal velocities equal to the impulse magnitude divided by
the modal mass, that is ˙ηi0 = φi,e/mi.

Figure 7. Wing model considered. Coordinates (in feet) of points:
A: (0, 0), B: (11.5, 11.5),C: (13.25, 11.5),D: (9.5, 4.5), andE:
(12, 0).
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Dynamic Response Computations9

Table 1. Wing natural frequencies and mass normalized modal val-
ues at the points of interest, B, C, and F (midpoint between B
and C).

Frequency Modal Modal value Modal value
Mode # (rad s−1) at B at F at B

1 17.67 −0.5397 −0.5643 −0.5889
2 6.641 0.3738 0.5257 0.6773
3 137.02 −0.5542 −0.4426 −0.3290
4 171.53 0.0203 −0.3626 −0.7468
5 257.24 0.5438 0.5049 0.4607
6 326.53 0.3113 −0.2167 −0.7575
7 416.63 0.3680 0.5148 0.6586
8 517.31 0.4227 0.3028 0.1652
9 547.10 0.5774 −0.0664 −0.7624

10 625.58 −0.2478 −0.4842 −0.7278
11 797.36 −0.7812 −0.1641 0.5751
12 801.42 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
13 814.63 −0.1512 −0.4654 −0.8090
14 951.53 0.1577 −0.2116 −0.6581
15 1049.65 −0.2467 0.1240 0.6012
16 1087.20 −0.6455 −0.5322 −0.3154
17 1163.36 0.6037 −0.0249 −0.8990
18 1362.73 0.0622 −0.3688 −0.9656
19 1403.97 −0.5421 −0.3158 0.1274
20 1518.74 0.5891 0.0985 −0.7677

To obtain these responses, a finite element model of the
wing was developed using 360 plate elements in MSC Nas-
tran (see Liuet al., 2009 for details) that provided the basis
for the calculation of natural frequencies and mass normal-
ized mode shapes (i.e., withmi = 1). In this regard, note that
only the transverse components of the modes at the excitation
and response points are necessary, see Table 1, and that mode
12 is an in-plane mode and thus will not contribute to either
free or forced responses.

The computation of the free response of the wing can
then be obtained from the modal expansion of equation (12).
Assuming the same damping ratio,ζ = 0.02, for all modes,
the free responses at points B, C, and F (midpoint between
B and C) were obtained and are shown in Figure 8a. Note
the rich character of these responses at lower times and their
convergence to a harmonic function, which is the response
of mode 1, as time increases. This behavior originates from
the more rapid decay of the higher order modes as compared
to the fundamental one that results from the equal damping
ratio on all modes, see Figure 8b and c. Thus, a larger number
of modes are required for the computation of the response
immediately after the impulse is applied and fewer modes
are needed to compute the response for later times after the
application of the impulsive load. Nevertheless, the ampli-
tude of the modal contributions to the response decreases

with increasing mode number, as shown in Figure 8d which
displays the peak modal responses (in magnitude) of the first
20 modes fort ≥ 0. These observations are generally true;
however, the specifics depend strongly on the modal damping
ratios and the initial conditions and therefore a convergence
study similar to the current one is application dependent.

The steady-state forced harmonic response at points B,
C, and F to the excitation at the leading edge is shown in
amplitude and phase in Figure 9a and b. Note from 9a that the
amplitude displays a sharp peak (owing to the small damping
ratio ζ = 0.02) at almost all natural frequencies. Exceptions
occur at the natural frequencies of modes 4 and 12. Mode
12 is an in-plane mode and thus is not excited and would
provide no transverse deflection, even if excited. Mode 4 is a
transverse mode but pointB, at which the force is located, is
a near nodal point for this mode and thus very little energy is
transferred into it resulting in only a small bump in Figure 9a.
The plot of the phase, Figure 9b, reveals as well the natural
frequencies as locations at which a sharp change of phase by
nearly� occurs, except for mode 4 which shows a smaller, yet
discernible change, and mode 12 which cannot be observed as
discussed above. Note further that a rapid change of phase by
also nearly� occurs at the antiresonances, that is frequencies
at which the amplitude of response exhibits a sharp dip.

The results shown here were obtained using the first
20 modes, see Table 1, and the convergence of the response
(amplitude and phase) as a function of the number of modes is
relevant. The contribution of a specific mode to the response
at a given location and particular frequency is:

1. proportional to the component of the mode at that loca-
tion,

2. proportional to the modal force,
3. inversely proportional to the modal stiffness (equal to the

squared natural frequency here since the modes are mass
normalized), and

4. inversely proportional to the square root seen in equation
(26) which leads to a large amplitude for frequencies near
the natural frequency and, otherwise, behaves as the dif-
ference of the squared natural and excitation frequencies.

These properties imply that the response at a particular
physical point at a frequency very close to the natural fre-
quency of a specific mode is primarily governed by that mode
provided that (i) it is excited significantly and (ii) it responds
notably at the chosen point. If condition (i) and/or (ii) is not
satisfied or if the excitation frequency is not near the natural
frequency, then the response will be most strongly affected
by the modes of neighboring natural frequencies.
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4 NONCLASSICALLY DAMPED
STRUCTURES

Nonclassically damped structures are such that equation (11)
is not satisfied for at least one pair of indicesi andj. In this
case, the modal expansion of equation (12) does not lead
to decoupled equations and thus another strategy must be
employed. To this end, rewrite the equations of motion (5) in
first order (or state space) form

Aẏ + By = g (45)

where

y =
[

q

q̇

]
A =

[
C M

M 0

]
B =

[
K 0

0 −M

]
and

g =
[

f

0

]
(46)

The free response of the system, that is, withg = 0, can
then be expressed as

y =
∑

i

αie
λitψi (47)

Inserting this assumed solution in equation (50) leads to
the symmetric generalized eigenvalue problem

Bψi = −λiAψi (48)

which is very similar to equation (7) which yielded the
undamped mode shapes.

However, an important difference between these two equa-
tions is that the matricesK andM are positive definite whileA
andB are not. The implication of this difference is the typical
complex valued character of the eigenvaluesλi and eigenvec-
torsψi, occurring by complex conjugate pairs. Nevertheless,
the orthogonality conditions

ψT
j Aψi = ψT

j Bψi = 0 for i /= j (49)

can still be derived.
The free response evaluation has already been addressed,

see equation (47) and only an expression for the coefficients
αi remains to be specified. In fact, using the orthogonality
conditions of equation (49), it is found that

αi = ψT
i Ay0

ψT
i Aψi

= ψT
i By0

ψT
i Bψi

(50)

wherey0 is the vector containing the initial conditionsq0 and
q̇0.

The forced response can also be determined by proceeding
with the expansion

y =
∑

i

pi (t) ψi (51)

wherepi (t) are “eigen” coordinates, similar to the modal
coordinatesηi (t) of equation (12). Introducing equation (48)
into equation (45) and using the orthogonality conditions
leads to the uncoupled first order differential equations

ṗi − λipi = ψT
i g

ψT
i AψT

i

= gi (t) (52)

wheregi(t) is theith component of�−1g(t). Then, a Duhamel
integral representation of the response can be obtained as

pi(t) =
∫ t

0
ĥi(t − τ)gi(τ) dτ (53)

where the impulse responseĥi(t) is given by

hA
i (t) = eλit (54)

A discretization of equations (53) and (54) leads as in
Section 3 to the formula

pi(n
t) =
n−1∑
p=0

ĥi(n
t − tp)gi(tp)
t tp =
(

p + 1

2

)

t

(55)

and the two term recurrence relation

pi(n
t) − ρipi[(n − 1)
t] = ĥi

(

t

2

)

tgi(tn−1) (56)

whereρi = eλi
t.
It should be noted that some aspects of the response do

not require the modal expansion of equation (51). In particu-
lar, the steady-state forced response under harmonic loading
is shown in Section 3 to be directly obtainable from the
mass, stiffness, and damping matrices by solving the system
of equation (30) and clearly this strategy is applicable here
as well, in connection with nonclassical damping. Finally, it
was also stated that the Newmark-β scheme (and most step-
by-step algorithms) developed in equations (39)–(44) can be
conducted directly on the equations of motion, equation (5),
to yield recursive relations for the values ofq(n
t), q̇(n
t),
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and q̈(n
t) completely similar to equations (39)–(44) but
with the scalarski, mi, ci, andfi(t) replaced by the matrices
K, M, andC, and the vectorf (t). Thus, it is also applicable
for nonclassically damped structures.

5 EFFECTS OF SUPPORTS’ MOTION

The previous sections have discussed the situation in which
the structure is subjected only to external forces but this is
not the only possible excitation mechanism. Another com-
mon source of excitation is the motion of the supports of the
structure. For aerospace structures, this occurs for example
when the vehicle maneuvers, then the wing is excited due to
the rigid body motion of the vehicle, in this particular exam-
ple an airplane. To analyze this situation, the response of the
structure (e.g., the wing) is expressed as the sum of the rigid
body motions (qR) induced by the motion of the support and
of associated elastic deformations (qE), that is

q = qR + qE (57)

Introducing this split in equation (4) leads to

Mq̈E + KqE = f + f d − Mq̈R (58)

in which it has been recognized that the rigid body motions do
not lead to any deformation forces, that isKqR = 0. Assum-
ing further that the dissipation forces are only associated
with the elastic deformations, one postulatesf d = −Cq̇E and
thus

Mq̈E + Cq̇E + KqE = f − Mq̈R (59)

Note that this process has effectively homogenized the
boundary conditions and that the modal expansions of equa-
tions (12) and (51) can be used for the representation ofqE.

6 APPLICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS

The methods presented in this chapter for the determination
of the free, forced harmonic, and general forced response of
structural dynamic systems are at the core of most commer-
cial finite element software packages. The suite of solutions
they offer typically include: eigenanalysis (mode shapes and
natural frequencies), steady-state forced harmonic response
in frequency domain, general forced response using modal
expansion (for classically damped systems), and general
forced response for nonclassically damped systems (using
step-by-step algorithms).

Although the methods presented here apply strictly only
to linear structural dynamic systems, some of them are quite
useful also in the presence of either geometric and/or material
nonlinearity. For example, when the nonlinearity is local-
ized to only a few degrees of freedom, much of the structure
remains linear and can be treated as discussed here with
the nonlinear force considered an external force. This pro-
cess often leads (e.g., see Clough and Penzien, 1993) to a
much reduced size of the nonlinear problem to be solved
through a “condensation” of the linear degrees of freedom.
When the structure is globally nonlinear, it has been shown
(e.g., see Clough and Penzien, 1993; Chopra, 1995; Craig and
Kurdila, 2006) that the step-by-step algorithms, such as equa-
tions (39)–(44) but expressed directly in terms of the physical
coordinatesq(t), can still be used. Specifically, the nonlinear-
ity is transferred to the right-hand side as an unknown force
with the equations of motion often expressed in their incre-
mental form (see Clough and Penzien, 1993; Chopra, 1995;
Craig and Kurdila, 2006). Since the nonlinear force on the
right-hand side is unknown, an iterative process is usually
necessary, for example Newton–Raphson. When proceeding
in this manner, the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of
the “linear” problem, that is appearing on the left-hand side
of the equations of motion, often vary from step-to-step and
the damping will typically not appear classical. Note finally
that the unconditional stability properties may no longer hold
in these nonlinear applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on the evolution of aeroelastic analysis
and computation methods for fixed-wing aircraft. The prac-
ticing aeroelastician, equipped with current powerful analy-
sis and simulation capabilities, needs to have knowledge and
appreciation of the analytical and computational techniques
developed for aeroelasticity over the years, and should be
aware of the limitations of these techniques. The references
at the end of this chapter will lead the interested reader to
key publications describing all developments discussed here
in more details.

2 BEGINNINGS

Early flutter encounters during the World War I era resulted in
the development of mathematical models aimed at producing
safe designs. The theory of linear vibrations of mechanical
systems was already quite developed at the time together with
linear structural analysis that allowed determination of stiff-
ness and inertia characteristics of beams in coupled bending
and torsion. Relevant aerodynamic theory of the time still
focused on steady potential aerodynamics of 2D airfoils –
adequate for the modeling of linear static aeroelastic behav-
ior. Early dynamic aeroelastic analysis had to be based on
either steady aerodynamic models or quasi-steady aerody-
namic models.

For a cantilevered unswept airplane wing modeled as a
slender beam, if the upward out of plane deflectionz(y, t)
along the elastic axis as a function of the spanwise distance
from the rooty and timet is used to define the motion of
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2 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

the wing together with the nose-up twisting rotationθ(y, t)
of sections along the span, then the linear and rotational mo-
tions can be elastically decoupled (see the concept of shear
center and elastic axis in beam theory) to yield two partial dif-
ferential equations (Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman, 1955,
Section 3.6):

m(y)z̈ − S(y)θ̈ + EIb(y)
∂4z

∂y4
= L(y, t) (1)

−S(y)z̈ + Iθθ(y)θ̈ − GJ(y)
∂2θ

∂y2
= M(y, t) (2)

whereEIb andGJ are the bending and torsional stiffness dis-
tributions along the span of the beam, respectively,m, S, Iθθ

are the sectional mass, static unbalance, and pitch mo-
ment of inertia, respectively, referred to the elastic axis, and
L(y, t), M(y, t) are the aerodynamic sectional lift and mo-
ment (lift and moment per unit span), respectively (Figure 1).

Implied in using a beam model to represent a wing was
the assumption that strips perpendicular to the elastic axis
behaved as rigid bodies free to move only in vertical linear
motion at the elastic axis and in pitch about it. When oscil-
lating in plunge and pitch the effective angle of attack at3/4

chord due to the motion of each airfoil section, determining
the lift and moment on the airfoil is

αeff = θ − ż3/4

U∞
= θ − żea − (

1
2 − a

)
bθ̇

U∞
(3)

and the quasi-steady lift and pitching moment perturbations
are per unit span:

L = 0.5ρU2
∞ (2b) clααeff (4)

M = (0.5b + ba) L = 0.5ρU2
∞b2 (1 + 2a) clααeff (5)

Figure 1. An equivalent-beam wing aeroelastic model using aero-
dynamic strip theory.

In equations (3)–(5)b is the half chord of an aerodynamic
strip, a is the non-dimensional distance of the elastic axis
behind mid chord normalized byb.

After transformation of the lift force and pitching moment
from the aerodynamic center to the elastic axis it becomes
clear from equations (3) to (5) that in the matrix form

{
L(y)

M(y)

}
= ρU∞2 [A(y)

]{ z

θ

}
+ ρU∞

[
B(y)

]{ ż

θ̇

}
(6)

Equation (6) completes equations (1) and (2) for the formu-
lation for the differential equations for plunge and twist mo-
tionsz(y, t) andθ(y, t). Boundary conditions for the case of
a cantilevered wing require zero displacement and zero slope
at the root

z(y=0) = ∂z

∂y (y=0)
= 0 (7)

Zero bending moment and shear force at the wing tip (see
beam theory)

∂2z

∂y2
(y=L)

= ∂3z

∂y3
(y=L)

= 0 (8)

For the twist at the root

θ(y=0) = 0 (9)

and at the tip

∂θ

∂y (y=L)
= 0 (10)

The differential equations subject to their boundary con-
ditions for the case of spanwise uniform wings could be used
to assess stability by substitution of solutions of the form

z(y, t) = Zeλteχy (11)

and

θ(y, t) = �eλteχy (12)

and solving transcendental eigenvalue problems correspond-
ing to increased speeds forχ andλ, where the dynamic be-
havior of the solution is controlled by the eλt terms.

An alternative approach to flutter dynamic pressure pre-
diction, which does not require eigenanalysis, was based on
a dynamic response approach, in which mechanical excita-
tion forces were added to the right-hand sides of equations
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Figure 2. Flutter analysis by frequency response at increasing dy-
namic pressures.

(1) and (2) and the frequency response of the system to ex-
ternal sinusoidal excitation force was calculated at differ-
ent dynamic pressures. With motion in time corresponding
to λ = jω, whereω is the known frequency of the excita-
tion force, frequency response plots of amplitude of response
versus excitation frequency have response peaks which will
change as the dynamic pressure is increased. The approach of
flutter will be detected by one of the peaks getting narrower
and higher until its magnitude grows to infinity at the flutter
condition as the effective damping associated with it goes to
zero (Figure 2).

To produce basic insight into the nature of the problem it
was natural in the early days of aeroelasticity to simplify the
problem of a wing into a model of a two-dimensional single
rigid strip attached to the “ground” or to a heavy mass repre-
senting a fuselage by pitch and plunge springs representing
the stiffness of the wing in bending and torsion at the loca-
tion of the strip. Thus, for a 2D strip – a “representative strip”
at, say 70% span (Figure 1) – the aeroelastic model becomes
a two-degree-of-freedom model (or three-degree-of-freedom
model if a trailing edge control surface is involved). This kind
of model was directly applicable to early wind tunnel tests of
2D wings stretched from wall to wall in the wind tunnel and
supported by pitch and plunge springs (Figure 3).

A number of problems immediately arose as the theory
evolved. First, the quasi-steady aerodynamic model that is
made of just aerodynamic stiffness and damping contribu-
tions was lacking in capability to model well-known lag ef-
fects of the unsteady aerodynamic flow. From the early days
of aeroelasticity, it was known that unsteady aerodynamic
loads in the low subsonic flight regime were a function of a

Figure 3. The 2D aeroelastic strip.

dimensionless frequency parameter, the reduced frequency
k = ωb

U∞
, whereω is the circular frequency of oscillation,

b a reference length representing the wing (selected usu-
ally to be a representative semichord), andU∞ the speed
of the incoming flow in a wind tunnel or the flight speed
in flight.

With wing/control surface flutter problems being the ear-
liest encountered, reliable unsteady aerodynamic models for
wing/control surface combinations were required. Since not
only the unsteady aerodynamic forces affecting self-excited
motions (the stability problem) were required but also the
forces that actually excited aircraft in flight (the dynamic re-
sponse problem) aerodynamic models of loads due to gust
excitations were also needed.

In the structural dynamic area, models were needed that
would capture accurately the dynamic behavior of multi-
degree-of-freedom systems including wings and control sur-
faces. And then, even if wings/control surface systems could
be accurately modeled as beams (with control surfaces at-
tached with rotational stiffness along hinge lines) and aero-
dynamic forces distributed uniformly strip by strip across
the span, the resulting equations could be solved only in
cases of a small number of degrees of freedom and chal-
lenged computational capabilities of the time to solve sys-
tems of complex linear equations or find the roots of deter-
minants of large matrices. Additionally, while the stiffness
and inertia of early airplane structures could be captured by
structural modeling technology of the time and improved by
measurements, structural damping could not be predicted re-
liably, was not well understood, and had to be measured.
Physical mechanisms contributing to structural damping also
changed when airplane construction switched from wire-
braced wood/fabric construction to stressed skin all metal
construction later.
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4 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

The problems of accurate structural modeling of multi-
degree-of-freedom flight vehicle structure and its unsteady
aerodynamics and the efficient numerical algorithms re-
quired, as well as the problem of developing efficient nu-
merical methods for the solution of the resulting aeroelastic
stability and response equations have challenged the field of
aeroelasticity throughout its history.

3 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS: THE 2D
INCOMPRESSIBLE CASE

The assumptions of incompressible inviscid flow lead to
Kelvin’s theorems on circulation in the flow field, and al-
low the introduction of a velocity potential function, which
in turn leads to a single partial differential equation for this
potential, the Laplace equation∇2	 = 0.

This equation, together with the Bernouli equation for un-
steady flows, allows determination of the pressure distribu-
tions and hence the lift and moments on oscillating aerody-
namic shapes. In the case of small perturbations from a state
of steady incoming flow, the problem is linear and can be
decomposed into a thickness problem and a lifting problem
(Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman, 1955; Dowell, 2004),
with the latter controlled by the boundary condition require-
ments that downwash at all points along the camber line of
an airfoil in the 2D case or on a 3D thin lifting surface will
be the same as the vertical velocity of these points due to the
motion of the airfoil or lifting surface.

During a 15-year period, from 1923 to 1938, a number
of analytical solutions of important 2D unsteady aerody-
namic problems in incompressible flow around thin airfoil
were obtained. Best known among them (Dowell 1992) were
the works of Wagner in Germany (1925), Theodorsen in
the United States (1935), Kussner (1936) and then Kussner
and Schwarz in Germany (1940), as well as Sears and von-
Karman in the United States (1938).

Theodorsen obtained a closed form analytic solution for
the lift and moments on a thin airfoil with a trailing edge
control surface oscillating harmonically perpendicular to a
uniform incoming stream. Amazingly, while there are 3× 3
input–output relations involved in this case relating plunge,
pitch, and control surface motions to lift, pitching moment,
and hinge moment, only a single transcendental function of
reduced frequency, the Theodorsen functionC(k), is involved
in all:

C(k) = F (k) + jG(k)

= J1(k) − jY1(k)

(J1(k) + Y0(k)) − j (Y1(k) − J0(k))
(13)

whereJn(k) andYn(k) are Bessel functions of the first and
second kind, respectively. Extended to the case of a 2D air-
foil/flap/tab four-degrees-of-freedom system by Theodorsen
and Garrick (1942) it was still the same Theodorsen function
that appeared in all 4× 4 input–output relations of the result-
ing expressions for generalized unsteady loads and modeled
the influence of circulation in the wake – the lag effect in
unsteady aerodynamics.

Smilg and Wasserman, in a 1942 Air Force report, pro-
vided expressions for all elements of the generalized aerody-
namic matrix as functions of airfoil/control-surface geometry
and reduced frequency .




b · L′

M ′

T ′


ejωt = 1

2
ρ · 2� · b4 · ω2 · [Ā(k)

]



h
b

α

β


ejωt (14)

where the vector of generalized unsteady aerodynamic loads
on the left contains the lift per unit span (multiplied by the
semichord), the pitching moment per unit span, and the hinge
moment per unit span. On the right is the vector of general-
ized motions: the plunge displacement (normalized by the
semichord), the angle of attack, and the angle of rotation of
the control surface on its hinge with respect to the airfoil.
The resulting generalized aerodynamic matrix for this case
of simple harmonic motion is complex and depends on the
reduced frequencyk.

The terms, generalized motions, generalized loads, and
generalized unsteady aerodynamic matrix are used here in
the Lagrange sense, since the equations of motion for the
oscillating airfoil and subsequently for more complex aeroe-
lastic systems were derived using the Lagrange equations of
classical dynamics in generalized coordinates. The added dif-
ficulty in unsteady aerodynamics of thin airfoils, compared
to the steady case, is due to the need to account for the down-
wash on the airfoil due to vorticity which is distributed in
the wake. The question is whether integrals over an infinite
length of the wake converge to a finite value if the wake
distribution of vorticity is sinusoidal as in the Theodorsen
case, or, when extended from the simple-harmonic case to
exponential-oscillatory convergent or divergent motions – in
the Laplace transform case.

Questions of convergence of the wake integrals involved
and whether the Theodorsen function could be generalized to
a Laplace transformed equivalentC(s) were debated for many
years in the aeroelasticity community, well into the 1950s
and the late 1970s (Edwards, 1977). Using operational cal-
culus techniques, Sears and von-Karman in the late 1930s did
manage to study the unsteady general motion of thin airfoils.
One of their major contributions (1938) was the derivation
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Figure 4. The four key functions of 2D incompressible inviscid classical unsteady aerodynamic theory.

of expressions for the unsteady loads on an airfoil flying
into a field of sinusoidally varying upward gust velocities.
In the time domain, Kussner (1936) tackled the problem of
an airfoil encountering a sharp-edge gust. Based on the lin-
earity of the problem and using Duhamel integrals, Garrick
(1938) showed that the Wagner function (the lift due to a
sudden change in angle of attack) and the Theodorsen func-
tion (for sinusoidal motions) were actually related through a
Fourier transform pair, and that the Sears function is related
via a Fourier transform pair relation to the Kussner function
(Figure 4).

In the early and mid-1940s, approximations of the Wag-
ner’s function in the time domain were proposed by R.T.
Jones (1940) and W.P. Jones (1945), with W.P. Jones’s ap-
proximation being

	Wagner(τ) ≈ 1. − 0.165e−0.041τ − 0.335e−0.32τ (15)

with τ = U∞t/b – the nondimensional time elapsed since
the step change in angle of attack. Using the Fourier trans-

form relations between Wagner’s function and Theodorsen’s
function, an approximate Theodorsen function could now be
created as a rational function of reduced frequency:

C(k) ≈ 1 − 0.165jk

jk + 0.041
− 0.335jk

jk + 0.32
(16)

It was natural now to express the termsjk asjk = b
U∞

jω

and then since the approximateC(k) is analytic along thejω
axis of the Laplace domain use analytic continuation (see
Complex Variable theory) to create a Laplace transformed
Theodorsen function covering converging, diverging, and si-
nusoidal motions:

C(k) ≈ 1− 0.165jω

jω + 0.041(U∞/b)
− 0.335jω

jω + 0.32(U∞/b)
(17a)

↓

C(s) = 1 − 0.165s

s + 0.041(U∞/b)
− 0.335s

s + 0.32(U∞/b)
(17b)

wheres is the Laplace variables = σ + jω.
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6 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

With structural viscous damping force and moments
(proportional to ḣ, θ̇, and β̇), and with inertia, stiffness,
and aerodynamic terms of the forms2Z(s), sZ(s), Z(s),

s
s+β

Z(s), s2�(s), s�(s), �(s), s
s+β

�(s) . . . . . . the equations
of motion for an airfoil aerodynamically excited by its own
motion could be transformed into a set of first-order linear
constant coefficient state-space equations in the Laplace do-
main or the time domain of the forms

s {X(s)} = [A] {X(s)} → {ẋ(t)} = [A] {x(t)} (18)

Aeroelasticians, rather than using the Laplace variables,
often selected to use a nondimensional Laplace variable

p = b

U∞
s = b

U∞
σ + b

U∞
jω = γk + jk (19)

Note that if oscillation in the time domain is given by

est = e
U∞
b

pt = e
U∞
b

(γk+jk)t = eγωtejωt (20)

then the decay ratio is

γ = 1

2�
ln
(

an+1

an

)
(21)

wherean, an+1 are the amplitudes of two consecutive cy-
cles.

At the beginning of the 1940s, incompressible potential
linear unsteady aerodynamic theory for the 2D thin airfoil
moving transversely relative to incoming uniform flow was
complete, with results that could be used for the actual design
of aircraft. Unsteady aerodynamic loads for self-induced sim-
ple harmonic motions or transient motions (the stability prob-
lem) or gust excitation problems (the dynamic response prob-
lem) could now be calculated strip by strip for wing/control
surface systems modeled structurally as beams in bending
and torsion and covered with 2D aerodynamic strips from
root to tip.

4 THE STABILITY PROBLEM: FLUTTER

The appearance of closed form analytical expressions for un-
steady lift, moment, and hinge moments on 2D airfoil/control
surface systems in the mid-1930s allowed systematic studies
of the flutter of such systems, and attention was first focused
on methods for calculating flutter speeds.

Since the transcendental Theodorsen function was in-
volved a transcendental eigenvalue problem had to be solved.

Also, the expressions for the unsteady loads were valid only
for simple harmonic motion – that is, only for the case of a
system that is neutrally stable. With Theodorsen aerodynamic
expressions, the equations of motion for a 2D airfoil with
two- degrees-of-freedom become (in the absence of struc-
tural damping and external excitation)

[
−ω2 [M] + [K] − 1

2
ρU∞2 [Q(k)

]]{ Z(k)

�(k)

}

=
{

0

0

}
(22)

The unknown vector in equation (22) contains frequency
dependent plunge and pitch motions of strips along the elastic
axis of the wing. A solution must seek to find simultaneously
the flight conditions and the reduced frequency at which flut-
ter appears that will render the equations coefficient matrix
in equation (22) singular.

A number of solution methods for this transcenden-
tal eigenvalue problem were suggested, including one by
Theodorsen himself. The method that became most popular
in the United States – known as the American flutter method,
thek-method, or theU–g method, – was influenced by stud-
ies of the mechanism and models of structural damping in
aircraft structures in the 1930s.

Based on ground vibration test measurements it was pos-
tulated that the damping forces in a stressed-skin airplane
structure are in phase with deformation velocities as vis-
cous damping forces would be. But unlike viscous damping
forces that are also proportional to the deformation velocities,
structural damping forces are proportional to stiffness forces.
That is, for simple harmonic motions structural damping
forces in a two- degrees-of-freedom system are proportional
to

j

[
gst11 gst12

gst21 gst22

]
[K]

{
Z

�

}
= j [Gst] [K]

{
Z

�

}
(23)

wheregst coefficients are structural damping coefficients
for the structure associated with different deformation shapes.
This type of structural damping is known as hysteretic damp-
ing. With the addition of existing structural damping forces
to the system in equation (22) the idea arose to solve the sta-
bility boundary prediction problem by adding to the existing
structural damping additional artificial structural damping to
the system and searching for that additional artificial damp-
ing which will make the system oscillate in simple harmonic
motion.
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The resulting equations (assuming very small struc-
tural damping coefficients so that productsg·gstij can be
neglected):

[
−ω2 [M] − 1

2
ρU∞2 [Q(k)

]+ (1 + jg)
[
I + jGst

]
[K]

]

×
{

Z(k)

�(k)

}
=
{

0

0

}
(24)

lead, after division byω2 to a generalized algebraic eigen-
value problem of the form

[
− [M] − ρb2

2k2

[
Q(k)

]+ (1 + jg)

ω2

[
I + jGst

]
[K]

]

×
{

Z(k)

�(k)

}
=
{

0

0

}
→ [

[R(k)] − λ [S]
]{Z(k)

�(k)

}

=
{

0

0

}
(25)

And the solution proceeds by sweeping over a range of
reduced frequency values, finding the eigenvalues for each
reduced frequency case, finding for each eigenvalue the arti-
ficial damping needed and the associated frequency, finding
(based on the reduced frequency used) the associated speeds,
and plottingg versusU∞ and ω versusU∞ for all eigen-
values. Speeds at which theg versusU∞ curve crosses the
horizontal axis are flutter speeds, since at those conditions
the system indeed oscillated in simple harmonic motion on
its own without the addition or subtraction of any artificial
structural damping.

Equation (25) can be generalized to any number of degrees
of freedom for the aeroelastic system.

Formulating the flutter speed calculation problem as an
algebraic eigenvalue problem and finding a way to calculate
stability boundaries using unsteady aerodynamics of simple
harmonic motions made thek-method widely accepted in
the United States and around the world, and it was, in fact,
the major flutter computation method for mass production of
flutter results for years after it was introduced in the 1940s.

But the method had a number of significant shortcomings.
First, mathematical models of structural damping of the form
on which the method is based are not necessarily correct. It
was discovered in the 1980s that an effort to transform such
structural damping models from the frequency domain to the
time domain leads to time domain models that are not causal,
and, hence, not physical. More important, however, is the
problem that the artificial dampingg introduced to “force”
the system in its mathematical model to oscillate in simple

harmonic motion was found to have no physical meaning be-
low the flutter speed that would allow correlating measured
damping ratios from wind tunnel or flutter tests at subcritical
speeds to results of computation. Furthermore, stability anal-
ysis totally based on simple harmonic (Fourier transformed)
equations of the system could not be integrated with the meth-
ods of classical control theory. A Nyquist stability analysis
approach was actually proposed earlier and later used for the
aeroservoelastic analysis of the YF-16 fighter jet in the early
1970s, but other important control analysis and design tech-
nique such as Root Locus or the general methods of modern
control theory based on state-space models in the time or
Laplace domains could not be used.

If rational approximations of the Theodorsen function in
the Laplace domain were used with aerodynamic strip the-
ory to model dynamic aeroelastic behavior of wings, then
Laplace transformed first-order constant coefficient state-
space equations (or higher order algebraic eigenvalue prob-
lems) could be created and solved for the poless = σ + jω

or p = γk + jk to yield damping ratiosγ or damping coeffi-
cientsσ that could be directly compared to measured results,
since such calculated damping coefficients were valid at any
dynamic pressure and speed at which they were calculated
(Rodden and Stahl, 1969). In the United States such a method,
sometimes named thep-Method, was in use beginning in the
1950s. The resulting equations in the time domain based on
the Laplace transformed equations in the Laplace domain
could be solved on analog computers for actual response time
histories and compared to results from tests.

In the United Kingdom, however, the approach to the solu-
tion of the flutter problem was different. In what was named
the “British Method,” with a later variant named the “p–k
method,” an assumption was made that as long as conver-
gent or divergent oscillations involved slow growth or decay
(that is, the associated poles were close to thejω axis) expres-
sions for the aerodynamic forces for simple harmonic motion
along thejω → jk axis could be used as good approxima-
tions. Equations (28) can thus be replaced by[

p2
(

U∞
b

)2

[M] + p
U∞
b

[C] + [K] − 1

2
ρU2

∞
[
Q(k)

]]

×
{

Z(p)

�(p)

}
=
{

0

0

}
(26)

And an iterative process can be used in which for given
reduced frequency valuesk polesp are found, and since
p = γk + jk, the selected reduced frequency at which the
unsteady air loads are evaluated can be improved, and
another iteration of findingp poles can commence. The
process is repeated until the reduced frequency at which
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Figure 5. AGARD 445.6 wing flutter analysis results with theg-
Method andk-Method,M = 0.9,ρ = 0.00022561 slug ft−3.

the unsteady aerodynamic forces are evaluated and the
imaginary part of the resultingp-pole match. Adoption of
thep–k method for flutter analysis in the United States was
first reported in the beginning of the 1970s (Hassig, 1971)
and later the method was incorporated with some improve-
ments into the aeroelastic capability of the NASTRAN code
(Rodden and Bellinger, 1982). A more recent extension, the
g-method, wherep = g + jk (not to be confused with the fic-
titious structural damping added to the aeroelastic equations
in the k-method) was introduced in the early 2000s (Chen,
2000). Realizing that if the unsteady aerodynamic forces are
analytic along thejk axis (for simple harmonic motion) then
using the Cauchy–Riemann equations for analytic functions
in the complex Laplace plane can lead to expressions for the
derivative of those forces in a direction perpendicular to thejk
axis. Hence based on the derivatives with respect tojk along
the jk axis, derivatives of the unsteady aerodynamic forces
can be obtained with respect to the real part of the Laplace
variabless or p. This allows extension ofjk-based aerody-

namic force expressions to the Laplace domain to the left
and right of thejk axis:

[
Q(p)

] = [
Q(jk)

]+ g

[
∂(Q(jk))

∂jk

∣∣∣∣
g=0

]
(27)

Substitution into the flutter equations now leads to[
p2
(

U∞
b

)2

[M] + p
U∞
b

[C] + [K] − 1

2
ρU2

∞

×
[[

Q(jk)
]+ g

[
∂(Q(jk))

∂jk

∣∣∣∣
g=0

]]]{
Z(k)

�(k)

}

=
{

0

0

}
(28)

which can now be solved iteratively for values ofp = g + jk

which will set the determinant to zero.
The advantage of bothp–k andg methods is that while

working with unsteady aerodynamic load expressions for
simple harmonic motion (along thejk axis), poles of the
aeroelastic system (and even the aeroservoelastic system
when active controls are added) can be obtained that allow
Root Locus type stability analysis and that capture below the
flutter speed the actual decay ratios for the various degrees of
freedom involved, thus allowing correlation studies of damp-
ing ratios and frequencies at subcritical speeds (Figure 5).

5 STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

5.1 Equivalent beams and the exact solution
of the resulting PDEs

Equivalent beam structural dynamic models for wing, tail,
and fuselage structures served aeroelastic/aeroservoelastic
analysis needs successfully since the early days of aviation
and can still be found used by industry today. Such models are
created using section by section analysis along lifting surface
spans or the length of a fuselage to calculate EI and GJ dis-
tributions, the bending and torsional stiffness distributions,
and find the location of elastic axes. Structural masses and
the masses of nonstructural items such as actuators, hydraulic
systems, electronic boxes, and fuel are also calculated sec-
tion by section to yield mass, center of gravity (CG) location,
and moment of inertia distributions. Control surfaces can be
modeled as equivalent beams too, with their own EI, GJ, and
inertia distributions with the geometric offset as well as stiff-
ness and damping of their attachment to the lifting surfaces
which carry them.
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In theory the partial differential equations of equivalent
beam structural dynamic models coupled with strip-by-strip
unsteady aerodynamics in the frequency domain together
with the proper boundary conditions can be solved exactly
as outlined above, and a few exact solutions such as the one
by Goland and Luke from the 1940s (see Garrick, 1969)
have been obtained. However, exact solution of the equiv-
alent beam-based aeroelastic equations is not a very practi-
cal way to address the aeroelastic modeling of real systems,
which can portray complex variation of properties along span
and length and which are made of a number of components
(lifting surfaces, bodies) tied together.

6 APPROXIMATE METHODS:
WEIGHTED RESIDUALS (GALERKIN,
COLLOCATION) AND RAYLEIGH RITZ

The practical way for addressing this challenge is the use of
methods that solve the differential equations approximately.
Such methods would also lead to a reduced number of degrees
of freedom.

One approach was to use separation of variables and any
of the methods of weighted residuals such as collocation
and Galerkin’s methods in the spatial dimension to solve the
equations approximately. In such methods, the solution is
approximated by a superposition of members of a complete
set of known spatial functions which satisfy certain bound-
ary conditions and posses derivatives iny of high enough
order (Meirovitch, 1980, also see S. Loring’s 1941 paper in
Garrick, 1969). These trial functions serve as generalized co-
ordinates. The time-dependent unknowns that determine the
contribution of each trial space function to the overall motion
at any given time are the unknown generalized displacements
{q(t)}:

z(y, t) =
∑

k

�z
k(y)·qz

k(t) (29)

θ(y, t) =
∑

l

�θ
l (y)·qθ

l (t) (30)

The trial functions are not exact solutions of the partial differ-
ential equations, and thus substitution of series of the form
(29) and (30) will lead to errors distributed along they di-
rection. When collocation or the Galerkin method is used to
minimize such errors, the resulting equations (Fourier trans-
formed) are of the form[
−ω2 [M] + jω [C] + [K] + j [Gst] [K] − 1

2
ρU2

∞
[
Q(jk)

]]

{q(jk)} = 1

2
ρU2

∞ {FG(jk)} wG(jk)

U∞
(31)

where both mechanisms of structural damping, viscous,
and hysteretic, are now included. The matrix and vector[
Q(jk)

]
, {FG(jk)} are the generalized aerodynamic matrix

and gust excitation vector, respectively, both complex func-
tions of the reduced frequency, andwG(jk) is the vertical gust
velocity.

These equations model linear small perturbation structural
and unsteady aerodynamic behavior and they can represent
the cantilevered aeroelastic wind tunnel model or the free–
free wind tunnel model or flight vehicle in flight.

Using the self-adjoint nature of the structural mass and
stiffness operators (Meirovitch, 1980) the structural mass and
stiffness matrices, real, can be made symmetric, as obtained
from Rayleigh–Ritz approximations. The aerodynamic gen-
eralized force matrix is complex and nonsymmetric, and
while the structural stiffness and mass matrices represent con-
servative elastic and inertia forces, the aerodynamic effects
are nonconservative, as, of course, are the structural damping
effects.

7 ASSUMED MODES AND LAGRANGE
EQUATIONS

The Galerkin and Rayleigh–Ritz methods are examples of an
“assumed modes” approach, in which the spatial distribution
of deformation is approximated at any given time using a
superposition of known modes of deformation. In 1941, S.J.
Loring (p. 40 of Garrick, 1969) presented a general approach
to the flutter problem based on Lagrange’s equations and an
“assumed modes” approach, where assumed modes serve as
generalized coordinates. He discusses several alternative se-
lections of “good” deformation mode shapes that would sat-
isfy boundary condition and allow capturing the main flutter
behavior of an aeroelastic system using just a few modes.

With improvements in capabilities to calculate natural fre-
quencies and modes of vibration, it was only natural for the
case of complex configurations to select the low-frequency
natural modes of vibrations of the structure to serve as the set
of selected modes.

Aeroelastic model generation could now proceed as fol-
lows: First, using methods of structural analysis, find the mass
and stiffness matrices of the structure, and based on those
calculate a sufficient number of natural modes of vibration.
Then use those natural modes to generate the generalized
aerodynamic matrix and the gust input vector, working in the
1930s–1950s with Theodorsen/Sears type unsteady aerody-
namic strip-by-strip contributions.

The advantages of using natural modes are that the re-
sulting structural part for the case of very small structural
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damping of the aeroelastic equations is diagonal, since the
natural modes of vibration are orthogonal with respect to the
mass and stiffness matrices. Generalized damping matrices in
natural modes of vibration are not diagonal generally, but can
be approximated as diagonal when the damping coefficients
are very small. In addition, natural modes and natural fre-
quencies can be measured by ground vibration tests (GVT),
providing validation of the structural dynamic model. Struc-
tural damping – very hard to predict by analysis – can also be
measured mode by mode for the natural modes of a structure
in GVT. Further, in flutter analysis or any aeroelastic analysis,
when the magnitude of aerodynamic effects increases with
increased dynamic pressure, aeroelastic poles (eigenvalues)
“start” their Root Locus evolution with dynamic pressure at
zero or low speeds close to the natural frequencies of the
structure. Hence, aeroelastic poles can be perceived as em-
anating from the natural frequencies of the structure – an
insight of significant importance and usefulness.

8 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING

The growing complexity of aerospace vehicle structures com-
bined with the emergence of digital computing led in the
1950s to the introduction of the modern finite element (FE)
method. While equivalent beam models were very effec-
tive for airplane aeroelastic models when high and moder-
ate aspect ratio wings were involved, low-aspect-ratio wings
of emerging supersonic configurations, behaving more like
plates than beams, presented a challenge. Detailed modeling
of local structure was also a challenge not met by equiva-
lent beam models, and the emerging FE technology made
it possible to create detailed models of bulkheads, joints,
hinges, and so on, that would provide important stiffness data
for equivalent beam models. Finite element technology pro-
gressed rapidly in the 1960s and 1970s and led to the creation
of a number of powerful commercial codes, including NAS-
TRAN which is still widely used throughout the aerospace
industry.

With the growing power of FE technology, mathemati-
cal models of complex structures of general geometry and
layout could now be created and solved quickly and effi-
ciently even in cases where tens of thousands and hundreds
of thousands of degrees of freedom were involved. The devel-
opment of the technology covered element formulations that
would allow modeling of aerospace vehicles’ structures and
their thin-walled all metal or composite construction, numer-
ical algorithms for the solution of steady and time-dependent
problems, including efficient eigenanalysis for cantilevered
and free–free structures, and, finally, efficient database man-
agement and storage for the large amounts of data involved.

9 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS:
COMPRESSIBILITY AND FINITE
SPAN EFFECTS

For 2D airfoils oscillating in thex–z plane in small-
disturbance linear isentropic compressible flow the differen-
tial equation for the perturbation velocity potentialφ(x, z, t)
is(
1 − M2

∞
) ∂2φ

∂x2
+ ∂2φ

∂z2
− 1

a∞2

∂2φ

∂t2
− 2M∞

a∞

∂2φ

∂x∂t
= 0 (32)

With M∞ anda∞ being the Mach number and speed of
sound of the incoming flow, respectively. Boundary condi-
tions, forcing the downwash at each point of the airfoil to
equal the actual velocity due to motion of this point, are im-
posed along thex-axis and not the airfoil itself as an approx-
imation that applies to small motions of the airfoil from its
initial position (Dowell, 2004). In subsonic flow the Kutta
condition has to be imposed at the trailing edge. Pressure
perturbations along the airfoil are obtained from a linearized
Bernouli equation

cp = p − p∞
1
2ρU2∞

= − 2

U2∞

∂φ

∂t
− 2

U∞

∂φ

∂x
(33)

For simple harmonic motionφ(x, z, t) = φ̄(x, z)ejωt and
by transformation of variables (Bisplinghoff, Ashley and
Halfman, 1955, pp. 326–328) equation (32) can be trans-
formed into

∂2χ

∂x̂2
+ ∂2χ

∂ẑ2
+ κ2χ = 0 (34)

where κ = kM∞
1−M∞2 x̂ = x/b, ẑ =

√
1 − M∞2 (z/b) , and

χ = e
−j

kM2∞ x̂

1−M2∞ φ̄. This equation with the transformed bound-
ary conditions relating downwash to actual motion of the
airfoil can be transformed further into elliptic coordinates
to yield a set of two ordinary differential equations of the
Mathieu type, which can be solved using Mathieu functions.

Alternatively, the differential equation (32) for the case of
simple harmonic motion can be transformed into an integral
equation – Possio’s equation (work published in 1937, see
Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman, 1955):

w̄(x, 0, k)

U∞
=
∫ b

−b

K

(
M∞, k

(
x

b
− ξ

b

))

·�p̄(ξ, 0, k, M∞)

(1/2) ρU2∞
·d
(

ξ

b

)
(35)

Relating the downwash at pointsx along the airfoil to
pressures over the airfoil at pointsξ, with the downwash along
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the airfoil determined by the known vertical motion of each
point

w̄(x, 0, k)

U∞
= jk

(
z̄a(x)

b

)
+ ∂z̄a(x)

∂x
(36)

and the integral equation solved for the unknown pressure
distribution�p̄(ξ, 0):

The variablesw̄(x, 0, k), z̄a(x, 0, k) are complex ampli-
tudes of the downwash and vertical motion of points along the
airfoil, respectively,w(x, 0, t) = w̄(x, 0, k)ejωt, za(x, 0, t) =
z̄a(x, 0, k)ejωt. The kernel functionK[M∞, k, ( x

b
− ξ

b
)] that

relates the normalized pressure difference atξ to the down-
wash atx is a complex function of Mach numberM∞, reduced
frequencyk = ωb

U∞
and the normalized distance between the

points. It has a singularity atξ = x and is wavy along thex-
axis. Numerical solutions of Possio’s equation, thus, require
careful treatment of the associated integrals and attention to
the oscillation of the kernel function along thex-axis.

It should be noted here that in converting the partial dif-
ferential equation (32) to an integral equation special care
must be taken when treating the wake along which there is
a discontinuity in velocity in thez direction, and hence in
the derivative of the velocity potential. This makes it nec-
essary to include in the integral equation integration of the
effects of the wake over the wake and the wing. Prandtl, how-
ever, introduced another potential function – the acceleration
potentialψ – which is related to the velocity perturbation
potential throughψ = ∂φ

∂t
+ U∞ ∂φ

∂x
andp − p∞ = −ρ∞ψ. It

can be shown (Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman, 1955) that
the acceleration potential for small-disturbance flow satisfies
the same PDE as that of the velocity potential. That is

(
1 − M2

∞
) ∂2ψ

∂x2
+ ∂2ψ

∂z2
− 1

a2∞

∂2ψ

∂t2
− 2M∞

a∞

∂2ψ

∂x∂t
= 0 (37)

The advantage in this formulation is that pressures are con-
tinuous across the wake and integral equations for unsteady
flows based on the PDE for the acceleration potential do not
include integration over the wake.

Between 1940s and the mid-1950s tables of unsteady aero-
dynamic lift and moments on 2D airfoils oscillating in sub-
sonic and supersonic compressible flows were published by
a number of U.S. and European researchers. The lift and mo-
ment coefficients – expressed as functions of reduced fre-
quency and Mach number – replaced the incompressible ex-
pressions of Theodorsen and Garrick in the flutter analysis of
2D wind tunnel models and high aspect ratio wings.

Subsequently a number of methods were developed in
the 1940s and in the 1950s to account for the effects of fi-
nite span and of sweep, beginning with P. Cicala (1937) in
Italy. In compressible flow, the aerodynamic behavior of wing

sections is determined by the Mach number perpendicular to
the leading edge (LE). Thus wings were divided into aero-
dynamic strips perpendicular to the elastic axis. The motion
of each strip assumed to be parallel to the incoming flow,
will have in addition to the plunge and pitch motions about
the elastic axis, also a contribution due to the bending of the
wing. Reissner in a 1949 NACA Report (NACA TN 1953)
developed a theory for wings of finite span oscillating in sub-
sonic compressible flow. Modified Strip Theory, introduced
in the mid-1960s (Yates, 1966 in Garrick 1969) provided a
practical way of adapting 2D unsteady aerodynamic strip the-
ory to the evolving new types of flight vehicles and their 3D
planforms.

The key ideas of Modified Strip Theory were to replace
the incompressible values of a section’s lift curve slope (2�
per radian) and location of aerodynamic center (at the strip’s
quarter chord) by values obtained using steady aerodynamic
analysis of the 3D planform of which the strip is part, or, even
better, by values based on wind tunnel measurements for the
3D configuration. Furthermore, Theodorsen’s functionC(k)
is replaced by a circulation function found from the 2D com-
pressible unsteady flow airfoil solutions. Thus, both finite
span and Mach number effects are captured, as different aero-
dynamic strips along the span are assigned their proper 3D
lift curve slope and aerodynamic center (ac) location values,
together with the proper effects of unsteadiness as measured
by compressible circulation function. With the development
of numerical techniques for the solution of steady nonlinear
flows around complex configurations (transonic, higher angle
of attack) corrected strip-by-strip lift curve slopes and ac lo-
cations could be obtained by small-perturbation linearization
about conditions of static equilibrium. The capability of Mod-
ified Strip Theory to predict flutter of supercritical wings in
transonic flight and different angles of attack was investigated
in the early 1980s with mixed results. Modified Strip Theory
can be considered a precursor to correction factor techniques,
which were developed later for the aerodynamic panel meth-
ods of the 1960s and 1970s. When 3D effects on the lift distri-
bution over a general planform do not allow the aerodynamic
representation of such planform by dividing it spanwise into
aerodynamic strips, and when considerable chordwise defor-
mation plays part in flutter mechanisms, strip theories of any
type, of course, cannot be expected to perform well.

10 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS –
PISTON THEORY

The aerodynamic pressure computation could be signifi-
cantly simplified for flight at high Mach numbers as has been
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recognized in the mid-1940s by British researchers such as
A.R. Collar, G. Temple, H.A. Jahn, and P. Jordan. In the early
1950s, Sir M.J. Lighthill developed an unsteady aerodynamic
theory for airfoils oscillating at high Mach numbers. Based
on this study H. Ashley and G. Zartarian (1956) presented
Piston Theory to the aeroelastic community. Under certain
conditions (M2 � 1, kM2 � 1 ork2M2 � 1) it was shown
that unsteady pressure variations at any point on a an os-
cillating airfoil or lifting surface could be approximated as
dependent only on the local perpendicular velocity of the sur-
face the way the pressure on a piston moving in a 1D channel
depends on the velocity of the piston. Additional conditions
on the thickness or amplitude of motion require thatMδ, and
kδM are not too large, whereδ is the larger of the maximum
thickness ratio or maximum motion amplitude to chord ratio.
Expressions for the unsteady pressure up to third-order de-
pendence of local normal downwash were given in the form

p(t) − p∞
ρ∞a2∞

=
(

w(t)

a∞

)
+ γ + 1

4

(
w(t)

a∞

)2

+γ + 1

12

(
w(t)

a∞

)3

(38)

with the normal downwash at each point linked to the physical
motion of an airfoil or a lifting surface,w(t) can be expressed
for an airfoil as a function of the motions of the elastic axis
and control surface ˙z, θ, θ̇, β, β̇ and of the local slope of the
normalized thickness distribution∂τ(x)

∂x
.

Piston Theory was a key ingredient in the flutter analysis
of hypersonic configurations such as the X-15 and SR-71.
It became the central unsteady aerodynamic theory used for
panel and shell flutter analysis (see Panel Flutter). In the linear
case, when thickness effects and higher order terms can be
neglected, the pressure difference at a point on an airfoil or
lifting surface can be expressed as

�p(x, y, t) = ρ∞a∞

(
∂z(x, y, t)

∂t
+ U∞

∂x(x, y, t)

∂x

)
(39)

The resulting generalized unsteady aerodynamic forces
corresponding to the motion of the surface or strip in their
generalized coordinates, then, include an aerodynamic stiff-
ness matrix and an aerodynamic damping matrix. If a set of
mode shape functionsψi(x, y) of a lifting surface is used
as a generalized coordinates basis to describe the motion
z(x, y, t) = ∑

i ψi(x, y)qi(t), and with a viscous damping
model for the structural damping in the system, the Laplace
transformed equations of motion for small perturbations from
equilibrium based on linear Piston Theory are of the general

form[
[M] s2 + [

[Cstr] − qD [CAero]
]
s + [

[Kstr] − qD [KAero]
]]

{q(s)} = {0} (40)

whereqD is the dynamic pressure and the subscripts str and
Aero mark structural and aerodynamic contributions, respec-
tively.

Because of the local and instantaneous nature of the re-
lationship between motion and pressure changes there are
no aerodynamic lag effects and the equations can be easily
solved in the time domain for increasing dynamic pressures
or in the Laplace domain using ap-Method type solution to
find the poles of the system. It should be noted here thatp-
Method solutions with linear Piston Theory can display root
locus branches that behave in a way which needs careful in-
terpretation.

11 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS–
LIFTING SURFACE AND GENERAL
PANEL METHODS

Even though a general unsteady aerodynamic theory for thin
lifting surfaces was presented by H.G. Kussner in Germany in
1940s followed by several developments of unsteady aerody-
namic generalized force prediction capabilities in the United
States, United Kingdom, and other countries in the late 1940s
and early 1950s, it was only toward the mid-1950s that un-
steady aerodynamic lifting surface theory became advanced
enough to become practical (Rowe, 1986)

Beginning with the linear partial differential equation for
the perturbation acceleration potential, transformation to an
integral equation over the lifting surface can be carried out,
linking pressure difference distribution over the surface to the
normal downwash distribution. The resulting integral equa-
tion for a wing oscillating in simple harmonic motion in the
planar lifting surface case is

w(x, y)

U∞
= 1

8�qD

∫∫
Lifting Surface

K(x, y, ξ, η, k, M∞)

·�p(ξ, η)dξdη (41)

where the physical meaning of the kernel function
K(x, y, ξ, η, k, M∞) (Epstein and Bliss, 1995) is the down-
wash (normalized) at point (x, y) of the lifting surface due
to a normalized pressure difference at point (ξ, η) on the sur-
face. Equation (41) is used to calculate generalized unsteady
aerodynamic matrices as follows:

The out of plane motion of the lifting surface is approx-
imated using a superposition of selected mode-shape func-
tions: z(x, y, t) = ∑

n ψn(x, y)qn(t). Corresponding to each
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mode shapeψn(x, y) of lifting surface oscillation one can
identify a normal downwash distribution over the lifting sur-
face w(x,y,t)

U∞
= ż

U∞
+ ∂z

∂x
, which for simple harmonic motion

z = z̄ejωt leads to the modal downwash:

w̄(x, y, t)

U∞
= j

k

b
z̄ + ∂z̄

∂x
→ w̄n(x, y, t)

U∞

= j
k

b
ψn(x, y) + ∂ψn(x, y)

∂x
(42)

The integral equation is solved to find the pressure dis-
tribution over the surface corresponding to this downwash:
�pn(ξ, η) → �pn(x, y). The (m, n)th term of the general-
ized aerodynamic matrix – the work done by pressures due
to mode shapen during motion in the mode shapem – is
obtained by integration over the lifting surface

∫∫
Lifting Surface

ψm(x, y)·�pn(x, y)dxdy.
Computer programmable expressions for the Kernel Func-

tion in the case of planar configurations as well as nonplanar
configurations involving dihedral and even including lifting
surface segments oriented 90◦ relative to each other such as
T-tails were developed and improved over the years for the
subsonic and supersonic cases, beginning with the work on
planar configurations at NASA Langley in the mid-1950s
by C.E. Watkins, H.L. Runyan, and D.S. Woolston (NACA
Report 1234, 1955) which studied the singularities of the
subsonic kernel function and developed expressions for its
evaluation. At the same time, work on the characteristics of
the supersonic kernel function was published by C.E. Watkins
and J.H. Berman (NACA Report 1257, 1956).

Two principal methods of solution of the integral equation
(41) were developed. In the first method, the Kernel Function
Method, the unknown pressure distribution over a wing trape-
zoidal section is expressed as a superposition of known pres-
sure functions, and the solution identifies the coefficients that
determine the actual contribution of each pressure function
to the solution. Unsteady and steady linear pressure distri-
butions over wing sections have known characteristics along
the LE, trailing edges (TE), and wing tips (WT). The pressure
difference between the lower and upper surfaces�p(ξ, η) in
the subsonic case has a singularity of the type1√

ξ−ξLE
at the

LE, and has to satisfy the Kutta condition at the TE, thus it
behaves as

√
ξ − ξTE and is zero at the tip. The unknown nor-

malized pressure distribution over a trapezoidal wing panel
ending at the wing tip, withξ parallel to and in the direc-
tion of the flow andη in the spanwise direction, can then be
expressed as

�p (ξ, η)

qD

=
√

ξ − ξTE

ξ − ξLE

√
η − ηWT (f1(ξ, η)

·a1 + f2(ξ, η) · a2 + · · · + fN(ξ, η) · aN) (43)

using a set of knownfj(ξ, η) functions, and a collocation
method, in which the integral equation is satisfied atN se-
lected points over the planform is used to obtain the solu-
tion. That is, for selected collocation points(xi, yi), using the
known downwash corresponding to oscillation in a particular
mode shape and the assumed pressure distribution

8�
w(xi, yi)

U∞
=
∑

j


 ∫∫

Lifting Surface, ξ,η

K(x, y, ξ, η, k, M∞)

·
√

ξ − ξTE

ξ − ξLE

√
η − ηWTfj(ξ, η)dξdη

)
· aj (44)

This leads to N equations in N unknowns for the
coefficients vector {a}. The integrals

∫∫
Lifting Surface, ξ,η

K(x, y, ξ, η, k, M∞)·
√

ξ−ξTE
ξ−ξLE

√
η − ηWT fj(ξ, η)dξdη have to

be evaluated carefully, since in addition to the singularities
and strong gradients of the pressures around lines of geo-
metric discontinuities the kernel function itself has a strong
singularity of the type 1

(y−η)2 in the spanwise direction and
strong gradients whenξ → x in the chordwise direction.

In a generalization of the original kernel function solution
method which was developed at NASA Langley in the 1950s,
the method was extended to include lifting surface configura-
tions made of collections of interacting wing/tail trapezoidal
sections and control surfaces to allow piecewise continuous
approximations of pressure distributions over such configura-
tions (Lottati, and Nissim, 1987, also work by A.M. Cunning-
ham in the 1970s). This led to the development of the piece-
wise continuous Kernel Function Method (PCKFM) that al-
lows modeling not only the pressure singularities along lead-
ing edges, but also pressure singularities along the hinge lines
of control surfaces, the variation of pressures along strakes,
and so on. In the supersonic case, pressure gradient disconti-
nuities along Mach lines can be captured, and the surface in-
tegrals of the Piecewise Continuous Kernel Function Method
evaluated over the proper areas that influence each colloca-
tion point in supersonic flow.

The methods known as Kernel Function Methods (actu-
ally the kernel function of the integral equations of unsteady
aerodynamics is involved in the panel methods to be pre-
sented next) can be viewed as related to thep-Methods of
structural finite element analysis, where structural domains
are discretized into large subdomains and where in each of the
subdomains a high-order polynomial function of some form
is used to approximate the solution. It is actually a boundary
element method in which a 3D field problem is converted
from a PDE in 3D to an integral equation on the surface of a
boundary.
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In linear aerodynamic theory (steady and unsteady), meth-
ods of solving the integral equations using fine subdivision
of the surfaces into small panels, where pressures over each
small subdivision were approximated by low-order polyno-
mials equivalent to theh-method of finite element analysis,
saw rapid development in the 1950s that culminated during
the 1960s and 1970s. The resulting technology known by
the name “Aerodynamic Panel Methods” became the domi-
nant and universally accepted approach for calculating steady
and unsteady aerodynamic pressure distributions on general
wing/body configurations oscillating in subsonic and super-
sonic linear flows. In a typical low-order panel method the
surface of a flight vehicle is covered by a mesh of small pan-
els, pressure can be assumed constant over each panel, and
the integral equation is solved approximately by forcing the
downwash normal to the surface at each panel to be equal
to the local normal velocity of the panel. That is, in the case
of simple harmonic motion, for a configuration covered by
N constant-pressure panels, with anN ×1 vector of normal
velocities for this set ofN panels, a linear algebraic relation
exists between unknown pressures and the known velocities:{

w

U∞
(k)
}

= [A(k, M∞)]
{

�p

qD

(k)
}

=⇒
{

�p

qD

(k)
}

= [A(k, M∞)]−1
{

w

U∞
(k)
}

(45)

where the vector
{

�p

qD
(k)
}

contains normalized pressures on

the panels. The elements of the[A(k, M∞)]−1 matrix are
aerodynamic influence coefficients – AICs – where the (m,
n)th element is the normalized pressure on panelm due to
normalized downwash on paneln. Evaluation of the AICs
involves integration over small areas due to the small size of
each panel. Yet, the complex behavior of the kernel function,
especially the 1

(y−η)2 singularity in the spanwise direction,
requires careful treatment of the improper integrals involved.

The Doublet Lattice Method (Rodden, Taylor, McIntosh,
Baker, 1999; Yurkovich, 2003; Dowell, 2004), for general
3D lifting surface configurations was developed in the late
1960s, then extended and refined in the 1970s, with recent
additional refinements in the 2000s, and had become the most
widely used method for calculating unsteady aerodynamic
generalized forces on 3D flight vehicle configurations in the
subsonic flight regime. Based on the integral equation of lin-
ear subsonic unsteady aerodynamics, the DLM formulation
allows capturing of the high-pressure gradients along leading
edges and control surface hinge lines using anh-type solution
technique. Careful placement of the load point and down-
wash point on each panel leads to satisfaction of the Kutta
condition at trailing edges. For fuselage and nacelle model-

ing, a capability for calculating unsteady aerodynamic loads
on body/lifting surface configurations was developed by
adding slender body theory. The Doublet Lattice Method is
still widely used for the design and flutter clearance of flight
vehicles today – an amazing achievement for a method that
is now more than 40 years old.

Efforts to develop aerodynamic panel methods that would
allow accurate prediction of pressure distributions over
wing/body configurations continued from the 1970s and into
the late 1990s, based on a general formulation of the solution
of the compressible linear potential flow equation for wings
and bodies by L. Morino (Morino, Chen and Suciu, 1975),
and while a few successful simulation capabilities were de-
veloped around the world, a widely used and thoroughly
tested unsteady aerodynamic simulation capability for lift-
ing surface/body configurations was developed in the 1980s
and 1990s in the United States in the form of the ZAERO
suite of codes which cover the subsonic, sonic, supersonic,
and hypersonic flight regimes (Yurkovich, 2003; Liuet al.,
1997).

One of the attractive features of low-order aerodynamic
panel methods was that their AICs could be adjusted, based
on test measurements, to lead to better correlation of the the-
ory with available experimental data (Rodden, 1972). One
simple way for correcting the AICs is to seek a matrix of cor-
rection factors that would pre- or post multiply the original
AIC matrix and that would be full or diagonal and possibly, if
enough experimental or computational data is available, can
be frequency dependent:{

�p

qD

(k)
}

= [ |Wp| ] [A(k, M∞)]−1
{

w

U∞
(k)
}

(46a)

{
�p

qD

(k)
}

= [A(k, M∞)]−1 [ |Wp| ]{ w

U∞
(k)
}

(46b)

where elements of the correction matrix
[|Wp|] are de-

termined based on pressure distribution measurements for
known motions (and, hence, known normalwash) or general-
ized aerodynamic loads. Usually only steady-state pressure
distribution measurements are available and the correction
factor techniques used by the industry have been based on
the assumption that static correction would apply well to non-
steady conditions. Other considerations in the development
of correction factors techniques are that only a very small
number of motion shapes can be tested in the wind tunnel
(rigid body angle of attack, side-slip angle, etc.), and that
often pressures at sufficient points on the configuration are
not available while only integrated loads such as forces and
moments are available, making the determination of an appro-
priate correction factor matrix more challenging. In general
it should be recognized that the correction factors techniques
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used with aerodynamic panel methods, while following the
engineering practice of correcting analysis results based on
experimental data do not address the fundamental causes of
analysis – test discrepancy and must be used with caution
(Silva et al., 2008).

12 MESH-TO-MESH INTERPOLATION

A key component in all aeroelastic numerical simulation tech-
niques is the need to interpolate and transfer data between the
structural and the aerodynamic grids. The problem is sim-
pler when equivalent beam/modified strip theories are used.
It became more challenging with the shift to finite elements
for structural dynamic modeling and to panel methods for
unsteady aerodynamics since the resulting grids are usually
different (Figure 6). When transforming motion description
from the structural grid to the aerodynamic grid great care
must be taken to make sure that not only displacements nor-
mal to the surface but also slopes in the direction of the flow
are captured accurately since effective angles of attack con-

Figure 6. Typical structural finite element mesh and panel aero-
dynamics mesh used for linear flutter analysis. Image courtesy of
ZONA Technology, Inc.

Figure 7. Flight into a vertical gust field. Image courtesy of NASA.

tain bothż/U∞ and∂z/∂x contributions. Also, when trans-
forming the resulting pressure loads from the aerodynamic
panels to the nodes of the structural finite element model,
care must be taken to capture both local load distributions
and global loads accurately. A number of mesh-to-mesh data
transfer techniques have been developed over the years, in-
cluding methods of local interpolation based on transform-
ing data locally between a mesh point of one grid and a set
of mesh points belonging to the other grid that surround it.
The surface spline method (Rodden, McGrew and Kalman,
1972) that appeared at the beginning of the 1970s is still today
widely used as a global interpolation method, in which mode
shapes are very accurately approximated over large sections
of a flight vehicle’s surface using functions of global nature.

The transformation of information between structural and
aerodynamic meshes required a fresh look and additional im-
provements with the development of nonlinear computational
fluid dynamics (CFD)-finite element (FE) time domain sim-
ulation methods (Smith, Hodges and Cesnik, 2000). The new
challenge arose due to the much more detailed nature of the
discretization involved (especially in the CFD models which
need the 3D space to be meshed and not just the surface as
in panel methods), and the fact that the structural and aero-
dynamic nodes now moved during simulations as opposed
to the linear case in which finite element and aerodynamic
mesh points are assumed fixed at their original locations and
boundary conditions applied at those fixed locations and do
not follow a moving mesh.

13 FROM THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
TO THE TIME DOMAIN

With development of active flight control systems in the
1960s and 1970s, methods of aeroelastic analysis and design
and flight control analysis and design had to be harmonized,
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16 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

with the need to formulate the aeroelastic stability and dy-
namic response equations in a manner that facilitated applica-
tions of modern control theory and design methods. Modern
control theory developed powerful techniques for the analysis
and design of control systems for dynamic systems – “plants”
– modeled mathematically by sets of constant-coefficient lin-
ear differential equations, between the 1960s and 1970s. Thus
the dynamic equations for flight vehicle aeroelastic “plants”
had to be cast in the linear time invariant (LTI) form (Livne,
1999):

{ẋ(t)} = [A] {x(t)} + [B] {u(t)}
{y(t)} = [C] {x(t)} + [D] {u(t)}
↓
{X(s)} = [A] {X(s)} + [B] {U(s)}
{Y (s)} = [C] {X(s)} + [D] {U(s)}

(47)

In equations (47) the vectors{x(t)} and{X(s)} in the time
and Laplace domains, respectively, contain the states of the
system that include structural rigid body motions, deforma-
tions, and speeds as well as aerodynamic states. The vectors
{u(t)} , {U(s)} are the input in the time and Laplace domains,
respectively, and they can be used to close the loop if ac-
tive control is used. The matrices [A], [B], [C], [D] are the
system matrices, and the vectors{y(t)} , {Y (s)} are the out-
puts, which, in turn can be used, through control laws to drive
actuators that change the dynamics of the system.

All system matrices in the LTI model depend on the dy-
namic pressure and Mach number of flight. Flutter analysis
focuses on the poles (eigenvalues) of the system’s matrix [A]
as they evolve when the dynamic pressure and Mach number
change.

Working with LTI state-space equations required that the
unsteady aerodynamic force expressions, available with gen-
eral linear panel codes only for simple harmonic motion,
be transformed to the Laplace and time domains. Based on
the work by K. Roger, J.W. Edwards, M. Karpel, and oth-
ers and using analytical continuation of the generalized un-
steady aerodynamic force terms from thejω axis to the nearby
Laplace domain fors = σ + jω, rational function approxi-
mations (RFAs) were fitted to the aerodynamic data along
jk and then extended by replacingjk = jω b

U
by s b

U
in all

resulting terms (see Aeroservoelasticity).
It is important to note that rather than obtaining Laplace

domain and time domain rational function approximations
of the simple harmonic motion unsteady aerodynamic force
terms, work which began in the mid-1970s and continued well
into the 1980s and 1990s achieved success in converting the
kernel function of the integral equation of linear potential un-
steady aerodynamic from simple harmonic motion (Fourier
transformed) to its more general Laplace transform. The lin-

ear integral equations of unsteady aerodynamics could now
be solved for a Laplace variables b

U
(subject to some limita-

tions) by solving

{
w

U∞
(s)
}

= [A(s, M∞)]
{

�p

qD

(s)
}

=⇒
{

�p

qD

(s)
}

= [A(s, M∞)]−1
{

w

U∞
(s)
}

(48)

The resulting generalized unsteady aerodynamic force terms
are now transcendental functions ofs, and the resulting for-
mulation is not directly amenable to integration with LTI type
modern control techniques.

A method for flutter analysis based on the generalized
aerodynamic terms as transcendental functions of the Laplace
variables could be devised using modern search algorithms
for the roots of transcendental functions – In this case – the
zeros of the determinant of the matrix

det
[
s2 [M] + s [C] + [K] − 0.5ρU2 [Q(s)

]]
= 0 → si = σi + jωi (49)

which is known as the Generalized Flutter Method (Edwards
and Wieseman, 2008).

14 FFT AND TIME DOMAIN ANALYSES

The need to carry out time domain simulations for aeroelastic
systems while having unsteady aerodynamic force terms only
for simple harmonic motion when general linear panel codes
were used led in the 1960s to the development of numeri-
cal Discrete Fourier Transform approaches. That is, linear
equations of motion for the response to gusts were available
for simple harmonic motion and for excitation by sinusoidal
gusts (equations (31)).

If the vehicle was hit by a gust with a given time-dependent
profile, then the gust input could be transformed from the time
domainwG(t) to the frequency domainWG

(
jω = jk U∞

b

)
us-

ing numerical Fourier transform, the equations of motion in
the frequency domain (equations (31)) could be solved to
yield frequency-dependent response{q(jω)}, and finally that
frequency-dependent response could be transformed to the
time domain{q(t)} using inverse Fourier transform. The de-
velopment of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms in
the 1960s made such an approach to time domain simulation
of aeroelastic systems practical. In recent years (mid-2000–
2010) the FFT approach to aeroelastic simulations was ap-
plied to aeroelastic systems containing linear and nonlinear
parts, where the linear parts are modeled using FFT/inverse
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FFT techniques and the nonlinear part are modeled in the
time domain.

But way earlier, in the late 1940s and into the 1950s, using
Kussner sharp-edge gust time domain unsteady aerodynam-
ics to excite the flight vehicle strip by strip, modal methods
based on superposition integrals could be used to find the
aeroelastic gust response (Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Half-
man, 1955). Alternatively the second-order equations sub-
ject to gust inputs in the time domain could be integrated
numerically. In any case, methods for numerical integration
of second-order systems of ordinary differential equations
subject to general time domain inputs were needed.

Such systems of equations in the linear aeroelastic case
can be of the form

[M] {ẍ(t)} + [C] {ẋ(t)} + [K] {x(t)} = {F (t)} (50)

with the system’s matrices in this equation containing both
structural and aerodynamic contributions, the vector{F (t)}
is the input force vector, which can include gust input effects,
and the equations expanded to include structural states and
aerodynamic states. It is interesting to note that the need to
develop numerical integration techniques for such equations
arose almost simultaneously in the aeroelastic community
and the earthquake engineering community, and with the de-
velopment of finite element methods became important in
the 1950s and well into the 1970s and 1980s, as driven by
the growing size of mathematical models used (Chapter 10
in Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman, 1955; Bathe, 1996).
Methods such as the Houbolt method (1950), the Newmark
method (1959), and the Wilson method (1973) became widely
known and used, followed by many variants. In essence all
numerical integration methods for second-order ordinary dif-
ferential equations (or first order for that matter, Parker &
Chua, 1989) revolve around finding the vector of unknown
time functionst+�t {x} at timet + �t based on values of the
vector at previous time steps, starting with the initial condi-
tions of the problem.

Whether integrated in the second-order form over time
(equations (50)) or the first-order form (47), a class of nonlin-
ear aeroelastic problems could be solved and was tackled us-
ing time integration of equations (47) or (50) when nonlinear
structural behavior was local in nature (such as free-play of
control surfaces on their hinges) and allowed simulation of the
coupled structural – aerodynamic system with switching, as a
function of motion, between different linear stiffness models
describing the behavior of the system in and out of certain lin-
ear regions, or, in general when linear unsteady aerodynamic
models were adequate and when structural mass, damping,
and stiffness models could be expressed as simple functions
of the motion (see Transonic Nonlinear Aeroelasticity) and

also (Dowell, Edwards and Strganac, 2003):

[M ({x})] {ẍ(t)} + [C ({x} , {ẋ})] {ẋ(t)} + [K ({x})] {x(t)}
= {F (t)} (51)

For formulations of the equations of motion of a free -free
deformable flight vehicle in the quasi-steady and fully dy-
namic cases, see (Dykman and Rodden, 2000) and (Pototzky
et al., 1986).

15 CFD-BASED COMPUTATIONAL
AEROELASTICITY

The last 50 years saw major progress in the development of
numerical methods for the solution of the nonlinear aero-
dynamic flow equations, from the full potential equation
through Euler to Navier–Stokes simulations, including vari-
ous turbulence modeling techniques, together with the rapid
development of computing power. From basic research type
studies of 2D airfoils subject to compressible nonlinear flow,
CFD-based aeroelasticity has now matured to a point where
full configurations of flight vehicles can be modeled and an-
alyzed with an impressive level of accuracy. Discussion of
the many methods used in unsteady aerodynamic CFD sim-
ulation is beyond the scope of this chapter, and the reader is
referred to CFD sources as well as discussion and reference
lists in Edwards 1993, Schuster, Liu and Huttsell 2003; Dow-
ell, Edwards and Strganac, 2003; Dowell, 2004; Farhat 2004,
and also Fundamentals of Fluid–Structure Interaction.

Some of the numerical analysis challenges involved in
CFD/CSD (computational structural dynamics) aeroelastic-
ity (Figure 8) include the solution of the CFD equations
with moving boundary surfaces, moving CFD meshes (Farhat
2004), the solution of linear and nonlinear large scale struc-
tural finite element equations, the coupling of the struc-
tural and aerodynamic equations (Smith, Hodges and Ces-
nik, 2000; Farhat, 2004), and the automated identification of
the damping ratios and frequencies of the resulting dynamic
response (McNamara and Friedmann, 2007).

The nonlinear CSD finite element equations (or modally
reduced equations)

[M] {ü(t)} + [C] {u̇(t)} + [K] {u(t)} = {F (t)} (52)

with the right-hand side representing the time-dependent
forces at finite element nodes (or modal generalized forces)
provided by the fluid, and the spatially discretized time-
dependent fluid flow equations (Chapter 9 of Dowell, 2004)

{q̇} = {Q ({q})} + {B (t)} (53)
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Figure 8. State-of-the-art aeroelastic modeling: From left to right: a structural finite element model, a linear aerodynamic panel code model,
and a CFD model of a University of Washington small UAV.

where the vector{B(t)} representing the motion of boundaries
at the fluid–structure interfaces can be coupled analytically
into a single set of equations to be integrated forward in time.
A single set of coupled structure/aerodynamic equations can
also be solved in the case of a geometrically nonlinear struc-
ture interacting with linear unsteady aerodynamics (Demasi
and Livne, 2009).

Alternatively, the two systems of equations can be
marched forward in time in a staggered manner (Farhat, 2004)
with information exchanged between the two systems at spe-
cific time steps and either with or without subiterations at
each time step to ensure convergence. In three-field formu-
lations of the CFD/CSD aeroelastic problem the CFD mesh
nodes in the fluid field are modeled as finite element nodal
points in an artificial structural finite element model in which
all CFD mesh points are connected to each other by nonlin-
ear springs, and thus fluid mesh points can be made to move
with the motion of the vehicle’s surfaces in a way that will en-
sure “goodness” of the CFD mesh throughout the simulation.
Three-field formulations, thus, include the coupled solution
of a finite element model for the actual structure, an artifi-
cial spring finite element model for the CFD mesh, and the
CFD model for the equations of unsteady flow on a moving
grid.

A number of important developments in CFD/CSD-based
aeroelasticity were influenced by and linked to developments
in nonlinear structural dynamic finite element methods, in-
cluding substructuring (the solution of large FE problems as
sets of coupled substructure problems), parallel processing,
and modal order reduction.

Order reduction has been used in linear structural dynam-
ics for years via the approximation of structural behavior
using reduced order sets of generalized coordinates in the
form of natural modes of vibration of the structure or of re-
lated structures (Karpel, 1992). The high computational cost
of CFD simulations drove, since the 1990s, an extensive re-
search effort to develop similar methods of order reduction
for CFD unsteady models and for coupled CFD/CSD models
to allow nonlinear aeroelastic simulation within reasonable

time and cost limitations. Order reduction of unsteady CFD
models in aeroelasticity began in the 1990s with an effort
to find aerodynamic modes that would be the equivalent of
the structural dynamic modes used for order reduction of
finite element models. In a development similar to that of
structural dynamic model order reduction, methods were de-
veloped for CFD models that included aerodynamic modes
combined with static corrections to account for truncation
errors in dynamic behavior simulation due to the lower order
of modal bases used (Chapter 9 of Dowell, 2004).

Since then the available order reduction methods for CFD-
based aeroelasticity, known as ROM (reduced order models)
have expanded significantly to include methods borrowed and
adapted from the field of nonlinear systems dynamics, such as
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) methods that were
influenced by work in the area of turbulent flow research to
identify reduced order mechanisms which would capture the
behavior of high dimensional flow models, as well as non-
linear Volterra series expansions used in nonlinear controls
systems theory and nonlinear systems identification.

In one possible application of nonlinear CFD-based aeroe-
lastic simulation methods to practical flutter simulations, flut-
ter analysis is carried out in two steps. First a nonlinear static
aeroelastic problem is solved to obtain an equilibrium solu-
tion for the system in nonlinear steady flow. The equations
of motion are then linearized about that equilibrium state
and small-perturbation linear flutter analysis can be carried
out using the well-known linear methods presented above.
Generalized aerodynamic force terms can then be calculated
for sinusoidal motions in a set of mode shapes about a steady
equilibrium for a range of input frequencies, and the resulting
frequency-dependent generalized aerodynamic matrix used
in flutter calculations using thep–k method, theg-method, or
the state-space method based on rational function approxima-
tions of the linear unsteady generalized aerodynamic forces
(GAFs).

The success of such an approach depends, of course, on
the degree to which steady flow effects dominate the aeroe-
lastic behavior. For example, in the transonic case, it may
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be sufficient to capture the locations of shock waves of the
static solutions and carry out linear perturbations about that
to produce accurate prediction of the well-known transonic
flutter dip – the reduction in flutter speed due to transonic
flow effects.

16 CONCLUSION

The development of analytical and numerical methods for the
aeroelastic modeling of fixed-wing flight vehicles has been
described here as a process that evolved over a period close
to a hundred years. From efforts to understand the physical
and mathematical nature of flutter, gust response, and other
aeroelastic phenomena using 2D structural and aerodynamic
models, through equivalent beam/aerodynamic strip models,
followed by finite element/aerodynamic panel methods, and
up to the coupled CSD/CFD simulations of today, aeroelastic
analysis grew over the years to become capable of capturing
highly complex nonlinear static and dynamic phenomena,
including fluid/structure interactions in the transonic regime
with shock wave motion.
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1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this chapter is to describe aeroelastic effects
on fixed wing air vehicles. Rotating systems such as pro-
pellers, helicopter blades, or gas turbines are not addressed.
Aeroelasticity is a design activity concerned with the conse-
quences created and tradeoffs required by interactions among

aerodynamic forces, structural deformation (elasticity), and
motion (dynamics) of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic lifting
surfaces. These highly interactive, interdisciplinary activi-
ties are summarized in Figure 1 with interactions among
four major technical areas involved in aeroelastic phenomena
(Friedmann, 1999). The term aeroelasticitywas coined in the
early 1930s by Alfred Pugsley and Harold Roxbee Cox, two
distinguished engineers at the Royal Aircraft Establishment
(RAE).

Aeroelastic interactions determine airplane loads and per-
formance in four primary areas: (i) wing and tail surface
lift redistribution that changes external loads; (ii) stability
derivatives, including lift effectiveness, that changes flight

Figure 1. Aeroelastic interactions among major technical areas
create new problems and opportunities.
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Figure 2. Boeing 767 static structural proof test to wing failure
showing extreme strength with large deformation.

static and dynamic control features such as aircraft trim and
dynamic response (Abzug and Larabee, 2002); (iii) control
effectiveness, including aileron reversal, that limits maneu-
verability; and (iv) aircraft structural dynamic response and
stability, in particular buffeting and flutter.

Highly efficient wing and tail surface structural design per-
mits substantial structural bending and twisting deformation
during flight, as indicated in the picture of the Boeing 767
ground test shown in Figure 2. Wing twist produces changes
in local angle of attack on swept and unswept surfaces. Swept-
back wing bending reduces local angle of attack, whereas
sweptforward wing bending increases local angle of attack.

Figure 3 shows two different aerodynamic load distribu-
tions along a hypothetical, 35◦ sweptback wing, one for a
rigid wing, the other for an identical but flexible wing. The
total lift, shown as the areas under each of the two curves,
is equal; the aircraft angle of attack for the flexible surface
must be larger for the rigid surface.

Figure 3. An example flexible 35◦ sweptback wing lift redistribu-
tion caused by aeroelastic effects at cruise.
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Figure 4. Lift effectiveness, showing increased lift per unit angle
of attack associated with unswept wings.

Unswept wing torsional deformation causes the loading
to shift outboard, but wing bending produces no change in
local angle of attack. The aerodynamic load on an unswept
wing resembles the curve marked “flexible wing” in Figure 3,
whereas the unswept flexible wing lift distribution resembles
the curve marked “rigid wing.”

Lift effectivenessis defined as the ratio of the total lift
on a flexible surface divided by the lift on the identical,
but rigid, surface at identical angles of attack. Lift effec-
tiveness changes with airspeed. Figure 4 shows three plots
of typical wing lift effectiveness as a function of airspeed.
Sweptback wings are lift ineffective(lift effectiveness less
than one) because of lifting surface bending. Conversely, flex-
ible unsweptlifting surfaces generate more lift than similar
rigid surfaces.

Control effectivenessis the ability of a control surface
such as an aileron or a rudder to produce aerodynamic forces
and moments to control airplane orientation and maneuver
along a flight path. Asymmetrical aileron rotation produces
rolling acceleration and roll rate. Aircraft rolling motion cre-
ates damping in roll that opposes rolling motion. The ability
to create a terminal or steady-state roll rateis the primary
measure of aileron effectiveness.

Consider Figure 5. Without wing torsional flexibility, the
terminal roll rate is a linear function of airspeed. Rotating
the aileron downward produces lift, but also twists the wing
surface nose-down, reducing the local wing angle of attack as
well as the lift force and moment. The size of the nose-down
twisting moment and nose-down twist depends upon the:
(i) size of the control surface; (ii) amount of aileron deflec-
tion; (iii) structural stiffness; and, (iv) dynamic pressure, q.
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Figure 5. Control effectiveness declines with increasing airspeed.

Dynamic pressure is one half the product of air density times
airspeed squared.

Because aileron induced twisting reduces the lift force,
the rolling acceleration and the steady state roll rate will be
less than the rigid wing roll rate. As indicated in Figure 5,
the roll rate is maximum at a certain flight speed and then
declines rapidly as airspeed increases. At a special airspeed,
called reversal speed,the ailerons will not generate a rolling
moment even though there is substantial wing surface dis-
tortion and substantial aileron rotation. At speeds above the
reversal speed, the aileron produces a roll rate, but in the
opposite direction to that intended.

2 AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC
RESPONSE, STABILITY, AND FLUTTER

Unsteady dynamic loads such as those created by abrupt con-
trol movement, gusts, or buffet may produce moderate or
even severe transient structural dynamic response. Buffet is
an unsteady aerodynamic loading created by aerodynamic
wakes shed from wings, nacelles, and fuselage pods dur-
ing operation at high angles of attack. Buffet can create
severe dynamic loads and stresses, particularly on vertical
stabilizers.

Aircraft and missile resonant natural frequencies depend
on stiffness and mass distribution. Lifting surface structural
flexibility depends on the amount of displacement created
by forces and moments. If large deflections are created by
small forces then the surface is very flexible. Stiffness is
the inverse of flexibility. Because the source of aeroelas-
tic stiffness or flexibility results from the structure and the
aerodynamic displacement-dependent forces, aircraft flexi-
bility and stiffness, as well as resonant frequencies and mode
shapes, change with airspeed or altitude.

Figure 6. Wing vibration mode shapes.

Analysis and test are used to compute and then measure
aircraft natural frequencies and the mode shapes associated
with these dynamic pressure independent natural frequencies.
Natural frequencies are identified during ground resonance
tests. The vibration shapes at these natural frequencies are
the mode shapes, unique to each natural frequency. A typical
result is shown in Figure 6.

Flutter is a self-excited structural dynamic instability that
occurs when an oscillating wing or tail surface vibrates in
such a way as to extract energy from the airstream; the
amplitude of vibratory motion increases exponentially. Flut-
ter belongs to a special class of mechanics problems called
nonconservativeproblems. The flutter mechanism depends
on flying at the right speed and altitude to allow two or
more aircraft vibration modes to interact or coupletogether.
In rare instances flutter occurs as the result of the loss of
aerodynamic damping. Flutter can be loosely categorized
into at least five different areas: (i) classical – wing bending
and torsion; (ii) control surface – surface rotation and wing
bending; (iii) empennage – fuselage torsion and tail torsion;
(iv) stall – wing torsion; and (v) body freedom – wing bending
and fuselage pitch.

Figure 7 shows time histories of three possible types of
dynamic responses at a point on a wing surface responding
to a disturbance during flight at different airspeeds (Ricketts,
1983). Disturbances decay with time at an airspeed corre-
sponding to point A where the resonant natural frequencies
are well separated. At Point B a disturbance produces har-
monic oscillatory motion with fixed amplitude. The two
natural frequencies have changed and are very close to each
other. At point C two natural frequencies are extremely close
together. Any disturbance grows rapidly. This is flutter.
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4 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

Figure 7. Aircraft vibration modes couple together to allow energy
to be absorbed from the airstream.

The proximity of the two natural frequencies indicates
that the two modes of motion are interacting in a way such
that the lifting surface is naturally extracting energy from the
airstream and feeding it into wing vibration.

Flutter is not forced resonant responserequiring a fixed
frequency harmonic force input at a system natural frequency.
The airstream causing flutter is steady and nonoscillatory
until the system is disturbed. Without internal structural
damping, resonance response amplitude grows linearly with
time, whereas the flutter dynamic response has an exponen-
tial increase until the structure is destroyed or some nonlinear
mechanism comes into play.

The flutter instability mechanism is illustrated in Figure 8,
which shows a wing section undergoing torsional and bend-
ing motion. The torsion mode creates harmonic aerodynamic
forces, whereas the bending or “plunge” mode supplies the
displacements for the aerodynamic forces to do work.

Figure 8. Airspeed dependent phasing between two distinct types
of oscillatory motion at nearly the same frequency is required to
create flutter dynamic instability.

As the wing plunges downward it also rotates downward
to place the lift force in phase with the downward motion.
At the beginning of the downward motion the lift is zero
and reaches its maximum downward value when the plunge
displacement is zero.

The aerodynamic forces behave like a sine wave, whereas
the displacement is a cosine wave. These two functions are
90◦ out-of-phase. As a result, the integral of the product of
the lift force times the plunge velocity is positive. Energy is
extracted from the flow and fed into the system.

3 THE ORIGINS OF STATIC AND
DYNAMIC AEROELASTIC PROBLEMS

Two factors drive aviation development: the quest for speed
and the competition for new air vehicle military and com-
mercial applications. These factors trigger the appearance of
new aircraft shapes, new materials, and applications of other
new technologies such as avionics. This in turn has created
and continues to create new challenges for aeroelasticity.

Static aeroelastic phenomena appeared at the very begin-
ning of powered flight. Samuel Langley’s Aerodromefailed

Figure 9. Langley Aerodrome aeroelastic launch failure December
1903 showing forward wing collapse. Reproduced with permission
from Phil Callihan.
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Figure 10. 1901 Wright Brothers wing warping kite.

twice, including once several days before the Wright
Brother’s first flight in 1903 (Figure 9). Collar (1978)
attributes this failure to a static structural instability called
wing divergence. Garrick and Reed (1981) disagree with this
conclusion, citing recent evidence that rules out static insta-
bility, but identify excessive flexibility that led to an overload
situation.

In 1901 the Wright Brothers used a tethered kite, sketched
in Figure 10, to demonstrate wing warping– controlled, anti-
symmetrical biplane wing twisting – to create active roll
control. Wing warping depends on building torsionally flexi-
ble wing surfaces easily distorted by the pilot. Wing warping
surfaces must be very flexible; they are also easily distorted
by the airstream to produce unintended airloads. This concept
was used on the Wright Flyer in 1903. Most early monoplanes
were controlled by wing warping. These included the Bleriot
XI, shown in Figure 11, the British Bristol Prier Monoplane,
and, as late as 1915, the Fokker Eindecker. The most often
cited early aeroelastically induced wing failure occurred on
the Fokker D-VIII monoplane (Fokker, 1931). Strengthening

Figure 11. The wire-braced Bleriot XI with a wing warping control
system first flew between England and France in 1909.

Figure 12. (a) (b) The typical section aeroelastic idealization.

its rear spar created a tendency of the leading edge to twist,
producing excessive lift forces during dive pullout. Design-
ers and operators struggled to understand the source of these
problems.

The Bleriot XI and the Bristol Prier had fatal accidents
around 1912. Bleriot strengthened the Bleriot XI guy wires
and increased the main wing spar size, but wing failures
still occurred. On 12 September 1912 the British War Office
placed a ban on Royal Flying Corps pilots flying mono-
planes after a series of accidents involving the Bristol Prier
monoplane (Baker, 1994). Some witnesses to these crashes
reported in-flight explosions. The French issued their own
monoplane flight ban soon after. These temporary bans cre-
ated an anti-monoplane bias lasting through World War I.
Designers did not understand that aeroelastic problems are
stiffness related, not stress related.

Figure 12 shows the typical sectionaeroelastic idealization
used to illustrate static aeroelastic phenomena. The model
has two degrees of freedom called pitch and plunge and is
supported by two linear elastic springs located at the shear
center. The two springs, with stiffnesses Kh and KT , simulate
the stiffness of wing spars and skin. The displacement h,
called “plunge” represents wing surface bending displace-
ment, measured at the wing section shear center, whereas θ

represents wing structural torsion. The shear center or center
of twistis a point on the wing section where the application of
a concentrated force creates plunge/bending deflection, but
no twist.
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6 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

The typical section lift vector and pitching moment act
at the aerodynamic center. Thin airfoil theory for incom-
pressible flow predicts the aerodynamic center to be at the
1/4 chord position. At the aerodynamic center the aerody-
namic pitching moment depends on airfoil camber but does
not change with angle of attack. The lift and moment are
expressed in coefficient form as:

L = qSCLα
(α0 + θ) (1)

MAC = qScCMAC (2)

with wing chord dimension, c, planform area S, airspeed V ,
dynamic pressure q = 1

2ρV 2 and initial angle of attack, αo.
The CMAC term is an aerodynamic coefficient that depends
on wing camber. For positive camber (curvature downward)
CMAC is negative.

Aerodynamic lift and moment twist the airfoil an amount
θ, creating additional lift because the aerodynamic center is
offset from the shear center by the distance e. The structural
twist is:

θ =
qSeCLααo

KT

1 − qSeCLα

KT

+ qScCMAC

KT

(
1

1 − qSeCLα

KT

)

=
(

q̄

1 − q̄

)
αo +

(
cCMAC

eCLα

) (
q̄

1 − q̄

)
(3)

The typical section lift is:

L = qSCLα

1 − qSeCLα

KT

αo + qSCLα

1 − qSeCLα

KT

(
qScCMAC

KT

)

= qSCflex
Lα

αo + qScCflex
MAC (4)

The nondimensional aeroelastic parameter q̄ = qSeCLα

KT
rep-

resents the ratio of aerodynamic overturning moment divided
by structural restoring moment. When qSeCLα

KT
= 1 we have

wing divergence. An initial angle of attack, no matter how
small, creates an infinitely large lift and twist. Wing diver-
gence is a static structural instability.

The typical section model results in equations (3) and (4)
show that flexible surfaces with large camber, such as the
Langley Aerodromewing and tail, develop large nose-down
twist at low speeds because the second terms in equations (3)
and (4) are negative. With large camber the second term in
equation (4) dominates even if the aerodynamic center/shear
center offset e is close to zero. Structural tests (Garrick and
Reed, 1981) performed on the original Langley Aerodrome
in 1980 found the front wing shear center to be very close
to the wing aerodynamic center. This lack of a measurable

offset between the shear center and wing aerodynamic center
excludes wing divergence as a mode of failure but not aeroe-
lastic overloading caused by high camber and low torsional
stiffness.

The typical section effective lift curve slope CLα
is modi-

fied by aeroelasticity to be:

Cflex
Lα

= CLα

1 − qSeCLα

KT

= CLα

1 − q̄
(5)

Because e is usually positive, the typical section develops
more lift than a similar rigid surface at a given angle of attack.
For large values of q̄ wing lift is sensitive to small changes
in angle of attack.

Aircraft load factor, n, is defined as n= L/W= lift/weight.
For the typical section model the change in the load factor
with respect to the aircraft angle of attack is

∂n

∂αo

= ∂ L
W

∂αo

= qCLα(
W
S

)
(1 − q̄)

(6)

Braced-wing monoplanes, such as the Bleriot XI, had
small wing torsional stiffness and operated at large values
of q̄. Small changes in the angle of attack, either by pilot
input or by atmospheric gusts, created large increases in wing
external force and led to the documented failures.

When two typical section wings, each with area S, pro-
vide total lift, L, to support an airplane with weight, W , the
required wing angle of attack is:

αo = 1

2

W

S

(
1 − q̄

qCLα

)
− αM (7)

The wing section twist angles, θ, are both:

θ = 1

KT

(
eW

2
+ qScCMAC

)
(8)

No aeroelastic parameter appears in this fixed lift equa-
tion. If camber is zero, then the twist angle is constant at all
flight speeds; the airplane angle of attack decreases to zero
as the flight q approaches the divergence condition q̄ = 1.
However, sensitivity to changes in angle of attack remains.
The divergence instability still exists.

In 1926, Hans Reissner published a landmark paper
“Neuer Probleme aus der Flugzeugstatik” (New Static
Structural Problems of Wings) detailing static aeroelastic
phenomenon such as lift effectiveness and wing divergence.
Similar papers soon appeared in other countries; static aeroe-
lastic problems began to be understood and controlled.
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4 COMPRESSIBILITY: MACH NUMBER
EFFECTS

Wing divergence dynamic pressure depends on the Mach
number. Mach number, M, is the ratio of airspeed divided
by the local speed of sound and measures the importance of
flow compressibility. Dynamic pressure is written in terms of
Mach number as:

q = 1

2
ρV 2 = 1

2
ρaM2 (9)

The symbol a represents the speed of sound and depends
on altitude; this relationship is called the atmosphere line.

The Prandtl–Glauert transformationprovides an estimate
of the lift curve slope for compressible flow written as:

CLα
= CLα0√

1 − M2
(10)

As a result,

qD =
KT

√
1 − M2

D

SeCLα0

= 1

2
ρaM2

D (11)

The solution to this equation is called the match point. The
Mach number used to compute the aerodynamic features of
the typical section matches the local Mach number used to
compute the dynamic pressure.

Figure 13 plots divergence speed as a function of altitude
for a typical section that will diverge at 250 lb ft−2 in incom-
pressible flow. This is compared to the divergence speed

Figure 13. Altitude vs. divergence speed showing compressibility
effects (qD0 = 250 lb ft−2).

computed when the Mach number effects are ignored. Com-
pressibility effects are particularly important at high altitude.

5 CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

Aeroelastic flight control problems began in the 1920s. In
1927 the British Bristol Bagshot fighter prototype encoun-
tered aileron reversal. Figure 14 shows the typical section
with a control surface added. An angle of attack αo and a
control surface rotation δo produce lift, L, and a pitching
moment at the aerodynamic center, MAC, expressed as:

L = qSCLα
(αo + θ) + qSCLδ

δo (12)

MAC = qScCMAC + qScCMδ
δo (13)

where

∂CL

∂δ
= CLδ

(14)

and

CMδ
= ∂CMAC

∂δo
(15)

a negative number. The twist, θ, is:

θ =
qSeCLα

(
αo + c

e
CMAC

CLα

)
+ qSeCLδ

+ c
e
CMδ

δo

KT − qSeCLα

(16)

The lift only resulting from δo (with αo = 0) is

L = qsCLδ
δo

1 + q Sc
KT

CLα

CLδ

(
CMδ

)
1 − q̄

(17)

Figure 14. Typical section with control surface.
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with

CLδ

CLα

= ∂CL

∂δ
× ∂α

∂CL

= ∂α

∂δ
(18)

defined as the apparent change in section angle of attack
resulting from a unit control deflection, δo. This term is a
function of the ratio of the control surface chord to wing
chord ratio. The lift expression is also written as:

L = Lr

[
1 − (q/qR)

1 − (q/qD)

]
(19)

where

Lr = qSCLδ
δo qR = −KT

ScCMδ

CLδ

CLα

= −KT

ScCMδ

∂α

∂δo

qD = KT

SeCLα

(20)

The term qR is called the aileron reversal dynamic pressure
and is a positive number since CMδ is a negative number.
Control effectivenessfor the typical section is defined as:

L

Lr
=

[
1 − (q/qR)

1 − (q/qD)

]
(21)

If the flight dynamic pressure, q, is less than the divergence
dynamic pressure, then, as dynamic pressure approaches qR,
L/Lr decreases; it becomes zero when q = qR. At this speed
the control surface deflection produces no lift because lift
created by nose-down twist cancels control deflection lift.

Control reversal is not a structural instability. Near the
divergence speed a very small input αo produces a very large
structural response θ. At reversal a large input δo produces no
output (L/Lr). At reversal the twist angle θ may be large or
small. Above the reversal speed, a control input δo produces
lift force opposite to that intended, but the structure is still
stable.

6 FLUTTER AND BUFFET APPEAR

The term flutter first appeared in 1924 in a published doc-
ument by R.T. Glazebrook in the Yearbook of the British
Aeronautical Committee. Flutter is a dynamic, oscilla-
tory structural instability enabled by interactions between
unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments created by vibra-
tory motion of lifting surfaces and the vehicles to which these
surfaces are attached. Empennage/tail flutter appeared first in

Figure 15. Interactions between ailerons and wing bending motions
at high speed produced the first catastrophic flutter events in the
1920s (Cook, 1991).

1915 when the British Handley bi-plane bomber experienced
severe tail flutter.

After World War I airspeeds increased; low drag, semi-
monocoque, monoplane designs appeared and with them
wing-aileron flutter. As indicated in Figure 15, at the onset of
wing-aileron flutter, phasing between the aileron motion and
the wing motion is such that lift from the aileron motion
inputs energy into the wing (Cook, 1991). The result is
undamped, exponentially divergent oscillations. The flutter
speed depends on the aileron/wing connection stiffness, wing
bending frequency and the location of the aileron center on
gravity with respect to the aileron/wing hinge.

Wing/aileron flutter and its counterpart, rudder/vertical tail
flutter, were common in the 1920s. The British Gloster-Grebe
biplane fighter encountered wing/aileron flutter in 1923. In
the Netherlands, the Van Berkel W.B. seaplane experienced
violent wing oscillations in flight.

In Germany, Von Bambauer and Koning (1923) identi-
fied the cause of and solutions to wing/aileron flutter by
conducting experimental and theoretical investigations of
wing/aileron dynamic interaction. They were the first to
understand that flutter can be prevented by decoupling modes
of motion. Their decoupling was the result of attaching small
weights ahead of the aileron hinge line; this “mass balanc-
ing” solution is still used. In 1925 the last wooden British
fighter, the Gloster Gamecock, encountered rudder/vertical
tail flutter. This was also eliminated by mass balancing the
rudder.

Accurately predicting flutter speed depends strongly on
unsteady airload calculations. German researchers took
the lead developing unsteady aerodynamic theories that
addressed flutter problems (Herschel, Prem and Madelung,
2004). In 1922 Walter Birnbaum provided expressions for
the oscillatory aerodynamic loading on a two-dimensional
flat plate (much like the typical section) undergoing low-
frequency oscillatory motion in an airstream. Two years
later Herbert Wagner developed the first transient solu-
tion, the Wagner function, describing lift development on a
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two-dimensional flat plate airfoil when it was given an instan-
taneous increase in its angle of attack. By the end of the 1920s
the fundamentals of flutter were clearly understood (Frazer
and Duncan, 1920).

In the United States, Theodorsen’s work on unsteady aero-
dynamics added further fidelity to aeroelastic analysis of
the typical section(Theodorsen, 1935). A key parameter in
these calculations is the reduced frequency of oscillation,
defined as k = ωb

V
. The parameter b is the wing section semi-

chord, whereas V is the airspeed, and ω is the frequency of
oscillation. Flow unsteadiness is very important for calcula-
tions for systems with reduced frequencies beginning about
k = ωb

V
≈ 0.04. Smilg and Wasserman (1942) outlined a flut-

ter analysis procedure called the V-g method. This method
was a standard computational technique for several decades.

7 SWEPT WING AEROELASTICITY

In 1935 Dr Adolph Busemann first proposed sweeping wings
to delay the onset of wave drag resulting from high speed
flow compressibility. High-speed swept wing aircraft designs
appeared in Germany late in World War II. There are three
reasons to sweep a wing forward or backward: (i) to improve
longitudinal stability by reducing the distance between the
aircraft center of gravity and the wing aerodynamic cen-
ter; (ii) to provide longitudinal and directional stability for
tailless (flying) wings; and (iii) to delay transonic drag rise
(compressibility).

Although not the first swept wing aircraft, the American
B-47 jet bomber shown in Figure 16, was the first to encounter
and address high-speed swept wing aircraft aeroelastic issues
ranging from aerodynamic load redistribution to flutter. The
B-47s high aspect ratio swept wings and speed of 607 mph

Figure 16. The Boeing B-47, first flown 17 December 1947, was
the first aircraft to address swept wing aeroelasticity.

Figure 17. Swept wing bending flexibility produces washout that
reduces local angle of attack at wing sections such as A-A.

led to radically new ways of analyzing aeroelastic behavior
(Bhatia, 2003).

As indicated in Figure 17, sweptback wing bending dis-
placements reduce wing section angles of attack, leading
to three static aeroelastic problems: (i) flexible sweptback
wings are lift ineffective because wing bending reduces the
total wing lift for a given wing angle of attack; (ii) bending
deformation moves the wing center of pressure inboard and
forward; and, (iii) bending displacement reduces sweptback
wing aileron effectiveness as well as sweptback tail/rudder
effectiveness so much that ailerons are often replaced by
spoilers. On the positive side, local angle of attack reduc-
tion created by swept wing bending counters the increased
angle of attack created by torsion. This cancellation makes
wing divergence unlikely if wings are swept back >10–15◦,
but more likely if the wings are swept forward.

The increased complexity of high-speed swept wing jet
aircraft construction challenged engineers. Swept wing static
aeroelasticity studies appeared in the late 1940s and early
1950s (Diederich and Budiansky, 1948; Pai and Sears, 1949;
Diederich and Foss, 1952). Static aeroelastic methods for
the complete airplane were developed at the Boeing Com-
pany about 1950 and published in an NACA report (Gray and
Schenk, 1953). Design, testing and certification created new
demands for analytical fidelity. These demands led Boeing
engineers to develop a new aero/structural analysis method
called the finite element method. The paper by Turner et al.
(1956) coupled with the emergence of high-speed computers,
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laid the groundwork for a new powerful method of structural
analysis that has since been embraced by the entire structural
engineering community.

8 HIGH-SPEED FLUTTER PROBLEMS

In 1947 the Bell X-1 broke the sound barrier; soon many
fighters and a few bombers were flying at supersonic speeds.
In 1958 the X-15 flew at hypersonic speeds at the edge of the
Earth’s atmosphere. By 1982 the first Space Shuttle showed
that it could operate at speeds ranging from subsonic to hyper-
sonic.

During the post-World War II era, airplane size also grew,
as did the variety of different configurations, including fly-
ing wings. A new phenomenon called Body Freedom Flutter
appeared. Body freedom flutter occurs as the aircraft short
period mode, a basic flight mechanics parameter, increases
with airspeed and comes in close proximity to a wing vibra-
tion mode. The modal coupling between aircraft pitching
motion and wing structural vibration strongly affects the
dynamics of the aircraft. This problem appeared on the RB-57
reconnaissance aircraft, a version of the B-57 with extended,
high aspect ratio wings and a short fuselage. It is also a pos-
sible mode of instability on flying wings and forward swept
wing designs.

High speed flight created new aeroelastic challenges for
launch vehicle structures. Supersonic panel flutter,depicted
in Figure 18, occurs because of modal coupling between the
first two bending modes of a platelike surface. Early models
of the German V-2 rocket were rumored to have been lost
because of flutter of panels near the rocket nose. Panel flutter
plagued X-15 tail surface panels, creating loads and acoustic
problems. The Saturn V launch vehicle also suffered from
this problem.

Panel flutter differs from other wing flutter because;
(i) only one side of the platelike structure is exposed to high
speed flow whereas the other is in contact with dead air; and

U

Y

y=f(x) e-iωt

L
x = o x = w

x

Figure 18. Panel flutter occurs at supersonic speeds and is charac-
terized by bending vibration modal coupling.

(ii) its onset usually leads to limit cycle oscillations that cre-
ate a severe, sustained, acoustic environment and lead to high
cycle fatigue.

High-speed flutter instabilities include single degree of
freedom flutter (Lambourne, 1968). Unlike classical flutter
requiring modal interaction, single degree of freedom flut-
ter involves instability mechanisms such as loss of damping,
flow separation, pure pitching oscillations, or pure bend-
ing oscillations. Single degree of freedom pitch oscillations
require oscillation at special reduced frequencies and pitch
axis locations.

A common sustained, limit cycle flutter with one degree
of freedom is control surface buzz.This instability requires
shock wave–boundary layer interaction to trigger separated
flow with periodic shock wave reattachment. This instability
is highly nonlinear with the onset of a limit cycle oscillation
dependent upon unsteady aerodynamic phenomena.

9 FLUTTER DESIGN SOLUTIONS

The key to preventing classical flutter events is to eliminate or
delay the modal interaction shown in Figure 19. Flutter prob-
lems are ameliorated by combinations of: (i) mass distribution
changes (adding or removing mass at specific lifting sur-
face locations); (ii) structural stiffness changes (thickening
wing skin or other structural members); or (iii) aerodynamic
surface changes (changing wing span, chord dimensions or
reshaping planiform areas).

Figure 20 shows that the location of the wing section
center of gravity changes flutter speed. Placing the center
of gravity near the 1/4 chord significantly increases flut-
ter speed. Center of gravity position also depends on fuel

Figure 19. Delaying or eliminating modal coupling as airspeed
increases is the key to preventing classical flutter.
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Figure 20. Wing cross-sectional center of gravity location is an
important factor in determining flutter speed. Forward c.g. locations
are better.

tank placement, under-wing missile or bomb placement, and
engine placement. Re-positioning engines, including length-
ening or shortening attachment pylons, affects flutter speed.
Flutter speed increase may require mass-balancing, adding
nonstructural mass, such as lead weights, to critical places on
a wing, an engine, an aileron or an elevator.

Many fighter aircraft carry a wide variety of externally
mounted, under-wing armaments or “stores.” Operational
requirements may create a large number of possible store
combinations. This, in turn, may result in missions where the
flutter speed is less than possible operational airspeeds.

10 CONTROLLING AND EXPLOITING
AEROELASTICITY: AEROELASTIC
TAILORING AND
AEROSERVOELASTICITY

With the advent of modern advanced composite materials,
passive aeroelastic control, known as aeroelastic tailor-
ing, has come to include structural stiffness design to
control deformation mode coupling. Strong directional stiff-
ness exhibited by advanced composite materials such as
graphite/epoxy provides the ability to decouple or couple
aeroelastic deformations. Aeroelastic tailoring through use
of composite laminate design is used to increase lift effec-
tiveness, control effectiveness, and flutter speed.

In the early 1970s aeroelastic tailoring was applied to
sweptforward wing designs with inherently low wing diver-
gence speeds. The DARPA X-29 research aircraft shown in
Figure 21 was the result of these efforts.

Aeroelastic tailoring introduces structural bending/torsion
elastic coupling by offsetting the direction of laminate fibers,
as indicated in Figure 22. A sweptforward wing with the fibers

Figure 21. The DARPA X-29 research aircraft promoted aeroelas-
tically tailored advanced composite materials to control undesirable
static aeroelastic effects.

aligned along the wing swept axis leads to deformation called
wash-inand increased airloads. This reduces the wing diver-
gence airspeed compared to an unswept wing. Substantial
added structural stiffness (and weight) is required to provide
aeroelastic stability.

Re-orienting laminate fibers changes bend/twist coupling.
As the wing bends upward it twists in the nose-down direc-
tion, creating wash-out. This reduces the local airloads and
increases wing divergence speed without extra weight. Fig-
ure 23 summarizes the effects of laminate fiber orientation
on sweptback wing aeroelastic phenomena (Shirk, Hertz and
Weisshaar, 1986).

Aeroelastic phenomena such as aileron reversal have been
exploited to create actively controlled, light-weight struc-
tures. The X-53 Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) test aircraft

Figure 22. Sweptforward wing aeroelastic tailoring increases wing
divergence speed.
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Figure 23. Aeroelastic tailoring applied to sweptback wing aeroe-
lastic performance, showing preferred directions for improving
aeroelastic performance.

shown in Figure 24 uses a combination of active and passive
aeroelastic control to produce a highly flexible, lightweight
control system (Pendleton et al., 2007). The X-53 wing has a
relatively low reversal speed; it uses ailerons to create wing
distortion much like wing warping to roll the aircraft.

Aeroservoelasticityuses interactive, active flight control to
modify aeroelastic dynamic response and stability. In the past
few decades, aircraft active flight control has brought flight
mechanics much closer to aeroelasticity than it has been in the
past. Until a few decades ago, except in unusual cases, aeroe-
lasticians isolated lifting surface aeroelastic response from
vehicle response. Aeroservoelasticity began by improving
XB-70 supersonic bomber ride quality. Later active flutter
suppression using actively controlled ailerons was demon-
strated on a B-52 test aircraft (Roger, Hodges and Felt, 1975).

Figure 24. X-53 Active flexible wing aircraft.

Figure 25. Forward swept wing body-freedom flutter replaces
static divergence as an instability mode.

11 STATIC STABILITY OR FLIGHT
DYNAMIC STABILITY: DIVERGENCE
OR FLUTTER?

Wing static divergence is a theoretical phenomenon; it has
been called “flutter at zero frequency.” Divergence of lift-
ing surfaces is unlikely to appear in flight because, unlike
a wing rigidly mounted in a wind tunnel, freely flying air-
craft respond to large forces developed when an aerodynamic
surface deforms. This is particularly true of flying wings,
sweptforward wings, joined wings, and oblique wings.

When the airplane is treated as a dynamic system, the
wing divergence mode appears as a low frequency wing-body
vibration mode. This mode displays a classical modal inter-
action with other flight mechanics modes, in particular the
short period mode, to create body freedom flutter as shown
in Figure 25.

As a result, most aeroelastic analyses are conducted with
models that include rigid-body degrees of freedom. These
mathematical models are far more complex than those first
imagined decades ago when the first flutter analysts began
their quest for understanding and control. In addition, this
approach has moved aeroelasticity from a specialty area into
the mainstream of aircraft structures that recognizes the need
to treat the system as a truly integrated flying system.

12 SUMMARY

The strong interactions among various aeroelastic con-
stituencies, such as structures, flight mechanics and control,
unsteady aerodynamics, and vehicle performance has cre-
ated unusual problems for aircraft development during the
past century. Creative, skilled aeroelasticians have risen to
the occasion and solved these problems. Today, the wealth of
comprehensive analytical methods available to engineering
analysts allows developers to examine aeroelastic phenomena
before they produce unpleasant surprises. However, aeroe-
lasticity continues to be a vibrant discipline required when
new and unusual aircraft configurations are designed. Future
vehicles such as those with rapidly changing mass prop-
erties, trans-atmospheric aircraft or vehicles with rapidly
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changing shape, such as morphing aircraft may hold inter-
active surprises. This statement is particularly applicable to
new generations of unmanned vehicles, micro air vehicles
and hypersonic vehicles. Each new flight era brings with it
the prejudices of the past and the challenges for the future.
So too it will be with aeroelasticity.
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with broad perspective.)
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Courier Dover Publications, New York. (One of the two timeless
classical textbooks on aeroelasticity created by a master writer
and teacher.)

Hodges, H. and Pierce, G.A. (2002) Introduction to Structural
Dynamics and Aeroelasticity, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge.

Scanlan, H. and Rosenbaum, R. (1968) Introduction to the
Study of Aircraft Vibration and Flutter, Dover Publications,
New York.

Wright, R. and Cooper, J.E. (2008) Introduction to Aircraft Aeroe-
lasticity and Loads, Wiley, New York.
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1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Large commercial and military transport aircraft cruise at
transonic Mach numbers, above the critical Mach number Mcr

at which locally sonic flow first occurs, but below a freestream
of Mach 1. Because the aircraft design dive speed and “never
exceed” speed are well into the transonic region, the flutter
calculations required for certification involve transonic flows.

∗ This is an abbreviated and revised version of the article “Non-
linear aeroelasticity,” by E.H. Dowell, J. Edwards, T. Strganac,
Journal of Aircraft, September–October 2003; 40(5):857–874.

Supersonic transport (SST) and fighter aircraft must also be
capable of sustained operation near Mach 1, where the flutter
margin is typically at a minimum and more complex flut-
ter phenomena are often observed relative to those found in
subsonic flow. It is interesting to note that the first US SST
design, the Boeing 2707, encountered transonic flutter prob-
lems that had serious design implications. Some 30 years
later, wind tunnel flutter tests during the High-Speed Civil
Transport (HSCT) program again revealed the critical nature
of the transonic region for thin, highly swept and cranked
wings typical of modern HSCT designs.

Transonic flows occur not only over aircraft flying near
Mach 1, but also in the tip region of propeller blades, and in
nozzles, turbines, and compressors of jet engines. A flow is
considered transonic if both subsonic and supersonic regions
exist near the body at the same time. For example, if an aircraft
is flying at a subsonic speed U∞ < a∞, where a∞ is the speed
of sound in the undisturbed flow, local regions of supersonic
flow will form on and near the wing surface if the flight Mach
number M∞ = U∞/a∞ is above the critical Mach number, as
illustrated in Figure 1a. The critical Mach number depends
on the shape, thickness, and attitude of the wing-body com-
bination, but typically falls in the range 0.6–0.8 for steady
flight conditions such as cruise.

A freestream sonic flow (M∞ = 1), Figure 1b, is some-
what special. In this case, the supersonic region extends to
infinity, as do the sonic line and the trailing-edge shock. A
limit Mach wave emerges, which is asymptotic to the sonic
line at infinity and divides the flow-field into two regions: an
upstream region that can influence the upstream flow, and a
downstream region that cannot.
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Figure 1. Nature of transonic and sonic flows. (a) Transonic flow with Mcr < M∞ < 1; (b) sonic flow with M∞ = 1.

Because the chief difficulties in transonic aeroelasticity
arise from a nonlinear and mixed subsonic–supersonic flow-
field, it is not surprising that our understanding of transonic
flutter has to a large extent been paced by developments in
transonic aerodynamics. The theoretical study of transonic
flow problems associated with aircraft is often said to have
started with Von Kármán’s (1947) paper on transonic similar-
ity principles (Von Kármán, 1947). A series of theoretical and
experimental studies followed, reflecting the increasing inter-
est in transonic flows relevant to emerging high-speed aircraft
in the early years after World War II. By the time the books
on the subject by Guderley (1962) and Ferrari and Tricomi
(1968) appeared, a relatively good mathematical and physical
understanding of steady transonic flow had been developed, at
least for the two-dimensional inviscid case. See also the later
book by Cole and Cook (1986), which presents the theory
from a more modern point of view.

By the late 1960s, there was renewed interest in the lower
transonic region, because of transonic effects experienced by
jet aircraft cruising at high subsonic Mach numbers. The first
generation of US commercial jet aircraft was by then 10 years
old, and the new “wide-body” or jumbo aircraft were in flight
tests and about to enter service. Although computational pro-
cedures based on linear potential flow were well advanced at
this point, these methods did not apply to the mixed subsonic–
supersonic flow-fields encountered in transonic flows over
aircraft wings.

Not much progress was made on calculating transonic
flows until methods were developed to handle the mixed
subsonic–supersonic flow-field in a mathematically and
physically correct manner. A major step in this direction
was the introduction of type-dependent difference formulas
by Murman and Cole (1971). The Murman–Cole paper had
an immediate impact on the calculation of transonic flows

over aircraft wings and provided an important impetus to the
emerging field of computational fluid dynamic (CFD). Over
the next 20 years, rapid advances were made in the calcu-
lation of steady and unsteady transonic flows, from simple
two-dimensional airfoils to the flow around a complete air-
craft (Caughey and Jameson, 2003). At the same time, the
application of these methods in computational aeroelasticity
(CAE) saw an explosive growth that continues to this day
(Bendiksen, 2004).

2 GENERIC NONLINEAR AEROELASTIC
BEHAVIOR

There are several basic concepts that will be helpful for the
reader to keep in mind throughout the discussion to follow.
The first is the distinction between a static nonlinearity and a
dynamic one. In the aeroelasticity literature, the term “linear
system” may mean either a (mathematical or wind tunnel)
model or flight vehicle that is both statically and dynam-
ically linear in its response or one that is nonlinear in its
static response, but linear in its dynamic response. So we
will usually qualify the term “linear model” further by not-
ing whether the system is dynamically linear or both statically
and dynamically, that is, wholly linear.

An example of a system, which is wholly linear, is a struc-
ture whose deformation in response to either static or dynamic
forces is (linearly) proportional to those forces. An aerody-
namic flow is wholly linear when the response (say change in
pressure) is (linearly) proportional to changes in downwash
or fluid velocities induced by the shape or motion of a solid
body in the flow. This is the domain of classical small pertur-
bation aerodynamic theory and leads to a linear mathematical
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model (convected wave equation) for the fluid pressure per-
turbation or velocity potential. Shock waves and separated
flow are excluded from such flow models that are both stat-
ically and dynamically linear. A wholly linear aeroelastic
model is of course one composed of wholly linear structural
and aerodynamic models.

A statically nonlinear, but dynamically linear structure is
one where the static deformations are sufficiently large that
the static response is no longer proportional to the static forces
and the responses to the static and dynamic forces cannot sim-
ply be added to give meaningful results. Buckled skin panels
(buckling is a nonlinear static equilibrium that arises from a
static instability) that dynamically respond to (not too large)
acoustic loads or the prediction of the onset of their dynamic
aeroelastic instability (flutter) are examples where a statically
nonlinear, but dynamically linear model may be useful.

In aerodynamic flows, shock waves and separated flows
are themselves the result of a dynamically nonlinear process.
But once formed they may often be treated in the aeroe-
lastic context as part of a nonlinear static equilibrium state
(steady flow). Then the question of the dynamic stability of
the statically nonlinear fluid-structural (aeroelastic) system
may be addressed by a linear dynamic perturbation analy-
sis about this nonlinear static equilibrium. Sometime such
aerodynamic flow models are call time linearized.

Of course if one wishes to model limit cycle oscillations
(LCOs) and the growth of their amplitude as flow parameters
are changed, then either or both the structural and the aero-
dynamic model must be treated as dynamically nonlinear.
Often a single nonlinear mechanism is primarily responsible
for the LCO. However, one may not know a priori which
nonlinearity is dominant unless one has designed a math-
ematical model, wind tunnel model or flight vehicle with

the chosen nonlinearity. Not the least reason why LCOs are
more difficult to understand in flight vehicles (compared to
say mathematical models) is that rarely has a nonlinearity
been chosen and designed into the vehicle. More often one is
dealing with an unanticipated and possibly unwanted nonlin-
earity. Yet sometimes that nonlinearity is welcome because
without it the LCO would instead be replaced by catastrophic
flutter leading to loss of the flight vehicle.

It must be emphasized that the variety of possible nonlin-
ear aeroelastic responses is not limited to LCOs per se. In the
context of nonlinear system theory (Thompson and Stewart,
1988), an LCO is one of the simplest dynamic bifurcations.
Other common possible nonlinear responses include higher
harmonic and subharmonic resonances, jump-resonances,
entrainment, beating, and period doubling to name only a few.
These responses have been studied using low order model
problems in the nonlinear dynamics literature; however, in
aeroelastic wind tunnel and flight testing, the detailed knowl-
edge required to identify these nonlinear responses has rarely
been available.

Now consider the generic types of nonlinear dynamic
response that may occur, that is LCOs and the variation of
their amplitude with flight speed (or wind tunnel velocity). Of
course the frequency of the LCO may vary with flight param-
eters as well, but usually the frequency is near that predicted
by a classical linear dynamic stability (flutter) analysis.

The generic possibilities are indicated in Figure 2a and 2b
where the limit cycle amplitude is plotted versus some sys-
tem parameter, for example flight speed. In Figure 2a, an
aeroelastic system is depicted that is stable to small or large
disturbances (perturbations) below the flutter (instability)
boundary predicted by a linear dynamical model. Beyond
the flutter boundary, LCO arises due to some nonlinear effect

Figure 2. Schematic of LCO response. Image courtesy of Duke University.
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and typically the amplitude of the LCO increases as the flight
speed increases beyond the flutter speed. In Figure 2b, the
other generic possibility is shown. While again LCO exists
beyond the flutter boundary, now LCO may also exist below
the flutter boundary, if the disturbances to the system are suf-
ficiently large. Moreover both stable (solid line) and unstable
(dotted line) LCOs now are present. Stable LCO exists when
for any sufficiently small disturbance, the motion returns to
the same LCO at large time. Unstable LCOs are those for
which any small perturbation will cause the motion to move
away from the unstable LCO and move toward a stable LCO.
Theoretically, in the absence of any disturbance both sta-
ble and unstable LCOs are possible dynamic, steady-state
motions of the system. Information about the size of the dis-
turbance required to move from one stable LCO to another
can also be obtained from data such as shown in Figure 2b.
Note also the hysteretic response as flight speed increases and
then decreases.

3 FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF
TRANSONIC FLUTTER

3.1 Why classical or wholly linear theory fails

Classical or wholly linear theory of potential flow has a sin-
gularity at Mach 1, predicting infinite aerodynamic loads and
giving rise to the myth of a “sonic wall.” But this singular-
ity is artificial and somewhat misplaced, because the linear
theory breaks down as soon as the critical Mach number is
exceeded and well before Mach 1 is reached. The reason for
this failure can be traced back to the linear governing equa-
tion, which only permits pressure disturbances to travel away
from the wing as linear acoustic waves at a constant speed, the
speed of sound in the freestream. If the wing is traveling with
a speed close to the speed of sound, upstream propagating
wave fronts will accumulate and stay near the wing, result-
ing in a large disturbance that violates the small-disturbance
assumption. The result is a blowup of the solution at
Mach 1.

3.2 Transonic nonlinearities

Transonic flutter of aircraft wings and control surfaces is
dominated by the inherent nonlinearities in the steady and/or
unsteady transonic flow. The nonlinearities arise because (i)
the geometry of the wing (thickness, camber, and airfoil
type) and steady angle-of-attack enter the first-order pertur-
bation solution in a nonlinear manner; and (ii) the mixed
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Figure 3. Effect of wing thickness on the flutter boundary and tran-
sonic dip of the swept NACA 65A-series wings of different airfoil
thicknesses. Reproduced from Dogget, Rainey and Morgan (1959)
NASA.

subsonic flow-field with moving shocks cannot be modeled
with wholly linear equations, even in the absence of boundary
layer separation.

Experimental evidence also points to the need for at least a
static nonlinear theory. In the wholly linear aerodynamic the-
ories, the effects of thickness, camber, and angle-of-attack are
of second order, because the superposition principle can be
used to “remove” these effects from the first-order unsteady
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Figure 4. Effect of angle-of-attack on the experimental flutter
boundary and transonic dip of the NRL7301 2D aeroelastic model.
Tested by Schewe, Knipfer and Mai Dietz (2001). Reproduced from
Bendiksen (2002) c© AIAA.
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problem and hence are neglected in a wholly linear theory.
But Figures 3 and 4 show that this assumption is not correct in
the transonic region. Clearly there is an important effect of air-
foil thickness and steady angle-of-attack for these transonic
data.

3.3 Transonic flutter boundary

The most interesting aspect of transonic flutter is the appear-
ance of a “transonic dip” in the flutter boundary, as illustrated
in Figures 3 and 4, revealing a much higher and very different
sensitivity to Mach number than suggested by linear theories.
For some wings, a change of only 0.02 in the Mach number
in the dip region can result in as much as a 50% change in
the critical dynamic pressure at flutter. Neither the location
nor shape of the dip can be correctly predicted by wholly lin-
ear aerodynamic theories. Also, the airfoil shape becomes
of importance, and there is often a significant difference
between the flutter boundary of a wing with a supercritical air-
foil, as compared to conventional wings of similar thickness.

The transonic flutter boundary can be represented as a
surface in a three-dimensional parameter space, Figure 5a,
with the three primary similarity parameters (Mach num-
ber M∞, mass ratio µ, and reduced velocity Ū = U/bωα)

as coordinate axes (Bendiksen, 2002). It is not possible to
get a complete understanding of the transonic flutter behav-
ior of a wing from classical two-parameter plots of the linear
flutter speed, or dynamic pressure, versus Mach number. To
understand why, one must first recognize that a 2D plot of UF

versus M∞ (for a fixed mass ratio µ0) represents the projec-
tion of the actual 3D flutter curve “a” or “b” in Figure 5a on
the plane µ = µ0, parallel to the UF − M∞ coordinate plane.
There is a corresponding projection, for each Mach number,
of the 3D flutter curve onto a plane parallel to the UF/bωα–
µ coordinate plane. Because the actual path traced out on
the flutter surface depends not only on the properties of the
aeroelastic model, but also on the wind tunnel test procedure
used, the two-parameter projections on the similarity planes
are not unique for a given aeroelastic model. Furthermore,
the location and sharpness of the transonic dip depend on
the path traced out on the flutter surface, and on the angle at
which the “transonic valley” is entered.

It is important to distinguish between flutter boundaries at
constant mass ratio (altitude), and boundaries obtained in a
variable-density wind tunnel. As shown in Figure 5b, the two
cases may yield completely different boundaries in the tran-
sonic region, even for the same aeroelastic model, because
the boundaries represent different paths on the flutter surface
(cf. paths a and b in Figure 5a).

Figure 5. (a) Flutter boundary as a surface in a 3D space of primary similarity parameters, with all other model parameters fixed. The
observed flutter boundaries in wind tunnel tests are represented by curves or paths (a and b) on this surface, and may differ from test to test
if the temperature changes. Part (b) shows the calculated flutter boundary for an NACA 0006 model: (i) corresponding to fixed mass ratio
µ = 20; (ii) corresponding boundary if U∞a∞M∞ and µ is decreased until flutter occurs; c© Theodorsen–Garrick rule for subsonic flutter.
Reproduced with permission from Schewe, Knipfer and Mai Dietz (2001) c© DLR.
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4 FLIGHT EXPERIENCE WITH
NONLINEAR AEROELASTIC EFFECTS

Much of the flight experience with aircraft LCO has been doc-
umented by the Air Force Flight Test Center at Eglin AFB
and is described in several publications by Denegri (2000) and
Denegri and Johnson (2001). Most of this work has been in
the context of the F-16 aircraft. Denegri distinguishes among
three types of LCOs based upon the phenomenological obser-
vations in flight and as informed by classical linear flutter
analysis. “Typical LCO” is when the LCO begins at a certain
flight condition and then with say an increase in Mach num-
ber at constant altitude the LCO response smoothly increases.
“Flutter,” as distinct from LCO, is said to occur when the
increase in LCO amplitude with change in Mach number is
so rapid that the safety of the vehicle is in question. And
finally “atypical LCO” is said to occur when the LCO ampli-
tude first increases and then decreases and perhaps disappears
with changes in Mach number. This is also sometimes called a
“hump” mode. Often changes in flight vehicle angle-of-attack
lead to similar generic LCO responses to those observed with
changes in Mach number.

It has long been recognized (AGARD, 1974) that the
addition of external stores to aircraft changes the dynamic
characteristics and may adversely affect flutter boundaries.
LCOs remain a persistent problem on high performance
fighter aircraft with multiple store configurations. Using mea-
surements obtained from flight tests, Bunton and Denegri
(2000) describe LCO characteristics of the F-16 and F/A-18
aircraft. While LCO can be present in any sort of nonlin-
ear system, in the context of aeroelasticity, LCO typically is
exhibited as an oscillatory response of the wing, the ampli-
tude of which is limited, but dependent on the nature of
the nonlinearity as well as flight conditions, such as speed,
altitude, and Mach number. The LCO motion is often dom-
inated by antisymmetric modes. LCOs are not described by
standard linear aeroelastic analysis, and they may occur at
flight conditions below those at which linear instabilities
such as flutter are predicted. Although the amplitude of the
LCO may rise above structural failure limits, more typi-
cally the presence of LCOs results in a reduction in vehicle
performance, leads to airframe-limiting structural fatigue,
and compromises the ability of pilots to perform critical
mission-related tasks. When LCOs are unacceptable, exten-
sive and costly flight tests for aircraft/store certification are
required.

Denegri (2000) and Denegri and Johnson (2001) suggest
that for the F-16, the frequencies of LCO might be identi-
fied by linear flutter analysis; however, linear analysis fails
to predict the oscillation amplitude or the onset velocity for
LCO. Thus, nonlinear analysis will be necessary to predict

the onset of the LCO and their amplitudes with changing
flight conditions.

4.1 Nonlinear aerodynamic effects

There are several other flight experiences with LCOs in addi-
tion to the F-16 including those for example with the F-18,
the B-1 and B-2. Most of these LCOs have been attributed by
investigators to nonlinear aerodynamic effects due to shock
wave motion and/or separated flow. However, there is the pos-
sibility that nonlinear structural effects involving stiffness,
damping or freeplay may play a role as well. Indeed, much
of the present day research and development effort is devoted
to clarifying the basic mechanisms responsible for nonlin-
ear flutter and LCO. For an authoritative discussion of these
issues see Cunningham (1999, 1998), Denegri (2000) and
Denegri and Johnson (2001) on the F-16 and F-18, Hartwich
et al. (2000) on the B-1 and Dreim, Jacobsen and Britt (1999)
on the B-2. Recent experimental evidence from wind tunnel
tests is beginning to shed further light on these matters as are
advances in mathematical and computational modeling.

4.2 Freeplay

There have been any number of aircraft that have experienced
flutter induced LCOs as a result of control surface freeplay.
These are not well documented in the public literature, but
are more known by word of mouth among practitioners
and perhaps documented in internal company reports and/or
restricted government files.

A recent and notable exception is the account in Aviation
Week and Space Technology (Croft, 2001) of a flutter/LCO as
a result of freeplay. In many ways this account is typical. The
oscillation is of limited amplitude and there was a reported
disagreement between the manufacturer and the regulating
governmental agency as to whether this oscillation was or
was not sufficiently large as to be a threat to the structural
integrity of the aircraft structure.

4.3 Geometric structural nonlinearities

Another not infrequently encountered and documented case
is the LCO that follows the onset of flutter in plate-like struc-
tures. The structure has a nonlinear stiffening as a result
of the tension induced by mid-plane stretching of the plate
that arises from its lateral bending. This is most commonly
encountered in what is often called panel flutter where a local
element of a wing or fuselage skin encounters flutter and then
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a LCO. Panel flutter per se is treated in a separate chapter in
this volume.

It has been recently recognized that low aspect ratio wings
may behave as structural plates and thus the entire wing may
undergo a form of plate-like flutter and LCOs. This has been
seen in both wind tunnel models and computations to be dis-
cussed later. However there is not yet a clearly documented
case of such behavior in flight.

5 PHYSICAL SOURCES OF
NONLINEARITIES

Several physical sources of nonlinearities have been identi-
fied through mathematical models (in almost all cases), wind
tunnel tests (in several cases), and flight tests (less often).
Among those most commonly studied and thought to be
important are the following. Large shock motions may lead
to a nonlinear relationship between the motion of the struc-
ture and the resulting aerodynamic pressures and forces that
act on the structure. If the flow is separated (perhaps in part
induced by the shock motion) this may also create a nonlinear
relationship between structural motion and the consequent
aerodynamic flow-field.

Structural nonlinearities can also be important and are the
result of a given (aerodynamic) force on the structure cre-
ating a response that is no longer (linearly) proportional to
the applied force. Freeplay and geometric nonlinearities are
prime examples (already mentioned). But the internal damp-
ing forces in a structure may also have a nonlinear relationship
to structural motion, with dry friction being an example that
has received limited attention to date. Because the structural
damping is usually represented empirically even within the
framework of linear aeroelastic mathematical models, not
much is known about the fundamental mechanisms of damp-
ing and their impact on flutter and LCO.

All of these nonlinear mechanisms have nevertheless been
considered by the mathematical modeling community and
several have been the subject of wind tunnel tests as well. In
some cases good correlation between theory and experiment
has been obtained for LCO response.

6 EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF
UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC FORCES:
LINEAR AND NONLINEAR

The literature on unsteady aerodynamic forces alone is quite
extensive. A comprehensive assessment of current practice
in industry is given by Yurkovich, Liu and Chen (2001).
An article that focuses on recent developments is that of

Dowell and Hall (2001). Other recent and notable discussions
include those of Bennett and Edwards (1998) and Beran and
Silva (2001). Much of the present focus of work on unsteady
aerodynamics is on developing accurate and efficient compu-
tational models. Standard CFD models and solution methods
that include the relevant fluid nonlinearities are simply too
expensive now and for sometime to come for most aeroelastic
analyses. Thus there has been much interest in reducing com-
putational costs while retaining the essence of the nonlinear
flow phenomena.

7 EXPERIMENTAL/THEORETICAL
CORRELATIONS

Much of what we know about the state of the art with respect
to nonlinear aeroelasticity comes from the study of correla-
tions between experiment and theory and between various
levels of theoretical models. Hence the remainder of this
chapter is largely devoted to such correlations and the lessons
learned from them. The correlations selected are representa-
tive of the state of the art for transonic flutter boundaries and
LCOs.

7.1 Flutter boundaries in transonic flow

7.1.1 AGARD 445.6 wing models

Bennett and Edwards (1998) have discussed the state of the
art of CAE in a relatively recent paper and made several
insightful comments about various correlation studies. The
NASA Langley team pioneered in providing correlations for
the AGARD 445.6 wing in the transonic flow region. For
this thin wing, there are no significant transonic effects in
the steady flow over the wing surface at the Mach num-
bers with experimental results except for M = 0.96 where
there is a very weak shock on the surface. For the subsonic
conditions, all computational results are in very good agree-
ment with experiment. However, the two low supersonic test
conditions have been problematic for CAE. Inviscid flow
(Euler) computations have produced high flutter speed index
(FSI) values relative to the experimental FSI and viscous flow
(Navier–Stokes) computations have accounted for about one
half the difference between theory and experiment. Several
investigators have now done similar Euler calculations and
obtained similar results (Farhat and Lesoinne, 1998; Raveh,
Levy and Karpel, 2001; Thomas, Dowell and Hall, 2001).
The excellent agreement of the wholly linear theory results
with experiment should probably be regarded as fortuitous.
Interestingly, Gupta (1996), who also used an Euler-based
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CFD model, obtains results in better agreement with exper-
iment at the low supersonic conditions, though in less good
agreement with experiment than the other Euler-based results
at subsonic conditions. Thus, CAE computations for this low
supersonic region have unresolved issues, which probably
involve details such as wind tunnel wall interference effects
and flutter test procedures, as well as CAE modeling issues.

7.1.2 HSCT rigid and flexible semispan models

Two semispan models representative of HSCT configurations
were tested in the NASA Langley Research Center Transonic
Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) in heavy gas. A Rigid Semispan
Model (RSM) was tested mounted on an Oscillating Turn
Table (OTT) and on a Pitch And Plunge Apparatus (PAPA).
The RSM/OTT test (Scott et al., 2002) acquired unsteady
pressure data due to pitching oscillations and the RSM/PAPA
test acquired flutter boundary data for simple pitching and
plunging motions. The RSM test (Silva et al., 2000) involved
an aeroelastically scaled model and was mounted to the TDT
sidewall. The test acquired unsteady pressure data and flut-
ter boundary data. The results show the unexpectedly large
effect of mean angle-of-attack upon the flutter boundaries
for the RSM/PAPA model. Flutter of thin wings at subsonic
conditions is typically independent of angle-of-attack within
the linear flow region. A region of increased response in first
wing bending (8.5 Hz) was encountered in the Mach number
range of 0.90–0.98. Finally, a narrow region of LCO behav-
ior, labeled “chimney,” was encountered for M = 0.98–1.00
and over a wide range of dynamic pressures.

7.1.3 Benchmark active control technology (BACT)
model

This rectangular wing model had a panel aspect ratio of
two and a NACA 0012 airfoil section (Bennett et al., 1991;
Bennett, Scott and Wieseman, 2000). It was mounted on a
pitching and plunging apparatus, which allowed flutter testing
with two simple degrees of freedom. It was extensively instru-
mented with unsteady pressure sensors and accelerometers
and it could be held fixed (static) for forced oscillation test-
ing or free for dynamic response measurements. Data sets for
trailing-edge control surface oscillations and upper-surface
spoiler oscillations for a range of Mach numbers, angle-
of-attack, α, and static control deflections are available. The
model exhibited three types of flutter instability.

A classical flutter boundary was found for α = 2◦, as a
conventional boundary versus Mach number with a mini-
mum, the transonic “dip,” near M = 0.77 and a subsequent
rise. Stall flutter was found, for α > 4◦, near the minimum of
the flutter boundary (and at most tunnel conditions where high
angles of attack could be attained). Finally, a narrow region

of instability occurs near M = 0.92 consisting of plunging
motion at the plunge mode wind-off frequency. This type
of transonic instability has sometimes been termed single-
degree-of-freedom flutter. It is caused by the fore and aft
motion of symmetric shocks on the upper and lower sur-
faces for this wing. It was very sensitive to any biases
and does not occur with nonzero control surface bias or
nonzero alpha. Such a stability boundary feature is some-
times termed a “chimney” since the oscillations are typically
slowly diverging or constant amplitude (LCO) and it is found,
sometimes, that safe conditions can be attained with small
further increases in Mach number.

Computational studies by Kholodar et al. (2004) were
conducted to correlate with the flutter boundary obtained
experimentally by Rivera et al. 1992. Kholodar’s inviscid
calculation agreed very well with the experimental findings
except for M ≈ 0.88–0.95 where a “plunge instability region”
occurred (Bennett et al., 1991). Experimental data for the
flutter boundary were not obtained at Mach numbers just
below the plunge instability region. Using an inviscid aero-
dynamic model in the flutter calculations, no flutter solutions
could be obtained for 0.82 < M < 0.92 except at very low
flow densities (inverse mass ratios). This is approximately
the same region for which experimental results were unavail-
able. Kholodar conjectured this indicated that in this region,
the flutter mass ratio (inversely proportional to flow density
or dynamic pressure) rose precipitously as the airfoil entered
a single-degree-of-freedom flutter mode. Conversely, flow
density (or inverse mass ratio) dropped precipitously.

Viscous CFD results obtained by Schwarz et al. (2009)
revealed a number of surprising characteristics. First, whereas
inviscid aerodynamics made flutter solutions difficult to find
in the region 0.82 ≤ M ≤ 0.91 due to the sharp increase in
flutter mass ratio, µ, viscous results on a 193 × 49 CFD grid
yielded readily detectable solutions. However, these viscous
solutions showed some sensitivity to Mach number.

A grid refinement study was performed by Schwarz
et al. (2009) to verify the results obtained on the nominal
193 × 49 grid. The flutter condition was recomputed on a
coarser 97 × 25 grid and also a fine 385 × 97 grid at select
Mach numbers, chosen to be representative of the range of
Mach numbers examined. This study showed that the coarse
97 × 25 grid had insufficient resolution and produced results
in poor agreement with experiment at low subsonic as well
as transonic Mach numbers.

Results on the 385 × 97 computational mesh agreed with
those on the nominal 193 × 49 mesh except for a narrow
range of transonic Mach numbers. For M ≈ 0.84–0.86, com-
putations on this mesh showed flow shedding to be occurring,
a phenomenon not seen on the coarser meshes (shedding or
buffeting is an LCO of the flow alone, even in the absence
of structural motion). The range in which this shedding
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Figure 6. Flutter mass ratio calculated using the 193 × 49 and
385 × 97 viscous grids, compared with inviscid CFD result and
experimental data from Rivera et al. (1992) Image courtesy of Duke
University.

occurred agrees very closely with the Mach number range for
which experimental results were not obtained, approximately
0.82 < M < 0.88. As seen in Figure 6, predictions on the
193 × 49 and 385 × 97 viscous grids largely agreed outside
of this shedding region.

Shedding prohibits a linear flutter analysis at the Mach
numbers for which it occurs, because it violates the assump-
tion that the flow behaves in a dynamically linear way for
small motions of the airfoil. Still, the present calculation pro-
vides an insight into the flutter experiment. The occurrence
of shedding correlates with the range of Mach numbers for
which airfoil motions became erratic in the experiments, indi-
cating that shedding may have led to this unusual behavior.

7.1.4 F-16

The computed flutter boundaries for eight F-16 wing/store
configurations are shown in Figure 7 in terms of altitude
versus Mach number based upon standard atmospheric con-
ditions. Note the Mach number range over which flutter may
occur varies substantially from one configuration to the next.
In these calculations, the viscous Reynold-averaged Navier–
Stokes (RANS) version of the Duke University harmonic
balance solver was used (Thomas, Dowell and Hall, 2009).
Calculations for some of these configurations were also done
using an Euler version of the CFD code. In general, the Euler
code provides similar trends for the flutter onset boundary,
but there are some quantitative differences, that is as much
as 25%.

Note that in Figure 7 there are no results for configura-
tion #7. This is because no flutter or LCO was found in the
Mach number range shown which is in agreement with the
flight test results. Also for configuration #6, flight tests were

Figure 7. Computed F-16 fighter flutter onset altitude versus Mach
number. Image courtesy of Duke University.

stopped at Mach numbers less than the highest shown in Fig-
ure 7. Again no flutter or LCO was found in the flight test
in agreement with the computations. Moreover the computed
flutter boundaries shown in Figure 7 generally agree reason-
ably well with the flight test results as seen in Figure 8. Note

Figure 8. Flutter Mach number characteristics for each F-16 fighter
configuration. Image courtesy of Duke University.
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that a range of Mach number is shown for configuration #5
for both computed and flight test results in Figure 8. This is
because flutter and LCO occur over a range of Mach number
for configuration #5 with flutter/LCO starting at the lowest
Mach number shown and ending at the highest Mach number
shown. Recall Figure 7. This is sometimes called a “hump”
flutter/LCO mode.

A comparison between measured and computed frequen-
cies at Mach numbers just beyond the onset of LCO for the
several configurations where LCO was observed shows the
agreement is generally quite good and it is noted that the LCO
frequency does not vary rapidly with Mach number (Thomas,
Dowell and Hall, 2009).

7.2 Limit cycle oscillations

7.2.1 Airfoils with structural stiffness and freeplay
nonlinearities

Some investigators have considered configurations with a
variety of nonlinear stiffness and freeplay structural non-
linearities. For a description of the work on freeplay
nonlinearities, see the article by Dowell and Tang (2002)
which focuses on correlations between theory and experi-
ment. In general good quantitative correlation is found for
simple wind tunnel models and the basic physical mecha-
nism that leads to LCO appears well understood. Among the
important insights developed include the demonstration that
the LCO amplitude and the effect of mean angle-of-attack
on LCO amplitude both simply scale in proportion to the
range of freeplay present in the aeroelastic system. This result
has received further confirmation from the excellent study of
Schlomach for the F-35 aircraft program (Schlomach, 2009).

An example of another stiffness nonlinearity is described
next.

7.2.2 Delta wings with geometrical plate
nonlinearities

At low Mach numbers good correlation has been demon-
strated between theory and experiment for LCO amplitudes
and frequencies. Since these results are well documented
elsewhere, see Dowell and Tang (2002), here the recent work
of Gordnier and Melville (1999, 2001) that has extended these
correlations into the transonic range for a cropped delta wing
planform is emphasized. This configuration had been inves-
tigated experimentally by Schairer and Hand (1997) and the
theoretical calculations were done by Gordnier and Melville
(1999, 2001) using both Euler and Navier–Stokes flow mod-
els. Initially the theoretical calculations were done using a
linear structural model, which gave predicted LCO ampli-
tudes much greater than those observed experimentally. This

led Gordnier to include nonlinearities in the structural model
via Von Kármán’s nonlinear plate theory that provided much
improved correlation between theory and experiment. Note
that the effects of viscosity are modest based upon the good
agreement of results using the Euler versus Navier–Stokes
models. Also the much improved agreement obtained with
the nonlinear structural model suggests that aerodynamic
nonlinearities per se are not as significant for this config-
uration as are the structural nonlinearities.

7.2.3 Large shock motions and flow separation

These aerodynamic nonlinearities are both the most difficult
to model theoretically and also to investigate experimentally.
Hence it is not surprising that our correlations between theory
and experiment are not yet what we might like them to be. As
a corollary one might observe that it will in all likelihood be
easier to design a favorable nonlinear structural element to
produce a benign LCO, than to assure that flow nonlinearities
will always be beneficial with respect to LCO.

AGARD 445.6 wing models. The AGARD 445.6 wing
has been discussed earlier in terms of its flutter boundary;
now we turn to very recent results from Thomas, Dowell
and Hall (2002) for LCO. The correlation between theory
and experiment for the flutter boundary is shown in Figure 9
where the Euler flow model is that of Thomas, Dowell and
Hall 2001, 2002. But now we have in addition results for
LCO amplitude versus FSI for various Mach number, see
Figure 10. Note that a value of first mode non-dimensional
modal amplitude of ξ = 0.012 as shown in this figure
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Figure 9. FSI versus Mach number for AGARD wing 445.6:
comparison of theory and experiment. Image courtesy of Duke
University.
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Figure 10. LCO amplitude versus FSI (reduced velocity) for vari-
ous Mach number for AGARD 445.6 wing. Image courtesy of Duke
University.

corresponds to a wing tip deflection equal to one fourth of
the wing half-span. Note also that there is no Mach number
for which a benign LCO is predicted and that at M = 1.141
and 1.072 some slight hysteresis is observed. This means
that LCO may occur below the flutter boundary at these
two Mach numbers and perhaps this explains at least in
part why flutter (or really an unstable LCO) occurred in the
experiment below the predicted flutter boundary.

Small amplitude LCO behavior for the AGARD 445.6
wing has also been calculated by Edwards (1998). The
majority of published calculations for this wing model
(actually a series of models with similar planforms) are for
the “weakened model #3” tested in air, since this test covered
the largest transonic Mach number range and showed a
significant transonic dip in the flutter boundary. The focus on
this particular configuration may be in some ways unfortu-
nate, in that the model tested in air resulted in unrealistically
large mass ratios and small reduced frequencies. Weakened
models #5 and #6 were tested in heavy gas and had smaller
mass ratios and higher reduced frequencies. Very good
agreement was obtained with experiment for FSI using the
CAP-TSDV code over the Mach number range tested. For
the highest Mach number tested, M = 0.96, it was noted that
damping levels extracted from the computed transients were
amplitude dependent, an indicator of nonlinear behavior.
It was also found that small amplitude divergent (in time)
responses used to infer the flutter boundary would transition
to LCO when the calculation was continued further in time.
The wing tip amplitude of the LCO was approximately
0.12 in. peak-to-peak, a level that is unlikely to be detected
in wind tunnel tests given the levels of model response to
normal wind tunnel turbulence.

MAVRIC wing flutter model. This business jet wing-
fuselage model (see Edwards et al., 2001; Edwards, 1996)
was chosen by NASA Langley Research Center’s Models for
Aeroelastic Validation Involving Computation (MAVRIC)
project with the goal of obtaining experimental wind tunnel
data suitable for CAE code validation at transonic separa-
tion onset conditions. LCO behavior was a primary target.
An inexpensive construction method of stepped-thickness
aluminum plate covered with end-grain balsa wood and con-
toured to the desired wing profile was used. A significant
benefit of this method was the additional strength of the plate
that enabled the model to withstand large amplitude LCO
motions without damage.

The behavior of the MAVRIC model as flutter was
approached during the wind tunnel test indicated that wing
motions tended to settle to a large amplitude LCO condition,
especially in the Mach number range near the minimum FSI
conditions. Figure 11 demonstrates (Edwards et al., 2001)

Figure 11. Transient response leading to a LCO: simulation for
MAVRIC wing. (a) Amplitude decaying to LCOs; (b) amplitude
growing to LCO. Image courtesy of Duke University.
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Figure 12. Dynamic pressure versus Mach number contours of con-
stant LCO amplitude for MAVRIC wing. Image courtesy of Duke
University.

the ability of the CAP-TSDV code to simulate these large
amplitude LCO motions. Large and small initial condition
disturbance transient responses clearly show the 6 in. peak-
to-peak wing tip motions observed in the tests. Such large
amplitude aeroelastic motions have not been demonstrated
by RANS CFD codes, which have difficulty in maintaining
grid cell structure for significant grid deformations. Fig-
ure 12 shows the map of the regions of LCO found in the
MAVRIC test in the vicinity of the minimum FSI (clean
wing tip, α = 6◦). Numbers for the several contours in the
figure give the half-amplitude of wing tip LCO motions, in
g’s, in the indicated regions. Two regions, signified by “B,”
are regions where “beating” vibrations were observed. For
this test condition, wing motions are predominantly of the
wing first bending mode at a frequency of 7–8 Hz (wind-off
modal frequency is 4.07 Hz). Two chimney features are seen,
at M ∼ 0.91 and at M ∼ 0.94. Edwards discusses flutter model
responses, which are indicative of more complex nonlinear
behaviors than are commonly attributed to LCO. Thus, flutter
test engineers are familiar with responses such as “bursting”
and “beating,” commonly used as indicators of the approach
to flutter (and LCO).

Residual pitch oscillations on the B-2. The B-2 bomber
encountered a nonlinear aeroelastic Residual Pitch Oscil-
lation (RPO) during low altitude high-speed flight (Dreim,
Jacobson and Britt, 1999). Neither the RPO nor any tendency
of lightly damped response had been predicted by wholly

linear aeroelastic design methods. The RPO involved sym-
metric wing bending modes and rigid body degrees of
freedom. It was possible to augment the CAP-TSDV aeroe-
lastic analysis code with capability for the longitudinal
short-period rigid body motions, vehicle trim, and the full-
time active flight control system including actuator dynamics.
This computational capability enabled the analysis of the
heavyweight, forward center of gravity flight condition. The
simulation predicts open loop instability at M = 0.775 and
closed loop instability at M = 0.81 in agreement with flight
test. In order to capture the limit cycle behavior of the RPO it
was necessary to include modeling of the nonlinear hysteretic
response characteristic of the B-2 control surfaces for small
amplitude motions. This is caused by the small overlap of the
servohydraulic control valve spool flanges with their mating
hydraulic fluid orifices. With this realistic actuator model-
ing also included, limited amplitude RPO motions similar
to those measured in flight were simulated. A lighter weight
flight test configuration exhibited very light damping near
M = 0.82 but did not exhibit fully developed RPO. Instead
damping increased with slight further increase in speed, typ-
ical of hump mode behavior. The CAP-TSDV simulations
did not capture this hump mode behavior.

F-16. In Figure 13, a comparison of computational and flight
test results is shown for configuration #1 for both the flutter

Figure 13. F-16 configuration #1 computed and flight test forward
wing tip launcher accelerometer LCO response level versus Mach
number for an altitude of 2000 ft and a mean angle-of-attack of
ᾱ0 = 1.5◦. Image courtesy of Duke University.
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boundary and also for LCO response (Thomas, Dowell and
Hall, 2009). This is a plot of wing tip acceleration response
versus Mach number at a fixed altitude of 2000 ft. The flight
test results are shown by the curve with open circles. Three
different computational results are shown. The curve with
open squares shows the results for the nominal configuration
with the aerodynamics of the stores neglected. The curve
with open triangles includes the effects of the aerodynam-
ics of the wing tip launcher using slender body aerodynamic
theory. Note this curve is in better agreement with the flight
test data. Finally the curve with open diamonds is for a 1%
change in one of the structural frequencies. This change was
deliberately selected to improve the agreement with flight
test data, that is the computational model has been “tuned” to
the experiment. As can be seen, the tuning has been suc-
cessful. Of course if a change in structural frequency in
the opposite direction is made, this leads to poorer agree-
ment between computations and flight test with the LCO
response curve moving a similar amount from the nomi-
nal response but in the opposite direction. So what has been
shown by the “tuning” is that the results for this configura-
tion are sensitive to small plausible changes in the structural
frequencies.

A final word about the correlation between computations
and flight test is warranted. Note that the computations show
a precise Mach number at which flutter and the onset of LCO
occurs, that is when the wing tip acceleration is zero. This
is because we have neglected the gust response of the air-
craft to atmospheric turbulence as is traditional in flutter
and LCO calculations. Of course in the flight test there is
always some (small) response even when there is no flutter
or LCO due to atmospheric turbulence. Thus it is impossi-
ble to define a precise Mach number at which flutter begins
from the flight test data shown in Figure 13. Indeed infer-
ring a flutter Mach number from flight test data is a difficult
art and requires a deeper study of the test data than simply
a plot such as shown in Figure 13. One the other hand, for
the present purpose, this is not crucial. From Figure 13, it
is clear that neither flutter nor LCO is occurring for Mach
numbers less than M∞ = 0.8, but flutter onset and LCO do
occur for Mach numbers greats than M∞ = 0.85. And thus
one can compare the computed flutter Mach number to this
range from the test data. For LCO per se, the major goals
are predicting the maximum LCO response level and the
frequency and structural modal content of the LCO. The
frequency and modal content are well predicted by the com-
putational model (Thomas, Dowell and Hall, 2009), and the
maximum response is reasonably well predicted as well for
this configuration, see Figure 13. Note in particular that both
flight test and computations show the flutter and LCO motion
is antisymmetric.

Time marching codes compared to various experi-
mental results. In the paper by Huttsell et al. 2001 several
state of the art time marching CFD codes are used to investi-
gate flutter and LCO for challenging cases drawn from flight
or wind tunnel tests. The results are extremely helpful in
providing a realistic assessment of the state of the art of
these codes and they are also indicative future needs and
improvements. For the F-15 aircraft example, difficulty was
encountered in producing a computational grid with negative
volumes being encountered. For the AV8-B aircraft a steady-
state flow-field could not be found due to oscillations in the
numerical solver from one iteration to the next. These diffi-
culties are not unusual for CFD codes in the present authors’
experience. Sometimes the difficulty in achieving a steady
flow solution is attributed to shedding in the flow-field, but
in the absence of a full nonlinear dynamic CFD calculation,
that must remain a speculation. For the B-2 aircraft exam-
ple encouraging agreement was obtained for the frequency
and damping variation of the critical flutter (and LCO) mode
as a function of flight speed. For the B-1 estimates of the
damping associated with LCO were computed and favorably
compared to those found in wind tunnel tests. It is not entirely
clear what the “damping” of an LCO means, however, since
by definition LCO is a neutrally stable motion. Two control
surface “buzz” cases were considered and had some success
in predicting the behavior observed in the wind tunnel for a
NASP like configuration.

As Huttsell et al. (2001) note, additional work is needed
to improve CFD model robustness, computational efficiency,
and grid deformation strategies.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Substantial progress has been made in modeling and under-
standing nonlinear aeroelastic phenomena. Experimental
and theoretical investigations have shown good correla-
tion for a number of nonlinear physical mechanisms. As
a broad generalization, one may say that our understand-
ing of and correlation among alternative theoretical models
and experiment are further advanced for nonlinear structural
mechanisms such as freeplay and large deflection geometric
nonlinearities of beams and plates, than it is for nonlinear fluid
mechanisms such as large shock motions and separated flows.
Nevertheless more accurate and much more computationally
efficient theoretical models are now becoming available for
nonlinear aerodynamic flows and there is cause for optimism
in addressing these issues going forward.

As has been emphasized throughout this chapter, a num-
ber of physical mechanisms can lead to nonlinear aeroelastic
response including the impact of static (steady flow) fluid
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or static structural nonlinearities in changing the flutter
boundary of an aeroelastic system. Of course dynamic non-
linearities play a critical role in the development of LCOs,
hysteresis in flutter and LCO response, and the sensitivity of
both to initial and external disturbances.

The good news for the flight vehicle designer is that
because of nonlinear aeroelastic effects, finite amplitude
oscillations can in some cases replace what would otherwise
be the rapidly growing and destructive oscillations of classical
flutter behavior. A careful consideration and design of favor-
able nonlinearities offers a new opportunity for improved
performance and safety of valuable wind tunnel models, flight
vehicles, their operators and passengers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are many incidents reported in the literature for panel
flutter in flight vehicles beginning with the V-2 rocket of
WWII, the X-15 experimental aircraft, the Saturn Launch
Vehicle of the Apollo Moon Program and continuing on to
the present day with high performance supersonic and hyper-
sonic vehicles.

Panel flutter or the flutter of plates and shells differs in
some important respects from the classical flutter of airfoils

and wings. These include (i) streamwise bending deforma-
tions which are more important than spanwise deformations,
(ii) the effects of nonlinear structural forces which typi-
cally become significant when the plate deformations are
on the order of the plate thickness, and (iii) the impact
of viscous boundary layer effects in the transonic flow
regime.

It is also sometimes said that panel flutter only occurs
at supersonic Mach numbers. And that is true if the lead-
ing and trailing edges of the panel are fixed, but not if the
trailing edge is free. In the latter case the phenomenon is
more analogous to the flutter of a flag and can occur in all
speed regimes including subsonic flow. This recent work on
transonic and subsonic panel flutter is considered here as
well.

In the present chapter, the essential elements of panel
flutter are described, the essence of the extant mathemati-
cal models reviewed and representative comparisons between
theory and experiment cited.

For an in depth discussion of the fundamentals of the sub-
ject, the reader is referred to Dowell (1975). For a more
recent survey of the journal research literature, the reader
may consult Mei (1999).

2 THEORETICAL STRUCTURAL
MODELS

Within the framework of linear structural and aerody-
namic models, the mathematical formulation for panel flutter
expressed in terms of structural modes is formally the same
as for wing flutter. However it is found that if static structural
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2 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

loads such as a pressure difference across the panel or thermal
stresses in the panel lead to static deformations of the order
of the panel thickness, then the structural frequencies will be
changed significantly and this must be taken into account.
This requires a nonlinear structural model and such a model
has been developed usually within the framework of Von
Karman plate theory which takes into account the nonlin-
ear relationship between strain and displacement gradient. In
physical terms the bending of the panel due to static pressure
or thermal loadings changes the tension or compression in
the plate. Indeed it is not uncommon for thermal stresses to
lead to panel buckling which in turn influences the conditions
for panel flutter.

Once the flutter boundary has been exceeded the panel
usually goes into a limit cycle oscillation (LCO) where again
the structural nonlinearities are the mechanism that leads to
LCO.

3 THEORETICAL AERODYNAMIC
MODELS

The vast majority of the research literature uses piston the-
ory aerodynamics where the pressure on the panel is given
by a simple relationship analogous to the pressure on the
face of an oscillating piston. Such an aerodynamic model is
usually said to be valid in the range of Mach number from
2 to 5. But many panel flutter incidents occur in the low
supersonic/transonic range where the full potential flow the-
ory of aerodynamics must be used. Because the mathematical
model is a nonlifting or ordinary boundary value problem
rather than a mixed boundary value problem, the solution for
the aerodynamic model is simpler than for wing flutter and
highly efficient computational models are available within
the context of potential flow aerodynamic theory (Dowell,
1975).

At transonic conditions the effect of the viscous bound-
ary layer may be important and aerodynamic models have
been developed to include that effect as well (Dowell, 1975).
Aerodynamic nonlinearities per se are usually not impor-
tant compared to their structural counterparts because of the
very small panel deformations (order of the panel thickness)
relative to the panel length and width. For curved plates
or shells the deformations may be larger however. Also, if
the trailing edge is free, the deformations are typically on
the order of the panel chord and aerodynamic nonlinearities
may be important, but this subject is not well understood
presently.

For a discussion of transonic and subsonic panel flutter,
see the end of this chapter.

4 CORRELATION OF THEORY
AND EXPERIMENT

In the early days of panel flutter, the attempts to correlate data
from wind tunnel or flight tests with computational results
met frequently with frustration. The source of the difficulty
was found to be the effects of static pressure and thermal
loadings already discussed. Once theoretical models were
developed to describe these effects and could be used to guide
the control of these variables in test programs, the correla-
tion between theory and experiment improved dramatically.
Remarkably there has not yet been carried out a definitive
experiment to correlate with the predictions of theory for the
LCO amplitudes per se.

Typical results are now discussed. This discussion is
largely drawn from Dowell (1975).

5 FLUTTER RESULTS FOR PARTICULAR
STRUCTURAL GEOMETRIES AND
LOADING CONDITIONS

5.1 Flat plate

With the exception of Kappus, Lemley and Zimmerman
(1971) no experimental data have been obtained with the
express purpose of investigating the post-flutter (nonlinear)
regime for any type of panel. In determining the flutter bound-
ary, however, some limited data in this regime have been
taken. A plot of peak defection amplitude versus dynamic
pressure for a flat plate (Muhlstein, Gaspers and Riddle, 1968)
is shown in Figure 1. Note the plate thickness, h, was 0.041 in.
Below the flutter dynamic pressure qF, the plate amplitude is
very small compared to the plate thickness while for q > qF
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Figure 1. Peak panel response versus dynamic pressure. Repro-
duced from Muhlstein, Gaspers and Riddle (1968) NASA.
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Figure 2. Flutter dynamic pressure versus Mach number. Repro-
duced from Dowell and Voss (1965) c© AIAA.

the amplitude becomes comparable to the thickness. This
is in qualitative agreement with theory but additional data
to larger dynamic pressure well beyond the flutter boundary
are needed for an adequate quantitative comparison (also see
Kappus, Lemley and Zimmerman, 1971).

With data of the type shown in Figure 1 one may determine
(within a certain error) the flutter dynamic pressure. Available
quantitative comparisons between theory and experiment are
primarily for qF. In Figure 2 such comparisons are shown
for plates of three different thicknesses. In the figure leg-
end the three numbers are length in inches, width in inches
and thickness in thousandths of an inch, respectively. In
dimensional form, we have qF versus M. As may be seen
the agreement between theory and experiment is quite sat-
isfactory. These data are for a/b = 0.46; similar data with
similar agreement are presented in Dowell and Voss (1965)
for a/b = 0/73, 2.18 and 4.11.1 The plates are aluminum and
clamped on all edges. The theory is a linear analysis using
“piston theory” aerodynamics with cavity effect included
and measured natural frequencies in place of their theoret-
ical counterparts (Dowell, 1975). Most of these data, as in
Figure 2, are for M ≥ 2. For these high Mach numbers, one
may use the correlation parameter λ (see note 1). In Fig-
ure 3 all the experimental data of Dowell and Voss (1965)
for M ≥ 2 are presented in nondimensional form and com-
pared with theory for an ideal clamped plate, neglecting the
cavity. The parameter actually shown in the figure λ−1/3

is essentially the thickness/length ratio required to prevent
flutter (above the boundary). This parameter, often using in
the literature, is more commonly employed than λ itself for
design situations. Each experimental point represents a dif-
ferent plate and Mach number. As may be seen agreement
between theory and experiment is generally satisfactory, par-
ticularly in view of the large number of dimensional variables
contained in λ. The scatter shown in the experimental data
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Figure 3. Nondimensional flutter thickness versus length/width.
Reproduced from Dowell and Voss (1965) c© AIAA.

is due to a number of factors but primarily is a reflection of
the constructions differences in the several test models and
the neglect of the cavity effect in the theory. Construction
differences could result in a ± 10% scatter and the cavity
effect in the +5 → 10% difference of theory from experi-
ment. Additional data of this type are available which are also
in reasonable agreement with theory; see Dixon (1966) for an
interesting and useful discussion of theoretical experimental
correlation.

A smaller amount of data in Dowell and Voss (1965) for
M < 2 shows poorer agreement with theory. Kappus, Lem-
ley and Zimmerman (1971) and Gaspers, Muhlstein and
Petroff (1970) have conducted experiments to determine flut-
ter boundaries of thin, flat plates at low supersonic Mach
number, M = 1.1–1.4. Their careful, systematic examina-
tion of aerodynamic boundary layer effects on panel flutter
has shown this to be the primary source of the differences
between theory and experiment found in Dowell and Voss
(1965).

In Figure 4 the experimental data of Muhlstein, Gaspers
and Riddle (1968) and the theory of Dowell (1973) for
a length-to-width ratio of on-half, a/b = 0.5, are presented
in terms of flutter dynamic pressure, λ∗

F, versus Mach
number, M. Experimental data for zero boundary layer thick-
ness (as extrapolated) and also the maximum boundary layer
thickness of the tests are shown with corresponding theoret-
ical curves. The plate edges are clamped. As can be seen,
theory and experiment are in generally good agreement.

For a/b = 10 limited available theoretical, linear flutter
analyses, and experimental data for M = 3, also show rea-
sonable agreement. There are indications from theory that,
for large a/b, qF becomes independent of panel length and a
new parameter λ∗

b = 2qb3/D with a replaced by b would be
appropriate. This also seems physically plausible. Generally
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Figure 4. Flutter dynamic pressure versus Mach number. Repro-
duced from Dowell (1973) c© AIAA.

speaking, plates of large a/b are relatively unexplored (see
Dixon, 1966).

6 FLAT PLATE UNDER TRANSVERSE
AND IN-PLANE LOADS

6.1 Pressure loaded plates

A plate exposed to a transverse static pressure load, �p,
undergoes a deformation that causes stretching in the middle
surface of the plate. The membrane stresses associated with
this stretching effectively stiffen the plate, raising its natural
frequencies of vibration. In-plane boundary support flexibil-
ity will relieve the stresses and thereby reduce the increase in
frequencies of the loaded plate. The effect of a static pressure
differential on the natural frequencies and flutter boundary of
a panel has been studied in some detail by Ventres and Dowell
(1970). Shown in Figure 5 are the natural frequencies com-
puted from a Galerkin analysis for the limiting case of zero
and complete in-plane restraint and also those determined
experimentally. Note that theory and experiment agree quite
well at �p /= 0. The experimental data lie closest, in fact,
to the curves for zero in-plane restraint. Presumably then,
the supports to which the plates edges were bonded were
sufficiently rigid to restrain them against rotation (thereby
maintaining a clamped boundary condition), yet were unable
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Figure 5. Natural frequencies versus static pressure differential.
Reproduced from Ventres and Dowell (1970) c© AIAA.

to provide complete restraint against in-plane motions at the
edges. Comparison of calculated and measured static deflec-
tions further confirmed this.

Flutter boundaries have been determined as a function
of the pressure differential between the cavity and a static
pressure tap in front of the panels. The measured flutter
boundaries were not symmetric about �p = 0, presumably
due to pressure gradients over the plates or to flow misalign-
ment Dowell and Voss (1965). Therefore, the data presented
(in dimensionless form) in Figures 6 and 7 have been adjusted
to make them symmetric about �p = 0. This effectively
assumes the existence of some equivalent constant �p.

In calculating theoretical flutter boundaries for compar-
ison with these results, the effect of the cavity has been
included. In addition, experimentally determined values for
the natural frequencies (for �p = 0) of the two panels, taken
from Dowell and Voss (1965), were used to account approxi-
mately for the effects of imperfect panel construction. These
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Figure 6. Flutter dynamic pressure versus static pressure differen-
tial. Reproduced from Ventres and Dowell (1970) c© AIAA.
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tial. Reproduced from Ventres and Dowell (1970) c© AIAA.

frequencies characterize the linear elastic behavior of the pan-
els. They were inserted into the modal equations in place of
their theoretical counterparts to correct the linear stiffness of
the plates.

Note that the relative positions of the flutter boundaries
for zero and for complete in-plane restraint are reversed in
the two figures. Some understanding of these rather surpris-
ing results can be obtained by studying the natural frequency
spectra. Natural frequencies of a plate under a pressure load
depend not only on the membrane stresses caused by the load,
but also on the induced middle surface curvature as well. For
stiffly restrained plates, the effect of the tension is predom-
inant, but for relatively unrestrained plates the influence of
the curvature must be considered also. The best agreement
between theory and experiment both for natural frequencies
and flutter is usually obtained by assuming zero in-plane edge
restraint which is probably typical for panels of practical
construction.

6.2 Buckled plates

In-plane loads can cause a plate to buckle, thereby altering
its behavior in a uniform airflow. The buckled plate has a
curved middle surface and mid-plan stresses that depend in a
complicated manner on the nature of the in-plane loading, the
in-plane boundary support conditions, and the external flow.
The flutter motion is no longer simple harmonic and may not
even be periodic; that is, it may be chaotic. The buckled plate
is frequently a critical design condition for plates subjected
to large in-plane compressive loads.

Most experimental work has been done on plates buck-
led by uniform thermal expansion. Shidler, Dixon and Shore
(1966) is one in a series of experiments by the NASA

Langley team. Comparisons have been made between a non-
linear structural theory using “piston theory” aerodynamics
and experimental results from Ventres and Dowell (1970)
for plates with of a/b = 2.9 buckled by thermal expansion
Shidler, Dixon and Shore (1966). The testing was done at a
Mach number of 3, and at constant dynamic pressure. The
plates were heated by the airflow so that the in-plane loading
increased with time, exceeding the buckling value before ter-
mination of the run. With but few exceptions flutter occurred
before buckling, and then ceased at some point after buckling.

In this sort of test the in-plane boundary conditions affect
not only the large-deflection behavior of the plate, but also
the nature of the in-plane loading as well. If the edges are
completely restrained against in-plane motion, the in-plane
stress resultants NE

x and NE
y are equal and

NE
x a2

D
= NE

y a2

D
= 12(1 + ν)

(a

h

)2
α�T (1)

where �T is the uniform temperature differential between the
plate and its support, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion
and ν is Poisson’s ratio. The nondimensional temperature
parameter

RT ≡ 12(1 + v)
(a

h

)2
α�T (2)

is used to describe the thermal loading on the plate, even
though it may not be fully restrained. If the plate is not fully
restrained, then the in-plane stresses due to thermal expansion
will generally be unequal. The plates tested in Shidler, Dixon
and Shore (1966) were riveted to their support frames.

The assumption of complete in-plane edge restraint pro-
duces theoretical flutter boundaries in very poor quantitative
agreement with experiment. Improved agreement has been
obtained by selecting values of in-plane edge restraint so
that buckling would occur for the same RT experimentally
and theoretically. This is equivalent to assuming that the
airflow does not affect the static Euler buckling load and
allows for the incomplete restraint of test panels. Using non-
linear stiffness terms based on such assumptions, the stability
boundaries shown in Figure 8 were computed (Ventres and
Dowell, 1970).

In Figure 8 two flutter boundaries are shown in the buck-
led regime, that is, beyond the value of RT for which λF is
a minimum. The “small disturbance flutter boundary” was
computed using a buckled equilibrium configuration as an
initial condition for the numerical integration of the full non-
linear modal equation. On the other hand, calculations pro-
ceeding from a flat plate initial condition produced sustained
flutter-like oscillations below this linear flutter boundary.
Since the buckled shapes involved deflections on the order
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Figure 8. Flutter dynamic pressure versus temperature differential.
Reproduced from Ventres and Dowell (1970) c© AIAA.

of several plate thicknesses, this is physically equivalent to
applying a “large disturbance” to the plate. The numerical
results obtained suggest that sustained flutter oscillations are
possible for λ, RT combinations above the shaded area in
Figure 8. Note that this “large disturbance” flutter boundary
is in excellent agreement with the experimental data, since
most of the data in that region are flutter stop points. On the
other hand, the “small disturbance” boundary is unconserva-
tive. The frequency of flutter (not shown) is in generally good
agreement with the experimental data for all values of RT .

The most extensive work on the flutter of buckled plates
is that of Hess (1970) who conducted an experimental and
analytical study of flat panel under streamwise mechanical
compressive loads for a range of a/b = 1–4.2 and M = 1.57
and 1.96. He also briefly examined the effects of pressuriza-
tion. Typical of his results are those given in Figure 9 where
flutter dynamic pressure is plotted versus σ/σc = NES

x /NES
xc ,

the applied in-plane stress nondimensionalized by the critical
Euler buckling stress. Both experimental data and the results
from theory employing three different assumptions concern-
ing structural damping are shown. In the “zero stressed mode
shapes” case the structural damping, 1 + ig, multiplied only
the linear bending terms while in the “stressed mode shapes”
theory all stiffness terms were so modified. All analyses used
linear plate theory and “piston theory” aerodynamics. As can
be seen, the theoretical results are sensitive to damping near
minimum qF. The results are probably also sensitive to panel
imperfections (Dowell, 1970) but the requisite calculations
have not been carried out for this panel. Hess suggests the use
of structural damping to obtain realistic results for buckled
plates based on these results.

Shore (1969a, 1969b) has also conducted theoretical and
experimental studies on the effect of structurally damping
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Figure 9. Flutter dynamic pressure versus in-plane load. Repro-
duced from Hess (1970) NASA.

on thermally buckled plates and has suggested design charts
Shore (1970) for flutter of panels on the verge of buckling
based upon linear plate theory, “piston theory” aerodynamics
and an “appropriate” model of structural damping, essentially
that for “zero stressed mode shapes.” Whatever the rigorous
standing of structural damping as the reconciler of theory and
experiment, such charts are useful within the inherent limi-
tations of the structural and aerodynamic theories employed.

Ventres (1971) has used the nonlinear flutter theory to
compute theoretical results to compare with the Hess data
for a pressurized and buckled plate. The agreement is sur-
prisingly good.

6.3 Curved plate

The experimental data which are available, due to Anderson
(1962), are for square plates with streamwise curvature
clamped on four edges. The available theoretical results
are for two-dimensional curved clamped plates (including the
static aerodynamic loading) (Dowell, 1969). In Figure 10, the
experimental and theoretical flutter boundaries are shown in
terms of λ versus H/h, where H is maximum rise of curved
plate above the panel end supports and

zp = 4H
x

a

(
1 − x

a

)
(3)

There is qualitative agreement between the results of the-
ory and experiment as can be seen. Interestingly enough the
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Figure 10. Flutter dynamic pressure versus plate rise for a stream-
wise curved plate. Reproduced with permission from Dowell (1969)
c© AIAA and Anderson (1962) c© GALCIT.

largest discrepancy is for a flat plate. Also shown, is a the-
oretical result for a flat square plate. Note this only gives
a modest improvement in the agreement between theory
and experiment for H/h = 0. The discrepancies are attributed
largely to experimental uncertainties in this early test (1962).

Two other features of the flutter motion determined
theoretically are in good qualitative agreement with the exper-
imental flutter data. The theoretical flutter amplitude is on
the order of H in good agreement with experiment. Also
the theoretical plate deformation shapes under static aero-
dynamic load just below the flutter boundary are pulled out
toward the trailing edge and pressed in toward the leading
edge, again agreeing with the experimental evidence (Dowell,
1969). Generally streamwise curvature leads to lower flutter
dynamic pressures.

6.4 Cylindrical shell

Stearman, Lock and Fung (1962) and later Olson and Fung
(1967) have conducted experiments at high supersonic Mach
number, M = 3. Stearman (1966) has also reported additional
tests at low supersonic speeds, M = 1.2–1.5. The high Mach
number experimental data have been compared to the theo-
retical results of Olson and Fung (1967) and Carter and Stear-
man (1968) which use piston aerodynamic theory and a linear
structural model. See Figure 11 taken from Carter and Stear-
man (1968) which gives λF versus a static pressure parameter.
There is general agreement between theory and experiment
on the character of the flutter oscillation, a high circumferen-
tial mode number flutter (see Olson and Fung, 1967; Carter

λF
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(∆P/E )(R /h)2
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Experimental 
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M = 3
a/R = 2

Flutter

No flutter
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12   1—v 2
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Figure 11. Flutter dynamic pressure versus static pressure loading
for a cylindrical shell. Reproduced with permission from Olson and
Fung (1967) c© AIAA.

and Stearman, 1968). The agreement on flutter dynamic pres-
sure is also reasonably good for an unpressurized shell but
becomes poor as the static pressure differential is increased.
Caution is also advised in view of the use of piston theory fluid
forces which are much less accurate for cylindrical shell than
a flat plate (Dowell, 1968; Matsuzaki and Kobayashi, 1971).
Olson and Fung (1967) have also used the full linearized
potential aerodynamic forces on an infinitely long cylinder
and a finite length structural shell analysis which leads to
much poorer agreement with experiment.

For the low supersonic regime, the experimental data indi-
cated the flutter mode is of a low circumferential mode
number, traveling wave type. Hence, Stearman (1966) has
compared the results with those of the infinitely long shell
analysis of Miles (1966) which was developed for this type
of flutter. Generally, the agreement is not good for flutter
dynamic pressure, the theoretical values being much less then
the experimental ones. The theory of Dowell (1966) gives a
similar result. The slender body approximation, which has
been suggested for high circumferential mode number flut-
ter (Dowell, 1968), was also used by Stearman to compare
with this experiment and, as might be expected, is in poor
agreement with the experimental data giving a value of flutter
dynamic pressure considerably higher than the experimental
data.

Despite the fact that the fluid forces on a finite length cylin-
der have been determined using the full linearized potential
theory (Dowell, 1968), only various asymptotic approxima-
tions to these forces have been used even in the linear shell
flutter analyses except for the work of LeClerc (1970) and
Parthan and Johns (1972). Their results are valuable but cover
a limited parameter range. The more complete aerodynamic
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theory could be used to a greater extent in the future for both
linear and nonlinear analyses. Hopefully, this would help clar-
ify the rather complicated picture which presently exists with
respect to the relation of theory and experiment for cylindrical
shells. Matsuzaki and Kobayashi (1971) have developed an
aerodynamic theory intermediate in complexity and accuracy
between the “exact” and “slender body” theories of Dowell
(1968). No flutter calculations have been reported as yet but
it may be that this represents a useful compromise between
the two extremes.

With regard to improvements in the structural model, Barr
and Stearman (1969) have shown that cylinders are sensitive
to structural imperfections on the order of the shell thickness.
Although the precise quantitative nature of the imperfections
are unknown, qualitatively speaking they appear to account
for some of the differences between theory and experiment.

Also Matsuzaki and Kobayashi (1969) have reported an
experimental and theoretical study of the unpressurized cylin-
drical shell at M = 2. Their results indicate that linear shell
theory with quasi-steady two-dimensional aerodynamics is
satisfactory for predicting the onset of flutter, but that the
nonlinear shell theory is required to accurately predict the
flutter mode and frequency.

It is generally found that cross-stream curvature leads to
higher flutter dynamic pressure than that for a flat plate.

7 OTHER PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

7.1 Orthotropicity

Considerable experimental and theoretical work has been
done by NASA Langley on orthotropic panels (see Bohon,
Anderson and Heard, 1969). Representative of their results is
Figure 12. Nondimensional dynamic pressure is plotted ver-
sus Kd or 1/Kd where Kd is a nondimensional support stiffness
along the streamwise edges. D1, D2 are orthotropic stiffnesses
in the streamwise and spanwise directions and D12 the twist-
ing stiffness. 1/Kd → 0 represents a simply-supported edge
and Kd → 0 a free edge. C is the ratio of twisting to (the
square root of the product of) bending stiffness (see Bohon,
Anderson and Heard, 1969) for details. D1/D2 � 1 and two
solid theoretical curves are shown for C = 7 and 20. Plotted
points are experimental data. The important point is that many
practical orthotropic panel configurations have significant
support flexibility along edges perpendicular to the direction
of largest stiffness (along the streamwise edge in the results
of Figure 12). Careful determination of boundary conditions
(support stiffness) becomes very important for such panels
since the flexible edge may lead to flutter dynamic pressures
much below those for a rigid, simply-supported edge.

Flutter
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Figure 12. Flutter dynamic pressure versus support stiffness.
Reproduced from Kobett (1966) NASA.

A valuable case history for such panels is that of the X-20A
(hypersonic research aircraft) project. See Golden, Hager and
Sherman (1964), for a discussion of experimental–theoretical
calculations. In this instance it was found necessary to use
measured panel natural frequencies in flutter analyses in
order to obtain good agreement with flutter tests. This exam-
ple also points up the difficulty of measuring natural modes
and frequencies of complicated built-up panels with suffi-
cient accuracy and in sufficient number adequate for flutter
analysis or correlation with flutter test. In the vibration tests,
impedance techniques were used wherein a natural mode res-
onance was inferred by the (near) vanishing of the required
exciting force.

7.2 Angle-of-yaw

Experimental data are reported in Shyprykovich and Sawyer
(1973) including comparisons with theory for several types
of orthotropic plate. For the simpler panels correlation is rea-
sonable but for the more complicated panels agreement is
less satisfactory probably due to the difficulties associated
with orthotropicity rather than angle-of-yaw per se. On phys-
ical grounds, the angle-of-yaw effect should be adequately
described by theory if an appropriate aerodynamic analysis
is employed.

7.3 Omitted parameters

No extensive, experimental data exist for edge conditions
(except in the context of orthotropic plates, see previ-
ous discussion) planform geometry, cavity effect, structural
damping, geometrical imperfections, or multibay panels.

It would appear that edge conditions and planform geom-
etry effects can be adequately described theoretically if their
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effect on panel natural modes and frequencies can be pre-
dicted. The cavity effect is thought to be adequately modeled
by theory on the basis of good prediction of panel/cavity
natural frequencies (Dowell and Voss, 1965). If measured val-
ues of structural damping and/or geometric imperfections are
used, then theory is probably reliable at least for qualitative
trend studies. Multibay effects are not likely to be important,
but the theory (Kobett, 1966; Lock and Farkas, 1965; Dowell,
1964) for multibay effects should be fundamentally no more
nor less reliable than for a single isolated panel.

8 TRANSONIC AND SUBSONIC PANEL
FLUTTER

Although the vast majority of the literature on panel flut-
ter analysis is devoted to high supersonic/hypersonic flow,
many of the flutter incidents in practice have occurred in
the low supersonic/transonic Mach number regime. A recent
paper Hashimoto, Aoyama and Nakamura (2009) provides
new insight into the importance of a viscous fluid bound-
ary layer on the transonic flutter boundary. Previous work by
Dowell (1973) had shown this effect as well. But whereas
Dowell used what is sometimes called a shear flow model
that dates back to work of Lighthill and others, the more
recent work Hashimoto, Aoyama and Nakamura (2009) uses
a modern CFD code that solves the Navier–Stokes equations
within the framework of a Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes
model. The shear flow model by contrast uses a mean
flow that represents the boundary layer, but neglects the
viscosity in the small perturbation equations of the fluid
that arise from the panel oscillation. The more rigorous
fluid model shows improved agreement with the excellent
experiments of Muhlstein, Gaspers and Riddle (1968) and
Gaspers, Muhlstein and Petroff (1970).

Figure 13 shows a schematic of the panel and flow geom-
etry. Figure 14 shows the comparison between theory and
experiment where the experimental data have been extrapo-
lated to zero boundary layer thickness, δ/a = 0, where δ is the
boundary layer thickness and a is the panel length. The the-
oretical results from Dowell are for transonic potential flow
and those from Hashimoto, Aoyama and Nakamura (2009)
are for inviscid Euler flow. The plot is of a nondimensional
dynamic pressure versus Mach number. The good agreement
among all results is encouraging. Turning now to the case for
a boundary layer thickness of δ/a = 0.1, a similar comparison
is shown in Figure 15. Note that the flutter boundary predicted
by theory and that determined experimentally has been very
substantially changed from that for δ/a = 0, especially in the
lower Mach number range. The dynamic pressure for flutter

Figure 13. Schematics of panel flutter problem.

at M = 1.1 has been increased by a factor of 2–3 due to the
viscous boundary layer. While the shear flow model used by
Dowell is a substantial improvement over an inviscid analysis
that neglects the boundary layer effect, the RANS flow model
of Hashimoto, Aoyama and Nakamura (2009) is a notable
further improvement and agrees better with experiment.

Moreover, as Hashimoto, Aoyama and Nakamura (2009)
note this is an excellent test case for new developments in
CFD methodology for aeroelastic analysis in general and

Figure 14. Flutter boundary (inviscid case).
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Figure 15. Flutter boundary (viscous case).

gives considerable confidence in the basic theory. They have
also shown that in this particular case the results are not sen-
sitive to the empirical turbulence model used in the RANS
flow model.

Davis and Bendiksen (1993) and Bendiksen and Davis
(1995) have pursued studies of the interaction between struc-
tural nonlinearities as modeled by the Von Karman plate
equations and aerodynamic nonlinearities as modeled by the
Euler fluid equations. According to Bendiksen a form of trav-
eling wave flutter may be found in the transonic flow regime
that is a result of this dual nonlinear coupling. Of course
neither a pure standing wave nor a pure traveling wave is
found in either experiments or computations. A pure stand-
ing wave is one where all spatial points on a structure are
in phase and nodal lines (lines of zero displacement) do not
change with time. On the other hand a pure traveling wave
is one where wave peaks and nodal lines move with a con-
stant wavespeed. Bendiksen’s observations point to the need
to consider the important temporal phase differences they
may occur between spatial points on the panel during flutter
and limit cycle oscillations. These phase differences may be
more pronounced when both nonlinearities in the fluid and
structure are taken into account.

In Davis and Bendiksen (1993) and Bendiksen and Davis
(1995) the nonlinear structural finite elements were based on
the Von Karman plate theory and the generalized fluid forces
were evaluated by solving the unsteady Euler equations (also
in a finite element representation) simultaneously with the
structural equations. The fluid–structural system was time
marched as a single dynamical system.

In the strongly nonlinear transonic flow regime near Mach
number, M = 1, Figure 16 shows the type of traveling wave
flutter found by Bendiksen for a thin simply-supported alu-
minum plate at 20 000 ft altitude with a thickness to chord
ration of 0.004. Figure 16a shows the ratio panel displacement

Figure 16. Transonic traveling wave panel flutter at Mach 1.
Simply supported aluminum panel at 20 000 ft, h/c = 0.004: (a)
panel response at different chord locations; (b) deflected shape of
panel during flutter.

to thickness, w/h, versus time at several chordwise locations
and Figure 16b shows the panel deflected shape as a func-
tion of space and time during flutter. Although the motion is
periodic in time, it is certainly not simple harmonic nor is the
wave form the same at all positions on the plate. The traveling
wave may be considered a wave packet which changes shape
and evolves as it moves from the leading edge to the trailing
edge of the panel. Next to the panel is a mixed supersonic–
subsonic flow with supersonic pockets terminated by strong
shocks. As the panel deflects, the shocks move in concert
with the panel motions sometime vanishing over a portion of
the limit cycle period.
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Figure 17. Flutter oscillations of an elastic panel with a clamped
leading edge and all other edges free. Subsonic flow is from right
to left.

While subsonic panel flutter is unusual in aerospace appli-
cations it has been known for many years that panel flutter
may occur at subsonic conditions under some circumstances
(Dowell, 1975). Most notably if the trailing edge of the panel
is free, then flutter will occur in subsonic flow. But, if the trail-
ing edge, as well as the leading edge, of the panel is fixed then
divergence (a static aeroelastic instability) will occur rather
than flutter. Panel divergence is a form of aeroelastic buckling
and, when the panel is in a buckled state, then oscillations in
the flow due for example to engine or boundary layer noise
may cause a buckled panel to “oil can” form once buckled
state to another. This is sometimes referred to as “dynamic
buckling” (Dowell, 1975). In experiments as well as in non-
linear numerical simulations it may be difficult to distinguish
between limit cycle oscillations due to flutter and oil canning
due to dynamic buckling.

The classical example of subsonic panel flutter was
described in the paper by Dugundji, Dowell and Perkin
(1963) who considered a panel on an elastic foundation that
can lead to a form of traveling wave flutter. Here recent

work on subsonic flutter is emphasized (see Tang, Yamamoto
and Dowell, 2003; Tang, Paidoussis and Jiang, 2009). The
work of Tang, Yamamoto and Dowell (2003) is for a panel
clamped at its leading edge, but free on both side edges and,
most importantly, free on its trailing edge. Both theoretical
and experimental works have been done and the agreement
between theory and experiment is very good for the predic-
tion of flutter flow velocity and frequency. However, in the
experiments, hysteresis is observed that this is not predicted
by the theory which includes a nonlinear structural model
and a nonlinear vortex lattice aerodynamic model (Tang,
Yamamoto and Dowell, 2003; Tang, Paidoussis and Jiang,
2009). Moreover the amplitude of the limit cycle oscillation
(LCO) that is observed in the experiment after the onset of
flutter and indeed at lower flow velocities due to hysteresis is
some two to three times greater than that predicted by the the-
oretical model. Currently the most plausible hypothesis for
the differences between theory and experiment is that vor-
tex shedding and flow separation that may occur at the large
amplitudes of the LCO. These effects are not included in the
vortex lattice aerodynamic model, but would be included in a
viscous flow model based upon the Navier–Stokes equations.

Because the LCO amplitudes are on the order of the panel
chord (LCO amplitudes of panels which are fixed on two
opposing edges are typically much smaller and on the order
of the panel thickness (Dowell, 1975)), Tang, Paidoussis and
Jiang (2009) have suggested such a LCO is a prime candidate
for energy harvesting. And they have analyzed this configura-
tion inter alia using a similar theoretical model and obtained
similar results.

Figure 17 shows a stroboscopic picture of the panel in
LCO during a wind tunnel test (Tang, Yamamoto and Dowell,
2003). Note the amplitude of the LCO relative to the panel
chord.

This configuration is also an example of what is sometimes
referred to as “flag flutter”, but here the bending stiffness of
the panel is dominant over the tension/membrane stiffness
of the panel where the latter might be induced by gravity
or shear stresses produced by a viscous flow. So this is a
rather stiff “flag”. Current applications to micro-air vehicles
and coverings for gaps in conventional wing/control surfaces
during landing may give rise to renewed interest in subsonic
panel flutter for panels and/or thin membranes where both the
bending stiffness and membrane stiffness may be important.

9 THE CONSEQUENCES OF PANEL
FLUTTER

When panel flutter and LCO have been encountered in prac-
tice, one of two approaches have been taken. (i) It has
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been determined that the structure does not fail and thus
the LCO is tolerated. This is more likely to be the case for
unmanned flight vehicles or (ii) steps have been taken to mod-
ify the structure to suppress panel flutter altogether. For some
manned flight vehicles it has been the noise of panel flut-
ter/LCO that is objectionable to pilots rather than the concern
about the structural integrity of the panel. However structural
failure due to fatigue or exceeding the structural material yield
stress has also occurred.

10 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Panel flutter is the first great success story of nonlinear aeroe-
lasticity in resolving the apparent large differences between
classical linear theoretical aeroelastic models and experi-
ment. It is in some ways the founding stream of aeroelastic
LCO analysis. It is all the more ironic that systematic experi-
ments to correlate with the computational predictions of LCO
induced by panel flutter still remain to be carried out.

NOTE

1. λ∗ = 2qa3/D where a is the panel length in the flow
direction, D the panel bending stiffness and q is the
flow dynamic pressure. b is the panel width. λ = λ∗/
[M2 − 1]

1/2
where M is the Mach number.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hypersonic aeroelasticity and aerothermoelasticity involves
the study of mutually coupled fluid-structure interactions that
occur as a result of flexible structures operating in hyper-
sonic flow. While there is no set Mach number that defines
the transition from supersonic to hypersonic flight, a flow
is typically characterized as hypersonic starting between
Mach 3.0 to Mach 5.0. The reason for a distinction is the
increasing importance of certain physical characteristics with
increasing Mach number. Specific flow characteristics that
are relevant to hypersonic aeroelasticity and aerothermoe-
lasticity are: (i) significant nonlinearities in the unsteady

aerodynamics, (ii) viscous interactions between the rela-
tively thick boundary layer, the outer inviscid flow, and
shock waves, and (iii) extreme flow compression and viscous
dissipation (Anderson, 2006). These issues make accu-
rate modeling of the unsteady aerodynamics a significant
challenge, and introduce the need to account for viscous
effects and heat transfer between the fluid and structure.
Typically hypersonic aeroelasticity refers to aeroelastic anal-
ysis that neglects aerodynamic heating, while hypersonic
aerothermoelasticity is an expanded analysis that includes
aerothermal effects. Aeroelastic phenomena are an essen-
tial consideration in the hypersonic flow regime due to the
potential to lead to structural failures (e.g., flutter, fatigue,
buckling, etc.) and increase the complexity of interactions
between the aerodynamic, structural, control, and propulsion
systems. The latter is a concern since time varying defor-
mations, structural stiffness, and overall vehicle mass (as a
result of fuel burn) affect the inflow to the engine, the aerody-
namics and flight dynamics, structural heating, and vehicle
controllability (McNamara and Friedmann, 2007).

Historically, interest and research in hypersonic flight has
fluctuated, primarily due to immense technical challenges
associated with hypersonic propulsion, aerothermodynam-
ics, and materials and structures. Early research centered
on the NASA X-15 rocket plane in the 1960s. This era
was followed by a lull in activity until the initiation of the
National Aerospace Plane Program in the mid-1980s. The
goal of this program was to develop a single-stage-to-orbit
(SSTO) reusable launch vehicle (RLV) that utilized a con-
ventional runway for both takeoff and landing. However,
the program was canceled due mainly to design require-
ments that exceeded the state-of-the-art. The VentureStar
program was a follow-up RLV project in the 1990s; however,
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Figure 1. Generic air-breathing hypersonic vehicle configuration.

it failed during structural tests, again due to a lack of
necessary technology. Despite program cancelations and
widespread technological challenges, there has remained a
determined focus on achieving routine and sustained hyper-
sonic flight. The primary motivations for continued research
in hypersonics is the need for a low-cost RLV and the
desires of defense agencies for unmanned hypersonic cruise
vehicles.

The latest era in hypersonics has focused primarily on uti-
lizing air-breathing propulsion systems in order to remove
the need for an oxidizer onboard the vehicle. This recent
focus has resulted in successful air-breathing powered flights
by the NASA Hyper-X experimental vehicle program and
the University of Queensland’s HyShot program. Further-
more, several more air-breathing flight tests are scheduled,
at the time of this writing, for the DARPA/ONR HyFly
program, the DARPA/USAF FALCON program, and the
AFRL X-51 Single Engine Demonstrator (McNamara and
Friedmann, 2007; Ouzts, 2008). A generic geometry, based
loosely on the X-43 vehicle, is illustrated in Figure 1. As
shown, typical features of this class of vehicle are: a) a
lifting body; b) low-aspect ratio control surfaces; and c) a
fully integrated propulsion-fuselage system where the fore-
body and aftbody compress and expand the engine flow,
respectively. These features, in conjunction with the presence
of aerodynamic heating, lead to the complex aero-servo-
thermo-elastic-propulsive interactions mentioned previously.
Due to the impracticality of testing aerothermoelastically
scaled models in wind tunnels (Dugundji and Calligeros,
1962), high-fidelity, multi-disciplinary computational mod-
eling and simulation is a critical component of hypersonic
vehicle analysis and design (McNamara and Friedmann,
2007).

2 FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF THE PROBLEM

Due to the multi-disciplinary nature of the problem, a
complete analysis requires inclusion of unsteady aerother-
modynamics, temperature dependent structural dynamics,
and heat transfer analysis; as well as appropriate coupling
mechanisms between each discipline. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, the hypersonic aeroelastic problem can be conveniently
divided into two main components (Bisplinghoff, 1956;
Culler, Crowell and McNamara, 2009): (i) an aerothermal
problem, and (ii) an aeroelastic problem. The aerother-
mal problem consists of computation of the aerodynamic
heating and resulting heat transfer between the fluid and
the structure. Solution provides the temperature distribu-
tion, T (x, y, z, t), in the structure. There are two important
issues to note. First, the aerodynamic heat flux is a func-
tion of surface temperature, thus a mutual coupling exists
between the aerothermodynamics and heat transfer. Second,

Figure 2. Basic structure of the aerothermoelastic problem.
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the aerothermal problem is path dependent since it is a func-
tion of both the instantaneous operating conditions and the
trajectory leading to those operating conditions. Therefore,
exact computation of the temperature distribution requires a
sequential solution along each trajectory desired for analysis.

The aeroelastic problem consists of interactions between
the fluid, elastic, and inertial forces in a system where there is
strong feedback between deformation and flow. The general
form of the aerothermoelastic equations of motion is

M(t)q̈v(t) + Cq̇v(t) + K[T (x, y, z, t)]qv(t)

= Qv(qv(t), q̇v(t), q̈v(t)) (1)

where

Qvi
= ρ∞V 2

∞
2

∫
S

�Cp · ∂u

∂qvi

dS (2)

and

�Cp = �Cp[x, y, z, qv(t), q̇v(t), q̈v(t)] (3)

u = u(x, y, z, qv1 (t), . . . , qvn
(t)) (4)

The left side of equation (1) represents a summation of the
inertial, viscous damping, and elastic forces in the system.
Both the mass matrix (fuel burn) and stiffness matrix (tran-
sient temperature distribution) are time dependent. The right
side is the applied generalized aerodynamic forces, which are
dependent on the structural generalized coordinates.

Note that there are two primary coupling mecha-
nisms between the aerothermal and aeroelastic problems
(Bisplinghoff, 1956). The first coupling mechanism involves
the effect of temperature on the structural properties of the
aeroelastic system. Specifically, material properties (Young’s
modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion, etc.) are functions
of temperature, while transient and spatially varying tem-
perature distributions induce thermal stresses. Both of these
effects can severely reduce the elastic stiffness of a struc-
ture. This mechanism is denoted as path ‘1’ in Figure 2. The
second coupling mechanism involves the effect of structural
deformation on modifying the aerothermodynamics. Thus,
the stiffness matrix is an implicit function of generalized
coordinates through the dependence of temperature distri-
bution to structural deflections. This feedback coupling is
designated as path ‘2’ in Figure 2. A third form of coupling,
not shown here, is thermodynamic coupling between heat
generation and elastic deformation. However, this effect is
generally negligible (Bisplinghoff, 1956).

3 MODELING APPROACHES

As illustrated in Figure 3, there are several approaches
for aeroelastic analysis in hypersonic flow, under two pri-
mary divisions: (i) aerothermal–aeroelastic modeling (i.e.,
unsteady aerothermodynamics, heat transfer, and structural
dynamics), and (ii) aerothermal aeroelastic coupling. In the
first division, modeling approaches vary from simple approx-
imate theories to the use of high-fidelity computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) and finite element method (FEM) solvers.

Figure 3. Various modeling categories for hypersonic aeroelastic and aerothermoelastic analysis.
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However, the computational cost of such an approach makes
it impractical in most cases. This has motivated the use of
either hybrid numerical-theoretical approaches, or reduced
order models (ROM). In the hybrid formulation, a CFD
solver might be coupled to an approximate model for the
heat transfer and structural response. Alternatively, a sim-
ple approximate model for the unsteady aerothermodynamics
might be coupled to a FEM solver for the heat transfer and
structural response. For ROM approaches, the goal is to con-
struct a computationally efficient model from a high fidelity
model, such as CFD or FEM, using mathematical techniques
that identify and retain only the relevant physics in the fluid,
thermal, and structural systems (Culler, Crowell and McNa-
mara, 2009; Falkiewicz and Cesnik, 2009).

There are three fundamental approaches for aerothermal–
aeroelastic coupling: (i) no aerothermal analysis, that is,
neglect of aerodynamic heating, (ii) one-way aerothermal-
aeroelastic coupling, and (iii) two-way aerothermal–
aeroelastic coupling. One-way coupling neglects path ‘2’
in Figure 2. This is the simplest form of aerothermoelastic
modeling as it allows the aerothermal problem to be solved
independently of the aeroelastic problem. Furthermore, this
approach has several subcategories, such as: (i) prescribing
a temperature distribution in the structure, (ii) prescribing a
heat flux on the structure, or (iii) computing the heat flux on a
reference geometry from a model for the aerothermodynam-
ics. The first of these approximations assumes a condition of
thermal equilibrium in the structure. However, the combina-
tion of high surface temperatures, transient operating condi-
tions, and structural deformations imply that this assumption
may be inaccurate in practice (Culler, Crowell and McNa-
mara, 2009). The second approximation requires a priori
knowledge of the heat transfer response. Thus it is only valid
under the conditions/configuration that were used to measure
the input heat flux profile. Finally, the third approxima-
tion accounts for transient heating and variable trajectories.
However it neglects the effect of structural deformation on
modifying the aerothermodynamics over the vehicle surface.

Two-way aerothermal–aeroelastic coupling includes path
‘2’ in Figure 2 for the aerothermoelastic analysis. In complete
form, this requires simultaneous solution of the aerothermal
and aeroelastic problems. However, this represents a signifi-
cant computational challenge, primarily due to both large dif-
ferences in time scale between the heat transfer (minutes) and
aeroelastic responses (fractions of a second) and the need for
sequential analysis along extended vehicle trajectories (vary-
ing from 15 min to 2 h in length). A more practical solution
strategy is to implement a loose coupling procedure, where
either several aeroelastic time steps are taken between each
aerothermal time step or a quasi-static solution for the struc-
tural deformation is used to update the aerodynamic heating.
In the first case, a time-average of the structural dynamic

response can be used to update the aerodynamic heating
(Culler, Crowell and McNamara, 2009). For the second case,
the quasi-static solution might correspond to the aeroelastic
quasi-static trim condition for the vehicle – which even for
steady-level flight is continuously changing due to softening
of the structure with increasing internal temperature.

3.1 Structural dynamics

The dynamics of hypersonic structures can be modeled
similar to other flight regimes, using either analytical the-
ories based on simple structural components (e.g., beams,
plates, shells, etc.) or FEM for complicated structures. In the
first case, the structure is typically discretized using global
approaches such as Rayleigh–Ritz or Galerkin methods. In
either global or local discretization, the equations of motion
are generally derived using Lagrange’s equations or Hamil-
ton’s principle and are in the form of equation (1). Commonly,
the degrees of freedom in the equations of motion are further
reduced using a normal mode transformation.

As shown in Figure 1, hypersonic vehicles are composed
of low-aspect ratio components. Therefore, the structural
dynamics typically resemble plates, where there are chord-
wise, span-wise, and torsional deformations. Note that when
the aerodynamic heating is included in the analysis, the use of
simple structural components such as equivalent beams and
plates becomes questionable due to the influence of internal
structural layout to the heat transfer process. This, in addi-
tion to the ability to accurately model complex structures,
has resulted in FEM as the preferred approach for modeling
hypersonic vehicle structural dynamics.

3.2 Approximate unsteady aerodynamics

The most commonly implemented unsteady aerodynamic
theories are: piston theory, a similar theory developed by
Van Dyke, or Newtonian impact theory. Each of these
approaches assume inviscid hypersonic flow and neglect real
gas effects. Despite these simplifications, such approximate
tools have produced sufficiently accurate results in specific
cases. Hence, computational efficiency and ease of imple-
mentation make these methods attractive for preliminary
design and trend type studies of hypersonic configurations.
Morgan, Runyan and Huckel (1958a) and McNamara and
Friedmann (2007) provide in-depth reviews of these, as well
as other, methods.

Piston theory was developed by Lighthill (1953), who
noted that at high Mach numbers the fluid dynamics are
similar to the pressure on a piston moving in a one-
dimensional channel. This results in a simple point-function
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relationship between the local pressure on a surface and
the normal component of fluid velocity produced by surface
motion

Cp(x, y, z, t) = 2

M2
a

[
w

a∞
+ (γ + 1)

4

(
w

a∞

)2

+ (γ + 1)

12

(
w

a∞

)3
]

(5)

where

w = ∂Z(x, y, z, t)

∂t
+ V∞

∂Z(x, y, z, t)

∂x
(6)

Note that the accuracy of the piston theory pressure dimin-
ishes with increasing Mach number and surface inclination to
the free stream (Lighthill, 1953; McNamara and Friedmann,
2007). In terms of the hypersonic similarity parameter (κ),
which is the product of Mach number and surface inclination
(Anderson, 1989), equation (5) has been shown to be rea-
sonably accurate for approximately κ ≤ 1 (McNamara and
Friedman, 2007).

A similar expression to equation (5) was presented by Mor-
gan, Huckel and Runyan (1958b) based on work by Van Dyke
(1951):

Cp(x, y, z, t) = 2

M2
a

[
Ma

β

w

a∞
+ M4

a (γ + 1) − 4β2

4β4

(
w

a∞

)2
]

(7)

Note that this expression is derived from the nonlinear
velocity potential equation for surfaces with shallow inclina-
tion angles to the flow. It is more accurate than piston theory
at low supersonic Mach numbers, and becomes equivalent to
second-order piston theory (first two terms in equation (5))
as Mach number increases.

As noted, piston theory is inaccurate for high Mach num-
ber flow and/or blunt surfaces. However, Newtonian impact
theory, which is derived assuming the flow is composed of
a set of particles impacting a surface, has been shown to be
appropriate for such cases (Anderson, 1989). The expres-
sion for the quasi-steady form of Newtonian-Impact theory
is given by (Morgan, Huckel and Runyan, 1958b):

Cp(x, y, z, t) = Cp,max sin2
(

tan−1 w

V∞

)
(8)

where in the original form

(Cp)max = 2 (9)

However, empirical evidence has demonstrated that

Cp,max = 2

γM2
a

{[
(γ + 1)2Ma2

4γM2
a − 2(γ − 1)

] γ

(γ−1)

×
(

1 − γ + 2γM2
a

γ + 1

)
− 1

}
(10)

is generally more accurate.
Note that in some studies, Newtonian impact has been used

for blunt portions of a hypersonic vehicle (typically leading
edge and nose regions) in conjunction with piston theory for
the remaining surfaces (Heeg et al., 1993).

3.2.1 Incorporating viscous effects through an
effective shape profile

In hypersonic flow, viscous–inviscid interactions, where the
boundary layer displaces the outer inviscid flow causing a
given body shape to appear much thicker, become signifi-
cant (Anderson, 1989). This apparent thickness influences
both the surface pressure distribution and the vehicle aeroe-
lastic stability. In an attempt to account for this effect in
aeroelastic computations, a static boundary layer displace-
ment thickness can be computed and added to the surface of
a given body. Different approaches have utilized either semi-
empirical, compressible flat plate boundary layer relations
(Spain et al., 1993) or steady-state Navier–Stokes computa-
tions to approximate the boundary layer displacement profile
(McNamara and Friedmann, 2007). Results have demon-
strated that these approaches improve correlation with both
experimental and CFD-based hypersonic aeroelastic flutter
boundaries. However, in some cases there is still significant
error between approximate and experimental/CFD-based
flutter predictions (Spain et al., 1993; McNamara and
Friedmann, 2007).

3.3 Approximate modeling of aerodynamic
heating

Relatively simple and efficient approximations for the aero-
dynamic heating can be computed using Eckert’s reference
methods (Eckert, 1956; Anderson, 1989). The reference
enthalpy method uses boundary layer relations from incom-
pressible flow theory with flow properties evaluated at a
reference condition that accounts for the effects of compress-
ibility in high-speed flow. The reference temperature method
uses the assumption of a calorically perfect gas to replace the
reference enthalpy with a reference temperature. However,
note that at moderate hypersonic Mach numbers (Ma ≈ 8),
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this simplification can result in approximately a 14% error
in the heat flux (Culler, Crowell and McNamara, 2009).
Eckert’s reference methods have been used extensively to
efficiently approximate viscous drag and convective heating
of aerospace vehicles (Anderson, 1989).

3.4 Heat transfer computation

In order to compute the heat transfer between the fluid
and the structure, the three-dimensional heat equation in
equation (11) must be solved. Typically, this is done using
numerical techniques (Tannehill, Anderson and Pletcher,
1997), for example, finite differences or FEM.

ρc
∂T

∂t
= kx

∂2T

∂x2
+ ky

∂2T

∂y2
+ kz

∂2T

∂z2
(11)

3.5 Coupled CFD-FEM for high-fidelity analysis

As computational power has increased, coupled CFD-FEM
aeroelastic analysis has emerged as a viable alternative,
and significant improvement in many cases, to experimen-
tal testing and approximate theories. In terms of an unheated
CFD-FEM aeroelastic analysis in hypersonic flow, there are
only practical differences compared to other flow regimes;
for example, time step and grid construction (McNamara and
Friedmann, 2007). Specifically, there are high spatial gradi-
ents in hypersonic flow associated with shocks and expansion
fans. This requires a high grid density in the fluid domain near
surface gradients. Furthermore, the boundary layers in hyper-
sonic flow are relatively thick. This enables a less dense grid
near the surface of the wall for boundary layer capturing.
These two issues combined result in similar cell distribu-
tion for Euler and Navier–Stokes flow analysis. For temporal
accuracy, the high speed flow implies that smaller time steps
may be needed compared to other flow regimes to capture
important unsteady aerodynamic effects.

For a coupled CFD-FEM aerothermoelastic analysis, the
aerodynamic heating must be extracted from a CFD solu-
tion to the Navier–Stokes equations, while the FEM solver
is used to perform the heat transfer analysis (McNamara and
Friedmann, 2007; McNamara et al., 2008). In this case, the
separation of aerothermal and aeroelastic problems becomes
fundamentally different, as illustrated by comparing Fig-
ures 2 and 4. In the coupled CFD-FEM approach, the problem
does not divide naturally into distinct aerothermal and aeroe-
lastic problems. Thus, in addition to significantly increased
computational requirements, developing an accurate and
efficient coupling process presents a challenge.

Figure 4. Basic structure of the aerothermoelastic problem when
solved using coupled CFD and FEM solvers.

3.6 A simple example using a two
degree-of-freedom, double-wedge
typical section

In order to illustrate the problem with a simple example,
consider the double-wedge airfoil shown in Figure 5a which

Figure 5. Example of aeroelastic behavior in hypersonic flow. (a)
Simple two degree-of-freedom, double-wedge airfoil; (b) compar-
ision of the aeroelastic behavior of a double-wedge airfoil using
several different orders of piston theory aerodynamics.
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has both pitch and plunge degree-of-freedom. The equations
of motion for this system, assuming small deflections and
no structural damping, can be obtained using Lagrange’s
equations

mḧ + Sαα̈ + Khh = −L

Sαḧ + Iαα̈ + Kαα = MEA (12)

Using the small displacement assumption, the airfoil dis-
placement vector is given by

u(x, t) = −[h(t) + (x − ba)α(t)] k̂ (13)

The aerodynamic generalized forces can be computed
for piston theory aerodynamics from equations (2), (5), (6),
and (13)

L = L1 + L2 + L3 (14)

MEA = MEA1 + MEA2 + MEA3 (15)

where

L1 = 4p∞γMab

(
ḣ

V∞
− ba

α̇

V∞
+ α

)
(16a)

L2 = −p∞γ(γ + 1)M2
ab

2τ
α̇

V∞
(16b)

L3 = 1

3
p∞γ(γ + 1)M3

ab

{(
ḣ

V∞
− ba

α̇

V∞
+ α

)

×



(
ḣ

V∞
− ba

α̇

V∞
+ α

)2

+ 3τ2 +
(

b
α̇

V∞

)2






(16c)

and

MEA1 = 4p∞γMab
2a

[
ḣ

V∞
−

(
b

3a
+ b a

)
α̇

V∞
+ α

]

(17a)

MEA2 = p∞γ(γ + 1)M2
ab

2τ

[
ḣ

V∞
− 2ba

α̇

V∞
+ α

]

(17b)

Table 1. Parameters describing the double-
wedge airfoil.

Parameter Units Value

b m 1.175
τ — 0.0336
m kg m−1 94.2
rα — 0.484
ωh Hz 13.4
ωα Hz 37.6
xα — 0.2

MEA3 = −1

3
p∞γ(γ + 1)M3

ab
2

{
1

5

(
b

α̇

V∞

)3

−a

(
ḣ

V∞
− ba

α̇

V∞
+ α

)

×



(
ḣ

V∞
− ba

α̇

V∞
+ α

)2

+ 3τ2


 +

b
α̇

V∞




(
ḣ

V∞
− ba

α̇

V∞
+ α

)2

+ τ2 − ba
α̇

V∞

×
(

ḣ

V∞
− ba

α̇

V∞
+ α

)]}

(17c)

The flutter boundary for airfoil (unheated) is shown in
Figure 5b as a function of elastic axis offset. The parameters
used to generate these results are provided in Table 1. It is
evident from the divergence of the first-order piston theory
(which is linear) prediction from the second-and third-order
results, that nonlinear aerodynamic effects play a critical role
in hypersonic aeroelasticity.

4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Most experimental studies on hypersonic aeroelasticity and
aerothermoelasticity were conducted in the 1950s, with lim-
ited work also conducted during the NASP program. The
earliest research focused on flutter boundary identification
of elastically and dynamically scaled prototype configura-
tions, such as the X-15. However, in these cases flutter
was not observed due to high model stiffness and limited
wind tunnel operating conditions. Theoretical predictions
indicated the flutter boundaries were well outside the achiev-
able tunnel operating conditions. In subsequent studies, the
focus shifted to trend investigations, in order to expand
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fundamental knowledge and validate theoretical approaches.
General observations from this early work are

1. Increasing airfoil thickness and angle of attack is
destablizing.

2. Increasing airfoil bluntness is stabilizing for small lead-
ing edge radii (1% of chord), and destabilizing for larger
leading edge radii (> 3% of chord).

3. The effect of leading edge sweep on flutter is inconclu-
sive.

4. Slab airfoil sections are more stable than double-wedge
airfoils.

5. Viscous effects are destabilizing, presumably due to
inviscid–viscous interactions from the boundary layer
displacement effect.

For a more in-depth review on past experimental inves-
tigations of aeroelastic and aerothermoelastic behavior in
hypersonic flow, refer to McNamara and Friedmann (2007).

4.1 Aerothermoelastic scaling

The development of aerothermoelastic similarity laws for
experimental testing of hypersonic vehicles has been lim-
ited. The bulk of literature published on the subject was in the
late 1950s and early 1960s. A in-depth treatment of aerother-
moelastic similarity is provided by Dugundji and Calligeros
(1962), however, it was primarily intended for Mach num-
bers less than 3.5, and temperatures less than 1000◦F. Despite
these limitations, Dugundji and Calligeros provide important
insight into aerothermoelastic similarity for hypersonic flow.
Specifically, for the general aerothermoelastic problem, one
is practically restricted to full scale testing. However, for spe-
cialized cases (e.g., wing structures, thin solid plates, panel
flutter) the similarity laws are less restrictive and scaled model
testing is possible. Furthermore, in cases where scaled test-
ing is difficult to impossible, two alternatives are proposed by
Dugundji and Calligeros (1962): (i) incomplete aerothermoe-
lastic testing, and (ii) restricted purposed models. The first
method relies on a priori estimation of the aerodynamic pres-
sures and/or heating rates that are applied artificially to the
model. The latter is for cases where certain couplings can be
neglected between the aerodynamic pressure, aerodynamic
heating, heat conduction and stress-deflection phenomena.
Finally, note that the development of aerothermoelastically
scaled models becomes increasingly difficult as Mach num-
ber increases. This is due to the need for additional similarity
laws that account for material and gas property variations
with temperature, radiation effects, real-gas effects, viscous
interactions, and so on.

5 COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES

The majority of recent work has utilized computational
modeling and simulation to investigate aeroelastic and
aerothermoelastic behavior in hypersonic flow. The sam-
ple results discussed here provide a general representation
of current understanding. An in-depth review is provided
by McNamara and Friedmann (2007). Note that the exam-
ples presented here primarily focus on dynamic stability
prediction. However, the need to account for aero-servo-
thermo-elastic-propulsive interactions in hypersonic vehicles
implies that aeroelastic and aerothermoelastic response pre-
diction in hypersonic flow will play an increasing role in the
near future (McNamara and Friedmann, 2007).

5.1 Unheated analysis

The majority of hypersonic aeroelastic studies have focused
on unheated behavior. Representative results are presented in
Figures 6 and 7 for a generic hypersonic vehicle resembling
the X-33 RLV, and Figure 8 for a generic hypersonic con-
trol surface based on the Lockheed F-104 low-aspect ratio
wing. The analysis used to compute the results in Figure 6
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Figure 6. The effect of fuel burn and vehicle stiffness variations on
the flutter boundaries of a generic hypersonic vehicle.
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Figure 7. Flutter boundary of a generic hypersonic vehicle, calcu-
lated using third-order piston theory and Euler aerodynamics.

consisted of an equivalent plate representation for the
structure in conjunction with first order piston theory aero-
dynamics (Friedmann et. al., 2004). The results presented in
Figures 7 and 8 were computed using a refined analysis where
FEM was used to model the structure, and either third order
piston theory or CFD was used for the unsteady generalized
aerodynamic forces (McNamara et al., 2005, 2008).

From each of these results it is clear that for a given
altitude, hypersonic vehicles will flutter at unrealistically
high Mach numbers when aerodynamic heating is neglected.
Furthermore, from Figure 6 it is clear that the flutter bound-

Figure 8. Flutter boundary of a low-aspect ratio wing, calculated
using third-order piston theory, Euler, and Navier–Stokes aerody-
namics.

aries are quite sensitive to variations in vehicle stiffness as
well as reductions in vehicle mass due to fuel burn. In Fig-
ures 7 and 8, two different grid resolutions were considered
during computation of the flutter boundaries. As the Mach
number was increased, the coarser grids diverged from the
finer grid predictions, illustrating the importance of increas-
ing fluid grid density near the vehicle surface as Mach number
increases and the shock moves closer to the body. Figure 8
illustrates that the importance of viscosity is dependent on
the operating conditions. At higher Mach numbers and alti-
tudes, the inclusion of viscosity did not significantly alter
the flutter boundary predictions. However, at lower altitudes
and Mach numbers, the inclusion of viscosity did affect the
flutter boundary prediction. Finally, note that the differences
between the Euler and third-order piston theory flutter Mach
numbers for the wing was only 5–8%, while the differences
grew to over 25% when the complete vehicle was considered.
This is due to increased three-dimensional flow effects on the
complete vehicle, which cannot be captured by piston theory
aerodynamics.

5.2 Aerothermoelastic studies

Despite the importance of aerodynamic heating on aeroelastic
behavior in hypersonic flow, the complexity of the problem
has limited aerothermoelastic research. Three sample studies
are presented in Figures 9–11. Using the categories defined
in Figure 3, these coincide with:

1. Modeling Category II(ii), Coupling Category I(i) applied
to the NASP;

2. Modeling Category II(ii) and III, Coupling Category
II(iii) applied to a low-aspect ratio wing; and

3. Modeling Category I, Coupling Categories II(iii), and
III(i–iii) applied to a surface panel.

The results presented in Figure 9 were computed using
two different structural configurations; a titanium–aluminide
(base-line configuration) and a carbon–carbon configuration
(Doggett et. al., 1991). The temperature distributions were set
to the surface temperature radiation equilibrium conditions.
From these results it is apparent that aerodynamic heating
reduces the flutter margin. In Figure 10, the aerothermoelas-
tic behavior of a low-aspect ratio wing was computed along
a representative trajectory resembling a proposed trajectory
for the DOD/USAF FALCON hypersonic cruise vehicle
(McNamara et al., 2008). As shown, the trajectory cycles
between atmospheric and near-space operating conditions in
order to mitigate heating of the structure. Aerodynamic heat-
ing along the trajectory resulted in up to 30% reductions in
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Figure 9. Aerothermoelastic flutter boundary of a generic hypersonic vehicle.

Figure 10. Aerothermoelastic flutter margin of a low-aspect ratio wing along a representative hypersonic trajectory.
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Figure 11. Aerothermoelastic flutter boundary predictions for a
hypersonic surface panel. (a) Comparison of flutter boundaries for
the aerothermoelstic modeling cases; (b) Comparison of flight time
to the onset of flutter at M trajectories for the aerothermoelastic
modeling cases that include material property degradation.

Table 2. Aerothermoelastic modeling cases.

Temperature Aerothermal- Aeroheating Structural
dependent aeroelastic panel model

Case properties coupling deformation formulation

B-1 None 1-way Undeformed Quasi-static
B-2 None 2-way Instantaneous Quasi-static
C-1 E(T ), α(T ) 1-way Undeformed Quasi-static
C-2 E(T ), α(T ) 2-way Instantaneous Quasi-static
D-1 E(T ), α(T ) 1-way Undeformed Dynamic
D-2 E(T ), α(T ) 2-way Instantaneous Dynamic
E-1 E(T ), α(T ) 1-way Undeformed Dynamic
E-2 E(T ), α(T ) 2-way Time-averaged Dynamic

the modal frequencies of the wing, up to 40% reduction in the
aerothermoelastic flutter margin, and thermal buckling in sev-
eral cases prior to the completion of the mission. Note that the
aerothermoelastic boundary shown represents a flutter mar-
gin, rather than a true flutter boundary, since it was computed
by holding the Mach number and free vibration frequencies
constant at several points on the trajectory, and increasing
the dynamic pressure until the aeroelastic response became
unstable. Despite significant decreases in modal frequencies
and flutter margin, the minimum (pre-buckled) ratio of virtual
flutter dynamic pressure to freestream dynamic pressure was
O(10); suggesting the wing would remain dynamically stable
up to the buckling condition for the considered trajectories.
This is due to vehicle operation at high altitudes.

Finally, Figure 11 provides a comparison of the flutter
boundaries as a function of Mach number and flight time
for each of the aerothermoelastic modeling cases described
in Table 2 for a surface panel (Culler, Crowell, and McNa-
mara, 2009). Note that only steady, level trajectories were
considered, at each of the Mach numbers specified. Sev-
eral important conclusions can be drawn from these results.
First, there is no apparent threshold Mach number below
which surface panel response is aerothermoelastically sta-
ble independent of flight time. Furthermore, the neglect of
temperature dependent material properties (B-1 and B-2 )can
lead to a significant over prediction of aerothermoelastic sta-
bility. Another important result shown in Figure 11(b) is a
difference in flutter boundary prediction between one-way
aerothermal–aeroelastic coupling (C-1, D-1, and E-1) and
two-way coupling (C-2, D-2, and E-2). For the Mach 7.5 tra-
jectory, the one-way coupled cases predicted a 24% greater
flight time to the onset of flutter than the two-way coupled
cases. Two important conclusions can be drawn from this
result. First, one-way coupling underpredicts the rate of mate-
rial property degradation compared to two-way coupling.
Second, the discrepancies between one-way and two-way
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coupling increase with decreasing Mach number since the
panel has the largest unheated flutter margin at low Mach
numbers. Thus, longer operation is required to reduce the
panel stiffness to the point of flutter; indicating that errors
introduced by one-way coupling build with time. This result
implies that two-way coupling is required to accurately pre-
dict aerothermoelastic responses during vehicle operation on
extended trajectories.

6 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

While significant progress has been made in the area, a num-
ber of unanswered question indicate that the state-of-the-art
is not advanced to the point of providing reliable aerother-
moelastic analysis of hypersonic vehicles and components.
For instance what role do currently unconsidered aerother-
modynamic effects play in the aerothermoelastic behavior,
and vice versa (e.g., hypersonic boundary layer transition,
shock-turbulent boundary layer interactions, wall catalycity,
ablation, non-equilibrium real gas effects, turbulence induced
fluctuating pressures, etc.)? How sensitive is the aerother-
moelastic behavior to the mechanical and thermal boundary
conditions? What role will damage accumulation have in
the aerothermoelastic behavior during a progressive response
analysis? How much validation can ground-based experimen-
tal facilities provide?

The answers to these questions require several years of
both basic exploration and targeted study of the problem,
as well as significant progress in numerical methodolo-
gies for coupled analysis; non-deterministic approaches
for uncertainty propagation and characterization; structural
mechanics; and hypersonic aerothermodynamics.
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NOMENCLATURE

a nondimensional elastic axis offset
a∞ freestream speed of sound
b semi-chord
C damping matrix
c specific heat of the structural material
Cp pressure coefficient
h airfoil vertical displacement at elastic axis
Iα mass moment of inertia about the elastic axis

K stiffness matrix
Kα, Kh spring constants in pitch and plunge, respectively
kx, ky, kz thermal conductivity
L lift per unit span
M mass matrix
m mass per unit span
Ma freestream mach number
MEA moment per unit span about the elastic axis
p∞ freestream pressure
Qv generalized force
qv generalized displacement
S surface area
Sα static mass moment per unit span about elastic axis
rα nondimensional radius of gyration
T temperature distribution
t time
u displacement vector
V∞ freestream velocity
w velocity component perpendicular to freestream
x, y, z cartesian coordinates in the freestream, span,

and vertical directions, respectively
xα nondimensional center of gravity offset from

elastic axis
Z position of structural surface
α airfoil Pitch displacement about the elastic axis
β

√
M2

a − 1
γ ratio of specific heats
κ hypersonic similarity parameter
ρ∞ Freestream density
ρ structural density
τ thickness ratio
ωh, ωα frequency associated with pitch and plunge

stiffness, respectively
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1 INTRODUCTION

Adverse aerodynamic-structure-control interactions of flexi-
ble aerospace vehicles have been a major problem throughout
the history of aeronautics. If the flexible vehicle structure
is not properly designed, aerodynamic-structure interactions

at high speeds may cause excessive dynamic responses
leading to an instability or catastrophic structural failure.
The dynamic interaction of structural deformations with
the steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces can also cause
vehicle wing and control surface vibration, self-induced
oscillation, unanticipated flight loads, and performance dete-
rioration. Control, stabilization, and alleviation of such
adverse effects like wing divergence, control reversal, flut-
ter, buffet, vibration, and random wind gust loads are vital
for the safety of the vehicle. Among these problems, flut-
ter is the most feared dynamic instability, where airframe
elastic deformations and oscillations extract energy from
the air stream leading to sudden catastrophic failure. In
this chapter, fundamentals of these aerodynamic-structure
interactions and optimal feedback control of the resulting
flight dynamic instabilities are presented. The engineering
field of aeroservoelasticity in flexible flight vehicles involves
mathematical modeling and analysis of interaction between
aerodynamics, structural, and flight dynamics along with
wind tunnel and flight testing of this advanced control tech-
nology. The aeroservoelastic interactions between elastic,
inertia, aerodynamics, control, and thermal effects and asso-
ciated phenomena are described schematically in Figure 1.

2 BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW OF
AEROSERVOELASTICITY (ASE)

Wright Flyer to Active Aeroelastic Wing: On 17 December
1903, the Wright brothers made their historic flight. The
Wright Flyer design made effective use of wing flexibility
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2 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

Steady/unsteady aero
Subsonic/transonic/
supersonic flow, potential/
viscous flow, wind gust,
boundary layer, vortex
control laminar  flow/
turbulence

Frequency response, root-
locus, pole zero, transfer
function, state-space matrix,
stability robustness, feedback
control and state estimation

Inertia, elasticity
bending/torsion
Stiffness, damping,
mode shape,
natural frequency

Static stability margin,
stability derivatives,
short period/phugoid
oscillation, roll/pitch/yaw
motion, stability and control 

Active flutter suppression,
gust load alleviation,
modal damping and,
ride quality control   

Servo-dynamics stick
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oscillation, actuator/
sensor dynamics
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control surface 

Wing divergence, control
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Thermal oscillation,
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solar panel warping  
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Figure 1. Aeroservoelastic interaction between elastic, inertia, aerodynamics, control, and thermal effects and associated phenomena.

for roll control, by twisting the wing tips with an inge-
nious cable control system. In the F/A-18 Active Aeroelastic
Wing research at the US Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL), similar wing-twisting technique was used with
multiple control surfaces for active roll control (Pendleton
et al., 2000).

2.1 Foundational research

Ludwig Prandtl pioneered the application of theoretical fluid
mechanics from its domain in pure mathematics to aircraft
applications. At the famous Institute for Aeroelasticity at
Göttingen, his students von Kármán, Munk, Schlichting,
and Busemann made fundamental contributions to the the-
ory and practice of aerodynamics, structural mechanics, and
aeroelasticity. In particular, von Kármán made fundamen-
tal contributions to the theory and practice of aerodynamics,
structural mechanics, and aeroelasticity. With reference to the
catastrophic structural failure as a result of flutter instability,
von Kármán once said, “Some fear flutter because they do
not understand it. And some fear it because they do.” (von
Kármán, 1957).

2.2 Unsteady aerodynamic theory

In the early twentieth century, the unsteady aerodynamic the-
ory of a moving airfoil in potential flow was developed by

Birnbaum, Wagner, Kussner, Glauert, and Theodorsen. von
Kármán and Sears (1938) calculated the lift and moment act-
ing upon an airfoil directly from physical considerations of
momentum and moment of momentum. The general results
were applied to a case of an oscillating airfoil and airfoil
entering a sharp-edge gust. An AIAA special publication
edited by Dowell (1992) titled “A Modern View of Theodore
Theodorsen, Physicist and Engineer” described his contribu-
tion to the oscillatory airfoil instability (flutter). Theodorsen
published his famous Theodorsen’s function that laid the
foundation for flutter analysis and control. He determined
a set of complex frequency-response functions connecting
vertical translation (or bending), angle of attack (or torsion),
and aileron (control surface) rotation angle as “inputs” with
unsteady lift, pitching moment, and aileron hinge moment
(control forces) as “outputs.”

2.3 Flutter analysis

A complete technical history of aeroelasticity was pre-
sented by Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman (1955), in
their pioneering classic textbook “Aeroelasticity.” At MIT,
Bisplinghoff along with Holt Ashley, John Dugundji,
Theodore Pian, James Mar, Earl Dowell, and their students
have continued to make original contributions to the state of
the art. Ashley and Zartarian developed the piston theory for
panel flutter analysis at high Mach number. Dugundji devel-
oped the Mach box scheme for flexible delta wing flutter
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analysis at supersonic speeds. Pian pioneered the research
on finite element methods (FEM) that played a central role
in future computational structural mechanics and aeroelas-
ticity. Dowell et al. (1995) described these recent advances
in aeroservoelastic analysis techniques for aircraft, rotor-
craft, turbomachinery, tall buildings, and suspension bridges.
Figure 1 shows this ever-expanding domain of aeroservoelas-
ticity that virtually engulfs most topics in mathematics and
engineering problems (Friedmann, 1999, 2003 and Livne,
1999, 2003).

2.4 Active control of aeroelastic responses

Flutter is a major concern in military aircraft, which fly faster,
with multiple wing-mounted armament and store, often at
the edge of the flight envelope, and must undergo extensive
flutter testing (Harris and Huttsell, 2003; Felt et al., 1979).
For large bombers, adverse aeroelastic effects on ride quality
as well as the pitch and yaw instability need to be allevi-
ated. John Wykes at North American Rockwell pioneered
in an active flutter mode control, stability augmentation,
and gust load alleviation of the XB-70, B-52, and B-1 air-
crafts. Wykes (1973) described in detail the approach to the
XB-70 modal suppression system using classical controls
design techniques. A flight investigation of the structural
mode control system design technique with identical loca-
tion of accelerometer and force (ILAF) was successfully
conducted on the XB-70 airplane. Significant research on
aeroservoelasticity and flutter testing were also conducted
at the NASA (Cole, Noll and Perry 2003). For a historical
perspective of aeroservoelasticity and robust control of aeroe-
lastic responses (see Mukhopadhyay, 2003; Dorato, 1987).

3 TIME DOMAIN UNSTEADY
AERODYNAMICS AND CONVERSION
OF FREQUENCY DOMAIN
AERODYNAMICS TO TIME DOMAIN
UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS

This section provides basic information on topics asso-
ciated with two-dimensional airfoil section aerodynamics,
quasi-steady aerodynamics, reduced frequency, classi-
cal unsteady aerodynamics, Theodore’s function, rational
function approximation of unsteady aerodynamic forces,
generalized time and frequency domain matrix equations,
and state–space representation for aeroservoelastic control
system.

The time domain representation of unsteady aerodynam-
ics, in its simplest mathematical form, assumes quasi-steady

aerodynamics, meaning that the aerodynamic forces develop
instantaneously, without any time lag, due to any small trans-
verse motion of the airfoil in a free stream. The time lag
effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces due to pure oscil-
latory motion and the concept of reduced frequency are
introduced, for developing analytical equations of motion
in the frequency domain. By using the assumption of ana-
lytical continuation, the frequency domain equations can be
translated into time domain using rational function approx-
imation. The time domain differential equations of motion
with unsteady aerodynamic force, control surface actuator,
and sensor dynamics are integrated into a set of state–
space equations for aeroservoelastic analysis and control law
design.

3.1 Two-dimensional airfoil section

Let us consider the pitch α and plunge h motion of the
two-dimensional airfoil with a hinged control surface at the
trailing edge, as shown in Figure 2. This pitch α and plunge
h motion may also represent (nose-up positive) elastic tor-
sion and elastic bending deflection (downward positive) of
the elastic axis at an outboard section of a three-dimensional
wing, near the spanwise aerodynamic center. This motion
induces aerodynamic lift (upward positive) and pitching
moments (nose-up positive). These aerodynamic forces and
moments cause small flexural perturbations from the static
equilibrium condition, and are resisted by the wing’s elastic
stiffness in bending and torsion. The linear elastic restoring

b b
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Mid-chord

ac cg
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Moment Mac
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Elastic bending
or plunge h 
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional pitch (torsion) and plunge (bending)
motion of an airfoil with a control surface from a mean equilibrium
position.
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4 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

force can be represented by −Khh, in the direction opposing
h, and a resisting moment −Kαα in direction opposing α. The
linear spring constants Kh and Kα represent the wing bending
and torsion stiffness, respectively.

The linear equations of motion for small perturbations can
now be written as the sum of the inertia and elastic forces and
moments to be equal to the corresponding externally applied
forces and moments (Fung, 1955).

M d2h/dt2 + Sα d2α/dt2 + Khh = −Lα(t) − Lδ(t) (1)

Sα d2h/dt2 + Iα d2α/dt2 + Kαα = Mα(t) + Mδ(t) (2)

Here, M is the wing section mass, Sα is the wing section static
moment about elastic axis, Sα =

∫
r dm, and Iα is the wing

section mass moment of inertia about the elastic axis, Iα =
∫

r2 dm. The terms d2h/dt2 and d2α /dt2 are plunge and pitch
accelerations. The differential operator d2/dt2 represents sec-
ond derivative with respect to time t. The integration variable
r is positive down stream from the elastic axis for integration
from leading edge −b to trailing edge +b, where b is the
semichord of the wing strip.

Note that for simplification, the moving control surface
mass and inertia couplings were not included in equations
(1) and (2). Only the time-dependent simple motion-induced
aerodynamic lift forces Lα(t), control induced lift Lδ(t), as
well as motion-induced moments Mα(t), and control-induced
moment Mδ(t) resultants are included.

3.2 Quasi-steady aerodynamics

In this formulation in equations (3)–(6), quasi-steady aero-
dynamic forces are considered for small transverse motion
of the airfoil from a static equilibrium position in a free
stream with velocity V. Equations (3)–(6) represent simplest
forms of unsteady aerodynamics and can be used for illus-
tration of basic concepts. Later, more rigorous mathematical
representation of unsteady aerodynamic forces due to oscil-
latory motion and the concept of reduced frequency will be
introduced.

Lα(t) = qdSCLα(α + (dh/dt)/V ) (3)

Mα(t) = Lα(b/2 + bah) (4)

Lδ(t) = qdSδCLδδ (5)

Mδ(t) = −qdSδcδ(baβ)CLδδ (6)

ac
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Chord c =2b 
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b b

Fluid flow V 
δ

r positive downstream 

ac 
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Moment Mac
Lδ (t )

baδ

Figure 3. Typical lift pressure distribution on a two-dimensional
airfoil with a trailing edge control surface.

where the dynamic pressure

qd = 1/2ρV 2 (7)

In these simple quasi-steady aerodynamics equations, the lift
resultant is assumed to act at the quarter chord point (aero-
dynamic center) and is linearly proportional to the linear lift
coefficient slope CLα. The static moment coefficient about
the aerodynamic center is CMac. The higher order terms aris-
ing from aerodynamic mass are not included. Incompressible
unsteady aerodynamic theory for thin airfoils shows that the
aerodynamic loads are determined by the downwash at the
3/4 chord point of the airfoil (Fung, 1955). The aerodynamic
lift and moment coefficients can be computed analytically
or by numerical integration of the fluid pressure distribution
over the airfoil with control surface, schematically shown in
Figure 3.

The equations of motion (1–6) can be written in a compact
form using symbolic matrix notation as

[Ms]{dξ2/dt2} + [Ks]{ξ} + qd[A0]{ξ}
+qd[A1]{dξ/dt} + qd[Aδ]{δ} = {0} (8)

In equation (8) the unknown motion vector is {ξ}= {h α}T

and has two degrees of freedom. In a full flexible vehicle, {ξ}
would include the selected rigid body degrees of freedom
and a large number of flexible generalized modal ampli-
tudes. Note that the aerodynamic forces are moved to the
left-hand side, since they are also functions of the unknown
motion vector {ξ} and their derivatives with respect to time.
The aerodynamic forcing function from the control surface
is also written on the left-hand side of the equation. So it
is very important to make sure that all the definitions and
sign conventions of the aerodynamic force matrix coefficients
[A0], [A1], and [Aδ] are consistent. The aerodynamic force
coefficients qd[A0], qd[A1], and qd[Aδ] also depend on the
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parameters such as the flight velocity V, air density ρ along
the airfoil and its control surface characteristics such as the
reference area S, and positions of the aerodynamic center
and elastic axis. In equation (8), many terms associated with
additional unsteady aerodynamic effects and higher order
derivatives of {ξ} are omitted for simplicity. Collecting {ξ}
and its time derivatives in equation (8), one can write

[Ms]{dξ2/dt2} +qd[A1]{dξ/dt} + [[Ks]

+qd[A0]]{ξ} + qd[Aδ]{δ} = {0} (9)

Equation (9) represents the fundamental aeroservoelastic
equation for flutter analysis and control. With δ = 0, above
a certain dynamic pressure qdF, the solution to this equation
can become unbounded. Physically the wing undergoes large
diverging oscillation that may lead to a catastrophic failure.
That specific qdF represents the flutter dynamic pressure. It
is computed by setting the external control input δ to zero
(open loop) and then solving the differential equation for
{ξ}. One way to solve this linear differential equation is to
take Laplace transform or “s” transform of the homogeneous
part (i.e., δ = 0) of equation (9),

[[Ms]s
2 + qd[A1]s + [[Ks] + qd[A0]]]{ξ} = {0} (10)

and then seek the conditions under which a nontrivial solu-
tion of {ξ} will be possible. For nonzero solutions of {ξ} in
equation (10), the determinant of the square matrix operator
must be zero, as shown in equation (11). Specific complex
values of s will render the determinant to be zero. These spe-
cific values are the roots, or poles of the algebraic polynomial
in “s” from equation (11).

Det([Ms]s
2 + qdF[A1]s + [[Ks] + qdF[A0]]) = 0 (11)

3.3 Flutter frequency and flutter dynamic
pressure

The complex roots (σ + jω) of the algebraic polynomial in
“s” are computed from equation (11) for different values of
the dynamic pressure qd at a given value of fluid density ρ.
These collections of roots are plotted in the complex plane
with increasing values of the dynamic pressure qd. This para-
metric locus plot for tracking the evolution of poles with
increasing dynamic pressure and for studying the stability
characteristics is known as the dynamic pressure root locus.
This is similar to the well-known root locus of the classi-
cal control theory. As qd is increased, one of the complex
roots σ + jω may migrate to the right half of the Laplace

plane, when the real part of that root σ changes from neg-
ative to zero to positive. This positive sign change of the
real part σ of the open-loop pole indicates that the system’s
{ξ} response is unstable – increasing indefinitely with time.
The critical dynamic pressure, at which the system response
becomes unstable, is denoted as “flutter dynamic pressure”
qdF and the corresponding imaginary part of the root is the
flutter frequency ωF. Later in this section, open-loop root
locus diagram of the active flexible wing (AFW) symmetric
flutter with increasing dynamic pressure will be discussed
(see Figures 12 and 13).

3.4 Concept of reduced frequency

Equations (3)–(6) for the quasi-steady aerodynamic forces
assume linear aerodynamics. For this assumption to be valid,
the induced angle of incidences due to the small transverse
perturbation must be within the linear range of attached flow,
which is approximately 0.1 radian or 6◦. Now consider the
transverse harmonic oscillation of an airfoil in a free stream
of velocity V as shown in Figure 4. For small sinusoidal
oscillation of amplitude h at a frequency ω, the transverse
velocity h(t) = h sin ωt. The induced angle of incidence at
the elastic axis is (dh/dt)/V = (hω cos ωt)/V. The amplitude
of the induced angle of incidence is hω/V. Suppose h is of the
order of 5% of chord or h = 0.05c. The reduced frequency k,
a nondimensional parameter, is defined as

k = ωc/2V (12)

Thus, k is a measure of induced angle of incidence.
If k < 1, then the maximum induced angle hω/V < 0.1 or
within the linear range of aerodynamics, approximately. The
reduced frequency is also a measure of the ratio between

h = h sin ωt
dh /dt = hω cos ωt 

V

dh/dt

Vt
h

Chord C=2b 

Induced angle of attack = hω cos (ω t)/V
Max vertical velocity = hω
Max induced angle = hω /V
Reduced (non-dimensional) frequency k = ωb/V = ωC /2V
For small angle of incidence hω /V < 0.1  (about 6 degrees)
Reduced frequency must be k< 1 for the linear attached flow
assumption to be valid.     

Figure 4. Concept of reduced frequency and induced angle of inci-
dence.
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6 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

the wavelength of circulation distribution in the wake when
the airfoil oscillates in simple harmonic motion and the half
chord of the airfoil.

3.5 Oscillatory aerodynamics

Unlike the quasi-steady equations (3)–(6), the unsteady aero-
dynamic forces do not develop instantaneously with motion,
but has a time delay. Theodorsen solved this complex domain
mathematical fluid flow problem for a harmonically oscillat-
ing airfoil in potential incompressible flow, and developed
the equations of motion (Dowell, 1992). For example, the
unsteady version of equation (3), modeling unsteady aero-
dynamic behavior due to the interaction of airfoil motions
and the vortices shed into its wake, is shown in equation (13)
in the complex mixed domain as a function of the reduced
frequency k, as

Lα(k) = qdSCLα[F (k) + jG(k)](α + (dh/dt)/V ) (13)

where

α = αejωt (14)

and

h = hejωt (15)

The complex transcendental Theodorsen’s function C(k) is
defined as a vector sum of two real functions F(k) and G(k).

C(k) = F (k) + jG(k) (16)

The notation j represents the imaginary unit square root of
(−1). The magnitude and phase of the complex function C(k)
represent the magnitude gain and phase difference, respec-
tively, relative to the pure harmonic motion of the airfoil. A
form of the Theodorsen’s function C(k) with real part F(k) and
an imaginary part G(k) is shown in Figure 5. Note that when
k = 0, F(k) = 1 and G(k) = 0, and equation (13) is identical
to equation (3). The Theodorsen’s solution also covers the
effects of what is called the “pumping action” of the airfoil–
its lift and motion due to the acceleration of adjacent mass
of fluid – and is traditionally divided into “noncirculatory”
and “circulatory” parts. Theodorsen also developed unsteady
aerodynamic equations for airfoils with oscillating control
surfaces. For complex 3D lifting surface configurations, aero-
dynamic panel methods are used (Albano and Rodden, 1969).
For control design purposes, these complex domain equations
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Figure 5. A form of Theodorsen’s function C(k) = F(k) + jG(k).

are transformed to the time domain using rational function
approximation.

3.6 Rational approximation of unsteady
aerodynamic forces

The unsteady aerodynamic forces for harmonic oscillatory
motion of the flexible vehicle and its control surfaces are
generally obtained analytically using transcendental func-
tions (e.g., Bessel’s functions or Theodorsen’s functions) or
computed numerically using panel methods such as “dou-
blet lattice” (Albano and Rodden, 1969), or extracted from
CFD simulations of sinusoidal oscillating systems. Each of
these unsteady forces is plotted as a complex function (real
and imaginary part) of reduced frequency for each mode of
motion.

The real and imaginary parts represent, respectively, the
magnitude and phase shifts of the modal aerodynamic force
relative to the oscillatory motion. These complex plots are
fitted with a set of rational polynomial functions (Roger,
1977), for each flexible oscillatory mode, and then expressed
as state–space equations with real coefficients. This ratio-
nal approximation is necessary since the control design
methods need to work with state–space equations with real
coefficients. This utilization of analytical continuation from
complex variable theory to extend the frequency domain aero-
dynamics to the Laplace domain, and then to the time domain,
allows the approximate formulation of complex oscillatory
aeroelastic equations as a set of real-time domain constant-
coefficient differential equations.

Roger’s dimensional rational function approximation in
Laplace variable “s” is shown in equation (17).

[Qs(s)] = [A0] + [A1]s(c/2V ) + [A2]s2(c/2V )2

+
∑

[Bm]·s/(s + (2V/c)bm) (17)
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Figure 6. Example of a rational function approximation using
Roger’s 26 transfer function polynomial.

The corresponding nondimensional rational function form in
s is shown in equation (18).

[Qs(s)]= [A0]+[A1]s+[A2]s2+
∑

[Bm]·s/(s + bm) (18)

where the nondimensional Laplace variable s is defined as in
equation (19).

s = sc/2V (19)

An example of a rational function approximation using
Roger’s transfer function polynomial for least-square fit of
numerically computed oscillatory aerodynamic force com-
plex values at each reduced frequency k for one modal
oscillation is shown in Figure 6.

3.7 Aeroservoelastic control system

An aeroservoelastic control system formulation must also
include the dynamic models of the servo actuator, sensors,
and external excitation such as gust, in order to represent the
associated dynamic effects in the general feedback control
system block diagram shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 also shows
the feedback controller consisting of state regulator and state
estimator. This optimal controller design techniques will be
discussed in the next section.

3.8 Servo-actuator model

In the servo-controlled actuator dynamics, there is a time
lag between the actuator command δcom and control surface

State
regulator

State
estimator

Actuator
dynamics

Flexible aircraft
dynamics 

Sensor
dynamics

External
command δ com

Sensor
output {y}

Measurement
noise v

Shaping
filters

Random
gust w

Design output
[HD(s)]{yD}

Controller
feedback

Plant

Controller 

δ {ξ }

u

Figure 7. General aeroservoelastic feedback control system block
diagram with actuator dynamics, flexible vehicle dynamics, and
sensor dynamics in the forward loop, and with the state estimator
and regulator in the feedback loop.

deflection δ. It is customary to use δ as the deflection of the
control surface from a trim equilibrium position. This lag
dynamics is typically described by a second-order or a third-
order equation (20).

K2 d2δ/dt2 + K1 dδ/dt + K0δ = δcom (20)

The corresponding transfer function in the Laplace “s”
domain is

δ(s) = δcom/(K2s
2 + K1s + K0) (21)

Note that both the Laplace operator “s” and the time deriva-
tive operator d( )/dt are used here interchangeably with the
assumption that initial conditions for δ are all zero. For a
good servo actuator, K0 = 1 and δ should catch up with the
commanded value of δcom in a fraction of a second without
significant overshoot or phase lag. The servo actuators must
move the control surface very fast against the aerodynamic
and inertia loads. So, in order to successfully suppress the
rapidly diverging flutter instability, it is important to model
these phase lags accurately. From a frequency domain per-
spective, an actuator has to perform well and be modeled
accurately over the range of frequencies at which impor-
tant aeroservoelastic behavior has to be controlled. One must
also compensate for the model uncertainty, by demonstrat-
ing adequate gain and phase margins in the controller design
(Mukhopadhyay, 1990).

3.9 Acceleration sensor model

Let us consider that an accelerometer is mounted at a distance
xc behind the elastic axis. Let the downward acceleration
of the sensor be measured by positive voltage. Using the
same sign convention for plunge h and pitch α, downward
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acceleration of the sensor as is given by

as = d2h/dt2 + xc d2α/dt2 (22)

The corresponding transfer function between airfoil motions
and the true acceleration at the accelerometer’s location is

as(s) = [s2 + s2xc]{hα}T or {y} = [H(s)]{ξ} (23)

Accelerometers and other advanced precision motion sen-
sors have their own transfer functions, of course, that link the
true motion to the measured motion, which is the signal the
sensors produce. But, for such sensors having input/output
relations that are highly uniform with minimal or no phase
shift in the range of frequencies of aeroservoelastic impor-
tance, the sensor transfer functions are assumed to be 1 in
this discussion of basic concepts.

Miniature gyroscope and strain gages are also used as sen-
sors and require extensive calibration and test in order to
determine the corresponding transfer functions.

3.10 Random gust model

Typically, a transverse gust velocity ξg or a clean air tur-
bulence model is represented by a second-order transfer
function shown in equation (24), which is used to approx-
imate a Dryden gust spectrum.

ξg/w = σwg(3V/L)0.5(s + V/(L31/2))/(s + V/L)2 (24)

where σwg is the root mean square (rms) gust velocity, L is the
scale of turbulence or characteristic length, and V is the vehi-
cle velocity. Typical values are L = 30 m s and σwg = 1 m s rms
(Abel, 1979). The forcing function w is a Gaussian white
noise process. Other models of random gust distributions
in the atmosphere and the resulting inputs to airplanes that
fly into them include the von Kármán model and rational
function approximation of that model.

3.11 Generalized time and frequency domain
matrix equations

The linear equations of motion for a flexible flight vehicle
can be written in matrix notation using the generalized mass,
structural-damping, and stiffness matrices [Ms], [Ds], [Ks],
as well as the unsteady aerodynamic force-coefficient poly-
nomial matrices [Qs(s)], [Qc(s)], and [Qg(s)] that represent
generalized aerodynamic forces due to structural deflection,

control surface deflection, and normal gust velocity, respec-
tively (Abel, 1979; Roger, 1977), in the Laplace s domain, as
shown in equation (25).

[[Ms]s2 + [Ds]s + [Ks]]{ξs} + [Msc]s2{ξc}
+qd[Qs(s)Qc(s)]{ξsξc}T = qd[Qg(s)]{ξg/V } (25)

Here, argument s inside the parenthesis represents the nondi-
mensional Laplace variable (see Figure 6), qd is the dynamic
pressure (qd = ρV2/2), and V is the free stream velocity; {ξs},
{ξc}, and {ξg} are the generalized coordinate modal displace-
ments of the structural modes, control surface deflection, and
normal gust component, respectively. Note that in equation
(25), the forcing matrix qd[Qs(s)] and so on are assumed pos-
itive in the opposite direction of the positive displacement
{ξs}. Since all force and displacement components are vec-
tors, careful application of proper sign convention in both
analysis and experiment is very important. The control sur-
face inertia interacts with the structural dynamics equation
through the coupling term denoted by [Msc]d2{ξc}/dt2. The
subscript s denotes terms associated with structural motions
and the subscript c stands for control related terms and
motions, respectively.

3.12 State–space model in time and frequency
domain

For aeroservoelastic analysis using modern control theory,
equation (25) along with the rational function approxima-
tion of the unsteady aerodynamic (equation (17)), actuator
dynamics equation (21), sensor output equation (23), and
gust dynamics equation (24) can be gathered and transformed
into a larger set of first-order constant-coefficient state–space
equations (26) and (27). Here, the augmented state vector xs

includes structural, aerodynamic, actuator, sensor, and gust
states and their derivatives.

d{xs}/dt = [F ]{xs} + [Gu]{u} + [Gw]{w} (26)

{ys} = [H]{xs} + {v} (27)

Here, the {w} and {v} vectors are Gaussian white noise pro-
cesses with intensity [Rw] and [Rv], respectively. This is the
state–space model or the time domain representation based
on the generalized equations of motion in equation (25). For
details of this conversion, and the matrix manipulation that
include rational function approximation, servo-actuator, sen-
sor, and gust models, see NASA TP 1376 and NASA TP
1876.
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4 OPTIMAL CONTROLLER SYSTEM
DESIGN APPROACHES FOR FLUTTER
SUPPRESSION AND GUST LOAD
ALLEVIATION

This section summarizes feedback control system design
approaches, optimal linear quadratic regulator, optimal state
estimator, linear quadratic Gaussian controller, reduced order
controller, and constrained optimization.

There are many analytical techniques for modeling flut-
ter dynamics and practical flutter suppression control law
development. A classical aerodynamic energy method and
optimal control methods were used to design and demon-
strate robust feedback control laws for flutter suppression.
Figure 7 shows the general feedback control system block
diagram of an aeroservoelastic system with actuator dynam-
ics, flexible aircraft dynamics, and sensor dynamics blocks
in the forward loop (Blakelock, 1991). These set of blocks
constitute the “Plant.” The shaping filters, state estima-
tor, and state regulator are shown in the feedback loop.
These set of blocks constitute the “Controller.” Both clas-
sical and optimal control design techniques must take into
account many design constraints, robustness to uncertainty,
and implementation considerations outlined in Figure 8.
For a complex multi-input multi-output system, optimal
control techniques combined with numerical constrained
optimization are more suitable for this purpose. In the
next section, examples of flutter suppression system design
using both the optimal and classical methods will be pre-
sented. The optimal state regulator and state estimator, also
known as linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and Kalman
filter (KF), are briefly described next (Kwakernaak and

Plant state space model 

Flexible aircraft dynamics
actuators, sensors 

External
disturbance

Design
outputs

Uncertainties
– Modal approximation
– Parameter variations
– Unknown dynamics

Design requirements
Hardware limitations
Dynamics loads
Performance
Actuator rate limits
Stability robustness 

Digital computer 
Control laws 

Implementation
Anti-aliasing filters
Sampling, digitization
Computational delay
Sample hold

Ucom

Ycom, noise 

Physical system 

Control system 

1

2

Figure 8. Feedback control design and implementation consid-
erations for an aeroservoelastic system represented by analytical
state–space mathematical model.

Sivan, 1972). Since this method uses quadratic cost functions
(equation (30)), and assumes uncertainties in the form of
random noise with Gaussian spectrum, the controller is
also known as linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller
(Franklin, Powell and Emami-Naeini, 1991).

4.1 Linear quadratic regulator

Using variational principles, it can be shown that the optimal
full state feedback gain [Co] that would minimize the steady
state expected value of the weighted quadratic state responses
{xs} and control activity {u} represented by the scalar cost
function J defined in equation (28).

J = E[{xs}T[Qs]{xs} + {u}T[Qu]{u}] (28)

is given by the optimal full state feedback control law

{u}o = [Co]{xs}, where [Co] = −[Qu]−1[Gu]T[S] (29)

In equation (29), [S] is the unique symmetric positive definite
solution of the nonlinear steady state matrix Riccati equation
(30) for selected symmetric positive definite matrices [Qu]
and [Rv], and symmetric positive semidefinite matrices [Qs]
and [Rw].

[F ]T[S] + [S][F ] + [Qs] − [S][Gu][Qu]−1[Gu]T[S] = [0]

(30)

4.2 Optimal state estimator (Kalman filter)

Because all of the augmented state vectors{xs} are not always
available for feedback, the minimum variance state estimates
{xc}, based on the sensor measurement equation (27), are
used for feedback. This minimum variance state estimator
or Kalman filter is shown in equations (33) and (34) and is
derived as follows.

Consider the plant state equation (31) that includes a plant
uncertainty represented by the white noise {w}with intensity
[Rw].

d{xs}/dt = [F ]{xs} + {w} (31)

The state vector {xs} can be estimated from the measure-
ment equation (27) or (32) with measurement uncertainty
noise {v} with intensity [Rv],

{ys} = [H]{xs} + {v} (32)
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The state estimator gain [Bo] that minimizes the expected
value of the estimation error E{ys - Hxc} over an infinite time
horizon, subject to the constraint equation (33),

d{xc}/dt = [F ]{xc} + [Bo]{{ys} − [H]{xc}} (33)

is given by equation (34) (Kwakernaak and Sivan, 1972).

[Bo] = [P][H]T[Rv]−1 (34)

In equation (34), [P] is the unique positive definite solution
of the nonlinear conjugate matrix Riccati equation (35).

[F ][P] + [P][F ]T + [Rw] − [P][H]T [Rv]−1[H][P] = [0]

(35)

4.3 Linear quadratic Gaussian controller

By invoking the uncertainty equivalence principle, the opti-
mal estimates of the states {xs} are equivalent to minimum
variance state estimates {xc}, and are computed from the
Kalman filter solution based on the state–space feedback con-
trol equation (26) and the sensor measurement equation (27).
These state estimates {xc} are now used for feedback in the
output feedback controller or the LQG controller shown in
equations (36) and (37).

d{xc}/dt = [F ]{xc} + [Gu]{u}o + [Bo]{{y} − [H]{xc}} (36)

and

{u}o = [Co]{xc} (37)

where the optimal gain matrices [Bo] and [Co] are given by

[Bo] = [P][H]T[Rv]−1 and [Co] = −[Qu]−1[Gu]T[S]

(38)

In equation (38), [P] and [S] are unique positive definite solu-
tion of the nonlinear matrix dual Riccati equations (39) and
(40).

[F ]T[S] + [S][F ] + [Qs] − [S][Gu][Qu]−1[Gu]T [S] = [0]

(39)

[F ][P] +[P][F ]T + [Gw][Rw][Gw]T + [Gu][Ru][Gu]T

−[P][H]T[Rv]−1[H][P] = [0] (40)

The nonlinear matrix dual Riccati equations shown in equa-
tions (39) and (40) are special forms of dual Lyapunov
equations for the closed-loop system as shown in equations
(41) and (42).

[F − GuCo]T[S] + [S][F − GuCo]

+[Qs] + [S][Gu][Qu]−1[Gu]T[S] = [0] (41)

[F − BoH][P] + [P][F − BoH]T + [Gw][Rw][Gw]T

+[Gu][Ru][Gu]T + [P][H]T[Rv]−1[H][P] = [0] (42)

4.4 Full order LQG control law

For the plant state–space equations (26) and (27), the LQG
optimal output feedback controller shown in equations (36)
and (37) constitutes the full order LQG control law equations
(43) and (44).

d{xc}/dt = (F − BoH + GuCo){xc} + [Bo]{ys} (43)

{u} = [Co]{xc} (44)

The equations (28)–(44), along with additional compatibility
equations and corresponding boundary conditions, are solved
analytically and numerically with control design software for
many complex aeroelastic problems.

Figure 8 shows the feedback control system design and
implementation considerations of an aeroservoelastic system
represented by analytical state–space mathematical model.

4.5 Robustness recovery

The optimal state regulator in equation (29) and optimal state
estimator in equation (33) have excellent robustness proper-
ties mathematically. The loop transfer function [I + CoG(s)]
of the full state multi-input multi-output optimal feedback
control system (equation (37)) possesses singular value-
based simultaneous gain margins of ±6 dB or phase margins
of ±60◦ at all the plant inputs (Mukhopadhyay, 1990).
However, when the state regulator and state estimators are
combined to generate the LQG controller shown in equations
(43) and (44), these multiloop robustness properties of the
actual loop transfer function [I + K(s)G(s)] are significantly
lower. These singular value-based robustness properties can
be partially recovered at all the plant input locations (point
1) or at all plant output locations (point 2) shown in Figures
8 and 9. This robustness improvement technique is known
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Figure 9. A multi-input multi-output system plant G(s) and con-
troller K(s) transfer function interconnection block diagram and the
input and output locations for robustness assessment.

as the LQG loop transfer recovery (LQG/LTR) of the LQG
controller. The injection of a fictitious input noise with inten-
sity [Ru] in equation (40) is used to force the loop transfer
function at the plant input [I + K(s)G(s)] to asymptotically
approach the ideal optimal full state feedback regulator loop
transfer function [I + CoG(s)] at the plant input (point 1 in
Figures 8 and 9). The plant noise intensity [Rw] in equa-
tion (35) is used for the optimal state estimator robustness
recovery at the plant output (point 2 in Figures 8 and 9).
Techniques for improving the singular value-based robust-
ness of multi-input multi-output feedback control systems
can be found in standard textbooks on modern robust control
(Doyle, Frances and Tannenbaum, 1992). For determining
the relation between the singular value of the loop transfer
matrix [I + K(s)G(s)] and the multi-input multi-output sys-
tem gain and phase margins, please see the universal gain
and phase margin diagram in Figure 3.2 of Perry et al.
(2000).

4.6 Reduced order controller and constrained
optimization

Generally, for a multimode, high-fidelity flutter analysis,
the state–space models shown in equations (26) and (27)
are very large in order. Consequently, the full order opti-
mal output feedback control laws shown in equations (36)
and (37) are also of same large in order and therefore very
difficult to implement in a practical manner. So, a set of
numerical constrained optimization methods were developed
(Mukhopadhyay, 1990) to reduce the order of the controller
and then to improve the multiloop system robustness based on
matrix singular values at the plant input and output (Newsom
and Mukhopadhyay, 1985), while keeping the control sur-
face activity within the allowable limits. For a comprehensive
account of wind tunnel testing and active control of aeroser-
voelastic models at the NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics

Tunnel, see the recent survey paper by Perry, Noll and Scott
(2000).

5 EXAMPLES OF FLEXIBLE MODE
CONTROL AND ACTIVE LOAD
ALLEVIATION

This section presents several important topics such as ride
quality control (RQC), maneuver load control (MLC), sta-
bility augmentation (SA), and gust load alleviation (GLA)
concepts.

Wykes (1973) at North American Rockwell pioneered the
active ride quality control, pitch and yaw stability augmen-
tation of XB-70, B-52, and B-1 with long slender fuselage
structures. Wykes called this approach “identical location of
accelerometer and force” and designed modal suppression
system using classical control design techniques. The ride
quality control and maneuver load control are concepts aimed
at reducing the pilot station acceleration and wing design
bending moments during maneuvering flight of large flexible
aircrafts and are schematically shown in Figures 10 and 11.

Ride quality (RQ) and modal control (MC) concepts
are feedback control schemes for improving crew and pas-
senger ride comfort by reducing rigid body and structural
oscillations through multiple control deflections. Fighter and
bomber aircrafts normally require vibration reduction at pilot
stations. Transport aircrafts require vibration reduction along
the entire length of the long and slender fuselage. Gust load
alleviation is a technique for reducing the airframe peak tran-
sient loads resulting from random gust excitation. It is critical
to control both the rigid body and structural flexibility com-
ponents of the airplane gust response. The feedback control
problem is significantly difficult when the rigid body motion
frequencies are close to the flexible mode frequencies and
commands for flight control also excite natural flexible modal
frequencies. Complex aeroservoelastic instability, not pre-
dicted in the analysis and simulation of a vehicle modeled as
rigid, may occur in the structurally flexible vehicle.

By modulating outboard and inboard wing surfaces, wing
load distribution is reshaped, moving the aerodynamic cen-
ter inboard, thus reducing the resulting wing root bending
moment. The center of gravity and pilot station vertical
accelerations are measured, shaped, and used to command
the three flaps and aileron segments. These signals are also
used to modify elevator and canard commands from the pilot
to provide surface deflections required for the commanded
maneuver. The canard command is also used to reduce the
pilot station vertical acceleration during low altitude terrain
following maneuver. The accelerations are passed through
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Figure 10. Ride quality and modal control concept to reduce pilot station vertical acceleration due to gust and maneuver.
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Figure 11. Concept of maneuver load alleviation on the wing of
B-52.

band-pass filters to reduce the sensitivity to gust turbulence.
Pitch rate feedback to the elevator provides short period
damping.

6 EXAMPLES OF WIND TUNNEL
AND FLIGHT TEST THAT HAVE
DEMONSTRATED FLUTTER
SUPPRESSION AND GUST LOAD
ALLEVIATION

6.1 Drone for aeroelastic and structural test

A remotely controlled flying drone for aeroelastic and struc-
tural test (DAST) with modified instrumented wing was used

extensively for active flutter suppression research (see NASA
TP 2176). Flutter mode control techniques increase active
damping of the flutter modes using fast acting aerodynamic
control surfaces. This extends the flutter placard speed and
may provide potential weight savings.

6.2 Active flexible wing

The AFW program (Noll and Eastep, 1995) was conducted
jointly by Rockwell International, the US Air Force Wright
Laboratory, and NASA. Both symmetric and antisymmetric
flutter suppression as well as dynamic load alleviation with
rapid roll maneuver below and above open-loop flutter bound-
ary were demonstrated successfully (Perry, Cole and Miller,
1995 and references within). The sting-mounted AFW aeroe-
lastic model was designed with a wing-tip-mounted store, so
that it would encounter both symmetric and antisymmetric
modes of flutter instabilities, in a fixed-in-roll configuration
within the wind tunnel speed limits. However, when the sting-
mounted model was in a free-to-roll configuration, only a
symmetric mode of flutter instability was observed.

Figure 12 shows the dynamic pressure root locus of the first
four symmetric flexible modes as computed from the analyt-
ical aeroservoelastic model. When the dynamic qF pressure
is increased, the wing symmetric bending and torsion modes
were predicted to encounter flutter instability at 11.2 Hz at a
qF of 248 psf. The antisymmetric bending and torsion mode
flutter instability were originally predicted to occur in the
fixed-in-roll configuration at a higher dynamic pressure. In
the wind tunnel test when the dynamic qF pressure was
increased, the initial preflutter incident was encountered for
the fixed-in-roll condition at 9 Hz at a lower dynamic pressure
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Figure 12. Open-loop dynamic pressure root locus of the first four
symmetric flexible modes at Mach 0.5.

of 220 psf. The flutter mode was identified as the antisymmet-
ric bending torsion of the wing. In the free-to-roll case, the
symmetric flutter incident was encountered at 235 psf. The
analytical aeroservoelastic model was partially corrected and
the antisymmetric flutter dynamic pressure was computed at
233 psf at 10.9 Hz as shown in Figure 13. Both the sym-
metric and antisymmetric flutter suppression control laws
were designed based on this partially corrected analytical
model of the right half of the flexible airplane. The flexi-
ble mode shapes and natural frequencies were obtained from
finite element models of the right half of the vehicle with
appropriate symmetric and antisymmetric boundary condi-
tions at the plane of symmetry of the finite element model,
respectively. The difference between the analytical and wind
tunnel results for the flutter dynamic pressure and frequency
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Figure 13. Open-loop dynamic pressure root locus of the first four
antisymmetric flexible modes at Mach 0.5.
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Figure 14. AFW aeroservoelastic model symmetric and antisym-
metric FSS implementation block diagram.

underscores the modeling uncertainties discussed in previous
sections (see Figure 8). Thus, the control laws designed with
uncertain models must have built-in robustness, in order to
improve the chances of a successful flutter suppression test.

Both the symmetric and antisymmetric flutter control
laws were implemented in the control computer for the
sting-mounted full model as shown in Figure 14. In this
implementation, the sensor signals from the right and left
wing are summed up to derive the symmetric sensor input to
the symmetric FSS control law after multiplying by 0.5. The
antisymmetric sensor signals are similarly derived by differ-
encing the left-wing signal from the right-wing accelerometer
signals and are multiplied by 0.5 before feeding into the
antisymmetric control law.

The active flutter suppression system design demonstrated
(i) simultaneous symmetric and antisymmetric flutter sup-
pression for the fixed-in-roll configuration and (ii) symmetric
flutter suppression in the free-to-roll configuration. Addi-
tional tests of the rolling maneuver load alleviation system
along with the FSS, above the open-loop flutter boundary
were also performed.

An on-line controller performance evaluation (CPE)
technique that computes the singular value-based stability
margins of the multivariable aeroservoelastic feedback con-
trol system at the plant input and output was also developed
and demonstrated.

Figure 15 shows the summary of flutter suppression
system (FSS) test results with both the symmetric and
antisymmetric FSS control laws. In the fixed-in-roll con-
figuration, two flutter control laws demonstrated up to 23%
increase in flutter dynamic pressure. In the free-to-roll con-
figuration, the symmetric flutter suppression control laws
increased the flutter dynamic pressure qF by 23% up to the
wind tunnel limit. The simultaneous application of both the
symmetric FSS and rapid maneuver load alleviation (RMLA)
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Figure 15. Summary of active flexible wing flutter suppression test results.

control laws allowed a rapid 90◦ roll maneuver at 11% above
open-loop symmetric flutter dynamic pressure qFol.

6.3 Benchmark active control technology

The Benchmark active control technology (BACT) research
project was conducted at NASA Langley, in collaboration
with related research from Duke University, Texas A&M,
University of Minnesota, Vanderbilt University, University
of Florida, University of Nevada, Boeing, and Honeywell. A
fully instrumented benchmark wing model with the NACA
0012 airfoil section that was mounted on a specially designed
pitch-and-plunge apparatus (PAPA) was tested in the Lang-
ley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. Several flutter suppression
control laws were designed using root locus, mini-max,
H-infinity, structured singular value, and neural network tech-
niques. These robust control laws were implemented digitally
and tested successfully for active flutter suppression in the
wind tunnel using trailing edge flap and a mid-chord spoiler.

Figure 16 shows the basic control scheme of the BACT
flutter suppression system. This design employed the clas-
sical proportional integral control with two accelerometer
signal inputs and one trailing edge flap deflection as out-
put. The weighted sum of the two accelerometer signals
0.3(zte + zle) were integrated to obtain a signal propor-
tional to the plunge velocity. The weighted difference of
the two accelerometer signals 0.7(zte - zle) was integrated
with a gain to obtain a second signal proportional to the

pitch velocity. The proportional rate feedback signals were
amplified with appropriate rate gain of KR = 50. These two
accelerometer signals were integrated again to obtain the pro-
portional plunge and pitch position feedback signals. These
position feedback signals were amplified with appropriate
position gain of KP = 1 to drive the flap actuator command
with proper sign. This classical design was guided by root
locus plots, Bode plots, Nyquist plots, and transient time
response simulations. The singular value-based multiloop
stability margins and robustness to modeling uncertainty
were enhanced with improved minimum singular values of
the appropriate return difference matrix at the plant input and
output (Mukhopadhyay, 2000).

Figure 17 shows the nonlinear simulation block dia-
gram of the classical control law flutter suppression of
the BACT aeroservoelastic model. The simulation includes
25 Hz antialiasing filters and 0.005 s computational delay due
to 200 Hz sampling rate of the digital controller and a washout
filter to eliminate static gains. The nonlinearities included an
actuator dead zone and rate limiters.

Figure 18 shows the flutter boundary of the BACT aeroser-
voelastic model and the application of the classical flutter
suppression control law over a range of Mach number and
dynamic pressure in the NASA Transonic dynamic tunnel.
This classical proportional–integral control law was robust
enough to suppress the pitch and plunge flutter right up to
the tunnel dynamic pressure limit and through the subsonic
and transonic range in presence of actuator nonlinearity, flow
separation, and transonic shock.
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Figure 19 shows the rms responses of the trailing edge
accelerometer ZTE and trailing edge flap deflection δte from
the open-loop and closed-loop flutter suppression tests due to
wind tunnel turbulence. The reduced normal rms acceleration
when the FSS loop is closed indicates a beneficial gust load
reduction effect of the flutter suppression control law.

7 THE FUTURE

With the growing power and reliability of aerospace active
control systems, aeroservoelastic design can be expected to
play an even larger role in the development of advanced flight
vehicles of the future. Active aeroelastic control is already a
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Figure 18. Open-loop flutter boundary and closed-loop FSS test
points of the BACT aeroservoelastic model.

technology used to suppress gust and maneuver loads and
improve ride comfort on current aerospace vehicles. The
question is whether aeroservoelastic control technology will
be trusted and relied upon for active flutter suppression on
a large scale, allowing the weight savings that can materi-
alize if flutter stability is not provided by the design of the
passive structure but rather by an active flutter suppression
system on board. Such capacity of active flutter suppression
systems to lead to major structural weight savings has already
been demonstrated in exploratory design optimization stud-
ies (Livne, 1999, 2003). But, while already used widely for
flight mechanics control of statically unstable flight vehicles,
the utilization of an active control system to suppress flut-
ter on a vehicle that would normally flutter without it inside
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Figure 19. Root mean square responses of the trailing edge accelerometer (ZTE) and trailing edge control surface deflections (dTE) from
the open-loop and closed-loop flutter suppression tests.

the flight envelope is still controversial. Yet, with improved
confidence in modeling, design, and reliability of aerospace
control systems, active flutter suppression, and the resulting
weight savings involved, may materialize in the near future.

In a related development associated with the static aeroe-
lastic problem of control surface effectiveness, the US
Air Force together with Boeing and NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center demonstrated on a modified F-18 aircraft
the feasibility of the Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) con-
cept, in which trailing edge and leading edge control surfaces
acting together allow the constraint on aileron effectiveness –
a source of major weight penalty in the case of thin wings –
to be relaxed during design (Pendleton et al., 2000).

Additional future developments in aeroservoelasticity
include adaptive control – the capacity of control systems
to adapt to the changes in the plants they need to control –
and the active control of highly nonlinear aeroelastic sys-
tems. The two are tightly linked, since flight of advanced
aerospace vehicles involves rapid changes in flight conditions
and resulting flow and structural nonlinear behavior. Reli-
able aeroservoelastic systems must be capable of responding
effectively to such changes in plant behavior. With the devel-
opment of large-scale high-altitude long-endurance (HALE)
vehicles, the problem of coupled flight mechanics, aeroelastic
analysis, and design becomes more challenging compared to
the already well-managed coupled flight mechanics, aeroe-
lastic analysis, and design of current vehicles whose lower
natural frequencies or aeroelastic pole frequencies can be
found well within the range of flight mechanics “rigid vehi-
cle” frequencies. The added complication is due to the added
structural nonlinearities or the drastic shape changes of “mor-
phing” vehicle concepts (Livne, 2003). This is also a severe
problem with flapping wing or other biologically inspired
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flight vehicles as well as rotary wing vehicles. Discussions
on these topics will be provided in other dedicated chapters
of the encyclopedia.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

When describing the field of rotary-wing aeroelasticity
(RWA), it is important to note a few facts. The Wright broth-
ers flew in 1903 and during the period between 1903 and
1908 several operational fixed wing aircraft were flown. Siko-
rsky built and started flying the first operational helicopter,
the R-4 (or VS-316) in 1942. The R-4 was a three-bladed
helicopter with a rotor diameter of 11.6 m and was powered
by a 185-hp engine. Thus, there is an initial gap of more
40 years between fixed-wing and rotary-wing technologies.
Therefore, it is not surprising that certain rotary-wing prob-

lems, particularly those pertaining to unsteady aerodynamics,
are still not well understood. The situation is further com-
pounded by the complexity of the vehicle when compared to
fixed-wing aircraft.

The field of RWA, which deals with helicopters and tilt-
rotors, has been a very active area of research during the
last 65 years. This research activity has generated a large
number of papers which constitutes a very substantial body
of literature that is difficult to review and summarize in a
concise article. Fortunately, a considerable number of review
papers and books have also been published.

Among the survey papers the most useful to the readers are
listed next. One of the first significant reviews of rotary-wing
dynamic and aeroelastic problems was provided by Loewy
(Loewy, 1969) where a wide range of dynamic problems was
reviewed in considerable detail. This survey was representa-
tive of the state-of-the-art in this field in 1969, before most
of the modern developments in the field have taken place.
A comprehensive historical perspective on the evolution of
RWA was provided in (Friedmann and Hodges, 2003). The
same authors have also summarized in an earlier article many
of the important developments in the field in a comprehen-
sive survey that contains close to 350 references and dwells
on the important aspects of rotary-wing aeroelastic stability
and response problems. A recent survey of the current state
of the art was provided in (Friedmann, 2004) where more
recent developments have been highlighted.

In addition to the numerous papers dealing with RWA,
it should be also noted that this topic is also described in
a number of books. Among these, the most notable ones
are Johnson’s (Johnson, 1980) monumental treatise on heli-
copter theory which contains extensive, detailed, and useful
material on aerodynamic, dynamic, and mathematical aspects
of rotary-wing aerodynamics, dynamics, and aeroelasticity.
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A more recent book (Bielawa, 2006) treats several aeroe-
lastic and structural dynamic problems in rotorcraft in a
restricted manner. Leishman (Leishman, 2006) has written an
excellent book on helicopter aerodynamics, which contains
a very good and comprehensive treatment of many aspects
of rotary wing aerodynamics emphasizing unsteady aerody-
namics, rotor wake models, and dynamic stall, among many
additional topics.

It is important to mention that while aeroelastic stability
plays an important role in the design of rotor systems, the
aeroelastic response problem as represented by the rotorcraft
vibration and dynamic loads prediction plays an even more
critical role. Two other surveys have dealt exclusively with
vibration and its control in rotorcraft (Loewy, 1984; Reichert,
1981). These papers focus on the vibrations caused by the
aeroelastic response of the rotor, and the study of various
passive, semiactive, and active devices for controlling such
vibrations.

This chapter focuses primarily on helicopters paying little
attention to tilt-rotors. The primary objectives of the chapter
are:

(a) Description of the various rotor configuration used in
current production helicopters.

(b) Identification of the fundamental differences between
RWA and fixed wing aeroelasticity.

(c) Description of the methodology used for the formulation
and solution of the RW aeroelastic problems emphasiz-
ing structural, inertia and aerodynamic loading as well
as methods used to obtain solutions for this class of
problems.

(d) Present typical results for isolated blade aeroelastic prob-
lems and coupled rotor fuselage problems in hover and
forward flight.

(e) Describe concisely recent noteworthy current develop-
ments as well as future developments.

To understand the historical development of RWA it is
important to recognize that the mathematical models capable
of simulating rotary-wing aeroelastic behavior were inti-
mately linked to the types of helicopter rotors used. The
evolution of the various types of main rotor systems was the
principal driver that provided the impetus for the develop-
ment of the mathematical modeling tools. The first generation
of helicopters used articulated blades. A typical articulated
rotor hub together with an idealized representation suitable
for mathematical modeling is shown in Figure 1. For this
class of rotors, the dynamics of the blade are characterized
by the flap β, lag ζ, and pitch θ angles which allow the blade
to move as a rigid body. Flexible bending and torsional dis-
placement can be added to the displacements due to the rigid
body motion.

Figure 1. Typical articulated hub (top) and typical articulated blade model (bottom).
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Rotary Wing Aeroelasticity 3

Figure 2. Typical teetering blade model.

Subsequently, teetering rotors, shown in Figure 2 were
developed and used extensively on helicopters manufactured
by Bell as well as other companies. These blades also have a
flapping hinge, except that now the rigid body flap angle on
the first blade is equal and opposite to that on the second blade,
that is, β1 = −β2, elastic flap, lag, and torsional deformation
can be superimposed on the rigid body flapping motion. Tee-
tering rotors were primarily suitable for lighter helicopters,
because the size of the blades for heavy helicopters creates
almost insurmountable dynamic problems.

The next step in the evolution of rotor systems was the
development of the hingeless rotors shown in Figure 3. Hinge-
less rotor configurations started appearing in the early 1960s
and became operational in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
Figure 3 depicts a typical example of a hingeless hub together
with a typical model for a hingeless blade. These blades have
no flap or lag hinges. The pitch bearing is still needed to
introduce the collective and cyclic components of pitch. Two
important angles are built into the hingeless blade: (a) the
precone angle βp that determines the orientation of the pitch
change axis, this angle is useful in alleviating blade loads
during flight and (b) the droop angle βd, which causes the
undeformed blade to move on a conical surface as a result of
the pitch change introduced by the pilot. As shown later in this
article these angles have a strong influence on the aeroelastic
stability of the blade. The introduction of the hingeless rotors
revolutionized RWA because the blade deflections are large
and require a geometrically nonlinear treatment for the struc-
ture. This geometric nonlinearity also requires a coupling of
the flight mechanics or trim, with the aeroelastic problem.

The final step in the evolution of main rotor systems is
the bearingless rotor depicted in Figure 4. Bearingless rotor
configurations started appearing in the late 1960s and early
1970s. However, they were incorporated in helicopters that
went into production only in the late 1990s. This rotor has
no hinges; both the flap and lag degrees of freedom are can-
tilevered. The pitch bearing is replaced by a flexbeam and the

Figure 3. Typical hingeless rotor hub (top) and two views of a typical hingeless blade used in mathematical modeling (bottom).
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Figure 4. Typical bearingless rotor hub.

Figure 5. Coupled rotor/fuselage system.

pitch inputs to the blade are provided by elastically twisting
the blade using the pitch horn.

Finally, it is important to note that a typical helicopter
schematically shown in Figure 5 has a tail rotor which is used
for control purposes. Tail rotors can be teetering, hingeless,
or bearingless and aeroelastic problems encountered on main
rotors can also manifest themselves on tail rotors.

2 FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN FIXED WING AND ROTARY
WING AEROELASTICITY

The basic problem in fixed wing aeroelasticity is the coupled
bending-torsion problem which is essentially a linear prob-
lem (Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman, 1955). The basic
problem in RWA is the coupled flap–lag–torsion (CFLT) of
an isolated blade, which is inherently nonlinear because of the
geometric nonlinearities associated with moderate (or large)
blade deflections that must be incorporated into the structural,
inertia, and aerodynamic terms associated with this aeroelas-
tic problem. A typical hingeless blade is shown in Figure
3. The geometry of the basic CFLT problem is depicted in
Figure 6. The composite drawing depicted in Figure 6 con-
sists of three parts. The top part that shows a view of the
deformed blade projected on a plane perpendicular to the
plane of rotation. The middle portion that represents a view
of the deformed blade projected on the plane of rotation.

Figure 6. Geometry of the blade elastic axis before and after deformation (top) and blade cross-sectional geometry before and after
deformation (bottom).
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The bottom part represents the location of the blade cross
section before and after deformation. It is important to note
that for the RWA problem, coupling between bending out
of the plane of rotation (flap), bending in the plane of rota-
tion (lag), and torsion is critical and neglecting one of these
degrees of freedom may produce inaccurate and mislead-
ing results. The combination of geometric nonlinearity with
the importance of the lag degree of freedom were the most
important differences between RWA and fixed wing aeroe-
lasticity identified with the advent of the hingeless rotor
configurations in the early 1970s. The lead–lag degree of
freedom, with its low aerodynamic and structural damping,
is a critical degree of freedom in most rotary-wing aeroelastic
problems.

Rotary-wing aeroelastic problems are separated by two
flight regimes: hover and forward flight. In hover, the equa-
tions of motion have constant coefficients, whereas in forward
flight, the equations have periodic coefficients. The funda-
mentally nonlinear nature of RWA requires coupling between
the aeroelastic problem and the flight condition of the entire
helicopter as represented by its trim state. Two types of trim
procedures, propulsive trim, shown in Figure 7, and wind-
tunnel trim, have been used and are discussed later. This
coupling is often neglected in fixed wing analysis. Aeroelastic
stability boundaries can be obtained by linearizing equa-
tions of motion about the equilibrium position determined
from a coupled trim-aeroelastic analysis. In hover, eigen-
analysis is used to obtain the aeroelastic stability boundaries,
and in forward flight, aeroelastic stability is usually deter-
mined from Floquet theory (Friedmann, Hammond and Woo,
1977).

Another important class of problems is coupled rotor–
fuselage aeroelastic problem that is sometimes also denoted
by the term aeromechanical problem. This problem involves
coupling of the fuselage rigid body degrees of freedom (pri-
marily pitch and roll) with the blade degrees of freedom

Figure 7. Geometry showing trimmed aircraft in propulsive trim.

(primarily lead–lag). The geometry depicting a typical cou-
pled rotor–fuselage of a system is shown in Figure 5. On
the ground, the aeromechanical instability is called ground
resonance, and in flight it is known as air resonance. It is inter-
esting to note that active flutter suppression has not been an
area of significant concern in RWA. However, active suppres-
sion of aeromechanical instabilities has received considerable
attention. This is quite different from fixed wing aeroelastic-
ity, where there has been a sustained effort to deal with active
flutter suppression (see Aeroservoelasticity).

The aeroelastic response problem that manifests itself as
blade loads, hub loads, or fuselage vibrations has a criti-
cal role for rotary-wing vehicles. Vibration prediction and
its control has been an area of intense activity. Modeling
unsteady aerodynamic loads on the blade and the rotor is a
major challenge. The combination of blade advancing and
rotational speed is a source of complexity. At large advance
ratios, many different flow regimes coexist: transonic flow
with shock waves on the advancing blade, and flow reversal
and low-speed unsteady stall on the retreating blade. Time-
varying wake geometry, which is an important source of
unsteady loads, vibration, and noise, is excruciatingly com-
plex. Computation of the unsteady free wake has been a
major challenge, and it is essential for correct computation
of vibrations and noise. Figure 8, taken from (Torok and
Berezin, 1978), depicts three free-wake calculations based
upon three different free-wake models. Rotor–fuselage inter-
actional aerodynamics is another difficult problem. Clearly,

Figure 8. Qualitative features of three different wake models at an
advance ratio of µ = 0.10. Wake geometry: (a) free wake model, (b)
Johnson (modified Scully) model, and (c) Rotor Craft model.
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these types of problems are unique to rotorcraft, and are not
encountered in fixed wing aeroelasticity.

3 STRUCTURAL MODELING AND ITS
ROLE

In the early 1970s it was recognized that geometrical nonlin-
earities due to moderate deflections needed to be incorporated
in the aeroelastic operators associated with the rotary wing
aeroelastic problem. The distinction between the undeformed
and deformed blade geometries also produces nonlinear
terms which have to be included in the inertia and aerody-
namic operators. Moderate-deflection beam theories capable
of representing the coupled flap–lag–torsional dynamics of
rotor blades were developed between 1970 and 1980, and dur-
ing the next decade large deflection theories were derived. An
integral part of moderate deflection theories were ordering
schemes which allowed one to neglect higher order terms in
the structural, aerodynamic, and inertia operators associated
with the aeroelastic problem. Subsequently, the equations
evolved and more careful derivation of the structural part
resulted in equations that have formed the basis of numerous
aeroelastic studies (Hodges and Dowell, 1974; Rosen and
Friedmann, 1978)

The source and structure of the geometrically nonlinear
terms associated with structural rotations is conveniently
illustrated by a transformation between the triad of unit
vectors describing the deformed and undeformed state of a
hingeless blade as shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that
only four independent functions (three displacement vari-
ables and one rotation) are needed for the exact form of this
transformation because of a constraint that the plane in which
the vectors êy and êz lie remains normal to the deformed
beam elastic axis. If these vectors are, in turn, assumed to
lie in the deformed beam cross section, then this constraint
becomes analogous to the Euler–Bernoulli hypothesis for a
large deformation theory. Such a transformation, based on
the assumption of small strains and finite rotations (associ-
ated with twist angles and finite slopes), has the following
mathematical form:




ê′
x

ê′
y

ê′
z


 = [S]




êx

êy

êz


 (1)

where the elements of the transformation matrix [S] deter-
mine the accuracy or order of the theory. A typical
transformation where terms up to the third order are retained

is given below:
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(2)

Such a transformation implies the existence of an ordering
scheme in which third order terms, in terms of blade slopes,
are neglected. Such an ordering scheme implies

O(1) + O(ε3) ∼= O(1) (3)

where blade slopes are assumed to be moderate and have a
magnitude ε, that is, 0.10 < ε < 0.20. Use of a less accurate
ordering scheme

O(1) + O(ε2) ∼= O(1) (4)

will lead to the neglect of third order terms in equation (3).
Transformations of the form given by equation (4) have been
used as the basis of moderate deflection blade theories which
are suitable for the aeroelastic stability and response analy-
sis of isotropic hingeless and bearingless rotor blades. It is
important to recognize that once a transformation of the form
of equation (1) is available, it is used to obtain the aerody-
namic loads acting on the blade. Thus, these terms permeate
through the entire set of equations of motion describing the
dynamics of the blade.

To illustrate this approach consider the coupled flap–lag–
torsional problem of a hingeless isolated blade in forward
flight. For this case the ordering scheme would be based on
the blade slopes and angle of twist as given by:

w,x = v,x = φ = O(ε) (5)

Using these quantities all other relevant quantities can be
expressed in terms of ε, thus:

b
R

= βp = λ = w
R

= v
R

= O(ε)

θ = θ1s = θ1c = O (1)

u = xI

R
= xA

R
= O

(
ε2

)
, Cd0

a
= O(ε0.50)

x
�

= ∂
∂x

= ∂
∂ψ

= µ = O(1)

(6)

Equations of motion of rotor blades are very lengthy and
are rarely completely written out. Use of an ordering scheme
allows neglect of many higher order terms, and facilitates the
derivation by using computer algebra such as Mathematica c©
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which allows application of ordering scheme to any desired
accuracy. However, in reality equations of motion are rarely
derived in explicit form, the usual approach is to write the
equation in implicit form (Panda and Chopra, 1985; Celi and
Friedmann, 1988).

4 INERTIAL LOADS

The inertia loads can be obtained in a straightforward man-
ner by using D’Alembert’s principle to obtain the distributed
inertial loads. The transformation represented by equation
(2) determines the relation between the deformed and unde-
formed states and it determines the position vector of an
arbitrary mass point in the deforming blade. The acceleration
vector of the mass point is obtained from vector mechanics:

a = R̈ + 2
 × R + 
̇ × R + 
 × (
 × R) (7)

In the last equation, a dot over the quantity denotes a time
derivative. Although the derivation of the inertia terms is con-
ceptually simple, the practical implementation can be tedious
from an algebraic point of view, particularly when one is
interested in coupled rotor fuselage aeromechanical problem.
Again computer algebra and implicit formulations, allow one
to circumvent the lengthy derivations that used to be the trade
mark of RWA.

5 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC LOADS

Accurate modeling of the unsteady aerodynamic loads
required for aeroelastic stability and response calculation
continues to be one of the major challenges facing both
the analyst and the designer. The combination of the blade
advancing and rotational speed is a formidable source of com-
plexity in the flow field surrounding the rotor. At large values
of the advance ratio the aerodynamic flow field around the
blade undergoes such variations that there are problems of
transonic flow, with the shock waves on the advancing blade
tip, problems of flow reversal (reversed flow region) and
low-speed, unsteady stall on the retreating blade, and prob-
lems due to high blade-sweep angle for various azimuthal
locations. Modern swept and curved-tip blade geometries fur-
ther complicate this problem. Furthermore, the time-varying
geometry of the wake, which is an important source of
unsteady loads, vibration, and noise, is an excruciatingly
complex problem which is an order of magnitude more com-
plicated that the wake geometry of fixed wings.

When dealing with the unsteady aerodynamic problem,
one can make a wide array of assumptions which lead to

diverse models, starting with simple and computationally effi-
cient models and culminating in models which are capable
of simulating the more intricate details of the unsteady flow.
A detailed description of unsteady aerodynamic models suit-
able for rotary-wing applications can be found in a recent and
comprehensive book (Leishman, 2006).

5.1 Attached flow unsteady aerodynamics

It is important to recognize that for rotary wing application
classical frequency domain aerodynamics such as Loewy’s
theory (Loewy, 1969) which is an extension of Theodorsen’s
theory to the case of hover are not convenient. Furthermore,
the forward flight problem is governed by equations with
periodic coefficients which have to be solved in the time
domain. Therefore, in the past, Greenberg’s theory, which
accounts for variations in the oncoming velocity, has been
used in forward flight analyses after introducing appropriate
modifications which account for inflow, pitch setting, and the
lag degree of freedom (Friedmann and Hodges, 1993). In for-
ward flight, a quasi-steady version of the theory is used for
simple aeroelastic stability analyses.

A particularly useful time domain theory which has been
used frequently in rotary wing aeromechanical applications
is the dynamic inflow model that was developed and used
first at the beginning of the 1980s. The mathematical form of
the dynamic inflow model in both hover and forward flight
clearly indicates that it is an arbitrary motion, time domain
theory. The most widely used version of dynamic inflow is
that developed in (Pitt and Peters, 1981), which is suitable for
both hover and forward flight. The model represents unsteady
global wake effects in a simple form, and is applicable to the
entire rotor. The assumption in this theory is that, for rela-
tively low frequencies, actuator disk theory is valid for both
steady and unsteady conditions. Therefore, dynamic inflow
is essentially a low-frequency approximation to the unsteady
aerodynamics of the rotor. The total induced velocity on the
rotor disk is assumed to consist of a steady inflow λ0 (for trim
loadings) and a perturbational inflow, denoted by δλ, due to
transient loadings. The total inflow is expressed as

λ = λ0 + δλ (8)

where δλ is assumed to be given by

δλ = λ1 + λ1c

( r

R

)
cosψ + λ1s

( r

R

)
sinψ (9)

and the inflow variables λ1, λ1c, and λ1s are related to
the perturbational thrust coefficient, roll and pitch moment
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coefficients acting on the rotor through the following relation:

[M]




λ̇1

λ̇1c

λ̇1s


 + [L]−1




λ1

λ1c

λ1s


 =




CT

−CMy

CMx




PA

(10)

where PA stands for perturbational aerodynamics. The ele-
ments of the matrices [M] and [L]−1 can be obtained either
theoretically or experimentally, by using momentum theory
(Pitt and Peters, 1981). Dynamic inflow models have been
particularly useful for coupled rotor–fuselage aeromechani-
cal problems in both hover and forward flight. They have been
used also for isolated blade aeroelastic stability analyses.

Subsequently, the concept of dynamic inflow led to the
development of a complete unsteady aerodynamic model
applicable to RWA (Peters, Karunamoorthy and Cao, 1995;
Peters and He, 1995). In this theory, the induced flow on the
rotor disk is expanded in Fourier coefficients (azimuthally)
and spatial polynomials (radially). The coefficients of these
expansion terms are shown to obey a closed-form set of
ordinary differential equations with blade loading (from any
source) as the forcing functions. The obvious advantage of
such an approach is that the resultant equations can be used
for arbitrary motions in the time domain facilitating time-
marching (or Floquet solutions), or in the eigenvalue domain
(conventional stability analysis) to any degree of resolution
as dictated by the application.

This theory is derived from the linear potential equations
with a skewed cylindrical wake. Wake contraction can also
be modeled. A convenient feature of this theory is that it
can be easily coupled with Floquet solution of the equations
of motion in forward flight. A shortcoming of the theory
is that it cannot model the important effect of blade–vortex
interaction (BVI); which can be captured only by free wake
models.

These shortcomings can be circumvented by combining
a suitable free wake model (Leishman, 2006) with a two-
dimensional unsteady time domain aerodynamic theory that
generates the unsteady loading along the blade span and
thus it “drives” the free wake model. A time domain the-
ory suitable for this purpose was developed in (Myrtle and
Friedmann, 2001). It models compressibility through Mach
number variation along the blade span, accommodates gener-
alized blade motions, and variations in the oncoming velocity.
In this approach frequency domain aerodynamic loads are
first obtained in a suitable manner and these are subsequently
converted into the time domain by using a rational function
approximation (RFA). A description of the combination of
the unsteady sectional time domain loads with a free wake
model can be found in (Glaz et al., 2009) this combination

has been used successfully in a refined aeroelastic simulation
code.

5.2 Unsteady aerodynamics in separated
flow - dynamic stall

Dynamic stall is a strong nonlinear unsteady aerodynamic
effect associated with flow separation and reattachment
which plays a major role in aeroelastic stability and response
calculations. Good descriptions of dynamic stall can be found
in (Johnson, 1980; Leishman, 2006). Dynamic stall is asso-
ciated with the retreating blade and borders on the reversed
flow region, as shown in Figure 9. For such conditions, the
angle of attack of the blade cross section can be very large.
Although the torsional response of the blade is relatively low
under normal conditions, at the flight envelope boundary,
where dynamic stall effects are pronounced, large transient-
torsional excursion may be excited, accompanied by low
negative damping in pitch. This, in turn, generates excessive
control and blade vibratory loads, which impose speed and
load limitations on the rotor system as a whole. It can also
cause stall flutter. Due to its importance, dynamic stall has
been the subject of a large number of studies which have led to
a good physical understanding of this complex aerodynamic
effect.

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of reversed flow region and
dynamic stall region.
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The need to incorporate the important dynamic stall effects
in rotary wing aeroelastic stability and response calcula-
tions has led to the development of semiempirical dynamic
stall models that capture the most important features of
dynamic stall with reasonable accuracy. Semiempirical mod-
els can reproduce the hysteretic lift, moment, and drag curves
for a given airfoil quite accurately. These models have a
number of common features. They are intended to incorpo-
rate two-dimensional airfoil unsteady aerodynamic effects in
computational studies in the time domain, and they are suit-
able for stepwise numerical integration in time. All models
are semiempirical, and various free parameters in the model
are determined by fitting the theory to experimental data
obtained from oscillating airfoil tests, an excellent descrip-
tion of dynamic stall including numerous references can be
found in (Leishman, 2006).

Several dynamic stall models have been developed. How-
ever, only two have withstood the test of time and are in
widespread use currently. These are the ONERA and the
Leishman–Beddoes dynamic stall models. Both distinguish
between two principal flow regions: the attached and the
separated flow regions.

The ONERA model developed by Dat, Tran, and Petot
(Petot, 1989) is based on the time-domain representation of
the airfoil section operating before, during and in the post
stall regime while it performs essentially arbitrary motions.
The model utilizes the properties of differential equations
to simulate the different effects which can be identified on
an oscillating airfoil and the effect of the flow time history.
The theory also recognizes that, in the linear range of air-
foil motions, Theodorsen’s lift-deficiency function represents
the aerodynamic transfer function for the airfoil, relating
the downwash velocity at the three-quarter chord to circula-
tory lift. Furthermore, the theory is based on approximating
the aerodynamic transfer function by rational functions. In
the nonlinear range, the model consists of a system of dif-
ferential equations containing unsteady linear terms whose
coefficients are functions of the angle of attack and steady
flow nonlinear terms.

The ONERA model (Petot, 1989) in the attached flow
region, is consistent with classical unsteady aerodynamics
and in which circulation has been introduces as a new depen-
dent variable. The ONERA model contains an approximate
correction for compressibility and no correction for the effect
of sweep. In the most recent version of this model the coef-
ficients in the equations of this model are determined by
parameter identification from experimental measurements on
oscillating airfoils. The model contains a separation as well as
a reattachment criterion that are based on assumptions. The
model requires 22 empirical coefficients. Figure 10 shows
typical hysteretic lift and moment coefficients computed with

Figure 10. Typical hysteretic lift and moment coefficients com-
puted with the ONERA dynamic stall model.

the ONERA dynamic stall model, for a NACA 0012 airfoil,
at M = 0.379, k = 0.075, and a time-varying angle of attack
α = 10.3◦ + 8.1◦sinωt.

The Leishman–Beddoes model was developed originally
by Beddoes in the mid-1970s, subsequently, it was extended
by Leishman (Leishman and Beddoes, 1989) and it has
become a comprehensive model in which numerous enhance-
ments were introduced over the years (Leishman, 2006). The
model is capable of representing the unsteady lift, pitching
moment, and drag characteristics of an airfoil undergoing
dynamic stall. This model consists of three distinct compo-
nents: (a) an attached flow model for the unsteady linear
airloads, (b) a separated flow model for the nonlinear air-
loads, and (c) a dynamic stall model for the leading-edge
vortex induced airloads. The model contains a rigorous rep-
resentation of compressibility in the attached flow part of
the model, using compressible indicial response functions.
The treatment of nonlinear aerodynamic effects associated
with separated flow is derived from the Kirchoff–Helmholtz
model to define an effective separation point that can be gen-
eralized empirically. The model uses relatively few empirical
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10 Aeroelasticity and Aeroservoelasticity

constants, with all but four derived from static airfoil
data.

6 FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF
ROTARY WING AEROELASTIC
PROBLEMS

6.1 Formulation

Formulation of complete aeroelastic equations of motion
requires a combination of structural, aerodynamic, and inertia
terms. The structural, aerodynamic, and inertia ingredients
have been described in the previous sections. As indicated
earlier the RWA problem is inherently nonlinear due to the
geometric nonlinearity associated with moderate or large
blade deflections as well as nonlinear aerodynamic effects
such as dynamic stall.

Two distinct approaches for formulating isolated blade or
coupled rotor-fuselage equations of motion have emerged.
The first approach is usually denoted the explicit approach
because it leads to a set of detailed aeroelastic equations
of motion in which all the terms (aerodynamic, structural,
and inertial) appear in explicit form. The inherent nonlin-
ear nature of the problem introduces substantial algebraic
complexity therefore explicit equations are usually derived
using ordering schemes to neglect higher order terms in a
systematic manner. The outcome of this process consists of
a set of nonlinear partial differential equations in the space
and time domain. These equations can also contain inte-
gral expressions due to centrifugal and other terms. Explicit
equations are useful when one wants to identify the phys-
ical meaning and significance of the various terms in the
equations. Currently such equations are derived using com-
puter algebra. An alternative approach is denoted as the
implicit approach. In this approach the detailed expressions
of the aeroelastic equations of motion are avoided; instead,
the aerodynamic, inertia, and structural operators are usually
generated in matrix/numerical form in an appropriate com-
puter code and the actual equations are not written out in detail
(Celi and Friedmann, 1988). When this approach is used, the
boundaries between the formulation and solution process,
particularly in spatial discretization, tend to be blurred. When
the implicit approach is used, ordering schemes are no longer
required. Furthermore, the implicit approach frequently man-
dates iterative solutions. When implementing this approach it
is important to recognize that there are two basic problems: (a)
the isolated blade problem and (b) the coupled rotor fuselage
problem illustrated in Figure 5. Isolated blade problems can
be formulated in a relatively straightforward manner; while

coupled rotor–fuselage problems are more complicated and
are usually formulated using multibody dynamics combined
with a finite element approach (Bauchau and Kang, 1993).

6.2 Methods of solution

The solution of rotary-wing aeroelastic stability and response
problems is usually carried out in two stages. The first stage
consists of the spatial discretization of the equations of
motion followed by a solution in the time domain. In the
second stage, namely the time-domain solution, two differ-
ent approaches are possible; one can solve the equation in
a blade-fixed, rotating coordinate system or in a hub-fixed,
nonrotating coordinate system. One also needs to distinguish
between solutions for hover and those for forward flight.

6.2.1 Spatial discretization

The first step in the solution is elimination of the spatial
dependence in the nonlinear partial differential equations (or
appropriate energy expressions) which describe the system.
Application of suitable discretization methods will yield a set
of coupled, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations in the
time domain. Two approaches for spatial discretization have
been used: (a) spatial discretization based on global meth-
ods and (b) spatial discretization based on the finite element
method

The global approach is represented by the Rayleigh–Ritz
or Galerkin methods, based on free vibration modes of the
rotating blade. Both coupled and uncoupled modes have been
used, where the coupling of modes is due to the collective
pitch setting. For forward flight, the use of uncoupled modes
may be more convenient, since cyclic pitch introduces time-
varying coupling. Discretization based on global modes is
best implemented numerically using Gaussian quadrature.

Since 1980, the finite element method has emerged as
the most versatile spatial discretization method (Friedmann
and Straub, 1980). In addition to eliminating the algebraic
manipulative labor required for the solution of the prob-
lem, it also serves as the basis for the implicit formulations
discussed in the previous section. Furthermore, the finite-
element method is ideally suited for modeling composite
rotor blades and complicated redundant structural systems
such as encountered in bearingless rotors. For RWA prob-
lems, both the weighted residual Galerkin type finite element
methods, and local Rayleigh–Ritz type finite element method
have been used. Recognizing that the rotary-wing aeroelastic
problem is geometrically nonlinear, it should be emphasized
that finite element formulation for this class of problems is
more intricate than for its fixed-wing counterpart.
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Figure 11. Geometry of the elastic axis of the hingeless deformed
blade and schematic representation of the finite element model.

A finite element treatment of the RWA problem is illus-
trated in Figure 11 using a Galerkin type weighted residual
finite-element method. The bending degrees of freedom were
interpolated using cubic (or Hermite) interpolation, while
quadratic interpolation was used for the torsional degree of
freedom (not shown). The method was used in an implicit
formulation to solve the coupled flap–lag–torsional problem
of straight and swept tip hingeless rotor blades in forward
flight (Celi and Friedmann, 1988).

6.2.2 Time domain solution of the equations of
motion

After spatial discretization, the equations of motion are
reduced to nonlinear ordinary differential form. In forward
flight these equations have periodic coefficients. The mathe-
matical structure of these general equations can be written in
the following symbolic form (Friedmann and Hodges, 1993):

[M] {q̈} + [C (ψ)] {q̇} + [K (ψ)] {q} = {FNL (ψ, q, q̇)} (11)

where it is understood that the matrices [M] and [C (ψ)]
contain both aerodynamic and inertial contributions, while
the matrix [K (ψ)] contains aerodynamic, inertial, as well as
structural contributions. All nonlinear effects are combined

in a vector {FNL (ψ, q, q̇)} where bold quantities imply a
vector.

When time-domain unsteady aerodynamics is used, these
equations, equation (10) have to be appended to equation (11)
and solved jointly. When discussing methods of solution for
equation (11), it is convenient to consider hover and forward
flight separately. It is also important to distinguish between
isolated-blade and coupled rotor–fuselage analyses.

Consider the first isolated blade case in hover. For this
case, equation (11) has constant coefficients. Linearizing the
equations about a nonlinear equilibrium position gives a good
approximation to aeroelastic stability boundaries (Friedmann
and Hodges, 1993, 2003). Thus, it is common practice to write
perturbation equations whereq (ψ) = q0 + �q (ψ) which are
linearized about the nonlinear static equilibrium position
q0 obtained from the solution of a system of a system of
nonlinear algebraic equations. These equations are usually
solved by the Newton–Raphson method. Dynamic equations
of equilibrium are expressed in terms of the time dependent
perturbation quantities after neglecting all products in terms
of the perturbations. Lack of convergence can be indica-
tive of divergence. Stability boundaries are obtained from
solving the standard eigenvalue problem for the linearized
system. The real part of the eigenvalues determines the aeroe-
lastic stability boundaries of the blade. This basic approach
has evolved during the 1970s and has been used since then
without any significant changes.

Consider next the isolated blade in forward flight, and
assume that dynamic stall effects are neglected. The aeroe-
lastic stability and response problem is based again upon
equation (11). Reliable solutions for stability can be obtained
by linearizing the nonlinear equations of motion about an
appropriate equilibrium position as described in the case of
hover. However, in forward flight, the appropriate equilib-
rium position q0 (ψ) is a time dependent periodic solution
of equation (11). Calculation of the time-dependent peri-
odic equilibrium position, representing the blade response
solution, is inherently coupled with the flight mechanics of
the helicopter in forward flight as represented by its trim
state.

Two different basic trim procedures (Leishman, 2006)
have been used: (a) Propulsive Trim, shown in Figure 7,
which simulates actual forward flight conditions where in
general three force and three moment equilibrium conditions
are enforced, and (b) Moment or Wind Tunnel Trim, which
simulates conditions under which the rotor would be tested
in a wind tunnel; for this case only the requirement of zero
pitching and rolling moments on the rotor is imposed.

The most widely used method for solving the forward
flight problem is based on the direct solution of equation
(11) in the rotating system, by using the theory of differential
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equations with periodic coefficients. This approach is facili-
tated by rewriting equation (11) in first-order, state-variable
form

{ẏ (ψ)} = {z (ψ)} + [L (ψ)] {y (ψ)} + {N (ψ, y, ẏ)} (12)

where {z (ψ)} and [L (ψ)] are periodic matrices with common
period 2π and {N (ψ, y, ẏ)}represents the nonlinear contribu-
tions, and

{y (ψ)} =
{

q̇ (ψ)

q (ψ)

}
(13)

It is evident from equation (12) that the aeroelastic stabil-
ity and response problem are coupled. Therefore, solutions
have to be obtained in two stages. First the nonlinear time-
dependent equilibrium position of the blade is obtained, and
next the equations are linearized about the time-dependent
equilibrium position by writing perturbation equation about
the periodic nonlinear equilibrium. This second stage yields
a linear periodic system, in terms of the perturbation quanti-
ties, as represented by the linear part of equation (12), from
which blade stability can be obtained using Floquet theory,
which requires effective numerical technique for calculating
the transition matrix at the end of one period (Friedmann,
Hammond and Woo, 1977). Blade stability is determined
from the real part of the characteristic exponents, which are
obtained from the eigenvalues of the transition matrix at the
end of a period. It should be mentioned that when using
dynamic stall models the procedure described in this section,
consisting of linearizing the perturbation equations about a
nonlinear time-dependent equilibrium position and extract-
ing stability information using Floquet theory, may not be
reliable.

Next, solution of the coupled rotor–fuselage problem in
hover and forward flight is briefly discussed. First consider
the hover problem, the blade equations are usually written in
rotating system while the fuselage is in a nonrotating system.
Combination of these two components results in a system of
equations that have periodic coefficients, even for the case
of hover. An effective approach which allows one to trans-
form the periodic system in a constant coefficient system is
the introduction of the multiblade coordinate transformation
(Hohenemser and Yin, 1972; Bielawa, 2006). By using the
multiblade coordinate transformation the vector of degrees
of freedom q (ψ) in the rotating system are replaced by a set
of multiblade coordinates in the nonrotating, hub-fixed ref-
erence frame. These coordinates describe the motions of the
plane in which the blades rotate and its deformation in a hub-
fixed system. In a symbolic form, the multiblade coordinate

transformation is written as

{q} = [B (ψ)] {X} (14)

where {q} are the original coordinates in equation (11) and
{X} are the multiblade coordinates. A convenient stage to
apply the multiblade coordinate transformation is after the
process of linearization. This transformation is valid for
rotors which have three blades or more. For such cases the
multiblade coordinate transformation enables one to replace
the periodic system by a constant coefficient approximation,
which can be treated by conventional eigenvalue calculation
methods. The use of multiblade coordinate transformation
is particularly useful for coupled rotor–fuselage problems in
hover. It can be also used for the case of forward flight for
advance ratios µ ≤ 0.25. For higher advance ratios one has to
deal with the complete nonlinear periodic system as discussed
earlier in this section.

7 ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

This section contains a limited number of results intended
to illustrate fundamental aspects of RWA. These results are
provided for isotropic blades which traditionally have been
used to examine blade aeroelastic behavior. A concise dis-
cussion of composite blade behavior, used in most modern
helicopters, is considered later.

Consider first the aeroelastic stability problem in hover.
One of the important features of the RWA problem is the
importance of the lead–lag degrees of freedom. Several stud-
ies (Friedmann and Hodges, 1993, 2003) have shown that
the flap-lag type of instability, in which only the bending
degrees of freedom in and out of the plane of rotation par-
ticipate, is a critical element in many aeroelastic problems.
It is a result of destabilizing inertia and aerodynamic cou-
pling effects associated with the two bending motions present
in this problem and it is caused by the low aerodynamic
damping in the lead–lag motion. This problem is linked to
an elastic coupling parameter Rc that depends on the pitch
setting of the blade and its construction. When Rc = 1.0, the
blade is quite stable and when Rc = 0 the blade tends to be
unstable at sufficiently high collective pitch settings. Partial
elastic coupling, 0 < R < 1.0, strongly affects blade flap–lag
stability.

Typical results, based on a finite element model for a hin-
geless blade shown in Figure 11, are presented in Figure 12.
The blade undergoes flap and lag motion, and each type of
motion is represented by a varying number of elastic global
modal degrees of freedom (between 1 and 3, per type of
motion). The unstable region of the stability boundaries is
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Figure 12. Convergence of flap-lag stability boundaries in hover,
when the number of modes and the number of elements is var-
ied; region above the curves is unstable, σ = 0.10, γ = 5.0, and
ω̄F1 = 1.15.

denoted by the letter U on the boundary. The figure illus-
trates the combined effect of the number of modes used in
the analysis and the elastic coupling parameter Rc. As shown
in Figure 12; for Rc = 0, it is always the fundamental lead–
lag mode which yields the lowest stability boundary, and for
Rc = 1.0 the flap–lag instability is virtually eliminated. The
interesting results shown in the figure are the unstable regions
associated with the second lag mode, which for intermediate
values of the elastic coupling parameter Rc = 0.60 become
unstable at lower values of the critical collective pitch angle
than the first lag mode. The implication of this result is that
the second elastic lag mode should be retained in the stability
analysis of hingeless and bearingless rotor blades. Flap–lag
instability can be eliminated by adding fairly small amounts
of structural damping to the lag degree of freedom; this is the
reason for adding elastomeric lag dampers to hingeless and
bearingless rotors. Other results, not shown here (Friedmann
and Hodges, 2003) have indicated that the flap–lag instabil-
ity can be also induced by operating at high thrust conditions
near blade stall.

Next consider a typical flap–lag–torsional stability bound-
ary, shown in Figure 13, where the torsional degree of
freedom has been added to a hingeless rotor configuration
similar to that shown in Figure 3. The main item of interest
in this figure is the bubble-like region of instability present
at low values of collective pitch. This instability occurs only
in the presence of precone and is a flap–lag type of insta-
bility. Sometimes it is called the precone induced flap–lag
instability. The unstable region decreases as the fundamen-
tal torsional frequency, ω̄φ1 is increased from 4.5 to 6.0
per revolution. Very small amounts of structural damping
in lag ηSL1 = 0.0025, which corresponds to 0.25% of criti-
cal, reduce this unstable region for the torsionally soft blade
and completely eliminate it for the stiffer blade, ω̄φ1 = 6.0.

Figure 13. Coupled flap–lag–torsional stability boundary illustrat-
ing combined effect of precone and structural damping for Rc = 1.0,
βp = 3◦, XA = 0, γ = 9.0, and ω̄F1 = 1.14.

Other results not shown here indicate that droop can have a
strong beneficial as well as detrimental effect on the hingeless
blade stability. In addition, offsets between cross-sectional
elastic axis, aerodynamic center, and center of mass can also
influence blade stability.

The interesting aspect of these results is that the lag degree
of freedom associated with in plane of rotation bending serves
as the trigger that produces the instability. Another interest-
ing aspect of the RWA problem is that the instability is not
due to any increase in flight velocity, instead it depends on the
collective pitch setting on the blade, which is an indication of
blade loading. Clearly this behavior is fundamentally differ-
ent from fixed wing aeroelasticity, where the basic coupled
bending torsion flutter is a result of increase in the velocity
of flight, and this velocity is the item of interest.

To illustrate a different type of problem which is rep-
resentative of a coupled rotor–fuselage problem consider a
three-bladed, offset-hinged, spring-restrained model of a hin-
geless blade with flap and lag degrees of freedom for each
blade, illustrated in Figure 14, mounted on a gimbal which
can pitch and roll. This configuration represents a rotor that
was tested by (Bousman, 1981). The results obtained using
quasi-steady aerodynamics were in good agreement with
the experimental data, except that the quasi-steady aerody-
namic model was incapable of predicting the “dynamic inflow
mode.” Subsequently both perturbation inflow and dynamic
inflow aerodynamics were incorporated in the coupled
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Figure 14. Offset-hinged spring restrained model of a hingeless
blade.

rotor–fuselage model and the results obtained with dynamic
inflow produced good agreement with the experimental data.
Results illustrating this unsteady aerodynamic effect are
shown in Figure 15, when perturbation inflow and dynamic
inflow are included. Figure 15 illustrates that with dynamic
inflow all frequencies are predicted well (Friedmann and
Venkatesan, 1986). Furthermore, the “inflow mode” asso-
ciated with the augmented states introduced by the dynamic
inflow model is also predicted. This problem represents a typ-
ical air resonance problem where the roll mode of the fuselage
denoted by φ couples with the regressing lag mode denoted
by ςR. These two lines cross at 
 = 840 rpm indicating an air
resonance type of instability in hover. Again the important
item to note is that the lag degree of freedom couples with
the roll of the fuselage to induce the instability.

Figure 15. Variation of modal frequencies with 
, θ0 = 0, configu-
ration 4, where λ is the inflow mode, ςR is the regressing lag mode,
θ is the pitch mode, φ is the roll mode, and βR is the regressing flap
mode.

During the past 15 years an intense research activity has
been focused on composite bearingless main rotors, and
hingeless swept tip composite rotors as discussed in consider-
able detail in a survey article (Friedmann, 2004). Swept tips
introduce strong inertial and aerodynamic coupling effects
which have to be considered carefully. Furthermore, mod-
ern helicopter rotors are built of composite blades and their
structural modeling has presented considerable challenges.
The composite blade theories that are currently available can
be separated into two groups:

(a) Theories that are based on dimensional reduction of the
basic three-dimensional elasticity problem using a varia-
tional asymptotic method. In these theories, the spanwise
beam problem is capable of handling large deforma-
tions and small strains. A separate finite element analysis
is used to obtain the cross-sectional properties and the
appropriate warping representation. The finite element
cross-sectional analysis is capable of representing arbi-
trary cross sections, with anisotropic material properties,
and a variety of wall thicknesses (Cesnik and Hodges,
1997)

(b) Theories based on ad hoc decoupling between the geo-
metrically nonlinear, spanwise one-dimensional beam
theory, combined with a finite element cross-sectional
analysis to determine the cross-sectional constants and
warping. In these theories, the assumption of moder-
ate blade deflections, based on an ordering scheme, is
often used to simplify the spanwise one-dimensional
beam model. The cross-sectional analysis is still capable
of modeling anisotropic, arbitrary cross sections, with
multicell construction and various wall thicknesses. This
cross-sectional analysis is usually linear (Friedmann and
Hodges, 2003)

Among these two approaches the first approach has
become the most widely used. These theories are referred
to as “geometrically-exact” theories and these are the ones
most promising for general purpose analysis (Danielson and
Hodges, 1988, Bauchau and Hong, 1987). This approach
requires cross-sectional elastic constants as input, however,
and the determination of these constants is precisely where
one encounters the most difficulties in composite blade
modeling. For accurate determination of the cross-sectional
elastic constants of composite blades, two distinct charac-
teristics must be present: (a) the resulting theory must be
elastically coupled and (b) the cross-sectional deformation
must be sufficiently general. These conditions are satisfied
by the VABS analysis (Cesnik and Hodges, 1997) which has
been incorporated in several comprehensive codes that are
discussed in the next section.
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8 COMPREHENSIVE HELICOPTER
ANALYSIS CODES

The complexity of the RWA problem has motivated the devel-
opment of computer codes that have the capability of solving
both isolated blade, as well as coupled rotor–fuselage prob-
lems. Once the large effort required for code development
was invested, other calculations such as performance, flight
mechanics, and sometimes acoustics are also included in the
code.

One of the first successful codes was CAMRAD/JA devel-
oped by Johnson, which eventually evolved into CAMRAD
II (Johnson, 1992). Among the various comprehensive heli-
copter analysis codes, CAMRAD II is perhaps the most
widely used, both in the United States as well as Europe and
Japan. The code has been reasonably successful in correlating
with experimental data. The wide acceptance of this code is
evident from a recent paper that describes the design aspects
of a new production bearingless main rotor used on the Euro-
pean EC135 (Kampa et al., 1999). This rotor has excellent
damping margins throughout its operation envelope. Modal
damping for this rotor, in level flight, is shown in Figure 16.
The dots are from the flight test and the solid line is the result
of a calculation performed by CAMRAD II. The agreement
between computation and test is good. The damping amounts
to approximately 2.5% in the rotating system. This rotor is
equipped with an elastomeric lag damper and its behavior is
reproduced well.

Another important comprehensive analysis code initiated
in the early 1980s and completed in the 1990s was the Second

Figure 16. Regressing lag mode damping in forward flight and
comparison with CAMRAD II for the EC135.

Generation Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System, also
known as 2GCHAS which was developed with funding by the
US Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate. A modified and
improved version of the 2GCHAS code is currently known
as Rotorcraft Comprehensive Analysis Code (RCAS). The
code contains considerable improvements which enhance its
computational efficiency; the code has the added advantage of
being able to run on PC platforms using the Linux operating
system. This code is undergoing continuous improvement
and is used by the US helicopter industry (Anon, 2003).

Another useful code is UMARC (Chopra and Bir, 1994)
developed at the University of Maryland. The UMARC code
developed at the University of Maryland has also enjoyed
considerable success, as students who graduated have taken
the code with them and started using it in an industrial setting.

A multiflexible-body code DYMORE (Bauchau, 2003)
has extensive capability in modeling of system hardware. All
the details surrounding the pitch-link, swashplate, hub geom-
etry, etc., can be incorporated. The code can also take input
from VABS which allows the comprehensive modeling of
composite blades. The DYMORE code can be also linked to
aerodynamic codes, therefore industry use of DYMORE and
VABS is on the rise. It is relevant to note that CAMRAD II,
RCAS, and DYMORE, have taken advantage of multibody
dynamics that facilitate the effective treatment of complex
configurations.

9 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

An area that is critical for both RWA as well as for the
design of better rotorcraft is development of coupling meth-
ods between finite-element-based structural dynamic models
of blades and computational fluid mechanics for rotors. This
relatively new field known as computational aeroelasticity
is still not as well developed as its fixed wing counterpart.
Development of this area can have major payoffs in the
prediction of rotor loading, which has been a weakness in
rotorcraft design. Another important area of research is the
development of active rotors, with dual trailing edge flaps,
or deployable Gurney flaps (also known as microflaps) that
may be used for vibration reduction, noise alleviation and
performance enhancement.

Persistent research on the simulation of dynamic stall by
direct solution of the Navier–Stokes equations has the poten-
tial for replacing semiempirical two-dimensional dynamic
stall models, by three-dimensional models based on first
principles. Such a simulation capability will also lay the
groundwork for developing active methods for controlling
dynamic stall.
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Development of new configurations, of small unmanned
rotorcraft could provide the impetus for innovative designs
and concepts. Scaling issues in the design of such vehicles
could also be very important. Development of new techniques
applicable to such small vehicles could eventually have a
significant impact on the larger manned vehicles.

NOMENCLATURE

a acceleration vector
b semichord
[B (ψ)] transformation matrix for multiblade

coordinates Profile drag coefficient
[C (ψ)] symbolic matrix, representing linear

damping effects
cd0 Profile drag coefficient
êx, êy, êz triad of unit vectors before deforma-

tion
ê′
x, ê

′
y, ê

′
z triad of unit vectors after deformation

e1 offset of blade root from axis of rota-
tion

{FNL (ψ, q, q̇)} Complete nonlinear state vector
loading

k reduced frequency
� length of elastic part of the blade
[L (ψ)] linear coefficient matrix
{N (q, ψ)} nonlinear vector
q vector of generalized degrees of free-

dom
R blade radius
r radial position along the blade
R position vector of a mass point of

blade cross section, in blade fixed,
rotating reference frame

[S] transformation matrix between triad
of deformed and undeformed unit
vector.

u, v, w components of the displacements of a
point on the elastic axis of the blade
in the direction of the triad of unde-
formed unit vectors

{X} multiblade coordinates
xA blade cross-sectional aerodynamic

center (AC) offset from the elastic axis
(EA), positive for AC before EA.

{y (ψ)} state vector
{z (ψ)} known periodic loading
β flap angle
βp precone angle

β1, β2 rigid body flapping angles for teeter-
ing rotor

γ lock number
δλ perturbation in steady inflow
ε basis for order of magnitude associ-

ated with blade elastic slopes
ς lag angle
ηSL1 viscous type structural damping coef-

ficient in lag
θ0 constant collective pitch angle
λ1 constant part of inflow ratio
λ1c, λ1s cyclic components of inflow ratio
µ = (V cosαR/
R) advance ratio, approximately veloc-

ity of forward flight V divided by tip
speed of blade, αR rotor disk inclina-
tion with respect to horizontal.

σ blade solidity, blade area divided by
disk area.

φ elastic torsional deformation
ψ = 
t blade azimuth angle measured from

straight aft position
� angular velocity vector
ω̄F1, ω̄L1, ω̄T1 fundamental rotating frequency of the

blade in flap, lag, and torsion nondi-
mensionalized with respect to the
speed of rotation

ωφ torsional frequency
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1 INTRODUCTION

Flow-induced fatigue failures of turbine and compressor
blades can be traced back to the infancy of the aircraft gas
turbine engine; see, for example, the reviews by Shannon
(1945) and Pearson (1953). Roughly speaking, there are
three major aeroelastic problems in turbomachinery: flutter,
forced response, and non-synchronous vibrations. The blade
vibrations can be stable, as in the case of forced vibrations
from upstream flow distortions, or they can be unstable, as
in the case of self-excited vibrations (flutter). In any event,
aeroelastic problems are of considerable practical importance
from the standpoint of reliability flight safety, and operating
cost.

The elements that make up the bladed disks assemblies –
blades, disks, and shafts – are all elastic and vibrate to one
degree or another during the operation of the engine. The
flexibility of the blades, and the disks to a lesser but significant
extent, are important factors contributing to flutter and other
aeromechanical phenomena. The shaft flexibility is usually
(but not always) relatively unimportant. We note that radial
turbomachine also experience aeroelastic problems, but we
focus on axial machines in this chapter.

Historically, engines incorporating novel structural or
aerodynamic designs often experienced troublesome flow-
induced blade failures in service. In the case of the large high-
bypass turbofan engines developed for the first generation of
wide-body aircraft (see for example, Figure 1) a number of

Figure 1. High-bypass turbofan engine of the class introduced with
the first wide-body aircraft (Boeing 747, Douglas DC-10, and Lock-
heed L-1011).
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persistent flow-induced vibration problems were encountered
in several different compressor and turbine stages, which
led to blade fatigue failures. Similar fatigue problems aris-
ing from excessive blade vibration or flutter amplitudes were
encountered in military aircraft engines during this period of
rapid engine technology development (Zollinger, 1975). First
stage turbine rotors in modern turbofan engines have typically
required the use of various types of dry friction or pendulum
vibration dampers to prevent high cycle fatigue failures.

Early studies of turbomachinery flutter emphasized the
empirical approach and did little to lay a theoretical founda-
tion for the subject. These studies dealt almost exclusively
with stall flutter, and served to reinforce the prevailing (but
incorrect) belief at the time that nonpotential flow was a nec-
essary condition for blade flutter to occur. Pearson in his 1953
survey (Pearson, 1953) restricted his discussion to pure flex-
ural modes, and made a case for why torsional flutter was
not observed in engines. This early emphasis on stall flutter
is not surprising, since compressor designs at that time were
less sophisticated and stall margins were often inadequate.
The first generation of aircraft jet engines did not have vari-
able stator vanes and suffered from a number of compressor
instabilities, as discussed in Section 4.1.

Historically, the most troublesome type of flutter has
occurred in large fan rotors operating at supersonic tip
Mach numbers, and is labeled supersonic unstalled flutter in
Figure 2. This type of flutter is very dangerous because
the flutter boundary intersects the operating line at takeoff
or climb power, during the most critical parts of the flight
envelope. Supersonic flutter is a relatively strong instability
by turbomachinery standards, usually severe enough to be
discovered during engine or rig testing. For more in-depth
surveys, see Fleeter (1979), Platzer and Carta (1987), and
Bendiksen (1993). In the case of the Allison TF41-A100
engine, the fan blade flutter boundary had a distinctly

Figure 2. Compressor map showing typical flutter boundaries.

different shape (see Figure 2). Supersonic bending-torsion
flutter was also observed during development testing of the
first generation of prop-fans in the early 1980s. More recent
commercial fans, which tend to be shroudless, are more
likely to encounter stall flutter.

Turbine and compressor blade vibration problems have
often been difficult to predict early in the design and develop-
ment process, because the source of the excitation is usually
inherent to the engine and sometimes difficult to duplicate in
a rig test. In some cases, the harmful excitation responsible
for the failures is not present in new engines and only occurs
in engines that have suffered a certain degree of deterioration.
In such cases, even full-scale tests in highly instrumented de-
velopment engines have failed to detect all potential blade
vibration problems.

2 CLASSIFICATION OF
AEROMECHANICAL PROBLEMS

Flutter is an instability in which the aerodynamic response of
the flow through a blade row due to the vibration of the blades
produces negative aerodynamic damping forces resulting in
an oscillatory vibration of the blade that occurs very close
to one of the natural frequencies of the blade, and which
grows exponentially. The onset of flutter is usually a linear
phenomenon, but the limit cycle amplitude is thought to be
determined by nonlinear fluid mechanic effects, and by the
nonlinear dynamics of friction damper or shrouds if installed.

Figure 2 shows a typical compressor map with the com-
mon flutter boundaries superimposed. During engine tran-
sients, such as accelerations and decelerations, the dynamic
operating line of a compressor or fan rotor undershoots or
overshoots the steady-state operating line shown and may in-
tersect the stall or choke flutter boundary. In multi-spool en-
gines, this dynamic hysteresis is a major problem and leads
to the well known operating problems of “off-idle stalls” of
the high pressure compressor and “deceleration stalls” of the
low pressure compressor. In addition to being a function of
flight Mach number, the operating line is also sensitive to the
individual match between compressor and turbine modules
and often shifts appreciably as the engine deteriorates. (We
will have more to say on types of flutter in a later section.)

Forced response is the vibration induced in rotors (or sta-
tors) by periodic forces, often from the wakes of upstream
blades, struts, burners, or from inlet distortion. Also, airfoils
can be excited by downstream blades rows via upstream mov-
ing pressure waves. In any event, the frequencies of the un-
steady aerodynamic forcing arising from these disturbances
usually occur at engine orders, that is, integer multiples of
the rotation rate of the rotor.
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In addition to flutter and forced response, in recent years
there has been an increase in the occurrence of the aerome-
chanical problem known as non-synchronous vibration. The
source of these vibrations are thought to be flow instabili-
ties, for example, vortex shedding, unsteady flow separations,
and/or unsteady tip clearance flows. These flow instabilities
in some ways resemble rotating stall, that is, they appear at
a distinct frequency and rotate around the rotor (or stator)
at a fixed rotation rate, a rate that is not an integer multiple
of the rotor speed (as in forced response). These flow insta-
bilities can produce large aerodynamic forces that produce
undesirable blade vibrations. Often the flow instability nat-
urally occurs at one frequency, but “locks on” to one of the
nearby natural frequencies of the blade, shifting somewhat
the frequency of the response. Non-synchronous vibration is
much less well understood than flutter and forced response.

In addition to non-synchronous vibration, separated flow
vibrations are sometimes seen. These are vibrations that are
like non-synchronous vibration in that they are driven by un-
steadiness originating from the flow, but are not phase or
frequency locked with the blades. The result is a chaotic buf-
feting of the blades. Separated flow vibrations usually occur
at low rotor speeds and at off-design conditions, and usually
occur at relatively low amplitudes.

All these aeromechanical problems can be understood in
the context of a Campbell diagram, as shown in Figure 3.
Plotted on the Campbell diagram are the natural frequencies
of the blades (e.g, first bending, first torsion, second bending,
etc.) as a function of the rotor speed. Because of centrifugal
stiffening, the frequencies of blades increase somewhat as the
frequency of the rotor increases, and can be approximated by

ω ≈ ω0

√
1 + S�2/ω2

0 where ω0 is the frequency of the blade
with no rotation, � is the rotation rate of the rotor, and S is
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Figure 3. Campbell diagram showing frequencies of common
aeroelastic problems. Shown are forced response (FR), flutter, non-
synchronous vibration (NSV), and separated flow vibrations (SFV).

the so-called Southwell coefficient. (Blade frequencies can
sometimes decrease with rotor speed, as in the case of high
pressure turbines, due to the temperature increase with engine
speed.) The Southwell coefficient is different for each blade
mode; the coefficient is larger for bending modes than for
torsional modes or complex higher modes.

Plotted on the same figure (Figure 3) are lines with slope
one, two, three, and so on. These are the so-called engine or-
ders. Wherever the engine order lines cross the blade natural
frequency lines, there is a potential for a large forced re-
sponse, especially for the low engine orders, and the higher
engine orders corresponding to integer multiples of upstream
obstacles. For example, if an upstream stator has 23 vanes
(airfoils), then a downstream rotor will likely feel a strong
23-per-rev and 46-per-rev excitation.

Flutter tends to occur at frequencies very close to a nat-
ural frequency of the airfoils, often in either the first bend-
ing or first torsion modes of vibration. Non-synchronous vi-
bration tends to occur at low-speed off-design conditions,
and the frequency is usually locked on to a blade natural
frequency.

The situation is somewhat more complicated for rotors
with flexible disks or shrouded blades. For flexible disks, for
example, the natural frequencies also depend on the nodal di-
ameter of the vibration, or equivalently, the interblade phase
angle. Each blade mode, for example first bending or second
torsion, represents a family of modes in which each mode is
characterized by a forward or backward traveling wave with a
fixed number of nodal diameters (or equivalently, interblade
phase angle). The modes with low number of nodal diameters
tend to vibrate at somewhat lower natural frequencies. Strong
interactions occur when the engine order crossing crosses the
natural frequency of the corresponding nodal diameter nat-
ural frequency, for example, third engine order with a three
nodal diameter mode.

3 FLUTTER IN TURBOMACHINERY
ROTORS

3.1 Fundamental mechanism of turbomachinery
flutter

Flutter in turbomachinery is primarily seen in fans, front and
middle compressor blades, and high aspect ratio low pressure
turbine stages.

The types of flutter in turbomachinery are fundamentally
different than the coalescence flutter seen in aircraft and heli-
copter structures. The fundamental mechanism of external
wing flutter involves the coupling of two or more of the
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structural modes of the wing through aerodynamic forces;
the frequencies of these modes come together, or coalesce,
near the onset of the instability. In turbomachinery, on the
other hand, the interaction between the fluid and structure
is relatively weak, so the structural dynamic blade modes
(first bending, first torsion, second bending) usually do not
couple to one another (although may couple if the original
natural frequencies are close to one another). Flutter in tur-
bomachinery tends to be a single degree of freedom phe-
nomenon in the sense that flutter usually, but not always,
occurs with a single blade vibratory mode with a single in-
terblade phase angle traveling wave (at least for tuned sys-
tems). The mode shape and frequency of vibration of the air-
foils in this mode is nearly unchanged by the unsteady aerody-
namic forces acting on the airfoils. However, the aerodynamic
forces arising from the vibration of the airfoils do provide a
small amount of positive or negative damping. If the aerody-
namic damping is negative and larger in magnitude than the
combined damping provided by the material damping of the
structure and the damping provided by mechanical dampers
(shrouds, under-platform dampers, etc.), then the system will
flutter.

For a mistuned rotor, that is, a rotor for which each blade
has slightly differing structural properties (especially the nat-
ural frequency), the situation is somewhat more complex.
Mistuning can sometimes prevent flutter in rotors that flutter
in the tuned configuration, but usually increases the ampli-
tude of the forced response of the airfoil due to wake/rotor
interaction.

Finally, we note that as fuel costs rise, the design of mod-
ern turbofans is driven to ever higher bypass ratios. Currently
under development are “open rotor” engines which have very
large unducted fans, the blades of which tend to have fairly
low mass ratios, on the order of 20 to 40. For such designs,
one would expect that flutter might appear as a mixture of co-
alescence flutter, in which families of blade vibratory modes
are coupled, and traveling wave cascade flutter.

3.2 Governing equations for flutter

The theoretical foundation for flutter calculations in periodic
multiblade systems, such as compressor rotors and cascades,
was established by Lane (1956). Motivated by the flutter tests
of Lilley (1952) of a cascade of unstaggered elastic wings
(blades), Lane sought a theoretical explanation for the ob-
servation that, at flutter, adjacent blades were vibrating ap-
proximately 180 degrees out of phase with respect to each
other. He considered the possible flutter mode shapes for a
perfect rotor with identical blades and showed that the flutter
mode shapes are remarkably simple: all blades vibrate with

identical modal amplitudes, but with a constant phase an-
gle σ between adjacent blades. There are exactly N possible
interblade phase angles, given by

σn = 2�n/N, n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 (1)

Thus, the aeroelastic modes are traveling waves with respect
to the rotor.

This simple modal structure is a direct consequence of
the periodicity or cyclic structure of the structural, mass, and
aerodynamic matrices. For a tuned rotor, it is obvious that
no distinction is possible between the individual blades. If
the rotor has N blades modeled with p degrees of freedom
per blade, the system matrices must be left unchanged by
a shift permutation of the generalized blade displacement
coordinates of the type

qi → qi+np, n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 (2)

subject to the periodicity condition qi+Np = qi. These equa-
tions define a cyclic or circular permutation of the system
coordinates that in effect relabels the blades while leaving
the mass and stiffness matrices invariant. From this it follows
that the matrices are block-circulant, that is, the (n + p)th row
is a cyclic permutation of the nth row, consisting of a circular
shift right by p positions. The aeroelastic eigenvalue problem
can then be shown to be equivalent to a reduced problem for
an equivalent blade, where the matrices are functions of the
interblade phase angle:

[
[M(σn)] + 1

µ
[A(σn, k, M)]

]
{q} = λ [K(σn)] {q} (3)

Here, [M], [K], and [A] are the reduced mass, stiffness,
and aerodynamic matrices; µ is the blade mass ratio; λ =
(ω0/ω)2 is the nondimensional aeroelastic eigenvalue param-
eter; and ω0 is a suitable reference frequency. The interblade
phase angle is restricted to the N distinct values given by
equation (2).

Lane’s result is extremely useful from a computational
standpoint, because it allows a reduction in the aeroelastic de-
grees of freedom by a factor of N, from pN to p, as reflected
in equation 3. In a direct numerical simulation approach in the
time domain or frequency domain, the computational domain
can then be reduced to a single computational passage (the
reference passage), with the help of phase-lagged boundary
conditions on the periodic side boundaries of the reference
passage.
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3.3 Types of flutter

3.3.1 Subsonic flutter

Lilley’s experiments on wings arranged in a cascade rep-
resent the first demonstrations of the cascade effect, namely,
the reduction in flutter speed due to aerodynamic interference
between the blades, and the emergence of a bending-torsion
flutter mode with a definite interblade phase angle. When im-
proved cascade theories became available, it was discovered
that pure torsional flutter was possible for sufficiently low re-
duced frequencies (Whitehead, 1960). Pure bending flutter,
on the other hand, did not seem possible unless the effect of
flow deflection (mean loading) was taken into account.

Coupled bending-torsion flutter calculations for in-
compressible flow were carried out by Bendiksen and
Friedmann (1980), using Whitehead (1960) aerodynamic
theory and a typical section model of an equivalent blade.
The flutter boundaries differ markedly from the SDOF tor-
sion flutter boundary and show a similar dependence on the
bending to torsion frequency ratio ωB/ωT as the classical
Theodorsen–Garrick results for isolated wings, exhibiting the
well-known dip around frequency coincidence observed in
isolated wing flutter. Although first bending and first torsion
frequencies of typical blades would not fall in this range,
second bending modes of fan blades are often close to the
first torsion frequency, suggesting that these two modes may
interact strongly. Fan blades with closely spaced modal fre-
quencies may encounter coalescence flutter, discussed later
in this chapter.

3.3.2 Supersonic flutter

Fan rotors have relative flow velocities varying from subsonic
at the hub to supersonic at the tip, (Figure 4), with tip Mach
numbers in the range 1.2–1.8 at 100% speed. In earlier en-
gine designs, the blades were often coupled together through
one or more sets of part-span shrouds, also referred to as
“clappers” or “dampers,” to provide the additional stiffness
in bending and torsion required to prevent flutter and keep
the operating stressed within acceptable limits.

From an aerodynamic standpoint, however, the shrouds are
undesirable, because they represent local disruptions of the
clean blade profile and cause flow-path blockage and a reduc-
tion in the fan efficiency. In some designs, the shrouds have
been moved to the trailing edge of the blade, in an attempt
to minimize the detrimental aerodynamic effects. For exam-
ple, the original P&WA F100 engine developed for the F-15
fighter made use of trailing-edge shrouds on the first stage
fan blades. However, after the fan rotor encountered a stall
flutter problem at high flight Mach numbers, the shroud was

Figure 4. Blade from an R&D fan that encountered supersonic
unstalled flutter. Damage to leading edge is from impact of outboard
section of failed blade.

moved from the trailing edge to the midchord position, based
on stall flutter data from isolated airfoils that suggested that
a more forward location of the center of twist (elastic axis)
should be stabilizing. Unsteady cascade theories for unstalled
flow also predict that an elastic axis aft of midchord is un-
desirable from a torsional flutter standpoint (Bendiksen and
Friedmann, 1980).

Fan rotors operating at supersonic tip Mach numbers have
historically been susceptible to unstalled supersonic flutter
(Figure 2). Because the blade stresses are observed to in-
crease rapidly as the flutter boundary is crossed (Figure 5),
fatigue failures of the blades can occur in just a few flight
cycles. Unlike a compressor blade failure, which may go un-
detected until engine borescope inspection or even engine
disassembly, a fan blade failure is destructive and results in
the immediate “loss” of the engine from a pilot’s standpoint.

Figure 5. Stress boundary for unstalled supersonic flutter
(Halliwell, 1980). Reproduced with permission from Lane (1956)
c© AIAA.
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Fan blades also have sufficient kinetic energy to penetrate the
surrounding engine structure (fan case and inlet cowl) and a
“containment ring” is required by the aviation certification
agencies to prevent blade fragments from penetrating the air-
craft structure. In a celebrated example of Murphy’s Law, an
incorrect installation of the fan blade locks on a DC-10 GE
CF6 engine caused the blades to move forward and be liber-
ated from the fan disk, missing the containment ring. A blade
penetrated a fuselage window and a passenger was sucked
out to his death.

Supersonic fan blade flutter has occurred in numerous
fans, both during development testing as well as during actual
airline service. In 1989, a CFM-56-3C engine on a Boeing
737-400 aircraft operated by British Midland encountered a
fan blade failure during climb that triggered a series of events
that resulted in the loss of the aircraft. The cause of the fail-
ure was most likely supersonic flutter. Two additional fail-

ures occurred on Boeing 737-400 aircraft six months later,
resulting in a temporary grounding of the airplanes. In all
three cases, fatigue failures at the blade part-span shrouds
progressed rapidly and led to the separation of a blade tip
section outboard of the shroud (Figure 6).

Supersonic unstalled flutter, which is commonly seen in
shrouded fans at high mass flows (and thus high rotor speeds),
may occur on or near the operating line. One of the key nondi-
mensional parameters governing flutter is the reduced veloc-
ity, given by V/ωc where V is the relative fluid velocity en-
tering a compressor row (or exiting a turbine row), ω is the
frequency of blade vibration, and c is the blade chord. Flut-
ter tends to occur at high reduced velocities, that is at high
speeds. Another contributing factor to supersonic unstalled
flutter may be the appearance of shock waves in the blade
passages at high speeds (Goldstein, Braun and Adamczyk,
1977; Bendiksen, 1986). The unsteady motion of the shocks

Figure 6. (a) Fan stage of a CFM56-3C engine on a Boeing 737-400 aircraft after a fan blade failed during climb, most likely from
encountering unstalled supersonic flutter (failed blade is at 4 o’clock position); (b) fatigue progression for three similar failures on engines
of Boeing 737-400 aircraft. Adapted from AAIB Aircraft Accident Report 4/90, Department of Transport, UK.
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produces forces that in some cases are destabilizing. One in-
novation in modern fans is the wide chord fan blade, which
has the effect of increasing the reduced frequency parameter
to aid in preventing flutter.

The current design approach for preventing unstalled flut-
ter is to provide for sufficient corrected speed margin between
the flutter boundary and the maximum corrected speed that
can be experienced by the engine. Since this condition is usu-
ally at the top of climb for commercial aircraft fans, where the
air is thin, it can be a difficult condition difficult to simulate
in a ground test.

In the case of the Allison TF41-A100 engine, the fan blade
flutter boundary had a distinctly different shape (Figure 2).
Supersonic bending-torsion flutter was also observed during
development testing of the first generation of prop-fans in the
early 1980s. Recently, supersonic flutter was encountered in a
low-solidity 13-blade axial fan in an air cycle machine (ACM)
for the latest generation of the Boeing 737 aircraft.

For more in-depth surveys, see Fleeter (1979); Platzer and
Carta (1987); and Bendiksen (1993).

3.3.3 Stall flutter

Stall flutter is often seen in fans and front compressor stages,
and is named for its position near the stall line, although the
flow over the airfoil may be separated but not stalled. Stall
flutter may occur at relatively low rotor speeds.

A design practice of the past was to require that the flutter
boundary be stall protected, that is, the compressor would
stall before the flutter boundary was reached. Recent im-
provements in blade aerodynamic design, however, have in-
creased the stall margin to the point where it is difficult, or
impossible, to achieve stall protection. As a result, the current
approach is to provide enough flutter margin to account for
engine-to-engine manufacturing variations, loss of margin
due to deterioration of the engine, and off operating line ex-
cursions caused by transient accelerations and decelerations
of the engine. So-called choke flutter, on the other hand,
occurs for pressure ratios below the nominal operating line.
With the advent of low aspect ratio blades, choke flutter is less
common, but sometimes occurs in mid and rear compressor
stages.

3.3.4 LPT flutter

Low pressure turbine (LPT) blades, especially rear stage
blades with high aspect ratio, commonly experience
flutter at relatively high loading conditions. Since the flow
in these high aspect ratio low pressure turbines blades is
nearly two-dimensional, and viscous effects are minimal be-
cause of the favorable pressure gradient in these stages, LPT

flutter is the most well understood and easiest to predict. Pre-
liminary design is usually preformed using a method that
is based on two-dimensional computational fluid dynamic
models, and which emphasizes the importance of the blade
vibratory mode shape.

3.3.5 Transonic bending flutter

Recently, the Kaveri engine under development by the gas tur-
bine research establishment (GTRE) for India’s new fighter
aircraft encountered a persistent and relatively strong tran-
sonic flutter in the first stage of the high pressure compressor.
The flutter frequency was slightly above the first bending fre-
quency, indicating a predominantly bending flutter mode, and
the flutter characteristics were very similar to the transonic
bending flutter found in earlier calculations by Bendiksen
(2000). Unlike the bending flutter predicted by classical sub-
sonic linearized theories, this transonic bending flutter occurs
at a relatively low and limited range of blade loadings (an-
gles of attack), similar to the A100 flutter shown in Figure 2.
The instability also appears possible at sub-transonic Mach
numbers where the corresponding steady flow is shock-free,
if intermittent shocks form during flutter.

4 BLADE EXCITATION BY UNSTEADY
FLOWS (FORCED RESPONSE)

4.1 Compressors

In compressors, past engine experience indicates that the fol-
lowing sources of blade excitation must be considered:

1. Inlet flow distortion from crosswinds, re-ingestion from
fan thrust reversers, and so on.

2. Flow distortion from compressor case struts and engine
instrumentation (e.g., Mach probes).

3. Flow distortion from compressor bleed valves.
4. Rotating stall.
5. Engine surge (power stall).
6. Flow distortions from upstream stators or inlet guide

vanes.

Flow disturbances with significant components of rela-
tively low engine orders (EOs) can be very troublesome from
a blade fatigue standpoint. Engines typically have support
struts in the fan or intermediate case, consisting of three
or four large streamlined struts running through the engine
flow-path from the outer to the inner case structure, to pro-
vide support for the rotor bearings, and so on. The wakes
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Figure 7. Fatigue failure of a P&WA JT3D compressor blade from flow-induced vibrations. As often is the case, the fatigue origin is a small
nick from foreign object damage (FOD), most probably from sand ingestion. Damage to surrounding blades is light, typical of compressor
blade failures.

from these struts are much stronger than the stator wakes
and have the correct engine order to excite the fundamental
blade bending mode in the downstream compressor stages.
For example, the fifth stage compressor blades in the P&WA
JT9D engine (Figure 1), experienced fatigue failures from
flow disturbances caused by case struts and Mach probes in
the flow-path. Similar failures have occurred in other engines
as well (Figure 7). Case struts are also present in the diffuser
case at the compressor exit in most engines.

Low engine-order flow distortions also occur in the vicin-
ity of compressor bleed valves used to improve low-to-high
compressor match at low power, or to prevent engine surge
at high power, or to provide cabin pressurization. Multiple
valves are typically used, arranged in rows of 2–4 valves
around the outer compressor case, at two or more compres-
sor stages. High pressure compressor blades in the 7th, 9th,
and 15th stages were affected in the JT9D engine, for exam-
ple, resulting in sporadic fatigue failures.

Rotating stalls are obvious sources of blade excitation.
The interaction mechanism between blade vibration and ro-
tating stall is poorly understood, because separated flows are
involved. If the blade stage is susceptible to rotating stalls,
fatigue damage can occur during “hung starts” (below ground
idle), or during off-idle acceleration stalls at low power. How-
ever, field experience from engines with histories of hung
starts and off-idle stalls suggests that rotating stalls do not
necessarily result in blade fatigue failures. Relative to the ro-
tating blades, the flow excitations from the rotating stall cells
occur at relatively low frequencies, below any of the natural
blade frequencies.

The potential for structural damage from engine surge is
well documented. In most cases, the phenomenon occurs on
a sufficiently slow time scale that it is probably not rele-
vant in blade fatigue failures, unless the engine is a repeat
offender. The more likely structural consequence of power
surges is probably the so-called “stator clash”, which oc-
curs when the rapid pressure imbalances in the engine cause
the compressor-turbine spool to shift sufficiently axially to

cause the rotor blades to contact the stationary stators and the
associated structure.

4.2 Turbines

In high pressure turbines, the first and the second stage blades
are generally most susceptible to fatigue failures from flow-
induced vibrations (Figure 8). High-aspect-ratio blades in low
pressure turbines have also experienced problems in some
engines. The following sources of blade excitation are con-
sidered relevant:

1. Circumferential flow distortions and flow unsteadiness
from the burner.

2. Circumferential flow gradients and unsteady flow
caused by the fuel nozzles.

3. Flow distortions from “burned” or distorted upstream
nozzle guide vanes.

4. Flow distortions from case struts and bleeds at the com-
pressor exit.

Figure 8. High cycle fatigue failure of a first stage turbine blade in a
P&WA JT9D engine, caused by excessive flow-induced vibrations.
Note x-type friction dampers underneath blade platforms.
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Numerous cases of high cycle fatigue of high pressure tur-
bine blades have resulted from severely burned or distorted
upstream nozzle guide vanes, or from excessive burner cir-
cumferential flow distortions. These gradients are often ag-
gravated by distorted fuel sprays from the individual fuel
nozzles in high-time engines. In some engines using wa-
ter injection, poor fuel-water-air mixing has led to delayed
combustion in the high pressure turbine, causing severe lo-
calized burning of the second nozzle guide vanes, which
then caused high cycle fatigue failures of the second stage
turbine blades. An example of such a failure is shown in
Figure 9.

At high engine powers, a broken turbine blade often trig-
gers a “corncob failure” of the entire turbine stage. When
this happens, the compressor-turbine match is destroyed, and
the engine enters a violent, nonrecoverable surge. Because
this type of turbine blade failure is most likely to occur dur-
ing takeoff and climb, at a critical part of flight when blade
stresses and temperatures are the highest, it can represent a
direct threat to flight safety.

5 STRUCTURAL MISTUNING

5.1 Effect of blade structural mistuning

Most rotors are designed to be tuned, that is, all blades are
nominally identical. However, all rotors are actually mis-
tuned, with a random variation in natural frequency on the
order of a percent or so. By “mistuning” we mean any struc-
tural imperfection or disorder that breaks the blade-to-blade
periodicity or cyclic symmetry of the rotor. These variations,
though small, can have a dramatic effect on the flutter and
forced response of a rotor. The effect of mistuning on flutter
is almost always stabilizing, and the effect of a specific mis-
tuning pattern can be predicted by solving for the eigenvalues
of the homogeneous part of equation (9). The forced response
of a rotor, is almost always made worse. While the amplitude
of forced response of some blades may be reduced due to a
phenomenon known as mode localization, the amplitude of
the maximum responding blade is almost always larger than
the tuned response. Typically, a mistuned rotor will have a
vibratory response 1.6 to 1.8 times the tuned response, but
can occasionally be greater than three times as large.

Figure 9. (a) High cycle fatigue failure of a second stage turbine blade; (b) caused by flow distortions from a severely burned; and
(c) warped 2nd stage nozzle guide vane.
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In a perfectly “tuned” rotor of N identical blades, the nat-
ural frequencies are separated into frequency bands of N/2
frequencies each (or (N + 1)/2 if N is odd), with each band
corresponding to one of the natural modes of an isolated
blade. Each mode within such a group has modal amplitudes
that vary (roughly) sinusoidally from blade to blade, as a
function of the blade position around the circumference of
the disk, forming (for N even) modes with 0, 1, 2, . . . , N/2
nodal diameters. Except for the zeroth and N/2 nodal diam-
eter modes, there are two linearly independent mode shapes
belonging to each natural frequency, corresponding to iden-
tical standing waves that are shifted in phase by 90◦. If su-
perimposed with a temporal phase of 90◦, they form a wave
traveling in the circumferential direction of the bladed disk.

When small imperfections are introduced in the form of
blade mistuning, the double frequencies are split into two
closely spaced frequencies, and some of the global modes
often become severely distorted. In some cases, a mode may
become localized around a small number of blades. This phe-
nomenon can have a profound influence on the forced re-
sponse of a blade-disk system. In a tuned rotor subjected to
an excitation field of the form

F (r, θ, t) = Fn(r) · e j(ωt+nθ) (4)

only normal modes with n nodal diameters would respond.
In a tuned rotor, there is only one n-nodal-diameter traveling
wave in each mode group, and all blades in the rotor will
respond with equal amplitudes, but with a constant interblade
phase angle between blades.

In the mistuned rotor, on the other hand, each of the N

eigenmodes in each frequency band would generally contain
an nth-nodal-diameter component and all modes would re-
spond to an excitation of the form assumed in equation (4). If
the number of blades is high, as is typical in turbine rotors, the
modal density will be high within each frequency band and
several closely spaced system modes will respond. If these in-
clude localized modes, a large scatter in the individual blade
amplitudes can occur. Thus, mistuning offers a plausible ex-
planation for the presence of so-called “rogue blades,” that
is, the experimental observation that certain blades in a given
rotor seem to suffer fatigue damage and fail at relatively low
excitation levels, while the remaining blades do not (Dye and
Henry, 1969).

The effect of mistuning on flutter, on the other hand, is
beneficial in the sense that it is stabilizing on the critical
aeroelastic mode. The flutter mode for a tuned rotor or cas-
cade is always extended, consisting of a monochromatic trav-
eling wave with a direction of propagation and wavelength
determined by the interblade phase angle σ. The effect of mis-
tuning is to scatter the original “pure” flutter wave into waves

of different and necessarily more stable interblade phase an-
gles (Bendiksen, 1984), thus increasing the flutter speed or
the rotor stage.

5.2 Structural dynamic modeling and mistuning

Structural models used in blade design are universally finite
element based. The most common approach is to assume
that all blades are identical and model either a single blade
(fixed at the attachment to the hub) or a pie-shaped sector
section of the bladed disk (or blisk). When the sector method
is chosen, either axisymmetric or cyclic symmetric boundary
conditions can be applied on the edge surfaces of the sector.
This also applies to blades with mid or tip shrouds. The cyclic
symmetric approach is necessary for shrouded blades or when
the disk plays a significant role in the mode shape. The term
“system mode” is usually used to describe this situation.

Finite element computations of bladed-disk assemblies
can be expensive. Recently, reduced order models have been
developed to speed up solution times of these models, es-
pecially for mistuned systems. As with the unsteady aero-
dynamic models, the structural models can be either linear
or nonlinear, and can be solved in either the frequency or
time domains. For shroudless, damperless blades the linear
approach is entirely adequate. A friction damper analysis,
however, always requires a nonlinear approach. The flutter
or forced response analysis of a shrouded blade, assuming no
shroud damping, can often be approximately modeled using
a linear method.

Another difficulty with mistuning is its random nature. No
two manufactured rotors have the same mistuning pattern.
Therefore, one can only predict in a probabilistic sense the
amplitude of force response of a rotor. Obtaining the relevant
statistics requires Monte Carlo simulations of the mistuned
response, or some other statistical approach.

6 UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC MODELS

6.1 Overview

Until fairly recently, most aeroelastic phenomena in turbo-
machinery were modeled as single blade row events, that is
upstream and downstream blade rows play no role other that
to set inflow and outflow boundary conditions. For the mo-
ment, let us consider an isolated rotor. A typical model for a
bladed disk system is shown in Figure 10.

A rotor is modeled as a disk, which may be rigid or flexible,
mounted to a flexible shaft represented here by springs. At-
tached to the disk are flexible blades, which may have many
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n =−1

n = 0

n = +1

n =+2

n =+3Ω

Figure 10. Structural dynamic model of a bladed disk. A total of N

flexible blades (not all are shown) are mounted to a rigid or flexible
disk mounted to a rigid or flexible shaft. The rotor may be tuned, or
mistuned with modest differences from blade to blade.

families of natural modes vibration (first bending, first tor-
sion, second bending, etc.).

To illuminate the essence of the turbomachinery aerome-
chanical problems, let us consider for the moment the case
where the shaft and disk are rigid; only the blades are flexi-
ble. Furthermore, we will consider the case where the blades
vibrate in a single mode shape (e.g., first bending or first tor-
sion). Under these conditions, the equations of motion for
each blade may be expressed as

mnq̈n(t) + knqn(t) = fn(t) (5)

where qn(t) is the generalized displacement of the nth blade,
mn and kn are the modal mass and stiffness of the nth blade,
and fn(t) is the aerodynamic force acting on the nth blade.
At first glance, it appears that each blade is uncoupled from
its neighbors. However, the blades are in fact coupled to-
gether through the aerodynamic forcing term, which may be
expressed as

fn(t) = fn,gust(t) + fn,motion(. . . , qn−2(t), qn−1(t), qn(t),

qn+1(t), qn+2(t), . . .) (6)

In words, the force is due to an external gust plus the force
arising from the motion of the blade itself and its neighbors.
Thus, even though the blades may be structurally isolated,
they are coupled together through the aerodynamics. (More
sophisticated models also include the flexibility of the rotor
and the shaft.) Actually, the situation is even more complex
than depicted in equation (6). The aerodynamic forces are de-
pendent not only on the instantaneous position of the blades,

but also on their velocity, acceleration, and indeed their com-
plete history of positions.

For a tuned rotor, the structural modes of vibration of the
blades and disk correspond to traveling waves that can be
characterized by the number of nodal diameters of the wave
pattern, or equivalently, by the so-called interblade phase an-
gle. For such motions, all the blades undergo identical har-
monic motion, except that the phase of the motion from one
blade to the next differs by the interblade phase angle. Other
representations are possible – for example, standing waves –
but traveling waves are especially convenient for represent-
ing both the structural dynamic behavior of the structure and
the unsteady aerodynamic behavior of the fluid.

Consider the computational grid for a cascade of airfoils
shown in Figure 11. The task of computing the unsteady aero-
dynamics may be reduced to computing the flow about a row
of airfoils vibrating with a linear superposition of constant
amplitude traveling waves, that is

qn(t) = qne jωt =
∑
m

qσm
e jnσme jωt (7)

where qn(t) is a generalized displacement of the nth blade
(for example plunging, pitching, or some other motion), qσm

is the amplitude of mth traveling wave, that motion, σm is the
interblade phase angle associated with the mth nodal diameter
given by σm = 2�m/N, N is the number of blades around
the rotor, and ω is the frequency of vibration.

Equation (7) may be conveniently expressed in matrix
form as

qn = Eqσm
(8)

where qn is a vector containing the displacements of the in-
dividual blades, qσm

is a vector containing the amplitudes of
each traveling wave mode, and E it the matrix whose (n, m)th
entry is given by ej2�nm/N .

Consider for the moment a stiff disk, one in which the
disk participation is small compared to the blade vibration.
For such a bladed disk, we may write the equations of motion
as

Mq̈n + Kqn = f n (9)

where the matrices M and K are both diagonal (for the case of
a rigid) rotor. For tuned systems, each matrix is proportional
to the identity matrix, that is, all entries of the matrix are
identical. But

fn = ρω2c2
∑
m

qσm
lme jnσme jωt (10)
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Figure 11. (a) Computational grid for a non-vibrating cascade; (b)
computational grid for a cascade of vibrating airfoils vibrating in
pitch with an interblade phase angle of 180◦.

where lm is a nondimensional coefficient that, when suitably
dimensionalized, gives the force on the zeroth blade (the ref-
erence blade in the cascade) due to the mth traveling wave.
That force is then shifted in phase from one blade to the next
by the interblade phase angle (multiplication by e jnσm) and
the results summed for all interblade phase angles. In matrix

form, this may be expressed as

f n = Elmqσm
(11)

where the matrix lm is a diagonal matrix. Finally, we make
use of equation (8) to give

f n = ElmE−1qn = Lqn (12)

We now have expressed the force acting on each blade aris-
ing from the motion of the individual blades directly, rather
than in terms of traveling waves. Note the matrix L has a
special form; the matrix is circulant, that is each column is
identical except that each column is shifted down one row.
Putting this together with equation (6) gives

Mq̈n + Kqn = ρω2c2Lqn (13)

Equation (13) is the fundamental governing equation from
which many turbomachinery flutter computations start. For
the unsteady aerodynamicist, the goal is to compute the un-
steady aerodynamic influence coefficient {L}, although this
usually is done by first calculating lm. So the problem for
the aerodynamicist is reduced to solving a series of unsteady
aerodynamic response problem. For each problem, a cascade
of airfoils (or three-dimensional blades) vibrates in a trav-
eling wave motion at a fixed interblade phase angle, with
a fixed frequency and a prescribed mode shape. The trav-
eling wave assumption allows the aerodynamicist to make
the simplifying assumption that the flow solution is periodic,
that is, because the motion of the nth blade is the same as the
(n − 1)st blade shifted in phase by the interblade phase angle,
the aerodynamic response of the nth blade is the same as the
(n − 1)st blade response shifted in phase by the interblade
phase angle. Equivalently, one may think of the periodicity
condition as a time lag condition.

A nondimensional analysis reveals a number of important
nondimensional parameters that determine whether the un-
steady aerodynamic influence coefficients are stablizing or
destabilizing. These include the mass ratio, m/(�ρc2/4), the
ratio of the blade mass to the surrounding air; the interblade
phase angle, σ; the Mach number, M; the reduced frequency,
ωc/V ; the solidity, the ratio of the chord to the blade-to-
blade gap; the stagger angle, that is, the angle the blades are
rotated about their span away from the axial direction; and
the incidence of the incoming mean flow with respect to the
blade leading edge. The interblade phase angle and the re-
duced frequency in particular, are very important parameters
governing the flutter behavior of a blade row. Blade rows
tend to flutter at low reduced frequencies. It is not possi-
ble to make such sweeping statements about the interblade
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phase angle, other than to note that one must examine all
possible interblade phase angles to ensure that none result in
flutter.

As an example, consider the computed and experimen-
tal aerodynamic damping as a function of interblade phase
angle for the case of a low-speed compressor cascade. This
cascade is the so-called first-standard configuration, which
was studied experimentally by Carta (1982). The cascade is
made up of airfoils that have 10◦ of camber and are 6% thick.
The reported inflow flow angle β is 66◦, and the inflow Mach
number M is 0.17 (this experiment was from a low-speed
test rig). The airfoils vibrate in pitch about a point near their
midchords. Shown in Figure 12 is the computed (Hall, 1993)
and experimental aerodynamic damping (Carta, 1982). The
agreement is reasonably good, but more importantly, we see
that the cascade is unstable over a range of interblade phase
angles. This result is not surprising as the torsional vibration
occurs as a low reduced frequency, making the mode prone to
flutter. Also, note the damping versus interblade phase angle
has a strong sin σ component. This is not mere coincidence.
Such plots are often dominated by a mean component, plus a
sin σ and/or cos σ component, with somewhat smaller higher
Fourier components. One can show that this is because vi-
brating airfoils tend to exert relatively large forces on itself
and its two nearest neighbors, with smaller forces on more
distant airfoils.

In the next three sections, we briefly discuss the meth-
ods currently available for computing unsteady aerodynamic
forces acting on turbomachinery blade rows.

Present method
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Figure 12. Aerodynamic damping acting on pitching airfoils of
low speed compressor cascade (first standard configuration); Mach
number M∞ = 0.17, gap-to-chord ratio G = 0.75, stagger angle �

= 55◦, inflow angle β = 66◦, reduced frequency ω = 0.244.

6.2 Classical semi-analytical methods

There are three broad categories of flow solvers for com-
puting unsteady flows in turbomachinery. The first of these
include analytic and semi-analytical solvers. Using this ap-
proach, the cascade of airfoils is replaced by a simpler
geometric representation, usually a cascade of flat-plate air-
foils, and further that the cascade does no steady (average)
flow turning. One assumes that the flow field is composed of
a steady or mean uniform flow plus a small perturbation un-
steady part. This unsteady perturbation flow is governed by a
set of linear constant coefficient equations that are amenable
to analytic or semi-analytic solution. One of the earliest such
models was due to Whitehead (1960). He assumed the flow
through a cascade was incompressible and irrotational. Thus,
the perturbation velocity field could be represented by the
gradient of a perturbation potential that satisfies Laplace’s
equation. He solved Laplace’s equation using kernel func-
tion techniques. In the years since then, researchers were
able to find semi analytical solutions for a range of ever
more sophisticated problems including compressible flow,
supersonic flow, flows with strong normal shocks, and three-
dimensional helicoidal blades. These semi-analytical meth-
ods have the advantage that they are computational extremely
fast, taking just a few seconds of computer time. However,
they lack the ability to model some important flow features,
for example, real blade shapes with camber and thickness,
nonuniform mean flows, complex shock structures, viscous
flows, and so on. Thus, for the most part, these methods have
been supplanted by more modern computational techniques.
However, because the semi-analytical methods produce
“exact” solutions to known (albeit simplified) problems, they
remain useful benchmarks for validating more modern com-
putational techniques.

6.3 Time-domain computational methods

Computational methods can be divided into two broad cat-
egories: time domain and frequency domain techniques. In
the time domain approach, the governing equations, usually
the Euler equations or the Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes
equations, are discretized and marched in time simulating
the unsteady flow field (see, e.g., Breard et al., 2002). This
approach has the advantage that it is relatively straightfor-
ward to implement, can model complex flow geometries and
flow features, and can model nonlinear flow features. How-
ever, because many time steps are required to achieve an
accurate flow field, this approach can sometimes be com-
putationally expensive. And although not insurmountable,
application of periodic boundary conditions and upstream
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and downstream boundary conditions that do not produce
spurious reflections can be challenging. Nevertheless, this
approach remains popular due to the breadth of problems
that can be solved, and the versatility and simplicity of the
approach.

6.4 Frequency domain computational methods

Frequency domain approaches, on the other hand, make
use of the fact that many important flows in turbomachin-
ery aeromechanicz are periodic in time. In the so-called
time linearized methods (Verdon and Caspar, 1982; Hall and
Crawley, 1989), the flow is assumed to be composed of a non-
linear steady or mean flow, plus a small perturbation unsteady
part that is harmonic in time, that is the temporal behavior of
the unsteady part goes like exp(jωt). The mean flow is solved
using conventional steady flow solvers. The governing equa-
tions, Euler or Navier–Stokes, are then linearized about this
operating point to obtain the so-called time-linearized equa-
tions, which are constant coefficient equations in which time
derivatives have been replaced by jω. These equations can
be solved more efficiently than conventional time-domain
methods. Furthermore, the periodic boundary conditions are
easily handled, and essentially exact non-reflecting boundary
conditions can be applied upstream and downstream of the
blade row. Although the underpinning assumption is that the
unsteady flow is a small perturbation about the mean flow, re-
searchers have shown that some aspects of the unsteady flow
can be modeled accurately even if the perturbations are not
small. For example, for flows with oscillating shocks, even
if the shock oscillation is small, in the vicinity of the shock,
there is a large rise and drop in pressure as the shock oscil-
lates past a given point. Nevertheless, researchers have shown
that the resulting “shock foot force” or “shock impulse” can
be accurately captured using the time-linearized approach,
provided the shock is smeared over a few grid points.

For unsteady flows with large unsteadiness, the time-
linearized approach is not valid. However, most flows of
interest for aeromechanics are periodic in time, leading re-
searchers to develop the harmonic balance technique (Hall,
Thomas and Clark, 2002; McMullen, Jameson and Alonso,
2002; Edwin van der Weide, Gopinath and Jameson, 2005)
(sometimes called the time-spectral technique) for solving
unsteady nonlinear flows. In this approach, at least conceptu-
ally if not precisely , one represents the unsteady flow solution
as a Fourier series in time. Thus, for example, the unsteady
density (or any other flow variable) would be represented
as a complex Fourier series, or alternatively, by a sine and
cosine Fourier series. These Fourier terms are nonlinearly
coupled, and solved iteratively using standard computational

fluid dynamic techniques. Such nonlinear flow computations
may be used to predict flutter limit cycle oscillations (LCO),
non-synchronous vibration, and a number of other nonlinear
aeroelastic phenomena.
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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE
CERTIFICATION PROCESS AND
AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS

Aeroelasticity (see Static and Dynamic Aeroelasticity) and
loads play a key part in much of the structural design and
airworthiness certification of an aircraft (Wright and Cooper,
2007). All aircraft, be they commercial or military, must
be certified under the relevant airworthiness certification
requirements, for example, the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) Certification Specifications for Airworthi-
ness (CS) (see http://www.easa.eu.int/home/certspecs en.
html, accessed 1 May 2010), the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration (FAA) Federal Airworthiness Regulations (FAR) (see

http://www.faa.gov/regulations policies/faa regulations,
accessed 1 May 2010), and Military Specifications
(MIL-SPEC). The airworthiness regulations related to aeroe-
lasticity require that the static phenomena of divergence,
control reversal, and any undue loss of stability and control
due to structural deformation must be demonstrated not to
occur within the design flight envelope, and that loss of
control effectiveness should not be too severe. Similarly,
dynamic aeroelastic stability must also always be maintained
throughout the flight envelope, including the use of a Flight
Control System (FCS) and all possible failure cases (see
Aeroservoelasticity and Fly-by-Wire Flight Control Sys-
tems). A safety factor is included to allow for uncertainties
and variations between different aircraft in the fleet.

The regulations also define the prescribed loading cases
that are likely to be encountered during the aircraft’s lifetime
due to flight maneuvers, gusts, ground operations, and so
on, and these must be considered in order to determine the
extreme stress levels from the resulting aeroelastic response
or to estimate fatigue damage.

Any new aircraft requires primary type certification by
the airworthiness agency corresponding to the area of the
world in which the manufacturer is based. If the aircraft is
to be exported to other parts of the world, then secondary
certification by the relevant agencies is also required. The
certification process depends upon whether an aircraft has
a new structure or whether it is similar to previous aircraft
built by the manufacturer. The more similarity a particular
aircraft type has with an existing design or design approach,
the simpler the design and certification process.

The aeroelastic certification process of a new aircraft
is a combination of numerical modeling backed up by
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Figure 1. Aeroelasticity airworthiness certification process. Reproduced from Wright and Cooper (2007) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

experimental testing. The various elements of the aircraft
mathematical model (structure, aerodynamics, control sys-
tem) must be validated using a series of tests, as shown in
Figure 1. Note the opportunity to update the numerical mod-
els based upon the test results. No single test is capable of
providing the information for full validation of the mathemat-
ical models used for certification, and that must inevitably
come by building up a series of test results on individual
elements (aerodynamics, structure, systems).

This chapter describes some of the main analyses and tests
that must be performed in order to satisfy the airworthiness
regulations relating to aeroelasticity.

2 GROUND VIBRATION TESTING

2.1 Aims

For both commercial and military aircraft, the prediction of
the aeroelastic behavior and loads requires knowledge of the
free-free normal modes of vibration (Wright and Cooper,
2007) (see Elements of Structural Dynamics). The elastic
modes are generally (see Finite Element Methods of Struc-
tural Analysis) calculated using a model based on the finite
element method for a range of different fuel and hydraulic
states. The most critical phenomenon for which accurate
vibration modes is required is that of flutter, where the aircraft
can potentially experience unstable and sometimes catas-
trophic oscillations. It is common practice for the calculated
modes at a range of different mass cases to be validated by
means of a suitable test, namely the Ground Vibration Test
(GVT). This test helps to determine the accuracy of the struc-
tural model and its applicability to the aeroelastic stability
investigation.

The Ground Vibration Test (GVT) is in essence a modal
test (Ewins, 1995) (see Modal Vibration Methods in Struc-
tural Health Monitoring). It is performed on the prototype
aircraft for different fuel and hydraulics configurations in
order to obtain estimates of the whole aircraft free-free nor-
mal modes (i.e., natural frequencies, damping ratios, mode
shapes, and modal masses). Usually between 20 to 80 modes,
both symmetric and anti-symmetric (or in some cases asym-
metric) are needed to capture these characteristics. This
modal data may then be used to confirm or adjust the cal-
culated normal modes used in the critical flutter calculations,
as well as provide substantiated estimates of the damping
ratio in each mode. The estimated damping values can be
used in loads and flutter calculations.

Whenever structural modifications or inertia changes are
made to a previously certified design, or to a GVT validated
model of the basic aircraft, a GVT may not be necessary if
these changes are shown not to affect the aeroelastic stability
characteristics.

2.2 Supporting the aircraft

Clearly, for most loads and aeroelastic configurations, the
aircraft is in flight so that the calculated elastic modes are
free-free. However, since the aircraft cannot be supported in
a truly free-free condition for test, then instead it is usually
supported on low stiffness supports (see Figure 2). The aim is
that the suspended aircraft rigid body modes are effectively
uncoupled from the elastic modes. Provided that the natural
frequencies of the rigid aircraft upon these supports is suffi-
ciently low (typically 5–10% of the first elastic mode natural
frequency), then the measured elastic modes are essentially
those of the free-free aircraft. The low stiffness (or soft) sup-
ports may be provided by supporting the aircraft on air bags,
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Figure 2. Ground vibration test; aircraft under test. Reproduced
from Wright and Cooper (2007) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

elastic bungees (see Figure 3), springs, or even deflated tyres.
For extremely large and flexible aircraft with very low flexible
modes, the approach of using soft supports is not possible
because separation of free-free and rigid body modes is not
feasible. The support arrangement then needs to be included
in the FE model when comparing numerical and experimental
modes, and then removed from the subsequent aeroelastic
calculations.

2.3 Instrumentation

A considerable number of aircraft modes, some of quite
complicated shape, have to be estimated from the GVT, so
the aircraft is instrumented with, typically, many hundreds
of accelerometers. These allow adequate mode shape def-
inition for motion of the flying surfaces, control surfaces,
engines, and fuselage. The accelerometers need to be cal-
ibrated, labelled, and mounted carefully, ensuring that the

Figure 3. Main gear bungee support for ground vibration test.
Reproduced from Wright and Cooper (2007) c© John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.

orientation is correct. Also, the cabling should be arranged
in such a way as to avoid introducing significant bends or
adding damping or stiffness. Safe access to the structure via
platforms, scaffolding, and so on is required. It should be
noted that the test set-up occupies a considerable part of the
overall test duration.

The accelerometers selected are normally those that oper-
ate down to zero frequency (i.e., DC), typically of the
piezo-resistive type. This allows very low frequency motions
to be measured accurately.

2.4 Excitation of the aircraft

The GVT involves exciting the structure over the frequency
range of interest, measuring the response, and then process-
ing the results to extract the modes of vibration. In order to
excite vibration of the structure at an adequate level, it is com-
mon to use a number of electrodynamic exciters (also known
as shakers), typically as many as eight. The exciter system
involves a power amplifier (usually having a constant cur-
rent supply) which drives a coil positioned within a magnetic
field. The coil is supported so as to allow movement in the
excitation direction and the coil is attached to the structure
via a flexible stinger (see Figure 4).

Two different philosophies may be adopted with regard
to assessing the force being applied to the structure by
the exciter. In one approach, a force gauge is positioned
between the stinger and the structure so as to measure the
force applied to the structure directly. A disadvantage of
this approach is that the force imparted to the structure
can drop sharply around a resonance (so called “force
drop-out”) due to the effect of the exciter coil moving mass
and so can lead to an increase in the noise-to-signal ratio.
In the other approach, the force is estimated indirectly by

Figure 4. Typical exciter mechanism used for ground vibration test-
ing. Reproduced from Wright and Cooper (2007) c© John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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recognizing that the force imparted to the coil is proportional
to the current in the coil. This approach resolves the force
drop-out issue, but the moving mass of the coil needs to be
incorporated into the finite element model or else its effect
removed from the measured data.

Normally, multiple exciters are used simultaneously to
distribute energy adequately over the structure and to allow
modes close in frequency to be identified. Exciter positions
may need to be varied to excite modes successfully. Exciters
are usually placed symmetrically about the aircraft center line
on aerodynamic surfaces, fuselage, and engines. The optimal
placement of exciters is a matter of judgement and experi-
ence, but a number of algorithms have been proposed for
this purpose. The excitation signals used to drive the exciters
are usually sinusoidal or random, depending upon the test
methodology being employed.

2.5 Data acquisition and checks

A multi-channel computer-based data acquisition system
with simultaneous sample and hold capability is used to
acquire and process the force (or current) and accelera-
tion data. Depending upon the number of transducers and
acquisition channels, the data may need to be obtained by
interrogating the transducers arranged in several banks.

One particularly effective method of checking the test set
up is to excite the structure at the natural frequencies of the
rigid aircraft on its supports. Because of the simplicity of the
modeshapes (e.g., heaveorpitch) anymisalignment, incorrect
calibration or failure of accelerometers may readily be seen.

Other valuable checks are those of repeatability,
reciprocity and homogeneity, the latter indicating any
non-linearity present by comparing Frequency Response
Functions (FRFs) (Ewins, 1995), obtained using different
excitation levels. It is important to “de-rattle” the structure by
listening out for rattles and preventing the relevant relative
motions by some form of physical intervention.

2.6 Test philosophy and approach

There are two main philosophies of testing, whereby either
the modes are extracted via a curve fitting approach, or else
measured directly one at a time. In practice it is possible to
mix the approaches.

2.6.1 Phase separation

In the curve fitting approach known as phase separation, a
matrix of Frequency Response Functions is estimated using
several exciters acting simultaneously over the frequency
range of interest. The input may be broadband multipoint

uncorrelated random excitation (i.e., excitation sources from
all the exciters are random and sufficiently independent).
Another approach is to use a swept sine correlated excitation.
Here patterns of sinusoidal excitation are applied at increas-
ing frequency steps and the steady-state response obtained.

Once the FRF matrix is estimated, then one of a range
of identification methods may be used to identify the modal
properties (Ewins, 1995). The methods work using frequency
domain data (viz. FRF matrix) or time domain data (using
the Impulse Response Function matrix obtained by inverse
Fourier Transformation of the FRF matrix). The mathemat-
ical models employed for curve fitting allow for multiple
modes and MIMO (multiple-input/multiple-output) data sets.
A common identification approach is to extract the undamped
natural frequencies and damping ratios of the modes (i.e., the
denominator of the transfer function) from time domain data,
and then the mode shape and modal mass (i.e., the numerator
of the transfer function) from frequency domain data. Pro-
vided the damping is proportional (i.e., the damping matrix is
a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices) then
the estimated modes are real and may be compared directly
to the computed modes. If the damping is non-proportional,
then the fitted modes may be complex and need to be adjusted
prior to comparison with the computed modes (see Damping
in Structural Dynamics).

2.6.2 Phase resonance/force appropriation

An alternative approach (Wright, Cooper and Desforges,
1999) where the modes are measured directly is known as
phase resonance. In this case a pattern of excitation forces
is applied sinusoidally at the undamped natural frequency
for a particular mode. The amplitude and sign of each force
component in the pattern are chosen such that the structure
actually responds physically in the corresponding normal
mode shape. The mode is then said to have been “tuned.”
This condition is indicated by the forces and accelerations
each being in monophase, with a 90◦ phase shift between
excitation and response such that the structure behaves in
essence like a single degree of freedom system, that is, the
applied forces excite the mode of interest but not the other
modes. The mode shape may then be measured directly. Also,
by applying the force pattern at several frequencies on either
side of the natural frequency to determine the resonance peak,
the damping ratio and modal mass may be estimated for the
mode of interest. This approach assumes proportional damp-
ing. For non-proportional damping, the mode may still be
tuned but other approaches are required for estimation of
damping and modal mass.

This approach is also known as force appropriation
because a pattern of appropriated forces is used. The pattern
of forces required to “tune” the mode may be determined
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by manual or automated iteration, but this is not straightfor-
ward. Alternatively, an FRF matrix may be estimated and
processed using an eigenvalue-based algorithm (such as the
multivariate mode indicator function approach) to yield the
undamped natural frequency and force pattern for each mode.

The phase resonance type of approach is more suitable for
studying important non-linear effects such as control surface
free play, pylon stiffening, and so on. However, the identifi-
cation of multiple mode non-linear systems is a challenging
area of current research.

It is arguable that to save time and exploit the best features
of the two approaches, it is worth combining them, extracting
well separated modes using phase separation methods, and
closely spaced (and non-linear) modes using phase resonance
techniques.

2.7 Mode comparison

Once the modal parameters (i.e., undamped natural fre-
quency, damping ratio, mode shape, and modal mass) have
been estimated for the modes of interest, the results may be
compared to those computed, except the damping ratio which
is impossible to predict in a precise manner. Because the mode
shapes for an aircraft may be quite complicated, it is important
to ensure that the correct mode pairs are being compared. The
Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) helps assess the degree
of similarity of two mode shapes. Also, care should be taken
to ensure that no modes are missing from the measurements
prior to dismantling the test set up.

If the difference between computed and measured modes
is too great, then the computational model may be adjusted by
updating the finite element model or by adjusting key param-
eters such as engine pylon mount stiffness, joint stiffness, and
so on.

2.8 Structural coupling tests

The automatic flight control system should not interact with
the airframe so as to generate any aeroelastic instability, and
when analyses indicate possible adverse coupling, additional
tests must be carried out. These tests include structural cou-
pling tests, which are an extension of the GVT, in which
additional measurements are performed to include the control
system characteristics. For example, the open loop transfer
functions between the response sensors for the control sys-
tem (e.g., rate gyro/accelerometer) and actuator drive signal
(via the flight control computer) are measured. This allows the
aeroservoelastic model to be checked on the ground at zero air
speed where control inertia effects are dominant. Other tests
can be carried out to determine the dynamic characteristics
of the actuation and systems components.

2.9 Other aerospace vehicles

Other aerospace vehicles such as helicopters/rotorcraft and
rockets/satellites may also be subjected to modal tests similar
to the aircraft GVT in order to validate the calculated modes.
However, for these types of vehicles the modal information
may not be used for flutter calculations.

3 AEROELASTIC WIND TUNNEL MODEL
TESTING AND AEROELASTIC
SCALING

3.1 Wind tunnel models

For new configurations where simulation of all aspects of
an aircraft’s aerodynamic and aeroelastic behavior may be
doubtful, dynamically scaled models are sometimes built
to investigate aspects of the aerodynamic and aeroelastic
behavior. These scaled models can be expensive and so is
aeroelastic wind tunnel testing. Data obtained from testing
these models can then be used to update the numerical mod-
els. Great care must be taken to ensure that the models’
aerodynamic and aeroelastic behavior is equivalent to the full
scale aircraft. There are two types of wind tunnel tests that are
particularly relevant to aeroelasticity, namely, determination
of rigid aircraft aerodynamic derivatives and flutter model
testing. A typical wind tunnel model is shown in Figure 5.

Aircraft configurations are often complex and accurate
prediction of rigid aircraft aerodynamic derivatives is diffi-
cult, especially when non-linearity is important (e.g., near to
the stall condition) or the aircraft is in the transonic regime.
Therefore, model tests for the rigid scale model of a whole
aircraft are performed to measure pressure distributions,
net forces, and moments and so estimate the aerodynamic
derivatives at different flight conditions. Values obtained

Figure 5. Wind tunnel test model. Reproduced from Wright and
Cooper (2007) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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are used to validate and improve results calculated using
design formulae, data sheets CFD (see The Role of Wind
Tunnel Experiments in CFD Validation and Verification and
Validation of CFD Based Turbulent Flow Experiments), and
so on, and also to scale calculated unsteady aerodynamic
results at zero reduced frequency.

A wind tunnel flutter test program may be undertaken
using a dynamically scaled model. However, such testing is
not an acceptable substitute for flight flutter testing which
is always required for flutter clearance. These tests help in
the main certification calculations by validating unsteady
aerodynamic methodologies, performing parametric stud-
ies for changes in stiffness and mass distributions, studying
new configurations, investigating the effects of non-linearity,
interference and compressibility, gust response, buffet and
buffeting, and so on.

Typically the response of the model to excitation from
control surfaces or gust vanes is made using accelerometers or
strain gauges. However, it is also feasible to make use of non-
contact probes that can also readily measure the aeroelastic
deflections. The use of cryogenic wind tunnels or those that
use a medium other than air, enable flight equivalent Mach
and Reynolds numbers to be achieved.

3.2 Aeroelastic scaling

Aeroelastic wind tunnel models need to be designed and man-
ufactured so that the results obtained from the wind tunnel
tests can be directly related to the aeroelastic behavior of the
full-scale aircraft that they are representing. The key elements
to being able to do this are the aeroelastic scaling laws, based
upon the relationships between the physical parameters that
characterize each model.

The reference full-scale flight conditions need to be deter-
mined, namely altitude (hence air density) and airspeed
(Mach number) and these need to be related to the reference
wind tunnel condition that the model is to be tested in (tunnel
speed and fluid density). The geometric scaling that is to be
applied must also be determined. The overall aircraft plan-
form and aerofoil shapes must remain the same. If the aircraft
is to be flown in the transonic flight regime, then it is essential
that the Mach number remains the same for both full-scale
and scaled tests. For subsonic speeds this requirement is not
needed. Similarly, there can be difficulties in achieving the
same Reynolds Number, and this requirement can be ignored
for low speed aeroelastic models as this constraint often has
a significant effect upon the velocity and geometry scaling.

The classical approach to aeroelastic scaling
(Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman, 1955) is based upon the
use of dimensional analysis applied to a scaled down version
of the aircraft, including internal structure. Typically, the

aeroelastic equations of motion are rewritten in terms of non-
dimensional time, and for a dynamic aeroelastic system, the
parameters can be formulated as functions of three primary
parameters: mass, length, and time. A range of parame-
ters, for example, reduced frequencies, mass ratio, non-
dimensionalized deflections and flutter speeds can all be
shown to remain constant if the scaling has been performed
correctly.

A more recent approach is to manufacture wind tun-
nel models with a very different internal structure than
the full-scale aircraft. The model’s internal structure, pos-
sibly including different materials, is optimized to give the
design that is closest to some cost function based upon the
scaled parameters. Either gradient-based or evolutionary-
based optimization methods can be used. Such an approach
enables multiple parameters such as reduced frequencies,
mode shapes, gust response, buckling, control surface effec-
tiveness, non-linear response, and so on, to be included.
Although many parameters can be allowed for, at least one
mass and one stiffness- (e.g., non-dimensionalized static
aeroelastic deflection) based parameter (or combination of
the two, e.g., natural frequencies and mode shapes) must be
considered to ensure that the static and dynamic aeroelastic
behavior scale properly.

4 FLIGHT FLUTTER TESTING

Flight flutter testing is a critical component in aircraft certi-
fication to validate the aeroelastic properties (Kehoe, 1995;
Wright, 1991; Cooper, 2002). Such testing seeks to determine
a flight envelope, or range of flight conditions, within which
the aircraft has acceptable properties. Most governmental
agencies rely upon data from the flight tests to clearly demon-
strate a flight envelope that is free from adverse aeroelastic
behavior, such as flutter (see Static and Dynamic Aeroelas-
ticity) before certification is issued.

This experimental testing augments computer analysis
by providing additional information. The computations are
based on high-fidelity mathematics and can quickly define a
flight envelope that has no instabilities. However, the flight
testing provides data about the actual aircraft that may differ
from the modeling assumptions.

A safe flight envelope must be determined through flight
testing for any new aircraft or modification to an existing
aircraft. Potential modifications include changes to the struc-
ture, aerodynamics, or alterations in the store configuration.
The issue of certification for stores is particularly problem-
atic given that some aircraft, such as military fighters, have
thousands of potential configurations so computer analysis is
often employed to determine the most critical configurations
for flight testing.
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4.1 Procedure

The common practice in flight flutter testing is envelope
expansion, as shown in Figure 6. The stability of the air-
craft is evaluated at a series of flight conditions that extend
the boundary of the envelope. The aircraft usually pauses at
each flight condition, called a stabilized test point, for stabil-
ity assessment before continuing to the next flight condition
which extends the flight envelope. Testing that occurs during
constant acceleration is sometimes considered. The actual
expansion often occurs along trajectories of constant altitude,
Mach number or constant dynamic pressure.

At each test point, the aircraft is set to a trim condition asso-
ciated with straight and level flight. Vibration response data
is gathered for a short time to record the aircraft responses
to background turbulence as a baseline. Additional response
measurements are then gathered following excitation by some
form of excitation mechanism (aerodynamic or mechanical),
and the data processed to characterize the aeroelastic vibra-
tion characteristics. Estimates of the aeroelastic behavior and
stability at flight conditions which lie beyond the current test
point are then predicted. The test director then decides to
continue the expansion or terminate the flight based on the
safety prediction and its associated confidence.

The fundamental issue governing any flight test is safety.
The behavior of aeroelastic dynamics can be quite sensitive to
small variations in flight condition or vehicle configuration.
Hence, the onset of instabilities can be difficult to ascertain
with confidence. As such, the increments in flight condition
between each test point are chosen to be somewhat small to
reduce risk of encountering an unexpected sensitivity. Flight
flutter testing thus incurs a significant cost in terms of both
time and money to mitigate these dangers by adding test
points to the envelope expansion.

Equivalent airspeed (KEAS) 

Ceiling 

Constant Mach No. MD

VD

Constant altitude

200 300 400

40 000

30 000

20 000

10 000

Sea level 

Test point Altitude(ft) 

Initial
clearance
boundary 

Figure 6. Typical flight flutter test clearance envelope. Reproduced
from Wright and Cooper (2007) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

4.2 Test instrumentation and approach

Flight flutter testing relies heavily on accurate measured data
for safe and efficient envelope expansion. Characteristics of
the aeroelastic dynamics, such as the frequencies and damp-
ing ratios, can be extracted if the data contains sufficiently
uncorrupted rich information about the modes of vibration.

A similar modal analysis approach as used for ground
vibration testing is employed by identifying a mathematical
model from the aeroelastic response at some flight condition
due to some measured excitation. Obviously this excita-
tion needs to introduce enough energy to ensure the data is
composed of responses from every mode. Various hardware
mechanisms are routinely used for such excitation.

Atmospheric turbulence and wind gusts can provide exci-
tation over a range of frequencies due to random variations
in the speed and direction of the airflow. This type of nat-
ural excitation is easily implemented since no changes or
additions to the aircraft are required. However, the level and
frequency distribution of excitation can often be insufficient
to excite the higher modes adequately and also the excitation
will be non-smooth and so will bias the results obtained from
the response only. Such an approach has only been found
suitable for very large and flexible aircraft.

Transient responses can also be excited by pilot com-
manded movements of the control surfaces through the stick.
Several types of responses can be generated by different
types of stick rap, for example, singlets, doublets, and 3-2-1-1
shown in Figure 7, along with sinusoidal movements of the
stick. The frequencies excited by such pilot stick commands
are generally low due to human bandwidth constraints and
low-pass filters in the transfer function from stick to control
surfaces to roll off any high frequency commands.

An impulse excitation can be provided by mounting
pyrotechnic devices, often called “bonkers” or “snifters” on
the wingtips or tail surfaces. These devices are essentially
small explosive charges that introduce a momentary burst
of energy which excites vibrations throughout the structure.
This approach has some obvious safety issues but the charge

Figure 7. Different types of stick rap: singlet, doublet, and 3-2-1-1.
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can be tailored to ensure only a suitable amount of energy is
introduced in the required directions.

Wingtip exciters can be used to generate aerodynamic
forces. These either consist of aerodynamic vanes whose
angle of attack can be varied in a sinusoidal manner, or other
types of vane that include a rotating slotted hollow cylinder.
Oscillating the vane or rotating the cylinder varies the air-
flow and associated lift forces on the vane and hence excites
the entire aircraft. The frequency of the oscillation or rota-
tion can be varied to introduce energy at different frequencies.
Pairs of exciters can act with in-phase rotation or out-of-phase
rotation with respect to each other, and thus excite either sym-
metric or antisymmetric modes. Care must be taken to ensure
that the aeroelastic characteristics are not changed by the use
of the aerodynamics vanes.

The FCS can be programmed to provide excitation via one
or more of the control surfaces.

The spectrum of excitation must be chosen to cover the
range of aeroelastic dynamics. Impulse signals are used
to provide broadband excitation, whereas single-frequency
dwells or frequency-varying chirps are often used to tailor
the range of energy. Ideally a range of different excitation
devices and signals should be used.

The measurements of responses to these sources of exci-
tation are typically made with accelerometers mounted
throughout the vehicle (but typically no more than 20) due to
their excellent properties at the frequencies associated with
aeroelastic dynamics. The test data is either stored on the
aircraft and analyzed after landing or telemetry used to trans-
mit the data to the ground for analysis while the aircraft is
between test points.

4.3 Identification of modal properties

A range of different system identification methods (Cooper,
1995), based in either the frequency or time domains, are
used to estimate the natural frequencies, damping ratios,
and (sometimes) mode shapes at each test point from the
input data and corresponding structural responses (see Modal
Vibration Methods in Structural Health Monitoring). Unlike
ground vibration testing, phase separation methods are
almost always used. Accurate identification, particularly of
the damping ratios, can be difficult due to insufficient excita-
tion levels, lack of response transducers, poor signal-to-noise
ratios, and turbulence acting as process noise on the aircraft.

4.4 Prediction of flutter speed from test data

Several methods have been developed with the goal
of predicting flutter speeds and improving flight testing

(Dimitriadis and Cooper, 2001). Each method relies on
information extracted from measured data to determine the
properties of the aeroelastic dynamics at the current flight
condition and extrapolate those properties to future flight
conditions and in particular, the critical flutter condition.

4.4.1 Damping extrapolation

The most commonly used method of predicting the onset
of flutter is to extrapolate trends of modal damping. This
approach is straightforward to understand conceptually as it
is known that the damping of at least one mode becomes zero
at the onset of flutter. The flutter prediction method consists
of noting the variation in modal dampings with airspeed and
extrapolating those variations to an airspeed at which damp-
ing should become zero. This resulting airspeed is considered
the predicted flutter speed.

The principle behind this method is quite sound. However,
there are often some difficulties in practice. One area of diffi-
culty is the extraction of modal dampings. Aeroelastic flight
data often has low signal-to-noise ratio and so there may
be errors in the damping estimates. Another area of diffi-
culty is the extrapolation method. Damping can be a highly
non-linear function of airspeed so the extrapolation must be
carefully performed to ensure it accurately accounts for any
high-order non-linearity.

4.4.2 Flutter margin

A commonly used technique to predict the onset of flutter
uses the concept of a flutter margin. The flutter margin is an
indicator of distance to flutter in terms of dynamic pressure.
The method was formulated originally for a binary flutter
mechanism but has since been extended to consider multi-
mode instabilities.

The essence of the method is to consider the characteris-
tic polynomial that describes the continuous-time aeroelastic
system. The coupling associated with flutter is assumed to be
due to two modes. The flutter margin that predicts how far
away the system is from instability is formulated by applying
the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion. A flutter margin is gen-
erated as a function of the natural frequencies and dampings
estimated at each flight test point.

The prediction of a flutter speed arises by noting, subject to
some assumptions, that the flutter margin varies with dynamic
pressure. Previous studies have noted that this variation is
typically linear or quadratic so a low-order polynomial is suf-
ficient for prediction. Having determined the flutter margins
at a number of test points, the dynamic pressure associated
with flutter is predicted by extrapolating the curve-fit of these
flutter margins.
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4.4.3 Envelope function

Flutter speeds can also be predicted using a method based on
an envelope function. The fundamental nature of this method
is somewhat similar to the method based on damping extrap-
olation. However, this method does not directly use estimates
of modal damping. Instead, this method notes that the enve-
lope bounding an impulse response gets wider as the damping
decreases. The size and shape of the response envelope can
thus be used to indicate a loss of damping, and consequently
the onset of flutter.

An envelope function that bounds an impulse response can
be computed using the Hilbert transform. A signal is related
to its Hilbert transform as being similar in magnitude but
differing in phase by 90◦. An envelope function that bounds
the impulse response is easy to compute using this phase
difference. The envelope will clearly increase in size as the
data indicates impulse responses of a system with decreasing
modal damping. Unfortunately, the amplitude of this enve-
lope can be also affected by the size and shape of the impulse
given to the system so the time centroid is needed as a further
indication of the stability of a system. Thus the centroid is
computed with respect to a maximum length of time window
within which the data lies.

A shape parameter, the inverse of the time centroid, is used
for the actual prediction of flutter. The parameter is plotted
as a function of air-speed, then curve-fitted and extrapolated.
The prediction of the flutter speed is accomplished when the
extrapolated curve reaches the position that is equivalent to
the centroid appearing in the center of the time window, that
is, at the critical flutter speed the envelope is rectangular.

4.4.4 Flutterometer

The flutterometer is a tool to predict flutter speeds that dif-
fers from classical approaches (Lind and Brenner, 2000). The
main difference arises because this tool is a model-based
approach whereas most tools used during testing use purely
data-based analysis. Basically, the flutterometer uses both
flight data and theoretical models to predict the onset of flut-
ter. The flight data under consideration are frequency-domain
transfer functions from sensors to an excitation. The model to
be analyzed is the corresponding theoretical transfer function.

The formulation for this approach is based on �-method
analysis. This type of analysis computes a stability measure
that is robust with respect to an uncertainty description. The
flutter speed is thus computed as the largest increase in air-
speed for which the theoretical model remains robustly stable
with respect to the uncertainty.

The flutterometer operates by computing a robust flutter
speed at every test point. The initial step is to compute an

uncertainty description for the model at that flight condition.
This step is performed by noting differences between the
theoretical and measured transfer functions. Uncertainty is
introduced into the model as variations such that the resulting
range of theoretical transfer functions bounds the measured
transfer function. The next step is to compute the robust flutter
speed. This step is performed by a straightforward application
of �-method analysis on the theoretical model that contains
the uncertainty variations. The robust speed directly accounts
for flight data.

5 FLIGHT LOADS EVALUATION
AND VALIDATION

Critical flight loads arising from maneuvers and gusts/
turbulence must be evaluated as part of the design and certi-
fication procedure (Wright and Cooper, 2007).

5.1 Flight maneuvers

Aeroelastic and loads calculations must be determined for
design envelopes encompassing the respective ranges of per-
mitted mass/center of mass, ground design speeds, and flight
design speed versus altitude and aerodynamic configuration,
flight control law, or autopilot mode, and so on (see Maneuver
Performance of Fixed-Wing Transport Aircraft and Maneu-
ver of Fixed-Wing Combat Aircraft). Sample envelopes for
air speed against altitude and center of mass/weight against
mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) are shown in Figures 8 and
9. The resulting loads cases are then used to determine the
resulting internal loads (e.g., bending moments, shear forces)

Vs−1g VA VB VC VD

Maximum Mach number

Maximum altitude
Altitude 

Equivalent airspeed (KEAS) 
400 150 

Figure 8. Flight envelope: design speed versus altitude. Repro-
duced from Wright and Cooper (2007) c© John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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Figure 9. Weight versus center of mass envelope. Reproduced from
Wright and Cooper (2007) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

and the corresponding maximum stress values. The aircraft
limit load strength must be met at each combination of air
speed and load factor, both on and within the flight maneuver
envelope for critical altitudes, weights, centers of mass and
thrusts.

It is not possible to analyze all possible flight and load
condition combinations, so the design conditions selected are
taken from areas where initial calculations or previous studies
show the potential for cases to become significant.

The load cases for certification are classified in two ways.
“Bookcase” load cases are often somewhat artificial, in that
applied loads are assumed and reacted by inertia loads, lead-
ing to a static equilibrium problem and thus providing simple
rules for design. “Rational” load cases are those where an
attempt is made to model the loads and dynamics of the
aircraft as realistically as possible.

A wide range of equilibrium and dynamic flight maneuvers
involving the full range of heave, pitch, and yaw must be
examined. For instance:

Symmetric equilibrium maneuvers involve steady motion
of the aircraft with steady pitch rate (zero pitch acceleration),
for example, pull-out from a dive, a bunt or a steady banked
turn.

Asymmetric equilibrium maneuvers, that is, a steady
roll rate or a steady sideslip, may be viewed as balanced
equilibrium steady-state cases where the moment due to
control application is balanced by aerodynamic restoring
moments.

Examples of dynamic maneuvers include an abrupt
unchecked “avoidance” maneuver that involves the aircraft
initially in steady level flight when the cockpit pitch control
(driving the elevator in a conventionally controlled aircraft) is
suddenly pulled straight back so as to yield an extreme nose
up pitching acceleration

Failure cases of the engine and the flight control system
must also be considered at all points of the flight envelope.

5.2 Gusts and turbulence

Real gusts and turbulence in the atmosphere tend to occur in
patches and to be orientated in all three dimensions. However,
the airworthiness requirements in general do not require this
level of detail in modeling and instead simplify the required
analyses to consider vertical and lateral gusts separately,
although there are some joint and “round the clock” gust cases
that must also be considered. Both discrete and continuous
gusts are typically considered.

For a single, isolated, discrete “1 – cosine” gust, a range
of different gust gradient distances must be examined so that
the critical responses can be found for each load quantity.
Direct simulation in the time domain allows non-linearities
to be included.

For frequency domain analysis, a continuous Gaussian tur-
bulence field based upon the Von Karman turbulence Power
Spectral Density (PSD) is applied to a transfer function relat-
ing the output response to the amplitude of a harmonic gust
and the statistical properties of the output response can be
found.

5.3 Flight loads testing

A flight loads program must be performed to validate the
loads calculation and prediction process for the flight certi-
fication cases. In some cases where analytical methods are
inadequate, such as for buffet, then flight loads are used for
design purposes. A range of flight conditions needs to be
investigated, typically at the edges of the flight envelope,
though the flight test typically need not lead to an exceedance
of 80% of the limit loads. Flight loads are not measured
directly, but rather determined through correlation of pre-
dictions with measured strains, accelerations, pressures, and
flight mechanics parameters. The load intensities and dis-
tributions derived from the flight tests are then compared
to predictions from analysis. The internal loads (bending
moments, shear forces, and torques) are extracted from the
response and applied force time histories.

Since prediction of the occurrence and severity of gust
loads is not feasible, no specific flight testing relating to gust
and turbulence is performed.

6 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

There has been a move in recent years towards “Certifica-
tion by Analysis,” in effect, making use of more accurate
structural, aerodynamic, aeroelastic, and aeroservoelastic
models to reduce the amount of testing that is required.
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However, although the amount of testing may be reduced, it
should never be eliminated and there is a need to develop more
sophisticated test methodologies to extract more information
from every test in order to verify and validate the mathe-
matical models. The effects of aeroelastic nonlinearities and
uncertainties will become more important in the future. Fur-
ther developments will be made in the use of adaptive or
morphing structures that can exploit aeroelastic deformations
in a positive way.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The stress distribution in a structure is described by a set
of partial differential equations with a corresponding set of
boundary conditions. Finding the stress distribution is there-
fore tantamount to solving the above set of partial differential
equations for a given set of boundary conditions. Finding the
exact, analytical solution of these differential equations with
given boundary conditions is possible for a limited number
of cases. Solutions are generally limited to relatively simple
geometries and, mostly, to cases where the partial differen-
tial equations remain linear, so that geometrical and physical
nonlinearities are precluded.

In this light, approximation methods for solving ini-
tial/boundary value problems have been suggested in or-
der to arrive at accurate answers to engineering problems.

Among the oldest approximation methods is the finite differ-
ence method (Axelsson, 2002). Herein, the differentials are
approximated by finite differences using Taylor expansions.
With the advent of digital computers, the solution of this al-
gebraic set of finite difference equations could be undertaken
in a routine manner. While this method has found widespread
use in engineering, it has lost prominence in many fields
because of its limited ability to cope with complicated ge-
ometries. This is a serious drawback, especially in aerospace
engineering applications.

Another early method to generate approximate solutions
to partial differential equations is the Rayleigh–Ritz method.
This method assumes that the solution can be described by
a finite sum of functions – normally, harmonic functions are
taken – with the amplitudes of these functions the unknown
parameters of the solution. Subsequently, variational calcu-
lus is invoked to solve for these parameters, which can be
computed by substituting the assumed solution into a weak
form of the partial differential equations. Several possibilities
exist for obtaining such a weak form. In solid mechanics, the
Bubnov–Galerkin formulation has become the most popular,
due to its preservation of symmetry properties, good stability
and accuracy properties, and in general an optimal conver-
gence upon refinement of the discretization. The Rayleigh–
Ritz method is advantageous compared to the finite differ-
ence method when it comes to the number of unknowns that
is generated, and, therefore, when the size of the system of
algebraic equations is considered that has to be solved. How-
ever, even less so than finite difference methods it is able to
deal with complicated geometries.

It is the finite element method that has made stress analy-
sis problems – and, more generally, boundary value problems
that arise in continuum physics – come within the reach of the
practicing engineer. Conceptually, the finite element method
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is closely related to the Rayleigh–Ritz method. It inherits
the variational structure of the Rayleigh–Ritz method, but it
replaces harmonic functions as trial and test functions by
piecewise continuous polynomial functions that are non-zero
only on patches of elements. Thus, the complete solution
is approximated by simple functions, although recently dis-
cretization concepts have been proposed with more compli-
cated interpolation functions, for example, non-uniform ra-
tional B-Splines (NURBS) (Cottrell, Hughes and Bazilevs,
2009). The latter offer advantages when there is a need to
capture complicated geometries accurately, as well as in the
coupling between geometric modelling and finite element
packages.

At variance with finite element methods, boundary
element methods use (semi-)analytical solutions in the in-
terior of the domain under consideration. These solutions
can be rather complicated. However, because they locally
often have a high accuracy, a limited number of bound-
ary elements can suffice to describe problems accurately,
see Wrobel (2002); Aliabadi (2002) for a comprehensive
overview. The fact that (semi-)analytical solutions are needed
in this approach, makes the method less suitable for inelastic
problems.

In this chapter we will start by giving a classical
introduction into the formulation of finite element methods.
Subsequently, we show that the set of equations can be
recast such that the method can also be conceived as a node-
based approximation method, rather the traditional view as
an element-based method. This leads naturally to more recent
approximation methods like mesh-free (or meshless) meth-
ods and partition-of-unity-based finite element methods. An
important issue in (numerical) modelling is the amount of
detail that is included in the analysis. Here, the scale at which
the analysis is carried out is of pivotal importance. Multi-
scale methods aim at providing a systematic approach to this
problem. In thin-walled structures, which constitute the vast
majority of applications in aerospace engineering, shell el-
ements are very commonly used, which is why a concise
introduction is provided. In view of the increasing use of com-
posite materials in the aerospace industry, and the ensuing
problems related to debonding, an introduction to interface

elements, which are frequently used to model bonding and
debonding, is provided as well.

2 ELEMENT-ORIENTED
DISCRETIZATIONS

The basic idea of the standard version of the finite element
method is to divide the body into a number of, say nelem,
elements. Within each element, the primal variable, often the
displacement u(x), is interpolated according to

uh(x) =
nnode∑
i=1

Ni(x)ai (1)

with nnode the number of nodes connected to the element, ai

the vector of the three nodal displacements at node i and Ni(x)
the corresponding interpolant or shape function, which is usu-
ally a C0 or C1-continuous polynomial. Outside the element,
the interpolant is defined to be strictly zero. Typically, and this
is advantageous for imposing essential boundary conditions,
the shape functions are defined such that they attain a unit
value at the node to which they are attached, while they are
zero at all other nodes. Figure 1 provides an illustration for a
one-dimensional case with quadratic C0-continuous polyno-
mials. Obviously, the interpolants that are attached to a node
are non-zero only in the neighboring elements. Generally,
the part of the body in which the interpolants are non-zero is
called the domain of influence or the support of a node. In
the finite element method, the support of a node is compact,
which leads to narrowly banded stiffness matrices. This is ad-
vantageous for the Gaussian elimination process, which can
then be carried out economically using solvers that exploit
the banded and sparse structure of the stiffness matrix.

In an engineering sense, the finite element method can
be conceived as an outgrowth of the matrix-displacement
method for beams. In this method, the member forces were
expressed as functions of the displacements, which were con-
sidered as the fundamental unknowns. In this perception, the
beams are elements that contain the basic properties of the

i−1 i i +1 i +2 i +3i−2

Elements: j +1jj−1

i +4

1

x
Nodes:

hi −1 hi hi +3hi +2hi+1

Figure 1. 1D quadratic finite element shape functions possessing C0-continuity.
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structure and the material. When making the transition to
solid elements, this view was retained and the elements were
central when thinking of, and designing finite element meth-
ods. This is evidenced, for example, when considering the
traditional way in which the relation between the continuous
displacements uh within an element e and the nodal displace-
ment vector ae is set up:

uh(x) = H(x)ae (2)

where ae assembles all the nodal displacements of the nnode

nodes that are connected to element e:

ae =




a1

a2

. . .

. . .

an




(3)

and H is a 3 × 3nnode-matrix:

H =



h1 0 0 · · · · · · · · · hnnode 0 0

0 h1 0 · · · · · · · · · 0 hnnode 0

0 0 h1 · · · · · · · · · 0 0 hnnode



(4)

with h the polynomials. The displacements that are contained
in the element-related vector ae can be related to a vector a

that assembles the 3N global degrees-of-freedom, with N the
total number of nodes in the mesh, via an incidence or location
matrix Ze, which reflects the topology of the discretization:

ae = Zea (5)

We now cast the governing partial differential equations in a
weak format following a standard Bubnov–Galerkin proce-
dure. For stress analysis, the usual point of departure is the
equation of motion:

ρü − ∇·σ − ρg = 0 (6)

where ρ is the mass density, σ is the stress tensor, g is the
gravity acceleration vector, and a superimposed dot denotes
differentiation with respect to time. Casting the equation of
motion into a weak format yields:

∫
�

η · (ρü − ∇ · σ − ρg) d� = 0 (7)

with η the test function vector. Application of Gauss’ theorem
then gives

∫
�

(η · ρü + ∇η : σ − ρη · g) d� −
∫

�

η · t̄d� = 0 (8)

with t̄ the boundary tractions. Restricting ourselves to a linear
elastic bulk material – the extension to nonlinear material
behaviour is straightforward and will be described next – we
obtain

∫
�

(η · ρü + ∇η : De : ε − ρη · g) d� −
∫

�

η · t̄d� = 0 (9)

where the identity σ = De : ε has been used, with De the
elastic stiffness matrix. For small displacement gradients, the
strain field ε is trivially expressed as ε = ∇u. Then,

∫
�

(η · ρü + ∇η : De : ε − ρη · g) d� −
∫

�

η · t̄d� = 0 (10)

The integrals in this identity can be evaluated element-wise,
so that,

ne∑
e=1

( ∫
�e

(η · ρü + ∇η : De : ε − ρη · g) d�

−
∫

�e

η · t̄d� = 0
)

= 0 (11)

In a Bubnov–Galerkin sense, we discretize η similar to equa-
tion (1), or using the element-based notation, equation (2):

η(x) = H(x)we (12)

where we is an array that contains the discrete values of the
test functions at the nodes that are connected to the element.
We next substitute equations (2), (5), and (12) into equation
(11) and requiring that the result must hold for all admissible
we, we obtain the following ordinary differential equation:

Mä + Ka = f ext (13)

where we have for the mass matrix

M =
ne∑

e=1

ZT
e

(∫
�e

HTρHd�

)
Ze (14)
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for the stiffness matrix

K =
ne∑

e=1

ZT
e

(∫
�e

BTDeBd�

)
Ze (15)

and for the external force vector

f ext =
ne∑

e=1

ZT
e

(∫
�e

HTρgd� +
∫

�e

HT t̄d�

)
(16)

In equations (13)–(16), the standard notation B = ∇H has
been used and the explicit dependence of H on x has
been dropped for notational simplicity. Typically, numeri-
cal integration is used to evaluate the integrals, for exam-
ple, via Gauss, Newton–Cotes, or Lobatto quadrature. It is a
salient, and convenient, feature of the finite element method
that, because of the element-centered view, each integration
domain coincides with an element.

3 NOVEL DISCRETIZATION CONCEPTS

While most engineers consider the finite element method as
the most versatile numerical method for stress analysis prob-
lems, it suffers from certain drawbacks. An important dis-
advantage is the low accuracy of finite elements when steep
stress gradients have to be captured. Especially in linear elas-
tic fracture analyses, this is disadvantageous, since the elas-
ticity solution exhibits a singularity at edges in the domain
and at the tip of a crack. Evidently, the (low-order) poly-
nomial interpolations used in the finite element method
cannot describe such a singularity accurately.

3.1 Mesh-free discretizations

In view of the above, discretization methods have been sought
for that facilitate an improved resolution in the presence of
stress singularities or steep stress gradients. Nayroles, Touzot
and Villon (1993) and Belytschko, Lu and Gu (1994) have in-
troduced interpolants that are based on the concept of moving
least squares (MLS). In an MLS interpolation scheme, the ap-
proximation function uh(x) is expressed as the inner product
of a vector p(x) and a vector a(x)

uh(x) = pT(x)a(x) (17)

in which p(x) contains basis terms that are functions of the
coordinates x. Normally, monomials such as 1, x, or x2 are
chosen, although more sophisticated functions can be used.
The array a(x) contains the coefficients of the basis terms.

In classical least squares interpolations, the coefficients are
uniform in the entire spatial domain. However, in MLS inter-
polations, each node is assigned a weight function that ren-
ders the coefficients a non-uniform. These weight functions
wi appear in an MLS sum Jmls as

Jmls =
n∑

i=1

wi(x)
[
pT(xi)a(x) − ui

]2
(18)

that has to be minimized with respect to a(x), see Mesh-
free Discretization Methods for Solid Mechanics for details.
Then, shape functions N(x) can be obtained as

N(x) = pT(x)A−1(x)B(x) (19)

where the matrices A(x) and B(x) contain terms that depend
on the weight functions and the basis terms contained in p(x).
The shape functions defined in equation (19) are entirely for-
mulated in terms of weight functions and basis terms from
p(x).

When moving least squares shape functions are used, the
weight functions that are attached to each node determine
the degree of continuity of the interpolants and the extent of
the support of the node. We note that the continuity of the
interpolants also depends on the continuity of the basis terms
contained in p(x). However, these terms normally have a C∞-
continuity, so that the continuity of the weight functions is
decisive for the continuity of the interpolants.

A high degree of continuity can thus be achieved easily, so
that steep stress gradients can be captured accurately. The fact
that the extent of the support is determined by the weight func-
tion is in contrast with the finite element method, Figure 2.
Consequently, there are no elements needed to define the sup-
port of a node. A mesh is not necessary for this purpose,
and approximation methods based on moving least squares
functions are often termed mesh-free or meshless methods.
However, the support of one node normally includes several

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Typical domains of influence for a finite element method
(a) and for a mesh-free method (b). The domains of influence of the
solid nodes are shaded.
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other nodes and is therefore less compact than with finite el-
ement methods and generally leads to a larger bandwidth of
the system of equations. The fact that the support of a node
includes other nodes as well also has consequences for the
numerical integration of the integrals that arise in the weak
formulation.

In recent years, a host of meshless methods have been pro-
posed. The partition-of-unity method (Babuska and Melenk,
1997) was originally considered as a meshless method but
has opened ways to re-consider finite element methods. In
particular, the possibility to formulate finite element shape
functions in a node-oriented manner, rather than in an
element-oriented manner, has been explored.

3.2 The partition-of-unity concept as a new
paradigm

A unifying approach to versatile discretization methods for
crack initiation and crack propagation is enabled by the
partition-of-unity concept. A collection of functions φi, each
associated with a spatial point (i.e., a node), form a partition
of unity if they satisfy

n∑
i=1

φi(x) = 1 (20)

with n the number of basis functions. Both finite element
interpolants (low-order polynomials) and MLS interpolants
satisfy the partition-of-unity property.

The importance of the partition-of-unity concept is that if
a set of functions φi satisfies this property, then, for any set of
functions ψj that are mutually linearly independent as well as
linearly independent from the set φi , we can also interpolate
uh(x) as

uh(x) =
n∑

i=1

φi(x)


ai +

m∑
j=1

ψj(x)bi


 (21)

where ai contains the displacement parameters at node i and
bi contains the amplitudes at node i that relate to the m en-
hanced basis terms ψj . Now, this observation holds for both
standard finite element interpolants as well as for MLS inter-
polants, and we can tailor the choice of the functions ψj such
that for instance, singularities that occur at crack tips can be
captured very accurately, with an order of accuracy that far
exceeds the normal accuracy of finite element or meshless ap-
proaches. For instance, within the framework of linear elastic
fracture mechanics, functions that describe the near crack-tip
displacement field can be added to MLS functions as well as
to finite element shape functions.

We now cast equation (21) in a standard matrix–vector
form that is suitable for numerical implementation:

uh(x) =
n∑

i=1

[�i(x)ai + �i(x)�i(x)bi] (22)

where �i represents a node-based matrix

�i =




φi 0 0

0 φi 0

0 0 φi


 (23)

or

�i(x) = φi(x)I (24)

where φi can either arise from a finite element approximation
(φi = hi), or from an MLS approximation. The matrix �i

contains the enhanced basis terms ψj ,

�i =




ψ1 · · · ψm 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 ψ1 · · · ψm 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 ψ1 · · · ψm



(25)

With the standard expression for the strain field, ε = ∇u,
operating on equation (22) and using the notation Bi = ∇�i,
one obtains

ε(x) =
n∑

i=1

[Bi(x)ai + Bψ,i(x)bi] (26)

where the matrix product Bψ,i = Bi�i reads

Bψ,i =




∂(φiψ1)

∂x
· · · ∂(φiψm)

∂x
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0
∂(φiψ1)

∂y
· · · ∂(φiψm)

∂y
0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
∂(φiψ1)

∂z
· · · ∂(φiψm)

∂z

∂(φiψ1)

∂y
· · · ∂(φiψm)

∂y

∂(φiψ1)

∂x
· · · ∂(φiψm)

∂x
0 · · · 0

0 · · · 0
∂(φiψ1)

∂z
· · · ∂(φiψm)

∂z

∂(φiψ1)

∂x
· · · ∂(φiψm)

∂x

∂(φiψ1)

∂z
· · · ∂(φiψm)

∂z
0 · · · 0

∂(φiψ1)

∂y
· · · ∂(φiψm)

∂y




(27)
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We next cast the equation of motion (6) into the weak form
(10). In a Bubnov–Galerkin sense, we discretize η similar to
equation (22):

η(x) =
n∑

i=1

[�i(x)wi + �i(x)�i(x)zi] (28)

where wi and Zi are arrays that contain the discrete values of
the test functions. Subsequently we substitute equations (22)
and (28) into equation (10):

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

(wT
i �T

i + zT
i (�i�i)

T)ρ(�jäj + �j�jb̈j)d� +

(29)
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

(wT
i BT

i + zT
i BT

ψ,i)D
e(Bjaj + Bψ,jbj)d� = (30)

n∑
i=1

∫
�

(wT
i �T

i + zT
i (�i�i)

T)ρg d�

+
n∑

i=1

∫
�

(wT
i �T

i + zT
i (�i�i)

T)t̄d� (31)

where the explicit dependence of �i on x has been dropped
for notational simplicity. Considering that this identity must
hold for all admissible wi and zi, we obtain the following
coupled set of ordinary differential equations:

[
Maa Mab

MT
ab Mbb

] [
ä

b̈

]
+

[
Kaa Kab

KT
ab Kbb

] [
a

b

]
=

[
f ext
a

f ext
b

]
(32)

where we have for the mass matrices

Maa =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

�T
i ρ�jd� (33)

Mab =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

�T
i ρ�j�jd� (34)

Mbb =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

(�i�i)
Tρ�j�jd� (35)

for the stiffness matrices

Kaa =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

BT
i DeBjd� (36)

Kab =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

BT
i DeBψ,jd� (37)

Kbb =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

BT
ψ,iD

eBψ,jd� (38)

and for the external force vectors

f ext
a =

n∑
i=1

(∫
�

�T
i ρgd� +

∫
�

�T
i t̄d�

)
(39)

f ext
b =

n∑
i=1

(∫
�

(�i�i)
Tρgd� +

∫
�

(�i�i)
T t̄d�

)
(40)

When the locally enriching functions ψj attain the form of
Heaviside functions as is necessary to describe discontinu-
ities (cracks), some adaptations have to be made in the above
derivation, see for example, Extended Finite Element Meth-
ods.

In the absence of the enhanced functions (b = 0), the
above identities reduce to:

Maaä + Kaaa = f ext
a (41)

with for the mass matrix

Maa =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

�T
i ρ�jd� (42)

for the stiffness matrix

Kaa =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∫
�

BT
i DeBjd� (43)

and for the external force vector

f ext
a =

n∑
i=1

(∫
�

�T
i ρgd� +

∫
�

�T
i t̄d�

)
(44)

From equations (41)–(44), we observe that the finite ele-
ment method, which has traditionally been viewed as an
element-based-method, can also be looked upon as a node-
based approximation method. Indeed, the formulation of
equations (41)–(44) incorporates meshless methods and con-
ventional finite element methods and illustrates that finite
element methods and meshless methods can both be consid-
ered as node based. Considering that finite element shape
functions can be constructed as special cases of moving
least squares shape functions, finite element methods can be
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considered as a subclass of meshless methods, which again
form a subclass of the partition-of-unity concept.

Comparing equations (13)–(16) with equations (41)–(44)
it becomes apparent that the element loop that is pivotal in
element-based thinking has been replaced by a loop over all
nodes. Indeed, in equations (13)–(16), the element contribu-
tion is computed on a per-element basis and is then inserted in
the appropriate places in the global mass and stiffness matri-
ces and in the global external force vector. In contrast, in the
concept of equations (41)–(44), each entry of these matrices
and this vector is computed entirely, one after another.

4 MULTISCALE METHODS

An important issue when modeling physical phenomena is
the proper definition of the scale at which the (failure) mech-
anism under consideration is modeled. This holds a fortiori
for composites, since the in-plane dimensions of a laminated
composite structure exceed the length scale at which delam-
ination, matrix cracking, and fiber debonding take place by
one to several orders of magnitude. This complicates an ef-
ficient, accurate, and meaningful analysis. Typically, the in-
plane dimensions of a laminated structure are in the order
of meters, while its thickness can be just a few millimeters.
Each ply is then less than a millimeter thick. Since, at least in
conventional finite element analysis, each ply has to be mod-
eled separately in order to capture delamination between two
plies, and since the aspect ratio of finite elements is limited
for a reliable stress prediction, the maximum in-plane di-
mension of a three-dimensional solid element will be around
1 cm. Evidently, the number of elements that is needed to
model each layer is already significant, and the total number
of elements required to model the entire structure, including
possible holes and stiffened areas, can exceed computational
capabilities, especially when simulating dynamic and/or non-
linear phenomena such as delamination.

Multiscale approaches, see Multiscale Methods for more
details, provide a paradigm to bypass this problem. In this
class of methods, the various aspects of the entire structural
problem are considered at different levels of observation, each
of them characterized by a well-defined length scale. The dif-
ferent levels at which analyses are carried out are connected
either through length scale transitions, in which the struc-
tural behavior at a given level is homogenized to arrive at
mechanical properties at a next higher level (Ladevèze and
Lubineau, 2002) or through (finite element) analyses that are
conducted at two levels simultaneously and in which are con-
nected by matching the boundary conditions at both levels
(Feyel and Chaboche, 2000). In the former class of methods,
the Representative Volume Element (RVE), the volume of

heterogeneous material that can be considered as representa-
tive at a given level of observation and is therefore amenable
to homogenization, plays an important role.

5 EXTENSION TO NONLINEARITIES

Now, we shall make the extension to nonlinearities, either
stemming from geometrical, or from material effects, with
the restriction that the formulation is valid for arbitrarily large
displacements gradients but remains confined to small strains.
Thermal and/or hygral effects can be included as well, since
they are relevant because of the manufacturing process of
composite materials.

We denote the material coordinates of a point in the unde-
formed reference configuration by X = (X1, X2, X3), while
in the deformed configuration, the spatial coordinates of the
point become x = (x1, x2, x3). Between x and X, we have,

x = X + u (45)

with u the displacement vector. The deformation gradient F

is obtained by differentiating x with respect to X

F = ∂x
∂X

= i + ∂u
∂X

(46)

with i the second-order unit tensor. In the formulation of con-
stitutive relations an objective strain measure is required. Be-
cause of its computational convenience the Green–Lagrange
strain tensor is often selected:

γ = 1

2

(
∂u
∂X

+
(

∂u
∂X

)T

+
(

∂u
∂X

)T

· ∂u
∂X

)
(47)

In the actual configuration and neglecting inertia effects for
simplicity, the balance of momentum reads

∇x · σ + ρg = 0 (48)

where the subscript x denotes differentiation with respect to
the current configuration, σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, and
ρ is the mass density in the current configuration. The weak
form of the momentum equation is obtained in a standard
manner by multiplication by a test function η and integrat-
ing over the domain �. Using the divergence theorem, one
obtains

∫
�

∇xη : σd� =
∫

�

η · ρgd� +
∫

�

η · t̄d� (49)
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In a Lagrange description, which is employed predominantly
in computational structural analysis, static and kinematic
variables are functions of the undeformed, or reference con-
figuration �0 and it is computationally convenient to trans-
form equation (49) to the reference configuration. After some
algebraic manipulations and using conservation of mass,
ρ0d�0 = ρd�, one obtains

∫
�0

δγ : τ d�0 =
∫

�0
η · ρ0g d�0 +

∫
�0

η · t0 d�0 (50)

where δγ is the variation of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor,
t0 is the (nominal) traction vector referred to the undeformed
state, ρ0 is the mass density in the undeformed configuration,
�0 is the surface in the undeformed state, and τ is the second
Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, which is related to the Cauchy
stress tensor σ by

σ = (det F) F · τ · FT (51)

with det F = ρ/ρ0.
In general, equation (50) is highly nonlinear, because of the

nonlinear dependence of τ on γ , and because of the nonlinear
dependence of γ on u: τ = τ(γ(u)). Solution of equation (50)
is therefore achieved using an iterative procedure, usually the
Newton–Raphson method in computational structural anal-
ysis, nowadays often augmented by a path-following pro-
cedure to enable tracing the load-deformation path beyond
limit and/or bifurcation points (Riks, 1972; Crisfield, 1991).
Linearizing the stress–strain relation τ = τ(γ) to give the
material tangential stiffness tensor,

D = ∂τ

∂γ
(52)

we obtain for the unknown stress τj at iteration j:

τj = D : 
γ + τj−1 (53)

with τj−1 the known stress at the previous iteration j − 1 and
the 
-symbol signifying the iterative change of a quantity
from iteration j − 1 to iteration j. With equation (53), we
obtain instead of equation (50):

∫
�0

δγ : D : dγd�0 +
∫

�0
δγ : τj−1d�0

=
∫

�0
η · ρ0gd�0 +

∫
�0

η · t0d�0 (54)

After a standard discretization of the displacement field u, a
discrete set of (nonlinear) algebraic equations is obtained.

At the beginning of each load increment, so for j = 0, the
possible influence of hygro-thermal effects can be taken into
account. The stress increment is then given by


τ = D : (
γ − 
Tα − 
Cβ) (55)

with 
T and 
C the incremental changes in temperature and
moisture content in the current loading step, respectively. The
vectors α, β contain the thermal and hygroscopic expansion
coefficients, respectively.

6 SHELL FORMULATIONS

Since many aerospace structures are thin walled, shell ele-
ments are frequently used. We consider the shell shown in
Figure 3. The position of a material point in the shell in the
undeformed configuration can be written as a function of the

Figure 3. Kinematic relations of a shell element.
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three curvilinear coordinates [ξ, η, ζ]:

X(ξ, η, ζ) = X0(ξ, η) + ζD(ξ, η) (56)

where X0(ξ, η) is the projection of the point on the mid-
surface of the shell and D(ξ, η) is the thickness director in
this point:

X0(ξ, η) = 1

2

[
Xt(ξ, η) + Xb(ξ, η)

]
(57)

D(ξ, η) = 1

2

[
Xt(ξ, η) − Xb(ξ, η)

]
(58)

The subscripts (·)t and (·)b denote the projections of the vari-
able onto the top and bottom surface, respectively. The po-
sition of the material point in the deformed configuration
x(ξ, η, ζ) is related to X(ξ, η, ζ) via the displacement field
φ(ξ, η, ζ) according to:

x(ξ, η, ζ) = x(ξ, η, ζ) + φ(ξ, η, ζ) (59)

where:

φ(ξ, η, ζ) = u0(ξ, η) + ζu1(ξ, η) + (1 − ζ2)u2(ξ, η) (60)

In this relation, u0 and u1 are the displacements of X0 on the
shell mid-surface and the thickness director D, respectively:

u0(ξ, η) = 1

2

[
ut(ξ, η) + ub(ξ, η)

]
(61)

u1(ξ, η) = 1

2

[
ut(ξ, η) − ub(ξ, η)

]
(62)

and u2(ξ, η) denotes the internal stretching of the element,
which is colinear with the thickness director in the deformed
configuration and is a function of an additional ‘stretch’
parameter w:

u2(ξ, η) = w(ξ, η)[D + u1(ξ, η)] (63)

The displacement field φ is considered as a function of two
kinds of variables; the ordinary displacement field u, which
will be split in a displacement of the top and bottom surfaces
ut and ub, respectively, and the internal stretch parameter w:

φ = φ(ut, ub, w) (64)

The derivation of the strains and the finite element formula-
tion can be found in Parisch (1995), or in Remmers, de Borst
and Needleman (2003). More information on shell elements
can be found in Finite Element Analysis of Composite Plates
and Shells.

7 INTERFACE ELEMENTS

The classical way to represent discontinuities in solids is
to introduce zero-thickness interface elements between two
neighboring (solid) finite elements, for example, Figure 4
for a planar interface element. The governing kinematic
quantities in interfaces are relative displacements: vn, vs, vt

for the normal and the two sliding modes, respectively.
When collecting these relative displacements in a relative
displacement vector v, they can be related to the displace-
ments at the upper (+) and lower sides (−) of the interface,
u−

n , u+
n , u−

s , u+
s , u−

t , u+
t , by

v = Lu (65)

with uT = (u−
n , . . . , u+

t ) and L an operator matrix:

L =




−1 0 0

+1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 +1 0

0 0 −1

0 0 +1




(66)

The displacements contained in the array u are interpolated
in a standard manner, as

uh = Hae (67)

where

H = diag
[
h h h h h h

]
(68)

Figure 4. Stack of solid or shell elements and interface elements.
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with h a 1 × nnode matrix containing the interpolation poly-
nomials, and ae the element nodal displacement array,

ae = (
a1

n, . . . , a
nnode
n , a1

s , . . . , a
nnode
s , a1

t , . . . , a
nnode
t

)T
(69)

The relation between nodal displacements and relative dis-
placements for interface elements is now derived from equa-
tions (65) and (67) as

v = LHa = Bia (70)

where the relative displacement-nodal displacement matrix
Bi for the interface element reads

Bi =




−h h 0 0 0 0

0 0 −h h 0 0

0 0 0 0 −h h


 (71)

For an arbitrarily oriented interface element the matrix Bi

subsequently has to be transformed to the local coordinate
system of the integration point or node set.

Interface elements have to be inserted in the finite element
mesh at the beginning of the computation, and therefore, a
finite stiffness must be assigned in the pre-cracking phase
with at least the diagonal elements being non-zero. Prior to
crack initiation, the stiffness matrix in the interface element
therefore reads

T =




dn 0 0

0 ds 0

0 0 dt


 (72)

with dn the stiffness normal to the interface and ds and dt

the stiffnesses in the tangential directions. After crack initia-
tion, the stiffnesses dπ, π = n, s, t are given by a constitutive
relation, normally a cohesive relation, see Models for Delam-
ination for more details.

With the material tangent stiffness matrix T , the element
tangent stiffness matrix can be derived in a straightforward
fashion, starting from the weak form of the equilibrium equa-
tions, as:

K =
∫

�i

BT
i TBid� (73)

where the integration domain extends over the surface of the
interface �i. Because of the high values of the stiffnesses dπ

prior to cracking, care has to be exercised with the selection
of the quadrature scheme, since spatial oscillations in the
traction can arise (Schellekens and de Borst, 1992).

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter has sketched some contours and directions in
discretization methods, with an emphasis on thin-walled,
laminated structures. The relations between the different dis-
cretization methods that are currently available have been
discussed, and the paradigm shifts from element-based dis-
cretization methods to node-based discretization methods
and the more systematic approach of multiscale methods to
approach the modeling of complex structures and materials,
have been emphasized.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Plates and shells are three-dimensional (3D) bodies in which
one (thickness) dimension is much smaller than the other two.
The behavior of a plate or shell can be captured by solving
directly the three-dimensional elasticity equations. However,
due to the complexity of the numerical simulations of a
three-dimensional body – even for the most powerful com-
puters and computational techniques, solutions are restricted
to simple cases – it is computationally convenient to repre-
sent the problem as a two-dimensional (2D) one leading to
the development of plate and shell theories.

Analyses of composite plates in the past have been based
on one of the following approaches, as described by Reddy
(2004a): (i) equivalent single-layer theories (2D), (ii) tradi-
tional 3D elasticity formulations or layerwise theories, and
(iii) multiple model methods (2D and 3D). The equivalent
single-layer (ESL) theories are derived from the 3D elasticity
theory by making suitable assumptions concerning the kine-
matics of deformation or the stress state through the thickness
of the laminate. These assumptions allow the reduction of a
3D problem to a 2D problem. The ESL theories are developed
by assuming the form of the displacement field or stress field
as a linear combination of unknown functions and the thick-
ness coordinate. For example, the displacement expansion is
of the form

v(x, t) = u(xα, t) +
N∑

j=1

(x3)jϕj(xα, t) (1)

wherexα(α = 1, 2) are the in-plane coordinates,x3 is the
thickness coordinate,t is the time,v is the total displacement
vector,u is the displacement vector associated with a point
on the mid-surface, andϕj are functions that define flexural
displacement field. The equations governing the dependent
variables (u, ϕj) are determined by the principle of virtual
displacements. For plate and shell structures, laminated or
not, the integration over the domain of the plate/shell is rep-
resented as the (tensor) product of integration over the plane
of the plate/shell and integration over the thickness of the
plate/shell, because of the explicit nature of the assumed
displacement field in the thickness coordinate, reducing
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the problem to a two-dimensional one. Consequently, the
Euler–Lagrange equations consist of differential equations
involving the dependent variables and thickness-averaged
stress resultants:

Mi(xα, t) =
∫ h/2

−h/2
(x3)iσ(x, t)dx3, i = 0, 1, . . . , N (2)

The resultants can be written in terms of (u, ϕj) with the help
of the assu med constitutive equations (stress-strain relations)
and strain-displacement relations. More complete develop-
ment of this procedure can be found in the book by Reddy
(2004a); Reddy (1987, 2004a).

WhenN = 1 andϕ1 in equation (1) is equal to

ϕ1
α = −∂u3

∂xα

, ϕ1
3 = 0 (3)

the corresponding theory is known as the classical theory, in
which the transverse shear trains are identically zero. When
ϕj are independent functions (i.e., not related tou3) for j =
1, 2, . . ., N, the corresponding theory is known as theNth
order shear deformation theory. The importance of including
the transverse shear strains comes from the fact that compos-
ite materials have very high ratios of in-plane Young’s moduli
to transverse shear moduli. The first such theory for lami-
nated plates is due to Yang, Norris and Stavsky (1966). This
theory represents an extension of the first-order theory shear
deformation plate theory for homogeneous isotropic plates to
arbitrarily laminated plates and includes shear deformation
and rotatory inertia effects.

In the three-dimensional elasticity theory, each layer is
modeled as a 3D solid. Because of the large number of layers
in a laminate and the aspect ratio limitations, the number of
degrees of freedom will be too large to be competitive with the
ESL theories. In a layerwise theory, the aspect ratio issue is
limited to the in-plane mesh only and thus, they are relatively
cheaper than the 3D elements, as discussed by Reddy (1987,
2004) and Robbins and Reddy (1993, 1996).

Finite element models for the analysis of laminated com-
posite plates and shells are continuously improving. The
review articles of Noor and Burton (1989), Reddy and
Robbins (1994), Carrera (2002), and Reddy and Arciniega
(2004) provide excellent assessments on the main develop-
ments in this field. The finite element models developed to
date differ in equivalent single-layer or layerwise variable
descriptions, weighted-integrals statements used, as well as
in the chosen unknown variables, resulting in displacement,
stress, or mixed formulations. Traditionally, the widespread
use of displacement formulations are based on the well-
known principle of virtual displacements, and the mixed
formulations are typically derived from the Hu-Washizu

or the Hellinger-Reissner variational principles (see Oden
and Reddy, 1982; Reddy, 2002). Classical Displacement
finite element models originally developed for single-layered
isotropic structures were early on extended to multi-layered
composite plates and shells (see Reddy, 2004a for details).
The classical lamination theory(CLT), first-order shear defor-
mation theory (FST), and high-order theories are known
to provide a sufficiently accurate description of the global
response of multi-layered structures, as long as thin to moder-
ately thick laminates are analyzed. Nonetheless, the detailed
response of individual layers and local phenomena descrip-
tion are only possible through layerwise theories (LWT)
or the so-called zig-zag theories that were later developed
entirely for multi-layered composite structures (see Reddy,
1987, 2004a; Robbins and Reddy, 1993, 1996).

The least–squares formulations provide an alternative
to the weak-form Galerkin finite element models, both
displacement-based and mixed. In the framework of FST
models, weak form displacement-based formulations are
known to encounter shear-locking problems when modeling
thin plates with lower-order approximations. Shear-locking is
usually alleviated by numerical integration techniques or by
using higher-order elements, which experience relatively less
locking but at the expense of a slower convergence. On the
other hand, weak-form mixed formulations require that the
finite element approximation spaces satisfy the so- called inf-
sup Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi (LBB) condition, which
in general is rather difficult to prove analytically. Further-
more, weak-form mixed models yield a symmetric but not
positive-definite stiffness matrix, adding numerical difficulty
to the models. Alternatively, least–squares models are quite
unique in their basic idea of minimizing the error introduced
in the approximation of the governing equations. In fact, the
benefit of a mixed least–squares variational principle is that
it leads to a variationally unconstrained minimization prob-
lem, where the finite element approximating spaces can be
chosen independently. Hence, stability requirements such as
the inf-sup condition never arise.

Pontaza and Reddy (2004, 2005) developed a mixed least–
squares element for the bending of single-layered isotropic
plates, using the classical plate theory and the first-order
shear deformation theory. Following the works of Pontaza
and Reddy (2004, 2005), a mixed least–squares model based
on FST was first developed by Moleiroet al. (2008) for
static analysis of laminated composite plates. Later on, the
corresponding mixed least–squares model for free vibration
analysis was developed by Moleiroet al. (2009a), which
yields a symmetric quadratic eigenvalue problem. Moleiro
et al. (2009a, 2009b) also developed mixed least–squares
finite element models for bending and vibration of laminated
composite plates.
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On the topic of nonlinear shell theories, considerable atten-
tion has been given to the development of 3D constitutive
shell models with thickness stretching. These models are
able to approximately represent three-dimensional effects
in comparison to formulations that use reduced elasticity
tensor components. The use of complete 3D material laws
within shell analysis has been the major motivation for the
development of such models. Among the most important
works we can refer to B̈uchter and Ramm (1992a) and
Sansour (1995). Improvements of the first-order shell the-
ory to 7-independent-parameter models have been presented
by Bischoff and Ramm (2000).

In geometrically exact shell theories, thickness change is
neglected and hence, the plane stress assumption is intro-
duced. For finite rotation analyses this restriction leads to
the use of a rotation tensor in order to enforce the inexten-
sibility constraint. The rotation tensor is then parameterized
by means of rotational degrees of freedom. Depending on
the kind of parameterization, singularities or other rank-
deficiencies can arise during the deformation (see Betsch,
Menzel and Stein, 1998).

On the other hand, the application of 3D constitutive equa-
tions in shell theories is of special importance since problems
related to the incorporation of the plane stress assumption
can be avoided. As the thickness becomes small, numerical
solutions must coincide with those resulting from geometri-
cally exact shell theories using parameterizations of a rotation
tensor together with the plane stress assumption.

2 LEAST–SQUARES FINITE ELEMENT
MODELS OF LAMINATED PLATES

2.1 Introduction

Consider a laminated composite plate of total thicknessh and
composed ofN orthotropic layers perfectly bonded together,
as shown in Figure 1. Typically, the layers are unidirectional
fibre-reinforced laminae whose in-plane material coordinate
axes are parallel and transverse to the fibre direction. Thus, the

orientation of thekth layer is defined by an angleθk between
the plate coordinatex and the fiber direction. In thexy-plane
(x = x1, y = x2, z = x3), �̄ represents the undeformed mid-
plane of the plate and� the open bounded region with the
boundary� = ∂�. Thez-axis is taken positive upward from
the midplane. Specifically, thekth layer is located between
the interfacesz = zk andz = zk+1 in the thickness direction.

2.2 Governing equations

As previously mentioned, the proposed models use a
mixed formulation of FST with generalized displace-
ments (uα, u3 = w, ϕα) and stress resultants (N = M0, M =
M1, Q) as independent field variables. Accordingly, the gov-
erning equations for static analysis of laminated composite
plates, under a transverse loadq (x, y), are the following
(Reddy, 2004a):

∂T
ε N = 0 in� (4)

∇·Q + q = 0 in� (5)

∂T
ε M − Q = 0 in� (6)

N − A ∂εu − B ∂ε� = 0 in� (7)

M − B ∂εu − D ∂ε� = 0 in� (8)

Q − Â(∇w + �) = 0 in� (9)

where (A, B, D, Â) denote laminate stiffnesses. In addition,
the corresponding governing equations for free vibration
analysis of laminated composite plates are as follows, assum-
ing no loads and a periodic solution in time with a frequency
ω:

∂T
ε N + ω2I0u + ω2I1� = 0 in� (10)

∇·Q + ω2I0w = 0 in� (11)

Figure 1. Notations for a rectangular laminated composite plate.
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∂T
ε M − Q + ω2I1u + ω2I2� = 0 in� (12)

N − A ∂εu − B ∂ε� = 0 in� (13)

M − B ∂εu − D ∂ε� = 0 in� (14)

Q − Â(∇w + �) = 0 in� (15)

For convenience, a compact notation is used. Basically, for
static analysis the governing equations include the plate equi-
librium equations in equations (4)–(6) and the laminate linear
constitutive equations in equations (7)–(9), whereas for free
vibration analysis the governing equations include the plate
equations of periodic motion in equations (10)–(12) and the
same laminate constitutive equations in equations (13)–(15),
all written in terms of the independent variables, namely,
the in-plane displacementsu, the transverse deflectionw,
the rotation�, the in-plane force resultantsN, the moment
resultantsM and the transverse force resultantsQ, which are
expressed in compact form as specified below:

u = [u0 v0
]T

, N = [Nxx Nyy Nxy

]T
w = w0, M = [Mxx Myy Mxy

]T
� = [φx φy

]T
, Q = [Qx Qy

]T (16)

The differential operator used repeatedly in the previous gov-
erning equations is given by

∂T
ε =

[
∂/∂x 0 ∂/∂y

0 ∂/∂y ∂/∂x

]
(17)

Furthermore, the laminate linear constitutive equations
equally written in equations (7)–(9) and (13)–(15) assume
the following matrix form for the laminate stiffnesses:

A =




A11 A12 A16

A12 A22 A26

A16 A26 A66


 , Â = K

[
A55 A45

A45 A44

]

B =




B11 B12 B16

B12 B22 B26

B16 B26 B66


 , D =




D11 D12 D16

D12 D22 D26

D16 D26 D66




(18)

As usual,Aij denote the extensional stiffnesses,Dij the bend-
ing stiffnesses, andBij the bending-extensional coupling
stiffnesses. Also, the factorK represents the shear correc-
tion coefficient for FSDT, which takes the standard value 5/6
in the later numerical examples. The laminate stiffnessesAij,
Bij, andDij as well as the laminate mass moments of inertia

Ii, included in equations (10)–(12), are easily known from
the material properties of all individual layers. For details on
laminated composites, see Reddy (2004a).

For completeness, the proper boundary conditions for all
possible support types used in a rectangular laminated com-
posite plate, as illustrated in Figure 1, are now specified:

x = 0, a : v0 = w0 = φy = Nxx = Mxx = 0 on�S1

u0 = w0 = φy = Nxy = Mxx = 0 on�S2

Nxx = Nxy = Mxx = Mxy = Qx = 0 on�F

u0 = v0 = w0 = φx = φy = 0 on�C (19)

y = 0, b : u0 = w0 = φx = Nyy = Myy = 0 on�S1

v0 = w0 = φx = Nxy = Myy = 0 on�S2

Nyy = Nxy = Myy = Mxy = Qy = 0 on�F

u0 = v0 = w0 = φx = φy = 0 on�C (20)

The boundary conditions in equations (19) and (20) are then
combined in view of the support types considered for each
of the four edges of the rectangular laminate. The adopted
notation for the boundary conditions hereafter specifies each
edge as simply supported (S), free (F), or clamped (C), in
the sequence of edges:x = 0, x = a, y = 0 andy = b. For
simply supported edges, the exact type (1 or 2) is specified
last.

3 LEAST–SQUARES FORMULATION

From a practical standpoint, it is the best to develop a
least–squares finite element model that allows the use of
C0 basis functions in order to reduce the higher regularity
requirements of any weighted residual formulation. There-
fore, whenever necessary the governing equations should
be transformed into an equivalent first-order system, which
implies that additional independent variables need to be intro-
duced. Nonetheless, this transformation can be argued to be
somewhat beneficial, as the auxiliary variables may represent
physically meaningful variables, in the framework of mixed
formulations. In the present case though, both systems of
governing equations are already of first-order, namely the
system given by equations (4)–(9) for static analysis and the
system given by equations (10)–(15) for free vibration anal-
ysis. Hence, it is only necessary to develop the least–squares
functional for each system and minimize it with respect to
the chosen approximation spaces, so as to obtain the corre-
spondent mixed least–squares finite element model.
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Basically, the least–squares functional is defined by mea-
suring the residuals of the governing equations in terms of
suitable norms. According to standard notation, the norm cor-
responding to the Sobolev spaceHs(�), s ≥ 0 is denoted by∣∣∣∣·∣∣∣∣

s,�
and H s(�) represents the product space[Hs(�)]n,

wheren is the number of space dimensions. Thus, the least–
squares functional for static analysis of laminated composite
plates is based on the norms of equations (4)–(9), as follows:

JS(u, w, �, N, M, Q; q) = 1

2

(∣∣∣∣∂T
ε N
∣∣∣∣2

0,�
+ ∣∣∣∣∇·Q + q

∣∣∣∣2
0,�

+∣∣∣∣∂T
ε M − Q

∣∣∣∣2
0,�

+ ∣∣∣∣N − A ∂εu − B ∂ε�
∣∣∣∣2

0,�

+∣∣∣∣M − B ∂εu − D ∂ε�
∣∣∣∣2

0,�

+ ∣∣∣∣Q − Â(∇w + �)
∣∣∣∣2

0,�

)
(21)

Similarly, the least–squares functional for free vibration anal-
ysis is, based on the norms of equations (10)–(15), as follows:

JV (u, w, �, N, M, Q, ω)

= 1

2

(∣∣∣∣∂T
ε N + ω2I0u + ω2I1�

∣∣∣∣2
0,�

+∣∣∣∣∇·Q + ω2I0w
∣∣∣∣2

0,�
+ ∣∣∣∣∂T

ε M − Q

+ω2I1u + ω2I2�
∣∣∣∣2

0,�

+∣∣∣∣N − A ∂εu − B ∂ε�
∣∣∣∣2

0,�

+∣∣∣∣M − B ∂εu − D ∂ε�
∣∣∣∣2

0,�

+ ∣∣∣∣Q − Â(∇w + �)
∣∣∣∣2

0,�

)
(22)

Subsequently, the least–squares principle for static or free
vibration analysis can be stated as:

Find (u, w, �, N, M, Q) ∈ X such that for all
(s, t, �, O, P, R) ∈ X

JS(u, w, �, N, M, Q; q) ≤ JS(s, t, �, O, P, R; q) (23)

JV (u, w, �, N, M, Q, ω) ≤ JV (s, t, �, O, P, R, ω) (24)

whereX is the product space defined below:

X = {
(u, w, �, N, M, Q) ∈ H1(�) × H1(�) × H1(�)

× H1(�) × H1(�) × H1(�)
}

(25)

Hence, the least–squares formulation leads both static and
free vibration analysis of laminated composite plates to

unconstrained minimization problems given by equations
(23) and (24), respectively. As a result, the finite element
models are developed by minimizing the correspondent least–
squares functional. Specifically, the integral statements are
derived for each minimization problem to provide the proper
least–squares variational problem. In the interest of brevity
and avoiding duplication, the fine details of the finite ele-
ment derivation are not included here but they can be found
in Moleiro et al. (2008). The following section provides the
general framework of the finite element development.

4 FINITE ELEMENT MODELS

The finite element models for both static and free vibration
analysis of laminated composite plates are then put together
through the corresponding least–squares variational prob-
lem. Accordingly, the infinite dimensional spaceX is now
restricted to the finite-dimensional subspaceXhp, whereh
denotes the mesh parameter andp the order of the basis
functions. Ultimately, the mixed least–squares finite element
model for static analysis takes the following matrix form:




Kuu
ij · · · K

uQy

ij
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...

...

K
uQy

ji · · · K
QyQy

ij






uj

...
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i

...

F
Qy

i


 (26)

In addition, the mixed least–squares model for free vibration
analysis results in a quadratic eigenvalue problem as follows:
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QyQy

ij








uj

...

Qy


 =




0
...

0


 (27)

Both finite element models yield only symmetric matrices
as a result of least–squares formulation. Moreover, given
the adopted FSDT mixed formulation, all matrices can be
structured in 13× 13 submatrices by considering the vari-
ables separately: namely, five generalized displacements and
eight stress resultants. The explicit integral expressions for
the static analysis model, that is, all nonzero submatrices
Kij and subvectorsF i, are available in the recent work by
Moleiro et al. (2008). The remaining integral expressions of
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all nonzero submatricesCij and Mij, which are exclusive
to the free vibration analysis model, can be easily identi-
fied. Overall, the stiffness matrixK that is shared by both
models is in fact symmetric and positive-definite, once the
boundary conditions are imposed. The additional matrices in
the quadratic eigenvalue problem,C andM, are indeed mass
matrices. The difference is that the matrixM refers to the mass
relation among generalized displacements only, whereas the
matrix C translates the mass coupling between generalized
displacements and stress resultants.

In accordance with the finite element method, the approach
to numerically evaluate the integrals implicit in equations
(26) and (27) is to map each finite element in the entire
mesh into a master element. For both mixed least–squares
models, the integrals are evaluated using full integration by
Gauss–Legendre quadrature rules, which imply a master ele-
ment with the coordinate system:−1 ≤ (ξ, η) ≤ 1. Over the
master element, the variables are approximated by equal and
high-orderC0 basis functions, as shown for the transverse
deflection below:

w0(ξ, η) ≈ w
hp
0 (ξ, η) =

n∑
j=1

wjϕ
w
j (ξ, η) (28)

wherewj denotes the nodal values of transverse deflection,
ϕw

j the corresponding high-orderC0 basis functions, and
n the number of nodes in the finite element. Both models
use as basis functionsC0 interpolant polynomials of Gauss–
Lobatto–Legendre quadrature points, which were originally
developed for the spectral element method, but are in fact
most suitable for high-order elements. The tensor product
property is preserved, so two-dimensional basis functions
are efficiently constructed from one-dimensional basis func-
tions. Specifically, the one-dimensional basis functions of
orderp = N − 1 can be written using thep-order Legendre
polynomialPN−1, as follows:

ϕi(ξ) = − (1 − ξ2)P ′
N−1(ξ)

N(N − 1)PN−1(ξi)(ξ − ξi)
(29)

whereξi are the coordinates of theN nodes given by the
roots of (1− ξ2)P ′

N−1(ξ) = 0, in the interval [−1, 1], which
coincide with Gauss–Lobatto–LegendreN quadrature points.

The global system of equations for both static and free
vibration analysis is then assembled from the element contri-
butions, followed by imposition of the appropriate boundary
conditions (Reddy, 2006). Additionally, post-computation is
necessary for static analysis to obtain the stresses at the layer
level, as described in Moleiroet al. (2008).

Numerical algorithm design for solution of quadratic
eigenproblems continues to be an active research topic.
Although it would be preferable to use methods that handle

the quadratic eigenproblem directly, as some variants of
Newton’s method, the availability of these methods is still
rather deficient and for the most part, these methods are
only able to find one eigenpair at a time. Alternatively, the
approach chosen for solution of the quadratic eigenproblem is
to transform it into an equivalent “linear” generalized eigen-
problem to allow the use of conventional methods, which are
widely available (Baiet al., 2000). Specifically, ARPACK
subroutines that have a long proven efficiency are used to
compute a few extreme eigenpairs by Implicitly Restarted
Arnoldi Methods (IRAM).

The quadratic eigenproblem simply rewritten in equation
(30) is actually transformed in two steps. An invert spectral
transformation is considered first in equation (31), followed
by the so-called “linearization” of the quadratic eigenproblem
in equation (32), as specified next:

(K + λC + λ2M)� = 0, λ = ω2 (30)

(M + µC + µ2K)� = 0, µ = 1/λ (31)

Ax = µBx, A =
[

0 I

−M −C

]
,

B =
[

I 0

0 K

]
, x =

{
�

µ�

}
(32)

Ultimately, this approach reduces the original symmetric
quadratic eigenproblem into a non-symmetric generalized
eigenproblem, where the matrixB is still symmetric and
positive-definite. In fact, the intended lower eigenvalues of
the quadratic eigenproblem now correspond to the larger
eigenvalues of the generalized eigenproblem. Furthermore,
the nature of the finite element matricesK, C, andM, render
the quadratic eigenproblem and the equivalent generalized
eigenproblem generally complex solutions (in conjugate
pairs). However, once the original eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors are recovered, the complex solutions show a negligible
imaginary part and only the real counterpart is indeed mean-
ingful. So, for practical purposes, only the real part of the
solution of free vibration analysis is reported in the following
numerical examples.

5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Selected examples of static and free vibration analysis of
laminated composite plates are presented to demonstrate
the predictive capabilities of both mixed least–squares mod-
els. Basically, two standard laminated composite plates are
considered with a range of side-to-thickness ratios, from
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thick-to-thin laminates, namely, the antisymmetric cross-
ply laminate (0/90) with SSSS1 boundary conditions and
the antisymmetric angle-ply laminate (−45/45) with SSSS2
boundary conditions. All numerical results are then assessed
by comparison with the well-known FSDT analytical solu-
tions obtained by Navier’s approach (see Reddy, 2004a).
In the examples of static analysis a sinusoidally distributed
transverse load of intensityq0 is assumed. The material prop-
erties used for all layers are the same, as follows:

E1/E2 = 25, G12 = G13 = 0.5E2,

G23 = 0.2E2, ν12 = 0.25 (33)

The results presented in graphical and tabular forms are non-
dimensionalized, as specified below:

w̄ = w0

(
E2h

3

a4q0

)
× 102, M̄ = M

10

a2q0
, Q̄ = Q

10

aq0

σ̄(k) = σ(k)
(

h2

a2q0

)
, σ̂

(k) = σ̂(k)
(

h

aq0

)

ω̄ = ω

(
a2

h

)√
ρ

E2
(34)

5.1 Static analysis

Some numerical results of the mixed least–squares model
for static analysis of laminated composite plates are already
available in the authors’ previous work [11]. The results
included here aim to complete the preceding work. Actually,

the selected examples of static analysis now consider a sinu-
soidally distributed load, instead of a uniformly distributed
load considered before. In addition, to verify that no shear-
locking occurs when thin laminates are analyzed, the highest
side-to-thickness ratio of 100 used earlier moved up to 500 in
the present work, for both static and free vibration analyses.

The examples presented here consider each of the above-
mentioned laminates, as a rectangular composite plate with
b/a = 2, subjected to a sinusoidally distributed load. Specif-
ically, both laminates (0/90) SSSS1 and (−45/45) SSSS2 are
modeled by a mesh of 2× 4 mixed least–squares elements
for static analysis using fourth, sixth, and eighth-order basis
functions consecutively, so as to investigatep-convergence.
Also, a series of side-to-thickness ratios are examined,
from thick-to-thin laminates, that is, 10, 20, 100, and 500.
The numerical results for the laminates (0/90) SSSS1 and
(−45/45) SSSS2 are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively,
along with the corresponding analytical solutions. Both tables
include results of transverse deflection, moment, and trans-
verse shear force, as well as in-plane and transverse stresses.
In particular, stress results are only tabulated for a given layer,
with layer number indicated as a right superscript, and for in-
plane stresses the bottom or top interface is specified also by,
b or t, respectively.

From Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen for every variable
in individual columns, that the numerical results are alto-
gether in excellent agreement with the analytical solutions
for the entire range of side-to-thickness ratios considered.
In addition, convergence of the numerical results towards
the analytical solutions is verified withh- andp-refinements,
although not shown here. The numerical predictions using

Table 1. Static results for the laminate (0/90) SSSS1 withb/a = 2. Reproduced from Reddy (2004)c© Taylor & Francis Group.

a/h p-order w̄( a
2, b

2) M̄xx( a
2, b

2) Q̄x(0, b
2) σ̄(1ab)

xx ( a
2, b

2) σ̄(2t)
yy ( a

2, b
2) σ̄1b

xy (0, 0) σ̄(1)
xz (0, b

2)

10 4 2.5167 0.8563 2.8399 −1.4727 0.4280 0.0570 0.4868
6 2.5168 0.8561 2.8373 −1.4724 0.4154 0.0580 0.4864
8 2.5168 0.8561 2.8373 −1.4724 0.4155 0.0580 0.4864

Analytical 2.5168 0.8561 2.8373 −1.4724 0.4155 0.0580 0.4864
20 4 2.2968 0.8614 2.8542 −1.4811 0.4073 0.0551 0.4893

6 2.2970 0.8612 2.8502 −1.4808 0.3958 0.0563 0.4886
8 2.2970 0.8612 2.8503 −1.4808 0.3959 0.0563 0.4886

Analytical 2.2970 0.8612 2.8503 −1.4808 0.3959 0.0563 0.4886
100 4 2.2259 0.8631 2.8605 −1.4839 0.4007 0.0543 0.4904

6 2.2265 0.8629 2.8546 −1.4837 0.3891 0.0557 0.4894
8 2.2265 0.8629 2.8547 −1.4837 0.3892 0.0557 0.4894

Analytical 2.2265 0.8629 2.8547 −1.4837 0.3892 0.0557 0.4894
500 4 2.2091 0.8599 2.8662 −1.4783 0.3989 0.0520 0.4913

6 2.2239 0.8630 2.8548 −1.4839 0.3889 0.0556 0.4894
8 2.2238 0.8630 2.8550 −1.4838 0.3890 0.0556 0.4894

Analytical 2.2237 0.8630 2.8548 −1.4838 0.3890 0.0557 0.4894
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Table 2. Static results for the laminate (−45/45) SSSS2 withb/a = 2. Reproduced from Reddy (2004)c© Taylor & Francis Group.

a/h p-order w̄( a
2, b

2) M̄xx( a
2, b

2) Q̄x(0, b
2) σ̄(2t)

xx ( a
2, b

2) σ̄(2t)
yy ( a

2, b
2) σ̄(1b)

xy (0, 0) σ̄(1,2)
xz (0, b

2)

10 4 2.2359 0.5504 2.2897 0.5023 0.4342 0.3436 0.2748
6 2.2357 0.5500 2.2888 0.4999 0.4246 0.3442 0.2747
8 2.2357 0.5500 2.2888 0.4999 0.4247 0.3442 0.2747

Analytical 2.2357 0.5500 2.2888 0.4999 0.4247 0.3442 0.2747
20 4 2.0186 0.5448 2.2823 0.4986 0.4329 0.3481 0.2739

6 2.0185 0.5445 2.2807 0.4961 0.4232 0.3489 0.2737
8 2.0185 0.5445 2.2807 0.4961 0.4233 0.3489 0.2737

Analytical 2.0185 0.5445 2.2807 0.4961 0.4233 0.3489 0.2737
100 4 1.9491 0.5430 2.2814 0.4973 0.4328 0.3495 0.2738

6 1.9488 0.5427 2.2780 0.4948 0.4227 0.3505 0.2734
8 1.9488 0.5427 2.2780 0.4948 0.4228 0.3505 0.2734

Analytical 1.9488 0.5427 2.2780 0.4948 0.4228 0.3505 0.2734
500 4 1.9471 0.5429 2.2818 0.4993 0.4414 0.3497 0.2738

6 1.9462 0.5426 2.2779 0.4948 0.4227 0.3506 0.2733
8 1.9461 0.5426 2.2779 0.4948 0.4228 0.3506 0.2734

Analytical 1.9460 0.5426 2.2779 0.4948 0.4228 0.3506 0.2734

just fourth-order polynomials are already fairly reasonable
for the overall variables. The improvement by sixth and
eighth-order polynomials is then such that the predictions for
most variables are coincident with the analytical solutions,
even when thin laminates are analyzed.

Figure 2 shows the transverse deflections alongy = b/2,
for both laminates (0/90) SSSS1 and (−45/45) SSSS2, con-
sidering side-to-thickness ratios of 10 and 500. Figure 3
shows the in-plane stress̄σxx(a/2, b/2) through the thick-
ness of the same laminates, using only a side-to-thickness
ratio of 10 (since stress variation with side-to-thickness ratio
would be imperceptible to plot). Both Figures 2 and 3 use the
numerical results obtained by sixth-order polynomials in the
same mesh as before, along with the corresponding analytical
solutions. Basically, these plots demonstrate once more that

the numerical results agree extremely well with the analyti-
cal solutions. Most notably, it is apparent in Figure 2 that no
shear-locking problems are encountered by the mixed least–
squares model when thin laminates are considered, at least
using as high as fourth-order basis functions.

5.2 Free vibration analysis

As previously described, the mixed least–squares model for
free vibration analysis of laminated composite plates yields
a quadratic eigenvalue problem. For practical purposes, the
approach chosen to its solution requires an inverse spectral
transformation followed by another transformation into an
equivalent generalized eigenproblem, in order to be solved
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Figure 2. Transverse deflections alongy = b/2, with b/a = 2: (a) laminate (0/90) SSSS1; (b) laminate (−45/45) SSSS2.
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Figure 3. In-plane stress̄σxx(a/2, b/2) through the thickness, withb/a = 2 anda/h = 10: (a) laminate (0/90) SSSS1; (b) laminate (−45/45)
SSSS2.

efficiently by ARPACK subroutines. The results for free
vibration analysis presented here are obtained by the extrac-
tion of 30 largest real part eigenvalues using 80 Arnoldi basis
vectors in the ARPACK computations.

The following examples of free vibration analysis also
consider the laminates (0/90) SSSS1 and (−45/45) SSSS2,
each as a rectangular composite plate withb/a = 2 modeled
by a mesh of 2× 4 mixed least–squares elements. However,
only fourth-order basis functions are used in the free vibra-
tion analysis, due to the computational effort and memory

required with higher-order basis functions. Actually, the
experience with the mixed least–squares model for static
analysis suggests that elements with fourth-order polynomi-
als are expected to provide reasonable results. In addition, the
same side-to-thickness ratios as before, that is, 10, 20, 100,
and 500 are considered for both laminates. The numerical
results for the first six natural frequencies and the corre-
sponding analytical solutions are presented in Table 3 for
the laminate (0/90) SSSS1 and likewise in Table 4 for the
laminate (−45/45) SSSS2.

Table 3. Free vibration results for the laminate (0/90) SSSS1 withb/a = 2. Reproduced from Reddy (2004)c© Taylor & Francis Group.

a/h p-order ω̄1 ω̄2 ω̄3 ω̄4 ω̄5 ω̄6

10 4 6.2611 8.9003 14.2516 19.7941 21.1774 21.2815
Analytical 6.2610 8.9001 14.2525 20.0520 21.3957 21.3957

20 4 6.5849 9.4750 15.8056 22.7545 24.7331 24.7831
Analytical 6.5848 9.4745 15.8045 23.4667 25.0441 25.0441

100 4 6.7016 9.6900 16.4697 24.3328 26.5989 26.6521
Analytical 6.7012 9.6873 16.4392 25.0421 26.7451 26.7451

500 4 6.7101 9.7261 16.8825 24.9539 28.2306 27.9839
Analytical 6.7060 9.6961 16.4665 25.1127 26.8217 26.8217

Table 4. Free vibration results for the laminate (−45/45) SSSS2 withb/a = 2. Reproduced from Reddy (2004)c© Taylor & Francis Group.

a/h p-order ω̄1 ω̄2 ω̄3 ω̄4 ω̄5 ω̄6

10 4 6.6445 10.8962 16.2160 17.9318 22.2966 22.3291
Analytical 6.6445 10.8951 16.2161 18.2261 22.3980 22.3980

20 4 7.0247 11.9330 18.4763 20.4264 26.3992 26.4222
Analytical 7.0247 11.9329 18.4788 20.8005 26.5779 26.5779

100 4 7.1628 12.3447 19.4751 21.5409 28.5373 28.5777
Analytical 7.1627 12.3408 19.4564 21.9301 28.5798 28.5798

500 4 7.1700 12.4476 19.7483 21.8251 29.4228 29.3900
Analytical 7.1684 12.3581 19.4991 21.9798 28.6708 28.6708
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Figure 4. Natural modes of vibration for the laminate (−45/45) SSSS2, withb/a = 2 anda/h = 10: (a–f) modes of vibration 1–6,
respectively.

Both Tables 3 and 4 show that the predicted natural
frequencies are overall in agreement with the analytical solu-
tions for all side-to-thickness ratios considered. Although
as usually expected, the predictions exhibit a slight loss in
accuracy as the natural frequencies increase. In contrast, the
fundamental frequencies are very well predicted for both
laminates, even when thin laminates are analyzed. In par-
ticular, the tabulated fifth and sixth natural frequencies are in
fact, according to the analytical solutions, a case of multiple

eigenvalues. Hence, the corresponding predictions appear
very close, but not coincident, given the numerical difficulty
involved in such cases.

Figure 4 shows the predictive natural modes of vibration of
transverse deflection for the laminate (−45/45) SSSS2 asso-
ciated to the first six natural frequencies shown in Table 4. The
surface plots of the mode shapes presented are obtained using
the same 2× 4 mesh of mixed least–squares elements with
fourth-order basis functions, and specifically, considering a
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side-to-thickness ratio of 10. Nonetheless, the natural modes
of vibration would be alike for all side-to-thickness ratios.
Each plot in Figure 4, for a given natural frequency, is
constructed from the associated eigenvector solution of the
transverse deflection and using the actual fourth-order basis
functions over each element, and put together all finite ele-
ment contributions. From Figure 4, it can be seen that the
predicted modes of vibration agree in fact with the analytical
solutions, as the specific pair of harmonics (inx andy, respec-
tively) that correspond to the six lowest natural frequencies
are, in order, (1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (2,1), (1,4) and (2,2), which
match the represented modes. Moreover, even in the case of
multiple eigenvalues, namely the fifth and sixth natural fre-
quencies, the correspondent modes of vibration are predicted
correctly.

6 WEAK-FORM GALERKIN FINITE
ELEMENT MODELS

6.1 Theoretical formulation

Here we briefly describe the kinematics of the plate, which
can be easily extended to shells but will not be presented here.
The geometry of the plate is depicted in Figure 5. Let{xi} be a
set of Cartesian coordinates with orthonormal basis{ei}. The
midplane of the plate is defined by the coordinates{xα} and
the thickness coordinate byx3. The Einstein summation con-
vention is applied to repeated indices of tensor components
where Greek indices represent the numbers 1, 2 and Latin
ones the numbers 1, 2, 3. According to the first-order shear
deformation theory, the displacement vector is assumed to be
of the following form:

v(xi) = u(xα) + x3ϕ(xα) (35)

whereu denotes displacement vector of the point (xα) in the
midplane;ϕ is the in-plane rotation vector. These vectors are

defined by

u(xα) = ujej, ϕ(xα) = ϕγeγ (36)

equation (35) contains five independent variables.
The third-order shear deformation theory of Reddy (1987,

2004a) is based on a cubic expansion of the thickness coor-
dinate around the midplane and the transverse displacement
is assumed to be constant through the thickness. That is

v(xi) = u(xα) + x3ϕ(xα) + k(x3)3ψ(xα) (37)

Here,k is a constant and the vectorψ represents high-order
rotations and is given by

ψ(xα) = (ϕγ + u3,γ )eγ (38)

Therefore, the formulation still maintains the same number
of independent variables as the first-order theory. Also, using
this displacement field, the tangential traction-free conditions
on the inner and outer surfaces of the plate are satisfied.
Notice the presence of the first partial derivatives of the trans-
verse displacement in the displacement field, which requires
Hermite interpolation of the transverse deflection in finite
element implementations (C1-continuity).

The fact that the transverse displacement is assumed to
be constant through the thickness will introduce another
approximation: the strain in the thickness direction vanishes
(ε33 = 0). It is also common to assume a plane stress state of
the plate/shell where the stresses in the thickness direction is
zero (σ33 = 0). That allows us to utilize reduced constitutive
equations for the composite material.

In general, using the Taylor’s expansion we can recover
the 3D behavior. Then

v(xi) =
∞∑

k=0

(x3)k

k!
u(k)|x3=0 = u(0)|x3=0

+ x3u
(1)|x3=0 + (x3)2

2
u(2)|x3=0 + · · · (39)

a

b

h

x3, u3
x2, u2

x1, u1

x3, u3

x1, u1
h/2

h/2

Midplane

Figure 5. Geometry of the plate.
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For geometrically nonlinear analysis that takes into account
large displacements and rotations, we use the seven-
parameter formulation. The displacement field is given by

v(xi) = u(xα) + x3ϕ(xα)+(x3)2ψ(xα) (40)

where the underlined term is introduced to avoid Poisson
locking. This is a 3D constitutive model with thickness
stretching that is able to approximately represent three-
dimensional effects in comparison to formulations that use
reduced elasticity tensor components. The use of complete
3D material laws within shell analysis has been the major
motivation for the use of such model. For this case we define
u, ϕ andψ as

u(xα) = uiei, ϕ(xα) = ϕiei, ψ(xα) = ψ3e3 (41)

The Green–Lagrange strain tensor is given by (see Reddy,
2008)

εij = 1

2
(ei·v,j + ej·v,i+v,i·v,j) (42)

where the underlined terms are neglected for linear case.
Introducing equation (39) into (42) we arrive at

εij = ε
(0)
ij + ε

(1)
ij (x3) + ε

(2)
ij (x3)2 + ε

(3)
ij (x3)3 + · · · (43)

The termsε(n)
ij are the surface components of the strain tensor

and are functions ofxα.
Based on the Hooke’s Law the linear elastic constitutive

equations are given by

σij = Eijklεkl (44)

The assumption of zero stress condition in the thickness direc-
tion leads to

σαβ = Cαβωρεωρ, σα3 = 2Cα3ω3εω3 (45)

with the reduced elasticity tensor

Cαβωρ = Eαβωρ − Eαβ33
E33ωρ

E3333
, Cα3ω3 = Eα3ω3 (46)

6.2 Finite element model

Most significant advances in shell analyses have been made
using the finite element method. Finite elements used for

shells can be grouped into four kinds: flat facet element, solid
3D element, degenerate element, and a 2D element based on a
shell theory. Among these, the last two elements are the most
common ones. The degenerate shell element approach was
first developed by Ahmad, Irons and Zienkiewicz (1970) from
a three-dimensional solid element by a process which directly
discretizes the 3D elasticity equations in terms of mid-surface
nodal variables. On the other hand, elements based on shell
theories began to appear in the late sixties. These elements are
based on convected curvilinear coordinates and are capable
of capturing the membrane-bending coupling correctly. Even
though degenerated approaches have dominated shell analy-
sis during the seventies and eighties, beginning with the work
of Simo and Fox (1989), shell elements have been increas-
ingly used in the last decade. Examples of these formulations
can be found in Arciniega and Reddy (2005) and Chapelle,
Oliveira and Bucalem (2003). A comparison between
both methodologies was presented by Büchter and Ramm
(1992b).

It is well-known that the standard displacement-based type
shell element is too stiff and thus, suffers from locking phe-
nomena. Locking problem arises due to inconsistencies in
discrete representation of the transverse shear energy and
membrane energy. In other words, the convergence property
of the element for some specific problems becomes worse as
the thickness tends to zero. The dominant trend to overcome
locking in shells over the last decades has been the use of
low-order finite elements with mixed formulations. A mixed
finite element model is based on the Hu-Washizu type mixed
variational principle. Examples of efficient low-order ele-
ments are the assumed strain elements of Dvorkin and Bathe
(1984) and the enhanced strain elements of Simo and Rifai
(1990).

Alternatively, high-order elements have been proposed for
the analysis of shells. The claim of this approach is to use
finite elements of sufficiently high degree to recover the con-
vergence property in an optimal order. This is calledp-version
finite element technology (wherep is the degree of the inter-
polation polynomial). In this case, there is no need to use
mixed formulations, and displacement-based finite element
formulations can be used.

As compared with standard low-order elements, high-
order finite elements appear far more complicated. However,
raising thep-level often results in a better accuracy. More-
over, high-order finite elements are more reliable because
of their applicability in diverse shell problems. Finite ele-
ments with high-order interpolations have been utilized by
Leino and Pitk̈aranta (1994); Pitk̈arantaet al. (1995) for
linear analysis of isotropic shells. Further applications of
high-order elements to nonlinear analysis of shells can be
found in Arciniega and Reddy (2007a, 2007b).
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6.2.1 Variational formulation

For the displacement-based finite element formulation, the
virtual work principle of the laminated continuum is utilized.
It asserts that: “if a continuum body is in equilibrium then
the virtual work of the total forces is zero under a virtual dis-
placement” (Reddy, 2002, 2004b) and is expressed in terms
of the stress and strain tensor as

δW = δWI + δWE =
∫

V

σijδεij dV −
∫

A

Pjδvj dA = 0

(47)

whereδWI is the virtual work of the internal forces,δWE

the virtual work of external forces andδ is the variational
operator.

The pre-integration along the thickness through the lam-
inate leads to a two- dimensional virtual work principle
expressed in terms of stress resultants. That is

δW =
∫

A

(
N1∑
n=0

(n)
Nαβδε

(n)
αβ + 2

N2∑
n=0

(n)
Qα3δε

(n)
α3

)
dA

−
∫

A

Pjδvj dA = 0 (48)

whereN1 andN2 depend on the formulation. The stress resul-
tantsN (n)

αβ andQ(n)
α3 are given by

(n)
Nαβ =

∫ h/2

−h/2
σαβ(x3)ndx3,

(n)
Qα3 =

∫ h/2

−h/2
σα3(x3)ndx3

(49)

Integration shown in equation (49) through the thickness
direction is fundamental in reducing the three-dimensional
theory to the two-dimension one. The actual process of cal-
culation of (49) is carried out numerically using the Gaussian
integration formula with at least 5 Gauss points per layer.

6.2.2 Finite element discretization

To develop the displacement-based finite element model
based on the principle of virtual work, one only requires
C0-continuity in all its variables. The number of variables
to be interpolated in the finite element model is five for the
FSDT. Under the isoparametric concept, the same interpola-
tion functions for the coordinates and variables are utilized.

Table 5. Number of degrees of freedom per element for different
p-levels.

Element p-level FSDT (DOF) TSDT (DOF)

Q4 1 20 28
Q9 2 45 63
Q25 4 125 175
Q81 8 405 567

We first map the coordinatesx(ξ, η) such that

x(ξ, η) =

 m∑

j=1

(xα)(j)N (j)(ξ, η)


 eα (50)

The finite element equations are obtained by discretizing the
displacements and rotations. Consequently,

u(x) =

 m∑

j=1

uk
(j)N (j)(ξ, η)


 ek

ϕ(x) =

 m∑

j=1

ϕβ
(j)N (j)(ξ, η)


 eβ (51)

wherem is the number of nodes of the element,N (j)(ξ, η)
is the Lagrange interpolation function at the nodej and
(u(j)

k , ϕ(j)
α ) denote the nodal values of the displacements. The

u 3
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Figure 6. Central deflection of a three-ply (0◦/90◦/0◦) laminated
rectangular plate vs. ratioS.
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Figure 7. (a) Geometry of the Barrel Vault; (b) deformed mid-surface magnified by a factor of 10 (contour plots of the vertical displacement).

Table 6. Vertical deflection at the center of the free edge (−wD in) of the Barrel vault.

Mesh of 289 nodes Mesh of 1089 nodes

p Full Selective Reduced Full Selective Reduced
level integration integration integration integration integration integration

1 TSDT 0.8384 3.2474 3.6222 1.7267 3.5176 3.6209
FSDT 0.8976 3.2478 3.6183 1.8306 3.5176 3.6178

2 TSDT 3.5918 3.6139 3.6221 3.6117 3.6176 3.6207
FSDT 3.5916 3.6142 3.6178 3.6113 3.6174 3.6176

4 TSDT 3.6120 3.6177 3.6223 3.6152 3.6182 3.6208
FSDT 3.6117 3.6177 3.6177 3.6146 3.6176 3.6176

8 TSDT 3.6143 3.6183 3.6226 3.6175 3.6187 3.6208
FSDT 3.6138 3.6177 3.6177 3.6165 3.6176 3.6176

a/ 2

h

R A
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P

Rigid
diaphragm 

θ 2

θ 3

θ 1

X

Y

Z

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Geometry of the Pinched cylinder; (b) deformed mid-surface magnified by a factor of 10 (contour plots of the radial
displacement).
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Figure 10. Deformed mid-surface of the hemispherical shell under
axisymmetrical loading (contour plots of the radial displacement).

Lagrange polynomials are given by

L1
i (ξ) =

p+1∏
k=1
k /= i

(ξ − ξk)

(ξi − ξk)
,

L2
i (η) =

p+1∏
k=1
k /= i

(η − ηk)

(ηi − ηk)
, i = 1, . . . , p + 1 (52)

wherep is the polynomial degree. Finally, the shape functions
are of the form

N (k)(ξ, η) = L1
i (ξ)L2

j (η), k = (j − 1)(p + 1) + i (53)

Between the nodes the interpolation functions of higher-order
polynomials oscillate near to the boundary pointsξ = ±1.
This is especially the case if the nodes are evenly dis-
tributed. To avoid this oscillation the Gauss–Lobatto points
(Karniadakis and Sherwin, 1999) should be selected as nodal
points (spectral elements). These points are concentrated near
to the boundaries and give substantially better condition num-
bers of tangent stiffness and mass matrices than uniformly
distributed nodes.

In this study, a family of high-order Lagrange interpola-
tions is used. This kind of element is seen to be free of locking.
Basically, we use elements labeledQ25 andQ81.

6.3 Numerical examples

In this section, the numerical results obtained with the finite
element model described herein are presented. The perfor-
mance of the developed element is evaluated by solving
several benchmark problems of plates, cylindrical shells,
spherical, and hyperboloidal shells.

Regular meshes of Lagrange elements (Q25, Q81, etc)
with five and seven degrees of freedom per node for the FSDT
and the improved TSDT, respectively, are utilized in the
finite element analysis. For the case of geometrically nonlin-
ear analysis, the seven-parameter formulation was developed
with seven degrees of freedom per node (the seventh degree
of freedom being the thickness stretch). By using higher-
order elements with polynomials of fourth and eighth degree,
we eliminated shear and membrane locking in the numeri-
cal computations. Consequently, full Gauss integration rule
is employed in the evaluation of the stiffness coefficients.
Table 5 shows the family of high-order Lagrange elements
and the corresponding number of degrees of freedom for the
FSDT and TSDT.

First, we compare the dimensionless central deflections of
three cross-ply rectangular plates. In addition to the results
of Pagano (1970) we include the MDT and SDT7 results of
Braun, Bischoff and Ramm (1994). The MDT is a layer-wise
theory (C0 continuous displacement field) so-called multi-
director theory, while the SDT7 is an improved first-order
theory with thickness stretching and seven parameters (with
enhanced assumed strain, EAS). The percentage of error
computed for the TSDT and FSDT (forS = 4) with respect to
Pagano’s solutions are 6% and 16%, respectively. Naturally,
the MDT gives better results for thick plates than other
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Figure 11. Deflection at the center of the cylindrical panel under point load (FGM shell,h = 12.7, 6.35 mm).

theories. On the other hand, the FSDT shows more accurate
than the SDT7, although Braun’s formulation uses thickness
stretching with EAS. These results are illustrated in Figure 6.

The next example is the well-known barrel vault
(Figure 7a). The vertical deflection at the pointD for uni-
form meshes of 289 nodes and 1089 nodes with different
p-levels is reported in Table 6. The analysis is carried out for
the TSDT and FSDT with various integration rules. It is clear
that shear and membrane locking is avoided by using high-
order elements (Q25 and Q81). Again, results obtained with
selective and reduced integration are in close agreement with

those obtained with meshes of 8× 8Q25 and 4× 4Q81 and
full integration. Figure 7b contains the deformed mid-surface
magnified by a factor of 10.

Another well-known benchmark problem for cylindrical
shells is the pinched cylinder with end diaphragms, as shown
in Figure 8a. It has been used by many researchers and is
identified as one of the most severe tests for both inexten-
sional bending and complex membrane states. The pinched
shell is supported at each end by rigid diaphragms and loaded
by two opposed forces acting at midpoint of the shell. Due
to the symmetry of the structure, an octant of the cylinder

Y

Z

X

X Y

Z

Figure 12. Roll-up of a clamped plate and annular plate under end shear loading.
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is identified as computational domain. Figure 9 shows the
radial displacements at pointA obtained using differentp-
levels. The locking is overcome by using high-order elements.
Figure 8b depicts the deformed mid-surface magnified by a
factor of 105.

Next, we examine the behavior of a pinched hemispheri-
cal shell with a 18◦ hole. This is a challenging problem for
the representation of rigid body motions and is chosen as
membrane-dominated test in finite element shell analyses.
We consider an isotropic hemispherical shell under sinusoidal
loading. The outer edge and the edge of the hole are assumed
to be clamped. Due to the symmetry of the problem, only one
quadrant of the shell has been modeled by a regular mesh of
elements. Figure 10 depicts the deformed mid-surface of the
hemisphere with contour plots of the radial displacement.

Next, we consider the nonlinear behavior of functionally
graded shells. A shallow FGM panel under point loading is
considered. The material properties of the inhomogeneous
panel varied continuously through the thickness of the shell
according to a power-law with indexn. The shell is still
isotropic with constant material properties in each surface
through the thickness. Figure 11 contains plots of central
deflection vs. point load for different values of the volume
fraction n (from fully metal to ceramic). The results show
standard limit points and complex equilibrium curves with
snap-through and snap-back behavior.

The next two examples deal with nonlinear analysis of
plates. A cantilevered plate strip under bending moment at
the free end and an annular plate strip fixed at one end and
subjected to a vertical shear force are analyzed. These are
classical benchmark problems for large deformation analysis

and they have been considered for many authors. Figure 12
shows the deformed configurations of the cantilevered plate
strip and annular plate strip for various load values. The
deformed configuration of the cantilever plate strip demon-
strate the ability of the present approach to handle extreme
rotations (up to 720◦) without any singularities or rank-
deficient problems.

Another well-known benchmark problem for finite defor-
mation is the semi-cylindrical shell under point load.
Figure 13 shows the deflection at pointA vs. the point load
for a laminated composite shell. Comparisons of the present
results with those of Sze, Liu and Lo (2004) show excellent
agreement. Figure 13 also depicts the final configuration for
the cross-ply laminated (0◦/90◦/0◦) shell.

Finally, we examine the behavior of a full hemispherical
shell and a hyperboloidal shell under two inward and two out-
ward point loads. These challenging problems demonstrate
the robustness of the present finite element model and its
applicability to arbitrary shell geometries with very strong
geometric nonlinearity. The analysis is carried out for cross-
ply composite laminates (90◦/0◦/90◦) and (0◦/90◦/0◦). The
final configurations of both shells are shown in Figure 14.

7 SUMMARY AND CLOSING REMARKS

The field of composite materials and structures continues to
experience new developments at several fronts, including the-
oretical developments involving improvement of kinematics
of structural theories as well as damage and life predic-
tion models, computational models of structural components
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Figure 14. (a) Pinched hemispherical shell (0◦/90◦/0◦); (b) pinched hyperboloidal shell (90◦/0◦/90◦).

based on the refined theories and novel formulations, and
experimental works to characterize materials and damage
models. In the last decade, the author and his colleagues have
contributed to the development of novel finite element mod-
els of composite structures in two areas: (1) least-squares
based finite element models of plates and (2) the weak-form
Galerkin finite element models of first-order and third-order
shell theories. The least-squares formulations are based on the
first-order shear deformation laminate plate theory as well as
the layerwise theory, while the weak-form Galerkin models
were based on a modified first-order theory as well as the
third-order shear deformation theories. In the least-squares
finite element models of plates are based on mixed formu-
lations in which displacements as well as stress resultants
are treated as the unknown field variables. Results using the
weak-form Galerkin, seven-parameter-displacement-based,
finite element model are presented for geometrically non-
linear cases. A family of high-order Lagrange interpolation
functions (with equally spaced nodes and Gauss-Lobatto-
Legendre nodes) is used to prevent shear locking. Numerical
results are presented for a number of benchmark problems
involving isotropic, laminated composite, as well as func-
tionally graded plates and shells. Several related papers cited
in the references provide additional details of the theoretical
developments. Extensions of the theories and formulations
discussed here to include plasticity, damage models, and
visco-elasticity and visco-plasticity are still awaiting atten-
tion. In the case of functionally graded materials, many of
the published works deal with thermal barrier structures and
use metal-ceramic structures. Other functionalities and other
constituents must be considered. Finally, multifunctional
materials with material and geometric nonlinearities – for

application severe environments need to be developed and
their numerical evaluation and experimental validation must
be carried out.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most physical phenomena concerning solids can be described
by considering the solid to be a continuum and formulating
appropriate partial differential equations (PDE). Analytical
solutions are, in general, not available for these PDEs, but
numerical methods can be used instead. The PDE can be dis-
cretized directly in which case the numerical method is said
to be strong-form based(finite differences, generalized finite
differences, point collocation) or it can be multiplied by test
functions and integrated over the domain (weighted resid-
ual method) in which case it is known as a weak-form based
method.Historically, the finite difference method (FDM), a
strong-form based method relying on a regular grid of points
appeared first, followed by the finite element method (FEM),

a weak-form based method. The FEM is certainly the most
widely employed numerical method today, for its robustness,
accuracy, and relative simplicity. In the FEM, the discretiza-
tion points are known as nodesand are related to one another
through a mesh, that is a finite set of geometrical entities
(polygons in two dimensions, polyhedra in three dimensions)
of finite size known as elements, which cover the solid. The
vertices of those elements are located at the nodes, which
builds a so-called connectivity table, that is a map providing
the identities of the nodes for any given element. In FEM, the
mesh of elements has essentially two roles:

� it allows the construction of a local polynomial approxi-
mation, based on the connectivity table;

� it is used for numerical integrationof the weak form of
the PDE.

Although the FEM is the most popular numerical method,
the very existence of a meshposes some difficulties:

Mesh generation for arbitrary three-dimensional geometries
is still a major challenge that can prove insurmountable
for intricate geometries.

Mesh qualitymust be ensured to maintain accuracy.
Construction of approximations with higher-order continuity

is cumbersome and not natural.
The mesh must conform to evolving discontinuitiessuch as

cracks, material interfaces, debonding zones, growing
voids, etc. When large numbers of those features are
present in a given model, regenerating the mesh is com-
putationally expensive, decreases the robustness of the
approach and increases human intervention.
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Mesh adaptationwhere elements are split to capture large
stress gradients, and where elements are enlarged in
zones where the solution is smooth, is not a natural
construct within the FEM as the nodal connectivity
must be recomputed at each adaptive step.

To alleviate these difficulties, so-called meshfreeor meshless
methods have appeared1. Despite their name, most meshfree
methods do not completely suppress the need for a mesh.
More precisely, although meshfree methods usually do not
require elements to construct the approximation, most weak-
form based meshfree methods require some type of mesh for
the numerical integration.

The basic idea behind meshfree methods is to lift the strict
connectivity requirements posed by the FEM. The solid is
represented by an “arbitrary” set of nodes2 related to one an-
other by influence domains. Based on these nodes and the size
of their domain of influence, an approximation is constructed
(see Section 2 for details) in a much more flexible way than
in the case of the FEM:

� mesh generation is vastly simplified;
� for most meshfree methods, the influence of the node

placement is not as severe as in FEM, which makes them
suitable for very large deformation problems where the
FEM has difficulties;

� arbitrary continuity and completeness can be achieved
(see Section 2), which can be useful for higher-order con-
tinua or some plate/shell formulations (see Section 4.2);

� discontinuities can be treated more easily than with the
FEM (see Section 4.1);

� nodes can be added easily to adapt locally the approxima-
tion.

Most meshfree methods may be recast as a particular case
of the weighted residual method, with particular choices of
the trial and test spaces. Depending on these choices and
whether local or global weak forms are employed, a variety of
methods can be constructed, with their respective advantages
and drawbacks in terms of stability, accuracy, computational
cost, convergence, and robustness.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In
Section 2, meshfree shape functions are briefly reviewed,
Section 3 explains some of the key issues pertaining to
implementation of meshfree methods in practice before
applications to solid mechanics, including discontinuities
and higher-order continuity requirements, are presented in
Section 4. Some concluding remarks and a discussion on the
future and challenges ahead of meshfree methods are given
in Section 5.

2 MESHFREE SHAPE FUNCTIONS

As explained above, meshfree shape functions are formulated
based only on a set of nodes, without requiring element con-
nections between the nodes. This will be explained in detail
for one particular type of meshfree shape functions, namely
the so-called moving least squares(MLS) shape functions.
Other meshfree shape functions will be treated briefly
afterwards.

2.1 From least squares to moving least squares

For a standard least squares (LS) fit of a set of data points,
the format of the fitting function is assumed, for instance a
linear polynomial function as f (x) = a + bx. This function
is then used in a LS sum JLS as

JLS =
n∑

i=1

(f (xi) − yi)
2 =

n∑
i=1

(a + bxi − yi)
2 (1)

where n is the number of data points (xi, yi). Minimizing JLS

with respect to the polynomial coefficients a and b gives a
small system of equations to be solved as




n∑
i=1

1
n∑

i=1
xi

n∑
i=1

xi

n∑
i=1

x2
i




[
a

b

]
=




n∑
i=1

yi

n∑
i=1

xiyi


 (2)

The matrix to be inverted in Equation (2) is fully populated
and its size equals the number of polynomial terms in the
fitting function. LS fits are interpolating(i.e., strictly passing
through all data points) if the number of polynomial terms
equals the number of nodes n. Thus, interpolating fits for
large numbers of data points is obviously not sensible.

Finite element interpolations are also based on polynomial
fitting functions, but they allow for different fits in different
parts of the domain. In terms of the above example, this means
that the polynomial coefficients a and b can (and generally
will) adopt different values in different elements. This can be
expressed in LS terms by introducing a so-called weight func-
tion wi(x) associated with each node i. This weight function
equals one in the elements connected to node i and it is zero
in all other elements. The weight function is used in another
least squares sum JMLS as

JMLS =
n∑

i=1

wi(x) (f (xi) − yi)
2 (3)
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Minimization of JMLS with respect to a and b will now have
to be performed for each element separately, by which a and
b will have different values for each node. This approach
is accordingly denoted as a moving least squares (MLS)
interpolation.

The weight functions do not necessarily have to be piece-
wise (or element-wise) constant. In fact, the MLS interpo-
lation was originally formulated as having more arbitrary
weight functions (Lancaster and Salkauskas, 1981). In the
context of meshfree methods, weight functions have the
following properties:

� They are non-negative so as to make minimization of JMLS

meaningful;
� They may extend beyond adjacent nodes but they

normally are non-zero in small portions of the domain
only – this ensures that the system matrix is sparse, rather
than fully populated as in LS procedures. The part of the
domain where a weight function is non-zero is called the
domain of influenceof the associated node;

� In most meshfree methods, a weight function wi is
decreasing with increasing distance from its associated
node i.

Typical weight functions are exponential functions, error
functions, or quadratic/quartic polynomials.

2.2 MLS shape functions

To compute general MLS shape functions, we write the ap-
proximating function uh as the inner product of a vector p(x)
containing polynomial terms and a vector a(x) with as yet
unknown coefficients:

uh = pT(x)a(x) (4)

The vector p(x) is chosen by the user. For instance, a complete
linear basis in two dimensions reads

pT(x) = [1, x, y] (5)

and a complete quadratic basis in three dimensions is pro-
vided by

pT(x) = [1, x, y, z, x2, y2, z2, xy, yz, zx] (6)

We obtain a(x) by minimizing the moving least squares sum
JMLS given by

JMLS =
n∑

i=1

wi(x)
(
pT(xi)a(x) − ui

)2
(7)

Minimization of equation (7) with respect to a(x) yields

PT W(x) P a(x) = PT W(x) u (8)

where u contains ui and

PT = [p(x1), p(x2), . . . , p(xn)] (9)

W(x) = diag[ w1(x, w2(x), . . . , wn(x ] (10)

We define A(x) = PT W(x) P and B(x) = PT W(x). Then,
from equation (8) it follows that

a(x) = A−1(x) B(x) u (11)

by which

uh = NT(x) u (12)

with the shape functions N defined as

NT(x) = pT(x) A−1(x) B(x) (13)

Figure 1 gives an indication of a typical weight function as
well as the resulting shape function and its derivatives.

Whereas finite element shape functions are determined by
the polynomial degree of the vector p(x) and the element
connectivity, MLS shape functions are set by the vector p(x)
as well as the chosen weight functions wi(x). The continuity
(or otherwise) of MLS shape functions is set by the continu-
ity of p(x) and of wi(x). In contrast to finite element shape
functions, the continuity of MLS shape functions can easily
be set according to the user’s requirements.

Another important aspect of MLS shape functions is
that they are normally not interpolating, that is in general
uh(xi) /= ui. This can be understood from LS interpolations
in cases where the number of data points (nodes) is larger than
the number of terms in the employed polynomial. Likewise,
if the weight function of a node in MLS fits contains more
nodes than there are terms in p(x), the MLS shape functions
will not be interpolating.
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Figure 1. (a) Typical weight function, (b) associated shape function, (c) x-derivative of shape function, and (d) y-derivative of shape
function.

2.3 Other meshfree shape functions

There are numerous other meshfree methods such as the
Reproducing Kernel Particle Method (RKPM) (Liu, Jun and
Zhang, 1995), Meshless Local Petrov Galerkin (MLPG)
method (Atluri and Zhu, 1998), hp-clouds (Duarte and Oden,
1996), point interpolation method (PIM) (Liu and Gu, 2001),
to name just a few. One of the earliest meshfree methods is
the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) (Lucy, 1977;
Gingold and Monaghan, 1977), developed originally for as-
trophysical problems and extended in the 1990s to impact
problems in solid mechanics (Libersky et al., 1993). In the
SPH method, the shape functions are given by a product of
the particle volume and the weighting function:

NJ (x) = w(x − xJ , h) VJ (14)

where VJ is the volume associated with the node J and h is
the so-called “dilation parameter”, which is some measure

of the spacing between node J and its nearest neighbors (for
instance, h could be the average distance between J and its
direct neighbors in a Delaunay triangulation).

In the application to PDEs, an approximation of a function
gradient is needed. In SPH, an approximation of the gradient
of a function is given by

∇uh = −
∑
J∈S

uJ∇NJ with

∇NJ = ∇w(x − xJ , h) VJ (15)

The minus sign on the right hand side of Equation (15) results
from the integration by parts, that is standard in SPH (Gingold
and Monaghan, 1977).

One drawback of the standard SPH method is its inabil-
ity to accurately approximate even a constant function when
particles are unevenly spaced and sized. Moreover, linear
fields cannot be reproduced correctly, which is necessary for
convergence in Galerkin methods. Therefore, many attempts
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have been made to correct the standard SPH approximation.
To give an example, (Randles and Libersky, 1997) developed
a correction that they called normalization (NSPH). To repro-
duce linear fields, they modified the SPH approximation for
the gradient of the function u with a matrix B:

∇uh(x, t) =
(
−

∑
J∈S

(uJ (t) − uI(t)) ∇w(xJ − x, h) VJ

)

·B(x) (16)

with

B(x) =
(
−

∑
J∈S

(xJ − x) ⊗ ∇w(xJ − x, h) VJ

)−1

(17)

2.4 Eulerian and Lagrangian kernels

In many meshfree methods the shape and kernel function is
expressed in terms of spatial coordinates w = w(x − xJ , h).
This is often referred to as Eulerian kernel; the dilation pa-
rameter h and connectivities of neighboring particles change
in time. Belytschko et al. (2000) and Xiao and Belytschko
(2005) have shown that particle discretizations of solids
with an Eulerian kernel lead to a distortion of the stable
domain of the material in stress space; the tensile insta-
bility analyzed by Swegle, Hicks and Attaway (1995) is
one manifestation of this distortion. Alternatively, the kernel
function can be expressed in terms of material coordinates:
w = w(X − XJ , h0). For these so-called Lagrangian kernels,
the neighbors of influence do not change in time, but the do-
main of influence in the current configuration does. Rabczuk,
Belytschko and Xiao (2004) have shown that Lagrangian ker-
nels eliminate the tensile instability.

3 IMPLEMENTATIONAL ASPECTS

The meshfree shape functions as defined above are used in
standard weak forms of the partial differential equations that
are to be solved and that are described in detail elsewhere
in the Encyclopedia. However, compared to finite element
implementations, there are a few aspects of meshfree imple-
mentations that require discussion.

Numerical integration:Gauss integration is the default option
for polynomial functions. Although meshfree shape
functions are partly formulated with polynomials, the
appearance of weight functions and the matrix inver-

sion of Equation (11) imply that, in general, meshfree
shape functions are not polynomial functions. Hence,
there is no knowledge on (existence of) optimal inte-
gration rules, and normally quite a large number of in-
tegration points are needed for accurate representation
of the integrals that appear in the weak forms.

Another line of research has focussed on nodal in-
tegration schemes. Whereas initial attempts were un-
stable (Beissel and Belytschko, 1996), more recently
robust and accurate results have been reported for sta-
bilized nodal integration (Chen et al., 2001).

Essential boundary conditions:The non-interpolating char-
acter of MLS shape functions means that special mea-
sures must be taken to enforce essential boundary con-
ditions. This has been an area of intensive research
in the late 1990s. Typical strategies include weak en-
forcement of boundary conditions via Lagrange multi-
pliers or penalty functions. Another accurate technique
is modified collocation (Zhu and Atluri, 1998).

Assembly:Meshfree shape functions are normally not re-
stricted to the elements connected to a certain node;
therefore, the typical element-by-element assembly of
finite element methods cannot be used in meshfree
methods. Instead, a connectivity graph must be set up
that sets which integration point is within the domain
of influence of which node.

4 APPLICATIONS IN SOLID MECHANICS

4.1 Capturing discontinuous fields

As mentioned in Section 1, discontinuous fields occur in
many applications in solid mechanics, for example cracks
or between solid–fluid interfaces (strong discontinuities) or
solid-solid interfaces (weak discontinuities). We will focus
on strong discontinuities, cracks, since modeling cracks was
one main focus of meshfree methods.

4.1.1 The visibility method

The visibility method (Belytschko, Lu, and Gu, 1994) was the
first approach to introduce a discrete crack into the meshfree
discretization. In the visibility method, the crack boundary is
considered to be opaque. Thus, the displacement discontinu-
ity is modeled by excluding the particles on the opposite side
of the crack in the approximation of the displacement field
(see Figure 2):

uh =
∑
I∈S+

NI(X) uI(t) (18)
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Crack

−

+

Figure 2. Domain of influence that is cut by the crack.

The jump in the displacement is then computed by

[[u]] =
(∑

I∈S+
NI(X) uI(t)

)
−

(∑
I∈S−

NI(X) uI(t)

)
(19)

Difficulties arise for particles close to the crack tip, since un-
desired interior discontinuities occur (Figure 3a). It should
also be noted that the visibility criterion leads to disconti-
nuities in shape functions near non-convex boundaries such
as kinks, crack edges, and holes, as shown in Figure 3b in
two dimensions. Nevertheless, Krysl and Belytschko (1997)
showed convergence for the visibility method. For linear

complete EFG shape functions, they even showed that the
convergence rate is not affected by the discontinuity.

4.1.2 The diffraction method

The diffraction method (Organ et al., 1996) is an improve-
ment of the visibility method. It removes the undesired inte-
rior discontinuities (see Figure 4). The diffraction method is
also suitable for non-convex boundaries. The method is moti-
vated by the way light diffracts around a sharp corner but the
equations used in constructing the domain of influence and
the weight function bear almost no relationship to the equa-
tion of diffraction. The method is only applicable to radial
basis kernel functions with a single parameter h0. The idea
of the diffraction method is to treat the crack as opaque but to
evaluate the length of the ray h0 by a path that passes around
the corner of the discontinuity: in Figure 4 the distance from
xI to x is not measured via a straight line but as the sum of
the lengths of the two line segments s1 and s2. More details
can be found, for example, in Organ et al. (1996).

4.1.3 The transparency method

The transparency method was developed as an alternative
to the diffraction method by Organ et al. (1996). The trans-
parency method is easier to extend into three dimensions than
the diffraction method. In the transparency method, the crack
is made transparent near the crack tip. The degree of trans-
parency is related to the distance from the crack tip to the
point of intersection.

Crack

Inter
discontinuities

(a)

I

Crack

Domain of influence

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Undesired introduced discontinuities by the visibility method and (b) difficulties with the visibility method for concave
boundaries and kinks.
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I

Crack Crack

Figure 4. The diffraction/transparency method.

4.1.4 The “see through” and “continuous line”
method

The “see-through” method was proposed for construct-
ing continuous approximations near non-convex boundaries.
Therefore, the boundary was considered as completely trans-
parent such that the discontinuity is removed. Although the
“see-through” methods work well for capturing features such
as interior holes, it is not well suited to model cracks.

In the “continuous line” method from Krysl and
Belytschko (1997) and Duarte and Oden (1996), the crack
is completely transparent at the crack tip. In other words,
particles whose domain of influence is partially cut by the
crack can see through the crack. This drastically shortens the
crack. If no special techniques are introduced, the crack also
does not close at the crack tip that leads to inaccurate solu-
tions. A possible solution is to enforce crack closure at the
crack tip with Lagrange multipliers or to decrease the domain
of influence of nodes close to the crack tip.

4.1.5 Enriched methods

The methods described in the previous subsections employ
modifications of the weight function w in order to capture
discontinuities. As an alternative, it is also possible to enrich
the space of basis functions, which is known as enrichment.
Enriched methods introduce information of the solution into
the (meshfree) approximation. In case of cracks, it is, for
example, known that the displacement field is discontinuous
across the crack and that the crack has to close at the crack
tip. There are basically two concepts of enrichment: intrinsic
enrichment and extrinsic enrichment. For an intrinsic enrich-
ment, the enrichment function is included in the polynomial
basis of the EFG shape function. In an extrinsic enrichment,
additional functions are introduced externally to the EFG
basis. Additional variables are introduced that need to be
solved for. The extrinsic enrichment can be classified into
extrinsic MLS enrichment and extrinsic Partition of Unity
(PU) enrichment.

r
θ

Crack

Figure 5. Definitions for the crack tip enrichment.

Intrinsic enrichment

The approximation can be enriched intrinsically by extend-
ing the MLS basis function p. In LEFM, the accuracy of the
approximation is drastically improved by adding the asymp-
totic near-tip displacement field of the Westergaard solution
into p:

pT(X) =
[

1, X, Y,
√

r sin
θ

2
,
√

r cos
θ

2
,
√

r sin
θ

2
sin(θ),

√
r cos

θ

2
sin(θ)

]
(20)

where r is the radial distance to the crack tip and θ the angle
to the crack (or its virtual extension) (see Figure 5). Note
that the linear terms are not related to the asymptotic near
crack tip displacement field but the usual polynomial basis.
Due to the expansion of the polynomial basis, the increase
in computational cost is significant. Moreover, the moment
matrix A becomes ill-conditioned. The size of the domain of
influence has to be enlarged to guarantee the regularity of A.
Alternatively, the following enrichment can be used:

pT(X) = [
1, X, Y,

√
r
]

(21)

The advantage of this enrichment is that the intrinsic basis is
only extended by one term and thus the computation of the
shape functions is computationally cheaper. The crack closes
automatically at the crack tip and the stress is singular at the
crack tip. However, since this enrichment does not contain the
discontinuity behind the crack tip, its convergence is much
slower.

Interior discontinuities will be introduced unless the intrin-
sic basis is employed globally (i.e., everywhere). Therefore,
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Fleming et al. (1997) proposed a procedure to blend nodes
with different basis. The procedure is similar to the cou-
pling procedure of meshfree methods and finite elements
(Belytschko, Organ and Krongauz, 1995; Belytschko et al.,
1996).

For cohesive cracks, the stress singularity is generally not
allowed. A typical crack tip enrichment used for cohesive
cracks is:

pT(X) = [
1, X, Y, rnsin(θ/2)

]
(22)

with n = 1, 2, 3. For n = 2, 3 . . . , nonlinear crack openings
can be modeled while for n = 1, the crack opens linearly.

Extrinsic MLS enrichment

In the MLS extrinsic enrichment, the near crack tip asymp-
totic field of LEFM is as follows:

uh(X, t) =
∑
J∈S

p(XJ )T a(X, t)

+
nc∑

K=1

(
kK

I QK
I (XI) + kK

II QK
II (XI)

)
(23)

where nc is the number of cracks in the model, uh is the ap-
proximation of u, p is the usual polynomial basis of nth order
completeness, and kI and kII are additional degrees of free-
dom associated with mode-I fracture and mode-II fracture.
Note that kI and kII physically indicate the stress intensity
factors (SIF). They can be used as approximate SIFs that can
be obtained by directly solving the system of equations with-
out considering the J-integral. Lee, Yoon and Kim (2005)
suggest a local augmentation using four auxiliary supports.
However, when using the augmentation locally, the global un-
knowns kI and kII lose their physical meaning so that the SIFs
may no longer be approximated “directly”. The functions QI

and QII describe the near-tip displacement field.
As for the standard MLS approximation, the coefficients a

are determined by minimizing the weighted discrete L2 error
norm:

J =
∑
J∈S

1

2

(
p(XJ )T a(X, t) +

nc∑
K=1

[
kK

I QK
I + kK

II QK
II

]

− uJ (t)

)2

W(X − XJ , h0) (24)

Following the same procedure as in Section 2, the final
approximation can be written as

uh(X) =
∑
J∈S

NJ (X) ũJ +
nc∑

K=1

[
kK

I QK
I + kK

II QK
II

]
(25)

with

ũJ = uJ −
nc∑

K=1

[
kK

I QK
I + kK

II QK
II

]
(26)

Note that the parameters kI and kII are global parameters and
no spatial derivatives are taken with respect to them.

Extrinsic PU enrichment

A more efficient extrinsic enrichment is based on the
partition of unity (PU) concept. Here, the asymptotic near-tip
displacement field of the Westergaard solution, equation (20),
is added externally to the approximation:

uh(X) =
∑
I∈S

NI(X)


uI +

∑
J∈Sc

bIJpJ (X)


 (27)

where bIJ are additional unknowns introduced into the vari-
ational formulation and Sc is the set of nodes whose domain
of influence is cut by the crack tip. Strouboulis, Copps and
Babuška (2000) showed that PU is even guaranteed if differ-
ent shape functions for the usual and the enriched part are
employed. A compatible approximation is even guaranteed
by a local partition of unity, meaning only nodes close to the
crack tip have to be enriched.

The extrinsic PU enrichment in equation (27) requires
methods such as the visibility method in order to capture the
crack kinematics far away from the crack tip. Alternatively,
an enrichment can be used:

uh(X) =
∑
I∈S

NI(X)uI +
∑
I∈Sw

NI(X)S(f (XI))aI

+
∑
J∈Sc

NI(X)bIJpJ (X) (28)

where Sw is the set of nodes influenced by the crack far away
from the crack tip, that is, nodes with completely cut domain
of influence. The second term on the RHS takes care of the
jump in the displacement field away from the crack tip; more
precisely, the step function S(f (X)) introduces the jump in
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the displacement field:

S(f (X)) =
{

1 for f (X) > 0

−1 for f (X) < 0
(29)

where f (X) is a level-set function that is negative on one side
of the crack and positive on the other side of the crack. The
zero-level set represents the crack surface.

Note that in the context of cohesive cracks, it is common
to omit the crack tip enrichment. While a tip enrichment can
easily be omitted in finite element methods, it causes difficul-
ties in meshfree methods because of the heavily overlapping
shape functions. Crack closure at the physical crack tip can no
longer be guaranteed and special techniques (e.g., Lagrange
multipliers) are needed in order to assure correct crack
closure.

4.2 Exploring higher-order continuity

The emphasis so far has been on applications whereby discon-
tinuous fields were described using meshfree methods. How-
ever, meshfree methods can also be used for the discretization
of problems where higher-order continuity is required. As has
been argued in Section 2, the continuity of meshfree shape
functions can easily be set by the user, whereas finite element
shape interpolations, in contrast, are normally restricted to
C0-continuity. A higher-order continuity of the shape func-
tions can be advantageous in certain applications, such as the
implementation of thin plate or thin shell theories (Krysl and
Belytschko, 1995, 1996) or the implementation of general-
ized continuum theories such as gradient elasticity (Askes and
Aifantis, 2002; Tang, Shen and Atluri, 2003). Interestingly,
meshfree formulations can be devised that possess higher-
order continuity as well as the necessary arrangements to
describe discontinuities (Rabczuk, Areias and Belytschko,
2007; Rabczuk and Areias, 2006).

5 URBAN MYTHS AND THE FUTURE
OF MESHFREE METHODS

This chapter has briefly reviewed the basics behind so-called
meshfree or meshless methods, the construction of approxi-
mations, and applications to solid mechanics including
discontinuities. It was also discussed how the higher-order
approximations available can be leveraged for particular
problems.

This concluding section aims at:

� shedding light on some common misconceptions
surrounding meshfree methods;

� discussing briefly possible alternatives to meshfree
methods;

� attempting to foresee possible futures for meshfree meth-
ods.

5.1 What really is “meshfree?”

This chapter discussed various advantages of so-called mesh-
free methods, but, importantly, certain drawbacks and pitfalls
should also be highlighted.

An important misconception stems from the very defini-
tion of the term “meshfree”, which is inconsistently used
throughout the literature. As defined in Section 1 the concept
of “mesh” is not completely absent from meshfree methods,
either to define the approximation or to carry out the numer-
ical integration. Because the term “meshfree” was histori-
cally used freely for methods that were in effect not free of
a mesh, so-called “truly meshfree” methods have emerged.
The Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) (Lucy, 1977),
point collocation (Oñate et al., 1996), and more recently, the
Meshless Local Petrov–Galerkin (MLPG) (Atluri and Zhu,
1998) are such examples.

Even for those truly meshfree methods however, some
sort of “nodal connectivity” information is required because
the neighbors of each node in the domain must be known
at each step of the computation. It is further argued in the
literature that the placement of these nodes is more flexible
compared to the FEM, although no rigorous mathematical
proof of this statement is known to the authors and recent
papers (e.g., Fries and Belytschko, 2007) show that a regular
stencil of nodes can lead to enhanced accuracy compared to
an arbitrary nodal distribution although the latter would be,
from a practical point of view, preferable.

5.2 Strengths, weaknesses, and possible
alternatives to meshfree methods

If asked to outline the major advantages and drawbacks of
meshfree methods, one must differentiate between strong-
form and weak-formbased methods. A very crude compari-
son of both indicates that the first tend to be less computation-
ally costly, but more prone to numerical instabilities (Jin, Li
and Aluru, 2004) and sensitivity to point placement. The com-
putationally expensive integration step in the second class
alleviates spurious oscillations but can benefit from the use
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of a mesh unless partition of unity quadrature (Carpinteri,
Ferro and Ventura, 2002; Duflot and Nguyen-Dang, 2002)
or nodal integration (Chen et al., 2001) is employed. Mesh-
free methods in general appear specially competitive when
(1) severe element distortion occurs during deformation; (2)
high-order continuity is required; (3) discontinuities evolve
in the solid.

Certain classes of finite element based methods have re-
cently emerged and share some of the advantages of both
meshfree and the standard FEM. The first class addresses
point (3) above by providing a means of simulating evolving
discontinuities based on a fixed FE mesh and is known as
the partition of unity method(Melenk and Babuška, 1996;
Babuška and Melenk, 1997) and its sibblings: the general-
ized FEM (GFEM) (Strouboulis, Copps and Babuška, 2000),
the extended FEM (XFEM) (Moës, Dolbow and Belytschko,
1999) and hp clouds (Duarte and Oden, 1996).

The second class is an alternative answer to point (1)
above, which, through gradient smoothing and the divergence
theorem, leads to boundary integration in the FEM, a method
known as “smoothed FEM” (Liu, Dai and Nguyen, 2007).
By suppressing the need for an isoparametric mapping, the
smoothed FEM can deal with extremely distorted meshes in-
cluding quadrilaterals with obtuse angles. The method was
tested successfully for linear and nonlinear problems involv-
ing 2D and 3D elements, plates, shells, dynamics, and buck-
ling – see Nguyen-Xuan, Bordas and Nguyen-Dang (2008)
for a general discussion on the performance of the smoothed
FEM. Coupled to partition of unity methods, the smoothed
FEM has the potential to provide a serious alternative to
meshfree methods for the simulation of cracking in solids
undergoing large deformations.

5.3 Potential futures for meshfree methods

In light of the above, it becomes interesting to ask the question
of the future of meshfree methods, from both a fundamental
research and an application point of view. The authors give
their personal opinion on this issue below. In general, more
work is required on the mathematical aspects of meshfree
methods, namely

� to understand the influence of the node constellation and
size of the domains of influence on accuracy, stability, and
convergence;

� to develop a priori and a posteriorierror estimates;
� to investigate space-time meshfree methods where the

time dimension is also discretized using meshfree tech-
niques, which have the potential to lead to very flexible
space–time adaptive techniques;

� to increase computational efficiency, so as to aim to make
meshfree methods competitive with finite element meth-
ods;

� to devise the next-generation massively parallel algo-
rithms to cater for the upcoming supercomputers involv-
ing hundreds of thousands of cores.

It also appears that the point collocation method, a “truly
meshfree” strong-form based method, is an especially impor-
tant candidate for further research as it is most removed from
the widely used FEM and offers a large potential for return,
provided techniques are devised to optimize point placement
in space and time.

The coupling of meshfree methods with partition of
unity enrichment has already yielded promising results for
crack propagation problems (see e.g., Duflot, 2006; Rabczuk,
Bordas and Zi, 2007) and a unifying approach in Babuška,
Banerjee and Osborn (2003). It will be interesting to find out
in which circumstances these enriched meshfree techniques
are to be preferred to the cheaper but less continuous solu-
tions yielded by FE-based PUM such as the XFEM. Finally,
it seems to the authors that the concept of isogeometric analy-
sis, in essence closely related to meshfree methods, proposed
in Hughes, Cottrell and Bazilevs (2005) has the potential to
launch fascinating avenues of investigation through the new
capacity to represent geometry exactly.

NOTES

1. Note that partition of unity enrichment, in particular the
extended finite element method (see Extended Finite Ele-
ment Methods), alleviates some of those difficulties. Refer
to Section 5 for more details.

2. This arbitrariness is quite relative, since the quality of the
approximation is known to be dependent on the geomet-
rical location of the nodes
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1 INTRODUCTION

The importance of modeling growing discontinuities is diffi-
cult to overestimate as it is central to simulating the growth of
cracks whose propagation path is unknown a priori. Due to
the engineering importance of the problem, tremendous ef-
forts have been expended since the 1970s on the development
of finite element methods for modeling stationary and prop-
agating cracks, in the context of both linear elastic fracture
mechanics and nonlinear fracture mechanics. Key questions
are whether or not a crack is expected to propagate, and if so,
what path it will take. The modeling problem is in two parts.
The first is the physical question of which criteria determine
whether or not a crack will propagate, and when a crack does
grow, in which direction will it propagate. The second issue
is how to model the crack propagation process using the finite
element method. In this chapter, the extended finite element

method and its application to the computational modeling of
fracture are presented.

The modeling of evolving discontinuities has long posed
a considerable challenge in computational mechanics. The
key difficulty is how to represent the path of a growing crack
during a simulation if the crack path is unknown beforehand.
A possibility is to continuously modify the finite element
mesh such that it conforms to the crack path. This approach
has been used extensively, but it is not trivial in practice,
particularly for complicated crack paths in complex com-
ponents. In the context of linear elastic fracture mechanics,
numerical simulations are confronted by a second difficulty
which is that the stress field around a crack tip in an elastic
medium possesses a 1/

√
r singularity, where r is the dis-

tance from the crack tip. Such functions cannot be well rep-
resented by the low-order polynomial basis functions that
characterize the finite element method. The most obvious
approach to approximate reasonably the stress field near a
crack tip is to construct a finite element mesh that is very
fine around the crack tip. Then, if the stress intensity fac-
tors are the quantities of interest, they can be evaluated from
the solution at some finite distance from the crack tip using
domain integral techniques (see Anderson (2005) for back-
ground information). While very close to the crack tip the
solution may not be reliable, with a fine mesh the solution
at a finite distance from the crack tip can be quite accurate.
A classical approach for dealing with the 1/

√
r singularity

in the stress field is to use so-called ‘quarter-point’ elements.
Quarter-point elements rely upon the use of finite elements
with quadratic shape functions with careful placement of the
mid-side nodes. Then, via isoparametric mapping it is pos-
sible to reproduce the 1/

√
r singularity (Anderson, 2005).

The singularity is induced by the isoparametric finite element
mapping.
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More recently, the extended finite element method has
been developed and has proven to be particularly effective
in addressing long-standing difficulties in modeling cracks.
The extended finite element method takes advantage of the
partition of unity property of finite element shape functions.
A collection of functions form a partition of unity if they
sum to unity at all points in the domain of interest. Using
this property, it is possible to enhance a finite element basis
locally with specially chosen functions. The partition of
unity finite element approach was presented by Melenk and
Babuska (1996) and Babuška and Melenk (1997) in a generic
context, and by Belytschko and Black (1999) for model-
ing cracks in elastic media. A particular difficulty in mod-
eling discontinuities to represent cracks was alleviated by
the work of Moës, Dolbow and Belytschko (1999) through
the introduction a simple jump function to the enhanced
basis. The work of Moës, Dolbow and Belytschko (1999)
forms the basis for what generally characterizes the extended
finite element method today. Since the appearance of the
early works, a large body of literature has evolved, address-
ing cohesive crack modeling (Wells and Sluys, 2001; Moës
and Belytschko, 2002), cracks in three-dimensional bodies
(Sukumar et al., 2000), intersecting and branching discon-
tinuities (Daux et al., 2000; Simone, Duarte and Van der
Giessen, 2006), and a variety of other problems. A number of
closely related methods have also been developed since the
appearance of the early works on the extended finite element
method, such as the work of Hansbo and Hansbo (2004). The
above references are by no means comprehensive and repre-
sent just a small fraction of the body of published works on the
topic. Methods that are based on the partition of unity prop-
erty of finite element shape functions are known by a number
of names, including the partition of unity method (Babuška
and Melenk, 1997), the extended finite element method, and
the generalized finite element method (Strouboulis, Copps
and Babuška, 2001).

In this chapter, the focus is upon the extended finite el-
ement method for modeling cracks in the context of linear
elastic fracture mechanics and cohesive crack growth. The
partition of unity method is introduced and then illustrated
using one-dimensional examples. The emphasis then shifts
to finite element representations of the displacement field for
crack problems. References to available literature are pro-
vided for guidance on practical implementation details, such
as the matrix form of the finite element equations. The ex-
tended finite element method has been applied to a range of
problems other than crack propagation, some of which are
briefly discussed at the end of the chapter. While the prob-
lems considered are limited to crack growth in linear elastic
media and cohesive cracks, the method can be generalized to
fracture problems, which include geometric non-linearities

(Wells, de Borst and Sluys, 2002; Gasser and Holzapfel,
2005), as well as shells (Areias and Belytschko, 2004) and
laminated composites (Remmers, Wells and de Borst, 2003).

2 THE PARTITION-OF-UNITY
PROPERTY

Given a set of n Lagrange finite element shape functions,
{Ni}ni=1, defined on the domain of interest � ⊂ Rd , 1 ≤
d ≤ 3, and the nodal degrees of freedom {ui}ni=1, a finite
element function uh is expressed as

uh =
n∑

i=1

Ni (x) ui (1)

Finite element shape functions satisfy the ‘partition of unity
property’ since for any x ∈ �

n∑
i=1

Ni (x) = 1 (2)

Simply put, the shape functions sum to one at any point in
the domain. In the context of solid mechanics, this property
is intimately related to a finite element model being able to
reproduce rigid body motions. The extended finite element
method is based on the partition of unity property.

Using the partition of unity property of the finite element
shape functions, Melenk and Babuska (1996) and Babuška
and Melenk (1997) proposed the ‘Partition of Unity Method’.
Using the partition of unity property, they showed that one can
easily extend the finite element basis with arbitrary functions.
A set of ‘enhancement’ functions

{
ψj

}m

j=1 can be added to the
basis used to represent the function uh using the partition of
unity property. A finite element function uh can be expressed
as

uh =
n∑

i=1

Ni (x)


ui +

m∑
j

ψj (x) ûij


 (3)

where ûij is the degree of freedom at node i corresponding
to the enhancement function ψj . The degree of freedom ui

corresponds as usual to the amplitude of the shape function
Ni, and the enhanced degree of freedom ûij corresponds to
the amplitude of the enhancement function ψj at node i. The
number of ‘extra’ functions m is typically much smaller than
the number of shape functions n. The functions {ψj}mj=1 are
defined globally without reference to an element domain, but
their effect is localized by the multiplication with the shape
functions. Owing to the partition of unity property of the
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finite element shape functions, the functions in {ψj}mj=1 can
be reproduced exactly by uh. Noteworthy is that, in general, it
no longer holds that uh = ui at the node i. This can complicate
the application of Dirichlet boundary conditions in a finite el-
ement simulation, since the usual finite element interpolation
property is lost. Using the expression for the unknown field uh

in equation (3) in a finite element formulation, the unknown
quantities that are solved for are the nodal variables {ui}ni=1
and {ûij}n,m

i=1,j=1. For carefully chosen functions {ψj}mj=1, one
may compute accurate solutions on relatively coarse meshes.
This is particularly the case for problems in which the exact
solution cannot be well represented by low-order finite ele-
ment shape functions, or perhaps cannot be represented at all
in the case of a discontinuous solution, but for which some
analytical information is available. In the work of Babuška
and Melenk (1997), the regular finite element functions were
complemented by functions

{
ψj

}m

j=1 coming from the ana-
lytical solution to a problem that exhibits a boundary layer.
While effective, this does rely on some precise knowledge of
the solution, which for most problems is not available. How-
ever, for some important practical problems, some features
of the analytical solution are known, such as form of the the
displacement field close to a crack tip. Another possibility is
to include a discontinuous function in the enhanced basis to
model jumps in uh across surfaces.

In the preceding, the set of enhancement functions{
ψj

}m

j=1 was considered to be defined everywhere in �.

However, it is also possible to define the enhanced basis func-
tions locally. This in fact is when the concept is most power-
ful. Around entities of particular interest, such as a boundary
layer or a crack, special enhancement functions can be added.
Formally, the finite element field for the case where the
enhancement functions vary for each node is given by

uh =
n∑

i=1

Ni (x)


ui +

mi∑
j=1

ψij (x) ûij


 (4)

where each node i has an associated enhanced basis
{
ψj

}mi

j=1.
If mi = 0, the set of enhancement functions is empty
(
{
ψj

} = ∅) and no extra degrees of freedom are associated
with node i. If a subset of nodes have the same enhanced
basis, then the functions in the enhanced basis can be repro-
duced exactly on the intersection of the supports of the shape
functions associated with the subset of nodes.

The local extension of finite element basis using the par-
tition of unity concept will now be illustrated by examples.
The first example presented involves the addition of the func-
tion cos(πx). Figure 1a shows a collection of continuous
piecewise linear finite element shape functions on the inter-
val (−2, 2) with nodes located at x = −2, −1, 0, 1, 2. It is
possible to extend the linear basis with the function cos(πx),
which is illustrated in Figure 1b, on the interval (−1, 1) by
associating the enhanced basis with all nodes whose shape
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Figure 1. Linear finite element basis enhanced with the function cos (πx) on the interval (−1, 1). The finite element basis functions are
shown in (a), and the enhancement function cos (πx) is shown in (b). The products of the shape functions at the enhanced nodes and the
function cos (πx) are shown in (c), and the sum of these functions is shown in (d).
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function support intersect the interval (−1, 1), which in this
case are the three shape functions associated with the nodes
at x = −1, 0, 1. The products of each of these shape func-
tions with the function cos(πx) are shown in Figure 1c. Upon
summing the products of shape functions and cos(πx), the
original function cos(πx) is recovered on the interval (−1, 1),
as shown in Figure 1d. This is due to the partition of unity
property of the shape functions. At the boundary of the inter-
val namely at x = −2 and x = 2, the product of the enhanced
function and the shape functions goes to zero, thereby local-
izing the enhancement. Despite the appearance of Figure 1d,
the degree of continuity of the finite element field will follow
from the least continuous of the finite element shape func-
tion and the enhancement function. This can be seen from the
discontinuous derivatives in Figure 1c.

A second example is now presented that involves the ad-
dition the discontinuous Heaviside function H , which is rel-
evant to crack modeling. The Heaviside function is defined
by

H(x − c) =
{

1 (x − c) ≥ 0

0 (x − c) < 0
(5)

where c is location of the jump. Again, a collection of lin-
ear finite element shape functions on the interval (−2, 2)
with nodes located at x = −2, −1, 0, 1, 2 are considered (see
Figure 2a). As an enhancement function, the Heaviside jump

function, with the jump located within an element at c = 0.25,
will be added. This jump function is shown in Figure 2b.
The jump enhancement will only be added to nodes whose
shape function support includes the actual jump, since away
from this region the jump function is a constant, and the
finite element shape functions are capable of representing
constant functions. This implies that the enhanced basis will
be ‘attached’ to the nodes located at x = 0 and x = 1. The
result of multiplying these two shape functions by the jump
function is shown in Figure 2c. Summing these functions, the
unit jump at x = 0.25 is recovered, as shown in Figure 2d.
At a distance away from the discontinuity, the product of
the jump function and the enhanced shape functions goes
to zero, thereby localizing the influence of the jump. It has
been possible to add a discontinuous function with a jump
inside an element to the basis. This is the foundation for the
modeling of crack paths independently of the finite element
mesh structure. The presented examples have considered lin-
ear finite element basis functions in one dimension, but the
approach can be generalized to shape functions of any order
in any spatial dimension.

3 EXTENDED FINITE ELEMENT
METHOD FOR CRACK MODELING

We present in this section the use of the partition-
of-unity property of finite element shape functions to model
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Figure 2. Linear finite element basis enhanced with the Heaviside function centered at x = 0.25. The finite element basis functions are
shown in (a), and the jump function H is shown in (b). The products of the shape functions at the enhanced nodes and the function H are
shown in (c), and the sum of these functions is shown in (d).
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Figure 3. Crack in an infinite elastic medium.

traction-free and cohesive cracks in linear elastic media by
introducing locally discontinuous functions to the enhanced
basis, and where appropriate basis functions coming from the
analysis of cracks in elastic bodies.

3.1 Linear elastic fracture mechanics

The displacement field close to a crack tip for a crack in an in-
finite linear elastic medium is characterized by a dependency
of the displacement field on

√
r, where r is the distance from

the crack tip (see Figure 3). This in turn implies a 1/
√

r sin-
gularity in the stress and strain fields. More specifically, for a
crack in a two-dimensional infinite elastic medium, as illus-
trated in Figure 3, the displacement field close to the crack
tip is of the form (Anderson, 2005)

ux = KI

2µ

√
r

2π
cos

(
θ

2

) (
κ − 1 + 2 sin2

(
θ

2

))

+ KII

2µ

√
r

2π
sin

(
θ

2

) (
κ + 1 + 2 cos2

(
θ

2

))
(6)

uy = K1

2µ

√
r

2π
sin

(
θ

2

) (
κ + 1 − 2 cos2

(
θ

2

))

− KII

2µ

√
r

2π
cos

(
θ

2

) (
κ − 1 − 2 sin2

(
θ

2

))
(7)

where KI and KII are the mode-I and mode-II stress intensity
factors, respectively, µ is the shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s
ratio and

κ =
{

(3 − ν)/(1 + ν) plane stress

3 − 4ν plane strain
(8)

The expressions in (6) and (7) are valid for r � a, where a

is the crack length.

What can be extracted from the expression for the dis-
placement field in equations (6) and (7) is a basis that spans
each component of the near-tip displacement field solution.
This basis is

{
ψj

} =
{√

r cos
(

θ

2

)
,
√

r sin
(

θ

2

)
,
√

r sin
(

θ

2

)
sin (θ) ,

√
r cos

(
θ

2

)
sin (θ)

}
(9)

The function
√

r sin (θ/2) provides for a jump across the crack
face at θ = ±π. This collection of functions can be added to
the finite element basis using the partition of unity property
to capture the near-tip solution for a fracture mechanics prob-
lem. However, the analytical solution is valid only close to the
crack tip, and the nature of the stress singularity is weak; its
influence decays rapidly away from the crack tip. Therefore,
the enhanced basis only needs to be added to a small domain
along the crack (in order to preserve the displacement jump
across the crack faces) and a small domain around the crack
tip. Using this enhanced basis, the displacement field has the
form

uh =
n∑
i

Niui +
n∑
i

Ni


 mi∑

j=1

ψijûij


 (10)

where mi = 4 for nodes close to the crack and mi = 0 (im-
plying that {ψj} = ∅) elsewhere. This approach was devel-
oped in Belytschko and Black (1999). This near-tip enhanced
basis does however pose a particular implementation diffi-
culty. The enhanced basis is expressed in terms of a polar
coordinate system about the crack tip, whereas the standard
finite element shape functions are posed in terms of the global
Cartesian system. This is not a significant issue for straight
cracks for which derivatives with respect to the polar sys-
tem can be transformed easily to the Cartesian system via the
chain rule for differentiation. However, for curved cracks, in
order to model correctly the displacement jump across the
crack behind the tip, a special mapping procedure is required
that essentially maps the curved crack to a straight line. If the
path of the crack is modeled as a series of straight segments,
each segment must be mapped in turn. Such a procedure is
presented by Fleming et al. (1997).

At a distance behind the crack tip, the displacement field is
discontinuous across the crack faces but the influence of the
crack-tip terms is otherwise weak. Therefore, to minimize
or even completely avoid the mapping of the crack behind
the crack tip, Moës, Dolbow and Belytschko (1999) added a
discontinuous function to the enhanced basis behind the crack
tip to furnish a jump across the crack faces. By making the
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Figure 4. Finite element mesh of quadratic triangular elements
crossed by a crack (heavy line). Nodes indicated with a square have
had a jump function added, and nodes indicated with a circle have
had the near-tip solution added.

jump function a function of the global Cartesian coordinates,
rather than the crack tip polar coordinates, there is no need to
map the function. The discontinuous function simply takes a
value of one on one side of the crack, and a value of minus one
on the other side to match the jump term sin(θ/2). The form
of the displacement field is the same as in equation (10), but
now the enhanced basis associated with nodes whose shape
function support is crossed by the crack but are not enhanced
with the near-tip functions contains only the jump function,

{ψj} = {(2H − 1)} (11)

where H is the Heaviside function centered at the cracks face.
Figure 4 shows a mesh of quadratic Lagrange triangular ele-
ments crossed by a crack. The nodes close the crack tip have
had the finite element basis extended using the near-tip solu-
tion from linear elastic fraction mechanics (these nodes are
denoted by solid circles). At nodes behind the crack tip, a
simple jump function has been added to capture the displace-
ment jump across the crack faces (these nodes are denoted
by solid squares).

To formulate a finite element method, the starting point is
the standard weak form of the balance of linear momentum
equation (neglecting inertia terms), which reads: find uh ∈
V ⊂ (

H1 (�\�d)
)d

such that

∫
�\�d

∇svh : C : ∇suh d�

=
∫

�

vh · f d� +
∫

�h

vh · h d� ∀vh ∈ V (12)

n

Hd = 1
Hd = 0

Γd

Ω

Figure 5. Domain � crossed by a discontinuity surface �d .

where V is a suitably defined function space, vh is a test
function, C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor, ∇suh =
(∇uh + (∇uh)T )/2, f is a body force terms, and h is the
traction boundary condition that is prescribed on part of the
external boundary. The crack surface is denoted by �d (see
Figure 5). The finite element formulation follows by insert-
ing the expressions for the displacement field (10) with the
appropriate enhanced basis into the weak form, and express-
ing the test functions vh using the same basis. This will lead
to a system of linear equations where the unknowns (the de-
grees for freedom) are the regular degrees of freedom ui and
the enhanced degrees of freedom ûij . The matrix form of the
equations can be found in Belytschko et al. (2001). Some
practical issues surrounding this approach are addressed in
Section 4.

3.2 Cohesive crack propagation

The cohesive crack approach to modeling fracture has
received considerable attention over a long period of time. It
incorporates a degree on non-linearity in the fracture process
and is suitable for problems that exhibit a degree of ductil-
ity. The principle behind cohesive crack modeling is that the
process zone around the physical crack tip can be modeled as
an extension of the crack tip with cohesive forces acting on
the crack surfaces. The cohesive forces decrease as the crack
opens. A cohesive crack model is illustrated in Figure 6. If
the traction acting on the crack faces at the tip is equal to
the stresses in the continuum ahead of the crack, the stress
singularity is removed.

For a long period, simulations of cohesive crack propa-
gation restricted crack paths to inter-element boundaries. A
problem with this approach is that possible crack paths are
predetermined by the structure of the mesh, which may lead
to erroneous global cracks paths, and locally it may lead to a
tortuous crack that can result in excessive energy dissipation
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of a cohesive crack.

during propagation. The extended finite element method can
be applied to cohesive crack simulations to circumvent these
issues by allowing for arbitrary crack paths. Unlike the in the
previous section, it is not essential to include near-tip singular
term (although they can be added, see Moës and Belytschko
(2002)), as in principle there is no singularity at the tip and
stress intensity factors are no longer the quantities of inter-
est. In the absence of crack tip singularity terms, the enhanced
basis close to a crack takes on a particularly simple form,{

ψj

} = {H} (13)

where H is the Heaviside function centered at the crack sur-
face �d . The enhanced basis and the corresponding enhanced
degrees of freedom are only active at nodes whose shape func-
tion supports are crossed by the crack. The set of enhancement
functions is otherwise empty. If a crack is represented such
that the crack tip always coincides with an element edge,
careful selection of which nodes to enhance can guarantee
that the displacement jump at the crack tip is zero (Wells and
Sluys, 2001).

The jump in the displacement field across the crack surface
[[uh]] is given by

[[uh]] = u+
h − u−

h

=
n∑
i

Ni

(
ui + H+ûi

) −
∑

i

Ni

(
ui + H−ûi

)

=
n∑
i

Niûi (14)

where the superscripts ‘−’ and ‘+’ indicate quantities eval-
uated at the discontinuity surface but from opposite sides.
The Heaviside function is equal to one on the ‘+’ side and
zero on the ‘−’ side (see Figure 5). The displacement jump
is important as it is typically used to determine the cohesive
forces acting across the crack.

A finite element method can be formulated by inserting
the expression for the displacement field into an appropri-
ate variational expression. For a body � crossed by a dis-
continuity surface denoted by �d upon which tractions act,
as shown in Figure 5, the weak form of the balance of lin-
ear momentum in the absence of inertia effects reads: find
uh ∈ V ⊂ (

H1 (�\�d)
)d

such that

∫
�\�d

∇vh : σ (uh) d� +
∫

�d

[[vh]] · t ([[uh]]) d�

=
∫

�

vh · f d� +
∫

�h

vh · h d� ∀vh ∈ V (15)

where σ is the stress tensor and t is the traction (acting on
the ‘H = 0’ side of the crack, see Figure 5). For the cohesive
crack problem, the weak form has been posed in terms of the
stress and traction vectors so that it is valid for both linear and
nonlinear material responses. If either σ or t exhibits as non-
linear dependence on the solution, the above problem can be
solved using a Newton-type approach. Matrix-vector expres-
sion of the finite element equations and the linearization for
this problem can be found in Wells and Sluys (2001).

4 IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

A number of issues arise in the implementation of the ex-
tended finite element. Some practical aspects, such as the
variable number of degrees of freedom at each node, can
be handled by a well-designed finite element library. Of a
more theoretical nature, when extending the basis with non-
polynomial functions, it is in general not possible to inte-
grate exactly using quadrature. If the discontinuity function
is constant away from the discontinuity surface, it is relatively
straightforward to devise numerical integration schemes that
are exact (at least for affine isoparametric mappings). For
enhancement functions that are not polynomial and possi-
bly even singular, it is less clear how numerical integration
should be applied. The most popular approach to quadra-
ture appears to be the sub-triangulation of elements that are
crossed by a discontinuity. This is illustrated in Figure 7,
where integration points are denoted by crosses. Integration
points have also been located on the discontinuity surface to
integrate tractions forces in the case of a cohesive crack. Im-
portantly, the finite element is integrated on both sides of the
discontinuity, which is necessary to avoid a singular system
of equations. What is less clear is how singular enrichment
functions should be integrated to ensure sufficient accuracy.

A topic of importance when modeling an evolving dis-
continuity is the representation of the crack surface. In two
dimensions, a crack is a line and its representation is not
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Figure 7. Sub-triangulation of a triangular element crossed by a
discontinuity (heavy line) for the purpose of numerical integration.

particularly challenging, and various techniques can be used,
the simplest of which is to represent a crack as a series of
straight connected segments. The situation is considerably
more complex in three dimensions. For linear elastic frac-
ture, the level set approach has proved popular (Stolarska
et al., 2001). For nonlinear and cohesive approaches, the for-
mulation is simplified if crack tips coincide with element
boundaries. This is straightforward in two dimensions, but
more complex in three dimensions. A range of techniques
have been presented for representing discontinuity surfaces.
A review of a number of approaches can be found in Jäger,
Steinmann and Kuhl (2008).

A degree of complexity is introduced when multiple in-
tersecting cracks are modeled as the enhanced degrees of
freedom must be carefully selected. Enhanced basis terms
are required for each discontinuity as well as the interaction
between discontinuities. Details around this issue are dealt
with in Daux et al. (2000) and Simone, Duarte and Van der
Giessen (2006).

Slowly, a number of finite element libraries that implement
the extended finite element are becoming available. While
support for the method is presently limited in commercial
finite packages, an increasing number of software libraries
that support the extended finite element method are freely
available. Many of these take advantage of modern object-
oriented software design, which affords a degree of flexibility
that is useful for extended finite elements methods.

5 GENERALIZATIONS OF THE
EXTENDED FINITE ELEMENT
METHOD

The possibility of adding arbitrary functions to a finite
element basis, including discontinuous functions that are

independent of the underlying finite element mesh, opens a
number of interesting modeling possibilities. In particular, the
extended finite element method has been used to model prob-
lems involving complicated geometries using meshes that
do not conform to the geometry of the problem. A compli-
cated shape can be imposed on a uniform background mesh,
with the boundary of the domain of interest represented by
a discontinuous enhanced basis function (Daux et al., 2000;
Belytschko et al., 2001; Simone, Duarte and Van der Giessen,
2006). It is also possible to introduce weak discontinuities
within elements (Belytschko et al., 2001). Weak discontinu-
ities involve a discontinuous first derivative. They are particu-
larly useful for modeling material interfaces independently of
the finite mesh, since at a material interface the displacement
field is continuous, but the strain field exhibits jumps. The
flexibility with which arbitrary functions, be they continuous
or discontinuous, can be added locally to a finite element ba-
sis using the extended finite element method means that many
different applications of the approach are appearing regularly
in the published literature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The verification and validation keywords pertain to the qual-
ity analysis of the numerical solution provided by the finite
element method (FEM). Validation refers to the discrepancy
between the model (physical/mathematical) and reality
(or experiments). This chapter focuses on the verification
concept, which concerns the errors introduced by the nu-
merical solver. More precisely, the methodologies assessing
the error associated with the finite element discretization are
briefly reviewed.

Thus, it is assumed in the following that the error is the
difference between the exact and the numerical solutions
of some mathematical problem (typically a boundary value
problem, that is, a partial differential equation plus some
properly posed boundary conditions). Among the different
possible error sources, the discretization errors are the main
focus in this chapter, but the solution is also affected by dif-

ferent mistakes and blunders. The latter may come both from
the programmer of the code (they are then referred as code
bugs) or the user, who sometimes misunderstands the data
set to be entered into the code or misinterprets the results
furnished by the code. It is beyond the scope of this chapter
to analyze these error sources.

The error introduced by the numerical discretization, the
finite element mesh, is assessed using either a priori or a
posteriori error estimates. A priori estimates are mathemati-
cal expressions relating some measure of the error with the
parameters of the discretization, namely the characteristic
element size, h, and the degree of the polynomial approxima-
tion inside the elements, p. Unknown constants are involved
in the expressions, independent of h and p but depending
on the exact solution. A priori estimates are essential tools
to analyze the FEM, in particular its convergence behavior.
Nevertheless, a priori estimates are not providing informa-
tion of the actual error for a concrete solution corresponding
to a given mesh. This chapter concentrates on a posteriori
error assessment. These tools require using the approximate
solution (they must be used after the finite element compu-
tation is performed, a posteriori) and provide information on
the actual error associated with this approximation.

The first attempts in a posteriori error assessment did pro-
vide approximations of the error measured in energy norm.
In the last decade, a huge effort has been put in assessing
the error in arbitrary quantities of interest. This research is
extremely useful, since it relates with goal-oriented error
adaptivity, that is, finding the optimal mesh producing the
result specified by the user with the prescribed accuracy at
a minimum cost. Moreover, a recently open line of research
concentrates on providing certificates of the approximate so-
lution or, conversely, guaranteed bounds in which the exact
solution lies.
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The remainder of the chapter is devoted to describe the
main goals and endeavors of the error assessment techniques,
to schematically classify the principal estimators and to re-
view their characteristics and potential.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The different approaches to error estimation for the finite
element numerical approximations are presented in the
framework of linear elasticity. This section briefly introduces
the notation used in this chapter, summarizes the basic goals,
and states some properties of the error that are useful in the
following.

2.1 Basic equations

The body under study occupies the domain � with boundary
∂�, (see Figure 1). The boundary ∂� is divided in two dis-
joint parts, �N and �D. In the Dirichlet part of the boundary,
�D, the displacement is set to be equal to a given value uD. A
body load b is applied in �, and a traction t is applied on the
Neumann part of the boundary, �N. The unknown displace-
ment field u and the corresponding stresses σ(u) are found
by solving the following boundary value problem:

−∇ · σ(u) = b in � (1a)

σ(u) · n = t on �N (1b)

u = uD on �D (1c)

The variational or weak form of problem (1) requires in-
troducing the following functional spaces: the space of ad-
missible displacements U (a subspace of H1(�) of functions

Ω

b

Prescribed
volume forces

ΓN Prescribed
surface forces t

ΓD Prescribed displacement uD

Figure 1. Representation of the structure

fulfilling (1c)) and the space of virtual displacements, V (also
known as trial functions, similar to U but vanishing on �D).
Thus, the weak form is readily expressed as finding u ∈ U
such that

a
(
u, v

) = l
(
v
)
, for all v ∈ V (2)

where

a
(
u, v

)
:=

∫
�

σ(u) : ε(v) d�, l
(
v
)
:=

∫
�

b · v d� +
∫

�N

t · v d�

(3)

ε(·) being the strain operator. Recall that the Hooke tensor C
relates stresses and strains,

σ(u) = C : ε(u) (4)

It is
useful expressing the bilinear form a

(·, ·) in terms of stresses
instead of displacements by formally introducing ā

(·, ·) such
that

ā
(
σ, τ

)
:=

∫
�

σ : C−1 : τ d� (5)

Note that, with this definition, a
(
u, v

) = ā
(
σ(u), σ(v)

)
.

A finite element mesh of characteristic size h discretizing
� induces the functional spaces Uh ⊂ U and Vh ⊂ V . The
finite element approximation to u, uh ∈ Uh, is such that

a
(
uh, v

) = l
(
v
)
, for all v ∈ Vh (6)

A posteriori error estimation techniques aim at assessing the
error committed in the approximation of u, e := u − uh,
where e ∈ V is the solution of the residual equation

a
(
e, v

) = l
(
v
) − a

(
uh, v

) =: R(v), for all v ∈ V (7)

Remark 1. The right-hand side of equation (7) is the weak
residual associated with the trial function v. Error estima-
tion techniques based on solving this equation or making use
of it are hence named residual-type error estimators. It is
worth noting also that the weak residual is also expressed in
terms of the elementary strong residual rel = b + ∇ · σ(uh)
(which can be evaluated in the interior of the elements �k,
k = 1, 2, . . . , nel, of the mesh) and the singular residual, rsing.
The singular residual is defined as the jump of the normal
component of σ(uh) on the interelement edges γ (sides in
3D) in �int, rsing = �σ(uh) · n�

�int
and as the non-verification
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of the Neumann boundary condition on the element edges γ

in �N, rsing = t − σ(uh) · n. The resulting expression is

R(v) =
nel∑
k=1

∫
�k

rel · v d� +
∑

γ∈�int∪�N

∫
γ

rsing · v d� (8)

These two components of the residual reveal the existence
of two different error sources, the elementary and singular
residuals. The former is associated with the lack of verifica-
tion of the differential equation in the interior of the elements,
the latter with the non-verification of the continuity require-
ments of the stress field. The main rationale of the explicit
residual error estimates consists in evaluating these two terms
separately.

The energy norm of the error, ‖e‖, is taken as a global
measure of the error. This is the norm induced by a

(·, ·) or
ā
(·, ·) when applied to stresses, namely,

‖e‖2 = a
(
e, e

) = ā
(
σe, σe

) = |‖σe‖|2 (9)

where σe is the error in stresses σe := σ(u) − σ(uh).

2.2 Assessing the energy norm of the error

The first step in a posteriori assessment is estimating the error
measured in the energy norm, that is obtaining a good approx-
imation of σe and computing ‖e‖. This translates in finding a
new stress field σ� based on the information in hand, that is,
σ(uh), and such that σ� approximates the actual stresses σ(u)
much better than σ(uh). Thus, a computable error estimate is
readily obtained

σe ≈ σ�
e = σ� − σ(uh) (10)

yielding also the corresponding energy norm estimate
|‖σ�

e‖|2 = ā
(
σ�

e, σ
�
e

) ≈ ‖e‖2.
The stress field σ� is said to be statically admissible if it is

continuous (at least in the normal components to the discon-
tinuity surface, that is without traction jumps) and it fulfills
the equilibrium equations (1a) and (1b). This is equivalent to
say that for all the virtual displacements v ∈ V

ā
(
σ�, σ(v)

) = l
(
v
)

(11)

Note that the solution of (11) is not unique because σ� is not
assumed to fulfill any compatibility condition, in other words,
σ� does not necessarily derive from a displacement field
following (4).

A statically admissible stress field σ� produces an energy
norm estimate |‖σ�

e‖| larger than (or equal to) ‖e‖. The error
estimation technique providing this kind of error approxi-
mation is referred as an upper bound error estimator. The
upper bound property of the statically admissible stress field
is readily derived by considering v = e in (2) and (11), thus

ā
(
σ(u), σe

) = l
(
e
) = ā

(
σ�, σe

)
(12)

and subtracting ā
(
σ(uh), σe

)
from both the sides

ā
(
σe, σe

) = ā
(
σ�

e, σe

)
(13)

which yields |‖σe‖| ≤ |‖σ�
e‖| by simply considering the

Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.
Thus, the key issue in any error estimation technique is

to produce a properly enhanced stress field σ�. Moreover, if
σ� is build up such that it is statically admissible, then this
additional feature confers to the estimator the upper bound
property. The strategies producing the enhanced stresses σ�

are classified into two categories: recovery-type estimators
and implicit residual-type estimators, which are discussed in
Sections 3 and 4.

It is worth remarking that, in general, the enhanced stress
σ� and the corresponding stress error σ�

e can only be used to
evaluate the energy norm of the error and no other quantities.
In particular, any magnitude based on the displacement error
cannot be evaluated using σ�.

2.3 Quantities of interest, adjoint problem,
and error representation

Assessing the energy norm of the error is not sufficient for
many applications. In practice, the finite element user is in-
terested in specific magnitudes extracted from the global so-
lution by some post-process. These magnitudes are referred
as quantities of interest or functional outputs. Goal-oriented
error assessment strategies aim at estimating the error com-
mitted in these quantities and possibly providing bounds for
it.

The quantities of interest considered here are linear func-
tional outputs of the solution, lO

(
u
)
. In particular, those

expressed in the form

lO
(
u
) =

∫
�

bO · u d� +
∫

�N

tO · u d� + a
(
u, χO)

(14)

where bO, tO, and χO are the given functions characterizing
the quantity of interest. Note that lO

(·) has the same structure
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as that of the right-hand side of (2). The extension to nonlinear
outputs is discussed in Xuan, Parés and Peraire (2006).

This expression is pretty general and accounts for a large
variety of quantities of interest. The first term in (14) is a
weighted average of the displacements, bO being the weight.
Note that this average is restricted to the support of bO, which
is, in practice, the way of indicating the zone of interest.
Similarly, the second term in (14) accounts for averaged dis-
placements along a part of the Neumann boundary. Note that
displacements on the Dirichlet boundary, �D, are known a
priori, and therefore it makes no sense to include averaged
displacements on �D in the quantity of interest. On the con-
trary, tractions on �D are generally interesting for the end
users, as they are the reaction forces on the supports. In fact,
this kind of quantities are accounted by the third term in (14).
At first sight, the third term in (14) only represents an average
of the stresses in the interior of the domain of study. How-
ever, a proper choice of function χO also allows representing
traction averages along �D. This is readily demonstrated by
noting that

∫
�D

χO · (σ(u) · n) d� = a
(
u, χO) −

∫
�N

t · χO d�

−
∫

�

b · χO d� (15)

Equation (15) is obtained after the usual algebraic manipula-
tion, using the weighted residuals technique into the original
equation (1a), taking χO, which does not vanish on �D, as
weighting function. It is clear from (15) that the third term
in (14) is a traction average on �D plus a computable term
involving part of the data.

The expression (14) also allows determining pointwise
quantities by using functions of the Dirac delta type, although
in practice smeared versions are preferred (averages in neigh-
borhoods of the point) in order to avoid singularities.

The objective of the goal-oriented error assessment is to
estimate the value of lO

(
e
)
, which, for linear outputs, coin-

cides with lO
(
u
) − lO

(
uH

)
.

As pointed out in the previous section, the enhanced
stresses σ� can only be used to assess the energy norm of
the error. Thus, an error representation is needed to express
the error in the quantity of interest in terms of the energy
error. This error representation requires introducing an auxil-
iary problem, denoted as adjoint or dual problem by different
authors . This problem reads: find ψ ∈ V such that

a
(
v, ψ

) = lO
(
v
)
, for all v ∈ V (16)

Note that the adjoint solution ψ lies in the space V (i.e., van-
ishes on �D) and that, for the sake of clarity, the order of the
arguments in a

(·, ·) is switched with respect to the original
equation (2). The numerical solution of the adjoint problem
(16), ψh, has the associated error ε := ψ − ψh. These aux-
iliary functions are introduced such that the following error
representation holds:

lO
(
e
) = a

(
e, ψ

) = a
(
e, ε

)
(17a)

This error representation allows bounding the error in terms
of the energy norm of the errors in the direct and adjoint prob-
lem. This is a direct consequence of the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality, namely,

|lO(
e
)| = |a(

e, ε
)| ≤ ‖e‖ ‖ε‖ (17b)

An obvious error bound for the quantity of interest follows:
lO

(
e
)

ranges between ±‖e‖ ‖ε‖. Thus, an upper bound of
the quantity of interest (in absolute value) is obtained if up-
per bounds for ‖e‖ and ‖ε‖ are available. The sharpness of
this upper and lower bounding of the error in the quantity of
interest is improved by considering the so-called parallelo-
gram identity:

lO
(
e
) = 1

4
‖κe + 1

κ
ε‖2 − 1

4
‖κe − 1

κ
ε‖2 (18)

standing for any nonzero factor κ. It follows from (18) that
an upper bound for lO

(
e
)

is obtained by combining an upper
bound for ‖κe + 1

κ
ε‖ and a lower bound for ‖κe − 1

κ
ε‖ (using

zero as a lower bound is a not sharp but robust option).
Conversely, a lower bound for lO

(
e
)

is obtained by com-
bining a lower bound for ‖κe + 1

κ
ε‖ and an upper bound for

‖κe − 1
κ
ε‖. In practice, if the lower bounds are properly as-

sessed, this alternative is much sharper than using only (17b)
and usually allows determining the sign of lO

(
e
)

because
both upper and lower bounds may have the same sign.

Note that the energy norm assessment and energy bounds
for the direct (or primal) and adjoint problems (or the com-
bined problems yielding κe ± 1

κ
ε) are the basic underlying

tools for goal-oriented assessment.

3 RECOVERY ESTIMATES

The so-called recovery or flux projection error estimates use a
simple post-process technique to recover an enhanced stress
field, σ�, as introduced in Section 2.2. Using the pioneering
idea introduced in Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1987), σ� is straight-
forwardly computed as a least squares fitting of σ(uh).
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Note that the computed stresses σ(uh) are discontinuous
across the interelement edges or sides. The corresponding
traction jumps are in fact the basis for the singular residual,
rsing, as shown in (8), and one of the error sources. Note
also that the stresses inside the elements are computed from
the derivatives of the displacements, and therefore they are
of lower polynomial degree: for linear elements, stresses are
piecewise constant, for quadratic elements stresses are linear.
This is related with the interior residual rel: for instance, for
linear elements rel = b. It is clear that in order to enhance the
stresses one has to smooth out the discontinuities (suppress
traction jumps) and to increase the polynomial degree of the
stress approximation inside the elements.

This objective is easily reached by describing the stresses
with the same functional description used for the displace-
ments. A discrete space for the stresses Sh is introduced such
that every component of the stress field is described using
the same interpolation as the components of Uh: functions in
Sh are of the same type as functions in Uh (continuous and
piecewise polynomial).

Thus, the recovered stress σ� is selected in Sh such that
it minimizes the error σ� − σ(uh) in a least squares sense,
see Figure 2. Following this basic idea, different fitting cri-
teria have been introduced by different authors. Among the
more popular, it is worth mentioning the super patch recovery
(SPR) introduced by Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1992). The SPR
is based on the local polynomial fitting of the stress field in
patches of elements. The locally fitted stress is evaluated at
the nodal points to determine the nodal values of σ� ∈ Sh.

A different approach to recovery estimates was introduced
by Wiberg, Li and Abdulwahab (1996) for structural dynam-
ics. In this context, the stress recovery does not suffice to
compute the error; the error in displacements and veloci-
ties is also required. Thus, a technique enhancing the dis-
placement approximation provided by the FEM is introduced.

This technique follows the same rationale: the displacements
uh are less regular than expected (mathematically speaking
they are C0 and not C1), and their local polynomial degree
is eventually too low. The enhanced displacements u� are
build up as a post-process of uh increasing the regularity
requirements and enriching the degree of the local polyno-
mial description. This is essentially performed at every ele-
ment of the mesh assessing the local curvatures of the solu-
tion, fitting a least squares polynomial in a patch of elements
centered in the element under study, see Figure 2. Recently,
this approach has been found to be applicable in the goal-
oriented framework where, in order to assess the error in the
quantity of interest using the representation lO

(
e
) = R(ε),

an approximation of the error in the adjoint problem, ε, is
needed in terms of displacements (stresses are not sufficient),
see Dı́ez and Calderón (2007).

4 RESIDUAL-TYPE ESTIMATES

As suggested by their name, residual-type estimators assess
the error using the residual, either using expression (8) (ex-
plicit residual estimates) or solving approximately (7) (im-
plicit residual estimates).

4.1 Explicit estimates

Explicit estimates are based on the decomposition of the weak
residual discussed in Remark 1. The computable elemen-
tary residual rel and singular residual rsing are seen as the
two sources of error. Explicit estimates are based on post-
processing these two quantities and getting an approxima-
tion to the error. Thus, the estimate does not require solving
any local problem and is computed directly from the finite

Finite element approximation
Recovered displacement
Gradient of the FE approximation
Recovered gradient

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Illustration of the flux projection (a) and enhancement of displacement (b) recovery estimates.
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element approximation. The input data of the problem to be
solved are required to compute the elementary residual and
the part of the singular residual associated with the Neumann
boundary. Note that this information is not used in the re-
covery estimates discussed in Section 3, which are computed
using only σ(uh) and no use is made of the data of the original
problem.

The idea of explicit residual estimates uses (8) for v =
e − �he (�h stands for the interpolation operator in Vh) to-
gether with the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the a priori
interpolation estimates. Cooking all these ingredients, the fol-
lowing expression is found (see Ainsworth and Oden, 2000,
for a detailed derivation)

‖e‖2 ≤ C


 nel∑

k=1

h2
k||rel||2L2(�k) +

∑
γ∈�int

⋃
�N

hγ ||rsing||2L2(γ)



(19)

where C is a constant related with the interpolation es-
timates, generally unknown. Note that each residual is
scaled with the local mesh sizes, hk (element size) and hγ

(edge size), with different exponents arising also from the
interpolation estimates. The right-hand side term in (19)
is naturally decomposed into elementary contributions and,
except for the unknown constantC, it is computable onceuh is
obtained.

These estimates are computationally costless and very use-
ful for adaptive procedures where it is important to identify
the parts of the domain contributing to the error. Constant C

is seen as a single (unknown) multiplicative factor, and the
local contributions of the elements are therefore properly as-
sessed in a relative basis. Nevertheless, the global value of
the error norm is only assessed up to the determination of C.
Of course, C could also be estimated and even bounded but in
general explicit estimates cannot produce guaranteed upper
bounds for ‖e‖.

4.2 Implicit estimates

Implicit estimators aim at avoiding the disadvantages of ex-
plicit estimates by solving the original error equation (7) in a
local basis, that is, typically in small domains (the elements or
patches of elements) in which a local version of (7) is solved
numerically. This requires locally increasing the resolution
with respect to the original approximation inUh. The implicit
estimates are classified in different categories, depending on

� the domain in which the local problem is stated: element
residual methods (solved element by element) and sub-
domain residual methods (solved in patches of elements,
either centered in nodes or elements);

� the boundary conditions imposed on the local prob-
lems: either Dirichlet or Neumann. Roughly speaking,
the Dirichlet methods provide continuous approximations
to the displacement error and lower bounds of the en-
ergy, and the Neumann methods yield statically admissi-
ble stress fields and upper bounds of the energy error;

� the numerical method used to approximate the solution of
the local problem: either a standard FE method providing
a displacement-based approximation of the error (produc-
ing the so-called asymptotic estimates that have bounding
properties only with respect to a reference solution, not
with respect to the exact error) or a dual approach yield-
ing an approximation of the stress field exactly fulfilling
the equilibrium equations (producing guaranteed or strict
error bounds).

It is worth mentioning here the pioneering work of Ladevèze
introducing the error estimators based in the concept of con-
stitutive relation error (see Ladevèze and Leguillon, 1983).
This family of error estimators is classified here in the implicit
residual framework, together with the estimators solving el-
ementary problems with Neumann boundary conditions, be-
cause it perfectly matches the category. The rationale for the
presentation and the derivation of these techniques is however
pretty different. Following this line of thought, based also in
mechanical arguments, strategies to generalize these tools to
nonlinear and transient problems have been suggested (see
Chamoin and Ladevèze, 2008).

An alternative approach fitting also the implicit residual
philosophy is the so-called dual global solvers. This strat-
egy is based on the ideas introduced by Fraeijs de Veubeke
(2001). A statically admissible stress field σ� is obtained
by means of a global computation over a discrete space Sh

(where the stresses are interpolated). This requires solving a
global optimization problem reading: find σ� ∈ Sh such that
the complementary energy |‖σ�‖|2 = ā

(
σ�, σ�

)
is minimum,

with the additional restriction of being statically admissible
(see (11)). Thus, the statically admissible stress field σ� pro-
duces an upper bound energy norm estimate, overestimat-
ing ‖e‖ (see Section 2.2). Moreover, this error bound is the
sharper you can get in Sh. Thus, estimates based on dual
global solvers are generally sharp. Nevertheless, the global
nature of the dual approximation makes them computation-
ally expensive. Both the element residual methods and the
subdomain residual methods are alternatives based on solv-
ing only local problems and, consequently, providing upper
bounds of the error at an affordable computational cost.
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4.3 Element residual method; equilibrated
residual estimates

The local version of the error equation (7) in the element �k

of the mesh states that the restriction of the error e to �k

fulfills

ak

(
e, v

) = lk
(
v
) − ak

(
uh, v

) +
∫

∂�k\∂�
(σ(u) · n) · v d� (20)

for all v taking values in �k. Subscript k in the linear and
bilinear forms indicates that the corresponding integrals are
restricted to �k. Note that the last term of the right-hand
side stands for the local Neumann boundary conditions and
depends on the unknown traction associated with the exact
solution. Note also that the local error stress field σ(e) ful-
fills a variant of (20), substituting the left-hand side term by
āk

(
σ(e), σ(v)

)
.

In order to obtain a solvable local problem, the unknown
boundary traction σ(u) · n on the boundary of �k is replaced
by some approximated value gk that has to be determined on
all the interelement edges. Thus, the local equation for the
approximated stress error, σ�

e , is

āk

(
σ�

e, σ(v)
) = lk

(
v
) − ak

(
uh, v

) +
∫

∂�k\∂�
gk · v d� (21)

In order to provide statically admissible stresses, the approx-
imated traction gk has to fulfill two properties

1. on the common edge of two contiguous elements �k and
�k′ , gk = −gk′ (this is to guarantee the continuity of the
traction associated with σ�);

2. the boundary traction must be in equilibrium with the
interior loads. This compatibility condition is needed to
ensure that the problem (21) is solvable.

The compatibility condition requires gk to fulfill

lk
(
v
) − ak

(
uh, v

) +
∫

∂�k\∂�
gk · vd� = 0 (22)

for any rigid body motion v (in 2D, this means v taking the
values of the two translations tx and ty and the rotation θ).
If this condition is fulfilled, problem (21) is solvable (the
solution exists, even if it is not unique). Any of the solutions
of this problem produces an upper bound estimate.

The first idea to determine gk was introduced by Bank and
Weiser (1985) and consists in taking gk equal to the average
of the numerical normal traction, computed from σ(uh). This
is equivalent to assume that σ(u) · n ≈ 〈σ(uh)〉ave · n on the
interelement edges. This option fulfills the continuity restric-
tion but fails guaranteeing the compatibility condition (22).

To overcome this problem, Bank and Weiser (1985) propose
the following work-around: the test functionv in problem (21)
is taken in a restricted functional space of functions vanish-
ing at the vertex nodes of element �k. This simple approach
only yields statically admissible estimates stresses σ�

e if the
error on the nodes of the mesh is zero. This is not the gen-
eral case, and consequently if this strategy is used, the upper
bound property cannot be guaranteed. An alternative, also
devised by Bank and Weiser (1985), consists in replacing in
the right-hand side of (21) v by v − �hv. This automatically
guarantees that the local problem is compatible (or equili-
brated) and preserves the global upper bound property. The
global property is kept because subtracting �hv in the argu-
ment of R(·) (the right-hand side of (7)) does not change the
error equation. This smart operation can also be seen as an
implicit way of recovering a compatible traction gk.

This is the basis of the so-called equilibrated residual es-
timates. In fact, this family of estimators introduces efficient
and practical algorithms for constructing equilibrated fluxes,
that is recovering gk by solving only local problems. The
compatibility condition (22) is at the first sight a global re-
striction, involving the tractions on all the element bound-
aries. If the equilibrated residual methods are among the most
popular implicit residual-type estimators, it is because the
computation of the tractions gk is decoupled node to node.
Using a smart representation of gk, the nodal contributions
to gk on all the edges converging in a given node are com-
puted independently, and it requires solving a small linear sys-
tem of equations as indicated in Ainsworth and Oden (1993),
Ladevèze and Leguillon (1983), Ladevèze, Pelle and Rougeot
(1991), Ladevèze and Maunder (1996), Sauer-Budge et al.
(2004), Parés et al. (2006a), see Figure 3.

4.4 Subdomain residual methods; flux-free
estimates

The effectivity of the equilibrated residual method depends
on the quality of the local tractions gk. For instance, the dual-
global estimates are usually much sharper than the equili-
brated residual estimates. Moreover, although computing gk

as indicated above is computationally inexpensive because
the local problems are decoupled, the implementation of the
equilibration techniques is often involved and difficult to gen-
eralize to different element types or space dimensions.

The subdomain residual methods are introduced as an
alternative to equilibrated residual methods such that

� they preclude solving a global problem (the local equa-
tions are posed in different subdomains, patches of
elements surrounding a node, also denoted as stars);
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(a) (b)

ω i

Figure 3. Illustration of the element residual method (a) and the subdomain residual method (b). In the element residual method, the
contributions to the tractions gk of every node of the mesh (represented by the solid squares) are computed in a nodal basis. Then, the
tractions gk are used to solve the local elementary problems, and the stresses inside the element fulfilling the equilibrium are determined.
Subdomain residual method: a larger local problem is solved for each node of the mesh, but no equilibrated tractions have to be computed.
The solid circles represent the degrees of freedom describing the approximated stresses.

� they provide upper bound estimates;
� they circumvent the necessity of finding proper tractions

as boundary conditions for the local problems. The local
boundary conditions are natural, and the estimates are
also said to be flux-free.

In order to localize the error equation (7), use is made of
the partition of unity property. Let φi be the linear finite el-
ement interpolation function associated with the ith vertex
node of the mesh. Note that these functions sum up to the
unity and that the support of φi is precisely the patch of el-
ements containing this node, ωi. Thus, a local version of (7)
in ωi, providing a local approximation σ�i

e of the stress error,
is readily recovered as

āωi

(
σ�i

e , σ(v)
) = R(φiv) (23)

for all v taking values in ωi, āωi

(·, ·) being the restriction of
ā
(·, ·) to ωi. The sum of the local approximations to the stress

error σ�i
e provides a statically admissible stress field σe, and

its corresponding error norm is a sharp upper bound of the
error (see Parés, Dı́ez and Huerta, 2006b). The local prob-
lem (23) is automatically equilibrated in most of the cases
because the right-hand side vanishes for v equal to a rigid
body motion. In the unique case in which this equilibrium is
not automatically guaranteed (linear elements for structural
mechanics) a straightforward modification is introduced to
ensure solvability (see Parés, Dı́ez and Huerta, 2006b).

Similar approaches are developed taking āωi

(·, ·) as a
locally weighted version of ā

(·, ·) (see Carstensen and
Funken, 1999/2000; Machiels, Maday and Patera, 2000;
Morin, Nochetto and Siebert, 2003). In this case, the upper
bound estimate is obtained adding the squared norms of the
local contributions rather than adding the functions and com-
puting the norm afterward. The estimates obtained following
this rationale are not as sharp as the ones obtained taking
āωi

(·, ·) as simple restriction of ā
(·, ·).

4.5 Lower bounds for the energy using implicit
Dirichlet estimates

Recall that in order to get sharp bounds of the error in the
quantities of interest using (18), it is important to obtain lower
bounds of the energy norm of the error. Any continuous ap-
proximation of the displacement error, e� ∈ V , is such that
R(e�)‖e�‖−1 ≤ ‖e‖. This is a direct consequence of taking
v = e� in (7) (this is only possible if e� is continuous) and
using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Thus, a lower bound
is easily recovered after e�.

The simplest way of guaranteeing continuity by solving lo-
cal residual problems is to use homogeneous Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions (prescribe displacements equal to zero) on
the boundary of the local subdomains. This idea was used
in Dı́ez, Egozcue and Huerta (1998) solving such problems
elementwise and then complementing the estimate by adding
the contribution of a new family of subdomains overlapping
the elements while keeping the lower bound property in the
resulting error assessment.

The continuous estimate e� can also be obtained using the
recovery techniques proposed in Section 3 or postprocess-
ing the local solution of the residual-type estimates based on
Neumann local problems as described in Dı́ez, Parés, and
Huerta (2003). Obviously, the quality of the resulting lower
bound depends on how well e� approximates e, in particular,
for e� = e, R(e�)‖e�‖−1 = ‖e‖, and the estimate is therefore
exact.

5 CLOSURE

The main techniques assessing the error associated with the
FE discretization have been briefly reviewed. The tools avail-
able are progressively being incorporated in the FE com-
mercial codes. From the end-user viewpoint, it is extremely
important to have in hand one of these tools in order to
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evaluate the quality of the FE solution provided by the code.
Ideally, the paradigm for the FE practitioner is to certify the
quality of the solution for a given quantity of interest. The sub-
sequent step is to adapt the mesh and design the optimal FE
discretization, giving the desired answer with the prescribed
accuracy at the minimum cost.

Adaptive strategies use the local error assessment to find
the optimal element size in every zone of the domain. This can
be done by converting the local error into a desired element
size using ad-hoc expressions derived from a priori estimates
(see Dı́ez and Calderón, 2007; Vidal et al., 2008). Then, a new
mesh has to be build up from scratch. A different approach
consists in detecting the elements that need to be refined and
refine the mesh keeping the structure of the previous one. If
both upper and lower bounds of the quantity of interest are
available, this can be done in terms of the local contribution
to the bound gap. This local contribution is found to be pos-
itive in all the elements and, consequently, it can be used to
assess which elements have to be refined. A complete descrip-
tion of the adaptive procedures is provided in a companion
(see Adaptive Mesh Generation and Visualization) of this
Encyclopedia.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In a recent presentation Professor Thomas J.R. Hughes esti-
mated that there were on the order of one million finite
element analyses performed a day in engineering compa-
nies throughout the world. This has been made possible in
part by computer aided design (CAD) systems, which allow
engineers to represent design geometry up to manufacturing
tolerances: a CAD model G is usually considered an exact
representation of the geometry. However, finite element anal-
ysis also requires a computational mesh, and it is commonly
admitted that about 80% of the human time spent in finite ele-
ment analysis is spent in the construction of a suitable mesh
(Hughes, 2004).

In an attempt to decrease the time required for a finite
element analysis, significant effort has been devoted to the

development of numerical methods that either do not require
a mesh (meshles methods or boundary element methods) or
for which the mesh generation process is dramatically sim-
plified (XFEM or GFEM methods). Unfortunately, none of
these methods have become a credible replacement to stan-
dard finite element analysis. On the other hand, although
over the past twenty years there has been many important
theoretical and practical results (George, Hecht and Saltel,
1991; de Cougny and Shephard, 1999; Peraire, Peiro and
Morgan, 1992; Löhner, 1996), relatively little effort is being
devoted to the improvement of current mesh generation tech-
niques: there are currently fewer than twenty research teams
in the world that actively work on mesh generation and mesh
adaptation research.

Another important and often neglected component of finite
element analysis is post-processing and visualization of the
data. This can be a challenging endeavor in itself, espe-
cially when the polynomial order of the local function spaces
increases beyond the simplest linear case. In this context
adaptive mesh refinement can be advantageously used to
achieve interactive visualization speeds.

This chapter is dedicated to summarizing the important
theoretical and practical results on mesh generation, mesh
adaption and scientific visualization. Practical demonstra-
tions are given. All the figures were produced using the open
source Gmsh software (Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009).
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2 MESH GENERATION AND MESH
ADAPTATION

In this section, standard mesh generation and mesh adapta-
tion techniques are presented. In Section 2.1, the principle
of an optimal mesh is discussed. In Section 2.2, different
techniques that enable one to build such optimal meshes are
presented.

2.1 Optimal mesh

A mesh M is a geometrical discretization of a domain � that
consists of a collection of mesh entities �i, i = 1, . . . , N

(triangles, quadrangles, tetrahedra, hexahedra, etc.) of con-
trolled shape and size. Let us consider a fieldu(x, y, z) defined
in domain � and a finite element approximation uh of u

defined on M.
The quality of a finite element solution uh depends

strongly on its underlying mesh. A mesh is optimum when it
covers the domain strategically: it is dense where the solution
exhibits strong variations and coarse in places where the dis-
cretization error is low. h-adaptivity consists in controlling
the mesh size in order to control the discretization error.

Let us define the elementary discretization error as some
norm ‖.‖ of the difference between the finite element solution
uh and the exact solution u

e2
i =

∫
�i

‖u − uh‖2 dv (1)

A posteriori error estimation techniques aim at producing
estimates of ei (Ainsworth and Oden, 2000). The local error
converges to zero at a certain convergence rate k

ei = Chk
i (2)

where C depends on u but is independent of hi, the mesh
size. The size hi of a triangle or of a tetrahedron �i is usually
chosen as its circumradius. Let us call M∗ the optimal mesh
and h∗

i the optimal mesh size in the area defined by element
�i in the original mesh, M. This defines a size field on �:
for each element �i of the mesh M (that actually covers �),
an optimal size h∗

i is defined. In general, the mesh adaptation
procedure requires as an input a size field h(x) that returns
the optimal size of the mesh at any point x. A background
mesh is a special case of a size field.

The total error contained in the optimal mesh over the area
defined by �i is

e∗
i

2 = e2
i

(
h∗

i

hi

)2k

(3)

The total error contained in the optimal mesh is therefore

e∗2 =
N∑

i=1

e∗2
i =

∑
i

e2
i

(
h∗

i

hi

)2k

=
∑

i

e2
i r

−2k
i (4)

where ri is the size reduction factor of element �i. The total
number of elements in the optimal mesh can be written as

N∗ =
N∑

i=1

(
hi

h∗
i

)d

=
N∑

i=1

rd
i (5)

where d is the dimension of the problem.
With the above statements, it is possible to give two defi-

nitions of what could be called an optimal mesh. An optimal
mesh could be defined as a mesh that results in a speci-
fied discretization error e∗ = ē while minimizing the number
of elements N∗. The solution of this problem can be writ-
ten in closed form (Ladeveze and Leguillon, 1983), posing
α = 2k/d, as

ri =




e
2α

(1+α)

i

(∑N
j=1 e

2
1+α

j

)
ē2




1
dα

= Ke
2

2k+d

i (6)

with K independant of i. The error in one element of the
optimal mesh is

e∗2
i

rd
i

= e2
i r

−2k−d
i = e2

i r
2(−2k−d)/(2k+d)
i K−2k−d = K−2k−d (7)

The mesh optimization process aims therefore at building a
mesh with errors that are uniformely distributed.

Another definition of mesh optimality would be to impose
the number of elements in the optimal mesh N∗ = N̄ while
minimizing the discretization error e∗2. The optimal formula

ri =


 e

2
(1+α)

i(∑N
j=1 e

2
1+α

j

) N̄




1
d

(8)

is very similar to equation (6) and also leads to uniform error
repartition.

Note that factor k may be variable: this is true in the case of
p-adaptivity where p is the polynomial degree of the element
or when singularities are present in the solution. When this is
the case, no closed form formula like equation (6) is available
and numerical optimization has to be used to find the optimas.

As an example, let us consider the following problem
briefly depicted in Figure 1a. Here, the equation of plane
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Figure 1. An example of the use of equations (6) and (8). (a) Von-
Mises stresses, loads and fixations; (b) initial mesh (3301 triangles)
deformed structure; (c) optimal mesh using of equation (8) N =
3 301 3 230 triangles; and (d) Optimal mesh using of equation (6)
e = 5.66 107, 1090 triangles.

strain elasticity has been solved using linear finite elements.
The error norm that has been chosen is the energy norm. The
theoretical convergence rate of the error in energy is k = 1.
The simple error procedure of (Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1992)
has been used for estimating the error.

Starting with a mesh of 3301 triangles, equation (8)
was used with N̄ = 3301, that is, we aim at producing a
mesh with the same number of elements that produces a

minimum amount of discretization error. It took two mesh
adaptation iterations to produce a mesh with 3230 elements
and with a discretization error of e2 = 2.37 107 (see Fig-
ure 1). The initial discretization error with 3301 elements was
e2 = 5.66 107.

Starting with the same mesh of 3301 triangles, equation (6)
was used with ē2 = 5.66 107, that is, we aim now at producing
a mesh with about the same discretization error but with a
minimum number of elements. Again, it took two adaptation
iterations to produce a mesh with 1090 elements and with a
discretization error of e∗2 = 5.90 107 (see Figure 1).

It is possible to build adaptive meshes based on a size field
both in 2D and 3D, as is depicted in Figure 2. In this case,
equation (8) was used with N̄ = 250 000. The optimal mesh
is shown in Figure 1.

At this point, a procedure for building a size field using
an error estimator was devised. This procedure enables the
construction of optimal meshes both in 2D and 3D. In what
follows, the mesh generation techniques that are used to con-
struct these adapted meshes are discussed.

2.2 Building an optimal mesh

In this chapter, only mesh generation and mesh adaptation
techniques for simplices (tetrahedra in 3D and triangles in
2D) are considered. There is indeed, for now, no way to build
conforming hexaedral meshes in an automatic manner. Non-
conforming techniques exist that are mostly based on octree
subdivision.

There are indeed a few techniques that allow one to build
simplicial meshes in an adaptive manner. These are (i) tech-
niques that are based on Delaunay criterion (George, Hecht
and Saltel, 1991) (ii) Advancing front techniques (Löhner,

Figure 2. A 3D example. (a) Adaptive mesh (253,118 tetrahedra) Deformed structure; and (b) cut into the 3D mesh.
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Figure 3. An example of transient mesh adaptation: a tube entering a cylinder with a thin layer of elements between the objects. (a) Cut in
the initial mesh; (b) cut at 70% of the displacement; and (c) zoom at 60%.

1996) and (iii) Octree-based techniques (Yerry and Shep-
hard, 1984). These three methods allow the construction of
meshes that are optimal, that is, that are able to fullfill a size
criterion hi and to build elements that are close to equilateral.
Let us consider an edge e(p1, p2) of the mesh and define its
a dimensional length

le =
∫ 1

0

√(
(p2 − p1) · ex

h(x)

)2

+
(

(p2 − p1) · ey

h(x)

)2

+
(

(p2 − p1) · ez

h(x)

)2

dt

(9)

with x = tp2 + (1 − t)p1. A mesh edge is considered as opti-
mal if its a dimensional length le is close to one. In practice,
a mesh edge is considered as valid if its size is comprised in
a range, typically le ∈ [1/

√
2,

√
2] (Li, Shephard and Beall,

2005).
In order to adapt a mesh, it is indeed possible to rebuild

it from scratch. An alternative to global remeshing is to start
fromM and modify it locally in order to reachM∗. The mesh
modifications typically involve the edge split, edge collapse,
and edge swap. The edge split and edge collapse modifica-
tions both aim at controlling the size of the mesh while the
edge swap modification improves the shape of the elements.
Additional mesh modifications can be created by combin-
ing the previous ones. These modifications usually aim at
removing the sliver elements, that is, elements with a very
poor quality (Compère, Marchandise and Remacle, 2008).

2.3 Transient mesh adaptation

Adaptive computations of transient problems require the use
of meshes that are adapted in time: this is the problem of
transientmesh adaptation. In addition to the ability to make
the mesh follow a time-dependent size field, transient mesh
adaptation can also be well suited for problems in which
the boundaries of the domain move in time (fluid-structure
interaction problems, numerical computation of actuators or
of rotating machines).

In transient mesh adaptation, it is possible both to use local
mesh modifications (Compère, Marchandise and Remacle,
2008; Remacle et al., 2005) and to perform complete remesh-
ing (Alauzet et al., 2007). There are two advantages of local
mesh modifications that are specific to transient mesh adap-
tation: (i) fewer mesh-to-mesh interpolations are performed
when large parts of the mesh may remain unchanged and (ii)
local mesh modifications can be done in parallel (de Cougny
and Shephard, 1999).

Figure 3 presents an illustration of a transient mesh adap-
tation procedure. The mesh adaptation process starts from the
mesh of a tube and a cylinder with 56 848 tetrahedra. The tube
is moved to the right while the cylinder is moved to the left
until the tube completely crosses the cylinder. The diameters
of the tube and the inner wall of the cylinder are respectively,
0.9 and 1.0, while the edge length prescribed around the tube
is 0.4.

2.4 Mesh adaptation vs. geometrical model

A mesh M is a discrete version of a geometrical model G.
Modern mesh adaptation packages (Compère et al., 2010;
Beall and Shephard, 1997) maintain the classification of
mesh entities onto the geometrical entities of G. A mesh
vertex that is classified on a model face, for example, has to
be aware of its parametric coordinates on this model face.
Within this framework, local mesh modification procedures
can be done in a way that any new vertex that is created in the
process can be snapped on the real geometry. Recently, mesh
adaptation procedures have been extended in a way such
that new nodes that are inserted on curved boundaries of the
domain are snapped to the exact geometry G. As an example,
Figure 4 shows an adapted mesh of a steel piece when a
transversal load is applied to one of the inner surfaces and
the other hole is fixed. The size field is obtained by equation
(8) with a prescribed number of elements N̄ = 33 000. Every
boundary node is located exactly on the boundary given by
the CAD model.
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Figure 4. An example of mesh adaptation with a mesh complying
to a CAD model: initial mesh and mesh adapted according to a size
field given by equation (8) with an approximately constant number
of elements N̄ = 33 000.

2.5 Curvilinear mesh generation

The above techniques generalize to finite element formula-
tions using polynomial order, p, greater than one as well.
However, there are several direct and indirect effects on the
adaptation process when applied to higher-order finite ele-
ments. One direct effect is that k in equations (2)–(6) is
usually larger. For problems in which the solution is C∞,
k = p + 1 − s where s is the order of the derivative used
when measuring the error. For example, in equation 1, s = 0,
while for the energy norm, which measures the error in solu-
tion stresses, s is 1. In either case, increasing p directly
increases k. For a fixed ē, this may result in optimal meshes
that are so coarse that the geometrical error may dominate
the discretization errors (Shephard et al., 2005).

The simple example of Figure 1 is considered. In Figure
5, optimal meshes were computed (N̄ = 150) for polynomial
orders of p = 1, p = 3 and p = 5. In Figure 5, the computa-
tions are isoparametric, that is, the curved geometry and the
finite element solution are represented using the same polyno-
mial order. The use of curved elements is essential: when the
geometry is interpolated with less accuracy than the finite ele-
ment fields, ill-resolved parts of geometry may appear to the
high order approximation as sharp corners, introducing spu-

Figure 6. Von-Mises stresses.

rious stress concentrations, as is depicted in Figure 6. Here,
the high order approximation gives an accurate solution on a
wrong geometry.

Generating a high order mesh can not be performed reli-
ably by simply curving the faces and edges on the geometry:
snapping high-order mesh vertices onto the geometry may
cause elements to become tangled and finite element map-
pings may become singular. Figure 7 shows how a naive high
order mesh generation process may lead to a tangled ele-
ment. Valid high order meshes have to be curved even inside
the domain.

Figure 7. High order meshes: (a) uses naive vertex snapping (one
element is tangled); (b) internal edges are curved in order to restore
a valid curvilinear mesh.

Figure 5. Von-Mises stresses.
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2.6 Anisotropic mesh adaptation

Recently a number of investigators have begun to con-
sider anisotropic adaption procedures (Remacle et al., 2005)
(Castro-Diaz, Hecht and Mohammadi, 1997). Only a subset
of the methods that are able to build 3D adaptive meshes can
generate anisotropic meshes. For example, octree-based tech-
niques are not able to do so. In anisotropic mesh adaptation,
the mesh size field is defined through a metric tensor that
provides directional mesh size information. Consider three
unit orthogonal vectors e1(x), e2(x), e3(x), and three optimal
mesh sizes h1(x), h2(x), and h3(x) along those three direc-
tions. It is possible to compute the adimensional length of
edge e in a similar way as equation (9):

le =
∫ 1

0

√(
(p2 − p1) · e1(x)

h1(x)

)2

+
(

(p2 − p1) · e2(x)

h2(x)

)2

+
(

(p2 − p1) · e3(x)

h3(x)

)2

dt (10)

Error estimates that are scalar norms do not provide the
directional information needed to define the desired mesh
anisotropy as specified by h1(x), h2(x) and h3(x). Therefore,
anisotropic adaptive procedures usually employ the Hes-
sian matrix (Remacle et al., 2005; Borouchaki et al., 1997;
Saramito and Roquet, 2001) or examine derivatives in the
direction of specific mesh entities (typically edges) (Muller,
2002) to obtain directional information on the desired mesh
layout.

Figure 8. Anisotropic mesh and fluid density field for a shock
propagation problem.

Anisotropic meshing is mainly used in computational fluid
dynamics to resolve shocks and boundary layers. Figure 8
shows an example of a transient adaptive computation that
was performed using anisotropic meshes. Local mesh modi-
fications were used to adapt the mesh and a Hessian matrix
was used to define the anisotropic size field.

Recently, authors (Alauzet et al., 2006) have extended the
ideas of Section 2.1: they are able to construct anisotropic size
fields using anisotropic error indicators in the same manner as
in Section 2.1. Yet, these error indicators are always based on
Hessians which only make sense for p = 1 discretizations.
It should be possible to build optimal anisotropic meshes for
high order finite element fields but this is complicated by the
fact that these meshes should clearly be curvilinear.

3 VISUALIZATION

Visualizing solutions obtained using the kind of adaptive
meshes described in the previous section is increasingly
demanding, as the underlying data sets become ever larger
and the order of the local polynomial approximation spaces
increase beyond the simple linear case.

Thankfully, graphics hardware has improved tremen-
dously in the last few years, allowing for realtime rendering
of ever more sophisticated scenes. In this section, we focus
on one of the most challenging aspects of visualizing h −
p adaptive data, namely the visualization of high-order
polynomial solutions. In this context, the mesh refinement
techniques described in the previous section can be applied
to achieve interactive visualization speeds. More generally,
multiresolution techniques have proved to be powerful tools
in that respect, allowing for very efficient post-processing
by exploiting the hierarchical structure of the numerical
data (Ohlberger and Rumpf, 1999; Haasdonk et al., 2003;
Remacle et al., 2007).

3.1 Piecewise, high-order polynomial
interpolation

Let us consider a scalar field u(x, y, z), to be visualized on
a mesh M containing N elements. In each element of the
mesh, local polynomial spaces are used for approximating u.
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The approximation of u over element e, noted ue, is written

ue =
d∑

i=1

φi(ξ, η, ζ)U(e, i) (11)

where the U(e, i) are the coefficients of the approximation
or degrees of freedom, where d is the size of the discrete
function space and where φi(ξ, η, ζ) is the ith approximation
function defined in a parametric space ξ, η, ζ, locally defined
on the element e. In each element, we have d coefficients, and,
because (this is the most general case) all approximations
are considered to be disconnected, N × d coefficients are
required for describing u. Let us assume that we organize
this data in a N × d matrix called U. Uei is therefore the
i-th coefficient in the approximation ue of u in element e.
(An efficient implementation of all the algorithms mentioned
below can be achieved by using the Basic Linear Algebra
Subroutines for all matrix and vector operations.)

In order to define the polynomial basis functions φi in the
most general way, the two following matrices P and � are
defined (Remacle et al., 2007; Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009):

�

P is of size d × 3 and contains the exponents Pk1, Pk2,
and Pk3 of the local parameters ξ, η, and ζ for the k-th
monomial pk(ξ, η, ζ) = ξPk1ηPk2ζPk3 , k = 1, . . . , d, of the
canonical polynomial basis

P = {p1(ξ, η, ζ), . . . , pd(ξ, η, ζ)} (12)

�

� is of size d × d and contains the coefficients of the
monomials in the basis functions φi, i = 1, . . . , d, that is

φi(ξ, η, ζ) =
d∑

k=1

�ikpk(ξ, η, ζ) (13)

The geometrical mapping is defined as the mapping that
transforms a reference element into the real element:

xe = xe(ξ, η, ζ) ye = ye(ξ, η, ζ) ze = ze(ξ, η, ζ) (14)

with

xe =
m∑

i=1

ψi(ξ, η, ζ)X(e, i) ye =
m∑

i=1

ψi(ξ, η, ζ)Y (e, i)

ze =
m∑

i=1

ψi(ξ, η, ζ)Z(e, i) (15)

where m is the number of geometrical shape functions. Typi-
cally, for geometrically first order elements, m is the number

of vertices. Matrices X, Y and Z are of size m × 3. The same
technique is used for describing geometrical mappings in the
general form, with two matrices P ′ and �′. The case P = P ′

and � = �′ correpond to isoparametric elements.

3.2 Contouring high order fields

Volume rendering algorithms fall into two categories: direct
volume rendering (DVR) algorithms and surface-fitting (SF)
algorithms (Elvins, 1992).

An interesting DVR approach to high order contouring
can be found in Ohlberger and Rumpf (1999), and is based
on the definition of an algebra of high order textures. Each
basis function φi corresponds to one basis texture and the
final visualization object is constructed by linear combina-
tion of basis textures. Disappointingly, this technique relies
heavily on the graphic hardware and very few off-the-shelf
graphic cards perform those kind of combinations efficiently.
Also, common graphical APIs, for example, OpenGL support
blending equations for textures but this process is essentially
bi-dimensional and our final aim is to do efficient 3D visual-
izations. More importantly, for several reasons this approach
is too restrictive for practical finite element visualizations.
The number of iso-contours, for example, cannot be changed
easily because basis textures contain a fixed number of col-
ors. Changing to a different scale, a logarithmic scale, for
example, is difficult because the logarithm of the sum is not
the sum of the logarithms. Also, extracting iso-surfaces or
plane cuts out of 3D data is not straightforward with this
approach and generating resolution-independant vector out-
put is impossible.

Among SF algorithms, marching cubes (Lorensen and
Cline, 1987) is certainly the most popular. It is a simple and
efficient method for extracting iso-surfaces from discrete 3D
data. However, it does not guarantee the surface to be topo-
logically consistent with the data, and it creates triangulations
which contain many triangles of poor aspect ratio. Marching
tetrahedra is a variation of marching cubes, which overcomes
this topological problem (Treece, Prager and Gee, 1999).

In what follows, an adaptive refinement scheme is briefly
presented that produces an optimized collection of data cells
from high order finite element solutions – which can then
be treated by marching cubes/tetrahedra in order to extract
iso-surfaces.

3.3 Adapted visualization mesh

A robust approach for high order visualization consists in
dividing the elements into sub-elements and doing a lin-
ear visual approximation on every sub-element. The main
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r = 0, Nr = 3 r = 2, Nr = 15 r = 4, Nr = 153

Figure 9. Some AMR refinement templates for triangles at different resolution levels.

problem is “how far do we have to divide in order to cap-
ture the complexity of the high order field?” To address that
issue, as in Section 2, h-refinement is used. However, the
problem here is made simpler by the fact that we know the
“exact” visualization error: the exact field, ue, being the one
defined by the high order polynomial interpolation and the
approximate one, ue

h being the piecewise linear field defined
on the visualization mesh. The exact local visualization error
ε is therefore simply defined as ue − ue

h. This error can be
computed very efficiently by using as εe the measure of
the maximal second derivative of the exact field (see, e.g.,
Remacle et al., 2007).

For each element type (triangle, quadrangle, tetrahedron,
hexahedron), we define a template for dividing the element
itself recursively into sub-elements of the same type. As an
example, the refinement template is shown for the trian-
gle in Figure 9 at different recursion levels r. The element
subdivision pattern is performed in the reference system of
coordinates ξ, η, ζ. For a given maximal recursion level r, we
obtain an array of Nr visualization points ξj , ηj , and ζj with

Nr = 1

2
(2r + 1)(2r + 2) for triangles (16)

Nr = (2r + 1)2 for quadrangles (17)

Nr = 1

6
(2r + 1)(2r + 2)(2r + 3) for tetrahedra and (18)

Nr = (2r + 1)3 for hexahedra (19)

Using previous definitions, we construct the following inter-
polation matrix

I ji = φi(ξj, ηj, ζj) (20)

of size Nr × d. Matrix I is computed once and stored. The
value of ue at visualization points is computed using a simple

matrix-vector product

ue(ξj, ηj, ζj) = I jiU(e, i) (21)

This product can be done efficiently using BLAS2 routines.
The number of triangles or quadrangles at recursion level

r is 4r and the number of tetrahedron or hexahedron is 8r.
All sub-elements should not always be visible: some kind
of error analysis (or participation analysis) should be done in
order to decide whether a given triangle is visible or not. This
decision has to be goal oriented, that is, it should depend on
what has to be visualized:

� a 2D colormap of the field in linear or logarithmic scale;
� 3D iso-surfaces;
� one given iso-contour or iso-surface;
� the area delimited by the positive region of a levelset

surface; and
� a zoom of a given area.

The mesh adaptation is done in one recursion pass. On
the way down the recursion process, the exact error is com-
puted and it is decided wether it is useful to go to a lower
level. On the way up the recursion, some filtering may be
applied, that is, useless parts of the view are eliminated. The
filter may for example only allow sub-elements whose nodal
values are in a prescribed range (the case of the capture of
one given iso-surface) or only allow sub-elements that inter-
sect a given plane to be drawn (the case of a planar cut in a
3D view).

As an example, one 9th order Lagrange shape function is
represented in the reference triangle. In one case, the aim is to
visualize the function using filled (colored) iso-values. In the
other case, the objective is to represent one given iso-value
ue = C. Figure 10 shows the two different adapted visualiza-
tion grids relative to the two pre-defined visualization goals
(Remacle et al., 2007).
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Figure 10. Visualization of one 9th order Lagrange shape function: (a) shows the visualization mesh for the goal |u − uh| < 0.001; (b) shows
the visualization mesh that has been optimized in order to capture accurately one given iso-contour u = 0.5; (c) shows the corresponding
visualization results, that is, a colormap and, in black, the iso-contour u = 0.5.

We can do the same with 3D views on tetrahedral meshes
and an example is shown in Figure 11 (Remacle et al.,
2007). A more complex example is shown in Figure 12,
which shows a 3D high order finite element solution. Here,
third order polynomials were used both for the mesh and
for the solution. The mesh is presented together with a
planar cut where Von-Mises stresses are shown. The visu-
alization mesh is presented as well as a non refined and a
refined view of the planar cut. Figures 5 and 6 in Section 2

were also produced using the same adaptive visualization
algorithm.

Note that, starting from a continuous finite element field,
our non-conforming refinement procedure may produce dis-
continuous visualization data. It is possible to ensure that
continuous approximations remain stricly continuous by
ensuring a conforming refinement, that is, by introducing
more complex refinement templates than the ones proposed
here (Schroeder et al, 2006).

Figure 11. Visualization of one 4th order function on one single tetrahedron: (a–c) show one iso-surface using different error thresholds;
(d) show the visualization mesh together with the iso-surface.
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Figure 12. Visualization of a third order finite element solution. (a) High order mesh; (b) visualization mesh; (c) Von-Mises stresses (initial);
and (d) Von-Mises stresses (refined).
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most intriguing and at the same time practi-
cally most relevant problems in the mechanics of thin-walled
structures is buckling, which terminology is associated with
the process where, under a given load, a structure suddenly
changes its deformation pattern. The process is well known,
and the first attempt to capture the mathematics of the prob-
lem probably goes back to L. Euler, who in 1744 investi-
gated the buckling of a strut subjected to an axial compressive
load.

While the problem of buckling has been primarily of
mathematical interest for a long time, the need to design
thin-walled structures, in particular in aerospace engineer-
ing, has highlighted the practical relevance of a proper under-
standing of buckling processes. Indeed, buckling experiments
on thin-walled members showed a huge difference between
theoretical predictions and measurements, where the theory
could overpredict the measurements up to a factor 10 (Singer,

Arbocz and Weller, 1997; Singer, Arbocz and Weller, 2002).
It was not until the seminal work of Koiter (1945) that the
cause of this discrepancy, namely, the imperfection sensitivity
of thin-walled structures, was properly identified, see also a
recent book (van der Heijden, 2008) which is based on a series
of lectures by Koiter delivered a few years after his retirement.
Later, Koiter’s imperfection sensitivity theory was elegantly
rephrased using functional analysis (Budiansky, 1974).

The advent of computerized methods made it possible to
analyze the complete load-deformation behavior of solids and
structures, but phenomena like snap-through and snap-back
behavior, which frequently occur in thin-walled members,
particularly in shells, appeared to be a formidable challenge
for numerical simulations with high fidelity. It has been the
introduction of path-following techniques in computational
mechanics (Riks, 1972) that has brought computerized anal-
ysis of thin-walled structures within reach of the analyst, see
for instance Bushnell (1989) for numerous examples of buck-
ling of shells.

We will start this concise overview with a discussion of
stability and bifurcation in discretized systems. The notion
of a bifurcation is discussed, rather than buckling, since it
encompasses the latter. The treatment is kept general, not re-
stricted to elasticity, since composites are now also used for
load-carrying parts in air frames, and issues like plastic buck-
ling (Hutchinson, 1974) or delamination-buckling (de Borst
and Remmers, 2006) are gaining importance. The second
part of the overview is devoted to path-following procedures,
which allow for the tracing of the complete load-displacement
path of thin-walled structures, as well as some related issues
like branch switching and mode jumping.
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2 STABILITY AND BIFURCATION
IN DISCRETIZED SYSTEMS

2.1 Discretization and linearization

The motion and deformation of a body are governed by the
equations of motion, the kinematic equations, and the consti-
tutive equations, subject to appropriate initial and boundary
conditions. After discretization, they can be written in a
condensed manner in the following format:

f int(a, q(a)) = f ext (1)

The array f int contains the discrete internal forces, which de-
pend on the position through the array a of the discrete dis-
placement parameters and on the array q that assembles the
internal state parameters, which for instance occur in material
models as plasticity and damage. Since the latter parameters
depend on the position as well, the array with the internal
forces f int solely depends on the discrete displacement pa-
rameters a. The array f ext represents the external loadings
including boundary tractions and body forces.

Since f int depends on the discrete displacement array a in
a (highly) nonlinear and often implicit manner, an iterative so-
lution is needed for the solution of equation (1). In nonlinear
computational mechanics, this is normally achieved through
an incremental iterative method, where the load is applied in a
number of increments, and where usually a Newton–Raphson
or derived method is employed to obtain an equilibrium state
at the end of the load increment. Load incrementation, rather
than applying the entire load in one step, is necessary not only
to remain with the convergence radius of Newton–Raphson
type iterative methods, but also to properly account for the
path dependence that is caused by constitutive relations such
as plasticity and damage. To explicitly account for the load
incrementation, equation (1) is rewritten as

f int(a, q(a)) = λf̂ ext (2)

whereλ is a scalar-valued load parameter and f̂ ext is a normal-
ized array within the external forces. Partitioning the array of
displacement parameters and the load factor in their value at
the beginning of a load increment, denoted by the subscript
0, and an increment, we have

f int(a0 + �a, q(a0 + �a)) = (λ0 + �λ)f̂ ext (3)

Developing the left-hand side in a Taylor series and truncating
after the first term then yields the basic format of the Newton–
Raphson method in a format typically used in computational

structural mechanics:

�a = K−1
(
�λf̂ ext + r

)
(4)

with

K = ∂f int

∂a
(5)

the (global) tangential stiffness matrix and

r = λ0f̂ ext − f int(a0, q(a0)) (6)

the array that contains the residuals.

2.2 Stability of a discrete system

Several definitions of the notion of stability exist in me-
chanics. Most probably, the oldest is due to Diderot and
d’Alembert, who, in their famous Encyclopedie (1778),
equivalenced stability with the notions rigid and unmovable.
Evidently, this definition is too narrow, and nowadays an
equilibrium state is called stable if the response on a van-
ishingly small disturbance remains vanishingly small (Hill,
1959; Koiter, 1969), which is often called stability in the
sense of Lyapounov.

Stability in the above sense can be difficult to prove, and
another definition is normally adopted. We consider a discrete
system that is in equilibrium at time τ = t and undergoes
an infinitesimal displacement δa = ȧδt. It is further assumed
that the external forces f ext do not depend on the position
(dead loading). During the infinitesimal time increment δt,
the increase in the internal energy minus the work of the
external forces equals (up to second order, Hill, 1959)

δ2U =
(

f int + 1

2

∂f int

∂a
ȧδt

)T

ȧδt − f T
extȧδt (7)

along any kinematically admissible path that starts in the di-
rection ȧ. In view of the equilibrium equation for the discrete
system, equation (1) and definition (5), this expression can
be simplified to

δ2U = 1

2
(δt)2ȧTKȧ (8)

It is now assumed that stability under dead loading is ensured
if δ2U > 0 for all kinematically admissible velocity fields,
while the equilibrium state is unstable under dead loading
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if δ2U becomes negative for at least one kinematically ad-
missible velocity field. Stability in the sense of Lyapounov
and the energy criterion δ2U > 0 are not identical, but for the
restricted class of elastic materials at infinitesimal strains, it
can be proven that they coincide (Koiter, 1969).

A discrete mechanical system is thus said to be in a state
of stable equilibrium under dead loading if

ȧTKȧ > 0 (9)

for all kinematically admissible ȧ, while it is said to be in a
critical state of neutral equilibrium if

ȧTKȧ = 0 (10)

for at least one admissible ȧ. Constitutive relations of materi-
als used in aerospace engineering normally result in a tangen-
tial stiffness matrix that is symmetric. Examples are elastic-
ity, associative plasticity, and isotropic continuum damage.
Then, a sufficient and necessary condition for equation (10)
to be satisfied is that

det(K) = 0 (11)

Using Vieta’s rule, det(K) = �n
i=1µi, with µi the eigenvalues

of K, the latter identity implies that at least one eigenvalue
vanishes. It is noted that for the more general case of a non-
symmetric tangential stiffness matrix, as for instance arises in
non-associative plasticity, the vanishing of the lowest eigen-
value is only a sufficient condition for loss of stability but not
a necessary condition.

2.3 Bifurcation in a discrete system

If more equilibrium paths emanate from a point in the (n + 1)-
dimensional load-displacement solution space that represents
an equilibrium situation, such a point is named a bifurcation
point. Mathematically, the differential equations that govern
the next, infinitesimally small load increment, then have more
than one solution. All solutions that emanate from this bifur-
cation point satisfy equilibrium. Accordingly, at a bifurcation
point, we observe a loss of uniqueness of the incremental so-
lution. Bifurcations and multiple equilibrium branches arise
in many problems in engineering. They can be caused by the
inclusion of nonlinear terms in the kinematic description, as
for instance with buckling of slender, thin-walled members,
because of the nonlinearity of the material model used, or
from both causes.

A discussion on loss of uniqueness is best started from
equation (4), which represents equilibrium of the structure.

We assume that the iterative process has been such that we
have obtained a state of perfect equilibrium, so that the array
of residuals vanishes, r = 0. Then,

K�a = �λf̂ ext (12)

We now introduce the eigenvectors v1, v2, . . . , vn of the tan-
gential stiffness matrixK. They correspond to the eigenvalues
µ1, µ2, . . . , µn (in ascending order). By standard concepts of
linear algebra, we have

Kvi = µivi (13)

where no summation over repeated indices is implied. Be-
tween the eigenvectors vi and vj , there exists the relationship
vT

i vj = 0, i /= j. To simplify the subsequent derivations,
the eigenvectors vi will be normalized such that vi

Tvi = 1.
If the tangential stiffness matrix K is not defect, that is, if

the n eigenvectors span an n-dimensional vector space, any
vector can be expressed as a linear combination of them:

a =
n∑

i=1

(
vT

i a
)
vi (14)

We now apply this decomposition to the array of incremental
nodal displacements �a and to the normalized external load
vector f̂ ext, and we substitute the result into equation (12):

K

(
n∑

i=1

(
vT

i a
)
vi

)
= �λ

n∑
i=1

(
vT

i f̂ ext

)
vi (15)

With aid of equation (13), we can modify this equation as

(
n∑

i=1

µi

(
vT

i a
) − �λ

(
vT

i f̂ ext

))
vi = 0 (16)

Since K is not defect, the eigenvectors vi constitute a set of n

linearly independent vectors, which implies that this equation
can be satisfied non-trivially if and only if

µiv
T
i a − �λvT

i f̂ ext = 0 (17)

for each eigenvector vi. In particular, we have for i = 1
(the lowest eigenvalue)

µ1v
T
1 a − �λvT

1 f̂ ext = 0 (18)
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(singularity tangential stiffness matrix)

External force

Displacement

Divergence

Failure load

Figure 1. Singularity of tangent stiffness matrix at limit point and
divergence of iterative procedure.

Since µ1 is the lowest eigenvalue, its vanishing implies that
either the identity

�λ = 0 (19)

or the orthogonality condition

vT
1 f̂ ext = 0 (20)

must hold, or both. The case that µ2, µ3, etc. also vanish is
not considered here, but the generalization to more vanishing
eigenvalues can be done. The first possibility, equation (19),
is referred to as limit point behavior, since the load becomes
stationary (see Figure 1). Indeed, there is a maximum in the
load-deflection curve. The second possibility, equation (20),
corresponds to a bifurcation point (loss of uniqueness) from
which at least two equilibrium paths emanate (Figure 2).

External force

Displacement

Bifurcation point

Basic path

Nontrivial solution

Figure 2. Bifurcation point and possible post-bifurcation equilib-
rium paths.

At a bifurcation point, equation (12) holds for a given solu-
tion �a with, in general, a non-zero value of the incremental
load parameter, �λ /= 0. Loss of uniqueness of the incremen-
tal solution implies that there exists another solution, often
called the non-trivial solution, say �a∗, which also satisfies
incremental equilibrium for the same tangential stiffness
matrix K:

K�a∗ = �λf̂ ext (21)

Subtraction of equation (12) from equation (21) yields

K(�a∗ − �a) = 0 (22)

We now premultiply this equation by vT
i and use equation (13)

to derive that

µiv
T
i (�a∗ − �a) = 0 (23)

for all i. Because µ1 = 0 and because of the mutual orthogo-
nality of the eigenvectors, this equation can be satisfied non-
trivially only if �a∗ − �a = βv1 with β, some scalar. Hence,
all solutions

�a∗ = �a + βv1 (24)

are possible, and we have loss of uniqueness of the incremen-
tal solution (bifurcation).

In discrete numerical processes, limit or bifurcation points
are extremely difficult to isolate. Rather, distinction is made
between stable equilibrium states for which equation (9)
holds and equilibrium states that are unstable under dead
loading, that is,

ȧTKȧ < 0 (25)

for at least one kinematically admissible ȧ. Substitution of
expression (14) gives

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(
vT

i ȧ
) (

vT
j ȧ

)
vT

i Kvj < 0 (26)

or using equation (13) and the orthogonality relation between
eigenvectors as well as their normalization:

n∑
i=1

(
vT

i ȧ
)2

µi < 0 (27)

This inequality can be satisfied if one or more eigenvalues
have become negative. Choose ȧ = αv1, with α, a scalar.
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Then,
∑n

i=1(vT
i ȧ)2µi = α2µ1 < 0, since µ1 < 0, and the

equilibrium state is unstable.
Negative eigenvalues in the tangent stiffness matrix

emerge when a limit point has been passed (and the load-
carrying capacity is decreasing), when a bifurcation point
has been passed, or when both a limit point and a bifurca-
tion point have been passed, possibly at the same point in the
load-displacement curve. The first case is characterized by
descending branch in the load-displacement curve, and there
is a single negative eigenvalue. If a bifurcation point has been
passed, but not (yet) a limit point, the solution will normally,
that is, without perturbation, continue on the basic equilib-
rium path. The Euler strut is a simple example where this is
encountered. Even though the load is rising, the tangent stiff-
ness matrix will exhibit one or more negative eigenvalues,
each related to a non-trivial equilibrium path. When a limit
point has been passed as well and the load is descending, one
negative eigenvalue relates to the limit point and the other
eigenvalues to other, nontrivial equilibrium paths.

This discussion shows the importance of monitoring the
eigenvalues of the tangential stiffness matrix as they reveal
whether the current solution is still the most critical one
in the sense that the lowest equilibrium path is followed.
Incremental-iterative solution procedures normally converge
towards one of the possible equilibrium states that exist in
the structure. But if there are more possible solutions they
will normally not pick the most critical branch. Monitoring
the eigenvalues of the tangential stiffness matrix thus allows
the analyst to assess whether the solution which has been
obtained is the most critical solution.

While the notions of stability and uniqueness are closely
related, they are not identical and can give rise to different
requirements on the structural system. The stability require-
ment is single valued, that is, the stress rate is associated to
a unique velocity gradient. However, the uniqueness require-
ment is multivalued, as both possible velocity gradient dis-
tributions can be related to stress rates by different stiffness
moduli, which happens when we have different behavior in
loading and unloading as in plasticity or continuum damage
relations. Strictly speaking, we have to investigate all possible
combinations of loading and unloading for such a multivalued
constitutive relation in order to determine uniqueness ceases
to hold for some combination. Indeed, when monitoring the
eigenvalues of the current tangent stiffness matrix, we will
only detect bifurcations for which the material tangent moduli
show loading for at least an infinitesimal instant after bifur-
cation. Such a situation has been named a ’linear comparison
solid’ (Hill, 1959), and numerical experience shows that this
situation is normally the most critical. For a restricted num-
ber of multi-valued constitutive relations, this can be proven
rigorously.

3 TRACING THE COMPLETE
EQUILIBRIUM PATH

3.1 Load and displacement control

Tracing the complete load-displacement curve requires an
incremental-iterative procedure in which the load is imposed
in a number of increments, while an iterative procedure is
used to solve the nonlinear set of governing equations within
each load increment. Basically, there exist two methods to im-
pose external loading and to control the application of load
and the ensuing process of achieving convergence within each
load increment. First, we can directly apply the applied load
in a number of steps (load control). Secondly, we can pre-
scribe that one or more displacements grow. This so-called
displacement control procedure causes a stress development
within the specimen, which in turn results in nodal forces
at the nodes where the displacements are prescribed. Sum-
mation of these forces gives the total reaction force, which,
except for a minus sign, equals the equivalent external load
that would be caused by the prescribed displacements. The
latter method is usually preferred, since

� The tangent stiffness matrix is better conditioned for dis-
placement control than for load control. This tends to re-
sult in a faster convergence behavior of the iterative pro-
cedure.

� Under load control, the tangent stiffness matrix becomes
singular at a limit point in the load-deflection diagram,
not only when global failure occurs, but also when we
have a local maximum along this curve. The tangent stiff-
ness matrix of the displacement controlled problem on the
other hand does not become singular (Figure 1).

These statements are best elucidated starting from equa-
tion (4). The use of displacement control does not di-
rectly cause external forces to be exerted on the structure
(f ext = 0). Instead, non-zero displacements are prescribed
in an incremental loading program. We decompose the in-
cremental displacement array �a into an array that con-
tains degrees of freedom that have been prescribed, �ap,
and an array that contains the incremental displacements
that have to be calculated, �af : �a = [�af , �ap]T. In a
similar manner, the stiffness matrix can be partitioned, as
follows

K =
[

Kff Kfp

Kpf Kpp

]
(28)
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Now, equation (4) can be replaced by the expression

[
Kff Kfp

Kpf Kpp

] [
�af

�ap

]
= −f int (29)

where it has been assumed for simplicity that, apart from the
prescribed displacements, no other forces act on the structure.
Next, the unknown or ‘free’ displacement increments can be
calculated by eliminating �ap:

�af = −K−1
ff (Kfp�ap + f int) (30)

Comparison of equations (4) and (30) shows that (for the
first iteration) the external load f ext must be replaced by an
equivalent force vector, Kfp�ap, when switching from load
to displacement control. In the subsequent iterations this con-
tribution vanishes.

The most important distinction between load and displace-
ment control lies in the fact that load control requires the de-
composition of K, while in displacement control only the re-
duced stiffness matrix Kff needs to factorized. For symmetric
matrices, which cover the majority of all practical computa-
tions, the spectral radius of Kff is always smaller than, or at
most equal to, that of K. A heuristic reasoning now leads to
the conclusion that a better conditioned tangential stiffness
matrix results in a faster convergence, and since displacement
control involves iterating with a better conditioned tangential
stiffness matrix, the result is ultimately a faster convergence
for displacement control than for load control. An even more
important advantage of displacement control is that the tan-
gential stiffness matrix Kff does not become singular at a
limit point, whereas the tangential stiffness matrix K that is
used in conjunction with load control does (Figure 1). In fact,
the problem is not so much that use of load control results
in a tangential stiffness matrix that becomes singular at limit
points. For instance, one might argue that use of an elastic
stiffness matrix or some other Ersatz-stiffness matrix would
circumvent the problem of decomposing the tangential stiff-
ness matrix at a singular point. However, the basic problem is
that in load-controlled processes, one tries to find an intersec-
tion between the horizontal line in the load-displacement dia-
gram which characterizes the load level that is imposed on the
structure and the load-displacement path, but that there does
not exist such an intersection point (Figure 1). The result is a
divergence of the iterative procedure, which manifests itself
in an unbounded growth of the residual. Displacement control
does not share this disadvantage, since we now strive to cal-
culate the intersection point of the load-displacement curve
with the vertical (dashed) line of Figure 3. Nonetheless, some
types of structural behavior are not traceable with a displace-

External force

Displacement

Snap-back
behavior

Figure 3. Intersection of load-displacement curve with line that
represents fixed value of one degree-of-freedom and ‘snap-back’
behavior.

ment control procedure either. This is for instance the case
for snap-back behavior, which is often encountered in geo-
metrically nonlinear behavior of thin shells (see Figure 3). An
elegant class of methods that can solve these kind of problems
are the path-following procedures, also known as “arc-length
control” methods.

3.2 Path-following methods

The crucial idea of the path-following procedure is that the
load increment �λ is considered as an additional unknown,
thereby augmenting the n-dimensional space of unknown dis-
placements, collected in the arraya, to an (n + 1) dimensional
space of unknowns. Let a0 contain the nodal displacements
at the beginning of a generic load increment, let λ0 be the
value of the load parameter, and let �a and �λ be their in-
crements. Since we have n + 1 unknowns and only n equa-
tions, the system is indeterminate and an additional equation
must be supplied. This is done by adding a path-following
constraint (Riks, 1972):

g(a0, λ0, �a, �λ, τ) = 0 (31)

where τ is the prescribed path parameter that determines the
size of the increment. The new equilibrium state of the aug-
mented, well-posed system of n + 1 equations can now be
determined by simultaneously solving

[
f int

g

]
=

[
(λ0 + �λ)f̂ ext

0

]
(32)

Solution of this nonlinear system can be achieved in a stan-
dard manner, for example, via a Newton–Raphson method,
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where the set (32) is first linearized to give


 f k

int + ∂f int
∂a

(�ak+1 − �ak)

gk +
(

∂g

∂a

)T

(�ak+1 − �ak) + ∂g

∂λ
(�λk+1 − �λk)




=
[

λ0f̂ ext + (�λk+1 − �λk)f̂ ext

0

]
(33)

with the superscript denoting the iteration number. The solu-
tion (a, λ) at iteration k + 1 is then obtained by solving

[
�ak+1

�λk+1

]
=

[
�ak

�λk

]
+

[
K −f̂ ext

hT s

]−1 [
rk

−gk

]
(34)

with K the usual tangential stiffness matrix, and the array h

and the scalar s defined as

h = ∂g

∂a
, s = ∂g

∂λ
(35)

The augmented stiffness matrix does not become singular,
not in limit points, and neither at points of the load-deflection
curve where snap-back behavior is encountered (Figure 3).
Thus, use of a path-following technique makes it possible to
overcome limit points (where the tangent is horizontal) and
also points at which that tangent becomes vertical (snap-back
behavior) in load-displacement curves in an elegant fashion.

In practice, solution of the coupled set of equations (34)
is rarely done, because it does not allow for an easy imple-
mentation into existing finite element programs and, more
importantly, because equation (34) destroys the symmetry
and the banded nature of the tangential stiffness matrix. In-
stead, a partitioned procedure is normally adopted, which ef-
fectively leads to a two-stage solution of the system of equa-
tions (Crisfield, 1981; Ramm, 1981). The computational pro-
cedure for this implementation of path-following techniques
is as follows.

First, the following arrays are computed that contain con-
tributions to the incremental displacements:

�ak+1
I = �ak

I + K−1f̂ ext (36)

�ak+1
II = �ak

II + K−1rk (37)

From the second equation of the set (33), one can now directly
compute the new estimate for the load increment:

�λk+1 = �λk − gk + hT�ak+1
II − hT�ak

s + hT�ak+1
I

(38)

From the first equation of the set (33), the new estimate for
the displacement increment then follows as

�ak+1 = �ak + (�λk+1 − �λk)(�ak+1
I − �ak

I )

+ (�ak+1
II − �ak

II) (39)

A constraint function that is used widely is the spherical arc-
length constraint (Crisfield (1981)):

g = (�ak+1)T�ak+1 + γ2(�λk+1)2f̂
T
extf̂ ext − �τ2 (40)

with γ , a user-specified scalar that weighs the importance of
the contributions that stem from the displacement increments
and from the load increment to the constraint equation, and
�τ the increment of the path parameter. Many alternative
constraint equations have been proposed, but their perfor-
mance in elastic buckling analyses does not seem to differ
significantly. This is not necessarily true when inelastic ef-
fects are included, especially when this leads to highly local-
ized buckling modes. It has been suggested (de Borst, 1987)
to include only those degrees of freedom in the constraint
equation that contribute to such a localized failure mode. Al-
though this approach has been used successfully, it requires
knowledge of the problem, which limits its practical use.
Recently, a constraint equation g has been proposed based
on energy dissipation, which appears to be very robust, also
for inelasticity, and works well for highly localized failure
modes (Verhoosel, Remmers and Gutiérrez, 2009).

3.3 Branch switching

When a bifurcation point has been passed, the trivial solution
�a can be perturbed in the sense of equation (24) by adding
a part of the eigenvector v1 which corresponds to the lowest
eigenvalue µ1 to the trivial solution. The factor β, which
is undetermined for the infinitesimal case, can be estimated
for finite load increments from the following orthogonality
requirement:

�aT�a∗ = 0 (41)

Combination of equations (24) and (41) gives for the per-
turbed displacement increment:

�a∗ = �a − �aT�a

vT
1 �a

v1 (42)

Equation (41) states that the search direction for the non-
trivial solution �a∗ is orthogonal to the trivial or basic solu-
tion path. For finite increments, the non-trivial solution will
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External force

Displacement

A
B

Figure 4. Jumping over snap-through and snap-back behavior by
solving the full equations of motion between A and B.

not be in the search direction. In particular, the occurrence of
loading–unloading conditions in plasticity or damage mod-
els will cause deviations. However, when we add equilibrium
iterations, condition (41) will maximize the possibility that
we converge towards the non-trivial solution.

3.4 Mode jumping

An alternative to tracing the complete equilibrium path in a
static setting is to recognize that buckling phenomena actually
occur in a dynamic manner. Then, a switch can be made at
point A in Figure 4 from a static to a dynamic solver. The
dashed line can subsequently be followed applying the full
dynamic equations, whereupon at point B, a switch can be
made again to a static solution procedure. Since, in general,
a different buckling mode will have developed at point B, the
name mode jumping has been coined for this procedure (Riks,
Rankin and Brogan, 1996).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Whereas in (Heat Transfer and Thermophysics) the empha-
sis is on transfer of heat between structural parts, mainly
driven by radiation exchange, and on transfer between fluid
and structure, mainly driven by convection and radiation, the
present chapter is concentrating on transport of heat within
the structure itself. In this context heat conduction is of pri-
mary concern, convection and radiation act primarily at the
boundaries. If these modes of heat transfer take part also in
the interior of the structure they will be dealt with in the form
of apparent thermal conductivities.

Almost all structural parts of air and spacecraft are ther-
mally loaded to a certain extent, some examples are given
subsequently. The airframe of transport aircraft can heat up
to about 100 ◦C on ground and cools down to about −60 ◦C

in flight, components of air breathing propulsion systems
can reach very high temperatures depending on the con-
cept (e.g., turbine, RAMP, SCRAMP). Also for space launch
vehicles rocket motors develop high temperatures, espe-
cially the expansion nozzle is a critical part which has to be
analyzed carefully. Aerothermodynamic heating acts on the
outer surface during launch, extremely high thermal loads
are introduced during re-entry of re-usable launch vehicles.
Satellite structures suffer from thermal cycling between sun
and shadow.

Thermal analysis of structures is required for different
reasons. Material properties (e.g., stiffness and strength)
are, depending on the material and the temperature range,
more or less temperature dependent. Thus reliable prediction
of minimum and maximum temperatures occurring during
operation is required as input data for safe structural anal-
ysis. Moreover, change of temperature causes additional
stresses due to thermal expansion, which can contribute
significantly to the total stress level and, furthermore, can
cause thermally induced buckling of thin-walled structural
members.

Thermal analysis of aerospace structures must cope with
typical aerospace materials as well as structural concepts.
Thus metallic as well as fiber composite materials, monolithic
unstiffened and stiffened as well as sandwich structures are
of primary concern.

Subsequently an introduction is given to thermal analysis
of aerospace structures. For details about different aspects
the reader is referred to the literature. The textbook of
Carlslaw and Jaeger (1959) provides a theoretical background
to heat conduction, where Lewis et al. (1996) describe the
numerical solution using finite elements. Special lamination
theories for anisotropic composite materials are discussed by
Noor and Burton (1992) and Rolfes, Noack and Taeschner
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(1999), homogenization techniques for composite materi-
als and sandwich structures are outlined by Rolfes and
Noack (1997) and Rolfes and Hammerschmidt (1995). Fun-
damentals of radiation boundary conditions and radiation
exchange are explained thoroughly by Siegel, Howell and
Lohrengel (1988, 1991), and in the context of finite elements
by Daurelle, Ocelli and Martin (1994) and Chin, Panczak
and Fried (1989). Solution algorithms for nonlinear prob-
lems are given by Luenberger (1984), special experience
with nonlinear heat transfer is reported by Stelzer and Welzel
(1987).

2 MODES OF HEAT TRANSFER

There are three different modes of heat transfer which are
referred to as conduction, convection and radiation (see also
Fundamentals of Heat Transfer and Thermal Physics). They
are briefly recapitulated here. Within the subsequent chapters,
special attention is devoted to conduction (see Introduction),
whereas convection and radiation are taken into account as
boundary conditions.

Conduction requires existence of matter, thus no conduc-
tion can take place in space. If there is a temperature gradient
within some material a conductive heat flux occurs. It is con-
stant in time if heat is supplied continuously at the point with
higher temperature and released continuously at the point
with lower temperature. This is denoted as “steady state”
heat transfer. If there is a change of heat flux with time the
heat transfer is called “transient”.

Convection is also coupled to the existence of matter, but in
contrast to conduction it is associated with the movement of
particles within a gas or liquid. If a temperature gradient and
a gravity field exist local differences of the density are created
which cause a flow of material. Thus, in space no convection
exists due to lack of matter and gravity. If the movement of
matter is caused by gravity only, free convection takes place,
if the flow is driven by some external force (e.g., ventilator)
forced convection is spoken of. A good example is the cooling
process by air flow of an aircraft wing during start, which was
previously heated by sun irradiation.

There are substantial differences to the third mode of heat
transfer, radiation, since it requires no medium at all and is
thus the only mode that occurs in space. Furthermore, there
is no temperature difference required for radiation exchange
between two bodies or between a body and its environment.
Thermal equilibrium exists if both bodies emit and receive the
same amount of radiation. Radiation in contrast to conduction
and convection is always nonlinear since it depends on the
fourth power of temperature. Thus, it is especially important
for high temperature applications.

3 MATERIAL LAW

Fourier’s law is commonly accepted as constitutive (or mate-
rial) law for heat conduction. It relates directly the heat flux
vector q to the temperature gradient by the thermal conductiv-
ity tensor K without taking into account any time dependency.
It is assumed that the heat flux occurs simultaneously with the
temperature gradient, thus the thermal disturbance spreads
with infinite velocity. Application limits of Fourier’s law are
very high time or space gradients of the temperature field,
which may occur during re-entry of space vehicles. In such
cases Fourier’s law can be modified by introducing a so-called
relaxation time which suspends the assumption that the ther-
mal disturbance spreads with infinite velocity. In any case,
it must be noted that spreading of thermal disturbance and
of temperature field are different phenomena. While the dis-
turbance may spread with infinite velocity the velocity of
the temperature field is limited by the heat capacity and is
therefore always finite. Fourier’s law implies only that wher-
ever a temperature gradient exists, a heat flux is initiated
simultaneously.

For anisotropic bodies Fourier’s law can be formulated in
its general form




q1

q2

q3


 = −




k11 k12 k13

k21 k22 k23

k31 k32 k33







T,1

T,2

T,3


 (1)

or

q = −K̃ grad T (2)

were kij are the thermal conductivity coefficients of a second-
order tensor. According to the principle of Onsager this tensor
is always symmetric, thus

kij = kji (3)

For other than fully anisotropic materials the tensor simpli-
fies. This is discussed subsequently.

4 GENERAL HEAT CONDUCTION
EQUATION

For deriving the general heat conduction equation the first
law of thermo-dynamics is regarded, which demands the
conservation of energy.

dU = d̃Q + d̃W (4)
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Figure 1. Control volume at two different times.

The internal energy U is a state variable. It has therefore
a potential and the total differential dU can be calculated.
The supplied or released heat and work, d̃Q and d̃W , are
process variables, which do not possess a potential. No total
differential exists which is denoted by tilde. When regarding
a body according to Figure 1 at two different times with an
arbitrary but variable control volume V, it can be formulated

∂U

∂t
= ∂Q

∂t
+ ∂W

∂t
(5)

The change of the internal energy can be calculated from
the temperature change and the material parameters density
and specific heat capacity according to

∂U

∂t
=

∫
V

ρc
∂T

∂t
dV (6)

The heat supplied or released results from integrating the
heat flux passing through the surface Sof the control volume,

∂Q

∂t
= −

∫
S

qn dS (7)

Work is supplied or released by internal energy generation
or mechanical deformation of the body,

∂W

∂t
=

∫
V

(g + σε̇) dV (8)

Applying Green’s theorem provides

∫
V

(
ρc

∂T

∂t
+ div q − g − σε̇

)
dV = 0 (9)

Since this relation applies to an arbitrary control volume, the
integrand must vanish,

ρc
∂T

∂t
+ div q − g − σε̇ = 0 (10)

When there is no thermo-elastic coupling or dissipation the
last term vanishes. Then the temperature field can be analyzed
independent from the stress and displacement field. This is
the classical approximation of thermo-elasticity. After intro-
ducing Fourier’s law the general heat conduction equation
follows

div(K̃ grad T ) + g = ρc
∂T

∂t
(11)

The special case for isotropic materials

�T + g

k
= 1

κ

∂T

∂t
(12)

is denoted as Fourier–Biot equation, where

κ = k

ρc
(13)

If there is no internal heat generation and steady state is
regarded only, the simple Laplace equation

�T = 0 (14)

results, which entails no thermo-physical properties.

4.1 Material and structural aspects

While the specific heat capacity is a scalar quantity, the ther-
mal conductivity is a second-order tensor. Table 1 shows its
appearance depending on the type of material.

Table 1. Thermal conductivity tensor for different material classes.

Material class Thermal conductivity tensor

Triclinic, anisotropic

[
k11 k12 k13

k21 k22 k23

k31 k32 k33

]

Monoclinic

[
k11 k12 0
k21 k22 0
0 0 k33

]

Orthorhombic, orthotropic

[
k11 0 0
0 k22 0
0 0 k33

]

Hexagonal, transversally isotropic

[
k11 0 0
0 k33 0
0 0 k33

]

Cubic, isotropic

[
k11 0 0
0 k11 0
0 0 k11

]
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Figure 2. Layered fiber composite material – single layer and laminate.

Most metallic materials are thermally isotropic, in fiber
composite materials (Figure 2) unidirectional layers are
transversally isotropic if fibers and matrix conductivities are
smeared, textile composites layers, for example, non-crimp
fabric, are orthotropic. The laminate comprising several lay-
ers can be looked upon as monoclinic if the conductivities of
the layers are smeared over the thickness. This is a reasonable
approximation if the heat transfer is predominantly perpen-
dicular to the layers. Otherwise, the stacking sequence can
influence the heat transfer significantly, especially when there
is a big discrepancy between the conductivities of fiber and
matrix. In that case smearing of conductivities may provide
erroneous results and the layers must be regarded separately.
For plate and shell structures thermal lamination theories
have proven to be efficient (Noor and Burton, 1992; Rolfes,
Noack and Taeschner, 1999).

Efficient thermal analysis of aerospace structures often
requires smearing of conductivities over a certain area. This
area depends on the required spatial resolution of the temper-
ature field. In a global composite aircraft fuselage analysis,
for example, the temperature distribution between fibers and
matrix is obviously not of interest. Thus, the conductivities of
fiber and matrix in a single layer are smeared by some homog-
enization technique. Either a unit cell, for periodic materials,
or a representative volume element (RVE) with stochastic
material distribution is regarded and a defined heat flux or
temperature gradient is applied. By calculating the likewise
other quantity (temperature gradient and heat flux, respec-
tively) and applying Fourier’s law the homogenized thermal
conductivity can be evaluated. This can be performed either
in closed form or numerically.

Homogenization is not only important for fiber compos-
ites but also for sandwich structures. If conductivities of
skin and core materials are known, the homogenized con-
ductivity of the sandwich can be approximated easily. For
conduction in thickness direction skins and core are con-
nected in series, for in-plane conduction they are oriented

parallel to each other. For sandwich core material (see Figure
3) in the form of honeycombs, consisting of, for example,
Nomex or aluminum material, homogenization must take
into account that there is air within the structure. Thus,
not only conduction but all three modes of heat transfer
can act.

Due to the cell structure the internal convection volume
is rather small and thus convective heat transfer can be
neglected. Radiation, however, can play an important role,
especially when it comes to high temperature applications, for
example, in a metallic sandwich nozzle structure for a propul-
sion system. This can be approximately taken into account
by computing a temperature dependent apparent thermal

Figure 3. Perspective view of honeycomb core.
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Figure 4. Hybrid aerospace structures.

conductivity, which sums up the conductive and the radiative
part of the total heat transfer (Rolfes and Noack, 1997).

Beside sandwich structures, there are other hybrid
aerospace structures (see Figure 4) like thermal protection
systems or hot load carrying structures. These may require
a combination of homogenization for some structural layers
with lamination theories (see Noack, Rolfes and Tessmer,
2003).

Table 2 shows examples of thermo-physical properties for
some typical aerospace materials. In general they are tem-
perature dependent; however, depending on the material this

effect might be negligible when regarding only small tem-
perature differences.

5 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Figure 5 shows a surface of a general body, which is described
by its normal vector. Either temperature is prescribed accord-
ing to

T = T (t) (15)

Table 2. Thermo-physical properties of some typical aerospace materials at different temperatures
(k in W m−1 K−1; c in J g−1 K−1; numbers are orientations only).

Temperature (◦C)

−196 RT +120

k1 k2 c k1 k2 c k1 k2 c

CFRP 1.0 0.2 0.4 4.3 0.6 0.8 6.8 0.7 1.1
GFRP 0.3 0.15 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.9 — — —
Aramide/epoxy 1.0 0.2 — 2.0 2.0 — — — —
Aluminum 430 0.34 237 0.9 240 0.9
Stainless steel 8 0.20 16 0.5 17 —
Titanium 32 0.22 22 0.5 21 0.56
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Figure 5. Heat flux boundary conditions.

or a heat flux boundary condition

qn = qr − qs + qc + q (16)

exists.

5.1 Convection boundary conditions

Free as well as forced convection can be described in the form

qc(T, t) = hc(T, t)[T (t) − Tak(t)] (17)

where Tak is the temperature of the ambient medium. If the
surface is heated or cooled by a an incoming flow the convec-
tion coefficient can be calculated from the Nusselt number
Nu, which in turn depends on Prandtl (Pr) and Reynolds
number (Re)

hc = Nu k

L
(18)

The conductivity k of the ambient medium and the length
L of the surface are usually known. For the Nusselt number
different relations for laminar (Re< 105) and turbulent flow
(Re> 105) must be applied.

The convection coefficient is very sensitive against
changes of the surface (e.g., roughness) and of flow con-
ditions and depends on temperature. Therefore, in many
practical applications no accurate and reliable values are
available. However, these might strongly influence the tem-
perature field.

5.2 Radiation boundary conditions

The case of spatially uniform irradiation (q̄E) and free radia-
tion is discussed first. Afterwards radiation exchange between
structural parts is explained.

The irradiated heat flux is

qs = αsq̄E (19)

where the absorptivity αs describes the ratio of the radiation
absorbed by the real surface as compared to the black body.
The black body is a perfect absorber for which by definition

αs = 1 (20)

applies. Different absorptivities must be discriminated. The
most general quantity is the directional spectral absorptivity
which depends on radiation direction, surface temperature,
wave length, and spectral distribution of the radiance. After
integration over the whole spectrum the total directional
absorptivity results, integration over the hemisphere yields
the total hemispherical absorptivity, which was used in equa-
tion (19). It depends on temperature and spectrum of the
radiation only.

The fundamental equation for free radiation is the Stefan
Boltzmann law

qH = σSBT 4 (21)

It states, that the specific hemispheric radiation qH of the
black body depends from the temperature of the radiating
surface and the Stefan Boltzmann constant σSB only. Similar
to absorption, radiation emitted by a real surface is covered by
a reduction factor called emissivity εs. If there is a radiation
background with a temperature Tas different from absolute
zero the heat flux emitted finally reads

qr = εsσSB(T 4 − T 4
as) (22)

The same discrimination of different emissivities applies
as mentioned before for the absorptivities. εs is the total
hemispheric emissivity which only depends on surface tem-
perature. It is not an independent function of the spectrum
since, in contrast to absorption, the spectrum directly depends
on the temperature of the radiating surface.

Kirchhoff’s law gives a relation between emissivity and
absorptivity. When temperatures are equal

αs(T, Sλ) = εs(T ) (23)

applies, where Sλ is the spectrum of the irradiation. How-
ever, this identity is only valid if both spectra are identical,
that is, the surface radiates with a temperature the spectrum
of which is identical to the one of the irradiation. Often irra-
diation by sun and radiation emitted at room temperature are
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Table 3. Solar absorptivity and thermal emissivity of selected
surfaces.

Surface αs (solar) εs (thermal) αs/εs

Black color 0.97 0.92 1.05
White color 0.20 0.80 0.25
Golden (metallic, polished) 0.25 0.05 5.00
Optical surface reflector (OSR) 0.10 0.70 0.14

regarded, for example, for space structures. Then the spec-
tra at 5800 K and 300 K must be compared. Since these are
very different the values αs and εs can also differ very much.
For emphasizing this important difference one should refer to
solar absorptivity and thermal emissivity. Both values have in
common that they cannot be higher than 1, the value which
applies to the black body. Some representative values are
summarized in Table 3. It shows that there are surfaces which
come close to the black body and have an absorptivity and
emissivity close to 1. Then, the dependence of the spectrum
is low and the surfaces are referred to as gray.

Due to the strong nonlinearity caused by Stefan Boltz-
mann’s law, radiation boundary conditions become the more
important the higher the temperature level is. At room tem-
perature and below radiation is mostly small as compared to
convection. For high temperature applications, like re-entry
of space vehicles, for example, radiation is very important
and accurate determination of emissivity and absorptivity is
of utmost importance for a reliable thermal analysis.

5.3 Radiation exchange

Radiation exchange must be taken into account, when radi-
ation is not only emitted or absorbed by one surface, but
several surfaces are involved, which can see each other. Sub-
sequently the radiation exchange matrix is derived in a very
condensed form.

Starting with the assumption of gray surfaces equation (23)
can be approximated by

αs(T ) = εs(T ) (24)

which is also valid if the surfaces exchanging radiation are
all on a similar temperature level.

When arbitrary orientations of the surfaces exchanging
radiation occur, an assumption must be made on how the
emitted radiation varies with angle ϕ (measured from the
normal of the surface, confer Figure 6). Usually the behavior
of the black body is assumed, which follows Lambert’s law

n1

T1

n2

dA2

dA1

T2

r12

ϕ2

ϕ1

Figure 6. Radiation exchange between two surfaces.

qϕ = qN cos ϕ (25)

where qN is the specific radiation emitted in normal direction
and qϕ the one emitted under angle ϕ. Surfaces following this
relation are called diffuse. After integration of equation (25)
over the hemisphere the total specific radiation

qH = qN� (26)

results, for which Stefan Boltzmann’s law (confer equa-
tion (21)) is valid. When expressing qϕ by qH it appears

qϕ = qH

�
cos ϕ (27)

as the fundamental relation for radiation exchange. When
looking at the exchange between two surfaces as depicted
in Figure 6, the total energy emitted by surface element dA1

towards element dA2 yields from multiplying qϕ with emis-
sivity and area, that is

d
1→2 = ε1σSBT 4
1

cos ϕ1

�
cos ϕ1 dA1 (28)

When further taking into account that only some part of
this energy is received by element dA2 since it is oriented
under angle ϕ2with respect to dA1 and then calculating the
energy which dA1 receives from dA2 analogously, the result-
ing difference of energies exchanged can be expressed as

d2
1→2 = ε1ε2σSB(T 4
1 − T 4

2 )
cos ϕ1 cos ϕ2

�r2
12

dA1 dA2 (29)

Under the assumption of isothermal surfaces integration
over the surfaces provides


12 = ε1ε2σSB(T 4
1 − T 4

2 )
∫
A2

∫
A1

cos ϕ1 cos ϕ2

�r2
12

dA1 dA2

(30)
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The double integral divided by the surface dA1 is the radiative
exchange factor F1→2. It describes the ratio of the radiation
which due to its geometrical orientations passes from surface
1 to 2. Then, the energy exchanged can also be formulated as


12 = ε1ε2σSB(T 4
1 − T 4

2 )A1F1→2 (31)

In practical applications comprising many surfaces, radi-
ation is not only emitted and absorbed but also reflected,
where parts of the reflected energy is again absorbed by other
surfaces. This is taken into account by formulating the heat
flux equilibrium at each surface element. Finally this can be
formulated in matrix notation as

Q
A

= SA �4
A (32)

with the radiation exchange matrix

SA = σSB

(
I − F

)
A ε

[
I − F

(
I − ε

)]−1
(33)

Q
A

is the vector of energy fluxes 
k and �A comprises the

temperatures of the surfaces exchanging radiation. A and ε

are diagonal matrices of the surfaces and emissivities, respec-
tively, F is the symmetric matrix of shape factors and I is the
unity matrix.

Using equation (32) radiation exchange boundary condi-
tions can be taken into account in thermal analysis using
finite elements (see Section 6.2). However, the effort is
very high, since the fourth power of temperature is a strong
nonlinearity and the radiative exchange factors must be cal-
culated in advance. This may cost more analysis time than
the whole thermal analysis. Furthermore, the radiative heat
fluxes resulting from this analysis are only an approximation,
since the radiative exchange factors are calculated assuming
isothermal surfaces Ak. When using finite elements for the
thermal analysis there is an inconsistency, since under each
surface element there is a non-isothermal heat conduction
finite element. Methods to circumvent this problem have been
introduced by Daurelle, Ocelli and Martin (1994) and Chin,
Panczak and Fried (1989).

6 NUMERICAL SOLUTION

In most practical applications the general heat conduction
equation (11) cannot be solved in closed form but requires
numerical solution, especially if the problem is nonlinear
due to temperature dependent thermo-physical properties or
radiative boundary conditions. For the transient problem spa-
tial as well as time discretization must be performed. Usually

either finite difference or finite element methods are applied
for both kinds of discretization. The subsequent chapters
follow the method which is used for spatial discretization.

6.1 Finite differences

When radiation exchange between structural parts is the dom-
inating heat transfer mechanism, for example, for satellites or
space probes, the finite difference or nodal network method is
mostly used. In this case conduction of heat within structural
parts is less important and the thermal analysis is determined
by nonlinear radiation boundary conditions. According to the
idea of finite differences, the structure is divided into isother-
mal nodes and the time is discretized using finite time steps.
Formulating the heat flux equilibrium based on such a dis-
cretization transforms the differential equation to a set of
finite difference equations. The number of isothermal nodes
chosen influences the accuracy of the model. Structural parts
with high thermal conductivity and therefore low temperature
gradients need less nodes than areas with low conductivity.
Heat transfer between the nodes is characterized by con-
duction exchange factors and radiation exchange factors.
Whereas for radiation exchange the methods as described
previously can be applied, there is no general and clearly
defined way how to calculate the conduction factors. For
a deeper discussion on heat transfer with dominating radi-
ation the reader is referred to Vol. 1.5 (Heat Transfer and
Thermophysics).

6.2 Finite element equation system

Starting from the general heat conduction equation and
assuming that there is no internal heat generation, multipli-
cation with test functions v and integration over the domain
� provides the weak form

∫
�

div(K̃grad T )vdω =
∫
�

ρ c Ṫ vdω (34)

with boundary conditions

T = T on �1 (35)

qTn − qr − qc − q + qs = 0 on �2 (36)

In a first step only the prescribed and convective heat fluxes
q and qc are taken into account. Radiative boundary condi-
tions qr and qs, which were treated above, will be added later
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to the finite element equation system by introducing another
load vector.

When applying Green’s theorem derivatives can be shifted
from the variable T to the test functions v yielding

−
∫
�

(grad v)
T

K̃ grad T dω +
∫
�2

(K̃ grad T )
T
n vdγ

=
∫
�

ρcṪvdω (37)

In order to evaluate the integrals, Tand vand its first deriva-
tives must be quadratic integrable according to Lebesgue

v ∈ H1(�), T ∈ H1(�) (38)

Introducing Fourier’s law and the boundary conditions
into the second integral provides

−
∫
�

(grad v)
T

K̃ grad T dω +
∫
�2

(qc + q)vdγ =
∫
�

ρcṪvdω

(39)

With Newton’s formulation for the convective boundary
conditions equation (39) reads

∫
�

(grad v)
T

K̃ grad T dω +
∫
�2

hcT vdγ +
∫
�

ρ cṪvdω

=
∫
�2

(hc Tak − q)vdγ (40)

A finite element formulation is achieved by choosing
approximation spaces. If these are subspaces of the origi-
nal spaces the approximation is called conform. This results
in

Th ∈ Vh, vh ∈ Vh with Vh ⊂ H1(�) (41)

The space C0(�) comprising continuous functions, is a
subspace of H1(�). Therefore, shape functions from this
space are usually chosen according to

T = N ϑ (42)

where ϑ is the vector of element nodal variables. Different
shape functions can be chosen depending on the type of
element (Lewis et al., 1996).

When discretizing equation (40), introducing the shape
functions from equation (42) and choosing test functions
identical to the shape functions (Galerkin approach), it
appears

ne∑
i=1


∫

�i

(
gradN

)T
K̃ grad N dω ϑi + hc

∫
�2i

N
T
N dγ ϑi

+ρ c

∫
�i

N
T
N dω ϑ̇i


 =

ne∑
i=1

(hcTak − q)

∫
�2i

N
T

dγ (43)

hc, Tak, and q are assumed to be elementwise constant and can
be extracted from the integrals. The FE conductivity matrix
K, the FE capacity matrix C and the load vector Q are now
defined as

K =
ne∑
i=1


∫

�i

(
grad N

)T
K̃ grad N dω+hc

∫
�2i

N
T
N dγ


 (44)

C =
ne∑
i=1


ρ c

∫
�i

N
T
N dω


 (45)

Q =
ne∑
i=1

(hcTak − q)
∫
�2i

N
T

dγ (46)

With the total vector of nodal variables

� =
ne∑
i=1

ϑi (47)

the FE equation system finally reads

K � + C �̇ = Q (48)

Radiation exchange can now be taken into account as fol-
lows. Equation (32) describes the energy fluxes leaving the
surface elements. Before introducing it into the finite ele-
ment equation system transformation from surfaces to finite
element nodes must be carried out. Using the transformation
matrix T the nodal heat exchange matrix S reads

S = T TSAT (49)

and

Q
s
= S �4 (50)
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Table 4. Time and temperature dependencies of FE
matrices in thermal analysis.

Matrix Function of Due to

K t, T hc(t, T ); K̂(T )
C T c(T )
Q t, T hc(t, T ); Tak(t); q(t)
S T ε(T )

follows. In the FE equation system outgoing fluxes are posi-
tive where for Q

s
the opposite definition applies. Therefore,

the FE equation system incorporating heat exchange finally
reads

K � + C �̇ = Q − Q
s

(51)

6.3 Finite element solution

The FE system is nonlinear and time dependent. Obvious are
the nonlinearity caused by heat exchange and the time depen-
dency through the capacity term. Other time and temperature
dependencies can be caused by the matrices as given in
Table 4.

The radiation exchange term S �4 can be combined with
the term K � on the left hand side. This is convenient in cases
where K is temperature dependent anywhere, but Q is not.
Then all nonlinearities are concentrated in the system matrix
and the right-hand side remains constant. However, the new
system matrix

K = K + S �3 (52)

is not only highly nonlinear but can also have are large
bandwidth. Through radiation exchange not only adjacent
elements are coupled but all elements which are exchanging
radiation. These can be many and they can be allocated in
remote areas of the structure. Thus, the band structure, which
is typical for FE equation systems, is destroyed and the cost
for solving the system is very much increased. In order to
circumvent this, the radiation exchange term is left on the
right-hand side.

For solving the transient thermal analysis problem a time
integration scheme as proposed by Newmarkfor dynamical
problems is used. Application of these methods to linear prob-
lems is described in standard FE textbooks, here only special
aspects for treating nonlinear problems are highlighted.

The time is discretized similar to spatial approximation.
When using linear interpolation functions between two points
in time tn and tn+1 (see Figure 7) the global temperature vector

can be written as

� = (1 − λ)�n + λ �n+1 (53)

where

λ = t

�t
(54)

applies. The time derivative follows as

�̇ = − 1

�t
�n + 1

�t
�n+1 (55)

Introducing this into the FE system yields

[K�t(1 − λ) − C]�n + (K �t λ + C)�n+1 = Q �t (56)

For simplicity only the load vector Q on the right-hand
side is written. When multiplying by an arbitrary weighting
function w and integrating over the time increment from tn
to tn+1 the weak from of equation (56) is achieved

∫ 1

0
w [K �t (1 − λ) − C] dλ �n

+
∫ 1

0
w (K �t λ + C) dλ �n+1 =

∫ 1

0
wQ �t dλ

(57)

Denoting the matrices by

L =
∫ 1

0
w (K �t λ + C) dλ (58)

and

M =
∫ 1

0
wQ �t dλ −

{∫ 1

0
w [K �t (1 − λ) − C]dλ

}
�n

(59)

the recurrence scheme follows

L(�)�n+1 = M(�) (60)

This is called two point recurrence scheme, since the points
in time tn and tn+1 are involved. For three point schemes
tn−1 is taken into account and quadratic time interpolation
functions are used. Therewith, also second time derivatives
can be calculated which is essential for dynamic problems.
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Figure 7. Interpolation and weighting functions for two point recur-
rence schemes.

Different time integration methods follow from choos-
ing one of the weighting functions as depicted in Figure 7.
Discontinuous weighting functions (Figure 7a–c) lead to so-
called collocation methods. The matrices K, C, and Q can be
extracted from the integrals and the recurrence scheme

{K �t β + C}�n+1 = Q
�

�t − [K �t (1 − β) − C]�n

(61)

is achieved, where

β =
∫ 1

0 wλ dλ∫ 1
0 wdλ

(62)

and

Q
� =

∫ 1
0 wQ dλ∫ 1

0 wdλ
(63)

applies. The recurrence parameter β is also given in Figure 7.
Three different collocation methods, called forward, central,
and backward difference method, can be distinguished and
are described by

�n+1 = �n + �t C−1(tn)[Q
�

(tn) − K(tn)�n] (64)[
1

2
K(tm) �t + C(tm)

]
�n+1 = −

[
1

2
K(tm) �t − C(tm)

]
�n

+ 1

2
�t[Q

�

(tn) + Q
�

(tn+1)]

(65)[
K(tn+1)�t + C(tn+1)

]
�n+1 = C(tn+1)�n + Q

�

(tn+1)�t

(66)

The forward difference method is numerically by far the
most simple one. Equation (64) is always linear, since the
matrices K, C, and Q are evaluated at tn only. Furthermore
no matrix inversion is required if C is a diagonal matrix.
Such methods are called explicit. A diagonal matrix C is
generated by so called “lumping” which means that piece-
wise constant instead of bilinear shape functions are used for
evaluating C. The other two methods, called implicit, require
inverting a band matrix and are much more costly. On the
other hand, there is the disadvantage of the forward differ-
ence method that it is only conditionally stable. This means
that the maximum allowable time step is restricted, espe-
cially for nonlinear problems. The implicit methods are both
unconditionally stable, but the recurrence schemes usually
become nonlinear and require an iterative solver. When tak-
ing into account that matrix inversion is also necessary, the
numerical effort is rather high.

The continuous weighting functions (Figure 7d–f) also
result in implicit, nonlinear methods. In this case the matrices
K, C, and Qcannot be extracted from the integrals and numer-
ical integration must be performed. The recurrence scheme{

ni∑
i=1

[K(λi)�tγiwiλi + γiwiC(λi)]
}

�n+1

=
ni∑

i=1
[Q(λi)�tγiwi]

−
{

ni∑
i=1

[K(λi)�tγiwi(1 − λi) − γiwiC(λi)]
}

�n

(67)

follows. For linear weighting functions quadratic terms
result from multiplying with λ, even if nonlinearity of K(λ)
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and C(λ) is neglected. Thus, at least two Gaussianpoints
are necessary for exact integration. The collocation formula
(67) results from equation (67) as special case, if only one
integration point is chosen (ni = 1) exactly at the collocation
point. Collocation can therefore be interpreted as reduced
integration of a time stepping algorithm with continuous
weighting function.

For practical applications unconditionally stable colloca-
tion methods can be recommended. The recurrence parameter
β should be kept variable, in order to reduce oscillations,
which can occur even for unconditionally stable meth-
ods. Changing the value from β = 0.5 towards 1 results in
increased damping.

As mentioned above, all methods except for the explicit
forward difference method result in nonlinear recurrence
schemes that require iterative solvers. Luenberger (1984)
gives the general iteration formula

�i+1
n+1 = �i

n+1 − HiFi (68)

where

Fi = Li�i
n+1 − Mi (69)

is the residual and Hi is the inverse of the Hessianmatrix. Dif-
ferent methods for approximating the inverse of the Hessian
are available (see Table 5).

The Newton–Raphson method is the most accurate one
but very costly. It can be derived from a Taylor series expan-
sion with termination after the linear term. The pure gradient
method without any pre-conditioning often converges slowly.
Direct iteration is better, but as the Newton–Raphson method
requires inversion in each step. The BFGS method is a quasi
Newton method, which uses an update formula for the inverse
of the Hessian in order to circumvent inversion. However,
it requires a very good starting vector for the iteration. In
transient analysis this is naturally provided by the solution
of the preceding time step. If the starting vector is not suf-
ficiently accurate some direct iteration steps can be made
before switching to the BFGS method. If the nonlinearity is

Table 5. Approximation of the Hessian for different iterative
solvers.

Inverse of the Hessian Iterative solver

(
∂Fi/∂�i

n+1

)−1
Newton–Raphson

(Li)
−1

Direct iteration
I Gradient
Positive definite rank-2-update BFGS

very strong, pure direct integration is recommended when
the nonlinearity results from the system matrix, Newton–
Raphson is beneficial when the nonlinearity it is due to the
load vector (Stelzer and Welzel, 1987).

Nonlinear transient analysis is computationally costly.
Before starting the analysis it should be critically reflected
which type of nonlinearities are really relevant. Experience
shows that temperature dependence of thermo-physical prop-
erties above room temperature has often only small influence
on the results. Influence of radiation very much depends on
the temperature level. At cryogenic temperatures it is low, for
high temperature applications it is usually very important. A
good orientation can found when comparing convective and
radiative heat flux resulting from equations (17) and (22)
based on an estimated resulting temperature level.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Computational thermal analysis of typical aerospace struc-
tures (e.g., monolithic, sandwich and hybrid structures,
metallic and composite materials) using finite elements
has been presented. Linear and nonlinear, steady state and
transient problems were covered. All kinds of boundary con-
ditions including radiation exchange were described. Internal
radiation and convection was covered using temperature-
dependent apparent thermal conductivities. Appropriate
thermal finite elements must be selected carefully depending
on the structural concept, the thermal loading and the accu-
racy required. For evaluating thermo-mechanical stresses the
thermal analysis can be coupled with stress analysis quite
easily, since finite elements are used throughout. Different
finite element discretizations for thermal and stress analysis
might be necessary, transfer and interpolation of the temper-
ature field can be performed automatically by standard pre-
and postprocessors. Since computational cost is very much
increased when taking all material and radiation nonlineari-
ties into account, the sensitivity of the resulting temperature
field with respect to nonlinearities should be estimated in
advance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The dynamic analysis of aerospace systems requires the
ability to model flexible structural mechanisms made of
several components in relative motion with respect to one
another, connected by various kinds of mechanical linkages,
assembled in topological configurations of arbitrary com-
plexity. Such structural elements are typically interacting
with multiple coupled fields, including aerodynamics and
those arising in the modeling of hydraulic and electrical
components, engines, and other actuators, possibly experi-
encing contacts and impact events among the bodies of the
system and with the environment, often operating in closed
loop under the action of control systems. The landing gear of
Figure 1 is one such flexible mechanism, which undergoes
large motions, is coupled to hydraulic and electromechanical
systems, and experiences aerodynamic and contact loads.

These complex multi-field models find applicability in
a multitude of tasks related to the design, verification, and

simulation of aerospace systems, including the evaluation
of loads in critical components, the analysis of vibratory
levels, the estimation of a variety of performance indices, the
assessment of the handling qualities of a vehicle, the synthesis
of control laws, the training of operators, etc. Some of these
activities blend together classical disciplines such as struc-
tural dynamics, aero-servo-elasticity, and flight mechanics,
and there is an ever-increasing demand from industry of the
fidelity and reliability of the simulations.

In recent years, multibody dynamics has emerged as the
technology of choice for addressing these simulation needs.
In fact, the success of modern multibody analysis systems can
be traced to their ability to model mechanisms by assembling
generalized elements from within a library, much like in clas-
sical finite element methods (FEMs). Each element provides
a basic functional building block, for example a rigid body, a
hinge, a motor, an interacting field embedded in an external
application, etc. By assembling and connecting such general-
ized elements together, one has a powerful way of describing
complex systems with the desired level of modeling fidelity.
This also opens the way to hierarchical modeling within the
same approach, where more or less refined models of the
same system are built based on required accuracy, the need
to resolve or not certain scales in the solution, the limitation of
computational cost or the maximization of execution speed,
or various possible trade-offs.

Key to this modeling approach is the capability of handling
constraints, which in turn affects the choice of coordinates,
the writing of the governing equations and their integration
in time, the coupling of the multiple interacting fields, and
a number of related algorithmic details. Several ad-hoc for-
mulations have been developed in the multibody dynamics
literature for niche applications: for example, methods have
been developed for maximum execution speed in the analysis
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Figure 1. Multibody model of landing gear and flap systems. Courtesy of MSC Software Corporation.

of systems in tree-like topologies or for handling efficiently
crash analysis simulations using specialized equivalent mod-
els of the contacting parts. While some of these niche for-
mulations find applicability in the aerospace field, in this
work we focus exclusively on methods that can be used for
modeling complex flexible systems with arbitrary topolog-
ical configurations, such as those that may be used for the
development of comprehensive models of vehicle systems or
subsystems.

The modeling of rotary wing vehicles embodies the chal-
lenges that need to be faced in the simulation of aerospace
systems. Figure 2 shows the idealized model of a conventional
articulated rotor system: the blades, made of composite ma-
terials and experiencing geometric stiffening effects due to
their rotation at high angular rates, are actuated by a complex
system of control linkages and are connected to the hub by
hinges and hydraulic dampers. The figure shows the modeling
of the rotor system by means of rigid bodies, beam elements,
mechanical joints, and aerodynamic and hydraulic elements.
In some applications, one may want to include, according to
the modeling needs, a model of the elastic fuselage, of the tail

rotor, of the landing gears, of the drive-train, or of other com-
ponents. Bearingless multiple load-path configurations are
also common, as the use of elastomeric dampers, gimballed
rotors, and many other possible configurations, radically dif-
ferent from the one of the figure.

Historically, the modeling needs of each rotorcraft man-
ufacturer were answered by developing dedicated software
programs, tailored to a single specific configuration. In time,
the need for more sophisticated analysis tools capable of
capturing all relevant physical processes and the continu-
ous proposal of new configurations and technological solu-
tions has pushed the rotorcraft field towards the more general
paradigm of multibody dynamics, to the point that most (if not
all) current industrial-level general-purpose rotorcraft codes
are based on multibody formulations. Using the modular ap-
proach of multibody dynamics, one may assemble elements
from within a library to describe a given rotorcraft system,
and new specialized elements may be included in the library
for describing functionalities not yet present. Modern multi-
body technology is capable of developing highly sophisti-
cated models of rotary wing systems, although the coupled
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Figure 2. Topological view of the multibody model of a helicopter rotor with control linkages and lag damper (one single blade shown, for
clarity).

field of aerodynamics remains a critical area where important
improvements are still necessary. Clearly, this same paradigm
is applicable to other fields of engineering dealing with the
modeling of complex systems.

In this work, we first review the derivation of the governing
equations of multibody systems in Section 2. The intro-
duction of constraints leads to differential algebraic equa-
tions, whose solution needs special precautions and leads to
a variety of formulations. Next, we describe in Section 3 some
common element models, including body, joint, and coupled
field models. Section 4 describes the most important solution
procedures, which include static and dynamic analyses, as
well as some more specialized ones as the solution of opti-
mal control problems that find applicability in the modeling
of maneuvers at the boundaries of the operating envelope of
vehicles. Finally, Section 5 describes the corollary supporting
technologies of parameter estimation and model reduction.
Space limitation precludes an in-depth analysis; therefore,
some topics are only briefly sketched while others are not

covered, such as the discussion on coupling procedures for
multi-field problems.

2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND
SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

2.1 Choice of coordinates

As for many other aspects of multibody dynamics, even the
very basic choice of the coordinates used for formulating the
equations of motion can be made in several very different
ways (Gèradin and Cardona, 2001). Clearly, each way has
its own specific features that make it more or less suited to a
given application niche.

A classical approach used mainly for analytical develop-
ments is to adopt a minimal set of coordinates. For example,
in a planar four-bar mechanism, the motion of each one of
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the bodies can be expressed in terms of a single coordinate
(e.g., the relative angle between two consecutive bars), since
the system has one single degree of freedom. This approach
leads to a minimum number of unknowns and of equations.
However, the equations are typically very complicated and
highly nonlinear. This approach is also difficult to apply to
arbitrary topologies, and it is unsuitable for flexible systems.

Another approach is to use relative, recursive Lagrangian
coordinates. For example, again in the planar four-bar mecha-
nism case, the motion of each body can be expressed in terms
of the relative angle between that body and the previous one.
More in general, the Denavit–Hartenberg method (Gèradin
and Cardona, 2001) has been developed for describing with
a minimum number of coordinates the relative motion of
a body connected to another one by a joint, which leaves
some degrees of freedom free and constraints the others.
Clearly, such an approach is particularly efficient for tree
topologies such as those encountered in robotics applica-
tions, where it leads to a minimum number of unknowns and
equations, and in fact variants of this approach have been
used with success for developing very efficient simulation
algorithms for real-time applications. For systems with ar-
bitrary topologies, and in the presence of closed loops, the
method becomes much more complicated, and cannot avoid
the introduction of loop-closure constraints. Furthermore,
the resulting equations are usually very complex and highly
nonlinear and hence expensive to evaluate. For flexible sys-
tems modeled using modal-based elasticity, this approach has
been used for expressing the motion of a floating frame of
reference, whose purpose is to describe the gross rigid mo-
tion of the body; in addition to this motion, the elastic body
is assumed to undergo a small deformation about the floating
frame (Shabana, 1998). This approach leads again to complex
expressions, most notably of the kinetic energy, and does not
account for the geometric stiffening effect, which is impor-
tant in certain applications, as for example those involving
rotating blades.

A formulation that is more amenable to problems with
arbitrarily complex configurations is the one based on Carte-
sian coordinates. In this case, each body is regarded as free
in space and described with its own set of coordinates. Next,
constraints are introduced to represent the presence of me-
chanical joints among the various bodies of the system. This
way, the multibody system is described by a redundant set
of unknowns, composed by the collection of the sets of each
body, often with the addition of Lagrange multipliers for the
enforcement of the constraints (see next section). This set of
unknowns is redundant, as opposed to the previous choices
that were minimal or quasi-minimal. On the other hand, the
equations of motion are much simpler because they are ob-
tained by assembly of the equations of the individual bodies

and of the constraints, with a procedure similar to the one
routinely used in finite element analysis. Furthermore, since
each body or joint is typically connected with a small number
of adjacent bodies or joints, the equations of motion have a
high degree of sparsity, and present a banded nature, possibly
after a suitable reordering of equations and unknowns; these
aspects are crucial for the efficiency of the solution when
analyzing large-scale problems.

Another important characteristic of a formulation ex-
pressed in terms of Cartesian coordinates is that it is read-
ily amenable to the analysis of flexible systems using the
finite element method. In fact, each elastic body in a multi-
body system may be described in terms of finite element
unknowns, that is, positions and possibly rotations, as in the
case of beams and shells, at mesh nodes. Specific nodes in
the mesh may then be used for connecting the elastic body
with other bodies or joints in the system, again using a stan-
dard assembly process. Clearly, the finite element formula-
tion of elastic bodies must be capable of describing in exact
terms the kinematics of the body motion. Such formulations
are termed geometrically exact, and are based on definitions
of the (invariant) strain energy V in terms of strain mea-
sures ε which are unaffected by arbitrarily large rigid body
motions, that is, V (ε) = V (Rε) if R is an arbitrary rotation
(Borri, Trainelli and Bottasso, 2000; Gèradin and Cardona,
2001; Bauchau, Bottasso and Trainelli, 2003). Contrary to the
floating frame approach, these formulations correctly account
for geometrically nonlinear effects due to the kinematics be-
ing exact (finite rotation approach), and lead to particularly
simple expressions of the inertial forces.

2.2 Lagrange equations and the index 3 form

The Lagrangian of a multibody system M can be written as

L∗ =
∑

i

Li(q̇, q) + λ · c + 1

2
ρ c · c (1)

where Li(q̇, q) is the Lagrangian of the ith body in the system
and q are generalized coordinates. The system is subjected
to constraints

c = 0 (2)

which are enforced through two modifying terms of the
Lagrangian: the first, λ · c, uses Lagrange multipliers λ, while
the second, 1/2 ρ c · c, is a penalty-like term with penalty fac-
tor ρ. Clearly, both terms are null when the solution satisfies
the constraints.

For λ = 0, one obtains a pure penalty formulation. To
enforce the presence of the constraints, it is necessary to
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choose ρ as a large number, since c → 0 only if ρ → ∞;
this however leads to ill-conditioning of the problem, so that
this practice is not recommended for the large-scale complex
applications that are the focus of the present work.

For ρ = 0, one obtains a purely Lagrangian formulation
that increases the number of unknowns with respect to the
penalty approach, since one now has to solve for both the
coordinates q and the multipliers λ. The multipliers, however,
rigorously account for the presence of the constraints and
their reactions on the bodies of the system.

The formulation retaining both terms, equation (1), is
termed the augmented Lagrangian approach. Since con-
straints are enforced by Lagrange multipliers, ρ does not need
to be chosen as a large number, and hence one avoids the re-
sulting ill-conditioning. Nonetheless, the penalty-like term
proves to be useful because it allows one to factorize the sys-
tem Jacobian (as required for the solution of the equations
using a Newton-like method) without pivoting (Bauchau,
Epple and Bottasso, 2009), which is crucial for efficiency
when dealing with large-scale problems by retaining the
bandedness of the iteration matrix.

Imposing the stationarity of L∗, one obtains the equations
of Lagrange:

Mq̈ + ATµ = g (3a)

c = 0 (3b)

where µ are augmented Lagrange multipliers, µ = λ + ρc,
and ATµ are the constraint reactions. Clearly, at convergence
when c = 0, then µ = λ, and the penalty-like term has no
effect on the computed solution. If the constraints are holo-
nomic, that is, c = c(q), then A = ∂c/∂q and A is termed the
constraint Jacobian; if the constraints are non-holonomic, that
is, c = c(q̇, q), then they are invariably linear in the veloci-
ties q̇ for virtually all practical applications in mechanics and
c = Aq̇ + a.

Equations (3a) and (3b) are differential algebraic equa-
tions (DAEs), since they have among their unknowns the
algebraic variables λ. These equations can be turned into or-
dinary differential equations (ODEs) by taking three analyti-
cal differentiations of equation (3b), which have the effect of
introducing terms in λ̇ and therefore eliminate the algebraic
nature of the problem. For this reason, equations (3a) and (3b)
are said to be in index 3 form (Hairer and Wanner, 1996).

2.3 Transformation into ODEs and DAE index
reduction approaches

It was recognized early in the literature that the solution of
high-index DAEs can cause severe numerical difficulties. For

example, the analysis of Petzold and Lötstedt (1986) demon-
strated that the condition number of the iteration matrix for
the index 3 form of equations (3) is O(h−3). Furthermore,
it was shown that errors grow in the Lagrange multipliers as
O(h−3) and at lower but still unfavorable rates in the displace-
ment and velocity fields. Therefore, for DAEs, one obtains
a rather surprising behavior: the solution, which should con-
verge to the true one as the time step size vanishes, on the con-
trary becomes polluted by the unavoidable errors, which are
due to the use of finite precision arithmetic and of finite con-
vergence tolerances for arresting Newton iterations. Hence,
contrary to intuition, mesh refinement makes the problem
harder to solve. This unusual behavior manifests itself when
using small time steps, which on the other hand are often
necessary for achieving the desired level of accuracy or for
resolving fast solution components present in the solution,
for example when analyzing contact/impact phenomena.

The multibody dynamics literature abounds with methods
for turning problem (3) into an ODE one or for reducing the
index from 3 to 2 or 1. A comprehensive treatment of the
methods that have been proposed goes beyond the scope of
this work and would be incompatible with the current space
limitations. The interested reader may however consult the
review offered in Laulusa and Bauchau (2008) and Bauchau
and Laulusa (2008), which also contain a rich list of relevant
references.

Very synthetically, a first family of methods formulates the
problem in ODE terms by using a minimum set of unknowns.
This can be accomplished at the level of the coordinates or at
the level of the velocities.

Considering the first of these two options, if the system is
described in terms of n (redundant) coordinates q and has m

constraints, it is conceptually possible to split the coordinate
vector into an independent set of n − m coordinates qi and a
dependent set qd of size m, whereby the dependent variables
can be expressed in terms of the independent ones: qd =
qd(qi). This leads to a formulation of the equations of motion
without Lagrange multipliers and hence in ODE form.

Similarly, working at the level of velocities, the so-called
Maggi-like methods seek to write the generalized velocities
q̇ in terms of a minimal set of n − m generalized speeds e

q̇ = Be + b (4)

while accounting for the fact that generalized velocities are
constrained as

Aq̇ + a = 0 (5)

This is true by definition in the case of non-holonomic
constraints or it is obtained by differentiating holonomic
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constraints once with respect to time, that is, ċ = 0. It may
be proven that B spans the null space of A, that is, AB = 0.
Hence, premultiplying (3a) by BT effectively eliminates the
Lagrange multipliers, leaving an ODE in the generalized
speeds e and accelerations ė.

Both methods suffer from several drawbacks, which make
them unsuitable for the large-scale FEM applications that are
the focus of the present work, although they have found their
niches of applicability in other sectors of multibody dynam-
ics. First of all, both when working at the level of coordinates
and at the level of velocities, the choice of the minimal set is
not unique. This means that one has to devise an automated
way of picking a set, typically through some form of optimal-
ity. Furthermore, the definition of the set is often local, which
means that the set might become ill-defined in certain config-
urations of the system; this means that the set must be con-
tinuously monitored and updated throughout the simulation.
While this is certainly possible, it significantly complicates
the implementation. Furthermore, while equations in the re-
dundant form (3) are typically highly sparse and present a
banded pattern, equations in minimal form are usually dense
or with limited sparsity; unfortunately, the loss of bandedness
incurs in very significant computational costs for large-scale
FEM-based models. Hence, for large problems, the poten-
tial advantage of having lowered the number of unknowns by
moving from a redundant set with multipliers to a minimal set
is offset by the increased complexity of the equations. Finally,
in the case of Maggi’s methods, holonomic constraints are ac-
counted for through their time derivatives ċ, which will cause
the position-level constraints to drift away from the manifold,
that is, in general, the numerical solution qh will be such that
c(qh) /= 0 (although this drift is often limited and sufficiently
small for being acceptable in practical situations).

A second class of methods is based on the lowering of the
index of problem (3), with the bulk of formulations focusing
on the index 1 form obtained by appending to equation (3a)
the second derivative of the constraints, that is, c̈ = 0, which
yields

Mq̈ + ATµ = g (6a)

Aq̈ + Ȧq̇ + ȧ = 0 (6b)

The Lagrange multipliers can be readily eliminated from
system (6) either by straightforward substitution (compute
q̈ from (6a), insert into (6b), solve in terms of λ, and
replace λ into (6a)), or by using a Moore–Penrose gener-
alized inverse (Laulusa and Bauchau, 2008). Yet another
alternative is to compute the null space B of A and premulti-
ply equation (6a) by BT to eliminate the constraint reactions
by exploiting the fact that AB = 0.

Even this second class of methods is affected by several
problems. First, here again the manipulations of the equa-
tions which are necessary for turning the system in index 1
form and for subsequently solving it irremediably destroy
the banded sparsity of the matrices and render the equa-
tions highly involved and complicated. Furthermore, the con-
straints are now enforced at the acceleration level, instead of
the position one. It can be shown that the acceleration-level
constraint is unstable, so that in this case the solution will ex-
perience a much larger drift from the constraint manifold than
in the case of the velocity-level enforcement. Since this is in
most cases unacceptable, various techniques have been devel-
oped for improving the satisfaction of the constraints. Here
again details go beyond the scope of the present work, but in
synthesis, it can be said that most approaches are based on one
of the following ideas: the first is to modify the acceleration
constraint so as to make it stable by the addition of the velocity
and position level constraints as damping-like and stiffness-
like terms, respectively; the second is based on the projection
of the solution back onto the constraint manifold (Bauchau
and Laulusa, 2008). The former cannot guarantee the exact
satisfaction of the constraint conditions but only aims at the
stabilization of the drift effect, while the latter one can in-
deed compute solutions compatible with the constraints at
machine accuracy or assigned levels of tolerance.

As a notable exception to the situation described above, a
recent formulation has been proposed based on the null space
approach (Betsch and Leyendecker, 2006). In this case, the
null space is computed starting from a discrete (as opposed
to the continuous, as usually done) version of the equations
of motion, as obtained by applying a conserving time dis-
cretization scheme. Furthermore, by exploiting the simpler
nature of the discrete equations, the contribution to the null
space of each individual constraint condition can be com-
puted explicitly and analytically up-front, which results in a
major simplification of the numerical procedure.

2.4 Direct solution of index 3 DAEs and
the importance of scaling

As previously explained, much of the literature dealing with
various ways to solve problem (3) does not address the pol-
lution problem directly, but rather tries to avoid it by turning
the formulation into an ODE one or by lowering the index.
It was argued that, unfortunately, this strategy incurs in other
problems since constraints, being imposed at the velocity or
acceleration level rather than at the displacement one, typ-
ically drift away from the constraint manifold. This in turn
calls for additional corrective actions in the form of constraint
stabilization and/or projection back onto the manifold. An
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alternative approach is to rewrite the governing equations so
as to include both the position-level and velocity-level con-
straints (Gear, Leimkuhler and Gupta, 1985; Borri, Trainelli
and Croce, 2006), which however comes at the cost of addi-
tional problem unknowns.

What is even more important for the applications of inter-
est here is that all these approaches are unsuitable for FEM-
based applications due to the loss of banded structure of the
problem and to the complexity and numerical cost of the ma-
nipulations of the equations. From this point of view, it is clear
that the redundant but highly sparse, algebraic formulation
expressed by equations (3) is highly preferable, as recognized
already by several authors (Orlandea, Chace and Calahan,
1977; Cardona, 1989). Furthermore, since the index 3 form
enforces the constraints at the position level, the “inherited”
velocity and acceleration-level constraints, although not ex-
plicitly accounted for, will be approximatively satisfied, since
they are obtained by differentiation of the enforced ones; as
noted above, the opposite is not true for the lower index for-
mulations, where drift effects are present, since “inherited”
constraints are obtained by integration and not differentiation.
Therefore, by adopting an index 3 formulation, one avoids
all complications associated with constraint stabilization and
projection, while working with relatively simple equations
with a banded structure.

Yet, the problem of numerical pollution has to be solved
in order to arrive to fully effective computer implementa-
tions. Stiff integrators denoted by high-frequency numerical
damping help in this regard (Orlandea, Chace and Calahan,
1977) and are also useful for other reasons, as noted below.
But it is only recently that the pollution problem has been
tackled directly (Bottasso, Bauchau and Cardona, 2007;
Bottasso, Dopico and Trainelli, 2008; Bauchau, Epple and
Bottasso, 2009), leading to a remarkably simple solution of
the problem, based on an early hint reported but not analyzed
in Cardona (1989). The idea is to scale the problem so as to
eliminate the unfavorable behavior with respect to the time
step length h. To this effect, one defines a non-dimensional
time τ = t/h and works with derivatives with respect to τ

instead of t, which are indicated here as d(·)/dτ = (·)′. This
way, the time step in non-dimensional time becomes of unit
length. Of course, this scaling of time can be defined at each
time step based on the current value of h, so that the proce-
dure can be applied with no difficulty in the case of variable
time step sizes.

As for most problems in mechanics, a further improve-
ment of the overall conditioning of a numerical process can
be obtained by using unknowns that are well scaled, that is,
all roughly of O(1). To this effect, one may use, in addition
to the scaling of time, also non-dimensional coordinates q̄ in-
stead of the dimensional ones, q. Similarly, non-dimensional

functions of the non-dimensional coordinates are noted in the
following as ¯(·).

This way, a non-dimensional augmented Lagrangian may
be written as

L̄∗ =
∑

i

L̄i(q̄
′, q̄) + h2λ · c̄ + 1

2
ρh2 c̄ · c̄ (7)

Notice that, since the Lagrangians Li(q̇, q) are quadratic in
the velocities, the introduction of the non-dimensional time
has caused the appearance of a term h2 in the two augmenting
terms, which must now be carefully analyzed.

For the first of the two, the idea is to define h2λ as the
scaled Lagrange multiplier of the new problem, that is, we
set λ̄ = h2λ and we solve for λ̄ instead of λ. Once a solution
has been computed, λ can be straightforwardly recovered as
λ = λ̄/h2, so that constraint reactions can be evaluated.

For the second of the two, it is necessary to recognize
that, for the effect of the penalty-like term not to vanish with
h → 0, one must set ρh2 = r, where r is now the penalty-like
coefficient of the new scaled formulation.

With these choices, by imposing the stationarity of the
non-dimensional augmented Lagrangian L̄∗, one gets the
scaled equations of motion of multibody systems in index
3 form:

M̄q′′ + ĀTµ̄ = h2ḡ (8a)
c̄ = 0 (8a)

where µ̄ are scaled augmented Lagrange multipliers, µ̄ =
λ̄ + rc̄. It may be proven (Bauchau, Epple and Bottasso,
2009) that the scaled problem (8) is now completely insensi-
tive to the pollution that affects (3). In fact, the error propaga-
tion rates in the solution fields and the condition number are
all O(h0), which is what one would expect from the solution
of an ODE. Hence, by scaling alone one may eliminate the
problems associated with small time step sizes of multibody
DAEs and make them not harder to treat than standard ODEs.

It should be noted that this result is achieved at the sole
price of working in non-dimensional time with an augmented
Lagrangian formulation, which means that one has to recover
the Lagrange multipliers by scaling them back, a trivial scalar
operation of negligible cost. It should be further remarked
that, typically, additional improvements in the conditioning
and robustness of the problem may be obtained by working
with well scaled (non-dimensional) variables and equations,
as for most numerical problems in mechanics, although this
will not cure by itself the unfavorable behavior with respect to
h of the original problem; as previously noted, this can only
be eliminated by introducing the non-dimensional time and
h2-scaled Lagrange multipliers.
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2.5 Numerical integration techniques

The numerical integration of the equations governing high-
index DAEs has received considerable attention in the liter-
ature. The solution of equations (3) (or (8)) presents features
that are in common with nonlinear transient finite element ap-
plications. Specifically, since the equations typically model
the low-medium frequency range of aero-servo-elastic sys-
tems, implicit schemes are superior to explicit ones, which
on the other hand would be more effective for the simula-
tion of processes with very fast dynamic scales as in case
of crash simulations. Furthermore, it is a well-known fact
that the higher frequency content of FEM models does not
accurately represent the behavior of the true system, and it
is in fact an artefact of the discretization process. When the
response of these higher frequencies is excited, noise of a
numerical origin affects the solution, a problem that may be
exacerbated in the presence of nonlinearities to the point of
leading to the blowup of the computation. Therefore, stiff
time integration schemes are typically used, that is, integra-
tors that act as low-pass filters for the accurate lower modes
and that damp out the unphysical higher ones (Hairer and
Wanner, 1996; Gèradin and Cardona, 2001), typical exam-
ples being the dissipative members of the Newmark family
of schemes (and the related modified-α method) or stiffly
accurate Runge–Kutta schemes.

The idea of designing integration schemes for which non-
linear proofs of stability are possible, has also been pursued
with success. Dot multiplying equations (3a) by q̇, it may
be easily proven that for scleronomic (time independent, i.e.,
∂c/∂t = 0) constraints, one has

Ė = Pe (9)

which states that the time rate of change of the total mechani-
cal energy E of the system is equal to the power generated by
the external forces, Pe. This implies that constraint reaction
forces do not generate or absorb power, that is,

q̇ · Aλ = 0 (10)

Energy methods are then based on the idea of allowing for
the proof of these two facts, equations (9) and (10), at the
discrete solution level. The procedure is based in essence on
two steps: (i) for each unconstrained body model in the multi-
body system, one devises a temporal scheme for which it is
possible to prove that the discrete rate of change of energy
within a time step is equal to the algorithmic power generated
by the external forces; (ii) for each joint model in the multi-
body system, one devises an algorithmic discrete version of

the constraint reactions for which it is possible to prove that
no power is generated or absorbed within a time step. Once
such discretizations have been defined for all body and joint
models in the system, the assembly of an arbitrary number of
such models into a multibody system will imply the existence
of a discrete version of equation (9), that is,

Ei+1 − Ei

h
= Peh

(11)

which leads to the notion of unconditional stability of the in-
tegrator in the nonlinear regime (see Gèradin and Cardona,
2001; Bauchau, Bottasso and Trainelli, 2003; Betsch and
Leyendecker, 2006 and references therein).

Clearly, energy preserving schemes are unable to damp out
the high-frequency unphysical modes in the system, by their
very design. Hence, a generalization of this concept has been
devised, that is based on the proof of an energy decay (rather
than conservation) statement within each time step; this way,
one retains nonlinear stability, since energy is bounded from
above, while at the same time achieving the desired goal of
removing the unresolved modes from the solution (Bauchau,
Bottasso and Trainelli, 2003).

3 ELEMENT MODELS

3.1 Body models

A general-purpose multibody code includes a library of body
models, the simplest being a rigid body that can be used for
modeling components whose flexibility can be neglected or
for introducing localized masses.

The inclusion of flexible elements in a multibody formu-
lation is a very ample subject, which offers a wide range
of possibilities in terms of both mathematical models of the
body and of associated algorithms. Here, only a very short
summary of some important aspects of this topic is offered.

Beam models have attracted a great deal of attention in
the literature, with the more sophisticated formulations be-
ing devoted to the modeling of rotor blades; clearly, beam
models also find applicability in the modeling of other slen-
der structural members that can be found on vehicles such
as transmissions shafts, wings, pitch links in a rotorcraft hub
system, etc.

The problem of blade modeling is particularly challeng-
ing, since it must be possible to represent shearing defor-
mation effects, the offset of the center of mass and of the
shear center from the beam reference line, and all the elastic
couplings that can arise from the use of tailored compos-
ite materials. To provide for accurate modeling at affordable
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computational costs, the three-dimensional elasticity prob-
lem is split into two subproblems (Giavotto et al., 1983).
The first problem is a linear, two-dimensional problem de-
fined over the beam cross section, which provides the sec-
tional elastic constants. The problem is solved by using a
linear 2-D finite element approach, where a mesh is used
for describing with all necessary details the geometric and
material characteristics of the blade cross section. The sec-
ond problem is a classical nonlinear, one-dimensional prob-
lem defined along the beam reference line that predicts
the nonlinear response of the structure when subjected to
time-dependent loads; this problem is handled in multi-
body codes using a geometrically exact formulation. At the
post-processing stage, recovery relations provided by the
2-D analysis step can be used for computing the three-
dimensional displacement, strain, and stress fields in the
beam in terms of the generalized one-dimensional strain mea-
sures computed using the geometrically exact model. The
splitting of the three-dimensional problem into two- and
one-dimensional parts results in very significant savings in
computing time with respect to a standard three-dimensional
finite element analysis. Similar approaches have been devel-
oped for composite shell models, where a one-dimensional
through-the-thickness analysis provides the elastic constants,
which are then input in a classical geometrically exact shell
model.

Using the Cartesian coordinate approach, as previously
noted, it is straightforward to include in a finite element for-
mulation a generic FEM-based body model, as long as the
formulation is invariant with respect to rigid body motions.
Such models can be used for representing bodies for which
the blade or shell assumptions are not valid, as, for example,
it is the case in certain rotor hub systems that may present
complex three-dimensional elements and/or may use compo-
nents characterized by special material properties (e.g., elas-
tomers).

In a vehicle, there are often very complex structural com-
ponents that can be modeled in linear terms, as for example,
the fuselage of a helicopter. In fact, the vibratory response
of the fuselage couples to the main and tail rotor dynamics,
affecting the vehicle flight mechanics, the hub loads, etc. A
practical way of including the effects of structural members
of the level of complexity of a fuselage is to use a modal-based
approach. This way, a few of the lower modes are extracted
from possibly very detailed FEM models of the structure.
Next, the modal representation of the structure is included
in the multibody model using a component mode synthesis
approach, whereby modal amplitudes are used for describing
the linear elastic response of the body in a suitably defined
moving frame, while boundary degrees of freedom are re-
tained as additional unknowns in the model so as to allow its

coupling to the rest of the multibody system (Bauchau and
Rodriguez, 2003).

Finally, most general-purpose codes include other special-
ized body models, as for example wheel models, which can
also be seen as suitable combinations of rigid or flexible bod-
ies coupled to contact conditions and contact force models.

3.2 Joint models

Multibody systems are characterized by the presence of joints
that impose constraints on the relative motion of the bodies of
the model. Most joints used for practical applications can be
modeled in terms of the so-called lower pairs (Gèradin and
Cardona, 2001): the revolute, prismatic, screw, cylindrical,
planar, and spherical joints.

The kinematics of lower pair joints can be described in
terms of Cartesian frames. On the (rigid or flexible) body
A, we consider a frame with origin at a point on the body
whose position vector is uA, denoted by a triad of unit vectors
A = (eA

1 , eA
2 , eA

3 ). Similarly, on body B, a frame has origin
in uB and a triad B = (eB

1 , eB
2 , eB

3 ). The relative displacement
between the two bodies in the direction aligned with the unit
vector eA

i is noted di, while θi is the relative rotation about
the same vector. Table 1 defines the six lower pairs in terms
of the relative displacement and/or rotation components that
can be either free or constrained to a null value.

All lower pair constraints can be expressed by one of the
following two equations:

eA
i · (uA − uB) − di = 0 (12a)

cos θi (eA
j · eB

k ) − sin θi (eA
k · eB

k ) = 0 (12b)

The first equation represents a constraint on the relative dis-
placement by setting di = 0; on the other hand, by regarding
di as an additional variable, the same equation serves the
purpose of defining the unknown relative displacement in
the joint along that direction. Similarly, the second equation
either constrains the relative rotation if θi = 0 or defines the

Table 1. Definition of the six lower pair joints. For the screw joint,
p is the screw pitch. F, free; C, constrained.

d1 d2 d3 θ1 θ2 θ3

Revolute C C C C C F
Prismatic C C F C C C
Screw C C p θ3 C C F
Cylindrical C C F C C F
Planar F F C C C F
Spherical C C C F F F
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unknown relative rotation θi if this is regarded as a free vari-
able.

The explicit definition of the relative displacements and
rotations in a joint as additional unknown variables repre-
sents an important detail of the implementation. In fact, it
allows for the introduction of spring, damper, and backlash
elements in the joints. Furthermore, the time histories of joint
relative motions can be driven according to suitably specified
time functions or can be used as inputs or outputs of control
elements. When such additional variables are defined, equa-
tions (3a) and (3b) take the following form:

Mq̈ + ATµ = g (13a)

c(q) = 0 (13b)

d(ν, q) = 0 (13c)

where the relative displacements/rotations are denoted by the
vector of algebraic variables ν, while (13c) groups together
all defining equations of the kind (12) in the model. The new
constraints and algebraic variables are of index 1, since one
single derivative of (13c) is necessary for introducing terms
in ν̇, so that system (13) is an index 1–3 DAE.

The lower pairs can be generalized to express kinematic
constraints at the instantaneous point of contact between flex-
ible bodies in relative motion (Bauchau and Bottasso, 2001).

3.3 Multidisciplinary models

Modern multibody systems for the comprehensive analysis
of vehicles include models that represent all other relevant
fields interacting with the structural dynamics elements.

Aerodynamic effects are accounted for by using a variety
of approaches that range from CFD, to free wake models, to
more specialized approaches. For example, the models rou-
tinely applied in rotorcraft applications (Datta and Johnson,
2008) typically make a combined use of lifting lines based on
two-dimensional strip theory, each lifting line being attached
to a beam and moving accordingly, coupled with dynamic
inflow models denoted by their own set of states that are
solved together with the multibody DAEs. Such models are
capable of providing sufficiently accurate estimates of the
aerodynamic effects, at least in certain flight conditions, at
computational costs that are compatible with their routine use
in an industrial environment, something that rotorcraft CFD
is not yet capable of delivering. These models are further im-
proved by the use of a variety of submodels that account for
blade tip losses, radial and unsteady flow, dynamic stall, and
other effects.

Contact models account for interactions among bodies or
with the environment. Two main families of approaches are

used: methods that explicitly model the deformation pro-
cesses that take place in the contact zone, typically based
on FEM formulations using detailed meshes of the contact-
ing parts, and methods where such processes are rendered in
a simplified, equivalent form. The latter class of methods are
based on the combination of a kinematic model with a contact
force model. The former, given a mathematical description
of the geometry of candidate parts, determines whether and
where the parts are in contact and the speed of their relative
motion, while the latter, based on the information provided by
the kinematic model, provides the interaction forces between
the contacting bodies, including friction.

Other coupled models frequently used in applications in-
clude electromechanical models, hydraulic models, sensor
models, control elements, etc.

4 SOLUTION PROCEDURES

General-purpose multibody systems implement a number of
solution procedures, some of which are reviewed next.

The static analysis solves the governing equations ob-
tained by setting all time derivatives to zero, under the action
of given static loads, and may be computed by Newton-like
methods, often in conjunction with continuation techniques
that allow one to incrementally load the structure, consider-
ably easing the convergence process. A useful generalization
of the static analysis concept is to include also the case of
assemblies of bodies in the system undergoing rigid body
motions about a given point at a constant assigned angular
rate. The resulting inertial forces, as well as the possible
aerodynamic forces generated by the same motion, can be
regarded as steady configuration-dependent loads, and the
equilibrium configuration of the system can be easily com-
puted by a standard static analysis. This procedure finds ap-
plicability, for example, for rapidly computing the deflected
configuration of a steadily spinning rotor in axial flow.

Once the static deflected configuration has been computed,
one may consider the dynamic behavior of small amplitude
perturbations about the equilibrium configuration. This is ob-
tained by first linearizing the dynamic equations of motion
and then extracting the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
resulting linear system. Owing to the presence of gyroscopic
effects when rotating parts are present, the eigenpairs are,
in general, complex. Stability can be assessed using similar
techniques; for example, for systems characterized by peri-
odic coefficients as rotorcraft vehicles, ad-hoc implementa-
tions of Floquet method can be used for extracting from a
multibody model estimates of the damping levels in the least
damped modes of the system.
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The dynamic analysis solves the non-linear equations of
motion for the complete multibody system. The initial con-
ditions are taken to be at rest or those corresponding to a
previously determined static or dynamic equilibrium config-
uration. The equations of motion of the system are integrated,
starting from the given initial conditions, under the action of
externally applied loads, given driving inputs, or the action
of closed-loop control systems that steer the model according
to some given criterion. Complex multibody systems often
involve rapidly varying responses that may render the use of
a constant time step a computationally inefficient strategy,
so that time step size adaptivity is commonly adopted for
increased efficiency.

The above procedures are available in most transient
codes. In particular, dynamic analysis are usually considered
as initial value problems, where the motion is computed under
the action of given inputs. Recently, a more general class of
transient solution procedures has been considered, where the
inputs that produce a desired motion are unknown and there-
fore must be computed. Specifically, maneuvering multibody

dynamics (MMBD) (Bottasso, 2008) deals with the genera-
tion and execution of a plan for moving the virtual prototype
of a vehicle from one location to another while achieving a
given task. Typically, such plan must guarantee the satisfac-
tion of certain constraints, for example, due to the presence of
obstacles, or necessary for ensuring that the vehicle remains
within the boundaries of a finite performance envelope, or
due to specific procedural requirements on the operation of
the same vehicle. A typical application of MMBD is the anal-
ysis of maneuvering rotorcraft vehicles, for example, in the
study of the flare at the end of an auto-rotation, or of emer-
gency maneuvers following the partial loss of power due to an
engine failure during a take-off. For the latter case, Figure 3
shows a series of snapshots from the maneuver computed for
a detailed multibody model of a tilt-rotor using the procedures
described in Bottasso (2008).

A general framework for formulating complex maneuver
problems at the boundaries of the operating envelope of a
vehicle such as the one of Figure 3 is provided by optimal
control theory: a maneuver may be formulated as the solution

Figure 3. Continued take-off of a tilt-rotor, after loss of power from one of the engines.
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that minimizes a cost function, for a given vehicle model as
expressed by its governing equations of motion, and sub-
ject to all constraints on the system inputs and outputs that
are necessary for fully characterizing the maneuver at hand.
Indeed, optimal control theory offers a mathematically clear
and constructive way for defining arbitrary maneuvers. How-
ever, with the ever-increasing level of modeling detail and the
complexity of current multibody vehicle models, especially
in the case of multi-field models, the solution of optimal
control problems is a daunting task. In fact, optimal con-
trol leads to the solution of two-point boundary value prob-
lems, rather than the classical initial value problems routinely
solved by time-marching multibody codes, and boundary
problems rapidly become of overwhelming computational
cost as the complexity of the model grows. Bottasso (2008)
and references therein describe solution techniques that are
also applicable to complex vehicle models.

A related, although somewhat simpler, problem is that of
trim. For fixed-wing aircrafts, steady trimmed flight simply
means that control inputs are held fixed and the components
of the vehicle linear and angular velocities are constant in a
body-attached frame. This is however not possible for a rotor-
craft, which, being flown and controlled by means of rotating
aerodynamic surfaces, is always excited by harmonic loads.
Nonetheless, the vehicle controls and attitude can be set so
as to achieve a particular periodic orbit; on this orbit, while
the controls are constant in time, the system states are peri-
odic. Therefore, a trimmed flight condition for a rotorcraft
is characterized by having constant values of the average
over a rotor revolution of the body components of the lin-
ear and angular velocities. Computing such a flight condition
is a much more difficult problem than in the case of a fixed
wing aircraft. The determination of the vehicle trim settings
plays a crucial role in the analysis of the aeromechanic char-
acteristics of a rotorcraft. Bottasso and Riviello (2007) and
references therein describe procedures for computing effi-
ciently trimming control inputs by using suitable closed-loop
controllers.

5 COROLLARY SUPPORTING
TECHNOLOGIES

5.1 Parameter estimation

The objective of parameter estimation, a problem within the
larger class of problems of system identification, is to find
values of the parameters in a given mathematical model such
that the model-computed response best matches (in a sta-
tistical sense) the experimentally observed one. More pre-

Figure 4. The problem of parameter estimation.

cisely, given a system S (the plant) and a suitable model of
it, M(p), parameterized in terms of free quantities p, the
problem of parameter estimation is concerned with finding
values of the parameters p such that the model outputs y best
match in some given sense some corresponding measured
quantities z, when both plant and model are excited by the
same inputs u. The problem is of a stochastic nature, since
the plant is usually excited by a process noise w̃, while the
observations are corrupted by a measurement noise ṽ. This
situation is illustrated in Figure 4.

Clearly, effective parameter estimation techniques can
have a profound and positive impact on multibody simula-
tion technology by closing the loop between virtual proto-
typing and testing of the actual hardware. Given the level of
complexity of modern multibody models, which are multi-
field and nonlinear, the problem of parameter estimation
is particularly challenging. Modern time domain method-
ologies (Jategaonkar, 2006) are the most promising ones
in this respect. Two major classes of approaches are avail-
able, namely the batch optimization and the recursive filter-
ing methods. Batch methods are one-shot optimization ap-
proaches that process all available data simultaneously to
arrive at an estimate of the parameters. They are typically
associated with a higher computational cost and are very
strongly nonlinear problems that may experience difficult
convergence; however, when they converge they typically
provide rather reliable estimates. Recursive methods, on the
other hand, process one sample data point at a time and hence
sweep rather swiftly through the data sets to the point of
often being applicable to real-time estimation problems for
systems with time-varying parameters. The unknown para-
meters are however transformed into dynamic variables, and
the relaxation toward steady-state values is not always easy
to achieve.

The application of such techniques to modern first-
principle multibody vehicle models is still in its infancy, but
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we predict that its importance will grow substantially in the
near future.

5.2 Model reduction

The response of the multibody system M to a time history of
control inputs u(t) can be obtained by solving the governing
equations (3) starting from given initial conditions. Accord-
ingly, one may compute the response of the system outputs
y(t).

Consider a second model M̂, described by some system
of governing ODEs or DAEs expressed in terms of its own
states x̂ ∈ Rn̂. When subjected to the same time history of
control inputs u(t), M̂ produces a time history of its own
associated outputs ŷ(t).

Model M̂ is said to be a reduced model of M if n̂ � n

and

ŷ(t) = y(t) + e(t) (14)

where e(t) is the output error, small in an appropriate norm.
Equation (14) states that, starting from the same given initial
conditions, the reduced model M̂ and the original one M
produce output responses that differ by the output error e(t)
when subjected to the same input signal u(t). Clearly, the out-
put error measures the fidelity of M̂ toM. Typically, M̂will
give a good approximation of M at the slower scales, while
the error e(t) will be mostly due to unmodeled or unresolved
faster solution components.

The ability to reliably generate accurate reduced models
from complex multibody systems can find applicability in
several areas, as, for example, the synthesis of control laws,
the evaluation of the stability of the system, real-time ap-
plications with high-frequency rates, and/or limited com-
putational resources (Brüls, Duysinx and Golinval, 2007;
Bottasso, 2008).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aerospace systems are often subject to challenging require-
ments on performance and reliability. Consider for example a
commercial aircraft: to increase range and to reduce fuel con-
sumption, drag and weight need to be as small as possible re-
quiring, for example, to utilize the strength of the material up
to its maximum. At the same time the acceptable probability
of a crucial component failing is very low, requiring built-in
redundancies and safety margins. To consider these typically
conflicting goals in the design process, the performance of the
system needs to be accurately predicted accounting for real-
istic operating conditions, relevant physical phenomena and
their interactions. Driven by the complexity of the physical
phenomena involved and the need for reliable and accurate
predictions, numerical modeling and computational analysis

techniques, such as finite element and finite volume methods
for structural, flow, and heat transfer analysis, have become
standard tools in the design process of aerospace systems.
While these tools predict particular aspects of the perfor-
mance for a given design, nowadays often by solving large
computational problems using parallel computing strategies,
the design process still relies on the intuition and experi-
ence of engineers. Manually processing and synthesizing the
wealth of information provided by large numerical perfor-
mance models is often cumbersome and time consuming.
Traditionally, simple analytical models have been employed
in the design process and complex numerical models are only
used to verify the performance of the final design candidate.
For example, the design of a wing considering flutter instabil-
ity is based on an analytical beam model and the aerodynamic
loads are approximated by lifting-line theory. Once the ex-
ternal and internal dimensions of the wing are determined
based on this simple model, the flutter behavior of the design
is studied with more accurate numerical models, for example,
by coupling a structural dynamics finite element model and a
transient Navier–Stokes flow solver (see also Fundamentals
of Fluid–Structure Interaction). If the predicted performance
is not satisfactory the design needs to be modified, often by
trial and error, and the analysis procedure repeated, leading
to lengthy design cycles.

Computational design optimization is a formal approach
to synthesize performance predictions based on simple ana-
lytical or complex numerical performance models. The de-
sign problem is formulated by a mathematical optimization
problem and solved by numerical algorithms. Closed-form
analytical solutions exist only for very idealized and sim-
plified optimization problems. In general, the optimization
problem needs to be solved by numerical strategies. The de-
sign optimization problem can be expressed in terms of a set
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of objective functions and constraints as follows

min
p,u

[f1(p, u), f2(p, u), . . . , fNf
(p, u)]

subject to hj(p, u) = 0 j = 1 . . . Nh

gj(p, u) ≤ 0 j = 1 . . . Ng

R(p, u) = 0

(1)

where fi denotes an objective function, hj an equality con-
straint, gj an inequality constraint. Note that all optimization
problems can be formulated as minimization problems. Min-
imizing an objective function is equivalent to maximizing its
negative value. The optimization variables, also called de-
cision or control variables, are combined into the vector p

and the state variables into u. The above formulation of the
optimization problem is rather general and could be used in
a similar form for a broad range of engineering applications.
One of the main challenges for aerospace applications is the
complexity of the performance models capturing the physi-
cal phenomena which need to be accounted for in the design
process. The equations governing the physical behavior of
the system of interest are denoted in discretized form by R,
the vector of residuals.

Depending on the properties of the optimization problem
(1), a broad range of solution strategies, computational meth-
ods, and numerical algorithms are used. For example, in the
case that the optimization variables can only take on spe-
cific values so-called discrete optimization methods need to
be employed (see also Composite Laminate Optimization
with Discrete Variables). Assume that the number of pro-
peller blades is an optimization variable. One can pick only
an integer number for this variable. In contrast, the span of
the blade may vary continuously. If all optimization vari-
ables are continuous, efficient optimization methods can be
used which are less costly than discrete methods (see also
Continuous Optimization in Aerospace Structures). Another
important characteristic is the number of objective functions.
In the presence of multiple objective functions, specialized
strategies, called multi-objective optimization methods, need
to be employed to identify a set of optimal solutions (see also
Formulating Design Problems as Optimization Problems).
In practice, a design is typically driven by multiple often
conflicting objectives, such as weight, drag, and fabrication
costs, and the optimum solution is a compromise balancing
these objectives. The reader is referred to Stadler (1988) and
Eschenauer, Koski and Osyczka (1990) for an introduction
into multi-criteria optimization methods.

Several chapters of this encyclopedia are dedicated to var-
ious aspects of formulating and solving design optimization
problems (see list of related chapters at the end of this chap-
ter). This chapter is concerned with computational aspects
of modeling and solving design optimization problems of

complex aerospace systems, focusing on the design of ma-
terials and structural components, such as fiber-reinforced
composites and wing structures. System level optimization
is discussed in Engineering Analysis of Heat Transfer. In this
chapter it is assumed that the physical response of the materi-
als and components is described by a set of partial differential
equations and can be predicted by numerical performance
models and analysis techniques, such as finite element or fi-
nite volume methods. Methods for constructing and solving
the optimization problem, for describing the geometry and
material composition in a parametric fashion, and for model-
ing and predicting the performance of the design as a function
of the optimization variables will be discussed subsequently.

2 FORMULATIONS

To develop a conceptual understanding of computational de-
sign optimization, first consider the main steps in a typical
design process as illustrated in Figure 1:

1. The design engineer starts from an initial guess that is
either conceived by intuition or more often adopted from
a similar design, for example the current version of the
component which is to be improved.

Performance
improvement

possible?

5.  Determine improved design

4.  Determine influence of design
features on performance

3.  Build/update numerical model
and analyze performance 

1.  Choose initial design

2.  Identify design objectives constraint, 
and variable design features

Final design

yes

Figure 1. Key steps in a typical design process.
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2. Design objectives and constraints are identified. For ex-
ample, the component should be stiffer, that is, the ob-
jective is stiffness, and its weight needs to stay below a
particular value, that is, the constraint is weight. Design
features that can be modified in the design process are
selected, such as the shape of an airfoil or the orientations
of fibers in a composite material, that is, the optimization
variables are parameters defining the shape or the fiber
orientation.

3. A numerical model capturing relevant physical phenom-
ena is built and the performance, that is, the objective
and constraints, of the current design is predicted. The
numerical model is typically derived from discretization
methods approximating the response of the system in
space and time.

4. The design space is probed by varying design features
and predicting the resulting change in performance. Usu-
ally one design feature, that is, optimization variable,
is varied at a time to understand the sensitivity of the
performance with respect to the individual optimization
variables.

5. Knowing the performance of the current design and the
influence of the optimization variables on its perfor-
mance, trends for modifying and improving the design
are identified. However, estimating the magnitude by
which each optimization variable needs to be changed
is often difficult due the dependency of the performance
on multiple variables and inherent nonlinearities of the
design problem. In general, performance criteria are im-
plicit nonlinear functions of the optimization variables.
Inequality constraints introduce additional nonlineari-
ties. Depending on the values of the optimization vari-
ables, an inequality constraint may or may not be vio-
lated. Due to these nonlinearities, design optimization
problems can usually not be solved by changing the de-
sign only once. Instead, the optimum design can only be
found by an iterative process: once the direction and mag-
nitude of the design change are chosen, either by trial and
error or by a more formal optimization approach, steps
3–5 are repeated. The iterative process is terminated once
no further performance improvements are possible, that
is, all constraints are satisfied and the objectives can not
be further decreased.

From a computational point of view, the design process in-
volves three distinct models: (i) the optimization model that
transforms the engineering design problem into a mathemati-
cal optimization problem, (ii) the design model that links op-
timization variables with physical design features, and (iii)
the performance model for predicting the system response
and performance. Computational design optimization is

concerned with interconnecting these models in order to auto-
mate the design process and to minimize the need for manual
interventions by the designer. The goal is to provide a design
environment that assists the designer in the design process.

By varying the formulation of the design problem a de-
signer can systematically explore and compare different de-
sign concepts. Consider the design of a wing for a small un-
manned aircraft. Two conceptually different design solutions
are a foam-core or a built-up wing architecture. To deter-
mine in a rational manner which architecture is better for
a particular application, the optimum solutions of each de-
sign concept need to be compared. Computational design
optimization provides efficient tools for finding these opti-
mum designs. It also enables designers to deal with a large
number of optimization variables, objective and constraints,
much larger than one could handle manually. Finally, com-
putational design optimization allows taking full advantage
of the wealth of information provided by numerical analysis
methods, such as finite element and finite volume methods.

In the following subsections the role of each of the models
is discussed. It is important to distinguish between these mod-
els, which can be thought of as distinct sets of equations, and
the methods which are used to solve these equations. Meth-
ods for solving design optimization problems are presented
in the Section 3.

2.1 Optimization model

The goal of the optimization model is to formulate an en-
gineering design problem as an abstract mathematical opti-
mization problem. The designer needs to define objectives,
constraints, and optimization variables (see also Formulating
Design Problems as Optimization Problems). In general, ob-
jectives and constraints can be formulated as functions of any
performance criterion that can be predicted analytically or
numerically. Optimization variables are defined by their type
(discrete or continuous) and the interval over which they vary.

While on the first glance formulating a design optimiza-
tion problem seems to be straight forward, often great care
and experience are needed to define objective and constraints
in such a way that the optimization problem has a solution
that is meaningful from an engineering point of view. Most
often it is not practical or even feasible to consider all
possible performance criteria in the optimization problem.
Modeling and predicting these criteria may be computation-
ally too costly; the complexity of the optimization problem
may become intractable or may exceed the capabilities of the
solution method. Sometimes the importance of a particular
performance criterion is simply not obvious. Omitting
performance criteria may result in impractical designs which
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fail with respect to the unmodeled physical phenomena.
For example, a linear elastic response is often assumed
when optimizing load-bearing structures. To ease the
modeling and computational efforts geometrically nonlinear
phenomena, such as buckling, and material nonlinearities,
such as damage and yielding, are not modeled. Therefore,
the optimum solution may be prone to buckling and material
failure. While stress constraints are traditionally imposed to
prevent the occurrence of unwanted material nonlinearities,
considering buckling within a linear elastic model through
imposing auxiliary constraints is a delicate task. Another
common issue is caused by omitting fabrication and manu-
facturing constraints. Most often, the fabrication procedure
is not explicitly modeled and simulated within the design
optimization process. Instead, constraints on the complexity
of the geometric features and material layouts are imposed.
The formulation of these constraints may be challenging due
to the parameterization of the geometry (see Sections 2.2.2
and 2.2.1) or the nature of the fabrication constraint. For
example, constraints on stacking sequences of composite
materials lead to non-differentiable expressions (see also
Composite Laminate Optimization with Discrete Variables).

2.2 Design model

In the design model, the abstract optimization variables are
linked to physical design parameters. Traditionally, three
classes of design optimization approaches are distinguished
depending on the type of physical design parameters: sizing,
shape, and topology optimization. Sizing has its root in opti-
mizing the cross-sectional areas of bars and the thicknesses
of plates. These design parameters are scalar attributes de-
scribing the property of a component or a material. Shape
optimization and topology optimization are concerned with
finding the optimal geometry of a structure. Shape optimiza-
tion only alters the geometry of surfaces that are present in
the initial design and therefore requires a close-to-optimal
initial design. Topology optimization is concerned with find-
ing the overall conceptual layout of structures and alters the
connectivity between geometric features. The differences be-
tween sizing, shape, and topology optimization are illustrated
in Figure 2 with a truss and a plate example. Sizing alters the
cross-section of bars, shape optimization optimizes the lo-
cation of joints, and topology optimization changes the con-
nectivity of the truss by adding and removing bars. In the
plate example, the difference between shape and topology
optimization is blurred since changing the topology, that is,
removing or introducing holes, goes along with changing the
shape. In general, topology optimization is used to find the
conceptual layout of a structure while shape and sizing opti-
mization are better suited for fine-tuning a design.

Figure 2. Design model: sizing, shape, and topology optimization.

The physical design parameters need to be defined within
the numerical performance model. From this perspective, the
purpose of the design model is to link abstract optimization
variables with nodal or elemental properties in the perfor-
mance model. In general, a property can be defined as any
function of one or multiple optimization variables. In sizing
optimization the functions represent often rather simple de-
pendencies between one physical property and one abstract
optimization variable. Shape and topology optimization re-
quire more complex linking approaches. To define and pa-
rameterize the geometry of a body there are two distinct ap-
proaches illustrated in Figure 3: A body �b can be described
by the location of all points on its surface � and a normal
on the surface defining the interior and exterior of the body.
Alternatively, a body can be defined in a design domain �d

by an integer-valued indicator function χ(x) which is “1” if a
point is occupied by material and zero if void. The first option
is the basis of computer-aided design (CAD) tools and vector
graphics programs to generate sketches: objects are defined
via curves and surfaces. The second option is used in a dis-
crete sense in bitmap graphics and to represent objects on
computer and television screens where objects are visualized
by turning on and off pixels.

2.2.1 Shape optimization

Shape optimization is typically based on the definition and
parameterization of curves and surfaces. The reader is re-
ferred to Bennett and Botkin (1986), for an introduction into
shape optimization in structural mechanics and Mohammadi
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Figure 3. Parameterization in shape and topology optimization.

and Pironneau (2001), in fluid mechanics. Adopting geom-
etry representation methods from CAD, the design element
concept is frequently used to parameterize the geometry of
the initial design (see Faux and Pratt, 1979; Farin, 1988).
As illustrated in Figure 4, the geometry is decomposed in
a hierarchical fashion into simple entities, namely control
nodes, curves, surfaces, and volumes. Common interpola-
tions of curves include Lagrange functions, Bézier curves and
non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS). Extensions of
these interpolations to two dimensions are frequently used

to describe surfaces which then are assembled to form vol-
ume elements, for example via blending functions. For shape
optimization purposes, the positions of the control nodes are
defined as functions of the abstract optimization variables. In
particular using spline interpolations allows for an intuitive
control of the shape variations by constraining the motion the
control nodes. The designer can restrict a priori the complex-
ity of the optimum shape and thus account for geometrical
constraints that are not explicitly included in the formulation
of the optimization problem (see also Section 2.1). Figure 5

Figure 4. Shape parameterization by the design element method.
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Figure 5. Shape optimization of a built-up wing structure considering aeroelastic phenomena (Maute, Nikbay and Farhat, 2003): (a) initial
design based on NASA’s Aeroelastic Research Wing 2 (ARW-2); (b) numerical aeroelastic model of initial design; (c) parameterization
of shape using design elements; the motion of the control nodes is defined via 24 optimization variables; 31 optimization variables are
linked to the thickness of internal ribs and spars; (d) local Mach contour (left) and von Mises stress distribution (right) of initial design; (e)
analogous plots for optimized design; (f) illustration of thickness variation.

shows a shape optimization example following the design
element method.

The a priori control of the shape variations is at the same
time the major strength and weakness of CAD-based shape
optimization approaches. The choice of interpolation func-
tions for curves, surfaces, and volumes in the design element
model inherently restricts the set of shapes from which the op-
timum is determined. The coarser the design element model,
that is, the fewer elements are used, the more significant is
this restriction. Furthermore, building a design model and
defining the motion of the control nodes as a function of the
optimization variables are cumbersome labor-intensive tasks,
especially for three-dimensional problems.

To overcome the disadvantages of CAD-based ap-
proaches, so-called CAD-free methods have recently at-
tracted much interest. These methods operate directly on the
computational meshes used for predicting the response and
the performance of the design. The position of each grid point
on the surface of the body is treated as an independent opti-

mization variable. CAD-free methods allow for a large set of
shape variations and require little work beyond generating a
mesh which is needed anyhow to predict the performance of
the design. These advantages come at the cost of a large num-
ber of optimization variables and the loss of shape control.
In addition, treating each surface grid point as an indepen-
dent optimization variable often leads to detrimental inter-
actions between design and performance models, resulting
in non-optimal irregular shapes. The phenomenon is caused
by the inability of the performance model to properly re-
solve the geometry and to predict the physical behavior of
the design in the presence of erratic shape variations. In the
design element approach this issue typically does not oc-
cur as design and performance model are decoupled and the
computational mesh used in the performance model is much
finer than the design element mesh. In CAD-free approaches
additional constraints need to be introduced to guarantee suf-
ficient smoothness of the shape variations. A large variety
of smoothing techniques have been developed including the
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Figure 6. Approaches in topology optimization.

formulation of explicit constraints on the abstract optimiza-
tion variables and projection schemes (see also Optimization
Methods in Computational Fluid Dynamics).

2.2.2 Topology optimization

Topology optimization is concerned with the removal and ad-
dition of either structural components or material in general.
The reader is referred to Bendsøe and Sigmund (2003) for an
in-depth discussion of this optimization approach. Remov-
ing or adding entire components, called discrete topology
optimization, can be realized computationally via a model
that initially contains all possible components and an opti-
mization strategy that selects the components that form the
optimum design. Consider a truss shown in Figure 6: each
joint is connected via bars to all nearby joints. Starting from
this so-called “ground structure” an appropriate optimization
method identifies the bars present in the truss that is optimum
with respect to the defined objective and constraints and for
a given set of joints. Note the optimization problem is in-
herently discrete and the optimization variables are integers:
pi = 1 means that the ith bar exists and pi = 0 means it is
removed.

In the general case of adding and removing material, the in-
dicator function χ(x) introduced previously defines whether
or not there is material at a point in the design domain �d.
This approach can be augmented to allow for structures that
consist of multiple materials. For the sake of simplicity, the
subsequent discussion focuses on the single material case.
To parameterize the indicator function, one popular option
is to decompose the design domain into elements and to as-
sign a constant indicator value to each element which is then
treated as independent optimization variable (see Figure 6).

The task of the optimization algorithm is to identify which
elements are void and solid. While this strategy is rather
simple and mimics the ground structure approach of truss
structures, it suffers from significant practical and theoretical
drawbacks. Among others, the optimum material distribution
may strongly depend on the decomposition of the design do-
main. As the mesh is refined the overall layout of the struc-
ture changes and smaller geometric features may emerge.
This phenomenon is observed in particular in design prob-
lems dominated by mechanical performance criteria related
to the stiffness of the structure.

The tendency of forming ever smaller geometric features
can be interpreted as the material distribution attempts to
form an optimally stiff composite material consisting of void
and bulk material phases, thus an optimum porous material.
To mitigate the mesh dependency of the optimization results,
the density ρ of a fictitious porous material is introduced
as a design parameter and defined as a function of the op-
timization variables. This approach also helps alleviates the
computational burden associated with solving large discrete
optimization problems. The discrete problem is transformed
into a continuous one by allowing the density in each element
to vary between zero (no material) and ρ0 (the density of the
bulk material). The physical properties of the porous mate-
rial, such as stiffness and strength, are typically defined by
explicit interpolation functions of the optimization variables.
As the goal of topology optimization is to find the optimum
geometry described by a material distribution that consists
only of void and bulk material phases, the interpolation func-
tions are chosen such that the optimization process converges
to a “0–ρ0” solution. The interpolated properties of the arti-
ficial porous materials with an intermediate density between
“0” and ρ0 do not have to agree with the properties of real
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Figure 7. Porous material model in topology optimization. (a) SIMP Model; (b) 2-bar truss; (c) performance.

porous materials since the porous material model is only used
as a vehicle in the course of the optimization process.

For example, consider a structural design problem. The
objective is to minimize the weight while requiring a par-
ticular level of stiffness. For this class of problems Bendsøe
(1989) and Rozvany, Zhou and Birker (1992) introduced the
so-called solid isotropic material with penalization (SIMP)
scheme to interpolate the Young’s modulus, E, and the
density, ρ (see Figure 7a)

E(p) = E0 pβ ρ(p) = ρ0 p β > 1 (2)

where E0 is the Young’s modulus of the bulk material and
β is a penalty factor. Interpolating the Young’s modulus by
a convex nonlinear function and defining a linear relation
for the density implicitly penalizes the use of material with
intermediate densities. Consider a truss consisting of two
bars of length L and cross-sectional area A connected to a
rigid beam and subject to a load P as shown in Figure 7b.
The material properties in each bar are defined by the SIMP
model with β = 2. To minimize the weight while keeping
the displacement u below an upper limit û = (PL)/(A E0)
different design options are compared in Figure 7c. While
all options have the same total weight, assigning the same
mass to both bars results in an infeasible design. Instead,
the SIMP interpolation favors a “0–1” solution. Due to the
symmetry of this example problem, it does not matter which

bar consists of bulk material and which bar vanishes, that
is, pi = 0. SIMP and similar approaches still suffer to some
degree from mesh dependencies of the optimization results.
To mitigate this phenomenon additional techniques are in-
troduced in order to smooth the material distribution, such
as gradient filters and nodal averaging techniques (Sigmund
and Petersson, 1998).

The SIMP approach has been applied successfully to a
broad range of structural optimization problems that involve
stiffness and weight performance criteria. Two typical exam-
ples are shown in Figure 8. Other design problems have a
natural tendency to converge to a “0–1” solution and a sim-
ple linear interpolation of material properties is sufficient.
Designing the geometry of elastic wave filters and guides,
as used in acoustic sensors or vibration absorbing materials,
show this tendency. Another example is the design of fluidic
devices via topology optimization determining the geometry
of flow channels and structures immersed in flows. The con-
cept of porous materials is introduced into the flow equations
via a Brinkman penalization.

However, there are optimization problems for which nei-
ther simple linear interpolation schemes nor SIMP type ap-
proaches lead to “0–1” optimization results. Instead the con-
verged material distributions contain a significant amount of
intermediate densities and are of little utility in guiding the
designer toward an optimum geometry. In such cases, and
as a last resort, the formulation of the optimization problem
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Figure 8. Topology optimization examples: (a) topology optimiza-
tion is used to find the layout of an internal wing structure account-
ing for aeroelastic phenomena (Maute and Allen, 2004); the design
domain is formed by a conventional rib-spar layout; (b) optimized
material distribution containing bulk and void phases as well as in-
termediate densities; (c) 3D topology optimization of a wing box
for maximum stiffness; design domain is discretized by 1.3 million
elements. Reproduced from Evgrafov et al. (2008) c© Springer.

is augmented by explicitly penalizing intermediate densities.
However this approach increases the dependency of the so-
lution on the initial material layout and the likelihood the op-
timization process converges to a non-optimal solution with
little engineering relevance.

Conventionally the material distribution is discretized via
a fixed grid which is also used to predict the performance, for
example by the finite element method. Elemental or nodal pa-
rameters parameterizing the material distribution are treated
as independent optimization variables. As mentioned before,
a simple and frequently used scheme is to describe the ma-
terial distribution via an element-wise constant approxima-
tion. This approach has been used in the examples shown in
Figure 8. However, this approach in particular and fixed-grid
schemes in general suffer from several shortcomings:

1. They require a rather fine mesh to sufficiently resolve
the geometry leading to a large number of optimization
variables.

2. The boundaries are approximated in a non-smooth fash-
ion which may affect the performance of the design as
predicted by computational analysis methods. For exam-
ple for structural design problems, unrealistically high
stresses may be predicted along these boundaries thus vi-
olating stress constraints or prematurely triggering mate-
rially nonlinear behavior, such as yielding or fracture. For
flow problems, a non-smooth description of the bound-
aries may artificially increase the drag of the body and
lead to a premature onset of turbulence or flow separa-
tion.

3. In contrast to shape optimization techniques, the interface
between the solid and void phase, that is the surface of
the body, is only defined implicitly via the discretized
material distribution. Therefore, it is difficult to apply
boundary conditions, such as an external pressure load,
along this interface.

An alternative approach for solving topology optimiza-
tion problems is based on implicit functions to describe the
material distribution. This approach, often referred to as the
level-set method (Sethian, 1996), allows bypassing the prob-
lem of finding appropriate functions interpolating the prop-
erties of fictitious porous materials and partially overcomes
the shortcomings of the conventional discretization approach
discussed before. Instead of the integer-valued indicator func-
tion χ(x), consider a continuous function φ(x) defined over
the design domain �d. The material phase, that is, the body,
is described by all points x for which φ(x) > 0. The opti-
mization problem is to find the level-set function φ(x) that
defines the optimum geometry. In contrast to the indicator
approach discussed before, here only the location the solid-
void interfaces matters. In this respect the level-set method
is closely related to shape optimization but allows for topo-
logical changes as illustrated in the example in Figure 9. The
level-set function is discretized via a computational grid us-
ing either finite element type approximations or radial basis
functions. The optimization variables are the nodal level-set
values.

The optimal level-set function can be found either by
solving the parameterized problem via standard optimiza-
tion schemes (see Section 3) or by solving a pseudo-dynamic
problem described by the Hamilton-Jacobi equations (HJE)

φ̇ + v · ∇φ = 0 (3)

where φ̇ is the temporal and ∇φ the spatial derivative of the
level-set function; v denotes a velocity field. The HJE are
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Figure 9. Topology optimization of flow manifold by the level set method: the optimization problem is to find the layout of flow channels
guiding a flow from one input port to three output ports such that the flow rate is equal at the outlet ports; the figure shows the material
distribution and the corresponding level set function in the course of the optimization process. Reproduced from Kreissl, Pingen and Maute
(2009) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

often used to describe the evolution of interfaces in physi-
cal problems, such as the interface between to species in a
multi-phase flow (Osher and Fedkiw, 2003). In these prob-
lems the velocity field is governed by physical phenomena. In
topology optimization, the velocity field is derived from the
optimality conditions of the underlying optimization prob-
lem, and drives the level-set function toward the solution of
the optimization problem.

The conceptual advantage of the level-set approach is that
the surface of the body is explicitly defined. This enables
formulating detailed design requirements on surface proper-
ties, such as surface area and curvature, and applying various
forms of boundary conditions. The latter aspect is in partic-
ular important for a large number of coupled multi-physics
problems where the interaction between two fields takes place
along a surface, such as aeroelasticity. Level-set methods fur-
ther allow using computational analysis methods that take ad-
vantage of the information of the surface geometry, such as
accurately enforcing boundary conditions and refining the
mesh along boundaries to capture boundary layer pheno-

mena. This aspect will be revisited in the following subsec-
tion. The main disadvantage of level-set methods is that only
geometric features can merge but no geometric features can
emerge. Consider the example on optimizing the geometry of
flow channels in Figure 9: Starting from an initial guess with
15 circular obstacles, these obstacle merge and change their
shape in the optimization process. However, no additional
obstacles can be generated. To overcome this disadvantage,
level-set methods are often combined with techniques that
nucleate new geometric features based on either heuristic
or so-called topological derivative information (Sokolowski
and Zochowski, 1999). Furthermore, level-set methods may
suffer from the dependency of the optimization results on the
initial guess for the level-set function and on the resolution of
the level-set mesh. The latter issue manifests itself in the ten-
dency of forming irregular shapes with many small features
and can be mitigated via smoothing techniques.

The above discussions on shape and topology optimization
have focused on finding the optimal geometry of components.
The very same methods can also be used to find the layout
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of materials in composites and layered structures. For exam-
ple, shape and topology optimization methods can be used to
design the spatial arrangement of coatings and to optimally
pattern substrates in micro-mechanical devices (Pajot et al.,
2006).

2.3 Performance model

The goal of the performance model is to predict the physical
response and the performance criteria of a given design. The
computational complexity of performance models can range
from a simple explicit formula to large-scale numerical per-
formance models with millions of state variables. The physi-
cal phenomena that need to be captured depend on the perfor-
mance criteria involved in formulation of the design problem.
For example, a heat transfer model is required to predict the
maximum temperature while a structural mechanics model is
needed to analyze the peak stress in the component. If interac-
tion phenomena between different physical fields are relevant
for the design problems, such as fluid-structure interaction to
predict the flutter behavior of aircraft, coupled models are
employed.

In general, any model capable of predicting the relevant
performance criteria can be integrated into a design optimiza-
tion framework. The reader is referred to other chapters in
this volume discussing numerical performance models used
to analyze aerospace engineering problems. A few additional
challenges are faced when integrating such models into a de-
sign optimization framework. First, the performance model
needs to be updated in an automated fashion as the design
changes. This task may be as simple as changing material
parameters of a constitutive model or as involved as updating
the computational mesh as the shape changes. Regenerat-
ing the mesh is typically avoided if possible because (i) it
requires the integration of mesh generation tools increasing
the software complexity and possibly affecting the compu-
tational robustness of the optimization procedure, and (ii) it
introduces a discontinuity in the optimization process which
may affect its convergence rate. Therefore, special mesh up-
dating procedures are preferred which deform the mesh in-
side the computational domain as the shape of the boundaries
evolves. Alternatively, computational methods operating on
fixed, design-independent grids enjoy increasing popularity.
These methods, such as fictitious domain and extended finite
element methods (see also Extended Finite Element Meth-
ods), are used in combination with level-set methods allow-
ing the evolution of the solid-void interface without the need
to alter the computational mesh.

Design optimization poses further challenges regarding
the ability and robustness of the performance model to pre-

dict the system behavior for all designs generated in the
course of the optimization process. Even if it is guaranteed
that the feasible range of the optimization variables are cho-
sen such that only physically meaningful designs are gen-
erated, numerically modeling and analyzing these designs
might be difficult, especially if transient and/or nonlinear
models are involved. Consider for example optimizing the
shape of an airfoil. While the flow may be laminar for the
initial design, in the course of the optimization process de-
signs might be generated that lead to turbulent flow and/or
flow separation. Numerically modeling these phenomena is
considerably more difficult than simulating a laminar flow.
To avoid the numerical challenges and the computational bur-
den of transient and/or nonlinear mechanical models, sim-
pler static and/or linear mechanical models are typically pre-
ferred for design optimization purposes. However, as these
models are often incapable of capturing potentially important
phenomena, great care is needed to formulate the optimiza-
tion problem such that the optimum solution is not prone
to failure due to the unmodeled physical phenomena (see
Section 2.1).

3 SOLUTION METHODS

Each of the three models described above contributes a set
of equations to the optimization problem (1). In this sec-
tion computational methods for solving these equations are
discussed. An obvious approach is to choose and to apply a
numerical optimization algorithm applicable to the optimiza-
tion problem as a whole. Important criteria for selecting an
algorithm are, for example, whether the optimization vari-
ables are discrete, continuous, or mixed, and whether the
objective and constraints are smooth functions of the opti-
mization variables. Frequently used optimization algorithms
in engineering design optimization are outlined in Section
3.1. In general, the total computational cost is larger for al-
gorithms applicable to discrete, non-smooth problems than
for the ones limited to continuous smooth problems. In partic-
ular for discrete optimization schemes the computational cost
increases rapidly with the number of optimization variables.
Therefore, for engineering design problems it is most often
imperative to exploit the particular mathematical structure of
the optimization problem (1).

Most engineering design problems are characterized by a
moderate number of optimization variables and equality and
inequality constraints. However, a large number of state equa-
tions are often needed to accurately predict the performance
of the design. Furthermore, the state variables are continuous
while the optimization variables may be discrete or mixed.
This particular structure suggests solving the state equations
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separately and treating the state variables as dependent func-
tions of the optimization variables. This concept leads to a
nested solution scheme: the optimization algorithm operates
only on the optimization variables; anytime the objectives
and constraints need to be evaluated for a given design
the state equations are solved by methods typically imple-
mented in finite element, finite volume or finite difference
solvers.

The nested approach enjoys great popularity as it lends
itself to a modular software design and allows integrating
standard solver packages. However, it requires predicting ac-
curately the performance of non-optimal designs. In particu-
lar for large nonlinear performance models this may cause
a significant computational overhead. In such cases, and
if the optimization variables and optimization problem are
continuous and smooth, methods simultaneously advancing
optimization and state variables typically exhibit greater nu-
merical efficiency than the nested approach. These methods
are often referred to as simultaneous analysis and design
(SAND) strategies. However, in comparison with nested ap-
proaches, SAND methods are less frequently used for solving
design optimization problems in engineering practice as they
are limited to continuous problems and require a software
platform with all components tailored toward solving design
optimization problems. Therefore, the following discussion
focuses on the components of a nested solution scheme.

3.1 Optimization algorithms

A large variety of optimization algorithms exists for various
types of optimization problems. Providing a comprehensive
overview is beyond the scope of this chapter. The reader is
referred to Review of Optimization Techniques and the in-
troductions into optimization algorithms by Gill, Murray and
Wright (1981) and Miller (2000). Here only a coarse classi-
fication of optimization algorithms often used for solving
design optimization problems is provided. Multi-objective
optimization problems are typically transformed into one
or a sequence of single-objective problems, for example by
weighting or prioritizing the individual objectives. Therefore,
only algorithms for single-objective problems are considered.
Furthermore, approaches based on empirical design rules are
not discussed as they are typically problem specific and, to-
day, play a minor role in computational design optimization.

Random search methods, including genetic algorithms,
evolutionary strategies, and particle swarm methods, do not
require any form of continuity and smoothness and are
therefore applicable to all types of optimization problems
(Goldberg, 1989; Kennedy, Eberhart and Shi, 2001). This
class of methods is rather insensitive to the choice of the ini-

tial design and converges to the global optimum, that is, the
solution with the minimum objective value among all feasi-
ble designs, given a sufficient number of iterations. However,
the generality and robustness comes at a significant compu-
tational cost. Random search methods require a very large
number of iterations. Tens or even hundreds of thousand it-
erations may be needed to solve a problem with a moderate
number of optimization variables. The computational cost is
unacceptable even for a small number of optimization vari-
ables if at each iteration the response of large numerical per-
formance model needs to be evaluated.

Integer programming methods, such as branch-and-bound
methods, are often applied to discrete problems (Nemhauser
and Wolsey, 1988). Instead of randomly searching the de-
sign space, a partial enumeration of all design options is per-
formed. To accelerate the enumeration process by being able
to discard options without explicitly analyzing their perfor-
mance a subset of optimization variables is relaxed, that is,
temporarily treated as continuous variables, realizing that the
solution of the relaxed problem is always better or equal to the
discrete problem. Similar to random search strategies, inte-
ger programming is computationally intensive and typically
only applicable to design optimization problems with a small
number of optimization variables and/or computationally
inexpensive performance models.

Gradient-based methods represent the computationally
most efficient class of optimization schemes and are applica-
ble to problems with a large number of optimization variables
and/or constraints (Luenberger, 1984; Nocedal and Wright,
1999). Sequential linear, quadratic and convex programming
along with interior point methods have been successfully ap-
plied to a broad range of engineering design problems. These
algorithms require that objective and constraints are smooth
functions of the optimization variables. Only convergence
to a local optimum can be guaranteed, that is, to a solution
with minimum objective function among all feasible designs
in its vicinity. Which minimum is found depends in gen-
eral on the initial guess. While gradient-based optimization
algorithms may greatly differ in their search strategy all of
them require the derivatives of the objective and constraints
with respect to the optimization variables. This information is
computed by a design sensitivity analysis which is discussed
below.

3.2 Surrogate models

If the performance of the design is predicted by large numer-
ical models, the majority of the total computational cost of
the optimization procedure is due to the repeated analysis of
the system response. To alleviate this cost, either the physical
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response of the system, that is, the state variables, or directly
the objective and constraints are approximated as functions
of the optimization variables. Once the approximation model,
also called surrogate model, is constructed the performance
of a design can be evaluated at low computational cost. The
optimization algorithm then operates on the surrogate model
instead of the large numerical performance model. Often it is
not efficient to build a surrogate model that approximates the
system response over the entire design space. Instead the sur-
rogate model is successively adapted as the design evolves in
the course of the design process. The optimization algorithm
only searches in the portion of the design space in which
the current surrogate model is valid. Such adaptive combi-
nations of surrogate modeling and optimization are called
trust-region strategies (Booker et al., 1999).

Three classes of surrogate models can be distinguished
(see also Surrogate-Based Optimization):

1. Response surface methods build explicit approximations
of objective and constraints, such as polynomial data fits.
Artificial neural networks are also frequently used to ap-
proximate objective and constraints as functions of the
optimization variables.

2. The physical response of the system can be approximated
via multi-fidelity models using multiple models of vary-
ing fidelity. Lower fidelity models may involve, for ex-
ample, omitted physics, coarsened discretizations, and
loosened solver tolerances, and are calibrated via high
fidelity models.

3. Reduced-order models decrease the size of the numerical
model by projecting the response of the large numerical
model onto a lower dimensional basis. Modal analysis in
structural dynamics and proper orthogonal decomposi-
tion in fluid dynamics are frequently used model reduc-
tion techniques.

3.3 Sensitivity analysis

In order to drive an optimization process toward the opti-
mum design, it is beneficial to understand how objective and
constraints change as the optimization variables vary. The
gradients of objective and constraints with respect to the op-
timization variables are needed by gradient-based optimiza-
tion schemes but are also of utility beyond computational
optimization methods, for example to guide a design engi-
neer in modifying manually a design. The goal of sensitivity
analysis is to compute these gradients (see also Sensitivity
Analysis). An introduction to sensitivity analysis is given by
Haug, Choi and Komkov (1986), and Kleiber et al. (1997).

Objective and constraints depend in general on the phys-
ical response of the system, that is, the state variables. For
example, the lift of an airfoil depends on the flow field. To
compute the gradients of the lift with respect to an optimiza-
tion variable, which for instance may define the shape of the
airfoil, the change in the flow field needs to be modeled as
the shape is altered. This information is called the design
sensitivity and can be computed by either via finite differ-
ence schemes or by differentiating and solving the governing
equations of the underlying performance model.

Finite difference schemes require multiple solutions of
the governing state equations for perturbed designs. The ac-
curacy of these schemes may strongly depend on the per-
turbation size and their numerical cost scales linearly with
the number of optimization variables. Computing the design
sensitivities via the solution of the differentiated governing
equations is in general more accurate and computationally
efficient. This approach, sometimes referred to as analyti-
cal sensitivity analysis, further allows evaluating the equa-
tions in such a manner that the computational cost is propor-
tional to the number of constraints rather than the number
of optimization variables. This so-called adjoint approach is
a key ingredient to problems with a large number of opti-
mization variables and a small number of constraints, such
as CAD-free shape optimization and topology optimization.
However, analytical sensitivity analysis methods require sub-
stantial augmentations to the performance model and analysis
software.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

When the basic concepts of computational design optimiza-
tion were introduced in the 1960s, the lack of computational
power limited the applicability of optimization methods to
simple structural design problems. With the advent of power-
ful computing platforms, computational optimization meth-
ods have matured and are frequently applied in various fields
of engineering, including aerospace engineering.

Computational design optimization supports design engi-
neers in efficiently developing products. As it formalizes and
automates parts of the design process, computational opti-
mization is sometimes misunderstood as an attempt to sub-
stitute skilled design engineers by computational methods.
The opposite is the case: using design optimization requires
designers with an in-depth understanding of the numerical
models and methods used in order to obtain optimization
results of practical relevance.

As computational power has increased, the complexity of
the design problems has followed. Solving optimization prob-
lems involving large numerical performance models, such as
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computational fluid dynamics or aeroelastic models, may still
take several days on state-of-the-art parallel computing plat-
form. Such lengthy turnaround times slow down the prod-
uct development cycle. Today design optimization based on
high-fidelity performance models is mostly used in later de-
sign stages to fine-tune designs. However, since important
design decisions are made early in the design cycle, current
research is concerned with introducing computational design
optimization into the conceptual design phase. Methods are
emerging that allow the designer to use optimization tools
in an interactive fashion. Such developments will strengthen
the role of computational design optimization methods for
the development of future aerospace systems.
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1 DEFORMATION, DAMAGE, AND
FRACTURE OF MATERIALS AND
STRUCTURES

Structural failure has been an issue as long as there have been
man-made structures. In the traditional approach to structural
design, an applied stress, which is calculated for the specific
structure under anticipated design loads, is compared to the
material strength, for example, yield strength, creep resis-
tance, fatigue limit, and so on. The material’s response to
thermo-mechanical loading is described by constitutive equa-
tions and the structure is assumed as “ideal”, that is, flawless.

The fracture mechanics approach has three important vari-
ables, rather than two as in the classical theory of strength
of materials. The structure is not assumed as flawless any
more, and the additional structural variable is some flaw size.
Fracture toughness replaces strength as the relevant mate-

rial property, and fracture mechanics quantifies the critical
combinations of these three variables.

Fracture mechanics-based structural assessment has hence
to consider the constitutive behavior of the material, namely,
relations between stresses and strains and, additionally, the
effect of flaws. Hooke’s law of linear elasticity is the simplest
constitutive model, where strains depend linearly on stresses
and deformations are reversible. Under the (unrealistic)
assumption of small strains, it allows for closed-form asymp-
totic solutions for the stress and strain fields at a crack tip,
exhibiting a 1/

√
r singularity dominated by stress-intensity

factors (SIFs). This is the stress-intensity concept of linear
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). Under more extreme
loading conditions, the material behaves inelastic, that is,
irreversible deformations will occur, which are described by
elasto-plastic or viscoplastic models. Elasto-plastic fracture
mechanics (EPFM) has been established under the assump-
tions of the theory of finite plasticity or deformation theory of
plasticity and small deformations. Although plastic deforma-
tion behavior of metals is more realistically described by the
theory of incremental plasticity by von Mises, Prandtl, and
Reuss, EPFM has become the most important field of fracture
research besides LEFM, as it allowed for analytical solutions
and has been successfully applied to describe crack growth
initiation in ductile materials like metals at low and moder-
ate temperatures. Fracture parameters and criteria for ductile
crack extension and rupture, which are used in engineering
assessment codes, are

� The J-integral of Rice (1968) or its correspondent, C*,
for creep crack growth, particularly for high-constrained
(thick) structures and

� The crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD) or the crack-
tip opening angle (CTOA) for low-constrained (thin)
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structures (Newman, James and Zerbst, 2003; Newman,
2004; Schwalbe, Newman and Shannon, 2005; ASTM E
2472, 2006).

The crack tip as addressed in fracture mechanics is a math-
ematical idealization. In reality, a finite though small region
called process zone exists ahead of a macro-crack, where
material degradation and damage occurs and finally new sur-
faces will be created. Three kinds of approaches exist to
model damage, material separation, and fracture phenomena:

1. no damage evolution is modeled and conventional elastic,
elasto-plastic, or viscoplastic constitutive equations are
applied, the process zone is assumed as infinitesimally
small, and special fracture criteria, for example, based on
the stress-intensity factor, K, (Section 3.1) the J- or C*-
integrals (Section 3.2), CTOD or CTOA (Section 3.3),
are required;

2. separation of surfaces is admitted, if some critical stress
and displacement values are reached locally, whereas the
material outside behaves conventional, the process zone
is a surface region, and the local fracture criterion is a
cohesive law (Section 4);

3. softening behavior is introduced into the constitutive
model through the evolution of internal damage parame-
ters (Lemaitre, 1985; Needleman and Tvergaard, 1987),
the process zone is a volume, and critical values of dam-
age replace a macroscopic fracture criterion.

Numerical methods have won great importance for all of these
approaches, and with the increasing capacities of comput-
ers, the constitutive relations used in structural analyses have
become more advanced and sophisticated, including more
and more of the above-mentioned phenomena. Numerical
analyses and simulations can be used for

� determination of classical fracture parameters for com-
plex configurations and boundary conditions including
thermo-mechanical loading, if no appropriate analytical
solutions are available;

� investigations on the applicability and the limitations of
these parameters and of engineering assessment methods;

� application of local fracture criteria based on stresses or
strains, if the classical parameters fail in giving reliable
predictions.

The present contribution restricts to applications of the finite
element method (FEM) in LEFM and EPFM and the numeri-
cal modeling of decohesion and separation phenomena by
cohesive elements. Continuum damage models (Lemaitre,
1985), which have found increasing applications recently,
are not addressed.

2 FINITE ELEMENT (FE) MESHES FOR
STRUCTURES WITH CRACK-LIKE
DEFECTS

2.1 General aspects and examples

Cracks and crack-like defects induce high stress and strain
gradients, which necessitate a fine discretization resulting in
large numbers of elements and degrees of freedom. Nonlin-
ear simulations of components with stress concentrators are
therefore expensive with respect to computation time and
memory. All possibilities to reduce the number of degrees of
freedoms should hence be utilized like

� restricting to two-dimensional (2D) models of the struc-
ture if physically meaningful,

� coarsening the mesh remote from the defect,
� introducing symmetry conditions,
� applying singular elements with special shape functions.

Modeling does always mean reduction of complexity and
simplification. Models should be as simple as possible and
only as complex as unavoidable to cover the relevant effects of
interest. For plane specimen geometries, the possibility of 2D
models should always be considered, at least for pre-analyses
of a new problem. Thin specimens and sheet metal compo-
nents are commonly adequately represented by a plane-stress
model and thick structures or side-grooved specimens by a
plane-strain one.

Figure 1 shows typical 2D FE meshes in the vicinity of the
crack tip of a fracture mechanics specimen or cracked com-
ponent in mode I (see Section 3.1 and Figure 4). As loading
and geometry are symmetric, just the upper half is modeled
and normal displacements are constrained in the ligament.
Collapsed elements (see Section 2.2) are applied for the anal-
ysis of stationary cracks (Figure 1a) and a regular element
arrangement for the analysis of extending cracks (Figure 1b),
respectively. The meshes demonstrate the common strategy
used for coarsening the mesh away from the crack. Three-
dimensional analyses are necessary, of course, if the geometry
is not plane or if 3D effects through the thickness and along
the crack front are studied.

2.2 Singular elements for stationary cracks

Singular elements have been developed for numerical anal-
yses of fracture problems to increase the accuracy of
stress calculations and K factors at a time when computer
capacities were still rather limited. Triangular or prismatic
isoparametric elements, which are obtained by collapsing
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Figure 1. Typical FE meshes at the crack tip and in the ligament. (a) Collapsed elements for a stationary crack of length a0; (b) regular
arrangement of elements for simulations of crack extension, �a.

one side or plane and shifting the respective mid-side nodes
to a quarter position (double-distorted elements), include
the 1/

√
r-singularity of strains in LEFM as well as the 1/r-

singularity of EPFM for perfectly plastic material. The strain
energy, however, remains finite for r → 0 in linear elasticity
as well as for HRR-like fields, because the strain energy den-
sity has a singularity of the order of 1/r in both cases. This
is an important attribute for the physical significance of the
J-integral (Section 3.2). The term HRR field denotes singular
crack-tip stress and strain fields in EPFM named after their
authors Hutchinson, Rice, and Rosengren.

Numerical studies have shown that triangular or prismatic
collapsed eight- or 20-node elements, respectively, with a
1/r singularity are well suited for elastic–plastic calculations.
Together with a large-strain analysis, commonly performed
by an updated Lagrangean formulation, crack-tip blunting
can be simulated (Figure 2a), and principal stresses show
their typical shape exhibiting a maximum ahead of the crack
tip as in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Variation of normalized principal stresses in the ligament
ahead of a blunting crack tip for two different load levels character-
ized by the J-integral, elastic–plastic plane-strain FE analysis, σY =
yield strength; open symbols: J = 250 N mm−1, solid symbols: J =
380 N mm−1.

Figure 2. Deformed FE meshes at the crack tip showing (a) blunting of a stationary crack; (b) crack extension.
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Singular elements have become less important in recent
years, mainly because

� J-integral calculations by the virtual crack extension
(VCE) method yield reliable and accurate results even
for rather coarse meshes (see Section 3.2).

� Singular elements cannot be applied for crack growth sim-
ulations that require a regular arrangement of elements in
the ligament as shown in Figures 1b and 2b (see Sections
2.3 and 3.3); these meshes, however, will not provide suf-
ficiently accurate results of CTOD or stresses at the crack
tip of stationary cracks.

2.3 Regular element arrangements for extending
cracks

If a critical initiation value of some fracture parameter is
exceeded, a crack starts to grow. Different from crack growth
in elastic materials, where crack initiation always leads to
catastrophic failure of the structure, ductile tearing may occur
in a stable manner, that is, under still growing external forces,
or at least deformation controlled even beyond maximum
load. Crack growth can be simulated by

� node-release techniques controlled by some fracture
mechanics parameter like J, CTOD, CTOA (Siegele,
1989; Gullerud et al., 1999; Scheider et al., 2006): cohe-
sive elements (Yuan, Lin and Cornec, 1996; Li and
Siegmund, 2002; Scheider and Brocks, 2006);

� constitutive equations based on damage mechanics con-
cepts (Needleman and Tvergaard, 1987; Sun et al., 1988;
Xia and Shih, 1995).

Figure 2b illustrates crack growth by node release, which
is controlled by a criterion assuming constant CTOA (see
Section 3.3). The simulation has to be performed under pre-
scribed displacements in order to proceed beyond maximum
load.

3 DETERMINATION OF FRACTURE
MECHANICS PARAMETERS

3.1 Stress intensity factors and energy release rate

The three stress-intensity factors of LEFM, KI, KII, KIII, char-
acterize the singularities of the stress and strain fields at the
crack tip as well as the (non-singular) displacement fields for
the respective fracture modes, namely, normal, in-plane shear,
and out-of-plane shear fracture, corresponding to the crack-
opening displacements uy , ux , uz (see Figure 4). If numerical
solutions of these fields are available, for example, from a
finite element or boundary element (BE) analysis, they can
be used for determination of SIFs:




KI

KII

KIII


 = lim

r→0

√
2�r




σyy(r, 0)

σxy(r, 0)

σyz(r, 0)


 (1a)

Figure 4. The three fracture modes: mode I normal, mode II in-plane shear, mode III out-of-plane shear fracture, corresponding to
crack-opening displacements uy , ux , uz , respectively.
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KI

KII

KIII


 = E

1 + ν
lim
r→0

√
2�

r




1

κ + 1
uy(r, �)

1

κ + 1
ux(r, �)

1

4
uz(r, �)




(1b)

where κ =



3 − ν

1 + ν
for plane stress

3 − 4ν for plane strain
(1c)

Evaluating equations (1a) or (1b) with numerically calculated
stresses or displacements in dependence on the distance r to
the crack tip, SIFs can be determined by extrapolation, r → 0.
Exploiting the displacement field, equation (1b) necessitates
a supposition on the stress–strain state, namely, plane stress or
plane strain (equation (1c)), corresponding to the respective
assumption of a 2D analysis. The stress–strain state in a 3D
model lies somewhere between these two limits.

For a linear-elastic material, SIFs are related to the energy
release rate,

G = −
(

∂U

B∂a

)
v

=
(

∂U

B∂a

)
F

(2)

which is defined by the change of internal energy (equaling
the work of external forces), U, due to a small increase of the
cracked area, Bda, where B is the specimen thickness, under
either constant displacement (fixed grips), v, or constant force
(dead load), F. In linear elasticity, the total energy release
rate results from the sum of the respective rates for the three

fracture modes:

G = GI + GII + GIII = 1

E′
(
K2

I + K2
II

) + 1 + ν

E
K2

III (3a)

with E′ =



E for plane stress
E

1 − ν2
for plane strain

(3b)

For pure mode I, we have

KI =
√

G E′ (4)

The energy release rate can be calculated in an FE analysis by
shifting a domain of elements located around the crack tip.
This so-called virtual crack extension method has also been
extended to elasto-plastic materials (deLorenzi, 1982) and
became the standard procedure for calculating the J-integral
in EPFM (see Section 3.2). If the virtual crack extension is
executed under an angle ϕ = arctan(�x2/�x1) with �a =√

(�x1)2 + (�x2)2 as shown in Figure 5a, an energy release
rate

Gϕ = 1

B�a

∫ ∫
B0

(σijuj,k − wδij)�xk,idS (5)

can be calculated, where �xk is the shift of the crack front
coordinates, and the integration domain, B0, is the gray area.
The J-integral of Rice (1968) (see Section 3.2), which is the
first component of a more general J vector, is obtained for
ϕ = 0, that is, �x2 = 0

Gϕ=0 = J1 = J = K2
I

E′ (6)

Figure 5. Calculation of the (a) energy release rate by virtual crack extension (equation (5)); (b) J-integral as contour integral (equation
(9)).
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and ϕ = �/2 results in the second component, J2, providing
a second equation for KII in mixed mode I + II,

Gϕ=�/2 = J2 = −2
KIKII

E′ (7)

additionally to equation (4).
Another effective method for calculating the energy

release rate is based on the virtual crack closure integral
(VCCI), which is the analogue to VCE for “negative” crack
extension,

GI(a) = lim
δa→0

δa∫
x=0

1

2
σyy(r = x, ϑ = 0, a)

× uy(r = δa − x, ϑ = �, a + δa) dx (8)

Extensions to 3D problems and to higher order and singu-
lar elements have been developed by Raju (1987) and other
authors.

3.2 The J-integral

Path-independent integrals are derived from conservation
laws and used in physics to calculate the intensity of a singu-
larity of a field quantity without knowing the exact shape of
this field in the vicinity of the singularity. The J-integral has
been introduced into fracture mechanics by Rice (1968):

J =
∮
	

(wdx2 − σjknkuj,1ds) (9)

with w being the strain energy density and the integration
contour running anti-clockwise around the crack tip (see Fig-
ure 5b). It can be deduced from the equations governing the
boundary value problem for a hyper-elastic cracked body.
Because of its path independence, it can be calculated in the
remote field but at the same time characterizes the near tip
situation, which establishes its role as a fracture parameter.
But note that the path independence does only hold if the
conditions

(a) time-independent processes without body forces,
∂σij/∂xj = 0,

(b) small (linear) strains, εij = 1
2 (ui,j + uj,i),

(c) homogeneous hyper-elastic material, σij = ∂w/∂εij ,

(d) plane-stress and displacement fields, that is no depen-
dence on x3,

(e) straight and stress-free crack borders parallel to x1.

are met. The contour integral equation (9) equals the energy
release rate, G, for mode I fracture (equation (6)). A gener-
alization to cracked 3D structures with plane cracks, where J
varies along the crack front, was given by deLorenzi (1982).
For extensions to body forces, surface tractions, thermal
loading, and multi-phase materials see, for example, Siegele
(1989). Analogous considerations as made for the derivation
of the J-integral yield the C*-integral for visco-plastic mate-
rial behavior if a power (work rate) density, ẇ, exists so that
stresses derive from σij = ∂ẇ/∂ε̇ij . This analogy implies that
C* is path independent under the same conditions, which
hold for the path independence of J.

Calculating a contour integral like equation (9) is quite
unfavorable in finite element codes since coordinates and dis-
placements refer to nodal points and stresses and strains to
Gaussian integration points. Stress fields are generally dis-
continuous over element boundaries, and extrapolation of
stresses to nodes requires additional assumptions. Hence, a
domain integral method is commonly used in commercial
FE codes to evaluate J, which can be derived by applying
the divergence theorem. Because of its physical interpre-
tation (Figure 5a), the domain integral calculation is also
known as virtual crack extension method. It is quite robust
in the sense that accurate values are obtained even with quite
coarse meshes, because the integral is taken over a domain
of elements, so that local errors have less effect.

Besides its identification as energy release rate in hyper-
elastic materials, J also plays the role of an intensity factor.
It dominates the singular stress and strain fields at a crack tip
in a power law hardening material, the so-called HRR-field,
like K does in a linear-elastic material. Figure 3 has shown
that the principal stresses for different J-values collapse into
J-dominated “master” curves, if the abscissa is normalized by
J/σY. An analogy to the J-dominated singularity in EPFM
holds for the C*-integral in visco-plastic materials: stress and
strain fields have an HRR-like singularity if secondary creep
follows a power law.

The singular HRR field does not describe the stresses in
the region of large strains at a blunted crack tip correctly. The
actual stress field as calculated in an elastic–plastic FE sim-
ulation is not singular and exhibits a maximum (Figure 3).
Even beyond the maximum, it will more or less deviate from
the HRR field. The amount of deviation indicates the validity
of J as an intensity parameter of the crack-tip field. The com-
parison with the HRR field is also significantly affected by
the quality of the power-law fit for the material’s stress–strain
curve, so that it is impossible to distinguish whether a devia-
tion of the FE stresses from the HRR field indicates a loss of
“J-dominance” or just a poor fit of the flow curve.

The severest restriction for J results from the assumed
existence of a strain energy density, w, as a potential from
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Figure 6. Path dependence of the elastic–plastic J-integral in a C(T) specimen with increasing load-line displacement, VLL, calculated for
domains of increasing size, #02, . . . , #021, in comparison to the J-value according to ASTM standard E 1820. (a) Large-strain analysis;
(b) small-strain analysis.

which stresses can be uniquely derived. This assumption
also conceals behind frequently used expressions like defor-
mation theory or theory of finite plasticity. But it actually
does not describe irreversible plastic deformations as in the
incremental theory of plasticity by von Mises, Prandtl, and
Reuss, but hyper-elastic or nonlinear-elastic behavior. Not
only local unloading processes but also local re-arrangements
of stresses due to the yield condition are excluded. Hence,
the J-integral will become path dependent as soon as
plasticity occurs and the contour 	 passes the plastic
zone.

Significant stress re-arranging occurs in a large-strain
analysis, and the path dependence of J increases strongly (see
Figure 6a). Thus, a small-strain analysis is advantageous if
only the J-integral and no stresses at the crack tip shall be
calculated (see Figure 6b). But note that stresses at the crack
tip lack physical significance in this case.

For small-scale and contained yielding, a path-
independent integral can be computed outside the plastic
zone. This means that 	 – or the respective domain – has to be
large enough to surround the plastic zone and pass through the
elastic region only. In gross plasticity, this is not possible, and
some more or less pronounced path dependence will always
occur. Because of its relation to the global energy release
rate (see equations (2) and (6)), which is used to evaluate J
from global quantities measured in fracture mechanics tests,
J has to be understood as a saturation value reached in the
far-field remote from the crack tip. As the work dissipated by
plastic deformation always has to be positive, the calculated
J-values have to increase monotonically with the size of the

domain, which is confirmed by Figure 6a – except contour
#21 touching the boundary. The highest calculated J-value
with increasing domain size is always the closest to the real
far-field J.

3.3 The crack-tip opening displacement and the
crack-tip opening angle

The numerical evaluation of the crack-tip opening displace-
ment at a stationary crack requires a large-strain analysis and
a crack-tip mesh with collapsed elements as in Figures 1a
and 2a. No unique definition of CTOD exists, and different
evaluation methods are applied:

� Linear extrapolation of the crack-opening displacement
in the far-field to the tip, δext in Figure 7a. This definition
permits using rather coarse meshes, as displacement val-
ues remote from the crack-tip are used. It also allows for a
direct comparison with experimental results, as the latter
are determined by similar procedures (BS 7448, 1997).

� Displacement of a crack-tip node belonging to an element
at the free surface. This definition is easy to handle, but the
results will strongly depend on the chosen discretization.

� Opening displacement at the intersection of the crack pro-
file with two 45◦ secants originating in the crack tip, δ45◦ in
Figure 7a. This definition corresponds to the HRR theory
providing a simple analytical relation with the J-integral
but cannot be applied in testing.
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Figure 7. (a) Definitions of CTOD for a stationary crack; (b) definition of CTOA for an extending crack.

The crack tip blunts under increasing load until some crit-
ical value of the CTOD, δc, is reached and the crack starts
growing. No further crack-tip blunting occurs and the FE
mesh used for a stationary crack (Figure 1a) is not suited
for modeling crack extension, and neither are the evaluation
techniques of CTOD described above. A regular arrange-
ment of elements in the ligament as in Figure 1b is required
instead. The operational CTOD definition, δ5, measured over
a gauge length of 5 mm (Schwalbe, Newman and Shannon,
2005; ASTM E 2472, 2006) for the experimental determina-
tion of resistance curves, δR = δ(�a), can be easily applied
to numerical simulations.

The deformation field at the growing crack is character-
ized by the crack-tip opening angle (Figure 7b). It is also
suited for a criterion of crack extension, ψR = ψ(�a), and
the respective concept (Newman, James and Zerbst, 2003)
has been developed particularly for stable crack extension
in thin sheets on the background of aerospace applications
(Newman, 2004). Crack extension is realized in the FE simu-
lations by a debond or node-release option. The application of
the CTOA criterion is for reasons of observability restricted
to 2D (plane or shell) models, though a 3D simulation has
been presented by Gullerud et al. (1999). Within the valid-
ity limits of the CTOD concept, a geometrical relation exists
between the CTOD R-curve, δR = δ(�a), and ψR = ψ(�a),

ψR = tan−1
(

dδR

da

)
≈ dδR

da
for �a ≤ �ac (10)

Experimental investigations have shown that CTOA
decreases after initiation and reaches a stationary value, ψc,
after a transient phase, �a > �ac (Heerens and Schödel,
2003).

A test standard for low-constraint specimens has been
issued, recently (ASTM E 2472, 2006), capturing the deter-
mination of CTOD and CTOA, and a respective ISO standard
is in process (Schwalbe, Newman and Shannon, 2005). The
CTOA can be measured in situ by optical microscopy and
digital image correlation (Heerens and Schödel, 2003). A
measuring length has to be defined in experimental tests as
well as in numerical simulations, as this length will affect
the results (Brocks, Scheider and Schödel, 2006). An inverse
method of identifying ψc is based on FE analyses of frac-
ture mechanics tests. Simulations of ductile crack extension
governed by a ψR curve gave reasonably good predictions
for different specimen sizes and geometries (Scheider et al.,
2006) (see also Section 4.2).

4 THE COHESIVE MODEL (CM)

4.1 Basic idea of a cohesive surface

The concept of the cohesive model is based on the consid-
eration that infinite stresses at the crack tip are not realistic.
Barenblatt (1962) introduced a cohesive zone in the ligament
of the crack, where material degradation occurs and stresses
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remain finite. His model became more interesting for prac-
tical applications when numerical methods, in particular the
FEM, were applicable to nonlinear problems. Tvergaard and
Hutchinson (1992) were the first who used the model for
crack propagation analyses of ductile materials.

The material separation and thus damage of the structure
is described by interface elements, obeying some decohesion
law, whereas the continuum elements remain damage free.
An alternative technique defines the cohesive elements as
solid elements, which do not only simulate the damage of
the structure but also its continuum properties. This is the so-
called strong discontinuity approach, which is not considered
here, however.

When damage occurs, the interface elements open accord-
ing to some law of decohesion and finally lose their stiffness at
failure so that the continuum elements are disconnected. For
this reason, the crack can propagate only along the element
boundaries. If the crack propagation direction is not known in
advance, the mesh generation has to allow for different crack
paths (Section 4, Brocks and Scheider, 2007).

The separation of the cohesive interfaces is calculated
from the displacement jump δ = [u] = u+ − u−, that is the
difference of the displacements of the adjacent continuum
elements. The separation vector, δ, is commonly represented
in a local rotating coordinate system, {ξ, η, ζ} (Figure 8),
namely, a normal separation, δn, for mode I and two tangen-
tial separations, δt1, δt2. For isotropic materials, the cohesive
law has to be invariant to an exchange of the two tangential
orientations, that is, δt1 = δt2 = δt. When the normal or tan-
gential component of the separation reaches a critical value,
δc

n or δc
t , respectively, the adjacent continuum elements are

disconnected, indicating that the material at this point has
failed.

A stress (or traction) vector, σ, with one normal and two
tangential components, acts at the surfaces of the two con-
nected continuum elements, which depends on the separation
δ. Again, the invariance of the cohesive law to an exchange of

Figure 8. Kinematics of cohesive elements.

the two tangential orientations for isotropic materials results
in σt1 = σt2 = σt. Besides the critical separation, δc

n and δc
t ,

the maximum traction components, σc
n and σc

t , are used as
fracture parameters, also denoted as cohesive strength. As
a first approximation, the curve σ(δ) is assumed to be a
geometry-independent cohesive law. Common to all cohesive
laws is that

1. they contain two material parameters, σc and δc, per sep-
aration mode, and

2. the stresses after failure become zero, σ(δ ≥ δc) = 0, for
both normal and tangential separations.

The integration of the traction over separation, either in nor-
mal or in tangential direction, gives the respective energy
dissipated by the cohesive elements, 	c.

	c =
δc∫

0

σ(δ)dδ (11)

which is used alternatively to δc. The cohesive energy, 	c,
equals the J-integral (equation (9)) at initiation of ductile
crack extension in mode I under the assumptions made for
the validity of the HRR field.

If tangential and normal separations occur simultaneously,
one affects the other. This mixed mode case calls for an addi-
tional hypothesis on the interaction of the failure modes.
Further assumptions have to be made for the unloading behav-
ior of the cohesive elements and the friction in a failed
cohesive element under compressive normal stresses (e.g.,
Scheider and Brocks, 2006).

Since the cohesive model is a phenomenological image of
the separation process, there is no evidence which form to
take for the cohesive law, σ(δ), and numerous functions have
been proposed (see overview by Brocks, Cornec and Scheider
2003). It has to be assumed as independent of a specific mate-
rial but dependent on the separation mechanism. Microme-
chanical simulations can help finding a suitable function.

A third-order polynomial as in Figure 9a has been applied
to pure normal separation of ductile materials, first, and
extended later to mixed mode loading. The exponential cohe-
sive law (Figure 9b) is based on an energy function of atomic
bonding. This model has been used by a number of authors,
both for brittle and ductile metals. A steadily differentiable
piecewise polynomial was proposed by Scheider and Brocks
(2006) for ductile failure (Figure 9c). Because of a variable
initial stiffness and a variable region of constant traction,
it is more versatile than the third-order polynomial or the
exponential function. A special case is obtained for δ1 → 0,
δ2 → δc, resulting in a constant stress up to final failure of the
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Figure 9. Various shapes of cohesive laws: (a) third-order polynomial; (b) exponential; (c) piecewise polynomial (reproduced with per-
mission from Scheider and Brocks, 2006); (d) trilinear (reproduced with permission from Tvergaard and Hutchinson, 1992); (e) linear
decreasing; (f) bilinear decreasing. Reproduced from Brocks, Cornec and Scheider (2003) c© Elsevier.

element. The piecewise polynomial is alike the multilinear
cohesive law proposed by Tvergaard and Hutchinson (1992)
(Figure 9d), which is not steadily differentiable, however.
Purely decreasing cohesive laws have been established for
brittle mineral materials, for example, the linear decreasing
function (Figure 9e) or the bilinear decreasing law in Figure
9f, which is in use for concrete. Both laws have an infinite
initial stiffness. A purely decreasing function can also be
obtained as a special case of the piecewise polynomial for
δ1 = δ2 → 0.

The influence of the shape of the cohesive law on the
crack propagation has not yet been studied systematically.
Tvergaard and Hutchinson (1992) report only minor effects,
others have found a significant impact on the simulated load
vs. displacement curves of fracture mechanics specimens,
which affects the transferability of cohesive parameters. It
appears self-evident that the cohesive parameters σc, δc, 	c

should only be used in combination with a specific cohesive
law, namely, the same that has been used for the parameter
identification.

Cohesive elements have in particular proven their abil-
ity in modeling crack extension in thin-walled panels and
shells, for example, Li and Siegmund (2002). To avoid plas-
tic necking of plane-stress and shell elements in the ligament,
a 2D thickness-sensitive cohesive element has been devel-
oped by Scheider and Brocks (2006); other authors use a
plane-strain core. The excellent numerical performance of

cohesive elements for simulating ductile tearing favors their
application for predicting the residual strength of lightweight
components (Brocks, Scheider and Schödel, 2006). Differ-
ent from continuum damage models, cohesive models yield
convergent results with decreasing element size.

4.2 Example: crack extension in aluminum
panels

Ductile crack extension in 3 mm thick panels of an aluminum
alloy Al 5083, which is used in shipbuilding and automotive
industry, has been simulated by both the CTOA approach and
the CM (Scheider et al., 2006). Various fracture mechanics
specimens of different sizes were tested and analyzed. Com-
pact specimens, C(T), of widths W = 50 and 150 mm have
been used to determine ψR = ψ(�a) and the parameters σc,
	c. Measured forces, F, load-line displacements, VLL, CTOD,
δ5, and crack extension, �a, by Heerens and Schödel (2003)
were compared with FE results for an inverse parameter iden-
tification. The transient part of the CTOA R-curve was taken
from the derivative of the δR-curve according to equation
(10). The saturation value, ψc = 5◦, is reached after a crack
extension of �ac = 8 mm. The cohesive law shown in Figure
9c has been applied, and the cohesive parameters were iden-
tified by simulations of the F–VLL curve and the δR-curve of
the C(T), W = 50 mm (Figure 10a), yielding σc = 560 MPa
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Figure 10. δ5–�a curves obtained from fracture tests and simulations. (a) Identification of model parameters on C(T) specimens,
W = 50 mm.; (b) prediction for a biaxially loaded center-cracked panel, W = 150 mm. Reproduced from Scheider et al. (2006) c© Elsevier.

and 	c = 10 kJ m−2. Transferability of all model parameters
to other specimen sizes and geometries, like center-cracked
panels, M(T), has been verified.

Biaxially loaded cracked tensile panels of width
W = 150 mm are considered as component-like structures.
Both models, CTOA and CM, give reasonable predictions
(Figure 10b). Note that the δR-curve of the C(T) deviates
from the respective δ5–�a curve of the biaxially loaded
cracked panels beyond �a > 10 mm and is hence not a trans-
ferable material property, whereas the ψR-curve, as well as
the cohesive parameters, σc and 	c, captures the geometry
dependence of the δ5–�a curves quite well.

Applications to simplified cracked fuselage structures
prove the ability of cohesive models to predict residual
strength under internal pressure, including crack branching
at stiffeners and stringers (Brocks and Scheider, 2007). An
example of a cracked cylindrical shell with a circumfer-
ential stringer is presented in Figure 11. The initial crack
extends between two stringers, and the crack tip is at the
connection of skin and stringer. The crack path in ductile
tearing changes with varying stringer thickness, t. It continues
extending in the ligament and cuts the stiffener for t = 0.8 mm
(Figure 11a) but deviates along the stringer for t = 1.3 mm
(Figure 11b).

Figure 11. Simulations of crack extension in a stiffened cylindrical shell under internal pressure. (a) Crack extension in the shell ligament
and the stiffener for a stringer thickness of t = 0.8 mm; (b) crack path deviation along the stringer for t = 1.3 mm. Reproduced from Brocks
and Scheider (2007) c© Tech Science Press.
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5 SUMMARY

Fracture mechanics is an approach to characterize the safety
and technical reliability of structures containing defects,
covering continuum mechanics, material science, and mathe-
matics. Classical fracture mechanics is based upon analytical
asymptotic solutions of stress and strain fields at crack tips
or, alternatively, energy balances for cracked bodies. These
considerations provide characteristic parameters like SIF, K,
energy release rate, G, J-integral, CTOD, δ, and so on and
respective fracture criteria. Numerical techniques like FEM
or BEM are applied (i) to determine these fracture parameters
for complex structures and loading conditions and/or nonlin-
ear material behavior; (ii) in investigations of the applicability
and the limitations of these parameters and of engineer-
ing assessment methods; (iii) application of local fracture
criteria, if the classical parameters fail in giving reliable
predictions. In the beginning, fracture mechanics aimed at
high-constraint conditions, that is, thick structures like pres-
sure vessels. More and more, fracture mechanics concepts
find applications for thin-walled lightweight structures, that
is, low-constraint situations, mainly in transportation indus-
tries. This creates new challenges for computational methods
going parallel with improving capabilities and performance
of computer codes. Concepts of damage tolerance require
reliable predictions of crack extension under service condi-
tions. Verification of assessment methods calls for testing and
numerical simulations at the same time. As R-curves based
on classical parameters like J suffer from geometry depen-
dence and have limited predictive capabilities, new concepts
like CTOA-controlled crack extension, cohesive models, or
continuum damage mechanics emerged and find increasing
interest, all necessitating computational tools. Cohesive ele-
ments have in particular proven their ability in modeling crack
extension in thin-walled panels and shells, and their respec-
tive parameters provide physically meaningful measures of
the materials fracture toughness and tearing resistance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Composite structures are increasingly used in aerospace, due
to their tailored properties allowing signif icant weight sav-
ings (see eae194: Future Aircraft Structures: From Metal to
Composite Structures). The price to be paid for the high
eff iciency of composites, however, lies in their complex inter-
nal structure. The inhomogeneity of this structure causes
specif ic damage modes that do not occur in homogeneous
materials. Among these, delamination, that is, the debond-
ing of adjacent plies of a laminate, is considered to be the
most critical (see eae201: Load Bearing Laminated Com-
posite Structures). Delaminations can degrade the structural
component to such a degree that it loses structural integrity,
especially under compressive loading.

At present an excessively conservative “no growth” condi-
tion is applied in practice that prevents unavoidable damage to
grow. This conservatism can be overcome by the application

Update based on the original article by Manfred König and
Michele D’Ottavio, Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering ©
2010, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

of the “damage tolerance” concept (see eae184: Techniques
for Damage Tolerance and Structural Integrity of Compos-
ite Structures). This, however, demands the ability to predict
accurately damage initiation and growth.

Due to the practical relevance of f iber-reinforced plas-
tics in aerospace, the authors have limited the scope of the
contribution to polymer matrix composites. The finite ele-
ment method (FEM) is established as a powerful numerical
tool for structural analysis; thus, the models presented will
be considered with particular regard to their connection to
the FEM. Within the FEM we adopt the “effective modulus
theory,” which means that the delamination is considered as
a fracture process between homogeneous anisotropic layers.

2 DELAMINATION INITIATION

The main source of delamination in all loading and structural
configurations is a three-dimensional (3D) state of stress in
the laminate. For example, concentrated loads like impact
loads introduce a local 3D stress state (Davies et al., 1997).
Critical structural elements are curved segments, as well
as parts with geometrical discontinuities, for example, ply
drop-offs and free edges. Due to its simple implementation
within an experimental setup, the free-edge effect has been
extensively studied since the late 1960s (see, e.g., Pipes and
Pagano, 1970). O’Brien (1982) and Whitney and Knight
(1985) systematically applied the edge delamination test
(EDT, see Figure 1) to the experimental analysis of free-edge
delamination onset and propagation. In this chapter, this tra-
dition is preserved and the free-edge effect will be considered
as the paradigm for delamination initiation.
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Figure 1. Laminate coupon under tensile load: schematic geometry
and notation for EDT.

Transverse stresses arise at an unloaded edge as a typical
boundary layer effect (Wang and Choi, 1982). Key phys-
ical factors determining the intensity and extension of the
free-edge effect are the stacking sequence and the ply thick-
ness. Herakovich (1981) has shown that the magnitudes of
the interlaminar stresses at the free-edge result from the
mismatches of the engineering properties of the adjacent
layers: the mismatch between the Poisson’s ratios is respon-
sible for the magnitude of the transverse normal stress σz,
while the mismatch between the shear/extension coupling
coeff icients is responsible for the magnitude of the transverse
shear stresses τxz and τyz.

The prediction of delamination initiation is classically
performed within a strength of material’s approach upon con-
sideration of the local stress state. Hereby, the stress analysis
is usually done at the macroscale for a linearly elastic mate-
rial behavior. The formulated stress criteria are basically of
phenomenological nature and mainly driven by experience.
Two alternative approaches to delamination initiation, those
based on fracture mechanics and on damage mechanics, are
discussed here.

2.1 Stress Criteria

Analytical studies have shown that the transverse stresses
possess extremely steep gradients at the free-edge, and even
a (weakly) singular behavior (Wang and Choi, 1982), the
“edge singularity.” Basically, this singularity can be explained
by the contradictory conditions that must be satisf ied by the
transverse shear stresses: a f inite, nonzero value is required
at the interface, while a vanishing shear stress must be sat-
isf ied at the free edge. This contradiction is a consequence
of the uniform, homogeneous representation of the plies
within the effective modulus theory, which introduces the
idealization of a bimaterial interface. A relaxation of this
artif icially introduced material discontinuity at the interfaces

would lead to microscale models representing the inhomoge-
neous structure of the fiber reinforced laminae. By allowing
for a highly accurate resolution of the stress state at the
microscale, these models could help to identify single mech-
anisms that are responsible for delamination onset. However,
they are computationally too expensive to be employed for the
determination of failure in structural design or verif ication.

Due to the “edge singularity,” a pointwise definition of
stresses and an associated maximum stress criterion for the
prediction of delamination onset are clearly inadequate. For
this reason, an “effective stress” was defined by Whitney
and Nuismer (1974) upon introduction of a characteristic
length, which can be either the distance from the free-edge
at which the stress is measured (point stress), or the distance
over which the stress state is averaged (average stress). In
both cases, this length parameter can be interpreted as the
extension of a process zone in which the material undergoes
damage and in which a stress redistribution occurs, which
eliminates the singularity effect (see also Section 2.3).

Within the classical strength of material’s approach, the
effective stresses acting in the laminate are compared to the
respective interlaminar strengths. In the literature, different
stress criteria based on different combinations of the effective
stress components have been proposed. The simplest criteria
consider only the transverse normal stress, or the transverse
shear components. A more accurate prediction of delamina-
tion onset, however, must generally include the interactions
between interlaminar stress components.

2.2 The Fracture Mechanics Approach

The classical fracture mechanics approach relies on the
assumption that the material behavior is essentially lin-
early elastic up to rupture. Within this linear elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFM) approach, crack propagation in brittle
materials can be simulated with success (see Section 3.1).
Delamination initiation, however, is characterized by the
development and coalescence of microcracks. A straightfor-
ward application of LEFM to delamination initiation cannot
capture the dissipative effects of the progressive microcrack-
ing and may thus lead to an excessive underestimation of
the critical load. However, due to the success achieved in the
computation of crack propagation, there have been several
applications of LEFM to crack initiation analysis.

Within an attempt to rationally introduce this approach
for the study of delamination onset at free edges, Wang and
Crossman (1980) introduced the concept of a “critical flaw,”
a crack at the macroscale that represents the collective effects
of the microcracks. It is emphasized that the introduction of
the critical flaw is a heuristic approach.
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The introduction of the effective flaw as a physical crack
allows the classical fracture mechanics criterion of Griff ith
(see Section 3.1) to be applied to the free-edge delamination
initiation problem of Figure 1. Delamination is initiated if
the energy release rate G, which is a function of the effective
flaw length a0 and the applied strain εx (see Figure 1) exceeds
the fracture toughness Gc, that is, if

G = G(a0, εx) ≥ Gc (1)

Methods for the computation of the energy release rate G are
given in Section 3.1. Therefore, assuming the fracture tough-
ness Gc is known, the maximum allowed strain εx before
the onset of delamination can be obtained via Equation 1. It
should be mentioned that in the case of mixed mode fracture,
G stands for the total energy release rate and Gc is the mixed
mode fracture toughness.

To conclude this section and Section 2.1, it is worth noting
that Martin, Leguillon and Carrère (2010) presented an analy-
sis of the free-edge delamination initiation that combines both
the stress criterion and the fracture mechanics approach. The
prediction relies on the two parameters interlaminar strength
and interlaminar fracture toughness only. This means that
neither a characteristic length for the stress criterion nor the
size of an initial flaw are required. It is interesting to note that
this coincides with cohesive zone models (see Section 3.2),
in which also the two parameters peak stress σp and fracture
toughness Gc (see Figure 8) determine delamination initia-
tion. The nontrivial identif ication of the strength and fracture
toughness parameters for the model of Martin, Leguillon and
Carrère (2010) indicates that the parameter identif ication for
the cohesive zone models can also be a diff icult task.

2.3 Continuum Damage Mechanics

The continuum damage mechanics (CDM) approach to the
description of material failure relies on the representation
of the heterogeneous microprocesses by classical continuum
mechanics. The microstructural damage state is transferred
into the continuum representation via the introduction of
damage variables, which can be defined and measured in var-
ious manners. This homogenized representation of defects
makes CDM a viable tool to account for the intrinsically
probabilistic nature of the microprocesses.

On the continuum scale, damage evolution is described
by kinetic evolution laws, which may explicitly account for
the various failure mechanisms occurring at the heteroge-
neous microscale. A homogenization technique is required to
transfer the microstructure characteristics to the constitutive
behavior of the continuum via the definition of effective phys-
ical quantities. A key issue for composite materials consists

Single layer

Interface

Figure 2. Mesomodel of a laminate. With kind permission from
Springer Science+Business Media: Mesomodeling of damage for
laminate composites: Application to delamination, 1990, pp. 607–
622, Ladevèze P, Allix O and Daudeville L in Inelastic Deformation
of Composite Materials in, Inelastic Deformation of Composite
Materials (IUTAM Symposia), 1990, Dvorak G.J (ed.).

in the correct representation of the primary anisotropy of the
constituent material, as well as of the secondary anisotropy
induced by damage (e.g., different behavior in tension and
compression).

In the following, the CDM approach to delamination,
as proposed by Allix and Ladevèze (1992), is presented.
The modeling technique is based on the definition of a
“mesoscale” in which the laminate is represented as a stack-
ing sequence of homogeneous plies and interfaces with
zero-thickness, see Figure 2. Damage can affect both con-
stituents: the physical meaning of the “mesomodel” is that
intralaminar damage is considered as homogeneous within
the laminate plies, and interlaminar damage is concentrated
on the interface (Ladevèze, Allix and Daudeville, 1990). This
interface representation is analogous to that employed in the
cohesive zone models described in Section 3.2.

The single layers of the laminate are described by an
anisotropic constitutive law and can include intralaminar
degradation phenomena, such as matrix cracking and fiber-
matrix debonding. The interface is an orthotropic 2D surface,
whose principal in-plane axes depend on the orientations of
the fibers of the adjacent plies. The influence of the fiber
orientations of the adjacent plies on the delamination may
hence be included in the model.

In summary, the CDM approach and the related meso-
model seem to be a viable way to include physically
signif icant damage mechanisms in a structural analysis tool.
However, the parameter identif ication for the mesomodel is
not a simple task and has been a main research activity at
the Laboratoire de Mécanique et de Technologie, E.N.S. de
Cachan, over many years. An important issue is the interac-
tion between the damage occurring in the interior of the layers
and in the interface. To this aim, Ladevèze, Lubineau and
Marsal (2006) devised a “virtual testing” approach employing
micromechanics (see eae173: Multiscale Methods), which
introduces damage mechanisms at the microscale and trans-
fers them to the mesomechanical model.
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3 DELAMINATION PROPAGATION

3.1 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics

In fracture mechanics (eae171: Computational Fracture
Mechanics), the condition for crack propagation according to
the Griff ith criterion is that the energy released by the struc-
ture during a crack advancement (the energy release rate), is
greater than or equal to the energy that is required to create
the new crack surface (the fracture toughness of the material).
Polymer matrix composites are brittle and, thus, linear elas-
tic fracture mechanics (LEFM) can be adopted. Note that for
an elastic material, as considered in LEFM, the stress f ield
shows a singularity at the crack tip with stresses that go to
infinity. Since the stress at the crack tip always exceeds the
material strength, a stress criterion alone is not suff icient for
a prediction of crack growth.

The Griff ith criterion reads in the most general form

GT ≥ Gc, with GT = GI + GII + GIII (2)

GT is the total energy release rate, representing the sum of
the individual mode contributions illustrated in Figure 3, and
Gc is the effective fracture toughness, which is a “material
property” of the interface (Andersons and König, 2004) and a
function of the mixed-mode ratio (see also eae181: Delamina-
tion Toughness Characterization of Laminated Composites).

Several forms of the fracture criterion of Equation 2 have
been proposed for the 2D case for which GIII = 0 (see, e.g.,
Reeder, 2006). Benzeggagh and Kenane (1996) proposed

GT ≥ Gc = GIc + (GIIc − GIc)
(

GII

GT

)η

(3)

where GT = GI + GII. GIc and GIIc are the fracture tough-
nesses for mode-I and mode-II, respectively, and η is an
additional material parameter.

(a) Mode- l (b) Mode- lI (c) Mode- lII

Figure 3. The three interlaminar fracture modes: the opening (peel-
ing) mode (a), the sliding shear mode (b) and the tearing shear
mode (c).

For the 3D case it was suggested to replace GII in Equa-
tion 3 by (GII + GIII), especially in cases where a reliable
measurement of the fracture toughness for mode-III (i.e.,
GIIIc) does not exist (König, Krüger and Rinderknecht, 2000).
In cases where GIIIc is known, an extension of the 2D crite-
rion of Equation 3 to 3D can be employed, as published by
Reeder (2006).

For the numerical determination of the energy release rate
within an FEM-based structural analysis, crack closure tech-
niques are most widely used for the analysis of delamination.
The principal advantage of these techniques consists in their
ability to explicitly perform the mode separation. Crack clo-
sure techniques are based on Irwin’s crack closure integral,
which assumes the equivalence between the energy released
when the crack is extended by �a and the energy required
to close the crack over the area A = �a × b (see Figure 4),
where b is the width of the delamination front. In case of a
2D plane strain or plane stress problem like the one schemat-
ically represented in Figure 4, the width b may be taken as
unity. With reference to Figure 4, the energy required to close
the crack along �a is expressed as

�E = 1

2

(
F

(1)
xk �u

(2)
xk + F

(1)
zk �u

(2)
zk

)
(4)

where F and �u stand for the nodal forces and the displace-
ment differences, respectively, and the subscripts indicate
the components in the reference frame of the closed-crack
configuration of Figure 4 (a) as well as the node identif iers.
The superscripts indicate the configuration at which the quan-
tities have to be evaluated: the forces are those acting on the
closed-crack configuration depicted in Figure 4(a), while the
displacements are taken after the crack has extended (Fig-
ure 4(b)). The total energy release rate is then simply obtained
as GT = �E/�a. Mode separation is directly accounted for
by splitting the single contributions, that is,

GI = 1

2�a
F

(1)
zk �u

(2)
zk , GII = 1

2�a
F

(1)
xk �u

(2)
xk (5)

The crack closure method or “two-step crack closure
technique” requires two complete FE analyses for the compu-
tations of the forces and displacements in the configurations 1
(closed crack) and 2 (opened crack) represented in Figure 4.
In contrast, the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) as
suggested by Rybicki and Kanninen (1977) can determine
all required quantities with only one complete FE compu-
tation. This extremely advantageous property is achieved at
the price of a more restrictive assumption concerning the
configurations before and after the crack opening. With ref-
erence to Figure 5, the additional assumption to be made is
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Figure 4. Crack closure method: example of a 2D mesh with linear elements. Conf iguration with closed crack (a) and opened crack (b)
along the element length �a.

that the displacements and forces for the crack tip position m

are not signif icantly altered when the crack tip propagates by
�a to position n. This means that for crack tip position n the
displacement differences�ux and�uz at nodem are the same
as those at node k in Figure 5. The crack is said to propagate
in a self-similar manner. Under this additional assumption,
the energy release rates may be directly evaluated as

GI = 1

2�a
Fzm�uzk, GII = 1

2�a
Fxm�uxk (6)

Due to its computational advantage, the VCCT is considered
as the most important application of LEFM to the delam-
ination problem and it has been already implemented in
commercially available software (Krueger, 2008).

However, a problem that concerns the mechanical commu-
nity for many years is also present in the VCCT. This is the
problem of the bimaterial interface (Pagano and Schoeppner,
2000). In general, the plies adjacent to the interface in which
the delamination propagates, possess different f iber orienta-
tions. This means that the homogenized elasticity constants
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Figure 5. Virtual crack closure technique: example of a 2D mesh
with linear elements.

are different in the plies adjacent to the cracked interface. In
this case, the classical elasticity solution for the stress f ield
at the crack tip is singular with stresses that oscillate ahead of
the crack tip while the cracked surfaces overlap near the crack
tip. This is clearly a physically invalid solution. However, this
analytical result shows a behavior of the bimaterial interface
that has also an impact on the energy release rates as obtained
by the VCCT. Whereas the total energy release rate converges
with FE mesh refinement, that is, with decreasing �a in Fig-
ure 5, the mixed-mode ratio does not converge to a definite
value (Raju, Crews and Aminpour, 1988). This means that
the computed individual mode contributions depend on the
choice of �a. The authors recommend to use the following
approach to solve the problem: to use a fixed �a for all sim-
ulations of delamination propagation (a value of �a between
one half and two times the ply thickness is recommended),
and in addition to simulate the specimen that is employed
for material characterization (i.e., for the measurement of the
fracture toughness) by a FE model with the same �a. If the
energy release rates obtained by this FE model coincide to a
suff icient degree with those received by the material charac-
terization scheme, then the material characterization and the
following delamination predictions are consistent. For exam-
ple, in Davidson, Krüger and König (1995) and Davidson and
Sediles (2011) FE models have been used for verif ication of
the closed form data reduction methods in the fracture tough-
ness measurement. In this case, the procedure proposed here
simply means that the value of �a in these models should
also be used in delamination propagation predictions.

A closing remark for this section should be made con-
cerning the application of LEFM to geometrically nonlinear
structures. Employing LEFM in this case means that the small
incremental load step in which the crack advances (in the case
of the VCCT, the virtual crack closure step) is linearized,
whereas the state of the deformed structure in which the
delamination is going to propagate is obtained with the usual
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nonlinear solution (see, e.g., Krüger et al., 1996). Details on
how to apply the VCCT to deformed structures can be found
in the comprehensive review of the VCCT by Krueger (2004).

3.2 Cohesive Zone Models

If nonnegligible microprocesses are involved in the fracture
event (which is obviously the case when a signif icant pro-
cess zone with microcracks is observed ahead of the physical
crack tip), then classical fracture mechanics is not really ade-
quate. In this case, a nonlinear softening material behavior
can be adopted ahead of the crack tip in order to represent the
process zone. In addition, by taking into account the progres-
sive softening process, the crack location and its propagation
direction must be no longer assumed ad hoc, since they nat-
urally come out from the computation. When delamination
processes are addressed, a “cohesive zone” of progressively
degraded material (see Figure 6) is classically a priori intro-
duced into the model at the interfaces that are supposed to
host the delamination.

The peculiarity of cohesive zone models is that they com-
bine stress criteria and fracture mechanics criteria and, thus,
enable the representation of both the crack initiation and the
crack propagation. This is achieved by combining the soft-
ening material law with the Griff ith criterion for fracture
propagation, that is, by relating the fracture toughness to the
energy dissipated in the cohesive region during the softening
process. As a limiting case, if the whole fracture toughness
is dissipated at one point (the crack tip) without any soften-
ing region, the perfectly brittle material behavior along with
the related stress singularity is recovered. As depicted in Fig-
ure 7, the presence of a damaged material in front of the crack
tip removes this singularity. Therefore, the size lc of the fully
developed cohesive zone (Figure 7) is an inverse measure of
the structural brittleness.

The nonlinear softening material behavior can be
described within the framework of either softening plasticity,
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Figure 6. Cohesive zone ahead of a crack tip (gray region), in which
the energy dissipating mechanisms are assumed to be conf ined.
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Figure 7. The fully developed cohesive zone (dotted line) of size
lc cuts the stress singularity of LEFM (continuous line). Damage
starts at the peak stress σp and the physical crack tip is def ined by
the condition of zero traction (σ = 0).

(see, e.g., Schellekens and de Borst, 1993) or damage
mechanics (e.g., Mi et al., 1998). For delamination prob-
lems, however, a discrete form of the softening material law
is conveniently employed that reduces the cohesive zone to a
cohesive surface of zero thickness (denoted by � in Figures 6
and 7). In this case, the damaged material behavior is defined
by a “cohesive law” that is represented in form of a discrete
constitutive equation relating tractions σ and crack opening
(displacement jumps) δ. This “interface” formulation has the
advantage of alleviating the mathematical ill-posedness that
is due to the strain localization occurring when the physical
crack, that is, the discontinuity, arises within the continuum
(de Borst, 2004). The material parameters defining the dis-
crete cohesive law, in fact, implicitly contain an information
on the size of the softening region, namely the thickness hc

(Figure 6).
A general expression for the discrete cohesive law (see the

example in Figure 8) reads

σ = f (σp, δ0, δf ; δ) (7)

The parameters defining the cohesive law are the peak trac-
tion σp and the related displacement jump δ0, which define
the onset of the softening behavior, and the final displacement
jump δf corresponding to the complete separation of the cohe-
sive surfaces. The link to the Griff ith criterion is established
by enforcing the equivalence between the fracture toughness
and the energy dissipated during the interface deterioration.
This means that the dissipated energy per unit area, that is, the
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Figure 8. A bilinear cohesive law consisting of a linear elastic hard-
ening branch and a linear softening branch. Upon unloading the
stress linearly decreases down to the origin.

cohesive energy density 	c, which is defined by the surface
underneath the curve f , is taken to be coincident with Gc:

Gc = 	c =
∫ ∞

δ=0
σ dδ (8)

In general, the interface law of Equation 7 is of
phenomenological nature and is chosen according to exper-
imental observations at the representative scale. Figure 8
depicts a simple cohesive law that has been first used by
Hillerborg, Modéer and Petersson (1976) and continuously
refined and employed by numerous researchers (e.g., by
Schellekens and de Borst, 1993; Mi et al., 1998; Camanho,
Dávila and De Moura, 2003).

In cohesive zone models, the crack, growth condition is
defined by the vanishing of the cohesive traction, that is,
when the cohesive surfaces have been separated by an amount
equal to δf . Therefore, point 5 of Figure 8 represents a point
lying inside the physical crack, while point 4 and point 2 are
at the physical crack tip and at the beginning of the cohe-
sive zone, respectively. Point 1 belongs to an undamaged
region characterized by a linear elastic response. Therefore,
the unloading path of point 1 moves back to the origin by
following the initial slope defined by the stiffness K0. Point
3 belongs to an already partially damaged region, and the
related unloading path follows the dashed line in Figure 8.
The reduced slope of the unloading path can be consequently
interpreted as (1 − d)K0, where d is the damage parameter
ranging within [0, 1]. In order to represent the irreversibility
of the process, the evolution of the damage parameter takes
into account the loading history.

4 FATIGUE LOADING

Delamination initiation under fatigue loading is complex. In
many cases matrix ply cracks arise in polymer matrix com-
posites, which then initiate delaminations at the interface to
the adjacent ply. This mechanism is present also in quasistatic
loading; however, it is more signif icant in fatigue (O’Brien,
1990). A methodology for the prediction of the fatigue life
in such a case has been presented by Krueger et al. (2002). It
is based on the fatigue life prediction of the onset of matrix
cracking by an S–N curve and the assessment of delamina-
tions that could start growing from these matrix cracks via
the VCCT.

The fracture mechanics characterization of delamination
growth under fatigue loading is basically analogous to that
of classical metallic structures as it relies on the assumption
that the crack growth behavior follows the exponential Paris
law

da

dN
= c Gn (9)

with da/dN being the delamination growth rate (a is the crack
length, N is the number of load cycles) and c and n being
material parameters supposed to be constant throughout the
loading history. G is taken either as the maximum value of
the energy release rate occurring in the load cycle, Gmax, or as
�G = Gmax − Gmin. Figure 9a depicts the typical S-curves,
which characterize the fatigue behavior of delamination in
composites under mode-I and mode-II loadings. A threshold
value Gth identif ies the “no growth” condition, that is, Gth

is the maximum allowed G that does not cause delamination
growth. The critical value Gc identif ies the unstable crack
growth condition. A stable crack growth occurs for Gth <

G < Gc. Characterization of fatigue behavior under mixed-
mode loading conditions can be made by referring to the total
energy release rate GT and the mixed-mode ratio. It should
be mentioned that the parameters c and n depend in addition
on the load ratio σmin/σmax of the load cycle.

A large class of laminated composites possess a rather
high crack growth rate, that is, the exponent n is very large,
especially for mode-I delamination. In these cases, small
uncertainties in the loading could cause catastrophic failures,
and a conservative “no growth” design criterion for delam-
ination growth is suggested (O’Brien, 1990). Consequently,
material characterization requires the determination of the
threshold value Gth (Martin and Murri, 1990). The results
reported by O’Brien, Murri and Salpekar (1989) and Martin
and Murri (1990) lead to the conclusion that the threshold
values appear to be largely independent of the mixed-mode
ratio.
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(a) Paris laws for mode-I and mode-II loadings. (b) G-N curve for delamination growth onset
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Figure 9. Schematics of Paris laws (a) and of a G–N curve (b) for delamination growth under fatigue loading.

As an alternative to fixed threshold allowables, an analo-
gous procedure to the one relying on the use of the classical
S–N curve may be used, that is, a G–N curve is established,
which indicates the maximum allowed G for which the struc-
ture may sustain a given number of load cycles N without
delamination growth onset (Figure 9b). However, the experi-
mental determination of delamination growth onset requires
a criterion to decide between “no growth” and “growth”
(ASTM D 6115-97). If a crack advance that is not larger
than a fixed value (e.g., 0.3 mm) is defined as “no growth,”
then the G–N curve can be constructed from the Paris law
(König et al., 1997).

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND
COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES

In the following, a few points are mentioned that have to be
considered for an eff icient implementation of the described
delamination models. The structures in aerospace are in gen-
eral thin-walled shell structures. Delamination, however, is
governed by a 3D stress state. The fundamental problem for
the FE discretization is, therefore, that the elements have
to represent a 3D stress state in a largely extended “two-
dimensional” structure. When employing a stress criterion
to predict delamination initiation, the problem is obvious. It
is, however, also evident in the fracture mechanics approach,
where it was found that with conventional 2D plate/shell ele-
ments the total energy release rate can be obtained correctly
but not the mixed mode ratio (see, e.g., Krüger et al., 1996).
Since the 3D stress state is restricted to a small region in
the immediate vicinity of the delamination front, or to the
region in which the delamination is expected to occur, the

use of 3D elements can be restricted to this region only and
the remaining structure can be discretized by 2D elements.
This global-local approach has been investigated by Krueger
and O’Brien (2001).

A second possibility to increase the eff iciency of the FE
discretization, and in addition to circumvent numerical prob-
lems associated with 3D models of thin-walled structures, is
to employ a so-called solid-like or 3D shell element, as, for
example, the one proposed by Parisch (1995). This element
contains shell kinematics, but is based on full 3D constitutive
relations and is, hence, able to predict transverse normal and
shear stresses. It should be noted here that an enhanced repre-
sentation of the transverse deformation is necessary in order
to consistently retain the full 3D constitutive law, see also the
“7-parameter” shell model of Bischoff et al. (2004). Through
the combination of different kinematic models for plate/shell
elements (eae161: Finite Element Analysis of Composite
Plates and Shells), a global-local approach can be imple-
mented for an eff icient determination of localized 3D stress
states. Carrera and Demasi (2002) proposed a hierarchic
series of 2D plate elements, which includes classical 2D for-
mulations up to advanced quasi-3D models. Their suitability
for the analysis of free-edge problems has been demonstrated
by D’Ottavio (2008).

The fracture mechanics approach to delamination prop-
agation has been implemented in two ways, adaptive
remeshing and node release. Adaptive remeshing has been
employed by Rinderknecht and Kröplin (1994) in conjunc-
tion with two different methods to determine the delamination
front location under quasistatic loading: a gradient method
and a heuristic method. The disconnection of node pairs
at a predefined contact zone is implemented in, for exam-

ple, ABAQUS�. Both methods require nonlinear iteration.
The node release method, in addition, requires sophisticated
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front-tracking algorithms (Pietropaoli and Riccio, 2011) and
sophisticated stabilization to capture the snap-backs and
snap-throughs of the global load-displacement path (Krueger,
2008). In contrast to quasistatic loading, the prediction of the
delamination front progression in fatigue loading via the Paris
law is simpler.

In cohesive zone models, the initiation and progression
of the delamination results quite naturally from the soften-
ing material law. The implementation in FEM is generally
performed by “interface” or “decohesion” finite elements
(e.g., Camanho and Dávila, 2002). Extremely fine meshes are
required to obtain an adequate resolution of the delamination
front, resulting in the recommendation of Mi et al. (1998) to
apply adaptive remeshing. Severe convergence problems are
observed in the solution of the global nonlinear equations at
delamination initiation and also at the point where delamina-
tion propagation starts from an already existing delamination.
The problem is more severe for coarser meshes and when the
initial elastic stiffness K0 and the peak stress σp (Figure 8) are
increased for a given value of the cohesive energy density 	c,
that is, when the cohesive zone model is intended to repro-
duce the solution of LEFM. Hence sophisticated strategies
for stabilization of the nonlinear iteration are required (e.g.,
Mi et al., 1998), and pragmatic solutions to overcome the
discretization-related issues have been devised (Turon et al.,
2007b). A thorough discussion of the mesh density required
within the cohesive zone is presented in Harper and Hallett
(2008). It should be mentioned that the same problems are
assumed to occur in the CDM approach.

In contrast to an implementation of a cohesive law within
continuum (interface) elements, a “discrete cohesive zone
model” has been proposed by Xie and Waas (2006), in which
the softening behavior is confined into nonlinear spring con-
nections between nodes. It appears that in this case the mesh
sensitivity and the convergence problems are signif icantly
diminished.

An application of cohesive zone models to simulate fatigue
is presented in the work of Turon et al. (2007a). The method
relies on relating the evolution of the damage variable in
the constitutive law to the crack growth rate, that is, to the
Paris law. A damage initiation phase, preceding the damage
propagation, has been included in the cohesive zone model
by May and Hallett (2010) by relating the damage variable
to S–N curves.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the convergence
problems in cohesive zone models could partly be eliminated
by employing the partition-of-unity method (see eae159:
Fundamentals of Discretization Methods), extended finite
element methods (XFEM, see eae163: Extended Finite Ele-
ment Methods), or the generalized finite element method
(GFEM, see eae162: Meshfree Discretization Methods for

Solid Mechanics). In these methods the crack is simulated
by a jump in the displacements of the FE formulation. The
partition-of-unity method has been used in conjunction with
the solid-like shell concept of Parisch (1995) by Remmers,
Wells and de Borst (2003) and it has the potential to simulate
delamination that interacts with transverse matrix cracks (de
Borst, Remmers and Needleman, 2006). Promising results
have been obtained recently by Iarve et al. (2011) by a
model that employs an XFEM for initiation and evolution
of transverse matrix cracks in combination with a cohesive
zone model for initiation and propagation of delaminations.
The local effects of the interaction between transverse matrix
cracks and delamination seem to be covered perfectly. A sim-
ilar approach is presented by van der Meer and Sluys (2010).
However, this approach as well as the CDM approach is
basically a purely phenomenological approach. Physically
based methods for simulation of the complete damage pro-
cess, starting with micro-cracks, their coalescence to form
matrix ply cracks, which then initiate delaminations, requires
a microscale-mesoscale model (eae173: Multiscale Meth-
ods). An attempt to resolve the problem via a discrete element
method (DEM) has been presented by Yang et al. (2011).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Today, in structural mechanics, there is a growing interest
in the class of techniques called “multiscale computational
approaches”, which are capable of analyzing structures in
which two or more very different scales can be identified.

A typical engineering example is that of a relatively large
structure in which local cracking or local buckling occurs
(Crestaet al., 2007; Mao and Sun, 1991; Whitcom, 1991).
Such problems have been dealt with intuitively in engineering
for many decades, if not for centuries, but the usual approach
is limited to a descending multiscale technique without ever
returning to the coarse scale. Another typical engineering
problem is related to the increasing interest in material models
described on a scale smaller than the macroscopic structural
level, with applications ranging from the design of composite
materials and structures to manufacturing. For example,

Lamon, Thommeret and Percevault (1998) developed CMC
materials for aerospace engines (Figure 1a). Ladevèze and
Lubineau (2002), developed a damage mesomodel for lami-
nated composites as an answer to the problem of virtual struc-
tural testing in aeronautical engineering (Figure 1b). In such
situations, the structure being studied is very heterogeneous,
and the local solution involves short-wavelength phenomena
in both time and space. Furthermore, the variability due to
the loading, the materials, the assemblies. . . will need to be
taken into account more and more through probabilistic ap-
proaches in order to achieve what is called “robust design”.

For such problems, classical finite element codes lead
to systems with very large numbers of degrees of free-
dom, whose computation costs are generally prohibitive,
even using parallel computing. This chapter focuses on some
emerging computational strategies in aeronautics, which
are capable of solving such engineering problems through
true interaction between the two scales – the microscale and
the macroscale – in space as well as in time. A common
characteristic of these computational strategies is that they
are rooted in mechanics, the central issue being the transfer
of information from one scale to the other. They are also suit-
able for parallel computing. This presentation will focus on
the main approaches that have been emerging and also give a
brief classification of the multiscale methods most often used
in solid mechanics.

2 THE REFERENCE PROBLEM

Throughout this chapter, for the sake of simplicity, the quasi-
static and isothermal evolution of a linear elastic structure
defined in the time–space domain [0, T ] × � will be
considered under the assumption of small perturbations. This
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Figure 1. (a) CMC material for aerospace engines; (b) An enlargement of a holed laminated composite plate subjected to traction.

structure is subjected to prescribed body forcesf
d
, to traction

forces Fd over a part∂2� of the boundary, and to pre-
scribed displacementsUd over the complementary part∂1�

(see Figure 2).
The state of the structure is described by the strainsε

(corresponding to the displacementsU) and the Cauchy
stressesσ, both defined for any pair (t, M) ∈ [0, T ] × �.
These fields are assumed to be sufficiently regular and must
verify the following equations:

� The strain fieldε derives from the symmetric part of the
gradient of the displacement fieldU that matches the pre-
scribed displacementUd at boundary∂1�:

ε = ε(U) =
[

∂U

∂M

]
sym

and U = Ud at ∂1� (1)

The corresponding set of fieldsU is denoted byU .
� The stress fieldσ is in equilibrium with the external

prescribed forcesFd at ∂2� and the prescribed body
forcesf

d
in �:

div σ + f
d

= 0 in � and σn = Fd at ∂2� (2)

Figure 2. The reference problem.

� Fieldsε andσ are related through the constitutive law
(which, in this case, is Hooke’s law):

σ = Kε (3)

3 A PARADIGM: THE
HOMOGENIZATION THEORY
FOR PERIODIC MEDIA

3.1 Basic principles

The purpose of defining a homogenized model of the
behavior of a material whose structure is heterogenous (and,
therefore, whoseK tensor varies rapidly in space) is usually
to replace the microscopic description of a representative
volume element (RVE) presenting heterogeneities by an
equivalent volume filled with a homogenized material. Apart
from providing the homogenized behavior, the procedure also
defines “localization operators”, which can be used for post-
processing the macroscopic solution in order to obtain local
values of the solution in each RVE.

In the case of a structure� defined as a periodic repetition
of a cellεY (Figure 3), the classical periodic homogenization

Figure 3. Two-scale description of structure� and RVEY .
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proposed by Sanchez-Palencia (1974, 1980) introduces, aside
from the ordinary positionM, two variables: the “slow” vari-
ablex = M ∈ �and the “fast” variabley = M/ε ∈ Y, where
ε represents symbolically the order of magnitude ofy. Then,
an asymptotic expansion of the unknownU is performed:

U(M) =
∑
i > 0

εiU(i)(x, y) (4)

where theU(i) are defined over� × Y and are assumed to be
smooth with respect to variablex and periodic with respect to
y. (The space of theseY-periodic displacements is denoted
by UY.)

The derivative with respect to positionM is

∂

∂M
= ∂

∂x
+ ε−1 ∂

∂y
(5)

and one has the decompositionε(U) = εx(U) + ε−1εy(U),
where subscriptsx andy denote the derivatives with respect
to x andy, respectively. Then, the compatibility equation (1)
becomes

ε = ε(U) =
∑

i > 0

εiε(U(i)) = ε−1εy(U(0)) +
∑

i > 0

εi(εx(U
(i))

+ εy(U(i+1))) =
∑

i > −1

εiε(i) (6)

The behavior in cellY is defined by OperatorKY(y), which
is alsoY-periodic (and, therefore, identical in all the cells).
Then, on the macroscale, the behavior atx ∈ � is defined by
K(x) = KY(x/ε) = KY(y), and the constitutive relation (3)
becomes

σ = Kε =
∑

i > −1

εiKYε(i) =
∑

i > −1

εiσ(i) (7)

Finally, using the obvious notations divσ = divxσ +
ε−1divyσ, the equilibrium equation (2) leads to

ε−2divyσ
(−1) + ε−1(divxσ

(−1) + divyσ
(0))

+ (divxσ
(0) + divyσ

(1) + f
d
)

+
∑
i > 1

εi(divxσ
(i) + divyσ

(i+1)) = 0 (8)

whose various terms are identified with respect to the order
of magnitudeε.

� The Order-(−2) problem is

divyσ
(−1) = 0 and σ(−1) = KYεy(U(0)) (9)

whose solutions areσ−1 = 0 and εy(U(0)) = 0, which
indicates that displacementU(0) depends on the slow
variablex alone.

� The Order-(−1) problem is

divyσ
(0) = 0 and σ(0) = KY(εx(U

(0)) + εy(U(1)))

(10)

which is defined overY. If x andεx(U(0)) are assumed
to be known, this problem can be interpreted as seeking
U(1) ∈ UY such that

∀U� ∈ UY,

∫
Y

εy(U�) : KYεy(U(1))dy

= −
∫

Y
εy(U�) : KYεx(U

(0))dy (11)

This problem has a unique solution inεy(U(1)), which
depends linearly onεx(U(0)) through a Y-periodic
operatorH(y) such thatεy(U(1)) = Hεx(U(0)). Then, one
can deduce

σ(0) = KY(I + H)εx(U
(0)) (12)

� The Order-0 problem is

divxσ
(0) + divyσ

(1) + f
d

= 0 and

σ(1) = KY(εx(U
(1)) + εy(U(2))) (13)

which could be interpreted in the same manner. However,
in first-order homogenization approaches, this equation is
not solved, and one expresses only the existence condition
of its solution:

∫
Y
(divxσ

(0) + f
d
)dy = 0 (14)

Defining the average overY as〈·〉Y = (1/meas(Y))
∫

Y · dy,
one hasU0 = 〈U(0)〉Y, and equations (12) and (14) lead to

〈σ(0)〉Y = 〈KY(I + H)〉Yεx(〈U(0)〉Y) and

divx〈σ(0)〉Y + 〈f
d
〉Y = 0 (15)
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This homogenization theory is a paradigm for designing
multiscale methods. The large-wavelength part of the solution
is calculated using the homogenized problem (15) defined
over the complete domain, leading to macro quantities that are
actually mean values: the macro displacementUM = 〈U(0)〉Y,
the macro strainεM = εx(UM), and the macro stressσM =
〈σ(0)〉Y. The small-wavelength part of the solution is calcu-
lated in a second stage: the micro quantities, especially the
micro stress, are determined as functions of the macro strain
through (12), the operatorH being calculated on the cell’s
level using periodic conditions.

3.2 Discussion

It has been shown that far from the boundaries, the error
is O(r), wherer is the ratio of the two scales. However,
near the boundaries, the error isO(1), and, therefore it is
not possible to homogenize. A possible solution consists in
keeping the micro description near the boundaries. Different
variants have been proposed, for example, the replacement
of the periodic conditions by other boundary conditions,
such as the Hill–Mandel conditions, in order to improve the
approximation (Kouznetsova, Geers and Brekelmans, 2002).
Error control was proposed in a study by Oden, Vemaganti
and Möes (1999). More specifically, concerning local errors,
one can also resort to a full micro description without ho-
mogenization (Zohdi, Oden and Rodin, 1996).

4 MULTISCALE METHODS IN SPACE

4.1 Extension of the homogenization theory
to implicit macro constitutive relations

The extension of the homogenization theory to nonlinear
problems, such as viscoplasticity and damage, leads to what
Feyel calls the FE2 method. The idea is to introduce, at each
Gauss point, a micro window describing a cell and its state:
in fact, such an approach comes down to defining an im-
plicit macro constitutive relation. Various approximations
have been proposed for describing the state of the structure
at any time and at any point; a pragmatic approach consists
in assuming that the state is piecewise constant within the
constituents of the cell. Among the main references, one can
mention Devrieset al. (1989), Feyel (2003), Fishet al. (1997),
Ghosh, Lee and Moorthy (1996), Lefik and Schrefler (2000),
Zohdi, Oden and Rodin (1996), and Niekampet al. (2009).

4.2 The variational multiscale method

This method was initially proposed by Hughes (1995). For the
sake of simplicity in this presentation, let us assume Dirichlet

boundary conditions (∂� = ∂1�) and rewrite problems (1),
(2), (3) into the following variational form:

FindU ∈ U such that∀U� ∈ U �, a(U�, U) = (U�, f
d
)

(16)

wherea is a bilinear form defined by

a(U�, U) =
∫

�

ε(U�) : Kε(U)d� = (U�,LU) (17)

(·, ·) is the natural scalar product in�, L a symmetric
operator, andU � the vector space associated withU . Then,
the solution can be decomposed intoU = UM + Um, where
UM ∈ UM andUm ∈ Um designate, respectively, the “resolv-
able” part and the “unresolvable” part of the solution, with
U = UM ⊕ Um.

Equation (16) leads to two subproblems:

∀UM� ∈ UM�, a(UM�, UM + Um) = (UM�, f
d
) (18)

∀Um� ∈ Um�, a(Um�, UM + Um) = (Um�, f
d
) (19)

Subproblem (19) can be rewritten as

∀Um� ∈ Um�, a(Um�, Um) = (Um�, f
d
− LUM) (20)

and solved analytically:

Um(M) = −
∫

�

g(M, P)(f
d
− LUM)(P)d�

= M(f
d
− LUM) (21)

using the relevant Green functiong(M, P) (whose corre-
sponding operator isM). This expression enables the un-
resolvable part of the solutionUm to be deduced from the
residualf

d
− LUM of the resolved scale. This is injected

into subproblem (18) to eliminate the explicit dependence
on the unresolved scale, leading to the exact problem to be
solved in order to get the resolvable part of the solution:

FindUM ∈ UM such that∀UM� ∈ UM�,

B(UM�, UM ; g) = L(UM�; g) (22)

where:

B(UM�, UM ; g) = a(UM�, UM) + (UM�,LMLUM)

L(UM�; g) = (UM�, f
d
) + (UM�,LMf

d
) (23)
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As written above, this method is restricted to the linear
case, which is a serious limitation. However, for linear prob-
lems, this is a paradigm that covers all multiscale methods.
In order to be effective, operatorM must be “local”, which
requires some conditions on the residual. In practice, this
framework has been used in many papers to define additional
bubble shape functions for stabilization purposes. One should
also mention that bubble “micro” descriptions were intro-
duced in many works as multiscale methods (Ibrahimbegović
and Melnyk, 2007).

4.3 Multiscale domain decomposition methods

The basic idea of domain decomposition methods is to
describe the structure as an assembly of subdomains�E

(Figure 4). Let subscriptE denote the restriction to�E. First,
each subdomain�E of � is defined by the set of variables
(UE, σE), which must satisfy equations similar to (1), (2),
and (3), written in the following variational form:

FindUE ∈ UEsuch that

∀U�
E ∈ U �

E, aE(U�
E, UE) = (U�

E, f
d
)E + [U�

E, FE]∂E

(24)

whereFE is the reaction on subdomain�E of the neighbor-
ing subdomains through their common interface∂�E \ ∂1�,
and [U�

E, FE]∂E = ∫
∂�E\∂1�

U�
E · FEdS. Then, the connec-

tion conditions at the interface�EE′ between�E and�E′

must be verified. For a perfect interface, these conditions are
the continuity of the displacement and the equilibrium of the

reactions (the Action–Reaction principle):

∀�EE′, WE − WE′ = 0 (25)

∀�EE′, FE + FE′ = 0 (26)

whereWE = UE|�EE′ . The system (24), (25), (26) is the start-
ing point of many methods, of which only a small selection
will be discussed.

4.3.1 The FETI method (for finite element tearing
and interconnecting (Farhat and Roux, 1991))

This method is labeled as a “dual approach” because it con-
sists in favoring the interface force field. One introduces a
unique interface load unknown verifying (26), and then uses
an iterative process to verify (25) while (24) is continuously
verified.

The traction forces must be in global equilibrium with each
subdomain. This is achieved through Lagrange multipliers
that are rigid body displacements within the different subdo-
mains. Then, two scales are introduced for the displacements
but only one scale for the stresses. Thus, the FETI method
can be viewed as a 1.5-scale approach, which explains its
efficiency. A conjugate gradient technique is used to solve
the discretized problem.

A “primal approach” in which the displacements are
favored can be found in a study by Le Tallec, De Roeck and
Vidrascu (1991).

4.3.2 The multiscale LATIN method (Ladevèze,
Néron and Gosselet, 2007; Ladevèze and
Nouy, 2003)

This method is labeled as a “mixed approach” because it
consists in dealing with both the displacement field and the

Figure 4. Decomposition of the reference problem into subdomains and interfaces.
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force field at the interface without favoring one over the other
(Ladev̀eze, 1999).

For this purpose, a special role is assigned to each in-
terface�EE′ , which is assumed to have its own variables –
the displacement distributions (WE, WE′) and the force
distributions (FE, FE′) on both sides of the interface –
and its own behavior. This behavior can be expressed as
bEE′(WE, WE′, FE, FE′) = 0, wherebEE′ is an operator that
can represent a perfect connection, as in (25) and (26), but can
also easily represent more complex types of behavior such as
friction.

In order to take into account the multiscale aspects, the
interface quantities are described using two spatial scales
called the “macro” scale and the “micro” scale:

WE = WM
E + Wm

E and FE = FM
E + Fm

E (27)

Regarding the space of the macro forces, the choice is made to
extract the resultants and moments of the forces. Indeed, with
such a choice, due to the Saint Venant principle, the effects
of the micro complements are localized in space. A similar
choice is made for the macro displacements. An important
feature of the multiscale computational strategy presented
here is that the transmission conditions at the interfaces
are partially verified a priori: the set of the macro forces
(FM

E )�E⊂� is required to verify the transmission conditions
systematically, including the boundary conditions.

The problem is solved using the LATIN method
(Ladev̀eze, 1999). This method is based on the idea of sep-
arating the difficulties to avoid having to deal with global
equations and nonlinear equations simultaneously. In order
to do that, the equations to be verified by the solutions
s = (UE, WE, σE, FE)�E⊂� are divided into two groups with
the following two spaces of solutions:

� the spaceAd of the solutions of the linear equations
associated with the subdomains, that is, the equilibrium
of (UE, σE) under the action of the neighboring inter-
face (WE, FE) and the transmission of the macro forces
(FM

E )�E⊂�;
� the space� of the solutions of the local equa-

tions related to the interfaces, that is, the behavior
bEE′(WE, WE′, FE, FE′) = 0 of these interfaces.

The resolution, which consists in findingsref =
(sE)�E⊂� ∈ Ad ∩ �, is carried out using an iterative scheme.
Each iteration consists of two steps, called the “local stage”
and the “linear stage”, in which one element of� and one
element ofAd are constructed alternatively using “search
directions”E+ andE−, which are introduced in order to close
the problem and converge toward the solution.

The local stage consists in findingŝn+1/2 ∈ � given sn ∈
Ad, and then using an ascent directionE+ that must contain
ŝn+1/2 − sn = �s. This direction is defined by

�s = {�sE}�E⊂� ∈ E+ ⇐⇒ ∀�E ⊂ �,{
�ε̇E + H�σE = 0

�ẆE − h�FE = 0
(28)

whereH andh are symmetric, positive definite operators that
are parameters of the method.

The linear stage consists in findingsn+1 ∈ Ad given
ŝn+1/2 ∈ �, and then using a descent directionE− that must
containsn+1 − ŝn+1/2 = �s. This direction is defined by

�s = {�sE}�E⊂� ∈ E− ⇐⇒ ∀�E ⊂ �,{
�ε̇E − H�σE = 0

�ẆE + h�FE = 0 (29)

Following the proof given by Ladevèze (1999), one can show
that the quantity (1/2)(sn+1 + sn) converges towardsref and,
since the reference solutionsref is the intersection of� and
Ad, the distance between̂sn+1/2 andsn is a good error indi-
cator to verify the convergence of the algorithm.

The choice of parameters (H, h) influences only the con-
vergence of the algorithm, but does not affect the solution.
H is related to the material model by taking the linear part
of the operator defining the state evolution laws. In the case
where the Saint Venant principle holds,h is associated with
the stiffness of the region outside the subdomain. Possible
choices are discussed in a study by Ladevèze (1999).

Figure 5 shows the macro and micro parts of the force in
the case of the 3D problem of a composite structure made of
visco-elastic materials and containing cracks. The structure
is fixed at the bottom and subjected to a bending load.

The scalability of the method was proven numerically
only in the case of different spatial scales. An extension
to discrete structures was proposed by Alart and Dureisseix
(2008), and multi-physics problems were studied by Néron
and Dureisseix (2008) through the introduction of the concept
of an interface between physics, which is an extension of the
classical material interface.

4.4 Other methods

There are other techniques or methods that are (or can be
viewed as) multiscale methods, such as the eXtended Finite
Element Method (XFEM) (Möes, Dolbow and Belytschko,
1999) or the Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM)
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Figure 5. The macro part (thick black line in (b)) and micro part (thin black line in (b)) of the force along the thick black line in (a).

(Strouboulis, Coop and Babuška, 2001). The technology be-
hind these methods, based on the partition of unity method
(PUM), has improved considerably. The key advantage of
these techniques is that the enrichment is carried out in the
Galerkin framework, which eases their implementation. The
XFEM uses a mesh, which can be relatively coarse, as a sup-
port for the introduction of new basis functions in order to
improve the description of singularities (particularly discon-
tinuities) through the level set technique. This had led to
progress in crack simulation. The GFEM is slightly differ-
ent: the support is still a mesh, which can also be relatively
coarse, but the possible enrichments are taken from a “hand-
book” (e.g., the finite solution over an infinite domain) and
are introduced through the PUM. This method can be an ef-
ficient way to handle materials with complex microstructure
or with interacting microcracks and microvoids.

Another new method is the Arlequin method (Ben Dhia,
1998), which also introduces local enrichment, this time
through a complete model. In this case, the PUM is applied
to models: two different parts of the structure are represented
by two different models glued to a transition zone.

All these methods are enrichment methods, but if the
enrichment is defined and calculated on a small scale, they
still belong to the category of multiscale methods described
previously.

5 MULTISCALE METHODS IN TIME

Only relatively few works have been devoted to multi-time-
scale computational strategies. A survey of these methods
can be found in a study by Ladevèze, Ńeron and Passieux
(2009). What one calls multi-time-step methods and time-
decomposed parallel time integrators deal with different time
discretization and integration schemes; for recent examples,

see Gravouil and Combescure (2001), and Combescure and
Gravouil (2002). However, none of these strategies involves a
true time homogenization technique. Such a technique seems
to have been used only for periodic loading histories (see
Ladev̀eze, 1999).

The first attempt to design a micro/macro computa-
tional strategy with time–space homogenization was made
by Ladev̀eze and Nouy (2003). The efficiency of this multi-
scale LATIN method is due essentially to the time-radial ap-
proximation Ladev̀eze (1999), which belongs to the category
of what is called today proper generalized decomposition
(PGD), an extension of the proper orthogonal decomposition
Chatterjee (2000). The PGD appears to be a very promis-
ing technique for reducing computational costs drastically
Chinestaet al. (2008).

Among other multiscale methods, one can also mention
“wave” computational approaches for medium-frequency
calculations (Farhat, Harari and Hetmaniuk, 2003; Ladevèze
et al., 2001). An extension to transient dynamic problems can
be found in Ladev̀eze and Chevreuil (2005).

6 CONCLUSION

Even though the prefix “multi-” is very much in fashion, it
is not just a fad, but it conveys new ideas, new concepts,
and new methods. In reference to “multiscale” and “mul-
tiphysics”, there is now a synergy among domains, meth-
ods, and people that used to belong to distinct worlds, and
this synergy is fostering considerable progress. Some re-
lated words are “robust” and “verification/validation”. Mul-
tiscale and multiphysics design has become an objective
for the aeronautical and space industries. Very soon, truly
multiscale computational strategies capable of analyzing
structural details and their interactions on the global scale
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will undoubtedly become prevalent and replace conventional
uncoupled global–local approaches. For some large-scale
engineering problems, such as the analysis of assemblies,
multiscale methods are already indispensable. The virtual
testing of composites, which is one of today’s main
challenges for designers, is also a domain in which
such methods are essential. The past 15 years have seen
the emergence and development of the multiscale and
multiphysics concepts in research. The next 10 years will
see their implementation in aeronautical and space design.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Numerical methods for fluid–structure-interaction problems
are of great importance in aerospace engineering in the
analysis of aeroelastic stability. Aeroelastic phenomena
such as flutter, buffeting, and limit-cycle oscillations (see
Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfman (1996), Unsteady Tran-
sonic Aerodynamics, Transonic Nonlinear Aeroelasticity and
Panel Flutter) restrict the admissible operating conditions of
aircraft and must therefore be controlled by a proper design.
Aeroelasticity is furthermore pertinent in the development of
novel flexible configurations. Moreover, simultaneous me-
chanical and thermal fluid-structure interaction, commonly
referred to as aerothermoelasticity, is pivotal in aerospace en-
gineering in hypersonic applications (see Hypersonic Aeroe-
lasticity and Aerothermoelasticity).

The developments in computational aeroelasticity have
closely followed the advances in computational fluid dy-
namics, computational mechanics, and scientific computing.
Classically, computational methods have been based on sim-

plified fluid and structure models; see Dowell and Hall (2001)
for an overview. The numerical solution of fluid–structure
interaction models based on the Euler and the Navier–
Stokes equations with realistic aircraft configuration has only
recently become tractable; see Geuzaine, Grandmont and
Farhat (2003), and Farhat (2004), and the references therein.

In this chapter, we are concerned with the fundamentals
of fluid–structure interaction and of computational solution
methods for this class of problems. In Section 2, we present
the formulation of the coupled problem, and we address the
issues pertinent to the motion of the fluid domain. Moreover,
we focus on the precise interpretation of the kinematic, dy-
namic, thermal, and thermodynamic interface conditions. In
Section 3, we review solution techniques for fluid–structure-
interaction problems in relation to the strength of the
coupling.

2 FORMULATION OF
FLUID–STRUCTURE INTERACTION
PROBLEMS

In this section, we present the governing equations for the
fluid and structure subsystems and the interface conditions.
Particular attention is devoted to the proper interpretation of
the interface conditions in the coupled problem.

2.1 Problem setting

To provide a setting for the model problem, let X be a
Euclidean space of dimension d (d = 2, 3) with measure | · |.
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By introducing orthonormal base vectors ei, i = 1, . . . , d

in X, we can specify any position x ∈ X by its coordi-
nates (x1, . . . , xd) with respect to the basis according to
x = x1e1 + · · · + xded , and we can identify X and Rd .

We consider a time interval ]0, T [, and two time-dependent
open bounded subsets of X, viz., Ft and St , which respec-
tively accommodate the fluid and structure subsystems. De-
noting by ∂(·) the boundary of a domain (·), the fluid–structure
interface �t consists of the intersection between ∂Ft and ∂St .

2.2 Evolution form of the structure subsystem

For the structure subsystem, we consider the equations per-
taining to an elastic solid in Lagrangian form, that is, the equa-
tions are expressed in so-called material coordinates with
respect to a reference configuration. In general, the refer-
ence configuration corresponds to a given stress-free initial
configuration. The actual configuration St is the image of
the reference configuration S̄ under a smooth displacement
field � according to St = T�(t)S̄, where T�(t) := Id + �(t)
with Id the identity. The transformation map T�(t) : x̄ �→ x(t)
associates to each point x̄ in the reference configuration its
position x(t) in the actual configuration. Admissibility of the
displacement field implies that the corresponding transfor-
mation map is differentiable and invertible.

Let us denote by D the collection of all admissible dis-
placement fields on the reference configuration. The displace-
ment of the structure � is a time-dependent function with
values in D, which satisfies the equations of motion:

ρ̄�′′(t) − divP(t) = ρ̄f (t), t ∈ ]0, T [ (1)

where (·)′ denotes the temporal derivative of (·), ρ̄ is the den-
sity of the structure in the reference configuration, f is an
exogenous force per unit mass, for example due to gravity,
and P denotes the first-Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor. Note
that if the exogenous acceleration is given by ϕ : X → R

d

then f = ϕ ◦ T�(t).
Denoting by T the aggregate of all admissible tempera-

ture fields, the temperature of the structure τ : ]0, T [ → T

complies with a conservation-of-energy equation. A general
expression for conservation of energy in Lagrangian form is

ρ̄ε′(t) − P(t) : grad �′(t) − div κ A�(t) · grad τ(t) = 0,

t ∈ ]0, T [ (2)

where ε denotes the internal energy of the structure (per unit
mass), κ is the thermal conductivity, and A�(t) = J�(t)DT −1

�(t) ·
DT −T

�(t) with DT�(x̄) := ∂(T�x̄)/∂x̄, the Jacobian matrix and

J� := det DT�, the Jacobian of the transformation map, re-
spectively.

Closure of the system of equations (1)–(2) requires con-
stitutive relations, which relate the stress tensor and the in-
ternal energy to the displacement field and the tempera-
ture; see Linear Elasticity for an introduction. It is to be
noted that for temperature-independent stress-strain relation-
ships � �→ P , (1) decouples from (2).

The system of equations must be complemented with
initial and boundary conditions. In general, equation (1)
(resp. (2)) represents an evolution equation of the second
(resp. first) order in t with an elliptic operator. A comprehen-
sive general theory for such problems is presented in the book
by Lions and Magenes (1972). Appropriate initial conditions
for (1)–(2) are provided by a specification of the initial dis-
placement, velocity, and temperature fields on S̄. The bound-
ary conditions are typically either of essential (Dirichlet) type
or of natural (Neumann) type. Essential boundary conditions
specify the state variables, that is, the displacement and the
temperature, while natural boundary conditions specify their
dual, viz., the traction and the heat flux, respectively. The
boundary conditions at the fluid–structure interface are elab-
orated in Section 2.4. The conditions on the complementary
part of the boundary are not further considered.

2.3 Arbitrary Lagrangian–Euler (ALE) evolution
form of the fluid subsystem

In fluid–structure-interaction problems, especially those
in aerospace-engineering applications, the fluid equa-
tions are customarily expressed in arbitrary Lagrangian–
Eulerian (ALE) form; see (Donea, 1982; Farhat, 2004) and
also (Bazilevs et al., 2008). The equations are then formu-
lated in a reference configuration in which the interface cor-
responds to a part of the boundary. Computational meth-
ods based on the ALE formulation employ boundary-fitted
meshes, and, accordingly, boundary conditions can be im-
posed along mesh edges. Alternatively, non-boundary-fitted
meshes can be used, and the boundary conditions can be im-
posed by, for instance, embedded- or immersed-boundary
techniques or XFEM-type techniques (Gerstenberger and
Wall, 2008). In general, however, the imposition of boundary
conditions along mesh edges provides the most convenient,
accurate, and robust treatment.

We denote by �(t) the displacement of the fluid domainFt

relative to the reference configuration F̄ and by T�(t) the
corresponding transformation map. Let us consider a generic
scalar conservation law in Eulerian form, f ′(t) + div g(t) =
h(t). To derive the ALE form of this conservation law, we
note that for any subset ω̄ ⊆ F̄ in the reference configuration
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and corresponding domain T�(t)ω̄ =: ωt ⊆ Ft in the actual
configuration, the following sequence of identities holds:

∫
ωt

f ′ dx = d

dt

∫
ωt

f dx −
∫

ωt

div(fw) dx

= d

dt

∫
ω̄

f ◦ T�(t) J�(t) dx̄ (3)

−
∫

ω̄

div(fw) ◦ T�(t) J�(t) dx̄

=
∫

ω̄

d

dt

(
f ◦ T�(t) J�(t)

)
−(

div(fw) ◦ T�(t) J�(t)
)

dx̄ (4)

where w(t) := �′(t) ◦ T −1
�(t) is the domain velocity in the

actual configuration and J�(t) denotes the Jacobian of the
transformation map T�(t). Moreover, we have the auxiliary
identities

∫
ωt

div g dx =
∫

ω̄

(div g) ◦ T�(t) J�(t) dx̄,

∫
ωt

h dx =
∫

ω̄

h ◦ T�(t) J�(t) dx̄ (5)

Hence, the conservation law can be equivalently expressed
in the reference domain as

(
f (t) ◦ T�(t) J�(t)

)′ + J�(t)(div g(t) − div f (t)w(t)) ◦ T�(t)

= J�(t) h(t) ◦ T�(t) (6)

Equation (6) is the ALE formulation of the generic conserva-
tion law. The functions g, f , and w are defined on the actual
domain Ft , and, accordingly, the divergence operator in (6)
acts in the actual configuration. It is to be noted that in a
standard isoparametric finite-element formulation (cf., e.g.,
Ern and Guermond (2004)), equation (6) can be expressed
such that it only involves the relation between the reference
element and its realization in the actual configuration, inde-
pendent of the reference configuration.

We consider a compressible viscous fluid flow, charac-
terized by its density, velocity, and temperature. Let R,V

and S, respectively, denote the collections of admissible
density fields, velocity fields, and temperature fields on F̄ .
The density �̄ : ]0, T [ → R, velocity ū : ]0, T [ → V, and
temperature θ̄ : ]0, T [ → S of the fluid comply with con-
servation of mass, momentum, and energy. Suppressing the
time-dependence for compactness, the ALE form of these

conservation laws is given by

(
�̄J�

)′ + J�

(
div

(
�(u − w)

)) ◦ T� = 0 (7a)

(
�̄ūJ�

)′ + J�

(
div

(
�u(u − w) − �

) − � ϕ
)

◦ T� = 0 (7b)

(
ĒJ�

)′ + J�

(
div

(
E(u − w) − � · u

−κ grad θ
) − � ϕ · u

)
◦ T� = 0 (7c)

for t ∈ ]0, T [, where (·) = ¯(·) ◦ T −1
�(t) denotes the representa-

tion of a function ¯(·) in the actual configuration, �(t) and
E(t) respectively represent the Cauchy stress tensor and the
total energy per unit mass of the fluid and κ is the thermal
conductivity. Closure of the system of equations (7) requires
constitutive relations that relate � and E to �, u, and θ; cf.
also Governing Equations for Fundamental Aerodynamics
and Thermodynamics.

The system of partial-differential equations (7) must be en-
dowed with initial and boundary conditions. In general, equa-
tions (7) are evolution equations of the first order in t with a
hyperbolic (equation (7)) or elliptic (equations (7b)–(7c)) op-
erator. Appropriate initial conditions for (7) are then provided
by a specification of the initial density, velocity and tempera-
ture fields. Formally, d + 2 (resp. d + 1) boundary conditions
must be provided at inflow (resp. outflow) boundaries. For
non-conducting, inviscid fluids, the operators in (7b) and (7c)
change to hyperbolic type. The equations (7) and the corre-
sponding initial and boundary conditions then conform to the
theory of Friedrichs’ systems (see, e.g., (Ern and Guermond,
2004)).

In computational procedures, the fluid-domain map T�(t) :
F̄ → Ft is generally either a harmonic map, based on the so-
lution of a Laplace problem for the displacement field �(t),
or it is based on the displacement field of an elastic solid
in F̄ . The solid problem in the latter case has no physical
significance, and is therefore often termed a pseudo solid.
In both cases, the fluid-domain map requires the solution of
an auxiliary boundary-value problem, in addition to the fluid
and structure subproblems. The corresponding formulation
is therefore commonly referred to as a three-field formula-
tion (Farhat, 2004).

The motion of the fluid domain can also be accommodated
by means of a space–time formulation (see Tezduyar,
Behr and Liou, 1992). In the space–time formulation, the
Eulerian formulation of the fluid problem is cast into a
weighted residual form on the non-cylindrical space–time
domain. For further details and advanced applications of the
space–time formulation to fluid–structure-interaction com-
putations for parachutes, we refer to (Tezduyar, Sathe and
Stein, 2006) and the references therein.
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2.4 Interface conditions

The fluid and the structure are interconnected by interface
conditions. The interface conditions can be separated into
kinematic, dynamic, thermal, and thermodynamic condi-
tions. The kinematic condition consists of two related but
independent parts. The first part stipulates that the bound-
aries of the fluid and the structure domains coincide at the
interface, that is, T�(t)�̄ = T�(t)�̄. This condition is, however,
often expressed in the more stringent form:

�(t)
∣∣
�̄

= �(t)
∣∣
�̄
, t ∈ ]0, T [ (8)

The second part of the kinematic condition identifies the fluid
velocity at the interface and the structural velocity at the in-
terface:

ū(t)|�̄ = �′(t)|�̄, t ∈ ]0, T [ (9)

On account of the kinematic conditions and the definition
of w, condition (9) is equivalent to (u(t) − w(t))|�t

= 0. For
inviscid flows, it suffices that the velocities of the fluid and
the structure in the direction perpendicular to the interface
are identical.

The dynamic condition specifies the continuity of tractions
at the interface:

P(t)
∣∣
�̄

· m̄ dS̄ = −(
�(t)

∣∣
�t

· n(t) dSt

) ◦ T�(t) t ∈ ]0, T [

(10)

where n(t) and m̄ represent the outward unit normal vectors
on ∂Ft and ∂S̄ and dSt and dS̄ denote the surface measures
carried by ∂Ft and ∂S̄, respectively. Because (10) relates to
tractions, the identity is to be understood in the sense of func-
tionals dual to traces of displacement fields (see Section 2.5).

The thermal and thermodynamic coupling conditions
specify continuity of the temperature and of its dual, the heat
flux, respectively:

τ(t)|�̄ = θ̄(t)|�̄ t ∈ ]0, T [ (11)

κ m̄ · A�(t) · grad τ(t)|�̄ dS

= −(
κ n(t) · grad θ(t)|�t

dSt

) ◦ T�(t) t ∈ ]0, T [ (12)

Let us emphasize that the gradient operator in the left-hand
side member of (12) acts in the reference configuration of
the structure, while the operator in right-hand side member
acts in the actual configuration of the fluid. The identity (12)

is again to be interpreted in the sense of functionals dual to
traces of temperature fields.

2.5 Variational formulation and interpretation

Although the proper interpretation of (10) and (12) may
appear a technicality, it is pivotal in computational methods
to issues such as energy conservation on incompatible
fluid/structure meshes (Farhat, Lesoinne and LeTallec,
1998) and adjoint formulations for goal-oriented adaptivity
(van der Zee, van Brummelen and de Borst, 2008). The expo-
sition below is restricted to (10) but extends mutatis mutandis
to (12).

To elucidate the interpretation of (10), we consider varia-
tional formulations of the conservation-of-momentum equa-
tions for the structure and the fluid (equations (1) and (7b)).
Without loss of generality, we assume that the structure is
subject to homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on the part of
the boundary that is complementary to the interface, ∂S̄ \ �̄.
We collect the admissible displacement fields in S0 := {y ∈
S : y|∂S̄\�̄ = 0}. Equation (1), including the boundary con-
ditions, can then be condensed into the variational form:
� : ]0, T [→ S0 and for all y ∈ S0, it holds that

∫
S̄

y · ρ̄�′′(t) dx +
∫
S̄

P : grad y dx

= 
t(y|�̄) +
∫
S̄

y · ρ̄f (t) dx, t ∈ ]0, T [ (13)

where the load functional 
t(y|�̄), which imposes the fluid
load on the structure, formally corresponds to 
t(y|�̄) =∫
�̄
y|�̄ · P(t)|�̄ · m̄ dS̄.
Without loss of generality, we also assume that the fluid

satisfies homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on ∂F̄ \ �̄. To
enforce (9) as a non-homogeneous Dirichlet condition at �̄,
we introduce a so-called lift operator l : γ̄ �→ l(γ̄), which
maps a function γ̄ on the interface �̄ to a velocity field l(γ̄) ∈
V such that l(γ̄)|�̄ = γ̄ and l(γ̄)|∂F̄\�̄ = 0 (see, e.g., Ern and
Guermond, 2004). We denote by V0 := {v̄ ∈ V : v̄|∂F̄ = 0}
the collection of admissible velocity fields that vanish on the
boundary and note that any ū ∈ V in compliance with (9) can
be written as ū = l(�′|�̄) + ū0 with ū0 ∈ V0. Equation (7b),
including the boundary conditions, can then be expressed in
the variational form: ū = l(�′|�̄) + ū0 with ū0 : ]0, T [→ V0

and for all v̄ ∈ V0 it holds that

at

(
�̄(t), l(�′(t)|�̄) + ū0(t), v̄

) = 0 t ∈ ]0, T [ (14)
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where the weighted-residual functional associated with (7b)
is given by

at(�̄, ū, v̄) =
∫
F̄

v̄ · (
�̄ū J�(t)

)′
dx̄

+
∫
F̄

v̄ ·
(

div
(
�u(u − w(t)) − � ϕ

) ◦ T�(t)

)
J�(t)dx̄

+
∫
F̄

(
�(t) : grad v

) ◦ T�(t)J�(t)dx̄ (15)

for a given � and corresponding w. The stress tensor � is
allowed to depend implicitly on �̄ and ū (and θ̄) through a
constitutive relation. Equivalence of (7b) and (14) follows
from integration by parts on the right-most term in (15), the
fact that v̄|∂F̄ = 0 for all v̄ ∈ V0 and standard variational
arguments. Similarly, it can be shown that for any function γ̄

on �̄, it holds that

∫
�t

(
γ̄ ◦ T −1

�(t)

) · �(t) · n dS

= at

(
�̄(t), l(�′(t)|�̄) + ū0(t), l(γ̄)

)
(16)

Identity (16) conveys that the traction on the interface �t

in fact corresponds to the fluid-residual functional evaluated
at a lifted trace function. In particular, the structural load
functional is therefore defined as


t(y|�̄) = at

(
�̄(t), l(�′(t)|�̄) + ū0(t), l(y|�̄)

)
(17)

that is, the fluid load on the structure is evaluated by lifting
the trace of the structure test functions into the fluid (see also
(LeTallec and Mouro, 2001; Melbø and Kvamsdal, 2003)).

It is to be remarked that (17) admits a direct and straight-
forward implementation in computational approaches based
on finite-element methods for both the structure and the fluid
(cf. Carey, Chow and Seager, 1985). For computational ap-
proaches based on finite-difference or finite-volume methods
for the fluid, (17) does not admit a direct implementation, be-
cause such methods lack a proper variational structure. Equa-
tion (17) should then instead be conceived of as a guiding
principle.

3 SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

Distinct solution techniques have emerged over the past years
to resolve fluid–structure-interaction problems. In this sec-
tion, we discuss the various solution techniques. To facilitate
the presentation, we condense the aggregated fluid–structure-
interaction problem into a formal variational statement: Find

the structure variables �, τ, domain displacement � :=
l(�|�̄) + �0, and fluid variables �, u = l(�′|�̄) + u0, θ =
l(τ|�̄) + θ0 such that

A
(
l(�|�̄) + �0, �, l(�′|�̄) + u0, l(τ|�̄) + θ0; r, l(y|�̄)

+v, l(ζ|�̄) + s
) + B

(
�, τ; y, ζ

) + C
(
l(�|�̄) + �0; z

)
= D

(
r, l(y|�̄) + v, l(ζ|�̄) + s

) + E
(
y, ζ

)
(18)

for all test functions r, v, s, y, ζ, z and t ∈ ]0, T [. The func-
tionals A, B, C, D, and E derive from the weak formulations
of the fluid, the structure and the fluid-domain-displacement
subproblems and the exogenous data for the fluid and the
structure, respectively. The lifted traces l(�|�̄), l(�′|�̄), and
l(τ|�̄) serve to impose the interface conditions (8), (9),
and (11) by means of non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions in the pseudo-solid and fluid subproblems. More-
over, the lifted traces l(y|�̄) and l(ζ|�̄) serve to enforce the
interface conditions (10) and (12) via Neumann boundary
conditions on the solid subproblem, in the manner described
in Section 2.5.

In the above formulation, the thermal and thermodynamic
interface conditions (11) and (12) are imposed via a Dirichlet
boundary condition in the fluid subproblem and a Neumann
boundary condition in the structure subproblem. Alterna-
tively, the assignment of the boundary conditions can be re-
versed that is, the interface conditions can be enforced by
means of a Neumann boundary condition in the fluid sub-
problem and a Dirichlet boundary condition in the structure
subproblem (see also Section 3.3).

3.1 Coupling strength and artificial added mass

The suitability of the various solution techniques depends on
the strength of the coupling between the fluid and the structure
subsystems. The strength of the kinematic/dynamic coupling
is characterized by the so-called (artificial) added mass. The
fluid subsystem can be conceived of as an operator that asso-
ciates a traction field to each admissible displacement field on
the fluid–structure interface (see, e.g., Causin, Gerbeau and
Nobile, 2005; van Brummelen, 2009). Such an operator is
called a displacement-to-traction, Dirichlet-to-Neumann or
Poincaré–Steklov operator. On short time intervals, the oper-
ator appears as an added mass on the interface, proportional
to the largest eigenvalue of the operator. The fluid–structure
mass ratio (µ), viz., the ratio of the artificial added mass to
the characteristic mass of the structure, is a critical factor in
the stability and convergence of solution techniques.

The added-mass effects of compressible and incompress-
ible flows are fundamentally different. On increasingly small
time intervals, the added mass of a compressible flow is
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proportional to the length of the time interval, whereas the
added mass of an incompressible flow approaches a constant
(see van Brummelen, 2009). Hence, in time-integration pro-
cedures, the added-mass effect can be controlled by means
of the time step for compressible flows but not for incom-
pressible flows. The effect of (in-)compressibility is essen-
tially different from the fluid–structure density ratio, which
appears as a proportionality constant in the mass ratio µ.

For diffusion-dominated heat-transfer problems, the
strength of the thermal/thermodynamic coupling is deter-
mined by the thermal effusivities of the fluid and structure
subsystems, the thermal effusivity of a material being de-
fined as

√
κρcp with κ the thermal conductivity, ρ the den-

sity, and cp the specific heat capacity of the material. The fluid
subsystem can be represented by a temperature-to-heat-flux
operator. The norm of this operator is proportional to the
thermal effusivity of the fluid. Similar to the mass ratio, the
fluid–structure thermal-effusivity ratio (ν) is essential in
the stability and convergence of solution techniques.

3.2 Monolithic methods

In monolithic approaches, the aggregated system of equations
is solved within each time step in a fully coupled manner, that
is, (18) is solved by means of a Newton procedure (see, e.g.,
Bazilevs et al., 2008; Tezduyar, Sathe and Stein, 2006). The
advantage of monolithic approaches is their robustness. Their
convergence behavior is essentially independent of the cou-
pling strength. Monolithic methods are therefore particularly
suitable for fluid–structure-interaction problems with strong
added-mass effects, for example, with incompressible flows
and lightweight structures.

An essential disadvantage of monolithic methods pertains
to their algorithmic and computational complexity. The ap-
plication of a Newton procedure to (18) requires the deriva-
tives of the functionals in the left-hand side member with
respect to the nonlinear arguments. The shape derivative,
viz., the derivative of the fluid functional A with respect to
the domain displacement �, is nonstandard. In two-field for-
mulations, in which the map �|�̄ �→ � is given without ref-
erence to a pseudo-solid problem, the shape derivative of A

with respect to �|�̄ is nonlocal as perturbations of the inter-
face generally yield global distortions of the fluid domain.
In three-field formulations, the shape derivative of A to �

is local, but the map �|�̄ �→ � that results from the inverse
of the pseudo-solid problem is nonlocal. The high compu-
tational complexity of monolithic methods originates from
the fact that the linear subproblems in the Newton procedure
contain the aggregated fluid, structure, and pseudo-solid sub-
systems. Hence, these linear subproblems are generally very

large. Moreover, due to the disparity of the subsystems, the
linear subproblems are typically ill conditioned, which forms
an asperity for iterative solvers. Preconditioners to avoid this
ill conditioning are often based on partitioning and are closer
to partitioned methods than to strictly monolithic methods.

3.3 Partitioned methods

In partitioned procedures, the fluid and solid subsystems
are separately solved subject to complementary partitions of
the interface conditions. The prototypical subiteration pro-
cedure is summarized as follows: given an initial estimate of
the structural displacement and temperature fields, �0 and
τ0, repeat for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

1. solve the pseudo-solid problem subject to kinematic con-
dition (8):

C
(
l(�n|�̄) + �0

n+1; z
) = 0 ∀z (19)

2. solve the fluid problem subject to kinematic and thermal
conditions (9) and (11):

A
(
l(�n|�̄) + �0

n+1, �n+1, l(�
′
n|�̄) + u0

n+1, l(τn|�̄)

+ θ0
n+1; r, v, s

) = D(r, v, s) ∀(r, v, s) (20)

3. solve the structure problem subject to dynamic load (10)
and thermodynamic load (12):

B
(
�n+1, τn+1; y, ζ

) = E(y, ζ) + D(0, l(y|�̄), l(ζ|�̄))

−A(l(�n|�̄) + �0
n+1, �n+1, l(�

′
n|�̄) + u0

n+1, l(τn|�̄)

+θ0
n+1; 0, l(y|�̄), l(ζ|�̄)) ∀(y, ζ) (21)

If the above procedure is convergent and it is repeated within
each time step until convergence then the corresponding
method is called a strongly coupled partitioned method.
In staggered or loosely coupled partitioned methods, the
procedure is performed only once per time step.

The essential advantage of partitioned methods is
that they separate the coupled fluid–structure-interaction
problem into a sequence of standard initial-boundary-value
problems. Due to the decoupling of the subproblems in the
solution steps, partitioned methods are modular. Therefore,
partitioned methods enable the reuse of existing software
components. For a comprehensive review on partitioned
methods, cf. (Felippa, Park and Farhat, 2001).

The subiteration process can be conceived of as an op-
erator S : qn �→ qn+1, where qn represents the aggregated
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pseudo-solid, fluid, and structure variables at iteration n. The
subiteration process is stable and convergent if this operator is
contractive, that is, if ‖S(p) − S(q)‖ ≤ C ‖p − q‖ for some
constant C < 1. Denoting the solution to the fluid–structure-
interaction problem (18), by q̂ it holds that q̂ = S(q̂).
Contractivity of S then implies

‖qn+1 − q̂‖ = ‖S(qn) − S(q̂)‖ ≤ C ‖qn − q̂‖ (22)

that is, qn+1 is closer to q̂ than qn and hence, repeated appli-
cation of S yields convergence to q̂. In general, the norm of
the subiteration operator is proportional to the fluid–structure
mass ratio and thermal-effusivity ratio, that is, there exist
constants Cµ and Cν, independent of µ and ν, such that
‖S‖ = Cµµ + Cνν. Hence, the convergence of the subitera-
tion procedure deteriorates as the mass and thermal-effusivity
ratios increase. Subiteration and, a fortiori, staggered meth-
ods are therefore unsuitable for fluid–structure-interaction
problems with strong added-mass effects. Let us note, how-
ever, that subiteration can be combined with under-relaxation
or Krylov-subspace acceleration to obtain a stable solution
method for strongly coupled problems. For weakly coupled
fluid–structure-interaction problems, for example, in aeroe-
lastic applications, staggered time-integration methods pro-
vide a very efficient strategy.

In accordance with the assignment of Dirichlet and Neu-
mann conditions in the formulation (18), in the subiteration
procedure the heat flux is transferred from the fluid to the
structure and the temperature is transferred from the structure
to the fluid. This approach is often referred to as flux forward
temperature back (FFTB). The FFTB approach is suitable
for small ν, which holds for most applications in aerospace
engineering. Alternatively, in accordance with the reversal of
the assignment of Neumann and Dirichlet conditions in the
fluid and structure subproblems, in the temperature forward
flux back (TFFB) approach, the temperature is transferred
from the fluid to the structure and the heat flux is transferred
from the structure to the fluid. The norm of the subiteration
operator corresponding to the TFFB approach is bounded in-
versely proportional to the fluid–structure thermal-effusivity
ratio. The TFFB approach is therefore appropriate for fluid–
structure-interaction problems with large ν.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Historically, experiments have played an essential role in
the evolution of aerospace structures and materials. On the
one hand, experiments have been and are currently used
extensively to generate basic material properties (design
allowables) and structural load carrying ability (buckling
limit, residual strength etc.), and in the development of
advanced materials such as alloys and composites since all of
these are necessary in the analysis, design, and qualification
of structural performance. On the other hand, experiments
and tests are invaluable in the development of an under-
standing of the mechanisms of failure and in the generation
or establishment of quantitative design criteria in the area

of structural failure (buckling, collapse and other modes
of failure) and material failure (fatigue, fracture, damage,
delamination, and other similar modes of failure). Modern
structural design and analysis methods that merge powerful
computational simulations with careful experimental charac-
terization of material and structural response have evolved to
such a sophisticated level that they reduce significantly the
procurement and operating costs, and improve performance
of aerospace vehicles. These developments have improved
the durability and reliability of aerospace structures signifi-
cantly and failures are indeed rare occurrences in aerospace
structures. Anticipation or revelation of the modes of failure
a priori rely on full-scale model and/or experimentation with
scale model testing in order to provide the necessary con-
fidence in the efficacy of advanced structures. Yet, failures
occur occasionally; they are usually catastrophic failures that
result in the loss of the vehicle and cause significant loss of
life and property. Experimental investigations pertaining to
accident reconstruction have played a central role in advanc-
ing the design, design philosophy, and operating/maintenance
procedures for these structures. Methods developed in these
investigations have found beneficial applications in other
high performance structures relating to ground transporta-
tion: rails, bridges, and other vehicles. In this chapter, we
present a brief historical overview of some of the structural
developments that relied heavily on experiments in order to
highlight the role that experiments have played in aerospace
structural technology. This is accomplished by considering
five examples that have been selected to exemplify how exper-
iments have contributed to progress in aerospace structures.
We will discuss (i) the development of stiffened cylinders
and the allowable loads for such structures; (ii) the develop-
ment of fail-safe, and more recently, damage-tolerant design
through an examination of the fatigue failure, learning from
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2 Experimental Techniques for Structural Mechanics

the De Havilland Comet aircraft; (iii) refinement of material
failure considerations instigated by the multi-site failure in
the Aloha Airlines Flight 243 in which a Boeing 737 lost a part
of the fuselage structure; (iv) temperature influences on mate-
rial property in the Space Shuttle Challenger; and, finally,
(v) the effect of strain rate on material/structural response that
was responsible for the loss of the Space Shuttle Columbia.
In each case, experimental studies provided a vital part of
the fundamental understanding and characterization of the
event, contributing to the confidence of the assessment and
the development of subsequent designs.

2 DESIGN OF STIFFENED CYLINDRICAL
SHELLS

The advent of stressed-skin aircraft was a paradigm shift in
the evolution of the airplane from the early days when wood
and fabric dominated the design; this advance required sig-
nificantly more sophisticated quantitative consideration of
structural modes of deformation and failure. In particular,
structural instability in the form of buckling was identified as
the dominant load limiting failure condition and substantial
experimental and theoretical efforts were devoted in order to
determine the allowable load that can be carried by a stiff-
ened cylinder. This is evident, for example, from the effort
expended in the time period from about 1938 to the early
1960s on buckling studies (Graduate Aeronautical Laborato-
ries, 1943a–e). An early NACA Technical Note authored by
the group at the Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratories of
the California Institute of Technology states

An inspection of this type of structure loaded, for example,
by compression loads parallel to the cylinder axis, will
show that there are several types of failure to which it
might be subject. These types of failure are, in the order in
which they will be discussed, material failure, local failure,
panel failure, and general instability failure.

(NACA TN-905, p.4)

Material failure, by exceeding the strength of the mate-
rial, was deemed unlikely. Local failure by buckling of
longitudinal stiffeners or frames was considered to be fairly
well understood. Panel failure occurs when the frames are
heavy and the longitudinal stiffeners are light; this was han-
dled by modifying the stiffener buckling load suitably to
account for the effect of the skin. Therefore, the focus of the
effort was on general instability failure. Numerous experi-
ments were performed on stiffened cylindrical shells under
an applied bending moment in order to trigger this mode

of failure. Parametric variation of the spacing of frames,
longitudinal stiffeners, and cylinder diameter and length was
augmented with variations in the section properties of the
stiffeners, frames and sheet thicknesses. Direct measure-
ments of the radial and angular positions of different points
along the cylinder were obtained and correlated with the
applied bending moment. After an exhaustive comparison
of the measurements and the different models available, it
was determined that none of the theories was adequate. The
report goes on to state that

A theory based on large deflections would be extremely
difficult because of the nonlinear load-deflection relation-
ship discussed in this section. This difficulty makes it
desirable to attack the problem by experimental methods
which would lead to the development of a suitable design
parameter. (NACA TN-909, p.11)

Through dimensional analysis and correlations with exper-
iments, the stress at general instability normalized by the
Young’s modulus was related to the geometrical parame-
ters: b, the spacing between frames, d, the spacing between
longitudinal stiffeners, and the section properties rs

g and rf
g

(radius of gyration) of the longitudinal stiffeners and frames,
respectively. Thus a correlation was made between the gen-

eral instability strain σ
E

and the parameter R(bd)
1
4
(
rs
gr

f
g

)− 3
4 ,

where R is the radius of the cylinder. This demonstrates
the power of experiments in providing acceptable engineer-
ing answers even in the absence of a complete theoretical
model.

There was also recognition that monocoque cylinders were
not pristine; cutouts were required for windows, doors, escape
hatches, and other openings. Two major effects were antic-
ipated: first is a redistribution of stresses near the opening
and the second is a reduction in the load at general instability
(see Hoff and Boley, 1946). Once again, difficult problems
such as these are not easily addressed through analysis, but
may be approached through experiments. Hoff and Boley
(1946) conducted experiments, similar to those on general
instabilities of complete cylindrical shells discussed above,
but this time with a cutout introduced in order to examine
its effect on the stress redistribution and onset of general
instability mode of failure. The experiments yielded a simple
result indicating that the bending moment at general insta-
bility decreased with increasing cutout size; furthermore, the
detailed strain variation in the specimens was measured with
electrical resistance based strain-gages that had just recently
been developed. Based on the strain measurements, Hoff
and Boley (1946) were able to determine the detailed strain
variation near the cutout. An example of their measurement
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Figure 1. Strain trajectories near a cutout in a monocoque cylinder.
Reproduced from Hoff and Boley (1946) c© NACA.

indicating strain contours is shown in Figure 1; the original
report provides results where, once again, significant para-
metric studies were conducted. The concentration of strain
near the cutouts is easily identified, and while modern fail-
ure theories would have viewed this with serious concern, at
the time these experiments were performed and interpreted,
the focus was on general instabilities and it appears that not
much attention was devoted to the strain concentration.

Advances in theoretical and numerical modeling of
shell structures have progressed much beyond these early
developments; in the second decade of the twenty-first cen-
tury, analysis of such structures can be performed easily
through the finite element methodology; nevertheless, exper-
iments continue to provide important validation to shell-like
aerospace structures. Airworthiness certification process for
aircraft structures requires that new designs and fabrication
methodologies be demonstrated to be viable by a full-scale
testing program. For example, the Boeing 787 Dreamliner
that is currently undergoing certification trials had to perform

a full-scale static deflection test of the complete wing and
pressure testing of the fuselage in order to demonstrate its
structural integrity. Such full-scale tests provide confidence
in the models used to design and the processes used to fabri-
cate the airplane structure. The measurement capabilities, of
course, have improved significantly, with advanced sensors
and digital data acquisition.

3 DESIGN AGAINST MATERIAL
FAILURE BY FRACTURE: THE DE
HAVILLAND COMET DH-106

The second example pertains to material failure through
fatigue and crack growth. As described above, the early
investigators discounted material failure by exceeding the
strength; this is clearly achievable by proper design allow-
ables and sizing of structures. However, material failure of
aircraft structures through fatigue and failure is quite a dif-
ferent story, one that coincides with the story of the first
commercial jet aircraft, the De Havilland Comet, DH-106.
This example is used as one illustration of how experimen-
tal investigations of failures can reveal hitherto unanticipated
modes of failure; the experimental investigation of fatigue
crack growth and the quantitative characterization of this
mode of failure have resulted in a fundamental shift in the
way in which aerospace structures are designed, tested, and
operated. Accounting for the presence of flaws and growth
of such flaws has resulted in a fail-safe, and later damage-
tolerant design/operating methodology, thereby increasing
the durability and reliability of aerospace structures.

Design work on the Comet airplane started in September
1946, but the first flight was on 27 July 1949, and commercial
service began with the British Overseas Airways Corporation
on 2 May 1952; significant work had gone into designing a
cabin that can withstand a large enough pressure difference
to operate at about 35 000 feet above sea level. Anticipating
depressurization problems, the Comet was subjected to pres-
sure testing cycles: between the working pressure P and 2P

for 30 cycles and an additional 2000 cycles between zero and
P . These were not intended to be fatigue tests, but pressure
qualification tests. In June 1953, the Air Registration Board
issued a proposal for fatigue testing (since cracks had been
identified in other transport aircraft in other structural parts)
for pressure cycling to 1.25P to be performed 15 000 times;
the Comet survived 18 000 cycles and the manufacturers were
satisfied with its safety at operating pressure conditions. On
2 May 1953, a BOAC Comet I–G-ALYV crashed after taking
off from Calcutta, bound for Delhi. Six crew members and 37
passengers were killed. The subsequent inquiry (MCAP-112)
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concluded that structural failure due to overstressing result-
ing from (i) severe gusts encountered in the thundersquall or
(ii) overcontrolling or loss of control by the pilot when fly-
ing through the thunderstorm. On 10 January 1954, a BOAC
Comet–G-ALYP took off from Rome, bound for London,
but broke apart at about 24 000 feet and fell into the sea. An
inquiry into the accident considered flutter, structural fail-
ure from gust (as in the previous incident), fatigue of wing
structure, and explosive decompression, among other rea-
sons; upon recommending inspections of the aircraft, flight
operations resumed on March 23, 1954. However, on 8 April
1954, another BOAC Comet–G-ALYY crashed on a flight
from Rome to Cairo at about 36 000 feet above sea level.
By this time, the Comet fleet of airplanes had accumulated a
total of 25 000 flight hours, and over 10 million flight miles.
A successful commercial effort by De Havilland was brought
to a halt by structural failure that was unanticipated.

As discussed above, early designers were, of course,
aware of some of the effects of window cutouts on the
structural response of reinforced-monocoque structures. For
example, Hoff and Boley (1946) examined the effect of
cutouts in stiffened cylinders under bending; anticipating
the stress redistribution, their experiments were instrumented
with strain gages to evaluate the strain distribution. However,
since the focus of the effort was on structural failure they
apparently did not purse the stress concentration near the
cutout. In evaluating the underlying cause of failure of the
Comet, the Report states

On 18 April 1954, Sir Arnold Hall decided that a repeated
loading test of the whole cabin system ought to be made.
He said that he regarded this as one of a number of lines
of inquiry which had to be pursued and that he felt it to be
necessary to study every possible cause in detail.

(CAP-127)

Sir Arnold Hall was the Director of the Royal Aircraft
Establishment (RAE) and was instructed by the Ministry of
Supply to investigate the Comet accidents. By early June
1954, the RAE, De Havilland Aircraft Company, and oth-
ers had built a facility to pressure test a full-scale Comet
(G-ALYU). Pressure testing was performed in water in order
to prevent catastrophic failure. In order to eliminate the
weight of the water, the entire aircraft was immersed in a
tank, as shown in Figure 2. Additional wing loads were also
simulated in these tests but their effect on the stresses was con-
sidered to be small. In the first series of tests, the G-ALYU
aircraft which had experienced 1230 flight cycles was put
through an additional 1830 cycles; at this point the structure
failed with cracks emanating from the corners of windows.

Figure 2. Aerial view of Comet G-ALYU in the testing tank (from
CAP-127).

Another series of tests on the G-ALYR was reported by
Atkinson, Winkworth and Norris (1960), with more detailed
measurements of strains, crack position, etc. with load
cycling. Fatigue cracks were observed to emanate from the
corners of multiple windows and hatches. An example of a
crack observed in this test near the corner of a window is
shown in Figure 3.

It is clear that the Comet accidents occurred because there
was incomplete understanding of the possible failure modes.
There were two main contributors in this case: first, the
stress concentration near the corner of the window elevates
the local load cycling amplitude; as a result, fatigue crack
growth occurs at faster rate than anticipated. Second, and
more importantly, there was a false sense of safety provided

Figure 3. Crack stopped at rivet hole in frame at 6 901 cycles (from
MCAP-112).
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by the pressure cycling tests; this resulted because the testing
protocol did not reflect flight conditions with high fidelity.
The pressure cycling tests were performed on test specimens
that were subjected to overpressure loading that altered the
fatigue response of the material near the corners of the win-
dows and therefore not representative of the production line
aircraft. Hence the test article survived 18 000 cycles while
cracks began to develop near the corners in about 1000 cycles.

A redesigned Comet, the Comet 4 began service in 1958,
but by this time, the Boeing 707 and the Douglas DC-8
had also entered service and gained a competitive advan-
tage. The Comet never recovered. The failure of the Comet,
nevertheless, provided impetus for the advancement of air-
craft structure technology to the next level: experimental
techniques for detection of cracks emerged and put into
routine maintenance procedures for aircraft. Fatigue crack
growth mechanisms have been explored, with an empirical
fatigue crack growth law postulated – the Paris law – and
calibrated experimentally for many aerospace alloys. The
residual strength of cracked structures has been character-
ized, taking into account the presence of cracks. Techniques
for crack management, such as tear straps on fuselages,
have been successfully developed in order to prevent catas-
trophic crack growth, and to promote gentle venting of
pressure while maintaining structural viability of the aircraft.
In summary, a fail-safe design methodology was developed
for aircraft structures and successfully incorporated into
practice. This has evolved further into a damage-tolerant
philosophy where flaws are actively “managed” as we dis-
cuss next. Structural evolution has since progressed towards
more advanced, lightweight materials and structures, made
of composites, honeycombs, and other materials, fully incor-
porating the ideas of damage-tolerance. Experiments, of the
type described in this volume, continue to play a crucial role
in the evolution of aerospace structures.

4 AGING AIRCRAFT: DESIGN AGAINST
MULTISITE DAMAGE

The success of the damage-tolerant approach to structural
design and operation brought along its own problems, not
altogether unanticipated, but nevertheless difficult. Previous
generations of aircraft were retired from service for tech-
nological reasons; even among jet airplanes built with the
damage-tolerant approach, fuel and operating efficiencies
played a role in retiring many aircraft prior to their full life
cycle. However, a new problem was looming about three
decades after the dawn of commercial jet aviation – aging!
Cyclic fatigue and fatigue crack growth were recognized as

problems in the damage-tolerant approach discussed above.
However, the fleet of airplanes – commercial as well as
military – was being used far beyond the initially intended
life cycle; management of structural integrity through rou-
tine inspections, periodic damage tolerance assessment, and
selective replacement/repair of parts had rendered airplanes
useful for significantly longer durations than initial designs
anticipated.

Aloha Airlines Flight 243, Boeing 737–200 was perform-
ing island hopping flights in Hawaii; on its fourth flight of
the day on 28 April 1988, from Hilo to Honolulu

No unusual occurrences were noted by either crewmem-
ber during the departure and climbout. As the airplane
leveled at 24 000 feet, both pilots heard a loud “clap” or
“whooshing” sound followed by wind noise behind them.
The first officer’s head was jerked backward, and she stated
that debris, including pieces of gray insulation was float-
ing in the cockpit. The captain observed that the cockpit
entry door was missing and that “there was blue sky where
the first-class ceiling had been”. The captain immediately
took over the controls of the airplane. He described the
airplane attitude as rolling slightly to the left and right and
that the flight controls felt “loose”.

(NTSB/AAR-89-03, 1989)

According to the NTSB report, “Approximately 18 feet
of the cabin skin and structure aft of the cabin entrance door
and above the passenger floorline separated from the airplane
during flight.” Remarkably, the plane made it safely to the
Kahului Airport on the island of Maui; “one flight attendant
was swept overboard during the decompression and is pre-
sumed to have been fatally injured.” The Boeing 737 was
designed for a service life of 20 years, 51 000 flight hours,
and 75 000 cycles. The fuselage was designed to withstand a
40-inch crack without catastrophic failure. Tear straps with a
spacing of 10 inches in the longitudinal and circumferential
directions were included in the design to redirect running
cracks, opening the fuselage skin, and depressurizing the
cabin gradually. Nevertheless, a large segment of the fuse-
lage was torn: the underlying cause of failure was due to
“multisite damage” or MSD.

Fatigue cracks were managed successfully in aerospace
structures since the days of the Comet. However, MSD, on the
other hand, became evident only in aircraft after significant
“aging.” MSD refers to a collection of fatigue cracks that
started initially from one or both sides of adjacent rivets along
a line, but extending to such an extent that they encompass
a complete row of skin panel fasteners. While the NTSB
found problems in human factors, maintenance procedures,
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communications, maintenance directives, etc., in terms of the
raw technical considerations of failure, the NTSB concluded
that

The fuselage failure initiated in the lap joint along S-10L;
the failure mechanism was a result of multiple site fatigue
cracking of the skin adjacent to rivet holes along the lap
joint upper rivet row and tear strap disbond which negated
the fail-safe characteristics of the fuselage.

The fatigue cracking initiated from the knife edge asso-
ciated with the countersunk lap joint rivet holes; the knife
edge concentrated stresses that were transferred through
the rivets because of the lap jointing.

The disbonding of the lap joints and tear straps orig-
inated from manufacturing difficulties encountered with
surface preparation and/or bond material processing dur-
ing the construction of the airplane which resulted in lap
joint bonds with low environmental durability or a lack of
bonding. (NTSB/AAR-89-03, 1989)

Interestingly, the NTSB report includes in Appendix J a
report published by the Federal Aviation Administration on
December 18, 1986 that expressed concern about MSD as one
of the main safety problems looming ahead in commercial
transport aircraft that have undergone significant flight cycles
and recommends establishment of procedures for inspection
programs for identifying MSD in aircraft.

Experiments were, once again, crucial to the demonstra-
tion that MSD was the prime cause of the failure of the
Aloha Airlines Boeing 737. For example, NIST carried out
experiments on large panels with simulated multiple site dam-
age (see deWit et al., 1995). Forty-thousandth of an inch
thick panels of 2024-T3 with a size 90 in by 150 in were
weakened by introducing multiple small cracks in front of
a large central crack; the small cracks were saw cut from
0.22 in diameter drilled holes in order to simulate the kind of
cracks that were observed in the Aloha Airlines Boeing 737.
The response of such panels was investigated by subject-
ing the panels to increasing overall displacement. It was
demonstrated that rapid crack extension would occur as the
ligaments between multiple cracks deformed plastically and
ruptured by linking of the small cracks; associated with this
was a large load drop indicating that the crack extension
would be unstable under load control. Similar experiments
and results are reported by Swift (1995). Following the Aloha
Airlines accident, new impetus was provided for developing
techniques of detection and analyses of aircraft structures
with multiple site damage; this has now lead to formulation
of new strategies for structural health monitoring of an aging
fleet of aerospace vehicles, with experiments providing the
foundations for these advances.

5 ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCE ON
MATERIAL PROPERTIES: THE SPACE
SHUTTLE CHALLENGER

We now turn to two examples of space vehicles where
the performance requirements are even more stringent. On
28 January 1986, the Space Shuttle Challenger on mission
51-L was lost 73 seconds into the launch, killing its crew
of seven. The space shuttle is a complex system that rep-
resents a triumph of engineering. Many of the structural
concepts developed in other aerospace vehicles have been
incorporated into this vehicle; for example, the tile-based
thermal protection system (TPS) presented many challenges
in design, manufacturing, durability assessment, etc., many of
which were handled through special experiments. However,
the main cause of the Challenger accident was the failure of
a simple O-ring seal in the solid rocket motor

The consensus of the Commission and participating inves-
tigative agencies is that the loss of the Space Shuttle
Challenger was caused by a failure in the joint between
the two lower segments of the right Solid Rocket Motor.
The specific failure was the destruction of the seals that
are intended to prevent hot gases from leaking through the
joint during the propellant burn of the rocket motor. The
evidence assembled by the Commission indicates that no
other element of the Space Shuttle system contributed to
this failure. (Rogers Commission Report, 2010)

The viscoelastic properties of the seal material had not been
properly taken into account during the launch decision. The
ambient temperature at launch was 36◦F, but the temperature
at different locations on the solid rocket motor was estimated
to vary significantly from about 50◦ in the positions facing the
sun to about 28◦F ± 5◦F in other areas. In a now famous video
presentation that is available on YouTube (Feynman Video,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qAi 9quzUY, accessed
1 February 2010), Richard Feynman made a simple and ele-
gant demonstration that the resiliency of an O-ring cooled to
the freezing point of water was significantly smaller than that
of an O-ring at higher temperature and the material was slow
in returning to its original shape. Detailed tests of the material
properties of the O-ring substantiated this appraisal. An inde-
pendent test team assembled by the commission suggested
that only full-scale tests could provide additional information
on the mechanism of leaking in the solid rocket motor, but
these were not conducted since the temperature effect on the
O-ring appeared to be quite clear. This failure has brought
to the forefront the necessity for considering the time and
temperature dependent response of materials; experiments
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have played an important role in characterizing such material
behavior (see Tschoegl, Knauss and Emri 2002).

6 STRAIN-RATE DEPENDENCE OF
MATERIAL PROPERTIES: THE SPACE
SHUTTLE COLUMBIA

The last example that we will review concerns the Space
Shuttle Columbia on mission STS-107. Columbia was
launched on 16 January 2003; during ascent, a piece of foam
insulation on the external tank separated and impacted the
reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) leading edge on the left side.
Image analysis was used to determine that a foam pad 21 to
27 inches long and 12 to 18 inches wide traveling with a rel-
ative speed between 625 to 840 feet per second had impacted
somewhere between the 5th and 9th RCC panel. Appropri-
ate tools did not exist for modeling such impact. Tragically,
on 1 February 2003, the Columbia disintegrated upon reen-
try, killing all seven crew members. The Columbia Accident
Investigation Board (CAIB) concluded

The physical cause of the loss of Columbia and its crew
was a breach in the Thermal Protection System on the lead-
ing edge of the left wing, caused by a piece of insulating
foam which separated from the left bipod ramp section
of the External Tank at 81.7 seconds after launch, and
struck the wing in the vicinity of the lower half of Rein-
forced Carbon–Carbon panel number 8. During re-entry
this breach in the Thermal Protection System allowed
superheated air to penetrate through the leading edge insu-
lation and progressively melt the aluminum structure of
the left wing, resulting in a weakening of the structure
until increasing aerodynamic forces caused loss of con-
trol, failure of the wing, and break-up of the Orbiter. This

breakup occurred in a flight regime in which, given the
current design of the Orbiter, there was no possibility for
the crew to survive (CAIB, 2003)

There was skepticism that a piece of foam weighing could
break through the RCC leading edge of the wing. The CAIB
decided to perform simulations as well as experiments to
investigate the impact event. The tests were performed at the
Southwest Research Institute in San Antonio, Texas. A pho-
tograph of the test facility is shown in Figure 4. A 35-foot long
barrel gas gun was used to launch rectangular foam blocks
weighing about 1.67 lb at a speed of 777 feet per second with
appropriate orientation on panel 8 of the Shuttle Atlantis. The
impact created a hole roughly 16 in by 17 in (see Figure 5).

The board concluded that

The wing leading edge Reinforced Carbon-Carbon com-
posite material and associated support hardware are
remarkably tough and have impact capabilities that far
exceed the minimal impact resistance specified in their
original design requirements. Nevertheless, these tests
demonstrate that this inherent toughness can be exceeded
by impacts representative of those that occurred during
Columbia’s ascent. (CAIB, 2003)

The CAIB also found that current generation modeling
tools for simulation of such impact events were inadequate.
Once again, experiments, this time at the full scale, have
proven to be an important tool in the understanding of struc-
tural performance. Models for the high strain-rate material
response including deformation, delamination, fracture, and
other modes of failure that are required for properly capturing
the structural response to failure are still not satisfactorily
developed. Experiments play a vital role in this area by pro-
viding invaluable insight into the mechanisms of failure as

Figure 4. Space shuttle leading edge foam impact test facility at Southwest Research Institute.
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Figure 5. Large hole generated by foam impact on the RCC Panel 8
of the Space Shuttle Atlantis.

well as the detailed measurements required for model gener-
ation.

7 CONCLUSION

Aerospace structures have gone through a spectacular revo-
lution in the first century of flight vehicles. The efficiency,
reliability, and durability of these structures have been
improved many fold during this time; experimental inves-
tigations have played a crucial role in this development.
In this chapter, this development is highlighted through a
selected set of examples; there is much more to this history
that has not been covered in this brief overview. The devel-
opment of experimental methods themselves has been quite
spectacular—from global measurements of the type used in
strength tests, we now have detailed full-field measurements
of structural deformation; access to detailed examination of
material defects through multimodal, nondestructuctive eval-
uation techniques and powerful 3D digital imaging methods.
The use of distributed sensors for structural health moni-
toring, distributed actuators for structural response control
or shape morphing are but a few examples of where struc-
tures are headed in the twenty-first century, fully supported
by experimental investigations, modeling, and simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Attention to the possibility of fracture is critical to the safety
and performance of aerospace structural systems. Several
well-known aircraft accidents illustrate this point. For ex-
ample, in January and March 1954, two deHavilland Comets
disintegrated in flight killing all aboard. A small crack initi-
ated by metal fatigue had grown into a window, effectively
creating a very large crack that failed rapidly. In 1988, the
roof of the forward cabin of a Boeing 737 tore away during
flight, killing a flight attendant and injuring many passengers.
The accident was the result of undetected, yet extensive dis-
bonding and fatigue damage. The November 2, 2007 crash
of an F-15 is suspected to have been caused by cracks in the
F-15’s forward longerons. Subsequent inspections revealed
cracks in many aircraft in the F-15 fleet.

While the above examples show the grave consequences
of fracture, many tools are available for the mitigation of
fracture starting from the initial stages of design up to the op-
eration, maintenance, and inspection of aerospace structures.

These tools are all based on the mechanics of fracture and the
fracture response of the material. Fracture in aerospace mate-
rials typically consists of three stages: crack initiation, fatigue
crack growth, and final crack growth to failure. This chapter
is concerned with final fracture. Fatigue is covered in Fatigue
Properties Characterization of Structural Metals, Composites
and Sandwich Structures, fracture in composites in Delam-
ination Toughness Characterization of Laminated Compos-
ites, and dynamic fracture in Dynamic Response of Materials.

2 FRACTURE MECHANICS
FOUNDATIONS

2.1 Crack tip stresses

A sharp crack produces a mathematically infinite stress con-
centration at its tip, greatly reducing the strength of the
cracked structure. In general, a crack may be subject to tensile
and shearing loads; however, cracks tend to grow perpendic-
ularly to the maximum principal stress; thus, the tensile, or
Mode-I, fracture mode shown in Figure 1a is the most signifi-
cant. In a linearly elastic material, the stress and displacement
fields ahead of the crack are described by a series solution
whose dominant terms are (Williams, 1957)

σij(r, θ) = KI√
2�r

fij(θ),

ui(r, θ) = KI(1 + ν)

E

√
r

2�
gi(θ) (1)

where KI is the mode-I stress intensity factor and fij and gi

are known functions of θ. All of the effects of loading and
geometry are reflected by the single quantity KI with units
of [F L−3/2]. Equation (1) predicts infinite stress at the crack
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a

x2

x1

r
θ

σ 8

σ 8 δ

P
a 0

a 0 +
 ∆a

1

c

(b)(a)

Figure 1. (a) Edge crack under Mode-I (tension) loading. In this
example the stress intensity factor, KI = 1.12σ∞

√
�a; (b) load vs.

load-point displacement for a linear elastic body with crack of length
a = a0. The body is loaded to fracture, at which point the crack
extends by �a and the body is unloaded. The shaded region shows
the energy dissipated by crack extension.

tip (r → 0). In practice, the material deforms nonlinearly,
blunting the crack tip to eliminate the infinite stress. As long
as the region of nonlinear deformation is small relative to the
crack length, conditions of small scale yielding (SSY) are
said to apply. Under SSY conditions, equation (1) describes
the deformation outside the nonlinear deformation region.
From the point of view of the crack tip, all of the external
loading is reflected solely through the value of KI .

2.2 Energy flow in fracture

When a tensile crack grows, the stresses at the crack are re-
leased and the crack faces open up, releasing energy. If a
crack grows straight ahead, the energy, G, released per unit
of new fracture surface, is related to KI by

G = K2
I

E′ (2)

where E′ = E for plane stress and E′ = E/(1 − ν2) for plane
strain. The energy released by fracture comes from elastic
strain energy stored in the body and from work done on the
body as the crack grows.

Consider a body loaded with point force P with load-point
displacement δ. Initially, the body has a crack of length a0

that at some point grows to length a0 + �a after which the
structure is unloaded. The work done on the body during
this cycle, ��, is given by the shaded region in Figure 1b.
Equating the work done on the body to the energy released
per unit new fracture surface area, it can be shown that

G = P2

2b

∂c

∂a
(3)

where c is the compliance, and, in a 2D problem, b is the
plate thickness. This relationship can be used to determine

G (and hence KI) if the compliance can be estimated from
structural analysis or measurements.

2.3 Fracture criteria

For a stationary, sharp crack under conditions of SSY, the
crack tip deformation and failure is driven solely by KI . Thus,
it can be postulated that the crack will grow when

KI ≥ KC (4)

where KI is the stress intensity factor due to the applied load
and KC is a critical value that represents the resistance of the
material to fracture. The value of KC can be considered a
material property that, although it may depend on thickness
and environmental factors, can be measured and tabulated
(DoD, 2003).

An alternative fracture criterion is

G ≥ GC (5)

where G, the available energy release rate, is a function of the
load and geometry and GC is an experimentally measurable
critical value. Under conditions of SSY, the two criteria are
equivalent, since G and KI are related by equation (2). When
extensive inelastic deformation occurs prior to fracture, the
two criteria are not equivalent; nonetheless, equation (5) can
still be postulated as a criterion for fracture.

Once the crack begins to grow, will it continue or will it
arrest? The stability of crack growth depends on how KI or G

changes with crack length and on the change in fracture resis-
tance with crack growth. One can consider two extremes (see
Figure 2). In one case, the load is fixed during crack growth
and KI or G will generally increase, destabilizing crack
growth. In the other extreme, the displacement is fixed during
crack growth and KI or G decrease, stabilizing crack growth.

Due to plastic deformation near the growing crack tip, the
values of KI or G needed to continue to grow a crack will

∆a

K

KR 
(Ductile)

KC 

(Brittle)

Kl (P,a)

Increasing P

∆a

K

KR 

KC

(Ductile)

(Brittle)
Kl (δ,a)

Increasing δ 

(a) (b)0 0

Resistance
curve 

Resistance
curve 

Figure 2. Stress intensity factor (dashed lines) and fracture resis-
tance or R-curve (solid line) for (a) fixed load; (b) fixed displacement
case.
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increase, reaching values that can be much higher than KC or
GC. This behavior is represented by the resistance or R-curve
as sketched in Figure 2 where the fracture resistance curve,
KR(�a), is a measured function of crack growth distance.
Using the R-curve concept, the criterion for continued crack
growth can be stated as

KI(a0 + �a) = KR(�a) (6)

The condition for crack growth instability is

dKI(a0 + �a)

da
≥ dKR(�a)

da
(7)

2.4 Calculating KI and G

To apply the fracture criteria above one needs to calculate
the crack driving forces KI or G. KI and G are calculated
through use of elasticity theory, handbooks of solutions for
various specific geometries (Murakami, 1987), compliance
methods, and finite element methods (FEM).

As an example of an elasticity theory solution, for the
edge crack shown in Figure 1a, KI = 1.12σ∞

√
2�a. As an

example of the compliance method, consider the double can-
tilevered beam geometry shown in Figure 3. The cracked por-
tion is treated as two cantilevered beams of height h and thick-
ness b loaded with force P . From beam theory, the deflection
at the end of a cantilevered beam of length a is u = Pa3/3EI,
where I = bh3/12. Thus, the compliance is c(a) = 2u/P =
8a3/Ebh3 (since there are two beams). From equation (3),

G = P2

2b

∂c

∂a
= 12

(
P

b

)2
a2

Eh3
(8)

The most flexible approach to the computation of KI and
G is the finite element method. In most cases, the crack is
modeled explicitly. Once the stress analysis is performed, KI

or G can be determined through a number of post-processing
steps. The conceptually simplest approach is to fit the stress or
displacement fields near the crack tip to equation (1) (Chan,
Tuba and Wilson, 1970). Alternately, the crack tip energy re-
lease rate can be calculated using the modified crack closure
method in which the work released during crack growth is cal-
culated from the product of the reaction forces at the crack
tip nodes and nodal displacements just behind the crack tip
(Rybicki and Kanninen, 1977). See Zehnder (2007) for fur-
ther details.

3 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS
MEASUREMENT

The fracture initiation toughness of aerospace metals is typ-
ically measured according to ASTM standards, the most
relevant of which are E399 (ASTM, 2002b), E561 (ASTM,
2005), B646 (ASTM, 2006), and E1304 (ASTM, 2002a). The
standards outline test samples, sample preparation, equip-
ment, calibration, and procedures for qualification of data.

3.1 Test samples

A selection of test geometries is shown in Figure 3. The
compact tension, C(T), sample is useful for thick samples.
Thin sheets are often tested using the middle cracked ten-
sion, M(T), sample. Small samples cut from rods can be tested
using the chevron-notched, CN, geometry (ASTM, 2002a).
In all but the CN sample, the fracture test starts with a sharp
crack, created by fatigue pre-cracking of the initially notched
sample.

3.2 Equipment

To perform the test, a calibrated tension/compression testing
machine with capability for recording load and displacement
signals must be needed. To sense the initiation of fracture, the
crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD), v, is measured.
This is accomplished with a clip-in gauge that mounts to knife
edges as shown in Figure 4a.

3.3 Test procedure and data reduction

As an example, the E399 procedures for measuring the
plain–strain fracture toughness, KIC, will be outlined. Once
the test sample has been pre-fatigued and specimen dimen-
sions carefully measured and recorded, the sample is loaded
steadily while the load, P , and CMOD, v, are recorded. Load-
ing continues until the maximum load is reached. Typical
P–v plots are shown in Figure 4. A “provisional" fracture
load value, PQ, is determined according to the sketch in Fig-
ure 4b. If PQ/Pmax < 1.1 then one calculates a provisional
toughness value, KQ = PQf (a/W, . . .), where the equations
for f (a/W, . . .) are given in the E399 standard. If plane-strain
conditions, defined by 2.5

(
KQ/σYS

)2
< min(b, a), where

σYS is the yield strength of the material, prevail, then KIC =
KQ. Otherwise, the sample thickness must be increased and
the tests repeated.
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Figure 3. Selection of geometries for fracture toughness testing.

Similar procedures apply to thin and intermediate-
thickness samples. For thin M(T) samples, PQ is the peak
load. For intermediate-thickness samples tested in the C(T)
geometry, PQ is determined by the interception of the P–v

record with an 85% slope offset line.
In the case of the CN sample, the increasing width that the

crack grows into results in a KI/P relationship that initially
decreases, then increases after a certain distance of crack
growth. If the crack grows with constant KI then the load to
drive the crack ahead reaches a peak value at a known crack
length, a∗. The fracture toughness, denoted in this case by
KIVM , is given by KIVM = Pmaxf (a∗, . . .), where f and a∗

are given in E1304. This test has the advantage of requiring
small volumes of material, of stable crack growth, and no
fatigue pre-crack is needed.

3.4 K–R curve measurement

The measurement of K–R curves is described in ASTM E561
(ASTM, 2005). No thickness requirements are given for K–
R curve testing; thus, the test should be conducted for the
thickness of material that will be used in the prospective ap-
plication.

CMOD, v

Lo
ad

, P

P5=PQ
Pmax

Pmax

Pmax = PQ

PQ

P5 P5

Initial loading line Offset line with 0.95 initial slope

(b)(a)

Figure 4. (a) Clip-in gauge for the measurement of the CMOD, v; (b) example load-displacement records and notations for qualification
of data following E399.
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C(T), M(T), and other specimens can be used for R-curve
testing. The specimens are fatigue pre-cracked according
to E399 (ASTM, 2002b). For thin samples, “anti-buckling"
guides consisting of thick plates attached to the central por-
tion of the specimen are used. The test consists of steady load-
ing of the sample during which the load and crack length are
simultaneously measured.KR(�a) can then be determined by
KR(�a) = P(�a)f (a0 + �a, geometry), where f is given
in E561 for different specimens. Crack length a0 + �a can be
measured optically using a low-power, long working distance
microscope or through the change in the sample compliance.
To measure c, the sample is periodically partially unloaded
as the crack grows. The slope of the P–v curve provides com-
pliance, from which crack length can be determined given a
calibration between c and a. The calibration can be deter-
mined analytically or through a series of experiments.

4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR
MEASURING KI

In some cases, it may not be practical to determine KI from
analytical or computational methods. For example, perhaps
the loading is not known or information about parts of the
structure that would be needed for an FEM analysis is miss-
ing. In these situations, an experimental determination of KI

based on local strain or displacement measurements is de-
sired. Many methods are available (Epstein, 1993); however,
just three methods will be discussed here: strain gauges, pho-
toelasticity, and digital image correlation.

4.1 Strain gauge method

The strain gauge method assumes the presence of an elastic,
plane-stress KI field with higher-order terms. In this method,
a strain gauge is placed near the crack tip as shown in Figure 5.
It is assumed that close to the tip, the stresses are accurately

x1

x2

r

θ

x '

y '

α

Figure 5. Location of single strain gauge near crack tip for mea-
surement of KI . With the proper selection of θ and α, the strain in
the x′ direction will depend only on KI for a three-term expansion
of the elastic, plane-stress crack tip strain field.

described by a three-term expansion of the crack tip fields
(Williams, 1957). Dally and Sanford (1988) show that if the
angles α and θ are chosen such that α = α∗ and θ = θ∗ where

cos 2α∗ = −1 − ν

1 + ν
and tan θ∗/2 = − cot 2α∗ (9)

then KI can be determined from the measured strain γx′x′ by

KI = 2µγx′x′√
2�r

f (ν) (10)

where

f (ν) =
(

1 − ν

1 + ν
cos(θ∗/2) − 1

2
sin θ∗ sin(3θ∗/2) cos 2α∗

+ 1

2
sin θ∗ cos(3θ∗/2) sin 2α∗

)
(11)

Once the gauge is placed on the part, the actual value of θ

and α should be measured. To the extent that these differ from
θ∗ and α∗, errors in the determination of KI will result. Note
also that the gauge should be small relative to the crack length
and to the distance r from the crack tip so that constant strain
over the area of the gauge is a valid approximation.

4.2 Photoelasticity

The strain gauge method above uses data from only a single
point around the crack tip and also assumes that the stress
field can be expressed using just three terms in the series
expansion. Full-field methods such as photoelasticity allow
one to use data from the entire region surrounding the crack
and remove the need to make restrictive assumptions about
the nature of the crack tip fields.

Photoelasticity is an optical method for the visualization
and measurement of in-plane stresses. It can be used ei-
ther with models built from a birefringent polymer or on
actual parts that have been coated with a birefringent mate-
rial (Kobayashi, 1987). A simulated photoelastic pattern for
a tensile crack in a plate is shown in Figure 6. The fringes are
contours of constant difference in principal stress, σ1 − σ2,
which using the generalized Westergaard solution for crack
tip fields can be expressed as (Sanford, 2003)

(Nfσ

2b

)2 = D2 + T 2 (12)
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Figure 6. Simulated photoelastic fringes for a tensile crack. The
fringe order Ni is determined at an array of points (ri, θi).

where b is the plate thickness, fσ is the stress-optic coeffi-
cient, N is the fringe order (or number) and

D =
∞∑

n=0

(
n − 1

2

)
Anr

n−1/2 sin θ sin
(

n − 3

2

)
θ

+
∞∑

m=0

Bmrm[m sin θ sin(mθ) + cos(mθ)] (13)

T = −
∞∑

n=0

(
n − 1

2

)
Anr

n−1/2 sin θ cos
(

n − 3

2

)
θ

−
∞∑

m=0

Bmrm[m sin θ cos(mθ) + sin(mθ)] (14)

The coefficient A0 corresponds to the stress intensity factor,
KI = √

2�A0. The method for finding KI is to select a num-
ber of points (ri, θi), i = 1, k surrounding the crack and to
determine the fringe order Ni at each of these k points. Trun-
cating the series for D and T at n = nmax and m = mmax,

you will have k equations

(Nifσ

2b

)2 = D2(ri, θi) + T 2(ri, θi), i = 1, k (15)

for nmax + mmax unknowns, {A0, . . . Anmax , B0, . . . , Bmmax}.
These expressions are nonlinear in the unknowns. An iter-
ative scheme for the solution of these equations is outlined in
Sanford (2003). Other nonlinear least squares methods can
also be employed. Convergence can be verified by increasing
the order of the series solutions and by increasing the number
of data points until KI converges.

4.3 Digital image correlation

Digital image correlation is a full-field method for the mea-
surement of two- and three-dimensional displacements on
the surface of an object under deformation. The measured
displacement field can be used to determine the stress inten-
sity factor crack tip opening displacement (CTOD), or other
fracture parameters (Sutton et al., 2000).

In 2D, the method works by correlating images obtained
before and after deformation of surfaces covered with a
speckle pattern. A simulated pair of images of the unde-
formed and deformed surfaces of a plate containing a ten-
sile crack is shown in Figure 7. Point P at (x, y) moves
to a new position, p, at (x + u, y + v) where u, v are the
x, y displacement components. Points Qi in the neighbor-
hood of P , at initial positions (x + dxi, y + dyi), move to
qi with positions (x + u + (1 + u,x )dxi + u,y dyi, y + v +
v,x dxi + (1 + v,y )dyi). Assuming locally homogeneous de-
formation, {u, v, u,x , u,y , v,x , v,y } are uniform over a small
region surrounding p. Let I(x, y) and I ′(x, y) be the measured
intensity pattern of the deformed and undeformed images,
respectively. Let Ĩ(x, y) and Ĩ ′(x, y) be continuous interpo-
lations of the discretely sampled I and I ′. For a given point
P , the displacement is found by maximizing the normalized
cross-correlation coefficient (Sutton et al., 2000).

C =

∑
i

Ĩ(x + dxi, y + dyi)Ĩ
′(x + u + (1 + u,x )dxi + u,y dyi, y + v + v,x dxi + (1 + v,y )dyi)

[∑
i

Ĩ2(x + dxi, y + dyi)

]1/2 [∑
i

Ĩ ′2(x + u + (1 + u,x )dxi + u,y dyi, y + v + v,x dxi + (1 + v,y )dyi)

]1/2 (16)

with respect to the deformation parameters {u, v, u,x , u,y ,

v,x , v,y }, where the summation is taken over all
Qi in the neighborhood of P . The term Ĩ ′(x + u +
(1 + u,x )dxi + u,y dyi, y + v + v,x dxi + (1 + v,y )dyi) re-
presents the intensity of the deformed image shifted
by (u +(1 + u,x )dxi+ u,y dyi, v + v,x dxi + (1 + v,y )dyi).
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Figure 7. Simulated speckle patterns around a tensile crack. (a) Undeformed; (b) deformed.

Remarkably, this method can resolve displacements to ap-
proximately ±0.02 pixels. This process is repeated over many
points, P , to provide the u and v displacements over a grid
of points. KI can be determined by linear least squares fit-
ting of the measured crack tip displacements to a multi-term
expansion of the crack tip displacement field (Sutton et al.,
2000) (note that equation (1) represents just the first term of
the crack tip fields.)
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1 INTRODUCTION

Large-scale structural testing is a critical and time-consuming
part of any aerospace vehicle design cycle. Whether the
testing is used for exploratory purposes, as a technology
demonstration, to validate structural models, or to qualify
or accept a piece of hardware, it is vitally important to allo-
cate sufficient time and resources towards defining the test
objectives and requirements and developing an effective test
plan. Once the objectives and requirements are defined and
verified, then the test planning can begin. The test planning
phase will include activities such as test article and test facil-
ity design and analysis, defining data and instrumentation
requirements, coordinating and scheduling all aspects of the
design, analysis, fabrication, inspection, installation, and test

operations, and effectively communicating this information
in a clear and concise test plan and test procedure.

There are many risks associated with conducting a test
poorly or conducting the incorrect test, including producing
incorrect or misinterpreted results that give false confidence
in an inadequate design, or rejecting an adequate design
because of an unexpected failure during testing. The results
from testing throughout the vehicle design cycle can mean
the difference between program success and failure and thus,
test objectives and requirements must be defined correctly. In
fact, studies show that the majority of all failed development
projects and project cost and schedule overruns occur because
of poorly defined project objectives and requirements.

This chapter is intended to provide some insight and guid-
ance into the development of a successful test plan for shell
buckling tests with particular attention given to defining test
objectives, requirements, and success criteria. In addition, the
chapter will describe some of the more challenging aspects
of test planning, test operations, test article and test appara-
tus design, and provide recommendations on instrumentation
and control system setup for buckling tests and including
state-of-the-art measurement approaches and technologies.
Finally, the chapter will present some suggested outlines of
test plan and test procedure documents.

2 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND TEST
PLANNING

This section gives a broad overview of the three main types of
testing involved in the launch vehicle design cycle and serves
as the foundation for subsequent discussions on developing
test objectives, requirements, and success criteria. The pur-
pose of this section is to give some insight into the process
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Figure 1. Typical test-program phasing.

of developing a successful test plan, with a focus on some
of the challenging aspects of buckling tests of thin-walled
aerospace vehicle shell structures.

2.1 Structural tests

There are typically three main phases of structural testing
during the life cycle of an aerospace vehicle and includes
“development, qualification, and acceptance” testing as
shown in Figure 1. If the structural component successfully
completes all three phases of testing, then the flight hardware
is considered to be structurally adequate for flight operations.
NASA published guidelines for the structural design of space
vehicles contained in the SP-8000 series reports, and in par-
ticular, development, qualification, and acceptance testing is
described in SP-8043, SP-8044, and SP-8045, respectively
(Anon, 1970a, 1970b, 1970c). Some of the more important
details from these documents are summarized here.

Development tests can be used to verify a structural design
approach and/or concept, identify critical failure modes, val-
idate analysis results and methods, and generate empirical
design data. Development testing is typically required when
there is a lack of confidence in analytical predictions of a
structures behavior, in the development of new manufacturing
techniques and structural configurations, or when previous
experience and/or test data is not available. Development test
articles may comprise the full range of the traditional building
block test configurations and including (i) material coupons,
(ii) structural elements such as stiffener sections and joints,
(iii) structural details such as stiffened panels with cutouts,
(iv) vehicle subcomponents, and (v) vehicle components as
shown in Figure 2. A development test typically requires
only the minimum detail necessary to develop the required
test data and does not always have to be representative of
flight hardware. Many times simplifications to the structural

Figure 2. Traditional Building Block Approach (e.g., MIL 17
Handbook). Reproduced from Anon (1999) c© Technomic Publish-
ing Company, Inc.

configuration and loading conditions are made in order to
minimize cost, schedule, and complexity as long as the test
objectives are met and the required data is not compromised.
Similarly, structural scaling can be employed to provide nec-
essary verification and validation data as long as the scaled
structural behavior is representative of the full-scale behav-
ior as determined by analysis or experience. However, it is
strongly suggested that the subscale testing be accompanied
by a select number full-scale tests of similar components or
subcomponents to verify scaling. Finally, one should always
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be cognizant of how the development test results might relate
to future vehicle structural concepts and the corresponding
qualification testing. More specifically, any additional insight
into the expected structural behavior of the flight hardware
will increase design confidence and reduce overall program
risk later in the design cycle. An excellent survey of exper-
imental methods for buckling-critical thin-walled structures
is presented by Singer, Arbocz, and Weller (2002)

During the second phase of testing, qualification tests are
used to verify that a structure meets all of its design require-
ments. The qualification tests are conducted on flight-like
structural subcomponents or components that are expected to
exhibit critical response/failure characteristics and/or contain
complex design features in which there is some uncertainty
in their predicted behavior. The critical design loads are
enveloped in the test and are intended to provide a high degree
of assurance that similar structural configurations built with
the same manufacturing process and build quality will be able
to sustain similar loading conditions without failure during
operations. Structural Qualification testing has several chal-
lenges that can have a significant affect on the design of the
test article and the actual flight hardware, and the overall out-
come of the development program. In particular, these test
challenges include, but are not limited to, the accurate simula-
tion of the expected flight environment or loads, limitations of
the test facilities, and limitations of the available instrumenta-
tion and measurement technologies. For example, it is often
very difficult to simulate flight loads in a laboratory envi-
ronment and in many instances some of the components of
the test loads have larger magnitudes than the corresponding
flight/design loads because of limitations of methods used for
test load introduction/simulation. In this instance the struc-
tural design may have to be modified to sustain the as-tested
qualification loads. In other instances, it may be impracti-
cal or impossible to obtain a particular data measurement
and that other indirect indicators need to be used. These test-
ing challenges are of extreme importance and need to be
understood and addressed early in the test planning stage.
In particular, improper simulation of the critical design loads
and/or incorrect or misinterpreted measurement data can have
a significant impact on the overall success of the program by
either giving false confidence in an inadequate design, reject-
ing an adequate design because of unexpected failure during
testing, or establishing unnecessary or overly complex test-
ing requirements that increase cost and risk. Similarly, if a
particular response measurement cannot be obtained due to
limitations in existing measurement technologies, or due to
limitations on budget or schedule, one my resort to using a
conservative design factor appropriate for untested hardware.

The final phase of testing is the acceptance testing and
is used to verify that the as-built hardware meets the design

specifications. In particular, acceptance tests are used to ver-
ify the adequacy of the materials, the manufacturing process,
and the workmanship used in the flight hardware. There
are typically, three types of acceptance tests and include,
(i) in-process testing on materials during manufacturing to
verify material properties and manufacturing quality, (ii)
nondestructive subcomponent and component tests on flight
hardware to verify that the hardware meets the design require-
ments before being installed into a system, and (iii) full
system tests on assemblies to verify that subcomponents and
components perform as required.

Many of the test methods, instrumentation, and theories
used to conduct the structural testing during these test phases
are similar but the structural test configuration, loading con-
ditions and data requirements can be very different depending
on what test objectives need to be met. Thus the test objectives
and corresponding requirements need to be properly defined
and well understood to ensure successful test planning and
execution and maximize the applicability of the test results.

2.2 Test objectives, requirements, and success
criteria

It is critical to define clear test objectives early in the test
planning phase, that is, to define what information and/or
data needs to be obtained from the test. Only after the test
objectives are defined, should the test approach and specific
test requirements be defined along with the corresponding
success criteria. For example, the objectives may be to pro-
vide specific validation data for a numerical simulation of
a structural component subjected to a set of critical design
load cases (e.g., stiffness, displacements, strains, and failure
modes) or to verify that a structure meets specified perfor-
mance requirements (e.g., the structure is subjected to design
ultimate load without buckling, failing, or sustaining perma-
nent damage). Once the objectives are clearly defined, and
including what information and data needs to be obtained
from the test, then the process of developing the test approach
and defining test requirements can begin. For simple coupon
testing this may be as straight forward as selecting an ASTM
standard specimen configuration and instrumentation and
identifying an appropriate test facility with the correct load
capacity and test environment. In contrast, aerospace-type
structural development, qualification, and acceptance tests
are typically conducted on large-scale structural subcom-
ponents or components that can be geometrically complex,
subjected to combined environments including mechanical,
pressure, and thermal loads. The loading and boundary condi-
tions may require unique facilities and purpose built hardware
and control systems. These structural test articles can exhibit
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complex quasi-static and dynamic behaviors and require that
a variety of physical measurements be taken. One important,
but often overlooked, part of the test planning activity is to
define the success criteria. More specifically, for each test
objective, what is considered to be a successful result and
guarantee that the test objectives will be met.

Thin-walled shell structures are found in almost all
aerospace vehicle designs and the buckling of these struc-
tures is typically one of the primary design considerations.
Buckling tests of thin-walled aerospace-vehicle shells share
many of the test complexities identified above and can exhibit
some unique response characteristics which pose testing chal-
lenges. For example, the maximum or buckling load and
corresponding buckling response is very sensitive to slight
variations in the test article geometry, loads and test con-
ditions. In particular, buckling-critical shells are often very
sensitive to naturally occurring variations in the as-built
geometry (even variations that are within the tolerances of
a mature aerospace-quality fabrication process). These vari-
ations in the shell wall geometry are referred to as geometric
imperfections. The buckling of the shell can also be sensi-
tive to the test-article-to-test-fixture interface conditions and
alignment, and nonuniformities in the load application. In
fact, many years before the effects of initial geometric and
loading imperfections on the buckling of thin-wall shells was
understood, it was not uncommon to have bucking loads
obtained from test to be as low as 20 to 30% of the cor-
responding theoretical value! (Singer, Arbocz and Weller,
2002; Bushnell, 1989; Brush and Almroth, 1975). Another
challenge is that a buckling-critical, imperfection-sensitive
shell typically exhibits an unstable transient dynamic collapse
response when it buckles. The buckling event is character-
ized by a significant and rapid reduction in the load carrying
capacity of the structure and is accompanied by large magni-
tude out-of-plane displacement of the shell wall. Measuring
all the various response quantities, that is, applied loads, dis-
placements, and strains can pose quite a challenge because
the displacement and strain magnitudes and distributions can
change significantly over time, the instrumentation require-
ments are typically substantial and varying depending on
what needs to be measured, and the instrumentation and
data acquisition systems may be required to capture large
quantities of low-speed and high-speed streaming data. Fur-
thermore, the control system and load introduction hardware
will have to be designed to account for this dynamic collapse
behavior and ensure safe test operations.

It is clear that many issues related to the type of test to be
conducted and the corresponding test data requirements can
have a significant affect on how the test is designed, planned,
and executed, and in particular, complex tests such as buck-
ling tests that exhibit complex behaviors. Experience shows

that, regardless of the type of testing, representation from
and coordination of many disciplines is required to properly
define and implement a test plan that includes such complex-
ities as those mentioned previously. For example, a typical
test team will include a test engineer who is in charge of coor-
dinating and conducting the test; a test requestor or principle
investigator who defines the test article configuration and test
objectives and requirements; designers and stress analysts to
design and verify the test hardware and test article; test tech-
nicians to set up the test, install and calibrate instrumentation,
data acquisition, load control systems; quality assurance to
oversee the test conduct and assist with the disposition of
any anomalous events or results; safety to ensure safe test
operations, test fixture and test article manufacturing; and
metrology to assess the quality of the as-built and as-installed
test article. Experience also shows that a test activity can ben-
efit greatly from several reviews throughout the test planning
and test operations phases. In particular, a preliminary test
planning meeting should be conducted amongst all the test
team members to discuss the proposed test objectives and
requirements, define a candidate test approach, identify any
technical and logistical problems or limitations, and verify
that the test requirements will meet the test objectives. Simi-
larly, once the test plan is written, a test plan review should be
conducted to ensure that the test objectives, requirements, and
success criteria are properly defined, are unambiguous, and
that all team members understand their role and responsibili-
ties. The proper definition of the test objectives, requirements,
and success criteria, give the principle investigator and the
sponsoring project the greatest chance of success, that is,
conducting the correct test and conducting the test correctly.

3 TEST ARTICLE AND TEST SYSTEM
DESIGN, FABRICATION,
INSTALLATION, AND INSPECTION
CONSIDERATIONS

Section 2 was a general discussion on some of the differ-
ent types of tests used in aerospace vehicle development but
is applicable to most types of testing activities in order to
achieve the test objectives. For example, if the test is a quali-
fication test, the test article is going to be a flight-like design
with flight-like manufacturing quality or if the test is an accep-
tance test, then the actual flight hardware itself is used. In
contrast, test articles used in development test do not have to
have flight-like qualities but rather, only the design details and
loading conditions that are required to provide an engineer or
designer with specific information and data to further the pre-
liminary design process. Several examples of development
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and qualification test article and test system designs for the
testing of buckling-critical launch vehicle shells are presented
in this section and the rational for some of the design decisions
are presented.

3.1 Test article design

3.1.1 Development tests

Structural development tests are commonly used to develop
insight into specific buckling response characteristics of thin-
walled shells. Much knowledge has been gained since the
writing of the NASA SP-8000 series design recommenda-
tions for launch vehicles in the 1960s, however, the buckling
behavior of shells still remains as one of the most complex
structural mechanics problems and much needs to be done to
improve the analysis and design methods of these structures.
To this end, a shell buckling design technology development
project at NASA1 is conducting a series of room-temperature
shell buckling tests on large-scale, integrally machined, alu-
minum alloy, and orthogrid-stiffened cylinders to provide
validation data for analysis-based design methods and fac-
tors. The project requires that the test article designs, and
response characteristics from the test shall envelop a spec-
ified region of the design space and that certain behavioral
characteristics and failure modes need to be isolated and stud-
ied. For example, these types of orthogrid-stiffened structures
can exhibit several different failure modes including global
buckling, local skin-pocket buckling (i.e., buckling of the thin
skin between stiffeners), stiffener buckling, and stiffener crip-
pling. One of the challenges associated with the test program
requirements is to design each test article to exhibit a specific
failure mode or sequence of failure modes. However, imper-
fection sensitivity in these buckling-critical thin-walled shells
can result in significant variability in the buckling load and
failure mode from test to test. In addition, nonlinear interac-
tions between the various failure modes can occur, but many
of these interactions are currently not well understood. This
lack of knowledge can lead to the design of structural test
articles that do not exhibit the desired test behavior. Thus,
in this scenario, detailed sensitivity studies are conducted
by using geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis to
identify the geometric imperfection sensitivity trends and
identify failure mode interactions of the test article of inter-
est. Other issues to consider in the sensitivity study include
identifying the effects of stiffness orthotropy that is a func-
tion of orthogrid stiffener spacing and geometry, nonuniform
load introduction and boundary conditions, kinematics and
elasticity of the test system, and design details and resid-
ual stresses associated the manufacturing process (a specific

example of this is described later). Once the sensitivity of the
structural response is well characterized, this information can
be used to design a test article that exhibits sufficient separa-
tion between the failure mode being isolated in the test and
all other failure modes. This sensitivity information can also
be used to help define manufacturing tolerances, for example,
machining tolerances of the ends of the test article for flat,
parallel, and perpendicular. Similarly, the sensitivity data can
be used to provide knowledge of the robustness of a partic-
ular design to anticipated variations in the as-built structure.
The use of subscale test articles is another common practice
in development testing, however, one needs to ensure that the
imperfection sensitivity characteristics of the test article are
similar to the full-scale structure being simulated and that all
critical details associated with design and response charac-
teristics will scale up to the corresponding full-scale flight
hardware. Improper scaling may negatively impact the rel-
evance of the test data or worse, result in nonconservative
designs.

An example illustrating the design of a development test
article (referred to herein as the checkout specimen) for the
NASA shell buckling project (SBKF) is presented next. The
program objectives require that the test articles have suffi-
cient margins to ensure that the test article will fail by global
instability, because the objective is to determine global buck-
ling knockdown factors. Equally important is the requirement
that the response of the scaled test articles shall be represen-
tative of the response of cylinder designs used in actual flight
hardware. These objectives are accomplished by performing
high-fidelity finite-element analysis on cylinder designs and
comparing the results the response of comparable full-scale
designs for launch vehicles.

3.2 Example: NASA/SBKF checkout specimen
design and verification

The test article design was designed to be a relatively sim-
ple specimen that exhibited a global buckling behavior to be
used to verify the design methods, experimental setup, load-
ing fixture, and testing process in the SBKF test program. The
test article was to be constructed from three, 120-degree arc-
length, curved panel segments that are friction-stir welded
together along three longitudinal weld lands to form a circu-
lar cylinder. An unstiffened monocoque cylinder was initially
considered for this purpose, but since the welding process
was restricted to 0.25 in material this would have implied a
0.25-in-thick cylinder. A buckling analysis of the standard
length cylinder with this thickness shows a predicted buck-
ling load of 8760 lb in−1, well above the capabilities of the
test system. It would be possible to make thin unstiffened
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panels with a sufficient weld land surrounding them, but this
configuration would not be representative of the response of
stiffened launch vehicle barrel sections. The primary purpose
of the checkout specimen is to verify and assess the design
and testing process, but to also have the response data be
valuable and contribute to the validation data set. Thus, it
was decided that a lightly stiffened cylinder design should
be used for the checkout specimen. The design should have
large margins for material yielding, stiffener crippling, and
pocket buckling, and be designed to buckle globally.

3.2.1 Initial analysis and design

The acreage design chosen for the checkout specimen is
shown in Table 1 and corresponding orthogrid configuration
is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The skin is relatively thick at
0.100 in to prevent pocket buckling. The stiffeners were cho-
sen to be very short with a small height-to-thickness ratio
(h/ts = 3). An effective orthogrid thickness, teff , is used to
compare various acreage designs and is calculated by

teff = 4

√
144D11D22

A11A22
(1)

where D11 and D22 are the bending stiffness in the axial and
circumferential directions, respectively, and A11 and A22 are
the axial stiffness and the circumferential stiffness, respec-
tively.

This results in design with a large shell-radius-to-
effective-skin-thickness ratio, R/teff of 231 that would be
representative of very large launch vehicle barrel design.

The buckling loads from a linear eigen analysis for ide-
alized geometrically perfect cylinders with the checkout
acreage design and three different test article lengths are
shown in Table 2. The end shortening at buckling (�cr) and
the average axial strain at buckling (εcr) are also reported.
As one would expect, the buckling load and strain increase
gradually as the test article length decreases.

Table 1. Acreage design for checkout specimen.

Dimensions Design 1 checkout

t (in) 0.100
H (in) 0.400
h (in) 0.300
bs (in) 4.00
ts (in) 0.100
br (in) 4.00
tr (in) 0.100
R/teff 230.9
Areal weight (lbm in−2) 0.0113

Figure 3. View of the integrally machined stiffener pattern inside a
typical aluminum orthogrid test article and including a longitudinal
weld land detail in the center of the image.

 h 
t

 

t r

ts

br

bs

H

Figure 4. Nomenclature used to define the orthogrid geometry.

Table 2. Linear buckling response of smeared models with check-
out acreage design.

Short Standard Long

Pcr (lb in−1) 2293 2219 2202
�cr (in) 0.0684 0.1279 0.2122
εcr (10−3) 1.899 1.850 1.841
Mass (lbm) 122.4 235.0 391.7

Before establishing this acreage design as the final check-
out specimen design, other margins checks were performed
on this design. In particular, the results indicate that material
yielding would occur at an axial strain level of approxi-
mately 5.3e−3 in in−1, and resulted in a margin in excess of
2. Stiffener crippling is calculated by using equation 2 for an
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infinitely long, simply supported stiffener. For this acreage
design the stiffener crippling load is an axial stress resul-
tant of 45900 lb in−1 in an axial stiffener. This corresponds
to an axial strain around 41.8e−3, well above the expected
buckling load levels. Pocket buckling was estimated by using
equation 3, and for this acreage design the pocket buckling
occurs at a skin stress of 2730 lb in−1. This corresponds to a
conservative strain of 2.21e−3, giving a margin of 0.21 for
pocket buckling:

N11
stiff = Et3

s

2(1 + v)h2
(2)

N11
panel = Et3π2

3(1 − v2)b2
s

(
1 + 3b4

s (1 − v2)

4R2t2�4

)
(3)

3.2.2 Global model

Next the checkout specimen design was modeled using the
more detailed global model in which the weld land details
are included in the model. The weld lands are 0.25 in thick
and extend 1.25 in on each side of the weld line. The stiffener
spacing was held constant and the distance between the weld
lands and the adjacent stiffeners was determined by the width
of the panel and the number of stiffeners shown in Table 3.
The test article mass is also listed in Table 3, and the difference
between the mass of the smeared stiffener model and global
model reflects the mass added by the incorporation of the
weld lands and transition regions, regions of transition from
the stiffened acreage to the unstiffened weld land, to the test
article design.

The results from a linear buckling analysis for the global
models are also shown in Table 3, along with the difference
between the buckling load for the global model and the corre-
sponding smeared stiffener model. The global models exhibit
buckle along the axial weld lands with mode shapes like the

Table 3. Unreinforced checkout specimen design and linear buck-
ling loads.

Short Standard Long

Axial stiffeners 25 25 25
Circumferential Stiffeners 8 17 28
Mass (lbm) 138.9 257.1 420.0
Pcr (lb in−1) 2287 2166 2139
Pcr reduction (%)2 0.3 2.4 2.9
�cr (in) 0.0634 0.1175 0.1952
�cr reduction (%)a 7.3 8.1 8.0
εcr (10−3) 1.761 1.700 1.694

a Relative to the corresponding smeared model.

Figure 5. Linear buckling mode shape for the unreinforced check-
out specimen with the standard length.

one shown in Figure 5 for the standard length global model.
Although the average line loads at buckling are very close
to those from the smeared stiffener models, the end shorten-
ing results show that the acreage is at stress levels 8% lower
than that need to force the buckling to occur in the acreage
as opposed to the weld land. That is, some additional load is
being redistributed from the acreage to the stiff weld lands.

For the first checkout specimen test it was desired that
the buckling occur in the acreage rather than at the axial
weld lands. It was hoped that, by adding additional stiffness
near the axial weld lands, the initiation of buckling could be
shifted back into the acreage. A number of stiffener config-
urations were investigated, but, only the final design will be
discussed here. The final design, shown in Figure 7, included
the following modifications to reduce the tendency for local
weld land buckling: (i) the thickness of the two outermost
axial stiffeners of each panel was increased to 0.25 in, (ii) an
additional 0.25-in-thick axial stiffener was placed equidistant
between these two stiffeners, (iii) the thickness of the circum-
ferential stiffeners was increased to 0.25 in for the sections
between the axial weld land and the inner most 0.25-in-thick
axial stiffener. This reinforced design was modeled using the
same global modeling approach discussed above for the stan-
dard length test article. The predicted linear buckling load
was 2406 lb in−1 that corresponded to an end shortening of
0.1267 in and a buckling strain of 1.833e−3. The linear bifur-
cation buckling mode shape is shown in Figure 6. Although
the reinforcement does not prevent the weld land from buck-
ling, the buckling occurs simultaneously in the weld land
and the acreage. This sort of “neutral” or balanced response
appears to be the best that can be achieved using a traditional
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Figure 6. Linear buckling mode shape for the reinforced checkout
specimen with the standard length.

Figure 7. Stiffener geometry near the longitudinal weld lands for
the reinforced checkout specimen.

weld land design, and given the manufacturing limits placed
on the weld land geometry.

3.2.3 Imperfection sensitivity

The imperfection sensitivity of the test article was also
examined to ensure that it is representative of large launch
vehicle cylinders. A nonlinear analysis was performed on
the standard length checkout specimen design, both with and
without an initial geometric imperfection. The analysis with-
out imperfection predicted a limit load of 2346 lb in−1 that
is 2.5% lower than the linear buckling load for this global
model. Figure 8 shows the load-shortening response from
the nonlinear analysis, and the postbuckled behavior of the
checkout specimen. The deformation shape at the limit load
differs significantly from the linear eigen mode, as shown
in Figure 8. The nonlinear response induces larger magni-

tude deformations at the axial weld lands prior to instability
and leads to weld land buckling. Following buckling, the
axial load has been reduced by approximately 63%, and the
postbuckled deformation pattern consists of inward buck-
ling at the center of each axial weld and throughout the
acreage.

To test the sensitivity of the test article to imperfection, the
imperfection shape described by equation 4 was applied to
the model with various magnitudes and a nonlinear analysis
was performed to determine the limit load. The load versus
end-shortening responses for the five imperfection magni-
tudes analyzed are shown in Figure 9. The limit loads for
imperfection magnitudes of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 in are 2284,
2124, 1845, and 1603 lb in−1, respectively. These correspond
to knockdowns of 0.95, 0.88, 0.77, and 0.67, respectively. For
all of these cases the prebuckling end-shortening response
was linear to limit load. The out-of-plane deformations at
limit load for the test article with a 0.2-in-magnitude imper-
fection is shown in Figure 10, and it can be seen how this type
of imperfection drives the weld land inward during loading.

I(x, θ) = −Asin
(x�

L

) [
2

3
cos

(
n�θ

180

)

+ 4

15
cos

(
2n�θ

180

)
+ 1

15
cos

(
3n�θ

180

)]
(4)

The global model was also analyzed with an imperfection
based on the first linear eigen mode. Imperfection magnitudes
of 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 in were used and nonlinear anal-
ysis was performed to determine the limit load. The resulting
end-shortening response is shown in Figure 11. This imper-
fection noticeably changes the axial stiffness of the cylinder,
decreasing the stiffness with increasing imperfection magni-
tude. All four imperfection magnitudes result in limit loads
between 1400 and 1500 lb in−1 that corresponds to a max-
imum buckling knock-down factor relative to the perfect
model of approximately 0.60.

3.2.4 Summary

The purpose of the checkout test article design is to verify and
assess the design and testing process used in the NASA/SBKF
project. In addition, it is interesting to note that the buck-
ling response and imperfection sensitivity are similar to very
large-scale cylinders such as the Space Shuttle External Tank
LH2 tank. The test article design has been reinforced in the
vicinity of the axial weld lands to minimize the influence of
the weld land on the global response and results in a linear
buckling mode shape in which buckling occurs simultane-
ously in the acreage and the weld lands. This response, thus,
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Figure 8. Predicted nonlinear load-shortening response and out-of-plane deformation of the standard length checkout specimen without
imperfection.

Figure 9. Predicted load-shortening response of standard length
checkout specimen with varying weld land imperfection magnitude.

Figure 10. Predicted out-of-plane deformation for the standard
length checkout specimen with an 0.2-in-magnitude imperfection
at the limit load of 2124 lb in−1.
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Figure 11. Predicted load-shortening response of standard length
checkout specimen with varying eigen-mode imperfection magni-
tude.

meets the design requirements for the checkout test article.
The nonlinear limit load for the perfect design is 2346 lb in−1

that is 6% higher than 2219 lb in−1 linear buckling load of
the ideal cylinder using smeared acreage properties.

3.2.5 Qualification and acceptance tests

Structural qualification tests and acceptance tests are con-
ducted on flight-like or flight hardware. In these cases, the
structural design is typically not focused towards a particular
failure mode, rather, the structure is optimized to be the light-
est weight design that exhibits positive margins for all failure
modes for a given structural concept and design load cases.
However, in the qualification or acceptance phase of testing,
the loading environments are also required to be flight-like
and these loading environments can be very difficult to simu-
late in a laboratory. The general philosophy is, “test what you
fly, fly what you test.” If the test can not be designed to sim-
ulate the flight loads exactly, test loads will be specified such
that they envelope the critical maximum expected flight loads.
This can result in higher magnitude loads in local regions of
the structure and results in the final design being governed by
the test loads and not the flight loads. A particular example
of this is the design and testing of a cryogenic fuel tank. In
this example, the tank is constructed of four barrel segments
stacked on top of each other with domes on each end and is
subjected to a combination of loads including, axial compres-
sion, longitudinal bending and transverse shear loads, internal
pressure, and thermal. Of these loads, the most difficult to

simulate in the test was the combination of axial compres-
sion, bending and transverse shear. However, the design team
wanted to optimize each barrel segment to take advantage of
the linearly varying bending load along the length of the tank
during flight (minimum load at the top, maximum load at the
bottom) with the idea that the lightly loaded sections could
be designed to a lower weight. To achieve the desired struc-
tural tailoring, simulating the combined axial compression,
bending, and transverse shear loads expected during flight
became a requirement for qualification testing. There were
two test setup options, one was to apply bending and trans-
verse shear loads at one end of the test article and use shear
straps to adjust the transverse shear loads along the length
of the tank at each of the barrel segment junctions. This test
approach would enable an adequate simulation of the bend-
ing and shear load profile along the length of the tank for the
given design load case. However, this would add additional
cost, complexity, and risk to the testing of the tank as well
as a possible redesign at each of the barrel segment junc-
tions to allow for transverse shear load application, and thus
this option was rejected. The second option, subsequently
adopted, was to apply the bending and shear load to the top of
the test assembly and prescribe the loads such that the maxi-
mum critical flight loads, stresses, and strains were enveloped
by the test load case. The test loads were somewhat higher
in several regions of the tank as compared to the flight loads
and became the governing design load case for these parts of
the tank. However, this approach resulted in a tailored tank
design that was much lighter than an untailored tank design
and only slightly heavier than the tank design that would
have required the complex transverse shear load straps in the
qualification test. It was a good compromise.

3.3 Test system

The test system often has to be designed to allow for sev-
eral functions including the safe and repeatable application
of a specified set of test load cases (sequences), ease of
operations, for example, test assembly and tear-down, and
enable personnel access to all critical test article and test sys-
tem locations for instrumentation installation, inspection, and
trouble-shooting. Many issues can factor into conducting a
safe and repeatable test including robust fixture and load con-
trol system designs and well defined test procedures. Ease of
test assembly, tear-down, and accessibility can be accounted
for in the design of the test hardware but these requirements
need to be defined early in the test design phase. Several
examples that illustrate design decisions made for safety, test
quality and repeatability, and operations are discussed in this
section.
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3.3.1 Safety

Safety may be inherent in the design of the test system. For
example, testing in commercially available uniaxial or biax-
ial test frames are relatively safe for the test hardware and
operator, although it is good practice to use eye and ear pro-
tection if there is the possibility of a sudden structural failure.
In contrast, some large-scale, purpose-built test systems may
need additional safety measures achieved through the use of
passive systems such as safety straps or harnesses that will
arrest falling hardware and instrumentation in the event of a
catastrophic structural failure. In situations where there are
suspended loads as shown in Figure 12, it is a NASA require-
ment that precautionary measures be made to minimize the
possibility of injury to personnel or damage to facilities dur-
ing test operations. For posttest tear-down of the test system
and removal of the test article, all hardware needs to be secure
in the event that the failed test article has compromised the
test fixtures and have become a safety hazard. In addition, a
properly design load control system will have active safety
limit switches defined in terms of feedback control signals,
for example, actuator load and actuator stroke, that is, the
control system will be programmed to automatically switch
over into a hold mode or terminate the test if any load or
displacement limits (upper or lower) are exceeded. This will
minimize the chance of an unexpected failure to occur and
allows the test engineer and the principle investigator to inves-
tigate the possible cause of the anomaly and determine a
follow-up course of action. The control system should also
be programmed to enable manual intervention or holds by
the test engineer, or principle investigator during the load
sequences in the event that an anomaly is detected by some
other instrumentation data. For buckling tests these types of
holds or pauses are extremely important as is the mode of
load application. For example, the control system used in a
multiactuator loading system, as shown in Figure 12, is typ-
ically programmed to load the test article in a load control
mode to ensure uniform loading around the circumference.
However, once buckling occurs, the control system should
immediately switch to displacement control so that the con-
trol system does not attempt to regain the load that was lost
during the buckling event, that is, reestablish the prescribed
load set point that was specified prior to buckling, and pos-
sibly cause sever damage to the test hardware or destroy the
test article. Finally, a well defined test procedure should be
in place for any test but especially for tests that use high-
energy systems and large test hardware and instances where
a mistake in operations could cause serious injury to person-
nel or damage to expensive or unique test equipment. An
example of a typical test procedure is discussed in a later
section.

Figure 12. Shell Buckling Test System at NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center.

3.3.2 Test quality and repeatability

It is now well known that test article geometry, nonuniform
loading, and test boundary conditions can have a significant
effect on the response of buckling-critical thin-walled shell
structures. Thus, to insure repeatable and accurate buckling
test results, the following test details need to be addressed.
First, it is well recognized that the variations in as-built geom-
etry of thin-walled shells is generally attributed to details of
the manufacturing process, thus, it is important to ensure
that a mature process is used, else one should expect to
have a significant variation in geometry and thus, signifi-
cant variations in the shell-buckling loads and behavior. It
may be possible to control the variability of the manufac-
turing process; however, this topic is out side the scope of
this chapter. The characterization of these as-built geomet-
ric variations is discussed in the next section on inspection.
Second, it is imperative that the test-article-to-test-fixture
interface be characterized and controlled throughout the life
of the test program. In particular, loading nonuniformities
can come from several sources including test-article-to-test-
fixture misalignment, geometric variations of the interface
surfaces (loading surfaces) that cause local loading nonuni-
formities near the boundary, improper design of test fixtures,
and/or load control system/strategy that can result in nonuni-
form load introduction into the test article. Some of these
design issues can be controlled by specifying and verifying
appropriate manufacturing tolerances, as mention in the pre-
vious section, such as alignment requirements and interface
surface machining tolerances. However, inadequate design of
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Figure 13. CAD drawing of the bottom load fixture including load
spider, struts, pressure plate, and load introduction cylinder.

test fixtures or load control system/strategy (mention above)
can result in serious load nonuniformities and poor test results
such as premature buckling or failure and for which there may
be no simple remedy. For example, the test system shown in
Figure 12 was designed to enable access into the interior of
the test article in between the legs of the struts Figure 13.

The load introduction structure (Figure 13), comprised of
the load spider (blue), struts (orange), pressure plate (yel-
low), and load introduction cylinder (green), had to diffuse
the loads from the legs of the load spider into the test article
and ensure a uniform load distribution. Design and analysis
efforts indicated that the most effective approach to designing
these components was to model the struts, load introduction
cylinder, and test article as an assembly so that an accurate
simulation of the load paths and load diffusion into the test
article was obtained and enabled the application of the desired
uniform loading in the test article. In particular, local attach-
ment flange geometry and stiffnesses of the struts and the load
introduction cylinder were shown to have a significant effect
on the load diffusion from the strut into the load introduc-
tion cylinder and that individual component modeling was
not adequate to capture this effect. This would have most
likely led to suboptimal load distributions in the test arti-
cle and caused erroneous test data as well as significant cost
increase and delay to the test effort to test fixture redesign.
As a final test system design verification, a complete finite
element model of all the built-up test system was constructed
and analyzed as shown in Figure 14. The results were used

Figure 14. Typical finite element model of test assembly.

to verify that the kinematics and stiffness of the test sys-
tem, and the test hardware design would meet the test load
requirements.

3.3.3 Test operations

Test operations are also an important consideration in the
design of a test system. In particular, the majority of setup
time for a large structural test is associated with personnel
working in and around the test system installing the vari-
ous hardware and instrumentation. Thus, it is important to
understand the accessibility requirements throughout the test
cycle from initial build-up, to test article installation, to test
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operations, to test tear-down, and incorporate these require-
ments in the design process. Recently, visual accessibility of
the test article has become more important with the advent
of high-fidelity optical measurement systems such as dig-
ital image correlation systems (DIC, photogrametery) and
high-speed video which require unobstructed views of the
measurement area. For example, the arrangement of cam-
eras around the test article needs to be incorporated into the
test area foot print and the test article measurement areas
need to be defined so that other hardware such as loadlines
or instrumentation towers can be placed out of view of the
camera.

3.4 Installation and inspection

The final step in the test article and test system build phase
is the installation and inspection or verification of all the
hardware. For buckling-critical shells, it is imperative that a
standard installation and inspection procedure be defined to
ensure uniform and repeatable installations from test to test.
The procedure should include all aspects of installing the
test article into the test system including bonding or bolting
the test article into an attachment fixture or end ring, lifting
installing the test article into the test system, and aligning
test article and test system. It is also critical to measure the
as-built shell wall geometry once the test article is installed
in the fixture or rings and then verified once installed in the
test system prior to test. Results of such a measurement are
shown in Figure 15. This data is needed for subsequent high-
fidelity finite element simulations of the test article behavior.

Figure 15. Typical contour plot of a measured geometric imperfec-
tion of a thin-walled shell

In addition, this geometry data (i.e., imperfection data) can
be used to develop a so called a manufacturing geometry sig-
nature for future design purposes (Hilburger, 2008; Arbocz
and Hilburger, 2005). Similarly, all specified manufacturing
tolerances need to be verified, including the flat, parallel, and
perpendicular tolerances specified for the test-article-to-test-
fixture interface. For test systems such as the one shown in
Figure 12, the alignment of the load lines relative to a best-
fit test article centerline should be verified to ensure that no
significant off-axis loads are applied to the test article during
testing such as torsion or transverse shear. Many measure-
ment technologies are now available to obtain high-fidelity
geometry measurements of very large structures. Some of the
more common technologies include measurement arms, laser
trackers, laser radar systems, and white light interferometers.
They have various levels of resolution and the choice of which
system to use should be made on a case-by-case basis. Many
of the systems are portable and the measurement data can be
directly imported in to common design and analysis software
to compare as-built geometry with the as-designed geometry,
or to provide geometry data for finite element models.

4 DATA AND INSTRUMENTATION

Test requirements will dictate that certain types of data be
obtained from a test or series of tests to verify structural per-
formance or provide data to develop or validate a structural
model. In addition, other instrumentation is often necessary
to ensure that the desired loading is applied to the test arti-
cle and that any deviations are quantified for use in test
operations decisions or in posttest analysis. With complex
testing environments and test articles, and the need to quan-
tify a variety of structural response characteristics, choosing
the proper instrumentation and measurement locations is
extremely important and time consuming. Examples of the
types of data that are typically obtained form a large-scale
aerospace structural test will be described in this section along
with some thoughts on choosing a measurement technique
and location, and understanding various instrumentation lim-
itations.

4.1 Traditional load, displacement, and stain
measurements

Traditional load, displacement and strain measurements are
a staple in structural testing. There are three main uses of
these types of measurements including, to provide feedback
data to load control systems, provide data for model vali-
dation and/or structural component verification, to identify
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and assess as-tested loading conditions, and identify loading
anomalies.

4.1.1 Measurements for test load control

As mentioned in a previous section, shell buckling tests that
utilize multiple load actuators or load lines often require a
multichannel load control system (LCS) with primary, sec-
ondary and sometimes tertiary feedback data for load control
and safety considerations. These data can be loads from the
load line load cells, displacements of the actuators or load
lines, or strain readings. The test setup shown in Figure 11
used load signals from the each load line load cell as a pri-
mary control signal during normal test operations, but also
prescribe upper and lower error bounds based on the pri-
mary load data and secondary actuator displacement data.
If the error bounds are exceeded during the test, then the
LCS can be programmed to automatically go into a position
or displacement hold or terminate the test and remove the
entire load. Strain data can be used for control purposes if
the strain distribution in the test article is somewhat uniform
and predictable or to set upper and lower bounds on a par-
ticular measurement location or feature that needs to remain
bellow a certain strain level. However, for buckling tests of
thin-walled shells, or any test article with complex behav-
ior and design details, strain feedback is not recommended
for control purposes since the strain distributions can vary
significantly and are often difficult to predict to the level of
accuracy required for robust control.

4.1.2 Measurements for verification and validation

Structural verification, that is, qualification or acceptance
tests, and model validation instrumentation requirements on
large-scale buckling test can be quite extensive. Some exam-
ples of typical data requirements are described in this section.
Structural verification and model validation tests will typi-
cally require accurate load versus displacement relations to
determine overall global structural stiffness of the test arti-
cle. The loads are easily obtained from the load cell data
from each actuator, however, the test article displacements
should be obtained on the test article itself and not be taken
as the load actuator displacements. If the load actuator dis-
placements are used, additional compliance associated with
the load line hardware will be introduced into the measure-
ment and result in an erroneous global stiffness measure.
The V&V testing also typically requires the measurement
of shell wall displacements and strains at key locations of
interest such as joints, welds, cutouts, and other regions
where critical deformations, strains, or buckling is expected
to occur. For verification testing, this data is often neces-

sary to verify that the structure did not exhibit buckling or
undergo any permanent deformations before ultimate design
load or other such events that would cause the structure to fail
the design requirements. For model validation testing and
structural development testing, this data would be used to
gain insight into the buckling phenomena and validate model
predictions and assumptions. However, one common mis-
take when selecting instrumentation locations to characterize
buckling displacements or strains is to use linear eigen-mode
analysis results (i.e., buckling mode shapes) to determine
locations for the measurements. The predicted mode shapes
are only valid in the neighborhood of the bifurcation point
and are typically not representative of the postbucked config-
uration of a shell. This can be especially important for tests
that require data in the postbuckling range of loading. Thus, it
is strongly suggested that a geometrically nonlinear analysis
with explicit or implicit dynamic analysis capability is used
to predict accurately the buckling and postbuckling behavior
of the test article. Similarly, if the structure is expected to
exhibit significant prebuckling nonlinearities, then a nonlin-
ear analysis should be used to guide the choice and placement
of instrumentation.

The strain gage can be used effectively to assess load intro-
duction into the test article by arranging gages around the
circumference of the shell at the top, bottom, and midlength.
These gages are commonly referred to as load introduction
gages. These gages enable an indirect assessment of the inter-
face condition between the test article and the test system. It
is also useful to have gages located on the load introduction
device to assess the load distribution before the load is trans-
mitted to the test article in the event that there is an anomalous
loading event or some undetected misalignment in the load
system or test article interface. Strain gages can also be used
to determine load sharing between components of a built-up
test article. This can be particularly important for structural
development tests of new structural configurations where rel-
ative stiffnesses and load-sharing between components are
uncertain or in configurations that have structural joints that
can exhibit variability in load transmission.

4.1.3 Measurements to assess as-tested loads

Measurements used to assess the as-tested boundary condi-
tions and loads can be easily overlooked but with out them
can lead to several undesirable situations during testing and
posttest data analysis. As suggested in the previous section
strain gage can be used effectively to assess load introduc-
tion into the test article and provide an indirect assessment
of the interface condition between the test article and the test
system. In the posttest data analysis and test analysis cor-
relation, a refined analysis prediction may be necessary to
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assess the effects of nonuniform loading detected from these
load introduction gages. The strains can be used to define
an updated applied displacement or load distribution to the
analysis model to simulate accurately the strain distribution in
the test article. Similarly, additional displacement transduc-
ers should be located at positions around the top and bottom
of the test article attachment rings where the test article inter-
faces with the test system to measure all relative rigid body
displacements and rotations of the test system, for example,
transverse shear and torsion. Displacement transducers used
to measure the relative rotation between the top and bottom
attachment rings of the test article are shown in Figure 16. For
example, an attachment ring rotation measurement was made
by fastening a wire tangent to the outer edge of the attachment
ring and attached to a displacement transducer at the other
end. A similar measurement was made on the bottom ring.
These data can be very useful in developing refined analysis
models of the test article but should also be monitored dur-
ing the test to verify that the test article is being loaded is
as expected. These types of measurement data will also help
reduce the risk of misinterpreting or rejecting anomalous test
results because the actual, as-tested loading conditions were
not fully characterized. These additional measurements are
not difficult to implement but can add significantly to the con-

Figure 16. Measurement of the test article rotation at the top attach-
ment ring.

fidence in the test loads and resulting test data and are highly
recommended.

4.2 Digital image correlation techniques
(photogrametry)

Digital image correlation (DIC, photogrametry) is an opti-
cal displacement and strain measurement technique initially
developed by a group of researchers located at the Univer-
sity of South Carolina with the support from NASA – Langley
Research Center. The technique uses a proprietary mathemat-
ical correlation method to analyze digital image data taken
of a high-contrast speckle pattern while a test specimen is
subjected to load. An example of a test article with a speckle
pattern applied to the outer surface is shown in Figure 17.
Consecutive digital images taken during a test are used to
monitor changes in the speckle pattern as the specimen is
loaded. A typical DIC system arrangement is shown in Figure
18. In particular, six sets of low-speed, 5-megapixel cameras
mounted on vertical stands are positioned every 60◦ around
the circumference of the test article to obtain full viewing
coverage of the test article surface (two yellow camera stands
are shown in Figure 18). Digital image correlation can deter-
mine very accurately the full-field displacements and strains
of high-contrast speckle patterns in the images. Some of the
advantages of this method include simple specimen prepa-
ration, the noncontact nature of the measurement, the low

Figure 17. Typical speckle pattern on a large-scale test article.
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Figure 18. Low-speed digital image correlation cameras set up on
two vertical stands and viewing sections of the test article between
the load lines.

sensitivity to vibrations, the ability to measure large strains
(>500%), and the ability to measure initial specimen shape
and surface displacements in three dimensions. In addition,
several systems can be combined to provide simultaneous
coverage of multiple regions of a specimen. In particular,
this approach enables the user to collect global and local data
on a specimen by using different pattern sizes and viewing
areas (McGowan et al., 2001). These DIC systems currently
have limitations on the strain resolution of approximately
±300 microstrain and thus can not completely eliminate the
reliance on strain gages for tests that require higher strain
measurement resolution. Over the development history of this
measurement technique, a variety of improvements in cor-
relation algorithms, calibration methods, and user interface
have resulted in a fast, robust, and simple-to-use measurement
tool. A comprehensive discussion of digital image corre-
lation methods and their applications is found in Rastogi
(2000)

It is the author’s opinion that the development of the digital
image correlation technique is one of the most import mea-
surement technology advances for structural testing in the
last 20 years. In particular, measured full field displacement
and strain data contours enable more complete test and anal-
ysis correlation, as compared to discrete point data obtained
from strain gages and displacement transducers, because the
analysis results (e.g., from finite element codes) are usually
obtained for the entire structure and can be routinely pre-
sented as contour plots. In addition, full-field measurement
techniques are extremely useful in identifying unexpected
behaviors and anomalies that can go unobserved with dis-
crete point data obtained with traditional instrumentation.

Current state-of-the-art systems can be set up to use low-
speed (<10 frame per second), high-resolution (5-megapixel)
cameras as well as high-speed cameras (current technology:
1280 × 800 pixels at 7500 frames per second, or up to 1.4
million+ frames per second at reduced resolution). The tech-
nique is independent of scale and has successfully used with
microscopic specimens with feature dimensions of approxi-
mately 0.1 mm (Hilburger and Nemeth, 2005) and large-scale
shell buckling test articles with dimensions of approximately
3.0 m such as the test described herein. The technique is non-
contact and can be used on materials such as foam, fabrics,
and biological tissue that are traditionally not amenable to
contacting strain and displacement measurement techniques.

Shell buckling testing and high-fidelity model validation
efforts have benefited greatly from digital image correla-
tion techniques in many ways. Of particular importance is
the ability to augment traditional instrumentation to measure
local and global displacement and strain quantities simulta-
neously over the entire visible surface area of very large test
articles. The test articles discussed herein can exhibit mul-
tiple local buckling events at various detail features such as
joints, cutouts, and skin pockets, as well as global shell-wall
buckling events and these buckling responses can be mea-
sured effectively using the DIC system. A typical measured
displacement contour of a buckled shell is shown in Figure
19 and was obtained by using the DIC system arrangement
shown in Figure 18. Notice that almost the entire surface of
the test article was measured with minimal obstruction due to
the load lines. To obtain similar measurements by using only
tradition instrumentation is impossible. Furthermore, the pre-
dicted location of a buckling or local event can be different
from what is predicted. The DIC system can be set up to use
high-speed digital cameras and this enables the measurement
of displacements and strains during transient dynamic phe-
nomena such as buckling initiation and propagation in a shell
test article.

4.3 Other useful instrumentation

For the majority of static buckling testing described herein,
the judicious use of traditional instrumentation augmented
by low-speed and high-speed digital image correlation tech-
niques can provide inquiring minds all the verification
and validation data they require. However, there is some
additional instrumentation worth mentioning, that may add
additional insight into the buckling response of aerospace-
vehicle shell structures especially for high-fidelity model
development and validation or assessing unique structural
test methods where there is uncertainty in the response of the
test article or the test hardware.
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Figure 19. Typical digital image correlation data obtained from a buckled compression-loaded test article.

Fiber optic strain gages may provide a good measurement
solution for a test that requires many accurate strain mea-
surements (<±1 microstrain) distributed over a large area.
Numerous individual strain gages can be implemented in a
single fiber optic cable and the gage length and spacing can be
defined based on the test requirements. The fiber optic cable
is adhesively bonded onto the structure and can help min-
imize noise in digital image correlation measurements that
result from loosely bundled strain gage wires. One limitation
is that the fiber optic strain gage is a uniaxial gage and it may
be difficult or impossible to effectively overlap several fiber
optic cables over a single position to obtain multiaxial strain
measurements.

Accelerometers are useful to assess local accelerations in
a test article that is undergoing a transient dynamic response
such as buckling and can be very useful in validating struc-
tural dynamics models. Accelerations can be obtained by
using digital image correlation techniques but this measure-
ment is a derived quantity based on measured displacements
and camera frame rate and the accuracy and resolution limits
are not well known at this time.

Acoustic sensors have become more common in struc-
tural testing and in the development of damage detection
techniques in composite structures. The use of an array of
acoustic sensors can be useful in determining the time and
location of local failure events and in some instances pre-
dict what the failure mode is based on the acoustic signature.
The sensitivity of the acoustic sensors is such that it will often
indicate small failures in the structural test article before other
sensors such as strain gages detect any strain redistribution.
This can be very important in composite structures that often
can fail catastrophically with out any prior indications of the
accumulation of microscopic material failures.

5 TEST DOCUMENTATION

Any test program requires some level of documentation
to define and archive the test objectives, approach, and
rational; minimize the risk of implementation errors and

omissions; record facilities and instrumentation used and
including calibration records, etc. In this section, some com-
mon documentation requirements are outlined and include
some explanation and rational to help with the documenta-
tion process. This section will focus on developing a test plan
and the test and checkout procedure (TCP). Much of the infor-
mation contain herein is a product of decades of successful
test operations at NASA facilities, but also lessons learned
from mistakes in tests and accident investigations.

5.1 Test plan

Typical content of a test plan is listed here and includes a
description of what is covered in each section and the ratio-
nal. The test plan is primarily used to officially communicate
the test objectives and requirements as defined by the test
requestor to the test engineer. The test engineer will use the
test plan to define the TCP.

Signature page: It includes the names and contact infor-
mation of the individuals who prepared the test plan and those
who reviewed the test plan.

Revision history: It is used to document the version of the
test plan and what changes have been made.

Introduction: An executive summary of the test, the overall
test objectives, loading conditions, and instrumentation used,
and a brief outline of the test plan.

Test description: Description of the test article and test
facility, test article assembly and integration instructions.

� Test article design: description of the design, material,
geometry, fabrication method, and provide design draw-
ings and reports for reference.

� Test assembly: description of test assembly including
capabilities, design limits, special instructions for the use
of the assembly, component descriptions, and provide
design drawings and reports for reference.

� Test article assembly and integration: description of test
article to test assembly interface conditions. Assembly
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and installation procedures including objectives and spe-
cific requirements such as machining and alignment
tolerances, fastener torque specifications, order of oper-
ations for installation of the test article into the test
assembly, etc. Provide design drawings and reports for
reference

Test objectives, requirements, and success criteria : List
the specific test objectives. List what shall be done in the
test that will meet the stated objectives, that is, the required
operations or test elements. Define the success criteria for
each of the test requirements, include specific metrics where
possible.

Safety and quality assurance:
The safety assurance is typically covered in the TCP, how-

ever, it is also good practice to identify any known safety
issues in the test plan, for example, modes of failure of the test
article or materials that require special handling or disposal
procedures that the test requestor may have more intimate
knowledge of.

A summary of quality assurance requirements reside in
this section including verification requirement of manufactur-
ing and installation tolerances of the test article, test assembly,
and instrumentation. In addition, it is good practice to have
quality assurance personnel available to monitor the test, to
verify that the TCP was followed, and aid in the resolution
and documentation of any deviations or discrepancies in the
testing.

Test responsibilities: Define test operations responsibili-
ties including personnel or organization responsible for test
assembly, installation and calibration of instrumentation,
TCP, conducting the test, data acquisition, data postprocess-
ing, photography, audio, video, pretest predictions, design,
stress analysis, pretest predictions, safety, and quality assur-
ance.

Test conditions, loads, and interface control: A general
description of the testing environment and loading conditions
followed by a section that provides details on test conditions
and loads, and a section on interface control.

� test conditions and loads: Summary of all test load cases
(load sequences) and load steps with in each load sequence
(automatic hold points if desired), maximum expected
loads, description of load actuator layout, tolerances
on commanded load versus measured load, tolerances
on commanded actuator displacements versus measured
actuated displacements (this information will be used to
define control system error limits unless otherwise spec-
ified), load rates.

� interface control: a description of normal test operations
and procedures for out-of-tolerance events

o normal operations: define load control system
requirements including load and/or displacement
control specifications and the control rates, spec-
ify control and feedback tolerances, define special
instrumentation requirements for monitoring load
introduction including strain gages or displacement
sensors. Define loading requirements when buck-
ling occurs and in the postbuckled range of loading,
including how the control system shall respond to
the buckling event, for example, switch to a position
hold, define loading requirements in the postbuck-
ling range of loading. Define special instructions
such as the requirement for manual holds (pauses)
in the test at any time to investigate anomalous
behavior. Note: it is critical to have the load con-
trol system requirements clearly defined and verified
before test operations commence, any errors could
cause improper loading of the test article and ren-
der the test data useless or could cause significant
damage to the test article or test assembly. When
possible, conduct a virtual test or scaled test of the
load control system with a similar hardware con-
figurations to verify new system configurations and
control theories.

o out-of-tolerance events or anomalous behavior:
define what the load control system shall do when
an out-of-tolerance condition occurs, for example,
switch to a position hold or remove all load and
terminate the test.

Instrumentation and data requirements: General descrip-
tion of test instrumentation, photography, and video
documentation followed by detailed descriptions of each type
of instrumentation and minimum instrumentation require-
ments

� instrumentation description: Includes sections for all
instrumentation types, define instrumentation mea-
surement range and accuracy, include drawings for
instrumentation locations and alignment and correspond-
ing tolerances, cite installation procedures as necessary,
and define data acquisition requirements such as data
recording rate, real-time data displays.

� minimum test data requirements: Include a list of min-
imum operational instrumention required to meet test
objectives. A violation of the requirements during the test
shall result in a hold to the test operations to investigate
the loss of instrumentation.

Test data and documentation requirements: Specify the
data and test information that shall be delivered to the test
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requestor at the completion of test operations. For example,
specify required test data and data processing, video and still
photography, documentation of any deviations from the test
plan or test procedure, documentation of any anomalies that
occurred during assembly or test, method of data transfer,
data archiving.

5.2 Test and checkout procedure (TCP)

test system description: Same as test plan
test objectives and test elements: Same as test plan
test description: Same as test plan
safety: Define special safety procedures, safety barriers,

and announcements
general requirements: Same as test plan
instrumentation requirements: Same as test plan
test “no-go” anomalies: Summary of anomalies that

would cause the test to go into a hold condition. Summary of
anomalies that would cause an immediate shut down of the
test.

test sequence procedures: Step-by-step list of procedures,
include a test sequence number, the procedure to be com-
pleted, and verification initials. The procedures include

� pretest readiness review that verifies that all systems are
installed, calibrated, and operational

� data acquisition system setup and operational
� load control system setup and operational
� communications and video systems are set and opera-

tional
� test area secure
� test go-no-go from each system lead
� begin loading sequence: include all details associated with

loading, data gathering, etc.
� posttest shutdown procedure

calibrated equipment list:
emergency shutdown procedure:

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Like in any big test program, success is dictated by proper
preparation, attention to detail, and identifying objectives
and requirements definition, coordination, and teamwork. To
this end, guidelines on the development of a successful test
plan for large-scale, aerospace-vehicle shell buckling tests
with particular attention given to defining test objectives,

requirements, were presented. In addition, some of the more
challenging aspects of test planning, test operations, and test
article and test apparatus design were discussed, and rec-
ommendations on instrumentation and control system setup
for buckling tests and including state-of-the-art measurement
approaches and technologies were presented.

NOTE

1. Shell Buckling Knockdown Factor Project (SBKF),
NASA Engineering and Safety Center Assessment # 07-
010E.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In general, an aerospace system consists of a space vehi-
cle (satellite or spacecraft), and its launch system. Whereas,
a space vehicle (satellite or spacecraft) is an integrated set
of subsystems and components that are capable of support-
ing an operational role in space. A space vehicle may be an
orbiting vehicle, a major portion of an orbiting vehicle, or

a payload that performs its mission. It usually has a series
of engines, which are used for either a primary propulsion
function such as ascending and orbiting in addition to the
secondary functions such as attitude control, spin control,
stage separation, and so on.

Certification of the design is part of the overall qualifi-
cation process for a space system and its components. The
purpose of the design certification testing is to ensure that
verification/validation demonstrates design compliance with
functional and performance requirements. It helps establish-
ing the proof that a product will accomplish the intended
purposes (Figure 1). It is achieved through a process (ver-
ification/validation), which includes establishing a design
specification defining a set of design environments for its
intended use and a combination of test, analysis, demon-
stration, and inspection assuring compliance. Unmanned and
manned spacecraft and their components are “fully” tested

Figure 1. Design certification process.
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to help establishing the design specification environment
(acceleration, acoustic, and vibroacoustic and/or to deter-
mine damping, etc.) followed by a different level (modal,
development, qualification, and acceptance tests) of testing
depending upon the use.

As much as possible, these tests simulate natural and
induced environments experienced by the vehicle and/or
component. However, where realistic simulation is limited
by physical constraints or test facility requirements that are
not economically feasible, a series of building blocks test
approach, along with analysis, is employed to achieve maxi-
mum confidence in performance for the intended use.

Dynamic testing is used extensively in design certification
of flight structures to characterize the behavior and verify
the performance of structures as built to specifications to
ensure that the design intent is met. The types of the dynamic
testing employed vary according to expected environments
that the vehicle and components thereof will be exposed to
from assembly to the end of useful flight life. Dynamic test-
ing programs for certification are generally designed using
a building block approach, testing first at the component
level, and then building up to the largest assembly practi-
cal within cost and facility limits. Developmental units are
subjected to more rigorous qualification testing levels to eval-
uate build quality and certify the design whereas production
units undergo only acceptance level testing for workmanship
screening.

Dynamic and modal testing approaches are distinguished
by excitation methods and type. These are selected based on
the size and build of the structure being tested, the frequency
range of interest for the test and the type of data needed.

2 SOURCES OF VIBRATION

Vibration is a natural phenomenon induced by a space vehicle
and by rocket engines generating vibration energy over a wide
range of frequencies. The resulting vibration environment can
be severe with respect to structural fatigue and damage to
components. To insure the structural and functional integrity
of the vehicle systems, it is necessary to determine the vibra-
tion environment of a vehicle and components. The extent
of the vibration is dependent upon the frequency spectrum,
amplitude, and space correlation of the sound field plus the
mechanical impedance of the structure. This environment is
developed by a combination of analytical methods and test-
ing, or predicted by comparison to the known vibration levels
of a similar vehicle. Subsequently, once the vehicle itself is
available, the environment is further validated and/or verified
by static firings, dynamic testing, and flight test. To under-
stand the need for vibration testing for flight certification of

space vehicle vibrations, it is necessary to have a general
background in the various sources of these vibrations. The
following is a short description and provides some general
information regarding these sources and their causes.

A space vehicle may have many different causes of vibra-
tion, but each one can be characterized by one of the following
sources:

1. Acoustic
2. Aerodynamic
3. Mechanical

These sources of vibration vary in predominance depend-
ing upon the design of the vehicle, the design of the launch
pad, the phase of the vehicle flight, and the total mission of
the vehicle.

2.1 Acoustic

Sound fields provide the excitation energy for acoustically
induced vibrations. Acoustic fields may be generated in a
number of ways. The sound field of the rocket engine itself
is caused by the acoustic energy generated in the rocket
engine due to moving parts, fuel flow, and fuel combustion.
The maximum acoustic environment usually occurs within
a few seconds after lift-off, whereas the maximum aerody-
namic environment usually occurs later during the transonic
or maximum dynamic pressure segments of the flight. The
acoustic test specification is usually an envelope of the highest
environment.

2.2 Aerodynamic

There are several aerodynamic phenomena associated with
high speed flight in the atmosphere which supply excitation
energy that induces vehicle vibration. Some of the aerody-
namic effects that cause vehicle vibration are:

1. Pressure fluctuations in the turbulent boundary layer
around the vehicle.

2. Flutter of a fin or panel in the airstream due to dynamic
instability.

3. Turbulent wakes generated by air flow past vehicle pro-
jections in atmospheric flight.

4. Flow over recesses and cavities.
5. Oscillating shock waves that may be attached to the vehi-

cle surface.
6. Buffet flow separation which occurs when the air in the

boundary layer is forced to flow around sharp corners.
7. High velocity flow through pipes.
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Aerodynamically induced excitation normally reaches
maximum in the vicinity of trans-sonic (mach 1) and
maximum dynamic pressure (max q).

2.3 Mechanical

The main mechanical source of vibration usually comes from
equipment, such as rocket engines, pumps, compressors, and
so on. In outer space when airborne sources of excitation
have ceased to exist, rocket engine operation will continue to
induce mechanically coupled vibration. Some other mechan-
ical sources of vibration are:

1. Transportation of the vehicle from one site to another.
2. Mechanical release of the vehicle from the launch pad

by explosive bolts or a quick release device.
3. Variable thrust due to combustion.
4. Separation of the stages by mechanical means, such as

explosive charges, retro rockets, and ullage rockets.
5. Landing impact of a recoverable vehicle.
6. Propellant sloshing.

3 GENERAL TESTING
CONSIDERATIONS

In general, spacecrafts are required to have appropriate struc-
tural stiffness to ensure structural adequacy under transient
dynamic loads, and the body flexural frequencies are needed
to be within the limits of the imposed control system. In addi-
tion, spacecrafts are required to avoid load induced dynamic
coupling of flexible modes during launch, on orbit operations
and landing, and yet capable of performance within specifica-
tion after exposure to vibroacoustic and shock environment.
Hence, a combination of analysis and test, simulating flight
operation, is made as a part of the certification of the design
hardware to assure hardware will perform with reasonable
degree of confidence.

In general, an approach of doing multiple tests is used
to take advantage such that best results can be obtained
in a timely and cost efficient manner. Modal survey tests
of “Flight-quality” structure is done to verify/validate
mathematical models (test mode shapes, frequencies, and
associated damping over the frequency range of interest
is measured). Similarly, random and sinusoidal vibration,
acoustic, and shock tests are done in accordance with
the requirements set by the project or other available
requirements such as Military Standard, Test Requirements
for Launch, Upper-stage, and Space Vehicles, MIL-STD-
1540.

It can be safely assumed that all components associated
with a spacecraft and launch vehicle are subjected to vibra-
tion over a wide range of frequency and acceleration levels
depending upon their locations (vicinity to active compo-
nents, such as engine, solid rocket motor, etc.) and/or vehicle
dynamics during ascent. Electronic (avionics) components
are most sensitive to this environment and thus go through a
rigorous vibration test to assure against premature structural
and fatigue induced failures.

Some other attributes which need to be considered for
setting up and executing a successful testing are related to
selection of the appropriate test factors 9 margin) and inter-
action of test fixtures, instrumentation, recording, and so on,
depending upon the purpose of the test that is, type of testing
being done.

3.1 Test factor

In general, a test factor is added to design vibration values to
demonstrate that hardware is acceptable for flight to account
for uncertainties, and to verify/validate adequate workman-
ship in the construction of the hardware. When defining test
factor in design/test specification, various sources of uncer-
tainty are considered such as the following:

1. Material properties variations (strength and life)
2. Fabrication variations (within specification)
3. Load variations
4. Test configuration fidelity
5. Environment specification method fidelity
6. Design maturity uncertainty.

In addition, based on individual hardware design suscep-
tibility to a vibration environment, it may be desirable to
accomplish vibration certification testing incrementally to
identify vibration life capability. Where incremental test-
ing is considered desirable, the test program shall initially
demonstrate a minimum capability for required missions. The
remaining demonstration may be incrementally performed to
allow evaluation of any test failure relative to replacement
frequency versus redesign impact.

3.2 Test fixtures

The test fixtures are generally designed to preclude fixture
resonances in the test frequency range below 500 Hz and
to minimize fixture resonances above 500 Hz. For complex
fixtures, cast or welded methods of construction are pre-
ferred over bolted construction. The fixtures are designed to
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Figure 2. Test fixtures example.

minimize eccentric loading on the shaker and also to mini-
mize fixture overhang as shown in Figure 2.

Acoustic tests of space vehicle hardware generally require
no special fixtures. However, for almost all shock and vibra-
tion tests, a fixture between the test item and the test machine
is required. For the usual case where the test machine gen-
erates rectilinear motion normal to the table surface, a test
fixture is also necessary to reorient the test item relative to
the table so that vibratory motion can be delivered along the
lateral axes of the test item, that is, the axes parallel to the
plane of the test item mounting points. This requires a versa-
tile test fixture between the table and the test item, or perhaps
three different test fixtures.

The test specimen is supported such that it duplicates
and/or simulates the actual vehicle installation condition. For
example, for acceptance and qualification the test article is
hard-mount installation to assure that the acceptance vibra-
tion level is achieved on the test article and not just at the
interface between the test fixture and the excitation equip-
ment, or the interface between the test fixture and the test
article. Some additional attributes that should be addressed
for dynamic testing are as follow:

1. Test axes
2. Test levels
3. Test conditions
4. Test accelerometer system
5. Test recording
6. Test system calibrations

3.2.1 Test axes

The dynamic environments for space vehicle hardware
are typically multiple-axis, that is, the excitations occur
simultaneously along the three orthogonal axes of the
hardware. Acoustic tests naturally simulate a multiple-axis
excitation. However, all other dynamic testing is generally

conducted in three mutually perpendicular axes, unless oth-
erwise specified. The test axes and their relationship to the test
specimen or special requirements for the test specimen orien-
tation shall be defined in the procurement document and/or
the qualification test procedure for the test specimen.

3.2.2 Test levels

Test levels are defined in the design specification. All test
levels represent inputs to the test specimen or test specimen
support unless otherwise specified.

3.2.3 Test conditions

Unless otherwise specified, all tests and measurements are
conducted at room ambient temperature, atmospheric pres-
sure, and relative humidity. If conditions other than room
ambient are required during vibration, the conditions, and
associated procedures are specified in the procurement doc-
ument/design specification.

3.2.4 Test accelerometer system

The vibration input is measured and controlled at one or more
points in each axis by accelerometers located on the test fix-
ture as near as possible to the fixture/specimen interface. The
use of two control accelerometers, one with a wider range
setting, is generally required to provide test data in cases of
testing anomalies. The accelerometer shall be attached to the
test fixture by bolts, studs, or non-elastic cement, with the
sensing axis parallel to the direction of excitation. Orthog-
onal sensing accelerometers may be added in addition to
the prime axis sensing accelerometer to detect cross-coupled
acceleration and prevent confusion in failure assessment.
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3.2.5 Test recording

The output of the accelerometer is recommended to be contin-
uously recorded whenever power is applied to the test system
throughout all vibration testing in a form capable of being
reproduced and analyzed in order to verify that the correct
vibration levels were induced.

3.2.6 Test system calibrations

Prior to each test or each time the control accelerometer
system electronics are altered other than the normal sinu-
soidal to random conversion (i.e., the changing of any system
component, gain setting, etc.) the system is subjected to an
end-to-end system calibration verification/validation.

4 VIBRATION TESTS

As stated earlier, the primary purpose of most dynamic tests
of spacecraft is to simulate the flight dynamic environments,
which are typically so severe as to cause failure of many
electronic components, mechanisms, optics, and structures
were these items not designed to survive them. These high
levels of vibration and sound are generated by the launch
vehicle dynamics/acoustic and other sources such as the fir-
ing of pyrotechnic devices or the impact of a spacecraft
landing on another planet. The most straightforward way of
testing is to simulate the required test environment, depend-
ing upon the availability of the test article (prototype or
proto flight), purpose of the test (acceptance, development,
and/or, qualification), and type of vibration test required. A
detail certification/test plan is developed to do these testing

at an appropriate level. Figure 3 below further depicts vari-
ous vibration tests done per design certification. In addition,
Appendix-A, highlights the comparison between these tests
and associated risks of failure during testing which need to
be understood for planning and execution of the successful
testing.

4.1 Prototype testing

Prototype dynamic testing is performed on dedicated test
hardware, which is produced from the same drawings and
using the same materials, tooling, manufacturing processes,
inspection methods, and level of personnel competency as
used for the flight hardware.

Prototype tests demonstrate, with margin, the design ade-
quacy of the hardware for its intended mission use.

4.2 Protoflight testing

Protoflight testing refers to a strategy where no test-dedicated
qualification article exists and all production (flight) hard-
ware is intended for flight. Protoflight tests serve the purpose
of both the prototype and flight acceptance test. That is, the
tests assess the design adequacy of the hardware, demonstrat-
ing by the satisfactory performance of the flight hardware
relative to the expected environment, and reveal inadequa-
cies in workmanship and material integrity. Generally, the
protoflight test approach is used only for low-risk applica-
tions since no design margin for fatigue, wear, or yield is
demonstrated and the protoflight testing exposes all flight
hardware to testing at qualification magnitudes for accep-
tance durations.

Figure 3. Vibration test for certification.
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4.3 Development testing

Development tests are exploratory in nature and are usu-
ally conducted to establish design approaches and solutions,
determine interface compatibility, establish validity of analyt-
ical approaches and assumptions, detect unexpected response
characteristics, and demonstrate test approaches for qualifi-
cation and acceptance. Due to this broad nature of objectives,
a requisite degree of latitude is required in development test-
ing and test article is dedicated to provide design and test
information to evaluate design changes, to develop the qual-
ification and acceptance test procedure, and to help establish
higher fidelity test and design requirements.

4.4 Qualification testing

Qualification testing is used for demonstrating that a given
design and manufacturing approach will produce hardware
that will meet all performance specification when subjected
to conditions (with predefined margin) expected during its
intended use. Qualification testing is conducted to verify
that hardware and systems design, materials, and manufac-
turing processes have produced equipment that conforms
to development specification requirements. Qualification
testing includes integrity tests that verify that the hard-
ware functions during and after exposure to the specified
environments (e.g., functional/performance and leakage).
Qualification testing is a risk mitigation strategy for potential
design deficiencies. The testing typically exercises (vibra-
tion level and duration) the hardware and systems beyond
the design operating and non-operating conditions to ensure
that positive margins exist for design requirements and mate-
rial and process variability. The qualification test article shall
be “identical” to flight article and produced from the same
drawings, using the same material, and manufacturing pro-
cess. In general, the test article is randomly selected from the
built lot.

4.5 Acceptance testing

Acceptance testing provides the assurance that the
flight/operations hardware is in compliance with functional,
performance, and design requirements, and hardware is ready
for shipment for flight use. It also serves as a quality control
screen to detect workmanship deficiencies (most workman-
ship defects are related to “infant mortality” associated with
electronic circuit boards, which are tested and remedied at
lower levels of assembly). Acceptance testing is required
to verify acceptable functionality and performance, verify

adequate workmanship and material quality, and provide evi-
dence of overall product acceptability for delivery to the
customer. Acceptance testing includes integrity tests that ver-
ify that the hardware functions during and after exposure
to the specified environments (e.g., functional/performance
and leakage). Acceptance testing is a risk mitigation strategy
that verifies that the manufacturing and assembly process
has been accomplished in an acceptable manner and that the
product performs within specified parameters. Although the
main objective of acceptance (workmanship) dynamic tests
of spacecraft and its components is to identify workmanship
defects, which if undetected would cause problems or failures
in flight, it also helps to identify interface and interconnec-
tion problems that can only be detected in the system level
tests. In general, the design specification identifies a set of
minimum random vibration test levels, for acceptance test
which are sufficiently high to detect workmanship problems
below the flight environment so that an undue fatigue is not
introduced in flight components.

4.6 Modal testing

Modal (dynamic) testing is performed either on a component
and/or at an integrated system level. Development modal tests
may be performed to obtain information to verify mathemati-
cal models, which are used to predict frequency, mode shapes,
damping, and loads seen by the space vehicle and its com-
ponents and used to do appropriate design. The parameters
obtained during modal testing are Eigen values (frequency),
Eigen vectors (mode shapes), modal damping, and modal
forces. These are used to verify the model and also to deter-
mine the best location to mount components needed for
guidance, navigation, and control of vehicle, and other com-
ponents sensitive to the induced dynamic environment (e.g.,
avionics boxes). A modal test is usually done first to survey
a structure and identify its key frequencies before the higher
excitation levels of dynamic testing are applied. Whereas full
dynamic testing would often be impractical, modal testing is
often done at the complete integrated vehicle level to provide
data for structural dynamic loads and Guidance, Navigation
and Control (GN&C) analysts to correlate analytical models
and thus update flight loads and performance predictions as
part of the design certification process prior to first flight.
The objective of the modal test is to provide an independent
method of evaluating the accuracy of the math model used to
compute the low frequency structural behavior of a dynamic
system, such as a launch vehicle or payload, in its various
mission configurations. For modal tests, large or heavy hard-
ware items are either installed or mass-simulated. Smaller
or lighter hardware items such as cables, tubing, and so on,
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Figure 4. Modal test of space shuttle example.

are often omitted. After the structure is modally tested and
if the math model is adequately verified and forcing function
finalized, all prior uncertainties in the analysis can be safely
eliminated. However, if the model verification/validation
is inadequate, an appropriate uncertainty factor may be
required in the last or verification/validation load cycle
(Figure 4).

4.7 Shock testing

The shock test verifies the capability of the compo-
nent/assembly to operate or survive, as required, the design
level shock environment as specified in the design specifi-
cation. Examples of high-frequency shock include, but are
not limited to, stage and fairing separations, and pyrotechnic
device deployment of payloads, solar arrays, and antennas. A
major assembly shock test is configured such that the mechan-
ical transmission paths and mass distribution are flight-like.
The objective of the test is to measure the input source and
response accelerations in order to validate the design speci-
fication shock levels at the various component locations and
directions of interest. The test item is often tested mounted
to a plate with a flight like pyrotechnic device installed and
appropriately suspended or by simulating high-frequency
shocks by high velocity metal-to-metal impacts (e.g., drop
test) with dominant energy above 2 kHz (Figure 5).

5 ACOUSTIC VIBRATION TEST

Acoustic testing verifies the capability of the compo-
nent/assembly to withstand the design acoustic environments
as defined in the design specifications and to serve as a
screen for latent manufacturing and workmanship defects
during acceptance testing. Acoustic tests are conducted when
it is judged that the acoustic environment, rather than a
random vibroacoustic vibration environment, will be the
worst-case condition. Aerospace hardware that requires test-
ing for acoustic verification/validation are usually large
area-to-weight ratio structures, such as skin panels, reflec-
tors, dish antennae, and solar panels that respond significantly
to the direct impingement of the acoustic environment. Two
types of components require both vibration and acoustic test-
ing: (i) those components which are mounted with vibration

Figure 5. Shock tests example.
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Figure 6. Acoustic test set-up.

isolators, and (ii) those components which consist of signif-
icant piece parts with first resonant frequencies greater than
2000 Hz.

Acoustic tests are often viewed as a good candidate for the
workmanship test of flight spacecraft, because acoustic tests
seldom result in failures of primary structure, and in compar-
ison to vibration tests, are relatively immune to over-testing
caused by input spectra enveloping and test equipment fail-
ure. In programs with a development test model spacecraft,
acoustic tests may be conducted on the development models
early in the program to define/refine the random vibration test
environments for flight instruments and components mounted
on the spacecraft.

Acoustic tests have typically been conducted with the test
items located in large reverberant chambers, and are excited
with one or more electro-pneumatic drivers fitted with horns
mounted into the walls of the chambers. The preponderance
of the sound waves in an acoustic test conducted in a rever-
berant chamber bounce off the chamber walls many times
before striking the test item, and this results in an acoustic
field that is relatively uniform in frequency and space, that is,
it approximates a diffuse field, at least in the mid and high fre-
quencies. An alternative acoustic test configuration employs
a large number of electro-dynamic speakers arranged in close
proximity to the test item, and may be located in a vibration or
acoustic test chamber, a clean room, or in a large open space,
such as a high bay or loading area. In this configuration the
test item is in the “direct” acoustic field of the speakers, which
means that most of the sound waves travel directly from the
speakers to the test item without first striking another surface
(Figure 6).

6 SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION TEST

The basic purpose of the sinusoidal or sine test is to qualify
spacecraft hardware for the low-frequency launch environ-
ment and to provide a workmanship screen for hardware
which does not respond significantly to the vibroacoustic

environment, but may respond significantly to mechanical
vibration transmitted through the spacecraft interface to the
launch vehicle. Examples of such types of hardware include
wiring harnesses, stowed appendages, blankets and supports,
flex-hoses, brackets, and mechanisms with clearances and/or
bearings. The sine test is also an alternative test method
to verify the behavior of the as-built flight hardware under
the simulated dynamic inputs from the launch environment
while on the ground. It should be noted that the system
level sinusoidal vibration test is not intended to be a strength
qualification test but is rather intended to verify that the sys-
tem performs as expected after being exposed to flight-like
low-frequency vibration input. The sinusoidal vibration test
verifies the capability of the component/assembly to with-
stand and, if appropriate, to operate at the specified levels of
the sinusoidal vibration environment.

This test is a qualification test only and is generally not
required for component acceptance testing. The sweep rate
for the sine test is selected to induce approximately the same
number of vibration cycles at each specified frequency per
design specification. This limitation on the number of vibra-
tion cycles at each frequency is sometimes difficult to achieve
with a reasonable sweep rate.

7 RANDOM VIBRATION TEST

The random (vibroacoustic) vibration test verifies the compo-
nent’s capability to meet applicable functional/performance
requirements during or after exposure to the service life
random vibration environments. This includes acceptance
testing to screen production units for latent manufacturing,
material, and workmanship defects. Random vibration test-
ing is required for essentially all electrical, electronic, and
electromechanical components and mechanisms. Exceptions
are large area-to-weight structures, which may be subjected
to acoustic testing in lieu of random vibration and hard-
ware not practical to vibrate at the component level such as
structures, electrical cabling, plumbing lines, blankets, and
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Figure 7. Random vibration test.

so on, that may be deferred to the system level vibration or
acoustic test. Compact payloads are subjected to system level
random vibration testing unless an analysis shows that the
payload responses are clearly dominated by the direct acous-
tic environment. The test specimen is subjected to random
vibration with a Gaussian amplitude distribution in each of
three orthogonal axes. Random vibration testing is performed
by controlling the acceleration spectral density (g2 Hz) in the
frequency range from 20 to 2000 Hz (Figure 7).

8 FLIGHT TEST

As stated above, design certification of an Aerospace Sys-
tem requires establishing requirements for performance of
vehicle and components, followed by design/manufacturing
and analysis and testing to assure that the design will accom-
plish its mission. Aerospace system testing follows the “test
as you fly-fly as you test” motto as far as feasible. Hence, a
detailed test specification/program is established for verifi-
cation/validation. Dynamic (vibration) testing is an integral
part of the test program along with other testing (thermal,
pressure, static load etc). In addition, in general, the first
few flights of a new space vehicle are dedicated as devel-
opment flights and are heavily instrumented to collect flight
data at critical component and at global vehicle level to help
verify/validate the design analysis and/or make appropriate
changes to assure continued success. In addition, propellant
systems like liquid rocket engines, thrusters, and solid rocket
motors go through a series of development testing to screen
the design against vibratory fatigue and other design flaws
followed by “qualification” testing on flight-like articles. In
addition, acceptance testing is done for each liquid engine
unit and a lot acceptance testing is done for solid motors.

9 SUMMARY

It is realized that as much as possible, these tests should
simulate natural and induced environments experienced by
the vehicle and/or component. However, where realistic sim-
ulation is limited by physical constraints or test facility
imitations or not economically feasible, a series of build-
ing blocks test approach, along with analysis, should be
employed to achieve maximum confidence.

In conclusion, a systematic approach as described herein
when utilized to develop and execute a certification plan for
dynamic testing will help assure that designed components
and/or vehicle system will accomplish the intended purposes.
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GLOSSARY

Component. A functional subdivision of a subsystem or sys-
tem (e.g., avionics boxes, transmitter, gyro system, actuator,
motor, etc).

Design Specification. A document which details func-
tional and physical requirements for an article, usually at
a component and/or assembly level. It delineates func-
tional requirements which generally evolve through the
project life cycle to reflect progressive refinements in per-
formance, design, configuration and test requirement along
with environment, physical characteristics, and margins. It
also provides the basis for technical and engineering man-
agement control. It may also present alternative strategies
and associated test requirements that can be applied when
appropriate.

Margin. The amount by which hardware capability exceeds
the mission requirement.

Service Life. The life of an equipment item starting at the
completion of fabrication and continuing through all lev-
els of acceptance testing, handling, transportation, storage,
prelaunch processing, all phases of flight, recovery, refur-
bishment, retest, and reuse as required or specified.
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Vibroacoustic. An environment induced by high intensity
acoustic noise associated with various segments of a flight
profile (lift-off, ascent, engine/motor operation, etc.). It man-
ifests itself throughout the vehicle components/payload in
the form of directly transmitted acoustic excitation and as
structure-borne random vibration excitation.

Vibration. It is a term which describes oscillation in a
mechanical system. It is defined by the frequency and ampli-
tude.

Mechanical Shock. It is a non-periodic excitation of a
mechanical system that is characterized by suddenness and
severity, and usually causes significant relative displacements
in the system.

Sinusoidal. A simple harmonic motion is motion such that
the displacement is sinusoidal function of time; sometimes it
is designated merely by the term harmonic motion.

APPENDIX A

Comparison of various tests

The various types of dynamics tests have different purposes
as related to equipment, effective frequency ranges, and risks,
so it is important to tailor the test program to fit the needs,
reliability requirements, schedule, and cost, of each program.
Different organizations, and even different programs within
organizations, have different approaches to defining dynamic
test programs for certification. All dynamic tests entail some
risk in that even handling a built-up spacecraft involves risk.
In general, the risk of a dynamic test increases in proportion
to the test severity, that is, the ratio of the test level to the limit
loads.

Comparison of different dynamic tests
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Type of Sensitive Effective frequency Risk (of accidental
test Purpose(s) equipment range for test failure during test)

Acoustic Workmanship and
qualification of
sensitive equipment

Panels, reflectors, and large
subsystems

50–2000 Hz Low to model

Random vibration Workmanship and
qualification of
sensitive equipment

Secondary structure 20–2000 Hz Moderate

Sine vibration S/C qualification of
sensitive equipment
and S/C workmanship

Interfaces, buildup, primary
and secondary structure

5–100 Hz Moderate

Flight Acceptance (qualification
and development)

Primary Structure, engine,
thruster, solid motor

5–10 000 Hz High

Shock (Firings) Workmanship Electronics and packaging 50–10 000 Hz Low
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1 OVERVIEW

Fatigue is the progressive damage process occurring in
solids subjected to cyclic loads. In general, fatigue mech-
anisms responsible for the degradation of metallic materials
are different from those of composite structures. Fatigue
in metals entails crack nucleation and growth processes
while the solids are cyclically loaded. Thus, subcritical
crack growth by fatigue reduces the load carrying capabil-
ity of mechanical components and consequently imperils
the structural integrity when a crack reaches a critical size.
In contrast, fatigue processes in composites are often more
complex. They include matrix cracking, fiber/matrix inter-
facial debonding, fiber breakage, transverse ply cracking,
delamination, and microbuckling, all of which may occur

independently or in an interconnected manner. These dam-
age modalities cause the reduction of load carrying capability
of the structure leading to its failure at maximum stress val-
ues that are below the ultimate tensile stress limit, and usually
they may be less than the yield stress limit of the material.
Most structures in aerospace, automotive, and shipping indus-
tries involve dynamic operating environment and undergo
cyclic loads. Examples of fatigue loading include the ensued
mechanical vibrations of welded joints, adhesive-bonded
joints, bearings, gears, monolithic and sandwich components
during flight conditions, cyclic repeated pressure differentials
experienced by the fuselage at various altitudes, as well as
vibrational excitation due to aerodynamic, mechanical, and
other loads endured by the wings.

In aerospace history, various aircraft catastrophic events
assigned to fatigue failure have been reported; among these,
three consecutive crashes of the Comet-I aircrafts occurred
in 1953 and 1954 and an F-111 fighter jet disintegration
due to early fatigue failure in service in 1969. Investigation
revealed that fatigue failure of the pressure cabin was respon-
sible for the former cases, while a manufacturing flaw that
grew to a critical length causing separation of the left wing
from the aircraft was the culprit for the latter case. These
fatal accidents resulted in the evolution of design philoso-
phy from safe-life to fail-safe and damage-tolerance design
for structural integrity (see Fatigue and Fracture Mechan-
ics in Aerospace Structures). Safe-life is the time period
an aircraft can be operated in a known environment with-
out serious exposure to the possibility of a catastrophic or
dangerous fatigue failure (Rossman and Shuler, 1969). Fail-
safe design assumes that cracks preexist during the design,
manufacturing, or operational stages. However, it advocates
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that catastrophic failure is not likely after fatigue failure, or
obvious partial failure, of a single principal structural ele-
ment. The damage-tolerance design approach presumes that
a flaw of a given size will not propagate to failure before
being detected or before the structure retires from service (see
Techniques for Damage Tolerance and Structural Integrity of
Composite Structures). This approach is essentially a variant
of the fail-safe approach and was conceived primarily in the
context of military aircraft(Edwards, 1988) and it applies
fracture mechanics (see Fatigue and Fracture Mechanics in
Aerospace Structures) to calculate the crack size on the basis
of crack-growth rate data (da/dN∼ �K) obtained from non-
destructive inspection experiments.

The fatigue behavior of materials must be well understood
to support specific design approaches and to ensure structural
integrity and safety in cases where the structures are subjected
to fatigue stress cycles. Nevertheless, it has been quite a long
history (over a century) of studying fatigue phenomena in
metallic materials. Extensive fatigue testing methods have
been developed for materials at coupon, structural compo-
nent, and full-scale structural levels over the years. Empirical
and physical models predicting the life of metallic materials
are well established. Although most concepts developed for
fatigue in metals can be applied to composite’s fatigue, it is
dangerous to simply extend the models developed for metals
to composites because the fatigue mechanisms are quite dif-
ferent for the two types of materials. Vigorous research efforts
embracing experimental and modeling approaches continue
on understanding the composites’ fatigue and predicting the
fatigue life of such materials.

This chapter presents several fatigue testing techniques
for structural metals, composites, and sandwich structures
at coupon level. Testing techniques for determining fatigue
properties such as the stress-life curve, the strain-life curve,
and the fatigue crack-growth rate curve for structural metals
and composite materials are described. Special requirements
for delamination fatigue tests for sandwich core materials are
also presented. The impact of the environment, in particular,
temperature and moisture effects, is briefly discussed. How-
ever, discussion about fatigue behavior of components and
full-scale structures is beyond the scope of this chapter. Read-
ers interested in these subjects can refer to Ref. (Marsh, 1988).

2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
ON FATIGUE TESTING

Experiments are indispensable ways to obtain the fatigue
properties of materials. In this chapter, general considerations
such as testing machines, specimen design, and preparation
are described. Note that, although ASTM testing standards

Table 1. Testing method categories.

Category Testing method

Life regime High-cycle fatigue test
Low-cycle fatigue test

Mode of control Force control test
Strain control test
Displacement control test

Mode of loading Uniaxial test
Bending test
Torsional test
Biaxial test

Amplitude of load Constant amplitude test
Variable amplitude test

are mainly referenced, testing standards produced by other
organizations such as ISO and CEN are also be available in
literature (Sims, 2003).

2.1 Testing method categories

The testing methods can be categorized according to the life
regime, the mode of control, the mode of loading, and the
amplitude of load, as are illustrated in Table 1.

During a uniaxial fatigue test, a specimen is loaded by
a closed-loop, one-axis hydraulic machine. The load frame
can be controlled by force, strain, or displacement. In force-
controlled experiments, the force output is measured by a
force transducer that is embedded within the frame. In strain-
controlled experiments, the strain output is measured by an
extensometer that operates in closed loop with the displace-
ment controls of the testing machine. A test controlled by the
displacement output, measured with a linear variable differ-
ential transducer (LVDT), is called a displacement controlled
test. A constant amplitude fatigue test is performed when both
the peak and the valley values of a load cycle are constant.
Otherwise, it is a variable amplitude fatigue test.

In a force-controlled experiment, where low amplitude
cyclic stresses cause only elastic deformation in the speci-
men, the number of cycles to failure is very large classifying
it as a high-cycle fatigue test. In contrast, if considerable plas-
tic deformation occurs during fatigue testing, the fatigue life
is rapidly reduced. In such cases, few cycles are accumulated
prior to failure designating the test as a low-cycle fatigue one.
During service, materials and structures are usually subjected
to multiaxial stress states. A test in which a combination of
torsional and axial loads is applied on a specimen is a biaxial
test and the specimen is subjected to a biaxial stress state. A
triaxial stress state can be achieved if, for example, a thin-
walled tubular specimen is cyclically pressurized internally in
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addition to the abovementioned biaxial loading. To determine
the fatigue properties of a given material, an experimental
protocol comprised of different testing methods has to be
formulated based on the component’s design and operational
requirements.

2.2 Testing machines

Historically, several testing machines have been developed,
such as the rotating cantilever beam fatigue testing machine
first used by Wöhler in 1871, the R.R. Moore rotating
four-point bending fatigue testing machine, the reciprocating
cantilever bending fatigue testing machine driven by a
rotating rod, and the resonant vibration driven axial fatigue
testing machine, see Dowling (Dowling, 2007), for detailed
description.

According to the ASTM Standard E 466 (2007), there are
several types of testing machines available for performing
uniaxial or biaxial fatigue testing experiments. These include
(i) mechanical (eccentric crank, power screws, and rotating
masses), (ii) electromechanical or magnetically driven, and
(iii) hydraulic or electrohydraulic systems. A closed-loop,
servo-hydraulic testing machine is commonly used to con-
duct axial fatigue tests for S–Ncurves (stress versus fatigue
cycles) and ε − Ncurves (strain versus fatigue cycles) through
force control and strain control, respectively.

In a force control test, the force is monitored by a trans-
ducer integrated within the machine or mounted on the
specimen. For the strain control test, cyclic total strain should
be measured and cyclic plastic strain should be determined.
The strain can be measured by either LVDTs integrated within
the machine, or by externally integrated instruments mounted
on coupons (LVDTs, extensometers), or by noninterference
optics (lasers, microscopes, etc.). Calibration of all electronic
systems and transducers should be performed in accordance
with the manufacturer’s guidelines. The total strain amplitude
is the most commonly used control variable in a low-cycle
fatigue test. The fatigue cycle is defined by the strain versus
time waveform. The advantages of a closed-loop, servohy-
draulic testing system include that the machine operates in
load-, displacement-, and strain-control modes and that the
amplitude, mean, and cyclic frequency can be set to a desired
value through a computer waveform.

2.3 Alignment

Bending during a uniaxial test usually results in a nonuni-
form stress distribution over the cross-sectional area of an
unnotched specimen. Due to bending, there are regions in
which the local stress is greater than the nominal stress,

which is used to interpret the test results. Consequently, it
causes erroneous experimental findings. To minimize bend-
ing stresses (strains), an important step before axial testing
is aligning the displacement positioning fixtures such that
the major axis of the cycled specimen coincides with the
loading axis throughout each cycle. The accuracy of the align-
ment process must be also kept consistent from specimen to
specimen. Alignment procedures can be found in the ASTM
Standard E 1012 (2005).

The testing procedures differ among the fatigue experi-
ments for S–Ncurves, ε − Ncurves, and fatigue crack-growth
rate curves. These will be discussed in the next three sections
grouped by the different types of materials tested.

3 FATIGUE TESTING IN DUCTILE
STRUCTURAL METALS

The manner in which the fatigue properties are presented
depends greatly on the design philosophies. For safe life-
based design, stress-life curve (S–N curve) and strain-life
curve (ε−N curve) are essential; while for fail-safe and dam-
age tolerance-based design, the fatigue crack-growth rate
curve (da/dN∼ �K) is applied to determine the service life
of a structure.

3.1 Specimen design

3.1.1 Specimens for S–N curve andε–N curve
testing for metals

The type of specimen used depends on the purpose of the test,
the type of equipment, and the form in which the material is
available. The specimen should be designed properly such
that the failure occurs in the test section. For stress-life curve
with axial fatigue test, unnotched or notched circular and
rectangular cross-section specimens, either with tangentially
blended fillets or with a continuous radius between ends,
are suggested. When notched specimens are used, specific
notched geometry, notch tip radius, and stress concentration
factor (Kt) for each notch (including method and source of
the Kt determination) should be reported. For strain-life curve
test, only unnotched specimens are suggested and a detailed
description of various end connections is available in ASTM
Standard E 606 (2004).

3.1.2 Specimen for fatigue crack-growth rate testing
for metal

Several types of specimens are used for crack-growth rate
experiments. The choice of proper type of specimen depends
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Figure 1. Specimens used for crack-growth testing: (a) edge-
cracked compact specimen, C(T); (b) middle tension specimen,
M(T); and (c) the eccentrically loaded single edge crack tension
specimen, ESE(T).

on the material of interest, testing objective, and loading con-
figuration. For the uniaxial loading case, common specimens
are edge-cracked compact specimen, C(T), middle tension
specimen, M(T), and the eccentrically loaded single edge
crack tension specimen, ESE(T), as shown in Figure 1. The
C(T) specimen is not recommended for tension-compression
testing and it is not recommended for materials that utilize
a whisker type of discontinuous reinforcement and that are
anisotropic in nature; rather, the M(T) or ESE(T) specimens
should be used according to ASTM Standard E 647 (2008).
Fatigue crack-growth rate testing requires fatigue precrack-
ing of specimens to provide a sharpened fatigue crack of
adequate size and straightness, which ensures that (i) the
effect of the machined starter notch is removed from the
specimen K-calibration and (ii) the effect on subsequent
crack-growth rate data caused by changing crack front shape
or precracked load history are eliminated.

3.2 Testing for S–N curve

Constant amplitude cyclic tests are often used to obtain the
fatigue properties of a material. The stress cycle is illustrated
in Figure 2a. In an S–Ndiagram, the fatigue life in cycles
is plotted on the x-axis in a logarithmic scale and the inde-
pendent variable stress amplitude is plotted on the y-axis in
an arithmetic scale, as shown in Figure 2b. The stress at the
plateau level is known as the fatigue limit or endurance limit,
below which the specimen may be cycled indefinitely with-
out failure. The inclined dash line indicates no plateau. In
this case, the fatigue limit of a material can be defined at
the stress level corresponding to a given cyclic life (>107).
Fatigue life data exhibit widely scattered results because of
inherent microstructural inhomogeneities in materials as well
as other factors. Thus, at each stress level, more than one test
is strongly recommended. S–Ncurves based on statistical
analysis (see ASTM Standard E 739, 2004) of the test data
are often necessitated. However, statistical analysis requires

(a)

σ m

σ a

σ max

σ a

σ min

(b)

t0

One cycle  

Fatigue limit 

No fatigue limit 

R = 0

 

N (log10)
104 105 106 107 108

Figure 2. Constant amplitude cyclic tests. (a) Stress cycles; (b)
Typical S–N curve. (a) Stress cycles. σm is the mean stress, σa is the
amplitude of the applied stress, and σmax and σmin are the maximum
and minimum stress, respectively; (b) a typical S–Ndiagram in a
log–log plot.

a lot of data points, which commands more replicate tests.
The median S–Ntest approach employs a staircase method
to determine the fatigue limit by taking the mean value in a
staircase test. The fatigue life represented by a linear log–log
curve is determined by the least-squares method. The stress
amplitude and fatigue life relationship follows the Basquin
relation

σa = σ ′
f (2Nf )b (1)

where σa is the stress amplitude, Nf is the number of cycles
to failure, σ ′

f is the fatigue strength coefficient, and b is the
fatigue strength exponent.

3.3 Testing for ε–N curve

Before performing strain-controlled fatigue tests, monotonic
tension experiments are necessitated to obtain material prop-
erties such as the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. These
two material parameters are required in the computation of
the plastic and total strains, and are the control variables dur-
ing fatigue tests. In a fatigue experiment, the specimen is
commonly loaded with constant amplitude, the cyclic strain
waveform, as shown in Figure 3. The specimen experiences
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Figure 3. Constant strain control fatigue tests. εa is the amplitude
of the applied strain.

a transient cyclic response during the initial loading fol-
lowed by stable cyclic response until the onset of damage
progression. Transient cyclic response is the cyclic harden-
ing, or softening, of the material that causes a respective
increase, or decrease, in the axial stress amplitude under
constant amplitude fatigue loading. It is mainly a result of
the rearrangement of the dislocations network until a sta-
ble configuration is reached in metallic materials (Suresh,
1998). Fatigue life can be characterized by the steady-state
behavior since the transient response period is relatively small
compared to the total fatigue life (Lee et al., 2005).

The total true strain amplitude for a completely reversed,
strain-controlled test may be expressed as

εa = εe
a + εp

a (2)

where the true elastic strain is

εe
a = σa

E
(3)

εp
a is the true plastic component of the applied true strain

amplitude and σa is the corresponding true stress ampli-
tudes measured. Using the Ramberg–Osgood law for metallic
material

σa = K′(εp
a )n

′
(4)

where K′ and n′ are material constants; by substituting
equations (3) and (4) into equation (2) for each cycle, the
relationship between true strain amplitude and true stress
amplitude is then described by

εa = σa

E
+

( σa

K′
)1/n′

(5)

When the true plastic strain amplitude versus the number
of load reversals to failure is plotted in a log–log diagram, a
linear relationship (Coffin–Manson relationship) follows

εp
a = ε′

f (2Nf )c (6)

ε

ε e
a

εα

ε p
a

Aluminum 2024-T351

Steel 4340 tempered 

 

 

Figure 4. Strain amplitude fatigue life curve for aluminum alloy
2024-T351 and steel 4340-tempered. (E= 73.1 and 210 GPa,
σ ′

f = 1103 and 1655 MPa, ε′
f = 0.22 and 0.73, b = −0.124 and

− 0.076, c = −0.59 and − 0.62, for Al 2024-T351 and Steel 4340,
respectively). Reproduced from Suresh (1998) c© Cambridge Uni-
versity Press.

where ε′
f is the fatigue ductility coefficient and c is the fatigue

ductility exponent. Equation (5) can be used to combine the
elastic strain amplitude life converted from equation (1) and
the plastic strain amplitude life in equation (6) to obtain the
total strain-life amplitude in equation (7), that is,

εa = σ ′

E
(2Nf )b + ε′

f (2Nf )c (7)

The total strain-life curves for aluminum alloy 2024-T351
and steel 4340-tempered are plotted in Figure 4.

3.4 Fatigue crack-growth test

Stress-life and strain-life fatigue test results provide basic
material properties such as fatigue life and fatigue limit. How-
ever, design of an infinite life structure is unrealistic because
infinite life will translate into an over designed, usually heavy,
structure. In modern aircraft design, it is assumed that some
initial cracks exist in the structure and a sufficient fatigue life
is determined before the cracks grow from their initial size to
the one causing catastrophic failure. Following this damage-
tolerance design philosophy, the service life (the number
of cycles that a structure operates normally without need-
ing repairs) of a structure can be analyzed by using fracture
mechanics, in which a stress intensity factor, K, is introduced
to describe the severity of a crack situation as affected by
crack size, applied stress, and geometry in a cracked com-
ponent (see Fatigue and Fracture Mechanics in Aerospace
Structures and Dowling, 2007). A fatigue crack-growth curve
describing the relationship between the crack-growth rate
(increase of crack length per unit cycle, da/dN) and the stress
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intensity range (�K) is usually necessitated for this design
philosophy.

A fatigue crack-growth curve consists of three regimes,
namely the low growth rate, intermediate growth rate or
Paris regime, and unstable growth rate, in a log–log plot.
The asymptotic extreme of the low growth rate regime cor-
responds to a threshold stress intensity factor range, �Kth,
below which there is no crack growth or the crack grows at
undetectable rates. At intermediate growth rate regime, the
curve follows a straight line in a log–log plot and it can be
described by

da

dN
= C(�K)m (8)

where �K = Kmax − Kmin, C and m are constants deter-
mined by curve-fitting in metals and semiempirical constants
determined via a combination of experiments and iterative
analytical models in composites (Kardomateas, Pelegri and
Malic, 1995). K-deceasing fatigue procedure and constant
force amplitude fatigue procedure are standardized to deter-
mine the fatigue crack-growth threshold and the intermediate
crack-growth law (ASTM Standard E 647, 2008). During
testing, crack length is measured as a function of elapsed
fatigue cycles and the load history is recorded. These data
are used to generate the crack-growth rate and stress intensity
factor range and to further obtain the crack-growth threshold.
The crack size is measured using compliance and electri-
cal potential difference methods as provided in the standard.
Other measurement techniques are introduced in details in
two technical publications edited by Hudak and Bucci (1981)
and by Marsh, Smith and Ritchie (1991).

4 FATIGUE TESTING OF COMPOSITE
MATERIALS

Damage in composite materials involves very complex phe-
nomena due to the intricate nature of the inhomogeneous
microstructures inherent in composites. The stress state
within composite coupons is more complex than that of
metallic coupons. Consequently, the damage that develops
in composite materials is also more complex compared to
that of metallic materials. The failure mechanisms of com-
posite materials (briefly discussed in overview), which occur
in fatigue loading depend on both the mechanical properties
of the constituents and the microstructures (such as the layup
sequence and the orientation of each ply of the laminated
composites) as well as the loading conditions (loading state,
frequency, and loading ratio). In this section, we mainly dis-
cuss the test methods and models characterizing the fatigue
life of composites subjected to uniaxial loading.

4.1 Testing for S–N and ε–N curves

Special provisions are applied in fatigue testing of compos-
ite materials. The coupons must be methodically prepared
to meet the requirements of geometric dimensions and tol-
erance and also to ensure that their edges are sufficiently
free of flaws, which may lead to premature failure due
to edge delamination during tests, to avoid artifacts in
the experimental results. To study the fatigue damage in
polymer matrix composites attributed to mechanisms such
as matrix cracking, interfacial debonding, delamination,
and fiber breakage, the in-plane stiffness from static axial
stress–strain curve should be obtained at selected cycle inter-
vals. The stiffness and strength of the coupon subjected
to fatigue loading may change because of these damage
mechanisms. The temperature of the specimen should be
monitored and the frequency should be kept low enough
to avoid significant temperature variations, especially in the
case of thermoplastic matrices. Special attention should be
given to avoid specimen bulking in tension–compression
and compression–compression fatigue tests. A short gauge
length is usually employed in these cases. ASTM Standard D
3479/D 3479M (2002) describes in detail the tension–tension
fatigue testing procedures of polymer matrix composite
materials.

The fatigue characterization methods adopted for metallic
materials, which were discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, gen-
erally apply to composite materials to determine their fatigue
life except that plastic strain may be negligible, that is, assum-
ing most high performance composites behave elastically.
The simplest models for the S–Nand ε–N curves follow the
linear relations in a semilog plot

σmax = a + b log(Nf ) (9)

and,

εmax = c + d log (Nf ) (10)

respectively, in which a, b, c, and d are material constants.
It is noted that they cannot be simply transformed from
one to another, although they are of similar form, because
the stiffness of the composite usually changes subjected to
cyclic loading. Generally, the linear model only works well
for composites in which their fatigue damage mechanism is
not altered. In other words, the damage mechanisms that are
responsible for the damage accumulation during cyclic load-
ing are not sensitive to the fatigue stress–strain magnitude.
Usually, the linear model only captures a region of a whole
fatigue-life diagram (Talreja, 2008). A larger fatigue lifespan
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can be modeled by a bilinear fatigue relation or a power law
relation.

The bilinear model proposed by Harik, Klinger and
Bogetti (2002) takes the form

σmax =
{

aL + bLlog(N) Ncyclic ≤ N ≤ NL

aH + bH log(N) NL ≤ N ≤ Nmax
(11)

where Ncyclic is the lower limit beyond which the accumula-
tion of cyclic loads affects the low-cycle fatigue. NL is the
upper limit of low-cycle fatigue life, and Nmax is the number
of cycles corresponding to final specimen failure. At low-
cycle fatigue, the maximum applied stress is between 50%
and 90% of the ultimate strength of the material or the applied
strain is between 1% and 4%.

An empirical four-parameter, power-law relation was pro-
posed for better fitting the experimental data over the entire
stress range, extending from the static strength to the fatigue
limit (Xiao, 1999)

p = p0 + 1 − po

(1 + τN)n
(12)

in which, the cyclic stress appears in a normalized form,
p = σ/σuts and p0 = σ0/σuts, where σuts and σ0 are the static
strength and the fatigue limit, respectively; τ is a dimension-
less parameter related to a characteristic time or number of
cycles, and n is an exponent. τ and n are determined by curve
fitting. In Xiao’s work, the model was also taken as a reference
S–Ncurve, and it was extended to capture the temperature
effect. It was postulated that the fatigue-life curve at a refer-
ence temperature can be shifted to describe the fatigue life
behavior at a different temperature.

All these models only deal with fatigue behavior at fixed
loading stress ratio. For readers interested in the effect of
stress state, stress ratio, and stacking angle, the review article
by Degrieck and Van Paepegem (2001) is recommended.

4.2 Fatigue delamination tests

Delamination is one of the most common damage mecha-
nisms in laminate composites. Delamintion may originate
from interlaminate cracks caused by significant out-of-plane
stress at ply drop offs, cutout, and free edge due to the inhomo-
geneous nature, even if the component is subjected to in-plane
loading. Delamination can also occur from cross-ply or angle-
ply cracking. Manufacturing flaws and low-energy impact
loading in service can also initiate delamination. Fracture
mechanics is widely adopted to characterize delamination

phenomena. It can occur in mode I (opening), mode II (shear-
ing), and mode III (tearing), as well as in any combination of
these modes depending on the local stress state, namely inter-
laminar tension, in-plane sliding shear, out-of-plane shearing,
and/or their combinations (Pelegri, 1999).

After a delamination is initiated under cyclic loading, it
may grow stably or its growth may be hindered depending on
the loading magnitude and architectural geometry of the com-
posite material. This leads to the study of two major character-
istic parameters of composite delamination: threshold tough-
ness and growth rate. The delamination threshold toughness,
Gth(Kth), is the strain energy release rate (stress intensity
factor) below which a delamintion will not grow. The delam-
ination growth rate, defined as the crack growth per loading
cycle, is usually expressed as a function of the energy release
rate or stress intensity factor. Many researchers have adopted
the energy release rate as a measure to describe the delamina-
tion law and only one equation is needed in the case. Alterna-
tively, the stress intensity factor may be employed to charac-
terize the delamination growth behavior. The test method for
fatigue delamination is given elsewhere in this encyclopedia
(see Delamination Toughness Characterization of Laminated
Composites). Extensive review on this topic was given by
Pagano and Schoeppner (2000) and Martin (2003).

5 FATIGUE TESTING OF SANDWICH
STRUCTURES

Sandwich structures are usually designed to carry flexural
loads (see Lightweight Sandwich Structures). A sandwich
structure consists of two thin skin sheets adhered to a thick but
lightweight core. The skin sheets provide resistance to almost
all in-plane loads and bending moments. The core material is
normally low-strength material, but its higher thickness allots
the composite sandwich with high bending stiffness at a low
overall density. It also provides shear rigidity to the sandwich
structure. These structures can fail in several ways including
tension or compression failure of the skin sheets, shear fail-
ure of the core, wrinkling failure of the compression skin
sheets, debonding of the core/sheet interface (delamination),
and global buckling. Among these failure modes, core shear
failure seems to be the dominant failure mode (Sharma, Gib-
son and Ayorinde, 2006). Hereafter, the fatigue test method
for core shear failure is discussed.

The three- and four-point bending fatigue tests are appro-
priate methods commonly applied to investigate fatigue
properties of sandwich core materials, especially, shear
life curve, damage formation, and stiffness degradation. A
modified four-point bending testing fixture, which allows
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of a four-point bend testing rig.
Reproduced from Burman and Zenkert (1997) c© Elsevier.

loading reversal (R< 0) and reduces stress concentration, is
illustrated in Figure 5 (Burman and Zenkert, 1997). It has
been shown that the fatigue failure mode depends on the face
and core materials, the specimen geometry (such as thick-
ness of the skin, ts, thickness of the core, tc), and the distance
between the inner and outer supports, L1 − L2. The position
of the supports, as well as ts and tc, needs to be determined
on the basis of standard sandwich beam theory, such that the
expected failure would be in core shear and not any other
mode (Harte, Fleck and Ashby, 2001). The shear stress in the
foam core is

τc = p

(tc + tf )b
(13)

where P is the applied/reaction force at each support and b is
the width of the sandwich beam.

Once the test begins, the specimen’s temperature should
be monitored to ensure that it does not fluctuate more than
2◦ C, except if the test purpose is to study temperature effects.
The maximum load and number of cycles to failure need to
be recorded to generate the shear stress fatigue-life diagram.
The stiffness variation of the beam can be monitored using the
load cell and the deflection data. Fatigue damage of the spec-
imens can be surveyed via optics (short- and long-distance
microscopes, laser interferometry, etc.).

Several analytical approaches for determining the fatigue
properties of composite sandwich structures have been devel-
oped, among which are the basic S–N diagram, stiffness
reduction, and strength reduction approaches, as well as
cumulative damage modeling. An empirical S–Ncurve model
was proposed that was based on a two-parameter Weibull
function for the undamaged sandwich beam (Burman and

Zenkert, 1997)

τUD = τth + (τ̂ − τth)e−log(N/a)b (14)

where τ̂ is the static failure shear stress, τth is the fatigue limit,
and a and b are fitting parameters.

The effect of the stress amplitude and the mean stress
on fatigue process can be determined by a series of tests
where the loading ratio and the loading level are varied. It has
been found that the fatigue life is significantly reduced when
applying loads at R< 0. Therefore, fatigue limit is highly
affected by reversed loads.

6 ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTION

Aerospace and marine structures are often subjected to var-
ied and extreme environmental conditions. It has been known
that environmental factors, such as temperature, moisture,
and sea water, cause detrimental effects in materials and
structures instigating dramatic reduction in their fatigue life.
Therefore, in the design stage, it is desirable to obtain the
fatigue properties of materials and structures in environ-
mental conditions used in service. Fatigue failure associated
with different environmental conditions is referred to subdi-
visions of fatigue including creep fatigue, thermomechanical
fatigue, and corrosion fatigue. Customarily, during thermo-
mechanical fatigue, the material is subjected concurrently to
mechanical and thermal cycles, while corrosion fatigue refers
to the cyclic loading in the presence of a chemically corrosive
environment.

Introduction of environmental factors (variables) to
fatigue testing ensues in complex testing procedures and
tortuous properties assessment. Fatigue testing methods asso-
ciated with environmental effects share similarity with the
fatigue testing methods discussed earlier in this chapter,
except that special attention and apparatuses are necessitated
to monitor, evaluate, and control the environmental variables.
In this section, only environmental effect on fatigue life of
composites materials is briefly discussed. Details about the
corrosion effect test on metallic materials can be referred to
ASM handbook (Andresen, 1998).

6.1 Temperature effects

Thermomechanical fatigue of materials requires simultane-
ous application of mechanical and thermal cycling. A con-
trollable heating apparatus is needed to uniformly apply tem-
perature gradients to the specimen. The temperature variation
should be controlled within±2◦ C during the test. A paradigm
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of an efficient temperature controlled set up includes a cham-
ber with infrared radiation furnace, or quartz lamp, and
thermocouples. Strain at elevated temperature can be mea-
sured with a capacitance extensometer and/or strain gages.
For example, Martin (Martin, 1993) investigated the delami-
nation onset in polymeric composite laminates under thermal
and mechanical loads. Both static and fatigue tests, in uniaxial
and double cantilever beam (DCB) configurations, at room
and elevated temperatures were performed to develop a model
predicting the onset of delamination. It was found that the
static stress to edge delamination was not affected by temper-
ature but the number of cycles to edge delamination decreased
with temperature increase for both quasi-isotropic layups
(45/−45/0/90)s and (−45/45/90/0)s of carbon/BMI and
IM7/5260 composites. Johnston and Gates (1998) studied
the performance of the graphite/bismaleimide open-hole ten-
sion specimens subjected to aging at elevated temperatures,
fatigue, and their synergistic contributions. They used capac-
itance extensometers to measure strain at elevated tempera-
tures. Kawai and Maki (2006) performed static and fatigue
tests on carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) laminates
at room temperature and elevated temperature (100◦ C) to
develop a fatigue failure model that predicts fatigue strength
of a cross-ply laminate. In their high-temperature fatigue
tests, the specimens were preconditioned in a heating cham-
ber equipped with a precise digital control feature for 1 h.

6.2 Moisture effects

Effect of water and jet fuel absorption on mode-I and mode-II
delamination of AS4/3501-6 graphite/epoxy was investigated
by Hooper and Subramanian (1993). DCB and end-notched
exure (ENF) specimens were carefully preconditioned with a
vacuum drying process and then the specimens were soaked
in different fluids of interest. Saturation of the specimens was
monitored by their weight gain. Static delamination fracture
toughness test results indicated that the moisture absorption
of either water or jet fuel tends to toughen the material, which
means that GIC and GIIC of the saturated specimen are higher
than those of dry specimens. However, fatigue life decreased
drastically because of the moisture effect (Sharma, Gibson
and Ayorinde, 2006). Moisture and temperature effects on
fatigue behavior of foam core sandwich composites were
reviewed by Sharma, Gibson and Ayorinde (2006).

7 SUMMARY

In this chapter, experimental techniques for the stress-life,
strain-life, and fatigue crack-growth rate of materials and for

sandwich core shear fatigue are briefly introduced. Impor-
tant issues such as testing equipment, specimen design,
alignment, and environmental effects are discussed. Fatigue
testing provides the structural engineer with valuable insight
of the material performance over the span of its lifetime.

For multiple-mechanism induced fatigue, the bilinear
model and the power law relation reflect the encountered
changes of the damage mechanisms. However, advanced
observation techniques (such as X-ray radiograph) may be
needed to examine the failure process during testing. Other
parameters (e.g., stiffness, crack density) may also be plotted
against the life cycle to assess damage evolution for further
fatigue life prediction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Delamination toughness characterization is valuable in mate-
rial development, selection and screening, for supporting
design and analysis efforts to produce delamination-resistant
structures, for developing material allowables to be used in
statistically based design procedures, and to make accept,
reject, or repair decisions for structures where delaminations
are detected. This chapter describes delamination character-
ization techniques for both monotonic (static) and fatigue
loading and discusses common concerns, such as the effects
of mode ratio, temperature, moisture, and interfacial ply ori-
entation on toughness. The representation of toughness data
via failure loci and failure surfaces is addressed, and topics
of current concern are identified.

2 STATIC TOUGHNESS
CHARACTERIZATION IN THE MODE
I-II PLANE

This section considers toughness characterization under con-
ditions where the mode III energy release rate, GIII, is zero.
When this is the case, the delamination toughness Gc can be
represented in terms of mode mixity, which may be expressed
as GI/GII, GI/G, or GII/G. Here, GI, GII, and G are the mode
I, II, and total energy release rates, respectively.

2.1 Commonly used test methods

Drawings of the most commonly used test methods are
provided in Figures 1, 2, and 3. Figure 1 presents the double-
cantilever beam (DCB) test, used for determination of the
mode I toughness, GIc. The mode II toughness, GIIc, has most
often been determined by the end-notched flexure (ENF) test,
although the four-point bend end-notched flexure (4ENF) and

Figure 1. Mode I double-cantilever beam test.
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Figure 2. Mode II tests: (a) end-notched flexure (ENF); (b) four-point ENF; (c) end-loaded split.

end-loaded split (ELS) test have also been used extensively.
These tests are shown in Figures 2a–c. The mixed-mode
bending (MMB) test, shown in Figure 3, is the most widely
accepted method for the determination of mixed-mode I-II
toughnesses for 0 < GII/G < 1.0.

2.1.1 Mode I

Essentially equivalent standardized DCB test methods for
unidirectional, continuous fiber reinforced polymeric matrix
composites are available from ASTM Standard D5528 (2007)
and the ISO 15024-2001 (2001). These standards fully
describe preparing the specimen, performing the test and
reducing the data to obtain GIc. Specimens are prepared with a
non-adhering insert, such as polytetrafluoroethylene, at their
midplane to form an initiation site for the delamination. The
initial increment of growth occurs directly from this insert
and is often referred to as an initiation or non-precracked
toughness. The next increment of growth, which occurs from
the propagated crack, is referred to as the “precracked” tough-
ness. Non-precracked (NPC) values of GIc may be larger than
precracked (PC) values due to resin pooling and/or a blunt
crack tip at the end of the insert. The test standards indicate
that an insert thickness equal to or less than 13 �m is sufficient
to prevent this. However, even for this insert thickness, NPC
GIc has been shown to exceed the PC value for some materi-
als with toughened interfaces (Polaha et al., 1996; Davidson,
Kumar, and Soffa, 2008). Conversely, the PC toughness may
exceed the NPC result for materials that exhibit fiber bridging
or other types of damage. Fiber bridging is defined as fibers
or portions of fibers that connect the crack faces in the wake

Figure 3. Mixed-mode bending test.

behind the crack tip and results from portions of the delami-
nation front slightly changing planes as they advance. Fiber
bridging may occur in unidirectional delamination toughness
test specimens and will increase the perceived toughness to
a value greater than that required for interlaminar delam-
ination. However, this behavior typically is not indicative
of that exhibited by practical structural geometries, where
delamination growth is most commonly at interfaces defined
by two plies at different orientations. Therefore, test speci-
mens should be examined for bridged fibers during and/or
after the test. It is also useful to generate toughness versus
crack advance, or resistance (R) curves, which show both ini-
tiation and propagation toughnesses. A rising R-curve may
reflect fiber bridging, but other causes are also possible. For
example, typical R-curves for particulate interlayered DCB
specimens as a function of temperature for dry and moisture
saturated (“wet”) conditions are presented in Figure 4. Here,
the rising R-curves occur at the higher temperature and mois-
ture conditions and are a result of increasing damage. The
falling R-curves happen at the lower temperature conditions
and result from the crack moving out of the toughened region
of the interface. For materials that exhibit fiber bridging and
for which the NPC GIc is the lowest value on the R-curve,
this minimum value should be used for design and analy-
sis purposes. For materials that do not exhibit fiber bridging,
NPC GIc, PC GIc, and a “steady state” toughness may all be
useful in design. Here, the steady state toughness is defined
as the plateau value of the R-curve and may be observed in
Figure 4.

2.1.2 Mixed-mode

ASTM Standard D6671/D6671M (2006) fully describes the
MMB specimen geometry, test method, and data reduction
procedure. The MMB may be used to obtain both NPC and PC
values of Gc and, similar to the DCB, MMB specimens should
also be examined for fiber bridging. Note that under the dis-
placement control method used in the ASTM standard, the
stability of crack advance – hence the ability to easily obtain
NPC and PC Gc from the same specimen – depends on the
mode mixity of the test, with growth becoming increasingly
unstable with increasing GII/G. Alternatively, stable crack
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Figure 4. Mode I R-curves from T800H/3900-2 carbon/epoxy for various environmental conditions (Davidson, Kumar and Soffa, 2008).

advance may be obtained by running the test using an “open-
ing displacement control” method (Bhashyam and Davidson,
1997). Although the test standard allows precracking under
different mode mixities than the test is run, the simplest test
procedure and the most accurate results are obtained under
stable growth conditions by testing the same specimen twice
at the same mode mixity: once from the insert and then again
from the precrack, similar to the approach used in mode I.
Stable growth also allows R-curves to be generated using the
MMB test.

2.1.3 Mode II

There is a Japanese Industrial Standard for the ENF test (JIS
K7086-1993 (1993)). ASTM International is also currently
in the process of finalizing an ENF test standard (Davidson,
2006). One drawback to the ENF is that crack advance is
unstable. Thus, to get NPC and PC values of GIIc from the
same specimen, some method must be employed during or
after the NPC test to locate the new (post-test) delamination
front and to ensure that it is essentially straight and perpendic-
ular to the direction of crack advance. With this knowledge,
the specimen can be repositioned in the fixture and a PC test
can be performed. The ELS specimen provides stable crack
advance and therefore facilitates the determination of NPC
and PC values of GIIc from the same specimen, but difficul-
ties with producing a clamped end support and with visually
determining crack length have hampered standardization
efforts in this area. However, recently developed proce-

dures for addressing these problems (Blackman, Brunner, and
Williams, 2006) have caused the Polymers and Composites
Technical Committee of the European Structural Integrity
Society to reconsider standardizing this test. The 4ENF test
initially appeared to provide an ideal compromise, as it pro-
vides stable crack growth, uses a relatively simple four-point
bend fixture, and a compliance calibration method of data
reduction may be used to eliminate any errors associated with
the uncertainty in the crack length. However, it became appar-
ent that the perceived toughness obtained from the 4ENF was
dependent on the test geometry. Detailed studies revealed that
this was due to the combined effects of the loading fixture and
crack plane friction on the perceived toughness (Davidson,
Sun, and Vinciquerra, 2007). Although these effects could
be reduced, it was concluded that the 4ENF was inherently
less accurate then the ENF for the determination of GIIc, and
for this reason, the ENF test was chosen for standardiza-
tion by ASTM International. Details of the expected ENF
test procedure are presented below, although it is possible
that some modifications to this may be made based on the
results of an inter-laboratory study that is currently being
conducted.

Figure 5 presents a schematic representation of the ENF
specimen and fixture and defines all nomenclature used
subsequently. Data reduction in the ENF is by the com-
pliance calibration (CC) method, where the relationship
between the specimen’s compliance and delamination length
is determined prior to testing by measuring the specimen’s
compliance at two additional simulated crack lengths, one
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Figure 5. End-notched flexure specimen and dimensions.

that is shorter and one that is longer than the crack length at
which the test is to be performed (ao). This is achieved by
appropriate positioning of the specimen in the test fixture.
The recommended procedure in the ASTM test standard will
be for the NPC and PC toughness to be determined from the
same specimen. In this case, the specimen and test dimensions
are as given in Table 1.

To obtain the NPC toughness, a pre-test CC is first per-
formed at crack lengths of ao − 10 mm and ao + 10 mm. Each
CC test is performed to 50% of the expected critical load,
which corresponds to 25% of the expected value of GIIc.
The fracture test is then conducted with a = ao, and both the
data from the loading line and the unloading line (after crack
advance) is recorded. The compliances from the two pre-test
CCs and the compliance from the loading line during the test
are then expressed using

C = A + ma3 (1)

where C is compliance and A and m are the intercept and
slope, respectively, obtained from a linear regression analysis
of the C vs a3 data. Using the relationship between energy
release rate and compliance

G = P2

2B

∂C

∂a
(2)

Table 1. Specimen dimensions for the ENF test.

Parameter Value or range

2 h 3.4–4.5 mm (0.133–0.177 in)
L 50 mm (2.0 in)
Lc ≥ 15 mm (≥ 0.6 in)
Lu ≥ 45 mm (≥ 1.8 in)
ao 30 mm (1.2 in)
B 20–26 mm (0.8–1.0 in)
r1 4.7–12.7 mm (0.185–0.50 in)
r2 3.1–5.1 mm (0.125–0.20 in)

gives the candidate toughness, GQ , as

GQ = 3mP2
maxa

2
o

2B
(3)

where B is the specimen’s width. The compliance expression
found in equation (1) is also used with equation (2) to
determine the energy release rates at the maximum loads
used during the two NPC compliance tests. If these energy
release rates are both in the range of 15–35% of GQ, then
GQ = GIIc. Otherwise, GQ is used to determine new loads
for CC of subsequent specimens, but it is not taken to be the
mode II toughness.

The unloading data from the non-precracked test is used
to compute the post-test crack length in the specimen, acalc.
The value of acalc is measured from the point of the specimen
that was above the right-side support roller in Figure 5 and is
given by

acalc =
(

Cu − A

m

) 1
3

(4)

where Cu is the compliance from the unloading line and A
and m are the CC coefficients from the NPC test found using
equation (1). The specimen is then placed back in the fixture
such that the crack length for the PC test, ao, will be 30 mm.
Two precracked CCs are then performed at ao − 10 mm and
ao + 10 mm, and the PC test is conducted with a = ao. These
data are fit with a new compliance equation of the form given
by equation (1), and the PC toughness is computed by a
method that is identical to that described above.

2.2 Failure loci and failure criteria

Mode I, II, and mixed-mode I-II data are most commonly
presented in the form of a failure locus in GI versus GII space
or in Gc versus GII/G space. These two representations are
shown in Figure 6. These data are often fit with a delamination
failure criterion (DFC). A review by Reeder (2006) describes
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Figure 6. Mode I-II data presented in (a) GI vs GII and (b) Gc vs GII/G planes.

the majority of the DFCs considered to-date, and points out
that the B-K criterion (Benzeggagh and Kenane, 1996) fits
mode I-II data well and has been reasonably widely used in
the literature. In this criterion the toughness is given by

Gc = GIc + (GIIc − GIc)(GII/G)n (5)

where n is obtained by fitting equation 5 to the experimental
data. However, this equation and other common DFCs were
not derived mechanistically, but rather present equations that
contain assumptions about the form of the data. Thus, it is use-
ful to consider two approaches – which likewise represent two
different philosophies – that may be taken when determining
a delamination failure criterion for a specific material (David-
son and Zhao, 2007). The first is the “high accuracy/intensive
testing” approach, where delamination toughness testing is
performed over a full range of mode ratios. Here, there is
sufficient test data that one is interpolating only a small dis-
tance between experimental results in order to determine Gc

at any intermediate mode mix that was not directly tested.
The DFC can therefore be any appropriate curve-fit of the
experimental results, that is, the exact form of the fit is not
particularly important. It is expected that this DFC will cor-
respond closely to the actual test data. One therefore obtains
a highly accurate expression, but a significant investment in
testing is required. For example, the curve-fits in Figure 6a, b
are cubic polynomials. It may be observed that slightly differ-
ent results are obtained depending on whether the fit is made
in GI vs GII or Gc vs GII/G space. As is often the case, for this
data set the polynomial fits provide a better representation of
the data than that which is obtained using the DFCs in the
literature.

A second philosophy that might be adopted for develop-
ing a DFC is the “good accuracy/limited testing” approach.
Here, one uses an equation that is characterized in terms
of only a few discrete parameters and which describes Gc

over a complete range of GII/G. This has been referred to
as a “limited input failure criterion.” The goal is to signif-
icantly reduce the amount of testing in comparison to the
“high accuracy/intensive testing” approach, yet to retain suf-
ficient accuracy that the resulting DFC can be used for a
variety of practical uses. This may be preferable in the case
of limited testing resources, the need for toughness data that
reflects a large number of usage environments, or the need
to develop statistically based toughnesses for use in design.
The proposed approach is based on Reeder’s bilinear DFC. It
requires the determination of GIc, GIIc and Gc at a mode mix-
ity GII/G = Z, where Z is in the vicinity of 0.4. The resulting
expression for the DFC in Gc vs GII/G space is given by

Gc = GIc

1 − (1 + ξ)GII
G

for 0 ≤ GII

G
≤ Z (6)

Gc = ζGIIc

(1 + ζ)GII
G

− 1
for Z ≤ GII

G
≤ 1.0 (7)

where

ξ = (1 − Z)Gc(Z) − GIc

ZGc(Z)
and ζ = (1 − Z)Gc(Z)

ZGc(Z) − GIIc

(8)

Alternatively, when recast into GI vs GII space, this crite-
rion provides a bilinear fit of the data. This approach has been
shown to be highly accurate for a wide range of fiber rein-
forced polymeric matrix composites (Davidson and Zhao,
2007).

2.3 Effects of temperature and moisture

There is reasonably good consistency amongst the majority
of studies on the effects of temperature and moisture on the
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mode I, II and mixed-mode I-II delamination toughness of
polymeric composites (Davidson, Kuma, and Soffa, 2008). It
has been found that GIc increases with increasing temperature
in thermoplastic composites, and with increasing temperature
and moisture content in thermoset composites. These trends
are reflected in the data of Figure 4. Conversely, GIIc has most
commonly been observed to decrease with increasing tem-
perature in thermoset and thermoplastic composites, and to
also decrease with increasing moisture content in thermoset
composites. For mode I, the most common explanation for the
change in toughness relates to the change in matrix ductility.
This has been confirmed by scanning electron microscopy,
and has raised a dilemma for mode II: increasing tempera-
ture and moisture content increase matrix ductility, yet these
same conditions cause GIIc to decrease. Historically, the most
frequent explanation has been that increasing temperature
and moisture content decrease the energy required to cause
fiber/matrix debonding. In some instances, there are more
bare fibers seen in the elevated temperature and moisture
microscopy results than at room temperature. However, it is
more common that this direct evidence is not observed, and it
appears that fiber/matrix debonding was often suggested due
to the lack of other explanatory mechanisms.

An alternative explanation for mode II observances was
proposed by Lee (1997, 1999), who assumed that mode II
delamination growth occurs due to mode I matrix failures
inclined to the primary direction of crack advance ahead of the
crack tip. Typically, this produces a series of microcracks that
link together to form what is macroscopically observed to be
a mode II failure. Through micromechanical considerations,
it was shown that the mode II toughness of the composite can
be expressed in terms of the mode I toughness of the matrix,
the matrix yield stress and the matrix shear modulus. This
relation agrees well with test data, and it is possible that some
of the previously published results that exhibit a decrease in
GIIc with increasing temperature or moisture content could
be similarly attributed. However, although Lee’s explana-
tion is widely accepted, it is insufficiently mature to predict
the dependence of toughness on temperature and moisture.
Therefore, delamination toughness testing is still required to
characterize materials in their intended usage environment.
Such data may then be fit with a DFC or limited input DFC
as described in the previous section.

2.4 Effects of interfacial ply orientation and
delamination growth direction

This topic was the subject of an in-depth review by
Andersons and König (2004). For the mode I initiation, or
non-precracked, toughness, it was concluded that the effects

of interfacial ply orientation and delamination growth direc-
tion were moderate or non-existent. In those cases where
there is an effect, the measured toughness tends to be larger
than that which is obtained from conventional unidirectional
specimens. Mode I precracked and propagation toughnesses
show a larger sensitivity to ply angle and delamination growth
direction due to their tendency to shift interfaces or to grow
intralaminarly. However, this is also generally accompanied
by an increase in toughness from the non-precracked value.
Thus, the use of unidirectional specimens to obtain conserva-
tive values of GIc for use in design appears to be appropriate,
providing that the effect of fiber bridging on the precracked
and propagation toughnesses is minimal.

For mode II growth at θ/ − θ interfaces with the delamina-
tion growing at 0◦, GIIc has been reported to remain constant
or to increase with increasing θ. For these interfaces, uni-
directional specimens will therefore provide a conservative
measure of GIIc. In addition, Andersons and König show that
the following equation provides a good fit to the data for θ

less than approximately 60◦

GIIc = G0
IIc + λ tanθ (9)

In the above, G0
IIc is the mode II toughness for θ = 0◦,

that is, for a conventional unidirectional specimen, and λ is
a positive constant that is chosen to fit equation (9) to the
experimental data. Conversely, for 0/0 interfaces where the
delamination grows at an angle α to the fiber direction, it
was observed that GIIc can decrease with increasing α. The
equation

GIIc = G0
IIc cos2 α + G90

IIc sin2 α (10)

was shown to fit these data reasonably well for α less than or
equal to approximately 60◦. Here, G90

IIc is the mode II tough-
ness for α = 90, that is, for a conventional mode II test of a
90/90 interface. This value was generally deduced from the
data for α ≤ 60◦ and was found to be less than G0

IIc. Simi-
larly, delamination toughness tests of specimens with θ/ − θ

interfaces often produce values of GIIc that are less than G0
IIc

when the delamination grows at an angle between 0 and θ.
However, the authors point out the many difficulties with
this type of testing, including anticlastic curvature, bending-
twisting and bending-stretching coupling, residual thermal
stresses, and other energy dissipating mechanisms, and warn
that these likely affected the existing experimental results but
were not accounted for in the reduction of data to obtain GIIc.
It should also be pointed out that a few well-controlled stud-
ies have been conducted where unidirectional toughness data
was used to predict delamination growth in multidirectional
laminates in which only interlaminar delamination failures
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Figure 7. Offset delamination tests: (a) asymmetric double-cantilever beam; (b) unsymmetric single-leg bending; (c) unsymmetric end-
notched flexure; (d) fixed-ratio mixed mode; (e) cracked double-lap shear.

occurred (e.g., Davidson, Bialaszewski, and Sainath, 2006).
These studies indicated energy release rate based predictions
of failure using a DFC from the unidirectional specimens
were either accurate or somewhat conservative.

2.5 Offset delamination tests

Delamination toughness testing has also been performed with
specimens that contain delaminations that are offset with
respect to the laminate’s midplane. Typical approaches are
illustrated in Figure 7 and include the asymmetric DCB, the
unsymmetric single-leg bending (USLB), the unsymmetric
ENF, the fixed-ratio mixed mode (FRMM), and the cracked
double-lap shear (CDLS) test. The difficulty with using these
and other offset delamination specimens for fracture tough-
ness characterization is that they require assumptions about
the decomposition of the total energy release rate into its
individual components that may not always be valid for lam-
inated composites. Thus, offset delamination specimens are

more appropriate for use in validating the accuracy of delam-
ination growth predictions (Kinloch et al., 1993; Davidson,
Bialaszewski, and Sainath, 2006).

3 STATIC MODE I-II-III TOUGHNESS
CHARACTERIZATION

3.1 Mode III

Figure 8 illustrates the edge crack torsion (Lee, 1993) and
modified split-cantilever beam tests (Robinson and Song,
1994; Sharif, Kortschot and Martin, 1995), which are perhaps
the two most mature methods for determining the mode III
delamination toughness GIIIc. However, some issues remain
with interpretation of results from these tests and, at present,
the GIIIc values that they produce should likely be inter-
preted as “perceived toughnesses.” For example, there is
typically damage associated with delamination growth in the
edge crack torsion (ECT) test, the crack does not advance

Figure 8. Mode III tests: (a) edge crack torsion; (b) modified split-cantilever beam.
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uniformly along the delamination front as is assumed in the
data reduction method, and the perceived initiation toughness
has been observed to depend upon the specimen’s initial crack
length. There are also concerns about the accuracy of the data
reduction method utilized for the modified split-cantilever
beam (MSCB) test, and it is possible that small rotations
within the test fixture cause compressive stresses to be trans-
mitted across the specimen’s crack faces. Potential problems
are indirectly supported by the literature, where GIIIc values
obtained by these two methods vary from approximately 0.5
GIIc to 2.5 GIIc. While it is possible that these results are cor-
rect and simply reflect a wide range in GIIIc/GIIc across the
materials tested, it is more likely that artifacts in the test meth-
ods are influencing the perceived values of GIIIc. It should also
be noted that, although it is often assumed that GIIIc is similar
to or somewhat larger than GIIc, efforts to relate mode II and
mode III fracture surface morphologies have been unsuccess-
ful. Thus, although it may be that this assumption is ultimately
proved to be correct, its present basis has not firmly been
established.

3.2 Modes I-III, II-III, and I-II-III

Three mixed-mode fracture tests involving mode III have thus
far been proposed: an eight-point bending plate method to
obtain mixed-mode I-III toughnesses (Pereira and de Morais,
2009), a six-point bending plate method to obtain mixed-
mode II-III toughnesses (de Morais and Pereira, 2008) and a
prestressed beam test that is applicable to transparent com-
posites and that superposes an ENF test with a mode I wedge
loading and a constant displacement application of the MSCB
test (Szekrényes, 2007). Although issues similar to those
described above indicate that the results from these tests
should be viewed as preliminary, they represent important

first steps into the determination of delamination toughness in
this regime of mode mixities. Similarly, the paper by Reeder
(2006) offers some good early insight into potential forms for
delamination failure criteria for mixed-mode I-II-III tough-
ness data.

4 FATIGUE TOUGHNESS
CHARACTERIZATION

The tests described in Sections 2 and 3 may also be used to
determine delamination toughnesses under fatigue loadings.
The two general approaches are to determine (i) threshold
toughnesses, Gth, defined as the energy release rate below
which delamination growth will not occur for a specified
number of cycles, or (ii) laws defining slow stable delami-
nation growth for Gth < G < Gc. The former approach may
also be thought of as determining the conditions for the onset
of delamination growth, and in this sense the two approaches
are closely related. To illustrate, suppose that a delamination
toughness test is run cyclically at minimum and maximum
displacements of 0 and δmax, respectively, corresponding to
a minimum energy release rate (ERR) of 0 and a maximum
of Gmax. Assuming slow stable crack advance occurs, the
delamination length, a, may be measured periodically as a
function of the number of cycles N, and at each measure-
ment, the value of Gmax is also recorded. Since the test is
run in displacement control, the maximum load and maxi-
mum energy release rate will both decrease with increasing
crack length. Thus, the test may be continued until no delam-
ination growth occurs for a specified number of cycles, that
is, when G < Gth. The a versus N data may be used to
determine da/dN, commonly referred to as the growth rate,
and this may be plotted against Gmax, as shown in Figure
9a. Typically, the data for Gth < G < Gc is relatively linear,

Figure 9. Fatigue test methods: (a) displacement-controlled da/dN; (b) force-controlled da/dN; (c) delamination onset.
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Figure 10. Effect of mode ratio on Gth and n: (a) delamination onset; (b) da/dN.

and may be represented as

da

dN
= A�Gn (11)

where, for the example under discussion, �G = Gmax. The
constant n is the slope of the da/dN versus �G data on a log-
log plot and is referred to as the growth rate exponent, and
A relates to the intercept. This is a widely used approach for
the determination of both Gth and the growth rate law from a
single type of test and is valid as long as fiber bridging does
not occur.

An alternative to the approach above is to perform the test
in load control. Here, G will increase with a. Thus, one first
estimates a value of Gth, and the corresponding load repre-
sents the value of Pmax at which the fatigue test is started. If
growth occurs, the test continues in the same manner as the
displacement controlled test. If growth does not occur after a
specified number of cycles, then this data point is plotted as
da/dN ≈ 0, and the maximum load level is increased. The data
from this test will appear as shown in Figure 9b. Although
the value of A and n may be affected by fiber bridging in this
approach, the value of Gth will not. Another alternative is to
test multiple specimens at different values of Gmax and moni-
tor when the onset of growth occurs. Tests may be run in either
load or displacement control. These data may be represented,
as shown in Figure 9c, which illustrates the determination of
Gth based on 106 cycles.

A standardized test for the mode I threshold toughness,
GIth, exists (ASTM Standard D6115 2004), but no other
standardized tests for the determination of threshold tough-
nesses or growth rates have been published. Nevertheless, a
great deal of research has been conducted into the determi-
nation of threshold toughness and delamination growth rates
under mode I, mode II and mixed-mode loadings. Although
no comprehensive review exists, the work by Andersons,

Hojo, and Ochiai (2004) provides a useful starting point
for familiarization with the literature. It has generally been
observed that the percentage difference between the static and
threshold toughness increases with increasing mode ratio and
increasing number of cycles. That is, the threshold toughness
decreases as it is based on an increasing number of cycles.
It also becomes less sensitive to mode mix as the number of
cycles increases, as illustrated in Figure 10a. It follows that,
for materials where GIIc > GIc, the growth rate exponent will
decrease with increasing GII/G, and that n will become less
sensitive to mode ratio as GIc and GIIc become more similar,
as illustrated in Figure 10b. It has also been observed that n
increases with increasing cyclic stress ratio, Q = σmin/σmax.
Thus, the minimum value of n is found for Q = 0 in mode I and
for Q = −1 in mode II, and the maximum value of n occurs
in both modes as Q → 1, that is, as Gmax approaches Gc.

Although characterization of the delamination growth rate
using the energy release rate has historically been more
common, it appears that using the stress intensity factor,
K, may be preferable in terms of understanding the various
effects that have been exhibited. That is, since G ∝ K2, �G
and �K are not equivalent, rather, �K = (1 − Q)Kmax and
�G ∝ (1 − Q2)K2

max. Therefore

�G ∝
(
1 − Q2

)
(1 − Q)2 �K2 (12)

For example, it has been found (Andersons, Hojo, and
Ochiai, 2004) that �Kth varies with Q according to the
relation

�Kth = �K
Q=0
th (1 − Q)γ (13)

where �K
Q = 0
th is the value of �Kth for Q = 0. For mode I, γ

is in the range of 0–1 and is approximately linear with respect
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to either K−1
Ic or G

−1/2
Ic . By this interpretation, it can further be

shown that for low toughness materials where γ is large, the
mode I growth rate is governed primarily by KImax, whereas
for high toughness materials with small γ , �KI primarily
governs the mode I growth rate. In mode II, it was found
that γ < 0.1 for carbon reinforced polymeric composites,
that is, �KIIth is nearly independent of Q. However, when
expressed in terms of �G, equations (12) and (13) indicate
that �GIIth will increase with increasing Q and that �GIth

will increase with increasing Q if γ ≤ 0.5. If γ > 0.5, then at
small Q, �GIth will increase with Q to a maximum value and
then decrease, and the value of Q at which the peak occurs
will decrease with increasing γ . Thus, both a stress intensity
factor based expression for threshold toughness and use of
�K in place of �G in equation (11) would appear to be
preferable. Characterizing da/dN in terms of �K also allows
the effects of shear stress reversals (Q < 0) to more easily be
expressed.

5 SUMMARY

Delamination toughness characterization remains a matur-
ing field. Relatively well-accepted tests exist for static and
fatigue toughness testing in the mode I-II plane, whereas test
methods that include mode III are still evolving. Similarly, the
effects of temperature and moisture on delamination tough-
ness are relatively well-established for mode I and mode II.
However, although these effects are qualitatively understood,
specific quantitative effects must still be established by test.
Due to the relative immaturity of the appropriate test meth-
ods, little work has been done on the effects of temperature
and moisture where mode III is present. The orientations of
the plies bounding the delamination and its relative direc-
tion of growth have been shown to influence toughness, but
there are inherent difficulties in these types of tests, and it
is often difficult to separate out intrinsic material properties
from those that are structural, that is, a perceived toughness
may be an artifact of the test set-up. Thus, current philoso-
phy for design is to base delamination toughnesses on 0/0
interfaces, and the limited amount of validation that has been
performed has indicated that this produces accurate or some-
what conservative predictions for growth in multidirectional
layups. For fatigue, the use of energy release rate to charac-
terize threshold toughnesses and delamination growth rates
has historically been more prevalent, but there is growing
evidence that using the stress intensity factor may lead to
expressions that better reflect the dependency of the thresh-
old toughness on stress ratio, and of the growth rate on both
stress ratio and threshold toughness.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A joint can be defined as a mechanism that will “con-
nect two or more parts of a product or system (Adams
and Wake, 1984).” There are three major methods, as well
as combinations of the three methods, for joining metal-
lic components: mechanical fastening, welding/brazing, and
adhesive bonding. In the case of non-metallic material
components, mechanical fastening, adhesive bonding, or
combinations of the two are the predominant joining tech-
niques employed. A mechanically fastened joint uses a bolt
or rivet to join the respective parts of the system whereas
an adhesively bonded joint uses a polymeric material. The
choice of whether or not to use a particular type of joining
technique is at the discretion of the designer based on the
structural requirements, for example, need for disassembly,
elevated temperature use, or cyclic loading. A wide variety
of joints exist in practice, from the large friction-type truss

joints used to assemble sections of a bridge to the thick ten-
sion joints of a pressure vessel; however, the focus of the
joints discussed in this section are those typical to aerospace
applications.

A complete description of the different types of joints and
their representative failure modes can be found in introduc-
tory and reference engineering texts, for example, Shigley
and Mitchell (1983), or those by Bickford (1990) and Adams
and Wake (1984), which provide a more detailed treatment of
joints, joining materials, and their related complexities. The
relative size and shape of the joint and the constituents that are
used to construct the joint are all important factors for deter-
mining the behavior of a joint subjected to a given loading
as well as predicting the behavior of similar joint configura-
tions. In general, the behavior of a given joint can only be
used to predict the future performance, failure load or mech-
anism, of a subsequent joint with very similar constituents.
Thus, joint testing can be quite costly as the merits of each
new joint configuration must be evaluated experimentally,
and cannot be routinely scaled to predict the performance of
a larger or smaller joint design. A few of the more common
terms applicable to aerospace joints will now be described
herein for each of the two main aerospace joint types: bolted
and bonded joints.

A bolted joint is comprised of the two members to be
joined and the fastener or fasteners (including washers, nut
plates, etc.) used to join the two members. There are two
primary types of bolted joints used in aerospace applications:
the shear joint and the tension joint. An example of a bolted
shear-type joint is given in Figure 1, which depicts a multiple
fastener lap-shear test specimen. The bolts are pre-loaded
during assembly to provide a set value of compression, which
squeezes the plates together to resist the applied load P. Once
the friction force between the plates has been overcome and
the plates begin to slip relative to each other, the shank and
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Figure 1. Shear-type (double-lap) bolted joint test specimen.

threaded portion of the bolts resist further deformation of
the assembly by applying a normal force against each plate.
This normal force is typically referred to as a bearing force,
and acts perpendicular to the shank of the bolt. A tension-
type joint, in contrast, carries the load along the length of the
bolt as opposed to the previously described shear-type joint
that carries the load perpendicular to the bolt’s long axis.
A tension-type joint is given in the solid model image in
Figure 2, and is primarily loaded in the direction of the long
axis of the bolt. A tension joint resists the applied load or
loads primarily through the tensile strength of the bolts used
to fasten the assembly. Welded joints are commonly used in
aerospace applications where aluminum and titanium alloys
are required; however, welded joints typically don’t require
special testing methods as they retain the properties of the

Figure 2. Tension-type bolted joint assembly between a panel
(plate) and a beam.

Figure 3. Cross-section sketches of typical adhesively bonded
joints: (a) a double-lap joint; (b) a single-strap joint; (c) a single-lap
joint.

parent material and are evaluated as an integral panel once
the weld is complete.

A general, adhesively bonded joint is comprised of two
main components, much like a bolted joint. However, the
primary load transfer mechanism for all bonded joints is shear
as most bonded joints are weak when loaded perpendicular
to the plane of the bondline. An example of three typical
cross-sections of adhesively bonded joints that can be found
in aerospace applications is given in Figure 3. Looking at
the adhesively bonded joint in Figure 3c, a tensile load, P, is
applied at the joint ends while a tensile load, N, is applied
perpendicular to the plane of the bondline subjecting the joint
to a combined load state. Good bonded joint design usually
avoids loading a bonded joint perpendicular or transverse to
the plane of the bondline as shown by the force N.

The plates or structural members of the joint that are to be
joined together are referred to as adherends. The adherends
are joined together in a manner that resists separation by
a polymeric material called an adhesive. Several other key
parameters used to describe different types of adhesively
bonded joints are the length of the joint overlap, the width
of the joint overlap, the thickness of each adherend, and the
thickness of the adhesive layer. It is important to note that the
joint configurations depicted in Figure 3 are idealized joints
and show the adhesive layer between each adherend termi-
nating with a square end. In reality, the adhesive material
joining the two adherends is almost always squeezed out of
the gap between the two plates during the cure process. A
tapered section of adhesive, typically referred to as a spew
fillet, is formed at the ends of the interface between the two
adherends. Spew fillets are important components of most
well manufactured joints and are a good indicator that the
surfaces received the proper surface treatment and were sub-
sequently cured in the right manner. Additionally, spew fillets
help to reduce the high strain gradients in the adhesive layer
that exist at the ends of the joint overlap region, and are highly
desirable for that reason.
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2 STATIC TESTING

2.1 Bolted joints subjected to static loading

The purpose of conducting a static test of a bolted joint test
article is usually to determine the yield and ultimate strength
of the joint, the predominant failure mechanism, and occa-
sionally to perform material characterization. Acceptance or
certification testing of a bolted joint is another typical static
test performed that stipulates a maximum applied threshold
each joint must meet prior to being placed into service. Joints
evaluated through acceptance testing should not be tested
beyond yield as in a typical static test. The preferred failure
mode for a shear-type bolted joint is in bearing, and a properly
designed bolted joint can be used to determine the allowable
bearing strength. A number of other less desirable failure
modes for bolted joints include net area tension, shear-out
of the margin, splitting or cleavage, and a variety of failure
mechanisms pertaining to the bolt or rivet. Bolted joint tests
are also classified in terms of the number of shear planes that
pass through the fastener, for example, single-plane shear
testing in the case of a single plate bolted to another single
plate.

2.1.1 Shear-type joints

An image of a tension/compression test stand configured for
a bolted joint static test is shown in Figure 4. The test article
is composed of a double-strap joint with two rows of double
fasteners transferring the load from each single plate to the
two straps. The fasteners are subjected to double-plane shear.
The test configuration consists of a universal test machine
capable of applying tensile and compressive force through
a hydraulic ram or screw mechanism, a set of grips (either
hydraulic or manual) for holding the test article during load
application, and instrumentation to measure the load or dis-
placement being applied. Other instrumentation used during
the test is strain gages for measuring local stress gradients
and extensometers for measuring the deformation between
two distinct points. The extensometer in Figure 4 is being
used to measure the relative deformation between one side
of the joint and the right-hand side splice plate.

A typical test starts by griping the test article, getting
a zero reading for the applied load or displacement, and
beginning the static load rate (between 0.1 and 0.05 lbf per
minute) for the free crosshead. High-speed photography is
often employed to determine initial failure modes and rela-
tive fastener movement during a test. A deformation versus
load plot of the data is generated from the raw data taken

Figure 4. Static testing of a multi-fastener bolted joint test article
subjected to uniaxial tension.

during the test and the maximum applied load is noted. An
example of the data from a static bolted joint test is given in
Figure 5, and demonstrates a brittle failure of a bolted joint
characterized by the sharp drop in load at peak load. A longer,
flattened curve near the peak load application point is a sign
of a ductile joint failure, and is highly desirable.

2.1.2 Tension-type joints

The tension joint uses the strength of the fastener as the pri-
mary load carrying mechanism as opposed to the shear joint,

Bearing failure
yield region 

Net tension
ultimate failure 

Displacement (in)

Load
(lbf)

Figure 5. Typical load-displacement response of a bolted joint arti-
cle subjected to uniaxial tension (failure bearing/net tension).
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Adherend

Adhesive

AdherendCohesive failure

Adhesive

50% cohesive failure

Adherend

Adhesive failure

Figure 6. Description of the basic failure mechanisms for a
bonded joint. Courtesy of Charles Yang and the Wichita State
University.

which uses a combination of the fastener and the joined mate-
rials or plates. Tension joint tests are typically conducted in
universal tension/compression test machines similar to those
of a shear joint. The tension joint is designed for failure to
occur in the fastener with typical failure mechanisms being
thread stripping of the nut or bolt, head cracking, or ductile
shear failure of the bolt shank.

Figure 7. Static testing of a single-lap (ASTM D-3165) bonded joint test article: (a) subjected to uniaxial tension; (b) a cross-section view
of the test article; and (c) the predicted (with magnification) deformation during loading.

2.2 Bonded joints subjected to static loading

2.2.1 Shear-type joints

The purpose of conducting a static test of a bonded joint test
article is identical to that of a bolted joint with one exception.
A bonded joint can be sensitive to the fabrication proce-
dures used to prepare the bonding surface, cure the adhesive
material to the adherends, and complete final machining so
a variety of screening tests are employed to assure defects
or poor workmanship are not present. These screening tests
are conducted periodically during the production of a bonded
joint. The basic failure mechanisms that have been identified
during testing for bonded joints are shown in Figure 6. A
cohesive failure represents the preferred failure mechanism
for a bonded joint, while an adhesive failure indicates an
inferior bond that was not fabricated properly. An image of
a typical bonded joint test specimen is shown in Figure 7 for
an ASTM D-3165 specimen.

A description of a bonded joint test article used for mate-
rial screening and characterization being tested in uniaxial
tension is shown in Figure 7 along with a diagram showing
a cross-section of the bonded joint geometry and the pre-
dicted deformed shape. As in the bolted joint test setup, the
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Figure 8. Static testing of a composite tube bonded to a metallic end-fitting: (a) subjected to uniaxial tension; (b) the test article after failure;
and (c) an image of the cohesive failure surface.

test configuration consists of a universal test machine capable
of applying tensile and compressive force, a set of grips for
holding the test article during load application, instrumenta-
tion to measure the load or displacement being applied, strain
gages for measuring local stress gradients, and extensometers
for measuring the deformation between two distinct points.
Another example of a bonded joint is shown in Figure 8,
and represents a test article for evaluating the bond strength
between a circular cross-section composite tube and a metal-
lic end-fitting. The failed test article is shown in Figure 8b
with an image of the bondline failure surface shown in Figure
8c. Adhesive and fibers from the carbon-epoxy tube are evi-
dent on the metallic end-fitting in the location of the bonded
overlap, which is an excellent indicator that a strong bond
was present and a good cohesive failure occurred.

One more example of a larger more complex uniaxial test
for a bonded joint is shown in Figure 9, and represents a
large flat panel (plate) with a circular bonded patch repair at
the center of the panel. The pristine panel with strain gages
attached around the patched repair is seen in Figure 9a, while
a similar view of the panel is shown in Figure 9b after failure.
A closer image of the failure location near the center of the
panel in Figure 9c reveals a crack running perpendicular to
the direction of the applied load on both edges of the patched
repair and a single crack running along the edge of the crack
in the direction of the applied load.

2.2.2 Tension-type joints

The majority of tests conducted to evaluate the tension load
carrying capability of a bonded joint are for screening pur-
poses since bonded joints are typically weak when loaded

perpendicular to the plane of the bonded surface, often
referred to as transverse tension. A popular screening test
used to evaluate bonded joint processing and cure parame-
ters is the tension-tension (button) test, ASTM D897, shown

Figure 9. A carbon-epoxy composite panel with a circular, bonded
patch repair subjected to a uniaxial tension load: (a) pre-test
instrumented panel; (b) post-test failed panel; and (c) the failure
(delamination) around the edge of the bonded patch.
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Figure 10. Adhesive tension-tension (button) test specimen during
testing. Courtesy of Rhonda Libb, NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center

in Figure 10. The test is performed by placing two one-inch
diameter metal discs that have been bonded together into a
tensile test machine, and then loading until failure is obtained.
The load rate, failure load, and description of the fracture sur-
face (cohesive or adhesive) between the two discs are the
primary pieces of data taken. Over the years, the tension
button test has been adapted for testing different specimen
characteristics like substrate type (insulation, plastic, etc.) as
well as button geometry (2 inch x 2 inch bonded sandwich
panels). The failure loads determined from the button test
specimens are consistently found to be an order of magni-
tude lower than screening tests for bonded joints loaded in
shear, which only emphasizes the importance of developing
joint designs that seek to eliminate or minimize normal strains
in an adhesively bonded joint.

An innovative tension-type joint design was developed
during the past decade for use in-state-of-the-art flight struc-
tures and has achieved failure loads on the order of those
found in many shear-type joints. This innovative tension
joint, primarily referred to as a Pi joint due to the upside-

Figure 11. (a) Solid model of a spar joined to an aircraft skin with a bonded tension (Pi) joint; (b) a detailed description of the individual
parts of the joint.

Figure 12. Bonded tension (Pi) joint subjected to a spar tensile
load with the failure mechanism is visible at the preform/adhesive
interface near the left end of the specimen. Courtesy of Dan Polis,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.

down shape of the three-dimensional woven perform used to
create the basic configuration, is shown in Figure 11a. The
component details of the Pi joint are given in Figure 11b
and are highlighted by the multiple bond surfaces between
the spar, skin, and the Pi preform. These joints are typi-
cally tested by restraining the skin portion of the specimen
in a fixture and applying a tensile load along the spar that
acts to pull the spar and Pi preform away from the skin as
shown in Figure 12. Failure usually occurs at one end of
the Pi preform where it had been bonded to the skin. In the
past, bonded joints loaded perpendicular to the bond sur-
face develop local regions of high normal strains that lead to
failure well below the shear limit; however, very little nor-
mal or peel stress is generated in Pi joint assemblies. An
important aspect of the Pi joint’s response is that each of
the adhesively bonded interfaces is loaded primarily in shear
when the spar is subjected to a tensile load. A key com-
ponent of the Pi joint’s response is the capability of the Pi
preform to provide a continuous load transfer into the skin
from the spar through the compliant preform behavior and
eliminate local singularities beneath the spar in the adhesive
layer.
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Figure 13. Cyclic testing of a multi-fastener bolted joint test article subjected to uniaxial tension supported by a stabilization fixture.

3 CYCLIC LOADING

3.1 Bolted joints

The type of test articles used for cyclic-load testing of bolted
joints are essentially the same as those used in static-load
testing; however, that is one of the few similarities between
the two tests. Cyclic-load testing, commonly referred to as
fatigue testing, is accomplished by subjecting a given test arti-
cle with a continuous, time-varying load, and load rate over a
duration of time that typically extends for hours or even days.
In contrast, a typical static-load test is conducted in less than
ten minutes. Since the duration of a fatigue test extends well
beyond that for a static-load test, a significantly larger amount
of computer memory storage and sophisticated data sam-
pling routines are required to capture the necessary amounts
of test data. Another difference between the two types of
testing occurs in the much larger amount of auxiliary instru-
mentation and equipment required to conduct a fatigue test
when compared to that of a static test. Video imaging equip-
ment, stabilization fixtures, temperature sensors, and multiple
deflection gages are all part of the standard suite of equip-

ment used for a fatigue test. One last item that often differs
between fatigue and static testing is the test machine itself,
which is used to apply the required loads to the bolted joint
test article. A test machine used to conduct fatigue testing
must be capable of handling a programmable load rate, load
reversal, sophisticated load or displacement control hardware
and software, and it helps to have adjustable hydraulic grips
for gripping specimens of varying thickness.

An example of a multi-fastener bolted joint test specimen
during fatigue testing is shown in Figure 13, and the same
test article after bearing failure in Figure 14a. The grey, rect-
angular frame is a stabilization fixture and is used to support
the relatively thin bolted joint test article along the outside
edges of the plate during the compressive load portion of the
load cycle, and prevent the test article from buckling. The
stabilization fixture must also allow the fasteners to move
freely and has elliptical cutouts to perform that function. An
extensometer can be seen in the center of the stabilization
fixture and is used to track the relative motion of the fastener
and the lower plate to help identify displacements that would
indicate failure. Photographic or video imaging equipment is
also used to keep track of the relative motion of the fasteners

Figure 14. Fastener failure (a) for a bolted joint test article during cyclic testing; (b) fastener head markings prior to testing. Courtesy of
David McGowan, NASA Langley Research Center.
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Figure 15. (a) Horizontal (u); and (b) vertical (w) displacement fields are shown for a single-lap joint subjected to bending. The LMI image
area is denoted on the idealized joint (c) by a grey box.

as can be seen in Figure 14b. Marks are made on the plate and
the head of the fasteners so that slipping of the plates can be
identified as the fastener becomes loose and rotates during
loading, again indicating failure. Additionally, thermocou-
ples can be attached to the test article to serve as yet another
indicator of failure. As the load is reversed from tension to
compression, slipping between the two plates in the bolted
assembly occurs. The two plates rubbing against one another
generate heat through friction, and a sign of near-term failure
can be identified.

3.2 Bonded joints

The testing of bonded joints subjected to cyclic load-
ing requires similar precautions as those for bolted joints,
although the amplitude of the loading range for bonded joint
tests are almost always lower than bolted joints. Stabiliza-
tion fixtures are, once again, required components of a cyclic
bonded joint test, as the typically long, thin coupons need
support to prevent buckling. Examples of bonded joints that
are tested for cyclical loading are secondary hardware attach-
ments and the bonded stiffeners of a stiffened panel.

4 NON-DESTRUCTIVE TEST METHODS

4.1 Laser moiré interferometry

In-plane laser moiré interferometry (LMI) is a high-
sensitivity optics-based technique capable of measuring

full-field displacements on the planar surface of a specimen
subjected to a mechanical or thermal load. Fringe patterns
are developed via surface etchings or a bonded grating as
the specimen is deformed. An example of the fringe pat-
tern behavior near the adhesive free-edge taken using typical
bonded gratings, a microscope lens, and a camera are shown
in Figure 15 for a standard ASTM D-1002 bonded joint spec-
imen, where the horizontal and vertical displacement fields
are shown. Through the use of basic algebraic equations and
the characteristics of the bonded grating, it is practical to
make strain measurements at a few desired points. A full-
field strain response may be obtained using a more complex
automated sampling algorithm.

4.2 Digital image correlation (DIC)

A system for providing full-field in-plane and out-of-plane
displacement components of a structure using full-field
deformations under quasi-static loading conditions has been
developed over the past two decades and is referred to as dig-
ital image correlation (DIC). The theoretical development of
stereo imaging is well documented, and the resulting DIC
system has been proven to be fast, robust, and accurate (Luo,
Chao and Sutton, 1993; Helm, McNeill and Sutton, 1996).
The technology for measuring 2D deformations was devel-
oped by Sutton and McNeil (McNeill et al., 1983) while
McNeill, Chao and Sutton (Sutton et al., 1986) developed the
technology for 3D measurements. Both a high quality cali-
bration of the system and a matching process that accounts for
lens, system, and perspective effects when determining the
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Figure 16. Schematic of a three-dimensional (3D) displacement
measurement system (Courtesy of David McGowan, NASA Lang-
ley Research Center).

optimal deformation parameters are needed to obtain accu-
rate displacement and shape measurements with a 3D system.
Unique software has been developed for the 3D image cor-
relation system that makes it easy to obtain a high quality
calibration and the needed distortion correction. A complete
description of a stereovision system capable of measuring
full-field 3D deformations for quasi-static loading can be
found in the literature (McGowan et al., 1999).

A schematic of the typical arrangement for a 3D DIC
system is given in Figure 16. To calibrate the stereovision
system, several images of the calibration grid are recorded
with the grid held in several random orientations. The ran-
dom orientations include various rotations about the camera
axis. Once a calibration of the system is complete for the
specimen to be tested, the stereovision system can be used
to measure the surface profile of the object or the full field,
3D displacement components. Similar to the methods used

Figure 17. Example of a tension test panel with a speckle pattern
grid applied to one side: (a) and strain gages applied to the opposite
side; (b) prior to testing.
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Figure 18. Comparison between the DIC system and a strain gage.

for two-dimensional image correlation, the 3D measurement
system uses a random pattern (referred to herein as a speckle
pattern) bonded to the surface to provide a unique set of
features to map from one camera to the other. As such, the sys-
tem is capable of true, point-to-point, surface displacement
measurements for both curved and flat panels.

The utility of the 3D DIC system for joint testing was
demonstrated using the bonded patch repair panel previously
described in Section 2.4.1 and shown in Figure 9. An example
of a random speckle grid pattern is shown in Figure 18a on
one side of the bonded patch repair panel while the opposite
side was instrumented with strain gages. Measurements were
taken using the 3D DIC system and compared to the strain
gage measurements. Close correlation between the two data
types was observed as shown in Figure 18, which served to
enhance confidence in the final results and provide trends that
might not be found using only traditional strain gages.

5 SUMMARY

A variety of tests and test methods for structural joints have
been described in this section, which demonstrate the rela-
tive maturity of the testing for most aerospace applications.
However, a few critical barriers still need to be resolved before
joint testing becomes commonplace. A significant obstacle
to proper characterization of an aerospace structure is that the
joint testing can be quite costly. Both the quantity of joint test
articles required and their relative complexity make certifying
each of the different types of joints used on a given aircraft or
spacecraft structure a prohibitively expensive task. Another
key need is the development of specialized instrumentation
to identify local gradients and the further development of
the NDE methods detailed in section 4. The development of
empirical relationships for scaling test data is one potential
solution to the rising costs of joint testing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Elsewhere in this work the response of materials under
static or slowly varying (quasi-static) loading conditions
was considered. In this section, we are concerned with sit-
uations when dynamic (e.g., impact) loading takes place.
In such cases material inertia plays a significant role in
material response, and cannot be ignored in any treatment
of the problem. Examples of cases where material iner-
tia is important include non-destructive evaluation/testing
using ultrasounds, acoustic emissions, explosive form-
ing/welding/compaction/loading, seismology, impact and
crashworthiness, fragmentation, and dynamic fracture.

Introducing material inertia into the problem necessitates
a change in the fundamental equations governing material
response. The equation of equilibrium needs to be replaced
by the equation of motion in which, simply put, Newton’s
second law of �F = ma has to be solved for each material

particle. Such an analysis is fairly straightforward in a
one-dimensional uniaxial stress case where only one stress
component would exist. Consider an infinitesimal element dx,
of a (one-dimensional) linear elastic solid, which is moving
with a velocity v(= u̇) along an axial direction x as a result
of an axial transient loading, as shown in Figure 1.

Enforcing �F = ma for this infinitesimal element yields:

(
σ + ∂σ

∂x
dx

)
A − σA = ρAdx

∂2u

∂t2
⇒ ∂σ

∂x
= ρ

∂2u

∂t2
(1)

where σ is the material axial stress, A the bar cross-sectional
area, ρ the material mass density, and t time. Substituting a
one-dimensional linearly elastic stress–strain law,

σ = Eε (2)

where E is the material Young’s modulus and ε the axial
strain, and a uniaxial strain-displacement relation

ε = ∂u

∂x
(3)

Figure 1. Schematic of stress state in an infinitesimal element in
unaxial stress wave propagation.
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into equation (1) yields, either in terms of stress or displace-
ment respectively,

∂2σ

∂x2
= 1

c0

∂2σ

∂t2
(4a)

or

∂2u

∂x2
= 1

c0

∂2u

∂t2
(4b)

The quantity c0 = √
E/ρ is called the material bar veloc-

ity and has units of m s−1. Equations (4a) and (4b) are the
one-dimensional wave equation for stress and displacement,
respectively, with velocity c0, and have as a general solution
(Kolsky, 1963),

σ = F (x + c0t) + G(x − c0t), or

u = f (x + c0t) + g(x − c0t) (5)

This general solution is considerably different in nature than
the (quasi) static case, since it predicts displacement and
stress field that are no longer continuous inside the material
but exhibits traveling discontinuities, called “stress waves”,
which propagate at the wave speed c0. This simple one-
dimensional treatment can be extended to three dimensions
where the existence of dilatational waves travelling at a speed
cd, and shear stress waves traveling at speed cs can be shown
to exist (Achenbach, 1973). Values of typical wave speeds
for various materials are shown in Table 1.

In addition to this obvious change in the character of the
solutions of elastodynamic boundary value problems, that is,
the discontinuous solutions with traveling waves predicted
by the hyperbolic wave equation vs. the continuous fields
of the elliptic equations of elastostatics, there is another
aspect that needs to be considered in this case – namely
the rate dependence of the material response itself. It has
been experimentally observed that the material stress–strain
law (e.g., the value of E in equation (2) in the simple

Table 1. Elastic properties and waves speed of some common
structural solids.

Parameter Steel PMMA Al2O3 Al 6061

E (GPa) 208 5.4 390 80
ν 0.3 0.35 0.24 0.33
ρ (kg m−3) 7833 1190 3980 2710
cd (m s−1) 5980 2700 10 750 5820
cs (m s−1) 3195 1300 6340 3000
c0 (m s−1) 5150 2130 9900 4860

High T or low strain rate

Low T or high strain rate

Strain

Stress

Figure 2. Schematic representation of influence of temperature, T,
and strain rate on material uniaxial stress–strain response.

example above) changes with loading rate. A very well known
example of such rate dependent response is silly putty, which
when loaded slowly can extend to very large strains, but can
be snapped cleanly in half under high loading rate. For an
elasto-plastic material a schematic illustration of rate depen-
dent uniaxial stress–strain curves is shown in Figure 2. Note
that in general for most materials the response to increasing
loading rate is inversely proportional to temperature, that is,
at high loading rates the material responds as it would at low
temperatures and vice versa.

A rigorous treatment of the fully rate dependent prob-
lem would require the substitution of the simple stress–strain
law of equation (2) with a law that would include rate (and
possibly rate history) effects. Predicting such rate depen-
dent properties using some type of ab initio calculations
is not currently possible. Our current knowledge is pri-
marily based on laboratory experiments used to quantify
the dynamic response of materials. Relationships built upon
these experimental data have been developed either in a phe-
nomenological framework (e.g., the Johnson-Cook model –
Johnson and Cook, 1983) or a physical framework (e.g.,
Mechanical Threshold Stress model – Follansbee and Kocks,
1988). Thus, in addition to the development of an elasto-
dynamic theoretical framework (and an elasto-plastic one)
to handle the hyperbolic nature of the dynamic problem,
we need to develop tools to experimentally measure mate-
rial properties over a wide range of loading rate. Some
of the most commonly used such tools are described in
Sections 3 and 4 along with corresponding material property
examples.

In summary, the purpose of this introduction was to
illustrate that during dynamic loading events the mechanics
of energy transfer differ significantly from the quasi-static
case and, in addition, material response itself may depend
on loading rate. Discrete energy carriers (waves) travel
in the dynamically loaded material/structure to distribute
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mechanical information to the various material particles.
Eventually after numerous wave reflections, wave interac-
tions, dispersion (Pochhammer, 1876; Chree, 1889), and
dissipation, the intensity of these traveling waves will dimin-
ish and accounting for them individually will no longer
be necessary. The material/structure response would slowly
transition into a vibratory one, and eventually into a rigid
body motion.1 Here we are interested in situations where
inertia of individual material points is significant. We there-
fore need a metric to evaluate the severity of dynamic loading
and judge which type of approach is warranted. Typically in
situations where the stress and strain fields are homogenous,
such as uniaxial stress or uniaxial strain experiments used for
studying material response, the material stain rate ε̇ is used
to quantify dynamic effects. Events above 10 s−1 strain rate
would be thought of as dynamic (Meyers, 1994).

2 DYNAMIC CONSTITUTIVE RESPONSE
OVERVIEW

A central challenge in devising experimental methodologies
to accurately establish dynamic material properties is to sep-
arate the inertial effects caused by propagation of individual
stress waves from the effects of the rate dependent material
response itself that is the unknown to be determined. In other
words, if variations in stress and strain during the dynamic
event are caused by motion of individual waves, it may be
material inertia, and not necessarily material constitution, that
is responsible. The most common method of ensuring sup-
pression of inertial effects is to use samples that have small
dimensions so that multiple wave transits are assured during
the dynamic loading period. The more transits that occur, the
more homogeneous the stress field will become, and therefore
the more characteristic of a material, rather than an inertial
response, it is. This process is termed “dynamic homogeniza-
tion”. The two most popular devices used to obtain dynamic
properties, the split-Hopkinson (or Kolsky) bar (SHB) and
the pressure shear plate impact (PSPI), both rely on dynamic
homogenization. Since they are the most commonly used,

each method is described in the next two sections in more
detail. However, other methods also exist for determining
dynamic material response including the Taylor anvil test
(Erlich, 1997), the expanding ring test (Nicholas and Bless,
1997), high pulse laser loading (Vossen, 1978) and others.
However, since they are less capable of setting up dynamic
homogenization, and thus have a spatially varying strain rate,
these latter techniques are typically coupled with numerical
simulations to serve as validation tools for models that have
been derived based on SHB and PSPI experiments (Erlich,
1997).

3 THE SPLIT-HOPKINSON (OR KOLSKY)
BAR

The earliest incarnation of the SHB is based on compressive
loading of the unknown sample between two elastic bars as
illustrated in Figure 3. This set-up was first employed by
Kolsky (1949), motivated by earlier work by Hopkinson
(1914). Since then, versions of the bar that include tensile
(Lindholm and Yeakley, 1968) or shear (Baker and Yew,
1966) loading have been developed. Here we briefly discuss
the compression bar, commonly termed Split Hopkison pres-
sure bar (SHPB), although the other two types of loading can
be analyzed in the same fashion.

As seen in Figure 3 the unknown material is sandwiched
between two elastic bars, one of which, the incident bar, is
loaded with a dynamic pulse, usually through either a projec-
tile launched from a gas gun, a gravity driven pendulum or an
explosive. The compressive wave induced by this event trav-
els down the incident bar and reaches the specimen location
where part of it is transmitted through the specimen into the
transmitted bar and part is reflected back into the incident bar.
By mounting strain gauges at the midpoints of the incident
and transmitted bars, the incident, εI(t), reflected, εR(t), and
transmitted, εT(t), strain signals can be recorded. The anal-
ysis of a SHPB experiment is done assuming uniaxial wave
propagation in the incident and transmitted bars. In that case
it can be shown that the stress, strain rate, and strain in the

Figure 3. Schematic of split-Hopkinson pressure bar, or Kolsky bar, for obtaining dynamic uniaxial compressive stress–strain curves of an
unknown specimen material.
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unknown sample can be obtained by (Follansbee, 1997),

σ(t) = EAεT(t)

A0

ε̇(t) = −2c0

l0
εR(t) ⇒ ε(t) =

∫ t

0
ε̇(τ)dτ (6)

where E, A, and c0 are the elastic modulus, cross-sectional
area and bar velocity of the incident bar respectively, and A0

and l0 are the initial cross-sectional area and length of the
specimen.

Several assumptions enter the SHPB analysis shown in
equation (6), and one must be careful not to violate them in
the process of the experimentation itself:

� The incident, transmitted, and striker bars must remain
elastic at all times. This is ensured by limiting the speed
of the impacting projectile. Since loading rate is depen-
dent on impact speed, it is common to use very high
yield strength steels (e.g., C-350 maraging steel) for the
incident, transmitted, and striker bars.

� Wave propagation in all bars is assumed to be under condi-
tions of uniaxial stress (i.e., equation (5)). Such conditions
are generally applicable if the incident and transmitted
bars are of very long aspect ratio – typically over 100.

� All interfaces are assumed to be, and remain through-
out the test, flat, and frictionless. This requires precise
machining and polishing of both bars and specimen
surfaces, and the use of appropriate lubrication.

� Radial inertia, that is, the effect that radially travelling
waves would have, is assumed to be negligible. That can
be best approximated by having samples of aspect ratio
around 0.5 to 1.0 (Davies and Hunter, 1963).

� As was mentioned earlier, the stress state in the sam-
ple must be homogeneous for valid data to be collected.

Typically this requires 3–5 reflections of the loading wave
across the sample and can be related to a limiting strain
rate for useful measurements in this device (Ravichandran
and Subhash, 1994).

The SHPB was initially designed to measure the dynamic rate
dependent response of metals. The useful range of the device
is between 102 s−1 and 103 s−1, although a recent miniatur-
ization of the SHPB has managed to achieve rates up to
5 × 104 s−1 (Jia and Ramesh, 2004). Generally the type of
rate sensitivity exhibited depends on material crystal struc-
ture. Some typical results for body-centered-cubic (BCC)
tantalum, face-centered-cubic (FCC) copper, and hexagonal-
close-packed (HCP) zirconium, are shown in Figure 4. It must
be emphasized that the trends exhibited by these materials
can only be assumed in a very general way to extend to every
material of the same crystal structure.

Although initially designed for use with metals, over the
years a desire to probe the dynamic response of other mate-
rials, such as ceramics, composites, polymers, and more
recently soft biological materials, led to numerous modifi-
cations of the SHPB. For use with ceramics, modification to
the SHPB included: placing appropriate anvils between the
sample and bars so that the hard sample would not indent the
bars (Staehler et al., 2005); pulse shaping (i.e., the placement
of a ductile material at the incident end of the incident bar)
to reduce the incident wave rise time and allow for a longer
test time before failure of extremely brittle ceramics (Frew,
Forrestal and Chen, 2002); the use of strain gauges directly
on the sample (Ravichandran and Subhash, 1994); the use of
lateral confinement to probe the multiaxial response (which
for ceramics is known to be very different than their uniaxial
response) (Chen and Ravichandran, 1996). Similar modifica-
tions can also be made for use with fiber reinforced ceramic
matrix composites that often suffer from similar problems.

Figure 4. True stress versus true strain curves as a function of rate and temperature for (a) BCC tantalum (Reproduced from Chen and Gray
(1996) c© Springer); (b) FCC copper (Reproduced from Gray (1997) c© LANL); (c) HCP zirconium (Reproduced from Chen and Gray
(1997) c© EDP Sciences).
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Figure 5. Rate dependent uniaxial compressive stress–strain curves for (a) PMMA – Polymethylmetharcylate; (b) Polycarbonate.
Reproduced from Li and Lambros (2001) c© Elsevier.

For polymers, and other even more compliant materi-
als, other modifications to the SHPB device were needed.
This included ways of measuring with higher sensitivity
than before the transmitted signal, which when using soft
test materials would be significantly reduced because of the
increased compliance of the sample. Methods to improve
the fidelity of obtaining the transmitted signal include using
less compliant transmitted bar configurations (e.g., a hollow
output bar (Chen, Zhang and Forrestal, 1999), a softer bar
metal than steel (Subhash, Liub and Gaoc, 2006), or even
a polymer SHPB (Zhao, Gary and Klepaczko, 1997)), and
more sensitive ways of recording the smaller transmitted sig-
nal (e.g., embedded quartz load cells, Chen, Lu and Zhou,
2000). With these modifications the SHPB has been suc-
cessfully employed to obtain the rate dependent response of
polymers and soft tissues. Figure 5 shows uniaxial compres-
sive stress–strain curves for a brittle polymer (PMMA) and
a ductile polymer (Polycarbonate) obtained in the work of
Li and Lambros (2001) using an aluminum bar, and servo-
hydraulic machines for lower rates. A clear rate dependent
material behavior is seen, and the results show a change in
elastic modulus, in addition to changes in the remaining part
of the stress–strain curve. This is typical of polymeric mate-
rial dynamic response and is a primary difference over that of
metals, which rarely exhibit a rate dependence of their elastic
modulus. Note that the modulus quoted in Table 1 for PMMA
is a dynamic value obtained from such experiments.

4 PRESSURE SHEAR PLATE IMPACT
EXPERIMENTS

The SHPB configuration described above is inherently a uni-
axial stress configuration, implying that there is little lateral
material constraint and thus in very short times – much shorter
than the loading period – the material realizes that traction

free conditions exist on the circumference of the bar which is
free to expand laterally, thus suppressing any radial stresses
(hence uniaxial stress configuration). This assumption thus
necessitates a long, thin bar. If, however, the lateral dimen-
sions of the object that is being loaded dynamically are very
large compared to its length, which would now be termed
thickness since the configuration would resemble a plate, the
lateral constraint introduced will produce a situation of uniax-
ial strain. A resulting lateral compressive stress will be built
up behind a propagating wave because of the suppression of
the lateral expansion of the material. Figure 6 schematically
illustrates this transverse stress buildup on an infinitesimal
element of material behind a propagating plane uniaxial strain
wave. For an elastic material it is straightforward to compute
the lateral stress, σ t, in terms of the axial stress, σ, through the
fact that there should be no transverse strain on the material
element, that is,

Eεt = σt − ν(σt − σ) ⇒ σt =
(

ν

1 − ν

)
σ (7)

Figure 6. Schematic of stress state induced by uniaxial strain plane
wave travelling at cd.
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Note that as the Poisson’s ratio approaches 0.5, that is, as
the material approaches incompressibility – which will also
occur during plastic deformation – the transverse confining
stress approaches the axial stress level, and thus near hydro-
static conditions arise. This has important implications on
the plastic material response under uniaxial strain loading
since plasticity in metals is generally a volume preserving
deformation.

We can now relate the axial strain to the axial stress
through,

Eε = σ − 2νσt = σ −
(

2ν2

1 − ν

)
σ ⇒ σ = Ēε (8)

where

Ē = (1 − ν)E

(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)
(9)

is termed the “uniaxial strain modulus”. In this fashion the
uniaxial strain problem, at least in the axial direction, attains
the same form, and therefore solution, as the uniaxial stress
problem with the exception of having to replace E by Ē. This
leads to uniaxial waves governed by equation (6) but with a
wave speed given by,

cd =
√

Ē

ρ
(10)

The pressure shear plate impact experiment uses the
oblique impact of large diameter flat plates with an unknown
material sandwiched between them to set up a high strain rate
shear loading which is capable of yielding a metal, while at
the same time subjecting the sample to large amounts of nor-
mal pressure. Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of the PSPI
set-up, which employs a similar homogenization principle as
the SHPB. Multiple reflections are required in the, usually

thin, specimen to set up homogenized stress conditions. As
a result, the grain size of material tested in this way is some-
what limited as a representative volume of material through
the sample thickness must be present for the experiment to
be meaningful.

With reference to Figure 7, the PSPI uses a high-
speed-gas gun to launch the projectile, called flyer plate,
which usually has the thin sample deposited, or otherwise
attached, to it. The flyer plate and sample impact a stationary
target, called anvil, at a known inclined angle and a known
(measured) speed V0, thus generating simultaneously upon
impact both a shear wave and a dilatational compressive wave
in both the flyer and the anvil. Clearly one of the challenges
of this set-up is to produce a flat impact over the entire sur-
face of the anvil. This is ensured by using conductive pins
on the circumference of the anvil to provide an indication
of the planarity of impact and of the tilt angle θ. Addition-
ally, especially at higher impact speeds, the thin layer of air
sandwiched between the flyer and anvil provides a viscous
cushion that significantly diminishes the effect of the impact.
Thus, to eliminate this effect, the PSPI experiment is usu-
ally conducted in a vacuum, thus making it a fairly complex
device to set up and operate compared to the SHPB.

The dilatational compression wave generated upon impact
reverberates back and forth in the specimen several times over
a very short duration setting up a homogenous normal stress
state which is approximately hydrostatic with pressure, p,
given by (Clifton and Klopp, 1997),

−p ≈ σ = 1

2
ρcdu0 (11)

where ρcd is the dilatational acoustic impedance of the flyer
plate and anvil (assumed to be made of the same material).
Subsequently, the shear waves reverberating in the sample
induce a transverse stress that can yield the sample (typically
a ductile metal). It can be shown that the value of this shear

Figure 7. Schematic of oblique Pressure Shear Plate Impact (PSPI) experimentation.
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Figure 8. PSPI results for shear stress–strain curve of 4340 at 1.2 × 105 s−1 and under confining pressure of approximately 4.2 GPa.
Reproduced with permission from Clifton and Klopp (1997) c©ASM International.

stress, τ, is given by,

τ = 1

2
ρcsvfs (12)

where ρcs is the shear acoustic impedance of the flyer plate
and anvil, and vfs is the free surface velocity of the rear surface
of the anvil. The corresponding shear strain rate, which can
be integrated to obtain shear strain, is given by,

γ̇ = vF − vA

hs
(13)

wherevF avdvA are the flyer and anvil velocities, respectively.
Thus, in addition to the tilt angle θ in Figure 7, and the impact
speed, it is necessary to measure the free surface velocity
of the rear surface of the anvil. This can be done using the
interferometers described in Clifton and Klopp (1997). It is
worth pointing out that typically this measurement is made at
the center of the anvil rear surface. Thus the longest duration
possible – the transit time for waves originating from the
circumference of the anvil to reach the center of the anvil –
of uniaxial strain conditions is assured. For this same reason,
the plates are made having as large a diameter as possible.
Eventually, when waves from the lateral surface do reach
the measurement point, the uniaxial strain condition will be
violated and the results of the experiment are not valid beyond
that point.

Using this technique shear strain rates up to 107 s−1 –
albeit with specimens of about 3 microns thickness – can be

achieved with normal pressures up to 5 GPa. Figure 8 shows
an example of a dynamic shear stress strain curve for 4340
steel.

5 SUMMARY

In this work a brief discussion of the intricacies involved in
determining material response under high loading rate has
been discussed. Under quasi-static loading conditions the
material response can be characterized by a single rate inde-
pendent stress–strain law. Under dynamic loading conditions,
defined as those where material inertia becomes significant,
material response will generally change with loading rate.
The details of how a material stress–strain curve will change
(e.g., an elastic or plastic, or both, property change) and the
range of strain rate needed to produce material rate sensitivity
vary depending on material. In all cases however, rate sen-
sitivity has to be experimentally determined in experiments
specifically designed for the purpose. The main complex-
ity that needs to be overcome in these experiments is the
influence of wave propagation on material response. Clearly
no single device is capable of producing valid experimen-
tal data over the entire range of strain rates of material
rate sensitivity (which, for example, may range from 10 to
108 s−1 – several orders of magnitude). Thus a variety of
techniques has been devised. The two the most successful
ones for high rate constitutive testing are the split-Hopkinson
(Kolsky) bar – a uniaxial stress device capable or strain
rates 102–104 s−1 – and the pressure shear plate impact
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8 Experimental Techniques for Structural Mechanics

set-up – capable of rates 106–107 s−1 but under uniaxial strain
conditions. Both devices take advantage of dynamic homog-
enization to produce under high loading rate conditions of
homogeneous stress and strain in the sample. Using these two
techniques, the rate dependence of many materials has been
studied over several decades and the resulting data has been
used, and is still being used, in (increasingly) sophisticated
rate dependent constitutive models.

NOTE

1 Note that studies in vibratory and rigid body motion are
often also termed “dynamic”.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The use of composite materials for aircraft primary struc-
tures can result in significant benefits in aircraft structural cost
and performance. Applications of composite materials have
recognized potential to result in a 15–30% weight savings
and a 10–20% cost reduction compared with that of con-
ventional metallic structures. However, unlike conventional
metallic structures, composite structures fail in a combination
of modes such as matrix cracking, fiber-matrix shear failure,
fiber failure, and delamination when subjected to events and
loading conditions on ground and in flight that result in struc-
tural damage. The damage initiation in composite structures
occurs when a single ply or part of the ply in the laminate

fails in any of these failure modes over a certain area of the
structure. The presence of damage in the structure does not
mean that it cannot carry any additional load. The residual
load-bearing capability or strength of the composite structure
from the onset of material failure or initiation of damage to
final failure can be quite significant. This is due to the fact
that some failure modes could be benign not to significantly
degrade the performance of the overall structure. Understand-
ing and addressing the role of damage tolerance and structural
integrity while designing composite structures is important
to realizing their full potential as a lighter weight structure
compared to metals.

Damage tolerance is defined in regulatory terms as
“damage tolerance, in structures and structural materials, is
a combination of damage growth resistance and contain-
ment, residual strength and inspection plans designed to
ensure that the structures can withstand required (regulatory)
loads during operation.” The residual strength aspect involves
structural integrity, which is a measure of the relationship
between damage size and type and the level of a performance
parameter, such as stiffness and strength, at which the struc-
ture or structural material can operate for a particular loading
condition and maintenance plan. Damage growth resistance
and containment involves a combination of material proper-
ties and structural configuration. Inspection of the structure is
handled in the maintenance plan, which specifies inspection
methods, locations, and intervals. These inspection parame-
ters are linked to the structural configuration and materials,
damage types, sizes and their growth characteristics, and the
probabilities of accidental damage. Failsafe is not to be con-
fused with damage tolerance because the former deals with
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demonstrating adequate redundancy with critical load paths
either severed or incapacitated.

In general, structural components are designed to meet
specific static and dynamic loading conditions that greatly
exceed normal operating loads. As the structures progress
through its service life, damage may occur and reduce
static strength capability (residual strength) below the reg-
ulatory requirement. Three principal sources of structural
damage must be evaluated to achieve damage tolerant design:
(i) environmental deterioration, (ii) accidental damage, and
(iii) fatigue damage. The second damage source is random in
nature. The environmental and fatigue damage are primary
damage sources for metallic material systems. Improvements
in metallic material systems and their design have reduced
damage due to corrosion and improved resistance to crack
propagation. But due to continued increase in the cost of fuel,
concerns with the effects of engine emissions on the envi-
ronment, and the beneficial aspects of composites to tailor
the stiffness and geometry cost-effectively make composite
structures more desirable than metallic systems. Compos-
ites can be very resistant to environmental deterioration and
fatigue damage, which leaves accidental damage as a primary
damage source for composite structures. During normal oper-
ations, aircraft can be expected to be subjected to potential
damage from sources such as maintenance personnel tool
drops, runway debris, service equipment, exposure to hail-
stones and lightning, transportation to assembly locations,
and engine fan blade penetration. The damage scenarios that
result from these events are simulated as impact damage or
discrete damage in either quasi-static tests or analytical mod-
eling. Several methods for improving the performance of
composite panels and components subjected to impact con-
ditions have been proposed (McCarty, Johnson and Wilson,
2010; Ford, 1993; Williams, O’Brien and Chapman, 1994;
Starnes et al., 2001). These approaches were successfully
used to increase the inherent resistance to impact damage
and the growth of damage in composites by using tougher
resin matrices, textile materials forms, through-the-thickness
reinforcement, damage-tolerant ply layups in areas prone to
damage, and through incorporating structural features for
damage growth containment.

2 DAMAGE TOLERANCE
REQUIREMENT FOR AIRCRAFT

Damage tolerance assessments involve the application of
known damage threats to the aircraft structure during its typ-
ical service usage and demonstration that this damage will
not alter the safe operation of the aircraft before detection.
FAR Part 25 and JAR Part 25 (Code of Federal Regulations,

2009; Joint Aviation Requirements, 2004) define the regula-
tory requirements for Aircraft. In addition to the regulations,
the FAA and JAA have identified an acceptable means of
compliance for certification of structures (Advisory Circular,
1984).

One of the primary concerns with damage tolerance of
composites is detection of the damage. This is true both
during manufacture and while in service. For the latter, the
threshold of detectability depends on the following types of
inspections scheduled in service.

� Walk around: long-distance visual inspection to detect
punctures and large areas of indentation or fiber breakage.

� General visual inspection: may require some access
(removal of fairings, access panels) and use of ladders
or work stands to gain proximity.

� Detailed visual inspection using grazing light on a clean
element, lens, and so on, to detect barely visible impact
damage (BVID): in this case, the dent depth at the thresh-
old of detectability should be defined.

� Special detailed inspection for nonvisible damage using
ultrasonics, X-ray, shearography, and so on.

Damages are generally discussed in two frameworks –
(i) by stage of detection and (ii) the associated load capa-
bility. Damage types and sizes are classified into several
groups based on the likelihood of damage detection as shown
in Figure 1. The selection of damage size must be consis-
tent with the established inspection program and with the
corresponding reduction in static strength. The following
paragraphs describe the different damage types and sizes.

� BVID is defined as damage that establishes the strength
design values to be used in analyses demonstrating com-
pliance with the regulatory ultimate load requirements of
FAR 25.305. The extent of such damage is established
before the design phase. The term visible is used because
the primary inspection method involves visual observa-
tion. The common sources of damage are tool drops,
hailstones, and runway debris.

� Allowable damage limits (ADL), defined as damage that
reduces the residual strength to the regulatory ultimate
load requirements of FAR 25.305, is determined to sup-
port maintenance documents. Given that the structure’s
strength with BVID damage will result in positive mar-
gins at design ultimate load (DUL), the corresponding
ADL will be larger than BVID.

� Maximum design damage (MDD) is defined as damage
that establishes the strength design values to be used
in analyses demonstrating compliance with the regula-
tory damage tolerance requirements of FAR 25.571(b).
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Figure 1. Residual strength versus damage size.

The extent of such damage is established prior to the
design phase. This damage should be detected with high
probability during inspection plan and repair to meet the
requirements of FAR 25.305.

� Critical damage thresholds (CDT) are defined as dam-
age that reduces the residual strength to the regulatory
requirements of FAR 25.571(b). Given that the struc-
ture’s strength with MDD size will result in positive
margins at design limit load (DLL), the corresponding
CDT will be larger than the MDD. This damage should be
detectable with high probability before any growth causes
it to exceed the CDT.

� Readily detectable damage (RDD) is defined as damage
that can be detected within a small number of flights
during routine aircraft servicing. For damage that is not
readily detectable, the structure should be evaluated for
all possible damage growth mechanisms. The maximum
extent of damage that is considered readily detectable but
is not immediately obvious should be established. The
advisory circular for damage tolerance, AC 25.571(a),
allows the residual strength of RDD to be confirmed at
load levels less than the regulatory loads specified in
FAR/JAR 25.571(b).

� “Discrete source” damages are considered to be immedi-
ately obvious.

The residual strength curve in Figure 1 starts near the
ultimate strength and spans the range to discrete source

damage sizes. This range encompasses damage conditions
critical to meeting all requirements such as:

� Damage sizes and states that support the allowable dam-
age limits (ultimate load levels).

� CDT damages for limit load design values.
� Readily detectable damage for less than limit load but

greater than continued safe flight load design values.
� Discrete source damage for continued safe flight load

design values.

The inspection decision points, requirements, develop-
ment tasks, analyses, and action required to meet the damage
tolerance requirements of a principal structural element are
identified in Figures 2 and 3. The levels of damage tolerance
requirements that can be used for test, analysis, and main-
tenance planning are shown in Figure 2 whereas Figure 3
defines the flow of events and actions to be used to develop
the data required for damage tolerance certification.

3 TECHNIQUES FOR VALIDATION
AND CERTIFICATION OF PRIMARY
STRUCTURES

This subsection describes test and analysis methods to
validate and certify aircraft structures for impact damage
tolerance and discrete source damage.
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Figure 2. Levels for damage tolerance assessments.

3.1 Damage Tolerance

Both deterministic and probabilistic methods outlined below
have been used to validate design and certify structures:

� Method 1 (Deterministic approach): This method is based
on two sets of testing and analysis. The first set of testing
and analysis is designed to show positive margins of safety
at DUL and show no-detrimental growth under opera-
tional load for one design service objective (DSO) with
BVID size, effect of manufacturing defects, on-ground
hailstone damage, and so on. These damages are hard
to detect during normal inspections. Tests include both
quasi-static and fatigue on coupons, elements, and sub-
components containing the aforementioned damages at
different environmental conditions.

The second set of testing is designed to show positive
margins of safety with large damage at design limit load.
Tests include subcomponent (e.g., five- and seven-stringer
flat panels) and component structures with through-the-
thickness damage with severed stringer, skin-stiffener
disbonds, large impact damages, and so on. (Figure 4).
These types of damages are considered MDD. Tests are

used to show that MDD does not grow under operational
loads experienced within the maintenance intervals.

� Method 2 (Probabilistic approach): This method involves
a probabilistic assessment of the occurrence of impact
damage at a given impact energy level, probability of
occurrence of a load level, and the likelihood of detec-
tion of a given impact damage. The inspection intervals
and methods are defined such that the cumulative proba-
bility of failure risk will be lower than 10−9 per flight hour
(Rouchon, 8). This method, in addition to the ultimate and
limit load tests described for Method 1, requires tests to be
conducted for intermediate damage sizes. Also required
are detailed knowledge of damage threats and their prob-
abilities of occurrence, as well as detailed delectability
characteristics for the range of damages between BVID
and MDD. This method involves a series of analyses at
various load levels between DUL and DLL to verify the
probability of failure based on the probability of a given
damage and its corresponding delectability.

In general, structures are validated and certified by anal-
ysis methods validated by test evidence at the coupon,
element, subcomponent, and component levels and full-scale
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Figure 3. Damage tolerance assessment flowchart for failsafe
loads.

limit load test in ambient environment. Often environmental
effects are characterized at the coupon levels and sometimes
in the subcomponent levels for composite structures. Sup-
porting evidence includes testing through a “building-block”
approach that obtains material characterization, allowables
and analysis methods development, design concept verifica-
tion, and final proof of structures (Figure 4).

The following paragraphs describe different tests and their
objectives.

� Coupons and elements: The objective of these tests is to
characterize material systems and determine the effect
of environment (temperature and moisture) on mechani-
cal and physical properties. The effect of design details
such as pad-ups and cutouts on stress distribution and
their potential for. Failure initiation will be determined
here. Usually, coupon and element test specimens are flat,
with 10–30-in length and 1–10-in width, without ribs or
stringers.

� Components and test box: The objective of this test is
to validate design concepts, verify analysis methods, and
certify structures. Components are usually five- to seven-
stringer panels including damage types and sizes defined
in design phase (Figure 5). Test article can be half or full
fuselage or wing. These level tests are very expensive
and time-consuming. They are usually carried out after
completion of all analysis methods and development of
design data for verification of compliance or certification.

Environment

 Coupons and elements Large panels and test boxes

RT/ambient
Coupons

(Thousands)

(Hundreds)

• Mechanical properties • Validate design concepts
• Verify analysis methods
• Provide substantiating data
  for material design values
• Demonstrate compliance
   with criteria
• Demonstrate ability of finite
  element models to predict
  strain values

AnalysisMaterials

• Interlaminar properties
• Stress concentrations
• Durability
• Bolted joints
• Impact damage characterization
• Environmental factors

The effects of temperature and
moisture are accounted for in design
values and strength properties

Thermal and moisture strains
calculated using finite element
model for each critical condition

(Dozens)

Elements
joints

small panels Large panels
subcomponents

Test box
Full

airplane
structure

Figure 4. Building-block approach for design and environmental accountability.
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Figure 5. Production horizontal stabilizer test.

In metallic structures, damage tolerance has been demon-
strated using fracture mechanics to characterize crack growth
under cyclic loading, predict the rate of crack growth in
the structure under anticipated service loads, and establish
inspection intervals based on realistic damage detection reli-
ability considerations. Since routine inspections of composite
structures during service are through visual inspection, and
since the characteristic growth of typical damage in compos-
ite structure is not always visible, the aforementioned method
cannot be used to establish inspection plans. Therefore, a no-
detrimental growth approach has been used to demonstrate
compliance with damage tolerance requirements for compos-
ite primary structures on commercial aircraft. For example,
it should be shown that the strength does not fall below the
limit load throughout the DSO without high probability of
detection.

3.2 Testing

This subsection presents an example of testing to vali-
date design and analytical methods for certification using
Method 1 from the previous subsection. This is divided into
two groups – (i) residual strength and (ii) no-detrimental
growth.

Residual strength: These tests are conducted on sub-
components and the preproduction wing box test to verify
required load levels and to validate analytical methods. The
following subcomponent test types are used to demonstrate
ultimate, limit, and discrete source damage load capability.

� Five-stringer skin panels with BVID and manufacturing
anomaly (ultimate load).

� Five-stringer skin panels with on-ground hailstones dam-
age (ultimate load).

� Five-stringer skin panels with disbonded stringer (limit
load).

� Five-stringer skin panels with visible impact damage
(limit load).

� Five-stringer skin panels with a cut skin bay (limit load).
� Five-stringer skin panels with a cut center stringer and

skin bay (continued safe flight load).
� Five-stringer skin panels with in-flight hailstones damage

(continued safe flight load).

No-detrimental growth: The no-detrimental damage
growth at the threshold of detectability must be demon-
strated for the service life of the aircraft. For visible damages,
which are readily detectable during scheduled inspections,
“non-detrimental” growth must be demonstrated for at least
two inspection intervals. This is to insure that the damages
will not progress beyond the critical damage threshold (CDT)
for which the structure must maintain limit load capability.

The no-detrimental growth of small and large dam-
ages is demonstrated with element-, subcomponent-, and
component-level tests. For small damages, structures are
tested to a minimum of two lifetimes of repeated loads includ-
ing load enhancement factor. For large damages, structures
are tested to a minimum of four C-check inspection periods
with load enhancement factor at room-temperature ambient
environment. As an example, the following element and sub-
component repeated load tests are used to demonstrate no
damage growth in a wing box.

� Five-stringer panels with BVID impacts and manufactur-
ing anomalies (2 DSO).

� Shear panels with BVID impacts at the edge of cutouts
(2DSO).

� Five-stringer panel with a bonded repair and BVID
impacts (2DSO).

� Five-stringer panel with VID impact (4 C-checks).
� Five-stringer panel with one-bay disbond stringer

(4 C-checks).

3.3 Analysis methods

Significant experimental and analytical work has been done
over the past 30 years to understand the failure modes
associated with low-speed impact response of composite
materials (Jackson and Poe, 1992; Sjoblom, 1987; Delfosse
and Poursartip, 1997; Schoeppner and Abrate, 2000; Ambur,
Starnes and Prasad, 1995; Kan, 1998; Feraboli and Kedward,
2003; Abrate, 2001). This work resulted in developing strain
limits for composites made of different material systems
and forms, which serve as guidelines for structural design.
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Figure 6. Intralaminar failure modes for composite materials.

Closed-form analytical methods, where the impact damage
is represented as a filled or an equivalent open hole, have
been developed and used in conjunction with existing failure
theories to assess the impact damage tolerance of compos-
ites (Bowie and Neal, 1970; Ambur and McGowan, 1999).
Researchers have also been pursuing more rigorous methods
to capture the near-actual nature of the damage associated
with low-speed impact so that it can be represented in the
structural models that utilize uncommon structural configu-
rations and material forms.

Since the late 1980s, considerable work has also been
done to represent discrete source damage and, as the com-
posite structure is loaded, assign appropriate intralaminar
failure modes shown in Figure 6 to assess the progression
of the damage state and its influence on structural response.
Methods have also been developed to include delaminations,
an interlaminar failure mode, in the analysis using decohe-
sion elements (Camanho, Dávila and Ambur, 2001). Talreja
(1987) and Chang and Chang (1987) independently proposed
progressive failure models that describe the accumulation of
damage in a composite laminate by a field of internal state
variables. The damage model proposed by Chang and Chang
for notched laminate loaded in tension accounts for all of
the possible failure modes except delamination. Chang and
Lesard (1991) later investigated the damage tolerance of com-
posite laminates subjected to compression. Davila, Ambur
and McGowan (2000) extended Chang and Lesard method
from two-dimensional membrane effects to shell-based anal-
ysis that includes bending. Recently a shell-based progressive
failure analysis, which considered large rotations based on
a total Lagrangian approach method, has been presented by

Gummadi and Palazotto (1998). A systematic experimental
and analytical evaluation of flat, curved, and stiffened
plate response that includes geometric nonlinearities was
presented by Ambur et al. (2001). An improved progressive
failure method that accurately computes the matrix cracking
fracture angle in compression and uses in the failure criteria
is presented by Ambur, Jaunky and Davila (2004). The ana-
lytical developments from the last two references have been
incorporated into the commercial code ABAQUS. Represen-
tative response and failure results for a composite panel with a
notch in the center along the loading direction, which is repre-
sentative of discrete source damage, and subjected to in-plane
shear loading, are shown in Figure 7. The analytical results
presented here were obtained using the ABAQUS code and
the progressive failure method incorporated into it through
our user-written subroutines. The square composite panel
with a central notch along the direction (along the dashed
line) of the applied diagonal load is shown in Figure 7a. The
application of this diagonal load introduces an in-plane shear
loading on the panel. A comparison of the out-of-plane dis-
placement contours of the panel just before damage initiation
and growth at the notch tips is presented in Figure 7b. The
experimental data was obtained using shadow moiré inter-
ferometry. These results compare very well with significant
displacement gradients around the panel notched disconti-
nuity. The analytically predicted failure mode is compared
with the experimental results in Figure 7c, where the path of
the crack growth is seen. Peridynamic theory was developed
in 2000, which is based on integral equations, rather than
differential equations, to apply the equations directly on a
crack tip or crack surface. This method treats a crack as just
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Figure 7. Representative results for progressive failure of a composite panel with a central notch and subjected to in-plane shear loading.
(a) Composite panel with a central notch along the loading direction and subjected to in-plane shear loading condition; (b) comparison
of analytical and test results for panel out-of-plane deformation response just before failure; (c) comparison of panel failure results from
analysis and test.

another type of deformation, rather than as pathology that
requires special mathematical treatment. This theory has
been recently applied successfully to impact and damage
analysis of composite structures (Silling and Askari, 2004).

4 DAMAGE DETECTION

The safety of structures is based on timely damage detection.
A sequence of inspections are conducted on a fleet of
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airplanes using methods and at frequencies selected to
achieve timely damage detection. Rating system has been
assigned to the individual maintenance program.

Each primary structural element (PSE) has three ratings:
(i) environment damage rating (EDR), (ii) accidental damage
rating (ADR), and (iii) damage tolerance rating (DTR). For
metallic structures, EDR and DTR are the most important
ratings, whereas for composite material system, ADR is the
most important rating. Both the EDR and ADR systems are
primarily subjective and rely heavily on past operator and
manufacturer experience. The DTR system for fatigue system
is quantitative and assumes a precise knowledge of residual
strength, crack growth, and its detectability

The ratings for environmental degradation assessment are
based on an item’s susceptibility to environmentally influ-
enced damage. The rating for accidental damage is charac-
terized by the occurrence of some discrete event that reduces
the inherent level of residual strength. The sources of damage
include any influence outside of the aircraft and its systems.

Following information is needed to determine ADR:
(i) reduction of residual strength after damage, (ii) likelihood
of accidental damage, (iii) visibility of PSE for inspection
during scheduled maintenance checks, and (iv) sensitivity to
damage growth. Three indexes will be used for each value:
low, medium, and high. For each of these index numerical
values will be assigned such as 0, 1, and 2.

5 SUMMARY

The concepts of damage tolerance, structural integrity, and
residual strength are discussed. The need and the method-
ologies for incorporating damage tolerance requirements in
composite structural design are outlined by presenting the
common damage sources, the corresponding damage states,
and the load capabilities associated with them. The building-
block approach currently used for certification of composite
aircraft structures is presented through an example of a pro-
duction horizontal stabilizer. Analysis methods developed
and used to account for impact damage during design are
summarized. This representation is still in the form of filled
holes and does not rigorously take into account all the fail-
ure modes. Analytical approaches to predict the residual
strength of composite structures with discrete-source damage
in the form of a notch are presented. This approach utilizes
a progressive damage prediction capability, which has been
demonstrated for both flat and curved plates with discrete-
source damage and holes and subjected to both compression
and shear loading conditions. More work is needed to validate
these analytical tools with experiments that apply loading
conditions that fully represent the flight loading conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Structural degradation, whether engendered by inherent
material aging due to service loads and the environment
(fatigue, corrosion, etc.) or by unpredictable external events
(hard landing, bird impact, etc.), is an inevitable part of life.
As such, aircraft need to be routinely inspected to ensure
structural integrity. Typically, a structural integrity assurance
program will include initial assessment of a structure, fol-
lowed by periodic non-intrusive assessment as the structure
is in service, and less frequent but more intrusive inspections
and repairs as necessary. For commercial aircraft, these are
done through so-called A, B, C, or D checks, with the lighter
A and B checks typically conducted at the airport gate every
month to three months, and the heavier D check necessitating
taking apart most of the aircraft components at a maintenance
hangar.

In this chapter, we will be mainly concerned with nonde-
structive evaluation (NDE) techniques of structural integrity
assessment where the structure is inspected without having

Table 1. Nondestructive techniques with application and inspection
types.

Technique Application Inspection type

Visual Inspection Metals and Composites Surface
Penetrant Testing Metals and Composites Surface
Magnetic Particle Ferromagnetic Metals Surface/Near

Surface
Eddy Current Metals and Low

Conductivity
Composites

Surface/Near
Surface

Ultrasonic Metals and Composites Surface/Interior
X-ray Metals and Composites Interior
Thermal Imaging Metals and Composites Interior
Laser Based Optical Composites Surface/Interior
Terahertz Composites and Metal

Surfaces
Surface/Interior

Microwave &
Millimeter

Composites and Metal
Surfaces

Surface/Interior

to destroy or disassemble it. There are a number of tools
available for nondestructive inspection of aircraft structures.
Table 1 lists some of the well-established and emerging non-
destructive inspection techniques that are in use for aircraft
structures. Each of these techniques is briefly discussed in
this chapter. More detailed information can be found in one
of the several resources listed in the references.

2 CLASSICAL NDE TECHNIQUES

We begin with a discussion of some commonly used tech-
niques that are primarily suitable for detecting flaws on the
surface of a structure (visual, penetrant testing, eddy current,
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magnetic particle) and then move on to discuss techniques
that can probe the interior of structures (ultrasonic, radio-
graphic methods).

2.1 Visual inspection

By far the most commonly used technique is visual inspec-
tion. It has been estimated that up to 80% of nondestructive
inspection is done visually (Allgaier et al., 1993)! Visual
inspection is highly subjective, but it is the first line of
defense in the sense that obvious flaws can be easily and
inexpensively detected. Visual inspection is primarily used
to detect surface flaws. Surface conditions such as dents, cor-
rosion, wear, cracks, erosion, spallation, roughness, chemical
damage, color, and other forms of material degradation are
most easily detected. Information about defect size, loca-
tion, orientation, and type can also be obtained in addition
to dimensional variation.

Visual inspection involves the illumination of an object’s
surface with light and examination of the reflected or scat-
tered light using visual aids. This examination is done with
the human eye. Uniform results between observers can be
difficult with visual inspection. Specific visual training and
verification of each observer’s visual capability are minimum
requirements to provide a degree of confidence (Bray and
McBride, 1992). Results can be obtained instantaneously by
visual inspection and downtime of a system being inspected
is usually at a minimum. This is a significant economic
advantage, as the downtime of the system being inspected
can be the greatest fraction of the inspection cost. Visual
inspection is almost always the most economical option. As
such, visual inspection should precede any more sophisti-
cated NDE method and be used in determining what other
NDE techniques should be applied.

Visual inspection is limited to results that can be obtained
by surface observation. Surface preparation in the form of
paint, slag, dirt, and grease removal may be necessary prior
to inspection. Visual aids such as fiberscopes can be used to
inspect areas that have limited access.

2.2 Penetrant testing

Liquid penetrant testing is a widely accepted nondestructive
method that is used to detect surface discontinuities in solid
materials and structures. Penetrant testing can be considered
as an extension of visual inspection. Penetrants, however,
delineate a discontinuity to a much greater extent, making
the inspection much less dependent on the human element
(McGonnagle, 1968). Some common types of discontinuities

easily identified using liquid penetrant are cracks, seams,
laps, tool marks, die marks, cold shuts, shrinkage, and poros-
ity, provided that these are open to the surface (Betz, 1969).
Liquid penetrant can be applied to the surface of metals,
ceramics, and some plastics. This inspection technique is
based on capillary action which draws the penetrant fluid
into a discontinuity. The fluid can be applied by brushing,
dipping, or spraying. After application, the fluid is allowed a
dwell time prior to removal of the excess fluid on the surface.
This dwell time is a function of material, temperature, type
and size of defect, temperature, surface inclination, and pene-
trant type. Generally, the penetrant must be allowed to remain
on the surface long enough so that a sufficient quantity enters
the discontinuity to obtain subsequent development of flaw
indications. The exact penetration time can be determined
only by experimentation on a particular specimen which is
to be inspected (McGonnagle, 1968). A developer is then
applied to the surface in the form of a dry powder or liquid.
This developer acts as a blotter by absorbing residual pene-
trant that is present in the discontinuities. Visual penetrant is
typically red and works well with a white-colored developer.
The red color will bleed through the white, indicating a dis-
continuity. Fluorescent penetrants emit a bright yellow-green
fluorescence when excited by ultraviolet radiation against
a dark background in a dark room. Fluorescent penetrants
are generally more sensitive to small discontinuities than are
visual penetrants.

Penetrant testing is a rapid, simple, inexpensive, and reli-
able method capable of detecting surface discontinuities. It
is easily applied to any part, regardless of its shape and size.
Its primary limitation is the ability to only reveal discontinu-
ities open to the surface. Any discontinuities revealed using
the penetrant gives an approximation of the size of the actual
discontinuity. Surface preparation is required in the form of
paint, dirt, grease, and slag removal. Any crack dislocation
filled with debris may restrict penetrant flow and therefore
may not be detected.

Penetrant testing in the aerospace industry is commonly
used on engine, mechanical, and structural systems. Some
sample applications include turbine blades, landing gears,
and wing spars.

2.3 Magnetic particle

Magnetic particle testing is a NDE technique used to detect
surface and near-surface discontinuities in ferromagnetic
materials. This technique requires the test specimen to
be magnetized while flowing finely divided ferromagnetic
particles over the surface. Any surface or near surface discon-
tinuities will affect the magnetic field in the test specimen and
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Figure 1. A crack causes flux leakage outside of the specimen,
which attracts magnetic particles to the area.

attract magnetic particles to the edges of the discontinuities as
displayed in Figure 1. This means the magnetic particles can
outline surface and near-surface defects, and therefore can be
used as an indicator for such defects (Lindgren et al.,2002).

The finely divided magnetic particles can be delivered to
the specimen either as a dry powder (dry method) or sus-
pended in a liquid (wet method). In the dry method, the
particles are delivered to the surface through air using either
a powder bulb or automatic blower. The dry powder is a mix-
ture of chemically treated iron oxide particles that vary in size
and shape. The particle mean size is around 5 micrometers
for general testing. The larger particles improve detection
of large discontinuities and the smaller particles give sen-
sitivity and mobility to the mix (Lovejoy, 1993). The two
dominant particle shapes are spherical and columnar. These
two shapes interlock with one another to form a pile over a
discontinuity. In the wet method, the particles are delivered
to the surface in a liquid suspension. The mixture is applied
to the test specimen by spraying or immersion. Wet particles
can be 10 times smaller than the dry particles. This small size
allows for increased mobility, which increases the sensitivity
to detect fine surface and near-surface defects. The most pop-
ular color choice for magnetic particles is red, as this provides
adequate contrast for a variety of applications. Particles can
also be impregnated with fluorescent dye to improve visibil-
ity. Fluorescent indications are easily seen on rough surfaces
and they give increased sensitivity for the detection of sub-
surface cracks. To view fluorescent indications, ultraviolet
lighting must be used in a darkened room or booth.

Magnetic particle inspection, besides being reliable and
inexpensive, has many other notable advantages. The tech-
nique can be applied to any ferromagnetic component
regardless of its size, shape, composition, and heat treatment.
It is easy to employ and produces indications that are simple to
interpret. Magnetic particle inspection will work if the defect
is filled in with a foreign material or if the sample is covered
with a nonmagnetic coating such as thin coats of paint or plat-
ing. This method is able to detect limited subsurface defects
to a maximum depth of approximately 6.35 mm (Lindgren
et al., 2002b). The primary limitations of magnetic particle

testing are that it can only be used on ferromagnetic parts,
and it is only sensitive to surface and near-surface defects.
High electrical currents are required to magnetize the test
specimen, so there is a possibility of damage to the spec-
imen through electrical arcing at the contact point during
testing. After the inspection, the components must often be
demagnetized, which is a time-consuming process.

2.4 Eddy current methods

Eddy current methods are applicable to both electrically
conductive materials such as aluminum or steel and to
low conductivity materials such as reinforced carbon-carbon
composites. An electric current flowing through a wire gen-
erates an electromagnetic field about the wire. It is possible
to concentrate this electromagnetic field by winding the wire
in the form of a coil. These coils are commonly used for
eddy current testing of materials and are an integral part of
an eddy current probe. An eddy current probe is a tool that
allows the inspector to conveniently place the small electrical
coil within close proximity to a conductive surface. An alter-
nating electrical current (typically 50 Hz–5 MHz) is applied
to the coil, resulting in the generation of a primary magnetic
field that induces eddy currents (closed loops of currents) in
the test specimen, as displayed in Figure 2. The eddy currents
in turn generate a secondary magnetic field that couples back
to the coil, resulting in a change in the coil impedance. As
the eddy current probe is swept over the test specimen, the
eddy currents’ magnitude and phase are distorted by mate-
rial properties as well as discontinuities in the structure (such
as interfaces, cracks, seems, laps, etc.), and this results in a
change in the measured coil impedance. Penetration depth
of the eddy current can be controlled by adjusting the fre-
quency of the energizing current. The lower the frequency,
the deeper the penetration; however, using lower frequencies
also decreases the in plane sensitivity.

Eddy currents

AC

Coil

Primary field

Induced
secondary field

Figure 2. A typical eddy current testing setup displaying magnetic
fields.
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Eddy current can also accurately measure material thick-
ness. This is accomplished using the liftoff effect. The liftoff
effect is the decrease of signal magnitude into a conduc-
tive substrate as the distance between the coil and conductor
increases. The most common thickness measurement is a
nonconductive material on a conductive substrate. This mea-
surement is useful to determine paint, lacquer, and anodic
coating thickness.

The primary advantage of using the eddy current method
is that mechanical contact is not required between the probe
and the test sample. The method is highly sensitive in detect-
ing both surface and near-surface discontinuities and can be
applied to parts with complex surface geometries. Very little
surface preparation is required to implement the eddy current
inspection technique. Systems are inexpensive, lightweight,
and portable, and probes come in a variety of shapes and sizes.
Probes can also be tailored for high temperature applications
if desired. Systems can be automated for rapid inspection.

Using eddy currents for NDE is a mature method with a
solid theoretical background. It has been an integral part of
maintenance and inspection in the aerospace industry where
the applications are many (Shull, 2002). Modern inspection
systems use eddy current array probes which are capable of
rapid inspection of large areas at variable depths.

2.5 Ultrasonic techniques

Ultrasonic inspection techniques are well-established and
have a proven record of applications during both the man-
ufacturing and maintenance of metallic and composite
aircraft structures. Ultrasonic techniques use high-frequency
(typically >20 kHz) stress waves for material property
assessment and structural characterization. Ultrasound can
penetrate deep into solid structures, and can therefore be
used to probe the interior of structures (Krautkramer and
Krautkramer, 1990). Ultrasonic wavespeeds, attenuation,
transmission, reflection, and scattering all provide infor-
mation about the structure, including material properties,
density, and geometry. Ultrasonic waves in bulk solids can
be classified based on the mode of vibration of the particles
of the medium with respect to the direction of propagation
of the waves into longitudinal and transverse waves. In addi-
tion, ultrasonic waves can be guided along surfaces (Rayliegh
wave), and in plates (Lamb waves), rods, shells, and so on.

In a longitudinal wave the particle oscillations occur in
the longitudinal direction, that is, along the direction of
propagation. Since compressional and dilatational forces are
produced, it is also called a pressure or compression wave,
and because the particle density fluctuates it has been given
the name density wave. This is the most widely used wave
in ultrasonic testing because it is simple to both generate and

receive. Longitudinal waves are able to propagate in solids,
liquids, and gases.

The other common wave used in ultrasonic testing is a
transverse or shear wave. In a transverse wave the parti-
cles oscillate at right angles or transverse to the direction of
propagation. Transverse waves can only propagate in solids.

Surface or Rayleigh waves travel across solid surfaces,
with the energy confined to a depth of about one acoustic
wavelength. By combining both traverse and longitudinal
wave motion, the surface wave causes surface particles to
move in ellipses in planes normal to the surface and parallel
to the direction of propagation. Surface waves can be gener-
ated by using angled transducers to introduce a longitudinal
wave to the testing surface at the second critical angle. Surface
waves can bend around corners and are useful for inspecting
test specimens with complex shapes. However, they are only
sensitive to surface discontinuities.

Ultrasonic waves are typically generated using piezoelec-
tric transducers which transform a electrical (high voltage)
pulse into an ultrasonic pulse. The high voltage electrical
pulse is supplied by an ultrasonic pulser. The transducer is
acoustically coupled to the structure (using water, gel, oil,
etc.), allowing for the ultrasonic pulse to travel into the struc-
ture. The ultrasonic wave in the medium is affected by the
mechanical properties and geometry of the structure, and is
then received by another transducer on the opposite side of
the structure (through transmission), or is reflected back to the
original transducer (pulse-echo). The ultrasonic pulse at the
receiver end is then transformed back to an electrical pulse.
The time-domain ultrasonic signal is referred to as an A-scan
(or RF waveform), showing amplitude versus time of the
entire ultrasonic signal, including front wall echoes, scat-
tering from interior flaws and inclusion, and reflections from
the back wall (Figure 3). Any discontinuity (crack, porosity,
delamination, etc., . . .) in the wave path will reflect part of the
ultrasonic pulse and be represented in the signal as an echo

Figure 3. Ultrasonic A-scan displaying the front wall echo (FWE)
and back wall echo (BWE) of a test specimen.
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between the front wall echo and the back wall echo of the test
specimen. The shape of this echo is distorted according to
the properties of the reflector (discontinuity), or the medium
(Kocis and Figura, 1996). The A-scan is a one dimensional
presentation and contains information about the structure at
one finite point. Information in the A-scan includes material
and geometric properties as well as subsurface discontinuity
properties.

An ultrasonic B-scan image provides information about
a cross-sectional profile through a vertical slice of the test
specimen. Ultrasonic B-scans are typically constructed from
time-of-flight measurements. They are obtained by moving
the transducer in one direction along a planar axis while keep-
ing the other planar position and the out-of-plane Z position
constant. At each point in the scan, A-scan data is collected.
A two-dimensional image is then constructed by plotting the
A-scan signal data against the transducer position. The image
gives information about interior flaws, delaminations, or layer
boundaries of the cross-section.

An ultrasonic C-scan is an image of a planar region at a
constant depth within a test specimen (Figure 4). The C-scan
is constructed by mechanically scanning a transducer above
or below the test specimen and electronically gating the signal
in time. The gates offer a real time data reduction method that
eliminates time-of-flight information.

Phased array is a modern method of ultrasonic testing that
uses multi-element array transducers and computers to steer
the ultrasonic beam at different angles into the specimen, and

Figure 4. Ultrasonic C-scan displaying signal amplitude data from
the surface of a United States quarter.

also to dynamically focus the ultrasound at specific depths.
The array transducer can contain between 16–256 transducer
elements. It is possible for a system to use electric scanning
to create a cross-sectional profile without moving the probe.
This reduces the amount of mechanical scanning needed and
reduces inspection times. Detailed full-field imaging is pos-
sible using a phased array system.

There are some drawbacks of ultrasonic inspection. Inter-
pretations of results are not always straightforward, therefore
requiring a trained eye. Ultrasonic waves are subject to
diffraction and dispersion that can further complicate data
interpretation. Systems require a coupling medium between
the transducer and the test specimen. Materials with thin
cross-sections or a rough surface are difficult to inspect. Non-
homogeneous materials pose inspection challenges.

Applications of ultrasonic testing to aerospace structures
are many. Large complex shaped aerospace structures can be
imaged in situ using computer controlled robotic scanning
units together with bubbler coupling systems (Krautkramer
and Krautkramer, 1990). Aluminum welds can also be
inspected using ultrasonics.

2.6 X-ray methods

The most common x-ray technique used for NDE is 2D
projection radiography. The technique consists of a test
specimen placed between the x-ray source and the recording
medium. The x-ray source emits energy that travels in
straight lines and penetrates the specimen under investi-
gation. Once the radiation energy has passed through the
specimen, an image as received on the recording plane or
medium opposite to the source is used to evaluate the condi-
tion of the specimen being inspected. The image displays the
intensity distribution of the x-rays that have passed through
the test specimen. This difference in intensity is a function
of both mass and the type and size of any abnormality within
the specimen being inspected (Bray and Stanley, 1989).
Radiographic film being the traditional recording medium is
slowly being replaced by digital radiography panels. These
panels provide high resolution and real time digital images
without the need for chemical processing. The panels also
require less radiation to produce an image with similar con-
trast using conventional film, and reduce the continued cost
of operation. Digital radiography images can be instantly
shared via Internet or e-mails for remote analysis.

While 2D projection radiography is still the most com-
monly used technique, computed tomography (CT) is grow-
ing in popularity. CT is the process of taking a large number of
projection radiographs at different angular orientations to the
object and creating a 3D image of the specimen or structure
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using computation intensive algorithms. The 3D image can
be viewed as 2D slices located at any depth within the image.

Radiography NDE can be applied to a variety of materials,
including metallic, nonmetallic, and advanced composites.
The broad range of thicknesses that can be examined varies
from thin metal foils to very thick sections of steel. There
is no prior test article preparation needed before performing
radiography. Rapid area inspection is possible with the use
of digital radiography panels. These panels allow real-time
imaging so any required post-processing can be done on site.

X-ray radiography does have its limitations. A major appli-
cation limitation is that access to both sides of the test object
is required. Only certain defects are detectable. The defect or
discontinuity must be parallel to the radiation beam or suffi-
ciently large to register on the radiograph. A defect usually
must be at least 2% of the thickness of the material before it
can register on the radiograph with sufficient contrast, thus
to be detected (Raj, Jayakumar and Thavasimutha, 2002).
Delaminations and closed cracks are almost always unde-
tectable. Certain geometries pose a challenge to positioning
the recording medium and source in such a way that an image
can be acquired. Radiography has strict safety requirements
because exposure to radiation can produce biological damage
to body tissue. To implement these safety requirements may
be costly and make for operational constraints.

Radiography in the aerospace industry can be used for
detection of defects in castings, welds, forgings, flex lines,
and pressure vessels to name a few. It can also be used to
check for broken or damaged wires in harnesses.

3 EMERGING NDE TECHNIQUES

3.1 Thermal imaging

Thermography is a fast, full-field, non-contacting and reli-
able method to detect material discontinuities. This technique
is able to detect cracks, disbonds, and other discontinu-
ities within metal and non-metal specimens by measuring
the material heat transfer response to thermal excitation.
Recent advances in infrared cameras and computers have
helped thermography become an accepted NDE technique
in the aerospace industry. The application of thermography
in aerospace can be classified as passive or active.

Passive thermography measures the natural heat distribu-
tion over the surface of a structure. Presence of a thermal
contrast with respect to the rest of the structure can be
detected using this method. The contrast may be expected
or unexpected, depending on the application. This is typ-
ically done during or after the structure has gone through
a thermal operational cycle. Aerospace applications include

monitoring of engines, turbine blades, and post landing water
ingress inspection. It can also be implemented as a tool during
the aerospace component manufacturing process for quality
control.

Active thermography requires an external source of energy
to be delivered to the structure being inspected. The move-
ment of this energy is then monitored and measured using an
infrared camera. The multiple approaches to do this include
pulse and pulse phase thermography, lock-in heating and
induction lock-in thermography, step heating thermography,
and vibrothermography (ASNT, 2001). The most common
methods used in aerospace are pulse thermography (PT) and
vibrothermography.

PT uses optical excitation to deliver energy to the sur-
face using high intensity lamps that subject a short pulse of
light to the surface. This approach will stimulate the defects
externally. The typical PT setup is reflection-mode, where
the lamps and infrared camera are placed on the same side
of the specimen as shown in Figure 5. At the surface, the
light is converted into heat, causing a thermal wave that
will propagate by conduction through the thickness of the
structure. After time, thermal signatures from subsurface
defects will appear on the specimen surface. These signa-
tures will appear, peak, and then fade. The time duration is a
function of specimen geometry, defect, and thermal proper-
ties of the material. Figure 6 displays a typical PT image
captured 7 seconds after heating the surface of a layered
composite material with simulated delaminations. Signal
data is displayed in Time/Temperature profiles (TTP) or
Time/Contrast profiles (TCP), which can be analyzed to opti-
mize the system’s performance. Signal processing techniques
have been developed that provide significant improvements in

Computer and
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supply

Flash lamp
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram for a PT system.
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Figure 6. A PT image of a laminate carbon composite with Teflon
patches installed between layers of the laminate.

signal-to-noise performance, as well as sensitivity to smaller
and deeper defects (Shepard et al., 2006). Analysis of PT
data is performed on either a local or global scale. In local
analysis methods, which are simpler and more widely used,
individual images taken from the cooling time sequence are
examined to find anomalous “hot spots” that are indicative of
subsurface defects (Vavilo, 1994). In global analysis meth-
ods, the time response of each pixel in the field of view is
considered over the entire duration of the heating event and
subsequent cooling period (Shepard et al., 2007).

Vibrothermography uses mechanical excitation that is
achieved by mounting a transducer to the surface of the
structure. This transducer will launch bulk waves into the
structure that will dissipate their energy, mostly at disconti-
nuities causing interfaces (cracks and delaminations) to rub
and dissipate energy as heat. Unlike optical excitation which
heats up the defect externally, vibrothermography heats up
the defect internally. This localized heating will create a ther-
mal wave that will travel to the surface by conduction where it
can be detected using an infrared camera. The method works
well with both metallic and non-metallic materials. It is most
sensitive in detecting out-of-plane cracks.

These thermography techniques have been successfully
used in the imaging of stabilizer assemblies, compos-
ite propeller blades, large control surfaces, and sandwich
composites.

3.2 Laser-based optical methods

Laser-based optical methods as a NDE technique have been
gaining acceptance in the aerospace industry in recent years.

They are attractive in large part due to their non-contacting
nature, their relative speed of inspection since they can image
a wide area instantaneously, and their ability to use real-time
digital image processing techniques to automate the defect
identification process.

Two popular full-field techniques are holographic
interferometric systems and speckle interferometric sys-
tems (Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry and
speckle-shearing interferometry or “laser shearography”).
Holographic interferometric systems use a technique that is
capable of extremely high spatial resolution, but they are
somewhat complicated to set up and use. Speckle Interfer-
ometric systems use a video-based real-time technique that
is simple to use. However, its spatial resolution is less than
that of the holographic-based techniques.

It is worthwhile noting that there are some common
attributes to most full-field optical methods of NDE. Since
optical (visible) radiation cannot penetrate the surface of the
opaque test objects under consideration, optical systems can
only provide information about the surface shape of these
objects. In order to detect interior flaws, it is therefore essen-
tial to load or deform the object in such a manner that the
influence of the interior flaw manifests itself as an anoma-
lous deformation on the surface of the object. Typically, the
optical NDE process involves the following steps:

1. Acquire an optical image of the surface shape of the test
object when it is in one loaded state (call it state-1 which
is usually, but not necessarily, the undeformed state of
the object), and store this information either digitally in
a computer or as a hologram in a holographic recording
medium.

2. Suitably alter the state of deformation of the object.
3. Acquire a new image of the deformed shape (state-2) of

the test object.
4. Compare the two states and check for anomalous defor-

mation information that is indicative of an interior flaw.

In holographic interferometry, the comparison of the two
states is typically done optically yielding an optical inter-
ference fringe pattern. In speckle interferometric systems,
the comparison is done digitally in a computer yielding a
speckle correlation fringe pattern. A typical schematic for a
speckle interferometric system (shearography) is displayed in
Figure 7. In both cases, the success of the technique in iden-
tifying interior flaws is critically dependent on the design of
a loading system that can make interior flaws manifest them-
selves as severe localized surface deformation which would
not exist in the structure in the absence of the flaws (hence
“anomalous”). The three most common methods of loading
the test structure are: acoustic loading, where the structure
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Figure 7. Schematic of a laser shearography system.

is made to vibrate at various frequencies; pressure loading,
wherein the structure is deformed by application of external
pressure (or by evacuation); and thermal loading, where the
structure is heated (Erf, 1974).

Aerospace applications include composite rotor blades,
composite overwrapped pressure vessels, and sandwich com-
posite structures. The technique is sensitive in detecting
delaminations, debonds, and fiber breakage.

3.3 Terahertz, microwave and millimeter-wave
methods

3.3.1 Terahertz

The terahertz (THz) waveband is the most recent waveband
to be used for NDE. This THz region of the electromag-
netic spectrum commonly referred to as the “terahertz gap”
is located in the frequencies ranging between 300 GHz
to10 THz, which corresponds to wavelengths of between 1
and 0.03 mm. The THz gap is situated between the electric
(microwave) and optical (infrared) region of the electromag-
netic spectrum. Hence, there is difficulty in developing either
an electronic or optical device to generate and detect THz
radiation. Frequencies just below the gap can be generated/
detected using electronic devices and frequencies higher than
the gap can be generated/detected using optical devices.

Recent advances in semiconductor technology are allow-
ing researchers to generate and detect strong THz radiation
and effectively eliminate the terahertz gap (Ozyuzer et al.,
2007). These compact solid-state sources will revolutionize
the industry and make it possible for low cost THz systems
to be developed for NDE. A basic THz application requires
two main components: a coherent THz source and a THz
detector. This THz source/detector combination must provide
sufficient signal-to-noise and speed performance to detect,
usually at real-time rates (Lee and Wanke, 2007).

A THz pulse is produced by the source and travels through
the inspected component while a detector receives the pulse.
The THz pulse is affected by scattering, absorption, and the
index of refraction of the material being interrogated. The
system can be set up in a reflection or transmission mode.
Data is acquired either in an integrated intensity over some
frequency band or using a time domain spectrometry form.
Acquiring the entire time series signal will allow for images
with depth information to be generated. Using a scanning
system in tandem with a THz system, it is possible to pro-
duce both 2D (C-scan) images and cross-sectional (B-scan)
images.

THz systems produce non-ionizing radiation which is not
harmful to biological tissue. Non-polar substances are nearly
transparent to THz, and polar substances are easily imaged
using terahertz. However, current THz systems are relatively
expensive compared to other NDE technologies, and high
spatial resolution scans are extremely slow and produce large
sets of digital data.

THz has been used successfully in the aerospace industry
to image silica thermal protection tiles and sprayed-on foam
insulation (Zimdars et al., 2005). It has also been used to
detect corrosion on aluminum substrate under silica thermal
protection tiles.

3.3.2 Microwave and millimeter wave

Microwave and millimeter wave NDE is the interrogation
of materials and structures using high frequency electro-
magnetic energy. The well-established microwave frequency
spectrum spans from about 300 MHz to 30 GHz, while
the frequency span of 30–300 GHz is associated with the
millimeter wave spectrum. The corresponding wavelength
ranges are 1000–10 mm and 10 mm–1 mm, respectively
(Pozar, 1990). Electromagnetic signals at these frequencies
are well-suited for inspecting dielectric materials and com-
posite structures in many critical applications (Zoughi, 2000).
Microwave and millimeter wave NDE can be applied to a
structure using either a far-field or near-field approach. The
far-field approach uses wave properties in the far-field of the
transmitter, and the near-field approach uses wave proper-
ties near the transmitter. The near-field approach generally
provides better spatial resolution and is more sensitive to
thickness variations of a dielectric material. Both approaches
utilize a transmitter and receiver arranged in either a reflec-
tion or transmission mode. During testing, an electromagnetic
pulse is introduced into the component using the transmitter.
The depth of pulse penetration is a function of the material
type, the input power level, and the frequency. Information
about pulse propagation is then collected using the receiver.
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The pulse is affected by scattering, absorption, and the index
of refraction of the material being interrogated. Moisture,
voids, and other damage will affect the transmission of the
pulse. A point-by-point scanning system allows data to be
displayed in a 2D image format.

Microwave and millimeter waves can detect surface and
interior defects in most dielectric materials, whereas inspec-
tion of conductors is limited to their surfaces. Surface
inspections include crack detection, sizing, and profiling. The
method is also capable of accurately measuring thickness
of dielectric coatings (Han and Mansueto, 1995). Time to
image large structures through high spatial resolution scan
is extremely slow. However, this can be overcome by using
arrays of sensors.

Microwave and millimeter waves have been used suc-
cessfully in the aerospace industry to image non-metallic
composites, corrosion under paint, ablative heat shields,
rocket casings, and spray-on foam insulation to name a few
(Kharkovsky and Zoughi, 2007).

3.4 Real-time ultrasonic imaging

Ultrasonic inspection techniques have a proven record
of applications during manufacturing and maintenance of
metallic and composite aircraft structures. A-scan, B-scan,
and C-scan modalities of ultrasonic imaging are deployed
as independent evaluation tools by many researchers and
NDE practitioners. However, modern manufacturing and
maintenance procedures require real-time three-dimensional
information about the condition of multi-layered structures.
This kind of information can only be provided when several
ultrasonic scanning modalities are combined.

Traditional ultrasonic imaging techniques are typically
point-by-point inspection systems coupled with a scanning
device. Real-time ultrasonic imaging simultaneously cap-
tures an array of planar (X-Y plane) points.

The imaging systems use semiconductor technology com-
bined with acoustic lenses to create a real-time image. The
semiconductor is a charge coupled device (CCD) chip which
is sensitive to incoming ultrasonic pressures, rather than light.
These chips are made from thousands of very tiny pixels in an
array. Each of these pixels is independent of one another and
acts as an ultrasonic pressure sensor. With combined pixel
output it is possible to image the incoming ultrasonic pres-
sure distribution. Modern arrays come in resolutions from
120 × 120 pixels up to 1024 × 1024 pixels, with varying pixel
size.

A lens system in front of the chip collects the incoming
ultrasonic wave and provides the ability of focusing and imag-
ing at different depths of the test object to the imaging system

Figure 8. Schematic of an acoustic camera.

(Figure 8). The depth position of the imaging plane can also
be controlled electrically with a time-gating module. This
module selects a “time-window” when the CCD chip is open
to receive ultrasonic pressures. Both front and back edges of
the “time-window” are adjusted, making it possible to control
depth position of the imaging plane inside material as well
as thickness of the time/depth slice. The chip and lens sys-
tem are typically immersed in water. The electronic system
connected to the chip is able to gate the detected ultrasonic
signal according to the travel time, then create a real-time
video of the feature and transfer it to a computer for moni-
toring and recording. A sample real-time acoustic image is
displayed in Figure 9.

Using the imaging system in place of a traditional point-
by-point system can reduce large component inspection times
from several hours to a couple of minutes. The imaging sys-
tems are able to detect corrosion, cracking, voids, impact
damage, and delaminations (Lasser et al., 1999). System
operation requires very little training, as they are simple to
use and outputs are easy-to-interpret images.
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Figure 9. Image acquired using an acoustic camera. The letters
“NU” were machined into a thick aluminum plate at a depth of
12 mm from where the image was acquired.

4 CONCLUSION

The importance of NDE to improve flight safety in the
aerospace industry has been presented, along with reviews of
both classical and emerging NDE techniques. The strengths,
limitations, flaw detectability, and typical aerospace applica-
tions of the techniques have been discussed. It is important to
remember that one NDE technique will not cover all appli-
cations. Many applications require a combination or series
of techniques for proper coverage to ensure full structural
integrity assessment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the most general terms damage can be defined as changes to
a system that adversely influence its current or future perfor-
mance. Implicit in this definition is the concept that damage
is not meaningful without a comparison between two differ-
ent states of the system, one of which is assumed to represent
the initial, and often undamaged, state. This discussion is
focused on the study of damage identification in aerospace
systems. Therefore, the definition of damage will be lim-
ited to changes to the material and/or geometric properties of
these systems, including changes to the boundary conditions
and system connectivity, which adversely affect the current
or future performance of these systems.

In terms of length scales, all damage begins at the material
level. Although not necessarily universally accepted termi-
nology, such damage is usually referred to as a defect or flaw
and is present to some degree in all materials. Under appropri-
ate loading scenarios the defects or flaws grow and coalesce
at various rates to cause component and then system level
damage. The term damage does not necessarily imply total
loss of system functionality, but rather that the system is no
longer operating in its optimal manner. As the damage grows
it will reach a point where it affects the system operation to
a point that is no longer acceptable to the user. This point
is referred to as failure. In terms of time scales, damage can
accumulate incrementally over long periods of time such as
that associated with fatigue or corrosion damage accumula-
tion. On relatively shorter time scales damage can also result
from scheduled discrete events such as aircraft landings and
from unscheduled discrete events such as unplanned emer-
gency maneuvers that exceed design limits, enemy fire on a
military aircraft, and debris impact that has caused damage
to the space shuttle.

The process of implementing a damage identification strat-
egy for aerospace structures is referred to as structural health
monitoring (SHM, Farrar and Worden, 2007). This process
involves the observation of a structure or system over time
using periodically spaced measurements, the extraction of
damage-sensitive features from these measurements, and the
statistical analysis of these features to determine the current
state of system health. For long-term SHM, the output of
this process is periodically updated information regarding
the ability of the structure to continue to perform its intended
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2 Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)

function in light of the inevitable aging and damage accumu-
lation resulting from its operational environments. Under an
extreme event, such as those encountered by military systems,
SHM is used for rapid condition screening. This screening
is intended to provide, in near real-time, reliable information
about system performance during such extreme events and
the subsequent integrity of the system.

Damage identification is carried out in conjunction with
five closely related disciplines that include SHM, Condition
Monitoring (CM, Bently and Hatch, 2003), Non-Destructive
Evaluation (NDE, see Shull, 2002), Statistical Process Con-
trol (SPC, Montgomery, 1997), and Damage Prognosis (DP,
Farrar and Lieven, 2007). Typically, SHM is associated with
on-line, global damage identification in structural systems.
CM is analogous to SHM, but addresses damage identifica-
tion in rotating and reciprocating machinery. NDE is usually
carried out off-line in a local manner with some a priori
knowledge of the damage location. SPC is process-based
rather than structure-based and uses a variety of sensors to
monitor changes in a process, one cause of which can result
from structural damage. However, many of the statistical
monitoring tools developed for SPC have been adapted to
SHM applications. Once damage has been detected, DP is
used to predict the remaining useful life of a system. There
are no distinct boundaries between these various disciplines
and in reality most damage detection methods applied to
aerospace structures makes use of some combination of these
disciplines.

2 MOTIVATION FOR SHM
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

There is clearly a rational need for private and government
industries to detect damage in their products as well as in their
manufacturing infrastructure at the earliest possible time.
Such detection requires these industries to perform some
form of SHM and is motivated by the potential life-safety
and economic impact of this technology. As an example, the
US military has long recognized that over their service life
the maintenance cost associated with its aircraft far exceeds
the purchase price of these systems. Therefore, contracts
for new military aircraft often make some mention of SHM
with the intent that this technology will help to minimize
the lifecycle cost associated with this high-capital expendi-
ture hardware. Aerospace companies along with government
agencies are investigating SHM technology for identification
of damage to the space shuttle control surfaces hidden by
heat shields. Clearly, such damage identification has signif-
icant life-safety implications. In addition, many portions of

our technical infrastructure including commercial aircraft are
approaching or exceeding their initial design life. As a result
of economic issues, these structures are being used in spite
of aging and the associated damage accumulation. There-
fore, the ability to monitor the health of these structures is
becoming increasingly important.

Most current structural and mechanical system mainte-
nance is done in a time-based mode. As an example, missiles
are retired after a set amount of captive-carry hours on the
wing of an aircraft. SHM is the technology that will allow the
current time-based maintenance philosophies to evolve into
potentially more cost-effective condition-based maintenance
philosophies. The concept of condition-based maintenance is
that a sensing system on the structure will monitor the sys-
tem response and notify the operator that damage has been
detected. Life-safety and economic benefits associated with
such a philosophy will only be realized if the monitoring sys-
tem provides sufficient warning such that corrective action
can be taken before the damage evolves to a failure level. The
trade-off associated with implementing such a philosophy is
that it requires a more sophisticated monitoring hardware to
be deployed on the system and it requires a sophisticated
data analysis procedure that can be used to interrogate the
measured sensor readings.

Finally, many companies that produce high-capital-
expenditure products such as airframes and jet engines are
exploring the possibility of moving to a business model where
they lease this equipment as opposed to selling the equipment.
With these so called “power-by-the-hour” business models
the company that manufactures the equipment will take on
the responsibilities for maintenance of that equipment. SHM
has the potential to extend the maintenance cycles and, hence,
keep the equipment out in the field where it can continue to
generate revenues for the owner. Also, the equipment owners
would like to base their lease fees on the amount of system
life used up during the lease time rather than on the current
simple time-based lease fee arrangements. Such a business
model will not be realized without the ability to monitor the
damage initiation and evolution in the leased hardware.

3 OVERVIEW OF SHM APPLIED
TO AEROSPACE STRUCTURES

It is the authors’ speculation that damage identification, as
determined by changes in the dynamic response of systems,
has been practiced in a qualitative manner, using acoustic
techniques (e.g., tap tests on train wheels), since modern
man has used tools. More recently, the development of quan-
tifiable SHM approaches has been closely coupled with the
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evolution, miniaturization and cost reductions of digital com-
puting hardware. In conjunction with these developments
SHM has received considerable attention in the technical
literature and a brief summary of the developments in this
technology over the last 30 years as it relates to the aerospace
industry is presented below. The reader is referred to
(Doebling et al., 1996; Sohn et al., 2003; Randall 2004a;
Randall 2004b) for more detailed summaries of this subject.

To date, the most successful application of SHM tech-
nology has been for CM of rotating machinery. The
rotating machinery application has taken an almost exclu-
sive non-model based approach to damage identification. The
identification process is based on pattern recognition applied
to displacement, strain, velocity or acceleration time histo-
ries (or spectra) generally measured at a single point on the
housing or shafts of the machinery during normal operating
conditions and start-up or shut-down transients. Often this
pattern recognition is performed only in a qualitative man-
ner based on a visual comparison of the spectra obtained
from the system at different times. Databases have been
developed that allow specific types of damage to be iden-
tified from particular features of the vibration signature. For
rotating machinery systems the approximate damage location
is generally known, making a single-channel fast-Fourier-
transform analyzer sufficient for most periodic monitoring
activities. Typical damage that can be identified includes
loose or damaged bearings, misaligned shafts, and chipped
gear teeth. Today, commercial software integrated with mea-
surement hardware is marketed to help the user systematically
apply this technology to the operating equipment. The suc-
cess of CM is due in part to: (i) Minimal operational
and environmental variability associated with this type of
monitoring, (ii) Well-defined damage types that occur at
known locations, (iii) Large databases that include data from
damaged systems, (iv) Well-established correlation between
damage and features extracted from the measured data, and
(v) Clear and quantifiable economic benefits that this technol-
ogy can provide. These factors have allowed this application
of SHM to have made the transition from a research topic
to industry practice several decades ago resulting in com-
prehensive condition management systems such as the US
Navy’s Integrated Condition Assessment System. Aircraft
engine condition monitoring systems (Tumer and Bajwa,
1999; Jaw, 2005) and rotorcraft health and usage monitoring
systems (HUMS, Samual and Pines, 2005) have subsequently
evolved from these developments in CM and have reached
similar levels of maturity in the sense that such systems are
now deployed on commercial and military aircraft.

The aerospace community began to study the use of dam-
age detection technology during the late 1970’s and early
1980’s for a variety of civilian and defense applications

(Kudva, Grage and Roberts, 1999; Ikegami, 1999). Early
work focused on loads monitoring where a limited num-
ber of sensors are tracked to count load cycles and/or to
count the number of time certain threshold response lev-
els are exceeded. Loads monitoring continues to be one
of the primary structural health assessment tools used in
practice (Goranson, 1997). The development of SHM for
aerospace applications has continued and increased consid-
erably in technical sophistication with current applications
being investigated for commercial and military aircraft, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA)
space station and the next generation of reusable launch vehi-
cles. One unique aspect of aerospace SHM applications is that
regulatory agencies have been involved with the certification
of systems that are deployed on rotorcraft.

The application of SHM to aerospace structures has
yielded several systems that have made the transition from
research to practice. The most notable are rotorcraft HUMS
and the space shuttle modal inspection system (SMIS) pro-
gram. Other systems are currently being tested and this
industry continues to expend considerable resources on the
development of new SHM technology.

Perhaps the most refined form of SHM performed in
the aerospace industry are the HUMSs used by the rotor-
craft industry. These systems were developed for commercial
rotorcraft in response to the significant number of crashes
experienced by helicopters servicing North Sea oil platforms.
In parallel, these systems were developed for military rotor-
craft. With the introduction of HUMS for main rotor and
gearbox components on large rotorcraft, these systems have
been shown to reduce “the fatal hull loss within the UK to
half what could have otherwise been expected had HUMS
not been installed” (McColl, 2005). The essential features
of this success are that the rotor speed – although not the
torque – is maintained typically within 2% of nominal for
all flight regimes and that there is a single load path with
no redundancy. These constraints provide a basis for a stable
vibration spectrum from which a change in measured parame-
ter is attributable to component deterioration. As such, the use
of vibration data trending for predictive maintenance can be
shown to increase rotor component life by 15% (Silverman,
2005). The development of HUMS system is summarized by
Carlson, Kershner and Sewersky (1996) and Cleveland and
Trammel (1996) with early concepts described by Astridge
(1985). These systems are used to diagnose faults in heli-
copter drive trains, engines, oil systems and the rotor system.
Most significant is the fact that HUMS have been endorsed
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and Civil Avi-
ation Authority (CAA) as part of an acceptable maintenance
strategy with the first certified HUMS systems being flown
in the UK in 1991.
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The Space Shuttle was designed as the first reusable space
vehicle and as such requires inspections to assess struc-
tural integrity after each flight where it experiences launch,
spaceflight, and landing loading environments. In response
to this need the SMIS was developed to identify fatigue
damage in components such as control surfaces, fuselage
panels and lifting surfaces. These areas are covered with a
thermal protection system making them inaccessible and,
hence, impractical for conventional local non-destructive
examination methods. The SMIS has been successful in locat-
ing damaged components that are covered by the thermal
protection system and all orbiter vehicles have been period-
ically subjected to SMIS testing since 1987. Early shuttle
inspections applied modal test techniques for nondestructive
evaluation of the orbiter structure. As an example, testing was
performed on the orbiter body flap, which is used to shield
the main engines from heat and to provide pitch control dur-
ing atmospheric re-entry (West, 1982). Single-point random
excitation was used to acquire frequency response functions
from the flap. Between modal tests, the flap was exposed to
an acoustic environment similar to operating conditions. It
was observed that the frequencies of the first three modes
decreased following the acoustic exposure. Upon disassem-
bly and inspection of the test article, indication of galling in
the spherical bearings at the actuator–rib interfaces was dis-
covered. Additionally, shear clips in the interface between the
trailing edge wedge and the flap ribs were found to contain
significant cracking. It was noted that the conventional visual,
X-ray, and ultrasonic inspection techniques had failed to
locate this damage. Also, the conventional techniques require
the removal of at least some orbiter thermal protective sys-
tem tiles, whereas the modal inspection technique does not.
Further development and refinement of the SMIS has been
documented in several articles (e.g., Hunt et al., 1990).

The development of SHM systems for reusable launch
vehicles continued as NASA began to design a next gen-
eration launch vehicle. Strategies were proposed for rapid
damage diagnosis and decision making that focused on a dis-
tributed sensor system (Melvin et al., 1997). In addition to the
launch vehicle itself, the composite fuel tanks were surfacing
as one of the critical items for long-term health monitoring
(Baumann et al., 1997). One such monitoring system for
a next-generation launch vehicle was successfully demon-
strated during 1996 flight tests at White Sands Missile Range.

Space station applications have primarily driven the
development of experimental/analytical methods aimed at
identifying damage to truss elements caused by space
debris impact. These methods are based on inverse-modeling
approaches where analytical models of the undamaged struc-
ture are correlated with measured modal properties from both
the undamaged and damaged structure. Changes in stiffness

indices as assessed from the two model updates are used to
locate and quantify the damage (Friswell, 2007).

Since the mid-1990’s, studies of damage identification for
composite materials have been motivated by the development
of a composite fuel tank for a reusable launch vehicle as well
as the increasing use of composite materials in all types of
commercial and military aircraft. The failure mechanisms,
such as delamination caused by debris impacts, debonding of
glued joints and corresponding material response for compos-
ite fuel tanks are significantly different than those associated
with metallic structures. Often such damage is located below
the surface of the structure thus increasing the challenges of
the damage detection. Also, the composite fuel tank problem
presents challenges because the sensing systems must not
provide a spark source. This challenge has lead to the devel-
opment of SHM based on fiber optic sensing systems. Active
pulse-echo and pitch-catch wave propagation-based damage
detection approaches, acoustic emission passive wave propa-
gation methods and active thermography methods (Maldague
and Moore, 2001) have been developed for damage detection
in composite materials.

There are many other examples of more specialized air-
craft SHM systems such a monitoring nitrogen pressure in
welded chrome-moly fuselage tubing to detect crack and cor-
rosion damage (Kounis, 2007) and the development of SHM
to monitor rapid satellite assembly and deployment for the US
Air Force’s Operationally Responsive Space capability where
the goal is to assemble and launch a satellite within 1 week of
mission definition (Arritt et al., 2007). Boller and Buderath
(2007) and Staszewski, Boller and Tomlinson (2003) pro-
vides a more detailed discussion of SHM applied to aerospace
structures.

4 THE STATISTICAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION PARADIGM

There are many ways by which one can organize a discus-
sion of SHM. The authors have chosen to follow the one
that defines the SHM process in terms of a four-step sta-
tistical pattern recognition paradigm. This four-step process
includes:

1. Operational evaluation,
2. Data acquisition, normalization and cleansing,
3. Feature selection and information condensation, and
4. Statistical model development for feature discrimination.

All papers published in the fields of SHM and NDE
address some parts of this paradigm, but the number of stud-
ies that address all portions of the paradigm is much more
limited.
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4.1 Operational evaluation

Operational evaluation attempts to answer four questions
regarding the implementation of a damage identification
capability:

1. What are the life-safety and/or economic justifications
for performing the SHM?

2. How is damage defined for the system being investigated
and, for multiple damage possibilities, which cases are
of the most concern?

3. What are the conditions, both operational and environ-
mental, under which the system to be monitored will
function?

4. What are the limitations on acquiring data in the opera-
tional environment?

Operational evaluation begins to set the limitations on
what will be monitored and how the monitoring will be
accomplished. This evaluation starts to tailor the damage
identification process to features that are unique to the sys-
tem being monitored and tries to take advantage of unique
features of the damage that is to be detected. The basis for
this approach is already established within the aerospace
sector through the widespread implementation of reliability
centered maintenance.

The development of SHM for aerospace applications has
been driven by both life-safety and economic concerns.
Clearly any technology that prevents a manned aircraft crash
will provide a life-safety benefit. In the year 2000, 30% of the
commercial aircraft fleet had reached its design life. As with
other infrastructure there is a desire to operate these assets
beyond their original design life and, hence, more attention
must be paid to identifying damage before it reaches a criti-
cal level. Military operators are interested in this technology
because of the potential to reduce lifecycle costs, knowing
that over the lifetime of a military aircraft system the main-
tenance costs will exceed the purchase price of that system.
Operationally, military users also want to maximize combat
asset readiness of their aircraft, which necessitates minimiz-
ing the amount of maintenance required to keep the aircraft
in an effective operating mode. Furthermore, additional eco-
nomic advantages can be gained if the SHM system can
reliably prevent unnecessary dismantling and the associated
reassembly of mechanical and structural components.

There are a wide variety of damage types that are of inter-
est to the aerospace industry with corrosion and cracking
in metallic components and delamination and debonding in
composite components being some of the most prevalent. In
some cases critical flaw sizes and likely damage locations

have been defined for various damage types. One of the most
prevalent damage concerns in commercial aircraft is fatigue
cracks that form around rivets in the fuselage. Damage sus-
tained by the Aloha Airlines flight in 1988 was attributed
to such cracks. As a result of this accident the US Federal
Aviation Administration set up an Aging Aircraft Center at
Sandia National Laboratory. This Center develops a variety
of damage detection technologies for aircraft inspection. It
also maintains specimens with known damage that can be
used to validate new damage detection technologies.

Constraints on performing the damage assessment
include: weight limitations for the sensing system, the need
for sensors that do not pose a spark hazard when monitoring
near fuel, widely varying operational and environmental con-
ditions, lack of accessibility to critical structural components,
and the influence of non-structural components such as cables
and insulation on the dynamic response of the structure.

Environmental variability is particularly acute for space
structures where the required operating temperature range
for sensors can vary from −252 ◦C to 121 ◦C. A thorough
overview of on-orbit damage identification issues for trusses
is presented by Kashangaki (1991). In jet engines temper-
atures exceeding 1000 ◦C make in-flight monitoring very
challenging. Operational variability can include: changing
mass associated with fuel consumption and varying payloads,
changing aerodynamic loading caused by various in-flight
maneuvers, changes in air speed and turbulence, and the num-
ber of take-offs and landing. All of these sources of variability
must be accounted for when performing SHM on aerospace
structures.

4.2 Data acquisition, normalization
and cleansing

The data acquisition portion of the SHM process involves
selecting the excitation methods, the sensor types, number
and locations, sampling parameter, and the data acqui-
sition/storage/transmittal hardware. This process will be
application specific and economic considerations will play a
major role in making these decisions. The intervals at which
data should be collected are another consideration that must
be addressed.

Sensing and data acquisition systems for aerospace SHM
vary widely depending on the specific application. Many
of these systems are commercially available and deployed
onboard the structure while it is in flight such as the rotorcraft
HUMS (see www.goodrich.com). In-flight SHM systems
have only become practical with the evolution of micro-
electronics that allows such systems to be deployed onboard
aircraft with minimal weight penalties. Other systems like
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the shuttle model inspection system (SMIS) used traditional
ground-based dynamics data acquisitions systems for tests
performed with the shuttle out of service. Generally, large
amounts of data can be acquired in-flight necessitating a data
management strategy (Hall, 1999).

Kinematic quantities such as strain and acceleration are the
most common response parameters that are monitored using
conventional electrical resistance strain gages and piezoelec-
tric accelerometers, respectively. In addition, the aerospace
industry has studied the use of fiber optic strain sensors
for SHM applications because they are light-weight, do
not produce a spark source and because their size makes
them somewhat non-intrusive (Todd et al., 2007). The small
size of optical fibers has motivated several studies where
researchers are embedding the fibers into composite materi-
als for more direct measures of their response characteristics.
The fiber optic sensors have also been used to measure tem-
perature. Other types of sensors have been deployed for
corrosion monitoring as part of a US military demonstration
of health monitoring systems for large structural compo-
nents that investigated different sensing modalities (Van Way
et al., 1995). Researchers at Sandia National Laboratory have
used scanning-laser vibrometers to measure the dynamics
response of a DC-9 fuselage in an attempt to identify damage
to structural elements beneath the skin (James, 1996).

Most commonly, when tests are performed in-flight, the
aerospace industry measures the response of the structure
to operational and environmental loading conditions such
as those caused by aerodynamics forces and engine vibra-
tion. In cases with the MIR space station the astronauts
have excited the structure by jumping and impacts associated
with docking procedures have also been used as an unmea-
sured excitation source (Kammer and Steltzner, 1999). More
recently this industry has started to use active sensing sys-
tems, where a small actuator is mounted on the structure
to produce a local excitation signal tailored to enhance the
damage detection process. Acoustic emission studies rely
on measuring the response of the system that results when
strain energy is released during damage initiation or growth.
During ground vibration tests performed for damage assess-
ment purposes, electrodynamics shakers are used to excite
the structure as is the case with the SMIS. Finally, a variety
of impact device such as a hammer of even a coin are used for
tap tests that detect delaminations or disbonds in composite
materials.

Because data can be measured under varying conditions,
the ability to normalize the data becomes very important to
the damage identification process. As it applies to SHM, data
normalization is the process of separating changes in sen-
sor reading caused by damage from those caused by varying
operational and environmental conditions. One of the most

common procedures is to normalize the measured responses
by the measured inputs. When environmental or operational
variability is an issue, the need can arise to normalize the
data in some temporal fashion to facilitate the comparison of
data measured at different times of an environmental or oper-
ational cycle. Sources of variability in the data acquisition
process and with the system being monitored need to be iden-
tified and minimized to the extent possible. In general, not all
sources of variability can be eliminated. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to make the appropriate measurements such that these
sources can be statistically quantified. Variability can arise
from changing environmental and test conditions, changes in
the data reduction process, and unit-to-unit inconsistencies.

Data cleansing is the process of selectively choosing data
to pass on to or reject from the feature selection process. The
data cleansing process is usually based on knowledge gained
by individuals directly involved with the data acquisition.
As an example, an inspection of the test setup may reveal
that a sensor was loosely mounted and, hence, based on the
judgment of the individuals performing the measurement,
this set of data or the data from that particular sensor may be
selectively deleted from the feature selection process. Signal
processing techniques such as filtering and re-sampling can
also be thought of as data cleansing procedures.

Finally, it should be noted that the data acquisition,
normalization, and cleansing portion of structural health-
monitoring process should not be static. Insight gained from
the feature selection process and the statistical model devel-
opment process will provide information regarding changes
that can improve the data acquisition process. The following
articles specifically address various aspects of the data acqui-
sition and data normalization issues as they apply to SHM:
(Park and Inman, 2007; Todd et al., 2007; Sohn, 2007).

4.3 Feature extraction and information
condensation

The area of the structural health-monitoring process that
receives the most attention in the technical literature is the
identification of data features that allows one to distinguish
between the undamaged and damaged structure. As such,
numerous articles are devoted to the feature extraction por-
tion of SHM (Friswell, 2007; Fassios and Sakellariou, 2007;
Staszewski and Robertson, 2007; Mal, Banerjee and Ricci,
2007). Inherent in this feature selection process is the appli-
cation of signal processing techniques to the measured data
and condensation of these data (see Signal Processing for
Structural Health Monitoring). As with all applications of
SHM, the best features for damage identification in aerospace
structures are application specific.
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One of the most common feature extraction methods is
based on correlating measured system response quantities –
such as vibration amplitude or frequency – with the first-
hand observations of the degrading system. Another method
of developing features for damage identification is to apply
engineered flaws, similar to ones expected in actual operating
conditions, to systems and develop an initial understanding
of the parameters that are sensitive to the expected dam-
age. The flawed system can also be used to validate that
the diagnostic measurements are sensitive enough to distin-
guish between features identified from the undamaged and
damaged system. The use of analytical tools such as experi-
mentally validated finite element models can be a great asset
in this process. In many cases the analytical tools are used
to perform numerical experiments where the flaws are intro-
duced through computer simulation. Damage accumulation
testing, during which significant structural components of the
system under study are degraded by subjecting them to realis-
tic loading conditions, can also be used to identify appropriate
features. This process may involve induced-damage testing,
fatigue testing, corrosion growth, or temperature cycling to
accumulate certain types of damage in an accelerated fashion.
Insight into the appropriate features can be gained from sev-
eral types of analytical and experimental studies as described
above and is usually the result of information obtained from
some combination of these studies.

Basic signal statistics represent some of simplest fea-
tures that can extracted from measured system response data.
These features are commonly extracted from loads and usage
monitoring data and from data collected with HUMS. Such
statistics can be used to quantify and track changes in the
properties of random quantities and threshold crossings that
are indicative of damage.

Early studies from the 1980’s first report the use of modal
properties such as mode shapes and resonance frequencies
as the features used in aerospace structure damage detections
studies (NASA, 1988). Modal parameters continue to be the
most common features used in aerospace SHM studies (see
Modal Vibration Methods in Structural Health Monitoring).
Rather than just looking at changes in these parameters as
indicators of damage and its location, the aerospace indus-
try has done extensive work on developing model updating
procedures for damage assessment (Friswell, 2007). With
these procedures a finite element model is used to analyt-
ically generate modeshapes and resonance frequencies for
the undamaged system. Similar quantities are obtained from
experimental modal analyses. Then the finite element model
is systematically updated by modifying the stiffness, mass
and/or damping matrices using a constrained optimization
procedure in an effort to minimize the difference between
the analytical and experimental modal parameters. After a

potentially damaging event this process is repeated using
the previously updated finite element model as the base-
line condition. Changes to the stiffness indices that are based
on a subsequent optimization process using the newly mea-
sured modal parameters are indicative of damage and can
be used to locate and quantify the extent of damage. To
validate these model updating procedures, numerous exper-
iments have been carried out on trusses where damage is
assumed to be caused by micrometeorites and results in the
severing of a truss element (Doebling et al., 1997).

More recently wave propagation-based damage detection
procedures have been applied to aerospace structures (Park
and Inman, 2007; Raghavan and Cesnik, 2007). In partic-
ular, these tests have been applied to the identification of
delaminations and disbonding in composite materials. These
methods can be simple tap tests on composite components,
acoustic emissions tests, or they can make use of more sophis-
ticated active pitch-catch or pulse-echo sensing techniques
(see Guided Wave Methods for Structural Health Monitor-
ing) and impedance-based methods (see Impedance-Based
Structural Health Monitoring for Aerospace Applications).
These approaches examine distortions in waveforms that
result when elastic waves are reflected off the damage bound-
ary. In the case of acoustic emissions the generation of elastic
waves that result when the damage initiates or propagates in
the system is used to indicate the presence of damage.

The operational implementation and diagnostic measure-
ment technologies needed to perform SHM produce more
data than traditional uses of structural dynamics information.
A condensation of the data is advantageous and necessary
when comparisons of many feature sets obtained over the
lifetime of the structure are envisioned. Also, because data
will be acquired from a structure over an extended period of
time and in an operational environment, robust data reduc-
tion techniques must be developed to retain feature sensitivity
to the structural changes of interest in the presence of envi-
ronmental and operational variability. To further aid in the
extraction and recording of quality data needed to perform
SHM, the statistical significance of the features should be
characterized and used in the condensation process. Dimen-
sion reduction of the features is also critical in adopting a
pattern recognition approach to SHM as the amount of train-
ing data required by algorithms can grow explosively with
the dimension of the feature vectors.

4.4 Statistical model development

The portion of the SHM process that has arguably received the
least attention in the technical literature is the development of
statistical models for discrimination between features from
the undamaged and damaged structures. Statistical model
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development is concerned with the implementation of the
algorithms that operate on the extracted features to quantify
the damage state of the structure. The algorithms used in sta-
tistical model development usually fall into three categories.
When data are available from both the undamaged and dam-
aged structure, the statistical pattern recognition algorithms
fall into the general classification referred to as supervised
learning. Group classification and regression analysis are
categories of supervised learning algorithms. Unsupervised
learning refers to algorithms that are applied to data not
containing examples from the damaged structure. Outlier or
novelty detection is the primary class of algorithms applied in
unsupervised learning applications. All of the algorithms ana-
lyze statistical distributions of the features derived from the
measured data to enhance the damage identification process.

The damage state of a system can be described as a five-
step process that answers the following questions:

1. Existence: Is there damage in the system?
2. Location: Where is the damage in the system?
3. Type: What kind of damage is present?
4. Extent: How severe is the damage? and
5. Prognosis: How much useful life remains?

Answers to these questions in the order presented repre-
sent increasing knowledge of the damage state. When applied
in an unsupervised learning mode, statistical models are typ-
ically used to answer questions regarding the existence and
location of damage. When applied in a supervised learning
mode and coupled with analytical models, the statistical pro-
cedures can be used to better determine the type of damage,
the extent of damage and potential remaining useful life of
the structure. The statistical models are also used to mini-
mize false indications of damage. False indications of damage
fall into two categories: (i) False-positive damage indication
(indication of damage when none is present), and (ii) False-
negative damage indication (no indication of damage when
damage is present). Errors of the first type are undesirable
as they will cause unnecessary downtime and consequent
loss of revenue as well as loss of confidence in the monitor-
ing system. More importantly, there are clear safety issues
if misclassifications of the second type occur. Many pat-
tern recognition algorithms allow one to weigh one type of
error above the other, this weighting may be one of the fac-
tors decided at the operational evaluation stage. Articles that
focus on the statistical modeling portion of the SHM process
include Worden and Manson (2007), Hayton et al. (2007) and
Sohn (2007).

Most aerospace SHM studies reported in the open liter-
ature do not make use of rigorous statistical classification
procedures in the damage detection process. One notable

exception is the use of the sequential probability ratio test
for outlier detection (Herzog et al., 2005) associated with
jet engine damage. The sequential probability ratio test is
a hypothesis test procedure that is used when the sample
size is not fixed. Data are evaluated as they are collected to
assess when enough samples have been obtained to determine
with confidence that a deviation from a normal condition has
occurred.

5 CHALLENGES FOR SHM APPLIED
TO AEROSPACE STRUCTURES

The aerospace application of SHM has challenges that are,
in general, similar to the challenges faced by other SHM
applications. Aerospace structures experience widely varying
environmental and operational conditions that can affect sen-
sor readings. In the case of aerospace structures these changes
include widely varying thermal, vibration and acoustic envi-
ronments, changing gravitational environments, changing
mass that results from fuel consumption and changing aero-
dynamic load caused by varying atmospheric conditions and
changing loads that result from how the aircraft is operated.
Many portions of the structure are difficult to access when
trying to retrofit an existing structure with a sensing system.
Some unique challenges faced by the aerospace industry are
the restrictions on the weight of the SHM system that can
be deployed during flight. Also, the sensing system cannot
be a spark source when monitoring fuel tanks, which are a
structure of considerable interest for reusable launch vehicle
applications.

The basic premise of vibration-based SHM feature selec-
tion is that damage will significantly alter the stiffness,
mass or energy dissipation properties of a system, which, in
turn, alter the measured dynamic response of that system.
Although the basis for feature selection appears intuitive,
its actual application poses many significant technical chal-
lenges. The most fundamental challenge is the fact that
damage is typically a local phenomenon and may not sig-
nificantly influence the lower-frequency global response of
structures that is normally measured during system operation.
Stated another way, this fundamental challenge is similar to
that in many engineering fields where the ability to capture
the system response on widely varying length and time scales,
as is needed to model turbulence or to develop phenomeno-
logical models of energy dissipation, has proven difficult.

Another fundamental challenge is that in many situations
feature selection and damage identification must be per-
formed in an unsupervised learning mode. That is, data from
damaged systems are not available. Damage can accumulate
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over widely-varying time scales, and this poses significant
challenges for the SHM sensing system. This challenge is
supplemented by many practical issues associated with mak-
ing accurate and repeatable measurements over long periods
of time at a limited number of locations on complex structures
often operating in adverse environments.

Finally, a significant challenge for SHM is to develop the
capability to define the required sensing system properties
before field deployment and, if possible, to demonstrate that
the sensor system itself will not be damaged when deployed
in the field. If the possibility of sensor damage exists, it will
be necessary to monitor the sensors themselves. This moni-
toring can be accomplished either by developing appropriate
self-testing and validating sensors (analogous to Built-In Test
Equipment or Built-In Self-Test capabilities now routinely
deployed in digital avionic systems) or by using the sensors to
report on each other’s condition. Sensor networks should also
be ‘fail-safe’. If a sensor fails, the damage identification algo-
rithms must be able to adapt to the new network. This adaptive
capability implies that a certain amount of redundancy must
be built into the sensor network.

In addition to the challenges described above, there are
other non-technical issues that must be addressed before
SHM technology can make the transition from a research
topic to actual practice. These issues include convincing air-
craft owners that the SHM technology provides an economic
benefit over their current maintenance approaches and con-
vincing regulatory agencies that this technology is reliable
and provides a significant life-safety benefit. All these chal-
lenges lead to the current state of SHM technology where
outside of HUMS applications, SHM in aerospace systems
remains a primarily a research topic that is still making
the transition to field demonstrations and subsequent field
deployment. Therefore, there is a critical need for the devel-
opment of design principles for aerospace structures utilizing
SHM systems (see Design Principles for Aerospace Struc-
tures Utilizing SHM) and these design principles will have
to be formulated around the fundamental axioms (or some
appropriate variant) that have been proposed for SHM (Wor-
den et al., 2007).

Finally, as SHM technology evolves and matures, it will
be integrated into a more comprehensive process referred to
as Damage Prognosis. Damage Prognosis (DP) is defined as
the estimate of an engineered system’s remaining useful life
(Farrar and Lieven, 2007). This estimate is based on the out-
put of models that predict material, component and system
degradation by coupling information from usage monitor-
ing; SHM; past, current and anticipated future environmental
and operational conditions; the original design assumptions
regarding loading and operational environments, previous
component and system level testing and maintenance, and

predictive models for damage initiation and evolution (see
Damage Prognosis for Metal and Composite Aerospace
Structures). Here the term usage monitoring refers to the
process of acquiring operational loading data from a struc-
ture or system which preferably includes a measure of
environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, moisture) and
operational variables such as mass or speed. Stated another
way, DP attempts to forecast system performance by measur-
ing the current state of the system (i.e., SHM), estimating the
future loading environments for that system, and predicting
through simulation and past experience the remaining use-
ful life of the system. Such predictions will necessarily be
probabilistic in nature (e.g., Gobbato et al., 2009; Gobbato
et al., 2008) and will build upon standard maintenance defini-
tions provided under the FAA Maintenance Steering Group-3
process that requires in-service reliability data to justify
maintenance as well as safety specific component and system
life estimates (Federal Aviation Administration, 1997).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Structural health monitoring (SHM) is an emerging research
area with multiple applications. It assesses the state of struc-
tural health and, through appropriate data processing and
interpretation, predicts the remaining life of the structure.
Many aerospace and civil infrastructure systems are at or
beyond their design life; however, it is envisioned that they
will remain in service for an extended period. SHM is one
of the enabling technologies that will make this possible.

Another potential SHM application is in new systems. By
embedding SHM sensors and sensory systems into a new
structure, the design paradigm can be changed and consider-
able savings in weight, size, and cost can be achieved.

1.1 Conventional NDE

A large number of nondestructive evaluation (NDE), nonde-
structive testing (NDT), and nondestructive inspection (NDI)
techniques to detect local damage and incipient failure in crit-
ical structures exist. Ultrasonic methods rely on elastic wave
propagation and reflection within the material. In an infi-
nite solid medium, ultrasonic waves propagate in two basic
modes: (i) pressure (P) waves and (ii) shear (S) waves. How-
ever, if the medium is bounded, wave reflections occur at
the boundary and more complicated wave patterns emerge.
Of particular interest are the guided waves (GWs), which
remain contained in a waveguide and can travel at large dis-
tances. Lamb waves are GWs traveling along thin plates,
while Rayleigh waves are GWs constraint to the surface.
Guided waves can also exist in solid and hollow cylinders, as
well as in shell structures. Love waves are GW traveling in
layered materials, while Stoneley waves are GWs constrained
to the material interface.

Ultrasonic testing involves one or more of the follow-
ing measurements: time of flight (wave transit or delay),
path length, frequency, phase angle, amplitude, acoustic
impedance, and angle of wave deflection (reflection and
refraction). Conventional ultrasonic methods include the
pulse-echo, the pitch-catch (or pulse-transmission), and
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the pulse-resonance techniques. In the pulse-echo method,
defects are detected in the form of additional echoes. In the
pitch-catch method, wave dispersion and attenuation due to
diffused damage in the material is used as a flaw indicator.
Ultrasonic inspection of thin wall structures (e.g., aircraft
shells, storage tanks, and large pipes) is a time-consuming
operation that requires meticulous through-the-thickness
C-scans over large areas. If done improperly, it can miss
essential flaws. In addition, ultrasonic waves cannot be
induced at right angles to the structural surface. Localized
surface flaws, and cracks with their plane perpendicular
to the structural surface cannot be readily detected with
through-the-thickness P-wave methods. However, GWs have
shown encouraging results in detecting this kind of flaws.
For the inspection of thin-wall structures, such as sheet-
metal constructions, airframes, large containers, pipes, or
tubes, an alternate inspection method utilizing guided Lamb
waves may be more appropriate. Advanced ultrasonic tech-
niques rely on the generation, propagation, and detection of
Rayleigh, Lamb, and Love waves. These waves can be gen-
erated using conventional ultrasonic transducers with wedge
couplers or comb transducers.

1.2 Structural health monitoring

SHM sets out to determine the health of a structure by read-
ing a network of sensors that are permanently attached to the
structure and monitored over time. SHM can be either pas-
sive or active. “Passive SHM” infers the state of the structure
using passive sensors that are monitored over time and fed
into a structural model. Examples of passive SHM are the
monitoring of loads, stress, environmental conditions, and
acoustic emission from cracks. Passive SHM only “listens”
to the structure but does not interact with it. “Active SHM”
uses active sensors that interrogate the structure to detect the
presence of damage and to estimate its extent and intensity.
One active SHM method employs piezoelectric wafer active
sensors (PWASs), which send and receive ultrasonic Lamb
waves and determine the presence of cracks, delaminations,
disbonds, and corrosion. Two approaches are being consid-
ered: (i) traveling waves; and (ii) standing waves (Giurgiutiu,
2008). Active sensors interact with the structure in much the
same way that conventional NDE transducers do; this allows
to utilize the vast experience already developed in the NDE
field and to transition it into SHM applications. A recent
and comprehensive review of GW SHM was presented by
Raghavan and Cesnik (2007).

This article sets forth to introduce the reader to the gen-
eral principles of active SHM and to present some of the
salient achievements in its application to active SHM. The

chapter starts with a brief review of GW theory in plate,
tube, and shell structures. Then, it introduces the PWASs,
which are the essential elements of active SHM systems.
Subsequently, the article shows how the main NDE meth-
ods (pitch-catch and pulse-echo) are being used in active
SHM applications. Furthermore, the article presents the con-
cept of permanently attached phased arrays and demonstrates
them with the embedded ultrasonics structural radar (EUSR).
Other techniques such as the time reversal method and the
migration technique are also presented. At the end, conclu-
sions and suggestions for further work are presented.

2 GUIDED WAVES IN THIN-WALL
STRUCTURES

Guided waves have the important property that they remain
confined inside the walls of a thin-wall structure and hence
can travel over large distances. In addition, GWs can also
travel inside curved walls. These properties make them well
suited for the ultrasonic inspection of aircraft, missiles, pres-
sure vessel, oil tanks, pipelines, and so on.

In flat plates, ultrasonic GWs travel as Lamb waves and
as shear horizontal (SH) waves. Lamb waves are vertically
polarized, while SH waves are horizontally polarized. Both
Lamb waves and SH waves can be symmetric or antisym-
metric with respect to the plate midplane. A brief outline
of the main equations is presented next. Consider a plate
with stress-free upper and lower surfaces situated at y = ±d

(Figure 1). The equation of motion for an isotropic elastic
medium is given by

µ∇2u + (λ + µ)∇∇·u = ρ
∂2u

∂t2
(1)

where λ and µ are the Lame constants, ρ is the mass density,
and u is the displacement vector. Assume that displacement
vector is given by

u = ∇� + ∇ × H (2)

x

yy = +d 

y = −d z

h=2d σxx

σzz

σyz=0

σyx=0

σyy =0Free surface

Figure 1. (a) A plate with thickness 2d, extending infinitely in x and
z direction; (b) free body diagram of an infinitesimal area extracted
from the plate.
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where � and H are the potential functions given by

� = f (y)ei(ξx−ωt),

H = [
hx(y)i + hy(y)j + hz(y)k

]
ei(ξx−ωt) (3)

Straight crested waves of circular frequency ω and
wave number ξ propagating with wavespeed c = ω/ξ were
assumed. The governing equations are

∇2� = 1

cP
2

∂2�

∂t2

∇2H = 1

cS
2

∂2H

∂t2
, and ∇·H = 0 (4)

Plane strain (z-invariant) conditions are assumed. Hence,
equation (4) yields

f ′′ − ξ2f = −ω2f

c2
P

h′′
x − ξ2hx = −ω2hx

c2
S

h′′
y − ξ2hy = −ω2hy

c2
S

(5)

h′′
z − ξ2hz = −ω2hz

c2
S

where c2
P = (λ + 2µ)/ρ and c2

S = µ/ρ are the pressure (lon-
gitudinal) and shear (transverse) wavespeeds. Solution of
equation (5) is in the form

� = (A cos αy + B sin αy)ei(ξx−ωt)

Hx = (C cos βy + D sin βy)ei(ξx−ωt)

Hy = (E cos βy + F sin βy)ei(ξx−ωt) (6)

Hz = (G cos βy + H sin βy)ei(ξx−ωt)

where α2 = (
ω2/c2

P

) − ξ2, and β2 = (
ω2/c2

S

) − ξ2. The con-
stants A through H are determined from the stress-free
boundary conditions at the plate upper and lower surfaces,
which yield




−c3 sin αd c4 sin βd 0 0 0 0 0 0

c1 cos αd c2 cos βd 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 c1 sin αd −c2 sin βd 0 0 0 0

0 0 c3 cos αd c4 cos βd 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −c5 sin βd β2 sin βd 0 0

0 0 0 0 −β sin βd iξ sin βd 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 β2 cos βd c5 cos βd

0 0 0 0 0 0 iξ cos βd β cos βd







A

H

B

G

E

D

C

F




= 0 (7)

with c1 = (λ + 2µ)α2 + λξ2, c2 = 2iµξβ, c3 = 2iξα, c4 =
ξ2 − β2, c5 = iξβ. Nontrivial solutions of the homogeneous
equation (7) are obtained when the determinant of the
coefficients matrix is zero, which yields the “characteristic
equation”. Examination of equation (7) reveals that the deter-
minant can be broken up into the product of four smaller
determinants, corresponding to the coefficient pairs (A, H),
(B, G), (E, D), (C, F). The first two pairs correspond to the
symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb waves, while the last
two pairs correspond to symmetric and antisymmetric SH
waves. The characteristic equations for the symmetric and
antisymmetric Lamb waves are also known as the “Rayleigh–
Lamb equations”. These implicit transcendental equations
are solved numerically to determine the permissible GW solu-
tions. For each solution of the characteristic equation, one
determines a specific value of the wave number, ξ, and hence
the wave speed, c.

The variation of wave speed with frequency is shown
in Figure 2a,b for Lamb waves and in Figure 2c for SH
waves. At lower frequency-thickness products, only two
Lamb wave types exist: S0, which is a symmetrical Lamb
wave resembling the longitudinal waves; and A0, which is
an antisymmetric Lamb wave resembling the flexural waves.
At higher frequency-thickness values, a number of Lamb
waves are present, Sn and An , where n = 0, 1, 2,. . .. At very
high frequencies, the S0 and A0 Lamb waves coalesce into
the Rayleigh waves, which are confined to the plate upper
and lower surfaces. The Lamb waves are highly dispersive
(wave speed varies with frequency); however, S0 waves at
low frequency-thickness values show very little dispersion.
The SH waves are also dispersive, with the exception of
the first mode, SH0, which does not show any dispersion
at all. Their dispersive nature though and the existence of
many modes simultaneously can complicate the interpre-
tation of the acquired signal. It is therefore important to
work below a cutoff frequency, which is specific for each
material, so as to excite only the fundamental S0 and/or A0

Lamb modes (Birt, 1998) and, if possible, to excite a single
mode.
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Figure 2. Wavespeed dispersion curves in plates: (a) symmetric Lamb waves, Sn; (b) antisymmetric Lamb waves, An; (c) SH waves: solid
lines are for symmetric SH modes (Sn), dotted lines are for antisymmetric SH modes (An) (f = frequency; cs = shear wave speed, d = half
thickness of the plate)

For circular crested waves, a similar analysis can be con-
ducted in polar coordinates with the solution in terms of
Bessel functions J0 and J1. The Rayleigh–Lamb frequency
equations developed for straight crested Lamb waves also
apply to circular crested Lamb waves. For large radii, the cir-
cular crested Lamb waves attain a uniform wavelength that
correlates with that of straight crested Lamb waves. However,
the amplitude of a circular crested Lamb wave decreases with
the square root of the radius, which confirms simple energy
conservation considerations.

In shells structures, GWs can propagate in a variety
of modes. The study of GWs propagation in cylindrical
shells can be considered as a limiting case of the study
of GWs propagation in hollow cylinders. As the wall
thickness of a hollow cylinder decreases with respect to
its radius, the hollow cylinder approaches the case of a
thin-wall cylindrical shell. Consider a circular cylinder of
inner and outer radii a and b, and thickness h. In cylin-
drical coordinates (r, θ, z), the potential functions are

expressed as

φ = f (r)cos nθ cos(ωt + ξz)

Hr = hr(r)sin nθ sin(ωt + ξz)

Hθ = hθ(r)cos nθ sin(ωt + ξz) (8)

Hz = hz(r)sin nθ cos(ωt + ξz)

where wave motion along the z axis with wave number ξ is
assumed. Substitution of equation (8) into equation (4) yields(

∇2 + ω2

c2
P

)
φ = 0(

∇2 + ω2

c2
S

)
Hz = 0(

∇2 −1
r2 + ω2

c2
S

)
Hr − 2

r2

∂Hθ

∂θ
= 0(

∇2 − 1
r2 + ω2

c2
S

)
Hθ + 2

r2

∂Hr

∂θ
= 0

(9)
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The general solution is expressed in terms of Bessel functions
J and Y or the modified Bessel functions I and K of arguments
α1r = |αr| and β1r = |βr|. The general solution is of the form

f = A·Zn(α1r) + B·Wn(α1r)

h3 = A3·Zn(β1r) + B3·Wn(β1r)

h1 = 1

2
(hr − hθ) = A1·Zn+1(β1r) + B1·Wn+1(β1r) (10)

h2 = 1

2
(hr + hθ) = A2·Zn−1(β1r) + B2·Wn−1(β1r)

where, for brevity, Z denotes a J or I Bessel function, and W
denotes a Y or a K Bessel function, as appropriate. Thus, the
potentials are expressed in terms of the unknowns A, B, A1, B1,
A2, B2, A3, B3. Two of these unknowns are eliminated using
the gauge invariance property of the equivolume potentials.
Imposing the stress-free boundary conditions at the inner and
outer radii a and b yields a linear system of six homogeneous
equations in six unknowns. For nontrivial solution, the system
determinant must vanish, that is,

∣∣cij

∣∣ = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , 6 (11)

The coefficients cij in equation (11) have complicated alge-
braic expressions that are omitted for brevity. The result is a
characteristic equation in the form

�n(a, b, λ, µ, fd, c) = 0 (12)

This implicit transcendental equation is solved numeri-
cally for the permissible GW solutions. Three basic GW
families exist:

� Longitudinal axially symmetric modes, L(0, m), m =
1, 2, 3, . . .

� Torsional axially symmetric modes, T(0, m), m =
1, 2, 3, . . .

� Flexural nonaxially symmetric modes, F(n, m), n =
1, 2, 3, . . . m = 1, 2, 3, . . .

Within each family, an infinite number of modes exist such
that their phase velocities, c, for a given frequency-thickness
product, fd, represent permissible solutions of the implicit
transcendental equation (12). The index m represents the
number of the modeshapes across the wall of the tube. The
index n determines the manner in which the fields generated
by the GW modes vary with angular coordinate θ in the cross
section of the cylinder. For the F modes of index n, each com-
ponent can be considered to vary as either sin(nθ) or cos(nθ).

It is also observed that the index n = 1 represents the mode
shape of flexing the tube as a whole.

The longitudinal and torsional modes are also referred to
as the axial symmetric or n = 0 modes. These axial symmet-
ric modes are preferred for defect detection in long pipes
because the pipe circumference is uniformly insonified. The
longitudinal modes are easier to generate with conventional
ultrasonic transducers. They are good for the location of cir-
cumferential cracks. However, for the location of axial cracks
and corrosion, the torsional modes, though more difficult to
generate with conventional ultrasonic transducers, are rec-
ommended.

An examination of the differential equations dependence
on the ratios h/r and h/λ indicates that, for shallow shells
(h/r and h/λ � 1), the longitudinal modes approach the Lamb
wave modes, whereas the torsional modes approach the SH
modes. In fact, it can be shown that the L(0, 1) mode cor-
responds to the A0 Lamb mode, while the L(0, 2) mode
corresponds to the S0 Lamb mode, etc. The flexural modes
remain a mode-type specific to tube waves and without equiv-
alence in flat plate waves.

3 PIEZOELECTRIC WAFER ACTIVE
SENSORS

Guided waves can be excited and detected with a variety of
methods. In conventional ultrasonics, GWs are generated by
impinging the structural surface obliquely with an ultrasonic
beam from a relatively large ultrasonic transducer affixed to
a wedge. Mode conversion at the interface ensures that a
combination of pressure and shear waves are simultaneously
generated into the structure. If the structure is thin walled,
GWs are being created. Another method of creating GWs in
a structure is by using a comb transducer. The comb spacing
is such that it tunes with the GW half wavelength. However,
conventional Lamb wave probes (wedge and comb transduc-
ers) are relatively too heavy and expensive to be considered
for widespread deployment on an aircraft structure as part of
an active SHM system. A typical wedge transducer weighs
25 grams, has a relatively high cost, and is 40 mm tall. Con-
ventional ultrasonic transducers are inappropriate for active
SHM applications due to their cost, weight, and size. Con-
ventional ultrasonic transducers could not be permanently
attached in large numbers to a structure without incurring
important cost and weight penalties.

An automated SHM system for an aircraft structure is not
possible using conventional ultrasonic transducers. For such
a system, the sensors must be as much as possible part of the
structure on which they are attached. Hence, active sensors
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Figure 3. Simulation of Lamb wave motion in a 1-mm thick aluminum plate: (a) symmetric mode S0, f = 1.56 MHz; (b) antisymmetric
mode A0, f = 0.788 MHz.

that are different from the conventional ultrasonic transduc-
ers are required. New types of Lamb wave transducers must
be developed; they must be small, light weight, unobtrusive,
and low cost. They should be permanently attached in the air-
frame with minimum weight penalty and at affordable costs.
In recent years, piezoelectric wafers permanently attached to
the structure have been extensively used for the generation
and detection of GWs. These simple devices are inexpensive,
lightweight, and unobtrusive. They seem well suited for SHM
applications. They can act as both transmitters and receivers
of ultrasonic waves. For lack of a better term, Giurgiutiu and
Zagrai 2000 named these permanently attached transducers
piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWASs). Typical PWASs
weigh around 68 mg and are 0.2 mm thick.

3.1 Piezoelectric wafer active sensors principles

PWAS transducers are small, lightweight, and relatively low
cost. PWASs can be bonded to the structure or inserted into the
layers of a composite structure. When permanently attached
into the structure, PWASs provide the bidirectional energy
transduction from the electronics into the structure and from
the structure back into the electronics. PWASs achieve direct
transduction of electric energy into elastic energy and vice
versa.

PWASs operate on the piezoelectric principle that cou-
ples the electrical and mechanical variables in the material
(mechanical strain, Sij , mechanical stress, Tkl , electrical field,
Ek , and electrical displacement Dj) in the form:

Sij = sE
ijklTkl + dkijEk

Dj = djklTkl + εT
jkEk

(13)

where sE
ijkl is the mechanical compliance of the material

measured at zero electric field (E = 0), εT
jkis the dielectric

permittivity measured at zero mechanical stress (T = 0), and
dkij represents the piezoelectric coupling effect. The direct
piezoelectric effect converts the stress applied to the sen-
sor into electric charge. Similarly, the converse piezoelectric
effect produces strain when a voltage is applied to the sensor.
For active SHM applications, PWASs couple their in-plane
motion, electrically excited through the piezoelectric effect,
with the Lamb waves’ particle motion on the material sur-
face (Figure 3). Lamb waves can be either quasiaxial (S0, S1,
S2, . . .), or quasiflexural (A0, A1, A2, . . .). PWAS transduc-
ers can act as both exciters and detectors of the elastic Lamb
waves traveling in the material. PWASs can be used as both
active and passive probes and thus can address four SHM
needs:

1. Active sensing of far-field damage using pulse-echo,
pitch-catch, and phased-array methods.

2. Active sensing of near-field damage using high-
frequency impedance method.

3. Passive sensing of crack initiation and growth through
acoustic emission.

4. Passive sensing of damage-generating events through
low-velocity impact detection.

This indicates that the PWAS transducers are strong candi-
dates for active SHM applications.

At first sight, PWAS may seem very similar to the
conventional ultrasonic transducers because both use the
piezoelectric effect. However, fundamental differences exist
between the conventional ultrasonic transducers and the
PWAS:

1. Conventional ultrasonic transducers are weakly coupled
with the structure through gel, water, or air. In contrast,
PWASs are strongly coupled with the structure through
an adhesive bond.
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2. Conventional ultrasonic transducers are resonant narrow-
band devices. In contrast, PWASs are nonresonant
broadband devices that can be tuned selectively into
certain Lamb modes.

3. Conventional ultrasonic transducers excite and sense the
Lamb waves in the structure indirectly through acoustic
waves impinging on the structural surface and the mode
conversion. In contrast, PWASs excite and sense the Lamb
waves in the structure directly through in-plane strain
coupling.

PWAS-based SHM ultrasonics bears substantially on the
experience accrued with conventional ultrasonic transducers.
However, major differences exist between conventional ultra-
sonics and SHM ultrasonics. Drawbacks of the conventional
ultrasonics are the bulkiness of transducers and the need for a
normal (perpendicular) interface between the transducer and
the test structure. The former limits the access of ultrasonic
transducers to restricted spaces. The latter influences the type
of waves that can be easily generated in the structure. In
contrast, SHM ultrasonics uses PWASs that are permanently
bonded to the structural surface and are small, thin, unobtru-
sive, and noninvasive. They can be placed in very restrictive
spaces, such as in built-up aerospace structures. The surface-
bonded PWASs can easily produce GWs traveling parallel to
the surface and could detect damage that would escape a con-
ventional ultrasonic method. In their simplest form, PWASs
are just thin piezoelectric ceramic wafers.

3.2 Selective Lamb wave mode tuning with PWAS

An important characteristic of PWASs, which distinguishes
them from conventional ultrasonic transducers, is their capa-
bility of tuning into various GW modes. Though a complete
modeling of this interaction is not yet available, some sim-
plified models exist that clarify the underlying principles of
Lamb wave tuning with PWAS transducer. A plane-strain
analysis of the PWAS-structure interaction using the space-
domain Fourier analysis illustrates the principles of PWAS
Lamb wave mode tuning and opens the path for a more
comprehensive analysis. The analysis starts with transformed
equations:

d2φ̃

dy2
+ p2φ̃ = 0,

d2ψ̃

dy2
+ q2ψ̃ = 0

p2 = ω2

c2
L

− ξ2, q2 = ω2

c2
T

− ξ2 (14)

where φ̃ and ψ̃ are the transformed potential functions, c2
L =

(λ + 2µ)/ρ and c2
T = µ/ρ are the longitudinal (pressure)

and transverse (shear) wave speeds, λ and µ are Lame con-
stants, ρ is the mass density. The excitation is assumed in the
form of time-harmonic shear stress, τa(x)e−iωt , applied by the
PWAS to the structural surface over the interval −a < x < +a.
Assuming perfect bonding between PWAS and structure con-
centrates the shear transfer effects at the PWAS ends. Hence,
the shear stress τ(x) and its Fourier transform τ̃(ξ) are given
by

τ(x)=aτ0 [δ(x − a) − δ(x + a)] , τ̃(ξ) = aτ0 (−2i sin ξa)

(15)

where δ(x) is the Dirac function. Equations (14) and (15)
accept the Fourier-domain solution:

ε̃x = −i
τ̃

2µ

(
NS

DS
+ NA

DA

)
, ũx =−i

τ̃

2µ

1

ξ

(
NS

DS
+ NA

DA

)

(16)

where ε̃x is the axial strain, ũx is the axial displacement, and

NS = ξq(ξ2 + q2)cos ph cos qh,

DS = (ξ2 − q2)
2
cos ph sin qh + 4ξ2pq sin ph cos qh

NA = ξq(ξ2 + q2)sin ph sin qh, (17)

DA = (ξ2 − q2)
2
sin ph cos qh + 4ξ2pq cos ph sin qh

Applying the inverse Fourier transform in the space
domain, and adding the time-domain harmonic behavior
yields the forward wave solution:

εx(x, t) = 1

2�

−i

2µ

∫ ∞

−∞

(
τ̃NS

DS
+ τ̃NA

DA

)
ei(ξx−ωt)dξ,

ux(x, t) = 1

2�

−i

2µ

∫ ∞

−∞

1

ξ

(
τ̃NS

DS
+ τ̃NA

DA

)
ei(ξx−ωt)dξ

(18)

The integral in equation (18) is singular at the roots of
DS and DA. These roots correspond to the symmetric
and antisymmetric Lamb wave modes having eigenvalues,
ξS

0 , ξS
1 , ξS

2 , . . . , ξA
0 , ξA

1 , ξA
2 , . . .. The integral in equation (18)

is evaluated through the residue theorem, using a semicir-
cular contour consisting in the upper half of the complex ξ
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Figure 4. (a) Predicted Lamb wave strain amplitude in a 1.6-mm aluminum plate under a 7-mm PWAS excitation; (b) experimental
verification of excitation “sweet spot” at 300 kHz (Giurgiutiu, 2005).

plane. Hence

εx(x, t) = −i
aτ0

µ

∑
ξS

sin ξSa
NS(ξS)

D′′
S(ξS)

ei(ξSx−ωt)

−i
aτ0

µ

∑
ξA

sin ξAa
NA(ξA)

D′
A(ξA)

ei(ξAx−ωt) (19)

The summations in equations (19) cover all the symmetric
(ξS) and antisymmetric (ξA) Lamb wave modes that exist
for a given value of ω in a given plate (Giurgiutiu, 2005).
A plot of this solution in the 0–1000 kHz bandwidth is pre-
sented in Figure 4a. The sin ξa contained in equation (19)
displays maxima when the PWAS length la = 2a equals an
odd multiple of the half wavelength, and minima when it
equals an even multiple of the half wavelength. Several such
maxima and minima exist, each associated with a certain
Lamb mode of its own wavelength. These minima and max-
ima allow us to achieve Lamb-mode tuning. We can tune into
a selected Lamb mode by choosing the appropriate frequency
and PWAS geometry. Figure 4a illustrates the tuning of the
S0 mode at 300 kHz. This happens because at this frequency,
the amplitude of the A0 mode goes through zero while that
of the S0 is still strong. Thus, we have tuning of the S0 mode,
and rejection of the A0 mode. Figure 4b shows the exper-
imental confirmation of this S0 “sweet spot”. Lamb wave
mode tuning offers considerable advantages. It allows us to
select Lamb wave modes that are most appropriate for the
particular application being considered. The tuning of the S0

mode is important for the detection of certain defects, such
as cracks. The S0 mode is less dispersive than the A0 mode
at low fd values and produces better wave packets. When the
A0 mode is rejected, the remaining S0 mode gives loud and

clear pulse-echo reflections from the through-the-thickness
cracks (Giurgiutiu, 2005).

Extension of this approach to circular crested Lamb waves
was studied by Raghavan and Cesnik (2007). The equations
are set in polar coordinates around a piezoelectric disc
attached to the plate surface. The appropriate space-domain
integral transform is the Hankel transform:

f̃ n(ξ) =
∫ ∞

0
f (r)Jn(ξr)rdr, f (r) =

∫ ∞

0
f̃ n(ξ)Jn(ξr)ξdξ

(20)

where Jn( ) is the Bessel function of order n. The solution is
derived in terms of Bessel and Hankel functions.

4 GUIDED WAVES IN COMPOSITE
MATERIALS

Composites combine the properties of two or more materials
(constituents); any two materials (metals, ceramics, poly-
mers, elastomers, glasses) could be combined to make a
composite. They might be mixed in many geometries (par-
ticulate, chopped-fiber, woven, unidirectional fibrous and
laminate composites) to create a system with a property pro-
file not offered by any monolithic material. In mechanical
design it is often to improve the stiffness-to-weight ratio
or strength-to-weight ratio or improve toughness, while in
thermomechanical design, it is to reduce thermal expansion,
or to maximize heat transfer, or to minimize thermal distor-
tion. Composites have gained popularity in high-performance
products that need to be lightweight, yet strong enough to
take high loads such as aerospace structures, space launchers,
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Figure 5. (a) Ultrasonic C-scan image of undamaged and 2 J impact damaged laminate; (b) response of pristine and damaged composite
plate. Reproduced from Giurgiutiu (2005) c© Sage Publications Ltd.

satellites, and racing cars. Their growing use has arisen from
their high specific strength and stiffness, when compared to
metals, and the ability to shape and tailor their structure
to produce more aerodynamically efficient configurations
(Soutis, 2005). However, their macroscopic anisotropy and
the fact that they consist of different materials (fibers and
matrix) generally results in various types of internal damage
with different propagation characteristics. The most com-
monly encountered type of damage is caused by impact due
to the low interlaminar strength of composites. Significant
degradation of the mechanical properties can easily occur as
a result of low-velocity impact even for barely visible dam-
age. Different types of damage may be encountered in the
impacted region, including resin (matrix) cracking, delami-
nations (interlaminar cracking), and broken fibers.

Much effort has been put in to identify the most reliable
nondestructive technique for the detection, location, and the
characterization of the size and type of damage in compos-
ite materials. Thermography, shearography, radiography, and
ultrasonics are the most commonly used techniques (Heida,
Konijnenberg and ’tHart, 1995; Cawley, 1994). In brief the
mentioned techniques require removal of individual compo-
nents for testing, employ bulky transducers, require point
scanning and in general are time consuming and expensive.
The cost of inspection of composite structures is very high,
at least one order of magnitude greater than metallic parts. In
order to realize the full potential of composites, it is essen-
tial that they are maintained in a safe and economical manner.
Developing smart damage detection methods that can rapidly
and reliably detect critical flaws in composite structures still
remains a challenging task.

The evaluation of structural integrity using Lamb waves
has long been acknowledged as a very promising technique
(Worlton, 1957). Numerous investigations have explored the
sensitivity of Lamb modes for the detection of damage in

composite laminates (Birt, 1998), but less work has been
devoted to the development of real-time health monitoring
systems exploiting the capabilities of Lamb waves. Cawley
and coworkers (Wilcox, Lowe and Cawley, 2000) proposed
the inspection of large metallic plates from a single position
using transducer arrays where each element acts as both trans-
mitter and receiver. Guided signals are generated at different
angles around the transducer positions and the reflected sig-
nal from the boundaries is processed for damage detection.
This configuration is very promising for isotropic material but
might have some limitations for fibrous composite structures
due to the change in properties with fiber direction. Soutis and
co-workers (Diaz Valdes and Soutis, 2002; Kessler, Spearing
and Soutis, 2002) have demonstrated the possibility of using
a linear array of transducers for the detection of delamina-
tions and other modes of damage in composite plates. Also,
Diamanti, Soutis and Hodgkinson (2005, 2007) employed
the fundamental antisymmetric A0 Lamb mode at frequen-
cies of 15–20 kHz to detect low velocity impact damage in
multidirectional laminates.

Figure 5 illustrates an ultrasonic C-scan image of the
undamaged and damaged configuration together with time of
flight method used to detect the location of damage; its loca-
tion was calculated with an error of just 2.3% from the actual
position. In principle, this SHM method shown in Figure 5b
involves simultaneous excitation of a linear array of transmit-
ters and analysis of the reflected wave after interacting with
the test-piece boundaries and discontinuities. The amplitude
of the reflected signals is expected to reveal the criticality of
damage, while the time of flight (TOF) between the excita-
tion signal and the signal reflected from the damaged region
is used to locate it. The A0 Lamb mode was selected because
at the working frequency of 20 kHz it has much lower phase
velocity than the S0 mode and thus a smaller wavelength
making it more sensitive to damage. If the discontinuities are
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Figure 6. Active SHM damage detection techniques with pitch-catch method.

much smaller than the wavelength of the propagating wave
then they cannot be detected. It should be noted that the rel-
atively low frequency of 20 kHz was selected to reduce the
cost of data acquisition equipment because lower sampling
frequencies would be required to sample the waveform. Also,
the attenuation is less and no amplifier was needed to record
the signals.

5 PITCH-CATCH ACTIVE SHM FOR
CRACK AND DELAMINATION
DETECTION

The pitch-catch method can be used to detect structural
changes that take place between a transmitter transducer and
a receiver transducer. The detection is performed through
the examination of the GW amplitude, phase, dispersion,
and time of flight in comparison with a “pristine” situa-
tion. Guided wave modes that are strongly influenced by
small changes in the material stiffness and thickness (such
as the A0 Lamb wave) are well suited for this method. Typ-
ical applications include (i) corrosion detection in metallic
structures, (ii) diffused damage in composites, (iii) disbond
detection in adhesive joints, (iv) delamination detection in
layered composites, and so on. This approach is also known
as acousto-ultrasonics. Pitch-catch method can also be used to
detect the presence of cracks from the wave signal diffracted
by the crack.

5.1 Pitch-catch active SHM

The pitch-catch method detects damage from the changes in
the Lamb waves traveling through a damaged region. The
method uses the transducers in pairs, one as transmitter and
the other as receiver. In the pitch-catch SHM method (Fig-
ure 6), the transducers are either permanently attached to the
structure or inserted between the layers of composite layup.

5.2 Crack detection in metallic structures with
pitch-catch active SHM

Pitch-catch active SHM was used to monitor crack growth in
an Arcan specimen subjected to mixed-mode fracture. The
Arcan specimen was instrumented with nine circular PWASs
as shown in Figure 7. Care was given to keeping the PWASs
away from the expected crack path. The crack propagation
was done in stages; at each stage, pitch-catch readings were
taken and the crack length and position was measured and
photographed.

The pitch-catch signals presented in Figure 8a indicate that
the crack size strongly influences the transmission of Lamb
waves in the specimen. At the beginning (0% damage) the
transmission of Lamb waves from PWAS #3 to PWAS #7 is
direct and unimpeded, resulting in a representative arrival sig-
nal in the 10–20 �s region (see the 0% curve in Figure 8a). As
the crack extends, it progressively interferes with the direct
wave path, and the signal starts to change (see the 3 and 5%

Figure 7. Arcan specimen instrumented with nine PWAS transduc-
ers.
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curves in Figure 8a). These changes become stronger as the
crack extends (see the 8 through 69% curves in Figure 8a).

Eventually, the crack has extended so much that it obliter-
ates completely the direct wave path and no signal arrives any
longer in the 10–20 �s region (see the 77% and 100% curves
in Figure 8a). In this latter case, the waves arrive on a round-
about path, that is, in the 20–30 �s region. Also apparent in
the signal is the effect of wave dispersion and scatter. A dam-
age index is calculated using the root mean square deviation
(RMSD) method, that is,

RMSD =

√√√√√√√√
n∑

j=1
(yj − xj)2

n∑
j=1

x2
j

. (21)

Where, n is the number of sample points, x signifies the
pristine (baseline) pitch-catch waveform, and y signifies cur-
rent pitch-catch waveform. Figure 8b shows that a bilinear
relationship between damage index and crack size can be
perceived.

5.3 Crack and disbond/delamination detection in
composite structures with pitch-catch active
SHM

Composite structures, as explained earlier, demonstrate high
in-plane stiffness and strength properties due to continuous
fiber reinforcement. However, in layered composite struc-
tures, cracks can easily propagate parallel to the wall surface,
typically at the interface between layers. These cracks can be

initiated by fabrication imperfections or low-velocity impact
damage; subsequently, they propagated by cyclic fatigue
loading. In conventional NDE, composite cracks and delam-
inations are detected with ultrasonic probes that can sense
additional echoes due to through-the-thickness P waves being
reflected by the delamination. Area coverage is achieved with
surface scanning (C-scans) using manual means or mechan-
ical gantries. The aim of pitch-catch active SHM is to detect
cracks and delaminations in composite structures using GWs
transmitted from one location and received at a different loca-
tion. The disbond/delamination produces signal diffraction
and mode conversion that can be analyzed and compared
with the pristine signals. Analysis of the change in the GW
shape, phase, and amplitude should yield indications about
the crack presence and its extension. In addition, the sensor
network built into the structure can be also used for moni-
toring low-velocity impact events that may be the cause of
composite damage.

A diagnostic system was presented by Ihn and Chang
(2004) and more recently by Soutis and Ihn (2009) where
an active piezo sensor network (SMART layer) was instru-
mented on an aluminum specimen repaired by Boron
composite repair patch (Figure 9). The Damage Index results
from the two active sensing layers inserted at different ply
locations clearly indicated that crack growth underneath the
patch and debond damage could be separately monitored
although they were co-located. The Damage Index (DI) was
defined as the relative ratio of the scatter energy contained in
a Lamb mode wave packet to the baseline energy contained
in the same Lamb mode wave packet. It was shown that the
DI can be used for detecting both crack and debond damage
by choosing the S0 mode and A0 mode respectively.
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Figure 9. Bonded patch specimen assembly.

Two SMART layers were fabricated with an perma-
nently attached network of piezoelectric actuators/sensors
and inserted into the patch at different ply locations (Fig-
ure 9). The lower SMART layer (layer 10) was inserted right
on the interface as close to the neutral axis as possible to excite
a more symmetric mode. Conversely, the upper SMART layer
(layer 3) was inserted near the top layer to excite a more
antisymmetrical mode. Thus the lower SMART layer targets
for the crack growth on the aluminum plate and the upper
SMART layer targets for the possible patch disbond from the
aluminum plate. The locations of the piezoelectric actuator

and sensors with diagnostic paths on the SMART layers are
shown in Figure 10.

The repair layers and SMART layers were stacked as seen
in Figure 9 and co-cured with aluminum plate with a vac-
uum bag under a constant temperature of 250 ◦F for 90 min.
A portable active diagnostic instrument designed to inter-
face with piezoelectric transducers (SMART Suitcase) was
implemented to generate diagnostic signals and record mea-
surements from the SMART layers. A windowed sine burst
wave was generated as an input signal over a wide frequency
range of 100–600 kHz.
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Figure 11 shows the sensitivity of the S0 and the A0 modes
generated by the upper SMART layer to the debond damage
and the crack growth. The fundamental antisymmetric mode
(A0) is more sensitive to debond damage than the S0 mode.
Both the A0 and the S0 modes generated by the upper SMART
layer were also not sensitive to the crack growth compared

with the S0 mode of the lower SMART layer. The relatively
low sensitivity of the S0 mode of the upper SMART layer
(Path E) resulted from its wave propagation direction, which
was parallel to the crack propagation direction.

It can be observed from the plot of Figure 12 that the
Damage Index by the upper SMART layer shows good
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sensitivity to the debond damage and remains with small
variation afterwards over time. On the other hand, the Dam-
age Index by the lower SMART layer shows good sensitivity
only to the crack growth. Also, the Damage Index from both
SMART layers show no or minimal changes when there is
no damage occurring during the fatigue (cyclic) loading.

6 PULSE-ECHO ACTIVE SHM FOR
CRACK AND DELAMINATION
DETECTION

In conventional NDE, the pulse-echo method has tradition-
ally been used for through-the-thickness testing. For large
area inspection, through-the-thickness testing requires man-
ual or mechanical moving of the transducer over the area
of interest, which is labor intensive and time consuming. It
seems apparent that GW pulse echo seems more appropri-
ate because wide coverage could be achieved from a single
location. The pulse-echo active SHM follows the general
principles of conventional Lamb wave NDE. A PWAS trans-
ducer attached to the structure acts as both transmitter and
detector of guided Lamb waves traveling in the structure. The
wave sent by the PWAS is partially reflected at the crack. The
echo is captured at the same PWAS acting as receiver (Fig-
ure 13). For the method to be successful, it is important that
a low-dispersion Lamb wave is used. The selection of such
a wave, for example, the S0 mode, is achieved through the
Lamb wave tuning methods (Giurgiutiu, 2005).

For crack-detection with the pulse-echo method, an appro-
priate Lamb wave mode must be selected. Finite element
simulation shows that the S0 Lamb waves can give much bet-
ter reflections from through-the-thickness cracks than the A0

Lamb waves (Figure 14). This effect can be attributed to S0

being (i) better reflected from the crack; and (ii) much less dis-
persive. The first item gives a strong signal, while the second
ensures that the wave packet is compact and easy to interpret.

6.1 Crack detection with pulse-echo method

Diaz Valdes and Soutis (2002) studied the detection of delam-
inations in a composite beam using the pulse-echo method

with low-frequency A0 Lamb waves. Figure 15a shows
the experimental setup. Rectangular PWAS (20 mm × 5 mm)
were used with the length oriented along the beam axis. This
ensures that Lamb waves were predominantly excited along
the beam length. Two PWASs were used, one as transmit-
ter (actuator) and the other as receiver (sensor). A 5.5-cycle
15-kHz Hanning-smoothed tone burst was applied to the
transmitter PWAS. Figure 15b shows the signal recorded in
the pristine beam. The initial bang and the reflection from
the end of the beam are apparent. Then, a delamination was
generated in the composite beam using a scalpel blade. The
size of the delamination was progressively increased, as indi-
cated in Figure 15c. The presence of the delamination crack
produced an additional echo, as shown in Figure 15d. This
work was extended to composite plates by Diamanti, Soutis
and Hodgkinson (2005).

For detection of through-the-thickness cracks in metallic
specimens, higher frequency S0 Lamb waves are required,
such that the wavelength is sufficiently smaller than the crack.
Figure 16 presents crack detection experiments performed
with a permanently attached PWAS on a metallic aircraft
panel. The panel has a typical aircraft construction: verti-
cal splice joint and horizontal stiffeners. (The splice is only
partially shown at the left of the picture.) The top panel is
pristine, while the bottom panel has a simulated through-
the-thickness crack (12.7-mm hairline slit) emanating from
the first rivet hole in the top horizontal row. One PWAS was
installed on each panel at 100 mm from the first rivet (200 mm
from the splice joint). Adjacent to each photograph are the
pulse-echo signals. For the pristine panel, the signal con-
tains reflections from the splice joint and backscatter from
the rivet holes located at the beginning of the horizontal row.
The echoes from the structural splice start to arrive at approx-
imately 60 �s, while the backscatter from the rivets is visible
at around 42 �s.

For the panel with a simulated crack, similar signal fea-
tures appear; however, the feature at the 42 �s position is
somehow stronger due to the presence of the crack. Indeed,
the signal feature at 42 �s corresponds to the superposed sig-
nals from the rivets and from the crack. The detection of the
crack seems particularly difficult because the echoes from
the crack are mixed with the backscatter from the collocated
rivets.

Figure 13. Principles of active SHM damage detection with the pulse-echo method.
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Figure 16. Crack-detection experiments on an aircraft panel: (a) specimens (1-mm 2025 T3); (b) the pulse-echo signals. Last cell in (b)
shows the crack detection through the differential signal method.

This difficulty can be easily resolved in an SHM situ-
ation, in which historical signal record is available. Thus,
one can apply the differential signal method, that is, sub-
tract the “pristine” signal from the “damage” signal. Such a
situation of using archived signals is typical of health mon-
itoring systems. When the two signals were subtracted, the
result presented in the last row of Figure 16 was obtained.
This differential signal shows a “loud and clear” echo due
entirely to the crack. The echo, marked “reflection from the
crack” is centered at 42 �s, which corresponds to a time
of flight TOF = 37 �s as measured from the center of the
“initial bang.” This value correlates very well with a total
travel from the PWAS to the crack at the S0 mode speed
cS0 = 5.4 mm �s−1. This simple experiment demonstrates
the capability of permanently attached PWAS to detect struc-
tural cracks. However, one problem remains: this one-PWAS
detection lacks directionality. The detected crack can be
anywhere on a 100-mm radius. To obtain directionality of

detection, a PWAS phased array can be used, as shown in the
next section.

7 PERMANENTLY ATTACHED PHASE
ARRAYS FOR LARGE AREA IMAGING

Real-time phased array systems have become very popular
in pressure-waves NDE for the inspection of very thick
specimens, sidewise inspection of thick slabs, and so on.
Giurgiutiu and Bao (2004) developed a PWAS phased-array
technique and named it “embedded ultrasonics structural
radar” (EUSR). Its principle of operation is derived from
two general concepts:

1. The generation of tuned guided Lamb wave with piezo-
electric wafer active sensors (PWAS).

2. The principles of conventional phased-array radar.
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Figure 17. Experimental setup for the EUSR method. Reproduced from Giurgiutiu and Bao (2004) c© Sage Publications Ltd.

The EUSR approach is different from the conventional
phased array approach in two aspects:

1. It uses structurally-permanently attached PWAS trans-
ducers.

2. It works in virtual time, not in real time.

Of these two items, the latter is very important for SHM,
because it allows the phased array benefits without the draw-
back of real-time multichannel phased excitation equipment.
Whereas real-time phased-array transducers require heavy
and complex multichannel phased excitation equipment, the
virtual-time approach adopted by the EUSR method can be
done with only one channel and very simple equipment (Fig-
ure 17). On the investigated structure, the EUSR method
captures and stores an array of elemental signals. In a round-
robin fashion, one PWAS is activated as transmitter, while all
the PWASs, including the transmitter, act as receivers. The
activated sensor acts in pulse-echo mode, that is, as both trans-
mitter and receiver; the other sensors act as passive sensors.
Thus, a matrix of M × M elemental signals is generated. In
the postprocessing phase, the elemental signals are assembled
into the synthetic beamforming response using the synthetic
beamformer algorithm.

7.1 Phase array principles used in the embedded
ultrasonic structural radar

The principles of conventional phased-array radar are applied
to the EUSR algorithm assuming a uniform linear array of
M transmitter/receivers PWAS, where each PWAS acts as
a pointwise omnidirectional source/sink. The PWASs in the

array are spaced at the distance d = λ/2, which is assumed
much smaller than the distance r to a generic, far-distance
point, P. Because d � r, the rays joining the sensors with
the point P can be assimilated with a parallel fascicle, of
angle φ. Therefore, for the mth PWAS, the distance will be
shorted by m(d cos φ). If all the PWASs are fired simultane-
ously, the signal from the mth PWAS will arrive at P quicker
by �m(φ) = m(d cos φ)/c. Yet, if the PWASs are not fired
simultaneously, but with some individual delays, δm, m = 0,
1, . . ., M − 1, then the total signal received at point P will be:

sP(t) = 1√
r

M−1∑
m=0

sT

(
t − r

c
+ �m(φ) − δm

)
(22)

where 1/
√

r represents the decrease in the wave amplitude
due to the omnidirectional 2D radiation, and r/c is the delay
due to the travel distance between the reference PWAS (m = 0)
and the point P. (Wave-energy conservation with no dissipa-
tion is assumed.)

Transmitter beamforming is achieved by making δm =
m�(φ). Equation (22) becomes

sP(t) = M· 1√
r
sT

(
t − r

c

)
(23)

Equation (23) shows an M times increase in the signal
strength with respect to a single PWAS due to the con-
structive interference of all the PWAS signals when the
geometric delay, �m, and the firing delay, δm, coincide. Since
�m = md cos(φ)/c, we can write δm = md cos(φ0)/c which
indicates that beamforming will take place when cos(φ) =
cos(φ0), that is, at angles φ = ±φ0.
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Figure 18. Crack detection in a flat plate: (a) location and size of simulated broadside crack; (b) imaging and echo of broadside crack in
the EUSR algorithm.

Receiver beamforming is achieved in a similar way: we
synchronize the signals received from a point P at azimuth
φ0, by using the delays

δm(φ0) = m
d

c
cos(φ0) (24)

Pulse-echo method: Combining the transmitter beam-
forming with the receiver beamforming, we steer the
interrogation beam at the target existing at azimuth φ0 and
range R. At the target, the signal is backscattered with a
backscatter coefficient, A. Hence, the echo signal is

sR(t) = A·M2

R

M−1∑
m=0

sT

(
t − 2R

c

)
(25)

Then the target range R can be calculated from the echo TOF
τ = 2R/c. By 2D plotting the reconstructed signals obtained
for incremental φ0 values, one can map a complete half-plane
into an image indicating the position of the target.

7.2 Experimental results with the EUSR method

EUSR experiments were initially conducted in the Labora-
tory for Adaptive Materials and Smart Structures (LAMSS)
at the University of South Carolina on two 1-mm thick
aluminum square plate (1220 mm × 1200 mm) with a
PWAS array in the middle (nine APC 850 piezoceramic
wafers, 0.2 mm thick, 7 mm × 7 mm square, 9-mm spacing).

One specimen had a simulated broadside crack (φ0 = 90◦,
R = 305 mm), the other an offside crack (φ0 = 136.3◦,
R = 409 mm). The simulated cracks were 20 mm long,
0.127 mm wide. The excitation was a 3-count smoothed tone
burst of 300 kHz S0 Lamb waves. In a round-robin fashion, a
total of 9 × 9 = 81 elemental signals were collected. Figure
18a shows the location and size of the simulated crack (nar-
row slit) situated broadside with respect to the phased array.
Figure 18b shows the imaging of the crack on the EUSR GUI
and the reconstructed pulse-echo signal (A-scan). The signal
reconstruction and the crack imaging were done in virtual
time by applying the EUSR algorithm to the set of 81 ele-
mental signals. By stepping the scanning beam through the
interval 0–180◦, a complete scan of the plate upper half was
obtained with the crack location clearly defined by a pro-
nounced grayscale change (Figure 18b). The A-scan signal
can be used for precise identification of the crack location
using the time of flight τ = 112.4 �s and the group velocity
cg S0 = 5.440 mm �s−1, which yields R = 305.7 mm, that is,
a mere 0.2% from the actual value (φ0 = 90◦, R = 305 mm).
Similar results were obtained for the offside crack despite the
offside crack not returning a direct echo, but only diffractions
from the crack.

In order to verify that shallow curvature does not affect
the EUSR method, the thin aluminum plate was temporar-
ily bent into cylindrical shapes using thin wire ropes and
tightening screws. The realized curvatures were related to
the shortening of the chord with respect to the original flat
length. Curvature values R = 3.90, 2.75, 2.24, and 1.95 m
were used. These curvatures were applied in two directions.
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One direction was with the chord parallel to the PWAS array,
while the other was with the chord perpendicular to the PWAS
array. In both cases, good detection of the simulated crack was
observed.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This article discussed GW methods for SHM. This emerging
technology is enabled by the use of embeddable ultrasonic
transducers consisting of thin piezoelectric wafer that can be
permanently attached to metallic and composite structures.
For lack of a better term, Giurgiutiu and Zagrai (2000) called
these transducers “PWAS,” which is short for “piezoelec-
tric wafer active sensors”. The use of permanently attached
nonobtrusive ultrasonic transducers enables active structural
health monitoring, that is, the on-demand interrogation of the
structure to determine its current state of health and predict
the remaining life.

After reviewing the GWs theory in plate, tube, and shell
structures, the article introduced the embeddable PWAS
transducers in connection with Lamb wave excitation and
detection. It is shown analytically and verified experimentally
that Lamb wave mode tuning can be achieved by the judi-
cious combination of PWAS dimensions, frequency values,
and Lamb wave mode characteristics. For example, the A0

Lamb mode and the S0 Lamb mode could be separately tuned
by using the same PWAS installation but different frequency
bands.

The pitch-catch active SHM method was discussed in the
context of detecting through-the-thickness fatigue cracks in
metallic structures and delamination and disbond cracks in
composite and other bonded structures. Then, the pitch-catch
active SHM method was considered, again in metallic struc-
tures and in composites. Finally, the permanently attached
phased array method was presented, with special attention to
the embedded ultrasonics structural radar (EUSR). Examples
of crack detection and imaging were provided for both flat
and curved metallic plates.

Though remarkable progress has been made in GW
SHM, considerable work remains to be done. Refining of
the theoretical analysis and calibration against well-planned
experiments is needed. The operational and environmental
variations of the monitored structure need to be addressed
together with the anisotropy in composite laminated struc-
tures, where damage occurs internally and is most of the time
invisible to the naked eye. The damage diagnosis through pat-
tern comparison of a test signal with a baseline signal may
be vulnerable to undesired changes of signals due to varying
operational and environmental conditions (temperature vari-
ation, humidity, etc.); a baseline-less technique is needed.

Further, a better understanding of the micromechanical
coupling between PWAS and structure for various Lamb
modes must be achieved. In addition, the behavior of the
bonding layer between the PWAS and the structure must
be clarified, such that predictable and repeatable results are
achieved. The durability of this bond under extended environ-
mental exposure must be determined. And last, but not least,
the signal analysis methods must be developed to achieve
probability of detection values at least comparable with that
of conventional NDE methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the earliest approaches to structural health monitoring
(SHM) was to look at an online modal analysis of a struc-
ture with the basic idea that damage in the structure induces
changes in the mass and/or stiffness distribution resulting in
changes in the resonance frequencies (the paper by Cawley
and Adams (1979) is seminal); this is still the basis of much
of vibration-based SHM. The popularity of modal meth-
ods in structural dynamic testing made modal approaches
to SHM a natural first step in the search for changes in
structural integrity. Modal testing consists of using known
inputs and measured outputs along with various calculations
based on linear models to determine modal properties: natu-
ral frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes. The basic
philosophy is that structural damage will result in changes in
mass, damping, or stiffness, which will be reflected in some
or all modal quantities. From such measurements, it is also

possible to extract the physical coefficient matrices defining
the structural equations of motion, that is, the mass, damp-
ing, and stiffness matrices, and, from these quantities, it may
be possible to infer the extent and location of damage. There
are several methods of using modal measurements for SHM
purposes, and some of the main approaches are

� Direct methods. In these approaches, modal measure-
ments are inspected directly or subjected to (usually
minimal) signal processing in order to reveal character-
istics of damage. A good example is the mode shape
curvature that shows anomalous regions of high curva-
ture if the local flexibility of a system is enhanced by, for
example, the presence of a fatigue crack. These methods
are often enhanced by the use of reference data extracted
when the system is in normal condition; however, this is
not always necessary.

� Change or novelty detection. This approach is based on
the idea that a structure remaining in its ideal condi-
tion will have time-invariant dynamical properties; if a
measured quantity begins to change at some point in the
sequence of measurements, it may be possible to infer
damage. This approach is very simple, relying only on the
repeated observation of one or more structural properties;
in the context of vibration-based SHM, these could be
natural frequencies, modal damping ratios, etc. One also
requires a test (usually statistical) that a new measurement
is consistent with previous measurements and a measure
of significance for any deviations. These methods usually
only give the lowest level of damage identification, that
is, an indication that damage may be present.
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� Model-based damage identification. This represents an
extension of the novelty detection approach. One builds
a physical model of the (undamaged) structure of inter-
est, for example, a finite element model. This model is
then updated on the basis of dynamic test results to bring
it into correspondence with the real structure. As new
measurements become available, they can be tested for
consistency with the model. If there are deviations, a
further update step can be applied; if this results in a redis-
tribution of the mass or stiffness of the model in order to
maintain fidelity, one can infer the existence, location,
and severity of damage. In the context of modal analy-
sis, one can formulate the required model in terms of a
lumped-parameter representation of the structure based
on the results of modal test. The methods of analysis for
the model-based approach often involve formulating the
problem as an inverse problem, and this often lends itself
to solution by linear algebraic methods.

� Data-based damage identification. In a sense, this is also
a model-based approach; however, the model in question
is often a statistical model, for example, a probability dis-
tribution for a modal quantity. If prior data are available
from the structure in a number of possible damage states,
techniques from the discipline of pattern recognition can
be used to classify new data in terms of their resemblance
to the exemplars. This classification process can label the
data according to the likely location or severity of dam-
age and therefore represents an extension above simple
detection.

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate some of these
approaches to vibration-based SHM and illustrated by several
case studies. It is not the purpose of this chapter to present an
exhaustive review of vibration-based SHM; there are already
several excellent reviews of this nature, and the reader is
particularly recommended to consult the extensive literature
surveys compiled by researchers at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (Doebling et al., 1996; Farrar et al., 2003; Sohn
et al., 2004).

2 BACKGROUND OF RELEVANT MODAL
MEASUREMENTS

Extraction of modal data refers to the inference of natural fre-
quencies, mode shapes, and damping ratios associated with
the vibrations of a structure (Ewins, 2000). Vibration test-
ing of a structure and the subsequent calculation of its modal
data can be used to detect changes in the dynamic properties
of the system, which include mass, damping, and stiffness.
Modal tests require a known (measured) excitation force to
be applied to the structure and either acceleration, velocity, or

displacement be measured – typically at multiple locations.
(The use of a controlled excitation is the ideal; however, many
modal quantities can be extracted under conditions where
only responses can be measured, and this is often the basis for
SHM of civil infrastructure.) From measured input and out-
put signals, transfer functions can be computed from which
modal data are extracted.

A oversimplified but instructive explanation of model test-
ing is that an input force, f, is used to drive the structure
through a broad range of frequencies in a statistical fashion,
and the output, x(t), is measured. Each of these signals is
transformed into the frequency domain via a digital Fourier
transform and the spectral density, Sxx(ω), and cross spectral
density, Sxf(ω); functions are computed where ω is the driv-
ing frequency. These in turn are used to compute the complex
frequency response function (j2 = −1):

G( jω) = Sxx(ω)

Sxf (ω)
= Sxf (ω)

Sff (ω)
=

n∑
i=1

ϕiϕ̄i

(ω2
i − ω2) + 2ζiωiωj

(1)

Here ϕi are the complex mode shapes, the over bar indicates
the complex conjugate, ωi are the natural frequencies, and ζi

are the modal damping ratios. The magnitude and phase of
the frequency response function are then used to compute the
modal information of the structure using a variety of different
algorithms. The simplest method is to pick out the peaks of
the frequency response function as the locations of the natural
frequencies; the width of the peaks determines the damping
ratio and the relative heights of the peaks can be used to
determine the mode shapes.

Alternately, modal data can be computed directly from
the time histories by forming a state space realization of the
system and numerically solving the eigenvalue problem for
the determined state matrix (Juang, 1994). The modal prop-
erties are then determined from the solution to the algebraic
eigenvalue problem.

The most basic features that one can use for damage detec-
tion are the natural frequencies. These have the advantage that
they can be acquired without recourse to a full modal test; a
basic spectral analysis from a single random excitation test
with one response sensor can suffice. A further advantage
of the natural frequencies is that they can be estimated quite
accurately, typically to within 1%. The use of natural frequen-
cies for damage detection dates back to the seminal paper of
Cawley and Adams (1979). A change in natural frequency
can be taken as an indication of damage within the system. If
one considers the changes in many natural frequencies, one
can potentially deduce further characteristics of the damage.

Mode shapes can be considered rather than frequencies,
as they are known to suffer local changes in the presence of
localized damage. Thus, they may prove more effective in
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locating damage. The price one pays for the extra flexibility
provided by the mode shapes is the expense of carrying out a
full modal test with multiple response sensors and the associ-
ated instrumentation. A further problem with mode shapes is
that it is not possible to measure them with the same accuracy
as natural frequencies. Test errors in the range of 5–10% are
typical.

Damping ratios can also be correlated to some types of
damage. Unfortunately, damping ratios are very difficult to
measure with any degree of accuracy. To some degree, the
physical mass, damping, and stiffness matrices can also be
calculated from modal data.

2.1 Limitations of modal methods

It is worthwhile to consider the use of modal data for damage
monitoring for simple systems in order to understand the
difficulties and idiosyncrasies of the connections between
modal data and damage. The use of measured modal param-
eters to determine the existence of, or extent of, and location
of damage would simply be a matter of measuring the healthy
structure and recording the modal parameters. Then repeat
the modal measurements at regular intervals until some
change occurs in the modal data implying damage. Indeed,
numerous papers have been published with this approach,
and several manuscripts have demonstrated the feasibility of
using measured changes in vibration characteristics to detect
damage in composite structures by measuring the vibration
response both before and after a specific composite structure
is damaged.

Saunders, Kim and Stubbs (1992) presented a serious
attempt to detect, locate, and quantify damage in composite
structures from measured modal data, that is, damping ratios,
natural frequencies, and mode shapes. The work is based on
sensitivity equations for mass, damping, and stiffness matri-
ces as well as on the internal state variable constitutive theory
of damage in composites. The approach makes heavy use of
a finite element model of the structure, which must produce
natural frequencies in strong agreement with the measured
natural frequencies of the undamaged structure. The work
of Saunders, Kim and Stubbs (1992) focuses on changes
in stiffness and damping (proportional) only but applied to
both isotropic and anisotropic material. The experimental
component of this work examines simple cantilevered beam
specimens. The sensitivity formula depends on knowing the
mode shape transformation. In particular, modes of both the
damaged (measured) and undamaged (theoretical) systems
are required. Others have shown that the mode shapes of a
damaged system and that of an undamaged system are nearly
the same. In fact, it has been shown that they are exactly the
same if the damage is uniform.

One of the major concerns regarding using modal analy-
sis to detect damage is that damage is a local phenomena,
and modal information is a reflection of the global sys-
tem properties. To further investigate this criticism, a simple
single-degree-of-freedom (DOF) system is examined fol-
lowed by an examination of a beam with local mass and
stiffness changes. Damping is not considered in this exam-
ple. However, note that changes in global damping ratios of a
material can be related to significant local damage by simply
examining a bolted connection. For instance, two struts held
together with a joint exhibit damping ratios that are domi-
nated by the torque or tightness of the joint. In space frame
structures, the damping is thought to come largely from joints
and connections.

The frequency of a single spring mass model of a structure
is related to its physical stiffness k and mass m by ω2 = k/m.
Using a simple derivative, we see that the change in frequency
with respect to stiffness is

dω

dk
= 1

2
√

km
= ω

2k
(2)

and the change in frequency with respect to mass is

dω

dm
= −1

2

√
k

m3
= − ω

2m
(3)

These derivatives represent the sensitivity of the natural fre-
quency to changes in stiffness and mass, respectively. In each
case, the sensitivity of ω decreases inversely as the value of
the stiffness (or mass) increases. For a 2-m long airplane
wing, the stiffness is about 116 N m−1 so that changes in
frequency near 100 Hz corresponding to 1% changes in stiff-
ness would be expected to be of the order of 0.4 Hz or a
fraction of a Hertz. Similar changes measured at 1000 Hz
would be of the order of 4 Hz. Measurements of frequencies
with modal algorithms often have difficulty detecting a 0.4 Hz
change. It is also known that small changes in unmodeled
parameters such as humidity and temperature can cause such
small changes in frequency measurement taken on different
days.

Next, consider the possibility of detecting a mass change
by using frequency information. Again, using the single-
degree-of-freedom frequency equation, a 1% change in mass
of a 10 Hz system will produce a 0.05 Hz change in frequency
or a 0.5 Hz change at 100 Hz. Thus, for a single-degree-
of-freedom system, a 1% change in mass requires that the
measurement scheme be able to discriminate frequencies to
within 0.5%. This conclusion does not address simultaneous
changes in the system mass and stiffness.

Next, consider damage as characterized by a finite ele-
ment eigenvalue problem. Here, damage is simulated by local
changes in either the mass or stiffness matrix by perturbing
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Table 1. Non-dimensional frequency shifts (as reported by
Weissenburger 1968).

Undamaged beam 10% 50%

β2
1/�2 1 0.9397 0.7715

β2
2/�2 4 3.7130 3.2218

β2
3/�2 9 8.9339 8.8292

just one element in the model. For simple structural models
such as a beam, the equations of motion can be used directly
without use of a finite element model. The results reported
in Weissenburger (1968) examine analytical solutions of the
eigenvalue problem for local changes in stiffness and mass
at various points on a beam. While Weissenburger’s interest
was not in SHM, his results make a significant and systematic
comment on using frequency shifts to detect changes in phys-
ical properties. For a mass placed about a third of the way
out from one end along the length of a pinned-pinned beam,
the non-dimensional frequency shifts denoted βn where

β2
n = ωn

√
ρA

EI
(4)

are given by the last two columns of Table 1. Here, ρ

is the material density, EI the dynamic stiffness (modulus
times cross-sectional area moment of inertia), and A is the
cross-sectional area of the beam. The natural frequencies are
denoted by ωn .

The last two columns are the ratios of “added mass” to total
beam mass. These results illustrate that small local changes
in the mass of a beam can make significant changes in the
frequency. For instance, the first frequency changes by 6%
for a modification in mass of 10% and 23% for a modifi-
cation of 50%. While these numbers are more encouraging
than the changes predicted by looking at the single-degree-of-
freedom model, a 10% change in mass represents relatively
large damage. Note, as in the single-degree-of-freedom case,
the percentage change in frequency is about 1/2 of the change
in a physical parameter. The conclusion here is based entirely
on an analytical solution and does not depend on a choice
of grids and nodes, as the Finite Element Method (FEM)
approach does. The same study shows clearly that the eigen-
functions (mode shapes) do not change much as local mass
is modified.

Weissenburger (1968) considered the same analytical
technique applied to changes in local stiffness of a pinned-
pinned beam. As Table 2 reveals, the results found for using
frequency measurements to determine changes are even more
interesting. The third mode remains unaffected because the
local stiffness change is made at the third modes’ first node.

Table 2. Frequency changes as a function of local stiffness
modification (as reported by Weissenburger 1968).

Undamaged beam 10% 1.45%

β2
1/�2 1 2.2995 2.7887

β2
2/�2 4 5.0996 9

β2
3/�2 9 9 9

The 1.45% damage case is special because it causes the
characteristic equation to have a double root. This case illus-
trates that very small changes in local stiffness can have
extremely large effects on frequency if the changes in stiff-
ness occur at certain primary locations on the structure.
While these results are obtained by adding stiffness and mass,
the same effects should be obtained by subtracting stiffness
and mass at local points. Weissenburger’s study indicates a
possible source of why the literature contains contradicting
statements on the use of frequency measurements to predict
damage. An explanation for the controversy may be as sim-
ple as it depends on where the damage is located, that is, it
depends on the geometry of the damage. For some types of
damage, modal analysis may be appropriate while for other
configurations it may not.

2.2 Examples of modal-based structural health
monitoring studies

2.2.1 Beats and blades

One of the restrictions in using frequencies as a damage
indicator is that as a rule of thumb, frequencies cannot be mea-
sured to an accuracy of more than half a hertz, thus restricting
the method. In general, it remains difficult to detect a small
change in frequency by examining transfer functions or other
curve-fitting methods. However, the phenomenon of beating
is one that exaggerates the closeness of frequencies of two
time signals. Hence, the beat phenomena can be used to look
for small changes in response frequencies due to damage of
complex structures not considering the modal of a system
forming a basic “level 1” SHM method.

The basic concept of the beat method is to excite a struc-
ture harmonically and measure the response to form a base
line. Then, the structure is periodically excited with the same
signal. If damage has occurred in the system between samples
then comparing the two signals by subtracting them will yield
an obvious beat. A short-duration sine wave is used to excite
the structure, which is then measured in free decay. As long
as the frequencies do not differ by more than approximately
30%, the result of this subtraction will be a beat phenomenon.
In fact, the time for each beat is the time the responses need
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to reach a phase shift of 2�. The less significant the damage,
the smaller the frequency changes, and the lower the beating
frequency will be. As expected, for the undamaged case, the
signals will be identical, and the time for a 2� phase shift,
denoted t360, is infinite. The measure of the time it takes for the
2� phase shift to occur determines how damaged the struc-
ture is. The method is improved by subtracting the absolute
values of the two signals and looking for a � phase shift in
the response, denoted t180. The procedure is then to form

�u = |uh(t) − ud(t)| (5)

Here uh(t) is the response of the healthy signal and ud(t) the
response of the damaged system. The phase shift is exactly
180◦ when this difference becomes zero. It is assumed that
both time functions vibrate in only one mode with similar
amplitude. For small enough damage, the calculation of �u
then results in beating with periodic minima every t180 s.
Basically, the beat method can determine frequency shifts of
the order of 0.5%, or for a natural frequency of 3 Hz, the beat
method measures a shift of about 0.015 Hz. This is far bet-
ter than the fidelity of typical modal measurements, which
is around 0.5 Hz. The method has been used to identify a
change in 0.1% of the mass of a helicopter blade. A sample
beat response is given in Figure 1 (Cattarius and Inman, 1997,
2000).

2.2.2 Strain energy methods

The approach considered is a good example of a direct method
as described in the introduction. The method was developed
by Stubbs and Kim (1996) and is based on modal strain
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Figure 1. Example of the beat response,�u, obtained by comparing
the vibration response of a healthy system to the vibration response
of a cracked system. Reproduced from Cattarius and Inman (1997)
c© Elsevier.

energy. It has been applied in a number of experimental stud-
ies over the years, including an analysis of a full-scale bridge
structure (Kim and Stubbs, 2003). The method has mainly
been applied to beam-like or one-dimensional structures. In
fact, as the object of the case study presented here was to
identify and localize damage along an aircraft panel stringer,
this proved sufficient.

The theory behind strain energy methods is best explained
in terms of the mechanics of transverse beam vibrations. To
this end, consider a beam-like structure discretized into a
number of elements labeled by j = 1, . . . Ne, and suppose
that measured modal data are available for Nm modes. From
basic strength of materials, the strain energy, U, of an Euler–
Bernoulli beam of length L is given by

U = 1

2

∫ L

0
dx(EI)

(
d2w

dx2

)2

(6)

where w(x) is the displacement profile of the beam and EI is
the stiffness. The “fraction” of the energy associated with a
given mode shape ϕi(x) is simply

Ui = 1

2

∫ L

0
dx(EI)

(
d2ϕi

dx2

)2

(7)

If one further divides the energy among the Ne elements, one
finds for element j,

Uij = 1

2

∫ aj

aj−1

dx(EI)j

(
d2ϕi

dx2

)2

(8)

where aj−1 and aj are the end points of element j. (The nodes
at the ends of the beam are a0 and aNe .)

The proportion of modal energy in the jth element is

Fij = Uij

Ui

(9)

and,

Ne∑
j=1

Fij = 1 (10)

If the system is damaged, there will be a redistribution or
scaling of the strain energy, and the analogous quantities can
be defined (* denotes a quantity associated with the damaged
system)

U∗
i = 1

2

∫ L

0
dx(EI)∗

(
d2ϕ∗

i

dx2

)2

(11)
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U∗
ij = 1

2

∫ aj

aj−1

dx(EI)∗j

(
d2ϕ∗

i

dx2

)2

(12)

F ∗
ij = U∗

ij

U∗
i

(13)

where again,

Ne∑
j=1

F ∗
ij = 1 (14)

If one assumes that (EI) and (EI)* are constant and equal for
the purposes of evaluating Ui and U∗

i then,

F ∗
ij = (EI)∗j

(EI)

∫ aj

aj−1
dx

(
d2ϕ∗

i

dx2

)2

∫ L

0 dx
(

d2ϕ∗
i

dx2

)2 = (EI)∗j
(EI)

f ∗
ij (15)

with a similar definition for the undamaged quantity.
Now, suppose that the damage is only in element k and

that all the undamaged elements store the same fraction of
modal strain energy before and after damage, that is, F ∗

ij =
Fij ∀ j /= k. It follows from (10) and (14) that F ∗

ik = Fik, or

(EI)∗k
(EI)

f ∗
ik = (EI)k

(EI)
fik (16)

so,

(EI)k
(EI)∗k

= f ∗
ik

fik

= βik (17)

The quantity βik is the damage index associated with mode
i and element k. It is assumed that damage to an element
will manifest itself in a decrease in the flexural rigidity and a
consequent increase in the index. In order to eliminate pos-
sible problems due to near-zero values of the denominator, a
slightly modified version is used:

βik = f ∗
ik + 1

fik + 1
(18)

As in many detection methods, it is important to have a thresh-
old that asserts that there is a significant departure from unity
for the damage index; if the normalized index Zk is used,
where,

Zk = βk − β̄

σβ

− 2 (19)

then one can show that potential damage sites are associated
with positive Zk (Stubbs et al., 2000).

2.2.3 Experimental panel and data capture example

The strain energy method will be illustrated via a case study;
the structure of interest was a model of an aircraft wing box
as shown in Figure 1. Damage to the panel was simulated by
the introduction of a saw cut in the outside stringer 125 mm
from the edge of the panel (Figure 2). Nine levels of damage
were investigated from 10% depth to 90%.

The overall object of the experiment was to carry out a
complete top surface modal analysis using 19 measurement
points for each stage of damage. However, for the purposes of
this illustration, only the data measured along the line of the
stringer are relevant (nine sensors in total – this reduces the
problem to an essentially one-dimensional one – as discussed
above).

The frequency interval up to 150 Hz contained eight dis-
tinguishable modes, and these were selected for the analysis.
A time-domain curve-fitting technique was used to extract
modal parameters from the measured frequency response
function (FRFs); broadband excitation was used. A modal
analysis was carried out for the normal condition and for all
nine levels of damage. The natural frequencies of the eight
modes of interest are given in Table 3 as a function of the
damage level.

Only modes 6 and 8 showed any significant systematic
variation in their frequencies as the damage increases; for
this reason, they were selected for the strain energy analysis.
Modes 7 and 8 showed the most marked variation with dam-
age; in fact, the four highest levels of damage for mode 7 can
be distinguished by eye (Figure 3).

The damage index for mode 8 was computed using equa-
tion (18) and normalized as in (19). An interpolation scheme
was used to introduce pseudo-measurement points into the
array of strain energy points. As shown in Figure 4, the dam-
age index for mode 7 signaled damage from the 60% extent
onwards. The peaks in the index for mode 8, which is clear-
est, are consistently over element 139. Note that this is the
location of sensor 9. In reality, the damage is in element 134.
As each element is 4.24 mm wide, this amounts to a location
error of 21.25 mm.

It is clear that the strain energy approach gives a clear
visual indication of the presence and location of damage
with minimal signal processing and no requirement that one
solve an inverse problem. In this particular example, sensi-
tivity to small damage may be considered an issue; however,
the method is quickly applied (assuming mode shapes have
been estimated as part of a modal test) and is therefore a
useful technique for structures that can be considered “one
dimensional”.
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750 mm

25.4 mm

50.8 mm

25.4 mm

25.4 mm
Ribs – C channel

secured with rivets
at 30 mm centers

100 mm

200 mm

200 mm

Top sheet 3 mm thick aluminum
ribs and stringers 0.32 mm thick aluminum

Stringers – angle
secured with bolts at

30 mm centers

Damage
location 

125 mm

Figure 2. Schematic of the simulated skin panel.

Table 3. Natural frequencies from modal tests for various levels of damage.

Natural frequency (Hz)

Mode 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

1 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2
2 30.9 30.8 31.0 31.0 31.0 30.2 30.9 31.0 30.8 30.7
3 65.1 65.0 64.9 65.0 65.1 65.0 65.0 65.0 65.1 65.1
4 79.7 80.9 79.8 79.8 79.8 — 79.6 79.8 79.6 79.4
5 86.7 86.7 86.7 86.7 86.7 86.7 86.7 86.7 86.6 86.8
6 108.5 108.6 108.5 108.5 108.5 108.3 108.0 107.7 106.4 103.5
7 110.3 110.3 110.3 110.3 110.2 110.3 110.3 110.3 110.3 110.3
8 118.4 118.4 118.3 118.0 117.5 116.6 115.1 114.0 111.9 110.8

3 LINEAR ALGEBRAIC METHODS

The methods described so far are quite basic in the sense
that they require only simple numerical operations (simple in
nature, if not always in implementation). The object of this
section is to illustrate a method based on more sophisticated
numerical processing and involving more detailed specifi-
cations of the structure (Worden and Friswell, 2009). The
method makes critical use of the fact that “baseline” data are
available for the undamaged structure. There is an extensive
literature on the application of linear algebra in the context
of SHM (see Doebling et al., 1996; Farrar et al., 2003).

3.1 A direct update method

In order to apply this method, one must assume that one
or more of the natural frequencies and corresponding mode
shapes have been measured. Suppose that [Mu], [Cu], and
[Ku] are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the
undamaged structure and that λui and {ϕui} denote the ith
natural frequency and corresponding mode shape vector. The
eigenvalue equation for the structure gives

(λ2
ui[Mu] + λui[Cu] + [Ku]){ϕui} = 0 (20)
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Figure 3. Measured mode shapes for mode 7 for all levels of
damage.
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Figure 4. Damage indices for mode 8 for all levels of damage.

For the corresponding quantities of the damaged structure
(indicated by a subscript d), one has

(λ2
di[Md] + λdi[Cd] + [Kd]){ϕdi} = 0 (21)

If one assumes, for simplicity, that damage only affects the
stiffness matrix, then one can summarize the change between
the undamaged and damaged systems by the simple expres-
sion

[Kd] = [Ku] + [δK] (22)

and the problem of damage identification is reduced to the
problem of computing the “update” matrix [δK]. One makes
use of equation (21), which now takes the form (noting that
[Md] = [Mu] and [Cd] = [Cu]),

{Bi} = (λ2
di[Mu] + λdi[Cu] + [Ku]){ϕdi}

= [δK]{ϕdi} ∀i = 1, . . . , r (23)

where r is the number of measured modal properties. The
vector {Bi} can be tested to see if it departs significantly
from zero, and this provides a detection method for damage.
If the damage is local, one can further infer the location of
the damage from the position of the non-zero entries within
the vector {Bi}. Various methods of computing the physical
matrices or their perturbations have been investigated, and
the reader is referred to Friswell and Mottershead (1995) for
a discussion of updating methods.

In order to illustrate the method, data were generated from
a simple synthetic system. The system was a linear chain of 20
identical masses m, connected in series by identical springs of
stiffness k. The two end masses were connected to ground by
two further springs of stiffness k. The damping of the system
was assumed to be zero. Values of m = 1 kg and k = 104 N m−1

were used in order to generate the system matrices and solve
the associated eigenvalue equation for the natural frequencies
and mode shapes.

In order to simulate damage in the system, the stiffness
of the spring joining masses 5 and 6 was reduced by 50%.
When the residual vector {Bi} was computed for the first
three modes using equation (23), the results shown in Figure 5
were obtained.

The results are perfect and locate the damage to between
the fifth and sixth masses. However, one should be aware that
the data used so far are also perfect as they have been gen-
erated from numerical simulation; when noise is present in
real measurements, the results from this method can degrade
considerably. One possible solution to this problem is given
by the next method discussed.
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Figure 5. Residual vectors for the first three modes of the damaged system.

3.2 A minimum rank update method

Generally, one would wish to add a constraint to the com-
putation of the residual vectors Bi or perturbation matrix
[δK]. This is the requirement that the perturbation, if it is
to truly reflect a local change, must be mainly zero with
only a small number of elements non-zero. Unfortunately, the
update method shown above has no such constraint, and the
result is that the effect of the damage is smeared across
the residuals. Zimmerman and Kaouk (1994) and Kaouk and
Zimmerman (1992) proposed that one way to enforce local-
ity within the perturbation matrix would be to demand that it
had low rank. The method proceeds by computing

[B] = [Mu][ϕd][�d]2 + [Cu][ϕd][�d]

+ [Kd][ϕd] = [δK][ϕd] (24)

where [ϕd] = [{ϕd1}{ϕd2} · · · {ϕdr}] and [
d] =
diag[λd1, λd2, . . . , λdr]. Zimmerman and Kaouk (1994)
showed that the minimum rank solution to (24) is

[δK] = [B]([B]T[ϕd])
−1

[B]T (25)

To illustrate this approach, data from the same simulated
20 DOF system as before were used. The perturbation matrix
for the damaged system in (24) was computed using all of
the clean mode shapes. The resulting perturbation is shown
in Figure 6 (note that four elements of the stiffness matrix are
affected).
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Figure 6. Perturbation matrix from the minimum rank update for
the damaged 20 DOF system: clean data.
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Figure 7. Perturbation matrix from the minimum rank update for
the damaged 20 DOF system: noisy data.

The advantage of the minimum rank update approach is
shown clearly when the method is then applied to noisy mode
shapes (5% Gaussian noise added). The results are as shown
in Figure 7.

The position and size of the damage are shown just as
clearly in Figure 7 as in Figure 6.

Another linear algebraic method that has proved very pow-
erful for vibration-based SHM is FE model updating; the
interested reader can consult the monograph (Friswell and
Mottershead, 1995).

4 SUMMARY

An introduction to vibration-based structural health monitor-
ing has been presented. Vibration-based methods are a natural
approach to take for SHM applications because of the large
background technology of vibration measurement and analy-
sis. Vibration-based approaches have their place in the SHM
field, but they do have limitations. Arguably, the main limita-
tion is the resolution or minimum level of detectable damage.
If the damage is small compared with the spatial wavelength
of the modal vibrations then there is likely to be a problem.
Vibration-based damage identification arguably works best
when the damage causes a change in the load path. So it
would likely be good for the failure of a member in a truss
but not as good for detecting a crack in a plate.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The ability of piezoelectric materials to act as sensors and
actuators has led to the development of structural health-
monitoring (SHM) systems that rely on the local and active
interrogation of a structure. Piezoelectric materials such as
lead zirconate titanate (PZT) offer numerous advantages for

structural health-monitoring applications, such as their light
weight, low-cost, low-power, and long-term stability, which
are ideal as sensing and actuation devices for aerospace struc-
tures. Furthermore, the inherent coupling between electrical
and mechanical domains in these materials allows them to be
used for simultaneous actuation and sensing. An SHM tech-
nique, which utilizes the benefits of piezoelectric materials
and shows great promise for SHM systems, is the impedance-
based health-monitoring method.

Impedance methods involve monitoring the mechanical
impedance of a structure at high frequency ranges (>30 kHz).
The mechanical impedance of a structure, by definition, is
related to the dynamic behavior of the structure. In partic-
ular, the mechanical impedance directly reflects changes in
the structure’s mass, stiffness, and damping characteristics.
Because damage to a structure affects these characteristics,
the mechanical impedance of a structure can indicate the
presence of damage in the system. Instruments are avail-
able that can directly measure the mechanical impedance
of a structure. Like the transducer rings used for non-
destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques with Lamb waves,
these instruments are typically expensive and cumbersome
to employ. A simpler transducer that can be used to measure
a structure’s mechanical impedance is a piezoelectric patch.
When mounted to the surface of a structure, the electrical
impedance of a piezoelectric transducer is directly coupled
to the mechanical impedance of the structure. The method
relies on a set of baseline impedance data to which further
sets of data are compared. When the structure is damaged,
changes in the data can be recorded when compared with the
baseline, thus indicating damage.
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2 Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)

A significant challenge for deploying successful SHM sys-
tems is to develop the capability of monitoring the SHM
sensors’ functionality. In piezoelectric active-sensing SHM,
fracture, degradation of electrical and mechanical properties,
or poor bonding integrity of PZT transducers would still per-
mit sensors and actuators to function sufficiently, but the
resulting signal distortion could lead to a false interpreta-
tion of structural health. The impedance method has shown
its potential for self-validation of the operational status of
piezoelectric sensors/actuators.

This chapter provides a brief overview on the impedance
method. The first part of this chapter deals with theoretical
background and experimental investigations of impedance-
based SHM. A sensor diagnostics and validation process
based on impedance measurements is then presented.

2 THEORITICAL BACKGROUND

Impedance-based structural health monitoring (SHM) was
initially proposed by Liang, Sun and Rogers (1994) and
further developed by Chaudhry et al. (1995), Sun et al.
(1995), Park et al. (2003), Giurgiutiu, Zagrai and Bao (2002),
Giurgiutiu and Zagrai (2000, 2002), Soh et al. (2000), Bhalla
and Soh (2003, 2004), Park et al. (2008), and their co-
workers. This technique is promising for assessing structural
damage in real-time, utilizing high-frequency excitations to
examine changes in a structure’s mechanical impedance sig-
nature. Park et al. (2003) provide a summary of the theoretical
development of the impedance method and related experi-
mental studies.

The basic concept of the impedance method is to use
high-frequency vibrations to monitor the local area of a struc-
ture for changes in structural impedance that would indicate
damage or imminent damage. This process is possible using
piezoelectric sensor/actuators bonded to the structure causing
their electrical impedance to be directly related to the struc-
ture’s mechanical impedance. When a piezoelectric material
is stressed, it produces an electric charge. Conversely, when
an electric field is applied, the piezoelectric material pro-
duces a mechanical strain. When the patch bonded to the
structure is driven by an alternating electric field, the struc-
ture is deformed along with it and produces a local dynamic
response. The area that one patch can excite depends on the
structure configuration and material. The response of the sys-
tem is transferred back from the piezoelectric patch as an
electrical response. The electrical response is then analyzed
where, because the presence of damage causes the response
of the system to change, damage is shown as a phase shift
or magnitude change/distortion in the measured response.
This whole process can be easily accomplished by measur-

PZ T m

c

k

V =v sin(ωt ) 

I = i sin(ωt +φ) 

Figure 1. Electromechanical model of a piezoelectric patch
mounted to a host structure.

ing the electrical impedance of the PZT wafer, which enables
the monitoring of mechanical properties of a structure by
measuring the electrical properties.

Many advantages of impedance-based SHM exist includ-
ing using small, low-power PZT transducers as colocated
actuators and sensors and being model independent. The
method can be remotely controlled and automated, which is
essential for SHM systems. It also uses high-frequency exci-
tation that provides detection of incipient structural faults
such as cracks or loose bolts, localized sensing area, and
insensitivity to changes in boundary conditions, loading, or
operational vibrations.

An electromechanical model of a piezoelectric patch
mounted to a host structure is shown in Figure 1. In the model,
a PZT patch is shown directly bonded to a single degree of
freedom system, as represented by a mass (m), spring (k),
and damper (c). Liang, Sun and Rogers (1994) show that
the electrical admittance (inverse of impedance), Y(ω), of the
piezoelectric patch is a combined function of the mechanical
impedance of the piezoelectric patch, Za(ω), and the mechan-
ical impedance of the host structure, Z(ω). The equation for
the electrical admittance, which is simply the inverse of the
electrical impedance, is as follows:

Y (ω) = I

V
= jωa

(
εT

33 − d2
31Y

E
p + Za(ω)

Za(ω) + Zs(ω)
d2

31Ŷ
E
p

× tan kl

kl

)
(1)

where V is the input voltage, and I is the output current from
the piezoelectric patch. In addition, a, d31, ŶE

p , and ε̄T
33 are

the geometry constant, the piezoelectric coupling constant,
Young’s modulus, and the complex dielectric constant of the
piezoelectric patch at zero stress, respectively. ω is the fre-
quency, and l is the length of a PZT patch. The wave number
of the PZT patch, k, is defined as

k = ω

√
ρ

ŶE
p

(2)
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where ρ is the mass density of the PZT material. The term
tan kl/kl is close to 1 when the frequency range of excitation
is much smaller than the first resonant frequency of the PZT
patch. Because all parameters except Zs, the host structure’s
mechanical impedance, are properties of the PZT mate-
rial, only the mechanical impedance of a structure uniquely
defines the electrical impedance (admittance) of the PZT
transducer. As a result, the electrical impedance signature
of the PZT transducer is affected by changes in the host
structure’s mechanical impedance. Therefore, by monitoring
the electrical impedance and comparing this impedance to
a baseline measurement, one can determine when structural
damage has either occurred or is imminent. The variation
in the PZT electrical impedance over a range of frequencies
is analogous to that of the frequency response functions of
a structure, which contains vital information regarding the
health of the structure.

Several researchers have improved on the model by Liang,
Sun and Rogers (1994). Giurgiutiu and Zagrai (2000) devel-
oped models for free, fully constrained, and elastically
constrained piezoelectric patches excited at very high fre-
quencies (up to 1500 kHz). Bhalla and Soh (2004) created
the concept of effective mechanical impedance to more effec-
tively account for the two-dimensional interaction of the PZT
patch with the host structure. Using this concept, the struc-
tural impedance can be determined without including electric
degrees of freedom. Peairs, Inman and Park (2007) uti-
lized spectral elements in their impedance formulation in an
attempt to quantify the sensing area of an impedance sensor.

3 TESTING PARAMETERS INVOLVED
WITH IMPEDANCE METHODS

Assuming that the properties of the PZT patch and its
bonding conditions remain constant over the course of the
structure’s monitoring period, equation (1) shows that the
electrical impedance of the PZT patch is directly related to
the mechanical impedance of the structure. Because the elec-
trical impedance of a PZT wafer is primarily capacitive, the
imaginary part of the electrical impedance is dominant. How-
ever, only the imaginary part of the electrical impedance
is affected by changes in the dielectric constant, which is
temperature sensitive. Accordingly, the imaginary part of the
electrical impedance is more sensitive to temperature varia-
tions than the real part. Therefore, the real part of the electrical
impedance is commonly used for SHM applications.

For SHM applications, impedance methods are similar to
traditional vibration techniques in that both methods aim to
monitor the integrity of a structure by observing changes in
its characteristic vibrations over time. The primary difference

between the two methods, however, is the frequency ranges
used for the measurements. Relative to the frequency ranges
used for traditional vibration techniques, impedance methods
implement a much higher frequency range. The frequency
range used for impedance measurements is typically greater
than 30 kHz and up to 400 kHz. The sensitivity to incipient
damage of a particular vibration-based approach to damage
detection, whether traditional vibrations or impedance meth-
ods, is dependent upon the frequency of the excitation used.
For a given method to be sensitive to incipient damage, the
wavelength of the excitation must be smaller than the char-
acteristic length of the damage to be detected. Because the
impedance method implements such high frequency ranges
when compared with traditional vibrations, the electrical
impedance of a PZT transducer is much more sensitive to
incipient damage. At such high frequency ranges, the wave-
length of the excitation is relatively small, depending on the
wave speed of the structure’s material, and sensitive enough
to detect minor changes in the structure’s integrity.

Impedance measurements typically involve using a
stepped sine wave across a predetermined frequency range.
At each frequency step of the sine wave, the corresponding
voltage and current are recorded and used to estimate the elec-
trical impedance of the PZT patch at the particular frequency.
In the area of impedance methods, there is a lack of analytical
work available that addresses the modes of vibration of com-
plex structures over ultrasonic frequency ranges. Therefore,
the frequency range used for impedance measurements with
a given structure is typically determined by trial and error.
A frequency range with a high-mode density, as observed by
the number of peaks present, is generally favorable because
it contains more information regarding the condition of the
structure than a frequency range with lower mode density.
For this reason, a few frequency ranges are normally chosen,
and ideally each frequency range contains 20–30 peaks (Park
et al., 2003).

Because of the relatively high frequencies involved,
impedance methods are generally more sensitive to local
changes in a structure, and traditional vibration techniques are
generally more sensitive to global changes in the structure.
With impedance measurements, “a frequency range higher
than 200 kHz is found to be favorable in localizing the sens-
ing, while a frequency range lower than 70 khz covers a larger
sensing area” (Park et al., 2003).

4 SIGNAL PROCESSING OF IMPEDANCE
MEASUREMENTS

Although the impedance response plots provide a quali-
tative approach for damage identification, the quantitative
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4 Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)

assessment of damage is traditionally made using a scalar
damage metric. Sun et al. (1995) use a simple statistical
algorithm that is based on frequency-by-frequency com-
parisons, referred to as the “root mean square deviation”
(RMSD),

M =
n∑

i=1

√√√√[
Re(Zi,1) − Re(Zi,2)

]2[
Re(Zi,1)

]2 (3)

where M represents the damage metric, Zi,1 is the impedance
of the PZT measured in a healthy structural conditions,
and Zi,2 is the impedance in a new structural condition for
comparison with the baseline measurement in frequency
interval i. In an RMSD damage metric chart, larger numer-
ical values of the metric correspond to larger differences
between the baseline reading and the comparison reading
indicating the presence of damage in a structure. Another
scalar damage metric, referred to as the “cross-correlation”
metric, can be used to interpret and quantify the information
from different data sets (Park et al., 2003). The correlation
coefficient between two data sets determines the relationship
between two impedance signatures and provides an aesthetic
metric chart. In most cases, the results with the correlating
metric are consistent with those of RMSD in which the met-
ric values increase when there is an increase in the severity of
damage.

Temperature changes, among all other ambient conditions,
significantly affect the electric impedance signatures. Some
PZT material parameters, such as the dielectric and strain
constants, are strongly dependent on temperature. Generally
speaking, an increase in temperature causes a decrease in the
magnitude of electric impedance and a decrease in the res-
onant frequencies. The RMSD and cross-correlation-based
damage metrics do not account for these variations. Park et al.
(1999) used a modified RMSD metric, which compensates
for horizontal and vertical shifts of the impedance in order
to minimize the impedance signature drifts caused by the
temperature or other normal variations.

Zagrai and Giurgiutiu (2001) investigated several
statistics-based damage metrics, including RMSD, mean
absolute percentage deviation (MAPD), covariance change,
and correlation coefficient deviation. It was found that the
third power of the correlation coefficient deviation, (1 − R2)3,
was the most successful damage indicator, which tends to
linearly decrease as the location of a crack in a thin plate
moves further away from the sensor. Tseng and Naidu (2002)
also investigated the performance of RMSD, MAPD, covari-
ance, and correlation coefficients as indicators of damage.
The RMSD and the MAPD were found to be suitable for char-
acterizing the growth and the location of damage, whereas

the covariance and the correlation coefficient were efficient
in quantifying the increase in damage size at a fixed location.

For improved damage identification performance,
impedance methods were also used with neural network
training (Lopes et al., 2000), hybrid genetic algorithms
(Xu and Liu, 2002), an outlier detection framework
(Park et al., 2005), principle component analysis (Park et al.,
2007), and frequency-domain autoregressive model for
nonlinear feature identification in a structure (Rutherford,
Park and Farrar, 2007).

5 PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
INVOLVING IMPEDANCE METHODS

Impedance methods have been successfully incorporated into
SHM systems involving numerous complex structures. Sev-
eral research efforts demonstrate the ability to detect cracks,
loosening of joints, delaminating of composite structures, and
corrosion of metallic structures. Perhaps the first successful
attempt to implement impedance methods with an SHM sys-
tem was performed by Sun et al. (1995). In this research,
impedance methods were used to monitor damage in a sim-
ple truss structure. A damage metric based upon RMSD was
used to assess the structural integrity of the truss system. The
research also investigated the effects of the chosen frequency
range and excitation level for the measurements.

Research performed by Chaudhry et al. (1995) demon-
strated the localized sensitivity of impedance measurements,
as depicted in Figure 2. In this work, impedance measure-
ments were taken near the tail section of an airplane. Two
types of damage were investigated: one that was local and a
second that was distant. The local damage involved loosen-
ing the main mounting brackets of the tail section. Because
this damage was close to the measurement location, the dam-
age was easily identified. The distant damage that involved
alterations to the airplane’s structure at other locations, such
as a bracket for a wing, was not as easily identified. The
impedance measurements were shown to be relatively insen-
sitive to the far-field damage compared to the near-field
damage.

Several other structures that were investigated by
the impedance method include complex precision parts,
composite-patch repair typically used in aircrafts, spot-
welded structural joints, composite reinforced polymers,
pipelines, and corrosion detection. A more comprehen-
sive review summarizing experimental results using the
impedance method, including civil structures, can be found
in reference Park et al. (2003).
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Figure 2. The integrity of the two main brackets that connect the rear fuselage to the vertical tail of a Piper Model 601P airplane was
monitored. The change in the real electrical admittance caused by loosening of the securing bolt was easily detected. Reproduced with
permission from Chaudhry et al. (1995) c© SPIE.

6 IMPEDANCE METHODS WITH LAMB
WAVE PROPAGATIONS

The Lamb wave propagation has been widely used for SHM
of aerospace structures. The integration of impedance meth-
ods with wave propagation-based SHM techniques was also
investigated by many researchers. Most of the wave propaga-
tion approaches utilize the sensing and actuation capability
of the PZT patches, which can be fully integrated with the
impedance method. In addition, the waves usually travel long
distances and cover a relatively large area, which comple-
ment the strengths of impedance-based health monitoring.
Some studies include damage detection in the near field with
impedance methods and in the far-field using wave prop-
agation (Giurgiutiu, Zagrai and Bao, 2002), while others
utilize different sensitivities to different types of damage
(Thien et al., 2008). For instance, in pipeline monitoring,
the impedance methods are used to detect structural dam-
age occurring at pipeline connection joints, while the Lamb
wave propagation measurements identify cracks and corro-
sion along the surface and through the wall thickness of the
pipeline structure (Thien et al., 2008).

7 HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT FOR
IMPEDANCE METHODS

Advances in wireless communications and low-power elec-
tronics have enabled the development of power-efficient,

compact sensor nodes for SHM and other engineering appli-
cations. This technology is especially beneficial for aerospace
structures that require minimal weight penalties with their
SHM sensing system and associated wiring. Compared with
passive vibration sensing devices, however, only a few stud-
ies have addressed the development of wireless hardware
systems that take the full advantage of piezoelectric-active-
sensing technologies for SHM.

One important aspect of the impedance method is that
the method requires significantly low power compared with
other active-sensing technologies (e.g., wave propagations),
which makes the method an ideal candidate for being
implemented with a wireless active-sensing device. Grisso
(2004) first developed a stand-alone prototype of active-
sensing unit, incorporating impedance data acquisition,
local-computation, and wireless communication functional-
ities. Overly et al. (2008) developed an extremely compact,
wireless impedance sensor node, referred to as wireless
impedance devices (WID), for use in impedance-based SHM
and piezoelectric-active sensor self-diagnostics. The sensor
node uses a low-cost integrated circuit that can measure and
record the electrical impedance of a piezoelectric transducer
up to 100 kHz. The sensor node also integrates several com-
ponents, including a microcontroller for local computing,
telemetry for wirelessly transmitting data, multiplexers for
managing up to seven piezoelectric transducers per node,
energy harvesting and storage mediums, and a wireless
triggering circuit into one package to truly realize a com-
prehensive, self-contained wireless active-sensor node for
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Figure 3. First three generations of the wireless impedance device developed by Overly et al. (2008) and Taylor et al. (2009).

various SHM applications. It is estimated that the sensor node
requires less than 60 mW of total power for measurement,
computation, and transmission. Taylor et al. (2009) extended
the capability of this device by implementing low-frequency
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters so that the
same device can measure the low-frequency vibration data.
Figure 3 illustrates the first three generations of WID.

8 SENSOR DIAGNOSTICS AND
VALIDATION WITH IMPEDANCE
SENSING

A key component to any successful active-sensing SHM
system is the ability to assess the condition of sensors and
actuators installed on the structure being monitored, as sen-
sor/actuator malfunction may be a major source of failure
in SHM systems. Sensor/actuator fracture is the most com-
mon type of transducer failure, which can be attributed to the
brittle nature of many PZT devices. Additionally, maintain-
ing sufficient bonding conditions between a transducer and
a host structure over the long service life can be difficult.
Changes in bonding condition or degradation of the mechan-
ical/electrical properties of the transducer could cause false
damage identification, compromising the ability of SHM sys-
tems to accurately evaluate the condition of the host structure.

Park et al. (2006) propose a sensor diagnostic process
that tracks changes in the admittance value of PZT trans-
ducers. Both the degradation of the mechanical/electrical
properties of a PZT transducer and the bonding defects

between a PZT patch and its host structure can be identi-
fied by the process. This method is also able to distinguish
response changes caused by sensor failure from those caused
by structural damage. The authors further investigated the
effects of sensor/structure bonding defects on high-frequency
SHM techniques, including Lamb wave propagations and
impedance methods.

The premise of the sensor self-diagnostic process is to
track changes in the capacitive value of piezoelectric materi-
als, which is manifested in the imaginary part of the measured
electrical admittances of the PZT material. This section
briefly describes the sensor diagnostic procedure.

The electrical admittance of a PZT transducer, which is
defined as the ratio of the energizing voltage to the resulting
current, under a free-free boundary condition is given by

Yfree(ω) = I

V
= iω

wl

tc

[
εT

33 (1 − iδ)
]

(4)

where w, l, tc is the width, length, and thickness of a PZT
transducer, respectively, and δ is the dielectric loss tangent
of the PZT wafer. When a PZT patch is surface bonded to
a structure, it was shown in equation (1) that the electrical
admittance of the PZT transducer is a combined function of
the mechanical impedance of the host structure and that of
the PZT wafer.

The sensor diagnostic process is based on equations (1)
and (4). The electrical admittance is clearly a function of
its geometry constants (w, l, tc), mechanical properties (YE

p ),
and electrical properties (εT

33, d31, δ) of the PZT transducer. It
is also obvious from the equations that the changes in these
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properties are manifested more distinctly in the imaginary
part of the electrical admittance. Therefore, the breakage of
the sensor and the degradation of the sensor’s quality can be
identified by monitoring the imaginary part of the electrical
admittance.

Another significant observation that can be made from
equations (1) and (4) is that one can identify the effect of
the bonding layer on the measured electrical admittance.
The effect of the bonding layer is obtained by assuming the
mechanical impedance of a structure is much larger than that
of the piezoelectric transducer in equation (1), which makes
the last term in equation (1) close to zero. The result is as
follows:

Yb(ω) = iω
wl

tc

[
εT

33(1 − iδ) − d2
31Y

E
p

]

= Yfree(ω) − iω
wl

tc

(
d2

31Y
E
p

)
(5)

It is clear from equations (4) and (5) that the electrical
admittance of the same PZT patch is different if it is under
a free-free or surface-bonded (or commonly referred to as
“blocked”) condition. The blocked condition would cause
a downward shift in the slope of the electrical admittance
(decrease in the capacitive value) of a free PZT with the fac-
tor of (wl/tc)d2

31Y
E
p . The assumptions that led to this result

are usually valid, especially at lower frequencies (<20 kHz),
because the mechanical impedance of the structure is usu-
ally several orders of magnitude greater than that of a PZT
transducer. Even though this derivation does not explicitly
consider the parameters of bonding materials (such as thick-
ness or shear modulus), it is obvious from equation (5) that
the use of a PZT transducer with lower YE

p and smaller dimen-
sions, such as a small polyvinylidine fluoride (PVDF) patch,
will reduce the effect of the bonding layer on the measured
admittance, which is consistent with the shear-lag analysis
available in the literature. The importance of equation (5) is
that the bonding layer also contributes to the overall admit-
tance (capacitance) of PZT patches bonded to a structure.

The breakage/degradation of the sensor quality would
cause a downward shift in the slope of the admittance (i.e.,
decrease in the capacitive value) because the effective size
of the sensor would decrease with breakage, and the values
of dielectric constants and piezoelectric coupling constants
would decrease with degradation. On the other hand, the
debonding of the sensor will cause an upward shift in the
slope of the admittance (i.e., increase in the capacitive value).
Overly et al. (2009) investigate the temperature effects on the
sensor diagnostic process. It is found that temperature vari-
ations in sensor boundary conditions manifest themselves in
similar ways in the measured electrical admittances. There-
fore, the authors develop an efficient signal-processing tool

Figure 4. Electrical admittance measurements from PZT patches
under free and surface-bonded conditions.

that enables the identification of a sensor validation feature
that can be robust against the temperature changes.

Figure 4 illustrates the measured admittance of free
and surface-bonded PZT 5A patches, with dimensions of
20 × 20 × 0.25 mm. The admittances of three free PZT
patches were measured in the frequency range of 40–
20 000 Hz using an Agilent 4294A impedance analyzer.
These PZT patches were then surface mounted to a thick
aluminum beam and plate using super-glue. The admittance
measurements were then repeated. As can be seen in the
figure, the downward shifting effect of the bonding layer
is remarkable. The slope of the imaginary part, which is
the capacitive value of the PZT material, was changed from
29.1 nF to 18 nF, resulting in a 38% reduction. Figure 4 also
indicates the effects of sensor failures, both the sensor fracture
and the bonding defects, on the measured electrical admit-
tance. Therefore, the sensor functionality including sensor
breakage and the degradation of the bonding condition can be
assessed by monitoring the imaginary part of the admittance
(capacitance) of the piezoelectric material.

9 CONCLUSIONS

A brief overview of the impedance-based structural health-
monitoring method has been presented. The basic concept
of this technique is to monitor the variations in the structural
mechanical impedance caused by the presence of damage,
utilizing the electromechanical coupling properties of
piezoelectric materials. Because of the high frequencies
employed, the method is very sensitive to minor defects
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in a structure and not affected by any far-field changes or
operational variations. Recognizing that damage is a local
phenomenon and that one often knows where to expect
damage (either from previous testing or from geometry, such
as joints), the impedance method is ideal for tracking and
online monitoring of critical sections in various aerospace
applications. Additional advantages for aerospace applica-
tions include low cost, lightweight, and the capability of
being integrated into miniaturized wireless sensing devices.
Furthermore, the method can be efficiently used for sensor
self-diagnostics and validation processes for piezoelectric
SHM sensors. Although several successful examples of
the use of impedance methods have been presented, it is
important to note that extensive research efforts are being
devoted to studying the practical implementation issues for
field applications. These issues include (i) packaging of the
sensors to facilitate installation, (ii) investigating a long-term
stability of newly developed wireless sensor nodes for
impedance methods, and (iii) integrating this method with
other SHM techniques such as wave propagation methods
and acoustic emission for improved performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Monitoring for damage has become an important element of
maintenance of aerospace structures. Maintenance and in-
spection of aircraft involves either usage monitoring or dam-
age detection. Aircraft usage can be estimated from the ac-
cumulated fatigue life using structural load sequences. This
approach is commonly known as operational loads monitor-
ing (OLM) and mainly applied in military structures. Dam-
age detection and direct monitoring of damage accumulation

offer an alternative approach to usage monitoring in air-
craft maintenance. Civil aircraft are inspected using classical
non-destructive testing (NDT) methods developed mostly be-
tween 1940s and 1960s. The major research effort in this area
is on developing new techniques that can successfully sup-
port and/or replace existing aircraft maintenance approaches.
These techniques often fall into structural health monitoring
(SHM), which can be referred as the process of real time,
continuous monitoring of structures for possible damage and
loading history (Boller, Chang and Fujino, 2009).

Recent years have shown a number of new technologies
that have the potential for automatic damage detection in air-
craft structures. It is generally agreed that signal processing
will play an important role in the implementation of these
technologies. Two examples can be given to support this
statement. It is well known that flight parameters can be used
for aircraft usage monitoring. Despite the fact that paramet-
ric systems have been significantly improved over the years,
their accuracy is still limited. Neural networks can be used
to improve load estimation accuracy. A number of interest-
ing approaches have been proposed recently for integrated
health monitoring systems based on Lamb waves. Implemen-
tation of these methods will require intelligent signal process-
ing to overcome difficulties associated with physical under-
standing of Lamb wave propagation in complex media and
geometry.

Damage detection methods are often classified into model-
based and signal-based approaches. Models are particularly
important when loads are monitored to obtain information
about structural usage and when residual structural life is
assessed. Signal-based methods use various sensor data and
require analysis of various types of measurements such as
vibration, ultrasound, strain, or temperature. Both approaches
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Figure 1. Signal processing for structural health monitoring applications.

require three important elements for damage detection im-
plementation. These are (i) knowledge of monitored struc-
tures and possible damage scenarios, (ii) sensors and instru-
mentation used to obtain signals/data that can be used for
damage detection, and (iii) relevant analysis that can extract
information about possible damage and overall structural in-
tegrity. Signal processing is an important part of all these ele-
ments. For example, system identification or structural modal
analysis, which relates to the first element, requires differ-
ent transformations methods (e.g., from the time domain to
the frequency domain) to extract physical/modal parameters
or identify/analyze structural nonlinearities. Structural mea-
surements, related to the second element, often require appro-
priate locations of sensors to obtain the best signal-to-noise
ratio and possible information about damage. Various opti-
mization techniques can be used to select these positions.
Damage detection using Lamb waves relies on amplitude
analysis of incident and reflected wave packages using a
variety of different procedures. This analysis forms the
third important element of implementation.

Altogether, signal processing can address in SHM, seven
different problems related to (i) measurements and data ac-
quisition, (ii) data pre-processing, (iii) signal feature analysis,
(iv) pattern recognition and machine learning, (v) reliability
analysis, (vi) uncertainties, and finally (vii) data fusion, as
illustrated in Figure 1. This chapter briefly discusses all seven
problems.

2 MEASUREMENTS, DATA
ACQUISITION, AND PRE-PROCESSING

Signal-based damage detection relies on different types of
physical measurements such as vibration acceleration, strain,
pressure, or temperature. Selecting appropriate sensors, their
numbers, and location is very important. Relevant signal
processing can enhance this selection. Sensors and their
performance can be assessed using various measures of

informativeness based on Shannon entropy. Mutual informa-
tion (Wong and Staszewski, 1998) can be used to assess the
best sensor for a given task by eliminating sensors with low
information content or with high redundancy with respect to
other sensors. Optimal locations for sensors can be selected
using various classical and combinatorial optimization tech-
niques, as discussed in Staszewski and Worden (2001). De-
tecting sensor failures is also an important area when signal
processing can be used. Active and passive approaches are
applied in practice. The former compares transmitted signal
to expected responses. The latter analyzes probability dis-
tributions of signal responses. Statistical analysis and neural
networks can be used.

Sensors convert measurements into electrical signals us-
ing conditioners and analog-to-digital converters. Amplitude
ranges, filtering parameters, and sampling frequencies need
to be selected appropriately to avoid errors and minimize
noise. Once sensor data are transferred to a processor unit,
various procedures can be performed to eliminate potential
errors, improve signal-to-noise ratios, and ease further analy-
sis leading to damage detection. This is often called data pre-
processing and involves data normalization, cleansing, and
selection. Data normalization is used to simplify and present
signals collected from different sensors under varying con-
ditions. Normalization can often separate effects related to
possible damage from operational and environmental con-
ditions. Different selection procedures, based for example
on statistical analysis, can be used to eliminate unwanted
data due to inappropriate measuring conditions, acquisition
errors, redundancy, wrong format, or limited storage require-
ments. Signals that are far from expected observations are
often called outliers and can be eliminated using standard
statistical analysis.

Cleansing involves various procedures that are used to re-
sample data, remove undesired features (trends, drifts, noise,
and spikes), or select desired frequency bandwidths. Re-
sampling is used to change the frequency range of the ac-
quired data. Down-sampling not only reduces the frequency
but also the size of the data. Trends and drifts are unwanted
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temporal relationships in the data. Modeling can be used to
establish trends and to remove them from the data. Noise
definition is very subjective. It is generally agreed that noise
is unwanted, meaningless data component, which does not
carry any desired information and is usually associated with
higher frequencies. Noise can be completely or partially re-
moved from the data using filtering, local, and/or global aver-
aging, smoothing and de-noising procedures. Standard block
filtering (low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, or stop-band fil-
ters) is used when noise is frequency limited. Butterworth,
Chebyshev, or Bessel filters are the most popular implemen-
tations. Averaging and smoothing is very similar to filtering
and involves replacing data segments with mean/median val-
ues or fitting polynomial regression curves to data segments.
Spikes can be defined as data points with unexpected ampli-
tudes, which are much larger than amplitudes of the surround-
ing data points. Spikes can be easily detected and removed
manually or automatically following various statistical
producers.

3 SIGNAL FEATURE ANALYSIS

Feature selection and extraction is a process of isolating
meaningful “signatures”, which are relevant to the problem in
hand, from the available measurements. One of the most crit-
ical aspects in SHM is to extract features sensitive to defects
of interest but insensitive to ambient operational and envi-
ronmental conditions. Feature extraction always involves a
trade-off between well-defined characteristics of features in
a lower-dimensional space and richer information preserved
in a higher-dimensional space. Furthermore, feature extrac-
tion is often (but not necessarily) accompanied by data re-
duction described later. Various methods are available for
feature extraction. Time-domain statistical parameters like
mean, median, maximum value, peak-to-peak value, root
mean square value, statistical moments, or kurtosis can be
used as low-level features.

One of the most commonly used approaches is transfor-
mation to a new domain or space. The assumption is that
transformed signals exhibit relevant features better. For some
methods – described in Section 4 – dimensionality of the new
space is also reduced. Various linear and nonlinear transforms
are used in practice. The Fourier transform provides informa-
tion about the frequency content of the data and is by far the
most widely used transformation. It is defined as

X(f ) =
+∞∫

−∞
x(t)e−j2�ftdt (1)

Spectral analysis based on the Fourier transform is one
of the most powerful methods used for SHM applications.
However, this analysis is valid only for linear and time-
invariant systems. When nonlinearities are indicative of the
presence of damage, many other methods can be used, as
shown in Worden and Tomlinson (2001). The classical spec-
tral analysis can be extended to higher orders (in terms of
statistics or spectra) to analyze nonlinearities. When the spec-
tral content of the data changes in time, the combined time–
frequency representation is often used. The general class of
time–frequency distributions can be defined using the Cohen
distribution (Cohen, 1989)

F (t, f, φ) =
+∞∫

−∞

+∞∫
−∞

+∞∫
−∞

φ(θ, τ)x∗
(
u − τ

2

)
x

(
u + τ

2

)

× e−j2�(θt+fτ−θu)dudτdθ (2)

where φ(θ, τ) is an arbitrary kernel selected to obtain desired
properties. The Wigner–Ville distribution – for φ(θ, τ) = 1
in equation (2) – is the most widely used time–frequency
method.

Wavelet analysis has attracted major attention for the last
20 years and is often used for damage detection. The wavelet
transform is a linear transformation, which decomposes sig-
nals into elementary functions called wavelets. Wavelets are
obtained from the analyzing wavelet functions, which are
compactly supported in the time and frequency domains, by
translation a and dilation b. The continuous wavelet trans-
form defined as

Wψ(a, b) = 1√
a

+∞∫
−∞

x(t)ψ∗
(

t − b

a

)
dt (3)

is the most widely used approach. The continuous wavelet
transform provides information about the combined time–
frequency content of the data. Often, discrete and/or orthog-
onal wavelet functions are used in practice to reduce redun-
dancy associated with the continuous wavelet transform. This
approach can be used for data decomposition, feature com-
pression, or de-noising. Wavelets have opened new ways of
signal representation, which are beyond classical analysis, as
described in Mallat (1998).

Time-variant signals can also be analyzed using various
signal instantaneous characteristics. Several methods can be
applied in practice. The Hilbert transform-based concept is
the most commonly used approach for narrowband signals.
For the analytic signal defined in Randall (1987),

xa(t) = x(t) + jx̂(t) (4)
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where

x̂(t) = PV

+∞∫
−∞

x(τ)
1

t − τ
dτ (5)

is the Hilbert transform of x(t) and PV denotes the Cauchy
principal value, the instantaneous amplitude e(t) (or envelope
function) and frequency φ(t) can be defined respectively as

e(t) =
√

x2(t) + x̂2(t) (6)

ϕ(t) = 1

2�

d

dt
arctan

x̂(t)

x(t)
(7)

Both instantaneous characteristics can be implemented using
the Fourier transform, as explained in Randall (1987). The
Hilbert transform concept for instantaneous characteristics
has been extended to wideband signals within the Hilbert–
Huang transform (Huang and Shen, 2005). This adaptive,
empirical method decomposes a signal into the so-called in-
trinsic modes that can be analyzed using the classical Hilbert
transform.

Often, signals x(t) and y(t), representing two different
damage conditions, are compared using the cross-correlation
function

x∗y =
+∞∫

−∞
x(τ)y(t + τ)dτ (8)

which can be interpreted as a measure of similarity. Various
measures based on the cross-correlation function are then
used for damage detection. The auto-correlation function,
which is the cross-correlation of a signal with itself, checks
for periodic components and is often used to detect echo
delay times. The cepstrum, defined as the inverse Fourier
transform of the logarithmic power spectrum, is an improved
alternative function used for detection of echoes and analysis
of modulation families in signals.

4 MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS AND DATA
REDUCTION

Recent technology advances in sensing technology makes it
not only feasible but also practical to install a dense array of
homogeneous and heterogeneous sensors. This multi-sensor
architecture provides redundancy in sensor design, improved
reliability of the SHM system, and better detectability of dam-
age. As the number and types of sensors increase, multivari-
ate data analysis and data reduction become more critical.

The characterization of the data in such a higher-dimensional
space becomes a challenging task due to a problem called
curse of dimensionality. That is, often a higher-dimensional
space is very sparse, it is difficult to properly characterize the
given data sets in such a high-dimensional space. Further-
more, efforts required to reveal complex data structure in a
high-dimensional space can be computationally prohibitive.
To avoid this problem associated with a high-dimensional
space, often, multivariate analysis is employed not only to
reduce the dimension of the data by projecting data to a
lower-dimensional space but also to reveal useful informa-
tion. This data reduction into a lower-dimensional space can
be achieved using various linear and nonlinear mapping func-
tions. Feature extraction can be viewed as a transformation
of the raw data into a specific feature space, y = f(x). When
the dimension of the transformed y space is less than that of
the original input space, x, this transformation also performs
data reduction. The primary objectives of the data reduction
are to (i) preserve as much information (entropy) of the origi-
nal data as possible and (ii) to maximize separations between
different class data.

5 LINEAR MAPPING FUNCTIONS

Signal-processing techniques introduced in this section are
linear transformation methods. That is, the original features
are transformed into a new feature space using linear map-
ping functions. Some of the linear techniques, such as princi-
pal component analysis (PCA), find the linear transformation
functions so that the variance (entropy) of the transformed
features can be maximized. On the other hand, Fisher’s dis-
criminant finds a projection vector that leads to maximum
class separation. Also, it should be noted that PCA is an un-
supervised technique meaning that while data might have
been collected from multiple classes, their class information
is unknown. As for Fisher’s discriminant, the class informa-
tion of the training data should be known in advance, making
it one of the supervised techniques.

5.1 Principal component analysis

Often, measured data have a high degree of correlation and
redundancy, producing unnecessarily a large feature space.
The principal component analysis is one of the techniques
used for data compression and dimension reduction in var-
ious engineering fields including aerospace discipline. PCA
projects the original feature vector x to a new feature vector
y using a transformation matrix W. Note that here the dimen-
sion of y is less than that of x. The objective of PCA is to find
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W so that x keeps most of the energy of y in a reduced feature
space

y = Wx (9)

Because redundancy information among extracted features
is contained in the covariance matrix of the original features,
W can be computed from the covariance matrix by solving
the following engine value problem.

Cvi = λiv1 (10)

When the dimension of the feature space is n, C becomes
a n × n covariance matrix. λi and vi are the ith eigenvalue
and eigenvectors of C, respectively (i = 1, 2,. . ., n). From
eigenvectors corresponding to the m large eigenvalues, the
transformation matrix W can be constructed as W = [v1, v2,
. . ., vm].

5.2 Factor analysis

The main goal of the previously described PCA is to con-
struct linear combinations of the original features so that the
transformed features in a reduced feature space can account
for a large part of the total variance. In contrast to PCA, fac-
tor analysis concerns with finding part of the total variance
that a specific feature shares with the other features constitut-
ing the feature space. Despite these fundamental differences
between these two approaches, PCA and factor analysis of-
ten yield solutions that are very similar (Kim and Mueller,
1978).

5.3 Fisher’s discriminant

The main objective of Fisher’s discriminate is to find a project
like the one in equation (9) that maximized the class separa-
tion. For the simplest two-class example, the linear discrimi-
nant function W in equation (9) is found so that the following
Fisher criterion can be maximized

J(W) = (m2 − m1)2

s2
1 + s2

2

(11)

where mi is the class mean of the projected data from the ith
class, and s2

i is the corresponding class variance after pro-
jection. From equation (11), it can be shown that Fisher’s
discriminant maximizes the class mean difference and min-
imizes the total variance. A conceptual example of Fisher’s
discriminant is shown in Figure 2. It is illustrated that projec-
tion of the data using Fisher’s discriminant leads to greater

Figure 2. A schematic illustration of Fisher’s discriminant: projec-
tion of the data using Fisher’s discriminant leads to greater separa-
tion of the projected data than do projections onto the feature 1 or
feature 2 axes.

separation of the projected data than do projections onto the
feature 1 or feature 2 axes.

5.4 Projectionl pursuit

Projection pursuit intends to find subsets of data that show
some “interesting” behavior. It is shown that low-dimensional
projections of most high-dimensional data (clouds) are
mostly Gaussian (Diaconis and Freedman, 1984). This find-
ing implies that interesting structures in data are often con-
veyed in those directions where the projected features are far
from Gaussian. Therefore, the deviation of the data from a
normal distribution can be viewed as the measure of “interest-
ing”. However, the definition of “departure from Gaussian” is
application specific. For example, one may like to find projec-
tion directions with high kurtosis or skewness depending on
applications. The simplest form of projection pursuit might
be the scatter plot that projects n-dimensional feature space
into two selected dimensions at a time. The main limitation
of this approach is the amount of time it takes to exhaus-
tively search all possible two-dimensional spaces. To tackle
this issue, an automated search technique has been devel-
oped (Friedman and Tukey, 1974). Once an interesting set of
projections has been found, existing structures of data can be
analyzed in the transformed feature space. Then, the revealed
data structure is removed from the data, and the data are fur-
ther examined for future structure. This process is repeated
until no remaining structure is detected.
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5.5 Independent component analysis (ICA)

The ICA is a special case of blind source separation (Comon,
1994). In the ICA, the source signals are assumed to be non-
Gaussian, and the response signals are decomposed so that the
statistical independence of the unknown source signals can be
maximized. One typical example is the cocktail party prob-
lem, where speech signals generated by simultaneously tak-
ing people are recorded by multiple microphones and the un-
derlying speeches are separated by the ICA. Here, the number
of microphones (measured signals) should be at least equal
or greater than the numbers of people talking (source signals
also known as factors or latent variables). Here, the separation
of the source signals is iteratively achieved by maximizing
the statistical independences such as non-Gaussianity of the
estimated independent components measured by kurtosis or
mutual information.

6 NONLINEAR MAPPING FUNCTIONS

When it comes to a nonlinear mapping function, the previous
linear function in equation (9) is replaced with a more general
nonlinear function as

y = f (x) (12)

Therefore, the issue of nonlinear functions becomes how to
estimate this generalized mapping function. There are several
tools commonly used for this purpose, and they are artificial
neural networks (ANNs), support vector machine (SVM),
Sammon’s mapping, and genetic algorithm, to name a few.
Here, brief descriptions of some of these techniques are
provided.

6.1 Artificial neural networks

There exists a vast literature on this subject including a com-
prehensive introduction found in Haykin (1994). The origin
of ANNs goes back to the pioneering work on human brain
neurons in the 1910s. Human brains are made of neurons that
have enormous parallel processing power. ANNs try to mimic
this perceptual power of the human brain using the parallel
processing paradigm. The biggest advantage of ANNs might
be the fact that ANNs are able to approximate any nonlinear
functions as long as enough neurons are provided (Cybenko,
1989). Furthermore, ANNs can be continuously adapted by
self-adjusting the connectivity among neurons as training is
repeated with newly available data sets. On the other hand,
the biggest drawback of ANNs is the fact that there is no

global optical solution, given the training data set, meaning
that every time the training is conducted even with the same
data set, the resulting ANN can be different. The most com-
mon architecture of ANNs is multi-layer feedforward net-
works where signals are passed through the network in only
one direction. Recurrent networks have additional connec-
tivity, which redirect output signals to the input. Because of
this recirculation connection, recurrent neural networks can
capture dynamic behavior of signals that are similar to short-
term memory in the human brain. Other variations include
auto-associated neural networks, self-organizing neural net-
works, and so on. These networks are previously used for
signal noise reduction, data compression, regression analy-
sis, classification, and data normalization (Sohn, Worden and
Farrar, 2002).

6.2 Support vector machine

The support vector machine is a relatively new machine learn-
ing method that has been applied to various classification
problems (Vapnik, 1998). Furthermore, SVM is one of su-
pervised learning techniques that are distinguished from un-
supervised learning in its employment of the pre-defined class
labels. For example, −1 can be assigned to the data measured
from an undamaged structure and 1 to the data measured from
a damaged structure. Let FN = {(xj , yj): j = 1, . . ., N} denote a
data set consisting of N number of n-dimensional feature vec-
tors, xj ∈ Rn×1, extracted from measurements and the corre-
sponding labels, yj ∈ R. SVM estimates a “linear” hyperplane
that separates these two class data by maximizing the mar-
gin and minimizing the misclassification. The maximization
of the margin is achieved by minimizing ||w||, leading to the
following constrained optimization problem

min
w,ξ

τ1(w, ξ) = min
w,ξ

[
1

2
wTw + c

N∑
i=1

ξi

]
(13)

subject to

yi(wTxi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi, ξi ≥ 0, and

c ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N (14)

where τ1(·), ξi, and c are an objective function, a slack
variable, and an unknown constant, respectively, ξ =
[ξ1, . . . , ξN]T, w is a vector that defines the direction of
the separating boundary, and b is a threshold. Note that
yj ∈ {−1, 1}, so ±1 in an inequality constraint of equation
(14) can be interpreted as threshold values. Finally, an un-
known positive constant, c, is a regularization factor to control
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the trade-off between the two terms in equation (13). Because
this classical support vector machine produces a quadratic op-
timization problem, this method guarantees a global solution.
When a new data set arrives, a suitable class label is assigned
to the data set based on the side where each data point is
subject to with respect to the boundary.

SVM can be easily extended to perform nonlinear map-
ping by using a kernel method and a nonlinear mapping
ϕ(·) : Rn → Rh where n < h. This nonlinear mapping, ϕ(·),
transforms the features in the input space into a higher, pos-
sibly infinite, dimensional space so that linear classification
can be achieved in the extended dimensional space as before.
However, the challenge here is to find a proper nonlinear map-
ping function ϕ(·). The Mercer’s theorem shows that, for any
symmetric, continuous, and positive-semidefinite function,
the inner product of two nonlinearly transformed features,
ϕ(xi)Tϕ(xj), can be expressed as a kernel function. This ker-
nel method allows linear separation of transformed features
to be performed without explicit computation of the nonlinear
transformation, ϕ(·). Subsequently, SVM can be modified to
perform linear/nonlinear PCA by forcing labels, yi, to have
only a single value of zero instead of two target values of ±1
(Oh and Sohn, 2009).

6.3 Sammon’s mapping

Sammon’s mapping is another example of nonlinear map-
ping. In Sammon’s mapping, the original feature is projected
into a two-dimensional space, preserving the topology infor-
mation of the original feature data (Sammon, 1969). That is,
the distances between data points in the transformed feature
space resemble the distances of the data points in the original
feature space as closely as possible. This objective is achieved
by finding a mapping function such that the following error
function is minimized

E = 1∑
i

∑
j>idij

∑
i

∑
j>i

(dij − d̂ij)
2

d1j

(15)

where dij and d̂ij are the distances between the ith and jth fea-
ture points in the original and projected spaces, respectively.
This optimization problem is solved in an iterative manner
and can be computationally intensive.

6.4 Radial basis function (RBF)

The radial basis function consists of two layers, and the
training is done in two stages (Powell, 1987). In the first

stage, the RBF introduces a set of nonlinear basis func-
tions, ϕi(x), which transform the input vector into multiple
one-dimensional spaces. Typically, a Gaussian basis func-
tion defined as ϕi(x) = exp

(−||x − µi||2/2σ2
i

)
is used. Here,

the center, µi, and width, σi, parameters are estimated in an
unsupervised mode only using the input training data. After
nonlinear mapping, a linear discriminant function similar to
equation (9) can be constructed as follows:

Y = w1ϕ1(x) + · · · + wmϕm(x) + b (16)

The weights and bias values are easily obtained by solving a
linear problem with the target output in a supervised learning
mode.

6.5 Relevance vector machine

The relevance vector machine (RVM) is known to over-
come some of disadvantages of the SVM, and a specific
prior called automatic relevance determination prior gives
a unifying framework to control model complexity to over-
come the overfitting problem and to consider regularization
as well (Mackay, 1994). The RVM is a Bayesian classifica-
tion methodology that uses the same objective function form
and training data set for finding the separating boundary as
the SVM. One advantage of the RVM is that this method pro-
vides a probabilistic description on the decision boundary so
that different separating boundaries can be obtained with the
corresponding probabilities.

7 STATISTICAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION

Once features are extracted and data space is reduced,
additional signal processing for SHM is performed on
these features. Typical SHM involves damage identification
(level I), classification (level II), localization (level III), and
quantification (level IV). For instance, a damage identifica-
tion problem can be cast into a two-class hypothesis test.
(H0: undamaged and H1: damaged). Here, the system is diag-
nosed as damaged when the null hypothesis is rejected. Most
damage diagnosis techniques such as this simple hypothe-
sis test require statistical characterization of the extracted
features. In this particular example, it is necessary to esti-
mate the probability density function of the features. More
broadly, SHM can be viewed as a problem of statistical pattern
recognition that intends to distinguish patterns obtained from
different classes using their statistical properties as before
(Sohn and Oh, 2009).
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Common necessity in each step here is to characterize
statistical property of the extracted features using signal-
processing techniques to account for uncertainty involved
in decision-making process. This statistical modeling can be
done in either supervised or unsupervised learning mode. The
unsupervised learning can be applied to data not containing
examples from the damaged structure, but this approach is
often limited to level I or II damage classification, which
identifies the presence and locations of damage only. When
data are available from both the undamaged and damaged
structures, the supervised learning approach can be taken
to move forward to higher-level damage identification to
classify and quantify damage.

7.1 Unsupervised learning

Unsupervised learning can be viewed as one-class supervised
learning, meaning that training is done using data only from
a single class. For SHM applications, this one class would
most likely be the pristine condition of the structure. Based
on the training data sets obtained from the intact condition
of the structure, we can construct a statistical model of the
healthy condition. Once the statistical model of the healthy
condition is constructed and a new set of data becomes avail-
able, a typical unsupervised learning method can be viewed
as hypothesis testing with two classes (H0: the system un-
damaged and H1: the system damaged). Here, H0 is the null
hypothesis with a hypothesis that there is no defect in the
system. The null hypothesis is accepted when the data sup-
port this. Otherwise, the null hypothesis is rejected. As can
be seen from this example, hypothesis testing is a process of
inferring whether the assumed statement is true or not based
on the given data set. Many unsupervised learning techniques
such as novelty/outlier analysis and statistical process control
can be viewed as variations of this hypothesis testing.

Signal processing plays a major role in statistical char-
acterization of the data necessary for this hypothesis test-
ing. The statistical modeling can be performed using either
parametric or non-parametric estimation techniques. In para-
metric estimation, the statistical distribution of the data is
known or assumed to be known in advance, and only the
distribution parameters are estimated from the training data.
However, there is no guarantee that the selected distribution
type properly captures the characteristics of the data, and it
may impose unnecessary constraints to the data. Therefore,
often additional goodness-of-fit or normality tests are neces-
sary to examine the appropriateness of the assumed distribu-
tion type. On the other hand, non-parametric estimation tech-
niques do not impose unnecessary constraints to the data and
let the data define their own distribution. This non-parametric

approach becomes more attractive when a large amount of
training data is available. However, this non-parametric ap-
proach may fail to properly estimate the distribution of data
when only a limited amount of data is available. Particularly,
the non-parametric approach is more susceptible to the curse
of dimensionality than the parametric approach. Examples of
non-parametric approaches include histogram, naive estima-
tor, k-nearest neighbor method, and kernel estimator.

7.2 Supervised learning

The goal of supervised learning is to approximate a functional
relationship shown in equations (9) and (12) using a set of
input and output examples. For instance, a general mapping
function in equation (12), which maps each input vector, x, to
an output vector y, can be estimated using given training input
and output data. Once the function is trained, it can be used
for classification with discrete outputs or for regression when
the outputs are continuous variables. Similarly, a conditional
probability density function p(y|x) can be modeled using the
training data set. Often, this conditional probability is for
classification problems and can be estimated using the Bayes’
theorem in the following form:

p(y|x) = p(x|y)p(y)

p(x)
(17)

Note that the posterior probability p(y|x) can be directly
determined and used for the subsequent decision making.
Approaches that model the posterior probabilities directly
are called discriminative models. In generative models, the
conditional probability p(x|y) and the prior probability p(y)
are computed first. Then, the posterior probability p(y|x) is
estimated using the above Bayes’ theorem. Relative merits
of these alternatives are further discussed in Bishop 2007.
Examples of supervised learning techniques include ANNs,
Rule-Based System (RBS), and SVM described previously.
Note that while, PCA is an unsupervised learning technique,
Fisher’s discriminant function is one of supervised meth-
ods. Furthermore, although conventional ANNs and SVM
are trainings in a supervised learning mode, we have shown
previously that they can be also revised to conduct nonlinear
PCA, which is one type of unsupervised learning techniques.

8 RELIABILITY, STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS, AND UNCERTAINTIES

In real industrial applications, SHM needs to be considered
within a probabilistic context. This is due to the fact that
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many parameters involved are random variables. A num-
ber of powerful techniques have been developed for statisti-
cal analysis. When measurements are considered as random
variables, likelihood ratio test can be used to track changes
in parameters that are indicative of damage. When features
extracted from measurements are random variables, various
statistical frameworks can be used as discussed in Section 7.
In the worse possible scenario, not only measurements or
features are random but often associated with various uncer-
tainties. For example, variations of parameters (e.g., material
properties, inconsistent geometry, or information on possi-
ble structural loads) or often missing parameters/knowledge
(often called information gaps) could potentially lead to false
diagnosis regarding possible structural damage. The former
can be partly addressed using methods discussed in Section 7.
The latter, that is, information gaps, can be addressed using
the theory of evidence, theory of possibility, fuzzy logic, in-
terval methods, or convex models. All random and uncertain
aspects need to be carefully considered in SHM applications
for reliable damage detection and prognosis.

9 DATA AND INFORMATION FUSION

Damage detection reliability and robustness can be signif-
icantly improved when data from various sensors and in-
formation from various sources (e.g., history or engineering
knowledge) are integrated. Many different approaches are
available for data and information fusion. For the multiple
sensor architecture, pattern recognition can be applied in-
dependently for each measurement and relevant information
combined. This approach is known as the single sensor pro-
cessing chain. Alternatively, features from all measurements
can be fed directly to pattern recognition (centralized fusion
architecture) or combined as one vector and then input to
pattern recognition (decentralized fusion architecture). Data
and information fusion can be also realized using correlation
measures and various Bayesian interfaces, as discussed in
Su, Wang and Ye (2009).

10 APPLICATION EXAMPLES

This section illustrates some signal-processing problems rel-
evant to damage detection in aircraft structures. Four differ-
ent examples related to fatigue crack in aluminum specimens
and impact damage detection in a composite specimen are
presented in this section.

10.1 Fatigue crack detection in aluminum

Fatigue cracking is one of the major concerns in maintenance
of aircraft structures (Boller, Chang and Fujino, 2009). Var-
ious methods have been developed for the last 50 years for
crack detection in aluminum. Recent advancements include
techniques based on elastic waves propagating in monitored
structures. Various signal-processing techniques have been
used to detect cracks in aluminum. Three simple examples
are illustrated in this section.

Figure 3a shows a rectangular 150 × 400 × 2 mm alu-
minum plate. The plate was instrumented with low-profile,
surface-bonded PI Ceramics PIC155 transducers. A notch
was introduced in the middle of the plate. The plate was
cycle-fatigued to initiate and propagate a crack. One of the
piezoceramic transducers was excited with five cycles of sine
wave windowed by the Hanning window envelope. The fre-
quency of excitation was equal to 235 kHz. The remaining
piezoceramic transducers were used to sense Lamb wave re-
sponses for various crack severities.

A number of different wave packages were observed in
the data. The first wave package corresponded to the inci-
dent wave. Its amplitude was reduced when the wave passed
through the crack. The second wave package was the reflec-
tion from the crack. Its amplitude increased with the crack
length. Three different time-domain parameters were used
to analyze Lamb wave responses. These were D2, D3 – the
peak-to-peak values of the first and second wave packages,
respectively, and D4 – the ratio between D2 and D3. This
very limited signal processing was sufficient to monitor crack
growth for the well-defined damage detection methodology
and simple specimen geometry. The D2 and D4 damage in-
dices decrease whereas D3 increases with the crack length,
as shown in Figure 3b.

A different damage detection methodology for the same
problem was used in Staszewski et al. (1999). This time, the
piezoceramic actuator was excited with the Gaussian white
noise (20 kHz bandwidth). The responses were measured us-
ing piezoceramic sensors and analyzed using wavelet-based
statistics. The responses were decomposed into wavelet lev-
els using the orthogonal wavelet transform. For each wavelet
level, the logarithm of the variance was calculated. This log-
variance vs. wavelet level characteristics were used for dam-
age detection. A simple statistical pattern recognition ap-
proach was employed. The characteristics for the undamaged
plate were used to obtain a template. The remaining charac-
teristics for subsequent crack lengths were compared to the
template using the Euclidean distance.

The results are presented in Figure 4. Here, the 95% confi-
dence level was established as m ± 1.96 σ, where m and σ are
the mean and standard deviation of all patterns representing
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Figure 3. Example I – fatigue crack detection in aluminum: (a) plate with surface-bonded piezoceramic transducers; (b) damage indices
for various crack length.

undamaged conditions. The alarm level (or, in other word,
the parameter level indicating damage) was calculated as
m + 4σ. This example illustrates that when damage methodol-
ogy is not well defined, often more advanced signal process-
ing based on pattern recognition needs to be used for reliable
damage detection.

Third example related to crack detection is presented
in Figure 5. Fatigue crack detection in an aluminum
936 × 462 mm riveted lap joint (Figure 5a) was investigated.
Two artificial 1.3 mm edge cracks were introduced at the cen-
tral rivet. The specimen was instrumented with three, surface-
bonded SMART Layer® strips of piezoceramic transducers.

Figure 4. Example II – fatigue crack detection based on statis-
tical pattern recognition and wavelet statistics. Reproduced from
Staszewski et al., c© 1999.

The strip bonded between the two rivet rows was used for
actuation, and the remaining two strips were used for sens-
ing. The specimen was cycle-fatigued to propagate the crack.
Windowed sine burst signal were introduced subsequently to
piezoceramic actuators. The excitation frequency was equal
to 400 kHz to produce various Lamb wave modes prop-
agating in the lap joint. Lamb wave responses were ac-
quired using piezoceramic sensors for subsequent transducer
paths. Lamb wave responses, taken before fatigue cycling
were used, served as templates for simple similarity analy-
sis. The cross-correlation functions between templates and
Lamb wave responses representing different damage condi-
tions were calculated. Figure 5b gives the results for vari-
ous transducer paths. Fatigue crack was clearly detected by
the increasing damage index based on the cross-correlation
function.

10.2 Impact damage detection in composites

It is well known that composite materials are susceptible to
impact damage. There exist two different approaches to im-
pact damage detection in composite materials. The active
approach needs actuation (or excitation) of monitored struc-
tures and then measurements of resulting responses. Passive
damage detection approaches in composite structures do not
involve any actuation. Transducers are used to monitor per-
turbations directly caused by damage (e.g., rapid release of
acoustics energy in acoustic emission) or to record/monitor
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Figure 5. Example III – fatigue crack detection in aluminum riveted lap joint: (a) riveted lap joint with surface-bonded SMART Layer®

piezoceramic strips; (b) damage indices for various transducer paths.

structural responses (e.g., impact events). When impact de-
tection is used, estimation of location and impact energy is
performed. Following research developments reported in the
study by Staszewski, Mahzan and Traynor (2009), this sec-
tion illustrates how strain data can be used to obtain informa-
tion about impact damage.

Figure 6 shows a composite section from the wing flap
of a commercial aircraft. The flap had a complex geome-
try and is manufactured from different materials. The com-
posite skin is curved at the top. The interior of the com-
ponent below the leading and trailing edges is filled with
aramid fiber and aluminum honeycombs, respectively. The

Figure 6. Example IV – Aircraft composite specimen used for
impact damage detection.

underside of the central area has numerous stringers attached.
The specimen was instrumented with a network of low-profile
surface-bonded PI Ceramics PIC155 piezoceramic transduc-
ers. These transducers were used to obtain strain impact data
from various impact events. Figure 7a gives an example of
impact strain signal obtained from one of the sensors.

The approach used for impact location was a mapping pro-
cedure based on artificial neural networks. The multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) network was chosen to perform regression
analysis. The MLP works in a multi-layer, feedforward struc-
ture and consists of a series of connected nodes arranged in
layers; that is, input, hidden, and output layers. The network
was fed with the input data that progressed forward through
the hidden layers, and the results emerged at the output layer
as an output pattern. The hyperbolic tangent was used as the
activation function in the entire neural network analysis.

For a given impact, the network inputs were signal features
obtained from impact strain data whereas the network outputs
were estimated x and y coordinates of the impact. The signal
features used in the current work were the maximum, min-
imum, peak-to-peak, and variance values calculated in the
time domain and the arithmetic mean values for the absolute,
real, and imaginary spectra calculated in the frequency do-
main. Figure 7b gives an example of impact location results.
The estimated values of y coordinates show good agreement
with actual impact locations.
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Figure 7. Example IV – impact damage location in composites: (a) example impact strain signal; (b) impact location results for y
coordinate – comparison between actual (solid line) and estimated (dashed line). Reproduced from Staszewski et al., c© 1999.

11 SUMMARY

In this chapter, it has been shown how signal-processing tech-
niques can be used to improve the reliability and robustness of
an SHM system. More specifically, signal processing can ad-
dress SHM problems related to (i) measurements and data ac-
quisition, (ii) data pre-processing, (iii) signal feature analysis,
(iv) pattern recognition and machine learning, (v) reliability
analysis, (vi) uncertainties, and (vii) data fusion. Examples
related to fatigue crack detection in aluminum specimens and
impact damage detection in a composite plate are provided
to highlight the role of signal processing in SHM.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Damage prognosis is a rapidly emerging field of research
with an expanding suite of technologies, which are already
influencing engineering practice in the health management of
aerospace structures (Farrar and Lieven, 2007; Christodoulou
and Larsen, 2005). The objective of structural damage prog-
nosis in aerospace applications is to sense and predict the
loading, condition (or health), and remaining useful life of
individual aerospace structural systems, components, and
materials over the life cycle of those systems. Structural sys-
tems of the future will ideally be designed with integrated
transducer, data acquisition, and computational resources
that can be used to automate the damage prognosis process
and, if possible, carry out both prognosis and some form of
damage compensation to optimize integrity and performance

(e.g., path reconfiguration, self-healing materials, control,
automated logistics). In this way, damage prognosis methods
for aerospace structures aim to address some of the uncertain-
ties and high costs that are associated with current structural
integrity management programs, which have been employed
with great success by civilian and military agencies.

For example, the US Air Force’s Aircraft Structural
Integrity Program (ASIP) has been successful in managing
military aircraft fleets through the application of struc-
tural design, test, and analysis protocols (National Research
Council, 1995). Although ASIP does require that structural
loads in critical areas be measured for two to three years
to update the assumed design loading spectra, there is not
as much focus on loads that are experienced by individual
aircraft especially in areas of the structure that exhibit com-
plicated load paths (e.g., rivet holes). Variation in loading
in these areas as well as shifts in environmental conditions
on the ground or in flight can lead to differences in where
microscopic flaws initiate into meso-scale damage in differ-
ent aircraft. These variations in loading and environmental
conditions also lead to substantially different damage growth
rates. Damage prognosis methods are being developed to
reduce the uncertainties associated with these variations. In
addition, ASIP specifies that localized inspections must be
performed on all primary structures. These inspections are
time consuming, expensive, and often require that inspected
areas be exposed leading to the potential for material degra-
dation (e.g., removal of corrosion resistant compounds or
paints prior to inspection). Damage prognosis technologies
could someday provide a means of diagnosing damage in
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these structures without requiring intervention by mainte-
nance personnel.

It is important to point out that although new technolo-
gies for sensing, load estimation, material state awareness,
and structural component life prediction are continuously
being researched and developed (National Research Council,
2008), the basic methodologies associated with damage
prognosis in aircraft structures are already in wide use. It
is important to emphasize this point because the community
of aircraft engineers, maintainers, and regulators are inher-
ently conservative in their approaches to operational safety
and reliability. The fact that damage prognosis methodologies
have already been applied successfully in programs like ASIP
can form a basis for building confidence in new technologies
that can reduce the cost of air vehicle ownership. For exam-
ple, Kaplan and Wolff (1996) describe several ways in which
current damage tolerance and life assessment methodologies,
which are used under ASIP, already incorporate the damage
prognosis philosophy that structural integrity is a function
of the environment in which individual aircraft operate. For
example, these authors describe the use of a Corrosivity
Factor by the US Air Force as a means of accounting for
variable corrosion rates in individual aircraft as a function of
the base of operations for those aircraft (Miller and Meyer,
1987). Damage prognosis methodologies are building upon
this approach to aircraft structural health management by
developing and implementing technologies for tracking the
loading and damage at the level of individual components in
individual aircraft.

The potential benefits of damage prognosis in reducing
operation and support costs through condition-based and pre-
dictive maintenance while maintaining high safety standards
are critical to aircraft owners, operators, and maintainers;
however, the ultimate vision of damage prognosis in aircraft
structures in the eyes of the designer is less conservatism
and, hence, less weight in the primary aircraft structure.
For example, by reducing the aircraft primary structural
weight, and hence the take-off weight, by 10%, aircraft
direct operating costs could be reduced by as much as 4%
(Kroo, 2006). There is also the potential to reduce aircraft
manufacturing costs since the aircraft structure accounts for
nearly 42% of the total cost to construct a commercial jet.
If damage prognosis technologies were incorporated into
structural aircraft designs from the outset, aircraft structures
could be more rapidly certified through the use of integrated
sensing and diagnostic/prognostic reasoning software, and
the potential would also exist to reduce conservatism in
aircraft designs, which would otherwise need to increase
factors of safety to account for variability in loading esti-
mates and inspection thresholds across the population of
aircraft. The incorporation of nearly 50% by weight of

composite materials in the Boeing 787 aircraft represents
a major opportunity for damage prognosis technologies,
which can aid in the long-term health management of these
composites.

The next section describes the basic technical steps in
the prognosis of aerospace structures illustrating several key
aspects of the prognostic process. The subsequent section
provides a brief review of the literature on various steps of
this process with an emphasis on the multiple time and length
scales involved and the resulting uncertainty in predictions
of the life of aerospace structures.

2 PROGNOSIS PROCESS

As mentioned above, a general approach to damage prognosis
for aircraft structures as a minimum would consist of the
following elements:

� Sensors to measure the response of structural materials
and components in addition to environmental parameters
that influence the material state;

� Other transducers for enabling both actuation and sensing
to identify changes in structural material and component
damage states;

� Load models and algorithms for estimating loads in
critical structural components;

� Damage interrogation models and algorithms for analyz-
ing data that is acquired from sensors and actuators to
detect, locate, classify, and quantify damage at all levels
of the structural material, component, and subsystem;

� Damage evolution models for predicting the growth of
damage at all levels of the structure based on the estimated
loads and damages; and,

� Remaining useful life prediction models based on the
design criteria for a given aircraft structure.

This list of technical elements in damage prognosis for air-
craft structures emphasizes two of the most challenging
technical issues in damage prognosis: (i) the need for multiple
length and time scales in load estimates, damage evaluations,
and predictions; and (ii) the need for uncertainty quantifi-
cation and propagation in all measurements and estimates.
To address these two needs, researchers and engineers are
investigating a number of different approaches. For exam-
ple, vibration-based methods for damage identification may
be appropriate for structural components to detect the loos-
ening of fasteners (Olson, Desimio and Derriso, 2006) or
other types of damage at the level of a structural compo-
nent such as buckling of a member or delaminations between
plies in a laminated composite over a wide area. However,
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Figure 1. Multiple length and time scales associated with the diagnosis and prognosis of metal and composite structures showing dependence
of uncertainty on scale of interest.

acoustic impedance methods are more appropriate for dam-
age identification at the level of the material such as with small
fatigue cracks (Giurgiutiu, Zagrai and Bao, 2004; Raghavan
and Cesnik, 2005), corrosive pitting, or other types of damage
such as micro-cracking in the matrix of a laminated com-
posite material. Similar tradeoffs apply in the estimation
of loading on complex structural components using high
resolution strain measurements based on digital image cor-
relation techniques (Backman et al., 2006) as opposed to
global dynamic load estimates based on multi-dimensional
acceleration measurements in conjunction with frequency
domain deconvolution (Yoder et al., 2009). Digital image
correlation measurements can directly provide detailed strain
field information, which captures local variations in fiber
reinforced matrix composite mechanical properties, whereas
acceleration measurements can only directly provide loading
information at discrete locations where the accelerometers
are situated.

Figure 1 summarizes the various length scales involved
in damage prognosis in the context of aerospace structures
comprised of both metallic and composite materials. The
figure indicates that aircraft structural subsystems such as
wings, fuselages, and engines are assembled using struc-
tural components including spars, stringers, and so on, which
could be comprised of homogeneous components or built-
up laminate and sandwich composites. These components,
in turn, are manufactured using metal and composite mate-
rials of various types. The diagram also highlights many

of the potential factors in determining the initial state of a
structural system, its components, and the materials compris-
ing those components. In fact, processing, manufacturing,
and assembly can all introduce defects (Calcaterra, 2009).
For example, variability in the preload across bolted joints
in reusable launch and reentry vehicles can lead to the local-
ization of high stresses in certain areas of fastened structures
(FAA, 2005). Likewise, machining of components can lead to
surface scratches, which can accelerate fatigue crack initia-
tion (Ralph et al., 2005), whereas shot peening of the surface
can decelerate crack initiation by introducing compressive
residual stresses (Kleppe and Gillespie, 1988).

Figure 1 also emphasizes another important aspect of
prognosis – although the propagation of damage at the scale
of a material coupon is modeled reasonably well for both
metallic and composite aerospace structures under many
restrictive assumptions, uncertainties increase in predictions
of damage propagation at the component and subsystem
scales due to complications in the geometry, environmental,
and boundary conditions. For example, Paris’ model and vari-
ants of this model such as the ones by Forman and Willenborg
to account for mean stress and crack tip plasticity (Grandt,
2004) are accurate predictors of fatigue crack growth rates in
relatively simple components; however, the complexities in
load pathways for aerospace structures with multiple closely-
space riveted joints introduce uncertainties in the application
of these models. On the other hand, methods for structural
damage detection are widely available at the scale of an
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Figure 2. Prognosis block diagram spanning multiple length and time scales from left to right and bottom to top indicating that uncertainties
propagate throughout the process.

assembly or a component (Adams, 2007), and there are some
uncertainties in the diagnosis of damage at this scale due to
measurement errors and environmental factors; however, a
diagnosis of the material state in the vicinity of damage at the
level of the material is subject to even greater uncertainty due
to the dependence of material properties on location at this
scale. This tradeoff between uncertainties at multiple length
and time scales is one of the principle challenges in progno-
sis for aircraft structures, and is the motivation for applying
probabilistic methods and uncertainty quantification in diag-
nosis and prognosis (Achenbach, 2007; Vachtsevanos and
Wu, 2005).

Figure 2 illustrates the process of structural damage prog-
nosis across these multiple time and length scales. At time
t = 0 sec, diagnostic tasks are performed. Diagnosis consists
of load estimation, damage estimation, and material state
estimation, which are all critical for prognosis. Prognosis
consists of the remainder of the process in Figure 2 including
prediction of damage evolution, component reliability, and
the remaining useful life of the structural system of inter-
est. The following sections describe the basic technical steps
in the prognosis of aerospace structures with an emphasis
on the multiple time and length scales, and the uncertainties
involved.

3 APPROACHES AND ISSUES IN THE
PROGNOSIS PROCESS

3.1 Load estimation

To estimate the loading condition, the operational parame-
ters for the aero-system are sensed (thrust, velocity, etc.),
as are the structural response variables (acceleration, strain)
and the environmental parameters (temperature, humidity,
etc.). Loads in the component are then estimated using mod-
els along with this measured data leading to uncertainty.
For example, Figure 3a shows a simulated helicopter fiber-
glass rotor blade with a polypropylene honeycomb core
instrumented with a PCB 356A32 tri-axial accelerometer
(100 mV g−1) at the root of the blade. When impacts occur
on a blade of this type, such as due to downwash during
touchdown and takeoff, the accelerometer data can be used
to estimate the impact force location and magnitude based
on a series of over-determined least-squares solutions of the
governing forced response equations (Budde et al., 2009). A
typical result of the estimated and actual low-velocity impact
forces on this blade is shown in Figure 3b. There are uncer-
tainties on the order of ±5% in the peak amplitudes of the
estimated impact forces. Likewise, there is uncertainty in
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Figure 3. (a) Fiberglass composite sandwich rotor blade instrumented with tri-axial accelerometer; (b) estimated and actual impact force
time histories with uncertainty in magnitude; and (c) estimated locations of impacts showing location accuracy. Reprinted with permission
of American Helicopter Society.

the estimated location of the impacts (Figure 3c); 20% of
the impacts are located at the precise impact point, 65% are
located either at the precise point or at an adjacent point, and
100% of impacts are located at the correct blade span posi-
tion across the chord. These uncertainties occur because the
impact forces are estimated by solving an inverse problem,
and because the inverse model changes due to blade rotation
and aging/environmental factors (e.g., sagging of the blade,
change in boundary condition at blade extension). All of these
uncertainties affect the accuracy of the resulting diagnosis of
damage and predictions of the propagation of damage to blade
failure.

In addition to identifying loads that act on structural com-
ponents using passive response data in the manner described
above for the rotor blade, it is also sometimes possible to
simultaneously characterize both dynamic loads and the dam-
age they cause using passive measurements. This approach
for load estimation recognizes that the models utilized to
estimate loads must be updated when damage initiates and
as it propagates. In fact, model updating is an essential
part of damage prognosis in damage tolerant structural sys-
tems. Figure 2 illustrates the part of the prognostic process
in which model updating must be used to compensate for
perturbations due to damage. Consider the carbon filament
wound composite rocket motor casing shown in Figure 4a;
the casing is instrumented with three shock accelerometers.
A frequency response function model relating applied non-
damaging impacts across the casing to the three acceleration
responses was developed as described in Stites and Adams
(2009). Then the casing was impacted at force levels that
caused damage in the form of breaking in the outer fibers.
These cracks can cause the casing to burst when it comes

under pressure during launch if the loss in strength is large
enough. As a damaging impact was applied, the frequency
response function model was used to, first, estimate the
force due to impact, and second, estimate the new frequency
response function model relating a force in that location to
the acceleration responses.

Figure 4b shows a comparison of the model-updated esti-
mate of the new frequency response function for the damaged
casing (——), original healthy frequency response function
(- - -), and post-impact damaged frequency response function
(- · - ·). Note that below approximately 860 Hz, the dam-
aged frequency response function and the model-updated
frequency response function, which was estimated in real
time as the impact was applied, are nearly the same – both
functions are shifted upward in amplitude at low frequency
due to the reduction in stiffness that is caused by the impact.
Above 860 Hz, the model-updated and post-impact measured
frequency response functions differ in magnitude because
the impact event does not sufficiently excite the frequency
range of interest. Interestingly, however, the model-updated
frequency response near 960 Hz exhibits two frequencies,
which are both associated with the third mode of vibration
of the casing. These frequencies correspond to the healthy
(at the beginning of impact) and damaged (at the end of the
impact) frequency response function models. By estimating
the frequency shift that is produced by the impact using the
model-updated frequency response function model as well
as the post-impact measurement for comparison purposes,
the plot in Figure 4c was generated for four different impact
levels resulting in four different crack lengths. Note that as
the level of the impulse applied to the cylinder increased,
so too did the frequency shift of the third mode due to fiber
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Figure 4. (a) 7 in diameter composite missile case instrumented with accelerometers; (b) estimated (——), healthy (- - -), and damaged
(- · - ·) frequency response functions; and (c) estimated shifts in natural frequency for updated model (+) and post-impact measurements
(�). Reproduced with permission from Stites and Adams (2009) c© SAGE Publications Ltd.

breakage. This technique for estimating the damage produced
by an impulsive load is useful both from a standpoint of load
identification and damage detection. The method can also be
applied to estimate other forms of loading.

Static and quasi-static loading can also be estimated in a
similar manner by solving inverse problems using dynamic
models in conjunction with measured data from structural
components. For example, operational loads acting on the
rotor of a large horizontal axis wind turbine blade have been
estimated using capacitive acceleration measurements in a
rotating blade being loaded by centrifugal body forces in
addition to aerodynamic loads (White et al., 2009). Capaci-
tive sensors were used because they measure both static and
dynamic acceleration making them ideal for estimating loads
under the centrifugal forces that act within an operating rotor.
Figure 5a shows a picture of a CX-100 fiberglass-on-balsa
9 m long blade installed on a wind turbine, with a detailed
picture of sensors installed at one station inside the cavity
of the blade along its span. In a model-based simulation,
measured data from different sets of sensors were used to
estimate the tip deflection of the blade as a function of wind
speed. In the load estimation algorithm, a power series poly-
nomial that is a function of the blade span was used to
relate the slopes at each of the three sensor stations to the
tip deflection. Figure 5b shows the percent error in the tip

deflections that were estimated using this inverse model con-
structed using data from one, two, and three sets of sensors.
Although the errors were relatively small in the blade tip
deflections, the errors varied as a function of wind speed for
all but one set of sensors. This variation in the load estimate
uncertainty would complicate the prognosis process because
uncertainties would accumulate differently depending on the
operational condition of the wind turbine.

There are many examples of structural load estimation
for commercial and military aircraft. For instance, Mead-
ows, Reed and Duffield (2009) describe the operational loads
monitoring techniques that are used by several military air-
worthiness organizations. Case studies involving the design
and implementation of a loads monitoring system for a
RAAF C-130J-30 aircraft and Dominie TMk1 aircraft, which
were both instrumented with strain gauges, are reviewed.
Prosser et al. (2009) describe an impact load monitoring
system for NASA space shuttles launched following the
Columbia accident. This monitoring system utilized an array
of 66 accelerometers and 22 battery-powered acquisition and
transmission boxes to identify impact locations and magni-
tudes for the 22 reinforced carbon-carbon leading edge panels
on the space shuttle. In addition to conventional strain gauges
and accelerometers, other types of sensors that can be used
to measure structural responses for load estimation include
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Figure 5. (a) CX-100 composite blade instrumented with capacitive accelerometers; and (b) error in estimated tip deflection as a function
for wind speed for single sensor (—), two sensor (—), and three sensor (—) dataset. Reprinted with permission of the AIAA.

fiber optic strain gauges (Todd, 2009) and thermal imaging
devices (Balageas, 2009). There are many other descriptions
of load and usage monitoring methodologies found in the
literature (e.g., Staszewski, Boller and Tomlinson, 2004).

3.2 Damage estimation

Damage in a structural component must also be estimated
based on passive and/or active sensor data that can be col-
lected through both offline nondestructive testing (Hellier,
2001) and online structural health monitoring techniques.
There are uncertainties in this diagnosis of component dam-
age (e.g., location/length/direction of a crack) just as there
was with the loading estimates discussed previously. For
example, there is often uncertainty about whether or not
material damage exists in the first place (i.e., damage has
initiated). Figure 6a shows a sandwich panel coupon with
4 carbon fiber reinforced plies in each face sheet and a 0.5
in thick honeycomb Aramid core. Such materials are used
in military and civilian aircraft. Impacts in the range of 1–
15 ft lb were applied in the square regions indicated in the
figure. Note that damage was not visible on the surface until
the impact energy reached 4 ft-lb leading to uncertainty in the
detection of damage through visual inspection. Furthermore,
the set of impact force time histories shown in Figure 6b indi-
cated that there were already noticeable damage events due to
subsurface delaminations and ply cracks for a 3 ft lb impact.

The most common means of reducing this uncertainty
associated with damage detection in structural components
are to employ multiple damage detection (or inspection)

technologies and then blend the results using data fusion
methods. For example, one alternative to visual inspection
for detecting damage in composite structural materials is a
wide-area nondestructive inspection method like scanning
laser vibrometry (Underwood et al., 2009). This method of
inspection can reduce the time required for inspecting large
structural components like the fiberglass blades pictured pre-
viously in Figure 3a. Figure 7a shows one of these blades that
underwent a three-dimensional laser-vibrometry-inspection
using a model Polytec 320 V system along with a piezoelec-
tric actuator mounted in the corner of the panel in a skewed
direction. A non-contact acoustic excitation could also be
used to enable the inspection. Figure 7b shows two types of
damages that cannot be detected using visual inspection and
also cause uncertainty in damage detection using methods
such as thermography and phased array ultrasonics due in
part to the randomly distributed nature of fibers in the face
sheet and also the depth of the damage mechanisms. Figure
7c shows 11 points that were scanned along the edge where a
disbond between the rear face sheet and core was produced.
The scan was conducted using the 3D laser vibrometer while
driving the piezo-actuator with a swept sine waveform from
300 to 1000 Hz.

A damage index was then extracted from the measured
velocity response data in all three directions (transverse, lat-
eral, and longitudinal) by measuring the frequency response
functions between the excitation force and eleven responses
at two excitation levels. The sum of the difference between
these two frequency response functions at two levels of
excitation across the frequency range of interest pro-
vided an indication of the degree of localized nonlinear
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Figure 6. (a) Sandwich material with carbon fiber face sheets and honeycomb Aramid core subject to impacts with energies from 1–15 ft lb;
(b) measured impact forces from 1 to 5 ft lb; and (c) penetrant enhanced x-ray and ultrasonic phased array images.

Figure 7. (a) Fiberglass composite panel inspected using 3D laser vibrometer; (b) damage mechanisms including longitudinal crack in core
and disbond between face sheet and core; (c) points that were scanned along edge of panel to detect disbond; and (d) damage map showing
product of transverse, lateral, and longitudinal nonlinear damage indices indicating the location and extent of disbond between rear face
sheet and core. Reprinted with permission of AHS.
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stiffness/damping in the sandwich material in the vicinity of
damage. When each of the single-dimensional measurements
was analyzed individually, there was uncertainty in the dis-
bond location; however, when the damage indices in all three
directions were correlated by multiplying them together, the
damage map shown in Figure 7d was obtained. The mapping
clearly indicated the location and extent of the disbond dam-
age on the backside of the panel using velocity measurements
on the front side. This example of damage estimation demon-
strated that the fusion of multiple dimensional measurements
can be used to reduce uncertainty in the diagnosis.

There are often significant uncertainties in the process of
classifying and quantifying damage as well. For example,
Figure 6c shows two images, which were produced using a
penetrant-enhanced transmission x-ray technique and phased
array ultrasonic technique, of a 4 ft lb impact site in a carbon
fiber sandwich panel. Note that although the two images indi-
cate the extent of the damage in the plane, they do not indicate
the relative extent of ply cracking, delaminations, disbonds
(between core and plies), and core crushing, all of which
could take place beneath an impact load. This uncertainty in
the damage estimate would propagate and become amplified
when predicting the remaining useful life of the structural
component.

As an example involving damage estimation through
online measurements using integrated sensors as opposed to
offline nondestructive testing technologies, consider the Al-
Al sandwich structural component shown in Figure 8a that
was instrumented with four pairs of piezoelectric actuators
and sensors on the backside of the panel (White, Adams and
Jata, 2009). These transducers were used to locate and quan-
tify thermal damage that was introduced through localized
heating (see Figure 8b). This thermal load created disbonds
between the front face sheet and core, thereby reducing the
composite action and mechanical performance of the panel
in the vicinity of the disbonds. The panel was interrogated
for damage by sweeping the piezoelectric actuators from 2 to
18 kHz, measuring the force introduced through PCB 209C01
load cells (2 V lb−1), and measuring the four responses at the
locations shown in Figure 8a using PCB 352C65 accelerom-
eters (100 mV g−1). A virtual force model, which equates
damage to perturbations by mechanical forces, was then
applied to process the 2–18 kHz active sensor data and esti-
mate the damage. Figure 8c shows the resulting damage
indices, which were identified in this manner for numerous
damage cases comprised of disbonds at degree of freedom 1
(e.g., DOF 1, DOF 4, near DOF 3, and between DOFs 3 and
4 that are denoted in Figure 8b). The four different columns

Figure 8. (a) Al-Al honeycomb sandwich panel instrumented with actuators and sensors for estimating damage in situ; (b) heat damage
introduced at various locations on four different panels; and (c) damage index at each transducer location (Location DOF) used to estimate
the location and extent of thermal damage for four periods of exposure. Reproduced with permission from White, Adams and Jata (2009)
c© SAGE Publications Ltd.
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for each damage location corresponded to different time peri-
ods of exposure to the damaging heat load. It is evident from
these results that the disbonds were located correctly because
the indices using the sensor reading at Location (DOF) cor-
responded to the correct damage location (e.g., @DOF 1) in
each damage case. There was more uncertainty with the level
of the thermal damage, which did increase uniformly from
left to right for each damage location but did not exhibit a reg-
ular pattern for each damage location. Several methods have
been developed to quantify these kinds of uncertainties to
enable damage estimation and the subsequent incorporation
of uncertainty in life predictions (see Manson et al., 2009).

Many other diagnostic inspection and structural health
monitoring techniques exist for the purpose of damage
estimation using vibration, acoustic, ultrasonic, thermal,
magnetic, and other types of measurements (Boller, Chang
and Fujino, 2009; also refer to Proceedings of NDT, QNDE,
and the International and European Workshops on Structural
Health Monitoring). Several studies involving the applica-
tion of various sensor technologies for damage estimation in
aircraft components are described by Paget (2009).

3.3 Material state estimation

To estimate the material state, the effects of the ambient envi-
ronment, history of material processing and manufacturing,
and the nature of the component damage must be ascer-
tained. For example, the damage caused by a 4 ft lb impact
as described in relation to Figure 6 produced cracking in
the surface and subsurface plies of the face sheet. If mois-
ture penetrates through these cracks into the Aramid core,
the honeycomb walls could weaken under subsequent loads
that were applied to the component. Figure 9 demonstrates

Figure 9. Compression test on Aramid honeycomb core subject to
water showing stress versus strain. Courtesy of Dr. T. Siegmund and
B. Wilkins, Purdue University.

that a reduction in ultimate strength occurred in an Aramid
honeycomb core material under transverse loading. When
the sandwich material was tested under compressive load-
ing, the stress at which the honeycomb cell walls collapsed
leading to failure decreased by more than 10% from 90 to
80 kPa. On the other hand, it was evident from the slope of
the stress-strain curve leading up to failure of the honeycomb
that there was no significant change in the modulus of the
honeycomb in this loading configuration due to the presence
of the water. It was also interesting to note that the time over
which the honeycomb was exposed to water prior to testing
did not have a significant effect on the reduction in ultimate
strength. Moisture intrusion in metallic sandwich materials
(or metal-composite interfaces) is also an important factor
in determining the material state because moisture can lead
to corrosion of the metallic core. A detailed discussion of
the potential ramifications of such changes in the material
state of composite structural materials due to environmental
effects was provided by Dexter and Baker (2004). This type
of change in material state leading to a change in properties
of the material, such as the strength of the honeycomb in this
example, must be estimated as indicated by the process in
Figure 2.

There are many other examples that illustrate the effects
of changes in the material state on damage initiation and
propagation. For instance, Jata, Roy and Parthasarathy (2009)
point out several examples where the material microstructure
affects the material mechanical and strength properties. They
note that the Hall-Petch relation expresses the yield strength
of a material as a function of the single crystal yield strength
and the grain size of the material. They also note that gaseous
species in the environment can lead to premature fracture due
to hydrogen embrittlement of the alloy. The effects of the
material state on metallic material life predictions are also
clearly evident in the strong relationship between fatigue
crack initiation, propagation, and failure and the nature of
the material microstructure. For example, Enright and Chan
(2004) demonstrated that a micro-structural fatigue crack
growth model could be developed for a Ni-superalloy to
predict the material’s fatigue behavior. Because significant
changes in microstructure can occur due to processing and
environmental effects such as thermal cycling, it is essential
that the material state first be accurately estimated to enable
damage prognosis. In harsh environments such as in gas tur-
bine engine blades and disks, it is particularly important to
identify the material state because cracks can quickly propa-
gate to failure after they initiate (Tryon et al., 2005). Crack tip
plasticity is another case where the material state significantly
alters the progression of crack growth under fatigue load-
ing in metallic aircraft structural materials (Grandt, 2004).
In polymeric composite materials, the material state of the
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polymer changes significantly as a function of temperature
and humidity as demonstrated by Caruthers et al. (2004).

3.4 Damage and life prediction

To estimate the growth of damage in a component and then
predict the remaining useful life of the structural system,
the physics of failure must be well understood. Jata, Roy,
and Parthasarathy (2009) provide an overview of common
failure modes in aerospace materials. Failure modes involv-
ing deformation, fracture, and material loss are discussed.
For each type of failure mode, damage evolution is modeled
with a rate of growth commensurate with the correspond-
ing damage intensity. The prognosis diagram given in Figure
2 illustrates how the estimated damage intensity is used to
relate the current damage level to the future damage level.

These damage intensity expressions are usually functions
of the load (stress, temperature, pH) as well as the current
damage level (crack length, area, or depth corrosion) and the
material state. For instance, Paris’ law, which is based on the
linear elastic fracture mechanics assumption, and its variants
relate the crack growth rate in a metallic material component
to the stress in that component, geometry of the component
(stress concentration), the crack length, and other aspects of
the material state (plasticity, residual stresses). When mod-
eling damage growth in metallic structural components, it is
important to recognize that the constants used in Paris’ law
may vary slightly as a function of the crack tap phenomenol-
ogy and material state leading to uncertainties in damage
growth rates (Nataraju, Adams and Rigas, 2005). In most
cases, detailed information about the stress in the vicinity of
a crack and the crack length are not available so the loading
and damage must be inferred from globally available mea-
surements. Haroon and Adams (2008) demonstrated that it
was feasible to predict the evolution of a crack in a welded
joint using this type of model inference-based approach. As
another example of damage intensity in structural damage
predictions, creep deformation damage intensity formulae are
functions of temperature, stress, and other parameters asso-
ciated with the material state (grain size, activation energy).

Similar damage intensity functions are available to
describe damage growth in composites. For example, pro-
gressive damage models are used by Kess et al. (2007) to
predict the growth of delamination damage in S2 glass fil-
ament wound composite cylinders. The damage growth is a
function of the current residual strength and the applied pres-
sure load within the cylinder causing hoop stresses. Unlike
in metallic materials, polymeric fiber reinforced composite
materials do not exhibit much plasticity as damage evolves.
Instead, damage accumulates in a series of matrix cracks,

delaminations/disbonds, and fiber breaks (Jata, Roy and
Parthasarathy, 2009). To account for transitions in damage
growth for both metallic and composite structural compo-
nents (e.g., crack arrest), a piecewise series of nonlinear
bifurcation laws can be used to model the evolution of damage
(Nataraju and Adams, 2002).

To predict the failure of a structural component, the gov-
erning failure mode must be defined and the damage models
described above must be coupled to failure models for the
given material. For example, the Coffin-Manson law predicts
the number of strain reversals to failure in a strain-dominated
failure mode far below the yield stress of a material (Jata,
Roy and Parthasarathy, 2009). Other examples of failure cri-
teria models in metallic materials include the maximum stress
criteria, maximum strain criteria, maximum shear stress cri-
teria, and energy distortion criteria (Adams, 2007). Each of
these criteria makes a different assumption about the mate-
rial state parameter that governs the failure of the material
and, consequently, the structural component. In some cases,
this component failure could lead to failure of the structural
system (e.g., fracture of spar in helicopter blade). In other
cases, a component failure may not cause failure of the struc-
tural system as a whole (e.g., sonic fatigue of aircraft panel).
There are similar failure criteria for composite structural com-
ponents. Optional criteria that may be more appropriate in
certain types of composite materials include the Hill-Tsai and
Tsai-Wu criteria. The accuracy of these various failure criteria
for damage prognosis has been compared by Sun et al. (1996)
in experiments. All criteria exhibited uncertainty in the failure
predictions.

A number of researchers have developed and applied
prognosis methods for predicting remaining useful life for
aerospace systems. For example, Enright et al. (2006) demon-
strate the use of a probabilistic life prediction software
algorithm for predicting the probability of failure of Ti com-
pressor disks. They used F-16/F100 engine usage data to
develop their predictive models. The results of this work
showed that the variability in usage within the database of
engines led to as much as a factor of 100 variability in prob-
ability of disk fracture. Macheret and Koehn (2007) describe
a method for predicting aircraft structural for an F-18 wing
attachment bulkhead. The distribution of initial defects is
defined using fatigue crack growth test data. They demon-
strate that there are large uncertainties in structural failure
predictions due to uncertainties in flight loads. Kulkarni and
Achenbach (2008) also demonstrate a methodology for prog-
nosis in metallic structural component undergoing fatigue
loading and failure. In this work, models that accommo-
date uncertainty in the material microstructure as well as
inspection probabilities of detection are developed to predict
the initiation and growth of macro-cracks. Examples of the
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application of these models are described using two different
geometries of surface breaking cracks. Similarly, Millwater
et al. (2008) show that the probability of detection associ-
ated with recurring inspections has a significant influence on
probability of fracture predictions in aircraft structures.

4 CONCLUSION

Damage prognosis for aerospace structures has a rich his-
tory in the application of various approaches to structural
usage and integrity management in civil and military air vehi-
cles. To advance the field, new methodologies for sensing,
load estimation, damage estimation, material state estima-
tion, and prediction are being developed. These new methods
are focusing on the reduction of uncertainties in estimates
to enable more accurate predictions with well-defined con-
fidence bounds. New methods are also being developed to
bridge the gap between various length scales from the mate-
rial microstructure to the component and up to the scale of
the structural system. The potential for weight reduction in
addition to reduced operation and support costs are leading to
heightened interest by the aerospace industry in new damage
prognosis technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 represents a portion of the history of flight from
a structural design perspective. The figure illustrates how
design practices evolved as the industry gained knowledge
about the operational performance of our structural concepts
(Babish, 2008). The Comet failure in 1954 revealed that the
use of static loading and a factor of safety were not sufficient
to assure safe life of a pressurized aircraft; specifically, fatigue
and stress concentration factors must be considered. The
catastrophic failure of five B47s, with less than 2500 h each,
led to the realization that a disciplined Aircraft Structural

Integrity Program (ASIP) was necessary to ensure airframe
reliability over its design life. In 1969, an F111 failed at less
than 100 h due to a rogue manufacturing flaw (Redmond,
2001). This prompted the need to account for the existence
of flaws because during manufacturing and material process-
ing, it was not economically reasonable to eliminate or find
every one.

Finally, the failure of the very flexible Helios vehicle
as a result of coupling between the control system and an
extreme gust environment taught us about the importance of
load monitoring to help assess control–structure-interactions
(Noll et al., 2007). Full-scale testing often uncovers anoma-
lies that after investigation and with more analysis and test
become explainable. The performance of aerostructures can
continue to evolve and improve by incorporating knowl-
edge into our design process and by identifying technological
advancements for use on future vehicles.

As the industry continues testing, monitoring, inspecting
its products, the performance of its systems is increasing.
Today’s missions might last days where 50 years ago, hours
were exceptional. The life of the aerospace industry’s prod-
ucts is now decades where years would have been acceptable
in the past. Payload and product efficiency requirements also
have increased significantly. The ability to analyze has moved
from static sizing to design for safe life/fail safety. Design
cases or load cases have gone from a handful to tens of thou-
sands. And finally, the data associated with each of these
designs and their certification have grown from notebooks
to terabytes. This significant expansion in the performance
requirements for our designs and the data and information
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Figure 1. Design practices have evolved with increased service knowledge.

Figure 2. Disciplined technology standards have enabled an evolution in design.

characterizing them creates both opportunities and chal-
lenges for future technology development.

The assurance of safety has evolved with the accumu-
lation of experience and knowledge. Each design cycle
benefits from lessons learned during the past. With a 1997
keynote speech at the Stanford workshop for Structural
Health Monitoring (Goranson, 1997), Goranson character-
ized structural safety as an evolutionary accomplishment. He
described the evolutionary approach based on attention to
design features, acquisition and review of fleet service data,
use of technology standards to ensure analysis commonal-
ity across the fleet, and finally teardowns on older aircraft.
He detailed how designing and monitoring the health of an
airframe during its life was an integral process. Experience
through test and in service operations was evaluated and
incorporated into the design process through a “standard
technology” integration process.

Goranson showed how velocity, gravitational acceleration,
and altitude (VGH) sensors were used to alter operations
of the fleet and improve life. Similarly, design technology
standards reduced the number of fatigue findings in sub-
sequent generations of airframe structure and the use of

teardown and inspection improved these standards for the
future. The approach was institutionalized at Boeing through
the use of the Boeing Design Manuals as shown in Figure 2.
Goranson noted in conclusion that “monitoring” the health
of the fleet and institutionalizing disciplined technology stan-
dards resulted in an order of magnitude reduction in fatigue
and corrosion findings in the second-generation fleet.

2 SHM AS AN INTEGRATED DESIGN
ELEMENT

Within the technology development community, there may be
a perception, as illustrated in Figure 3, that advancement in
structural health management (SHM) is the use of sensors to
monitor and assure the health of the airframe. These sensors
can be correlated to the state of a particular piece of structure
and tell us the condition of the structure. There are many diffi-
culties that the community has been struggling with for years:
(i) false negatives and false positives; (ii) local versus global
coverage; (iii) assessing viable operational concepts that pro-
vide value; (iv) how to best transition new technology without
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Figure 3. SHM technology must be integral with design and design criteria.

proven reliability; and (v) the impact and cost of integrating
and maintaining SHM sensors and supporting hardware. All
of these concerns contribute to a lack of trust in an “after mar-
ket” SHM system. Addition of new technologies must assure
safety under existing certification.

In the health management system discussed in Goranson
(1997), the design and monitoring capabilities were inte-
grated from the beginning. This is the reality of the current
paradigm. Tomorrow’s designs need systems for gathering
data that are an integral part of the design, production, certi-
fication, and support of the airframe. This allows the design
and system to evolve together such that criteria and design
can benefit directly from the advancements in sensors and
data-processing technology.

The reality of the design process is that there are many
unknowns regarding the state of the material due to pro-
cessing, manufacturing, and the environment or usage our
products will see. If it were possible to have complete knowl-
edge then one could have a perfect design with zero margin
of safety. Since it is not possible to know everything before a
produce is fielded, one should ask: What knowledge would be
useful during the design process? What assumptions should
be made about quality? What allowances should be assumed
for usage or abusage during service? These questions repre-
sent an opportunity for technology advancements. What new
data could be gathered and processed to provide knowledge
of state throughout a structure’s service life?

Increased knowledge during the operational phase of an
aerospace system can relieve the burden to know it all before
the product enters service and could provide more latitude
during the design and maintenance processes. If it is nec-
essary to design for the worst scenario regardless of history

and usage and likelihood then one must put criteria in place,
which covers these events. The challenge is to develop a sys-
tem that provides the information to make decisions well in
advance of an event.

A disciplined approach, when implemented, allows one
to define structural health management for the aircraft struc-
ture in the future. It starts by asking the question, “what is
needed in order to maintain our products in service?” Defini-
tion of service is an early understanding of how the product
will be used and how maintenance actions can address asso-
ciated design criteria throughout its life. Design development
and service data must provide an accurate assessment of the
products’ health in a timely manner. There must be methods
to diagnose data and construct information such that knowl-
edge can be created to make decisions. These decisions are
how to maintain, manage, or improve the product. As new
product designs or extension of service life for an existing
product emerges and looks to incorporate the use of advanced
technology, there must be a disciplined approach such that,
as described in Goranson (1997), there is a “standard tech-
nology” for the future. Figure 4 illustrates the elements that
should be considered as part of a disciplined process to stan-
dardize and advance technology.

Today, there exists a continuously evolving set of diagnos-
tic tools at the disposal of the structural designer, as illustrated
in Figure 5. New test methods with the computer enhanced
visualization. Data are instantly turned into information avail-
able to the engineer in near real time. The computational tool
set has been enhanced by high-speed computing. The capa-
bility and appetite for analysis has kept pace with Moore’s
law challenging software, hardware, and engineering
capability.
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Figure 4. Technology implementation must follow a disciplined approach.

Figure 5. New capabilities help all phases of a design’s life cycle to enable gathering data that develops and optimizes in-service knowledge
and its use.

Today, it is possible to analyze products from “atoms to
airplanes.” Computational material tools are used as well as
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to understand the details
of every aspect of design. Sensors are placed on the vehicle
to measure what actually happens to the vehicle in service.
This diagnostic tool set is tightly coupled together and inter-
connected across scales in an effort to optimize knowledge
about a product throughout its life cycle.

3 SHM DESIGN FRAMEWORK

As mentioned in the previous section, developing an optimal
SHM system that addresses all requirements at the system
level is not a straightforward process and can vary as the tar-
get application changes. Like most engineering problems, it
is useful to have a standard process that uses requirements,
performance, benefit, and cost to drive the design. An SHM
design process (or framework), an example of which is shown
in Figure 6, allows the structural designer to quickly evaluate

and have the best solution based on meeting system require-
ments. The following is an overview of the key elements of
such a framework.

To help understand the unique aspects of an SHM design
process, it is presented in the context of a traditional struc-
tural design process. The process begins with perhaps the
most obvious, but also sometimes most overlooked, task,
namely, understanding the problem. Here, detailed knowl-
edge of the design of the structure is critical. First, one must
examine the more “traditional” aspects of structural design
namely requirements and criteria in the context of function,
material, and environment. Unfortunately, it is usually very
difficult to know exactly how the structure will be used (e.g.,
what the loads will be), exactly what material properties will
exist (e.g., allowables), and exactly what the manufactured
state of the structure will be (e.g., as-built geometry). In the
design process, this overall lack of knowledge is mitigated
by the use of conservative assumptions, factors of safety, and
employment of an underlying health management philoso-
phy. For example, the designer will assume worst of worst
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Figure 6. An SHM design framework can aid the design process.

case loads, the statistically lowest values for material capa-
bility, and worst case assumptions regarding manufactured
tolerances. In addition, factors of safety are used in con-
junction with these assumptions to increase confidence and
reduce probability of failure. Conservative assumptions and
safety factors enable incredibly robust designs in light of the
unknowns associated with real structures, but at the cost of
performance and/or efficiency, the most obvious of which is
weight.

In addition to assumptions and factors of safety, a health
management philosophy is put in place during the design
phase to further assure that unknowns can be found well
before they have the chance to lead to failure. For example,
a damage tolerance health management design philosophy
dictates that a structure must “sustain anticipated loads in

the presence of fatigue, corrosion, or accidental damage until
such damage is detected through inspections or malfunctions
and repaired” (Goranson, 2007). Thus, a damage-tolerant
design has health management “built in” to it. Traditionally,
the structural designer had several off-board inspection-based
NDI technologies with which to design the health man-
agement approach for the structure. Future damage-tolerant
designs could benefit from advanced on-board and off-
board damage detection technologies. As health-monitoring
technologies evolve and become more robust and reliable,
designers will have new tools and thus new options to modify
and improve structural designs.

Once the intended use and operational requirements of
the structure are well understood, expected benefits asso-
ciated with the integration of new SHM technologies must
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be evaluated. Traditionally, benefits have been expressed in
terms of maintenance-related items like reduced inspection
times, increased asset availability, and detailed knowledge
of in-service conditions. These benefits are predominantly
realized by applying technology to the already-designed
structure. The true benefit of an integrated SHM design, how-
ever, would be realized by the additional benefits of more
efficient structure, the most obvious of which could be lower
weight.

The structural design is focused on meeting the require-
ments imposed to the structure to withstand the affects of the
loads and environments the aerospace vehicle is subjected
to during its lifetime. But the design must also meet these
requirements in the context of operational and economical
constraints. Hardware, software, algorithms, interfaces, and
all other components of the SHM system are defined in this
step of the framework. The combined set of structural require-
ments and operational constraints define the SHM design at
the system level. For example, structural details that require
visual inspections must be designed such that they can be
“seen”. Similarly, every structural detail cannot have its own
unique inspection schedule. Rather, many items are sized
accordingly such that they can all be inspected on the same
schedule.

Here are the beginnings of where new health-monitoring
technologies have the potential to influence the design and
health management philosophy of the structure. Imagine that
an efficient design of a structural detail requires a visual
inspection twice as often as other structure. A trade could be
completed that includes a method of automated inspection
(ideally a more economically attractive idea) that ensures
the same probability of detecting a flaw without having to
manually inspect as often. In this case, it might make sense
to implement this methodology if the total system cost of
the automated system were less than the cost of the added
weight of the inefficiently designed element. In the context of
the SHM design framework, this is the step where candidate
SHM system designs are developed.

Like many structural design processes, the use of analyt-
ical tools helps in the trade process. A perfect example was
the invention of the finite element model (FEM). Prior to its
invention, structural design was completed using standard-
ized closed-form equations, empirically developed “rules of
thumb”, and approximations. These tools worked well to
assess the specific details for which they were designed, but
their usefulness deteriorated as designs became more “non-
standard”. Today, structural configurations can be rapidly
designed and optimized with FEMs. SHM system design
can benefit from analytical tools as well. The large selec-
tion of applicable technologies and structural health scenarios
requires very flexible and adaptable tools to rapidly predict,

optimize, and trade system performance. An excellent exam-
ple of how analytical tools can help SHM system design is
when they are applied to piezoelectric ultrasonic applications.

As noted in the literature (Giurgiutiu and Cuc, 2005),
ultrasonic damage detection can be an effective means for
evaluating the extent of certain types of structural damage.
The design of such a system involves a very large number
of design variables. The number and position of sensors rela-
tive to expected damage locations offer a very rich trade space
that would be very expensive to evaluate through a series of
trial and error experiments. Just as structural FEMs allow the
evaluation of many design configurations, recent advances in
ultrasonic wave propagation simulation using finite element
tools allow many SHM design configurations to be evaluated
against each other.

The final step in the SHM system design is to evaluate the
candidate designs against the requirements. Designs that do
not meet the requirements are eliminated while the remaining
are evaluated in terms of cost and relative benefit. Clearly,
well-defined and detailed cost benefit tools are a necessity and
can help to illustrate the sensitivity of SHM system designs
relative to critical variables. In the event that multiple SHM
system designs meet the requirements, the system with the
lowest cost is implemented.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the design process
discussed here is the design feedback loop. As mentioned
earlier, there exists great potential to affect certain aspects
of structural design criteria by introduction of accurate,
efficient, and reliable SHM technologies to provide more
first-hand knowledge of the material and environmental state.
If the SHM design meets all requirements and additional mar-
gin exists, the structural design could be modified to increase
benefit.

In summary, an integrated SHM system design must be
designed by a rigorous systems engineering approach that is
platform life cycle cost oriented and consistent with main-
tenance infrastructure and practices. Following this type of
approach will result in systems that are realistic and reliable
while at the same time being credible and certifiable. The fol-
lowing paragraphs will provide examples that illustrate the
importance of developing SHM capabilities in the context of
an overall design framework.

4 EXAMPLES OF TECHNOLOGY
INTEGRATION WITH DESIGN
CRITERIA

The aerospace industry has seen significant improvements
in software, computing capability, diagnostic hardware, and
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Figure 7. Tomorrow’s vision must include a much more integrated solution.

engineering methodologies over the past 10 years. But imple-
mentation of advanced SHM technologies into operational
platforms has been limited. There have been advancements
in nondestructive inspection techniques, but integration with
and impact on product design is limited. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 7, tomorrow’s vision must include a much more integrated
solution, where designs and design criteria are developed with
advanced SHM technologies in mind. SHM technologies
must be developed by evaluating them in the context of new
criteria and advancements in other design tools and practices.
Four examples are presented in the remainder of this chapter,

which will provide some insight into the implementation of
advanced SHM technologies.

Manual structural inspection intervals are currently
defined using durability and damage tolerance methodology.
The approach uses a combination of estimated load spec-
trum, structural analysis, fatigue testing, and nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) methods to determine key inspection loca-
tions and how often inspections should be conducted. First, as
illustrated in Figure 8, an inspection threshold is determined
to detect an initial crack size. The initial crack size is equiv-
alent to the smallest crack size detectable by an appropriate

Figure 8. Operational usage knowledge used to change inspection criteria.
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Figure 9. Operational loads monitoring shows significant potential value.

NDE technique that satisfies probability of detection criteria.
Crack growth analysis and criteria are then used to set regu-
lar inspection intervals in order to detect cracks before they
result in negative structural strength margins.

The use of advanced SHM technologies like flight
parameter-based load monitoring could be used to trigger
inspections autonomously. In one scenario, operational loads
could be monitored and used to set manual inspection inter-
vals as opposed to the current method that uses an analytically
estimated load spectrum. In a more rigorous scenario, load
monitoring could again be used to set inspection intervals,
but the inspections would be carried out autonomously using
sensors, material modeling, and damage sizing algorithms
as opposed to manual inspections. As mentioned earlier, this
type of change would of course need to be considered in the
context of overall aircraft system inspection practices.

In addition to reducing maintenance costs, it is suggested
that this approach could also be used early in the product
development phase to reduce design conservatism with the
understanding that there would be more knowledge about
the usage and integrity of the structure during its operation.
Advanced SHM technologies then become design elements,
providing additional data, information, and knowledge to bet-
ter optimize at the system level, across the life cycle of the
platform.

To assess the potential impact that load monitoring
could have on inspection interval, a study was completed

that utilized real-time operational load data recorded by
the University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI). The
FAA’s Airborne Data Monitoring Systems Research Program
funded this data collection. The data were used in a dura-
bility and damage tolerance analysis. The results were then
compared to those of the same analysis using the original
design load spectrum. As shown in Figure 9, for many of the
airplane data sets, preliminary results indicate that inspec-
tion intervals could be increased based on monitored load
data thus demonstrating potential benefit. It should, however,
be pointed out that this analysis is still in progress and that
inspection intervals might not be defined based on fatigue
loading alone.

The example shown in Figure 10 illustrates the use of
flight-parameter data and design modeling tools to evaluate
the impact of a hard landing event. The pilot-initiated report-
ing of such events results in maintenance actions that require
in-depth inspections that can cause significant downtime and
labor costs. The complexity of the dynamic event coupled
with the random “event severity estimation ability” of the
pilot can result in false report (i.e., no damage found during
the required inspection) rates in excess of 85% of the time.
The maintenance process could be significantly improved if
knowledge of the loads generated during the landing event
were available to guide the inspection or, in some cases,
perhaps even negate the need for one. Direct measurement
of load-related quantities (e.g., strain and/or acceleration) at
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Figure 10. Hard landing detection system demonstrates load monitoring capability.

every significant structural item that is sized or affected by
landing loads can be costly. The goal of this study was to show
how flight-parameter-based models could be constructed to
estimate landing loads that would, in turn, aid the mainte-
nance process. The challenge was to develop the right model
with the right set of inputs that was reliable and economically
and technically feasible.

Fortunately, high-fidelity physics-based dynamic models
of the landing event exist and are validated. These time-
domain models couple rigid and flexible structural dynamic
models with aerodynamic models. The approach state (e.g.,
attitude, velocity, acceleration) of the aircraft along with air-
craft configuration (e.g., weight, c.g. location) and runway
condition (e.g., dry, wet, icy) defines the initial conditions
and configuration of the model. The model outputs time-
varying loads at predetermined significant structural items.
In order to provide such high-fidelity results, however, the
models must also be quite detailed and thus require significant
computational resources to run. As it would not be feasible
to field a practical solution with such a complicated model,
the technology challenge was to develop a lower-fidelity
model that could approximate the response of the detailed
model using readily available data and information. Read-
ily available data and information included flight-parameter
data (e.g., airspeed, sink rate, roll and pitch attitude, etc.)

that would typically be available on one of the many aircraft
data bus systems and potentially additional structural sensors
(e.g., strain gage, accelerometer, temperature, etc.)

An in-depth study was performed that traded model inputs
and topologies. Model performance was ranked by the ability
to correctly predict the loads with limited false positives and
no false negatives. The “tolerance” for false positives was
traded against adding dedicated structural sensors. Results
of the study showed that a flight-parameter-only solution
could reduce the percentage of false positives from 85% to
approximately 5%.

The example illustrated in Figure 11 is focused on struc-
tural criteria to address damage caused by impact events
during operational usage. Once an event is identified by the
ground or flight crew, it must be measured to determine the
level of damage. If damage is within predefined range, a
rapid field repair process could be used to restore strength
to ultimate load-carrying capability. Advanced SHM tech-
nology offers the potential to significantly reduce the time to
determine damage size and minimize costly downtime for the
aircraft. The SHM damage evaluation method will have some
uncertainty that must be considered as indicated by the dam-
age detection error bar in Figure 11. This example offers the
possibility of trading SHM sizing capability and reliability
against structural design criteria and repair capability.
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Figure 11. Damage sizing information is considered an element of repair design and criteria to help optimize the repair design process.

The field repair example was an eye opener with respect to
SHM design requirements and objectives (DR&Os). Sizing
damage in three dimensions at barely visible impact damage
(BVID) levels to meet design requirements and objectives
was a significant challenge. This application demonstrated
the need to develop the methods and tools to integrate
SHM hardware design and data-processing algorithms with
structural design criteria. Models for sensor systems and pro-
cessing algorithms needed to be coupled with physics-based
material models to develop and trade virtual design options
prior to validation testing.

The example illustrated in Figure 12 is related to a
condition-based maintenance (CBM) approach. It combines
the concepts of operational load monitoring, with in-service
damage monitoring, in the context of reliability-based crite-
ria. The calculation of an equivalent initial flaw size (EIFS),
along with operational loads collected by an individual air-
craft usage monitoring system, is key piece of information
needed to enable a reliability-based solution. Sufficient crack
data are collected during fatigue testing to develop initial
EIFS probability distributions. The EFIS distributions are
then used during operations along with load monitoring data
to predict damage growth information. It is suggested that an
additional and continued improvement to this approach could
be accomplished by collecting critical crack length detec-
tion data during operational usage. A probability distribution

for crack length detection in time could then be used to fur-
ther update EIFS distributions and thereby further improve
reliability-based estimates for damage growth.

This is a very illustrative example as it brings together
advanced SHM technologies in the context of reliability-
based criteria needed to provide the kind of knowledge that
enables a CBM design approach. It also offers the ability to
update knowledge as we learn from operational data collected
over a product’s life.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND SOME
TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES

Each of the examples in the last section described applications
where advanced SHM technologies could be integrated, at
varying levels, as part of an aerospace vehicle’s design criteria
and maintenance practice.

In Goranson’s 1997 keynote speech, he characterized
structural safety as an evolutionary accomplishment. He
described an evolving approach based on attention to design
features, acquisition and review of fleet service data, and the
use of technology standards to ensure commonality across the
fleet. He detailed how designing and monitoring the health
of an airframe during its life was an integral process and how
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Figure 12. A change in analysis and design criteria enables new technology integration. Reproduced from Torng, Chan and Liu
(2009).

life cycle experience was evaluated and incorporated through
“standard technology” back into the design process.

In the past 12 years, the industry has seen signifi-
cant improvements in software and computing capability,
diagnostic hardware, engineering methodologies, and new
or enhanced design criteria. However, implementation of
advanced SHM technologies into design practices and oper-
ational platforms has been limited.

To increase implementation of new SHM technology,
tomorrow’s vision must continue to focus on an integrated
approach, where designs and design criteria are developed
with advanced SHM technologies in mind. SHM technolo-
gies must be developed by evaluating them in the context of a
new operational paradigm, new design criteria, and advance-
ments in other design tools and practices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During just five years after the 2003 centennial celebration
of the Wright brother’s first motorized flight, the price of a
barrel of oil more than quintupled, to over US$100. In the
first half of the year 2008 more than 25 air carriers went

bankrupt and in January more than 35 regional airports in the
United States had a 100% decline in flights. Imagine 35 cities,
like Wilmington Delaware, hometown of polymer materials
giant DuPont de Nemours, lost all connecting flights to main
airports. Main airports in their turn had flight declines of more
than 10 percent. Chicago O’Hare, for instance, had to deal
with a decrease of over 3000 flights in January.

In the middle of that same year, some time before the
opening ceremony of the Olympic games, the Chinese HVT,
a modified Siemens Velaro, set a new speed record of 394.3
km h−1 between Beijing and Tianjin, a 115 km track, thereby
reducing travelling time to 30 minutes, center to center.

Together with the centennial of manned motorized flight,
which was dominated by aluminum and pressurized fuselage
structures for almost 70 years, there was yet another centen-
nial to celebrate: oil supremacy as a prime energy carrier.
From this fossil liquid derive various fuels with an unsur-
passed energy content per kg, a property that is crucial for the
success of transport in general and for aircraft in particular.
In this age of transport by air, on the road and on water, the
western hemisphere underwent an enormous technological
boost followed by economical prosperity (Figure 1).

Abundant availability of cheap energy carriers such as oil
derivatives is an essential stimulant for economic growth,
like other precious resources1, but exploitation is based on a
classical approach: short term profits and slash and burn. For
the first time this happened on a global scale.

As a consequence in the years to come cheap exploitable
oil will become scarce and enforce a shift to other energy car-
riers for transportation and industrial use. Scarcity of cheap
energy will also become a stimulus for new technological
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Figure 1. (a) A “recent” steep rise from the 15$/barrel plateau for both crude oil and jet fuel prices; (b) a centennial of oil well discoveries
vs. a yearly growing customer demand.

developments like miniaturization of “systems” and demate-
rialization of “structures”. The cost of energy and the cost of
pollution, particularly of water and air, are becoming essential
economical parameters and will have a direct impact on yet
another important parameter: quality of life.

So for all goods moving or being moved (transport and
packaging) a reduction of mass is one of the major drivers
to develop new concepts, materials and manufacturing pro-
cesses without affecting the intrinsic system qualities (safety,
comfort, reliability, and durability).

Most building blocks to design and build reliable metal-
lic aircraft, the best long distance transport for busy people,
were developed in the 1930s. From then on industrially pro-
duced all-aluminum aircraft appeared on the market, such as
the Boeing 247 (1932) and the extremely successful Dou-
glas DC 3 (1935). Especially the ability to build airtight
pressurized cabin structures, as in the Boeing 307 “Strato-
liner” (1937), became the start of a 70-year evolution into
today’s very efficient high velocity air transport systems,

equipped with high bypass jet engine aircraft configurations.
Since the 1960s most aircraft efficiency improvements came
from technological development outside the realm of air-
craft materials, structures, and manufacturing. The biggest
share consists of the reduction of specific fuel consumption
(SFC) by advanced turbofan propulsion technology (40 per-
cent) and improved aerodynamic efficiency Lift/Drag (15%).
However, the structure efficiency of the aluminum aircraft
concept did not change all that much. For about 90 percent of
their weight, from the B707 until the B777 aluminum air-
craft, structure development hardly contributed to aircraft
efficiency improvement. Structural efficiency, the ratio of
empty operating weight (EOW) versus maximum take off
weight (MTOW) tended to shift to numbers higher than 0.50.
For modern aircraft the EOW/MTOW is ranging from 0.50
to 0.66 and improvement by weight reduction was mainly
annulled by other technological improvements: reliability,
durability, passenger comfort, and safety (Lee et al., 2001).
Fortunately, science in aeronautics and lightweight structure
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engineering is at the brink of the next revolution: the change
from all-metal technologies to hybrid structure technolo-
gies, based on textile-reinforced polymers that are locally
“blended” with metal elements.

In the near future a tremendous leap in material mor-
phologies will take place: from intermediates such as solid
plates and slender beams that are assembled and jointed
mechanically, to flexible bundles of fibres (yarns), which
are materialized into integral three-dimensional structures
through both traditional textile manufacturing techniques and
modern fibre placement machinery.

These textile structures are impregnated (“pre”, “in situ” or
“post”- before during or after moulding) and finally “frozen2”
or “solidified” into ultra modern integral multipart and mul-
tifunctional solid lightweight composite structures.

In the following section, the authors present a personal
view on ways to transform “state of the art” aircraft con-
cepts into more efficient (more pay-load per unit weight and
per dollar) transport, both by increasing structure simplicity
and efficiency, and by a more straightforward use of modern
materials and processes.

2 AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES: THE PAST,
THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE

The choice of materials in relation to structural concepts is
usually based on designer skills and the company’s manufac-
turing traditions. Materials are selected accordingly. When
emerging materials and technologies provide opportunities
to improve products or even develop distinguished new ones,
local customs, and interests generally frustrate that. In the
case of international collaboration programs, local interests
and politics often feed emotional and irrational decisions.
Change based on realism usually is hard to swallow for all
stakeholders from worker to shareholder, who are active in
obsolescent technologies. Aerospace business was and still
is a rich source of examples of this phenomenon. In airplane
history, however, several technologies have been overruled
by new emerging opportunities.

The first attempt to build flying machines was based on
the use of natural materials like silk or flax that was woven
to dense square fabrics (taffeta), supported and pre-stressed
by “fingers” of young birch or ash sprouts. This shaped the
lightest possible bird and bat inspired wing structures, similar
to the sketches of Leonardo da Vinci. Artisans from guilds of
weavers, upholsterers and furniture and shrine workers thus
became the first builders of bird mimicking contraptions. This
kind of artisan technology was applied to build Otto Lilien-
thal’s glider, the first successful attempt to mimic soaring
birds.

FUEL COST PER PASSENGER
For modern long-range aircraft the next average jet fuel
consumption per passenger per 100 km can be deter-
mined [Dijkstra]:
Boeing 747: 3.5 liter/passenger × 100 km
Airbus 380: 3.0 liter/passenger × 100 km
The flying distance between Amsterdam and New York
is about 6000 km.
Both aircraft for this flight need per passenger respec-
tively:
B747: 210 liter = 1.32 barrel, A380: 180 liter = 1.13 bar-
rel, since 1 barrel equals 158 liters. For the “old
fashioned” barrel price of $ 100 ($ 0.633/liter), the fuel
cost per passenger for a trip Amsterdam - New York will
be 132 and 113 US dollars, respectively.
The difference of $ 19 is for “successful” main carriers,
which is about four time the average profit of $ 5 per
passenger and 16 times a $ 1.2 profit per passenger in
case of the best performing price fighters.

Later on coach and bike manufactures, using primitive
industrial means, enabled the evolution from floppy surrogate
bat wings to frames and truss structures made out of steel
wires (tendons), spruce for compression rods (bones), and
beams loaded with bending forces (stems).

Firmly pre-tensioned linen was used to upholster spruce
ribs, spars, and girders to form aerodynamic airfoils. The
development of plywood laminates allowed the creation of
stressed skin wings and fuselages (Lockheed Vega, Fokker
wings). Industrially manufactured wooden plate and shell
structures were glued together with natural starch adhesives.
In the 1930s the change was made to synthetic glues of phe-
nol resins in order to overcome temperature and moisture
sensibility.

Although the Fokker passenger aircraft, the Lockheed
Vega and the fast and stealthy Mosquito of De Havilland
outperformed most metal aircraft in their days, plywood was
soon to be replaced by aluminum. Sheets of this metal were
assembled into riveted plate structures, basically following
iron shipbuilding methods (Figure 2).

Stressed skins, supported and reinforced by stiffeners
and frames, allowed unforeseen improvements and develop-
ments. The introduction of aluminum, however, was purely
ideological and political. A similar phenomenon hampered
the introduction of new composite structures, in today’s civil
transport aircraft3.

The arguments against composites used by current metal
designers are almost the same as those in favor of replac-
ing wood with metals. They include: poor understanding
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4 Structural Materials

Figure 2. (a) Replacing wood by aluminum, e.g., in wing spars and skins was not easy, it took decades to cope with buckling, fatigue and
inter-crystalline corrosion; (b) Diagonal tension and buckling in a Boeing Stratoliner wing.

of mechanical behavior, hard to predict, anisotropy, large
scatter in properties, lack of fire resistance, and fast degra-
dation. But these arguments are no longer valid for modern
synthetic composites. Composites, fiber reinforced polymer
plies, stacked and cured to laminated structures nowadays are
well-understood and predictable with respect to mechanical
and physical behavior. In addition several composites are fire
resistant and very durable.

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE HISTORY REVISITED
The successful replacement of wood by aluminum in
the 1930s was based on four presumed improvements
[Schatzberg]:

� fire safety
� weight reduction

� production cost reduction
� improved durability

This belief and the predictability of mechanical proper-
ties linked metals to “science” and “progress” and made
wood “old-fashioned,” even artisan. It was purely rhetor-
ical and not based on research, let alone experience. The
idea that metal airplanes were “incombustible” proved to
be naı̈ve. Weight appears to be an even more complicated
issue as it depends, by nature, on structural efficiency,
which in its turn varies with the nature of the loads
that structural components have to bear. It took enor-
mous effort to build lighter planes in metal. Buckling, a
failure mode based on structural instability in compres-
sion, became a new phenomenon and appeared to be a
dominant design criterion. Stressed skin concepts could
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handle shear by diagonal tension. However, diagonals
loaded in compression were not weight competitive: thin
skin would become unstable and susceptible to buckling.
Control of the buckling phenomenon in aircraft resulted
in complex locally stiffened aircraft structures with the
accompanying high parts count and abundant riveting.
Problems of buckling and durability of aluminum struc-
tures like inter-crystalline corrosion and fatigue, were
scientifically investigated and either solved or made con-
trollable. When these structural problems were under
control, the metal airplane proved to be much more
expensive to produce than wooden ones. The reason
that the production of metal airplanes was not stopped,
originated from the firm belief that mass production of
intermediate parts and well organized assembly would
reduce the production costs in due time, like in the auto-
motive industry.

The wrong initial arguments in favor of the change
from wood to aluminum were rapidly overtaken by
other, more substantial but rather unexpected advantages
such as the pressurization of the fuselage necessary for
high altitude, high-speed, flight combined with aerody-
namic smoothness. The capability of the metal airframe
in this respect changed large-scale transport by aircraft
into a success. Now, after 70 years of improvement and
optimization of aluminum alloys, parts manufacturing
and assembly, the traditional metal semi-monocoque
structure has reached the stage of consolidation and even
decline of the technological life cycle.

The same four arguments that were falsely used to
advocate the change from wood to metal aircraft can now
be truly used to promote the change from metals to com-
posites for future aircraft structures. To these arguments
can be added the crash energy absorbing capability (for-
mula I racing) and the durability and sustainability of
composite structures.

2.1 Modern aircraft structures, light and efficient

All modern aircraft structures are assemblies of thin skins
lengthwise reinforced by stringers, which in their turn are
supported by either frames in a fuselage, or ribs in a wing.
In fact this is a “semi-monocoque” structure, whereas a pure
monocoque - a shell without reinforcements similar to a sand-
wich structure, is rarely found in primary structures. The all
aluminum sandwich structure of the Breguet Atlantic suf-
fered extremely from its operational Atlantic environment,

with difficult repairable corrosion spots and de-bonds as a
result. When in the near future well designed and processed
polymer sandwich structures will have proven their reliability
(Extra 500, Raytheon Premier business jets), this structural
concept might offer specific advantages for fuselage struc-
tures, such as integration of both mechanical, and thermal
and acoustic insulating properties with a minimum of frames
and stiffeners.

One of the reasons for stressed skin structures to become
the standard in lightweight structure design is the fact that in
thin-walled, slender aircraft structures multiple load condi-
tions (magnitude and orientation) occur and that individual
structure elements can be dimensioned for specific roles. In
plane tension and compression loads are always combined
with out-of-plane-loads. The material volume that is neces-
sary to sustain tension loads has to be distributed in the out of
plane direction as well, in order to create stabilizing bending
stiffness that will resist buckling, which is caused by in-plane
compression or shear loads (tension–compression).

Through this mechanism stringers prevent skin buckling,
but also contribute to the load carrying capacity of a structure
as a whole and offer a (once unexpected) advantage: they act
as crack-stoppers to restrict the growth of through thickness
cracks in metal skins under tensile loads.

In addition the stringers, together with ribs or frames, pro-
vide rigidity for loads perpendicular to the skin, and crushing
loads, and they redistribute local loads over the entire cross
section as well. These individual elements apparently enable
designers to orchestrate multi-functional behavior of struc-
tural elements responsible for the efficiency of the structure
as a whole (Rothwell, 1992; Figure 3).

2.2 Structural efficiency a matter of geometry and
continuity

It is known that, without taking the engineering constants of
materials into consideration, structures critical for compres-
sion or bending, vary in their effectiveness to sustain these
loads by the way material is distributed over the cross-section.

Well-designed cross sectional dimensions, plate thickness,
stringer pitch, stringer height and of course the stringer cross-
section design itself, are major parameters to improve the load
carrying capacity per unit weight. However, many applied
stringer configurations where not selected for their efficiency,
but for reasons of manufacturing and assembly cost reduc-
tion. In future structure design a rethink of stringer concepts
is necessary to establish whether metal design solutions that
are attractive for numerical machining, bonding or riveting,
are the appropriate solutions for lighter laminated composite
structures.
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6 Structural Materials

Figure 3. (a) Douglas DC3, riveted aluminum plates and (extruded) girders; (b) Fokker F28, laminated and bonded aluminum plates and
(rolled) girders; (c) DH Mosquito, laminated and bonded ply-wood wing structure, and a sandwich mono-cocque fuselage. Source: Eric
Schatzberg.

Examples of structure efficiency improvement for buck-
ling critical wing panels are presented by comparing the panel
efficiency coefficient η (Figure 4).

This value of η depends on the various ratios that define
the shape of the cross-section, such as the stringer height to
pitch ratio. If the equivalent thickness t̄ = t + As/b and the
skin thickness t have a fixed relation, in other words the ratio
t̄/t is kept constant, the efficiencies of different stringer/skin
cross-sections can be determined, of course in relation to
both global- and different forms of local-buckling. For exam-
ple the Z-stringer, having a fixed characteristic web/flange
dimension ratio, d/h = 0.3, the maximum efficiency value

η = 0.955 is reached at about a ratio t̄/t = 2.5. In general rea-
sonably efficient panels are obtained at t̄/t values above 1.5
with the advantage that more cross-section material is part
of the skin itself. A “robust” skin has many advantages and
allows a larger stringer pitch. In the same reference (Rothwell,
1992) the mass per unit area –t.b is determined4, showing
that the only variable of the panel efficiency is the mate-
rial efficiency E1/2/ρ (Table 1) in case all other parameters
(loading and geometry) are fixed, which mostly is the case in
comparison studies of existing structures (Figure 5).

This efficiency comparison of slender structural pan-
els loaded in compression, which is exclusively based on
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Figure 4. (a) Z-section stringer, pitch b, length L, As cross sectional area; (b) minimize equivalent thickness t̄ ≥ p/σ versus yield strength,
plate buckling L, t, and b and local and global stringer buckling (L and r = I/As); (c) compression panel efficiency for different types of
stringers. Source: Eric Schatzberg.

cross-sectional material distribution optimization, shows the
enormous potential of weight saving by stringer design. The
popular blade stiffener is only attractive because milling is
cheap. So if new materials and processes enter the picture,
it is worthwhile to re-optimize the total cross-section and to
replace rivets by adhesives or integral designs. The Fokker
F27 fuselage tests in the 1950s, showed the benefits of bonded
structures: metal laminates without fibers. Static strength was
about 10% higher compared to the riveted versions, and the
improved fatigue resistance gave the structure a (pilot equiv-
alent) life of 90 000 flights.

Composite materials may not only improve these achieve-
ments of metal laminates, but they will reduce the
maintenance costs to fight corrosion as well.

Of course in the impact sensitive areas special protective
measures have had to be taken. Amazingly in the F27 these
include the application of glass-fibre reinforced composites
in all leading edges, and in door edge- and propeller ice-
protection plates.

3 LAMINATED STRUCTURES: FROM
METAL TO COMPOSITES

The greatest benefit for future “frozen” textile structures is
the sustainable way of manufacturing large structures. Start-
ing with simple intermediates, like bobbins of yarns, tapes
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Table 1. Structure efficiency or performance per unit weight, for different existing materials, virtual materialized into a few typically loaded
structural members. The specific engineering constants are presented in the second part as relative values related to aluminum 20245.

Structure efficiency Carbon Glass Alu 2024
static performance Engineering fiber yarns fiber yarns plate values
per unit weight constants T 300 1581 E-type 181 ex. cladding

Fiber properties Density ρ 103 kg m−3 1.76 2.58
Youngs moduli E 109 N m−2 230 73
Yield stress σy 106 N m−2 3530 3450

Cross-ply laminates, plain
weaves, styles 1581, 181
Vf ≈ 50%, 120 ◦C, “B”
values, RT/dry,
“compression”

Sheet values for
composites,

σy = σf /1.5, to have a
Limit Load reference

Hot and wet: knock down
factor <1.33 for
strength values

ρ 103 kg m−3

E 109 N m−2

σf 106 N m−2

σy 106 N m−2

σf /E [%ε]
σy/E [%ε]
σy/E [µε]

1.5
50
420
280
0.84
0.56
5600

1.9
23
260
173
1.1
0.75
7500

2.7
72
—
320
—
0.4
4000

σh,w
y 106 N m−2 211 130 320

σh,w
y /E [µε] 4200 5600 4000

Cross-ply, hot, wet Material coefficient (E1/3/ρ).103 2.46 1.43 1.54
(E1/2/ρ).103 149 79.8 99.4
(E/ρ).106 35.4 10.4 26.7

Cross-ply, hot, wet Load coefficient limit load (σy/ρ).103 141 68 118
(σ1/2

y /ρ) 9.7 6 6.6
(σ2/3

y /ρ).10 23.6 13.5 17.3

Efficiencies cross-ply relative to aluminum 2024 Structure elements Dominant parameter

Solid shells:
Compression Buckling critical (E1/3/ρ) vs (E1/3/ρ)alu ∼1.6 ∼0.9 1
Bending Strength critical (σ1/2

y /ρ) vs (σ1/2
y /ρ)alu ∼1.5 ∼0.9

Tension Strength critical (σy/ρ) vs (σy/ρ)alu ∼1.2 ∼0.6
Beams:
Compression Buckling critical
Bending Stiffness critical (E1/2/ρ) vs (E1/2/ρ)alu ∼1.5 ∼0.8 1

Strength critical (σ2/3
y /ρ) vs (σ2/3

y /ρ)alu ∼1.4 ∼0.8
Sandwich shells:
Bending Stiffness critical (E/ρ) vs (E/ρ)alu ∼1.3 ∼0.4 1

and fabrics, the textile pre-form representing the “core of
the structure” can be transformed into a “cloth”. This is
then impregnated with a resin after or during fiber place-
ment in a mould. A final cure in an oven (no size limitations)
and the application of atmospheric over pressure (vacuum
bagging) is all that remains. This procedure, in which vari-
ous fiber/textile placement machines can play a role, is the
ultimate form of “downstream manufacturing”. It implies
a maximum reduction of intermediate steps between basic
material selection (the “ingredients”) and product realization
(the “cooking”).

If we compare two existing fibers for application in shell
structures, carbon and glass, in terms of mechanical per-

formance per unit weight (the structure efficiency) we can
compile the following list for differently loaded structural
solutions. Starting point for comparison to aluminum 2024
sheet is a simple cross-ply laminate (50% 90◦@50% 0◦) of
plain fabrics, a 50% fiber volume content and equal cure
cycles (120 ◦C).

The comparison is based on ideal materials, without
defects, but sensitive to higher temperatures and humidity
(80 ◦C/wet).

For the time being the determined allowable strain levels6,
at least the carbon–epoxy laminate design thresholds, are too
ambitious for strength comparison studies, even for hot/wet
conditions (Table 1, Limit Load Strain = 4200 µε). In recent
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Figure 5. (a) Diagonal tension fields around windows, during complete fuselage static tests; (b) Static strength improved by eliminating
inter-rivet buckling and free width reduction by bonding. Source: Schatzberg, UniDelft.

composite aircraft designs the allowable values of contempo-
rary carbon–epoxy laminates, being rather brittle and notch
sensitive, the values for fiber-dominated7 designs are in the
following range:

Ultimate Factor(s):
µStrain Limit “B” basis SF × knock down

Tension εt 3500/4000 9000 2.6 = 1.5 × 1.7
Compression εc 2700/3000 7200 2.7 = 1.5 × 1.8

The applied static maximum “B”-values8 are being
reduced by a standard safety factor 1.5 and knockdown fac-
tors of 1.7 in tension and 1.8 in compression (Boeing). The
bold printed LL strains are values used by Airbus (Figure 6).
The knock down values used by Boeing are almost the square
of 1.33, a factor to cover hot/wet conditions alone. It seems
that these critical static strain data are determined by tests
on specimens containing a “saw cut.” Therefore they are
severely affected by “standard deviations” and “stress rais-
ers”. When in structure design these maximum strains are
used they will largely cover fatigue spectrum loads as well.
This explains the statement: “Composites must be consid-

ered as materials exhibiting poor static properties rather than
good fatigue ones” (Rouchon, 1996), which means that com-
pared to aluminum, composites are rather more critical for
static strength than for fatigue9. So what the efficiency ratios
in Table 1 show is that for the loaded structural elements
presented, which are those known to be critical for buckling
and fatigue, a change to carbon fiber composites give most
weight reduction profit. For static strength dominated struc-
tures (fittings, joints) the structure efficiency data presented
must be corrected for stress raising effects (factor above the
environmental knockdown factor 1.33). The most important
lesson to be learned for future design is that the best strategy
to reduce weight and to improve durability is a maximum
elimination of stress concentrations or raisers, imposed by
discontinuities10, notches, open and riveted holes, resin dom-
inated areas: reduce the local reduction factors. In local areas
it also saves the “beef-up” or local thickness increase to house
the counter sunk rivet heads and additional local factors, such
as the bearing factor (1.15).

On the material level a better match of fibers and
resins (stiffness, adhesion, and toughness) and better hot/wet
properties is another strategy to follow: reduce the global
reduction factor <1.33 for hot/wet conditions. The reduction
of global factors affects the total structure. The reduction of
local factors by part integration is smaller, but creates simpler
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Figure 6. Preliminary estimated savings per structural group, CFRP vs. AL. Source: Schatzberg, UniDelft.

and more durable structures, with savings of fastener weight,
cost, and assembly.

By comparing the respective efficiencies of different struc-
tural members (same load, same geometry) in Table 1, even
for the “simple” laminate selected, carbon-fiber reinforced
composites offer the best mechanical performance per unit
weight in large shell structures. For buckling and stiffness
critical parts, the improvement compared to aluminum varies
from 1.6, 1.5 to 1.3 or, inverted to weight reduction per unit
load, from 0.63 and 0.67 to 0.76, which on average entails
a potential 30 percent weight reduction. In case of structural
members critical for static strength at limit load, but without
(expensive) stress raisers (a future scenario!) improvements
are in a range from 1.5, 1.4 to 1.3. After inversion, weight
reduction per unit load ranges from 0.6 and 0.71 to 0.83
when compared to the unit aluminum. For members crit-
ical for bending a maximum reduction promises to be 30
percent on average and about 15 percent for tension critical
members.

If glass reinforced polymer structures are taken into con-
sideration, like extensively applied in aircraft interiors (floors,

sidewalls, ceilings, bins, etc.) Table 1 shows that a change to
carbon fibers can achieve an easy weight reduction of let’s say
20 percent, without any drawback regarding Fire, Smoke, and
Toxicity regulations. An educated guess: in this respect for a
F27 weight saving potential would amount to about 200 kg,
and for an A320 about 600 kg. By today’s standards these are
attractive savings.

4 COMPOSITES AND
MULTIDISCIPLINARY AIRCRAFT
DESIGN

For aircraft structures dominated by stiffness or strength,
the potential of aluminum alloys to improve the mechanical
performance has been explored exhaustively. A change to
new morphologies, from solid plates and profiles to fiber
metal laminates or even wires and fabrics, offers the poten-
tial for new hybrids with improved specific mechanical and
fatigue properties. Companies make huge investments to
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Figure 7. (a) B747 dome, crack watch; (b) tows, placed and stitched into a non-crimp fabric pre-form. Source: Schatzberg, UniDelft.

consolidate proven technologies on the threshold of obsoles-
cence and try to stay ahead of potentially stronger emerging
technologies. However, it is a known phenomenon that in the
stage of decline in any given technology life cycle, “optimiza-
tion” only leads to minor improvements (on top of S-curve).
Every advance in, for instance, metal yield or failure stress is
at the expense of a decrease in fatigue or corrosion resistance.
All modifications and new formulations within one material
family mostly leave Young’s modulus of elasticity unaffected,
but that is the key to stiff lightweight structures (deflection,
vibration, or buckling critical). So in general, major improve-
ments can only be achieved by the introduction of more potent
material families, with better specific properties and more
attractive manufacturing possibilities to build structures with
higher added value.

This latter argument is also important because newly
developed materials and their technology are almost by defi-
nition more expensive than their traditional rivals. Therefore
adding maximum value for money becomes the leading prin-
ciple. Replacing just a material in order to save weight,
for instance, aluminum by carbon fiber reinforced epoxy

on a one to one basis (black metal structures), is the most
convenient, but also the most inattentive approach imagin-
able. It ignores extreme risks due to differences in material
response to local overload or to design failures (friendly and
slow cracking versus nasty and explosive de-bonding or de-
integration).

If we have to select the most challenging and for innova-
tion most attractive part for multidisciplinary design, then the
pressurized fuselage in conventional aircraft, or the passen-
ger compartment in a flying wing, is the ultimate candidate.
It is the heaviest, the most expensive and by number of
parts and assembly time the most complex structure of all
(Figure 8).

4.1 Multi-disciplinary fuselage design, integration
of mechanics and acoustics

Starting point for the choice of new combinations of mate-
rials, structural concepts, and manufacturing technologies
should be efficiency improvement by integration of functions.
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Figure 8. Fuselage design requirements in a nut shell: a change to composite structures opens the door for integration of parts and
functionalities (manufacturing) and the integration of static and dynamic structure integrity with durability and survivability requirements
(design and engineering).

Figure 8 shows schematically which requirements have to
be fulfilled for development and design of aircraft fuselage
structures.

The most important structural design and material require-
ment categories are distributed along the horizontal axis. The
level of function integration during manufacturing as real-
ized through the structural design concept is plotted along the
vertical axis. The wave-like envelopes moving away from the
origin represent materials, structures and technologies, with
increasing potential for the integration of functions further to
the right. When properly executed the result for a company
is a more competitive product (compare with the electronics
trade). In practice, however, structure design is characterized
by sequential activities with poor interaction. For the major
part optimization is limited to stiffness and strength. Towards
the end of the manufacturing process, adding insulating and
vibration reducing elements, at the cost of labour, weight
and money, meet physical requirements such as thermal and
acoustical insulation.

Applying the philosophy of renewed segregation and
integration allows exploration of a very basic potential of
composite fuselage design. First the influence of a very ele-
mentary design parameter, the frame pitch, on the metal and
composite fuselage weight is now investigated.

The structural efficiency of a stiffened fuselage panel can
be judged by the panel weight required for sufficient strength
and stability, presented in “design graphs” (see Figure 9).
All the design curves have the same characteristic shape.
Below a certain frame pitch the fuselage weight is constant
(in reality it is rising again) and governed by the maximum
allowable material stress. Above this frame pitch stability of
the skin panels governs the fuselage weight. In the stability
critical region an increase in frame pitch is only possible with
increasing skin thickness. As a result the stress level in the
fuselage diminishes. The lightest possible fuselages are those
with the thinnest skins (not including physical requirements).
It is clear that the lightest aluminum fuselage is about 30%
heavier than the lightest carbon–epoxy fuselage (van Tooren,
1998; Krakers, 2008).

The diagram also shows that a design window for frame
pitch selection appears when we change from metal to car-
bon/epoxy composites. This allows us to create structures
that are in weight equal to or lower than metal ones with the
opportunity to apply renewed segregation and integration to
fulfil other fuselage requirements.

In the next section we will explore the potential of the inte-
gration of acoustic and thermal insulation in the mechanical
design of fuselages.
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Figure 9. (a) Weight tendency by varying stability critical plate thickness versus frame pitch width; (b) increased composite skin thickness
and 50% reduction of frames and 1.4 dB extra sound transmission loss as a result.

4.2 Sound insulation in aircraft fuselages

The sound insulation of a fuselage depends on many param-
eters, for instance, the noise source spectrum incident on the
fuselage, the resonance frequencies of the fuselage structure
and the pressure difference between the in- and outside of
the fuselage. To get an impression of the effect of structural
parameters on sound insulation, it is sufficient to consider
a flat stiffened panel with identical air conditions on both
sides.

The reduction in noise transmission is characterized by
the so-called transmission loss (TL). Sacrificing some of the
weight savings achieved by exchanging aluminum with com-
posites can improve the acoustical insulation of a stiffened
shell fuselage. As shown in the diagram this can lead to an
increase in transmission loss of 1.4 dB. The acoustical insu-
lation can be improved by increasing frame pitch and skin
thickness. These adjustments also lead to a reduction in the

number of parts, lower stress levels, better fatigue behavior
and better impact resistance.

If we neglect the new measures necessary to support sys-
tems and interior parts, it becomes clear that the weight,
and the costs of production and maintenance of an aircraft
with such a fuselage all decrease, for example, due to a
50 percent reduction of stiffening elements. Apparently the
design window’s exploitation can make this aircraft more
competitive with the conventional aluminum aircraft than if
it were just designed to be the lightest possible composite
solution.

Until now we discussed the structural concept with a
stiffened skin. A different option is the sandwich concept.
Sandwich panels hardly need stiffeners. Therefore no mass
will be lost in those, resulting in a relatively high value of mass
per unit skin area, which, according to the mass law, results
in a better TL. In addition, the core can be made of a mate-
rial with high acoustic and thermal insulating properties. The
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number of discrete stiffeners can then be minimized, since
they are only required at places where concentrated high
forces are introduced (wing, landing gear, etc.) or diverted
(from cut-outs). This can reduce the production and main-
tenance costs. The potential of the sandwich concept for
integrated design is part of an ongoing Delft University
research program (Krakers, 2008) and will not be discussed
in this chapter.

Figure 10.

5 SAFE AND SAVING LAMINATES

The classical laminate theory (CLT) was formulated in the
1950s after the translation in English of Russian books (e.g.,
Lekhnitski) that were published in the first decennia of the
previous century. They treated the mechanics of anisotropic
plate materials. Anisotropy in its generic form expresses
the relation of all possible stress and deformation compo-
nents in macroscopic homogeneous and elastic anisotropic
(plate) materials. The compliance or inverted the stiffness
matrix [6 × 6] is symmetrical (Maxwell) and contains 21
independent elastic constants. By building up plates out of
thin anisotropic lamina, all having their own orientation, the
CLT for loaded plates in a state of plain stress links all possible
plate loads to possible deformations. The matrix is symmetric
and consists of three elastic constants domains A, B, and D: in
each domain the elastic constants are determined by different
“laws of mixture” (See Figure 11). The mixture law equations

to determine the A, B, and D constants possess respectively
a linear, a quadric, and a cubic character. For material and
structure designers coupling of in- and out- of plane deforma-
tions and stresses via the elastic B constants is complicating.
By sticking on an orthogonal system of coordinates, both for
loads and elasticity, the orthotropic structure still rely on 9
independent elasticity constants, provided that the laminate
is symmetric and balanced. Symmetry means that every layer
has a counter part relative to the mid-plane of the laminate
(stiffness, thickness and relative position are equal). Balanced
means counter parting each off-axis orientated layer by a
nephew in the other direction (+ angle by a – angle). In case
of a generalized state of plane stress (no out of plane stress)
and a balanced symmetric laminate the A and D matrices
are independent, like the independence of the in-plane loads
and shear load in the A matrix, with the consequence that
dimensioning and analyzing of orthogonal structures become
a clear activity for structural designers. Most important effect
of the “de-coupling” is that areas for fixation and support (of
finite plates) are not loaded by out of plane or normal loads.
Loads caused by parasitic bending and torque, in case of non-
symmetric and unbalanced laminates generated by in-plane
loads (Figure 11; Nijhof, 2004; Bailie et al., 1997).

So simple laminates do not surprise or embarrass designers
and users, and when just one type of fiber and resin is used,
it reduces certification tests and makes production and repair
procedures straightforward, the latter is a matter of restoring
the original continuous lay-up after being damaged with a
minimum of discontinuities and ex-centricities, distortions
who in general affects strength, not stiffness.

By excluding exotic laminates and lay-up’s the CLT is
brought back to its most rudimentary form and become an
access-able “tool” for creativity not just on plate level, but on
assembled structure level. For example, the negative coupling
of bending and torsion deformations, which can be attractive
for wind turbine blades and forward swept wings, is not a
matter of laminate design, a-symmetric and unbalanced, but
a matter of coupling wing-cells that possess non-orthotropic
behavior (De Goeij, 1999).

For symmetric and balanced laminates, the A11, A22, A12,
and A66 are elastic constants in the stiffness matrix and based
on linear relations between the familiar engineering constants
in x and y-direction Ex, Ey, νxy, and so on. For all fami-
lies of laminates tapestry plots or nomo-graphs of equivalent
average engineering constants11can be plotted (Figure 12).

For dimensioning structures, like beams assembled of
girders and webs, like plates and stringers supported by
frames, the external loads must be brought in compliance
with the global and local extensional and bending properties
(EA, EI, and strain). By using allowable strains, for static
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Figure 11. (a) a-symmetric unbalanced laminates generate, loaded in plane, out of plane deformations or when hindered reaction loads,
moments and torque loads; (b) Classical laminate theory in a nutshell. Source: A. Rothwell.

and dynamic loads, notched and un-notched, the structure
load carrying capability and efficiency can be orchestrated.
Like mentioned in earlier chapters quality of design and cost
of manufacturing and maintenance is mainly determined by
creating structure simplicity and by the elimination of stress
raising details or in the broadest sense by eliminating dis-
continuities on a macro level (notches, ex-centricities, steep
stiffness variations, etc.) and very important too, disconti-
nuities on a micro level (minimize inter-ply and intra-ply
discontinuities, the more homogeneous the better). Often
neglected but nasty local discontinuities are the mismatches

of Poisson’s ratios and thermal extension coefficients, they
are a challenge for designers to overcome by tuning the
adhered elements, but neglected they might turn out into a
nightmare. Like mould designers practise, the simplest and
the cheapest approach is to stick on one “material”, for exam-
ple, carbon–epoxy in appropriate laminates, for all adherent
parts.

The last example of “rendering simplicity” is found in lugs,
like the wing-fuselage mounts of the F27, a part machined
out of an almost quasi-isotropic laminate. After a 135 Nm
impact of a look alike detail in a undercarriage drag stay
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Figure 12. (a) Classical laminates balanced and symmetric; (b) Typical specific thresholds w.r.t. max. strength or strain for damaged fiber
dominated laminates loaded in compression; (c) Ex (%0◦@%±45◦@%90◦) carbon–epoxy UD laminates; (d) νxy(%0◦@%±45◦@%90◦)
carbon–epoxy UD laminates.

(‘t Hart et al., 2003; Figure 13), severe de-laminations are
present and for the laminates based on the philosophy to
minimize inter- and intra ply discontinuities, this comparison
study shows surprising residual properties after impact.

The result after impact is a single load path “connector”
that has been split into a multi load path lug retaining the
original design strength and fatigue resistance of the origi-
nal monolith. In the 1980s a test program was undertaken to
find an alternative for the Al 2024 F27 wing–fuselage lugs,
although with “pre-strained” holes but still limited in life. The
carbon-epoxy facsimile versions without bushes, showed an
unlimited fatigue life and a residual strength, after fatigue,
higher than the results of the static tested ones (weight reduc-
tion 40%). A phenomenon similar to metal fuselages after

undergoing a 2p-cabin pressure test, but based on a different
mechanism, namely plastic setting of all riveted joints to do
an equal job.

Damage mechanisms and the response to damage in com-
posites are totally different to ductile metals. The through
thickness fatigue crack in metals has a niece in compos-
ite laminates with a totally different morphology, a complex
combination of matrix cracks, splits, and de-laminations. In
case of a simple stress raising notch located in the edge of
a tensile specimen (Liu 2004, 2008; Figure 14) transverse
cracks and splits are generated from ∼1000 micro-strain
on and beyond a magnitude of about 5000, free edge de-
laminations appear. The stress concentration K11 varies along
the edge, from ply to ply and from ply to interface. Typical
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Figure 13. Classical lug design after impact 135 Nm.

for laminates, in the interface between to different layers also
normal and shear stresses are generated, variable with K13

and K33, the so-called inter-laminar free edge stresses. All
stress concentrations have different distributions off-notch
and are linked. Generally speaking the weakest link is in the
matrix or resin, which therefore is the research domain for
the improvement of ductility, fiber-matrix interface adhesion,
and nano-particle reinforcement.

For example, reinforcement of resins by nano-particles, is
based on the steep increase in surface to volume ratio of parti-
cles in the nano domain. The result is a homoeopathist dream:
a very small content of particles (fibers, tubes, or platelets)
diluted in resin do improve critical resins properties (mechan-
ical and physical). Attempts to increase stiffness beyond

the glass transition temperature and to reduce the saturation
level of, for example, polyamide 6, by adding 4.6% of nano
silicate, are giving promising results (Chapter 9, Vlasveld,
2005).

6 SIMPLE FIBER PLACEMENT, SAFE
AND SAVING

Most important ambition for the near future is the develop-
ment of downstream manufacturing techniques for the fiber
structure in primary structures, dry and draped in “unlimited
size” moulds and “frozen” into solid structures after vacuum
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Figure 14. (a) Notch induced splits NIS and de-laminations NID, cross-ply laminate, tension loaded. translucent glass-polyester; (b) Repair
of ductile cracks. Source: Airbus.

assisted impregnation. Since this impregnation technology
turned into a void free high quality process (Labordus, 2001;
Figure 15) it is increasingly applied for sailing yachts, bridges
and wind turbine blades (all up to 60 m). Recently, also air-
craft parts are designed for this manufacturing process, like
winglets and moving wing parts (Boeing’s 737, 787) and
“large” structures for “small” aircraft like the Bird of Prey
(UAV) and Diamond D-jets.

Multi directional and multilayer fabrics with tows and
tapes, bound by stitches or (thermo) plastic films, are more
and more applied as well. Sophisticated and successful exam-
ples are the Airbus pressure bulkheads (Figure 15), nowadays
supplied for the B787 too.

Pre-impregnated fibers, tows and tapes have a break-
through thanks to the availability of capital-intensive
fiber-placement robots (Figure 16), changing aircraft struc-
tures manufacturing into an industrial and labor extensive
activity. In the 1950s a similar break-through was noted
for integral aluminum structures, for example, blade stiff-
ened, thanks to the introduction of numerical milling
machines.

Another machine of the 1950s, the filament winding
machine, has unexpected qualities as well. When dedicated
for a family of products it is a fast (multi-eye feeding) and
cheap. When using “dry filaments” the winding speed can
be increased with a factor of 10 and the manufacturing is
changed into a clean, solvents free, process too.

By clever design and optimization procedures wound
plate, shell, and cell structures can be produced (e.g., plates
rotating around the diagonal). Light mandrels, multi eye
fibers feeding, a polymer binder and a minimum of speed and
orientation variations, makes the machine a potential lami-
nator for “homogeneous” dry laminates (Koussios, 2004).
An example of such a change is found in helmet manufac-
turing. From hand laminating (aramid fabrics + phenol resin
patches) the technology evolved, via industrial press form-
ing of PA thermoplastic pre-impregnated sheets (Bergsma,
1995), to the rapid winding of dry 3D pre-forms followed
by a short press cycle. This evolution and resulting benefits
is visualized in Figure 15. The reduction of lead time, the
improvement of ballistic impact energy absorption and the
material cost reduction percentages are extreme and show
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Figure 15. From 2 dim to 3 dim, from fabric to filament. Sources: Airbus, KLM.

the advantage of 3D textile forming with fast and simple
equipment. Textile structure designers therefore has to skill
themselves in conformal mapping of 2D and 3D wound tex-
tile structures into 3D shapes (draping) and for example to
create concave product shapes by convex winding. Regard-
ing details like cut outs, the philosophy must be once again
to reinforce the local notch by simple and as homogenous
possible thickness increments, which literally can be cut out
afterwards. The bio-mimic approach to follow or to create
stress trajectories around cut outs (see Figure 19), similar
to the root area of a branch growing out the trunk, is for

example in fuselage window bays not so practical for pro-
duction and assembly. Because the load conditions of shear
and cabin pressure request for almost quasi-isotropic lay-up’s
and a sufficient bending stiffness along the cut out edge to
reduce stress-raising curvature effects (van Tooren, 1998).
When bending stiff edges are applied in a window (e.g., a
floating window frame in a sandwich structure) the result is
a reduction of the local edge stress from 9 times the nominal
tangential stress for a curved solid plate edge (A320), to 3
times nominal stress in case of a simple one centimetre thick
sandwich edge, rather a flat plate value.
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Figure 16. Industrial manufacturing, the faster the better. Sources: Airbus, KLM.

7 SIMPLE POLYMER RESIN SYSTEMS,
SAFE AND SAVING

Generally speaking the polymer matrix and its interface to
engineering fibers is the weakest link in the composite mar-
riage. With respect to ductility, physical properties and price
the families of modern fibers are still limited in number
and possibilities for advanced applications. Like blending of
polymers and alloying metals, property variation and tun-
ing of fibers can be realized by mingling different fibers
with the required properties and with more or less the same
diameters.

In regard the number of polymer resins, the variety is
enormous, however once temperature of processing and
operation, chemical and physical resistance are part of the

selection, in civil aircraft the proven qualified and certi-
fied polymers are limited to epoxies (structures), phenolics
(interiors), and a few advanced thermoplastic materials
(Figure 17).

For the last generations of Fokker aircraft, short fiber
reinfoced thermoplastics have proven their attractiveness for
injection moulded parts with up to 50% weight reduction
and, unexpectedly, up to 90% of cost reduction12. A few
hundred small parts (<500 g), different in nature and num-
ber (1–100) where succesfully introduced, cost and weight
efficient, in Fokker F50 and F100 aircraft for more than 200
different fuselage-interior brackets (PEI, 30% glass) and parts
of control systems (PEEK, 30% carbon).

In the same era of the nineties many continuous fiber rein-
forced thermoplastics entered the aerospace market. Despite
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Figure 17. (a) Melt viscosities and processing temperatures of most common engineering thermosetting and thermoplastic polymers
(glycerine, heavy oil and water at RT); (b) Processing temperatures, melt and reactive, for different thermoplasticscompared. Sources: A.
Beukers, Van Tooren, Johnson and van Rijswijk.

their potential for cost efficiency it took about a quarter of
a century before the thermoplastic composites became seri-
ously implemented into aircraft structures. The reason was
the high costs of the available thermoplastic composites and
lack of “fool” proof and low cost manufacturing processes.
Of all materials introduced only the glass fabric reinforced
PEI and PPS based family, Ten Cate CETEX (TCAC), did
survive. Since a few years these materials are successfully
introduced in aicraft because parallel to the material devel-
opment, the manufacturing and modelling techniques were
developed (Bergsma, 1995) resulting in rapid and reproduca-
ble production13. Blanks, are heated and draped by bending,
shearing, and slipping under low pressure into 3D shells, ribs,
brackets: the building blocks for fuselage, wing and interior
parts.

So the processing characteristics of thermoplastic com-
posites, transition from a glassy to rubbery phase by heating,
resulted in the development of a rapid and cost efficient press
forming process of relative small parts and assembled to
large structures by bonding, riveting, or resistance welding.
Another manufacturing advantage of thermoplastic compos-

ites is the storage at room temperature (metal workshop
alike).

In the 1970s and 1980s the research was focused on the
APC-2 thermoplastic composites. This composites are based
on PEEK, a thermoplastic resin with excellent properties very
well suited for high loaded primary aircraft structures, how-
ever, for “open” melt processes it has a “impossible” and
paramount Tg of 390 ◦C.

The low glass transition temperature and low cost PP and
PA composites are easy to process, unfortunately the proper-
ties are too poor for usage in aircraft structures. In between
are the composite materials based on PEI and PPS polymer.
The amorphous PEI grade was developed in the 1970s and
1980s and is, due to its low resistance to fuel and synthetic
hydraulic oil, mainly used in aircraft interior applications.
The PPS grade, in possess of required resistance, due to its
semi-crystalline structure, was especially developed in the
1980s and 1990s for structural aircraft applications. Its lower
costs and ease of processing made it an attractive material to
be used for a variety of aircraft parts; approximately 5 tonnes
of the material is being used on an A380.
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The thermoplastic composites would be used to their full
potential if being applied to the larger primary aircraft struc-
tures like fuselages, empennages, and wings. The limiting
factor in this case is the existence of the “perfect” material.
The PEEK laminates are too expensive while the properties,
especially the temperature resistance, of the PPS laminates
are not fully convincing for this type of structures, so an in
between polymer is requested.

Cytec is developing laminates based on PEEK resin, while
TenCateAC is developing laminates based on novel deriva-
tives of the PAEK (PEKX) and PPS (PPSX) families. In the
latter case the resins are specifically developed for continu-
ous fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites. The properties
of the resins are, therefore, optimized for composite use,
which may result in a potential cost optimization. This in
contrast with the existing thermoplastic composites which are
all based on resins already available for injection moulding
applications.

Upgrading thermoplastic composites by adding nano par-
ticles is another approach. Research on the reinforcement of
PA6 with 3–5% of nano clay particles result in increase of rel-
evant mechanical and physical properties (Vlasveld, 2005).
Attempts to increase stiffness beyond the glass transition tem-
perature and to reduce the saturation level of, for example,
polyamide 6, by adding 4.6% of nano silicate, are giving
promising results. The nano-silicate particles are not only
reducing or delaying the water absorption but also increase
the properties to the dry as moulded level. The properties of
PA6 in its dry as moulded condition are good in comparison
with PEI and PPS. Consequently, if the game of clay exfo-

liation and impregnation of the continuous fibers is played
well, a low cost easy process-able three-phase composite
can be created which could be suitable for semi-structural
applications.

So if all the cards are played well, the aerospace com-
munity will experience the development of cost efficient
primary aircraft structures. However, there is one draw back,
namely the manufacturing of thick composites (>1 cm thick-
ness). Press forming technologies are not and automated
fiber placement AFP is questionable suited for manufacturing
of thermoplastic composite parts of considerable thickness
(>1 cm). In a full composite aircraft especially wide body,
there will be primary aircraft structures of considerable thick-
ness, like in center section areas. The current techniques
and developments to produce thick composite parts are hand
lay-up, AFP and RTM. Especially low pressure RTM, like
vacuum assisted infusion, is a process with a potential for cost
efficiency for large structures due to the consistent high qual-
ity (Labordus, 2001) and the possibility to produce integrated
structures thus reducing the assembly costs.

Possible for the years to come the expensive intermediates,
the preimpregnated materials, might get competition from
downstream impregnation techniques like Vacuum Resin
Infusion which thanks to its applied low pressure differen-
tial (0.8 bar) “unlimits” the size of parts and the unavoidable
but simple moulds (windturbine blades, yachts). Resin infu-
sion of composites is, however, only suitable for low viscous
polymers. A guideline that is commonly used for resin infu-
sion is that the maximum viscosity of the resin for infusion
is 1 Pa s. (Figure 17). As can be seen the rmosetting resins
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Figure 18. Ring Opening Polymerization of Anionic Poly Amide 6. Source: M. van Tooren.
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Figure 19. De-icing Conventional: 4 kW/m2 Glass-PPS: 1.4 kW/m2.

like epoxies do have a viscosity below 1Pa.s as well as a
relatively low processing temperature. The melt process-
able thermoplastic resins like PPS, PEI, and PEEK on the
other hand have high viscosities as well as high processing
temperatures.

There is luckily also another family of thermoplastic
resins namely the reactive process-able or ring opening poly-
merization thermoplastics. As the name already suggests,
ring-opening polymerization (ROP) is based on a polymeriza-
tion mechanism in which ring-shaped molecules (cyclics) are
opened into linear monomers or oligomers and subsequently
connected into high molecular weight polymers without gen-
erating by-products, see Figure 18 for APA6.

As can be seen in Figure 17 these reactive thermoplas-
tics have viscosities in the order of 10–100 times lower than
thermosetting resins, with only a “moderate” increase in pro-
cessing temperature. These resins are thus potentially suitable
for resin infusion processes.

Currently, research is being performed on several of these
systems, namely cyclic PBT, anionic PA12, and anionic PA6.
The research is mainly focused on automotive and wind
turbine rotor blades. However, when a three-phase nano-
clay APA6 composite could be developed, this thermoplastic
composite resin infusion system may become applicable for
future aircraft structures.

There will be a tendency to replace expensive epoxies
where possible by low cost resins, like low temperature
processable thermoset vinylesters (RT). In that respect also
reactive processable monomers like anionic polyamides

(nano-particle reinforced) and PEEK are attractive. Because
these thermoplastics are merely processable at high temper-
atures (>180 ◦C) in dry and inert atmospheres, the infusion
takes place in matched metal dies. The small pressure dif-
ferences to fill the mould makes the use of dry pre-forms,
assemblies of textile structures including smart fibers and
inserts, feasible. Integration of parts and functions is one of
the key issues for future structure efficiency improvement
(Figures 7 and 19).

8 MANUFACTURING, ASSEMBLY AND
CONTROL: METAL FIBER BENEFITS

When fiber reinforcing materials extend beyond glass- and
carbon fibers and include yarns of metal fibers that can
be shaped in the same way through available textile fiber
placement techniques (weaving, tape laying, filament wind-
ing, etc.), a new range of applications should emerge. If
steel and aluminum mills could produce appropriate steel
and aluminum yarns, the unprecedented textile-like forma-
bility affords complex three-dimensional shell structures and
unlimited in size. Any mechanical, physical, and electric
magnetic property can be realized by blending. Expressed
in textile terms, by inter-mingling, co-mingling and laminat-
ing with fibers and yarns of metals, minerals and polymers
the number of applications will become infinite. The added
value of metal meshes is starting in the manufacturing: fast
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heating by induction to cure or to melt. Not by energy inten-
sive heat transport via the mould but with minimal energy
generated inside. For assembly metal meshes enables joint-
ing by welding of thermoplastic composites, with unexpected
static and fatigue strength, in spite of an embedded dis-
continuous “defect” and lack of fillets. Probably the steep
stress distribution of classical bonded lap joints, bathtub curve
alike, is transferred into a serrated type of stress distribution,
more peaks, lower levels. A recent fatigue performance char-
acterization of resistance welded thermoplastic composites
(GL/PEI, CF/PEI and CF/PEKK) showed indefinite fatigue
lives at 25% of the static lap joint strength for the carbon
fiber CF specimens. The static lap joint strength of the resis-
tance welded CF/PEKK and CF/PEI specimens surpassed
with 52 N mm−2 and 47 N mm−2 the average 41 N mm−2 of
epoxy IM6/3501. Compared to the same epoxy adhesive the
resistance welded carbon specimens were better in fatigue
performance too, in terms of absolute values (Dubé et al.,
2008).

Additional functionalities introduced by metal wires are
electro magnetic shielding, heating, transport of energy and
signals. Most unexpected effect in using hybrid fiber rein-
forced polymers is the high fidelity to detect defects with
infrared thermography, even in field conditions, after resis-
tance heating. If material parameters are known, application
of predetermined heating time and power makes it possible
to detect each defect location and defect size (Ahmed et al.,
2008).

9 CONCLUSIONS

In the future, subsonic aircraft performance will be improved
and become more sustainable, especially when international
environmental regulations are tightened. For public transport
over long distances there is no other transport system that can
compete with aircraft, unless people are willing to invest, en
masse, in travelling time, in days, instead of hours. When in
future hydrogen technology will emerge in road transport,
will it settle in air transport as well? If it will, then the lay out
of aircraft will be affected tremendously. When lightweight
solutions are developed for hydrogen-tight liners with equal
thermo-isolating properties, dry iso-tensoid fiber placement
strategies will result in safe and lightweight pressure ves-
sel solutions (Koppert, 2000). On the other hand, the use
of liquid fossil or bio fuels could be far more practical if a
worldwide low cost fuel supply is guaranteed and future envi-
ronmental rules are met. Whatever happens, in transport in
general the dematerialization on a system level (structure +)
and miniaturization of electronics and control systems will

continue, not for the sake of weight reduction but to increase
the performance per unit weight and volume.

Even in the high subsonic velocity domains, the fuel effi-
ciency per unit weight in combination with the productivity of
aircraft can compete with all other types of transport and can
still be improved with tens of percents. Although the vehicle
efficiency of contemporary aircraft is good, Wempty/Wpayload

≈ 4 on a system level, on a structural level the efficiency can
be improved up to 24% which is about 12 % of the total oper-
ational empty weight (OEW). When realized, it will reduce
the average OEW/MTOW ratio from 5.6 to 5.0 without a
trade off in passenger comfort and safety.

There is no doubt that the durability of aircraft structures
will be improved by the application of composites. Contem-
porary comparisons have proven reductions on inspection and
maintenance cost of more than 30% (B777 vs. 767).

If we design for integration and structure simplicity with
freedom of shape, unexpected advantages will occur as well,
like the application of low cost (low pressure) infusion tech-
niques in combination with the manufacturing of dedicated
dry textile structures, bound by stitches or adhesives. Tex-
tile preform manufacturing like weaving, fiber placement
and stitching could be extended with dry filament winding,
the improvement related to cost and properties for ballistic
impact protection are exceptional (>50% for both parame-
ters). Down-stream manufacturing is the biggest challenge to
reduce cost. The transfer of flat and dry fiber bundles into pre-
forms, the impregnation with low cost resins, development of
modified vinyl esters or even more ambitious low viscosity
thermoplastic monomers or oligomers prepared for reaction
into a composite structure after infusion (cure of material and
structure in one shot) are some of the challenges. The use of
“small” industrial pressed thermoplastic parts will become
more attractive if the welding capabilities are used. Resis-
tance welded joints using metal meshes show very promising
static strength and fatigue properties. Unexpected is the fact
that the stress raising metal mesh is reducing the limiting peak
stress in lap joints, the bath tub curve is transformed to a ser-
ration. Semi-crystalline thermoplastics like PPS, PEKK, and
PEEK approved for the melt impregnated carbon composites,
could get competition from lower Tg materials, like tough and
low cost PA-6/12, if both the glass transition temperature and
sensitivity for humidity are modified by blending or filling.
Nano-clay fillers do have an effect on both properties at low
weight percentages (<6%), not yet enough but the tendency
is promising.

When composites are settled and accepted by manufac-
turers and operators, a rapid improvement of polymer and
metal fibers in combination with new resins, will make
structures tougher and more fire and damage resistant. The
problems that will surely arise, are challenges for designers
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and engineers, open minded and enterprising, who are used
to solving problems in structural design just like the aviation
pioneers more than 70 years ago.

NOTES

1. Cheap labour, commodities, and precious materials.

2. The word “frozen” is used in this “essay” as a
metaphor for the controlled polymerization or solidi-
fication of polymeric media (both thermosetting and
thermo-plastic).

3. This has been different for sailplanes, helicopters, includ-
ing rotor and propeller blades, military fighters, and
stealth bombers. Here rationalism is prevailing and com-
posites have largely replaced metals in shell structures.
It is likely that geopolitical arguments were overruled by
value for money criteria.

4. W/t̄.b = (E/ρ)−1.(σ.t̄.L).η−1

5. The yield stress is the lowest stress at which a material
undergoes plastic deformation or failure.

6. No matter the lay up of the laminate: different to stress
distributions, strain distributions over the plate thickness
are uniform in pure tension/compression and linear in
case of bending.

7. Mechanical properties of resin sensitive or matrix domi-
nated laminates may be harmful affected by temperature
and humidity.

8. “B” value: the value above which at least 90% of the pop-
ulation of test results is expected to fall with a confidence
of 95%.

9. Endurance strain limits for different structural details, S-
N curves, have values at 105 cycles of about 4000 µε for
composites, 3000 µε or less for aluminum.

10. The original steep thickness and stiffness variation in the
A320 vertical tail fittings suffered from de-bonding by
shear and peel stresses during fatigue tests. Reduction of
the thickness, thus gradient, and increase of the number
of fittings in later fin designs solved this problem.

11. 1 Msi = 6.89 × 103 MPa

12. Small moulds were produced by small “metal shops” in
possess of an injection moulding machine for mould test-
ing. The null series were tested and certified by testing.
After being qualified the mould maker became supplier
of aircraft parts, small series, moderate priced, but for
moulders high added value.

13. Other thermoplastic composite market introductions
failed by lack of manufacturing knowledge. Examples

were materials of Dupont, Bayer, BASF, ICI, Phillips,
BP, ATOCHEM, ENICHEM, DSM, and many others.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aluminum is an extremely abundant (third most abundant
element in the earth’s crust), light, and corrosion resistant ele-
ment (Figure 1) and, indeed, as early as 1874 (and 29 years
before the Wright Brothers first flight) the first, very short,
manned, powered flight was performed by Felix du Temple’s
aluminum monoplane. Subsequent builders of heavier than
air machines, such as the Wright brothers, employed spruce
and calico as their construction materials of choice and it
was left to the builders of lighter than air machines to pio-
neer the construction of aerospace structures in aluminum
alloys that continued in the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury. The Zeppelin employed a rigid metal skeleton structure
made up of circumferential hoops and longitudinal girders
and by 1914 the construction material was an aluminum alloy
called Duralumin. In principle, therefore, both the design of

the structure and the material employed were no different
from those used to this day in the construction of the pressure
cabins of large passenger jets (circumferential frames joined
by longitudinal stringers and clad with sheet, all in alloys that
are direct descendants of Duralumin). In the Second World
War it was used for the first time as a fuselage skin material
in the Spitfire and was the key material in the development
of the airframes of modern jet powered aircraft in the second
half of the twentieth century.

It should be borne in mind that the material properties
required in a military fast jet will be very different from those
in a large passenger jet. The typical current fast jet is expected
to have a flying life of only 800 h with a+9g, −9g capability.
In contrast, the large passenger jet is expected to be in service
for up to 25 years during which the airframe properties are
not expected to change despite the fact that in the course
of its 25 year life it will experience about−50◦C for most
of its actual flying time but could have significant exposure
(cumulatively hundreds of hours) at, say, 100◦C if it serves
in a desert environment. Thus the most serious life issue is
that of fuselage fatigue from the hundreds of thousands of
pressurization/de-pressurization cycles (and these, of course,
will be very different depending on whether one is dealing
with long haul or short haul aircraft). Nevertheless aluminum
alloys have been developed that, at least until quite recently,
have satisfied virtually all of the application demands in both
military and civil aircraft.

The basic property requirements will vary in the major
structural elements of a modern passenger jet. In the pressure
cabin damage tolerance is all-important and it should be pos-
sible for any fatigue crack to grow to a length where it will
be detected, or encounter a crack stopper, before becoming
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Figure 1. Periodic table showing position of aluminum and its key characteristics. (Source: Inset: the Airbus A380 with an aluminum
intensive fuselage.)

unstable. Loading of the lower wing structure is dominated by
tensile stresses and so, again, damage tolerance is the major
requirement. Conversely, in the upper wing structure loading
in flight is dominated by compressive stresses, fatigue per-
formance is far less important and high strength material is
employed. The loading of the structure aft of the rear pres-
sure bulkhead is far less well defined so that the material
properties are a compromise between strength and fatigue
performance. In the period during and immediately after
World War II variants of the original Duralumin (in both
composition and temper) were virtually the exclusive air-
frame construction materials. However, with the advent of
supersonic flight (making far greater demands on the struc-
tural materials), development of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys, and
the transformation of fracture mechanics into a science, major
progress was made in developing alloys with properties tai-
lored to their end application and some of these developments
are summarized below.

Traditionally aluminum has been the dominant material in
wings and fuselage with the majority of parts being formed
or machined from rolled sheet/plate, forgings, or extrusions.
Other areas where aluminum alloys can be found are in the
multitude of fasteners, wheels, landing gear for light aircraft,
and even in the engine itself. For example, over 80%, by
weight, of the Boeing 767 aircraft, which entered service in

1982, was constructed from aluminum alloys (Figure 2a).
As we move into the twenty-first century the future of alu-
minum in aerospace is not so certain. For many years the
military aircraft industry has embraced polymeric compos-
ite technology and both the major civil airframe builders
(Boeing and Airbus) are moving in this direction as well.
The increased use of composites in civil aircraft began in the
1990s with aircraft such as Boeing 777 (entered service in
1995) containing 70% aluminum (Figure 2b). It is reported
that only 20% of the Boeing 787 (scheduled to enter service
in 2013) (see Figure 2c), will be constructed using aluminum
alloys; and a similar proportion for the Airbus A350 XWB
(scheduled to enter service in 2013). Despite this aluminum
will still remain an important aerospace material and it is
likely that modern aluminum lithium alloys will play a role
in maintaining this position.

2 HISTORY

Aluminum is a relatively new engineering material, having
only been commercially available since the late nineteenth
century. The existence of the metal was first postulated by
Sir Humphrey Davey in 1807 who referred to it as aluminum
although it was not until 1825 that the metal was first isolated
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Figure 2. Material usage by weight on (a) Boeing 767; (b) Boeing 777; (c) Boeing 787.

by the Danish scientist Hans Christian Orsted. Between 1827
and 1845, Friedrich Wohler determined the properties of
the metal and in 1856 Henri Sainte-Claire Deville started
industrial production using sodium. In the same year Charles
Dickens is credited with declaring that “aluminum may prob-
ably drive copper saucepans into penal servitude”. Further
prophetic words came from J.W. Richards who wrote in
1881 that “if the problem of aerial flight is ever to be solved
aluminum will be the chief agent in its solution”.

By the second half of the nineteenth century aluminum
was commercially available, however it was treated as a pre-
cious metal, being more expensive than silver. It was not
until the discovery of the Hall–Heroult process in 1886 that
aluminum became the affordable material it is today. The pro-
cess is named after the American Charles Martin Hall and
the Frenchman Paul Heroult who independently developed
the electrolysis method of producing aluminum from alu-
mina dissolved in cryolite. The Hall–Heroult process is still
used today, and since the world wide adoption of this process
the price of aluminum has remained close to $1 per lb, and

production has risen from less 200 tonnes in 1885 to some-
where in the order of 40 million tonnes in 2008. However, the
discovery of the Hall–Heroult process is not the end of the
story as, in its pure form aluminum, is extremely soft (yield
strength of 7–11 MPa) and therefore of little engineering use.
It was not until 1906 when German metallurgist Alfred Wilm
discovered a method for strengthening aluminum alloys by
age hardening that the high strength alloys required by the
aerospace industry could be developed.

3 PROCESSING

In general high strength aluminum alloys are processed as
shown in Figure 3. The aluminum is melted and the alloy-
ing elements added (normally in the form of master alloys).
The solidification of the melt is normally conducted using
a semi continuous casting method known as direct chill
(DC) casting. The molten metal is cast (after filtration and
de-gassing) into an annular, water cooled, metal mould
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Figure 3. Schematic of a typical processing route for the production of high strength aluminum alloy sheet or plate.

where, at the outset, the mould aperture is closed by a starter
block mounted on a hydraulic ram. The ram is slowly low-
ered producing ingots that are several meters long and can
weigh up to 25 tonnes. This process cools the metal rel-
atively quickly, and results in a largely equiaxed dendritic
microstructure. This is aided by the addition of a grain refiner
to the melt (normally TiB2) to provide heterogeneous nucle-
ation sites for the solid aluminum crystals. However the
rapid cooling also gives rise to microsegregation (short range
variations in chemical composition), which means that after
solidification the ingot has to be given a homogenization treat-
ment to equilibrate the chemistry of the alloy. This is achieved
by raising the alloy to a temperature (450–550◦C) close to its
melting point and held for times up to 24 hours to alloy the
elements to diffuse and the chemistry to homogenize. After
the microstructure has been homogenized the ingot will be
worked into its near final shape by processes such as hot
rolling, extrusion, or forging. This will normally take place
at around 300–500◦C. Sheet or plate is produced by succes-
sive reduction of the billet cross section using a variety of

rolling stages. Prior to rolling the billet will be scalped to
remove the surface layers, which may contain compositional
variations. Initially the ingot will be hot break down rolled
in a reversing mill, followed by multi stand warm and cold
rolling. At various stages the sheet will be trimmed. Sheet in
excess of 2.5 m wide can be produced and reduces the num-
ber of joins where the sheet is wrapped around the fuselage.
After this processing a soft microstructure is obtained, that
requires solution treatment and age hardening to achieve full
strength. This involved two separate heat treatments, namely
a high temperature solution treatment, followed by a quench
to room temperature with a subsequent lower temperature
aging treatment. Many aerospace alloys are stretched after
the solution heat treatment as this gives an improvement in
properties. The quenching operation is a very critical pro-
cess and many alloys can be extremely sensitive to the rate
of quenching and the delay in removing the alloy from the
solution treatment oven. For this reason good furnace design
is always important but becomes critically so to achieve an
efficient quench and avoid soft areas in thick plate (that can
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be thicker than 150 mm). Scrap reclamation is very important
due to the large quantities of scrap that can be produced during
processing. This is particularly significant during machining
operations where as much as 95% of a block of metal can
be removed to produce a component. Given the variety of
aerospace alloys used and the sensitivity of aluminum alloys
to trace elements care must be taken to segregate the different
grades of scrap. Nearly, all aerospace components manu-
factured from aluminum alloys are produced via a wrought
process as described above. Namely the aluminum alloy is
cast into a large ingot which is worked by the application of
heat and pressure (thermomechanical processing) in the solid
state to a near net shape product. Thermomechanical process-
ing improves the cast microstructure by reducing the grain
size, breaking up inclusions, and removing porosity. This has
the effect of increasing strength and dramatically improving
damage tolerance (fracture toughness and fatigue).

4 STRENGTHENING MECHANISMS IN
ALUMINUM ALLOYS

In its pure form it is extremely soft (yield strength of
7–11 MPa) and therefore of little engineering use. As a
result all the high strength aluminum alloys rely on the
addition of other elements. The key mechanisms for strength-
ening aluminum alloys are work hardening, grain boundary
strengthening, solid solution strengthening, and precipitation
hardening. Work hardening (i.e., via cold rolling) is the eas-
iest way of increasing yield strength though there is a limit
to the strength increase that can be achieved and it is accom-
panied by a significant reduction in ductility. Reducing the
grain size (or increasing the number of grain boundaries) is
an effective way of improving an alloy’s strength without a
significant reduction in ductility; however, alone it is insuf-
ficient to produce the high strengths required for aerospace
applications. To achieve high grain boundary strengthening
sub micron grain sizes are required which cannot be devel-
oped using industrially relevant processes. The same is true of
solid solution strengthening. This process relies on producing
a solid solution of an alloying element dissolved in aluminum.
The most effective element is magnesium but alloying addi-
tions are practically limited to a maximum of 5 wt.%. The
only practical way by which aluminum alloys can deliver
the high strengths required by the aerospace industry is by
precipitation hardening (also referred to as age hardening).
Alfred Wilm was the first person to discover this phenomenon
in 1906 when investigating the properties of Al-Cu alloys.
Reportedly the discovery was made when he noticed an
increase in hardness of some alloy samples that had been left
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in his laboratory over a weekend. This discovery led to the
development of Duralumin in which magnesium and man-
ganese were also added to the basic Al-4%Cu alloy. While
Duralumin is now an obsolete alloy its composition was very
similar to that of the widely used current alloy AA2014. Until
the development of Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloys virtually all the alu-
minum alloys employed in airframe construction were direct
derivatives of Duralumin.

The aluminum–copper system will be used to explain the
fundamentals of age hardening. Figure 4 shows the relevant
section of the aluminum–copper phase diagram. Referring
to this diagram we can see that aluminum and copper will
readily dissolve in each other in the liquid state but, for most
aluminum rich compositions, will decompose during solidi-
fication to produce crystals (or grains) of relatively pure solid
aluminum and a copper rich compound, Al2Cu, which has a
composition 53 wt.% copper. This phase is extremely impor-
tant as, if distributed correctly, can increase the strength of
the alloy to 400–500 MPa.

Examining the aluminum rich end of the aluminum–
copper phase diagram (Figure 5) solidification of alloys
containing up to 5.5 wt.% copper results in, initially, a single
solid solution (α) of copper dissolved in aluminum. Further
examination of this region of the phase diagram shows that as
the temperature drops, the solubility of copper in aluminum
reduces to a value approaching 0 wt.% at room temperature.
This means that an alloy containing less than 5.5 wt.% copper
will exist as a single solid solution phase at elevated tempera-
ture (α) but on cooling the solid solution decomposes to form
Al2Cu and a copper depleted solid solution (α). This decrease
in solubility with decreasing temperature is a key requirement
for an age hardenable alloy. Under normal cooling conditions
(i.e., after solidification or rolling) the Al2Cu tends to form as
relatively coarse particles at the aluminum grain boundaries
(Figure 5a). This structure is not particularly strong. However
if the alloy is heated up to a temperature where the alloy will
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Figure 5. Aluminum rich end of the aluminum–copper phase diagram showing schematics of the microstructures obtained for an
Al - 4 wt.% Cu alloy after various heat treatments. (a) Slowly cooled; (b) solution treated; (c) solution treated and quenched; (d) solution
treated, quenched and aged.

exist as a single solid solution phase and held at this temper-
ature for some time the Al2Cu particles will dissolve and a
single solid solution of copper dissolved in aluminum will
be formed (Figure 5b). This heat treatment is referred to as
a solution heat treatment. If the alloy is cooled very quickly
(i.e., by water quenching) this solid solution can be retained
at room temperature (Figure 5c). When this solid solution is
left for sufficient time at room temperature the solid solu-
tion eventually decomposes. As this decomposition occurs
at a low temperature, the Al2Cu will form as very fine parti-
cles distributed homogeneously within the aluminum grains
(precipitation) (Figure 5d). The formation of these very fine
Al2Cu particles imparts strength to the alloy. If allowed to
occur at room temperature (natural aging) the hardening can
take a long time (days/months/years) however if the temper-
ature is raised to say 200◦C (artificial aging) the hardening
can be made to occur in a few hours.

Figure 6 shows how aging temperature and aging time
can alter the mechanical properties of a typical aluminum–
copper alloy. Irrespective of the aging temperature the aging
curve (strength or hardness versus aging time) comprises
three key stages. Initially strength or hardness increase with
aging time as the Al2Cu precipitates nucleate and grow.
Alloys heat-treated in this region are referred to as under
aged. Eventually a peak in the strength is observed (peak
aged) and then the material starts to soften with increasing
aging time (over aged) as the precipitates coarsen. Decreasing
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Figure 6. Effect of aging time and temperature on the strength and
ductility of a typical Al-Cu alloy. Adapted with permission from
Callister (2007)c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

the aging temperature has the effect of increasing the time
required to achieve a peak-aged condition and increases the
peak aged strength level. As the temperature is reduced the
driving force for nucleation is increased and the diffusion
rate and hence diffusion distances are reduced. This has the
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effect of producing more, finer precipitates, which produce a
higher strength microstructure. The ductility tends to follow
an inverse relationship with strength.

A key feature of all the heat treatable aluminum alloys is
in the formation of metastable phases during the precipitation
process. A metastable phase is not thermodynamically sta-
ble but is able to form as it has a lower activation energy
than the true thermodynamically stable phase. As a con-
sequence much finer distributions of precipitates can be
formed which in turn increases the degree of strengthen-
ing that can be achieved from age hardening. In the case
of the aluminum–copper system ageing does not result in
the immediate formation of the stable CuAl2 phase (referred
to asθ), however the precipitation process takes place via
intermediate, metastable phases. The complete sequence of
events is:

αss → α + GP→ α + θ′′ → α + θ′ → α + θ (1)

αssis the supersaturated solid solution of copper in aluminum
(Figure 7a). GP stands for Guinier–Preston zones, these are
plate like clusters of copper atoms segregated onto{100}
planes of the aluminum matrix (Figure 7b). These plates are
only a few atomic planes thick, but are about 10 nm long.
θ′′ are larger precipitates, up to 10 nm thick and 150 nm in
diameter (Figure 7c). These precipitates have a tetragonal

Table 1. Age hardenable alloy systems listing the strengthening
phase and maximum achievable yield strengths. Reproduced with
permission from ASM International (2009).

Alloy Strengthening Maximum yield
system phase strength (MPa)

Al-Cu Al2Cu 420
Al-Cu-Mg Al2CuMg 440
Al-Mg-Si Mg2Si 380
Al-Zn-Mg MgZn2 510
Al-Li-Cu Al 2Cu and Al2CuLi 500
Al-Li-Cu-Mg Al 2Cu, Al2CuLi and Al2CuMg 430

structure where thea andb directions fit perfectly with the
Al unit cell, but not thec direction – semi coherent.θ′ andθ

are both tetragonal but have different lattice parameters.θ is
fully incoherent with the matrix (Figure 7d). The peak-aged
condition is generally associated with the precipitation ofθ′′.

There are a number of other elements (zinc, magne-
sium, silicon, and lithium) that can be added to aluminum
to improve strength via precipitation hardening. While the
composition of the strengthening phase, heat treatment tem-
peratures, and strengthening increment will change (see
Table 1) the fundamental principles of the age hardening
process remain the same.

Figure 7. Schematic of the precipitation sequence in the aluminum–copper system. (a) Super saturated solid solution of aluminum and
copper; (b) Guinier–Preston zone; (c) metastableθ precipitate; (d) stableθ precipitate. Adapted with permission from Callister (2007)c©
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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5 ALLOY DESIGNATIONS AND TEMPERS

The great majority of metallic elements have very limited
solid solubility in aluminum so that there are only five major
alloying additions traditionally made to aluminum, namely
copper, manganese, magnesium, silicon and zinc (silver also
has significant solid solubility and is an occasional addition).
In more recent times lithium has been included and it is
from combinations of these six elements that the vast array
of commercial aluminum alloys are made (Figure 8). Iron
and silicon are common impurity elements (normally less
than 0.5 wt.% each) and the composition limits set for them
depend on the application. Reducing the amount of iron and
silicon allowed in an alloy can improve damage tolerance
properties such as fatigue life and fracture toughness but
there is a cost penalty for so doing. Small amounts (<1 wt.%)
of manganese, chromium, zirconium, vanadium, or titanium
are commonly added to aluminum alloys to control the grain
structure and prevent grain growth during thermomechanical
processing and high temperature heat treatments.

Table 2 lists the aluminum alloy designations showing the
key alloying additions, key properties, and aerospace appli-
cations for the different alloys. The Aluminum Association
(AA) has devised a four digit system to classify the wrought
aluminum alloys. The first digit indicates the series (1–8).
The AA1xxx series is used for aluminum alloys that are
more than 99.0 wt.% pure, with the last two digits being the
two digits to the right of the decimal point of the aluminum
purity; that is, AA1099 is 99.99 wt.% aluminum. The second
digit is simply used to indicate a special control of one or
more of the elements. Alloys are separated into the AA2xxx
to AA7xxx series based on their major alloying addition.
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Figure 8. List of the major alloying additions to aluminum showing
how they combine to form the main commercial alloys.

Copper rich alloys are assigned to the AA2xxx, manganese
rich alloys to AA3xxx, silicon rich alloys to AA4xxx, magne-
sium rich alloys to AA5xxx, magnesium/silicon rich alloys
to AA6xxx, and zinc rich alloys to AA7xxx. The AA8xxx
series is reserved for alloys that do not fit into the AA1xxx
to AA7xxx series. In the AA2xxx series to AA8xxx series
the second digit indicates a modification to an alloy with 0
signify the original alloy and 1 to 9 indicating progress mod-
ifications. The last two digits have no special significance
other than to differentiate the different alloys in the series.

There are also designations to describe the condition of
the alloy (or temper). The basic designations are as follows
(ASM International, 2009):

F Fabricated. Alloys that have been shaped by hot or cold
working to which no specific thermal treatment has been
applied

O Annealed. Alloys that have been annealed (high tem-
perature heat treatment) to achieve the lowest strength
condition

H Strain hardened. Alloys that have been strengthened by
work hardening (e.g., rolling). Followed by a two-digit
number. See Table 3

T Solution heat-treated. Alloys that have been solution
heat-treated and aged. The T is followed by one or more
digits. See Table 4

Aerospace alloys are generally taken from the AA2xxx,
AA6xxx, and AA7xxx series. With each alloy there is a trade
off between the various properties such as strength, tough-
ness, fatigue, and corrosion resistance and the decision as
to which alloy to use is dependent on how those properties
are prioritized in the required component. Furthermore, even
with a single alloy the heat treatment applied will also con-
trol the balance of properties. Examples of key properties
for some selected aerospace aluminum alloys are given in
Table 5. The main characteristics of the eight alloy series are
discussed below:

AA1xxx. The 1xxx series of alloys can be considered as
nearly pure aluminum (99.0–99.999 wt.% aluminum) with
small amounts of iron (<0.5 wt.%), silicon (<0.5 wt.%), and
copper (<0.2 wt.%) present. They are commonly used in
applications where strength is not an issue but high corrosion
resistance is required. As thermal and electrical conduc-
tivity are improved as the purity of aluminum increases,
this series of alloys is commonly used as conductor mate-
rials and some for heat exchanger applications. Super pure
aluminum (99.99 wt.% aluminum) can also be used for opti-
cal reflecting surfaces due to its high reflectivity (up to
90% to visible light). One further application for pure alu-
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Table 2. List of the Aluminum Association alloy designations, showing key alloying additions, typical properties, and examples of aerospace
applications. Reproduced with permission from ASM International (2009).

Relative properties

Series Major alloying additions Strength Damage tolerance Corrosion resistance Aerospace applications

AA1xxx None Very low Low Very high Cladding for fuselage skins
AA2xxx Cu (2.6–6.5 wt.%) High High Low Aircraft structures, rivets

Mg (0.0–1.5 wt.%) — — — Lower wing skins, fuselage
skin, wheels

Superplastically formed parts
AA3xxx Mn (0.5–1.2 wt.%) Low Low Very high —

Mg (0–1.0 wt.%) — — — —
AA4xxx Si (5–12 wt.%) Medium Low High —

Mg (0–1 wt.%) — — — —
AA5xxx Mg (0.8–5.0 wt.%) Medium High High Aircraft fuel lines, lightly

loaded aircraft components
Superplastically formed parts

Mn (0–0.8 wt.%) — — — —
AA6xxx Mg (0.5–1.1 wt.%) Medium High High Replacement alloy for some

AA2xxx applications
Si (0.4–1.4 wt.%) — — — Fuselage skins and stiffeners

AA7xxx Zn (1.0–7.6 wt.%) Very high High Medium Highly stressed components
such as the fuselage, upper
wing skins, spars, and
bulkheads

Mg (0–2.7 wt.%) — — — Superplastically formed parts
Cu (0–2.3 wt.%) — — — —

AA8xxx Other Elements (i.e., Li,
Fe> 1 wt.%)

— — — Space and helicopter
components

Table 3. Main temper designations for strain hardened alloys.
Reproduced with permission from ASM international (2009).

Temper Description Definition of x (1–9)

H1x Strain hardened to
required strength

Degree of strain
hardening (1 low 9
high)

H2x Strain hardened and
partially annealed

Degree of strain
hardening remaining
after annealing (1 low
9 high)

H3x Strain hardened and
stabilized by a low
temperature heat
treatment (only applies
to alloys that unless
stabilized would age
soften at room
temperature)

Degree of strain
hardening remaining
after stabilization
(1 low 9 high)

minum is in a powder form as a solid rocket propellant.
The AA1xxx series of alloys are characterized as being
soft and ductile. In its purest form (AA1199) strengths as
low as 10 MPa (50% ductility) are reported in an annealed

Table 4. Main temper designations for solution treated and aged
alloys. Reproduced with permission from ASM international
(2009).

Temper Description

T1 Cooled from an elevated temperature forming
process (i.e., extrusion) and naturally aged

T2 Cooled from an elevated temperature
forming process cold worked (e.g., rolling)
to improve strength and naturally aged

T3 Solution heat-treated, cold worked, and
naturally aged

T4 Solution treated and naturally aged
T5 Cooled from an elevated temperature

forming process and artificially aged
T6 Solution treated and artificially aged
T7 Solution heat-treated and overaged

Overaging can improve certain properties
such as stress corrosion cracking

T8 Solution heat-treated cold worked and
artificially aged

T9 Solution heat-treated, artificially-aged, and
cold worked

T10 Cooled from an elevated temperature forming
process, cold worked, and artificially aged
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Table 5. Composition and properties of some commercial aluminum-lithium alloys along with examples of traditional aerospace aluminum
alloys (ASM International).

Composition (wt.%)

Yield strength Ductility Modulus Density
Alloy Li Cu Mg Zn (MPa) (%) (GPa) (kg m−3)

AA8090
(T8x)

2.2–2.7 1.0–1.6 0.6–1.3 — — 430 7 79 2540

AA2090
(T83)

1.9–2.6 2.4–3.0 0.3 max — — 500 6 76 2590

AA2091
(T8x)

1.7–2.3 1.8–2.5 1.1–1.9 — — 335 14 75 2580

AA2050
(T84)

0.7–1.3 3.2–3.9 0.2–0.6 — Ag 0.2–0.7 500 — 77 2700

AA2196
(T8511)

1.4–2.1 2.5–3.3 0.2–0.8 — — 470 6 78 2630

AA2024
(T361)

— 3.8–4.9 1.2–1.8 — — 395 13 72 2770

AA6013
(T8)

— 0.6–1.1 0.8–1.2 — Si 0.6–1.0 386 8 70 2710

AA7050
(T7361)

— 2.0–2.6 1.9–2.6 5.7–6.7 — 455 11 70 2830

condition. In a more impure 99.0 wt.% material (AA1100)
this rises to 35 MPa (35% ductility). Cold work (i.e., in the
form of cold rolling) will increase the yield strength to as
much as 165 MPa though this is accompanied by a reduction
in ductility to as low as 2%.

AA2xxx. The major alloying addition in the 2xxx series
of alloys is copper (2.3–6.3 wt.%). In most alloys deliber-
ate additions of up to 1.5 wt.% magnesium are added. In
all but a few specialist alloys the copper content is kept to
a level less than its maximum solid solubility in aluminum
(5.5 wt.%). Increasing the copper content beyond this level
will not have any significant influence on strength as the
excess copper (beyond 5.5 wt.%) cannot be dissolved dur-
ing a solution heat treatment and hence cannot subsequently
be used to form strengthening precipitates. The key aerospace
alloy is AA2024 (4.4 wt.% copper and 1.5 wt.% magnesium)
and it is commonly used for fuselage skins and lower wing
skins. It is typically used in the solution treated, cold worked,
and naturally aged condition (T3) where is has high duc-
tility, toughness, and fatigue crack propagation resistance
(Welpmann and Peters, 1992). As the addition of copper to
aluminum reduces its corrosion resistance AA2xxx alloys
have a low resistance the corrosion compared to the other
alloy series, which contain less copper. For this reason a
number of the AA2xxx alloys are available with a protective
surface layer of pure aluminum (e.g., Alclad 2024).

One 2xxx alloy, AA2004, has been specifically designed
for superplastic forming. At high temperatures (450◦C)

and slow deformation rates (strain rate of 10−3–10−2 s−1)
AA2004 can deform to elongation in the region of 500–
1000% permitting sheets of this alloy to be blow molded into
single sided tools (Grimes, 1987). This allows complex parts
to be formed in one operation, examples of which include air
intakes and wing tips.

Several AA2xxx alloys have been specifically designed for
high temperature applications (up to 200◦C). A typical exam-
ple is AA2618, which in addition to the obligatory copper
and magnesium, contains small quantities of iron (1.1 wt.%)
and nickel (1 wt.%). These elements produce thermally sta-
ble precipitates that impart elevated temperature strength and
creep resistance. The alloy has its origins as a piston alloy for
the Spitfire’s Merlin engine and was used for the skin of the
Concorde.

AA3xxx. The 3xxx alloys contain up to 1.2 wt.% manganese
with an optional addition of up to 1 wt.% magnesium. They
tend to be used in applications that require good formabil-
ity and corrosion resistance but also require higher strength
levels than available from the AA1xxx series. Typical appli-
cations include heat exchangers, beverage cans, chemical
storage equipment, and siding. The yield strengths displayed
by these alloys vary from 40 MPa in fully annealed AA3003
(1.2 wt.% manganese) to as high as 250 MPa in cold worked
AA3004 (1.2 wt.% manganese, 1 wt.% magnesium).

AA4xxx. Whilst aluminum-silicon alloys are predominantly
used for near net shape castings (due to the low solidification
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shrinkage in aluminum-silicon alloys) there is currently only
limited use of these alloys in the wrought condition (In the
past they have been widely used in architectural applications
because anodizing results in an integrally colored dark brown
oxide film). High silicon containing alloys (up to 12.2 wt.%)
are used in high temperature applications such as pistons,
whereas the lower silicon alloys (4.5–6.0 wt.%) are used as
welding filler rod. Yield strengths as high as 315 MPa can be
obtained.

The low melting point of the high silicon alloys is exploited
in brazing sheet where an AA4xxx alloy is clad onto an
AA3xxx or AA6xxx high strength core.

AA5xxx. Magnesium can be added in relatively large
amounts (up to 5 wt.%) to aluminum and remain in solid solu-
tion where it acts as an effective solid solution strengthener.
These alloys can be further strengthened by work harden-
ing (e.g., cold rolling). For example AA5083, which contains
4.4 wt.% magnesium, has a yield strength of around 150 MPa
in the annealed condition which rises to rising to around
300 MPa when heavily worked. The AA5xxx alloys are read-
ily worked and welded and generally display a high corrosion
resistance although at the higher magnesium levels exposure
to moderately elevated temperatures can result in a sensiti-
zation and susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking. These
alloys are predominantly used in medium strength applica-
tions outside the aerospace sector, such as automotive and
marine, for body panels, hull plates, and armor plating. There
are limited applications within the aerospace sector though
AA5083 can be superplastically formed and components
formed from this alloy are starting to be used in aerospace
applications.

AA6xxx. AA6xxx alloys contain magnesium (0.5–1.1 wt.%)
and silicon (0.4–1.4 wt.%) and are precipitation hardened
with the strengthening precipitates having the composition
Mg2Si. Copper is sometimes added (<0.4 wt.%) to add
strength though this can have a detrimental effect on cor-
rosion resistance. They are medium strength alloys, which
are, in the most part, corrosion resistant and weldable, par-
ticularly when compared to the higher strength AA2xxx
alloys. Traditionally AA6XXX alloys were not perceived
as having appropriate properties for major aerospace appli-
cations. However, in the early 1990s it was realized that
AA6013 could exhibit damage tolerant properties match-
ing AA2024. At this time advanced fuselage construction
techniques including welding stringers to skins were being
investigated and the combination of lower cost, lower density,
better corrosion resistance, reduced quench sensitivity, and
weldability made the alloy a strong contender to substitute
for AA2024T3. More recently AA6056 has been developed

for laser-welded panel/stiffeners assemblies in the lower
shell fuselage on the A350 (Lequeu, Lassince and Warner,
2007).

The AA6xxx alloys are general-purpose alloys for
medium strength applications. AA6063 is a popular extrusion
alloy, which can be heat treated to achieve yield strengths
in the region of 270 MPa, and is used in a number of
light structural applications such as architectural extrusions,
door/window frames, truck/trailer flooring, and gas/oil pipes.
Other applications of AA6xxx alloys include automotive
body panels, step ladders, and offshore structures.

AA7xxx. The aluminum-zinc-magnesium-copper system
produces the highest strength commercial aluminum alloys
(yield strengths in excess of 500 MPa) but they can be suscep-
tible to stress corrosion cracking. They are the most highly
alloyed, containing up to 7.6 wt.% zinc, 2.7 wt.% magnesium,
and 2.3 wt.% copper, are strengthened by age hardening with
MgZn2 precipitates. The high zinc content of these alloys
make them the heaviest of the alloy series with densities
in excess of 2800 kg m−3 (cf. ∼2700 kg m−3 for AA6xxx
alloys). They are generally used in the over aged T7 temper
as this reduces the susceptibility to stress corrosion crack-
ing (Welpmann and Peters, 1992). The corrosion resistance
of these alloys is generally better than A2xxx alloys, but
the corrosion resistance reduces with increasing copper con-
tent. These alloys are used in the form of plate, forgings,
or extrusions for highly stressed structural components such
as the fuselage, wing skins, spars, and bulkheads. The tradi-
tional aerospace alloys are AA7050, AA7010, AA7075, and
AA7475. In each case there is a trade off between strength,
damage tolerance, and corrosion behavior. AA7075 has the
highest strength but sustained tensile stresses need to be
avoided. As a result this alloy is commonly used for upper
wing skins where compressive stresses dominate. AA7050
has good corrosion properties and is preferred for thick sec-
tions as its properties are insensitive to the cooling rate after
solution treatment. AA7475 has the best damage tolerance
mainly due to the low limits imposed on the iron and silicon
content. AA7475 is also suitable for producing superplasti-
cally formed components (Grimes, 1987).

Recent developments to improve toughness and/or
strength have led to a number of new alloys such as AA7040,
AA7049, and AA7056 which are gradually taking over from
the more traditional AA7xxx alloys (Lequeu, Lassince and
Warner, 2007).

AA8xxx. This series is reserved for alloys that do not fall
within the other 7 series. Examples include lithium containing
alloys and high iron containing alloys. Aluminum-lithium
alloys will be discussed in the next section.
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Aluminum-lithium Alloys. Stiffness (or Young’s modulus)
and density are key properties for aerospace alloys. The ten-
sile elastic modulus of aluminum is 69 GPa and its density is
2700 kg m−3. Whilst most alloying additions (with the excep-
tion of magnesium) have a positive effect on both modulus
and density the effect is small. For this reason a modulus of
69± 2 GPa and a density of 2740± 100 kg m−3 covers nearly
all of the conventional aluminum alloys. However there is one
element that has a significant positive effect on the modulus
of aluminum and that is lithium. Furthermore additions of
lithium also decrease the density of aluminum and can add
strength by precipitation hardening. Each addition of lithium
to aluminum reduces the density by 3% and increases the
modulus by 6%. Driven by the fuel crisis in the 1970s and the
perceived threat from composites to aluminum’s dominance
in the civil aerospace market, the aluminum industry invested
in a large global research effort to develop lithium containing
alloys in the late 1970s and 1980s. Despite the large expendi-
ture and the development of a number of commercial alloys
the use of these “second generation” alloys remained limited.
The price of the Al-Li based alloys was always a contentious
issue and the collapse of the Soviet Union resulted in the
potential military users becoming far more concerned with
cost of acquisition and less concerned with performance. On
the civil side the doubling in jet kerosene prices over the
next decade forecast by Boeing in 1983 (Quist, Narayanan
and Wingert, 1984) had not occurred and so they too became
far more concerned by cost of acquisition than by cost of
operation. Technically issues surrounding their damage tol-
erance properties had not been resolved. Some notable uses
of the second generation aluminum-lithium alloys were in the
EH101 Westland Augusta helicopter and in the external fuel
tanks for the space shuttle, where their excellent cryogenic
performance was exploited. In the 1990s research focused on
the improving these properties and resulted in the develop-
ment of “third generation” alloys. At the time of writing these
alloys are seeing increased take up with their incorporation
within the Airbus A380 airframe and planned usage in the
A350 (Lequeu, Lassince and Warner, 2007).

Table 5 lists the main properties and composition of a
few examples of commercial aluminum-lithium alloys along
with examples of traditional aerospace aluminum alloys.
The lithium containing alloys are based on combinations of
aluminum, lithium, and copper with optional additions of
magnesium. AA2050 includes some silver additions and all
the alloys contain small amounts of zirconium and/or tita-
nium. The lower lithium containing alloys fall within the

AA2xxx series as copper is the major alloying element whilst
the alloys in which lithium is the greatest addition fall within
the AA8xxx series. The main differences between the second
(AA8090, AA2090, AA2091) and third generation (AA2050,
AA2196) alloys are the lower lithium contents and higher
copper contents; this does however reduce the density benefit.

6 CONCLUSIONS

For over one hundred years aluminum alloys have been the
dominant material in airframe construction. As aircraft per-
formance has increased from low subsonic to supersonic
speeds with ever more demands on the material properties the
aluminum and aircraft industries have successfully responded
with new and appropriate alloys for the different parts of the
aircraft structure. In the more recent past polymeric compos-
ites have represented a major challenge to the dominance
of aluminum alloys and it appears likely that the use of
aluminum in large passenger jets will diminish somewhat.
However developments in third generation aluminum lithium
based alloys, AA6xxx alloys, and construction techniques
demonstrate a continuing response to the material challenges.
Thus there seem good reasons to believe that its availability,
price, performance, and reliability will result in significant
aerospace use into the foreseeable future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aluminum alloys with their low density and high specific
modulus have been favored for aircraft construction since the
days of the Zeppelins. Like most metals, aluminum alloys
can be formed by forging and casting, cut by machining,
and joined by brazing and welding. Aluminum alloys are
available in a variety of forms including: forgings, castings,
extrusions, sheet, plate, and wire.

Several unique structures based on innovative manufac-
turing techniques enhance the light-weight and high specific
modulus of aluminum alloys in aerospace construction. These
were summarized in a recent National Academies Report
(National Academies Report, 1996) and expanded in Table 1.
These manufacturing methods, as applied to aluminum, are
discussed in this section.

2 MACHINING OF ALUMINUM
STRUCTURES

One of the most common fabrication methods used to cre-
ate aircraft industry parts is machining. Although there
are numerous traditional machining processes including but
not limited to: turning, milling, grinding, and boring; all
serve to remove metal to produce engineered shapes. Alu-
minum alloys are readily machineable due to several inherent
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Table 1. Summary of innovative structural concepts (National Academies Report, 1996).

Structural concept Applications Benefits Constraints

Integral stiffening/iso and ortho
grid construction

Skin, stringer panels, doors,
floor assemblies.

Lower part counts, reduced use
of fasteners, and reduced
processing steps.

Part complexity, tooling costs,
damage tolerance,
maintenance, inspection, and
repair.

Welded structure Fuel tanks, pressure vessels,
wing-box structure.

Lower part counts, reduced
manufacturing costs,
amenable to automation.

Low static strengths, fatigue
behavior, property database.

Precision castings Pylons, bulkhead stabilizers,
canopy frames, doors,
structural frames, pump
housings, impellers, blisks.

Lower part counts, reduced
manufacturing counts.

Casting defects, fatigue
behavior, property database.

Precision forgings pump housings, impellers,
blisks.

Lower part counts, reduced
manufacturing counts.

Part complexity, especially thin
regions, property database.

Sandwich construction Skins, control surfaces, edges,
doors, floor assemblies.

High strength and stiffness to
weight ratio, biaxial stability.

Moisture entrapment/corrosion,
high manufacturing, and
assembly cost/not amenable
to automation.

properties. Low density of the aluminum reduces the iner-
tia and allows high speeds of rotation and translation during
machining. The high thermal conductivity assists with heat
dissipation as the heat generated by the machining process is
taken away by the chips. Additional cooling to minimize dis-
tortion, utilizes active cooling fluids, such as alcohol mists,
during machining. Overall the amount of deflection in alu-
minum structures, such as flat panels, will vary among the
alloys. The resulting low temperatures during metal cutting
minimize concerns in tool selection since reactions between
the tool and workpiece are not promoted.

3 INTEGRALLY STIFFENED PANELS

To reduce weight in panels used in the aircraft industry,
integrally machined iso-grid or ortho-grid panels are used.
This significantly reduces the cost of complex components
by eliminating multipart assemblies, fasteners, and adhe-
sive bonded joints. Integral stiffening also reduces corrosion
though the elimination of susceptible interfaces and improves
structural efficiency by providing continuous load paths.

The integrally stiffened panels are a one-piece structure in
which a network of load bearing ribs and a protective skin
are machined out of a solid aluminum plate. Typically this
construction is used in the fabrication of fuselages. Figure 1
(Slysh, 1973) shows a typical machining operation in which
an iso-grid pattern is machined into flat panels, which are
then bent to shape after milling. Several rolled sections can
be welded to produce barrel sections. Further thinning of the
skin sections can be achieved by chemical milling.

While integrally stiffened panels offer many benefits, there
are some disadvantages that might impact their selection.
Several disadvantages include: difficulty in fabricating com-
plex parts, high tooling costs, and costly repair.

4 JOINING OF ALUMINUM
STRUCTURES

Aluminum alloys are joined by either fusion or solid-state
processes. Mechanical fastening, that is, bolts, rivets, and
so on, are taken to be matters of design rather than fabrica-
tion and are not discussed here. With fusion processes a heat
source is used to bring either the filler material alone (braz-
ing), the work piece joint edges (welding), or both (welding)
to their melting temperature leaving solid metal when the heat
source is withdrawn, so as to produce a lightweight, leak free
joint. Hence aluminum tanks, pressure vessels, pipelines, and
containers are usually welded.

Solid state welding is performed with the work piece in
a solid state without the use of filler materials. Clean metal
surfaces brought into contact at elevated temperatures diffuse
together to form a joint without the need for melting.

Because of the strong affinity of aluminum for oxygen it is
necessary to shield its alloys at welding temperatures by inert
gas. At atmospheric pressures, aluminum oxide is stable up to
approximately 2050◦C, which is well above the 660◦C melt-
ing temperature of pure aluminum. To remove thick oxides,
mechanical methods are often employed such as scraping or
the use of chemical etching. Various modes of fusion welding
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Figure 1. Machining of an iso-grid pattern for integral stiffening of panels. Reproduced from Slysh (2009)c© AISI.

can be used to locally clean the oxides prior to welding.
Depending on the fusion-welding mode used, cathodic clean-
ing can be used for its surface cleaning effect. In this mode,
the polarity is reversed causing the electrons to flow out of the
workpiece with a flow of positive ions to the workpiece sur-
face. With reversed polarity, the positive ions appear to rest
on the oxide surface inducing a high electric field across the
thin aluminum oxide layer. As field breakdown occurs, the
oxide is locally blasted away. Plasma welding operations in
the keyholing mode (full penetration of the plasma jet through
the weld plate) require a fraction of welding current to be in
reverse polarity mode to clean away the thin oxide layer that
would otherwise disrupt bead formation.

Oil, grease, and dirt when decomposed by a welding arc
can yield hydrogen, which causes porosity. Molten aluminum
can absorb more hydrogen than the solid metal; thus exposure
to excessive hydrogen can result in porosity at the solidifying
interface. Aluminum alloys containing lithium and exposed
to nitrogen at high temperatures so as to contain lithium
nitride, a potential commercial storage medium for hydro-
gen, may retain hydrogen in a primary weld bead and then
produce porosity when the primary bead is exposed to the
heat of a secondary pass.

Weld strengths can be reduced by residual stresses, locked
into the metal when high temperature regions deform under
thermal stresses and retain some of the deformation upon
cooling to operational temperature. Thermal stresses can pro-
duce serious workpiece distortions in a similar way. Exposure
to heat during the weld operation can reduce the strength in
the metal adjacent to the weld by overaging of the microstruc-
ture. Hence it is desirable to minimize the metal volume
heated during the welding process.

5 BRAZING

Brazing can be used to join aluminum parts with an alloy
whose melting point is only slightly below the melting range
of the workpiece material. In this process only the filler
material is heated to a molten temperature with the parent
material remaining solid. Various alloys can be used to braze
aluminum including other aluminum base alloys. Tight tol-
erances on the gap between components, enables the molten
braze alloy to be pulled by capillary action into the joint
for complete penetration. This joint configuration results in
a narrow braze zone which can be stronger than the braze
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metal itself due to the constraint of the surrounding parent
metal. Fluxes maybe used to help wet the surfaces, but must
be removed to avoid contaminating the resulting braze. To
ensure proper flow of filler material, joint design, and clean-
liness are critical to the process (Brazing Alcoa Aluminum,
1955).

Heat can be supplied for brazing either by a torch or a
batch process. A batch process occurs with the entire part in
the furnace to accommodate the joining of many parts simul-
taneously. When brazing heat treatable alloys, often the heat
treatment process is combined with the brazing schedule.
Thus the parts can be put into the furnace in the solid solu-
tion stage, followed by raising the temperature sufficient to
cause the braze material to flow and then a reduction of the
temperature for the aging sequence of the part. Because the
entire part is uniformly heated in a batch process, distortions
experienced in fusion welding are minimized.

6 FUSION WELDING

Fusion welding is commonly applied to join aluminum alloys.
Although the melting temperature of aluminum alloys is low,
the higher heat input required due to the high thermal con-
ductivity make power requirements not very different from
that of higher melting metals like steels. The heat sources
include: arc, resistance, electron and laser beam, and plasma
jet.

7 ARC WELDING

Arc fusion welds can be produced with or without filler metal.
Autogenous welds, made without filler metal, are applica-
ble to the lower alloyed aluminums. As the alloying in the
aluminum is increased, it often becomes necessary to use
filler metal to achieve higher strengths as in the case of
precipitation-strengthened alloys. The filler metal is added
to the molten pool to provide reinforcement to the weld joint
and increase strength. The heat-treatable aluminum alloys
are somewhat more metallurgically complex and more sen-
sitive to “hot short” cracking, which results from liquation of
2nd phases in the heat affect zone (HAZ) during the welding
operation. Proper use of filler and careful control of the weld-
ing parameters are required to avoid hot cracking (Welding
Alcoa Aluminum, 1958; O’Brien, 1991). Dissimilar alloy
filler, which has higher levels of solute (for example, cop-
per or silicon) than the workpiece are often used (Welding
Alcoa Aluminum, 1958; O’Brien, 1991).

In arc welding, multiple passes may be required depending
on material thickness. An inert gas environment is required

as is great care in maintaining cleanliness to avoid poros-
ity. Common arc welding techniques used in welding of
aluminum and its alloys include gas tungsten arc welding
(GTAW) and gas metal arc welding (GMAW).

8 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
(GTAW) – TIG

Stemming from the heliarc process, the first really successful
aircraft quality welding technique for aluminum alloys was
developed in the 1940s and is referred to as GTAW. Figure 2
illustrates the GTAW process in which a non-consumable
tungsten electrode is used as the electrode with an inert gas,
such as argon or helium, shielding the arc. GTAW is some-
times called TIG, tungsten inert gas welding. The heat is
provided by an arc between the work piece and the electrode.
No flux is needed. TIG can be commonly performed using
either AC or DC mode, depending on the penetration depth
required. Common filler rod or wire used in TIG include:
Alloys 1100, 4043, 5356, 5154, and 5556 (Welding Alcoa
Aluminum, 1958; O’Brien, 1991). Weld termination craters
can be filled easily as the current is tapered down by a foot
pedal or electronic control.

Figure 2. Equipment arrangement for inert gas arc welding (TIG).
Reproduced from Beddoes and Bibby (1999)c© Elsevier.
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This process can be automated or performed by hand weld-
ing, but even when automated a certain amount of parameter
adjustment by an operator will be required unless a reliable
penetration sensor is available. Large variations in penetra-
tion can occur due to small (within specification) differences
in weld pool surface chemistry, due to surface tension gradi-
ent driven pool circulations (Heiple and Roper, 1982).

9 GAS METAL ARC WELDING (GMAW) –
MIG

The GMAW process, informally called MIG, metal inert
gas, resembles the GTAW process but uses a consumable,
automatically fed, bare metal wire as the electrode as illus-
trated in Figure 3. The varied possibilities for metal transfer,
short-circuiting, globular, and spray, add a complexity to the
GMAW process over GTAW and will not be discussed here.
No flux is needed. GTAW can be performed using either AC

or DC mode. Weld termination craters can be filled easily
as the current is tapered down by a foot pedal or electronic
control.

Choice of consumable wire diameter size and composi-
tion are important factors and depend on material thickness
being welded. Various alloys can be used for MIG including
1100, 1260, 4043, 5154, 5356, depending on workpiece alloy
(Welding Alcoa Aluminum, 1958; O’Brien, 1991).

10 VARIABLE POLARITY PLASMA ARC
WELDING (VPPAW) PROCESS

A plasma jet can be used to deliver energy to the workpiece
surface, pushing the jet tip down into the molten pool to
deliver heat deep into the weld metal and pass through the
workpiece emerging as a tongue of plasma from the back
of the workpiece forming a keyhole. A part of the plasma is
located inside the welding torch, where the heat expands the

Figure 3. Diagram and equipment arrangement for tungsten insert gas welding (GTAW). Reproduced from Beddoes and Bibby (1999)c©
Elsevier.
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Figure 4. Variable polarity plasma arc welding (VPPAW) process.
Reproduced with permission from Beddoes and Biiby (1993)c©
ASM International.

gas and expels it through a water-cooled nozzle in a plasma
jet as illustrated in Figure 4. A constant feed of plasma gas
replenishes the expelled plasma and is often carried out with
supplemental metal wire feed. In the keyhole mode of oper-
ation contaminants tend to be blown out the backside of the
weld, thus eliminating or minimizing porosity, but for alu-
minum alloys some application of reverse polarity is required
to clean off the thin oxide layer that disrupts bead formation.
This requirement gave rise to the VPPAW, variable polar-
ity plasma arc welding modification of the straight (SPAW)
process for aluminum alloys.

In the late 1960s, researchers at the Boeing Company com-
bined a variable polarity power source with a plasma welder
(Wang and Kovacevic, 2002) and subsequently contracted
with Hobart Brothers to develop the first VPPAW system.
In 1978, NASA began studies to evaluate using VPPAW to
replace the GTAW process for welding the aluminum external
tank on the Space Shuttle (Nunes, 1984). VPPAW operates
on a cycle of straight polarity, direct current electrode neg-
ative (DCEN) and reverse polarity, direct current electrode
positive (DCEP). The cycle is configured to obtain sufficient
cleaning with maximum power. Since the faster moving elec-
trons in the plasma carry more power, more heat is delivered
to the workpiece and less to the electrode in straight polarity.
A transverse section of a VPPAW in a 2xxx series aluminum
alloy is shown in Figure 5. The VPPAW process has been
successfully used in production of the space shuttle external
tanks and space station (Nunes, 1984; Woodward, 1996).

Figure 5. Transverse section of a VPPA weld joint in an aluminum
alloy.

VPPAW produces a deeper, narrower weld bead requir-
ing fewer passes than GTAW. Greater arc stability allows a
much longer arc length (stand-off), and much greater tol-
erance to arc length changes. However, VPPAW requires
relatively expensive and complex equipment as compared to
TIG and proper torch maintenance is critical. Welding proce-
dures tend to be more complex and less tolerant to variations
in joint fit-up. Operator skill required is slightly greater than
for TIG.

11 BEAM WELDING

Either an electron beam (EB) or laser beam (LB) can be used
to weld aluminum alloys without the use of filler metal. The
vacuum environment of an electron beam weld (EBW) allevi-
ates contamination issues. A metal surface exposed to a high
energy density beam reaches vaporization temperature before
it can dissipate the heat input. A vapor cavity is produced with
the beam impinging on the sides of the cavity. For deeper pen-
etration welds, the side area dissipating the beam energy also
increases. Eventually equilibrium is reached between power
input and power dissipation and the limit of penetration is
reached. With high energy density a very deep narrow pene-
tration can be obtained. As welds become narrower than the
thickness of the workpiece they approach the strength of the
parent metal, in spite of any overaging of the metal exposed
to high welding heat.

EBW generally has good power coupling properties while
laser beam welding, LBW, must cope with high metal reflec-
tivity and cross sectional modal distributions of power.
But EBW requires a vacuum chamber and LBW does not.
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Further, the EB is deflected by magnetic fields, which can
cause it to miss the weld seam.

12 RESISTANCE WELDING

Resistance welding is performed by pressing together the
work pieces between electrodes and applying an electric
current. Relatively high electrical resistance at the interface
between the workpieces becomes higher as resistance heat-
ing occurs and a molten spot forms between the surfaces,
which becomes a weld as the current is removed and the
metal solidifies. Figure 6 shows a typical setup.

Because resistance welding only heats a small area of
metal for a minimum length of time, dimensional metal-

Figure 6. Schematic of a resistance spot welding procedure. Repro-
duced with permission from Schey (2000)c© McGraw Hill.

lurgical disturbance is minimized. Spot welding and seam
welding are common resistance welding technique for alu-
minum alloys for military aircraft. In the aircraft industry,
spot welding is used to tack wing skin sections, secure
brackets, assemble cowling, and make deck sections. Seam
welding, or roller spot welding, uses a wheel as an electrode
to make spot-welds at predetermined internals. If the spots
overlap, a pressure tight seam may be obtained.

13 SOLID STATE PROCESSES

Melting and solidification problems such as porosity, vari-
ous kinds of cracks, and so on, can be avoided if solid-state
processes are used. In additional, distortion caused by temper-
ature differentials is also minimized. Although the workpiece
material is heated to a softened plasticized state, no melt-
ing occurs. Solid-state processes include; linear and rotary
friction welding, and friction stir welding.

14 LINEAR AND ROTARY FRICTION
WELDING (LFW AND RFW)

With linear friction welding (LFW), one component is oscil-
lated against a stationary substrate, with the resulting friction
generating the heat for the weld. Once adequate heat has
been generated to soften the material, pressure applied to the
oscillating component drives it into the stationary component,
thus forging the two pieces together. Surface contaminates or
oxides are expelled from the joint during the forging process
by a generation of a flash at the interface.

For round parts, a variation of friction welding can be used
in which the oscillating part is rotated at a relatively high
speed. Again once adequate heating has occurred to soften
the workpiece, it is driven or forged into the stationary piece.
A similar flash is generated at the interface as illustrated in
Figure 7.

15 FRICTION STIR WELDING (FSW)

In friction stir welding (FSW), a non-consumable rotating pin
tool is used to impart a large deformation under pressure to
join the faying surfaces of a weld joint (Mishra and Mahoney,
2007). This solid state joining process, illustrated in Figure 8,
was patented by The Welding Institute (TWI) of the UK in
1991 (Thomaset al., 1995). Since the advent of this joining
technique, FSW has proven itself as an alternative to fusion
welding of highly alloyed aluminum. Since its invention in
1991, the FSW process has been rapidly put into production
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Figure 7. Rotary friction welding: (a) rotating part, no contact; (b) parts brought into contact to generate frictional heat, (c) rotation stopped
and axial pressure applied; and (d) weld created – note flash at joint. Reproduced with permission from Groover (1996)c© John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.

with the first flight of a private jet, the Eclipse 500, which
was fabricated using FSW and made its debut in August 2002
(Arbegast, 2006). Changes to the welding on the external tank
of the NASA space shuttle were begun in 1995 (Dinget al.,
2006) with the first FSW joint flying on the August 2009
launch.

The welding of 2xxx and 7xxx series, precipitation
strengthened aluminum alloys, have traditionally been the

Figure 8. Schematic showing the three distinct zones after FSWing:
(a) bulk work piece material; (b) heat affected zone (HAZ); (c)
thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ); (d) the weld nugget.
Reproduced from TWI Ltdc© 2009.

largest technological drivers for FSW (Mishra and Mahoney,
2007). These precipitation strengthened aluminum alloys
have high strength to weight ratios, and are of interest to
the aerospace industry. A typical transverse macrograph of
a 2xxx series alloy, FSW joint is shown in Figure 9. Unique
to FSW is a refined grain structure within the centralized
weld nugget. Additionally, shielding gases are not required
for aluminum alloys.

The FSW process is an autogenous solid-state process.
No supplemental material is needed and the joining takes
place in the solid state, occurring at temperatures 60–90%
of the absolute melting temperature (Mishra and Mahoney,
2007). This decreased temperature allows the material to be
joined with minimal distortion and minimizes fusion-welding
problems such as porosity, hot tearing, and residual stress.

Figure 9. Transverse section of a FSW weld joint.
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An essential element of FSW is the weld tool. This com-
ponent couples with the material that is being joined and
supplies the means for heating, deformation, and consoli-
dation. During FSW, a threaded pin is rotated and inserted
though the material thickness. Once it is inserted to a proper
depth, the rotating tool is translated along the weld seam.
Thus the rotating tool provides frictional heating at the sur-
face and deformational heating through the material thickness
as a function of the tool RPM. The features on the FSW tool
move the material around the pin and through the material
thickness, in essence stirring the metal together. The rate of
travel along the weld seam affects the post weld- quenching
rate.

16 NEAR NET SHAPING PROCESSING
OF ALUMINUM STRUCTURES

Net or near net shape technology offers the ability to produce
a one piece, final component with complex geometries and
incorporation of internal passages. However, the tradeoff in
reduced number of machining steps and subcomponents must
be weighed against the possibility of defects and reduced
properties in the final component. Near net shapes can be pro-
duced either by casting or forming/forging operations. Often
the method selected will rely on cost analysis considering
both the number of fabrication steps with regards to the final
component count.

In forming/forging operations, the temperature and form-
ing rate ranges are selected in which the flow stresses of the
aluminum alloy are lowered and constant over the desired
range of strain. Various handbooks provide guidance for
selection of the forming conditions (Prasad and Sasidhara,
1997). Forming limit diagrams provide information on the
amount of biaxial strain that can be accommodated under pro-
cessing conditions of interest. Slip line theory is often useful
in mould and process design for forgings (Lubliner, 2008).
At elevated temperatures, strains in excess of 100 to 1000%
can be realized in a process called superplastic forming (SPF)
(Pilling and Ridley, 1989). This process is beneficial in deep
drawing operations where large amounts of strain must be
accommodated to produce a part with relatively uniform wall
thickness.

17 PRECISION CASTINGS

With its low melting temperature, aluminum alloys are
generally considered to be very castable. Complex shape
components such as impellers and pump housings are dif-

ficult if not impossible to machine as one piece. Precision
investment castings can be used to produce these complex
geometries in a one-piece component with minimal machin-
ing. The investment casting process begins with producing
a heat disposable pattern, which must be moulded for every
casting. This is accomplished by injecting wax or plastic into
a metal die. Proper selection of the pattern material is critical
for dimensional stability and survivability of delicate fea-
tures. These patterns are assembled into a cluster (or tree)
prior to coating with a liquid ceramic refractory to form a
ceramic shell. The tree formation allows numerous parts to
be formed in one pour as in the case of turbine blades. For
forming parts with internal flow passages, ceramic cores are
formed inside the ceramic shell liner. After the ceramic shell
hardens, elevated temperatures are used to melt the wax or
plastic pattern and remove from the shell. After the aluminum
part(s) are cast and solidified, the ceramic shell is removed
and the castings are cleaned and finished. Critical surfaces
such as seals flanges or subsequent weld joints will require
machining for proper dimensional tolerances and surface fin-
ish requirements.

Table 2 lists the benefits of the precision casting process,
which must be traded against the reduced strength in the fin-
ished component. Special selection or proprietary ceramics
are needed for the shell to avoid possible detrimental reac-
tions with the molten material. Because aluminum oxides
readily, care must be taken in transferring the molten metal
into the mould to prevent oxides from forming inclusions
within the part. The volume change that occurs as the metal
solidifies may leave voids or porosity within the cast com-
ponent although these internal defects maybe mitigated to
some degree by post cast hot isostatic pressing (HIP). The
slow cooling of the age hardenable aluminum alloys, results
in lower strength material properties, which may require post
casting heat treatments or surface hardening processes to
regain strength.

Final acceptance of cast parts typically relies on x-ray
radiography, which detects differences in material density or
thickness. These density differences correspond to internal
defects such as shrinkage, gas holes, inclusions, broken cores,
and core shift. If internal void defects are present, the affected
region can be machined out and a weld repair used to fill in
the void regions.

Table 2. Special characteristics of the investment casting process.

� High production rates, particularly for small components.
� High dimensional accuracy and consistency.
� Extremely good surface finish.
� Highly complex shapes can be cast.
� Machining is virtually eliminated.
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Figure 10. Comparison of cross sections produced using (a) precision versus; (b) conventional forgings. To produce the desired shape,
a conventional casting would require additional machining to form the thin webs and ribs. Reproduced with permission from Davis and
Semiatin (1988)c© ASM International.

18 PRECISION FORGINGS

Depending on the complexity of the component, it might be
possible to form complex parts using precision forging oper-
ations. A true “precision aluminum forging” produces a part
with thinner ribs and flanges and usually requires no sub-
sequent machining other than perhaps drilling of attachment
holes. Figure 10 compares the geometry of a precision forged
component to that of a conventional forging.

Due to the thermal mechanical processing, forged com-
ponents have higher mechanical properties than castings
although still lower than wrought aluminum alloys. The lower
properties result from variations in mechanical properties
with section size and flow condition within the forging. Typ-
ically mechanical properties in the short transverse direction
will be lower than in the longitudinal direction of the material
flow.

19 SANDWICH STRUCTURES

Laminar structures are made using sandwich construction to
provide strong, stiff, and lightweight structures. Relatively
thin sheets of aluminum alloys, or face sheets, are separated

by a low-density core material. Depending on the structural
application, the stabilizing core can be a foam or polymeric
honeycomb structure bonded to the aluminum face sheet with
adhesives. Cleanliness and careful control of the adhesive
bond line thickness is needed for strong joints. Care must
be taken to avoid debonded regions and most structures
require applied pressure during the cure cycle. Adhesives
used are generally thermal setting resins, which are cured at
elevated temperatures in a press for flat panels or an autoclave
for complex shapes.

To form complex surfaces, the structural face sheets can
be stretch formed with the mating contour match-machined
onto the stabilizing core prior to the bonding operation. Care
must be taken in match machining to ensure a consistent bond
line thickness is maintained and that there are no regions of
debonding.

20 MULTISHEET FORMING

The stabilizing core can also be fabricated from multiple
sheets of metal sandwiched between the face sheets. This
construction is especially useful if internal flow passages are
required as in the case of cooling or if stiffeners are needed
for structural stability. A variety of joining techniques can be
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used for these unique applications including: brazing, weld-
ing, resistance bonding, and diffusion bonding. All joining
techniques for aluminum alloys are sensitive to the presence
of native oxide layers and part cleanliness prior to joining is
critical. As the other joining processes have been discussed,
only diffusion bonding (DB) will be discussed here. Use of
DB is beneficial, as it doesn’t require additional fill material
that can add weight to the final assembly.

The complimentary techniques of SPF and DB offer a
method of accurately forming multiple sheets of aluminum
into extremely complex, accurate, deep drawn shapes with
internal features. DB is the ability to join two components
together by the application of load at elevated temperatures.
The resultant molecular bond offers a fully homogeneous
joint, which, in many cases, is undetectable even under micro-
scopic examination. Either a solid state or transient liquid
phase (TLP) processes can be used to promote microstructure
continuity across the joint.

Sheets are put down in layers with debonding agents used
to separate areas to be bonded by applied heat and pressure
as illustrated in Figure 11. The laminated sheets are put into

Figure 11. (a) Multi sheets of aluminum alloy are stacked in placed
in a die assembly with debonding agents applied as necessary; (b)
pressure is applied inside the die assembly heated to conditions
promoting SP; (c) the aluminum sheets deforms to the shape of the
die cavity and with areas DP together; (d) an example of a SPF/DB
structure is shown with internal passages.

a mould for SPF operation in which air pressure is applied
inside the sheets causing the sheets to deform to fill the die
cavity. The evolution of pressures must be closely controlled
during the process since the alloys of interest only exhibit SP
behavior over specific temperature dependent ranges at the
forming rate of interest. Several commercially available alu-
minum alloys of aluminum are produced with a fine-grained
microstructure and strain rate sensitivity of flow stress to pro-
mote SP behavior and include but are not limited to: 5083,
7475, 2004, 2419, and 2090.

21 SUMMARY

The high strength to weight ratio and corrosion resistance
properties of aluminum and its alloys make it attractive for
many aerospace applications. The last decade has seen many
advances in improved manufacturing methods, such as solid
state joining techniques, which have offered further improve-
ment in the reliability of components.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Titanium is an attractive material for aerospace applications,
but its use has been limited due to cost considerations. It has
a high strength:weight ratio, excellent corrosion resistance
and good cryogenic and elevated temperature capabilities.
However, its initial costs may be 5–10 times as great as those
of aluminum or high strength low alloy (HSLA) steel alloys
and the machining costs may be as much as 2 orders of mag-
nitude greater than that of Al alloys. Hence Ti applications
have been minimized on commercial aircraft structure – each
application has to be justified – cost versus increased perfor-
mance or reduced maintenance costs. The situation may be
different for military aircraft as higher costs per kilogram
of weight saved are often more easily justified due to their
higher emphasis on performance.

The amount of titanium used on recent titanium aircraft has
increased significantly with the increased used of composite
structure as shown in Figure 1 (Airbus has shown similar
numbers with greater composites usage). Titanium is more

compatible with the graphite in polymeric composites than
the other alloy systems (discussed more fully in the next sec-
tion). The increased use of composites in aircraft such as the
Boeing 777 and 787 and the Airbus A380 have resulted in sig-
nificant increases in its use over previous aircraft. The focus
of this chapter will be on titanium for airframe structures
(Boyer, Welsch and Collings, 1994; Lütjering and Williams,
2003; Donachie Jr., 2000).

2 WHY TITANIUM?

There are several rationale for justifying the use of titanium
for airframe structural components, all related to the three rea-
sons cited above, corrosion resistance, strength:weight ratio,
and temperature capabilities. These include:

� Reduced Weight – This is the first thought that comes to
mind for titanium usage. The high strength (commercial
titanium alloys are available with tensile strength levels
from∼240–1240 MPa) and low density of titanium result
in weight savings in place of other aerospace structural
materials (Table 1). The most prominent example of this
is the landing gear on the Boeing 777 (Figure 2) and 787.
The use of titanium on the 777 landing gear resulted in
a weight savings of∼580 kg (Boyer, 2003). It should be
noted that for weight savings in place of Al alloy structure,
the structure must not be gage limited, that is, the gage
cannot be reduced due to concerns of handling damage.

� Operating Temperature – Titanium alloys are used over
a wide range of operating temperatures; they are used at
cryogenic temperatures (−252◦C) for rocket engines and
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Figure 1. Titanium usage on Boeing aircraft as a percentage of operating empty weight.

Table 1. Strength to density ratios for the various aerospace alloy
systems.

Alloy UTS (MPa) ρ (g cm−3) UTS/ρ

7075-T6 538 2.8 192.1
Ti-6Al-4V, Ann. 896 4.43 202.3
Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr, STA 1241 4.65 266.9
4340M 1930 7.83 246.5

at continuous operating temperatures as high as∼600◦C
for gas turbine engine applications. (This does not include
intermetallics, the Ti aluminides, which are just entering

service on gas turbine engines.) Plug and nozzle applica-
tions, in the engine exhaust stream, may operate at even
higher temperatures for short duration under some oper-
ating conditions. The primary reason conventional alloys
can not be used above 600◦C is the reaction of oxy-
gen in the air with the Ti resulting in a layer of what is
termedα-case, a hard brittle layer which results in surface
embrittlement.

� Space Limitations – There are confined spaces in some
structures, which drive the use of titanium. Examples of
this are the landing gear beams on the Boeing 737NG,
747, and 757. This component provides support for

Figure 2. Boeing 777 Main Landing Gear. All of the labeled parts are Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (Boyer, 2003).
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the landing gear trunnion on these aircraft. Aluminum
would be preferred for this structure due to its lower
cost, but the loading would not permit its use without
increasing the depth of the wing in this area, which is
not aerodynamically acceptable. Steel would be another
option, but it would be heavier.

� Corrosion Resistance – Titanium is virtually immune to
the materials to which it is exposed to in an aerospace
environment. This corrosion resistance is attributed to
the immediate formation of a thin, nascent, tenacious
oxide layer when a fresh Ti surface is exposed to air.
The only medium which has presented a corrosion prob-
lem has been exposure to hydraulic fluid at temperatures
>∼130◦C. A phosphate ester has been added to the
fluid to increase its flash point. If hydraulic fluid can
accumulate on Ti above the cited temperature, form-
ing a coke, the phosphate ester breaks down forming an
organo-phosphoric acid which pumps hydrogen into the
Ti (embrittling it) and etches into the Ti. This is not a prob-
lem for military aircraft, as they don’t add the phosphate
ester to their hydraulic fluid. In the author’s opinion, it is
titanium’s excellent corrosion resistance, which accounts
for its superior service record relative to Al and steel
alloys. Corrosion pits do not form in Ti, whereas they do
in Al and steel alloys; even the stainless steels may eventu-
ally pit. These pits cause stress concentrations which can
then serve as initiation sites for corrosion, stress-corrosion
cracking (SCC) or fatigue crack initiation and growth.
These pits do not form in Ti and service failures are rare
for Ti alloys.

� Composite Compatibility – This is partly related to cor-
rosion resistance, but felt to justify a separate discussion.
Ti is compatible with the graphite fibers in the polymeric
composites being used extensively today, whereas Al and
high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels will set up a gal-
vanic cell in an aqueous medium resulting in corrosion of
the metal. There are means of isolating the metals from the
graphite, such as using a layer of fiberglass between them.
However, in areas of critical structure, which are difficult
to inspect and/or replace, Ti is often used as the lower risk
approach. Another factor is the low coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) of Ti. It is higher than the graphite, but
considerably lower than Al alloys or steels. This factor
would obviously be a more important consideration as
the size of the component increases.

� Low Modulus – The low shear modulus and high yield
strength of Ti alloys in conjunction with its low density
makes Ti an excellent spring material. The modulus is
about half that of steel, hence, for a coil spring, it requires
only half the coils of a steel spring. The low modulus
and high strength combined provide a large elastic range.
This in conjunction with the lower density could result

in weight savings on the order of 70% in replacement of
steel springs. The superior corrosion resistance of the Ti
provides a further advantage over steel springs.

3 TITANIUM METALLURGY

3.1 Alloy types

Titanium has two allotropic forms, a high temperature body-
centered cubic (BCC)β-phase and a low temperatureα-phase
with a hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) structure. The tran-
sition from α + β to 100%β-phase occurs at∼882◦C for
unalloyed Ti. This transition temperature is referred to as the
beta transus temperature orβt and, in alloys, is a function of
the alloying additions. The addition ofα-stabilizers, which
stabilizes theα-phase to higher temperatures, increases the
βt temperature; the addition ofβ-stabilizers stabilizes theβ-
phase to lower temperatures. Alpha–stabilizers include most
of the interstitials, such as O2, N2, and C, and Al. Beta sta-
bilizers include isomorphous alloying additions such as Mo
and V, eutectic type alloying additions such as Fe and Cr,
and H2. Generallyβ-stabilizers will have very low solubil-
ity in the α-phase while theα-stabilizers will have limited
solubility in theβ, but greater than that of theβ-stabilizers
in the α-phase. The amount of each addition in an alloy is
the basis for the three classes of titanium alloys:α and near-
α alloys,α/β-alloys andβ-alloys. The pseudo binary phase
diagram in Figure 3 aids in defining the different alloy types
in conjunction with the text below.

3.1.1 α and near-α alloys

As one might anticipate, these alloys are primarilyα , with
some minor amount ofβ-phase present up to a few percent.
In Figure 3 the extent of theα and near-α alloys is shown to
be to the point where 100%α can be retained at room tem-
perature. However, someβ-phase is almost always present,
even in commercially pure (CP) Ti. The primary alloying ele-
ment of CP is O2, but there is always some Fe added (0.2 to
0.4%) to provide additional strengthening and improve both
workability and hydrogen tolerance. (Composition percent-
ages always are given in weight %). High temperature alloys
such as Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo (Ti6242) are generally consid-
ered near-α alloys though some consider it anα/β-alloy as
seen in Figure 3.

3.1.2 α/β-alloys

This class of alloys is defined as the region between the
boundary of theα-alloys and the metastableβ-alloys –
martensite is formed when quenching from temperatures
high in α + β phase field or higher. They contain from a
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Figure 3. Pseudo-binaryβ-isomorphous phase diagram. Ti-8Al-
1Mo-1V and the metastableβ-alloys shown are no longer alloys
of importance. Alloys such as Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al and Ti-3Al-8V-
6Cr-4Mo-4Zr would be metastableβ-alloys (Boyer, Welsch and
Collings, 1994).

few percentβ to substantial amounts, but they do not have
sufficient β-stabilizer contents to retain 100%β at room
temperature.

3.1.3 β-alloys

These alloys, containing over 10–12%β-stabilizing alloy-
ing additions, can be solution treated above theβt, cooled to
room temperature and retain 100%β-phase. Some alloys such
as Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al require water quenching to accomplish
this, while more heavilyβ-stabilized alloys such as Ti-15V-
3Cr-3Al-3Sn and Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Zr-4Mo may do this with
air-cooling, especially for thinner gages. The commercialβ-
alloys used in the airframe industry are all actually metastable
β-alloys, though they are often referred to asβ-alloys. No
alloys used for airframe structure are stableβ-alloys as indi-
cated in Figure 3. (Trueβ-alloys would be low strength, high
density and are quite expensive.)

3.2 Titanium heat treatments

There are several heat treatments for titanium alloys
(and other alloy systems).

� Cold worked and stress relieved – Used for hydraulic
tubing. Hydraulic tubing is cold worked to the final
size and stress relieved; this lower temperature treatment
(than annealing) provides a slightly higher strength than
annealing.

� Stress relief – A low temperature thermal treatment
generally conducted in the temperature range of 370–
815◦C depending on the alloy and purpose of the stress
relief. It is generally used after prior fabrication steps or
prior heat treat operations to remove residual stresses,
which could cause distortion during machining or after
a forming operation, for instance. It will not change the
microstructure.

� Anneal or mill anneal – This is the most common heat
treatment forα - andα/β-alloys, typically in the range
of 650–790◦C. For wrought alloys it normally has an
elongated or equiaxed primaryα structure as illustrated
in Figure 4a, 4b, and 4c. These microstructures result in
a good combination of properties exhibiting good pro-
cessability, moderate strength and good ductility, fatigue,
toughness, and crack growth properties. This heat treat-
ment should result in a totally residual stress free part. For
both the stress relief and anneal, the more creep resistant
materials should be heat treated toward the high end of
the heat treat range due to their creep resistance.

� Duplex anneal – This heat treatment provides a duplex
or bimodal microstructure with equiaxedα and trans-
formedβ as illustrated in Figure 4d and is the normal heat
treatment for Ti6242. (The lamellar or plate-like structure
developed on cooling from high in theα/β-phase field
or from above theβt is referred to as transformedβ).
The cooling from the high temperature portion of the
heat treatment could be at some controlled cooling rate to
develop the desired coarseness of the transformed lamel-
lar structure. This bimodal structure may have somewhat
lower ductility than the equiaxed structure, but it will
have superior creep resistance, fracture toughness, and
good fatigue properties. Enhanced creep properties drive
this heat treatment in Ti6242; the lamellar microstructure
provides the improvement in creep resistance. Aβ-anneal,
with all transformed structure, would have excellent creep
resistance, but with a hit in fatigue performance. The
microstructure of an annealed near-α or α/β die forging
could have the same appearance if the forging is finished
high in theα/β-phase field and air cooled.

� Recrystallization anneal (RA) – This was a heat treat-
ment developed by Rockwell International (now part of
The Boeing Company) for the B-1 bomber for Ti-6Al-4V
(Ti64) and is illustrated in Figure 4e (the classic RA heat
treatment would have equiaxedα grains). The slow cool
from the higher temperature results in coarse equiaxedα

grains with isolatedβ at triple points. Properly processed
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this provides the best combination of tensile, endurance,
and damage tolerance properties. However, achievement
of this properties-combination requires achieving at least
a minimum amount of deformation throughout the part,
something on the order of 40–50% thickness reduction.
This is not always achieved throughout the part in die

forgings and in the author’s opinion maintaining a con-
sistent microstructure, hence properties, is difficult.

� Solution treat and age –α/β-alloys will generally be solu-
tion treated high in theα/β-phase field andβ-alloys will
generally be solution treated above theβt. The solution
treatment will generally be followed with rapid cool, for

Figure 4. (a) Com Pure Ti sheet; Grade 3 (Min. tensile strength= 450 MPa) The dark spots would be islands of beta due to the Fe addition.
Annealed at 790◦C/8 min (Source: S. Nayakana, TIMET); (b) Ti-6Al-4V plate annealed 730◦C/2 hr illustrating a microstructure with
insufficient work with elongatedα grains. The white regions are alpha. 500X (Source: R. Boyer, The Boeing Company); (c) Ti-6Al-4V
plate with a more representative microstructure. 730◦C/2 hr/Air Cool (Source: T. Morton, The Boeing Company); (d) Duplex Annealed
Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo die forging,βt-25◦C/1 hr/Air Cool+ 595◦C/Air Cool (Source: H Seifried B̈ohler Schmiedetechnik).
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Figure 4. (e) Recrystallize annealed Ti-6Al-4V plate. 940◦C/1 hr/slow cool+730◦C/2 hr/air cool (Source: R. Boyer, The Boeing Company);
(f) Ti-6Al-4V solution treated and aged. The whiter particles are primary alpha in a transformed beta matrix. The transformed beta will
have decomposed to martensite and then toα + β with the aging treatment. The transformed beta does not normally respond to etching
so it appears featureless. 955◦C/30 min/WQ+ 540◦C/30 min (Source: L. Gammon, The Boeing Company); (g) Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn strip
annealed at 815◦C (aboveβt) and air cooled – 100%β-phase microstructure (Source: J. Fanning, TIMET); (h) Same as (g) except it has been
aged at 540◦C/8 hr. Aging results in a fineα-precipitate. It is often too fine to resolve but it results in darkening of the matrix when etched
(fine needles can be seen in this micrograph) (Source: J. Fanning, TIMET); (i) Beta annealed Ti-6Al-4V plate. The alignedα grains (white)
form colonies of like orientation. 1040◦C/20 min/AC+ 730◦C/2hr/AC (Source: R. Boyer The Boeing Company); (j) Beta annealed Ti-6Al-
4V plate with a faster cooling rate than i) illustrating theα forming a basketweave microstructure. 1025◦C/30 min/AC+ 730◦C/2 hr/AC
(Source: T. Morton, The Boeing Company).

α/β-alloys it is probably a water quench;β-alloys may
sometimes use an air cool depending on the gage and
alloy. Aging of these alloys will result inα precipitation.
In β-alloys theα-phase may not be resolvable with optical
microscopy, but darkening of the microstructure as can be
seen in 4-1h is evidence it has been aged. This heat treat-
ment is not normally used for alloys such as Ti64 (except
for fasteners) as the residual thermal stresses from the
water quench will probably result in the distortion of the
part during machining – the aging temperature is not high
enough to remove these residual stresses. (Figure 4f, 4g,
and 4h)

� Beta anneal –α- andα/β-alloys will always have the 100%
lamellar structure illustrated in Figure 4i as theβ-anneal

is performed above theβt. The lamellarα begins to form
when the temperature drops below theβt – the coarseness
of the structure is dependant on the cooling rate from the
transus. The faster the cooling rate the thinner the plates –
they would be very thin martensite needles with a water
quench with thin gage. Generally as the cooling rate is
reduced, reduction of fatigue performance and increased
fracture toughness and long fatigue crack growth resis-
tance will be observed - as the plates or lamellae gets
coarser. (This will be illustrated later in this section for
Ti64.) Theβ-anneal is followed by a mill anneal to provide
a thermally stable, stress free structure. (This is basically
the structure that all castings will have as they will have the
fully transformed structured upon cooling in the mold.)
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Using a faster cooling rate from theβ-anneal will result
in a basketweave or Widmanstätten microstructure rather
than the colonies seen in Figure 4i). The Widmanstätten
microstructure (Figure 4j) will have somewhat higher
fatigue and tensile strength, but the damage tolerance
properties will be reduced. The only practical method of
changing the morphology to an equiaxed structure would
be the introduction of substantial deformation in theα/β-
phase field.)

�

β-STOA – The primary user of this heat treatment is the
helicopter industry for some of their rotating components.
They water-quench this heavy structure to obtain a rela-
tively fine transformed structure with a good combination
of fatigue strength, toughness and crack growth resistance
properties; the toughness will not be as high as that of a
β-anneal.

� Triplex anneal – This heat treatment was developed
specifically for Ti-6Al-2Sn-2Zr-2Mo-2Cr (Ti62222) as a
means of maximizing the damage tolerance properties at
a moderate strength level (1035 MPa). It is first solution
treated above theβt followed by a controlled cool, then
solution treated high in theα/β-phase field, again with a
controlled cool and finally a mill anneal. It will have an
appearance similar to aβ-anneal.

� Cold worked and aged – This process is used for Ti-
3Al-8V-6Cr-4Zr-4Mo (β-C) spring wire. Before the last
drawing operation the material is solution treated above
the βt. It is then given the final drawing pass with
something on the order of 30% cold work. After forming
the spring it is then aged; the residual cold work acceler-
ates the aging reaction to achieve the desired strength.

The properties of titanium are very processing/microstructure
sensitive. This illustrated graphically for Ti64 plate in
Figure 5. The starting material was Ti64 plate in a standard
mill annealed condition. The anneal times were 2 hours for

Figure 5. Properties of Ti-6Al-4V as a function of annealing tem-
perature. The properties are ratioed to the properties of a standard
mill anneal (730◦C/2 hr). See text for further details (Source: Boyer
and Lütjering, 1993).

the sub-transus anneals and 20 minutes for the supra-transus
anneals followed by an air cool. For material annealed above
870◦C they were followed by a 730◦C/2 hour mill anneal.
The fatigue lives are log average lives for notched speci-
mens (Kt = 2.53) tested at a maximum stress of 345 MPa
@ R = 0.1. The crack growth rate data are at a�K of
16.5 MPa

√
m. As the temperature is increased above about

800◦C some of theβ at temperature transforms to a lamellar
α-phase, with the volume fraction of this phase increasing
as the anneal temperature increases until it is 100% trans-
formed structure once the anneal temperature exceeds the
βt. As the amount of the lamellar transformedβ structure
increases, generally the ductility will decrease, the strength
will show a moderate decrease, and the fatigue performance
decreases significantly. On the other hand, the damage tol-
erance properties improve; the lamellar structure results in
crack bifurcation and increased crack path tortuosity, improv-
ing these properties. Generally, the coarser the structure the
higher the fracture toughness and fatigue crack growth resis-
tance. This points out a unique feature of titanium, generally,
the modifications one makes to improve the ductility will
decrease the toughness and vice-versa, which is not the case
for other alloy systems. It should be noted that the extent of
the variation won’t be the same for all cases for Ti64, but the
trends will be as indicated in the figure (Boyer and Lütjering,
1993) To further maximize damage tolerance properties, an
extra-low interstitial grade can be specified which reduces
the maximum oxygen content.

Another unique feature of titanium is that the modulus
can be modified by heat treatment and processing. The pro-
cessing is important for flat product such as sheet and plate
as a significant crystallographic texture can be developed.
(Zarkades and Larson, 1970) have calculated a modulus dif-
ference of about 45 GPa as a function of orientation in a single
crystal of pure Ti. Sheet or plate won’t achieve that extreme,
but a significant texture can be developed. This texture is more
prominent in materials with the HCP structure (such as the
α-phase in Ti) with its limited number of slip systems. A good
example would be coil product with extensive rolling in one
direction with no cross rolling. Material with the transverse
tensile strength exceeding that of the longitudinal orientation
by >345 MPa have been observed which is again, related to
the crystallographic texture and modulus.

Beta alloys can be cold rolled as strip (a continuous rolling
process) developing very high un-aged strengths due to the
cold work, which might have moduli on the order of 83 GPa.
Theβ-phase has a low modulus. However, if this material is
subsequently aged, which will precipitate theα-phase with
the higher modulus, the modulus will be on the order of
100 GPa. Increasing the strength of solution treated mate-
rial from about 1035 to 1240 MPa by decreasing the aging
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temperature will increase the modulus by about 7 GPa. This
is attributed to increasing the volume fraction of the higher
modulusα-phase with the aging.

The cooling rate from the final thermal treatment, assum-
ing it is above∼480◦C, is another consideration for near-α

andα/β-alloys. Depending on the Al, Sn, and O2 contents,
dwell time within the range of∼480–650◦C could result
in the precipitation of an ordered phase within theα-phase,
which would degrade the tensile ductility and SCC resistance.
This has not yet been an issue in aerospace applications, but
it should be kept in mind (Boyer and Spurr, 1978).

3.3 General alloy characteristics

Each of the alloy systems has general characteristics
attributable to the type of microstructures and microstructure
stabilities attributable to their compositions and processing
histories. Common alloys, their classifications and general
usage are contained in Table 2.

3.3.1 α and near-α alloys

These alloys are not considered heat-treatable, at least in
terms of increasing strength. Commercially pure titanium

is always used in the annealed condition and sheet is the
predominant product form; it is highly formable, with the
formability increasing as the strength decreases. It can be cold
rolled, which is a very significant advantage. The sheet can be
rolled from coil to coil, significantly reducing the production
cost of the hand milled production method used for more
highly alloyedα- and α/β-alloys. In addition cold rolling
improves the tolerance controls of sheet product compared
to hand milled sheet. This alloy class has excellent weldabil-
ity. The CP titanium has very high toughness and is virtually
immune to salt water SCC.

Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo was developed as a high tempera-
ture alloy and has strength comparable to or slightly higher
than Ti64. It also contains a maximum of 0.08 % Si to enhance
the creep properties. For structural applications it will be used
in place of Ti64 at operating temperatures above 315◦C and
it is used up to 540◦C. Another alloy developed in the UK
(referred to as TIMETAL 834 or IMI 834) is used up to almost
600◦C. These alloys with their high volume fraction ofα-
phase are somewhat more difficult to process than theα/β-
and β-alloys. Sheet production for these alloys, and most
α/β-alloys, is via a hand-rolled process which is labor inten-
sive. Here multiple pieces of sheet stock are sealed within a
mild steel can by welding, heated to the rolling temperature,

Table 2. Common titanium alloys used in airframes(from Boyer, Cotton and Chellman, 2004).

Alloy Type Conditions Genl. Usage

Com Pure α/near-α Ann. Non-structural applications requiring formability,
corrosion resistance – ducts, brackets, tubing.

Ti-3Al-2.5V α/near-α Ann., CWSR Hydraulic tubing, honeycomb core
Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo α/near-α DA High temperature applications such as engine

mounts, exhaust structure.
Ti-6Al-4V α/β Ann.,β-Ann.,β-STOA, RA, STA All product forms. Used for general applications,

durability and fracture critical structures. Most Ti
fasteners (STA)

Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn α/β Ann., STA Slightly higher strength than Ti-6Al-4V. Used
primarily for forgings and fittings.

Ti-6Al-2Sn-2Zr-2Mo-2Cr α/β TA Fittings made from forgings and plate, moderate
strength with good damage tolerance properties

Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al β STA High strength forgings, used throughout the aircraft,
big application is landing gear

Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr β STA, BASCA High strength and more damage tolerant forgings
(BASCA) – landing gear primary application

Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn β STA Sheet applications requiring high strength and good
formability, clock springs, also high strength
castings (minor)

Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr β CWA Coil springs
Ti-15Mo-3Al-2.7Nb-.25Si β STOA High temperature, resistant to oxidation and

hydraulic fluid

(Notes: Ann. – annealed; CWSR – cold worked and stress relieved; DA – duplex anneal, heated high inα/β-phase field, air cooled and annealed;β-Ann. – heated
above theβt, air cooled and annealed;β-STOA – heated above theβt, water quenched and annealed; RA – recrystallization annealed – heated high inα/β-phase
field, slow cooled, and annealed; STA – high temperature solution treatment normally followed by rapid quench and age; TA – triplex anneal – heated aboveβt,
controlled cool to room temperature (RT), heated high inα/β-phase field, controlled cool to RT, anneal; BASCA –β-anneal, slow cool and direct age; CWA –
cold work and age.)
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which is in the range of 900–950◦C, and passed back and
forth through the rolls by hand, reducing the gage a little
further with each pass until the temperature drops enough
that the metal becomes too stiff to continue rolling. It is then
annealed, removed from the pack; chem milled and condi-
tioned to remove surface defects. These pieces are then put
back into packs and rolled again until the proper gage is
reached. They are again removed from the can and go through
extensive grinding and chem milling to get the appropriate
surface finish and tolerances.

Ti6242 is normally used in the DA condition to improve
its creep resistance. Its primary applications on airframes are
for engine mounts and engine exhaust structure. It is some-
times used in theβ annealed condition to maximize creep
resistance. Sheet and forgings are the primary product forms.
It is superplastically formable (see Titanium and its Alloys:
Processing, Fabrication and Mechanical Performance).

3.3.2 α/β alloys

α/β alloys – these alloys are by far the most prominent in
aerospace and other industries. Ti-6Al-4V accounts for some-
thing like∼90% of the titanium used in the aerospace market.
This alloy, which is used predominantly at a minimum tensile
strength of 896 MPa, is used in virtually all product forms –
sheet, plate, bar, die forgings, castings, and extrusions. The
α/β alloys are moderately heat treatable. Ti64, for instance,
can be heat treated up to minimum tensile strengths of up to
1100 MPa via an STA heat treatment, but only up to sections
of about 19 mm; the maximum tensile strength begins to drop
at greater thicknesses. These alloys have the best combination
of producibility, strength, ductility, durability, and damage
tolerance properties. They are reasonably formable, can be
superplastic formed, and are used in structural applications
up to∼315◦C; it can be used to higher temperatures if load-
ing is low. Ti-6Al-4V is weldable by almost any welding
method. Fusion welds will normally have a drop in ductility
and fatigue and damage tolerance properties. A lot of stud-
ies of solid-state welding, such as friction stir, linear friction,
and inertia type welds are ongoing. The engine companies
have been using the latter two weld methods for years but the
airframe manufacturers are just getting into them. There is
evidence that the solid-state welds have base metal properties.

These alloys, again, predominantly Ti64, are utilized
in almost every section of the aircraft – fuselage, wing,
empennage, nacelle, landing gear - usually in the annealed
condition. Some of the largest Ti forgings in the world are
fabricated from this alloy as can be seen in Figure 6.

β-annealed components are used for what are considered
fracture critical components; good examples are fittings that
attach the empennage to the fuselage for commercial aircraft,
and virtually the whole aft portion of more recent US Air

Figure 6. F-22 bulkhead forging.∼3000 kg, 1.7 m high by 4m wide
(Source: J. Rossow, Wyman Gordon).

Force fighters such as the F-22 and F-35. Titanium is used
in this portion of the aircraft due to the elevated temperature
because of the engines. The bulkhead frames (made in three
pieces and welded together) in Figure 7 areβ-annealed as
is most of the structure shown in the figure. This illustrates
an interesting point in the difference in design philosophy
between the US Air Force and Navy. The former designs
with the philosophy that cracks are present when the aircraft
rolls off the assembly line. The design is then premised on
having a flaw of a prescribed size present at the most critical
location on the part and the manufacturer must prove through
fatigue testing and analysis that the aircraft will survive 5
lifetimes without that part failing. This drives the use of a
β-anneal heat treat. The Navy, on the other hand does not
make this assumption. They assume that the structure is defect
free on rollout, and is designed premised on the airframe
not developing a crack through the lifetime of the aircraft.
Therefore they do not use theβ-anneal because of the drop
in fatigue crack initiation properties. They primarily use the
mill anneal for both Ti64 and Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn (Ti662) with its
superior fatigue properties. (Ti662 is not really used much for
new design; it has a strength advantage of about 70 MPa over
Ti64 with somewhat lower toughness and SCC resistance.)

Ti-6Al-4V fasteners are used extensively. They are used
in the STA condition at a minimum strength of 1100 MPa.
The heat treatment must be very tightly controlled to meet the
tensile and shear strength, ductility, and fatigue requirements.
This strength can only be achieved on a statistically controlled
basis at thicknesses up to about 19 mm in diameter.

3.3.3 β alloys

β alloys – this alloy class provides the highest strength,
with some processing advantages. They are heat treated to
tensile strength minimums from 1100 to 1240 MPa. They
will have excellent smooth fatigue properties, but with high
notch factors (Kt’s of 2.5 and higher) the fatigue performance
will be similar to that of the lower strength Ti64 alloy due
to the higher notch sensitivity at the higher strength level.
For the 1100 MPa condition, a minimum fracture toughness
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Figure 7. Schematic of F-22 aft fuselage assembly showing Ti components. The bulkhead frames and forward and aft boom assemblies
are weldments (Source: Boyer, 1997).

of 44 MPa
√

m is feasible. At the lower strength level the
minimum would be about 71 MPa

√
m. Higher toughness val-

ues are achievable but the above values are reasonable taking
into account the property scatter observed. The fatigue crack
growth rate for these alloys is generally similar to that of
annealed Ti64. Two good sources for typical and allowables
property information would be (Boyer, Welsch and Collings,
1994) and (MMPDS, 2008).

Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (Ti1023) and Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr
(Ti5553) are primarily forging alloys. Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3Sn
(Ti153) was developed for sheet applications, Ti-15Mo-3Al-
2.7Nb-.25Si (β-21S) was developed as a sheet alloy; some
bar or plate is also used. Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4Zr (β-C)
was developed as a forging alloy but its primary use in the
aerospace industry has been rod and wire for coil springs.
The highest volumeβ-alloys are the high strength forging
alloys, Ti1023 and Ti5553 and they are used on the landing
gear for the Boeing 777 and 787; high strength Ti1023
forgings are on the Airbus A380 landing gear and a variant
of the Ti5553 alloy is being considered for the Airbus A350
landing gear. The 777 used over 18 000 kg of Ti on each
aircraft, and over 6 000 kg were used for the landing gear of
the 777 (Boyer, 2003).

Care must be taken in melting some of theβ-alloys; the
Fe in Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al tends to segregate during ingot solidi-
fication so the alloy must be melted slower than alloys such
as Ti64. If segregation does occur, Fe-rich areas in Ti1023,
referred to asβ-flecks can occur, which has an embrit-
tling effect (Chen and Boyer, 1979). (These are sometimes
observed in alloys such as Ti64 (V segregation) but it is
not felt that the effect is as damaging as it is in Ti1023.)

Segregation does not seem to be an issue with Ti5553.
Ti-5Al-5Mo-5V-3Cr has a further advantage in that it not
only has a higher tensile strength (1240 vs 1190 for Ti1023),
but it can be heat treated in sections up to∼150 mm thick fol-
lowed by an air cool whereas Ti1023 can only be heat treated
in sections up to 75 mm thick and must be water quenched
from the solution treatment temperature. These advantages
do simplify the processing for the forger.

Beta alloy sheet, such asβ-21S (used for high temperature
applications) and Ti153 have significant processing advan-
tages in that they can be cold rolled and strip produced as
described in 3.3.1. In addition they can be brake formed to
tighter bend radii than alloys other than the commercially
pure grades. However, more complex forming operations
where one gets into triaxial stress states can be an issue. As the
β-alloys do not work harden during forming, once they begin
necking they just continue to thin resulting in forming fail-
ures. Beta alloys, like all titanium alloys, require hot sizing in
some kind of fixture after forming to assure the proper config-
uration and remove residual stresses. Forβ-alloys, which are
solution treated prior to forming, which is the way the mate-
rial is normally procured, the aging cycle can be used for the
hot sizing. Alpha- andα/β-alloys will normally be hot sized at
the annealing temperature. (Titanium, with its high strength
and low modulus, will normally have more spring-back than
the other alloy systems.)

3.4 Emerging alloys

There are several alloys, which appear to be close to imple-
mentation for airframe applications.
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3.4.1 Ti-54M

This alloy, Ti-5Al-4V-0.6Mo-0.4Fe, was developed by
TIMET for the automotive industry with the thought in mind
that enhanced machining capabilities could reduce the cost
making it more attractive for them. Their initial studies indi-
cated a significantly improved drilling capability compared
to Ti-64 with a drill life capable of drilling more than 5×the
number of holes as with Ti64 (Kosaka, Fanning and Fox,
2004). Studies by others have indicated the capability of
machining∼30 % faster than Ti64 with the same or better
tool life for machining operations such as milling. Ti-54M
has properties similar to that of Ti64.

3.4.2 ATITM425

The 425 alloy (Ti-4Al-2.5V-1.5Fe) was developed by ATI
at Wah Chang in the late 90’s as a lower cost alternate to
Ti64, with properties similar to Ti64 but slightly lower. It
has several processing advantages. It has improved formabil-
ity, is super plastically formable with improved processing
characteristics so it can be produced as a strip alloy. It is
also weldable and castable. As mentioned previously strip
producibility can result in significantly lower manufactur-
ing cost for sheet type products with improved thickness
tolerances.

3.4.3 SP-700

SP-700 (Ti-4.5Al-3V-2Mo-2Fe) was developed in the early
90’s specifically as an SPF alloy by NKK in Japan (now
JFE). It can be super plastically formed (SPF) at 775◦C as
opposed to the 900◦C temperature normally used for Ti64.
This lower temperature has many advantages such as less
surface contamination, longer die life, and reduced energy
requirements. It has actually been utilized in SPF production
but legal problems have temporarily halted that in the US. The
alloy has an excellent set of properties with improved smooth
fatigue properties over Ti64 and improved heat treatability.
(Ogawaet al., 1996) It is now being studied as a forging
alloy; because of its lower flow stress than Ti64 forgings with
reduced buy:fly ratios should be attainable.

4 CONCLUSION

The properties of titanium and titanium alloys (strength:
weight ratio, low and elevated temperature capabilities, cor-
rosion resistance, and composite compatibility) make it
attractive for aerospace applications. Application of titanium
alloys has significantly increased in the last decade, but the

applications are still limited due to cost. There are many
approaches being taken to reduce these costs in further use of
extrusions, reducing alloy cost, improving titanium machin-
ability, and further utilization of welding. Another approach
is the incorporation of powder metallurgy; this could become
a reality with the utilization of lower cost powders and using
them where appropriate, or for the manufacture of near-net
complex shapes with wrought properties. Powder metallurgy
processes also provide the opportunity for development of
higher strength alloys, making alloying additions, which can-
not be incorporated with ingot metallurgy. There is a very
large effort throughout the aerospace industry for alloys and
processes to improve the buy:fly ratio, processability, and
performance of titanium alloys.
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1 PROCESSING

1.1 Melting

Titanium is melted by two basic processes: (i) vacuum arc
remelt (VAR), where ingots are melted at least twice, and
triple-melted for premium quality rotating grade parts for
engines; and (ii) cold hearth melting (CHM). The former has
been the industry standard for many years and CHM now
appears to be coming into its own. The electron beam (EB)
CHM process was developed around the 1980 timeframe for
melting commercially pure (CP) Ti scrap. This process offers
a method for efficiently handling machining chips and other
scrap which are not utilized for VAR. Electron beam guns are
used to melt the scrap as it is fed into the melt hearth. Addi-
tional EB guns keep the material molten as it travels the length
of the refining hearth, and control the ingot temperature as
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it solidifies in the withdrawal chamber. Significant technol-
ogy developments have been made over the years and in the
late 1980s, GE Aircraft Engines, recognizing the advantages
of a CHM process for removing both high and low density
inclusions, began requiring the first melt of their ingots for
rotating grade Ti64 to be done using CHM with subsequent
VAR melting. Titanium aerospace specifications now require
a VAR melt of ingots if a first stage hearth melt is used.
The melters and users are now attempting to take this a step
further and permit utilization of a single melt CHM product
for Ti-6Al-4V plate. In fact it is being utilized in produc-
tion today by at least one manufacturer. Once this occurs, it
would be a logical progression to utilize it for other prod-
uct forms and other alloys. There are also suppliers that use
plasma rather than EB guns for CHM. This is referred to as
the plasma arc melting (PAM) process. Each process has its
advantages and disadvantages. More details on these proce-
dures are available in Lütjering and Williams (2003). VAR
ingots are always cylindrical but CHM ingot could be cast
into any desired simple shape.

Due to its high reactivity, special precautions must be taken
in the melting of titanium, which is another contributor to its
high cost. First it must be melted in an inert atmosphere,
normally vacuum or argon; PAM utilizes an argon/helium
mixture. In addition, molten Ti will react with about any-
thing which it contacts. Therefore, it is melted using what is
referred to as a skull process, which utilizes a water-cooled
copper crucible or hearth. The start of the melt is controlled
to provide a layer of the melted Ti on the hearth or crucible,
which is referred to as a skull. Once the skull forms, as fur-
ther melting occurs, the molten Ti comes in contact with the
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skull, precluding the concerns of the Ti reacting with a foreign
hearth material.

The condition of the heath and retort must be carefully
monitored along with the heat source, be it VAR, EB, or
PAM. If the water-cooled crucible, hearth, or retort developed
a leak, whether due to a dwelling of the arc or beam on the
retort or any other reason and a water leak developed, a very
dangerous situation occurs. At the melting point of Ti, in the
neighborhood of 1670 ◦C, the water will dissociate and the
hydrogen generated will result in a violent explosion.

1.2 Ingot conversion

Ingot will have a very coarse transformed β structure which
is difficult to work. Substantial hot working must be done
to develop an acceptable microstructure for subsequent pro-
cessing to the final mill product, be it billet, bar, plate, sheet,
and so on. The breakdown of Ti ingot, converting it to the
proper size, shape, and microstructure for subsequent work
to a saleable mill product, starts with a forging press.

Normally ingot is “cogged” (forged) down incrementally
to the desired size using a cogging press. This will normally
be a slow-acting hydraulic press using open dies where the
ingot is worked down to a specific size, dependent on the
final requirement, billet from which to make die forgings,
for instance. With each forging stroke the ingot or billet will
be advanced and rotated a prescribed amount to develop the
desired shape. This work will normally start above the βt

where the flow stress is lower and more work can be put
into the material. However, deformation will continue as the
material passes through the transus, setting it up for the α/β
work required to develop the required and more equiaxed
microstructure. The amount of deformation, strain rate, and
total strain for each step are controlled to develop the right
micro and macro structures and prevent cracking of the mate-
rial. There will also be a beta recrystallization step to refine
the grain size, which will again be followed by α/β work to
attain the proper microstructure. For some products where it
may be difficult to get sufficient work into the product, the
ingot may first be upset (forged in compression in the longi-
tudinal direction to increase the diameter (while shortening
the length). This then will allow one to get greater α/β work
into the product at a given size. An example of this might be
a large die forging requiring a billet with a 450-mm diameter
round billet (a typical Ti-6Al-4V ingot would be ∼915 mm
diameter). Increasing the billet diameter to say 1200 mm, will
result in substantially more α/β–work being imparted into the
material than starting at a 915-mm diameter. It will typically
take a diameter reduction of something greater than 50% to
obtain the desired more equiaxed structure.

This cogging operation will proceed in several steps. The
material is cooling as it is reduced in a cross-sectional area.
Once it cools to a certain point, it will be put back into a fur-
nace to increase the temperature back to the original forging
temperature, for Ti64, something on the order of 950 ◦C. A
more rapid forging process can be accomplished using forg-
ing equipment referred to as a GFM, which is manufactured
in Germany (and similar equipment). It has four open dies
located 90◦ apart. The dies have a much more rapid stroke
rate, in the range of 150–300 strokes min−1, depending on
size, but the deformation induced during each stroke is less
than that generated by cogging. The material is advanced and
rotated incrementally with each stroke for both techniques.
The ingot will generally be worked down to a cylindrical, rect-
angular, or round cornered square type shape in the cogging
type operation.

1.3 Billet

Billet is a product used by forging and extrusion suppliers.
The material is worked to a specified shape by the forg-
ing or extrusion supplier, normally a cylinder, rectangle, or
round cornered square (RCS). At this point the microstruc-
ture is refined, but it is generally considered that further work
by the forger or extruder is necessary to guarantee the final
properties.

1.4 Flat product

This could include plate, sheet, strip, and foil. A brief descrip-
tion of the process for manufacturing sheet and strip products
was given in Section 1.2 of this chapter. It should be added
that sheet and plate are initially cross-rolled. The starting
sheet bar is initially run through the rolls in the transverse
direction. The extent of this is controlled by the width of the
rolls. Once the width of the rolls has been reached, the pack
is rotated 90◦ and rolled the rest of the way in that orien-
tation. (It is interesting that as the material is rolled down
to thinner and thinner gages the width does not change, the
product just gets longer.) For strip, once the sheet is taken
down to a gage of ∼3.2–5 mm, the sheet can be placed on a
coil and passed back and forth by pulling from one coil to
another. Production of foil is accomplished in the same fash-
ion, but the material is rolled in a special Sendzimir mill once
it is reduced to about 0.4 mm. This mill may be 20 rolls high
to enable higher roll forces and getting to the thinner gages
(Lütjering and Williams, 2003).

The starting stock for rolling plate is referred to as plate bar
and could be anywhere from 12.5–75 mm thick and thicker,
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depending on the required plate gage. They are rolled as indi-
vidual pieces. (Plate is defined for Ti as being greater than
4.76 mm.) The plate bar is cross-rolled as defined for sheet,
rotated, and rolled to final gage. Plate and sheet require a
lot of “conditioning” as the material is rolled down to thick-
ness. This refers to removing edge cracking and other surface
defects introduced during the rolling process, including sur-
face contamination. Unless the material can be cold-rolled
(this would be the lower strength alloys such as CP and
Ti-3Al-2.5V) grinding and etching is required to rid the
material of surface oxide and achieve the required thickness
tolerances and surface finish.

1.5 Bar/forged block

Bar is generally referred to as long product. It is normally
made in long lengths and cut into the desired lengths. It may
be either rolled or forged, with rolling being the most effi-
cient if the material requirement is large enough to justify
putting it on a rolling mill. The normal shapes are simi-
lar to billet: rounds, rectangles, and round cornered squares
(RCS), though simple shapes are produced, such as hexagons.
Titanium suppliers are beginning to roll shapes such as Ls
using special rolls/techniques.

Forged block is manufactured by either open die forging
on a hydraulic press or it could also be accomplished on a
GFM. Open dies are used and the material is worked down
to the desired shape. The material for forging and rolling will
normally be heated to a temperature of ∼28–56 ◦C below the
βt as a starting temperature. For initial production, before the
dies for a die forging can be made, or if the volume is too
low to justify purchasing dies, large simple shapes can be
produced using open die forging. The detail obtained in an
open die forging is not very high, but the buy:fly ratio (the
ratio of the amount of material procured versus the fly-away
weight after machining) can certainly be reduced as opposed
to machining the part out of a large rectangular block.

1.6 Die forgings

This process involves taking a starting billet and placing it
in a two-piece die set which will provide the desired shape.
The starting stock is normally heated (for Ti64) to a temper-
ature of ∼950 ◦C. The dies are normally heated (by means
of such as die heaters or in a furnace) to somewhere in the
range of 315–480 ◦C to minimize die chill. The outer surface
does not get much work as it is in contact with the dies and
cools enough that the flow stress is quite high. The billet may
be preformed to some simple shape by open die forging to

Figure 1. Forging sequence illustrating progressive steps to pro-
duce a die forging. (a) Open-die preforms, the bottom piece is cut in
half; (b) blocker die; (c) finish die configuration – opposite side of
part from (b). Reproduced with permission from J. Rossow, Wyman
Gordon.

enhance flow of the material into the die. Often there will be
two sets of dies for a part, what is referred to as the blocker
die to get close to the final shape, and a finisher die to pro-
vide the final shape. Multiple dies may be required to prevent
formation of defects, because the material flow would be too
severe with a single die. An example of the forging sequence
is illustrated in Figure 1. Die forgings will typically have
buy:fly ratios on the order of 5–8:1.

The paragraph above describes what would be referred to
as conventional forging. There are also warm die and isother-
mal forgings, both designed to minimize or eliminate die
chill, which reduces the overall flow stress enabling one to
get closer to a near-net shape part. For the warm die forging,
the dies may be heated to something on the order of 80–100 ◦C
below the forge stock temperature, while for isothermal forg-
ing the dies are heated to the same temperature as the forging
stock. The latter can provide a buy:fly ratio as low as 2:1 or
less, but it is quite expensive as the dies are costly and the
forging is done in a special press enclosed within an inert
atmosphere (to protect the dies) so a high volume would
be required or a special need to justify the added cost. The
author’s experience is that the isothermal forgings have bet-
ter properties uniformity than conventional forgings. The use
of precision airframe forgings should probably be restricted
to small parts, say less than 500 mm long. The forging sup-
pliers tie their tolerances to the length of the part. As it gets
longer, the tolerances get larger, requiring more machining,
and making it more difficult to justify the expensive die set.
Some very nice precision forging are made which would fit
in one’s hand.
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1.7 Extrusions

Titanium extrusions are produced by pushing round Ti billets
through a die in an extrusion press. Extrusion dies are nor-
mally good for one pressing, but they can be re-worked
several times with a new coating and are quite inexpensive. Ti
is extruded above the βt, normally in the temperature range
of 1150–1200 ◦C. Extrusions have been processed below the
transus, but not on a production basis. Most extruders use
a glass lubricant. This will result in a fairly rough surface,
much rougher than an Al extrusion. One should assume a
requirement of about 1.5 mm excess on each surface to clean
them up. There are a fair number of presses available capable
of making extruded shapes that will fit within a 150 mm cir-
cle size. However, there are limited presses available to push
extrusions larger than that. There is a facility capable of push-
ing extrusions of about 1000 mm diameter Extrusions have
been produced with section thicknesses as low as 3.8 mm, but
this minimum gage is very geometry- and size-dependent.

In that they are processed above the βt, the fatigue prop-
erties will not be as good as obtained from plate or forgings.
They are a cost effective method for fabrication of shapes
with long constant cross-sections.

1.8 Castings

Castings are an excellent method for producing complex
three-dimensional shapes which are difficult to machine or
fabricate. Castings are a relatively expensive product to
procure, and their utilization is justified by reducing the
amount of machining and/or enabling the incorporation of
several parts into one part, reducing the tooling and assem-
bly costs and the part count. Often the only surfaces which are
machined are faying surfaces. The primary user of castings
in the aerospace industry is the engine company. Cast-
ings, with their coarse lamellar, will normally have slightly
lower mechanical and reduced fatigue properties compared
to their wrought counterparts. However, their microstructure
will have damage tolerance properties superior to wrought
annealed components. Most aerospace castings are invest-
ment type. Rammed graphite is the titanium equivalent of
sand castings. A graphite powder is compacted into a metal
or wood die to define the required shape. There are foundries
which do use special sand for Ti castings, but it is not done
in the United States. The properties may vary significantly
from supplier to supplier. Rammed graphite will provide the
highest properties as the graphite will conduct the heat from
the molten metal at a higher rate than the ceramic mold of
the invest castings, thus resulting in a finer transformed struc-
ture. With the investment castings suppliers, foundries heat

their molds to different temperatures. Higher temperatures
will reduce the rate of heat loss from the castings, resulting
in a coarser structure and somewhat lower tensile properties.

The α- and α/β-alloys have good castability; Ti64 has
excellent castability. Complex castings are produced with
Ti6242, but its fluidity is not quite as good as that of Ti64.
The lower fluidity materials cannot be cast as thin as higher
fluidity alloys, and the fillet radii will have to be larger. Some
of the β-alloys have good castability, while the properties of
others are inconsistent. Ti153 castings are in production but
they can be troublesome, as ductility can be a problem in
gages over about 12.5 mm. Ti5553 seems to offer an excel-
lent properties combination at the 1100 MPa tensile strength
level. Its fluidity is comparable to that of Ti6242 (Veeck et al.,
2004).

Before designing a casting, extensive coordination with
casting suppliers is recommended. Minor adjustments in the
configuration could have a significant impact on how eas-
ily the casting may be produced. (The same consideration
should be used in the design of forgings and extrusions.) One
must also take care not to call out tolerances which are too
tight, as this can significantly impact the cost and producibil-
ity. (Something on the order of 90% of the discrepancies on
casting rejection tags is related to dimensional issues). One
must also anticipate that weld repair will be undertaken on
all castings. For the smaller and simpler castings this may
simply be cosmetic welds to make the surface acceptable,
but there will be welds. Aerospace designers are conserva-
tive and tend to restrict weld repair, at least in given areas.
This could drive the cost too high or make the part not as
producible as a casting.

1.9 Powder metallurgy

Titanium powder metallurgy (PM) has been studied since the
1970s, but it has not been utilized in the airframe industry.
There are four reasons for this:

1. Potential defects due to cross contamination, inclusions,
and porosity.

2. The blended elemental (BE) approach was not consid-
ered high enough quality.

3. The pre-alloyed (PA) powder costs were high, making it
difficult to make a good business case.

4. PM fabrication techniques do not lend themselves to very
large part dimensions.

Another factor would be the conservative nature of the
designers of manned aircraft. The costs and lead times for tita-
nium have now reached such a level that powder technologies
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are being studied seriously. The BE PM approach has had
high volume production in the missile industry, sparrow mis-
sile wings (e.g., Abkowitz et al.,1984).

The BE approach offers the highest cost savings. The pow-
der costs are low. CP titanium powder is used, which may
be a by-product of sponge production, a hydride-dehydride
process, or via a low cost powder production method (Duz,
Moxson and Ivasishin, 2007). The CP powder is then blended
with master alloy or elemental powders required to obtain the
proper chemistry. After compaction to a near-net shape, the
compact is then sintered at a high temperature to increase the
density and homogenize the chemistry throughout the part.
This will result in a density greater than 95% of theoreti-
cal density or higher for Ti-6Al-4V. Further densification can
be achieved by hot isostatic pressing (HIP), extrusion, and
other processes. Near-net shapes can be produced but they
will generally require 100% machining. Parts fabricated in
this fashion will have static properties comparable to that of
wrought material with reduced fatigue properties.

The PA PM approach, while higher cost, offers the capa-
bility of making precision, cast type shapes (Figure 2.) with
wrought metal tensile properties. There are several types
of PA powders available. Gas atomized and plasma rotat-
ing electrode powders (PREP) are spherical and provide
consistent packing densities which are important to assure
uniform shrinkage of the mold during HIPing to maintain
dimensional control. Also available are hydride-dehydride
powder (HDH) and International Titanium Powder (ITP)
powders, which have a more irregular “flake” type geometry.
Lower packing densities make accurate near-net design more
challenging.

Figure 2. Ti-6Al-4V impeller typical of cryogenic upper stage
rocket engine. Part has been final machined. Reproduced with per-
mission from V. Samarov, Synertech.

Another advantage to this approach is that alloying addi-
tions can be made using PM which cannot be done in
production using ingot metallurgy. For instance, Fe addi-
tions are very beneficial for increasing the strength. However,
additions above ∼2.5–3% cannot be efficiently melted on a
production basis, as it has a high tendency to segregate. This
would not be an issue with a PM approach, where there is no
melting involved.

There are several companies around the world now trying
to develop low cost PA powder. There are several routes for
compacting the powder to 100% density such as HIP, vac-
uum hot pressing, extrusion, and so on (Froes and Eylon,
1990). Properly processed, wrought tensile properties are
achievable.

2 FABRICATION

2.1 Welding

Alpha, near α and α/β alloys, are generally considered to be
very weldable by both fusion and solid-state welding tech-
niques. The β and more heavily β-stabilized α/β-alloys with
greater heat treatment capabilities (strengthening), can be a
bit more challenging. Generally, welding has not seen signif-
icant use for Ti structure in the airframe industry. That began
to change with the Lockheed Martin-Boeing F-22 Raptor
(Cotton, Clark and Phelps, 2002). With Ti costs constantly
increasing and perceived or real material shortages which
occur on a cyclical basis, there has been a very strong push
to reduce the buy:fly ratio, thus reducing both raw material
and machining costs. Fusion welding will normally result
in a reduction in design properties. The solid-state weld-
ing processes are generally considered to provide base metal
properties. All welds in structural applications should be post-
weld heat treated. High residual stresses, on the order of the
material yield strength, may be present after welding. The
weld will cool very rapidly unless something is done to alle-
viate it. This results in a very fine, martensitic structure in the
weld (except for the β-alloys), which will normally be quite
hard and possibly brittle. At the very least, they should be
stress-relieved or annealed following welding. The α - and
α/β-alloys will normally be welded in the annealed condition,
while the β-alloys would normally be welded in the solution
treated condition. Depending on the conditions, the β-alloy
weldments may be directly aged after welding or may be
given the full STA treatment.

The first step with titanium welding is to have a clean
surface. Once the surface is cleaned, the material should
only be handled with clean lint free gloves. Titanium welds
must always be done with inert gas protection or in a
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vacuum, as reaction with the oxygen in the atmosphere
can embrittle the weld. Fusion welds should either be done
in a chamber with an inert atmosphere or using a shield-
ing gas associated with the torch. The weld should have a
“shiny” surface or discolored with nothing more than a straw
color. Blue tints and other colors indicate more than trivial
contamination.

Laser and electron beams are the preferred fusion weld-
ing methods for Ti, as they have a higher density heat input
permitting narrower weld beads with deeper penetration and
less total heat input, resulting in less distortion. For thinner
gages laser welding is preferred, as it does not have to be
done in a vacuum chamber. Laser welding is used for gages
up to ∼9.5 mm. Electron beam welds can be used for much
heavier gages, but it must be done in a vacuum chamber and
the tooling is more complex.

Solid-state weld procedures are receiving a lot of atten-
tion as, properly done they provide base-metal properties.
Friction stir welding (Threadgill and Russell, 2007) has only
been studied seriously for titanium in the recent past so it
is more developmental than the other solid-state techniques.
A pin is plunged into the weld joint with a specified down-
ward force which is rotating and translating down the length
of the weld (Figure 3). This friction generates enough heat
to soften the material and it is literally stirred as the pin
rotates. As the pin continues, the previously welded material
cools, forming a high integrity joint. Control of the param-
eters to keep the weld temperature below the βt results in a
very fine structure with good, base-metal, or near base-metal
properties.

With linear friction welding (LFW), the heat for the weld is
generated by oscillating one component against a stationary
substrate, generating the heat for the weld. When the desired
softening has occurred the oscillation is stopped and the part

Figure 3. Schematic of friction stir weld process. Reproduced from
P. Edwards, The Boeing Company.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of linear friction weld process; (b) fan disc;
the blades were linear friction welded to the disk. Reproduced with
permission from TWI.

which was oscillating is forged into the stationary component,
completing the weld. An indication of the integrity of this type
of weld is demonstrated by the fact that some of the engine
manufacturers use this process to weld fan blades onto the
fan disk (Figure 4).

Another solid-state weld is accomplished by holding one
piece firmly in place and rotating the other piece at a rela-
tively high speed. The rotating piece is plunged into the static
piece, resulting in a weld similar to that of LFW. Another
variant is arc welding, where an arc is struck between the
two pieces to generate, and they are then plunged together.
The initial cleanliness of the weld surfaces for the latter three
types of welds is not as important, as the original surfaces
of the two pieces are expelled from the weld as shown in
Figure 5.

Additional welding information is available using the
following references: Boyer, Welsch and Collings (1994),
Gorynin and Ushkov (2000), Donachie (2000), and
Threadgill and Russell (2007).
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Figure 5. Profile of linear friction weld representative of linear
friction and inertia welds illustrating extrusion of the original weld
surfaces from the joint. Reproduced with permission from M. Rus-
sell, TWI.

2.2 Superplastic forming and diffusion bonding
(SPFDB)

2.2.1 Superplastic forming

Titanium alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V exhibit superplastic-
ity under certain temperatures and strain rates, that is,
exceptional ductilities without tensile necking. Superplastic
forming (SPF) exploits this beneficial characteristic of tita-
nium to produce aircraft structures with complex curvatures
and contours from simple thin sheet (Figure 6).Ti-6Al-4V
was first superplastically formed by CEGB Capenhurst in
1968 to representatives of the British Aircraft Corporation,
who were so impressed they set up a development facility in
Filton (Grimes, 2003).

The microstructural requirement for optimum superplas-
tic behavior is a fine equiaxed alpha/beta morphology with
approximately 50% volume of alpha phase at the processing
temperature. This equates to an optimum SPF temperature of
∼920 ◦C for Ti-6Al-4V with a grain size of less than 10 �m.
The fine-grained alpha also stabilizes the microstructure dur-
ing processing, preventing undesirable grain growth of the
faster diffusing beta phase. At strain rates in the range of
0.001–0.01 s−1 elongations of over 600% can comfortably
be achieved, although most industrial parts do not require
such excessive elongations.

It is generally accepted that the deformation mechanism
for superplasticity in Ti-6Al-4V is grain boundary sliding.
Therefore, a greater volume fraction of grain boundaries, that
is smaller the grain size, equates to increased superplasticity
at a given temperature and strain rate. A finished compo-
nent with a fine-grained superplastically will also exhibit high
strength levels at room temperature.

One of the drawbacks of SPF of titanium at temperatures
of ∼900 ◦C is the reactivity of the sheet with residual oxygen
in the high purity argon gas and degradation of the costly
tooling due to thermal cycling. At high temperatures, oxygen

Figure 6. Superplastic forming photographs courtesy of Aeromet
International plc. (a) is a four part SPF pressing; (b) is a multi part
assembly of SPF formed pressings for a Access Ducting 450 mm
diameter; (c) is a welded assembly of two SPF tubular pressings
500 mm long.

will diffuse into the surface of the component, stabilizing a
beta phase depleted region termed “alpha case” up to tens of
microns in thickness. As the alpha case layer is rich in oxygen
and thus harder and more brittle than the bulk material, it is
prone to surface microcracking and consequently a reduction
in fatigue strength. The removal of alpha case is generally by
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chemical milling in HF/HNO3 solutions which is costly and
can lead to hydrogen embrittlement.

The development of ultra fine-grained Ti-6Al-4V and
SP700 (see Titanium and its Alloys: Metallurgy, Heat Treat-
ment and Alloy Characteristics) with grain sizes around 1 �m
provides conditions for SPF at lower temperatures (∼760 ◦C)
using the same gas pressures and forming cycles as those
employed for Ti-6Al-4V (Comley, 2004). At such SPF tem-
peratures the propensity for alpha case formation is severely
reduced, the life of the tooling is increased, and productivity
increased due reduced heat up times.

2.2.2 Superplastic forming and diffusion bonding

The combination of SPF with diffusion bonding (SPFDB)
has provided the aerospace industry with a unique forming
and joining process over the last couple of decades. Diffu-
sion bonding occurs in alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V when two
clean surfaces are pressed together at elevated temperatures
to produce a sound metallurgical bond. As the process relies
heavily on grain boundary diffusion (particularly in the ini-
tial stages) across the interface, a fine equiaxed alpha/beta
grain structure during processing is preferred. Therefore, the
microstructural requirements and processing temperature for
diffusion bonding are conveniently the same as that described
for SPF in Section 2.2.1.

The advantage of SPFDB is the range of complex truss-
core sandwich structures from a multi-sheet lay-up (Figure 7).
Such stiffened sheet sandwich structures provide excellent
weight savings due to the elimination of weldments, mechan-
ical fasteners, or rivets, as well as cost reductions while
maintaining structural integrity.

Diffusion bonding of the sheet is carried out first under
an inert atmosphere. Then argon gas is applied to super-
plastically deform the sheet structures as illustrated in the

Product

After

Before

Stop-off Clamp
Stop-off (no bonding)

Mold

Mold

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Schematic of 3-sheet SPFDB truss-core process.

three-sheet lay-up in Figure 7. Stop-off coatings such as BN
and Y2O3 are to prevent DB of the truss areas prior to the
SPF stage. One of the pioneering applications of the SPFDB
process was the development of the wide cord fan blade in
the early 1980s.

2.3 Additive layer manufacturing

Additive layer manufacturing (ALM) is an innovative rapid-
prototyping process that can efficiently fabricate near net
shape parts from a powder feedstock. Titanium powder is
deposited onto the substrate and melted using a laser or elec-
tron beam. The deposition of the powder is determined by
an AutoCAD model. Although largely in the development
stage, ALM could provide a step change in the economics of
complex titanium parts, as the costly forging routes could be
eliminated and machining reduced. Furthermore, the devel-
opment of low cost powder production routes could provide a
further cost benefit. There are a number of aerospace parts in-
service that have been fabricated via such routes. For example
the F-15 pylon rib component in Figure 8 was produced by
laser additive manufacturing (LAM) and is in-service.

2.4 Machining

Machining is a term used to describe metal removal and cut-
ting processes such as milling, turning, grinding, drilling, and
deep hole boring. Such operations are very costly and account
for a significant percentage of the production cost of a tita-
nium alloy aerospace component. In the majority of cases,
substantial machining is required to achieve the final compo-
nent dimensions and surface finish prior to service. Figure 9
shows a forged landing gear strut before and after machin-
ing. An extreme example is an F-22 Ti-6Al-4V bulkhead,
where more than 90% of the forging is machined away to
swarf (Titanium and its Alloys: Metallurgy, Heat Treatment
and Alloy Characteristics).

Titanium is traditionally regarded as a difficult metal to
machine for three major reasons:

� Titanium is chemically reactive at high temperatures, so
diffusion bonding reactions can occur at the interface
between the titanium and the tooling, which leads to
galling (adherence of the workpiece to the tooling) and
in some cases elemental contamination at the workpiece
surface.

� Titanium has relatively poor thermal conductivity and
therefore heat generated from the machining does not
dissipate away from the workpiece/tooling. This leads to
increased tool wear and reduced productivity, as tradition-
ally, slower speeds are employed.
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Figure 8. A laser additive manufactured and machined pylon rib for F-15. Courtesy of David Heck, Boeing.

Figure 9. Forged titanium alloy landing gear strut, before and after
machining. Courtesy of VSMPO-AVISMA.

� A low elastic modulus equates to deflection of the work-
piece under the cutting tool pressure, known as “spring
back”. This inflicts on the ability to achieve accurate final
dimensions and tolerances.

Although titanium is machined at slower speeds than
steels and aluminum using conventional methods, titanium
can be routinely and economically machined if tooling and
procedures allow for the chemical reactivity, poor thermal

conductivity, and low elastic modulus. Traditionally, pro-
cesses such as turning and milling are performed with sharp
carbide-based tools at relatively slow speeds and heavy feeds
with coolant.

As the majority of titanium alloy components are used in
critical loading environments, the surface integrity is more
important than productivity. Inefficient machining can easily
generate microcracks into the surface of a critical component,
which will dramatically reduce the fatigue resistance in ser-
vice. The majority of conventional machining operations also
inflict residual tensile (but sometimes compression) stresses
into the surface which induces crack initiation during cyclic
loading. Therefore, subsequent surface treatment operations
such as shot peening are normally required to induce com-
pressive residual stresses for enhanced fatigue performance
and stress corrosion resistance.

Titanium alloys do not have the same machining character-
istics. The easiest to machine are the low oxygen CP Ti alpha
alloys, which are generally compared to stainless steels, and
the most difficult are beta alloys such as Ti-5553 (Arrazola
et al., 2009). Unfortunately, from a machining standpoint,
Ti-5553 is the major alloy of choice for 787 landing gear parts.
Mechanical engineers are continuously striving to improve
machining productivity through innovative high performance
machining (HPM) technologies. Development of tools and
procedures that do not compromise the speed of machining
is essential for the large quantities of titanium alloy critical
components in the next generation of large civil aircraft such
as the Dreamliner.

The Boeing Company and titanium producer VSMPO-
AVISMA operate a state of the art machine shop (in
Verkhnaya Salda, Russia) dedicated to the high performance
machining of large landing gear components for the Dream-
liner. Figure 10 shows the deep hole boring of a landing gear
forging. The benefit of the recent new strategy of machining
near to the site of forging, as opposed to the assembly site
is the ability to recycle the machined swarf and the shipping
weight is dramatically reduced.
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2.5 Surface treatment

Many fabrication processes such as welding and machining
induce residual tensile stresses and in some cases generate
microcracks at the surface of a titanium alloy component.
More detail is available in Withers (2007). Surface treatment
or conditioning process such as shot peening and in recent
years, laser shock peening and low plasticity burnishing are
processes designed to induce residual compressive stresses
into the surface.

Compressive residual stresses at the surface and at stress
risers such as notches delay the propagation of microcracks
during stress and thermal cycling, increasing the components
resistance to fatigue, fretting fatigue, and stress corrosion
cracking.

2.5.1 Shot peening

Shot peening is a cold working process in which the sur-
face of a component is bombarded with shot media such as
steel or glass, schematically represented in Figure 10. This
causes biaxial yielding in tension at the surface and a layer of
compressive residual stresses subsurface. Shot peening is the
most convenient and economical surface treatment method
for enhancing fatigue resistance in titanium alloy compo-
nents. The compressor disk loading slots (Figure 11) and
mating blade dovetail roots are commonly shot peened to
prevent fretting fatigue (See Section 3.4.3)

2.5.2 Laser shock peening

A high energy laser is fired at the surface of the component,
generating a layer of compressive stresses up to four times as
deep as that generated by the standard shot peening treatment,
further enhancing the service life of the aerospace component
and reducing maintenance costs. LSP technique is proving to
be very successful and may supersede shot peening as the
standard process for titanium alloy components in years to
come.

2.5.3 Controlled plasticity burnishing

This relatively new surface treatment process generates simi-
lar compressive residual stress profiles to laser shock peening.
CPB or ball burnishing can be carried out on a conventional
multi-axis CNC machine. Again, a cold working process, the
rolling ball induces compressive residual stresses into the
component.

Figure 10. Deep hole boring of Ti-5553 landing gear bogie beam
forging for 787. Courtesy of VSMPO-AVISMA.

Figure 11. An arrangement to shot peen the blade root slots on a
titanium alloy compressor disk. Courtesy of Metal Improvements
Company.
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3 MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE

The mechanical performance of titanium alloy aerospace
components is strongly dependent on the microstructure (i.e.,
the alpha and beta volume fraction morphology) and crystal-
lographic texture. Microstructure and texture are dependent
on the thermomechanical processing history and chemistry.
Boyer, Welsh and Collings (1994) summarized the effect of
critical microstructural features on enhancement or degra-
dation of mechanical properties (see Table 1) and provided
comprehensive mechanical property information for titanium
alloys.

This section provides an overview of the effect of
microstructure and texture on the main properties of inter-
est for aerospace applications; strength, ductility, toughness,
fatigue, and creep. Also, engineers and designers have to
be aware of the interconnectivity of these properties and
understand how a variation in microstruture and texture tai-
loring to a specific design requirement will have deleterious
effect on others. For example, processing alloys to generate
microstructures and textures that possess high yield strengths
in-service will on the downside have relatively poor fracture
toughness.

3.1 Tensile strength

Tensile yield strengths in titanium alloys can range from
∼170 MPa in a commercially pure titanium low oxygen alloy
grade to more than 1500 MPa in aged hardened beta alloys
such as Ti-1023.

The grain size or size of effective microstructural units
such as alpha colonies directly affects the tensile yield
strength through a Hall-Petch relationship. As the size of the
primary alpha or alpha colony decreases, the yield strength
will increase due to an increased number of phase boundaries
interfering with slip.

Age hardening of the beta phase in alloys such as Ti-1023
precipitates a fine scale alpha which is an effective way of
hindering slip and increasing tensile and fatigue strength.

Interstitial elements such as oxygen, nitrogen, and car-
bon have a very potent solid solution strengthening effect
(illustrated by Finlay and Snyder (1950) in Figure 12) and
deleterious effect on ductility.

3.2 Ductility

Ductility is important for two reasons. The titanium alloy
may be formed to shape and must exhibit sufficient ductility

Table 1. Relationships between critical microstructural features
and mechanical properties of titanium alloys (Boyer, Welsh and
Collings, 1994).

Feature Enhances Degrades

Equiaxed α Strength
Ductility
Fatigue initiation

resistance
Low cycle fatigue

resistance

Fracture toughness
Fatigue crack

growth
resistance

Notched fatigue
resistance

Widmanstätten α Fracture toughness Strength
Fatigue crack

growth
resistance

Notched fatigue
resistance

Creep

Ductility
Fatigue initiation

resistance
Low cycle fatigue

resistance

Bi-modal α Strength Fracture toughness
Ductility
Fatigue initiation

resistance
Low cycle fatigue

resistance

Fatigue crack
growth
resistance

Colony α Fracture toughness
Fatigue crack

growth
resistance

Notched fatigue
resistance

Strength
Ductility
Fatigue initiation

resistance
Low cycle fatigue

resistance

Coarse prior β

grains
Fracture toughness
Creep

Strength
Ductility
Fatigue initiation

resistance
Low cycle fatigue

resistance

Fine prior β grains Strength Fracture toughness
Ductility
Fatigue initiation

resistance

Notched fatigue
resistance

Grain boundary α Fracture toughness Ductility
Fatigue crack

growth
resistance

Notched fatigue
resistance

Fatigue initiation
resistance

Low cycle fatigue
resistance

to avoid cracking or fracture during forming, and local plas-
tic deformation can relieve stress concentrations in aircraft
structures and thereby enhance their performance. This is
particularly important in relation to the influence of notches
in components and residual “fit-up” stresses generated during
assembly.
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Figure 12. The effect of interstitials elements on the yield strength
of pure titanium. Reproduced from Finlay and Snyder (1950) c©
Springer.

Therefore suppression of void nucleation is paramount for
good ductility. Sites for void nucleation are alpha/beta inter-
faces, twin/matrix boundaries, and shear bands. Reduction
of grain boundary alpha at prior beta grains by rapid cooling
from above the beta transus during thermomechanical pro-
cessing can enhance tensile ductility by reducing the volume
fraction of potential void forming sites. Furthermore, a small
effective structural unit size, such as globular primary alpha
and small alpha colony size generated from a subtransus pro-
cessing step is preferred to a super transus processing step
that generates larger prior beta grains. Work by Davies et al.
(1995) on Ti-1023 showed that raising the volume fraction
of primary alpha increases the ductility (and degrades the
strength) as less secondary alpha can precipitate within the
matrix to interfere with slip.

3.3 Fracture toughness

If a resistance to fracture toughness is the primary criteria
for a titanium alloy aerospace component, then lenticular
morphologies that provide a tortuous path for cracks are
necessary. Elongated colony alpha or Widmanstätten alpha
enhance fracture toughness. One of the major criteria for
landing gear forgings is high fracture toughness, due to the
high impact loading during landing and takeoff. Beta alloys
such as Ti-1023 which exhibit attractive combinations of high
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Figure 13. Fracture toughness vs. yield strength for an aged beta
alloy, Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al. Reproduced from Terlinde, Rathjen and
Schwalbe (1988) c© Springer.

strength and high fracture toughness are for applications that
have been employed for the main large 777 landing gear
forgings (Figure 13).

3.4 Fatigue

Fatigue resistance properties are more difficult to define and
predict than fracture toughness and ductility, as there are
considerably more factors that affect fatigue. For a compre-
hensive review of fatigue and fracture in titanium alloys refer
to Margolin et al. (1980) and Lütjering (1998).

Microstructural features such as elongated colony alpha or
Widmanstätten alpha which enhance fracture toughness will
increase the critical length at which a fatigue crack becomes
unstable, leading to rapid growth and fast fracture. However,
this may not increase fatigue resistance as it depends on how
long it takes the crack to grow to the critical length. In gen-
eral there are two competing processes: resistance to crack
initiation and resistance to crack propagation during cyclic
loading.

Although there is a vast amount of empirical fatigue data,
testing conditions are component-specific with respect to
material starting condition, stress range, nature, and fre-
quency of the loading and environment.

3.4.1 Fatigue crack initiation resistance

The crack initiation behavior of a titanium alloy aerospace
component is determined by the activated mode of
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Figure 14. Electron backscatter diffraction image of macrozones in Ti-6Al-4V. Although the alpha grain size is ∼5 microns, the effective
structural unit size is an order of magnitude greater, resulting in poor fatigue crack growth initiation.

deformation. Localized slip bands (planes of high shear
stress) are sources of crack initiation sites during cyclic load-
ing. Microstructures with small grain and alpha colony sizes
which suppress slip band formation are therefore preferred
if fatigue crack initiation resistance is the primary design
requirement. Since the advent of electron backscatter diffrac-
tion techniques, researchers have shown that adjacent alpha
grains with the same strong crystallographic orientation can
act as a large effective grain (macrozone) which accounts for
poor fatigue crack initiation performance. A typical macro-
zone structure in Ti-6Al-4V is illustrated in Figure 14.

Also, alloys such as the beta alloys (see Titanium and its
Alloys: Metallurgy, Heat Treatment and Alloy Characteris-
tics) with high yield strengths and thus increased resistance to
dislocation motion will have a higher resistance to crack ini-
tiation. The aging of beta alloys such as Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al and
Ti-5553 produces fine scale precipitates that impede disloca-
tion motion, providing the high yield strengths and high crack
initiation resistance, and hence why they are used in large
landing gear components where high cycle (>104 cycles)
fatigue resistance is imperative. Figure 15 from Kuhlman
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Figure 15. stress vs. cycles to failure for Ti-10V-2Fe -3Al and Ti-
6Al-4V. Reproduced with permission from Kuhlman et al. (1987)
c© The Minerals, Metal and Materials Society.

et al. (1987), illustrates the superior high cycle fatigue resis-
tance of Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al compared to Ti-6Al-4V.

Surface treatment operations such as shot and laser
shock peening are commonly used in aerospace components
employed to generate near-surface residual compressive
stresses that suppress crack initiation (refer to Section 2.5).

3.4.2 Fatigue crack propagation resistance

In general, microstructures that enhance fracture toughness
resistance will also increase the resistance to crack growth
due to the convoluted crack path provided by a colony, bas-
ketweave, or Widmanstätten alpha morphology (Figure 16).
Furthermore, bimodal morphologies (see Figure 17) provide
higher crack propagation resistance than equiaxed morpholo-
gies (see Titanium and its Alloys: Metallurgy, Heat Treatment
and Alloy Characteristics), due to the lamellar colonies. How-
ever, coarse lamellar structures have poor crack initiation
resistance and therefore the overall fatigue performance of
the component will be poor.

Figure 16. Backscattered electron image showing transformed
basketweave alpha in large beta grains for Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al. Repro-
duced from Jackson et al. (2005).
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Figure 17. Light micrograph of a bimodal structure in IMI834 con-
sisting of ∼10 vol.% primary alpha and a fine lamellar transformed
beta matrix. Reproduced from Davies et al. (2009).

Cracks can propagate through the hexagonal close-
packed alpha phase as well as along alpha/beta boundaries.
Crystallographic texture can be engineered during the pro-
cessing stage to generate enhanced fatigue resistance as it
has been shown that crack propagating in this manner can be
arrested if confronted by alpha grains that are badly orientated
for slip, as illustrated in Figure 18.

3.4.3 Fretting fatigue

Failures and maintenance downtime caused by fretting
fatigue is a major concern in aircraft structures and engines.
Fretting occurs when two components are pressed together in
contact and oscillate over displacements of tens of microns,
relative to each other. The wear and high local tensile

stresses initiate microcracks, reducing the fatigue life of the
component. One of the common areas for fretting fatigue
problems is at the shot peened surfaces of the compressor
blade dovetail root and the mating disk slot where the resid-
ual compressive stresses from the shot peening process are
slowly undone.

3.4.4 Dwell fatigue

High temperature alloys such as Ti-834 and Ti-6242 used for
compressor disks and blades are susceptible to a reduction
in fatigue strength if the maximum (cyclic) load is main-
tained for significant periods where creep processes occur.
Failure via such loading profiles is commonly known as dwell
fatigue. Researchers are determining the complex combina-
torial damaging effect of dwell fatigue failure in service.

3.5 Creep

Creep behavior is particularly important in titanium alloys
used at elevated temperatures, such as blades and disks
in the compressor section of a gas turbine engine. Flower
(1990) stated that diffusion in the beta phase is a hundred
times or more so faster than in the alpha phase. There-
fore, diffusional creep deformation processes will occur at
much lower temperatures and higher strain rates in the beta
phase than in the alpha. Therefore, the volume fraction of
alpha phase at the service temperature should be as high
as possible for enhanced creep behavior, hence why alpha
alloys such as Ti-834 and Ti-6242 are used in compres-
sor components. As grain boundaries are a primary source
of diffusional creep, large prior beta grains with a lamellar
or Widmanstätten alpha structure are preferred (see Tita-
nium and its Alloys: Metallurgy, Heat Treatment and Alloy

Figure 18. Secondary electron (a) and EBSD (b) images of fatigue crack in Ti-6Al-4V, showing crack being arrested prior to entering a
grain unfavourably orientated for slip (grain B). Reproduced from Bantounas et al. (2007) c© Elsevier.
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Characteristics). Silicon is a common addition to creep resis-
tance titanium alloys as the silicon atoms retard dislocation
motion, reducing time dependent creep deformation pro-
cesses.

However, in critical rotating parts such as the gas turbine
compressor, fatigue resistance is also important and a good
combination of properties is required at the operating tem-
perature. Therefore, forging just below the beta transus to
develop less than 10% volume fraction of primary alpha and
a beta matrix of Widmanstätten alpha from a rapid cool (Fig-
ure 17) generally provides a good compromise between creep
and fatigue performance.

4 CONCLUSION

The properties of titanium and titanium alloys (strength:
weight ratio, low and elevated temperature capabilities, cor-
rosion resistance, and composite compatibility) make it
attractive for aerospace applications. Application of titanium
alloys has significantly increased in the last decade, but the
applications are still limited due to cost. There are many
approaches being taken to reduce these costs in further use of
extrusions, reducing alloy cost, improving titanium machin-
ability, and further utilization of welding. Another approach
is the incorporation of powder metallurgy. This could become
a reality with the utilization of lower cost powders and using
them where appropriate, or for the manufacture of near-net
complex shapes with wrought properties. Powder metallurgy
processes also provide the opportunity for development of
higher strength alloys, making alloying additions which can-
not be incorporated with ingot metallurgy. There is a very
large effort throughout the aerospace industry for alloys and
processes to improve the buy:fly ratio, processability, and
performance of titanium alloys.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Composite materials offer many potential structural advan-
tages, the most commonly noted being high specific strength
and stiffness. However, when applying composites to aircraft
vehicle applications, a rigorous certification process must be
followed that ensures appropriate reliability of the vehicle
throughout its production and service life. Certification gen-
erally is understood to be an approval process that results
in permission for the vehicle to be flown. This process in-
cludes stringent requirements in the areas of strength, dura-
bility, damage tolerance, repairability, and maintainability.
Substantiation of the capability of the vehicle includes verifi-
cation and validation by both analysis and test. Often much of
the potential weight savings of composite materials is signif-
icantly reduced by the myriad requirements of an individual
aircraft application.

The diagram shown in Figure 1 illustrates five factors for
successful technology transition from structural concept to
structural design and certification (Lincoln, 1987). This chap-
ter utilizes the principles defined in this wheel (referred to as
the structural integrity wheel) as an outline to cover the im-
portant factors for a safe and reliable structure. As the chapter
is targeted as a high-level primer for the basic requirements
and issues regarding the certification and manufacturing of
composite aircraft structure, subsets of the various factors
of the structural integrity wheel will be discussed with the
intention of identifying particular issues important to these
structures. In-depth discussion of each area is not the goal;
those areas most important to composites will be highlighted.

With this in mind, the chapter begins with a discussion of
certification issues, and an overview description of how each
issue is handled. Following the certification topics, a section
is included covering manufacturing options, which includes
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Figure 1. Structural integrity wheel: five factors for successful
technology transition.
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subsections on material and process selections, and joining
options. At the end of the chapter, a general list is given of ref-
erences that cover more in-depth discussions of certification
requirements for United States aircraft structures.

2 CERTIFICATION ISSUES

Certification issues important for composite aircraft struc-
tures include material and process development, manufactur-
ing and quality assessment, building block testing, analysis,
large-scale structural testing, and supportability. These topics
are important elements found within the five major subject
areas of the structural integrity wheel previously mentioned.

2.1 Material and process development

The certification of materials and processes on composite
aircraft structures centers on each material system being
fully characterized and qualified, covering the environmental
boundaries for each application.

Characterization of structural materials involves exten-
sive coupon level testing to establish statistical confidence
in the performance of those materials when subjected to the
environmental conditions anticipated during aircraft service
(referred to as design allowables). Typically composite and
adhesive test panels are fabricated, machined into coupons,
and tested statically and in fatigue at cold temperature (e.g.,
−65 ◦F), room temperature, and elevated temperatures repre-
sentative of the upper extremes of the in-service applications.
Specimens are also commonly evaluated after they are sat-
urated with moisture. In fact, the elevated temperature/wet
condition is often found to be the most severely degrading
to the structural performance of organic matrix composite
and adhesive systems. Specialized coupon tests are needed
to (i) quantify reductions in strengths due to thermal cycling
or spiking and exposure to typical aircraft fluids (such as jet
fuel, deicing fluid, and paint-removing solvents) and (ii) eval-
uate thermal oxidative stability and coating integrity. These
coupons are tested in sufficient numbers and using multiple
batches of matrix resins and fibers to account for typical vari-
ations in raw material and composite panel processing. Mate-
rial characterization also includes evaluation of the structural
impact of embedded flaws and/or damage of the type that
may be expected from typical manufacturing and in-service
operations. These “effects-of-defects” studies are used to es-
tablish the quality requirements for respective structures and
will be further discussed in Section 2.2.

Certification of composite structures also requires that the
composite and adhesive materials used be fully qualified.
Qualification of aircraft materials is typically governed by

detailed material specifications that dictate the quality of the
incoming materials and how they must be stored and handled.
Material specifications identify requirements for “prepreg”
(composite layers with pre-impregnated resin in the fibers)
physical properties and composite coupon test specimens.
When the requirements are met, one is assured that structures
fabricated from the material will achieve the design allow-
ables previously described. These specifications also identify
the nature of tests that prospective materials must undergo to
be considered for application to the aircraft program. Once
accepted as a qualified material, the specification also iden-
tifies “acceptance” testing that is performed on subsequent
batches or lots by the supplier and/or by the part manufac-
turer to assure that materials continue to meet specification
requirements.

2.2 Manufacturing and quality assessment

Certification of composite manufacturing methods focuses on
verification that the structures are built to meet quality stan-
dards. It is important, therefore, that the structural design per-
mits access to all critical locations for nondestructive inspec-
tion (NDI). While there are numerous NDI systems employed
throughout the aircraft industry, the standard bearer for iden-
tifying delaminations and porosity in composites remains
ultrasonic-based inspection techniques. Common throughout
the many ultrasonic inspection devices is their ability to detect
flaws via measured attenuation of transmitted sound waves.
Ultrasonic methods for subsurface quality measurement are
typically combined with visual inspection of the structure’s
surface. The effects-of-defects studies mentioned in the prior
section are used to identify the type, size, and distribution
limits of flaws within specific structures. Defects exceeding
these limits are identified by quality specifications to either
require repair or remake of the structure. Although these lim-
its vary from part to part, program to program, and company
to company, common acceptable flaws in structural compos-
ites are less than 0.25-inch diameter delaminations with no
visible surface wrinkling and less than 2% porosity.

Destructive testing is commonly combined with NDI
methods to further verify the quality of manufactured articles.
Such testing can be limited to the use of witness coupons that
are machined from tabs attached to the manufactured arti-
cle. More extensive testing, notably conducted in the earlier
stages of a production program, may include first article
cutups and proof testing of an entire component.

Quality assurance of a manufactured composite structure
is usually combined with process control techniques intended
to limit the occurrence of flaws requiring repair or remake of
the part. Process control techniques vary depending upon part
design. Examples of such techniques include
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� material handling concepts that assure that parts are as-
sembled and cured before material work-life and shelf-life
limits are reached;

� inspection intervals during layup and assembly that min-
imize the occurrence of embedded foreign objects and
misplaced plies;

� incorporation of surface quality measurements prior to
bonding operations;

� methods to control bondline thickness within limits;
� features to align and support subcomponents during

co-bond assembly operations.

Certification of the manufacturing process also addresses
establishment of a production process, which leads to re-
producible components throughout the program’s life. This
focuses primarily on the tools used to build the subcompo-
nents, assemble them into components, and machine them
into their final form. More reliance on hard tooling, although
more costly up front, typically achieves better dimensional
control and more durable surface quality than lower cost
“soft” tooling approaches. Recent production efforts have
been directed at incorporating more “self-locating” features
to eliminate assembly tooling. These concepts typically re-
quire machined features within the subcomponents that may
negatively impact structural integrity.

More and more composite designs are benefiting from in-
creased automation in the manufacturing processes. In ad-
dition to saving labor costs, automation typically improves
uniformity in the fabricated structure.

2.3 Building block testing

Building block testing is a rigorous design development test
program in which a series of coupon, element, and subcompo-
nent tests are performed, eventually leading to full-scale tests.
At each step, test/analysis correlation is performed building
confidence and credibility in the analysis tools and thereby
proving that the structure is well understood and predictable
(Rouse et al., 2005).

In order to begin structural design, material characteri-
zation and qualification must have been performed. Coupon
testing to establish material properties, strength properties,
durability properties, and acceptance criteria represents the
first level of a rigorous series of building block tests (see Fig-
ure 2). Coupon testing is performed for lamina level prop-
erties and also for laminate properties such as open hole
tension/compression, filled hole tension/compression, bear-
ing/bypass, and damage tolerance tests. Once these proper-
ties are in place, statistical analysis is performed to deter-
mine strength and stiffness design “allowables” to be used for

Figure 2. Building block test pyramid.

design. At this stage, any empirical data necessary for
analysis tools are developed and established for the design
and analysis process to begin.

Once the design begins and the structure starts to take
shape, specific stiffening and joining details are defined. At
this stage, design-specific testing begins not only to feed the
analysis, but also for early risk reduction. Joint-specific test-
ing is conducted, typically called sub-elements, for unusual,
highly variable constructions or bonded joints. Bonded joints
typically have significant variability in manufacturing, and
thus design-specific load allowables are generated as a func-
tion of combined load conditions, environment, fatigue, and
effects of defects. Figure 3 shows an example of bonded joint
sub-element test configurations of tee joints.

Subcomponent testing is the next scale in the building
block program. This testing is normally performed as risk
reduction for manufacturing scale-up, thereby uncovering
unknowns early and at lower cost; to validate the analytical
procedures used to predict stability and strength; to verify
environmental effects and failure modes; and/or to certify
features not possible at full scale. Figure 4 shows a repre-
sentative subcomponent test panel and combined loads’ test
box. For this example, combined loads would be applied to
the panels at RT and under the worst-case environmental
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Figure 3. Pull-off, shear, and combined loads test sub-element
testing.

conditions. Instrumentation is utilized to validate modeling
techniques and failure mode predictions, as well as to verify
the ability to properly account for environmental effects.

Full-scale testing, the final step in a building block test
program, will be discussed in Section 2.5.

2.4 Analysis

In order to comprehend composites’ analysis, it is extremely
important to understand structural certification requirements
for composite aircraft. To facilitate this understanding, this
section discusses requirements for the primary structural
areas of strength, durability, and damage tolerance. Within
each of these subsections, supporting analysis is discussed.

2.4.1 Strength

Most general aircraft requirements state that sufficient static
strength must be provided for operations, maintenance func-
tions, and any testing that simulates load conditions, with
an appropriate margin of safety. In this context, strength is
defined as the ability of the airframe to react to all loading

Figure 4. Combined loads test box with upper cover removed for
visibility.

conditions without degrading the structural capability.
Specifically for composites, load-induced delamination, dis-
bonds, and cracks are not allowed to occur as a result of opera-
tions, maintenance functions, and so on. Specific load levels,
dependent on analysis and test verification, are required to
resist initial delaminations due to detrimental deformations,
rupture, or collapsing failures. Also, rupture or collapsing
failure is not allowed at or below ultimate load (i.e., maxi-
mum load including margin of safety).

Typically, test-correlated analysis methods are required
along with environmentally compensated B-basis allowables,
designed to assure that no load-induced delaminations, dis-
bonds, or cracks occur at or below the highest load expected
during the life of the vehicle (called limit load). B-basis statis-
tical allowables are meant to compensate for batch-to-batch,
manufacturing variations and other point-design-specific fail-
ure modes. Necessary strength analyses include internal loads
and detailed local stress analysis, buckling, classical lami-
nation theory for unnotched/notched strength, interlaminar
shear/tension strength analysis, bolted joint bearing/bypass
analysis, bonded joint analysis, and facesheet/core analysis
for honeycomb-core structure. Finite element analysis is nor-
mally used for internal loads and other local detail analyses.
Composite skins are sized to allow for bolted repairs. Typi-
cally any analysis method must be validated by test, or addi-
tional safety factors are required.

2.4.2 Durability

Durability of an airframe is normally defined as the ability
to resist fatigue cracking, corrosion, thermal degradation, de-
lamination, and wear during operation and maintenance. Re-
quirements for durability are normally set so that the structure
is designed to safe working strain levels for critical primary
structure so that in-service and manufacturing-induced dam-
age do not degrade flight safety or structural performance. No
functional impairment is allowed within a user-prescribed
number of lifetimes, which includes fuel leaks, water in-
trusion, corrosion or material degradation, or delamination
growth. These requirements are satisfied in the presence of
manufacturing flaws smaller than the inspection acceptance
criteria and when subjected to impact damage, typically in
the range of 4–6 ft lb.

Durability analysis in composites is performed using static
strain allowables based on compression-after-impact (CAI)
or tension-after-impact (TAI) tests using 4–6 ft lb impacts
(typical of maintenance tool drop energies). Analytical meth-
ods for predicting composite fatigue life of structural details
(such as joints) are not mature when utilizing basic material
property strain-life (S-N) data. Thus, S-N data have to be mea-
sured at the structural level in which low-cycle fatigue testing
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is performed on the sub-element joints for different loading
configurations. This empirical information is used for sub-
component design sizing and verified at the subcomponent
level and larger testing scales.

2.4.3 Damage tolerance

In damage tolerance, selected structural components of an
aircraft structure are designed to be capable of maintaining
adequate residual strength in the presence of material, man-
ufacturing, and processing defects and also damage induced
during normal usage and maintenance until the damage is
detected during periodic inspections. Damage tolerance of
composite aircraft structure is handled differently than with
metallic structure. In composites, a damage-tolerant structure
is statically sized to a strain limit that is shown to prevent de-
lamination growth, whereas a damage-tolerant metallic struc-
ture is sized for crack growth life using linear elastic fracture
mechanics or fatigue life to crack initiation. Delamination
damage for damage tolerance criteria is empirically related
to impact energy and indentation depth based on standardized
impact damage tests. CAI or TAI residual strength strain lev-
els, using impact energies set for either visible indentation or
energy level probability of occurrence, become damage toler-
ance static strain allowables for that material, laminate, layup,
and so on. The requirements are thus related to adequate resid-
ual strength in the structure, at the end of service life, in the
presence of a worst-case low-velocity impact damage event.

There are generally four types of damage that occur during
the life of a composite part: manufacturing intrinsic flaws,
discrete source damage, impact damage, and load-induced
damage. Each of these damage types is summarized in the
following paragraphs.

Manufacturing intrinsic flaws. These flaws are the result
of discrepancies in materials and manufacturing processes
such as thickness variation or deviation from process spec-
ifications or human error such as failure to remove peel
plies.

Discrete source damage. This damage is generally caused
by relatively high-energy sources such as battle damage or
bird strike and results in damage that is clearly visible, if not
obvious, upon routine visual inspection. This type of dam-
age would normally be known and would be immediately
repaired.

Impact damage. Low-velocity impact damage is gener-
ally categorized as damage occurring from impact events
that have low-to-medium energy. The majority of impact
damage occurs during the service life, particularly during

maintenance activities. These impact events come from a
wide variety of sources, the most common of which is
dropped tools. Impact damage is often subdivided into two
categories as follows:

Barely visible impact damage (BVID) is quantified as
impact damage that is barely visible from 5 ft with the
unaided eye. This type of damage has the most potential
for degradation of structural integrity since it is the most
common type of damage and has the highest probability
of growing undetected to a size critical for catastrophic
failure. It is key to understand that up to the barely visible
impact damage threshold, no growth of these impact-
driven delaminations is allowed.

Clearly visible impact damage (CVID) is quantified
as obvious and readily detectable with routine visual
inspection. These are usually known significant events
for which resulting damage, if not catastrophic, is typi-
cally repaired as soon as possible and does not have the
opportunity to compromise structural integrity.

Load-induced damage. This damage occurs during opera-
tion and is the result of in-flight events that exceed static or
fatigue design loads, thereby causing structural damage.

Depending on the identified structure criticality, CAI and
TAI strain allowables are typically used to size structure
for damage tolerance. This is done based on standardized
tests in which the specimens are subjected to either a spec-
ified impact energy level or an impact energy that creates
a BVID (barely visible) dent size. Following impacts, ei-
ther compression or tension residual strength is measured
for the test specimens to determine the strain at which de-
lamination begins to occur. The resultant strain levels are
used as laminate-dependent strain allowables. These strain
allowables are applied including the effects of fatigue.

2.5 Structural testing

Full-scale static and fatigue testing is performed following
successful building block subcomponent and component test-
ing. Compliance with the program requirements is demon-
strated for limit and ultimate service load for the static test
and with the required service life for the fatigue test. These
tests also serve to identify critical areas not previously iden-
tified by analyses and development tests. Any special inspec-
tion and modification requirements for the service airframe
are derived from these tests. Figure 5 shows an aircraft in a
full-scale test facility.
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Figure 5. Full-scale test.

2.6 Supportability

Composite aircraft structure must be designed with support-
ability in mind. This includes design considerations such as
maintainability, repairability, and reliability. In the area of
maintainability, maintenance access and inspection must be
considered in the design, which often require access panels to
be designed into the structure, resulting in a weight penalty.
As for repairability, all structures must be designed with the
expectation of future repairs. This typically requires stress
analysis of the acreage laminates using notched allowables
such as open hole or filled hole compression and tension, in
case fasteners may be required for repair in that area. Most
repair procedures involve standardized methods that rely on
mechanically fastening or bonding patches or doublers. As
for reliability, a combination of process control, manufactur-
ing inspection, verified and test-validated analysis, and struc-
tural testing is utilized to minimize the probability of failure
of the composite structure during the required lifetime of the
system.

3 MANUFACTURING OPTIONS

In this section, various composite manufacturing options are
discussed. It is important to realize that the material and pro-
cesses selected and the critical design features incorporated
greatly affect the difficulty in certification. Increased use of
advanced composites over the past several decades has led
to extensive experience in the use of some mature materials,
processes, and design approaches. These mature approaches
can be expected to be readily certified on next-generation
vehicles. Conversely, new materials, processes, and design
features, which are continuously under development by ma-
jor airframe manufacturers, can be expected to garner more
intense scrutiny by certification authorities.

3.1 Material selections

In addition to selecting fully characterized and qualified ma-
terials for a production application, it is obvious that the se-
lected material(s) must meet the physical, structural, service
temperature, and cost requirements established by the pro-
gram.

Physical requirements, including thermal and electrical
characteristics, play a significant role in the selection of ma-
terials used in military aircraft structures. Thermal-expansion
characteristics and galvanic-corrosion concerns impact fiber
selection in components attached to metallics.

Carbon-reinforced organic matrix composites dominate
applications where specific strength is the primary concern.
Carbon fibers, especially those formed from polyacrylnitrile
(PAN) precursors, are the preferred reinforcement in most
current aircraft structures. The exceptionally high modulus,
achieved in carbon fibers made from pitch precursors, has
made it a common choice for spacecraft structures.

Epoxies are the most common matrix material paired
with the PAN fibers in structural aircraft applications. Typi-
cally, epoxies are replaced with more costly bismaleimide
or polyimide matrices when service temperatures exceed
225–275 ◦F. Bismaleimides are commonly used at temper-
atures up to 350 ◦F, and polyimides are being used in appli-
cations at temperatures as high as 650 ◦F. Bismaleimides and
polyimides, in addition to being more costly than epoxies,
are also typically more difficult to process.

3.2 Process selections

Within the families of fibers and resins to be selected for
an application, manufacturers must choose from a variety of
weaves and resin process characteristics. The selection is dic-
tated largely by the process method by which the component
is best manufactured.

Prepreg tape or fabric is the most common raw material
form and is used to lay up the structures on a ply-by-ply
basis. The uniformity of prepreg materials and their exten-
sive use through the aircraft industry has made certification
of prepreg-built structures fairly commonplace. More exten-
sive use of automated fiber placement using prepreg tape
has also become common. Modern fiber placement machines
offer the manufacturer the means to lay up composite lami-
nates at rates approaching 100 lb h−1, compared to a typical
hand lay-up rate of approximately 1 lb h−1. Increased sizes of
composite applications (i.e., fuselage barrels and wing skins)
have dictated the use of fiber placement for these structures in
order to meet the work-life restrictions of the matrix (resin)
materials. The uniformity imposed by the automated process
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and the quality control demonstrated by the new machines
has simplified the certification process for these structures.

Another subset of prepreg materials is the “out-of-
autoclave” systems whose resin formulations are designed to
permit flow after air, and minimal volatiles are extracted from
the layup by vacuum. Toughened out-of-autoclave epoxy
resins have only recently become available to the industry
and, as such, have yet to be certified for aircraft structural
applications.

Several resin-infusion methods are also used in the indus-
try to process parts, namely, resin transfer molding (RTM)
and vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM). RTM
is typically used in the manufacture of large volumes of
smaller components where dimensional control is of utmost
concern. The process is characterized by the use of closed-
mold tooling where a dry fabric layup is infused with resin
under pressures up to 200 psi. If sufficient attention is paid
to the hard tooling details, the process leads to highly repro-
ducible components that may be unachievable using tradi-
tional hand lay-up process methods. Although not widely
used by the aircraft industry, RTM is used to process on
the order of 250 parts on the F-22 Raptor. VARTM addresses
the costly closed-mold tooling concerns with RTM and al-
lows the parts to be processed using vacuum to draw the
resin through the fabric stack. As with RTM resins, VARTM
resins exhibit low-melt viscosities, needed to readily perme-
ate the fabric stack. Cost is reduced versus RTM by sim-
plifying tooling and equipment; VARTM part quality and
uniformity, however, are typically sacrificed. For this reason,
the certification of structural VARTM components should be
expected to be more difficult to achieve. In fact, for this rea-
son, very few VARTM parts are to be found on aircraft.

3.3 Joining

Structural joining methodologies in composites is an area
where much of the weight benefits of composite structure
can be lost. Composites are weak in bearing and require pad-
up at bolted joint areas to keep stress levels low. Bonded
joints suffer from weak peel/interlaminar failure modes, as
well as manufacturing reliability and process control issues.
Mechanically fastened and bonded joints are discussed in the
next sections.

3.3.1 Mechanical fastening

Mechanically fastened joints in composites must consider
static and fatigue strength of all facets of the joint includ-
ing fasteners, nuts, and multiple composite failure modes.
Fasteners/nuts must be checked for static strength including

bending, tension, shear, and fatigue. Effects of fastener type,
material types of joined members (such as composite-to-
composite and hybrid metal-to-composite), hole clearance,
shims, thickness-to-diameter ratio, and fastener pitch and
edge clearance must be taken into account. Failure of me-
chanically fastened joints in composites involves many fail-
ure modes, and most companies utilize semi-empirical anal-
ysis methods that require significant amounts of testing.

3.3.2 Bonding

Unitization of composite structure through advanced join-
ing concepts that utilize bonding and co-cure processes has
been shown to offer cost savings through reduced part counts.
However, these new types of structures result in new certifi-
cation challenges to guarantee that the structures are safe and
reliable.

Specific requirements for bonded structure are severe:
bonded joints are designed using either fail-safe/crack ar-
rest design concepts or worst-case environmentally com-
pensated B-basis allowable properties considering planned
production process controls, manufacturing variability, and
in-service damage sources. Characterization of bonded or co-
cured joints must consider the effects of program-specific de-
sign features and requirements such as adherends, design ge-
ometry, acceptance criteria, and damage tolerance. A typical
characterization program would combine industry-standard
adhesive coupon testing, sub-element design-specific testing,
and element testing to achieve its goal of B-basis character-
ization. At the coupon level, industry standards are used on
small coupons with program-specific adherends and adhe-
sives to study static and fatigue performance in various oper-
ational environments. Coupon level testing is usually limited
to lap shear and peel testing. At the sub-element design level,
program-specific adherends, joint size, joint variation, multi-
ple load conditions, and representative manufacturing flaws
or induced damage are tested to study static and fatigue
performance in various operational environments.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Manufacturing and certification of aircraft composite struc-
tures is a complex, closely coupled process. Thorough atten-
tion to the five essential elements of the structural integrity
wheel – stabilized materials and processes, producibility,
characterized mechanical properties, predictable structural
performance, and supportability – is the key to success. The
reader can gain deeper understanding by study of the refer-
ences provided.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The development of fiber-reinforced composites has con-
stituted a revolution in material technology for aerospace
structural applications in the last three decades. The fast-
moving composite materials technology continues to raise
the performance potential for structural applications with the
development of stronger fibers and tougher resin systems.
The composite reinforcement often in the form of continuous
fibers has been used for the past two decades in many load-
bearing structural components to improve performance and to
ease fabrication of complex structural configurations as well

as to reduce costs in composite manufacturing. To take advan-
tages of the unique properties of fiber-reinforced composites,
a structure often contains multiple layers laminated together
with each layer oriented in the direction of the function of
the structure. By changing the fiber orientation and stacking
sequence of composite laminates, structural properties can
be varied significantly. This variation of structural proper-
ties allows designers to optimize the dynamic and structural
deformation response of structural components such as heli-
copter rotor blades. Hence, desired structural performance
such as twist in the blade can be achieved using composite
laminates.

The main purpose of this chapter is to cover the basic
knowledge of laminates that are designed for carrying the
structural load. The common terminologies used in lami-
nate design are briefly introduced. The analysis and failure
prediction procedure for structural laminates are outlined.
Design approaches for improving the laminate strength are
also described.

2 BASIC TERMINOLOGY OF
COMPOSITE LAMINATES

The terminologies introduced in this section are commonly
used in engineering practice. Since we are interested in
load-bearing laminates, only continuous fiber-reinforced
composite laminates with unidirectional, woven, or braiding
laminae are considered.

2.1 Lamina, laminate, and laminate coding

A lamina (ply or layer) consists of rows of parallel single
fibers or woven multiple fibers surrounded by matrix material.
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Figure 1. Coordinate systems of lamina and laminate.

It is commonly assigned the lamina coordinate system as the
“1” axis along the fiber direction, the “2” transverse to the
fiber direction, and the “3” perpendicular to the 1–2 plane, as
shown in Figure 1. For the woven layer with multiple fiber
directions, the warp and filler directions are designated as the
“1 and 2” directions, respectively. The laminate coordinates,
x, y, andz are often chosen at the mid-plane of the laminate.
The laminate axis (x-coordinate) is often defined in the direc-
tion of the primary load in the laminate. For wing structures,
the laminate axis is designated along the wing span direction.
For fuselage structure, it is often assigned along its longitu-
dinal axis for the skin panel and along the hoop direction for
the fuselage frame structures.

The orientation of the lamina, designated asθ, is positive
when measured counterclockwise from the+x axis if the
z-axis points upward to the lamina plane or measured clock-
wise if z-axis points downward. A laminate is built up by a
sequence of laminas (plies or layers). A laminate code is used
to designate the stacking sequence and the orientation of the
ply with respect to the laminate axis. The bracket [ ] not { }
or () is used in the US standard coding. Each ply is separated
by “/ ”. The coding begins at the outermost+z-coordinate of
the laminate. The following is the description of coding using
the laminates shown in Figure 2.

In practical applications, structural laminates are often
constructed by a large number of 0◦, +45◦, −45◦, 90◦ plies.
An alternative coding is often used in the aircraft industry.
In this case, the laminate is coded in terms of percentage of
the plies or the actual number of the plies as shown below
when actual ply stacking sequence is ignored or unknown.
For example, (10, 80, 10)% laminate contains 10% of 0◦ ply,
80% of± 45◦ ply, and 10% of 90◦ ply and (10, 30, 50, 10)%
contains 10% of 0◦ ply, 30% of 45◦ ply, 50% of−45◦ ply, and
10% of 90◦ ply, or (15, 20, 10) contains15 plies of 0◦, 20 plies
of ± 45◦, and 10 plies of 90◦ and (15, 12, 8, 10) contains15
plies of 0◦, 12 plies of 45◦, 8 plies of−45◦, and 10 plies of 90◦.

If the laminate contains two or more material systems,
the material is augmented in subscripts or superscripts, for
example, a graphite/epoxy (gr) laminate hybridizing with a

90◦ layer of glass/epoxy (gl), such as
[
±45◦

gr/0◦
gr/90◦

gl

]
s
.

For woven laminate, the lamina is augmented by a super-
or subscript, f.

45º

0º

90º

45º

0º

90º

90º

0º

45º

90º

0º

45º

45º

30º

0º

0º

0º

30º

45º

45º

-45º

0º

0º

90º

45º

Laminate C
Laminate A 

[±45º/0º2/90º/45º]T

[45º/0º/90º]2S

45º/30º/0º3 S

Laminate B 

Figure 2. Description of laminate coding. Laminate A: The sub-
script “T” indicates that the total laminae are shown in the laminate.
The subscript “2” indicates that the 00 ply is repeated twice; Lami-
nate B: The subscript “s” designates symmetric stacking sequence
with respect to the mid-plane of the laminate. The unit of [45/0/90]
is repeated twice as shown; Laminate C: The “bar” over the ply
indicates that the total number of plies is shown.

3 ELASTIC STRESS–STRAIN
RELATIONSHIP OF LAMINA

A 0◦ lamina is treated as an orthotropic thin layer material
that requires four independent material constants to specify
elastic structural response. These constants refer toE1 and
E2 being the Young’s moduli of lamina along and transverse
to the fiber direction, respectively,ν12, the Poisson’s ratio,
andG12, the shear modulus of lamina under a loading along
the fiber direction. Since the composite layer is very thin, an
assumption of plane stress is used. The generalized Hook’s
law gives the stress–strain relationship of a 0◦ lamina and
the reduced stiffness matrix [Q] is in terms of engineering
constants as given below:

Q11 = E1

1 − ν12ν21

Q22 = E2

1 − v12v21
= Q12 = ν12E2

1 − ν12ν21
= ν21E1

1 − ν12ν21

Q66 = G12 Q16 = Q26 = 0

(1)

For a lamina at angleθ with respect to the reference axes
x andy, the stress/strain relation in thex- andy-coordinates
is given as




σx

σy

τxy


 =




Q11 Q12 Q16

Q12 Q22 Q26

Q16 Q26 Q66


 ·




εx

εy

γxy


 (2)
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where
[
Qx−y

]
matrix (Q-bar matrix) is obtained by

transforming [Q1−2] matrix of lamina from 1–2 material coor-
dinates to the laminatex–y-coordinates. Mathematically, it
can be expressed as

[
Qx−y

] = [T σ (−θ)] · [Q1−2

] · [T ε (θ)] (3)

[Tσ(+θ)] and [Tε(+θ)] are the transformation matrices that
relate the stress and strain components inx–y-coordinates to
1–2 coordinates, respectively. They are defined as

[Tσ (θ)] =




m2 n2 2mn

n2 m2 −2mn

−mn mn
(
m2 − n2

)

 and

[Tε (θ)] =




m2 n2 mn

n2 m2 −mn

2mn −2mn
(
m2 − n2

)

 (4)

wherem = cosθ, n = sinθ and θ is the fiber orientation of
the lamina. Substituting equations (4) and (1) into (3), the
components of theQ-bar matrix can be explicitly expressed
as

Q11= m4Q11 + n4Q22 + 2m2n2 (Q12 + 2Q66)

Q12= m2n2 (Q11 + Q22 − 4Q66) + (m4 + n4)Q12

Q22= n4Q11 + m4Q22 + 2m2n2 (Q12 + 2Q66)

Q16= m3n(Q11 − Q12 − 2Q66) − mn3(Q22 − Q12 − 2Q66)

Q26= mn3(Q11 − Q12 − 2Q66) − m3n(Q22 − Q12 − 2Q66)

Q66= m2n2(Q11 + Q22 − 2Q12 − 2Q66) + (m4 + n4)Q66

(5)

The strains at any point in thekth ply of a laminate for a
temperature change�T can be calculated using the following
relationship:




εx

εy

γxy




k

=




ε0
x

ε0
y

γ0
xy


 + zk·




kx

ky

kxy


 − �T ·




αx

αy

αxy




k

(6)

whereε0
x, ε0

y, andγ0
xy are the mid-plane strains,κx , κy , and

κxy are the mid-plane curvatures, andα x , α y , andα xy are the
thermal coefficient of the lamina.zk is thez-coordinate of the
point of interest within thekth lamina measured from the mid-
plane to the lamina andεx , εy , andγxy are strains in thekth
ply. The thermal expansion coefficient matrix,

[
αx−y

]
, in x–y

coordinates of theθ lamina can be obtained by transforming[
α1−2

]
in the 1–2 coordinates as shown in equation (7):




αx

αy

αxy


 = [T ε(−θ)]·




α1

α2

0


 or




α1

α2

0


 = [T ε(θ)]·




αx

αy

αxy


 (7)

The mechanical relations for the coefficients of hygro-
scopic expansion (due to moisture absorption) are entirely
analogous to that of the thermal expansion. Hence, if the
hygroscopic effect is considered, the strains associated with
this effect can be superimposed to the ply strains as shown in
equations (4)–(6).

4 CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION OF
LAMINATE (LAMINATION THEORY)

Classical lamination theory (CLT) is the most commonly used
theory to analyze the behavior of laminated composite struc-
tural panels and also to evaluate strains and stresses of plies
within the laminate. To analyze the behavior of a laminate,
CLT treats the laminate as an equivalent single-layered plate.
A plane stress condition is assumed for each lamina and the
plate as a whole. A brief description of this theory is depicted
below. A detail derivation can be found in Daniel and Ishai
(2006).

The structural response of laminate is represented by the
strains and curvatures about its mid-plane. The total in-plane
forces[N] and moments[M] per unit width of a laminated
plate are obtained by integrating forces and moments of each
ply through the laminate thickness as shown below:




Nx

Ny

Nxy


 =

n∑
k=1

∫ zk

zk−1




σx

σy

τxy




k

dz and




Mx

My

Mxy


 =

n∑
k=1

∫ zk

zk−1




σx

σy

τxy




k

· zdz (8)

wherezk−1andzk are the distance from the reference plane
(often chosen at the mid-plane of the laminate) to thekth-
layer’s lower and upper surfaces, respectively. Substituting
equations (2) and (6) into (8), the general load–deformation
relation of a laminate including thermal effects can be written
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in terms of mid-plane strains and curvatures as shown below:

[
N + NT

M + MT

]
=

[
N

M

]
=

[
A B

B D

]
·
[

ε0

κ

]
(9)

The [A], [B], and [D] matrices (3× 3 matrices) are given as

[A] =
∑n

k=1
[Qx−y]

k
(zk − zk−1)

[B] = 1

2

∑n

k=1

[
Q̄x−y

]
k

(
z2
k − z2

k−1

)
(10)

[D] = 1

3

∑n

k=1
[Qx−y]

k
(z3

k − z3
k−1)

and

[
NT

] = �T
∑n

k=1

[
Qx−y

]
k
·[αx−y

]
k

(zk − zk−1)[
MT

] = �T
2

∑n

k=1

[
Qx−y

]
k
·[αx−y

]
k

(
z2
k − z2

k−1

) (11)

wherezk−1 and zk are thez-coordinates of the bottom and
upper surface of thekth layer, respectively.

[
Q̄x−y

]
k

is
the stiffness matrix ofkth layer. [NT] and [MT] are the
thermal-induced load and moment matrices (3× 1 matrices),
respectively.

[A], [B], and [D] are the submatrices of the global stiff-
ness matrix. They refer to the in-plane stiffness (also called as
extensional stiffness), the coupling stiffness (couple between
extension and bending), and the bending stiffness for the lam-
inate, respectively. The characteristics ofA,B, andD matrices
will be discussed in Section 8.

5 STRESS ANALYSIS OF LAMINATE

Obtaining lamina stresses from CLT is a straightforward, but
tedious and cumbersome task. The overall procedure of lam-
inate strength analysis is outlined below and illustrated in
Figure 3.

Step 1: Compute [Q1−2], [Qxy]
k
, [αx−y]

k
, [NT], and

[MT ] matrices.
Step 2: Compute [A], [B], and [D] matrices.

Step 3: Inverting

[
A B

B D

]
and obtain

[
a b

bT d

]
.

Step 4: Compute mid-plane strains [ε0] and curvatures
[k].

Step 5: Compute ply strain [εx−y ]k and [σx−y ]k.

Step 6: Calculate [ε1−2]k and [σ1−2]k .
Step 7: Apply failure criterion.

Strength prediction for
first ply failure  

E1,E2, v12,
G12, α 1, α 2, tply

[Q1−2] A, B, D 

a, b, d [εºx−y ] , [k]

Inverse

NT, M T

[Tε(θ)]k
[Tσ (θ)]k

[σ1−2]k[Q x−y ]k [Q1−2]

θ,∆T

[εx−y ]k

[ε1−2]k

N, M

Stacking
sequence 

[Qx−y]k

[αx−y]k

Failure criterion  

Figure 3. Computation procedures of ply stress analysis of lami-
nate.

6 FAILURE CRITERION OF LAMINA

The failure processes in laminated composites is very
complex. They consist of the following processes: matrix
cracking, fiber–matrix debonding, fiber breakage, fiber buck-
ling, or delamination. These processes do not occur in
sequence; they interact with each other. Since material
anomalies are random in nature, it is almost impossible to
include all of the possible failure processes in a deterministic
form in the strength prediction. In laminate design practice,
it is often the case to compare the ply stress (or strain) along
the principal material direction of the laminate due to applied
loads with the lamina or interlaminar strength corresponding
to that direction. There are many published failure criteria in
literature. The following are a brief description of lamina (in-
plane) and interlaminar (out-of-plane) failure criteria that are
currently often used in practice. Buckling failure is consid-
ered as a structural failure, not as a laminate failure. Hence,
it will not be discussed in this chapter, but structural stability
is addressed elsewhere in this encyclopedia

6.1 In-plane lamina failure criteria

Maximum stress and maximum strain failure criteria of a
lamina are defined in the same manner as used in isotropic
materials, and are the common failure criteria in prac-
tice. For composite lamina, failure occurs when any lamina
stress/strain in the 1–2 coordinate is equal to or exceeds the
corresponding strength/strain of the unidirectional lamina of
the same material. It should be pointed out that these two
failure criteria indicate the failure direction of the lamina, but
ignore the interaction between the stress/strain components
(in a multi-axial stress state).
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A failure criterion similar to von Mises’ failure criterion
used in isotropic material was proposed by Tsai and Hill and
is often called the Tsai–Hill failure criterion. This multiax-
ial criterion states that failure occurs when the lamina plane
stress components satisfy the following inequality:

(
σ1

F1

)2

−
(σ1σ2

F2

)
+

(
σ2

F2

)2

+
(

τ12

F6

)2

≥ 1 (12)

whereF1, F2, andF6 are the ultimate strength of a 0◦ lamina
along the fiber and transverse to the fiber and in-plane shear
strength, respectively. Appropriate values ofF1t or F1c, F2t

or F2c must be used depending on the tensile or compressive
stress state that corresponds to each component. For the shear
component, the sign is immaterial since the 0◦ lamina shear
strength is identical under either positive or negative shear.
This failure criterion is expressed in terms of a single formula
indicating the entire lamina failure instead of subcriteria used
previously. Hence, the failure direction of the lamina is not
given by using this criterion.

A more general failure criterion was proposed by Tsai
and Wu. Unlike the Tsai–Hill criterion, Tsai–Wu criterion
includes the linear terms of lamina strength and accounts for
the difference between tensile and compressive strength. A
detailed description of failure can be found in Tsai and Wu
(1971).

It is noted that the maximum strain failure criterion is
widely adopted for predicting the fiber or matrix failure
in both tension and compression by practicing engineers.
The reason is probably its simplicity and conservative
prediction.

6.2 Out-of-plane failure criteria

The out-of-plane failure, a separation of the laminas (termed
as delamination), is due to interlaminar stresses caused by
transverse load such as low velocity impact or due to in-
plane loading, which can induce the “free edge” effect.
The free edge effect will be described in the next section.
These interlaminar stresses are singular and high gradients
persist in the neighborhood of the edge. Two approaches
have been used to predict the failure, the strength approach
and the fracture mechanics approach, which are described
in Chan (1997). Because of the singular or high gradient
interlaminar stresses, an average stress defined over a small
finite region has been usually employed in the strength-based
approach.

7 FREE EDGE STRESS

Free edge stress in multilayered laminated composites
exhibits a unique behavior that has not been observed in
isotropic metallic structures. Delamination often initiates at
the free edges, for example, free edge of a laminate and free
edge at the boundary of a cutout. Edge delamination has long
been considered a subject of research and is often ignored
during design. The primary reason for this unusual indiffer-
ence to a critical stress is that most laminates are very wide,
and the edge effect does not affect the net stress significantly.
However, some structures such as flange laminate of stiffen-
ers and rotorcraft structures are not wide and the edge effect
cannot be overlooked. Figure 4 shows the edge failure mode
of a Bell Helicopter composite hub structure that experienced
200% of the design load during experimental flight testing in
1980s.

Consider a laminate subjected to an in-plane loading. Due
to different magnitudes of the Poisson’s ratios and coef-
ficients of mutual influence (shear/extension coupling) of
different laminae, each lamina will undergo different defor-
mations when acting independently. When bonded together
in the laminate, they must have the same deformation due to
strain compatibility. This is achieved through the interlami-
nar stresses, which include the interlaminar normal stress (σz)

and interlaminar shear stresses (τyz,τxz). These interlaminar
stresses may be present only in a small region near the edge
as a result of mechanical, thermal, or moisture loading. The
effect of interlaminar stresses at the free edge on delamina-
tion was investigated by Chan, Rehfield and O’Brien (1991).
The classical lamination theory that assumes the plane stress
condition is not applicable for analyzing the edge stresses.
Analysis of free edge stress is often conducted by quasi-3D
or 3D finite element analysis.

Figure 4. Failure of composite hub.
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8 STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF LAMINATES

For a given load, the response of a laminate is strongly depen-
dent on each component of theA, B, andD matrices.

A11, A22, and A12 are the axial extensional stiffness in
x- andy-directions and stiffness due to the Poisson’s ratio,
respectively.

A16, A26, andA66 are the coupling stiffness between exten-
sion and shear and the shear stiffness, respectively.

B11, B22, andB12 are the coupling stiffness between in-
plane load and direct curvatures inx- andy-directions and
due to Poison’s ratio, respectively.

B16, B26, andB66 are the coupling stiffness between the
extension and twisting inx- andy-directions and the shear-
twisting coupling stiffness, respectively.

D11, D22, andD12 are the bending stiffness inx- andy-
directions and coupling stiffness due to Poisson’s ratio effect,
respectively.

D16, D26, and D66 are the coupling stiffness between
bending and twisting inx- and y-directions and the twisting
stiffness, respectively.

Laminates with specific stacking sequence exhibit special
characteristics. These will be depicted below:

1. Symmetric laminate: The stacking sequence of this type
of laminate is a mirror image with respect to the lami-
nate mid-plane. Laminates B and C shown in Figure 2 are
symmetric laminates. Figure 5 illustrates the upper part
of laminate under load-induced curvature due to the dif-
ference of Possion’s ratio between the plies. The reverse
sequence of the lower part of the laminate eliminates this
curvature for ensuring the perfect bonding of the lami-
nate. For a symmetric laminate, it can be easily proved
that [B] is zero. This implies that there is no extension and
bending coupling. On the other hand, laminate exhibits
extensions under the in-plane load and curvatures under

Figure 5. Illustration of curvature elimination in a symmetric lam-
inate.

Figure 6. Illustration of shear deformation elimination in a bal-
anced laminate.

bending. Moreover, [MT], the thermal-induced moment,
is zero resulting in no curvature presence under the tem-
perature environment.

2. Balanced laminate: A balanced laminate contains an
equal number of+θ and−θ laminae of the same material
regardless symmetric or not. 0◦ and 90◦ plies in the lam-
inate are considered self-balanced. Figure 6 illustrates
that the shear deformation due to+θ lamina can be bal-
anced out by the deformation due to−θ lamina when
both laminae are present in the laminate.A16, andA26 of
this laminate are zero, indicating no shear coupling when
the laminate is loaded.

3. Antisymmetric laminate: A laminate contains+θ and−θ

laminae in a symmetric position with respect to its mid-
plane. Laminate with this stacking sequence showsD16

andD26 terms are zero, implying no existence of bending
and twisting coupling.

4. Quasi-isotropic laminate: The laminate has identical in-
plane extensional stiffness regardless direction of the
plane. The fiber orientations in the laminate should be
satisfied in the condition shown below:

θk = (K − 1)�

S
(13)

S is the total number of the different fiber orientations
(S ≥ 3)

Each layer has the same material property.
k is the number from 1 toS.

9 LAMINATE DESIGN APPROACHES
FOR IMPROVING STRENGTH

As we mentioned in the previous section, unidirectional plies
are inherent of highly anisotropic structural response. Hence,
in designing laminates for a composite structure, a 10-percent
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rule of lamina selection is often chosen for better load car-
rying. The 10-percent rule states that a structural laminate
should contain at least 10% of the total number of plies for
any given ply orientation. This kind of laminate avoids the
skew structural response when loaded.

Due to lack of the thickness reinforcement, laminate is
prone to delamination resulting in loss of stiffness, strength,
and fatigue life. Controlling delamination initiation and its
growth of laminate is clearly the key issue to improve strength
of composite laminated structures. Initiation and growth
of delamination are dependent upon interlaminar fracture
toughness or the interlaminar stress field in the vicinity of
the delamination front. Therefore, raising the fracture tough-
ness or reducing interlaminar stresses or both are the key
ingredients necessary to improve the delamination resistance.
Design approaches for delamination resistance in laminated
composites can be found in Chan (1997, 1991).

10 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter has presented state-of-the-art information
needed to compute the ply stress using a computational
procedure for and structural characteristics of load-bearing
laminates of composite structures. Laminate design against

delamination failure has been a key design issue for
widespread use of composites to replace metallic materi-
als. Although damage in composites may not immediately
cause catastrophic failure of a structure, it calls for repair,
which inhibits structure readiness and increases life cycle
cost. Hence understanding damage mechanisms and char-
acteristics of damage onset may allow designers to achieve
damage-tolerant design to ensure structural integrity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Composite material systems which are constructed by
embedding fibers such as carbon, Kevlar, and glass in the resin
materials such as epoxy, thermoset, and thermoplastic are in
general identified as fiber reinforced polymer matrix compos-
ites (FRPMC). This family of composites is being used as a
primary material for the weight critical structures in aeronau-
tical and aerospace systems such as helicopter rotors, aircraft
wings and tails, space shuttle cargo bay doors, International
Space Station (ISS) equipment racks, Delta and Atlas launch
vehicle fairings and spacecraft platforms. This is because
these FRPMCs have high specific strength and modulus. In

recent years, many weight critical pressure hardware items
including pressure vessels (PVs) and pressurized structures
such as solid rocket motor cases are being built by using
FRPMC material.

1.1 What is a pressure vessel (PV)?

According to International Standard, ISO 14623-2003,
Space Systems-Pressure Vessels and Pressurized Structures-
Design and Operation (ISO, 2003), a PV is defined as
follows:

A container designed primarily for the storage of pressur-
ized fluid that fulfils one or more of the following criteria:

1. Contains gas or liquid with high energy level;
2. Contains gas or liquid which will create a mishap

(accident) if released;
3. Contains gas or liquid with high-pressure level.

In addition to the common name PV, there are other names
that are being called for this class of pressure hardware items
in the industry: gas bottles, propellant tanks, pressure spheres,
and cylinders, depending on their usages and configurations.

1.2 What is an aerospace system?

In general, an aerospace system consists of a space vehicle
(satellite or spacecraft), and its launch system including an
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expendable launch vehicle (ELV) and an upper stage. Space
shuttle and space station are special aerospace systems.

1.2.1 Space vehicle

A space vehicle is an integrated set of subsystems and units
that are capable of supporting an operational role in space.
A space vehicle may be an orbiting vehicle, a major portion
of an orbiting vehicle, or a payload that perform its mission.
Satellites and spacecraft are typical space vehicles. Gener-
ally, a space vehicle is used for communication, broadcasting,
remote sensing, navigation, and surveillance.

A space vehicle usually has a series of different engines to
use for either primary propulsion functions such as ascend-
ing and orbiting and secondary functions such as attitude
control, spin control, stage separation, and so on. Different
engines have different propellant feed systems. For example,
gas-pressure feed systems are typically used for liquid pro-
pellant engines. A schematic of a typical pressure-fed liquid
propellant engine system is shown in Figure 1 (Sutton, 1986).
It consists of a fuel tank and an oxidizer tank, a high-pressure
gas supply tank, and other pressure components including
lines, valves, and pressure regulator.

1.2.2 Launch and upper-stage vehicle

A launch vehicle is one or more of the lower stages of a
flight vehicle capable of launching upper-stage vehicles and
space vehicles, usually into an orbital trajectory. An upper-
stage vehicle is a vehicle that has one or more stages of a
flight vehicle capable of ejecting a space vehicle into orbit
from suborbital trajectory.

Generally, a launch vehicle has a core vehicle and a few
attached solid rocket motors, which are often called boost-
ers. Typically, the core vehicle consists of a liquid engine,
a fuel tank, an oxidizer tank, and the associated pressure
components. The fuel tanks and liquid oxidizer (LOX) tanks
are usually referred to as pressurized structures not PVs,
since they are designed to largely carry vehicle flight loads
(tension/compression, bending and torsion) just like a struc-
ture. The core vehicle also has high-pressure helium bottles
that are for the use of transferring the liquid fuel or LOX to
feed the liquid engine as illustrated in Figure 1.

1.3 Pressure vessels used in space systems

1.3.1 Metallic pressure vessel (MPV)

Most PVs used in early space systems were made of high-
strength metals such as steel, titanium, and Inconel alloys.
These types of PVs are often identified as MPVs. The space

industry has used MPVs for liquid propellant storage or high-
pressure gas storage from the dawn of space programs in
the late 1950s. Many MPVs have been built and used in
civil space programs, military space programs, and commer-
cial space programs since then. Good safety records have
been achieved due to the implementation of rigorous stan-
dards, primarily, MIL-STD-1522: Military standard, standard
general requirements for safe design and operation of pres-
surized missile and space systems (MILSTD, 1984). This
military standard has been replaced by ANSI/AIAA S-080-
1998: Space systems-metallic pressure vessels, pressurized
structures, pressure components and special pressurized
equipment (ANSI/AIAA, 1998) due to the acquisition reform
policy carried out in the mid 1990s.

1.3.2 Composite overwrapped pressure vessels
(COPVs)

In recent years, many of the MPVs used in the space systems
for gas storage like the high pressure gas supply tank shown
in Figure 1 have been replaced by COPVs for weight saving
purpose. A COPV is a thin liner overwrapped by FRPMC
material through either wet filament winding process or layup
with prepegs. Space shuttle and International Space Station
have many COPVs used for the storage of various fluids
including gaseous oxygen (GOX), gaseous nitrogen (GN2),
and gaseous helium (GHe). International Space Station has
also quite a few COPVs used for high pressure GHe storage.
Other space systems such as launch vehicles and satellites
also use COPVs for high pressure GHe and liquid propellant
storage in their propulsion subsystems. A companion stan-
dard, ANSI/AIAA S-081-2000: Space Systems-composite
overwrapped pressure vessels (COPVs) (ANSI/AIAA, 2000)
has been issued following S-080 to assure adequate design
and testing of flight COPVs. This standard was reissued as
S-081A (ANSI/AIAA, 2006) with the major change on the
design requirements.

1.4 International pressure hardware standard

S-080 and S-081 are the American National Standards which
are considered to be regional standards by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO). Many member ISO
countries are reluctant to implement regional standards for
their space programs because of the lack of control over the
potential changes of specified requirements. Due to this rea-
son, in the late 1990s, ISO decided to develop an International
Standard for PVs. It is ISO 14623: Space systems-Pressure
Vessels and Pressurized structures-Design and Operation,
published in 2003. Many of the basic requirements contained
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a liquid engine with a gas pressure feed system. Reproduced from Sutton (1986) c© John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.

in ISO 14623 are identical to the two American Standards,
however.

2 COPV MANUFACTURING PROCESS

A COPV has two primary components – the liner, and the
composite overwrap. The liner serves as a winding mandrel
for the composite overwrap, prevents permeation or leakage
of the vessel contents, and may provide some of the structural

capability in carrying internal pressure and external load. The
composite overwrap consists of a structural fiber reinforce-
ment, which provides the primary structural capability, and a
resin matrix to hold the fiber in place.

The liner may be metallic or non-metallic. Metallic liners
provide some structural capabilities, and allow little perme-
ation or leakage. Non-metallic liners allow some permeation,
but they carry no structural load and have a significantly
higher cyclic fatigue life. COPVs with metallic liners are
largely used in space applications.
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Figure 2. A Typical COPV shown in the winding machine.

Fiber reinforcements are typically carbon, KevlarTM, or
glass fibers, but other fibers may be used. Resins are typi-
cally epoxies or modified epoxies, but may also be polyesters,
vinylesters, bismaleimides, phenolics, cyanate esters, or other
materials.

The liner is put in a filament winding machine and the
surface prepared as required. A typical COPV in the winding
process is shown in Figure 2. The composite is applied by
filament winding in a series of layers. Layers may be heli-
cal, covering the full surface of the vessel, or hoop, covering
only the cylindrical portion of the vessel. The angle of the
helical fibers on the vessel is a function of the cylinder diam-
eter and the diameter of the boss opening at each end of the
vessel. The wound layers typically alternate between helical
and hoop layers until winding is complete. Spherical pres-
sure vessels may be wound using a series of helical layers
with different wind angles. Figure 3 shows various shapes
and sizes of COPVs using in the space systems.

The composite is applied in a winding band made up of
discrete bundles of fibers, often called tows or rovings. Each
tow typically contains several thousand individual filaments.
The tow is typically packaged in the form of a spool that can
be installed on a device to apply tension to the tow. Tension on
the fiber during manufacture helps control the precision of the
winding and can affect the residual stresses in the laminate.
The tows are applied to the liner in a winding band, where
the tows are typically in a single layer, with the width of the
band chosen to prevent gaps between the tows or overlapping
of the tows when wound on the vessel.

The band-width is maintained by fiber combs and the
winding eye during manufacture. The proper winding angle
vs. position on the winder is maintained by controlling the
relationship between the rotation of the vessels and the axial
position of the carriage as the winding band is being applied.

Figure 3. Various sizes and shapes of space flight COPVs.

The completed composite laminate has a discrete num-
ber of tows in a winding band, a discrete number of circuits
wound in each layer, and a discrete number of layers, resulting
in a tightly controlled fiber thickness in the laminate.

Resin is used to hold the structural fibers in place, and to
assist in transferring radial loading between layers. The resin
is typically applied to the fiber as it is being wound, but may
also have been applied to the fiber prior to winding. The resin
is applied such that after all operations have been completed,
the resin is a consistent fraction of the composite laminate
and the void content is limited.

Once all winding is completed, the composite is b-staging,
and then cured. During b-stage, cross-linking of the resin
begins, and excess resin is removed from the surface of the
vessel. During curing, the resin fully cross-links and becomes
solid. An external polymer layer might be applied to provide
scuff resistance, protection from ultraviolet light or serve as
a damage indicator.

3 MAJOR CONCERNS FOR USING COPVs
IN AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS

Major concerns for using COPVs have been identified by
the users and manufacturers. They are: (i) impact damage;
(ii) LBB failure mode, and (iii) stress rupture life.

3.1 Impact damage

Like any primary structures made of FRPMC, the poten-
tial impact damage is a major concern for COPVs used for
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Figure 4. Vessel remnants after pneumatic burst at impact.

high- pressure gas storage. This is especially true when car-
bon/epoxy is used as the overwrap material. The sources
of impact could be tool dropping during test, transportation
and other ground handling events, and meteoroid and orbital
debris impact during flight in space. Ultimate strength has
been shown to reduce by more than 30% with thin walled ves-
sels when the vessel even with minor impact that cause barely
visible damage (BVD). The failure of a COPV fully charged
with gas can be devastating. Figure 4 shows the remnant of
a tested COPV after burst. This is the reason why a com-
prehensive set of impact damage control requirements were
developed in the industry standards as described in previously
sections.

3.2 LBB failure mode

For safety concerns, a COPV shall be designed to exhibit LBB
failure mode, such that if it fails due to the pre-existing flaw(s)
or crack(s) in the metal liner of a COPV, the crack will stay sta-
ble until it reaches certain size to cause the stored fluid to leak
out from the COPV. Since FRPMCs are in general porous,
when the stored fluid, especially highly pressurized gas leaks
out, the pressure inside the COPV will be reduced such that
the vessel will be less stressed and hence it will not burst.
LBB failure mode is usually demonstrated by analysis or
test. However, it shall be noted that the demonstration is only
at the MEOP level. During acceptance proof test, the inter-
nal proof test pressure is generally much higher than MEOP
(1.25 × MEOP as a minimum). Therefore, the COPV shall
be tested in a facility with thick wall to isolate the exposure
of the test crew. Furthermore, when the COPV is exposed in
an environment that the temperature is higher than the design
temperature, the thermal induced pressure could exceed the

MEOP, thus the LBB failure mode cannot be guaranteed if
the test is conducted at room temperature.

3.3 Stress rupture life

The other concern for using COPVs is their stress rupture
lives. Stress rupture is a failure mode associated with the sus-
tained pressure in a COPV. Stress rupture life in a COPV
is dependent upon the stress rupture behavior of the fiber,
matrix, and the design detail of the COPV. In the earlier days,
it has been determined that glass and Kevlar fibers are more
susceptible to stress rupture failure than the carbon fibers.
However, in recent studies, this may not be the fact. Hence, the
use of carbon fiber of the COPV material needs to be reeval-
uated when long-term pressure storage is in the application.
Space vehicles with long service lives should be seriously to
consider the consequence of the stress rupture failure mode in
service. For unmanned systems, it could mean loss of mission.
For man-rated system, it is a major safety issue. In all these
cases, careful planning is needed to prevent the occurrence
of the stress rupture.

4 KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
DESIGN AND TESTING OF COPVs

In order to produce robust COPVs to be used in various space
systems and to mitigate the above concerns, adequate design,
proper selection of composite materials and reliable quality
assurance program are needed. This can be achieved by com-
plying with a good set of requirements. ISO 14623 specifies
the detail requirements that can be implemented to MPVs
and COPVs. Key requirements directly related to COPVs are
presented in the following sections.
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4.1 Design requirements

4.1.1 Strength

A COPV shall be able to sustain proof pressure in proof-
testing without detrimental deformation and design burst
pressure in qualification test without collapse or rupture. The
margin of safety shall be positive and should be determined
by analysis or test at the design ultimate and design limit
levels at the temperatures expected for all critical conditions.

4.1.2 Stiffness

A COPV shall possess adequate stiffness to preclude detri-
mental deformation at limit loads and pressure in the expected
operating environments throughout its service life. The stiff-
ness properties of the COPV shall prevent all detrimental
effects of the loads and dynamic responses that are associ-
ated with structural flexibility, and avoid adverse interaction
with other vehicle systems.

4.1.3 Thermal

The design of a COPV shall consider the following thermal
effects, as appropriate: (i) heating rates, (ii) temperatures, (iii)
thermal gradients, (iv) thermal stresses and deformations, and
(v) changes in the physical and mechanical properties of the
materials of construction.

4.1.4 Stress analysis

Finite element method or other proven equivalent structural
analysis techniques using appropriate composite theories
shall be employed to analyze the composite overwrap. Effects
of ply orientation, stacking sequence, and geometrical dis-
continuities shall be assessed. The effect of variation in
material thickness and its gradients as specified in the design
documentation shall be used in calculating the stresses and
strains in the composite overwrap. Local structural models
shall be constructed, as necessary, to augment the overall
structural model in areas of rapidly varying stresses. The
analysis methodology shall be verified by test results. The
margins of safety shall use A-basis allowable.

4.1.5 Leak-Before-Burst (LBB) failure mode
demonstration

LBB failure mode for an elastically responding metallic liner
of a COPV shall be demonstrated by analysis or test. For
plastically responding liners of a COPV, LBB failure mode
shall be demonstrated by test only.

LBB analysis. When LBB failure mode is demonstrated
by analysis, linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) prin-
ciples shall be employed. It shall be shown that, at maximum
expected operating pressure (MEOP), an initial surface crack
will meet the following conditions:

1. it will not cause catastrophic failure as a surface crack,
2. and if it grows through the wall of the liner to become

a through crack with a length equal to 10 times the wall
thickness of the liner, it will remain stable.

LBB test. When LBB failure mode is demonstrated by
testing, coupons or full-scale articles with pre-fabricated sur-
face crack(s) shall be used as test specimens. Coupons shall
duplicate the materials (parent metals, weld joints, and heat-
affected zones) and the thickness of the liner. When the
full-scale article is used, it shall be representative of the
flight COPV. If coupons are used as the test specimens, stress
(or strain) cycles shall be applied to the specimens with the
maximum stress (or strain) corresponding to the MEOP level
and minimum stress (or strain) kept to zero, or actual mini-
mum stress (or strain), whichever is the more conservative,
until the surface crack grows through the specimen’s thick-
ness to become a through crack. LBB failure mode is thereby
demonstrated

4.1.6 Safe-life demonstration

The safe life of a metallic liner of a COPV shall be demon-
strated by analysis, test or both and shall be at least four times
the specified service life for the COPV which is not accessi-
ble for periodic inspection and repair. The factor of four (4)
is a safe-life factor, which accounts for the material scatters,
loading spectrum errors, and so on. The safe life of the COPV
containing hazardous fluids ends when leakage occurs. For
the metallic liner of a COPV, which is readily accessible for
periodic inspection and repair, the safe life shall be at least
four times the interval between scheduled inspections.

Safe-life analysis. When LEFM crack growth analysis is
used to determine the safe life of a metallic liner of a COPV,
undetected flaws shall be assumed to be in the critical loca-
tions and in the most unfavourable orientation with respect to
the applied stress and material properties. The assumed flaw
sizes shall be based on either the flaw detection capabilities
of appropriate non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques
or defined by the acceptance proof testing. The flaw shape
(a/2c) in the range of 0,1 to 0,5 shall be considered for sur-
face cracks, where “a” is the depth of a surface crack, and
“2c” is the total length. For corner cracks, the flaw shape
(a/c) in the range of 0,2 to 1,0 shall be considered.
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Safe-life test. For elastically responding metallic liners of
a COPV, the safe-life test is an acceptable option for safe-
life demonstration. For plastically responding liners, safe-life
shall be demonstrated only by testing. Coupons or full-scale
articles with pre-fabricated flaws should be used in the safe-
life test as appropriate. These flaws should not be less than the
flaw sizes established by the selected NDI methods or meth-
ods or by the acceptance proof testing. Safe life is considered
demonstrated when the pre-flawed specimens successfully
sustain the limit loads and pressure cycles in the expected
operating environments without leaking.

4.1.7 Damage control

A COPV should be placed under damage control except for
those vessels that have a design burst factor of 4,0 or greater
and a total wall thickness of 6,35 mm or greater.

Mechanical damage that could degrade the performance
of the COPV below the minimum strength requirements shall
be prevented. For mechanical damage mitigation, a mini-
mum of one of the following approaches shall be adapted:
(i) Approach A: using mechanical damage protection, indi-
cation or both and (ii) Approach B: demonstrating damage
tolerance abilities by testing.

Approach A, mechanical damage protection/
indication.

Protective covers. The effectiveness of protective covers
shall be demonstrated by testing. Protective covers or stand-
offs, which isolate the vessel are required when personnel will
be exposed to pressurized composite overwrapped pressure
vessels (having stored energy level in excess of 19, 310 J or
containing hazardous fluids). The protective cover shall be
designed to completely protect the vessel under the worst
credible threat defined in the damage control plan. Protective
covers shall not be removed before the last moment prior to
launch.
Indicators The effectiveness of the indicators to provide
positive evidence of a mechanical damage event shall be
demonstrated by testing. The use of an indicator as the sole
means of mitigating threats for pressurized composite over-
wrapped pressure vessels as defined in the damage control
plan, during personnel workaround, is prohibited.

Approach B, damage tolerance demonstration.
Impact damage tolerance. Impact damage tolerance of

a composite overwrapped pressure vessel shall be demon-
strated by testing. Impact damage shall be induced using
a drop type impactor with a 12,7 mm diameter, hemi-
spherical tup pendulum type arrangement is allowed if an

analysis substantiates energy levels equivalent to a drop
test).

The minimum impact energy levels shall be the greater
of the worst-case threat, or visual damage threshold (VDT).
The damage shall be induced at the most damage critical con-
dition (e.g., pressurized versus unpressurized) and locations.
After inducing impact damage to the composite overwrapped
pressure vessel the vessel shall be tested to failure to show
that the burst strength after impact (BAI) of the damaged
vessel is equal to or greater than its design burst pressure.

Other mechanical damage tolerance. Damage tolerance
of other mechanical damage such as abrasions and surface
cuts shall be demonstrated by analysis or testing. The sizes
of abrasion or cut shall be based on a threat analysis. It shall
be shown that other credible mechanical damage will not
degrade the burst strength of the composite overwrapped
pressure vessel to below its design burst pressure.

4.2 Material requirements

4.2.1 Composite materials selection

Composite material systems used for fabricating a COPV
shall be selected on the basis of proven environmental com-
patibility, material strength/modulus, stress-rupture life data,
and compatibility with metal liner materials. If an electrically
conductive fiber reinforcement is used, the design shall incor-
porate a means to prevent galvanic corrosion with metallic
components. The effects of fabrication processes, coatings,
fluids, temperature, load spectra, and other environmental
conditions, which affect the strength and stiffness of the mate-
rial in the fabricated configuration, shall be included in the
rationale for selecting the composite material system.

4.2.2 Composite material system characterization

The elastic and strength properties of the composite mate-
rials selected shall be characterized in sufficient detail to
permit reliable and high confidence predictions of the struc-
tural performance in their expected operating environments.
Composite material system allowable properties on the as-
wrapped vessel shall be declared for each fiber/resin system.
Supporting data to justify and validate the declared allowable
shall include (i) previous qualification burst test results, (ii)
burst test results from design development tests, (iii) A-basis
fiber strength values from impregnated strand testing, and (iv)
fiber manufacturer’s literature and certification test results.

The supporting data shall provide justification for the
declared elastic and strength properties, and sustained load
behavior consistent with the operating and non-operating
environments.
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Uniform test procedures shall be employed by determin-
ing material properties as required. These procedures shall
conform to recognized standards. The test specimens and pro-
cedures utilized shall provide valid test data for the intended
application.

4.2.3 Composite material strength allowable

A-basis strength allowable shall be generated from bursting
of sub-scale and/or full-scale composite overwrapped pres-
sure vessels. Coupons are acceptable specimens only if data
are available which show the correlation between delivered
fiber strengths in coupons and vessels. Test results from at
least two lots of yarn shall be used in the A-allowable calcu-
lations unless all of the vessels are fabricated from the same
lot of material. The results from production vessels of dif-
ferent configurations and sub-scale vessels may be pooled
together if they have comparable thickness.

4.2.4 Composite material control

A material control system shall be in place to control raw
materials. This shall include the following as a minimum:
(i) procurement of the materials to approved specifications;
(ii) validation (inspection) checks for resin/resin constituent,
chemistry/purity and reinforcing fiber material properties
against the material specification and purchase order require-
ments; (iii) controlled environmental storage as applicable;
and (iv) shelf-life control.

4.3 Quality assurance requirements

4.3.1 Quality assurance program

A quality assurance program, based on a comprehensive
study of the product and engineering requirements, such
as drawings, material specifications, process specifications,
workmanship standards, design review records, and failure
mode analysis, shall be established to ensure that the nec-
essary NDI and acceptance tests are effectively performed
and to verify that the product meets the requirements of ISO
14623.

4.3.2 Inspection plan

An inspection master plan shall be established prior to
the start of fabrication. The plan shall specify inspection
points and inspection techniques for use throughout the
program, beginning with material procurement, and contin-
uing through fabrication, assembly, acceptance proof test,
operation and refurbishment, as appropriate. In establishing

inspection points and inspection techniques, consideration
shall be given to the material characteristics, fabrication
processes, design concepts, structural configuration, and
accessibility for inspection of flaws. For metallic hardware
items, the flaw geometry shall encompass defects commonly
encountered, including surface cracks, corner cracks, and
through cracks. Acceptance and rejection criteria shall be
established for each phase of inspection and for each type of
inspection technique.

4.3.3 Inspection techniques

As a minimum, after overwrapping, a COPV should be
subjected to visual inspection for detecting impact dam-
age. State-of-the-art NDI techniques shall be selected for
inspecting other mechanical damage induced on the com-
posite overwrap as appropriate. The NDI procedures shall
be based on use of multiple NDI methods to perform survey
inspections or diagnostic inspections. Survey NDI inspec-
tions should be conducted when the location of the potential
damage zone is unknown, while diagnostic NDI inspections
shall be performed within a localized suspect zone to charac-
terize the type and extent of the damage. All NDI techniques,
whether used as a single inspection technique or as a combi-
nation of methods, shall have the capability to detect impact
and other mechanical damages that may cause the COPV to
fail to meet the requirements of its performance specification
or the requirements found in ISO 14623.

The damage detection capability of each selected NDI
technique or combination of NDI techniques as applied to
the composite overwrap shall be based on similar data from
prior test programs. Where this data is not available or
is not sufficiently extensive to provide reliable results, the
capability – under production of operational inspection
conditions – shall be determined experimentally and demon-
strated by tests on representative material product form,
thickness, design configuration, and damage source articles.

5 CONCLUSION

The use of COPVs has gained a lot of momentum in recent
years due to the apparent advantage from weight saving point
of view. For space systems, saving weight means increas-
ing performance and carrying more payloads. However, the
potential problems associated with the manufacturing diffi-
culty and test complexity should be kept in mind during the
system planning stage before the decision on using COPVs
rather than MPVs is made. Furthermore, the responsible engi-
neer(s) should be familiar with the requirements specified in
the COPV standards in order to not to make costly mistakes.
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1 INTRODUCTION: WHAT ARE TEXTILE
COMPOSITES?

Textile composites are fiber-reinforced composite materi-
als, the reinforcement being in the form of a textile fabric
(woven, knitted, braided . . .). In the production of compos-
ite parts, the use of textile reinforcements brings benefits
in handability of the fabrics (hence in automation possibili-
ties and in cost) and in easier applicability of closed-mold
processes. In performance, due to interlacing of yarns in

textile, the interlaminar/through-the-thickness/impact prop-
erties of composite are improved; matrix cracks, originated
inside the yarns, do not propagate through the material but
are stopped when the yarn changes its direction. The latter
mechanism leads to higher-energy absorption capabilities in
crash-resistant applications.

The textile technology allows controlling of the placement
of the yarns in the preform, opening ways to development of
net-shape and 3D preforms. These benefits originate from the
complex, well-organized internal structure of the fabric. The
same internal structure, which is created by interlacing, hence
waviness, of the yarns, leads to drawbacks in comparison with
unidirectional laminates: lower stiffness of the composite due
to inclination of fibers to the direction of the loading and
somehow earlier damage initiation due to the presence of
resin-rich zones created by the internal architecture of the
textile.

Examples of applications are pressure bulkheads of A340
and A380 (non-crimp fabric (NCFs)); braided part of landing
gear; 3D woven turbine blade. . . .

2 TYPES OF TEXTILE PREFORMS

“Textile” is defined as “. . . originally a woven fabric, but the
term ‘textiles’ is now also applied to fibers, filaments and
yarns, natural or man-made, and most products for which
they are the principal raw materials” (Textile Terms and Def-
initions). Hence, textiles are fibrous materials. Fibers in a
textile are assembled into yarns or fibrous plies, which are
arranged to form a textile fabric.
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Textiles are hierarchical and structured materials with
three levels of hierarchy: fibers (micro) – yarns/plies
(meso) – fabrics (macro). The levels are characterized by

� Length scale (0.01 mm for fiber diameter, 0.1 mm yarns
diameter, 1–10 mm for the dimensions of a representative
element of a fabric);

� Dimensionality (fibers and yarns are one-dimensional
objects, fabrics are two- or even three-dimensional);

� structural organization (fibers inside a yarn, yarns are
woven to create a fabric).

The length scales inferior to the fiber diameter (internal struc-
ture of fibers and fiber/matrix interfaces) are not considered
in this chapter, which focus on textile-structure-defined prop-
erties of composites.

On a given hierarchical level, one can think about a textile
object as an entity and consider it, making abstraction of its
internal structure: the yarn represented as a solid flexible rod
(thread) or a woven fabric represented as a membrane. Proper-
ties of a textile are the properties of the fibers transformed by
the textile structure, which is introduced deliberately during
manufacturing.

Textile yarns, or tows, used in composite reinforcements,
are characterized by the linear density of the yarns (measured
in SI units tex = g km−1) or fiber count in the yarns, the length
of the fibers in the yarn (short or staple fibers, infinitely long
filaments), the twist of the fibers measured in twists per m
(flat yarns with straight fibers are called rovings). Commin-
gled yarns can contain a blend of load-carrying fibers and
thermoplastic resin in a form of short fibers or long filaments.

Textile reinforcements can be two-dimensional (2D) and
three-dimensional (3D). A fabric is classified as 3D if there is
a certain structural arrangement of the yarns in the thickness
direction, and the integrity of the fabric is maintained with
yarns which direction deviates significantly from the plane
of the fabric. 3D fabrics normally have a considerable thick-
ness, which is enough for the fabric to be used as a one-layer
reinforcement. 2D fabrics, which have only in-plane arrange-
ment of the yarns and are thin, are normally used in laminated
preforms. A laminated prefrom can be stitched prior to the
composite production; the stitched preform can be considered
as an integral 3D reinforcement. 3D preforms and composites
are described in 3D Translaminar and Textile Reinforcements
for Composites.

2.1 Woven performs

A woven fabric is produced by interlacing of two orthogonal
systems of yarns: warp (lengthway of the fabric) and weft or

fill (widthway). The repeating pattern of the interlacing, or
weave, for a one-layered fabric is depicted by a checkerboard
scheme (Figure 1). In such a scheme, each column of squares
represents a warp yarn and each row – a weft yarn. A square
is painted black if the warp yarn goes over the weft and white
otherwise. Figure 1 shows the weaves most often used for
composite reinforcements:

� Plain weave, with each warp yarn having an intersection
with each weft yarn.

� Twill: a weave that produces diagonal lines on the face of
the fabric. Depending of the float of the warp/weft yarns
(fWa/fWe, a number of subsequent crossings with corre-
spondingly weft/warp on the same side of the fabric),
a twill is designated as twill fWa/fWe. The most used in
composite reinforcements are twills 1/2, 1/3, and 2/2.

� Satin: a weave in which the binding places are arranged
with a view to producing a smooth fabric surface. The
crossings of warp and weft yarns are shifted at the neigh-
boring yarns by a constant number of positions, which
is called step s. The satin weaves are designated as N/s,
where N is the repeat size. The most used in composite
reinforcements are satins 5/1 and 8/1, also called five-
harness (5H) and eight-harness (8H) satins (as they are
produced on a loom with five and eight harnesses). A
crowfoot satin, also often used in composites, is in the
strict textile terminology, a broken twill 1/3 (twill with
alternating direction of diagonal elements of the weave).

� Basket: a modified plain weave with two warp and two
weft yarns running parallel.

� 2.5D weave: this weave has two layers of weft and one
layer of warp. The structure of such a fabric is easier to
show using the trajectories of warp yarn, rather than the
checkerboard pattern.

The weaves can be ranged according to the tightness of the
weave (irrespective to the tightness of actual placement of
the yarns) T = Nlinks/(2Ntot), where Nlinks is the number of
transitions of warp or weft yarns from one side of the fabric
to another and Ntot is the total number of the intersections
(=N2 for the case of square pattern). With the decrease of the
tightness, (i) stability of the weave decreases, hence the fabric
is easier to deform in draping of the preform, but also easier
to be distorted in the process; (ii) average angle of inclination
of the fibers to the middle plane of the fabric decreases, hence
the average stiffness and strength of the composite increase.

Apart from the weave pattern, a woven fabric is character-
ized by linear density or fiber count in the yarns, ends/pick
count (number of warps per unit width and number of wefts
per unit length of the fabric), and areal density of the fab-
ric. A balanced fabric has equal parameters in warp and
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Figure 1. Weaves, 3D representations of the fabric repeat, and examples of composite reinforcements. (a) Plain weave, glass; (b) twill 2/2
weave, carbon; (c) 5H satin weave, carbon; (d) 2.5D weave, carbon.

weft directions; a quasi-unidirectional (UD)fabric has thick
tightly placed warp yarns interlaced by thin sparse weft.

2.2 Braided performs

Braiding is the process of interlacing three or more threads in
such a way that they cross one another in diagonal formation,
as illustrated in Figure 2. Flat, tubular, or solid constructions
may be formed in this way.

Patterns created by the braiding process are similar to
the weaves and are designated using the same system as for
twills, that is, a pattern is identified by length of floats of the

yarns of two interlacing systems. Three patterns have special
names: diamond (1/1), regular or plain (2/2), and Hercules
(3/3) braids. Note that the name “plain” is used differently
for weaves and braids. The repeat of a braid is called plait,
stitch, or pick. It equals the total number of yarns in a flat
braid and to half of it in tubular braids.

The most important parameter of a braid is the braiding
angle α (Figure 2c) – an angle between the yarns of two
interlacing systems. If a 3D-shaped mandrel with a variable
diameter is used then the take-up speed should be con-
stantly adjusted to achieve a uniformity of the braiding angle.
Varying the take-up speed one can also achieve a certain
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Figure 2. Braiding process. (a) Scheme of a maypole braider; (b) tubular and flat 2-axial braid and 3-axial braid: movement of the bobbins
and interlacing scheme; (c) definition of the braiding angle; (d) carbon 3-axial braid 0◦/+60◦/−60◦.

variability of braiding angles along the preform, resulting
in a desired variation of stiffness of the composite part. The
practical range of the braiding angle is between 20◦ and 160◦.

When axial yarns are added to braiding yarns, then a three-
axial braid is produced. In the particular case of a braiding
angle of 120◦, the three-axial braid produces a quasi-isotropic
composite with fiber orientations 0◦/60◦/−60◦.

2.3 Multiaxial multiply warp-knitted performs
(non-crimp fabrics)

Non-crimp fabrics are designed to combine the unidirec-
tionality of fibrous layers with the integrity of the preform,
achieved by binding the layers together. European standard

EN 13473 defines a multiaxial multiply fabric as “A textile
structure constructed out of one or more laid parallel non-
crimped not-woven thread plies with the possibility of differ-
ent orientations, different thread densities of the single thread
plies and possible integration of fiber fleeces, films, foams or
other materials, fixed by loop systems or by chemical binding
systems. The threads can be oriented parallel or alternating
crosswise. These products can be produced on machines with
insertion devices (parallel-weft or cross-weft) and warp knit-
ting machines or chemical binding systems”. A non-crimp
fabric is characterized by the following parameters:

� fibrous nature of the plies (G – glass, C – carbon,
A – aramid, etc.);
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� areal density of the plies (g m−2). It is not necessarily the
same for all the plies;

� direction of fibers in the plies, given by an angle with the
machine direction (0◦). The angles lie in the range (−90◦,
−20◦)(20◦, 90◦);

� nature of the binding (PA – polyamide, PE – polyethylene,
PES or PET – polyester, PP – polypropylene). This may
refer to a stitching yarn or to a chemical binder;

� areal density of the binding;

� type of the binding agent (L – stitching or loop,
C – chemical).

Binding the plies together by warp knitting can be deliber-
ately made in such a way that the stitching yarn pierces the
plies in between the laid threads. This would result in open
preform architecture. Alternatively, wide threads (flat tows)
are laid very close together, forming continuous fibrous
plies. The plies are bound by warp knitting (Figure 3),

Figure 3. Non-crimp fabrics. (a) Scheme of the production process; (b) examples of NCFs: biaxial +45/−45 and 0/90 fabrics, face and
back sides; (c) typical knitting patterns used for NCFs.
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with piercing sites positioned on the surface of the preform
according to the needle spacing, without any connection
to the tow positioning. Needles pierce the fibrous plies
(probably in the middle of the laid-up tows), distorting them
locally. This results in a preform construction close to an
ideal laminate composed of unidirectional uniform plies.

3 BEHAVIOR OF TEXTILE
PREFORMS DURING
COMPOSITE MANUFACTURING

Composite manufacturing techniques, used for textile
reinforcements, are covered in Fiber-Reinforced Polymer
Composites: Manufacturing and Certification Issues. Two
main processes involved during the manufacturing are shap-
ing of a textile preform on a three-dimensional mold and
impregnation of the preform with resin. The behavior of
the preform during manufacturing is determined correspond-
ingly by its formability and permeability.

3.1 Formability

The formability (drapability) of a textile fabric reflects the
easiness of the initially flat fabric to conform to (drape over)
a given 3D shape. The bending rigidity of textiles is very
low (e.g., for a woven or NCF carbon reinforcement with
areal density about 500 g m−2, the bending rigidity per unit
width of the fabric is about 0.1–0.2 N mm2 mm−1 – com-
pare with the bending rigidity of 730 N mm2 mm−1 for an
epoxy-impregnated plate made of one layer of such a fab-
ric, with fiber volume fraction 60% and thickness 0.5 mm).
Formability of the fabric is mainly determined by its resis-
tance to in-plane shear deformations, and, to the lesser extent,
by resistance to biaxial tension, through-the-thickness com-
pressibility and friction (perform mold and between the
preform layers).

The resistance of textile fabrics to shear deformation is
measured using two types of tests: the picture frame test
and (for biaxial woven, braided, and non-crimp fabrics) bias
extension test (Figure 4). The load–displacement diagrams
registered in these tests are processed to yield a shear dia-
gram, showing the dependency of the shear force (normalized
per unit width of the fabric sample) on the shear angle of
the fabric. The locking angle is the value of the shear angle,
which marks a fast increase of the shear deformation, caused
by jamming of the yarns, coming too close during shearing
and hence resisting further lateral compression. When shear
reaches the locking angle at a certain place of the preform

during forming, this signals onset of wrinkling and hence
unacceptable forming regime. The shear diagram is used as
input to the forming modeling software as is, in its full non-
linear form, or as a linear approximation of the first part of
the diagram, bounded by the locking angle (Figure 4c).

3.2 Permeability

The permeability of the preform is a tensor coefficient K of
Darcy equation, relating the flow velocity of a fluid through
the porous medium to the pressure gradient:

〈u〉 = K

µ
∇p (1)

where 〈u〉 is average velocity of the fluid flowing through
the porous medium, µ is viscosity of the fluid, and ∇p is
pressure gradient, causing the flow. The unit of K is m2.
The permeability is a geometrical characteristic of the porous
structure of the medium (textile preform), which character-
izes the easiness of the liquid (resin) to flow through the
medium (to impregnate the preform). It strongly depends on
the fiber volume fraction of the preform and on the internal
geometry of the textile (Figure 5). Permeability is determined
by either measuring the velocity of propagation of the flow
front during impregnation of the preform (unsaturated flow)
or by measuring the amount of fluid flowing through the pre-
form (saturated flow) under given pressure difference. For
denser reinforcements (or for denser regions inside a pre-
form), wetting properties and capillary effects may play a
role in the resistance to the flow. This is reflected in the dif-
ferences of permeability measured by the saturated and the
unsaturated flow method.

4 INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF TEXTILE
COMPOSITES

As fibers and yarns in textiles are held together by friction, the
yarns have to be bent or twisted to provide transversal forces,
necessary for friction. The internal structure of a textile is the
result of such bending of the yarns, introduced during man-
ufacturing of the fabric. The internal structure determines
the interaction between the fibers and yarns in dry fabric
during manufacturing, transferring the applied load to struc-
tural fibrous elements of the fabric, which resist the load by
their deformation (primarily tension, bending/buckling, lat-
eral compression and friction, and to a lesser extent torsion
and shear). The internal structure determines the performance
of a consolidated composite as well: the stress response to the
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Figure 4. Deformability of textile fabrics. (a) Picture frame tests; (b) bias extension test; (c) typical shear diagram (NCF), definition of the
fabric-locking angle.

local deformation depends on the local orientation of fibers,
which is imposed by the reinforcement architecture, and in its
turn defines whether damage will be initiated in that particular
location and whether it will propagate.

The internal structure of textiles is periodic. The small-
est element of periodicity is called the unit cell or repeat of
the structure (see examples of woven unit cells in Section 2
above). The shape of the yarn inside a unit cell can be defined
by the yarn path and by the dimensions and orientations of
the yarn cross section along the path (Figure 6a and b). The
dimensions of the yarn cross section can vary along the path

due to the interaction between the yarns. The shape of the yarn
is defined by these interactions and can be calculated based
on principle of minimum energy of deformation of the yarn
(bending + lateral compression). When the end positions of
the bent intervals of the yarns (“anchor points” of the yarn
path) are known (points A and B, Figure 6c), the shape of
the yarn in the interval can be described (i) by an elastic line
between these end points or (ii) by a contact with the support-
ing contours of the intersecting yarns. Both approaches are
approximate and can be refined by finite element modeling
of the yarn interaction.
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Figure 5. Permeability as function of fiber volume fraction for (a) unidirectional array of fibers, longitudinal and transversal flow; (b)
different textile preforms.

4.1 Crimp

The waviness of a yarn is measured by its crimp

c = l − l0

l
(2)

where l is the length of the yarn in the unit cell, l0 is the
straight distance between end points of the yarn. Crimp is

connected to the inclination of the yarn, which defines the
reduction of stiffness of the composite. For a balanced plain
weave, the fabric crimp and the maximum inclination angle
θmax can be calculated by approximate formulae

c = bN

80
(1 + 10bN); θmax = arctan

bN

6
(3)
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Figure 6. Yarns in textile unit cell. (a) General description of the
yarn volume; (b) definition of the cross section; (c) bent element of
the yarns.

where b is the fabric thickness (double the yarn thickness), N
is yarn count per unit length/width of the fabric. For typical
values (glass fabric with areal density of about 800 g m−2) of
b ∼= 0.6 mm, N ∼= 21 cm−1, these formulae give c = 0.3%,
θmax = 1.1◦.

4.2 Pores, resin-rich zones, nesting

Apart from the yarn crimp, another distinctive feature of the
textile preform are the pores between yarns. The pores, on one

hand, facilitate impregnation of the preform, creating chan-
nels for resin flow. On the other hand, pores create resin-rich
zones in the composite, leading to stress/strain concentrations
and possibly earlier onset of damage in comparison with UD
cross-ply laminates.

The surface of a textile fabric is not flat; it exhibits “hills”
and “valleys”. When a laminated preform is being compacted
in composite manufacturing, the layers of the laminate are not
precisely positioned one against another, causing a geometric
and mechanical phenomenon of nesting, when the “hills” and
“valleys” of the contacting layers match one with another.
This causes a smaller laminate thickness and a higher vol-
ume fraction of the laminate. Nesting plays an important
role in determining the permeability of the laminate and the
mechanical properties of the composite. It causes a statisti-
cal distribution of the laminate properties, both at different
positions within a composite sample and between different
samples in a set of otherwise identical parts. Nesting can be
characterized by a nesting coefficient – reduction of thick-
ness of a laminate in comparison with the thickness of the
one-layer plate produced under the same pressure.

The nesting of a typical woven laminate (Figure 7a) is
characterized by a nesting coefficient of about 0.9. Note
that the “gaps” between certain layers, which have match-
ing “hills” of the neighboring surfaces, may lie close in one
and far in another position in the plate due to statistical scatter
of distance between the yarns. Due to non-orthogonal inter-
lacing, which causes certain twist of the flat rovings, braided
fabrics exhibit profound nesting, with a nesting coefficient

Figure 7. Internal structure and nesting. (a) Woven laminate; (b) braid; and (c) NCF.
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reaching 0.6 (Figure 7b). NCFs have a system of pores/resin-
rich zones in a form of openings and channels; due to presence
of the stitching yarn on the face of the fabric, a thin gap can
be formed between the layers of laminated NCF (Figure 7c).

5 STIFFNESS OF TEXTILE-REINFORCED
COMPOSITE

Due to the inherent symmetry of as-produced textile fabrics,
textile composite plates are orthotropic for the most types of
the reinforcement (woven, braided, practically used layups
of NCF). Their stiffness can be represented by engineer-
ing constants: Young modules Eii , shear modules Gij , and
Poisson coefficients νij , i, j = 1, 2, 3. For non-orthogonal rein-
forcements (braids, sheared woven fabrics), the directions of
orthotropy do not coincide with fiber directions. If the rein-
forcement is deformed during production of the composite,
or if the preform is net shaped, or for some knitted performs,
then the assumption of orthotropy does not necessarily apply
and the full stiffness matrix has to be introduced.

The stiffness of textile reinforcements made of yarns,
which are straight in plane, can be calculated as a first rough
approximation, using the Classical Laminate Theory (CLT),
which considers an equivalent cross-ply laminate with ply
directions corresponding to the principal directions of the
yarns in the textile composite, the thickness and fiber vol-
ume fraction is the same as in the textile composite and
the thickness of the plies is proportional to the amount of
the fibers with the corresponding direction. Such a calcula-
tion provides overestimation of the textile composite stiffness
because yarn crimp causes deviation of the fiber directions
from the cross-ply laminate model. For the engineering con-
stants in fiber directions, the CLT-calculated modules can be
corrected using empirical knock-down factors, which would
account for crimp. With low out-of-plane inclination angles,
such a calculation gives acceptable results, especially for
modules in the fiber direction.

For textile composites where the yarns are crimped
(in-plane crimp, as in knits, or out-of-plane, as in woven fab-
rics or braids, or more complex 3D crimp), more elaborate
approaches have to be used. Calculation of the homogenized
stiffness must take into account the fact that the fibers are
organized into impregnated yarns, hence the homogenization
calculation should be in two steps: first, homogenize the stiff-
ness of the impregnated yarns, and, second, homogenize the
stiffness of the unit cell, taking into account their orientation.

Impregnated yarns are considered as UD-reinforced com-
posites (twist of the yarns used in composite reinforcement
is normally negligible) with the given fiber volume fraction

V
y
f ; this value is determined by the dimensions of the cross

section of the yarn (which can differ from point to point in
the unit cell but most often assumed to be constant) and the
amount of fibers inside the yarn, given by the fiber count or
yarn linear density:

V
y
f = Ty

Ay·ρf
= NfAf

Ay
(4)

where T is linear density of the yarn, A – cross-section area
of the yarn, ρ – density of the fibers, Nf – number of fibers
in the yarn, subscript “f” means “fiber”, “y” – “yarn”. With
the fiber volume fraction V

y
f given, homogenized stiffness of

the impregnated yarn can be calculated using one or another
set of micromechanical formulae for UD plies, for example,
Chamis formulae (Chamis, 1989):
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where E is the Young modulus, G – shear modulus, ν –
Poisson coefficient; sub- or superscript “f” means “fiber”,
“y” – “yarn”, “m” – matrix; axis 1 of the Cartesian co-ordinate
system 123 is aligned with the fiber direction.

Once the homogenization of the impregnated yarns is per-
formed, the homogenized stiffness of the textile composite
can be calculated using different methods (see Section 6).
The simplest one, orientation averaging (also called fabric
geometry model), uses the iso-strain assumption for the unit
cell of the textile composite and calculates the homogenized
stiffness of the composite as

Ceff [GCS] = Cm [GCS] · (1 − Vy
)

+
N∑

i=1

C
y
i [CSi → GCS] ·V i

y; Vy =
N∑

i=1

V i
y (8)
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where Ceff is averaged stiffness matrix of the composite, Cm –
stiffness of the matrix, Cy – homogenized stiffness of the
impregnated yarns; Vy is the total volume fraction of the
impregnated yarns. All the stiffness matrices are written in
the global coordinate system (GCS). Based on the geome-
try of the reinforcements, N groups of segments of the yarns
are defined inside the unit cell, so that inside a group i, the
orientation of the fibers (or center line of the yarn) is approx-
imated by the coordinate system CSi , aligned with the fibers.
V i

y is the volume fraction of the impregnated yarn segments
belonging to the group i.

Table 1 gives typical values of stiffness of different tex-
tile composites, calculated using the orientation averaging
formulae, in comparison with properties of UD material
and cross-ply laminates. Note intuitively non-evident effects
appearing even for a simple plain weave composite: while for
carbon (low-transverse fiber properties, hence low transverse
and shear stiffness of the impregnated yarns), the moduli
in the fiber direction are higher for cross-ply laminate than
for woven composite, and for glass (isotropic fibers, hence
higher transverse and shear properties of the impregnated
yarns) the relation is inverse (this effect is also observed
experimentally).

The high stiffness of composites requires a precise
measurement of deformations during testing. Optical exten-
sometry – full-field strain measurement methods (e.g., digital
image correlation, interferometry, grating shearography) –
allow not only precise measurement of average displace-
ments and hence strains over the sample, but also provide
a strain field over the surface, correlated with the geome-
try of the textile reinforcement. Analysis of the strain field
reveals locations of strain maxima, correlated with the sites
of the damage onset (Figure 8).

6 STRENGTH AND DAMAGE
DEVELOPMENT IN
TEXTILE-REINFORCED COMPOSITES

6.1 Quasi-static tensile strength and damage

Textile composites fail under tensile loading as a result of
a long and complex series of damage events. These events
happen on different hierarchical levels of the composite struc-
ture: fibers in the impregnated yarns (micro), yarns and matrix
pockets in the unit cell of the textile reinforcement (meso),
composite plies forming a plate or 3D part (macro). On each
of these structural levels, stress–strain concentrations happen
at heterogeneities of the material (boundaries between inter-
lacing yarns with different directions and between the yarns
and resin pockets, fiber/matrix interface).

These damage events can be revealed in a test instru-
mented with an acoustic emission (AE) device and can be
more closely observed in tests stopped at certain stages of
loading. The damaged samples can be inspected by ultra-
sonic C-scan, under X-ray or (transparent samples) optically;
they also can be cross sectioned and damage studied under
microscope. Figure 9 illustrates such a test for a transparent
glass/epoxy plain weave composite.

At the very beginning of the test, there are no acous-
tic events registered. Further, starting from certain load
threshold, characterized by strain εmin (AE threshold strain),
low-energy acoustic events start to occur, though quite rarely.
These events result from micro-cracking in the matrix and/or
fiber debonding. Then, their occurrence rate and the energy
associated with these events start increasing sharply, and soon
the energy content reaches higher levels. Micro-cracks at
fiber/matrix interface coalesce and form transverse and shear
matrix cracks inside impregnated yarns. This is reflected by
the increase of the slope of the cumulative AE energy curve,
which was negligible before. The corresponding first damage
threshold strain is designated ε1. This value is identified as the
damage initiation threshold, as it corresponds to a substan-
tial change of slope of the respective stress–strain curve. The
damage accumulated between εmin and ε1 strain levels is not
sufficient to deteriorate the tension resistance enough to affect
the overall stiffness of the test sample. At some higher level
of the applied strain, a second “knee” on the AE cumulative
energy curve may appear, corresponding to the second dam-
age threshold strain ε2. This corresponds to extensive damage
on the scale spanning several unit cells of the reinforcement,
for example, delaminations between woven plies.

As shown in Figure 9, when a woven composite is loaded
in warp direction, the initial cracks are parallel to the weft
direction. The length of these cracks roughly corresponds to
that of the weft yarn segment contained between two adjacent
crossovers of the warp and weft yarns. Due to the randomness
of nesting of the layers of the plain weave fabric within the
composite laminate, it is impossible to determine the exact
location of these cracks using the transmitting light image.
These cracks are transverse cracks within the weft yarns, as
is confirmed by micrographs in Figure 9: typical pairs of the
cracks at the distance roughly 1

2 of the width of the yarn.
As the load increases, the transverse cracks multiply and
become longer, with the length sometimes spanning over
several unit cells. A system of long, well-developed mul-
tiple cracks oriented perpendicular to the loading direction
forms; they split the weft yarns and generate large delam-
inated regions between the layers of plain weave fabric.
Additionally, a multitude of transverse cracks in matrix pock-
ets is observed. Finally, fibers are broken and the sample
fails.
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Table 1. Typical values of engineering stiffness parameters of UD, cross-ply and textile glass/epoxy, and carbon (HS)/epoxy composites.

Carbon/epoxy Glass/epoxy

Image and coordinate system E11 (GPa) G12 (GPa) ν12 E11 (GPa) G12 (GPa) ν12

(for laminates: axis 3 is E22 G13 ν13 E22 G13 ν13

Reinforcement normal to the image plane) E33 G23 ν23 E33 G23 ν23

UD 139 4.0 0.25 44 4.0 0.25

7.6 4.0 0.25 10 4.0 0.25
7.6 2.5 0.37 10 3.5 0.37

Cross-ply 0/90 73 4.0 0.02 27 4.0 0.09

73 3.2 0.35 27 3.7 0.34
7.6 3.2 0.35 10.3 3.7 0.34

Quasi-isotropic
0/45/−45/90

52 20 0.31 21 8.2 0.29

52 3.2 0.25 21 3.7 0.26
7.6 3.2 0.25 10 3.7 0.26

Plain woven, crimp 0.5% 72 6.6 0.02 30 6.7 0.12

72 5.4 0.39 30 6.4 0.31
9.0 5.4 0.39 16 6.4 0.31

Tri-axial braid 0/60/−60,
crimp braiding yarns
1%

61 24 0.32 30 12 0.27

47 7.4 0.27 28 9.2 0.25
9.9 6.3 0.25 23 9.0 0.26

Knitted jersey 27 14 0.22 24 10 0.25

24 22 0.43 23 12 0.30
27 14 0.18 24 10 0.24

Fiber volume fraction 60%.
Fiber and matrix data used in the calculations are as follows:
Carbon: E1 = 230 GPa, E2 = 14 GPa, ν12 = 0.23, ν23 = 0.3.
Glass: E1 = E2 = 72 GPa; ν12 = ν23 = 0.23.
Epoxy: E = 3.0 GPa, ν = 0.3.
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Figure 8. Full-field optical (digital image correlation) measurement of the surface strain in 3D woven composite. Surface strain maps for εx

component before the damage initiation. Loading in horizontal (x) direction, average strain 0.2%. Inset top: the scheme in full lines shows
location of the unit cell. Inset bottom: profiles of εx along the dashed lines, shown on the strain map.

Figure 9. Damage initiation and development during tensile loading of plain weave glass/epoxy composite. (a) Stress–strain and AE
diagram and damage thresholds; (b) damage evolution (transparent sample), loading in horizontal direction, applied strain is indicated; (c)
damage at 2% strain and typical cracks: transversal and delaminations.

6.2 Compression and out-of-plane loading

The behavior of textile composite laminates (2D textile rein-
forcements) in compression, bending, and other types of

out-of-plane loading is controlled by the same phenomena
as for UD laminates: delamination in different modes, fiber
kinking, matrix shear failure – with the peculiarities in behav-
ior defined by the architecture of the textile reinforcement.
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The main factors affecting the damage behavior are the wavi-
ness (crimp) of the yarns and fibers and the nesting of the
textile layers. These two geometrical features

� change the conditions of crack propagation of Mode I
and Mode II delaminations, deviating the crack from a
flat trajectory and increasing the apparent energy needed
for crack propagation;

� in compression, facilitate the onset of fiber buckling,
hence decreasing the compression strength;

� in crash, lead to multiple cracking increasing the effec-
tiveness of energy consumption;

� in transverse impact, limit delamination area and increase
energy absorbtion.

The qualitative characteristics of these changes of behav-
ior in comparison with UD laminates depend very much
on the concrete reinforcement type and details of its geom-
etry. Experimental data can be found in the recommended
literature.

6.3 Failure criteria for complex loading

For textile composites, failure can be predicted using different
criteria, one of which is Hashin criterion for woven fabrics,
which is implemented in several finite element packages for
structural analysis. It defines six failure indices F: four for
fiber damage (superscript f): warp and weft directions (sub-
scripts 1 and 2) and tension and compression (subscripts t
and c)

F f
1t =

(
σ1

Xt

)2

+
(

σ12

S12

)2

+
(

σ13

S13

)2

, σ1 > 0

F f
1c =

(
σ1

Xc

)2

+
(

σ12

S12

)2

+
(

σ13

S13

)2

, σ1 < 0 (9)

F f
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(
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)2
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)2
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)2

, σ2 > 0
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(
σ2
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)2

+
(
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)2

+
(

σ23

S23

)2

, σ2 < 0 (10)

and two for matrix failure (superscript m) – onset of cracking
in the impregnated yarns under through-the-thickness and
shear stresses:

Fm
t =

(
σ3
Zt

)2 +
(

σ12
S12

)2 +
(

σ13
S13

)2 +
(

σ23
S12

)2
, σ3 > 0

Fm
c =

(
σ3
Zc

)2 +
(

σ12
S12

)2 +
(

σ13
S13

)2 +
(

σ23
S12

)2
, σ3 < 0

(11)

where stressesσ ij , i = 1, 2, 3, are average stresses in the woven
composite, Xt, Xc, Yt, Yc are strength values for the composite
in the warp (X) and weft (Y) directions, respectively, Zt, Zc are
transversal UD strength values in tension and compression,
and Sij , i = 1, 2, 3, are shear strength values for the composite.

Note that Hashin (and the similar) criterion does not pre-
dict in full the onset of matrix transverse and shear cracking
in the yarns, which run at 90◦ and bias direction to the load-
ing. Because of the complexity of the damage processes, the
simple concept of “first ply failure” and “last ply failure”
has not much meaning for textile composites, apart, proba-
bly, for NCF, where it is possible to treat UD plies inside the
fabric separately. Consider, for example, a woven composite
and Hashin failure index for loading in fiber direction. When
entered in the ply failure index, strength of the ply in both
principal directions means fiber failure, that is, the end of the
complex process described above. This is in contrast with the
“first ply failure” of a cross-ply laminate, which is controlled
by transverse strength of the ply. For woven fabrics, such
a state would correspond to transverse cracking of the weft
(warp loading); hence, the parameters of stress in the dam-
age criterion should correspond to the ε1 threshold, described
above. However, such information is not readily available
for textile composites and requires advanced experimental
techniques.

The simplicity of the quadratic failure criterion reflects its
phenomenological nature. More advanced, physically moti-
vated criteria exist for UD cross-ply laminates; these criteria
are discussed in detail in Hinton, Kaddour and Soden (2004).
These criteria can be used also for NCF composites, which
are essentially UD plies laminates with fiber distortions orig-
inated from the stitching. However, these criteria cannot be
applied directly to woven and braided composites, where
directions of the fibers vary significantly from point to point
inside a ply. They are used locally as an element of meso-FE
damage analysis, described in the Section 7.4.

The damage progression is covered by criteria, which
introduce damage variables. The most developed model of
this type applied for textile composite laminates is based on
the works of Ladevèze. Damage is considered as a weakening
of the material due to all kinds of mechanisms (matrix crack-
ing, fiber-matrix debonding, fiber failure. . .), which occur
prior to the final failure of the sample. The stiffness of the
material is degraded with the damage progression (change of
damage variables d). For example, for in-plane loading, the
stress–strain relation for the damaged material is given by

⎡
⎣ ε1

ε2

γ12

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ 1/E1(1 − d1) −ν12/E1 0

−ν21/E2 1/E2(1 − d2) 0

0 0 1/G12(1 − d12)

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣ σ1

σ2

τ12

⎤
⎦

(12)
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where the compliance matrix shows degradation of Young
moduli E1, E2 and shear modulus G12 with the damage
parameters d1, d2, and d12. The dependence of the damage
parameters on the applied load should be identified with a
set of well-defined experiments, which adapt the set of iden-
tification experiments for UD laminates (Ladevèze and Le
Dantec, 1992) to the particular case of textile composite
under consideration. For woven laminates, for example, these
include tension and compression in warp and weft direction
and quasi-static cyclic tests in 45◦ direction. In more elab-
orate versions of this approach, the damage parameters can
depend on the damage mode. The approach of Ladevèze is
implemented in PAM-CRASH software; the details of appli-
cation to textile composites could be found in Greve and
Pickett (2006).

7 MODELING TOOLS FOR TEXTILE
COMPOSITES

Modeling of textile composites may be considered at differ-
ent structural levels: meso-level, describing dependency of
overall, homogenized properties of the material on its inter-
nal structure and on the properties of the constituents (fibers
and matrix), and macro-level, describing either the manu-
facturing process (forming, impregnation. . .) or in-service
(mechanical, thermal. . .) behavior of a composite part, based
on the homogenized (but not necessarily constant) properties
of the composite. Figure 10 illustrates the multi-level struc-
ture of models of textile composites. A unit cell approach
is used: the properties of the textile reinforcement (resis-
tance to deformation, permeability. . .) or textile composite
(stiffness, strength. . .) are calculated for the unit cell, or
representative (or repetitive) volume element (RVE) of the

reinforcement, which has translational symmetry inside the
textile structure.

7.1 Geometrical model of the unit cell

The geometrical model of the unit cell is the core of the
multi-scale modeling approach. It starts from the coding of
textile architecture, using, for example, a weave matrix or a
knitting scheme. The structure coding defines the interlacing
pattern of the yarns. Using information on the density of the
textile (ends/picks count for weaves, pitch for braids, gauge
for knits), the modeling algorithms translate the interlacing
pattern into a geometrical definition of the yarn paths in the
unit cell space. This calculation may have user-defined input
of crimp of the yarns or use a mechanical model of interlac-
ing of yarns. In the latter case, the bending and compression
resistance of the individual yarns should be provided. Finally,
assigning shape and dimensions of the yarn cross sections
(variable along the yarn path), the geometry of the unit cell
is built.

Two major software packages exist for geometrical
modeling of textile reinforcements: TexGen (http://texgen.
sourceforge.net) and WiseTex (Verpoest and Lomov, 2005)
(Figure 11).

7.2 Modeling the deformability of the
reinforcement and draping

The mechanically based geometrical model of the unit cell
(WiseTex) can be extended to account for deformation of the
fabric (Figure 11b). The aim is first to create a geometry of
the deformed unit cell and, second, to calculate resistance

Unit
Cell

Textile

Yarn data Topology Spacing

Loading Textile geometry model

Relaxed geometry

Deformed geometry

Mech.
Behaviour

Permeability model Meso−mechanical modelVisualization

Mechanical behaviorPermeability tensor

Flow modeling Forming simulation Structural analysis
Part

 

Figure 10. Multi-level structure of modeling tools for textile composites.
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Figure 11. Models of (a) internal structure of woven, braided, knitted, and non-crimp fabrics; (b) tension and shear deformation of the
glass woven fabric: full lines denote experiment, points denote calculations; (c) flow through the unit cell and mold-filling simulation; (d)
damage pattern in 3D-woven composite (damaged elements shown gray). All simulations based on WiseTex unit cell models.

to tension, shear, and compression, that is, predict load-
deformation diagrams shown in Figure 4. The models in
WiseTex are approximate. Using geometrical description and
data on compressibility and bending resistance of the yarns,
it is possible to simulate more accurately the deformation
resistance using finite element model of dry fabric (Boisse
et al., 2001, 2008).

The results of the meso-level modeled or experimentally
investigated deformability can be used further as input to
the draping models, kinematic (not accounting for the shear
resistance and placing the directions of two orthogonal yarn
systems on the geodesic lines of the mold surface; in this case,
only definition of locking angle and other terminal conditions
are taken from the meso-modeling or experiment) or finite
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element based (in which case full description of behavior is
needed). There exist specialized software packages for such
a modeling (e.g., PAM-FORM).

7.3 Modeling the permeability and mold filling

With the geometry of the unit cell given, it is quite straightfor-
ward to calculate the homogenized permeability tensor of the
textile, solving Navier–Stokes or Stokes flow equations for
the given pressure gradient (Figure 11c). The difficulties of
meshing the complex volume of inter-yarn pores are solved
most easily using so-called voxel mesh, which consists of
brick elements with parallel faces. Each element is labeled
as belonging to the pore or to the yarn volume. To account
for the permeability of yarns themselves, the Brinkmann
equation is used: in this case, the local permeability
(calculated using Figure 5a) is assigned to voxels belonging
to the yarns. As the geometrical model of the unit cell allows
creating the geometry of a sheared/compressed/stretched unit
cell, the permeability can be calculated also for the deformed
configurations of the textile.

Based on the results of modeling of draping of the rein-
forcement over the mold and results of the homogenization
for deformed unit cells, the local homogenized permeabil-
ity tensor can be calculated and assigned to the elements
of the preform. This information is given to a Darcy solver
(see Section 3), for example, PAM-RTM or LIMS, for
simulation of the mold filling (Figure 11c).

7.4 Modeling the mechanical properties of textile
composites and structural analysis

The geometrical model of the textile unit cell is the starting
point for the calculation of the homogenized stiffness of com-
posite. Apart from the orientation averaging (see Section 4),
more advanced methods are implemented in the existing soft-
ware, as the method of inclusions (Mori-Tanaka). Based on
the results of modeling of draping of the reinforcement over
the mold and on the results of the homogenization for the
deformed unit cells, the local homogenized stiffness can be
calculated and assigned to the elements of the preform. Struc-
tural analysis of the composite part (Figure 10) can than be
performed accounting for this variable stiffness (e.g., PAM-
SYSPLY software, combined with WiseTex unit cell model
and Mori-Tanaka homogenization).

The prediction of strength and progressive damage in
textile composite parts (on macro-level) is based on fail-
ure envelopes and damage models described in the Section
6.3 above. These models are built-in in commercial general-

purpose and specialized FE packages (NASTRAN, ANSYS,
ABAQUS, GENOA, PAM-CRASH. . .)

Strength and damage modeling of textile composites can
be extended to the level of the unit cell of the reinforcement
by meso-level FE analysis. An integrated meso-FE modeler
should include the following modules:

� A geometric modeler, which defines the volumes of yarns
and fibrous plies in the unit cell of textile composite and
local fiber parameters on the micro-scale, and provides an
interface with FE package to export these data;

� A geometry corrector, which adapts the geometrical
model for requirements of the meshing engine and the
particular necessities of boundary condition formulation;

� A meshing engine;
� A material property processor, which assigns mate-

rial properties to volumes/elements, using local fiber
assembly parameters on micro-scale, provided by the
geometrical model, and applying a certain model of
homogenization on micro-level, or even a menu for user
choice of such a model;

� Boundary condition routines, facilitating posing periodic
boundary conditions;

� A FE solver and post-proccessor;
� A homogenization engine, which automatically applies

the necessary loading and boundary conditions, processes
the results and outputs the homogenized meso-stiffness
matrix of the textile composite;

� A damage detection processor, employing one of the
(user-chosen) damage initiation criteria;

� A damage development processor, responsible for mon-
itoring the damage tensor, change of the homogenized
(on micro-level) properties and decisions on the damage
propagation modeling.

Figure 11d illustrates a calculation of damage in a 2D woven
composite.

8 CONCLUSION

Textile composites offer benefits in the possibilities for
automation in cost and in easier applicability of closed-mold
processes. The interlaminar, through-the-thickness, impact,
and crash properties of textile composites are improved due
to interlacing of the yarns in the reinforcements. At the
same time, stiffness is downgraded due to the yarn crimp.
Well-controlled structures of textiles open possibilities for
optimization of fiber placement and production of net-shaped
preforms. Development of models and algorithms for predic-
tion of mechanical properties of textile composites and their
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behavior during manufacturing brings predictive abilities to
the design of textile composite parts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The need in aerospace systems for increased efficiency,
reduced emissions, and expanded performance drives a
demand for structural materials that can sustain ever higher
temperatures. The most immediate targets are the hot sec-
tions of aircraft gas turbine engines (e.g., combustors, blades,
vanes, seals, and nozzles), but the payoff is just as great
in rocket and scramjet engines for air-breathing hypersonic
flight. Hot airframe structures are also needed for hyperson-
ics: The design of these vehicles is currently constrained by
aerodynamic heating and the temperature limits of available
materials.

The temperature capabilities required are beyond the reach
of metallic materials. Superalloys have been refined over
the past 50 years to such an extent that they now oper-
ate under high stresses at temperatures remarkably close
to their melting points. With little room remaining for
improvement in the metallic systems, attention has turned
to ceramics in the form of coatings, monolithic materials, or
fiber-reinforced composites. Ceramic materials possess many
compelling properties, including stability at high tempera-
ture, high strength and hardness, and low density. However,
they are also brittle, making the task of ensuring their reli-
ability a challenge. In monolithic form, they are susceptible
to failure from processing defects and damage occurring
during use. They are also difficult to fabricate in large
sizes.

Many of these difficulties can be overcome by reinforcing
the ceramic with continuous high-strength fibers. If this is
done with proper control of the interface between the fibers
and matrix, the resulting ceramic matrix composite (CMC)
can deform in a quasiplastic manner under mechanical load-
ing, with tolerance to cracking and damage. The composite
also becomes less sensitive to manufacturing defects and is
more readily fabricated in large sizes. The damage-tolerant
behavior is achieved by introducing weak interfaces between
the fibers and matrix. Unfortunately, this makes the com-
posite properties extremely anisotropic, with high strength
and toughness in the direction of the reinforcing fibers and
low strength in the transverse direction. One key remain-
ing challenge is therefore to design a fiber architecture that
avoids failure under transverse loads and maximizes the
benefit of the fiber reinforcement. Other challenges are to
choose material compositions that maximize lifetimes in
high-temperature oxidative and corrosive environments, and
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develop modeling capabilities that enable lifetime prediction
in materials with complex microstructural architectures.

These challenges are substantial. Although the potential
benefits of CMCs have been recognized for more than 20
years, the number of components presently in use is small.
These are mainly limited to components in moderate thermal
environments such as flaps and seals in military gas turbine
engines (Zawada et al., 2007). Nevertheless, CMCs continue
to attract substantial investment from engine manufactur-
ers and governments worldwide, and their development has
reached the stage of advanced engine testing. Engine man-
ufacturers have stated that CMC-turbine blades and vanes,
which are among the most difficult components to design
and fabricate, are planned for production engines in the near
future (ASD, 2009).

The following sections begin with a general introduction to
conventional CMCs, including: discussion of the approaches
that have been taken to achieve damage tolerance in CMCs
(Section 2); an overview of the materials available for fibers,
matrices, and coatings, along with the rationale for selection
of different materials for specific aerospace components; a
brief mention of processing methods (Section 3); and dis-
cussion of typical properties of composites formed with
conventional laminated reinforcement architectures (Section
4). Sections 5 and 6 then discuss recent developments in
textile-based composites with 3D reinforcement architec-
tures and approaches to dealing with the complexities of
predicting their performance and life.

2 CERAMIC COMPOSITES:
DAMAGE-TOLERANT BRITTLE
MATERIALS

A key feature of CMCs is that they combine two brittle
constituents (high-strength fibers and matrix) to produce a
nonbrittle, damage-tolerant composite. The nonbrittle behav-
ior is often manifest as a “wood-like” fracture with nonlinear
deformation occurring before complete fracture. Examples
of stress–strain responses in ceramic composites and images
of fractured composites are shown in Figure 1.

Composites showing this type of behavior were first
demonstrated in the late 1960s with carbon fibers and glass
matrices, then in the early 1980s with silicon-carbide fibers
and glass–ceramic matrices (Sambell et al., 1972; Prewo and
Brennan, 1980). In both of these material systems, it was clear
that tensile loads above a critical value caused distributed
cracking in the matrix, without causing fracture of the fibers.
In both the cases, the interface between the fibers and matrix
was sufficiently weak that a crack in the matrix approaching

a fiber would cause debonding between the fiber and matrix
rather than crossing the interface into the fiber. After the first
cracking event, further load increase accompanied by non-
linear strains was required to fracture the fibers and thus fail
the composite.

The crack deflection mechanism observed in the C-glass
and SiC–glass ceramic composites can be achieved by select-
ing a matrix material that does not bond strongly to the fibers,
or by depositing a coating on the fibers that is either inher-
ently weak (e.g., a layered or porous material) or does not
bond strongly to the fibers or matrix. In either case, the con-
dition for preventing growth of cracks into the fibers can be
expressed as a critical value (upper bound) of the ratio of the
fracture toughness of the interface or the coating material to
the toughness of the fiber (He and Hutchinson, 1989). The
critical ratio is dependent on the relative elastic moduli of the
fibers and matrix. For many ceramic composites the elastic
moduli of the fibers and matrix are similar, in which case the
critical ratio is approximately 0.25.

Decoupling of damage in the matrix and fibers can also
be achieved if the strength and stiffness of the matrix are
sufficiently low, even if the intrinsic bonding between the
fibers and matrix is strong (Tu, Lange and Evans, 1996). In
this case, the stresses around a matrix crack increase as the
crack approaches a fiber, causing secondary cracking in the
matrix before the main crack reaches the fiber. This mecha-
nism allows design of damage-tolerant composites through
the introduction of porosity in the matrix. Tough composites
that show wood-like fracture have now been demonstrated
using both the weak interface and the porous matrix
approaches with many combinations of high-temperature
materials.

3 MATERIAL CHOICES AND
PROCESSING

3.1 Material selection for aerospace applications

The materials of current interest for ceramic composites fall
into two groups with significantly different properties. One
group, based on SiC, includes carbon or SiC fibers with
SiC-based matrices, often containing additives for oxidation
protection (DiCarlo et al., 2006). The other group consists
of oxides, including alumina or mullite fibers and matrices
selected from one or more of alumina, silica, mullite, and
rare-earth phosphates (Zok, 2006). The choice between these
two groups involves a trade-off between performance and
environmental stability: The SiC-based composites survive
higher temperatures than do the oxide composites (∼1600 ◦C
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Figure 1. (a) and (b) Representative stress–strain curves for several types of ceramic composites (SiC–SiC, and oxide composites with
balanced 0/90 lay-up, under unidirectional in-plane tension parallel to one set of fibers). (c) and (d) images of fractured composites with
pulled-out fibers. Data for SiC–SiC from Ref. (Morscher, 2010). Data for mullite/Al2O3 from Ref. (Mattioni et al., 2005).

versus ∼1200 ◦C) and have twice the fast-fracture strength
and higher thermal conductivity, whereas the oxide compos-
ites are much more stable in combustion and other oxidizing
environments.

Relative to metals, the key material property that favors
SiC-based ceramic composites in high heat-flux propulsion
systems for aerospace is the strength-to-weight ratio at high
temperature. The potential advantage in the temperature
range of 1000–1600 ◦C is more than a factor of 2 (Figure
2). However, the strength data used for the C–SiC and SiC–
SiC composites in this plot are typical values (400 MPa) for
laminated 2D composites subjected to in-plane loads. The
strengths in the through-thickness directions are lower by an
order of magnitude and thus are not competitive with metals.

Therefore, the ability to place reinforcing fibers in 3D archi-
tectures that match the spatial distribution of stresses is key
to tipping the balance in favor of ceramics.

Unlike SiC-based ceramics, oxide composites offer only a
marginal advantage in specific strength over superalloys, and
this advantage is available only over a narrow temperature
range (Figure 2). However, oxide composites offer low ther-
mal conductivity, making them the preferred candidates for
insulating structures, including thermal protection systems
on space vehicles and hypersonic vehicles. They also offer
a large advantage in stability in combustion environments,
which makes them favored candidates for components in gas
turbines for land-based power generation, in which lifetimes
greater than 20 000 h are required.
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Figure 2. Material selection for high-specific strength as a func-
tion of temperature. Reproduced from Marshall and Cox (2008) c©
Annual Reviews.

In gas turbines for aerospace propulsion, the required life-
times are shorter by one to two orders of magnitude, which
tips the balance in favor of SiC–SiC composites in most
cases, with the proviso that they must be protected with
environmental barrier coatings for most engine conditions.
Oxide composites remain competitive for components that
are subjected to moderate temperatures and low mechani-
cal and thermal stresses. For rocket engines and hypersonic
combined cycle engines, where lifetimes are three orders of
magnitude shorter still, coated carbon fibers can be used, and
composites of carbon fibers with SiC matrices compete with
SiC–SiC composites.

3.2 Fibers

The properties of CMCs, and the temperatures that can be
used in their fabrication, are limited by the high-temperature
strength and stability of the fibers. The oxide fibers currently
available are polycrystalline, with grain size approximately
100 nm. These fibers can be used at temperatures up to
approximately 1200 ◦C for long-life applications (Hay et al.,
1999). At higher temperatures, they are susceptible to creep
under sustained loading, and rapid loss of strength as grain
growth occurs. Attempts have been made to develop oxide
fibers that are microstructurally stable and resistant to creep
at higher temperatures. These include polycrystalline YAG
fibers, single-crystal sapphire monofilaments, and eutectic
monofilament fibers (e.g., Al2O3/YAG, Al2O3/ZrO2). How-
ever, none of these are produced commercially.

Several types of SiC fibers are available, with large differ-
ences in high-temperature properties, depending on details of
their chemistry and microstructure. These fibers are generally

formed from polymer precursors such as polycarbosilanes.
Depending on the processing methods and heat treatments
used, the microstructures consist of varying mixtures of amor-
phous phases and nanometer-scale crystalline phases. The
fibers with the highest temperature capability (up to approx-
imately 1400–1600 ◦C) have composition very close to pure
SiC and are fully crystalline (Yuan and DiCarlo, 1996). Car-
bon fibers are stable to even higher temperatures.

3.3 Interface coatings

The choice of materials for fiber coatings or matrices that
allow debonding, as a prerequisite for damage tolerance, is
limited. In carbon and SiC fiber composites, the only can-
didate coatings are pyrolytic carbon and boron nitride, both
consisting of weak layered polycrystalline structures. These
coatings are deposited by chemical vapor deposition, which
is capable of providing well-controlled, uniform coatings on
individual fibers with thickness between 0.1 and 1 �m (Fig-
ure 3a). Debonding and deflection of matrix cracks can occur
at either of the interfaces (coating/fiber or matrix/coating) or
it can occur within the coating itself (Morscher et al., 2004).
The susceptibility of these coatings to oxidation in combus-
tion environments, leading to degradation of the composite
toughness, is a major concern. Coatings of BN are often
doped with silicon to improve their oxidation resistance.

For oxide composites, coatings of rare-earth orthophos-
phate (e.g., La-monazite) on alumina and mullite fibers
have been shown to satisfy the debond criterion discussed
in Section 2 (Morgan and Marshall, 1995). The rare-earth
orthophosphates form weakly bonded interfaces and are
phase compatible with these and many other oxides. How-
ever, the processing of these materials as thin uniform
coatings on individual fibers is more challenging than in the
case of carbon and BN coatings on SiC fibers. The most
promising approach appears to be via controlled precipita-
tion from solution precursors (Fair, Hay and Boakye, 2007).
An alternative approach that has been used with some success
is to bypass the step of forming a separate coating and instead
either use the rare-earth orthophosphate as the entire matrix,
or form a mixed matrix of an oxide material (e.g., alumina)
and the rare-earth orthophosphate in such a way that the lat-
ter forms in situ at the fiber surface during processing of the
matrix (Figure 3b).

3.4 Matrix materials

The choice of potential matrix materials is broader. However,
by far the greater part of composite development for carbon
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Figure 3. Fiber coatings in (a) SiC–SiC composite with BN coating; and (b) oxide composite with Al2O3 fibers and matrix consisting of
La-monazite (lighter phase) and Al2O3 (darker phase).

and SiC fiber composites has involved matrices based on SiC,
while most development for oxide composites has involved
matrices consisting of combinations of alumina, mullite, and
La-monazite. The choice of a matrix with composition sim-
ilar to that of the fibers has the appeal of avoiding stresses
and associated cracking due to differing thermal expansion
coefficients.

3.5 Processing methods

Many processing methods have been used to fabricate
ceramic composite matrices, either in prepregs or by infil-
tration of fiber preforms. However, because processing
conditions (temperature, pressure, and chemistry) that yield
the best matrices also tend to degrade the fibers, the choice of
processing method usually involves a trade-off between fiber
properties and matrix strength, thermal conductivity, and rel-
ative density (porosity). The methods most commonly used
are as follows:

(i) Chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) for the formation of
SiC matrices. This technique deposits a near-uniform
layer of dense crystalline SiC on all surfaces within a
fiber preform. Its limitation is that access of the react-
ing gases to the interior of the preform is invariably
blocked by densification near the surface before the
larger spaces between fiber tows in the interior of the
preform are filled. The resulting relatively large voids
can have a detrimental effect on composite properties,

especially interlaminar strength for composites formed
by stacking unidirectional plies or thin woven fabrics.

(ii) Melt infiltration (MI) methods, based in infiltration of
molten silicon are used to form Si/SiC matrices in
SiC–SiC composites. Several variants are available.
One involves first infiltrating the fiber preform with
a fiber coating and sufficient CVI SiC to form a protec-
tive layer that encases the fiber tows, then infiltrating
SiC particles into the spaces between fiber tows, then
infiltrating molten SiC into the spaces between the par-
ticles to form a two-phase Si/SiC matrix. Others involve
infiltrating carbon into the spaces between fiber tows
followed by reactive infiltration with molten silicon to
form SiC. These methods have the appeal that a fully
dense matrix can be formed, leading to relatively high
thermal conductivity and matrix strength. However, the
high-temperature performance of current MI compos-
ites is limited by the presence of residual elemental
silicon in the matrix, which degrades the composite
properties during long-term exposure to temperatures
above 1400 ◦C (silicon migrates along grain boundaries
in the protective SiC and reacts with the fiber coatings
(DiCarlo et al., 2006)).

(iii) Polymer infiltration and pyrolysis (PIP) is used to form
both SiC and oxide matrices. This method involves
infiltration of the fiber preform with a liquid poly-
mer (or a slurry of the polymer containing other inert
particles) that can be pyrolized in an appropriate atmo-
sphere to form the desired matrix. Polycarbosilanes or
polycarbosilizanes are used to form SiC or Si–C–N
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matrices; polysiloxanes are used to form silica-based
or Si–Al–O-based matrices. With choice of optimal
precursor polymers and heat treatment conditions the
weight loss during pyrolysis is low. However, the den-
sity increase (and thus volume shrinkage) is large,
leading to cracking of the matrix and the need for mul-
tiple infiltration/heat treatment cycles if a matrix with
low porosity is required.

(iv) Slurry or slurry/precursor methods are used to form
oxide composites. This approach involves infiltration
of slurries of inert particles with (or without) solu-
tion precursors into the fiber preform (either together
or sequentially), removal of the liquid, and heat treat-
ment for sintering. Precipitation of precursors occurs
during removal of the liquid (aqueous or organic).
Since a relatively large volume loss occurs on removal
of the liquid, multiple cycles of infiltration and heat
treatment are necessary to achieve low porosity. How-
ever, in many applications where thermal insulation
is required, porosity is beneficial and the goal in the
sintering step becomes strengthening the matrix with-
out causing local densification. Examples of composite
matrices formed in this manner include Al2O3 and
Al2O3/mullite (from various combinations of mullite
and Al2O3 particles with or without aluminum oxy-
chloride precursor), Al2O3/LaPO4 (from particles of
Al2O3 and/or LaPO4 in aqueous solution precursors
for LaPO4).

4 PROPERTIES OF CMCs WITH
UNIDIRECTIONAL OR LAMINATED
TWO-DIMENSIONAL
REINFORCEMENTS

Most CMC development has used laminated architectures,
with either plies of unidirectional fibers, or stacked layers
of woven fibers. The woven fabrics consist of tape-like fiber
tows, each with ∼500 to 3000 filaments, woven in very simple
patterns (satin or plain weave). Both of these methods leave
fibers well aligned in selected in-plane directions, thus max-
imizing contributions of the fibers to stiffness and strength in
those directions and allowing formation of composites with
attractive in-plane properties. It also allows dense packing of
the fibers. However, good in-plane properties are achieved at
the expense of poor through-thickness strength and tough-
ness. This trade-off is made more extreme by the presence
of weak interfaces between fibers and matrix. Typically the
interlaminar strength is lower by a factor of 10 to 100 than
the in-plane strength.

Typical stress–strain responses for C–SiC, SiC–SiC, and
oxide composites with balanced 0/90 lay-up, under unidi-
rectional in-plane tension parallel to one set of fibers, are
shown in Figure 1. Two characteristic responses are evident.
Composites with strong matrices (SiC–SiC with MI and CVI
matrices) show a distinct yield point, which corresponds to
the sudden formation of multiple cracks in the matrix. The
response below the yield point is close to linear elastic, with
relatively high elastic modulus, whereas beyond the yield
point large nonlinear strains occur before failure of the fibers.
Composites with weaker matrices (SiC–SiC and C–SiC with
PIP matrix and oxide composites) do not show a distinct yield
point. Instead, the initial stiffness is lower and the slope of the
stress–strain curve decreases continuously up to failure. The
ultimate strengths of all the SiC–SiC composites are similar:
approximately 400 MPa, corresponding to fiber stresses of
∼2 GPa, with ∼20 volume % of fibers aligned in the direction
of loading. The ultimate strengths of the oxide composites
are lower: approximately 250 MPa, corresponding to fiber
stresses of ∼1.2 GPa.

5 CMCs WITH 3D TEXTILE
REINFORCEMENTS

The last decade has seen the maturation of textile methods
for making CMC components with 3D fiber reinforcement.
Such components are much less vulnerable than traditional
2D ceramic composites to premature brittle failure, especially
via delamination. Innovative textile methods also enable the
creation of complex features that are formed integrally in
the component as local rearrangements of the reinforcement.
Thus a new class of ceramic materials/structures has emerged,
referred to as integral textile ceramic structures (Marshall and
Cox, 2008).

Since textile methods are highly adaptive, integral tex-
tile ceramic structures can include components with very
different functionalities, such as hermeticity, controlled
transpiration, pressure containment, flexibility, controlled
thermal expansion, etc.; and quite varied geometries, includ-
ing single skins, sandwich structures, planar parts, and
annular parts. Key characteristics of integral textile ceramic
structures include: (i) Fiber tows are woven into 3D patterns to
eliminate delamination failure; (ii) the robustness of 3D rein-
forcement permits the fabrication of very thin skins (<1 mm),
which can sustain extreme thermal gradients; (iii) the 3D
architecture enables bond-free joining of a hot ceramic skin
to other structures, for example, by weaving connectors into
the skin, rather than attempting to bond them to the surface
of the skin; and (iv) holes and other features can be formed
integrally without cutting fibers.
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Figure 4. Integrally woven thin skins: (a) three-layer angle interlock preform of SiC fibers, top view, schematic cross-section view looking
normal to weft direction showing projection of all warp fiber tows in unit cell, and cross-section of preform; (b) 3D orthogonal weave; (c)
layer-to-layer angle interlock weave.

5.1 Robust thin CMC skins

Many combustion components in turbine, rocket, and scram-
jet engines require thin shell structures that experience large
thermal gradients through their thickness as well as in plane.
Several textile methods have been used to produce thin com-
posite skins (thickness ∼0.5 to 2 mm) that consist of multiple
layers of fiber tows linked together with other tows passing
either through the thickness of the skin or connecting adjacent
layers in a manner that eliminates delamination as a potential
failure mode. Several examples of such fiber architectures are
shown in Figure 4.

Composite structures based on two- and three-layer angle
interlock weaves are discussed in the following section. The
robustness of these composite skins has been demonstrated
in combustion environments that have produced temperature
gradients as high as 1500 ◦C mm−1.

5.2 Examples of 3D CMC structures

5.2.1 Turbine engine combustor liners

Like many highly heated skins, turbine engine combustor
liners must incorporate complex geometrical features associ-
ated with attachment and cooling, including obliquely angled
small holes (transpiration holes) for multihole cooling and
larger holes or cowled openings for launching film cooling
flows across the face of the liner or to admit fuel injectors or
air jets.

Transpiration holes have been formed by weaving sacri-
ficial rods or fiber tows into the fiber preform in prescribed
patterns (Figure 5a). The sacrificial tow can be located auto-
matically by the weaving loom and is therefore the preferred
choice for efficiency, especially when many thousands of
transpiration holes are required. The sacrificial tow may con-
sist of carbon or Kevlar fibers. It is etched or burned away
after the preform has been mechanically stabilized by the first
stages of ceramic matrix processing. In a 3D weave, transpi-
ration holes can be formed at angles as small as 20◦ to the liner
surface, with well-defined entry and exit features (Figure 5b).
Single large holes can be formed by mechanical deformation
of fiber tows around a mandrel. Rows of large holes required
for launching film-cooling fluxes through a liner can be made
by a combination of spacing mandrels and the omission of
some tows to create gaps in the fabric.

Attachments between the hot CMC skin and the cooler sur-
rounding structure must be designed to accommodate thermal
strains and system-derived mechanical loads arising from the
pressure difference between the coolant gas that flows along
the back of the liner and the combustion gases in front of
the liner. Conventional methods rely on edge support, thus
placing constraints on the geometry and thickness of the
liner. The use of textile composites opens the possibility of
designing alternative support systems based on multiple con-
nection points distributed over the back side of the skin. The
pressure drop across the skin is typically quite small (∼0.03–
0.07 MPa), allowing the use of compliant truss structures with
relatively sparse members to connect the liner to the support
structure (Figure 6). An appropriately compliant truss allows
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Figure 5. Producing holes in thin textile CMC skins without breaking fibers: (a) typical pattern of sacrificial carbon fiber tows woven
into a liner preform. (b, c, and d) Resulting transpiration holes in SiC–SiC composite skin after matrix infiltration (viewing at angle of
approximately 20o to skin).

Figure 6. (a) Compliant support system between the hot CMC skin and the cooler surrounding structure. (b and c) attachment sites in
textile SiC–SiC composite skin. (d) SiC–SiC combustor liner. (e) cool side of liner in (d) showing arrays of attachment struts.
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the accommodation of differential thermal strains between
the liner and the support structure by allowing it to expand
and contract relatively freely.

A successful paradigm for a strong connector, which
allows considerable flexibility in material choice and
mechanical functionality, consists of one or more fiber tows
drawn out from the reinforcement of a liner into loops
into which a strut or strut anchor can be inserted (Figure
6). The strut may be a fiber tow or an alloy wire. The
system of strut and strut anchor approximates a smoothly
pinned joint condition, which minimizes bending stress
concentrations.

The SiC–SiC composite liner shown in Figure 6 was devel-
oped for a laboratory test rig for a trapped vortex combustor
concept. Key features are (a) the square vortex cavity, which
creates a circulating flow that keeps the gas mixture in the
cavity until combustion is well established and whose walls
must contain large holes to admit fuel, combustion air, and
cooling air; (b) thousands of transpiration holes covering the
liner, angled at approximately 20◦ to the liner surface; and (c)
a row of relatively large holes through which a film-cooling
flux is launched to protect the downstream liner face. The
liner is attached to the cooler alloy support structure through
a compliant truss, which consists of alloy struts welded to
alloy rods that pass through anchoring loops in the liner (Fig-
ure 6). This liner was tested successfully in a combustor
test rig (inset of Figure 6) under conditions representative
of an operating turbine engine, with in situ observations of
patterns of combustion flow confirming the performance of
cooling holes, driver holes, and film-cooling slots. With the
capability to design hot structures such as this, textile-based
composites offer the potential for radical redesign of combus-
tors, including ultracompact combustors, which can lead to a
greatly reduced fraction of compressor air needed for cool-
ing the combustor wall and a breakthrough in thermodynamic
efficiency and emission levels.

5.2.2 Heat exchangers (rocket nozzles and scramjet
combustor flowpaths)

Rocket nozzles and scramjet combustion flowpaths are large
structures with a critical impact on the vehicle design. They
are also exposed to an extreme combustion environment in
which no material can survive without either ablating or
being cooled. Liquid rockets, such as the Space Shuttle main
engines, have regeneratively cooled nozzles in which the very
hot rocket plume (free stream temperature near 3300 ◦C) is
faced by a skin that is cooled on its back side by fuel on its
way to the combustion chamber. A similar cooling scheme is
required for scramjet engines. In order to allow injection to
the combustion chamber, the fuel must be held at high pres-

sure, typically 30–40 MPa for rocket engines and 5–15 MPa
for scramjet engines.

The use of ceramic composites (C–SiC or SiC–SiC)
instead of metals in these applications can potentially reduce
the component weight by more than a factor of 2. This large
reduction is possible because the specific strengths of the
ceramic composites at high temperatures are several times
larger than those of competing metals (Figure 2). How-
ever, the extreme thermal environment and requirements for
coolant pressure containment in nozzles with regenerative
cooling make their design and fabrication a challenge.

Two textile composite solutions are illustrated in Figure
7. The cylindrical tube configuration provides the more effi-
cient pressure vessel, which is essential for the rocket nozzle,
where the fuel pressure is extreme. For this reason, the bell-
shaped nozzle of the Space Shuttle main engine is formed
by brazing an assembly of stainless steel tubes, each aligned
in an axial section and having varying diameter along the
length of the tube to form the required bell shape. The rect-
angular channels are preferred and feasible for the scramjet
application, where the fuel pressure is lower and smooth flat
combustion-facing surfaces are required. In both cases, the
thickness of the hot skin is limited to less than approximately
1 mm by the imposed heat flux and the composite properties
(temperature capability and through-thickness thermal con-
ductivity). A lower limit is imposed on the channel diameter
by the system allowance for pressure drop in the fuel as it
flows along the channels, while an upper limit is imposed by
the pressure requirement and the strength of the composite.

The channel structures in Figure 7 are formed integrally,
with tows passing continuously from the hot wall of one chan-
nel through a nexus region or dividing wall into the cool side
of the next channel, so that the separation of channels and the
splitting apart of the hot and cool parts are ruled out as failure
mechanisms. The thickness (denier) and spacing of the tows
are chosen so that the ratio of the fiber count in the circum-
ferential direction to that in the axial direction of a channel
is 2. Since the strength of a C–SiC composite or a SiC–SiC
composite is approximately proportional to the volume frac-
tion of fibers aligned parallel to the load, the strength ratio
then matches the ratio of the stress components in a pressur-
ized cylinder. The interlocked 3D patterns of tows within the
outward facing walls of the channels suppress delamination
failure within the walls, which is critical under high thermal
gradients. By manipulation of the weaving parameters (e.g.,
the passage of fiber tows through the heddles of the loom,
tension in the tows, and the forces used to pack the fibers
together), gaps between the tows in the tube walls are mini-
mized, and thus regions where the pressure would have to be
contained by poorly reinforced ceramic matrix are avoided.

The thermal and mechanical performance of composite
panels with the structures shown in Figure 7 have been
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Figure 7. Integrally woven channel preforms for actively cooled composite structures: (a and b) rocket nozzle, (c and d) scramjet combustor
wall.

measured in conditions representative of flight conditions.
The tests entailed connecting the composite tubes to metal
manifolds for the supply and return of high-pressure coolant
and exposing one side of the panel to the combustion plume
from a small rocket combustion chamber at NASA Glenn and
a scramjet combustion chamber at the Air Force Research
Laboratories. Panels survived multiple cycles simulating
operating conditions of a boost rocket engine and a scramjet.

5.2.3 Thermal protection systems

A typical integrally constructed textile thermal protection
system comprises a low-density, fragile ceramic core layer
with a textile composite skin on one or both surfaces for
strength, and damage resistance (Figure 8). The porous core
material may consist of a rigid framework of chopped ceramic
fibers, as used in space shuttle tiles, loose fibers pressed into
a felt, ceramic foams, or aerogels. The skins are typically 3D
weave reinforcement consolidated with an oxide matrix. Both

Figure 8. Structural thermal protection system based on integrally
woven channel structure of oxide composite.

monazite-based composites with weak interfaces and porous
matrix systems can, in combination with the interlock archi-
tecture, provide sufficient toughness for the skin to survive
thermal protection applications. However, a critical design
requirement is ensuring that the skin cannot separate from the
core. Integrally woven channel-like structures, as in Figure
8, provide a robust solution that also allows design of panel
structures with substantial load carrying capability. These can
be produced with a wide variety of channel shapes with either
solid walls or rows of struts connecting the skins to provide
optimal balance of conductivity, strength, and weight.

6 MODELING PROPERTIES OF CMCs
WITH 3D TEXTILE REINFORCEMENTS

While ceramic composites with complex reinforcement
architecture are significantly widening the performance enve-
lope for structural ceramics, the very complexity that lends
them toughness and enhanced transport properties also
poses special challenges in optimal materials design and
performance prediction. They are complex heterogeneous
structures, with highly anisotropic properties at the level of
individual fiber tows. The challenge is illustrated in Figure 9,
which shows a map of in-plane strains, obtained by speckle
interferometry, in a C–SiC composite under uniform load.
Large local strain variations are seen at the level of individual
fiber tows.
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Figure 9. In-plane strains in thin C–SiC composite skin with two-layer angle interlock reinforcement architecture under uniform tensile
load. (a) Optical image of composite surface (Reproduced with permission from Berbon et al. (2002) c© American Ceramic Society); (b)
speckle interferometry map of tensile strain (Reproduced with permission from Berbon et al. (2002) c© American Ceramic Society); (c)
strains predicted in a similar material using the Binary Model formulation. Reproduced from Flores et al. (2010) c© Elsevier.

The modern engineering approach to structural design is
based on finite-element analysis, using numerous small com-
putational elements that are shaped to accurately represent the
geometry of the structure. The elements must have high den-
sity in regions where stress concentrations are anticipated.
The model is completed by assigning material properties,
which are usually defined to be spatially homogeneous; vari-
ations of the material occurring in small volumes, such as
grains in an alloy or fibers in a composite, are averaged out
in a homogenized material description.

The validity of homogenization depends on the material
heterogeneities being small compared to features of the struc-
ture. In integral textile ceramic structures, this is not the
case: key features such as cooling holes and attachments
are constructed with a single or just a few fiber tows. The
tows themselves are highly anisotropic, typically being much
stiffer and stronger in the fiber direction than in transverse
directions. Because the tows cross over one another at vari-
ous angles, the composite material is therefore heterogeneous
on the scale of the tows; and the heterogeneities are not small
compared to features in the structure. Material homogeniza-
tion introduces significant errors in stress predictions.

To achieve accurate predictions, the tow architecture must
be accounted for. But this presents a new challenge: There
are so many tows in a typical integral textile ceramic com-
ponent that the tow representation must be very efficient or
the problem will be insolubly large. One useful formulation
for textile ceramic composites is the Binary Model (Yang
et al., 2005; Cox, Carter and Fleck, 1994) which represents
tows using 1D string elements, positioned in the correct 3D
interlacing pattern of the real tows. The string elements are

embedded in conventional solid elements, used to model the
component shape. This very simple model predicts varia-
tions in local stress fields due to the textile heterogeneity
that are accurate when they are averaged over a gauge length
comparable to the width of a single tow (9, 12). Such gauge-
averaged stresses are preferred for applying failure criteria
in materials with built-in toughening mechanisms, includ-
ing textile composites (13–15). An example of predictions of
textile effects in the spatial distribution of strains appears in
Figure 9c.

7 CONCLUSION

The feasibility of using textile methods to produce ceramic
composite structures with 3D fiber reinforcements, has been
established. Textile methods allow design of optimal fiber
architectures for individual components to match the thermal
and mechanical loads expected in use. They also enable the
creation of complex features that are formed integrally in a
component. Prototype components for rocket nozzles, turbine
combustors, scramjet combustors, and thermal protection
systems have been fabricated and tested in representative
thermal/mechanical environments, confirming the potential
benefits for system weight and performance.

Realization of the full potential of this class of ceramic
composite structures and their acceptance into aerospace sys-
tems requires further development in several areas:

1. Integrating component and textile composite design. A
significant enhancement of system benefits will usually
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be obtained if component designs can be adapted to
exploit and accommodate the capabilities and limitations
of integral textile ceramic structures, rather than simply
substituting the ceramic material for an alloy part in a
system that is otherwise held fixed.

2. Assuring product quality and consistency, especially in
positioning of fiber tows in the textile preform and
achieving optimal fiber packing. Models currently avail-
able for understanding interactions and deformation of
dry fiber tows in a preform are inadequate for understand-
ing this issue and for providing a link between textile
manufacturing parameters and the final positions and
shapes of the tows in the preform.

3. Prediction of the performance of a candidate design. Pre-
dicting performance and lifetime is challenging because
integral textile designs tend to be unique to a particu-
lar application, with variable architecture in the vicinity
of key features such as cooling holes and attachments
that is not represented by large test coupons used for
establishing material property databases. This makes the
development of a high fidelity modeling capability criti-
cal.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The principal current trend in aerospace industry, regarding
advanced composite materials, is to develop “Out-of-
Autoclave” manufacturing technologies that would enable
same level of composites’ properties as the benchmark
prepreg tape laminates but at significantly reduced process
cost and time. Higher (even much higher) production rates
are required in manufacturing of large (and very large) com-
posite parts for future commercial aircraft. At the same time,
natural limitations of RTM prevent manufacturing large parts
with complex shapes and multi-directional fiber architec-
tures. In order to overcome the present high dependency on
autoclave, the industry is currently evaluating various new

manufacturing processes and materials. Vacuum Assisted
Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) process, including its spe-
cial cases like Open Cure Vacuum Bag Prepreg (OCVBP), is
ideally suited for utilizing various complex textile preforms
and their assemblies.

A new generation of “prepreg” materials is under devel-
opment; those materials aim at providing high fiber volume
fraction composite parts by using vacuum bag pressure only.
The lay-up plus compaction may be performed as a fully
integrated “all-at-once” one-step process, which is an ideal
environment for VARTM curing, providing good efficiency
of heat transfer in both principal directions, ability to produce
large, complex shape parts and substantial cost savings. The
initial success in this direction (although at this time the man-
ufacturing method targets only secondary aircraft structures)
was due to recent improvements in 3D textile preform man-
ufacturing and new resin system developments. Particularly,
the availability of so-called non-crimp fabrics (NCF) which
are named, in more precise textile terms, 3D warp-knitted
(3DWK) fabrics, have facilitated this technological develop-
ment. Other 3D fabrics, like 3D orthogonal non-crimp weaves
(3DONCW) and 3D braids (3DB), are also under a scrupu-
lous consideration by the aircraft manufacturers. Among
important benefits offered by 3DONCW preforms is, that
this type of textile reinforcement can be made in a single-ply
at much larger thicknesses than single-ply 3DWK preforms.
Similar to the latter ones, 3DONCW preforms are character-
ized with practically straight in-plane fibers and, owed to the
absence of crimp, they show exceptional conformability even
at relatively large thicknesses. Like in the case of 3DWK,
the in-plane fiber straightness in 3DONCW ensures higher
in-plane moduli and, especially, in-plane strengths of their
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composites in comparison with 3D interlock weave (3DIW)
composites or 2D plain weave (2DPW) laminates.

The common advantage of any kind of unitary textile pre-
form is that a single preform ply needs to be handled in an
RTM or VARTM manufacturing process, with no lamination
step involved. This substantially simplifies the entire man-
ufacturing cycle, reduces its time and results in substantial
cost savings versus traditional ply lay-up and parts assem-
bly manufacturing. This would, potentially, transition from
the current design and manufacturing practice of component
manufacture followed by their joining, to the structural con-
cepts of integrating individual components and, ultimately,
integrating all of the frames. Of course, this will also ask
to develop and implement new test methods, new design
methodologies and new predictive structural analysis tools.
Currently, critical structural components have to be overde-
signed to account for a possibility of undetected delamination
which, if not timely arrested, may cause catastrophic failure.
By fully eliminating any possibility of delamination growth
under in-service loads, it would become possible to signifi-
cantly reduce weight of composite structures through higher
design allowables. Simultaneously, it would greatly reduce
inspection, repair and replacement costs. Having accurate and
reliable theoretical predictions of the load-bearing capacity of
the novel, delamination-free composite structures, is another
crucial element of this strategic approach.

If using very thin (usually in the range of 0.125–0.140 mm)
prepreg tapes, the composite lamination is inevitable, due to
any practical structure has to be of a much larger thickness
than few fractions of a millimeter. On one side, lamination of
very thin plies of fiber-reinforced prepreg tape has its inherent
advantages, like flexibility in varying each individual ply ori-
entation through the thickness, practically straight fibers, the
highest achievable fiber volume fraction and, consequently,
the highest achievable in-plane stiffness and strength. On the
negative side, a sequential ply lay-up results in a formation of
resin-rich areas between adjacent fiber layers which appears
to be the cause of various serious structural problems, the
most crucial of them being delamination. If delamination is
originated somewhere in the structure and allowed to prop-
agate, it may cause external and internal ply buckling, ply
splitting at the free edges, open holes, ply drops, overlap
ends in lap joints, and other high stress concentration regions.
Most notably, it may lead to inferior compression after impact
strength. Delamination may severely reduce durability of
composites in general and their fatigue life in particular.
Delamination also negatively affects strength of bolted and
bonded joints of traditional laminated composites.

Of course, the issues mentioned above are not new. Since
early 1990s, it has been broadly discussed in the literature
that aerospace industry is in a serious need of alternative

manufacturing technologies that would successfully replace
traditional prepreg tape laminate manufacturing in an auto-
clave (see Hogg, Ahmadnia and Guild, 1993; Dransfield,
Bailie and Mai, 1994; Dexter and Hasko, 1996; Brandt,
Drechsler and Arendts, 1996; Mouritz, Leong and Herszberg,
1997; Bibo, Hogg and Kemp, 1997; Bibo et al., 1998;
Dickinson, Farley and Hinders, 1999; Mouritz et al., 1999;
Leong et al., 2000; Tong, Mouritz and Bannister, 2002;
Partridge, Cartié and Bonnington, 2003, among important
publications on this topic). Specifically, review papers by
Dransfield, Bailie and Mai (1994), Mouritz, Leong and
Herszberg (1997), Dickinson, Farley and Hinders (1999), and
chapter in reference book of Tong, Mouritz and Bannister
(2002) describe stitching technology. Z-pinning technology
was addressed by Dickinson, Farley and Hinders (1999),
Tong, Mouritz and Bannister (2002), and Partridge, Cartié
and Bonnington (2003). Overviews of 3DWK technology
can be found in Hogg, Ahmadnia and Guild (1993), Dexter
and Hasko (1996), Bibo, Hogg and Kemp (1997), Bibo et al.
(1998), Leong et al. (2000), and Tong, Mouritz and Bannister
(2002). 3DIW technology was reviewed in Brandt, Drechsler
and Arendts (1996), Mouritz et al. (1999), and Tong, Mouritz
and Bannister (2002). A broad scope review paper of Mouritz
et al. (1999) evaluated stitching, 3DIW, 3DB and 3DWK with
the summaries of the advantages and disadvantages attributed
to each of them.

The only major technology which has been overlooked in
that paper and also in Tong, Mouritz and Bannister (2002)
is 3DONCW. This is the main reason why in this chap-
ter more attention will be devoted to the latter technology
than to the others. Some key issues regarding 3DONCW
which were only touched in the previous works of Mohamed
et al. (2001), Bogdanovich (2007), and Mohamed and
Bogdanovich (2009) will be elaborated here to a greater
detail. Special attention will be devoted to the specifics of
different 3D woven fiber architectures and comparative prop-
erties of their respective composites.

2 TRANSLAMINAR-REINFORCED
COMPOSITES

2.1 Definition of translaminar-reinforced
composites

The ability of stitching or Z-pinning to provide a great
increase (by an order of magnitude or more) of interlaminar
fracture toughness (which results in arresting delamination
growth, reducing impact-imparted damage and increasing
damage tolerance) is commonly accepted. The remaining
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concerns are about the knockdown of the in-plane prop-
erties, and the in-plane tensile and compressive static and
fatigue properties in the first place. Similar concerns are often
raised about the in-plane properties of composites reinforced
with unitary, single-ply woven braided and knitted preforms.
Although there are obvious fundamental differences between
the two cases, certain similarities also exist; revealing them
is very important for the purpose of this paper. Due to this
reason, we will next briefly review some principal aspects of
stitching and Z-pinning technologies.

It has to be emphasized first that there is a fundamen-
tal difference between “3D reinforced” (meaning stitched or
Z-pinned) prepreg tape or fabric laminates on one side, and
unitary 3D textile reinforced (woven, braided, knitted) com-
posites on the other. In the first case, the already manufactured
stack of 2D reinforced plies of prepreg tape or fabric is bound
together by a stitching thread or short rigid pins, which may
effectively form a through thickness reinforcement. In the
second case, the out-of-plane fibrous reinforcement (depend-
ing on the fabric type it has names “Z-yarn,” “binder yarn,”
“warp weaver,” “knitting thread,” “braider yarn,” etc.) is
inserted into the fabric in the same production process as
the other (in-plane) yarns and, consequently, they become
fully integrated into the preform during the time of its man-
ufacturing. Imagine that such out-of-plane reinforcement is
somehow removed from the preform before resin infusion;
then the preform would fall apart and only a mesh of indi-
vidual unbound yarns will be left. This, obviously, would
not happen in the case of stitched fabric preforms, where
individual fabric plies would still keep their integrity.

One suitable way to terminologically distinguish between
the two cases of “3D reinforcement” is to term stitched
and Z-pinned materials as translaminar-reinforced compos-
ites, as was suggested in Dickinson, Farley and Hinders
(1999, 2000). According to the definition given in the
Dickinson, Farley and Hinders (2000) “A translaminar-
reinforced (TLR) composite is an otherwise two-dimensional
laminate with through-thickness or Z-direction fibrous rein-
forcement across the lamina.” Further on, it was explained
in that paper that “The TLR can be continuous threads as in
stitched laminates, or it can be discontinuous rods or pins as
in Z-fiber materials.” This author believes that if the above
definition of TLR composites is consistently used, any ter-
minological problems in this regard will be removed.

2.2 Through-thickness stitched composites

Through-thickness stitching of multi-ply uncured prepreg
tape laminates and stacks of fabric layers was under very
intensive research and development in the 1990s. It is still

considered to be one of the principal ways of preventing
delamination in 2D laminates. Overall, the path of this tech-
nology to practical applications has been long and laborious.
Particularly, resulting from extensive research it was con-
cluded that stitching dry fabric preforms is much easier
than stitching uncured prepreg tape laminates. This is one
of the reasons why lately the new technological develop-
ments in this area have been mainly focused on stitching
dry fabric preforms. In the last years new complex processes
and fully automated, robot-assisted machinery for stitching
large complex preforms, both globally and locally, have been
developed.

The first principal concern regarding stitching is an added
manufacturing cost; this issue is well addressed in litera-
ture and we will not dwell into it here. The second principal
concern is significant knockdown of mechanical properties
other than “translaminar” properties. Indeed, when insert-
ing a through-thickness thread by a sharp, relatively large
diameter needle, into a stack of already fabricated plies of
a prepreg tape or dry fabric, certain damage or even break-
age of the in-plane fibers and some distortion of the original
fiber architecture is inevitable. The commonly asked question
is: how much of a loss in the in-plane tensile and com-
pressive stiffness and strength, fatigue resistance and other
mechanical properties of interest the stitched composite may
experience? Numerous experimental data have been summa-
rized and discussed in review papers of Dransfield, Bailie
and Mai (1994), Bibo et al. (1998), Dickinson, Farley and
Hinders (1999), Mouritz, Leong and Herszberg (1997), and
in chapter of Tong, Mouritz and Bannister (2002). Overall,
these works and many others left no doubt that stitching does
not work well for prepreg tape laminates. When the needle
pulling sewing thread penetrates multiple times (and usually
with a short spacing) through already formed prepreg lami-
nate, its delicate, fine and very densely packed in-plane fibers
can be severely damaged. Numerous micro-breaks are origi-
nated and become the origins of a micro-stress concentration,
which facilitates under in-service loading new damage forma-
tion, coalescence, and transformation into a macro-damage
or macro-crack.

In addition to that, the stitching procedure results in a
formation of relatively large resin-rich through-thickness
“channels” around each stitch. These channels become addi-
tional sites of stress concentration, where pure polymeric
matrix has to resist the crack formation, propagation, and
coalescence. An important example of this kind is a fatigue
crack formation and development under low load levels. The
combined effect of the in-plane fiber damage and the for-
mation of through-thickness resin-rich channels in stitched
prepreg tape laminates typically results in a considerable
loss of in-plane stiffness, in very significant loss of in-plane
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strength (especially under compression) and in deterioration
of other important characteristics, such as fatigue resistance
and durability.

Many of the authors, especially those of the earlier review
papers (see Dransfield, Bailie and Mai, 1994; Mouritz, Leong
and Herszberg, 1997) had concluded, based on a large amount
of accumulated experimental data, that apart from significant
success in increasing Mode I (and at a lesser extent also
Mode II) interlaminar fracture toughness and suppressing
macro-delamination in composite laminates, stitching deteri-
orates almost any other mechanical characteristic to a greater
or lesser extent. More moderate conclusions have been made
in some other works. Particularly, in a comprehensive critical
appraisal of a bulk of experimental data on stitched com-
posites by Mouritz and Cox (2000) it was revealed that for
loading in compression, tension, bending and shear “stitching
usually reduces the stiffness, strength and fatigue resistance
of a laminate by not more than 10–20%, although in a few
cases the properties remain unchanged or increase slightly.”
Additional useful experimental data on the static and fatigue
properties of stitched angle-ply laminates with different ply
lay-ups can be found in Aumerich, Priole and Sun (2003).
Also, Tong, Mouritz and Bannister (2002) had summarized
the state-of-the-art in this area in the following way: “there
is not a complete understanding of the effect of stitching on
the mechanical properties of composites, which makes the
certification and application of these materials very difficult.”

2.3 Z-pinned composites

Z-pinning is a much younger and very different through-
thickness reinforcement approach compared to stitching.
Although there are fundamental distinctions between the two
technologies, the resulting composite products show many
similarities in terms of a knockdown of principal in-plane
mechanical properties. As reasonably noted in (Partridge,
Cartié and Bonnington (2003) “in terms of development
of through-the-thickness reinforced composites, Z-pinned
composites follow in the footsteps of stitched composites.”
Among all currently available literature, the above review
paper provides most comprehensive information on the man-
ufacturing processes, machines, materials used, as well as on
mechanical properties of Z-pinned composites. In addition,
a detailed description of the up-to-date techniques used for
manufacturing Z-pinned composites can be found in Chang,
Mouritz and Cox (2006) for laminates and in Marasco et al.
(2006) for sandwiches.

Starting in the early 1990s, Foster-Miller, Inc. has been
developing a new product form which purpose was to
reinforce composite structures in the through-the-thickness
direction with so-called “Z-fiber.” In fact, Z-fiber itself may

be a pultruded unidirectional composite or a short metallic
rod. Paper by Freitas et al. (1994) presents a detailed report
on the original Z-fiber insertion process and materials used
by Foster-Miller. It was demonstrated on several prepreg
systems that Z-fibers can be inserted into uncured prepreg
laminate, essentially during its cure cycle in an autoclave,
at the point of minimum viscosity of the matrix material.
The lowest insertion temperature was 66 ◦C while the high-
est was 398 ◦C. In addition to flat laminates, a graphite/epoxy
hat-stiffened panel, a carbon-carbon T-stiffened panel (both
reinforced in the flange region with carbon/epoxy Z-fibers),
and a graphite/epoxy sandwich structure were produced
(Freitas et al., 1994) for the demonstration of this tech-
nology success. Moreover, mechanical testing and property
characterization reported by Foster-Miller in the above paper
showed extremely encouraging results. A 93–98% of the ten-
sile strength retention was obtained. Tensile modulus showed
very little change. Compression strength remained essen-
tially unchanged. An 18×, 12×, and 2×interlaminar fracture
toughness increase was obtained for the three tested material
systems versus respective control laminates without Z-fiber.
The threshold load causing edge delamination increased
between 72% and 94% for different Z-fiber contents. A 50%
CAI strength improvement was achieved. The area of delam-
ination in simulated hail impact tests was reduced by 44%
and 57%, depending on the Z-fiber content, versus baseline
panel without Z-fiber. Finally, hat stiffener, enhanced with
Z-fiber in its co-cured flange joint area, stayed intact with the
composite panel, while adjacent simply co-cured hat stiffener
was immediately disbanded from the panel.

Modern methods of Z-pinning are ultrasound-assisted.
The high-frequency sonic action excites the pins, and they are
driven out of their foam carrier into uncured prepreg laminate
with very little downward force (see Partridge, Cartié and
Bonnington, 2003). This method enables reinforcing lami-
nated and sandwich composites orthogonally or at an angle to
the plane of composite plies. A Z-pin usually has a sharpened
tip in order to reduce possible damage of the in-plane fiber
tows in the base material during Z-pin insertion. The inser-
tion process is facilitated by accompanying localized heating,
which lowers the viscosity of matrix resin and makes it pos-
sible for the Z-pins to nestle in-between the fiber tows, thus
increasing the chance that the in-plane fiber tows will expe-
rience minimal damage. Other detailed descriptions of Z-pin
insertion processes can be found in Chang, Mouritz and Cox
(2006) and Marasco et al. (2006).

The capacity of Z-pins to provide substantial increase in
delamination fracture toughness and improve damage tol-
erance of composite laminates in not in dispute. However,
the same question as in the case of through-thickness stitch-
ing is persistently asked: how much of a loss (if any) in
the in-plane tensile and compressive stiffness and strength,
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fatigue life and other mechanical properties, the Z-pinned
composite structures may experience? The literature devoted
to answering this question is very sparse, and the results are
sometimes inconsistent. There are only few comprehensive
studies of specific mechanical properties by Partridge, Cartié
and Bonnington (2003), Steeves and Fleck (2006), Marasco
et al. (2006), Chang, Mouritz and Cox (2006), Mouritz
(2007), and Chang, Mouritz and Cox (2007). As expected,
qualitatively, the effects of Z-pinning and stitching on the in-
plane mechanical properties of composites shall have many
similarities, however quantitatively the possible negative
effects have to be less detrimental in the case of Z-pinning.
This is generally confirmed by available experimental data
presented in the above publications.

Like in the case of stitched composites, the drop of in-plane
stiffness is attributed to the combined effect of in-plane fiber
distortion and possible fiber damage, and to the presence of
resin-rich pockets resulting from Z-pin insertion. In-plane
compression strength has, of course, the greatest potential
to be reduced by Z-pin insertion. Steeves and Fleck (2006)
studied unidirectional laminates with a square array of Z-
pins inserted perpendicular (at 90◦ angle) to the ply plane.
Premature failure and 30% compressive strength knock-
down has been observed in Z-pinned unidirectional laminates
under in-plane compression which has been attributed to the
microbuckling of fibers in the vicinity of the Z-pins, It was
also observed that some of Z-pins were visibly inserted within
the ply tow, splitting its width into two parts without visi-
ble fiber breakage (which would be hardly possible in the
case of stitching). Due to the dominating failure mode for
unidirectional composites in tension along fibers is intralam-
inar splitting between the in-plane fibers, the tow splitting
and associated fiber waviness create initial sites for this
failure mode and may significantly (by 27%) reduce the
in-plane tensile strength. At the same time, tensile strength
knockdown of Z-pinned cross-ply laminates was significantly
lower, between 11% and 14%.

It was observed by Chang, Mouritz and Cox (2006)
that Young’s modulus in Z-pinned composites drops only
by a few percent, while tensile static strength degrades
more significantly. The more modest strength loss of quasi-
isotropic laminates had also confirmed that unidirectional
Z-pinned composites are most susceptible to the in-plane ten-
sile strength degradation. Experimental study of the effect of
Z-pinning on the in-plane compression modulus, static
strength and fatigue resistance of carbon/epoxy laminates
in Mouritz (2007) revealed that the Young’s modulus, the
compression strength and fatigue life also decreased with
increasing Z-pin array density and their diameter. It was also
shown that the deterioration of compression properties is
dependent on the ply lay-up in the laminate, with the high-
est deterioration observed for unidirectional laminates. Static

and fatigue flexural properties of Z-pinned five-harness satin
weave laminates made of carbon fiber and epoxy matrix were
studied by Chang, Mouritz and Cox (2007). It was determined
that Z-pins did not considerably affect the flexural modulus of
the laminate, but either increasing density of the pin array or
their diameter caused a steady decline in the flexural strength
and fatigue life.

The above results and mechanistic considerations regard-
ing through-the-thickness stitched and Z-pinned composites
are of a great importance for understanding the mechani-
cal behavior of 3D woven fabric composites, which is the
next topic of this chapter. These above reviewed results
will help us to relate the in-plane and through-thickness
fiber architectures to respective mechanical properties and
better understand the obtained experimental results. It will
be shown that the local geometric effects associated with
Z-pinning (breaking or splitting in-plane fiber tows) are not
present in 3DONCW composites, while local waviness of
the in-plane fibers around Z-pins and Z-yarns is a common
feature in both cases. Also, resin-rich pockets formed around
Z-pins and around Z-yarns show certain similarities, but also
significant distinctions.

3 UNITARY 3D TEXTILE PREFORMS
FOR COMPOSITES

3.1 Definition of 3D unitary preforms

Obviously, a potential for delamination exists in any compos-
ite structure which is made of more than one ply of a “unitary”
material, where distinct plies are separated by much weaker
“interfaces.” Of course, the term “interface” can be applied
to any surface that separates dissimilar materials; however, it
is important to distinguish between “macro-” and “micro-”
interfaces. The terms “unitary preform” and “unitary com-
posite” are used here to define a material which may be
internally inhomogeneous (like any fiber-reinforced material)
and, respectively, can accommodate micro-interfaces. How-
ever, such a material may not have any macro-interfaces. This
definition makes a clear segregation between such groups
of materials as composites reinforced with unitary (single-
ply) 3D fabrics (woven, braided, knitted) on one side and
TLR composites on the other. Depending on its thickness, the
resulting composite may be categorized as “thin” or “thick.”
Conventional prepreg tape laminates, TLR composites and
3D unitary textile composites may be thin or thick, but the
thickness factor is not indicative of the composite being
“multi-layer” (“laminated”), TLR or reinforced with a 3D
unitary preform. Moreover, thick composites made by lami-
nating plies of 3D reinforced fabrics belong to the category of
multi-layer fabric composites. A composite reinforced with
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stitched layers of 3D fabric belongs to the category of TLR
composites. For example, it is common that several plies of
3DWK fabric are stitched in order to reach the required com-
posite thickness; such composite shall be categorized as TLR
with plies of 3DWK fabric. So, from the viewpoint of their
definition, there is no fundamental difference between com-
posite laminates made, for example, of 30 plies of a PW, or
8 plies of a 3DWK, or 2 plies of a 3D weave. All three com-
posite materials have macro-interfaces, therefore all three of
them are not unitary. If stitching or Z-pinning is applied to
their preforms, they would become TLR (2D or 3D) fabric
laminates. Now, recalling the issue with macro-delamination
in composite laminates, we can conclude that there are two
ways to prevent it: to use TLR approach or to use unitary
3D fabric preforms. The first approach has been reviewed in
Section 2; the second one will be considered further in this
section.

3.2 Different types of fabric reinforcements

The existing fabric preforms can be segregated into three
main groups: woven, braided, and knitted. Each of them
consists of two major sub-groups: two-dimensional (2D)
and three-dimensional (3D). The term “three-dimensional”
must not be confused with the term “three-directional,”
which is also commonly abbreviated as 3D. For example,
three-directional (triaxial) braided fabrics are, essentially
two-dimensional, while three-dimensional braided fabric
can be four-directional and even five-directional. In simple
words, the principal distinction between 2D and 3D fabrics
is that the former subgroup includes only those fabrics which
contain a single set of yarns (i.e., a single yarn layer) placed
in each of the designated directions within the fabric. The
latter group includes all those fabrics which contain two or
more such yarn layers. For example, a 2D weave (2DW) con-
tains only two sets of interlaced yarns (one in warp and one
in weft directions), see schematic in Figure 1a. Contrary to
that, 3D weaves contain two or more warp and weft yarn
layers, alternating through the thickness. In a 3DIW, which
schematics are shown in Figure 1b, those yarn layers are
interlaced by the dedicated portion of warp yarns (commonly
called “binder yarns” or “warp weavers”). Hence, 3D inter-
lock weaving re-directs part of the warp yarns to serve as
out-of-plane reinforcement, which naturally reduces the in-
plane fiber volume fraction and creates inevitable crimp and
waviness in the primary reinforcement. Also, a 3DIW can
be viewed as the direct generalization of respective 2DW,
obtained by a multiplication of interlaced warp and weft lay-
ers in the through-thickness direction. Both of them have
characteristic crimp in the in-plane yarns.

A 3DONCW, which we will further call 3D Orthogonal
Weave (3DOW) for simplicity, is schematically illustrated in
Figure 1c. In this case the in-plane fiber layers are interlaced
by additional, independently inserted sets of yarns (com-
monly called “Z-yarns”). The presence of Z-yarns naturally
reduces the in-plane fiber volume fraction and respective in-
plane composite properties. This type of a 3D fabric contains
two or more alternating layers of straight, non-interlaced,
warp and weft (a.k.a. “filling”) yarns laid in parallel planes
and tied together by a set of through-thickness Z-yarns.
This type of fabric is produced on the specialty 3D weaving
machines.

In a 2D biaxial braid (2DBB) there is one layer of yarn
oriented at +θ◦ and one layer oriented at −θ◦. In a 2D triax-
ial braid (2DTB) one additional layer of yarn is oriented at
0◦ with respect to the fabric formation direction, as seen in
schematic of Figure 1d. In this case all three sets of yarns are
intertwined together. Contrary to that, a 3D braided (3DB)
fabric contains two or more separate layers of yarns oriented
in the designated off-axis directions (four such directions are
most common). Additionally, layers of 0◦ yarn can be incor-
porated in 3DB architecture, as illustrated in Figure 1e. All
2DB and 3DB preforms are characteristic with a highly inter-
laced fiber architecture; this is a serious obstacle for obtaining
high primary properties in their composites.

A 3DWK fabric contains more than one layer of straight
yarns laid in parallel planes and oriented at +θ◦, −θ◦ angles
(in biaxial fabric) or 0◦, 90◦, +θ◦, −θ◦ angles (in quadriaxial
fabric) with respect to the fabric formation direction. Usually,
angle θ takes value 45◦. The nominally straight in-plane yarn
layers are tied together by a knitted thread (which is com-
monly made of polyester). The 3D warp-knitting process
may be realized on several types of industrial 3D warp-
knitting machines (see detailed description of this technology
in Hogg, Ahmadnia and Guild, 1993; Dexter and Hasko,
1996; Bibo, Hogg and Kemp 1997; Bibo et al., 1998; Leong
et al., 2000; Tong, Mouritz and Bannister, 2002, among many
available publications). 3DWK are relatively thin, and their
stitching threads (whose primary purpose is to hold in-plane
yarns together) do not add considerably to the out-of-plane
mechanical properties.

4 DESIGNING COMPOSITES WITH 2D
AND 3D FABRIC REINFORCEMENTS

4.1 The pivotal challenges of textile composites

There are two primary challenges of designing thick,
delamination-free composites: (i) achieving the required
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Figure 1. (a) Schematics of a 2D plain weave; (b) 3D interlock weaves; (c) 3D orthogonal weave; (d) 2D triaxial braid; (e) 3D braid.

total thickness of preform and (ii) determining the acceptable
trade-off between inevitably reduced “primary” (in-plane)
properties in comparison with prepreg tape laminates
and increased “secondary” (out-of-plane) properties, like
interlaminar fracture toughness, that would prevent macro-
delamination. There are three principal options how to
address the first challenge: (i) using the necessary number of
thin 2D fabric plies for a preform and stitch them together;
(ii) using much lower number of 3D fabric plies for a pre-
form and stitch them together; (iii) using unitary, single-ply
preform as-manufactured. Alternatively to (i) and (ii) above,
uncured single-ply fabric prepregs can be manufactured,
stacked to the necessary thickness and then Z-pinned during
autoclave cure, similarly to the case of the prepreg tape lami-
nate fabrication. Obviously, option (iii) is preferable, because
it does not ask for additional processing step of stitching
or Z-pinning. From this, the next question emerges: which
particular textile process and machine would best enable
for manufacturing the required thick single-ply preform?
Generally, 3D weaving, 3D warp knitting and 3D braiding
technologies can be considered, however each of them has
inherent limitations regarding the fabric thickness and/or
width. Specifically, 3DB fabrics have severe limitations on
both of these parameters: thickness is typically below 1 cm
and width is no more than few tens of cm. 3DWK, 3DWI and
3DOW fabrics may have much larger width, reaching few

meters. Their thickness limitations are different for the three
technologies above and depend on the specific machines
used. Typically, 3DWK fabrics are made with thickness in a
millimeter range, while 3DIW and 3DOW fabrics have been
made with thickness up to few centimeters (in the latter case it
is possible to extend the thickness limit to about 10 cm). Also
importantly, the thickness and width limits may be mutually
interrelated. These data provide some guidelines to a compos-
ites designer how to select best possible option. For example,
if preforms with 5–10 mm thickness range are of interest,
either single-ply of a 3DOW or 3DIW, or several stitched
plies of 3DWK, or 10–20 stitched plies of a 2DW may be
considered.

It is much more difficult to address in general terms
the second pivotal challenge, concerning best possible
trade-off between the in-plane and out-of-plane mechan-
ical properties of the desired composite. This is due to
the goal of delamination-free textile composite, having in-
plane mechanical properties approaching those of traditional
prepreg tape laminates, has not been reached yet by any exist-
ing type of 2D or 3D fabric preform. There are several major
reasons for that:

1. The presence of one or another kind of through-thickness
reinforcing fibers/threads which reduce the volume frac-
tion of in-plane fibers (typically down to 45–60% with
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broad variation within this range, depending on the fabric
type and composite manufacturing method).

2. Inherent in-plane fiber waviness in some of them (partic-
ularly, in 3DIW and 3DB).

3. The absence of off-axis in-plane fibers (like in 3DIW and
3DOW).

4. The limited options for off-axis fiber placement angles
(like in 3DWK).

5. Various random or systematic irregularities in the fiber
architectures caused by purely manufacturing reasons
(so-called “manufacturing artifacts”).

Next we illustrate the effects associated with the first of
these factors.

4.2 Effects of Z-yarn size

To illustrate the effects associated with the Z-yarn size in a
3DONCW composite, let us consider following Bogdanovich
(2005, 2007), several possible designs of 3DOW. Z-yarns of
very different sizes and materials can be used in manufactur-
ing this type of 3DOW preforms presently commercialized
by 3TEX, Inc. under trademark 3WEAVE®. Specifically,
Z-directional carbon yarns, commonly used by 3TEX, range
from 1K to 6K (although in some exotic products Z-yarns
as large as 96K have been utilized). Depending on the
Z-yarn size, its occupied space and associated volumes of
the interstitial matrix blocks may be larger or smaller. Just
the presence of Z-yarn takes away certain volume that oth-
erwise would be occupied by the in-plane reinforcement. It
also causes some local waviness of in-plane fibers and creates
local sites of a weaker, pure matrix material. These negative
effects can be minimized, however, by using as small Z-yarn
as possible (1K carbon is the smallest commercially available
yarn now).

Figure 2 shows five fabric designs which use identical
24K carbon yarn for both warp layers, doubled 12K car-
bon yarn for the middle weft layer and doubled 6K carbon
yarn for the two outer weft layers. All five designs provide
a “balanced” preform (meaning that there is equal total vol-
ume content of warp- and weft-directional fibers). The size
of Z-yarn is varied among the designs; it gradually reduces
from 12K in case (a) to 6K in (b) to 3K in (c) to 1K in
(d), and to 0.1K in (e). The designs (a)–(d) are achievable
with regular available carbon yarns, while the practicality of
design (e) has been demonstrated only by using very fine
plied carbon nanotube yarns (having 50–100 �m diameter)
and 3D braids made thereof (with 250–300 �m diameter)
in 3D orthogonal weaving on the specialty 3TEX’s auto-
mated “micro-weaving” machine (see Bogdanovich et al.,
2007, for further details). The designs shown in Figure 2

illustrate how the spacing between in-plane yarns and the size
of interstitial pockets diminish with reducing size of Z-yarn.
Interestingly, if ignoring barely visible Z-yarns in case (e),
the 3D woven composite looks very similar to a conventional
cross-ply laminate made of five unidirectional layers.

Figure 3 quantifies principal characteristics of the com-
posite materials corresponding to the preform designs (i)–(v).
Geometric parameters and fiber volume fraction in each case
were determined directly from respective geometrical models
of Figure 2. Elastic moduli were predicted by the Orienta-
tional Stiffness Averaging Method. The yarn packing factor
was taken 0.7 for all of them. T300 carbon fiber and typical
epoxy resin properties were assumed in the moduli predic-
tions. Figure 3a shows that the increase of Z-fiber volume
content is nearly linear, while the percentage of resin pocket
volume in Figure 3b is very nonlinear: at 12K it is 22%, at 1K
8% and at 0.1K less than 3%. Further, it is seen in Figure 3c
that the total fiber volume fraction (Vf) has significantly non-
linear variation for small K values. The Vf increases from 49%
at K = 12, to 55% at K = 6, to 59% at K = 3, to 63% at K = 1,
and to 67.5% at K = 0.1. Naturally, this characteristic tends
to 70% (as assumed for all unidirectional yarn composites) as
K tends to 0. Further on, Figure 3d shows that elastic moduli
in warp and weft directions vary with K similarly to the total
fiber volume fraction variation. In the case of K = 0.1 the in-
plane elastic moduli reach 80 GPa, which is a typical value
for T300/epoxy cross-ply prepreg laminates with Vf close to
70%. This level of in-plane moduli has not been achieved yet
for balanced 3WEAVE® carbon fiber composites in practice.
Figure 3d also shows that there is a linear growth of elas-
tic modulus in Z direction with increasing K. This modulus
varies from 10 GPa at K = 0.1 to 22 GPa at K = 12.

These results illustrate that total fiber volume fraction in
the composite and its related in-plane elastic moduli can
be significantly increased by reducing the size of Z-yarn.
Simultaneously, the volume of interstitial matrix blocks is
significantly reduced, which shall make its positive effect
on the in-plane strength characteristics. Having progressive
failure modeling capability in 3TEX’s in-house 3D MOSAIC
code, enables predicting all effective strength characteristics
of a 3DOW composite unit cell (Bogdanovich, 2009) and
provides results of the same kind as in Figure 3 but for
the strength characteristics. Those results will be available
elsewhere.

4.3 Effects of the preform fiber architecture

Our next objective is to relate resulting properties of the com-
posites, made with different types of 3D woven preforms, to
the roots of their fiber architecture. Of course, those roots are
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Figure 2. Geometric models of 3DOW fabrics with different size Z-yarn: (a) 12K; (b) 6K; (c) 3K; (d) 1K; (e) 0.1K. Reproduced from
Bogdanovich (2005).

in specific textile processes and machines used for the pre-
form manufacturing. No one would probably argue against
the point that it is hardly possible to understand, qualify
and quantify properties and predict structural performance
of textile composite products without profound understand-
ing of their reinforcement architectures. It also seems obvious
that gaining such an understanding is hardly possible with-
out getting familiar with at least the basics of respective
textile processing methods and equipment used (see detailed
discussion in Mohamed and Bogdanovich, 2009).

Specifically, 3DIW fabrics are manufactured on essen-
tially 2D weaving devices and machines. Most of their earlier
applications required using high temperature carbon and
ceramic matrices, and it was not the primary design require-
ment to achieve high fiber volume fractions and/or keep in-
plane yarns as straight and aligned as possible and thus maxi-
mize in-plane stiffness and strength of the composites. Due to
these circumstances, highly crimped, wavy and irregular 3D
interlock weave fabric architectures were usually accepted.
High variability and randomness of 3D interlock woven
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Figure 3. (a) Theoretically predicted variations of Z fiber volume content; (b) total volume content of resin pockets; (c) total fiber volume
fraction in a carbon fiber composite; (d) its elastic moduli in warp, weft and Z directions as functions of Z-yarn size. Reproduced from
Bogdanovich (2005).

fabric architectures had reflected on their composite
properties, as well summarized by Tong, Mouritz and Ban-
nister (2002). Regarding applications of 3DIW composites,
Mouritz et al. (1999) came to the conclusion that “Despite
the advantages and potential benefits of 3D woven compos-
ites, these materials have failed to find many commercial
applications. They have been used or tested in only a few
specialized structures by the building, aircraft and marine
industries, where the cost and/or performance of traditional
laminates and metals have been unacceptable.” At that time,
in 1999, 3DOW fabrics and composites have not yet been
commercialized.

In fact, high demand for very thick and complex
three-dimensional textile structures required the develop-
ment of specialized 3D devices and weaving machines. A
fully automated computer controlled 3D weaving process
with simultaneous multiple filling yarn insertions has been

developed at North Carolina State University, College of
Textiles (Mohamed and Zhang, 1992). Figure 4a illustrates
schematic of that new type 3D weaving process and machine
according to its description in Mohamed (1990). This pro-
cess is inherently a three-dimensional, from the onset. It does
not involve the building up of the fabric layers in through
thickness direction and, consequently, it cannot use and does
not use any of the traditional 2D weaving equipment. A unit
of thick multi-layered fabric is formed during each weaving
cycle. 3D woven preforms of this kind have zero internal
fiber crimp in the warp- and weft-directional yarns, because
there is no interlacing between the layers of these yarns, and
proper tension control is applied to keep them as straight as
possible. The warp ends are not required to be drawn through
the heddles of the shedding mechanism, leading to the much
reduced fiber damage from the weaving process. Only Z-
directional yarns need to be moved up and down, thus they
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic of a 3DOW machine; (b) one of 3TEX
industrial 3D orthogonal weaving machines in operation. Repro-
duced with permission from Mohamed (1990) c© Sigma Xi, The
Scientific Research Society.

have to be drawn into the heddles and may be considerably
damaged during weaving. This technology is commercial-
ized by 3TEX, Inc. since 1998, currently under trademark
3WEAVE®. Figure 4b shows one of 3TEX industrial 3D
orthogonal weaving machines.

3WEAVE® preforms are very conformable even for a
relatively large thickness. They show much higher conforma-
bility than stitched stacks of plain weave or other 2D fabrics
at equivalent thickness. This makes 3WEAVE® preforms
very suitable for processing relatively thick, single-curved
or double-curved composites by RTM and VARTM meth-
ods. As pointed out before, both sets of in-plane yarns
(warp and weft) in these preforms are practically straight
as-manufactured. It is seen in Figure 5 that in the carbon
fiber composite (made with 3K Z-yarn) only minor devia-
tions from the straightness are observed in the outer layers
of weft-directional yarns, where they are locally crimped in
the regions of their crossovers with the Z-yarns. The straight-
ness of warp-directional yarns is further illustrated in Figure

Figure 5. Cross-sections of 3WEAVE® carbon fiber composites
with 12K warp and weft and 3K Z-yarns: (a) warp-Z plane;
(b) weft-Z plane. Images show straightness of warp yarns (a) and
weft yarns (b), and also a typical path of Z-yarns.

6a and b for the carbon fiber composite having 1K Z-yarn.
When comparing Figures 5 and 6 it is obvious that in the latter
case Z-yarns occupy much less space in the composite. Fig-
ure 7a and b further show that Z-yarns in this composite have
nearly square cross-section and are contained between two
adjacent in-plane yarns. It is worth noting that there is no vis-
ible in-plane fiber breakage and only slight distortion of the
straight in-plane fiber trajectories caused by Z-yarn insertion.
Another interesting observation from Figure 7 is the presence
of two pure matrix regions at the other two opposite sides of
the Z-yarn. These regions have a shape of “deltoid” with the
base length same as the lateral size of Z-yarn. Although not
seen in the images of Figure 7, it is understood from the
fabric construction that each of these matrix regions extends
only through the thickness of one warp or one weft layer,
and the cross-sectional shape of the matrix region alternates
accordingly. These matrix blocks are very different from
those long continuous matrix channels observed by several
authors in unidirectional Z-pinned composites. Ultimately,
with cross-section of a Z-yarn approaching zero, volumes of
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Figure 6. Microphotographs of Warp-Z plane cross-sections of
3WEAVE® carbon fiber composite with 12K warp and weft and
1K Z-yarns at different magnifications. Courtesy of Linda Starink
(QinetiQ, UK).

these matrix blocks tend to zero, and we approach a tightly
packed 3D orthogonal grid consisting of several alternating
layers reinforced in warp and weft directions respectively.

Now, being equipped with a bulk of knowledge on stitched,
Z-pinned and 3D orthogonally woven composites analyzed in
this chapter, the reader can suggest certain analogies between
the three cases and, particularly, may suspect that even minor
distortions of the in-plane fiber architecture seen in Figure 7
due to the presence of Z-yarns shall have some negative effect
on the in-plane static strengths and fatigue life. Recent exper-
imental studies by Lomov et al. (2009); Ivanov et al. (2009)
and theoretical progressive failure analysis by Bogdanovich
(2009) showed, in a good mutual agreement, for one rep-
resentative 3DOW composite that failure is initiated inside
Z-yarns or at their boundaries with interstitial matrix blocks.
Therefore, reducing size of Z-yarn may not only increase
in-plane elastic moduli (as predicted in Figure 3) but also

Figure 7. Microphotographs of cross Warp-Weft cross-sections of
3WEAVE® carbon fiber composite with 12K warp and weft and 1K
Z-yarns at different magnifications; dark areas occupied by matrix.
Courtesy of Linda Starink (QinetiQ, UK).

increase the failure initiation thresholds and, consequently,
delay the ultimate failure.

5 SOME COMPARISONS OF
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Most comprehensive up-to-date comparative experimental
studies of different 2D and 3D woven carbon fiber composites
were reported by Brandt et al. (1992), Arendts, Drechsler and
Brandt (1993), and Brandt, Drechsler and Arendts (1996).
Carbon fiber/epoxy composites were fabricated, using three
different fabric preform types, at Messerschmitt–Bolkow–
Blöhm (MBB) Central Laboratories, Munich, Germany. The
preforms were: a stack of 2DPW fabrics, a single-ply 3DIW
fabric and a single-ply 3DOW fabric. The latter one was pro-
duced in 1991 at North Carolina State University on their
first experimental automated 3D weaving machine. Arendts,
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Drechsler and Brandt (1993) called their used 3DIW an
“old type” or “first generation 3D weavings”, while their
used 3DOW were called “new 3D weavings”. The laminated
2DPW composite sample was fabricated using the “prepreg
technique.” The composites reinforced with both 3DIW and
3DOW unitary preforms were fabricated by filling, in the first
step, the preform placed in a mould by liquid epoxy resin film
under vacuum, then consolidating it in an autoclave. All three
composite samples had comparable thickness near 6 mm and
fiber volume fraction in the range 50–55%. Mechanical tests
were conducted at MBB lab for tension, compression, inter-
laminar strength, and compression after impact.

In addition to experimental data borrowed from Brandt,
Drechsler and Arendts (1996), some other experimental
results from Tong, Mouritz and Bannister (2002) and Dick-
inson and Bogdanovich (2002) for comparable carbon/epoxy
composites are collected in Figures 8 and 9. As results

Figure 8. A comparison of in-plane tensile moduli in the (a) warp
and (b) weft directions for the carbon/epoxy composites reinforced
with different woven fabrics: data for multi-layer plain weave, 3D
interlock weave-1 and 3D orthogonal weave-1 from Brandt, Drech-
sler and Arendts (1996); data for 3D interlock weave-2 from Tong,
Mouritz and Bannister (2002); data for 3D orthogonal weave-2 from
Dickinson and Bogdanovich (2002).

for tensile modulus in warp directions in Figure 8a show,
the 2DPW laminate is superior over both 3DOW compos-
ites; the difference between 2DPW and 3DOW is 10–14%
while the difference between 2DPW and 3DIW is 26–37%.
Results in Figure 8b, corresponding to tensile modulus in
the weft direction, show that both 3DOW composites are
superior over the 2DPW and 3DIW composites. The differ-
ence between 3DOW and 2DPW composites is rather small,
but the difference between 3DOW and 3DIW composites is
very significant, more than 20%. Even more obvious superi-
ority of the 3DOW composites is exposed in Figure 9a and
b, where in-plane tensile strength data in the warp and weft
directions are presented. The strength values in both direc-
tions are much higher for both 3DOW composites than for
the 2DPW laminate and for both 3DIW composites.

As authors of that study pointed out in Arendts, Drech-
sler and Brandt (1993), the most surprising to them was that
“advanced 3D weave composite showed superior to the 2D

Figure 9. A comparison of in-plane tensile strengths in the (a) warp
and (b) weft directions for the carbon/epoxy composites reinforced
with different woven fabrics: data for multi-layer plain weave, 3D
interlock weave-1 and 3D orthogonal weave-1 from Brandt, Drech-
sler and Arendts (1996); data for 3D interlock weave-2 from Tong,
Mouritz and Bannister (2002); data for 3D orthogonal weave-2 from
Dickinson and Bogdanovich (2002).
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Figure 10. A comparison of in-plane tensile strength, in-plane tensile modulus, interlaminar shear strength (ILSS), compressive strength,
compression after impact (CAI) strength and impact energy absorption at two impact energy levels for three carbon/epoxy composites
reinforced with multi-layer 2D weave, 3D interlock weave and 3D orthogonal non-crimp weave. All data are normalized to respective
characteristics of the 2D weave composite. Data collected from Brandt, Drechsler and Arendts (1996).

baseline laminate even in respect of tensile properties.” They
also projected that “composites involving new 3D weavings
with minimum fiber crimp can compete with tape-based lam-
inates, as far as stiffness and strength are concerned.” Further
on, it was concluded in Brandt, Drechsler and Arendts (1996)
that “the weaving process used had a tremendous influence on
composite properties” and that “3D composites can feature
very attractive properties if the textile process is optimized
with regard to fiber damage, fiber curvature and fiber orien-
tation.”

Further illustration of the mechanical performance supe-
riority provided by the 3DOW composites is presented in
Figure 10. This collection of experimental results is bor-
rowed from Brandt, Drechsler and Arendts (1996). In this
figure the experimental data for two 3D weave composites
(one reinforced with 3DIW and the other reinforced with
3DOW) are normalized over respective data corresponding
to the 2DPW laminate. It is seen that the 3DOW composite
is superior over the 2DPW laminate in all characteristics but
two (those exceptions are tensile modulus in warp direction
and interlaminar shear strength in weft direction). However,
all of the other properties are much better in comparison with
the 2DPW laminate, especially compression after impact and
impact energy absorption characteristics. Also, this figure
shows that all of the presented properties are much higher for
the 3DOW composite in comparison with its 3DIW counter-
part. This comparison of three otherwise equivalent materials
shows again that the fiber architecture in textile preform

makes very strong effect on the mechanical properties of
resulting composite. In turn, the fiber architecture is deter-
mined by the weaving method and its realization on specific
machines.

Based on these and other available experimental results
we may resume that excellent combinations of the “primary”
(in-plane) and “secondary” (out-of-plane) properties of 3D
textile composites are possible if the straightness of in-plane
fibers is maintained and the amount of through-thickness fiber
is reduced to the minimum still enabling to arrest any initial
delamination (see also Bogdanovich, 2007). Respective 3D
unitary textile preforms can be provided by two technologies:
non-crimp 3D orthogonal weaving and non-crimp 3D warp
knitting. Of course, both of them are not free of shortcomings;
some of them have been already discussed in this chapter.
The only major shortcoming of 3DOW fabrics is the lack of
off-axis (bias) fibers. The two major shortcomings of 3DWK
fabrics are their limited thickness and non-structural stitching
threads used in through-thickness direction.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A review and detailed discussion of the three major forms
of 3D reinforced composites, namely stitched, Z-pinned and
reinforced with unitary 3D textile preforms, reveals that each
of them has its characteristic advantages and inherent short-
comings.
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The group of Translaminar Reinforced composites, which
includes stitched and Z-pinned materials, requires additional
manufacturing step (insertion of a stitch thread or Z-pin) after
the in-plane fiber architecture has been already formed. This
is why this group suffers from in-plane fiber damage, distor-
tions of the fiber architecture and the formation of resin-rich
zones or extended channels in the vicinity of each stitch or Z-
pin. Despite all precautions usually taken to minimize these
negative effects, they may considerably reduce in-plane elas-
tic moduli but most significantly reduce in-plane tension and
compression strengths and fatigue resistance.

The group of unitary (single-ply) 3D textile reinforce-
ments which can be used for high-performance structural
composites includes 3D weaves, 3D braids and 3D warp knits.
The principal common feature of all preforms from this group
is, that each of them is produced in a single manufacturing
step, using either traditional or specialty textile machines.
Owed to this feature, unitary 3D textile preforms can be
used in a composite fabrication process as-manufactured,
thus greatly simplifying preform handling and resin infusion
steps. This, in turn, reduces labor use and offers significant
cost savings.

3D weaving, as a category, includes 3D interlock weav-
ing and 3D orthogonal non-crimp weaving. A comparison of
their manufacturing processes and machines, preform fiber
architectures and resulting composite properties show great
distinctions. Contrary to a more traditional 3D interlock
weaves, 3D orthogonal non-crimp weaves (commercialized
under trademark 3WEAVE®) are manufactured on the spe-
cialty weaving machines. While 3D interlock weaves have
inherent (and usually very significant) crimp and waviness
of the in-plane reinforcement, 3WEAVE® fabrics are crimp-
free and, with the use of fine Z-yarns their composites remind
cross-ply prepreg tape laminates. This is why this type of
3D textile reinforcement, along with 3D warp-knitted fab-
rics, has the highest chance to approach traditional laminates
regarding their in-plane stiffness and strength characteristics.
The presented comparison of experimental data showed that
carbon fiber 3WEAVE® composites are superior in their in-
plane mechanical properties not only over comparable 3D
interlock weave composites, but also over comparable plain
weave laminates.
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1 SANDWICH STRUCTURES

To fully appreciate the manufacturing and applications of
sandwich structures, their intrinsic performance must be con-
sidered first. In structural applications, desired properties
(e.g., mechanical, thermal, electrical, chemical) are acquired
through the judicious choice of materials. In a layered struc-
ture, transport phenomena such as thermal conduction, sound
transmission, can be tailored through combining different
materials. In sandwich structures the core may act as a ther-
mal insulator providing greater fire resistance or as a sound

absorber to decrease the noise emanating from within an
enclosure. The core may also be utilized to provide a volume
to contain devices such as actuators or conduits.

Structurally, a sandwich structure provides a multiplier for
bending stiffness without an appreciable increase in weight.
In monolithic structures, the I-beam is an excellent example
of increasing bending rigidity by distancing the load-carrying
members (the flanges) from the neutral axis by using another
member (the web). In applications where a nominally thin
plate needs to have increased bending rigidity, stiffeners are
applied to the skin. A sandwich panel takes advantage of
this structural behavior by distancing relatively high-strength,
high-stiffness face sheets through the use of relatively low-
strength, low-stiffness, low-density core.

The most simplistic approach in analyzing a sandwich
structure in bending is to idealize the sandwich composed of
thin face sheets bonded to a low stiffness core. Under these
conditions the sandwich structure can be approximated as a
piece-wise Timoshenko beam (plane sections remain planar,
perpendiculars do not remain perpendicular, and perpendic-
ulars do not extend). For a unit (see Plates and Shells) width
beam, the bending rigidity is given as

EI = 2

[
Ef

t3
f

12

]
+ 2

[
Ef tf

(
d

2

)2
]

+ Ec
t3
c

12
(1)

where Ef is the modulus of the face sheet, Ec the modulus
of the core, tf the thickness of the face sheet, tc the thickness
of the core, and d the distance between the mid-planes of the
two face sheets. The first term is the contribution of the face
sheets about their respective neutral axes. The second term
is the contribution of the face sheets about the neutral axis of
the sandwich structure per the Parallel Axis Theorem. The
third term is the contribution of the core about its neutral axis
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Figure 1. Mechanical advantage of sandwich structures.

that coincides with the neutral axis of the sandwich structure.
If the core has relatively low stiffness and the face sheets
are thin, only the second term is significant resulting in what
is typically referred to as the sandwich effect. That is the
response is governed by the interaction of the constituents.
This structural performance is shown graphically in Figure 1
where the thickness of a given sandwich panel is increased by
increasing the thickness of the core from zero to three times
the thickness of the face sheets. The relative bending rigidity,
strength, and weight are shown.

The above simplification neglects many aspects of the
structural nature of a sandwich structure. The core may have
different properties normal to the plane of the sandwich than
in the plane (typical of honeycomb cores), shear deforma-
tions may be significant, and geometric features may not be
easily simplified. For a more detailed discussion of analysis
techniques, refer to either Vinson (1999) or Zenkert (1997a).

In some instances, the design thickness for load-carrying
requirements may result in relatively thin or minimum-gauge
structures. A sandwich construction will often provide ancil-
lary benefits increasing the robustness of the design without
a significant weight penalty.

This structural element is not without its additional com-
plications. As a structure, the number of failure mechanisms
increases substantially. In Figure 2, the typical failure modes
for sandwich panels are illustrated. Beyond the response of
the face sheet to the in-plane membrane loads and the core to
shear and axial loads, the face sheet–core interface is exposed

Figure 2. Common failure modes of sandwich structures (a) face
sheet fracture/yielding (b) core shear failure (c) crippling (d) debond
(e) global buckling (f) shear crimpling (g) dimpling. Reproduced by
permission of Zenkert (1997b).
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Figure 3. Possible types of sandwich panel damage resulting from
an impact.

to additional loads through local buckling or crippling of the
face sheet.

Of additional concern is the damage tolerance of sandwich
panels to impact events predominately normal to the plane of
the face sheet. The types of damage that may result from
such an impact event are illustrated in Figure 3. This is an
area of great interest and extensive research (e.g., Tomblin
et al., 1999).

These general concerns often affect the choice of materials
and manufacturing process. In all cases, sandwich construc-
tion takes on a structural approach increasing the requirement
for a systematic design through manufacturing and
application.

2 SANDWICH MANUFACTURING

Sandwich construction resulting from the bonding of rela-
tively thin face sheets on a more compliant core forms a
structural element. Although the manufacture of the individ-
ual components may be straight forward, the combination
often requires several steps and may involve a number of
different processes. Thus, the manufacture and fabrication of
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sandwich structures often is directly related to the application
and stock sandwich constructions are typically not available.

The manufacturing process of sandwich structures can be
summarized by three major components: the manufacture of
the face sheets (see Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Composites:
Manufacturing and Certification Issues), the manufacture of
the core, and the fabrication of the sandwich panel. In some
cases the manufacture of a specific structure may involve con-
current manufacture of the face sheets and sandwich panel.

3 FACE SHEET MANUFACTURE

The face sheets are the primary load-carrying components
in the sandwich structure. The choice of material (reinforce-
ment and format) is dependent on the application. Common
materials such as glass, graphite, and aramids in either woven
or non-woven formats are routinely used.

If the face sheets are to be manufactured separately and
subsequently bonded to the core, the first concern would be
whether to use a one-sided or a two-sided manufacturing pro-
cess. If a one-sided process is chosen, then the finished side
is used to bond to the core and the unfinished side is exposed.
A two-sided manufacturing process would be chosen if a fin-
ished outer surface of the face sheet is desired. If the sandwich
structure involves any curvature, then two molds may be nec-
essary to account for the different radii in the curved areas.
Alternatively, an averaged radius may be used and the face
sheets are forced to the desired curvatures during the bonding
process.

One-sided fabrication techniques include spray-up, wet
layup, vacuum-assisted resin-transfer molding (VARTM),
and autoclave processing without caul plates (Mazumdar,
2002; Strong, 2007). Two-sided fabrication techniques
include a myriad of press processes using sheet mold-
ing compounds, wet layup, and pre-impregnated materials
(Mazumdar, 2002; Strong, 2007). Autoclave forming with
caul plates is also used. In all of these processes, the surfaces
of the face sheets and the associated cost of manufacture must
be considered.

The above methods yield the appropriate face sheets which
then are bonded to a core. There are methods that generate the
sandwich structure in one manufacturing step. The wet layup,
VARTM, and autoclave processing can all be conducted with
the core in place. For the wet layup method, the first face sheet
is applied to the mold. The core is then placed on the uncured
wet face sheet. The second face sheet is then applied to
the core. Because the core is introduced to the structure while
the resin is uncured, the face sheets are bonded to the core
through the standard curing process. However, there might
be concern that the resin will collect in the core. Certain

types of cores would have to be avoided or in some cases
would necessitate preconditioning with a sealant or even a
scrim sheet (a thin layer) to prevent infusion of resin into it.

4 CORE

The role of the core is to separate the face sheets away
from the neutral or bending axis. It must carry the asso-
ciate shear stress and maintain its through-thickness integrity.
Often the core is chosen for its specific transport properties,
for example, thermal, acoustic, or dielectric. There are many
different types of cores and they can be categorized in several
ways: organic/metallic/inorganic, continuous/macrocellular,
and reinforced/unreinforced (Black, 2003). Several different
types of cores are detailed in Table 1. Most of these cores are
organic.

Often the lowest-cost core material is chosen that meets
the operating conditions. If weight is a design factor, then
higher-cost low-density cores are chosen. Organic cores
are relatively more available and low-cost such as balsa
wood. Inorganic cores offer thermal stability and greater
rigidity; however, they are more susceptible to damage in
impact events. Metallic cores are often in a cellular format
and provide reasonable thermal performance and directional
properties.

Most continuous cores are microscopically cellular mate-
rials such as balsa wood and closed-cell foams. The size of
the cell often relates to the density of the core. As the size of
the cells increases or the cellular structure becomes open, the
core begins to resemble a randomly oriented skeletal struc-
ture. Continuous materials typically have the same properties
in all directions and are not optimized for the specific loads
anticipated in a sandwich structure. Macroscopically cellular
cores, however, have significant strength and stiffness normal
to the plane of the sandwich structure and thus can offer rel-
atively lower density values. Although many cellular cores
have hexagonal cells, rectangular and circular cells are also
available. Different sizes of cells and different wall thick-
nesses are available resulting in a wide range of densities. In
some cases being able to alter the pressure within in each cell
is desirable during manufacturing or operation as is the case
for sandwich structures exposed to the space environment. To
accommodate a changing pressure environment either open
cell foams or cellular cores with perforated cells are used.

In addition to the cores described above that are normally
produced in a continuous fashion, there are also engineered
cores. Composite materials can be cured and bonded to form
a honeycomb structure. Foams (e.g., polyurethanes) could
then be expanded into the cells. Z-pins could be inserted
through the thickness of a foam core to provide greater
rigidity and strength normal to the plane of the core. Fibers
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Table 1. Common core materials and their properties (Strong, 2007). Reproduced with permission from Society of Manufacturing Engineers
c© 2007.

Core material Characteristics and benefits

Continuous

Balsa wood (end grain) Good shear strength, high fatigue endurance, low cost, easily bonded, easily
finished, good temperature range

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) foam (crosslinked) High strength, high stiffness, low cost, easily bonded

PVC foam (linear) Low cost, easily bonded, good impact resistance

Polymethacrylimide (PMI) foam High dimensional stability under heat, excellent mechanical properties, solvent
resistance, low thermal conductivity, high strength and stiffness

Polyetherimide (PEI) foam Low water absorption, high thermal stability, high strength, fire resistant, good
dielectric properties

Stryrene–acrylonitrile copolymer (SAN) foam No outgassing, high stiffness, high impact and fatigue strength

Ceramic foams Unsurpassed thermal resistance, excellent thermal insulation, solvent resistance

Macrocellular

Paper honeycomb Low cost, easily bonded, strong for weight

Polyimide paper honeycomb High strength to weight ratio, corrosion resistant, good thermal insulation, fire
resistant, easily shaped, excellent dielectric properties, easily bonded

Polyolefin honeycomb Rigid and elastic, high toughness, sound and vibration damping, explosion
containment vessels, scrim cloth available, high strength to weight, corrosion
resistant, fungi resistant, can be thermoformed, recyclable

Engineering plastic honeycomb Tough, relative high-temperature tolerant, excellent dielectric properties, good
thermal insulator, fire resistant, fungi resistant, highly variable cell sizes and
densities

High-performance honeycomb Carbon fiber reinforced, carbon-carbon, aramid, quartz, superior strength, superior
thermal resistance

Metal honeycomb Aluminum, titanium, stainless steel, nickel available, no outgassing, high
temperature tolerant, fire resistant, fungi resistant, high thermal conductivity

Stitched/compressed Excellent drape, needs to be fully wetted, high impact resistance, reduces cracks,
absorbs resin for added strength

could be stitched through the core and impregnated during the
manufacture of the sandwich panel to increase stiffness and
strength. Corrugated cores, woven cores, or other structural
cores are available as well.

5 CORE MANUFACTURING

Core materials are often manufactured off-line from the
actual sandwich manufacturing. Natural cores made from
balsa wood are formed by gluing together pieces of balsa
wood with the grain running perpendicular to the plane of
the sandwich panel. Once a brick is formed it is then sliced
to the desired thickness. Because balsa is a naturally formed
material, its density varies from piece to piece; however, with
proper controls the variation of density within a given panel
can be minimized. To aid in forming parts, balsa core can be
manufactured from many small regular bricks with a scrim

cloth bonded to one side to allow for the core to be draped
over a surface.

The manufacture of foam cores is done through chemical
processing wherein the core is allowed to expand within a
mold. It is then sliced to the desired thickness.

Honeycomb cores are created by tacking successive layers
of thin materials. After all of the layers have been stacked, the
laminate is rotated and placed on an expanding table where
long metal rods are inserted at both ends of the laminate. They
metal rods are systematically drawn apart thus expanding
the honeycomb core in an accordion style. In the case of
perforated metallic core, the thin sheets are perforated prior
to being stacked.

Another manufacturing method involves using ther-
moplastic tubes. The tubes are manufactured out of a
high-temperature thermoplastic material and are coated with
a lower-temperature thermoplastic material. The tubes are
then stacked and compressed slightly. The tubes are heated
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such that the lower-temperature thermoplastic fuses to itself
across the structure without softening the high-temperature
thermal plastic. Once all of the tubes are fused to their respec-
tive neighbors, the structure is sliced to the desired thickness.

Most applications utilize the core in its basic shape. It is
machined to the appropriate dimensions, cutouts are made,
and edges are tapered. In some cases the core is made to
conform to a different shape. For moderate curvatures thin
cores can be draped into the molded shape. Some cores can
be shaped even further by heating the core to soften it and
then by applying pressure to form it into the desired shape. For
thick core structures desired shapes can be done by piecing
together machined sections of core. A framework or adhesive
may be used during assembly of the individual core pieces.

Other features may require additional fabrication of the
core. Because the core often lacks strength, compressive
loads through the thickness of the sandwich structure require
that a hard point is placed in the core. This can be done either
by potting an area of the core with an appropriate resin or plac-
ing a machined insert into the core. If a machined insert is
used, an adhesive is applied to provide load transfer from the
insert to the core and the surrounding face sheets. Often, an
expanding adhesive is used resulting in local residual com-
pressive stresses. Alternatively, these inserts can be placed
into the sandwich panel after its fabrication by inserting and
bonding the hard point from one or both sides.

Prior to bonding the face sheets on the core, care is taken
to guarantee the quality of the bonding areas. Contamination
can lead to improper core bonding (Potter, 1997). The core
may be further cleaned, machined to a given tolerance or
primed. As mentioned above to prevent flow of resin into the
core, a thin layer of material may be bonded to the core prior
to the bonding of the face sheets.

6 SANDWICH FABRICATION

To form a sandwich panel, the face sheets are bonded to the
core. This can be done with pre-manufactured face sheets that
are bonded to the core with adhesive or in one step wherein
the face sheets are cured and bonded to the core with excess
resin in the curing process or with an additional adhesive
layer. Cores that are continuous offer a lot of surface area
to bond the face sheets. Adhesives may be a layer of sup-
ported or unsupported film adhesive, or a thixotropic paste
adhesive applied to the surface of the face sheet or core. In
all cases, care should be taken to control the bond line thick-
ness between the face sheet and the core. Cores with open
cells have decreased surface in direct contact and will result
in non-uniform bond line thickness. Room temperature or
elevated cure of the adhesive is necessary.

For honeycomb cores, the amount of surface area in con-
tact with the face sheet is significantly less. The open regions
of the cells represent an unbonded area. During the curing
process, the adhesive flows along the walls of the cells in
a wicking phenomenon. Thus the thickness of the adhesive
must be sufficient to allow this to happen. One technique to
maximize the contact area of adhesive to the cell walls is
reticulation. The core and film adhesive is heated slightly;
the film adhesive is punctured in each cell and compressed
air is used to force the adhesive to migrate towards the walls
of the cells. This technique decreases the necessary thickness
of the film adhesive to bond the face sheet.

Because pressure is often required to maintain adequate
contact during the process, a press or envelope bag in an
autoclave processes are common. If the outer surfaces of the
sandwich panel are flat, no additional tooling is required,
and a press is often used to make flat sandwich panels. If
one surface is flat and the other surface has features, then
a pressure bag is used. The panel is placed in a bag and
pressure is applied external to the bag. Care must be taken to
ensure that the external pressure is only applied perpendicular
to the core. Pressure applied to the edges will most likely
crush the core inward especially for low-density honeycomb
cores.

The pressure within the cells during the adhesive bonding
cure is a concern and may require additional effort. Once
cured the trapped air within the cells may exert pressure on
the face sheet or may be a source of outgassing in a low-
pressure or vacuum environment. In contrast, if the pressure
external to the sandwich panel is greater than within the cells,
then in-plane crushing may occur at the edges. A perforated
core allows the pressure within the cells to be in equilibrium
with the surrounding pressure.

Another common method in a co-cured sandwich panel is
to use the resin in the face sheets as the adhesive to the core.
The amount of resin that the core absorbs may be a concern
and needs to be controlled. If through thickness reinforce-
ments are used, then the resin will also need to flow along
these reinforcements.

7 CUT AND FOLD FABRICATION

Sandwich panels made with honeycomb cores can be fab-
ricated using a method called “Cut and Fold.” Face sheet
material is removed from the inner face sheet. The outer face
sheet is then bent into a radius until the gap in the inner radius
is removed as shown in Figure 4. If a series of narrow slits are
cut into the inner face sheet, then a simple curvature can be
placed into the sandwich panel through a successive number
of cut and fold operations.
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θ

X = Tθ
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T

Figure 4. Cut and fold sandwich fabrication. Reproduced by per-
mission (2001) c© Hexcel Composites, Ltd.

8 SANDWICH CLOSEOUTS

Some sort of additional edge treatment is often required for
sandwich panels. Such treatments protect the core from the
surrounding environments, provide for a cosmetic edge, and
provide for additional attachments or joints. The different
types of closeouts are summarized in Figure 5.

9 JOINING SANDWICH PANELS

There are several methods to form built-up structures out of
sandwich panels. They involve using techniques similar to
sandwich closeouts and providing for load transfer paths.
Several of these techniques utilize constant cross section
members which could be extruded (or pultruded) sections.
These different types of joining methods are summarized in
Figures 6 and 7.

10 APPLICATIONS

Because of the mechanical leverage of increased bending
stiffness and strength without an appreciable increase in

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5. Typical closeout methods. (a) Edge filler; (b) bonded “Z” section; (c) bonded “U” section; (d) bonded edge closure; (e) press-fit
edge closure; and (f) tape. Reproduced by permission (2001) c© Hexcel Composites, Ltd.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6. Typical in-line joining methods. (a) Bonded flush, butt joint; (b) bonded doubler joint; (c) bonded doubler using a “H” section; (d)
flush, butt joint with an internal support; and (e) panel section insertion method (single lap). Reproduced by permission (2001) c© Hexcel
Composites, Ltd.

weight, sandwich panels are used in a wide variety of areas
ranging from low-cost, large structures to high-precision,
weight critical components (Vinson, 2005).

10.1 Sports

Composite materials have seen wide application in the sport-
ing goods industry primarily for the relatively high stiffness
and their tailorability. Specific sandwich applications include
skis, snowboards, and surfboards although many would con-
sider these to be laminar composites rather than sandwich
structures.

10.2 Civil infrastructure

Bending rigidity is a key concern where designs are based on
deflections. Sandwich structures can replace traditional board
and I-beam construction. Bridge decking, building walls and
floors, and roofs are typical applications.

10.3 Interiors

Low-cost sandwich panels present many advantages in the
interiors of homes and businesses. Laminated products are
in fact low-technology sandwich structures. However, appli-
cations such as doors, panels, and furniture make use of

the ability to tailor the core and face sheets to meet a vari-
ety of design considerations such as acoustic and thermal
attenuation.

10.4 Chemical/electrical

Sandwich structures for chemical and electrical applications
utilize the ability to tailor the core to specific needs. Liquid
gas and cryogenic storage requires low thermal transmissiv-
ity. Electrical panels require dielectric properties.

10.5 Naval

The bending rigidity of sandwich structures is a key advan-
tage for naval structures. Coupled with an effective two
wall approach, large low-cost sandwich structures provide
significant weight savings above the water line resulting in
a corresponding reduction in ballast. Single-walled fiber-
glass hulls for pleasure craft are easily extended to sandwich
panels with foam cores. The fleets of the Scandinavian coun-
tries utilize sandwich structures in hulls and decks. Low-cost
foam cores are common. The US Navy has developed sand-
wich structures, especially those fabricated using the VARTM
for large ship structures including hulls, deck housing, and
enclosures for radars and other instruments. Non-pressurized
sections of submersibles have been made out of sandwich
structures that are able to withstand the hydrodynamic loads.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 7. Typical corner and out-of-plane joining methods. (a) Rebated and bonded; (b) L-section support; (c) T-joint with “L” Sections;
(d) Rounded corner; (e) square corner; and (f) T-joint with channel. Reproduced by permission (2001) c© Hexcel Composites, Ltd.

Although balsa wood is a common core in naval applications
providing reasonable performance even in the occurrence of
fire, selection of core materials in key locations can offer
radio transparency or attenuation as needed.

10.6 Automotive and rail

Automotive applications such as exterior body panel and
interior firewalls are often thin sandwich panels. Significant
bending loads are not common; and the resulting in-plane
design would normally result in very thin structures. The
presence of even a thin core provides sufficient rigidity. The
core also provides sound and thermal attenuation. Sandwich
structures also provide improved safety in crash events. In
large vehicles such as trucks and buses, sandwich panels are
used for flooring providing greater resistance to water and
chemical exposure while reducing the overall weight. Rail
applications include safety areas such as buffers and fenders,
interior panels, and structural panels in coach cars.

10.7 Aerospace

Sandwich construction is a key component in weight criti-
cal applications such as aerospace, even more so when one
considers that most aerospace designs are often limited by
compressive loads that result in buckling or other types of
instabilities. Sandwich structures are utilized for their rel-
ative high specific bending stiffness. In aircraft common
applications include cargo and landing gear doors, horizon-
tal and vertical tail sections. Sandwich structures replace
traditional skin stringer configurations in fuselages. Engine
nacelles use sandwich structure for their containment prop-
erties. Interior structure such as luggage bins, floor, wall
partitions, and bulkheads are often made with sandwich
structures. In helicopters, the rotor blades are often compli-
cated built-up structures involving sections made from core
and laminates. Many Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
have sandwich structures in fuselage and wing sections. In
the associated field of wind energy, sandwich structures are
utilized in wind turbine blades.
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Space applications such as satellites often require rigid
structures for precision location of instruments. Sandwich
structures are designed to meet several engineering con-
straints such as heat transfer and thermal management, launch
loads and vibrations, and radiation. Often thermal heat pipes
are placed in the core for thermal management. Sandwich
structures for space applications are often extremely com-
plex requiring a large number of steps in the manufacturing
process.

11 SUMMARY

From concept to application, sandwich structures are always
structural members. In manufacturing and fabrication they
are not simple elements even though they are made by the
simple application of a face sheet to a core. Their structural
nature allows one to approach multi-functional requirements.
But one must fully integrate the manufacturing approach in
the design process to achieve the best results.
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Aerospace Industry is one of the early adaptors for the
Laser Technology. The main applications of laser-aided man-
ufacturing in Aerospace industry are

1. Drilling
2. Welding
3. Laser Shock Peening and
4. Cladding and Solid Free Forming.

This section will briefly describe each of the applications.

1 LASER DRILLING

1.1 Drilling

A drilling process to generate holes is one of the most
important manufacturing processes. Holes serve a variety of

functions including fasteners for assembly, weight reduction,
and ventilation; access to other parts; simply for aesthetics;
or means for cooling in aeroengine components. Drilling can
either create a new hole or enlarge an existing one by mate-
rial removal from the workpiece. There are many methods
for hole-making in countless different materials. Those are
conventional ways such as punching or drilling by rotating
twist drill bits, electrochemical machining (ECM) and elec-
trical discharge machining (EDM) to use high current as a
heat source, and laser drilling, which is a relatively new type
of the hole-making process, to use highly intensified radiation
energy as a heat source.

1.2 Introduction

One of the most suitable superalloys in aeroengine indus-
try is nickel-based superalloy. Nickel-based superalloys are
composed of various elements including nickel, chromium,
iron, cobalt, titanium, tungsten, molybdenum, aluminum, and
other rare metals. Due to their superior thermomechanical
properties such as toughness, creep strength, oxidation, and
hot-corrosion resistance at high temperatures, they are widely
used in the hot-section components of aircraft engines. For the
efficient operation of the aircraft engines at elevated temper-
ature, thousands of cooling holes are required to be drilled in
high-temperature superalloy components. There are several
hole-producing processes such as punching, twist drilling,
ECM, and EDM as mentioned earlier. However, punching
or twist drilling are inefficient due to the toughness of the
superalloys. ECM and EDM are less dependent on the prop-
erty of materials in generating holes, but they are not free
from the high cost of tools and long lead times (Yeo et al.,
1994).
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For the last two decades, lasers have been considered as
attractive tools for drilling of various materials. Especially
owing to the development of the pulsed solid state Nd:YAG
laser with high peak power, the laser drilling technique
is increasingly becoming the efficient method to generate
cooling holes of aeroengine gas path components such as
combustion chambers, turbine blades, or nozzle guide vanes.
Moreover, the ability of the laser to drill holes in a noncontact
manner, yielding acceptable cost, hole quality, and reliability
is a great advantage for applications of the mass production
in aero engine industry. In the following sections, principles
of laser drilling, laser drilling variables, and other interesting
topics in laser drilling process will be covered.

1.3 Principles of laser drilling

Laser drilling is a very complicated process as illustrated by
the power balance diagram in Figure 1 (Stephen and Bolin,
1983). The photon energy of the laser is converted into the
thermal energy when it hits and interacts with the workpiece.
Due to the high thermal energy transporting into the work-
piece, it undergoes a melting or vaporization process when
the temperature of the material exceeds that of melting or
vaporization. Depending on the laser power density, materi-
als are expelled from the workpiece as vapor or molten liquids
by high pressure of vapor and assist gas, and finally the laser
drilled hole is produced. Depending on the laser power den-
sity, materials are expelled from the workpiece as the form of
vapor or molten liquids by the high-vapor pressure and assist
gas.

High intensity laser beam
incident power

Reflection loss Absorption by
the metal surface

Scattering loss

Radiation loss

Metal surface heating

Thermal diffusion
Vaporization of material

Material removed
as vapor

High pressure
vapor

Material removed as liquid
by pressure of vapor

Thermal diffusion
loss

Liquification
of material

Figure 1. A power balance diagram illustrating the effects of a laser
beam impinging on the surface of the workpiece. Reproduced from
Mazumder (1982) c© Kluwer Academic Publishers.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Absorption and heating

Laser
Thermal
conduction

Melting

Liquid interface

Vaporization

Plasma production

Figure 2. Physical processes occurring in a high-density-laser
beam–material interaction. Reproduced from Mazumder (1982) c©
Kluwer Academic Publishers.

If the power density of the laser is high enough, atoms in
vapor begin to separate into ions and electrons and plasma
is eventually formed near to the workpiece surface. In gen-
eral, plasma acts as a shield against the incident laser beam.
The amount of the laser beam energy which is delivered to
the workpiece is reduced by scattering losses and absorp-
tion of the beam energy, which is called as the Inverse
Bremsstrahlung (IB) effect, by plasma. Due to this, plasma
causes the process efficiency to drop. Figure 2 shows vari-
ous physical processes that occur when a high-density-laser
beam interacts with the surface of the workpiece.

1.4 Laser drilling variables

To produce a hole of good quality, selecting optimum process
parameters should be preceded apart from well understanding
of the drilling process. In this section, the effects of several
important process parameters on the quality of drilled holes
will be discussed.
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Figure 3. Pulse duration versus average drilling time for two dif-
ferent pulse energies. Reproduced with permission from Adams
(1973) c© The Welding Institute.

1.4.1 Effects of pulse energy and pulse duration

The pulse energy and pulse duration are highly significant
process variables in laser drilling process. Figure 3 illustrates
the time required to drill a hole for different pulse durations
at the two different laser energies used. The 30 J pulses can
drill a hole faster than the 20 J pulses. The drilling time is
also shortened if the pulse duration is reduced for the same
pulse energy.

The key element, the power intensity, affecting material
removal rate a lot is obtained using peak power and cross-
sectional area of the beam on the surface of the material to
be drilled. The peak power that a laser delivers in a pulse is
related to the pulse energy and the pulse duration according
to the following equation:(1)Pp = E/Dwhere Pp is the peak
power in watts (W), E is the pulse energy in joules (J), and D
is the pulse duration in seconds (s). Then, the power intensity
can be defined by dividing the peak power by the area of the
focused beam spot as follows:

I = Pp/A (1)

where I is the power intensity in watts per square centime-
ters (W cm−2) and A is the area of the focused spot in
square centimeters (cm2). In general, high-energy and short-
duration pulses producing high-power intensity are preferred
for enhancement of the material removal rate and reduction
of the recast layer (Tunna et al., 2005; Bruneau et al., 2005;
Bandyopadhyay et al., 2002).

1.4.2 Effects of pulse shape

The temporal shape of the pulse is also important in laser
drilling. There is optimal pulse length for the drilling action.

Figure 4. Pulse train. Total energy 200 mJ. The individual spikes
have a width of 0.5 �s. Reproduced with permission from Banas
(1977) c© United Technologies Research Center.

Experimental results (Roos, 1980) indicated that if a pulse is
too long, energy is wasted by absorption in the vapor plume or
in the plasma that is being formed a short time after the irra-
diation has begun. According to (Roos, 1980), spiked pulse
trains produced by the introduction of a weak intracavity loss
modulation removed materials more efficiently than could
continuous pulses. This was because spiked pulses were able
to provide higher peak powers than could continuous pulses.

1.4.3 Effects of focal position of laser beam

The material removal rate and shape of the hole are signifi-
cantly affected by the location of the focal point of the beam.
Depending on the relative position between the focal position
of the beam and the workpiece surface, the intensity of the
laser beam at the laser–material interaction zone will decrease
or increase, which, in turn, will affect material removal rate.
Different beam spot size on the interaction area for different
focal position also results in the shape variation of the hole.
To obtain good straightness of the hole, the focal position
should be properly positioned. Generally, the best focal posi-
tion occurs when the focus of the beam lies just below the
surface of the material (Yeo et al., 1994).

1.4.4 Effects of assist gas

An appropriate gas pressure can ensure proper removal of
the molten layers and other reaction products by blowing off
them from the hole. On the other hand, too high-pressure
gas can cool the material by means of forced convection,
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thereby reducing the drilling performance (Tam et al., 1993).
Compressed air and oxygen are the two most commonly used
assist gases in industry. Especially oxygen will promote the
oxidation at the exposed area. This oxidation process delivers
more heat energy to the workpiece by exothermic reaction.
This increases the amount of absorption and vaporization,
which leads to better drilling efficiency. Nitrogen and an inert
gas are also used as assist gas depends on the material, process
parameters, and the economics of the process.

1.5 Drilling of various materials for aerospace
industry

Many experimental studies have been carried out on
aerospace and other materials to assess the relationship
between various laser parameters and hole quality character-
istics. Bandyopadhyay et al. (2002) reported geometrical and
metallurgical characteristics of Nd:YAG laser drilled holes
in thick IN718 and Ti-6Al-4V sheets. The hole characteris-
tics observed during oxygen-assisted drilling of IN718 were
substantially different from those noted in nitrogen-assisted
drilling of Ti-6Al-4V. Results suggested that, for sheets of
similar thickness drilled employing identical laser parame-
ters, the IN718 yielded holes with a finer size, lower taper, less
spatter, and reduced recast layer as compared to Ti-6Al-4V.

Corcoran et al. (2002) studied laser drilling of multilayer
aerospace material systems. The multilayer system used in
the experiment was a Rene80 substrate coated with a ther-
mal barrier coating (TBC). The TBC is an yttria-stabilized
zirconia and is bonded to the substrate material by means
of a plasma sprayed MCrAlY bond coat. High-pulse energy
reduced the level of microcracking in holes. Low pulse
energy, however, reduced the level of adherent remelt material
remaining on the side of holes. A shorter pulse width reduced
the severity of microcracking and delamination between the
TBC and bond coat significantly.

Laser drilling for other materials such as steel and alu-
minum has been investigated. Stainless steel and mild steel
were used as the workpieces in (Ghoreishi et al., 2002). The
main difference of the effect of the parameters on the entrance
diameter and hole circularity between drilling stainless steel
and drilling mild steel was that, the pulse frequency in drilling
stainless steel had significant effect. However, in drilling
stainless mild steel, the effect was small. Physical phenom-
ena involved in drilling two materials have been discussed to
support parameter relationship. Drilling for aluminum and
steel were compared with three different lasers including
Nd:YAG, Nd:YAP, and Nd glass in (Lindgren et al., 1983).
Laser drilling was less suitable for aluminum than steel due
to the dense absorbing plasma in case of aluminum. The large

Figure 5. Typical micrograph of spatter formation on the entry-
side hole during laser drilling of 8 mm thick: (a) IN718; (b) Ti-
6Al-4V (pulse width: 0.7 ms, pulse energy: 15 J, pulse frequency:
9 Hz). Reproduced with permission from Banas (1975) c© United
Technologies Research Center.

heat diffusivity of aluminum also resulted in a great mount
of melts from the hole wall. This was the reason for clogging
of the hole.

1.6 Mathematical modeling of laser drilling

Many mathematical models to describe the phenomenon of
the laser–material interaction in the laser drilling process have
been developed. A simple energy balance equation can be
applied to approximate the laser-material-removal process
suggested in Steen et al. (1883). This equation is simplified by
assuming that all the heat input into the material is consumed
in the vaporization of the material and heat losses by other
mechanism are ignored:

H = m[cp(Tb − T0) + Hf + Hv] (2)

where H is the total energy required (J), m is the mass of
material removed (kg), Cp is the specific heat (J kg−1 ◦C−1),
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Tb is the boiling point (◦C), T0 is the room temperature, Hf is
the latent heat of fusion (J kg−1), and Hv is the latent heat of
vaporization (J kg−1). Then, steady-state drilling velocity, V
(cm s−1) at the vapor–liquid interface is expressed by

V = αI/ρ[cp(Tb − T0) + Hf + Hv] (3)

where I is the power intensity in watts per square centimeters
(W cm−2), ρ is the density (kg cm−3), and α is the absorptivity
of the material.

Chan et al. (1992) developed a one-dimensional steady-
state laser–material interaction model considering the
Knudsen layer and simple one-dimensional fluid flow. Kar
et al. (1992) modeled the process considering multiple inter-
nal reflections, but the shape of the cavity was assumed
a priori. Modest (Modest et al., 1996) developed a three-
dimensional conduction model neglecting fluid flow and the
evaporation physics.

Ganesh et al. (1997) developed a two-dimensional tran-
sient laser–material interaction model using the volume of
fluid method for tracking the liquid–vapor interface. How-
ever, the evaporation physics was overly simplified. In most
models (Chan et al., 1992; Ganesh et al., 1997), a Clausius
Clapeyron (CC) relation has been used to relate the pres-
sure and temperature of the evaporating surface. However,
due to the characteristic rapid heating by the laser beam, it is
not appropriate. The liquid layer can have a huge amount of
superheat and the pressure of the interface should be much
lower than that estimated by the CC relation.

Ki et al. (2001) developed the novel model, where the
laser–material interaction physics and the free surface motion
of the fluid have been coupled self-consistently by employ-
ing the level-set method to capture the liquid–vapor interface.
In the model, the evaporation physics, homogeneous boiling
near the critical point, and multiple internal reflection phe-
nomena are included. However, laser–plasma interaction was
not considered in the model.

1.7 Sensors

Sensors in laser drilling process are required for real-time
monitoring and control of the laser drilling process. Two types
of sensors are generally applicable in laser drilling process.
These are acoustic sensors using microphones and photosen-
sors using plasma emission as a light source. With proper
implementation of these sensors to the laser drilling system,
detection of the moment of hole breakthrough and more pre-
cise modulation of the number of postbreakthrough pulses to
control the hole size are possible.

1.8 Summary

In this chapter, principles of laser drilling, effects of laser
drilling variables, drilling of various materials, mathematical
modeling works, and types of sensor used in laser drilling pro-
cess are reviewed. Compared to other machining processes,
the laser drilling, a contact-free optical machining process,
for generation of cooling holes in aeroengine industry is
very promising in terms of its capabilities and advantages.
With properly designed beam-delivery systems and auto-
mated motion-control facilities, laser drilling will be an even
more robust and cost effective method.

The laser drilling process is a complex process as it
involves the manipulation of many critical process parameters
(pulse energy, pulse duration, pulse shape and repetition rate,
focal position, and the type and pressure of the assist gas).
Proper selection and optimization of these factors will eco-
nomically produce a hole to comply with stringent demands
on cooling hole quality required to enhance the overall effi-
ciency of the aeroengine.

2 WELDING

2.1 Introduction

Welding is one of joining technologies. Among the several
welding methods, laser welding is a type of fusion welding
methods which melt raw materials to bond together. Laser
is used as a heat source which has high-energy density. The
heat is focused within few millimeter diameter of the laser
beam, so the distortion by heat can be minimized compared
to other welding methods.

Laser welding is used to join two same or dissimilar
metals with high joining strength for body structure in
aerospace industry. This method can reduce the weight
of the airplane body in bonding metals together because
mechanical joints such as bolts and nuts are unnecessary.
Currently, laser welding is popular since this process is
appropriate in various types of alloy materials as structure
components in aerospace industry.

2.2 Principles of laser welding

When the laser beam is incident onto the target materi-
als, energy transfer occurs between the material surface and
beam. There are two different energy transfer modes, con-
duction mode and keyhole mode, respectively, as shown the
Figure 6. The mechanism of deep-penetration welding by a
laser beam is very similar to that encountered with an elec-
tron beam, that is, energy transfer via “keyhole” formation.
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Figure 6. (a) Conduction mode welding; (b) keyhole mode welding.

This keyhole may be produced when a beam of sufficiently
high-powered density causes vaporization of the substrate,
and the pressure produced by the vapor in the crater causes
displacement of the molten metal upward along the walls of
the hole. This hole acts as a blackbody and aids the absorp-
tion of the laser beam as well as distributing the heat deep in
the material. On the other hand, in most conventional weld-
ing processes the energy is deposited at the surface of the
workpiece and is brought into the interior by conduction.
The potential advantages of laser welding are the following:

1. Light is inertialess: hence high-processing velocities
with very rapid stopping and starting becomes possible.

2. It has high-energy density.
3. It can be used under atmospheric conditions.
4. Difficult materials (e.g., titanium, quartz, etc.) can be

handled.
5. No electrode or filler materials are required.
6. Narrow welds.
7. Very accurate welds are possible.
8. Welds with little or no contamination can be produced.
9. Welds with little or no contamination can be produced.

10. Narrow heat affected zone adjacent to cut or weld.
11. Intricate shape can be cut or welded at high speed, using

automatically controlled light deflection techniques.
12. Time sharing can be achieved.

2.3 Laser welding variables

The major independent process variables for laser welding
include the following:

1. Laser beam power
2. Laser beam diameter

3. Absorptivity
4. Traverse speed of the laser beam across the substrate

surface
5. Other parameters such as shielding gas, positions of

focus, and joint preparation and fit up.

The dependent variables are considered to be depth of
penetration, microstructure, and metallurgical properties of
the laser welded joints.

2.3.1 Laser beam power

The depth of penetration during laser welding is directly
related to the power density of the laser beam and is a func-
tion of incident beam power and beam diameter. Generally,
for a constant beam diameter, penetration increases with the
increasing beam power.

2.3.2 Laser beam diameter

This parameter is one of the most important variables because
it determines the power density. However, it is very difficult to
measure for high-power laser beams. This is partly due to the
nature of the beam diameter and partly due to the definition
of what is to be measured. A Gaussian beam diameter may
be defined as the diameter where the power has dropped to
1/e2 or 1/e of the central value. The beam diameter defined
on the basis of 1/e2 of the central value contains more than
80% of the total power whereas the power contained for 1/e
beam definition is slightly over 60% (Harry, 1974). The 1/e2

beam diameter is recommended.
The diffraction limited spot size at the focal point of a laser

beam can be calculated on the basis of the diffraction theory
of light, assuming there are no aberrations formed by the
lens. This gives Db = 2.44 λf

D
(2M + 1)1/2 where, Db = beam
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diameter; λ = wavelength of the laser beam; f = focal length
of the lens; D = diameter of the unfocused laser beam; and
M = number of oscillating modes.

2.3.3 Absorptivity

The efficiency of laser welding depends on the absorption of
light energy by the workpiece. Any heat transfer calculation
for laser processing is based on the energy absorbed by the
workpiece.

2.3.4 Traverse speed of the laser beam across the
substrate surface

Traverse speed of the laser is related with the depth of pene-
tration in laser welding. Higher speeds may lead to improper
penetration whereas lower speeds lead to excessive melting,
loss of material, and weld perforation.

2.3.5 Other parameters

Shielding gas. The plasma produced during laser welding
absorbs and scatters the laser beam. It is necessary, therefore,
to remove plasma. The higher the power is, the more clearly
the phenomenon can be observed. The depth of penetration
decreases with the amount of beam absorption caused by
plasma. Plasmas of this type can be removed by supplying a
shielding gas such as Helium. Shielding gas is also required
to protect the weld surfaces from oxidation.

Position of focus. The optimum position for the focal point
is below the surface but the exact distance is dependent on
the thickness of the workpiece and the laser power used.

Joint preparation and fit up. Most weld-joint geome-
tries in laser welding must be remembered that the laser beam
is focused to a spot of few hundred microns in diameter and
thus fit-up tolerances and alignment requirements are also of
that order of magnitude.

2.4 Welding of various materials for aerospace
industry

2.4.1 Titanium and its alloys

Ti-6Al-4V is widely used in the aerospace industries for
its remarkable strength: weight ratio. Laser beam welding
is used because it offers an easily maneuvered, chemically
clean, high intensity, producing deep penetration welds with
narrow heat affected zone and subsequent low distortion.

The importance and the need for better joining methods
for titanium and its alloys has resulted in several investiga-
tions of laser welding techniques over various power ranges:
Banas (1972a, 1972b, 1975, 1975) (up to 5.5 kW), Seaman
and Hella (1976) (up to 16 kW), Adams 1973 (up to 2 kW),
and Mazumder and Steen (Mazumder, 1978, Mazumder and
Steen 1979, 1980) (up to 5 kW).

Skaggs (1997) studied oxide contamination of the sur-
face of welded seam on Ti-6Al-4V. An acid cleaning was
estimated for the surface preparation.

Three different welding methods such as TIG, plasma and
laser welding were compared to investigate the weldability
of Ti-6Al-4V alloy by Sun (2002).

Akman (2008) investigated the penetration depth of Ti-
6Al-4V titanium alloy depending on pulse duration and peak
power. Experiments on 3mm Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy plates
were conducted using the Nd:YAG pulsed laser.

2.4.2 Heat resistant alloy

Nickel-based alloys are widely used as components of aircraft
engine due to the properties of remarkable heat resistance and
corrosion resistance.

Adams (1973) conducted extensive research on LBW of
high-temperature alloys using a fast-axial flow CO2 laser
with an output up to 2 kW. Adams 1973 studied a ferrous
base alloy Jethete M152 and a number of nickel base alloys
which included PK33, N75, and C263 of thickness 1.0 and
2.0 mm.

Schwartz (1979) reviewed the laser beam welding studies
on heat-resistant alloys. Many nickel and iron base alloys
have been successfully welded using CO2 laser. Inconel
718 alloy was welded using a CW CO2 laser at power lev-
els ranging from 8 to 14 kW for a specimen thickness of
0.25 in.

Gobbi (1996) investigated laser welding techniques and
metallurgy on Inconel 718 sheets with 4 and 8 mm thickness.
Wrought Inconel 718 is tried to be laser welded in annealed
and aged states.

Xiao (2007) analyzed the processing parameter effects
such as power, welding speed, filler metal, and geometry
based on the DOE methodology on Inconel 718 using CW
Nd-YAG laser.

Hong (2008) studied fatigue properties, tensile proper-
ties, effects of heat treatment of Inconel 718 plate of 5.0 mm
thickness using CO2 laser.

2.4.3 Magnesium and its alloy

Zhu (2005) conducted welding experiments on AZ31 mag-
nesium alloy using a 1.5 kW diode laser and a 2 kW CO2

laser. The differences were estimated between keyhole mode
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and conduction mode using both lasers. The weld qualities
depending on the spot size were examined.

Cao (2004) conducted experiments on sand-cast ZE41A-
T5 magnesium alloys with butt joint configuration using CW
Nd: YAG laser for the test of the weldability. The effect
of the defocusing distance to the machined surface was
examined.

Abderrazak (2009) optimized the AZ91 magnesium alloy
thin plate. The cross sections of the welded seam were char-
acterized by optical microscopy analysis. At the same time,
the effects such as laser power, shielding gas, and welding
speed effects were investigated.

2.5 Heat transfer

In understanding the penetration welding process, the exper-
imenter is faced with a multiparameter problem which is
difficult to solve without extensive factorial experimentation.
The principal variables are the substrate thermophysical prop-
erties, the total energy input, power distribution and diameter,
and the traverse speed. Alternatively, an assumed physical
picture of the process can be modeled mathematically and the
model’s results compared to experimental results to test the
model’s validity and thus, by inference, the physical model.

2.5.1 Analytical solution

There were many trials to solving heat conduction equations.
Among numerous analytical methods reported, the most
generally useful appears to be that involving the equations
developed by Rosenthal (1941, 1946) and Rykalin (1951)

Two specific welding situations are considered by Rosen-
thal

1. A point source of heat moving over the surface on an
infinitely wide thick plate where the heat flow can be
regarded as dimensional and

2. A line source of heat moving though an infinitely wide
thin plate where the heat flow may be regarded as two
dimensional.

Temperature distributions and central line cooling rates in
both cases above are as follow:

(T − T0) = Q

2�K
e−VX/2α e−VX/2α

R
,

dT

dt
= 2�k

(
V

Q

)
(T − T0)2 3D case (4)

(T − T0) = Q

2�Kg
e−VX/2α

Ko(VR/2α),

dT

dt
= 2�kρC

(
Vg

Q

)2

(T − T0)3 2D case (5)

where T = temperature at a point (K), To = original
plate temperature (K), Q = heat input per unit time
(W); g = plate thickness (m); K = thermal conductiv-
ity(W m K−1); Ko = Bessel function of second kind and zero
order, α = thermal diffusivity (m2 s−1), ρ = density(kg m−3),
C = specific heat (J (kg K)−1), V = welding speed (m s−1);
t = time (s); R = distance to heat source (m); X = distance
along the weld center line (m), Y = distance from the weld
center line (m)

2.5.2 Numerical solution

Numerical calculations remove many of the limitations that
apply to the analytical method.

1. The heat source does not have to be concentrated in a
point, line or plane.

2. The geometry of the workpiece may be taken into
account.

3. Physical properties of the substrate may be considered
temperature dependent without much difficulty.

4. Truncation error from series expansion of different func-
tions associated with analytical solutions is absent.

5. The difficulty of application of the analytical solution
of the heat flow equation to real boundary conditions is
eliminated.

6. Due to the development of the computer, more reliable
results of the numerical models are compared with exper-
iment results.

2.6 Sensors

Quality monitoring is very important in laser welding because
one small defect leads to removal of the entire part. There
are several techniques for quality monitoring as shown in
Table 1.

2.7 Summary

Research carried out in laser welding has already demon-
strated that high-quality welding can be performed for many
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Table 1. Several techniques for quality monitoring.

Speed fast F
Signal Type of sensor Principle or slow S

Acoustic Mirror Surface stress
waves

F

Probe Keyhole shock
waves

F

Nozzle Keyhole shock
waves

F

Workpiece Stress waves in
workpiece

F

Radiation
emission

Photoelectric From plasma or
melt pool
viewed above
below or
through
mirror

F

Pyroelectric Emissions over
wide range of
wavelengths

F

CCD camera Direct viewing
usually uses
filters

S

IR camera S
Space

charge
Plasma charge

sensor nozzle
or ring, with
or without
external
voltage

Diffusion of
electrons
gives space
charge field

F

Langmuir probe Conductivity of
plasma

F

Radiation
injection

Laser beam Reflected and
transmitted

F

nickel alloys, titanium alloys, and magnesium alloys in
aerospace area. Furthermore, the availability of high-quality
and high-power laser (disk laser, fiber laser, etc.) is removing
some limitations on this area. As a result, laser welding would
be a powerful tool which improves manufacturing efficiency
of aeroindustry.

3 LASER SHOCK PEENING

Laser Shock Peening (LSP) (Hammersley et al., 2000; Claur
et al., 1981) is often used in aerospace Industry for impart-
ing residual compressive stress to improve fatigue property.
Tensile stress during service life enables crack initiation and
propagation whereas compressive stress arrests the crack
propagation. Aerospace components such as turbine blade,
Blisk lugs, and so on, are commonly treated with LSP.

3.1 The mechanism

When a high energy laser beam with short pulse (e.g.,
1.06 �m wave length beam, 25 J Energy, 25 ns pulse width
[www.metalimprovement.com/images.] heats a substrate a
high pressure plasma is created due to laser ablation. Energy
density around 109 cm-2 is needed to create the abovemen-
tioned mechanism. The substrate will either have a black tape
or paint to enhance the laser beam absorption. The absorbing
coating is submerged under water. The high-pressure plasma
is contained by the water layer and the recoil pressure creates
a shock wave which propagates through the substrate, con-
solidates all the point defects and line defects in the materials
creating a residual compressive stress.

Depth of the compressive stress is almost four times more
than that of conventional shot peening. One can get almost
50 MPa Residual compressive stress up to a depth of 0.5 mm
in Inconel 718 (Hammersley et al., 2000). Depending on laser
parameter depth can be varied between 1 mm to 0.25 mm
(Steen, 2010).

4 LASER CLADDING AND DIRECT
METAL DEPOSITION TECHNOLOGY

4.1 Introduction

Laser cladding techniques were originally developed for the
application of surface coating where a layer of a different
material is deposited on a substrate in order to improve its
wear, corrosion, or oxidation resistance. Accordingly, it was
essential to avoid deep dilution of the cladding material into
the substrate. The cladding material, normally in powder
form, can be pre-placed on the substrate in a suitable thick-
ness prior to the scanning of a laser beam (two-step process),
or be delivered pneumatically and injected directly into the
melt pool caused by a scanning laser beam (one-step pro-
cesses). The latter is superior to the former in terms of the
associated process efficiency and flexibility, which lies in less
processing time, higher energy absorption, localized material
compositional change, and potential larger area coverage on
complex geometry.

Laser cladding has unique advantages in tailoring mate-
rial surface coating compared with other methods, such as
pack/slurry cementation, chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
physical vapor deposition (PVD), plasma spraying, pow-
der metallurgy, and hot dipping. Essentially, most of these
diffusion-based techniques require an extremely long pro-
cessing time at a high temperature to obtain a thick
coating layer. Although processes like powder metallurgy
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Figure 7. Schematic of the laser Shock peening mechanism (www.metalimprovement.com/images).

can produce bulk coatings, the shapes and sizes are usually
limited due to the use of dies for pressure-aided densifica-
tion. Coatings made by plasma spraying are not dense and
need to be consolidated which induces phase transition in
a metastable material. Coatings made by laser cladding and
plasma spraying have been compared in Fu et al., (2006);
Hjornhede and Nylund (2004), where the material processed
by laser cladding showed superior properties. Earlier review
papers on the topic are an excellent source for background
information (Mazumder, 1996; Costa and Villar, 2009).

Laser cladding is a powerful tool to investigate new alloy
systems and to create innovative materials. In the laser
cladding process, a powder mixture of different elements,
as well as a thin layer of the substrate can all be melted by a
scanning laser beam. Once the laser beam moves away from
the melt pool, solidification occurs due to rapid heat transfer
to the bulk substrate. Very often equilibrium phase transfor-
mations are inhibited in laser processed materials, due to the
fast cooling rate (>104 K/s). The resulting microstructures

Figure 8. Shows a low energy LSP system (Courtesy: Dr. Todd
Rockstroh, GE Aviation).

are fine and frequently contain nonequilibrium phases and
supersaturated solid solutions, leading to improved material
properties. The nonequilibrium phenomenon is illustrated in
Figure 9, where a phase diagram under equilibrium condi-
tions is shown as the solid lines and the nonequilibrium phase
diagram is shown as the dotted lines. One can observe that
under the same temperature nonequilibrium allows extended
solute concentrations in solid phase due to the more linear
solidus line.

4.2 Modeling of laser cladding

Laser cladding by coaxial powder injection technique
involves complex physical phenomena such as laser-powder
interactions, heat transfer, melting, fluid flow, solidification,

Figure 9. Nonequilibrium phase diagram.
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and in the case with high power laser, accompanying evapora-
tion, and plasma formation. Understanding the formation of
cladding geometry and how it is determined by the complex
processing parameters such as laser power, powder feed rate,
laser scanning speed, and so on, provides accurate means
for dimensional control. The resulting microstructures in a
cladding layer can be predicted by obtaining the temperature
cooling history of the region of interest. Similar approaches
have been applied in predicting the microstructures in laser
welding. In a multi-constituent material cladding process, the
distribution of solute concentrations in the solidified layer can
be obtained by solving the species transportation equation
with appropriate solute partitioning condition at the solidifi-
cation interface.

4.2.1 Laser-powder interaction

In the one-step laser cladding process, powder can be deliv-
ered into the melt pool either coaxially around the laser beam
or laterally from the side of laser beam. In either way, the laser
light travels through and interacts with the cloud of powder
particles before it reaches the workpiece. The powder parti-
cles can absorb the laser energy and their temperature may
rise under irradiation by the laser. Meanwhile, the cloud of the
powder particles attenuates the laser energy. When the laser
passes through it, a part of the laser energy will be absorbed
and reflected, reducing its intensity and changing its distribu-
tion. A semi-empirical method of evaluating the laser energy
redistribution during CO2 laser cladding with lateral powder
injection was reported by (Gedda, 2002).

4.2.2 Heat transfer and fluid flow models

Heat transfer and hydrodynamic flow in a laser-induced melt
pool are the two most important transport phenomena in many
laser processes, such as laser welding, cladding, or surface
alloying, and have already been exhaustively studied from a
modeling point of view. A comprehensive literature review
on the modeling efforts of various types of laser processes
involved in heat transfer and fluid flow phenomena was given
by Mazumder et al. (1996) and Hoadley and Rappaz (1992).
In the past decade, several analytical, and numerical mod-
els have been developed for laser cladding, revealing the
process dependencies on related parameters. The early mod-
els were mostly based-on the heat transfer with a necessary
consideration of phase transformations, that is, melting and
solidification, but few incorporated fluid flow calculations
due to the involved complexity.

Hoadley and Rappaz (1992) developed a 2D finite ele-
ment model to get the quasi-stationary temperature field in
clad layer. They took into account the melting of powders

in the liquid pool, and updated the shape and position of the
liquid free surface conforming to the thermal field. However,
in their model the height and length of the melt pool have
to be predefined (Kaplan and Groboth, 2001), modeled 3D
quasi-steady laser cladding process with the consideration of
laser-powder interactions. Their model is simplified with the
assumption that the dimensions of the melt pool remain simi-
lar to pure surface melting in the absence of a clad layer. The
cladding shape in their model is defined by parameterized
functions (Toyserkani et al., 2003), developed a 3D transient
finite element model with the consideration of laser power
attenuation through blown powder stream. They used modi-
fied thermal conductivity to take into account thermo-capilary
phenomena of the liquid metal without calculating the fluid
flow. The clad geometry was obtained by continuously stack-
ing tiny layers of deposited mass in the melt pool area. Zhao et
al. proposed a quasi-steady state laser cladding model using
a 3D finite element method, which is similar to Hoadley’s
model but focusing on the dilution control (Huang, 2003),
recently developed a 3D transient laser cladding model in
which fluid flow is fully solved with energy equation in a cou-
pled manner. A solid/liquid continuum model (Bennon and
Incropera, 1987) was used to model the melting and solidi-
fication phenomena. They used a simple indicative variable
method to update the growth of the molten pool free surface
without calculating accurate surface geometry for curvature
dependent flow.

4.2.3 Mass transfer models

Mass or species transfer plays an important role in laser
cladding process. A uniform solute distribution or material
phase distribution in the solidified cladding layer is desired,
since large random variations in local composition make the
compositional control in laser cladding process difficult and
could seriously affect the mechanical or chemical perfor-
mance of the cladded material. When laser cladding with
multiple materials, the uniformity of mixing and the resul-
tant average compositions in the liquid state are primarily
determined by the nature and level of diffusion and convec-
tion established in the molten pool. Hence, knowledge of
the mechanisms and characteristics of material redistribution
within the molten pool was desirable to better understand the
solidified alloy formation in laser cladding. During solidi-
fication, the partitioning phenomenon of solute elements at
the solid and liquid interface also needs to be considered.
Especially under nonequilibrium conditions associated with
a high cooling rate (>104 K s−1), the uniformity of the solute
distribution is highly dependent on the partitioning kinet-
ics at the solidifying interface. Mathematical models for the
mass transport during a laser cladding process shall help to
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understand the associated physical phenomena and predict
the processing parameters for obtaining the uniform mixing
of multiple materials in the molten pool, the extended solu-
bility in the solidified clad, the impact to the pool geometry
with varying alloying elements, and so on.

The early modeling works of laser surface process were
focusing on the heat transfer and melt pool formation based
on an equilibrium phase change model which assumes the
solid/liquid interface temperature remains at the equilib-
rium melting temperature. This assumption excludes the
kinetics effects of phase change and simplified the analy-
sis to a thermal and hydrodynamic problem (Chande and
Mazumder, 1985), developed a numerical model that solved
the two-dimensional, transient equation for convection of
added species in the melt pool using an alternate-diagonal
implicit method. The surface of melt pool was assumed to
be flat, in order to simplify the surface boundary condi-
tion. Mass transport by diffusion was negligible compared
to that of convection. The melting of powder particles intro-
duced into the melt pool was considered to be practically
instantaneous.

It is known that during rapid solidification, when solid
growth occurs at rates on the order of 1 m s−1 or more (Gigien
et al., 1995), the local equilibrium no longer exists. Inter-
face kinetics models are then needed to predict the kinetic
undercooling at the solidification front and the nonequilib-
rium solute partitioning coefficient kne defined as cs /cl where
cs is the solute concentration in the growing solid and cl is that
in the liquid at the solidification interface. There are few mod-
els in the literature on nonequilibrium segregation of solute
during rapid solidification. For concetrated solutions (Aziz,
1983), carried out the theoretical studies, and derived an
expression for the nonequilibrium partition coefficient by cor-
recting the fluxes and driving forces in a previously developed
continuous growth model (Aziz, 1982; Kar and Mazumder,
1988), performed an analysis of the laser-cladding process
with a one-dimensional heat and mass transfer model. They
solved governing equations analytically and predicted the
extended solubility in clad with the continuous growth model.
Later, (Kar and Mazumder, 1992) developed a model for par-
titioning of solute in concentrated solutions, which is related
to the solidification growth rate as well as the mushy zone
dimensions.

4.3 Manufacturing composite materials by laser
cladding technique

Laser cladding by powder injection technique has been
widely used in industrial applications such as rapid man-

ufacturing, parts repairing, surface coating, and innovative
alloys (Mazumder, 1997; Vilar, 1999; Milewski, 2000). The
capabilities of mixing two or more types of powders and the
feed rate control of each powder flow make laser cladding
a flexible process to fabricate heterogeneous components or
functionally-graded materials. This technology also allows
the material gradient to be designed at a microstructure level
because of the small-localized fusion and strong mixing
motion in the melt pool of laser cladding. Materials, thus, can
be tailored in a flexible way for their functional performance
in particular application. The inherently rapid heating and
cooling rates associated with laser cladding process enable
the extended solid solubility in metastable or nonequilibrium
phases, offering the possibility of creating new materials with
advanced properties.

4.3.1 Novel materials and applications enabled by
laser cladding

A wide variety of microstructures can be generated by laser
cladding technique, including extended solid solution and
amorphous phase. Many surface-related failures, such as cor-
rosion, oxidation, wear and fatigue, may be minimized or
eliminated using these techniques. Strategies for nonequi-
librium synthesis by laser cladding include the selections of
phases, elements, and process parameters (Mazumder, 1996).
Selection of phases is important for desired mechanical prop-
erties. A face-centered cubic (FCC) structure, for example, is
known to have better ductility because of its large number of
available slip planes, while brittle non-cubic phases provide
hardness and wear resistance due to the limited numbers of
available slip planes. The duplex phase, which is the com-
bination of the above two can provide adequate toughness
as well as reasonable wear resistance. Elemental additions
can promote certain phases or improve the resistance against
chemical degradation at high temperature and reduce the
material density. For example, aluminides of titanium, nickel,
and iron in the form of X3Al are good candidate materi-
als for advanced gas-turbine engines, chromium promotes
a body-centered cubic (BCC) phase for ferrous alloys Cr2O3

forms passive layers to inhibit corrosion at temperatures up
to 800 ◦C. Reactive elements with a high atomic number such
as yttrium and hafnium are known to be able to stabilize the
oxidation resistance of Al2O3 at high temperature. However,
their dissolution in other materials is difficult (Sircar et al.,
1989; Ribaudo and Mazumder, 1989; Sircar et al., 1989). The
most effective method to realize such alloys is extending the
solid solution by atom trapping. As explained above, this is
enabled by the high cooling rate and strong convection inher-
ent to laser cladding process. A combination of the knowledge
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of phase transformation kinetics and processing transport
phenomena is required to determine the process parameters
which will result in a desired phase and composition.

4.4 Solid freeform fabrication

Today, several novel technologies are capable of producing
complex freeform solid objects directly from CAD models
without the use of conventional tooling. These manufactur-
ing methods are normally characterized as additive processes
and have been termed solid freeform fabrication (SFF), or
otherwise known as layer manufacturing or rapid prototyp-
ing/manufacturing.

Solid freeform fabrication method can be traced back to
two early root techniques: topography and photosculpture.
The topography technique was patented in 1892 by Ribaudo
et al. (1989), who suggested a layer-based plate-stacking
method for making topographical relief maps. Similar to this
technique, photosculpture involved in using a set of 2D con-
tours of an object photographed at equally divided angles in
circumferential direction to create a 3D replica. The concept
of building a 3D object with a set of discrete 2D profiles
is still being used in modern SFF manufacturing methods,
where objects are normally built up layer by layer. With the
fast development of CNC technologies and more computer
tools became available in the past two decades, prototyping
products could be made by machines with more complexity
in shorter processing time. To date, more than twenty dif-
ferent solid freeform fabrication techniques have emerged
(Blanther, 1892).

The processing methods employed in current solid
freeform fabrication techniques can be generally classified
into the following four categories:

� photo-curing,
� cutting and glueing/joining,
� melting and solidifying/fusing,
� joining/binding.

Materials that have been processed in solid freeform fab-
rication include paper, polymers, nylon, wax, resins, metals,
and ceramics. The form of input material varies in a wide
range, including solid sheet, wire, powder, liquid, droplet,
and gas/vapor. Application fields of SFF technology can be
grouped into (i) product design; (ii) engineering analysis,
production planning; (iii) tooling and manufacturing. SFF
technologies have benefited a wide range of industries such
as aerospace, automotive, biomedical, consumer, electrical,
and electronics products. There are publications, which have

made comprehensive reviews on the emerged SFF technolo-
gies (Blanther, 1892; Chua et al., 2010).

The key parameters that characterize a SFF technique are
the build rate and the build envelope, ability to make parts of
different materials, dimensional accuracy, and minimum fea-
ture size. Table 2 summarizes the key technical characteristics
of the popular SFF processes that are capable of processing
metals and have been successfully commercialized today.

Among the various SFF techniques, powder-based laser
cladding technique appears to have achieved high level of
commercialization due to its flexibility and accuracy. This
process involves either a powder bed (two-step cladding, i.e.,
SLS) or a powder-flow injection (one-step cladding i.e. DMD,
LENS etc.). Compared with the powder injection process,
laser cladding with powder bed process can usually achieve
better deposit resolution. However, it has the major limita-
tions of long processing time and small build envelop due to
the powder paving steps. Moreover, it lacks the flexibility of
building heterogeneous materials/structures within one layer.

4.5 Direct metal deposition technology

Recent advances in laser-based SFF manufacturing have
made possible the “one-step” fabrication of useful tools for
the metals and plastics industries directly from metal pow-
ders. One such technology, Direct Metal Deposition (DMD),
developed in the Center for Laser Aided Intelligent Manufac-
turing (CLAIM) at the University of Michigan (Mazumder,
1997), is a laser-cladding-based process that makes fully-
dense freeform metallic parts layer by layer (Figure 10). A
DMD system integrates five common technologies: industrial

Figure 10. DMD process with active height controller.
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high-power lasers, powder metallurgy (P/M), multi-axis CNC
workstation, computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-
aided manufacturing (CAM) techniques, and sensors and
feed-back control systems.

The key characteristic of DMD process, which dis-
tinguishes it from other similar laser-cladding-based SFF
processes, is the integrated feed back system, which actively
maintains a uniform deposition thickness, thus saving pre-
cious post-machining time. In DMD process, photodiode
sensors collect the light from the interaction zone and use it
as a feedback to control laser power and other process param-
eters. With the aid of feedback control, the height accuracy
of deposit layer can reach ±0.1 mm.

A number of research efforts have been conducted to
explore and extend the capability of DMD technology
in processing various materials, manufacturing molds and
dies, repairing/remanufacturing parts, synthesizing designed
materials, and so on, which can be found in Mazumder
(1997), Milewski (1998), Mazumder (2000), Mazumder et
al. (1999), and D’souza (2001)).

4.6 Material microstructure design

The requirements of material performance in current indus-
trial applications are getting more and more strict and
complicated. In some applications, conventional single-phase
material can barely meet various engineering requirements
such as high toughness of tool die surface, creep, and oxi-
dation resistance of a turbine blade. In order to lower the
cost of production without sacrificing the quality of prod-
ucts, mass-efficient designs are desired prevalently in today’s
industrial production. Being able to tailor materials for par-
ticular physical properties such as bulk, shear or anisotropic
elastic moduli, conductivity, transport, or thermal expansion
coefficients, and so on, has become the most important chal-
lenge in material design area.

Designed material may be defined as a class of artificial
materials synthesized by incorporating dissimilar constituent
materials in order to meet certain desired performances. This
synthesis allows us to tailor material properties or functions
according to specific design requirements. A material with
periodic cellular body can be considered as a simple case
of a designed material, comprising solids, and voids. This
is the case for the material model used in structural topol-
ogy optimization (Stiles, 2000). It is a revolution design
method different from conventional parameter-based struc-
tural optimization design, for example, the size or shape
optimization designs. Unlike conventional methods, which
represent structural shape with parametric size or shape func-
tions, the underlying principle of topology optimization is to

represent the geometry of a structure with an element-based
image. In other words, shape optimization problems are trans-
formed to material distribution problems in a fixed design
domain (Bendsoe and Kikuchi, 1988). It can usually achieve
greater savings on structural mass and design improvements
than mere size or shape optimization. Topological optimiza-
tion is enabled by a mathematically rigorous method, that is,
the homogenization method, which allows us to calculate the
effective properties of periodic composite materials without
imposing limitations on the geometry of the given composite.

Topology optimization combined with numerical homog-
enization method has been used to tailor material
microstructures with prescribed elastic properties (Bend-
soe, 1989). This material design method is a departure
from conventional material selection methods where material
performance is limited by available materials. Topology opti-
mization method has been employed to design material with
specific mechanical (Sigmund, 1994), thermal-mechanical
(Sigmund, 1997), piezoelectric and thermal conductivity
properties. Unusual material properties such as negative Pois-
son’s ratio (Milewski, 1999) and negative thermal expansion
coefficients (Milewski, 1998; Mazumder et al., 1999) have
been designed using the topology optimization method.

The laser-based direct metal deposition (DMD) technique
is not only able to make finer fabrication resolution from pixel
to pixel, but also enables the capability of fabricating mul-
tiple materials simultaneously. This advance opens the area
of creating the new class of designed material microstructure
enabled by HTOD. The previous research work conducted at
the Department of Mechanical Engineering in the University
of Michigan has initially combined the two state-of-the-
art technologies successfully, namely the DMD technique
and the HTOD material design methodology. The optimal
designed material microstructure which has negative coef-
ficient of thermal expansion (NCTE) material property (as
shown in Figure 11), has been manufactured by direct metal
deposition technique (Grujicic, 2001), as shown in Figure
11a. Nickel and Chromium were selected as the two con-
stituent materials for the NCTE microstructure. The NCTE
sample exhibited a contraction behavior when tested under
rising temperature up to 100 ◦C (Figure 11b).

Summary: Laser cladding is already accepted by
the aerospace industry for repair and reconfiguration of
aerospace component. It is now a multi-billion-dollar busi-
ness. With the new sensors and new design techniques such
as homogeniztion design, future is bright and will open new
avenues for low volume production and components to suit
the performance.

Repair of Blade Tip Z-notch, Knife edge are now standard
practice. Figure 12 shows few typical aerospace turbine repair
applications. (courtesy POM Group Inc.)
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Figure 11. (a) Ni-Cr NCTE structure manufactured by DMD; (b) behavior of negative strains of the NCTE structure in y-direction from a
heating test in a precise controlled furnace.

5 SUMMARY AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVE

This chapter described the four common laser aided man-
ufacturing processes. There are other laser processes like
paint removal for cleaning purposes. The four manufactur-
ing processes span over a wide range of process parameters
starting from in excess of a billion watts per square centime-
ter with nanosecond interaction time to a million watts cm−2

with continuous interaction. Shot peening depends on prop-
agation of shockwave to consolidate the point of live defects
to create compressive residual stress to arrest crack propa-
gation. Drilling evaporates and ejects liquid mold to within
100 million W cm−2 energy and a millisecond interaction
time. The process goes through all the four packages from
the heat-affected zone to the solid to liquid to vapor and
plasma. Welding and cladding works with around a million
W cm−2. Convection and mass transfer are the most important
transport phenomenon.

In the figure, femotosecond (10−15 sec) lasers may play a
role in laser drilling in the hope of reducing recent layers.
But materials removal rate is still a challenge. New Seminars
for Composition Control, height control and monitoring of
phase transformation may revolutionalize the aircraft compo-
nent repair process, as we know it. There is an active research
community trying to continually improve laser processing to
solve some of the initial problems of Aerospace Manufactur-
ing. It seems the Aerospace Industry is one of the few still
trying to stay ahead of the research curve and adopting the
latest technology.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Structural joint design is one of the most challenging prob-
lems in aerospace structures, regardless of whether joining
metallic or composite parts. The traditional approach to effi-
cient airframe structural design has been breaking down parts
for specific load path (direction and magnitude), designing
specific parts, and taking particular loading components and
using joints to transfer load among structural members. The
main load-bearing members in the wing are spar beams.
These run spanwise to the wing and carry the force and
moment due to lift generated from the wing. Wing skins
and chordwise airfoil shaped structural frames (ribs) transfer
pressure and shear forces to the spars. Wing skins usually
have stringers to add stiffness.

Typical semi-monocoque fuselages have structural beams,
frames, skins and stiffeners. Structural beams running longi-
tudinally are called longerons, and a center beam, which is the
major load carrying member, is called the keel. Frames can be
either circumferential rings, or fully enclosed disks (pressure
bulkhead). Each component is joined either by mechanical
fasteners or adhesives (Figure 1).

Due to the nature of airframe structural systems (individual
parts supporting particular loading components), the overall
efficiency of design can be achieved by tight integration of
different subsystem components; hence the optimal design
methods of joining components are crucial.

Joints in composite structures present an additional chal-
lenge not found in traditional metallic joint design, since
the composite material has complex failure mechanisms
(anisotropic in nature). This adds complexity to issues asso-
ciated with traditional joints including stress concentrations

Figure 1. Typical airframe structure. Reproduced with permission
from Brandt et al. (2004) c© AIAA.
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due to eccentric load transfer through fasteners, bond
interface, and out-of-plane responses. Stress concentration
effect on mechanical composite joints is particularly severe
due to the complex nature of load transfer through contact
interaction of fasteners.

Because of this nature, the preferred joint in composite
structures is adhesive joints. Adhesive joints are less intru-
sive (no need to punch holes for fasteners), and the relatively
ductile response of adhesives results in less severe stress
concentrations.

However, bonded structures are difficult to disassemble
and can add complexity to maintenance, repair, and access
to other structures. Also, additional care needs to be taken
in the quality control of bonding (by process control and
environmental control) to ensure that a satisfactory load
transfer capability is maintained. This can be very hard to
guarantee for certification and maintain over a long period
of time, especially for joining highly loaded, safety critical
components. This is why deploying mechanically fastened
composite structures is still the preferred approach in primary
highly loaded, safety critical composite structures.

In this section, both mechanical and bonded joints will
be described. A typical approach to analyzing joints will be
explained as well as the latest analytical approach using full
3D finite element analysis.

2 MECHANICAL JOINTS

Mechanical joints (Figure 2) are the preferred design option
when structures are required to disassemble and reassem-
ble. Typical bolted or riveted joints require holes drilled into
the composite section, and mating parts are joined under
preloaded bolts. The intrusive nature of mechanical joints
introduces localized stress concentrations that can cause fail-
ure initiation in the ‘in-plane’ direction as well as through
the thickness by tensile and shear stress driven delamination.
Because of the ‘brittle’ nature of composites under these
stress concentrations, direct contact between the bolt and

Figure 2. Typical bolted joints.

the composite material is usually avoided. Additional hole
treatment such as adding a bolt sleeve is applied.

Mechanical joints add weight to the structure, pose a
risk of corrosion through the contact of dissimilar materials,
and are environmentally vulnerable to moisture infiltration
through the hole. However, they are easier to inspect, inher-
ently redundant and relatively easy to repair. Typical bolted
joints are shown below. Single lap joints are the simplest, but
create an offset which induces a moment. Multiple lap joints
can avoid this offset, at the cost of additional weight.

Failure mechanisms of composite mechanical joints
include four in-plane failure modes, two additional out-of-
plane modes, and failure to the fastener itself. The in-plane
failure modes are referred to as net section failure, shear-out
failure, transverse failure, and bearing failure. The two out-
of-plane failures are surface damage due to pre-tension and
out of plane bending motion, and a delamination failure due
to loading of the hole edge. For thick joints, the fasteners
themselves can be subjected to various failure modes such as
head failure, net section failure, and yielding.

By varying the geometric parameters, fastener pattern, and
number of fasteners, the joints are designed to have a ‘pre-
ferred’ bearing failure mode which tends to provide smooth,
gradual failure behavior by local bearing damage rather than
more catastrophic failure modes (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Bolted joints failure modes.
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To induce this preferred bearing damage, a lower stiffness
layup such as ±45 plies may be placed in the bearing region to
induce local delamination by using interference fit fasteners.

3 BONDED JOINTS

Adhesively bonded joints are more efficient than mechanical
joints because they can distribute load over a much broader
area than mechanical joints. Bonded joints do not require
intrusive processes such as drilling holes, putting fasteners
in and tightening them. Therefore, they do not create local
stress concentrations which can cause bearing damage and/or
delamination through the thickness of the adherend. Addi-
tionally, they are much lighter than mechanical joints. On the
opposite side of coin, bonded joints are difficult to disassem-
ble without destroying the substrate. Particular caution needs
to be taken in preparing bonding surfaces, treating bonding
agents, and controlling the bonding process. Environmental
degradation of bond integrity by means of galvanic corrosion
of dissimilar joint materials, humidity, infrared, temperatures
etc. over a long period of time also affects bonded joints. As
a result, bonded joints require exotic inspection unneeded

for mechanical joints such as ultrasonic inspection. Typical
bonded joint configurations are shown in Figure 4.

To ensure that there is an appropriate joint reliability in
bonded joints, the design approach is to avoid failure of the
adhesive bond layer before adherend failure. Because of the
weak nature of adhesives compared to adherends, the overall
strength of the joint is controlled by various joining geom-
etry. For example, using a bond area and configuration that
maximizes the bonding effect while minimizing stress con-
centrations, or, using an adhesive thickness that minimizes
bond shear and peel stress. Maximum shear and peel stress is
achieved when the adherend fails before the adhesive. Joint
configurations and corresponding failure effects are show in
Figure 5, from the work of Hart-Smith (1974).

The maximum integrity of adhesive joints is achieved
by promoting adherend failure through controlling the joint
configuration and thickness. Good process control (surface
treatment, bonding process) to ensure consistent integrity of
bonding interface is crucial. Long term durability of adhesive
joints, creep failure under cyclic loading with different envi-
ronmental conditions (hot-wet particular) calls for detailed
load spectrum analysis. Crack initiation and growth of bond
layer, bond/adherend interface is also major issue for the

Figure 4. Bonded joint configurations and failure modes. Reproduced from US Department of Defense (2002).
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Figure 5. Joint configuration and strength. Reproduced from Hart-
Smith (1974) c© NASA.

durability of bonded joints (life cycle prediction of bonded
joints).

Certification of aircraft structures with bonded joints as
primary structures is an additional challenge. The inspectabil-
ity limitations of bonded joints, especially for thick composite
joints, have to be answered by full spectrum life analysis with
a reasonable guarantee even if bond integrity is lost (fail-safe
condition).

4 CLASSICAL JOINT ANALYSIS

A simplified one dimensional approach by Hart-Smith plus
A4EI software codes (Rodini Swales Aerospace, 2001) and
its derivative methods have been used in designing adhe-
sive joints in various aerospace structures. It derives simple
one-dimensional lap joint solution by calculating the shear

Figure 6. Single lap joint geometry. Reproduced from Rodini
(2001) NASA.

stress distribution in the adhesive for various adherend stiff-
ness and loadings (Figure 6). For more complex adhesive
joint configurations such as step joints, one dimensional
approaches can be used to treat a joint as a serious of individ-
ual joints each with uniform adherend thickness. Extensive
test data is used to derive correction factors for confident
failure prediction of adhesive joints. Where

dδ1

dx
= T1

E1t1
;

dδ2

dx
= T2

E2t2
, γADH = δ1 − δ2

η
(1)

where

Subscript 1 ≡ Properties of adherent 1
Subscript 2 ≡ Properties of adherent 2

δ ≡ Axial extension
E ≡ Adherend young’s modulus
t ≡ Adherend thickness

T ≡ Axial load (lb/width)
G ≡ Adhesive shear modulus
η ≡ Bondline thickness

and

τ = GADHγADH (2)

the shear failure of adhesives occurs when γADH ≥ γmax

(Rodini Swales Aerospace, 2001).
The design approach using this method is from practi-

cal realization based on the feature of aerospace design that
the adherends are thin relative to dimensions in the loading
direction; hence the stress distribution through the thickness
is relatively modest. The adhesive joints are sized to accom-
modate dominant axial loading, and any complex behaviors
(multi-axial, thick composite, thick adhesives, etc.) are
reflected using semi-empirical approaches to define various
correction factors. More extensive approaches to deal with
ductile response of adhesives in joints with uniform adherent
thickness as well as variable adherent thicknesses are avail-
able, but for nonidealized, realistic behavior of adhesive joints
is now using extensive 3-dimensional finite element analysis
approach, which will be described at the end of this section.

Classical bolted joint design analysis is based on the
assumption that the typical bolted joint has two distinct fail-
ure modes by bearing (failure by bolt contact) and bypass
(by stress outside contact interaction) load. This assumption
allows breaking up loadings such that joints can be tested to
certain combination of bearing/bypass loading and charac-
terizing failure envelope (Crews, Naik and Naik, 1987).

Complex loading case is broken up into multiple uni-
axial bypass-bearing test condition, which enables generating
allowable from test and then plotted against failure envelope
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Bearing/bypass approach. Reproduced with permission from Crews and Naik (1987), NASA and from Eisenmann and Rousseau
(2004) c© ASTM International.

This semi-empirical approach has been used throughout
modern composite bolted joint design, hence the limita-
tions. In-plane failure analysis using classical laminate theory
(Daniel and Ishai, 1994), Plasticity-based theory (Hahn and
Tsai, 1973), and failure mechanism tracking (Hashin and
Rotem, 1973) limits to simple in-plane loading approxima-
tion, where the more complex loading and failure mechanism
exists for most high-loaded, critical joints. Linear superposi-
tion approximation of bearing and bypass failure eliminates
any interaction between those two failure mechanisms, hence
requires extensive correlation factors to reflect those effects.
For example, how bolt configuration/geometry and pre-
tension parameters change the behavior of failure mechanics
of bolted joints. Large bending and out-of-plane behavior
of joints is difficult to analyze using this approach except by
simplifying to bending-extension interaction of laminates. As
a result, bolted joints tend to be overdesigned with enough

safety margin as well as extensive testing to ensure integrity
of joints under ultimate loading case.

Modern bolted-bonded hybrid joints cannot be analyzed
effectively using adhesive joint and bolted joint theories sep-
arately or by combining the approaches using superposition.
The most advanced finite element method-based procedure
needs to be used to analyze complex interactions among
major players (adherends, adhesives, fastener, in-plane and
out-of-plane failure mechanism, complex loading, and com-
plex geometry) and their effects on joint failure mechanism,
ultimately resulting in a design failure envelope.

5 HYBRID JOINT ANALYSIS

Hybrid joints consisting of adhesive and fasteners are com-
mon in today’s aircraft structures. The inherent redundancy
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Figure 8. T-joint subcomponent model.

of these joints solves some of the certification problems posed
by purely bonded joints. Because of their complex nature and
the number of different failure modes that can result, finite
element models can greatly assist in the evaluation of strength
in these joints.

Subcomponent level models in addition to comprehen-
sive test data have been used to perform various design
studies comparing material systems, fastener geometry, and
bond line thickness. Figure 8 shows a composite T-Joint

Figure 9. T-joint test correlation.

model containing various composite lay-ups and hybrid
bonded/fastened contact areas.

This model is correlated with test data to characterize bond
modeling parameters, validate fastener modeling procedures,
and to support system level models. Figure 9 illustrates the
load/deflection curves correlating to test data of the T-joint
example.

In this example, the bond line between composite parts and
fasteners is modeled as a surface based contact behavior. The
main benefit of modeling the bond line as a contact parameter
is to avoid the creation of additional elements between com-
ponents that make up the bond material itself. Because most
geometric modeling practices do not include the bond mate-
rial in designs, avoiding the extra work required to create it
will save a significant amount of time. This is especially true
when considering the number of adhesive joints in a system
level aircraft design.

The surface based cohesive behavior (Simulia, ABAQUS
Reference Manual, 2009) requires several parameters includ-
ing bond line stiffness, damage initiation, damage evolution,
and damage stabilization. These parameters come together
to describe the behavior of the bond line. The test data is
used to determine correct values for describing the bondline
response. These can be coupled with information from sub-
component level design studies and used for the system level
models where testing becomes more complex and expensive.

Other bond line modeling methods can be used includ-
ing spring, gap, or cohesive elements between components.
Parameters used to describe the elements behavior should
be determined using a similar method to the surface based
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Figure 10. Fastener gap element method (Simulia, ABAQUS
Reference Manual, 2009).

contact method. Test data should be used to correlate and
validate any modeling method on the subcomponent level
before using it in system level designs.

Similarly, fastener modeling procedures should be vali-
dated on the subcomponent level using correlated test data
before using it on a system level design. In the T-joint exam-
ple, fasteners use a combination of gap elements, beam
elements, and rigid elements to create a fastener resulting in
realistic bearing stresses while maintaining a reasonable run
time of the model. Figure 10 describes this modeling method.

Other fastener modeling methods range in model run time
and bearing stress accuracy. Using solid elements to model
the fastener as in Figure 11 results in accuracy but may not

Figure 11. Solid element fastener method.

Figure 12. Gap element method stress contour.

be practical for a system level design where the number of
fasteners can be excessive. Simple beam-shell-beam model-
ing is much faster to setup but may not capture failure modes
associated with bearing loads on the surrounding compos-
ite materials. The gap element method used in the T-joint
example is a good compromise resulting in more reasonable
bearing stress results without adding a lot of run time to the
model. Figure 12 shows some of the contour stress results
for this method. Any assumptions in the modeling method
used should be known and the method found sufficient on
the subcomponent level using known test data.
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Figure 13. Finite element model procedure.

Finite element models on the subcomponent level can be
used to evaluate hybrid bonded and fastened joints and per-
form a variety of different design studies. Testing on this
level provides more information than the coupon level where
only a limited number of failure modes are considered. There
are many options for modeling bond lines, fasteners, and the
composite materials. These methods can be chosen based on
the accuracy and model run time appropriate for the project
size and time available. Models that include damage initia-
tion and evolution of the composite materials and fastener
materials can also be considered. The flow chart in Figure 13
shows a good procedure for evaluating these joints up to the
system level while minimizing cost. In addition to this anal-
ysis, effects of environment, defects, fatigue, and damage
tolerance must also be included through appropriate testing.

6 DESIGN PERSPECTIVE

In designing aerospace structures with bonded, mechanically
fastened and hybrid structures, the most critical aspect of
structural analysis is the trade between analysis accuracy

(the more accurate information usually takes more time) and
efficiency of solution (quick turnaround, timely information
necessary to advance design) per a given task scope and deliv-
erables. With appropriate deployment of latest technologies
in the field of finite analysis method, high-speed pre/post-
processing, and system level, integrated analysis approach, it
has been quite successful analyzing entire system level struc-
ture (a full wing, fuselage and empennage system) as part of
integrated product design process. Airplane level integrated
analysis approach (full aircraft system with everything down
to each joints are represented) for all design questions as
well as joints design and analysis would be an ideal objec-
tives in a modern integrated design and analysis of aerospace
composite structures, which is very close to demonstrate its
implementation benefit in a very near future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Space flight, including reentry into Earth’s atmosphere, entry
into planetary atmospheres, and hypersonic flight all require
the use at high temperatures and in severe environments
for the protection of both vehicles and crews. Any vehi-
cle system typically requires a complex array of materials

to provide thermal protection. Materials’ selection is gov-
erned strongly by environment and trajectory, as well as
the location on the vehicle, so as to minimize weight and
fuel consumption and maximize payload. A wide range of
materials and concepts has been used in flight or is being
considered for future vehicles and missions, including coated
carbon/carbon composites, ultra high temperature ceram-
ics (UHTCs), ceramic matrix composites (CMCs), cooled
CMCs, ceramic and metallic tile, flexible ceramic blanket
insulation, and ablators. Many of the currently available (and
still used) materials are legacies of Apollo and the Space
Shuttle Orbiter, while others are newer-generation materials.
There is a general trend to move to higher-temperature-
capable materials and use them as hot, rather than insulated,
structures, a concept that is led by the desire to save weight.

The present chapter reviews both legacy and developing
materials and approaches. The review is limited to “open
literature”, primarily in the form of conference presentations,
and has relied heavily upon the publicly available American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) electronic
database in searching sources. The chapter is not exhaustive
but attempts to introduce concepts and direct the reader to
source articles that review the state-of-the-art.

Several overviews address the various materials types and
their applications, including papers by Rasky et al. (2005)
and Scotti, Clay and Rezin (2003). The materials generally
can be classed as those for short-time use, typically abla-
tors, as employed in the NASA Apollo program or reusable
TPS, capable of repeated missions, such as those used in the
Space Shuttle Orbiter and its successor reusable launch vehi-
cles (RLVs). Rose and Cleyrat (2004) provide an overview of
TPS development for reusable launch vehicles from the per-
spective of the United States National Aerospace Initiative,
a joint Air Force/NASA/industry effort to develop reusable
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Table 1. Summary of TPS elements and material candidates. Reproduced with permission from Rasky et al. (2005) c©AIAA.

Mission
TPS element and TPS systems Multiple or single use LEO return Lunar return Mars entry Mars return

Sharp leading edges
Ultra-high temp. ceramics M ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Coated carbon–carbon M ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Actively cooled M ◦ × ◦ ×
Heat pipe M ◦ × ◦ ×
Carbon–carbon S ◦ ◦ ◦
Blunt leading edges
Shuttle-reinforced carbon–carbon M * × * ×
Advanced carbon–carbon M ◦ × ◦ ×
C/SiC M ◦ × ◦ ×
Ceramic tile leading edges (AETB/TUFI/TUFROC) M ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Carbon–carbon S ◦ ◦ ◦
Windward acreage
Shuttle ceramic tiles (LI series, FRCI, AETB/TUFI) M • × ◦ ×
Advanced carbon–carbon M ◦ × ◦ ×
C/SiC M ◦ × ◦ ×
Metallic tiles M ◦ × ◦ ×
Apollo mid-density ablator (Avcoat 5026) S * * * *
High-density carbon-phenolic S × ×
Low-density ablators (SLA-561, SIRCA, PICA) S
Leeward acreage
Shuttle ceramic tiles (LI series, FRCI, AETB/TUFI) M • ◦ ◦ ◦
C/SiC M ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Metallic tiles M ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Shuttle ceramic blankets (AFRSI) M • ◦ ◦ ◦
Shuttle felt blankets (FRSI) M • ◦ ◦ ◦
Apollo mid-density ablator (Avcoat 5026) S * * * *
Low-density ablators (SLA-561, SIRCA, PICA) S
Control surfaces and seals
Shuttle ceramic tile-insulated structures M • ◦ ◦ ◦
C/SiC hot structures M ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Carbon–carbon hot structures S ◦ ◦ ◦
Shuttle ceramic braids M • ◦ ◦ ◦
Advanced ceramic braids M ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

Keys: •, fully capable and available; ◦, lacking flight demonstration for this environment; , lacking human rating; *, no longer in production; ×, not applicable.

TPS systems. A review of recent work in Europe in the
areas of both TPS and hot structures, including materials and
designs evaluated under the European Space Agency’s (ESA)
European Experimental Re-Entry Testbed (EXPERT) effort,
is summarized by Glass (2007).

Almost all applications require an array of materials and
concepts within the same vehicle, depending upon the posi-
tion of the TPS on the vehicle, aerothermal requirements, and
whether the function is insulative or load-bearing hot struc-
ture. Insulative TPS can include metallic or ceramic tiles and
conformal blankets, while hot structures, found in leading
edges and control surfaces, can encompass carbon/carbon and
ceramic matrix composites, as well ultra-high temperature
ceramics (UHTCs).

Selection of concepts and materials is based upon
performance but also on safety, life cycle costs, and

vehicle-operating environments, which include anticipated
trajectories. An overview of TPS elements and candidate
materials for each, as well as their applicability for different
missions, is provided in Table 1.

2 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER LEGACY

The Space Shuttle Orbiter thermal protection systems (TPSs)
serve as the current baseline for the majority of current
TPS development efforts. The shuttle utilizes an airframe
constructed with conventional aluminum alloys and hence
requires use of a variety of thermal protection systems
and materials. The Shuttle Orbiter TPS systems all are
reusable but require extensive inspection, refurbishment
and, in the case of tile, often replacement. Four types of
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high-temperature materials were used initially: a coated, rein-
forced carbon–carbon (RCC) for the leading edge, nosecap
and chin panel, high-temperature reusable surface insula-
tion (HRSI) and low-temperature reusable surface insulation
(LRSI), and felt reusable surface insulation (FRSI) to insulate
the aluminum frame. Considerations in materials’ selection
included numerical analysis to show the effects of temper-
ature constraints and materials’ selection on TPS system
weight.

2.1 Tiles and blankets

Shuttle tiles are silica based and reusable. They do require
inspection and re-waterproofing by injection with a silox-
ane between flights. The original LI series tiles (Columbia)
provided appropriate thermal performance but were quite
susceptible to impact damage from both micrometeoroids or
space debris and in performing ground-based operations. The
windward surface of the Orbiter was covered primarily with
144 kg m−3 (9 lb ft−3) LI900 tiles, which were coated with a
thin (0.3048 mm, 0.012 in) of reaction-cured glass (RCG) to
provide waterproofing. Two types of tiles were used: LRSI
tiles in lower-temperature regions of the orbiter (selected
areas of the forward, mid-, and aft-fuselages, vertical tail
and on the upper wing) and HRSI in regions with higher
heating (forward fuselage, portions of the orbital maneu-
vering system, and reaction control system pods, leading
and trailing edges of the vertical stabilizer, elevon trailing
edges, adjacent to RCC on the upper wing surface and the
upper body flap surface). Both were 99.8% silica but dif-
fered in thickness and in the surface coating. HSRI tiles are
coated with a mixture of tetrasilicide and borosilicate glass
to form a black, high-emittance coating. LRSI tiles have a
white optical coating of aluminum oxide particles in silica
that provides a surface emittance of 0.8 and a solar absorbance
of 0.32.

Later, fibrous refractory composite insulation tiles (FRCI),
developed by NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain
View, CA, replaced some of the HSRI tiles. The FRCI-12
tiles, at 192 kg m−3 (12 lb ft−3), are both lighter and have
higher strength than HSRI-22 (352 kg m−3 or 22 lb ft−3)
tiles. The strength increase is the result of incorporation
of alumina–borosilicate fibers (Nextel 312, manufactured
by 3M). The borosilicate flows during sintering, joining the
chopped fibers and strengthening the tile. The black, reaction-
cured glass, coating these tiles, places the tile in compression,
again adding strength. The FRSI tiles also offer a 37.8 ◦C
(100 ◦F) increase in use temperature compared with HSRI.

NASA Ames also developed the TUFI (toughened uni-
piece fibrous insulation)-coated alumina enhanced thermal
barrier (AETB) tile with improved strength and damage

resistance as a replacement for the lower-temperature LI900
(LRSI) tiles.

Tiles are bonded to the orbiter using a layered strain
isolation pad (SIP) system composed of room temperature
vulcanizing elastomer sealant (RTV) silicone and Nomex
felt. The tile is bonded to the felt using an RTV adhesive
and the assembly then bonded to the vehicle. The SIP system
relieves strains due to thermal expansion differences between
the vehicle surface and the tile or surface defects as well as
isolates acoustic loads.

Advanced flexible reusable surface insulation (AFRSI), a
flexible blanket insulation composed of quilted silica batting
between a silica fabric layer (outer surface) and glass fab-
ric (inner layer) stitched to form a quilted blanket, replaced
a majority of the LRSI tiles on Discovery and Atlantis and
on Columbia following its seventh flight. AFRSI blankets
improved durability and reduced installation time and cost.
The blanket surface is coated with a mix of high-purity sil-
ica fibers in colloidal silica (designated as C-9) to enhance
durability. AFRSI provides protection to 648 ◦C (1200 ◦F).
Felt reusable surface insulation is a Nomex (aramid) mate-
rial usable to 371 ◦C (700 ◦F) that covers almost 50% of
the orbiter’s upper surface, including payload bay doors
and portions of the mid- and aft fuselage. FRSI is bonded
directly to the orbiter using RTV silicone adhesive. It is
coated with a white-pigmented silicone elastomer. A number
of seals and other barriers are used around penetrations. These
include Nextel 312 ceramic fiber braided around and Inconel
750 spring and a black-pigmented Nextel 312 cloth cover.
Cerachrome blanket is used to protect the wing substructure.

2.2 Reinforced carbon–carbon leading edge,
nosecap

The Space Shuttle Orbiter wing leading edge (WLE) and
nosecap are fabricated from a reinforced carbon–carbon com-
posite. Each wing comprises 22 panels; the gaps between
panels are covered by T-seals, also made of RCC. The array of
panels on each wing is shown in Figure 1; Figure 2 illustrates
the material constituents for a leading-edge panel.

The fiber used is a rayon-based carbon fabric, laminated
with phenolic resin and heat treated to convert the resin to car-
bon. The part is re-impregnated with furfural alcohol and fired
three times to increase matrix density. The carbon–carbon
composite is protected from oxidation by the formation of a
pack cementation coating conversion on both the outer and
inner surfaces, which converts the outer plies to primarily sil-
icon carbide with a thickness of 0.5–1.16 mm (0.02–0.04 in).
The part is then impregnated with tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS) to improve its oxidation resistance. Coating cracks
are sealed with a glass-based sealant (Sermabond) system.
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Figure 1. Space Shuttle Orbiter wing leading edge. RCC panels are
numbered. The hottest location on reentry is at panel 9. Reproduced
from NASA.

Figure 2. Profile of RCC wing leading edge panel, showing
constituent materials. Reproduced from NASA.

The glass sealant flows into cracks in the conversion coating,
sealing them to provide additional oxidation protection. RCC
has an operational temperature close to 1648 ◦C (3000 ◦F).

3 NEWER TILE AND BLANKET
CONCEPTS

Interest in the development on next-generation vehicles has
led to an interest in newer, lighter, higher-temperature-
capable materials that avert the time-intensive and costly

maintenance schedules of Shuttle tiles. The X-33 Program
was envisioned as a flight demonstrator for new materials
and design in a reusable launch vehicle.

Tailored Advanced Blanket Insulation (TABI), shown in
Figure 3, was developed at NASA Ames Research Center in
the 1980s. It is composed of a 3D-fluted core structure that is
integrally woven with outer face sheets using a ceramic fiber
(Nextel 440 oxide fiber or Nicalon Si–C–O fiber). The flutes
can be in the form of rectangular or triangular cells that can be
filled with a batting insulation. The Nextel (silica–alumina–
boria) fiber requires a high-emissivity coating; Nicalon fiber
can be used uncoated. The approach offers a smoother, more
aerodynamic surface than the quilted shuttle blankets. The
TABI blankets performed well in acoustic environments.
The Nicalon blankets embrittle following 1371 ◦C (2500 ◦F)
radiant exposure. Thermal performance of TUFI, TABI, and
AFRSI as substitutes for Shuttle TPS materials was analyzed
using a Shuttle flight profile. The TABI materials showed
significantly higher surface temperatures and increased heat
loads as compared with shuttle baseline materials, indicating
a need for high-emissivity coatings.

A newer version of AFRSI, designated as AFRSI-HT,
substitutes aluminosilicate fibers for silica, raising the use
temperature from 648–760 ◦C (1200–1400 ◦F) to 1093 ◦C
(2000 ◦F) and above. Boeing has developed a polybenzim-
idazole blanket insulation (PBI) with a multiuse temperature
of 537 ◦C (1000 ◦F) and above as a substitute for FRSI, which
can be used to only 648 ◦C (1200 ◦F). These newer materi-
als are projected to reduce life cycle costs compared with
the Shuttle baseline TPS materials (Rasky, Milos and Squire
2001).

Boeing also has developed an advanced quilted blanket,
conformal reusable insulation (CRI), having a 982–1093 ◦C
capability. The batting material is rigidized, producing a
smoother surface, compatible with thinner boundary layers,
than AFRSI, as well as higher dimensional accuracy, making
it suitable for use on the windward surface of future vehicles.

Similar concepts include the fabrication of densified CMC
layers at the surface of the blanket, using a 2D ceramic
oxide fabric, but also could use a non-oxide fiber. The CMC
matrix typically is an oxide such as monazite, alumina, or

Figure 3. Schematic of TABI insulation. Reproduced from Myers, Martin and Blosser (1999) c©AIAA.
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Figure 4. Mechanically attached Nextel 440 ceramic blanket.
Reproduced from Scotti, Clay and Rezin (2003) c© AIAA.

mullite. The fabric composite is cured to the non-woven blan-
ket. Mechanical attachments for flexible blankets, including
designs for multilayered blanket stacks, also are being devel-
oped (Figure 4).

As an alternative to blanket insulation, multilayer insu-
lation (MLI), in which reflective layers are separated by
layers of fibrous insulation, might be used. The MLI design
functions primarily to reduce heat loss by radiation. MT
Aerospace (Augsburg, Germany) has developed two types of

Figure 5. Stand-off metallic TPS showing attachment to substructure. Reproduced from Glass (2008) c© AIAA.

MLI; one for use to 1000 ◦C (1832 ◦F) and a second for use to
1600 ◦C (2912 ◦F) (Glass, 2008). Steve Miller and Associates
(Flagstaff AZ) have developed an opacified fibrous insula-
tion (OFI) in which opacified alumina and silica felts are
combined with woven ceramic fabric to reduce radiation at
higher temperatures.

4 METALLIC TPS

Metallic heat shields have been used by NASA on the
Mercury and Gemini capsules. These systems provide more
ductile, damage-tolerant heat shields compared with ceramic
tiles. These have included several types, including radia-
tive heat shields, multiwall tiles, and Armor TPS (insulation
within a metallic box), all developed under the X-33 pro-
gram. In these designs, insulative materials are incorporated
between the metallic skin and the load-bearing substructure.
Analysis of these systems provides a broader-based under-
standing of TPS design, including sensitivity to structural
heat loss, heat shorts and gaps, thermal conductivity and
heat capacity of the TPS materials, and recognition of the
need to design structure and TPS systems together. Metallic
TPS is envisioned for use in acreage regions. A review of
TPS requirements, with specific reference to metallic sys-
tems and sizing, is provided by Dorsey et al. (2004). A
conceptual design, with subsurface insulation, is shown in
Figure 5. Related designs include use of TIMETAL 1000,
TiAl (Ti2AlNb), or TiAl-reinforced TiB honeycomb panel
over a casing with internal microfiber insulation for use to
850 ◦C (1562 ◦F, Astrium), and oxide dispersion strength-
ened (ODS) super alloys brazed to a core for use to 1250 ◦C
(2282 ◦F, Dutch Space) (Glass, 2007).

5 STRUCTURALLY INTEGRATED
TPS/CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
(CMC)

There has been considerable research effort in the devel-
opment of structurally integrated TPS, which combines
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Figure 6. COI ceramics oxide–oxide CMC TPS concept. Repro-
duced from Scotti, Clay and Rezin (2003) c© AIAA.

Figure 7. Multilayered insulation (MLI) produced by MT
Aerospace, Augsberg, Germany. Reproduced from Glass (2008)
c©AIAA.

load-bearing structure with thermal protection, as opposed
to parasitic TPS, which insulates the primary load-bearing
structure. Structurally integrated systems would offer weight
savings, performance and maintenance advantages. Proposed
concepts utilize CMC as the outer mold line material either

Figure 8. Aerogel-filled foam core enclosed by CMC outer structure. Reproduced from Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 2009.

as the face sheet in a sandwich structure or as a laminate with
backside insulation. A bonded ceramic tile with CMC sub-
structure is one of several concepts that have been evaluated
(Figure 6). Other designs employ an outer CMC “shingle”,
with the insulating panel mounted using a “stand-off” type
of attachment, with fibrous insulation beneath. (The shingle
concept is described in greater detail by Pichon (Pichon et al.,
2006.) In an MT Aerospace (Germany) design, a nanoporous
layer also is included between the fibrous insulation and
the cold structure (Figure 7). Yet another concept utilizes
an aerogel-filled carbon foam encased in a CMC outer shell
(Ultramet, Figure 8).

Aerogels also are being considered as one of several insu-
lating layers beneath a C/SiC CMC in the ShyFE program
(Dadd et al., 2006).

6 HOT STRUCTURE

Hot structures are particularly suited for lightly loaded
elements such as control surfaces. Depending on the thermal
environment and duration of exposure, some of these appli-
cations may use non-insulated composites. Materials for hot
structure encompass metal matrix composites (MMCs), as
well as ceramic matrix composites. C/SiC, SiC/SiC, coated
C/C, and C/C-SiC (a silicon melt infiltrated C/C) are among
the leading ceramic composite materials being studied in
these applications, based on strength at temperature and creep
resistance. Both MMCs and CMCs can be integrated as face
sheets or shingles along with TPS in the types of designs dis-
cussed previously, or as load-bearing sandwich structures,
with outer and inner face sheets separated by an insulating
core. CMCs can be used in hot structure subject to moderate
environments (control surfaces, aeroshell) without need for
insulation.

Titanium aluminide (TiAl) and composites of TiAl are
strong candidates for metallic hot structure due to its high
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Figure 9. Application of a titanium matrix composite (TMC) in a hypersonic vehicle. Reproduced from Scotti, Clay and Rezin (2003)
c©AIAA.

strength and creep resistance at high temperature (1200–
1500 ◦F). A stiffened, un-insulated MMC structure for
potential use as a control surface is shown in Figure 9. TiAl
is susceptible to oxidation at high temperature and requires

Figure 10. Structurally integrated ODS Alloy (PM-1000) face
sheets with CMC for Dutch Space X-38 rudder. Reproduced from
Glass et al. (2008) c© AIAA.

the use of non-catalytic, high-emissivity oxidation-protective
coatings.

A hybrid metallic/CMC rudder (Figure 10) has been
designed by Dutch Space under the X-38 program. The orig-
inal rudder used PM-1000; a re-designed version substituted
Ti as the metallic component. A hybrid rudder is planned
for the crew return vehicle being developed by NASA. An
X-43 control surface design integrates Haynes 230 with a
C/C leading edge (Glass, 2008).

7 COOLING CONCEPTS

Heat loads increase sharply as the radius of curvature of the
leading edge becomes smaller. In the Space Shuttle Orbiter,
a blunt leading edge is used. In hypersonic vehicles that
will cruise and accelerate in the Earth’s atmosphere, a nar-
row, “sharp” leading edge is envisioned, markedly increasing
the thermal requirements for leading-edge candidate mate-
rials. Several approaches are being taken to accommodate
the higher thermal loads, including cooling concepts and the
development of new materials capable of the higher heat
fluxes.

The TPS approaches described thus far are passive – hot
regions are insulated from the cooler substructure. Actively
cooled concepts include the incorporation of cooling chan-
nels through which an actively pumped coolant can flow
within a CMC leading edge (Figure 11). Another proposal is
to flow hydrocarbon fuels through a series of heat exchangers
that use catalytic cermet coatings (Korabelnikov and Kranov,
2005). Semi-passive concepts utilize heat pipes containing a
working fluid that transfers heat away from a hot edge, back
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Figure 11. Actively cooled CMC in which metallic pipes are inte-
grated with CMC structure. Reproduced from Glass (2008) c©
AIAA.

along the vehicle where it can be radiated from a larger surface
area. Boundary layer cooling also can be used in situations
where the trajectory can be controlled for low angles (Monti
and Paterna, 2005).

8 SHARP LEADING EDGES AND UHTCs

Ultra-high temperature ceramics (UHTCs) that can operate
hot to temperatures above 1649 ◦C (3000 ◦F) have become
the leading candidate materials for sharp (small radius) lead-
ing edges. These materials would afford protection along
the highest temperature portion of the leading edge for a
very short distance back from the stagnation point. The pri-
mary UHTC materials under consideration are zirconium and
hafnium diborides (Johnson et al., 2006; Fahrenholz et al.,
2007; Johnson et al., 2008) often with the addition of SiC to
improve oxidative stability and lower sintering temperatures.

The diborides are highly thermally conductive, lowering
the maximum tip temperature. They also are quite brittle.
Additives, including SiC, carbon nanotubes, Ir, and TaSi2
are being investigated to improve strength and thermal stress
resistance (Fahrenholz et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2008).
Studies also have been carried out on ZrB2–SiC materials
with an extruded, fibrous monolith structure for improving
thermal shock resistance (Fahrenholz et al., 2007).

Catalytic efficiencies in recombination of atomic oxygen
and emissivity are important properties for UHTCs and have
been measured to temperatures of 2127 ◦C (3860 ◦F) (Scatteia
et al., 2006). Work is ongoing to extend these measurements
to even higher temperatures.

9 DEMONSTRATION TEST VEHICLES

A number of NASA test vehicles, including the X-37 and X-
43A, have been referenced in discussion of individual TPS
concepts, above. In addition, thermal protection concepts
will be evaluated in a number of European demonstration
vehicles. An overview of several programs in Europe, their
objectives, and the TPS concepts they use is provided in
Table 2.

10 ABLATORS

Ablator systems are a legacy of the NASA Apollo program.
They provide single-use thermal protection for high heat
fluxes sustained over short periods of time. The ablation pro-
cess is described by Venkatachari et al. (2008) as well as
by Russell and Strobel (2006). Heat is dissipated through a
change in state (decomposition) of the ablating material, as
shown schematically in Figure 12. Charring occurs, and the
pyrolysis gases that flow through the porous char continue to
react with virgin material. Gases also percolate up through
the char to the boundary layer. A carbon char can be further
oxidized by air. Recession of the material needs to be consid-
ered, as it changes the aerodynamics of the vehicle as it enters
a planetary atmosphere or re-enters Earth’s atmosphere. As
these reactions take place, the thermal conductivity of the
char/ablator is continuously changing. Because the material
is eroding, ablators are relatively thick, and weight becomes
a major factor.

A family of lightweight ceramic ablators (LCAs) has been
developed at NASA Ames Research Center, Mountain View,
CA, based upon the infiltration of ceramic and carbon fiber
preforms with silicone or phenolic resins; these materials are
referred to as SIRCA (silicone impregnated reusable ceramic
ablator) (Tran et al., 1996a) and PICA (phenolic impregnated
carbon ablator) (Tran et al., 1996b). Tailoring the compo-
sition and char yield of the silicone impregnant has been
shown to have a significant effect on surface response. Other
avenues to reduce ablator density have included incorporation
of microballoons.

A number of derivatives of PICA are being studied,
which vary in density, mechanical properties, and thermal
conductivity. These include materials with other additives,
including cage-structured silsequioxanes (poly octahedral
silsesquioxanes or POSS) and carbon nanotubes. Modifica-
tion of POSS by addition of phenyl groups recently has been
shown to decrease ablation rate and increase char formation
(Liu et al., 2009). Incorporation of aerogels with the abla-
tive lowers bond line temperatures (Laub and White, 2006).
Chopped molded carbon phenolic materials also are under
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Table 2. A selection of European flight demonstration programs and the TPS systems used by each.

Vehicle Sponsor Flight Objective TPS Reference

ISV ESA 2012 Flight qualify reentry
systems and
technologies

C/SiC nose, windward
and leading-edge
protection combined
with internal
insulation; flexible
external insulation;
surface-protected
flexible insulation
(ceramic coating on
blankets in areas seeing
aerodynamic loads

Tumino et al. (2008)

EXPERT ESA 2010 Thermal protection
systems and
aerothermodynamics
flight test; reentry
vehicle manufacturing

C/C-SiC nose (liquid Si
infiltration), metallic
TPS, ceramic flaps

Ratti et al. (2008)

USV Italy 2007–2010 Flight qualify key reentry
systems and
technologies

CMC coated with UHTC Russo (2008)

SHEFEX II Germany 2010 Flight validation of hot
structure design,
aerodynamic database,
and active control

Eight TPS experiments;
CMC fastener, seal
design, WHIPOX
oxide CMC + coating
system, C/SiC,
C/C-SiC, metallic TPS
(EADS Astrium),
actively cooled TPS
(DLR)

Weihs (2008)

SHyFE UK 2009 Demonstrate low-cost
ramjet vehicle

C/SiC insulated with
layered system
including
zirconia/vacuum
layer/SiO2 aerogel

Dadd et al. (2006)

LAPCAT/Skylon ESA 200+ passenger
hypersonic airliner

SiC reinforced CC with
layered titanium sheet
insulation

Varvill and Bond (2008)

development, as are materials with surface modifications.
An example of a surface-modified TUFROC (Toughened
Uni-Piece Oxidation Resistant Composite) ablator is shown
in Figure 13. This material utilizes a multi-component emis-
sivity coating whose emissivity actually increases with arc
jet exposure.

11 ARCJET TESTING

Plasma environments (arc jet) commonly are used to simulate
hypersonic flight and planetary entry conditions in character-
izing the performance of thermal protection materials. Heat
flux and stagnation temperatures and pressures are dependent
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Figure 12. Schematic of thermal decomposition phenomena. Reproduced from Russell and Strobel (2006) c© AIAA.

upon trajectory, and it is extremely important to understand
the relationship between entry concepts (hyperbolic entry,
aerocapture, or entry from orbit). It is important to note that all
parameters cannot be simulated and cannot be flight-tested.

Figure 13. Arc-jet-tested sample of TUFROC TPS, a fiber-
reinforced composite. Reproduced from Johnson et al. (2008) c©
AIAA.

Each arc jet facility provides different conditions and dif-
ferent results. Laub (2006) has argued for defining material
performance mechanisms over a broad range of conditions
using arc jet testing and then relying on mathematical models
to predict behavior in given environments. He also provides
a detailed explanation of the difference among plasma, radi-
ation, and combustion environment testing.

Radiant lamp facilities provide low fluxes and can accom-
modate large samples. They are useful where boundary layer
interactions are negligible. High-energy, continuous wave
lasers can produce high fluxes but do not allow for consider-
ation of chemical reactions at the boundary layer. They are
useful for determining conditions that produce spallation in
ablative materials. Combustion facilities are useful for study-
ing combustion environments. The exhaust gases from these
facilities also have been used for thermal exposure studies
but are limited to lower temperatures and enthalpies and to
the chemical compositions of the exhaust gases. The avail-
able arc jet facilities each provide unique environments that
simulate a wide range of temperature, enthalpy, and pressure
conditions, including producing temperatures high enough
to obtain studies of boundary layer chemical reactions. How-
ever, they rarely can provide all the parameters needed for
materials’ selection for a given flight application; therefore,
the development of mathematical models becomes necessary
to more completely define performance under anticipated
conditions. Laub and Venkatapthy provide a comparison of
the various types of test facilities and their capabilities (Laub
and White, 2006; Venkatapathy et al., 2008).
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Figure 14. Inflatable descent concept flown by Russia and the
European Space Agency. Reproduced from Rasky et al. (2005)
c©AIAA.

12 INFLATABLE SYSTEMS

Inflatable decelerators (Figure 14) provide lightweight struc-
tures for entry of a vehicle or robotics package into Earth or
planetary atmospheres. These are deployed at high altitudes
to enable deceleration to take place at relatively low heating
rates. Inflatables offer a large weight savings over ablative
TPS systems, and materials’ requirements are reduced to
700–800 ◦C (1292–1492 ◦F). Typically ballutes are layered
structures that can include woven ceramic fabrics to carry
structural load, polyimide (Kapton), and, in some cases, a
perforated foil, either of which acts as a gas barrier. Some
designs include an aerogel blanket insulation. The structures
need to remain thin and flexible so that they can be folded
into small volume packages and deployed when needed. In
some designs, the layers are adhesively bonded and limited
by the adhesive temperature (Masciarelli et al., 2006), but
conceivably they also could be stitched.

13 CONCLUSIONS

A broad range of thermal protection materials and designs has
been investigated. Selection of both materials and design con-
cept varies with heat flux and environmental (atmospheric)
requirements for a given proposed flight trajectory. There
has been an evolution from non-load-bearing, parasitic TPS

to structurally integrated TPS designs in an effort to save
weight. Structural emphasis continues to be on the develop-
ment of materials capable of increasingly higher temperatures
to minimize TPS thickness requirements. This approach
includes the concept of hot structures – materials capable
of high temperatures that do not require additional thermal
protection, including use of ceramic matrix composites and
sharp leading-edge materials. For hypersonic vehicles, the
emphasis is on reusability to reduce life cycle costs.

A major challenge remains the inability to “flight test”
for many applications, particularly planetary entry require-
ments, which leads to a reliance on a combination of testing
under a variety of simulated conditions using a range of test
facilities, accompanied by mathematical modeling to include
conditions that cannot be tested directly.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology has grown to be an area of research with
tremendous scientific and economic potential. Nanomateri-
als can nowadays be synthesized with great control in respect
to their composition, for example, inorganic, organic, poly-
meric, biological, as well as structure and function. While
there is still much work to be done in the basic synthesis and
characterization of the building blocks, the next challenge
of the field is transferring the nanoscale properties of these
materials into macroscale structures.

Macroscale assembly of the nanomaterials requires spe-
cial techniques with molecular scale component manipu-
lation, which is distinguished from conventional compos-
ite processing techniques. Among the different approaches

being currently explored, the layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly
technique stands out as one of the simplest and most versatile
methods. In simplest of the cases, the technique is a method
of alternating deposition of oppositely charged components
from dilute solutions or dispersions on a suitable substrate.
Since the first demonstration of LBL assembly by Iler (Iler,
1966) and later by Decher et al. (1997) in the 1990s, the
LBL field has experienced rapid growth. The technique has
quickly become one of the most popular and well-established
methods for the preparation of multifunctional thin films not
only thanks to its simplicity, but also robustness and versatil-
ity. Introduction of hybrid organic/inorganic films has further
enriched the functionality and applicability of LBL.

While the LBL field clearly covers a vast number of molec-
ular species and architectures, in this chapter we concentrate
on the state-of-the-art in synthesis and properties of multi-
layer hybrid films based on two commercially available func-
tional nanomaterials: the clay nanosheets and carbon nan-
otubes (CNTs). These two building blocks possess structural
and physicochemical properties unique to each, thus enabling
preparation of variety of functional composites. Moreover,
clay nanotubes and CNTs are some of only few nanomate-
rials that allow evaluation of the efficiency of stress transfer
in composites. This is because mechanical parameters of in-
dividual nanotubes and individual clay sheets are available.
In this chapter in two sections we will discuss properties and
functionalities of clays- and CNT-based multilayered struc-
tures.
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2 LBL ASSEMBLIES OF CLAYS

2.1 Structure and properties of clay particles

The importance of utilization of clays in the LBL assemblies
is threefold: (i) the natural abundance of this nanomaterial im-
parts it with low cost; (ii) the anisotropic, sheet-like structure
is of great importance for the control of transport properties
through the films; and (iii) like many other nanomaterials
and given the single-crystalline, defect-free structure, the in-
dividual nanosheets possess exceptional mechanical proper-
ties, with in-plane modulus of elasticity (E) calculated of the
order of ∼270 GPa (Manevitch and Rutledge, 2004).

The clays used in the LBL assembly are primarily layered
silicates. The individual layer (nanosheet) is composed of
a single layer of edge-shared octahedra of Al3+ or Mg2+,
sandwiched between two layers of corner-shared tetrahe-
dra of Si4+. The thickness of individual sheet is ∼0.96 nm
and can be from tens to hundreds of nanometers in lateral
dimensions.

In aqueous conditions, water molecules adsorb in the in-
terlamellar space and disintegrate the stacks into individual
sheets, which is called swelling or exfoliation. The extent of
exfoliation depends on the size and charge of the cations.
Extent of swelling is stronger for monovalent cations, such
as Na+ or Li+. For multivalent cations, for example, Ca2+,
the attraction is stronger and exchange with water is more
difficult and often incomplete.

2.2 Structural organization in clay multilayers

The first demonstration of the LBL assembly of clay
nanosheets with polyelectrolytes (PEs) was given by
Kleinfeld and Ferguson (1994). The authors used a strongly
charged PE which is nowadays common in the LBL field,
the poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) and a

synthetic clay, hectorite (Laponite RD) to grow few-hundred-
nanometers-thick films. The authors observed linear increase
in thickness with an average increment per bilayer of ∼3.6 nm
(Figure 1).

Several research groups have subsequently aimed at more
detailed characterization of the adsorption kinetics, organi-
zation, and control of the internal structure of the clay/PEs
films. The structure and surface roughness of LBL-assembled
films was depended on several parameters including adsorp-
tion time, concentration of cationic polymer, amount of clay
in the dispersion, and pH.

As an example, Lvov et al. (1996) extended the preparation
of clay multilayers to PDDA/montmorillonite clay (MTM)
and poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI)/MTM systems. They showed
that surface roughness of the films was independent of the un-
derlying substrate and that the roughness could be controlled
to some extent with an application of external voltage during
adsorption of the PE. Negative bias produced more regular
and uniform self-assembled films.

Another parameter controlling the morphology of the films
is the concentration of PE. Van Duffel et al. (1999) observed
that the surface roughness of clay–polymer LBL multilay-
ers increases with cationic polymer concentration in solu-
tion. They suggested that at low polymer concentration, the
polymer chains can bind strongly clay platelets, resulting
in stretched chains and a small number of unbound poly-
mer units, resulting in a low surface roughness. For high PE
concentrations, multiple polymer chains are only partially
bonded to the substrate and are sticking out of the surface.
Bundles of clay platelets can adsorb under these conditions,
being more or less stacked on top of each other resulting in a
rough film surface.

The synthetic clays offer new opportunities for func-
tional assemblies, for example, optical, magnetic, or cat-
alytic, since different combinations of ions can be artifi-
cially introduced into the nanosheet gallery. For example,
Li et al. (2005), for the first time showed LBL assembly of

Glass substrate(a) (b)

H3C CH3

n

N

CI−
+

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of PDDA; (b) idealized view of internal architecture in polymer/clay multilayer composed of 5.5 bilayers.
Reproduced from Kleinfeld and Ferguson (1994) c© American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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magnesium–aluminum synthetic clays called “layered dou-
ble hydroxides” (LDH) with anionic polymer PSS.

2.3 Clay multilayers as high-performance
nanocomposites

One of the unique perspectives for clay multilayers is
their potential as high-performance nanocomposites. MTM
nanosheets, for example, have in-plane modulus of elasticity
of the order of ∼270 GPa (Manevitch and Rutledge, 2004),
which is comparable to steel and its alloys (E = 210 GPa), yet
at much lower density. The clay multilayers show an interest-
ing promise for overcoming these problems, thanks to a num-
ber of advantages: (i) the nanocomposites are constructed by
alternately depositing nanometer-thick layers of polymer and
clay, thus allowing for nanometer-level control of prepara-
tion; (ii) alternating the layers of clay nanosheets with few-
nanometer-thick layers of polymers translates into volume
fractions upward of 50 vol.%; (iii) the colloidal self-assembly
process restricts adsorption of clay to well-exfoliated sheets;
and (iv) sandwiching of the nanosheets between polymer lay-
ers and strong interfacial bonding prevents phase segregation
of the nanofiller.

Kotov, Magonov and Tropsha (1998) have realized for
the first time that PDDA/MTM multilayers had unusually
high strength, flexibility, and resistance to crack propaga-
tion. The authors observed that individual nanosheets pos-
sessed high flexibility to bending, which further translated
into flexibility of the film itself. High mechanical proper-
ties were of paramount importance for utilization of these
films as ultrathin separation membranes. The flexibility and
high strength of the PDDA/MTM multilayers was further uti-
lized by Mamedov and Kotov (2000) for the preparation of
multifunctional free-standing membranes. In this work, the

authors incorporated the MTM sheets into an LBL assem-
bly of PDDA and magnetite nanoparticles. The clay layers
were introduced by replacing every second layer of mag-
netite with MTM. The clay nanosheets imparted substantial
improvement of strength over the films without MTM. Using
a similar concept, Hua et al. have recently developed ultra-
thin cantilevers for sensing applications (Hua, Cui and Lvov,
2004). The cantilevers were composed from six alternating
monolayers of MTM, PDDA, and magnetite nanoparticles,
and they were 170-nm thick.

The further investigation of the mechanical properties
of PDDA/MTM composite films has shown that the hard-
ness (H) and modulus of the films were H = 0.46 GPa and
E = 9.5 GPa, respectively (Fan et al., 2002). Furthermore,
Tang et al. (2003) found the ultimate strength (σUTS) and
modulus were σUTS = 100 ± 10 MPa and E = 11 ± 2 GPa, re-
spectively. The material was stronger and stiffer than some
of the strongest commercial plastics and the enhancement
of strength and stiffness over the base PDDA polymer was
nearly 10×and 50×, respectively. Additionally, under low
strain rates (slow stretching) the films exhibited a toughen-
ing behavior, evidenced by unusually high strain (ε) values
of, ε ∼ 10%. Analysis of the differential of the stress–strain
curve revealed a “saw-tooth” pattern, which was an evidence
of breaking and reforming of ionic bonds between PDDA
and MTM surface (Figure 2). Similar behavior was observed
in one of the toughest natural composites called “nacre.”
Having analogous architecture, strength (σUTS of nacre is
∼110 MPa), and deformation mechanics, the composite was
dubbed “nanostructured artificial nacre.”

Following the discovery of enhancement of the me-
chanical properties upon postassembly crosslinking using
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) star polymer containing l-
3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), we turned our atten-
tion to another polymer, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and

Figure 2. (a) Tensile behavior of PDDA/MTM free-standing films; (b) corresponding derivatives of the stress–strain curves.
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Figure 3. (a) Chemical structure of Chitosan; (b) chemical structure of PEG containing DOPA molecules; (c) chemical structure of
poly(vinyl alcohol) and basis of chemical cross-linking with MTM sheets.

covalent crosslinking method with glutaraldehyde (GA)
(Podsiadlo et al., 2007). The resulting tensile strength was,
σUTS = 400 ± 40 MPa and stiffness of E = 106 ± 11 GPa
(Figure 3).

These results showed tremendous promise of LBL tech-
nique for the preparation of high-strength clay nanocom-
posites. However, slow deposition speeds are currently lim-
iting these materials to applications in coatings and thin
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membranes. As an alternative approaches to the PE/clay films
preparation, we should mention two most recent cases that
deviate from traditional dipping and/or monolayer deposition
and have important implications for structural organization
of the clay and PE layers.

The first case is related to the preparation of the multilayer
using spin-assisted self-assembly. In this process, instead of
dipping of the substrate into the solutions of constituents,
the solutions are alternately spin coated onto the substrate
with intermediate rinsing steps with pure water. Recently,
Lee et al. (2004) showed the first successful preparation of
clay multilayers by spin-assisted self-assembly.

In the second case, we recently showed that MTM
nanosheets can be successfully incorporated into the so-
called exponential LBL assembly (e-LBL) of PEI and
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), which leads to novel architectures
(Podsiadlo et al., 2008). The internal ordering of the film
was substantially decreased as revealed by small-angle x-ray
scattering (SAXS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(Figure 4); however the e-LBL mode offers new opportuni-
ties for the preparation of multilayers with unique internal
organization.

2.4 Applications of clay multilayers in
biotechnology

The mechanical properties of clays have great importance for
various applications. The natural origins and bioinert compo-
sition impart them with additional advantages for biomedical
constructs. The first application of the clay multilayers for this
purpose was demonstrated by Lvov et al. (1996) and Lvov
and Sukhorukov (1997). The authors used water-soluble pro-
teins in combination with positively charged PEI or with neg-
atively charged PSS, as well as MTM. This biomolecular ar-
chitecture opened a way to construct artificially orchestrated

protein systems that could carry out complex enzymatic
reactions.

Soon after, Zhou et al. (2002) prepared stable LBL films
from Bentonite clay and Hb on various solid substrates
by alternate adsorption of negatively charged clay platelets
from their aqueous dispersions and positively charged Hb
from pH 4.5 buffers. (Clay/Hb)6 film electrodes were fur-
ther successfully used to catalyze the electrochemical reduc-
tion of trichloroacetic acid, oxygen, and hydrogen peroxide.
In further studies Li and Hu (2003) have also reported di-
rect electrochemistry of heme proteins in LBL assemblies
with MTM.

The clay multilayers also have been used as inter-
faces/substrates for cell culture. Recently we showed that
a combination of PDDA, MTM, and starch-stabilized, nega-
tively charged Ag nanoparticles allows for the preparation of
a strong, nacre-like composite LBL coating with good bio-
compatibility and antibacterial activity simultaneously (Pod-
siadlo et al., 2005). Strong electrostatic interactions imparted
good stability to the coating under aqueous conditions and en-
trapment of the Ag nanoparticles ensured that leakage of Ag
ions was minimized. The coating showed biocompatibility
with human osteoblasts, with a potential for bone implants,
and at the same time complete inhibition of Escherichia coli
growth.

Subsequently, our group has also demonstrated that LBL
coating of MTM/PDDA multilayers can be used to modify the
surface of 3D inverted colloidal crystals hydrogel scaffolds,
which normally show poor cell attachment (Lee, Shanbhag
and Kotov, 2006). Most recently, Mehta et al. (2007) used
PDDA/MTM films to modify the surface of PDMS to pro-
mote bone marrow cell attachment and spreading.

Another application of the MTM nanosheets was pre-
sented by Pappas et al. (2007) for engineering a neuronal
interface for photoelectric stimulation of the cells. The au-
thors used multicomponent LBL assemblies incorporating

Figure 4. SEM images of cross sections for free-standing films of (a) (PEI/PAA)200; (b) (PEI/PAA/PEI/MTM)100; and (C) (PEI/MTM)100.
Arrows indicate span of the cross section.
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HgTe nanoparticles capped with PDDA/MTM film. The
PDDA/MTM layer was used to improve biocompatibility and
neuronal cell attachment, as well as a reservoir of Na+ cations
that were necessary for cell depolarization and firing of neu-
rons.

2.5 Anisotropic transport in clay multilayers

The stratified organizations of clay multilayers with respect
to the substrate, the inorganic composition, and flat morphol-
ogy of the platelets have also imparted the clay multilayers
with unique anisotropic transport properties. In our group,
we realized the potential of the clay multilayers to preclude
gas diffusion through defects and to design highly selective
ultrathin membranes (Kotov, Magonov and Tropsha, 1998).
This fact made the PE/MTM multilayers stand out among
other thin films for which the diffusion through defects was
the primary mechanism of gas permeation.

Jang, Rawson and Grunlan (2008) further showed that
LBL films of MTM and cationic polyacrylamide could be
grown on a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film as a pro-
tective coating against diffusion of low-molecular weight
gasses. The resulting transparent film had an oxygen trans-
mission rate (OTR) below the detection limit of commer-
cial instrumentation (<0.005 cc m−2 day−1 atm−1). This low
OTR is believed to be due to a brick wall nanostructure
comprised of completely exfoliated clay in polymeric mortar
(Figure 5).

A new application for clay multilayers was recently
demonstrated as coatings for fuel cells membranes. Kim et al.
(2003) used saponite multilayers to enhance resistance to
methanol diffusion through a Nafion membrane.

2.6 Clay multilayers for optical and electronic
applications

The stratified structure and well-defined linear growth of the
multilayers were also explored for the incorporation of opti-
cally and electronically active molecules and polymers. With
respect to incorporation of dye molecules, Laschewsky et al.
(1997) synthesized an ionene-type polycation incorporating
a nonlinear optical chromophore. They employed it for LBL
assembly with MTM nanosheets on charged and uncharged
substrates. The authors observed different types of aggrega-
tion for different species of polyanions employed, and the
increase of absorbance with the number of layers proved to
be dependent on the specific multilayer composition.

Besides organic dyes, electrochemical and electrogener-
ated chemiluminescence of Ru(bpy)3

2+ organometallic com-

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of the tortuous pathway for diffusion of
gas molecules through clay LBL coating following a reflective tor-
tuosity model proposed by Cussler; (b) oxygen transmission rate
and permeability as a function of the number of bilayers deposited.
Reproduced from Jang, Rawson and Grunlan (2008) c© Elsevier.

plex immobilized in (clay/Ru(bpy)3
2+)n multilayer films

were investigated by Guo et al. 2004. The multilayer films
modified electrode was used for the electrogenerated chemi-
luminescence (ECL), detection of tripropylamine (TPA), and
oxalate. The proposed novel, immobilized method exhibited
good stability, reproducibility, and high sensitivity for the de-
termination of TPA and oxalate, with the detection limits 20
and 100 nM for TPA and oxalate, respectively, and the linear
concentration range extended from 60 nM to 0.66 mM for
TPA.

Optically active polymers have also been incorporated into
clay multilayers. Lee et al. (2004) in their work on spin-
assisted LBL assembly, incorporated poly(p-phenylene viny-
lene) (PPV) as an assembly component with Laponite. The
hybrid films were deposited using the electrostatic forces be-
tween the cationic PPV precursor and the negatively charged
surface of layered silicate, and finally thermally converted to
(PPV/Laponite)n film.
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3 LBL ASSEMBLIES OF CARBON
NANOTUBES

3.1 Structure and properties of CNTs

CNTs are rolled-up structures of a perfect hexagonal carbon
crystal molecular sheet as a tubular cylinder. As the carbon
crystal sheet, a graphene, is the strongest known material
and a zero-band gap semiconductor, CNTs have shown many
unique mechanical and electrical properties by the rolling
direction types and the number of walls: single-walled and
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs, MWNTs). Stiffness
and toughness of CNTs are arguably known as about up to
1 TPa and 300 GPa, respectively (Yu et al., 2000).

Usually the length of CNTs varies in micrometer to cen-
timeter ranges so that the extremely high aspect ratios of
CNTs in nanoscale dimensions further enrich the application
potentials. On the other hand collective van der Waals forces,
which exert in a CNT bundle and prevent exfoliation, dramat-
ically increase as the length increases. Thus, currently only
limited lengths under 100 �m long CNTs are employed as
solution processing of CNT.

3.2 Structural organization in multilayers of
carbon nanotubes

The primary advantages of LBL assembly of CNTs include
(i) uniform dispersion of CNTs into a composite, (ii) tun-
able multifunctional properties of a composite that is en-
abled by accurately controlled multicomponent nanolayers,
and (iii) simple, robust, and versatile processibility of CNT
nanothin composite coating. The early pioneering work of
CNT LBL assembly is the introduction of successful con-
quest over dispersion challenges of CNTs in polymer com-
posites. Mamedov et al. (2002) reported that exceptionally
uniform dispersion of SWNTs in nanothin layered structures
showed great potential in their mechanical properties even
with weak polymers, which has drawn broad attention from
various disciplines. Notable mechanical functionalities of the
SWNT LBL composite are originated by not just uniform dis-
persion, but also high loading of CNTs and functional acti-
vated interfacial bonding between CNTs and polyelectrolyte
matrix, PEI. Successive experimental reports confirmed that
LBL assembly of SWNTs indeed allowed exceptional exfoli-
ation and homogeneous dispersion in a polymeric composite
(Rouse and Lillehei, 2003) and nanoscale stepwise deposition
of CNTs (Figure 6). The loading of CNTs in LBL-assembled
composites can be controlled in the range of 10% (Shim et al.,
2007) to 75% (Xue and Cui, 2007), which depends on many

variables of LBL assembly such as LBL polymer matrix, sta-
bilizer of CNTs, process conditions, and so forth.

3.3 Electrical conductor applications

Electrically, an SWNT can be either semiconducting or
metallic with general presumption that one-third of bulk
SWNTs are metallic and the rest are semiconducting. The
combination of exceptional nano-organization of LBL as-
sembly and unique electrical properties of CNTs has opened
wide research opportunities. Kovtyukhova and Mallouk
(2005) reported that LBL composites of densely distributed
SWNTs have highly anisotropic electrical properties because
of layered structures. The conductivity differences between
in-plane and out-of-plane directions are more than factor of 3
so that great potential to property modulation was suggested
with ultrathin film thickness controls.

As a way to improve the electrical properties of LBL-
assembled CNT nanocomposites, Shim et al. (2007) reported
that electrical conductivities were depended on micro-/nano-
scale continuous conductive path by the analysis specific
to molecular structures of LBL composites. Heat treatment
techniques at 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C improved the electrical con-
ductivities of SWNT LBL film by two orders of magni-
tude. Furthermore, it was found out that LBL-assembled
SWNT composites were up to 10 times stronger than SWNT-
only mats. The films were suggested to be used as high-
performance transparent conductors (HPTCs), which jus-
tified the advantages of SWNT LBL composites as new
class electronic materials. These high electrical properties
of SWNT LBL films were further demonstrated as low-cost,
highly efficient polymeric thin film transistor (TFT) by Xue,
Liu and Cui (2006). The same team further suggested that
these micro-patterned electronic devices could be fabricated
on a highly flexible substrate by LBL assembly (Yuan et al.,
2008). The last suggestion provides direct commercializa-
tion opportunities utilizing precise nanoscale organization of
LBL assembly of SWNTs.

3.4 Sensor applications

A great deal of SWNT nanocomposites fabricated by LBL
assembly technique was applied to physical/chemical states
monitoring. Typical examples of such monitoring are demon-
strated by Loh et al. (2008) They reported a strain sensor
by tailored piezoresistive response and a pH sensing strip
sensitive enough to monitor environment changes caused by
corrosion of metal structures.

The integration of LBL-assembled composites into micro-
/nanoelectrical mechanical system (MEMS/NEMS) devices
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Figure 6. Typical LBL layering process of SWNTs monitored by (a) UV-vis light absorbance spectroscopy; (b) thickness estimation by
ellipsometry; and (c) optical transparency changes by adding SWNT layers.

are new fusion technology of top-down and bottom-up
nanoprocess. Highly efficient nanomembrane microsensor
platforms by MEMS devices were developed by SWNT LBL
composites (Kang et al., 2008) following ultrathin mem-
brane design concepts (Jiang et al., 2004). Kang et al. (2008)
claims that this freely suspended nanomembrane array opens
a breakthrough path to new nanomembrane microsensors by
exceptional sensitivity, versatile multicomponent functional-
ity, and extreme stability (Figure 7).

Detection targets of SWNT LBL composites are only lim-
ited by our imagination. Biological materials such as DNA,
glucose, dopamine, uric acid, and toxic materials such as
arsenic and phenols were often detected by amperometric
measurements of CNT LBL nanocomposites utilizing the
combinations of electrocatalytic activities, electrochemical
sensitivities of CNTs, and various materials immobilization
given by versatile selections of LBL assembly. Environmen-
tal changes like humidity are easily monitored by CNT LBL
composites (Yu et al., 2006).

3.5 Fuel cell applications

Combined with unique merit of LBL assemblies such as nan-
othin organized structures, controlled porosity, and free se-
lection of ionic matrix, fuel cell proton exchange membranes

(PEMs) were constructed by LBL-assembled CNT nanocom-
posites as highly conductive and chemically durable elec-
trodes. Michel et al. (2007) reported that CNTs wrapped
with Nafion and Pt catalysts showed unusual fuel cell per-
formances when they are LBL assembled to a fuel cell PEM,
which is featured with nanoscale-optimized electron/proton
movements, simple, low-cost production, and efficient uti-
lization of Pt catalysts as well as with mechanical strength,
high electrical, high thermal conductivities, and stable chem-
ical durability. This LBL scheme is further adapted as blend-
ing techniques between proton exchange Nafion and CNTs
to nanolayer controlled structures, whose aim is to improve
proton conduction efficiency at high operating temperature
(Chen, Wu and Kuo, 2008). Interestingly, biofuel cell appli-
cations were also developed by CNT/poly-l-(lysine)/fungal
laccase LBL assembly, which features electrical potential
generation by stable enzyme immobilization (Deng et al.,
2008).

3.6 Nano-/microshell LBL coatings and
biomedical applications

The LBL assembly principles are effective not only on
bulk planar surfaces but also on micro-/nanocomplex objects
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Figure 7. (a) Fabrication process of SWNT LBL nanomembrane arrays; (b) Top view; and (c) bottom view of SEM images of MEMS
structure integrated nanomembranes. Reproduced from Kang et al. (2008) c© Wiley-VCH.

which may have potential applications such as in biomedicine
and biocompatible microprosthetic devices. For these com-
plex coatings, two design schemes associated with CNTs are
introduced. The first is assembling CNT LBL films over mi-
crospheres. Starting from Sano et al.’s (2002) initial success
reports of preparing hollow carbon microvessels in 2002,
the efforts have been directed at improving the properties
of microspherical shells such as strength, permeability, and
porosity (Ji et al., 2006), and to modify production process
by changing types of microsphere templates (Kim, Kim and
Suh, 2008) or by adding calcination process to remove poly-
mers (Shi et al., 2008). Various types of micro-objects by de-
sires can be used as templates for LBL assemblies. Coating
over soft microcapsules was developed to protect liposome by
CNT-reinforced LBL composites (Angelini et al., 2007). Pan,
Ge and Gu (2007) reported that electrospun polystyrene (PS)
microfibers were employed as a template of MWNT LBL
composites. By dissolving PS, hollow microtubular struc-
tures of MWNT LBL nanocompsites were obtained easily.

Along with the above-structural controls, biomedical
functionality and cell interface compatibility tests were per-
formed with CNT LBL nanocomposites. Following cellular
adhesion experiments, Gheith et al. (2006) reported that neu-
ronal cells and their neurite growth were enhanced by elec-
trical stimulus through CNT LBL composites, which was the
first observation of cellular interactions to CNT materials by
electrical potential. Furthermore, these neural cell tests were
extended to the differentiation of embryonic neural stem cells
on CNT LBL nanocomposites (Jan and Kotov, 2007). These
live cell interface experiments corroborate that CNT LBL
composites are indeed one of the most viable functional ma-
terials options for biomedical implant, prosthetic devices, and
stem cell growth platforms.

Another type of biocompatible blood-compatible sur-
face tests were performed on LBL-assembled CNT/PLGA
nanocomposites for the aim of thromboresistance suppres-
sion to foreign artificial blood prostheses (Koh, Rodriguez
and Zhou, 2008). In contrast to this biocompatible surface,
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antifouling or antimicrobial coating also provides good ap-
plication examples of LBL assembly. Nepal et al. (2008) de-
signed LBL assembly of antimicrobial lysozyme (LSZ) with
CNTs for the aim of improving mechanical properties of sur-
faces. The nanoindentation measurement used there, how-
ever, needs to be carefully analyzed to determine the Young’s
modulus and hardness of LBL film, because the substrate ef-
fect is so significant in a thin film. The suggestion of valid
measurement condition is no deeper than 10% of total thick-
ness as indicated by Pavoor et al. (2004).

4 CONCLUSIONS

LBL technology offers an interesting possibility to control the
structure of composite materials at nanometer scale with high
degree of accuracy. This is the pathway to attaining the record
properties of materials and some of them were demonstrated
already. This fact has fundamental significance because it
allows one to establish the design rules for composite struc-
tures initially in the small scale and then to replicate them
in a larger scale probably with other methods of composite
manufacturing. Some of the future challenges that we see in
this field include the following: (i) scale up of the LBL mate-
rials and development of new methods of deposition, which
combine both high degree of the structural control and the
speed. Substantial effort in this direction is being already un-
dertaken. (ii) Realization of greater mechanical properties in
LBL composites. Currently, the ideal stress transfer was only
realized for clay platelets. CNTs will require much greater
research effort to achieve such conditions. Currently we are
just in the beginning of development of a new generation
of composite biomaterials made by LBL technique that are
likely to provide enabling technologies to many applications
in medicine from implants to imaging.
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1 SIGNIFICANCE OF POLYMER MATRIX
NANOMATERIALS

Aerospace applications are enabled by novel materials that
provide new capabilities for lightweight, multifunctionality
and improved and reliable structural performance. A class of
materials that has been at the forefront of research and devel-
opment in the last two decades are nanostructured polymer
matrix composites. Conventional polymers can be engineered
for increased stiffness, strength, electrical and thermal con-
ductivity, and fire and blast resistance to be used in ground
transportation systems, aerospace structures, and durable
consumer products. Polymer matrix nanocomposites can be
fabricated in bulk form, as thin films and coatings or as scratch
resistant conductive paints. Table 1 provides an account of

the property changes that can be achieved by the addition of
nanoparticles in a polymer.

The introduction of clay nanocomposites in automobile
applications as early as 1987 stirred active research on
polymeric matrices containing glass and silica nanoparti-
cles (Chen et al., 2008a; Zhang et al., 2006; Chen et al.,
2008b), carbon nanofibers and nanotubes (CNTs) (Shaffer
and Sandler, 2007), and graphite (Cho, Luo and Daniel,
2007) and clay nanoplatelets (Pinnavaia and Beal, 2001).
Nanospherical inclusions are low-cost fillers that provide
fairly good control of their diameters and dispersion. They
have the smallest surface-to-volume ratio compared with
nanoplatelets and CNTs; therefore, they result in the small-
est interaction with a polymer matrix. In terms of nanofibrous
materials, carbon nanofibers and CNTs have been reported to
possess extreme modulus (∼1 TPa), strength (∼30–60 GPa)
(Shaffer and Sandler, 2007) and potentially large allowable
strains. Yet, the improvement in the respective composite
stiffness has not reached our expectations, in part because
current manufacturing processes for CNT-polymer nanocom-
posites provide limited control of the CNT dispersion,
especially at large weight fractions or small diameters and
aspect ratios. On the other hand, organic clay nanofillers may
provide considerable improvements to pristine polymers with
regard to strength, stiffness, heat distortion temperature, and
fire resistance.

A parameter that determines the effectiveness of a filler
is its geometry (size, aspect ratio, and shape). Spherical
or elliptical nanoparticles have dimensions on the order of
10–100 nm. Clay mineral nanofillers, on the other hand, are
aluminosilicates with 2:1 structure; that is, a 1-nm octahe-
dral alumina sheet confined between two tetrahedral silica
sheets. The high aspect ratio of these platelike materials
allows for extensive interfacial bonding with macromolecules
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Table 1. Property changes resulting from the addition of nanoparticles in thermoplastics and thermosets (see http://www.nanocor.com).

Property Tensile and
flexural modulus

Tensile and
flexural strength

Coefficient of linear
thermal expansion

Heat distortion
temperature

Glass transition
temperature

Gas and water
permeability

Thermoset ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓
Thermoplastic ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓
The arrows indicate whether a property increases (↑) or decreases (↓) with the nanoparticle weight or volume fraction.

of the matrix. Addition of up to 4–5 vol% nanoclay fillers to
a polymer matrix can result in a significant improvement in
the mechanical and thermal stability of the polymer without
affecting its density and processibility. The dispersed nan-
oclay can be exfoliated or intercalated, whereas the length
and width of the particles and the type of polymer matrix add
more degrees of freedom. Clay particles can be (i) intercalated
when the clay platelet spacing has increased chemically by
∼1–4 nm with the aid of surface modification and the intro-
duction of polymer macromolecules in the interlayers; or (ii)
exfoliated when clay layers (∼1 nm thick) are completely
separated from one another in a polymer solution.

In terms of the net effect of nanoscale inclusions, they
can be classified into those that (i) modify the mechanical
response of the matrix itself because of their presence during
fabrication (e.g., inducing matrix crystallization, molecular
alignment, or disrupt/complete the matrix crosslink network
in their vicinity) or during mechanical loading; (ii) generate
a percolating network to improve electron/phonon transfer;
(iii) represent just mechanical reinforcements; or (iv) are
used to synthesize intelligent composites that impart sens-
ing and actuation capabilities. Given the large volume of
information and the ongoing research on all of the aforemen-
tioned applications of polymeric nanomaterials, this chapter
focuses only on the mechanical properties of nanocompos-
ites and, specifically, on the enhancement of matrix stiffness,
strength, and toughness resulting from the introduction of
inorganic nanoscale particles. The process of matrix stiff-
ening and toughening is put in perspective of the effect of
filler size, geometry, and surface functionalization. The dis-
cussion is extended to microscale fillers so as to provide a
reference for the prevailing mechanisms of strengthening and
toughening that are present in nanostructured polymers. The
mechanical behavior of nanomaterials is subject to ongoing
research as no universal models and complete experiments
have resulted in unequivocal conclusions. In recent years
it has become clear that the integration of nanostructured
polymers as matrix replacements in conventional carbon and
glass fiber laminate composites can increase the fiber-matrix
interfacial strength and at the same time impart electrical
and thermal conductivity when desired. Therefore, compos-
ite strength and stiffness are still achieved by conventional

laminate composites, but interlaminar strength and toughness
are improved by the presence of nanoscale fillers.

2 EFFECT OF FILLER GEOMETRY
ON THE MECHANICAL STIFFNESS
OF NANOCOMPOSITES

The presence of equiaxed, linear, or spherical inclusions in
a polymeric matrix results in modification of its mechanical
stiffness, the extent of which depends on the geometry of the
inclusions, their alignment with respect to the applied load,
and their volume fraction. From a basic mechanical analysis
viewpoint, one would not expect a significant improvement
on the nanocomposite stiffness unless the mechanical rein-
forcement creates a continuous percolating network or it
spans the entire specimen and is aligned with respect to the
direction of the applied load. Otherwise, the effect of the
reinforcing elements is small compared with their properties.

In equiaxed nanoparticle composites, the elastic stiffness
increases marginally with the particle weight fraction. The
elastic modulus of composites with micron-sized glass (Cho,
Joshi and Sun, 2006; Lee and Yee, 2000) and silica beads
(Nakamura et al., 1992a) is rather independent of the filler
size, but the effect of nanoparticle size on the composite
modulus is not yet fully understood. It has been reported
that smaller nanoparticles result in larger composite stiffness
(e.g., see, Lee and Yee, 2000; Nakamura et al., 1992; Adnan,
Sun and Mahfuz, 2007), whereas others showed that the mod-
ulus and strength are insensitive to the nanoparticle size.

In silica nanoparticle reinforced epoxies whose elastic
modulus is ∼3 GPa, an increase in stiffness by 0.1 GPa per
unit particle weight fraction has been reported (Chen et al.,
2008a). This increase is monotonic with uniform slope for
weight fractions as high as 15%, as shown in the insert in
Figure 1a (Chen et al., 2008a). Larger weight fractions have
been reported to influence the mechanical stiffness in a non-
monotonic manner (Zhang et al., 2006). An explanation for
this effect has been provided in terms of the interparticle
spacing, which is related to the particle volume fraction,
vp, and the particle diameter, d, as r = d

[
3
√

�/6vp − 1
]
.
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Figure 1. (a) Young’s moduli of composites with 12-nm silica nanoparticles. The inset in (a) shows the variation of the elastic modulus as
a function of the particle volume fraction; (b) relative change in the elastic modulus and the fracture toughness vs. normalized interparticle
spacing (Chen et al., 2008a). Reproduced from Zhang et al. (2006) c© Elsevier.

For instance, the average interparticle spacing for 12-nm sil-
ica particles becomes similar to the particle size for volume
fractions of the order of 6.5 vol%. At high particle vol-
ume fractions, the limited matrix between nanoparticles is
expected to (i) behave as stiffer material, because the molec-
ular mobility of the polymer macromolecules between the
stiff nanoparticles is limited; and (ii) the crosslink network
may appear stiffer as molecular bonding of the matrix to the
nanoparticles creates stiff anchors for the polymer macro-
molecules. This consistent correlation between interparticle
spacing and the fracture toughness and elastic stiffness is
shown to hold in Figure 1b (Zhang et al., 2006).

On the other hand, experiments with silica and alumina
nanoparticles dispersed in vinyl ester with dimensions span-
ning the range from tens of nanometers to 100 �m (Cho,
Joshi and Sun, 2006; Adnan, Sun and Mahfuz, 2007) have
shown that the elastic stiffness increases with a reduction in
particle size only for particles with dimensions in the nanome-
ter range, as shown in Figure 2. Nanometer sized particles
provide the additional benefit of maintaining the composite
strength, whereas particles in the micron regime act as sites
for interfacial or cohesive matrix failure (Cho, Joshi and Sun,
2006), which reduces the composite strength. Small particles
with dimensions similar to the radius of gyration of the poly-
mer molecules do not generate strong stress concentrations
due to the mismatch of their elastic moduli with respect to
the surrounding polymer, because short-range relaxations of
the polymer molecules reduce the local stresses. Much larger
particles generate regions of high stress mismatch and sites
for either particle debonding or cohesive failure of the nearby
matrix and, therefore, larger interfacial cracks that reduce the
composite strength.

Notably, insight into the mechanisms of deformation and
failure at the nanoscale has been obtained in most cases
by analytical and numerical modeling as experiments still
remain macroscopic. The local matrix behavior has been
interrogated mostly qualitatively by post mortem scanning
electron (SEM), transmission electron (TEM), or optical
microscopy. A recent effort to quantify inhomogeneous strain
fields in nanocomposites has provided some insight into
the deformation of an epoxy matrix in the presence of
100-nm silica particles: measurements of the distribution of
strain at the nanoscale were obtained by the Atomic Force
Microscopy/Digital Image Correlation (AFM/DIC) method
(Chen et al., 2008a) and were put in perspective of the applied
effective strain at scales larger than the representative volume
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Figure 2. Young’s modulus vs. micro and nanoparticle diameter
for composites with spherical alumina particles. Reproduced from
Cho, Joshi and Sun (2006) c© Elsevier.
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Figure 3. Local strain distribution in a nanocomposite with 3 wt%
fumed silica, loaded at 1% macroscale strain. The arrows point to
the direction of the applied far-field stress. Reproduced from Chen
et al. (2008) c© Elsevier.

element (RVE) of the nanocomposites. Figure 3 shows the
local distribution of strain in a 100-nm particulate compos-
ite with 3 wt% fumed silica. The large stiffness mismatch
between the matrix and the particles caused strain localiza-
tion in the matrix at small particle volume fractions, which
prevented the composite stiffness from increasing with par-
ticle loading. The inelastic strain bands in the epoxy matrix
in Figure 3 acted as “nonlinear springs” in series with the
hard particles, which imposed the mechanical behavior of
the (softened) matrix to the overall mechanical behavior of
the composite. Although the composite was subjected to 1%
strain, the matrix softened locally and in the large damage
zones shown in Figure 3 the matrix stiffness was that of the
matrix at 3% applied strain. Strain localization bands formed
in the epoxy matrix early in the loading process, at macroscale
strain of 0.3%, which limited the increase in the elastic
stiffness. Therefore, the limited increase in the composite
stiffness with increasing weight fraction of nanoparticles was
attributed to (i) early matrix yielding near the nanoparticles
where the yielded matrix played the role of a softer phase; and
(ii) matrix and particle strain shielding from the macroscale
load.

Contrary to spherical nanoparticles, nanofibers, nan-
otubes, and nanoplatelets have shown more promise because
of their significantly larger aspect ratios. Recent works on
clay platelet composites (Podsiadto et al., 2007) reported on
nanocomposites with stiffnesses exceeding that of some met-
als. The reader is referred to Advanced Composites Made by
the Layer-by-Layer (LBL) Assembly of Nanomaterials for
further details about this class of nanocomposites. In those
works the close packing of clay platelets produced a struc-

ture that allowed for efficient load transfer to the nanoplatelets
even at small applied strains. Improvements have also been
reported on the mechanical stiffness of carbon nanotube
(CNT) composites, primarily when the CNTs were aligned
in the direction of the applied load. However, there is still
significant difference between the composite stiffnesses of
fabricated nanocomposites and the computed predictions by
using the tensile stiffness of individual CNTs, which has been
measured by several groups to be ∼1 TPa (not accounting
for the hollow section of the CNT) (Shaffer and Sandler,
2007). Aligned CNTs have produced improvements on the
elastic stiffness of nanocomposites, but have still not reached
the expected values reported by continuum micromechanics
models. In this regard, the effect of CNT waviness is impor-
tant, as it significantly reduces the stiffening role of CNTs.
Measurements on vapor grown carbon nanofibers (VGC-
NFs), a related class of nanofillers, showed that the initial
stiffness of the nanofibers is 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller
than their stiffness at high applied strains, as the fine nanofiber
waviness in the zero load fiber configuration prevents the fiber
from attaining its maximum stiffness in the polymeric matrix
at applied strains <1% (Ozkan, Naraghi and Chasiotis, 2010).
The potential of VGCNFs as polymer matrix reinforcement
lies mostly with their toughening capacity and the electri-
cal and thermal conductivities of their high temperature heat
treated forms that render polymer matrices multifunctional,
at the expense of their mechanical strength (Ozkan, Naraghi
and Chasiotis, 2010).

3 STRENGTHENING AND TOUGHENING
OF POLYMERS WITH EMBEDDED
NANOSCALE INCLUSIONS

Contrary to the limited improvement on the mechanical stiff-
ness, the increase in the fracture toughness of particulate
nanocomposites is significant. The enhancement in epoxy
matrix toughness is traditionally achieved with micron-sized
organic fillers at the expense of the composite strength. This
shortcoming can be overcome by the addition of nanometer-
scale equiaxed hard inorganic particles that improve on the
fracture toughness and retain, or even enhance, the elas-
tic modulus and the yield and tensile strengths of the neat
polymer.

In addition, the strength of a polymeric matrix has been
shown to be quite insensitive to the addition of nanoparticles
for volume fractions as high as 20% (Chen et al., 2008a), con-
trary to micron-size particle composites where the composite
strengths scale inverse proportionally with the particle size
(Cho, Joshi and Sun, 2007; Nakamura et al., 1992a). Figure 4a
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is instructive in this regard (Cho, Joshi and Sun, 2007):
Microscale particles with dimensions >100 �m reduce the
mechanical strength of the pristine polymer. Such large par-
ticles act as stress raisers, and their size defines the interface of
singular elastic stresses (in the absence of local yielding). On
the contrary, nanoscale particles have been reported to main-
tain the matrix strength but do not improve it (Chen et al.,
2008a; Zhang et al., 2006). Figure 4b shows the trends in
the mechanical strength of an epoxy with embedded 12- and
100-nm fumed silica particles and weight fractions as high
as 15%. Clearly, the mechanical strength remains unchanged
for both particle sizes, as also reported before for alumina
particles (Cho, Joshi and Sun, 2007). However, other studies
(see Figure 4c) have presented an increase in the compos-
ite strength because of spherical nanoparticles. Although an
improvement on the mechanical strength was not expected,
the fact that it was not compromised by the introduction of
hard nanoparticles at all weight fractions is important, espe-
cially in view of the improvements on the fracture toughness
and flammability of epoxy matrices made by the nanopar-
ticles. The insensitivity of the mechanical strength to the
addition of nanoparticles can be explained in terms of the
limited local stress raising capacity of nanoscale reinforce-
ments. The polymer volume affected by the amplification of
stresses due to the presence of the hard nanoparticles is small.

Significant benefits by nanoparticles embedded in poly-
meric materials are accomplished by the improvement of the
polymer fracture toughness which is, otherwise, relatively
low. The fracture toughness of thermosetting epoxies with
spherical silica or glass microparticles and nanoparticles has
been shown to increase as the volume fraction increases (Lee
and Yee, 2000). Before discussing the toughening effect
of discontinuous nanofillers, it is important to understand
the role of microscale fillers in polymer toughening. At the
micron-scale, increasing volume fractions of 3.3- or 24.4-�m
glass beads, up to a maximum of 30 vol%, has improved the
fracture toughness of the epoxy matrix due to particle debond-
ing (Lee and Yee, 2000). At the nanometer scale, 25-nm silica
particles at volume fractions of up to 14 vol% (Zhang et al.,
2006), 15-nm silica particles at up to 10 wt% (Chen et al.,
2008a), and 12-nm silica particles at weight fractions as high
as 15% (Chen et al., 2008a) had a similar effect. In general, it
is expected that larger microparticles will provide improved
toughening. However, there is no general agreement on the
effect of particle size. Some researchers (Lee and Yee, 2000)
have reported on the insensitivity of fracture toughness on
glass bead size for 3.3- and 24.4-�m particles, whereas oth-
ers (Nakamura et al., 1992b) reported that the critical energy
release rate of spherical silica/epoxy composites increased
for increasing silica particle size in the range 6–42 �m. The
same epoxy composites had reduced tensile strength with
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Figure 4. (a) Normalized mechanical strength of silica and alu-
mina particle composites with micron and nanometer size particles;
(b) tensile strengths of 12- and 100-nm silica particle composites
as a function of particle weight fraction; (c) normalized mechani-
cal strength of silica and alumina particle composites with micron
and nanometer size particles. Reproduced from Cho, Joshi and Sun
(2006) c© Elsevier.

increased silica particle diameter in the range of 6–42 �m
(Nakamura et at., 1992b) and glass beads with diameters
in the range 6–500 �m (Cho, Joshi and Sun, 2007). Similar
trends have been reported for the flexural strength of compos-
ites with 3–42 �m silica (Nakamura et al., 1992a; Tanimoto
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Figure 5. Matrix toughening through (a) crack pinning; and (b) particle debonding. Reproduced from Kawaguchi and Pearson (2003)
c© Elsevier.

et al., 2006). Several mechanisms contribute to energy dissi-
pation in the presence of microscale reinforcements: Organic
(soft) particles increase the brittle polymer matrix toughness
caused by particle debonding and subsequent matrix plastic-
ity caused by cavitation. Inorganic (hard) fillers also increase
the matrix fracture toughness via filler/matrix debonding and
void formation, shear yielding/banding, craze formation,
crack deflection, and crack pinning (Roulin-Moloney, 1989).
These mechanisms are scale dependent and some of them are
not important for nanocomposites: Crack pinning requires
large particles on the order of tens of microns, Figure 5a,
compared to few micron size particles that promote particle
debonding (Kawaguchi and Pearson, 2003), as shown in
Figure 5b.

In terms of nanoscale reinforcements, the addition of
12 nm fumed silica particles has increased the fracture
toughness (Chen et al., 2008a) of an epoxy as shown in Fig-
ure 6. Small weight fractions (1 wt%) resulted in monotonic
increase in the effective toughness, but this improvement was
less dramatic at larger weight fractions. For instance, there
was marginal difference in the fracture toughness between
3wt% and 15 wt% particles, and a 35% increase in the frac-
ture toughness for 15 wt% nanoparticle loading. These values
agree in general with the data in (Chen et al., 2008b). A
similar saturation in the nanocomposite toughness has been
reported for all types of hard nanoscale reinforcements,
including higher aspect ratio particles (Kinloch et al., 2005).
In fact, in some reports, the composite toughness decreased
at volume fractions >15% (Chen et al., 2008b).

SEM observations of the fracture surface at the initial
crack tip indicated that the primary reason for an increase
in the toughness of composites with 1–5 wt% loadings of 12-
nm silica particles was crack surface roughening, Figure 7b,
as opposed to the mirror fracture surface of the neat epoxy
shown in Figure 7a (Chen et al., 2008a). The fracture plane
roughening increased the effective fracture surface and, there-
fore, the critical energy release rate. Interestingly, the fracture

surface at the initial crack tip for composites with 15 wt% sil-
ica pointed to a different toughening mechanism compared
with the smaller particle loadings: The crack fracture surface
in Figure 7c was reminiscent of ductile failure, an observation
that was corroborated by measurements of the glass transition
temperature, Tg, of the epoxy and the silica composites Chen
et al. (2008b). Specifically, whereas the Tg of the pristine
epoxy and the composites with up to 5.0 wt%, 12-nm silica
particles was 153–155 ◦C, the Tg of 15.0 wt% 12-nm silica
composites was only 121 ◦C. The 32 ◦C reduction in Tg for
15.0 wt% silica loading can be explained by reduced crosslink
density, which is supported by the small scale yielding behav-
ior shown in Figure 7c. A reduction in Tg with nanoparticle
loading has been reported by several groups (see, e.g., Zhang
et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2003), although others have presented
a relatively unchanged Tg with nanoparticle loading. The
small interparticle spacing (on the order of 10 nm) at such
large nanoparticle weight fractions affects the continuity of
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(2008) c© Elsevier.
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Figure 7. Fracture surface at the crack tip of epoxy-matrix com-
posite specimens: (a) neat epoxy; (b) with 5 wt% 12-nm silica; and
(c) with 15 wt% 12-nm silica. The white arrows in figure (b) point to
voids and the black arrows to silica particles surrounded by matrix
where cohesive matrix failure is evidenced. Reproduced from Chen
et al. (2008) c© Elsevier.

matrix crosslinking, resulting in a nanocomposite matrix with
properties different from those of the bulk epoxy.

On the other hand, it is expected that the inclusion
of platelet and fiberlike nanoparticles will significantly
increase the matrix toughness via a combination of crack

bridging, particle-matrix frictional dissipation and nanofiber/
nanoplatelet fracture. However, experimental data have not
shown yet a dramatic improvement in the fracture tough-
ness (Miyagawa and Drzal, 2004). Specifically, small weight
fractions of up to 1 wt% CNTs provided an increase in
the polymer toughness, whereas larger weight fractions
reduced this effect. Longer CNTs (10 �m) provided better
improvement than shorter ones (5 �m), yet in both cases
the toughness was virtually unchanged between 0.1 wt%
and 1 wt% CNTs, possibly implying that the aforementioned
toughening mechanisms were not active.

4 MODELING OF NANOSTRUCTURED
COMPOSITES

Modeling of nanostructured composites has been at the fore-
front of research in the recent years, with major emphasis in
understanding phenomena at the scale of inclusions towards
the development of multiscale (hierarchical) modeling (Gates
et al., 2005) in order to predict the effective mechanical
response of material systems incorporating nanostructures
such as CNTs. Hard nanoscale inclusions, such as carbon
nanofibers and silica or alumina nanoparticles are relatively
easy to include in composites modeling as long as the interfa-
cial region between the nanoparticle and the bulk polymer is
taken into account. Lack of specific knowledge of the proper-
ties of the interface has been compensated by the use of three
phase models, where the polymer molecule properties near
the nanoparticles are accounted for by a tunable factor (Luo
and Daniel, 2003). This factor may be estimated by molec-
ular dynamics (MD) calculations of the variation of density
and properties of the polymer molecules near a hard inclusion
(Gates et al., 2005). Such methods are important in the com-
putation of the equivalent properties of CNTs in their pristine
and functionalized forms when they are embedded in poly-
meric matrices. CNTs are trusslike structures with multiple
conformations, which result in different bending and buck-
ling responses. In creating macroscale models, CNTs can be
replaced by equivalent continuum structures with the same
mechanical response under different stress conditions so that
the potential energy of the nanostructure and the surrounding
polymer is the same as the elastic energy of the equivalent
continuum structure (Gates et al., 2005). Such MD models
capture the effect of van der Waals and short range bond-
ing forces between the surrounding matrix and the nanoscale
inclusions, and the mechanical behavior of the matrix in the
presence of stiff reinforcements under conditions in which
molecular mobility may be restricted. Additional considera-
tions arise in higher order nanostructures, such as multiwall
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), in which the outer shell is
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stressed differently from the inner shells and upon failure of
the outer shell, the inner shells slide in a “sword in sheath”
manner.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Nanofillers bring multifunctional improvements to existing
polymers and their fiber laminate and woven composites, but
they also act as structural elements affecting the mechanical
behavior of the polymeric hosts. The mechanical improve-
ments owed to nanoscale fillers are expected to be significant
increasing the matrix toughness and maintaining, or even
increasing, the tensile and shear strength. Nanoscale parti-
cles with high aspect ratios; that is, surface-to-volume ratio,
have been shown to have the greatest potential in increasing
the polymer stiffness and strength, whereas improvements in
the fracture toughness owed to equiaxed nanoparticles have
also been significant. Challenges still remain in developing
manufacturing processes for well-dispersed materials, which
are compatible with existing composites fabrication methods
and equipment, and in implementing predictive models for
intelligent design of hierarchical nanomaterials.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Titanium (Ti) is a chemical element (atomic no. 22), which
has a high melting temperature (∼1660◦ C) and low density
(4.5 g cc−1). In fact the density of titanium is about half that of
iron or nickel but the melting point of titanium is higher than
either of these metals. These intrinsic properties make suit-
ably alloyed titanium an attractive candidate as a structural
metal for lightweight structures. In fact, alloys of titanium
are widely used in aircraft gas turbines and in highly loaded
structures in the airframes themselves. Spacecraft also uti-
lize titanium alloys both for the load-bearing structure and
for critical components such as high-pressure gas bottles and
in the cryopumps of propulsion system. There is also a large
quantity of unalloyed titanium and minimally alloyed tita-

nium alloys used in applications where corrosion resistance
is important. Titanium alloys also have an increasing appeal
for biomedical applications. These latter applications are not
relevant to the focus of this chapter and will not be discussed
further.

Among the material classes covered in Part 4.2, “High-
Temperature Materials” of this Encyclopedia, titanium al-
loys have the lowest maximum temperature capability per se.
Moreover, the capability of each titanium alloy is different
and the capability for each alloy depends on the processing
history it has received. Both of these factors are important
in determining the microstructure of the alloy. However, on
a density-corrected basis, titanium alloys are very competi-
tive with Ni- and Fe-base alloys up to∼550◦ C. Above these
temperatures, the limiting considerations for many applica-
tions are a loss of strength and surface stability, also called
oxidation or environment resistance.

Titanium alloys are capable of being fabricated into all
conventional mill products and into near net shapes for
components using conventional metal-processing equipment.
These alloys are quite strong at typical hot working tempera-
tures so high load capacity processing equipment is required.
Titanium alloys also can be joined by fusion welding and
by solid state methods, both of which are described in other
sections of this volume.

When compared to iron-, nickel-, and aluminum-based
alloys, titanium alloys are relatively new. While the chem-
ical element Ti has been known since the late 1700s, the
difficulty in extracting the metal from titanium-rich miner-
als prevented winning metallic titanium itself. A method for
producing metallic titanium was not demonstrated until the
late 1930s. Production of titanium in sufficient quantities
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to be commercially interesting did not follow until about
10–15 yr later. Much of the difficulty in commercializing ti-
tanium and its alloys is related to the extreme reactivity of
the metal both in the molten and solid state. Consequently,
special (and costly) measures are required to extract the metal
from the ore (either TiO2 or TiFeO3) and to turn the metal
into alloys with useful product forms. Today, the worldwide
annual production capacity of titanium and its alloys stands
at∼200× 106 pounds (∼90× 106 kg). The fact that this ca-
pacity is stated in pounds and not tons implies that titanium is
expensive and is used only in high-performance applications
where the high cost is acceptable because of the enhanced
performance it imparts to the products that utilize it.

The focus of this chapter is on the intrinsic performance
of titanium alloys and on their most common applications. In
order to adequately describe this subject, it is also necessary
to briefly discuss the alloying behavior of titanium and the
processing of titanium alloys. As stated earlier, both alloy
composition and processing of the alloy affect microstruc-
ture and, therefore, the alloy performance. Consequently, the
interconnected factors of alloy composition, processing his-
tory, and resulting microstructure are the main considerations
when optimizing the performance of titanium-based materi-
als for a specific application. Length limitations for this chap-
ter impose restrictions on the level of details to which any of
these topics can be addressed, but there are entire books de-
voted to titanium and its alloys as well as the proceedings
of the quadrennialInternational Ti Conferencesand readers
seeking more detailed information are referred to these. These
resources are also well referenced with respect to the journal
literature for those specialists still needing greater detail. The
Further Readingsection at the end of this chapter contains a
list of these resources.

2 ALLOYING OF TITANIUM

“Pure” titanium has an allotropic transformation at∼882◦ C,
with the low-temperatureα-phase having a hexagonal close-
packed structure and the high-temperatureβ-phase having a
body-centered cubic structure. The temperature at which the
pure metal or an alloy becomes allβ-phase is called theβ
transus. For alloys, this temperature depends on the alloying
elements present and on their concentrations, but commonly
available commercial alloys haveβ transus values in the range
700–1050◦C. Metallic titanium always contains at least trace
amounts of other elements, in part as unavoidable impurities
due to the extreme reactivity of titanium and in part as de-
liberate additions to alter its properties in a desirable, prede-
termined way. The most common metallic alloying elements
used in titanium alloys are Al, Sn, Zr, V, Fe, Cr, Mo, Nb,

and Si, all of which occupy substitutional sites in the host
titanium lattice. Titanium alloys also contain the elements O,
N, C, and H in limited concentrations as interstitials, either
as impurities or as minor deliberate additions. Some Fe is
always present as an impurity but can be added as an alloy-
ing addition also. Si is also added to high-temperature alloys
to improve creep resistance as will be described later. Most
of these alloying additions preferentially stabilize either the
α-phase or theβ-phase and, therefore, are classified asα sta-
bilizers orβ stabilizers accordingly. The two exceptions are
Sn and Zr, which are considered as neutral elements. As a
consequence of the effects various alloying additions have
on titanium, there are three basic classes of titanium alloys,α

or nearα alloys,α + β alloys, andβ alloys. Among these, the
most common and most widely used for structural applica-
tions are theα + β alloys, with the alloy Ti-6Al-4V (Ti-64)
being by far the most common of all.

The roles of alloying additions to titanium include altering
the temperature range over which an alloy can be mechani-
cally worked, either to change the shape or gage or to alter
the microstructure, or both. Alloying also affects the alloy
constitution, which, in turn, alters the response to thermal
processing (heat treatment). As will be discussed later, both
thermomechanical and thermal processing are used to tai-
lor the properties of a particular alloy and can significantly
improve the alloy performance for a given application.

There are also numerous intermetallic phases based on ti-
tanium. Almost all of them have very limited ductility, but
alloying of some of these intermetallic phases can improve
their ductility. Among these phases, the only one that is cur-
rently being pursued for structural applications is TiAl, also
calledγ titanium aluminide. There is a separate chapter on
TiAl in this volume so no further discussion of TiAl will be
included here. There is also a widely used shape memory
alloy based on titanium (Nitinol or TiNi). This material also
lies outside the scope of this chapter.

3 PROCESSING OF TITANIUM ALLOYS

In the context of this section, processing includes melting of
titanium alloys and mechanical working. Good melting prac-
tice is essential to high-quality mill products with uniform
composition. Titanium alloys are amenable to hot working
by all traditional metal working methods, for example, forg-
ing, rolling, and extrusion. Most of the working is performed
hot as titanium alloys are quite strong. The main issue with
working and fabrication of titanium alloys is the reactivity
with oxygen when heated above about∼500◦ C in air.

Melting of alloys to form an ingot (or a near net shape cast-
ing) must be accomplished in a vacuum or an inert atmosphere
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in a melting furnace that minimizes or prevents contact
between the molten alloy and the furnace components be-
cause of the extreme reactivity of molten titanium. Conse-
quently, titanium alloys are typically vacuum arc melted or
remelted (VAR) in an arc furnace using a consumable elec-
trode and the molten alloy is collected in an evacuated water-
cooled copper crucible. Melting begins with an electrode con-
sisting of titanium sponge (the metallic form of raw titanium)
mixed in the proper proportions with a master alloy that con-
tains the desired alloying additions, also in the correct pro-
portions. This electrode is made of mechanically compacted
briquettes of the master alloy and sponge mixture that are gas
tungsten arc welded together in an argon-filled dry box. This
first melt electrode can also have pieces of alloy scrap or com-
pacted alloy chips or turnings (all of which is called “revert”)
also welded onto it. There can be as much as 35% revert in
an electrode, reflecting the high cost of titanium. Since revert
can be pieces of sheet and plate and chips or turnings from
fabrication and machining operations, the quality of revert
is strictly monitored and controlled for aerospace and other
high-performance applications. These controls are essential
to ensure the integrity of the mill product.

To initiate melting, an arc is struck between the electrode
and a starter pad of titanium at the bottom of the copper cru-
cible, the end of the electrode is melted, and the molten alloy
is collected in the crucible. The VAR process proceeds until
the electrode is consumed and all the titanium alloy elec-
trode is converted to an ingot contained in the crucible. The
VAR process does not permit all the metal in the final ingot
to be molten at the same time so alloy macro segregation of
alloying elements is possible. To ensure alloy homogeneity,
the first-melt ingot is inverted and remelted a second or even
a third time. The product of this melting operation is often
termed as a 2X or 3X VAR material, which indicates the num-
ber of times the material has been melted and remelted. The
process of melting titanium alloys that leads to a sound and
homogeneous alloy ingot requires skill and experience and
the best melt practices in the titanium industry have evolved
over more than 30 yr. There are several melt-related defects
that can be introduced during melting and carried over into the
mill products if the preparation of the first-melt electrode and
the melting of the ingot are not done with stringent controls
of both the melting process and the input material in the elec-
trode. Included among these defects are interstitial (mainly
nitrogen) stabilized defects, known as hardα, alloy segrega-
tion known asβ flecks, high density, tungsten-rich inclusions,
and “pipe” near the top of the VAR ingot if the arc-melting
current is not properly tapered down in the final melt stages.
The N-rich inclusions can result from several sources but
two of the most common are from vacuum leaks and from re-
vert that has been contaminated by grinding or flame cutting.

The high-density inclusions come from welding electrodes
and tungsten carbide machine tool cutters that have not been
screened out of turnings and chips before reusing them as
revert. Typically a melting practice is qualified by inspecting
the product of the process to be certain that none of the afore-
mentioned melt-related defects are present. Once qualified,
the melt practice is frozen and becomes a “fixed practice”
that is rigorously observed during the subsequent melting of
every heat of material.

There is another, newer melting method for high-
performance titanium alloys that has been fully commercial-
ized in the past∼15 yr. This method is known as cold hearth
melting (CHM) and is performed in a water-cooled vessel
in which a thin “skull” of solid titanium alloy protects the
molten metal from contacting the copper hearth. The heat
source for melting is provided either by electron guns or by
plasma torches. One of the principal benefits of CHM is the
ability to eliminate the melt-related defects described earlier.
Consequently, the use of CHM for producing alloys intended
for use in aircraft engine rotors has grown rapidly since its
inception. Another benefit of CHM is that a rectangular slab
can be cast out of the hearth furnace. By comparison, VAR
ingots are always cylindrical. This rectangular slab can be
converted to sheet and plate with lower product conversion
losses from grinding and other conditioning methods. . This is
because the similarity of the starting and final product shapes
increases the uniformity of strain during the conversion pro-
cess, which minimizes cracking. The use of CHM for melting
commercially pure (CP) titanium is especially attractive be-
cause most CP is sold as sheet or strip for use in tubing and
plate type heat exchangers.

Wrought products are produced by extensive elevated tem-
perature working of ingots with the purposes of creating
a chemically homogeneous product, changing the product
shape, and refining its microstructure. The initial hot work-
ing operations are performed above theβ transus because the
material is more ductile and the higher solute diffusion rates
permit better alloy homogenization. The initial hot working
is done in a forging press equipped with narrow, flat, open
dies and the work piece is rotated to maintain a symmetrical
shape as the cross section is reduced. In modern mill prac-
tice, a robotic manipulator is employed to control the position
and orientation of the work piece. Strain increments are in-
troduced in relatively narrow sections of the ingot or work
piece, which is incrementally moved through the press un-
til the entire cross section has been forged. This so-called
forging or cogging operation is done with periodic reheats
to ensure that the material always remains above theβ tran-
sus during working. The cogging operation causes recrystal-
lization of theβ-phase, which improves its hot ductility and
enables the introduction of larger strains during subsequent
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hot working operations. Ingots of a common alloy such as Ti-
6Al-4V can be as large as 90 cm (36 in) in diameter and weigh
as much as 10 000 kg (22 000 lbs), so the initial reduction to
an intermediate product involves extensive hot working. The
typical result of this operation is a work piece with an ax-
isymmetric cross section that is appropriately called a round
cornered square (RCS). A typical dimension of the RCS is
50 cm (20 in). The RCS intermediate product from a large in-
got typically will be cut into manageable lengths that are more
suitable for the subsequent processing into desired product
forms such as billet, bar, and plate. The remaining hot work-
ing is typically done in theα+β phase field in order to refine
the microstructure while creating a size and shape amenable
to final processing into mill product. It is common to con-
dition the RCS to remove the oxygen-contaminated surface
layer, calledα case, before proceeding withα+β working
because theα case causes cracking. Depending on the in-
tended use of the material, the RCS is further hot worked
by additional cogging to prepare it for rolling into plate, ro-
tary forged into round billet, typically for subsequent use in
closed die forgings or for rolling with a rod mill or into ex-
trusion billet. Each of the final working operations has the
capability to change the product microstructure by imparting
further hot work to the material under controlled conditions
of temperature, strain and strain rate. The detailed combina-
tion of these parameters, often called the process window, is
critical to creating the particular final microstructure required
to achieve the property mix desired for a given application.
The relation between microstructure and properties will be
discussed later in this chapter.

The only mill product not mentioned earlier is sheet, which
is usually considered material that is less than 2.5 mm (0.1 in)
thick. In the case of sheet, the reactivity in air creates the need
for a special processing method called pack rolling. Pack
rolling involves coating a number of heavier gage pieces of
material with a release agent such as a slurry of aluminum ox-
ide to prevent them from bonding to one another and enclos-
ing in a “mild steel pack” to protect them from exposure to air.
The pack is hot rolled in theα + β phase field as a single entity
until the desired gage is achieved. The pack is then opened and
the individual sheets are pickled or ground to remove any sur-
face contamination. Very thin material, 0.050 mm (0.002 in),
usually called foil, is produced by final cold rolling the sheet
in a Sendzimir mill.

Fracture critical titanium alloy components, for exam-
ple, rotors for a jet engine, are typically produced as closed
die forgings because the process window can be more pre-
cisely controlled leading to improved microstructure control.
If deemed necessary, the forging operation can be performed
isothermally using heated dies, but this forging method adds
considerable cost. The effects of closed die forging on mi-

crostructure and properties of titanium alloys are also dis-
cussed later.

Finally, there is a need for large seamless, thin-walled rings
for such applications as casings for jet engine compressors
and solid fuel rocket motors. These rings are produced by
ring rolling whereby a length of preheated billet of the desired
mass is pierced at the center to create a thick-walled cylinder.
This pierced cylinder is placed in an apparatus equipped with
two opposing rolls, one on the outside and one on the inside.
These rolls are forced together as they rotate and the ring
wall thickness is reduced as the diameter increases. When the
desired wall thickness and diameter is achieved, the process
is complete. As in plate rolling, very little widening of the
rings occurs during rolling so the height is essentially set by
the dimension of the initial piece cut for piercing.

4 PROCESSING–PROPERTY RELATIONS

As mentioned earlier, the microstructure of titanium alloys
has a major effect on their mechanical properties. The heart
of titanium physical metallurgy is the understanding of how
to manipulate microstructure through thermomechanical and
thermal processing and understanding the relationship be-
tween microstructure and properties. The complexity of tita-
nium alloy microstructures coupled with the hexagonal close-
packed crystal structure of theα-phase makes microstructure
and property manipulation either daunting or opportunity-
rich, depending on one’s point of view. History shows one
thing clearly, however; inexperienced users of titanium al-
loys for weight-critical, load-bearing applications, that is,
designs with small safety factors, can experience unpleasant
“surprises” unless they seek expert advice.

The remainder of this section will attempt to summarize
the microstructure–property relations of titanium alloys us-
ing examples. The bulk of the discussion will be focused on
the most commonly used alloy, for example, Ti-64. The sub-
ject is extensive and cannot be treated in any level of detail
here. However, there are other sources of more detailed infor-
mation about this subject available elsewhere and these are
enumerated in theFurther Readingsection.

4.1 Microstructure evolution in titanium alloys

The underlying basis for microstructure development and ma-
nipulation in bothα + β andβ titanium alloys is the trans-
formation of theβ-phase to form theα-phase and the effects
of processing on the morphology and distribution of these
phases. Beyond this similarity, microstructural evolution in
the two classes of titanium alloys is quite different. Conse-
quently, the two classes of alloys will be discussed separately.
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Figure 1. Fully lamellar structure in Ti-6Al-4V alloy showing the
colony microstructure.

4.1.1 α+β alloys

In Ti and its alloys, theβ → α transformation can occur by
a nucleation and growth reaction or, in someα+β alloys,
by a martensitic transformation if the cooling rate from the
solution treatment temperature is high enough. Theα-phase
that forms from theβ-phase, either by nucleation and growth
or martensitically, has a specific crystallographic orientation
relation to the parentβ-phase called the Burgers orientation
relation (BOR). As a consequence, the nucleation and growth
α-phase inα+β alloys typically forms as colonies ofα-phase
laths separated by thin ribs ofβ-phase as illustrated in Figure
1. This microstructure is called fully lamellar. Eachα lath
within a colony has the same crystallographic orientation,

Figure 2. Fully equiaxed microstructure in Ti-6Al-4V showing the
effect of TMP on theα-phase morphology.

which means the slip planes in each lath are aligned and
the effective slip length becomes the colony size. This has
important implications for the mechanical behavior as will
be discussed in the properties section.

One of the main intents of thermomechanical processing
(TMP) is to recrystallize theα laths within the colony, after
which they deform independently of one another. The recrys-
tallized laths assume an equiaxed morphology as shown in
Figure 2. This microstructure is called fully equiaxed. These
equiaxedα grains are called primaryα. The primaryα vol-
ume fraction can be controlled by reheating after TMP to
different temperatures within theα+β phase field. Two ex-
amples showing different volume fractions are shown in Fig-
ure 3 a and b. These structures are called bimodal because
theα-phase is present as equiaxed regions and as fine laths
in the regions that wereβ-phase at the reheating tempera-
ture. In each of the bimodal microstructures shown here, the
scale of theα+β mixture is different because the composi-
tion of the parentβ-phase depends on the volume fraction,
which in turn is a function of temperature. In summary, the
microstructures ofα+β titanium alloys fall into three major
groups: fully lamellar, fully equiaxed, and bimodal.

The martensite that forms in titanium alloys such as Ti-64
is calledα′ and differs from nucleation and growthα mainly
in composition but also in morphology to a lesser degree.
In comparison to high strength steels,α′ martensite is not
hard and strong because the alloying elements in titanium al-
loys are present as substitutional atoms not interstitial atoms,
for example, C in ferrous martensite. The martensitic reac-
tion does result in microstructures that have more random
orientations ofα-phase laths. This type of microstructure is
typically stronger and less ductile. In view of the space lim-
itations and the relative unimportance ofα′, it will not be
discussed further here.

4.1.2 β-phase alloys

This class of titanium alloy can be cooled to room temper-
ature and remain completely in theβ-phase condition, al-
beit metastableβ. Processing of these alloys is quite dif-
ferent than theα+β alloys in that a fine-grained recrystal-
lized β-phase is the desired result of hot working above the
β transus (β processing). This metastableβ-phase can be
aged at relatively low temperatures to produce a fine dis-
persion ofα-phase strengthening precipitates. During ag-
ing, theβ-phase grain boundaries act as efficient nucleation
sites for theα-phase, known as grain boundaryα. An ex-
treme example of grain boundary is shown in Figure 4. Grain
boundaryα develops rapidly both during cooling from the
solution temperature and during aging. This is because the
nucleation barrier at grain boundaries is lower than that in
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Figure 3. Bimodal microstructures in Ti-6Al-4V showing the effect of solution treatment temperature on the volume fractions of equiaxed
primaryα- and transformedβ-phase consisting ofα laths in aβ matrix. (a) Low solution treatment temperature; (b) highα+β solution
treatment temperature.

the matrix and because the subsequent growth is acceler-
ated by the higher rate of diffusion at grain boundaries. In
the metastableβ-phase condition,β alloys also can be cold
or warm worked to introduce a high dislocation density.
Dislocations are also effectiveα-phase nucleation sites and

Figure 4. Grain boundaryα in Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al cooled from above
theβ transus.

agingβ alloys after cold or warm working leads to a very fine
distribution ofα-phase precipitates. Yield strengths in excess
of 1400 MPa can be readily achieved inβ alloys processed in
this way. However, at such high strengths, the ductility can
be very low, which limits the range of applications.

Theβ titanium alloys also can be hot worked in theα+β

phase field to recrystallize theα-phase that is present. This
produces microstructures containing equiaxedα-phase in a
β matrix. If the β matrix is also recrystallized, the alloy
can be aged to form a high number density of smallα-
phase precipitates. An example of aβ alloy processed in this
manner is shown in Figure 5. One benefit ofα+β working
is that the recrystallization of theβ-phase matrix can oc-
cur without significant grain boundaryα formation. In this

Figure 5. Equiaxed primaryα in Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo -3Cr afterα+β

processing. Image courtesy of B. Welk, Ohio State.
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microstructural condition, the tensile ductility is typically
considerably higher at comparable yield strength levels.

4.2 Tensile properties

The usable yield strength range achievable inα+β titanium
alloys is∼700–1050 MPa. It is possible to achieve higher
strengths under special circumstances but at these higher
strengths the ductility is so low that there are not many prac-
tical applications available. An early concern among users of
titanium alloys was the low tensile ductility of alloys such as
Ti-64 when they wereβ-annealed to create the fully lamellar
microstructure (Figure 1). In the early days of titanium alloy
use, this structure was even called an “overheated” structure,
implying an undesirable condition. Later, it was recognized
that this microstructural condition had other significant ad-
vantages including higher fracture toughness and better stress
corrosion cracking resistance than either the fully equiaxed
or bimodal microstructures. This recognition was an impor-
tant change in the acceptance of this microstructural condi-
tion because fusion welds have this structure. Recognition
that the fully lamellar microstructure is acceptable, and in
some cases better than theα+β processed microstructure,
has led to broader acceptance of weldedα+β titanium alloy
structures.

The fully equiaxed or bimodal microstructural conditions
are the most common in applications ofα+β titanium alloys
such as Ti-6Al-4V (Figures 2 and 3). In part, this is due to
lingering concerns about the low ductility of the fully lamel-
lar condition and in part because this is a convenient final
condition for sheet and plate. A variant of the fully equiaxed
condition that is particularly common in flat-rolled products
is called “mill annealed.” Mill-annealed material isα+β hot
rolled and given a final anneal at∼700◦C for relatively short
times. While the mill-annealed condition is commonly pro-
duced, it also has a great deal of microstructural variation
because the amount ofα+β work is not well controlled. As a
consequence, the recrystallization response during the 700◦C
anneal is not consistent between lots, leading to significant
variations in strength, ductility, and fracture toughness as dis-
cussed next.

The bimodal microstructural conditions (Figures 3) in
α+β titanium alloys consistently have the best combination
of strength and tensile ductility with the smallest lot-to-lot
variation in these properties. Thusα+β processing followed
by reheating in theα+β phase field to temperatures 50–
100◦C below theβ transus and cooling as rapidly as prac-
tical to create as fine anα+β matrix structure as possible is
a widely used heat treatment forα+β titanium alloy com-
ponents where strength and ductility are the most important
properties required.

As discussed earlier, theβ alloys in theβ-processed con-
dition exhibit a strong tendency to form grain boundaryα. In
this microstructural condition, and at yield strengths above
∼1050 MPa, the fracture path changes from transgranular to
intergranular but in both cases the local failure mode is by
microvoid nucleation, growth, and coalescence, that is, duc-
tile fracture. As a consequence of this fracture path transition,
the tensile ductility ofβ-processed material is considerably
lower than that forα+β-processed material with comparable
yield strength. This is because the tensile strain is prefer-
entially accumulated in the weaker grain boundary regions,
leading to local fracture initiation at these sites at small over-
all macroscopic strains. Consequently, the measured strains
to failure in a tensile test are quite low, even though the failure
occurs by ductile fracture. For ductility-limited requirements,
such as formability, this can be a limiting consideration, but
for fracture critical applications fracture toughness is more
important as also will be discussed next.

In the space available, it is not possible to provide a com-
prehensive description of the microstructural dependence of
the tensile properties ofα+β andβ titanium alloys. It is, how-
ever, essential that the reader understand that tensile prop-
erties can be tailored by manipulating the microstructure
through processing and heat treatment to achieve a range of
strength–ductility combinations.

4.3 Fracture toughness

Titanium alloys are unusual in that, at similar strengths, mi-
crostructures that exhibit the highest tensile ductilities do not
also have the highest fracture toughness. In fact there is of-
ten an inverse correlation between ductility and toughness at
a constant strength level. The reasons for this are complex
but one reason is that titanium alloys do not contain second-
phase inclusions such as sulfides, carbides, and carbonitrides
as is the case in high-strength steels or constituent phases
in the case of high-strength aluminum alloys. These particles
tend to facilitate crack extension, especially at higher strength
levels. Another factor is the ability to manipulate the fracture
path in titanium alloys while maintaining a ductile fracture
mode. An increase in the crack path tortuosity can increase
the toughness if the intrinsic energy required for crack exten-
sion does not change. It appears that, among the structural
metals, this situation is unique to titanium alloys.

Figures 6 and 7 show the fracture surfaces ofβ-processed
and α+β processed Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo. These images
show that the crack path in theβ-processed material follows
the priorβ boundaries, whereas in theα+β processed mate-
rial the crack is transgranular with no preferred crack path.
These two specimens had identical yield strengths but theKIc

value of theβ-processed material was approximately twice
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Figure 6. SEM images of fracture surface ofβ-processed Ti-6Al-
2Sn-4Zr-6Mo showing a crack path that follows the priorβ grain
boundary regions.

that of theα+β processed material. Further, the tensile ductil-
ity of theα+β processed material was about twice that of the
β-processed material. The cause of the differences in fracture
toughness of different conditions of Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo is

Figure 7. SEM images of fracture surface ofα+β-processed Ti-
6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo showing a crack path that does not follows any
particular microstructural feature.

related to the differences in fracture path and the ease of crack
initiation. If the local fracture mode is ductile, then more tor-
tuous crack path leads to higher toughness values. This trend
only holds up to yield strengths≤ 1100 MPa. At higher yield
strengths, the strength difference between the grain boundary
region and the matrix artificially constrains the plastic zone
size leading to lower overall energy dissipation during crack
extension. At this point, both the toughness and tensile duc-
tility become so low as to limit use of the material in fracture
critical situations.

4.4 Fatigue behavior

The fatigue behavior of titanium alloys has two distinct as-
pects: fatigue life and fatigue crack growth rate. Both of these
parameters are important factors in the design of cyclically
loaded structures. Fatigue life integrates crack initiation and
subsequent growth to failure, whereas fatigue crack growth
rate only measures the rate of progression of an existing crack.
Further, fatigue strength is usually measured in smooth and
notched bars and reported accordingly. As is the case with
age-hardening Al alloys, titanium alloys do not exhibit a true
endurance limit the way carbon steels do at life times of 106–
107 cycles. Consequently, the fatigue strength of titanium
alloys must be specified in terms of the limiting cyclic stress
amplitude for a given lifetime, that is, 106 or 107 cycles. How-
ever, the smooth bar fatigue strength of titanium alloys gener-
ally scales with the yield strength and the notched bar strength
scales reasonably well with the tensile ductility. As discussed
earlier, microstructure has a big effect on yield strength, so it
also affects the smooth bar fatigue strength in a similar man-
ner. Microstructure also affects tensile ductility and lamellar
structures consistently exhibit lower ductility than equiaxed
ones at comparable strengths. Relating the effects of ductility
on notched fatigue strength is complicated by the simultane-
ous variation in yield strength, so the trends are less pro-
nounced than the yield strength correlation for smooth bars.

Fatigue crack growth rates are also dependent on mi-
crostructure, which has a significant effect on the path the
crack follows as it moves through the material. In fully lamel-
lar microstructures the crack path is much more tortuous. As
a consequence the crack is constantly being reoriented as it
grows and this retards the rate of growth. The more tortuous
crack path results in a fracture surface that is very rough.
This roughness causes the mating fracture surfaces to inter-
fere with one another during unloading. As a result, some
of the externally applied load is required to reseparate the
two halves, leaving less than the full applied load to “drive”
crack extension. This effect is often called roughness-induced
closure and the net result is a slower crack growth rate at a
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given externally applied cyclic load and crack length, that is,
at constant cyclic stress intensity factor (�K). More detailed
treatments of this phenomenon can be found in any of the
references listed in theFurther Readingsection at the end of
this chapter.

It is important to understand that the microstructure has
a significant effect on the fatigue properties of titanium al-
loys. By selecting the appropriate processing route, the opti-
mum microstructure for fatigue-limited applications can be
achieved. Clearly, it is important to decide if a particular com-
ponent is limited by overall cyclic life or by the rate of crack
growth. Often this matter is determined by the relevant design
practice.

4.5 Creep behavior

Nearα-phase, titanium alloys such as Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo
(Ti-6242) have good creep resistance for use at temperatures
up to ∼500◦C. Up to this temperature, the structural effi-
ciency of high-temperature titanium alloys is as good as or
better than Ni-base alloys on a density-corrected basis. These
alloys are mainly used for rotors in the compressor section of
aircraft engines. All the nearα-phase alloys contain small Si
additions (∼0.1–0.35 wt%), which also enhances their creep
resistance. As with other properties, microstructure affects
the creep resistance of the material and fully lamellar struc-
tures are superior to the material in theα+β processed con-
ditions. As is the case for most applications, more than one
property is important and tradeoffs among different prop-
erties are necessary. The compressor rotors mentioned pre-
viously are limited both by creep and by low-cycle fatigue
(LCF). The effect of microstructure on these two proper-
ties is essentially opposite. Bimodal microstructures have
better LCF resistance, whereas a fully lamellar microstruc-
ture is best for creep resistance. It turns out that a bimodal
microstructure with a small (∼10–15%) volume fraction of
equiaxed primaryα-phase has the best combination of these
limiting properties. However, there is a serious practical dif-
ficulty in reproducibly creating a microstructure with such
a low-volumeα-phase volume fraction because this requires
solution heat treatments with very tight temperature toler-
ances (±10◦C). Basically, this is not feasible in commercial
practice, especially for large components.

To overcome this processing limitation, a new alloy was
developed in the UK, which has a greater permissible temper-
ature range for producing the low desired volume fraction of
α-phase. This alloy is called IMI834 and has the composition
Ti-5.8Al-4Sn-3.5Zr-0.5Mo-0.7Nb-0.35Si-0.06C. The inten-
tional addition of C changes the shape of theα-phase solvus
curve, which reduces the temperature sensitivity of the pri-

maryα volume fraction duringα+β solution treatment. The
Nb addition also improves the creep resistance of the alloy.
As a result, the temperature capability of IMI834 is∼575◦C,
or about 75◦C higher.

Titanium alloys all have sensitivity to becoming contami-
nated by oxygen if exposed to air at temperatures≥ 600◦C.
As mentioned earlier, oxygen contamination creates a hard,
brittle layer ofα-phase calledα case. The presence ofα case
leads to early crack initiation during cyclic loading, which
causes large reductions in fatigue life. This characteristic be-
comes a fundamental limitation to the upper temperature use
of titanium alloys, regardless of the creep resistance of the
alloy.

4.6 Stress corrosion cracking (SCC)

Titanium alloys are generally very resistant to general or pit-
ting corrosion due to the presence of a thin, protective surface
oxide film, which is nominally TiO2 and because, as stated
earlier, they contain no inclusions. Titanium alloys show no
susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking when smooth spec-
imens are loaded in tension and exposed to aqueous sodium
chloride solution. This is unlike high-strength aluminum al-
loys and high-strength steels, which are highly susceptible
under the same situations. As a result, it was assumed in
the early 1960s that titanium alloys were immune to SCC in
aqueous solutions based on the tests routinely used to measure
the SCC susceptibility of steel and aluminum alloys. Shortly
thereafter, tests were conducted in the presence of a fatigue
precrack and, under these test conditions, some titanium al-
loys were shown to be extremely susceptible to SCC. This
revelation caused a great deal of concern in the aerospace
industry. This concern also stimulated an intensive research
activity aimed at understanding the differences in susceptibil-
ity of different titanium alloys and the conditions under they
were shown to be sensitive to SCC (loading, environment,
etc.). The practical objective was to identify conditions under
which susceptibility could be mitigated. Out of this substan-
tial R&D effort emerged some guidelines regarding the SCC
behavior ofα, nearα, andα+β titanium alloys. These can
be briefly summarized as follows: alloys with≤ 6 wt% Al
and/or≤ 2000 wt ppm (0.2 wt%) oxygen have manageable
susceptibility; in alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V, the fully lamellar
microstructure is less susceptible than the fully equiaxed or
bimodal microstructures. Of course in the early 1960s none
of the currently most attractiveβ-titanium alloys were com-
mercially available. As a result, the SCC resistance of many
of these alloys is still not well characterized.

Today, SCC is a consideration but seldom a design limita-
tion. Where SCC can create service limitations, the guidelines
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outlined previously led to the use of alloys with lower strength
but better SCC resistance. A notable example is the use of
titanium alloys for the hulls of deep submersible vessels.
These applications always use low oxygen content materials
and lower Al content alloys in the fully lamellar condition,
which are essentially immune to SCC. Fortunately, weight is
a lesser concern for seagoing applications so specific strength
is less critical.

5 AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS
OF TITANIUM ALLOYS

The use of titanium alloys for heavily loaded structures in air-
craft and spacecraft and for rotating parts in jet engines has
grown continuously since the early 1960s. Titanium alloys
are expensive but are so structurally efficient that they “earn
their way” onto commercial and military aircraft by provid-
ing enhanced system performance. As described earlier, the
excellent general corrosion resistance of titanium alloys and
their good damage-tolerant properties make them an excel-
lent selection for heavily loaded structures that are “buried”
deep within an aircraft where access for inspection is dif-
ficult and costly. An example of a titanium alloy bulkhead
used in a military aircraft is shown in Figure 8. Therefore
titanium alloys are regularly used for critical structure such

Figure 8. Photo of a fuselage bulkhead for a twin engine military
aircraft. This bulkhead has been machined from a closed die forging.

Figure 9. The empennage attachment fitting for a large commercial
aircraft. This part is made of titanium alloy because it connects to
polymer–carbon composites.

as the wing, empennage (tail) attachments, and other fracture
critical components in both military and commercial aircraft.

The growth in use of polymer matrix–carbon fiber com-
posites (PMCs) also has prompted increased use of titanium
alloys for a different reason. This is because aluminum alloys
have a severe electrochemical incompatibility with PMCs.
This has led to the use of titanium alloys in applications that
are not dictated by structural requirements. A diagram show-
ing the titanium alloy empennage attachment for a large com-
mercial aircraft is shown in Figure 9. Also, applications such
as floor beams and seat tracks are now routinely made of
titanium alloys because of corrosion resistance.

More recently,β-titanium alloys have become popular for
other aircraft applications such as landing gear, springs, and
fasteners. The Boeing 777 is the first commercial aircraft
to use a titanium alloy for critical parts of the landing gear.
Landing gears have previously been made from high-strength
steels such as AISI 4340M. In principle, 4340M is capable
of developing tensile strengths greater than 1850 MPa, but,
in practice, this material is extremely susceptible to SCC
and hydrogen embrittlement at such high strength levels.
This has forced a practical strength limitation of∼1250 MPa
for 4340M. This latter strength level can be achieved byβ-
titanium alloys such as Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (Ti-10-2-3) except
the titanium alloy has half the density, leading to a signifi-
cant weight saving. A picture of the Boeing 777 landing gear
assembly is shown in Figure 10. In this figure, the horizon-
tal truck beam and trunnions (axles) are Ti-10-2-3, while the
vertical outer cylinder is steel.

Another recent application forβ-titanium alloys is for air-
craft springs. Springs are loaded in torsion (shear) so are
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Figure 10. Landing gear assembly for a large commercial aircraft.
The horizontal components are made of Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al.

not sensitive to fracture stemming from low tensile ductility.
As mentioned earlier,β titanium alloys can be processed to
achieve strengths of∼1400 MPa, but with very low ductility.
For springs, low ductility is not a limitation otherwise very
high strength steel would not be acceptable either. Further,β

alloys have 40–50% lower elastic moduli than steel. Because
of the high yield strength and lower modulus,β titanium alloy
springs have a much larger elastic extension capability than
equivalent steel springs and also are∼50% lighter. Severalβ

Figure 11. Photo showing several aircraft springs made from sev-
eralβ-titanium alloys.

titanium alloy springs currently in use in modern aircraft are
shown in Figure 11.

The final titanium alloy application for aircraft to be dis-
cussed here is fasteners. Similar to springs, fasteners are
loaded in shear, so tensile ductility is not an issue in ser-
vice. However, there is still the question of manufacturing
and installation, which requires some ductility. For example,
some ductility is required during production for the heading
and threading operations and some fasteners designs require
limited plasticity during installation. These ductility require-
ments can be met and titanium alloy fasteners can still replace
steel fasteners with a substantial weight saving. Also, the use
of titanium fasteners to join PMC components is essential
from a corrosion-resistance perspective. There are a wide
range of titanium alloy fasteners in use today. A selection of
these is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Photo showing several types of titanium alloy fasteners.
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Figure 13. Schematic cut-away of a large, high bypass ratio tur-
bofan aircraft engine showing the various applications of titanium
alloys.

The use of titanium alloys for aircraft engines predates any
significant use for aircraft structures. The uses of titanium in
a modern, high bypass ratio, turbofan engine are shown in
Figure 13. An example of the fan disk from such an engine
is shown in Figure 14. Current practice is to use titanium
alloy rotating parts in the compressors that comprise multiple
stages. These components are called spools and can have
as many as five or six stages all in one piece. The benefit
of a spool compared to end of disks is the elimination of
bolted joints between the individual stages, which improves
the fatigue life and also reduces the weight of the compressor.
An example of a multiple stage compressor spool is shown
in Figure 15.

Figure 14. Photo of the fan disk used in a large high bypass ratio
turbofan aircraft engine.

Figure 15. Photo of a multistage compressor spool used in a large
high bypass ration turbofan aircraft engine.

Among the titanium applications shown here, the most
material-intensive application of titanium alloys in engines
is for rotating parts such as disks, spools, and air foils for the
fan and compressor sections of the engine. The successful
application of titanium alloys for these components has been
an essential element in the ability to achieve acceptable en-
gine weights for both commercial and military engines. By far
the technically most demanding applications of titanium are
for disks and spools in aircraft engines because the maximum
operating stress exceeds the yield stress in some locations of
these components. Such high operating stresses can trigger
early fatigue failure if defects are present, which has been
the source of some high visibility service failures (cf. acci-
dents at Rome, Paris, Sioux City, and Chicago) over the past
∼40 yr. These failures have all been the result of the pres-
ence of defects in the disks rather than design issues. These
defects have either been melt-related defects such as hardα,
as mentioned earlier, or machining errors due to poor hole-
drilling practice and other such manufacturing operations.
Over the past∼40 yr, these failures have prompted signif-
icant improvements both in melt practice and in machining
methods. Better nondestructive inspection methods also have
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been developed for detection of both materials and process-
ing defects. For example, as a consequence of melt prac-
tice improvements, the incidence of hardα has been reduced
from ∼1 per 10 000 # of ingot to<2 per million pounds of
ingot. When the improved inspection methods are also taken
into consideration, these numbers must be viewed as a lower
bound measure of improvement since there are defects that
are now found. These defects were undetectable as recently
as 15 yr earlier.

Spacecraft and rocket engines also use titanium alloys but
this has not been discussed in any detail. The principal dif-
ference is the use of titanium at cryogenic temperatures in
these latter applications. Titanium alloys do not exhibit brit-
tleness of the sort that steels do under these circumstances.
As with other structural metals, titanium alloys are stronger at
cryogenic temperatures but this increment in strength comes
with a reduction in ductility and toughness. Consequently, it
is a common practice to specify lower interstitial grades of
alloys such as Ti-64. These grades are called ELI (meaning
extra low interstitials) and are weaker at room temperature but
have the desired strength at the actual service temperatures.
Apart from this factor, the application of titanium alloys in
spacecraft and rocket engines is similar to those in aircraft
and aircraft engines.

6 SUMMARY

This chapter has attempted to highlight many of the important
aspects of the performance of titanium alloys in aerospace
applications. In view of the length limitations, the focus has
been on aircraft and aircraft engines because these comprise
the majority of the volume of materials used. As has been
emphasized several times, the use of titanium alloys is sig-
nificantly enabled by the ability to tailor their properties for
optimum performance in a variety of applications. Titanium
alloy production has matured over the past several decades,
but this production is still highly specialized and expertise
intensive. In part, this is the other side of the ability to tailor
their properties because poorly controlled processing can also
lead to wide variation in their properties. Experienced users
of these materials understand this clearly and the availability
of titanium alloys has been one of the cornerstones in the im-
proved performance of modern aircraft and aircraft engines.
It is hoped that this chapter will be found helpful to nonmate-

rials engineers who have an interest in using or understanding
the use of titanium alloys in aerospace systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The technological progress in the design of aeroengines
demands the use of lightweight materials at increasingly high
temperatures. Advanced structural materials currently being
developed involve various intermetallic systems, metal-
matrix composites, and ceramic-matrix composites. Of these
materials, titanium aluminide alloys based on γ(TiAl) appear
to be the closest to application. The outstanding thermo-
physical properties of these alloys promise to provide a
high-temperature, oxidation-resistant, low-expansion, and
non-burning gas-flow-path material for the last stages of the

compressor, replacing current nickel-base superalloys such
as Inconel 718 and IN 100. Such an application is especially
attractive because it gives the opportunity to attain significant
energy savings and to meet current regulations associated
with environmental pollution. The objective of this chapter
is to examine the capabilities of modern γ(TiAl) alloys, con-
sidering the key features of their metallurgy and engineering
properties. In order to do this in a concise manner, it is nec-
essary to omit many details, but these may be found in the
cited original papers.

2 CONSTITUTION AND
MICROSTRUCTURES

TiAl alloys of technical significance have the general com-
position (in at. %, as are all compositions in this chapter):

Ti − (42 − 49)Al + X (1)

with X designating alloying elements, such as Cr, Nb, W,
V, Ta, Si, B, and C (Yamaguchi, Inui and Ito, 2000). As a
very general guide, the effects of the alloying elements may
be described as follows: A reduction in aluminum content
tends to increase the strength level but reduces ductility and
oxidation resistance. Additions of Cr, Mn, and V up to a
level of 2 at. % for each element apparently enhance ductility.
The role of other third elements is to improve other desired
properties such as strength (Nb), creep resistance (W, Nb,
Mo, Si, C) and oxidation resistance (Nb, Ta), or to achieve
grain refinement (B).

When referred to the binary phase diagram (Figure 1),
the equilibrium phases for Al contents between 46 and 49%
are the disordered solution phases, liquid, hexagonal α (Ti),
body-centered cubic β(Ti), and the ordered intermetallic
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Figure 1. Central portion of the Ti–Al-phase diagram in the region
of technical interest. Reproduced from McCullough et al. (1989) c©
Elsevier.

compounds γ(TiAl) and with L10 structure and α2(Ti3Al)
with D019 structure (McCullough et al., 1989). The so-called
lamellar microstructure results from the precipitation of γ

lamellae in either a disordered α or a congruently ordered α′
2

matrix, following one of the transformation paths:

α → α′
2 → α2 + γ or α → α2 + γ (2)

α′
2 and α2 have the same crystal structure but different com-

position. The exact pathway is still a matter of debate and
could depend on alloy composition and thermal treatment.
The orientation relationships between the α2 and γ platelets
are

(111)γ||(0001)α2 and [11̄0]γ||〈112̄0〉α2 (3)

The length of the lamellae is determined by the size of the par-
ent α /α2 grain. The γ phase is formed as an ordered domain
structure, as sketched in Figure 2a. This gives rise to six vari-
ants of the above orientation relationships and three distinct
γ/γ interfaces in addition to the α2/γ interfaces, that is, lamel-
lar grains consist of a set of γ lamellae, which are subdivided
into domains and interspersed by α2 lamellae. The volume
fraction of the two phases is controlled by the composition
on the basis of the phase diagram and the processing con-
ditions of the alloy. Figure 2b is a high-resolution electron
micrograph of the lamellar microstructure, which shows these
structural features in detail.

Among the various lamellar interfaces, only the twin
boundary is fully coherent, as the adjacent lattices are sym-
metrically oriented. At all the other interfaces, the matching is
imperfect, that is, these interfaces are semicoherent. The mis-
match arises from the differences in the crystal structure and
lattice parameters and amounts to 1–2%, depending on alloy
composition and processing conditions. Interfacial disloca-
tions and ledges largely accommodate the misfit; however,
part of the misfit is taken up by uniform elastic straining of
the lamellae, which results in high constraint stresses (Appel
and Wagner, 1998).

The addition of third elements to TiAl alloys not only
changes the relative stability and transformation pathways of
the phases existing in the binary system but also could lead
to the generation of new phases (Chen et al., 1999). Recent
developments in alloy design focus on compositions involv-
ing a significant amount of elements that stabilize the β(Ti)
phase, like Mo, Cr, Nb, or V. Thus, in these alloys, the β phase
can be a significant constituent of the microstructure and can
be utilized in two design approaches. First, at elevated tem-
peratures, the β phase is expected to be easily deformable
and may directly act as a ductilizing constituent, an approach
that was successfully applied for hot-working operations.
Second, the β phase or its ordered counterpart B2 may serve
as an intermediate phase. Subsequent dissociation reactions
can give rise to a multitude of stable and metastable phases,
which provide a good potential for tailoring microstructures
(Appel, Oehring and Paul, 2008). Full details of the high-
temperature phase fields and the sequence of phase evolution
with temperature are not yet fully understood for these alloys.

The microstructures of γ(TiAl)-based alloys are often
classified in terms of the volume fraction of lamellar colonies
and equiaxed grains; these are fully lamellar, nearly lamellar,
duplex, and near gamma structures (Kim, 1995). The vol-
ume fraction of each microconstituent varies with process
route and heat treatment. Figure 3 shows the duplex structure
of a modern Nb-bearing TiAl alloy that contains (α2 + γ)
lamellar colonies and discrete grains of the phases γ , α2,
and β/B2. As will be detailed in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, the
mechanical properties of TiAl alloys are strongly dependent
on microstructure. For example, a fully lamellar microstruc-
ture offers the best fracture toughness and creep resistance,
while these properties are much worse in the equiaxed gamma
microstructure.

3 THERMO-PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Thermo-physical properties that might be important for tech-
nical applications are listed in Table 1. The elastic modulus
of TiAl alloys adjusted to density is outstanding, when
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Figure 2. Lamellar microstructure. (a) Schematic drawing of a lamellar colony composed of γ and α2 platelets; (b) high-resolution
micrograph of the lamellar microstructure obtained with the beam direction parallel to the 〈101̄〉� and 〈112̄0〉�2 directions. Note the domain
boundary (arrowed) present in one of the γ lamellae. Ti-45Al-10Nb, extruded below the α-transus temperature.

compared with other metallic systems. In aeroengines, this
could be beneficial for the design of load-bearing elements for
which shape retention is required. The anisotropy of the ther-
mal expansion is remarkable because it leads to thermoelastic
stresses during thermal treatments.

Attempts have been made to rationalize thermo-physical
properties in terms of point defect characteristics and site
occupancy of alloying elements (Yoo and Fu, 1998). There
is good evidence that no structural vacancies are formed
in TiAl alloys. Off-stoichiometric deviations are accommo-
dated by substitutional antisite defects on both sublattices,
that is, either Ti atoms on Al sites or Al atoms on Ti sites,
with the defect concentrations symmetrically increasing with
deviation from stoichiometry (Yoo and Fu, 1998). Atom loca-
tion by channeling-enhanced microanalysis (ALCHEMI) has

shown that Nb, Hf, Zr, and Ta substitute exclusively or
preferentially at Ti sites. Elements partitioning preferentially
at the Al sites include Ga, Mn, W, Mo, and Cr (Rossouw
et al., 1996).

As with other metals, the diffusion coefficients D of tita-
nium aluminide alloys are described as (Mishin and Herzig,
2000)

D = D0 exp
(

− Q

kT

)
, with Q = HF

V + HM
V (4)

D0 is the pre-exponential factor, k the Boltzmann con-
stant, and T the absolute temperature. The activation energy
Q is the sum of the formation and migration energy HF

V
and HM

V , respectively, for thermal vacancies. The formation
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4 High Temperature Materials

Figure 3. Duplex structure in an extruded Ti-45.6Al-7.7Nb-0.2C
alloy involving the phases γ , α2, and β/B2 as discrete grains and
lamellar colonies.

energies for Ti vacancies are HF
V = 1.55 ± 0.2 eV in Ti3Al

and 1.41 ± 0.06 eV in TiAl. The Ti self-diffusion data listed
in Table 1 were determined by the radiotracer method uti-
lizing the isotope 44Ti; the data for Al self-diffusion were
calculated from the Darken–Manning equation because no
suitable radioisotope was available. Taken together, the data
indicate that in TiAl and Ti3Al, the self-diffusion of Al is
slower than that of Ti. There is supporting evidence that the
diffusion in Ti-rich TiAl at intermediated temperatures could
be enhanced by the presence of TiAl antisite defects, that is, Ti
atoms situated on Al sites. More information about thermo-
physical properties, involving bonding characteristics, defect

structures, and planar fault energies can be found in Yoo and
Fu (1998).

Resistance to oxidation and other aggressive media at
elevated temperature is mandatory for high-temperature
application and thus has been thoroughly studied on TiAl
alloys. The oxidation rate not only depends on the Al content
but also on synergistic interactions of ternary or quaternary
elements. As a rule of thumb, it might be stated that the most
oxidation-resistant TiAl alloys at 900 ◦C oxidize nearly two
times faster than nickel-base superalloys. For more details,
the reader is referred to the review of Singheiser, Quadakkers
and Shemet (1999).

4 DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR,
STRENGTH, AND DUCTILITY

In (γ + α2) alloys, deformation is mainly confined to the
majority γ(TiAl) phase. A possible explanation is that
unavoidable interstitial hardening elements like oxygen,
nitrogen, or carbon partition preferentially to the α2 phase.
Thus, in two-phase alloys, the γ phase may be softer while the
α2 phase may be harder than their isolated counterparts. The
potential slip and twinning systems of γ(TiAl) are illustrated
in Figure 4. The perfect dislocations in γ(TiAl) that maintain
the L10 structure have the Burgers vectors b〈110] = 1/2〈110],
b〈011] = 〈011], and b〈112] = 1/2〈112̄]. These dislocations pref-
erentially glide on the close-packed {111} planes and have
the potential to cross slip onto other low-index planes.

The dislocation mobility seems to be controlled by differ-
ent factors depending on alloy chemistry, temperature, and

Table 1. Thermo-physical properties of TiAl-alloys.

Elastic moduli
TiAl (Ti-50Al) E (GPa) = 173.59 + 0.0342T, G (GPa) = 70.39 –0.0141T, ν = 0.234 + 6.7 × 10−6T, T = 25–847 ◦C
Ti3Al (Ti-26.7Al) E (GPa) = 147.05 − 0.0525T, G (GPa)= 57.09–0.0187 T, ν = 0.295–5.9 × 10−5 T, T = 25–954 ◦C
Density ρ = 3.9–4.3 g cm−3

Thermal expansion: (Ti-56Al) In [100] direction: α (K−1) = 9.77 × 10−6 + 4.46 × 10−9T
In [001] direction: α (K−1) = 9.26 × 10−6 + 3.36 × 10−9 T, T = 293–750 K

Diffusivity
TiAl (Ti-(53-56)Al) Ti: D0 = 1.43 × 10−6 m2 s−1, Q = 2.59 eV

Al: D0 = 2.11 × 10−2 m2 s−1, Q = 3.71 eV
Ti3Al (Ti-(25-35)Al) Ti: D0 = 2.24 × 10−5 m2 s−1, Q = 2.99 eV

Al: D0 = 2.32 × 10−1 m2 s−1, Q = 4.08 eV
Specific heat: Ti-46.5Al-8Nb cp (J K−1 g−1) = 0.6324 + 7.44 × 10−5 T − 2.07 × 10−7 T2 + 2.97 ×10 −10 T3, T = 400–1430 ◦C
Thermal conductivity: λ (W m−1 K−1) = 21.7959 + 8.1633 × 10−3 T

(Ti-48Al-1V-0.2C)
Electrical resistivity: ρ (n� m) = 665.88 + 0.79 T − 8.16 × 10−4 T2 + 5.72 × 10−3 T3, T = 400–1430 ◦C

(Ti-46.5Al-8Nb)

E, Young’s modulus; G, shear modulus; ν, Poisson’s ratio; ρ, density; α, linear thermal expansion coefficient; cp , specific heat, λ, thermal conductivity; ρe,
electrical resistivity; for D0 and Q, see equation (4). Most data from Egry et al. (2007).
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Figure 4. Potential slip and twinning systems in γ(TiAl). Atomic arrangement of the L10 structure of γ(TiAl) with one of the four octahedral
(111) planes involving the Burgers vectors of perfect dislocations b〈110] = 1/2 〈1̄10], b〈112] = 1/2 〈1̄1̄2], b〈011] = 〈01̄1], and b〈101] = 〈101̄].
bT = 1/6[112̄] is the Burgers vector of the twinning partial dislocation.

dislocation type. At low temperatures, the glide resistance
of the ordinary dislocation arises from a combination of lat-
tice friction, jog dragging, and localized obstacles (Appel and
Wagner, 1998). This glide resistance gradually decreases with
increasing temperature and practically disappears at 250 ◦C.
In the intermediate temperature interval 250–400 ◦C, the dis-
location velocity is controlled by the formation of defect
atmospheres due to the reorientation of TiAl antisite defects
in the dislocation stress field. Diffusion-assisted climb of
ordinary dislocations starts at 650 ◦C and seems to be fully
established at about 750 ◦C, a temperature that corresponds to
the transition between brittle and ductile deformation behav-
ior (Appel and Wagner, 1998).

The superdislocations with the Burgers vectors b〈011] and
b〈112] are prone to various dissociations reactions, which
involve different planar faults. These are intrinsic stacking
fault, antiphase boundary, and complex stacking fault. The
significant differences in the fault energies lead to an asym-
metric and often non-planar core spreading, which results in
extremely high friction stresses and makes the glide resis-
tance of the superdislocations sensitive to the direction of
motion (for a review, see Yoo and Fu, 1998). There is also
good supporting evidence that glide of superdislocations
requires significantly higher stresses when compared with
ordinary dislocations and order twinning. This might be the
reason why deformation of the γ phase in (α2 + γ) alloys
is mainly carried by 1/2〈110] ordinary dislocations. For a
review about the dislocation kinematics and dynamics in
TiAl, see Appel and Wagner (1998).

The other significant deformation mode in γ(TiAl) is
mechanical twinning along 1/6〈112̄](111). The mechanism

provides auxiliary deformation modes with a shear com-
ponent in the c direction of the L10 unit cell. However,
unlike disordered face-centered cubic metals, there is only
one twinning shear direction per (111)γ plane available.
Since twinning shear is unidirectional, grains within a dis-
tinct range of orientations cannot mechanically twin. There is
strong supporting evidence that mismatch structures at inter-
nal boundaries and stress concentrations at precipitates are
important in assisting twin nucleation. Unlike many other
metals, the propensity to mechanical twinning in (γ + α2)
alloys increases with temperature; this could be another factor
contributing to the ductilization of the material above 700 ◦C.

There are marked effects of testpiece orientation on the
deformation behavior in lamellar alloys (Yamaguchi, Inui
and Ito, 2000). Shear translation by slip and twinning through
lamellar boundaries is very difficult, and plastic strain result-
ing from a cooperative operation of several deformation
modes can be localized between the lamellar boundaries.
These facts, combined with the flat plate geometry of the
lamellae, result in a strong plastic anisotropy of lamellar
material. Both the yield and fracture stresses are low when
deformation occurs in the plane of the lamellae (soft mode)
and are high when deformation occurs across the lamellae
(hard mode). The ductility is high when the tensile axis lies
close to the lamellar plane and is low when the axis is nearly
normal to the lamellar plane.

Thus, in polycrystalline material, there are certain grain
orientations for which deformation is difficult. Local plas-
ticity and the constraints imposed by the surrounding elastic
bulk can generate cracks, even if the loads are nominally low.
Taken together, these factors limit the plastic deformability
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6 High Temperature Materials

and damage tolerance at low and ambient temperatures. For
example, at room temperature, the plastic tensile elongation
of TiAl alloys rarely exceeds 2.5%.

Figure 5 demonstrates the microstructure and tensile
properties of a high-strength γ(TiAl)-based alloy with the
general composition Ti-(40-44)Al-Nb and designated as

Figure 5. Microstructure and mechanical properties of a TiAl:Nb
alloy of the latest generation (γ-Md). (a) Duplex microstruc-
ture involving crystallographically modulated laths T; (b) tensile
properties of this alloy.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of density-adjusted yield
stresses of γ-base titanium aluminide alloys: (1) Ti-47Al-2Cr-0.2Si
(near gamma microstructure), (2) Ti-45.6Al-7.7Nb-0.2C (nearly
lamellar microstructure), (3) γ-Md (duplex microstructure). For
comparison, the values of nickel-base superalloys and conventional
titanium alloys are given, with (4) IMI 834, (5) René 95, (6) Inconel
718, (7) IN 713 LC.

γ-Md, which represents the most recent stage of alloy design.
The microstructure of this alloy involves laths with a mod-
ulated substructure that are composed of several stable and
metastable phases such as β/B2, α2, and B19. The modula-
tion occurs at the nanometer scale and leads to a significant
refinement of the material (Appel, Oehring and Paul, 2008).
At room temperature, the yield stress is in excess of 1 GPa,
with good retention up to 700 ◦C. Figure 6 shows the density-
adjusted yield stresses of different TiAl alloys, nickel-base
superalloys, and conventional titanium alloys. While the dia-
gram demonstrates the significant advances that have been
achieved in the design of TiAl alloys during the past decade,
it also shows that TiAl alloys of the latest generation could be
an attractive alternative to nickel and titanium alloys, when
the specific strength in the component design is the figure of
merit.

5 CRACK PROPAGATION AND
FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

Early investigations (Yoo and Fu, 1998) have shown that the
close-packed planes of γ(TiAl) and α2(Ti3Al) have low cohe-
sion strength, which makes these phases prone to cleavage
fracture. This behavior is probably reflected in the high-
resolution image of a crack that propagated in a thin foil made
from a lamellar (γ + α2) alloy (Figure 7). The crack followed
the (111)γ planes at the atomic scale and was deflected at a
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Figure 7. Crack propagation in the lamellar (α2 + γ) morphology. Note the cleavage-like fracture on (111)γ planes, the deflection of the
crack at the interface γ1/γ2, the generation of a dislocation dipole (inset), and the immobilization of the crack at the α2 lamella.

γ1/γ2 lamellar interface according to crystallography; finally,
the crack was arrested at the next γ2/α2 interface. There is
some indication for crack tip plasticity as indicated by the
presence of dislocations adjacent to the crack tip. Neverthe-
less, the crack growth resistance for this type of cleavage
fracture is very small, which has been confirmed by theoreti-
cal and experimental studies. As the cleavage planes coincide
with the dislocation slip and twin habit planes, blocked slip
or twinning could easily nucleate cracks. Once nucleated,
cracks may grow extremely fast to a critical length.

There is good consensus in the literature that the lamel-
lar morphology significantly contributes to toughen (γ + α2)
alloys (for a review, see Kim, 1995). The mechanisms that
have been identified include shear ligament bridging, crack
deflection at the lamellar interfaces and colony boundaries,
and microcrack shielding. Thus, crack propagation is much
more tortuous than in the individual constituents. For this
reason, the degree of toughening that can be achieved in two-
phase alloys is mainly governed by the volume fraction of
lamellar grains, a tendency that is clearly seen in Figure 8.
Thus, fine-grained fully lamellar microstructures with ran-
domized colony orientations are beneficial for fracture
toughness.

The strong temperature dependence of the fracture tough-
ness observed for the near gamma material suggests that crack
tip plasticity could also toughen the material. Unlike the sit-
uation at room temperature, the dislocations can glide and
climb due to thermal activation. Deformation processes can
easily spread within the plastic zone of the cracks so that the
constraints due to the local slip geometry are less restric-
tive. Thus, within the individual constituents, the fracture

Figure 8. Dependence of the fracture toughness, KIc, on the test
temperature. (1) Nearly lamellar Ti-47Al-2Cr-0.2Si; (2) equiaxed
near gamma Ti-47Al-2Cr-0.2Si; (3) γ-Md, duplex.

mechanism changes from cleavage at low temperatures to
energy-absorbing ductile forms at elevated temperatures. One
of the alloys (γ-Md) exhibits a maximum in fracture tough-
ness at 400 ◦C. As described in Section 4, this alloy involves
laths with a crystallographically modulated microstructure.
Electron microscope investigations have shown that the laths
are prone to phase transformation (Appel, Oehring and Paul,
2008). It might be expected that this transformation is sup-
ported by thermal activation and preferentially occurs at the
stress concentration ahead of the crack tip, thus providing
toughening through phase transformation.
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6 FATIGUE

By far, the most anticipated engineering applications of TiAl
alloys involve components that are subjected to fluctuating
or cyclic loading. This requires that the damage tolerance of
the material with respect to intrinsic and service-generated
defects is demonstrated. For such loading conditions, TiAl
alloys are considered with particular caution because they
exhibit only modest ductility and fracture toughness. Given
this importance, a significant body of fatigue data is present
in the TiAl literature (for a detailed review, see Hénaff and
Gloanec, 2005).

To date, most high-cycle fatigue (HCF) studies have been
performed under constant load amplitude test conditions
using sharp pre-cracked specimens. A significant body of
data was determined at 25 Hz with a stress ratio of R = 0.1,
where R = σmin/σmax is the ratio of the minimum stress to the
maximum stress applied over the fatigue cycle. Basic fatigue
data of HCF experiments are conventionally displayed on
S/N plots, that is, a plot of cyclic stress level versus the
logarithm of cyclic life. TiAl alloys exhibit flat S/N curves
at low and intermediate temperatures, that is, even at high
cycle numbers, the S/N curves continue to decline slowly with
increasing numbers of cycles to failure. For such materials, it
is customary to define the fatigue strength or endurance limit
as the stress amplitude corresponding to a specified number
of cycles, often 107. For duplex and lamellar TiAl alloys, at
room temperature, the 107-cycle fatigue strength is 70–80%
of the tensile strength. While such data may suggest a safe
fatigue design at relatively high stresses, component life times
can differ markedly at similar stress levels. Thus, knowledge
and control of the maximum stress intensity in a component
made from TiAl alloys are of great importance.

Fractography analysis has revealed that the propagation
of fatigue cracks strongly depends on microstructure. In the
lamellar morphology, acceptable crack growth resistance is
obtained only when the crack is forced to propagate across the
lamellar plates (translamellar fracture). Interlamellar fracture
and decohesion of the interfaces are apparently very easy.
Thus, the local crack growth rates are likely to vary sub-
stantially depending on the lamellae orientation and crack
advance mode. While this behavior bears several similari-
ties to the characteristics observed under monotonic loading,
toughening seems to be more difficult under fatigue condi-
tions. For example, under cyclic loading, shear ligaments are
seldom observed, and, if formed, such ligaments apparently
fail easily. Duplex and equiaxed microstructures fail primar-
ily by transgranular cleavage of the gamma grains, resulting
in very poor fatigue resistance.

At low and intermediate temperatures, fatigue crack
growth is generally very rapid, when compared with ductile

metals. Fatigue crack growth resistance curves (represented
as crack growth increment per cycle, da/dN, versus the alter-
nating stress intensity factor range, 	K) are very steep, that
is, the crack growth rate is extremely sensitive to the applied
stress intensity factor. In duplex alloys, for example, the
crack growth rate spans four to six orders of magnitude for
a 1 MPa m1/2 change in stress intensity. Crack growth data
have often been generalized by the Paris law:

da

dN
= Cp (	K)n (5)

where n is a constant and Cp is an empirical parameter that
depends upon material properties and frequency. The fast
cyclic crack growth at room temperature translates into large
exponents of the Paris law, which are 5–10 times higher
(depending on microstructure) than typical values for ductile
metallic systems. This is equivalent to saying that the frac-
tion of the total fatigue life resulting from crack propagation
is very small.

The influence of high test temperatures on the fatigue life
is difficult to assess because the spurious effects of oxida-
tion and corrosion can overshadow it. At temperatures above
the transition from brittle to ductile material behavior, the
crack growth rates tend to be lower than at room temperature.
Above 800 ◦C, the fatigue life seems to be mainly determined
by oxidation (Hénaff and Gloanec, 2005).

In recent years, increasing interest has developed in low-
cycle fatigue (LCF) tests in which the specimens are usually
loaded well above their yield stress so that significant plas-
tic deformation occurs during each cycle. This has been due
in part to the fact that occasional large mechanical or ther-
mal transients during service could give rise to a significant
amount of plastic deformation and damage accumulation.
Turbine engine blades or discs are prime examples of com-
ponents subject to this type of strain-controlled fatigue.

The effects of the microstructure on the LCF behavior are
similar to those described for high-cycle fatigue. The com-
plexity of strain accumulation during LCF is illustrated on a
high-strength TiAl alloy with composition Ti-45Al-7.7Nb-
0.2C, which had been subject to fully reversed low-cycle
fatigue at a total strain amplitude of 	εt/2 = 0.7% (Appel,
Heckel, and Christ, 2010). Under monotonic loading at room
temperature, failure of this alloy occurred at a flow stress
of about 1 GPa and a total tensile elongation of εf = 1%.
The cyclic stress response was found to depend on tem-
perature: cyclic hardening at 25 ◦C, almost saturated stress
response at 550 ◦C, and cyclic softening at 850 ◦C. In sam-
ples fatigued at 25 ◦C, dense clusters of dislocation dipoles
and debris were recognized. There is good evidence that
these defects were formed by cross slip and jog dragging of
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ordinary dislocations. The dipole defects serve as glide obsta-
cles and probably cause the observed cycling hardening. As
the dipole defects are formed from a small amount of miss-
ing or additional material, they are unstable upon annealing at
moderately high temperatures. At higher tests temperatures,
the dipole defects recover dynamically and are completely
absent in samples tested at 850 ◦C. Another important fatigue
mechanism that has been recognized is the stress-induced
transformation of α2 phase and an orthorhombic constituent
into γ(TiAl), which occurs at all temperatures. Upon fatigue
at 850 ◦C, the lamellar microstructure degrades by this phase
transformation combined with dynamic recrystallization.

Taken together, these findings indicate that the fatigue
crack growth rates will often be higher than allowed in cur-
rent design requirements. It should be noted, however, that
sub-critical crack growth at R = 0.1 occurs at relatively high
fatigue thresholds of 	Kth = 5–10 MPa m1/2, which are com-
parable to, or even slightly higher than, those of ferritic and
austenitic steels. A damage tolerant design may therefore be
based on the fatigue threshold value, with the stress intensity
during service being kept below 	Kth. In this context, many
problems have to be solved; these involve the growth behav-
ior of small cracks and the effect of the stress ratio on the
threshold stress intensity.

7 CREEP

The creep curves of TiAl alloys exhibit similar characteris-
tic regions that have been observed for many other metals:
primary creep in which the creep rate decreases with time,
secondary creep in which the strain rate has a minimum value,
and tertiary creep in which the creep rate accelerates with
time. High stresses and temperatures generally reduce the
extent of primary creep and practically eliminate the sec-
ondary stage, with the result that the creep rate accelerates
almost from the beginning of the test.

The stress and temperature dependence of the steady state
creep rate ε̇ have been analyzed in terms of the Dorn equation

ε̇ = Aσn
a exp

(−Qc

RT

)
(6)

Qc is the activation energy, σa the applied stress, A is a
microstructure-related material constant, and R is the univer-
sal gas constant. The analysis has yielded stress exponents
n = 3–8 and a corresponding wide range of activation ener-
gies of Qc = 190–700 kJ mol−1 (for a review, see Beddoes,
Wallace and Zhao 1995). This indicates that several mech-
anisms are involved in creep, which occur sequentially
with the slowest being the rate controlling mechanism.

At intermediate stresses of 100–300 MPa and temperatures of
700–800 ◦C, which correspond to the intended service con-
ditions, the creep rate seems to be controlled by dislocation
climb. This is suggested by the estimated stress exponents of
n = 3–4 and activation energies that are reasonable close to
the self-diffusion energy of Al, which is the slower diffusing
species in TiAl. TEM investigations of crept samples have
supported the climb hypothesis.

There is clear evidence that the constitution and
microstructure exert strong effects on the creep behavior
of TiAl alloys. Fully lamellar microstructures exhibit the
best creep resistance, typically reducing strain rates under
given test conditions by at least one order of magnitude,
when compared with duplex forms of the same alloy. How-
ever, the primary creep rate of lamellar alloys is relatively
fast, which has been attributed to the relaxation of mismatch
structures and constraint stresses present at semicoherent
interfaces. During long-term creep, lamellar alloys suffer
from spheroidization and coarsening. The structural degra-
dation is probably caused by dynamic recrystallization and
the α2 → γ phase transformation, which is driven by the
non-equilibrium phase composition. These processes can
be greatly reduced in alloys that are based on the gen-
eral composition Ti-45Al-(5-10)Nb-B-C that are subjected
to precipitation reactions. In the Larson–Miller plot shown in
Figure 9, the creep data of different TiAl alloys are compared
with those of the Ni-base superalloy René80. The diagram
indicates that the TiAl alloys of the latest generation could be
an attractive alternative to the Ni-base alloys at intermediate
temperatures and stresses.

Figure 9. Larson–Miller plots for several TiAl alloys and the
nickel-base superalloy René 80 for strain ε = 1%. ∇ denote extruded
Ti-45.6Al-7.7Nb-0.2C; ∗ denote extruded γ-Md, duplex; 	 denote
cast Ti-47Al-3.7 (Nb, Cr, Mn, Si)-0.5B, nearly lamellar; � denote
extruded Ti-45Al-8.5Nb-0.2W-0.2B-0.1C-0.05 Y, nearly lamellar;
◦ denote extruded Ti-45Al-8.5Nb-0.2W-0.2B-0.1C-0.05 Y, duplex.
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8 PROCESSING

TiAl alloys can now be produced in all product forms, that
is, as castings, forgings, and powders, utilizing conventional
existing infrastructure. To date, however, all of these tech-
nologies have only been used on a pilot scale, that is, the
production volumes and experience gained are limited.

The status of the technology, as documented in the litera-
ture, can be summarized as follows.

8.1 Casting

Vacuum arc re-melting (VAR) is currently the most widely
used practice for preparing ingots from elemental or master
alloying additions. In order to ensure a reasonable chemical
homogeneity throughout ingots of 200–300 mm diameter, the
melt stocks are usually double or triple melted. Control of
volatile elements seems to be difficult; particularly deviations
of the Al concentration from the desired value by ±1 at. %
are rather the rule than the exception. The ingots often suffer
from micro- and macro-segregation, porosity, hot cracking,
and texture. Differences in local alloy composition are as
large as a few at. % and vary on a length scale of a few
millimeters. As the ingot size increases, cooling becomes
slower and more inhomogeneous, thereby exacerbating the
above-mentioned problems.

Investment casting is currently being explored as a
cost-effective route for the mass production of TiAl compo-
nents. The starting material is usually processed by induction
melting and poured under centrifugal forces or gas pressure
into preheated ceramic shells. The alloys used should exhibit
good mould filling and fine cast microstructures. Major
barriers to the application of investment casting include
insufficient superheat of the melt, inadequate dimensional
integrity, component cracking, and surface-connected poros-
ity. It should be mentioned that the feasibility of investment
casting has been demonstrated on an industrial scale for the
production of turbocharger impellers for automotive appli-
cations. TiAl casting technologies have been reviewed by
McQay and Sikka (2002).

8.2 Powder metallurgy

Powder metallurgy processing eliminates some of the melting
and casting problems and generally results in finer and more
homogeneous microstructure than those attainable via ingot
metallurgy. Due to the increased solidification rate, the tech-
nology also provides the opportunity for producing alloys

with novel constitutions and microstructures. Hot isostatic
pressing is the favored method to compact TiAl powders.
However, severe technical problems exist with porosity in
powder compacts, which seem to arise from absorbed or
incorporated process gas. Also, the efficiency of feedstock
conversion to final products is currently unsatisfactory. For
a review on powder metallurgy, see Gerling, Clemens and
Schimanski (2004).

8.3 Wrought processing

Large efforts have been made to establish wrought process-
ing for the structural and chemical consolidation of TiAl
alloys (for a review, see Semiatin, Seetharaman and Weiss,
1998). While the applied techniques bear a number of sim-
ilarities to conventional hot-working operations, the process
parameters have to be adjusted to the poor formability and
sluggish diffusivity of the material. Primary ingot breakdown
of large work pieces is usually performed at temperatures cor-
responding to the (α + γ) phase field. Although successful
quasi-isothermal forging of large billets with a height reduc-
tion of 5:1 has been demonstrated, to date, the most reliable
way for ingot breakdown is probably canned extrusion. The
preheating temperature of the canned billets is typically just
below or above the α-transus temperature, and the reduc-
tion in cross section is up to 20:1. Hot extrusion leads to
a marked texture, the evolution of which is governed by
the slip geometry of the high-temperature phases and the
subsequent phase transformations occurring upon cooling.
The microstructural refinement obtained by primary extru-
sion significantly reduces the susceptibility to cracking in any
secondary hot-working step and thus allows the material to
be hot-worked by closed-die forging or rolling techniques to
produce mill products. There are various examples described
in the literature for successfully manufacturing TiAl com-
ponents basically utilizing this combination of hot-working
procedures. Products involve turbine blades for aeroengines,
sheets, and automotive valves. Many of these examples can be
found in the Proceedings of the TMS Conference on Struc-
tural Intermetallics 2001, edited by Hemker et al. (2001).
However, the challenge is to produce large components by
wrought processing, which are capable of carrying large
stresses.

8.4 Joining

The limited ductility and toughness, together with the
sensitivity of TiAl alloys to hot-cracking, impose many
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Figure 10. Diffusion bonding of TiAl alloys. (a) Schematic illustration of the process zone; (b) structural details of the DRX and RD
zones: BL bonding line containing α2 grains; annealing twins in the DRX zone (arrow 1); deformation twins in the RD zone (arrow 2).
Ti-45Al-10Nb, bonding conditions T = 1000 ◦C, bonding stress 20 MPa, bonding time 2 h.

restrictions on bonding technologies, making conventional
fusion technologies too expensive or even inappropriate.
Solid-state diffusion bonding provides means of joining TiAl
alloys with a relatively low degree of microstructural dis-
ruption and with the additional possibility of combining it
with superplastic forming. Typical bonding parameters for
Nb-containing alloys of the latest generation are bonding tem-
perature T = 1000 ◦C, bonding (normal) stress σ = 20 MPa,
bonding time t = 2 h. Under these conditions, a characteristic
process zone is formed that involves fine-grained α2 phase
at the former contact plane resulting from the unavoidable
oxygen contamination; it is well known that oxygen stabi-
lizes the α2 phase. Adjacent to the α2 layer is a region of
relatively large recrystallized γ grains followed by a zone of
deformed parent material (Figure 10). When tested at room
temperature, the bonds are capable of carrying tensile stresses
of 850 MPa normal to the bonding plane, which corresponds

to 85% of the yield stress. For a recent review, see Herrmann
and Appel (2009).

9 SURFACE TREATMENTS

Shot peening and roller burnishing have been assessed as
potential methods for improving the fatigue performance
of TiAl components (Lindemann, Buque and Appel, 2006).
Application of these techniques leads to subsurface deforma-
tion that is characterized by intensive mechanical twinning,
bending and kinking of the lamellae, and spheroidization of
α2 lamella (Figure 11). The elastic constraint of this defor-
mation leads to the formation of compressive stresses and
significant hardening in the outer 200–400 �m of the sam-
ples. The presence of such compressive stresses shifts crack
initiation to the sample interior, where the fatigue behavior
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Figure 11. Shot peening of TiAl alloys. Cross-sectional view of a round sample imaged by backscattered electrons. The peened surface is
at the right-hand side of the micrographs. (a) Near-surface region showing the heavily deformed material layer separated from undeformed
material; α2 lamellae are imaged in bright contrast; (b) bending of lamellae underneath the surface; (c) spheroidization and separation of
α2 lamellae (arrowed).

is mainly controlled by structural parameters such as colony
size and lamellar spacing. These characteristics give rise to a
significant increase of the fatigue life of shot peened and roller
burnished samples. Roller burnishing is generally superior to
shot peening because it produces a deeper sub-surface plastic
deformation and higher compressive stresses.

Unfortunately, the surface hardening significantly
recovers upon annealing at temperatures of 650–750 ◦C,
because the deformation-induced defects are easily annealed
out. Thus, shot peening and roller burnishing are effective
methods for improving the mechanical performance of TiAl
alloys at intermediate temperatures but are less effective
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for components that will be used in service at temperatures
higher than 500 ◦C.

10 SUMMARY

There are three messages that should be extracted from the
chapter:

1. The design and technology of TiAl alloys have now pro-
gressed to a state that allows a real consideration for
application in aeroengines.

2. The database established for advanced TiAl-based alloys
indicates that most of the properties (when referred to
density) appear to be comparable to, or better than, those
of many nickel-based superalloys. Concerns with the lim-
ited ductility and fatigue resistance will probably impose
restrictions on component design and handling.

3. To date, the greatest challenge is to find reliable process-
ing routes for a cost-effective fabrication of components,
to link processing parameters with alloy design, and to
define a framework for production control and quality
standards.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Long fiber reinforced metal matrix composites (MMCs) have
been under development since the 1960s and 1970s. The first
systems tended to contain ductile fibers such as W. Almost
from the start, aeroengine applications have given impetus
to the development of MMCs. Indeed, the potential of Al-B
fiber composites for fan blade applications was investigated
as early as 1969 (Mangiapane et al., 1969). In the 1980s,
MMCs gained renewed interest with pseudo-isotropic par-
ticulate and whisker reinforced Al matrix systems coming to
the fore (e.g., Clyne and Withers, 1993). In the 1990s, long
fiber titanium matrix composites (TMCs) were developed,
driven in part by national and transnational aeroengine de-
velopment projects such as the Integrated High-Performance

Turbine Engine Technology (IHPTET) program that aimed to
double aeropropulsion capability by 2005, and the Titanium
Matrix Composite Turbine Engine Component Consortium
(TMCTECC) set up in 1994. These programs intensified
the hunt for high-temperature aeroengine materials beyond
titanium alloys, leading to the development of intermetallic
matrix composites (IMCs).

The selection of the appropriate matrix material for aero-
engine applications is largely driven by two aims besides
cost, namely, lowering density and maximizing operating
temperature. As is clear from Table 1a, this shows aluminum
(see Structural Materials: Aluminum and its Alloys —- Prop-
erties and Structural Materials: Aluminum and its Alloys —
- Fabrication Technologies) matrix composites to be suit-
able for the colder parts of the engine (Figure 1). Titanium
(see Titanium and its Alloys: Metallurgy, Heat Treatment
and Alloy Characteristics and Titanium and its Alloys: Pro-
cessing, Fabrication and Mechanical Performance) compos-
ites are beneficial where their use allows radical engine re-
design, such as the case of replacing bladed discs with bladed
rings (‘blings’), or where their use can replace heavier steel
components, such as the shaft (Figure 1). IMCs are favored
where temperatures in excess of 650 ◦C are experienced;
this includes components within the turbine and compressor
(Figure 1).

In selecting reinforcement, a number of issues come to
the fore, predominantly the degree of anisotropy allowable,
the cost, the elevated temperature performance, the chem-
ical compatibility, and the mismatch in thermal expansion
with the matrix, since this controls the levels of thermal
residual stresses that generate on cooling from manufacture
and in service. Various reinforcements have been consid-
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Table 1a. Characteristics of candidate matrices and competitor aerospace alloys, after Miracle (2000) and Ward-Close, Minor and Doorbar
(1996).

Al Ti Fe Ni Ti3Al TiAl Al3Ti Ni3Al NiAl MoSi2

Max service temp. (◦C) <300 <500 <700 <1050 <700 <850 <1000 <1150 <1250 >1200
Melting temp. (◦C) 660 1660 1540 1450 1680 1480 1350 1397 1638 2020
Density (g cm−3) 2.7 4.5 7.9 8.9 4.5 4.0 3.7 7.4 5.9 6.2
CTE (10−6 K−1) 23.4 10.4 11.7 13.3 12.0 11.7 13.5 15 15 8.3
Young’s modulus (GPa) 70 115 205 210 110 170 215 200 190 420
Room-temp. UTS (MPa) 100–500 1100 300–700 300 700–1000 400–775 120–425 800–1150 175–300 200–400
Room-temp. ductility (%) 20–40 20–50 20–50 30–50 0–10 0–3 0.1–0.5 1–50 0–6 0–1

Figure 1. Illustration of potential applications for aluminum, titanium, and intermetallic matrix composites in (a) military; (b) civil aero-
engines (LP, IP, and HP: low-, intermediate-, and high-pressure stages; OGV – outlet guide vane, after Hooker and Doorbar (2000) and
Ward-Close, Minor and Doorbar (1996)).

ered to date, although SiC has been generally preferred over
C, B, or A12O3 fibers because of its long-term stability at
temperatures above 480 ◦C. Residual stresses can be a sub-
stantial problem for MMCs because of the large mismatch
that can occur between matrix and reinforcement (Figure 2).
Furthermore, for aeroengine applications the thermal cycling
experienced in service causes these thermal stresses to fluc-
tuate, potentially with catastrophic effects, particularly for
IMCs for which the matrix has limited toughness. Diffraction,
especially neutron or synchrotron x-ray diffraction, is partic-

ularly well suited to determine these stresses because of its
ability to measure in each phase nondestructively in the bulk.
Another key issue is whether the reinforcement is needed to
improve stiffness/strength/creep or to introduce some degree
of toughness into the matrix. In the latter case, the interface
needs to be engineered to be relatively weak. In contrast, the
former (at least transverse to any reinforcement alignment)
requires relatively good interfaces. In this respect it should
be noted that the commonly used SiC monofilaments have
complex C-rich coatings.

Table 1b. Characteristics of candidate reinforcements, after Miracle (2000).

B SiC (SCS6) SiC (Sigma) SiC (TriMARC) Al2O3 Saphikon Al2O3 Dupont Mullite

Max service temp. (◦C) 1000 1000
Density (g cm−3) 2.3 3.0 3.4 3.4 4.0 3.9 3.0
CTE (10−6 K−1) 8.3 4.5 4.5 4.5 9 9.1 –
Young’s modulus (GPa) 380 400 420 420 410 380 220
Strength (MPa) 3450 4300 ± 575 3240 ± 356 3080 2602 ± 438 1380 1500–1900
Weibull modulus 14.7 30.1 18 7 5.7
Diameter (�m) 140 100 125 150 20 10
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Figure 2. Mismatch thermal stresses are often a problem; here the expansion coefficients are shown for a range of matrices and reinforce-
ments. Reproduced from Miracle (2000) c© Elsevier.

Naturally, performance is strongly dependent on re-
inforcement morphology and alignment. Discontinuous
reinforcement systems (e.g., those in Section 4) offer more
or less isotropic properties but with stiffness and strength
improvements that are only marginally above (sometimes
even below) those of the monolithic matrix (Clyne and
Withers, 1993). In general, unidirectional long fiber com-
posites (e.g., those in Section 4) have excellent properties
parallel to the fibers, but with strength typically lower than
the monolithic alloy transverse to the fiber direction (see e.g.,
Figure 4). For some aeroengine components, such as blisks
and shafts (Section 6), engineering design can ensure that
this inferior transverse performance is not critical. In some
cases, unidirectional fibers are used to make laminates with
essentially isotropic in plane properties but their performance
rarely justifies the cost (Larsen, Russ and Jones, 1995).

2 PROCESSING

A variety of liquid- and solid-state processing methods have
been developed to fabricate metal matrix composite systems.
Each is suited to a particular reinforcement morphology and
component geometry. Generally, liquid-phase methods lead
to intimate interfacial contact and hence a stronger bond but
this can also lead to the formation of a brittle interfacial
reaction layer. Solid-state methods are particularly well
suited to titanium alloys because of their reactivity with
reinforcements and the ease with which they can be
diffusion bonded.

2.1 Stir casting

For systems that do not react extensively, stir or slurry cast-
ing is the simplest and cheapest way to make discontinuous

MMCs and involves the stirring of ceramic particles into liq-
uid metal. The main issues relating to the process are the
opportunity for interfacial reaction, the possible segregation
of reinforcement, and difficulties involved with casting of the
viscous slurry.

2.2 Melt infiltration/squeeze casting

This involves filling a mold containing a preform of fibers
with liquid metal, usually under pressure to achieve sufficient
filling of interstices. Due to the reactivity of titanium, this
method is not suitable for Ti-SiC, but a number of Ni3A1
composites reinforced with various fibers have been made
this way.

2.3 In situ reaction

This includes: solid–liquid reaction; vapor–liquid–solid
reaction; solid–solid reaction; and liquid–liquid reaction
processes. Aluminum, titanium, and intermetallic matrix
composites can all be made using in situ processes. Among
these, Martin Marietta developed the XD (Exothermic dis-
persion) process, which involves heating a mixture to high
temperatures such that a self-propagating exothermic reac-
tion takes place to precipitate a hard ceramic phase. This
process has been extensively used for intermetallic compos-
ites (Christodoulou, Parrish and Crowe, 1988).

2.4 Powder processing

Mixing of metallic powder and discontinuous ceramic rein-
forcement is a convenient and versatile way of producing
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MMCs, especially in cases where liquid contact is likely to
give rise to extensive reaction. Blending can be carried out dry
or wet and is usually followed by cold compaction, canning,
evacuation, and high-temperature consolidation, usually by
HIPping.

2.5 Fiber-foil lay-up

The fiber-foil technique, whereby alternate layers of foil and
fiber mats are hot pressed and diffusion bonded to a fully
dense composite, is well established for the fabrication of
titanium alloy based MMCs. Certain IMCs can also be made
in this manner, provided the relevant foil is available. The
main challenge is maintaining a uniform fiber spacing; this
is usually aided by weaving the fibers using fine wires. A
variant of this technique is to lay down reinforcing ceramic
fibers and metallic wires together.

2.6 Consolidation of matrix coated fibers

Here a metal coating is applied directly to the fiber using elec-
tron beam vapor deposition. This ensures that the fibers are
evenly distributed within the matrix (Figure 3a) and avoids the
use of expensive foils and powders. Alternatively, the coating
can be applied by argon sputter coating, liquid metal coating,
ribbon wrapping, or powder coating. The matrix-coated fibers
are then stacked or filament wound and consolidated to form
the finished composite. Another advantage is the ability to
deposit virtually any matrix alloy.

3 ALUMINUM COMPOSITES

Discontinuous aluminum matrix composites underwent a
very rapid development phase in the late 1980s (Lloyd, 1994).
They can be processed either in the liquid phase by such tech-
niques as stir casting, or in the solid phase by, for example,
powder processing. The tendency for SiC to react with alu-
minum confines liquid metal routes to aluminum alloys rich
in Si (this suppresses the Al4C3 reaction), or to reinforce-
ments essentially nonreactive with Al, such as Al2O3. They
offer relatively modest improvements over their unreinforced
counterparts, but have the advantages of quasi-isotropy, low
cost, and formability. Another advantage is the ability to tai-
lor the expansion coefficient by varying the reinforcement
content. A key limitation at high reinforcement levels is the
concomitant loss of ductility and toughness. Overall they
are targeted towards niche applications in the aeroengine
(Section 6).

4 TITANIUM-BASED SYSTEMS

Perhaps the system nearest to widespread aeroengine appli-
cation is the Ti/SCS6 SiC monofilament composite system.
This system is generally highly anisotropic, largely due to
the weak fiber–matrix bonding, arising from the C fiber coat-
ing. It is a matter of debate as to whether there is any nor-
mal interface strength at all, but it certainly appears to be
no greater than 100 MPa (Gundel, Majumdar and Miracle,
1995). Three matrix systems have been the predominant fo-
cus of study: Ti-6Al-4V, Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo (Ti-6242), and
Ti-15Mo-2.7Nb-3Al-0.2Si (Timetal® 21S). The former is the

Figure 3. Ti-6Al-4V/35% 140 �m diameter SCS6 SiC monofilament composite (a) made by the coated fiber method; (b) enlargement
showing the matrix microstructure; (c) defects can arise due to incomplete consolidation, in this case during the fiber-foil process. Reproduced
from Partridge and Ward-Close (1989) c© Oxford University Press.
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pervasive α –β alloy used extensively in aerospace, while Ti-
6242 has higher creep resistance. Timetal® 21S is a β (bcc)
stabilized alloy with relatively good oxidation resistance de-
signed specifically for high-temperature operation. A great
deal of research and development of titanium alloy/SiC com-
posites was funded by the US Airforce Research Labs in the
1990s. Titanium and SiC will tend to react at elevated temper-
ature to form TiC and Ti5Si3. For the SCS6 fiber the carbon
fiber coating tends to behave as a sacrificial layer reacting
with the matrix and protecting the fiber.

4.1 Static tensile properties

In common with most uniaxial long fiber systems, the static
axial, [0], properties for TMCs are dominated by the volume
fraction and properties of the reinforcement (Figure 4a). The
composite properties normal to the reinforcement, [90], are

significantly poorer than the unreinforced system (Figure 4b).
While this can be offset to some extent by cross-ply laminat-
ing (Figure 4b), the properties are seriously compromised,
and, in view of the increased cost, make this option unattrac-
tive. Consequently, the drive is to identify applications for
titanium-based systems that can exploit the superlative ax-
ial properties of aligned, or essentially aligned, systems for
which little is expected by way of transverse properties, such
as shafts and axi-symmetric components (Section 6).

4.2 Creep and fatigue

The incorporation of long creep-resistant fibers can markedly
improve creep and creep rupture lives of titanium alloys
(Figure 5a). As with static properties, the creep capability of
laminates is essentially proportional to the volume fraction
of [0] fibers.
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Figure 6. (a) Fatigue crack growth rates measured in the SCS6/Ti-15-3 composite at 25 ◦C, load range 105N, R = 0.5, frequency of 10 Hz
(Cotterill and Bowen, 1993); (b) x-ray tomographic sections from the center of a Ti/SiC composite showing the variation in crack opening
during fatigue loading as well as an overload (3Kmax). Note that the bridging fiber–matrix interface slides over a distance up to 1 mm from
the crack plane so that the bridging tractions are applied over a large region local to the crack. Reproduced with permission from Withers
et al. (2006) c© Maney Publishing.

Most aeroengine components experience fatigue condi-
tions, in many situations at elevated temperature. This can
be a combination of high cycle fatigue (often 1 cycle per
revolution) and low cycle fatigue (LCF), as might occur
during takeoff and landing. In this respect, the LCF cycles
may also involve changing temperature thermomechanical
fatigue (TMF). Fatigue crack growth is controlled by the
fiber–matrix interface strength. If it is strong, a fatigue crack
will tend to grow through the matrix and fibers simultane-
ously with relatively little improvement in fatigue resistance;
if it is weak, this allows the matrix crack to grow around
the fibers (Figure 6b) because the stress concentration at
fibers is insufficient to cause immediate fiber failure (Sinclair
et al., 2004). In this case significant crack arrest can occur
(Figure 6a). This is because the crack bridging fibers reduce
the stress intensity experienced at the crack tip, thereby pro-
gressively reducing the crack driving force as more and more
fibers are passed. As a consequence Ti/SiC composites show
excellent fatigue crack resistance. For the widely employed
SCS6 fiber, the interface strength of a pristine matrix–fiber
interface is typically around 200 MPa (Sinclair et al., 2004).
Once sliding begins the interfacial shear stress can be well
described by a Coulomb friction law with the normal force
provided by the clamping of the fiber by the matrix due to ther-
mal contraction on cooling from the fabrication temperature.
This interfacial strength tends to fall (to around 50 MPa) in
the region of a fatigue crack due to wear and interface degra-
dation (Hung et al., 2009). Furthermore, it should be borne in
mind that during elevated temperature fatigue, the clamping
stress normal to the fiber–matrix interface will reduce and

with it the Coulomb friction (Withers, Bennett and Kuroda,
2010). At higher temperature still (>300 ◦C) there is some
evidence of an increase in the interfacial strength due to
interface reaction.

5 INTERMETALLIC COMPOSITES

Initiatives such as NASP, and more particularly IHPTET,
looked towards aeroengine materials that could operate at
600 ◦C; leading to a consideration of intermetallic composites
(IMCs). Two approaches have been followed in the hope of
toughening the intermetallic matrix: to reinforce with a duc-
tile metal; or to include a high-strength particulate or fibrous
ceramic and control toughness by interface mechanics. In the
following sections most of the composites should be regarded
as under development.

5.1 Titanium aluminide composites

Titanium aluminides (Ti3Al (α2), TiAl (γ), and Al3Ti (η))
offer potential for increased temperature range and enhanced
high temperature strength, stiffness, and oxidation resistance
compared with conventional titanium alloys (Table 1 and
TiAl Intermetallics). Extensive alloying studies have identi-
fied compositions with adequate room temperature plasticity
essentially by adding in excess of 10% β-stabilizing elements
such as Nb, Mo, and V (Banerjee, 1995). The alloy Ti-24Al-
11Nb (sometimes denoted Ti2AlNb) has been by far the most
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widely studied α2 composition, although Ti-25Al-10Nb-3V-
1Mo (often called super α2) has also attracted attention. With
low room temperature ductility being a major obstacle to
commercial application, composite fabrication may provide
toughness/fatigue enhancement through crack path modifi-
cation.

5.1.1 Ti3Al

Lots of interest has been directed towards monofilament
SiC reinforced/Ti-24Al-11Nb composites, as reviewed by
Mackay, Brindley and Froes (1991). Again axial properties
tend to be proportional to fiber volume fraction with trans-
verse strengths generally less than their corresponding mono-
lithic matrices.

High cooling rates cannot be used to consolidate α2-IMCs,
partly because of the thermal mass associated with HIPing
rigs and partly because of the associated residual stresses.
This significantly limits the microstructures that have been
produced, typically comprising equiaxed microstructures
(∼90% α2/10% bcc phase (disordered β or ordered B2)). The
α2 phase possesses only four independent slip systems, so
that stress concentrations are established at grain boundaries,
leading to elastic failure. Since the β phase imparts plasticity,
its location and volume fraction is important, relieving stress
concentrations and thus delaying failure (Banerjee, 1995).
Single-phase orthorhombic (O) alloys also have poor me-
chanical properties, so that two- or three-phase alloys such
as Ti-22Al-23Nb are used as IMC matrices.

To exploit the fiber strength effectively, the matrix must
not fail before the fiber reaches its failure strain. Matrix fail-
ure is exacerbated by tensile thermal residual matrix strains
(∼+0.4%) and fiber failure delayed by compressive ones
(∼−0.2%) so that the matrix must reach a strain of around
2% in order to attain the fiber breaking strain of around
1.5%. In practice, it has been found that for matrix strains
to failure of around 2.5–3% ROM strengths are obtained. In
this respect, it should be noted that the strain to failure of
Ti-24Al-11Nb is close to this value (Brindley et al., 1992)
while orthorhombic alloys typically exceed this (Smith,
Graves and Rhodes, 1994). Nevertheless, challenges remain
with respect to high-temperature stability, environmental re-
sistance, and fire resistance of Ti3Al matrix materials, all
important issues for aeroengines.

5.1.2 TiAl

Considerable work has focused on fabricating TiAl compos-
ites with the aim of increasing room-temperature ductility. In
situ reactions can be used to introduce up to 15% of ceramic
reinforcement using the XD process (see Section 2.3). For

the SiC reinforcement residual stresses can be a significant
problem, and this, along with the veracity of chemical attack,
makes this system challenging. Alumina-based systems have
the advantage of lower thermal expansion mismatch, but
the lower temperature capability of alumina fibers (below
1000 ◦C) presents a severe limitation. TiAl is less prone to
fiber/matrix reaction than Ti3Al. However, since TiAl com-
posites are expected to operate at higher temperatures, it is
still a major concern.

5.2 Ni-based systems

Monolithic Ni3Al alloys show good strength, ductility, and
toughness, making them good candidates for IMCs. How-
ever, thermal mismatch stresses can be a significant prob-
lem ruling out SiC reinforcement, while even for alumina
these stresses can cause significant damage. More promise
is shown by NiAl systems (Ward-Close, Minor and Doorbar,
1996). Work has focused on continuous alumina or ductile
metal reinforcements with the aim of improving both frac-
ture resistance at room temperature and elevated temperature
performance. Success has been limited. As Miracle (2000)
points out, this may be due to the competing demands of im-
proving toughness (requiring weak interfaces) and strength
(strong interfaces).

5.3 Silicide systems

Refractory metal silicides were heavily studied in the 1980s
and 1990s. MoSi2 has long been identified as an attractive
material for high-temperature applications. Its exceptional
oxidation resistance (as a result of a SiO2 layer), high thermal
conductivity, high melting temperature (2020 ◦C), good hot
corrosion resistance, and reasonably low density (6.2 g cm−3)
indicate a possible service range up to 1600 ◦C. However,
MoSi2 has poor low-temperature toughness (∼5 MPa

√
m

with a brittle–ductile transition around 1000 ◦C) and poor ele-
vated temperature strength and creep resistance above around
1250 ◦C. All the major ceramic reinforcements are ther-
modynamically stable in MoSi2, and composites reinforced
with fibers, whiskers, and particles have been produced.
In situ reactions have been used to incorporate discontinu-
ous ceramic reinforcement. Ductile reinforcements have also
been used, including Nb and Ta. Xiao et al. (1991) demon-
strated a room-temperature toughness of 12 MPa

√
m, com-

pared with 3.3 MPa
√

m for unreinforced MoSi2 upon rein-
forcement with Nb wires. However, high-temperature ductile
metal reinforcements are generally heavy (Mo 10.2 g cm−3,
Ta 16.7 g cm−3, W 19.3 g cm−3, and Nb 8.6 g cm−3), bringing
a weight penalty as well as reaction and oxidation problems at
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elevated temperatures. Finally, the incorporation of ceramic
reinforcement, predominantly SiC, has been investigated.
The thermal expansion mismatch between MoSi2 and SiC
can lead to matrix cracking, especially for large-diameter SiC
monofilament. On the other hand, Al2O3 is almost perfectly
matched from a thermal expansion viewpoint, leading to an
elimination of thermal misfit cracking. However, in this case
the strong interfacial bond is expected to limit toughness.

Even higher-temperature operation is expected of Nb-
silicide systems (Bewlay and Jackson, 2000). These
in situ composites comprise high-strength, high-melting-
temperature Nb-based silicides (Nb3Si and/or Nb5Si3)
together with a high-melting-temperature, modest-strength,
high-toughness Nb-based metallic phase. They can display
both good high- and low-temperature mechanical properties
with satisfactory environmental resistance at temperatures
above 1000 ◦C. Oxidation and creep issues must be tackled,
possibly through alloying additions. It is hoped that whereas
current single-crystal superalloys operate at around 1150 ◦C,
Nb-silicides will be able to operate above 1300 ◦C.

6 APPLICATIONS

6.1 Blisks and blings

Rotating parts such as reinforced impellers, disks, blisks
(integrally bladed disks), blings (bladed rings) and blotors
(bladed rotors) are structurally high risk because of their dif-

ficulty of manufacture and the criticality of failure (see Gas
Turbine Engines: Compressors). However, in terms of engine
performance and weight savings, they are among the most re-
warding (Singerman and Jackson, 1996). The best analyzed
and nearest to market application is the bling (Figures 7c and
9b). Bearing in mind the very poor transverse properties of
unidirectional composites (Figures 4b and 5a) it is important
that the transverse stresses are low. In reality, the distribu-
tion of blade loading is not uniform around the perimeter of
the ring. The load can be divided into components, one of

Figure 8. Key issues for lifting a composite bling. Reproduced with
permission from Hooker and Doorbar (2000) c© Maney Publishing.

Figure 7. (a) Conventional disk; (b) “blisk,” 30% weight saving; (c) TMC composite “bling” offering up to 70% weight saving. Reproduced
with permission from Rolls Royce (2005) c© Rolls-Royce Group plc.
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Figure 9. Various candidate metal composite applications: (a) fan outlet guide vane (OGV) assembly including Al MMC vanes in non-
structural positions. Reproduced with permission from Hooker and Doorbar (2000) c© Maney Publishing; (b) Ti-64/SiC prototype bling.
Reproduced with permission from Hooker and Doorbar (2000) c© Maney Publishing; (c) low-pressure TMC turbine fan shaft tor GE’s
XTE-45 demonstrator engine. Reproduced with permission from Singerman and Jackson (1996) c© The Minerals, Metals and Materials
Society; (d) TMC actuator rod from F119 engine divergent nozzle actuator. Reproduced from Maruyama (2000) c© Elsevier.

which is uniform and equal to the average load. The other
loading is periodic, being alternatively positive and negative,
repeating itself over a distance equal to the circumferential
pitch l. In such a case, at a depth equal to the circumferential
pitch l the stress becomes less than 5% of the magnitude of
the periodic loading component (Leckie, 1995). Hence, pro-
vided the distance between the blades and the MMC ring is
greater than the circumferential pitch of the blades (which
it generally is) the composite section experiences an essen-
tially uniform stress with the irregularities of blade loading
sufficiently attenuated.

Such a bling can be made by either co-winding Ti wire
and fiber, or coated fibers around the ring. On cooling from
the fabrication temperature, the large differences in the co-
efficient of thermal expansion between the fiber and the

matrix/cladding leads to significant residual stresses
(Withers, 2003). Typically, for a Ti-64 matrix with 30–35%
volume fraction of silicon carbide, matrix residual stresses
approaching 400 MPa arise at 20 ◦C, with corresponding peak
fiber compressive stresses approaching 800 MPa (Harrison
et al., 2004). As well as predicting the initial residual stresses,
creep models are useful for identifying the creep rupture time,
which is associated with the fibers reaching a critical stress
level (see Table 2).

Spinning disk and LCF test experiments indicate that the
composite offers about a factor of 10 increase in LCF ca-
pability. Furthermore, at 600 ◦C, there is only about a 10%
fall in stress capability relative to 20 ◦C behavior for usable
lives of about 104 cycles (Harrison et al., 2004). As Hooker
and Doorbar (2000) point out, while the Ti composite bling
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Table 2. Maximum predicted fiber stresses initially (t = 0) and at
time of rupture (tr) for a Ti-64/SiC composite under creep loading
at 600 ◦C (Harrison et al., 2004).

Nominal Fiber Fiber
applied stress at stress at
stress (MPa) t = 0 t = tr

750 1643 2264
800 1758 2400
830 1841 2412
870 1940 2395

offers tremendous potential performance and weight savings
there are considerable challenges to defect-free manufacture
(Figure 8). Nevertheless, a number of prototype blings (see
Figure 9b) have been tested and it is probably the high-
performance component nearest to commercialization for
military engines.

6.2 Shafts

Titanium shafts have the potential to replace nickel or steel,
bringing about significant weight savings (∼20%) (Hooker
and Doorbar, 2000) along with improved torque capability.
A number of shaft applications have been studied includ-
ing low-pressure turbine shafts for IHPTET engines (Sterling
and Bell, 1990). Figure 9(c) shows an XTE-45 LPT fan shaft,
made by Textron Specialty Materials for GE. Typically, shafts
are fabricated with cross-ply lay-ups oriented from ±15◦ to
±45◦ relative to the shaft axis. The shaft shown in Figure 9c
was made from 36 plies of ±15◦ oriented plasma sprayed
Ti MMC monotapes. According to Singerman and Jackson
(1996) this shaft survived 100 000 LCF cycles exceeding ex-
pectations. One of the major issues in this application lies
with attaching monolithic end attachments.

6.3 Others parts

Early studies looked at the prospect of MMC fan blades
centered around aluminum reinforced with boron fibers
(Mangiapane et al., 1969). Here 1 kg saved in the fan rep-
resents 5–8 kg saving as lighter support structures become
possible. Ti/SiC engine struts that position nozzles have
been proposed (Leckie, 1995). Static and variable vanes
(Figure 1a) near the front of the compressor provide good op-
portunities for Al/SiC particulate MMC as replacements for
Ti-64 forgings, offering a substantial weight saving (∼35%)
(Hooker and Doorbar, 2000). Another particularly good ap-
plication is the fan outlet guide vanes (Figure 9c); these

direct air down the bypass duct. This means that the temper-
ature is well within the compass of Al MMCs. Al composites
offer good wear (erosion) resistance and specific stiffness of-
fering by weight saving of 15% per vane over Ti-64 (Hooker
and Doorbar, 2000). A TMC actuator rod has been qual-
ified for use in the F119 engine of the USAF F-22 fighter
aircraft (Lavitt, 1997; Maruyama, 2000) (see Figure 9d). The
actuator drives engine flaps that control airflow from the en-
gine. It is subjected to high compressive axial loads at peak
temperatures of around 450 ◦C, and achieves 6.8 kg weight
saving by replacing steel. The hollow, 30 cm long, 50 mm
diameter Ti-6242/TriMARC-1 SiC fiber composite rod is laid
up via a 15-layer rolled wire-fiber process, followed by HIP-
ping (Lavitt, 1997). The composite shaft is consolidated and
bonded to a monolithic titanium flange in a one-step consol-
idation process.

Particulate aluminum MMCs have found employment
chiefly in the fan outlet guide vanes, for example for the Pratt
and Whitney 4000 series engines in the form of 6092/17.5%
SiC composite. This component was made from extruded
stock offering improved erosion and foreign object resistance
(Hunt, 2000; Maruyama, 1999).

7 CONCLUSIONS

Despite the intense research over the past 40 years on
elevated-temperature MMC systems, both discontinuous and
continuous, there are currently no notable composite parts in
production. At the current time the Ti/SiC composite bling
is on the threshold of being introduced into production and
would mark a major step forward, partly because it would be
the first high-performance composite component and partly
because it brings with it a radical design concept offering
a step drop in engine weight. Looking further to the future,
IMCs offer increases in engine temperature, and while not an
intense area of study at present, it is likely that this area will
be revisited in due course in the drive to boost performance
of military engines and the environmental performance of
civilian engines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Polycrystalline nickel-based superalloys find widespread
application in the hot-sections of gas turbine engines. They
are used in a variety of load bearing applications from struc-
tural applications such as casings and guide vanes to highly
stressed rotating disks. They currently comprise over 50%
of the weight of modern aero-engines and find extensive use
in both marine and industrial gas turbines (Figure 1). Their
wide ranging characteristics, coupled with their ability to
operate at the highest homologous temperature of any alloy

system, mark them out as one of the only materials capable
of operating in such a demanding environment.

Over many years alloy development has been driven by
the aerospace industry where the need for improved spe-
cific thrust and reduced emissions dominates. It is pertinent
therefore that this chapter focuses on the microstructure-
processing-property relationships for advanced polycrys-
talline nickel-based superalloys, with specific focus on
critical rotor disks for use in aero gas turbines. It should be
borne in mind that many of the fundamental relationships
between alloy chemistry, microstructure, and performance
apply equally to other applications of polycrystalline nickel-
based superalloys in gas turbines.

2 AERO GAS TURBINE OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT

The gas turbine undoubtedly transformed air travel in the later
half of the twentieth century. Since its inception there have
been vast improvements in reliability, fuel burn, emissions,
and thrust, to a large extent driven by improvements in mate-
rials capability. Today’s turbofans are capable of producing
over 100 000 lb of thrust, contain in excess of 10 000 compo-
nents and are expected to be in service for periods of up to
40 years (Figure 2).

Gas turbines consist of a compressor at the front, which
reduces the volume while increasing the pressure of the
incoming air before it enters the combustor where it is
mixed with fuel and ignited. The hot gas expands through
the turbine, where the blades extract mechanical work via
the disks to drive the compressor via means of a shaft.
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Figure 1. Hot-end components in a high bypass turbofan engine made of nickel-based superalloys. Reproduced from Rolls Roycec© 2008.

Figure 2. Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 high bypass turbofan engine.
Reproduced from Rolls Roycec© 2008.

Modern turbofans consist of multiple compressor and tur-
bine stages and are characterized by a large diameter fan
at the front, connected directly to the low-pressure turbine,

offering greater fuel economy and lower noise emissions than
original turbojet designs (Rolls-Royce, 2007).

Great emphasis in gas turbine design is focused on the
gas temperature on entry to the turbine section, the turbine
entry temperature (TET). For a given pressure ratio, a high
thrust per pound of mass flow is achieved by an increased
TET (Meetham, 1981). The aim, therefore, is to provide
increases in TET to improve the overall fuel efficiency, while
maintaining the reliability and service life of components.

TET has increased such that it exceeds the melting tem-
perature of components in the gas path. Disk rotors, while
not exposed directly to the gas path, experience high temper-
atures due to conduction from the blades and windage effects
associated with the rotation of the disk (Figure 3).

Disk rotors experience large centrifugal stresses associ-
ated with their high rotational speed. They are also subject
to a large temperature gradient between the hot rim and the
relatively cool bore, which generates high thermal stresses
(Figure 4). Disk materials therefore need to be capable
of sustained operation at high temperatures under severe
mechanical loading. High strength, fatigue (initiation and
propagation), and creep resistance are all required in varying
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Figure 3. Variation in temperature and pressure in a modern turbo-
fan engine.

degrees, dependent on location within the component
(Table 1).

3 BASICS OF SUPERALLOY
METALLURGY

The use of the gas turbine at its inception were restricted by
the capabilities of the materials available. It became clear
that a new material was required that could provide high
temperature properties (Sims, Stoloff and Hagel, 1987). The
development of superalloys is synonymous with that of the
gas turbine and a succession of elements have been added to
the basic 80:20 Ni–Cr alloy over the years so that today these
alloys contain 10 or more elemental additions.

The strength of polycrystalline nickel-based superalloys
is achieved through a combination of solid solution strength-
ening of the disordered face-centered cubic (fcc)� matrix,

Figure 4. Connectivity of turbine disks in a modern three-shaft gas turbine. Reproduced from Rolls Roycec© 2008.
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Table 1. Idealized requirements at different locations in a simple disk rotor.

Property Bore Rim

Temperature capability
(steady state)

Maximum of<400◦C Maximum of≤ 750◦C

Strength Aim to maximize strength as needed to
demonstrate integrity in event of overspeed
event

Less important

Creep Creep deformation not an issue at bore
temperatures

Important in diaphragm and rim features.
Certain features may benefit from lower
creep strength as this may help to relax
stresses at notch features, increasing
component life

Fatigue initiation Cool LCF life at bore surfaces very important Hot LCF life important at rim features
Fatigue crack growth No effect of fatigue loading under dwell

conditions at bore temperatures
Resistance to fatigue crack growth very

important to declare safe cyclic life
Grain size Fine Coarse
Precipitate size Fine Fine if creep is most important

Coarse if fatigue crack growth most important

precipitate hardening of the ordered�′, �′′ , or � precipitate
phase, appropriate carbide and boride distributions and grain
size control (Decker and Freeman, 1960).

3.1 Solid solution strengthening of the γ matrix

The� matrix derives its strength by the introduction of solute
atoms of different sizes and elastic moduli into the crystal
lattice. Strengthening of the� phase also arises due to the
presence of stacking faults. A stacking fault is a discrep-
ancy in the stacking sequence of atomic planes in the crystal
lattice. Solute atoms may segregate to stacking faults and the
difference in atomic diameters hardens the� matrix.

In order to achieve the maximum degree of solid solution
strengthening, the alloying elements are chosen to provide the
largest amount of lattice strain without the precipitation of a
new phase. Elements that are commonly used in nickel-based
superalloys are shown in Table 2 (Pelloux and Grant, 1960).

3.2 Precipitation hardening

In nickel-based superalloys, the primary strengthening pre-
cipitates may be�′, �′′, or �. Alloy chemistry and processing
history will determine which of these form. The dispersion
of these precipitates within the matrix provides significant
strengthening, much greater than the effects of solid solution
and carbide strengthening, related primarily to the strength
and ductility of the particles themselves (Donachie and
Donachie, 2002). However, other factors such as coherency
with the� matrix, antiphase boundary energy, volume frac-
tion, size, and distribution all have a role. The precipitates
contribute to alloy strength by impeding the motion of dislo-

Table 2. Phases and elemental partitioning in nickel-based
superalloys.

Role Phase Elements

Precipitate
strengthening

� Co, Cr, Fe, Mo, W,
Ta

�′ Ni, Al, Ti, Ta
�′′ Ni, Nb
� Ni, Nb

Carbides MC W, Ta, Ti, Nb, Hf
M23C6 Cr
M6C Mo, W, Nb

Boride M3B2 Ta, V, Nb, Mo, Ti,
Cr, Fe

Nitride MN Ti, Nb, Zr
Topologically

close packed
� Fe, Co, Mo, W

Laves Fe, Co, Nb, Ti,
Mo, Ta, Ti

� Fe, Cr, Mo, Ni
Other Grain boundary

refinement
B, C, Zr, Hf

Sulfidation/oxidation
resistance

Cr, Co, Al, Si

cations (imperfections in the crystal lattice), through a variety
of mechanisms and is strongly size dependent (Ardell, 1985).

�′ is the most common precipitate found in nickel-based
superalloys and may account for up to 60% by volume. It
has an ordered L12 structure, which displays an anomalous
increase in yield stress between approximately−200 and
800◦C (Figure 5) (Stoloff, 1989). The composition of�′ is
(Ni,Co)3(Al,Ti,Ta) with Al, Ti, Ta atoms occupying the cor-
ners and Ni, Co the faces of the unit cell. The maximum
volume and importance of�′ forming elements (Al, Ti, Ta)
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Figure 5. Anomalous yield behavior in Ni3Al strengthening phase.

have been studied by many researchers aiming to increase
alloy strength while maintaining stability, both in terms of�′

and precipitation of potentially deleterious phases (Raynor
and Silcock, 1970).

The�′′ phase is the principal strengthening phase in alloys
containing>4 wt.% Nb. The composition of the phase is
Ni3(Nb,Ta).�′′ precipitates have a body centered tetragonal
(DO22) structure. The precipitates form as fine platelets either
coherently or semi-coherently within the matrix.

The� phase is an orthorhombic, intermetallic precipitate
with the chemical composition Ni3Nb although titanium can
substitute for the niobium atoms to some extent.� forms
incoherently at grain boundaries and is detrimental to both
strength and toughness, yet improves creep rupture proper-
ties. However,� precipitates play a major role in influencing
the grain structure during thermo-mechanical processing.
The � phase that forms is more stable than the�′′ phase of
the same composition.

3.3 Carbide phases

Polycrystalline nickel-based superalloys that contain car-
bides tend to have superior creep properties compared to those
strengthened by intermetallic compounds alone, although
they may in turn display poor ductility. The presence of car-
bon during processing also assists in minimizing the levels
of trace impurities, such as sulfur and oxygen. The carbides
commonly found in nickel-based superalloys are shown in
Table 2.

Optimum alloy properties at temperature are often attained
through the precipitation of a particular type of carbide, with
certain morphology and size at the grain boundary. Alloys
that are devoid of carbon will be susceptible to a large degree
of grain boundary sliding and to subsequent failure at ele-
vated temperature. However, large-scale carbide formation

along the grain boundary can lead to alloy embrittlement. It
is therefore necessary to establish a trade off between grain
boundary sliding and cracking (Shah and Duhl, 1988).

3.4 Effects of trace elements

The presence of trace elements plays an important role in
the high temperature properties of advanced nickel-based
superalloys. They can be either deliberately added or exist
as impurities. Minor changes in composition can result
in a major change in the observed mechanical properties,
microstructural stability, and ease of processing. The inter-
actions of trace elements with the bulk alloy and with other
minor additions is often complex and limits are placed on
the amount of alloying these additions can safely provide
(Vander-Voort and James, 1996).

3.4.1 Beneficial trace elements

Elements such as B and Zr have been shown to be beneficial
to nickel-based superalloys in terms of creep rupture and hot
workability (Jena and Chaturvedi, 1984). Due to their large
atomic size difference and low solubility in nickel both tend to
segregate on the grain boundaries. Boron has a low solubility
level above which it forms intergranular M3B2 type borides.
These boride phases have been shown to have little effect
on improving mechanical properties. However, due to their
locations within the microstructure they are likely to have a
strong influence on grain development.

3.4.2 Detrimental trace elements

Detrimental alloy elements may be present in the raw elemen-
tals used to make the material and can be difficult to remove
during refining. They may be picked up by contamination
with refractory elements or a gaseous environment or they
may be picked up during service in an operating environment
(Holt and Wallace, 1976).

Detrimental trace elements cause alloy embrittlement as
they often segregate to the grain boundaries and potentially
form compounds. Their location and brittle nature often leads
to premature intergranular cracking. Examples include resid-
ual gases (O, H, N, Ar, He), non-metallic impurities (S, P)
and metallic impurities (Pb, Ag, Cu, Li, Na, K, Cs).

3.5 Structure–property relationships

3.5.1 The role of grain size

Grain size is a major factor in alloy performance and sig-
nificant effort in both research and production of alloys
is directed at control of grain growth and grain size
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Figure 6. The role of grain size on basic mechanical properties.

distributions. A fine grain size maximizes strength and
increases ductility. It also enhances low cycle fatigue (LCF)
life, which is dominated by fatigue initiation. A coarse grain
size increases resistance to creep deformation and fatigue
crack growth, due to a minimization of grain boundary area
(Figure 6). Thermo-mechanical processing and heat treat-
ments are utilized in addition to alloy chemistry to achieve
the desired grain size.

3.5.2 Precipitate size, morphology, and distribution

The importance of the precipitate phase as the primary
strengthening mechanism has resulted in a great deal of
research in understanding the influence of size, morphology,
and distribution on mechanical properties. Alloy composi-
tion fixes the total volume fraction of precipitate but it is the
processing and heat treatment route that fix the distribution.
A typical �′ strengthened, as-forged superalloy exhibits a tri-
modal�′ distribution (Jackson and Reed, 1999). This consists
of large primary�′ (typically 1–5�m) resident on the grain
boundaries, smaller secondary or cooling�′ (50–1000 nm)
and tertiary or ageing�′ (1–50 nm) resident intragranularly.
Appropriate heat treatments are chosen in part to control the
component grain size but also to control the relative dis-
tributions and sizes of each of these families to optimize
mechanical properties.

Numerous studies have been published which document
the fundamental role of precipitate size on strength of nickel-
based superalloys (Furrer and Fecht, 2000). The finer the
secondary (or cooling)�′ precipitates produced the greater
the tensile and creep strength. Conversely, large secondary
�′ precipitates reduce time dependent fatigue crack growth
rates, a result attributable to greater stress relaxation occur-
ring at the crack tip in material with less creep capability
(Gayda, 2000).

The morphology of the strengthening precipitates depends
upon the thermal history and the elastic energy associated
with the lattice misfit between the matrix and precipitates and
whether or not they are coherent. The precipitates nucleate as
spheres and then may grow to form cubes, octo-cubes, aligned
cubes, doublets of cubes, and plates depending on composi-
tion, size, lattice misfit, and thermal processing conditions
(Ricks, Porter and Ecob, 1983).

3.5.3 Grain boundaries

Grain boundary structure is influenced by changes in precip-
itate size/morphology during the heat treatment cycle. For
example, grain boundary serrations in�′ containing alloys
occur by the preferential growth of�′ located on grain
boundaries during slow cooling. These serrations increase
the tortuosity of the grain boundary and reduce fatigue crack
growth rates (Telesmanet al., 2004).

4 THE ROLE OF HEAT TREATMENTS

Nickel-based superalloys used for turbine disk applications
typically undergo a minimum two-stage heat treatment aimed
at optimizing both the grain size and precipitate size, mor-
phology, and distribution (Figure 7). The first stage is the solu-
tion treatment at a temperature near or above the precipitate
solvus. The second stage is an ageing stage at a lower temper-
ature and longer duration compared to the solution treatment.

An appropriate solution treatment is chosen to fix the alloy
grain size. If the solution treatment is kept under the solvus
(subsolvus) temperature then the grain size will remain fine
as the precipitate phase present pins the grain boundaries. It is
desirable, however, to heat treat the alloy close to the solvus to
refine the intragranular precipitate populations. Supersolvus
heat treatments dissolve the precipitate phase and allow the

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of a typical two-stage heat treat-
ment cycle for rotor disks.
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Figure 8. The role of strengthening precipitate size on basic
mechanical properties.

grains to coarsen until pinned by secondary phases such as
carbides and borides. The temperature of the solution heat
treatment determines the grain size and precipitate distribu-
tion and the cooling rate in turn dictates the intragranular size
and morphology (Wlodek, Kelly and Alden, 1996).

The aim of this stage is to refine the precipitate morphol-
ogy and to relieve residual stresses in the material, which
may exist as the result of the quench from the solution heat
treatment (Figure 8). The ageing treatment has the effect of
causing further nucleation of precipitates and enables growth
through particle coarsening. Through careful manipulation
of the heat treatment applied, a microstructure can be arrived
at which offers the best trade off in properties for the intended
application.

5 PROCESSING POLYCRYSTALINE
WROUGHT CHAPTERS

Critical rotating components are typically produced by a
series of thermo-mechanical steps aimed at producing indi-
vidual axisymetric part geometries. However, the approach
adopted to producing these geometry is dependent on alloy
chemistry and is dealt with in this section (Figure 9).

6 CAST AND WROUGHT PROCESSING

6.1 VIM, VAR, and ESR

A typical manufacturing sequence for the production of a
forging increment or mult starts with the primary melting
and then remelting of an ingot. These processes are of vital
importance to the final quality of the product. The first stage
is to produce an alloy with the correct chemical composi-
tion. The charge may consist of virgin material, which is

Vacuum induction melting

Argon gas atomization

Vacuum arc remelting

Electro-slag remelting

Homogenization

Cogging

Conventional forge

Cast and
wrought
route

Powder
metallurgy
route

Solution heat treatment

Machine

Non-destructive evaluation

Final machine

Etch and inspection

Surface treatment

Hot isostatic pressing

Extrusion

Isothermal forge

Aging heat treatment

Figure 9. Cast and Wrought (C&W) compared PM processing.

effectively powders or lumps of elemental material, or of
recycled or revert material, or a mixture of the two. The charge
is processed in a vacuum-induction melting (VIM) furnace.

The second stage in the production of an ingot is to remelt
the original, “VIM’ed,” ingot. This process, carried out in a
vacuum arc remelting (VAR) furnace, is designed to remelt
and solidify the ingot in a controlled manner so as to improve
its quality. Direct current is passed through the original ingot
(which is acting as an electrode) generating an arc between
the ingot and a small pile of metal pieces placed on the floor
of the crucible. As the ingot melts and is deposited in the
crucible, it is raised to maintain a constant gap between it
and the top of the melt pool and the current in the system is
controlled to maintain the solidification rate of the new ingot
at the predetermined level.

Electro-slag remelting (ESR) is similar to the VAR pro-
cess in that a consumable electrode (albeit using alternating
current) is remelted, but makes use of a molten slag pool sit-
ting between the electrode and the solidifying ingot, hence
processing can be carried out in air. Molten droplets from the
electrode pass through the slag, allowing them to react with
it to remove impurities such as oxides and sulfur.

The major role of melting and remelting is to remove a
range of impurities. Oxygen, for example, is removed by
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reacting with the carbon in the melt and evaporating as car-
bon monoxide. Trace elements such as lead, tin, arsenic, zinc,
copper, and bismuth are brought to the surface of the melt by
inductive stirring and due to their high vapor pressures, are
removed by evaporation. Nitrogen, however, which forms sta-
ble nitrides, cannot be removed in this fashion. The nitrides
that form are light and float to the top of the melt pool. When
the new ingot is almost solidified the top layer containing the
nitrides is removed.

6.1.1 Ingot conversion

Prior to forming to component geometry, an additional step
is usually carried out called cogging. The main aim in the
cogging stage is to break down the as-cast microstructure of
the ingot and produce a more refined, uniform microstructure
in the billet. At this stage, the ingots consist of large columnar
and equiaxed grains. Cogging consists of a series of heats.
During each heat the ingot is passed through an open die
forging press. After each pass, the ingot is rotated either 90◦ or
45◦ in order to deform the ingot uniformly. Typically, ingots
are cogged above the solvus temperature of the material. As
the diameter of the ingot is reduced, the amount of strain
contained in it increases resulting in recrystallization within
the material.

6.2 Powder metallurgy processing

A large number of superalloys are produced via a cast and
wrought route. However, the increasing numbers of alloying
additions that go to make up a modern superalloy are render-
ing this technique less desirable due to difficulties associated
with elemental segregation, which can lead to inconsis-
tent properties and difficulties in hot working. The rapid
solidification rates in powder processing result in reduced
segregation and smaller precipitates. Furthermore, the fine
grain structure produced through consolidation of the powder
can be desirable. However, the use of components produced
via the powder metallurgy (PM) route does not find wider
application, due primarily to cost limitations associated with
ensuring good quality powder.

6.2.1 Powder production

The starting point for powder production is identical to cast
and wrought method. The alloy composition is loaded into
a VIM furnace and melted. Cleanliness of the input material
is of prime importance. After the furnace has been pumped
down, the initial virgin stock containing the non-reactive ele-
ments is melted. Once this base charge is melted the clean

revert is added, followed by alloying additions. Following
the refinement of the base charge, the volatile elements are
carefully added.

After the ingot has been fully melted it is passed through a
ceramic filter into a nozzle. Surrounding the nozzle is a ring
of high-pressure gas jets, which form an inverted cone of high
pressure gas. The melt is atomized by the high-pressure inert
gas, which is normally argon. The next step of the process
involves sieving to produce a desired particle size distribu-
tion. Several heats of powder will then be blended together
to optimize yield before placing into cans, which are usually
manufactured from either stainless or mild steel. The can fill-
ing operation is usually carried out on a vibrating platform
to ensure complete filling and good settling of the powder.
The entire operation may be carried out under vacuum or in
air. In the case of processing in air a hot degassing operation
may be performed.

6.2.2 Consolidation

The canned powder is then subject to either a hot isostatic
pressing (HIP) or a hot compaction cycle. In HIP, the can and
superalloy powder is compacted under the action of both high
temperature and high pressure. The temperature is chosen
carefully for this stage to precipitate certain phases to the
grain boundaries, to obtain the desired grain size and to avoid
the possibility of producing thermally induced porosity (TIP).

Although the HIP process provides a dense microstruc-
ture, in order to achieve a fully dense billet, the alloy is
then extruded. In this process step the consolidated powder is
extruded at temperature and under a high strain. This causes
the material to fully recrystallize, producing a fine grain struc-
ture, and breaks up any remaining prior particle boundaries
(PPBs) present from the PM process. The can material is
then removed either by mechanical or chemical means and
the billet is cut into a number of forging increments called
mults.

6.3 Forging operations

The mults from cast or PM route are of limited diameter and
cylindrical at this stage and must be hot worked to form the
disk rotor geometry. This is achieved by a single or series of
forging steps whereby the material is placed between sets of
contoured dies to produce a near net shape geometry. Prior
to forging, the mult is heated in a furnace to a temperature
usually just below its solvus temperature to prevent grain
growth yet allow it to be worked easily.

In conventional die forging the dies can be heated to
different temperatures and die materials tend to be high
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strength tool steels. The mult is deformed at a very fast
strain rate in conventional die forging, the idea being akin
to the blacksmiths hammer to impart maximum deforma-
tion in a minimum of time. The use of hot dies is expensive,
however, they allow nearer net-shape geometries to be pro-
duced. They also produce more uniform grain structures as
chill from the dies is greatly reduced. Chill effects, where
the relatively cool dies contact the hot work-piece and alter
the microstructure/properties locally are prevalent in nickel-
based superalloys, as they have a low thermal conductivity
leading to large inhomogeneities.

Conventional forging cannot process high strength alloys,
that is, those containing a significant volume fraction of the
precipitate phase, usually�′, as they exhibit catastrophic
failure when subject to high strain rates. Instead isothermal
forging is employed, where high temperature molybdenum
dies are used. The work-piece and the dies are held at the
same temperature throughout the process, which is carried out
under vacuum. The work-piece is superplastically deformed
at much lower strain rates.

6.4 Post-forging operations

The “black forging” is machined to the final part geometry
in a series of steps. Initially it is machined to a rectilinear
geometry, which is optimized for non-destructive evaluation.
For disk components these are typically, ultrasonic and flu-
orescent penetrant inspection. The purpose of which is to
pick up gross defects present in the material. The rectilinear
shape is then machined into the final part geometry using
a variety of approaches from conventional turning, through
milling, grinding, broaching, dressing, and so on. The fin-
ished machined component is usually then etched, to remove
any deformed layer imparted by the machining operation
and then the surface is conditioned to obtain a compressive
residual stress at the surface.

Effort is made to keep the amount of final machining to a
minimum. Superalloys have been described as being one of
the most difficult materials to machine because of their high
hardness, high strength at high temperatures, affinity to react
with the tool materials, and low thermal diffusivities. How-
ever, during this operation, up to 2/3 of the material can be
removed. This material is typically recycled and contributes
to the primary charge.

7 IN-SERVICE CONSIDERATIONS

Polycrystalline nickel-based superalloys are chemically com-
plex, highly engineered materials. Due to the arduous high

temperature, cyclic nature of the operating environment they
undergo microstructural changes in service. These occur
both at the surface of the component where air, fuel and
ingestion products are present and within the bulk material
where the thermodynamically unstable microstructure slowly
transforms through a combination of particle coarsening, pre-
cipitation of new phases and elemental segregation.

Exposure of disk rotors in the engine environment to
prolonged periods at high temperature produces surface oxi-
dation and hot corrosion. It is well established that oxidation
can reduce fatigue life in nickel disk alloys at the operat-
ing temperature. This can result from cracking of surface
oxide scale (Gabbet al., 2004) and accelerated rates of
crack growth, due to an increased propensity for intergranular
cracking (Pineau, 1999).

Hot corrosion is considered more severe in aircraft engines
that are used for air travel near coastal areas, and over deserts
and volcanic regions. During these flights, high chloride bear-
ing salts and fine sulfate bearing sands are ingested in the
engines. The presence of sulfur dioxide, a by-product of com-
bustion, assists the formation of sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) rich
deposits. At high temperatures these deposits react with the
nickel alloy components to form low melting point eutec-
tics that attack the component surface, known as type II
sulfidation.

Two mechanisms occur in the bulk microstructure
affecting mechanical performance. The first is coarsen-
ing/morphological evolution of the precipitate phase. This
phenomenon is strongly dependent upon time at temper-
ature and applied stress. It may lead to a reduction in
certain material properties, for example, proof strength, creep
life, but enhancements in others, for example, fatigue crack
growth. The second is the decomposition of carbide/boride
phases present in the microstructure into new deleterious
phases. These topologically close packed (TCP) phases are
intermetallic compounds, characterized by their hardness,
brittleness, and crystallographic arrangement. TCP phases
exhibit various compositions and morphologies, some of
which are more detrimental to mechanical properties than
others (Keefe, Mancuso and Maurer, 1992).

8 THE WAY AHEAD – OPTIMIZATION
FOR THE OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

Modern nickel-based superalloys have become increas-
ingly complex and materials engineers are now turning to
microstructural optimization as a way of improving temper-
ature capability in a departure from large alloy development
programs. The large radial thermal and mechanical loading
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Figure 10. Location-specific tailored microstructures for optimized design and life.

gradient in disk rotors requires different mechanical prop-
erties in different regions. A component with a single
microstructure throughout inevitably results in a trade-off
in design and/or component life. Therefore, it is desir-
able to produce dual-microstructure components with the
grain size optimized at different locations, based upon the
likely in-service requirements. Depending upon the starting
microstructure, this may manifest itself in an increased tem-
perature capability, an increase in allowable rotational speed
or an increase in component life. A number of methods have
been developed to realize this and a range of component
geometries have been produced (Figure 10) (Mitchellet al.,
2008).

This technology is likely to be the next major techno-
logical advancement in polycrystalline nickel-based disk
alloys to be introduced into gas turbines. Developments in
conventional alloy chemistry and evaluation of novel alloy

systems/component design are also experiencing a renais-
sance.

9 SUMMARY

This chapter has provided an introduction to polycrystalline
nickel-based superalloys, in particular their application as
high integrity rotor disks in modern gas turbine engines. The
harsh operating environment, in which these components are
required to operate, has been described with particular ref-
erence to the mechanical property demands that this places
on these components. The basics of superalloy metallurgy
have been presented with reference to the role of solid solu-
tion strengthening, precipitation hardening, minor phases,
and trace elements. The role of microstructure on mechan-
ical properties is discussed with specific reference to grain
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size, precipitate size, morphology and distribution, and grain
boundary character. Heat treatment technology and the role
of heat treatments in determining both microstructure and
mechanical properties are also discussed. Processing routes
are also presented, outlining the multiple complex steps that
are used in production of these components. The chapter
also includes discussion of the in-service considerations that
are important in ensuring component integrity over its given
life. The chapter concludes by presenting a brief synopsis
of some of the latest advances in the field of polycrystalline
nickel-based superalloys.
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1 SUPERALLOYS IN GAS TURBINE
ENGINES

Nickel-based superalloys are a critical class of engineering
materials for aircraft engines, typically comprising 40–50%
of the total weight of an aircraft engine (Schafrik and Sprague,
2004). Investment cast single crystal Ni-based superalloys are
used exclusively in the hottest sections of the turbine as static
nozzle guide vanes or rotating airfoils. Table 1 lists the nom-
inal composition of several commercially available single
crystal Ni-based superalloys utilized in gas turbine engines.
Because of the high thermal and mechanical loads and the
associated performance and safety issues, continued devel-
opment of advanced single crystal Ni-based superalloys with
enhanced temperature capability has been a priority, result-
ing in successive “generations” of alloys with increasing

capabilities (see Table 1). Accordingly, turbine inlet tem-
peratures in successive generations of aircraft engines have
scaled upward with these improvements in turbine material
temperature capability (Sims, Stoloff and Hagel, 1986; Reed,
2006).

Gas turbine engines typically contain several hundred cast
superalloy turbine blades. In virtually all advanced aircraft
engines, hot section blades are geometrically intricate, to
accommodate elaborate airfoil cooling schemes. Thus these
components are investment cast with internal ceramic cores
that define internal cooling features. The final geometry of
the blade is achieved after a series of post-casting operations,
including core leaching, grinding, laser drilling, and often
coating, along with a series of inspection operations. Depend-
ing on the casting approach employed, turbine airfoils may
be composed of equiaxed grains, columnar grains, or may be
cast as single crystals (VerSnyder and Shank, 1970), com-
pletely eliminating all high-angle grain boundaries. Because
grain boundaries are sites for damage accumulation at high
temperatures, the blades in the early stages of the turbine
(hottest part) are typically single crystals, whereas the blades
in the later (cooler) stages of the turbine are fabricated from
equiaxed alloys.

2 CONSTITUTION OF SUPERALLOYS

As apparent from Table 1, face centered cubic (fcc)γ-
nickel is the major elemental constituent of superalloys.
Pure nickel has a melting point of 1455◦C and a density of
8.9 g cm−3. Beyond nickel, superalloys contain up to 40 wt%
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Table 1. Compositions of commercial Ni-based superalloys (wt%, Bal. Ni).

Alloy Cr Co Mo W Ta Re Nb Al Ti Hf C B Y Zr Other

Conventionally cast alloys
Mar-M246 8.3 10.0 0.7 10.0 3.0 — — 5.5 1.0 1.50 0.14 0.02 — 0.05 —

Reńe 80 14.0 9.5 4.0 4.0 — — — 3.0 5.0 — 0.17 0.02 — 0.03 —

IN-713LC 12.0 — 4.5 — — — 2.0 5.9 0.6 — 0.05 0.01 — 0.10 —

C1023 15.5 10.0 8.5 — — — — 4.2 3.6 — 0.16 0.01 — — —

Directionally solidified alloys
IN792 12.6 9.0 1.9 4.3 4.3 — — 3.4 4.0 1.00 0.09 0.02 — 0.06 —

GTD111 14.0 9.5 1.5 3.8 2.8 — — 3.0 4.9 — 0.10 0.01 — — —

1st Generation single crystal alloys
PWA 1480 10.0 5.0 — 4.0 12.0 — — 5.0 1.5 — — — — — —

Reńe N4 9.8 7.5 1.5 6.0 4.8 — 0.5 4.2 3.5 0.15 0.05 0.00 — — —

CMSX-3 8.0 5.0 0.6 8.0 6.0 — — 5.6 1.0 0.10 — — — — —

2nd Generation single crystal alloys
PWA 1484 5.0 10.0 2.0 6.0 9.0 3.0 — 5.6 — 0.10 — — — — —

Reńe N5 7.0 7.5 1.5 5.0 6.5 3.0 — 6.2 — 0.15 0.05 0.00 0.01 — —

CMSX-4 6.5 9.0 0.6 6.0 6.5 3.0 — 5.6 1.0 0.10 — — — — —

3rd Generation single crystal alloys
Reńe N6 4.2 12.5 1.4 6.0 7.2 5.4 — 5.8 — 0.15 0.05 0.00 0.01 — —

CMSX-10 2.0 3.0 0.4 5.0 8.0 6.0 0.1 5.7 0.2 0.03— — — — —

of a combination of 5 to 10 other elements, with chromium
present in nearly all superalloys. The elements typically
alloyed with nickel to form a superalloy are highlighted in
Figure 1a.

The nickel-aluminum system is the binary alloy system
that forms the basis for higher order superalloy composi-
tions (Figure 1b). As the level of aluminum added to fcc
γ-nickel increases, the solubility of Ni for Al is eventually
exceeded and a second phase forms by a precipitation pro-
cess. This second phase has a nominal composition of Ni3Al,
is designated theγ ′ phase and has an ordered intermetal-
lic L12 crystal structure. Formation of theγ ′ phase occurs
in the solid-state as the supersaturated solid solution ofγ-
nickel is cooled below its equilibrium solvus temperature.
Theγ ′ solvus temperatures are highly variable depending on
alloy composition and range from 900◦C up to the melt-
ing temperature. The precipitation and growth kinetics of
the γ ′ phase are highly sensitive to the rate at which the
alloy is cooled through the solvus temperature. A unimodal
distribution of fineγ ′ precipitates (300–500 nm) are typi-
cally associated with cooling rates in excess of∼40 K min−1,
whereas slower cooling rates tend to promote the forma-
tion of multiple populations ofγ ′ precipitates consisting
primarily of large (>500 nm) and small (<50 nm) precipi-
tates. The presence of a high volume fraction of theγ ′ phase

is key to strengthening. These two phases remain the major
constituents of the superalloy microstructure, even with the
addition of 6–10 additional elements. Figure 1c shows a
typical two-phaseγ–γ ′ microstructure for a single crystal
turbine blade alloy. In general, refractory alloying elements
with large differences in electronic structure and atomic radii
compared with Ni, such as Mo, W, Nb and Re, are added for
solid-solution strengthening of theγ phase. Additions of Ti,
Ta and Nb contribute to the formation and strengthening of the
Ni3 (Al, Ti, Ta, Nb)γ ′ phase (Sims, Stoloff and Hagel, 1986;
Reed, 2006). Additions of Cr, Y, and La typically improve
oxidation and/or corrosion behavior, which is optimized via
formation of an adherent slow-growing alumina scale.

Other “minor” elements also play an important role in
superalloy metallurgy. During melting of Ni-based super-
alloys, unavoidable impurities present in the elemental
additions or revert material in trace amounts are often found
in the final product. The influence of alloy cleanliness on
structural properties has been the subject of many detailed
investigations (Meetham, 1984). Advances in vacuum melt-
ing technology have minimized the levels of undesirable low
melting point elements such as Pb, Bi, Se, Ag, As, Sb, Cu,
Te, and S. Sulfur, which is often the most difficult to control,
is a deleterious impurity that adversely affects mechanical
properties and oxidation resistance. Conventional methods
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Figure 1. (a) Alloying elements present in Ni-based superalloys; (b) binary Ni-Al phase diagram with theγ-Ni andγ ′-Ni3Al phases at
the nickel-rich end of the phase diagram; (c) microstructures of a Ni-based superalloy single crystal revealing a high volume fraction ofγ ′
precipitates, which have a cuboidal morphology.

of minimizing the content of S in the alloy consist of melting
in MgO-Al2O3 lined crucibles to form MgS that can then be
removed from the melt.

Thermodynamic driving forces typically result in a pref-
erential partitioning of individual alloying elements to either
the γ or γ ′ phases. Table 2 shows the composition of the
constituent phases in a commercial single crystal Ni-based

Table 2. Compositions of the constituent phases (wt%).

Alloy/phase Al Co Cr Mo W Ta Ti Re V Ni

ReńeN5/
γ phase

2.3 12.1 15.0 2.7 5.3 0.4 — 7.6 — Bal

ReńeN5/
γ ′ phase

7.5 4.5 2.4 0.8 4.0 3.1 — 0.5 — Bal

superalloy, Reńe N5 (Pollock and Field, 2002). From this
data, it is apparent that Re, Mo, Cr, and Co preferentially
partition to the matrix gamma phase, while the Ti, Ta, and Al
partition to the precipitate phase. Certain elements, such as
W and Ru, are soluble within both theγ andγ ′ phases and
are typically much more evenly distributed between the two
phases (Reedet al., 2004). Element partitioning is an impor-
tant alloy design consideration, as the compositions of the
constituent phases will impact both the mechanical and envi-
ronmental characteristics of the alloy. Because the precipitate
and matrix phases are crystallographically coherent, the com-
positions of the phases influence their lattice parameters and
precipitate-matrix misfit,δ:

δ = aγ
′ − aγ

1
2(aγ

′ + aγ )
(1)
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whereaγ ′ and aγ are the lattice parameters of theγ ′ and
γ phases, respectively. The interfacial misfit between theγ ′

andγ phases will result in initial internal stresses, which in
concert with the high degree of elastic anisotropy, strongly
influence precipitate shapes and resultant mechanical proper-
ties (Tien and Copley, 1971; Ricks, Porter and Ecob, 1983).
Precipitates are typically spherical in alloys with near-zero
misfit and become cuboidal in shape as the magnitude of the
misfit approaches |δ|≈ 0.3 (Fahrmannet al., 1999).

A major concern in the design of new alloys and the def-
inition of specification limits for the acceptable range of
individual alloying elements is the avoidance of a class of
phases known as topologically closed-packed phases (TCPs).
These phases are typically rich in refractory alloying ele-
ments and possess complex crystal structures characterized
by close-packed layers of atoms (atomic coordination number
>12). Examples of phases typically considered to be TCPs
include the orthorhombic P phase, the tetragonalσ phase,
the rhombohedral R and� phases (Rae and Reed, 2001).
The TCP phases often form “basket weave” sheets that are
aligned with the octahedral planes in the FCC nickel matrix
(Figure 2). Similarities in the composition and crystallog-
raphy of the various TCP phases allow these precipitates
to develop as mixed structures consisting of a number of
different phases. The TCP phases are detrimental because
they deplete strengthening elements from the microstructure
and/or serve as crack initiation sites during cyclic loading.
Precipitation kinetics for these phases are often very slug-
gish, resulting in precipitation only after extended times in
service. New alloy design tools based on the Calphad method
(Kattner, 1997) are increasingly utilized in the development

Figure 2. Ni-based superalloys containing elevated levels of refrac-
tory elements are prone to the precipitation of various TCP phases
when exposed to elevated temperatures. Refractory-rich TCPs
(bright contrast) appear as interwoven sheets of TCPs in a partially
extracted sample.

of new alloys and to establish or modify specification ranges
for existing alloys to avoid such deleterious phases. The abil-
ity to predict phase compositions and their ranges of stability
is sensitively dependent on the development of thermody-
namic models for these complex intermetallic phases and the
availability of databases to validate the modeling.

2.1 Cast superalloys

Investment casting is the primary casting process for fab-
rication of superalloy components with complex shapes,
including blades and vanes. Ceramic molds containing alu-
mina, silica, and/or zirconia are utilized in this process
(Figure 3). The molds are fabricated by progressive buildup
of ceramic layers around a wax pattern of the cast component.
Ceramic cores can be embedded in the wax to obtain complex
internal cooling structures. Before casting, a thermal cycle
is applied to remove the wax and sinter the ceramic invest-
ment mold. Following this, the mold is filled with remelted
superalloy in a preheated vacuum chamber to obtain a shaped

Figure 3. Ceramic investment casting mold with single crystal
starter at the bottom of the plate and single crystal plate following
directional solidification and removal of ceramic mold.
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casting. The single-use ceramic investment mold is removed
once the alloy has cooled to room temperature.

Castings may be equiaxed, columnar-grained, or single
crystal. Equiaxed castings solidify fairly uniformly through-
out their volume, whereas columnar and single crystal
castings are withdrawn from a hot zone in the furnace to
a cold zone at a controlled rate. Following initial solidi-
fication, castings are subjected to a series of subsequent
heat treatment cycles that serve to reduce segregation, estab-
lish one or more size populations ofγ ′ precipitates, modify
the structure of grain boundary phases (particularly car-
bides), and/or to assist in the application of environmental
coatings.

In all casting processes, the final structure (and there-
fore properties) of the material are sensitive to the thermal
conditions present during solidification of the casting. Solid-
ification is dendritic in character and the primary and
secondary dendrite arm spacing are dependent on cooling
rate, G*R (Figure 4). Associated with the dendritic solidi-
fication is segregation of the constituent alloying elements.
The extent of segregation is quantified by the distribution

coefficient,k, where

k = Cs

Cl
(2)

with Cs the local composition of the solid andCl the local
composition of the liquid. Considering the requirement for
mass balance plus some degree of back diffusion in the solid
during solidification, the variation in solid composition as a
function of fraction solid,fs, from the beginning of solidifi-
cation (at the dendrite core) to the end of solidification (in
the interdendritic region) can be described by the modified
Scheil equation (Tin, Pollock and Murphy, 2001):

Cs = kCo(1 − (1 − 2αk)fs)
k−1

1−2αk (3)

whereCo is the nominal alloy composition andα is the Fourier
number.

In recent years segregation in multicomponent superal-
loys has received significant attention, because of adverse
effects of segregating elements on grain defect formation

Figure 4. Variation in dendrite morphology and primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) with cooling rate (G*R) during solidification. (a)
PDAS= 166�m, G*R = 0.07◦C S−1; (b) PDAS= 294�m, G*R = 0.13◦C S−1; (c) PDAS= 36�m, G*R = 0.07◦C S−1; (d) PDAS=
686�m, G*R = 0.01◦C S−1.
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Figure 5. Dendritic microsegregation leads to the formation of
significant compositional gradients within the as-cast structure of
alloy SX-3 (with overall composition of Ni-5.7Al-4.0Cr-11.5Co-
5.0Re-6.0Ta-5.0W wt%). Elevated levels of Ta correspond to the
interdendritic regions of the microstructure. The dendrite core con-
tains elevated levels of Re.

during solidification of advanced alloys (Pollock and Argon,
1996). An example of the variation of tungsten content across
the dendritic structure of two different single crystal alloys
is shown in Figure 5. Note, the modified Scheil equation
provides a good estimate of the segregation tendencies of
W (k = 1.54, a = 0.01 for Alloy SX-2), except at the low-
est and highest solid fractions, at which the sampling error
of the local chemistry is more significant. Table 3 shows
the range of values of distribution coefficients of individ-
ual elements measured in a large set of alloys characteristic
of Generation 2 and 3 single crystal alloys. Note, values of
the distribution coefficient close to 1.0 are desirable with
respect to minimizing segregation and that Ta, W, and Re
tend to most strongly segregate in the as-cast microstructure.
Again, before use in service, the as-cast components are often
subjected to complex heat treatments designed to reduce or
eliminate these solidification-induced compositional gradi-
ents associated and establish a controlled size and distribution
of precipitates.

2.2 Directionally solidified alloys

Although cast Ni-based superalloys have inherently good
high-temperature properties to begin with, these properties
can be improved upon through processing. The creep rupture
resistance of Ni-based superalloys can be enhanced by orient-
ing the grain boundaries parallel to the applied stress direction
or by removing the grain boundaries entirely. Nickel-based
alloys are directionally solidified into columnar-grained or
single crystal forms by withdrawing an investment mold
downward through a radiation baffle from a high temperature
furnace at moderate thermal gradients (G) and withdrawal
rates (R), in the range of 10–100◦C cm−1 and 5–40 cm h−1,
respectively. By maintaining a unidirectional thermal gra-
dient, preferential, oriented grain growth occurs. Because
Ni-based superalloys exhibit cubic symmetry, these process-
ing conditions encourage solidification along the orthogonal
〈001〉 crystallographic orientations. The〈001〉 dendrites
aligned most favorably with the thermal gradient tend to
grow rapidly, whereas the superheated bulk liquid prevents
the formation of equiaxed grains ahead of the solidifying
interface. Consequently, directionally solidified components
typically consist of a number of columnar〈001〉 grains
aligned parallel to the solidification direction, Figure 6. In
addition to favorably affecting the creep rupture properties,

Figure 6. Grain structures of single crystal, directionally solidified
and conventionally cast turbine blades.

Table 3. Ranges of distribution coefficients for generation “2” and “3” alloys and corresponding densities of pure
elements at 20◦C.

Al Cr Co Ta W Re Mo

Distribution Coefficient,k 0.81–0.95 1.05–1.17 1.03–1.13 0.67–0.80 1.28–1.58 1.23–1.60 1.13–1.46
Density @ 20◦Ca 2.7 7.2 8.8 16.7 19.3 21.0 10.2

a Density of pure Ni= 8.9 g/cm3.
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selection of the〈001〉 grain orientation during solidifica-
tion results in an elastic anisotropy that enhances resistance
to thermal fatigue. Because the〈001〉 orientation is con-
sidered to be elastically “soft” as it exhibits a significantly
lower modulus when compared with the other primary direc-
tions, the cyclic stresses associated with thermal expansion
and contraction of the component are minimized. As a
result, orientation control of directionally solidified cast-
ings, particularly single crystal components is extremely
important (MacKay and Maier, 1982). Castings exhibiting
misorientations angles measuring>10◦ between the primary
stress axis and the〈001〉 crystal orientation are typically
rejected.

With directional solidification processing, several types
of chemistry-sensitive grain defects may develop. The two
most common grain defects that cause rejection of direc-
tionally solidified production components are freckle chains
and misoriented grains (see Figure 7). Freckle-type defects,
first studied in superalloys by Giamei and Kear (1970) arise
because of convective instabilities in the mushy zone that
develop because of density inversions created by progressive
segregation of individual alloying elements during solidifica-
tion. The fluid flow within “channels” that develop because of
these instabilities results in fragmentation of dendrite arms,
producing a small chain of equiaxed grains aligned approx-
imately parallel to the solidification direction (Schneider
et al., 1997). Freckles are enriched in elements that segre-
gate to the interdendritic region during solidification, and
thus differ in composition from the base alloy (Pollock and
Argon, 1996). Freckle formation is promoted by low cooling

Figure 7. Macroscopic chemistry-sensitive grain defects present on
the surface of single crystal Ni-based superalloy castings, including
freckles (a) and a misoriented grain (b).

rates (low thermal gradients) and corresponding large den-
drite arm spacing for a fixed alloy composition. Misoriented
grains differ from freckles in that they have the same nom-
inal composition as the base alloy, but are typically larger
and elongated along the solidification direction. Misoriented
grains possessing high angle grain boundaries with respect
to the parent crystal form under the same alloy and process
conditions as freckles, suggesting that thermosolutal con-
vection and fragmentation also contribute to their formation
(Pollock and Argon, 1996). The high angle boundaries associ-
ated with these defects serve as crack initiation sites, degrade
mechanical properties, and must be avoided.

Because freckles and misoriented grains develop because
of thermosolutal convection, it has been suggested that they
will form when a critical Rayleigh number is exceeded. The
Rayleigh number,Ras , is a measure of the ratio of the buoy-
ancy force to the retarding frictional force in the mushy zone:

Ras = (�ρ/ρo)gKh

αν
(4)

This mean value of the Rayleigh number over the height,
h, of the mushy zone is dependent on the density gradient in
the liquid of �ρ/ρo , average permeability,K, gravitational
acceleration,g, thermal diffusivity,α and kinematic viscos-
ity, ν. In this form of the expression, the magnitude of the
Rayleigh number is proportional to the height of the mushy
zone, which in turn varies with the square of the dendrite arm
spacing. From this criterion it is apparent that defect occur-
rence can be avoided by reducingh, which is accomplished by
increasing the thermal gradient in the process, or by reducing
the density gradient in the mushy zone. During solidifica-
tion Re and W are progressively depleted in the mushy zone,
increasing the Rayleigh number, whereas Ta is progressively
enriched (Table 4). These elements all have a strong influence
on liquid density, so achieving a balance of Re and W versus
Ta or reducing the overall levels of Re and W will reduce
the driving force for convective instabilities. Unfortunately,
these elements are also the most important for strengthening.
Consequently, there has recently been greater effort aimed at
increasing thermal gradients during solidification.

Table 4. Composition of freckle chains in high refractory single
crystal superalloys (wt.%).

Al Cr Co Hf Re Ta W Ni

Nominal 6.0 4.5 12.5 0.16 6.3 7.0 5.8 Bal.
Freckle 8.2 3.6 11.0 0.18 2.3 10.0 2.9 Bal.
Interdendritic 7.6 4.4 12.2 0.13 3.4 8.2 3.9 Bal.
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Figure 8. (a) Schematic of the Bridgman process modified to uti-
lize liquid metal cooling (LMC) during unidirectional solidification
of Ni-based superalloy components. Note the substantial cooling
rate benefit of the LMC process, compared with the conventional
Bridgman process (b).

Higher thermal gradients during solidification can permit
the use of more complex alloys in physically larger blades
as well as permit more advanced cooling schemes to be
implemented. Thus, a number of “high gradient” processes
have been under development in recent years. One approach
involves the use of liquid metal coolants (LMCs) during solid-
ification (Giamei and Tschinkel, 1976). Figure 8a shows a
schematic of a Bridgman system modified to use liquid tin
as a cooling medium. The LMC process using aluminum as
the cooling medium has been utilized in the former Soviet
Union for the regular production of aero-engine blades, and
is a proven process for small aircraft-engine castings. Recent
investigations of the process show promising results for sin-
gle crystal/columnar-grained castings with substantially large
cross-sections of the type needed for large aircraft engines

or industrial gas turbines (Elliott et al., 2004). Substantial
increases in cooling rate and elimination of freckle defects
have recently been demonstrated with a liquid tin LMC
process involving directionally solidified castings with cross-
sectional areas measuring up to 5 cm× 9.5 cm (Figure 8b).
Another new approach involves the use of high velocity inert
gas that is injected from a baffle located below the hot zone
of the furnace and directed at the mold surface at the location
of the solidification front. A third approach involves the use
of a fluidized bed located below the furnace and isolated with
a rigid baffle.

There are additional defects of concern in cast alloys
that are sensitive to the details of the casting geometry and
casting procedures and less sensitive to alloy chemistry.
These defects include dimensional noncompliance because
of core shift, porosity, hot tearing, slivers, and low- and high-
angle boundaries (in single crystals). These defects may limit
mechanical properties and are also carefully controlled in
specifications and monitored by nondestructive inspection
approaches.

3 PROPERTIES OF SUPERALLOYS

Superalloys constitute a large fraction of the materials of
construction in turbine engines because of their unique com-
bination of physical and mechanical properties. Table 5 lists
some typical physical properties of superalloys. In aircraft
engines, it is typical to consider density-normalized proper-
ties; thus alloy densities, which are typically in the range of
7.7–9.0 g cm−3 are of specific interest. Optimization of the
relevant set of mechanical properties is of paramount impor-
tance and is dependent on a high level of control and under-
standing of the casting and heat treatment processes, because
mechanical properties are a strong function of microstruc-
ture. Mechanical properties of primary interest include tensile
properties, creep, fatigue, and cyclic crack growth. Depend-
ing on the details of component design, any one of these four
properties may be life limiting. Each of these properties is

Table 5. Typical physical properties of superalloys.

Property Typical ranges

Density 7.7–9.0 g cm−3

Melting temperature (liquidus) 1320–1450◦C
Elastic modulus Room temp: 210 GPa

800◦C: 160 GPa
Thermal expansion 8–18× 10−6 ◦C−1

Thermal conductivity Room temp: 11 W m−1 K−1

800◦C: 22 W m−1 K−1
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briefly discussed in the following sections. It is worth not-
ing that models for prediction of these properties must treat
many aspects of microstructure at different length-scales. For
this reason, predictive models for each of these properties
presently remain under development, although in recent years
there has been increased effort aimed at property modeling.

3.1 Tensile properties

Nickel-based superalloys have relatively high yield and ulti-
mate tensile strengths, with yield strengths often in the range
of 900–1300 MPa and ultimate tensile strengths from 1200
to 1600 MPa at room temperature. Figure 9 shows the tem-
perature dependence of the yield strength of a single crystal
alloy (Huron, 2000). Note that the tensile properties do not
substantially decay until temperatures above approximately
850◦C. The slight rise in the yield strength of the alloys
at intermediate temperatures is caused by the unusual flow
behavior of the intermetallic Ni3Al γ ′ phase. The temperature
dependence of yielding in single phase Ni3Al, with a strong
increase at intermediate temperatures is shown in Figure 10.
Deformation of the precipitates gives a corresponding but
weaker rise in the flow stress of superalloys at intermediate
temperatures. Note also that two-phase superalloys are much
stronger than either the matrix or precipitate materials in their
bulk form.

Figure 9. Plot illustrating the tensile strength dependence on
temperature for single crystal Ni-based superalloy CMSX-4 and
polycrystalline Ni-based superalloy Udimet 720.

Figure 10. Comparison of the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS)
corresponding to the Ni-based superalloy MAR-M200 and the indi-
vidual constituent phases.

Strengthening in two phase superalloys arises from
multiple microstructural sources, including solid solution
strengthening and the interaction of dislocations with pre-
cipitates (Orowan bowing between precipitates or shearing
through precipitates in strong or weak coupled modes). It is
worth noting that heat treatments and various processing steps
at different temperatures can result in multiple populations
of precipitates with substantially varying mean sizes.

3.2 Creep properties

Because superalloys experience extended periods under
stress at high temperature, a high resistance to time-
dependent creep deformation is essential. This is very
important for cast blade alloys, because they will experi-
ence temperatures up to 1100◦C, whereas disk alloys are
typically limited to<700◦C. As with all properties that are
governed by plastic deformation processes, creep properties
are sensitive to microstructure. Figure 11 shows the creep
rupture life as a function of volume fraction of precipitates
for several cast alloys (Murakumoet al., 2004). Note that
the strength peaks when the precipitate volume fractions are
in the range of 0.6–0.7. Not surprisingly, many alloys con-
tain volume fractions of precipitates in this peak range. Alloy
chemistry is also important to creep properties. Because the
rate-controlling processes in creep are diffusion controlled,
elements that have low interdiffusion coefficients with nickel
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Figure 11. Variation in creep rupture life as a function ofγ ′ volume
fraction for polycrystalline IN713C and single crystal TMS-75.

are generally beneficial to creep. Interdiffusion data for var-
ious alloying elements in nickel has recently been studied
in detail Karunarante and Reed (2003). Elements most effec-
tive at slowing diffusion in Ni-based alloys include Ir, Re, Ru,
Pt, W, Rh, and Mo. Advanced creep resistant alloys benefit
from substantial additions of Re, W, and Mo (see Table 1).
A combination of increasing refractory alloying additions
in conjunction with advances in processing has resulted in
substantial increases in the maximum temperature capabil-
ity of superalloys over the past few decades. For example,
considering a creep rupture life of 1000 hours at a stress of

Figure 12. After an initial incubation period in which dislocations fill the horizontal channels, dislocations are forced to bow through the
channels because of the high resistance of the precipitates to shearing.

137 MPa, the most recently developed single crystal superal-
loys have a temperature capability of approximately 1100◦C,
whereas conventionally cast equiaxed alloys developed in
the 1970s had a temperature capability of 900–950◦C. Tem-
perature capabilities have reached 85–90% of the melting
point, which is unique for structural materials. This indicates
a need for development of a completely new class of materials
with higher melting points so as to further increase oper-
ating temperatures of aero-engines. Unfortunately, this is a
major challenge and there are no obvious replacements for
superalloys in the hottest sections of the turbine engine.

The exceptional creep properties are largely caused by the
fact that the high resistance of the precipitates to shearing
extends to elevated temperatures. The uniaxial stressσOR

required to glide a dislocation through the narrow matrix
channels of the superalloy microstructure is:

σOR =
√

2

3

µb

hS
(5)

whereµ is the shear modulus,b is the Burgers vector,h is
the width of the channel, andS is the Schmid factor. Typ-
ical values of these material properties at 850◦C areµ =
48.2 GPa,b = 0.254 nm andh = 60 nm (Pollock and Field,
2002). For these parameters, an applied stress of 408 MPa
must be exceeded for the onset of dislocation glide through
the channels at 850◦C. Thus, this resistance accounts for
a large fraction, though not all, of the creep resistance of
the two phase material. Figure 12 shows dislocations gliding
through matrix channels during creep of CMSX-3 at 850◦C
and 552 MPa.

There have been recent efforts to model the creep behavior
of superalloys with the use of continuum damage mechanics
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approaches; however, formulating models that capture the
essence of the wide array of complex deformation mecha-
nisms remains a challenge. The details of the deformation
processes are very sensitive to temperature and applied stress
and it is most convenient to consider mechanisms of creep
deformation at low, intermediate and high temperatures (and
high, intermediate, and low stresses, respectively).

3.2.1 Low temperature creep

Superalloys are highly resistant to creep deformation at tem-
peratures below 800◦C. In general, creep deformation occurs
by deformation on〈110〉 {111} slip systems, with an ini-
tial preference for dislocation glide through the continuous
matrix. However, at temperatures<0.6 TM, high uniaxial
stresses may result in the activation of〈112〉 {111} slip sys-
tems (Rae and Reed, 2007). As dislocations accumulate at the
γ–γ ′ interface, 1/2〈110〉 dislocations undergo reactions that
result in〈112〉 type dislocations that are able to penetrate into
theγ ′ precipitate. The details of the dislocation reactions that
result in such precipitate shearing processes remain under
investigation. Nevertheless, as this shearing process occurs,
strain is accumulated rapidly as a result of the planar nature
of the slip and can result in high strains during the primary
creep transient. This mode of deformation is observed in both
single crystal and polycrystalline alloys during creep. For sin-
gle crystals, [110] and [111] oriented crystals are less prone
to this type of deformation, whereas in [001] crystals, planar
slip along〈112〉 continues until crystal rotations enable the
resolved shear stresses to activate slip on other slip systems.
Other factors that influence these shearing processes include
alloy composition, andγ ′ size and volume fraction.

3.2.2 Intermediate temperature creep

At intermediate temperatures, stress levels are typically insuf-
ficient to result in shearing of theγ ′ precipitates. Thus,
deformation within the microstructure is generally confined
to theγ matrix and results in unusual creep curves that contain
an initial incubation period and a brief primary transient, fol-
lowed by an extended period of accelerating creep. In general
a “steady-state” creep rate is not achieved.

No macroscopic straining occurs during the incubation
period that involves the distribution of grown-in disloca-
tions. These initial dislocations serve as sources from which
dislocations in theγ matrix are able to multiply. Single
crystal experiments show that when an external uniaxial
stress is applied, the misfit stresses between theγ matrix
andγ ′ precipitate are unbalanced and the effective stresses
enable preferential flow of dislocations within the horizontal
channels. As the Orowan stresses are sufficiently high that

dislocations are unable to bow between the vertical channels
formed because of the aligned precipitates, dislocation glide
in the matrix channels continues until the percolation process
is complete.

The deformation mechanism associated with the primary
creep transient during intermediate temperature creep is dis-
tinctly different from that of low temperature creep. Unlike
dislocation shearing of theγ ′ precipitates along the〈112〉
direction at high stresses and low temperatures, the primary
creep transient at intermediate temperatures can be attributed
to the relief of coherency stresses at theγ–γ ′ interface as dis-
locations are accommodated. At the end of primary creep, a
three-dimensional network of dislocations is formed around
the precipitates. Despite the lack of a steady-state strain rate,
these dislocation networks surrounding the precipitates are
extremely stable and contribute to the gradual progression
into tertiary creep.

3.2.3 High temperature creep

The enhanced diffusivity associated with deformation
at extremely high temperatures results in morphological
changes within the microstructure. With the application of
an external stress to alloys with significant precipitate-matrix
misfit, the discrete cuboidalγ ′ precipitates coalescence into
rafts or rods aligned perpendicular or parallel to the applied
stress direction. The kinetics of directional coarsening is
strongly influenced by the temperature as well as the stresses
associated with the coherency strains at theγ–γ ′ inter-
face. Alignment of the rafts or rods, however, is dependent
upon whether the external and misfit stresses are compres-
sive or tensile. For example, uniaxial tensile stresses cause
alloys with negative misfit to form rafts perpendicular to
the applied stress direction, whereas compressive stresses
applied to the same alloy will result in the formation of rods
aligned parallel to the direction of applied stress. Because
most commercial directionally solidified and single crys-
tal alloys exhibit a negative misfit and are used to sustain
tensile loads, rafts are generally formed perpendicular to
the applied stress direction. Because the rafts extend for
many microns, dislocation climb and/or cross-slip assisted
bypassing around these coarse structures cannot occur. As
a result, for creep to continue the rafts must be sheared
by dislocations. Thus the chemical composition of the rafts
and the structure of theγ–γ ′ interface become important.
Two different rate-limiting mechanisms of creep have been
proposed for the directional coarsening regime. The first
model (Srinivasan, Eggeler and Mills, 2000) assumes that
a diffusion-assisted motion of a〈010〉 dislocations with non-
compact cores across theγ ′ raft limits creep deformation. The
second model (Carroll, Feng and Pollock, 2008) postulates
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that deformation is controlled by diffusion-limited climb of
ordinarya/2〈110〉 dislocations along theγ–γ ′ interfaces into
paired configurations with interfacial dislocations that subse-
quently shear of the precipitates as superdislocations (paired
disclocations).

With single crystal and directionally solidified Ni-based
superalloys containing in excess of 60–65%γ ′ by volume,
directional coarsening may also result in an inversion of the
microstructure. Once rafting is complete, rafts ofγ are con-
tained within an intermetallicγ ′ matrix. As the rafts ofγ
are discrete, a continuous path for dislocation motion along
the matrix channels no longer exists. Provided that the rafted
structure remains stable, rafted structures are highly resis-
tant to deformation at low stresses at which dislocations
are unable to repeatedly shear the plates of each phase.
When stresses are sufficient to cause shearing of the rafts,
microstructural damage is able to accumulate rapidly and
tertiary creep rates are accelerated.

3.3 Fatigue and fatigue crack growth

Turbine engine components experience significant fluc-
tuations in stress and temperature during their repeated
takeoff–cruise–landing cycles. These cycles can result in
localized, small plastic strains. Thus low cycle, low frequency
fatigue is a property of interest to engine design. Engine vibra-
tions and airflow between the stages of the turbine can also
result in high cycle fatigue with rapid cycle accumulation in
airfoils at frequencies in the kHz range.

In cast alloys, during fatigue at higher temperatures a high
density of cracks initiate at the surface, either in the brit-
tle oxide that forms or in the aluminide coating, with only
a small fraction of these cracks propagating inward. There
is a general tendency for initiation to shift from sample sur-
faces to subsurface regions at lower temperatures and in the
high cycle regime, for both equiaxed and single crystal alloys
(MacLachlan and Knowles, 2001). Subsurface initiation sites
include porosity (Figure 13), carbides, or eutectic.

Hold times in compression or tension also have an impor-
tant influence on fatigue. For single crystals, prolonged hold
times in tension cause less reduction in fatigue life than hold
times in compression at temperatures>950◦C. At the peak
compressive load, at which the hold time is imposed, bulk
creep deformation occurs along with rafting. This results in
residual tension upon unloading. The tension permits open-
ing of cracks that develop on the superalloy surface or in the
aluminide coating and oxidation of material at the crack tip.
Upon recompression, it is thought that the extension along the
direction of the crack plane (because of the Poisson effect)
induces tension in the oxide that further pushes it into the

Figure 13. Fatigue crack initiation at a near-surface pore in a single
crystal superalloy.

creeping substrate. Thus crack tip oxidation kinetics in the
coating and/or the superalloy and the creep resistance of the
superalloy must be optimized to minimize this degradation
under compressive hold conditions. For more complex ther-
momechanical fatigue (TMF) cycles, a general correlation
between TMF life and the stress amplitude in the tensile
half-cycle has been noted.

Although fatigue and fatigue crack growth are often limit-
ing properties, comprehensive models for life prediction that
account for complex loading, crack initiation, and growth
behavior as well as microstructure and environment con-
tinue to be developed. Integration of physics-based models
with advanced sensors that can diagnose the current “dam-
age state” remains a promising approach for component life
prediction (Larsen and Christodoulou, 2004).

4 SUMMARY

The challenging environment of the aircraft engine has led to
the development of an exceptional class of high temperature
materials: nickel-based superalloys. Continued improve-
ments in the properties of these materials have been possible
through close control of chemistry and microstructure and
with continued innovation in the processing of both cast and
wrought classes of materials. Further improvements are likely
with the development, implementation, and integration of
tools for alloy design and models for microstructure-process
evolution and mechanical properties. Integration of the mate-
rials models with aero, thermal, and structural engine design
tools remains an interesting challenge and opportunity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the end of the Second World War, the use of gas turbines
in the transport and energy industries has increased signif-
icantly. The developments of materials suitable for use in
high-temperature environments and advances in processing
technologies have contributed to improving the performance
of aircraft engines and land-based gas turbines. Ni-based
superalloy airfoils (blades) have evolved from equiaxed
microstructures to directionally solidified multigrain and sin-
gle crystal components (with/out internal cooling) owing to
significant advances in casting technologies.

Oxidation protection of alloys at high temperatures can be
provided by Cr2O3, Al2O3, and SiO2. The latter is the slowest
growing at 1200 ◦C, alumina is the most stable in combustion
environments and the best oxide to have when oxidation resis-
tance in the presence of water vapor is required. Cr2O3 is the
worst oxide in the presence of water vapor. The development
of Ni-based superalloys has considered the in situ formation
of Cr2O3 and Al2O3 scales and oxidation coatings gradually

evolved to today’s thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) that can
insulate materials in gas turbines from hot gas temperatures
in excess of 1500 ◦C. Since the 1970s the high-pressure tur-
bine blade temperatures have increased by 125 ◦C and in the
latest generation of gas turbines the surface temperatures at
the hottest locations of TBC coated internally cooled airfoils
approach ∼1150 ◦C (Bewlay, Jackson and Gigliotti, 2002;
Brady and Tortorelli, 2004).

Further improvement of the performance of gas turbines
requires getting better fuel efficiency in producing power or
thrust, reducing weight and increasing reliability. A reduc-
tion (i) of the cooling air would increase efficiency (less of
the work done in compressing the air for combustion is lost
to cooling) and (ii) of the airfoil mass would reduce weight
and increase efficiency (lower centrifugal stress on the rotor
would allow the use of a smaller (lighter) rotor and thus
improve the thrust-to-weight performance of the turbine). An
increase in component temperature capability would allow
higher combustion temperatures (improved efficiency) and
component life extension.

Significant further increase of the temperature capability
of the Ni-based superalloys is unlikely because (a) the super-
alloys melt at ∼1350 ◦C, (b) of the likelihood of incipient
melting at ∼1270 ◦C due to segregation in cast components
and (c) of melting in the interdiffusion zone between the
bond coat and the single crystal airfoil at ≤1250 ◦C. In other
words, there are clear intrinsic barriers that limit significant
further increases in the application temperatures of Ni-based
superalloys (Subramanian et al., 1997; Bewlay, Jackson and
Gigliotti, 2002).

Metallic materials able to survive at temperatures higher
than the present temperature limit of Ni-based superalloys are
required for advanced gas turbines. The new materials should
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have a higher melting point, acceptable oxidation resistance
to ≤1400 ◦C and exceptional high-temperature strength and
lower density is highly desirable. Oxidation-resistant coat-
ings will be required for the new materials, as for the Ni-based
superalloys.

Refractory transition metals (RTMs) can provide a basis
to develop new materials for applications in gas turbines.
Indeed, in the past, RTM alloys have been considered for tur-
bine applications. The definition of RTM used here is “RTMs
are those elements that have bcc crystal structure, melting
point ≥ 2000 ◦C and a ratio of less than one for the melting
point of their primary oxide to the melting point of the ele-
mental metal”. Thus, the metals Nb, Ta, Mo, and W in the
groups 5 and 6 of the periodic table are designated as RTMs
and of these Nb (T Nb

m = 2469 ◦C) and Mo (T Mo
m = 2623 ◦C)

have the greatest potential. Both elements have wide solu-
bility for a number of solid solution strengthening alloying
additions; Nb is inherently ductile at room temperature and
has a lower density (8.56 g cm−3) than Ni (8.9 g cm−3), but
Mo has a higher density (10.22 g cm−3) and relatively low
ductility at room temperature.

RTMs can suffer from pest oxidation at 500 ◦C <

T < 800 ◦C. This is caused by preferential oxidation at
microstructure features such as grain boundaries, which cou-
pled with oxygen embrittlement, can lead to disintegration of
the alloy cycled from room temperature to T < 900 ◦C. The
oxide layer that forms on Nb, Nb2O5, does not protect the
metal from further oxidation. Mo forms MoO3 that is volatile
above 700 ◦C (Vasudévan and Petrovic, 1992; Begley, 1994;
Meyer, Thom and Akinc, 1999).

The approach used to develop new materials for high-
temperature application in gas turbines is based on combining
a RTM solid solution (RTMss) with second phase(s). The lat-
ter include silicides of the base metals. The new materials
depend on intermetallic phase(s) to provide the high-
temperature oxidation resistance. However, even silicides of
the base RTMs have oxidation limitations and suffer from
pest oxidation (Bewlay, Jackson and Lipsitt, 1996).

For a given volume fraction of the different phases in an
alloy, the microstructure scale and morphology are impor-
tant. Let us assume that the alloy microstructure contains two
phases, an oxidation resistant brittle RTM based silicide, and
the ductile, relatively weak in creep, and prone to oxidation
RTMss and that one phase forms as individual particles. If the
RTMss occurs in the form of isolated particles, the continuous
silicide phase provides oxidation resistance but ductility will
be poor as the silicide will fail in a brittle manner and the
isolated RTMss particles provide little ductility and toughen-
ing. A continuous RTMss can give rise to increased ductility
and fracture toughness but the oxidation and creep resistance
will be negatively affected. The scale of the microstructure

is important since for a given volume fraction of RTMss, the
fracture toughness is expected to increase when the size of
the RTMss grains increases.

Nb-silicide- and Mo-silicide-based alloys (or refractory
metal intermetallic composites) currently are considered to
be the most likely candidates. The materials are based on the
binary M–Si systems (M = Mo, Nb) where the equilibrium
solid solubility of Si in M is very low at room temperature.
In both materials, the M5Si3-type silicides are desirable and
toughness is provided by the solid solution. In the binary
Nb–Si system the Nbss can be in thermodynamic equilibrium
with the Nb5Si3 silicide but in the Mo–Si system the Moss

is in equilibrium with Mo3Si and not with the Mo5Si3 sili-
cide. However, by alloying with B, alloys of the Mo–Si–B
system can be selected where the Moss can be in equilibrium
with the B-modified oxidation resistant 5–3 silicide known
as the tetragonal T2 silicide (Mo5SiB2) (Bewlay, Jackson and
Lipsitt, 1996; Bewlay, Jackson and Gigliotti, 2002; Berczik,
1997; Meyer, Thom and Akinc, 1999).

The melting points of Nb silicide and Mo silicide-based
alloys are above 1800 ◦C, the densities of Nb-silicide-based
alloys (also known as Nb in situ composites or Nb-silicide-
based in situ composites) and Mo-silicide-based alloys,
respectively, are reported to be in the range 6.5 g cm−3

to 7.5 g cm−3, and 8.5 g cm−3 to 9.5 g cm−3 compared to
8 g cm−3 to 9 g cm−3 for Ni-based superalloys. Reductions
in rotor weight of more than 20% can be realized through the
substitution of Nb-silicide-based airfoils for Ni-based super-
alloys airfoils in both present and advanced turbine designs.
Room-temperature fracture toughness of Nb-silicide-based
alloys system can be higher than 20 MPa m0.5 (the tough-
ness goal for the new materials) and of the Mo-silicide-based
alloys less than 15 MPa m0.5. The Nb-silicide-based alloys
exhibit metallic da/dN–�K behavior under fatigue con-
ditions but the response of the Mo-silicide-based alloys
is of a ceramic-like nature (Bewlay, Jackson and Lipsitt,
1996; Bewlay, Jackson and Gigliotti, 2002; Kim et al.,
2001).

The following discussion will concentrate on Nb- and
Mo-silicide-based alloys. The important key properties like
creep strength, fracture toughness, and oxidation resistance
are briefly discussed.

2 NIOBIUM-SILICIDE-BASED ALLOYS

The Nb-silicide-based alloys are multicomponent Nb–Si–X–
Z compositions, where X is an element with sd electron
configuration (sd element), for example, TM = Cr, Fe, Hf,
Ti, V, Zr and RTM = Mo, Ta, W, and Y is an element
with sp electron configuration (sp element) or metalloid, for
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example, Z = Al, B, C, Ge, Sn. Compared to Al-, Fe-, and
Ni-based alloys, thermodynamic data (and other property
data) required to support alloy development using compu-
tational alloy design methods is still in its infancy for the
Nb-silicide-based alloys. The microstructure of the latter
alloys consists of the Nb solid solution (Nbss, cI2), which can
be in equilibrium with the Nb5Si3 (tI32) and the Nb3Si (tP32)
silicides. The volume fraction of the Nbss can be in the range
0.35 to 0.6. The Nb5Si3 silicide exists as high-temperature
βNb5Si3 (tI32, W5Si3 type structure) and low-temperature α

Nb5Si3 (tI32, Cr5B3-type crystal structure) and has excep-
tional creep behavior at the temperatures of interest. There
is intrinsic thermodynamic stability of the phases in these
materials, which is a critical requirement for long-term appli-
cations at elevated temperatures. A small volume fraction
(<0.15) of an NbCr2-based Laves phase in the microstruc-
ture can improve oxidation resistance at the expense of
toughness (Zelenitsas and Tsakiropoulos, 2005, 2006; Geng,
Tsakiropoulos and Shao, 2006; Geng and Tsakiropoulos,
2007; Vellios and Tsakiropoulos, 2007a, 2007b, Thandorn
and Tsakiropoulos, 2010).

The Young’s modulus of Nb is ∼110 GPa and its ther-
mal conductivity is 52 W m−1 K−1 (compared to 290 GPa
and 142 W m−1 K−1 for Mo) and its workability at room
temperature is better than that of Mo. In general alloying
elements and (contamination by) interstitial elements (oxy-
gen in particular) in solid solution increase the yield strength
but reduce the ductility of the Nbss (Figure 1). Interstitial
content is also crucial to the ductility of Nbss. Nb5Si3 has
exceptional creep behavior and strength at the temperatures

of interest. The Young’s modulus of Nb5Si3 is ∼330 GPa,
the room temperature Vickers hardness is ∼1360 Hv and the
yield stress at 1300 ◦C is ∼350 MPa. Nb5Si3 exhibits no duc-
tility up to 1500 ◦C, and at room temperature shows cleavage
fracture with toughness 3 MPa m0.5. The fracture toughness
of the NbCr2 Laves phase is 1.5 MPa m0.5 and the Young’s
modulus is ∼220 GPa (Vasudévan and Petrovic, 1992; Beg-
ley, 1994; Subramanian et al., 1997; Bewlay, Jackson and
Gigliotti, 2002; Vellios and Tsakiropoulos, 2007a, 2007b).

The coexistence of sd elements with sp elements in the Nb-
silicide-based alloys has important implications for bonding
and thus for the mechanical behavior of phases. At the atomic
scale, phase formation involves coexistence of atoms of two
or more different elements in the same lattice accompanied by
electronic changes in the valence configurations, which lead
to the formation of new bonds or modification of the existing
ones. Charge redistribution (charge transfer) takes place upon
alloying. The extent to which charge transfer occurs between
atoms determines the nature of their bonding. Different kinds
of bonding force may result in different types of crystal struc-
ture. When Si is alloyed with a transition metal (TM), there is
transfer of charge toward the Si atoms (Si behaves more like a
metal). However, when Al is alloyed with TM(s) the Al atoms
donate electrons to the TM and form strong bonds. It seems
that this is more pronounced when Al atoms coexist with Ti
and Cr rather than with Ti and V atoms. When two sp elements
(say Al and Si) coexist with TM atoms, the presence of a sp
element does not affect significantly the charge distribution
around the atoms of the other sp element (Al atoms give elec-
trons and Si atoms receive electrons). Charge redistribution
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Figure 1. Influence of interstitial elements on the hardness (right) and the brittle to ductile transition temperature – DBTT (left) of niobium.
Reproduced from Grill and Gnadenberger (2006) c© Elsevier.
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between TMs is insignificant (Diplas et al., 1999; Arvanitis
et al., 2001).

Phase selection, macro- and micro-segregation in the
as-cast material, microstructure architecture, and stability
depend on the synergy between alloying elements and the
interplay between the latter and processing, for example,
cooling rate can have a dramatic effect on phase selection
and refinement of microstructure. The synergy between alloy-
ing elements can influence significantly the composition of
phases and thus has a direct effect on their mechanical proper-
ties. For example, the concentrations of Al, B, and Cr in Nbss

are strongly affected by the Ti content of the latter; Nb and Si
atoms in the 5–3 silicide can be substituted, respectively, by
sd and sp elements and this can result in significant changes
to the properties of the unalloyed 5–3 silicide; the synergy of
Nb with sd elements and Si with sp elements in 3–1 silicides
can also change the properties of the unalloyed 3–1 silicide
and tends to have the opposite effect on properties compared
to the 5–3 silicide. Alloying with Fe or Sn can introduce new
intermetallics in the microstructure, for example, FeNb4Si
and Nb3Sn. The synergy of Ti and Al with certain sd and
sp elements can lead to phase transformations that are not
observed in the currently available phase diagrams (Zelen-
itsas and Tsakiropoulos, 2005, 2006; Geng, Tsakiropoulos
and Shao, 2006; Geng and Tsakiropoulos, 2007; Vellios and
Tsakiropoulos, 2007a, 2007b; Thandorn and Tsakiropoulos,
2010).

Intermetallics with M5A3-type structures where M is a
transition metal (sd element) and A is an sp element (Al,
Si) or metalloid B can have interstitial atoms (C, N, and
O) bound in a preformed cavity without change in structure
or space group. The Mn5Si3-type structures can have wide
ranges of interstitials. In contrast, the Cr5B3-type structures
can have smaller ranges of interstitials. The W5Si3 structure
is formed with group-4 and group-5 elements and is dominant
with group-6 elements and does not have interstitial elements,
only substitutional. Thus, Cr5B3- and Mn5Si3-type structures
offer the metallurgist the opportunity to tune the properties
of 5–3 silicides within the same structure type. This has been
particularly important for improving the oxidation resistance
of Nb-silicide-based alloys using B as an alloying addition.
Indeed, in the Nb–Si–B system there is equilibrium between
Nb and a tetragonal T2 silicide that has the Cr5B3-type crys-
tal structure in which B substitutes for Si in α Nb5Si3 and
becomes Nb5(Si,B)3. A hexagonal D88 phase that has the
Mn5Si3-type crystal structure in which B occupies an inter-
stitial site of Si in γNb5Si3 and becomes Nb5Si3Bx can also
form. Contamination of Nb-silicide-based alloys by intersti-
tial elements can stabilize γNb5Si3 (D88, Mn5Si3-type crystal
structure). Interstitial elements (e.g., carbon) can stabilize
metastable Nb3Si with A15 or A1 or L12 crystal structures

(Meyer, Thom and Akinc, 1999; Zelenitsas and Tsakiropou-
los, 2005, 2006; Geng, Tsakiropoulos and Shao, 2006; Geng
and Tsakiropoulos, 2007; Vellios and Tsakiropoulos, 2007a,
2007b; Sakidja et al., 2008; Thandorn and Tsakiropoulos,
2010).

The ductile–brittle transition temperature (DBTT) of Nb
(about −200 ◦C) changes with alloying. The group-6 ele-
ments Cr, Mo, and W have a pronounced effect in raising
DBTT, as do Re and Al. The elements Zr and Hf have much
less of an effect, while Ti and Ta have no significant influ-
ence. The ranking of alloying elements in Nb (binary alloys)
in terms of decreasing effect on the DBTT is as follows: Re,
Al, Cr, W, Mo, V, Zr, Hf, Ti. The Re has the most dramatic
effect, with 2 at.% Re increasing the DBTT to 0 ◦C. Binary
addition of 4 at.% Al, 3.5 at.% Cr, 25 at.% Ti, 8 at.% Hf, 4 at.%
Zr, 7 at.% Mo to Nb brings the DBTT, respectively, to approx-
imately −50 ◦C, −100 ◦C, −180 ◦C, −200 ◦C, −190 ◦C, and
−100 ◦C. Contamination by interstitial elements, in particu-
lar nitrogen and oxygen, has a dramatic effect on the DBTT
of Nb, see Figure 1. Materials used in aerospace applica-
tions are required to have DBTT lower than −50 ◦C (Begley,
1994).

The development of Nb-silicide-based alloys has bene-
fited from previous research on Nb alloys without Si addition.
This research has provided valuable data about the effect of
alloying elements on creep behavior and on the properties of
the Nbss and the alloy. Research on Nb alloys (Si free) with
alloying additions of Cr and Ti has shown (i) that Cr in solid
solution decreases the ductility of the (Nb,Cr)ss (ii) that the
toughness of (Nb,Cr)ss can be improved via the addition of
Ti (the largest increase in toughness (60 to 85 MPam0.5) has
been achieved in the (solid solution) 50Nb-13Cr-37Ti (at.%)
alloy, for which E = 125 GPa and σy = 820 MPa) and (iii)
that two phase ((Nb,Cr)ss + Laves) Nb–Cr–Ti alloys have a
“toughness deficit”, which occurs between 30 and 60 at.%
Cr, with the maximum toughness (∼20 MPam0.5) observed
at 30 to 35 at.% Ti (Chan and Davidson, 1999).

Research on Nb alloys (Si free) with alloying additions of
Al and Ti has shown (a) that the toughness increased with Ti
addition (i.e., a similar effect to that seen for Ti additions in
Nb–Cr alloys, with the toughness of the Nb-15Al-40Ti (at.%)
alloy being approximately equal to that of the 50 Nb-13Cr-
37Ti (at.%) alloy, (b) that Nb with 37 to 41 at.% Ti addition
exhibits exceptional toughness that is not affected very much
by additions of up to 13 at.%Cr or 15 at.%Al and (c) that
alloying with Al was beneficial for strength up to 1200 ◦C.
The intrinsic toughness of the (Nb,Ti)ss is not affected much
by additions of either Cr or Al. However, the synergy of Al
with Cr in Nb–Ti–Cr–Al alloys leads to a reduction in frac-
ture toughness and tensile ductility (Jackson and Jones, 1990;
Jackson, 1994).
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Research on Nb–Ti–Al–Cr alloys has shown that for
Nb/Ti = 1 (i) increasing the Al content results in an increase
of strength at low temperatures and a reduction of strength at
high temperatures (>1000 ◦C) and (ii) the Cr additions result
in strengthening at all temperatures, approximately doubling
the strength at 1200 ◦C. An equally strong effect was noted
at high temperatures by varying the Nb/Ti ratio. The strength
of (Nb, Ti, Cr, and Al)ss at high temperatures can thus be
controlled by the Cr and Ti contents and can be increased by
increasing the Cr and decreasing the Ti content (or increas-
ing the Nb/Ti ratio). The [Cr + Al] concentration controls
the room temperature yield strength of (Nb, Ti, Cr, Al)ss.
The ratio Nb/Ti and the [Cr + Al] concentration controls the
room temperature ductility of the (Nb, Ti, Cr, Al)ss. At low
Nb/Ti ratios, more [Cr + Al] is permissible before brittleness
is observed.

Nb–Ti–Al–Cr alloys are considerably less fatigue resistant
than Nb–Cr–Ti alloys (Jackson and Jones, 1990; Jackson,
1994).

Alloying with Hf improves the room temperature ductil-
ity of Nb–Ti–Hf alloys and an increase in Hf concentration
increases strength at room temperature and in the range
760 ◦C to 1200 ◦C. The addition of Hf in Nb–Ti–Al alloys
increases strength in the range 400 ◦C to 900 ◦C. In Nb–
Ti–Hf–Al alloys an increase in Al concentration leads (i)
to a decrease of ductility, (ii) to an increase of strength up
to 760 ◦C and (iii) to a decrease of strength in the range
980 ◦C to 1200 ◦C below that of Nb–Ti–Hf alloys (Jackson,
1991).

In Nb–Ti–Al–Cr–Hf alloys, an increase in Al content
leads to a decrease in ductility. Keeping Al ≤7 at.% allows
for some ductility at low temperatures but at the expense
of strength at higher temperatures. Alloying with Zr and
C restricts grain growth at 1200 ◦C and the addition of Sn
improves low-temperature strength. In Nb–Ti–Al–Cr–Hf–
V alloys (a) the [Al + Hf + Cr + V] concentration should be
at least 10.5 for good strength at low temperatures and
good oxidation resistance at high temperatures, (b) the Ti/Nb
ratio should be ≥ 0.5 and for ductility at room tempera-
ture 10.5 at.% ≤ [Al + Hf + Cr + V] ≤ 16.5 + 5(Ti/Nb) (Jack-
son and Jones, 1990; Jackson, 1991, 1994).

The oxidation resistance of Nb–Ti–Cr solid solution
alloys and of two phase (i.e., Nbss + Laves) alloys is inade-
quate for high-temperature applications. Oxidation resistance
is improved by the addition of Al to Nb–Cr–Ti to form
solid-solution alloys (e.g., Nb-40Ti-10Cr-10Al) and in situ
composites (e.g., Nb-27Ti-10Cr-24Al) based on the Nb–Ti–
Al–Cr system. In Nb–Ti–Hf–Al alloys Ti/Nb ratio of at least
0.5 is essential for oxidation resistance. Al at 6 at.% is bene-
ficial to oxidation at 1200 ◦C but not at 800 ◦C and 1000 ◦C
(Jackson, 1990).

In terms of creep strength W is the most potent solute
in Nb. In terms of decreasing but positive effect on creep
strength, the ranking of solutes in Nb is as follows: W, Os,
Ir, Re, Mo, Ru, Ta, and Cr. Further decreasing but negative
effects on creep strength have the elements Hf, V, Zr, and Ti,
with Ti having the worst behavior. The elements V, Ti, Hf, and
Zr make a negative contribution to creep strength even though
they have a potent effect in increasing the high-temperature
strength (McAdam, 1964).

The effects of substitutional solutes on the high-
temperature creep strength of Nb are consistent with the
model of Sherby, according to which high-temperature creep
strength is favored by high melting temperature and valence
(the larger the number of bonding electrons the slower the
diffusion rate). These factors are all directly related to the
effect of atomic diffusion on creep at high temperatures. Thus,
alloying additions that increase the elastic modulus, the melt-
ing temperature, and the electron–atom ratio should be most
effective in increasing creep strength.

In Nb-silicide-based alloys the Si concentration is kept
in the range 12 to 22 at.% with 18 to 20 at.% Si preferred
for best creep behavior. Si is beneficial for reducing alloy
density (like Al, B, Ge, and Ti) and for oxidation resis-
tance (SiO2 formation). The concentration of Ti is kept to
about 25 at.% to ensure that the melting temperature of the
alloys is above 1700 ◦C, and Ti provides strong solid solu-
tion strengthening (like Al, Cr, Hf, Mo, Ta, and W), and is
beneficial for oxidation resistance. In the presence of Ti, the
solid solubilities of Al, Cr, and Hf increase with increasing Ti
concentration in the Nbss but the concentrations of B and Ge
exhibit the opposite effect. Cr has a strong effect on the melt-
ing temperature of Nb-silicide-based alloys. Its concentration
is kept to ≤8 at.% but can be increased further when oxida-
tion resistance is sought via the formation of an NbCr2-based
Laves phase. Fe is added for improving oxidation resistance
and is considered to be almost equally as effective as Cr at
concentrations up to 5 at.%. The concentration of Hf usu-
ally does not exceed 8 at.% to avoid density penalty and Hf
provides control of the contamination of the alloy by scav-
enging oxygen in solution to form HfO2. The concentrations
of each of the three RTMs Mo, Ta, and W usually do not
exceed 6 at.% to avoid density penalty, and their presence
improves significantly creep behavior but is detrimental to
oxidation resistance. The solidification processing of alloys
with total RTM addition >10 at.% posses significant chal-
lenges. The beneficial effect of Al on oxidation resistance
increases with increasing Al concentration but Al2O3 for-
mation is not possible at the low concentrations (≤10 at.%)
preferred for Nb-silicide-based alloys, owing to the effect of
Al on DBTT, strength, ductility, and toughness. Sn improves
low-temperature strength and has minimal effect on oxidation
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at temperatures above 1200 ◦C but improves oxidation resis-
tance at intermediate temperatures (T < 850 ◦C) and is very
effective in managing pest oxidation, which can be eliminated
in the temperature range 750 ◦C to 950 ◦C. The concentra-
tion of Sn is kept ≤5 at.%. Alloying with B is beneficial to
oxidation resistance and its concentration is kept ≤10 at.%.
Alloying with Ge improves oxidation resistance. The con-
centration of Ge is kept ≤5 at.% (Bewlay, Jackson and
Lipsitt, 1996; Bewlay, Jackson and Gigliotti, 2002; Zelen-
itsas and Tsakiropoulos, 2005, 2006; Geng, Tsakiropoulos
and Shao, 2006; Geng and Tsakiropoulos, 2007; Vellios and
Tsakiropoulos, 2007a, 2007b; Thandorn and Tsakiropoulos,
2010).

The reactivity of the Nb alloy melts essentially excludes
the use of ceramic-based melting systems. Large-size ingots
have been prepared using vacuum induction melting and
induction skull melting and smaller castings have been made
using nonconsumable electrode melting, plasma melting,
and electron-beam melting. Directional solidification, vapor
deposition, powder metallurgy, and thermo-mechanical pro-
cessing have also been used in alloy development programs.
The microstructure of an as-cast Nb-silicide-based alloy is
shown in Figure 2.

Feasibility studies using an Nb-16Si-22Ti-2Hf-4Cr-3Al
(at.%) alloy melt have shown that investment casting of near-
net shape components of Nb-silicide-based alloys is possible.
There are research programs to develop melting capability at
the appropriate scale as well as ceramic mould materials capa-
ble of withstanding the high melt temperatures. Compared
with the Ni-based superalloys, processing for the production

Figure 2. Backscatter electron image (×1000) of a cross-sectional
area near the surface of Nb-24Ti-18Si-8Cr-4Al (at.%) alloy ingot.
The light areas are Nbss, the gray areas are Nb5Si3 and the black
areas are NbCr2-based Laves phase. Areas of lightly darker contrast
in the Nbss and Nb5Si3 are Ti rich.

of net-shape airfoils is still in its infancy (Bewlay, Jackson
and Lipsitt, 1996; Bewlay, Jackson and Gigliotti, 2002).

Nb self-diffusion data and diffusivity data of Hf and Al in
Nb show that the diffusion distance is, respectively, 0.5 �m
and 8 �m (for Nb), 2 �m and 25.3 �m (for Hf) and 4.3 �m and
83.1 �m (for Al) after 200 h at 1200 ◦C and 1500 ◦C. Phase
transformations at temperatures below 1500 ◦C are very slug-
gish. The heat treatment of Nb-silicide-based alloys is usually
done in a controlled atmosphere either at 1500 ◦C for 100 h or
more or at 1600 ◦C for at least 20 h. Microstructures of heat
treated Nb-silicide-based alloys are shown in Figures 3 and 4
(Zelenitsas and Tsakiropoulos, 2005; Geng and Tsakiropou-
los, 2007; Vellios and Tsakiropoulos, 2007a; Thandorn and
Tsakiropoulos, 2010).

Examples of Nb-silicide-based alloys are (a) Nb-24Ti-
5.9Ta-19.5Si-6.5Cr-4.5Al (at.%) with density 7.08 g cm−3

and volume fractions of Nbss and Nb5Si3 of 0.54 and 0.46,
respectively, and microstructure after heat treatment for 200 h
at 1500 ◦C consisting of Nbss and Nb5Si3 (tI32) with average
compositions (at.%), respectively, 42.4Nb-27Ti-7.4Ta-4.5Si-
11.3Cr-7.4Al and 37.2Nb-19Ti-4.8Ta-37Si-0.3Cr-1.7Al and
(b) Nb-24.2Ti-18.2Si-4.6Cr-4.8Al-1.7Mo-5.1Hf (at.%) with
density 6.91 g cm−3 and volume fraction of Nbss of 0.53
and microstructure after heat treatment for 100 h at 1500 ◦C
consisting of Nbss and Nb5Si3 (tI32) with average compo-
sitions (at.%), respectively, 52Nb-26.1Ti-0.2Si-9.3Cr-7.1Al-
3.4Mo-1.9Hf and 40.3Nb-17.1Ti-35.4Si-0.4Cr-2.2Al-4.6Hf
as well as Hf-rich Nb5Si3 (probably with D88, Mn5Si3-type
crystal structure) with average composition 27.2Nb-24Ti-
35.4Si-1.1Cr-3.1Al-9.2Hf (Zelenitsas and Tsakiropoulos,
2006; Geng and Tsakiropoulos, 2007).

Figure 3. BSE image of the heat-treated (1500 ◦C 100 h−1) Nb-
18.8Si-4.2Sn (at.%) alloy. The dark phase is the Nb5Si3 silicide.
Reproduced from Vellios and Tsakiropoulos (2007) c© Elsevier.
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Figure 4. Backscatter electron image of the heat-treated (1500 ◦C
100 h−1) Nb-24Ti-6Ta-18Si-5Cr-5Al (at.%) alloy. Reproduced
from Zelenitsas and Tsakiropoulos (2006) c© Elsevier.

In binary Nb-10Si (at.%), crack initiation occurs at stress
intensities between 5 and 20 MPam0.5. A steep rise in the
crack growth resistance is observed and stress intensities
as high as 36 MPam0.5 can be reached. In more complex
Nb-silicide-based alloys, fracture toughness values on the
order of 20 MPam0.5 can be obtained. The size, shape,
and morphology of individual phases in Nb-silicide-based
alloys are important factors influencing the fracture resis-
tance of these materials. A continuous Nbss is beneficial to
toughness as the solid solution arrests the cracks that are
advancing through the intermetallic phase(s). Better tough-
ness has been reported for directionally solidified (DS) or
conventionally cast, extruded and heat-treated Nb-silicide-
based alloys compared with the conventionally solidified
and heat-treated alloys. For example, fracture toughness
values of 21 MPam0.5, 20 MPam0.5, and 14 MPam0.5 have
been reported, respectively, for DS Nb-25Ti-16Si-8Hf-
2Al-2Cr, extruded + heat-treated Nb-27Ti-15Si-9Al-8Cr and
cast + heat-treated Nb-26Ti-15Si-5Hf-2Al-2Cr alloys (at.%).
The lower fracture toughness of the conventionally cast alloys
is a consequence of a relatively continuous silicide phase in
the microstructure, such that the crack path resides in the
silicide. The lack of toughening by the Nbss is caused by the
high plastic constraint induced by the continuous matrix of
intermetallics (Bewlay, Jackson and Lipsitt, 1996; Bewlay,
Jackson and Gigliotti, 2002; Kim et al., 2001; Sha et al.,
2003).

The creep exponent n of the Nb5Si3 and Nb is between 1
and 2 and about 6, respectively. Creep studies of Nb5Si3 have
suggested that the creep deformation in Nb5Si3 is controlled
by diffusion of Nb in the Nb5Si3 phase and that Nb5Si3-type

silicides offer improved creep performance in comparison
with Nb3Si-type silicides. The goal for creep performance
is that there must be less than 1% creep in 125 h at tempera-
tures of 1200 ◦C and stresses of >170 MPa. This requirement
assumes density of Nb-silicide-based alloys 7 g cm−3. The
creep strength of Nb5Si3 is more than adequate; the tem-
perature corresponding to the creep goal is approximately
1350 ◦C, much higher than the goal of 1200 ◦C. Creep of Nb-
silicide-based alloys is controlled by a combined function of
creep in the silicide(s) and solid solution. At temperatures
above 1000 ◦C, the Nbss makes only a minor contribution to
the creep strength (Bewlay, Jackson and Gigliotti, 2002).

The creep exponent n of most Nb-silicide alloys is between
2.5 and 4.5, but for some of the early developmental alloys
higher n values have been reported. The creep behavior of the
Nb-silicide-based alloys is dominated by the silicide phase(s).
Thus, the Si content of the alloys is crucial as it controls the
volume fraction of silicide(s). At Si < 12 at.% the creep per-
formance is very poor as the material relies mainly on the Nbss

for its creep behavior. The minimum creep rate is achieved
at ∼18 at.% Si, where the volume fraction of silicide is about
0.6. Detailed investigations of the effects of alloying additions
such as Hf, Ti, Cr, Al, and Mo on the creep behavior have
shown that increasing the Hf and Ti concentration increases
the creep rate (Hf and Ti concentrations are kept below 8 at.%
and 21at.%, respectively, for low creep rates) and that W,
Mo, and Ta are effective solute additions for improved creep
(Bewlay, Jackson and Gigliotti, 2002).

The primary creep strains in tension (typically ∼0.1%)
in Nb-silicide- based alloys are lower than those in typ-
ical second generation single crystal Ni-based superalloy
at 1150 ◦C. Data on the creep behaviors of first-generation
Nb-silicide-based alloys in tension and compression in the
temperature range 1000 ◦C to 1200 ◦C shows that alloys
exhibited creep rates of <3 × 10−8 s−1 at 1200 ◦C and
140 MPa stress. More recent research has demonstrated creep
rates for polycrystalline as cast and heat-treated Nb-silicide-
based alloys of ≤6 × 10−8 s−1 at 1200 ◦C and 300 MPa
stress.

The density-normalized creep rupture behavior Nb-
silicide-based alloys based on the composition Nb-25Ti-
8Hf-18Si (at.%) has been compared with the creep rupture
behaviors of DS and single crystal Ni-based superalloys. The
data shows that the creep rupture behavior of the Nb-silicide-
based alloys is similar to that of a third generation single
crystal No-based superalloy and that an increase in specific
rupture performance results from the substantial reduction in
density of the Nb-silicide. However, the rupture life that will
be required for application will probably be ∼10 times greater
than that which has been reported for the Nb-silicide-based
alloys (Bewlay, Jackson and Lipsitt, 1996).
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The high solubility of oxygen in Nb (∼9 at.%) makes
Nb alloys susceptible to contamination by oxygen and
environmental embrittlement, both of which are addressed
by alloy development. For example, in Nb-10Si (at.%)
the effect of oxygen content on fracture toughness is KQ

(MPam0.5) = 23.3–0.7 (at.% O). The oxidation goal for Nb-
silicide-based alloys has been derived from the requirement
to achieve the oxidation life at 1315 ◦C that the second-
generation single crystal Ni-based superalloys presently have
at 1150 ◦C. There are short- and long-term oxidation goals.
The former is to have sufficient oxidation resistance in the
uncoated condition to survive under typical engine condi-
tions and corresponds to a loss of <200 �m in 10 h at 1370 ◦C.
The latter is for a loss <25 �m in 100 h at 1315 ◦C (Bewlay,
Jackson and Lipsitt, 1996).

Significant improvements in oxidation behavior have been
achieved via alloying with Al, B, Cr, Fe, Ge, Hf, Si, and Ti
with the synergy of Al, Cr, Hf, and Ti with Ge and/or B
being particularly effective and Sn being effective for the
elimination of pest oxidation <900 ◦C. The short-term oxi-
dation goal for Nb-silicide-based alloys has been achieved.
Loss <25 �m in 100 h at 1200 ◦C has also been achieved in
the latest generation of Nb-silicide-based alloys. Significant
advances continue to be made toward the long-term oxidation
goal but maintaining the required balance of room, interme-
diate, and elevated temperature mechanical properties with
environmental resistance up to 1370 ◦C is still a challenge
for the metallurgists (Zelenitsas and Tsakiropoulos, 2006b;
Geng and Tsakiropoulos, 2007).

Oxidation coatings will be required for the Nb-silicide-
based alloys. These will most probably be multimaterial
TBCs rather than the two material ones (bond coat + ceramic)
currently used with Ni-based superalloys.

3 MOLYBDENUM-SILICIDE-BASED
ALLOYS

Two material types will be considered: (i) MoSi2-based alloys
that have potential as oxidation-resistant coatings either on
their own or as part of coating systems, some of which
could be suitable for Nb-silicide-based alloys and (ii) molyb-
denum borosilicide alloys as a new class of potentially
oxidation resistant ultra-high-temperature materials. These
include three-phase alloys consisting (a) either of Mo5Si3,
Mo5SiB2 (T2 phase), and Mo3Si or (b) of α-Mo, Mo3Si, and
T2 (Figure 5). The latter alloys are not as oxidation resistant as
the Mo5Si3-T2-Mo3Si alloys, but contain the ductile α-Mo
solid solution phase (Vasudévan and Petrovic, 1992; Ster-
giou, Tsakiropoulos and Brown, 1997; Berczik, 1997; Meyer,

Figure 5. Optical micrograph of a (three-phase α -Mo-Mo3Si-T2)
PM Mo-11.3Si-11.4B (at.%) alloy with 34 vol% α-Mo. Reproduced
with permission from Kruzic, Schneibel and Ritchie (2005) c©
Springer.

Thom and Akinc, 1999; Kruzic, Schneibel and Ritchie, 2005;
Sakidja et al., 2008).

Monolithic MoSi2 is used in furnace heating elements.
Its good high-temperature-oxidation resistance is due to the
formation of a protective silica glass scale but MoSi2 suffers
from pest oxidation in 500 ◦C < T < 800 ◦C and spalling of its
protective SiO2 surface layer during thermal cycling. MoSi2
is also very brittle (room-temperature fracture toughness
∼3 MPam0.5) and becomes very weak at high temperatures.
With increasing Al additions the structure of MoSi2 changes
from C11b through C40 to C54 crystal structures. The
Mo(Si1−xAlx)2 alloys with the latter structures do not suffer
from pest oxidation and have oxidation resistance to 1600 ◦C.
For example, the Mo-37Si-30 Al (at.%) alloy with density
5.7 g cm−3 does not pest, at 1400 ◦C forms Al2O3 scale with
no Mo5Si3 layer beneath it and at 1600 ◦C forms SiO2–Al2O3

above Al2O3 with no Mo5Si3 layer beneath it. Alloying with
Al at low concentrations improves the room-temperature duc-
tility. The ductilizing effect of Al is attributed to Al weakening
the Mo–Si bonds and introducing a more metallic nature
to the bonding (Vasudévan and Petrovic, 1992; Stergiou,
Tsakiropoulos and Brown, 1997; Arvanitis et al., 2001).

The Mo5Si3-T2-Mo3Si alloys (e.g., Mo-27Si-8B (at.%))
have excellent oxidation resistance at high temperatures (e.g.,
at 1000 ◦C and 1300 ◦C, after an initial recession of 1 to 2 �m,
virtually no further recession occurs after 50 h at 1300 ◦C or
1450 ◦C) and poor fracture toughness owing to the brittle
nature of the three silicides. In α-Mo-Mo3Si-T2 alloys, the
oxidation behavior depends on the volume fraction of the
α-Mo. For example, in Mo-10Si-10B (at.%) with ∼50 vol%
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α-Mo, the recession during cyclic oxidation at 1300 ◦C is
∼60 �m during the first few hours. Mo is removed as volatile
MoO3 until the surface is sufficiently enriched in Si to min-
imize further Mo loss. After the initial loss of material, the
recession rate is reduced significantly (∼0.1 �m h−1). The
initial recession can be further improved by coating with Si
or by using a preoxidation treatment (Berczik, 1997; Meyer,
Thom and Akinc, 1999; Sakidja et al., 2008).

Cast molybdenum borosilicides tend to contain dis-
continuous α-Mo particles. PM-processed molybdenum
borosilicides can have a continuous α-Mo phase. The DBTT
of Mo is near room temperature, that is, significantly higher
than that of Nb. Contamination of Mo by interstitials such
as oxygen and nitrogen is not as serious an issue as it is for
Nb, but still care must be taken to minimize contamination.
Interstitial contamination and Si in solid solution in α-Mo
that provides significant solid solution strengthening (e.g.,
the hardness of Mo (∼ 170 Hv) increases with Si in solu-
tion (about 300 Hv with 1.8 at.% Si)) is thought to bring a
loss of room-temperature ductility and increase in the DBTT
(Kruzic, Schneibel and Ritchie, 2005).

In the α-Mo-Mo3Si-T2 alloys (e.g., Mo-16.8Si-8.4B
(at.%)), depending on its volume fraction and distribution,
the α-Mo can improve the room- and high-temperature
fracture toughness significantly. In general, the room-
temperature fracture toughness of molybdenum borosilicides
that have some oxidation resistance is lower than that of Nb-
silicide-based alloys. The fracture toughness increases with
increasing α-Mo volume fraction and, for a given α-Mo vol-
ume fraction, is higher if the α-Mo forms as a continuous
matrix instead of individual particles. For continuous and
coarse 50 vol% α-Mo a room-temperature initiation fracture
toughness of 12 MPam0.5 has been reported. R-curve behav-
ior with stress intensity factor 21 MPam0.5 has been observed
for an alloy with no oxidation resistance. Thus, the fracture
toughness of 20 MPam0.5 of Nb-silicide-based alloys can be
met by molybdenum borosilicides, but at the expense of the
oxidation resistance. Research on molybdenum-borosilicide
alloys is seeking to optimize Mo–Si–B base alloys to establish
the optimum trade-off between fracture toughness and oxi-
dation resistance (Berczik, 1997; Meyer, Thom and Akinc,
1999; Kruzic, Schneibel and Ritchie, 2005).

For materials with different densities than Nb-silicide-
based alloys, the creep goal (given above for Nb-silicide-
based alloys) has to be adjusted accordingly. Thus, for
molybdenum borosilicides assuming density 9.5 g cm−3 the
nominal goal is that the creep strength should be greater
than 230 MPa at a creep rate of 2 × 10−8 s−1 at 1200 ◦C.
The creep strength of α-Mo–Mo3Si–T2 alloys depends on
the α-Mo volume fraction as well as on the microstructure
morphology (if the α-Mo is continuous instead of isolated

particles the creep strength will be low). The grain or phase
size also plays an important role; generally, the creep strength
tends to increase with increasing grain or phase size. For
example, in cast and heat-treated Mo-12Si-8.5B (at.%) the
volume fraction of α-Mo is about 0.4 with the α-Mo particles
in a continuous matrix of Mo3Si and Mo5SiB2. The tensile
creep strength at 1200 ◦C and 2 × 10−8 s−1 is 50 MPa, and the
compressive creep strength is 75 MPa. The stress exponent
for creep is ∼3. Creep strength can be improved further via
alloying. Extrapolation of compression test data for a Mo-
19.5Nb-12Si-8.5B (at.%) cast and heat-treated alloy would
suggest creep strength of 260 MPa at 1200 ◦C and creep rate
2 × 10−8 s−1. Molybdenum-borosilicide alloys can reach the
creep goal.

It should be appreciated that to date oxidation resistance
data were obtained in air. Such data are likely to be too
optimistic for turbine environments. Indeed, the recession
rate of silica-based coatings increases dramatically in humid
environments at high pressures. Currently, Nb-silicide- and
Mo-silicide-based alloys that satisfy the oxidation goal do
not have adequate strength and/or fracture toughness. It is not
clear at this time whether alloys can be found that combine
all the requirements at the same time. It may be necessary to
grade the properties from fracture-resistant compositions and
microstructures in the interior, to oxidation resistant compo-
sitions and microstructures near the surface. It is conceivable
that oxidation resistance, and not mechanical properties,
is the most important issue determining the use of RTM-
silicide-based alloys in turbine applications.

4 OUTLOOK

New alloys based on the refractory metals Nb and Mo
with capabilities beyond those of state-of-the-art Ni-based
superalloys are currently under development. Research has
demonstrated the great potential of Nb- and Mo-silicide-
based alloys to meet certain property targets/goals for
applications in gas turbines. The latest generation of devel-
opmental Nb- and Mo-silicide-based alloys that satisfy the
oxidation goal do not have adequate strength and/or fracture
toughness. It is conceivable that oxidation resistance, and
not mechanical properties will be the most important issue
that will determine the use of refractory-metal-silicide-based
alloys in turbine applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the temperature capability of superalloys practically at
their limit and the continued desire for higher operating tem-
peratures, more extreme environments, and lighter weight jet
engines, an aggressive effort is now underway to incorporate
ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) into hot section compo-
nents of jet engine. Ceramics, historically bypassed for such
applications due to their poor toughness, in the form of fiber-
reinforced ceramic matrix composites now offer real potential
as hot section materials. The temperature capability for some
current CMC systems could exceed the current superalloy
operating temperature by 200◦C (up to ∼1300◦C for long
time applications) resulting in increased turbine inlet temper-
atures, reduced need for cooling strategies, and/or significant
reduction in weight and there is potential for even higher tem-
perature composite materials in the future. This chapter will
describe and discuss some of the current CMC systems under
development for jet engine applications, their properties and

design issues, and future challenges for implementation of
CMCs in jet engines.

A fiber-reinforced CMC consists of three primary con-
stituents (see Figure 1): (i) the continuous fiber reinforcement
in the form of either a laminate architecture or a woven archi-
tecture, (ii) the ceramic matrix that may or may not be similar
in composition to the reinforcing fibers, and (iii) an interphase
or fiber coating of some composition or consistency (such
as porous) separating the fiber from the matrix. The inter-
phase must be sufficiently weak (either within the interphase
itself or at an interface between the fiber and interphase or
interphase and matrix) and compliant in order to enable the
deflection of matrix cracks around and along fibers so that the
fibers remain intact in the crack wake to carry load. It is this
crack deflection mechanism and subsequent fiber pullout that
enable a composite consisting of brittle constituents to have
a degree of nonlinear stress–strain behavior and increased
fracture toughness.

CMC development has been underway for over 30 years.
After the initial development of CMCs by researchers at
UTRC (Prewo and Brennan, 1980; Brennan and Prewo,
1982), the potential for CMCs as materials for hot sec-
tion parts was envisioned. The development of CMC theory
sprang forward in the 1980s (Marshall et al., 1985; Evans and
Zok, 1994) based on the classical work of multiple matrix
fracture (cracking) in composites by Aveston et al. (1971).
However, early CMCs were limited as viable materials due
to high cost and the relatively low-temperature capability of
the initial polymer-derived SiC-containing fibers. In order
to increase composite operating temperature, polycrystalline
SiC fiber types were developed (Ichikawa and Ishikawa,
2000; DiCarlo and Yun, 2005). This enabled CMCs to
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Figure 1. Typical microstructure of GE’s prepreg laminate melt-
infiltrated CMC composite (HiPerCompTM) material (from Corman
and Luthra, 2005).

perform in temperature ranges originally envisioned
(≥1200◦C) and the development of a variety of matrix types
that offer different performance/cost possibilities (DiCarlo
et al., 2005). It should be noted that in addition to SiC-
based CMCs, oxide-based CMCs are being developed for
similar applications with great potential as well. However,
this chapter will concentrate on the SiC/SiC composite sys-
tem with a view toward the higher stress, higher temperature
applications.

2 TYPES OF CERAMIC MATRIX
COMPOSITES

CMCs can be categorized in a number of ways: oxide
and nonoxide CMCs, “matrix-dominated,” and “fiber-
dominated,” as well as “laminate” versus “textile.” Of first
importance is the fiber type. For capability to sustain high
temperature and high stress, SiC-based fibers are required;
however, there are a number of SiC-based fibers available
(Table 1) that vary in SiC content and crystal or grain
size (DiCarlo and Yun, 2005). Although early compos-
ites consisted of not fully crystalline SiC-based fibers with
glass or glass–ceramic matrices, current advanced compos-
ites are made up of polycrystalline SiC-based fibers with a

Figure 2. Two-dimensional woven lay-up SiC/SiC (MI) compos-
ites with different reinforcing fibers and/or fiber volume in the
loading direction. The composite designations correspond to fiber
type: SYL = Sylramic-iBN (ATK, San Diego, CA with NASA
modification), SA = Tyranno SA (Ube Industries, Kyoto, Japan),
HNS = Hi-Nicalon Type S (Nippon Carbon, Tokyo, Japan), HN =
Hi-Nicalon (Nippon Carbon, Tokyo, Japan), and ZMI = Tyranno
ZMI (Ube Industries, Kyoto, Japan) (from Morscher and Pujar,
2009).

SiC-containing matrix. The type and amount of fibers in the
composite will of course have a strong effect on the composite
properties. Figure 2 shows woven composites of similar fiber
architecture (five-harness satin) with different types of frac-
tions of fibers in the loading direction (Morscher and Pujar,
2009). For these nonoxide or SiC-based CMCs, it is useful to
view CMCs as fiber-dominated or matrix-dominated, which
is determined by the load-carrying ability of the matrix and
the matrix-processing technique as well as the fiber structure
or architecture, that is, laminate or textile (woven).

CMCs can either be “fiber-dominated,” where the mechan-
ical behavior of the composite is dictated by the fiber
properties, or “matrix-dominated,” where the mechanical
properties of the composite are dependent on both matrix and
fiber properties, and nonlinearity in the stress–strain curve is
dramatic due to matrix cracking and the local shedding of load
from the matrix to the fibers (Evans and Zok, 1994). Stress–
strain curves for “matrix-dominated” and fiber-dominated”
composites with the same fiber type and fiber architecture
are shown in Figure 3. For matrix-dominated composites,
the matrix has a high elastic modulus because it is undam-
aged in the as-processed state. Consequently, the matrix can
carry significant load at low stresses resulting in relatively
high composite elastic modulus. Matrix cracks will form at
and above some critical stress, leading to nonlinearity in the
matrix-dominated stress–strain curve. For fiber-dominated
composites, the matrix is effectively low in elastic modu-
lus because the matrix contains significant microcracking.
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Table 1. Properties of selected SiC fiber types.

Fiber type Approximate elemental
composition

Approximate
grain size (nm)

Average
diameter
(�m)

Fibers
per tow

E (GPa) Average RT
tensile
strength
(GPa)

Lower processing temperature fiber types, not fully crystalline
Nicalon, NL200a 56 Si, 32 C, 12 O 2 14 500 220 3.0
Tyranno ZMIb 56 Si, 35 C, 7.6 O, 1.0 Zr 2 11 400/800 200 3.3
Hi-Nicalona 62 Si, 37 C, 0.5 O 5 14 500 270 2.8
High processing temperature (>1600◦C), fully crystalline
Hi-Nicalon Type Sa 68.8 Si, 31 C, 0.2 O 100 12 500 400 2.5
Tyranno SAb 67.4 Si, 32 C, 0.6 Al 200 7.5–10 800/1600 375 2.8
Sylramicc 65 Si, 29 C, 0.8 O, 2.3 B,

0.4 N, 2.1 Ti
100 10 800 400 3.2

Sylramic-iBNd Similar to Sylramic 100 10 800 400 3.2

From DiCarlo and Yun, 2005.
a Nippon Carbon, Tokyo, Japan.
b Ube Industries, Osaka, Japan.
c ATK/COIC Ceramics, San Diego, CA.
d ATK/COIC Ceramics, San Diego, CA, and NASA Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, OH (a heat-treated Sylramic fiber in a nitrogen environment that results
in an in situ BN layer on the surface of the fibers).

Microcracks occur in the SiC/SiC composites typically due
to shrinkage cracks formed through polymer-derived pro-
cessing approaches. Consequently, the matrix carries little
load when the composite is loaded, which results in little or
only mild nonlinearity. Further matrix cracking will occur
in the fiber-dominated composites with increasing stress;
however, much of the matrix is already damaged in the as-
processed state. Therefore, the matrix-dominated composites
have higher elastic modulus and a greater degree of non-
linearity in the stress–strain curve than the fiber-dominated
composites with similar fiber contents.

The acronyms in Figure 3 refer to the different approaches
to matrix processing for composites with woven fiber archi-
tecture: CVI, MI, or polymer infiltration and pyrolysis (PIP).
Figure 4 depicts the differences in the matrix process steps.
For CVI and MI composites, the woven architecture is assem-
bled (whether the stacking of 2D fabric pieces or a 3D woven
or braided piece) in a graphite jig and the interphase is
deposited via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) followed by
partial infiltration of a CVI SiC layer. For CVI only matrix
composites, further CVI SiC infiltration would occur until
as high a content of CVI SiC is possible (usually 10–15%
porosity remains due to the closing of open porosity). For
MI composites, a slurry infiltration step with SiC particu-
lates in aqueous slurry is infiltrated followed by a drying
step and a final molten Si infiltration at a temperature above
1400◦C, which fills in most of the open porosity. This process
is sometimes referred to as slurry-infiltrated or slurry-cast

MI. PIP composites follow a different process path, typically
requiring a fiber interphase (BN) followed by a very thin
CVI Si3N4 layer to protect the fibers and interphase from
subsequent pyrolysis steps. Then a Si–C–N-containing poly-
mer is infiltrated and pyrolyzed, resulting in a mostly SiC-
and/or Si3N4-containing matrix, the crystallinity of which
depends on the pyrolysis temperature. Typically, these com-
posites contain shrinkage cracks during pyrolysis, which
is the cause of the fiber-dominated mechanical behavior.

Figure 3. Room temperature stress–strain curves for woven SiC
fiber (Sylramic-iBN)-reinforced SiC matrix composites with the
exactly same fiber architecture (8 ply, five-harness satin) and differ-
ent matrix processing approaches. The CVI and MI are examples
of matrix-dominated composites, whereas PIP is an example of a
fiber-dominated composite (Morscher, 2010).
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Figure 4. Process steps for various types of SiC-based CMCs.

Figure 5 shows micrographs of the three different woven
matrix types for the composites of Figure 3.

All three types of CMCs are being considered for hot
section parts in jet engines. PIP and CVI composites have
been used as exhaust flaps and seals in some military jet
applications (Zawada et al., 2005; Bouillon et al., 2005). MI
composites are the leading CMC for hot section parts such as
combustor liners (Brewer, 1999), shrouds (Luthra and Cor-
man, 2006), and ultimately vanes. However, CVI SiC and PIP

composites offer higher temperature capability since they do
not rely on Si in the matrix that is limited by ∼1400◦C melting
point of Si.

For SiC-based CMCs, another critical classification is
the type of fiber architecture. Current composites of inter-
est for hot section components of jet engine are either
laminate or textile (typically woven, however braided com-
posites are possible as well). The current leading matrix
type for jet engine applications is MI due to lower porosity

Figure 5. Representative microstructures of the three different composite types of Figure 3 (Morscher, 2010).
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Figure 6. Stress–strain behavior of different architecture, woven SiC/SiC (MI) composites reinforced with Sylramic-iBN fibers in the axial
loading direction. 3DO refers to 3D orthogonal architecture, AI refers to angle interlock, Braid refers to a triaxially braided architecture,
5HS refers to a 2D five-harness satin 8 ply architecture, and f0 refers to the fiber volume fraction in the loading direction (from Morscher
et al., 2010).

contents and higher matrix cracking stress for this process-
ing approach (Corman and Luthra, 2005; Morscher, 2010).
Figure 5a shows the cross section of a woven fiber architec-
ture slurry-cast MI. The other MI approach, championed by
General Electric, is a laminate approach (also referred to as
“pre preg”) where fiber tows are coated with a proprietary
BN-containing interphase coating layer via CVD; the fibers
are then aligned and formed into a tape that contains matrix
material in powder form as well as a binder, the tape is laid
up into the desired laminate architecture and infiltrated with
molten Si (Figure 1). The advantage of the laminate approach
is that the composites have even less porosity than woven
composites, are more uniform in fiber distribution, are true
laminates and can make better use of laminate theory, and
have high matrix cracking strengths and relatively higher
interlaminar properties compared with woven composites.
However, they typically have lower fiber volume fractions
that may limit ultimate tensile strength and high-temperature
creep capability, and may be limited in shape capability and
fiber architecture.

Woven fiber architectures can also have a strong effect
on composite properties and ultimately on the ability to
make complex shapes and through-thickness reinforcement.
Figure 6 shows the stress–strain behavior of two-dimensional
(five-harness satin) and three-dimensional (angle interlock
and 3D orthogonal) fiber architecture composites that were
processed using the slurry-cast MI approach. Note that the
strongest effect on stress–strain behavior is the fiber fraction
in the loading direction. When using complex architectures, it
is important to consider the anisotropic nature of the mechani-
cal as well as other properties. For applications where loading

is concentrated in a specific direction or axis, the composite
architecture can be optimized so as to increase fiber fraction in
that direction. For example, Marshall and Cox (2008) have
incorporated this approach for a rocket nozzle application
using an angle interlock architecture and a hybrid CVI–PIP
composite.

3 CMC PROPERTIES AND DESIGN

As already seen, the mechanical properties of ceramic com-
posites are strongly dependent on constituent content, fiber
architecture, and the type of matrix. Mechanical and phys-
ical properties are also strongly dependent on orientation,
both in-plane (which is highly dependent on fiber orientation)
and out-of-plane (which is strongly affected by the trans-
verse properties of fiber tows and the properties of the weak
interphase and porosity).

The key to understanding in-plane mechanical behavior of
CMCs is the effect that matrix cracking has on nonlinearity in
strain response with increasing stress. Figure 7 shows stress–
strain curves from a typical MI composite with the measured
acoustic emission (AE) activity that occurred during the test.
Acoustic emissions are stress waves produced in a material
when energy is released due to some mechanical event such
as matrix cracks, fiber breakage, and/or sliding mechanisms.
These acoustic waves are received on piezoelectric transduc-
ers and if done properly can be quantified as to their source
(e.g., a matrix crack). It is critical that accurate location of
the sources of these waves be determined, which is possible
when using multiple sensors and large band gap frequency
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Figure 7. (a) Stress–strain curves of woven 5HS Sylramic-iBN MI composites from the same panel and AE activity measured during the
tensile tests and (b) the normalized cumulative AE energy versus stress (from Morscher, 2004)

sensors so that the different modes of the waveforms, espe-
cially the high-frequency extensional mode, can be identified.
For matrix-dominated SiC matrix composites, AE has been
used to quantify the formation and growth of matrix cracks
in the composite, which can be directly correlated with the
stress-dependent density of matrix cracks in the composite
(Figure 8) (Morscher, 2004; Morscher and Pujar, 2009).

For matrix-dominated composites, with increasing stress,
matrix microcracks typically form in the 90◦ tows for
MI composites (Morscher, 2004) or at regions associated
with stress concentrators such as the sharp corners in
pores at tow crossover points in CVI composites (Lamon,
2005). As stress is increased, microcracks grow and/or new
cracks are formed and deflect up and around the rein-
forcing fibers due to the weak interphase layer or the
weak interface present between the interphase and the
fibers. The strong fibers that bridge a matrix crack in the
crack wake can prohibit further crack growth and even

if a crack propagates through the cross section of the
material, they carry the applied load and ultimately control
the strength of the composite. Thus, for proper CMC design,
it is important to have as many and as strong fibers as pos-
sible in the directions of interest and an interphase that is
sufficiently weak in order to allow crack deflection around
fibers and fiber bridging (pullout) in the crack wake.

Although matrix cracking is what affords a degree of
toughness in CMCs that is atypical for most ceramic mate-
rials, it is also the physical feature that enables degradation
when subjected to stressed oxidation conditions. Therefore,
a key design property of interest is the stress to cause the
degree of matrix cracking that leads to long time degrada-
tion in properties. This “matrix cracking stress” is sometimes
obtained graphically by an offset strain method (e.g., intersec-
tion of a line parallel to the elastic portion of the stress–strain
curve offset by 0.005%) or through acoustic techniques
(Figure 7). The nature of matrix cracking may depend on

Figure 8. Matrix cracks formed in MI and CVI SiC composites. Note that the MI composite is infiltrated only with Si and not SiC particulates
as usual in order to enhance the matrix cracks.
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Figure 9. Schematic representations of interphase oxidation mechanisms associated with a matrix crack in a SiC-based composite for
(a) carbon interphases and (b) BN interphases.

the type of composite; however, the mechanism that can
lead to stressed oxidation degradation is one where the
oxidizing species enters the composite through a surface-
exposed matrix crack and reacts with the interphase (typically
BN or C) as well as the fiber and matrix. The result is either
interphase volatilization (C interphases) followed by fiber
bonding to the matrix due to SiO2 formation or the forma-
tion of a low melting point liquid (B2O3), which then reacts
with the SiO2 formed on SiC causing enhanced oxidation of
the SiC and formation of a solid glass that strongly bonds
the fiber to the matrix (Figure 9). Ultimately, fibers in the
crack wake fail due to the strong bond with the matrix and
local stress concentration that develops when a neighboring
strongly bonded fiber fails (Morscher and Cawley, 2002).
This leads to increased stress intensity on remaining fibers
and the crack tip that then grows and embrittles with fur-
ther oxidation ingress. As a result, SiC-based composites
show degradation under stress rupture (Morscher and Cawley,
2002); however, in general, BN interphases are more durable
than C interphases (Lin and Becher, 1997; Morscher, 1997)
with the exception of some novel multilayer C–SiC inter-
phase and SiC–SiBN matrix CVI composites (Bouillon et al.,
2005). This mechanism is dominant at intermediate temper-
atures (∼600–1000◦C) (Heredia et al., 1995; Morscher and
Cawley, 2002) where oxidation of the SiC is not fast enough to
form enough SiO2 to seal cracks and where the temperatures
are too low for creep mechanisms to become dominant. The
mechanism also appears to be exacerbated by steam envi-
ronments (Figure 10) (Mall, 2005; Mall and Ryba, 2008)
since oxidation of BN and SiC are enhanced in the presence
of water vapor (Jacobson et al., 1999). In this intermediate

temperature range, the fibers may degrade due to a slow
crack growth type of mechanism due to excess C in the fibers
(Gauthier and Lamon, 2009). This intermediate temperature
issue becomes an important design consideration because of
temperature gradients that exist in hot section parts as well
as in attachment areas (Brewer, 1999), which are typically
lower than the expected operating temperatures (≥1100◦C).

An example of long-time rupture properties of a
fairly well-studied woven composite system is depicted in

Figure 10. Effect of steam on 50 h rupture strength for a woven
Syl-iBN MI composite tested at different intermediate temperatures
(Mall and Ryba, 2008).
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Figure 11. Stress rupture data for woven Syramic-iBN MI matrix
composites in air at three different temperatures. The matrix crack-
ing stress ranges for microcracks and macrocracks (fiber-bridged)
are also indicated. The data are from Morscher and Cawley (2002)
(815◦C), Morscher et al. (2008) (1200◦C), and Morscher (2010)
(1315◦C). The arrows indicate the specimen did not fail.

Figure 11. The rupture data for the woven Sylramic-iBN/MI
composite system at intermediate temperatures (815◦C)
and higher temperatures (1200 and 1315◦C) are gathered
from several sources, as noted in the figure caption of
Figure 11. Also shown are the stress ranges for the forma-
tion of microcracks and macrocracks (fiber-bridged cracks)
based on acoustic emission data and microstructural con-
firmation. Note that the runout conditions at intermediate
temperatures correspond to stresses where through-thickness,
fiber-bridged matrix cracks occur. However, at the highest
temperature (1315◦C), the runout corresponds to the stress
below which even microcracks form. For 1200◦C, where

the fiber does begin to show some mild creep, the runout
conditions appear to fall in between these two damage states.

For this composite system at intermediate temperatures,
the implication is that rupture is dependent on the stress
to form large, fiber-bridged, matrix cracks, which result in
the environment having access to the fibers through the
surface-exposed matrix crack. The lower stresses at which
microcracks form do not degrade at 815◦C, because these
cracks typically isolated in transverse 90◦ minicomposites do
not interact with load-bearing fibers. However, at higher tem-
peratures (≥1200◦C for these data), microcracks that form at
the lower stresses grow with time, probably due to creep of
the fibers and matrix as well as oxidation interactions, which
ultimately lead to fiber-bridged crack growth and rupture of
the composites in tension with time. It is important to note that
there still is a strong environmental effect at 1200◦C. Stress
rupture experiments performed in the same composite sys-
tem in vacuum had significantly higher runout stresses, >220
MPa (Morscher et al., 2011). At the highest temperature,
the creep properties of the fibers do become more dominant.
Figure 12 (Morscher, 2010) demonstrates this for the most
creep-resistant SiC fiber type, Sylramic-iBN, reinforcing MI,
CVI, and PIP matrix composites. The PIP matrix composites
have the highest creep performance at 1315◦C (Figure 12a);
however, this is because they have the highest fiber volume
fraction. When the data are normalized by the fiber volume
fraction in the loading direction (Figure 12b), the compos-
ite creep rupture properties are nearly the same, indicating
that they are dominated by the fiber creep rupture proper-
ties. Recently, more work has been performed on fatigue in
air and steam environments in different SiC/SiC systems in
order to assess the effect of these variable loading conditions
(Ruggles-Wren et al., 2011).

Therefore, to maximize stress capability at temperature, it
is necessary to have the strongest, most creep-resistant, and
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highest volume fraction of fibers in the directions of highest
stress for a given application. At intermediate temperatures,
this is essential in order to have the highest matrix crack-
ing stresses. At elevated temperatures, it is also essential to
maximize creep properties.

For CMCs, less information is available on the proper-
ties of composites in compression or shear as well as on
out-of-plane properties. Some interlaminar shear and tough-
ness data exist for some of the composites already discussed
(Choi et al., 2009; Corman and Luthra, 2005) and many
ASTM standards have been developed. This is an area of
important further study; however, most of these type of data
are determined by engine companies and are considered pro-
prietary.

At higher temperatures in high-pressure oxygen and
steam-containing environments, SiC/SiC composites are sus-
ceptible to fairly rapid oxidation and surface recession as
a result of volatile reaction products. Therefore, there is a
need for environmental barrier coatings (EBCs) (Lee et al.,
2005) to coat the CMC for long time use of these materials
(a major topic in itself). The EBC, which can be deposited
using techniques similar to thermal barrier coating (TBC)
deposition, actually serves as both environmental barrier to
oxidative attack of the material and thermal barrier that offers
even greater temperature capability for the component.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

SiC fiber-reinforced SiC matrix composites have undergone
significant development and are now being optimized for near
future, hot section jet engine components. The development
of different matrix systems and the use of different fiber
architectures offer considerable range of composite design
and optimization for multiple properties, including not only
mechanical but also thermal properties. However, many chal-
lenges remain for implementation of CMCs. CMCs are very
costly since only a few vendors exist that produce fibers or
fabricate CMCs. Hopefully with greater use and as other
applications emerge, cost for CMCs will decrease. Techni-
cally, robust performance and life models are lacking for
CMCs that are capable of incorporating the complex mechan-
ical, thermal, and chemical interactions and predicting
retained properties and end-of-life scenarios. Considerable
work is underway, sponsored by government agencies as well
as by engine manufacturers; however, current design requires
considerable testing. Related to this is the need for critical
tests that can approach engine environments and that can suf-
ficiently measure composite response so as to understand the
nature of damage evolution and the mechanisms that lead to
failure under complex time–temperature stress environment

conditions. In addition, robust health-monitoring techniques
are essential for being able to detect damage, often on a small
scale, which can assess the current state of the material and
remaining life.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Gas-turbine engines for aircraft operate at very high tem-
peratures and stresses, and make tremendous demands on
materials used in their manufacture. Engine manufacturers
and their customers are constantly seeking improved perfor-
mances in, for example, thrust, weight, and fuel economy,
which in turn require further advances in engine materials,
and this almost inevitably leads to new challenges in man-
ufacturing. Joining materials is an essential part of engine
manufacture, and many of the alloys developed for high-
temperature engine service, especially nickel superalloys,
have a limited ability to be welded by fusion processes.
Use of solid-state methods, such as friction welding, can
avoid the solidification problems found in fusion processes,
but also offer advantages in welding time, and, because
the processes are mechanized and require no manual inter-

vention during welding, high levels of consistency are also
found.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the two principal
process variants that are used in aeroengine manufacture, and
to present data on the properties of welds in selected nickel-
base superalloys, titanium alloys, and ultrahigh strength
steels that are currently used in engines. This includes
mechanical properties, microstructure, and the very impor-
tant topic of residual stresses.

The principle of rubbing two objects together thereby
causing frictional heating is one dating back many centuries.
For axially symmetric components (e.g., cylinders, tubes,
disks, etc.) rotational friction welding methods are appro-
priate. The two variants are Direct-Drive Rotational Friction
Welding (DD-RFW) and Inertia Friction Welding (IFW). The
main difference between the two welding techniques is that
during DD-RFW the energy is supplied to the rotating part
by a large-capacity motor, while for IFW the energy comes
from a rotating flywheel connected through a spindle to the
part to be welded. In inertia welding, the total energy sup-
plied to each weld is identical, which may not be exactly
the case in continuous drive friction welding. Also, the rate
of energy transfer will vary during the course of an inertia
weld, but will be more constant during a continuous drive
weld. A drive motor first accelerates the flywheel and part to
a predetermined speed before being disconnected from the
flywheel. Subsequently, the stationary part is pushed against
the rotating part and the kinetic energy supplied by the fly-
wheel is converted into frictional heat at the joint interface.
Much of the plasticized material is ejected from the weld and
forms a flash, resulting in self-cleaning of the interface (Vill,
1970). In the case of nonaxially symmetric components such
as blades welded on disks the aeroengine manufacturers apply
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2 High Temperature Materials

linear friction welding (LFW), which is a direct drive tech-
nique based on oscillating one component against the other.
Again, the heat generated by friction at the weld interface,
along with the applied weld pressure, causes the material to
deform and plasticize locally, similar to IFW. Finally, the
optional high pressure applied during rotational- and lin-
ear friction welding practically forges the two components
together during the final stage of the process providing a struc-
tural sound weld if appropriate welding parameters have been
applied.

Bevington was probably the first to exploit rotational fric-
tion welding obtaining a patent in 1891. However, it took
about 60 to 70 years before, first in Russia followed by
the United States, rotational friction welding was considered
commercially viable. In contrast, a patent describing linear
reciprocating mechanism for welding mild steel was only
issued in 1969. Cheng was the first to publish detailed ana-
lytical studies of temperature distributions during rotational
friction welding similar (Cheng, 1962), and later dissimilar
metal tubes (Cheng, 1963). In the same period, the weld-
ing institutes based in the UK and West Germany were
the main driving force for development of friction weld-
ing in Western Europe. In Japan, the burgeoning interest
in friction welding among the industrial and academic cir-
cles lead to the formation of the Japan Friction Welding
Association in 1964. Rotational friction welding was first
exclusively direct drive and it was only in 1965 that the
concept of using a flywheel attached to the rotating spin-
dle was introduced resulting in the development of inertia
friction welding. IFW has since become a popular joining
technique for the transport industry due to its limited num-
ber of welding parameters and the capability of joining large
cross sections of high-temperature materials. It is particu-
larly popular in North America, whereas the continuous drive
variant is dominant in Europe. On the other hand, LFW has
so far only found industrial application in aeroengine man-
ufacture – particularly focusing on joining titanium alloys,
although other applications are known to be under develop-
ment. The low uptake of the process is in part due to the
high cost of the welding machines, although recent designs
exploiting stored energy techniques will significantly reduce
the cost. LFW has proved to be an ideal process for join-
ing turbine blades to disks where the high value-added cost
of the components justifies the cost of a LFW machine. A
further benefit is the significant weight reduction in the fin-
ished component. It is also worth noting that while at least
for single-stage IFW there are only three welding param-
eters, inertia, rotational speed, and weld pressure, the LFW
process displays a significantly larger number of process vari-
ables making the development of optimum parameters more
complex.

2 PROCESS STAGES DURING FRICTION
WELDING

2.1 Inertia friction welding

IFW is usually described in a three-stage model when exclud-
ing the initial stage of flywheel acceleration, which is of no
consequence for the actual welding process, Figure 1a. Stage
I describes the initial contact of the two components as a
result of applying a weld pressure between the two com-
ponents, which results in an immediate deceleration in the
rotation speed and a frictional torque peak. It is also the
only stage where true friction between the two components
takes place resulting in removal of surface irregularities and
asperities until perfect contact is reached. As the material
increases in temperature in the weld region it forms a soft-
plasticized layer, which results in a decrease of the torque.
During stage II, the process reaches a transitional steady-state
condition (roughly constant torque), where cold material is
continuously fed and heated up in the weld region, while
hot material is ejected into the flash. The ejected material
results in a gradual loss of length, that is, a constant burn-off
rate. Heat convection toward the parent material results in
widening of the plasticized region and an increase of torque.
During the final stage, the rotational speed decreases rapidly
resulting in a second torque peak and a rapid loss of length.
In essence, in stage III the material is forged together under
the applied forging pressure and it has been suggested that at
this stage grain refinement of the weld microstructure takes
place (Oberle, Loyd and Calton, 1967). Dynamic recrystal-
lization probably occurs throughout the process once plastic
flow is established, but the refined material will be expelled
as flash. Even though not very common, it is possible to apply
a significantly higher forge pressure compared to the original
weld pressure during stage III, resulting in two-stage IFW.
As indicated in Figure 1, the forging load is kept applied dur-
ing at least the early stage of cooling. It is interesting that
at least according to publications in the public domain until
today two-stage pressure has received little attention. From a
residual stress view, two-stage pressure certainly has poten-
tial if applied in the correct manner. A strategy with two-stage
welding could be to eject most of the very hot material when
applying the forge pressure and effectively creating a “cold”
weld that then should have relatively low-residual stresses.

2.2 Linear friction welding

In LFW one usually again distinguishes between three
processing stages relevant for the actual welding process
(Figure 1b). During stage I, or conditioning stage, one part
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Figure 1. Process stages during (a) inertia friction welding (Wang and Lin, 1974) and (b) linear friction welding.

starts oscillating and stabilizes over a very short period. Sub-
sequently, the second part is brought into contact with the
oscillating part under a small force for a predetermined time.
During the second, or frictional, stage, the compressive force
between the two parts is increased to a predetermined level
resulting in heat generation at the interface. Similar to IFW,
this results in softening of the weld material and a plasti-
cized layer with material being removed into the flash under
the oscillating movement and the compressive force across

the weld line. Stage III is triggered by a range of parameters
such as predetermined burn off, burn-off time, or number
of oscillation cycles. During the final stage (forge stage),
the oscillation amplitude decays to zero over a certain (usu-
ally very short) time. During this stage, the forge pressure
either stays the same as during stage II or again a two-stage
welding process means that the forge pressure is higher than
the frictional pressure (more common) (Bhamji, Preuss and
Threadgill, 2010).
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3 MATERIAL AND RESIDUAL STRESS
ASPECTS OF IFW AND LFW

3.1 Material aspects of similar welds

While it is in principle possible to join any material that can be
plasticized during friction welding, there are clearly materi-
als that are more suitable than others. Most aspects are related
to the need of generating heat locally and that high pressure
is applied during at least the forging stage of the welding pro-
cess. For instance, materials with a low thermal conductivity
and relatively high strength at elevated temperatures such as
nickel-base superalloys and titanium alloys are particularly
suitable since their low thermal conductivity minimizes the
dissipation of heat during stage II of the welding process and
the high strength prevents bulk collapse of the components
during welding. The high strength of both Ni and Ti alloys
also allows for a high level of frictional heat generation during
the early stage of the process. However, it is also important
to consider that near the interface material will have to sus-
tain very high deformation rates (typically up to 1–20 s−1)
and formability can be an issue for instance when consid-
ering intermetallic alloys or some nickel-base superalloys.
In reality, often very little is known about the formability of
typical high-performance materials at very high temperature
and strain rates. In the case of inertia or linear friction weld-
ing nickel-base superalloys, it is also worth remembering the
high-temperature-strength anomaly observed in these alloys.
While any other engineering alloy will continuously lose
strength with increasing test temperature, γ ′ strengthened
nickel-base superalloys display a nearly constant strength
between room temperature and about 700 ◦C (see Polycrys-
talline Nickel-Based Superalloys: Processing, Performance,
and Application) while beyond that temperature a dramatic
drop might be observed associated with the dissolution of
γ ′. It is conceivable that such sudden change of strength
with temperature destabilizes stage II during IFW and LFW
because material is not continuously fed into the plasticized
layer. Instead, hot material is suddenly ejected into the flash
while insufficiently hot material enters the plasticized layer.

3.2 Residual stress aspects of similar welds

Even though IFW and LFW are solid-state welding tech-
niques very significant residual stresses are generated
particularly when joining high-temperature materials. It
needs to be remembered that residual stresses arise from
thermal mismatch that builds up during cooling. At very
high temperatures, the material is sufficiently soft and it is
only at temperatures where material cannot accommodate the

thermal mismatch by fast creep that an elastic strain field is
generated. In principle, there are three strategies of reducing
the residual stress generation during IFW and LFW. Firstly,
by completely ejecting the hot and plasticized region dur-
ing the forging stage one might obtain a relatively cold weld
region at the beginning of stage III. In theory, this might be
achievable by dramatically increasing the forging force com-
pared to the frictional force. A second option is to reduce the
cooling rates across the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of the weld
in order to allow the material to relax some of the thermal mis-
match during cooling. This might be possible by generating
a very wide HAZ or heating the entire parts during welding
although no such trials have ever been reported in the open
literature. Finally, some materials display phase transforma-
tions that have the potential of reducing the stress generation.
For instance in the case of steel, transformation from austenite
to a martensitic phase is associated with a volume expan-
sion that can compensate for tensile elastic strains typically
found in the weld region. The level of martensite formation
and the associated volume expansion depend on a number
of parameters related to cooling rates and alloy chemistry.
Precipitation-strengthened materials, such as the nickel-base
superalloy IN718, might retain all their dissolved precipitates
in solution in the weld region during fast cooling. In this
way, a relatively soft material is generated in the HAZ that is
unable to sustain large elastic strains. Hence, the generation
of residual stresses is limited.

3.3 Aspects of dissimilar welds

Dissimilar welds are becoming increasingly important since
such joints enable one to produce components with graded
structures. Since friction welding does not only generate
heat but also deformation, large differences in flow stresses
between the two alloys to be joined can in a very one-sided
loss of length. Joining dissimilar metals can also lead to
the formation of a brittle intermetallic phase in the region
of the interface. Nevertheless, many dissimilar combinations
are routinely welded commercially, including welds between
alloys from the same group (e.g., two different steels as
described below, or between very different materials, such
as aluminum to steel). Strategies to overcome these issues
could include welding parts with different cross-sectional
areas (part of low-temperature material has a larger cross
section than the part of the high-temperature material) and to
keep all stages, but particularly stage II, as short as possible.

The residual stress generation during IFW and LFW will
differ significantly across the weld line if materials with
different temperature capability are joined. However, it is
possible that these residual stresses are then not simply
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determined by each alloy but that the low stresses on one side
also limit the stresses generated on the other side of the weld
line. The most difficult task however is the development of
an appropriate post-weld heat treatment (PWHT) as the two
joined alloys might require significantly different annealing
procedures for acceptable stress relief and microstructure and
mechanical property development.

4 CASE STUDIES

In the following paragraphs, a brief description of three differ-
ent types of friction welds for high-temperature applications
are described in terms of their most significant microstruc-
tural features, residual stress development, and mechanical
properties. The first case study focuses on inertia friction
welding of nickel-base superalloys, which is of great interests
of joining compressor and turbine disks. The second case is
concerned with linear friction welding titanium alloys, which
is of interest for creating so-called blisks (integrally bladed
disk). The final case study focuses on inertia friction welding
dissimilar high-performance steels for shaft applications in
aeroengines.

4.1 Case Study 1: IFW of nickel-base superalloys

As described in detail in Polycrystalline Nickel-Based
Superalloys: Processing, Performance, and Application,
polycrystalline nickel-base superalloys are used widely in
aeroengines and the most safety critical parts are the compres-
sor and turbine disks. Inertia friction welding is increasingly
used to join the individual stages of these disks due to
the difficulty of fusion welding in the latest generation of
disk alloys. These alloys owe their remarkable properties to
their microstructure, particularly the γ ′ precipitates. When
processing disk material, great care is taken to generate a par-
ticular γ ′ distribution while in the region of inertia friction
welding this microstructure is changed completely due to the
severe thermal exposure and plastic deformation. It should be
noted that publications in the field of inertia-friction-welded
superalloys generally focus on tubular-type welds with a wall
thickness of less than 15 mm. It is important to note that in
IFWs with such thin wall thickness, dramatic microstructure
variations are observed across the weld line while in the radial
direction only very limited variations are observed.

4.1.1 Microstructure development in
inertia-friction-welded nickel-base superalloys

During IFW of nickel-base superalloys, temperatures exceed
the γ ′-solvus near the weld interface and the steep tem-

perature gradient across the weld line results in dramatic
microstructure variation in the TMAZ and HAZ. Depending
on the level of γ ′ stabilizing alloying elements (Al and Ti are
the most prominent ones), the region closest to the weld line
can subsequently be a γ ′-free region that is relatively soft or
in the case of high levels of γ ′-stabilizers, partial reprecipita-
tion of very fine (less than 20 nm) γ ′ during cooling results in
a relatively high-weld strength at this stage (Preuss, Withers
and Baxter, 2006). An example of the latter is shown in Fig-
ure 2 (Preuss et al., 2004). The severe temperature excursion
also has the potential of changing the chemistry of γ ′ precip-
itates, which in return will alter the lattice misfit between γ

and γ ′ in this region (Preuss et al., 2004). The consequences
of γ/γ ′ lattice misfit variations in the weld region for mate-
rial performance are not clear at the moment as they occur
in conjunction with a number of other microstructure vari-
ations. PWHTs are generally designed to reprecipitate the
equilibrium volume fraction of γ ′, or γ ′′in the case of Inconel
718, in the HAZ and relieve residual stresses. When design-
ing a PWHT procedure, it is important to consider that the
entire part will be exposed to the annealing treatment, which
has the potential of overaging the base material, and that
sufficient residual stress relief might be difficult to achieve
without overaging γ ′ precipitates (see Section 4.1.2). Opti-
mizing such PWHT from a microstructure point of view is
particularly challenging when joining dissimilar nickel-base
superalloys that require different annealing temperatures for
optimizing γ ′ or γ ′′distributions.

While variations of γ ′ distributions might be observed over
the entire width of the HAZ, noticeable grain-size variations
are only seen in the narrower thermomechanically affected
zone (TMAZ). The grain-size stability in the HAZ is related
to the significant volume fraction of γ ′ precipitates inhibiting
grain-boundary migration. However, once the intragranular
γ ′ has been dissolved a region of dynamic recrystallization is
observed until the weld interface is reached. This region can
be easily identified, as it is completely free of any annealing
twins even after PWHT. Between the recrystallized region
and the parent material one can usually observe a narrow
band of material with high levels of stored energy (Preuss et
al., 2002), which might have the potential of abnormal grain
growth if subsequent heat treatments are considered close to
the γ ′ solvus.

4.1.2 Residual stress development in
inertia-friction-welded nickel-base superalloys

Since nickel-base superalloys display excellent high-
temperature mechanical properties including creep strength,
it should not be surprising that residual stresses can be
exceptionally high when inertia friction welding these
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Figure 2. γ ′ distributions of inertia-friction-welded Alloy 720LI at (a) the weld line (magnification: 30k), (b) the weld line (magnification:
100k), and (c) 1 mm from the weld line (magnification: 30k) and (d) 4 mm from the weld line (magnification: 30k).

materials. The stresses generated during welding are usu-
ally related to the temperature capability of an alloy and
significant differences in residual stresses can be observed
when comparing IFWs of different alloys. Most noticeable,
alloys with a great driving force for γ ′ reprecipitation will
tend to display significantly higher residual stresses than
inertia friction welding alloys such as Inconel 718, Figure
3 (Preuss, Withers and Baxter, 2006). As mentioned earlier,
nickel-superalloy inertia-friction welds investigated to date
are of tubular shape with a limited wall thickness. For
such geometry, it is usually found that the tensile hoop
stresses at the weld line are largest near the inner diameter
of the component often exceeding values of 1000 MPa. In
comparison, the axial stresses are smaller but a noticeable
bending moment is observed with tensile stresses near the
inner and compressive stresses near the outer diameter
(Preuss et al., 2002; Preuss, Withers and Baxter, 2006). The
axial stresses arise as a combination of the tourniquet-like
contraction of the weld metal as it cools and the effect of

Figure 3. Profiles of the von-Mises equivalent stresses measured
by neutron diffraction for inertia-friction-welded Inconel 718, Alloy
720 LI, and RR1000 (increasing order of temperature capability) in
the as-welded condition. Note that the soft weld region of Inconel
718 as described in Section 4.1.3 results in limited weld stresses
(Preuss, Withers and Baxter, 2006). Also see Figure 4.
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the clamping arrangement (Grant et al., 2009). Due to the
relatively small wall thickness of most inertia welds, the
radial stresses are usually found to be insignificant. Studies
on the effect of welding parameters on residual stress gen-
eration are extremely scarce but process modeling suggests
that increasing weld pressure cannot reduce the high tensile
hoop stresses observed at the weld line (Grant et al., 2009).

Due to the high residual stresses generated during weld-
ing nickel superalloys, PWHTs are a standard procedure.
However, identifying an appropriate temperature that can
relieve the stresses to an acceptable level without compromis-
ing microstructure and mechanical properties is not always
straightforward as the required temperatures for stress relief
can result in coarsening of tertiary γ ′ (see the importance
of tertiary γ ′ for mechanical properties in Polycrystalline
Nickel-Based Superalloys: Processing, Performance, and
Application) (Preuss et al., 2002). This is of particular impor-
tance when considering dissimilar nickel superalloy welds
where the annealing temperature appropriate for the material
with the low-temperature capability might not be sufficient
to relieve the residual stresses in the material with the high-
temperature capability (Preuss et al., 2002).

4.1.3 Mechanical properties of
inertia-friction-welded nickel-base superalloys

Information on mechanical properties of inertia-friction-
welded nickel-base superalloys in the public domain often
does not go beyond hardness profiles across the weld region.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, the strength of the weld
region depends on the level of γ ′ or γ ′′ stabilizers. Varia-
tions of the tensile strength variation across the weld line
using electron speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) for local
strain measurements during tensile testing was carried out in
Preuss, Withers and Baxter 2006 and can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. 0.2%-proof stress variations measured across the weld
line for inertia-friction-welded RR1000, Alloy 720 LI, and Inconel
718 under the as-welded condition.

Such strength variations are critical from a residual stress
perspective as high strength at the weld line will allow the
generation of high residual stresses. After appropriate PWHT,
tensile strength and ductility seem to be of very little con-
cern in similar welds (Roder, Albrecht and Luetjering, 2006).
Some fatigue crack propagation studies have also focused on
dissimilar superalloy welds. The main observations reported
in the chapter are that the PWHT temperature might affect the
carbide formation and consequently crack propagation rates.
It was also reported that oxidation damage mechanisms affect
crack propagation in these IFWs since high-temperature
crack propagation is slower in vacuum than in air. These
studies also revealed that depending on the test temperature
crack propagation can be either trans- or intergranular (Li
et al., 2007; Pint, Distefano and Wright, 2006).

4.2 Case study 2: LFW of titanium alloys

Similar to inertia friction welding nickel-base superalloy,
titanium linear friction welds display dramatic microstruc-
ture variations across the weld line. Due to the low thermal
conductivity of titanium alloys, the HAZ/TMAZ is typically
very narrow although this depends on the actual area that
is joined by LFW. To date, the only application of LFW is
joining of blades to disks although research is now under-
taken to widen the application of LFW (Bhamji, Preuss and
Threadgill, 2010).

4.2.1 Microstructure development in
linear-friction-welded titanium alloys

Most research in this area has focused on joining Ti-6Al-4V,
which is the workhorse of titanium alloys used by aeroengine
manufacturers (see Titanium Alloys: Processing, Properties
and Applications), although some work on near-a titanium
alloys and Ti-6246 have also been reported (Lutjering and
Helm, 1999; Romero et al., 2009). It is known that sig-
nificant work has also been undertaken on other Ti alloys,
including near α, α −β, and β alloys, and gamma titanium
aluminides (Baeslack et al., 1995) although little is published.
During welding of Ti-6Al-4V, the temperature exceeds the β-
transus near the weld interface and a very fine dynamically
recrystallized β-grain structure is generated (Karadge et al.,
2007). Unless the titanium alloy is sufficiently β stabilized to
suppress the martensite start temperature below room temper-
ature, the weld line microstructure is a very fine martensitic
(α′) structure with in some cases lamellae being arranged in
a brick wall-like structure. It is important to remember that
in titanium alloys the width of the lamellae depends on the
cooling rate. As the size of the HAZ depends on the weld cross
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Figure 5. Metallography of weld-line structures in a Ti–6Al–4V LFW with (a) a typical linear friction weld microstructure across the weld
line, (b) the brick wall-like arrangement of (martensite) α′ laths delineated by prior grain boundaries in the weld-line region, (c and e)
sudden onset of severe plastic deformation on both sides of the weld, and (d) center of TMAZ region. The α phase appears bright while β

phase appears dark gray.

section, there is a tendency that subscale LFWs will display
a finer weld microstructure than full-scale welds (Karadge
et al., 2007). Typical microstructure variations across the
weld line with the parent material on each side processed
in a slightly different way are shown in Figure 5. Due to the
severe plastic deformation in the TMAZ titanium alloys can
develop a very significant transverse (101̄0 < 112̄0 >) tex-
ture with the c-axis of the α crystallites lying within the weld
plane and orientated transverse to the reciprocating direc-
tion, Figure 6. Interestingly, the β-texture measured in the
same region is not necessarily strong indicating very signif-
icant variant selection during β-to-α′ phase transformation
(Karadge et al., 2007). Finally, it has also been reported that

the weld pressure has a very significant effect on the weld-line
texture in Ti-6Al-4V LFWs with high weld pressures reduc-
ing the texture strength very significantly (Romero et al.,
2009).

4.2.2 Residual stress development in
linear-friction-welded titanium alloys

A number of publications have reported residual stress char-
acterizations of titanium linear friction welds in the as-welded
and post-weld-heat-treated conditions. It seems clear now
that the most significant tensile stresses are observed in the
mid-section near the weld interface, parallel to the weld plane
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Figure 6. Crystallite orientation at the weld line in a subscale
Ti-6Al-4V LFW (XY: weld plane)

and in the long direction of the LFW. In the short direction of
the weld plane, the tensile stresses after welding tend to be
slightly lower in comparison. In the direction normal to the
weld plane, only very small stresses are observed probably
because of the hot weld plane cooling relatively evenly and
not generating a thermal mismatch across the weld interface.
Depending on the alloy maximum tensile stresses of up to
800 MPa have been reported after welding. It was demon-
strated in (Romero et al., 2009) that welding stresses can be
reduced significantly by applying a high-welding pressure,
Figure 7. It is believed that a high-forging pressure ejects
material at the interface more readily resulting in a relatively
cold weld. Titanium LFW are expected to be post-weld heat
treated and significant stress relief is generally achieved by
applying typical annealing treatments (Frankel et al., 2009).
Hence, PWHT procedures in these titanium friction welds
seem far more straightforward compared to nickel-superalloy
friction welds.

4.2.3 Mechanical properties of
linear-friction-welded titanium alloys

Due to the significant microstructure refinement in the TMAZ
of titanium linear friction welds, hardness, and strength
usually display an overmatch in this region compared to
the parent material (Wanjara and Jahazi, 2005). Similar to
nickel-base superalloy IFWs publications concerned with
mechanical properties of titanium LFWs are scarce. Very fine
titanium microstructures tend to have relatively fast crack
propagation rates (Titanium Alloys: Processing, Properties
and Applications) and it might be expected that this could

Figure 7. Effect of the forging pressure on the residual stress com-
ponents (x, y, and z). The weld pressure values are normalized to
the lowest pressure.

also occur at the weld interface in titanium LFWs. However,
the fine microstructure is unlikely to promote crack initiation.
The strong crystallographic texture at the weld line observed
in some Ti-6Al-4V LFWs might have a negative effect on
fatigue properties but it is likely that this is overshadowed by
the significant grain refinement seen in this region.

4.3 Case study 3: IFW of high-performance steel

Recently published work on joining dissimilar steels suggests
the possibility of applying inertia friction welding for creating
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dual drive shafts by joining SCMV steel against AerMet100
steel (Robotham et al., 2005). SCMV (0.3% C, 3.15% Cr,
1.6% Mo, 0.1%V, and 0.6% Si) is used at the turbine (high
temperature) end of the aeroengine drive shaft, while Aer-
Met 100 (0.2%C, 2.5% Cr, 10.1% Ni, 12.7% Co, 1.37% Mo,
3.26% Nb, and 0.01% Mn) is used at the compressor end
of the shaft, where a high-strength alloy is required to with-
stand the high torque (Robotham et al., 2005). AerMet 100
is a high-performance steel that owes its very high strength
and ductility to a combination of molybdenum-rich carbides
and thin films of retained austenite (Grujicic, 1990). In com-
parison to the previously mentioned nickel-base superalloy
IFW, the wall thickness of these dissimilar steel IFWs for
dual drive shafts is very substantial exceeding 30 mm. Both
steels tend to undergo martensitic phase transformation dur-
ing rapid cooling that will substantially affect the mechanical
properties in the HAZ and the residual stress field generated
during welding.

4.3.1 Microstructure development in
inertia-friction-welded high-performance steel

The microstructure development of dissimilar
SCMV/AerMet 100 inertia friction welds was studied
in detail by Moat et al. 2008, 2010 focusing on a number
of microstructural features. Due to the large wall thickness
of these welds, 2D microstructure maps were recorded
across the weld line mapping levels of retained austenite
and identifying regions of martensitic microstructure by
using high-energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction, Figure 8.
AerMet 100 has sufficiently high levels of γ stabilizers to
retain about 2–4 vol.% austenite in the parent material while
in the weld region it displays levels of 8–9 vol.% after inertia
friction welding. In Moat et al. 2010, it was also shown that
there is a region within the HAZ of inertia-friction-welded
AerMet 100 where an ordered B2 FeCo structure can form
resulting in extremely high hardness values. For SCMV, the
low levels of γ stabilizers are usually not sufficient to retain
any austenite. However, in the TMAZ of the IFW up to about
7 vol.% retained austenite was reported for the as-welded
condition, which was transformed to ferrite and cementite
during the subsequent PWHT.

4.3.2 Residual development in
inertia-friction-welded high-performance steel

Information on residual stress development in steel welds
for high-temperature application is very scarce, with a single
report available on dissimilar SCMV-AerMet100 steel weld
(Moat et al., 2009). As mentioned earlier, the austenite-to-
martensite phase transformation has a very significant impact

Figure 8. 2D contour maps of (a) austenite phase fraction, (b) vari-
ation of full-width half-maximum (FWHM, unit is in degree) of the
diffraction peak indicating regions of high stored energy, and (c) fer-
rite (200) peak asymmetry factor indicating regions of martensite
(high number).
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Figure 9. Residual stress maps for as-welded condition of inertia-friction-welded AerMet 100-SCMV (missing central area is the region
with invalid data resulting from the gauge volume overlapping the weld line).

on the residual stress profiles generated during IFW and this
phase transformation depends on the cooling rate, which is
affected by the wall thickness. As the formation of martensite
is associated with a volume increase, the stresses can become
compressive near the weld line. An example of such stress
profiles in the radial, axial, and hoop directions can be seen in
Figure 9 with compressive stresses reaching –500 MPa in the
hoop direction ±2 mm from the weld line. Since the excep-
tional mechanical properties of AerMet 100 are quickly lost
when annealing the material above 500 ◦C, the development
of an appropriate PWHT for mitigating residual stresses is
challenging for such a dissimilar IFW. As shown in Moat
et al. 2009 stresses might be relieved in AerMet100, while
almost no changes are observed in the SCMV after post-weld
heat treatment.

4.3.3 Mechanical properties in
inertia-friction-welded high-performance steel

The variations of mechanical properties across the weld line
will be largely affected by the degree of martensite forma-
tion, levels of retained austenite, and grain coarsening in the
HAZ adjacent to the TMAZ. While in carbon steel a relatively
simple hardness profile is observed with the expected hard-
ness peak at the weld line, dissimilar AerMet/SCMV IFWs
display a more complex profile in the as-welded and post-
weld-heat-treated condition, Figure 10. It was reported that
in SCMV, the hardness of the HAZ is lower while in Aer-
Met 100 the hardness of the HAZ is higher compared to the
respective base metal. Conversely, in the TMAZ of SCMV
the hardness was higher than the base metal, while in Aer-
Met 100 it was lower. Following the PWHT, the extent of
heterogeneity of the microhardness distribution decreased,
with each side retaining a roughly uniform hardness distri-
bution, except for a localized drop in hardness in the HAZ of
both sides. These differences were attributed to the complex

Figure 10. 2D Vickers hardness plot across the weld region for
the as-welded condition of inertia-friction-welded SCMV against
AerMet 100.

microstructure development across the weld region described
in Section 5.3.1. In terms of materials performance only
very limited information is currently available indicating that
AerMet 100-SCMV IFWs display significant monotonic and
fatigue strength. Tests have shown that a component can sus-
tain shear stress fatigue loads of 700 MPa for 100 000 cycles
without failing. These tests have been used as a confirma-
tion that welds of this kind are capable of sustaining typical
service loads of aeroengine drive shafts (Robotham et al.,
2005).

5 CONCLUSIONS

The quality obtainable from friction welds has long been
recognized in various industrial sectors, in particular the
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consistency of the mechanical properties, the full automa-
tion of the process variants, and the very low incidence of
flaws. In addition, friction processes have a great advantage
over fusion processes in that the welds are made in the solid
state, thus rendering difficult to weld materials such as high-
strength Ni alloys. The absence of fusion is also helpful when
welding dissimilar materials.

The basic principle of inertia and linear friction welding of
aeroengine materials has been described here. When consid-
ering these welding techniques, important material aspects
are high-temperature/high-strain-rate formability and ther-
mal conductivity as well as the ability to accumulate residual
stresses during cooling. The wall thickness of tubular IFWs
and the cross-sectional area of LFWs have a significant
impact on the cooling behavior of the weld material and hence
the microstructure that develops during the final stage of the
welding process. Residual stress generation during IFW of
nickel-base superalloys seems to be mainly determined by the
temperature capability of the alloy. In contrast, LFW of tita-
nium alloys seems to enable the optimization of parameters
for minimum residual stress generation. In the case of friction
welding ferritic steels, the volume expansion associated with
the martensitic phase transformation can generate compres-
sive stresses near the weld line. Stress mitigation by applying
a PWHT is a necessity when inertia- or linear-friction welding
high-temperature materials. In the case of titanium friction
welds residual stress relief seems to be achievable with typ-
ical annealing procedures of the respective alloy. In some
advanced nickel-base superalloy welds obtaining acceptable
levels of residual stresses after PWHT is far more difficult and
might involve overaging the material. The most challenging
friction welds are the ones composed of alloys with different
temperature capabilities, as their PWHT windows might not
overlap.

Most applications in other industries are for high volumes
of parts, allowing the often high cost of equipment to be
spread over large numbers of welds. In aeroengine manufac-
ture, part numbers are very much lower, but the high quality
and reproducibility that can be obtained, together with the
good mechanical and metallurgical properties, offer a very
attractive solution to extremely challenging manufacturing
problems. It is expected that use of these processes will
continue to grow, and also that other friction-based process
variants, in particular friction stir welding, will in due course
assume greater significance in aeroengine manufacture.

Other applications are also known to be under devel-
opment, for example, the use of friction welding to make
machining performs in difficult to machine materials such as
titanium alloys (Threadgill and Russell, 2007), and consider-
able interest in this approach is being shown in the aerospace
industry.

Although beyond the scope of this chapter, it should be
noted that friction stir welding of titanium is now developed
to a state close to production, and it has been demonstrated for
nickel alloys. It is probable therefore that these processes will
be adopted in due course by the aeroengine manufacturers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Superplastic (SP) metallic materials, when deformed under
a limited range of conditions, have the ability to undergo ab-
normally large neck-free strains prior to failure. In a uniaxial
tensile test, elongations in excess of∼200% would normally
be indicative of superplasticity. The first observations of SP

behavior were reported in the early part of the last century.
However, it was not until the mid-1960s and early 1970s that
this exceptional plastic behavior was utilized to produce com-
mercially useful shapes, initially from Zn–Al, and shortly af-
ter from aluminum alloys. In 1967, Lee and Backofen (1967)
demonstrated the SP-deformation potential of titanium alloys
including that of the important alloy of weight % (wt%) com-
position Ti-6wt%Al-4wt%V (Ti-6/4), characterizing tensile
behavior and showing that elongations of more than 1000%
could be obtained.

Subsequent work at Rockwell International showed the
feasibility of a fabrication process for titanium which com-
bined superplastic forming (SPF) with diffusion bonding
(DB), with patents being taken out in 1975 by Hamilton
and Asconi (1975). A large number of demonstrator parts, of
varying structural configuration, particularly for aerospace
applications, were produced and assessed, as discussed by
Weisert and Stacher (1982) and Williamson (1982). Since this
earlier pioneering work, many metallic materials have been
processed to develop SP behavior. Despite this, the commer-
cial exploitation of superplasticity is currently restricted to
relatively few alloys, primarily those based on Ti and Al.

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF AND
REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPERPLASTIC
BEHAVIOR

The high-tensile strain shown by a SP alloy is related to the
observation that the flow stress of the material is very sensitive
to its rate of deformation. The equation that describes SP
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deformation is written as

σ = kε̇m (1)

whereσ is the flow stress,k is a constant,̇ε is the strain rate,
andm is the strain-rate sensitivity of flow stress. A material
is usually considered to be SP when it has anm value≥ 0.3,
although for many metallic materials, includingα /β titanium
alloys,m tends to be in the range 0.4–0.8. The development
of a neck during tensile straining causes a local increase in
strain rate and a sharp increase in the flow stress required to
maintain plastic flow in the necked region. That is, strain-rate
hardening occurs within this local region. Hence, a highm
confers a high resistance to neck propagation and leads to the
high-tensile strains typical of SP deformation.

Superplasticity is characteristic of materials that can be
processed to develop a small grain size, usually in the range
5–15�m, when they are deformed over a narrow range of
temperatures≥ 0.5Tm, whereTm is the melting point in de-
grees Kelvin, at relatively slow strain rates normally in the
range 10−4–10−2 s−1. These deformation conditions are as-
sociated with low flow stresses, which may be less than 5 MPa
for titanium alloys, and this combined with the relatively high
uniformity of plastic flow, led to commercial interest in SPF.

In the SPF process, metallic materials in the form of fine
grain sheet are gas pressure bulged into dies at elevated tem-
peratures to give useful products often complex in shape. As
the high value ofm required to minimize differential thin-
ning is achieved at relatively low strain rates, SPF tends to
be a slow process, compared with conventional hot and cold
forming processes.

3 MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF
SUPERPLASTIC BEHAVIOR

The high-strain-rate sensitivity of flow stress,m, is the most
important mechanical characteristic of SP materials. It can
be seen from equation 1 that if the relationship between flow
stress,σ, and strain rate,̇ε, is plotted logarithmically then the
slope of the plot ism, where

m = ∂(logσ)

∂(logε̇)
(2)

Most SP materials exhibit a sigmoidal variation of flow
stress with strain rate when plotted logarithmically, as il-
lustrated in the upper curve of Figure 1, while the lower
part shows that them value passes through a maximum
in Region II. A value ofm > 0.3 delineates the SP regime

Figure 1. Schematic of a logarithmic plot of stress versus strain
rate for a SP material showing a sigmoidal curve (upper), andm
versus strain rate (lower).

(Region II). Both the high (Region III) and low (Region I)
strain rate regions havem values in the range 0.1–0.3.

Mechanical behavior is sensitive to both temperature and
grain size. In general increasing the temperature decreases
the flow stress,σ, particularly for Regions I and II. Maxi-
mumm is found to increase with increasing temperature and
decreasing grain size, and the strain rate for maximumm
moves to higher values. Superplasticity is usually observed
in the strain rate range 5× 10−3 s−1 to 10−4 s−1. Figure 2
shows the relationship between grain size andm value for
Ti-6/4, as reported by Ghosh and Hamilton (1979)

Region I: At low strain rates the slope of the log stress
versus log strain rate curve can vary. For many alloysm is
low, and this has been interpreted as evidence for a threshold
stress,σo, for SP flow. However, grain growth at these low
strain rates can complicate the interpretation of this region.

Region II: In this intermediate region, the SP regime,m
is a maximum leading to high, relatively uniform, tensile
strains. Although the flow process is less well understood,
there is a wide, although not unanimous, view that strain is
accumulated primarily by the motion of grains, or groups of
grains, relative to each other by sliding or rotation. Equiaxed
grains tend to remain equiaxed, while regions that show mi-
crostructural banding tend to develop more equiaxed configu-
rations, and crystallographic texture may be reduced. If grain
boundary sliding occurred within a rigid assembly of grains
then holes, or cavities, would develop in the grain boundary
regions. However, Ti alloys do not normally show cavita-
tion during SP flow, so that grain boundary sliding must be
accommodated.
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Figure 2. Effect of grain size on the relationship between strain rate andm value for Ti-6/4. Reproduced with permission from Ghosh and
Hamilton (1979)c© Kluwer Academic Publishers.

The most likely accommodation processes involve diffu-
sion and/or glide and climb of dislocations. Despite the many
attempts that have been made to develop theories capable of
explaining both microstructural and mechanical features of
superplasticity, none have been completely successful. Some
of these theories have been reviewed by Pilling and Ridley
(1989).

Region III: At high strain rates wherem ∼ 0.2, deforma-
tion is by recovery controlled dislocation creep (power-law
creep). Strain is accumulated by the glide of dislocations
within the grains but is dependent on the rate at which obsta-
cles such as other dislocations, solutes, and precipitates, can
be by-passed. It is generally assumed that dislocation climb
is the rate-controlling process. The observed activation en-
ergy for SP flow in this region is similar to that for lattice
diffusion, and the strain rate is relatively insensitive to grain
size. Other features are the observation of slip lines, and the
development of high dislocation densities within the grains.
Crystallographic texture increases and significant grain elon-
gation occurs,

4 CHARACTERIZATION OF
SUPERPLASTIC MATERIALS;
CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS

SP behavior can be characterized in one, or all, of three
ways.

4.1 Measurement of m value

In the ideal situation, where the microstructure remains con-
stant, the true values of flow stress,σ, can be measured by
carrying out tensile tests for a range of constant strain rates
and measuring the steady-state loads. From equation (2), the
slope of the log plot of true stress versus true strain rate gives
m. However, it is difficult to obtain a meaningful flow stress
for most engineering materials from constant strain rate tests
because the flow stress will increase with strain due to the
effects of grain growth.

In this situation, one way to determine the strain rate range
over which a material might be expected to exhibit SP behav-
ior is to carry out a series of strain rate jump tests. To obtainm
as a function of strain, a tensile specimen would be deformed
at a constant strain rate, say 5× 10−4 s−1. After a suitable
strain the strain rate would be increased by a fraction (10–
25%) of the initial strain rate for an small interval of strain
(say 0.1), before being reduced by a similar amount below
the initial rate for the same interval of strain, with continu-
ing rate perturbations until an appropriate range of strain had
been covered. The resultant change in load, and so stress,
allows the strain rate sensitivity,m, to be derived as

m = ∂(logσ)

∂(log ε̇)
≈ �logσ

�log ε̇
(3)

where stress values are interpolated from the high- and low-
strain-rate segments. Alternative procedures are given in Ref.
(Pilling and Ridley, 1989)
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Figure 3. Elongation to failure vs. strain rate for Ti alloy IMI550.

4.2 Tensile testing

This involves the measurement of tensile elongation to failure
for a range of strain rates (Figure 3). As well as the elongation
to failure, information would also be obtained on the extent
of hardening during SP flow, on flow-stress levels and hence
the pressures required for SPF. Metallographic examination
of the failed specimens would also give information about
microstructural changes associated with the deformation.

4.3 Biaxial cone testing

Attempts to produce a standard test for SP formability led
to the development of the biaxial cone test. Sheet is bulged
into a conical die of constant angle (∼57◦) designed to give a
constant average strain rate by maintaining constant pressure
conditions after the expanding sheet has just made contact
with the side of the die. The parameters measured from the
test include the radius of curvature and thickness at the pole,
and the height of the cone. Material flow stress, strain and
strain rate, obtained from the test provides useful data for
the modeling of SPF. The cone test is also widely used as an
acceptance test for superplastic sheet material in that the cone
is required to rise to a predetermined height when subjected
to a given pressure versus time cycle.

4.4 Constitutive relationships

If superplasticity is regarded as a type of creep equation (1)
can be written as

ε̇ = k1σ
n (4)

wheren, the stress exponent is equal to 1/m. Equation (4) can
be stated in an expanded form as

ε̇ = A
DGb

kT

(
b

d

)p(
σ

G

)n

(5)

This is the constitutive relationship commonly used to de-
scribe elevated temperature deformation, in whichD is the
appropriate diffusion coefficient (=D0exp –Qs/RT) whereD0

is the frequency factor,Qs the activation energy,R the gas
constant,G the shear modulus,b is the Burgers vector,k is
Boltzmann’s constant,T the absolute temperature,d is the
grain size,p is the exponent of inverse grain size (usually 2
or 3 in Region II). Deformation is driven by the deviatoric
(shear) component of the applied stress field characterized by
σ, or byσ* = σ − σ0, whereσ* is the effective stress andσ0

is a threshold stress.A is a mechanism-dependent constant.
To establish a constitutive relationship for a material, which
is a component in any process model of SPF, it is necessary
to determine values of the material parametersm, p, Q, and
σ0. Procedures for determining these parameters have been
outlined by Pilling and Ridley (1989) and Ridley (2003).

From equation (5) it follows for constant stress and tem-
perature that

ε̇α1/dp (6)

Sincep usually lies between 2 and 3, the marked effect
that a reduction in grain size can have on strain rate is ap-
parent, that is, an order of magnitude reduction in grain size
could lead to an increase of 102–103 in the SP strain rate.
Alternatively for a given strain rate, a reduction in grain size
could enable SPF to be carried out at a lower temperature,
although this is likely to be accompanied by an increase in
flow stress.

5 SUPERPLASTIC ALLOYS

For SP behavior a metallic material must be capable of being
processed to give a fine equiaxed grain structure, which will
remain relatively stable during SP deformation.

5.1 Types of superplastic alloy

There are two main types of SP alloy: pseudo-single phase
and microduplex.

A pseudo-single-phase alloy is one that contains<10%
by volume of second phase. These materials are processed
to develop a dispersion of fine particles, often termed disper-
soids, so that on recrystallization the alloy will have a fine
grain size due to the pinning effect of the fine particles. The
dispersoids will also inhibit grain growth during subsequent
SP forming. Aluminum alloys are the most important type of
pseudo-single-phase SP materials.
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Microduplex alloys are thermomechanically processed
to develop a fine grain/phase size. Microstructural stability
results from having roughly equal proportions of two, or
more, chemically and structurally different phases. This
group of materials includesα/β titanium alloys,α/γ stainless
steels, and numerous eutectic alloys. The most commercially
significant materials in this group are theα/β titanium alloys,
with the main interest being focused on Ti-6/4 (see Titanium
and its Alloys: Metallurgy, Heat Treatment and Alloy Char-
acteristics).

5.2 Effects of alloying additions on titanium

Pure titanium exhibits an allotropic transformation at 882◦C
changing from close-packed hexagonal (cph)α-phase at
lower temperatures to body-centerd cubic (bcc)β-phase at
higher temperatures. Elements that stabilize theα-phase and
thereby raise theα/β transus are relatively few and include
Al, N, O, and C. Elements that depress theα/β transus and
stabilizeβ-phase include V and Mo, while in addition Fe,
Co, Ni, and H also favor the formation of aβ eutectoid. The
elements Zr, Sn, and Si are relatively neutral in their effect
on either phase. In theα/β alloy containing 6 wt% Al and 4
wt% V, apart from the effect on theβ-transus temperature,
the aluminum strengthens theα-phase and reduces the den-
sity of the alloy (see Titanium and its Alloys: Processing,
Fabrication and Mechanical Performance).

5.3 Factors affecting superplasticity in Ti alloys

Superplasticity in Ti alloys is dependent on a number of fac-
tors, including grain size, its distribution and aspect ratio, the
relative proportions of theα andβ phases, the rate of grain
growth, and the texture and inhomogeneity of the starting
material. Such a body of information reflects the extent of
interest in superplasticity in Ti alloys. Increasing grain size
results in a shift in the position of Region II (the SP region)
to lower strain rates and to an increase in flow stress.

Theα andβ phases have very different deformation char-
acteristics. The cphα-phase has few slip systems and a self-
diffusion coefficient which is two orders of magnitude less
than that in the bccβ-phase. It might be expected that the
greater the volume fraction ofβ-phase the greater the extent
of superplasticity. However, the rate of grain growth in al-
loys containing a large volume fraction ofβ-phase is high
and a substantial volume of the harder, less accommodating,
α-phase is required to minimize grain growth. The effect of
variations in the volume fraction ofβ-phase on elongation to
failure shows that the optimum volume fraction is 40–50%
(Paton and Hamilton, 1985).

6 PROCESSING OF TI ALLOYS TO
DEVELOP SP MICROSTRUCTURES;
ANISOTROPY/TEXTURE

6.1 Processing

The compositions of some duplex Ti alloys that have been
processed to give SP behavior are listed in Table 1.

Paton and Hamilton (1985) have pointed out thatα/β Ti
alloys may have useful SP properties without any special pro-
cessing procedures with elongations>1000% being obtained
on standard mill-processed material. However, Ti alloys can
be difficult materials to process. Duplexα/β Ti alloys are
commonly produced in ingot form by vacuum arc melting
of a consumable electrode. The as-cast structure is broken
down by forging at a temperature of 100–150◦C above the
β-transus. The material is subsequently cooled to room tem-
perature during which time theα-phase precipitates on prior
β-phase grain boundaries and the Widmanstattenα-phase is
formed within the grains to give a basket weave structure.

Secondary processing, involving forging/extrusion/plate
or sheet rolling, is carried out below theβ-transus to
obtain a microstructure of fine equiaxedα-phase (grain
size ∼5/10�m) in a matrix of transformedβ-phase.
The kinetics and mechanisms that control the globuriza-
tion/spheroidization of grain boundary and the Widmanstat-
tenα-phase have been discussed by Semiatin, Seetharaman
and Weiss (1997). Sheet material for SPF is often supplied
in mill-annealed form that involvesα +β working followed
by an anneal at∼700◦C and air cooling. The microstructure

Table 1. SPF temperatures and maximum service temperatures for
someα/β titanium alloys.

SPF Service
temperature temperature

Composition (wt%) (◦C) (◦C)

Ti-4.5Al-3V-2Fe-2Mo 750–800 ∼250
(SP700)
Ti-6Al-4V 880–920 300
Ti-4Al-4Mo-2Sn-0.5Si 875–900 400
(IMI 550)
Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo 850–940 500
(Ti-6242)
Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V (Ti-811) 940–1010 370–540
Ti-5.8Al-4Sn-3.5Zr-0.7Nb- 950–990 600
0.5Mo-0.3Si-0.05C (IMI 834)
Ti-14Al-19Nb-3V-2Mo 960–990 650
(Super a2)
γ-base alloys, e.g., Ti-48Al, 1000–1200 800–900
Ti-Al-Cr, Ti-Al-Nb-Cr
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consists of incompletely recrystallizedα-phase and a small
volume fraction ofβ-phase.

It should be noted that process modeling is becoming of
increasing interest in the manufacture of modern metals, from
the solidification stage through to the production of sheet ma-
terial. A review of computational modeling in the processing
of titanium has been given by Venkateshet al. (2009) (see Ti-
tanium and its Alloys: Metallurgy, Heat Treatment and Alloy
Characteristics and Titanium Alloys: Processing, Properties
and Applications).

6.2 Anisotropy/texture

The α/β Ti alloys often exhibit anisotropic properties, and
this has been attributed to crystallographic texture that de-
velops in the cphα-phase during processing and/or to mi-
crostructural banding involving contiguous alignedα grains.
During SP deformation, this can result in an anisotropic flow
stress and strain rate. However, a gradual randomization of
theα-phase texture during SP flow has been observed, with
the residual anisotropy being attributed to contiguousα grain
alignment. At relatively high-SP strain rates or low temper-
atures, a transition to slip-controlled deformation has been
noted (Region III deformation). At temperatures close to the
β-transus when theα-phase content is relatively small, the
deformation is nearly isotropic. It has been proposed that dur-
ing SP deformation, microstructure is more important than
crystallographic texture.

Hence, to minimize anisotropy it is important to develop
a fine grain random distribution of the two phases during the
processing ofα/β Ti alloys for SPF.

6.3 Reduced SPF temperatures

Ti-6/4 is the alloy most used for SPF and SPF/DB applica-
tions. The reason for this is that it was one of the earlier
alloys, it has a useful range of properties, and designers now
have a vast range of experience of this material and are con-
fident when working with it. However, its SPF temperature
is quite high, its rate of forming is low and its maximum
service temperature is quite modest. Consequently, there is
increasing interest in the use of other Ti alloys for SPF that
have higher service temperatures, increased modulii, lower
forming temperatures, increased forming rates, and in some
cases the possibility of postforming heat treatment.

There are a number of ways of reducing the SPF temper-
ature and these include

(a) The production of a fine grain size by careful processing
as this would enable SPF to be carried out at a lower
temperatures,∼770◦C, or at a higher strain rate consis-

tent with equation (5). Hefti (2010) has reported on low-
temperature SPF/DB using ultrafine grain Ti-6/4 sheet
material (∼1�m) developed by VSMPO, Russia, in col-
laboration with The Boeing Company.

(b) Hydrogen is a very effectiveβ stabilizer and it has been
demonstrated for Ti-6/4 and other alloys that temporary
hydrogenation can reduce the SPF temperature by about
100◦C. However, following SPF, vacuum degassing at
an elevated temperature is required to remove hydrogen
to avoid the formation of brittle hydrides.

(c) Selective alloying with small amounts of high-diffusivity
β-eutectoid elements such as Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni leads
to β-phase diffusivities about two orders of magnitude
greater than Ti self-diffusion. As a consequence, small
additions can reduce SPF temperature by≥ 100◦C. The
alloy SP700 has been designed on this basis, and Wisbey
et al. (1995) have investigated the SP behavior of the
material.

7 SUPERPLASTIC FORMING –
PROCESSES AND EQUIPMENT

SPF is an essentially sheet-forming process in which the low-
flow stresses enable gas pressure to drive the deformation. For
titanium alloys, there are two main processes: Simple female
forming and drape forming that are illustrated in Figure 4
(see also Titanium and its Alloys: Processing, Fabrication
and Mechanical Performance).

7.1 Simple female forming

To form the sheet, the periphery of a blank is rigidly clamped
and held in a heated platen press (see later) to provide a gas-
tight seal. Application of gas pressure causes the alloy to
stretch into the cavity tool. However, the constraint provided
by the clamped edge results in a stress system that varies
across the sheet. The differential stress system leads to a
variation in thickness strains across the sheet with maximum
thinning occurring at the pole. Although a thickness varia-
tion would occur ifm = 1, the differential thinning is smallest
for alloys possessing the highestm value, and increases with
increasing dome height.

Once the pole of the bulged sheet contacts the die surface,
it is locked against the tool by friction and forming pressure,
and this inhibits further thinning in this region. Continuing
deformation leads to progressively more of the unsupported
regions making contact with the die. Since the corners of
the die are the last to fill, the greatest strain occurs in these
regions. During forming the rate of application of pressure is
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Figure 4. Representation of (a) simple female forming (b) drape forming. Image courtesy of J. M. Story.

such that the strain rates induced in the sheet are maintained
in the SP range.

7.2 Drape forming

A heated and clamped sheet is stretched into a female die in
which one or more male tools are located. The polar region
of the bulging sheet will make early contact with the male
tool and the continued application of pressure will drape the
sheet over the male tool as it bulges into the female annular
regions. The process can yield a more uniform material thick-
ness particularly if the height of the annular space is small
with respect to the dimensions of the blank.

The choice of either female forming or drape forming
could be influenced by whether the internal or external di-
mensions of the part were the most critical. As seen in Figure
4, if the outside shape is specified as the critical dimension,
then female forming will be used. When the inside shape
is critical, then drape forming will be used. If a number of
male tools are placed within the female-forming tool several
similar parts, or different parts of a given component, can be
produced at the same time.

7.3 Simulation and control of SPF

An important problem from an economic point of view is
the speed at which SPF takes place. Strain rates tend to be
low if the material is to exhibit the highm values character-
istic of superplasticity. Reductions in forming time can be
achieved by improvements to the material, changes to the
manufacturing process, or optimization of the forming cycle.

The usual approach for optimizing the forming cycle is to use
numerical modeling, often the finite-element method, to give
a pressure–time sequence that keeps the strain rate within the
highm region. This procedure has been the basis of a number
of publications, and the subject has been reviewed by Wood
and Bonet (1996).

8 DIFFUSION BONDING

DB is a solid-state joining process in which two prepared
surfaces are brought into intimate contact at elevated temper-
atures by the application of a moderate pressure. The plastic
collapse of microasperities on the contacting surfaces leads
to the creation of a planar array of interfacial voids. Creep
and diffusion processes transport atoms to the voids from ad-
jacent areas so reducing the volume. With time the voids will
be completely removed giving atom-to-atom contact across
the original interface.

DB may be used to join similar or dissimilar metals, and
is carried out in a vacuum or inert-gas atmosphere, or in air
in some cases. The bonding pressure applied is such that
there is no, or minimal, macroscopic distortion of the parts
being bonded. In the bonding of similar metals, since there
is no melting, the microstructure of the bond is identical to
areas remote from the bond, and has the same mechanical
properties as the parent material.

In the context of superplasticity, DB of Ti alloys such as
Ti-6/4 is frequently used for the selective bonding of sheet
materials into sandwich-like constructions that can then be
expanded to form cellular structures. The configuration of the
cellular structure depends on the number of sheets that make
up the initial sandwich, which could be 2, 3, or 4, and on the
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pattern of bonded and nonbonded areas. As the cellular struc-
tures have many empty spaces, they are of low density, have
high torsional rigidity. and high-strength-to-weight ratios.

8.1 Modeling of diffusion bonding

Modeling of uniaxial diffusion bonding (DB) has been carried
out by a number of workers and has been subject to review
by Pilling and Ridley (1989) (see also Titanium and its Al-
loys: Processing, Fabrication and Mechanical Performance).
Different geometries for the contacting surfaces have been
used but it has been assumed that the asperities on these sur-
faces touch at their tips to form an array of identical voids.
The various models study the way in which a representative
void is removed during DB. In a model by Guo and Ridley
(1987), the voids were assumed to have an ellipsoidal mor-
phology consistent with experimental observations, and their
collapse involved volume and interfacial diffusion coupled
with creep, rigid collapse, and surface diffusion. The effects
of grain size and phase ratio were also considered. The predic-
tions showed reasonable agreement with the limited experi-
mental data available for Ti-6/4, as seen in Figure 5, bearing

Figure 5. Comparison of experiment and prediction (solid line) for
uniaxial DB of Ti-6/4 at 927◦C. Reproduced with permission from
Guo and Ridley (1987)c© Manye Publishing.

in mind also the uncertainty in the values of available mate-
rials property data. Pilling (1988) has developed a model for
DB under isostatic conditions and this predicts a more rapid
bonding process than for uniaxial (plane strain) DB.

8.2 Diffusion bonding procedures and equipment

DB is usually carried out by one of two procedures involving
Uniaxial Pressure bonding or Hot Isostatic Pressure (HIP)
bonding, and has been discussed by Moulson (1996).

8.2.1 Uniaxial bonding

This involves the application of pressure along one axis, usu-
ally by an inert gas. The parts to be bonded are located and
constrained in a bonding tool that is loaded into a hot platen
press. Heating of the assembly is by a series of electrical
element rods located within the upper and lower platens. A
cooling system is also built into the press. The platens and
tooling are manufactured from high-temperature austenitic
stainless steels and high nickel steels that possess good high-
temperature strength, creep, and oxidation resistance. The
lower platen is usually fixed and the upper platen is moved by
hydraulic rams to allow loading of the tooling. The hydraulics
also supply a sealing force to the tooling and prevent gas leak-
age. There are various press designs with platen sizes up to
2 m×3 m, and also gantry presses in which the platen press
is mounted on a rail and can be moved to any of several work
stations. The design and manufacture of SPF/DB presses has
been described by Whittingham (2001), see Figure 6.

The gas used in the bonding process is high-purity argon.
The gas system delivers low-pressure gas to the tool cavity to
prevent oxidation of the tool surface, and higher pressure gas
for DB, and also for SPF if this is to follow the DB process
rather than be carried out later in a separate SPF tool.

The manufacture of a component starts with the cutting
of sheet materials and the drilling of tooling holes. The ac-
curacy of tooling holes is very important as they are used to
ensure that ‘stop-off’ patterns are correctly aligned, and for
the location of the DB packs in the bonding tool. After chem-
ical cleaning of the cut sheet in an etching bath, washing and
drying, the material is ready for silk-screen printing. In this
process, a ‘stop-off’ compound, which is usually yttria with
a polymeric binder, is applied to specific areas of the sheet to
prevent bonding in these regions. This enables these regions
to separate during the SPF part of a DB/SPF process.

Following silk-screen printing, the sheets are located in
the bonding tool. The pack in each tool consists of 2, 3, or
4 sheets depending on the configuration of the final DB/SPF
product. The DB packs are coated in a release agent such as
boron nitride prior to loading in the tool. As there may be up
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Figure 6. Modern platen press for SPF and/or DB/SPF. Reproduced
with permission from Whittingham (2001)c© Trans Tech Publica-
tions Inc.

to four DB packs in each tool, this eases their separation and
removal from the tool. The bonding tool is transferred to the
platen press in which typical bonding conditions for Ti-6/4
would be: temperature 910◦C; pressure 2.1 MPa (300 psi),
and time 90 min. Increasing the bonding temperature would
accelerate the bonding process but could lead to grain growth
that would have a deleterious effect on subsequent SPF.

The high temperatures involved in the DB of titanium
alloys require the dies to be manufactured from high-
temperature alloys. These are made by casting, are expensive
to produce, and take a relatively long time to manufacture.
In service, the dies encounter a number of problems includ-
ing surface oxidation, oxide adherence to the die surfaces,
while mechanical stresses associated with the thermal cycle
can lead to cracking and to die failure. In recent years, there
has been a move of using ceramic inserts in dies in order to
reduce die wear and prolong die life.

8.2.2 HIP bonding

The sheet materials to be bonded are encapsulated in a flexible
container that is evacuated then located in a gaseous medium,

usually high-purity argon, held in a pressure vessel. As the
pressure of the gas in the vessel is increased the surfaces to
bonded are forced together. Provided the surface condition of
the sheets, and the temperature and pressure, are appropriate,
this will lead to the DB of the flat contacting surfaces.

There are two main types of pressure vessel: forged mono-
lithic and wire wound. In the latter, high-strength alloy steel
wire is wound around the liner so that it is always in a state
of compression. Steel wire is also wound around the enclos-
ing yoke assembly. The forged monolithic pressure vessels
are manufactured from ductile low alloy steels. The main
property requirements for pressure vessel materials are ten-
sile strength, fracture toughness, and resistance to fatigue
stresses associated with temperature and pressure cycling.
Fracture toughness is particularly important because of the
amount of elastic strain energy stored in the pressure vessel.

It is vital that the occurrence of fast catastrophic failure is
negligible. For this situation

(a) the material must be so tough that a crack just small
enough not to be detectable when the vessel is commissioned
cannot grow by fatigue to a critical size for fast fracture during
the life of the vessel, or, (b) the critical crack size for fast
fracture is so large that the vessel wall would be perforated
before that size could be reached.

Criterion (a) is normally the situation for forged ves-
sels whereas wire-wound vessels are designed to leak before
breaking.

The heat source for the bonding process usually involves
molybdenum- or graphite-heating elements located in the
pressure vessel. A heat shield thermally insulates the pres-
sure vessel from the heating elements. The pressurizing gas,
argon, must be of high purity to avoid oxidation of the heating
elements. The pressure vessel is cooled by an external water-
cooled jacket. Bonding is carried out using similar conditions
to those used for uniaxial bonding, as outlined above. After
bonding, the parts are removed from the pressure vessel, and
may be subjected to nondestructive testing (NDT) before be-
ing superplastically formed in a separate facility give the final
structure.

8.3 α-Case

It should be noted that titanium has a high reactivity with
oxygen and nitrogen. These elements, particularly oxygen,
can diffuse into the surface of the material at elevated tem-
peratures to stabilize theα-phase and form a hard brittle
α-case. The degree of contamination depends on the mode
of processing and the time that the material is exposed to
the atmosphere during heating and cooling. Theα-case must
be removed from the surface of the formed component by
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chemi-milling using an HF/HNO3 solution. It is important
that any hydrogen pick-up during this operation is not above
the specified level; otherwise; it will have to be extracted by
a vacuum thermal cycle.

8.4 Testing of diffusion bonds

The quality of a diffusion bond joint can be evaluated using
NDT and/or metallographic examination (Figure 7). How-
ever, the quality of the bonded product can only be reliably
established by comparison of its mechanical characteristics
with those of the parent material subjected to a simulated
bonding heat treatment cycle.

Ultrasonic testing is able to detect quite large voids, but
it is limited in its ability to detect small voids,∼5�m, as
the wavelength of the technique used tends to be apprecia-
bly greater than the defect sizes. Also, transmission times are
very short for thin sheets. While X-ray radiography can be
used on relatively thin sections, its resolution is again lim-
ited. However, the resolution of NDT inspection techniques
is continually being improved.

To measure the strength of large diffusion bonds, it is es-
sential that failure occurs in the interfacial bond region and
test pieces must be selected accordingly. Tests that have been
used on large bonds include tensile, rotating beam fatigue,
and impact, with the fractional strengths being compared
with those of the parent material. However, in practice, par-
ent metal tensile strength can be obtained in bonds with only
85% interfacial contact.

The most discriminating test of the quality of bonds pro-
duced in thick sections is impact testing, with incomplete
interface contact leading to low bond strength. For bonds
formed in sheet materials where impact testing is not appli-

Figure 7. Ti-6/4. Incomplete isostatic bond showing interfacial
voids: 890◦C; 2.1 MPa (300 psi), 30 min, surface finish 0.5�m Ra.

cable, constrained tensile and compressive lap shear tests are
used to prevent out of plane bending. Again the attainment of
parent metal fracture strength is not a guarantee that a high-
quality bond has been formed, or that a bond will resist open-
ing up, that is, peeling during subsequent SPF. Resistance to
“hot peel” is an important practical test for evaluating the
quality of DB between thin sheets.

The various testing procedures should be supplemented
by metallographic examination, which is capable of detecting
very small bond line voids. As a means of quality control. it
may be possible to incorporate a “lug” into a component being
produced by DB or DB/SPF that can be easily removed and
subjected to metallographic examination, and possibly other
tests.

A widely accepted practice is to apply rigorous process
control, and so ensure bond integrity, by defining a set of
bonding parameters such as time, temperature, pressure, sur-
face finish, and post-bonding heat treatment, which previous
extensive testing has shown, would guarantee the develop-
ment of parent bulk properties.

8.5 Some advantages of SPF and DB/SPF;
disadvantages

The SPF or DB/SPF of titanium alloys enables the manufac-
ture of complex structural components from simple starting
blanks, see Figure 8. There are considerable benefits com-
pared with conventional manufacturing techniques. These
include a high material utilization, elimination of multistage
fabrication, reduced tooling, dimensional accuracy, and ex-
cellent repeatability. There is greater design freedom and im-
proved structural performance and reduced overall cost. In
the case of DB, the production of cellular structures with
their excellent mechanical characteristics would be difficult
and expensive to produce by other means.

There can also be a dramatic decrease in the number of
parts and fasteners required compared with previously con-
ventional structures. This is illustrated in Figure 9, taken from
some of the earlier work, thar shows the initial design.(LHS)

Figure 8. Section through a Ti-6/4 duct with a 4-sheet DB structure.
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Figure 9. Redesigned nacelle frame component for the B1 aircraft. Reproduced with permission from Williamson (1982)c© TMS-AIME.

of a nacelle frame component which involved nine parts and
100 mechanical fasteners to assemble, whereas the redesign
(RHS) was a one piece, bead stiffened, structure produced by
DB/SPF (Williamson, 1982).

Disadvantages include the high-energy costs associated
with the high temperatures required, expensive dies, the long
time to produce new dies, and the thermal damage to which
dies are subjected. Bernhartet al. (2003) have investigated
the design of SPF dies based on advanced material modeling,
and Hocquetteet al. (2005) have discussed developments in
design and materials for cast SPF tooling,

9 APPLICATIONS OF SPF/DB
TECHNOLOGY

A large number of components are produced mainly from
Ti-6/4 for civil and military aerospace applications. These
include large nacelle structures, engine intake lip skins, lead-
ing edges of helicopter blades, wing access panels (2-sheet
DB/SPF) and escape hatches (4-sheet DB/SPF), heat shields
to protect the aircraft structure against hot exhaust gases, jack
cans, flap track beams, and ailerons.

An important application of DB/SPF is in the manufac-
ture of the wide-chord fan blades. Earlier fan blades were
narrow chord and solid, manufactured from Ti-6/4 forgings.
To improve engine efficiency Rolls Royce developed fan
blades which were about 40% wider and, to reduce weight,
were hollow. The first-generation wide-chord blade had a Ti-
honeycombe core and external Ti-alloy panels, and was 25%
hollow. During manufacture, the panels and core were joined
by transient liquid phase DB using Cu–Ni foils.

The second-generation fan blade was developed for larger
engines. It incorporates a SP-formed corrugated core and
is 15% lighter than the first-generation blade. The blades
are manufactured from external Ti panels with a central

Figure 10. Trent 900 Turbo Fan showing wide chord fan blades
manufactured by DB/SPF.
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Ti-membrane sheet. The external panels are selectively
coated with stop-off in a predetermined pattern. The DB pack
is superplastically formed between precision dies to develop
both the internal corrugations and the external aerodynamic
shape. The Trent 500, 700, and 800 engines have the second-
generation fan blades, while the Trent 900 engine with a
fan diameter of∼3 m (Figure 10) has an improved third-
generation chord fan blade that is 45% hollow. Developments
in the design and production of the wide-chord-fan blade at
Rolls Royce have been discussed by Turner and Andrews
(2005).

10 SUMMARY

Theα/β Ti alloys with their unique combination of mechan-
ical properties along with their ability to combine SPF with
DB have secure markets in aerospace. However, Ti-sheet al-
loys are expensive to produce and require expensive equip-
ment for DB and/or SPF. The most widely used alloy is Ti-6/4
and as DB/SPF is carried out at∼900◦C, dies and platens
have to resist these temperatures. Service problems include
surface oxidation, oxide adherence, and low-cycle fatigue
due to cooling stresses. The high temperature also favors the
formation of a brittleα-case on the formed product that must
be removed by chemi-milling. The use of very fine-grained
(1�m) Ti-6/4 sheet would permit SPF/DB to be carried out
at ∼770◦C. Although this would further increase material
costs, it would be offset by reduced die problems, the elimi-
nation ofα-case and reduced energy costs. Alternatively, Ti
alloys with lower forming temperatures that can match the
service properties of Ti-6/4 are available, but because of the
wealth of experience that exists for this material it will be
difficult to displace from its dominant position.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Net shape manufacturing is becoming more and more impor-
tant in manufacturing of components due to the rapid increase
of the cost of metals, especially materials such as Ti and Ni
and due to the requirement for the reduction of CO2 emission
and energy wastage. The buy-to-fly ratio of Ti and Ni alloys
in aerospace applications is often more than 10:1 when using
conventional manufacturing methods, that is, forging of large
ingots, followed by extensive machining to final shapes. The
waste of expensive material, together with the CO2 emission
generated from producing the 90% material that is turned
into machining chips and swarf, makes net shape manufac-
turing a very attractive process. This chapter will focus on
two net shape manufacturing processes: direct laser depo-
sition (DLD) and net shape HIPping (NSHIPping), mainly
because those two processes can use off-the-shelf powders
specified by customers, and the mechanical properties ob-
tained through these processes are most likely to meet the

requirement for aerospace applications, thus becoming seri-
ous contenders for aerospace manufacturing.

1.1 Direct laser deposition

DLD is the generic name for technologies that use a laser as a
heat source to melt metal powder either injected (i.e. blown)
into the laser focal point or layered on a bed. The movement
of the laser follows the path defined by the computer aided
design (CAD) file of a component, and a 3D component is
built by repeating the laser scanning layer by layer.

When blown powder is used, the component is built upon
a suitable substrate, and the initial layers are cooled by this
substrate more efficiently than subsequent layers; the conse-
quences of this are discussed later. This technique is often
referred to as laser engineered net shape (LENS), laser addi-
tive manufacturing (LAM), or direct laser fabrication (DLF);
here, the abbreviation DLF will be used. The history and de-
velopment of the DLF process can be found in Griffith et al.
(2000), Xue and Islam (2002), and Wu et al. (2004a, 2004b).
This technology is well suited for the repair of components
or adding features to a large substrate or pre-form. Precision
repair has been applied to aeroengine compressor and turbine
blades, seal segments, and to tooling (Mazumder et al., 2000).
The capability for adding features on a large substrate has
been demonstrated (Arcella, Abbott and House,1998) where
large Ti6Al4V components were built using a “traveling”
glove box. DLF is a faster process than the powder bed pro-
cess because it uses 10 times bigger layer- or Z-increment and
a higher melting rate that downgrades the surface roughness
compared with that produced using powder bed technology.
However, the latest development in facility capability of DLF
equipment may overcome the issue of surface roughness, as
discussed later.
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Figure 1. (a), (b) Examples of components manufactured using DLF; (c) example of component produced using SLM.

Laser powder bed processing is often referred to as
selective laser melting (SLM), selective laser sintering (SLS),
or DLD. DLD tends to mean different things to different peo-
ple, and, in order to avoid confusion, SLM will be used to
represent laser powder bed deposition in this review. It can be
considered as a development from rapid prototyping where
the difference is in the materials used, so that in SLM, ac-
tual engineering products are built rather than prototypes.
Rapid prototyping normally processes polymer-based pow-
ders while SLM uses off-the-shelf metallic powders, such as
steel, Co–Cr, Ni, or Ti powders, thus the potential to build
engineering components. Examples of parts manufactured
using DLF or SLM are shown in Figure 1, and it can be seen
that the surface finish of the SLM parts can be adequate for
application without further machining.

The key issues for direct laser deposition are control of
microstructure, mechanical properties, surface finish, repro-
ducibility, and efficiency/cost. These issues are addressed in
some detail in Section 3.

1.2 Net shape HIPping

HIPping is carried in a vessel where high temperature and
high pressure are exerted on a component to densify the pow-
der and to remove any porosity in a component. This process
is the same process as that used for closing the porosity in
castings. Net shape HIPping uses a capsule, with pre-defined
geometry through computer modeling, to shape a compo-
nent. This capsule is filled with metal powder, such as Ti or
Ni alloy, outgassed and sealed, followed by HIPping. The
design of the capsule takes into account the densification of
the powder from a typical tap density of 65% and the plastic
deformation of the capsule during HIPping. Mild steel is gen-
erally used to form the capsule or any internal tooling required
for shaping the component. If the modeling is adequate, the
component will be within the specification of the dimensions
defined by the customer. The metal powders used are in the
size range between 50 and about 200 �m. Ni alloy powder of

this size range is readily available, and the required Ti pow-
der can also be produced routinely in conventional atomiz-
ing plants through either gas atomization or plasma rotating
electrode process (PREP). In this way, Ti powders of average
oxygen levels below about 1500 ppm can be easily obtained.
The required quantity of the powder for a component is nor-
mally less than 1.2 times the net weight of the component.
Net shape HIPping therefore has very significant advantages
in manufacturing small batches of large components over the
conventional ingot routes in part because of this dramatic
improvement in the buy-to-fly ratio from 10 to 1.2.

Extensive work on net shape HIPping has been carried
out in Russia (Katorgin et al., 2003) and in Europe (Baccino
et al., 2000), which was later extended to the United States
(Bampton et al., 2005) and recently to the UK (Yuan et al.,
2007). The issues with net shape HIPping are the cost of
machining the capsule to the required dimensional accuracy
(which is etched and/or machined away and thus is not re-
used) and the influence of the surface properties on the overall
properties of the HIPped component. The surface properties
are an important aspect from the component performance
point of view since much of the as-HIPped surface is retained
in the finished component. The nature of the as-HIPped sur-
face is influenced by the interfacial reaction between the cap-
sule and the metal powder during HIPping, and this aspect
will be discussed later in this chapter.

2 APPLICATION OF NET SHAPE
MANUFACTURING IN THE
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

2.1 Application of direct laser deposition

The DLD process is carried out by melting metal powder as
the laser is moved to follow the shape defined by the CAD
file. By the nature of this process, there will be concerns
about density, about unmelted powder, and the effect of the
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environment (which is commonly an inert gas such as argon),
all of which influence the mechanical properties of the fin-
ished component. In the case of DLF, the homogeneity of
the microstructure is an issue because during building of the
component, melting of powders takes place further and fur-
ther away from the heat sink, so that the cooling rate reduces
along the height of the component, leading to coarser and
coarser microstructure. These issues (density, unmelted pow-
der, microstructural homogeneity) are strongly influenced by
process parameters, thus leading to the necessity of opti-
mizing many experimental variables: laser scan speed, laser
scan spacing, laser power, Z-increment (or layer height), and
powder feed rate.

Porosity can be formed during solidification of the molten
beads, by insufficient overlapping of adjacent laser paths, or
from Ar gas in the surroundings or gas within the original gas-
atomized powder. Optimization of the processing parameters
can eliminate most porosity and achieve a density of 99.9%.

However, the presence of unmelted particles has been found
to be more critical to mechanical properties than porosity,
and the unmelted powder particles can be present in any
location throughout the component. Process optimization can
minimize the number of unmelted powder particles but can
never guarantee to have none. For engineering components,
post HIPping is recommended, since with appropriate HIP-
ping conditions, bonding between any unmelted particles and
the matrix will be achieved.

The microstructure in DLDed materials is determined by
alloy composition and the thermal history of the material,
and, in DLF (blown powder), the thermal history at every
location of the component varies, which leads to a varia-
tion of the microstructure. This is most obvious along the
z-direction because of the influence of the cooling via the
substrate. Figure 2 shows the thermal profile at different lo-
cations of a thin-wall Ti64 sample and their corresponding
microstructures. Details on modeling the thermal history and

Figure 2. Temperature histories at a series of locations along the height of a sample of Ti6Al4V manufactured using DLF. The curves from
left to right in turn refer to (a) bottom; (b) 3 mm away from the bottom; (c) 14 mm away from the bottom (6 mm away from top); and (d)
the very top (20 mm from the bottom) of the DLFed build at a laser scan speed 600 mm min−1, a laser power 516 W, and a powder feed rate
18 g min−1. Reproduced from Qian, Mei and Wu (2005) c© Maney Publishing.
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Figure 3. Optical photographs showing that the size of the columnar grains of DLFed build decreases with increasing laser scanning speeds
at a given powder feed rate 18 g min−1 and a laser power of 432 W. Scanning speeds are: (a) 300; (b) 600; (c) 900 mm min−1. Reproduced
with permission of Wu et al. (2004b). The samples were taken at the same distance from the substrate. Reproduced from Qian, Mei and Wu
(2005) c© Maney Publishing.

the analysis of the phases in the different microstructures can
be found in Qian, Mei and Wu (2005).

It can be seen that the microstructure contains needle-
like martensite at locations (a), (b), (d), which are formed
when the sample is cooled from the beta phase field with a
cooling rate larger than about 420 ◦C s−1 through the marten-
sitic transformation temperature of about 980 ◦C (Ahmed and
Rack, 1998). In contrast, location (c) has formed a more com-
mon Ti6Al4V microstructure, which is associated with the
measured cooling rate of 30 ◦C s−1.

The macrostructure of the DLFed material also varies
markedly with the process conditions, especially in alloys
such as Ti6Al4V, and, in practice, the macrostructure has
a much more significant effect on the mechanical properties
than does the microstructure. Figure 3 shows the effect of scan
speed on the scale of the columnar grains in DLFed Ti64 (Wu
et al., 2004b). Columnar grains are typical in DLFed samples
such as Ti6Al4V because the substrate acts as a heat sink and
the grains that nucleate on the cold substrate grow selectively
during DLF. Those columnar grains are separated by pri-
mary beta grain boundaries that result in diminished ductility
along the transverse direction (perpendicular to the building

direction). The columnar grain structure is made even more
obvious when using increased deposition rate by using high
laser powers and powder feed rates of 10 kg h−1, and very
long columnar grains were formed (Arcella, Abbott and
House, 1998).

A high building rate is a key to the financial viability of
the DLD process for large samples. However, unless addi-
tional cooling is applied, there will be a distinct reduction of
mechanical properties in the transverse direction, which can
equally diminish the viability of the process.

In the laser powder bed process, SLM, the components
manufactured are mainly Co–Cr, steel, Ni alloys, and the
influence of thermal profiles on the macrostructure is less
distinct than, for instance, on Ti6Al4V processed using DLF.
The sizes of the components produced using SLM are smaller
than 200 × 200 mm, often with thin wall features, reducing
further the role of thermal profile. The SLM process for man-
ufacturing 3D Ti alloy components is still in development.
This is mainly due to the difficulty in achieving oxygen con-
trol to the desired 10 ppm in the SLM chamber. However, Ni
alloy components with good dimensional control can now be
routinely manufactured, and Figure 4 shows various SLMed

Figure 4. Examples of samples built using SLM, which have been used to assess the influence of experimental variables on the geometrical
control of the samples and their properties. Reproduced from Wang, Wu and Clark (2009) c© Maney Publishing.
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the nature of concavities formed during SLM;. (b) the relationship between meniscus height
of concavities and the laser power density used. Reproduced from Wang, Wu and Clark (2009) c© Maney Publishing.

samples made for systematic assessment in terms of the
influence of process parameters on dimensional accuracy,
surface roughness, thermal cracking, mechanical properties,
and so on. The dimensional accuracy and surface roughness
have been shown to be directly influenced by scan spacing
and scan speed (Wang, Wu and Clark, 2009).

One parameter that is extremely important to the smooth
building in SLM is the concavity depth at the top surface (see

Figure 5a), and a large concavity will lead to termination of
the building, because the subsequent surface layer of loose
powder cannot be smoothed off by the blade that is used to
level the powder. It has been found that the top concavity
(or meniscus height) is influenced by the laser power den-
sity (Figure 5b), and, in order to achieve a smooth build-
ing for a component, the input laser power density must be
limited.

Figure 6. (a) Tensile curves obtained from SLM samples illustrated in Figure 5. The positions and orientations of the build direction of
the samples (center, corner, etc.) are marked; (b) improved reproducibility of tensile properties obtained using SLM when using optimized
processing conditions; (c) typical fracture surface showing some unmelted particles on the fracture surface of samples made using the
non-optimized conditions used to produce the sample shown in (a). Reproduced from Wang, Wu and Clark (2009) c© Maney Publishing.
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For SLM, it is essential that the processing parameters
are optimized. Figure 6 shows typical tensile curves of a Ni
alloy SLMed using non-optimized process conditions where
unmelted powder particles were common on the fracture sur-
face, which cause scatter in tensile and fatigue properties.
Figure 6c shows the tensile curves obtained from the same
process but using optimized processing scan spacing, scan
speed, and power density. It can be seen that significant im-
provement in the consistency of the stress–strain response is
achieved, and this is consistent with the fact that very few
unmelted particles are observed on the fracture surface. As
noted earlier, HIPping can be used to ensure that any un-
melted powder is bonded so that mechanical properties of
the component are not downgraded.

The key issues for the application of DLD in aerospace
industry are the mechanical properties, surface finish, repro-
ducibility, and efficiency/cost. The possible ways to address
these issues are summarized below:

1. Mechanical properties. For the DLF-blown powder pro-
cess, it is important to eliminate columnar grain growth
either through additional cooling/heating or other meth-
ods such as an additional heat source, heated substrate.
The practicality of these and other methods is currently
under investigation. It is clear that excessive deposition
rate ought to be avoided and for critical components post-
process HIPping should be used. If this is done, adequate
properties for engineering applications can be achieved if
the deposition rate is not too high and if the process con-
ditions are optimized. Similarly for SLM, the mechan-
ical properties are comparable with those developed in
forged materials, provided the processing conditions are
optimized (Wang, Wu and Clark, 2009).

2. Surface finish. The quality of the surface finish decreases
with build rate or efficiency. A high build rate tends to use
a big laser spot size and layer increment. A surface finish
good enough for direct application can be obtained in the
laser powder bed where the layer increment is 20 �m,
which leads to relatively slow processing in contrast to
typical layer thickness of 250–350 �m in DLF. In order to
achieve good surface and high build rate, an ideal system
should use a small laser spot size at the surface and a
large spot size in the middle of a part.

3. Reproducibility. Reproducibility is required within a
component and between batches. Clearly, the consistency
between batches can only be achieved if the processing
conditions have been optimized and if the powder supply
is controlled. For a large component, built by using DLF,
the microstructure tends to be coarser at the top of the
component as the cooling rate decreases with increase
of the build height (Wu et al., 2004b). The level of the

thermal residual stress also varies with location (Griffith
et al., 1999). In order to control these factors, an online
thermal profile control through a closed-loop control sys-
tem, together with controlled cooling and heating, is es-
sential, and such a process-control technology will have
to be developed in the future.

4. Efficiency/cost. The efficiency and cost of the DLD pro-
cess are closely coupled. As indicated above, when con-
sidering mechanical properties and surface finish, any
increase of efficiency must be linked to changes in these
two aspects. Post-HIPping should be used to close any
porosity, which may occur during rapid deposition. How-
ever, care must be taken if any material is prone to colum-
nar grain formation, such as Ti6Al4V, and deposition
rates need to be controlled to minimize directionality in
mechanical properties or supplementary heating could
be applied as noted above.

2.2 The application of net shape HIPping in
aerospace

As explained earlier, NSHIPping can be used to produce
complex-shaped components directly from powder, and work
has been carried out mainly on Ti6Al4V and on some high-
temperature nickel alloys including RR1000 and MarM 247.
The results obtained from Ti6Al4V and from nickel alloys
will be discussed in turn before considering the readiness of
NSHIPping for application to aerospace.

2.2.1 NSHIPping of Ti6Al4V

An example of a component made from Ti6Al4V is shown in
Figure 7. This demonstrator engine casing that is just under
1 m in diameter and about 1 m in length was made from com-
mercially supplied PREP Ti6Al4V powder. The maximum
size of such a component is limited only by the size of the
available HIP facility. There are several aspects of NSHIP-
ping that can be illustrated from this one example, and these
are discussed in turn below.

Design of the component. The designs of components,
which are manufactured conventionally, are constrained by
many factors, and one of these is the fact that the final shape
is commonly achieved by machining. This is the case for
a component of the type illustrated in Figure 7 where the
shapes of the bosses around the circumference of the casing
are defined by the need to be able to machine them; thus, they
are often straight-edged, and it is possible using NSHIPping
to save a considerable amount of weight by making their
sections circular. This is a very simple but obvious advantage
of NSHIPping in the aerospace industry.
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Figure 7. Photograph of an as-HIPped engine casing manufactured from PREP powder Ti6Al4V. The dimensions are roughly 1 m diameter
and 1 m long. It is clear that the end flanges and holes have been post-HIP machined as discussed in the text.

Design of the tooling. The ability to model the shrink-
age within the specifications required is of course limited,
especially if complex shapes are to be produced (Baccino
et al., 2000; Yuan et al., 2007). A simple way of allowing for
such inevitable limitations to modeling is to ensure that the
dimensions that are not perfectly modeled are in areas where
post-HIP machining is straightforward as illustrated in Fig-
ure 7 where the flanges have been machined after HIPping.
In addition to the flanges, it can also be seen from Figure 7
that the holes in the bosses have been drilled after HIPping
since it is straightforward to drill the holes in the HIPped
component.

Surface finish of the as-HIPped component. The sur-
face finish on the main body of the component obtained after
the tooling has been removed appears to be reasonable, but
developments in HIPping have been used to improve further
the surface finish. If conventional HIPping is used, where
the temperature and pressure are ramped up in phase, the
surface is rough on the scale of the powder particles, as illus-

trated in Figure 8a where the Ti6Al4V powder has indented
the mild steel tooling. If the HIP is heated first and then the
pressure applied, the surface of the as-HIPped sample is now
much smoother than that obtained from conventional HIP-
ping, as shown in Figure 8b. This can be explained by the
lower strength of Ti6Al4V than that of steel at high tempera-
ture that results in Ti6Al4V powder particles being flattened
when the pressure is applied (UK Patent, 2008).

2.2.2 Microstructure and mechanical properties of
HIPped samples

The microstructure and mechanical properties of HIPped
Ti6Al4V have been extensively studied (Davidson et al.,
2006; Zhang et al., 2009), and the results relevant to NSHIP-
ping are summarized here. The bulk properties of HIPped
samples and the properties of samples, which contain the as-
HIPped surface have been measured and compared with each
other and with those of wrought Ti6Al4V:

Figure 8. Cross sections of HIPped samples of Ti6Al4V. (a) Temperature and pressure ramped in phase; (b) temperature increased before
pressure applied. The surface finish is clearly smoother in (b) UK patent (2008).
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Figure 9. Back-scattered scanning electron micrographs: (a) as-HIPped Ti6Al4V powder; (b) forged in the alpha + beta phase field.

(a) Microstructure and mechanical properties of bulk
HIPped Ti6Al4V powder.

The microstructure of as-HIPped Ti6Al4V is very dif-
ferent from that found in alpha-beta-forged Ti6Al4V
as can be seen in Figure 9 where the microstruc-
ture of powder Ti6Al4V, which was HIPped at 930 ◦C
(below the beta transus which is about 1000 ◦C) is com-
pared with that in a forged sample. The microstructure
in the as-HIPped sample consists of regions of approx-
imately equiaxed grains of alpha and beta surrounding
thin laths of alpha, together with some equiaxed alpha
grains within a beta matrix (Zhang et al., 2009). The
equiaxed regions correspond to the positions of original
particle boundaries and beta grain boundaries within a
particle. This originates from the martensitic structure
of the powder and heat treatment of martensite, which
during HIPping has transformed to a slightly coarsened
alpha lath structure. The particle boundary regions are
more heavily deformed during HIPping, and these re-
gions recrystallize during HIPping giving an equiaxed
microstructure (Zhang et al., 2009). Material forged in
the two-phase region contains fine primary alpha within
beta grains whereas material forged above the beta tran-
sus shows coarse grain boundary alpha and coarse al-
pha laths within the original beta grains (Lutjering and
Williams, 2003).

Typical tensile, fatigue, fracture toughness properties
of HIPped and (alpha + beta)-forged samples are shown
in Table 1, and it is clear that the balance of properties is
comparable.

(b) Microstructure of as-HIPped surface and the mechanical
properties of HIPped Ti6Al4V powder samples, which
contain the as-HIPped surface.

The microstructure of the as-HIPped surface and any
influence that this might have on properties are clearly
important since a typical NSHIPping component has
a large amount of as-HIPped surface. This surface is

formed as a result of acid leaching the mild steel can
after HIPping and will be influenced by any diffusion,
for example, Fe and C, occurring from the steel into the
component during HIPping.

As noted above, the surface undulation associated with
indentation of the powder particles can be dramatically
reduced by changing the HIPping schedule, but in ad-
dition to this there are changes in the near-surface mi-
crostructure, which are far more subtle and have a sig-
nificant positive effect on fatigue properties. It has been
found that there is a small but significant increase in the
fraction of alpha in the near-surface region, the depth
of which is compatible with the distance that carbon
(a strong alpha stabilizer) would diffuse during HIPping.
This is the only obvious change in microstructure ob-
served in Ti6Al4V, which appears to be associated with
interaction with the can material.

The properties of samples that contain the as-HIPped
surface have been assessed. It has been found that the
tensile strength of bulk samples (which are machined
so that the HIPped surface is removed) is very similar
to that of samples, which contain the as-HIPped surface.

Table 1. Examples of mechanical properties of HIPped and forged
Ti6Al4V.

0.2% Ultimate tensile
Proof strength Fracture
stress (UTS) % toughness

Process route (MPa) (MPa) Elongation (MPa m1/2)

HIPped at
930 ◦C per
100 MPa per
4 h

900 970 20 75

Forged at
920–940 ◦C
and heat
treated

875 965 15 60
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Figure 10. Fatigue properties of HIPped TI6Al4V with/without the as-HIPped surface present. The improvement in the fatigue properties
has been linked to the presence of the increase in the amount of alpha present in the near-surface region.

The fatigue properties of samples manufactured using the
improved HIP procedure, which contain the as-HIPped
surface, are however very significantly better (Zhang
et al., 2009) than those where this surface has been
machined off as shown in Figure 10.

2.2.3 NSHIPping of Ni powders

There has been more work published on Ni-based alloys’ re-
sponse to NSHIPping (e.g., Katorgin et al., 2003; Vlasova,
Vaulin and Grits, 2008) than on Ti6Al4V, and there is increas-
ing effort in this direction because of the potential advantages
of NSHIPping in Ni alloys due to the higher cost associated
with machining of Ni alloys.

The problems that have been met with Ni alloys are simi-
lar to those for Ti6Al4V, but the microstructural details are of
course very different. The Ni superalloys contain carbides and
other precipitates and also precipitate �′ formed either during
or after HIPping, depending upon the HIPping and post-HIP
heat treatment conditions selected. One of the main difficul-
ties that has been encountered, when HIPping these alloys
to net shape, is the fact that the carbides are found on prior
particle boundaries so that the bonding is weakened. This
tendency to form these precipitates on prior particle bound-
aries appears to be influenced by alloy composition (Larson,
1976; Williams, 1977). A significant amount of work has
been focussed upon finding HIPping conditions, which gen-
erate microstructures that respond to subsequent heat treat-
ments and generate properties comparable with those found
in thermomechanically processed material. The data obtained
at this stage are very encouraging and suggest, exactly as with
Ti6Al4V, that the properties of HIPped samples are compa-

rable with those of thermomechanically processed samples.
Because of the complex precipitation processes that can oc-
cur during HIPping and during cooling in the HIP, a signif-
icant amount of work is required to optimize post-HIP heat
treatments and this is currently underway.

2.2.4 General considerations for net shape
HIPping

In addition to the general considerations discussed in Section
2.1, there are several other aspects to consider when assessing
the pros and cons of producing components for aerospace
by NSHIPping. Firstly and most obviously is the cost. As
noted earlier, the fact that powder is more expensive than
ingot is largely mitigated by the superior fly-to-buy ratio for
powder. In fact, at the current stage of development, one of
the major costs associated with the production of net shape
components by HIPping is the cost of tooling and the fact
that typically two iterations are required in order to meet the
dimensional accuracy. If process modeling can be improved
to predict more accurately the design of the tooling so that
there is no need for a second iteration, the tooling costs can
be halved. Although there are significant efforts being made
worldwide to improve the modeling, the short term approach
is to develop low-cost and/or re-useable tooling.

Conventionally tooling is made from mild steel that has
to be machined to an accuracy that will, after allowing for
dimensional changes occurring during HIPping, result in a
component within specification. Thus, there is a large amount
of high accuracy machining required, and yet the tooling is
ultimately machined and/or etched away. Consequently, tool-
ing costs make up typically at least 50% of the cost of the
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final component. An alternative approach is to use low-cost
tooling, where the component produced is very close to net
shape, but a small amount of post-HIP machining is required.
As with all manufacturing, the aim is to minimize costs and
to minimize waste of expensive materials, and it is neces-
sary to carry out a critical assessment of the costs for the
various options available when producing components to net
shape or to near net shape. As was pointed out earlier, the
engine casing shown in Figure 7 was produced so that some
final machining and hole drilling were required, and this was
shown to be the most cost-effective process route for this
component.

The key issues that were discussed for DLDed compo-
nents are also important for NSHIPping-manufactured com-
ponents, and these will be briefly discussed below.

1. Mechanical properties. As noted for both Ti6Al4V and
Ni-base superalloys currently under investigation, the
mechanical properties of as-HIPped or of HIPped plus
heat treatment are comparable with those in thermome-
chanically processed material. In both cases, it is neces-
sary to define optimum HIPping conditions and in the
case of Ni alloys the post-HIP heat treatment.

2. Surface finish. The indentations caused by the Ti6Al4V
powders have been eliminated by changing the HIP cycle,
and this leads to significantly improved fatigue properties
because of the diffusion of carbon during HIPping as
noted above. If the diffusion of C were to lead to problems
then very low C steel or stainless steel can be used as a
tooling material, but, at present, there is no requirement
for such a change – which would put costs up and in the
case of stainless steel make removal of the tooling much
more difficult.

3. Reproducibility. The dimensional control and the prop-
erties resulting from HIPping powder are as expected re-
producible so that once the correct conditions have been
identified, the evidence is that successive components
will have very similar dimensions and very similar prop-
erties – much more so than is the case for forged compo-
nents where segregation occurring during solidification
is never eliminated in large components. This is clearly
one of the areas where HIPping of powder has a signifi-
cant advantage over any other technique.

4. Efficiency/cost. The efficiency and cost of NSHIPping
products are defined more or less completely by the costs
of the tooling, whether or not two iterations are required
and by the cost of the powder. It is not a process that will
be used for mass production but is suitable for products
where the supply of 1000 or so components annually is
required.

3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Net shape manufacture and, perhaps more accurately, near
net shape manufacture using DLD or HIPping are clearly two
very different manufacturing processes that are of growing
importance in many areas, but particularly so in aerospace
where material costs are high. The developments required in
DLD are in process control, and equipment is now available
where it will be possible to use feedback control of many of
the variables, which should allow control of microstructure,
surface finish, and of the level of internal stress developed
during DLD. The developments required in net shape HIP-
ping are in the long term an improved model to allow better
prediction of shapes using a 3D model so that two iterations
will not be required. In the short term, developments are re-
quired in low-cost tooling in conjunction with analysis of the
cost-effectiveness of deliberately not achieving net shape and
ensuring that final machining is simple and not too costly.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The enhancement of jet engine performance has been paced
by the development of new and improved materials and
advanced processing technologies for turbines. An increase in
the turbine entry temperature results in a beneficial effect on
the engine performance, both in terms of increased efficiency
and an enhanced power output. In addition to improvements
in alloys for structural components, attention has become
focussed on the development of a viable coating technology
to deposit a conformal, thermally insulating layer on turbine

components used for aircraft propulsion, power generation,
and marine propulsion. Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) for
enhanced engine performance have been used since 1960s,
and commercial usage started in the early 1980s in the low-
risk regions of gas turbine engines (Miller, 1987). Attention
is now being paid to the components exposed to the high-
est temperatures and stresses. A successful thermal barrier
coating could generate an improvement in engine efficiency
equivalent to that provided by two to three generations of
superalloy development (Figure 1).

The primary function of a TBC is to provide thermal
protection of the underlying superalloy components; be it
the nozzle guide vanes, combustors, or the turbine blades.
The use of 100–500 �m thick TBCs in conjunction with
internal cooling provides 100–300 ◦C reduction in the sur-
face temperature of the underlying superalloy component.
This temperature drop reduces the oxidation rate and creep
of the underlying metallic component, enabling modern

Figure 1. Increase in operational temperature of turbine component
over the years through technological developments.
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gas turbine engines to operate more efficiently at gas tem-
peratures well above the softening point of the metallic
components.

Typical TBCs consist of a ceramic top coat ∼100–500 �m
in thickness, deposited either by air plasma spray (APS) or
electron beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD), over an
oxidation-resistant bond coat alloy (traditionally MCrAlY,
where M = Ni, Co, or both), which has been previously de-
posited onto a superalloy component. The complexity of such
a multicomponent structure is evident due to the difference in
the physical, thermal, and mechanical properties of individ-
ual layers. These differences would seem to preclude their
use in conditions involving extreme temperatures, thermal
cycling, and high thermo-mechanical loading. In spite of the
challenges faced by the TBCs, they remain to be used in mod-
ern gas turbine engines due to a combination of materials and
engineering design.

Since industrial gas turbines (IGTs) for power generation
and aircraft engines operate under different conditions, the
TBC requirements are also different. Typical turbine inlet
temperatures (TET) exceed 1300 and 1500 ◦C, with peak sur-
face temperatures reaching above 1000 and 1250 ◦C for IGT
and aircraft engines, respectively. The IGT is expected to op-
erate for ∼30 000 h, while aircraft engines are meant to last
thousands of cycles, which correspond to similar number of
takeoffs and landings often in erosive environments (Padture,
Gell and Jordan, 2002).

The demanding operating conditions of gas turbine en-
gines induce microstructural changes in the layers comprising
a TBC. These service-induced microstructural changes along
with severe thermo-mechanical stress conditions may lead to
premature failure of TBCs. Although numerous factors are
responsible for the varied failure modes often encountered
in TBCs, some of the important ones are (i) stresses gen-
erated due to thermal expansion mismatch; (ii) oxidation of
the bond coat to form an oxide (called the thermally grown
oxide or the TGO), followed by its growth and embrittle-
ment; (iii) foreign object damage (FOD); and (iv) the contin-
uously changing microstructures, interfacial morphologies,
compositions, and properties of the components compris-
ing a TBC. This complexity makes life prediction of TBCs
extremely difficult. Due to lack of reliable life prediction
models, TBCs are not considered ’prime reliant’ to an ex-
tent that they can be used without any concern (Gleeson,
2006).

It is recognized that fundamental understanding of TBC
materials and their failure mechanisms must be gained
to fully exploit the significant performance improvements
they can offer. A review is thus presented of relevant lit-
erature in the field of TBC with a brief description of
their anatomy, failure mechanisms, and possible future
developments.

2 THERMAL BARRIER COATING
SYSTEM

2.1 Introduction

Although a large number of ceramic and metallic materials
have been studied, no single material seems to satisfy the
multifunctional requirements of a TBC. As a result, various
“coating systems” have evolved. Most commonly used TBC
systems consist of duplex coatings comprising a 100–500 �m
thick yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) top coat deposited ei-
ther by APS or EB-PVD onto a metallic oxidation-resistant
bond coat, which has been previously deposited on a super-
alloy substrate (Figure 2).

In the following sections, the aspects of the bond coat and
top coat will be discussed in more detail. Detailed discus-
sion on processing, microstructure, and properties of super-
alloys can be found elsewhere (see Polycrystalline Nickel-
Based Superalloys: Processing, Performance, and Applica-
tion, Nickel-Based Superalloys for Blade Application: Pro-
duction, Performance and Application and Beyond Nickel-
Based Superalloys).

2.2 Bond coat

The metallic bond coat in a TBC system performs many dis-
parate functions. Two of them are (i) protection of the com-
ponent from oxidation and hot corrosion and (ii) improved
adhesion between the top coat and the underlying metallic
component.

The bond coat is typically a thermally sprayed or vapor-
deposited layer of MCrAlY (M = Ni, Co, or both) or Pt-
modified aluminide (PtNiAl). The necessity to use a bond
coat arises primarily due to the high oxide–ion conductivity
of the zirconia-based top coat at elevated temperatures. The
additional benefit of having an intermediate layer providing
bonding to the top coat along with minimizing the thermal
stresses generated due to bonding of dissimilar materials (i.e.,
a ceramic top coat and a metallic substrate) is also invaluable.
Bond-coat compositions like NiCrAlY were historically de-
veloped and used as an oxidation and corrosion barrier prior
to the development of TBC technology.

MCrAlY bond coats usually consist of a mixture of two
phases (β-NiAl and either γ-Ni solid solution or γ ′-Ni3Al).
A small amount of yttrium is also added to improve TGO ad-
herence. It is believed that addition of elements like yttrium
or ytterbium affects the alumina growth mechanism, reduc-
ing the residual stresses in the TGO, thereby improving its
adhesion and ultimately TBC life (Jones, 1996).

Pt-modified aluminide coatings (e.g., PtNiAl), on the
other hand, are usually formed by first electrodepositing Pt
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a TBC system in a thermal gradient showing (a) changes during service; top coat microstructures
deposited by (b) EB-PVD; and (c) APS.

onto the superalloy component and then annealing it in an
Al-rich atmosphere. In the later step, aluminum diffuses into
the surface of the alloy while nickel diffuses out where it re-
acts with the aluminum and platinum to form PtNiAl coating.

When exposed to a high-temperature oxidizing environ-
ment (as in the service life of an aeroengine), bond coats
usually form α-Al2O3. This thermally grown oxide1 has low
oxygen diffusivity, thereby slowing down further oxidation
of the underlying material. Formation and growth of TGO
is often associated with the failure of a TBC system. Fail-
ure criteria involving a combination of time and temperature
leading to a critical TGO thickness are also quoted.

2.3 Top coat

2.3.1 General remarks

The primary function of the top coat is to provide thermal
protection of the underlying component. This translates

to low thermal conductivity material in turbine designers’
language. In addition, an ideal top-coat material should have
a combination of other attributes that include high resistance
to thermal degradation (stability in combustion gas environ-
ment), thermodynamic compatibility with the TGO, and a
thermal expansion coefficient matching that of the substrate
to minimize mismatch strains (Schulz et al., 2003). In the
absence of a ceramic material matching the thermal expan-
sion coefficient of the substrate, the top coat is engineered to
have high strain tolerance to minimize stresses generated due
to mismatch strains. The importance of strain compliance is
shown in Figure 3, where the thermal expansion coefficients
of some of the important TBC materials are cross plotted
against thermal conductivity.

2.3.2 Historical developments

The earliest ceramic coatings for aerospace applications
included frit enamels and alumina. These materials did not
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Figure 3. The thermal expansion coefficients and conductivities of
the major material constituents in the TBC system. The same for a
few other engineering materials are also shown.

prove to be viable options for advanced TBCs due to many
reasons. These include low melting point and strain tolerance
in case of frit enamels and phase transformation (and asso-
ciated cracking) in case of alumina. Zirconia, which has a
very low thermal conductivity and high thermal expansion
coefficient (and thus a candidate for TBC application), also
undergoes phase transformations. The cubic fluorite phase
(c-ZrO2) is stable at high temperature but, on cooling, forms
a tetragonal phase at∼2370 ◦C. The tetragonal phase (t-ZrO2)
remains stable until ∼1100 ◦C, when (cooled) it undergoes
a diffusionless martensitic transformation to the monoclinic
phase (m-ZrO2), accompanied by ∼4% volume change. This
can be disastrous for the stability of the coating, since the
stresses generated as a result of the volume change might
cause the coating to crack. To avoid such catastrophic phase
transformations, the cubic phase has been historically stabi-
lized by the addition of aliovalent oxides2 like CaO, MgO,
and Y2O3. Plasma-sprayed ZrO2 stabilized with 12–20 wt%
Y2O3, used in the initials trials, were later replaced by
6–8 wt% Y2O3 addition due to their unparallel thermal cy-
cling life (Miller, 1987). Zirconia stabilized in the above
way with Y2O3 is also called yttria-stabilized zirconia or in
short YSZ. The reasons for exceptional thermal cycling life
of this composition remain to be resolved. The metastable
tetragonal-prime phase (as it is now known), which is also
referred to as a non-transformable tetragonal phase, has been
found to be fairly stable for prolonged periods even at 1400 ◦C
(Clarke and Levi, 2003). In addition to giving rise to a
metastable phase, the plasma-sprayed and later EB-PVD top
coat, consisting of porosity, further enhanced its suitability by

making it highly compliant, thereby alleviating the stresses
that could arise during thermal cycling. In addition to strain
tolerance, porosity also reduces the effective thermal conduc-
tivity and the mass of the top coat, thereby reducing parasitic
weight.

2.3.3 Mechanism of thermal conduction

One of the key factors for efficient design of future engines
is reduced thermal transport across the ceramic top coat. As
electrical insulators like zirconia only allow heat transfer via
phonons and photons (relevant at high temperature), their
scattering can effectively reduce thermal transport. Thermal
transport mechanisms in a ceramic TBC are summarized in
Figure 4.

The contribution to thermal conductivity from phonons or
lattice waves (κph), as derived by Debye, can be expressed as

κph = 1

3
cVλph (1)

where c is the specific heat per unit volume, V the mean
phonon velocity, and λph the phonon mean free path.

Thus, one may infer from equation (1) that a reduction
in thermal conduction can be achieved by reducing the mean
free path for scattering of phonons. The unusually low and al-
most temperature-independent thermal conductivity of YSZ
is generally attributed to the extremely short phonon mean
free path that approaches interatomic distances (Clarke and

Figure 4. Mechanisms of heat transfer in a zirconia top coat
(Golosnoy, Cipitria and Clyne, 2009).
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Levi, 2003). As future engine design calls for higher turbine
inlet temperatures, it becomes important to understand the
factors controlling the radiative component. Despite the fact
that YSZ is significantly transparent to thermal radiation be-
tween 0.5 and 5 �m, radiative heat transfer through the coat-
ing is typically about 10% of the total heat flux at 1250 ◦C
(Nicholls et al., 2002). This contribution due to radiation is
shown in equation (2):

κrad = 16

3
σn2T 3λrad (2)

where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, n the refractive
index, T the absolute temperature, and λrad the photon mean
free path.

The mean free path for photons decreases as scattering
(from microstructural features) increases. If the radiation pen-
etration depth is much greater than the scale of the microstruc-
tural features (such as grains or pores), grain boundaries and
pores become active scattering centers. A fine-scale structure
thus tends to give increased scattering and reduced trans-
mission. Another effective means of reducing radiative heat
transfer would be to introduce a reflective surface layer.

2.3.4 Different top-coat compositions

To lower the intrinsic thermal conductivity of a TBC material,
the options are to decrease the mean free path of phonons,
reduce the phonon velocity, or to lower the density of the
material. It is difficult to change the phonon velocity of the
material (as it depends on lattice stiffness). Thus, reduction
in mean free path of phonons by increasing the number of
scattering centers in the material seems a more viable op-
tion. Such scattering centers include vacancies, dislocations,
grain boundaries, and other phonons. Ions and atoms of differ-
ing radii (i.e., binary and ternary additions) may also scatter
phonons by adding complexity in the structure and locally
distorting the lattice (Winter and Clarke, 2007).

Since grain boundary scattering is an extrinsic mecha-
nism limiting thermal conductivity, many researchers have
advocated the use of materials with nano-sized grains to de-
crease thermal conductivity. However, there is experimental
evidence that the thermal conductivity is unaffected by grain
size even down to ∼70 nm due to high concentration of point
defects (Clarke and Levi, 2003). This suggests that the sig-
nificance of grain boundary scattering depends on how many
other scattering centers are present. Further, any advantage
of TBCs with an initial grain size of a few nanometers would
be lost due to possible grain growth under service conditions
(Paul et al., 2007).

The presence of a high concentration of point defects can
lead to temperature-independent thermal conductivity. It has

Figure 5. Thermal conductivity of a number of oxide ceramics
along with materials used as TBC top coats (Clarke and Levi, 2003;
Evans et al., 2001; Raghavan et al., 1998; Vassen et al., 2000).

been found that the characteristic inverse temperature (1/T)
dependence is absent in materials with high concentration
of defects such as YSZ, as shown in Figure 5. However, the
decrease in thermal conductivity due to increasing defect con-
centration is not monotonic, since at sufficiently high concen-
trations, local ordering of point defects sets in. Interestingly,
m-ZrO2, which does not contain any stabilizers and hence no
associated structural point defects, shows the classical 1/T
dependence. It is worth noting that the thermal conductivity
of m-ZrO2 is reported to be higher than that of both t-ZrO2

(∼2.8 W m−1 K−1) and c-ZrO2 (∼2.2 W m−1 K−1).
Recently, researchers (Vassen et al., 2000; Winter and

Clarke, 2007) have explored zirconates as potential TBC
candidates. They reported the thermal conductivities of
dense rare earth zirconates of Gd (κ ∼ 1.6 W m−1 K−1),
La (κ ∼ 1.6 W m−1 k−1), and Sm (κ ∼ 1.5 W m−1 K−1) to be
lower than that of 8YSZ at 700 ◦C. None of these pyrochlore
zirconates have structural vacancies, so there remains some
uncertainty as to the reason for the observed low thermal
conductivity of these materials. Similar reductions in thermal
conductivities were also observed by Nicholls et al. (2002) in
ZrO2 doped with 4 mol% X2O3 (where X = Gd, Nd, or Yb).

Since most thermal conductivity measurements have been
made on coatings with varying composition and microstruc-
ture, it is difficult to distinguish between the effects of stabiliz-
ing dopants and changes in density produced by different sta-
bilizers. No systematic work seems to have been reported on
the effect of impurities on the thermal conductivity of TBCs.
In the absence of a widely accepted rationale, researchers
have attempted to reduce the thermal conductivity of zirco-
nia by using different stabilizers or by mixing more than one
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stabilizer. Recently, efforts have been made by Clarke and
coworkers (Clarke and Levi, 2003; Winter and Clarke, 2007)
to provide a rationale for selecting materials of low thermal
conductivity as TBC candidates. They suggested that a poten-
tial TBC material should have large volumes per atom and low
specific elastic modulus. Although some studies suggest that
reductions in thermal conduction can be achieved by control-
ling the composition of the coating (Winter and Clarke, 2007),
concerns still remain as to whether such compositions would
show thermodynamic stability with TGO and exhibit thermal
cycling life as that of ZrO2 doped with 6–8 wt% Y2O3 com-
positions. In future, some compositions might show poten-
tial as a TBC material, but all such compositions would have
an amorphous limit (which means that the lattice conductiv-
ity cannot be lower than that of a corresponding amorphous
structure). This implies that further reduction in thermal con-
ductivities can only be obtained by introducing features, such
as porosity, into the material.

3 PORE ARCHITECTURE IN TBCs

3.1 Introduction

All conventional TBCs, be it APS or EB-PVD, contain poros-
ity by design. The porosity decreases thermal transport by
effectively decreasing the highly conductive pathways in the
solid and increases strain tolerance by making the top coat
more compliant. The TBC properties are not only dependent
on the total porosity but also on the orientation of pores and its
distribution (Schlichting, Padture and Klemens, 2001). This
is shown in case of thermal conductivity in Figure 6.

3.2 Plasma-sprayed (PS) TBCs

Plasma-sprayed ceramics are composed of pancake-shaped
splats (the diameter and thickness of which depends on the
powder characteristics and spray parameters) formed by the
rapid solidification of molten or semi-molten feedstock par-
ticles, either on the substrate or on a layer of previously de-
posited particles. The rapid cooling of particles results in the
formation of metastable phases and complex microstructure
consisting of splats, separated by interlamellar pores, voids
around unmelted particles, and cracks. Two distinct systems
of voids are observed in plasma-sprayed ceramics (Figure 2c).
These are (i) inter-splat voids, with the pores mostly paral-
lel to the substrate surface, and (ii) intra-splat microcracks,
where the crack-like pores are mostly perpendicular to the
substrate surface. There are also globular voids, which do
not fall into either of the above categories. The overall poros-

Figure 6. Thermal conductivity of a number of zirconia-based coat-
ings prepared by different techniques, showing the effect of poros-
ity and pore architecture. Pore geometry and porosity are shown in
brackets. (Clarke and Levi, 2003; Raghavan et al., 1998; Schlichting
et al., 2001). Correction made to figure [27/7/11].

ity level of plasma-sprayed zirconia varies, depending on the
spraying conditions, but is typically between 10 and 20%
(Kulkarni et al., 2003).

The inter-splat voids oriented normal to the heat flow di-
rection reduce the thermal conductivity of the PS top coat to
<50% of fully dense YSZ. The presence of intra-splat micro-
cracks, pores, and weak inter-splat bonding also results in low
macroscopic Young’s modulus (7–35 GPa), which translates
to high strain tolerance. These features, responsible for low
Young’s modulus and thermal conductivity, get sharply re-
duced (by sintering) even by relatively short heat treatments,
as shown in Figure 7a.

3.3 Electron-beam physical-vapor-deposited
TBCs

EB-PVD TBC microstructure primarily consists of columnar
grains (2–10 �m in diameter) separated by gaps, normal to
the substrate surface (Figure 2b). These columnar grains grow
out of the equiaxed-grain region that normally resides close
to the interface. Due to the difference in the morphology of
the grains, there exists variation in density in these coatings.
The EB-PVD process leads to both inter- and intra-columnar
porosity. The dominant form of porosity in these coatings
are the channels between the columns (i.e., intercolumnar
porosity). Within the columnar grains, sub-100 nm scale
porosity can be seen. The porosity levels, as in PS TBCs,
vary but are usually between 12 and 18%.
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Figure 7. Effect of isothermal heat treatment on (a) porosity; (b)
thermal and mechanical properties of a typical APS top coat.

The columnar microstructure, although gives rise to
in-plane compliance, is less effective at reducing thermal
conductivity. The in-plane compliance is likely to vary with
density and reaches highest values at the top-coat/bond-coat
interface. This variation is possibly the cause of difference in

Table 1. General properties of YSZ TBCs and their applications in
aircraft engines.

Characteristics/room EB-PVD APS
temperature properties coatings coatings

Global in-plane Young’s
modulus (GPa)

30–90 7–35

Relative erosion rate 1 6–8
Through-thickness

thermal conductivity
(W m−1 K−1)

1.5–1.9 0.8–1.2

Typical coating thickness
(�m)

100–200 200–500

Typical surface roughness
(Ra in �m)

<1 >8

Production cost High Low
Applications in aircraft Turbine Combustors, fuel

engines blades, vaporizers, stator
vanes, etc. vanes, etc.

Young’s modulus reported by different researchers. The pres-
ence of porosity reduces the thermal conductivity to some
extent but not as effectively as APS coatings. EB-PVD coat-
ings have smoother surface and generally have longer thermal
cycling lives than APS TBCs. Hence, EB-PVD coatings are
considered more durable, but they are expensive relative to
APS TBCs and are used primarily in applications where APS
coatings cannot be used. The differences in the properties of
the top coats deposited by the two techniques are elucidated
in Table 1.

4 FAILURE MECHANISMS

4.1 Introduction

TBCs exhibit multiple failure mechanisms due to complex
interrelated time and temperature-dependent phenomenon
taking place within the TBC system. Failure mostly occurs
through a sequence of crack nucleation, propagation, and
coalescence events (Evans et al., 2001). Some of the most
prevalent mechanisms leading to possible failure of TBCs are
summarized in Figure 8. In addition to diffusion-controlled
depletion mechanisms and foreign object impact damage,
two other phenomena, that is, growth of TGO and in-service
degradation of the top coat, are considered important in TBC
failure. These mechanisms are discussed below.

4.2 Oxidation of the bond coat

The engineered porosity in zirconia-based top coats and their
good oxide–ion conductivity at elevated temperatures are
responsible for the oxidation of bond coats in service. De-
pending on various factors like the bond-coat composition,
temperature, oxygen partial pressure, and so on, the oxide
scale formed can consist of α -Al2O3, Cr2O3, or spinel phases
(Jones, 1996). Bond coat, depleted of Al (due to its diffusion),
will preferentially form brittle, less-stable spinels. The for-
mation of spinels compromises the adherence of oxide and
accelerates localized oxidation, which has sometimes been
linked to failure (Figure 8a and c). In general, during oxide-
scale growth, compressive stresses develop in them due to
the constraint imposed by the underlying bond coat (Busso
et al., 2007). The direction of the stress changes during cool-
ing causing small cracks and delaminations to nucleate at or
near the TGO. Once nucleated, the small cracks extend and
coalesce. Failure occurs when the ligaments are detached over
a sufficient area that a delamination eventually spalls from the
substrate (Evans et al., 2001). In an attempt to rationalize the
failure of the TBC due to oxidation, critical thickness of TGO
(4–10 �m) is often cited. This, however, has no bearing on the
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Figure 8. Schematic showing some of the major failure categories
documented for TBC systems. (a) Al depletion of bond coat; (b)
interface with defects; (c) Ni diffusion through TGO; (d) bond
coat rumpling; (e) CMAS infiltration; (f) Sintering of top coat; (g)
foreign object damage (FOD). Reprinted from Evans et al. (2001)
c© Elsevier.

coatings in service as it seems to have originated from coat-
ings tested under isothermal conditions. During cyclic oxida-
tion, bond coats often show surface roughening, sometimes
termed ’rumpling’ or ’scalloping (Figure 8d), as the deforma-
tion of the coating permits the compressively stressed TGO to
relax its strain energy (Tolpygo and Clarke, 2000). This insta-
bility would develop significant out-of-plane stresses in the
vicinity of the TGO with associated crack initiation (Evans
et al., 2001). The growth of the crack along with the sequence
of events described earlier has been implicated in failure of
the TBC system.

Although related to the oxidation behavior of the bond
coat, neither the concept of a critical thickness nor aluminum
depletion alone accounts for the vast scatter (sometimes an
order of magnitude) in failure lives of TBCs, especially under
thermal cycling conditions.

4.3 Degradation of the top coat

The main driving force for the spallation of the top coat is the
release of the stored strain energy in the layers comprising the
TBC system. The stored energy within the top coat depends
linearly on the in-plane Young’s modulus, but this parame-
ter is often difficult to define, particularly for EB-PVD top
coats due to reasons described earlier. For APS top coats, a
sintering-induced two-fold increase in Young’s modulus in
service (Figure 7b) would result in a similar-fold increase in
the stored energy within the top coat whose release would
result in crack development at or near the top-coat/TGO in-
terface or perpendicular to it (Figure 8f). In addition, accu-
mulation, melting, and penetration of species like vanadates
and sulfates of sodium (from fuel) and calcium–magnesium–
aluminum–silicates (CMAS from atmospheric particles) into
the porous top coat at operating temperatures result in corro-
sive damage. The vanadates and sulphates are often associ-
ated with hot corrosion while the CMAS makes the coating
rigid which increases its tendency to spall during engine shut-
down. This phenomenon is also termed ’cold shock delam-
ination’, as illustrated in Figure 8e. To date, hot corrosion
has received limited attention in TBC development partly
because of the use of clean fuels in aerospace industry.

4.4 Other factors governing failure

Particle erosion and FOD3 are failure mechanisms associated
with engine operation. In general, both result in material re-
moval induced by particle ingestion into the engine during
flight. Small particles cause erosion and loss of the top coat,
while large particles on impact can induce deformation, com-
paction as well as cracking of the top coat (Gleeson, 2006).
The localized thinning of the top coat, caused by the above
mechanisms, results in accelerated oxidation of the bond coat,
which can contribute to failure (Figure 8g).

Another factor that has received attention recently is the
bond-coat roughness. Stress distribution in the TBC system
during thermal cycling is influenced by bond-coat roughness.
Volume increase associated with the conversion of the bond-
coat asperities into breakaway oxide results in the build-up of
out-of-plane tensile stresses. These stresses are anticipated to
be at a maximum between the oxide asperities and are thought
to nucleate small, sub-critical cracks at these locations at tem-
perature. Further delamination will occur during cooling both
by the extension of these cracks and by the growth of crack-
like defects within the porous breakaway oxides. Often nu-
cleation and propagation of cracks are aided by bond-coat
roughness (Taylor, Pragnell and Evans, 2008). Reducing the
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surface roughness can increase the lifetime of a TBC system
by an order of magnitude.

4.5 Life prediction of TBCs

Due to high risks associated with failure of TBCs, there is
a general tendency towards life prediction. This can be ac-
complished by better interpretation of data and models that
incorporate information relating to microstructure and ser-
vice conditions. At present, such a comprehensive model is
not available due to lack of knowledge, in some cases, and
complexity of the change in physical, chemical, and mechan-
ical properties (and combination thereof) in service. In the
absence of such a model, oxidation-based models have been
identified as the main unifying mechanism. These models of-
ten rely on oxidation kinetics data obtained from isothermal
tests, which are then modified by empirical factors to predict
life that limits its reliability.

Fracture-mechanics-based models on the other hand pri-
marily consider the formation and growth of cracks due to
complex stress distribution in the vicinity of the TGO. Failure
is modeled to occur when this stress reaches a critical value.
The drawbacks of this oversimplified approach are its exclu-
sion of time- and temperature-dependent chemical and phys-
ical changes in the TBC system. A combinatorial modeling
approach is perhaps best suited to address the complex issues
related to TBC life (Busso et al., 2007; Evans et al., 2001;
Taylor, Pragnell and Evans, 2008). The ultimate goal of such
a model is to apply mechanism-based methods in engineering
practice. Meanwhile, improvements in understanding service
conditions and failure mechanisms allow useful insight of the
problems, which ultimately would lead to better-understood,
more reliable, and technically sound models (Padture, Gell
and Jordan, 2002).

5 FUTURE OUTLOOK

Improved materials and processes will continue to play a ma-
jor role in satisfying the search for the next-generation TBCs.
It is difficult to anticipate, which material, if any, will re-
place YSZ in future. However, progress has been made in the
last decade to find an alternative but not without difficulties.
Co-stabilized coatings often exhibit lower thermal cycling
life than YSZ, and most of the pyrochlore zirconates show
thermodynamic incompatibility with the TGO (Clarke and
Levi, 2003). Recently discovered materials like La2Mo2O9

and tungsten niobates have attracted much attention due to
their low thermal conductivity as shown in Figure 9. How-
ever, very little is known about their phase equilibria, thermal

Figure 9. Comparison of the thermal conductivity of a number of
nominally dense novel top-coat materials. The thermal conductivity
of dense 7YSZ is shown for comparison. Numbers in brackets de-
note porosity (Clarke and Levi, 2003; Raghavan et al., 1998; Vassen
et al., 2000; Winter and Clarke, 2007).

cycling life, thermo-mechanical stability, and thermody-
namic compatibility with TGO (Winter and Clarke, 2007).
These questions need to be answered prior to their applica-
tion as TBC.

The traditional method of reducing thermal transport is
to make composite structures by incorporating high volume
fraction of porosity. The sensitivity of thermal conductivity
to pore architecture has been exploited by several researchers
by modifying the vapor deposition process parameters. These
include altering the pressure and the distance from the source
during deposition, applying an intermittent plasma to produce
a modulation in density, also called layered TBC, and manip-
ulating the substrate to produce a zig-zag pattern wherein the
intercolumnar pores are oriented obliquely to effectively re-
duce heat transport across the coating. Reductions of the or-
der of 40% compared with conventional EB-PVD TBCs were
reported for layered structures by Nicholls et al. (2002). Sim-
ilar thermal conductivity values, approaching that of conven-
tional APS TBCs, were reported by Hass, Slifkia and Wadley
(2001) for vapor-deposited TBCs with zig-zag morphologies.
These might well be effective strategies for reducing the ther-
mal transport, but their in-service performance remains to be
explored.

Many concepts suggest the use of top coats with nano-
sized pores to increase scattering and reduce thermal trans-
port across it. This might be the case in the as-deposited state;
however, the problem with this extrinsic form of thermal
conductivity reduction is that during service, the fine-scale
porosity, responsible for low thermal conductivity and high
strain tolerance, tends to be sharply reduced due to sintering,
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Figure 10. Schematic illustration of a possible next-generation
TBC system.

as shown in Figure 7a (Paul et al., 2007). Thus, the use of
top coats with coarse, layered, or zig-zag pores might prove
to be beneficial. As the TBC system is expected to perform
several functions without failure, use of multilayer seems to
be an attractive option. Multilayer approaches to the top coat
may comprise discrete layers aimed at reducing the effect
of interactions with the environment or with other elements
of the system. Inter-diffusion between bond coat and super-
alloy, oxidation, hot corrosion, and CMAS penetration are
known to contribute to TBC failure, to name a few. In view
of the above, there is a clear need for incorporation of (i) a
diffusion barrier between bond coat and superalloy and
(ii) a de-wetting layer on the top-coat surface to enhance TBC
life. To reduce radiative heat transfer at turbine-operating
temperatures, a reflective layer on the outer surface or a mul-
tilayer with high reflectivity in the infrared could be used in
principle. Implementation of these ideas, as shown in Figure
10, will require significant improvements in understanding
and processing of materials, but fundamental obstacles are
not evident at this point (Levi, 2004).

It is evident that the development of TBCs for the next
generation of aeroengines will continue and can possibly be
accomplished by a combination of compositional, structural,
and processing modifications. While the search for a suit-
able replacement of YSZ continues, research must focus on
understanding the complex interplay between the process-
ing parameters, service conditions, and in-service properties
of TBCs. Finally, there will remain a strong need for con-
certed efforts involving relevant experts from industry and
academia to understand the mechanisms culminating in TBC
failure and develop techniques, in particular non-destructive

ones, to monitor its degradation and evaluate its remaining
life.
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NOTES

1. Often during deposition of the bond coat or subsequent de-
position of the top coat, a very thin layer (sometimes a few
hundred nanometers) of oxide is formed, this, however, is
not referred to as the TGO.

2. CeO2 (not an aliovalent oxide), also known to stabilize
the cubic zirconia phase if added in sufficient quantities,
admittedly does so by forming Ce2O3 (an aliovalent oxide)
in situ.

3. Use of foreign in FOD can be misleading, as often the
objects impacting the top coat in the turbine section are
part of the spalled TBC from the combustor section of the
engine.

LIST OF SYMBOLS/NOTATIONS

κph phonon contribution to thermal conductivity
κrad thermal conductivity contribution from radiation
c specific heat per unit volume
V mean phonon velocity
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant
n refractive index
T absolute temperature
λph phonon mean free path
λrad photon mean free path
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are a range of structural parts within a gas turbine
engine that could produce a hazard to the aircraft on which
they are fitted if they failed. They typically include rotating
components such as discs, spacers, hubs, and shafts of the
compressors and turbines. Occasionally, static parts, such
as combustor casings, may also need consideration. These
parts are given service life limits typically based on the
number of start–stop stress cycles that may be undertaken.
The situation is slightly different for military applications
where the usage tends to be more severe and varied and
so each sortie type is assumed to use a number of refer-
ence (equivalent start–stop) cycles. The exact methodologies
used by the various engine manufacturers have differences,
as do the different national regulations for military and
civil applications, but they all have a common objective

of meeting an acceptably high level of airworthiness and
safety.

There have been considerable efforts in about the last
decade to ensure as much commonality as possible between
the US civil regulations (Federal Aviation Administration,
2009) and the European civil regulations (European Aviation
Safety Agency, 2009), which have evolved from the vari-
ous member countries national regulators. This has led to the
regulations actually being less prescriptive since they now
allow the applicant to use different methodologies, providing
the certifying authority approves. Conversely, the regula-
tions now have a broader scope and typically require various
plans, such as engineering, manufacturing, and service to be
produced. There are also moves, primarily within Europe,
to bring the military regulations in line with the civil ones
wherever possible, with additional rules where necessary for
military applications, such as missile plume ingestion, for
instance. This is not difficult for transport aircraft and heli-
copters but becomes a challenge for fast jet and multinational
collaborative programmes.

While many of the regulations for gas turbines fitted to
fixed wing aircraft also apply to rotorcraft, the latter have
additional requirements associated with how the engines are
installed, operate and are controlled. The discussion about the
airworthiness requirements for unmanned air vehicle propul-
sion systems is ongoing since, although they do not have
a crew or passengers, when the engines are running on the
ground, there are often operating persons close by. The oper-
ation of unmanned air vehicles near or over populated areas
will also require appropriate safety standards for their propul-
sion systems to be implemented.
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2 COMPONENT CLASSIFICATION

There are many components within the gas turbine engine
that may cause its performance to degrade if they are no
longer fully functional, but will not directly endanger the air-
craft or its occupants. These components are often known
as “on-condition” parts and will be inspected and replaced
if necessary according to a maintenance schedule. As dis-
cussed above, parts that could endanger the aircraft and/or its
occupants should they fail are known as “critical” or “frac-
ture critical” parts, or in the US civil regulations as “engine
life-limited parts.” These critical parts are again sometimes
subdivided into the different categories of safety critical, mis-
sion critical, or durability critical. The various regulations
require the containment of individual blades that may be
released, but some blades may also have defined lives so
are sometimes classed as Group B parts and fracture criti-
cal parts as Group A parts. The exact names and definitions
vary between manufacturers and civil and military regula-
tions, but the intent is always similar, that is to ensure that the
risk of an engine failing disastrously is “extremely remote.”
Obviously, the loss of a functioning engine on an aircraft
with only one engine, for whatever reason, usually presents a
much higher hazard than on an aircraft with multiple engines
and so some hazards may be categorized differently depend-
ing on the application. While the safety analysis and failure
modes and effects analysis or their equivalents will consider
possible combinations of different events occurring, the reg-
ulations for the integrity and life of critical parts is focused
solely on minimizing the risk of those parts being the primary
source of the hazard.

3 LIFING APPROACHES

The mechanical integrity of rotating parts is established by
running a whole engine through a series of operating tests and
by overspeed testing of individual components in a spin rig.
The former is to check the engine under “normal” operating
conditions and the latter is to ensure that the rotors, etc., can
maintain their integrity should something untoward happen,
such as a shaft between the turbine and compressor failing.
Other components may also be spin tested to evaluate new
materials, production processes, and design features but often
the basic geometry is then optimized for the spin rig rather
than an engine.

Historically, the service lives of critical rotating compo-
nents, whose failure is principally driven by low-cycle fatigue
(LCF), have been based on deterministic methods applied to
representative test data. This test data is based on the LCF

lives of production component(s) that have been tested at
realistic stress levels and temperatures, usually in a spin rig,
and then factored to ensure that the required level of safety
is maintained.

Due to the length of time it can take to design, manufac-
ture, certify, and gain service experience for aero gas turbine
engines, the lifing methodologies used tend to be conservative
and change infrequently. There is also considerable expense
associated with implementing new materials and designs and
validating new methodologies.

As engines reduce weight and operate at higher temper-
atures to improve efficiency, factors other than LCF can
influence life, such as creep, thermal fatigue, fretting, etc.
However, the inclusion of these effects in most of the current
lifing methods can introduce unquantifiable uncertainties and
so new methods are being developed (see Section 3.7). The
use of new materials, processing methods, and design fea-
tures can also lead to the need for lifing methods that are more
advanced than those used previously. The following sections
describe the various lifing approaches used and outline the
techniques used and the assumptions made.

3.1 Safe life

The traditional safe-life (or life-to-first-crack) method is prin-
cipally applied to discs and is based on estimating the crack
initiation life, which is defined as the time taken for a semi-
circular crack with a surface length of 0.75 mm (0.030 in)
to develop (also called an engineering crack). The method is
based on spin testing representative parts close to service con-
ditions and assumes that all the components enter service free
from defects. It is also assumed that the distribution of fatigue
data is log-normal and that there is a factor of 6 between the
−3σ and +3σ points on the failure distribution (see Figure 1).
Appropriate factors, shown in Figure 2, are applied to test
data to ensure that at the predicted safe cyclic life not more
than 1 in 750 discs will have an engineering crack, to 95%
confidence. The life from the engineering crack to failure
(conventionally assumed to be about 50% of the initiation
life) also provides an additional (implicit) safety factor.

This approach has been in use for a number of decades
and has an exemplary safety record with relatively few tur-
bine disc failures in service and even fewer attributable to the
lifing method. However, it is based on a number of assump-
tions that limit its use primarily to conventional materials
processed using standard methods which are operated within
(or close to) previous experience. While this achieves the
desired level of safety, it does limit the potential for benefit-
ing from advances in materials, processing technology and
engine design. Over the decades, spin pit testing has become
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of “safe-life” process.

very expensive and time consuming, especially as the lives of
components have steadily increased. A corollary to achieving
a high level of safety is a high financial cost, especially when
about 50% of discs are withdrawn from service having used
less than half of their available “safe” life.

One of the drawbacks to this method, when using spin pit
test data, is that usually only one critical region or feature is
identified. However, there are likely to be a number of regions
in any component that could become the critical feature due
to, for instance, manufacturing or operational variation. It has
thus become more usual for a number of critical features to
be identified for each component and the life of each to be
tracked during service using some kind of usage or health

Figure 2. Effect of sample size on factors used to calculate “safe
life” from spin pit test results.

monitoring system. The component can then be withdrawn
from service as soon as any feature has reached its full life.

The traditional implementation of the safe-life procedure
involved releasing a proportion of the predicted life, typi-
cally 50%, and then testing the first component(s) to reach
this life to failure in a spin rig. A further spin test would also
be carried out on the first component(s) to reach 75% of the
predicted safe cyclic life. These tests are intended to validate
the predicted life, release the next increment of life for the
components, and check that nothing unforeseen was influenc-
ing the life, such as corrosion. The drawback was that unless
the accumulated service life history was fully known, it was
often difficult to combine the service life consumed with the
cycles accumulated in the spin rig. This spin-on testing has
been superseded by implementing service or life manage-
ment plans that regularly review all information pertinent to
the component and its approved life. To support these reviews
and the declared life, a number of components are inspected
at typically one-third, two-third, and full life. These inspec-
tions are primarily looking for unexpected occurrences, such
as corrosion and fretting, since the probability of cracking
is extremely remote. However, it is not unknown for cracks
to be found in fleet lead engines when inspections are being
carried out to support life extension plans.

This methodology has been shown to provide the desired
level of safety over a number of decades with the records
showing that disc failures only occur once every few mil-
lion flying hours and the trend is consistently improving.
However, as engines and their design have become more
advanced, a number of limitations have become apparent.
As more factors that can influence the life are considered,
more data is required and so the cost of certifying the compo-
nents increases. A technical limitation is that the relationship
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between crack initiation and propagation can be different for
newer, higher strength materials and also for some of the
newer surface treatments which induce surface residual com-
pressive stress fields. A number of alternative approaches are
described below but as yet none of them have achieved as
wide a range of applications and acceptance as the safe-life
method.

3.2 Two-thirds dysfunction

It was found that defining failure for use in the safe-life
method had a number of challenges and so it has been
replaced with the term dysfunction, which is defined as the
point at which a part contains a crack that has grown to
the critical crack size (and rapid and unstable crack growth
occurs). For conventional materials operating in traditional
circumstances, the life to an engineering crack is equivalent
to the life to two-third dysfunction life. It also has the advan-
tage of maintaining the margin between the declared life and
failure of 50%.

There may be situations where, for instance, a crack will
initiate at a feature but because it is growing into a decreasing
stress field, the crack growth rate will reduce or possibly even
stop. By using the two-third dysfunction criteria, it is possible
to increase the available life but great care is needed when
translating this into service usage since the consumption of
life (in reference cycles) per flying hour will be higher during
crack propagation than during crack initiation.

3.3 Fracture mechanics

While there is not a specific fracture mechanics lifing method-
ology, it is used to calculate crack growth rates in the
following four methods. It is also used in situations where
unexpected cracking has been found and an assessment of
the necessary actions is required. The basis for modern frac-
ture mechanics was first put forward during World War I by
a British aeronautical engineer, A. A. Griffith, as a way of
characterizing the failure of brittle materials (Griffith, 1921).
The basic equation proposed to describe the stress intensity
value (K) for an infinite plate of unit thickness that contains
a through thickness crack of length 2a is

K = σ
√

�a (1)

where σ is the uniform (remote) tensile stress. Since that time
his basic work has been extended to cover a wide variety
of materials and situations and has attracted a lot of study
and associated research. The principals of fracture mechanics

have been incorporated into finite element (FE) stress analysis
programs that allow the characterization of cracks in complex
geometries to be analyzed, for example, Pickard (1986).

Fracture mechanics has found wide applicability in many
industries, such as power generation and transport systems,
especially given the ever present drive to reduce weight and
cost and the impetus to improve safety by understanding the
processes that occur in ever more detail. While the full details
tend not to be included in design codes due to their complex-
ity, fracture mechanics is often used to validate the codes and
is often required as part of failure investigations.

While fatigue and crack growth have been known phe-
nomena for many years, probably the most commonly used
general crack growth law was described by (Paris, Gomez
and Anderson, 1961; Paris and Erdogan, 1963). The Paris
law describes the rate of crack growth (da/dN) in the middle
region shown in Figure 3 as

da

dN
= C(�K)m (2)

where C and m are material constants and �K is the stress
intensity range (i.e., Kmax − Kmin). The growth of short/small
cracks in region I of Figure 3 covers the initiation and initial
growth and is again a topic that has attracted considerable
investigation and debate, with many different theories about
what actually happens. The final fracture of the component is
shown in region III of Figure 3 but since this actually occurs
over a very few cycles, the growth is often unstable and the
failure mode usually changes to tensile overload rather than
fatigue, relatively little study of this region has occurred.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing different phases of typical
crack growth.
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Equation (2) forms the basis of linear elastic fracture mechan-
ics (LEFM) and further details can be found in Part IV of
Ewalds and Wanhill (1984), though there is an enormous
range of books and papers available on fracture mechanics.

There is a further factor, particularly for military appli-
cations, that must be considered. It is estimated that the
exchange rate (used to convert usage to reference cycles) dur-
ing crack propagation is a factor of 2 or 3 higher than during
crack initiation. While this is not a problem if the life is being
tracked in cycles, it does mean that the actual flying hours can
be reduced by up to a factor of 3 (Blüml and Broede, 1999).
Even so, the life extension can still be significant and show
a financial benefit. However, since most modern engines are
modular, the financial benefit can usually only be obtained if
the lives of all the parts in the module can be aligned since
the removal, overhaul, and replacement costs of modules, and
engines, can be significant.

3.4 Databank

One of the main disadvantages put forward for the safe-life
approach is that only test results for a particular component
are combined. This means that even data generated for a
different feature cannot be included, as well as different com-
ponents made from similar material or even specimen data.
The Databank (or Database) method uses LEFM to correlate
the behavior of cracks in specimens and components made
from similar material. An effective initial flaw size (EIFS) is
defined as the theoretical starter crack size that would need
to have been present to grow the crack to its size at fail-
ure/dysfunction assuming LEFM. Once the EIFS for each
available result has been calculated, the minimum size can
be calculated, assuming the necessary level of safety. This is
often achieved by a Weibull analysis and the calculated EIFS
value is then used as an input to the Fracture Mechanics life
prediction for the feature of interest of the actual component.

While this methodology has many technical and economic
advantages, it does still have a number of drawbacks. The
combination of creep and fatigue crack growth at elevated
temperatures is not yet fully characterized and so care must
be taken when predicting behavior where this may be occur-
ring. A further drawback is that the EIFS value calculated
is effectively stress dependent and so it is not fully indepen-
dent. It must also be borne in mind that the EIFS is not a real
physical property but is a pseudo size, although it can often
be close to a real material feature.

This methodology will not mean a complete end to the
need for component spin testing but it can greatly reduce the
number of tests needed and allow new designs to be eval-
uated before they are actually made. Where new materials,

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of damage tolerance lifing.

processing techniques or increased operating conditions are
planned, it is likely that the regulating authority will require
evidence to support the application.

3.5 Damage tolerance

This methodology is similar to the databank one described
in Section 3.4 but the EIFS is replaced with the size that will
be detected using nondestructive inspection (NDI) methods.
This obviously relies upon using an inspection technique that
is very reliable. The components are then inspected at half of
the calculated propagation life and returned to service if no
cracks are detected, as shown schematically in Figure 4.

The US Department of Defense Handbook on the Engine
Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP, 2004) contains useful
guidance on damage tolerance. Since it is for guidance only
and not to be cited as a requirement, it contains information on
past experiences and provides very useful information on the
comparison of requirements for engines in different appli-
cations such as fighters, bombers, transports, trainers, and
helicopters.

Many components lifed using the other methods described
herein are designed to be tolerant of damage, even though
they may not be actually lifed using a damage tolerance pro-
cedure. This is principally aimed at allowing for the handling
damage that may occur on component surfaces either dur-
ing manufacture, installation, or inspection that could lead to
premature failure.

3.6 Retirement for cause

This procedure is based on using fracture mechanics to cal-
culate a crack growth life and periodic NDI at set intervals for
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of “retirement for cause” lifing.

every critical part, usually discs, in service. The inspection
period is usually a half of the life predicted for a crack to grow
from the minimum size that should be detected by NDI to the
maximum “safe” size, which is determined on a case-by-case
basis. The process is shown schematically in Figure 5 and the
component is retired from service once a crack is detected.
An alternative to inspection, which has been used at least
once, is to remove the discs from service and test them in a
spin pit to a defined speed and those that survive cannot have
a crack greater than a certain size otherwise they would have
failed during the test. This is obviously not a quick or cheap
process but may be used when the alternatives are even more
onerous or expensive.

Given that most NDI techniques, especially when used for
subsurface cracks or flaws, are not 100% reliable at the rela-
tively small sizes required, the probability of detection must
be considered. When combined with the possible variations
in crack initiation and growth, a probabilistic retirement for
cause analysis methodology can be developed. Such prob-
abilistic methods are often evaluated using Monte Carlo
simulations, although the number of analyses required can
be quite high since the required failure probabilities are so
small.

3.7 New lifing correlation

This methodology has been proposed by Rolls-Royce plc
(Corran and Williams, 2007) as an improvement on the
Databank procedure. It takes advantage of the advances
in nonlinear FE stress analysis that have occurred and the
increased computing power that is now widely available. The
other principal difference from databank is that there are sep-
arate models for crack initiation and crack propagation that
actually allow a wide range of components to be assessed
using a common strategy. Its ability to accommodate creep

and creep–fatigue interaction, as well as accounting for spec-
imen and component test data, should enable more advanced
engine components operating under more extreme conditions
to be assessed more accurately. Although it should be able to
work with new materials, processing methods, and designs,
there may be a need to refine particular stages of the proce-
dure, but this should be achievable within the framework of
the current methodology.

The approach has been applied to multiaxial creep and
fatigue behavior and allows the incorporation of area/volume
effects through appropriate statistical techniques. This
method can then be used to combine specimen and compo-
nent test data from a wide range of test types. More complex
models can then be used to incorporate contact stressing for
optimizing disc–blade interaction and shaft splines (includ-
ing fretting). The approach can be applied to discs, blades,
and shafts and provides a framework to which additional
capabilities can be added as and when necessary.

3.8 Non-LCF methodologies

There are components within the gas turbine engine that are
not fracture critical and their primary failure mechanism is
not LCF but they still require lives to be declared, such as
blades and vanes. The three principal mechanisms that are
typically considered are creep, high cycle fatigue (HCF),
and thermomechanical fatigue (TMF). It is fairly straight-
forward to calculate the time it will take a uniform bar of
material to fail from creep at a certain stress and tempera-
ture combination given the appropriate materials data. This
becomes more complex when the load and temperatures are
varying with time and the component geometry promotes
load redistribution. It is also unlikely that materials data will
be available for all possible stress and temperature combi-
nations and that the analysis will need to be carried out
using nonlinear FE analysis. There are many competing creep
life prediction methodologies, from the widely used Larson–
Miller parameter (Larson and Miller, 1952) to the more recent
Theta projection (Evans and Wilshire, 1985). The latter has
been applied to single crystal turbine blades that exhibit
significant anisotropic nonlinear response. This anisotropic
response has been the subject of a number of academic
studies, to provide a better understanding of the relation-
ship between orientation and creep performance. These have
resulted in models of varying complexity that range from
slip system methods (Ward and Vermeulen, 2003) to fully
explicit microstructure-based approaches (MacLachlan and
Knowles, 2000). Although these models have been used to
demonstrate specific aspects of turbine blade performance,
none are in regular use for lifing purposes.
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While the effects of HCF are avoided at the design stage
by ensuring that adequate margins are achieved for individ-
ual components, it is only once engines accumulate flying
hours that unexpected aspects of HCF can sometimes become
apparent. This can range from something basic such as an
interaction between the engine and the air intake ducting
to the more obscure such as foreign object damage toward
the front of the engine changing the airflow pattern enough
to cause a resonant excitation in a downstream blade or
vane. Considerable effort, particularly by the US military,
has been aimed at reducing the potential impact of HCF
and ensuring that sufficient testing is carried out during the
development phase to cover a wide range of potential service
situations.

TMF, like FM, creep, and HCF, has received consider-
able attention from researchers not just for aero engines but
also for other safety critical applications that involve high
stresses and/or temperatures, such as the power generation
industries, especially nuclear. Again, TMF is avoided at the
design stage by working within known boundaries but as
the working environment is pushed ever further in search of
improved performance and/or efficiency, longer term effects
sometimes only appear during service. The effects of TMF
depend on whether the mechanical loads experienced are in-
phase or out-of-phase with the thermal cycling and in which
part of the cycle creep and/or plasticity occur. However, as
the cost of computing power decreases, the possibility of car-
rying out an FE analysis of a real component throughout its
whole life gets ever closer.

3.9 Future challenges

The main challenge will be for the engine manufacturers
and certification authorities to continue maintaining the high
level of airworthiness that has been achieved for the last few
decades while meeting the aircraft manufacturers and airline
operator’s requirements of minimizing cost for lower cost.
As engine components operating regimes are increased, it
is not unknown for new or previously insignificant effects
to become more critical and revisions become required to
both the design methods and lifing regulations. The following
areas potentially fall into this category (see Thermal Barrier
Coatings):

� New materials such as metal matrix composites, poly-
mer and ceramic composites, and titanium aluminide
systems (see Metal-based Composite Materials for High-
Temperature Application, Textile Composite Materials:
Polymer Matrix Composites, Textile Composite Materi-
als: Ceramic Matrix Composites and TiAl Intermetallics).

� New surface treatments such as deep cold rolling, laser
shock peening, and thermal barrier coatings (while the
latter can be considered as a new material, it can also
have an influence on the properties and behavior of the
substrate material) (see Thermal Barrier Coatings).

� New design features such as integrally bladed discs, dual
alloy/microstructure components, ever higher operating
temperatures, and increased maintenance intervals.

There are also a range of other factors that can influence
the safety/risk of failure of critical components that must be
considered:

� Usage monitoring – historically component usage was
monitored based on flying hours and cycle usage
calculated using fleet exchange rates. More recently,
most aircraft, particularly military ones, are fitted with
usage monitoring systems that track individual air-
craft/engines/components.

� High cycle fatigue, particularly in combination with for-
eign object damage, has become a big cost and safety issue
for more recent engine designs, for example, clapper-less
fan blades.

� Ever more stringent noise and emissions requirements
can lead to unanticipated changes in how the engines are
operated in service.

The technical challenges will be driven by the need to
operate components at ever increasing peak temperatures to
help improve efficiency while minimizing weight. This is
leading to fewer blades on fewer discs such that the work
per stage is increasing and so new designs, such as inte-
grally bladed discs, and new materials, such as ceramics and
composites, are being considered. However, such is the con-
servative nature of all parties involved that even a new variant
of a conventional material can take 10 years or longer to be
introduced into production engines. A more extreme exam-
ple is ceramic blades, which were first trialled back in the
1940s and although their potential use is getting a lot more
imminent as materials and processing and modeling methods
develop further, they are still not fitted to the main engines of
passenger carrying aircraft.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the past two decades, the multidisciplinary field
of active materials – which include electroactive ceramics,
shape memory alloys (SMAs), electroactive polymers, mag-
netostrictive materials, and electro- and magnetorheological
fluids – and structures has experienced rapid growth. The
integration of controllers and active materials as sensors and
actuators has progressed to such a point that numerous sys-
tems applications have been demonstrated. This overview
updates a previous summary from the authors (Sater et al.,
2000) and focuses on applications of active – or smart – mate-
rials, citing examples of realistic systems demonstrations.

The idea of synthesizing active materials and struc-
tures dates at least as far back as 1968 (Clauser, 1968),
although active materials were investigated as early as 1956
(Olsen, 1956) to address vibration suppression requirements
in optical systems. By 1975, Clauser had fully developed

the concept of engineered materials as dynamic systems
that could replace mechanical and electrical components
and respond to service conditions (Clauser, 1975). By the
1970s, research extended beyond Clauser’s concept of engi-
neered active materials as structure and actuator to include
utilization of active materials as parasitic actuation devices.
R. L. Forward, among the first researchers to investigate
the possibility of using piezoceramic devices as passive
dampers in mechanical systems, patented several innovative
concepts in the late 1970s. In 1983, Forward, Swigert and
Obal (1983) completed the first successful vibration control
demonstration using surface-mounted piezoceramic sensors
and actuators on a cavity resonator mirror. Many large efforts
into the early 1990s focused on vibration suppression appli-
cations in spacecraft for the Air Force and Strategic Defense
Initiative Organization.

In 1993, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) initiated a multiyear program to develop new,
affordable active materials and structures and to demonstrate
the performance gains achievable in system applications.
The original program focus was to use active materials to
achieve aerodynamic and hydrodynamic flow control and to
reduce noise and vibration in a variety of structural appli-
cations. To expand potential applications of the technology,
a portion of this effort was also directed toward improving
the authority of actuation materials and their use in actu-
ators. In a follow-on effort, the Compact Hybrid Actuator
Program, these active materials were combined with other
actuation techniques and appropriate power and control elec-
tronics to make unique devices for a variety of applications.
The US Army, specifically, the Army Research Office; the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); the
US Navy; and the US Air Force (USAF) supported smart
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structures efforts focused on vibration suppression, noise
reduction, antenna shape control, health monitoring, adap-
tive structures, control of precision structures, optimization
of lifting surfaces, modification of structural dynamics and
aeroelastics, and nonlinear control systems for a variety of
system applications. Some of these projects will be high-
lighted to illustrate potential applications of active materials
to aerospace.

2 SYSTEM BENEFITS

In what application areas might these “smart” or active mate-
rials and structures technologies provide system benefits?
The range of possibilities includes structural integrity/health
monitoring, vibration and noise suppression, shape change,
and multifunctional concepts for all types of aerospace
vehicles – aircraft, spacecraft, rotorcraft – as well as for
ground vehicles and manufacturing equipment. Structural
integrity/health monitoring will not be addressed further here
(see Structural Health Monitoring for Aerosopace Applica-
tions). Many aerospace system-level benefits are expected
from using these concepts, including (i) condition-based
maintenance; (ii) reduction in interior cabin/vehicle noise;
(iii) increased system/component structural life by reducing
structural and acoustic vibrations; (iv) improved precision
pointing or sensing capabilities; and (v) enhanced aircraft and
rotorcraft handling and performance by manipulating lift or
reducing drag.1

While many of the technologies described have not been
applied to production systems for a variety of reasons, some
have. The remainder of this overview presents applications
of active materials for aerospace vehicles and provides refer-
ences for more in-depth research into each application area.

2.1 Noise and vibration suppression

Vibration problems occur in all types of air and space
vehicles. Acoustic signature affects military operations by
increasing air vehicle detectability. High noise levels in
flyovers or when landing result in limited community accep-
tance. Vibrations affect passenger comfort, crew comfort, and
weapons accuracy, and they reduce the fatigue lives of most
structural and electronic components. System reliability is
reduced as a result, and maintenance activity increases. The
use of active materials and structures technology is expected
to stabilize dynamic instabilities, significantly alleviate vibra-
tions, and enhance fatigue life.

System demonstrations using active materials and struc-
tures technologies (e.g., Figure 1) have targeted specific
noise and vibration problems in air vehicles and spacecraft:
interior noise suppression, tail buffet damping, wing flutter

control, helicopter blade–vortex interaction (BVI), helicopter
blade-tracking adjustment, launch isolation, precision point-
ing, shock isolation from pyrotechnic release devices, and
isolation of electronic components and other sensor payloads
from forced vibrations.

Recent efforts have also attempted to exploit one char-
acteristic of many active materials – they generate energy
when deformed, just as they deform when energy is applied.
Energy gathered from aircraft vibrations due to disturbances
in the air can be stored, in a process termed “energy harvest-
ing,” and used to extend flight time or power a subsystem.
To demonstrate the application, piezoelectric devices have
been attached to wings of small unmanned aircraft and con-
nected to batteries or capacitors (Anton and Inman, 2008;
Magoteaux, Sanders and Sodano, 2008).

2.1.1 Air vehicle noise and vibration suppression

Active acoustic control – use of a secondary acoustic source
to cancel a primary acoustic source – has a long history
(Fuller and Von Flotow, 1995), especially for interior noise
reduction. Initial efforts used loudspeakers inside fuselages
to cancel noise, while later Active Structural Acoustic Con-
trol (ASAC) systems used structural actuators like shakers
or piezoelectric patches attached to the aircraft fuselage
to achieve the same effect. One important area of ASAC
research involves finding optimal locations for actuators and
sensors. The Australian Defence Science and Technology
Organization developed a method to find a suitable location
for sensors and actuators and demonstrated this capability
on a CT-4 trainer aircraft (Cruz, 1998).

In the first known flight test of an active vibration sup-
pression system on primary flight structure, an active aft
fuselage skin panel subjected to engine noise and unsteady
flow-induced vibrations was tested on the B-1B (Falan-
gas et al., 1998). A piezoceramic patch system suppressed
forced responses from separated flow, but the project also
demonstrated that piezoelectric actuators could withstand the
operational environment and loads of a real aircraft.

ASAC to reduce interior cabin noise on a turboprop aircraft
was successfully demonstrated in ground tests using simu-
lated propeller noise through piezoelectric patches bonded to
the fuselage of a de Havilland Dash-8 Series 100/200 fuse-
lage in 2004 (Zimcik, 2004). Using experimentally derived
actuator locations, piezoelectric actuators were designed and
mechanically bonded to one fuselage axial location. The sys-
tem demonstrated near global cabin noise reduction, with
peak attenuation of over 28 dB observed.

2.1.2 Rotorcraft vibration suppression

The complex aerodynamic environment that a rotating blade
encounters varies with blade position around the azimuth and
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Figure 1. Three active ACESA struts were installed with custom electronics on the dynamically scaled, 3D Advanced Space Structures
Technology Research Experiment (ASTREX) structure to demonstrate large angle retargeting, precision pointing, and vibration suppression
in a ground test. Reproduced with permission from the US Air Force.

leads to suboptimal performance due to design compromises.
Among the system vibration challenges are BVI, blade–
airflow interactions, blade-tracking adjustments through trim
tabs, and blade–fuselage interactions. Because of the dif-
ficulty of integrating conventional hydraulic actuators into
helicopter main rotor blades, active material-based actuators
have been identified as a potential solution that addresses
many of these integration challenges.

Boeing recently completed the Smart Materials Actuated
Rotor Technology (SMART) program (DARPA, US Army,

NASA, and USAF). In a wind tunnel test of a full-scale
MD-900 main rotor, active material driven rotor trailing edge
flaps were actively controlled to achieve reduced BVI and
airframe vibrations while improving rotor performance and
maneuverability. A unique X-frame actuator concept (Prechtl
and Hall, 1998) developed by MIT was selected and tested
in the full-scale MD-900 main rotor demonstration struc-
ture in the 40 ft × 80 ft section of the National Full Scale
Aerodynamic Complex (NFAC). The test demonstrated the
effectiveness of active flap control for controlling noise and
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Figure 2. The full-scale MD-900 SMART rotor was tested in a
Boeing whirl tower facility. The active flap is located along the blade
trailing edge (long yellow rectangle in the photograph). Reproduced
with permission from Boeing Corporation.

vibration, with measured acoustic noise reductions up to 6 dB
and hub load reductions of nearly 80%. In addition, the test
demonstrated that an active material-based actuator could
be built, integrated, and reliably operated at full-scale flight
conditions (Figure 2) (Straub et al., 2009).

Another approach to reduce vibration and noise in heli-
copters is based on dynamic changes to the spanwise blade
twist using embedded anisotropic piezocomposite actuators
such as Active Fiber Composite (AFC) (Bent, Hagood and
Rodgers, 1995).2 Analysis and design methodologies were
developed for active blades with embedded AFC actuators
under the Active Twist Rotor Program (NASA, Army, MIT,
and the University of Michigan) (Cesnik and Shin, 2001).
The AFC actuators have been used to design and build active
twist rotor blades with very low vibration levels. Two first-
of-a-kind wind tunnel tests simulating forward flight were
conducted at NASA Langley’s Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
(TDT). These tests have demonstrated the feasibility of the

concept on a 1/6 Mach-scale, fully active, four-bladed rotor
system. The first test showed open-loop vibration and noise
sensitivity (Wilbur et al., 2002), and the second demonstrated
closed-loop vibration control (Shin, Cesnik and Hall, 2005).
AFC rotor blade results showed a 60–90% reduction in hub
vibratory loads, relative to the baseline, at a range of forward
speeds.

2.1.3 Buffeting suppression

Buffeting is an aeroelastic phenomenon that plagues high
performance aircraft, especially those with twin vertical tails.
Twin tail buffet arises at high angles of attack when unsteady
vortices generated near the wing leading edge impinge on
the tails. These vortices can induce severe structural vibra-
tions, leading to premature fatigue failure and more frequent
inspections.

Two active approaches have been considered to address
the buffeting problem. The first uses an actively controlled
rudder. The second uses an active materials and structures
solution. NASA (with USAF and Daimler Benz Aerospace)
sponsored the Actively Controlled Response Of Buffet-
Affected Tails (ACROBAT) program to assess the use of
active materials and controls in reducing vertical tail buf-
feting (Moses, 1999). A 1/6-scale F/A-18 wind tunnel model
was tested in the NASA-Langley TDT. The ACROBAT pro-
gram demonstrated that F/A-18 vertical tail buffet could be
alleviated using either active piezoelectric actuators or rudder
articulation.

Ground tests of an active buffet suppression system were
conducted on a full-scale F/A-18 in Australia under the aus-
pices of The Technical Cooperation Program (Ryall et al.,
1999; Galea et al., 2003). These tests, performed at the Aero-
nautics and Maritime Research Laboratory in Melbourne,
Australia, used the International Follow-on Structural Testing
Project rig. Air bags and shakers simulated buffet loads on the
aircraft. Piezoelectric patch actuators were surface-bonded to
the starboard vertical fin. Buffet-alleviation targets were not
quite achieved in these experiments, but they did demon-
strate piezoelectric actuators as a potential solution for this
problem.

Similar efforts in Europe have also focused on the appli-
cation of smart structures technologies to the buffet problem
(e.g., Thorby, 1997; Becker and Luber, 1998).

2.1.4 Flutter suppression

The interaction of structural dynamics with the aerodynamic
characteristics of an air vehicle at particular flight conditions
causes flutter – a series of divergent and destructive oscillating
motions. In fighter aircraft, flutter, a safety-of-flight concern,
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is aggravated by the presence of under-wing weapons (Gade
and Inman, 1997). Solutions to suppress flutter generally
involve increasing structural stiffness, mass balancing, or
modifying geometry, all of which typically increase weight
and cost while decreasing system performance.

A cooperative NASA-Langley/MIT project – the Piezo-
electric Aeroelastic Response Tailoring Investigation –
focused on wing flutter (McGowan, Heeg and Lake, 1996).
These analytical and experimental studies (1991–1996) were
based on a relatively large, multidegree-of-freedom aeroe-
lastic test bed. Program objectives were to demonstrate the
ability of strain-actuated adaptive wings to control aeroelastic
phenomena, including wing flutter suppression and gust load
alleviation, and to develop experimental and analytical tech-
niques. To accomplish these objectives, a wind tunnel model
utilized piezoelectric patches arranged into groups that could
be used either as actuators or sensors or some combination of
the two. Aeroservoelastic analyses were performed, and the
model was subsequently tested in NASA Langley’s TDT.

2.1.5 Spacecraft and launch vibration and noise
suppression

Initial applications of active materials to provide localized
and distributed forces and moments over a wide frequency
bandwidth were initially driven by pointing and tracking
requirements of intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-
sance (ISR) imaging platforms and directed energy weapons
(DEW) systems. These optical systems, which have micro-
to nanoradian pointing and dynamic tracking requirements,
are usually integrated into complex, low mass, high-stiffness
structures (with high modal densities and low structural
damping) to meet flight constraints. To compensate for
vibrations transmitted through these structures into pointing
and tracking payloads, designers traditionally apply modal
decoupling, passive damping, fast steering optics, advanced
beam-control sensing, feedback concepts, and algorithms.
Such approaches add mass and power loads and offer only
limited adaptability as these systems dynamically change
with aging and when placed in high-g airborne or micro-
gravity space environments. Furthermore, inherent modeling
limitations of high modal density systems, coupled with the
constraint of 1g dynamic ground testing, result in signifi-
cant design uncertainty. Designers add performance margins
to the optical-beam-steering subsystems to compensate for
such uncertainty, further increasing overall mass and power
loads. As early as 1956, advanced active materials were
investigated as a means of addressing vibration suppression
requirements for such systems at reduced mass and power
penalties. Pioneering work in the 1970s and 1980s (Steel,
Harrison and Harper, 1978; Forward, 1979; Tiersten, 1981;

Forward and Swigert, 1981; Hanagud, Obal and Meyyappa,
1985; Crawley and de Luis, 1985) examined piezoelectric
and electrostrictive material applications to low mass space
and airborne platform structures and optical components.
These active materials were low mass and provided high
force performance over a wide frequency and temperature
range. They could be bonded directly on components, pro-
viding distributed forces and moments, or stacked in novel
ways for point-type actuators. The stacked strut-type devices
could provide isolation as well as reposition optical com-
ponents both statically and dynamically when incorporated
in unique geometric designs. An application of this unique
feature has been realized in miniaturized devices to deform
optical surfaces directly (Steinhaus and Lipson, 1979; Uchino
et al., 1981; Sato, Ishikawa and Ikeda, 1982; Halevi, 1983).
Table 1 presents DoD projects that have been funded since
the late 1980s to assess the feasibility of active materials for
ISR and DEW platforms.

Another application for active materials is launch isola-
tion systems to alleviate broadband, high-amplitude acoustic
and vibrational forces on sensitive payloads. Reducing severe
vibro-acoustic energy transmitted through the payload fairing
to the satellite allows for a lower mass design, thereby pro-
viding additional mass margin for expendable resources like
station-keeping fuel. To address this problem in a manner that
does not interfere with the performance of the launch vehicle
or payload, several techniques have been investigated since
2000. These techniques, which use scaled concepts launched
from sounding rockets, include linear passive systems (vis-
cous dampers and viscoelastic materials), nonlinear passive
systems that can achieve greater isolation with lower stroke,
and hybrid systems that combine active and passive com-
ponents (like VISS and MVIS) (Evert et al., 2004; Gerhart
et al., 2004). See Figure 3.

A serious vibration problem for spacecraft is attributed to
shock-related failures, some of which have led to catastrophic
loss of mission or degraded performance. Pyrotechnic release
devices contribute to shock failures: these explosive devices
cause large forces and accelerations, exceeding 500 g limits
at some frequencies (see Table 1). Solar array deployment
hinges can also cause shock problems (see Table 1). The
advent of very small spacecraft having sensitive components
in proximity to release systems has furthered the need for
such low-shock release systems (Dowen, Christiansen and
Arulf, 2001; Peffer et al., 2000a; Michels, 2004).

2.2 Shape adaptive structures

What ultimately drives the need for concepts of shape adap-
tive structures and aerodynamic flow control concepts is that
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Table 1. Active material demonstrations for spacecraft noise and vibration control.

Application Program Hardware Ground test Space flight test

ISR/DEW platform stability Advanced composites with
embedded sensors and
actuators (ACESA)
(Ikegami, Wilson and
Laasko, 1990;
Bronowicki, Mendenhall
and Manning, 1990;
Bronowicki et al., 1993)

Three 487.7 cm long,
12.7 cm diameter
graphite/epoxy struts with
piezoceramic patch
actuators

Yes, realistic,
dynamically scaled,
3D structure for large
angle retargeting,
precision pointing,
vibration suppression
(Figure 1)

No

Optical sensor platform
isolation from cryocooler
motion

Cryocooler Experiment
(Glaser, Garba and Obal,
1995; Mace and Obal,
1995)

Piezoceramic unimorph
device applied to
cryocooler cooling tube;
three piezoceramic stacks
used for sensor isolation

Yesa US/UK STRV-1b, 1994

On-orbit autonomous
adaption of structure to
simulate system aging or
damage

Active controls technology
experiment (ACTEX-I)
(Erwin and Denoyer,
2000)

Dynamically instrumented
tripod
(30.5 cm × 30.5 cm ×
61 cm volume) with two
graphite/epoxy struts
containing embedded
peizoceramic patch
sensors/actuators, SMA
wire for changing stiffness
of third strut

Yesa Yes, 1996–1999

Solar array response on
small, highly
maneuverable,
space-based ballistic
missile interceptor

ACTEX-II (Manning, Wyse
and Schubert, 1993)

Active yoke containing
embedded piezoceramic
patch sensors/actuators
with modular control
patch (power and signal
conditioning electronics)
in graphite/polycyanate
composites

Yesa Flight attempted on first
Pegasus XL launch, 1995

IR sensor platform isolation
from satellite disturbances

Vibration isolation and
suppression system
(Sullivan, Erwin and
Denoyer, 2000)

Six hybrid passive/active
isolation struts in hexapod
configuration

Yesa US/UK STRV-2
microsatellite, 2000

Optical sensor platform
isolation from satellite
disturbances

Miniature vibration isolation
system (Jacobs et al.,
2004; McMickell et al.,
2007)

Miniature hexapod using
hybrid D-StrutTM:
piezoceramic stack
actuator amplified by
sealed, fluid-filled stage
combined with
D-StrutTM(Figure 3)

Yesa TacSat 2, 2006

Shock loads due to
pyrotechnic release
devices

Shape memory actuation
release devices (Peffer et
al., 2000a)

Two-stage nut and low-force
nut from SMAs

Yesa STS-88, 1999

Shock loads due to
pyrotechnic release
devices

FalconSat low-shock release
experiment (Peffer et al.,
2000a)

Low-power, SMA
QWKNUT

Yesa OSP-1, 2000

Shock loads due to solar
array deployments

Lightweight flexible solar
array hinge experiment
(Peffer et al., 2000a)

Six low-shock, reliable SMA
hinges

Yesa STS-93, 1999

Shock loads due to release of
small spacecraft from
larger platform

Clamp-band separation
system (Dowen,
Christiansen and Arulf,
2001)

Fast Acting Shockless
Separation Nut (SMA)
converts stored strain
energy to flywheel
rotational energy via SMA
wire trigger

Some ground testing Not yet, technology being
applied to University
Nanosat Program
(AFRL/AFOSR/AIAA) and
EELV secondary payload
adapter (ESPA) program
(Peffer et al., 2000b)

a Standard testing in preparation for space flight.
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Figure 3. Both structures – (a) VISS; and (b) MVIS – consisted
of six struts in a hexapod configuration. The two structures were
flown in full-size configurations for IR (VISS) and optical (MVIS)
sensor platform isolation in two space experiments. Reproduced
with permission from Honeywell Aerospace Corporation.

fixed-geometry structures – like aircraft wings and engine
inlets – exhibit less than optimal performance over a range
of flight conditions, although they may exhibit exceptional
performance at specific flight conditions. Design concepts
of interest include wing warping, camber shaping/control-
surface deformation, variable-stiffness structures, variable
area engine nozzles (Mabe, Calkins and Alkislar, 2008), and
active flow control through the use of synthetic jets, among
others. Regarding synthetic jets, these active flow-control
devices are designed to introduce energy into the air flow
at periodic frequencies. This energy introduction is typically

done by forcing air out of a resonant chamber by periodically
driving a membrane with an active material actuator. Among
the benefits are reduced drag, increased lift, and reduced areas
of unattached or highly disturbed flow over airfoils and in
turbine-based engine (e.g., Braunscheidel, 2008).

Since the early 1990s, several systems have been built and
tested to demonstrate feasibility of shape adaptive structures
and of flight control through the use of active materials and
structures (e.g., Barrett, 2004).

In addition to these early demonstrations, three DARPA
programs – Smart Wing, Smart Aircraft and Marine Propul-
sion System demONstration (SAMPSON), and Morphing
Aircraft Structures (MAS) – were particularly concerned with
applying active materials to achieve shape-adaptive structures
for aircraft. Other groups, including the DLR3 (Germany)
(Monner, Hanselka and Breitbach, 1998), the USAF, and
NASA (e.g., Wlezien et al., 1998), also focused on similar
structures for aircraft.

2.2.1 Aircraft wings

Deployment of conventional control surfaces changes the
overall wing camber, but these same rigid surfaces give rise
to discontinuous boundaries that, in turn, result in early air
flow separation and, ultimately, reduced lift and increased
drag. Use of smoothly contoured (i.e., continuous) control
surfaces, however, delays flow separation and improves lift
and stall angle characteristics.

Smart structures approaches for wing twist and cam-
ber control were developed under the Smart Wing program
(Martin et al., 1998; Kudva, 2004; Bartley-Cho et al., 2004).
The overall objective of this program was to design, develop,
and demonstrate the use of active materials and structures to
improve aerodynamic performance of military aircraft, espe-
cially lift-to-drag ratio, maneuver capabilities, and aeroelastic
effects.

During Phase I of the program, a 16% scaled semispan
model of the F/A-18 wing was designed and fabricated, incor-
porating three key features: hingeless, smoothly contoured,
trailing edge control surfaces; variable spanwise wing twist;
and fiber-optic strain and pressure transducers. On this model,
the hingeless aileron and flap were actuated using SMA ten-
dons. In addition to SMA-actuated control surfaces on the
wings, wing twist was accomplished with SMA-actuated
torque tubes.

A key limitation in the Phase I effort was the low band-
width of the adaptive control surfaces. Therefore, a Smart
Wing Phase II project was initiated to demonstrate high band-
width actuation of trailing edge control surfaces and variable
span deflection of the control surfaces. A wind tunnel model
of a full-span 30% scale unmanned combat air vehicle model
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Figure 4. This full-span, 30% scaled UCAV wind tunnel model, shown in the NASA-Langley TDT, was used to demonstrate a high
bandwidth, variable span deflection trailing edge control surface in the Smart Wing program. Reproduced with permission from Northrop
Grumman Corporation.

was fabricated. The control surfaces integrated into the model
combined advanced structural design with piezoelectric ultra-
sonic actuators. These piezoelectric actuators were connected
to the flexible control surface through the use of a bent
rod – an eccentuator – that amplified torque from the ultra-
sonic motor, while constraining the multisegmented control
surface. Figure 4 shows photographs of the model and several
control surface shapes demonstrated in the wind tunnel.

2.2.2 Engine inlets

The inlet system of jet-powered aircraft preconditions the air
entering the engine to Mach 0.5 or less. Because of the wide
range of Mach speeds, altitude, angle of attack, angle of slip,
and engine airflow conditions, a fixed geometry inlet cannot
provide ideal performance under all conditions. To over-
come these limitations, variable-geometry inlets have been
used. On the F-15, for example, the variable-geometry inlets
improve performance over a range of conditions, although
their mechanical complexity adds weight and cost to the air-
craft. Compliant mechanisms (flexible structures that change
shape by deformation rather than by conventional rigid body
motion) using active materials and structures technology may
be a simpler alternative to implement.

Advances in active materials and structures technologies
made it feasible to demonstrate such physical shape control.
Objectives for the Boeing-led SAMPSON program included
designing, fabricating, and demonstrating a full-scale adap-
tive inlet (Figure 5) for a tactical F-15 Eagle aircraft, with
a particular focus on validating control of inlet geometry
and internal flows (Hopkins et al., 1999). Potential bene-
fits include improved range (20% for tactical aircraft) and
maneuverability, flutter and buffet control, and reduced sig-
nature. Important core technology efforts addressed needs
for quasi-static shape control for inlet shaping, leading edge

Figure 5. A full-scale active SAMPSON F-15 Eagle inlet was
tested in the NASA-Langley 16 Foot Transonic Tunnel. The active
cowl was successfully rotated using SMA actuators, the largest
force/largest displacement SMA actuator known to date. Repro-
duced with permission from Boeing Corporation.
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lip deflection, and leading edge blunting via compliant sur-
faces actuated with SMAs. Piezoelectric motor concepts were
evaluated for high rate motion of the leading edge lip for
blunting. As part of this wind tunnel test program, an SMA-
based actuator system was used to rotate the cowl about a
pivot point to vary capture area, similar to the way the cur-
rent inlet operates. The forces to achieve the necessary stroke
(about 15 cm) were quite large, on the order of 90 000 N.
SMAs offered advantages since they were integrated into the
structure, which eliminated the need for a separate actuation
subsystem (such as hydraulics) to rotate the cowl. Successful
development and integration of the SMA-based actuator was
accomplished in 2000, and wind tunnel tests were performed
in NASA Langley’s 16 foot Transonic Tunnel. Tests using
the SMA actuation system for cowl rotation were successful:
53 000 N of force was delivered over 9◦ of inlet rotation from
M = 0.3–0.7 (Pitt, Dunne and White, 2002a, 2002b).

2.2.3 Morphing aircraft

The goal of morphing aircraft is to make drastic changes to
aircraft configuration, such as wingspan or aspect ratio, to
improve off-design performance (Bye and McClure, 2007;

Bowman et al., 2007; Takahashi et al., 2004). Active mate-
rials have a key advantage over conventional systems for
morphing aircraft: active materials actuators only require
electrical wire connections to the aircraft control system; no
hydraulic or pneumatic lines, which can be difficult to route
through areas where large deflections will occur, are required.
DARPA developed the MAS Program for adaptive military
air and space platforms with radically new mission capabili-
ties based on the ability of the platform wings to change shape
significantly.

The only active materials-based actuator evaluated during
the wind tunnel testing of the MAS demonstration chapters
was a thermo-polymer actuator. Lockheed Martin designed,
fabricated, integrated, and tested two thermo-polymer actu-
ators in the leading edge of its TDT wind tunnel model
(Figure 6) (Love et al., 2004). The two thermo-polymer
actuators worked antagonistically to achieve a double-acting
actuator for the leading edge control surface for the wind
tunnel model.

Key to enabling morphing aircraft are external air-
craft skins that are compliant enough to allow large shape
changes while still having adequate rigidity to resist airloads
and maintain desired aerodynamic shape. Utilizing shape

Figure 6. The Lockheed Martin Morphing Aircraft Structures wind tunnel model, with its folding wing, was tested in the NASA-Langley
TDT. Reproduced by permission of Lockheed Martin Corporation.
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memory polymers, morphing skin concepts have been pro-
posed and tested at the component level (Bye and McClure,
2007; Perkins, Reed and Havens, 2004).

3 CONCLUSION

Many of the projects and demonstrations mentioned were not
completely successful from an overall systems application
point of view. Incomplete success was attributed to insuffi-
cient actuator displacements, the fragile nature of the active
materials, and electric power requirements that necessitated
power supplies not easily integrated into current aerospace
applications. These demonstrations, though, investigated the
boundaries of performance for these unique material sys-
tems and demonstrated the potential that exists to improve
aerospace system performance though novel materials and
technologies. The examples and references provided are illus-
trative examples of this dynamic and rich area of technology
applications. In addition to the references included in this
chapter, a selected bibliography of active materials and their
application in aerospace vehicles is available from the authors
(Martin et al., 2009).
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NOTES

1. These benefits are ranked, more or less, from near term to
far term.

2. AFCs consist of piezoelectric fibers embedded in an epoxy
matrix with other inactive reinforcements to improve the

durability characteristics of the actuator. An interdigitated
electrode poling method is used to generate large direc-
tional actuation strains in the actuator plane. Combining
both technologies results in a piezoelectric actuator lami-
nate with induced stress, endurance, and conformability
characteristics superior to typical monolithic piezoce-
ramic actuators.

3. DLR, Deutsche Forschungsanstalt Fur Luft-Und
Raumfhart, is Germany’s national aerospace research
center.
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1 FUNDAMENTALS OF
FERROELECTRICITY

Ferroelectricity is a property of materials having a sponta-
neous electrical polarization that can be changed, or switched,
by the application of an electric field. The prefix ferro does
not allude to the chemical composition of the material, as
most ferroelectrics do not contain iron. Instead, the polariza-
tion response that a ferroelectric material exhibits upon the
application of a cyclic electric field is very similar to the mag-
netization response of iron to a cyclic magnetic field. Hence,
ferroelectricity is the electrical analog to ferromagnetism for
material behavior.

1.1 Material behavior

The fundamental response of a ferroelectric material as mea-
sured in a parallel plate capacitor configuration is illustrated

in Figure 1. The electric displacement D is related to the
charge transferred between the electrodes as D = Q/A, with
A being the area of the ferroelectric material that is contacting
the electrodes. The applied electric field E is then related to
the voltage drop across the electrodes, V , and the distance be-
tween the electrodes, L, as E = V/L. Initially a ferroelectric
material exhibits a nearly linear dielectric response upon the
application of an electric field with the electric displacement

E=V/L

D =Q /A

V

++++

____ Q

Figure 1. The fundamental response of a ferroelectric material to a
cyclic applied electric field. The material is tested in a parallel plate
capacitor configuration with charge Q on each electrode. The elec-
trodes have an area A and are separated by a distance L. The electric
field is applied with a variable voltage source V . The solid parts of
the curve represent linear dielectric response about a polarized state.
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proportional to the applied field. The constant of proportion-
ality between E and D in this regime is called the dielectric
permittivity, κ, that is, D = κE0. The dielectric permittivity is
usually reported in multiples of the permittivity of free space,
κ0 = 8.854 × 10−12 C V−1 m−1. Ferroelectric materials can
have dielectric permittivities on the order of a thousand times
κ0, which can make them useful as capacitor materials. As the
field applied to a ferroelectric material is increased the electric
displacement response becomes nonlinear and near a critical
field level called the coercive field, EC, the electric displace-
ment increases abruptly. This sharp change in the electric dis-
placement is a result of the material becoming polarized. The
material polarization, P , is very closely related to the electric
displacement through the formula, P = D − κ0E. Note that
the term κ0E is usually significantly smaller than D as the
material is being polarized. Eventually the material polariza-
tion saturates, a phenomenon that will be described in more
detail later, and the electric displacement response returns to
being linear (at least nearly linear). Upon the reversal of the
applied electric field the electric displacement response of
the material unloads along a different path than the original
loading excursion, such that when the electric field is com-
pletely removed the material retains an electric displacement.
In this state the material is poled and the corresponding level
of electric displacement is called the spontaneous polariza-
tion. Note that a finite amount of charge is stored on the top
and bottom electrodes of the capacitor. Furthermore, the ap-
plication of the opposite electric field will pole the material
in the opposite direction. This feature of the material allows

for its use in nonvolatile ferroelectric random access memory
(NFRAM). Positive charge on the top electrode can be iden-
tified with an electric circuit as a 1 and negative charge can
be read as a 0, representing one bit of information for each
capacitor.

1.2 Microstructure

All ferroelectric materials exhibit the fundamental electric
displacement/polarization versus electric field response illus-
trated schematically in Figure 1. Additionally, these materi-
als also exhibit a rich variety of physical behaviors with cou-
pling to mechanical, thermal, and optical phenomena. One of
the goals of materials science is to relate the physical prop-
erties of a material to its microscopic structure. Although
there are some polymers that exhibit ferroelectricity, the fo-
cus of this chapter will be on ceramics with a perovskite-
type crystal structure, which consists of a combination of
tetravalent metals (such as titanium or zirconium), divalent
metals (such as lead or barium), and oxygen. Figure 2 is an
illustration of the perovskite crystal structure that is com-
mon to most ferroelectric ceramics of current technological
interest. Some of the materials with this structure include
barium titanate (BaTiO3), lead titanate (PbTiO3), lead zir-
conate (PbZrO3), lithium niobate (LiNbO3), lanthanum ti-
tanate (LaTiO3) and their solid solutions. Knowledge of the
perovskite structure, its conformations, and its response to
external thermal, mechanical and electrical loading, is key to

  Ba+2   Ti +4   O−2

Ferroelectricity
switching induced by electric field 

Ferroelasticity
switching induced by stress 

180º switching
90º switching

Dielectric, elastic and piezoelectric effects

Apply small
electric field
or stress  

Apply large
electric field
or stress  

Ps

E s

c

a

T< Tc

T< Tc

T< Tc

E, s = 0 

E, s = 0 

Cool

Cool

E
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s

Figure 2. A schematic of the perovskite crystal structure for barium titanate and its response to a variety of thermo-electro-mechanical
loads. The shape changes and ionic shifts of the structure are greatly exaggerated for clarity.
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understanding the inter-related properties and behaviors that
ferroelectric ceramics exhibit.

1.3 Phase transitions

The structure of a single unit cell of barium titanate is illus-
trated in Figure 2, however, the other materials listed above fit
into this picture as well. Ferroelectric ceramics have a critical
temperature called the Curie temperature, Tc, above which
the material is cubic and centrosymmetric. In other words,
the distance between each adjacent barium ion is the same,
a = 4.01 Å at 120 ◦C, the titanium ion is centered within the
cell, and the oxygen ions are centered on the faces of the unit
cell. The Curie temperature of barium titanate is 120 ◦C. As
the material is cooled to below the Curie temperature, pure
barium titantate undergoes a first-order (discontinuous) phase
transition from the centrosymmetric cubic state to a polar
tetragonal state. Material impurities, dopants, or the applica-
tion of stress to the material can change the phase transition to
a second order (continuous) transition. These effects can also
cause a shift in the Curie temperature. Figure 3 illustrates
the difference between the first- and the second-order transi-
tions. At the Curie temperature the material experiences a fi-
nite jump in the spontaneous polarization during a first-order
transition, while no such jump in Ps occurs during a sec-
ond order transition. The first-order transition is also linked
to anomalous thermal behaviors including the existence of
the latent heat of the phase transition, which is responsible
for the giant electrocaloric effect where the application of an
electric field can induce the phase change and cause a large
temperature change in the material.

Ps

T
Tc

First-order transition

Second-order
transition

Figure 3. The spontaneous polarization versus temperature
response for ferroelectric materials undergoing a first-order
(discontinuous) phase transtion, and a second-order (continuous)
phase transition.

After the phase transition, the spontaneous polarization of
the unit cell appears due to the separation of the centers of
positive and negative charge. For the cubic to tetragonal tran-
sition, the positively charged titanium ion moves towards one
of the cube faces and the octahedron formed by the six oxy-
gen ions shifts towards the opposite cube face. This displace-
ment of the centers of positive and negative charge creates a
change in the dipole moment within the unit cell, which is
responsible for the spontaneous polarization of the material.
The spontaneous polarization of barium titanate at 120 ◦C is
0.20 C m−2, that is, at zero voltage drop the ferroelectric ca-
pacitor in Figure 1 will hold 0.20 C of charge per square meter
of electrode. The shift in the charge centers is also accompa-
nied by a distortion of the unit cell, in this case to a tetrag-
onal shape with c = 4.02 Å and a = 4.00 Å at 120 ◦C. As
the material cools even farther below the Curie temperature
both the spontaneous polarization and the lattice distortion
grow, with Ps = 0.26 C m−2, c = 4.03 Å and a = 3.99 Å at
room temperature. This level of lattice distortion corresponds
to a spontaneous strain of εs = c/a − 1 = 1%. For compar-
ison, lead titanate has a Curie temperature of 490 ◦C, with
room temperature spontaneous polarization of 0.81 C m−2,
and spontaneous strain of 6.3% (Jona and Shirane, 1962).

Note that the schematic shown on the upper left of Fig-
ure 2 illustrates just one of six possibilities for the cubic to
tetragonal phase transition. It is possible for the spontaneous
polarization to orient itself towards any one of the six cube
faces, giving the material six different tetragonal variants.
Generally, in the absence of any bias created by applied elec-
tric field or mechanical stress, a ferroelectric material will
transform into equal volume fractions of each of the six vari-
ant orientations. In this state the material is divided up into
regions called domains, with each domain occupied by many
unit cells of a single variant type. It should be noted that in
other materials the phase transition through the Curie tem-
perature can be cubic to orthorhombic where the spontaneous
polarization is oriented along a face diagonal of the unit cube
(12 possible variants), or rhombohedral where Ps is oriented
along a body diagonal of the cube (8 possible variants).

2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

2.1 Linear properties

When an electroactive material is in its cubic state, also called
the paraelectric state, it has all of the properties that are
found in isotropic materials including elasticity, dielectricity,
thermal expansion, and specific heat. However, due to the
centrosymmetry of the paraelectric state, it does not posses
some of the other more interesting coupled field properties
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including piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity. These proper-
ties do appear when the material is in the ferroelectric state.
Consider a unit cell in the ferroelectric state as shown in the
upper right of Figure 2. The application of an electric field
in the vertical direction causes the separation between the
titanium ion and the oxygen octahedron to increase beyond
the initial displacement caused by the phase change. This
charge separation represents a change in the dipole moment
of the unit cell and leads to an increase in the polariza-
tion/electric displacement of the material. To leading order,
the electric displacement change is proportional to the applied
electric field resulting in the linear dielectric response of the
material.

Along with increasing the dipole moment, the added sep-
aration between the titanium ion and the oxygen octahedron
further distorts the shape of the unit cell resulting in a macro-
scopic strain. Again, to the first order, the resulting strain
change of the material is proportional to the applied electric
field. This linear response is called the converse piezoelectric
effect. Notice that an applied field in the opposite direction
to the initial spontaneous polarization will drive the material
back towards the cubic state causing a decrease in the electric
displacement (dielectric effect) and a decrease in the strain
(piezoelectric effect). The direct piezoelectric effect is the
name given to the behavior when the application of a stress
or pressure causes a change in the electric displacement of
the material. This behavior is illustrated at the top right of
Figure 2. First, the application of a stress will cause the ma-
terial to strain, this is standard elasticity, and for small stress
levels the strain change is proportional to the stress. As drawn
in Figure 2 the application of a compressive stress causes the
unit cell to contract towards the cubic state. This contraction is
accompanied by a decrease in the dipole moment, that is, sep-
aration between the titanium ion and the oxygen octahedron,
which to first order is a linear response. Note that thermody-
namic considerations (Nye, 1957) dictate that the constant of
proportionality relating the electric displacement change to
the applied stress for the direct piezoelectric effect is identi-
cal to the constant of proportionality relating the strain to the
applied electric field in the converse piezoelectric effect.

A great deal of insight about the coupled properties in
ferroelectrics can be obtained by linking the dipole moment
to the distortion of the unit cell. With this in mind, the final
sets of properties to discuss are the thermomechanical and
thermoelectric behaviors. As the paraelectric state of the ma-
terial cools each of the three cube dimensions contracts by
the same amount in a similar fashion to isotropic materials.
As the material is cooled to below the Curie temperature, the
first order phase change causes a jump in the lattice parame-
ters such that the two equal a parameters decrease, while the
c-axis of the tetragonal cell increases along with a jump in

the dipole moment from zero to a finite value aligned with the
c-axis of the unit cell. Note that for the second order phase
transition there will not be a discontinuous jump in the lat-
tice parameters, but similar changes will occur gradually. In
either case, as the temperature is reduced farther below Tc,
the a-axes of the unit cell continue to decrease and the c-axis
increases in length. For small temperature changes near room
temperature these strain changes induced by temperature are
linear. Furthermore the coefficient of thermal expansion is
positive in the directions aligned with the a-axes and nega-
tive in the direction aligned with the c-axis. This directional
dependence of the material properties is a distinctive mani-
festation of the anisotropy of the material. In fact, all of the
properties of ferroelectrics exhibit anisotropy, including the
elastic and dielectric properties.

As noted previously, the dipole moment is linked to the
distortion of the unit cell, so as the temperature decreases
the dipole moment follows the c-axis and increases. Again,
for small temperature changes this behavior is linear and is
called pyroelectricity. As with piezoelectricity there are also
converse effects associated with both thermal expansion and
pyroelectricity. These effects are called the piezocaloric and
electrocaloric effects. As an example, for an adiabatic pro-
cess, that is, when heat is not able to flow into or out from
the material, the application of an electric field in the direc-
tion of the spontaneous polarization causes an increase in
the electric displacement due to the dielectric effect. This
increase in electric displacement takes the material farther
away from the high entropy cubic state and the electric field
induced entropy decreases. However, since reversible adia-
batic processes are isentropic, the entropy must remain fixed
and this is accomplished by an equal but opposite increase in
the thermal contribution to the entropy by an increase in the
temperature of the material. Analogously, a reversal of the
electric field would cause a decrease in the temperature.

All of these behaviors can be quantified with linear con-
stitutive equations (1)–(10), for tetragonal material symme-
try. Again, each of these equations is valid only for rela-
tively small changes in the applied field, with the x3-direction
aligned with the c-axis of the unit cell, and x1 and x2 aligned
with the two a-axes. The coefficients of these equations for
BaTiO3 at 25 ◦C are listed in Table 1.

ε11 = s11σ11 + s12σ22 + s13σ33 + d31E3 + α11�T + εs
a

(1)

ε22 = s12σ11 + s11σ22 + s13σ33 + d31E3 + α11�T + εs
a

(2)

ε33 = s13σ11 + s13σ22 + s33σ33 + d33E3 + α33�T + εs
c

(3)
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Table 1. Coefficients of the linearized constitutive
equations of BaTiO3, at 25◦C (Berlincourt and Jaffe,
1958; Li et al., 1991).

s11 (m2 N−1) 8.01 × 10−12

s12 (m2 N−1) −1.57 × 10−12

s13 (m2 N−1) −4.60 × 10−12

s33 (m2 N−1) 12.8 × 10−12

s44 (m2 N−1) 17.8 × 10−12

s66 (m2 N−1) 7.91 × 10−12

εs
c 8.2 × 10−3

εs
a −2.7 × 10−3

Ps (C m2) 0.26
Ss (J m−3 K−1) 13 × 103

d33 (C N−1) 106 × 10−12

d31 (C N−1) −50 × 10−12

d15 (C N−1) 580 × 10−12

k11 (F m−1) 36.3 × 10−9

k33 (F m−1) 1.42 × 10−9

a11 (K−1) 4.26 × 10−6

a33 (K−1) −11.6 × 10−6

p3 (C m−2 K−1) −4.25 × 10−4

Cp (J m−3 K−1) 2.77 × 106

T0 (K) 298

2ε23 = s44σ23 + d15E2 (4)

2ε13 = s44σ13 + d15E1 (5)

2ε12 = s66σ12 (6)

D1 = d15σ13 + κ11E1 (7)

D2 = d15σ11 + κ11E2 (8)

D3 = d31σ11 + d31σ22 + d33σ33 + κ33E3 + p3�T + Ps

(9)

S = α11σ11 + α11σ22 + α33σ33 + p3E3 + Cp

T0
�T + Ss

(10)

In these constitutive equations ε’s are strains, D’s electric
displacements, S is the entropy density, σ is the applied stress,
E is the applied elelctric field, and �T is the temperature
change. The s’s are elastic compliances, similar to terms like
one divided by Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio divided
by Young’s modulus in isotropic elasticity, the d’s are piezo-
electric coefficients, α’s are thermal expansion coefficients,
εs’s are spontaneous strains, κ’s are dielectric permittivities,
p3 is the pyroelectric coefficient, Ps is the spontaneous po-
larization, Cp is the specific heat and Ss is the spontaneous
entropy. Again, it is important to emphasize that the reason
that some of the coefficients are equal in two different equa-
tions, or nonexistent in some equations, is due to the sym-
metry of the material. There are 32 distinct crystal classes,
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Figure 4. A schematic of the interrelated couplings between the
thermal, electrical and mechanical fields in ferroelectric materials.
Reproduced from Nye (1957) c© Oxford University Press.

and each class would have a different representation of its
properties from the tetragonal 4 mm class presented here. Fi-
nally, Figure 4 is a classical schematic adapted from Nye
(1957) showing the couplings between the thermal, electri-
cal, and mechanical fields.

2.2 Switching

While all ferroelectric materials are piezoelectric and pyro-
electric, not all piezo/pyroelectric materials are ferroelectric.
The distinction between a ferroelectric material and one that
is not is the ferroelectric material’s capacity to have its spon-
taneous polarization direction switched. The bottom sets of
diagrams in Figure 2 illustrate switching between tetragonal
variants at the unit cell level at temperatures below the Curie
temperature. First, the application of a strong electric field in
the opposite direction to the initial spontaneous polarization
will eventually switch the polarization to the variant with the
opposite dipole moment. This is called 180◦switching. No-
tice that for each of the three unit cell distortions, that is,
spontaneous strains, there are two possible opposing sponta-
neous polarization directions. Therefore 180◦switching does
not cause a change in spontaneous strain. Each variant has
the potential to switch into any one of the other five vari-
ants given the appropriate applied electric field and/or stress.
The last set of illustrations in Figure 2 show 90◦switching
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6 Active Materials

due to applied electric field and stress. Switching due to the
application of stress is called ferroelasticity. There are fer-
roelastic materials that are not ferroelectric, and ferroelectric
materials that are not ferroelastic, but materials of technolog-
ical interest like barium titanate and lead zirconate titanate
are both ferroelectric and ferroelastic. There exist mathemat-
ical theories that are able to describe when switching occurs
between variants. The simplified idea behind these theories
is that switching can only proceed if positive work is done by
the applied stress and electric field during switching (Landis,
2004; Kamlah, 2001).

3 MACROSCOPIC BEHAVIOR

3.1 Domains

A simple schematic of the behaviors exhibited by ferroelec-
tric materials is shown in Figure 2. However, it is impor-
tant to note that the unit cell dimensions are approximately
0.4 nm, while devices have dimensions of microns and larger.
Hence, the macroscopic material behavior is a result of the
collective response of many unit cells and the interactions
between them. When considering the intrinsic linear proper-
ties of the material the mechanisms depicted in Figure 2 are
relatively accurate. However, phase changes and the switch-
ing between variants are more complex than the schematic in
Figure 2. Each unit cell must switch as illustrated in Figure 2,
but all unit cells do not switch simultaneously. Instead, phase
changes and switching proceed by the motion of interfaces
within the material; phase boundaries and domain walls.

It was pointed out that during the phase change from the
paraelectric state to the ferroelectric state, each of the six
tetragonal variants are equally likely, at least in the absence
of a biasing electric field or stress. In fact, during the transition
from the non-polar cubic phase to the polar tetragonal phase
there must exist multiple tetragonal variants across the phase
boundary interface in order to minimize the internal stresses
and electric fields that would otherwise arise between the cu-
bic phase and a single ferroelectric variant. This implies that
domain structure nearly always exists in ferroelectric ma-
terials. A domain is a simply connected region of material
with each unit cell existing in the same ferroelectric vari-
ant state. Two domains adjacent to one another are separated
by a domain wall. Figure 5 is a two-dimensional illustration
of a domain structure that can be found in tetragonal ma-
terials. The domain walls indicated by the dashed lines are
called 90◦domain walls and make an angle of approximately
45◦with the principal unit cell directions (which are the verti-
cal and horizontal direction in the figure). The domain walls
indicated by the solid lines are called 180◦domain walls and

Figure 5. An illustration of a domain structure in a tetragonal ferro-
electric crystal. The arrows represent the spontaneous polarization
direction, as well as the c-axis orientation, within each domain. The
dashed lines are 90◦domain walls and the solid lines are 180◦domain
walls.

are parallel to the principal unit cell directions. The orien-
tation of the domain walls is dictated by the electrical and
mechanical compatibility between the adjacent domain vari-
ants (Shu and Bhattacharya, 2001). Specifically, the sponta-
neous polarization must have a head-to-tail arrangement such
that the normal component of the polarization is continuous
across the domain wall, and mechanically the domain wall
must bisect the unit cells such that the tangential components
of strain are continuous across the interface. These conditions
ensure that the internal stresses, electric fields, and the stored
energy are minimized within the crystal.

While the intrinsic linear properties of ferroelectric mate-
rials are dictated by mechanisms active at the unit cell level,
the non-linear properties of ferroelectrics are controlled by
the domain structure and its evolution. For example, in re-
sponse to an electric field applied in the vertical direction to
the structure in Figure 5, the 90◦domain walls (dashed lines)
will move together in order to reduce the volume of the do-
mains with horizontal polarization (combined ferroelectric
and ferroelastic switching), and the 180◦domain walls (solid
lines) will move to reduce the volume of the domains with
downward polarization (ferroelectric switching). Ultimately
this process leaves the crystal with most of its volume in the
vertically polarized domain variant with a significant change
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in both the spontaneous polarization and strain of the over-
all crystal. Similarly, the application of a compressive stress
aligned with the vertical direction will also case domain wall
motion. However, in this case only the 90◦domain walls will
move such that the variants poled either upward or downward
are reduced in size. This process causes a contraction in the
vertical dimension of the crystal.

3.2 Polycrystalline ceramics

While the switching behavior of ferroelectrics is of direct use
in some devices, particularly in computer memory, a signif-
icant share of applications implementing ferroelectrics are
in sensors and actuators that utilize the large piezoelectric
response of the material.

The piezoelectric effect remained a subject of purely aca-
demic interest till the World War era. Increased interest in
locating underwater objects, and exploring the ocean floor
led to the development of piezoelectric devices for emit-
ting and receiving ultrasonic waves underwater, the precursor
to modern sonar equipment. These applications were pio-
neered by Langevin, who developed ultrasonic emitters and
detectors driven by quartz plates. Several designs of piezo-
electric resonators, oscillators, and transformers were subse-
quently developed over the next few decades, and are used in
a wide range of applications. Generally, the largest piezoelec-
tric response is obtained from a single crystal with a single
domain variant. However, it is difficult to grow large single
crystals and then to cut them into arbitrary shapes, which
limits the device configurations that can be designed. Poly-
crystalline ferroelectric materials tend to be much more cost
effective than single crystals in a wide range of applications.

Polycrystalline samples are fabricated by sintering pow-
ders into a variety of shapes. The sintering time and tempera-
ture depend on the material and the desired relative density of
the final product, but for barium titanate the sintering temper-
ature is approximately 1000 ◦C and the time is on the order of
10 h for nearly full relative density. Clearly, the sintering tem-
perature is well above the Curie temperature so the sintering
process occurs while the material is in the paraelectric phase.
Then, as the material cools it will undergo the phase transition
from the paraelectric state to the ferroelectric state. In order to
preserve the lack of polarity and the strain state of the para-
electric parent phase, the ferroelectric phase will cool into
a complex domain structure. Such a structure is depicted in
Figure 6. At low temperatures the grain boundaries are much
less mobile than the domain walls, and so the domain struc-
ture is able to evolve while the grain structure remains fixed.
In the as-cooled state the net polarization of the polycrystal is
zero, and the strain change from the paraelectric state is also

Figure 6. A schematic of a polycrystalline ferroelectric material af-
ter cooling from above the Curie temperature. The thick lines repre-
sent grain boundaries and the thin lines represent domain walls. As
in Figure 5, the arrows denote the spontaneous polarization direction
of the variant.

zero (neglecting the effect of thermal strains). In this unpoled
state the overall material is not piezoelectric. Note that each
individual domain within the grains is both polar and piezo-
electric, but the overall averaged effect of all of the domains
in all of the grains leads to a non-polar non-piezoelectric ma-
terial. In the unpoled state the material cannot be used as an
actuator or sensor. The polycrystalline ceramic can be made
piezoelectric through the process of poling, which is shown
schematically in Figures 7a to 7c. The unpoled bulk sample
of polycrystalline piezoelectric shown in Figure 7a contains
a large number of randomly oriented domains, each with a
dipole moment. As a result, the net remanent polarization of
the sample, P is zero.

Application of a high electric field (typically over
2 MV m−1) results in realignment of most of the domains in
such a way that their dipole moments are oriented nearly par-
allel to the applied field, as shown in Figure 7b. In some cases
the process is made more effective by applying the strong
electric field as the material is cooled to below the Curie tem-
perature. In either case, the ultimate result is that the domain
state within each grain of the polycrystal evolves such that the
net polarization within the grain is aligned with the applied
electric field, and a remanent polarization P is imparted to the
sample, as shown in Figure 7c. Because the c-axis of the unit
cell is longer than the a-axis, the reorientation of the domains
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Figure 7. Effect of poling on domains. (a) Randomly oriented domains before poling, Ps = 0; (b) domains are aligned along positive poling
field; (c) removal of poling field results in remnant polarization, Ps = 0.

due to the poling process creates a permanent mechanical
distortion in the sample. The facts that the principal crystal
axes of each grain are not aligned with the applied field, and
electrical and mechanical compatibility imposes constraints
between neighboring grains imply that only a fraction of the
spontaneous polarization and piezoelectric effect of the sin-
gle domains can be realized in a polycrystalline ceramic.

The large signal electrical response of polycrystalline fer-
roelectric ceramics is depicted in Figure 1. In some applica-
tions a poled material will be driven with only small electric
fields shown by the solid lines. The related electromechanical
response is shown by the butterfly loop in Figure 8. Again, the
solid lines denote the linear piezoelectric response about the
poled state and correspond directly to the solid lines in Fig-
ure 1. For small driving fields, the electrical and mechanical
responses are nearly linear and mildly hysteretic (see Piezo-
ceramic Actuators and Sensors). Note that the zero-field or
remanent strain state of the polycrystal is identical for ei-
ther the positive or negative remanent polarization state, but
the piezoelectric effect, that is, the slope of the strain ver-
sus electric field response, has the same sign as the remanent
polarization.

E=V/L

ε =uL

Figure 8. The strain versus elelctric field butterfly loop correspond-
ing to the electric displacement versus electric field hysteresis loop
of Figure 1. The solid lines represent linear piezoelectric response
about a polarized state.

4 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this chapter has described some of the thermal,
electrical, and mechanical behaviors of ferroelectric materi-
als. The focus has been on ceramic materials with a perovskite
crystal structure, which is of significant technological inter-
est. The goal of the discussion of each behavior was to in-
still some physical intuition about these properties by linking
the material response to the atomic structure. For example,
during the phase transition that occurs as a ferroelectric ma-
terial is cooled to below the Curie temperature, the crystal
structure transforms from a non-polar cubic state to a polar
tetragonal state with the long c-axis aligned with the electrical
polarization. This leads to the intuitive realization that an ad-
ditional decrease in temperature further increases both the
polarization and strain of the crystal lattice, meaning that
both the pyroelectric coefficient and the thermal expansion
coefficient along the c-axis are negative. Some of the most
interesting applications of ferroelectric materials are for actu-
ators and sensors (which will be discussed in greater detail in
Piezoceramic Actuators and Sensors). In these applications
polycrystalline ceramic materials are useful because they can
be sintered into complex shapes and device geometries, and
then poled to create a piezoelectric component. The process
of poling the material is a nonlinear behavior that occurs
through the mechanism of domain switching. While switch-
ing is necessary for the creation of piezoelectric devices, this
physical behavior is also responsible for the degradation of
components if they are driven by large fields. Such behaviors
and the application of ferroelectrics in piezoelectric devices
will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
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1 FUNDAMENTALS OF PIEZOCERAMICS

Piezoceramics, also known as ferroelectric ceramics, are type
of piezoelectric material widely used in technological appli-
cations. In their unprocessed form, these materials do not
possess piezoelectric characteristics. They need to be po-
larized through the application of a high electric field (see
Ferroelectric Materials). Once polarized, they exhibit cou-
pled electro-mechanical behavior which can be expressed in
terms of a well-defined coordinate axis system. Piezoceram-
ics typically exhibit a much larger piezoelectric effect than
natural materials. Piezoceramic elements can also be man-
ufactured easily in large quantities and in specific shapes,
which make them ideally suited for adaptive structures ap-
plications, both in the form of actuators as well as sensors.
Typical piezoceramics include Barium Titanate (BaTiO3) and
Lead Zirconate Titanates or PZTs (PbZr1−xTixO3), which
fall in a broad category of compounds called perovskites.

Recently, relaxor materials such as lead magnesium niobate
(PMN), exhibiting superior performance compared to PZT
based ceramics, are being developed.

Piezoceramics are typically classified under “soft” and
“hard” piezoceramic compositions. In a “soft” piezoceramic
material, piezoelectric coefficients are large, and the material
exhibits high hysteresis. In a “hard” piezoceramic material,
the piezoelectric coefficients are small, and the material ex-
hibits low hysteresis. Soft piezoceramics are preferred for
the most of the actuator applications because of their larger
induced strain. Hard piezoceramics are preferred where low
hysteretic response is desired.

1.1 Physical principles

Piezoceramics based on PZT are solid solutions of lead zir-
conate and lead titanate, often doped with other elements
to obtain specific properties. The material is manufactured
by mixing a powder of lead, zirconium, and titanium oxides
and then heating the mixture to around 800–1000 ◦C. It then
transforms to perovskite PZT powder which is mixed with a
binder, sintered into desired shapes and cooled. As the tem-
perature of the material drops below the Curie temperature
(which is specific to the material composition), it undergoes
a phase transformation in which the cubic unit cells become
tetragonal. A typical PZT unit cell at room temperature is
shown in Figure 1(a), with the three reference axes (a, b, and
c axes). Note that the sides of the unit cell along the a and
b axes are equal in length, while the side along the c-axis
is slightly longer. For this reason, any reorientation in the
direction of the c-axis results in a change in dimensions of
the material. As the titanium ion is slightly displaced from
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Figure 1. Spontaneous polarization in PZT. (a) PZT until cell; (b) equivalent dipole moment.

the center of the unit cell, a seperation of charge occurs be-
tween the positively charged titanium ions and the negatively
charged oxygen ions. As a result, the unit cell has a perma-
nent dipole moment oriented along the c-axis, as shown in
Figure 1(b). The polycrystalline bulk piezoceramic material
consists of randomly oriented dipole moments. The material
is poled by the application of a high electric field in conjunc-
tion with a controlled temperature. As a result, a permanent
polarization is imparted to the material which then exhibits
piezoelectric behavior. The next step in the manufacturing
process is the application of electrodes on the surface by
using electroplating or sputtering process.

A large electric field applied opposite to the direction of
poling can result in a complete reorientation of the dipoles,
destroying the net polarization of the material. This is called
depoling of the piezoceramic. Similarly, depoling can also
take place through the application of a large mechanical stress
on the material, or by heating the material above it’s Curie
temperature.

1.2 Electro-mechanical constitutive equations

The piezoelectric effect can be expressed in terms of con-
stitutive relations (ANSI/IEEE Std. 176, 1987) that can be
derived from basic thermodynamic relations. It is convenient
to express the mechanical strain and the electric displacement
as independent variables, resulting in forms of the constitu-
tive relations that bear a one to one correspondence with the
converse and direct piezoelectric effects. The piezoelectric
constitutive relations written in matrix form are

ε = sEσ + dc
E (actuator equation) (1)

D = dd σ + eσ
E (sensor equation) (2)

where ε, s and σ are the total strain vector (6 × 1), compli-
ance matrix (6 × 6) and the mechanical stress vector (6 × 1)
respectively. dc is the converse piezoelectric coupling ma-
trix (6 × 3) and dd is the direct piezoelectric coupling matrix
(3 × 6). It has been experimentally verified that if dd = d,
then dc = dT, that is, the direct piezoelectric coupling matrix
is the transpose of the converse piezoelectric coupling ma-
trix. E is the matrix of applied electric field (3 × 1), D is the
electric displacement vector (3 × 1) and e is the electric per-
mittivity matrix (3 × 3). The superscripts E and σ imply that
the corresponding quantities are measured at constant electric
field and constant stress, respectively. The basic piezoelec-
tric constitutive relations are assumed linear, in which elastic,
piezoelectric, and dielectric coefficients are assumed constant
and independent of applied mechanical stress as well as elec-
tric field. The nonlinearities can be incorporated into analyt-
ical models in several different ways, the simplest of which
is by including field-dependent coefficients in the equations.
Furthermore, the constitutive relations are quasi-static and do
not represent any dynamic effects.

The linear piezoelectric constitutive relations, equa-
tions (1) and 2 can be used to model the behavior of piezoce-
ramics. Piezoceramic materials are relatively well behaved
and linear at low electric fields and low mechanical stress
levels; they show considerable nonlinearity at high values
of electric field and mechanical stress. In addition, piezoce-
ramic materials exhibit hysteresis effects, electrical aging,
and magneto-mechano-electric interactions. A convenient
way of modeling the nonlinearities at high electric field is to
use the linear constitutive equations (equations (1) and (2))
with electric field dependent constants. The actuation strain
can also be modeled like an equivalent thermal strain, and
this representation is often used in commercial finite element
software.

A typical piezoceramic sheet is shown in Figure 2.
The initial polarization direction is expressed as the z-axis
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Figure 2. Definition of co-ordinate axes and poling direction for a
piezoceramic sheet.

(or 3-axis). The axes x and y (or 1-axis and 2-axis) are defined
in a plane normal to the z-axis, in a conventional right-handed
system. To polarize the material, a high DC field is applied
between the electroded faces. As the sheet is polarized along
the z-axis, the electroded faces are in the x-y plane (normal
to the direction of polarization). For shear actuation, these
poling electrodes must be removed and replaced with a pair
of electrodes deposited on faces normal to the x-axis or y-
axis. The direction of polarization is defined by an arrow in
the negative z-direction, and is indicated on the piezoceramic
sheet by a dot on one of the electrodes, as shown in Figure 2.
The definition of a positive electric field is when the electrode
marked by the dot is at a higher voltage than the electrode on
the opposite face of the sheet.

Voltage of the same polarity as the poling voltage causes a
temporary expansion in the poling direction and contraction
in the plane parallel to electrodes. The piezoceramic sheet
returns to its original poled dimensions after the removal of
voltage. The strains in the 1-direction and 2-direction are
equal and different from the strain in the 3-direction, resulting
in a small change of volume with the application of voltage.
If a compressive force is applied in the poling direction or
a tensile force is applied in the plane normal to the poling
direction (parallel to electrodes), a positive voltage is gener-
ated (same polarity as the original poling voltage). The shear
strain is produced when the field is applied normal to the po-
larized direction (axis 1 or 2). However, it requires deposition
of electrodes normal to axis 1 or 2.

The properties of the piezoceramic gradually change with
time (logarithmic rate of time) after the original polarization
of material. After some time from initial poling, the mate-
rial becomes quite stable. Unless the stress level is very high,
the properties of piezoceramic material are independent of
stress. It is recommended to operate at a temperature far be-
low the Curie temperature to avoid accelerated aging of ma-
terial, increased electrical losses and reduced safe stress. The
piezoceramic sheet element shown in Figure 2 can be used
both as an actuator (in this case, Vc is applied) or as a sensor
(in this case, Vc is measured). These modes of operation are
described below.

2 PIEZOCERAMIC ACTUATORS

When the material is used as an actuator, the electric field is an
input and mechanical strain is the output. The corresponding
constitutive relation for the material is given by equation (1).
Due to the specific crystal structure of PZT, several elements
of the coefficient matrices become equal to each other or to
zero. The piezoceramic is isotropic in a plane perpendicular to
the poling direction. Transverse isotropy also results in d31 =
d32 and d24 = d15. In the present actuator configuration, with
electrodes only on the 1-2 planes, it is only possible to apply
an electric field in the three-direction, E3. Therefore, it is
not possible to obtain any shear in the 1-2 plane, and the
piezoelectric coefficient matrix, dc is given by

dc =




0 0 d31

0 0 d32

0 0 d33

0 d24 0

d15 0 0

0 0 0




(3)

Among piezoceramics, PZT-5H is most widely used be-
cause of its lower electric field requirement than other ac-
tuators for the same strain. Table 1 shows the properties of
several commercially available piezoceramic compositions.
PZT-8 requires a higher field than PZT-5H but will need less
power, because of its lower dielectric constant. One major
disadvantage of PZT-5H is that its disspation factor is rela-
tively large and increases with applied electric field. This can
lead to self-heating problems in the actuator. The choice of
an appropriate material for any application must therefore be
based on multiple factors.

2.1 Blocked force and free displacement of an
actuator

A piezoceramic actuator is normally specified in terms of
two key parameters, blocked force, Fbl and free displacement
δf . Blocked force is the force required to fully constrain the
piezoceramic actuator and prevent it from deforming under
the application of an electric field. Free displacement is the
maximum induced displacement due to piezoelectric effect
at a specified field with no external load. The blocked force is
given by the product of the free displacement and the stiffness
of the actuator. Substituting σ = 0 in the actuator constitutive
relation, equation (1) gives an expression for the free strain,
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Table 1. Typical commercially available piezoceramics.

Navy Navy Navy Navy
Navy type II type type type VI PKI PKI

PZT 4 PZT 8 type I (PZT 5A) III V (PZT 5H) 700 906 BM500 BM800

Density (×103

Kg m−3)
7.5 7.6 7.6 7.7 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.8 7.65 7.6

Curie
temperature
(◦C)

328 300 350 350 350 220 200 350 150 360 325

Permittivity
factor Kσ

33, at 1
KHz (-)

1300 1000 1250 1800 1000 2700 3400 500 5500 1750 1000

Dissipation factor
tan δ, at 1 KHz
(%)

0.004 0.004 0.5 1.5 0.4 2 2.2 1.5 2.3 1.6 0.3

Transverse
coupling factor
k31 (-)

−0.334 0.3 0.33 0.34 0.3 0.36 0.36 0.3 0.35 0.37 0.29

Transverse
charge
coefficient d31

(×10−12

m V−1)

−123 −0.97 −120 −175 −100 −230 −270 −60 0.7 −160 −80

Longitudinal
charge
coefficient d33

(×10−12

m V−1)

289 225 275 400 220 490 550 150 660 365 220

Shear charge
coefficient d15

(×10−12

m V−1)

496 330 480 580 320 670 720 362 700 — —

Young’s modulus
E (×1010

N m−2)

— — 7.6 7.1 7.2 6.3 6 8.6 5.5 — —

Poisson’s ratio — — −0.31 −0.31 −0.31 −0.31 −0.31 −0.25 −0.22 — —
Elastic

compliance sE11
(×10−12

m2 N−1)

12.3 11.5 11.5 15.4 10.4 15.9 15.9 10.8 15.4 15.5 11

Elastic
compliance sE33
(×10−12

m2 N−1)

15.5 13.5 15 18.4 13.5 18 20.2 13.9 18.2 19 13.5

Maximum AC
field (KV m−1

[V/mil])

— — 350 [9] 300 [8] 400 [10] 200 [5] 200 [5] 350 [9] 160 [4] — —

Maximum DC
field – forward
(KV m−1

[V/mil])

— — 700 [18] 600 [15] 800 [20] 400 [10] 400 [10] 700 [18] 320 [8] — —

Maximum DC
field – reverse
(KV m−1

[V/mil])

— — 350 [9] 300 [8] 400 [10] 200 [5] 200 [5] 350 [9] 160 [4] — —

Navy types and PKI: http://www.piezo-kinetics.com/materials.htm
BM types: http://www.sensortech.ca/
Others: http://www.piezo.com/, http://www.matsysinc.com/, and http://www.trsceramics.com/
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Figure 3. Actuator load line.

�, that corresponds to the free displacement δf .

� = dc
E (4)

2.2 Actuator load line

To evaluate the performance of an actuator, it is important to
understand the concept of an actuator load line. At a given
actuation voltage, the force and displacement of the actuator
under any loading condition will lie on the load line. The
force and displacement of a typical piezoceramic actuator is
shown in Figure 3. At a given actuation voltage V3 , the load
line of the actuator is given by the straight line segment AB.
Note that in general, the actuator load line can be nonlinear.
For the specific case of a piezoceramic actuator with con-
stant coefficients, the load line is linear. The intercepts of the
load line on the force and displacement axes represent the
blocked force Fbl and free displacement δf respectively. The
load lines at actuation voltages V1 and V2 are also plotted on
the figure. As the actuation voltage increases, the load line
moves such that the intercepts on the force and displacement
axes increase, keeping the slope constant. The origin O cor-
responds to some reference point, or the undeformed state of
the actuator.

At a constant actuation voltage, the force exerted by the
actuator Fo at any point on the load line can be expressed in
terms of the actuator displacement δo as

Fo = Fbl

(
1 − δo

δf

)
= Fbl − δoKact (5)

where Kact(= Fbl/δf ) is the effective stiffness of the actuator,
which for a sheet of length lc and cross-sectional area Ac is
given by

Kact = Ac

sE11lc
(6)

The load line also provides some information about the ca-
pability of an actuator to perform mechanical work. Given an
impedance matched working condition, the maximum energy
that can be extracted from the actuator is proportional to the
product of its blocked force and free displacement. Therefore,
the area under the load-line, or the force-displacement curve
of the actuator, can be used as a measure of the “available
energy” in the actuator, and can be quantized by an index. For
example, a strain-force index can be defined as the product of
the free strain of an actuator, multiplied by its blocked force,
normalized by the cross-sectional area of the actuator. This
translates to an effective “strain energy” contained in the ac-
tuator per unit volume. Several actuators can be compared on
this basis, and one with the best performance can be chosen
for the application.

2.3 Behavior under static excitation fields

Piezoceramic actuators are capable of responding to static,
or steady electric fields. However, several phenomena not
normally encountered in conventional electromagnetic actu-
ators are observed in a piezoceramic actuator under a static
excitation field. Additionally, the significant amounts of hys-
terisis present in the material requires certain procedures to
be followed to obtain meaningful data in static experiments.

2.3.1 Experimental sample preparation

In the following sections, the measured characteristics of
piezoceramic (PZT-5H) sheets of dimension 25.4 mm × 12.7
mm × 0.254 mm (1′′ × 0.5′′ × 0.01′′) obtained from Morgan
Matroc are described. Most of these published data are valid
only for small excitation fields. However, in using these ma-
terials as actuators, they frequently encounter high excitation
fields, and the material properties can vary significantly from
the tabulated small-signal values.

All the samples were excited along the poling direction
and strains were measured in a plane perpendicular to the
poling direction. Each sample was instrumented with a strain
gage with a gage length of 3.2 mm (0.125′′) in a quarter bridge
configuration. A careful averaging process was necessary as
a variation in properties of upto 15% was found to be not
uncommon in the experimental samples.
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Figure 4. Static free strain behavior of PZT-5H. (a) Low excitation levels; (b) high excitation levels.

Before the tests were carried out, the samples were cy-
cled to erase the effect of previous excitations. The cycling
procedure involves exciting the actuator with its highest op-
erating DC field, switching off the field, and then measuring
the residual strain. This process is repeated several times un-
til the residual strain after each cycle has stabilized. A cycled
actuator has an inherent bias which is destroyed by reversing
the polarity of the excitation field.

2.3.2 Static free strain

A typical DC field (along the polarized direction) versus
transverse free strain (in a plane normal to the polarized di-
rection) plot for a PZT-5H actuator is shown in Figure 4.
The curve is almost linear at low applied electric fields and
can be predicted using the linear piezoelectric coefficients.
At higher electric fields, nonlinear effects become apparent.
Also, strain values for the same positive and negative fields
are not equal, which means the free strain curve is asym-
metric. Such an asymmetry has also been observed in the
inverse piezoelectric response of Rochelle’s salt (Vigness,
1935) and is attributed to the permanent electric polariza-
tion in the crystal. The asymmetry present in piezoceramics
is small for low values of field but becomes larger as the
field is increased. The maximum positive field is limited by
the breakdown of the dielectric, which in this case is the ce-
ramic itself, whereas the maximum negative field is limited
by the piezoceramic depoling, which occurs at approxim-
ately −5.5 kV cm−1.

2.3.3 Drift

An effect often observed experimentally is the drift of the
actuator strain in response to a DC excitation. The drift phe-

nomenon is a slow increase of the free strain with time after
the application of a DC field. The basic drift phenomenon is
as follows: after the application of a DC field, the strain jumps
to a certain value, and then increases slowly with time. When
the field is switched off, the strain falls back to some value,
and then slowly decreases until it stabilizes at some residual
strain. The reason for the drift is probably due to a gradual
change in the permanent polarization of the material. One of
the manufacturers (Physik Instrumente, 1997) has given the
following formula for drift of a piezostack actuator:

�ε = �εo

(
1 + γ ln

t

0.1

)
(7)

where t is the time in seconds, �εo is the strain 0.1 s after
the application of the field and γ is a factor which depends
on the system’s characteristics, typically of the order of a few
percent. Note that the percentage increase in strain after the
application of the field is independent of the field strength.
Experimental observations on a PZT sheet (Figure 5) shows
a family of drift curves for DC excitation fields from 0.4
kV cm−1 to 5.5 kV cm−1. The experimental data show that the
percentage drift is roughly the same regardless of excitation
field. It is also observed that the direction of applied field has
negligible effect on the magnitude or the rate of strain drift.

2.4 Behavior under dynamic excitation fields

One of the biggest advantages in using PZT actuators for
adaptive structures applications is their large bandwidth.
However, hysteresis of the material plays a dominant role
in its response, and results in energy dissipation in the form
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Figure 5. Drift in the static free strain under different electric fields.
The curves show the free strain as the electric field is switched on,
held constant, and then switched off.

of heat. The energy dissipated is quantified in terms of a
dissipation factor, called tan δ. This quantity is also related
to the non-ideal dielectric nature of the material. Vautier
and Moheimani (2005) showed that using electric charge in-
stead of voltage to drive the actuator can reduce the hystere-
sis, and demonstrated this concept experimentally on a can-
tilevered beam. A detailed description of the dynamic strain
response of PZT-5H sheet actuators was given by Sirohi and
Chopra (2000a). Several researches have reported the bene-
ficial effects of operating piezoceramic actuators with a DC
bias field. A DC bias field increases the value of d31 under
stress (Kreuger, 1967; Li, Cao and Cross, 1991).

2.5 Depoling behavior and dielectric breakdown

The magnitude of the electric field is constrained by two lim-
its: depoling and dielectric breakdown. As the electric field
applied along the poling direction increases, dielectric break-
down eventually occurs in the piezoceramic material. Such a
high field is to be avoided in any application. A more critical
constraint is depoling of the piezoceramic. When exposed to
a high electric field opposite to the poling direction, the piezo-
ceramic loses most of its piezoelectric characteristics. This is
accompanied by large dielectric losses, poor effeciency and
a permanent change in dimensions of the sample. The DC
depoling field of PZT-5H is approximately 5.5 kV cm. For an
AC excitation, the depoling field depends on the frequency,
and becomes lower than the DC value. This trend is repre-
sented by

Edep = 2.292 × 10−5f 2 − 1.255 × 10−2 f + 5.6 (8)

where Edep is the AC depoling field in kVrms cm−1 and f

is the excitation frequency in Hertz. The application of an
electric field along the initial direction of polarization reori-
ents the material along the poling direction, thus reversing
the depoling action. For example, after depoling a sheet of
PZT-5H, it can be repoled by exposing it to a DC electric
field of 7.1 kV cm−1 for a few minutes. With this procedure,
it is possible to recover 80–90% of the original performance
of the actuator, which is useful in case of accidental depoling
of actuators in smart systems.

2.6 Power consumption

The energy supplied by the power source driving the actuator
appears as an increase in electrical energy of the actuator, an
increase in strain energy of the actuator and structure, elec-
trical and mechanical losses, and any work output from the
structure. It is convenient to treat the impedance of the ac-
tuator and structure as a net electro-mechanical impedance
seen by the power source. An unconstrained piezoceramic
actuator behaves primarily as a capacitive load. A piezoce-
ramic sheet actuator can be treated as a parallel plate capac-
itor with a complex dielectric constant (Matsch, 1964). This
non-ideal capacitance is modeled by a simplified equivalent
circuit incorporating a shunt resistance in parallel with an
ideal capacitor. The energy losses appear as heating in the
shunt resistance, and the dissipation factor tan δ, is a measure
of the energy loss in the capacitor. The electrical impedance
Z of the piezoceramic sheet can be expressed as:

Z = tc

jωeσ
33(1 − j tan δ)A

(9)

where ω is the frequency of excitation, A is the area of the
electrodes, tc is the thickness of the piezoceramic sheet (equal
to the gap between the electrodes) and eσ

33 is the permittivity
of the piezoceramic material along the three-direction. The
impedance of the piezoceramic actuator cannot be accurately
measured using an LCR meter, which is limited to a small
excitation voltage. The variation of eσ

33 and tan δ with field
for a PZT-5H sheet (2′′ × 1′′ × 0.01′′) is shown in Figure 6.
Curves are fit to the experimental data, and the variation of
eσ

33 and tan δ with field E can be expressed as:

Ke = 5.3187E2 − 5.9754E+ 7.32 (10)

tan δ = 0.0662E+ 0.0376 (11)

where Ke is the percent increase in eσ
33 and E is the electric

field in kVrms cm−1.
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Figure 6. Variation in piezoceramic material constants with applied electric field. (a) Dielectric constant; (b) dissipation factor.

The derivation of the combined electro-mechanical
impedance for a PZT actuator bonded on a structure can
be found in several references (Sirohi and Chopra, 2000a;
Liang, Sun and Rogers, 1993). Using this approach, the cur-
rent drawn by a PZT actuator bonded to a surface is

I = jωEbclc

(
d2

31Y
E

11ZA tan(klc)

(Z + ZA)klc
+ eσ

33 − d2
31Y

E

11

)
(12)

In the above equation, bc and lc are the width and length
of the piezoceramic sheet respectively. Z is the mechani-
cal impedance of the structure, and ZA is the mechanical
impedance of the actuator given by:

ZA = −KA(1 + ηj)klc
ω tan(klc)

j (13)

where KA is the static stiffness of the PZT, given by bctc/s
E

11lc
and η is the mechanical loss factor of the actuator. The factor
k is given by:

k2 = ω2ρ/Y
E

11 (14)

where Y
E

11 is the complex modulus given by:

Y
E

11 = (1 + jη)

sE11

(15)

The complex dielectric permittivity eσ
33 is given by:

eσ
33 = eσ

33(1 − j tan δ) (16)

2.7 Piezoelectric coupling coefficients kij

A piezoelectric transducer is basically an energy conversion
device. The direct piezoelectric effect results in the conver-
sion of mechanical energy into electrical energy, while the
converse piezoelectric effect results in the conversion of elec-
trical energy to mechanical energy. The coupling coefficients
kij are a measure of the efficiency of this energy conversion,
and are related to the electrical boundary conditions of the
material. For example, the relationship between open-circuit
and short-circuit compliance along the one-direction can be
written as

sD
11 = sE11

[
1 − k2

31

] = sE11

[
1 − d2

31

sE11e
σ
33

]
(17)

where the quantity sD
11 is the compliance of the material

along the 1-direction at a constant electric displacement, and

k31(= d31/

√
sE11e

σ
33) is the electro-mechanical coupling co-

efficient. The condition of constant electric displacement is
equivalent to the open-circuit condition, and the condition of
constant electric field is equivalent to the short-circuit condi-
tion. For a typical piezoelectric ceramic, PZT-5H, k2

31 = 0.15.
Using a simple one-dimensional analysis, it can be shown that
the square of the coupling coefficient is also the ratio of the
mechanical energy to the electrical energy in the material.

Umech

Uelect
= d2

31

sE11e
σ
33

= k2
31 (18)
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3 PIEZOCERAMIC SENSORS

Consider a piezoceramic sheet as in Figure 2, that is poled
across its thickness. To use the material as a sensor, the input
quantity is the mechanical stress, and the output is an elec-
tric displacement, or generated charge. The corresponding
constitutive relation for the material is given by equation (2).
Measurement of piezoelectric coefficients by the direct effect
is usually more difficult and less accurate than measurement
based on the converse effect. This is because application of
a pure uniaxial stress is difficult and some of the charge gen-
erated by the application of stress can leak off before it is
measured. On the other hand, while using the converse effect,
it is much easier to apply a uniform electric field and assure
a zero stress state within the sample. For the PZT sheet, the
piezoelectric coefficient matrix dd is given by

dd =




0 0 0 0 d15 0

0 0 0 d24 0 0

d31 d32 d33 0 0 0


 (19)

where the elements dij have the same values as in dc. Note that
shear stress in the 1-2 plane, σ6, is not capable of generating
any electric response. The dielectric permittivity matrix for
a piezoelectric is given by

eσ =




eσ
11 0 0

0 eσ
22 0

0 0 eσ
33


 (20)

For PZT sheet, transverse isotropy results in eσ
11 = eσ

22.
Usually, the permittivities are specified in terms of a relative
permittivity, Kσ

ij(= eσ
ij/e0). This is the ratio of the correspond-

ing dielectric permittivity and the permittivity of free space,
e0. Typically, no external electric field is applied to the sensor,
and a stress field causes an electric displacement to be gener-
ated as a result of the direct piezoelectric effect. In the general
case, the charge generated q, is related to the displacement
D3 by the relation

q =
∫∫

[D1 D2 D3].




dA1

dA2

dA3


 (21)

where dA1, dA2 and dA3 are the components of the electrode
area in the 2-3 plane, 1-3 plane and 1-2 plane, respectively.
It can be seen that the charge generated depends only on the
component of the electrode area normal to the displacement.
In the case of the PZT sheet (Figure 2), only D3 appears.

The charge q and the voltage Vc generated across the sensor
electrodes are related by the capacitance of the sensor, Cp as

Vc = q/Cp (22)

Therefore, by measuring the charge generated by the
piezoceramic material, from equation (21) and equation (22),
it is possible to calculate the stress in the material. From these
values, knowing the compliance of the material, the strain in
the material is calculated. For piezoceramic sensors in the
form of sheets (of length lc, width bc, and thickness tc), the
capacitance is given by

Cp = eσ
33lcbc

tc
(Farad) (23)

In the case of a uniaxial stress field, the correlation between
strain and charge developed is simple. However, for the case
of a general plane stress distribution in the 1-2 plane, this
correlation is complicated by the presence of the d32 term
in the dd matrix. While any piezoelectric material can be
used as a sensor, two specific types will be described below.
These two materials are a typical piezoceramic, PZT-5H, and
a piezoelectric polymer film, PVDF.

1. Piezoceramic sensors: Piezoceramic sensors exhibit
most of the characteristics of ceramics, namely a high
elastic modulus, brittleness, and low tensile strength.
The material itself, by virtue of the poling process, is
assumed transversely isotropic in the plane normal to
the poling direction. For PZT sensors, the values of dd

and eσ are as described in by equation (19) and equa-
tion (20). Typical values for PZT-5H can be found in
Table. 1.

2. PVDF sensors: PVDF is a polymer (Polyvinylidene
Flouride), consisting of long chains of the repeating
monomer (−CH2 − CF2−). The hydrogen atoms are
positively charged and the flourine atoms are negatively
charged with respect to the carbon atoms and this leaves
each monomer unit with an inherent dipole moment.
PVDF film is manufactured by solidification of the film
from a molten phase, which is then stretched in a partic-
ular direction and finally poled. The process of stretch-
ing the film, which orients the polymer chains in a spe-
cific direction, renders the material piezoelectrically or-
thotropic, which means d31 /= d32. The stretching direc-
tion is taken as the 1-direction. For small strains, how-
ever, the material is considered mechanically isotropic.

Piezoelectric elements are commonly used in smart struc-
tural systems as both sensors and actuators (Chopra, 2002). A
key characteristic of piezoelectric elements is the utilization
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Adapted from Forward (1980) American Institute of Physics.

of the converse piezoelectric effect to actuate the structure
in addition to the direct effect to sense structural deforma-
tion. Typically, piezoceramics are used as acutators and poly-
mer piezo films are used as sensing materials. It is also pos-
sible to use piezoceramics for both sensing and actuation,
as in the case of self sensing actuators (Inman, Dosch and
Garcia, 1992). Many researchers have used piezoceramic
sheet elements as sensors in controllable structural systems
(Qui and Tani, 1995) and also in health monitoring applica-
tions (Samuel and Pines, 1997). Several investigations have
been carried out on discrete piezoelectric sensor systems
(Qui and Tani, 1995), active control of structures with feed-
back from piezoelectric sensors (Hanagud, Obal and Calise,
1992), and collocated sensors and actuators (Inman, Dosch
and Garcia, 1992; Anderson and Hagood, 1994). It has been
shown (Forward, 1980) that piezoceramic strain transducers
have a linear response upto the picostrain level (Figure 7),
and their strain sensitivity is several orders of magnitude
larger than a conventional resistive strain gage of similar di-
mensions. Piezoelectric strain rate sensors have also been
investigated (Lee and O’Sullivan, 1991; Lee, O’Sullivan and
Chiang, 1991) and their superior noise immunity as com-
pared to differentiated signals from conventional foil gages
has been demonstrated.

3.1 Basic sensing mechanism

The constitutive relation for a piezoelectric sensor (equa-
tion (2)) can be written as

D = ddσ + eσ
E (24)

A sheet of piezoelectric material poled across its thick-
ness, such as in Figure 2, can be used to sense strain or strain
rate in the 1-2 plane. The sensor generates a voltage across
its electrodes that is measured by appropriate signal condi-
tioning electronics. In most applications, no electric field is
applied to the sensor.

For the case of the piezoelectric sheet, under no external
electric field, the electric displacement across the electrodes,
D3, is given by

D3 = d31σ1 + d32σ2 + d33σ3 (25)

Note that a piezoelectric sheet sensor cannot measure
shear stresses. Because a sensor of this type is usually bonded
onto a structure, σ3 = 0 and only direct stresses in the 1-2
plane are measured. It is important to note that the stresses
in equation (25) are the stresses in the piezoelectric sensor
itself, and not in the structure to which it is bonded. These
stresses are caused by strains in the 1-2 plane transferred
from the structure to the piezoelectric sheet, multiplied by
the appropriate modulus of the material, depending on the
electrical boundary conditions imposed by the sensing elec-
tronics. Therefore, the piezoelectric sensor is in reality a strain
sensor, and can be used to measure strains on the surface
of a structure. The generated charge q from equation (21)
is

∫∫
D3dxdy. This charge, or an equivalent current, is col-

lected by appropriate sensing electronics. Because the current
is the rate of change of charge, measurement of the current
in a sensor yields the rate of change of strain. Piezoelectric
sensors measuring strain or strain rate often form the basic
component of other sensors such as accelerometers, micro-
phones, load cells, and gyroscopes.

3.2 Signal conditioning electronics

A piezoelectric sheet behaves like a capacitor with a large in-
ternal resistance (on the order of G	). When used as a sensor,
the sheet generates a charge that appears as a voltage across
its electrodes. Due to the large internal resistance of the sen-
sor, this charge remains on the electrodes for a some period of
time, but eventually leaks off. However, in order to accurately
measure this voltage, the input impedance of the measure-
ment device should be several orders of magnitude larger
than the impedance of the piezoelectric sensor. Typically,
electrometers with input impedances > 1014 	 can be used
to measure these static voltages. Standard multimeters do not
have a sufficiently high input impedance to either provide an
accurate measurement or to prevent the static charge from
leaking off. Additionally, measurement of dynamic strains
and the need for using standard data acquisition systems
pose further challenges to the use of piezoelectric sensors.
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Most oscilloscopes and data acquisition systems have an in-
put impedance of 1 M	. These issues necessitate the use
of appropriate signal conditioning electronics between the
piezoelectric sensor and the measurement system.

The primary purpose of the signal conditioning system
is to provide a signal with a low output impedance while
simultaneously presenting a very high input impedance to the
piezoelectric sensor. There are several ways of achieving this.
While many designs of signal conditioning electronics exist,
of varying complexity and accuracy, they can be divided into
three fundamental groups, measurement of voltage, measure-
ment of charge and measurement of current. The voltage is
measured using a voltage follower, and is calibrated to yield
the measured quantity. In the second approach, the charge
is measured using a charge amplifier, resulting in a sensor
capable of measuring strain. In the third approach, the cur-
rent is measured using a transresistance amplifier, yielding
strain rate measurements. The charge amplifier is the most
commonly used type of signal conditioning for commercial
piezoelectric sensors. The theory and operation of these cir-
cuits has been described by Sirohi and Chopra Sirohi and
Chopra (2000b).

3.3 Sensor calibration

The sensor must be calibrated in a known strain field to cor-
relate the measurements from the strain sensor with physical
strain values. This calibration process ensures that the cor-
rect factors are used while converting the measured voltage to
physical strain. Once the calibration procedure has been car-
ried out, and the effect of various parameters quantified, the
sensor can be used to measure the strain in any installation
under similar mounting conditions. An experimental setup
and procedure used to calibrate piezoelectric sensors, as well
as a discussion of correction factors is presented below.

3.3.1 Experimental setup

A dynamic beam bending setup was used to calibrate the
piezoelectric sensors. A pair of PZT sheets is bonded 20 mm
from the root of a cantilevered aluminum beam of dimen-
sions 280 mm × 11 mm × 1.52 mm, and connected so as to
provide a pure bending actuation to the beam. A conven-
tional foil type strain gage is bonded on the beam surface at
a location approximately 50 mm from the end of the actua-
tors, and a piezoceramic (PZT sheet) sensor is bonded at the
same location on the other face of the beam so that both sen-
sors are exposed to the same strain field. The strain reading
from the resistive gage is recorded using a conventional signal
conditioning unit and the strain is calculated using standard

calibration formulae. The output of the piezoceramic sensor
is measured and converted to strain. A sine sweep is per-
formed from 5 to 500 Hz and the transfer functions of the
two sensors are compared.

3.3.2 Correction factors

The derivation of the strain in the 1-direction assumes that
the effect of other strain components is negligible, and that
there is no loss of strain in the bond layer. In reality however,
a transverse component of strain exists and there are some
losses in the finite thickness bond layer. Hence, the value of
strain as measured by the strain gage must be corrected to
account for transverse strain and shear lag losses in the bond
layer. These correction factors are discussed below.

Poisson’s ratio effect The sensor on the beam is exposed
to both longitudinal and transverse strains. If the 1-direction is
assumed to coincide with the length dimension of the beam
and the 2-direction with the width direction of the beam,
equation (25) can be rewritten as (assuming we are using a
charge amplifier for measurement, which means the sensor
is in a short circuit condition)

D3 = d31ε1

sE11

+ d32ε2

sE11

(26)

For a longitudinal stress, there will be a lateral strain ε2(=
−νε1) due to Poisson’s effect at the location of the sensor.
Hence the strain can be written as

ε1 = Vo

KpS∗
q

(27)

where Vo is the measured voltage from the piezoelectric sen-
sor, S∗

q is a calibration factor that depends on the specific type
of signal conditioning circuit that is used, andKp is the correc-
tion factor due to Poissons effect. It is seen that Kp = (1 − ν)
for PZT sensors and Kp = (1 − ν d32

d31
) for PVDF sensors. This

is a key distinction between piezoelectric sensors and conven-
tional resistive gages. The transverse sensitivity of a piezo-
electric sensor is of the same order as its longitudinal sensi-
tivity. However, for a conventional strain gage, the transverse
sensitivity is close to zero and is normally neglected. Hence,
in a general situation, it is not possible to separate the princi-
pal strains of a structure using only one piezoelectric sensor.
At least two sensors are required, constructed out of a piezo-
electrically or mechanically orthotropic material. This rules
out the use of PZT sensors where both longitudinal and trans-
verse strain measurements are required. For calibration, the
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Figure 8. Comparison of signal to noise ratio of PZT sensor and resistive strain gage. (a) Resistive strain gage and PZT sensor impulse in
the time domian; (b) Resistive strain gage and PZT sensor impulse in the frequency domain.

transverse strain is known a priori, which enables the deriva-
tion of a correction factor.

Shear lag effect The shear lag effect accounts for the loss
in strain transmitted from the host structure to the sensor as
a result of the finite stiffness of the bond layer. Sirohi and
Chopra Sirohi and Chopra (2000b) derived an expression for
the correction factor to account for the shear lag. Because
the whole geometric area of the sensor is no longer effective
in sensing the beam surface strain, an effective area of the
sensor is used in the calibration equation (equation (27)),
which becomes

ε1 = Vo

KpKbS∗
q

(28)

where Kb is the correction factor to account for shear lag
effects in the bond layer. The value of Kb is dependent only on
the geometry of the sensor. For both PZT and PVDF sensors,
Kb is given by

Kb = leffbeff (29)

where leff and beff are the effective length and effective
breadth of the sensor. These quantities are obtained by cal-
culation of the shear lag and correspond to the active area of
the sensor in the case of a perfect bond.

3.3.3 Signal to noise ratio

Experiments were performed on the beam bending setup as
described above. For the sine sweeps, the beam was actuated
from 5 to 500 Hz. A conventional 350 	 resistive strain gage
was used, with a Micro measurements 2311 signal condition-
ing system. For the piezoceramic sensor, a charge amplifier
was built using high input impedance LF355 operational am-
plifiers, with RF = 10 M	 and CF = 10 nF.

A major advantage of using piezoelectric sensors as op-
posed to conventional resistive strain gages is their supe-
rior signal to noise ratio and high frequency noise rejection.
Shown in Figure 8a and Figure b is the impulse response
from both the conventional resistive strain gage and the PZT
strain sensor. The responses are unfiltered and show the ac-
tual recorded voltages from the signal conditioners. Note the
large amplitude background noise in the resistive gage output,
and the much higher signal to noise ratio of the PZT strain
gage. The foil strain gage operates by sensing an imbalance
in a Wheatstone bridge circuit, which is on the order of mi-
crovolts. Therefore, at low strain levels, the signal to noise
ratio of resistive strain gages is quite poor. The superior sig-
nal to noise ratio of piezoelectric sensors makes them much
more attractive in situations where there is a low strain or
high noise level. The spikes in the frequency response at 60,
120, 240, 360, and 420 Hz are overtones of the AC power
line frequency. Since the resistive strain gage requires an ex-
citation, its output can get contaminated with a component
of the AC power line signal. PZT sensors are inherently free
from this contamination, however, the signal conditioning
circuitry introduces some contamination into the PZT sensor
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Figure 9. Piezoceramic actuator configurations. (a) Base material with 1-2 plane electroded; (b) special electrode configuration; (c) inherent
geometrical amplification.

output as well. It is worth mentioning here that the signal
conditioning electronics associated with the resistive strain
gage is much more involved and bulky compared to that used
in conjunction with the piezoelectric sensor.

4 SUMMARY

Piezoelectric materials have a large number of applications
due to their electro-mechanical coupling. Piezoceramics are a
type of ceramic material that also exhibit piezoelectric prop-
erties. These materials are widely and commercially available
in a variety of compositions and shapes. While early applica-
tions of piezoceramic materials were focused on the control
of space structures, the potential applications for aeronauti-

cal systems are expanding. As actuators, they have a stiffness
comparable to commonly used structural materials, and can
be easily attached to or embedded in structures. For example,
they can be incorporated in the layup of composite structures,
forming “active plies”. Embedded or surface-bonded piezo-
ceramic actuators on an airplane wing or helicopter blade can
induce alteration of twist/camber of airfoil (shape change),
that in turn can cause variation of lift distribution and may
help to control static and dynamic aeroelastic problems. An
alternate approach is to actively control auxiliary lifting de-
vices such as leading/trailing-edge flaps using specially de-
signed piezoceramic actuators.

Piezoceramic actuators have a high bandwidth, which
make them ideally suited to vibration and noise control ap-
plications. The primary drawback of piezoceramic actuators
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is their small stroke. However, a number of actuator config-
urations have been developed that either increase the output
stroke of the actuator by a geometrical amplification or by
converting the high frequency, low amplitude piezoceramic
stroke in to a lower frequency increased amplitude displace-
ment. Some of these actuator configurations are shown in
Figure 9.

At low electric field, piezoceramic materials exhibit a lin-
ear response. At higher electric field and mechanical stress,
the response of the material as well as the variation of elec-
trical properties such as dielectric constant and dissipation
factor become highly nonlinear. Under static excitation, the
strain response exhibits an increasing drift with time. Under
dynamic excitation, the internal dissipation of the material
appears as a hysteretic response. Electrically, the material
can be treated as a lossy capacitor. The combined electro-
mechanical impedance of the piezoceramics attached to a
host structure can be used to accurately predict their power
consumption.

In addition to their use as actuators, piezoceramic mate-
rials are also very attractive as sensors. This is due to their
high sensitivity and high signal to noise ratio compared to
conventional foil strain gages. The electrodes on piezoce-
ramic sensors can also be etched in specific ways to perform
modal filtering on the measured strain. Piezoceramic ma-
terials have also found wide application in dynamic force
transducers, accelerometers, and rate gyroscopes. Piezoce-
ramic sensors require appropriate sensing electronics, which
introduce a tradeoff between lower cut off frequency and sen-
sitivity. New piezoceramic compositions and actuator config-
urations promise to further expand the areas of application of
this material.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Adaptive (or “smart”) materials are a general class of mate-
rials that are responsive to external stimuli, where their
mechanical (stress–strain) behavior is strongly coupled to
other physical fields, such as temperature, electric field,
magnetic field, ion concentration, and so on. Shape mem-
ory materials are a subclass with strong coupling between
their mechanical behavior and temperature and include shape
memory alloys (SMAs), ferromagnetic SMAs, and shape
memory polymers. The focus of this chapter is the unique
thermo-mechanical behaviors of SMAs, which have enabled
various transportation, biomedical, communication, energy,
and consumer product applications. SMAs have received
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particular interest in aerospace engineering for use in novel
active devices and light-weight multifunctional structures.

1.1 Distinguishing phenomena

SMAs are named for the remarkable behavior of the shape
memory effect (SME), illustrated in Figure 1a (solid arrows)
between 0© and 5©. It shows a uniaxial tensile experiment
of a NiTi SMA wire immersed in a temperature-controlled
liquid bath, plotted in an isometric space of axial engineering
stress (σ), strain (εe), and temperature (T ). The SME consists
of the following thermo-mechanical cycle:

0©→ 1© load-free cooling below a threshold temperature
(T ∗) with no apparent strain, yet accompanied by
a solid-solid phase change from a high temperature
phase, called austenite (denoted A) to a low tempera-
ture phase, called thermal martensite (having a mixture
of microscopic twins, denoted M−/M+),

1©→ 3© isothermal (cold) loading, then unloading, leaving
an apparent residual elongation (about 5%), where
oriented or detwinned martensite (M+) is formed
microscopically,

3©→ 5© load-free heating, where the strain is recovered as
the underlying phase reverts to A.

The SME path is also shown in the idealized phase dia-
gram (stress-temperature space) of Figure 1b, showing stable
regimes of A and M. The SME cycle can exhibit recover-
able strain up to 8%, depending on the alloy, and can be
repeated many times if care is taken not to overload the
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Figure 1. (a) Uniaxial thermomechanical response of SMA (NiTi) wire, showing the shape memory effect (SME, 0© to 5©) and superelasticity
(SE, 6© to 11©); (b) idealized (quasi)-phase diagram.

material. By comparison, conventional alloys yield plasti-
cally at strains of about 0.2–0.5%, so several percent strain
would cause irreversible deformation. The threshold temper-
ature for strain recovery is a characteristic transformation
temperature1, which depends on the alloy chemistry and
material processing. Notably, SMAs are generally soft and
compliant when cold, yet strong and stiff when hot, unlike
the converse for conventional alloys. The reference configu-
ration (“remembered” state) is set at much higher shape-set
temperatures (say 500 ◦C).

The behavior just described is a one-way shape mem-
ory effect, since the macroscopic action occurs upon heating
only. Although not shown, certain SMAs, including NiTi, can
be thermomechanically processed to have a two-way shape
memory effect (TWSME), where internal residual stresses
favor the formation of oriented-M (M+), creating a strain
change upon cooling as well. Although the TWSME strain
change is usually diminished compared to the one-way SME,
it can be advantageous for certain applications.

In many SMAs, a related isothermal form of shape
memory is also present (see Figure 1a, 6© to 11©), called
superelasticity (SE) or pseudoelasticity, in a restricted tem-
perature range above T ∗, which consists of

6©→ 7© linear elastic loading of A,
7©→ 8© a stress plateau with elongation (to > 6% strain, in

this case), accompanied by the stress-induced transfor-
mation A → M+,

8©→ 9© initial unloading with some elastic recovery of M+,
9©→ 10© another lower stress plateau with decreasing elon-

gation, accompanied by the reverse transformation
A ← M+, and

10©→ 11© linear elastic recovery of A to zero strain.

The behavior is “pseudoelastic” in that the strain is fully
recovered, but the mechanical response involves hysteresis
and energy dissipation, even in the slow, quasi-static limit.
While superelasticity here occurred above room temperature
(RT), adjustments in alloying and materials processing can be
used to tailor transformation temperatures to the user’s needs,
producing SME and SE behavior either above or below RT
as desired.

The above descriptions are somewhat simplistic, and more
details are provided in Section 3. The reader is referred to a
number of books and their contained references, dedicated
to various aspects of SMA behavior, metallurgy, underly-
ing micromechanical mechanisms, modeling and devices
(Funakubo, 1987; Duerig et al., 1990; Otsuka and Wayman,
1998; Bhattacharya, 2003; Abeyaratne and Knowles, 2006;
Lagoudas, 2008).

1.2 Historical development of SMAs

Despite their relative obscurity to the general public, SMAs
have had a long history. Superelasticity and preliminary
indications of shape memory features were first noticed in
certain intermetallics, such as AuCd, CuZn (beta brass) and
CuSn (beta bronze), in the 1930s and 1940s. The shape
memory effect was clearly demonstrated in the 1950s in
alloys of AuCd, CuZn, and InTl. Many others have been
discovered since (see Figure 2a), and the list continues to
grow. Many SMAs, while scientifically interesting, consist
of precious metals or exhibit useful properties only as single
crystals, making them relatively impractical for use in com-
mercial applications. A few alloys, however, have emerged
as commercially viable (see Figure 2b) for novel devices,
notably nickel-titanium-based alloys (near equiatomic NiTi,
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Figure 2. (a) Timeline of discoveries of SMAs; (b) typical properties of some commercial SMAs.

NiTiCu, and NiTiNb) and certain copper alloys (CuAlZn and
CuAlNi). Nearly equiatomic NiTi, known as Nitinol2 was dis-
covered in the early 1960s (see Kauffman and Mayo, 1997,
for an interesting account).

Nitinol is the best-known and most popular SMA, and
to date, Nitinol SMAs have (arguably) proven to have the
best memory and superelasticity properties of known poly-
crystalline SMAs. Nitinol alloys can withstand large stresses
(well over 500 MPa) and can recover strains up to about
8% for low cycle use and about 2.5% for high cycle use.
This strain recovery capability enables the design of novel
devices in either a thermally-active mode or isothermal
energy absorption mode. NiTi SMAs have other advantages
in terms of corrosion resistance, fatigue resistance, and bio-
compatibility, thereby making them the preferred material
system for the most shape memory applications being con-
sidered today.

2 APPLICATIONS OF SMAs

Since the late 1960s, SMAs have been used in a wide variety
of applications with the first successful engineering use in
military aircraft. In the 1970s and 1980s, a flurry of patents
were issued (now thousands in number) for novel thermal-
actuator devices and even heat engines based on active
SMA elements. Commercial devices were marketed with

some success, including novelty toys, superelastic orthodon-
tic arch-wires, and automatic fire protection and anti-scald
valves, to name a few. Since the 1990s, SMA devices have
attained commercial success, especially in the biomedical
sector for surgical tools, guidewires, and vascular stents due
to the good biocompatibility of Nitinol. Historically, device
design has been the subject of specialists due to SMA’s
complex constitutive behavior, yet their use is broadening
as a result of reductions in material cost, improved mate-
rial processing, more mature understanding, and improved
constitutive modeling. One can find specific references for
current and proposed applications in recent books (Otsuka
and Wayman, 1998; Lagoudas, 2008) as well as a plethora
of applied SMA research in the journal literature (see Hartl
and Lagoudas, 2007, for a recent review of aerospace appli-
cations) and conference proceedings (many have annual
symposia dedicated to the subject since the 1990s).

2.1 Modes of use

Each of the behaviors introduced earlier provides a way
in which SMAs can replace more complex systems with a
solid-state active material component. The shape memory
effect (SME) can be used in a thermally-active mode for
free recovery (deployable structures) or constrained recov-
ery (prestressed fittings, valves, or actuators). Superelasticity
(SE) can be used in an isothermal mode for highly resilient
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Table 1. Work densities of some smart materials and actuators
(adapted from Krulevitch et al., 1996).

Actuator type W (J m−3) Description

NiTi SMA 6.0 × 106–2.5 × 107 Measured, high
cycle to one
cycle (5%,
500 MPa)

Thermo-pneumatic 1.2 × 106 Measured, 20 N,
50 �m displ

Thermal expansion 4.6 × 105 Ideal, Ni on Si,
200 ◦C

Electro-magnetic 1.6 × 103–4.0 × 105 Measured to
ideal

Electro-static 7.0 × 102–1.8 × 105 Measured to
ideal

Piezoelectric 1.8 × 102–1.2 × 105 Calculated, ZnO
to PZT (40
kV cm−1)

Muscle 1.8 × 104 Measured,
350 kPa, 10%
strain

Microbubble 3.4 × 102 Measured,
71 �m bubble

structures (load limiters or energy absorption devices). For
example, a hydraulic or electromechanical actuator can be
replaced by an SMA component (e.g., spring or wire), where
deformation can be recovered even under substantial load
via the SME. It requires no working fluids, emits no elec-
tromagnetic interference, and operates silently. By utilizing
ambient temperature gradients or “waste” heat to drive the

thermally-induced transformation, SMAs components can
work as simple heat engines to generate mechanical work
directly. The low tangent stiffness of the SE plateau and
its hysteresis enables SMA components to isolate sensitive
instrumentation from sources of vibrations.

The high recovery stress and strain in SMAs provides a
work density orders of magnitude larger than other smart
material and actuator systems (see Table 1, making SMA
devices potentially lighter weight than by alternative means.
This also provides significant design flexibility, where force
can be traded for enhanced displacement by using different
structural forms, such as benders, springs, and torque-tubes.
Table 2 summarizes important SMA traits and describes
their implications for device design (described further in
Section 3).

2.2 Aerospace applications

SMAs were first used for shrink-fit pipe couplers3 to join
high pressure hydraulic lines in military aircraft, particularly
Grumman F-14 (Tomcat) fighter jets starting in 1971. The
concept was to use an SMA (NiTiFe) sleeve with subambient
transformation temperatures that was initially formed with an
interference fit to a pipe joint, then mechanically expanded
and stored in liquid nitrogen. The installation simply involved
slipping the NiTi sleeve across the pipe joint while cold, then
allowing it to warm to room temperature where it shrunk
against the pipe to create a prestressed joint (see Figure 3a).
Over 300 000 couplers were used with no reported fail-
ures. This resolved previous problems with welding titanium

Table 2. Summary of Nitinol traits and their implications for use in devices.

Traits Device implications

Advantages 1-way SME Load-free shape recovery; or actuator against bias force
2-way SME Heating and cooling shape change; no actuator bias force needed
Pseudoelasticity High resilience; load limiter; energy absorber; vibration

suppression; constant force strain recovery
Hysteresis Energy absorber; vibration suppression
Actuation stress (>400 MPa) Large actuation force; only small SMA cross-section needed
Actuation strain (8%) Large displacement; small SMA length needed
Energy density (∼ 10 MJ m−3) Large work/volume output; compact SMA element
Specific energy (∼ 1.2 kJ kg−1) Large work/mass output; light-weight SMA element
3-Dimensional actuation Variety of useful configurations: benders, springs, torque tubes

Limitations Temperature sensitivity Dramatic material changes; superelasticity in restricted T range
Specific heat and latent heat Significant thermal “inertia”; sensitivity to loading-rates; limited

actuation frequency
Energy efficiency Low Carnot efficiency; low actuation work/input heat (<5%)
Transformation-induced plasticity Shakedown (early-life cycles); preconditioning may be required;

degradation of strain recovery; potential fatigue failure
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Figure 3. (a) SMA pipe coupler photograph (www.intrinsicdevices.com/history.html) and installation schematic: (1) initial interference fit,
(2) mechanically expanded and stored cold, (3) warmed to RT; (b) cross-section schematic of SMA automatic valve: cold flow (valve open)
and hot flow (valve shut).

hydraulic lines. Similar devices of this sort were subsequently
used in Royal Navy submarines and US Navy surface ships in
the 1970s. In the 1980s, sleeves were replaced with NiTiNb
alloys that no longer required cryogenic storage. These appli-
cations are examples of constrained SMA recovery, and other
shrink-fit rings/sleeves for zero-force insertion electronic and
piping devices have been marketed since under various trade
names4.

During the 1970s to 1990s, numerous thermal SMA actu-
ators were marketed commercially, including automatic fire
suppression systems, household anti-scald fixtures, and auto-
motive transmission valves. Most of these devices worked
based on biased SME recovery with a prestressed SMA ele-
ment (often a spring) placed in series with a steel spring.
It was designed such that the steel spring compressed the
SMA element when cold, yet when hot, the SMA element
stiffened to compress the steel spring (see Figure 3b). The
work point between the two elements moved a valve face
or lever, providing both temperature sensing and mechani-
cal actuation without the need for bulky motors or feedback
control systems. Additionally, superelastic NiTi SMAs were
used to create surgical guidewires, arterial stents, orthodontic

arch-wires, dental files, orthopedic implants, eyeglass frames,
and cellular phone antennas.

A simple SMA actuator was used on the NASA Mars
Pathfinder rover, Sojourner, as part of the dust adhesion exper-
iment in 1997. In 1994, the Clementine spacecraft (Deep
Space Program Science Experiment) was launched to map the
entire Moon’s landscape (297 lunar orbits) for the first time
(Figure 4a), and it used SMAs in release bolts5 to deploy the
spacecraft’s four solar panels. A pre-compressed SMA/heater
assembly was fitted under the head of a notched bolt, and
when heated, the SMA collar expanded to break the bolt in
tension, allowing the solar panels to deploy. This was safer
and provided less momentum disturbance than previously
used explosive bolts. Similar devices have been used since
then for dozens of spacecraft.

2.3 Potential future aerospace applications

More ambitious SMA adaptive structures have been a focus
of research efforts in the past decade. Nondestructive SMA
release mechanisms and active hinges are being developed

Figure 4. (a) Deep space program science experiment (Clementine spacecraft); (b) Frangibolts®.
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Figure 5. SMA aircraft research: (a) DARPA Smart Wing (upper), cutaway showing SMA torque tube (lower); (b) SAMPSON active inlet
cowl.

for spacecraft and very small “micro” satellites. Inflatable
space structures using SMA components as collapsable struc-
tural members are also being considered. The DARPA “Smart
Wing” project examined the use of internal SMA torque
tubes and other active materials to warp aircraft wings (see
Figure 5a). The SAMPSON project probed the feasibility
of tailoring jet engine intake and exhaust geometries using
SMA elements to pivot the inlet cowl. Figure 5b shows a
prototype F-15 engine inlet installed in a wind tunnel for
testing. Another example is the Boeing variable geometry
chevron (VGC), which is a multicomponent extension of the
engine thrust reverser sleeve secondary structure that uses
SMA beams opposed by prestressed composite structure to
deflect the chevrons into the exhaust flow to reduce engine
noise during takeoff and landing. The VGC was successfully
flight tested by Boeing Research and Technology in 2006.
SMA devices are also being considered for helicopter appli-
cations, such as rotor blade tracking tabs to correct inter-blade
imbalances, where confined spaces and severe dynamic loads
make it difficult to use conventional actuators.

3 THERMO-MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR

Compared to conventional structural alloys, usually used
in a linear elastic range, the thermo-mechanical behavior
of SMAs is unusual and complex. SMAs exhibit extreme
temperature sensitivity, nonlinear and sometimes unstable
mechanical behavior, anisotropy, strong thermo-mechanical
coupling, and loading rate-dependent and path-dependent

(hysteresis) behavior. This section describes the underlying
microstructural mechanisms and illustrates the thermo-
mechanical response of typical Nitinol alloys. The metallurgy
and mechanics literature is vast (see review, Otsuka and Ren,
2005). The field remains an active area of research, and the
understanding of mechanisms involved at all scales from the
crystalline lattice to the macroscopic scale has progressed
significantly, even during the past decade or so.

3.1 Martensitic transformations, crystals and
microstructures

The underlying micromechanical mechanism is the inter-
play of one or more reversible crystalline (solid–solid)
phase changes, called thermoelastic martensitic transfor-
mations, that can be induced by changes in temperature
or stress. Martensitic transformations are diffusionless, dis-
placive, first order (involving strain and entropy jumps),
lattice-distortive, and athermal (nearly temperature-rate inde-
pendent). The stress-free high temperature (parent) phase is
called austenite6 (A), and the low temperature daughter phase
is called martensite7 (thermal-M). Austenite has a high sym-
metry atomic structure, generally based on a cubic lattice,
and martensite has a lower symmetry Bravais lattice, either
tetragonal, rhombohedral, orthorhombic, monoclinic, or tri-
clinic, depending on the SMA. The crystal structures can be
transformed from one to another by small coordinated atomic
displacements.
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The micro-scale mechanisms are now described that
underly the SME and SE cycles of Figure 1a. In the absence
of stress, the low symmetry martensite crystal can exist in
several, energetically equivalent variants, which are related
to one another through a finite set of reflections or rota-
tions based on the point symmetry group of the crystal. After
stress-free cooling ( 1©), martensite has a self-accomodating
microstructure with little or no strain relative to A. The appli-
cation of stress, however, energetically favors those variants
aligned with the stress and causes “flipping” of misaligned
variants by the glide of twin boundaries in the microstruc-
ture (detwinning), resulting in a macroscopic strain 2©. Thus,
one must distinguish between unstrained M and strained M.
For simplicity in a 1D context, one can imagine all marten-
site variants lumped into just two (homogenized) uniaxial
“variants”, that is, micro-structural combinations of crys-
tal variants that contribute to macroscopic elongation (M+)
and contraction (M−), respectively. Accordingly, thermal-
M can be thought of as the self-accomodating mixture of
these two “uniaxial variants” M+/M−, where oriented (ten-
sile) martensite is M+. Upon unloading, a large portion of
the detwinned (or oriented) microstructure remains and a
residual strain remains 3©. In the absence of any plasticity
during the detwinning process, all the martensite is trans-
formed to the parent A phase upon heating above a critical
temperature 5©. The prior strain induced at cold temperature
is recoverable, since atoms have been displaced only small
distances relative to the lattice spacing (generally retaining
their nearest neighbors) without dislocation motion (slip) or
diffusion (motion of atoms across many lattice spacings).
The small atomic displacements and high symmetry of the
A lattice causes the material to revert to a unique reference
configuration.

Returning to the SE response of Figure 1a, the specimen
was subjected to a slow isothermal elongation-controlled
load–unload cycle at 71 ◦C (δ̇/L = ±4 × 10−4 s−1, where
δ is the wire elongation, L is its initial free length, and εe

reported in the figure is the local strain measured by an exten-
someter). At 6© the specimen is initially A and is elastically
deformed along a nearly linear path to 7© (at which a crit-
ical stress is reached at just under 600 MPa) that favors the
transformation to M+. Between 7© and 8© straining occurs
along the upper stress plateau as the A → M+ transforma-
tion progresses (to just over 6% at 8©). Thus, sufficient stress
stabilizes M+ (sometimes called stress-induced martensite)
at temperatures well above its natural (stress-free) regime. At
the micro-scale this conversion from austenite occurs through
the nucleation of martensite regions and the motion of sharp
habit plane interfaces, that is, coherent (or nearly so) bound-
aries between the A crystal and special compatible mixtures
of lattice correspondence variants, called habit plane variants
(HPVs)8. Upon unloading (δ̇ < 0), the response is initially
steep and somewhat nonlinear, yet a lower critical stress
(σM→A

P ) is reached at 9© and material reverts to A along the
lower stress plateau with a consequent recovery of the strain

9© to 10©, since M+ is no longer stable. The final unloading 10©
to 11© occurs along the linear elastic response of A. Thus, the
strain (> 6%) induced during loading is recovered, but via a
hysteresis loop with a large amount of dissipated mechanical
work energy, which is a characteristic potentially useful for
vibration damping and energy absorption applications.

In Nitinol, A has an ordered B2 atomic crystal structure,
and M has a B19′ crystal structure9. Typical commercial Niti-
nol alloys (aged, slightly Ni-rich) also have an intermediate
phase, called the R-phase with a B2′ rhombohedral (trig-
onal) structure (see Figure 6a). R and M have 4 and 12
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symmetry-related lattice correspondence variants (LCVs),
respectively, which can exist in various proportions to create
microstructures that accommodate a range of strains without
plastic slip. Other SMAs with fewer martensite variants
(higher symmetry), such as tetragonal martensite in CuAlNi
with only three variants, may not span the space of all pos-
sible 3D macroscopic strains, and thus only exhibit shape
memory and superelasticity as single crystals10 under certain
stress states (Bhattacharya, 2003).

We note that the well known martensitic transformation in
steel (Fe-C system) has commonalities with SMAs, that is,
the transformations involve displacive (rather than replacive)
motions of atoms, but there are distinct differences:

� Austenitic steel is mechanically soft and ductile compared
to martensitic steel, yet SMA austenite is typically stiff
and strong compared to SMA martensite.

�

A → M transformation in steel has a large volume change
(dilatation), causing significant plasticity and very large
temperature hysteresis, making it non-thermoelastic.
Transformations in SMAs have little volume change and
only moderate hysteresis (20 to 80 ◦C) resulting in nearly
thermoelastic (reversible) transformations.

� To have a shape memory effect, the point symmetries
of A (high symmetry) and M (low symmetry) crys-
tals should ideally have a group–subgroup relationship11,
where martensite is sufficiently “close” (small atomic dis-
placements) to a unique austenite structure.

A common method to measure transformation tempera-
tures is by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), as shown
in Figure 6b for commercial Nitinol wire (SAES Memry).

The wire is denoted SM (shape memory) wire to distinguish
it from room temperature SE (superelastic) wire, to be dis-
cussed later. (Both exhibit shape memory and superelasticity,
but in different temperature regimes relative to RT.) The as-
received SM wire is R-phase at room temperature (RT). The
DSC thermogram measures the differential specific heat rate
input, q̇ (heat power/mass) to a stress-free material sample
during constant temperature-rate scans (±Ṫ ). The valleys and
peaks are caused by respective exothermic and endothermic
enthalpy changes (latent heats of transformation), which sep-
arate temperature regimes of nearly pure phases. The primary
players are austenite and martensite, but in this case, a multi-
step transformation via the intermediate R-phase also occurs
on cooling. The identifiers As and Af denote the respective
start and finish temperatures for the transformation to austen-
ite during heating, and Ms and Mf (and Rs and Rf ) denote start
and finish temperatures to martensite (and R-phase) during
cooling. The thermogram shows a temperature hysteresis of
about 80 ◦C between the austenite–martensite peaks. Over-
all, the transformation temperatures are quite sensitive to any
excess Ni content above 50 atom%, and slight additions tend
to decrease transformation temperatures significantly (about
100 ◦C/atom% excess Ni), which has been used to advantage
by material suppliers to produce Nitinol alloys with transfor-
mation temperatures near human body temperature (38 ◦C)
or below RT (SE wire).

3.2 Basic thermo-mechanical behavior

Figure 7a shows a series of isothermal stress–strain responses
for the same SM wire shown previously (Figure 1a). At
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temperatures above 50 ◦C, the responses are superelastic,
since M+ is not stable without stress. The stress (upper
plateau) required to stabilize M+, however, becomes larger as
the temperature is raised above its natural stress-free tempera-
ture range (Figure 7b). Both transformation stresses, σA→M+

P
and σA←M+

P , are strongly dependent on temperature, rising
at a rate of 7–8 MPa ◦C−1 in Nitinol (7.8 MPa ◦C−1, here).
Between 50 and 70 ◦C, the responses are perfectly super-
elastic (if unloading starts just after the end of the A → M+

plateau), but at higher temperatures, 80 to 100 ◦C, progres-
sively larger residual strains are seen. At these temperatures
the loading plateau stresses become so large (800 MPa at
100 ◦C) that yielding occurs concurrent with the transforma-
tion, so the superelastic loop is no longer closed12. At the
highest temperature shown (103 ◦C), the unloading plateau
is less distinct than at the lower temperatures and the final
residual strain is about 1%.

At lower temperatures (0 to 40 ◦C), two sets of mechani-
cal responses are shown in Figure 7a, since the starting phase
is non-uniquely determined by temperature (see again Fig-
ure 6a). The as-received material starts as thermal-R, and
the mechanical response has a double knee below 2% strain
as R first becomes oriented (R → R+) then transforms to
oriented-M (R+ → M+). These double knees are mostly
absent in the responses on the right (prior quench in LN2),
where the starting phase (thermal-M) simply became ori-
ented during loading (M → M+). (Note that the specimen
had also been quenched in LN2 prior to state 1© in Figure 1a.)
In both sets, the residual strain (near 5%) could be recovered
by load-free heating above 45 ◦C.

The plateau (transformation) stresses and stress “knees”
(onsets for reorientation) from the isothermal responses are
plotted versus temperature in Figure 7b to give a quantita-
tive pseudo-phase diagram. In the as-received state the stress
for R → R+ reorientation during loading gradually rises to
a nearly constant value as temperature is decreased, but the
R+ → M+ stresses grow larger as the temperature is raised.
In the quenched material the stress onset for M → M+ reori-
entation during loading is nearly independent of temperature
over the range shown. Above 50 ◦C, however, the differences
in the two sets disappear, since the starting phase is always
A. The plateau stress for A → M+ transformation (loading)
rises with temperature at a nearly linear rate 7.8 MPa ◦C−1.
The plateau for A ← M+ transformation (unloading) also
rises at this slope near 50 ◦C, but the slope decreases as the
temperature is raised further, resulting in a somewhat wider
load–unload stress hysteresis at the higher temperatures.

The extent of strain (�εP) along the plateaus and esti-
mates of the reorientation strains from Figure 7a are plotted
in Figure 7c for the as-received SM wire. The reorientation
strain for R → R+ is between about 0.8 and 0.9% strain

(10–40 ◦C). The transformation strain for R+ → M+ rises
steeply as the temperature is raised in this range, reach-
ing about 4% at 40 ◦C. At 50 ◦C and above, the material is
superelastic and the transformation strain forA → M+ (load-
ing plateau extent) rises somewhat, but peaks at about 5.8%
near 90 ◦C. A reasonable estimate of the stress–temperature
dependence can be made by the well-known Clausius–
Clapeyron relation dσP/dT = −ρ�s/�ε ≈ 7.9 MPa ◦C−1,
where ρ = 6500 g m−3 is the mass density, �s ≈ �h/TR is
the specific entropy jump estimated from the DSC specific
latent heat �hM→A = 19.7 J g−1, TR = 304.6 K (31.4 ◦C)
is a reference temperature (intercept shown in Figure 7b),
and �ε = −0.0531, calculated from the theoretical resolved
strain for A ← M+ of a martensite HPV along the prevalent
wire texture direction, 〈111〉B2. The transformation strain dur-
ing the reverse transformation A ← M+ (unloading plateau)
in Figure 7c rises initially, peaks at about 4.4% strain at 70 ◦C,
then falls off dramatically, due to yielding and locked-in
residual martensite caused during loading.

At even higher temperatures (not shown) the A →
M+ stress significantly exceeds the material’s yield stress
(roughly 600 MPa for this alloy, and probably decreasing
somewhat with temperature as thermal activation increases),
and superelasticity becomes progressively imperfect. The
response becomes increasingly dominated by plasticity
effects as the temperature is raised, such that it eventually
behaves as a conventional ductile alloy. The limiting tem-
perature at which deformation-induced transformation is no
longer significant is called Md, probably at least 150 ◦C for
this alloy where A → M+ stresses would be near 1.2 GPa.
In any event, perfect superelasticity is limited to about 70 ◦C
here.

3.3 Ambient medium and loading-rate sensitivity

The transformation response of SMAs is sensitive to the
nature of the ambient medium and loading rate due to the
inherent thermo-mechanical coupling in the material (Shaw
and Kyriakides, 1995). Figure 8a shows two experiments on
SM wire performed at the same (slow) elongation rate at the
same superelastic ambient temperature, one in air and one in
water, which show different mechanical responses (left plot).
The cause is shown in the specimen temperature responses
as measured by a fine thermocouple (right plot), plotted
against the normalized elongation (δ/L). These show tem-
perature changes about ±1 ◦C (water) and ±6 ◦C (air), which
arise from exothermic (loading, A → M+) and endothermic
(unloading, A ← M+) latent heat changes with the environ-
ment, where air is a poorer heat transfer medium than water.
Recalling the stress–temperature sensitivity of 7.8 MPa ◦C−1
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Figure 9. Experiment on SE Nitinol strip during A → M+ transformation (superelasticity) in RT air at δ̇/L = 1 × 10−3 s−1: (a) sequence
of optical photographs; (b) synchronized sequence of IR images (data from Shaw and Kyriakides, 1997).

(see again Figure 7b), self-heating (loading) causes transfor-
mation stresses to rise, while self-cooling (unloading) causes
transformation stresses to decrease, resulting in the differ-
ent mechanical responses. Thus, “rate-effects” in SMAs are
not due to the usual viscoelastic phenomena (although they
are sometimes modeled as such). Figure 8b shows two sim-
ilar responses at a moderately faster rate (100×) where the
effects are more dramatic. Temperature changes in water are
about 8 ◦C (loading) and −5 ◦C (unloading) in water, yet
about 28 ◦C in the air case, resulting in a distorted mechani-
cal responses without “plateaus”. The 28 ◦C temperature rise
at the highest load-rate shown is a significant fraction of the
adiabatic limit (about 44 ◦C for this alloy). Accordingly, two
extremes in the response must be distinguished: the isother-
mal response at slow loading-rates in convective/conductive
media, versus the adiabatic response at moderate loading-
rates in thermally insulating media. In practice, therefore, the
response measured in laboratory (tightly-controlled) condi-
tions may differ from in-field operation.

3.4 Localization and transformation fronts

A somewhat esoteric aspect, but one that has caught many
application engineers by surprise, is the phenomenon of

stress-induced transformation by localization and propaga-
tion of macroscopic phase fronts (shear bands or deformation
necks, akin to Lüders bands seen in certain mild steels) as
shown in Figure 9. The figure shows synchronized optical
photographs (Figure 9a) and infrared images (Figure 9b)
of the gage section of an SE Nitinol (dog-bone) strip dur-
ing the superelastic loading plateau (A → M+) taken at 4 s
intervals at δ̇/L = 1 × 10−3 s−1 in RT air. Figure 9a shows
changes in reflectivity due to the disturbance of the black
surface oxide layer (initially A) that becomes light-gray
(M+) due to local straining to about 6%. It shows that much
of the transformation occurs via sudden localization (M+

band) and quasi-static propagation of angled bands along
the specimen’s (vertical) axis. Figure 9b shows the evolu-
tion of non-uniform temperature fields (initially RT) as local
front temperatures increase during front propagation, and
then even become high off-scale (>37 ◦C) as fronts coalesce
together. These localization effects tend to exacerbate the
loading-rate sensitivity of SMAs previously mentioned by
creating near point-source heat sources. This intensifies self-
heating (and self-cooling during unloading) compared to the
case if transformation occurred uniformly along the specimen
length. In practice, this causes SMAs to exhibit sensitivities
to loading-rate at rates well below the “dynamic” regime
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(102–107 s−1) for conventional metals where rate effects
become important at RT.

We do note, however, that while strain and temperature
localization occur in as-received (“virgin”) Nitinol loaded in
uniaxial tension, these may not exist after Nitinol has been
thermo-mechanically cycled (shaken down). Localization is
also not observed in compression, pure torsion, and many
other multi-axial loadings. In these cases thermo-mechanical
coupling is still present, but transformation occurs is a
distributed way, making loading-rate (and ambient media)
sensitivities less severe.

3.5 Cyclic behavior and shakedown

Under thermal actuation cycles or superelastic cycles, SMAs
typically exhibit evolution in their behavior early in their life,
called shakedown. It is an issue that engineers must cope with
and often requires pre-cycling the material to achieve repeat-
able results. Figure 10a shows an superelastic experiment on
0.76 mm diameter (33.3 mm long) SE wire in RT air at a slow
elongation rate (to maintain nearly isothermal conditions),
where the specimen was subjected to an initial load–unload
cycle to 7% strain (N = 1, for reference), 48 subsequent
cycles between intermediate global elongation limits (cyclic
amplitude, �(δ/L) = 3%) within this “outer loop”, and then
unloading to zero load (N = 50, final cycle). It shows the
upper plateau decreases with cycles, while the lower plateau
decreases slightly, resulting in a somewhat collapsed and dis-
torted stress–strain loop. (Cycles 16–49 have been omitted
for clarity.) The last cycle shows a diminished transforma-
tion strain across the plateau compared to earlier cycles, and
the final unloading exhibits a residual strain (plasticity and
residual M+). Figure 10b shows a similar experiment at a
faster elongation rate that shows more significant changes
in the stress–strain loop. The plateaus have disappeared, the

size of the hysteresis loop is greatly decreased, and the final
residual strain is larger than the previous experiment. The
greater shakedown effect is due to loading rate and self-
heating/cooling effects that cause higher maximum stresses
(600 MPa versus 400 MPa) during early cycles.

The near collapse of the hysteresis loop could be either
advantageous or problematic, depending on the intended
application, but is the result of plasticity and residual stresses
that likely reduce the material’s ultimate fatigue life. These
stress levels are rather large, just to illustrate the cyclic effects,
and repeating these experiments at lower superelastic temper-
atures results in less severe shakedown and less degradation of
the recoverable strain. For actuation applications undergoing
temperature cycles under a constant load, similar shakedown
effects are observed where the strain-temperature hysteresis
loop gradually becomes narrower and takes on a loop shape
with gentler transitions. Keeping stresses under 200 MPa is
generally recommended to give satisfactory performance for
∼ 104 actuation cycles.

3.6 Tension–compression asymmetry

Another aspect of SMA behavior that tends to catch engineers
by surprise is the extreme tension–compression asymmetry
in the superelastic response. Figure 11a shows a comparison
of two experiments on SE (Nitinol) tubes (3.175 mm OD,
2.54 mm ID) in RT air at slow loading rate, one in unaxial
tension, and one in uniaxial compression. The compressive
response shows much larger transformation stresses, small
transformation strains, and the lack of distinct plateaus. The
reason is that different variants of martensite are activated
in tension versus compression with different resolved uniax-
ial strains. An exacerbating factor is that cold-drawn forms
of SMAs, like wire and tubes, tend to have a 〈111〉B2 crys-
tallographic texture and behave somewhat as single crystals.
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Calculated contours of resolved uniaxial strains in the stereo-
graphic triangle comparing tension and compression for two
favorably oriented HPVs (of the 24 available) are shown in
Figure 11b and 11c. The predicted strains are about 5.31%
and −3.30% for tension and compression, respectively, along
〈111〉 directions. Tension–compression asymmetry, there-
fore, has important implications for the bending behavior of
SMAs, since the neutral axis will not be along the centerline
axis of geometrically symmetric structures.

3.7 Multi-axial behavior

The multi-axial behavior of SMAs is quite complex and less
well understood, exhibiting some strange effects due to load-
path dependence, and space limitations do not permit a review
here (see Grabe and Bruhns, 2009, for recent tension–torsion
experiments on NiTi tubes).

4 MODELING

While the metallurgy and microstructural characterization of
SMAs has reached a reasonably mature level and significant
recent advances have been made in the theoretical under-
standing of martensitic transformations, high fidelity SMA
modeling is an ongoing research topic. Broadly speaking,
SMA models can be classified as (i) phenomenological mod-
els, which capture experimental observation of the bulk,
macro-scale behavior, often motivated by thermodynamic

considerations, (ii) micro-mechanical models that focus on
martensitic microstructure or individual grains and then apply
homogenization techniques to predict the response of the bulk
material, and (iii) atomic-scale models that seek to predict
lattice-level instabilities and explain why some alloys exhibit
SME and SE while others do not. Numerous SMA models
have been proposed in the past three decades, starting with
simple 1D, special purpose, phenomenological models, pro-
gressing to more sophisticated 1D models that account for
both reorientation of martensite and the martensite–austenite
transformation, latent heat and rate effects, localization
and propagation phenomena, tension-compression asym-
metry, and cyclic shakedown. Some 3D models of both
phenomenological and micro-structural types have been
proposed, usually based on the methodology of classical
elasto-plasticity, some using infinitesimal kinematics (small
strain assumptions) and some using finite kinematics. Exper-
imental data to validate these models over a large range of
multi-axial stress states and load paths, however, is still rel-
atively sparse. All but a few models must be implemented
numerically to solve structural boundary value problems. The
interested reader is referred to the books (Abeyaratne and
Knowles, 2006; Lagoudas, 2008, for more details).

5 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Advancements continue to occur in improved processing, the
development of new alloys, and new forms. Here we briefly
mention some relatively recent developments.
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5.1 Cost and quantity

Advances in processing have resulted in production of Nitinol
SMAs in relatively large quantities with good quality control
and reproducible properties. Nitinol wire, in particular, has
excellent properties and low cost compared to most other
forms. SMA wire applications are now being seriously con-
sidered even in cost-sensitive sectors of civil and automotive
engineering.

5.2 Low hysteresis SMAs

For SMAs intended for actuation applications, a small hys-
teresis ensures faster actuation and better thermal efficiency,
and certain ternary additions to NiTi, like 10 atom% Cu, can
reduce the temperature hysteresis from 80 to 20 ◦C. However,
the transformation strain is normally reduced to approxi-
mately 4.0% in NiTiCu (although recent studies on NiTi with
25 atom% Cu melt spun ribbons have shown small hysteresis
and stable superelasticity up to 7%). This has a similar effect
on the superelastic hysteresis loop, reducing the 200 MPa
hysteresis in NiTi to about 100 MPa for NiTi10 atom%Cu.
The addition of Cu also greatly reduces the sensitivity of the
Ms temperature to composition. Among the different ternary
compositions Ni40.5Ti49.5Cu10 is usually preferred, since it
gives the minimum hysteresis and exceeding 10 atom% Cu
can cause embrittlement of the material. The low hysteresis
is a result of special crystal lattice parameters that result in
near perfect atomic compatibility between A and a single M

variant (LCV), which has important potential implications
for improved fatigue life and SMA actuator efficiency.

5.3 High temperature SMAs

For actuator applications in high temperature environments,
such as an engine core, SMAs with transformation temper-
ature significatly higher that for conventional NiTi (limited
to 100 ◦C) are required. Currently known high temperature
SMAs (HTSMAs) with transformation temperatures above
100 ◦C have drawbacks, either being brittle, very expensive,
or suffering thermal aging-induced memory degradation.
Cu-based alloys, like CuZrX alloys and CuAlNi, have high
transformation temperatures but are prone to fracture as
polycrystals. CuAlNi has been used, however, as single
crystals but requires special manufacturing techniques.
Fe-Mn-Si is the most studied iron-based SMA and has rela-
tively high transformation temperatures, but the martensitic
transformation is considered non-thermoelastic, which leads
to an incomplete SME and weak or nonexistent SE. These

alloys are very sensitive to thermomechanical treatments but
can be used in coupling devices, which only require one-time
actuation.

HTSMAs have also been made by adding a third element
such as Pd, Pt, Au, Zr, or Hf to NiTi. Recent studies on TiNiPd
and TiNiPt compositions have shown good actuation charac-
teristics and an Ms in the range 500–1000 ◦C, but the high
cost of Palladium and Platinum makes them expensive, since
>20 atom% Pa or Pt is needed to raise transformation tem-
peratures. This has pushed the development of cheaper alloy
systems, such as TiNiHf and TiNiZr, but they are relatively
brittle and posses transformation temperatures (Ms ≈ 187–
217 ◦C) much lower than NiTiPd and NiTiPt. Nevertheless,
TiNiHf is the currently preferred inexpensive alloy, since it
has good strain recovery, the best thermal stability, and least
hysteresis.

5.4 Ferromagnetic SMAs

Certain SMAs, like FePd, Ni2MnGa, CoAlNi, and others,
have been discovered to be ferromagnetic, where marten-
site variants can be reoriented by an external magnetic field.
These work best as single crystals, and the magnetically-
induced free strain is often 0.2–1.3%, which exceeds the
strains in piezoelectric (PZT) and magnetostrictive mate-
rials (like Terfenol-D). The most studied alloy system is
Ni-Mn-Ga. Ni2MnGa exhibits 0.2% free strain as martensite
twins are oriented/reoriented. A particular off-stoichiometric
alloy Ni48Mn30Ga22 has been shown to have a magnetically-
induced free strain of 5.5%. The blocking stress at which
the magnetic-induced reorientation strain is effectively sup-
pressed is typically only 6–10 MPa. While possible actuation
stress levels are quite low, the lack of latent heat dur-
ing martensite reorientation largely eliminates thermal lag,
enabling actuation up to about 1 kHz.

5.5 New forms of SMAs

SMAs, especially Nitinol, are now being made in several new
notable forms.

� NiTi thin films (5–25 �m thick) have been produced by
sputter deposition techniques, enabling the construc-
tion of MEMS devices, including micro-valves and
micro-pumps. The cyclic actuation time of an SMA
actuator is usually limited by the cooling time that
scales with the material volume/surface area, which is
greatly reduced in thin films compared to other forms.
This enables actuation at 30 Hz and above, where the
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typical actuation for even thin SMA wires is less than
1 Hz.

� NiTi castings, at the other extreme of scale, have
recently been produced in large bars (25–75 mm diam-
eter) with good superelastic properties, and are being
considered as seismic isolation elements for buildings
and bridges.

� Porous NiTi (40–80% relative density) have been pro-
duced by powder metallurgy techniques. While the
mechanical behavior is much less robust than wrought
forms, it is being considered for biomedical applica-
tions for implants and scaffolding structures due to
improved adhesion with surrounding tissue.

� Light-weight cellular NiTi structures (<5% relative
density) have been built by shape setting wrought
forms of NiTi into corrugated layers and brazing
them together using a newly discovered Nb-based
braze process that results in ductile, strong joints.
Honeycombs and corrugations made this way show
enhanced forms of superelasticity and shape memory
with homogenized recovery strains over 50% under
lateral compression.

� NiTi wire ropes have been constructed, similar to steel
tension cables, that exhibit shape memory and supere-
lasticity. The multi-stranded SMA construction has
many of the advantages of conventional wire rope, such
as load carrying redundancy and damage tolerance,
and provides a way to leverage the excellent proper-
ties of SMA wire to large scale tension structures. It
also provides a compact, easy to handle form for SMA
wire bundles, allowing spooling due to the assembly’s
high bending compliance. Small-scale stranded SMAs
have been used in biomedical applications, such as
pace-maker leadwires, taking advantage of superelas-
ticity and high bending compliance to improve fatigue
performance to millions of bending cycles.

6 SUMMARY

This chapter provided an overview of shape memory alloys
(SMAs), starting with a description of the shape memory
effect and super elasticity – two distinguishing phenomena
that exist in certain inter-metallic alloys. A historical sum-
mary was provided of past and potential future aerospace
applications enabled by these phenomena, including solid-
state couplers, actuators, and energy absorption devices.
A brief review of more advanced constitutive aspects was
provided to highlight certain unusual features of the thermo-
mechanical behavior of SMAs, including ambient media
and loading-rate sensitivities, strain and temperature field

localization phenomena, cyclic shakedown, and tension-
compression asymmetry. The chapter concluded with some
recent developments related to improved processing, the
development of new SMAs, and more complex forms of
SMAs. Shape memory alloys have received considerable
interest from the scientific and engineering communities
to harness their unusual properties for aerospace and other
commercial applications. Understanding of SMA constitu-
tive behavior has matured considerably since their discovery
and initial device applications. Intense research efforts for
experimental characterization and improved modeling are
ongoing to provide the necessary tools to help application
engineers exploit their remarkable behavior in novel devices
and adaptive/smart structures.
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NOTES

1. As will be seen, actually T ∗ encompasses a range of tem-
peratures, since the material exhibits some temperature
hysteresis.

2. Coined NiTi-NOL after the alloy composition and the
US Naval Ordnance Laboratory, where it was discovered
(now part of the Naval Surface Weapons Center).

3. Cryofit® then supplied by Raychem, Corp.

4. Cryofit® (trademark now owned by Aerofit, Inc.),
UniLok® (Intrinsic Devices, Inc.), and Cryocon®, Tinel®

and Tinel-Lock® (Tyco Electronics).

5. Frangibolts®, TiNi Aerospace, Inc. (San Leandro, CA).

6. Named after the English metallurgist Sir William
Chandler Roberts-Austen (1843–1902).

7. Named after the German metallurgist Adolf Martens
(1850–1914).

8. In Nitinol 24 HPVs are commonly observed, each con-
sisting of two twin-related LCVs in roughly (1/3, 2/3)
volume fractions.
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9. The prime denotes a sheared form of an orthorhombic
B19 crystal.

10. Polycrystals of CuAlNi with random grain orientations
are prone to plastic deformation or fracture.

11. Historically these have been called thermelastic marten-
sitic transformations, but the group–subgroup require-
ment is a recent realization, so we prefer to call these
proper martensitic transformations, i.e, those having a
group-subgroup relationship, to distinguish them from
reconstructive martensitic transformations that have no
group-subgroup relationship and no shape memory effect
(such as CsCl, e.g., that transforms from B2 cubic to B1
cubic crystals with minimal atomic diffusion).

12. Although not shown, subsequent load-free heating to
even larger temperatures would recover some, but not all,
of this residual strain, indicating that previously-induced
residual stresses create locked-in pockets of marten-
site that require very high temperatures before complete
M+ → A occurs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Polymers have many attractive properties for numerous appli-
cations and they include mechanical flexibility, lightweight,
and are easy to process. In addition, some polymers change
their properties in response to electric, chemical, pneumatic,
optical, or magnetic stimulation making them useful for ac-
tuation applications with unique capabilities. The polymers
that can be excited by electrical stimulation are the most con-
venient to use and easy to implement and they are known
as electroactive polymers (EAP). The electrical stimulation
of mechanical deformation enables important possibilities
where the increasing improvements of their response make
these materials as one of the most attractive among the

activatable polymers. In addition, some of the EAP mate-
rials have the reverse effect of converting mechanical strain
to electrical signal allowing their use for sensors and energy
harvesting mechanisms. Applications of EAP materials for
biologically inspired mechanisms, a field which is also known
as biomimetics (Bar-Cohen, 2005; Bar-Cohen and Hanson,
2009), enable unique possibilities that were previously imag-
inable only in science fiction. Mostly since the early 1990s,
there has been emergence of the many EAP material types and
they are the subject of extensive studies (Bar-Cohen, 2004).

Since these materials are still relatively new it is neces-
sary to establish their scientific and engineering foundations,
which includes improving the understanding of the basic
principles that drive them (Bar-Cohen, 2004). These require
developing effective computational chemistry models, com-
prehensive material science, electro-mechanic analytical
tools, and material processing techniques. In order to max-
imize the actuation capability and operation durability,
effective processing techniques are being developed for their
fabrication, shaping, and electroding. Methods of reliably
characterizing the response of EAP materials are being devel-
oped and efforts are underway to create databases with doc-
umented material properties (http://www.actuatorweb.org/).
Bringing these materials to the level of making daily used
products will necessitate finding a niche application that
addresses critical needs.

2 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Roentgen (1880) conducted the first documented experiment
with EAP materials – he subjected electric field across a
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rubber-band with fixed end and a mass attached to the free
end. Eguchi (1925) is attributed with the next important mile-
stone contribution to the field. He discovered a piezoelec-
tric polymer called electret when carnauba wax, rosin, and
beeswax were solidified by cooling while subjected to a DC
bias field. Electrets generate voltage when subjected to stress
and have the reverse behavior of being deformed under elec-
tric field. They are insulation materials that can hold electric
charges after being polarized in an electric field. Since the
electrically generated strain in electrets is very low for operat-
ing as actuators their application has been limited to sensors.
The following milestone in the field of EAP was reported by
Kawai (1969) with his observation of significant piezoelec-
tric activity in Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF). This break-
through was preceded by Fukada’s work on piezoelectric
biopolymers (Fukada, 1955). Still the generated strain has
been limited to fraction of percent. Investigators continued
to examine polymer systems for significant electroactive re-
sponse and many of the effective materials that emerged were
reported mostly in the 1990s (Bar-Cohen, 2004). Among
these materials the dielectric elastomer has reached the
highest strain exceeding 100% strain with a relatively fast
response speed (< 0.1 s).

Starting his research in the field of EAP in 1995, the
author realized that in order to accelerate development of
EAP materials and lead to effective actuators it is critical to
have worldwide cooperation in this field. For this purpose,
he initiated various forms of information exchange. This in-
cludes the first EAP Actuators and Devices (EAPAD) Con-
ference that was held from 1 March 1999 to 2 March 1999,
as part of the SPIE smart structures and materials sympo-
sium. This conference marked an important milestone for
the field bringing these materials to the attention of scientist
and engineers worldwide. In recent years, a growing number
of workshops, meetings, and conferences have been initiated
with sessions on EAP. For information archive and links to
EAP websites worldwide the author created the WorldWide
EAP (WW-EAP) Webhub (http://eap.jpl.nasa.gov). Also, in
June 1999 he started publishing the semi-annual WW-EAP
newsletter that includes short inputs from authors world-
wide providing a snapshot of the advances in the field. This
newsletter is published electronically and its issues are ac-
cessible from the above-mentioned WW-EAP webhub. For
comprehensive information about the field, the author edited
and co-authored a reference book on EAP (Bar-Cohen, 2004).
This text-book covers the capabilities, potentials, and chal-
lenges to the field including description of the various types
of EAP materials, analytical models, processing techniques,
characterization methods and applications including current
and expected. EAP materials are still mostly custom made by
researchers. In order to help in making these materials widely

available, the author established a website that provides fab-
rication procedures for the leading types of EAP materials
and also a website about sources for materials and samples
(http://eap.jpl.nasa.gov).

3 THE ELECTROACTIVE POLYMERS
(EAP) GROUPS

There are many EAP material types that are known today.
Depending on their activation mechanism, these types of
polymers were divided by the author into two groups:
electronic (also known as the field activated) and ionic
(Bar-Cohen, 2004).

� Electronic (also known as field-activated) EAP: These
materials are activated by Coulomb force that causes
either direct thickness reduction (e.g., dielectric elas-
tomers) or dimension change due to internal polariza-
tion with molecular alignment (Cheng and Zhang, 2008).
Generally, a high voltage (> 10-V �m−1) is required,
which may be close to the electric breakdown level, and
it is the result of the low dielectric constant in polymers.
To reduce the required high voltage two alternative ap-
proaches are used: (i) stacking thin multilayers to reach
the required thickness; and (ii) forming a composite ma-
terial using filler material with a high dielectric constant.
Since the material is activated by the electric field, the re-
sponse is quite fast and can reach milliseconds. Examples
of these materials are dielectric elastomers, piezoelectric,
and ferroelectric. The advantages of the electronic EAP
materials include holding the generated displacement un-
der a DC voltage making them attractive for robotic appli-
cations. Further, these EAP materials have a greater me-
chanical energy density than the ionic EAP and they can
be activated in air with no major constraints. However,
their main disadvantage is the required high activation
field that can be close to the electric breakdown level.

� Ionic EAP: As actuation material they consist of a polymer
film with two electrodes and electrolyte and their activa-
tion mechanism involves mobility of ions under electri-
cal excitation (Park et al., 2008). Examples of ionic EAP
materials include ionomeric polymer-metal composites,
conductive polymers, carbon nanotubes, and ionic poly-
mer gels. These polymers have the advantages of need-
ing low activation voltage (1–2 V) and generating large
bending displacement. Their disadvantages are the need to
maintain electrolytes wetness, low conversion efficiency
(∼1%), and difficulties sustaining constant displacement
under activation of a DC voltage (except for conductive
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polymers). The slow response of these EAP group in the
range of tens to a fraction of a second is attributed to the
related macroscopic motion of ions.

The types of EAP in each of the two material groups are
briefly described in the next section.

3.1 Electronic/Field-activated EAP

Dielectric electroactive polymers (DEAP). Polymers with
low elastic stiffness and high dielectric breakdown strength
that are subjected to an electrostatic field generate a large
actuation strain. This type of EAP is increasingly becoming
the actuator of choice for engineers and EAP producers. In
terms of technology readiness these materials have the least
issues associated with the understanding of their operation or
the production procedures.

The first observation of the fact that dielectric elastomers
sustain large strain (23% in silicone films) when subjected
to high electric field was reported in a 1992–1993 study by
Pelrine and his co-investigators (Pelrine et al., 2000). The
results of this study led to suggesting their use for EAP actu-
ation mechanisms. Independently, in 1994, it was reported by
Zhenyi and his co-investigators that they measured 3% strain
in polyurethane when subjected a film to a 20 V �m−1 electric
field (Zhenyi et al., 1994). Significant levels of strain started
to be observed in the years that followed and in 1998 a level
of strain of 30% was reported being measured using silicone
(Pelrine et al., 2000). A major milestone in the development
was documented in 2000 when, using Acrylic as a dielectric
elastomer and preload, Pelrine and his co-investigators re-
ported strains much higher than 100% (Pelrine et al., 2000).
Today, there are many researchers who are using dielectric
elastomers as EAP materials and significant progress has
been made towards making practical actuators (Cheng and
Zhang, 2008).

An actuator that is made of dielectric elastomer EAP can
be represented by a parallel plate capacitor as shown schemat-
ically in Figure 1 (Pelrine et al., 2000). The electrodes have to
be highly compliant in order to avoid impeding the generated
strain and conductive carbon grease are widely used for this

Figure 1. Under electric field a dielectric elastomer with compliant
electrodes on both surfaces becomes thinner and expands laterally
allowing various actuator designs. Reproduced from Pelrine et al.
(2000) c© American Association for the Advancement of Science.

purpose. Application of an electric field results in a strain that
is proportional to the square of the electric field and to the
dielectric constant while inversely proportional to the elastic
modulus. Practically, to apply the required electric field at
the high voltage levels (100 V �m−1 and above) necessitates
using thin films and it was shown to generate stain levels as
high as 380% (Pelrine et al., 2000).

The applied electric field causes thickness contraction and
lateral expansion. In order to produce an actuator, scientists
at SRI International rolled two elastomer layers with carbon
based electrodes on both sides of one of the layers form-
ing a cylindrical actuator. Further modifications of their ac-
tuator design led to the development of the multifunctional
electroelastomer roll (MER). For this actuator, highly pre-
strained dielectric elastomer films are rolled around a com-
pression spring (Pei et al., 2004). One of the concerns in
using dielectric elastomers is the required high voltages for
its activation, which is close to the breakdown strength of
the material. For this reason a safety factor is required lower-
ing the actuation capability that could be obtained. Another
concern is the required prestraining that is released over time
due to creep that degrades the actuator performance. Recent
research (Ha et al., 2006) have shown potential for elimi-
nating the requirement for prestrain by using an interpen-
etrating polymer network (IPN) where tension in the net-
work is balanced by compression. To form the IPN thermally
crosslinkable liquid additives were used including a difunc-
tional acrylate (e.g., HDDA) and a trifunctional acrylate (e.g.,
TMPTMA). Alternatively, designs of the actuator configura-
tion have shown promise too and these include the use of
folded film structure as reported by scientist from the Uni-
versity of Pisa, Italy (Figure 2) (Carpi and De Rossi, 2007).
Stacking of thousands of thin layers of a dielectric elastomer
at EMPA, Switzerland, formed an effective actuator that gen-
erates contraction and does not require preload (Kovacs and
Düring, 2009). Further, development at PolyPower, Danfoss,
Denmark, where a dielectric elastomer film was designed in
a wave configuration led to a process that is easy to mass
produce (Figure 3) (Kiil and Benslimane, 2009).

Ferroelectric polymers. The phenomenon of piezoelec-
tricity is found in noncentro-symmetric materials and it
is called ferroelectricity when a non-conducting crystal or
dielectric material exhibits spontaneous electric polarization.
Piezoelectricity was discovered in 1880 by Pierre and Paul-
Jacques Curie observing voltage being produced on the sur-
face of such crystal materials when they are compressed along
certain axes. Polymers also exhibit ferroelectric behavior and
the most widely known materials are the Polyvinylidene flu-
oride and its copolymers (Chang and Zhang, 2008). These
polymers, which are also known as PVDF or PVF2, are partly
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Figure 2. Contractile actuator using dielectric elastomer EAP with
folded film structure. Reproduced with permission from Carpi and
De Rossi (2007) c© SPIE.

crystalline with an inactive amorphous phase. Their relatively
high Young’s modulus (1–10 GPa) provides a relatively high
mechanical energy density at stain levels that are mostly a
fraction of a percent. In 1998, Zhang and his co-investigators
introduced defects into the crystalline structure using electron
radiation to increase the dielectric constant of the copolymer
PVDF-TrFE (Cheng and Zhang, 2008). The resulting mate-
rial generates strains as large as 5% under voltages of about
150 V �m−1. The drawback to the irradiation is the introduc-
tion of many undesirable defects including the formation of
crosslinkings, and chain scission. This issue was addressed
by producing terpolymers via molecular design that enhances
the degree of conformational changes at the molecular level
in the polymer. The resulting terpolymer generates higher
electromechanical response than the high-energy electron ir-
radiated copolymer (Cheng and Zhang, 2008).

Electrostrictive graft elastomers. Graft-elastomer EAP
is a polymer that exhibits electrostriction behavior when

Figure 3. A dielectric elastomer with wave shape film made by
PolyPower, Danfoss, Denmark, is shown lifting 10 kg (the red
cylinders). Reproduced with permission from Kiil and Benslimane
(2009) c© SPIE.

subjected to a large electric-field with strain levels of
∼4% (Su et al., 1999). Grafted-elastomer EAP was devel-
oped at NASA Langley Research Center by Su and his
co-investigators (Su et al., 1999). This type of EAP ma-
terials produces a relatively high electromechanical power
density and they are relatively easier to process compared
to the ferroelectric EAP. It consists of a flexible backbone
macromolecule and a grafted polymer that forms a crys-
talline structure. The grafted crystalline polar phase pro-
vides moieties in response to an applied electric field and
cross-linking sites for the elastomer system. Several compo-
sitions of ferroelectric-electrostrictive molecular composite
systems were produced by combining an electrostrictive-
grafted elastomer and a piezoelectric polyvinylidene
fluoride-trifluoroethylene copolymer. Careful selection of
the polymer composition allows for optimization with respect
to its electrical, mechanical, and electromechanical proper-
ties. The produced combinations can be operated both as
piezoelectric sensor and electrostrictive actuator.

3.2 Ionic EAP

Ionomeric polymer-metal composites (IPMC). IPMC is
an EAP that bends in response to an electrical activation re-
sulting from mobility of cations in the polymer network (Park
et al., 2008; Oguro, Kawami and Takenaka, 1992). A rela-
tively low voltage at the level of 1 V stimulates bending of
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IPMC, where the base polymer provides channels for mo-
bility of positive ions in a fixed network of negative ions on
interconnected clusters. Electrodes on the surface are used to
supply the required electrical field and the polarity determines
the direction of bending and even fraction of a volt leads to
response. Two types of base polymers are widely used to form
IPMC: perfluorosulfonate, also known as Nafion® (DuPont,
USA) and perfluorocarboxylate, also known as Flemion®

(Asahi Glass, Japan). In order to electrode the polymer films,
metal ions (platinum, gold or others) are dispersed through-
out the hydrophilic regions of the polymer surface and are
subsequently reduced to zero-valence metal atoms. Gener-
ally, the response of IPMC is relatively slow (< 10 Hz) be-
cause of the fact that ions need to physically travel though
the material. The ionic content of IPMC determines the speed
of the electromechanical response (Bar-Cohen, 2004), where
Li+ cations that are small exhibit higher mobility and faster
bending response. The displacement of IPMC was further
increased using gold-metallization as a result of the higher
electric conductivity.

Conductive polymers (CP). Operating conductive poly-
mers as EAP is done using reversible counter-ion inser-
tion and expulsion that occurs during redox cycling (Smela,
2008). Oxidation and reduction takes place at the electrodes
causing volume change due mainly to exchange of ions with
an electrolyte. An actuator is produced by creating a sand-
wich of two conductive polymer electrodes (e.g., polypyrrole)
with an electrolyte between them. Voltage applied between
the electrodes causes oxidation at the anode and reduction at
the cathode and the electric charge is balanced by migration
of ions between the electrolyte and the electrodes. The added
ions cause swelling of the polymer while their removal re-
sults in shrinkage and thus bending the sandwich. The layers’
thickness determines the speed of the response and the thinner
the layers the faster the reaction allowing to reach levels of
40 Hz but generating lower force. Conductive polymer actu-
ators require voltages in the range of 1–5 V and the speed in-
creases with the voltage. Conductive polymer actuators offer
relatively high mechanical energy densities of over 20 J cm−3

but with low efficiencies (∼1%) if no electrical energy is re-
covered. The shear forces that act on the electrolyte layer
cause premature failure after as short as several tens of cycles.

Carbon nanotubes (CNT). The use of carbon nanotubes as
EAP was first reported in 1999 (Qu et al., 2008). The actua-
tion mechanism is attributed to the change in length carbon-
carbon bond in nanotubes (NT), which are suspended in an
electrolyte, when subjected to electric field. A network of
conjugated bonds connects all carbons and provides a path
for the flow of electrons along the bonds. The electrolyte
forms an electric double layer with the nanotubes and allows

injection of large charges that affect the ionic charge bal-
ance between the NT and the electrolyte. The more charges
are injected into the bond the larger the dimension changes.
Removal of electrons causes the nanotubes to carry a net pos-
itive charge, which is spread across all the carbon nuclei caus-
ing repulsion between adjacent carbon nuclei and increasing
the C C bond length. Injection of electrons into the bond
also causes lengthening of the bond resulting in an increase
in nanotube diameter and length. These dimension changes
are translated into macroscopic movement in the network el-
ement of entangled nanotubes and the net result is up to 1%
extension of the CNT. Such actuators have the potential of
producing a very high work per cycle compared to other type
of actuators. However, such energy densities and forces have
not been realized yet in macro-scale devices.

Ionic polymer gels (IPG). IPG, such as poly-acrylonitrile,
are generally activated by a chemical reaction where chang-
ing from an acid to an alkaline environment causes the gel
to become dense or swollen, respectively. This reaction was
stimulated electrically by researchers at the University of
Arizona, USA (Calvert, 2008). When activated, these gels
bend as the cathode side becomes more alkalinic and the
anode side more acidic. However, because of the need to
migrate ions through the gel, the response of this multilay-
ered gel structure is relatively slow. A significant amount of
research and development efforts and application considera-
tions using ionic gel polymers were explored at the Hokkaido
University, Japan (Osada and Kishi, 1989).

4 THE ARM WRESTLING CHALLENGE
FOR EAP ACTUATORS

The field of EAP is still in emerging state but in recent
years enormous advances have been made with respect to the
understanding of the various operation mechanisms, meth-
ods of producing and testing as well as potential applica-
tions. In an effort to promote worldwide development towards
the realization of the potential of EAP materials, the author
posed in 1999 an armwrestling challenge (http://ndeaa.jpl.
nasa.gov/nasa-nde/lommas/eap/EAP-armwrestling.htm). The
challenge is to have an EAP activated robotic arm win against
human in a wrestling match and a graphic rendering of the
challenge icon is illustrated in Figure 4. The emphasis on
armwrestling with human was chosen in order to use the intu-
itive comparison of our muscles as a baseline for gauging the
performance advances. Success will allow applying EAP ma-
terials to improve many aspects of our life where some of the
possibilities include effective implants and prosthetics, active
clothing, realistic biologically inspired robots as well as fab-
ricating products with unmatched capabilities and dexterity.
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Figure 4. The icon of the grand challenge for the development of
EAP actuated robotics.

The first armwrestling match was held in San Diego,
California, USA, on 7 March 2005 as part of the EAP-in-
Action Session of the SPIE’s EAPAD Conference. Three
robotic arms participated in the contest against a 17-year old
high school female student and the student won against all
these arms (see Figure 5).

The second artificial muscles Armwrestling Contest was
held on 27 February 2006, where rather than wrestling with
a human opponent the contest consisted of measuring the
arm’s performance and comparing the results. The measur-
ing fixture (developed jointly by individuals from UCLA and
the author’s group at JPL) was strapped to the contest table
and the EAP actuated arms were tested for speed and pulling
force. Each competing arm pulled on the fixture cable that has
a force gauge on its other end. To simulate wrestling action,

Figure 5. An EAP driven arm made by students from Virginia Tech
and the human opponent, 17-year old student.

Figure 6. 4-finger EAP gripper lifting a rock.

the action lifted via the cable a 0.5 kg weight. To determine
the wrestling speed, the time to lift the weight from the bottom
to the top section of the fixture was measured. To establish
a baseline for performance comparison, the capability of the
student who was the human wrestler in 2005 was measured
first and then the three participating robotic arms were tested.
The results have shown two orders of magnitude lower per-
formance of the arms compared to the student. Due to the
significant weakness of the current state of the art there are
no current near future plans to hold another wrestling match
against human. However, if improvements will bring a level
that would allow potential winning, a professional wrestler
will be invited for the next human/machine wrestling match.

5 APPLICATIONS OF EAP

Significant efforts are underway to develop practical EAP ac-
tuators and commercial products are starting to emerge. The
mechanisms and devices that are being considered or devel-
oped are applicable to many fields. Eamax, Japan, is cred-
ited for developing the first EAP related commercial prod-
uct, and at the end of 2002 it announced the marketing of a
biomimetic device in the form of a fish robot (Bar-Cohen,
2004). Today, various prototypes of potential commercial
products are being developed including zoom lens of cel-
lular phones, valves, energy harvesting, pumps, and many
others. EAP actuators offer many important capabilities for
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Figure 7. Blimp with fins steering (made by EMPA) demon-
strated at the EAP-in-Action Session of the SPIE’s EAPAD 2008 in
San Diego, CA.

devices with biomimetic characteristics (Bar-Cohen, 2004;
Bar-Cohen, 2005). One may produce such devices as arti-
ficial bugs that may walk, swim, hop, crawl, and dig while
reconfigure themselves as needed. Mimicking nature would
immensely expand the collection and functionality of robots
allowing performance of tasks that are impossible with exist-
ing capabilities (Bar-Cohen and Breazeal, 2003; Bar-Cohen,
2005; Bar-Cohen and Hanson, 2009). For example, the author
and his co-investigators constructed a miniature gripper with
four IPMC-based fingers as bending actuators (Bar-Cohen,
2004). This gripper grabbed rocks very similar to the human
hand using hooks at the bottom-emulated fingernails. Other
recently reported robotic applications include a blimp with
steering fins that was made by EMPA (Figure 7).

Space applications are among the most demanding in
terms of the harshness of the operating conditions (extreme
temperatures, high pressure or vacuum) and they require very
high reliability and durability. Today’s available materials are
not applicable to handle the required effective actuation ma-
terials that can operate down to as low as −200 ◦C as on
Europa and Titan or +460 ◦C as on Venus. Another chal-
lenge is the need for large scale EAP in the form of films,
fibers and others. The required dimensions can be as large as
several meters or kilometers to produce large gossamer struc-
tures such as antennas, solar sails, and various large optical
components. Making biomimetic capability using EAP ma-
terial will potentially allow NASA and other space agencies
to conduct missions in other planets using humanlike robots
that emulate human operation before sending real humans.

6 SUMMARY

For many years, EAP materials received relatively little
attention due to their limited actuation capability at the level
of fraction of percent strain and the small number of available
materials. Since the early 1990s, new materials have emerged
that generate large strain ranging from several to hundreds

of percents and this development brought great attention to
these materials. EAP materials offer attractive characteris-
tics of operation similarity to biological muscles, including
resilience, damage tolerance, and ability to induce large ac-
tuation strains. Even though EAP actuators still have limited
capability there has already been a series of reported suc-
cesses in driving novel mechanisms. Most of the considered
applications are still far from being practical for daily ap-
plications. If EAP materials are developed to operate inter-
nal organs inside a human body, this technology can make
tremendously positive impact on many human lives.

Turning EAP materials to actuators-of-choice requires
well-established scientific and engineering foundations, that
is, infrastructure. This involves improving the understanding
of the basic principles that drive the various EAP materials.
Also, it is necessary to develop a comprehensive material sci-
ence, as well as effective electro-mechanics analytical tools
and material processing techniques. Researchers are continu-
ally making improvements in the various related fields includ-
ing the better understanding of the operation mechanisms of
the various EAP material types. The processes of synthesiz-
ing, fabricating, electroding, shaping, and handling are being
refined to maximize the actuation capability and robustness.
Methods of reliably characterizing the response of these ma-
terials are being developed and efforts are being made to
establish database with documented material properties in
order to support design engineers that are considering the
use of these materials.

The application of these materials as actuators involves
many fields of science and engineering including materials
science, chemistry, electromechanics, computers, and elec-
tronics. Using EAP to replace existing actuators may be a
difficult challenge and therefore it is highly desirable to iden-
tify a niche application where EAP materials would not need
to compete with existing technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is hard to appreciate that man has been operating in a space
environment for little over 50 years. Since the launch of Sput-
nik in 1957, the advances in space adventure and technology
have been outstanding. Missions to the Moon and the distant
planets attract public attention and capture the imagination
but more significantly the lives of all of us have been changed
by Man’s space activity through the launch and operation of
satellites. Table 1 summarizes some of the important payloads
in space, their orbits and function.

This section is concerned with the materials aspect
of space missions. Engineering design and materials go
together. Any component or structure is designed to a life
and its interaction with the environment is key to achiev-
ing this. Often the missing link in this algorithm is the
measure of the environment which is needed if life is

to be modeled. For example in space, radiation degrades
materials and components and requires a materials/design
solution. To achieve this, the radiation environment in the
orbit of the spacecraft needs to be quantified, predicted and
understood.

The extreme environment of space has given birth to a
small but crucial space materials industry which is concerned
with developing materials for spacecraft operations. This sec-
tion aims to highlight the problems and the developments
which have been made to solve these problems.

Table 1. Payload mission types. Reproduced from Fortescue, Stark
and Swinerd (2007) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Mission Trajectory type

Communications Geostationary for low latitudes,
Molniya and Tundra for high
latitudes (mainly Russian),
Constellations of polar LEO
satellites for global coverage

Earth resources Polar LEO for global coverage
Weather Polar LEO, or geostationary
Navigation Inclined MEO for global

coverage
Astronomy LEO, HEO, GEO and “orbits”

around Lagrange points
Space environment Various, including sounding

rockets and HEO
Military Polar LEO for global coverage,

but various
Space stations LEO
Technology demonstration Various

Note: GEO, Geostationary Earth orbit; HEO, highly elliptical orbit; LEO, low
Earth orbit; MEO, medium height Earth orbit.
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2 Materials for Space Applications

2 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Launch and re-entry

The first requirement is that the “structure” survives launch.
The launch conditions are extreme involving high gravi-
tational forces, vibrational loading and high temperatures.
Given the severity of the launch environment, the level of
system/component testing is high in order to ensure that pay-
load structural or component failure does not occur. This
is where design/materials interaction is so important. If a
structure survives the launch then it is unlikely to expe-
rience any mechanical failure problem in the operational
phase.

Once launched safely into orbit, the requirement of the
vehicle is to meet the mission design life. For the purposes of
this section, the very real issue of electronic component and
spacecraft system failures are ignored. Instead, it is assumed
that the spacecraft will suffer no premature function failures
and that life will be determined by the ability of the spacecraft
to survive the space environment.

In some instances such as the shuttle, the space vehicle
is returned to Earth. This creates yet another raft of materi-
als and design issues; specifically in surviving the extreme
thermal conditions of re-entry into the Earth’s atmosphere.
The development of the shuttle insulation is a major materials
achievement without which we would not have the Interna-
tional Space Station. Spacecraft are operating at their limits
with little or no margin for error as demonstrated by the Chal-
lenger disaster. Re-entry is a specialist area which is beyond
the scope of this contribution.

For a general introduction to the issues involved in space-
craft design, operation and entry into the atmosphere of Earth
and other planets the reader is referred to Fortescue, Stark and
Swinerd (2007).

2.2 The operational phase

Vehicles are launched into space for many reasons. Many of
the satellites orbiting the earth are for communications pur-
poses and the orbits they operate in depend on their function.
For example, a position close to the Earth is attractive for
mobile communications where both power and time delay are
important considerations. On the other hand, high orbits such
as geostationary have advantages regarding coverage. Thus
the choice of orbit and hence the environmental conditions
are dependent upon the function of the mission. Examples of
the functions of common space missions and their orbits are
given in Table 1.

3 THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT

The environment a spacecraft experiences depends upon the
orbit. Some orbits are highly elliptical. The DERA STRV
satellites launched in 1994 operated in GTO with a perigee of
200 km and an apogee of 30 000 km (Figure 1). This meant
that in each orbit the satellite experienced a wide range of
conditions from gaseous to vacuum, radiation from VUV to
ionizing and passed through different debris environments.

Some orbits such as geostationary are circular and at
first sight it might be assumed that the orbital environment
is constant albeit hostile. This assumption would be incor-
rect due to the fact that the environment is subject to space
weather caused by the changing activity of the sun. Increas-
ing activity which releases increased radiation is associated
with increases in sun spots and solar flares. The change from
maximum to minimum activity occurs in a regular 11-year
cycle (Figure 2). From the space vehicles’ perspective dam-
age due to enhanced radiation levels and energies is greater
in the periods of high activity.

In order to select materials and to predict life, it is impor-
tant to be able to measure the components of the space

Figure 1. Highly elliptical orbit of STRV1.

Figure 2. Zurich sunspot activity for the last hundred years. Repro-
duced from Fortescue, Stark and Swinerd (2007) c© John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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environment, model the environment and quantify the degra-
dation rates of candidate spacecraft materials. This has been
the driving force for many scientific spacecraft missions.
The problem is that in-orbit research is expensive and the
experimental conditions are not scientifically ideal because of
varying conditions due to both space weather and spacecraft
operation/maneuvers.

It is possible to simulate the components of the space envi-
ronment in ground-based facilities. This is attractive because
of the lower cost and the ability to conduct more controlled
experiments. The problem is that it is not possible to replicate
the space environment as a whole in a ground-based facility
and therefore there is still a need for space experiments in
order to calibrate ground facilities.

3.1 Space environment components and their
effect on materials

Although internal components of a spacecraft can be affected
by high energy radiation, the majority of the problems of
the space environment are surface effects – space corrosion.
Thus the environment has no major influence on the choice
of structural materials and hence aluminum alloys, titanium
alloys and composite materials are widely used for spacecraft
structures; the final choice being made on the grounds of
specific properties and cost in the same way a material is
selected for structural applications on the ground. There have
been no major developments of structural materials for space
because the size of the market is too small to be of interest to
the materials manufacturers.

Care must be taken in selecting composite materials as
the space vacuum may cause the polymer resin to outgas.
For this reason composites with a thermoplastic matrix are
potentially attractive.

The components of the space environment and their poten-
tial effect on spacecraft materials are described as follows.

3.1.1 Vacuum

In a vacuum, the fatigue properties of metallic alloys are
enhanced due to the effect of oxygen on fatigue crack growth
(NASA, 1963) and thus it could be argued that operating in
a vacuum is beneficial.

Whether or not any enhanced fatigue performance due to a
vacuum can be realized is arguable. Fatigue is a major concern
in the launch phase due to the severe vibrational loading but
once in orbit the mechanical loads are low and hence the
positive effects of a vacuum on retarding fatigue crack growth
are of little significance. However spacecraft can experience
quite severe changes in temperature and thermal fatigue is a

possibility. Under these conditions the effects of the vacuum
could prove beneficial.

The negative effects are very significant. The pressures a
spacecraft operates in are in the range 10−11–10−15 Pa. These
pressures are comparable with the vapor pressures of many
materials and may give rise to sublimation or outgassing.
The rates of these processes are temperature dependent in
addition to being material dependent. For metals the loss of
material measured in terms of �m y−1 is not the major prob-
lem because structural degradation due to surface recession
is unlikely to affect structural integrity in the design life of
the spacecraft.

However with polymers which are used for thermal insu-
lation and control, the rates of evaporation/loss can be
significantly higher but in common with metals this is not nor-
mally a major structural issue. More importantly, with both
metals and polymers, the problem is one of the outgassing of
volatiles which subsequently condense on adjacent surfaces
and change the properties of that surface. This may either
be the reflectance, emittance or absorption, all of which are
crucial material surface properties which affect the thermal
control and stability of the spacecraft. If the surface is a scien-
tific payload, for example optics, contamination will impair
the function of that equipment. Thus outgassing is a key prop-
erty considered in the qualification of a material for space use.
Outgassing data for common spacecraft materials is available
on the NASA website (NASA, 2009).

Outgassing also affects lubricant selection. Many of the
lubricants used on the ground are high vapor pressure and
hence readily outgas. In space such lubricants are unaccept-
able and it is necessary to use low-volatility oils or solid
lubricants (Jones and Jansen, 2008).

3.2 Corrosion in space and atomic oxygen

Corrosion is a key factor in material selection/design to meet
the life of any engineering structure on the ground and is of no
lesser importance for applications in space. The mechanisms
of corrosion important on the ground are also potentially
important in space but it must be taken into account that
the space environment within a pressurized vessel is gener-
ally quite benign. However stress corrosion and hydrogen
embrittlement are of real concern. For detailed consideration
of corrosion in space the reader is referred to Dunn (1997).

The environment an external surface sees in space is very
different to that on the ground; a major difference being
atomic oxygen (AO) which is one of the gaseous products
present in low Earth orbit. Its number density and effect
decrease with increasing altitude up to 1000 km where the
levels become insignificant (Figure 3). It can be expected to
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Figure 3. Gaseous LEO atmosphere. Reproduced from Banks,
Routledge and Brady (1988) NASA.

degrade the surfaces of space structures such as the Interna-
tional Space Station which is in orbit at around 500 km.

AO is the result of the dissociation of residual molecular
oxygen by VUV. Its effect was first noticed on the first shuttle
flights where discoloration on some external surfaces indi-
cated a material change and possibly damage. This promoted
a significant body of research not only to measure degrada-
tion rates but also to understand the mechanisms with a view
to developing more resistant materials or devising means of
protecting existing materials.

Typical atomic oxygen erosion yields for spacecraft mate-
rials have been tabulated by Banks, Routledge and Brady
(1988). Of the metals, the erosion of silver is the most impor-
tant because its erosion rates are high and because it is
extensively used on solar arrays. Hence it is necessary to
protect the silver from the AO environment. The erosion of
silver has been used to develop sensors capable of providing
in situ measurements of the orbital AO environment which
help in calibrating the space AO environment- and ground-
based simulation facilities (Osborne et al., 2001).

Polymers pose a greater problem because of their use as
thermal insulation for thermal control. Material loss due to
AO erosion could result in tearing and failure of these very
thin materials or roughening of the surface due to the attack
could change the thermal properties of these blankets. Typical
AO erosion damage of Kapton is shown in Figure 4 where the
original surface is protected by a debris particle which is itself
attacked. The rates of AO erosion of polymers are variable
and dependent upon composition and structure (Chambers,
Harris and Roberts, 1996).

The fundamentals and chemistry of AO erosion and the
orbital consideration which influence the degradation rates

Figure 4. Typical AO erosion of a polymer.

are addressed by de Rooij (see Corrosion in Space). This is
relevant to how industry has tackled the problem.

Obviously, selecting resistant materials is one way for-
ward and as can be seen from Banks, Routledge and Brady
1988, some polymers are more resistant than others. The
problem is that selecting purely on the basis of AO resis-
tance will inevitably result in compromising other arguably
more important functional properties.

One route forward is to employ protective coatings. This
can be very successful, but the success does depend upon
the integrity of the coating being achieved in manufacture
and maintained in service. Breaches in the coating due to
spalling or micrometeoroid damage can result in enhanced
problems due to undercutting where high energy O atoms are
effectively trapped and hence exhibit a greater probability of
reaction (Banks, Snyder and Miller, 2006). Hence the idea of
a self-healing surface layer is especially attractive.

It is known that some materials oxidize to form stable
oxides. For example silicon oxidizes to stable silica. This
gives rise to the possibility of producing self-healing coat-
ings by implanting silicon into the surface of the material.
Surface coatings and surface modifications are covered by
Kleiman in his contribution (see Surface Modification of
Space Material).

In qualifying materials with regard to AO, there is need for
ground facilities which can replicate the space environment.
There are many different types of AO source varying in O
species and O energy (Banks, Routledge and Brady, 1988).
They all have their advantages and disadvantages from a prac-
tical standpoint but no facility accurately replicates the space
environment. This is not purely in the generation of the O
species but whether or not other environmental factors such
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as radiation are incorporated. There has been a long argument
concerning synergistic effects between VUV and atomic oxy-
gen (Grossman and Gouzman, 2003). This is considered by
Skurat (see Polymers in Space) in his contribution.

The important issue of testing and qualification of all the
relevant space components and the standards are addressed
by Tighe (see Space Environment Simulation and Materials
Testing).

Not least, it is essential that there is confidence in data
generated in ground-based facilities and this data needs to
be calibrated against the actual space environment by com-
parison with data from space experiments. Since the early
shuttle flights there have been a number of key controlled
experiments which have told us much about the performance
of materials in space. These are described by de Groh (see
Materials Spaceflight Experiments).

3.3 Radiation

Radiation effects are an important consideration for all long
duration spacecraft missions. With low Earth orbits the
only considerations are ultraviolet and soft X-rays whereas
with geosynchronous orbits particulate radiation poses an
additional hazard. The effects of radiation depend upon its
wavelength and energy. With low energy ultraviolet radia-
tion damage is largely confined to the near surface but as the
energy increases as with X-rays, particulate and γ-rays the
penetration is much deeper and electronic components within
the body of the spacecraft may be affected.

Many polymers are sensitive to vacuum ultraviolet radia-
tion whose energy may be high enough to cause chain scission
or promote crosslinking. In the case of the former material
loss or surface recession may result whereas with the latter
embrittlement and loss of mechanical integrity is a possible
outcome especially with thin films (Figure 5). It is believed
that there may be a synergistic effect of VUV and atomic oxy-
gen which results in enhanced degradation rates for certain
fluoropolymers (Tagawa and Yokata, 2008).

In addition to mechanical damage, VUV may result in
changes in solar absorption which influences the α /ε ratio.
Emittance is generally less affected. All polyimides exhibit
significant increases in spectral reflectance in the ultraviolet
to visible wavelength range which is indicative of changes in
polymer chemistry (Devers et al., 2001). The effect of VUV
radiation on the performance of polymers is considered in
depth in the contribution of Skurat (see Polymers in Space).

Solar cell elements are also sensitive to ultraviolet radi-
ation. A darkening of the coverglass results in reduced cell
illumination, higher operating temperatures and a reduction
in performance. End of life efficiency which takes degra-

Figure 5. VUV radiation cracking.

dation into account is a major factor in solar cell selection
(Figure 6).

Soft X-rays also are believed to result in materials degra-
dation and may have been responsible for the deterioration of
the thermal control blankets of the Hubble telescope. It has
been reported that the strength of PTFE films can reduce to
10% of original levels after exposure to soft X-rays whereas
FEP films were much more robust demonstrating the impor-
tance of correct material selection (Pepper, Wheeler and de
Groh, 2001).

In near Earth environments there are several types of ion-
izing radiations. In the Van Allen radiation belts electrons and
protons are trapped by the Earths magnetic field. The intensi-
ties of both protons and electrons varies with altitude as can
be seen in Figure 7. These intensities also vary with latitude
and this must be taken into account in planning space mis-
sions. There are models such as NASAAE8 and AP8 which

Figure 6. The effect of irradiance on the efficiency of a silicon solar
cell.
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Figure 7. Van Allen belts. Reproduced from Fortescue, Stark and
Swinerd (2007) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

help in this respect and these take into account the solar
cycle which is another variant (Vette, 1991; Sawyer and Vette,
1976).

Particulate radiation degrades materials in a similar way to
VUV radiation. Solar cells are affected and additionally the
ability to penetrate may damage internally located electronic
components.

The severity of the above effects is largely a function of
the radiation dose. This, however, is not the only problem
because damage can also be caused by high energy single
particles such as heavy ions, protons and neutrons as may be
found in solar flares and cosmic rays. The particle, if inci-
dent on a sensitive area, may produce charge in the form of
electron–hole pairs which may in turn change the logic state
of the device. This is known as a single-event upset (SEU)
and is reversible. However, if it occurs in the control sys-
tems, false commands may be generated and the function of
the spacecraft impaired.

The solutions to radiation are not easy. For many oper-
ations the specification of radiation hard components to
account for dose effects is mandatory. Such radiation hard
components are very expensive and may be difficult to obtain.
There is a strong argument that some components are over-
specified and that commercial off the shelf components
(COTS) can be used. The issue then comes down to one of
confidence in that failure will not occur in the design life
or if it does the failure does not impair the function of the
spacecraft as a whole.

Shielding is also a possible solution. The different
approaches include passive protection based on absorption
or active protection involving electrostatic fields of either
natural (dielectric protection) and artificial protection (elec-
trostatic protection) and magnetic fields (Townsend, 2005).

3.4 Impact damage

Impact damage is a major cause for concern for operational
space vehicles. Naturally occurring meteoroid and microme-
teoroids are solid objects with size and mass that varies over
many orders of magnitude. The probability of impact dam-
age is further enhanced by man-made space debris varying in
size from 0.001 mm (oxides from rocket exhausts) through to
10 m in diameter (rocket upper stages). It has recently been
estimated that there are more than 8500 objects greater than
10 cm and 35, million objects between 0.1 and 1 cm in orbit
around the Earth. Particles less than 0.1 mm are even more
numerous.

In orbit, objects move with relative speeds of up to
20 km s−1. At these speeds the energy of impact of even
tiny particles 10−9 g is considerable and capable of eroding
surfaces and solar cells. Currently there is no shielding capa-
ble of resisting particles greater than 2 cm in diameter. Thus
larger objects are capable of seriously damaging or destroying
satellites and space vehicles. To date over 60 shuttle win-
dows have been replaced due to small object impacts and the
French Cerise satellite was damaged by debris from an Ariane
rocket.

Coatings are widely used to provide surface properties. If
perforated this protection is lost and enhanced damage may
occur as is the case with AO erosion beneath the coating due to
multiple reflections (Banks, Snyder and Miller, 2006). Hence
it can be understood why the idea of self-healing coatings is
attractive.

There is no easy materials solution to impacts and there-
fore in planning missions the probability of impacts is
modeled. Impact damage and protection is considered by
Tennyson (see Micrometeoroid and Orbital Debris Impact
Damage on Materials and Structures in Space).

4 SOLAR CELLS

Solar cells are essentially semiconductors which are doped
using different trace elements on either side of a semicon-
ductor junction to change the electrical properties and create
an electrical potential. An electrical current generated by
incident sunlight then flows across the junction.

Early solar cells were mainly made from silicon. And
for terrestrial applications silicon is still widely used today
because of its balance of efficiency and cost. Efficiencies for
silicon can range from 7% amorphous to 19% for monocrys-
talline. Space applications demand higher efficiencies and
gallium arsenide became the industry standard. Figure 8
shows the development of solar cells over the last 25 years
and the efficiencies achievable under laboratory conditions.
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Figure 8. Solar cell developments since 1985.

Gallium arsenide substrates have the advantage that multi
junction cells can be grown by depositing up to 30 different
layers on the substrate. The layers act on the different parts
of the solar spectrum. The top layers react to the blue end,
allowing green and red to pass, the middle reacts to green and
the bottom reacts to red. These cells can operate at near 30%
efficiency.

Standard triple junction cells, for manufacturing reasons,
are normally grown on a germanium substrate typically
140 �m thick. This is not needed for power generation and
therefore research is aimed at reducing the thickness of the
substrate to 20 �m saving both germanium and weight. Some
arrays on major satellites have array areas of 100 m2 and this
approach would yield significant savings.

The structure of the current and composition of current
solar cells operating in a space environment are generally
regarded to be operating close to their theoretical limit and
if improvements are to be achieved they will come from new
approaches. These may be:

� Nanotechnology – greater flexibility in controlling
absorption properties.

� Nitride-based materials – potential for more junctions and
greater efficiency.

� Inverted metamorphic cell – a new architecture delivering
enhanced reliability and power ratios.

4.1 Solar cell degradation

On a spacecraft the solar cell is bombarded by fluxes
of electrons and protons trapped in the electromagnetic
field of Earth and by particles associated with high solar
activity.

When slowed down in matter, lattice defects may occur
as a result of collisions with nuclei. Particle radiation
is more damaging because it can create primary defects
(interstitials and vacancies possibly in multiple form) (Mark-
vart, 1990). These defects may then combine or form

Figure 9. Hubble Space Telescope array micrometeoroid damage.

complexes with impurities. These defects may result in
energy levels deep in the band gap, sites for electron hole
recombination or lowering the activation energy for defect
migration which can result in defect migration at lower
temperatures which has a profound effect for radiation
damage.

With regard to solar cell selection, the end of life per-
formance taking into account degradation is more important
than that at the start of life. GaAs is significantly better in
this respect than Si and with a well designed and constructed
cell loss of efficiency can be minimized. For example cells
operating in geostationary orbit for 15 years still retain up to
90% of their original efficiency. It should be noted that this is
only achievable by protecting the cell with a coverglass some
100 �m in thickness. All space solar cells use coverglass oth-
erwise a potential life of 15 years would be reduced to just a
few days.

Impacts from micrometeoroids and small debris particles
are also damaging as illustrated in Figure 9 which shows dam-
age to the array of the Hubble Space telescope. The severity
of the damage and effect on performance can be modeled
using data concerning the debris in the orbit the spacecraft is
operating.

5 CONCLUSION

The components of the space environment have been identi-
fied and their effects on materials performance described.
Where appropriate the reader is referred to the other
contributions in the chapter for a more in-depth treatment
of each of the problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

From the beginning of the space era, polymer materials have
been used widely in spacecraft design because of their benefi-
cial combination of mechanical properties, sufficiently high
thermal stability, and electrical characteristics at relatively
low specific weight. In particular, polymer films usually are
used on spacecraft as part of multilayer insulation (MLI)
for passive temperature control of spacecraft surface. The
thermo-optical properties of the very first film material deter-
mine the equilibrium temperature of the surface. Commonly
used materials in the first film are polyimide, fluorinated ethy-
lene propylene (FEP), and glass fiber Betacloth®. Betacloth
consists of glass fabrics impregnated with Teflon; because of
this, its thermo-optical properties are determined to a sig-
nificant degree by the characteristics of Teflon that form

Update based on the original article by Vladimir E. Skurat,
Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd

continuous film on the surface of glass fibers. Besides MLI,
enamels of various types are used to cover outer spacecraft
surfaces. These enamels are composite materials that consist
of particles of inorganic pigments (usually alumina, titania,
or zinc oxide; and in the case of colored enamels utilized for
marking, iron oxide and others), which are imbedded into
polymeric matrices – epoxy, acrylic, or organosilicon resins.

This chapter does not consider the application of all
polymeric materials to spacecraft engineering. Rather, it is
restricted to materials placed on a spacecraft’s surface that are
subjected to the destructive effects of various factors in the
space environment. These effects cause changes in material
properties and, in many cases, induce important change such
as mass losses. Mass losses are important because polymeric
films used in MLI have relatively small thickness (usually
125 �m). At the same time, typical mass losses from poly-
imide film (Kapton H) on low Earth orbit (LEO) (altitudes
∼400 km) are equal to ∼100 �m y−1, and from FEP film,
about 12 �m y−1.

Among all the destructive factors of the space environ-
ment, the most important ones from the point of view of
their influence on the properties of polymeric materials are
the following. High vacuum induces evaporation and subli-
mation of low-molecular components of polymeric materials
that have been added to a polymer as antioxidants or plastifi-
cators. As a result, the corresponding properties of material
change in an undesired direction and released low-molecular
compounds enter the intrinsic outer atmosphere of the space-
craft. Later, they can form contamination deposits on the
spacecraft’s surface. Thermal cycling (usually from about
+100 to −100◦C) can stimulate exfoliation of composite
materials if their components have different coefficients
of thermal expansion. Solar radiation, both electromag-
netic (visible, ultraviolet, X-rays) and corpuscular (electrons,
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protons, heavy ions) stimulates various transformations of
polymers. Atomic oxygen from residual Earth atmosphere
induces erosion (mainly oxidative) of many polymers. No
one polymer is resistant toward all destructive factors, and the
choice of materials is dictated by the conditions of spacecraft
exploitation. Here, the main focus is on the effects of solar
radiation and atomic oxygen on polyimide and fluorocarbon
polymers.

The conditions of spacecraft exploitation can be divided
rather arbitrarily into three main categories: LEO (altitudes
∼200–1000 km), geostationary orbits (GEO) (∼36 000 km),
and planetary/deep space. Their main peculiarities are high
atomic oxygen flux on LEO and enhanced particulate radi-
ation flux in the GEO environment. In the case of planetary
or deep space missions (especially for near-sun orbits),
enhanced radiation intensities and temperatures become very
important as well.

The main aim of investigation into material behavior in
space environment conditions is the prediction of their ser-
vice time at prolonged exploitation. The principal problem
is the simultaneous action of several destructive factors that
can enhance or reduce each other’s effect (synergism effects).
Synergism simulation in laboratory conditions is not always
successful. Because of this, the results of flight tests are con-
sidered the most reliable data on material behavior in space.
However, their interpretation is hampered by interfering fac-
tors, such as the formation of contamination deposits on
material surfaces from the intrinsic external atmosphere of a
spacecraft, or possible changes in surface composition and/or
morphology during sample transfer from the exposition place
in space to the measuring device in the laboratory on Earth.
If one does not adequately take these factors into account,
erroneous conclusions may be reached.

For example, consider the widespread recent opinion on
the decisive role of synergism between fast atomic oxy-
gen (FAO) and the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) components
of the solar radiation spectrum in perfluorinated polymer
(PTFE and FEP) erosion. It was based on a simplified
interpretation (which previously looked unequivocal) of
results obtained during a long duration exposition experiment
(LDEF). This conclusion was in contrast to results obtained
under laboratory conditions. According to investigators (e.g.,
Baidarovtsev et al., 1986), the main role in erosion must be
played by vacuum UV solar radiation without any signifi-
cant contribution from synergism. It was only repeated, more
detailed investigation of samples from LDEF – performed
more than 10 years later – that showed that LDEF results
were evidently distorted by interference effects from silicon
contamination. This theme is discussed further in the section
devoted to photolysis of FEP films by vacuum UV radiation.
This example is instructive. It shows that results of flight

tests alone are not sufficient for elucidation of mechanisms
and processes responsible for material destruction in a space
environment. Confirmation by laboratory tests is necessary.

2 CHANGE OF THERMO-OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS IN SPACE
ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS

One of main applications of polymeric materials in space
engineering is their use in MLI for passive temperature
control of spacecraft surfaces. There are three known
mechanisms of heat transfer: thermal conductivity, thermal
radiation, and convection. Only thermal radiation is effective
for spacecraft in high space vacuum. Solar radiation heats
the surface of spacecraft. Employment of spacecraft mecha-
nisms and devices results in heat evolution and temperature
increase. Excessive heat can be removed from a spacecraft’s
surface only by thermal radiation. Because of this, the sur-
face must satisfy two main requirements: It must possess a
low absorption coefficient As for solar radiation and high
relative emissivity ε (relative to absolute black body, having
maximal emissivity at equilibrium conditions). Analysis of
values of these parameters for various materials shows that
the highest heat removal is provided by polymer films with
one-sided metallization and white paints. For these materi-
als, typical values are ε = 0.8–0.9 and As = 0.2–0.3. These
polymer films are placed on a spacecraft’s surface so that
the metal layer (Al, Ag) turns toward the spacecraft and the
polymer layer toward space. With this configuration, the free
polymer surface not covered with metal emits heat in the open
space in accordance with the black body coefficient, whereas
the metal layer (placed under the transparent polymer layer)
reflects solar radiation, decreasing surface heat.

Prolonged expositions of polyimide and FEP films on LEO
usually lead to changes in As and ε values. These changes are
caused by polymer damage and formation of contamination
deposits. Another problem is more serious. Flight tests show
significant mass losses, which can lead to full removal of the
polymer film at sufficiently long expositions.

A similar situation takes place in the case of enamels.
Erosion of organic matrices by atomic oxygen can lead to
their removal and the release of pigment particles from the
matrices.

The interaction between polymers (mainly polyimide
and FEP) and FAO and VUV radiation, respectively, are
considered. Both main features and mechanisms of these
interactions change with fluence increase during prolonged
bombardment and irradiation, respectively. Because of this,
a kinetic approach is employed in both cases.
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3 INTERACTION OF POLYMERS WITH
ATOMIC OXYGEN FROM RESIDUAL
EARTH ATMOSPHERE

The main and virtually sole final products of reactions of
atomic oxygen with polymers are simple oxides – CO, CO2,
H2O, NO, SiO2 – both volatile and nonvolatile. Volatile
oxides are responsible for mass losses during bombardment
of polymer surfaces by atomic oxygen. The formation of
nonvolatile oxides (e.g., SiO2) is accompanied by their accu-
mulation on the bombarded surface in a layer that protects
the underlying polymer against further erosion and eventual
complete cessation of mass losses.

3.1 Some Features of Polyimide Erosion by Fast
Atomic Oxygen

Thermal atomic oxygen (one of the main components of reac-
tive oxygen produced, for example, in plasmas of gaseous
electrical discharges in O2 and its mixtures) is one of the
most vigorous oxidants known in chemistry. Its high oxida-
tive power increases much more by high translational energy
(∼4.5 eV) with which atmospheric FAO bombards space-
craft ram surfaces (Leger, 1983; Leger et al., 1983). This
energy is effectively utilized to overcome kinetic and ther-
modynamic thresholds and barriers for atom O capture by
polymer surfaces and chemical oxidation reactions. Accord-
ing to estimates, the probability of volatile oxide formation
during a collision of one fast oxygen atom with a polymer sur-
face (consisting of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen)
is equal to ∼0.1–0.5 (Skurat, 1997; Guzhova et al., 2007).

One peculiarity of polymer etching by FAO is high
anisotropy caused by unidirectional movement of FAO flow,
which leads to the development of a very rough etching sur-
face. This roughness is determined by differences in erosion
rates for various surface parts resulting from its nonhomo-
geneity. It can be inherent to a virgin polymer surface or
induced during its etching. Typical topographies of rough-
etched polyimide Kapton H film surfaces are presented
in Figure 1 at various magnifications. These images were
obtained by a scanning electron microscope after bombard-
ment of polymer film by FAO in a laboratory facility that
simulates FAO flow in LEO conditions. One can see the
formation of “grassy” (or carpet like) structures, consist-
ing of cylinder and cone protrusions directed to meet the
FAO flow. Their number density is equal to ∼109 cm−2.
Their heights are 2–3 �m and their diameters are <0.1 �m.
Enlarged (transmitting electron microscope) images of some
individual protrusions are shown in Figure 2. One can see
the mushroomlike protrusions that consist of relatively thin
cylinder “stems” 20–40 nm in diameter and 2 �m in height
as well as “hats” 30–50 nm in diameter and 20–30 nm thick
on the top of the “stem.” One can see phase boundaries in
the “stems” parallel to their axes at a distance ∼10 nm from
the surface, which agrees with an estimate of the depth of
thermal oxygen atom penetration into polyimide.

Photometry of the “hat” and the “stem” planar electron
images and subsequent reconstruction of their darkness distri-
butions (Matveev et al., 1998) show that the material density
in the “hats” is 1.6–1.7 times higher in comparison with
the “stems.” A suggestion was made that protrusion “hats”
consist of amorphous diamondlike carbon with enhanced
resistance against FAO attack.

Figure 1. Carpet-like structure of Kapton H surface after erosion by FAO flow on VAT 103 facility.
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Figure 2. Mushroom-like structure of protrusions formed during Kapton H erosion by FAO flow.

The following mechanism was suggested for the for-
mation and development of carpetlike surface topography
and mushroomlike individual protrusion morphology during
anisotropic erosion of polyimide film by FAO. It is based on
the suggestion that during polymer erosion, nonvolatile car-
bon atoms and/or carbonaceous (diamondlike) compounds
are formed besides volatile oxides. They are assumed to be
resistant to FAO attack. During bombardment, the accumula-
tion of carbon atoms on the surface takes place. They diffuse,
and during encounters merge together (coalescence), forming
“spots” that are stable in FAO flow. They protect the underly-
ing polymer against FAO attack. Later, these “spots” turn into

“hats.” “Spot” growth ceases when the level of unprotected
polymer surface around them decreases and the diffusion sup-
ply of carbon atoms comes to a stop. This mechanism includes
three stages:

1. Carbon atoms, graphite and diamondlike nuclei forma-
tion in carbonization processes similar to ones in carbon
black or fullerene productions.

2. Selection of diamondlike nuclei because of pronounced
differences in reaction efficiencies of graphite and dia-
mondlike carbon during FAO bombardment.
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3. Isotropic etching of the sides of protrusions by scat-
tered fast and thermalized oxygen atoms prevails. The
progressive strip of “stems” causes deliberation of dia-
mondlike particles.

The general scheme of this process is shown in Figure 3.
The suggested mechanism is confirmed by the temperature
effect on carpetlike structure formation. Lowering of sample
temperature during FAO bombardment leads to stopping this
process. In the frames of the suggested scheme, this stop-
ping is explained as a result of surface diffusion slowing and
resulting cessation of diamondlike nuclei formation.

This mechanism is in qualitative accordance with pro-
cesses of oxidative etching of diamondlike carbon films by
FAO investigated by Tagawa et al., 2010c). They showed the
selective etching by FAO (5 eV) of sp2 structure at the dia-
mondlike carbon surface while an sp3-rich region remained
at the topmost surface.
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Figure 3. Scheme of formation of protrusions with mushroom-like
structure during Kapton H etching by FAO flow.

3.2 Kinetics of Mass Losses Induced by FAO
Flows

Kinetic curves of mass losses (plots of mass decrease of the
polymer sample in dependence on bombardment duration)
for the case of polyimide Kapton H film were studied in the
laboratory facility VAT-103 (N.E. Zhukovsky Central Aero-
hydrodynamic Institute, Zhukovsky, Moscow region, Russia;
Nikiforov and Skurat, 1993). A sample mass was monitored
by torsion balance immediately during bombardment. The
kinetic curve has a nonlinear character: During the initial
period the mass loss rate was smaller than it was later. Accel-
eration of mass losses with time during bombardment was
ascribed to the development of a carpetlike surface structure
that led to an increase in the relative drag coefficient for the
interaction of gas flow with the polymer target and increased
accommodation of fast oxygen atoms and molecules by the
surface. The correlation between kinetic curves for mass
losses and relative drag coefficient are in favor of this conclu-
sion. The other explanation of nonlinear behavior is based on
the fact that volatile simple oxides are formed, not in single
collisions of FAO with the polymer surface, but by consec-
utive reactions consisting of several steps in the formation
of intermediate products. Intermediate oxidation products
were detected by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy on poly-
mer surfaces after FAO bombardment. They accumulate on
surfaces in initial bombardment up to some limited station-
ary concentrations. After this, the evolution rate of volatile
oxides becomes stationary and has constant maximum value.
One can suppose that both mechanisms are responsible for
the nonlinearity of kinetic curves; however, this nonlinearity
region (induction period (IP)) has a rather short durabil-
ity and usually has been observed only under laboratory
conditions.

Because of these factors, the kinetics of mass losses by
polymer films in flight conditions is considered linear, and
in practical estimates, the linear coefficient proportionality
Re between mass loss and FAO fluence values is used. It is
termed reaction efficiency, and is defined as material volume
(cm3) lost by sample at impingement of one fast oxygen atom.
At present time, Re values are measured by a relative method
in comparison with Kapton H. For this polymer, results of
numerous measurements, both in laboratory and in flights,
give the value Re = 3.0 × 10−24 cm3 per atom O. This value
is accepted as a standard. For other polymers, these values
are generally in the range (1.5–6.0) ×10−24 cm3 per atom O.

Values of Re have been measured for many hundreds of
materials, including polymers. Nevertheless, the possibility
of calculation of Re value on the base of chemical formula of
polymer (its element composition) is very interesting from
both a practical and a theoretical point of view. In next
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section, approaches are presented to empirical determination
of probabilities of chemical reactions with mass losses and
to estimates of Re values by using these probabilities on the
basis of chemical formulae (Skurat, 1997; Guzhova et al.,
2007).

3.3 Probabilities of Chemical Reactions With
Mass Losses During Polymer Bombardment
by FAO

Probabilities of chemical reactions with mass losses during
polymer bombardment by FAO have been presented as ratios
of experimental values Re (measured in flight tests) to values
of theoretical reaction efficiency R1 (calculated in assump-
tion of complete expense of FAO in oxidation reactions with
volatile simple oxides formation in accordance with a sto-
ichiometric equation). For polymer with chemical formula
CaHbOcNd this equation is

CaHbOcNd + AO → xCO + yCO2 + wH2O + zNO (1)

The equation for calculation of the A coefficient is

A = a(2 + β)

(1 + β)
+ b

2
+ d − c (2)

Here β = x/y (ratio of CO to CO2 yields). The only poly-
mer with known β value is polyimide Kapton (β = 1). This
value was measured in flight tests by Roussel and Bour-
don (2000). Other parameters for this polymer are a = 22,
b = 10, c = 5, d = 2. From this we get A = 35.

The R1 value is calculated as

R1 = M

ANρ
(3)

where M is molecular mass of repeated polymer unit,
g mol−1; N is Avogadro number, 6.02 × 1023 mol−1; ρ is spe-
cific density, g cm−3.

M value is calculated as

M = 12a + b + 16c + 14d (4)

For Kapton H, M = 382 g mol−1, A = 35, ρ =
1.42 g cm−3 Accordingly, R1 = 13 × 10−24 cm3 per atom O
for Kapton H. Ratio Re/R1 = (3.0–3.3). The probability of
an FAO reaction with Kapton H with the formation of volatile
oxides is (3.0–3.3) ×10−24/(13 × 10−24) = 0.23–0.25.

Unfortunately, β values for other polymers are unknown.
But R1 values were calculated in two limiting cases: x = a,

y = 0, β = infinity (case I) (this case corresponds to CO
formation only, without CO2) and x = 0, y = a, β = 0 (case
II) (this case corresponds to CO2 formation only, without
CO). Values Re/R1 (CO) vary between 0.1 (polystyrene) and
0.35 (polypropylene), and values Re/R1 (CO2) vary between
0.16 and 0.54. These values border true values Re/R1. Because
of this, knowing the element formula of a polymer, one can
calculate the values of R1 (CO) and R1 (CO2) and, multiplying
them by 0.1–0.35 and by 0.16–0.54, respectively, determine
the bordering R1 values for this polymer. Knowledge of β

value is required for more accurate calculation of R1 value.
A simpler approach to estimate R values was proposed by
Iskanderova et al. (1995) on the base of analysis of flight
results on Re values. The main equation is

R = γM

ρ
(5)

where

γ = Nf

NC − NCO
(6)

Here, Nf is the full number of atoms in one repeated unit
of polymer, NC is the number of carbon atoms in this unit,
and NCO is the number of carbon atoms that can be removed
from the unit in the form of a CO or CO2 molecule. This
equation is generally used successfully in practice for predic-
tive estimates of Re values for polymers with known element
composition.

It is the simplified form of Equation (2) at b = 0, d = 0,
β = infinity (because it is assumed that y = 0). This equation
predicts the identical Re values for polymers with identical
element compositions but with different chemical structures.
In fact, these polymers can have different β values and, con-
sequently, give different Re values.

Analysis of the data shows that reactions between FAO
and polymer surfaces occur with a probability not higher than
0.54. This means that the greater part of FAO is consumed
without polymer oxidation, for example, by surface scattering
or mutual recombination with formation of molecular oxygen
that does not takes part in any further reactions.

Banks et al. (2011) reported the erosion yield Re data mea-
sured for 38 different polymer samples and pyrolytic graphite,
collectively called the polymer erosion and contamination
experiment (PEACE) polymers, which have been exposed to
the LEO space environment on the exterior of the ISS for
3.95 years from 16 August 2001 to 30 July 2005 as part
of Materials ISS Experiment 2 (MISSE 2). These Re val-
ues refer to high fluences of AO (8.43 ×1021 atoms cm−2)
and total of 5000–6700 equivalent hours of solar radiation.
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The resulting data were used to develop a predictive tool with
a correlation coefficient of 0.985 and uncertainty of ± 6.3 ×
10−25 cm3 atom−1. The predictive tool uses the chemical
structures and physical properties of polymers to predict in
space atomic oxygen erosion yields.

4 DESTRUCTION OF PERFLUORINATED
POLYMERS PTFE AND FEP ON A
SPACE ENVIRONMENT

Teflon is another important polymer type besides Kapton
H, which is widely used in MLI. Its application in MLI
in the form of metallized FEP films on the Space Shuttle
was very successful when their residence on LEO did not
exceed 14 calendar days. However, when used for a longer
period – several years on the space telescope Hubble (STH)
or ELDF – unexpected high destruction was found that could
not be predicted based on the results of Space Shuttle flights.
Nonetheless, Teflon is currently used as the impregnating
agent in glass cloth Betacloth®. Figure 4 shows Betacloth
surfaces before and after exposition in LEO conditions on
board the orbital station MIR from 21 September 1993 to
13 June 1996. One can see that the glass fiber threads have
fluffed up because the protecting Teflon layers have eroded.

The mechanism of PTFE and FEP destruction in LEO
conditions is currently the subject of intensive investigation
and debate. The destructive factors of the space environment
act simultaneously. Because of this, determination of the main

destructive factor is difficult. The following possible causes
of fluorocarbon polymer destruction in a space environment
on LEO have been discussed:

1. Bombardment by fast atomic oxygen (Koontz et al.,
1990).

2. Bombardment by fast oxygen ions (Grossman and Gouz-
man, 2003).

3. Photolysis by solar VUV radiation (Barbashev, Dorofeev
and Skurat, 1992; Dever and McCracken, 2004).

4. Synergism in the action of solar VUV radiation and fast
atomic oxygen (Koontz et al., 1990; Tennison, 1991).

5. Radiolysis by solar soft X-rays (Milintchouk et al.,
1997).

6. Sputtering effects of hyperthermal atomic and molecu-
lar components of residual Earth atmosphere (Gindulyte
et al., 2002).

7. Free radical formation on the polymer’s surface by VUV
radiation and reaction with atomic and molecular oxy-
gen forming volatile oxygen-containing products CFO,
CF2O, and CF3O (Zhang et al., 2009).

It is especially difficult to distinguish causes 1, 3 and 4.
Both in the space environment and laboratory facilities bom-
bardment by FAO is accompanied by VUV irradiation. This
is the VUV component of solar radiation in the space environ-
ment. The sources of atomic oxygen in laboratory facilities
are simultaneously rather intense sources of VUV radiation
because atomic oxygen is generated by electric discharge
in the flows of molecular oxygen in mixtures with helium

Figure 4. Degradation of Betacloth during exposition on space station “Mir.”
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or argon, or by laser-induced breakdown of molecular oxy-
gen in the hypersonic nozzle. Zones of electric discharge
and laser-induced breakdown are highly effective emitters
of VUV radiation (Weihs and Van Eesbeek, 1994; Skurat,
Samsonov and Nikiforov, 2004).

Many papers have been devoted to the possible synergism
of FAO bombardment and VUV photolysis of PTFE and FEP.
This topic has been discussed in many symposiums and con-
ferences on materials behavior in space. The most reliable and
unambiguous evidence of existence of the synergism was first
reported by Cazaubon, Paillous and Siffre (1998). Oxygen-
containing volatile products of oxidative FEP destruction
were observed during the bombardment of this polymer films
by FAO in the facility with laser breakdown. Fluorocarbon
fragments were also observed as a result of FEP photolysis
by VUV radiation from the atomic oxygen source. Unfortu-
nately, there is no opportunity to estimate the ratio of yields
of these processes and estimate their relative contributions to
the formation of volatile products.

To compare the effects of causes 1, 3 and 4, it is neces-
sary to present them in quantitative form. Unfortunately, the
available data are not sufficient. The interaction of FAO with
PTFE and FEP films were studied in conditions of simultane-
ous VUV photolysis. Data on the reaction efficiencies of FAO
during interaction with these polymers show much scatter.

In usual conditions, VUV radiation is the main cause of
fluorocarbon polymer erosion in detonation sources of pulsed
FAO beams. But, Tagawa et al. (2010a,b) and Tagawa and
Minton (2010) in comprehensive investigation showed that
mass losses from a special fluorocarbon polymer (deposite of
condensation products of plasmochemical PTFE destruction
with highly diminished degree of polymerization on crystal
of quartz microbalance) are determined by concurrent action
of FAO and VUV radiation from FAO source, without any

synergism in mass losses. They observed the strong depen-
dence of erosion yield on FAO energy E: at E = 4.5 eV, mass
losses were not observed, but they greatly enhanced with E
at E greater than 5.0 eV. This means that erosion of this poly-
mer by FAO is possible only at E ≥ 5.0 eV. On the other
hand, Tagawa et al. (2010a) were successful in realizing con-
ditions with very thin polymer films (≤ 0.1 �m), when the
absorption of VUV radiation with wavelengths in the region
130 nm is small (not more than 10% according to approximate
estimates). In these conditions, the mass losses of polymer
induced by VUV radiation were much smaller in comparison
with FAO bombardment from the same source (FAO with E
greater 5.0 eV). Evidently, this relation must be reverted for
technically relevant samples with thicknesses of the order
0.1 mm when the absorption of VUV radiation is full.

4.1 Main features of Teflon Destruction by VUV
Radiation

The spectrum of optical absorption of genuine FEP is
unknown because it is difficult to obtain sufficiently thin films
of this polymer. (It is not soluble in common solvents and the
casting of its films is impossible.) Figure 5 shows the absorp-
tion spectrum of products of FEP destruction at 200◦C in a
vacuum under VUV radiation from a deuterium lamp. The
products were evaporated (sublimated) from the irradiated
surface and condensed on an MgF2 window at room temper-
ature. These fragments are mainly the long polymer chains
with a high average number of carbon atoms, ∼100.

Therefore, one can consider this spectrum to represent
FEP. This is not too rough an approximation because one
usually deals with prolonged illumination of FEP, inducing a
deep transformation of the polymer into the fragments.
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Figure 5. Absorption spectrum in VUV region of high molecular products of photodestruction of Teflon FEP at 200◦C. Absorption
coefficient k is given at base 10.
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The FEP absorption spectrum is situated mainly in VUV
region and contains two parts with high absorption: at
wavelengths <120 nm and in the 162 nm-maximum band.
There is also a much smaller absorption band with maxi-
mum at 180 nm. This means that radiation with wavelengths
<170 nm is absorbed in a comparatively thin near-surface
layer, producing the high-absorbed doses required for short
fragment chain formation. The loss of mechanical properties
is reached by longer wavelength light that penetrates deeper.
These conclusions were confirmed by experimental results in
laboratory tests for PTFE (Barbashev, Dorofeev and Skurat,
1992) and FEP (Dever and McCracken, 2004).

In contrast with many polymers containing hydrogen,
perfluorocarbon polymers are not crosslinked by ionizing
or UV radiation at ambient temperature. They belong to
polymers that fully destructed by these treatments at room
temperature.

During prolonged VUV irradiation, the number of frag-
mentation events becomes sufficiently great for loss of
mechanical properties. Strength and relative elongation at
break greatly decrease, which is known as the embrittlement
effect. Fragmentation of long polymer chains occurs statisti-
cally with formation of fragments with various chain lengths.
Short fragments are formed also. They are able to evapo-
rate (sublimate) into vacuum, causing mass loss from the
sample. During irradiation their number increases and mass
loss accelerates. At some moment after reaching the limiting
absorbed dose in near-surface polymer layer – its thickness
can be admitted as the depth of decreasing of VUV flux
several times smaller than e times (about 10−4 cm) – nearly
all polymer macromolecules in this layer are converted into
volatile fragments and the mass loss rate steeply increases,
more than one decimal order of magnitude. The recession of
polymer surface begins. It continues at a constant rate until
the polymer film completely disappears.

These general considerations are confirmed by experimen-
tal data. Figure 6 shows the kinetics of mass losses from FEP
films during VUV illumination (e.g., light 147 nm from res-
onance Xe light) in generalized form. One can see two parts
of kinetic curve: an induction period with very small mass
losses (up to fluence about 1018 photon cm−2) and a period
with much faster mass losses (more than one decimal order of
magnitude, about 1.2 × 10−23 g photon−1 or one group C2F4

per 100 eV of absorbed energy) with constant velocity.
Mass spectra of volatile products formed during photol-

ysis of FEP films evidence the formation of large volatile
fragments with masses higher than 510 Da.

Previous studies, both experimental and computational,
showed that the main kinetic features of fluorocarbon poly-
mer photolysis by VUV radiation can be explained on the
basis of the evaporative (sublimation) model (EM) that was
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Figure 6. Kinetics of mass losses from Teflon FEP film during
illumination by 147 nm light.

proposed and developed by Skurat, Samsonov and Nikiforov
(2004).

4.2 General Features of the Evaporative Model

The evaporative (sublimation) model (EM) includes several
important topics:

� Estimates of VUV radiation absorbed doses in various
wavelength regions for various sources of VUV radiation
(including the sun)

� Detailed analysis of experimental data on the kinetics of
mass losses during VUV photolysis of PTFE and FEP
films radiation revealed two different regions: an IP with
small losses up to the limiting absorbed dose, ∼107 Gy
(1 Gy = 1 J kg−1 = 104 erg g−1 = 102 rad) at the sample
temperature 293 K and the region with much higher mass
losses. Explanation of the existence of these two regions
is the main cause of the development of EM.

� The existence of these two regions was interpreted as
a result of sequential evaporation into a vacuum of
low-molecular fragments formed during polymer pho-
todestruction. The most significant topic taken into
consideration was the finite evaporation rates of these
fragments. Their volatility is critically dependent on the
sample temperature and molecular mass of a fragment.
The presence of a limiting dose is related to the destruc-
tion degree when the volatility of a fragment with the most
probable molecular mass Mn (number averaged molec-
ular mass) corresponds to evaporation with rate that is
sufficient for observation.

� Accordingly, the volatility of fragments is the key param-
eter of EM. A general approach was proposed for its
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Figure 7. General picture of VUV photolysis of fluorocarbon poly-
mer film.

calculation on the basis of classical considerations in the
frames of physical chemistry.

The general picture of VUV photolysis of fluorocarbon
polymers according EM is presented in Figure 7. It shows
the consecutive stages of polymer transformations at initial
film thickness 10−3 cm.

(a) Initial period of irradiation. Exposition dose I =
0.1 J cm−2 (8 min of irradiation); absorbed surface dose
r = 1.6 × 106 Gy. Photoinduced fragmentation of poly-
mer molecules begins (to a higher extent in the surface
layer with monotonic decrease to the depth). The for-
mation of an embrittled surface layer (ES) begins. Its
formation is responsible for the partial loss of mechanical

strength of the sample film and decrease of relative elon-
gation at fracture. The number averaged molecular mass
Mn on the sample surface decreases from about 105 Da to
about 12 500 Da (fragment C240F482) in the case of FEP
film. During VUV irradiation, fragments with smaller
molecular masses are formed also, but their quantity is
too small to be detected as mass losses. Residual slightly
destroyed polymer (SDP) is responsible for mechanical
strength and elongation at fracture of irradiated polymer
film.

(b) I = 1 J cm−2 (80 min of irradiation); r = 1.6 × 107 Gy.
The number averaged molecular mass Mn on the sur-
face have decreased to limiting stationary value 1238
(C24F50) and intensive evaporative mass losses begin.
ES shifts to a slightly destroyed polymer. The thickness
of ES becomes stationary. The decrease of film thickness
begins at a great stationary rate. Strength and elongation
at fracture decrease further.

(c) I = 102 J cm−2 (r = 1.6 × 107 Gy; not changed in com-
parison with case (b)). The thickness of the removed
layer is equal to 7 × 10−4 cm. The residual polymer con-
sists practically of ES. Its strength and elongation at
fracture are near zero.

(d) I = 1.5 × 102 J cm−2; r = 1.6 × 107 Gy (stationary).
Complete removal of polymer film.

Application of EM to space environment conditions
(Skurat, 2006) explains the main features of FEP destruction
and erosion (Dever et al., 1999).

4.3 On the Discrepancy of Laboratory and Flight
Tests of FEP Films

In spite of abundant evidence, both experimental and theo-
retical, in favor of the decisive role of solar VUV radiation in
the destruction of FEP film, there were results of flight tests
that seemed to offer unequivocal evidence in favor of FAO
or FAO together with VUV radiation as the main destructive
factors. FEP films in LDEF were exposed to open space in
different conditions from April 1984 to January 1990. Sam-
ples on rows 4 and 10 received similar fluences of solar
VUV radiation (10 400 and 10 700 equivalent solar hours,
respectively) but very different FAO fluences (9.32 × 104 and
8.17 × 1021 atom O cm−2, respectively). Mass losses were
detected only for samples from row 10: They corresponded to
decreased film thickness on 27 �m (Milintchouk et al., 1997).
However, later investigations (Fink et al., 2006) showed
that samples from row 4, in contrast with samples from
row 10, were contaminated with silicon. This silicon layer
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could prevent evaporation (sublimation) of volatile products
of FEP photofragmentation and prevent mass losses (Skurat,
2010). Fischer and Semprimoschnig (2009) found that sam-
ples from row 4, contaminated with silicon, are characterized
with enhanced surface polymer degradation in comparison
with samples from row 10, which results in greater reduction
of melting temperature. This observation shows the surface
enrichment with relatively short polymer fragments. Their
evaporation is retarded with silicon contamination that blocks
evaporation centers and results in accumulation of shorter
fragments with reduced melting temperature.

5 SUMMARY

Polymeric materials on spacecraft surfaces are subjected to
the action of numerous destructive factors that deteriorate
their working properties. Generally, these factors work simul-
taneously. Their relative contributions depend on space flight
conditions (mainly, on the orbit parameters, first, on altitude)
and polymer type. Prediction of material behavior is based
mainly on flight tests. The validity of laboratory tests is lim-
ited by the various synergistic effects that can present in space
environment conditions. They are recognized with difficulty
and are simulated rather rarely in the laboratory.

Discovery of synergistic effects and elucidation of their
mechanisms is one of the main problems on the behavior of
materials in the space environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Surface engineering techniques are being used extensively
in the aerospace and space industries as well as a variety of
other industries including the automotive, missile, electronic,
biomedical, textile, petroleum, to mention a few. Surface
engineering techniques can be used to develop, maintain,
or change a wide range of functional properties, including
physical, chemical, electrical, electronic, magnetic, mechan-
ical, wear-resistant and corrosion-resistant properties at the
treated surfaces. Almost all types of materials, including met-
als, ceramics, polymers and composites can be coated by
similar or dissimilar materials. It is also possible to form coat-
ings of newer materials, graded deposits, multi-component
deposits, and so on. Another way to change the properties
of the surface is through surface modificaiton of the orginal
materials without depositing a new coating.

Surface modification processes, therefore, in general, are
considered being a part of a more general field of surface
engineering that emerged in the last few decades (Gissler

Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering.
Edited by Richard Blockley and Wei Shyy
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and Jehn, 1992). Generally speaking, the surface modifica-
tion technologies can provide completely new properties to
surfaces among which one can mention:

� Surfaces that are ultra clean at the atomic level
� Bondable surfaces: superior adhesion and durability of

paints and adhesives
� Hydrophilic (wettable) surfaces
� Hydrophobic (non-wettable) surfaces
� Low friction coefficient surfaces
� Abrasion resistant coatings
� Corrosion resistant
� Many custom engineered surface characteristics

Polymeric materials, graphite and polymer-based com-
posites exposed to the space environmental factors like
atomic oxygen (AO), ultraviolet radiation and extreme ther-
mal cycling conditions in low earth orbits (LEO), charged
particles in geosynchronous orbits (GEO) have been shown
to undergo significant accelerated deterioration of their major
functional properties that include surface erosion, mass loss,
thermal optical properties changes, and so on. (Reddy, 1995)
(Figure 1). Different surface engineering approaches were
developed to protect structures from the mentioned above
space environment factors. Coatings are one of the ways to
protection. In addition, other schemes have been developed
to protect the materials, and at the same time not to change or,
vise versa, to alter in a desired way their functional proper-
ties. Presently a number of different technological solutions
are offered to solve the problems discussed above (Reddy,
1995; Kleiman et al., 1995; Packirisamy, Schwam, and Lite,
1995). Protection is provided by metals or by stable inorganic
compounds (mostly by oxides or oxide-based surface struc-
tures). Oxide coatings are often deposited by one of a few
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Figure 1. Damage inflicted by the LEO space environment on a 4-ply carbon fiber epoxy composite tube flown on the LDEF satellite as
part of the UTIAS experiment; (a) general appearance of the composite tube before exposure to space environment; (b) general appearance
of the composite tube after the ∼4.5 years of exposure to space environment; (c) cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy image of
a portion of the tube surface after the ∼4.5 years of exposure to space environment. The arrows indicate the direction of atomic oxygen
attack on the surface of the tube; (d) another example of eroded by atomic oxygen surface of the composite tube. The arrow points at a
contamination particle on the surface of the tube that acted as a mask, preventing erosion of the tube below it; (e) Cross-sectional profile
through a section of the tube showing the results of the AO erosion. Notice that the average erosion is ∼ 100–150 �m.

advanced deposition techniques (Gissler and Jehn, 1992).
Also, specially selected or synthesized materials are used
that are able to form oxide(s)-based compounds in a top
surface layer under aggressive oxidative environments due

to surface conversion processes (Reddy, 1995; Packirisamy,
Schwam and Lite, 1995; Vilgor, 1987). In special cases,
mechanical protection by metal foil wrapping or cladding
may be used. In addition to structural stability, preservation
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of important functional properties, such as optical, thermal-
optical, electrical, and so on, is often required (Gilmore,
1994). Deposition of advanced protective coatings, surface
modification of materials, development of modern thermal
control paint systems, synthesis of special silicones or other
polymers with improved resistance to LEO/GEO environ-
ment are the major trends for protection.

Surface modification processes were developed not only
for protection but also for impairing new functional properties
to materials. In this category one can mention the developed
in the 90th process for reducing excessive glare of metalized
Teflon that is used on the external electronic equipment on
the ISS and the Dexter (Kleiman et al., 1999). To prevent
polymer materials from excessive charging in GEO applica-
tions, where strong fluxes of electrons and protons exist, a
surface treatment CarboSurfTM was developed (Iskanderova
et al., 2008).

This review will deal mainly with surface modification
technologies that were developed either to protect the basic
properties of the materials or to change them in a desirable
way, without altering the bulk properties.

2 SURFACE ENGINEERING
APPROACHES FOR SPACE MATERIALS

A classification of the surface engineering approaches used
for protection of existing, or provision of new properties to
polymers and composites in LEO is presented in Table 1. It
covers a broad range of modern technologies used either for
protection of materials and structures in space or to impair
new properties to their surfaces. While, strictly speaking,
many of these technologies are not really surface modifica-
tion processes that are the main subject of this paper, they are
useful for understanding the overall problem and needs for
modification processes.

2.1 Thin film protective coatings

Thin film protective coatings are used extensively in space
industry (Gissler and Jehn, 1992; Kleiman et al., 1995;
Packirisamy, Schwam, and Lite, 1995; Kleiman and Iskan-
derova, 2000). In the last decade or so new approaches were
tried for developing stable and reliable protection coatings
for use in LEO environment.

Liquid phase deposition (LPD) was explored for Kapton
protection as a promising, simple aqueous method that
does not rely on line-of-sight deposition (Guzman et al.,
2009). Titania coatings, 100 nm thick were applied on
Kapton films by LPD using an aqueous solution of a metal-

Table 1. Main surface engineering approaches for impairing
protective or functional properties to polymers and composite mate-
rials.

Technologies or
methods Coatings or materials

Thin film coatings
Physical vapor

deposition (PVD)
• Thermal and

electron beam
evaporation

• Magnetron sputter
deposition (MSD)

• Ion beam sputter
deposition

• Ion beam co-sputter
deposition) (IBSD)

Al, Si, Ge, Ni, Cr,
SiOx (x < 2),
Al2O3, SiO2,
ITO, SiOx
(x < 2) +
fluoropolymer

Plasma-enhanced
chemical vapour
deposition
(PECVD)

SiOx, SiO2, SiN,
SiON

Liquid phase
deposition (LPD)

TiO2

Atomic layer
deposition (ALD)

Al2O3 and ZnO

Surface modification processes
Chemical processes PhotosilTM Modernized

silylation
Mechanical texturing Texturing Texturing by

transfer casting
Ion-beam processes
Ion implantation ImplantoxTM

Texturing by SurfTexTM

ion-beam CarbosurfTM

bombardment
Bulk materials and “thick” film coatings

Special chemical
synthesis

Silicones;
Phosphazene;

paint systems Thermal control
paints

Black/white;
organic/
inorganicConductive and

non-conductive
paints

Plasma spray
deposition

Alumina
Alumina/Yttria/

Zirconia
Mechanical protection β-cloth

Aluminized
β-cloth

Tubes wrapping or
metal cladding

Anodized Al foils
on composites

fluoride complex and boric acid at near ambient conditions.
Adherent, crack-free, coatings have been obtained by opti-
mization of the deposition conditions, the substrate surface
pre-treatment procedure and post-deposition drying. Highly
uniform and crack-free films of amorphous titania have
been prepared at near ambient conditions. Gravimetric and
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QCM measurements of AO exposed films had shown that
amorphous TiO2 provides high degree of Kapton protection
under harsh LEO space environment. The erosion yield of
titania-coated Kapton was as low as 2% of that measured
for unprotected Kapton after similar AO exposure. Surface
morphology was compromised by formation of cracks that
did not strongly affect the protective capability of the coat-
ing. Besides the AO protection, TiO2 coating improved the
mechanical properties of the Kapton film. These properties
remain unchanged after AO exposure (Guzman et al., 2009).

An atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique that can
produce coatings that could mitigate many challenges for
polymers in space was used to investigate the protection of
a number of polymeric materials (Lindholm et al., 2009).
ALD is a gas-phase technique based on two sequential, self-
limiting surface reactions, and it can deposit very uniform,
conformal, and pinhole-free films with atomic layer control.
Atomic layer deposition of Al2O3 and ZnO on FEP Teflon®

and Kapton® H and PMMA polymers produced coatings
that protected the treated substrates against both atomic oxy-
gen erosion and VUV-induced degradation (Lindholm et al.,
2009). While Al2O3 ALD coatings were found to protect both
FEP Teflon® and Kapton® H, many more ALD cycles were
required in order to protect FEP Teflon® from O-atom ero-
sion, suggesting a much more rapid nucleation of the ALD
coating on Kapton® H. Bilayer Al2O3 and ZnO ALD coat-
ings were found to be effective in preventing mass loss in
PMMA that was exposed to VUV radiation, although the
VUV studies revealed that if any light penetrates the coating,
then the polymer substrate may release volatile products that
can jeopardize the integrity of the coating (Lindholm et al.,
2009).

2.2 Surface modification processes

The surface modification processes can roughly be divided
into two broad categories, a family of processes that were
developed for protection of materials, films and structures,
and processes that were developed with the major goal to
change or impair new functional properties to the treated
surfaces. Both approaches will be discussed below.

2.2.1 Surface modification processes for protection
in LEO

Among the major characteristics of the materials to be pre-
served and protected in space environment the thermal optical
properties, that is, the solar absorptance, α , and the total emit-
tance, ε, play a very important role. Not every combination
of solar absorptance α and thermal emittance ε is available in
a single material (Gilmore, 1994). However, combinations of

two or more materials allow nearly complete choice of any
combination of α/ε. Often, the lowest α/ε surfaces are desired,
since they minimize the influence of the Sun on temperature
control. For surfaces that never “see” the Sun, the choice may
be made mainly for the required ε. The thermal control mate-
rials are supposed not only to establish but also to maintain
the α, ε, or α/ε values, that is, the required thermal-optical
properties in a particular space environment, such as in LEO.

It has been clear for a long time that such important space-
related materials as metalized thin polymer films and organic
black and white paints are susceptible to AO and/or UV in
LEO and to radiation in GEO and should be protected (Reddy,
1995; Kleiman et al., 1995; Packirisamy, Schwam, and Lite,
1995; Gilmore, 1994; Levine, 1991, 1993a, 1995; Tennyson
et al., 1991; Wertheimer and Schreiber, 1995; Goudimenko
et al., 1997; Kleiman et al., 1999; Gudimenko et al., 2002).
Carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) composites, often
used as materials of spacecraft structural elements, are also
susceptible to LEO environmental factors (Levine, 1991,
1993b, 1995; Tennyson et al., 1991).

Protective coatings of oxides, such as silicon and alu-
minum oxides, deposited on the surface of polymers
or composites, as was already discussed above, provide
improved erosion resistance. However, it has been found that
thin oxide coatings when exposed to thermal cycling in the
LEO space environment develop cracking and/or spalling,
mostly because of interfacial stresses and differences in
thermal expansion coefficients between the coatings and
polymers they supposed to protect. These destructive pro-
cesses leave the underlying polymeric material exposed to
FAO, thus causing extensive surface erosion. High-quality
protection of polymer-based materials in LEO, therefore,
remains a major challenge, especially for future long-
duration missions, or deployed space stations.

Surface modification of materials for protection from the
harsh space environment factors was initiated in the mid-90th
at UTIAS/ITL and other groups as a complimentary to coat-
ings approach that in many cases is lacking the deficiencies of
the coating approaches. Initially, two processes were devel-
oped at UTIAS/ITL, one taking a “chemical route” while the
other followed the “physical route”. Both processes proved
to successfully protect the space materials from the atomic
oxygen erosion providing 10–100 times lower erosion rates
of the materials they were applied to (Goudimenko et al.,
1997; Kleiman et al., 1999; Gudimenko et al., 2002; Iskan-
derova et al., 1995; Kleiman, Iskanderova, and Tennyson,
1998; Iskanderova et al., 1997).

Chemical modification processes. In the chemical
approach, the surface modification of polymer-based mate-
rials and CFRP composites enriched the top surface layers
of space-approved, commonly used polymer-based materials
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Figure 2. Schematic presentation of a polymer surface after a thin
film deposition (right side) or the surface modification (left side).

with specially selected elements that are able to form stable
protective oxides or oxide-based protective surface struc-
tures in oxidative environments (Goudimenko et al., 1997)
that allowed to prevent erosion and etching in LEO and in
other severe oxidative environments. The PhotosilTM surface
modification technology has been developed to provide an
alternative solution to the severe problem of AO erosion of
polymer-based materials and composites used in LEO space-
crafts (Goudimenko et al., 1997). Briefly, the PhotosilTM is
a surface modification technology that incorporates silicon-
containing groups into the sub-surface layer (i.e., up to 1 �m
in depth) of the polymer structure, creating an organo-silicon
surface layer derived from the original material (Figure 2).
In essence, the PhotosilTM is a three-stage surface treatment
consisting of (i) photo-activation of the surface, (ii) liquid-
phase silylation, and (iii) stabilization that allows effectively
modifying polymer and composite materials.

The PhotosilTM surface treatment has shown to provide
average erosion yield of ∼10−26 g per atom under ground-

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy images of Kapton surfaces exposed to fast atomic oxygen flux for 6 h. The right SEM image
(magnification 15 000×) presents the surface of the control Kapton sample. The left image (magnification 10 000×) presents the surface of
the Kapton sample that was treated by PhotosilTM process.

Table 2. FAO testing results for films.

Mass change after FAO
exposure (�g cm−2)Material Treatment

Kapton 500 HN Control (untreated)
Witness sample

−675

Kapton 500 HN Photosil −60
Photosil (C)a +50

Kapton 500 H Pristine −650
Photosil −30
Photosil (C)a −70

Kapton 50 E Pristine −190
Photosil −70

Kapton 50 EAg Pristine −340
Photosil −10

Kapton 50 EAu Pristine −340
Photosil −30

Mylar 500-1 Pristine −860
Photosil −70

PEEK Pristine −570
Photosil +50

Kapton 100 H Pristine −450
Photosil −10

a (C) indicates corona pre-treated.

based fast AO exposure, that is, two orders of magnitude
lower than most polymer materials as illustrated in Figures 3
and 4 (Goudimenko et al., 1997). In addition, the process had
shown not to affect the thermal optical and the bulk material
properties, and outgassing of the polymer materials, critically
important factors for space applications.

The results of mass change for a number of treated by
PhotosilTM and control polymer film materials that were
tested under the FAO beam are presented in Table 2. As
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Figure 4. Mass loss data for the control and PhotosilTM treated
samples of Kapton exposed to fast atomic oxygen flux for 6 h.

can be seen from these results, the mass loss for the treated
polymer films was strongly reduced, being almost negligible
for Kapton H and the metalized Kapton E. The “averaged
erosion rate” was not calculated, since for surface-modified
materials it is very difficult to distinguish between mass loss
due to the conversion processes at the surface during FAO
exposure and the mass loss due to erosion by FAO beam, if
any. The conversion process is non-linear, as determined by
the measurements of the kinetics of mass loss of the mod-
ified polymer-based organic materials under FAO exposure
(Goudimenko et al., 1997; Kleiman et al., 1999). It is practi-
cally impossible to distinguish the mass loss due to reduced
erosion, and some mass loss (mass change) due to conver-
sion process, that is, final stabilization of the treated samples
which occurs under the FAO beam. The final conclusion
about durability improvement requires SEM studies at high
magnification (as shown in Figure 3). Measured mass loss
results (Figure 4) were confirmed by SEM studies of surface
morphology changes. Film samples that demonstrated small
change in mass exhibited no significant surface morphology
changes on a microscopic level.

The results of the measurements of the major thermal opti-
cal properties for some of the thin polymer films are presented
in Table 3. It is apparent from these results that the surface
treatment did not significantly alter the materials’ thermal
optical properties, and it was able to provide optical stability
under FAO exposure.

PhotosilTM process was also applied to a number of ther-
mal control paints used widely in USA, Europe, and Russia
by different space organizations. Table 4 provides a brief
description of the evaluated thermal control coatings and the
results of FAO testing after they were treated by PhotosilTM.
As can be seen from Table 4, in most cases, the AO sta-
bility of all treated paints was considerably improved. In
some cases full protection was not yet achieved. Future work
would be required for full optimization of the PhotosilTM

process on EKOM materials to attain complete FAO erosion

Table 3. Thermal optical properties of pristine, PhotosilTM-treated,
and PhotosilTM/FAO-tested thin polymer films.

Thermal optical properties

Material Treatment α ε α /ε

Kapton EAg Pristine 0.19 0.41 0.46
Photosil (C)a 0.21 0.43 0.49
Photosil (C)/FAO 0.21 0.43 0.49

Kapton EAu Pristine 0.49 0.42 1.15
Photosil (C) 0.50 0.44 1.13
Photosil (C)/FAO 0.48 0.43 1.12

Kapton 100 Hb Pristine 0.35 0.64 0.54
Photosil 0.35 0.65 0.54
Photosil/FAO 0.35 0.65 0.54

a (C) indicates corona pre-treated.
b Measured with Al backing.

resistance, and ensure the treated coatings still maintain their
major functional electrophysical properties.

Currently, the PhotosilTM technology is used to protect
painted external components of NASA’s Canadarm2 systems
(Gudimenko et al., 2002). PhotosilTM has been used, as well,
to treat painted external components of the special purpose
dexterous manipulator (SPDM), a sophisticated evolution of
the Canadarm installed onboard the International Space Sta-
tion (Gudimenko et al., 2002). Figure 5 shows some space
hardware that was treated by the PhotosilTM process.

Physical modification processes. High energy ion beam
sources were used to modify space-bound materials in order
to provide new protective properties to their surfaces.

A method of surface modification of advanced polymers,
graphite, and carbon-based composites named ImplantoxTM

and based on high-dose ion implantation with Si, Al, Si + Al,
Si + B, Si + Al + B, Y, Sm, Gd and special oxidative post-
treatment was developed and patented in 1997 (Kleiman et
al., 1999; Iskanderova et al., 1995;Kleiman, Iskanderova,
and Tennyson, 1998; Iskanderova et al., 1997; Iskanderova
et al., 1998). The developed technology allowed increasing
dramatically the erosion and oxidation resistance of polymer-
based materials together with substantial improvements in
mechanical, electrical, and optical properties.

In the ImplantoxTM process, a high-dose single or binary
ion implantation of metals or semi-metals is performed into
polymers that when combined with a special following post-
treatment produces a graded oxide(s)-based surface layer,
with a variable degree of carbonization, chemically bonded
to the original polymer, and highly resistant to erosion and
oxidation. Based on both computer simulation and exper-
imental studies, the implantation energy range required to
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Table 4. Mass loss of thermal control paints after FAO testing.

Chemical composition
Visual

appearance
Mass loss
(g at.−1)

Volume resistivity,
ρv (Ohm-m)Material Class Binder Pigment Treatment

A276:Z306 Other Polyurethane TiO2 + Carbon Gray Control
(untreated)

1.00 × 10−24 —

PhotosilTM ≤0.07 × 10−24

Z306 Absorber Polyurethane Carbon Black
(flat)

Control
(untreated)

0.62 × 10−24 —

PhotosilTM ≤0.06 × 10−24

A276 Reflector Polyurethane TiO2 White
(Gloss)

Control
(untreated)

0.51 × 10−24 —

PhotosilTM ≤0.003 × 10−24

Z302 Absorber Polyurethane Carbon Black
(Gloss)

Control
(untreated)

0.52 × 10−24 —

PhotosilTM ≤0.05 × 10−24

EKOM-1* Reflector Acrylic copolymer Ga doped ZnO White Control
(untreated)

2.47 × 10−25 1–5 × 105

PhotosilTM 6.49 × 10−26

EKOM-1P Reflector Acrylic copolymer Ga doped
ZnO + Al paste

Silver-
gray

Control
(untreated)

1.31 × 10−25 ≤102

PhotosilTM 3.64 × 10−26

EKOM-2 Absorber Acrylic copolymer Carbonyl
nickel + carbon
black + mixtures
of Fe, Mn, Ni,
and Cu oxides

Black Control
(untreated)

3.96 × 10−25 ≤7 × 103

PhotosilTM 6.82 × 10−26

produce a 50–100 nm thick, modified, protective oxide-based
layer in most of the treated materials was determined to
be 20–50 keV and the required ion dose range was found
to be 1016–1017 ions cm−2 (Iskanderova et al., 1995). The
types of oxides, the degree of surface carbonization, that
is, the surface content of oxide(s)-based structures and the
amount of carbonized (graphitized) phases in the modified
surface layers can be varied and controlled in a wide range of
parameters. Various surface-sensitive properties of the mod-
ified layers, such as mechanical, optical, electrical, and so
on, can be tailored and controlled by the conditions of ion
implantation and following oxidative post-treatment. It was
confirmed in a number of studies that surface treatment by
ImplantoxTM:

� protects polymers and composites from space environ-
ment in low earth orbits;

� increases the oxidation resistance in highly oxidative envi-
ronments, such as atomic oxygen, ozone, oxygen plasmas;

� improves the durability of polymeric materials and coat-
ings;

� allows to tailor the degree of hydrophobicity and
hydrophilicity; and

� allows tailoring of optical and thermal-optical surface
properties, including refraction, reflection, color, and
degree of transparency.

It is important to notice that the ImplantoxTM as well as
the PhotosilTM processes are not coating processes. During
the ImplantoxTM process, the surface layers of the treated
material are modified. Because of this new protection philos-
ophy, problems of adhesion, thermal mismatch, and change
in dimensions disappear. Virtually all hydrocarbon poly-
mers, carbon and CFRP composites can be modified by
ImplantoxTM that is a non-thermal process, allowing, thus,
for low melting temperature materials to be treated. Since this
surface treatment technology is based on ion-implantation in
vacuum, it is absolutely clean and environmentally friendly.
No hazardous materials are used or released in this process.

The sequence of processes happening on an atomic level
in the surface layers of a modified material, during treatment
by ImplantoxTM can be understood from the schematic draw-
ing (Figure 6). At the first stage, implantation with high dose,
and low or medium energy ions of specially selected metal
or semi-metal elements is performed. If required, it can be
followed by an implantation of selectively-chosen hardening
elements. During the implantation process, the surface region
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Figure 5. Space hardware treated by the PhotosilTM process. (a) The grapple fixture. It is attached to a satellite or payload for the end effector
of the remote manipulator system (RMS) robot arm to grasp it and maneuver it. The grapple fixture is painted with polyurethane-based gray
(Aeroglaze® A276:Z306) and black (Aeroglaze® Z306) paints; (b) Optical target plate/rod. The assembly is used as a visual alignment aid
to assist in positioning the RMS robot arm end effector over the grapple spike for capture. The visual cues of the target and rod are painted
with black (Aeroglaze® Z306) paint with white (Aeroglaze® A276) markings; (c) Lacing tape. Aromatic polyamide (Nomex) flat braided
lacing tape impregnated with a synthetic resin. The braided fiber lacing tape is suitable for use with electrical wire harness assemblies; (d)
Socket extension tool. The tool is an external component of the special purpose dexterous manipulator. Painted with Gray paint (Aeroglaze®

A276:Z306).
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Figure 7. Kinetic plots of mass loss of Kapton polyimide,
implanted with silicon and aluminum (diamonds); with silicon,
aluminum, and boron (squares) and of an untreated sample (cir-
cles) under fast atomic oxygen and vacuum ultraviolet irradiation
exposure. Notice that mass loss in both implanted samples stopped
shortly after the start of the experiment, indicating that full surface
stabilization and protection were achieved.

is enriched with the implanted species (I), and a release of
volatiles (AB, BC, A2, etc.) may occur at the same time, leav-
ing a carbonized or graphitized surface layer on the original
material.

The second stage in the process is carried out in appropri-
ate oxidative environment containing atomic oxygen (AO),
for instance, under exposure to FAO flux. A number of pro-
cesses are happening simultaneously at this stage among
which the oxidation of the remaining organics, the release of
the formed volatiles (BxOy, AxOy, COn), and the oxidation
of the implanted elements with formation of oxide(s)-based
precipitates can be mentioned. The implanted layer is then
gradually converted to a layer of oxide(s)-based compound(s)
and is stabilized in this form, thus providing long-term pro-
tection of the original polymer underneath. The kinetics of
mass loss upon exposure to FAO flux during the conversion
and surface stabilization stages presents a clear indication of
the development of erosion resistant, protective surface layer
(Figure 7).

All polymer samples, immediately after the implantation
process, exhibit a carbonized surface layer and are opaque
prior to exposure to FAO. The carbonization effect manifests
itself by brownish surface color, and is confirmed by XPS
data showing surface enrichment in carbon and reconstruc-
tion of carbon chemical states. This surface carbonization
effect is a well known adjunct of ion implantation processes
in polymers. However, partial or full recovery of the original
color and optical transmission was observed after FAO treat-
ment of the implanted samples, with the degree of recovery
depending on the implantation conditions and on the FAO
dose. The observed changes in optical transmission (small

semi-transparent circles inside the round samples of Mylar
and Kapton in Figure 8a and 8b (marked with arrows)) is a fur-
ther indication of the conversion of at-least the top surface of
the implanted layer to a colorless oxide-based surface layer in
the presence of atomic oxygen. It was shown that, depending
on the time and the conditions, the whole implanted subsur-
face region or only the top portion of it can be converted
to a graded oxide-based structure. In the last case, a car-
bonized layer is still left underneath the implanted region
that allows developing a new, three-layer graded structure.
These options were named subsequently, as full or partial
surface conversion.

The control samples of pristine graphite, when exposed
to FAO, were eroded strongly and underwent a color
change, turning matt-black (small circle in Figure 8c). On
the contrary, implanted graphite (high-dose Si or Si + B)
samples withstood the FAO exposure without any visible
erosion signs turning (Figure 8d, the circle marked with an
arrow).

These stabilization and protection effects can be explained
by examining the surface content of the implanted materials
after FAO testing. A certain amount of carbon was removed
from the surface of every material in the interaction with
FAO. The stoichiometry of the surfaces (Table 5) suggests
that protective, oxide-based layers were developed during
the conversion processes. This suggestion was fully con-
firmed by high-resolution XPS which showed the formation
of implanted metals oxides at the surface as illustrated in
Table 5.

Table 5. XPS data for surface composition of implanted polymers
after FAO testing.

Concentration of elements detected by
XPS (at. %)

Implanted ions C O Si Al Other

Kapton
Si 17.0 54.0 29.0 — —
Si-B 24.0 46.0 30.0 — —
Si-Al 30.5 45.6 5.4 17.5 0.9
Si-Al-B 30.7 44.6 6.4 17.1 1.4

PEEK
Si 41.2 39.7 19.1 — —
Si-Al 37.4 41.0 5.6 13.1 2.8

Mylar
Si-Al 43.3 37.8 5.1 12.2 1.6
Si-Al-B 36.3 42.4 5.3 14.1 1.9

Graphite
Si 40.0 41.90 16.6 — 1.5
Si-B 38 44.1 15.6 — 2.0
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Figure 8. Color, optical transmission, and surface morphology effects after FAO exposure: (a) full stability is achieved in ion-implanted
DuPont Mylar; (b) and DuPont Kapton; (c) Erosion of untreated graphite is shown inside the black circle; and (d) full protection of implanted
graphite is shown in the marked circle.

High quality protection by ImplantoxTM is clearly illus-
trated by the difference in surface morphology of pristine
and implanted materials (Figure 9). The FAO exposed pristine
polymers, graphite and composites have been heavily eroded,
with the development of a well-known carpet-like@ sur-

face morphology. On the contrary, all these materials, when
treated by ImplantoxTM, exhibit smooth, featureless, glassy,
shiny surfaces, fully protected, and stable to FAO exposure.

The major appeal of the ion implantation approach
over conventional inorganic coatings is that the difficulties

Figure 9. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of polymer samples: (a) pristine TORNC, ×2000; (b) TORNC exposed to FAO up
to ∼2 × 1020 at. cm−2, ×10 000; (c) TORLM, (Si+ + P+) implanted and exposed to FAO, ×5 000. In all cases the small black bar represents
the scale marker bar expressed in �m.
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Table 6. Surface resistivity of pristine and implanted polymers.

Surface resistivity, Ohm/

Polymer/implantation Front side Back side

TORLM, Pristine 1.5 × 1014 1.5 × 1014

TORLM/P+ 1.22 × 106 1.4 × 1012

TORLM/Si+ 1.01 × 107 2.0 × 1012

TORLM/Si+-P+ 3.24 × 106 5.0 × 1012

TORNC, Pristine 2.0 × 1014 2.0 × 1014

TORNC/P+ 7.0 × 107 —
PET(Mylar) Pristine 8.7 × 1014 8.7 × 1014

PET(Mylar)/P+ 1.22 × 106 3.2 × 1013

PET(Mylar)/Si+ 1.01 × 107 9.7 × 1012

PET(Mylar)/Si-P+ 3.24 × 106 3.24 × 106

associated with brittleness, mismatch of coefficients of ther-
mal expansion, and change in surface morphology are
mitigated by creation of a graded surface modified region.

The surface modification process ImplantoxTM was used
to evaluate the feasibility of the methodology to affect the
surface composition and to achieve full erosion protection of
two materials from the TOR family, namely, TORLM and
TORNC (Iskanderova et al., 2003). A series of experiments
were conducted in which ion implantation of phosphorus (P),
silicon (Si), and combined phosphorus + silicon (P + Si) was
performed into both TOR materials. It was shown that, in all
cases, the surface conversion under AO exposure represents
the main mechanism of full protection by the ImplantoxTM

treatment (Figure 9). Strong decrease of surface resistiv-
ity has been shown to be an additional positive outcome
of ImplantoxTM treatment of thin film space polymers as
demonstrated in Table 6.

In another technique, using plasma immersion ion implan-
tation and deposition (PIII&D), successful results were
obtained in surface modification of an aluminum alloy
Al2024 and silicon (Oliveira et al., 2009) and some space
polymer materials (Ueda et al., 2009). Surface modification
of aluminum alloys can lower the coefficient of friction and
improve the resistance to fatigue of this alloy, while applica-
tion of this treatment to silicon wafers can result in protection
against radiation damage for silicon solar cells Using a source
named vaporization of solid targets (VAST), solid elements
were vaporized in a high pressure glow discharge, being
further ionized and implanted/deposited in a low pressure
cycle, with the aid of an extra electrode (Oliveira et al.,
2009).

Three plasma processing systems based on the same PIII
technique (Oliveira et al., 2009; Ueda et al., 2009) have been
used in the improvement of surface properties of different
materials important for aerospace and space applications.
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Figure 10. Mass loss as a function of exposure time to oxygen
plasmas for untreated (solid symbols) Kapton and Mylar samples
and Mg implanted samples (open symbols). Aluminum implanted
Kapton sample is also shown for comparison. Reproduced from
Oliveira et al., 2008. c© American Institute of Physics.

Metal plasma PIII of Al and Mg was used for surface pro-
tection of such polymers as Kapton, Mylar and polyethylene.
A rigid polymer UHMWPE was also treated with nitrogen
PIII to produce a protective DLC-like layer. As can be seen
from Figure 10, when Kapton and Mylar were treated with
different elements like Mg and Al, very good protection was
achieved in control plasma experiments against erosion by
atomic oxygen.

2.2.2 Surface modification processes for impairing
new functional properties

Surface modification of polymers could be used not only for
protection of materials from various space factors but for
impairing new properties as well. In this area of research the
use of ion beams has proven to be very successful.

Ion beam texturing is a well known phenomenon (Banks,
1994). Most ion sputtered fluorpolymer surfaces develop
cone or spire-like features. The applications of ion beam
textured polymers for adhesion improvement, biomedical
applications, electrical properties changes, wettability prop-
erties changes, and so on was studied and described by
numerous workers (Banks, 1994; Kowalski, 1988; Banks et
al., 1978). It was shown that depending on the ion beam power
density and target temperature the etch rates of PTFE range
from 3 to 1700 �m h−1 (Banks et al., 1978). A few examples
when the use of ion-beam treatment was successful in devel-
oping new processes for space applications will be presented
below.
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SurftexTM process. A surface texturing process was
developed for Teflon FEP that is used for thermal protection
of the electronic equipment on the outside of the Canadian
mobile servicing station (MSS) on the International Space
Station (ISS) (Kleiman et al., 1999). The SSRMS is usually
equipped with four TV cameras that feed wide and close-up
views to the operators of the canadian-built robotics, and an
advanced vision system which has the ability to track pay-
loads, and can sense various forces and moments to ensure
smooth movement of payloads. The station arm also has
a collision-avoidance capability. Two sets of cameras are
mounted on the booms, one set on each side of the elbow
joint. The remaining two sets of cameras are on the latching
end effectors (one set on each LEE).

Due to high specular reflectance properties of the metal-
ized Teflon (Figure 11a, left image) that negatively affected
the performance of the video cameras on the MSS, a require-
ment arose to make these surfaces highly diffusive, without
changing their thermal optical properties. The developed pro-
cess that is based on ion-beam texturing reduced substantially
the specularity of Ag-Inconel/Teflon thermal control films
(Figure 11a, right image) by changing the morphological
appearance of their surfaces (Figure 11b) in a controlled man-
ner from a mirror-like and shiny to complete milky, white
appearance without significantly affecting the thermal optical
properties (Table 7).

Large areas of Teflon FEP films were successfully tex-
tured in a continuous ion beam process using krypton as
the ion source. Highly developed surfaces having milky mat
appearance were produced, dramatically increasing the dif-
fuse reflectance of the Teflon FEP films without substantially
changing their thermal optical properties. As a result, the
problem of excessive glare of the FEP Teflon films was
solved. Mechanical abrasion treatments did not change the
high diffuse reflectance properties of the surfaces allowing
for their handling and processing.

CarbosurfTM process. A surface modification tech-
nology (tentatively named CARBOSURFTM) that was
developed to achieve charge dissipative properties on the sur-
face of polymers is based on the controlled carbonization of

Table 7. Summary of thermal optical
properties of teflon FEP films before
and after texturing process.

Textured Untextured

α 0.12 0.10
ε 0.81 0.80
α /ε 0.15 0.13

Figure 11. (a) Optical images of the Teflon samples before (left)
and after (right) treatment by SurftexTM process. Coins are posi-
tioned in front of the samples to demonstrate the effect of treatment.
The surface of the Teflon changed from a shiny, mirror-like and
specular to a completely milky-mat and diffuse; (b) Scanning elec-
tron miscopy image (secondary electrons) of a treated by SurftexTM

process Teflon surface, magnification 10 000.

the surface layer of thin polymer films (Iskanderova et al.,
2008). Temperature stable surface resistivity in the charge
dissipative range, from ∼2 M�/ up to 150 M�/ , has been
achieved on hydrocarbon and partially fluorinated polyimides
due to surface carbonization using specially selected ion
beam treatment conditions. The created surface resistivity
can be tailored to the desired values for particular applications
on a variety of space polymer films. The CARBOSURFTM

treatment is performed using ion beams of rare gases, with-
out affecting the mechanical and any other properties of the
polymeric material underneath, and may be scaled-up using
industrial high-intensity ion beams.

The main advantage of surface carbonization over tech-
nologies currently available is a low temperature dependence
of the achieved surface resistivity (Figure 12) and excellent
RF performance (Table 8) (Iskanderova et al., 2008). Other
important features of the CARBOSURFTM-treated materials
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Kapton HN and CP1 thin (1 mil) polymer films.

are full RF permeability and the possibility for tuning the ther-
mal optical properties of the treated surface. The significant
distinction of the developed surface carbonization technol-
ogy from deposition of semi conductive coatings is that the
CARBOSURFTM treatment is “graded” into the material thus
eliminating any sharp interfaces that could be a weak point
of the alternate coatings technology.

2.3 Bulk materials and paints

While bulk materials by themselves do not represent a sur-
face modification technology, however, because they can be
made in form of thick films, a brief overview of this class of
materials was included in the present review.

The main technological issues to be considered in the
development (synthesis) of novel bulk space-related poly-

Table 8. Waveguide measurements after different modes of
moderate-energy ion beam treatment of thin space polymer films.

Worst case (26.5–41 GHz)

Insertion
loss

Return
loss

Insertion
phase

Sample no. Description (dB) (dB) (◦)

1 Clear CP 1 −0.012 −34.1 1.49
30 100 nm Ge on

Kapton 100 CB
(standard
sunshield)

−0.098 −24.3 3.82

31 Ar+ CP 1 −0.012 −34.1 1.51
32 Kr+ CP 1 −0.018 −34.4 1.33
33 Kr+ Kapton −0.024 −31.5 1.68
34 Xe+ CP 1 −0.008 −33.7 1.33

meric materials with improved space stability that may also
often be used as “thick” (AO + UV) protective coatings (Vil-
gor, 1987; Shepp et al., 1999; Oldham et al., 1989) or even
thin films (silicones, silicone-based paints, phosphazenes,
etc.) are the following:

1. proper selection of initial chemical ingredients or com-
ponents and their ratio (if applicable);

2. appropriate chemical synthesis steps and procedures, as
well as optimal post-treatment (if applicable);

3. carefully developed procedure (technical specifications)
for annealing or baking (silicones);

4. compatibility with a variety of substrates, proper applica-
tion technologies, such as spraying, dipping, or brushing
(paints, silicone coatings), and appropriate curing, that
is, instructions for use;

5. fulfillment of the requirements of minimum amount of
total mass loss (TML) and collected volatile condensable
materials (CVCM)-ASTM E-595 tests.

2.3.1 Bulk materials

A range of materials have been developed using a general
“technological approach” – special chemical synthesis. The
main goal in all cases was to synthesize high-performance
polymers that would have in their structure(s) chemical ele-
ments (Si, P, etc.), that may play the main role in developing
non-volatile oxide(s)-based or glass-like stable protective
surface structures under an oxidative environment (Vilgor,
1987; Shepp et al., 1999; Oldham et al., 1989). This means
that the improved resistance to AO is based on the same
general phenomena or the same mechanism — surface
conversion, that is, development of a “self-protective” AO
resistant “skin” layer due to interaction with atomic oxygen
(Packirisamy, Schwam, and Lite, 1995; Vilgor, 1987; Shepp
et al., 1999; Oldham et al., 1989).

Another example of an effective approach to prevent the
erosion of Kapton® polyimide (PI) that is extensively used in
solar arrays, spacecraft thermal blankets, and space inflat-
able structures is that of chemically bonding polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) into the polyimide matrix
by copolymerization of POSS-diamine with the polyimide
monomers (Tomczak et al., 2009).

Attempts have also been made to develop polymer-based
nanocomposites, that is, to fill in the polymeric material
with oxide(s) or clay(s) nanoparticles, such as, for exam-
ple, in (Hseih, Lloyd and Rutledge, 1998). When erosion
of the polymer by AO took place, the nanoparticles cov-
ered more and more the “visual” surface of the material,
though the erosion resistance of the nanocomposite finally
increased.
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2.3.2 Paints

Thermal control paints (TCP) are very important materials
for spacecraft applications. To be used in LEO conditions,
they should fulfill the major functional and stability require-
ments or should be adequately protected (Reddy, 1995;
Gilmore, 1994;Harada, Mell, and Wilkes, 1990; Deshpande
and Harada, 1998; Guerard and Guillaumon, 1999; Tribble
et al., 1996; Gudimenko et al., 2003). The PhotosilTM pro-
cess was used on a number of TCPs to enhance their erosion
resistance (Gudimenko et al., 2002; Gudimenko et al., 2003).

All paint coating formulations contain three ingredients:
pigment, binder, and enough diluent to achieve a sprayable
consistency. The pigment-to-binder choice and ratio should
be optimized; for instance, in case of solar reflectors it is
maximized to achieve the highest reflectance attainable and
to maximize UV-vacuum stability. The binder component is
responsible for lower reflectance in the infrared, and also
is more susceptible to optical damage. The maximum pig-
ment loading is governed by desired physical properties, that
is, if a harder inorganic surface is required, higher pigment
concentration is used. With silicone coatings, composition is
dictated by the degree of elastomeric behavior and of desired
specularity.

In general, the unprotected polyurethane-based paints
exhibited considerable surface erosion following FAO expo-
sure, and more predominant erosion after oxygen plasma
asher testing, while the PhotosilTM treated ones did not show
significant sign of erosion. The erosion was evaluated by mass
change measurements (Table 4) and both by visual inspection
and SEM analysis. The AO eroded the polyurethane resin por-
tion of the untreated paints, leaving the exposed pigments on
the surface. All untreated polyurethane-based paints devel-
oped a porous and powdery surface. Both the untreated gray
(A276:Z306) and white (A276) paints attained a white pow-
dery appearance, and the unprotected black paints (Z306 and
Z302) developed a powdery dark-gray surface. More details
can be found in (Goudimenko et al., 1997; Gudimenko et
al., 2002; Gudimenko et al., 2003) and references therein.
In addition, the degradation effects of ground simulated and
in-flight AO exposures on these paints have been widely
published in (Reddy, 1995; Banks, 1990; Silverman, 1995).

One of the main performance requirements of thermal
control coatings has been primarily toward optical stability.
Thermal optical characteristics of pristine, PhotosilTM-
treated, and Photosil/FAO-tested polyurethane-based paints
are presented in Table 9. It is evident from the results that the
paints after surface treatment have maintained their original
thermal optical properties, even after FAO exposure. Both
solar absorptance and thermal emittance values remained
essentially unchanged within the experimental uncertainty
(α = ±0.02 and ε = ±0.01).

Table 9. Thermal optical properties of pristine, Photosil-treated,
and Photosil/FAO-tested polyurethane-based paints.

Thermal optical properties

Material Treatment α ε α /ε

Z302 Pristine 0.962 0.830 1.16
Photosil 0.973 0.850 1.14
Photosil/FAO 0.942 0.835 1.13

A276 Pristine 0.170 0.880 0.19
Photosil 0.172 0.876 0.20
Photosil/FAO 0.173 0.878 0.20

Z306 Pristine 0.971 0.912 1.06
Photosil 0.983 0.911 1.08
Photosil/FAO 0.959 0.899 1.07

A276:Z306 Pristine 0.879 0.882 1.00
Photosil 0.885 0.892 0.99
Photosil/FAO 0.887 0.894 0.99

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE TRENDS

A variety of advanced modern coating deposition techniques,
surface modification technologies, and chemical synthesis
technological processes have been used for protection of
materials and structures in LEO/GEO space environments,
and for impairing to them new functional properties. In most
cases, the major approaches to protection of polymers and
other carbon-based materials, or the main mechanisms of pro-
tection are mostly the same, and may just be implemented in
various ways.

Protection is achieved by deposition of thin films of met-
als or stable inorganic compounds, mostly oxides of specially
selected elements, and by using or applying specially selected
or synthesized materials that form stable oxide(s)-based pro-
tective surface “skin” layers under oxidative environments
by surface conversion. Protection by thin films coatings is
mostly achieved using the state-of-the-art modern vacuum
deposition technologies – PVD/MSD, PACVD, IBSD, LPD,
ALD, and so on, that help to deposit coatings with improved
adhesion and uniformity. Some of the oxide coatings, such
as high purity alumina, may be deposited on thermal con-
ductive substrates by plasma spray deposition. The quality
of protection and stability of other functional properties, that
is, durability in space, is very sensitive to the technologi-
cal issues of coatings deposition and substrate preparation
(cleaning).

The second option is implemented by selection or syn-
thesis of organic materials containing special elements that
may form protective stable oxide(s)-based surface com-
pounds when exposed to aggressive oxidative environments.
This group is represented by organosilicones, silicone-based
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paints and specially synthesized Si-, P-, or Si + F-, and P + F-
containing polymers. The degree of protection of these bulk
materials or “thick” coatings may depend not only on the
composition and structure, but on the conversion mecha-
nism, that is, conversion pathways and conditions. In our
opinion, pre-flight surface treatments for conversion of these
materials in various aggressive oxidative environments and
at optimized conditions should be tried for their stabilization,
similar to those used for organosilicones in microelectronics,
or for stabilization of surface-modified materials. Another,
completely different, approach is to use, where possible,
inorganic, intrinsically stable materials or coatings, such as,
for example, inorganic polymers, silicate(s)-based specially
developed inorganic paint (Z93P), thin anodized Al foils, and
so on.

Surface modification technologies present still another
option for both, protection and impairment of new func-
tional properties. Surface modification processes have been
developed to provide an alternative solution to the problems
caused by different space environment factors to polymer-
based materials, composites and paints used in LEO/GEO
spacecrafts. The developed processes allow to drastically
reducing the atomic oxygen erosion by creating a self-healing
protective layer that allows, in turn, protecting the major
functional properties like the thermal optical properties. Such
treatments also allowed to impair new functional properties
to surfaces like reduced glare or increased surface conduc-
tivity that extended the use of traditional space materials in
space applications.

The material science field is developing at a tremendous
paste. Nanotechnology is the buzz word of the twenty-first
century. All topics discussed in this short review are greatly
influenced already by the new nanomaterials and associated
with them new technological processes and solutions. It is not
hard to envision that most of the technological approaches
including deposition processes, surface modification pro-
cesses, bulk material technologies, and so on, will undergo
dramatic changes and improvements.

While there certainly will be a “waiting” period for the
new solutions to get from the “drawing boards” and lab-
oratories into the actual production and acceptance by the
space industry, we should expect a very exciting time ahead
of us, where these approaches will be discussed, criticized,
accepted or rejected in the upcoming professional meetings,
publications, and so on.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the major threats to the structural integrity and oper-
ational performance of spacecraft is the possibility of an
impact with a micrometeoroid or chunk of orbital debris,
particularly in the low earth orbit range of 320–800 km (see
Polymers in Space).

Micrometeoroids and small meteoroids (see Micromete-
oroids), usually with a diameter less than a few millimeters,
which are not detectable from ground-based observa-
tions. They originate naturally from planetary or asteroidal
collisions and cometary ejecta. Micrometeoroids follow
interplanetary orbits around the sun, and thus can attain veloc-
ities of up to 70 km s−1 due to their retrograde motion, with an
average around 20 km s−1, depending on their source. Peri-

odic meteor showers (about 11) that occur throughout the year
considerably increase the impact probability. Although there
is no particular direction in which micrometeoroids approach
the Earth, spacecraft experience a bias in the direction of
travel, as more micrometeoroid orbits will be intercepted on
the forward facing structure of the satellite known as the RAM
direction.

As illustrated in Figure 1, micrometeoroids constitute a
relatively small percentage of the particle environment in
low earth orbit (LEO) compared to orbital debris. This graph
illustrates the debris flux at about 350 km altitude, which cor-
responds closely to that of the International Space Station
(ISS).

In geosynchronous orbits (∼35 780 km altitude) where
many communication and weather satellites operate, impacts
from micrometeoroids are more likely than from orbital
debris. Further into interplanetary space, the natural mete-
oroid environment constitutes the primary impact hazard.

Figure 1. Micrometeoroid and debris flux as a function of particle
size.
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Figure 2. Annual growth in number of objects in space by type. Image courtesy NASA.

Orbital debris (see Space Debris) consists of everything
from defunct satellites and spent rocket stages, to aluminum
oxide fuel particles, paint chips, and fragmentation objects
arising from collisions between these bodies in orbit. They
follow terrestrial orbits whose lifetimes may vary from a few
minutes for sub-orbital fuel particles and initial rocket stages,
to millions of years for geosynchronous payloads. The aver-
age velocity for debris in LEO is about 7.5 km s−1. By far
the greatest danger arises from the increasing debris envi-
ronment, especially as the collision or break-up of satellites,
either accidental or deliberate, have produced thousands of
particles ranging in size from a few millimeters to several
centimeters and larger. For example, in January 2007 China
conducted an anti-satellite test in space which resulted in a
huge debris cloud consisting of more than 2200 objects of
about 5 cm in size and larger. It has been stated that this event
is the worst satellite fragmentation to date (NASA, 2007).
Moreover, these particles gradually envelop the orbital paths
of many satellites, thus significantly enhancing the probabil-
ity of collisions. Currently, there are more than 13 000 objects
in space, as illustrated in Figure 2 (NASA, 2009), where the
debris spike in 2007 is evident.

Figure 3 describes the spatial density distribution of debris
as a function of altitude and particle size, where it is clear
that the microparticle concentration dominates the LEO envi-
ronment. The data for this plot was obtained from NASA
ORDEM projections (Liouet al., 2002).

Figure 3. Spatial density distribution of debris as a function of
altitude and size.

2 IMPACT RISK ASSESSMENT

In order to quantify the micrometeoroid/orbital debris (MOD)
risk to a spacecraft, orbital parameters and mission charac-
teristics are used to identify the particular environment in
which the spacecraft will operate. Several codes are avail-
able for estimating the debris flux as shown above, and its
projected growth over the lifetime of the satellite. For exam-
ple, computer models like ORDEM and MASTER – 2005
(Oswaldet al., 2005) provide debris flux and spatial density
distributions as a function of orbit for the altitude range of
200–2000 km.
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2.1 Probability of impact

Because of the many orbital and satellite configuration
parameters that must be considered, a precise impact proba-
bility calculation is quite complex. However, one can estimate
the impact probability using the following model (Shortliffe
and Tennyson, 1996).

Consider a spacecraft exposed to a MOD flux, F, which is
largely dependent on the spacecraft’s orbital altitude, H, and
inclination,i. The flux is also a function of the size,dp, of the
MOD particle of interest, and can be described by,

F = f (H, i, dp) (1)

The MOD flux defines the average number of parti-
cles (both micrometeoroids and orbital debris) of a given
diameter, and larger, which will pass through a “randomly
tumbling” square meter in space. In order to negate the effects
of directional bias (attitude), the term “randomly tumbling”
is used to describe a surface in space for which the flux model
applies. The total number of particles or fluenceN, a space-
craft expects to experience is the product of the flux,F, the
spacecraft’s exposed area,A, and the mission durationT. The
relationship is described by:

N = FAT (2)

Using Poisson statistics (the probability of a number of
events occurring in a fixed period of time, with a known
average rate independent of the time since the last event)
the probability of no impact, (PNI) is given by:

PNI = e−N (3)

The probability of impact (the probability of at least one
impact of a given particle size and larger), (PI ) is simply

expressed as the complement of thePNI :

PI = 1 − e−N (4)

These engineering metrics can be used for a preliminary
MOD risk assessment. ForN < 0.1, equation (4) reduces to

PI ≈ N (5)

On the other hand, whenN is very large,N > 5 for example,
equation (4) reduces to

PI ≈ 1. (6)

Equation (4) is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of
particle size, altitude for varying values of the parameter
AT = satellite area× mission duration. Note that for the small
particle range, there is almost a 100% probability of impacts.

Examples of impact hits and damage can be observed on
the space shuttle and the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).
Between 1981 and 1998, about 70 shuttle windows had to
be replaced because of impact damage. On the HST, it was
observed in 1997 that it had about 790 impacts covering 97%
of its area, with more than 500 of the impacts on its it aft
shroud and equipment section. Most of these impacts were
less than 0.8 cm in diameter. A later investigation showed
that the density of impacts had increased from approximately
5 to 20 impacts per square meter (Byrneet al., 1999).

2.2 Probability of satellite failure

The probability of a satellite failure can be estimated as
a function of three probabilities. First is the probability of
an impact with an MOD particle (PI ). The second factor is
the identification of the spacecraft’s critical subsystems and

Figure 4. Probability of impact as a function of particle size, altitude, and AT (from equation (4)).
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the probability (PC/I ) that a critical component is impacted.
Finally, calculating the probability of fatal damage to a critical
component (PD/C) will depend on the component’s mate-
rial strength and any shielding that might exist. Combining
these probabilities yields an estimate of the probability of a
“mission failure” as defined by Stamatelatoset al. (2002),

Probability of Satellite Loss= PI ·PC/I ·PD/C (7)

An estimate of the probability of impacting a specific area
on the satellite is given by the relation (Stamatelatoset al.,
2002)

PC/I ≈
∑

i
(Ai/A) (8)

whereAi is the area ofith critical component, and A is the
spacecraft area. More precise analyses will take into account
complex satellite geometries and shielding systems. The cal-
culation of the “damage” probability (PD/C) is a function of
the structure’s material properties under hypervelocity con-
ditions such as its strength and ballistic limit. For metal
structures, hydro codes can be used to estimate the required
impact energy needed to penetrate the material, although
several empirical equations are also available.

Two examples of impact design probabilities of current
interest focus on the International Space Station (ISS) and the
extravehicular mobility unit (EMU). The ISS MOD design
requires a 99.5% probability that a MOD impact will not
cause a critical failure over a 10-year period. For the EMU
worn by the astronauts, it has been designed using the
ORDEM code to assess the probability of no penetration.
The current thermal micrometeoroid garment design has a
“no penetration” probability value of about 0.93 (Joneset al.,
2006).

3 STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL
IMPACT DAMAGE

3.1 Impact damage to metals

At hypervelocity impact conditions, where particles hit the
structure at≥ 7 km s−1 in space, shock waves are generated
in the material and, depending on its thickness and strength,
penetration of the structure can occur. For metallic materials
such as aluminum, local melting and vaporization is possi-
ble at high impact energies. One of the design parameters
is the determination of the material ballistic limit, which is
a function of particle size, velocity, structural thickness, and
material properties. Figure 5 illustrates the various phases that

Figure 5. Damage mechanisms as a function of particle velocity
and size. Reproduced from Hayashida and Robinson (2000) NASA.

a metal plate would undergo when subjected to high velocity
impact. Penetration of the structural material occurs when the
impact particle diameter falls above the curve.

Depending on the particle energy and the target thickness,
if penetration does not occur, the impact will produce a crater,
as illustrated in the cutaway photo in Figure 6. Here we see
a 9-cm diameter crater in an 18-cm thick aluminum plate
caused by a 1.2-cm aluminum sphere (replica shown, Euro-
pean Space Agency, 2009). In some low velocity cases, the
particle will penetrate the structure and continue along its
same path with little loss in energy. However, as the particle
energy increases, it will shatter on impact as it penetrates the
material, and generate a debris plume emanating from the
target plate. Although the plume of particles travels with a
somewhat lower energy, it can cause significant damage to
an adjacent structure. For example, Figure 7 shows an alu-
minum target plate with an impact hole that produced a large
debris plume damage pattern on a witness plate that was off-
set from the target plate. The diameter of this damage pattern
is dependent on its separation distance from the impact site
and is often much larger than the hole diameter.

To calculate the ballistic limit for a single metal plate, there
are several empirical equations that have been developed over

Figure 6. Cutaway photo of crater in aluminum plate with replica
of aluminum sphere that caused this damage. Reproduced from
European Space Agencyc© (2009).
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Figure 7. Photos showing typical impact hole and debris damage area on aluminum plates.

the years, a review of which can be found in Hayashida and
Robinson (1991). One of the models examined which is used
extensively is that of Fish and Summers (1965):

t = Km0.352V 0.875ρ1/6 (9)

wheret is target thickness (cm),K is a constant for target
material,m is projectile mass (gm),ρ is projectile density
(gm cm−3), andV is impact velocity (km s−1). For aluminum
alloys,K = 0.57.

Another example of a ballistic limit equation for deter-
mining the maximum target thickness for very thin metallic
plates (such as foils used in thermal blankets) is given by
Rais-Rohani (2005):

tmax/dp = 0.129
[

Vpρp

σtρt
1/2

]0.763 [
σt

σAl

]0.229

d0.056
p

(10)

wheretmax is the maximum thickness of the target plate at
which penetration occurs,dp is the projectile diameter,Vp

is projectile velocity,ρp andρt are the mass densities of the
projectile and target materials, respectively, andσ t andσAl are
the tensile yield strengths of the target material, normalized
by that for aluminum, respectively (Gardner, McDonell and
Collier, 1997).

It is generally accepted that a spacecraft structure and
shield designs must be tested since one cannot be confident
in the accuracy of the predictions from these equations. Their
primary value lies in using them for preliminary design and
weight estimates.

3.2 Impact damage to composite laminates

When composite laminates are subject to hypervelocity
impact, very small particles cause surface pitting and
cracking. As the particle size and velocity increase, pen-
etration of the laminate occurs, with spallation damage to

both front and back surfaces, as shown in the photograph of
Figure 8.

High speed photography was used to record the actual pen-
etration process and debris plume formation resulting from
an aluminum sphere (∼9 mm) impacting a CFRP cylinder at
6.6 km s−1, typical of the structure used to manufacture the
ISS robot arm. Figure 9 shows the early phases of the debris
plume as it expands from the impact site. The substantial
debris plume damage to the rear wall of the composite cylin-
der can be seen in Figure 10 (Shortliffe and Tennyson, 1996).

Extensive hypervelocity testing of CFRP laminates for
different impact angles and configurations is reported in
Lamontagne (2003). It was found that the debris cloud ema-
nating from the impact site was a function of the impact angle.

Figure 8. Photograph of carbon fiber reinforce plastic (CFRP) plate
subject to hypervelocity impact.
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Figure 9. High speed photographs (1 million pps) of the debris plume formation. Reproduced from Shortliffe and Tennyson (1996)
c© Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute.

Impact hole damage was found to correlate with an energy
parameter suggested by Christiansen (1990b).

To calculate the conditions for initial penetration of a com-
posite target, a ballistic limit analysis must be done. Schafer,
Schneider and Lambert (2004) have proposed the following
equation for CFRP materials:

dp = [t + 4.5ρMLI /ρc]

0.52kV 2/3
n ρ0.5

p

(11)

where dp is particle diameter (mm),t is plate thickness
(mm), ρMLI , ρc and ρp are mass densities of the surface
skin of the MLI blanket (if used), the composite, and
the particle, respectively (gm cm−3); Vn is normal impact

velocity (km s−1) and k = 1.8 or 3.0 for the “no hole” or
“no detached spall” cases, respectively. Additional models
for CFRP/honeycomb structures are also presented, based
on extensive test data from Tayloret al. (1999). Banuelos
(2003) has also performed analyses on ballistic limits for
composite laminates and applied them to several material
configurations.

4 IMPACT SHIELD STRUCTURES

As illustrated in Figure 7, the initial impact of a MOD par-
ticle on a metal plate can cause a debris plume if the target
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Figure 10. View of debris plume damage to back wall of CFRP
cylinder subject to hypervelocity impact.

plate is penetrated. A second plate or shield structure can
absorb the impacting debris particles, thus preventing damage
to critical spacecraft structures. This double wall arrangement
is know as the Whipple Shield concept. Research on bumper
shield designs by Hayashida and Robinson (2000) indicate
that at low velocity impacts, the separation distance between
the plates is not a factor. At higher impact velocities, the
bumper spacing is an important parameter in reducing the
debris impact energy, and is more effective than a single plate
shield. Tests have indicated that oblique impacts can be less
damaging to the shield plate than normal impacts, although
they were conducted at velocities≤ 9 km s−1.

An empirical ballistic limit equation for shield plates was
developed by Christiansen (1990a) and verified by analysis
(Banuelos, 2003) for application to metal structures. This
equation, based on extensive experiments, is given by:

dp = 0.354
(

hρ

ρpVp cosθ

) 1
3

D
2
3

( σ

276

) 1
6 (12)

where dp is particle diameter (cm); h is thickness of back
plate; D is separation distance between target front plate and
back plate;ρp andρ are the mass densities of the particle and
back plate, respectively (gm cm−3); Vp is particle velocity
(km s−1); σ is static yield strength of the material, neglecting
strain rate effects (MPa); andθ is the impact angle measured
from the normal to the plate. For shield structures, the bal-
listic limit is defined as the condition where the shield rear

Figure 11. High speed photos (1 million pps) of debris plume atten-
uation.

wall stops a projectile and/or the debris plume particles from
hitting the spacecraft.

Common methods of shield design employ two or more
metal plates with prescribed separation distances (D). Other
configurations include energy-absorbing honeycomb layers,
or high impact toughness fabrics such as Nextel® between the
plates. Figure 11 presents high speed photographs of a hyper-
velocity impact on a composite cylinder with an outer cover
of beta cloth (used for thermal control) and an inner “sock” of
Nextel fabric intended to mitigate the debris plume damage
that occurred on a similar cylinder shown in Figure 10. The
particle is traveling from the right hand side of frame 1, and
the initial formation of the debris plume is visible in frame 2.
Note that two debris plumes are formed, one reflecting from
the impact site and the major plume of particles just hitting
the sock (frame 3). The fabric shield attenuates the plume
(see the flattening effect in frames 4–6), and the rear face of
the sock completes the task of preventing any debris particles
from impacting the rear face of the CFRP cylinder, as shown
in Figure 12.

Test data from Lamontagneet al. (2001) on flat CFRP
plates subject to hypervelocity impacts with stand-off Nextel
shields also demonstrated their effectiveness in attenuating
debris plume damage.

5 LUNAR ENVIRONMENT

In the near future, human exploration of the Moon and the
establishment of long-term settlements will be undertaken by
many nations. In addition to satisfying our natural curiosity
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Figure 12. Photograph of CFRP cylinder with perforated Nextel®

sock adjacent to impact site, and no damage to rear cylinder wall.

about Earth’s nearest planetary neighbor, the Moon will
allow low gravity (one-sixth of Earth) research, and explo-
ration of its natural resources. Many scientific studies such as
astronomy and cosmic ray research will benefit from a lunar
location to name a few.

Because of the absence of a lunar atmosphere, impacts on
the lunar surface arise from larger particles called meteoroids
(≥100 microns). They pose a significant threat because
of their size and velocity, which can range as high as
10–72 km s−1. For lunar equipment and habitats, not to men-
tion the astronauts, some form of meteor shielding is essential
for a long-term presence on the Moon. This will be critical
in habitats which have to be pressurized to provide the requi-

site oxygen for humans, and a leak could be catastrophic. It
would seem reasonable to construct such structures with the
natural regolith overburden. Jablonski and Ogden (2008) sug-
gest that a regolith thickness of about 50 cm would sustain an
impact from a meteor of 7 cm or smaller. If one includes the
requirement to mitigate the danger of accumulated radiation
exposure, then a thickness of 5.4 m is needed, which would
provide habitat integrity for impact objects as large as 52 cm.
Consulting the meteor flux graph shown in Figure 13 (Jablon-
ski and Ogden, 2008), it is clear that the probability of such an
impact is as low as 10−4–10−5 impacts km−2 yr−1. Needless
to say, such shielding would also mitigate the temperature
extremes found on the lunar surface as well.

6 SUMMARY

This chapter deals with one aspect of the space environment
that is critical in the design of space structures and habitats to
ensure structural integrity following micrometeoroid impact
(see Polymers in Space). For structures in low earth orbit,
this problem is exacerbated by the exponential increase
of orbital debris in the past few years due to deliberate
destruction or accidental collisions of space craft. The major
challenge in the design process is that it must be based
on probability models rather than known and quantifiable
design factors (see Introduction to Aerial Vehicle Flight
Mechanics, Stability and Control). For example, structural
and shield protection weight issues must be balanced against
the probability of an impact and its resulting damage. In
long-term lunar exploration, the challenge is focusing on
designing safe habitats subject to larger meteoroid impacts.
Unquestionably impact damage assessment models and
mitigation strategies are essential in the design process to
ensure the structural integrity and operational reliability of
space structures and habitats.

Figure 13. Estimated meteor flux on lunar surface as a function of particle size. Adapted with permission from Lindsey (2003)c©American
Astronautical Society.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area
Ai area of ith critical component
CFRP carbon fiber reinforced plastic
D separation distance between shield plates
dp particle or projectile diameter
F flux
H altitude
i inclination
K material constant
m projectile mass
MLI multi-layer insulation
N fluence
pps pictures per second
PNI probability of no impact
PI probability of impact
PC/I probability of critical component being impacted
PD/C probability of component being damaged
T duration of mission
t plate thickness
V particle/projectile velocity
ρ mass density
σ material yield strength
θ angle of impact relative to normal to plate
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1 INTRODUCTION

Corrosion in the space environment can happen during sev-
eral occasions. In satellites, manned and unmanned, the
environment is present which can contribute to all kinds of
corrosion. The presence of electrolytes in batteries and/or
cooling loops can cause galvanic corrosion, general corro-
sion, and stress corrosion. These corrosion types are fully
equivalent to ones find on ground. In the life of a spacecraft
most of the dangers of corrosion happens on ground during
manufacturing, assembly, testing, and/or storage. The one
corrosion type, which is usually not found on ground is cor-
rosion by atomic oxygen (ATOX). ATOX is considered as
one of the most serious hazards to spacecraft materials and
is present at altitudes between 200 and 700 km.

The degrading environment for spacecraft materials
includes atomic oxygen, ultraviolet (UV) radiation, ioniz-
ing radiation, ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), charged particles,
thermal cycles, electromagnetic radiation, micrometeoroids,

and man-made debris, micrometeoroids, and orbital debris.
Synergistic or separate interactions in this environment, the
spacecraft materials might suffer corrosion, erosion, structure
modification, and surface roughening, which can degrade the
optical, thermal, electrical, and mechanical properties.

2 WHAT IS ATOMIC OXYGEN

ATOX is produced by the photo-dissociation of molecular
oxygen in the upper atmosphere by solar radiation of wave-
length less than or equal to 243 nm (Banks et al., 2003). It
is the main constituent of the residual atmosphere in low
earth orbit (LEO) as illustrated in Figure 1 (Peplinski and
Arnold, 1984). The oxygen atoms have a density of 107 to
108 atoms cm−3 at International Space Station (ISS) altitude
(around 400 km) with a thermal energy of approx. 0.1 eV. The
orbital atomic oxygen density can be calculated with the aid
of the MSIS-86/CIRA Neutral Thermophere Model of Hedin
(Hedin, 1987).

Referring to Figure 1 one can see the dominant atmo-
spheric constituent concentrations as a function of altitude.
Space vehicles are orbiting with a velocity of 7.78 to 8 km s−1

at those altitudes. For satellite-gas collision interactions, this
orbital velocity corresponds to impact gas energies of 0.34,
4.40, and 5.03 eV for hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms,
respectively.

Concentrating only on the O-atoms and taking into
account the solar activity the maximum and minimum atomic
oxygen density as function of altitude is shown in Figure 2.
The atomic oxygen flux depends on the altitude, the solar
activity, the orbital inclination, and the time of year. The col-
lision with the external surfaces of space vehicles, orbiting
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Figure 1. Atmospheric composition in low earth orbit.

Figure 2. Atmospheric atomic oxygen density in low earth orbit.

at a velocity of 8 km s−1, results in a ram flux of 1014–1015

O-atoms per (cm2 s).

3 ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS

A number of processes can take place when oxygen atoms
strike a spacecraft surface at orbital velocities. These include
chemical reaction with surface atoms or adsorbed molecules,
elastic scattering, scattering with partial or full thermal
accommodation, recombination, or excitation of ram species.

The chemical reaction of atomic oxygen (ATOX) with a
surface may cause the formation of volatile oxides from poly-
mers, carbon, and osmium; or oxides which do not adhere
very well to the surface and tend to spall, as in case of sil-
ver. Volatile and spalling oxides contribute to the erosion of
the surface. In several cases the oxide remains adhered to the
surface and is not porous. In these cases the surface oxide is
protective and the underlying material will not erode away.
This is the case for most metals such as aluminium, copper,
steel, and also for silicon. The oxidation product for most
polymers is a gas and erosion results.

The factors that may influence the erosion yield of mate-
rials in space are impact angle, material temperature, oxide
spalling, ATOX flux, ATOX fluence, synergistic solar radi-
ation, and ATOX impact energy. Following the sequence of
Banks and Rutledge (Banks and Rutledge, 1988):

3.1 ATOX fluence

The erosion yield of Kapton due to space exposure reveals no
pronounced dependence upon ATOX flux or fluence based on
information from space transportation system (STS) flight 3,
4, 5, and 8. The corrosion of silver slows down with increasing
ATOX fluence due to the protective oxide layer when still
on the surface. No dependence on ATOX flux is seen based
on STS-8, 41, and long duration exposure facility (LDEF)
information.

3.2 ATOX impact energy

The dependence of erosion yield upon impact energy has
been measured both in the ground-based laboratory and in
space simulation. In the simulations, an erosion yield depen-
dence of Kapton to energy E can be expressed as Yield = E0.68

(Ferguson, 1984).
The energy of atomic oxygen arrival may have a significant

influence on the erosion yield of materials relative to Kapton
H. At thermal energies in RF plasma ashers, materials with
high chlorine or fluorine atomic contents have anomalously
high erosion yields relative to in the LEO environment. How-
ever, at hyperthermal energies of ∼70 eV, there does not seem
to be a clear or simple chemical composition dependence
upon the erosion yields.

The corrosion of silver has been measured in ground
ATOX simulators using different energies and during space
flight and no effect is seen. The energies encountered during
these tests are generally too low to have an effect on the metal
bond.

3.3 Material temperature

The temperature range in the laboratory experiments is too
small for evaluation of Kapton, Mylar, and Tedlar to identify
any dependence of the erosion yield upon material tempera-
ture.

Corrosion of metals is related to diffusion phenomena of
either metal ions of oxygen ions through the oxide layer.
This process is temperature dependent. In the case of silver
the material temperature plays also a role in the phase change
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between AgO and Ag2O, which occurs around 100 ◦C. This
was observed several times during ground testing in oxygen
plasmas.

Also transformation temperatures of the oxides such as
melting points, sublimation temperatures play an important
role. The large atomic oxygen effect on osmium can be
explained by the low melting point of OsO4 (assumed it is
formed) of 40 ◦C. It starts to sublime below its melting point
(temperature in LEO is +100/−100 ◦C).

3.4 Thermal stresses

Thermal stresses occur in the LEO orbit on the outer surface
of satellites due to periodic in and out of the sunshade during
orbiting. At LEO this occurs each 90 minutes and is roughly
+100 ◦C to − 100 ◦C. This temperature change causes ther-
mal stresses in materials and the difference in CTE will cause
spalling of the oxide layer present on metal surfaces and
results in constantly exposing fresh material to the atomic
oxygen environment.

3.5 Synergistic solar radiation

Synergistic effects such as temperature and ultraviolet expo-
sure may be important for some materials and not for others.
In general, metals are not affected by UV exposure.

3.6 Impact angle

The effect of ATOX impact angle for Kapton and Mylar in
space shows that the rate of material recession depends on the
impact angle with respect to the surface normal, θ as (cos θ).

3.7 Indirect attack

Indirect attack of silver by reflected atomic oxygen was seen
on STS-5 where the rear side of the silver samples was oxi-
dized to the amount of 25–50% of that of the front side.
Experiments on Kapton were performed by (Banks, de Groh
and Miller, 2006) also showed the same effect.

3.8 Atomic oxygen on metals

Experiments on metals were carried out during many STS
flights, on LDEF, Eureca, and on ground. The majority of the
experiments were conducted on silver, while at the time of

the Hubble Space Telescope development silver was used
as solarcell interconnectors. On-ground experiments were
conducted in line with these ones and extended with other
metals.

The oxidation of silver in atomic oxygen is essentially
linear-parabolic as postulated by de Rooij (1989) and experi-
mentally confirmed by Chambers, Harris and Roberts (1996).
The silver oxidizes according to described equation until
internal stresses in the oxide layer either to mechanical or
thermal excursions causes the oxide layer to crack and even-
tually spall and flake off, leaving bare silver exposed to atomic
oxygen again. This process repeats itself until the silver is
completely oxidized. The silver oxide is very fragile and
porous with a volume ratio of the oxide to the metal of >2.
The typical oxide thickness at which the spalling and flaking
occurs is around 0.5 �m. This periodic flaking of the oxide
layer results in an overall linear degradation of the silver.
During the relative short space shuttle missions the silver
reduced 3 to 4.5 �m in thickness depending surface normal
to the velocity vector.

An oxide layer model was developed to predict the sil-
ver oxidation by atomic oxygen in the ISS orbit (Figure 3).
The mechanism of oxide growth at increased temperatures
is diffusion through the oxide layer. As the diffusion is a
temperature-controlled process, the observation of a sub-
stantial amount of oxidation at room temperature indicates
a different oxidation process or at least a parallel process
capable of oxidizing the metal in a parabolic manner and
operational at low temperatures. The process responsible for
the low temperature oxidation is known as gas flow through
micro-pores.

Several mechanisms of gas transport through micro-pores
can occur. These are free molecular flow (Knudsen flow),
molecular flow, viscous flow, and surface diffusion. At very
low pressures where the mean free path of the oxygen atoms

Figure 3. Model of oxide layer with pore.
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is larger than the dimensions of the pore, the wall collisions
within the pore are more frequent than collisions between
other oxygen atoms. This regime is called the free-molecular
flow regime. The density of O-atoms in low earth orbit is
approx. 108 atoms cm−3 and the mean free path is calcu-
lated as 107 �m, which is much larger than the expected pore
dimension.

The number of atoms flowing through a pore is determined
by the conductance of that pore. These are two aspects:

1. The rate at which atoms enter the pore.
2. The probability that these atoms are transmitted though

the system.

A gas with a density of n1 at the entrance of a pore and a
backflow at the other side gives a gasflow Fk of

Fk = ωῡ(n1 − n2) (1)

where

ω = a dimensionless probability factor
ῡ = the mean velocity of the atoms in the pore

The atoms entering the pore loose their velocity due to
scattering in the pores during the first wall collisions. Their
speed is then reduced to ῡ

The expression for n1 is then

n1 = Nv

ῡ
(2)

where

N = the atomic oxygen density
v = velocity of the spacecraft
Nv = φ = the flux of atomic oxygen on the spacecraft

ῡ =
√

8RT

�M
from gas kinetic theory (3)

R = gas constant
T = temperature
M = molecular mass

The probability factor ω depends on the geometry of the
pore and is given by the Clausing factor

ω =
[

1 + 3

16

LrH

A

]−1

(4)

where

Lr = the real length of the micropore
H = perimeter of the micropore
A = cross sectional area of the micropore

The pores have a certain path through the oxide layer and
this can be related to the straight direct path y, which is the
oxide thickness, by the tortuosity τ.

τ = Lr

y
(5)

Only a percentage ε of the surface consists of open pores
where the Knudsen flow can take place.

In summary we can write for the flow of oxygen atoms
through porous layer by substituting equations (2), (3) and
(5) in equation (1):

Fk = ε

(
1 + 3

16

Hyτ

A

)−1

(φ − n2ῡ) (6)

Diffusion through short circuits and lattice is governed
by the concentration difference of the diffusion atoms at both
sides of the porous layer. At the front side the density is given
by equation (2). At the metal side the density is n2.

The differential flux of atoms through the oxide layer (with
the exception of the pores) is then written as:

Fd = D (1 − ε)

y

(
φ

ῡ
− n2

)
(7)

where D = diffusion coefficient = D0 exp
(

−Q

RT

)
The oxygen atoms reaching the metal surface will finally

react with the base metal and form the oxide. This type of
reactions is usually linear and with an oxide flux of:

Fo = Kn2 (8)

where K = rate of metal oxidation = K0 exp
(

−Q

RT

)
For a steady state situation the oxygen flux through the

pores Fk and from the diffusional transport Fd must be equal
to the oxide flux Fo produced by the oxidation:

Fk + Fd = Fo (9)

The unit for the oxide flux Fo is related to the oxide growth
rate by

(
dy

dt

)
ox

= C�rFo (10)
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where

C = conversion factor from atoms cm−3 to cm3 metal-
oxide = 1.70520 10−23 for silver
�r = real volume ration oxide/metal due to porosity

�r = �th

(1 − ε)
(11)

In which �th = theoretical volume oxide/metal ratio = 1.6
for silver

Substituting equation (6), (7) and (8) into equation (9)
enables us to express the generally unknown n2 , in the gasflow
and diffusion expressions and using this in equation (10) one
obtains the master equation for the oxide growth governed by
the gasflow and diffusion transport mechanism through the
oxide layers.

(
dy

dt

)
ox

= CK �th
(1−ε)

φ

ῡ

1 + Ky
εῡy

1+ 3Hyτ

16A

+ D (1 − ε)

(12)

Equation (12) can solved using standard methods and after
some algebra this results in:

�thCKφ . t

ῡ (1 − ε)
= y2 KPc

2W
+ y

(
1 + K

W
− KPcDε

W2

)

− V

(
K

W
− KPcDε

W2

)
(13)

where

Pc = 3Hτ

16A

Dε = D (1 − ε)

W = εῡ + PcDε

V = Dε

W
log

(
1 + Wy

Dε

)
(14)

This general solution reduces to the well known linear-
parabolic equation when gasflow is absent, meaning only
diffusion:

y2

D
+ 2y

K
= 2�thCφ . t

ῡ
(15)

In case diffusion is absent, meaning only gasflow, equation
(13) reduces to

y2Pc + 2ῡε

K
y = 2�thCεφ . t

1 − ε
(16)

It may be noted that also the gasflow equation (16) is linear-
parabolic. The temperature dependence of equation (16) is
weak and only present in the linear part, meaning when y
is very small. With thicker oxide layers the gasflow through
the pores behaves parabolic because of the collisions of the
atoms with the wall of the pore. The diffusion equation (15)
has the temperature dependence both in the linear and in the
parabolic part. It demonstrates that at low temperatures the
gasflow through the pores is the dominating process, while
at high temperature the diffusion is rate controlling.

At a typical ISS orbit the silver loss due to oxidation is
calculated as 11.5 �m per year with an oxide thickness of
23 �m when no spallation is assumed. When complete flaking
is assumed the maximum loss can be as large as 300 �m per
year.

The solar cell interconnectors are typically silver foil with
a thickness of 20 �m. A stress relief loop is formed in the
foil to accommodate for the displacements between the solar
cells. This out-of plane-loop is mechanically formed. The
atomic oxygen effect is usually most pronounced on out-
of-plane stress relief loops. In this area the manufacturing
stresses and the stresses as a result of the temperature excur-
sions are large. Past experience showed that in these areas the
oxide layer tends to flake off and a fresh surface is exposed to
the atomic oxygen environment (Figure 4). On flat surfaces
this effect is less pronounced while there mainly the differ-
ence in volume between the oxide and the parent metal is
responsible for cracking of the oxide layer. The largest effect
is seen on the ram surface. However, also on surface not
directly exposed to the ram fluence, atomic oxygen oxida-
tion is seen as evidenced by the fact that the rear side of
the silver samples were always oxidized although to a lesser

Figure 4. Silver interconnector (25 �m) retrieved from Eureca. It
shows oxidized silver, which is flaked off and exposing the under-
lying fresh material, which is oxidized again.
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Figure 5. Gold-coated silver is subjected to bending where after it
is exposed to atomic oxygen. The horizontal artefacts are oxidized
silver through defects in the gold plating.

extend. In general this effect is about 25–50% of the front
side of the exposed samples.

On way to protect the silver of being oxidized by atomic
oxygen is by plating with gold. Gold is supposed to not
be affected by atomic oxygen and when very thin it also
does not influence the working of the stress relief loops.
As with all protective coatings they should remain intact.
Deformations required for manufacturing or during services
can jeopardize the integrity of coatings and make them
unreliable.

The gold-plated interconnectors were finally rejected for
out-of-plane stress relief loops because it was impossible to
apply a gold coating with such properties that it remained
intact after forming the stress relief loop. It was seen several
times that these gold layers were either cracking (especially in
the out-of-plane loop) or contained small pinhole type defects
(Figure 5).

Through these defects the underlying silver was oxidized.
Large holes under the gold plating were created and silver-
oxide was found at the surface (Figure 6).

In the low earth orbital environment, one should not use
materials, which suffer from atomic oxygen corrosion on
external surfaces nor on surfaces which can be reached by
atomic oxygen neither should one protect materials such as
silver by materials with low erosion or corrosion yields.

Other metals investigated are Cu, Au, Al, stainless steel,
Ta, Al alloys, and Mo. These materials were exposed with and
without coatings, such as silicones. Cu was exposed during
the LDEF mission and showed a severe darkening (dark red)
of the surface, changing the optical properties significantly.

Figure 6. A microsection through a defect in the gold plating. It
shows that silver is also attacked under the gold plating.

The cuprous oxide was adherent to the surface. Other groups
investigated Os, Pt, Ni, Fe-alloys, and carbon.

3.9 Atomic oxygen on non-metals

Glasses and ceramics, which are based on oxides are expected
not to oxidize further. No degradation is reported.

3.10 Atomic oxygen on organic materials

It is well documented through orbital and ground measure-
ments that most hydrocarbon polymers and active metals are
highly reactive towards the orbital atomic oxygen. Materi-
als containing silicones, fluorides, oxides, and noble metals
are believed to be moderately inert for short exposures to
atomic oxygen; however, samples recovered from LDEF indi-
cate that many materials are severely degraded on long-term
exposure to atomic oxygen.

The tests conducted by Miller, Banks and Waters (2006)
indicate that environments which produce synergistic effects
with regard to the magnitude of erosion by atomic oxy-
gen exposure are not the same for each polymer. Each
polymer appears to be sensitive to a different component
of the environment. Predicting the atomic oxygen durabil-
ity of a material in the space environment can be a very
complex task complicated by the fact that each material
may be sensitive to a different synergistic component in the
environment.
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3.11 Atomic oxygen on lubricants

Atomic oxygen can gives serious problem in wear-life of
MoS2 lubricant. For MoS2 films sputter-deposited at 50–
70 ◦C, friction measurements showed a high initial friction
coefficient (up to 0.25) for MoS2 surfaces exposed to atomic
oxygen, which dropped to the normal low values after several
cycles of operation in air and ultrahigh vacuum (Cross, 1990).
Mo-oxide, once formed, act as a protective layer against fur-
ther atomic oxygen attack. Delamination of cracking of the
oxide layer caused by operation of the parts can reduce the
wear-life of the film.

3.12 Trapping of atomic oxygen between defected
protective surfaces

Although atomic oxygen attack on internal or interior sur-
faces may not have direct exposure to the LEO atomic oxygen
flux, scattered impingement can have can have serious degra-
dation effects where sensitive interior surfaces are present.

Atomic oxygen not only attacks surfaces, which are
exposed directly to the flux, also surfaces not directly
exposed, but in one way or another accessible to the atoms
can be oxidized. An example is the thermal blanket covering
the ultra high cosmic ray (UHCR) experiment exposed on
Eureca. This blanket consists of a four layers with Teflon as
outer layer and a silver and Inconel as internal layers with
black paint at the back-side (Figure 7). The internal silver
was oxidized by ATOX through a hole created by a micro-
meteorite (Figure 8). The circular patterns on the silver layer
result from the ejection of fluor/carbon atoms caused by the
impact produced shock waves and local vaporizing of the
FEP. Due to this impact the silver layer locally debonded

Figure 7. Layout of the UHCRE thermal blanket.

Figure 8. SEM backscatter image of oxidized rings found on the
silver layer under the FEP top layer of the UHCRE thermal blanket.
The center hole is due to a micro-meteorite impact. The dark rings
are oxidized silver. In between the rings increased concentrations
of Fluor are present.

from the FEP. Through the hole in the FEP, the silver was
oxidized by the atomic oxygen. On the circular locations,
where a thin fluor/carbon layer was formed by the vaporizing
of the FEP and the shock wave, no attack of the silver was
possible. Usually these thin layers are not very protective,
but the incoming atomic oxygen has only its highest energy
at the center of the hole. Further away from the center, the
silver is attacked by reflected atomic oxygen that has a much
lower energy and these oxygen atoms are unable to remove
the protective fluor/carbon layers.

The lack of atomic oxygen protection provided by the
aluminized Kapton blanket cover for the ISS photovoltaic
arrays box cushion is thought to be due to the trapping
of atomic oxygen between the two aluminized surfaces on
the 0.0254 mm thick Kapton blanket. Defects in the space
exposed aluminized surface allow atomic oxygen to erode
undercut cavities.

Prediction of the attenuation of the oxidizing effects of
the atomic oxygen flux can be reasonably achieved through
the use of Monte Carlo computational modelling. A two-
dimensional Monte Carlo model has been developed which
has been used for such predictions. (Banks, Stueber, and
Norris, 1998)

4 TESTING

The atomic oxygen erosion measurement techniques should
follow the protocols designated in the ASTM procedure E
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2089-00 for standard practices for ground laboratory atomic
oxygen interaction evaluation of materials for space applica-
tions (Banks, 2006).

4.1 Flight testing

Surfaces of materials used in the space shuttle orbiter payload
bay and exposed during STS-1 through STS-3 were examined
after flight (Leger, 1982).

Films made of carbon, silver, and osmium, were exposed
during the shuttle STS-4 mission examined for the anticipated
reaction with atomic oxygen (Peterson, Linton and Miller,
1983).

Bare silver samples and partly coated silver samples were
exposed to low earth orbit conditions during shuttle flights
STS-8 and STS-17 (de Rooij, 1985). The influence of atomic
oxygen on the amount of erosion-corrosion of metal surfaces,
especially silver, was examined. Protection schemes for silver
were also investigated.

The STS Mission 46 carried in orbit a large number of
experiments collectively grouped under the designation of
evaluation of oxygen interaction with materials (EOIM-III)-
third phase.

Some results have been given by the Solar Max (1984)
returned materials, but not as a planned experiment.

LDEF was a large cylindrical space experiment rack that
exposed various material samples to outer space for about 5.7
years. It was retrieved from space in 1990.

The retrieval of Eureca gave the opportunity to study the
effects of atomic oxygen on exposed spacecraft surfaces in
low earth orbit. Large areas of identical surface materials
were exposed during the 1992–1993 period.

The first solar array of Hubble space telescope was
returned after three years of operation. All materials presents
were examined including Ag, Inconel, stainless steel, copper,
and kapton.

Samples of Kapton H were transported to the International
Space Station attached to the exterior of the ISS during the
STS 105 shuttle mission. The materials were retrieved during
the STS-114 shuttle mission.

There have been five Materials International Space Station
Experiment (MISSE) passive experiment carriers (MISSE
1-5) to date that have been launched, exposed in space on
the exterior of International Space Station (ISS) and then
returned to Earth for analysis.

The Material Exposure and Degradation ExperimenT
(MEDET) will actively monitor material degradation dynam-
ics in low earth orbit and acquire information about
the International Space Station environment in terms of

contamination, atomic oxygen, ultraviolet and X-ray radi-
ation, micrometeoroids, and debris.

4.2 Ground based atomic oxygen testing

The existing AO beam sources can be classified according
to the physical process involved in dissociation of molecular
oxygen: laser-induced breakdown, microwave dissociation,
ion neutralization, electron-simulated desorption, and photo-
dissociation (Kleiman et al., 2006).

AO sources have been created and are being used in many
research centres around the world: NASA MSFC, NASA JPL,
Montana State University (USA), ESTEC (Netherlands),
ONERA/DESP (France), ITL/UTIAS (Canada), Kobe
University (Japan).

4.2.1 RF atomic oxygen plasma (plasma etcher)

For ground-based AO this study used a 13.56 MHz plasma
asher operated with oxygen or air. This type of asher pro-
duces ATOX by the use of a low pressure, radio-frequency
induced, gaseous discharge. The plasma contains multiple
potential aggressors such as atoms, atomic ions, molecular
ions, exited species, ozone, and so on. It combines the oxida-
tion reactions with possible influences of UV photons, target
heating, electrical charging effects, and so on.

4.2.2 End hall ion source

The end-hall ion source is a permanent magnet ion source.
It produces a beam of almost exclusively O2

+ with negligi-
ble O+ or O++ ions. The energy distribution contained two
distinct energy peaks (one at ∼40 eV and one at ∼85 eV)
which resulted in an average energy of ∼70 eV. A water-
cooled thermal radiation shield can be used to shield samples
located downstream and prevent sample heating from the heat
radiated by the end hall source cathode.

4.2.3 Plasma neutralization

It utilizes a microwave power source to excite O2 to pro-
duce oxygen plasma. The plasmas become a beam under the
effect of an electromagnetic field. The oxygen plasma beam
is accelerated by an electric field, which is produced by neg-
atively biased metallic plate. The accelerated oxygen plasma
beam collides with the plate, and oxygen plasmas are neu-
tralized by the negative charges on the plate and rebounded
to form neutral ATOX beam with impingement kinetic
energy.
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4.2.4 Pulsed laser breakdown

The source concept selected for ATOX is based on the
laser pulse induced breakdown (LPIB) principle, studied and
experimented in the USA by Physical Sciences Inc. (PSI,
Andover, MA). First, molecular oxygen is forced through
the throat of a nozzle, in the form of gas puffs generated by a
fast-switching molecular beam valve. After partial fill of the
nozzle, a high power beam from a pulsed CO2 laser (wave-
length 10.6 �m) synchronized with the valve is focused onto
the injected gas. This produces breakdown and dissociation
of the gas into a very hot (>20 000K) plasma. The detonation
creates a blast wave that propagates through the nozzle with,
as well known from the theory of gas dynamics, conversion of
the plasma thermal energy into directed velocity. The cooling
of the expansion allows the plasma to charge neutralize into
oxygen atoms, but the expansion rate is kept sufficiently high,
and the density sufficiently low, to prevent recombination of
these atoms into molecules. A thermally cold (low spread
in random velocity – meaning a couple of thousand Kelvin)
ATOX beam with high-directed energy finally exhausts the
nozzle and propagates towards the samples.

A regulator system is used to perform thermal cycling
between −150 ◦C to +150 ◦C with a slope of 10 ◦C min−1 by
using liquid nitrogen as a cold source and a heating resistor
which is incorporated into the sample holder. Furthermore,
the sample holder can be rotated up to a beam axis angle of
attack of 70◦.

5 CONCLUSION

The effect of atomic oxygen on surfaces in laboratory exper-
iments might be different from the effect encountered during
low earth orbit exposure. During orbit the exposed samples
undergo a thermal cycling sequence of +100/−100 ◦C. This
might have a detrimental effect on some oxides. The simul-
taneous action of atomic oxygen attack and thermal cycling
might be compared with such effects as static stress and cor-
rosion (stress corrosion) and fatigue and corrosion (corrosion
fatigue), where the result of the combined action is more than
the sum of the separate effects. The pure metals are virtu-
ally unaffected by thermal cycling itself, also the effect of
atomic oxygen on metals such as Au, Pd, and Al is in the
line of expectation compared to the sputtering yields under
20 KeV O2

+ bombardment. Following these yields, the value
for silver (and osmium) has to be in the same order of mag-
nitude. However, a dramatic effect on silver and osmium is
observed in LEO, which is due to the combined action of
atomic oxygen attack and thermal excursions. Therefore, on

ground testing of materials of materials for LEO behavior
should always incorporate both atomic oxygen attack as well
as thermal cycling. To predict materials performance in low
earth orbit, one must accurately simulate the conditions of the
low earth orbit environment or at least understand how the
performance of materials under simulated conditions relates
to that in space.
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1 INTRODUCTION TO SPACEFLIGHT
EXPERIMENTS

Materials used on exterior spacecraft surfaces are subjected
to many environmental threats which can cause degrada-
tion. These threats include solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation,
charged particle (ionizing) radiation, temperature extremes,
thermal cycling, impacts from micrometeoroids and orbital
debris (MMOD), environment induced contamination, and
low Earth orbital (LEO) atomic oxygen. Space environmen-
tal threats to spacecraft components vary greatly based on the
component materials, thicknesses, and stress levels, the spe-
cific mission environment (orbital parameters for the mission,
the solar cycle and solar events, view angle of spacecraft sur-
faces to the sun, and orientation of spacecraft surfaces with
respect to the spacecraft velocity vector in LEO), and the
mission duration (Deveret al., 2005). Materials spaceflight
experiments have been conducted since the early 1970s on
Skylab to help understand the effects of the space environ-
ment on spacecraft materials, components, and devices.

Skylab, America’s first experimental space station
launched on 14 May 1973, contained some of the first
space environmental exposure materials experiments includ-
ing the Thermal Control Coatings experiment (M415) from
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the Thermal Control Coatings Experiment (D024) from
Wright Patterson Air Force Base (Belew and Stuhlinger,
2004). The Air Force experiment consisted of four panels,
two with thermal control coatings and two with polymeric
samples. One of each panel type was retrieved during Sky-
lab flight SL-2 (returned 22 June 1973) and the other panels
were retrieved during SL-3 (returned 25 September 1973),
providing the first varying duration materials space expo-
sure experiment (Belew and Stuhlinger, 2004). In addition,
experiments such as the ATM Contamination Measurements
experiment (T027) exposed various optical materials to the
space environment for a short duration to measure changes
in optical properties caused by contaminants (Belew and
Stuhlinger, 2004).

In September 1977, the Soviet Union flew a materials
exposure flight experiment in a removable cassette (FM-110)
on the Soviet space station Salyut 6 (Tribbleet al., 1995). It
was retrieved in July 1978 after 312 days of space exposure.
They flew additional FM-110 cassettes on Salyut 7 starting
in 1982, and then on the Russian space station Mir in the late
1980s (Tribbleet al., 1995). In the 1990s they flew cassettes
called Removable Cassette Container (RCC) on Mir (Tribble
et al., 1995), and in the 2000s they attached a Replaceable
Cassette-Container (SKK or CKK) facility on the exterior of
the International Space Station (ISS).

Shuttle experiments were short duration exposure experi-
ments (≈ 40 h exposures) conducted in the 1980s and 1990s,
with the first materials exposure experiment conducted on
STS-5 in 1982. These experiments were typically conducted
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from within in the shuttle payload bay, with the bay often
flying into the velocity direction, or the experiments were
attached to the shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS),
also called the Canadarm (Leger, 1982).

Several long duration free-flyer experiments (the Long
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), the European Retriev-
able Carrier (EURECA), and the Exposed Facility Flyer
Unit on the Space Flyer Unit (SFU/EFFU)) were conducted
starting in the mid-1980s through the mid-1990s. In the mid-
1990s several European Space Agency (ESA) and NASA
experiments were flown on the exterior of Mir.

Starting in 2001, longer duration materials space expo-
sure experiments have been flown on the exterior of the ISS.
Table 1 provides a summary of most major materials space-
flight experiments flown for space environmental durability
assessment. In addition to providing actual in-space environ-
mental degradation data, materials spaceflight experiments
provide crucial flight heritage data, data for predictive model
development, and data for ground-facility calibration.

Because spaceflight opportunities are rare, expensive,
space limited, and time-consuming, ground-laboratory test-
ing is often relied upon for spacecraft material environmental
durability prediction. However, differences exist between
ground facilities and actual space-exposures, which may
result in material dependent differences in reaction rates. Data
from actual materials spaceflight experiments can be used
to determine correlations between exposures in ground-test
facilities and space exposure, thus allowing more accurate in-
space materials performance predictions to be made based on
ground-facility testing. One common example is the use of
polyimide Kapton H as an atomic oxygen fluence witness
sample. Kapton H has a well characterized erosion yield in
LEO (3.0× 10−24 cm3 atom−1) (Bankset al., 1985; Visentine
et al., 1985; Koontzet al., 1995a; Silverman, 1995). Thus,
Kapton H is commonly used as a witness sample to com-
pute the effective atomic oxygen fluence in plasma ashers and
other atomic oxygen facilities (ASTME, 2006). The effective
fluence is the number of impinging atoms per area required in
LEO to produce the amount of erosion observed in the ground
facility. Kapton H is often included in spaceflight experiments
to allow determination of the LEO atomic oxygen fluence
experimentally.

In addition to materials spaceflight experiments, hard-
ware from the Solar Max Mission (SSM) spacecraft, and
materials retrieved from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
during its five servicing missions, have provided important
information on spacecraft materials durability in the space
environment. For example, the metallized Teflon fluorinated
ethylene propylene (FEP) outer layer of multilayer insulation
(MLI) on the HST has become extremely embrittled on-orbit
resulting in severe through-thickness cracking (Townsendet

al., 1999). Teflon FEP insulation retrieved during HST’s ser-
vicing missions have been analyzed and tested to determine
the cause of degradation of this very commonly used thermal
control material (Townsendet al., 1998; de Grohet al., 2000,
2001). The results indicate that radiation in space causes FEP
embrittlement, and that thermal cycling further contributes to
degradation with the maximum on-orbit temperature playing
a crucial role (Townsendet al., 1999). Data from materials
spaceflight experiments have been used for micrometeoroid
and orbital debris (MMOD) model verification and/or mod-
ification, and for atomic oxygen erosion predictive model
development.

This chapter reviews most major materials spaceflight
experiments along with some of the lessons learned from the
experiments, and how the experiment results have influenced
materials use and selection.

2 MATERIALS SPACEFLIGHT
EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Shuttle flight experiments

The shuttle has provided a unique opportunity to return
materials from orbital exposure free of extraneous effects
generated by exposure to re-entry heating so that space envi-
ronmental effects can be assessed (Leger, 1982). After the
first shuttle mission (STS-1) returned to Earth, engineers
examining materials surfaces in the payload bay found that
exterior Kapton television camera thermal blankets had been
altered during flight from a glossy amber color to a milky-
yellow flat color (Leger, 1982, 1983). Originally thought
to be contamination, high resolution electron microscopy
examination revealed a recessed, carpet-like texture with a
directional pattern associated with the vehicle velocity direc-
tion. It was also observed that handrail yellow paint (A-971)
was aged quickly, as the yellow pigment could be removed
with light wiping (Leger, 1982). These observations, along
with observations made after the STS-2 and STS-3 missions,
lead to the conclusion that degradation was caused by oxi-
dation of organic materials through high velocity collision
with atmospheric atomic oxygen resulting in volatile reac-
tion products (carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, water, etc.)
that resulted in erosion and mass loss (Leger, 1982, 1983).
On STS-4 a group of 15 disk samples were flown on the top
surface of the Induced Environment Contamination Moni-
tor (IECM) flight experiment for reaction rate assessment
(Leger, 1983). The preliminary data gathered from these early
shuttle missions (STS 1–4) provided spacecraft designers the
knowledge that the reaction rates were high enough to present
problems to certain spacecraft, yet the data were not adequate
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to support hardware changes (Leger, 1983). Therefore, a dedi-
cated experiment was proposed for flight on STS-5 to provide
quantitative data on the atomic oxygen reactivity of materi-
als. Atomic oxygen reactivity is quantified by the volume loss
per incident oxygen atom (cm3 atom−1), and is known as the
erosion yield (Ey) or reaction efficiency. It is also sometimes
referred to as the reaction rate or recession rate, even though
it is not a rate quantity. This experiment is referred to as
the Effects of Oxygen Interactions with Materials I (Visen-
tine et al., 1985; Silverman, 1995) and also the Evaluation
of Oxygen Interactions with Materials I experiment, both
abbreviated as EOIM I.

Since the dedicated materials space exposure experi-
ment on STS-5, many additional materials shuttle flight
experiments have been flown. The Atomic Oxygen Effects
Experiment, referred to as EOIM II, was flown on STS-8
(Visentineet al., 1985; Silverman, 1995). The last of this
series of experiments, the EOIM-III experiment, was flown on
STS-46. Additional materials exposure shuttle experiments
are listed in Table 1.

In general, atomic oxygen interaction was found to cause
erosion and morphology changes in most organic materials
through loss of volatile oxidation products. Some metals,
such aluminum, and metalloids such as silicon, were found to
form protective oxide layers that resisted further oxidation.
Other metals, such as silver, were found to form oxide layers
that spalled off, leaving unprotected surfaces to undergo fur-
ther oxidation. Other effects of the early shuttle experiments
included: loss of tensile strength of Kevlar fabric, partial oxi-
dation of infrared optical materials, and loss of reflectance
for high-temperature coatings.

2.1.1 STS-8 Atomic Oxygen Effects Experiment

The goal of the STS-8 Atomic Oxygen Effects Experiment (or
EOIM II) was to control some of the parameters of the expo-
sure to obtain more accurate atomic oxygen erosion yields
than obtained previously. The specific objectives included:
(i) obtaining a larger quantitative reactivity database,
(ii) confirming reactivity temperature dependence, (iii) deter-
mining whether mass transfer from surface to surface occurs
as a result of the interaction, (iv) evaluating solar radia-
tion effects on reactivity, and (v) determining if electrically
charged species had an effect on reactivity (Visentineet al.,
1985). This experiment, which included participants from 15
organizations, included over 360 passive and active samples
contained in two trays flown in the shuttle bay (Visentineet
al., 1985). The mission had a dedicated exposure to direct ram
atomic oxygen (with the shuttle payload bay pointing in the
velocity direction) for 41.75 h at an altitude of 225 km (121
nautical miles) resulting in the largest atomic oxygen fluence

of the early missions (3.5× 1020 atoms cm−2) (Visentineet
al., 1985). The EOIM II experiment provided significant
insight into LEO environment interactions with materials.
Researchers established quantitative reaction efficiencies for
more than 50 materials, including an erosion yield for Kapton
of 3× 10−24 cm3 atom−1 (Visentineet al., 1985). This exper-
iment indicated that solar radiation does not have a major
effect on the reactivities of Kapton and Mylar, and as a first
approximation, temperature, solar radiation and electrically
charged species do not affect erosion yields (Visentineet al.,
1985). The measured erosion of organic solids was found
to be linear with both oxygen flux and total fluence, and
no induction time was observed before the on-set of erosion
(Gregory and Peters, 1987). Unfortunately, the erosion yields
were based on atomic oxygen fluences determined from long-
term atmospheric density models, potentially introducing
errors in short-term experiment data (Koontzet al., 1995b).

2.1.2 Evaluation of Oxygen Interactions with
Materials III (EOIM III)

To resolve potential uncertainty in prior flight data, and to
test new materials, the EOIM III experiment was conducted
(Koontz et al., 1995b). This experiment was an interna-
tional effort involving NASA centers, US Air Force Phillips
Laboratories, the Aerospace Corporation, the University of
Alabama, National Space Agency of Japan, ESA, and the
Canadian Space Agency (Koontzet al., 1993). The primary
objective was to provide benchmark atomic oxygen reactivity
data (Koontzet al., 1995b). Secondary objectives included:
(i) mass-spectrometric characterization of gaseous reaction
and scattering products, (ii) characterization of the induced
environment produced by interaction of EOIM-III and the
payload bay with the ambient atmosphere, and (iii) charac-
terization of the chemical dynamics of the reaction between
O atoms and polymers (Koontzet al., 1995b).

In addition to a mass spectrometer, the EOIM III exper-
iment included 15 passive experiment trays and numerous
other experiments. The passive Freedom Array Materials
Exposure Experiment, flown to validation the durability
of Space Station Freedom solar array materials, provided
extremely beneficial flight data on the atomic oxygen dura-
bility of solar array materials (Forkapaet al., 1996).

EOIM III was conducted from within the shuttle payload
bay (see Figure 1) during shuttle mission STS-46, which flew
from July 31 to 7 August 1992. The STS-46 flew at three
different altitudes, the lowest was at 230 km exposing the
EOIM III experiment to high density ram atomic oxygen for
42 h (Koontzet al., 1995b). The 42 h exposure provided 95%
of the total mission fluence of 2.3× 1020 atoms cm−2 (Koontz
et al., 1995b).
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6 Materials for Space Applications

Figure 1. The EOIM III flight experiment in the Shuttle payload
bay. Courtesy of NASA.

The EOIM III erosion yield data were more accurate than
prior missions because the thermal history, solar UV expo-
sure, atomic oxygen fluence, and contamination effects, were
all characterized for the mission (Koontzet al., 1995b). The
mass spectrometer experiment produced over 48,000 mass
spectra providing detailed characterization of both the natu-
ral and induced environment (Koontzet al., 1995b). Gaseous
reaction products of various polymer species were deter-
mined, reactions of ambient O+ ion were observed, and
erosion yield dependence on O-atom kinetic energy was
determined (Koontzet al., 1995b). The EOIM III experiments
produced valuable data that were directly used for the ISS,
the HST, and other spacecraft programs to select materials
and coatings to ensure long-term durability.

2.2 Free-flyers

2.2.1 Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF)

NASA’s LDEF was a free-flying satellite that was gravity-
gradient stabilized (mass loaded at one end) in a fixed flight
orientation in LEO (Pippin, 1995a). LDEF was a 12-sided
cylindrical structure measuring 4.3 m× 9.1 m (Whitaker and
Gregory, 1994) and weighing 9707 kg (21,400 lb) (Pippin,
1995a; O’Neal and Lightner, 1991). It consisted of an approx-
imately 9.14-m-long aluminum open grid frame with 72
equal-size rectangular openings on the sides (six on each of
the 12 sides) and 14 openings on the ends (six on the Earth-
facing end and eight on the space-facing end) for mounting
experiment trays. It was deployed from the shuttle Challenger
during STS-41C on 7 April 1984 at a 482 km altitude in a
28.5◦ inclination (Pippin, 1995b). Figure 2 shows a photo-
graph of LDEF taken by the shuttle shortly after deploy. It was
planned as a 10–12-month mission, with retrieval expected

Figure 2. Photograph of LDEF taken shortly after deploy on 7 April
1984. Courtesy of NASA.

in February 1985, but shuttle manifesting problems and the
Challenger accident resulted in an extensive delay (O’Neal
and Lightner, 1991). LDEF was retrieved during Columbia
shuttle mission STS-32 on 12 January 1990 at a 340 km
altitude after 69 months in LEO (Pippin, 1995b).

LDEF carried more than 10 000 materials specimens.
Some specimens were exposed to the space environment
on the outer surface of LDEF, while others were positioned
internally or shielded. Additionally, some experiments had
time-controlled exposures. More than half of the exposed
surface of LDEF consisted of chromic anodized aluminum,
which was LDEF’s frame and structural material, and silver
Teflon thermal control blankets which covered and ther-
mally controlled experiments on 17 experiment trays. The
remaining area consisted of a wide variety of materials being
considered for optical, thermal, mechanical, electrical, or
other systems on future spacecraft (SETASMaterials, 2010).

Because LDEF flew gravity-gradient stabilized in a fixed
flight orientation, one side of LDEF (row 9) received directed
ram atomic oxygen, while the other side (row 3) was in
a wake orientation and received very little atomic oxygen.
Both of the ram and wake surfaces received high levels
of solar exposure. Row 9 received an atomic oxygen flu-
ence of 8.99× 1021 atoms cm−2 and 11,156 ESH of solar
exposure, while row 3 received an atomic oxygen fluence
of 1.32× 1017 atoms cm−2 and 11,110 ESH solar exposure
(Pippin, 1995b; Bourassa and Gillis, 1992). Banks and
Gebauer 1991 discovered after flight that LDEF had an 8.1◦

yaw which impacted the atomic oxygen fluence to each tray.
During the retrieval mission, after grappling, a four and

a half hour photographic survey was performed using the
shuttle RMS to maneuver LDEF (O’Neal, Levine and Kiser,
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Figure 3. Extensive atomic oxygen erosion on LDEF leading edge tray F9 (a) Pre-flight photograph, and (b) on-orbit photograph taken
during STS-32 showing complete loss of the tray F9 Kapton blanket. Reproduced from O’Neal, Levine and Kiser (1996) NASA.

1996). Figure 3 shows evidence of extensive atomic oxygen
erosion that occurred on one of the LDEF leading edge
trays.

The following provides examples of some of the signifi-
cant LDEF materials durability findings that have influenced
spacecraft materials use and selection:

� Inorganic thermal control paints, anodized aluminum and
silverized-Teflon FEP were found to maintain their solar
absorptance and thermal emittance, and hence maintained
their thermal control function.

� Organic materials showed severe recession and mechan-
ical degradation due to atomic oxygen exposure.

� The erosion rate of FEP on LDEF was greater than for
short duration shuttle experiments.

� Silicon dioxide, fluoropolymer-filled silicon dioxide, and
aluminum oxide thin films were found to be effective in
preventing atomic oxygen erosion of Kapton H.

� Atomic oxygen undercutting at protective coating defect
sites (erosion in the substrate beyond the defect size) was
documented in directed ram exposure samples in LEO.

� UV radiation can induce polymeric cross-linking.
� Material degradation can produce particulate contamina-

tion.
� Silicones can shrink and crack, and be sources of dark

contaminants on neighboring surfaces (depending on the
type of silicone and pre-flight treatment).

� Molecular contamination transports via line-of-site depo-
sition.

� Different contaminants were predominant on the leading
edge (silicone based) than the trailing edge (hydrocarbon
based).

� Micrometeoroid and debris impacts were distributed
around the LDEF but more prevalent on the leading sur-
faces.

� Micrometeoroid and debris impact of silverized-FEP
Teflon caused delamination of the silver from the Teflon
in a “frozen shock-wave pattern.” Delamination allowed
subsequent darkening of the underlying silver, particu-
larly with atomic oxygen exposure, thus increasing the
solar absorptance over a surface area at least an order of
magnitude greater than the impact crater on ram surfaces.

Knowledge gained from LDEF research on materials and
coatings led to the following general conclusions applicable
to spacecraft design (SETASSummary, 2001):

� The LEO space environment is hostile to many spacecraft
materials and coatings.

� Synergistic effects of all aspects of the LEO environ-
ment must be considered; this includes both the natural
environments and the spacecraft-induced environments.

� Contamination should be a very significant consideration
in spacecraft designs.

� The pre-LDEF knowledge of space environmental effects
on materials had major flaws.

� LDEF knowledge has forced the revision of environment-
related test and qualification procedures.

2.2.2 European Retrievable Carrier (EURECA)

The EURECA was a free-flying experiment that flew for
11 months between 1992 and 1993. EURECA was the ESA’s
first, and largest, reusable spacecraft (Dover, Aceti and Drol-
shagen, 1993). EURECA was deployed from the shuttle
during STS-46 on 31 July 1992 at an altitude of 424 km
and an inclination of 28◦. Using its own propulsion system,
EURECA transferred to the operational altitude of 508 km,
where it remained from 7 August 1992 to 24 May 1993 (Reitz,
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Figure 4. EURECA being deployed by Space Shuttle Atlantis during STS-46 in 1992: (a) EURECA’s solar panels unfolding, and (b) held
above the shuttle payload bay, ready for deploy. Courtesy of NASA.

1993). It was retrieved at a 476 altitude on 24 June 1993 and
returned to Earth during the STS-57 shuttle mission. Figure 4
shows EURECA during deploy during the STS-46 mission.

EURECA’s payload consisted of 15 instruments dedi-
cated to microgravity research, materials and life science and
astronomical observation and technology research (Dover,
Aceti and Drolshagen, 1993) One of the experiments was the
Atomic Oxygen Sample Tray (AOST), which consisted of
two rectangular trays placed on the+Z sun facing direction.
The AOST experiment investigated the effects of UV radia-
tion, atomic oxygen, and thermal cycling on materials used
for thermal control (films, paints, and anodized surfaces).
Two contamination sensors were also included (Dover, Aceti
and Drolshagen, 1993). EURECA also had a functional
evaluation test of fluoropolymer-filled SiO2 atomic oxygen
protective coated acrylic retroreflector surfaces used for ren-
dezvous and retrieval (Banks, Rutledge and Cales, 1993).

Post-flight observations of the EURECA spacecraft indi-
cated that significant change occurred in the colors of
the exposed surfaces where outgassing products had been
deposited on the thermal blankets. Areas of paint delamina-
tion and many micrometeoroid impacts were clearly visible.
Post-retrieval analysis of the protected acrylic retroreflectors
indicated that the protective coating was durable to atomic
oxygen thus allowing the retroreflectors to function properly
(Banks, Rutledge and Cales, 1993).

2.2.3 Exposed Facility Flyer Unit (EFFU) on the
Space Flyer Unit (SFU)

The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Exposed
Facility Flyer Unit (EFFU) was Japan’s first long duration
materials space exposure experiment. It was attached to the
exterior of the Space Flyer Unit (SFU), as shown in Figure 5,

and launched in March 1995 by an H-2 rocket (Suzuki,
Shimamura and Imagaw, 2009). After 10 months of space
exposure at a 482 km orbit, SFU was retrieved in January
1996 during the STS-72 mission. The main objective of
the EFFU was to confirm the adequacy of materials for the
Japanese Experiment Module–Exposed Facility (JEM-EF),
being designed for the ISS. The EFFU gave the first insight
of long-term space exposure effects on materials for Japanese
researchers. Materials on the EFFU experienced similar
degradation to those subjected to ground tests. Solid lubri-
cant films demonstrated longer wear life than anticipated,
possibly due to UV hardening of the organic binder (Suzuki,
Shimamura and Imagaw, 2009), or protection of the underly-
ing lubricant by nonvolatile oxides on the surface of the films
A layer of contamination, identified as SiOx , was identified
on several sample surfaces (Suzuki, Shimamura and Imagaw,
2009).

2.3 Russian Space Station Mir

2.3.1 Passive Optical Sample Assembly I and II
(POSA I and II) on the Mir Environmental
Effects Payload (MEEP)

The Mir Environmental Effects Payload (MEEP) was a
Phase I International Space Station Risk mitigation experi-
ment, flown for the purpose of assessing contamination levels
of baseline and candidate Space Station materials around
a large structure in space (Pippinet al., 2000; Zwiener
et al., 1999). MEEP also fulfilled the need to examine
the occurrence and effects of man-made debris and natural
micrometeoroids through capture and impact studies. The
MEEP was comprised of four experiments in suitcase-like
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Figure 5. Illustrations of the SFU and the EFFU experiment. Reproduced from Suzuki, Shimamura and Imagaw (2009)c©
JAXA.

containers, called Passive Experiment Containers (PECs),
such as the one shown in Figure 6. The MEEP experiments
included the Polished Plate Micrometeoroid and Debris
experiment (PPMD), the Orbital Debris Collector (ODC)
experiment, and the Passive Optical Sample Assembly I and II
(POSA I and II) experiments, which examined the durability
of spacecraft materials in LEO (MirMEEP, 2004).

The MEEP suitcases were launched on STS-76 on 25
March 1996 and deployed on the outside of the Russian
Space Station Mir during an extravehicular activity (EVA)
on 27 March 1996 (Pippinet al., 2000; Oliveaux and Uri,
1999a). The MEEP were attached to the handrails of the
Shuttle’s Docking Module on Mir. The MEEP suitcases were
retrieved after 18 months of space exposure at an orbital incli-
nation of 51.6◦ and an altitude of 390 kilometers on 1 October
1997, and brought back to Earth during the STS-86 mission

Figure 6. Astronaut retrieving the MEEP POSA I experiment
(see http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/history/shuttle-mir/multimedia/sts-
86-photos/86p-005.htm, accessed 22 May 2009). Courtesy of
NASA.

Figure 7. On-orbit photograph of POSA I and POSA II taken dur-
ing STS-84 showing attachment locations on MIR/Space Shuttle
docking module. The OPM experiment (described in Section 2.3.2)
is also visible in this photograph. Courtesy of from NASA.

(Oliveaux and Uri, 1999a; Zwieneret al., 1999). Figure 7
shows an on-orbit photograph of POSA I and POSA II on the
MIR/Space Shuttle docking module.

POSA I and II consisted of various materials intended
for use on ISS including polymers, paint samples, glass
coatings, MLI, mirrors and optics, and a variety of metal-
lic samples (MirMEEP30; Zwieneret al., 1999). Chromic
and boric/sulfuric acid anodized chemical conversion coat-
ings were also flown (Zwieneret al., 1999). Due to a concern
that silicone-containing specimens might cross-contaminate
other specimens, POSA I contained no silicone materials,
while materials with silicone coatings or paint specimens
with silicone-based binders were assigned to fly on POSA II
(Pippinet al., 2000). POSA also carried passive instruments
for monitoring the atomic oxygen fluence and UV radiation
dose for the experiment (Zwieneret al., 1999).

POSA I, which contained over 200 samples on each side,
had one side oriented toward Mir and the other side oriented
outward toward space (Zwieneret al., 1999). POSA II, which
contained over 250 samples on each side was oriented so that
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one side faced 45◦ from the ram direction and away from
Mir and the other side faced toward Mir (Jaworskeet al.,
1999). Despite the fixed orientations of POSA I and II, both
sides received AO exposure in both experiments since Mir’s
attitude varied during the exposure period (Jaworskeet al.,
1999).

Atomic oxygen fluence on the Mir-facing side of POSA I
was determined to be 7× 1019 atoms cm−2 based on mass and
thickness loss of well-known polymer films such as Kapton
(Zwiener, 1998; Pippinet al., 2000). Atomic oxygen fluence
was not determined for the space-facing side due to contam-
ination (Zwiener, 1998; Pippinet al., 2000). POSA I had
visible contamination that was uniform, as would occur from
photo-deposition over days or weeks. The contamination was
less obvious on the space-facing side than on the Mir facing
side (Zwieneret al., 1999).

Both POSA I and POSA II samples were eroded by atomic
oxygen interaction. However, the degradation was less severe
than expected (Jaworskeet al., 1999). Silicone based paint
was found to outgass during excessive heating during peri-
ods of zero-time-in-shadow periods (about twice a year)
(Jaworskeet al., 1999). Contamination deposition in excess
of 500 nm had a significant impact on optical properties of
Z93P and YB-71 inorganic white paint, chromic acid and
boric/sulfuric acid anoidizes and magnesium fluoride win-
dows on POSA I (Zwieneret al., 1999). Deposition of 30 nm
of contamination on the Mir-facing side of POSA I had slight
but measureable effects on the same materials (Zwieneret al.,
1999). The POSA experiment demonstrated the importance
of utilizing materials on spacecraft that have low outgassing
properties and keeping a large distance between contam-
ination sensitive surfaces and any potential contamination
source. It was concluded that contamination control be prac-
ticed in the form of good materials selection, thermal vacuum
bake-out, clean room assembly, and attention to line-of-sight
positioning for contamination-sensitive materials, such as
optics (Zwiener, 1998; Zwieneret al., 1999).

2.3.2 Optical Properties Monitor (OPM) experiment

The Optical Properties Monitor (OPM) experiment was
developed by AZ Technologies under the NASA In-
Space Technologies Experiment Program (IN-STEP). It was
launched on STS-81 on 12 January 1997, mounted in the
SpaceHab (Wilkes and Zwiener, 2001). The OPM was
intravehicular activity (IVA) transferred into the Mir Space
Station on January 16, 1997. It was stowed for 2½ months
and then deployed and powered up on the Mir Docking Mod-
ule during an EVA on 29 April 1997 (Wilkes and Zwiener,
2001). Figure 7 shows the OPM on the Mir Docking Module,
along with POSA I and II. On 25 June 1997 the OPM lost

power due to the collision of the Progress into Mir’s Spektr
module. It regained operational status on 12 September 1997
and continued to operate until 2 January 1998. The OPM was
retrieved during an EVA on 8 January 1998 and transferred
to the shuttle and returned to Earth during the STS-89 shuttle
mission on 31 January 1998 (Wilkes and Zwiener, 2001).

The OPM was a unique reusable in-flight laboratory for
thein situ study of the surface optical properties of materials.
The on-orbit measurements of materials optical properties
is particularly important because environment damage for
many materials is reversible to some degree when the test
material is returned to the ambient laboratory environment
(Wilkes and Zwiener, 2001).

The OPM reflectometer measured significant exposure
effects on some flight samples. Some post-flight recovery
(bleaching) of environment effects were measured on many
samples verifying the need for in-space optical measurements
(Oliveaux and Urio, 1999b). The OPM has provided on-orbit
data for: (i) critical ISS external materials such as contami-
nated Z93 white, ISS type chromic and sulfuric acid anodized
aluminums; (ii) refinement of ISS lifetime predictions mod-
els; (iii) improvement of ground procedures for ISS materials;
(iv) actual degradation rates of external surfaces; (v) allow
operational and maintenance planning based on actual data;
(vi) early verification of outgassing rates; and (vii) in-space
testing of new and improved materials (Oliveaux and Urio,
1999b).

2.4 International Space Station (ISS)

2.4.1 Materials International Space Station
Experiment (MISSE) 1–7

The MISSE program is a United States program that includes
participants from NASA, various Department of Defense
organizations, industry, and universities. The MISSE pro-
gram addresses the long-duration environmental durability
of spacecraft materials and devices in the LEO environment
through a series of materials spaceflight experiments. Exper-
iments developed by principal investigators are loaded onto
PECs (originally developed for MEEP), and are exposed to
the space environment on the exterior of the ISS. The EVA
deployable trays are positioned in either a ram/wake orien-
tation or a zenith/nadir orientation. The MISSE trays are
retrieved and returned to Earth, enabling post-flight exper-
iment evaluation.

Seven MISSE PECs have been flown and successfully
retrieved to date (MISSE 1–5, 6A and 6B). Most recently
returned, MISSE 6A and 6B were retrieved on 1 Septem-
ber 2009, during the STS-128 mission, after 1.5 years
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Table 2. MISSE 1–7 mission exposure summary.

MISSE Launch Placed Location Tray Retrieval Retrieved Exposure
PEC mission outside ISS on ISS orientation mission from ISS (Years)

1 and 2 STS-105 8/16/2001 PEC 1: High pressure gas
tank (HPGT) PEC 2:
Quest airlock

Ram and Wake STS-114 7/30/2005 3.95

3 and 4 STS-121 8/3/2006 PEC 3: HPGT PEC 4:
Quest airlock

Ram and Wake STS-118 8/18/2007 1.04

5 STS-114 8/3/2005 Aft P6 Trunion pin
handrail

Zenith and Nadir STS-115 9/15/2006 1.12

6A and 6B STS-123 3/22/2008 Columbus Laboratory Ram and Wake STS-128 9/1/2009 1.45
7A and 7B STS-129 11/23/2009 ELC 2 on the S3 Truss 7A: Zenith and Nadir

7B: Ram and Wake
STS-134
(planned)

2/2011
(planned)

1.25
(planned)

of space exposure. MISSE 7A and 7B were delivered
to the ISS during shuttle mission STS-129, launched on
16 November 2009. MISSE 7A and 7B were attached to the
EXPRESS Logistics Carrier 2 (ELC 2), located on the S3
Truss, during an EVA on 23 November 2009. Table 2 pro-
vides mission information for the MISSE PECs including the
locations on ISS.

MISSE has been an evolving program, providing a plat-
form for environment durability studies for 1000s of samples
and numerous devices. The original concept of attaching
suitcase-like containers to the exterior of ISS to passively
expose materials to space has grown to include increasingly
complex in situ characterization utilizing active experiments
with telemetry down-linking of data (Jenkinset al., 2009).

MISSE 1–4. MISSE 1–4 contained primarily passive
experiments with over 1780 samples. Examples of the type
of materials flown on MISSE 1–4 include: polymers, ceram-
ics, composites, coatings (protective, thermal, and optical),
beta cloth, adhesives, foams, and dielectrics. Special appli-
cations materials included: radiation shields, inflatables,
markers, labels, optics, and gossamer films. Some compo-
nents included: switches, sensors (radiation, temperature,
UV, AO, and contamination), solar cells, semiconductors,
mirrors, optical filters, optical diodes, optical modulators, and
tethers. Also included were biological samples (seeds, spores,
and bacteria) for long-duration microgravity effects studies.

Figure 8 shows MISSE 1 during an EVA in January 2003
after 17 months of space exposure. The data from the MISSE
1–4 experiments have had a direct impact numerous space
programs such as the HST, the Commercial Orbital Trans-
portation System (COTS) and ISS (de Grohet al., 2009).

The MISSE 2 Polymer Erosion and Contamination Exper-
iment (PEACE) Polymers experiment provides an example
of the type, and extent, of data determined through MISSE

Figure 8. MISSE 1 during an EVA in January 2003 after 17 months
of space exposure. Courtesy of NASA.

experiments. The objective of the MISSE 2 PEACE Poly-
mers experiment was to determine the atomic oxygen erosion
yield of a wide variety of polymeric materials exposed for
an extended period of time to the LEO space environment
(de Grohet al., 2008). Forty-one samples were collectively
flown. Figure 9 shows pre-flight and post-flight photographs
of the MISSE 2 PEACE Polymers experiment tray, which
was flown on the ram facing surface of MISSE 2.

The erosion yields of the PEACE polymers were accu-
rately measured and documented (de Grohet al., 2008). The
data have been used for spacecraft materials design deci-
sions and to develop a NASA Glenn Atomic Oxygen Erosion
Yield Predictive Tool that allows the erosion yield of new and
non-flown polymers to be predicted (Bankset al. 2009). In
addition, the data were used to determine ground-to-space
correlations enabling more accurate durability predictions to
be made based on ground-laboratory testing in atomic oxygen
plasma facilities (Stambleret al., 2009).
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Figure 9. The MISSE 2 PEACE Polymers experiment tray. (a) Pre-flight; (b) Post-flight. Reproduced from de Grohet al. (2008) c© Sage
Publishing, Inc.

MISSE 5. MISSE 5 contained two active and one pas-
sive investigations: The Forward Technology Solar Cell
Experiment (FTSCE), an active experiment that tested the
performance of 36 current and advanced generation solar
cells for use on future spacecraft; The active Second
Prototype Communication Satellite System (PCSat-2) that
provided a communications system and tested the Amateur
Satellite Service off-the-shelf solution for telemetry com-
mand and control; and the MISSE 5 passive Thermal Blanket
Materials Experiment, which consisted of several individ-
ual experiments to measure the degradation of more than
200 materials in the space environment (Walterset al., 2005).

MISSE 6A and 6B. MISSE 6A and 6B included both pas-
sive and active passive experiments with over 1200 samples.
It was powered by ISS (120 V), and the active experiment data
were stored on battery powered data loggers for post-flight
down-loading and analysis. Examples of some of the many
materials flown include: thin film polymers, thermal coat-
ings, ceramics, UV resistance materials, protective coatings,
optical samples, nanocomposites, indium tin oxide coat-
ings, radiation shielding materials, optical reflector materials,
shape memory composites, and materials for passivation
studies. Some of the active devices and monitors included:
atomic oxygen fluence monitors, low energy ion detector,
QCMs, variable emissivity surfaces, calorimeters, voltage
biased materials, and charge enhanced contamination sam-
ple devices. Figure 10 shows MISSE 6A and 6B on the ISS
Columbus Laboratory, as photographed shortly after deploy
in March 2008.

MISSE 7A and 7B. MISSE 7A and 7B contains both
active and passive experiments with approximately 570 pas-
sive samples and 290 active samples. It is one of the first
science payloads on the ELC, which provides ISS power to
payloads (Jenkinset al., 2009). MISSE 7 is therefore the first
of the MISSE series to use both ISS power and communi-
cation to support the active experiments. Active experiments
allow testing of complex electronic devices and systems in
the space environment, which is not possible with passive
experiments.

Figure 10. The International Space Station (photographed in March
2008) with a close-up photograph of MISSE 6A and 6B on the
Columbus Laboratory. Courtesy of NASA.

In additional to materials exposure experiments, MISSE
7A and 7B includes solar cell experiments, an advanced cam-
era system and particle radiation effects studies on cutting
edge microprocessor technologies. MISSE 7 also includes in
situ temperature, atomic oxygen fluence, and ionizing radi-
ation monitoring (Jenkinset al., 2009). MISSE 7 passive
experiments include the Optical Reflector Materials Experi-
ment II (ORMatE-II) to exposure optical reflector materials
to the LEO environment and the Sandia Passive ISS Research
Experiment (SPIRE) that exposures a variety of materials to
LEO environment.

MISSE 7 also includes experiments to provide NASA
program specific information, such as data on the space envi-
ronmental durability of: Low Impact Docking System seals,
Orion Thermal Protection System materials, Ultraflex solar
array materials, thermal control paints for Orion and ISS, and
spacesuit fabrics and fission surface power radiator paints for
lunar applications. Fundamental science experiments were
also included to progress the SOA in durability understand-
ing of: atomic oxygen erosion, undercutting and scattering
characteristics; radiation durability (mechanical and optical
properties) of commonly used spacecraft thin film polymers;
and ground-to-space correlation data for improved ground-
laboratory atomic oxygen durability prediction.
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Figure 11. MISSE 7A & 7B on the International Space Station (photographed November 2009): a). Photo of ISS with the location of
MISSE 7A & 7B highlighted, b). The ISS S3 Truss with the ELC-2, and c). A close-up photograph of MISSE 7A & 7B. Courtesy of NASA.

Figure 11 shows MISSE 7A and 7B shortly after being
deployed on the ISS ELC-2 located on the S3 Truss. The
deployment of MISSE-7 marked an evolution of the MISSE
program from simple, passive material experiments to a
complex, active experiment platform providing rapid access
to space, real-time data telemetry, and sample return.

2.4.2 Micro-Particles Capturer and Space
Environment Exposure Device (MPAC&SEED)

The JAXA has two Micro-Particles Capturer (MPAC)
and Space Environment Exposure Device (SEED) projects
called MPAC&SEED (Kimoto et al., 2009). One was
flown on the ISS Service Module (SM) and is called
the SM/MPAC&SEED experiment, and one was flown on
the ISS Japanese Experiment Module (JEM) and is called
JEM/MPAC&SEED (Kimotoet al., 2009). The objectives
of JEM/MPAC&SEED and SM/MPAC&SEED are similar.
The JEM is located at the leading edge of ISS and the SM is
located at the trailing edge, therefore the JEM/MPAC&SEED
was expected to encounter a different space environment
than SM/MPAC&SEED encountered. Contamination from

ISS components and thruster firings are expected to be much
lower at the front of the ISS than at the rear. Comparing results
from the two missions will provide a complementary anal-
ysis of contamination effects on material degradation that is
dependent on ISS location.

Service Module/Micro-Particles Capturer and
Space Environment Exposure Device (SM/MPAC&
SEED). The SM/MPAC&SEED experiment consisted of
three identical experiment containers that were deployed
together and then each unit (#1, #2, and #3) was individually
retrieved after varying periods of space exposure (Kimoto
et al., 2009). Each unit (570 mm× 900 mm× 158 mm)
includes identical MPAC and SEED experiment samples.
One unit is shown in Figure 12a along with MPAC&SEED
on ISS (Kimotoet al., 2009). It was the first such varying
duration space exposure experiments on ISS, thus allowing
studies of the deterioration of materials as a function of
exposure duration in LEO to be conducted.

The MPAC is a passive experiment for micrometeoroid
and space debris analysis. MPAC was designed to measure
the number of micrometeoroid and space debris impacts and
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Figure 12. SM/MPAC&SEED experiment: (a) Unit showing both ram and wake sides, the SEED experiment samples (solid line) and the
MPAC samples (dash line) outlined; and (b) Photograph (October 2001) showing the on-orbit configuration of the SM/MPAC & SEED
flight experiments as mounted to a handrail on the ISS SM. Reproduced from Kimotoet al. (2009) c© JAXA.

to capture particle residue for later chemical analysis (Neish
et al., 2005; Kitazawaet al., 2009). The SEED is a space
materials exposure experiment. The SEED consists of 28
samples which included structural materials, inflatable mate-
rials, solid lubrication materials, thermal control materials,
and potting and adhesive materials. The SEED experiment
also included space environment monitoring samples that
monitor the atomic oxygen fluence, UV and space radiation,
and experiment temperatures (Kimotoet al., 2009b).

The SM/MPAC&SEED units were launched to ISS on
Progress M-45 on 21 August 2001. SM/MPAC&SEED was
unpacked and constructed through inter vehicle activity
(Kimoto et al., 2009a). All three structures were mounted
on a handrail outside the SM during an EVA on 15 October
2001 (see Figure 12b). The first unit (#1) was retrieved on
26 August 2002 after 315 days of space exposure and
returned to Earth during Soyuz TM-34. The second unit
(#2) was retrieved on 26 February 2004 after 865 days
of exposure and returned to Earth during Soyuz TMA-3.
After removal of SM/MPAC&SEED #2, the third unit was
repositioned to the location that had been occupied by #2.
The third unit was then retrieved on 18 August 2005 after
1403 days of exposure and returned to Earth during Soyuz
TMA-6 (Kimoto et al., 2009a).

Analysis of atomic oxygen fluence witness samples indi-
cated that substantial contamination occurred during the
SM/MPAC&SEED exposure (Kimotoet al., 2009b). The
contaminant was extensive enough to protect the surface
of the atomic oxygen fluence monitor sample from erosion
(Kimotoet al., 2009b). The SM/MPAC&SEED units showed
high levels of material outgassing induced contamination on
the ram surfaces, and the wake surfaces received contami-

nation through material outgassing and also thruster plume
impingement (Steagallet al., 2009). These contamination
levels affected the experiment results.

Japanese Experiment Module/Micro-Particles Cap-
turer and Space Environment Exposure Device
(JEM/MPAC&SEED). The JEM/MPAC&SEED exper-
iment was exposed to the space environment on the Space
Environment Data Acquisition equipment-Attached Payload
(SEDA-AP), which was attached to the Kibo Exposed Facil-
ity (EF) on ISS (Kimotoet al., 2009c). The SEDA-AP, with
JEM/PMAC&SEED, was launched to ISS during shuttle
mission STS-127 on 15 July 2009, and placed outside the
Kibo-EF on 24 July 2009. JEM/MPAC&SSED was retrieved
on April 9, 2010 after 259 days of space exposure and returned
to Earth on Discovery during shuttle mission STS-131.

The SEDA-AP included eight space environment and
experiment sensors for space environment and material
effects monitoring (Kogaet al., 2002). SEDA-AP mea-
sures the space environment (neutrons, plasma, heavy ions,
high-energy light particles, atomic oxygen, and MMOD)
and environmental effects on space materials and electronic
devices. The position of SEDA-AP on ISS and the location
of the MPAC&SEED on SEDA-AP are shown in Figure 13.

2.4.3 Materials Exposure and Degradation
Experiment (MEDET)

The MEDET is one of the ESA’s European Technology
Exposure Facility (EuTEF) experiments. MEDET is a coop-
eration between different investigators from ESA, the Centre
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Figure 13. Positions of SEDA-AP and JEM/MPAC&SEED, (a) location of SEDA-AP on the ISS Kibo EF and (b) location of
JEM/MPAC&SEED on SEDA-AP. Reproduced from Kimotoet al. (2009) c© American Institute of Physics.

National D’Études Spatiales (CNES), the Office National
d’Etudes et de Researches Aerospatiales (ONERA), and the
University of Southampton (Edwardset al., 2010). MEDET is
an active in-flight experiment which was designed to inves-
tigate the effects of the complex LEO space environment
on material properties, investigate material degradation due
to contamination, and measure the local microparticle flux
(Dinguirardet al., 2001).

EuTEF was launched to ISS on 7 February 2008 dur-
ing the STS-122 shuttle mission. It was placed outside the
ISS Columbus Laboratory during an EVA on 15 February
2008. An image of EuTEF on the Columbus Laboratory taken
during STS-122, with a close-up photograph of MEDET
with labels showing the location of the individual MEDET
experiments, is shown in Figure 14. EuTEF was retrieved
during an EVA on 1 September 2009, after 1.55 years of
space exposure, and returned to Earth during the STS-128
mission.

The MEDET material samples consist of a selection of
thermal control paints and foils, optical glasses, thin solar
sail materials and metallic anodized materials (Tigheet al.,
2009). MEDET’s individual experiments were (Edwards
et al., 2010):

� Syst̀eme Orbital de D̀etection de D̀ebris (SODAD),
a metal oxide semiconductor-type (MOS-type) impact
detector used to characterize the properties of MMOD
particles.

� Quartz Crystal Monitors (QCM), included to measure
molecular contamination and atomic oxygen flux.

� Microcalorimeters, a collection of 14 active
microcalorimeters that were used to measure changes in
the thermo-optical properties of thermal-control coatings.

� Southampton Transient Oxygen and Radiation Monitor
(STORM), a collection of active detectors used to measure
atomic oxygen, UV radiation and X-ray flux.

Figure 14. EuTEF after deployment: (a) Showing its location on the ISS Columbus Laboratory and (b) Close-up photograph of MEDET
with labels listing the different experiments. Courtesy of NASA.
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� Pressure Gauge, a cold cathode-type gauge used to mea-
sure the local pressure outside the ISS.

� Spectrometer, a UV–Vis–NIR optical transmission spec-
trometer system to measure changes in the optical
properties of transparent materials.

MEDET operated successfully in-orbit for nearly
19 months over the period February 2008–September 2009.
In-orbit results acquired over the course of the mission were
obtained, and further studies are on-going to analyze the
in-orbit behavior of the materials, and to determine syner-
gies between the different types of data (Tigheet al., 2009).
The in-orbit results will be complemented with ground-based
measurements of the material samples.

3 SUMMARY

Data from materials spaceflight experiments such as EOIM
III, LDEF, EURECA, MISSE, and SM/MPAC&SEED, along
with returned spacecraft hardware, such as components
retrieved during the HST servicing missions, have provided a
wealth of information on the behavior of many different mate-
rials and devices exposed to the LEO environment. In partic-
ular, the effects of atomic oxygen, radiation, thermal cycling,
and contamination on the deterioration of materials has been
investigated and documented by numerous space agencies.
Spaceflight data have been used for predictive model devel-
opment, such as NASA’s Atomic Oxygen Erosion Yield Pre-
dictive Tool, and the space data have been used to determine
correlations between exposures in ground-test facilities and
space exposure, thus allowing more accurate in-space materi-
als performance predictions to be made based on lower cost
ground-facility testing. In addition, dedicated experiments
and comprehensive inspections of surfaces, such as the LDEF
trays, have documented MMOD impact sites and provided
a better understanding of the MMOD environment, leading
to up-dated MMOD models. More recently, space agencies
such as NASA, ESA, and JAXA have developed active flight
experiments to provide in situ data about the space environ-
ment and its effects on materials and devices. The data from
materials spaceflight experiments have impacted materials
design choices for spacecraft, and improved the survivabil-
ity of spacecraft components, having a direct and significant
impact on space programs around the world.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As described in Polymers in Space, the space environment is
a highly complex system, which creates a multitude of differ-
ent effects on exposed space materials. For this reason, it is
not possible to construct a materials test facility that can “sim-
ulate space.” Instead, test facilities are used to replicate one
or more specific degrading components of the space environ-
ment. The spacecraft materials engineer must consider the
application for which the material is required, specify the
critical materials properties and the degrading factors, and
then choose the test facilities that will allow an assessment
of the critical properties to be made. A summary of the dif-

ferent types of test facility for specific applications and class
of mission is given in Table 1.

The correlation between the space environment degrading
factors and the laboratory simulation must be clearly under-
stood in order to correctly configure the test setup, define
the test parameters, and eventually to interpret the results
of the test. It is essential to correctly define the environ-
ment to which each specific material will be exposed on the
spacecraft, rather than simply using a generic environmen-
tal specification. This may include, for example the direction
in which the material is pointing on the spacecraft and the
effects of shielding from surrounding subsystems.

Environmental factors may combine to produce an effect
on a material that is different from the individual effects acting
alone. These are so-called “synergistic effects.” In general,
this aspect of degradation is very difficult to simulate, in par-
ticular if the acceleration factors required are different (e.g.,
UV radiation compared to charged particle radiation). Spe-
cialist test facilities do exist for synergistic testing, but only
for very specific cases. More often than not, sequential testing
must be performed.

For many applications, particularly related to long-
duration space missions (several years or more), it is not
possible to perform a lifetime test, that is, one that will expose
the material to the actual environment the material will see
over the lifetime of the mission. Therefore, the test facilities
must be designed so that some form of accelerated testing
is possible, and extrapolation laws must be derived from the
test results performed over a shorter time scale in order to
achieve realistic lifetime results.

Ultimately, a trade-off is required between cost, time
available for testing, and technical feasibility, while always
keeping in mind the critical properties of the material for the
given application.
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Table 1. Overview of test facilities used for spacecraft materials testing.

Test facility
Examples of critical material

properties to be tested Possible degradation Class of mission

Vacuum outgassing Total/recovered mass loss Contamination of nearby
surfaces

All vacuum applications

Atomic oxygen simulation Thermo-optical properties,
surface properties
(physical/chemical)

Mass loss due to erosion,
darkening/bleaching

LEOa

Thermal testing
(cycling/temperature ageing)

Mechanical stability, integrity of
coatings and adhesive bonds

Embrittlement, cracking,
delamination

Deep space (resistance to cold
temperature), Inner solar
system (resistance to high
temperature)

Electromagnetic radiation
(UVd , X-rays) and charged
particles (electrons, protons)

Mechanical stability,
thermo-optical properties,
surface properties
(physical/chemical)

Embrittlement, mass loss due to
erosion, darkening/bleaching

LEO, MEOb, GEOc

interplanetary, inner solar
system

Micrometeoroid and orbital
debris

Structural integrity (for large
impacts), surface properties
(for smaller impacts)

Perforation, cracking for brittle
materials, contamination of
nearby surfaces from ejecta

LEO (orbital debris), GEO,
interplanetary
(micro-meteoroids only),
Comet/asteroid intercept
missions

Testing in a pressurized
environment

Offgassing, flammability Crew hazard (toxicity, fire
hazard)

Manned space flight (e.g., Space
Station)

Planetary environment Biocompatibility, hardness,
surface properties,
compatibility with planetary
atmosphere

Contamination of planetary
environment, erosion of
surfaces

Planetary landers

a Low earth orbit.
b Mid earth orbit.
c Geostationary earth orbit.
d Ultraviolet radiation.

2 FACILITY DESIGN AND
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Vacuum systems

The majority of spacecraft materials will be exposed to the
vacuum of space (some exceptions being materials within
pressure vessels, sealed containers, and manned space mod-
ules). Therefore, a vacuum system is an integral part of most
environmental test facilities, and a sound knowledge of vac-
uum techniques is a prerequisite for the designers and users
of these facilities. It is not the intention here to delve deeply
into vacuum technology but rather to emphasize the funda-
mental requirements and design issues to be considered for a
space simulation facility. For further information on vacuum
system design, the reader is referred to the extensive litera-
ture on the subject (see, e.g., Roth, 1976). A schematic of a
typical vacuum system used for a space simulation facility is
shown in Figure 1. It consists of a pumping system, a vacuum
chamber, a range of vacuum diagnostics, and a sample holder.

Cold trap

Vacuum gauges

Source

Pumping system

Sample plate

Contamination
monitoring

Instrumentation
ports

Sample
heating/cooling

Figure 1. General features of a space environmental simulation
facility for materials testing.
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Space environmental vacuum facilities typically operate
in the pressure range of 10−5–10−10 mbar, which broadly
encompasses the range of pressures found from low earth
orbit to deep space (lower pressures can be found, e.g., in
the wake of a spacecraft, but the effort required to gener-
ate such a high level of vacuum is usually not justified).
Various types of vacuum pump can be used, including the
turbo-molecular pump, cryo-pump, ion pump, or diffusion
pump. A backing pump (or fore-pump) is also required, such
as a rotary or diaphragm pump. For ultra-clean applications,
an “oil-free” pump system is preferable to minimize organic
contamination.

The design of the vacuum chamber will obviously depend
upon the specific requirements of the test. However, some of
the common design features are:

� Constructed of materials suitable for use in ultra-high
vacuum (metals, glasses, ceramics). Austenitic stainless
steels, such as Type 304, are commonly used.

� Internal cryogenic shroud to trap condensable contami-
nants. Typically, this will be cooled with liquid nitrogen
(−190◦C).

� Pneumatic valves to isolate the chamber from the pumping
system.

� Bake-out capability, typically in the range 75–400◦C.
The bake-out temperature must be compatible with the
materials in the chamber, especially the seals.

� Viewports (e.g., fused silica for UV, glass for general
viewing, leaded glass as X-ray protection for facilities
producing high-energy protons/electrons).

� Various feed-throughs for provision of services (e.g., opti-
cal, electrical, gas).

� Sample manipulator.

A range of instrumentation may be used to monitor the
vacuum level and vacuum-induced contamination inside the
chamber:

� Pressure gauges (e.g., cold cathode for high vacuum and
Pirani for medium vacuum).

� Residual gas analyzer (RGA).
� Contamination monitoring devices (e.g., Quartz Crystal

Microbalance, QCM, or molecular witness plates).

Sometimes environmental testing is performed without the
use of a vacuum facility, greatly simplifying the test approach.
For example a thermal test facility may be operated using
an inert gas purge. Most of the time, this is done for cost
and time saving. However, care should always be exercised
to ensure that the non-vacuum method is technically justi-
fied, taking into account not only the material being tested,

but also the effect it may have on surrounding parts of the
spacecraft.

2.2 Test environment

The following environmental conditions are normally speci-
fied for the room housing the test facility:

� humidity: 55± 10%,
� temperature: 22± 3 ◦C.

Specialized cleanrooms, which specify the particulate
count in the air (e.g., 100 000, 10 000), are not nor-
mally required, unless dictated by the requirements of the
test.

2.3 Sample handling and storage

Materials undergoing space environmental testing will nor-
mally be very sensitive to external contamination and other
factors (e.g., humidity in the air, exposure to atmospheric
oxygen). Therefore, material samples should generally be
stored in a controlled environment before and after testing.
The requirements to be specified may include:

� temperature;
� humidity (e.g., use of a dry nitrogen purge or a desiccator);
� light levels (e.g., store light-sensitive materials in a UV-

protected environment).

Reference samples should always be kept in controlled
storage during the test campaign.

Typically, samples used for qualification testing should be
kept for 10 years after launch of the satellite.

2.4 Cleanliness and contamination control

Cleanliness and contamination control of the facility is a crit-
ical aspect of the materials test in order to ensure that the
properties of the material being tested are not compromised
by external factors. Many techniques are available to ensure
that the vacuum facility is kept clean (Tribble, 2000). These
include:

� solvent cleaning;
� high-temperature bake-out (e.g., using heater cables

wrapped around the chamber, or an infra-red lamp);
� vent chamber with dry nitrogen after test;
� wear appropriate gloves when handling equipment inside

the chamber;
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� use of cold shroud to trap facility generated outgassing
products during the test.

In order to verify the cleanliness, the following techniques
can be used:

� visual inspection,
� infra-red analysis of witness plates and wipes,
� measurement of mass deposition using QCMs.

In addition, procedures are important to maintain the
cleanliness of the facility, including:

� personnel should be trained with respect to the cleanliness
policy;

� the facility should regularly be audited for cleanliness;
� a pretest should always be performed to verify the clean-

liness of the vacuum facility.

2.5 Measurement philosophy

Materials will suffer from different types of degradation, and
the measurement techniques must be chosen accordingly. If
the changes are stable and permanent (i.e., independent of
time and measurement conditions) then the measurements
can be madeex situ. This means the measurements are per-
formed outside of the test facility, generally in air at ambient
temperature. In general, these type of measurements are eas-
ier to perform, and are far more comprehensive (as standard
equipment can be used that does not need to be interfaced
with the test facility).

If, on the other hand, the changes are unstable (i.e.,
changing with time or measurement conditions), then the
measurements must be madein situ. This means that the mea-
surements are performed while the material is still under test
conditions inside the facility (typically under vacuum). These
measurements are technically far more difficult to perform, as
the equipment must be interfaced with the facility, and influ-
ences from the test environment also have to be taken into
account. However, the results may be far more representative
of the actual behavior of the material in space.

Again, a time/cost trade-off must be performed, which
considers the critical materials properties that need to be
measured and the possible influences from the external envi-
ronment if the material is removed from the test facility.

3 VACUUM OUTGASSING

The outgassing test facility is used to simulate the vacuum
environment and measure the effects of induced contamina-

tion on materials. It is one of the fundamental tests that must
be performed on organic materials to be utilized for vacuum
applications (see also Surface Modification of Space Mate-
rials). There are two types of outgassing test. The first is a
standardized screening test, and the second test is used to
acquire more detailed information about the dynamic out-
gassing behavior of the material.

3.1 Basic screening test method

The basic screening test is a thermal vacuum test that gives
reliable long-term outgassing data for a material when tested
at an elevated temperature of 125◦C for 24 h. Comparisons
for other temperatures are possible, provided that the kinetics
of the outgassing phenomena are similar.

The aim of the basic screening test is two-fold:

� To measure the mass loss of the material (total mass loss,
TML; recovered mass loss, RML).

� To measure the mass of volatile material condensed on a
nearby surface (collected volatile condensable material,
CVCM).

For this test, the typical acceptance requirement is:
TML < 1%; CVCM< 0.1%.

However, an RML< 1% is acceptable if water is not a
contamination risk. More stringent requirements are specified
if the material is in close proximity to sensitive surfaces, for
example, optical components.

If further knowledge about the outgassing characteris-
tics and contamination-producing potential of a material is
required, then a more sophisticated dynamic test must be
performed (see following section).

3.1.1 Facility design

The apparatus for the basic screening test consists of an insert
located inside a high vacuum system, which is accommodated
with the appropriate feedthroughs and access doors. A vac-
uum level of at least 10−7 mbar is required. The insert holds
the material samples, which are placed in small cups in view
of collector plates. Cross-contamination between the differ-
ent samples is reduced using separator plates in front of each
sample. A thermal control system is required to maintain the
samples and the collector plates at the specified temperature
(see Figure 2).

The standard test parameters include:
� time: 24 h
� Tsample: 125◦C
� Tcollector plate: 125◦C
� vacuum:<10−7 mbar.
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25 ºC

125 ºC

Collector plate

Cooling bar

Heater bar

Sample compartment

Separator plate

Figure 2. Test facility configuration for the thermal vacuum out-
gassing screening test.

The mass of material is measured before and after
vacuum exposure using a high-resolution microbalance (pre-
cision± 10�g or better), and the collector plates are analyzed
using infra-red (IR) spectroscopy.

3.1.2 Test standards

ECSS-Q70-02a: Thermal vacuum outgassing test for the
screening of space materials.

ASTM E595-07: Standard test method for total mass loss
and collected volatile condensable materials from outgassing
in a vacuum environment.

3.1.3 Data analysis methodology

The material mass loss is determined by comparison of the
pre- and post-test mass measurements of the material sam-
ples and the CVCM is determined by comparison of the pre-
and post-test mass of the collector plates. IR analysis of the
collector plates can also be performed to assess the nature of
the condensed contaminants.

The validity of the test as a means of evaluating the suit-
ability of a material for a specific application depends upon
the environment to which it will be exposed, as well as the
proximity of contamination critical surfaces. It is a time-
temperature accelerated test, in that the test temperature is
higher than the in-orbit operational temperature of the mate-
rial, in order to predict the material’s outgassing behavior over
extended time periods (i.e., far in excess of the test duration
of 24 h). For this reason, the test is not valid for materials that
will be subjected to operational temperatures above 125◦C
for short periods of time, or temperatures above 50◦C for
extended periods of time. In addition, the measurement of the

contamination potential is strictly only valid for collectors at
25◦C with similar sticking coefficients.

3.2 Dynamic test method

This type of test is used to characterize the kinetics of
the release of outgassing products from spacecraft mate-
rials. It determines both the total mass flux evolved by a
material when exposed to a vacuum environment and the
deposition of this flux on surfaces held at various specified
temperatures. Quantitative information is derived regarding
outgassing acceleration factors, activation energies, and res-
idence time-temperature dependencies.

3.3 Facility design

Two different types of test facility are commonly used, and
both rely on highly sensitive mass measurement devices:

1. Vacuum balance quartz crystal (VBQC) method: the
sample is suspended from a vacuum microbalance and
the mass loss is measuredin situ while the deposited out-
gassing flux is characterized by QCMs (Van Eesbeek and
Zwaal, 1985).

2. ASTM 1559 method: the sample is placed in an effu-
sion cell and the mass loss is derived from the deposited
outgassing flux on QCMs with a well-defined view factor.

Both types of facility have the common features of a
high vacuum chamber, with internal cryogenic shroud. A
schematic of a generic VBQC facility is shown in Figure 3.

Vacuum balance

Cryogenic shroud

Quartz crystal microbalance

Material sample

Quartz crystal microbalance

Vacuum 
chamber

Figure 3. Schematic of a generic test facility used for dynamic out-
gassing testing based on the vacuum balance quartz crystal (VBQC)
method.
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3.4 Test standards

ASTM E1559-09: Standard test method for contamination
outgassing characteristics of spacecraft materials.

3.5 Data analysis methodology

This type of outgassing test can generate a large amount of
data, and many different analytical techniques are available
to interpret the results. The overall aim is to predict the con-
tamination potential of materials on critical surfaces of the
spacecraft over the mission lifetime. A series of tests are per-
formed with different sample and QCM temperatures, and
extrapolation methods are used to predict the long-term con-
tamination potential. The test also gives information about
the specific outgassing species involved.

Critical parameters include:

� View factor between QCM and material.
� Definition of the material sample (e.g., configuration, pro-

cessing and thermal history, composition, environmental
conditioning before the test).

For further information, the reader is referred to Van
Eesbeek and Zwaal (1985) and the ASTM 1559 test standard.

4 ATOMIC OXYGEN SIMULATION

This type of facility is used to simulate the effects of atomic
oxygen (AO) on spacecraft materials in low earth orbit. It is
applicable for materials on the outside of the spacecraft, and
the tests are normally performed during the early develop-
ment phases of the space project. There are a wide range of
different atomic oxygen simulation techniques available, and
none can be referred to as the “ideal space simulator.” The
materials test engineer must carefully choose a technique that
will give the best information for the application, taking into
account the limitations involved.

4.1 Facility design

An atomic oxygen simulation facility typically consists of an
atomic oxygen source, a primary vacuum chamber, a sam-
ple chamber, and a range of diagnostics to monitor both
the characteristics of the atomic oxygen (AO) beam and the
degradation on the material. The following are some of the

requirements that the test engineer may need to consider when
choosing a facility:

� atomic oxygen flux and fluence,
� energy distribution of the atoms,
� other species produced by the source (e.g., ions,

molecules),
� ultraviolet (UV)/vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation pro-

duced by the source,
� pulsed or continuous operation,
� sample temperature,
� acceleration factor,
� available diagnostics,
� background chamber pressure.

The key factor is usually the type of source, and some
of the options available are described in the following
section.

4.1.1 The atomic oxygen source

Atomic oxygen sources can be broadly defined as thermal and
hyperthermal, and within these categories, numerous tech-
niques have been developed. Each technique differs in the
range of atomic oxygen characteristics produced, such as the
flux, fluence, ionization ratio, and velocity.

The thermal sources can produce high atom fluxes for
accelerated testing, but the energies are limited to a few
tenths of an electron volt (<1 km s−1), which is not repre-
sentative of the high collision velocities that occur in LEO.
However, this type of source is generally much simpler and
cheaper to construct, and can be used to perform screening
tests that determine the relative performance of materials.
These sources are commonly based on laboratory plasma
generators (e.g., microwave).

The hyperthermal sources generate directional atom
beams that impinge upon the samples at velocities that
are more representative of the relative collision velocity
between the atoms and the spacecraft encountered in LEO
(7–8 km s−1). A method is required first to dissociate molec-
ular oxygen and then to accelerate the beam. Generally this
involves production of oxygen ions followed by neutraliza-
tion, although other nonionic techniques can be used (e.g.,
electron-stimulated desorption).

The hyperthermal atom beam sources are much more com-
plex in their principle of operation and construction compared
to the thermal sources, and many techniques have been devel-
oped over the years. Some of the common types used are
shown in Table 2, and a schematic of a typical facility based
on a laser detonation beam source is shown in Figure 4.
For more information, the reader is referred to the extensive
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Oxygen gas

Molecular beam valve

Expansion nozzle

Time-of-flight
velocity measurement

Sample holder
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Focussing lens

Steering mirror

10.6 micron
laser beam

AO beam

Figure 4. Schematic of a laser detonation hyperthermal atomic oxygen beam source.

literature on the subject (see, e.g., Banks and Rutledge, 1988;
Kleimanet al., 2003).

4.2 Test standards

ASTM E2089-00: Standard practices for ground laboratory
atomic oxygen interaction evaluation of materials for space
applications.

Table 2. Common hyperthermal atomic oxygen beam sources.

Beam characteristics

Type of source
Acceleration
mechanisms

Energy
(eV)

Flux density
(cm−2 s−1)

RF or
microwave
plasma

Electrostatic/
supersonic
expansion

1–20 5× 1015−1017

Laser
breakdown

Detonation/blast
wave in
supersonic
nozzle

5–15 5× 1014−1017

Ion source Electrostatic 30–50 1014

RF arc discharge Supersonic
expansion

1–5 1015−1016

Spark discharge
plasma

Shockwave/
supersonic
expansion

1–5 5× 1015−1018

Dissociation/
diffusion

Electron-
stimulated
disorption

4–6 5× 1013

4.3 Data analysis methodology

One of the key parameters derived from the atomic oxygen
test is the bulk erosion rate of the material. This is calcu-
lated from the measured thickness or mass loss of the sample
using equations (1) and (2). The effective fluence is usu-
ally calculated from the erosion of a witness sample with a
known in-space erosion yield derived from flight experiments
(see Space Environment Simulation and Materials Testing).
Kapton HN is most commonly used:

Es = �xs

Fk

(1)

whereEs = erosion rate (cm3 atom−1 s−1); �xs = thickness
loss of the sample (cm);Fk = effective fluence (atoms cm−2);
Es = erosion rate (cm3 atom−1 s−1).

Es = �Ms

AsρsFk

(2)

whereEs is the erosion rate (cm3 atom−1 s−1), �Ms the mass
loss (g),As the surface area of the sample exposed to atomic
oxygen (cm2), Fk the effective fluence (atoms cm−2), andρs

is the density of the material (g cm−2).
If the material has an erosion rate that is linear to the flux,

then this calculation can be used to predict the total thick-
ness loss for the material over the duration of a mission, from
the short-term test data. However, care must be taken using
this approach, as some materials do not behave in a linear
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manner. For example a self-protecting outer layer may be
formed after a relatively short duration exposure, and equa-
tions (1) and (2) would predict an unrealistically high erosion.
Therefore, the nature of the material should always be taken
into account when interpreting the results of the atomic oxy-
gen test, and further analysis should be performed on the
material after the exposure if necessary (e.g., chemical sur-
face analysis, topographical imaging, mechanical analysis).
Facility-related factors also need to be taken into account,
such as the amount of UV produced by the source, or the
percentage of ions in the beam.

5 THERMAL TESTING

To simulate the effect of the thermal space environment on
materials, two types of test can be considered:

� Thermal cycling: Materials can be exposed to tempera-
tures between−150◦C (materials exposed to deep space)
and+350◦C (materials in direct sunlight, inner solar sys-
tem missions).

� Thermal aging/endurance: Materials are exposed for pro-
longed periods at high or low temperature.

Applicable materials are adhesives, potting compounds,
printed circuit boards, structural composites, thermal control
coatings, and soldered or welded joints.

5.1 Facility design

To correctly replicate the space environment, thermal tests
should be carried out in a vacuum chamber, at a work-
ing pressure of 1× 10−5 mbar or lower. However, it is also
common industry practice to perform some types of ther-
mal test in an inert atmosphere (e.g., argon, nitrogen). The
latter approach is normally adopted for cost saving and sim-
plicity, but care must be taken to ensure that the test is
representative.

In either case, the following common design features are
required in the thermal test facility:

� Accurate temperature control and monitoring instrumen-
tation (±1 ◦C or better).

� Temperature ramping capability (typical the heating/
cooling rate will be about 5–10◦C min−1).

� Sample holder that allows good thermal contact with the
material under test.

� Cold shroud and heating plate.

5.2 Test standards

ECSS-Q-ST-70-04A: Thermal testing for the evaluation of
space materials, processes, mechanical parts, and assemblies.

5.3 Data analysis methodology

The material properties to be analyzed will depend on the spe-
cific application. Analysis methods may include mechanical
testing, visual examination, thermo-optical property mea-
surements, and surface roughness measurements.

For thermal cycling tests, the number of cycles and dwell
times required for validation of a material need to be agreed
with the customer.

For thermal aging tests, long-term predictions may be
required based on a limited-duration test, and thermal analy-
sis techniques can be used (e.g., thermo-gravimetric analysis,
TGA, dynamic mechanical analysis, DMA, and differential
scanning calorimetry, DSC). Extensive literature is available
on this subject (see, e.g., Heltzel, Semprimoschnig and van
Eesbeek, 2008; Brown, 1998).

6 ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
AND CHARGED PARTICLES

This type of testing covers ionizing (VUV, X-rays, elec-
trons, protons) and nonionizing radiation (solar photons) –
see The Plasma and Radiation Environment in Earth Orbit.
This testing is applicable for external spacecraft materials,
such as thermal blankets, paints, solar cell adhesives, and
optical components. The critical material properties are the
thermo-optical properties and the mechanical properties. The
general facility design, the test standards, and the data anal-
ysis methodology are similar for all of the testing, with the
main difference being the sources used.

6.1 Facility design

A typical simulation facility will have most of the common
features described previously. For the UV sources operating
above 100 nm, the light is directed into the chamber through
a UV grade window (fused silica above 200 nm, and MgF2 in
the range 100–200 nm). For the far UV and particle sources,
the device is connected directly onto the chamber flange.

6.1.1 UV sources

There are several types of UV source available, depending
on the type of testing required. Some of the most common
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Table 3. Common UV radiation sources.

UV source Wavelength

Xenon arc lamp >200 nm

Mercury arc, carbon arc >200 nm

Hydrogen or deuterium <200 nm

Capillary type windowless discharge
(e.g., Hinterriger, Tanaka)

90–200 nm
(hydrogen)
50–160 nm (helium)

are listed in Table 3. The output from a properly filtered
xenon lamp most closely represents the solar spectrum above
200 nm, and these lamps can be found in commercially avail-
able solar simulators.

Hydrogen and deuterium lamps are also available com-
mercially, and they are used to simulate the UV radiation
environment below 200 nm.

The other types of lamp are generally only found in spe-
cialist purpose-built facilities performing highly specialized
testing. The spectrum from these lamps can give high acceler-
ation factors in the UV (e.g., 5–20 solar constants), although
the spectral output is not necessarily fully representative of
the solar spectrum. However, for many types of material, the
most significant degradation occurs in the UV below 300 nm,
and this type of testing is used to assess the material response
in this range.

An important feature of the UV source is the intensity
of radiation emitted outside the UV, and in particular the
IR. This can cause undesired heating of the samples, espe-
cially for accelerated testing. Therefore, it is very important
to accurately characterize the spectrum of the source, and to
carefully measure and control the sample temperature during
exposure. Excess IR radiation from high-power lamps can
be removed by filtering, using for example a dichroic filter
or a water filter. For accurate UV testing, it is also essential
for the UV detectors to be periodically recalibrated. The UV
lamp output will decrease significantly over the lifetime of
the lamp, and thus UV measurements before and after each
test are normally required.

6.1.2 Charged particle sources

The most common charged particle source for space environ-
ment testing of materials is the particle accelerator. Different
types of accelerator are commercially available, mainly based
on the Van de Graaff generator or electron gun (1–100 keV).
Custom-built sources are also utilized. A schematic of an
electron gun is shown in Figure 5, and typical operating
characteristics are given in Table 4.

Cathode filament

Grid Anode

Focussing optics Deflection optics

Electron beam 

Figure 5. Main features of an electron gun used for particle radia-
tion testing.

Radioactive beta-particle sources can also be used, and a
wide range of radioactive isotopes are available. The sources
can be used individually or combined, to produce electron
spectra similar to that in space, but it is not possible to obtain
electron damage data as a function of discrete energies.

6.1.3 Thermal control

Thermal control of the materials and accurate temperature
measurement are crucial for this type of testing, as the radi-
ation source can generate significant amounts of heat.

Two thermal control methods exist:

1. Insulate the material from its surroundings, so that it
comes into thermal equilibrium. The temperature will
depend on the source irradiance, the chamber wall
temperature, and the thermo-optical properties of the
material.

2. Place the material in good thermal contact with a ther-
mally controlled sample plate. In this case, the thermal
contact is critical, especially when testing thin foils. Vac-
uum is an extremely good thermal insulator, and small
gaps between the material and the sample plate can cause
significant temperature gradients.

If the material is in good thermal contact with the sam-
ple plate, then a temperature measurement on the plate may
suffice, using, for example a thermo-couple. However, direct
measurements of the sample surface can be used, using a
technique such as IR imaging or pyrometry.

Table 4. Typical characteristics of an electron gun.

Beam energy 100 eV to 100 keV
Beam current 1 nA to 1 mA
Spot size 15–75 mm at 100 mm working distance
Beam deflection External magnetic quadropole
Cathode types Refractory metal, barium oxide, coated iridium
Beam stability >2% after warm-up
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6.2 Test standards

ECSS-Q-ST-70-06C: Particle and UV radiation testing for
space materials.

ISO 15856:2003 Space systems – Space environment –
Simulation guidelines for radiation exposure of nonmetallic
materials.

ASTM E512-94(2004): Standard practice for combined,
simulated space environment testing of thermal control mate-
rials with electromagnetic and particulate radiation.

6.3 Data analysis methodology

For ionizing radiation, the absorbed dose as a function of
depth into the material must be considered, and the aim is
to simulate the dose profile using the same type of ionizing
radiation that the material will encounter on the spacecraft
(Briskman et al., 2001; Briskman, 2005). It is generally
accepted that ionizing VUV radiation does not need to be
taken into account if the dose is small (e.g.,<1%) of the par-
ticle radiation dose. For nonionizing radiation, it is generally
assumed that the major degradation of materials is due to UV
photons with wavelengths in the range of 200–400 nm (near
UV).

The methodology used for this type of testing is based on
so-called reciprocity, that is, the effect of radiation is only a
function of absorbed dose and is independent of dose rate.
For accelerated UV testing, it is commonly accepted that
reciprocity is valid up to about three solar constants, in the
wavelength region of interest (i.e., near and far UV). For
particulate radiation, it has been shown that reciprocity is
valid over a much wider range, and acceleration factors of 100
are commonly used. However, the test setup should always be
carefully evaluated if lifetime predictions are to be made from
short-term test results. There are many other factors that may
affect the integrity of the test data, such as the accuracy of the
flux measurement, the spatial and temporal nonuniformity of
the flux across the sample surface, the correlation between
the solar spectrum and the source spectrum, and the location
on the sample at which the measurements are performed.

7 MICRO-METEOROIDS AND ORBITAL
DEBRIS

These facilities are used to simulate the high velocity impacts
between external spacecraft materials and micro-meteoroids
and orbital debris (see Space Debris, Micrometeoroids, and
Corrosion in Space).

7.1 Facility design

A typical simulation facility will consist of a projectile accel-
eration apparatus, a vacuum system, a sample holder, and a
range of diagnostics for measuring the characteristics of the
projectile and studying the impact (Siguier and Mandeville,
2007).

Several different types of facility exist, and the one to be
used depends on a variety of user requirements:

1. number of projectiles that impact the sample per test,
2. shape, size, mass, and velocity of projectiles,
3. thermodynamic state of projectiles,
4. angle of impact,
5. chamber pressure.

In addition, from an economical point of view, the user
will also be interested in the number of impact tests that can
be performed in a given length of time, and the operating cost
of the facility.

7.1.1 Projectile acceleration methods

The most common techniques for accelerating the projectile
are:

� Two-stage light gas gun, consisting of a powder chamber,
a pump tube, a high-pressure coupling, and a launch tube
containing the projectile.

� Plasma gun, which accelerates a collection of projectiles
along a launch tube due to the aerodynamic forces exerted
on them by an expanding plasma.

� Electrostatic dust accelerator, which is an adoption of the
Van de Graff linear accelerators used in nuclear physics
to accelerate ions.

The three techniques cover a wide range of particle size
and velocity regimes, as summarized in Table 5. Other tech-
niques that can also be used are the electric gun, the explosive
multi-stage launcher, and laser-based techniques. Further
information is given in Zukas (1995.)

7.2 Test standards

ISO/AWI 11227: Space systems – Test procedure to eval-
uate spacecraft material ejecta upon hypervelocity impact,
proposed for future publication: 22 May 2010.
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Table 5. Common particle acceleration methods.

Particle characteristics

Type Diameter (�m) Mass (kg) Velocity (km s−1) Shape Composition

Two-stage light gas gun 40–1000 10−3–10−6 3–7 Spherical Aluminum, Al2O3, glass
Plasma gun 50–400 10−6–10−10 5–20 Spherical Al2O3, silicon carbide
Electrostatic dust accelerator 0.02–4 10−10–10−13 1–215 Spherical Iron, boron carbide, aluminum

7.3 Data analysis methodology

The data analysis methods depend on the size/velocity regime
being tested. For high-energy applications, the requirement
is normally to predict the shielding capability of materials
due to single-impact events, when the impacting particle may
have the capability to penetrate the material. In this case, the
test data is used to validate computer models that can predict
the material strength and penetration limit under the extreme
pressure and temperature conditions encountered in the mate-
rial during the impact. Empirical impact equations have also
been developed to predict penetration limits for materials as
a function of material type, thickness, the size, and velocity
of the impacting particle (Herrmann and Wilbeck, 1987).

For lower energy impacts, the aim is to determine the
degradation of the surface properties of the material due to
multiple impacts over extended periods of time. The damage
mechanisms will depend upon the type of material, and the
material can be analyzed after the test to measure:

� individual crater morphologies,
� ejecta patterns on surrounding surfaces,
� changes in the chemical nature of the surface of the mate-

rial.

8 TESTING IN A PRESSURIZED
ENVIRONMENT

This type of testing is used primarily to ensure that materi-
als are compatible with the safety requirements for manned
spaceflight (see Human Spaceflight Risk Management for a
more detailed discussion of manned spaceflight risk manage-
ment). In this case, the environment is a pressurized one, and a
high vacuum facility is not required (although pre-evacuation
of the test chamber may be necessary).

8.1 Offgassing

The aim of this test is to determine the trace contami-
nants released by nonmetallic materials in a pressurized

atmosphere due to offgassing. In the closed environment of
a crew compartment, these could be potentially toxic, even
in small quantities. The test can be performed on individual
materials or, more commonly, on assembled articles of flight
hardware.

A sealed test chamber is required, which can be pre-
evacuated and then back-filled with the gas of interest. The
volume of the sample or article should not occupy less than
one third of the total chamber volume, in order to avoid over-
dilution of the offgassed products. There must be a capability
to heat the samples and to sample the atmosphere. The gas
is analyzed using gas chromotography/mass spectrometry
(GC/MS), which is a technique widely used in many fields.
For further information, the reader is referred to the extensive
literature on the subject, for example McMaster and Marvin
1998.

Standards: ECSS-Q-ST-70-29C, Determination of off-
gassing products from materials and assembled articles to
be used in a manned space vehicle crew compartment.

ISO 14624-3:2005 Space systems – Safety and compat-
ibility of materials – Part 3: Determination of offgassed
products from materials and assembled articles.

8.2 Flammability

A series of tests can be performed to determine the flamma-
bility characteristics of nonmetallic materials, with respect to
the ease of ignition and the potential for flame propagation.
Basic screening tests (upper flame propagation, oxygen con-
centration limit) assess the performance of the material under
worse-case conditions. However, for some applications, these
tests may be unrealistically harsh (e.g., flammable material
used to bond two nonflammable substrates together). Then,
another series of tests can be performed using the material
in a more representative configuration. Various designs of
facility are used for flammability testing, and some of the
key requirements are:
� chamber with various electrical and gas feedthroughs,
� viewing window,
� accurate gas flow control,
� ignition source (spark igniter).
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Standards: ECSS-Q-70-21A, Flammability testing for the
screening of space materials, ISO 14624 series.

9 OTHER ENVIRONMENTS

9.1 Lunar and planetary environments

Lunar and planetary environments differ in a number of
aspects from the general space environments described above
(see The Interplanetary and Planetary Environments), and
dedicated test facilities are required. For example, missions
to the surface of Mars may need to consider the effects of dust
erosion, compatibility of materials with the Martian atmo-
sphere, and sterilization/bioburden issues. For this type of
testing, a climate chamber could be used, with accurate con-
trol over the temperature, humidity, and gas composition. It
is likely that this type of test facility will become more com-
mon in the future, as manned missions to the surfaces of the
moon and other planets gain more prominence.

9.2 Spacecraft launch and re-entry

During launch and re-entry, the spacecraft passes through
a wide range of different environments for short periods of
time, ranging from atmosphere to high vacuum (see Launch
Environment). For materials testing, facilities are not con-
structed to simulate the exposure of the material to the entire
environment. Instead, specific tests are performed to evaluate
possible degradation mechanisms. This may include:

� stress corrosion testing (see Materials Spaceflight Exper-
iments),

� mechanical testing,
� high-temperature testing (see Thermal Protection Sys-

tems (TPSs)),
� compatibility testing.

9.3 Synergistic environments

As mentioned in Section 1, environmental factors may com-
bine to produce an effect on a material that is different from
the individual effects acting alone. Facilities for so-called
synergistic testing can be constructed by combining several
different sources into the same vacuum chamber. There are a
multitude of permutations, of which some typical ones are:

� UV and particle radiation,
� atomic oxygen and UV radiation,
� thermal cycling and UV radiation.

Clearly, the complexity of the facility will increase as addi-
tional sources are added. The engineer must carefully assess
the benefits of such developments and the potential results
against the time and cost involved. In many cases, it may
be better to look more deeply into the material properties
being tested and perform a series of well-directed experi-
ments with individual test facilities, rather than trying to build
the ultimate synergistic test facility.

9.4 On-ground environment

The on-ground environment can have a crucial effect on the
degradation characteristics of some materials, particularly
for missions when there is a long pre-flight storage period.
Factors to consider are the humidity environment, the com-
position of the atmosphere, and possible compatibility issues
between different materials. For critical materials, particu-
larly surface coatings, an accelerated humidity test is often
performed as part of the overall evaluation program.

10 SUMMARY AND FURTHER READING

The design and types of ground-based test facilities used to
simulate the effects of the space environment on materials
have been described. Thechapter hasprovidedcomprehen-
sive information about vacuum outgassing, atomic oxygen
simulation, thermal testing, electromagnetic radiation and
charged particle testing, micro-meteoroids and orbital debris
testing, and testing in a pressurized environment. Testing
in other environments, such as lunar, planetary, spacecraft
launch, and re-entry, has also been briefly mentioned. Infor-
mation has been provided about the practical design of the
facilities as well as data analysis methodologies and test
standards.

It has been shown that ground-based test facilities pro-
vide the spacecraft engineer with extremely useful tools
to assist in the design and selection of materials for many
different types of space mission. However, it has been empha-
sized that the test conditions must be carefully selected
in order to take account of the critical materials proper-
ties and the environmental degrading factors relevant to the
application.

Although some of the techniques discussed are standard-
ized and have been the norm for many years, this is also a
rapidly evolving field. New test techniques will be required
to keep up with technological advances in the field (e.g.,
nano-materials, smart materials), and to validate the perfor-
mance of materials for the ever increasing duration of space
missions.
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For further reading on this subject, the conference series
“International Symposium on Materials in a Space Envi-
ronment,” organized every 3 years by the European Space
Agency (ESA), the French Space Agency (CNES), and the
French Aerospace Centre (ONERA), provides in-depth infor-
mation on specific test facilities and recent advances in the
field of space environmental testing of materials.
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1 BACKGROUND

“Flight Mechanics and Dynamics, Stability and Control, and
Navigation,” Volume 5, Part 22 covers a number of topics
in the areas of flight mechanics, flight dynamics, stability
and control, and navigation, all applied to various types of
aerial vehicles: fixed-wing and rotary-wing, inhabited and
uninhabited, civil and military. This chapter is intended to set
the scene for the subsequent chapters in this part. Thus, it will
cover some fundamental aspects of aerial vehicle stability and
control, discuss some special features of vertical or short take-
off and landing (V/STOL) aircraft flight control, not covered
elsewhere in this part, and introduce the subsequent chapters.

2 THE SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM

Any aerial vehicle has six degrees of freedom, that is, it
is free to move in three mutually-perpendicular directions
(forwards/backwards, up/down and sideways) and to rotate

about three mutually-perpendicular axes (roll, yaw and pitch).
These six degrees of freedom, together with appropriate
axes and notation, are illustrated in Fixed-Wing Control and
Handling Qualities, for a typical fixed-wing aircraft and in
Special Features of Guided Weapon Stability and Control,
for a guided weapon. Before proceeding, some terminology
used later in this chapter will be defined briefly. The con-
trols in the pilot’s cockpit (the stick or yoke, rudder pedals
etc) are referred to here asinceptors. The control surfaces
on the airframe (ailerons, elevators etc) are referred to as
effectors.

It is unusual for any aerial vehicle to offer individual con-
trol of each of these six degrees of freedom. Thus, on a tradi-
tional fixed-wing aircraft, as discussed in Fixed-Wing Control
and Handling Qualities, the pilot will be able to control the
roll (using the ailerons), the pitch (using the elevators), the
yaw (using the rudder) and longitudinal acceleration (using
the engine throttle). These controls are illustrated in Static
Longitudinal Stability. Note that there is not normally any
direct control of lateral or vertical motions, which are instead
produced as a result of roll and pitch respectively.

Guided weapons generally follow the control concept de-
scribed above but, as described in Special Features of Guided
Weapon Stability and Control, there are exceptions to this. It
is possible to generate direct sideforce or normal force vari-
ation, either with rocket thrusters located close to the center
of gravity (c.g.) – for example, Aster – or with a cruciform
arrangement of variable-incidence wings close to the c.g.

Traditional single-rotor helicopters, as discussed in
Rotary-Wing Control and Handling Qualities, offer the pilot
direct control of normal force (via the main rotor collective
pitch control), lateral and longitudinal force (via the main
rotor cyclic pitch control) and yaw (via the tail rotor collec-
tive control). Pitching and rolling moments are not directly
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2 Flight Mechanics

controlled but are side effects of the application of longitudi-
nal or lateral cyclic, respectively.

On multi-rotor helicopters the controls are similar to the
above but with subtle differences in implementation. Thus,
yaw control is achieved through the yaw pedals applying dif-
ferential cyclic pitch to the two main rotors (tilting the two
rotor discs in opposite directions) if in tandem or side-by-side
configuration, or differential collective pitch to the rotors (to
produce differential torques between the two rotors) if in co-
axial configuration. On tandem rotor helicopters, application
of longitudinal (fore and aft) cyclic pitch is supported by
differential collective pitch to help generate a pitching mo-
ment on the airframe. Similarly, on side-by-side rotor aircraft
application of lateral (sideways) cyclic pitch is supported by
differential collective pitch to help generate a rolling moment.

Compound helicopters feature the addition of fixed wings
(for extra lift at high speeds) and/or propulsors (for extra
thrust). Such approaches are generally used to overcome the
limited maximum speed capability of a conventional heli-
copter (see Rotary-Wing Flight Mechanics). One side effect
of fitting a propulsor, however, is that longitudinal transla-
tion can then be de-coupled from airframe pitching, offering
potential control, and maneuverability advantages over a con-
ventional configuration.

3 AERIAL VEHICLE STABILITY

Aerial vehicle stability is concerned with the vehicle’s be-
haviour following a disturbance from the equilibrium con-
dition. Static stability is concerned with the initial tendency
of the vehicle to return to its equilibrium condition, whereas
dynamic stability is concerned with the ensuing motion. To
simplify the analysis of aerial vehicle stability, it is usual to
consider the vehicle motions described above in two groups:
longitudinal motions and lateral/directional motions. The
longitudinal plane, or symmetry plane, contains the aircraft’s
longitudinal (fuselage) axis and the vertical fin; this plane is
vertical when the aircraft is flying straight and level. Longi-
tudinal motions include pitching, and linear motions along
the longitudinal (fore and aft) and heaving (up and down)
axes. The lateral plane contains the aircraft’s longitudinal
(fuselage) axis and the wings (assuming no dihedral); this
plane is horizontal when the aircraft is flying straight and
level. Lateral motions include roll, sideslip, and yaw (see,
e.g., Hancock, 1995). Note that some authors refer to yaw as
a directional motion (Anderson, 2000).

3.1 Static Stability

Static stability is merely concerned with the initial response
of an aerial vehicle to a disturbance. The classes of static

stability are defined as follows.

� Stable (also referred to as positive stability) – the vehicle
tends to return to its equilibrium condition after a distur-
bance.

� Neutrally stable – the vehicle remains in its disturbed con-
dition.

� Unstable (also referred to as negative stability) – the ve-
hicle tends to move further away from its equilibrium
condition in the same direction as the initial disturbance.

These three conditions are illustrated in Figure 1 for an aft-
tailed, fixed-wing aerial vehicle of fixed geometry but vari-
able center of gravity (c.g.) position. In each case the vehicle
is in trim before the disturbance occurs.

The effect of a pitching disturbance (caused, for example,
by an up-gust) is to increase the lift of both wing and tail sur-
faces. The line of action of the resultant of the two lift forces
passes through a point on the longitudinal axis of the aerial
vehicle known as theneutral point (i.e., the aerodynamic cen-
ter of the whole vehicle) and it is the relationship between
the position of this point and the vehicle c.g. that determines
whether or not the vehicle is statically stable. This distance is
called thestatic margin and it is positive if the neutral point
is aft of the cg, that is, if the vehicle is statically stable.

Figure 1. Three cases of longitudinal static stability: stable; neutral;
unstable.
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Figure 2. The three categories of aperiodic dynamic stability.

3.2 Dynamic stability

Dynamic stability is concerned with the time-history of the
motion of a vehicle following a disturbance from the equilib-
rium condition. Any detailed analysis of aerial vehicle mo-
tion is necessarily highly complex because of the inherent
non-linearity in the aerodynamic quantities, including cross-
couplings (see Longitudinal Dynamic Stability, Fixed-Wing
Lateral and Directional Dynamic Stability, and Rotary-Wing
Dynamic Stability) and the six spatial degrees of freedom
that the vehicle has (see Section 2 of this chapter).

Nevertheless, for small perturbations, linearity can be as-
sumed and cross-coupling effects are small. It is therefore
possible to gain some insight into vehicle dynamic behaviour
without introducing these complications. As with static sta-
bility, the motion is identified as stable, neutrally stable or
unstable but there are two basic types of motion possible –
periodic andaperiodic. Dealing with the second of these first,
and for a single degree of freedom system, the responses of
systems classified as above are shown in Figure 2.

It is clear that, where the system is non-oscillatory,
dynamic and static stability are qualitatively identical. A
measure of dynamic stability or instability is provided by
the time for the amplitude of the motion to change to one

Initial disturbance

Initial disturbance

Stable

Neutral

Unstable

Trim

Trim

Trim
Time
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Time

Time
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Figure 3. The three categories of periodic dynamic stability.
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4 Flight Mechanics

half of (stable), or double (unstable), the amplitude of the
original disturbance.

In the case of oscillatory motion (see Figure 3), the mo-
tion may be convergent (damped), neutral or divergent cor-
responding to the classes of stability already described. Note
that all cases illustrated are statically stable; static stability is
therefore a necessary but not sufficient condition for dynamic
stability.

4 V/STOL AIRCRAFT STABILITY
AND CONTROL

Subsequent chapters in Part 22 Volume 5, will consider fixed-
wing static (Static Longitudinal Stability and Static Lat-
eral Stability) and dynamic (Longitudinal Dynamic Stabili
and Fixed-Wing Lateral and Directional Dynamic Stability)
stability, and rotary-wing static (Rotary-Wing Static Stabil-
ity) and dynamic (Rotary-Wing Dynamic Stability) stabil-
ity. Similarly, fixed-wing (Fixed-Wing Control and Handling
Qualities) and rotary-wing (Rotary-Wing Control and Han-
dling Qualities) control and handling qualities are discussed.
There are some aerial vehicles, however, that exhibit some
of the characteristics of both fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft;
these are V/STOL aircraft – aircraft capable of hover and ver-
tical flight as well as fixed-wing forward flight. Two particular
cases will be considered here to illustrate some of the special
issues of such vehicles: a tiltrotor such as the Bell Boeing V-
22 Osprey (see Figure 4) and a jet-lift V/STOL aircraft such
as the Hawker Siddeley Harrier and its derivatives.

4.1 Rotary-wing V/STOL

The Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey can be described as a con-
vertiplane, that is it can convert between rotary-wing and
fixed-wing flight modes by tilting the engine and rotor as-
semblies at the tips of its fixed wings. Similar convertiplane

Figure 4. Bell Boeing V-22 Osprey tiltrotor aircraft (photo: author).

concepts, flown as concept demonstrators in the past, are tilt-
wings, where the entire wing, engine and rotor assemblies
rotate between helicopter and fixed-wing modes. Tilt-wings
overcome one particular problem that tilt-rotors experience -
download on the wings (possibly as much as 30% of rotor
thrust) caused by rotor downwash – but at the expense of
a very limited transition corridor. As a tilt-wing aircraft de-
celerates from wing-borne flight to the hover it must rotate
its rotors towards the helicopter mode to generate a vertical
component of thrust. In doing so, the wing is put to an in-
creasingly high angle of attack, generating a large lift force
that causes the aircraft trajectory to “balloon” and approach-
ing stall. The combination of flight speed, flight trajectory,
and wing angle must, therefore, be very carefully controlled
with a tilt-wing aircraft. One concept to overcome both this
problem and the tiltrotor wing download problem was ex-
plored in the European “Erica” project – only tilting the part
of the wing in the rotor downwash.

The discussion above illustrates the key to any success-
ful V/STOL aircraft design, which is the transition between
hover and up-and-away flight. Making this process intuitive
and easily controllable for the pilot imposes demands on the
airframe and control system designers. The tiltrotor concept
lends itself to a simple transition process – tilting the rotors
(also called proprotors because of their dual function) and,
hence, vectoring the thrust. As explained earlier in this chap-
ter, however, the controls in fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft
are different in concept and operation, so there is a need to
blend between the two different control regimes during flight
transition. Figure 5 shows the control effectors for the V-22
in helicopter mode, whereas Figure 6 shows the same for
fixed-wing mode.

During vertical takeoff, conventional helicopter controls
are used (see above, and Rotary-Wing Flight Mechanics &

Figure 5. Bell Boeing V-22 tiltrotor control in helicopter mode.
Image courtesy of Bell Boeing.
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Figure 6. Bell Boeing V-22 tiltrotor control in fixed-wing mode.
Image courtesy of Bell Boeing.

Rotary-Wing Control and Handling Qualities). As the air-
craft gains forward speed (between about 40 and 80 knots),
the wing begins to produce lift and the fixed-wing con-
trols (ailerons, elevators, and rudders) become effective. The
rotary-wing controls are then gradually phased out by the
flight control system. At approximately 100 – 120 knots the
wing is fully effective and pilot control of cyclic pitch of
the proprotors is “locked out”. The conversion corridor is
claimed to be very wide in both accelerating and decelerating
flight, with a latitude of approximately 100 knots (Bell Boe-
ing, 2007). This wide corridor results in a safe and comfort-
able transition, away from the danger of wing stall. Vertical
descents, however, have to be carefully managed because of
the danger of asymmetric vortex ring conditions (see Rotary-
Wing Flight Mechanics).

The primary flight control inceptors on the V-22 consist
of a cyclic stick, a collective (or thrust control) lever, yaw
pedals and a proprotor nacelle angle control (a thumbwheel
on the collective lever). In helicopter mode pushing the cyclic
stick forward will cause the two proprotor discs (not the na-
celles) to tilt forwards producing a forward acceleration, a
nose-down pitching moment and (from the hover) a climb as
speed increases (because of the shape of the power vs speed
curve – see Rotary-Wing Flight Mechanics). In fixed-wing
mode the same pilot control action will deflect the elevators
down, producing a nose-down pitching moment and an ac-
celeration as the aircraft starts to dive. If the cyclic stick is
pushed to the right then, in helicopter mode, this tilts the two
proprotor discs to the right, increases the collective pitch of
the left-hand rotor, reduces the collective pitch of the right-
hand rotor, and produces a roll to the right. In fixed-wing
mode the same pilot control movement deflects the left-hand

flaperon (a wing trailing-edge control effector that can op-
erate anti-symmetrically as an aileron or symmetrically as a
flap) down and the right-hand flaperon up, producing a roll
to the right. The yaw pedals apply differential cyclic control
to the two proprotors in helicopter mode, tilting the two rotor
discs (not the nacelles) in opposite directions to produce yaw,
whereas in fixed-wing mode they operate the rudders to pro-
duce the same effect. Raising the collective lever increases
the angle of attack of all the rotor blades in helicopter mode.
As in a conventional helicopter this increases thrust and rotor
power (because the increased rotor blade drag requires ex-
tra power to maintain rotor speed and a governor ensures that
this speed is maintained) and acts to increase aircraft altitude.
In fixed-wing mode the same lever acts to control propeller
(proprotor) blade pitch and engine power. It therefore acts
to adjust aircraft speed. Note that in conventional helicopter
controlsraising the collective lever increases thrust and en-
gine power; in conventional fixed-wing controlspushing the
throttle lever(s) would increase engine thrust and power.

4.2 Jet-lift V/STOL

Jet-lift V/STOL flight is divided into a number of regimes de-
pending on the dominant lift-generating mechanism. Hover
and low-speed flight (up to about 35 knots) is jet-borne. High-
speed flight is wing-borne. Forward flight between 35 knots
and transition to wing-borne flight (nominally at 140 knots
but anywhere from about 90 to 180 knots) is described as
semi-jet-borne. In this regime aircraft weight is supported by
a component of jet thrust plus wing lift. Note that the con-
version airspeed (Vcon) – the airspeed at which an accelerat-
ing transition is complete and the aircraft enters wing-borne
flight - is not necessarily Vstall because angle of attack levels
in semi-jet-borne flight are less thanα max.

A key design decision for jet-lift V/STOL aircraft is how
to provide flight control effectors for hover and low speeds,
when the aerodynamic controls are ineffective. One solution,
pioneered in the Hawker Siddeley Harrier was the use of
engine bleed air ducted to puffer jets in the aircraft extrem-
ities (nose, tail, and wing tips) to provide pitch, roll, and
yaw control. The same control inceptors (the pilot’s stick
and rudder pedals) could then be used for the same effects
(pitching, rolling or yawing) as in wing-borne flight. One
penalty of this system is the adverse impact on the engine per-
formance caused by extracting compressor mass flow away
from the engine. On the Harrier, this bleed air is taken from
the high-pressure (HP) compressor to maximize the energy in
the gases, thereby minimizing the size and weight of the duct-
ing required. Taking this HP bleed air causes the turbine entry
temperature to rise. The Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning
II, and its predecessor the X-35B Joint Strike Fighter, min-
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imized these problems by splitting the jet-lift functions be-
tween four thrust “posts” – the main engine exhaust at the
rear, the lift-fan exhaust at the front and two mid-wing-span
“roll posts” which also contribute to vertical thrust. Yaw is
thus achieved by vectoring the main engine nozzle laterally
(something not available to the Harrier with its fore- and aft-
vectoring nozzles); pitch is achieved by varying the thrust
split between front and rear nozzles (using nozzle area vari-
ation, again not available to the Harrier with its light-weight
fixed-area nozzle design); and roll is achieved by varying the
thrust split between the two roll nozzles (again using vari-
able nozzle area – the Harrier used a similar system but had
to include an upward thrust capability for each roll jet to give
sufficient roll authority). The gas bled to the roll posts comes
from the low-pressure (LP) compressor, which has less im-
pact on the engine performance (than taking HP air) but at
the expense of bigger ducting. (The impact of this ducting
is minimized by only having to provide it to the roll posts
in the wings.) Other examples of control effectors for jet-lift
V/STOL aircraft are discussed in VSTOL Integration.

Transition from jet-borne to wing-borne flight is relatively
straightforward in thrust-vectoring aircraft such as the Har-
rier. The pilot is provided with one extra control over those in
a conventional fixed-wing aircraft – a “nozzle lever” which
controls nozzle vector angle. Pushing this lever forwards vec-
tors the nozzles aft and causes the aircraft to accelerate. There
are, however, a number of stability and control problems pe-
culiar to jet-lift V/STOL aircraft. One of these is associated
with intake momentum drag (see Basic Principles: Thrust,
Drag and Induced Forces) and is the dominant contributor to
the powered-lift stability derivatives in hover and low-speed
flight. This drag component acts forward of the aircraft cg,
in a cross-wind it therefore has a lateral component which is
destabilising in yaw. At reasonably high flight speeds (above
about 40–70 knots for the Harrier) the stabilizing influence
of the fin is sufficient to overcome this and provide positive
yaw stability. Below this critical flight speed, however, the
aircraft is unstable in yaw. This is exacerbated by the high-
set, swept wing’s dihedral effect (see Static Lateral Stability),
which causes the aircraft to roll away from a side-wind, and
by the fountain flow roll instability described below. The pi-
lot, therefore, has to be very careful not to let the relative wind
direction get too far from head on in the hover, otherwise the
aircraft will yaw and roll away from the side-wind, causing
a fatal loss of vertical thrust. This effect was the cause of a
number of early Harrier accidents and the aircraft was con-
sequently fitted with a wind vane, on the nose just forward of
the cockpit, to give the pilot a visible indication of the relative
wind direction.

Other stability and control issues peculiar to jet-lift air-
craft are associated with jet-induced aerodynamic effects,

which are significant contributors to the powered-lift stabil-
ity derivatives in jet-borne and partially jet-borne flight (up to
about 100 knots). Any jet exhausting into quiescent air will
entrain ambient air, thereby setting up an induced flow field
(see VSTOL Integration). On a conventional aircraft this en-
trainment flow field is generally in the freestream direction so
it does not cause major stability and control problems. On a
jet-lift V/STOL aircraft, however, the lift jets can be directed
downwards (in jet-borne flight) or downwards and backwards
(in semi-jet-borne flight) causing the entrainment flowfield
to impact on the airframe, wings and control surfaces. At its
simplest, this entrainment flowfield causes a download on
the airframe (known as suckdown), which must be overcome
by engine thrust. Out of ground effect this download can be
as much as 20% of the engine thrust for a single nozzle lo-
cated near the wing leading edge. Note, however, that for a
well-designed jet-lift aircraft this is more likely to be 5%. In
ground effect the lift jets strike the ground and spread out ra-
dially, forming a so-called wall jet (or jet ground sheet) with
a large surface area and dramatically increased entrainment
flow field. Between multiple lift jets, however, the inward-
flowing parts of the wall jet will meet and turn upwards to
form a so-called fountain flow (see VSTOL Integration). This
fountain flow will impinge on the underside of the aircraft
fuselage, providing an up-thrust that acts partially to counter-
act the suckdown. (The Harrier features strakes and air dams
under the fuselage to capture this fountain flow – and prevent
it from entering the engine, where the hot gas ingestion can
cause thrust loss). If the aircraft adopts a roll attitude then the
fountain flow can impinge on the lower surface of one wing,
rather than the fuselage, causing a large, destabilizing rolling
moment.

In general, the jet entrainment flowfield will significantly
change a V/STOL aircraft’s pitching moment at a given air-
speed. Wind tunnel testing must be conducted, therefore with
representative jets simulated. There is also a mutual interfer-
ence between jet and intake flowfields (see Saddington and
Knowles, 1999), which is generally (at least partially) ac-
counted for with separate forebody/intake model tests.

Because of the reliance on the engine for flight control
in the jet-borne and semi-jet-borne flight regimes, employ-
ing an integrated flight and propulsion control (IFPC) sys-
tem is attractive. An IFPC gives seamless integration of the
aerodynamic and propulsive control effectors throughout the
flight envelope. The aim of such a system is: to reduce pi-
lot workload by improving flying qualities; to provide the
pilot with intuitive cockpit control inceptors and cockpit dis-
plays; and to increase aircraft performance (e.g., maximum
roll rate at high angles of attack, maximum thrust, reduced
fuel consumption). In general such a control system could
also provide a vehicle management system with the ability
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to reconfigure the control effectors. For a V/STOL aircraft
in jet-borne or semi-jet-borne flight, however, there are no
alternative effectors so reconfiguration possibilities are lim-
ited. Failures usually result in degraded performance and a
catastrophic control effector failure is difficult to overcome
(the best outcome may be controlled ejection).

5 CONCLUSION

This chapter has introduced some basic concepts of aerial
vehicle flight mechanics, stability, and control. The rest of
Volume 5, Part 22 will expand on these topics, as well as
aircraft navigation. The next five chapters are concerned with
fixed-wing flight mechanics. Takeoff and Landing of Fixed-
Wing Aircraft considers take-off and landing of fixed-wing
aircraft, including special characteristics of fixed-wing naval
aviation and the use of ski-jumps for increasing the payload-
range performance of jet-lift V/STOL aircraft when operating
in STOVL mode (short take-off and vertical landing). Climb
and descent of fixed-wing aircraft is considered in Climb and
Descent of Fixed-Wing Aircraft, before cruise performance
is discussed in Cruise Performance of Fixed-Wing Aircraft.
Maneuver of fixed-wing aircraft is considered in two
chapters – Maneuver Performance of Fixed-Wing Transport
Aircraft looks at maneuver of transport aircraft (primarily
level turns and pull-ups) while Maneuver of Fixed-Wing
Combat Aircraft considers special features of combat aircraft
maneuvering, including energy considerations, metrics for
assessing combat maneuver performance and the benefits
of thrust vectoring. The essentials of rotary-wing flight
mechanics are considered in Rotary-Wing Flight Mechanics.

Flight dynamics are covered in six chapters: four on as-
pects of fixed-wing flight dynamics and two on rotary-wing
flight dynamics, covering static and dynamic stability as de-
scribed above. Fixed-wing flight dynamics are broken down
into longitudinal and lateral/direction modes, as discussed
earlier in this chapter. Longitudinal static stability is cov-
ered in Static Longitudinal Stability, followed by fixed-wing
lateral/directional static stability in Static Lateral Stability.
Fixed-wing dynamic stability is covered in the next two chap-
ters – longitudinal dynamic stability in Longitudinal Dy-
namic Stability and lateral/directional stability in Fixed-Wing
Lateral and Directional Dynamic Stability. Rotary-wing
static and dynamic stability is covered in Rotary-Wing Static
Stability and Rotary-Wing Dynamic Stability, respectively.
These chapters include discussion of some aspects of the im-
portant topic of flight test evaluation of helicopter stability.

The early part of this chapter outlined the key differences
between fixed-wing, rotary-wing and guided weapon control.
More detail is provided by three of the following chapters.

Fixed-wing control and handling qualities are discussed in
Fixed-Wing Control and Handling Qualities, with particular
emphasis on handling qualities assessment and modelling.
Rotary-wing control and handling qualities are then discussed
in Rotary-Wing Control and Handling Qualities. Special fea-
tures of guided weapon stability and control are investigated
in Special Features of Guided Weapon Stability and Control.
Key aspects here are the freedom of vehicle orientation pro-
vided by not having a pilot on board and the capability and
frequent requirement for high lateral accelerations.

The final two chapters in Volume 5, Part 22 discuss aspects
of aerial vehicle navigation and guidance. General princi-
ples of aircraft navigation are covered in Aircraft Naviga-
tion, while Guided Weapon and UAV Navigation and Path-
Planning looks at special features of guided weapon and un-
inhabited air vehicle (UAV) navigation and path planning.

The present chapter has also looked at special features of
V/STOL aircraft stability and control, both for rotary-wing
and for fixed-wing jet-lift aircraft. Such aircraft generally
need an additional inceptor for the pilot to control the thrust
vector. The main challenge for the control system designer
is then to blend the pilot’s controls between vertical flight
and forward flight modes, while minimizing pilot workload
and providing sufficient control authority to overcome some
instabilities unique to this class of aerial vehicle.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft take-off and landing performance is a subject that
involves an understanding of the influence of a number of
variables that must be determined for accurate performance
predictions and the regulatory requirements to achieve ade-
quate safety margins imposed by bodies such as EASA, FAA,
US DoD, and UK MoD. The regulatory requirements from
these authorities, whilst broadly following similar philoso-
phies, differ in detail; and engineers involved in performance
predictions and assessments need to consult the regulations
of the authority appropriate for their particular aircraft type.

Whilst determination of the influence of some of these
variables, such as mass, ambient air pressure, temperature,
and surface wind, is straight forward, the determination
of runway friction, braking performance, and aerodynamic
coefficients in ground effect is more challenging.

At the conceptual design stage of an aircraft project it is
necessary to perform take-off and landing performance pre-
dictions in order to contribute to the selection of the engine(s)
and sizing of braking systems, etc. Data used here will be
based on knowledge from past designs and predictions of
aerodynamic characteristics. During the detail design phase
the aircraft aerodynamic database will be refined using data
from wind tunnel and system qualification tests; these will
be finally verified by flight and ground test measurements
with instrumented aircraft fitted with engines that have been
calibrated in ground test cells.

The results obtained during measured take-off and landing
flight tests are corrected to International Standard Atmo-
sphere conditions and then used to construct the operating
data contained in the aircraft’s flight manual. This data allows
the pilot to determine the take-off and landing distances
required for any ambient conditions, airfield elevation, wind
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2 Flight Mechanics

strength and direction, runway condition (dry, wet, icy, etc.),
and aircraft mass. It will also provide the pilot with operating
information such as target climb speeds, decision speeds, and
take-off thrust settings.

Examples of take-off and landing distance calculation
methods are presented herein for use in examination of
the trade-offs associated with the variation of the princi-
pal parameters affecting take-off performance. They should
not be used to predict actual aircraft performance for flight
planning purposes.

2 TAKEOFF

The takeoff maneuver is the means by which an aircraft
reaches an initial steady climb rate adequate for obstacle
clearance purposes at an airspeed margin above the stall
speed to allow maneuvering and control of atmospheric gust
response.

The maneuver normally consists of acceleration along
the ground at full power until a predetermined airspeed is
reached, whereupon the pilot rotates the aircraft to an inci-
dence at which enough lift is generated for it to leave the
ground and achieve a steady initial climb through a screen
height of 35 or 50 feet (depending on the regulatory authority)
as shown in Figure 1.

As the aircraft accelerates it will eventually reach the
scheduled decision speed V1 after which, if the take-off is
rejected, it cannot be brought to a stop in the remaining
ground run available.

The rotation speed is called VR, lift-off speed VLOF, and the
initial climb/take-off safety speed V2, with one engine failed,
and V3 with all engines operating. A typical rotation rate for a
commercial aircraft such as the Airbus A320 is approximately
3◦ s−1 to acquire a pitch attitude of 15◦. At and beyond the
point of rotation the longitudinal acceleration is reduced due
to the increasing lift-dependent drag as the angle of attack is
increased and the aircraft gains potential energy in the initial
climb.

For tail wheel aircraft the distance required is reduced if
the pilot raises the tail as soon as control effectiveness is
attained in order to reduce drag during the acceleration to
VR.

When operating from large airfields it is often not neces-
sary to use the maximum engine thrust for takeoff and the
maneuver is executed using a scheduled reduction of engine
thrust to conserve engine life. This de-rating is scheduled in
the flight manual.

The data required in the flight manual are calculated during
the design process and then validated and corrected from
the results of flight tests carried out in temperate, arctic, and
tropical conditions, utilizing optimized piloting techniques
developed by trials test pilots.

3 LANDING

The landing maneuver is the means by which an aircraft
achieves a smooth touchdown and roll-out to stop on the
runway following a steady descent on a 2.5–3◦ glide path to
a screen height at a scheduled airspeed margin above the stall
speed.

Precision approaches using radar guidance or an instru-
ment landing system (ILS) utilize a 3◦ glide slope but some
military aircraft with high approach speeds use 2.5◦ in order
to reduce their descent rate. Commercial aircraft may make
nonstandard approaches on glide slopes up to 5◦.

The speed margin, referred to above, caters for atmo-
spheric disturbances, piloting variations and wind shear near
the ground.

The maneuver normally commences from a steady descent
and consists of an increase in angle of attack that essentially
reduces the descent rate to nearly zero at touchdown at a
designated point on the runway (see Figure 2). The transi-
tion from the final approach descent to touchdown is termed
the flare, which may be executed, by the aircraft’s automatic
flight control system or the pilot using the available visual
cues.

The airspeed at the start of the flare VREF will be in the
region of 1.3 times the stalling speed Vs in the landing flap,
gear-down configuration and will bleed off to approximately
1.1 Vs at touchdown. Engine thrust will be reduced to idle
by touchdown. To ensure speed stability on the approach the
speed will be scheduled to be greater than the minimum drag
speed by designing flap systems that provide sufficient drag
as well as increased lift in the approach configuration.

Figure 1. Take-off maneuver.
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Figure 2. Landing maneuver.

The distance covered over the ground during the flare is
subject to scatter due to the variability of the timing and
rate of application of control inputs to initiate it and expe-
rience has shown that modern fly-by-wire control systems
perform this task more consistently than pilots flying manu-
ally. For conventional naval aircraft that make cable-arrested
landings, approaching at steeper approach path angles with
no-flare touchdowns reduces scatter. Steeper approach tech-
niques utilizing glide path angles of around 7◦ and retaining
the flare can also be used by short takeoff and landing (STOL)
transports to reduce landing distances.

Once on the ground the aircraft is brought to a stop using
the brakes, reverse thrust or parachutes, or combinations of
these systems. After touchdown the attitude is reduced to put
the nose-wheel in contact with the ground (at VND) before the
application of the wheel brakes. The brakes do not exhibit
their maximum performance until the aircraft is no longer
generating lift and is wholly supported on the undercarriage
so airliners in particular have wing spoilers that disrupt the
airflow over the wing once on the ground. Most commercial
and military aircraft are fitted with anti-skid braking sys-
tems that reduce braking demands as the wheels are about
to skid and the more sophisticated systems adapt to the level
of runway friction.

Reverse thrust is activated just after touchdown and can-
celled at low speed to reduce the possibility of foreign object
damage to the engines from debris on the runway. Parachutes
are normally jettisoned as the aircraft taxies off the runway
at the end of the ground roll but in strong crosswinds they
may be released early as they can exacerbate any tendency to
weathercock into wind and diverge from the runway heading.

Where the available landing run is significantly greater
than required for a normally braked landing the pilot may
choose to delay derotation of the aircraft after touchdown
and utilize the lift-dependent drag for aerodynamic braking
thus conserving brake life. The nose must be lowered before
the speed reduces below that at which longitudinal control is
lost.

Most aircraft with wing flap systems have a full flap posi-
tion that generates large amounts of lift and lift-dependent
drag at typical approach speeds.

4 EFFECTS OF WIND

The strength and direction of the natural wind with respect
to the heading of the runway will affect an aircraft’s take-
off and landing performance and the distances required for
these maneuvers. Takeoffs and landings are normally car-
ried out into wind since this reduces the distances required
and increases the climb and descent gradients relative to the
ground. Since the wind direction may not align with the run-
way heading it is useful to resolve the surface wind strength
into headwind and crosswind components.

The headwind component will reduce the take-off and
landing distances since the aircraft’s ground speed for a
scheduled rotation or touchdown airspeed will be less than in
zero wind. The converse is true if it is necessary to execute
takeoffs or landings with a tailwind as indicated in Figure 3.
It should be noted that the increment in ground roll due to a
tailwind is greater than that accruing from a headwind of the
same magnitude due to the reduction of the acceleration rate
of an aircraft as ground speed increases during the take-off
run. The climb gradient for a given climb airspeed relative to
the ground will be increased by a headwind and decreased
by a tailwind.

The crosswind component has a secondary effect on take-
off and landing by virtue of losses associated with the need
to keep the aircraft on the runway heading. On takeoff as
the speed increases the fin becomes effective and tends to
weathercock the aircraft into wind that must be resisted
with rudder and nose-wheel steering/differential main-wheel
braking. Use of both these controls will reduce the accelera-
tion rate relative to the zero crosswind condition but are not
significant unless operating in strong wind components close
to ninety degrees to the runway direction. On landing the
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4 Flight Mechanics

Figure 3. Effect of wind on ground speed and distance to accelerate to airspeeds V1, VR, and Vlof .

crosswind has only a small effect on the ground roll distance
unless the aircraft is steered with differential braking when
the retarding force may be momentarily reduced by steering
demands. Increasing drag from aerodynamic flying control
applications is advantageous.

Effects of wind on take-off and landing distances for
a given aircraft mass in specific ambient conditions are
obtained from calculations where the headwind is deducted
from the rotation and touch-down speeds in zero wind when
using the equations presented herein.

5 IMPORTANT AIRSPEED DEFINITIONS

During takeoff and landing, control of the aircraft is mostly
achieved by use of the aerodynamic flying controls whose
effectiveness is a function of the square of the airspeed. These
controls need to be powerful enough to arrest the yawing
moment generated by the loss of thrust from a failed engine,
cross-winds and turbulence; the regulatory authorities define
minimum control speeds in the air and on the ground as Vmca

and Vmcg, respectively.
Vmca is the minimum airspeed at which the pilot can main-

tain a steady heading with one engine failed and the other(s)
at full thrust with up to 5◦ of bank angle to counter the yawing
moment induced by the differences in engine thrust.

Vmcg is the minimum airspeed at which the pilot can main-
tain the runway heading with the rudder, with one engine
failed and with the other at full power, without the assistance
of nose-wheel steering or reduced thrust on the live engine.

Vmu is the minimum unstuck airspeed. Once an aircraft
has been accelerated to the speed that the longitudinal control
power is sufficient to raise the nose-wheel from the runway
the pilot has the freedom to rotate the aircraft to the greatest

angle of attack that can be achieved without rubbing the tail
bumper on the runway. This would not normally result in
the aircraft reaching the stalling angle of attack but would
increase the induced drag significantly and reduce the rate
of acceleration. If the runway were long enough the aircraft
would become airborne at the minimum possible airspeed,
known as the minimum unstick speed Vmu, but lift-off at this
speed will not result in the achievement of the optimum take-
off distance.

6 ENGINE FAILURE

For twin and multi-engined aircraft the take-off safety speed
V2 is chosen to be achievable with one engine failed. If the
failure of one particular engine is more critical than any other
this is taken into account during flight test measurements and
demonstrations. The choice of V2 is also dependent on the
required climb gradient for the number of engines set by
the regulatory authority. For example, the FAA rules specify
climb gradients of 2.4%, 2.7%, and 3% for 2-, 3- and 4-
engined aircraft, respectively, with one engine inoperative
at V2. Plainly, the aircraft must be designed such that V2 is
greater than Vmca.

As VR is approached, the stopping distance available if
the take-off were to be aborted due to engine failure may
no longer be adequate and stopping is no longer an option
for the pilot. The speed at which this situation is reached
is known as the decision speed V1 that like the other desig-
nated speeds is a function of aircraft weight, ambient pressure
and temperature. In the determination of V1, allowance is
made for time taken for the pilot to recognize that an engine
failure has occurred at an airspeed VEF and that the air-
craft will still be accelerating at a reduced rate until the V1
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is reached. The data required for determining these speeds
and the take-off and stopping distances are contained in the
aircraft’s flight manual. For more sophisticated aircraft with
“glass cockpits” these data are held in the aircraft’s onboard
computers.

If an engine failure occurs after V1 the pilot is expected to
continue the take-off. The distance to the point at which V1

is achieved plus the stopping distance from V1 is known as
the “balanced field length” (BFL) for a particular weight in
the prevailing ambient conditions.

7 TAKE-OFF DISTANCES

All commercial and military airfields have published dimen-
sions that are used in flight planning. These dimensions
include take-off distance, accelerate-stop distance, and take-
off run available, entitled TODA, ASDA, and TORA,
respectively (see Figure 4). Due to obstacles in the vicin-
ity of an airfield these distances may differ when operating
from the same runway on a reciprocal heading.

The TODA is the maximum available distance from the
start point to the screen height for the runway concerned, and
TORA is the distance to the end of the designated runway
surface. Beyond the TORA, the surface may be capable of
supporting the weight of the aircraft but be unsuitable for
takeoff. It may, however, be used in an emergency and is
included in the ASDA. The ASDA is rarely as great as the
TODA as the latter includes the airborne distance. By defi-
nition the screen containing the screen height is positioned
at the end of the TODA and the height is measured from the
plane containing the centerline of the runway. The position

of the screen will be chosen such that any obstacles below
1500 ft do not pierce an inclined plane from the base of the
screen on the extended runway elevation. The area between
the end of the runway and screen is termed the clearway and
the distance that can be used as additional stopping distance
is the stop-way. The TODA must not exceed 1.5 times the
TORA by regulation.

Having established the available take-off distances, it is
necessary to determine the take-off distance and run required,
entitled TODR and TORR, respectively, for the prevailing
ambient atmospheric conditions, runway state, and take-off
mass as contained in the flight manual. These distances
include a factor of 1.15 as a statistical margin to cater
for differences between individual aircraft, weight/loading
uncertainty, engine and airframe wear, and piloting varia-
tions. The TODR and TORR are compared with the TODA
and TORA, and the take-off weight reduced if the distances
required are greater than those available.

The aircraft flight manual will include the data necessary
to determine the distance required to accelerate to any speed
and then reject a takeoff and will include allowances for pilot
reaction time, the engine thrust response to throttle closure,
and time to obtain full braking. The stopping distance is deter-
mined on the assumption that reverse thrust is not available
and that emergency braking techniques and systems will be
used which may result in tire deflation and brake destruc-
tion. The distance required to continue a takeoff following
an engine failure is also determined in the preparation of the
flight manual and the maximum speed at which the decision
to stop can be made is entitled the decision speed and sched-
uled as V1. The distance consistent with reaching V1 is defined
as the BFL.

Figure 4. Take-off distances.
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8 LANDING DISTANCES

The landing maneuver is subject to greater variability than
the take-off and subject to variations in speed on the final
approach, the flare, the commencement of braking, and the
efficiency of a range of retarding devices. The results of
measured landings are analyzed and a large safety margin
is applied to the landing distances required for presentation
in the flight manual.

9 RUNWAY FRICTION
CHARACTERISTICS

Values of the coefficients of rolling friction with and without
wheel braking are required for performance estimation and
for the analysis of flight test measurements. Basic perfor-
mance measurements to support the production of the flight
manual are made from runways whose surface friction char-
acteristics are periodically measured with a µ-meter towed
along the runway.

The details of how these measurements are made and the
effects of variables such as tyre pressures and temperatures
and wet, flooded and icy surfaces are outside the remit of
this section but can be found in ESDU 71025(1995), ESDU
71026(1995), and ESDU 72008(1972).

Some approximate values ofµ for various runway surfaces
from Saarlas (2007) are listed in Table 1.

10 NAVAL AIRCRAFT LAUNCHES

Conventional naval aircraft are normally launched from
a carrier using a catapult, with a stroke of the order of
35 m, to achieve flying speed on reaching the flight deck
end (although on large ships some may carry out unassisted
take-offs using most of the available deck run). Short take-off
and vertical landing aircraft such as Harrier, JSF, and YAK-
38, having a large thrust-to-weight ratio, also conduct free
take-offs. The speed achieved by the aircraft at the deck end

Table 1. Representative coefficients of rolling friction for some
typical runway surfaces.

Surface
Coefficient of rolling

friction (µ)
Braked coefficient of
rolling friction (µ)

Concrete 0.02–0.05 0.4–0.6
Wet concrete 0.05 0.3
Hard grass 0.05 0.4
Wet grass 0.10 0.2

using either method is termed the ‘end speed,’ which, when
added to the wind over deck (WOD), gives the actual “launch
speed.” The WOD is the sum of the headwind component of
the natural wind and the ship velocity and takeoffs are gen-
erally made with the ship heading into wind although some
component of crosswind can be accommodated. Unlike an
aircraft taking off from a runway a naval aircraft transitions
from being in ground effect to free air almost instantaneously
at deck end and attitude control demands may delay the
achievement of the optimum post-launch angle of attack,
thus reducing overall performance. Performance may also be
degraded in the presence of ship pitching motion especially
if the aircraft is launched with the bows pointing and pitching
downward.

Performance is measured during the flight test program
and presented in an operating data manual in terms of a min-
imum launch speed (MLS) as a function of mass, external
stores configuration, ambient conditions, ship motion and
WOD. The scheduled launch speed will normally include a
margin over MLS to cater for a statistical variability between
aircraft, measurement accuracy of ambient conditions, and
operating procedures. In quantifying MLS it has been accept-
able to assume that the launch profile may include a small
height drop below the flight deck once in free air during acqui-
sition of the optimum angle of attack for an initial climb, as
indicated in Figure 5.

The accelerating force applied by the catapult can be var-
ied to match the mass of the aircraft to be launched, up to a
known limit.

Figure 5. Launch profiles for schedules and minimum launch speeds.
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11 NAVAL AIRCRAFT RECOVERIES

Conventional naval aircraft are recovered to carriers from an
approach pattern that ends with a steady descent at a sched-
uled airspeed, into wind on a glide slope that intersects the
flight deck between the arrestor cables at the aft end of the
ship, as shown in Figure 6. Four or more cables are laid across
the deck and are supported above its surface so that one will
catch the tail hook when an aircraft is to be arrested. The
cables decelerate the aircraft progressively the further they
are extended along the flight deck.

The pilot receives visual guidance for the approach using
a stabilized sight mounted on the edge of the flight deck set
to guide the aircraft to touchdown in the center of the array
of arrestor cables. The fore and aft spread of the cables will
allow the aircraft to engage a wire if slightly high or low on the
glide slope but a landing safety officer is usually employed
to order the pilot to overshoot if his approach is too high,
low, fast, or slow. Final approach control of more modern
aircraft may be through a coupled auto-pilot and differential
GPS.

The approach is flown with a scheduled angle of attack
and hence speed selected to provide a safety margin from
the stall and the rate of descent is controlled with engine
thrust. In order to minimize scatter in the touchdown point
and increase the probability of engaging the arrestor wires
the pilot does not attempt to flare the aircraft and the
under carriage and supporting structure are designed to
take account of this. Some training aircraft are designed
to withstand a vertical velocity of up to 24 ft s−1 at
touchdown.

The design requirements for naval aircraft usually have to
take into account the kinetic energy absorption characteristics
of in-service arrestor gear and a maximum recovery mass
including expensive weapons and a minimum fuel load. Once
these are known the lift required to be provided by the wing in
the landing flap configuration and the permissible approach
speed can be determined.

12 BENEFITS OF TAKEOFF FROM
INCLINED RAMPS (SKI-JUMPS)

Lieutenant Commander Douglas Taylor, RN proposed that
the UK Royal Navy should use ramps built at the ends of
aircraft carrier flight decks in order to increase the rolling
take-off performance of the Sea Harrier VSTOL aircraft. His
idea is documented in Taylor (1974) and is further described
in Fozard (1976). The idea was explored on a land-based, vari-
able exit angle, circular arc profile, steel ramp built at the UK’s
Royal Aircraft Establishment in Bedford. The concept was
tested with Harrier aircraft through incrementally increased
exit angles from 6◦ to 20◦; no aircraft handling problems were
identified in head, tail, and cross winds and significant gains
in takeoff performance relative to a normal Harrier rolling
takeoff were proven. The gains took the form of increased
weight from a fixed ground-run length, reduced ground-
run distance for a given weight or reduced wind-over-deck
requirement at given launch weight from an aircraft carrier.

The benefits accrue from the fact that if an aircraft is
launched with an upward ballistic trajectory at an airspeed
below the minimum for level flight the upward velocity will
take time to decay and if sufficient thrust is maintained the air-
craft will continue to accelerate to wing-borne flying speed
in the air rather than on the ground. The Harrier family of
aircraft is capable of thrust vectoring but the ski-jump princi-
ple will also give some lesser benefit to conventional designs
provided they can be controlled in attitude at airspeeds below
the stall speed. An example of such a conventional aircraft is
the Sukhoi SU-27 operated from ski-jump–equipped Russian
ships.

The principle of using a ramp to improve the take-off per-
formance of an aircraft with a significant thrust vectoring
capability is presented in Figure 7 which indicates how the
initial rate of climb is reduced and the aerodynamic lift force
increases as the launch progresses.

The contributions of the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of the vectored thrust are clearly illustrated in the force

Figure 6. Target touchdown point.
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Figure 7. Harrier ski-jump take-off force polygons (from Fozard, 1976). Reproduced with permission from BAE Systems.

polygons of Figure 7 and it can be deduced that a conven-
tional aircraft whose thrust vector is aligned with the flight
path will need to exit the ramp at a higher speed and have
a very large excess thrust over drag to gain a significant
performance benefit.

The performance gains are limited by the characteristics
of the under-carriage, which will be nearly fully compressed
in the transit over the ramp. Since the aircraft center of grav-
ity will always be between the nose and main undercarriage
location the nose- up pitch rate generated during the passage
over the ramp will be reduced or cancelled automatically once
the nose wheel has passed the ramp exit. This makes the lon-
gitudinal control task simple relative to the transition out of
ground effect on a normal runway takeoff.

13 SHORT TAKE-OFF AND LANDING
TECHNIQUES

Many aircraft have been designed to achieve STOL per-
formance either by incorporating novel high-lift airframe
configurations, thrust boosting, thrust vectoring, or airflow
entrainment in order to reduce stalling speeds, decrease
ground runs, and increase climb and approach flight path
gradients.

STOL transports often utilize large slotted wing flaps that
increase both wing area and camber and if fitted with pro-
pellers may use reverse pitch to reduce ground roll. The
performance of such aircraft can be estimated using the equa-
tions presented below. The flaps are required to generate
high lift with a low increment in drag for takeoff and a
large increment in drag for landing. These flaps may be used

in combination with leading-edge slats or droop to provide
additional lift.

It is more difficult to estimate the performance of STOL
aircraft that rely on engine air bleed or exhaust flows to induce
the airflows over flying surfaces or that use thrust vectoring
since it is necessary to quantify the jet interaction effects
that are currently only obtainable from model and full-scale
ground testing.

14 TAKE-OFF DISTANCE CALCULATION
EQUATIONS

14.1 Ground roll

From Newton’s Laws of Motion:

Force = Mass × Acceleration along the take-

off ground run (1)

The forces acting on the aircraft are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Forces acting on an aircraft during the take-off ground
run.
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Where

T= Engine thrust (N) L = Lift force (N)
D = Drag force (N) m= Mass (kg)
RN = Nose-gear reaction (N) RM = Main gear reaction (N)
µ = Coefficient of rolling

friction
g= Acceleration due to

gravity (m sec−2)
FN = Nose-gear rolling friction

force (N) (=µ × RN)
FM = Main gear rolling

friction force (N)
(=µ × RM)

a= Acceleration along flight
path

Total rolling resistance, FN + FM = µ(RN + RM), assum-
ing identical tire characteristics.

From the equilibrium of forces normal to the ground roll

RN + RM = mg − L (2)

Therefore

Total rolling resistance = µ(mg − L) (3)

Substituting all the horizontal forces in equation (1) gives

T − D − µ(mg − L) = ma (4)

Re-arranging (4) gives

a = T − D − µ(mg − L)

m
(5)

From general calculus theory it can be shown that accel-
eration along an axis (x) can be denoted as

d2x

dt2
= dv

dt
= dv

dx
·dx

dt
= v·dv

dx
or

1

2
·dv2

dx
(6)

Therefore

a = v·dv

dx
and dx = v

a
dv and X =

∫ v2

v1

v

a
dv (7)

The ground roll (Xg) to achieve a particular ground speed is
then obtained from the integral

Xg =
∫ vB

vA

mV

[T − D − µ(mg − L)]
dV (8)

where the distance Xg may be found using numerical integra-
tion in steps of ground speed V from 0 to any chosen speed.
Values of D and L are obtained from the expressions presented
below, that is,

drag D = 1

2
ρS CDgV

2 (9)

and lift L = 1

2
ρS CLgV

2 (10)

where CDg and CLg are the overall drag and lift coefficients
with undercarriage down, the flaps and any leading-edge
devices at the appropriate setting for takeoff and the aircraft
at an angle of attack corresponding to the ground attitude. S
is the gross wing area, ρ the air density, and V the airspeed.

Thrust T is obtained from the aircraft’s engine installed
performance brochure or is estimated from the published
static thrust in the prevailing ambient conditions and an
assumed empirical relationship for the reduction of thrust
with forward speed.

It is important to note that the aerodynamic terms are eval-
uated using airspeed which is related to ground speed through
the expression

VAIRSPEED = VGROUNDSPEED + VWINDSPEED

(VWINDSPEED +ve for head-wind) (11)

An approximate analytical solution for Xg can be obtained
if the thrust T is expressed as function of V2 as follows.

Static thrust T0 can be shown to decay with increasing
forward speed and this effect can be approximated as:

T = T0 − kV 2 (12)

Using the alternative expression for a, a = 1
2 · dv2

dx
and

re-arranging gives

X = 1

2

∫ v2

v1

1 dv2

a
(13)

Substituting equations (9), (10), and (12) into equation (5),
and the result into equation (13) and assuming mass remains
constant during the take-off run yields

Xg = m

2

∫ VII

VI

1

(T0 − µmg) + [
1
2 ρS(µCLg − CDg) − k

]
V 2

dV 2

(14)

This is an integral of the form

Xg = m

2

∫ VII

VI

d(V 2)

A + BV 2
(15)

Which has the solution

Xg = m

2B

[
ln (A + BV 2)

]VII

VI
(16)

Equation (16) is normally used to estimate the ground run
distance to rotation by putting VI equal to zero and assuming
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10 Flight Mechanics

that lift-off occurs at VR (=VII). The distance consumed in
the acceleration from VR to VLOF is then included in the
estimation of the distance to screen height.

14.2 Airborne distance (from rotation to screen
height)

To complete the take-off distance calculation it is necessary
to compute the distance taken to achieve the take-off safety
airspeed V2 at a height of 35 ft or 50 ft (under EASA or FAA
rules, respectively).

The aircraft trajectory profile in this phase of the take-off
varies as a result of piloting technique, wind gradient, changes
to aerodynamics in ground effects and the time taken to rotate
the aircraft to achieve the scheduled angle of attack once the
scheduled rotation airspeed has been reached.

An approximate solution for the distance needed for this
phase of take-off can be obtained from energy principles as
shown below, with the assumption that the screen height is
very much less than the distance covered when accelerating
from VR to V2.

From commencement of rotation to passing through the
screen height the aircraft will have gained kinetic and poten-
tial energy as a result of work done during this period.
Therefore

Change of energy = work done = mean excess thrust

× distance moved (17)

Change of energy = (T − D)dS

≈ (T − D)AVERAGE × Xa
(18)

Change of energy = (KE + PE)V screen

−(KE + PE)V rotation (19)

Hence

Xa =
[
mg

(
V 2

2

2g
+ HSCREEN

)
− mg

(
V 2

R

2g
+ HR

)]

× 1

(T − D)AVERAGE
(20)

Assuming HR = 0 and re-arranging

Xa = mg

(T − D)AVERAGE

(
V 2

2 − V 2
R

2g
+ HSCREEN

)
(21)

Note: The lift and drag coefficients to be used in estimating
the mean excess thrust, that is, T− D will be different from
those assumed for the ground roll.

The un-factored take-off distance required = Xg + Xa

The factored take-off distance required = 1.15 (Xg + Xa)

15 LANDING DISTANCE CALCULATION
EQUATIONS

15.1 Airborne distance (from screen height to
touchdown)

The landing distance calculation can be considered to consist
of separate airborne and ground roll phases in the same way
as described for take-offs.

The airborne phase covers the flare from the final glide-
slope at screen height to the touchdown point and the distance
can be estimated from energy considerations as applied to the
airborne phase of a take-off.

Hence

Xa =
[
mg

(
V 2

REF

2g
+ HSCREEN

)
− mg

V 2
TD

2g

]

× 1

(T − D)AVERAGE
(22)

The approximate airborne distance Xa can be evaluated if
VREF and VTD are assumed to be 1.3 VS and 1.1 VS, respec-
tively and the mean value of T− D from screen height to
touchdown is determined.

15.2 Ground-roll distance

The landing ground-roll distance can be estimated using sim-
ilar procedures to those for take-off but the distance is best
computed in two parts as the decelerating forces before and
after the nose-wheel is lowered on to the runway are very
different. The initial part of the ground roll is effectively un-
braked as the brakes and reverse thrust will normally not
be applied until after the nose-wheel is in contact with the
runway.

As with the take-off, the landing run is estimated from the
equation

Xg =
∫ vB

vA

mV

[T − D − µ(mg − L)]
dV (23)

This can be evaluated using numerical integration methods
between VTD and VND, and between VND and zero.
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Just as with the take-off ground roll calculation, approx-
imate landing distances can be obtained using the previous
relationships for D and L as functions of V2 and setting the
thrust to a constant idle value Ti from touchdown to nose-
wheel on. Note that the constant k used in assessing the
reduction of static thrust with forward speed is ignored for
this phase and CLg and CDg appropriate for full landing flap
will be required.

Xg = m

2

∫ vII

vI

1

(Ti − µmg) + [ 1
2ρS(µCLg − CDg)]V 2

dV 2

(24)

If the coefficient of runway friction for wheels under braking
is used instead of the coefficient for rolling friction in the
above, this expression can be used to determine the ground
roll from nose-wheel-on to a full stop. However, if reverse
thrust is to be used some relationship that represents its mag-
nitude as a function of V2 or the assumption of a constant
retarding thrust will be needed with equation (23) or (24) as
appropriate.

16 EFFECTS OF RUNWAY SLOPE

Many runways at smaller aerodromes slope up or down or
have bumps or depressions along their length and this can
be catered for in take-off and landing distance estimates by
the introduction of a runway slope term in the foregoing
equations; that is, the horizontal force is modified with the
inclusion of the component of weight acting along the take-
off run, mgsin γR, due to the local runway slope, γR. Since
runway slopes are normally small the cosine effect of slope on
the mass component in the normal force equation is ignored.
Assuming γR is positive for an up hill slope:

Substituting in equation (1) or (4) gives

T − D − mg sin γR − µ(mg − L) = ma (25)

and ground roll distance Xg is obtained from

Xg =
∫ VB

VA

mV

(T − D + µL − mg(µ + sin γR))
dV (26)

Equations for landing ground run can be similarly modi-
fied to account for slope.

Runways used for performance measurements are either
flat or their profile is measured and available for application
in the data reduction process.

17 PROPELLER AIRCRAFT

The above equations were derived for turbojet powered air-
craft. For piston-engined aircraft with propellers, the thrust
T is determined from the equation:

Power = rate of doing work (27)

or

ηP = TV (28)

where P is engine power (W), η is propeller efficiency, T is
thrust (N), and V is true airspeed (m s−1)

Turbo-prop aircraft may also obtain additional thrust TE

from the engine exhaust, in which case

T = ηP

V
+ TE (29)

18 CONCLUSION

Accurate take-off and landing performance estimation
requires knowledge of the aerodynamic characteristics of the
aircraft normally established from wind tunnel and flight test-
ing. This is not normally available, with sufficient accuracy,
to enable the equations presented above to be used for flight
planning purposes. They can however be used to give an
indication of the effect of parametric aircraft configuration
and aerodynamic design variations in trade-off studies. They
should not be used for flight planning purposes which
should only be conducted in accordance with the manu-
facturers’ flight manual flight planning data. Finally, the
bibliography and references provided below provide sources
of information for those who wish to study this topic in greater
depth.

NOMENCLATURE AND NOTATION

ASDA accelerate stop distance available
BFL balanced field length
EASA European Aviation Safety Agency
ESDU Engineering Sciences Data Unit
FAA United States Federal Aviation Agency
GPS global positioning system
JSF Joint Strike Fighter
KE kinetic energy
m meters (unit of distance)
MLS minimum launch speed
N Newtons (unit of force)
PE potential energy
STOL short take-off and landing
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STOVL short take-off and vertical landing
TODA take-off distance available
TODR take-off distance required
TORA take-off run available
TORR take-off run required
US DoD United States Department of Defense
UK MoD United Kingdom Ministry of Defence
V1 decision speed
V2 take-off safety speed (one engine inoperative)
V3 take-off safety speed (all engines operating)
VEF airspeed at engine failure
VLOF lift-off speed
Vmca minimum control airspeed airborne
Vmcg minimum control airspeed on the ground
Vmµ minimum unstick airspeed
VND nose wheel touchdown speed
VR rotation speed
VREF scheduled approach speed
VS stalling speed
VTD touchdown speed
VSTOL vertical and short take-off and landing
WOD wind over deck
η propeller efficiency
γR runway slope
µ coefficient of rolling friction
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, airplane performance in climbing and
descending flight outside of the influence of the ground will
be studied. The airplane will be restricted to flying with wings
level, away from the stall. The airplane will thus not be
rotating about the roll or yaw axes; this flight condition is fre-
quently referred to as symmetrical flight. General equations
will be developed for accelerated flight, where the associated
unbalanced forces that act on the airplane will cause it to
either increase or decrease its speed. A simplified flight con-
dition, where the sum of the forces acting on the airplane is
zero, will then be developed for the airplane in a steady (i.e.,
equilibrium) condition. The airplane will be treated as a rigid

body, thus permitting classical techniques of the dynamics of
bodies in motion to be applied.

The approach that will be adopted is to initially consider
the forces acting on the airplane during a climb in still air. The
equations that will be derived in this manner for a positive
climb gradient will then be applied to an airplane perform-
ing a descent (i.e., negative climb gradient). The impact of
wind on the performance of the airplane will be discussed
later in the chapter (Section 4.10). A brief discussion on a
related topic to that of climb performance, that is, the ceiling
(maximum height) of the airplane is presented in Section 5.

Generic equations are presented for the climb/descent
analysis of airplanes with different engine types installed
(e.g., piston, turboprop, jet). The derivations of equations,
however, that can predict the best angle-of-climb speed or
the best rate-of-climb speed require engine characteristics
to be included in the mathematical model. This has been
done for airplanes with piston–propeller or turbofan/turbojet
powerplants; however, the situation is not straightforward
for turbo-prop (turbo-propeller) airplanes. A turboprop is
essentially a turbine powerplant that drives a propeller gen-
erating thrust, but it also produces a residual jet thrust.
In very simple terms, the performance characteristics of
a turboprop airplane can be considered as being some-
where between those of a jet airplane and a piston–propeller
airplane.

2 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION

2.1 Body axes system

A longitudinal datum line, fixed with respect to the airframe
and passing through the center of gravity (c.g.) of the airplane,
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Body axis

Horizontal reference

Flight path

x
V

dV/dt

L

an

φ Tα
γ

T

z W
D

0 (center of gravity)

Figure 1. Definition of angles, forces and velocities for symmetri-
cal flight.

is used to define the body axes system (for an airplane with
a circular fuselage, the datum line is usually parallel to the
fuselage centerline). The body axes system, defined by 0xyz,
is fixed with regard to the airframe; the axes thus move with
the airplane. The origin of the axes is at the airplane’s c.g.
position; 0x is defined positive in the forward direction along
the fuselage datum, 0y is positive along the starboard wing
and 0z is positive downwards (Figure 1).

2.2 Angle of attack, flight path angle and pitch
attitude

The angle between the 0x axis and the flight path is the angle
of attack of the airplane (α); it is defined positive in an upward
direction (Figure 1). The angle between a horizontal datum
and the flight path is called the flight path angle (γ), and is
defined positive for a climb and negative for a descent. As
wind and upward or downward moving air currents have an
influence on the flight path, the term still air performance
is often used to indicate that the influence of wind (or up-
or down-drafts) has not been considered. The pitch attitude
(θ) is defined as the angle between the horizontal datum and
the 0x axis. The three angles (i.e., α, γ and θ) are related as
follows:

θ = α + γ (1)

2.3 Primary forces acting on the airplane

The primary forces acting on the airplane in a climb are shown
in Figure 1. The weight of the airplane (W) is shown to act
through the c.g. The lift (L) is defined as the net aerodynamic
force that acts normal to the flight path, and the drag (D) is
the net aerodynamic force that acts parallel to the flight path.
The lift can be expressed in terms of the lift coefficient (CL),

as follows:

L = 1

2
ρV 2SCL (2)

where ρ is the air density, V is the true airspeed and S is the
wing reference area. Similarly, the drag can be expressed in
terms of drag coefficient (CD):

D = 1

2
ρV 2SCD (3)

The vector that represents the combined net thrust of the
engines (T), for most airplane types, is offset by a small
amount from the body axis (shown as 0x). The included angle
is defined as φT, as shown in Figure 1.

3 BASIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION

3.1 Curvilinear motion applied to aircraft flight

The airplane shown in Figure 2 is flying, wings level, along
a curved path of radius r. The speed of the velocity vector of
the airplane is V and its direction is the instantaneous flight
path. To determine the basic equations that describe the angle
and rate of climb/descent, Newton’s second law is applied to
the body, which is moving along a plane, curvilinear path.
Using a normal and tangential coordinate system, this results
in the following two equations:

∑
Forces = W

g
at = W

g

dV

dt
(in the tangential direction)

(4)

and

∑
Forces = W

g
an = W

g
V

dγ

dt
(in the normal direction)

(5)

V

Horizontal

t

n

Radius = r

Flight path

t = Tangential direction
n = Normal direction

γ

Figure 2. Curvilinear motion.
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where at is the acceleration tangential to the flight path (dV/dt
is the time rate of change of the airplane’s speed) and an is the
acceleration (i.e., centripetal acceleration) normal to the flight
path (dγ/dt is the time rate of change of the flight path angle).

3.2 General equations for climb and descent

The equations used to analyze the climb or descent perfor-
mance of an airplane can be developed from equations (4)
and (5), taking into account the forces shown in Figure 1.
The summation of forces is considered parallel to the flight
path, that is,

∑
Forces = T cos(α + φT) − D − W sin γ = W

g

dV

dt

(6)

and normal to the flight path, that is,

∑
Forces = T sin(α + φT) + L − W cos γ = W

g
V

dγ

dt

(7)

These two equations are general expressions and are appli-
cable to an airplane performing a climb (i.e., γ is positive)
or a descent (i.e., γ is negative). For most applications, it is
acceptable to simplify the equations in two ways:

1. Centripetal acceleration simplification: For a typical
climb or descent, the airplane’s flight path is not exactly
straight, but will have a slight curve. The curvature, how-
ever, is very small and the rate of change of pitch angle
with respect to time is thus a small quantity. This means
that the centripetal acceleration term in equation (7) is
approximately zero. Note that this does not apply to a
pitching maneuver (e.g., when a pilot applies a pitch con-
trol input using the stick or yoke), but only to typical
climbing or descending flight conditions.

2. Thrust simplification: For most problems involving
climbing or descending flight, the angle between the
thrust line and the flight path is relatively small and can be
ignored. (Problems involving vectored thrust and flight
at high angles of attack are not considered in this chap-
ter – see Maneuver of Fixed-Wing Combat Aircraft.) By
ignoring the angular deviation of thrust, a small error is
introduced. There is, however, an elegant way to account
for this discrepancy. This involves defining the installed
thrust parallel to the flight path. The discrepancy is then
taken into account in the thrust/drag accounting of the
airplane, and the drag model includes the thrust correc-
tion.

Equations (6) and (7) can thus be simplified to give the
expressions that are normally used to analyze an airplane
performing a typical climb or descent, that is,

T − D − W sin γ = W

g

dV

dt
(8)

L − W cos γ = 0 (9)

4 PERFORMANCE IN CLIMBING
FLIGHT

4.1 Types of climb

When an airplane climbs, it gains height and potential energy.
This can be at the expense of kinetic energy (i.e., reducing true
airspeed); alternatively, the climb can be conducted at con-
stant kinetic energy or with increasing kinetic energy. Based
on these considerations of kinetic energy, three types of climb
can be described:

1. The first type of climb involves an exchange of kinetic
and potential energies, and is sometimes, rather aptly,
called a zoom maneuver. The pilot builds up speed and
then uses the airplane’s kinetic energy to gain height
(zoom climbs are used during aerobatic displays and for
setting altitude records, for example).

2. The second type of climb is a steady climb, and is con-
ducted at constant true airspeed (TAS). The potential
energy increases, but the kinetic energy is constant. The
airplane is in a state of equilibrium at all points along the
flight path, and the climb is thus easy to analyze. In many
situations, the time rate of change of the TAS is small, and
it is acceptable to assume that the airplane is momentarily
in a steady flight condition (i.e., quasi-steady state).

3. The third type of climb involves acceleration along the
flight path, and there is an increase in both potential and
kinetic energies.

4.2 Typical climb-speed schedule for an airliner

The climb-speed schedule for airline operations typically
involves segments flown at constant indicated airspeed (IAS)
or constant Mach number (Figure 3). For theoretical analy-
ses, however, it is convenient to work in terms of calibrated
airspeed (CAS), and to ignore the small difference that may
exist between IAS and CAS. A typical climb-speed schedule
for an airliner would have three segments: a lower segment
conducted at a speed not exceeding 250 kt below 10 000 ft
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Height
(h) Constant Mach

number climb

Constant CAS climb
(two segments)

True airspeed (V )

Tropopause

∆ h

∆ V

Acceleration

250 kt CAS

10 000 ft

Crossover height

Figure 3. Typical airliner climb schedule: constant CAS climb,
followed by constant Mach number climb.

(this speed restriction applies in many of the world’s
airspaces); a middle segment conducted at a speed appro-
priate to the airplane type (typically about 300 kt); and an
upper segment conducted at a constant Mach number (which
is close to the airplane’s cruise Mach number).

It is important to note that a constant CAS climb implies
an increasing TAS. This increase, coupled with a reduction
in the speed of sound in the climb, means that the Mach num-
ber would increase rapidly in a constant CAS climb. It is for
this reason that the climb-speed schedule switches to a con-
stant Mach number at an appropriate height (usually called
the crossover height). Climbing at constant Mach number
implies that there will be a slight decrease in TAS up to the
tropopause as the speed of sound will decrease. In the strato-
sphere, temperature is constant; the speed of sound will thus
be constant, and a constant Mach number climb will imply a
constant TAS.

4.3 Angle of climb and climb gradient

The angle of climb of an airplane in still air conditions is equal
to the flight path angle (γ), as shown in Figure 1 (the influence
of wind is discussed in Section 4.10). As the angle of climb
is generally small for typical flight operations, the following
small angle approximations can be used: cos γ ≈ 1, sin γ ≈
tan γ , and tan γ ≈ γ , when γ is measured in radians.

In this section, a general expression for an accelerated
climb is derived (Section 4.3.1), followed by a simpler expres-
sion that applies to a steady constant TAS climb (Section
4.3.2).

4.3.1 Accelerated climb

A general expression for the angle of climb can be obtained
by re-arranging equation (8) and expanding the derivative

dV/dt to include the change with respect to height (dh).

sin γ = T − D

W
− 1

g

dV

dh

dh

dt
(10)

The vertical component of the airspeed in the absence of
up- and down-drafts (i.e., gusts) is equal to the rate of change
of height with respect to time (Vv). This is called the rate of
climb (see Section 4.6).

Vv = V sin γ = dh

dt
(11)

By substituting equation (11) into equation (10) and re-
arranging the resulting expression, it can be shown that the
angle of climb is given by

sin γ = (T/W) − (D/W)

1 + (V/g)(dV/dh)
(12)

The normal way of using equation (12) to study an air-
plane’s climb performance is to introduce an acceleration
factor (facc), which is defined as follows:

facc = V

g

dV

dh
(13)

Thus

sin γ = (T/W) − (D/W)

1 + facc
(14)

The acceleration factor, which is a non-dimensional
parameter, is a function of the climb-speed schedule, and
its magnitude depends on whether the airplane is in the tro-
posphere or in the stratosphere. The significance of the accel-
eration factor for a constant CAS climb, for example, is illus-
trated in Figure 3. It is evident that the slope of the line, which
is the reciprocal of the term dV/dh, changes with height.
The acceleration factor thus increases with height as both
V and dV/dh increase for a constant CAS climb. Equations
for determining the acceleration factor are given in Table 1.

4.3.2 Steady climb

For a steady climb (i.e., constant TAS), the rate of change of
true airspeed with respect to height is zero, and equation (12)
can be simplified, as follows:

sin γ = T

W
− D

W
(15)
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Table 1. Acceleration factor (Young, 2002).

The acceleration factor is given by: facc = 0.7M2ψ

where the value of ψ depends on the climb/descent speed schedule, as follows:

Constant Mach no. Constant EAS Constant CAS

ψ = −ζ ψ = 1 − ζ ψ = (1 + 0.2M2)
3.5 − 1

0.7M2(1 + 0.2M2)2.5 − ζ

And where the value of ζ depends on the height, as follows:

In the troposphere In the stratosphere
ζ = 0.190263 ζ = 0

In the study of the climb (and descent) performance of an
airplane, the lift-to-drag ratio (E) is an important parameter.
It is a measure of the aerodynamic efficiency of an airplane,
and it varies with airplane configuration and flight condi-
tion. For airliners and for most general aviation aircraft, the
angle of climb during typical flight operations is a reasonably
small quantity. This means that the small angle approxima-
tion cos γ ≈ 1 can be used, permitting the lift-to-drag ratio
to be introduced, that is,

sin γ ≈ T

W
− D

L
(16)

This equation provides a simple and intuitive means to
assess the climb performance of an airplane: the climb angle
(in radians) is the difference between the thrust-to-weight
ratio and the reciprocal of the lift-to-drag ratio.

4.3.3 Climb gradient

The climb gradient can be deduced directly from the climb
angle. The still air climb gradient, by definition, is equal to
tan γ . In the absence of wind, the climb gradient represents the
ratio of the gain in height to the horizontal distance flown, and
is often expressed as a percentage. For small climb angles,
the climb gradient can be obtained directly from equation
(16), with the application of the small angle approximation
tan γ ≈ sin γ .

4.4 Best angle of climb for turbojet/turbofan
airplanes

The flight conditions that will give the best angle of climb
(i.e., steepest climb gradient) are of interest in maintaining
an adequate clearance from obstacles (e.g., mountains and
buildings) after takeoff, for example. This parameter is also

of particular significance for the emergency situation of flight
following an engine failure on a multiple-engine airplane.

Equation (16) can be used to construct a graphical repre-
sentation of the key parameters that affect the climb angle.
A plot of the ratios T/W and D/L as a function of equivalent
airspeed (VE), for a selected airplane weight, is prepared. The
advantage of working with equivalent airspeed (EAS), rather
than TAS, is that a single graph can be used to represent the
ratio D/L at all altitudes. The angle of climb, when measured
in radians, is given by the difference between the two curves.
The speed that will give the best angle of climb can be deter-
mined by inspection. The maximum angle of climb (γmax)
occurs at the speed at which the tangents to the T/W and D/L
curves are parallel.

It is known that the thrust of a jet engine does not vary sig-
nificantly with airspeed (at a given throttle setting and height).
As a reasonable first approximation, it can be assumed that
the T/W function, for a selected height, can be represented by
a horizontal line on this graph (Figure 4). With this assump-
tion, it can be concluded that the best angle-of-climb speed
for a jet airplane, at any altitude, is equal to the minimum
drag speed (VEmd ).

VEmd

T/W (idealized)
at height h

T/W (idealized)
at max. height

For a particular
- throttle setting
- weight

VE

T/W
D/L

D/L

γ
γmax

Figure 4. T/W and D/L for an idealized turbojet/turbofan airplane.
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Stall

VEmp
VEmd

VE

T/W
D/L D/L

For a particular
- throttle setting
- weight

T/W (idealized) at height h

T/W (idealized) at max. height

Figure 5. T/W and D/L for an idealized piston–propeller airplane.

4.5 Best angle of climb for piston-propeller
airplanes

The thrust produced by a piston–propeller powerplant has a
very different speed relationship compared to that of a jet
airplane. As a reasonable approximation, it can be assumed
that the engine’s thrust power (at a given throttle setting and
altitude) does not change with airspeed. This means that the
thrust–speed relationship can be represented by a rectangular
hyperbola (Figure 5).

It is evident that a piston–propeller airplane will achieve
the maximum angle of climb, not at the minimum drag speed
(as is the case for a jet airplane), but at a speed that is between
the stall speed (VES ) and the minimum power speed (VEmp ).
The optimum speed also depends on the altitude. It is possible
to obtain an expression for the best angle-of-climb speed for
a piston–propeller airplane; however, the expression does not
have a closed-form solution and must be solved by iteration.
It is convenient for such analyses to express the thrust in terms
of the shaft power (Ps), as power is used as the engine output
metric for piston engines, that is,

T = ηpPs
√

σ

VE
(17)

where ηp is the propeller efficiency and σ is the relative air
density. The thrust term in the expression for the angle of
climb, as given by equation (15), is now substituted using
equation (17), that is,

sin γ = ηpPs
√

σ

WVE
− D

W
(18)

Further insight into the mechanics of a steady-speed climb
can be obtained using the parabolic drag expression, that is,

CD = CD0 + KC2
L (19)

where CD0 is the zero lift drag coefficient and K is the induced
drag factor. Using the definition of the drag coefficient (equa-
tion (3)), the drag can be written as follows:

D = 1

2
ρ0V

2
ES(CD0 + KC2

L) (20)

Equation (20) is now substituted into equation (18). The
speed that will result in a maximum value of sin γ is
determined using standard calculus (the expression is dif-
ferentiated with respect to VE and the result set equal to
zero). This produces the following expression, which must
be solved by iteration:

CD0ρ0SV 4
E + ηpPs

√
σVE − 4W2K

ρ0S
= 0 (21)

There are several limitations that should be noted regard-
ing this expression. Firstly, the expression was derived with
the assumption that lift is approximately equal to weight, and
its use is only correct for modest climb angles. Secondly, it
is seen that the relative density appears in the equation, indi-
cating that the speed (EAS) for the best angle of climb varies
with altitude. Finally, the solution given by equation (21) is
based on the parabolic drag polar and the thrust representa-
tion of the idealized piston-propeller powerplant. At the very
low speeds associated with this flight condition, the accuracy
of both the drag and power idealizations are reduced. The
airspeed is close to the stall speed, which can introduce a
discrepancy between the parabolic drag polar and the actual
drag polar. Furthermore, the assumption that shaft power and
propeller efficiency do not change with speed can yield a poor
approximation at low speeds. For these reasons, equation (21)
cannot be expected to provide a very accurate estimate of
the best angle-of-climb speed; however, it is useful in that it
provides an analytical “feel” for the variables that influence
the optimum speed. If actual data of shaft power, drag and
propeller efficiency were available, then a superior approach
would be to use equation (18) and to solve for the optimum
speed using a numerical or graphical technique.

4.6 Rate of climb

4.6.1 Accelerated climb

In the absence of up- or down-drafts, the rate of climb (Vv) is
equal to the vertical component of the airspeed. The general
expression for the rate of climb can be deduced directly from
equation (12), that is,

Vv = V sin γ = ((T/W) − (D/W))V

1 + (V/g)(dV/dh)
(22)
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As before (see Section 4.3), it is convenient to introduce the
acceleration factor ( facc), as defined by equation (13) and
described in Table 1.

Vv = ((T/W) − (D/W))V

1 + facc
(23)

For high speed flight, it is preferable to express the rate of
climb in terms of Mach number (M) and the speed of sound
(a). Equation (23) can thus be rewritten as follows:

Vv = [(T/δ) − (D/δ)]Ma

(1 + facc)(W/δ)
(24)

The reason for dividing both the numerator and denomi-
nator by the pressure ratio (δ) is to write the thrust in a form
consistent with the usual presentation of thrust data for a
turbojet/turbofan engine.

4.6.2 Steady climb

For a climb at constant TAS, the acceleration factor is zero
and equation (23) can be simplified:

Vv = (T − D)V

W
(25)

It is evident from equation (25) that when there is an excess
of thrust over drag (at a given speed), the airplane will have
a positive rate of climb, and when the drag is greater than the
thrust, the rate of climb will be negative. For turbojet/turbofan
airplanes, equation (25) is intuitively easy to understand, as
the powerplant output is rated in terms of thrust; however,
for piston–propeller aircraft, engine performance is rated in
terms of power.

The product of thrust and TAS is equal to thrust power
(PT), and the product of drag and TAS is equal to the drag
power (PD). Drag power is also known as required power (the
two terms are synonymous). For piston-propeller airplanes,
it is convenient for many applications to write equation (25)
in terms of power, that is,

Vv = PT − PD

W
(26)

The rate of climb (at a given weight) thus depends on the
excess of thrust power over drag power. An alternative tech-
nique to this analytical approach is a graphical representation
of the rate of climb. This involves multiplying equation (25)
by

√
σ, which results in the function of interest being written

in terms of EAS, that is,

√
σVv = T

W
VE − D

W
VE (27)

As the analysis is restricted to modest climb angles, small
angle approximations can be used. Substituting the lift for the
weight enables the lift-to-drag ratio to be introduced, that is,

√
σVv ≈ T

W
VE − D

L
VE (28)

Thus, in order to find the rate of climb at any height,
(T/W)VE and (D/L)VE values are plotted against VE. The
parameter

√
σVv, which is a measure of the rate of climb at a

particular height, is represented by the difference between the
two curves. Note that (D/L)VE is independent of altitude, but
dependent on airplane weight; by contrast, (T/W)VE depends
on both altitude and weight.

4.7 Best rate of climb for turbojet/turbofan
airplanes

The climb speed that is generally used by airliners is one
that minimizes the total trip cost, taking into account any air
traffic control (ATC) restrictions. Now as an airliner is most
efficient during cruise, it is usually desirable to climb at a
speed that results in a high rate of climb, thus increasing the
time spent in the cruise. The optimum speed that minimizes
the total trip fuel is thus close to the maximum rate-of-climb
speed for the airplane.

For an idealized turbojet/turbofan powerplant, the thrust
(T) can be assumed to be independent of speed; therefore,
the term (T/W)VE is proportional to VE at a given weight. As
illustrated in Figure 6, the maximum rate of climb is achieved
at a speed that is greater than the minimum drag speed, which
is shown as the point where a tangent passing through the
origin, touches the (D/L)VE graph.

The best rate-of-climb speed for the idealized turbo-
jet/turbofan airplane can be established using the parabolic
drag expression (equation (19)). By writing the drag in terms
of EAS and substituting this into equation (27), an expression
for the rate of climb can be found, from which the speed that
will produce the best rate of climb can be determined, that is,

VE =

 W

3CD0ρ0S


 T

W
±

√(
T

W

)2

+ 12CD0K







1/2

(29)
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Max σVv

(D/L) VE

(T/W ) VE (idealized)
at height h

For a particular
- throttle setting
- weight

(T/W ) VE (idealized)
at max. height

VEmd
V E

(T/W ) VE
(D/L) VE

Figure 6. Rate of climb for an idealized turbojet/turbofan air-
plane.

This equation can be used to determine the speed for a
maximum rate of climb at a particular altitude and throttle
setting. It should be noted, however, that if the airplane con-
tinues the climb at a constant EAS, the TAS will increase as
the air density drops, and the airplane will accelerate along
its flight path. The implication of this observation is that the
acceleration factor (equation (13)) will not be zero (which
violates the steady speed assumption used to derive equa-
tion (29)). In practice, the TAS for the best rate of climb will
vary during the climb. However, the rate of climb that can be
achieved at a constant CAS is reasonably close to the opti-
mum condition. An expression for the acceleration factor for
a constant CAS climb is presented in Table 1.

Alternatively, a graphical method can be used to determine
the conditions for the best rate of climb (and also the best
angle of climb). The method is particularly suitable for prob-
lems where the parabolic drag polar or the idealized thrust
function are not appropriate. The product of

√
σ and Vv is

plotted against VE, as illustrated in Figure 7. The best rate
of climb is obviously the maximum point on the graph. The
speed for the best angle of climb (see Section 4.6) can also be

Locus of best angle-of-climb speeds

Locus of best rate-of-climb speeds

Sea level

Cruise altitude

VE

σVv

Figure 7. Rate of climb for a turbojet/turbofan airplane.

Max value

σVv

(T/W )VE
(D/L)VE

(D/L)VE

For a particular
- throttle setting
- weight

(T/W )VE (idealized)
at height h

(T/W )VE (idealized)
at max. height

VEmp
VE

Figure 8. Rate of climb for an idealized piston–propeller air-
plane.

determined by constructing a line through the origin, tangent
to the curve.

4.8 Best rate of climb for piston–propeller
airplanes

In the case of an idealized piston–propeller airplane, the
(T/W)VE function can be represented by a horizontal line
(Figure 8), as thrust power is assumed to be independent
of speed. It is thus evident that the maximum rate of climb
for the idealized piston–propeller airplane is at the minimum
power speed (VEmp ). The comment made earlier (in Section
4.5) regarding the accuracy of the parabolic drag polar and
power idealization at low speeds is also valid here. A graphi-
cal approach is thus superior if data were available. However,
instead of plotting (T/W)VE versus VE, as was done for the
turbojet/turbofan, an equivalent group of terms (see equation
(17)) is suggested for the piston–propeller powerplant. The
rate of climb will then be given by the following expression:

√
σVv = ηpPS

√
σ

W
− D

W
VE (30)

4.9 Time to climb

It is frequently of interest to know how long an airplane will
take to reach its cruising altitude. The vertical component of
the airspeed, in the absence of up- or down-drafts (Vv), is
equal to the change in height with respect to time (equation
(11)). The time to climb from height h1 to height h2 is thus
given by the following integral expression:

t =
∫ h2

h1

1

Vv
dh (31)
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where the rate of climb (Vv) is given by equation (23) for
an accelerated climb and by equation (25) for a steady-speed
climb.

The evaluation of equation (31) for a general problem is
not easy because of the interdependency of the associated
parameters. As an illustration, consider a jet airplane climb-
ing from sea level to its cruising altitude. As the airplane
climbs, fuel is consumed and the airplane’s weight is reduced.
The fuel flow is equal to the product of the thrust specific fuel
consumption and the thrust (see Cruise Performance of Fixed-
Wing Aircraft). During the climb, T will generally decrease
as the air density decreases (and it will also change with
changes in throttle setting). The drag (D) will also change as
it depends on the air density, the airplane’s weight and TAS
(which changes, as described in Section 4.2).

The best approach for determining the time to climb is to
divide the climb into intervals. The change of height of the
ith interval is designated as �hi . The rate of climb can be
determined at the start of the ith interval (Vvi

), as described
in Section 4.6, and an estimate of the time to climb through
the interval (�ti) can then be calculated from the ratio of �hi

and Vvi
. Next, an estimate of the fuel consumed in the interval

must be obtained from knowledge of the fuel flow and �ti .
By subtracting the fuel consumed from the airplane’s weight
at the start of the interval (Wi), an estimate of the weight at
the end of the interval (Wi+1) can be obtained. The process
is then repeated sequentially for each interval.

To improve the accuracy of the calculation, a mean rate of
climb for the interval can be used. This requires the rate of
climb to be determined at the end of the interval (Vvi+1 ) based
on the estimated weight (and thrust) of the airplane at the
height hi+1. The mean rate of climb is calculated from Vvi

and
Vvi+1 . In a repeat of the earlier calculation, revised estimates
of �ti and Wi+1 are then determined using the mean rate of
climb.

The total time of the climb (t) is given by the following
equation:

t =
n∑

i=1

�ti (32)

4.10 Effect of wind on climb performance

It is intuitively apparent that winds have a significant influ-
ence on the climb/descent performance of an airplane.
Consider an airplane climbing at a true airspeed V, with a
tailwind of speed Vw, as illustrated in Figure 9. The air-
plane is shown to be flying in an air mass and the entire
air mass is moving with a speed Vw. The still air angle of
climb is γ .

V

Resultant velocity γ

γ

γ is the still air climb angle

Vw

Air mass moves
due to the wind

Air mass

Vw

V v

V

Figure 9. Effect of wind on climb performance.

The speed of the airplane with respect to the ground (i.e.,
the ground speed) will be different to the airspeed because of
the wind. The ground speed is given by a vector summation
of the airplane’s velocity and the wind velocity. It should be
noted that the net flight path angle is reduced in the case of
a tailwind (and increased for a headwind); however, the rate
of climb is unchanged in the presence of a steady wind.

5 CEILING (MAXIMUM ALTITUDE)

5.1 Absolute ceiling

A subject that is closely related to the climb performance of
an airplane is its ceiling (or maximum altitude). The thrust
produced by an airplane’s engines typically decay with alti-
tude. This means that for each throttle setting (selected by
the pilot), there will be a maximum altitude, beyond which it
will not be possible for the airplane to climb. This maximum
altitude depends on the airplane’s configuration (i.e., the posi-
tion of its flaps, undercarriage, etc.), weight and powerplant
characteristics. Several ceiling definitions exist.

The absolute ceiling is defined as the maximum altitude at
which level flight can be maintained with maximum available
thrust. Although, an airplane can fly higher than its absolute
ceiling by a zoom maneuver (see Section 4.1), such altitudes
cannot be sustained. The absolute ceiling can be determined
using a graphical technique, as illustrated in Figure 4. The
condition is associated with the point where the T curve is
tangential to the D curve – it can thus be deduced that steady
flight is only possible at one speed. For the idealized turbo-
fan/turbojet, the absolute ceiling is achieved at the minimum
drag speed (VEmd ). It can also be concluded that the lift-to-
drag ratio will equal Emax. It should be noted that flight at the
absolute ceiling is difficult to sustain and, for this reason, is
largely of theoretical interest.

For the idealized piston–propeller airplane, the absolute
ceiling is achieved by flying at the minimum power speed
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(VEmp ). This is evident from the rate of climb analysis (Sec-
tion 4.8) where the rate of climb is reduced to zero. For
most piston–propeller aircraft, however, the absolute ceiling
is generally of little significance, as most of these aircraft are
unpressurized, and will usually not be flown higher than about
8000 ft (2440 m). (According to the airworthiness regulations
FAR 23 (FAA, 1996) and CS 23 (EASA, 2009), oxygen is
required for the crew and passengers for altitudes greater than
10 000 ft.)

5.2 Practical ceilings

Practical ceiling definitions are defined in terms of the max-
imum rate of climb that can be achieved at the altitude
concerned – for example, the service ceiling is the greatest
altitude at which a rate of climb of 100 ft min−1 (0.508 m s−1)
can be achieved. For certain military applications, a cruise
ceiling is defined as the greatest altitude at which a rate of
climb of 300 ft min−1 (1.53 m s−1) can be achieved.

5.3 Single-engine-inoperative service ceiling

It is evident that the service ceiling depends on the avail-
able thrust. In the event of an engine failure (on a multiple
engine airplane), the service ceiling will be reduced. En
route flight planning should ensure that the single-engine-
inoperative service ceiling is higher, by a sufficient margin,
than the mountains that have to be crossed. The single-engine-
inoperative service ceiling is defined in terms of a minimum
gradient (set by the airworthiness authority) that must be
maintained by the remaining engines operating at maximum
continuous thrust, following an engine failure.

6 PERFORMANCE IN DESCENDING
FLIGHT

6.1 Angle of descent and descent gradient

6.1.1 Accelerated descent

In Section 4.3, equations were developed for the angle of
climb. These expressions are also valid for the descent; the
only difference is that the flight path angle (γ) is negative. The
relevant expression for an accelerated descent is repeated:

sin γ = (T/W) − (D/W)

1 + facc
(14)

where the acceleration factor (facc) is defined by equation (13)
and described in Table 1.

6.1.2 Steady descent

For a steady-speed descent (i.e., constant TAS), the rate of
change of speed with respect to height is zero and equation
(14) can be simplified, as before, that is,

sin γ = T

W
− D

W
(15)

In this situation it is seen that for a steady-speed descent,
the angle of descent depends on the excess of drag over thrust.
If the angle of descent is small, which is the case for any
normal descent (i.e., not an emergency descent), then it is per-
missible to use a small angle approximation and to introduce
the lift-to-drag ratio, that is,

sin γ ≈ T

W
− D

L
(16)

For airline operations, it is desirable that the trip fuel be
minimized. As the descent is usually at idle thrust (or at a
thrust setting close to idle), the optimum descent (considering
only fuel usage) is one that results in the longest descent dis-
tance. From equation (16) it is seen that the minimum descent
gradient occurs when the lift-to-drag ratio is a maximum (i.e.,
the airplane is flown at the minimum drag speed). For stan-
dard operations, the descent schedule, which is similar to
the climb schedule (see Section 4.2), is usually defined in
terms of segments flown at constant Mach number or constant
CAS.

6.1.3 Glide angle for unpowered flight

Multiple engine failure on large transport aircraft is a very rare
occurrence. There have been a few reported cases where the
engines have failed simultaneously due to fuel starvation and
at least two cases of airliners suffering total engine failure due
to the ingestion of volcanic dust. The better an airplane can
glide, the more time the pilot will have to re-start the engines
or find a suitable place to land. It is easily demonstrated that
an aerodynamically efficient airplane (i.e., one with a high
lift-to-drag ratio) will glide well.

For a steady descent (i.e., constant TAS) with zero thrust,
equation (15) reduces to the following form:

tan γ = −D

L
(33)
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Equation (33) shows that the glide angle, when measured
in radians, is approximately equal to the reciprocal of the lift-
to-drag ratio. The smallest glide angle, which will ensure that
the greatest horizontal distance will be covered for a given
loss of height, will thus be achieved at the flight condition
that produces the maximum lift-to-drag ratio. The maximum
distance for unpowered flight in still air will therefore be
achieved at the minimum drag speed.

6.2 Rate of descent

6.2.1 Accelerated descent

The rate of descent can be determined from the equations
given in Sections 4.6–4.8, which were determined for the rate
of climb. By definition, the rate of descent is positive when
dh/dt is negative. In the absence of up- or down-drafts, the
rate of descent is given by equation (23), taking into account
the change in sign convention.

Rate of descent = − [(T/W) − (D/W)]V

1 + facc
(34)

where the acceleration factor (facc) is defined by equation (34)
and described in Table 1.

6.2.2 Steady descent

For a steady-speed descent (constant TAS), equation (34) can
be simplified, as follows:

Rate of descent = −
(

T

W
− D

W

)
V (35)

6.2.3 Rate of sink for unpowered flight

For unpowered flight, the term rate of sink is preferred to the
term rate of descent (in essence, the two terms are synony-
mous). For a steady-speed (i.e., constant TAS) descent, the
rate of sink for unpowered flight is given by the following
equation:

Rate of sink = DV

W
= PD

W
(36)

From equation (36) it can be concluded that the lowest
rate of descent will occur at the airplane’s minimum power
speed (VEmp ). Based on the parabolic drag polar (equation
(19)), it can be shown that VEmp is 76% of VEmd . To achieve
the maximum glide duration, the airplane must therefore be

flown at a considerably slower speed than that required for
the best glide angle.

7 SUMMARY

In this chapter, equations have been developed to describe
the climb and descent performance of fixed-wing airplanes
with piston or jet engines. Using classical techniques for the
analysis of bodies in motion, equations have been derived for
the airplane’s angle of climb (or descent) and rate of climb
(or descent). It has initially been assumed that the airplane
is accelerating along its flight path. This approach yields
equations that incorporate an acceleration factor (facc), the
magnitude of which depends on the airplane’s climb/descent
speed schedule and height. (A constant calibrated airspeed
climb/descent – which is typically used by airliners – is an
example of an accelerated climb/descent.) Equations for the
simplified flight condition, in which the airplane is assumed
to be in a steady state (i.e., constant true airspeed), are eas-
ily derived from the accelerated climb/descent equations (by
setting the acceleration factor to zero). The flight speeds that
yield the best angle of climb and the best rate of climb
are of considerable importance to pilots. The analysis of
these speeds was undertaken by considering idealized rep-
resentations of the engine’s thrust or power output. Other
topics briefly discussed in this chapter are the influence
of wind on climb/decent performance and a flight condi-
tion that is closely related to climb: the airplane’s ceiling
(or maximum altitude). Further information on these topics
can be found in Anderson (1998), Asselin (1997), ESDU
(1979), ESDU (1992), Eshelby (2000), Mair and Birdsall
(1992), Lowry (1999), Ojha (1995) and Ruijgrok (1996), for
example.

NOTATION

a speed of sound
an acceleration normal to curved flight path (i.e., cen-

tripetal acceleration)
at acceleration tangential to curved flight path
CD drag coefficient
CD0 zero lift drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
D drag
E lift-to-drag ratio, L/D
Emax maximum lift-to-drag ratio
facc acceleration factor (see equation (13))
g gravitational acceleration
h geopotential height
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K induced drag factor
L lift
M Mach number
n, t normal, tangential coordinates
PD drag power (power required) = DV
Ps shaft power
PT thrust power = TV
r radius of curve
S wing reference area
T thrust
t time; tangential coordinate
V true airspeed
VE equivalent airspeed
VEmd equivalent airspeed for minimum drag (best lift-

to-drag ratio speed)
VEmp equivalent airspeed for minimum power
Vv rate of climb in still air
W weight
x, y, z body axes (coordinates)
α angle of attack
γ flight path angle (defined positive upwards)
δ relative air pressure (pressure ratio)
ηp propeller efficiency
θ pitch angle
ρ air density
ρ0 air density at the ISA sea level datum
σ relative air density (density ratio)
φT thrust offset angle

ABBREVIATIONS

CAS calibrated airspeed
c.g. center of gravity
EAS equivalent airspeed

IAS indicated airspeed
ISA International Standard Atmosphere
TAS true airspeed
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1 INTRODUCTION

The pilot maneuvers the airplane by changing the position
of one or more of the flight controls (e.g., stick/yoke, rudder
pedals, trim setting or throttle – see Fixed-Wing Control and
Handling Qualities). This will typically result in a change to
the airplane’s speed and/or direction. The resulting acceler-
ations – measured normal and tangential to the flight path –
depend on the airplane’s speed and the aerodynamic moments
that are generated about the center of gravity (c.g.) of the air-
plane due the deflection of the control surfaces or the change
in thrust.

In this chapter, the motion of the airplane during a turning
maneuver (Section 3) and a pitching maneuver (Section 4)

will be analyzed. General equations will be developed that
will enable the performance parameters such as load factor,
turn rate and turning radius to be determined. The airplane’s
performance, when conducting such maneuvers, may be lim-
ited by several factors – for example: aerodynamics (e.g., the
airplane could stall), structural (e.g., excessive loads could
cause structural failure) and engine thrust (e.g., there could be
insufficient thrust for the intended maneuver). The manner in
which these limiting factors impact the turning performance
is outlined. Another set of operational limits that impact the
ability to maneuver the airplane concerns stall and high speed
buffet. It is apparent that the margin between stall and buffet
reduces with height (Section 5).

The conventional way of representing the operating limits
of the airplane is known as a V–n diagram. This is a pictorial
representation of the design limit load factor presented as a
function of equivalent airspeed – the process for determining
the V–n diagram is briefly discussed in Section 6.

2 LOAD FACTOR, LIFT, DRAG
AND REQUIRED THRUST

2.1 Load factor

The load factor is the ratio of the airplane’s lift (L) to its
weight (W), that is,

nZ = L

W
(1)

The net lift is the component of the net aerodynamic force
that acts normal to the flight path in the plane of symmetry
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2 Flight Mechanics

of the airplane. For this reason, the load factor defined by
equation (1) is more accurately referred to as the normal load
factor. The load factor is defined positive for an aerodynamic
force that acts upwards with respect to the airplane (i.e., in
the negative Z direction). Essentially, a load factor is a non-
dimensional aerodynamic force with respect to the airplane’s
weight, and as forces are vectors, load factors have a defined
direction. Positive load factors are associated with a pull-up
(or pitching) maneuver, which results in the occupants being
pushed into their seats, while negative load factors are in the
opposite direction.

In straight, level (i.e., constant height) flight nZ is equal to
1, but for any maneuver that results in the net lift being greater
than the airplane’s weight, the load factor will be greater
than 1. Occupants of an aircraft perceive the load factor
induced by a maneuver as a change to their weight – for exam-
ple, when nZ is equal to 2, they would feel as if their weight
were twice normal (i.e., the acceleration due to gravity, g, is
perceived to be twice its normal value). As the load factor
is perceived with respect to the usual 1-g condition experi-
enced on the ground, flight crew (and passengers) sometimes,
colloquially, describe the physiological sensation as “pulling
gees”.

2.2 Lift

The definition of the load factor, given in equation (1),
enables the lift coefficient (CL) of the airplane to be writ-
ten in terms of its weight. In straight, level flight, that is,
when the wings are not banked and the airplane is neither
climbing nor descending, the lift exactly balances the weight
(Figure 1). In this case, nZ is equal to 1 and the lift coefficient
can be described by equation (2), as given below. The lift
coefficient is written in several alternative forms, as an illus-
tration of the various ways in which the dynamic pressure (q)

L

W

V

L =W
as nz = 1

Figure 1. Lift and weight in straight, level flight.

can be expressed, that is,

CL = W

qS
= W

(1/2)ρV 2S
= W

(1/2)ρ0V
2
ES

= W

(1/2)ρ0a
2
0δM

2S

(2)

where ρ is the air density, V is the true airspeed (TAS), S is
the wing reference area, ρ0 is the air density at the ISA sea
level datum, VE is the equivalent airspeed (EAS), a0 is the
speed of sound at the ISA sea level datum, δ is the relative air
pressure and M is the Mach number.

In flight conditions other than straight, level flight the lift
will generally not equal the weight – for example, when the
airplane is performing a pitching maneuver (Figure 2a) or
when the airplane is performing a constant height, banked
turn (Figure 2b). The lift coefficient in such conditions can
be written in terms of the load factor, as follows:

CL = nZW

(1/2)ρV 2S
= nZCL1 (3)

where CL1 is the lift coefficient under 1-g conditions, as
described by equation (2).

2.3 Drag

By definition, the net drag force acting on the airplane (D)
can be expressed in terms of the drag coefficient (CD), that
is,

D = 1

2
ρV 2SCD (4)

The usual model for representing the drag of an airplane
is the parabolic drag polar, that is,

CD = CD0 + KC2
L (5)

where CD0 is the zero lift drag coefficient and K is the induced
drag factor.

During maneuvers, the lift coefficient, even at constant
speed, will increase as the load factor increases (see equation
(3)). This means that an airplane’s drag will also increase with
increasing load factor, as the induced drag term in the drag
model (equation (5)) would increase. As an illustration of this
effect, the drag coefficient in a maneuver can be written in
terms of the load factor and the equivalent 1-g lift coefficient
(which is described by equation (2)).

CD = CD0 + Kn2
ZC2

L1
(6)
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L

W

(a) (b)

V

L = nz W

L = nz W

W

L

Figure 2. (a) Lift and weight in pull-up maneuver and (b) Lift and weight in a constant height banked turn.

2.4 Lift-to-drag ratio

The ratio of an airplane’s lift to its drag (E) is an important
aerodynamic parameter, which has a significant influence
on an airplane’s performance. It is a measure of an air-
plane’s aerodynamic efficiency. The lift-to-drag ratio can be
expressed in terms of the lift and drag coefficients, as follows:

E = L

D
= CL

CD

(7)

During maneuvers, the lift-to-drag ratio will change: the
lift coefficient will change according to equation (3) and the
drag coefficient according to equation (6). Although the value
of E will change during flight, each airplane has a maximum
value (Emax), which cannot be exceeded. Using the parabolic
drag polar (equation (5)), it can be shown that the maximum
lift-to-drag ratio is given by the following expression:

Emax = 1

2

√
1

KCD0

(8)

2.5 Required thrust

When an airplane is in steady (i.e., non-accelerating), level
(i.e., constant height) flight, the net thrust (T), defined parallel

to the flight path, is equal to the net drag – this observation
permits the thrust to be written in terms of the airplane’s
weight and lift-to-drag ratio, that is,

T = D = W

E
(9)

Equation (9) shows that the thrust required to sustain steady,
level flight at a given weight depends not on CD, as might be
expected, but on the lift-to-drag ratio.

It is also evident from equation (9) that the thrust required
to maintain constant speed would increase as the drag
increases during a maneuver. In a constant-height turn, for
example, an increase in thrust is needed to prevent the air-
plane’s speed from reducing (see Section 3.5).

3 TURNING PERFORMANCE

3.1 Introduction

In turning flight, the airplane is considered to be flying on
a circular flight path, where the axis of the turning circle is
vertical. There are several ways in which such a turn can
be executed – for example, it could be at constant height or
the height could be increasing or decreasing; alternatively, it
could be at constant speed or the speed could be increasing
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4 Flight Mechanics

or decreasing. There is also a more salient aspect regarding
the manner in which the turn is performed: the pilot could
execute a correctly banked turn, which is called a coordi-
nated turn, so that the airplane neither slips inwards towards
the center of the turn (i.e., over-banked) nor skids outwards
from the center of the turn (i.e., under-banked). In a correctly
banked turn, no sideforce acts on the airplane as the rudder
and aileron deflections are coordinated (i.e., appropriate for
the speed and bank angle of the turn).

In the case of an uncoordinated turn, there is a sideforce
that acts on the airplane. Such a sideforce would result in a
skidding turn (the force acts inwards) or a slipping turn (the
force acts outwards). Sideforces are uncomfortable for the
crew (and passengers) as they are pushed sideways in their
seats. For this reason, coordinated turns are standard prac-
tice; uncoordinated turns, especially on passenger transport
airplanes, are seldom performed.

Coordinated turns at constant height and constant speed
are relatively straightforward to analyze, permitting the angle
of bank, turn rate and radius of turn to be determined (this
is discussed in Sections 3.2–3.5). For transport airplanes, the
rate of change of speed in a turn is usually small, and the
assumption of constant speed is acceptable for most applica-
tions.

3.2 Angle of bank in a level coordinated turn

In a coordinated (correctly banked) turn, no sideforce acts on
the airplane. The component of lift (recall that the lift lies in
the airplane’s plane of symmetry) acting towards the center of
the turn provides the required centripetal force to accelerate
the airplane along its circular flight path (Figure 3). Equations
that describe the angle of bank and the load factor can be
easily derived from Figure 3. In the analysis that follows it
is assumed that the thrust axis is approximately aligned with
the flight direction.

φ

Ω

Center of
turning
circle

L

W

ac

Radius (r )

Figure 3. Turning maneuver.

The forces shown in Figure 3 are resolved in the vertical
and horizontal directions, and, by the application of Newton’s
second law, the following two equations are derived:

L cos φ = W = mg (10)

L sin φ = mac (11)

where φ is the bank angle, m is the airplane’s mass, and ac

is the centripetal acceleration. The centripetal acceleration
can, conveniently, be written in terms of the airplane’s true
airspeed (V) and the radius of turn (r), or alternatively in terms
of V and the rate of turn, that is,

ac = V 2

r
= V� (12)

where � is the rate of turn (which has units of radians per
unit of time).

It is instructive to consider how the load factor relates to
the angle of bank. The load factor, by definition, is equal to the
ratio of lift to weight (equation (1)); the required relationship
can thus be derived directly from equation (10), that is,

nZ = 1

cos φ
(13)

It is apparent from equation (13) that the load factor and
the angle of bank in a level turn are linked: as the angle
of bank is increased, the load factor increases (Figure 4).
This means that an upper limit to the angle of bank can be
imposed by the airplane’s allowable (or design) load factor.
The maximum design load factor (see Section 6) provides a
boundary, beyond which structural damage to the airplane is

1

0

2

3

4

Lo
ad

 fa
ct

or
, n

z

Angle of bank, φ (º)

φ

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Figure 4. Approximate load factor versus angle of bank for a level
turn.
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likely to occur. During routine flight operations of passenger
transport airplanes, however, high g maneuvers are not con-
ducted, and modest bank angles (i.e., 25◦–30◦) are typically
flown for reasons of passenger comfort.

3.3 Turn rate in a level coordinated turn

An expression for the rate of turn can be obtained by dividing
equation (11) by equation (10), and then substituting for the
centripetal acceleration using equation (12), that is,

tan φ = ac

g
= V�

g
or � = g tan φ

V
(14)

For many applications, however, it is convenient to express
the turn rate as a function of the load factor (this is accom-
plished using a standard trigonometric function), that is,

� = g

V

√
n2

Z − 1 (15)

It is evident from equation (15) that the maximum rate
of turn corresponds to the maximum allowable load factor.
Conversely, for a given load factor, the maximum rate of turn
corresponds to the slowest possible speed, which is the stall
speed in the turn (see Section 5).

The time required to execute a turn is also of interest for
flight operations. The conventional approach is to quantify
the time for a 180◦ turn (i.e., � radians). This is denoted by
the symbol t� and can be deduced from equation (14), that is,

t� = �

�
= �V

g tan φ
(16)

A standard rate turn, which is also called a rate one turn,
will result in the airplane completing a 180◦ turn in 1 min.
This is equal to a turn rate of 3◦ per second (�/60 rad s−1). In
a similar manner, rate two and rate three turns are defined in
terms of the time required to complete a 180◦ turn (Table 1).
The pilot is aided in this maneuver by a turn coordinator, a
standard flight instrument, which is fitted to even relatively

Table 1. Rate-defined turns.

Time for 180◦ Turn rate Turn rate
turn (s) (rad s−1) (◦ s−1)

Rate 1 60 �/60 3
Rate 2 30 �/30 6
Rate 3 15 �/15 12

simple light aircraft. Pilots frequently execute a rate one turn
either as part of a standard operational procedure or when
directed by air traffic control (ATC).

3.4 Radius of turn in level coordinated turn

The radius of turn appears in equation (12). By substituting
for the turn rate using equation (15), the following expression
for the radius of the turn can be derived:

r = V 2

g

√
n2

Z − 1
= V 2

g tan φ
(17)

The radius of turn is an important parameter for obstacle
clearance when flying near to the ground. Flight operations
out of airports with mountains in the vicinity must take into
account a possible engine failure during takeoff or landing,
and the radius associated with low-level turns must be care-
fully considered in evaluating the airplane’s flight path.

The conditions for the minimum radius of turn are the
same as those for the maximum rate of turn. For a given
speed, the load factor must be the maximum permissible. For
a given load factor, the speed must be the minimum permis-
sible. Note, however, for the minimum radius of turn (and
maximum rate of turn), the available thrust can be a limiting
factor for a sustained level turn (described in Section 3.5).

3.5 Sustained level turn

A sustained level turn is one in which the airplane maintains
both its speed and its height in the turn. If the pilot were to
progressively increase the angle of bank, tightening the turn,
the lift would increase and the required thrust to maintain
the turn would also increase. This could theoretically con-
tinue until a limiting condition is reached. The limit could be
imposed by one of three factors:

� Available thrust
� Maximum design load factor
� Maximum lift coefficient.

3.5.1 Available thrust

In a sustained turn, the thrust must match the drag. An expres-
sion for the required thrust can be obtained by combining
equations (4) and (5), that is,

T = D = 1

2
ρV 2S(CD0 + KC2

L) (18)
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6 Flight Mechanics

The lift coefficient in equation (18) can be substituted
using equation (3), that is,

T = 1

2
ρV 2SCD0 + K(nZW)2

(1/2)ρV 2S
(19)

It is seen from equation (19) that the required thrust in
a turn will increase as the load factor (and angle of bank)
increases. The maximum angle of bank, particularly at high
altitude, for certain airplane types can be limited by the avail-
able engine thrust.

3.5.2 Maximum design load factor

Each airplane type has a certified maximum design load fac-
tor, beyond which it should not be operated (load factor limits
are discussed in Section 6).

3.5.3 Maximum lift coefficient

The lift coefficient for an airplane in a turn is given by
equation (3), which is repeated below.

CL = nZW

(1/2)ρV 2S
= nZCL1 (3)

If CL1 is the lift coefficient corresponding to straight, level
flight (i.e., 1-g flight), then in a turn at the same speed and
weight, a lift coefficient of nZCL1 will be required. Thus, if
the angle of bank in the turn is increased, CL would increase.
A limiting condition is reached when CL equals CLmax , which
corresponds to a stall condition. In a turn (see Section 5.2.3)
the stall speed is equal to

√
nZ times the 1-g stalling speed in

straight, level flight (at the same weight and altitude). There
are several good reasons, however, why such high g turns
should not be executed close to the stall speed – one is that
the airplane could enter into a spin.

3.6 Instantaneous turns

In a sustained level turn, the pilot maintains both speed and
height; however, sometimes, this is not possible (e.g., there is
insufficient thrust available). If the pilot performs a turn, but
allows the airplane to slow down, (while maintaining constant
height), the maximum load factor (and angle of bank) would
only be limited by the structural strength of the airplane and
the maximum lift coefficient. The same argument applies to
a turn at constant speed, but where height is lost. Such a turn
cannot be sustained, and is therefore called an instantaneous
turn.

4 PITCHING MANEUVERS

In this section, a symmetrical pitching maneuver, in which the
wings are kept level, is described. During a pitching maneu-
ver, or pull-up maneuver as it is frequently called, the airplane
moves along an approximately circular flight path in the verti-
cal plane. The magnitude of the airplane’s lift will depend on
the amount that the pilot has pulled back the stick/yoke. The
flight path angle (γ) – measured from a horizontal datum –
defines the angle of the lift vector, which, in this case, passes
through the center of curvature of the flight path (Figure 5).
The forces acting on the airplane are considered in the tan-
gential and normal directions, and, by the application of
Newton’s second law, the following two equations can be
established:

T − D − W sin γ = m
dV

dt
(20)

L − W cos γ = mac = W
ac

g
(21)

If the rate of change of speed in the pull-up is zero, equation
(20) can be simplified, as follows:

T = D + W sin γ (22)

It is evident from equation (22) that an increase in thrust is
needed to maintain a constant speed as the flight path angle
increases.

The centripetal acceleration described in equation (21) can
be expressed in terms of the load factor, that is,

ac

g
= nz − cos γ (23)

This result enables an expression for the instantaneous
radius of the flight path (r) to be obtained using

L

W cos γ

W

L

W

γ

W sin γ

γ

γ

Flight path

D

T
D

T

Figure 5. Pitching maneuver.
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equation (12), that is,

r = V 2

g(nz − cos γ)
(24)

The flight path angle (γ) is zero at the bottom of the maneu-
ver; as γ increases the centripetal acceleration increases (for
a constant load factor) and the radius reduces. This is due
to the changing orientation of the weight vector with respect
to the lift vector. One implication of this deduction is that
the flight path of an aircraft performing a constant-load-
factor, constant-speed pitching maneuver, will not be exactly
circular.

The rate of change of the flight path angle can be deduced
from equations (12) and (23), that is,

dγ

dt
= g(nz − cos γ)

V
(25)

As with the pull-up radius (described by equation (24)),
dγ/dt will not be constant during the maneuver.

5 AERODYNAMIC STALL

5.1 Introduction to aerodynamic stall

An airplane stalls when the angle of attack (α) exceeds the
critical (i.e., stall) angle of attack (Figure 6). To enter a stall
from level flight, the pilot would reduce the airspeed and,
to compensate for the loss of lift, simultaneously raise the

α

CLmax flaps

CLmax

CL

αstall

αstall flaps

Clean

With flaps
(and slats)

Figure 6. Lift coefficient versus angle of attack.

nose of the airplane by pulling back the stick/yoke, increas-
ing the angle of attack. In simple terms, the stall speed (Vs) of
an airplane can be considered as the slowest speed at which
steady controllable flight can be maintained. This is preceded
in many airplane types by buffeting, caused by the initial sep-
aration of the airflow on the upper wing surface. A further
increase in angle of attack will cause substantial flow sepa-
ration, resulting in a reduction in lift and an increase in drag.
Consequently, the airplane loses height and, for most airplane
types, the strong nose-down pitching moment associated with
the stall will rapidly reduce the angle of attack and restore
the airflow over the wing surface. As the speed builds up, the
lift will increase.

It should be noted that an airplane does not have just one
stall speed, as the stall speed depends on air density, weight,
airplane configuration and the load factor. It is important
that the speeds are correctly calculated (and measured during
flight testing) as they impact directly on the operational safety
of the airplane. Apart from the obvious desire for the pilot not
to stall the airplane inadvertently without sufficient height for
recovery, the importance of the stall speed is linked to its use
as a reference speed for takeoff and landing (see Section 5.4).

5.2 Factors that influence the stall speed

Several factors influence the stall speed of an airplane:
(1) the configuration of the airplane, (2) the weight, (3) the
load factor, and (4) the engine thrust. These factors will be
briefly discussed in this section.

5.2.1 Airplane configuration

The lift coefficient that corresponds to the stall speed (Vs) is
the maximum lift coefficient (CLmax ), and this depends on the
airplane’s configuration, or, more specifically, on the selected
high lift devices (Figure 6). In level flight, the lift is equal to
the weight (i.e., nZ = 1); hence, the stall speed is given by the
following expression:

Vs =
√

W

(1/2)ρSCLmax

(for level flight) (26)

Equivalent airspeed (EAS) is frequently a more convenient
measure of speed for performance analysis, as it removes the
influence of air density. Equation (26) can be re-written as
follows:

VEs =
√

W

(1/2)ρ0SCLmax

(for level flight) (27)
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The function of leading and trailing edge devices, such as
flaps and slats, is to increase the value of CLmax . Although
certain high-performance military aircraft utilize high lift
devices for maneuvers at high subsonic speeds (see Maneuver
of Fixed-Wing Combat Aircraft), in other classes of aircraft
they are used exclusively during takeoff and landing, signif-
icantly increasing the lift coefficient and reducing the stall
speed.

5.2.2 Weight

It is evident from equation (26) that the stall speed also
depends on the airplane’s weight. The influence of weight
can be significant – for example: if a jet transport airplane
has a takeoff weight of 110 000 kg and a landing weight of
65 000 kg, then the stall speed at the takeoff weight will be
30% higher than the corresponding stall speed at the landing
weight (determined at the same lift coefficient and atmo-
spheric conditions). This relationship can be expressed as
follows:

VSTO = VSland

√
WTO

Wland
(28)

where the subscript “TO” denotes takeoff and “land” denotes
landing.

5.2.3 Load factor

In Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, the discussion of the stall speed
has been limited to straight and level flight. The stall speed
for an airplane performing a maneuver, such as a pull-up or
turning maneuver, will be higher than that determined for the
1-g case, as shown by the following equation:

Vs =
√

nZW

(1/2)ρSCLmax

= √
nZVS1 (29)

where VS1 is the 1-g stall speed (given by equation (26)) at
the same weight.

5.2.4 Engine thrust

A change in stall characteristics will occur when the airplane
is stalled with “power on”. At high angles of attack, the direc-
tion of thrust has a significant vertical component. This will
support a portion of the airplane’s weight, and consequently
the stall speed will be reduced by a small amount.

For propeller-driven airplanes, with engines mounted
ahead of the wings, the influence of the slipstream on the

air flowing over the wings can be considerable. The sepa-
ration of the airflow over affected parts of the wing can be
delayed. This can reduce the stall speed, but at the same time
the slipstream may change the handling characteristics of the
airplane in the stall. The manner in which a propeller-driven
airplane responds in pitch, roll and yaw during a power-on
stall depends on the direction of the spiraling slipstream and
the gyroscopic effects of the propellers. For example, the slip-
stream from co-rotating engines (on a typical twin-engine
airplane) would spiral over the wing in an asymmetric man-
ner creating unequal amounts of lift and drag on the port and
starboard wings. The resultant effect of the slipstream is thus
dependent on the configuration of the airplane, the number of
engines and whether or not the propellers rotate in the same
direction.

5.3 High-speed buffet

High-speed buffet is an undesirable and potentially hazardous
phenomenon associated with the rapid backwards and for-
wards movement of shock waves on the upper wing surface,
which results in an unsteady airflow and a fluctuating lift dis-
tribution. Weak shocks on the wing section are usually not
a cause for concern, but strong shock waves can cause sig-
nificant flow separation, resulting in handling difficulties for
the crew. The factors that influence the onset of buffet are
clearly of interest to airplane manufacturers and operators.
In the ISA, temperature falls at a constant lapse rate up to the
tropopause. The speed of sound will thus reduce with height
in the troposphere (and it will be constant in the stratosphere).
This means that for a constant TAS climb, the Mach number
will increase with altitude in the troposphere (and be constant
in the stratosphere). The increased Mach number means that
the compressibility effects, associated with shock wave for-
mation on the upper wing surfaces, will occur at a lower TAS
at altitude (compared to the sea level situation).

The buffet onset boundary is thus a function of height
(as illustrated in Figure 7) – and this sets an upper speed
limit for the airplane. It is evident from Figure 7 that as the
airplane gains height, the permissible speed range between
the stall and buffet boundaries reduces. The stall and buffet
lines will meet at an altitude that is considerably higher than
the certified cruise altitude for the airplane – this intersection
point is colloquially referred to as the “coffin corner”. Also
shown on Figure 7 is the recommended rough air speed (VRA),
which provides an adequate safety margin with respect to stall
and structural integrity.

The lower speed boundary on Figure 7, which is the air-
plane’s stall speed (see equation (29)), also changes with
height. As an airplane climbs, the air density reduces – the
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Figure 7. Stall/buffet envelope.

impact of this change is that the margin between the airplane’s
operating speed and the stall speed (measured in TAS) will
reduce. This margin will further reduce if the load factor
increases, for any reason. The load factor is unity for straight
and level flight, but during maneuvers, or when the airplane
flies through upward moving gusts, the load factor increases
and the stall speed will thus increase. This is illustrated in
Figure 7, for three selected load factors.

5.4 Reference stall speed

For many high-speed swept-wing jet transport airplanes, the
minimum speed attained in a stall occurs at a load factor
(defined normal to the flight path) of less than one. This
has led to difficulties in flight testing, as inconsistent stall
speeds can be measured due to different testing procedures
and varying pilot technique. As a consequence, the airwor-
thiness regulations (e.g., FAR 25 (FAA, 2007) and CS 25
(EASA, 2009)) now define the reference stall speed as a speed
not less than the 1-g stall speed (instead of the minimum speed
obtained in a stalling maneuver, as had previously been used).
This procedure provides for the measurement of consistent,
repeatable stall speeds.

The 1-g stall speed is higher than the minimum speed
obtained in a typical stalling maneuver, and corresponds to
the speed at which the wing can support the weight of the
airplane in a 1-g flight condition. A major issue at the time
that this regulatory change was introduced, however, was the
fact that several safety-critical operating speeds are defined
as multiples of the stall speed. The revised requirements
were thus based on maintaining equivalency in the operating
speeds of previously certified airplanes.

The reference stall speed (VSR) is defined as follows:

VSR ≥ VCL max√
nZ

(30)

where VCLmax
is the airspeed obtained when the load-factor-

corrected lift coefficient, nZW/(qS), is first a maximum during
the stalling maneuver. The test is conducted with engines
idling, starting from a stabilized trim condition, with a
speed reduction not exceeding 1 kt s−1. Additionally, spe-
cific requirements exist for airplanes that are equipped with a
device that abruptly pushes the nose down at a selected angle
of attack (e.g., a stick pusher).

The reference stall speed (VSR) is used as a basis to deter-
mine several important operational speeds – for example: the
takeoff safety speed (V2) cannot be less than a fixed multiple
of VSR (either 1.08 or 1.13, depending on the airplane type).

6 AIRPLANE DESIGN LIMITS

6.1 Structural integrity

The maximum loads that an airplane is expected to encounter
during its lifetime of service are known as limit loads. Sim-
ply stated, the design philosophy for passenger transport
airplanes is as follows:

� The airframe should be capable of supporting the limit
loads without suffering permanent deformation.

� The deformation of the structure due to the application of
limit loads should not interfere with the safe operation of
the airplane.

This philosophy relies on two, somewhat unconnected,
issues: the first is that the airplane is correctly designed and
manufactured in accordance with the established limit loads,
and the second is that the airplane is operated in a manner
that does not impose loads on the airframe that exceed these
defined limits.

During maneuvering flight, the magnitude of the air loads
imposed on the airframe depends on the load factor. Sig-
nificant air loads also arise from strong gusts of upwards
or downward moving currents of air (which are encoun-
tered in the vicinity of thunderstorms, for example). Airplane
structures are thus designed to accommodate the worst cases
arising from the application of maneuver loads and gust loads.

The factor of safety, incorporated in the design process,
provides a measure of safety should the limit loads be
exceeded. If the applied loads were to slightly exceed the
limit loads, the consequence should not prove to be serious
from an airplane safety standpoint; although, there may be a
need to repair or replace a damaged component. The maxi-
mum loads that the airplane is designed to accommodate are
called ultimate loads. By definition, ultimate loads are equal
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10 Flight Mechanics

to the limit loads multiplied by a factor of safety, which is
usually set equal to 1.5 for airborne passenger vehicles.

Generally speaking, commercial transport airplanes are
designed to a positive limit load factor of no less than +2.5
and a negative limit load factor of −1.0. This means that
an airplane designed to these values could experience some
permanent deformation if the pilot performed a maneuver
exceeding 2.5 g (or 1.0 g in the negative sense); however,
structural failure should not occur until the loading exceeds
3.75 g (or 1.5 g in the negative sense).

6.2 V–n diagram

6.2.1 Introduction

The V–n diagram depicts the airplane’s limit load factor as
a function of airspeed (Figure 8). The load factor (n), in this
context, is the ratio of the aerodynamic force acting normal
to the longitudinal axis of the airplane to the weight of the
airplane (note that this is not the same definition of load fac-
tor given earlier in Section 2.1). By convention, the velocity
shown on the abscissa is EAS. This is a convenient approach
as it eliminates the need for the loads to be calculated at dif-
ferent altitudes, as would be the case if TAS were used. The
V–n diagram provides engineers with the basis for determin-
ing the design loads, and it provides the limits within which
the airplane can be safely operated.

The conventional method for constructing a V–n diagram,
which is described in the airworthiness regulations regula-
tions (e.g., FAR 25 (FAA, 2007) and CS 25 (EASA, 2009)),
separates the two factors responsible for inducing the loads:
maneuvers and gusts. An envelope is defined for maneuvers
and another one for gusts, and the airplane is designed to
accommodate the extremes of each envelope.

−1
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2

3

EAS

Lo
ad

 fa
ct

or
, n

+CN max
flaps up

+CN max
flaps down

−CN max
flaps up

+nmax

−nmax

VS1 VF VA VC VD

Figure 8. Typical maneuver V–n diagram for commercial transport
aircraft.

6.2.2 Flight maneuvering envelope

A typical maneuver V–n diagram for a commercial transport
airplane is shown in Figure 8. The upper and lower boundaries
of the diagram are the positive and negative limit load fac-
tors, which are set by the manufacturer. The selected values,
however, cannot be less than the minimum values stipulated
by the airworthiness authority (see Section 6.2.3).

At the left hand boundary, the maximum load factor that
can be achieved is limited by the lift that the wing is able
to produce. In other words, the airplane will stall on this
boundary (see Section 6.2.4). With the flaps extended, the
lift coefficient increases and the stall boundary moves to the
left, as shown in Figure 8.

The right hand boundary is the design dive speed (VD),
where the dynamic pressure acting on the airplane is a maxi-
mum. Note that the bottom right-hand corner of the envelope
has been cropped from the design cruising speed (VC) to the
dive speed. Under the airworthiness regulations this is per-
missible for this class of aircraft as large negative loads do
not normally occur at these very high speeds.

6.2.3 Limit maneuvering load factors

The limit maneuvering load factors applicable to commercial
transport airplanes depend on the airplane’s certified maxi-
mum takeoff weight. Heavier airplanes can be designed to
slightly lower load factors than lighter airplanes. The posi-
tive limit maneuvering load factor, however, for any speed
up to VD cannot be less than 2.5 and it need not be greater
than 3.8. The negative limit maneuvering load factor, for this
class of airplane, cannot be less than −1.0 at speeds up to
VC (i.e., a limit load factor of −1 or a value more negative
than −1 is permissible).

6.2.4 Stall boundaries

Stall speeds – for the purpose of constructing V–n diagrams –
are based on the maximum normal force coefficient, rather
than the maximum lift coefficient (as discussed in Section 5).
The normal force coefficient (CN) is given by the following
expression:

CN = CL cos α + CD sin α (31)

The maximum value of the normal force coefficient
(CNmax ), for most applications however, is not significantly
different toCLmax . Stall speeds, based on the maximum normal
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force coefficient, are given by the following equation:

VS =
√

nW

(1/2)ρ0SCNmax

where VS is in EAS (32)

And the 1-g stall speed is given by

VS1 =
√

W

(1/2)ρ0SCNmax

where VS1 is in EAS (33)

By re-arranging equation (32), it is evident that the pos-
itive and negative stall boundaries are defined as parabolic
functions of airspeed, that is,

nstall =
(

ρ0CNmax

2(W/S)

)
V 2

S where VS is in EAS (34)

where nstall is the load factor on the stall boundary. The speed
corresponding to the upper left-hand corner of the V–n dia-
gram, which is sometimes called the “corner speed”, is the
slowest speed at which the maximum load factor (nmax) can
be achieved. It is generally equal to the design maneuvering
speed, VA (there are specific conditions for VA in FAR 25 and
CS 25); in such cases, the maneuvering speed corresponds to

VA = VS1

√
nmax where VA is in EAS (35)

6.2.5 Gust loads

When an airplane traveling at a speed VE encounters a vertical
gust of speed UE (expressed in EAS), the effect is an increase
in the airplane’s angle of attack. The resulting change in load
factor can be determined by considering the change in angle
of attack (see Figure 9), that is,

�α = tan−1 UE

VE
≈ UE

VE
(36)

where �α is measured in radians. The corresponding change
in lift is given by the following equation:

�L = 1

2
ρ0V

2
ES �αCLα

≈ 1

2
ρ0VESUECLα

(37)

VE

UE

VE

∆α

Vector diagram

Figure 9. Vertical gust loads.

where CLα
is the lift curve slope. Equation (37) permits the

change in load factor to be described by a simple expression:

�n = �L

W
= ρ0VEUECLα

2(W/S)
(38)

From equation (38) it is evident that the change in load factor
(�n), for a given gust speed, is directly proportional to the
lift-curve slope and inversely proportional to the wing loading
(W/S). This explains why airplanes with low wing loading are
more susceptible to atmospheric turbulence and are generally
less comfortable to fly in.

The assumption in the derivation of equation (38) is that
the airplane instantly encounters the gust and that the gust
instantly affects the entire airplane. However, this sharp-
edged effect is unrealistic – gusts tend to follow a cosine-like
intensity increase as the airplane flies through them. There is
also a time lag in the build up of lift in response to the gust.
These factors reduce the vertical acceleration experienced
by the airplane, compared to the sharp-edged effect. Sophis-
ticated models are thus needed to determine accurately the
impact of gusts on the airplane (see Hoblit (1998) or Howe
(2004), for example).

7 SUMMARY

In this chapter, maneuver performance of fixed-wing trans-
port airplanes is discussed and methods for the analysis
of the airplane during turning and pitching maneuvers are
presented. Several factors can limit an airplane’s maneuver
performance – for example: maximum lift coefficient (i.e.,
angle of attack limit), structural design limits (e.g., strength
of the airframe) and the engine thrust (which is available at
that flight condition). The angle of attack limit for an airplane
is associated with the stall condition, and this depends on
the airplane’s configuration (e.g., position of flaps), weight,
load factor and thrust. These factors are briefly discussed and,
where possible, equations describing these relationships have
been derived. Several safety-critical operational speeds are
defined in the airworthiness regulations (e.g., FAR 25 (FAA,
2007) and CS 25 (EASA, 2009)) as fixed multiples of the
airplane’s stall speed. The 1-g reference stall speed, which is
used for this purpose, has been described.

The stall condition sets a lower speed limit for the oper-
ation of the airplane; high speed buffet, which is a function
of altitude, sets an upper speed limit. It is shown that the
margin between stall and buffet reduces with height. The
operational envelope of an airplane, as regards its maneuver
performance, is usually shown as a diagram of the airplane’s
limit (or permissible) load factor plotted as a function of its
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equivalent airspeed. This is called a V–n diagram, and it pro-
vides engineers with the basis for determining the structural
design loads that will act on the airframe during maneuvering
flight. An outline of the method used to construct V–n dia-
grams for FAR 25/CS 25 certified aircraft has been presented
in this chapter.

Further information on these topics can be found in Ander-
son (1998), Eshelby (2000), Hoblit (1998), Howe (2004),
Mair and Birdsall (1992), Ojha (1995) and Ruijgrok (1996),
for example.

NOTATION

ac centripetal acceleration
a0 speed of sound at the ISA sea level datum
CD drag coefficient
CD0 zero lift drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
CLmax maximum lift coefficient
CL1 1-g lift coefficient
CLα

lift-curve slope = dCL/dα

CN normal force coefficient
CNmax maximum normal force coefficient
D drag
E lift-to-drag ratio
Emax maximum lift-to-drag ratio
g gravitational acceleration
K induced drag factor
L lift
M Mach number
m mass
n load factor
nZ normal load factor
q dynamic pressure
r radius of turn
S wing reference area
T thrust
t� time for 180◦ turn
UE gust velocity (EAS)
V true airspeed
VE equivalent airspeed
Vs stall speed
VRA rough air speed
VSR reference stall speed

VS1 1-g stall speed
W weight
α angle of attack
γ flight path angle (defined positive upwards)
δ relative air pressure (pressure ratio)
ρ air density
ρ0 air density at the ISA sea level datum

φ bank angle
� rate of turn

ABBREVIATIONS

ATC air traffic control
CS Certification Specification
c.g. center of gravity
EAS equivalent airspeed
FAR Federal Aviation Regulation
ISA International Standard Atmosphere
TAS true airspeed
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1 INTRODUCTION

The ability to maneuver is an important consideration for
fixed wing combat aircraft and is required for both aggressive
and evasive maneuvers. Small differences in maneuver per-
formance can be significant in determining which aircraft will
win a combat engagement. For example, pilots often regard
a difference of 2–3◦ s−1 in turn rate as being significant. The
required maneuver performance will be determined by the
aircraft’s role. For instance, an air combat aircraft designed
to engage enemy fighters is likely to require high instan-
taneous turn rates, whilst a beyond visual range interceptor
armed with long range missiles is more likely to be concerned
with acceleration at high altitude and good climb to height
characteristics.

2 ENERGY METHODS

When initiating many maneuvers at fixed thrust, for example
an instantaneous turn, an aircraft will slow down due to the
increased drag. In other words, the aircraft is using energy.
In combat situations energy management is important since,
generally, the aircraft with the highest energy has the best
chance of surviving.

2.1 Specific energy, he

The total energy of an aircraft comprises kinetic and potential
energy. Dividing the total energy by aircraft weight gives
specific energy.

he = hz + 1

2g
V 2 (1)

where hz is aircraft height, and V is true air speed. Specific
energy he is also known as energy height, since it has the units
of length (m).

2.2 Specific excess power, Ps

Noting that power is the rate of energy used per second, the
specific power P used by an aircraft during a maneuver can
be defined as

P = dhe

dt
= dhz

dt
+ V

g

dV

dt
(2)

From equation (2), for an aircraft to climb or accelerate
without losing height, power is required. This power may
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2 Flight Mechanics

come from the engine, but is reduced by the drag of the air-
frame. The difference between engine thrust and drag can be
defined in terms of specific excess power, Ps

Ps = (T − D)V

W
(3)

Specific excess power represents the power available to
an aircraft for use in maneuvers. This can be substituted for
the specific power used, P, in equation (2), to determine the
maneuver performance of an aircraft.

Equation (3) is identical to the equation developed for rate
of climb Vc of a jet aircraft (see Climb and Descent of Fixed-
Wing Aircraft). Thinking in terms of climb performance, for
an aircraft flying at a constant forward speed V and fixed
thrust

when

Ps > 0 Vc > 0 Aircraft climbs

Ps = 0 Vc = 0 Aircraft in level flight

Ps < 0 Vc < 0 Aircraft descends

In a trivial manner, the use of Ps to allow an aircraft’s capa-
bility for maneuvering to be assessed has been illustrated.
However, it should be noted that when Ps = 0 the aircraft
can still climb, but its forward speed will reduce. Similarly
the aircraft can accelerate, but only by descending at the same
time.

The drag generated in a maneuver can be expressed as

D = qS
(
CD0 + Kn2C2

Li

)
(4)

where q is the dynamic pressure, n the load factor and CLi is
the lift coefficient immediately before initiating the maneu-
ver. For a combat aircraft equation (4) represents a significant
simplification of the drag characteristics since it assumes that
the air flow remains attached, implying low angles of attack.
In addition the effects of Mach number are also ignored.

Expressing CLi in terms of aircraft weight, W, and substi-
tuting equation (4) into equation (3) gives

Ps = V

(
T

W
− qCD0

W/S
− n2 K

q

W

S

)
(5)

This is a useful equation since it illustrates the desirability
of high thrust to weight ratio (T/W) and the relative impor-
tance of profile drag (the CD0 term) and induced drag (the n2

term). Induced drag becomes increasingly dominant as either
speed is reduced or load factor is increased. Interestingly, in
terms of specific excess power, high wing loading is benefi-
cial at high speeds (high q), but detrimental at low speeds and
high n, since it increases induced drag. Air-to-air combat is

frequently initiated at high speed, but is then characterized by
a loss of energy and a reduction in air speed as aircraft jostle
for supremacy. Therefore, the low speed Ps characteristics of
combat aircraft are vitally important.

Energy and specific excess power are useful concepts for
comparing the maneuver potential of rival aircraft, and this
is further considered in Section 5.1.

2.3 Maximum-energy-climb schedule

Equation (2) showed that the specific power used by an
aircraft is related to the rate of change of specific energy.
Rearranging equation (2) gives

dt =
∫ he2

he1

dhe

P
(6)

which represents the time taken to change from one energy
height

(
he1

)
to another

(
he2

)
. In terms of the specific power

available, equation (6) suggests that to minimize the time
taken, the specific excess power Ps at each energy height the
aircraft passes through should be maximized. This is called a
maximum-energy-climb schedule. For a given aircraft, equa-
tion (5) can be used to generate contours of constant Ps. Such
contours are shown in Figure 1 plotted against altitude and
Mach number. Also shown in Figure 1 are lines of constant
energy height. This figure can now be used to determine the
required flight profile (or energy climb schedule) that mini-
mizes the time taken to maneuver between any two points.
Assume that an aircraft is at Point A and wishes to carry
out an attack at Point B. To minimize the time, Ps has to be
maximized at each energy height. Mathematically this can be
shown to occur at points where the Ps contours are tangen-
tial to the he curves. The maximum-energy-climb schedule
passes through these points. To achieve this, the aircraft start-
ing at A initiates a dive to follow the line of constant energy
height to Point C. The aircraft then starts to climb along a
flight path which passes through the points where the lines of
constant energy height are tangential to the Ps contours. At
Point D, the aircraft has achieved the energy height required
to fly at Point B, and so initiates a climb along the constant
energy height contour.

The time to climb is determined by numerical integra-
tion of equation (6). As a first approximation, the time taken
between two points (�t) can be written as

�t = he2 − he1

(Ps1 + Ps2)/2
(7)

where subscripts 1 and 2 signify the initial and final points,
respectively.
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Figure 1. Sketch of an energy climb schedule.

2.4 Maximum-rate-of-climb schedule vs.
maximum-energy-climb schedule

It is important to recognize that the conditions for maxi-
mum climb rate at a given altitude do not necessarily occur
on the maximum-energy-climb schedule. Maximizing the
climb rate at each altitude gives rise to a maximum-rate-of-
climb schedule. Referring to equations (2) and (3), Ps can be
expressed as

Ps = dhz

dt

(
1 + V

g

dV

dhz

)
(8)

where dhz
dt

is the vertical climb rate Vc. To maximise Vc it
is necessary to maximize Ps at every altitude rather than the
energy height. For a given altitude this will occur when

∂Ps

∂V
= 0 (9)

For subsonic aircraft the energy and rate-of-climb sched-
ules are usually similar, although for supersonic aircraft
there can be significant differences. A combat aircraft on an
intercept mission is not only interested in minimizing the
time-to-height, because it will also require a certain speed to
carry out the attack. The maximum-energy-climb schedule
will minimize the time to achieve the required height and
speed. The maximum-rate-of-climb schedule will minimize
the time-to-height, but the aircraft will then have to accelerate
to the required speed. Particularly at high altitude, the accel-
eration times can be significant. The maximum-rate-of-climb
schedule is used for short climbs, where the time to climb is
more important than the final speed.

3 CLIMB PERFORMANCE

For combat aircraft, climb performance differs from civil air-
craft in two important respects. First, due to high T/W values,
climb can occur at high flight path angles. Second, climbs
with acceleration are an important combat capability. There-
fore, it is necessary to extend the analysis covered earlier (see
Climb and Descent of Fixed-Wing Aircraft).

3.1 Climbs at high angles

From Figure 2, for an aircraft in a climb without acceleration

L = W cos γ (10)

T = D + W sin γ (11)

where γ is the climb angle. Combining equations (10) and
(11) gives

sin γ = T

W
− cos γ

L/D
(12)

Figure 2. Forces in the climb.
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To maximize sin γ , the aircraft should fly at maximum
T/W whilst minimizing the effect of the cos γ

L/D
term. As γ

increases, cos γ will reduce, but this effect can be magnified
by increasing L/D. In other words, to maximize the climb
angle, an aircraft should fly at the minimum drag speed and
with maximum thrust. This conclusion is consistent with the
small climb angle result analysis (see Climb and Descent of
Fixed-Wing Aircraft). However, it is important to recognize
that the minimum drag speed changes with climb angle. This
is due to the reduction in the induced drag, which is a con-
sequence of the reduced lift required in a climb (equation
(10)). The minimum drag speed in a climb is given by modi-
fying the straight and level value (see Cruise Performance of
Fixed-Wing Aircraft)

Vmd =
(

K

CD0

) 1
4
(

W cos γ
1
2ρS

) 1
2

(13)

The minimum drag speed reduces as climb angle
increases. In the extreme, for a vertical climb the minimum
drag speed is zero, since this corresponds to minimum pro-
file drag. Obviously such a result needs to be treated with
caution. It should also be noted that equation (12) gives non-
sensible results when T/W is greater than 1. Such cases imply
that the aircraft can climb vertically and has the ability to
accelerate.

3.2 Climb with acceleration

An aircraft’s specific excess power can be used for accel-
eration as well as climbing, or a combination of the two.
Referring to equation (2), at any climb condition, the accel-
eration along the flight path is given by

dV

dt
= g

V

(
Ps − dhz

dt

)
(14)

where dhz/dt is the vertical climb velocity Vc. For a known
combination of air speed and Vc, the potential of an aircraft to
accelerate can be assessed. At high climb angles it should be
noted that from equation (10) the lift, and hence the induced
drag, are reduced compared with straight and level flight. The
calculation of Ps needs to take this into account.

4 TURN PERFORMANCE

Good turn performance in both the horizontal and vertical
planes is an important attribute for a combat aircraft. The

analysis of the level (horizontal) turn and the vertical pull up
carried out for transport aircraft are applicable (see Maneuver
Performance of Fixed-Wing Transport Aircraft), but for com-
bat aircraft there are some important considerations which are
not routinely considered by transport aircraft. These consid-
erations include

� The energy loss during instantaneous turns
� Climbing turns

Using the standard turn equations (see Maneuver Per-
formance of Fixed-Wing Transport Aircraft) plots can be
constructed to show how the horizontal turn rate ψ̇ varies with
forward speed V. An example plot is shown in Figure 3. For
many combat maneuvers the instantaneous turn rate (ITR) is
important because it gives the highest turn rate at a given for-
ward speed. The ITR curve has three parts: (i) the thrust limit
where the engines are operating at maximum thrust, (ii) the
load factor limit which is set by the structural design limits
of the aircraft, and (iii) the lift limit which is defined by the
onset of stall or buffet. When operating on the ITR an aircraft
will always be slowing down, but for an aircraft on the load
factor limit the turn rate will increase as forward speed is lost.
This increase in turn rate continues until the aircraft reaches
the lift limited part of the ITR curve. The speed at which the
load factor and lift limited curves meet is called the corner
speed, Vcorner, and gives the condition for maximum ITR. The
curve for sustained turn rate (STR) is also shown in Figure
3. Sustained turns are important for combat aircraft, partic-
ularly since some modern aircraft are capable of sustaining
turns whilst pulling maximum load factors. Such a case is
shown in Figure 3. Where the STR intersects the ITR curve,
the aircraft can sustain its ITR and will not slow down.

Figure 3. Turn rate plot.
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Figure 4. Specific excess power during a horizontal turn.

4.1 Turn performance in terms of specific excess
power

As already noted, energy and specific excess power Ps are
useful concepts for assessing maneuvers of combat aircraft,
and they can also be used to analyze turn performance. Con-
sider the horizontal turn rate plot shown in Figure 4, where
ψ̇ is the angular velocity. On the STR curve Ps = 0, since
thrust equals drag. Within the STR envelope, Ps is greater
than zero and. the aircraft can maneuver further without slow-
ing down or losing height (e.g., to a higher turn rate). Above
the STR envelope, Ps is less than zero, and the aircraft’s speed
is always decreasing. This means that an aircraft operating
on the ITR curve will always be slowing down and losing
energy. Ending a turning maneuver in a low energy state will
limit the pilot’s options for further maneuvers and can place
an aircraft at a disadvantage in a combat engagement.

It is possible to quantify the values of Ps. For the load
factor limited part of the ITR curve equation (5) applies, but
with the thrust set to its maximum value, Tmax. For the lift
limited part of the curve the equation becomes

Ps = V

(
Tmax

W
− qSCD0

W
− KC2

Lmax
qS

W

)
(15)

Knowing Ps, the deceleration can be determined from
equation (14) with dhz/dt set to zero.

The vertical turn rate plot has a similar form to Figure 3,
and the ITR curve has both load factor and lift limited parts.
The forces along the flight path (see Maneuver Performance

of Fixed-Wing Transport Aircraft) for the ITR are given by

Tmax − D − W sin γ = m
dV

dt
(16)

which allows the specific excess power to be written as

Ps = V (Tmax − D − W sin γ)

W
(17)

Upon expansion of the drag term to include the appropriate
form of the induced drag (i.e., CLmax or constant load factor)
the resulting equations are identical to equations (5) and (15)
except for the addition of −V sin γ .

4.2 The climbing turn

A climbing turn combines both altitude and heading changes
so that the aircraft flies a helical path. The following is based
on the approach adopted by Vinh (1993). This is a simplified
analysis since the turn is assumed to occur at a constant speed.
However, the analysis reveals some interesting insights into
the maneuver. Since there is no deceleration, the drag will be
relatively low implying a low angle of attack and a moderate
load factor. As well as zero acceleration along the flight path,
it is assumed that the flight path angle γ is constant and that
the thrust acts along the x-axis. A sketch of the forces acting
on the aircraft is shown in Figure 5. These forces are

Figure 5. Forces in the climbing turn. Reproduced from Vinh
(1993) c© Cambridge University Press.
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Along the flight path

T = 1

2
ρV 2SCD + W sin γ (18)

In the vertical plane

L cos ϕ = W cos γ (19)

Radially

L sin ϕ = W

g

V 2

r
(20)

where ϕ is the bank angle and r is the radius of the helical turn.
When the climb angle γ is set to zero, the above equations
reduce to those of the horizontal sustained turn (see Maneu-
ver Performance of Fixed-Wing Transport Aircraft). In the
climbing turn the definition of load factor, n = L/W , is still
valid. Inspection of equation (19) shows that the load factor
can also be expressed as

n = cos γ

cos ϕ
(21)

For climbing, or descending turns, cos γ will be less than
1, which implies that the load factor is less than for horizontal
turns at the same bank angle.

The rate of change of heading can be obtained from the
general kinematic and force equations for a body moving rel-
ative to earth axes (see, e.g., Vinh, 1993). The equations can
be simplified by assuming a flat earth and ignoring Corio-
lis acceleration. The resulting equation for the forces in the
horizontal plane is

V
dψ

dt
= ng

sin ϕ

cos γ
(22)

where dψ/dt is the rate of change of heading in the horizontal
plane. Substituting equation (21) for n gives

ψ̇ = dψ

dt
= g

V
tan ϕ (23)

which, as expected from horizontal turn analysis, shows that
the rate of change of heading is increased by increasing bank
angle. equation (21) for load factor can be expanded using
trigonometric identities to give

tan ϕ =
√

n2 − cos2γ

cos γ
(24)

which upon substitution into equation (23) reduces to the turn
rate for a horizontal turn when the climb angle, γ , is zero. It is
important to emphasize that equation (23) gives the heading
change in a horizontal plane.

The radius of the helical turn can be determined by
re-arranging equation (20) to give

r = V 2

ng sin ϕ
(25)

Multiplying equation (24) through by cos ϕ gives

sin ϕ =
√

n2 − cos2γ

n
(26)

which can then be substituted into equation (25). When the
climb angle, γ , is zero, equation (25) is identical to the radius
for a horizontal turn (see Maneuver Performance of Fixed-
Wing Transport Aircraft).

The climbing turn can be thought of as a helical path on
the surface of a cylinder. For some maneuvers such as a climb
away from a ground attack sortie, knowledge of the cylinder’s
radius R is desirable. From the geometry of a helix, the radius
is given by

R = r cos2γ (27)

For combat maneuvers, a pilot is more concerned with the
rate of change of direction of the velocity vector. In moving
between two positions along the climbing turn the aircraft
will travel a distance s along the arc of a circle. The angle at
the center of the arc is the same as the rotation of the velocity
vector and is denoted χ. The rate of change of direction of
the velocity vector is then

.
χ = dχ

dt
= 1

r

ds

dt
= V

r
(28)

Substituting equations (25) and (26) gives

.
χ = g

V

√
n2 − cos2γ (29)

Comparing with the combination of equations (23) and
(24) leads to the following relationship between changes in
velocity vector direction and horizontal heading

.
χ =

.

ψ cos γ (30)

During the climbing turn, it is possible to trade between
turn and climb performance. This trade off can be expressed
in terms of specific excess power Ps. Referring to the forces
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acting along the flight path, equation (18) can be written in
terms of Ps, by multiplying through by V/W

Ps = TV − 1
2ρV 3SCD − WV sin γ

W
= 0 (31)

The first term of the numerator, TV, is the power available
from the engine, the CD term is primarily the power required
for the turn and the sin γ term is the power required for
the climb. The initial assumptions for the preceding analysis
dictate that Ps is zero. For a turn at a given load factor, it
is possible to determine the aircraft’s speed to maximize the
climb rate, Vc, where

Vc = V sin γ (32)

Rearranging equation (31) and writing CD in terms of
profile and induced drag coefficients gives

Vc = 1

W

[
TV − 1

2
ρV 3SCD0 − K

(nW)2

1
2ρVS

]
(33)

To maximize Vc requires ∂Vc/∂V = 0. Differentiating
equation (33) results in a quadratic equation in V2, for which
the appropriate root is

V =
√

T/S

3ρCDo

[
1 + 12KCD0n

2

(T/W)2

] 1
2

(34)

Climbing turns are normally only carried out for small alti-
tude changes, so that density ρ and thrust T can be assumed
constant. Therefore equation (34) shows that optimum climb-
ing speed increases with load factor.

Equation (34) is applicable to a straight (i.e., non-turning)
climb. For shallow climb angles, the load factor approximates
to 1; but for high angle climbs (see Section 3.1), n is given
by equation (21), with cos ϕ set to 1. When determining n, it
is important to note that climb angle γ is a function of both
V and Vc. With the power of modern computers, an iterative
numerical analysis can be carried out, until an acceptable
degree of accuracy has been attained.

5 PERFORMANCE METRICS

Performance metrics are used to allow the combat capabil-
ities of an aircraft to be easily assessed and compared with
those of a competitor. Such assessments can be carried out to
generate combat techniques, or to help select an aircraft for
air force use. An example of a commonly used metric is the

turn rate plot, which was shown in Figure 3. This is a pow-
erful metric since, at a given set of conditions, it allows the
turn performance of two aircraft to be compared. However,
the turn rate plot does have limitations. For example, it does
not show how quickly an aircraft will slow down during a
turn. It is quite possible that aircraft A will have a higher turn
rate than aircraft B at the start of a turn, but by the end of the
turn, B may have the superior performance.

Research into improved and more comprehensive perfor-
mance metrics is continuing and is being driven by the need to
easily quantify and assess the performance advantages of new
technologies such as thrust vectoring and post stall maneu-
vering. Some of these proposed metrics are complicated, and
require detailed input data for the subject aircraft. Such data
may not be available for enemy aircraft, so there is also a
need for accurate metrics based on limited data sets.

The following performance metrics include traditional
metrics which are commonly used, and others which, though
relatively new, have been adopted by performance engineers.
Numerous other metrics have been proposed, and these have
been reported in technical literature.

5.1 Specific excess power plots

Specific excess power Ps (see Section 2.2) is a powerful tool
for comparing aircraft, since at any given condition, the air-
craft with the highest Ps has the greater potential to maneuver
and is likely to have an advantage in combat. Specific excess
power, or SEP as it is frequently called, can be plotted in a
number of different ways. For example, plots such as Figure 1
can be produced for two rival aircraft and then compared to
establish the altitude-Mach number combinations at which
either aircraft has the advantage. An alternative presentation
is shown in Figure 6, where Ps = 0 contours are plotted
for different load factors. To win a combat engagement,
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Figure 6. Ps = 0 Contours for different load factors.
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an aircraft’s Ps = 0 contours should envelop those of an
opponent, since this implies that the aircraft can match an
opponent’s maneuvers whilst losing less energy. The prob-
lem with SEP plots is that they do not indicate directly the
acceleration or turn rates that can be achieved.

5.2 Dynamic speed turn plot

The connection between turn rate and specific excess power
is discussed in Section 4.1. It is straightforward to super-
impose contours of constant Ps onto a horizontal turn rate
plot, but a more useful idea is to superimpose contours of
constant acceleration (or deceleration). Such contours can be
generated using equation (14), with dhz

dt
set to zero, to give

dV

dt
= Psg

V
(35)

Such a plot is often termed a dynamic speed turn plot, and
is useful because it provides additional information that is
readily understood by both pilots and designers.

5.3 Combat cycle time

A turn rate plot, even when developed into dynamic speed
turn plot, only describes what an aircraft is doing at a given
point in a turn. It gives no indication of how long an aircraft
will take to carry out a specific maneuver (e.g., a turn through
180◦). It is sometimes suggested that defining a task and car-
rying it out, is a better way to measure performance than to
simply measure, for example, the turn rate and deceleration
at a given set of aircraft conditions. Such specific maneuvers
are called closed loop tasks.

The concept of a closed loop task can be used to analyse
turn performance. As originally defined by Tamrat (1988), the
combat cycle time (CCT) is the time to perform a 180◦ head-
ing change and return to the original energy state, although
the concept is applicable to other maneuvers. A CCT maneu-
ver superimposed on to a turn rate plot is shown in Figure 7.
An aircraft flying at V0 rolls into a turn, loses speed in the turn
and rolls out of the turn at speed VF when it has turned through
180◦. The aircraft then accelerates back to V0 to complete the
maneuver.

The CCT can be found by summing the times taken for
each part of the maneuver. These are

t1 time taken for aircraft to bank
t21 time taken to slow down to the corner speed Vcorner

t22 time taken from corner speed to complete 180◦ heading
change

Figure 7. Combat cycle time.

t3 time to roll into straight and level flight
t4 time for acceleration to original condition

The times taken to roll into and out of the turn (t1, t3) are
often negligible. The times for turning (t21, t22) are usually
determined by numerical integration. The deceleration in the
turn is given by equation (35). The time to slow down to
corner speed is then given by

t21 =
∫ Vcorner

V0

V

Psg
dV (36)

In getting to the corner speed, the aircraft will make a
heading change,ψc, and this can be calculated by noting that
he horizontal turn rate is given by

ψ̇ = dψ

dt
= g(n2 − 1)

V
(37)

Multiplying equation (37) by elapsed time, gives the head-
ing change

ψcorner =
√

n2 − 1
∫ Vcorner

V0

dV

Ps
(38)

The calculation for t22 is carried out in a similar fash-
ion, but with the added complication that the load factor is
changing and is given by

n = ρV 2SCLmax

2W
(39)

The numerical calculation is stopped once the total head-
ing change has reached 180◦. If during the turn Ps becomes
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zero, the aircraft has reached a sustained turn and ψ̇ is con-
stant. Assuming that the pilot is flying an optimum maneuver,
VF will then become the minimum drag speed.

The final part of the CCT maneuver is an acceleration in
level flight, with the time obtained from equation (36) but
with the integral limits modified to VF and V0.

5.4 Pointing margin

Proposed by Tamrat (1988), the pointing margin is used to
assess the ability of an aircraft to point its guns, or other
weapon, at an enemy aircraft. Both the enemy and friendly
aircraft initiate maximum ITR turns. The maneuver ends
when one aircraft can point its weapon at the other aircraft. In
Figure 8, this is depicted by the dashed line from the friendly
fighter. The pointing margin is defined as the angle between
the nose of the adversary and the line of sight of the friendly
fighter, at the time when the adversary is aligned with the
line of sight. The pointing margin is an angular measure-
ment, but from Figure 8, it can be related to the time taken
for the adversary to bring its weapons to bear on the friendly
aircraft. Analysis of the pointing margin is essentially similar
to that used for the CCT.

Pointing margin can also be used to assess the advantage of
adopting post stall maneuvering. technology. For two aircraft
making identical opposing turns, the aircraft which can pitch
up from the turn to a high angle of attack, will get the first
opportunity to point its weapon. The timing of a pitch up

Figure 8. Pointing margin.

maneuver is critical, since failure to shoot down an opponent
will leave an aircraft in a vulnerable low energy state.

5.5 Kutschera metric

Whilst attempting to quantify the effects of thrust vectoring
and post stall maneuvering, Kutschera and Render (2002)
developed a metric which effectively combines pointing mar-
gin and CCT.

The metric considers the aircraft flying from an origin
to a point where the gun of the aircraft is pointed towards
a pre-defined target, meaning that nose pointing is allowed.
To reduce the order of complexity the target is assumed to be
stationary. Figure 9 shows that for a symmetrical aircraft at the
origin, to one side there are seventeen nodes of interest. Each
node tests different aspects of the aircraft’s performance. For
example, node 2 tests the vertical plane performance, whilst
node 8 tests the axial acceleration of the aircraft.

Four parameters are used to quantify the aircraft’s perfor-
mance for each node. These are the time taken to complete
the maneuver, the SEP of the aircraft at the end of the maneu-
ver, the energy height change over the maneuver and the
turn diameter. Each of these four parameters is important
and were identified by combat pilots during interviews con-
ducted by Kutschera. The time taken is required since it is a
natural parameter for pilots to discuss. The final SEP is impor-
tant since it indicates an aircraft’s ability to carry out further
maneuvers. The energy consumed allows the efficiency of the

Figure 9. Nodes Used in the Kutschera metric. Reproduced with
permission from Kutschera and Render (2002) c© Royal Aeronau-
tical Society.
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Figure 10. Example outputs from the Kutschera metric for a 180◦ heading change. (a) final time taken; (b) final specific excess power;
(c) energy height change during turn; (d) turn diameter. Reproduced with permission from Kutschera and Render (2002) c© Royal
Aeronautical Society.

maneuver to be assessed. Finally the turn diameter is given
since it gives an idea of the geometry of the maneuver, and
allows spatial analysis to be undertaken.

Figure 10 shows results for a Boeing F-18 performing a
180◦ horizontal heading change for a number of different alti-
tude and speed combinations. The contours shown have then
been generated from the individual results. Heading changes
required to face a node (in this case number 7 in Figure 9)
can be used to avoid the need to specify a distance from the
aircraft to the node. Performance comparisons with other air-
craft can be made by plotting the differences instead of the
absolute values. MSB refers to the maneuver stall bound-
ary which defines starting conditions where the aircraft stalls
during the maneuver.

6 NEW TECHNOLOGIES

6.1 Relaxed stability

On a conventional aircraft the tailplane is sized to provide
trim across the flight envelope.

To maintain trim during both subsonic and supersonic
maneuvers the tailplane will produce a download, which
acts in opposition to the wing’s lift vector. Since the mag-
nitude of an aircraft’s overall lift essentially determines its
maneuver performance, any loss of lift to overcome tailplane
downloads can be viewed as detrimental. The basic longitu-
dinal trim equation (see Static Longitudinal Stability) can be
written as

0 = CM0 + CL (h − h0) − ηT VCLT (40)

It can be seen that changes in the locations of the center
of gravity h and the aerodynamic center h0 will influence the
value of the tailplane lift coefficient (CLT ) for trim. In other
words, reducing the static stability will reduce the value of
CLT . Reducing CLT gives rise to

� Reduced trim drag and a corresponding improvement in
specific excess power which, has been seen, is an impor-
tant measure of aircraft performance

� The possibility of a smaller tailplane, with a resulting
reduction in aircraft weight
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The reduction in stability will also lead to reduced control
forces and deflections required to maneuver an aircraft. (see
Maneuver Performance of Fixed-Wing Transport Aircraft
and Static Longitudinal Stability). Modern combat aircraft
incorporate flight control systems, which incorporate artifi-
cial feel for the pilot. Therefore the reduced control forces
and deflections impact upon the design of the control surface
actuators.

For the above reasons, relaxed static stability (RSS) is
routinely used on modern combat aircraft. The aerodynamic
center location of a wing/fuselage combination moves rear-
wards with increase in Mach number and it is likely that
an RSS aircraft will be unstable for part of its flight enve-
lope. A commonly stated myth is that unstable aircraft are
uncontrollable by human pilots unless they are assisted by
a flight control system. The world’s first successful manned
aircraft, the Wright Flyer, was deliberately made unstable
(Gibbs-Smith, 1985). For manual control, instability means
an increased pilot work load since the pilot has to actively
oppose the effects of gusts, etc. Increasing the level of insta-
bility will result in the more rapid departure of an aircraft
from controlled flight, and hence the need for sophisticated
flight control systems.

6.2 Canard configuration

Some combat aircraft use the canard configuration with a
foreplane ahead of the wing replacing the tailplane. As shown
in Figure 11, the foreplane produces lift, LF, at a distance lf
in front of the center of gravity. The trim equation becomes

0 = CM0 + CL (h − h0) + V FCLF (41)

where CLF is the foreplane lift coefficient and V F is the fore-
plane volume coefficient defined as

V F = SFlF

S c
(42)

Figure 11. Canard lift arrangement.

where SF is the foreplane area. S and c are, respectively, wing
area and wing aerodynamic mean chord. To achieve inher-
ent stability, the center of gravity of a canard aircraft h lies in
front of the aerodynamic center h0. With this arrangement the
foreplane produces positive lift to trim an aircraft in both sub-
sonic and supersonic maneuvers. The foreplane and wing lift
now act in the same direction, giving enhanced maneuvering
performance. However, the foreplane will be destabilizing
since it generates a nose up pitching moment which, when
combined with the forward center of gravity, will result in an
unstable aircraft.

On most modern combat aircraft the foreplane and wing
are designed to be closely coupled so that there are mutually
beneficial interactions between the two surfaces to improve
aircraft performance. For example, the vortices and down-
wash from the foreplane can be used to enhance the lifting
characteristics of the wing, particularly to delay the onset of
stall and buffet. A commonly cited advantage of the canard
arrangement is that it allows good pitch recovery charac-
teristics when the aircraft is at high incidence. This can be
achieved by reducing foreplane lift by decreasing incidence,
when a conventional tailplane would be required to provide
increased lift whilst operating in the separated flow field of
the main wing.

6.3 Thrust vectoring

Commonly cited advantages of thrust vectoring for combat
aircraft include:

� Turn rate enhancement since the thrust can be vectored
towards the center of a turn and so increase the turning
force.

� Controlled post-stall maneuvers since the vectored thrust
provides control forces and moments when conventional
aerodynamic surfaces will be stalled.

� Recovery following departure from controlled flight since
thrust forces will be available when conventional aerody-
namic controls are ineffective.

� Improved take off and landing performance since the
thrust is used to supplement the control power.

� Removal or reduction in size of conventional aerodynamic
controls. This is usually argued in terms of radar cross
section (stealth) or weight reductions.

There are obviously perceived disadvantages with thrust
vectoring including, increased weight and complexity, and
lack of control redundancy when the engine fails.
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6.3.1 The influence of thrust vectoring on horizontal
turns

The following method is based on Raymer (1989) and extends
the conventional turn analysis (see Maneuver Performance of
Fixed-Wing Transport Aircraft). Consider an aircraft flying
a horizontal turn at a bank angle of ϕ, with angle of attack
α with thrust vectoring deflected through an angle ϕT , the
vertical forces now become

[L + T sin (α + ϕT )] cos ϕ = W (43)

and the horizontal radial forces become

[L + T sin (α + ϕT )] sin ϕ = mV 2

R
(44)

From conventional turn analysis, the turn rate is given by

ψ̇ = g
(
n2 − 1

) 1
2

V
(45)

so to maximize ψ̇ for a given speed, it is required to maximize
the load factor n. The total force acting on the airframe in the
lift direction is given by

L + T sin (α + ϕT ) = nW (46)

When turning at the structural limit equations (45) and (46)
indicate that the addition of thrust vectoring will not increase
the turn rate. At speeds below the corner speed, n will be less
than the permitted maximum value and thrust vectoring can
be used to enhance the turn rate. The load factor increases
with ϕT and the condition to maximize load factor can be
determined by differentiating equation (46) with respect to
ϕT and equating to zero. This leads to

T

W
cos (α + ϕT ) = 0 (47)

Since T/W is greater than zero, this implies that the thrust
vector should be normal to the flight path. As none of the
thrust is propelling the aircraft forward it will decelerate
rapidly. The BAE Systems/McDonnell Douglas Harrier has
used this as a combat technique to make enemy aircraft
overshoot, and so provide Harrier pilots with a shooting
opportunity.

7 CONCLUSION

The preceding sections have described how the maneuver
capabilities of fixed-wing combat aircraft can be assessed

through the use of straightforward extensions to the analy-
sis techniques used for other types of aircraft. The considered
maneuvers have all been essentially steady, and have not con-
sidered rapid maneuvering where an aircraft’s orientation is
abruptly changed. Such maneuvers are likely to excite the
dynamic modes of an aircraft and need to be assessed by
use of the appropriate equations of motion (see Longitudinal
Dynamic Stability). The extent to which a combat aircraft can
successfully exploit its maneuver performance will depend
on many factors including flying and handling qualities (see
Fixed-Wing Control and Handling Qualities).
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NOTATION

c aerodynamic mean chord m
CCT combat cycle time s
CD0 profile drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
CLF foreplane lift coefficient
CLi straight and level lift coefficient
CLmax maximum lift coefficient
CLT tailplane lift coefficient
CM0 pitching moment coefficient at zero lift
D drag N
g acceleration due to gravity m s−2

h center of gravity location
he energy height (specific energy); see

equation (1)
m

hz height m
h0 aerodynamic center location
ITR instantaneous turn rate rad s−1

K induced drag constant
lF foreplane moment arm m
lT tailplane moment arm m
L lift N
LF foreplane lift N
MSB maneuver stall boundary
n load factor =L/W
P specific power m s−1

Ps specific excess power; see equation (3) m s−1

q dynamic pressure N m−2

r helical radius of climbing turn m
R horizontal radius of (climbing) turn m
RSS relaxed static stability
s distance along arc of helical flight path m
S wing area m2

SF foreplane area m2

ST tailplane area m2
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SEP specific excess power m s−1

STR sustained turn rate rad s−1

t time s
t1 time taken for aircraft to roll into turn s
t12 time taken to slow down to corner speed s
t22 time taken from corner speed to

complete 180◦ heading change
s

t3 time to roll out of turn s
t4 time to accelerate back to original

condition
s

T thrust N
Tmax maximum thrust N
V true air speed m s−1

Vc vertical climb speed m s−1

Vcorner corner speed m s−1

Vmd minimum drag speed m s−1

V0 initial air speed m s−1

V tailplane volume coefficient = STlT

S c

V F foreplane volume coefficient= SFlF

S c
W weight N
α angle of attack rad
γ climb angle rad
�t time taken s
ηT tailplane efficiency

ρ air density kg m−3

ϕ roll angle rad
ϕT thrust vector angle rad
χ direction of velocity vector rad
ψ horizontal heading rad
ψcorner horizontal heading at corner speed rad
ψ̇ horizontal turn rate rad s−1
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cruise performance of fixed wing airplanes is chiefly con-
cerned with the range (or distance) that an airplane can
cover when it consumes a given amount of fuel. Of par-
ticular interest is the maximum range – and the associated
flight conditions (e.g., speed, outside air temperature and alti-
tude) – that is achievable when the maximum amount of fuel
is uploaded prior to takeoff. The maximum fuel, in such cases,

is limited by either the airplane’s takeoff weight limit or the
size of its fuel tanks. For most flight operations, however,
these limiting conditions are not reached, and the key ques-
tion is simply how much fuel is required for a given distance,
takeoff weight and set of flight conditions.

A performance parameter that is closely associated with
range is endurance. This is the time that an airplane can fly
when it consumes a given amount of fuel and, in a similar
way to the prediction of range, the airplane’s endurance is
dependent on its takeoff weight and the flight conditions.

An important distinction that needs to be made when dis-
cussing the range of an airplane concerns the effect of wind.
This can be dealt with by defining an air range, which is the
distance measured with respect to the air mass that the air-
plane is travelling in. The air range is sometimes called the
still air range, to reinforce the idea that the influence of wind
is ignored. The ground range, on the other hand, includes the
influence of wind. This distinction is mirrored by the def-
initions of true airspeed (i.e., the speed with respect to the
air mass) and ground speed, which is determined by a vector
summation of the airspeed vector and the wind vector.

An airplane’s range and its endurance depend critically on
the fuel flow that is needed to sustain the airplane in flight.
It is thus necessary to initially define several key powerplant
(engine) parameters – this is presented in Section 2 of this
chapter.

The determination of the fuel required for an airplane to
fly a complete mission – which includes the takeoff, climb,
cruise, descent, approach and land – is a relatively complex
calculation. Considerable insight into an airplane’s range,
however, can be achieved by studying the cruise segment in
isolation – this approach has been adopted in this chapter.
Cruise range is discussed in Sections 3 and 4 of this chapter,
and endurance is discussed in Sections 5 and 6. The issues
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2 Flight Mechanics

of payload-range and trip fuel estimation are discussed in
Section 7.

2 POWERPLANT DEFINITIONS
AND NOTATION

2.1 Net fuel flow

The net fuel flow to all engines (Q) is equal to the rate that
the onboard fuel mass (mf) is consumed; it can be expressed
as follows:

Q = −dmf

dt
(1a)

The minus sign is required as the change of fuel mass dmf

is a negative quantity and fuel flow is a positive quantity.
Alternatively, the fuel flow can be described in terms of the
weight flow rate of the fuel (Q′), that is,

Q′ = −dWf

dt
(1b)

The prime mark, used to designate the weight flow rate,
is not universally adopted and is introduced herein to make
the distinction between mass and weight. The two alternative
conventions lead to almost identical expressions for range and
endurance. Linking the two definitions is the acceleration due
to gravity (g), that is,

Q′ = Qg (2)

2.2 Specific fuel consumption

The specific fuel consumption (SFC) is a measure of the effi-
ciency with which an airplane’s engine(s) convert fuel into
thrust (or power). Specific fuel consumption is a valuable
metric for assessing or comparing the efficiencies of differ-
ent engines. It is also one of the key parameters that dictate
how far an airplane can travel when it consumes a given quan-
tity of fuel. In the discussions that follow, powerplant types
(i.e., jet, piston, turboprop) are considered separately.

2.2.1 Jet engines (thrust-rated powerplants)

In the case of a jet engine (turbofan or turbojet), the SFC is
usually called the thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) as
it is determined with respect to the net thrust (T) produced by
the engine. The SFC for a jet airplane can be defined, equally

correctly, in terms of either the mass flow rate of the fuel
(equation (1a)) or the weight flow rate of the fuel (equation
(1b)), that is,

cj = Q

T
(mass flow basis) (3a)

or

c′
j = Q′

T
(weight flow basis) (3b)

2.2.2 Power-rated powerplants (piston and
turboprop engines)

The SFC for power-rated powerplants is defined with respect
to a characteristic output power of the engine (P), that is,

cp = Q

P
(mass flow basis) (4a)

or

c′
p = Q′

P
(weight flow basis) (4b)

For piston engines, the output power is the shaft power (Ps).
For turboprop (turbo-propeller) engines, the situation is

not straightforward. A turboprop engine has a turbine that
drives a propeller, thus generating thrust (Tp), but it also pro-
duces a residual jet thrust (Tj); although, the fraction of the net
thrust produced by the jet is small. The output power used
to determine the SFC for turboprop engines is usually the
equivalent shaft power (Pe), which includes the equivalent
power of the jet thrust.

Pe = Ps

(
1 + Tj

Tp

)
(5)

In the introductory discussions presented in this chapter,
it is assumed that equivalent power is used to define the SFC.
It should be noted, however, that alternative definitions exist:
certain authorities define the SFC for turboprops in terms of
shaft power and others use net thrust.

2.3 Propeller efficiency

Thrust power (PT) is used in the definition of propeller effi-
ciency. By definition, thrust power is equal to the product of
the net thrust (T) and the airplane’s true airspeed (V), that is,

PT = TV (6)
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For a piston-propeller powerplant, the propeller efficiency
(ηp) is the ratio of the thrust power to the shaft power, that is,

ηp = TV

Ps
(7)

For a turboprop powerplant, the propeller efficiency (ηp) can
be expressed in terms of the equivalent shaft power, that is,

ηp = (Tp + Tj)V

Pe
(8)

3 RANGE OF JET AIRPLANES
(THRUST-RATED POWERPLANTS)

3.1 Specific air range

The specific air range (ra) is defined as the distance travelled
per unit fuel mass (or weight) consumed, that is,

ra = − dx

dmf
(mass flow basis) (9a)

or

r′
a = − dx

dWf
(weight flow basis) (9b)

where x is the air distance (this is measured with respect to
the air mass through which the airplane is travelling), which,
in general, is not equal to the ground distance due to the
influence of wind. As before (see Section 2.1), a minus sign
is needed because the change of fuel mass (dmf) is a negative
quantity and specific air range (SAR) is a positive quantity.
The commonly used units of specific air range are km kg−1

(in SI units) and nm lb−1 (in English units). Specific air range
is widely referred to as fuel mileage when English units are
used.

Equation (9) can be converted into a more convenient form
by considering the time rate of change of the numerator and
the denominator. The time rate of change of air distance is
true airspeed, and the time rate of change of the onboard fuel
mass is equal in magnitude to the fuel flow, that is,

ra = V

Q
(mass flow basis) (10a)

or

r′
a = V

Q′ (weight flow basis) (10b)

3.2 Basic range equation

The basic range equation, which describes the air range (R)
for an airplane that starts its cruise at a mass m1 and ends
at a mass m2 (or weight W1 and weight W2), can be derived
directly from the definition of specific air range. It is nec-
essary, however, to first make a variable substitution. It is
noted that the change in aircraft mass (or weight) is equal
to the change in the airplane’s fuel mass (or weight). This
is true for all commercial aircraft operations (mass changes
not associated with the consumption of fuel are negligible),
but not for specialized military operations when weapons are
released or in the case of aerial fire-fighting when water is
dropped, for example.

The definition of specific air range, given by equation (9),
can thus be used to give a general integral expression for an
airplane’s range.

dx = −ra dm (11)

Thus

R =
∫ end

start
dx = −

∫ end

start
ra dm (12a)

Alternatively, the range can be expressed in terms of the
airplane’s weight, that is,

R =
∫ end

start
dx = −

∫ end

start
r′

a dW (12b)

Substituting equation (10) into equation (12) produces the
desired expression:

R = −
∫ m2

m1

V

Q
dm (mass flow basis) (13a)

or

R = −
∫ W2

W1

V

Q′ dW (weight flow basis) (13b)

Equation (13) is the basic range equation and is correct
irrespective of the engine type. The evaluation of the inte-
gral, however, can take several different forms, depending on
the boundary conditions that are established for the analysis.
The fact that several solutions are possible can be seen by
considering the factors that influence the specific air range,
which is a function of the true airspeed and the fuel flow. The
airspeed can be varied at the discretion of the pilot, for exam-
ple. The fuel flow would also change, as it depends on the
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Figure 1. Integrated range method.

throttle setting. The atmospheric conditions – specifically the
air temperature, pressure and density – also impact the spe-
cific air range. The height that the airplane flies is thus an
important factor. Even for flight at constant speed, for exam-
ple, the specific air range is not constant. The fuel flow of a
jet airplane cruising at constant speed is roughly proportional
to the instantaneous mass of the airplane; it will thus reduce
as the airplane gets lighter.

By developing mathematical models of V and Q, which
approximate the actual flight situation, equation (13) can be
integrated to yield analytical expressions for an airplane’s
range. A more direct approach, however, is to integrate
equation (13) numerically, as illustrated in Figure 1. This
technique, which is usually called the integrated range
method, follows directly from equation (12). It requires the
specific air range to be calculated at a series of points along
the flight – the more points, the greater the accuracy. The
range is the area under the graph between the points repre-
senting the end of the cruise (i.e., lowest mass or weight) and
the start of the cruise (i.e., greatest mass or weight).

3.3 Evaluation of the range equation

For a jet-powered airplane in steady (i.e., non-accelerating)
level flight, the fuel flow can be written in terms of the SFC
(defined in equation (3)). For convenience, the airplane’s
lift-to-drag ratio (E) is introduced. In steady level flight the
airplane’s net thrust (T) is equal to its net drag (D), and the
weight (W) is equal to the lift (L). These observations permit
the fuel flow to be written as follows:

Q = cjT = cjD = cjmg

E
(mass flow basis) (14a)

or

Q′ = c′
jT = c′

jD = c′
jW

E
(weight flow basis) (14b)

Substituting equation (14) into equation (13) produces the
desired result:

R = −
∫ m2

m1

VE

cjmg
dm (mass flow basis) (15a)

or

R = −
∫ W2

W1

VE

c′
jW

dW (weight flow basis) (15b)

The evaluation of equation (15) requires a description of
the parameters V, E and cj (or c′

j) during the cruise. The
SFC will vary during a typical cruise, but the variation is
generally small, and satisfactory results can be obtained by
using a constant, mean value. The SFC can therefore be taken
out of the integral expression. The remaining two parameters
depend on the airplane’s speed, height and lift coefficient
(CL). By fixing two of the three variables (and permitting
the third to vary), three solutions to equation (15) can be
formulated. For the sake of convenience, these solutions are
herein called flight schedules 1, 2 and 3.

The adopted approach is a two-step one: firstly a math-
ematical formulation is postulated that allows the range
integral to be evaluated, and secondly the implications of
the boundary conditions in terms of the pilot actually fly-
ing the airplane are explored. The following solutions are
considered:

1. Cruise at constant height (h) and constant lift coefficient
(CL).

2. Cruise at constant true airspeed (V) and constant lift co-
efficient (CL).

3. Cruise at constant height (h) and constant true airspeed
(V).

It should be noted that the condition of constant CL implies
that E is constant as the lift-to-drag ratio is solely a func-
tion of the lift coefficient in this situation. The integration
of equation (15) for the three flight schedules is presented
in the literature, and only the final equations are given
herein.

3.4 First flight schedule: h and CL are constant

The cruise range for an airplane flown at constant height and
constant lift coefficient is

R = 2EV1

cjg

(
1 −

√
m2

m1

)
(mass flow basis) (16a)
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or

R = 2EV1

c′
j

(
1 −

√
W2

W1

)
(weight flow basis) (16b)

where V1 is the start-of-cruise true airspeed. The implication
of this flight schedule for the pilot can be assessed by con-
sidering the lift coefficient for straight and level flight, where
the airplane’s lift is equal to its weight.

CL = L

(1/2)ρV 2S
= W

V 2

1

(1/2)ρS
(17)

where ρ is the air density, V is the true airspeed and S is the
wing reference area. It is apparent from equation (17) that
if the airplane flies at constant height, which implies that ρ

is constant, V must decrease in direct proportion to
√

W in
order to maintain a constant CL. The engine thrust must also
decrease with reducing airplane weight so as to maintain a
constant lift-to-drag ratio. This requirement can be seen from
the following level-flight relationship:

T = D = W

E
(18)

It can thus be concluded that the pilot must continually
retard the throttle setting to maintain a reducing airspeed as
the airplane gets lighter during the cruise. For these reasons,
this flight schedule is not used in routine flight operations.

3.5 Second flight schedule: V and CL are
constant

The second flight schedule corresponds to what is generally
known as a cruise-climb (height is not constant). As both V
and E are constant, the integration of equation (15) is straight-
forward and leads to the following expression:

R = VE

cjg
ln

m1

m2
(mass flow basis) (19a)

or

R = VE

c′
j

ln
W1

W2
(weight flow basis) (19b)

This equation is known as the Breguet range equation
(named after Louis Charles Breguet, a French engineer and
aircraft builder, who first developed a form of this equation
for piston-propeller airplanes). Equation (19) is the simplest
of the three solutions (or schedules) to evaluate, and because

the resulting error is usually not significant it is also the most
frequently used expression for range estimation (even when
the flight schedule is not exactly one of constant airspeed and
constant lift coefficient).

The implication of a cruise-climb on the operation of the
airplane can be deduced directly from the definition of the
lift coefficient. Although the airplane is climbing, the angle
of climb is extremely small (less than 0.1◦) and, as a very
good approximation, it is thus acceptable to assume that the
airplane’s lift is equal to its weight. This enables the lift
coefficient to be written in the following form:

CL = L

(1/2)ρV 2S
= W

σ

1

(1/2)ρ0V 2S
(20)

where σ is the relative air density and ρ0 is the air density
at the ISA sea level datum. It is evident from equation (20)
that the airplane must be flown in a way that ensures that the
ratio W/σ is held constant in order to maintain a constant CL

when V is constant. In reality, this is rather easy for a pilot to
achieve: the airplane is allowed to climb, albeit very slowly,
so that σ decreases in direct proportion to the decreasing
weight. At the same time, the thrust will also decrease with-
out altering the throttle setting (in the stratosphere, the thrust
of a jet engine is approximately proportional to air density).
Thus, the pilot’s instructions are simply to maintain a con-
stant true airspeed, allowing the airplane to “drift” upwards
as the flight progresses (constant true airspeed implies con-
stant Mach number in the stratosphere, as the speed of sound
is constant).

In a cruise-climb several flight parameters are related for
the starting condition (identified by subscript 1) and the end
condition (subscript 2), that is,

W1

W2
= σ1

σ2
= T1

T2
(21)

These relationships are particularly useful when analyzing
cruise-climb problems.

An important observation associated with the cruise-climb
technique is that it yields the greatest possible range for a
given quantity of fuel. The practical application of the cruise-
climb, however, is restricted by Air Traffic Control (ATC), as
it is generally required that pilots maintain fixed flight levels.
As a consequence, airliners on routine operations typically
fly a stepped approximation of the cruise-climb, climbing to
higher flight levels as fuel is consumed. This can be illus-
trated using a graph of altitude versus SAR (Figure 2). The
locus of points of maximum SAR represents the optimum
cruise height, and this is seen to correspond to a progressively
greater altitude as the airplane’s mass reduces.
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High gross mass Cruise climb
Step climb

Low gross mass

Figure 2. Step climb approximation to the cruise-climb.

3.6 Third flight schedule: h and V are constant

A constant height and constant Mach number cruise (which
in the stratosphere implies a constant true airspeed) is typi-
cal for flights conducted under the jurisdiction of Air Traffic
Control. The integration of equation (15) with these con-
straints can be undertaken provided that the airplane’s drag
can be represented in an appropriate way. The standard
representation of an airplane’s drag is the parabolic drag
polar, that is,

CD = CD0 + KC2
L (22)

where CD0 is the zero lift drag coefficient and K is the induced
drag factor. With this drag model, it can be shown that the
range is given by the following equation:

R = 2EmaxV

cjg
arctan

[√
B(m1 − m2)

B + m1m2

]
(mass flow basis)

(23a)

or

R = 2EmaxV

c′
j

arctan

[
g
√

B (W1 − W2)

g2B + W1W2

]

(weight flow basis) (23b)

where

B = CD0ρ
2S2V 4

4g2K
(24)

To maintain constant airspeed at constant height, the
engine thrust must be reduced in an appropriate manner as
the airplane gets lighter. This can be seen from the following

equation, which applies to straight, level flight where the lift
is equal to the weight and where the drag is represented by
the parabolic drag polar:

T = 1

2
ρV 2SCD0 + K

W2

(1/2)ρV 2S
(25)

3.7 Flight conditions for maximum range for a jet
airplane

The flight conditions (e.g., speed, height) that will give the
maximum specific air range are of considerable operational
interest as they will give the greatest air range for a given fuel
quantity. There are several ways to analyze this particular
problem. One approach expresses the best range speed as
a fixed multiple of the airplane’s minimum drag speed. To
illustrate this relationship, and the limitations of the resulting
expression, it is necessary to first derive an equation for the
minimum drag speed.

3.7.1 Minimum drag speed (based on the parabolic
drag polar)

The minimum drag speed (Vmd) is the speed that will result in
the greatest lift-to-drag ratio for the airplane. The following
drag relationship, which comes directly from the expres-
sion for the parabolic drag polar (equation (22)), is used to
determine the minimum drag speed, expressed in terms of
equivalent airspeed (EAS):

D = CD0ρ0S

2
V 2

E + 2KW2

ρ0S

1

V 2
E

(26)

The required expression can be obtained by differentiating
equation (26) with respect to VE and setting the result equal
to zero, that is,

VEmd =
(

2W

ρ0S

√
K

CD0

) 1
2

(27)

3.7.2 Best range speed (based on the parabolic drag
polar and ignoring compressibility)

The condition that will minimize the fuel consumed per unit
distance flown in cruise (at constant height) can be assessed
by considering the reciprocal of the specific air range and
writing the fuel flow in terms of the SFC and the drag (which
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is equal to the thrust when the TAS is constant).

1

ra
= Q

V
= cjT

V
= cj

D

V
(28)

During the cruise, the SFC of a jet airplane does not vary
significantly, and for many cruise-related applications it is
acceptable to assume that it is constant. With this assumption,
it is evident from equation (28) that in order to maximize
the range, it is necessary to minimize the ratio D/V. This
parameter can be expanded using equation (26).

D

V
= D

VE

√
σ =

√
σCD0ρ0S

2
VE +

√
σ2KW2

ρ0S

1

V 3
E

(29)

The equivalent airspeed for a minimum value of D/V can
be found by differentiating equation (29) with respect to VE

and setting the result equal to zero. If the height is constant,
σ is constant, and the required speed, which will yield the
minimum fuel consumed per unit distance, is given by the
following relationship:

VE = 3
1
4

(
2W

ρ0S

√
K

CD0

) 1
2

= 3
1
4 VEmd = 1.32VEmd (30)

It is thus evident that an airplane must operate not at the
condition that gives the maximum lift-to-drag ratio (i.e., VEmd )
but at a speed faster than VEmd in order to minimize its fuel
consumption in cruise. From equation (30), it appears that the
maximum range is achieved when the airplane is flown 32%
faster than VEmd . There is, however, a very important issue
associated with this result: the derivation neglected compress-
ibility effects and is only correct if the speed predicted by
equation (30) is below the drag-rise flight regime (i.e. the drag
divergence Mach number – see Introduction to Compressible
Flows), which is unlikely for a modern jet-powered airplane.
If the airspeed given by equation (30) is greater than the speed
that is associated with a significant drag rise (due to compress-
ibility effects), then it would be incorrect to use the airplane’s
low-speed drag polar to evaluate equation (30) to give the best
range speed. In such cases, the optimum condition can be
found by plotting the specific air range against Mach number
for the selected altitude (as discussed below in Section 3.7.3).

3.7.3 Maximum range speed, long range speed and
ECON speed

The maximum range is achieved by flying the airplane at
the speed for maximum specific air range. This is called the

Mach number

Low gross mass

High gross mass

For a particular:

– Altitude
– Configuration

SAR

3–5%

1%Long rangeMax range

Figure 3. Specific air range (SAR) versus Mach number for a tur-
bofan airplane.

maximum range speed (MRS), and it depends on the air-
plane’s weight and altitude. It also decreases as fuel is burned
(at a given altitude). In practice, airliners usually fly a little
faster than this, sacrificing a small increase in fuel usage, to
obtain a shorter cruise time. The reason for this policy is that
a significant portion of an airline’s operating cost for a partic-
ular airplane is proportional to the flight time, and by flying
faster this is reduced (time-dependent costs can include part
of the costs associated with the crew, airplane maintenance,
lease and insurance, for example).

The speed that will result in the lowest net operating cost
for an airline is thus a little faster than the maximum range
speed. The speed that will give the lowest total trip cost for
a specific airplane and route, based on the airline’s particular
cost model, is called the economy speed (or ECON speed).
The determination of the ECON speed, however, requires
detailed knowledge of the airline’s operating costs. A simpli-
fied approach, which is widely used and does not require any
knowledge of the airline’s operating costs, requires the flight
to be undertaken at the so-called long range speed (LRS). This
speed is a few percent (about 3–5%) faster than the maximum
range speed and has a 1% reduction in specific air range, as
shown in Figure 3.

4 RANGE OF AIRPLANES WITH
POWER-RATED POWERPLANTS

4.1 Basic range equation

The basic range equation, derived earlier as equation (13),
is applicable to any airplane type. For airplanes with power-
rated powerplants (e.g., piston engines and turboprops, as
described in Section 2.2.2), the fuel flow needs to be written
in an appropriate form. Equations (4)–(8) can be applied to an
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8 Flight Mechanics

airplane in a steady level-flight condition (where the thrust is
equal to the drag and the lift is equal to the weight), facilitating
the fuel flow to be expressed in the following form:

Q = cpP = cpTV

ηp
= cpDV

ηp
= cpmgV

ηpE
(mass flow basis)

(31a)

or

Q′ = c′
pWV

ηpE
(weight flow basis) (31b)

Substituting equation (31) into equation (13) results in an
integral expression for the range of an airplane with a power-
rated powerplant, that is,

R = −
∫ m2

m1

ηpE

cpmg
dm (mass flow basis) (32a)

or

R = −
∫ W2

W1

ηpE

c′
pW

dW (weight flow basis) (32b)

Theoretical analyses usually assume that the propeller effi-
ciency and the SFC do not vary significantly in cruise. For
piston-propeller powerplants, the SFC does not change much
with speed; however, for turboprops, the assumption is less
satisfactory as the SFC tends to decrease with increasing
speed. Nonetheless, as a reasonable first approximation, con-
stant, mean values can be used as the variation in speed during
cruise is generally small. Both terms, and the acceleration due
to gravity, can thus be taken out of the integral expression.

R = − ηp

cpg

∫ m2

m1

E

m
dm (mass flow basis) (33a)

or

R = − ηp

c′
p

∫ W2

W1

E

W
dW (weight flow basis) (33b)

It is interesting to note that airspeed does not appear in this
range equation; although, it should be remembered that the
lift-to-drag ratio is a function of V. Equation (33) will now
be evaluated for the same set of flight schedules described
earlier in Section 3.3.

4.2 Flight schedules one and two: CL is constant

For the flight condition where CL is constant (which implies
that E is constant), the range integral (equation (33)) can be
evaluated to give the following equation:

R = ηpE

cpg
ln

(
m1

m2

)
(mass flow basis) (34a)

or

R = ηpE

c′
p

ln
(

W1

W2

)
(weight flow basis) (34b)

Equation (34) is the Breguet range equation for piston-
propeller and power-rated turboprop airplanes. Note that the
equation is valid for flight schedules of either constant CL and
constant height, or constant CL and constant airspeed. If the
height is constant then airspeed must be reduced to maintain
a constant CL as fuel is burned. Alternatively, if airspeed is
constant, then the pilot must fly a cruise-climb.

4.3 Flight schedule three: h and V are constant

The flight schedule of constant height and constant airspeed
gives the following range expression based on the use of the
parabolic drag polar (equation (22)):

R = 2Emaxηp

gcp
arctan

(√
B(m1 − m2)

B + m1m2

)
(mass flow basis)

(35a)

or

R = 2Emaxηp

c′
p

arctan

(
g
√

B(W1 − W2)

g2B + W1W2

)

(weight flow basis) (35b)

where

B = CD0ρ
2S2V 4

4g2K
(36)
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5 ENDURANCE OF JET AIRPLANES
(THRUST-RATED POWERPLANTS)

5.1 Basic endurance equation

The time that an airplane can remain in the air for a given
fuel load is of interest for a number of applications. An air-
plane on coastal reconnaissance or other patrol duties, for
example, is often required to remain on duty for as long as
possible. Airliners are frequently required to “hold” at their
destination, awaiting Air Traffic Control clearance to land.
It is important under such flight conditions that the airplane
flies at a speed that will give low fuel consumption per unit
time – and this is a different speed to that which would give
low fuel consumption per distance travelled.

The fuel flow is equal to the rate of change of the airplane’s
fuel mass (or weight), as described by equation (1). By noting
that the change in aircraft fuel mass (or weight) is equal to
the change in the aircraft’s mass (or weight), the governing
equation for endurance can be determined.

dt = − 1

Q
dmf = − 1

Q
dm (mass flow basis) (37a)

or

dt = − 1

Q′ dWf = − 1

Q′ dW (weight flow basis) (37b)

The time (t) that an airplane can remain airborne is given
by the following integral expression, where the initial mass
is m1 (the weight is W1) and the final mass is m2 (the weight
is W2):

t = −
∫ m2

m1

1

Q
dm (mass flow basis) (38a)

or

t = −
∫ W2

W1

1

Q′ dW (weight flow basis) (38b)

The airplane’s endurance can be determined by the numer-
ical integration of equation (38), if data were available. This is
an almost identical approach to the integrated range method
(described earlier in Section 3.2). It requires the fuel flow
to be determined as a function of the airplane’s mass (or
weight). For applications where this information is not avail-
able, equation (38) can be evaluated based on the three flight
schedules (described in Section 3.3).

5.2 Evaluation of the endurance equation

The general integral expression for flight endurance (t) of a
jet airplane is obtained by substituting for the fuel flow in
equation (38) using equation (14), that is,

t = −
∫ m2

m1

E

cjmg
dm (mass flow basis) (39a)

or

t = −
∫ W2

W1

E

c′
jW

dW (weight flow basis) (39b)

If the SFC is assumed to be a constant mean value, equation
(39) can be written as follows:

t = − 1

cjg

∫ m2

m1

E

m
dm (mass flow basis) (40a)

or

t = − 1

c′
j

∫ W2

W1

E

W
dW (weight flow basis) (40b)

It is possible to evaluate this integral based on the boundary
conditions established earlier. The same three flight schedules
used for the range analysis (see Section 3.3) apply to the
endurance. One important difference, however, is that the
airspeed does not appear in the integral expression; it does,
however, influence the lift-to-drag ratio.

5.3 Flight schedules one and two: CL is constant

Evaluating equation (40) with the assumption of constant
lift coefficient will satisfy flight schedules one and two. For
constant E, the endurance will be given by the following
expression:

t = E

cjg
ln

m1

m2
(mass flow basis) (41a)

or

t = E

c′
j

ln
W1

W2
(weight flow basis) (41b)

These flight schedules assume a constant lift coefficient.
Thus for flight at constant height, the pilot must reduce
airspeed to compensate for the reduction in weight. Alter-
natively, if the pilot were permitted to fly a cruise-climb
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(discussed in Section 3.5), then it would be possible to main-
tain a constant airspeed.

5.4 Flight schedule three: h and V are constant

The use of the parabolic drag polar to represent the airplane’s
drag (see equation (22)) enables a solution to be determined
for the endurance of an airplane operating at constant height
and constant airspeed, that is,

t = 2Emax

cjg
arctan

(√
B(m1 − m2)

B + m1m2

)
(mass flow basis)

(42a)

or

t = 2Emax

c′
j

arctan

[
g
√

B(W1 − W2)

g2B + W1W2

]
(weight flow basis)

(42b)

where

B = CD0ρ
2S2V 4

4g2K
(43)

5.5 Flight condition for maximum endurance

The maximum endurance will be achieved at the condition
that gives the lowest rate of fuel consumption (i.e., the min-
imum value of Q). If the SFC is assumed to be constant,
it is evident from equation (14) that this occurs when E
is a maximum. The airplane must therefore fly at its mini-
mum drag speed (see Section 3.7.1) to achieve the greatest
endurance.

If actual SFC data were available then a plot of Q versus
speed could be generated. Such results have shown that the
flight speed that produces the minimum fuel flow can, in
fact, be a little slower than the minimum drag speed. There
is a problem, however, maintaining such low speeds in a jet
airplane as operations at speeds less than Vmd are not speed
stable. What this means is that throttle inputs are required to
maintain a constant speed.

The fuel flow, at a particular speed, depends on atmo-
spheric conditions and is therefore a function of height. There
is thus an optimum height for minimum fuel burn, as illus-
trated in Figure 4. This optimum height can be used to achieve
the greatest possible endurance for the airplane.

Fuel flow

Altitude

Locus of minimum
fuel flow condition

Low gross
mass

High gross
mass

For a particular:
– Mach number
– Configuration

Figure 4. Fuel flow as a function of height.

5.6 Holding

A typical holding pattern for an airplane resembles a race-
track, with two straight legs and two semi-circular segments.
Pilots typically fly about 1–1.5 min on a set heading and then,
following a 180◦ turn, return on the reciprocal heading. The
airplane is typically flown at a speed that is close to that which
will consume the least amount of fuel per unit time (i.e., the
best endurance speed). In a racetrack pattern, the airplane
would consume a little more fuel than it would during a com-
parable straight, level flight at the same speed, as a small
increase in thrust is needed to maintain the speed in the turn.

During typical flight operations, the hold is executed at the
instruction of Air Traffic Control, and the flight crew do not
normally have the option of selecting the optimum height –
this would usually increase the fuel consumption by a small
amount (this is evident in Figure 4).

6 ENDURANCE OF AIRPLANES WITH
POWER-RATED POWERPLANTS

6.1 Basic endurance equation

The endurance (t) can be determined using equation (38),
which is generally applicable and does not depend on the
type of engine. The fuel flow for a power-rated powerplant
is given by equation (31); combining these two equations
produces the required integral expression, that is,

t = −
∫ m2

m1

ηpE

cpmgV
dm (mass flow basis) (44a)
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or

t = −
∫ W2

W1

ηpE

c′
pWV

dW (weight flow basis) (44b)

With the assumptions of constant SFC and constant pro-
peller efficiency (see Section 4.1), equation (44) can be
written as follows:

t = − ηp

cpg

∫ m2

m1

E

mV
dm (mass flow basis) (45a)

or

t = − ηp

c′
p

∫ W2

W1

E

WV
dW (weight flow basis) (45b)

Again, it is possible to evaluate the integral based on the
three flight schedules (described in Section 3.3).

6.2 First flight schedule: h and CL are constant

For the flight schedule of constant height and constant lift
coefficient, the endurance is given by the following equation:

t = 2ηpE

cpgV1

(√
m1

m2
− 1

)
(mass flow basis) (46a)

or

t = 2ηpE

c′
pV1

(√
W1

W2
− 1

)
(weight flow basis) (46b)

where V1 is the true airspeed at the start of the flight.

6.3 Second flight schedule: V and CL are constant

Mathematically, the simplest solution to the endurance inte-
gral (equation (45)) is given by the second flight schedule,
which describes a cruise-climb (see Section 3.5).

t = ηpE

cpgV
ln

m1

m2
(mass flow basis) (47a)

or

t = ηpE

c′
pV

ln
(

W1

W2

)
(weight flow basis) (47b)

6.4 Third flight schedule: h and V are constant

Flight schedule three, with a constant height and constant
airspeed, can be evaluated using the parabolic drag polar
(equation (22)) to give the following endurance:

t = 2Emaxηp

cpgV
arctan

[√
B(m1 − m2)

B + m1m2

]
(mass flow basis)

(48a)

or

t = 2Emaxηp

c′
pV

arctan

[
g
√

B(W1 − W2)

g2B + W1W2

]

(weight flow basis) (48b)

where

B = CD0ρ
2S2V 4

4g2K
(49)

6.5 Flight condition for maximum endurance

The endurance depends on the rate that the airplane burns
fuel. It is possible to relate the fuel flow to the power required
to sustain steady level flight. The product of drag and true
airspeed is called drag power (or required power). The rela-
tionship between drag power (PD) and fuel flow (Q) can be
deduced from equation (31), that is,

Q = cpPD

ηp
(50)

It is apparent from equation (50) that the speed that will
give a minimum fuel flow is the speed at which the drag
power is a minimum (this will give the greatest endurance).
The drag power may be considered as the power required for
flight (in steady, level flight the thrust power will equal the
drag power; however, in climbing, descending or accelerated
flight, this will generally not be true). In Section 3.7.1, it was
shown that the minimum drag in steady, level flight occurs at
the minimum drag speed. To find the minimum power speed
(Vmp), it is convenient to use the drag expression given by
equation (26), which is based on the parabolic drag polar.

PD = DV = CD0ρ0S

2
√

σ
V 3

E + 2KW2

√
σρ0S

1

VE
(51)
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By differentiating this expression with respect to VE, and
setting the result equal to zero, the following equation for the
minimum power speed is obtained:

VEmp =
[

2W

ρ0S

√
K

3CD0

] 1
2

= 1
4
√

3
VEmd = 0.76VEmd (52)

It is evident from equation (52) that the minimum power
speed occurs at a slower speed than the minimum drag speed.
Based on the assumptions made, the minimum power speed is
76% of the minimum drag speed. It should be noted, however,
that the accuracy of the drag model (i.e., the parabolic drag
polar) can reduce as an airplane approaches its stall speed.
This would introduce a discrepancy between the modeled
drag polar and the actual drag polar.

Furthermore, the assumption of constant propeller effi-
ciency and constant SFC across this range of speeds is only
a rough approximation (especially for turboprop airplanes).
This means that equation (52) cannot be expected to pro-
vide a very accurate estimate for the speed that will yield the
lowest fuel flow (i.e., the best endurance speed). The numeri-
cal/graphical approach described in Section 5.5 is preferable,
if data were available.

7 PAYLOAD-RANGE AND TRIP FUEL
(JET AIRPLANES)

7.1 Payload-range

The payload of an airliner consists of passengers, baggage
and cargo. With the maximum allowable payload, the amount
of fuel that can be taken onboard will usually not be lim-
ited by the size of the fuel tanks, but rather by a structural
takeoff weight limit. Under standard conditions, the allow-
able takeoff weight will be the airplane’s maximum takeoff
weight (MTOW) – this will give the airplane a certain nomi-
nal range. If this nominal range is inadequate for the planned
flight, then it will be necessary to reduce the payload, in order
to take on more fuel, but without exceeding the MTOW. Pro-
gressively longer flight distances can be achieved by trading
payload for fuel. However, when the point is reached when
the fuel tanks are full, the only way the range can be fur-
ther increased is by continuing to reduce the payload. This
means that the airplane would take off at a weight less than
the MTOW. The greatest possible range would correspond
to zero payload. Figure 5 illustrates the characteristics of a
typical payload-range relationship for an airliner.

Range

Payload Reduced payload and
increased fuel load

Limited by MTOW Reduced payload
and reduced TOW

Fuel tanks full

Maximum payload range

Limited by fuel tank capacity

Limited by maximum
structural payload limit

Figure 5. Typical payload-range graph for an airliner.

7.2 Fuel required for a defined cruise distance

In Sections 3.4–3.6, equations are provided to calculate the
range of a jet airplane when the start-of-cruise mass (or
weight) and end-of-cruise mass (or weight) are known. It is
frequently required, however, that the process be reversed –
that is, to calculate the required fuel for a given range. For
normal airline operations, the cruise fuel mass (mf) or weight
(Wf) is the difference between the airplane’s starting mass
(or weight) and its end mass (or weight). By manipulating
the Breguet range equation (i.e., equation (19)), the mass (or
weight) of fuel required for a specified cruise distance (R)
can be determined for the start-of-cruise mass (or weight) or,
alternatively, in terms of the airplane’s end-of-cruise mass (or
weight), that is,

mf = (1 − e− Rcg

VE )m1 or mf = (e
Rcg

VE − 1)m2

(53a)

or

Wf = (1 − e− (Rc′
VE )W1 or Wf = (e

Rc′
VE − 1)W2

(53b)

7.3 Trip fuel estimation (overhead approximation)

The equations presented in Section 7.2 can be used to deter-
mine the fuel for a given cruise distance; they do not, however,
take into account the fuel required for the climb or descent.
Whereas it is possible to determine theoretically the fuel
required for these segments of the trip, this is a non-trivial
calculation. Sometimes, a simple approximation is adequate.
One widely used approach is based on the assumption that the
airplane starts its cruise overhead the departure airport, at the
cruise altitude, and flies to a point overhead the destination
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Actual range
(actual flight profile)

Mass=m1
Mass=m2

Mass=m1
Mass=m2

Estimated range
(overhead approximation)

Cruise Cruise

Climb Descent

Figure 6. Range estimation using the overhead approximation.

airport (Figure 6). The trip fuel is then estimated using equa-
tion (53) or a similar expression.

This approximation technique underestimates the fuel that
is needed for the climb and overestimates the fuel needed for
the descent; however, the descent error does not completely
compensate for the error in the climb. The accuracy of the
technique depends, significantly, on the trip distance, because
the percentage of the total trip fuel consumed in the climb and
descent reduces as the trip distance increases. For an airliner,
it will typically be about 50% for a distance of 500 nm, but
only about 20% for a distance of 2000 nm. The technique thus
produces increasingly accurate answers as the trip distance
increases.

8 SUMMARY

In this chapter, several methods are presented for the determi-
nation of the range (i.e., distance covered) and the endurance
(i.e., airborne time) of fixed-wing airplanes correspond-
ing to the consumption of a given amount of fuel. Both
thrust-rated powerplants (e.g., turbo-jets and turbofans) and
power-rated powerplants (e.g., piston-propeller and turbo-
propeller) are considered. Working from first principles, two
integral expressions have been derived: one for range and one
for endurance. It has been shown that analytical solutions can
be detemined to these integral expressions by considering
appropriate boundary conditions. Solutions are presented for
the following sets of assumptions: (i) cruise at constant height
and constant lift coefficient, (ii) cruise at constant airspeed
and constant lift coefficient (i.e., the Breguet solution), and
(iii) cruise at constant height and constant airspeed. There are
two alternative conventions for the definition of an engine’s
specific fuel consumption (SFC): it can be defined either
in terms of mass flow rate or weight flow rate. Solutions
to the range and endurance integrals are presented for both
conventions.

The determination of the fuel required for an airplane to
fly a complete mission – which includes the takeoff, climb,
cruise, descent, approach and land – is a relatively complex

calculation; however, considerable insight into an airplane’s
range can be achieved by studying the cruise segment in iso-
lation – this approach, which is often called the overhead
approximation, has been described in this chapter.

Further information on these topics can be found in
Anderson (1998), Asselin (1997), ESDU (1982), ESDU
(1975a), ESDU (1975b), Eshelby (2000), Mair and Birdsall
(1992), Ojha (1995) and Ruijgrok (1996), for example.

NOTATION

CD drag coefficient
CD0 zero lift drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
cj thrust specific fuel consumption of a turbo-

fan/turbojet (mass flow basis)
c′

j thrust specific fuel consumption of a turbo-
fan/turbojet (weight flow basis)

cp specific fuel consumption of a power-rated power-
plant (mass flow basis)

c′
p specific fuel consumption of a power-rated power-

plant (weight flow basis)
D drag
E lift-to-drag ratio
g gravitational acceleration
h height
K induced drag factor
L lift
m mass
mf fuel mass
P power
Pe equivalent shaft power
PD drag power (required power) = DV
Ps shaft power
PT thrust power = TV
Q mass flow rate of fuel to all engines (rate of fuel

burned)
Q′ weight flow rate of fuel to all engines (rate of fuel

burned)
R air range
ra specific air range (mass flow basis) – see equation

(9a)
r′

a specific air range (weight flow basis) – see equation
(9b)

S wing reference area
T thrust
Tj jet thrust (residual thrust)
Tp propeller thrust
t time
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V true airspeed
VE equivalent airspeed
Vmd minimum drag speed
Vmp minimum power speed
W weight
Wf fuel weight
x air distance
ηp propeller efficiency
ρ air density
ρ0 air density at the ISA sea level datum
σ relative air density (density ratio) =ρ/ρ0

ABBREVIATIONS

ATC air traffic control
EAS equivalent airspeed
ECON economy (speed)
ISA International Standard Atmosphere
LRS long range speed
MRS maximum range speed
MTOW maximum takeoff weight
SAR specific air range
SFC specific fuel consumption

TOW takeoff weight
TSFC thrust specific fuel consumption
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1 VARIATION OF POWER REQUIRED
WITH FORWARD SPEED

A helicopter is not possessed of an ability to fly fast compared
with fixed-wing counterparts. This is a result of considera-
tions with the main rotor. The main rotor moves in a direction
very close to its plane of rotation which naturally divides it
into two halves which operate under different aerodynamic
conditions. One side (called the advancing side) has the rota-
tion and translation velocity contributions adding together
whilst the other (called the retreating side) has them sub-
tracting – see Figure 1.

This becomes more influential as the forward speed
increases and the rotor has two principal problem areas

caused by the main rotor needing to maintain a roll trim
of the helicopter. In simple terms, the retreating side has
lower air speeds over it when compared with the advanc-
ing side which, in consequence, requires the pitch angle to be
greater on the retreating side. Eventually, the pitch required to
maintain roll trim and to produce the necessary thrust, to over-
come the drag force on the airframe, results in the retreating
blade encountering stall. In addition, the advancing side also
faces its own potential problem: at higher forward speeds,
the advancing tip region has the combination of a high speed
of rotation and a high forward speed over it. This can raise
the Mach number to a level where transonic effects will limit
the aerofoil performance and eventually trigger stall through
the high Mach number. The main rotor is thus confined to
a box which limits the thrust via the retreating blade stall
limit and the highest speeds through the advancing blade
stall limit. (Over most of the forward flight envelope, the
rotor is limited by the retreating blade; the advancing limit
is normally confined to the highest speeds, which may not

Figure 1. Advancing and retreating sides of the main rotor.
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Figure 2. The helicopter “speed trap”.

necessarily be encountered). This is the well-known speed
trap (see Figure 2) which is the price paid for an air vehicle
with efficient hovering characteristics but also the ability to
perform a transition to and from forward flight.

Hover is seemingly easiest to model as it has axial symme-
try. In fact, hover requires a considerable depth of analysis.
The wake is generated by the rotor blades and because it is
not washed away by any forward speed remains closer to the
rotor itself and therefore interactions between the blades and
the wake, flow through the rotor disc. A method of analyzing
a helicopter rotor is available where the momentum change
as the airflow passes through the rotor disc is used to deter-
mine the thrust force. The flow velocity through the rotor is
assumed to be uniform and is known as the induced velocity.
This simplification makes the method relatively easy to model
but it carries a difficulty which will be discussed in a later
section. The induced velocity in hover is expressed by the
following equation:

Vi =
√

T

2ρA
(1)

Figure 3. (a) Main rotor blockage fuselage; (b) hub (parasite) drag. Courtesy of AgustaWestland.

This shows the dependence of the induced velocity on
the thrust per unit disc area. This is called the disc load-
ing. Its importance is in the power required to generate the
thrust force. Essentially, we have a thrust force moving at a
velocity which is the induced velocity. The product of these
two terms is the required power to produce the thrust. It is
called the induced power and can be directly linked to the
induced drag of a fixed aircraft wing. The difference is that
the induced drag force acts on a rotor blade and when mul-
tiplied by the respective radial distance from the axis of the
rotor shaft requires a torque to turn the rotor and when fac-
tored by the rotational speed gives rise to the induced power.
There is also the profile drag force to overcome which, itself,
gives rise to the profile power. In the hover, the induced power
dominates the profile power and forms approximately 70%
of the total. Therefore, an efficiently hovering rotor needs a
low induced power, which, through equation (1), will need
a low disc loading. This is usually accomplished by using a
main rotor of large radius. Observation of helicopters, whose
operation is lifting at low speeds, shows the benefits of a low
disc loading. The fuselage does influence the rotor down-
wash since it lies directly in the path of the air mass passing
through the rotor. This is known as blockage and Figure 3a
shows how this occurs.

As the helicopter moves into forward flight, the main rotor
is now tilted forwards and the flow through the rotor disc
now becomes a combination of two components. The induced
velocity is still present, but to this is added the forward flight
speed. The equation determining the induced velocity now
includes the forward flight speed in the form of two com-
ponents, VX parallel to the disc plane, and VZ perpendicular
to it.

Vi = T

2ρA

1√
V 2

X + (VZ + Vi)2
(2)
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Figure 4. Power component variation with forward speed.

The solution of this equation is not as straightforward as in
the hover and is solved by means of an iterative scheme. The
effect of forward speed is to enhance the mass of air flowing
through the rotor which therefore needs a smaller induced
velocity to generate the momentum change and thereby pro-
duce the thrust. This means that the induced power reduces
as the forward flight speed increases. The profile power also
changes but increases slightly with forward speed. There is
one more factor to consider. The induced power is the product
of the rotor thrust and the induced velocity. However, there is
a component of forward speed normal to the rotor disc plane
which adds to the induced velocity and therefore when mul-
tiplied by the thrust will also generate a power. This can be
shown to be equal to the power required to overcome the fuse-
lage drag force and is therefore known as the parasite power.
Figure 3b shows the manner in which the fuselage can be
viewed as a body generating the parasitic drag. Also shown
is the fact that the rotor head is a component of this drag, in
fact, it forms approximately one third of the total drag of the
helicopter. Figure 4 shows a typical variation of these various
components with forward speed. This is for the main rotor.
For the complete aircraft power the tail rotor power compo-
nents need to be added. These will be the induced and profile
powers. There is no parasite power as that is catered for by
the main rotor. A contribution for powering auxiliary sys-
tems such as electrical generators and hydraulic pumps must
also be included. Finally, the losses through the transmission
are added which usually consist of a factor typically a 4%
addition. The profile power calculation assumes a constant

value of profile drag coefficient for the blades. As the heli-
copter approaches high speed, this assumption does not hold
entirely. Some parts of the rotor blades begin to experience
the effects of compressibility and the phenomenon of drag rise
will be felt as a more rapid rise in profile drag and therefore
profile power.

2 CLIMB

Climb for a helicopter can be somewhat different from that
of a fixed wing aircraft. As the main rotor provides the sup-
porting force for the aircraft, the helicopter does not need
to align itself with the flight path. The power consumption
is determined by the horizontal and vertical components of
flight speed over the rotors, the main in particular, as shown
in Figure 5. The vertical component (VC) adds to the down-
wash and causes the increase in power required for the aircraft
to climb (W·VC), where W is aircraft weight. The incoming
flow over the fuselage will be inclined downwards which can
interact with any aerodynamic components at the rear of the
fuselage. This can cause a trim change which is dependent
on forward speed and pitch angle of the fuselage.

3 MAXIMUM RANGE AND ENDURANCE

Having established the variation of power consumption with
forward speed, the calculation of endurance and range can
be addressed. Endurance is time of flight for a given mass of
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Figure 5. Incident velocity components on a main rotor. Courtesy
of AgustaWestland.

fuel to be consumed, whilst range is distance traveled, again
for a given fuel mass. It now becomes necessary to consider
how the engine(s) consume fuel with respect to the power
at which it (they) are operating. In order to model the fuel
consumption it is sensible to view it in terms of fuel flow
rate – that is, mass of fuel per unit time. If this is plotted on
a graph then a very good approximation to a straight line is
found. Figure 6 shows a schematic of a typical situation.

As can be seen from Figure 6, two situations are pre-
sented. The full law as it is termed is what would be expected
of a typical engine and a linear relationship is a very good
match for real engine data. However, a very important fea-
ture of this line is the positive intercept on the ordinate axis.
The other fuel consumption variation, termed the simplified
law, is obtained by artificially setting the full law intercept
to zero but maintaining the same slope of the line. Whilst
this might appear contrived, it provides a useful comparison
since with this variation a constant specific fuel consumption
value is obtained. Additionally, the existence of the intercept
causes the fuel consumption to be directly influenced by the
number of engines operating. This is manifest by the fuel con-
sumption being directly increased when the power demand

Power

Full law

Simplified law

F
ue

l f
lo

w
 r

at
e

Figure 6. Fuel flow variation with power.

is shared by multiple engines. Additionally, it shows the
character of the variation allowing conclusions to be drawn
as to the differences between the two methods.

The endurance variation with speed is shown in Figure
7a. For both fuel flow variations, the same speed gives the
maximum endurance condition, which is that of minimum
power. The power variation shows the hover and high speed
conditions to be high power consumption situations but the
minimum power speed occurs at about 35m s−1. This is the
condition at which a helicopter can loiter most effectively.

Range, however, reveals a difference in the optimum
speeds for the two fuel-flow situations. Figure 7b shows the
range variation with speed for both fuel consumption laws. In
Figure 7c the optimum speeds are plotted on the power con-
sumption plots, and it can be seen that the maximum range
speeds are shown as tangent conditions from different points
on the ordinate. The simplified law (equivalent to constant
specific fuel consumption) tangent springs from the origin,
however, the full linear law from a point on the negative ordi-
nate dependent on the fuel consumption law, that is, intercept
and slope.

4 AUTOROTATION

Power failure in flight does not mean that a helicopter is nec-
essarily in any danger. If correctly handled, a power failure
can be overcome with the aircraft remaining under full con-
trol of the pilot. The essential flight condition to be achieved
is the windmill brake state. The situation and its handling is
highly dependent on the number of installed engines and how
many are lost. With a single-engined helicopter, power failure
means that there is no power input and a landing is the only
option. With a multi-engined helicopter, there will usually be
some power remaining and the aircraft can maintain flight
under circumstances where the power demand from the rotor
system is supplied by the remaining engine(s). This normally
would be with flight at speeds close to the minimum power
speed. It could be that the remaining power is sufficient for
all of the possible flight speeds to be achieved and a normal
landing can take place. The difficulty is that hover requires a
high power supply and the available power may not be suf-
ficient. This is not necessarily a problem as a run-on landing
may be possible.

The ability of a particular helicopter to carry out a suc-
cessful landing following the loss of an engine is defined in
a plot of flight speed against altitude, known as dead man’s
curve (Figure 8). The shaded areas are those for which flight
is not recommended. For brevity the discussion will be lim-
ited to a single-engined helicopter. If we focus on point A we
have a high-altitude hover situation. As the engine fails, the
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Figure 7. Variation of endurance and range with forward speed. (a) Endurance; (b) range; (c) best range speed.

reduction in power supply will cause the rotor to lose rota-
tional speed. If nothing is done the rotor speed will diminish
and the thrust generated will reduce accordingly. The aircraft
will descend and the situation will become irretrievable. The
crucial thing is to retain rotor speed. In order to keep the rotor
speed up, a power input must be found. This is found in the
ability of the rotor to behave like a windmill which requires
an upflow to be generated. This is achieved by the helicopter
entering a descending flight. This will require the pilot to
lower the collective lever (one of the primary controls – see

Figure 9) and reduce the thrust allowing the helicopter to
commence its descent – this is the entry into autorotation and
the dynamic characteristics of the rotor greatly influence the
ease of performing this maneuver. As the descent velocity
builds up the upflow keeps the rotor turning. A situation is
reached where the collective lever can be raised, the upflow
keeping the rotor speed constant and the rotor producing a
thrust equal to the aircraft weight and a steady-state descend-
ing flight can be maintained. The descent rate necessary to
achieve steady descent is too high for a successful landing
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Figure 8. Dead Man’s curve.

without significant damage to the airframe. The descent rate
needs to be arrested which is achieved by the pilot raising
the collective lever, increasing the rotor thrust and halting the
descent in a maneuver known as the flare. However, this will
cause the rotor to slow down and this means that the flare is a
once-only situation so care must be taken in correctly flaring
the autorotation. The ability to generate the thrust to arrest the
descent rate is dependent on a high rotational speed during
the descent phase of the autorotation. Effectively, the rotor
becomes a kinetic energy store for use in the flare. This will
be reflected in the inertia of the rotor and the rotational speed
during the descent, where potential energy due to altitude is
traded for this kinetic energy supply to the rotor.

After the entry, the subsequent descent and flare all
require a certain height loss to complete the autorotative

landing maneuver. Point A is the lowest altitude necessary to
successfully land the helicopter from a hovering condition. If
the helicopter is hovering a small distance above the ground
then a power loss can be handled by essentially the pilot
doing nothing. The rotor speed will fall off, the rotor thrust
will decay, and the helicopter will begin to descend. With a
small altitude the impact will be slight and the undercarriage
will take the loads accordingly. This corresponds to point B
which is the maximum height from which this type of descent
can be accomplished. Between points A and B, is a range of
altitude where neither of these techniques can be successfully
employed and so must be avoided.

The upflow through the rotor can also be achieved if the
helicopter is in forward flight when the engine fails. By eas-
ing back on the cyclic stick (see Figure 9), the forward speed
can be directed partly through the rotor. The faster the for-
ward flight, the greater potential there is for generating the
required upflow through the rotor. Hence, the altitude limits
defined by points A and B, are gradually removed as the heli-
copter flies faster. Eventually the limits merge at point C when
this altitude limit problem disappears. As the helicopter flies
increasingly faster, the difficulty in landing increases since
the aircraft has to be rotated nose up to use the main rotor
thrust to decelerate the aircraft. The high-speed-generated
upflow can cause the thrust to build up unduly and the aircraft
to balloon upwards making an eventual touchdown increas-
ingly difficult to achieve. This is exacerbated at low altitude
by the danger of a tail strike on the ground due to the extreme
nose up attitude of the airframe. For this reason a second
avoid region is added to the dead man’s curve plot defined by
point D.

Figure 9. Primary controls of a Saunders Roe Skeeter. Collective lever is in the left hand controlling the main rotor thrust, the cyclic stick
is for the right hand and controls the main rotor disc attitude and the foot pedals control the tail rotor thrust.
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Figure 10. Solutions of the actuator disc theory in axial flight.

5 FLOW PATTERNS IN AXIAL FLIGHT
AND FACTORS AFFECTING VORTEX
RING STATE

The solutions of the climb and descent equations for the
actuator disc in axial flight are presented in Figure 10.

As can be seen, there are several solutions for the induced
velocity which must be rationalized into realistic situations.
Examination of the climb solution (a), as the axial velocity
reduces to zero, sees a steady increase in induced velocity
as hover is reached. This conforms to the physical situation,

where the climb velocity adds to the induced velocity giving
an enhanced mass flow through the disc. This means that,
in order to keep the same thrust, a lower value of induced
velocity is required to give the same momentum change. As
the rotor moves into vertical descent, (b) the reduced inflow
causes an increase in induced velocity, however this solution
then begins to develop an odd behavior in that it asymptotes to
a solution where the sum of the inflow and induced velocity
tends to zero. This is plainly unrealistic as zero mass flow
means that there is no hope of achieving a momentum change
and thereby thrust generation. The other arm of the descent
solution (c) also asymptotes to the zero total inflow condition
but as the descent velocity increases it develop a behavior
which is now physically realistic.

The flow states surrounding a rotor in axial flight is shown
schematically in Figure 11. Figure 11a shows the steady well
defined streamtube for the hover where the downwash can
be realistically modeled using actuator disc theory. However,
the assumption of uniform downwash causes a difficulty in
modelling moderate descending flight. In reality, vorticity is
produced by the rotor blades, predominantly at the tips, which
forms a ring-type structure around the disc periphery at low
descent rates 11b. (Because it is limited in extent, actuator
disc theory can be used.) As the descent rate increases, the
region of the rotor affected by this vortex behaviour increases
until it dominates the rotor with a recirculating flow. This is
known as the vortex ring state 11c and is a distinct problem
in helicopter operation. To describe this flow condition as a
steady toroidal vortex would be naı̈ve. It is a very unsteady
condition dominated by interacting vortical flows. There is a
considerable amount of high frequency vibration through the
unsteadiness of the overall flow. To this is added the problem

Figure 11. Schematic views of the overall flow structure with increasing descent rate.
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Figure 12. Interpretation of ground effect via an image below the
sea surface (US Navy).

of vorticity tending to collect around the rotor and then releas-
ing suddenly, which generates a low-frequency vibration. As
the descent rate increases the vorticity is now allowed to move
above the rotor to establish a flow pattern not unlike that
behind a flat Plate 11d. For this reason it is known as the tur-
bulent wake state. As the descent rate continues to increase,
the vortical flows move further from the rotor disc plane and

Figure 14. Skew angle of wake (US Navy).

the tubular streamtube can now begin to re-establish 11e and
eventually become the windmill brake state 11f.

6 GROUND EFFECT

If a helicopter is operating close to the ground, the downwash
is interrupted by the ground surface. This has a beneficial
effect on the power consumption which can be used in two
distinct ways. Firstly, a given weight of helicopter will be able
to operate close to the ground at a reduced power or secondly,
for a given power provision a greater weight of helicopter

Figure 13. Ground effect.
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Figure 15. Sikorsky Blackhawk (a) and Westland Lynx (b) (US Navy).

can be hovered. For this reason, performance is expressed
in ground effect (IGE) or out of ground effect (OGE).
Figure 12 shows an explanation of this phenomenon where
the ground is replaced by an image helicopter hovering below
the ground in an inverted orientation. This shows how the
ground effect can be interpreted as a virtual upflow hence the
improvement in performance. Figure 13 shows the variation
of thrust available IGE v OGE for various heights (Z/R) and
forward speeds. The forward speed is expressed in terms of
wake angle which is a measure of the forward speed as a pro-
portion of the downwash. The one axis is for the wake angle
which is the amount that the downwash is skewed rearwards
from the hover value of 0. Figure 14 shows this effect. The
Rotor height/Radius axis is the height of the rotor disc above
the ground level with respect to the rotor radius. The vertical
axis is the ratio of the rotor thrust in ground effect relative
to that of a similar rotor in open air. It assumes that the rotor
controls are the same for both and indicates how the ground
has the effect of the rotor generating an enhanced thrust (the
ratios are in excees of unity).

As can be seen in Figure 13, the influence of ground effect
diminishes as the helicopter moves further from the ground
or increasingly into forward flight.

6.1 Main-rotor/tail-rotor interactions

The tail rotor is often seen as the lesser of the two with the
main rotor supplying control of five of the six degrees of
freedom, with the sixth (yaw) being provided by the tail rotor
(in the ubiquitous single main and tail rotor configuration).
However, its placement is in a very difficult position on the
aircraft being under the influence of the fuselage and, in par-
ticular, the main rotor wake. Figure 15 shows the extent of
the main rotor wake in the hover and in forward flight. As can
be seen, in hover the wake tends to avoid the tail rotor. As
the helicopter moves into forward flight the main rotor wake

Figure 16. Westland Lynx. Courtesy of AgustaWestland.

is displaced aft and interaction with the tail rotor is possible.
This can affect the aerodynamic performance of the tail rotor
which, in turn, affects the yaw control. In addition, the place-
ment of the tail rotor close to the fin, or vertical stabilizer, see
Figure 16, can cause interference similar to the main rotor
blockage. However, the mechanism for this is different but
still has the same effect of the fin generating a force in direct
opposition to the tail rotor thrust. The aerodynamic interac-
tion between the rotors can also give rise to noise generation.
Two important considerations for a tail rotor is whether it is
a pusher (i.e., pushes the fin in the direction of the main rotor
rotation) and its direction of rotation. For instance, in the case
of Figure 16, it is a pusher, rotating backwards at the top.

7 SUMMARY

This section discussed the various aspects of helicopter per-
formance in hover, axial, and forward flight. The initial
discussion was based on the use of momentum theory using
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the concept of the actuator disc. This method is the most
basic but provided that the helicopter is not operating close
to a flight envelope boundary, it can be used to obtain a use-
ful understanding and prediction of power required. This was
then used to evaluate the fuel consumption of a typical tur-
boshaft, with either a single or multi-engined installation. The
effect of speed on endurance and range was then studied and
the importance of the number of engines outlined.

In axial flight, the limitations of the momentum theory
were discussed. Climb, hover, low, and high rates of descent
can be handled by an actuator disc, however, the moderate
descent conditions of the vortex ring state, where the condi-
tion is dominated by unsteady vortical type flows render the
mathematical solution of the momentum theory as of no prac-
tical value. The more complicated analyses or experimental
data must be consulted for this condition.

The effect on helicopter performance in the more involved
flight conditions of autorotation and ground effect are then
discussed. The final section is devoted to the tail rotor, which
is a component that operates physically and aerodynamically
under the influence of the main rotor.

After completing this section, the reader should be aware
that helicopter rotor aerodynamics is a very complicated
affair. This chapter deals with the rotors as a lifting device and
the overall performance estimation. Readers are encouraged
to read the suggested linking chapters in this encyclopedia to
further the understanding of helicopter aerodynamics.

NOMENCLATURE

A Rotor Disc Area
R Rotor Radius
T Rotor Thrust
TIGE Rotor Thrust – In Ground Effect
TOGE Rotor Thrust – Out of Ground Effect
VC Climb Velocity
Vi Induced Velocity
VX Forward Velocity Component – Parallel to Rotor

Disc
VZ Forward Velocity Component – Normal to Rotor

Disc
W Aircraft Weight
Z Height of Rotor Disc above Ground Level
ρ Air Density
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(see Rotorcraft Aerodynamics)
(see Ground Effect Aerodynamics)
(see The Evolution of Analytic and Computational Methods
for Fixed-Wing Flight Vehicle Aeroelasticity)
(see Rotary-Wing Static Stability)
(see Rotary-Wing Dynamic Stability)
(see Rotary-Wing Control and Handling Qualities)
(see Applied Aerodynamics and Propulsion Foundation:
Rotary Wing)
(see Performance: Rotary Wing Vehicles)
(see Rotary Wing Vehicles)
(see Rotary Wing Vehicle Design)
(see Autonomous Flight of Rotary Wing MAV Using Infrared
and Ultrasonic Sensors)
(see Development of Centimeter-sized Aerial Vehicles)
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1 INTRODUCTION

An aircraft system is longitudinally stable if it tends to its
original state once it is perturbed. Likewise, a system is
longitudinally unstable if it gradually departs from static
equilibrium following an initial perturbation.

The problem of static longitudinal stability deals with
the equilibrium of forces and moments in the vertical
plane through the axis of symmetry of the aircraft. Thus,

a perturbation dα in the angle of attack causes a change in
pitching moment dCM . Static longitudinal stability is ensured
if the change in pitching moment is opposite to the change in
angle of attack, or

dCM

dα
< 0

dCM

dCL

< 0 (1)

having assumed that there is a linear relationship between
angle of attack and aerodynamic lift, CL = CLα

α.

2 PITCHING MOMENT EQUATION
FOR A WING

A generic wing at low angles of attack features a linear varia-
tion of the pitching moment with respect to the lift coefficient

CM = CMo + CMαα = CMo + C′
MCL (2)

where CMo denotes the pitching moment corresponding to
α = 0 and C′

M is a sensitivity factor: C′
M = dCM/dCL.

The longitudinal characteristics of a wing depend on sev-
eral geometrical parameters, including the wing section, the
aspect-ratio, the twist and leading-edge sweep. Figure 1
shows an example of wing pitching moment. The data show
a moderately linear behaviour of the pitching moment at
CL < 0.5 and a peculiar CM divergence under stalled condi-
tions. A summary of longitudinal characteristics for a variety
of wings is given by Furlong and McHugh (1957).

Linear considerations, as those shown later in this chapter,
only apply to low lift coefficients. Consider a rectangu-
lar wing of moderately high aspect ratio. The resultant
aerodynamic force is applied at a point placed at a distance x1
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Figure 1. Longitudinal characteristics of swept wings having
quarter-chord sweep �1/4 = 45◦, taper ratio λ = 0.6, and wing
section NACA 65-A-006. Adapted from NACA (1950).

from the leading edge. With reference to Figure 2, the pitch-
ing moment around a point placed at a distance x from the
leading edge will be

CM = CM1 − x1 − x

c
CL cos α − x1 − x

c
CD sin α (3)

Under the assumption of small angles of attack, sin α � α

and cos α � 1. In general, the wing will have a relatively
high lift-to-drag ratio CL/CD, so that CDα � CL. With this
in mind, we can write a linearized equation

CM = CMo + C′
MCL − x1 − x

c
CL (4)

The point about which the pitching moment is zero is
called center of pressure

x

c
= xcp

c
= x1

c
− C′

M − CMo

CL

(5)

L

D
U

c

x1

M1

Figure 2. Nomenclature for pitching moment of rectangular wing.

The point about which the derivative dCM/dCL = 0 is called
the aerodynamic center

xac

c
= x1

c
− C′

M (6)

At subsonic Mach numbers the aerodynamic pressure is
located at about 1

4 chord from the leading edge. This posi-
tion changes only slightly as a function of Mach number
and angle of attack. At transonic Mach numbers there is a
departure from this position, and eventually the center of
pressure settles at 1

2 chord for fully developed supersonic
Mach numbers.

3 MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
AND CENTER OF GRAVITY

If the wing is not rectangular, there is the problem of defining
a suitable reference chord. In aircraft stability and control,
a somewhat obscure chord definition is generally used: the
mean aerodynamic chord (MAC), given by

MAC = c = 2

S

∫ b/2

o

c2dy (7)

This definition is derived from the strip theory of an
untwisted blade with constant wing section. In fact, the zero-
lift pitching moment of a generic strip is

Cmo(y) = dMo

qc2dy
(8)

Integration of this equations leads to

Mo =
∫ b/2

−b/2
Cmoqc2dy = q

∫ b/2

−b/2
Cmoc

2dy (9)

Now assume that for this wing there is no variation of
zero-lift pitching moment across the span. Thus, we can write

∫ b/2

−b/2
Cmoc

2dy = 2CMo

∫ b/2

o

c2dy = CMocS (10)

from which we find the reference chord defined by equa-
tion (7). For the relatively simple case of trapezoidal wing
with taper ratio λ, aspect-ratio A, wing span b, root chord co

and gross area S, the MAC is

c = 2

3
co

(
1 + λ + λ2

1 + λ

)
co = 2

1 + λ

S

b
(11)
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Static Longitudinal Stability 3

The position of the CG is often given in percent of the
mean aerodynamic chord. The position and the dimension
of the MAC is calculated from the wing design. Once this
is done, also the position of the point located at 1

4 from the
MAC’s leading edge is known. The position of the CG with
respect to the nose is xcg. The conversion of this datum to a
percent of the mean aerodynamic chord is

% c = 100
xcg − xLEMAC

c
(12)

where xLEMAC is the position of the leading edge of the MAC
with respect to the nose. The inverse formula, that allows the
calculation of the moment arm is

xcg = xLEMAC + % c · c

100
(13)

4 PITCHING MOMENT EQUATION
FOR THE AIRCRAFT

With reference to Figure 3, the pitching moment equation of
the aircraft is

M = Mow + Mot + (h − ho)c W − Ltxt (14)

In equation (14), the contributions are: zero-lift pitching
moment of the wing and tailplane, moment due to the CG
offset with respect to the lift, and the moment of the tailplane
lift. The moment arm xt is the distance between the aerody-
namic centers of the wing and the tailplane; at subsonic Mach

numbers it depends only on the geometry of the airplane. The
lift coefficients are

CL = W

qS
CLw = Lw

qS
CLt = Lt

qSt
= Lt

qS

(
S

St

)
(15)

where q = ρU2/2 is the free stream dynamic pressure. The
last of equation (15) shows that the tailplane CL is calculated
with respect to the tailplane area. Now divide equation (14)
by the quantity qSc:

CM = CMo + (h − ho)CL − CLtVt (16)

where the term Vt is the tail volume coefficient

Vt = xtSt

Sc
(17)

and CMo denotes the pitching moment of the airplane, inter-
preted as the sum between the contribution of the isolated
wing and horizontal stabilizer. In fact, the pitching moment
coefficients are defined by

CMw = Mow

qSc
CMt = Mot

qSc
CMo = Mow + Mot

qSc
(18)

The next step is to find a suitable expression for the tail
lift coefficient as a function of the angle of attack and the
elevator angle. This is

CLt = CLαt
αt + CLδ

δ (19)

W

CG

AC

MAC

AC

Lw

L t

xt

Mow

Mot

xLE(MAC) xLE(MAC)
xCG

η t

hc
ho c

Figure 3. Nomenclature for pitching moment on full aircraft.
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4 Flight Mechanics

The effective angle of attack of the tailplane depends on the
geometrical arrangement and on the downwash created by
the wing. If ηt denotes the angle between the neutral lines of
the tailplane and the wing, and ε is the change in angle of
attack due to the downwash, then

αt = α + ηt − ε (20)

Note that ηt is a quantity that depends on the configuration
of the aircraft, whilst ε depends on the operational conditions.
Assume in first approximation that the lift distribution on
the wing is elliptical. This distribution generates a uniform
downwash w, such that

w

U
= 2Lw

�ρb2U2
(21)

Since elliptic loading does not occur in practice, a span
efficiency factor can be introduced to take into account this
departure from ideal conditions. Without lack of generality,
we maintain the downwash given by equation (21). Thus, the
change in angle of attack due to the downwash can be written
as

ε � w

U
� CL

�A
(22)

where A = b2/S denotes the wing’s aspect-ratio. Now use
equation (22) and rearrange equation (19)

CLt = CLαt

(
α − CL

�A

)
+ CLαt

ηt + CLδ
δ (23)

If a control tab is also present on the elevator, a tab
deflection β will provide an additional tailplane lift, CLβ

β.
Including this term, the final pitching moment equation is

CM = CMo + (h − ho)CL − Vt

[
CLαt

(
α − CL

�A

)

+ CLαt
ηt + CLδ

δ + CLβ
β

]
(24)

This elevator deflection has an associated hinge moment
that is given in non-dimensional form by

CH =
(

dCH

dαt

)
αt +

(
dCH

dδ

)
δ +

(
dCH

dβ

)
β (25)

or

CH =
(

dCH

dαt

) (
α − CL

�A

)
+

(
dCH

dαt

)
ηt +

(
dCH

dδ

)
δ

+
(

dCH

dβ

)
β (26)

The determination of the hinge moment is an important
problem related to both trim and the corresponding control
forces. The following discussion focuses on the trim problem.

5 STICK-FIXED LONGITUDINAL TRIM

The aircraft is said to be longitudinally trimmed if the pitch-
ing moment is zero. From equation (24) we want to find the
elevator angle δ that trims the aircraft. This angle is

−δtrim = CMo

VtCLδ

+ (h − ho)CL

VtCLδ

− 1

CLδ

×
[
CLαt

(
α − CL

�A

)
+ CLαt

ηt + CLβ
β

]
(27)

A typical solution of this equation involves a variable CL

and a variable position of the CG. For a fixed CG, the rela-
tionship between elevator angle and lift is linear. Thus, the
solution will have the form

δtrim = δo + CLf (h) (28)

The moment has to be provided by the control systems; if
the control is manual, the pilot would have to maintain the
stick fixed at the position required for trim. The fixed hinge
moment is calculated from equation (26). It can be verified
that in most cases the hinge moment is considerable.

6 STICK-FREE LONGITUDINAL TRIM

The previous section has discussed a trim problem that sat-
isfies CM = 0. Since this condition alone generates a hinge
moment due to elevator deflection, a more restrictive trim
condition arises from forcing also CH = 0. In this case, the
trim is stick-free, or more practically, hands-off – clearly an
easier way to fly. For brevity call

b1 = dCH

dαt
b2 = dCH

dδ
b3 = dCH

dβ
(29)
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The hinge moment can be re-written as

CH = b1

(
α − CL

�A

)
+ b1ηt + b2δ + b3β (30)

From equation (30), the elevator deflection required for
trim with CH = 0 is

−δ =
(

b1

b2

) (
α − CL

�A

)
+

(
b1

b2

)
ηt +

(
b3

b2

)
β (31)

Equation (31) shows that the elevator is geared to the tab
via the gear ratio −b3/b2. If we insert the elevator angle
from equation (31) into equation (24) we have a new pitching
moment

CM = CMo + (h − ho)CL − VtH (32)

with

H =
[
CLαt

− CLδ

(
b1

b2

)] (
α − CL

�A

)

+
[
CLαt

− CLδ

(
b1

b2

)]
ηt +

[
CLβ

− CLδ

(
b3

b2

)]
β

(33)

To simplify equation (33), assume

a1 =
[
CLαt

− CLδ

(
b1

b2

)]
a3 =

[
CLβ

− CLδ

(
b3

b2

)]
(34)

Russell (2003) proves that these coefficients are the
lift-curve slopes of the tailplane with the elevator free. Equa-
tion (32) is thus reduced to

CM =CMo+(h−ho)CL−Vt

[
a1

(
α− CL

�A

)
+a1ηt+a3β

]

(35)

Equation (35) is the stick-free pitching moment equation.
The hinge moment is zero, but in order to trim the aircraft
a suitable tab angle must be found (δ is determined from
equation 31). This is done by solving the equation in terms
of the tab deflection β

β=−CMo

a3
−(h−ho)

CL

a3
+Vt

[
a1

a3

(
α − CL

�A

)
+ a1

a3
ηt

]
(36)

The solution depends on the lift coefficient (e.g., weight
and angle of attack), and on the position of the CG. It can

be verified that in general there is only a restricted range of
parameters that ensures strick-free longitudinal trim.

7 STICK-FIXED STATIC STABILITY

The condition of stability given by the second equation (1)
can be applied to both stick-fixed and stick-free conditions.
Assume that the aerodynamic derivatives CLδ

and CLβ
are

not dependent on the lift coefficient. For the former case
(equation (24)) we have

−H∗ = dCM

dCL

= (h − ho) − Vt

(
CLαt

CLα

) (
1 − CLα

�A

)
(37)

The second term on the right-hand side consists of known
terms. The term h − ho is dependent on the CG posi-
tion. Thus, the point of neutral equilibrium dCM/dCL = 0
depends on the CG. The stick-fixed neutral point is found by
solving equation (37) in terms of h

h∗ = ho + Vt

(
CLαt

CLα

) (
1 − CLα

�A

)
(38)

The stability margin is the difference between the actual
position of the CG and the neutral point h∗ given by equa-
tion (38), H∗ = h∗ − h. Thus, the condition for stability
is H∗ > 0, or h∗ > h (CG ahead of the stick-fixed neu-
tral point). equation (27) can be re-arranged to assume
the following expression, after using the stability margin,
equation (38)

δtrim = − CMo

VtCLδ

+
(

CLαt

CLδ

)
ηt +

(
CLβ

CLδ

)
β − CL

VtCLδ

×
[

(h − ho) − Vt
CLαt

CLα

(
1 − CLα

�A

)]
(39)

δtrim = − CMo

VtCLδ

+
(

CLαt

CLδ

)
ηt +

(
CLβ

CLδ

)
β − CLH∗

VtCLδ

(40)

The first three terms on the right-hand side are known
quantities, and can be assigned to a term δo

δo = − CMo

VtCLδ

+
(

CLαt

CLδ

)
ηt +

(
CLβ

CLδ

)
β (41)
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6 Flight Mechanics

so that equation (40) can be given a more compact form

δtrim = δo − CLH∗

VtCLδ

(42)

Equation (42) has the form of equation (28) and depends
essentially on the lift coefficient. On solving equation (42),
the stability margin H∗ becomes

H∗ = VtCLδ

CL

(δo − δtrim) (43)

Hence, the stability margin is proportional to the lift-curve
slope of the elevator and inversely proportional to the air-
craft’s CL. This equation is very useful in flight testing,
because it allows the determination of the neutral stability
point by simple measurements (altitude, air speed, elevator
angle) and known positions of the CG.

8 STICK-FREE STATIC STABILITY

In this case the stability condition is found from the derivative
of the pitching moment equation (35)

−H∗ = dCM

dCL

= h − ho − Vt

CLα

(
a1

a3
− 1

�A

)
(44)

The stick-free neutral point is calculated by setting the
above derivative to zero

h∗ = ho + Vt

CLα

(
a1

a3
− 1

�A

)
(45)

As in the previous case, the stability margin is H∗ = h −
ho. The corresponding hinge moment is

CHtrim = CHo − b2

CLδ

CL

Vt
H∗ (46)

9 TRIM DRAG

Trimming the aircraft with the tailplane causes an additional
drag. This trim drag is the additional aerodynamic drag in
steady flight that arises from the tailplane lift and the elevator
deflection (if any). For a trimmed aircraft the additional drag
is estimated from

CDtrim =
[
kC2

Lw + ktC
2
Lt

(
S

St

)2

+ kδC
2
Lδ

δ2

]
− kC2

L (47)

The term between square brackets denotes the induced drag
of the trimmed airplane. The last term in the right side denotes
the induced drag of the wing alone, assuming that no trim-
ming is required. The factors k and kt are the induced-drag
factors of the wing and tailplane, respectively. These factors
depend on the span efficiency of the wing and can be cal-
culated with good accuracy by using the methods of applied
aerodynamics. Finally, the factor kδ denotes the induced drag
coefficient due to elevator deflection.

10 PULL-UP MANEUVER

The pull-up is a manuever in the vertical plane, in which
the aircraft starts to follow a curvilinear path as a result of a
deflection of the elevator, as shown in Figure 4. The flight is
generally accelerated and subject to unsteady aerodynamic
effects. However, in many cases a steady-state analysis is
sufficient to highlight the aircraft’s response to an elevator
input.

First, define the normal load factor 	n, which is defined
as the ratio between the apparent acceleration and the
acceleration of gravity, 	n = a/g. Furthermore, the ratio lift-
to-weight is called n, that is, n = L/W . The term 1-g flight
generally refers to a steady state flight, and corresponds to
	n = 1 and n = 1.

For this reason, we now change the nomenclature and indi-
cate with a subscript “1” quantities in 1-g flight. The equation
of motion for the CG is

L − W = a L = W(1 + 	n) (48)

The lift coefficient in the manuever is CL = L/qS =
CL1 (1 + 	n). Thus, the lift coefficient is increased as a result

z

x

qxt

qxt

D

χ

U
mg

xt

L

T

∆αt

q

Figure 4. Pull-up maneuver in the vertical plane.
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Static Longitudinal Stability 7

of the pull-up, although the aircraft may operate at the same
air speed.

The static aerodynamic effect on the tailplane is a change
in effective angle of attack 	αt. If q denotes rate of turn (i.e.,
q = U/χ; χ = radius of curvature), this angle is calculated
from

tan 	αt � 	αt = qxt

U
= 	ngxt

U2
(49)

This equation is derived from the radial equation of motion

L − W = mχq2 = mU2

χ
(50)

Now divide throughout by W = mg

n − 1 = χ

g
q2 = U2

gχ
q2 = n − 1

χ
g q = n − 1

W
g = 	ng

U

(51)

In summary, the change in effective incidence of the tail
plane δαt increases with the load factor. In other words, the
tighter the manuever, the larger the change in angle of attack
of the tailplane. Clearly, there will be a point at which the
tailplane will stall. The effect of the airspeed is in the opposite
direction: an increase in air speed will dampen the change in
tailplane angle of attack.

10.1 Stick-fixed maneuver margin

The stick-fixed pitching moment equation for the pull-up
maneuver is similar to the steady-state case (equation (24)),
except that now we need to replace the 1-g lift with the
actual maneuver lift. Likewise, we assume that the elevator
deflection in the maneuver is δ = δ1 + 	δ. Thus, the pitching
moment equation becomes

CM = CMo + (h − ho)(1 + 	n)CL1

−Vt

[
CLαt

(
α − (1 + 	n)CL1

�A

)

+ CLαt

(
ηt + 	ngxt

U2

)
+ CLδ

(δ1 + 	δ) + CLβ
β

]

(52)

Now subtract equation (24) from equation (52), and solve
in terms of 	δ. The result is

	CM = (h − ho)	nCL1

− Vt

(
CLαt

	nCL1

�A
+ CLαt

	ngxt

U2
+ CLδ

	δ

)
(53)

0 = (h − ho)	nCL1 − VtCLαt

(
nCL1

�A
+ 	ngxt

U2

)

− VtCLδ
	δ (54)

VtCLδ

	nCL1
	δ = (h − ho) − Vt

(
CLαt

CL1

CL1

�A
+ CLαt

gxt

CL1U2

)

(55)

The change in elevator deflection is zero when

h∗ = ho + Vt

(
CLαt

CLα

CLα

�A
+ CLαt

gxt

CL1U2

)
(56)

This quantity h∗ is called stick-fixed manuever point. The
difference between the manuever point and the neutral point
(equation (38)) is

ho + Vt

(
CLαt

CLα

) (
1 − CLα

�A

)
(57)

11 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Modern commercial aircraft are certified according to FAR
Section 25, that require a maximum load factor n = 2.5. The
maximum elevator deflection must not prevent the pilot from
reaching this limit value. This means, for example, that for
the configuration shown in Figure 5b, a CG at position 1 or
position 2, the limit load factor can be reached within the
elevator deflection range; for a CG position 3, the maximum
elevator deflection is not sufficient to achieve n = 2.5. Thus,
CG3 is not an acceptable configuration.

If the aircraft is subject to a vertical gust, the effective angle
of attack increases suddenly; hence the wing lift increases. If
the CG is placed forward of the aerodynamic center, a nose-
down moment will arise. This is a restoring moment, and
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Figure 5. Influence of CG position on elevator deflection at two
values of the normal load factor.

the aircraft will return to the undisturbed condition. If the
CG is located aft of the aerodynamic center, there will be no
restoring moment and the aircraft will tend to pitch up. In this
case the aircraft is unstable. If the aerodynamic center and the
CG are at the same point, the equilibrium is indifferent: no
pitching moment is created.

NOMENCLATURE

CG center of gravity
MAC mean aerodynamic chord
a1, a2 terms defined by equation (34)
A wing aspact ratio
b wing span
b1, b2, b3 hinge moment derivatives, equation (29)
c mean aerodynamic chord

CH hinge moment
CL lift coefficient
CLα

lift-curve slope, dCL/dα

CLβ
lift sensitivity due to tab deflection, dCL/dβ

CLδ
lift sensitivity due to elevator deflection, CL/δ

Cm pitching moment of a strip/wing section
CM pitching moment coefficient
e span efficiency factor
g acceleration of gravity
h fraction of MAC
h∗ stick-fixed maneuver point
H∗ stability margin
k induced drag factor
L lift force
M pitching moment
M1 pitching moment around point x1/c

	n normal load factor
q dynamic pressure, ρU2/2
q rate of turn
S reference area
U air speed
Vt tail volume coefficient, equation (17)
w average downwash velocity
W weight
x distance from leading edge
xac aerodynamic center
xcg CG position
xle leading edge position
xcp center of pressure
xt distance between wing and tailplane aerodynamic

centers
y spanwise choordinate
α angle of attack
αt tailplane incidence
β tab deflection
ηt angle between neutral lines of wing and tailplane
ε change in incidence due to downwash
δ elevator deflection
δo quantity defined by equation (41)
λ taper ratio

[.]w referred to wing
[.]t referred to horizontal tail
[.]1 quantity in 1-g flight
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1 INTRODUCTION

The subject of lateral stability deals with the actions required
to maintain a controlled flight in the presence of side gusts,
thrust asymmetry, center of gravity (CG) asymmetry and to
perform certain maneuvers, such as turning and descending.
In general, moments around the three body axes are created,
with yaw and rolling moments being often dominant. The
ability to fly with asymmetric thrust is a key requirement for

certification of all commercial aircraft. Therefore, the equi-
librium conditions that are required to offset side forces and
rolling moments, are particularly important.

2 AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
AND LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

We consider conventional fixed-wing aircraft. The wing has
in general a back sweep and a dihedral or anhedral angle.
The main lateral control system of the wing is the aileron.
This is a panel mounted in the aft portion of the wing that
can be deflected around a hinge line. The tail surfaces have
a horizontal tailplane with elevator and a vertical fin with a
rudder. This configuration and the relevant nomenclature is
shown in Figure 1.

Although in most cases of lateral control analysis aileron
deflections are considered symmetric (one up, the other one
down), in practice the amount of deflection required can be
different.

A lateral gust creates a rolling moment on a swept-back
wing with dihedral. Assume that a sudden gusts occurs at
starboard. On this side, the lift increases, while on the port
side the lift decreases. This occurs for a number of reasons,
but one practical way to look at the behaviour of the wing is to
consider the lift-curve slope. The result is a net anti-clockwise
rolling moment. In order to restore balance, the ailerons can
be used to create a clockwise rolling moment. The gust also
causes a yaw moment. In fact, the drag of the starboard wing
increases (mostly induced drag), and the drag of the port side
wing decreases (though not as much, due to a combination
of increasing profile drag and decreasing induced drag). The
net result is a yaw moment that would force the aircraft to
veer to starboard.
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2 Flight Mechanics

Figure 1. Nomenclature for control surfaces.

3 NOMENCLATURE FOR LATERAL
STABILITY

The moments around the roll, pitch and yaw axes are called
L,M,N, respectively. The roll, pitch and yaw rates are called
p, q, r, respectively1. The moments derivatives with respect
to the latter quantities are:

Lp = ∂L
∂p

Lq = ∂L
∂q

Lr = ∂L
∂r

Mp = ∂M
∂p

Mq = ∂M
∂q

Mr = ∂M
∂r

Np = ∂N
∂p

Nq = ∂N
∂q

Nr = ∂N
∂r

(1)

The roll, pitch and yaw moment coefficients are denoted
with Cl, Cm, Cn, respectively. The aileron deflection is called
ξ; the rudder deflection is ζ. Moment derivatives with respect
to aileron deflection and rudder deflection will have under-
score ξ and ζ, respectively. For example: Lr = ∂L/∂r. All
the moment derivatives can be normalized by dividing by
qSb (q = ρU2/2 dynamic pressure; S = wing area; b =
wing span). The normalized derivatives are denoted with a

bar, for example, Lr = Lr/qSb. A full description of sym-
bols for stability analysis is available from ESDU-03011
(2003).

4 BANKED TURN

The banked turn is the simplest trimmed lateral maneuver. It
refers to an aircraft performing a turn in steady state. If φ is
the bank angle, χ is the radius of curvature of the trajectory,
and ω = U/χ is the turn rate, the balance of the CG in the
horizontal plane yields

L sin φ = m
U2

χ
= mUω (2)

The balance of forces in the vertical direction is

L cos φ = W (3)

Combination of the two equations provides the bank angle

tan φ = 1

g

U2

χ
= a

g
= n (4)
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Static Lateral Stability 3

The yaw rate and the pitch rate are

r = ω cos φ q = r sin φ (5)

The yaw rate can be rewritten using equation (2) and equa-
tion (3):

r = g sin φ

U
(6)

Since the lateral maneuver is performed in steady state, the
moment about the roll and yaw axes are zero. In linearized
form, we have:

{
Lrr + Lξξ + Lζζ = 0

Nrr + Nξξ + Nζζ = 0
(7)

Solving this system in terms of the aileron and rudder
deflection, and using equation (6), we find




ξ = g sin φ

U�

(
LζNr − LrNζ

)
ζ = g sin φ

U�

(
LξNr − LrNξ

) (8)

where � = LξNζ − LζNξ is the determinant of the solving
system. A more detailed presentation of the subject is given
by ESDU-01010 (2001).

5 MINIMUM CONTROL SPEED IN AIR

We now consider the case in which a twin-engine aircraft is
forced to fly with one engine inoperative (OEI). For a given
all-up weight, flight altitude, the minimum control speed in
air (VMCA) is the airspeed at which a full control can be
achieved by a combination of aileron and rudder deflection.
For a commercial aircraft, FAR Section 23.149 require that
flight control is guaranteed in the worst possible scenario,
for example, with one engine at maximum thrust, MTOW,
CG in the aft position, the flaps in approach position and
landing gear retracted. The regulations allow for a maximum
bank angle φ = 5◦ and a maximum side-slip β = 15◦ (or
20 degrees for a four-engined airplane). The VMCA should
not exceed 1.3Vstall. A similar definition is available for the

aircraft on the ground (FAR Section 25.149). The minimum
control speed on the ground (simply VMC) is the calibrated
air speed in the takeoff run at which it is possible to maintain
control of the airplane using the rudder alone (without nose-
wheel steering).

Following the method discussed in Filippone (2006),
aircraft control is achieved by balancing the side force coef-
ficient CY , the roll moment Cl and the yaw moment Cn

CY = Cyβ
β + Cyξ

ξ + Cyζ
ζ + CL sin φ = 0 (9)

Cl = Clββ + Clξ ξ + Clζ ζ = 0 (10)

Cn = Cnβ
β + Cnξ

ξ + Cnζ
ζ + T

qS

(
bt

b

)
+ CDe

(
bt

b

)
= 0

(11)

where β is the side-slip; Cyβ
, Cyξ

, and Cyζ
are the derivatives

of the side-force coefficient with respect to the yaw angle
β, aileron angle ξ and rudder angle ζ, respectively; T is the
thrust asymmetry, q is the dynamic pressure, bt is the moment
arm of the thrust asymmetry, and CDe is the idle engine’s drag
coefficient.

If we solve equation (9) in terms of the side-slip angle β,
we find

β = − 1

Cyβ

[
Cyξ

ξ + Cyζ
ζ
] −

(
CL

Cyβ

)
φ (12)

By examination of the right-hand terms of equation (12), in
particular, the term containing the lift coefficient CL, we find
that for a given set of aerodynamic derivatives, the side-slip
increases with the weight; an increasing air speed decreases
the side-slip. If the inoperative engine is at the star-board side,
the aircraft will veer to star-board. The rudder will have to
deflect in the opposite direction to create a restoring moment.
The convention is that β < 0 and ζ > 0.

Calculation of the control derivatives is not straightfor-
ward, but there are computer programs developed for this
purpose. These include the US Air Force Stability and Con-
trol Digital DATCOM (Williams and Vukelich, 1979) and
ESDU-00025 (2000).

The unknown parameters in equations (9)–(11) are: the
minimum control speed U = VMCA, the side-slip β, the
aileron deflection ξ, and the rudder deflection ζ. Thus,
the problem is under-specified. However, if we set the rudder
deflection ζ to the maximum value, we have three unknowns,
and the VMCA can be calculated along with the side-slip and
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4 Flight Mechanics

aileron deflection. In compact form, the system becomes:




Clβ Clξ 0

Cnβ
Cnξ

2Tbt/ρSb

Cyβ
Cyξ

2W sin φ/ρS







β

ξ

1/U2




= −




Clζ ζ

Cnζ
ζ + CDebt/b

Cyζ
ζ


 (13)

where the unknowns are β, ξ, 1/U2. For a fixed aileron
deflection ξ = ξmax, the solution system is




Clβ Clζ 0

Cnβ
Cnζ

2Tbt/ρSb

Cyβ
Cyζ

2W sin φ/ρS







β

ζ

1/U2




= −




Clξ ξ

Cnξ
ξ + CDebt/b

Cyξ
ξ


 (14)

A solution of either system requires the estimation of the
drag of the inoperative engine. A suitable value of CDe can
be found with the method described by Torenbeek (1985), as
a function of a number of parameters:

CDe = 0.0785d2
f + 2Aj

1 + 0.16M2

U

Uj

(
1 − U

Uj

)
(15)

where Uj is the jet velocity, df is the fan diameter, Aj is
the area of the nozzle. Average values of ratio U/Uj are
0.92 for modern turbofan, 0.25 for turbojet and turboprop
engines. Equation (15) shows that the drag is dependent on
the air speed. Therefore, the solution of equation (13) or equa-
tion (14) must be iterative. First, estimate the VMCA. With
this quantity, solve the stability system. With the new VMCA
recalculate the drag of the idle engine, and reiterate thence
until convergence.

6 AIRCRAFT ROLL IN STRAIGHT
FLIGHT

During a roll the aircraft rotates around its longitudinal axis,
while attempting to maintain a straight course. However,
there are a number of undesired effects, such as the gen-
eration of a yaw moment. If the aircraft is turns left in roll,
it causes a side-slip in the opposite direction (adverse yaw).
Another important effect, that occurs on slender airplanes at

Down − ξ

Up + ξ

pb /2

pb /2

b

z

y

∆α
U

pb /2

Figure 2. Inflow conditions on wing seen from behind; clockwise
roll in the flight direction.

high speeds, is the inertial coupling. When the roll axis is
not aligned with its longitudinal axis, the inertia forces cause
the aircraft to swing out of the roll axis. This problem was
first solved theoretically by Phillips (1948). Seckel (1964)
demonstrated that a steady roll is a maneuver that cannot be
achieved. In fact, as the aircraft rotates around itself, it must
have cyclic changes in angles of attack and side-slip. How-
ever, in the following analysis we will consider a simplified
case consisting of a wing with a single degree of freedom
(the roll angle).

Figure 2 shows a wing on a plane normal to the flight.
The ailerons are set at an angle ±ξ on either side of the sym-
metry plane, although in practice the deflection angle can be
different. Linear response cannot be guaranteed, because the
suction and pressure on the wing tips distorts the flow. The
rotational velocity component due to roll is py; at the tip, this
is pb/2. The corresponding change in angle of attack is

tan �α � �α = U

pb/2
(16)

because in most cases U � pb/2. It can be inferred that
the higher the roll rate, and the lower the forward speed,
the higher the risk of stall, starting from the wing tips. The
problem is further complicated by a spanwise component of
the inflow velocity. Delta wings with various aerodynamic
arrangements can improve the stall behavior at high angles
of attack. Wings for high roll rates must be able to operate at
high angles of attacks without stalling.

The effect of the aileron deflection is nearly impulsive.
A deflection speed of about 60◦ s−1 can be achieved. For
this reason, in most roll analyses, a step change in aileron
angle is considered, although the aeroelasticity of the wing
may reduce the aileron effectiveness (a quantity that will be
defined later). For a rigid body, the one-degree of freedom
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aileron roll is described by the differential equation

Ixṗ =
(

∂L
∂ξ

)
ξ +

(
∂L
∂p

)
p (17)

where Ix is the moment of inertia around the roll axis x,
ṗ = φ̈ is the angular acceleration, Lp is the aerodynamic
damping moment due to roll rate. This equation features a
forcing moment (due to the aileron) and a damping moment
(created by the aerodynamics). It is convenient to rewrite the
moments in the following form The derivatives express the
moment curve slopes, for example, the moment response due
to a small change in aileron angle and roll speed, respectively.
The aileron effectiveness is

Lξ = 1

Ix

(
∂L
∂ξ

)
(18)

This parameter gives the amount of lateral response cor-
responding to a unit input in aileron deflection. Likewise, we
can define the damping in roll Lp

Lp = 1

Ix

(
∂L
∂p

)
(19)

The term Lp is the derivative of the rolling moment with
respect to the roll rate, normalized with the moment of iner-
tia. The parameters Lξ and Lp are integral properties of the
aircraft and depend on the geometry, flight Mach number,
and air density. If Cl is the rolling moment coefficient, then
we have:

Lξ = 1

Ix

∂

∂ξ

(
1

2
ρSbU2Cl

)
= ρSU2b

2Ix

(
∂Cl

∂ξ

)

= ρSU2b

2Ix

Clξ = Clξ

τ
(20)

where Clξ denotes the derivative of the rolling moment coef-
ficient with respect to the aileron deflection. Note that the
factor

τ = 2Ix

ρSUb2
(21)

is a time constant. The damping in roll can be written as

Lp = 1

Ix

(
∂L
∂p

)
= 1

Ix

∂

∂p

(
1

2
ρSbU2Cl

)

= ρSUb2

4Ix

∂Cl

∂(pb/2U)
= 1

2τ

∂Cl

∂(pb/2U)
(22)

The damping-in-roll coefficient is

Clp = ∂Cl

∂(pb/2U)
= ∂Cl

∂α
= 2U

b

(
∂Cl

∂p

)

= 4Ix

ρSUb2
Lp = 2τLp (23)

The values of Clp are dependent on the wing geometry, on
the mass distribution, the aeroelastic effects, and the Mach
number. With substitution of equation (20) and equation (23)
into the roll equation, we have

ṗ = 1

τ

(
Clξ

U

b
ξ + 1

2
Clpp

)
(24)

The initial condition for the differential equation (24) is
p = 0 at t = 0. The solution of the roll problem is then

p = 2U

b

(
Clξ

Clp

) (
1 − e−t/τ

)
ξ (25)

The asymptotic value of the roll rate is

pmax = 2U

b

(
Clξ

Clp

)
ξ (26)

Thus, for a given aileron deflection, the roll rate increases
with the flight speed and decreases with the increasing wing
span. The full determination of the roll rate requires the cal-
culation of the aerodynamic derivatives Clξ and Clp , which is
not a simple task. ESDU published methods for roll analysis
(ESDU-88013, 1992), including charts to interpolate the val-
ues of Lp and Lξ for a given wing geometry, aileron deflection
and Mach number). Other data can be found in the technical
literature.

7 ROLL STABILITY

Assume that the aircraft is perturbed in roll, for example,
a small rotation φ > 0 is assumed in the direction normal
to the velocity vector. In this case, there appears to be no
direct restoring aerodynamic force, since there is no change
in attitude. However, the lift is now rotated by the roll angle φ,
and it no longer balances the weight (always vertical). In fact,
the net vertical force is reduced to W(1 − cos φ); at the same
time, a side force W(1 − sin φ) appears. Assuming that there
is no change in the control inputs, for a positive roll angle,
the airplane begins to tilt to starboard as a consequence of
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6 Flight Mechanics

the side force, and thus creates a side-slip angle β > 0. The
airplane will have static stability in roll if a negative rolling
moment is generated as a result of this perturbation. Thus,
the stability condition is

Clβ = ∂Cl

∂β
< 0 (27)

The rolling moment coefficient depends on the configura-
tion of the aircraft, and includes the effects of the horizontal
and vertical tail planes. The horizontal tail opposes the rolling
moment and the vertical tail opposes the yawing moment.
However, let us focus on the wing alone. There are some
important effects due to the wing geometry: dihedral and
leading edge sweep.

The dihedral � is the positive angle between with tips
and root measured with the airplane in wing-level position,
Figure 3. Thanks to the dihedral, the effective angle of attack
in decreased in the wind-ward side, and increased on the lee-
side, as shown in more detail by Etkin and Reid (1996). In
fact, if u, v, w are the velocity components at a wing section,
in a wing-body reference system, then the effective angle of
attack on the wings is

αR = tan−1
(

Vn

u

)
= tan−1

(
w cos � + v sin �

u

)

� tan−1
(

w + v�

u

)
� α + �β (28)

β

Γ

x

y

U

Vn Vn

StarboardPort

w

Figure 3. Dihedral effect on roll stability.

αL = tan−1
(

Vn

u

)
= tan−1

(
w cos � − v sin �

u

)

� tan−1
(

w − v�

u

)
� α − �β (29)

Therefore, a wing with dihedral will have an increased
effective angle of attack on the wind-ward side, and a
decreased angle of attack on the leeward side.

The second effect is due to wing sweep. An increase in
sweep, increases the effective α on the starboard wing, and
decrease in α on the port side. Thus, the sweep is also a
stabilizing factor. Other effects on roll stability are due to the
wing-body interaction and the vertical tailplane.

8 YAW STABILITY

When the airplane flies with a small side-slip, the lift pro-
duced by the vertical fin causes a yawing moment that tends
to reduce the side-slip. This behavior is called directional sta-
bility. If β is the side-slip angle and v is the side-slip velocity,
then β � v/U. The lift (or side force) created by the fin is

Yfin = 1

2
ρU2SfinCLfin = 1

2
ρU2SfinCLβfinβ = 1

2
ρUCLβfinv

(30)

Since the aerodynamic center of the fin is placed at a dis-
tance xf aft the CG, there is a positive yaw moment due to
side-slip Nv:

Nv = 1

2
ρUCLβfinvxf > 0 (31)

Thus, the condition of yaw stability is

Nv > 0 (32)

Elements of the airplane that are located forward of the CG
are destabilizing. Another aerodynamic effect of a straight
side-slip flight is that the aircraft drag increases; hence, for a
constant throttle setting it is possible to use the side-slip for
a rapid descent.

A yaw moment can be created also with the rudder. If
ζ is the rudder deflection, and xR is the distance along the
longitudinal axis of the airplane between the CG and the
center of pressure of the rudder, the rolling moment due to
rudder deflection is

NR = −1

2
ρU2xRCLRζ (33)
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where CLR is the lift-curve slope of the rudder. The sign is
negative, because for a positive deflection of the rudder, the
rolling moment is in the opposite direction.

9 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has presented basic aspects of flight controls in
mostly steady state maneuver. This is a limiting condition,
which is nonetheless important. The cases discussed include
the banked turn (which is a turn with all forces balanced),
and the minimum control speed in air, with reference to the
current international regulations. The problem arises in flight,
whenever there is a thrust imbalance, as the one that arises
from one engine failure.

The case of aileron control in straight flight has been pre-
sented in its transient form, to explain the role of the roll
moment of inertia, and the control surfaces effectiveness to
determine of the response time to aileron deflection, and the
corresponding roll rate. For this case, complications arise
whenever high speed is involved, since the response of the
control surfaces has a non-linear behavior upon reaching
transonic regimes.

Finally, we explained the problem of directional stability,
which arises whenever the airplane is forced to fly with a
small yaw angle.

NOMENCLATURE

CG center of gravity
OEI one Engine inoperative
MTOW maximum take-off weight
VMC minimum control speed
VMCA minimum control speed in air
a acceleration
Aj cross-sectional area of jet
b wing span
bt moment arm of engine thrust asymmetry
CDe drag coefficient of the engine
Cl, Cm, Cn roll, pitch, yaw coefficient
CL lift coefficient
Clp damping in roll coefficient
CLR lift-curve slope of rudder
CY side-force coefficient
df fan diameter
g acceleration of gravity
Ix principal moment of inertia
L lift force
Lp damping in roll
Lξ aileron effectiveness
L,M,N roll, pitch, yaw moment
NR rolling moment due to rudder deflection
p, q, r roll, pitch, yaw rate

M Mach number
m mass
n normal load factor
q dynamic pressure
S reference (wing) area
t time
T engine thrust
u, v, w velocity components
U air speed
Uj jet velocity
W weight
Y side force
x, y cartesian coordinate system
xf distance between fin’s aerodynamic center and

CG
xR distance between the CG and the aerodynamic

center of the rudder
α angle of attack
αL, αR effective angle of attack (left, right)
β side-slip angle
� dihedral angle
� determinant in equation (8)
ζ rudder deflection
φ bank angle
ξ aileron deflection
ρ air density
τ time constant
χ radius of curvature
ω turn rate

[.]p derivative with respect to roll rate
[.]r derivative with respect to yaw rate
[.]β derivative with respect to sideslip
[.]ξ derivative with respect to aileron deflection
[.]ζ derivative with respect to rudder deflection
[.] normalised quantity
˙[.] time derivative

NOTE

1. To avoid aliases between quantities, we change the font;
thus, the pitch rate q is not to be confused with the dynamic
pressure q; L denotes a rolling moment, while L is a lift
force.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Development of the applicable equations of motion for lon-
gitudinal dynamic stability parallels the development of
longitudinal static stability (see Static Longitudinal Stabil-
ity), only the three longitudinal equations are linearized so
that important dynamic characteristics can be extracted. The
linearization process and appropriate nomenclature for this
article are presented in Yechoutet al. (2003). The reader is
encouraged to review this text (Chapters 4–7) to establish
the foundation for this chapter. We will begin our look at

longitudinal dynamic stability with the linearized longitu-
dinal equations of motion and keep the discussion oriented
toward aircraft characteristics.

2 LONGITUDINAL LINEARIZED
EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN LAPLACE
FORM

We will use the power of Laplace transforms to recast the
aircraft longitudinal linearized equations of motion. The
equations become somewhat long but the concepts are not
complex. The longitudinal linearized differential equations
of motion for the aircraft are:

u̇ = −g θcos�1 + Xuu + XTu
u + Xαα + Xδeδe

ẇ − U1q = −gθsin�1 + Zuu + Zαα + Zα̇α̇ + Zqq + Zδeδe

q̇ = Muu + MTu
u + Mαα + MTα

α + Mα̇α̇ + Mqq + Mδeδe

(1)

We will take the Laplace transform of these equations, but
first it is important to note that these three equations of motion
have five aircraft motion variables (u, θ, α, w, andq) and
δe. Since we only have three defining equations, we need to
reduce this to three motion variables, andδe becomes the input
or forcing function for the system.We will use the kinematic
relations and the approximation for angle of attack,α, to
reduce to the three motion variables ofα, u, andθ.

From the kinematic equations and the assumption of initial
trimmed flight with the wings level condition:

q = θ̇, q̇ = θ̈ (2)
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2 Flight Mechanics

Also, for small perturbations:

α ≈ w

U1
⇒ w = α U1 and ẇ = α̇ U1 (3)

Therefore, our aircraft motion variables are reduced toα,
u, andθ. These should be thought of as the outputs for our
system of differential equations.

With zero initial conditions, the Laplace transform of
equations (1) yields:

su(s) = −gθ(s)cos�1 + Xu u(s) + XTu
u(s)

+ Xαα(s) + Xδeδe(s)

su1 α (s) − U1sθ(s) = −gθ(s)sin�1 + Zuu(s) + Zαα(s)

+ Zα̇sα(s) + Zqsθ(s) + Zδeδe(s) (4)

s2 θ(s) = Mu u(s) + MTu
u(s) + Mαα (s) + MTα

α(s)

+ Mα̇sα(s) + Mqsθ(s) + Mδeδe(s)

Combining terms yields:

(
s − Xu − XTu

)
u(s) − Xαα(s) + g cos�1θ(s)

= Xδeδe(s) − Zu u(s) + [(U1 − Zα̇) s − Zα] α(s)

+ [− (
Zq − U1

)
s + g sin�1

]
θ(s) (5)

= Zδeδe(s) − (
Mu + MTu

)
u(s) − [

Mα̇s + Mα + MTα

]
α(s)

+ (
s2 − Mqs

)
θ(s) = Mδeδe(s)

Notice at this point that we have moved the terms withδe

(elevator deflection) to the right-hand side of the equal sign
sinceδe is the forcing function (or input) for each of the three
differential equations. In matrix form this yields:




(
s − Xu − XTu

)
−Xα g cos�1

−Zu [s (U1 − Zα̇) − Zα]
[
−

(
Zq + U1

)
s + g sin�1

]
−

(
Mu + MTu

)
−

[
Mα̇s + Mα + MTα

] (
s2 − Mqs

)



×


 u(s)

α(s)

θ(s)


 =


Xδe

Zδe

Mδe


 δe(s) (6)

In terms of the transfer functionsu(s)
δe(s)

, α(s)
δe(s)

, and θ(s)
δe(s)

, we
have




(
s − Xu − XTu

)
−Xα g cos�1

−Zu [s (U1 − Zα̇) − Zα]
[
−

(
Zq + U1

)
s + g sin�1

]
−

(
Mu + MTu

)
−

[
Mα̇s + Mα + MTα

] (
s2 − Mqs

)



×




u(s)

δe(s)
α(s)

δe(s)
θ(s)

δe(s)


 =


 Xδe

Zδe

Mδe




(7)

and each of the three longitudinal transfer functions can be
determined using Cramer’s rule (Kreyszig, 1988). It is impor-
tant at this point not to lose sight of what we have developed.
Each of these transfer functions can be represented as the
ratio of two polynomials in the Laplace variables.

u(s)

δe(s)
= Aus

3 + Bus
2 + Cus + Du

Es4 + Fs3 + Gs2 + Hs + I
(8)

α(s)

δe(s)
= Aαs

3 + Bαs
2 + Cαs + Dα

Es4 + Fs3 + Gs2 + Hs + I
(9)

θ(s)

δe(s)
= Aθs

2 + Bθs + Cθ

Es4 + Fs3 + Gs2 + Hs + I
(10)

Notice that all three longitudinal transfer functions have
the same input (δe) and the same denominator. There is a
separate transfer function for each of our three longitudinal
motion variables (u, α, andθ). Also, each of these transfer
functions has the same characteristic equation

Es4 + Fs3 + Gs2 + Hs + I = 0 (11)

The characteristic equation determines the dynamic sta-
bility characteristics of the response, and therefore all three
transfer functions will have the same dynamic characteristics
(parameters such asζ, ωn, andτ). Notice also that the numer-
ator of each transfer function is different. Each numerator
coefficient is designated by anA, B, C, orD with a subscript
appropriate to its respective transfer function. The numera-
tor affects the magnitude of the response, and therefore each
motion variable will have a different magnitude of response
but with the same dynamic characteristics.
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Longitudinal Dynamic Stability 3

3 THREE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM
ANALYSIS OF LONGITUDINAL MODES
OF MOTION

The preceding development included the three motion vari-
ables u, α, and θ. This analysis may also be termed a
three-degree-of-freedom (3-DOF) determination of the lon-
gitudinal transfer functions. Normally, with the help of root
solvers such as those available in MATLAB, the fourth-order
characteristic equation for longitudinal motion can be written
as the product of two second-order (oscillatory) polynomials.

(s2 + 2ζSPωNSPs + ω2
NSP

) · (s2 + 2ζPHωNPHs + ω2
NPH

) = 0

(12)

The subscript “SP” refers to the short period mode and the
subscript “PH” refers to the phugoid mode. All airplanes have
these two longitudinal dynamic modes. Each of these polyno-
mials can be thought of as a separate characteristic equation
which defines the dynamic characteristics of its respective
dynamic mode.

The coefficients (and roots) of each characteristic equation
change with flight condition, airplane mass, mass distri-
bution, airplane geometry, and aerodynamic characteristics.
These changes translate to changes inωn andζ but the fun-
damental presence of the short period and phugoid modes is
maintained.

The “short period mode” is characterized by “complex
conjugate roots” with a moderate to relatively high damp-
ing ratio and relatively high natural frequency and damped
frequency (short period). It is easily demonstrated by first
trimming the aircraft and then disturbing it from trim with a
forward-aft-neutral pitch stick input (commonly called a dou-
blet). The resulting response back to trim may be either first
order (exponential decay) or second order (oscillatory). Sig-
nificant variations in the angle of attack (α) and pitch attitude
(θ) longitudinal motion variables occur while the airspeed
(u) motion variable remains fairly constant. Trim is generally
regained in a few seconds, thus the descriptive name “short
period” and the small variation in airspeed. Typical time his-
tories for the short period response of a fighter aircraft to a
doublet input are presented in Figure 1.

Notice that the response is second order (oscillatory) and
thatu remains fairly constant. Oscillations of larger magni-
tude are observed withα andθ. Notice also that the response
is stable.

The “phugoid mode” is characterized by “complex con-
jugate roots” with a relatively low damping ratio and
natural/damped frequency (long period). It is demonstrated

u

Time 

α

θ

Trim 
Approximately
5 sec  

Figure 1. Time history plots foru, α, andθ, illustrating the short
period mode.

by trimming the aircraft in level flight, then inputting aft stick
for about two or three seconds, bleeding off some airspeed,
and then returning the stick to the neutral (trimmed) position.
The resulting response is usually oscillatory with significant
variations in pitch attitude and airspeed while angle of attack
remains relatively constant. The phugoid has been described
as “an up and down roller coaster oscillation in the sky” which
trades off kinetic and potential energy. As the oscillation
starts, airspeed decreases while the airplane gains altitude
(pitch angle is positive). The aircraft then begins to lose alti-
tude and airspeed increases while the pitch angle decreases.
This is followed by the aircraft pulling up gradually and
returning to the climb portion of the phugoid oscillation. The
period for the phugoid is typically quite long (somewhere
between 30 to 120 seconds). Typical time histories for the
phugoid mode are presented in Figure 2.

Notice that the response is also second order for the
phugoid and that angle of attack remains relatively constant.
The frequency of the oscillation for the phugoid is much lower
than that observed for the short period mode. The phugoid as
shown in Figure 2 is stable, but this may not be the case for
all flight conditions.

u

α

θ

Approximately
300 sec  Trim 

Figure 2. Time history plots foru, α, andθ in the phugoid mode.
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4 Flight Mechanics

As an example, let’s say theα
δe

transfer function for a T-37
aircraft cruising at 30 000 feet and 0.46 Mach number is

α

δe
= −0.0924

(s + 336.1)
(
s2 + 0.0105s + 0.0097

)(
s2 + 4.58s + 21.6

) (
s2 + 0.0098s + 0.0087

)
(13)

We wish to find the natural frequency, damping ratio,
damped frequency, and time constant for the short period and
phugoid modes.We go immediately to the two characteristic
equations

s2 + 4.58s + 21.6 = 0

s2 + 0.0098s + 0.0087= 0
(14)

The natural frequency (ωn) for the first characteristic equa-
tion is

ωn =
√

21.6 = 4.65 rad s−1 (15)

and for the second equation it is

ωn =
√

0.0087= 0.0933 rad s−1 (16)

We can identify the first characteristic equation as being
for the short period mode due to the higher natural frequency.
The phugoid dynamics are contained in the second charac-
teristic equation. Thus

ωnSP = 4.65 rad s−1

ωnPH = 0.0933 rad s−1 (17)

and

ζSP = 4.58
2ωnSP

= 0.493

ζPH = 0.0098
2ωnPH

= 0.0525
(18)

Notice that both the short period and phugoid responses
will be second order, sinceζ is less than one. Both responses
are stable sinceζωn is positive for each mode. The damped
frequency is

ωD = ωn

√
1 − ζ2

ωDSP = ωnSP

√
1 − ζ2

SP = 4.65
√

1 − (.493)2 = 4.046 rad s−1

ωDPH = ωnPH

√
1 − ζ2

PH

= 0.0933
√

1 − (.0525)2 = 0.0932 rad s−1 (19)

and for the time constant

τSP = 1

ζSPωnSP

= 1

(0.493)(4.65)
= 0.436s

τPH = 1

ζPHωnPH

= 1

(0.0525)(0.0933)
= 204.2s

(20)

4 TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM SHORT
PERIOD APPROXIMATION

To gain insight into the stability parameters and deriva-
tives which influence the dynamic characteristics of the
short period mode, we will look at a two-degree-of-freedom
(2-DOF) approximation. This is a solution in which the
motion is constrained to two motion variables rather than
three. Recalling our discussion on the short period mode,
we will make the simplifying assumption thatu remains near
zero and can be removed from equation (6).With this assump-
tion and the elimination of theX force equation (which is
assumed to have a negligible effect ifu is approximately
constant), we retain theZ force equation and the pitching
moment equation along with the motion variablesα andθ as
shown below.




(
s − Xu − XTu

)
−Xα g cos�

−Zu [s(U1 − Zα̇) − Zα] [−(Zq + U1)s + g sin�1]

−
(
Mu + MTu

)
[Mα̇s + Mα + MTα ] (s2 − Mqs)




×


 u(s)

α(s)

θ(s)


 =


Xδe

Zδe

Mδe


 δe(s) (21)

Equation (6) becomes

[
[s(U1 − Zα̇) − Zα]

[−(Zq + U1)s + g sin�1
]

− [
Mα̇s + Mα + MTα

] (
s2 − Mqs

)
] [

α(s)

θ(s)

]

=
[

Zδe

Mδe

]
δe(s) (22)

We will next focus on the dynamic characteristics and the
characteristic equation (which is the determinant of the first
coefficient matrix). Let’s look at the short period approxima-
tion assuming thatZα̇ = Zq = �1 = MTα

= 0, since these
terms are generally small compared to the others.

Equation (22) becomes

sU1 − Zα −U1s

− [Mα̇s + Mα] s2 − Mqs

[
α(s)

θ(s)

]
=

[
Zδe

Mδe

]
δe(s) (23)
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The characteristic equation then is

(sU1 − Zα)
(
s2 − Mqs

) − (−U1s) (− [Mα̇s + Mα]) = 0

(24)

or

sU1

[
s2 −

(
Mq + Zα

U1
+ Mα̇

)
s +

(
ZαMq

U1
− Mα

)]
= 0

(25)

and in simplified form:

s2 −
(

Mq + Zα

U1
+ Mα̇

)
s +

(
ZαMq

U1
− Mα

)
= 0 (26)

For this 2-DOF approximation we can findα(s)
δe(s)

and θ(s)
δe(s)

using Cramer’s rule as before.

α(s)

δe(s)
= Zδe

s + (
Mδe

U1 − MqZδe

)
U1

[
s2 −

(
Mq + Zα

U1
+ Mα̇

)
s +

(
ZαMq

U1
− Mα

)]
θ(s)

δe(s)
=

(
U1Mδe

+ Zδe
Mα̇

)
s + (

MαZδe − ZαMδe

)
sU1

[
s2 −

(
Mq + Zα

U1
+ Mα̇

)
s +

(
ZαMq

U1
− Mα

)]
(27)

An approximation of natural frequency and damping ratio
can then be determined using equation (26).

ωnSP ≈
√

ZαMq

U1
− Mα (28)

ζSP ≈
−

(
Mq + Zα

U1
+ Mα̇

)
2ωnSP

(29)

Typically, –Mα is much larger thatZαMq/U1 (as long as
the center of gravity is not too far aft). This results in

ωnSP ≈
√

−Mα =
√

−CMα
q̄1sc̄

Iyy
(30)

The following insights can be observed from equation (30)
for the short period mode natural frequency: 1)ωnSP will
increase as static longitudinal stability (−CMα

) increases or
as the distance between the center of gravity (CG) and the air-
craft aerodynamic center (AC) increases; 2)ωnSP will increase
as dynamic pressure (q1) increases; and 3)ωnSP will decrease
as the pitching moment of inertia (Iyy) increases.

Equation (29) also leads to important insights for the short
period damping ratio: (i)Mq, the pitch damping derivative,
is the driving term, since (ii)Zα/U1 is generally driven by
other requirements, and (iii)Mα̇ is generally driven by the
same design features (horizontal tail size and the distance
from the CG to the AC of the tail) asMq, andMα̇ is typically
about one third the value ofMq. One of the limitations of
this approximation for damping ratio is that it assumes that
ζ is positive (a stable case) which is not always true. It is
recommended that unstable cases be analyzed using a 3-DOF
solution.

5 TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM
PHUGOID APPROXIMATION

As with the short period approximation, we will look at
a two-degree-of-freedom approximation for the phugoid
mode to gain insight into the parameters which influence
dynamic characteristics. For the phugoid approximation we
will assume thatα is constant withu and θ (or q) as the
motion variables. We can eliminate theα(s) terms and the
moment equation in equation (7) to yield two equations with
two motion variables.




(
s − Xu − XTu

)
−Xα g cos�

−Zu [s(U1 − Zα̇) − Zα] [−(Zq + U1)s + g sin�1]

−
(
Mu + MTu

)
[Mα̇s + Mα + MTα ] (s2 − Mqs)




×


 u(s)

α(s)

θ(s)


 =


Xδe

Zδe

Mδe


 δe(s)

(31)

or

[
s − Xu − XTu

gcos�1

−Zu [−(Zq + U1)s + gsin�1]

] [
u(s)

θ(s)

]

=
[

Xδe

Zδe

]
δe(s) (32)

If we assumeXδe
= Zq = �1 ≈ 0 we get

[
s − Xu − XTu

g

−Zu −U1s

] [
u(s)

θ(s)

]
=

[
0

Zδe

]
δe(s) (33)
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6 Flight Mechanics

The characteristic equation becomes

(s − Xu − XTu
) (−U1s) + gZu = 0

−U1

[
s2 − (Xu + XTu

) s − Zu

U1
g

]
= 0 (34)

Then we have

ωnPH ≈
√

−Zug

U1
=

√
−g

U1

[−(q1 S) (CLu
+ 2CL1 )

mU1

]

(35)

or

ωnPH ≈
√

g(q̄1S)(CLu
+ 2CL1)

U1
2m

(36)

Typically CLu
� 2CL1 and CL1 = mg

q̄1S
. With these

assumptions we have

ωnPH ≈
√

g(q1S)

U2
1m

[
2mg

q1S

]
=

√
2g2

U2
1

(37)

or

ωnPH ≈ g

U1

√
2 (38)

Therefore, we can observe that the natural frequency of the
phugoid mode is approximately inversely proportional to the
forward velocity,U1.

Returning to the characteristic equation (34), we can define
an approximation for the phugoid damping ratio

ζPH ≈ −(Xu − XTu
)

2ωnPH

(39)

Since

Xu = − (CDu
+ 2CD1)q1S

mU1
and

XTu
= (CTXu

+ 2CTX1
)q1S

mU1
(40)

we can substitute these values into the expression forζPH

ζPH ≈ (CDu
+ 2CD1 − CTXu

− 2CTX1
)q1S

2mU1ωnPH

(41)

Equation (41) provides us an approximation for the phugoid
damping ratio. To gain a little more insight, we will look at
the case of “unpowered or gliding flight” where:

CTX1
= CTXu

= 0 (42)

With this assumption

ζPH = (CDu
+ 2CD1)q1S

2mU1ωnp

= (CDu
+ 2CD1) q1SU1

2mU1 g
√

2

(43)

ζPH = (CDu
+ 2CD1)

2
√

2

q1S

mg
= (CDu

+ 2CD1)

2
√

2

1

CL1

(44)

At this point we can make one additional assumption for
“low speed flight” where

CDu
≈ 0 (45)

With this additional assumption, we have

ζPH ≈ CD1√
2 CL1

= 1√
2

CD1

CL1

(46)

Equation (46) indicates that the phugoid damping ratio is
inversely proportional to the lift to drag ratio (L/D). Of
course we must keep in mind all the assumptions we made
to obtain this result. It does indicate that airplanes with high
values ofL/D may have poor phugoid damping. If this is the
case, precise control of speed becomes difficult, which can
be a problem during the initial phases of a landing pattern.
However, once the landing gear and flaps have been lowered,
L/D is reduced and damping of the phugoid improves.

To illustrate the concepts of transfer functions, character-
istic equations, and the modes of motion, we will consider
a Lear jet flying at 0.7 Mach number and 40 000 feet. The
3-DOF longitudinal transfer functions are approximated by:

u(s)

δe(s)
= 6.312s2 − 4927s − 4302

675.9s4 + 1371s3 + 5459s2 + 86.31s + 44.78

(47)

α(s)

δe(s)
= 0.746s3 + 208.3s2 + 2.665s + 1.39

675.9s4 + 1371s3 + 5459s2 + 86.31s + 44.78

(48)
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θ(s)

δe(s)
= 208.1s2 + 136.9s + 2.380

675.9s4 + 1371s3 + 5459s2 + 86.31s + 44.78

(49)

We wish to find the natural frequency, damping ratio, damped
frequency, time constant, and period of oscillation for the
short period and phugoid modes.

The characteristic equation is found by setting the denomi-
nator of the transfer function equal to zero. The characteristic
equation for the Lear jet’s longitudinal motion is

675.9s4 + 1371s3 + 5459s2 + 86.31s + 44.78 = 0 (50)

or

s4 + 2.0284s3 + 8.0766s2 + 0.1277s + 0.06625= 0 (51)

Using a root solver, such as those available in MATLAB,
the four roots are found to be:

s1, 2 = ζSP ωNSP ± iωDSP = −1.008 ± i (2.651) (52)

s3,4 = ζPH ωNPH ± ωDPH = −0.0069 ± i(0.0905) (53)

The roots with the largestωD are obviously associated
with the short period mode of motion, while the other roots
are associated with the phugoid mode of motion.

ζSPωnSP = 1.008 ωDSP = 2.651 rad s−1 (Short Period)

(54)

ζPHωnPH = 0.0069 ωDPH = 0.0905 rad s−1 (Phugoid)

(55)

ωnSP =
√

(−ζ ωn)2
SP + ω2

DSP

=
√

(− 1.008)2 + (2.651)2 = 2.836 rad s−1 (56)

ωnPH =
√

(−ζωn)2
PH + ω2

DPH

=
√

(−0.0069)2 + (0.0905)2 = 0.091 rad s−1 (57)

ζSP = ζSPωnSP

ωnSP

= 1.008

2.836
= 0.355 (58)

ζPH = ζPHωnPH

ωnPH

= 0.0069

0.091
= 0.076 (59)

τSP = 1

ζSPωnSP

= 1

1.008
= 0.992 s (60)

τPH = 1

ζPHωnPH

= 1

0.0069
= 144.93 s (61)

The fourth order characteristic equation can therefore be writ-
ten as two second order (oscillatory) characteristic equations
in the form:

(s2 + 2ζSPωnSPs + ω2
nSP

) (s2 + 2ζPHωnPHs + ω2
nPH

) = 0 (62)

For the Lear jet, this is

(s2 + 2.016s + 8.0429) (s2 + 0.0138s + 0.00828)= 0 (63)

Note that the relative magnitudes of the short period and
phugoid characteristics are as expected,

ωnSP = 2.836 rad s−1 > ωnPH = 0.091 rad s−1 (64)

ζSP = 0.355> ζPH = 0.076 (65)

ωDSP = 2.651 rad s−1 > ωDPH = 0.905 rad s−1 (66)

τSP = 0.992 s< τPH = 144.93 s (67)

The period of oscillation can be found using

T = 2�

ωD

(68)

TSP = 2�

2.651
s = 2.37 s (69)

TPH = 2�

0.0905
s = 69.43 s (70)

It is also worthwhile to plot the short period and phugoid
roots from the Lear jet example on the complex plane. This is
accomplished in Figure 3. Notice that the short period roots
are further out from the origin and have a higher damping
ratio than the phugoid roots. The relative location of these
roots is typical for most aircraft.

Next, let’s use the short period and phugoid 2-DOF
approximations to estimate the natural frequency, damping
ratio, damped frequency, and period of oscillation for the
Lear jet and then compare the approximation results to those
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Figure 3. Complex plane plot of longitudinal roots for example 2.

obtained in the previous 3-DOF example. Using the short
period approximation (27), we have:

s2 + 2.0173s + 8.0777= 0 (71)

and

ωnSP =
√

8.0777rad s−1 = 2.842 rad s−1

(2.836 rad s−1 for the 3 DOF case) (72)

Since

2ζSPωnSP = 2.0173⇒ ζSP = 0.355

(0.35 for the 3 DOF case) (73)

and

ωDSP = ωnSP

√
1 − ζ2

SP = 2.657 rad s−1

(2.651 rad s−1 for the 3 DOF case) (74)

TSP = 2�

ωDSP

= 2.365 s (2.37 s for the 3 DOF case)

(75)

As can be seen, the comparisons with the 3-DOF case are
very good.

For the phugoid approximation, we use (34) to obtain the
characteristic equation:

s2 + 0.0075s + 0.00663= 0 (76)

For natural frequency we have

ωnPH =
√

0.00663 rad s−1 = 0.0814 rad s−1

(0.091 rad s−1 for the 3-DOF case) (77)

To obtain damping ratio,

2ζPHωnPH = 0.0075⇒ ζPH = 0.0461

(0.076 for the 3-DOF case) (78)

and

ωDPH = ωnPH

√
1 − ζ2

PH = 0.0813 rad s−1

(0.0905 rad s−1 for the 3-DOF case) (79)

TPH = 2�

ωDPH

= 77.27 s (69.43 s for the 3-DOF case)

(80)

In this example, the 2-DOF phugoid approximation pro-
vides estimates to approximately 10% accuracy with the
exception of damping ratio, which has a 40% error.

6 SUMMARY/PERSPECTIVE

Longitudinal dynamic stability, especially the short period
mode, is critical to achieve good handling qualities for an
aircraft. The terms “handling qualities” and “dynamic stabil-
ity” are interchangeable, and these characteristics directly
affect the pilot’s ability to accomplish precision tracking
and maneuvering tasks. These tasks are generally considered
the most difficult “flying” tasks that a pilot must perform.
Thus, achieving excellent dynamic stability characteristics
will lead to a higher level of task accomplishment and
reduced pilot workload. This chapter has attempted to pro-
vide insight into the parameters that directly influence short
period and phugoid mode dynamic stability characteristics.
Federal Aviation Administration Requirements and/or mil-
itary specifications provide acceptable ranges for the key
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parameters discussed in this chapter based on many years
of flight experience. Yechoutet al. (2003b) includes the
approach for applying a military specification along with
appropriate examples. In recent decades, baseline aircraft
dynamic stability characteristics have been typically com-
promised in aircraft designs. This design compromise has
been chosen in favor of decreased drag to obtain performance
improvements such as increased range, endurance, and turn-
ing performance, with the knowledge that feedback control
systems will be added to the design to “modify” the base-
line dynamic stability and obtain excellent dynamic stability
or handling quality characteristics. Modern aircraft, such as
the F-15, F-16, F-18, and F-22 employ either control aug-
mentation systems or fly-by-wire systems to achieve this
end.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The vast majority of fixed-wing aircraft are designed to be
symmetric with respect to a plane that is vertical (in wings-
level flight) through the centerline of the fuselage, that is,
such that the aircraft to the left- and right-hand sides of
this plane are mirror images. This applies not only to the
airframe geometry but also to inertial, aerodynamic, and
propulsive characteristics. While this is not always the case in
precise terms (e.g., due to location of individual items of
equipment, and certainly due to gyroscopic effects from the
rotating masses in the engines), it is common to treat aircraft
as symmetric when flying in a steady wings-level condi-

tion directly into the relative wind direction with undeflected
asymmetric control surfaces – that is, aileron and rudder.

Motions within the plane of symmetry – forward and
vertical translations and pitching rotations – are known as
longitudinal or symmetric. Those out of plane, that is, sideslip
translation, rolling, and yawing rotations, are referred to as
lateral–directional. “Lateral” refers to roll (banking) while
“directional” refers to yaw/sideslip motions. As we shall see,
the two are strongly coupled, hence the descriptor “lateral–
directional” – often simply abbreviated to “lateral.”

This topic is treated in all text books in flight dynam-
ics, a comprehensive list of which is provided in Abzug and
Larrabee (2002). Here, a brief description is given of how
the linearized representation of lateral–directional dynamics
is developed from the nonlinear equations of motion, along
with discussion of the modes of motion that arise from this
system for a “conventional” aircraft under normal operating
conditions. Some brief comments are made on more general
issues such as the influence of nonlinearity.

2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE BASIC
EQUATIONS

The equations of motion for an aircraft in atmospheric flight,
written in nonlinear state-space form, may be represented as a
set of autonomous first-order ordinary differential equations1:

ẋ = f (x, δ) (1)

where x ∈ �n is the state vector, comprising n components
of aircraft velocity and orientation; ẋ is the time derivative of
x; δ ∈ �m is a vector of m inputs to the system, typically con-
trol surface deflections and thrust; and f is a set of nonlinear
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2 Flight Mechanics

functions (the vector field f : �n × �m → �n). This system
will, in general, incorporate all relevant aerodynamic, iner-
tial, kinematic, and propulsive effects and, being nonlinear,
any coupling that occurs between motions with respect to
longitudinal, lateral, and directional axes. Standard numer-
ical techniques for exploring dynamical systems can then
be applied to this generalized system, including time-history
simulations of the responses to control inputs, trimming and
linearization, evaluation of dynamics in the modal, time or
frequency domains and so on.

However, in order to fully understand what such numeri-
cal results mean in the context of the actual physical system
that the mathematical model represents, there is much to be
gained from considering the constituent parts of the gen-
eral nonlinear model, and making simplifications that capture
the features of “conventional” aircraft flight mechanics. This
allows the user to develop an understanding of the behavior
of the system and to relate this to its aerodynamic, inertial,
and other components; this in turn facilitates the use of the
mathematics as an engineering tool in design of the aircraft
configuration, evaluation of its flying qualities, introduction
of feedback control systems and so on.

The general nonlinear equations of motion are listed in
equations (2)–(13). The formulation assumes a rigid-body
airframe with constant mass and mass distribution, constant
acceleration due to gravity, the earth fixed in space, and its
rotation effects neglected; we also ignore the effect of spin-
ning rotors on angular momentum and of any control system
dynamics:

U̇ = 1

m
(RV − QW − mg sin � + X) (2)

V̇ = 1

m
(PW − RU + mg cos � sin � + Y ) (3)

Ẇ = 1

m
(QU − PV + g cos � cos � + Z) (4)

Ṗ = 1

A
[(B − C)QR + D(Q2 − R2) + E(Ṙ + PQ)

+ F (Q̇ − PR) + L] (5)

Q̇ = 1

B
[(C − A)PR + D(Ṙ − PQ) + E(R2 − P2)

+ F (Ṗ + QR) + M] (6)

Ṙ = 1

C
[(A − B)PQ + D(Q̇ + PR) + E(Ṗ − QR)

−F (P2 + Q2) + N] (7)

�̇ = P + Q sin � tan � + R cos � tan � (8)

�̇ = Q cos � − R sin � (9)

�̇ = (Q sin � + R cos �) sec � (10)
dx′

dt
= U cos � cos � + V (sin � sin � cos � − cos � sin �)

+ W(cos � sin � cos � + sin � sin �) (11)

dy′

dt
= U cos � sin � + V (sin � sin � sin � + cos � cos �)

+ W(cos � sin � sin � − sin � cos �) (12)

dz′

dt
= −U sin � + V sin � cos � + W cos � cos � (13)

Equations (2)–(13) are in the same form as equation (1),
where

x = [U V W P Q R � � � x′ y′ z′]T

(14)

m and g are the aircraft mass and the acceleration due to
gravity, respectively; (U, V, W) are the components of trans-
lational velocity of the center of mass (CM) of the aircraft
along the x, y, z body axes (a set of Cartesian axes with
origin at the CM, x pointing forward along a fuselage ref-
erence axis, y to starboard, and z downwards); (P, Q, R)
are the components of aircraft rotational velocity about the
x, y, z body axes; (�, �, �) are the Euler angles describ-
ing the orientation of the aircraft body axes with respect
to Earth axes: � is the angle about the Earth z-axis that
must be rotated to align with the aircraft’s body x-axis pro-
jected into the Earth x–y plane (i.e., azimuth angle); � is
the angle about the y-axis of the right-angled axis system
formed after the rotation through � (the pitch angle); and
� is the angle about the x-axis of the right-angled axis sys-
tem formed after the rotation through � (i.e., the bank angle);
(x′, y′, z′) are the components of aircraft CM position in Earth
axes; (X, Y, Z) are the components of resultant aerodynamic
force along the x, y, z body axes, respectively; this includes
propulsion system forces (thrust); (L, M, N) are the compo-
nents of aerodynamic moment acting about the x, y, z body
axes; this includes moment due to propulsive forces (thrust
moment); (A, B, C) are the moments of inertia about the x,
y, z body axes; (D, E, F ) are the products of inertia with
respect to the yz, xz, and the xy body axes, respectively. Note
that D and F are 0 for a mass distribution that is symmetric
with respect to the xz plane. The equations can be formu-
lated with respect to different axes and it is quite common
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Figure 1. Relationship between body-axis and wind-axis velocity
variables.

for equations (2)–(4) to be transformed into wind axes, that
is, aligned with the resultant (or total) velocity direction. As
seen in Figure 1, the states are then angle of attack, angle of
sideslip, and total velocity (α, β, VT), instead of (U, V, W),
given by

α = tan−1 W

U
β = sin−1 V

VT
(15)

VT =
√

U2 + V 2 + W2

Another set of axes commonly used is the stability axes.
Note, however, that the axes in which the aerodynamic forces
and moments (X, Y, Z, L, M, N) are defined must be consis-
tent with those chosen for the derivation of the equations.

While the equations of motion are relatively easily derived,
from the principles of Newton’s Laws of Motion, it must be
appreciated that the mathematical modeling of the aerody-
namic loads is not so easily accomplished. The forces and
moments are nonlinear functions of the aircraft state and of
the control surface deflections; furthermore, they are, in gen-
eral, time-dependent in nature. Fortunately, the majority of
conditions under which fixed-wing aircraft operate involve
aerodynamic responses that are more-or-less steady in nature;
in fact, much of the operating region of an aircraft’s flight
envelope entails aerodynamics that are also linear in their
dependence on motion variables and control inputs.

As a result, a linear representation of aerodynamic forces
and moments via so-called “stability and control deriva-
tives” suffices in many applications of flight dynamics. This
approach, devised by G.H. Bryan in 1911 – see Abzug and
Larrabee (2002) – assumes that the loads are functions of

the instantaneous values of disturbance velocities and con-
trol inputs. There is one aspect of aerodynamic flow reactions
that does involves time dependence, even on conventional
fixed-wing aircraft, namely the time lag associated with a
change in flow over the wing/fuselage to reach the tailplane.
It was found that this could in fact be modeled in a quasi-
steady manner by including derivatives of rates of change of
velocities in the longitudinal aerodynamic load equations (the
so-called “acceleration derivatives,” sometimes omitted from
the lateral–directional aerodynamics). The resulting formula-
tion looks like a Taylor series but is not mathematically sound,
as the variables with respect to which derivatives are taken
are not necessarily independent of one another. Nevertheless,
this has become the standard means of modeling aerodynamic
reactions for flight mechanics purposes. A detailed discussion
of unsteady flow in the context of aerodynamics and flight
dynamics, including the limits of validity of the quasi-steady
modeling approach, appears in Hancock (1995).

In fact, this approach has been “extended” to account for
nonlinearity by allowing each stability or control derivative
to be a nonlinear function of one or more motion vari-
ables and control deflections. The formulation then “looks
like” the linear stability derivative approach – thus promot-
ing the perception of a physical relationship between vehicle
motion and associated aerodynamic reactions – but is in fact
a complex nonlinear relationship; usually the nonlinearity
within each coefficient is represented by a look-up table. This
approach may be more formally referred to as a “stability
coefficient” representation (see Tobak and Schiff, 1981) and,
despite its questionable mathematical soundness, has been
used successfully for situations where flow variations (from
maneuvers or gusts) are sufficiently slow – which accounts
for the vast majority of flight conditions. An example of such
a formulation, nondimensionalized into coefficient form and
in this instance aimed at incorporating the nonlinear depen-
dence of side force on Mach number, incidence, and sideslip,
could be:

CY = CYbasic (α, β, M) + CYp
(α, M)P + CYr (α, M)R

+ CYδr
(α, M)δr (16)

Here CY = Y/q̄S is the side force coefficient;
q̄ = (1/2)ρV 2

T is the dynamic pressure (ρ is air density), and
S is the reference wing area. M is the Mach number, δr is the
rudder deflection, CYp

is the stability derivative of side force
with respect to roll rate, CYr is the stability derivative of side
force with respect to yaw rate, and CYδr

is the control deriva-
tive of side force with respect to rudder angle. CYbasic is the
static value of side force coefficient, that is, where rotations
P and R are 0, with zero rudder deflection. Y is assumed to
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4 Flight Mechanics

have negligible dependence on other motion variables such
as pitch rate, Q, and on aileron and elevator deflections. Note
that the nonlinear nature of the static term means that CYbasic

is used instead of the standard stability derivative form CYβ
β

(that assumes a linear variation with β and no dependence on
α or M). If we linearize the equations about a reference flight
condition where β = P = R = δr = 0 then equation (16)
and the three derivatives take the locally linear form, which
is the standard stability and control derivative representation:

CY = CYβ
β + CYp

P + CYrR + CYδr
δr (17)

Equations (16) and (17) are merely examples of how
an aerodynamic force or moment coefficient may be repre-
sented. The actual format will be an attempt to capture the
dominant aerodynamic effects as found from experience and
analysis of the configuration at hand: sometimes, additional
derivatives may need to be included (e.g., CYβ̇

β̇, if this lat-
eral acceleration influence is deemed important, or CYδa

δa if
aileron deflection modifies sideforce appreciably). Further-
more, bearing in mind equations (15), V may be used instead
of β; and sometimes it is convenient to write the deriva-
tives in dimensional form instead of nondimensionalizing
into coefficient format as above.

In situations where the need arises to take account of cases
where the aerodynamic forces do not vary instantaneously
with change in state variables, Etkin (1982) shows how aero-
dynamic transfer functions can be adopted in place of stability
and control derivatives.2 Other dynamical system approaches
have also been developed in order to account for unsteady
phenomena encompassing different time scales, for example,
flow separation and vortex breakdown movements (Goman
and Khrabrov, 1994; Klein and Noderer, 1994; Grismer et
al., 1997; Goman, Greenwell and Khrabrov, 2000; Abramov,
Goman and Khrabov, 2005), some of which are described
and compared in Kyle, Lowenberg and Greenwell (2004).

Given a plane of symmetry and no gyroscopic effects,
it is a simple matter to reduce equations (2)–(13) to lon-
gitudinal motions: we simply set all lateral–directional
variables

(
V, P, R, �, �, y′) to 0, which also implies δa =

δr = 0 (see Longitudinal Dynamic Stability). However, the
reverse is not true since the longitudinal variables are not
all zero during lateral–directional motions (there must at
least be a nonzero forward speed and typically nonzero
angle of incidence, even in trimmed straight-and-level
flight); furthermore, the inertial terms in equations (2)–
(7) introduce longitudinal–lateral cross-coupling. Therefore,
in order to write down equations of motion that describe
lateral–directional motions, we must linearize the equations
about a symmetric-flight reference condition (as well as
ignore gyroscopic terms, assume a plane of symmetry, and

neglect any aerodynamic cross-coupling with longitudinal
motions).

3 LINEARIZED EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The equations of motion can be rewritten in a linear form by
applying small-disturbance theory, that is, assuming that the
disturbances of the aircraft from a steady reference flight con-
dition are small. Apart from allowing longitudinal and lateral
equations to be separated, the transformation of the nonlin-
ear system into a linear one allows closed-form solutions for
many analysis and design techniques useful to engineers.

The method for linearizing the equations of motion in this
way is given in most textbooks (e.g., Etkin, 1982; whose
notation is used here) and is not described in detail in this
chapter. The process involves the following steps:

1. In the equations of motion (equations (2)–(13)), write
each motion variable as the sum of a reference value
and a perturbation (disturbance) value, for example, V =
v0 + v, where v0 is the reference value and v the pertur-
bation. The aerodynamic forces and moments are treated
in the same way, using notation such as Y = Y0 + �Y

and L = L0 + �L (for side force and rolling moment).
For lateral–directional variables, the reference values are
zero for a symmetric aircraft in a steady wings-level
undisturbed flight condition.

2. Choose a symmetric flight reference condition with no
angular velocity (wings level trim) so that v0 = p0 =
q0 = r0 = φ0 = 0; if the equations are referred to stabil-
ity axes, as is the case in Etkin (1982), then w0 = 0, u0

is the reference flight speed (VT) and θ0 is the flight path
angle.

3. Assume that all disturbances are small, as are their time
derivatives; then their squares and products will be neg-
ligible compared to first-order quantities. Also, cosine of
a small angle is assumed to take the value 1 and sine of
a small angle is either 0 or the angle itself (in radians).
Note that θ0 is not necessarily small and we use:

sin � = sin(θ0 + θ) = sin θ0 cos θ + cos θ0 sin θ ≡ sin θ0

+ θ cos θ0 and

cos � = cos (θ0 + θ) = cos θ0 cos θ − sin θ0 sin θ

≡ cos θ0 − θ sin θ0 (18)

This results in the following linear equations of motion:

mu̇ = −mg(sin θ0 + θ cos θ0) + X0 + �X (19)
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m(v̇ + u0r) = mgφ cos θ0 + Y0 + �Y (20)

m(ẇ − u0q) = mg(cos θ0 − θ sin θ0) + Z0 + �Z (21)

Aṗ − Eṙ = L0 + �L (22)

Bq̇ = M0 + �M (23)

Cṙ − Eṗ = N0 + �N (24)

θ̇ = q (25)

φ̇ = p + r tan θ0 (26)

ψ̇ = r sec θ (27)

dx′

dt
= (u0 + u) cos θ0 − u0θ sin θ0 + w sin θ0 (28)

dy′

dt
= u0ψ cos θ0 + v (29)

dz′

dt
= −(u0 + u) sin θ0 − u0θ cos θ0 + w cos θ0 (30)

By setting values of perturbation variables in each of equa-
tions (19)–(30) to 0, it can be shown that:

X0 − mg sin θ0 = 0 Y0 = 0 Z0 + mg cos θ0 = 0

L0 = 0, M0 = 0, N0 = 0(
dx′/dt

)
0

= u0 cos θ0 (dy′/dt)0 = 0
(
dz′/dt

)
0

= −u0 sin θ0

(31)

These can be substituted back into equations (19)–(30) to
obtain the linear equations of motion in terms of the perturba-
tion variables. Before doing so, we note that the linearization
process has removed the coupling between lateral–directional
and longitudinal motion variables, so that the two sets of
equations can now be treated separately – provided that the
aerodynamic terms do not contain any such coupling.

It turns out that, for a conventional symmetric aircraft, it
is perfectly reasonable to neglect the influence of asymmet-
ric disturbances on perturbations in longitudinal forces and
moments, and vice versa. Also, as discussed above, the imple-
mentation of a locally linear stability and control derivative
representation of the aerodynamic reactions implies a Taylor
series with constant coefficients, so that although all compo-
nents of aerodynamic load tend to have a strong variation with
– in particular – angle of attack, this coupling does not exist
in the stability and control derivative formulation that we use

for Y0, L0, N0 in the linearized lateral–directional equations
of motion.

We assume that the only lateral–directional control inputs
are aileron and rudder, δa and δr, respectively, and we ignore
any dynamics in the control system itself. We use the nota-
tion δa = δa0 + ξ and δr = δr0 + ζ to represent the reference
and disturbance quantities of aileron and rudder, although for
a truly symmetric configuration the reference values δa0 , δr0

would be 0.
The perturbations in lateral aerodynamic force and

moments may then be written (using dimensional stability
derivatives, as opposed to nondimensional ones which are
designated by the prefix C in each case – as in equations (16)
and (17)):

�Y = Yvv + Ypp + Yrr + Yςς

�L = Lvv + Lpp + Lrr + Lξξ + Lςς

�N = Nvv + Npp + Nrr + Nξξ + Nςς

(32)

We also observe from equations (19)–(30) that the vari-
ables ψ, x′, y′, z′ do not appear in any of equations (19)–(26).
Indeed, the response of an aircraft to a disturbance, either in
the atmosphere or a control input, is not dependent on its
azimuth ψ or the location of its CM relative to the earth. The
latter does, in fact, only apply in the short-term: the air density
– which varies with z′ – influences the magnitudes of aero-
dynamic forces and moments (via the dynamic pressure, q̄);
however, we are considering small disturbances in all vari-
ables and a small change in z′ has a negligible effect on q̄.
Therefore, to study the immediate response of an aircraft to
a disturbance, we need only to consider equations (19)–(26).
Furthermore, to investigate lateral–directional dynamics, we
require only (equations (20), (22), (24), and (26)).

Finally, substituting equations (31) and (32) into equations
(20), (22), (24), and (26) and arranging into a matrix form,
we obtain




m
d

dt
− Yv −Yp mu0 − Yr −mg cos θ0

−Lv A
d

dt
− Lp −E

d

dt
− Lr 0

−Nv −E
d

dt
− Np C

d

dt
− Nr 0

0 −1 −tan θ0
d

dt




×




v

p

r

φ


 +




0 −Yζ

−Lξ −Lξ

−Nξ −Nζ

0 0




[
ξ

ζ

]
= 0 (33)
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6 Flight Mechanics

By taking Laplace transforms of these differential equa-
tions, they become algebraic equations in the Laplace
operator, s. They are thus easier to solve, and transfer func-
tions relating output to input variables can be easily defined.
This yields




ms − Yv −Yp mu0 − Yr −mg cos θ0

−Lv As − Lp −Es − Lr 0

−Nv −Es − Np Cs − Nr 0

0 −1 −tan θ0 s







v

p

r

φ




+




0 −Yζ

−Lξ −Lξ

−Nξ −Nζ

0 0




[
ξ

ζ

]
= 0 (34)

Furthermore, if we assume that the reference condition is
horizontal flight, then θ0 = 0 → tan θ0 = 0, cos θ0 = 1 giv-
ing p = φ̇; we may re-write the above as a system with three,
instead of four, state variables:




ms − Yv −Yps − mg mu0 − Yr

−Lv As2 − Lps −Es − Lr

−Nv −Es2 − Nps Cs − Nr







v

φ

r




+




0 −Yζ

−Lξ −Lξ

−Nξ −Nζ




[
ξ

ζ

]
= 0 (35)

As already implied, there are numerous forms in which the
lateral–directional equations of motion can be written, depen-
dent on the notation adopted, the assumptions employed, the
number of control surfaces (or other control inputs, such as
thrust vectoring) and whether or not the equations are nondi-
mensionalized. The latter process is commonly presented in
text books (e.g., Etkin, 1982) and can be useful in order to con-
form with the standard aerodynamicist’s approach of using
nondimensional quantities to compare aircraft or models of
differing scale: for example, a full-scale aircraft with a sub-
scale model in a wind tunnel, running at a different speed and
atmospheric density from the real aircraft. Nondimensional-
izing the equations of motion results not only in force and
moment derivatives being nondimensional but also velocities,
accelerations, mass, inertia, and even time; the latter is some-
times useful when trying to develop a physical understanding
of unsteady flow phenomena. Also, the nondimensional equa-
tions are likely to render quantities of comparable magnitude
in the elements of the matrices, thus reducing the likelihood
of ill-conditioned systems that cause difficulty when solving

numerically. However, it is not necessary to nondimension-
alize the equations and we do not do so here.

It should be noted that the above analytical approach to lin-
earizing the equations is not often carried out in practice by
the modern flight dynamicist, due to the availability of power-
ful computer-based tools. Typically, the nonlinear equations
will be defined – incorporating an appropriate modeling of
the aerodynamics and propulsion system effects, and gen-
eralized to allow for variable CM positions and moments
of inertia (e.g., due to fuel and payload changes); then, the
equations will be linearized by a numerical approach, that is,
perturbing one state or control variable at a time and using
a numerical differencing algorithm to compute the elements
of the matrices. In this way, the nonlinear state-space form
of equation (1) is converted to a linear state-space form:

ẋ = Ax + Bδ (36)

Equation (35) can easily be written in this state-space form
(the 3 × 3 matrix being the state matrix, A, and the 3 × 2
matrix being the input matrix, B), which is a special case
of the more general augmented state-space formulation in
which equation (36) is augmented by one or more additional
equations describing “measured” outputs, y, other than the
states themselves: y = Cx + Dδ (C is known as the output
matrix and D the feedforward matrix). This is necessary when
some of the state variables cannot be measured or determined
directly. We limit ourselves here to studies involving the air-
craft dynamic stability and response when all state variables
are available (C = [1], D = [0]).

The flight dynamics practitioner must be aware that
numerical linearization methods will typically fail if the equa-
tions are not mathematically smooth: an obvious example is
the saturation of each control input at its minimum and max-
imum position limits. When linearizing a system augmented
with a controller, there may be a host of nonsmooth charac-
teristics – position and rate saturations, dead bands, switches
and limiters, and so on – that must be properly accounted for
if applying linear techniques to such nonlinear systems.

Depending on the aircraft and the validity of some of the
above assumptions, it may indeed not be feasible to separate
the equations into independent longitudinal and lateral sys-
tems: for example, where engine gyroscopic effects are large,
if the aircraft rotation rates are high resulting in inertial cou-
pling, or if aerodynamic asymmetry occurs (e.g., asymmetric
vortex breakdown that is common on long-nosed slender
fuselages at very high angles of attack). In such cases, the
approach adopted here of considering the lateral modes sep-
arately from the longitudinal may not be feasible: instead, all
the equations of motion must be linearized as a single sys-
tem. In practice, however, the modes that arise in such cases
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can still be related to those of independent longitudinal and
lateral dynamics.

4 MODES OF MOTION

The linear equations, as in (35), can be used to compute
time histories of simulated motion – given specified initial
conditions and control input sequences. They may also be
used to convert the state-space form into individual transfer
functions, each relating an output variable to an input – for
example, the transfer function G(s) = v(s)/ζ(s) would relate
the linear response of sideslip velocity v to a change in rudder
angle ζ in the Laplace domain. A common method to do this is
via Cramer’s Rule – see, for example, Cook (1997). The gen-
eral form of such a transfer function is G(s) = N(s)/D(s),
where N(s) is a numerator polynomial in s and D(s) is the
denominator polynomial in s. The denominator dictates the
stability of the response modes while the numerator shapes
the response in each state variable. The denominator is the
characteristic equation of the system and may be obtained
by extracting the determinant of matrix A. The roots of the
characteristic equation can be obtained by setting it to zero,
or by computing the eigenvalues of the A matrix. The modal
characteristics of the response associated with each eigen-
value is indicated by the corresponding eigenvector of the A

matrix. See, for example, Etkin (1982), Cook (1997), Schmidt
(1998), or Roskam (1999) for fundamentals of linear dynami-
cal systems, Laplace transforms, state-space representations,
modal characteristics and their graphical representation, and
stability definitions.

Inspection of equation (35) shows that the characteristic
equation will be a quartic in s, so that the roots can be obtained
by solving:

Ās4 + B̄s3 + C̄s2 + D̄s + Ē = 0 (37)

where Ā, B̄, C̄, D̄, Ē are constant coefficients made of up the
aerodynamic, mass, and inertia terms within the components
of the A matrix. Methods for solving the quartic by factor-
ization are provided in many text books (e.g., Cook, 1997;
Roskam, 1999), as are the associated criteria for stability in
terms of Ā, B̄, C̄, D̄, Ē.

For the vast majority of conventional aircraft in normal
flight conditions, the lateral stability quartic factorizes into
two real roots and a complex conjugate pair. We recall that
a real root (or eigenvalue) results in a nonoscillatory conver-
gence, if negative, or divergence, if positive. The former is a
stable mode, the latter unstable. Such natural modes are char-
acterized by a time constant, which may be used to calculate
the time to half- or double-amplitude.

A complex root infers an oscillatory mode: the real part
dictates the stability (negative resulting in a damped or con-
vergent oscillation, that is, stable; positive giving an unstable
divergent oscillation); the complex part specifies the fre-
quency. Such natural modes are therefore characterized by
their period or frequency, damping or damping ratio, or time
to double- or half-amplitude.

Since the lateral dynamics of a conventional aircraft com-
prises two nonoscillatory modes and one oscillatory mode,
we can write the characteristic equation as

(Tss + 1)(Trs + 1)(s2 + 2ζdωds + ω2
d) = 0 (38)

The first factor in parentheses refers to the so-called spiral
mode, the second factor to the roll subsidence mode, and the
oscillatory root to the Dutch roll or lateral oscillation. Each
of these is now discussed in turn.

5 SPIRAL MODE

This mode may be either stable or unstable and is character-
ized by a root (1/Ts) of very small magnitude, that is, a very
long time constant. It thus develops very slowly. The motion
itself involves all three lateral–directional states – roll, yaw,
and sideslip.

In Cook (1997) the principles underlying the spiral mode
dynamics are explained by the use of a diagram reproduced
here as Figure 2. Assume that the aircraft is disturbed from
wings-level flight at velocity V0 such that a small positive
roll angle, φ, develops. This induces a small positive sideslip
velocity, v. This then generates a side force on the fin that
yaws the aircraft into the sideslip direction; however, the pos-
itive yaw rate causes the lift to increase on the port wing and
to decrease on the starboard wing, which rolls the aircraft
further. Thus, the fin exercises a destabilizing effect on this
motion, as depicted in Figure 2b and c: the larger the value of
the directional static stability derivative Nv, the greater this
effect is.

Meanwhile, there is also a restoring rolling moment that
arises mainly from the dihedral effect of the wing – identified
by the negative value of the derivative Lv which generates a
wings-leveling rolling moment due to the positive sideslip,
in this case – and also from the side force from the fin acting
above the aircraft center of gravity.

So the dihedral effect and directional static stability pro-
vide opposing contributions to spiral stability. When the
former is larger, the mode is stable; when the latter dominates
then it is unstable. Typically, these effects are nearly equal,
resulting in the spiral root being near the neutral stability
point and a time constant in the region of 60–100 s or more
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8 Flight Mechanics

Figure 2. Development of the spiral mode. Reproduced from Cook (1997) c© Elsevier.

(Cook, 1997). When the mode is stable, the wing recovers
very slowly to a level condition; it undergoes a banked turn for
which the radius gradually increases towards a straight-flight
heading as the wings level.

When it is unstable, the aircraft flies in a banked turn of
decreasing radius and, since the vertical forces will no longer
balance, altitude will decrease. So an unstable spiral mode
results in a descending spiral. This is potentially dangerous,
particularly during instrument flying, but the rate of diver-
gence is so slow that pilots can easily recover the situation –
provided the pilot has appropriate warning cues. The nature
of the mode is such that the changes in external forces, and
hence accelerations, are very small and the pilot must rely
mainly on visual information.

An example time history of an unstable spiral mode from
a Jetstream aircraft flight test, taken from Cook (1997), is
shown in Figure 3.

The stability of the spiral mode is actually dictated by the
sign of the Ē term in the characteristic equation (stable if Ē >

0). Inspection of the determinant of equation (35) shows that
in this formulation Ē = mg(LvNr − LrNv); as stated above,
it is Lv and Nv that are the dominant derivatives.

Relatively small changes in an aircraft configuration can
change the stability of the spiral mode, in particular via mod-
ification to the spanwise variation in wing loading. These
changes may arise as flight conditions vary across the flight
envelope, for example, through the transonic region. Also,
the small asymmetry that usually does exist in an aircraft can
result in a different spiral characteristic for a response induced
by a drop in the starboard wing, relative to one arising from

a drop in the port wing. A typical cause of such asymmetry
on multi-engined propeller aircraft is that the propellers on
the left and right wings are usually designed to rotate in the
same direction (to avoid the need for different gearbox assem-
blies left and right); this means that, even in non-sideslipping
(symmetric) flight, both the spanwise flow over the wings

Figure 3. Flight recording of Jetstream unstable spiral mode.
Reproduced from Cook (1997) c© Elsevier.
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and the flow over the fin induced by the propellers, are not
symmetric.

6 ROLL SUBSIDENCE MODE

The roll subsidence is a fast exponential mode that is invari-
ably stable under normal flight conditions. It entails the
dominant response by the wings to a rolling disturbance:
the downgoing wing will be subjected to a relative upward
velocity proportional to the roll rate; this increases the angle
of attack – and thus lift – on the downgoing wing, while
the reverse occurs on the upgoing wing. Thus, a lift differ-
ential arises between the up- and downgoing wings, which
generates a restoring rolling moment. The more rapid the
roll, the stronger the restoring moment will be. Although a
secondary yawing effect will arise from the differential drag
forces on the wings, this is small and the mode is experi-
enced as a lag in roll response, with a time constant (1/Tr)
related to the inverse of the roll damping stability deriva-
tive Lp (see Schmidt, 1998). Sideslip and yaw are usually
negligible relative to the roll rate p.

When applying a rolling moment command, the pilot
experiences this damping as a time lag in response to his
input (it depends on the rolling moment of inertia as well as
the aerodynamics). It is, however, very fast, being of the order
of 1 s (see Cook, 1997). The root is indeed far to the left of
the imaginary axis relative to the spiral and Dutch roll mode
roots.

Figure 4, taken from Cook (1997), shows a time history of
a Jetstream aircraft flight test where the roll subsidence mode
was excited by an aileron pulse of about 4 s duration.

Figure 4. Flight recording of Jetstream roll subsidence mode.
Reproduced from Cook (1997) c© Elsevier.

7 DUTCH ROLL MODE

This oscillatory mode involves an interaction between roll,
yaw, and sideslip. Its name is said to arise from the resem-
blance to the rhythmical motion of a Dutch skater on ice
(Cook, 1997) – see Figure 5 (from Nelson, 1989). It is, in
a sense, a lateral–directional equivalent to the longitudinal
short period mode and is of similar frequency (since moments
of inertia in pitch and in yaw are typically similar). How-
ever, while the short period mode is usually well damped by
the horizontal tailplane, the fin is typically less effective –
especially at higher incidences, such as during the landing
approach, when operating in a large fuselage wake – and so
the Dutch roll mode is often inadequately damped for good
flying qualities.

Figure 6, from Cook (1997), illustrates a Dutch roll motion
of one cycle. We consider the tail fin to supply a good degree
of yawing stiffness so that a disturbance in yaw induces a
yawing oscillation. The resulting changes in flow over the
port and starboard wings induce differential lift and drag dis-
turbances, which cause an oscillation in roll that lags the yaw
oscillation by about 90◦. This is manifested in the forward-
going wing being low and the aft-going wing high, as in the
figure. The wing tip therefore traces out an elliptical motion.
Despite the word “roll” appearing in the name of this mode,
the amplitude in roll is typically lower than that in yaw. Where
this swaps around, the mode is likely to become unstable. For
aircraft with appreciable wing sweep the dihedral effect (Lv)
is increased (by the equivalent of roughly 1◦ of dihedral angle

Figure 5. Sketch of Dutch roll motion. Reproduced with permission
from Nelson (1989) c© McGraw Hill, Inc.
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Figure 6. A cycle of Dutch roll motion. Reproduced with permission from Cook (1997). (a) Starboard wing yaws aft with wing tip high;
(b) starboard wing reaches maximum aft yaw angle as aircraft rolls through wings level in positive sense; (c) starboard wing yaws forward
with wing tip low; and (d) starboard wing reaches maximum forward yaw angle as aircraft rolls through wings level in negative sense.
Oscillatory cycle then repeats, decaying to zero with positive damping.

per 5–7◦ of sweep; Schmidt, 1998), increasing roll response
and reducing the Dutch roll damping. In many fighter air-
craft, which have high sweep angles for trans- and supersonic
operation, the Dutch roll mode becomes unstable at higher
incidences, exacerbated by the tail fin operating in the low-
energy wake of the fuselage/wing flows; the result is usually
a nonlinear variation of roll damping leading to a sustained
oscillation known as a “wing rock” limit cycle (see Schmidt,
1998; Pamadi, 1998).

Figure 7 (from Etkin, 1982) depicts the eigenvector of an
aircraft Dutch roll mode. The length of the arrows shows the
relative magnitude of the motion variable responses, while
the angles indicate phase differences. In this case peak roll
angle is larger than that of sideslip and yaw, and the phase
difference between roll and yaw is larger than 90◦.

A Dutch roll response for the Jetstream aircraft is dis-
cussed in Cook (1997), and the time history trace is shown

Im

ψ1 = 0.699φ1

β1 = 0.681φ1

ω ~T = 6.79 s; t half = 7.03 s

φ 1

Re

58.5º

128.6º

Figure 7. Vector diagram of Dutch roll mode. Reproduced from
Etkin (1982) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. Flight recording of Jetstream Dutch roll mode. Repro-
duced from Etkin (1982) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

in Figure 8. The mode is triggered by an oscillatory rudder
input. Note the low damping.

The Dutch roll mode is strongly influenced by the stiffness
and damping in yaw (Nr and Nv) from the tail fin: a large,
effective fin is required in order to obtain good Dutch roll
mode flying qualities. As previously seen, this opposes the
requirement for moderate Nv for the spiral mode. While there
are other contributors to the characteristics of the modes, this
simplistic analysis is often sufficiently dominant as to ensure
that the aerodynamic design chosen for an aircraft results in a
compromise: an unstable spiral and an inadequately damped
Dutch roll. The nature of the Dutch roll mode is affected by
the mass distribution of the aircraft and a large nose-down
inclination of the longitudinal principal axis (resulting in a
significant magnitude of E, the product of inertia with respect
to the xz axes) – which can occur, for example, on T-tail air-
craft – can destabilize this mode (Abzug and Larrabee, 2002).
Whether poor Dutch roll behavior is caused by aerodynamic
or inertial factors, automatic flight control systems (in the
form of yaw dampers) have proved effective in augmenting
Dutch roll damping, while a divergent spiral mode can also
be stabilized artificially.

When designing such stability augmentation control sys-
tems, the question arises as to what are desirable values
of modal time constants, frequencies, and dampings. Guid-
ance on this – for all the conventional aircraft modes – is

found among established handling qualities criteria (see, e.g.,
Hodgkinson, 1999).

Since the three lateral modes contain distinct character-
istics, it is possible to approximate each of them by simpler
models – a process carried out in almost all text books on flight
dynamics. These highlight the primary aerodynamic and iner-
tial influences, by making it simple to link the Ā, B̄, C̄, D̄, Ē

coefficients of the characteristic equation with specific sta-
bility and control derivatives; these in turn can be associated
with aircraft geometry – such as fin size and moment arm,
wing dihedral and so on – and hence clarify the relationship
between aircraft geometry and dynamic modes. They are also
very helpful in estimating the degree to which a feedback con-
trol system should augment stability derivatives in order to
achieve acceptable behavior (Roskam, 1999).

8 NONLINEAR EFFECTS

When using the linearized form of the equations of motion,
we note that the aerodynamics of the aircraft, in particular,
can vary in a nonlinear manner throughout the flight envelope.
It is necessary to perform multiple linearizations at numerous
reference conditions in order to accommodate these nonlin-
ear changes in characteristics across the envelope, and each
of these linear systems must then be considered in stability
and control studies. Etkin (1982) discusses an example of the
changes in the characteristics of the three lateral modes as
speed is varied for an aircraft with swept wings (which tends
to increase the variation of certain stability derivatives with
speed). The changes are summarized in a diagram, repeated
here as Figure 9. It can be observed that the changes in behav-
ior across this speed range are significant, giving an indication
of the difficulty of achieving consistently good flying qual-
ities across the flight envelope. Typical stability derivative
trends with Mach number are described by Roskam (1999),
along with detailed discussion of the derivatives; an example
of the changes in values of Nv at transonic and supersonic
Mach numbers is given in Babister (1980) – accompanied by
studies of typical relationships between Nv and Lv at vari-
ous nondimensionalized mass values. Given these nonlinear
effects, it is no surprise that aircraft with wide operating
envelopes require automatic flight control systems to provide
the pilot with consistent flying qualities.

While the above references to nonlinearity concern
quite conventional aircraft, care must always be exer-
cised when considering either unusual aircraft configurations
and/or atypical flight conditions. Modern fighter aircraft and
unmanned air vehicles, for example, may be designed with
geometries very different from “conventional aircraft”: such
as no vertical tail, diamond-planform wings, flying wings
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Figure 9. Variation of stability with speed: (a) Dutch roll; (b) roll
subsidence; and (c) spiral mode. Reproduced from Cook (1997) c©
Elsevier.

with no tailplane and so on. In such cases there is no reason
that the “usual” dynamic modes should necessarily be exhib-
ited by the vehicle: a “stealth” layout with no vertical fin,
for example, is bound to be both statically and dynamically
unstable in the directional sense.

Some simple examples as to what may occur under
“extreme” conditions are well known: the powerful roll
damping responsible for the roll subsidence mode can switch
to an undamped situation if the rolling is so rapid as to induce
wing tip stall; this usually causes a rapid rotation known as
“autorotation,”3 a phenomenon that has been known about for
many decades. Fighter aircraft with long slender forebodies
can undergo nose vortex breakdown at high incidence such
that the resulting yawing moments far exceed those able to
be generated by the tailplane/rudder assembly. Highly swept

wing leading-edge strakes are sometimes used to generate a
strong vortex that helps to maintain high lift at high angles
of attack; but above a critical incidence the vortex will break
down, leading to the possibility of sudden pitch changes and
even nonlinear time-dependent motions such as limit cycles.
The unexpected behaviors arising at high angles of attack
and/or high rotation rates are discussed in some detail by
Pamadi (1998).

In all such cases, caution must be exercised in order to
avoid invalid assumptions when linearizing and evaluating
the dynamic modes. The resulting modes may not necessar-
ily resemble the conventional behavior explained here and
in most text books; however, a solid grasp of the funda-
mental relationships between the aircraft aerodynamic and
inertial properties and the resulting dynamic modes will help
to facilitate interpretation of the mechanisms governing non-
linear flight dynamics – especially where they evolve from
the conventional behavior as flight conditions vary.

9 CONCLUSIONS

The equations of motion for the dynamics of flight have
been described, and some background given in relation to
the typical approach to modeling the aerodynamic forces and
moments. These nonlinear equations were then linearized,
allowing lateral–directional dynamics to be treated separately
from their longitudinal counterparts for conventional aircraft
under certain assumptions. This system was arranged in lin-
ear state-space form, using standard stability and control
derivatives to represent the aerodynamic reactions. A brief
explanation of the derivation of the characteristics of the
various modes of motion inherent in the system was given.

The qualitative nature of the conventional lateral–
directional modes of motion – the spiral mode, roll
subsistence mode, and the Dutch roll mode – were described.
Each was explained with respect to its stability, typical
response shape, and the principal aerodynamic phenomena
governing its characteristics; the design trade-offs in attempt-
ing to satisfy conflicting requirements for Dutch roll and
spiral modes were outlined, with reference to the possible
need for feedback control. Finally, some nonlinear tendencies
were cited, both in respect of conventional aircraft oper-
ating over a wide flight envelope and in respect of highly
maneuverable or unconventional aircraft configurations.

NOTATION

A, B, C moments of inertia about the x, y, z body
axes, respectively
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A, B, C, D state, input, output, and feedforward
matrices, respectively

Ā, B̄, C̄, D̄, Ē coefficients of characteristic equation
Cab

dimensional derivative of Ca with
respect to b, where a is a force or
moment component and b is a motion
variable (stability derivative) or control
input (control derivative)

CY coefficient of side force
CYbasic basic value of side force coefficient

(static value, zero rudder)
CM center of mass
D, E, F products of inertia with respect to yz, xz,

and xy body axes, respectively
f set of nonlinear functions (vector

field)
g acceleration due to gravity
G transfer function
L, M, N aerodynamic moment components about

x, y, z body axes, respectively
Lb, Nb, Yb dimensional derivative of L, N, or Y with

respect to b, where b is a motion variable
or control input

m dimension of input/parameter vector δ or
aircraft mass

M Mach number
n dimension of state vector x
p, q, r perturbations in P, Q, R respectively
P, Q, R rotational velocity components about x,

y, z body axes, respectively
q̄ dynamic pressure
s Laplace transform variable
S wing reference area
t time
Tr, Ts roll subsidence and spiral model time

constants, respectively
u, v, w perturbations in U, V, W respectively
U, V, W translational velocity components of air-

craft mass center along x, y, z body axes,
respectively

VT total velocity
x′, y′, z′ components of aircraft center of mass

position in Earth axes
X, Y, Z components of aerodynamic force along

x, y, z body axes, respectively
x state vector
α angle of attack
β sideslip angle
β̇ time rate of change in β

�L, �M, �N perturbations in L, M, N respectively
�X, �Y, �Z perturbations in X, Y, Z respectively

δa, δr aileron and rudder deflections, respec-
tively

δ vector of inputs or parameters
ξ, ζ perturbations in δa, δr, respectively
ζd Dutch roll damping ratio
ρ air density
φ, θ, ψ perturbations in �, �, �, respectively
�, �, � bank, pitch, and azimuth Euler angles,

respectively
ωd Dutch roll natural frequency
∗̇ time rate of change of * (d*/dt)

Subscript

0 reference or static value

NOTES

1. While we are concerned here with the “open-loop” or
“unaugmented” aircraft – that is, the airframe only, in the
absence of any automatic control elements – the latter can
usually be incorporated in this formulation, provided that
discontinuities such as switches, dead bands, saturations,
and so on are neglected.

2. Etkin (1982) shows that the stability and control derivative
formulation may be considered a first-order Taylor series
approximation to more accurate modeling methods, such
as aerodynamic transfer functions.

3. Note that this is quite different from the use of the term in
rotorcraft (see Rotary-Wing Flight Mechanics and Rotary-
Wing Control and Handling Qualities).
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1 INTRODUCTION

The stability of a rotary-wing aircraft is established by ob-
serving the motion of the aircraft following a disturbance
from an equilibrium or trimmed state. Static stability is con-
cerned with the initial tendency of the aircraft following the
disturbance. Dynamic stability is concerned with the subse-
quent motion of the aircraft following the disturbance – in
the time period after observation of the static stability – and
is covered in another chapter (see Rotary-Wing Dynamic
Stability). These descriptions of static and dynamic stabil-

ity match those used for any aircraft, fixed- or rotary-wing,
but the factors affecting the stability of rotary-wing aircraft
are very different from those of fixed-wing aircraft in two sig-
nificant areas. First, rotary-wing aircraft operate over a wider
range of trimmed states than most fixed-wing aircraft. Hover,
vertical motion, and low-speed flight forwards, sideways, and
rearwards all require consideration as well as more general
forward, climbing, descending, and turning flight. Second,
the mechanism for providing the majority of the forces and
moments required for this range of trimmed states is the main
rotor (or rotors), a set of lifting surfaces connected at a cen-
tral hub (or hubs), rotating at between typically 250 and 400
revolutions per minute (RPM) while moving forward at up to
200 knots (kts) true air speed (KTAS). The dynamics of the
main rotor dominate the response of the rotary-wing aircraft
to disturbances. The effect of other features of the aircraft in
determining static stability – the location of the center of grav-
ity (CG), the location and type of tail rotor or other anti-torque
device, the fuselage shape, and the horizontal and vertical sta-
bilizers – are all important, but their design and effectiveness
is linked to the performance of the main rotor system. Initial
predictions of the static and dynamic stability of an aircraft
depend on establishing robust stability and control derivative
data, and the language of aerodynamic derivatives is essen-
tial in explanations of response to disturbances or control in-
puts. Again, the main rotor system dominates the derivative
model and is complex. However, the theoretical results must
be placed in the context of flight test. For example, a rotary-
wing aircraft in a forward and level flight condition would be
considered statically stable if a pilot makes a forward longitu-
dinal cyclic control displacement to hold an airspeed greater
than the trimmed speed. Such a description of static stabil-
ity from a pilot’s perception of the tendency of the aircraft
following control inputs rather than from observation of the
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2 Flight Mechanics

motion of the aircraft following a disturbance is invariably
helpful and effective.

2 TERMINOLOGY

2.1 Trim

Any assessment of the stability and control of a conventional
rotary-wing aircraft commences with an appreciation of the
aircraft configuration and its trimmed state. Here, the term
“helicopter” implies a configuration with a single main rotor,
a conventional tail rotor, and some form of vertical and hor-
izontal stabilizer such as that shown in Figure 1. It is further
assumed in this chapter that the response of the basic heli-
copter without any form of augmentation is being consid-
ered. Unconventional configurations such as tandem rotors,
co-axial rotors, tilt rotors, those incorporating non-standard
anti-torque devices and autogiros require separate consider-
ation. So, in a trimmed state, all of the forces and moments
acting on the helicopter from inertial and aerodynamic con-
siderations are in balance, with the four helicopter controls of
longitudinal and lateral cyclic, collective pitch, and tail rotor
pitch fixed to maintain this equilibrium. To describe the he-
licopter’s static stability characteristics, this balance must be
upset by some disturbance, and observation of the immediate
response of the helicopter to the disturbance will provide the
required description.

2.2 Stability and control

In terms of basic definitions, there is little difference between
considering the stability and control of fixed- and rotary-wing

aircraft. Stability describes how the aircraft reacts to a distur-
bance from its trimmed state while control describes the ease
with which a required maneuver can be achieved via a control
input. The reaction of a helicopter to a disturbance is assessed
from the immediate and longer-term response. Static stability
is concerned with the initial tendency or immediate response
following a disturbance. Dynamic stability is concerned with
the longer-term response. The utility of assessing helicopter
static stability from a pilot’s perspective by applying a
control input rather than awaiting a convenient disturbance
is a feature of static stability testing. For example, this
chapter includes the term maneuver stability as a form of
static stability. Maneuver stability may be assessed from the
response following perturbations in the angle of incidence of
the airflow approaching the helicopter. Alternatively, from
a pilot’s perspective, maneuver stability is concerned with
the amount of controller deflection required to maintain an
increased load factor in turning flight or during a vertical
pull-up or push-over maneuver. As an example, Figure 2
shows longitudinal cyclic stick position movements for
an AgustaWestland AW109E helicopter with the stability
augmentation systems selected off, flying at a constant speed
of 100 kts indicated air speed (KIAS), as the angle of bank
is varied. The difference in appearance of the two lines is
explained by the collective-to-pitch cross-coupling effect.
For the “apparent maneuver stability” line, the collective has
been adjusted during the test to maintain a constant altitude,
whereas the collective is fixed when the data are collected
for the “true maneuver stability” line. So, in summary,
helicopter static and maneuver stabilities will be consid-
ered in this chapter, with control response and dynamic
stability dealt with elsewhere (see Rotary-Wing Dynamic
Stability).

Figure 1. Conventional rotary-wing aircraft configuration. Photo courtesy of QinetiQ plc.
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Figure 2. Example maneuver stability flight test data.

3 DIVISIONS OF STATIC STABILITY

Static and maneuver stabilities are described most easily by
dividing the helicopter flight phases into forward flight and
then hover and low speed. A ground speed of 45 kts is as-
sumed to be the boundary between forward flight and hover
and low speed. However, many general discussions of for-
ward flight stability and control issues assume implicitly that
the flight speed is at or above the minimum power speed con-
dition. Further simplification is made by decoupling longitu-
dinal static stability features from lateral–directional stabil-
ity features. Decoupling in this way is fraught with practical
difficulties because of the extent of cross coupling that ex-
ists in helicopter operations. The presence of the extensive
cross coupling must be noted even after simplifications have
been introduced. The primary source of the typical cross cou-
plings – collective-to-pitch, collective-to-yaw, pitch-to-roll,
and roll-to-pitch – is the main rotor. The design and dynamics
of the main rotor system contribute more significantly than
any other individual helicopter design feature to the required
on-axis stability and control predictions and evaluations but
similarly cause the undesirable and often unpredicted cross-
coupling effects. Thus, before describing the static and ma-
neuver stabilities of a typical helicopter for a range of flight
conditions, the key features of the main rotor system must
be described and the language of aerodynamic derivatives
introduced.

4 MAIN ROTOR SYSTEM

Remembering that static stability is concerned with the initial
tendency of a system to return to or move away from a
trimmed state, an assessment of the static stability of a main

rotor system is essential in determining the static stability
of the host helicopter. However, this is not possible without
first appreciating the complexity of the main rotor blade con-
nection to the main rotor shaft and introducing techniques
that might be used to model this connection. The method
of blade-to-hub attachment varies greatly between helicopter
types. Figure 3 shows the Eurocopter (EC) 725 “spheriflex”
main rotor head-to-blade connections. Notwithstanding the
extensive array of attachment methods, the common design
requirement to acknowledge is that via its method of attach-
ment, an individual rotor blade requires three degrees of free-
dom. First, the blade needs to be able to flap – out of the plane
of rotation. Second, the blade must be able to move within the
plane of rotation – described by the term lead or lag motion –
responding to the Coriolis effects that result from the out-
of-plane flapping. Finally, the blade must be able to rotate

Figure 3. EC725 blade to “spheriflex” main rotor head connections.
Photo courtesy of Burkhard Domke.
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4 Flight Mechanics

about its own spanwise blade root-to-tip axis – described as
feathering or pitching of the blade – so that control inputs via
collective and cyclic pitch deflections are possible. The rotor
dynamics are extremely complex to model, but the concept of
the flapping main rotor blade almost intuitively uncovers the
key to understanding the static stability contribution of the
main rotor system through the description of the “flap-back
effect”.

As an example of this effect, consider a trimmed hover-
ing rotor system that is subject to a disturbance in forward
velocity, a horizontal gust. The result is that the advancing
blade sees an increased flow speed and the retreating blade a
reduced speed with the maximum increase and decrease oc-
curring when the blades are edgewise to the gust. There is now
an asymmetry in blade angle of attack around the azimuth and
therefore in lift with a maximum increase on the advancing
side and maximum decrease on the retreating side. There will
be a response from the blade to this increase in lift on the ad-
vancing side and decrease on the retreating side, and the blade
will start to flap up as it advances forward and flap down as
it retreats aft. Qualitatively, it is reasonable to anticipate that
the main rotor disc will adopt a “nose-up, tail-down” position
in response to the disturbance – the thrust vector will now be
tilted rearwards, and there will be a nose-up pitching moment
about the helicopter CG as a result. The initial tendency of the
main rotor system following the disturbance will be to “flap
back”, and therefore the helicopter will tend to revert initially
to the trimmed hover state – this describes a statically stable
condition.

Similar qualitative descriptions to this are entirely reason-
able for a range of assumed trimmed flight conditions and
assumed disturbances. However, the conclusions will vary.
As a second example, consider a forward flight case when a
vertical gust effectively provides a disturbance in the angle

of attack of the main rotor blades. Again, with an increase in
angle of attack on the advancing blades and a smaller increase
on the retreating blades, the flap-back effect of the main rotor
system, illustrated simply in Figure 4, will provide a nose-
up pitching moment when, for a statically stable response
to the vertical gust/angle of attack disturbance, a nose-down
pitching moment is required. For this flight condition and
for this disturbance, the main rotor system is statically un-
stable; the term maneuver stability is used to describe this
feature of static stability where the effect of a vertical gust
or angle of attack disturbance is being considered. Whether
the helicopter is maneuver stable or unstable will depend on
force and moment contributions from other sources such as
the horizontal stabilizer and the fuselage lift and drag forces.

These are just two examples of descriptions of disturbance
response from a main rotor system and their contributions to
the predicted static and maneuver stabilities of the helicopter.
Further examples are included later when similar flight con-
ditions but different disturbances are considered – in all of
these examples, the dominance of the main rotor in predict-
ing a statically stable or unstable response through the flap-
back effect is a consistent theme. However, it is appropriate
to re-visit the assumption that the flap back is such that the
main rotor adopts a nose-up, tail-down attitude in response
to a disturbance; a complex model reveals a less straightfor-
ward result but introduces two key parameters that feature in
modeling rotor dynamics.

Rotor dynamics treated as a mathematical modeling ex-
ercise are very challenging. A comprehensive exposition is
available in Padfield (2007) with additional and alternative
reading in Bramwell, Done and Balmford (2001), Leishman
(2006), and Newman (1994). The qualitative and assumed
fundamental 90o phase shift between input and response
introduced above is confirmed by modeling but only for a

Figure 4. Unstable flap-back response to a disturbance in angle of attack in forward flight.
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special case of rotor blades freely articulated at the center of
rotation (so-called teetering rotors) in a hover. For other types
of blade attachment configurations, flight conditions, and dis-
turbances, the phase shift is less than 90o; analysis predicts
that the phase shift is a function of a non-dimensional group
called the Lock number and the type of blade attachment
configuration. The Lock number (γ) is given by the relation-
ship γ = ρcaR4/Iβ. This non-dimensional number describes
the ratio of aerodynamic to inertial moments acting on a ro-
tor blade and is fundamental in the modeling of rotor blade
dynamics. The blade attachment configuration is quantified
by the hinge offset or effective hinge offset. In the case of a
hinge offset, the value quoted is the distance of the flapping
hinge from the hub center, and this is typically between 3
and 5% of the rotor radius. The term effective hinge offset is
reserved for those configurations where there is generally a
feathering hinge very close to the blade root, but the flap and
lead–lag motions are achieved through elastic bending. This
will be a “stiffer” rotor system, and typical values of the ef-
fective hinge offset for these configurations may be between
8 and 15% of rotor radius. From a static stability perspective,
the importance of the Lock number and hinge offset is that
the expected 90o phase shift and nose-up, tail-down tilt of the
main rotor system may well be more like a 75◦ or 80o phase
shift as hinge offset increases and Lock number reduces with
density altitude. The expected stabilizing or destabilizing on-
axis response will still appear, but there will be some off-axis
response to the disturbance that is less expected, generally
less well understood, but a fundamental source of the cross
coupling evident in helicopter handling.

5 STABILITY AND CONTROL
DERIVATIVES

The language of stability and control derivatives is used
widely in any discussion of static and maneuver stabilities and
of control response and dynamic stability. These derivatives
are a way of quantifying the effects of a small disturbance
from a trimmed state, eventually through the application of
the equations of motion. As an example, the derivative Mu

describes the change in pitching moment following a change
in forward speed. So the earlier discussion of the flap-back
effect for the hovering helicopter concluded with a statement
that the contribution to Mu from the main rotor is stabilizing.
As another example, in the second discussion of the forward
flight condition, the derivative Mw describes the change in
pitching moment following a change in vertical velocity. This
concluded with a statement that the contribution to Mw from
the main rotor is de-stabilizing – of course, the overall values

Table 1. Principal helicopter static stability derivatives.

Common Common
Derivative descriptor Derivative descriptor

Xu Drag damping Lv Lateral static stability
Yv Side force Mu Speed stability
Zw Heave damping Mw Angle of attack

stability
Nv Directional static

stability

of Mw and Mu for the helicopter for these flight conditions
would need to account for the other contributions from the
horizontal stabilizer and from the lift and drag forces of the
fuselage.

Mu and Mw are two examples of stability derivatives, and
within context, they are dimensional stability derivatives –
in this case, both with units of N m (m s−1)−1 or kg m s−1.
These two derivatives also have common descriptors with
Mu referred to as speed stability and Mw as angle of attack
stability. “Speed stability” and “angle of attack stability” are
two from a set of seven derivatives widely used in discussions
and analysis of static and maneuver stabilities. Many more
derivatives feature in the chapter on dynamic stability (see
Rotary-Wing Dynamic Stability) where they are described
in more detail. The set of seven most commonly used static
stability derivatives with their descriptors is shown in Table 1.

When required for modeling purposes, the most useful
way of presenting derivative values is in their so-called con-
cise form. Concise dimensional stability derivatives are the
usual format for application in the helicopter equations of
motion in state–space form. The units of concise dimensional
derivatives are often illuminating and are derived by dividing
“force” derivatives by a mass unit and “moment” derivatives
by a moment of inertia unit. Thus, the units of the drag damp-
ing, side force, and heave damping concise derivatives are all
s−1. The units of lateral static stability, speed stability, angle
of attack stability (as Mw), and directional static stability as
concise derivatives are all (m s)−1. Helpful sets of derivative
data are available in Padfield (2007) and Heffley et al. (1979)
for a range of helicopters and flight conditions.

6 STATIC AND MANEUVER STABILITIES
IN FORWARD FLIGHT

The “flap-back” effect of the main rotor contributes very sig-
nificantly to the static and maneuver stabilities of the heli-
copter in forward flight. The size of the pitching moment
from the disturbed main rotor will increase with speed, rotor
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6 Flight Mechanics

thrust, and the displacement of the thrust line of action relative
to the CG. The effect of the pitching moment is stabilizing
for disturbances in forward speed but destabilizing for dis-
turbances in vertical speed or angle of attack. It is mainly for
this latter reason that the horizontal stabilizer is fitted at the
rear of the helicopter tail boom, with the potential to provide
a range of pitching moments if it is moveable or adjustable –
although for simplicity, the range is very tightly constrained
on most helicopter types. Accordingly, the horizontal stabi-
lizer contributes to the overall static and maneuver stabilities
in forward flight. There will be additional contributions from
the vertical stabilizer (fin), the tail rotor, and the fuselage.
Finally, the location of the CG – in the longitudinal, lateral,
and vertical senses – must be considered. Further assessment
is simplified by considering longitudinal static stability, ma-
neuver stability, and lateral–directional static stability as sep-
arate conditions, while acknowledging from the outset that
the implied decoupling of the responses to disturbances is
unrealistic in practice.

6.1 Longitudinal static stability

Longitudinal static stability has contributions from the main
rotor, the horizontal stabilizer, and the fuselage. The main
rotor flap-back contribution is straightforward – it is stabi-
lizing. The horizontal stabilizer also produces a stabilizing
moment following a disturbance in forward speed if the sta-
bilizer is downloaded. Conversely, the stabilizing effect of
the main rotor can be reduced, if required, by the addition
of a suitably sized uploaded horizontal stabilizer. The size
of the stabilizing contribution of the main rotor increases
with forward speed and rotor thrust, but the size of the mo-
ment from the stabilizer increases only with speed; this subtle
point is important when considering maneuver stability. The
fuselage contribution to longitudinal static stability via the
fuselage lift and drag forces depends on the relative position
of the fuselage center of pressure to the CG; the contribution
can be either stabilizing or de-stabilizing depending on the
moments about the CG of the fuselage lift and drag forces.
Thus, the longitudinal and vertical locations of the CG of
the helicopter and of the center of pressure for the fuselage
are important in determining the overall longitudinal static
stability of a helicopter.

6.2 Maneuver stability

Maneuver stability has contributions from the same sources
as longitudinal static stability, but there are fundamental dif-
ferences in the sense of these contributions. Most notably,

the main rotor provides a de-stabilizing moment following
an increase in angle of attack. A helicopter would be ma-
neuver unstable without the horizontal stabilizer providing a
nose-down pitching moment contribution following a distur-
bance in vertical speed that causes a nose-up pitching mo-
ment from the main rotor. The stabilizer can be uploaded or
downloaded as far as this effect is concerned – an increase in
fuselage incidence generates a nose-down pitching moment
contribution from the stabilizer for both loading cases. The
contribution from the fuselage to maneuver stability may be
stabilizing or de-stabilizing, depending upon the moments
generated by the fuselage lift and drag forces. Furthermore,
the location of the CG has an important effect on maneuver
stability with the potential for a forward CG position having
relatively benign effects but an aft CG position exacerbating
the maneuver instability. Clearly, design of the horizontal sta-
bilizer is vital in determining helicopter maneuver stability.
The design task is increasingly complex as load factor (rotor
thrust) and airspeed increase. The de-stabilizing effect from
the main rotor will be increasing at a faster “rate” than the
opposing effect from the horizontal stabilizer with the for-
mer affected by rotor thrust and airspeed but the latter only
by airspeed. A helicopter is very likely to display maneuver
instability at high load factor and high forward speed unless
the design of the stabilizer is complex and/or the effect is
accommodated via the flight control system for these flight
conditions.

6.3 Lateral–directional static stability

Lateral–directional static stability has contributions from the
main rotor, the vertical and horizontal stabilizers, the tail ro-
tor and the fuselage. The derivatives Mu and Mw conveniently
describe the longitudinal static stability and maneuver stabil-
ity conditions, respectively; now the lateral–directional con-
ditions are similarly linked to the derivatives Lv for lateral
static stability and Nv for directional static stability. The dis-
turbance of primary interest is thus effectively one of sideslip
angle in forward flight.

The main rotor provides the most significant contribution
to the lateral or rolling static stability. The lateral flap-back
effect from the disturbance in lateral velocity, or sideslip
angle, produces a tilt of the main rotor thrust that results
in a stabilizing moment about the CG as shown in Figure 5.
The size of this stabilizing moment will depend on the de-
sign and dynamics of the main rotor system and the ver-
tical displacement of the hub from the CG. There will be
other contributions to lateral static stability from the fuse-
lage, vertical stabilizer, and tail rotor. Generally, the side
forces from these components following the disturbance will
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Figure 5. Contribution from main rotor to helicopter lateral static
stability.

provide further stabilizing moment contributions, although
the sense and line of action of individual forces relative to
the longitudinal axis must be assessed carefully. The hori-
zontal stabilizer will also make some contribution to a sta-
bilizing moment via the same effect attributed to the lateral
static stability of fixed-wing aircraft.

Considering directional or yawing static stability – for
once, the contribution from the main rotor is relatively small
compared with the contributions from the fin, the fuselage,
and the tail rotor. The contribution from the fin is straight-
forward if the complications of the main rotor downwash are
avoided. The fin should provide a strong yawing moment to
turn the helicopter into the direction of the sideslip, a stabiliz-
ing effect. The fuselage contribution is again straightforward
to understand with the fuselage in sideslip producing aero-
dynamic forces that will result in moments about the direc-
tional axis. The sense and size of these moments will depend
on fuselage shape and dimensions, so it is inappropriate to
state if the moments will be stabilizing or de-stabilizing with-
out careful analysis. As ever, the location of the CG will be
important within that analysis. The tail rotor contribution to
directional static stability is less straightforward to appreci-
ate without reviewing the performance of the tail rotor system
in some detail. In summary, the disturbance in lateral veloc-
ity will affect the tail rotor thrust and therefore the yawing
moment contribution from the tail rotor in such a way that
the effect should be stabilizing. Finally, the relatively small
contribution from the main rotor is actually a de-stabilizing
effect. The “lateral flap-back” of the main rotor tilts the thrust
vector and provides a horizontal component that will generate
a small de-stabilizing moment. This will invariably be signif-
icantly less than the stabilizing moments from the fin and tail
rotor in particular, and directional or yawing static stability
in forward flight should be a statically stable condition unless

the fuselage shape and/or CG locations are particularly ex-
treme.

7 STATIC STABILITY IN HOVER AND
LOW SPEED

In hover and low-speed flight conditions, the relative impor-
tance of the main rotor in determining the static stability char-
acteristics of a helicopter is even greater than in forward flight.
Contributions from the horizontal and vertical stabilizers and
the fuselage will be very much less significant than in forward
flight; the aerodynamic forces and changes in forces and mo-
ments from these elements following disturbances will be
much reduced. On the other hand, the main rotor is still re-
quired to generate sufficient thrust in the hover to balance the
helicopter weight. Figure 6 shows a Merlin helicopter fitted
with five British Experimental Rotor Programme (BERP) IV
blades, each blade supporting approximately 2500 kg in the
hover. The rotor thrust force changes only very little in the
transition from hover and low-speed flight to forward flight.
The flap-back effect of the main rotor following a distur-
bance in longitudinal or lateral velocity with the helicopter
in a hover or low-speed flight condition is consistent with a
statically stable condition. The response to a disturbance in
vertical velocity is slightly different in a hover flight condi-
tion compared with a low-speed or forward flight condition.
In a hover, consider a sink rate being analogous to an up-gust
through the rotor. The effect of this is for the induced or in-
flow velocity component through the rotor to be reduced with
an effective increase in angle of attack distributed equally
around the azimuth. The result is an increase in lift, initially
tending to halt the sink rate; this describes a statically stable
response to a vertical velocity disturbance with the helicopter
in the hover. In summary, in a hover, the helicopter is stati-
cally stable with respect to disturbances in surge (forwards),
sway (sideways), and heave (vertical) velocities. In low-speed
flight conditions, the helicopter’s static stability characteris-
tics will be affected in much the same way as described for the
forward flight conditions except that the contribution of the
main rotor will continue to dominate until the aerodynamic
forces and moments that are available from the stabilizers and
fuselage begin to have some effect. The tail rotor in a hover
or low-speed flight condition is required to provide sufficient
thrust to compensate the torque reaction from the main rotor.
The contribution of the heavily loaded tail rotor to static sta-
bility in the hover and low speed will therefore be worthy of
assessment and consideration but will generally be dwarfed
by the contribution from the main rotor in determining the
overall static stability of the helicopter.
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Figure 6. Merlin and BERP IV close to the hover. Photo courtesy of QinetiQ plc.

8 TESTING STATIC STABILITY

Assessing or testing static stability in flight for helicopters is
approached in very much the same way as the subject has been
introduced in the preceding paragraphs. Sets of flight test data
are collected to provide information about longitudinal static
stability, maneuver stability, and lateral–directional static sta-
bility with these sets collected independently of each other
for a range of flight conditions. In isolation, these quantita-
tive data sets are interesting and supportive of understanding
a helicopter’s static stability characteristics. However, when
coupled to qualitative data gathered by test pilots flying care-
fully planned and representative role-relatable mission tasks,
the significance of the quantitative data is much enhanced
and a good picture develops of the likely relevance of the
helicopter’s static stability characteristics to the operational
pilot. The subject of helicopter stability and control testing
is covered extensively in Cooke and Fitzpatrick (2002). As a
couple of examples here, consider the task of assessing lon-
gitudinal static stability and maneuver stability in forward
flight.

8.1 Testing longitudinal static stability

In the simplest possible terms, a pilot will sense the static
stability of a helicopter as the amount of forward stick that
is necessary to hold an airspeed greater than the trimmed
speed. Similarly, a pilot will anticipate some change in lon-
gitudinal cyclic stick position as he or she trims the helicopter
at differing speeds in level flight. These ideas generate two
possibilities for longitudinal static stability test techniques.
The first idea is linked to the “collective fixed static stability

tests” and the second to “apparent static stability tests”. In the
former, the helicopter is trimmed at a selected airspeed, and
the collective lever position is fixed at the appropriate power
setting. The pilot then tries to hold an off-trim airspeed and
accepts the climb or descent that results from holding the
collective fixed. The data from this test concerning the longi-
tudinal cyclic stick position indicate whether the helicopter
is speed stable, although the rates of climb and descent must
not be too great – a constraint in keeping with the idea of
small disturbances from trim. In the second test – apparent
static stability – the helicopter is trimmed in level flight over
a wide range of airspeeds and the control positions of longitu-
dinal cyclic stick, lateral cyclic stick, and collective lever are
recorded, as well as pitch attitude. Plotting the longitudinal
cyclic stick position results from both tests on a single set of
axes will show, via the gradient variation close to the relevant
trimmed airspeed, how significant the pitch response of the
helicopter is to changes in collective pitch. This is a good
example of a cross-coupling feature conveniently ignored in
the initial formulation of a test that must subsequently be ac-
commodated. Figure 7 shows this effect with some sample
data from a test on the AW109E at a trimmed speed close to
90 KIAS. Such test data coupled with qualitative comments
from test pilots through the use of handling quality rating
(HQR) statements for role-relatable tasks form a valuable
and practical overview of a helicopter’s longitudinal static
stability.

8.2 Testing maneuver stability

Again, in simple terms, a pilot will sense the maneuver sta-
bility of a helicopter as the amount of aft longitudinal cyclic
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Figure 7. Sample collective-to-pitch cross-coupling effects from flight test data.

stick required to maintain an elevated load factor – compared
to that required for steady level flight. Two possibilities ex-
ist for generating an elevated load factor, one via a pull-up
maneuver and another via turning flight. The dilemma here is
that the pull-up is preferred from a helicopter role-relatable
viewpoint and because the radius of the circular flight path
is aligned with the normal axis of the helicopter. However,
this technique is very difficult to fly accurately to achieve re-
peatable results. On the other hand, generating elevated load
factors with increasing angle of bank during turning flight is
easier to fly accurately. Tests via this technique will gener-
ate useful and repeatable data to inform maneuver stability
assessment, but caution is required in the data interpretation
due to the non-alignment of the normal axis of the helicopter
and the centripetal acceleration during turning flight.

9 UNCONVENTIONAL
CONFIGURATIONS

Static and maneuver stabilities characteristics of unconven-
tional rotary-wing configurations such as tandem rotors (see
Figure 8), co-axial rotors, tilt rotors, those incorporating non-
standard anti-torque devices, and autogiros deserve cautious
and individual assessment. The static stability testing tech-
niques in Cooke and Fitzpatrick (2002) will remain valid and
applicable after careful consideration and via an incremen-
tal approach. On the other hand, modeling and predicting
the likely outcomes from such static and maneuver stabili-
ties testing present separate challenges. The approach of as-
sessing contributions to the stability characteristics from the
main rotor or rotors, the horizontal and vertical stabilizers, the

Figure 8. Unconventional rotary-wing configuration. Photo courtesy of QinetiQ plc.
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10 Flight Mechanics

fuselage, any form of tail anti-torque device, the CG location,
and from elsewhere remains sound. Summing the individual
contributions to determine appropriate stability derivatives
for use in the helicopter equations of motion to predict sta-
bility characteristics should produce reasonable forecasts of
helicopter responses to disturbances and control inputs. In
this way, surprises during flight testing should be avoided.
However, the wide range of possibilities for unconventional
rotary-wing configurations is not particularly well supported
in the available technical literature, and examples of aerody-
namic derivative sets and predicted responses are sparse. The
unique problems and challenges of modeling rotor-induced
and wake flow fields for conventional and unconventional
helicopter configurations remain crucial to understanding
and predicting the stability characteristics of unconventional
configurations. Further reading on this topic is available in
Leishman (2006).

10 CONCLUSIONS

The static and maneuver stabilities of conventional rotary-
wing aircraft are dominated by the initial response of the
main rotor system to disturbances from trim. The character-
istics of the main rotor system are described by a range of
aerodynamic, geometric, and inertial properties, which are
all important in developing mathematical models of the rotor;
the Lock number is a fundamental and frequently occurring
non-dimensional group that combines several of these prop-
erties. The hinge offset, or equivalent hinge offset, is a further
important parameter that describes, via a single number, the
nature of rotor blade attachment to the rotor hub. The Lock
number and the hinge offset have very significant effects on
the response of the rotor system to gusts and control inputs.
The response of the main rotor system to disturbances must
be combined with the responses from all the other contribut-
ing aerodynamic surfaces of a helicopter, taking due account
of the CG position. These response combinations assemble
a relatively small set of stability derivatives for a range of
flight conditions, and this set is most useful in predicting the
static and maneuver stability characteristics of a helicopter.
Similar approaches to predicting the immediate disturbance
responses for unconventional rotary-wing configurations will
produce comparable useful sets of data, although the avail-
able literature on such sets for unconventional configurations
is sparse. Typically, a conventional helicopter will demon-
strate static stability in response to speed disturbances from
the front and the side. However, a vertical speed disturbance in
forward flight is likely to result in an unstable static response.
Flight tests for static and maneuver stabilities are conven-
tionally decoupled into longitudinal and lateral–directional

stability testing techniques. Quantitative data from such tests
rely on recording cockpit inceptor positions and helicopter
attitudes for a range of carefully planned trimmed flight con-
ditions. These data are of limited use in isolation; however,
when they are linked to assigned HQR values awarded on
completion of handling task evaluations by trained test pi-
lots, the cockpit inceptor position and the helicopter attitudes
can be vitally important in helping to explain why a particular
handling task has been difficult. The data can also be useful
in suggesting how such a difficulty might be overcome.

The static and maneuver stability assessment of a heli-
copter is one part of the overall stability evaluation. Of equal
importance are other features, most notably the dynamic sta-
bility and control response (see Rotary-Wing Dynamic Sta-
bility). However, the flight control mechanical characteris-
tics, the frequency response characteristics, and the handling
of the helicopter during mission role-relatable tasks all con-
tribute towards the final evaluation of helicopter stability, con-
trol, and response and must be included.

SYMBOLS AND NOTATION USED

Symbol Meaning SI units

Lower case
a Main rotor blade lift curve slope rad−1

c Main rotor blade mean chord m
u Disturbance in velocity (along body x-axis) m s−1

v Disturbance in velocity (along body y-axis) m s−1

w Disturbance in velocity (along body z-axis) m s−1

Upper case
CG Center of gravity
HQR Handling quality rating
Iβ Main rotor blade flap moment of inertia kg m2

L Change in rolling moment N m
Lv Change in rolling moment due to a

disturbance in velocity along body y-axis
kg m s−1

M Change in pitching moment N m
Mu Change in pitching moment due to a

disturbance in velocity along body x-axis
kg m s−1

Mw Change in pitching moment due to a
disturbance in velocity along body z-axis

kg m s−1

N Change in yawing moment N m
Nv Change in yawing moment due to a

disturbance in velocity along body y-axis
kg m s−1

R Main rotor radius m
X Change in force along body x-axis N
Xu Change in force along body x-axis due to a

disturbance in velocity along body x-axis
kg s−1

Y Change in force along body y-axis N
Yv Change in force along body y-axis due to a

disturbance in velocity along body y-axis
kg s−1

(Continued )
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Symbol Meaning SI units

Z Change in force along body z-axis N
Zw Change in force along body z-axis due to a

disturbance in velocity along body z-axis
kg s−1

Lower case – Greek
α Angle of attack/disturbance in angle of attack rad
β Main rotor blade flapping angle/disturbance

in main rotor blade flapping angle
rad

γ Lock number —
ρ Air density kg m−3
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1 INTRODUCTION

The dynamic stability of a rotary-wing aircraft is assessed by
predicting and observing the motion of the aircraft following
a disturbance from a trimmed flight condition. The static sta-
bility assessment is based on the immediate or initial response
of the aircraft following the disturbance (see Rotary-Wing
Static Stability) whereas the dynamic stability assessment is
based on the longer-term response. The time scales of interest

for the longer-term response are important as they separate
different features of dynamic stability – the dynamic stability
modes – particularly when practical flight testing techniques
are introduced. Use of a short time scale of the order of 2–
3 s will highlight the control response of the aircraft, and
this provides one important measure of dynamic stability.
On the other hand, a longer time scale, typically of the order
of 5–60 s, describes the “classical” dynamic stability of the
aircraft such that a return to the trimmed flight condition fol-
lowing a disturbance shows that the aircraft is dynamically
stable. For a conventionally configured helicopter, the effects
of the main rotor dominate the control response and dynamic
stability characteristics. However, there are also important
contributions from the horizontal and vertical stabilizers and
the tail rotor with effects from the relative positions of the
center of gravity (CG) and fuselage center of pressure also
demanding careful consideration. These effects can be quan-
tified via aerodynamic stability and control derivative sets
that are then used to describe the response of the helicopter
to small disturbances from a wide range of trimmed flight
conditions. The availability of these data enables predictions
to be made of engineering parameters such as damping ra-
tios, natural frequencies, time constants, steady-state values,
bandwidth frequencies, and phase delays. Subsequently, the
engineering parameters can be compared against a range of
rotary-wing-handling quality metrics so that predictions of
handling quality rating (HQR) levels can be made and com-
pared with assigned HQR values following flight test activ-
ity. Conventional dynamic stability testing splits the flight
assessments into longitudinal and lateral-directional testing
with the added complication for a rotary-wing aircraft that
hover and low-speed testing is required in addition to test-
ing in forward flight. Test techniques to collect appropriate
engineering data are relatively straightforward but will
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2 Flight Mechanics

always be supported by a series of relevant mission-related
handling tasks after which HQR values will be awarded. The
high degree of cross coupling that is evident in the response
of rotorcraft to disturbances and control inputs will affect
the outcomes from modeling and testing; the significance of
any cross couplings must be evaluated as part of the dynamic
stability and control response assessment. The principles and
practices of dynamic stability modeling and flight testing that
have been developed for use with conventionally configured
helicopters have applications across the wide range of un-
conventional configurations that form part of the family of
rotary-wing aircraft – but never without cautious appraisal of
the likely outcomes.

2 HELICOPTER COMPONENTS,
AERODYNAMIC DERIVATIVES,
AND ENGINEERING PARAMETERS

2.1 Helicopter components

For the majority of this chapter, a rotary-wing aircraft is taken
to be a conventional helicopter with a single main rotor, a tail
rotor, a horizontal stabilizer or tail plane, and a vertical sta-
bilizer or fin such as that shown in Figure 1. Unless stated
otherwise, all discussions concerning dynamic stability re-
late to this conventional configuration with no stability aug-
mentation incorporated. However, within this category of a
“conventional” helicopter, the type of main rotor blade and
the method of attachment of the blades to the rotor shaft
at the rotor hub vary considerably. Methods of attachment
and/or types of rotor blades are described by various terms.

For example, articulated blades describe a set where the re-
quired flap freedom of motion of the individual blades (out of
the plane of rotation of the rotor disc) and lead–lag freedom
of motion (within the plane of rotation) are provided for by
the inclusion of free hinges. The location and displacement of
the blade flap hinge from the hub center are very important in
determining the aerodynamic derivatives that help to predict
the dynamic stability and control response characteristics of
the helicopter. This location is identified via a “flapping hinge
offset” value expressed as a percentage of the main rotor ra-
dius. Articulated blades have typical values of hinge offset
up to approximately 5%. Conversely, a teetering rotor blade
system has no hinge offset as the flapping hinge line is on the
rotor shaft axis. At the other extreme, hingeless (or “semi-
rigid”) rotors incorporate some kind of flexible element in
the hub attachment design instead of hinges and have so-
called “effective hinge offsets” of up to 15% or more. The
description of a “stiff” rotor is used for one where the ef-
fective hinge offset is relatively high; the significance of this
relative size manifests itself most directly in the contribution
of the main rotor effects to the important stability and control
derivative sets. Figure 2 shows the main rotor head detail of
the AgustaWestland AW139 helicopter.

2.2 Aerodynamic derivatives

Compared with the fairly limited set of static stability deriva-
tives, a larger set must be considered for dynamic stability and
control response modeling. While it is not unreasonable to
widen the set to encompass all of the cross-coupling deriva-
tives, a fair initial physical description can be obtained by
ignoring them. Dealing first with control response testing

Figure 1. Conventional rotary-wing aircraft configuration. Photo courtesy of Burkhard Domke.
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Figure 2. Main rotor head detail – AW139. Photo courtesy of Burkhard Domke.

where the time period of interest is typically of the order
of 2–3 s, the derivatives that must be included are shown in
Table 1.

On the other hand, predictions of the eigenvalues for
the dynamic stability modes do not require consideration of
the control power derivatives, but will require all the rate-
damping terms. Table 2 shows the aerodynamic derivatives
that are required for a de-coupled evaluation of the longitu-
dinal dynamic stability characteristics.

The gaps in the “common descriptor” columns indicate
that no such descriptors exist for these derivatives. A more
general descriptor is appropriate; for example,Xw should
be described as the change in longitudinal force due to a
change in vertical velocity. Retention of the word “change”
in a general descriptor reinforces the sense that these deriva-
tives are describing small perturbations from a trimmed state.
Table 3 shows the equivalent set for a corresponding de-
coupled evaluation of the lateral–directional dynamic stabil-
ity characteristics.

Comprehensive and helpful examples of sets of derivative
data with the additional and important trimmed state condi-

Table 1. Reduced set of aerodynamic stability and control
derivatives for control response assessments.

Common Common
Derivative descriptor Derivative descriptor

Lp Roll damping Lδlat Roll control power
Mq Pitch damping Mδlong Pitch control power
Nr Yaw damping Nδped Yaw control power
Zw Heave damping Zθcoll Heave control power

tions are available in Padfield (2007) and Heffleyet al.(1979).
Data from Padfield (2007) have been used in Tables 4–6 that
follow.

2.3 Engineering parameters

With a range of predicted engineering parameters now avail-
able from analysis of the relevant equations of motion, it
should be possible to form some judgments about the pre-
dicted HQR levels of the rotary-wing aircraft. In this re-
spect, there is very helpful guidance available in ADS-33E-
PRF (2000); the modeled predictions of engineering param-
eters can be compared to the specification data available in
ADS-33E. At first reading, ADS-33E is less than straight-
forward in making access to these comparisons easy. How-
ever, with perseverance, the conventional engineering param-
eters that arise from the study of dynamic systems are well
covered. For example, the pairs of damping index (�) with
damped natural frequency (ω) and damping ratio (ζ) with
natural frequency (ωn) are used extensively. Such pairings
are used to identify adjacent areas of an argand diagram or
s-plane where predicted HQR levels are mapped into clearly
defined regions. For example, Figure 3 is a diagram from
ADS-33E with limits on pitch or roll oscillation damping
and frequency terms for hover and low-speed flight condi-
tions. Thus, identifying either pair of engineering parame-
ters from analysis of the aerodynamic stability derivatives
together with the trimmed flight conditions and mass/inertia
properties facilitates predictions of the likely outcomes of
piloted HQR evaluations. Alternatively, the need for expen-
sive HQR flight test activity might be reduced by using the
available guidance to configure an appropriate stabilization
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4 Flight Mechanics

Table 2. Aerodynamic stability derivatives for de-coupled evaluation of longitudinal dynamic stability characteristics.

Derivative Common descriptor Derivative Common descriptor Derivative Common descriptor

Xu Drag damping Zu — Mu Speed stability
Xw — Zw Heave damping Mw Angle of attack stability
Xq — Zq — Mq Pitch damping

Table 3. Aerodynamic stability derivatives for de-coupled evaluation of lateral–directional dynamic stability characteristics.

Derivative Common descriptor Derivative Common descriptor Derivative Common descriptor

Yv Side force Lv Lateral static stability Nv Directional static stability or weathercock stability
Yp — Lp Roll damping Np —
Yr — Lr — Nr Yaw damping

Figure 3. ADS-33E limits on pitch (roll) oscillations – hover and
low speed.

and control augmentation system to improve the predicted
behavior prior to any flying assessments. These traditional
damping and frequency data are supplemented in AD-33E by
a range of other conventional and novel metrics. For example,

in control response testing while time constants, time de-
lays, steady-state values, and sensitivity data are useful and
meaningful with regards to a “first-order-like” response, the
less obvious bandwidth frequency (ωBW) and phase delay
(τph) feature highly in the lexicon of the rotary-wing han-
dling quality engineers. Readers with a deep and serious in-
terest in this fascinating topic should consult Padfield (2007),
Remple and Tischler (2006), ADS-33E-PRF (2000), and
Blankenet al. (2008).

3 LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC
STABILITY – LOW SPEED AND
HOVER AND FORWARD-FLIGHT
CASES – CONTROL RESPONSE AND
DYNAMIC STABILITY

The longitudinal control response and longitudinal dynamic
stability characteristics of rotary-wing aircraft are tested us-
ing different techniques for low speed and hover and for
forward-flight conditions. On the other hand, modeling and
predicting the expected outcomes of such testing does not
require different approaches, but the distinction between con-
trol response and dynamic stability is retained and these
aspects will be dealt with separately.

3.1 Longitudinal control response

For longitudinal control response predictions, it is reason-
able to assume that for the first 2 or 3 s following the
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application of a “step” input to the longitudinal cyclic con-
troller for our conventionally configured, unaugmented heli-
copter, a “first-order-like” response in pitch rate will ensue.
The characteristics of the first-order response in terms of
speed of response and steady-state value may be predicted
quite reasonably by the pitch damping derivative and the pitch
control power alone. The pitch damping derivative will influ-
ence the time constant, or speed of response and the ratio of
the control power to the pitch damping derivative will influ-
ence the steady-state pitch rate. Additionally, the sensitivity
of the response, measured as the maximum pitch accelera-
tion, is of interest in describing the control response. These
two key derivatives of pitch damping and pitch control power
dominate the short-term response of pitch rate to a longitudi-
nal controller input. Observing the variation of the response
with changes in the derivatives can be helpful. This is partic-
ularly true when assessing the likely effects of the eventual
introduction of stability and control augmentation systems

via, for example, addition of pitch rate feedback. Increasing
pitch damping results in a predicted faster response while the
steady-state rate is reduced. Although from a physical view-
point, it is false to postulate an isolated increase in pitch rate
damping, the effects of the changes are clear and instructive.
Even if the complexity of the modeling is extended so that the
model is no longer “first-order-like”, the short-term control
response of a rotary-wing aircraft is still dominated by the
pitch damping and pitch control power – and, in turn, these
are dominated by the response of the main rotor. Accordingly,
cross-coupling effects during roll control response modeling
of a helicopter with a “stiff” main rotor should be included
where reliable derivative data are available. Figure 4 shows
the pitch rate and pitch attitude response to an “imperfect”
step input in longitudinal cyclic confirming the first-order-
like response in pitch rate from sample flight test data on the
AW109E in trimmed level flight at 80 kts indicated air speed
(KIAS).
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6 Flight Mechanics

Table 4. Sample predicted longitudinal dynamic stability characteristics.

Flight condition
(straight and level flight)

Damping index
(µ) (s−1)

Damped natural
frequency (ω) (rad s−1)

Damping
ratio (ζ)

Natural frequency
(ωn) (rad s−1)

Time to double
amplitude (T2) (s)

Hover 0.0556 0.474 −0.116 0.478 12.5
60 kts 0.0736 0.382 −0.189 0.389 9.4
120 kts 0.201 0.379 −0.469 0.428 3.4

3.2 Longitudinal dynamic stability

The longitudinal dynamic stability characteristics are observ-
able over, typically, a time history of between 5 and 60 s
following some initial perturbation from the trimmed condi-
tion. Whereas the control response is most dependent upon
pitch damping and pitch control power, the longer-term dy-
namic stability characteristics are dependent on a larger set of
aerodynamic stability derivatives but not the control power.
The flight condition of interest – in particular, the trimmed
airspeed – will also have a very significant effect on the dy-
namic stability. Taking this last point first, the response of
a rotary-wing aircraft to a disturbance in pitch will often be
a divergent oscillation from the trimmed state. The stability
characteristics are described via a damping index/damped
natural frequency pair or a damping ratio/natural frequency
pair. As one example, a Lynx-type helicopter without any sta-
bility and control augmentation has predicted dynamic stabil-
ity characteristics for three different straight and level flight
conditions as shown in Table 4.

The outcomes are clear – the dynamic response is un-
stable, and the response becomes more unstable as forward
speed increases. It is less clear immediately why the heli-
copter is becoming more unstable; the complex interaction
between the competing stabilizing and de-stabilizing effects
of the main rotor, horizontal stabilizer, and other helicopter
features must be assessed. Such assessment is covered ex-
tensively in Padfield (2007). However, to provide an initial
appreciation of the significance of different effects on dy-
namic stability, the approach taken earlier, in Section 3.1,
of observing the variation of the longer-term response with
changes in the derivatives can again be helpful. So, con-
sider in turn the effect of gross changes inMq, Mu, andMw

on the flight condition at an airspeed of 120 kts shown in
Table 4. Firstly, and perhaps not surprisingly, an increase in
the magnitude of the pitch damping derivative stabilizes the
dynamic response. The damping index and damped natural
frequencies are reduced – the amplitudes of the perturbed
states are reduced for the same input and the period of the
dynamic response is increased. An isolated increase in the
speed stability of the helicopter has a less obvious effect. The
result of stronger speed stability is that the helicopter will

return towards a trim state more aggressively (see Rotary-
Wing Static Stability), and this provides a fairly intuitive
explanation of the higher frequency longer-term response.
The increased frequency and reduced period are indicative of
the more divergent dynamic response with increased speed
stability. Finally, the effect of variations in angle of attack
stability, or maneuver stability, is, again, not surprising.
Because this derivative effect is generally a de-stabilizing one
(see Rotary-Wing Static Stability), the result of increasing the
magnitude ofMw will be to further de-stabilize the dynamic
stability. Conversely, reducing the magnitude of the angle of
attack stability derivative will improve the long-term stabil-
ity characteristics. This initial appreciation of how variations
in individual pitching moment derivatives affect the dynamic
modes is helpful, but generic descriptions of such changes
for helicopters can be misleading. It is always preferable to
consider individual helicopter configurations and flight con-
ditions on their merits before drawing any firm conclusions
about the predicted corresponding dynamic stability modes –
differences are much more significant for rotary-wing aircraft
than for fixed-wing aircraft.

4 LATERAL–DIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC
STABILITY – LOW SPEED AND HOVER
AND FORWARD-FLIGHT CASES –
CONTROL RESPONSE AND DYNAMIC
STABILITY

As before, for the longitudinal axes, the lateral-directional
control response and dynamic stability characteristics are
tested using different techniques for low speed and hover and
for forward-flight conditions. However, the associated math-
ematical modeling does not require different approaches, but
the distinction between control response and dynamic stabil-
ity is retained and these aspects will be dealt with separately.

4.1 Lateral–directional control response

With a gross simplifying assumption that a lateral con-
troller deflection produces only an on-axis response in the
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first few seconds following the deflection, a simple reduced-
order model of roll rate response to lateral cyclic controller
deflection is provided via the Laplace transform pair shown
in equation (1):

p(s)

δlat(s)
= lδlat

s − lp
(1)

In this model, use of the lower case symbols for the roll
control power and roll damping term indicates that these are
concise derivatives extracted from the appropriate state space
models developed in the form shown in equation (2):

ẋ = Ax + Bu

y = Cx + Du
(2)

The “roll damping” stability derivativeLp and “roll con-
trol power” control derivativeLδlat have been divided by the
appropriate groups formed from the relevant inertia terms to
yield values for the concise derivativeslp and lδlat that are
elements of theA and B matrices respectively in equation
(2). This is no different in principle to the control response
in pitch described earlier. The roll rate response to a unit step
input from a trimmed steady level flight condition is read-
ily achieved from inspection of the simple Laplace transform
pair in equation (1). The time constant of the response is
given by 1/

∣∣lp∣∣ and the steady-state response by
∣∣lδlat/lp

∣∣.
This describes the lateral–directional mode that is generally
described as the “roll mode”. Even when further use is made
of additional elements from the state space model so that a
more comprehensive assessment of the dynamic modes is
achieved, the roll mode still appears with an eigenvalue very
close tolp. In summary, the helicopter control response in the
lateral axis can be modeled quite effectively by a simple first-
order response defined by the concise lateral control power
and the concise roll damping terms – and this is true for a
wide range of trimmed airspeeds.

The yawing motion in the hover can be modeled in a sim-
ilar way so that the concise yaw damping term (nr ) and the
concise yaw control power (nδped) define a damped yawing
subsidence with the helicopter adopting a new heading in re-
sponse to a pulse input of finite duration in yaw controller
deflection. However, as forward speed increases, the direc-
tional static stability increases – a description of the tendency
of the helicopter to yaw into the relative wind. This stabil-
ity feature competes with the lateral static stability of the
helicopter that is tending to “roll wings level” such that a
second dynamic mode appears described as the spiral mode.
Spiral stability in forward flight for a helicopter implies that
the helicopter rolls wings level and does not yaw into wind.
For spiral stability, the competition between the lateral static

stability and directional static stability is won byLv defeating
Nv – the main rotor lateral flap-back effect is stronger than the
stabilizing effect of the fin. The situation is reversed for an
unstable spiral mode. This description has avoided the need
to consider the significance of other derivatives in the spiral
mode such as roll damping and yaw damping; these will play
their part in defining the eigenvalue that corresponds to the
spiral mode, but stability of the spiral mode is influenced pri-
marily by the competing features of the lateral and directional
static stability derivatives.

4.2 Lateral–directional dynamic stability

With the roll mode and spiral mode described in this way, the
remaining dynamic stability characteristic of the helicopter
presents itself as an oscillation that couples roll and yaw and is
called a lateral–directional oscillation or (LDO), sometimes
named the Dutch roll mode. The engineering parameters that
describe the oscillation are the damping index/damped natu-
ral frequency pair or a damping ratio/natural frequency pair.
For consistency with the approach used earlier, the predicted
lateral-directional dynamic stability characteristics for three
different straight and level flight conditions are shown in
Table 5 for a Lynx-type helicopter without any stability and
control augmentation.

The predicted LDO is stable for the speed range cov-
ered by these three flight conditions, although the support-
ing engineering parameters are changing significantly with
forward airspeed. The analysis that produces the data in
Table 5 also yields the parameters that describe the short-
term control response via the roll mode, with associated time
constant, and via the spiral mode. These data are shown in
Table 6.

The spiral mode is stable so the helicopter can be pre-
dicted to be dynamically stable in the lateral-directional axes
as far as the LDO and spiral modes are concerned. In this
section, less emphasis has been placed on descriptions of
the various helicopter features that contribute to the deriva-
tives that underpin the equations of motion and provide the
sets of eigenvalues. However, these descriptions are relatively
straightforward and entirely consistent with earlier ones. The
contributions are dominated by those from the main rotor and
the forward-flight speed with important other contributions
from the tail rotor, the vertical and horizontal stabilizers, and
the relative locations of CG and lines of action of the fuselage
lift and drag forces.

For the lateral-directional dynamics, as for the longitudinal
dynamics, to aid an initial appreciation of the significance of
different effects on dynamic stability, the earlier approach
of observing the variation of the longer-term response with
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Table 5. Sample predicted lateral–directional dynamic stability characteristics.

Flight condition
(straight and level flight)

Damping index
(µ) (s−1)

Damped natural
frequency (ω) (rad s−1)

Damping
ratio (ζ)

Natural frequency
(ωn) (rad s−1)

Time to half
amplitude (T1/2) (s)

Hover −0.0414 0.472 0.0876 0.473 16.7
60 kts −0.425 1.59 0.258 1.65 1.63
120 kts −0.616 2.57 0.233 2.64 1.13

Table 6. Sample predicted roll mode and spiral mode characteris-
tics.

Flight
condition
(straight Roll mode Roll Spiral mode Spiral
and level eigenvalue mode time eigenvalue mode time
flight) (s−1) constant (s) (s−1) constant (s)

Hover −11 0.0910 −0.184 5.43
60 kts −10.8 0.0926 −0.0428 23.4
120 kts −10.6 0.0943 −0.0429 23.3

changes in the derivatives can be helpful. In this case, consider
in turn the effects of changing roll damping, yaw damping,
lateral static stability, and directional static stability.

Reducing the roll damping will have an easily understood
effect on the roll mode time constant – but a less obvious
effect on the other two modes. Eigenvalue analysis predicts
that reduced roll damping increases the roll mode time con-
stant, as expected, and less obviously shortens the spiral mode
time constant but de-stabilizes the LDO, predicted by a re-
duced damping ratio. Reducing the yaw damping in isolation
has no effect on the roll mode time constant but does affect
the LDO and the spiral mode. The LDO is de-stabilized with
the damping ratio reduced significantly while the natural fre-
quency is almost unchanged. The spiral mode time constant is
increased so the spiral mode is less stable – but the helicopter
remains spirally stable.

Reducing lateral static stability or directional static stabil-
ity in isolation has no effect on the roll mode time constant.
However, as would be expected, the effect of reduced lateral
static stability is to increase the spiral mode time constant and,
less obviously, to increase the LDO damping ratio. Reduced
directional static stability – a weakened weathercock effect –
reduces the spiral mode time constant and increases the LDO
damping ratio. All of these effects that are apparent from an
eigenvalue analysis are helpful in appreciating the lateral-
directional dynamics and control response of a helicopter,
but the significance of these features is only truly realized

when the helicopter is flown on role-relatable maneuvers or
handling tasks that have been carefully constructed to enable
HQR values to be assigned.

5 FLIGHT TESTING TECHNIQUES

As with static stability evaluations during flight testing (see
Rotary-Wing Static Stability), the techniques used for dy-
namic stability flight testing are relatively straightforward to
appreciate. The techniques produce engineering data in keep-
ing with the eigenvalue analysis of de-coupled longitudinal
and lateral–directional dynamics while inevitably exposing
un-modeled cross-coupling characteristics. However, the test
techniques are separated very clearly into low-speed and
hover and forward-flight conditions. Further sub-divisions
are then made into longitudinal and lateral-directional modes
and subsequently into a short-term response – typically over
a time history of approximately 2–3 s – and a longer-term
dynamic response – over a time history of typically up to
60 s. Within all this, the effects of the exposed cross cou-
plings must be considered and accounted for when review-
ing the results. The specific requirements for low-speed and
hover testing require detailed consideration. Assessing sta-
bility and control during takeoffs and landings, during tran-
sition to forward flight and during hovering flight with rel-
ative winds from all directions and at a variety of strengths
requires careful planning and normally the dedicated use of
a ground-based “pace vehicle”. Extensive coverage of the
low-speed and hover techniques is provided in Cooke and
Fitzpatrick (2002) together with details of the forward-flight
testing requirements. Examples of three test techniques for
forward-flight conditions follow to provide some insight into
their use. First, a roll control response test is described –
the short-term response of the helicopter to a control input.
Second, a test technique to assess the spiral mode is intro-
duced – a longer-term lateral-directional dynamic stability
mode. Finally, testing for a long-term longitudinal dynamic
stability mode is described.
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5.1 Roll control response

The purpose of a roll control response test is to collect data
and evaluate a small set of engineering parameters so that the
suitability of the helicopter for its intended role can be de-
termined. From a stabilized flight condition at a desired trim
state, a lateral cyclic control step input of pre-determined size
is made and the response of the helicopter recorded. The size
of the input would be small to start with – typically 1 cm –
increasing to an appropriate maximum of perhaps 2.5 cm.
The basic instrumentation requirements of the helicopter be-
ing tested are such that data must be recorded at a sufficient
rate – probably of the order of 25 times the highest input
frequency of interest during general aircraft handling – so
that a good quality time history of the control input and the
helicopter response can be viewed. Parameters of interest in
the response will include on-axis roll rates and bank angles
and off-axis pitch/yaw rates and angles. From the on-axis re-
sponse, several engineering parameters can be determined.
These might include the steady-state roll rate or bank angle
that is achieved, the maximum roll acceleration, and the time
constant that describes the response, if appropriate. Addi-
tionally, the roll rate and bank angle achieved 1 s after the
control input can be measured; these values are sometimes
called the rate response and attitude response, respectively.
Finally, rate and attitude delays can be defined as the times
taken to achieve a roll rate of 1◦ per second and a bank angle
of 1◦, respectively, following the step input, and these can
be measured from the relevant time histories. Similarly, the
off-axis responses to the roll control step input will provide
useful data indicating the extent of control cross coupling.

5.2 Spiral mode

A flight test technique for spiral stability utilizes a “Turn on
one control” method where the “one control” in this instance
is the lateral cyclic. The abbreviation TO1C-C is used to de-
scribe this test. During a TO1C-C, lateral cyclic alone is used
to initiate and hold a turn at a pre-determined angle of bank
while yaw pedals and collective cyclic are held fixed. Longi-
tudinal cyclic inputs are used to hold airspeed constant. Data
are recorded during the turn so that lateral cyclic displace-
ment, bank angle, heading, and sideslip angle are recorded;
information about the helicopter’s adverse or proverse yaw
characteristics and any heading delay can be determined from
the time history during the initiation of the turn. Then, during
the constant bank angle turn, the directional static stability
of the helicopter can be assessed from the amount of sideslip
observed at the entry to the turn and then maintained during
the turn – relatively large values imply weak directional static

stability and vice versa. However, it is the final stage of the
TO1C-C that provides the most obvious data about the heli-
copter’s spiral mode; the cyclic is smoothly returned to the
level flight trim value and a time history of the bank angle
recorded. It is straightforward to determine if the helicopter
spiral mode is stable or unstable from this trace, and mea-
surement of the time to half bank angle or double bank angle
provides a useful engineering parameter to describe the spiral
mode.

5.3 Longitudinal dynamic stability mode

The longitudinal dynamic stability or long-term response of
a helicopter is a so-called nuisance mode that must be sup-
pressed by the pilot or the flight control system. The extent
to which the mode is excited by natural turbulence is of
interest, so some dynamic stability testing in conditions of
moderate-to-high turbulence will be required. However, to
determine the long-term response accurately and ensure that
the required data are not contaminated, the testing should be
completed in conditions of low turbulence. From a stabilized
and planned trimmed flight condition in conditions of low
turbulence, the helicopter’s longitudinal long-term response
is excited in one of two ways. The helicopter can be accel-
erated or decelerated from the trimmed condition by a fixed
airspeed amount using longitudinal cyclic alone. The longi-
tudinal cyclic is then released to the trimmed condition or
placed back to the trim condition. Alternatively, a longitu-
dinal cyclic or collective pulse input is applied. Whichever
method is used, once the longitudinal dynamic stability mode
is excited, a time history of the ensuing response is recorded.
Any of the changes in pitch attitude, pitch rate, or airspeed
are normally sufficient to enable engineering parameters such
as periodic time and the attenuation or amplification ratio to
be determined from approximately 10–60 s of data. Figure 5
shows an example response of the A109E in pitch attitude
when the longitudinal dynamic stability is being tested in
this way at a trimmed level flight speed of 80 KIAS. Estimates
of periodic time and attenuation/amplification ratios unlock
good approximations to classical dynamic stability parame-
ters such as damping index/damped frequency and damping
ratio/natural frequency pairs that might subsequently be com-
pared to design specification data drawn from ADS-33E-PRF
(2000).

5.4 Cross-coupling characteristics

The extent of any cross-coupling characteristics will gen-
erally become relatively clear during control response and
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Figure 5. Sample flight test data from longitudinal dynamic stabil-
ity testing – AW109E.

dynamic stability testing techniques such as those described
above. However, the significance of the cross coupling can
only be assessed from completion of a series of carefully
planned role-relatable handling quality tasks. Fortunately,
ADS-33E-PRF (2000) provides excellent guidance regard-
ing the structure of such handling tasks by defining objec-
tives, descriptions of maneuvers and test courses, and rec-
ommending spatial and temporal performance standards. A
consistent theme within the objectives of the majority of
these handling tasks, called mission task elements (MTEs),
is the requirement to check for undesirable coupling between
axes during, for example, aggressive maneuvering in forward
flight. Finally, there is an additional important link between
the so-called academic tests for control response and dy-
namic stability and the MTE requirements. The magnitude

and rate of control inputs anticipated during MTE flying
should be considered carefully at the time of planning
the academic testing and incorporated accordingly so that
unpleasant surprises are minimized and ideally eliminated.

6 UNCONVENTIONAL
CONFIGURATIONS

Unconventional configurations such as tandem rotors, co-
axial rotors, tilt rotors (Figure 6), those incorporating non-
standard anti-torque devices, and autogiros present their own
challenges in terms of modeling and predicting control re-
sponse and dynamic stability modes. The available liter-
ature to support such modeling is relatively sparse when
compared to the number of rotary-wing aircraft that in-
corporate unconventional configurations. Leishman (2006),
Padfield (2007), and Remple and Tischler (2006) provide
background reading on mathematical modeling for some
unconventional configurations and provide additional refer-
ences in support of this specialized area. However, the appli-
cation of flight testing techniques to unconventional config-
urations has proved to be reliable for static stability testing
(see Rotary-Wing Static Stability) and for dynamic stability
and control response testing but always via a cautious and
incremental approach. Static and maneuver stability difficul-
ties will generally dominate initial concerns about the overall
stability and control characteristics of unconventional con-
figurations. With these difficulties potentially resolved via
appropriate levels of flight control augmentation, the control
response and dynamic stability mode predictions and testing
must account for any augmentation that has been introduced
and the likely effects of any failures.

Figure 6. Unconventional rotary-wing configuration – Bell-Boeing MV-22 Osprey. Photo courtesy of QinetiQ plc.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

The mathematical modeling, prediction, and subsequent
testing of the dynamic stability and control response of a
conventional rotary-wing aircraft are structured so that short-
term and long-term dynamic modes are exposed for as many
degrees of freedom as the model complexity and flight test
instrumentation will support. In short-term control response
testing, the simplest approach is to assume a single degree of
freedom – the helicopter will roll if a lateral cyclic controller
step input is applied. The match between simple predictions
and test results for on-axis responses can be good. However,
the immediate cross-coupling effects that are seen during con-
trol response flight testing confirm that the simplest modeling
has limited applications. For predictions of the longer-term
dynamic modes, the number of degrees of freedom in the
mathematical model must be increased. This enables the lon-
gitudinal and lateral-directional modes to be identified while
retaining predictions of the on-axis short-term modes with
only slight variation. Flight test techniques to collect data
that describe the long-term modes utilize the concept that the
longitudinal modes and lateral-directional modes can be sep-
arated and observed for the wide range of flight conditions
applicable to rotary-wing aircraft operations. Applications of
these techniques are well established and yield repeatable re-
sults that confirm the sense of the initial, simple structured
approach of separating longitudinal and lateral-directional
dynamic modes. With dynamic stability modes confirmed,
predictions can be made of the levels of HQR values that
will be assigned in further flight testing using well-defined
handling tasks. The limitations of mathematical modeling
using a de-coupled longitudinal and lateral-directional ap-
proach will be exposed during these tasks where the unpre-
dicted cross-coupling effects will almost certainly be influen-
tial in determining the HQR values assigned by the test pilot.
Ultimately, the cross-coupling effects must be accounted for
within a high-fidelity mathematical model, and the number
of degrees of freedom will increase as further demands are
made of its fidelity. In particular, the main rotor out-of-plane
and in-plane dynamics are critically significant.

SYMBOLS AND NOTATION USED

Symbol Meaning SI units

Lower case
lp Concise form ofLp s−1

lδlat Concise form ofLδlat s−2

nr Concise form ofNr s−1

Symbol Meaning SI units

nδped Concise form ofNδped s−2

p Roll rate or disturbance in roll
rate

rad s−1

(or ◦ s−1)
q Pitch rate or disturbance in pitch

rate
rad s−1

(or ◦ s−1)
r Yaw rate or disturbance in yaw

rate
rad s−1

(or ◦ s−1)
s Laplace transform variable s−1

t Time s
u Disturbance in velocity (along

bodyx axis)
m s−1

u(t) Control input vector in state
space representation

As required

v Disturbance in velocity (along
bodyy axis)

m s−1

w Disturbance in velocity (along
bodyz axis)

m s−1

x(t) State vector in state space
representation

As required

ẋ(t) First derivative with respect to
time of x(t), in state space
representation

As required

y(t) Output vector in state space
representation

As required

Upper case
A State matrix in state space

representation
As required

B Input matrix in state space
representation

As required

C Output matrix in state space
representation

As required

D Direct transmission matrix in
state space representation

As required

L Change in rolling moment N m
LDO Lateral–directional oscillation
Lv Change in rolling moment due

to a disturbance in velocity
along bodyy axis

kg m s−1

Lp or
Lr ,
etc.

Change in rolling moment due
to a disturbance in roll rate or
yaw rate as appropriate

kg m2 s−1

Lδlat Change in rolling moment due
to a deflection in lateral cyclic
stick position

N m rad−1

M Change in pitching moment N m
Mu or
Mw,
etc.

Change in pitching moment due
to a disturbance in velocity
along bodyx axis or bodyz
axis as appropriate

kg m s−1

Mq Change in pitching moment due
to a disturbance in pitch rate

kg m2 s−1

Mδlong Change in pitching moment due
to a deflection in longitudinal
cyclic stick position

N m rad−1

MTE Mission task element
N Change in yawing moment N m

(Continued)
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Symbol Meaning SI units

Nv Change in yawing moment due
to a disturbance in velocity
along bodyy axis

kg m s−1

Np or
Nr ,
etc.

Change in yawing moment due
to a disturbance in roll rate or
yaw rate as appropriate

kg m2 s−1

Nδped Change in yawing moment due
to a deflection in yaw pedal

N m rad−1

T1/2 Time to half amplitude s
T2 Time to double amplitude s
X Change in force along bodyx

axis
N

Xu or
Xw,
etc.

Change in force along bodyx
axis due to a disturbance in
velocity along bodyx axis or
bodyz axis as appropriate

kg s−1

Xq Change in force along bodyx
axis due to a disturbance in
pitch rate

kg m s−1

Y Change in force along bodyy
axis

N

Yv Change in force along bodyy
axis due to a disturbance in
velocity along bodyy axis

kg s−1

Yp or
Yr ,
etc.

Change in force along bodyx
axis due to a disturbance in
roll rate or yaw rate as
appropriate

kg m s−1

Z Change in force along bodyz
axis

N

Zw or
Zu,
etc.

Change in force along bodyz
axis due to a disturbance in
velocity along bodyz axis or
bodyx axis as appropriate

kg s−1

Zq Change in force along bodyz
-axis due to a disturbance in
pitch rate

kg m s−1

Zθcoll Change in force along bodyz
axis due to a deflection in
collective cyclic lever
position

N rad−1

Lower case – Greek
δlat Deflection in lateral cyclic stick

position
rad (or cm
or %)

δlong Deflection in longitudinal cyclic
stick position

rad (or cm
or %)

δped Deflection in yaw pedal position rad (or cm
or %)

ζ Damping ratio —

Symbol Meaning SI units

θcoll Deflection in collective cyclic
lever position

rad (or cm
or %)

� Damping index s−1

ω Damped natural frequency rad s−1

ωn Natural frequency rad s−1

ωBW Bandwidth frequency rad s−1

τph Phase delay s
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1 AIRCRAFT CONTROL

Aircraft control refers to the ability to move an aircraft along a
desired trajectory in three-dimensional space at some desired
velocity. Control is achieved by application of appropriated
forces and moments to the aircraft structures. These forces
and moments can be categorized as gravitational, aerody-
namic, and propulsive. The magnitude and direction of the

aerodynamic forces are of primary concern in this discussion
and are modified by the pilot or autopilot through the move-
ment of control surfaces such as the elevator, rudder, and
ailerons shown in the simplified representation of Figure 1.
This figure also shows the basic axis systems used in describ-
ing aircraft motion, that is, the body-fixed axes (x, y, z) and
the earth-fixed axes (x′, y′, z′). Aircraft flight control is often
referred to as a “six degrees of freedom” (6 DOF) control
problem. The 6 DOF refers to the angular motion of the
aircraft about each of the three body-fixed axes (roll, pitch,
and yaw) and the three coordinates of the aircraft’s center of
gravity in the earth-fixed axis system. The control surfaces
are located so as to create large aerodynamic moments about
one of the body-fixed axes. The ailerons primarily create
rolling moments about the body-fixedx-axis, the rudder pri-
marily creates yawing moments about the body-fixedz-axis
(with additional rolling moments about the body-fixed
x-axis), and the elevator creates pitching moments about the

Figure 1. Aircraft control surfaces and axis systems.
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2 Flight Mechanics

body-fixedy-axis. The manner in which the aircraft responds
to control surface inputs from the pilot leads somewhat nat-
urally to the discussion of aircraft handling qualities.

2 AIRCRAFT HANDLING QUALITIES:
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

The ability of a pilot to safely control an aircraft in any of the
tasks for which it was designed leads to a discussion of an
aircraft’s “handling qualities.” A definition can be offered as
follows: Handling qualities are those qualities or character-
istics that describe the ease and precision with which a pilot
can complete the tasks in support of an aircraft role (Harper
and Cooper, 1986). The tasks alluded to in this definition
might be landings, takeoffs, air-to-air refueling, etc. Related
terminology, often used synonymously with handling quali-
ties, is “flying qualities.” A strict delineation between the two
usages can be forwarded by describing flying qualities as the
characteristics or dynamics of the airplane and handling qual-
ities as the characteristics or dynamics of the pilot plus the
airplane. The first written specification that included aircraft
handling qualities appeared in 1907 and was directed toward
military aircraft. It consisted of only three pages. The desired
handling qualities were described in a single paragraph:

Before acceptance a trial endurance flight will be required of
at least one hour during which time the flying machine must
remain continuously in the air without landing. It shall return
to the starting point and land without any damage that would
prevent it immediately starting upon another flight. During
this trial flight of one hour it must be steered in all directions
without difficulty and at all time under perfect control and
equilibrium.

– Signal Corps Specification No. 486, Dec. 23, 1907

While simple in form, the specification quoted above paved
the way for future handling qualities requirements in two
ways. First, it was implicitly related to the military’s use of
aircraft, and second, it defined, in concrete terms, what the
military would require before purchasing an aircraft for its
eventual use. The complexity of military handling qualities
documents that followed paralleled the increasing complex-
ity and capabilities of the aircraft that were being developed.
For example, the document used by the military in 1997
had grown to 722 pages in length (DoD, 1997), with sup-
porting background documents considerably larger. Military
handling qualities specifications served not only as contrac-
tual agreements between the manufacturer and the military,

but also as design guidelines, effectively identifying aircraft
dynamics characteristics that had been found acceptable or
unacceptable to the human pilot in previous vehicles.

Handling qualities specifications drafted by the military
have undergone regular revisions since their initial introduc-
tion. For fixed-wing aircraft, a list of these specifications for
the joint services would include

MIL-F-8785A (1948)
MIL-F-8785B (1969)
MIL-F-8785C (1980)
MIL-STD-1797A (1990)
MIL-STD-1797B (1997)
JSSG-2001 (2002)

The MIL-STD specification documents in the list just pre-
sented move away from stating explicit handling qualities
requirements, and instead offer in-depth procedures for help-
ing the user select the most appropriate criteria. A similar
list exists for vertical takeoff and landing (V/STOL) aircraft
and rotorcraft. A history of these documents and their prede-
cessors can be found in Abzug and Larrabee (2002) and in
Mitchell et al. (2004).

In describing handling qualities criteria, the military spec-
ifications defined aircraft by class and assigned the flight
tasks of interest according to flight phase categories. Aircraft
classes were defined as follows:

� Class I: small light airplanes, such as light utility and
primary trainers.

� Class II: medium-weight, low-to-medium maneuver-
ability airplanes, such as light or medium transport,
antisubmarine, and tactical bombers.

� Class III: large, heavy, low-to-medium maneuverability
airplanes, such as heavy transport and heavy bomber.

� Class IV: high-maneuverability airplanes, such as
fighter/interceptor and attack.

In like manner, flight phase categories were defined as:
Nonterminal flight phases:

� Category A: rapid maneuvers, precision tracking and
flight path control – air-to- air combat; ground attack and
formation flying.

� Category B: gradual maneuvers, without precision
tracking – climb, cruise, descent.

Terminal flight phases:

� Category C:gradual maneuvers with precision flight path
control – takeoff, approach, and landing.
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As will be seen, the delineation of aircraft classes and
flight phase categories allowed the definition of specific sets
of handling qualities criteria in the military specifications.

3 PILOT INPUT – THE COOPER–HARPER
PILOT RATING SCALE

The central importance of human evaluation of handling
qualities leads somewhat naturally to a description of the
means by which the pilot might quantify his or her opin-
ion of handling qualities. Evaluation (test) pilots quantify
their subjective impressions of handling qualities through
a rating scale called the Cooper–Harper Pilot Rating Scale
(Cooper and Harper, 1969). The scale is shown in Figure 2.
Although the far right-hand column of the rating scale indi-
cates a numerical rating (1= optimum handling qualities,
10= poorest handling qualities), it is the decision-tree nature
of the scale that defines its utility. That is, the evaluation
pilot first answers a series of yes/no questions leading to a
trio of possible outcomes (for ratings between 1 and 9). As
ratings from a number of evaluation pilots are often used

(and averaged) in assessing aircraft handling qualities in a
specific flight task, the ratings are often associated with “lev-
els” defined as follows (Hoh and Mitchell, 1996):

� Level 1: 1< ratings< 3.5 (desired)
� Level 2: 3.5< ratings< 6.5 (acceptable)
� Level 3: 6.5< ratings< 8.5 (unacceptable)

Well-defined performance requirements accompany the
use of the Cooper–Harper Scale in any specific flight task
being evaluated. These requirements are typically couched
in terms of “desired,” “adequate,” and “not adequate” perfor-
mance and parallel the rating level descriptions above. For
example, in a simple pitch-attitude regulation task in the pres-
ence of moderate turbulence, performance might be described
in terms of maximum pitch-attitude excursions (θmax) that
occur over some well-defined time frame:

� desired→ θmax< 2.5◦
� adequate→ 2.5◦ < θmax< 5 ◦
� unacceptable→ θmax> 5 ◦

Figure 2. The Cooper–Harper pilot rating scale.
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The rating/performance dichotomy implies that achieving
level 1 handling qualities requires meeting desired perfor-
mance with Cooper–Harper ratings in the 1 to 3.5 range, etc.
Of equal importance to the numerical pilot ratings for the han-
dling qualities engineer are pilot comments. These are pilot
descriptions of perceived handling qualities deficiencies that
come to light in the flight task in question. The comments are
invaluable additions to the numerical handling qualities eval-
uations as they identify specific problem areas in the aircraft’s
responses to disturbances and pilot control inputs.

4 MODAL CHARACTERISTICS AND
AIRCRAFT HANDLING QUALITIES

Modal characteristics describe the fundamental or natural
modes of motion of a dynamic system such as an aircraft. As
a simple example, consider the simple spring–mass–damper
system of Figure 3. The two springs are identical as are the
two dampers. This system possesses two degrees of freedom
and its general motion will be described by the superposi-
tion of two fundamental or natural modes. The first mode
is pure linear translation (x) and the second mode is pure
angular rotation (θ) about the center of gravity of the mass.
In like manner, the motion of an aircraft about some condi-
tion of equilibrium (e.g., steady, wings-level flight at constant
velocity) can be described by a superposition of fundamental
or natural modes. When the aircraft motion is described by
linear, ordinary differential equations, the equations separate
into two groups. One group describes motion in a verti-
cal plane (longitudinal motion) and another group describes
motion in a horizontal plane (lateral/directions motion) (see
Longitudinal Dynamic Stability and Fixed-Wing Lateral and
Directional Dynamic Stability).

For a typically configured fixed-wing aircraft in wing-
borne flight, the longitudinal modes are two in number,
the long-period mode (often referred to as the phugoid
mode) and the short-period mode. Both of these modes are

 M 

DS D S

θ

M = mass
S =  spring 
D = damper 

x

Figure 3. A spring-mass-damper system.

typically oscillatory in nature, that is, the characteristic roots
or eigenvalues describing these modes are a pair of complex
conjugates. These eigenvalues can be expressed as

� phugoid mode:s1,2 = −ζphωph ± jωph

√
1 − ζ2

ph

� short-period mode:s3,4 = −ζspωsp ± jωsp

√
1 − ζ2

sp

whereζ(−) andω(−) are the damping ratios and undamped
natural frequencies of the modes, respectively. In instances
where the oscillatory modes may be unstable, modal char-
acteristics are often described in terms of time-to-double
amplitude (T2) of the envelope of the time histories.

The lateral/directional modes are three in number, the roll-
subsidence mode, the spiral mode, and the dutch-roll mode.
The first two of these modes are nonoscillatory, while the last
is oscillatory. The associated eigenvalues can be expressed
as

� roll-subsidence mode:s1 = −1/Tr
� spiral mode:s2 = −1/Ts
� dutch-roll mode:s3,4 = −ζdrωdr ± jωdr

√
1 − ζ2

dr

whereTr andTs are referred to as the time constants of the
two nonoscillatory modes.

Early handling qualities research focused upon determin-
ing desired values of the damping ratios, undamped natural
frequencies, and time constants defined above, for various
classes of aircraft and flight phase categories. For example,
Table 1 summarizes general specifications for the damping
ratios of longitudinal mode characteristics for all classes of
aircraft (Nelson, 1998). Figure 4 sets limits for short-period

Table 1. Longitudinal Handling Qualities.

Phugoid Mode (all flight phase categories)

Level 1 ζph > 0.04
Level 2 ζph > 0
Level 3 T2 > 55 s

Short-Period Mode

Flight Phase Categories A and C Flight Phase Category B

ζsp ζsp

Level min max min max
1 0.35 1.30 0.3 2.0
2 0.25 2.00 0.2 2.0
3 0.15 – 0.15 –
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Fixed-Wing Control and Handling Qualities5

Figure 4. Short-period frequency requirements – flight phase Cat-
egory B.

undamped natural frequency as a function ofn/α , the steady-
state normal acceleration change per unit of angle of attack.
This parameter can be approximated as−Zα/g, whereZα is
defined as a “stability derivative” andg is the acceleration due
to gravity. (see Longitudinal Dynamic Stability). Tables 2–4
provide general specifications for the damping ratios of the
lateral directional modes and also include limits on undamped

Table 2. Lateral/Directional Handling Qualities – Spiral Mode.

Minimum Time-to-Double AmplitudeT2

Flight Phase
Aircraft Class Category Level 1 (s) Level 2 (s) Level 3 (s)

I and IV A 12 12 4
B and C 20 12 4

II and III All 20 12 4

Table 3. Lateral/Directional Handling Qualities – Roll-Subsidence
Mode.

Maximum Time ConstantTr

Flight Phase
Aircraft Class Category Level 1 (s) Level 2 (s) Level 3 (s)

I, IV A 1.0 1.4 10
II, III 1.4 3.0 10
All B 1.4 3.0 10
I, IV C 1.0 1.4 10
II, III 1.4 3.0 10

Table 4. Lateral/Directional Handling Qualities – Dutch-Roll
Mode.

Aircraft Flight Phase Minζdrωdr
a Min ωdr

a

Level Class Category Minζdr (rad s−1) (rad s−1)

1 I, IV A 0.19 0.35 1.0
II,III 0.19 0.35 0.4
All B 0.08 0.15 0.4

I, II-Cb, IV C 0.08 0.15 1.0
I-L c, III 0.08 0.15 0.4

2 All All 0.02 0.05 0.4
3 All All 0.02 – 0.4

aThe governing requirement is that yielding the larger value ofζdr.
bC denotes carrier-based aircraft.
cL denotes land-based aircraft.

natural frequencies. For a further discussion of these criteria,
see Roskam (1995).

5 BEYOND MODAL
CHARACTERISTICS – THE ADVENT
OF STABILITY AND COMMAND
AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS

The advent of artificial stability and command augmenta-
tions systems (SCASs) in aircraft (see Fly-by-Wire Flight
Control Systems) complicated the specification of handling
qualities. The classical modes just described can be signif-
icantly altered or eliminated with the SCASs in operation.
This problem led to the concept of an equivalent system
(Hodgkinson, LaManna and Heyde, 1976). In the equivalent
systems approach, the engineer creates lower-order “clas-
sical” system transfer functions whose frequency-response
diagrams (Bode plots) closely resemble those of the actual
flight control system being examined (see Fundamentals of
Control Engineering). Here “classical” refers to transfer func-
tions exhibiting characteristic roots associated with the mode
shapes defined in the preceding text. An example of such
equivalent systems was given by Mitchellet al. (2004) and is
repeated here. Consider that the transfer function between the
pitch-rate(̇θ)response of an aircraft and the force that the pilot
applies to the cockpit control inceptor (Fes) (thus creating
elevator movement) with the SCAS in operation is given by

θ̇

Fes
(s) = 170.7(0.274)(1)2(14.1)(20.3)(23.5)[0.03, 60]

(0.369)(2)(1.58)(19.8)(24.7)[0.68, 1.78][0.88, 50][0.66, 65]

(1)
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The transfer function above is given in shorthand notation,
for example,

G(s) = K(s + 2)(s2 + 2(0.1)s + 42)

(s)(s + 5)3
is represented asG(s)

= K(2)[0.1, 4.0]

(0)(5)3
(2)

An equivalent system representation of the actualθ̇/Fes(s)
might be given as

θ̇

Fes
(s)

∣∣∣∣∣
equiv

= 0.0586(0.274)e−0.059s

[0.99, 1.70]
(3)

The quality of the matches between the actual transfer
function and the equivalent system representation can be
examined in a Bode plot of the two transfer functions, as
shown in Figure 5. Here HOS refers to the original higher-
order system and LOES refers to the lower-order equivalent
system.

The lower-order equivalent systems are created through
an optimization process that minimizes the value of a cost
function, for example,

M =
ωh∑
ωl

[(GHOS − GLOES)2 + a(�HOS − �LOES)2] (4)

whereG(−) refers to the Bode magnitude of the transfer func-
tion,�(−) refers to the Bode phase, anda is a weighting factor.
The limitsωl andωh represent the lower and upper frequency

Figure 5. Bode plot comparison oḟθ/Fes(s) transfer function and
equivalent system transfer function.

bounds, respectively, over which the mismatch function M
is calculated. With an acceptable value of M, the equiva-
lent system is assumed to adequately represent the aircraft
dynamics for the purposes of handling qualities analyses.
In the present example, the transfer functionθ̇/Fes(s)

∣∣
equiv

would represent the aircraft’s short-period dynamics with
ζsp= 0.99 andωsp= 1.7 rad s−1. Referring to Table 2, one
sees that the damping ratio would represent a level 1 aircraft in
any flight phase category, provided that the undamped natural
frequency is also rated at level 1 through Figure 4.

A more direct approach to the specification of handling
qualities criteria for aircraft with stability augmentation
might involve a direct interpretation of Bode diagram charac-
teristics for pertinent aircraft transfer functions. Indeed, this
is the philosophy behind what is called the bandwidth-phase
delay criterion (Hoh, Mitchell and Hodgkinson, 1982). This
criterion can be explained as follows. Consider a Bode plot
of the transfer function between an aircraft’s pitch attitude
(θ) and the force the pilot is applying to the cockpit control
inceptor (Fes) as shown in Figure 6.

The bandwidth definition is dependent upon whether the
SCAS is a rate-response type or attitude-response type. The
magnitude part of the Bode diagram for rate-response types
will exhibit a −20 dB dec−1 slope over a broad frequency
range from zero frequency. The magnitude part of the Bode
diagram for attitude-response types will be relatively flat
from zero frequency. For rate-response typesωBW is the
lesser ofωBWgain andωBWphase. For attitude-response types,
ωBW = ωBWphase.

The phase delayτp is defined as

τp = ��2ω180

57.3(2)ω180
(5)

Figure 6. Definitions of bandwidth and phase delay.
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Figure 7. Handling qualities level bounds on bandwidth–phase
delay diagram.

Figure 7, from Hoh, Mitchell and Hodgkinson (1982)
shows handling qualities level boundaries that were derived
from flight test data from Smith (1978). Cooper–Harper pilot
ratings from over 70 approaches and landings were used to
derive the bounds.

As an example of using Figure 7, return to the aircraft
pitch-rate to control force input transfer function examined
in the discussion of equivalent systems. Assume this transfer
function was for a fighter aircraft in a landing approach con-
figuration. First, it is necessary to change the transfer function
from θ̇/Fes(s) to θ/Fes(s), that is, to one describing pitch atti-
tude to control force input rather than pitch-rate to control
force input. The Bode plot for the latter transfer function
is shown in Figure 8. Since the low-frequency magnitude
characteristics indicate a−20 dB dec−1 slope, the appropriate

Figure 8. Bandwidth and phase-delay calculation example.

bandwidth to use in the bandwidth/phase delay calculation
is the lesser ofωBWgain andωBWphase. Here, this means using
ωBWgain= 1.86 rad s−1. The phase delay computation is given
by

τp = ��2ω180

57.3(2)ω180
= 42

57.3(2)(2.64)
= 0.14 s (6)

Using Figure 7 withωBW = 1.6 andτp = 0.14 s yields a
handling qualities level prediction of level 2. To improve the
handling qualities level, Figure 7 indicates that both a reduc-
tion in τp and an increase inωBW would be required in the
SCAS design.

6 GOING TO THE
SOURCE – MATHEMATICAL MODELS
OF THE HUMAN PILOT

In reviewing the preceding sections of this chapter, it becomes
evident that, as a discipline, handling qualities lacks a
firm theoretical underpinning. This shortcoming is directly
attributable to the fact that the discipline is attempting to
describe the subjective preferences of the human central ner-
vous system, often described as “the most complex structure
in the known universe” (Hess, 1990). In an attempt to provide
such a theoretical underpinning there has been considerable
research activity directed toward the development of mathe-
matical models of the human pilot. For an introduction into
this topic, see Hess (2003). Pilot ratings obviously emanate
from the human pilot, and there has been considerable interest
in using the pilot models to predict these handling qualities
ratings. The pilot models that have been utilized fall into a
category described as “control theoretic” models, that is, the
human pilot is modeled as an element in the flight control
system. Figure 9 is a simple block diagram representation of
a pilot model in an aircraft pitch-attitude control task. In these
control–theoretic representations, the pilot, like the aircraft,
is represented by a linear transfer function, that is,Fes/θe(s).

One successful approach to incorporating mathematical
models of the human pilot in handling qualities investiga-
tions is the Neal–Smith criteria see Neal and Smith (1970).

_
θeθc + θFes 

Aircraft (Yc)Pilot (Yp)

Figure 9. A block diagram representation of a pilot/vehicle system.
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8 Flight Mechanics

Consider a transfer function representation of the human pilot
of the following form:

Yp = Kp(TLs + 1)e−0.25s

TIs + 1
(7)

In applying the Neal–Smith criteria, the pilot-model param-
eters are adjusted to meet the following characteristics:

� The bandwidthωBW of the closed-loop transfer function
θ/θc(s) should be≥3.0 rad s−1; here,ωBW is the frequency
at which the phase portion of the Bode plot ofθ/θc(s) first
passes through –90◦.

� The magnitude portion of the Bode plot ofθ/θc(s) should
be such that|θ/θc(jω)| ≤ −3 dB for ω ≤ ωBW. This is
referred to as minimizing Bode magnitude “droop.”

� The resonant peak in the magnitude portion of the Bode
plot of θ/θc(s) should be minimized, that is,|θ/θc(jω)|max
should be a minimum forω ≥ ωBW.

These criteria are demonstrated in the Bode plot of one
θ/θc(s) in Figure 10. Handling qualities predictions are then
created using the plot of Figure 11, developed from a signif-
icant number of flight test experiments.

Other approaches for predicting handling qualities ratings
using pilot models have been proposed and evaluated. One
such methodology utilized an “optimal control model” of
the human pilot (Hess, 1976, 1977), in which the pilot was
represented as a concatenation of an optimal linear regulator
and a Kalman filter (Kleinman, Baron and Levison, 1970).
This pilot model is shown in block diagram form in Figure 12.

The optimization procedure minimized a quadratic per-
formance index,J, which was a function of pilot/aircraft

Figure 10. Demonstration of Bode plot ofθ/θc(s) characteristics
for the Neal–Smith criteria.

Figure 11. The Neal–Smith handling qualities criteria.

performance and pilot control activity. A functional relation-
ship betweenJ values and Cooper–Harper pilot ratings from a
variety of pilot-in-the-loop simulation tasks could be demon-
strated. For example, for a pitch-attitude tracking task such as
that represented in Figure 9, an index of performance might
be chosen as:

J = σ2
θe

+ Wσ2
Fes

(8)

whereσ2
θe

andσ2
Fes

are the mean square values of the pitch-
attitude error and pilot control inputs, respectively, and W
is an appropriate weighting factor. Actual pilot ratings were
then plotted as a function ofJ. A typical example of this
approach is shown in Figure 13. Here pilot-assigned Cooper–
Harper ratings (1–10) associated with seven stereotypical
forms of aircraft dynamics are plotted versus the pilot-model
generated index of performance value (J). The “KB” rep-
resents the pilot-selected control sensitivity for the system
dynamics being controlled.

Other, pilot-model-based Cooper–Harper handling quali-
ties prediction schemes have been proposed and evaluated in
the literature, for example, Hess (1997).

7 HANDLING QUALITIES AND
UNINHABITED AERIAL VEHICLES
(UAVs)

The utility afforded by uninhabited aerial vehicles (UAVs)
has led to a surge in their adoption for military and civil-
ian missions. A significant proportion of these aircraft are
designed to fly autonomously, that is, without control inputs
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Figure 12. The optimal control model of the human pilot.

Figure 13. Pilot ratings versus optimal control model index of per-
formance values. Reproduced with permission from Hess (1876)
NASA.

from pilots in remote locations. The question naturally arises
as to the applicability of handling qualities criteria in UAV
flight control system design. Two factors argue strongly for
the inclusion of these criteria in the design of autonomous

UAV systems. First, from the standpoint of safety, it has
been found that autonomous aircraft should make their
maiden flights under direct human control. Second, enforcing
acceptable handling qualities on aircraft attitude responses to
(autonomously created) control inputs significantly reduces
the amount of compensation required of outer velocity and
position control loops in the flight control system. This
reduction in compensation requirements, for example, the
necessity of providing the time derivatives of velocity and
position information, lessens the sensitivity of aircraft per-
formance to sensor limitations in these outer control loops.

8 SUMMARY

The brief discussion of aircraft control and handling quali-
ties presented herein has attempted to outline the nature of
the problem from an aerospace engineering perspective. The
solution of the design challenges that are involved, however,
requires a working knowledge of technical disciplines that
range from aerodynamics to automatic control systems to
engineering psychology. While attention has been focused
upon aircraft applications, the methodologies that have been
described are applicable to many problems involving the
human control of dynamic systems.

NOMENCLATURE

a weighting factor in mismatch function for lower-
order equivalent system

Fes force that pilot applies to cockpit inceptor
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g acceleration due to gravity
J index of performance for optimal control pilot model
j imaginary number

√−1
KB pilot-selected control system sensitivity
Kp gain in transfer function represent of pilot model
M mismatch function in lower-order equivalent system
n normal acceleration in g’s
s Laplace variable
Tr time constant in roll-subsidence mode
Ts time constant in spiral mode
T2 time to double amplitude in modal-response enve-

lope
W weighting factor in optimal control pilot-model

index of performance
α aircraft angle of attack
θ aircraft pitch attitude
θc aircraft pitch-attitude command
θe aircraft pitch-attitude error,θc − θ

θmax maximum value ofθ
ζph damping ratio of phugoid mode
ζsp damping ratio of short-period mode
ζdr damping ratio of dutch-roll mode frequency
ωBW system bandwidth
ωph natural frequency of phugoid mode
ωsp natural frequency of short-period mode
ωdr natural frequency of dutch-roll mode
τ phase delay
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1 CONVENTIONAL ROTORCRAFT
CONTROL

1.1 Introduction

The control of a rotorcraft is effected by changing the mag-
nitude and/or direction of the main rotor thrust vector and
by managing the tail rotor thrust. At a fixed rotor speed, the
magnitude of thrust is altered by changing the angle of attack
(AoA) of the rotor blade which is achieved by adjusting the
pitch, or feathering, angle collectively around the azimuth;
this is the collective control. The tail rotor thrust can be al-
tered in a similar manner to effect yaw control. To change
the angle at which the thrust acts, relative to the fuselage, it
is necessary to tilt the rotor by altering the feather angle in
a cyclic fashion. Such alterations will cause local changes in
angle of attack and, hence, lift so that as a blade moves around
the azimuth it will flap by varying degrees. This in turn will
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cause the tip path plane (TPP) to alter its orientation thereby
leading to the desired change in the direction of the thrust
vector. As the main rotor is usually situated directly above
the centre of gravity of the helicopter, this feather-flap cou-
pling is the fundamental mechanism through which angular
control, in pitch and roll, is effected. To summarize

� Main rotor cyclic pitch (feathering) controls the helicopter
in pitch and roll.

� Main rotor collective pitch (feathering) controls the heli-
copter in heave (up and down).

� Tail rotor collective pitch (feathering) controls the heli-
copter in yaw.

It should be remembered, however, that once an out-of-
balance pitch, or roll, moment has been generated using main
rotor disk tilt, the magnitude of that moment can be increased
by further disk tilt and/or increased thrust (more collective
pitch).

1.2 Control of the main rotor

To control a rotorcraft in pitch, and roll, it is clear that the
pilot must be able to alter the tilt of the main rotor relative
to the fuselage. In practice this is achieved by arranging for
corresponding changes in blade flapping on opposite sides of
the rotor disk. So forward disk tilt, for example, is obtained
by causing the rotor blades to flap down as they pass over the
nose and flap up as they pass over the tail. This is achieved via
changes in AoA caused by cyclic feathering. The mechanism
whereby changes in feathering cause the rotor disk to tilt is
best explained by consider a hovering rotor at fixed speed
(RPM). We start by assuming that the blade pitch is varied as
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Figure 1. Definition of feathering and flapping angles.

given in equation (1).

θ = θ0 + θ1C
cos ψ + θ1S

sin ψ (1)

Thus the feathering angle at any point around the azimuth
is obtained from the sum of three components: a constant term
(θ0 = the collective pitch); a term that is maximized laterally
(θ1C

); and a term that is maximized longitudinally (θ1S
). As

the blade is free to move up and down, local changes in blade
incidence caused by this feathering action will give rise to
changes in lift that results in cyclic flapping, which can be
similarly expressed; see equation (2).

β = β0 + β1C
cos ψ + β1S

sin ψ (2)

Consequently, the flapping angle is also made up from the
sum of three components: a constant term (β0 = the con-
ing angle); a term that is maximized laterally (β1C

); and a
term that is maximized longitudinally (β1S

). Figure 1 shows
how the cyclic flapping terms are related to the fore/aft and
left/right disk tilt that the pilot uses to generate pitching and
rolling moments. It can be seen that

γlong = β1C
and γlat = β1S

(3)

The precise relationship between feathering and flapping
is governed by the dynamic properties of the rotor system.
Whilst the full development of these governing equations
is beyond the scope of this article and the interested reader
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is directed to Bramwell, Done and Balmford (2001). It is
sufficient to note that the fundamental relationship is a second
order differential equation as shown in equation (4).

Iββ̈ + �2 (
Iβ + mbxgeR

2) β = MA (4)

where MA represents the aerodynamic moment in the sense
of positive flapping (upwards). Now for a uniform blade, with
constant mass distribution, it can be shown that

β̈ + �2 (1 + ε) β = MA

Iβ

(5)

where

ε = mbxgeR
2

Iβ

= 3e

2 (1 − e)
(6)

Thus, any time-varying change in the flapping moment
will result in changes to the flapping angle through some form
of second-order response at a certain frequency and damping
(see Figure 2).

As the lift varies in a cyclic fashion once per revolution so
the rotor flapping response will be forced at a frequency equal
to the rotor speed (�). Figure 2 shows that natural frequency
of the flapping response is close to the rotor speed, within
20%, for hinge offsets up to 20%. As a result the application
of cyclic feathering generates a lift disturbance at a frequency
close to the natural frequency of the flapping dynamics. The
second order nature of the basic flapping equation leads us
to expect a phase lag in the flapping response of around 90◦.
Therefore, for a rotor advancing forward on the starboard
side (rotating anti-clockwise when viewed from above), if
the feather angle was increased on the starboard side of the
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Figure 2. Effect of hinge offset and lock number on flapping dy-
namics.

disk we expect the blade to flap up over the nose. Equa-
tions (7)–(9), relating cyclic feather to cyclic flapping can be
developed by determining MA when the blade pitch is given
by equation (1) and by replacing β̈ with �2d2ψ/dt2 and β̇

with �dψ/dt
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A fuller development of these relationships can be found
in Leishman (2000). As before, approximations can be made
if the blade is assumed to be uniform

νβ = ωn

�
≈

√
1 + 3

2
e (10)

It is useful to note that when the flapping hinge offset is
zero (e = 0), equations (7) and (8) become

β1S
= θ1C

and β1C
= −θ1S

(11)

This relationship gives rise to the terms: longitudinal
cyclic pitch

(
θ1S

)
and lateral cyclic pitch

(
θ1C

)
, that describe

the effect of each form of cyclic feathering rather than its
sense of application. Clearly for rotors with a non-zero hinge
offset some form of mixing will be required if main rotor
tilt is to follow movements of the cyclic stick in the cockpit.
It is necessary, in terms of azimuth angle, for the feathering
input to lead by an amount equal to the advance provided by
the combination of hinge offset and Lock number. Figure 3
shows one method of translating cockpit control movements
into feathering demands. Deflection of the cyclic stick causes
one or more servo jacks to move, thereby imparting a tilt on
the non-rotating swash-plate. The rotating swash-plate that
is attached to the rotor hub mirrors the tilt and pitch change
linkages convert the linear movement of the servo into a ro-
tation of the feathering hinge around the blade attachment
shaft. Note that, for ease of drawing, the diagram shows
a 90◦ phasing between servo movement and blade feather-
ing although the rotor system has an offset flapping hinge.
It would, therefore, be necessary for some control mixing
to take place upstream of the diagram, so that pure fore/aft
cyclic stick deflection resulted in a small degree of lateral
swash-plate tilt as well as the more obvious longitudinal tilt.
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Pitch change
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Figure 3. Main rotor pitch control.

1.2.1 Cross-coupling

Rate cross-coupling may be explained by analysing the flap-
ping that occurs when a steady pitch, or roll, rate acts on
a rotor system. Consider the flapping motion caused by a
steady pitch rate: as the rotor head is undergoing a steady
rotation, about the pitch axis of the helicopter, the blades will
be affected by an additional velocity component, thus the flap
equation becomes

β̈ + �2 (1 + ε) β = MA

Iβ

− 2�q (1 + ε) sin ψ (12)

and in this situation it can be shown that the moment MA will
depend on the pitching motion of the helicopter as well as
the flapping motion of the blade. In the steady state we find
that for a rotor with zero hinge offset the cyclic flapping due
solely to the pitch rate is given by

β1C
= −16q

γ�
(13)

β1S
= − q

�
(14)

So for a steady nose-up body pitch rate the rotor develops a
nose-down tilt relative to the fuselage. The tilt is proportional
to the pitch rate and inversely proportional to Lock number.
Consequently a moment is generated, via a forward tilt of the
thrust vector, that opposes the original nose-up moment. Thus

the rotor develops aerodynamic damping which in the longi-
tudinal sense will contribute, along with the tailplane, to the
magnitude of the pitch damping moment (Mq) acting on the
helicopter. In addition, due to the phase lag effects describe
earlier, body pitch rate gives rise to some lateral flapping: for
an anti-clockwise rotation, nose-up motion produces a disc
tilt to port. Hence rate cross-coupling occurs even when the
hinge offset is zero. An analogous situation arises when a
steady roll rate is applied.

1.2.2 Hub moments

As well as changing the relationship between feather and
flapping, a hinge offset generates an additional control mo-
ment that acts at the rotor hub. This moment arises from a
couple caused by the separation between the lines of action
of the centrifugal loads on opposite blades. It can shown, see
Figure 4, that this separation results from the presence of a
flapping hinge offset and that the magnitude of the moment
is directly proportional to the disk tilt and dependent on the
size of the hinge offset.

MMRlong = 1

2
be (1 + e) mb�

2R2β1C
(15)

MMRlat = 1

2
be (1 + e) mb�

2R2β1S
(16)
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Figure 4. Effect of hinge offset – hub moment.

Flight experience shows that rotors with large hinge off-
sets have a high degree of control sensitivity causing rapid
accelerations in pitch and roll that, combined with the high
damping, give short time constants. This results is in a crisper
control response; a steady pitch or roll rate being achieved
rapidly after the application of step control input.

1.3 Hingeless rotors

The flapping behaviour of a hingeless rotor can be approx-
imated by a rotor system that features a hinge offset and a
spring force. The size of the hinge offset, now referred to as
the effective hinge offset, is chosen so that the blade flapping
mode shape equates to the real blade under out-of-plane bend-
ing. As the spring produces a restoring moment proportional
to the flapping angle the flap equation becomes

Iββ̈ + �2 (
Iβ + mbxgeR

2) β + Kββ = MA (17)

Note that the extra term indicates that the presence of the
spring increases the natural frequency and reduces the damp-
ing of the dynamic response. This is exactly the same effect
as caused by increases in hinge offset; therefore, a hingeless
rotor is often represented in flight dynamics work, or simu-
lation, by a fully articulated rotor with a hinge offset greater
than the geometric equivalent.

1.4 Rotorhead design

So far the discussion has focused solely on flapping motion,
caused by either cyclic feathering or body pitch/roll rates. It is
important to remember, however, that an additional moment
will act on the blade as it moves further from, or closer to,
the plane of rotation. This moment, arising from the Coriolis
effect, is usually so large that it is often relieved by a lead/lag
hinge and as a result the blade will move forward or lead as
it flaps up further away from the plane of rotation. Clearly, to
function correctly each main rotor blade, of a standard heli-
copter, must be fitted with three orthogonal hinges, or flexible
elements. To reduced maintenance costs and improve reliabil-
ity fully articulated rotorheads, with many moving parts, are
being progressively replaced by hingeless designs that have a
significantly lower part count. A good example of this trend
is the replacement head designed for the UH-1Y and UH-1Z
which consists of an arrangement of elastomeric, metallic,
and carbon/fiber-composite elements that allow bending in
the flap and lead/lag senses as well as twisting in the feath-
ering sense.

2 HANDLING QUALITIES

It is useful to review the dynamic modes of a conventional
helicopter before describing the assessment and specification
of rotorcraft handling qualities.
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2.1 Longitudinal motion

2.1.1 Dynamic modes in the hover

When the equations of motion are solved for the zero airspeed
case the result is a characteristic equation that has two real
roots and a pair of complex roots. One real root represents
a heavily damped subsidence in heave and describes the re-
sponse of the helicopter to a disturbance caused by a vertical
gust. The motion is a pure convergence with no oscillation and
confirms that vertical motion is completely decoupled from
the pitching and fore/aft motions, a prediction arising from
examination of the Z-force equation in the hover. The other
real root represents the forward speed mode which is usually
of little interest as it is masked by the pitching oscillation,
or falling leaf mode. A physical description of this mode can
be given easily by assuming that a hovering helicopter expe-
riences a small horizontal velocity disturbance. The relative
airspeed change causes the rotor to tilt backwards, exerting a
nose-up pitching moment which results in a nose-up attitude
and the development of a rearward component of the thrust
vector that decelerates the aircraft until its forward motion is
stopped. At this point the disturbing disc tilt and rotor mo-
ment vanish but the helicopter is left in a nose-up attitude and
backward motion begins. This causes the rotor to flap forward
and exert a nose-down moment. The thrust vector tilts for-
ward and the rearward motion is stopped but the helicopter is
now left in a nose-down attitude which accelerates it forward
and the cycle begins again. The motion is usually unstable
being driven by the characteristic rear-ward flapping of the
rotor with forward speed (see Rotary-Wing Static Stability).

2.1.2 Dynamic modes in forward flight

The characteristic equation solves into four roots but for a
particular helicopter we may find two pairs of complex roots
at one flight condition, two real and a pair of complex roots at
a second condition and four real roots at a third. The reason for
this change is the large variation in the value of the derivatives
that can occur over a typical rotorcraft flight envelope. The
aerodynamic derivative Mw has the greatest influence, with
Mq, Mu, and Zw also playing a part in the overall result.
Although rotorcraft do not, strictly speaking, exhibit the short
period pitch mode and phugoid motions described for fixed-
wing aircraft, there are certain analogies which can be drawn.

The phugoid motion of a conventional aeroplane is an os-
cillation involving changes in height, speed, and pitch attitude
at approximately constant AoA. Now consider the motion of
a helicopter following a disturbance that causes it to adopt a
nose-down attitude and start to descend. The component of
weight acting along the flight path accelerates the helicopter

but as speed increases the rotor disc flaps back (speed stabil-
ity) and a consequent nose-up pitching moment and angular
acceleration occurs. The angular velocity continues to in-
crease with consequent increase in fuselage angle of attack
until the thrust is sufficient to level off the flight path. At
this point the helicopter has reached its maximum forward
speed, maximum nose-up pitch rate, and maximum fuselage
incidence. The thrust now exceeds the weight and the air-
craft begins to climb. The component of weight acting along
the flight path now starts to slow down the helicopter. The
rotor disc flaps forward as the rearward tilt due to speed sta-
bility is exceeded by the forward tilt due to pitch damping.
The nose-down damping moment reduces the pitch rate and
the fuselage angle of attack until they reach their trim values.
The helicopter is still climbing, however, so the speed contin-
ues to decrease and the rotor flaps forward. The resulting nose
down pitching moment starts a similar, but opposite, sequence
of events which are repeated until the oscillation eventually
either damps out (stable) or grows worse (unstable).

For a helicopter there are usually two aperiodic motions
rather than the more familiar SPPO. Usually the pilot will
see only the mode with the longer time constant (the pitch
mode) and this mode characterises the control response which
occurs whenever an input is made. When flying the helicopter
the pilot will prevent the long-term mode from developing
and so he will only be concerned with the response in the
short term. It can be shown that

q(s)

θ1S
(s)

= Mθ1S

s − Mq

(18)

which describes a classic first order response dependent
solely on the value of Mq, the pitch damping derivative.

2.2 Lateral/directional motion

If the heading mode is ignored, there are three modes of
interest: the yaw mode, the roll mode, and the Dutch roll or
lateral/directional oscillation (LDO).

2.2.1 Dynamic modes in the hover

Both the yaw and roll modes are first order in nature with the
appropriate control input, pedal for yaw and lateral cyclic for
roll, generating a rate response, similar to the pitch mode de-
scribed earlier. The complex root represents the LDO, which
in the hover is usually a divergent oscillation in bank angle,
heading, and sideways velocity. A disturbance in bank angle
causes the helicopter to move sideways; this motion causes
the rotor to flap laterally eventually stopping the sideways
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movement; as the rotorcraft is left at some bank angle, the
motion will reverse direction. At the same time, the sideways
velocity causes a change in tail rotor thrust and sideforce
which then produces a yawing motion. Often the lateral mo-
tion will cause a sympathetic pitch response, via rate cross-
coupling, leading to a three-axis falling leaf mode.

2.2.2 Dynamic modes in forward flight

In forward flight the yaw response changes with pedal input
‘commanding’ sideslip as in the fixed-wing case. In fact, the
lateral and directional modes for a helicopter in forward flight
closely resemble those of a fixed-wing aircraft. As forward
speed increases, the directional static stability, Nv, increases
and the yaw subsidence found in the hover becomes the spiral
mode. Likewise the falling leaf mode becomes more like the
Dutch roll, the helicopter weathercocks with little sideways
translation; whilst the basic characteristics of the roll mode
remain largely unchanged.

2.3 Handling qualities requirements

The typical rotorcraft is usually quite unstable in low speed
flight as anyone who has attempted to hover a helicopter will
testify. Operationally they are required to operate at low level
which can make it difficult to optimize the dynamic response
by aerodynamic means alone. For example a stable spiral
mode is required to fly safely close to the sea surface at night
which typically results in poorly damped LDO. As a result,
most rotorcraft are fitted with some form of command and
stability augmentation system (CSAS) that should, in theory,
allow the designer to completely tailor the handling qualities.

This freedom does, however, beg the question: What are
the most appropriate handling qualities? In the late 1980s
and early 1990s, an attempt was made to answer this ques-
tion from collaborative research using an international mix of
moving-base and in-flight simulation. After detailed analysis
of the results, the outcomes were published in the form of a
requirements specification: ADS-33E-PRF (2000).

2.3.1 Response types

One of the key features of ADS-33 is the expression of
handling qualities in terms of response types. Rather than
use only the traditional modal definitions given above the
authors sought to classify the manner in which the rotor-
craft responded to pilot input and to specify the most suitable
characteristics for different phases of flight. The accepted
response types are

� Rate: deflection of the cockpit control commands an an-
gular rate.

� Rate command, attitude hold (RCAH): deflection of the
cockpit control commands an angular rate and centraliza-
tion causes the vehicle to hold the current attitude.

� Attitude command, attitude hold (ACAH): movement of
the cockpit control commands a new attitude that is main-
tained when the ‘stick’ is held fixed.

� Rate command, direction hold (RCDH): movement of the
pedals commands yaw rate and centralization causes the
vehicle to hold the current heading.

� Rate command, height hold (RCHH): movement of the
“collective” lever commands a rate of climb, or descent,
and centralization causes the vehicle to hold the current
height.

� Translational rate command, position hold (TRC &
PH): movement of the cockpit control causes the heli-
copter to move in the direction of the deflection at rate
proportional to the displacement, centralization of the
“stick” causes the vehicle to maintain the current ground
position.

Research was undertaken to determine, in concert with
these classifications, the most suitable response for differ-
ing environmental conditions. These conditions were them-
selves classified using the concept of useable cue environ-
ment: UCE 1 being the best, equivalent to Day-VMC, and
UCE 3 the worst. Table 1 illustrates the current thinking on
the relationship between UCE and response types.

Table 1. Required response types for hover and low speed flight.

UCE = 1 UCE = 2 UCE = 3

Level 1a Level 2b Level 1 Level 2 Level 1 Level 2

Rate Rate ACAH, Rate, TRC, PH, ACAH,
RCDH, RCHH RCDH, RCHH RCDH, RCHH RCDH, RCHH

a Level 1 = desirable handling qualities.
b Level 2 = acceptable handling qualities.
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2.3.2 Open loop requirements

Acceptable characteristics for the dynamic modes are also
quantified in ADS-33 using a mix of traditional features, such
as frequency and damping, and novel criteria, such as quick-
ness and phase delay. This approach was taken when it was
discovered that a single set of criteria could not be applied.
The most suitable handling qualities were found to depend
heavily on the control strategy adopted. For example, whilst
hovering a pilot would typically use small and frequent in-
puts, whereas contour flying at low level usually required
larger inputs held for longer periods of time. Consequently,
the specification is subdivided into four sets of requirements
for each channel (pitch, roll, and yaw) with forward flight
being treated separately from the low-speed regime

� Small amplitude attitude changes: short-term response to
control inputs (bandwidth and phase delay).

� Small amplitude attitude changes: mid-term response to
control inputs (frequency and damping).

� Moderate amplitude attitude changes (attitude quickness).
� Large amplitude attitude changes (maximum achievable

angular rates or attitudes).

An interesting feature is the use of the phrase ‘response to
control inputs’ rather than the more familiar term, dynamic
stability (see Rotary-Wing Dynamic Stability). This usage is
consistent with the concept of response types whilst recog-
nizing that open loop inputs will usually excite the dynamic
modes if sufficient time is allowed before recovery back to
controlled flight. There is also a recognition by the authors
of ADS-33 that the pilot is primarily concerned with attitude
control.

2.3.3 Bandwidth and phase delay

It was found that pilots flying rotorcraft with identical fre-
quency responses tended to give similar ratings for tasks that
required frequent small control inputs, even though the test
vehicles had very different time response characteristics. Typ-
ically, experienced pilots were found to compensate for atti-
tude and rate delay by making a larger input initially (“boost-
ing”) and by “backing-off” early (leading). The ‘boost’ over-
drove the response by generating a large acceleration and the
lead allowed the aircraft to settle at the desired attitude by
removing the over-large input before it could take full effect.
When performing high-gain flying tasks, such as precision
hovering, the pilot will make continual small inputs and may
not be able to compensate adequately for excessive time de-
lay since in trying to boost and lead he may find himself
‘out-of-phase’ with the aircraft. Thus it was discovered that
the control response of the rotorcraft had to have sufficient
bandwidth if over-controlling was to be avoided.

Initially vehicle bandwidth was simply taken as the fre-
quency at which the open-loop phase lag is 135◦ as the pilot
is assumed to add a phase shift of 45◦. Subsequently the nature
of the phase change was found to have a significant bearing
on pilot opinion and as a result the phase roll-off around the
frequency at which the system was 180◦ out-of-phase was
included. Pilots found systems where the roll-off, or phase
delay, was shallow much easier to control than those where
it was steeper (high phase delay) and as a result the specifica-
tion calls for combinations of high-bandwidth and low-phase
delay. Further difficulties arose when the gain characteristics
were rather flat. With gain attenuation, the natural tendency
of the pilot to increase input magnitude when working at
high frequency, is mitigated by a reducing output/input ratio.
However, if the gain characteristic is flat then a PIO can result
when larger inputs are coupled with high phase delay. The
concept of gain-limited bandwidth (ωBWgain) avoids this prob-
lem. Since pilots can act as amplifiers and some are capable
of doubling their gain, ωBWgain is determined by applying a
margin of 6 dB. With flat gain characteristics and high-phase
delay ωBWgain is typically much lower than ωBWphase and it
is a simple matter to use the lower of the two to define the
bandwidth of the rotorcraft control system.

2.3.4 Quickness

The concept of attitude quickness (Padfield, 1996) was
prompted by a realisation that a range of control strategies
existed for which neither bandwidth nor large amplitude spec-
ifications were suitable. Either the input frequencies were too
low or the task did not demand the use of maximum angular
rates. It was noted that when pilots were asked to fly maneu-
vers more aggressively they generated attitude changes with
larger angular rates by using bigger inputs held for shorter
periods of time. This tendency was encapsulated by a ratio,
termed “attitude quickness,” obtained by dividing the peak
rates achieved by the magnitude of discrete attitude changes.
The resulting ratio has the units of frequency enabling it to
fit with the bandwidth criteria developed for control tasks
requiring much smaller control inputs.

2.3.5 Mission task elements

Methods are required whereby a subject rotorcraft can be
shown to have satisfactory handling qualities. The informa-
tion regarding suitable response types and acceptable dy-
namic characteristics are in reality only goals for the con-
trol system designer that can be assessed in relatively simple
open-loop tests at an early stage in the development of the
air vehicle, as discussed in detail by Cooke and Fitzpatrick
(2002). Final proof of the acceptability of the rotorcraft can
only be obtained if representative manoeuvres are flown.
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Such maneuvers, termed mission task elements (MTEs), need
to be repeatable and involve some objective measure of per-
formance. As a result, a full suite of MTEs covering both the
low-speed regime and forward flight can be found in ADS-
33E-PRF (2000).

3 CONCLUSION

The control and handling qualities of the typical rotorcraft
can appear very complex at first glance. There are, however,
some relatively simple statements that can be made that hold
true for the majority of rotorcraft; that is, those equipped with
a conventional main rotor/tail rotor system: The pilot uses the
cockpit controls to adjust the blade pitch (feather) of the main
rotor so that he can effect changes in the magnitude and di-
rection of the thrust generated thereby imparting pitch, roll,
and heave control on the helicopter. In a similar manner the
pedals change the pitch of the tail rotor blades, giving the pi-
lot yaw or sideslip control. The dynamic response of the rotor
requires that the designer applies a phase shift to the feath-
ering command to ensure that cross-coupling is minimized,
although this can never be wholly successful throughout the
whole flight envelope. The dynamic behavior of the heli-
copter is dominated by the “flap-back” response of the main
rotor and results in longitudinal modes that are different from
those experienced in conventional fixed-wing flight; the lat-
eral and directional modes are more closely aligned. These
differing responses, coupled with the prevalence of rotorcraft-
specific command and stability augmentation systems, led to
intense research into the most desirable response character-
istics for helicopters. The resulting handling qualities speci-
fication, ADS-33E-PRF is worthy of further study for those
wishing to increase their knowledge of this subject.

LIST OF SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS

Symbol Meaning SI Units

b Number of blades
c Blade chord m
e Flapping hinge offset (radial distance

from rotor shaft axis) normalized by
rotor radius R

Iβ Blade flapping inertia kg m2

Kβ Blade flapping stiffness N rad−1

MA Aerodynamic moment in positive
flapping sense

N m

MMRlat Hub moment in lateral sense N m
MMRlong Hub moment in longitudinal sense N m
Mq Pitch damping aerodynamic derivative N m s rad−1

Mu Speed stability aerodynamic derivative N s
Mw AoA stability aerodynamic derivative N s

Mθ1S
Pitch control power N m rad−1

mb Blade mass kg
q Pitch rate rad s−1

R Rotor radius m
xg Normalised distance of blade cg from

flapping hinge
Zw Heave damping aeroderivative N s m−1

β Flapping angle rad
β0 Coning angle rad
β1C

Longitudinal flap rad
β1S

Lateral flap rad
γ Lock number (= ρacR4/Iβ)
γlong Longitudinal disc tilt rad
γlat Lateral disc tilt rad
νβ Normalized flapping frequency =

(ωn/�)
θ Feathering angle rad
θ0 Collective pitch rad
θ1C

Lateral cyclic pitch rad
θ1S

Longitudinal cyclic pitch rad
ψ Azimuth angle, measured from

tailboom, positive anticlockwise
when viewed from above

rad

� Rotor rotational speed rad s−1

NOTE

1. The azimuth angle is defined as equal to zero over the tail
and increases in the direction of rotation of the rotor.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The fundamental principles of aerodynamic stability and
control are just as applicable to guided weapons (GWs) as
to the more commonly understood fixed-wing aircraft (see
Static Longitudinal Stability and Static Lateral Stability).
The different operational characteristics, however, result in
distinct nuances between the two classes. For instance, many
GWs, especially those designed for fighter aircraft attack,
have relatively high lateral acceleration requirements. The
majority of GWs also operate in the supersonic regime, often
well above the speeds typically encountered by even the
fastest aircraft. Additionally, most GWs are of axisymmetric
designs. All of this, and more besides, means that GW
stability and control merits specialized treatment.

A complete missile frequently has some auxiliary aero-
dynamic surfaces in addition to the main lifting surfaces.
Note that sometimes the main lifting surfaces are missing

(e.g., ASRAAM) (Figure 1); the lift required for flight is
then derived from the body and/or the main motor thrust.

Additional surfaces may be positioned forward or aft of
the main lifting surfaces and normally act in both the pitch
(‘vertical’) and yaw (‘horizontal’) planes. The functions of
such additional control surfaces may be summarized as

� Trimming – to enable the vehicle to be held in the attitude
required to generate a particular normal force and hence
normal acceleration

� Stabilizing – to provide a restoring moment if the vehicle
is disturbed from its trimmed condition

� Controlling – to produce a control moment to change the
vehicle from one trimmed state to another

� Damping – to remove oscillatory energy from the vehicle
in the pitch and yaw planes

Examination of these various functions is dealt with below.

2 TRIM

Consider a control in the horizontal plane mounted at the
rear of a missile and rotated so that the trailing edge moves
upwards. The control angle to the airstream produces a down-
load on the control which pitches the missile nose upwards.
Ideally, this rotation will cease when the moment due to the
control deflection is balanced by the moment produced by the
wing-body combination (with due allowance for the change
in flow angles that occur in the process). The vehicle will then
have reached a trimmed attitude (Figure 2).

The condition for trimmed flight is therefore that the alge-
braic sum of all the moments about the vehicle’s center of
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2 Flight Mechanics

Figure 1. ASRAAM. Courtesy of www.militaryimages.net.

Figure 2. A tail-controlled missile in trimmed flight.

gravity (CG) is zero. Associated with this trimmed attitude
at a given speed will be a lift force; the ratio of lift to vehicle
weight is the normal load factor (usually referred to as so
many ‘g’; see also, Maneuver Performance of Fixed-Wing
Transport Aircraft and Maneuver of Fixed-Wing Combat
Aircraft), that is,

n = L

W
(1)

Steady level flight is thus achieved when lift equals weight,
that is, n = 1 in the vertical plane. Note that, unlike most
aircraft, missiles are often trimmed at values of n other than 1.

In attempting to estimate control angle to trim, the follow-
ing should be noted

� Any changes in the lift produced by an aerodynamic sur-
face will induce downwash behind the surface; this will
change the local flow direction and hence the effective
incidence angle of a downstream surface.

� Trimming into a steady circle will induce an incidence at
a lifting surface remote from the vehicle’s CG due to the
angular rotation of the vehicle. This angular change may
be shown to be

�αc = �nglc

V∞2
(2)

where

�n is the centripetal acceleration factor, that is,
(L − W)/W

g is gravitational acceleration
lc is the distance of the center of pressure of the surface

from the vehicle CG
V∞ is the vehicle forward speed

� Control angles to trim are dependent on the moments pro-
duced by the forces generated by lifting surfaces. They are
therefore strongly dependent on vehicle CG position and
Mach number.

3 STABILITY

The study of the stability of a vehicle is concerned with its
motion following a disturbance from the equilibrium condi-
tion. As with fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft (see Introduction
to Aerial Vehicle Flight Mechanics, Stability and Control),
a distinction is normally made between the initial tendency
of the vehicle to return to its equilibrium condition and the
ensuing motion. Because the first of these may be analyzed
without reference to the resulting motion, it is termed static
stability. Examination of the motion itself is referred to as
dynamic stability analysis.

3.1 Static stability

Only longitudinal static stability (as opposed to lateral static
stability; see Introduction to Aerial Vehicle Flight Mechan-
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ics, Stability and Control and Static Lateral Stability) will be
covered and it is assumed that the conclusions drawn will
apply both in the pitch and yaw planes. This implies a cru-
ciform missile configuration. If differences in lifting surface
geometry are apparent between the two planes, a separate
numerical appraisal must be made. The principles, however,
remain essentially unchanged.

The effect of a pitching disturbance (caused, for example,
by an up-gust) is to increase the lift of both wing and tail sur-
faces. The line of action of the resultant of the two lift forces
passes through a point on the longitudinal axis of the mis-
sile known as the missile neutral point (i.e., the aerodynamic
center of the whole missile) and it is the relationship between
the position of this point and the missile CG that determines
whether or not the missile is statically stable. This distance is
called the static margin and it is positive if the neutral point
is aft of the CG, that is, if the vehicle is statically stable.

The static margin is normally divided by a reference
length, with the resulting non-dimensional distance given the
symbol Kn. The reference length used is normally the wing
mean chord for aeroplanes or the body maximum diameter
(caliber) for missiles.

In an uncontrolled vehicle, some degree of static stability is
mandatory if the vehicle is to maintain its flight heading. If the
vehicle is being actively controlled, however, it is desirable
to keep the static margin small. Indeed, if extreme maneuver-
ability is sought, small negative values of static margin are
used. The reasons for this can be demonstrated by consider-
ing the lateral acceleration (or “latax”) generated by a given
control deflection for two missiles starting from the same
trimmed state but with different static stability margins.

It follows from the definition of static margin that this
distance represents the rate of change of nose down pitch-
ing moment with incremental lift, that is, in non-dimensional
form

Kn = −dCM

dCL

(3)

where the same reference length must be used in the definition
of Kn and CM .

The slope of the CM versus CL line for a missile, therefore,
reflects its static margin. In Figure 3, missile A is therefore
highly stable; missile B is marginally stable. Both missiles
are trimmed at the same initial CL .

If a control deflection, represented by an incremental
moment −�CMC is introduced, the resultant change in CL

(and hence latax) for missile A is very much less than for
missile B. Indeed, the initial latax obtained is inversely pro-
portional to Kn, since

�CL = −dCM

dCL

.�CMC = 1

Kn
.�CMC (4)

Figure 3. Relative stability of two missiles.

This static analysis is modified in practice, as demon-
strated by a plot of resultant incidence change per unit control
deflection (Figure 4). With large positive static margin val-
ues, there is a correspondingly large restoring moment per
unit incidence change and therefore the disturbing moment
produced by unit control deflection is removed by a relatively
small incidence change. As the static margin reduces, so
does the restoring moment per unit incidence; consequently,
a larger incidence adjustment occurs before the control
moment is removed. The value of�α/�η therefore increases.

When the static margin is zero, there is still a finite inci-
dence change per unit control deflection because the effect of
the missile rotation in pitch is to reduce the effective incidence
angle of the control surface and hence to reduce the applied
moment (see equation (2)). This interpretation of the behav-
ior of the missile following a control deflection is, however,
only valid for a given maneuver provided that

� The moment characteristics are not substantially modified
within the incidence range.

Figure 4. Typical plot of incidence change per unit control deflec-
tion.
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4 Flight Mechanics

� The overall missile lift coefficient continues to increase
with increase in incidence over the incidence range.

� There is sufficient thrust to overcome the missile drag.

If these conditions are satisfied, further rearward move-
ment of the CG, that is, a progressively more negative static
margin, steepens the curve rapidly and when the CG reaches
a certain lengthwise location, known as the maneuver point,
the response tends to infinity. The distance between this
maneuver point and the missile center of gravity is called
the maneuver margin and must be positive if the vehicle is to
be properly controlled. The maneuver point is slightly aft of
the neutral point; typically by 0.1 body diameters.

Since, at a given speed, the lift increment is approximately
proportional to incidence change and the incremental normal
acceleration is proportional to the lift change, the magni-
tude of maneuver margin gives an immediate indication of
the normal acceleration that will be obtained for unit control
deflection, that is, it is a measure of vehicle maneuverability.

3.2 Dynamic stability

Dynamic stability is concerned with the total time history
of the motion of a vehicle following a disturbance from the
equilibrium condition. Any detailed analysis of aerial vehicle
motion is necessarily highly complex because of the inherent
non-linearity in the aerodynamic quantities, including cross-
couplings (see below) and the six spatial degrees of freedom
that the vehicle has.

Nevertheless, for small perturbations, linearity can be
assumed and cross-coupling effects are small. It is therefore
possible to gain some insight into vehicle dynamic behavior
without introducing these complications.

If the full linearized and uncoupled equations of motion
are written down for an aerial vehicle, the corresponding aux-
iliary equation is a quartic. The solution of this equation for a
real missile normally gives two pairs of conjugate, complex
roots which indicates two modes of oscillation. These oscil-
lation modes are of very different frequency and the basic
motions are essentially independent. The oscillation mode
having the shortest period is predominantly a variation in
incidence and this will be dealt with first.

3.2.1 Short period oscillation

Consider a missile, flying in a 1-g trimmed state, which is
subjected to a sudden incidence change (e.g., an up-gust). If
the missile is statically and dynamically stable but not highly
damped, the variation of incidence with time will be a damped
oscillation.

The incidence will rapidly return to its original value but
will overshoot and the inherent static stability will induce
motion in the opposite sense. The missile will therefore oscil-
late about the equilibrium condition with steadily reducing
peak amplitudes. Another term for this type of motion is the
rapid incidence adjustment. A more complete mathematical
treatment is given in Longitudinal Dynamic Stability. It is
sufficiently accurate to write the motion, in terms of the pitch
angle α as

a
d2α

dt2
+ b

dα

dt
+ cα = 0 (5)

In equation (5), the term a is simply the pitching moment
of inertia of the missile about a lateral axis through the mis-
sile center of gravity. The coefficients b and c, respectively,
relate the time rate of change of incidence and the change
of incidence, to the resulting pitching moments acting on the
missile.

It is normal for the inequality 4ac > b2 to be satisfied
giving the solution as

α = Ae−µtsin(ωt + η) (6)

where A and η are constants of integration.
The motion is then a damped oscillation having a logarith-

mic decrement of

µ = b

2a
(7)

and a natural frequency of

ω =
√

c

a
− b2

4a2
(8)

In subsonic flight, where dCLC/dα increases with speed, both
the damping coefficient and natural frequency also increase
with speed (linearly at low speed). In supersonic flight, where
dCLC /dα reduces with increasing Mach number, the damping
at a given altitude is almost constant with speed and the nat-
ural frequency increases much more slowly with speed. Note
also that the air density affects the damping coefficient.

Changes in missile center of gravity position have little
effect on the damping ratio because the moment arm to the
control surface is large compared with the center of gravity
movement that is likely to be available. However, the moment
due to change in incidence is strongly dependent on the static
margin. Increasing the static margin effectively increases the
stiffness of the vehicle and thereby raises its natural frequency
(but simultaneously reduces the amplitude response to a given
input).
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This analysis is often carried out in the lateral plane and
then, using aircraft terminology, the motion is called weather-
cocking (see Static Lateral Stability). Equation (8) then gives
the open-loop weathercock frequency, which for a cruciform
missile possessing horizontal/vertical symmetry, is the same
in both planes. Its value is very important in the design of the
auto-pilot and control servos and if adequate maneuverability
is to be attained it must be within certain limits. Artificial
damping is normally incorporated into the control loop.

3.2.2 Phugoid motion

The second kind of longitudinal stability motion is a simple
disturbance in the longitudinal component of velocity, that
is, in forward speed, caused say, by a horizontal gust, with
no change in incidence. Since an increase in forward speed
results, in general, in increased drag, and this force incre-
ment then tends to slow the missile down again, the missile
is generally statically stable in this mode.

If the missile is statically stable, the effect of increased
forward speed is to increase not only the drag but also the
lift, so that the missile will gain height. In doing so, it
exchanges kinetic energy, so that it loses speed. Once its
speed falls below the undisturbed value, it begins to lose
upward momentum, and eventually begins to descend again.
The consequence of the disturbance is, therefore, an oscilla-
tion in which the missile successively gains and loses height,
while losing and gaining forward speed. The oscillation is
known as a phugoid (see also Longitudinal Dynamic Stabil-
ity). In general, it is very lightly damped but, because of its
very long period, it appears as a simple bore-sight error to
the missile auto-pilot.

A simple, but approximate, analysis of the motion may
be made using energy considerations. Suppose that, in
falling through a height h from the mean altitude, the missile
increases its speed by an increment v. Then, the loss in
potential energy is Wh, and the corresponding gain in kinetic
energy is

W

2g

[
(V∞ + v)2 − V∞2] (9)

where V∞ is the undisturbed missile velocity.
Thus, assuming the conservation of energy

Wh = W

2g

(
2V∞v + v2) (10)

If v is small compared with V∞, the v2 term may be
neglected, giving

V∞v = gh (11)

Now, in the undisturbed condition (assuming 1-g flight),
lift equals weight, so that

W = 1

2
ρ∞V 2

∞SCL (12)

If L is the lift after descending through a height h, then

L = 1

2
ρ∞(V∞ + v)2SCL (13)

so that (to a first order)

L

W
= (V∞ + v)2

V 2∞
= 1 + 2v

V∞
+ v2

V 2∞
= 1 + 2v

V∞
(14)

But, from equation (11), v = gh/V∞, so that

L = W

(
1 + 2gh

V 2∞

)
(15)

The resultant vertical force is then (L − W), so that the
vertical acceleration is (L − W)/(W/g)), given by

W

(
1 + 2gh

V 2∞
− 1

)
g

W
= 2g2

V 2∞
h (16)

The equation of motion may then be written as

d2h

dt2
= −2g2

V 2∞
h (17)

This is a simple harmonic motion with time period T where

T =
√

2�V∞
g

(18)

3.3 Stability derivatives

In performance calculations for missiles, it is usually nec-
essary to use a set of reference axes fixed in space, but in
studying stability it is customary to use a system of axes
fixed with respect to the body. This may have one of two
forms; a set in which the axes roll with the body and a set in
which they do not. The x-axis in both systems coincides with
the main body axis. In the non-rolling system, the z-axis is
always in the incidence plane (incidence angle σ or θ) and
the roll angle (λ or φ) is specified with reference to this plane.
In the rolling axis system (Figure 5), the incidence and yaw
planes are fixed in the body, so that the total incidence angle,
σ or θ, is resolved into an incidence angle α and a sideslip β.
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6 Flight Mechanics

Figure 5. Rolling axis system of coordinates.

The axis system used here is the aerodynamic body axis
system. Rotations are defined with respect to earth axes x0,
y0, z0, which are fixed in space, with x0–z0 as the verti-
cal plane and x0–z0 as the horizontal. Since rotations are
non-commutative, a convention is adopted to define angu-
lar displacement. This is that rotations are imposed in the
order of roll, pitch and yaw, that is, about the x0, y0, and z0

axes, respectively.
When stability derivatives are written with the numerator

in upper case, they are dimensional quantities and express
the rate of change of forces or moments with the appropri-
ate variables; when lower case letters are used there is some
ambiguity. In aerodynamic literature, lower case derivatives
are normally dimensionless, the normalizing quantities being
ρ, V∞, S, and a reference length. In control literature, lower
case derivatives are normally dimensional and are in a suit-
able form for use in the dynamical equations of motion. To
avoid ambiguity, the derivatives quoted here will be left as
straightforward force or moment derivatives; therefore shown
with the numerator as an upper case.

The forces and moments are the axial force X, the normal
force (at right angles to the body axis) Z, the side force Y, the
pitching moment M, the yawing moment N, and the rolling
moment L. Also shown are the moments of inertia about the
x, y, and z axes, referred to the missile center of gravity, A,
B, and C, respectively. For small perturbations, these forces
and moments are linear functions of the six components of
the linear and angular velocities u, v, w, p, q, r; 36 partial
derivatives of the six forces and moments with respect to these
velocities may be written. Those differentiated with respect

to the linear velocities are called static stability derivatives
and those with respect to the angular velocities are called
rotary derivatives.

Similarly, derivatives of the forces and moments may be
obtained with respect to linear and angular accelerations.
These are called rate derivatives. Note that u, v, and w are
lower case to indicate that they are perturbation velocities,
that is, only small deflections and rates are dealt with; the
missile forward speed, which is not small, is denoted by V∞.

Of the total of 72 first order derivatives, only a few are of
practical significance in missile design. The most important,
their significance and simple techniques for estimating their
numerical values are given below. Implicit in these analyses
are the identities w/V∞ = α and v/V∞ = β; the axis system
used is the rolling axis system.

Zw =
(

∂Z

∂w

)
(19)

The missile normal force derivative, obtained from the mis-
sile lift curve slope. Its value is

− 1

V∞

dN

dα
(20)

where N is determined in the plane corresponding to Z.

Yv = (∂Y/∂v) – The lateral equivalent of Zw , also normally
negative.
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Mw = (∂M/∂w) – A static longitudinal stability derivative,
a direct measure of this stability, being a product of Zw

and static margin. Its value is

− 1

V∞

dM

dw
(21)

Nv = (∂N/∂v) – The lateral equivalent of Mw , though of
opposite sign because of the convention adopted for
the nomenclature.

Mq = (∂M/∂q) – Representing the pitch damping of the
missile. Considering only the control contribution, its
value is

− 1

V∞

dNC

dα
(22)

This is the lateral equivalent of Mq and it can be estimated
in the same way.

Lp = (∂L/∂p) – Representing the roll damping of the mis-
sile

Lv = (∂L/∂v) – The derivative of the rolling moment due
to side-slip with respect to sideslip velocity. For an
unswept wing with no dihedral mounted centrally on a
circular body, this derivative is zero at subsonic speeds.
The provision of leading edge sweep, however, intro-
duces a large rolling moment in the righting sense due
to the increase in lift, which is obtained on the wing
towards which the missile is side-slipping. At super-
sonic speeds, even a mid-mounted plane rectangular
wing will generate a rolling moment due to side-slip
because of the unequal areas covered by the tip Mach
cones (provided that the wing is lifting).

4 AIRFRAME CONFIGURATIONS

4.1 Introduction

As shown below, flight control and stabilization may be
achieved in several distinctly different ways, in accordance
with desired missile performance requirements and charac-
teristics and technology advances. A principal consideration
is the requirement for the missile to be roll-stabilized or not.
This leads to further considerations regarding turn-control
methodology; whether to use skid-to-turn or bank-to-turn.

4.2 Roll stabilisation

Earlier rolling airframes based their need to roll on an inten-
tion to minimize control system complexity and cost. Modern

missiles, however, often incorporate imaging seekers, leading
to the preference for roll-stabilization. There are other issues
which drive the selection process, as covered below.

4.3 Rolling airframe

The primary advantage of a rolling airframe is still its reduced
mechanical complexity due to the use of pitch-only con-
trol at its simplest extreme, or pitch-yaw control (e.g., as
employed on the AIM-9 family of missiles). Disadvantages
include limited angle of attack envelopes (and thus reduced
maneuverability). This usable angle of attack limit is some-
times not a key design driver, for example on short-range air
defense systems, particularly if of high-speed designs adopt-
ing advanced propulsion techniques allied with supersonic
drag reduction methods.

4.4 Non-rolling airframe

This implies the adoption of full three-axis airframe con-
trol and complex control actuation systems, whether through
propulsive or aerodynamic (or combined) means. Advances
in control actuation technology are leading to reduced volume
requirements and easier individual fin control, and thus better
possibilities for roll stabilization. It also allows for immedi-
ate response in any specific maneuver plane, unlike the case
for a rolling airframe which will have a time delay in which
the airframe has to be oriented into the desired direction. An
additional secondary benefit is a reduction in the seeker signal
processing load.

4.5 Skid-to-turn versus bank-to-turn

A non-rolling airframe may adopt either skid-to-turn (STT)
or bank-to-turn (BTT) maneuver control.

Missiles using BTT first roll until the wings or major axis
are oriented perpendicular to the target line-of-sight. The
missile then maneuvers in pitch, maintaining the preferred
roll orientation. A benefit includes higher maneuverability
for a missile with a non-circular section or with wings. It
also results in smaller sideslip angles which is good for
intake considerations on air-breather propelled-missiles. It is
particularly suited to mid-course guidance maneuvers prior
to seeker lock-on to target. Disadvantages include slower
responses for terminal maneuvers and significant degradation
in guidance accuracy. It is also difficult to execute maneuvers
at constant altitude. These problems could be alleviated by
using faster roll control actuators a faceted or multi-lens dome
or a switch from BTT to STT for terminal flight.
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STT is the most rapid way to execute transient maneu-
vers and implies the use of axially symmetric airframes with
cruciform or triform configurations. Roll and yaw deflec-
tions, however, increase airframe drag, resulting in possible
autopilot limitations at large incidence angles.

A combined STT/BTT control logic solution could allow
an optimal amalgamation of the two, with the rapid response
of STT for maneuver initiation and BTT for efficient cruise
and maximum g capability at sustained maneuvers.

5 CONTROLS

5.1 Introduction

Although recent design trends have favored propulsive con-
trol for advanced missile systems, aerodynamic control
remains an efficient and simple candidate for many applica-
tions. This section will only deal with aerodynamic aspects
of control, therefore, excluding thrust vector control options,
although they may be made necessary by shortcomings in
aerodynamic control. For example, aerodynamic controls can
only generate significant forces if the flight dynamic pres-
sure is fairly large. It follows that aerodynamically controlled
flight is difficult at very high altitude, where the air density
is low, or at low forward speeds.

The basic function of the control system is to generate
lateral accelerations as demanded by the guidance system.
Aerodynamic controls, as currently employed on GWs nor-
mally only do this indirectly, that is, they generate control
moments not forces directly (although there are exceptions
to this, e.g., moving wing controls). It is then the reaction of
the missile to the applied control moments that produces the
required normal forces. In the case of aircraft, most deflected
surface controls are in the form of hinged panels at the trailing
edge of a wing, stabilizer or vertical fin. On many high-
speed fighter aircraft a complete stabilizer is hinged (slab
tail) and may be used to provide both elevator and aileron
control. This is, however, the exception. For GWs, the use of
all-moving surfaces is the rule, not the exception, since the
requirements for trimmed incidence and lateral acceleration
are more demanding than for aircraft and also because it is
then easier to minimize the hinge moments.

5.2 Tail controls

The most common layout for guided weapons is a combina-
tion of a body with a fixed wing, placed close to the center of
gravity, and another set of surfaces at the rear. These rear sur-
faces not only act as stabilizers but also as all-moving pitch,

yaw, and roll controls. A cruciform set of control panels can
operate symmetrically in opposed pairs to perform pitch and
yaw functions and, if roll control is required, anti-symmetric
operation of one or both pairs will produce a rolling moment,
that is, operating as ailerons.

A tail control provides efficient subsystem packaging
around the motor and nozzle. Additionally, a tail control does
not induce much in the way of a rolling moment because the
vortices shed by the control surface trail behind the missile.
For a statically stable missile, the control surface deflection
to trim the missile reduces the local angle of attack at the
control surface. Also, tail control is usually more effective
than a single canard control at high angles of attack because
the tail control can be deflected to a higher deflection angle
without stall. The characteristic disadvantage of tail controls
is that the control deflection to develop a turning moment
must be opposite in direction to the angle of attack, thereby
producing a lift component opposite to the required direction.
Additionally, the actuators will need to be positioned close
to the hot propulsion efflux and will entail running electri-
cal wiring from the guidance section to the control section,
typically over or through the propulsion section.

5.3 Wing controls

A wing control configuration consists of a relatively large
wing, located close to the missile center of gravity, with a set
of stabilizing surfaces at the rear (e.g., the Skyflash air-to-air
missile). The wing is deflected to provide lift for maneuver-
ing flight. The pitching moment (or yawing moment) due to
this wing deflection is generally very low, since the lift devel-
oped is located close to the center of gravity. However, the
resulting downwash from the wing produces a download on
the stabilizing fins which in turn provides the desired turning
moment to develop angle of attack.

An advantage of this type of control is that only a small
body rotation is required to maneuver, which results in a
smaller seeker tracking error. Additionally, wing controls
give a fast response for maneuverability, particularly for skid-
to-turn maneuvers. Also, since the lift is generated at low
angles of attack, induced drag remains low, improving kine-
matics.

Wing controls have a number of disadvantages. The space
available for packaging the necessarily large actuators (due
to the large hinge moment) is crucial and they must be posi-
tioned close to the missile CG, often impacting upon the
motor design. Also, because the wing provides the control,
it must be sized for maneuverability in addition to aerody-
namic efficiency, resulting in what appears to be an oversized
wing.
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5.4 Canard controls

A canard control configuration consists of relatively small
control surfaces located well forward of the wing, for exam-
ple, the AIM-9X Sidewinder air-to-air missile. Lift is derived
almost entirely from the wing since the lift from the canards
is generally cancelled out by a download on the wing, which
is caused by the downwash from the canards. This download
on the wing assists in generating the desired turning moment.

It is a common phenomenon with canard designs that they
are unstable at low angles of attack, especially with high
angles of control deflection. One reason for this behavior
can be that the canard surface develops, due to its higher
aspect ratio, more lift at low incidence that the low aspect
ratio aft wing. Usually the missile becomes more stable at
higher Mach numbers. At a given angle of attack, the aft
wing, due to its non-linearity, starts to develop more lift than
the forward-located surface and thus stabilizes the missile.

Canard controls have the advantage that the guidance, nav-
igation and control subsystems can all be closely located,
however, the actuators make take up valuable space in the
nose.

Unlike a tail-controlled missile, canards offer the advan-
tage of an upload on the canard for a statically stable missile
providing a more rapid response to latax demands.

There are two main disadvantages of canard controls. The
first is that the canard has a tendency to stall at high angles of
attack. This can be alleviated by the use of a forward set of
fixed canards (e.g., Python 4/5). Secondly, due to interference
effects between the canard and wings (see Section 5.7.1) a
rolling moment can be induced on a missile with canard sur-
faces. This is usually overcome by using free-to-roll wings
(e.g., Python 4/5) or canards (e.g., Javelin/Starburst).

5.5 Grid fins

Grid fins are also known by a number of other names, includ-
ing lattice wings and paddle fins. The reason is obvious as
such names aptly describe the geometry of the lifting surface,
for example, the Russian Vympel R-77 missile (see Figure 6).
Grid fins are attached to a body so that their planform is per-
pendicular to the body longitudinal axis; parallel to the body
cross section. The fins then have a “span” consistent with the
definition as applied to conventional fins and a width in the
body cross section plane but perpendicular to the span. The
grid fin chord is equivalent to the planar fin thickness and
much smaller than the other dimensions. A frame, generally
of rectangular shape and sometimes with cut-off corners, sup-
ports any number of vanes internally, configured mostly in a
criss-crossed fashion, to form a honeycomb, or alternatively

Figure 6. Vympel R-77 missile with grid fins (courtesy of
www.wikipedia.org).

in a parallel sense, thus appearing as a ladder. When in a rect-
angular frame, the vanes are generally orientated parallel to
the frame axis or at ±45◦. The vanes then form a set of high
aspect ratio lifting surfaces in a frame that is relatively stiff
with respect to bending.

For subsonic and supersonic freestream conditions, the
normal force coefficient for the grid fin behaves similarly to
a planar fin at low angles of attack, although at higher Mach
numbers the grid fins tend to generate more normal force. The
departure in the transonic region is due to the flow interactions
that occur inside each grid fin cell. Below Mach 1, the cell
wall boundary layers lead to a restriction in area and the flow
becomes choked. When this condition exists, some of the
flow is spilled around the grid fin, causing a reduction in the
normal force generated by the fin.

As the freestream Mach number increases beyond Mach 1,
a shock wave will attach to the cell leading edges and sweep
back inside the cell. Until the shock angle is swept enough to
take the shock out of the rear of the cell, the shock reflections
occurring inside the cell also lead to a loss in the generation
of normal force. When the angle of attack is varied two trends
become evident for grid fins that separate them from planar
fins. The change in CN tends to be nonlinear with the angle
of incidence at low angles of attack although a linear trend
returns as Mach number increases beyond Mach 1. More
importantly, grid fins can operate at high α without showing
indications of stall typical of planar fins. Research suggests
that the lift peaks somewhere in the region of 30◦ < α < 50◦

but that even at 50◦ angle of attack, stall as evident in a planar
fin had not occurred. This makes grid fins extremely attractive
as control surfaces for high maneuverability applications.

A considerable opportunity presented by grid fins arises
due to the geometry of such fins. The very small chord
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Figure 7. Lift build-up with control deflection versus time.

length of the vanes leads to a very low hinge moment. Hinge
moments for grid fins are generally an order of magnitude
lower than those for planar fins. This allows a smaller actu-
ator than for an equivalent planar fin to provide equivalent
response or the same sized actuator as for an equivalent planar
fin will give greatly improved response.

A structural advantage of grid fins is that the normal force
generated acts in the plane of the fin, the plane in which the fin
is most rigid, unlike a planar fin where the normal force acts
perpendicularly to the plane of the fin. Although the spanwise
center of pressure locations and hence root bending moments
are similar for grid fins and planar fins at about 40% of the
span from the root, the grid fin geometry is much more effi-
cient at supporting the load allowing a lighter fin. To achieve
the benefits of the grid fin geometry a penalty is paid in drag.
The axial force associated with grid fins is relatively high (of
the order of 3 to 4 times that of an equivalent planar fin).
This has considerable consequences for a missile platform
intended for longer range engagements. Although drag reduc-
tion techniques could significantly improve performance
without adversely affecting other characteristics, the axial
force will still be greater than for an equivalent planar fin.

Conversely, the axial drag could be used to aid the deploy-
ment of a folded grid fin, as appears to be the case on the
Vympel R-77. This allows the fin to deploy automatically,
without the aid of additional springs or actuators, although the
method has reportedly proved somewhat unreliable. Storage,
both off and on an aircraft, and handling could be simplified
by the reduced volume requirements when the grid fins are
folded.

5.6 Missile response to control deflection

The response characteristic due to control deflection differs
for the various control types (Figure 7). The entire control
response may be subdivided into the periods of:

I. Control deflection
II. Build-up of angle of attack
III. Oscillating flight
IV. Sustained flight.

5.6.1 Tail control

With the tail control, a negative control deflection η is neces-
sary to acquire lift, hence the lift is initially reduced (Period I).
Due to the turning moment, the build-up of the angle of
attack follows (Period II). After the period of damped oscil-
lation (static stability provided) the missile reaches its new
sustained angle of attack (Period IV).

5.6.2 Canard control

With the canard control, the same manoeuvre is initiated with
a positive control deflection η, which immediately produces
a lift component in the direction of the required angle of
attack (Period I). The resulting turning moment is augmented
by the download on the wing due to the downwash of the
canard surfaces, thereby giving the canard type a somewhat
higher build-up rate (Period II). Sustained angle of attack is
(Period IV) is attained after damped oscillation.
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5.6.3 Wing control

With wing control, an appreciable lift component is produced
with the wing deflection (Period I). Additional lift is devel-
oped as the angle of attack builds up (Period II). The response
rate of the wing control is very fast; however, the resultant
high aerodynamic hinge moments are a distinctive disadvan-
tage. This, however, is not the only reason why wing control
configurations are relatively rare. The main reason is proba-
bly the susceptibility of the wing control type to any shift of
the center of gravity (CG).

If the CG is very near to the center of pressure (CP) of the
wing, fairly good aerodynamic behavior can be expected.
If the CG lies aft of the wing CP, the increment of the
wing turning moment generally exceeds the decrement of
the tail turning moment, thereby reducing the static stability
and increasing the response rate. For many configurations,
this CG position results in negative stability. If the center
of gravity lies forward of the wing CP there is a substantial
reduction in maneuverability (allied with increased stability)
per unit wing deflection and the response rate is decreased.
A build-up of the angle of attack can only be achieved if
the positive tail turning moment exceeds the negative wing
turning moment. If the CG is moved forward far enough,
the angle of attack, and the lift will be reduced with control
deflection.

5.7 Aerodynamic interactions

There are two kinds of interaction attributable to aerodynamic
causes. First, those whereby the magnitude of a quantity is
affected by the presence of another component. Examples
include the lift of a wing-body combination which exceeds
the lift of the two components in isolation and the reduction
of tail effectiveness due to the wing downwash field. Another
common example is interference drag, where the drag of a
combination of components exceeds the summation of the
drags of the individual items. The second kind of interac-
tion is where forces or moments are produced in a different
sense to those intended. A common feature in such matters
is downwash, discussed in more detail below.

5.7.1 Downwash

The induced local velocity behind a plane lifting surface with
elliptical loading is illustrated in Figure 8a. Any downstream
surface situated close to the plane of this lifting surface will
be subjected to a distorted flow field and hence a change
in its effective angle of incidence. This effect is reduced
if the plane of the second surface can be displaced above

Figure 8. Induced velocity behind: (a) a lifting wing with elliptical
loading; and (b) differentially deflected control surfaces.

or below the plane of the first. This is the main reason for
using fin-mounted tailplanes on aeroplanes fitted with high
lift devices. High lift implies large amounts of circulation and
hence strong vortices. Strong vortices imply a large down-
wash velocity which reduces the effectiveness of the tailplane,
if mounted close to the plane of the vortices.

Downwash-induced forces become especially awkward if,
as well as having co-planar surfaces of different spans, the
upstream surface operates anti-symmetrically, for example,
canard controls used as ailerons (Figure 7).

The intention here is to generate a roll which is anti-
clockwise when viewed from the rear. However, the induced
flow field produces incidence changes on the main lifting sur-
faces which will generate a roll in the opposite sense. With the
normal relative magnitude of control and wing area this latter
rolling moment will dominate and the missile will instead roll
clockwise from the rear. Unfortunately, as body incidence
increases, the vortices shed from the canards move further
away from the main wing surface and this induced moment
rapidly reduces in magnitude. Therefore, at some value of
incidence, the direction of roll for a given sense of control
deflection is likely to be reversed. The problem is less severe
if the canard controls are well forward of the wing since
the vortices are less likely to pass close to it; some decay
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Figure 9. Roll induced by combined pitch and yaw.

also occurs, together with further interactions with the body
vortices, which “blur” the control vortices.

The situation can be handled by allowing the main wing
to rotate independently of the control system, or by indepen-
dently roll-stabilizing it.

5.7.2 Roll induced by combined pitch and yaw

The production of a force or moment in another plane
from that intended is known as cross-coupling, for exam-
ple, between lateral and longitudinal motions. A number of
such interactions are described below. Consider the cruciform
wing arrangement shown in Figure 9 at supersonic speed and
subjected to combined pitch and yaw.

There will be a residual rolling moment, due to wing tip
effects, whenever pitch and yaw are unequal. Similar but
smaller effects are present at the wing root. Blanketing and
downwash effects on downstream lifting surfaces are also
present and are particularly severe for missiles with cruciform
canard control surfaces. The induced rolling moments pro-
duced are not amenable to calculation and increase rapidly as
the total incidence increases. There are normally two points,
for example, 0◦ roll and 45◦, for which the induced rolling
moment is zero but normally only one of these is stable for a
given missile.

5.7.3 Roll induced by yaw demand

The origin of this phenomenon is indicated in Figure 10.
The separated flow on the lee-side of the body at incidence
has a reduced dynamic pressure. A rudder panel operating in
this region produces a smaller aerodynamic force for a given
deflection than its opposing panel, which is exposed to the

Figure 10. Roll induced by yaw demand.

free stream. The net force difference between the two panels
therefore produces a residual rolling moment.

5.7.4 Yaw induced by roll demand

If, for the situation described above, the panels have been
operated anti-symmetrically to provide a rolling moment, the
net force difference would produce a side force at the mis-
sile rear and hence an induced yawing moment. Both effects
are significant only where the controls are mounted towards
the rear.

5.7.5 Pitch induced by roll rate

Some missiles are left free to roll. If the overall center of
pressure moves longitudinally as the missile roll angle varies,
a pitch oscillation linked to roll rate can develop and lead to
instability.

5.7.6 Common cross-coupling features

All of these cross-coupling phenomena are related to viscous
effects, either by the boundary layer or flow separation or vor-
tices and their associated nonlinearities. They are therefore
difficult to handle theoretically, although progress is being
made with numerical models.

5.7.7 Trim drag on canard-configured missiles

It can be shown that if positive static stability is to be achieved
using canard controls, the presence of a trim load on the
control in steady flight is unavoidable. This produces an
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associated trim drag and a consequent performance penalty
which is significant for missiles designed to fly for long
ranges (e.g., cruise missiles).

6 CONCLUSION

This chapter has served to provide a detailed overview and
analysis of aerodynamic stability and control, as applied
specifically to the case of guided weapons (missiles). It
has been shown that there are many specialized areas and
resultant sets of problems compared with the more familiar
concepts applicable to fixed-wing aircraft. This leads to the
wide range of missile configurations seen in popular modern
use, with the optimum choice dependant upon many parame-

ters including maneuverability, speed, altitude, performance
envelope, size/mass limitations, carriage considerations, and
so on.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Navigation. Navigation may be described as the process
of guiding a craft from one place to another. Such guidance
involves controlling the movement of the craft, or vehicle.
The term navigation can also be used more specifically to
describe the theory and practice of determining position, ori-
entation, and velocity relative to some reference system. This
latter meaning is the focus for this chapter.

Being able to find the final destination is intuitively what
is required from navigation for the most applications, but
collision avoidance is at least as important in many cases.
The capability to plan and follow the shortest route is also
useful, in particular as it reduces time and costs involved in
travel and transportation.

Historically, man has sailed the seas for a long time. For
many millennia the navigation techniques were quite limited,
although fascinating journeys were nonetheless undertaken.
Most of the theory, methods, and devices for sea navigation

in use today have been developed during the last thousand
years or so. Air navigation is now only slightly more than
a century old. The era of space navigation is even younger.
The development of air- and spacecraft is intertwined with the
development of many modern navigation methods and tech-
niques with availability, reliability, and accuracy that could
only be imagined a century ago.

There are many similarities between navigation on the
sea and in the air. Many important concepts and systems
used in aviation originally emerged from maritime naviga-
tion needs. Some differences between the areas are the three
dimensional nature of air navigation and the generally higher
velocities which implies shorter times for taking navigation
decisions and guiding actions. The requirements on precision,
availability and reliability differ by application. For aircraft
the vertical measurement is of great importance. For ocean
crossing the need for horizontal accuracy is less than for low
altitude flying to an entry point in a terminal area. When flying
in controlled airspace the traffic is separated both in altitude
and laterally and aircraft need to maintain both course and
altitude as dictated by air traffic control (ATC).

Reference systems. Navigation, in the sense of determin-
ing attitude, course, and velocity can not be done in absolute
terms. These quantities need to be estimated and calculated
relative to some references although there are no natural fixed
reference points. Instead reference points must be selected
by the users. For navigation purposes there are many useful
points that can be used as references. For local navigation
around an airfield, the runway, houses, lakes, and towns near
the airfield provide many such reference points which avia-
tors can use when communicating with each other to define
position, direction, and possibly velocity. However, to be able
to label points where few, if any, reference points are in sight,
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such as on the open sea or flying at night or in clouds, coor-
dinate systems are necessary. This also provides a way of
quantifying position, distance, velocity and orientation. Coor-
dinate systems are useful also for the cases where lots of
natural reference points exist.

Since the earth very closely has the shape of an oblate
spheroid, see Heiskanen and Moritz (1967), rotationally sym-
metric ellipsoids with the axis along the earth’s axis have been
used for a long time to describe the geometry of the earth.
Coordinate systems based on such a concept are defined by
only a few points from which follow the positions of other
points, longitudes, latitudes, the north and south poles, and
so on. The process of defining coordinate systems is intrinsi-
cally linked with the development of planar representations
of the earth’s surface, that is, maps (Iliffe and Lott, 2008;
Snyder, 1987; Strang and Borre, 1997). Further, determin-
ing the location of suitable reference points involves taking
many measurements and careful analysis of the obtained
information for the best fit. Before the space age many dif-
ferent ellipsoids were used, where each one was the best fit
to measurements made over some region of the earth. Not
until satellite measurements were available was it possible
to obtain accurate enough results to create reference ellip-
soids with global coverage. This is the reason for the many
different reference systems, map datums, that exist. There
are several hundred map datums at national and continental
level, even more on regional or local level. Today WGS-84, or
World Geodetic System 1984 (Department of Defense World
Geodetic System, 1984) is the dominating reference system
and geographic information is transferred from older map
datums. The distance between points labelled identically in
WGS-84 and some other map datums can be significant, hun-
dreds of meters or more. For accurate navigation it is of
importance to understand the notion of datum and in what
reference system navigational information is provided and to
what geographical information it is applied.

In conclusion, there is no universal way of labeling points
of space and thus not any truly absolute coordinate system.
But relative reference systems can cover the entire Earth with
limited errors, and that is precisely what for instance WGS-84
does.

History and concepts of aircraft navigation. In the
early days of navigation flights were preferably done in
daylight and at low altitude. Terrestrial navigation was an
important navigation method, that is, the pilot or navigator
tracked the flight following a map with the help of a basic
course indicator such as a compass. Flights were relatively
short but already in the 1930s aircraft covered long distances.
Navigation was very similar to the one practiced on sea, using
compass, compensating for wind effect which makes track
and heading differ and speed estimate for dead reckoning.

In the late 1920s experiments had taken place with instru-
ment landing systems (ILS) to enable landing in low visibility
conditions (Metz, 1959). Radio navigation systems were
developed in the 1930s for maritime use and introduced
for aviation shortly afterwards. The aircraft instrumentation
improved as well, for instance with more accurate course and
speed indicators.

To measure the altitude has always been a crucial abil-
ity. The standard equipment is a barometric altimeter which
measures the local, static, air pressure. Since the air pressure
decreases by altitude, the altitude can be determined given
a reference pressure. For start and landing it is the airport
ground level pressure but in flight the reference is sea-level
or an agreed standard pressure. Radar altimeters measure the
time elapsed for a radar pulse to be reflected from the ground
back to the aircraft.

As air traffic increased the need for coordination and plan-
ning became apparent. During the 1930s the traffic at and
in the vicinity of airports was guided by radio communica-
tion with pilots. After its invention, the radar was the natural
choice for ATC to measure aircraft position. Later aircraft
were also equipped with transponders for identification. This
increased the range of radar systems since the signal only
needed to travel one direction, instead of a reflection a signal
is sent back with aircraft identity and altimeter informa-
tion which give the ATC a precise view of the air traffic
situation.

While pioneer pilots could choose their route freely, the
restrictions imposed as a consequence of managing a com-
plex traffic situation reduced the freedom and forced pilots
to follow predefined air routes. The controlled airspace is
divided into sectors and layers in which airways are defined
as routes between points. The points are defined by a net-
work of radio beacons. An example of an aviator’s map, an
area chart for a terminal area, is shown in Figure 1. Although
aircraft navigation is mainly performed using onboard sys-
tems, ground-based navigation aids, such as radio beacons
and distance measuring equipment are an important part of
the total aviation navigation system and significantly increase
accuracy and reliability.

Requirements on navigation systems, instruments
and equipment. Navigation systems for aircraft are sub-
ject to many different requirements, mainly because aircraft
come in many different sizes, have vastly different oper-
ational characteristics, and are used for a large variety of
services in multiple environments.

The lightest manned aircraft are perhaps paragliders and
they may weigh less than some 100 kg at takeoff. In contrast,
the aircraft with the largest maximum take off weight is the
Antonov An-225 with 640 t, which exceeds the 590 t of the
Airbus A380-800F.
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Figure 1. Parts of the airspace over Stockholm, Sweden. The two main airports shown on the map are Arlanda and Bromma, each with
a control zone (CTR) extending from the ground up to 2000 ft above medium sea level (MSL). Over these and extending beyond their
perimeters, are located different sectors of the terminal area (TMA). These sectors start at different altitudes but all have their top at flight
level FL 95. At this altitude are located airways indicated by thick grey lines and most of these extend up to FL 285. Reproduced by
permission of LFV - Air Navigation Services of Sweden.

The varying operational characteristics of aircraft impose
different requirement on navigation systems. Hot air balloons
operate at low speed and their pilots can only directly control
altitude. Nevertheless, a very useful feature for navigation
systems on balloons is the capability to measure velocity
exactly, as this helps the pilot to estimate which landing spots
can be reached. Vertical velocity is important to measure on
all aircraft, but forward speed relative to the surrounding air is
perhaps even more important as this is necessary for avoiding
stall on all fixed wing aircraft, with or without propulsion.

The air navigation equipment necessary to carry on a par-
ticular aircraft depends on in which types of airspace it shall
fly in, and also on how much the equipment is allowed to
weigh. For flights according to the visual flight rules (VFR)
the requirements are less strict than for flights under the
instrument flight rules (IFR). In the latter case, the aircraft
must have instruments that allow the pilot to fly without visual
external references, for example, the horizon.

In all cases the three-dimensional nature of air naviga-
tion makes it critical to measure altitude accurately. Altitude

measurements are done by barometric altimeters. These
instruments measure the static air pressure outside the aircraft
and convert this to altitude based on the ICAO standard atmo-
sphere. At take-off and landing, the altimeter is corrected by
the actual air pressure at the airport. For most IFR flights the
altimeters are set to a standard pressure of 1 013.25 hPa when
above the “transition level”, an altitude of around 8000 ft or
2400 m depending on the air pressure and airport location.
When an altimeter is configured with the standard pressure,
the altitude reported by the instrument may have a relatively
large error compared to the geometric altitude, which depends
on the pressure and temperature distribution in the atmo-
sphere below the instrument. But, since all aircraft around
it have the same altimeter configuration, the relative altitudes
are all correct within a small error tolerance.

Altitude is normally measured in feet. When an aircraft is
above the transition level, the altitude is normally referred to
as flight level (FL), which is simply altitude in hundreds of
feet. Distance is also a length, but in aviation it is measured in
nautical miles (nm). By definition a nautical mile is 1852 m.
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For navigation purposes, the unit of choice for velocity is
knots (kt) which is nautical miles per hour.

2 GROUND-BASED NAVIGATION AIDS

Introduction. There are several different ground-based
systems for navigational aid. They fall into two main cat-
egories: systems for approach and landing and systems for
en-route navigation.

Approach and landing systems have stricter requirements
both in precision and availability compared to en-route navi-
gations systems. The systems give guiding references both
in elevation, in the sense that the aircraft is following a
glide slope, not an absolute altitude, and in lateral direction.
Depending on the weather situation more or less guidance
support to the pilot is expected by the system. In meteorolog-
ical conditions with very low visibility an aircraft can land
only using instrument guidance. If the aircraft is equipped
with an advanced automatic piloting system that can be con-
nected with the landing system and perform a fully automatic
landing.

Traditionally the systems to support instrument landing
ILS are designed with radio technology, but microwave based
systems (MLS) were introduced in the 1970s. Satellite-based
systems are expected to become more used in the future but
other solutions such as using existing transponder and ILS
technology, are also future alternatives as old equipment is
replaced.

En-route navigation aids have, until the introduction of
satellite systems, consisted of different radio systems like
beacons, LORAN-C chains, and other distance or bear-
ing indicating systems. These provide ground fixed-points,
to which bearing and distance are given by the systems.
Although distance and bearing information is provided, the
altitude needs to be determined by the aircraft equipment.
With these navigation aids a pilot can navigate long distances,
following defined air routes independently of the onboard
inertial navigation system (INS).

Another important actor in the navigation task is the ATC.
The ATC is responsible for managing the traffic and allocat-
ing a route to the aircraft. The ATC has radar surveillance, that
can track aircraft during flight and direct the pilot by course
and altitude commands. This is a common way to navigate
in the terminal area surrounding an airport.

When introducing new technology two factors play an
important role for the speed of implementation. Equipment
represents a substantial investment for aircraft operators and
a technology which forces new equipment to be installed in
aircraft will take a long time to spread. Before any imple-
mentation can be done systems must acquire acceptance by
the certification authorities such as the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) or equivalent organizations. This is
another costly and time-consuming activity.

Instrument landing system (ILS). ILS is a radio-based
system designed as two guidance systems which guide in
elevation and direction, respectively. It can also be supported
with light-guidance systems with a similar functionality as
the radio equipment.

The lateral guidance system, the localizer, sends out
two signals via directional antennas (usually array antennas
located at the end of the runway) with different modulation.
The receiver measures the difference in modulation which
changes with lateral position. The navigation system in the
cockpit indicates if the aircraft is left or right of the centerline.
The glideslope guidance systems have a similar function,
with antennas placed at the side of the runway. Two antenna
beams form a glide slope (or glide path) around 3◦ above
the ground (horizontal level). The signals are modulated to
let the aircraft equipment indicate a possible offset to the
nominal path. The concept is illustrated in Figure 2. The
display instrumentation in the aircraft may be steering indi-
cators or integrated as a part of a modern flight management
system (FMS).

Distance measuring equipment is a common part of an
ILS. The normal installation consists of three markers at
7 km, 1 km and 300 m, which indicate distance to the runway

Figure 2. Illustration of ILS localizer and glideslope (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:ILS illustration.jpg). Reproduced from Wikipedia.
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threshold. A modern system provides a continuous distance
measuring system (DMS) which, as the markers, helps the
pilot and system to verify glideslope and path.

ILS are standardized by ICAO (2010) with defined carrier
frequencies, different for elevation and lateral direction sys-
tems but paired together requiring only one selection on the
aircraft equipment.

The localizer also supports an identification system which
can send a Morse signal with the runway identity.

ILS categories. Instrument landing systems are divided
into categories defining the capability of the system in terms
of availability and accuracy. Exact definitions are provided
by ICAO (2010). There are three main categories, CAT I –
CAT III of which CAT III has three subcategories, A, B,
and C. A system of the first category, CAT I, allows landing
if the visibility is more than 800 m and a decision height
(the height when the pilot must decide to land or initiate a
missed approach and begin to climb) of more than 200 ft
(61 m) above the runway, for CAT II the respective figures
are 300 m and 100 ft (30 m) and with a CAT III-C system
the aircraft’s autopilot system can be used to land without
any visual limitations. A CAT III-C system also provides
guidance along the runway surface.

Microwave landing system (MLS). During the 1970s
passive array radar systems were developed. Instead of broad-
casting radio signals to be received by the aircraft the air
volume is scanned by a microwave array which sends a
beam to the aircraft. The aircraft measures the time delays
from different array cells from which it calculates the air-
craft’s position, speed and direction. The system is more
accurate than ILS, and the installation is simpler. Initially
it was expected to replace ILS before the end of the century
but with the introduction of satellite navigation systems the
investments in MLS slowed down. Since satellite systems
still do not provide the accuracy and availability necessary
for advanced approach and landing ILS has been in use longer
than planned but it was not until 2009 that the first MLS was
installed at London Heathrow, GB.

Transponder landing system (TLS). Array antennas
and the other ILS equipment is expensive and requires
maintenance. At some airports reflection properties of the
environment like runway, building, and hills can make it dif-
ficult or impossible to install conventional ILS systems. A
TLS uses the existing transponder equipment of the aircraft
to measure the aircraft’s position which is then broadcast to
the aircraft as if it came from an ILS.

The equipment needed is cheaper, easier to install, and
mobile systems are more easily designed and deployed.

Augmentation for satellite systems. Global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) provide continuous navigation with
precision enough for en-route navigation all over the world
(see Section 4). However, the systems do not guarantee
availability or broadcast system failiure messages and for
approach and landing guidance the accuracy provided is not
enough. To meet these capability gaps, ground systems have
been developed and installed to enhance the systems’ capa-
bilities.

Satellite navigation systems calculate distances based on
the time a signal takes to travel from a satellite to the receiver.
The measured time can differ from a signal travelling along
a straight line depending on disturbances and delays due to
electromagnetic phenomena, but some of those delays are
relatively stable over shorter periods of time. With a precise
surveyed ground fixed system that measures the disturbances,
the satellite navigation signal errors can be calculated and
distributed to mobile receivers such as aircraft.

Systems have been developed to cover wide areas, the
wide area Augmentation system (WAAS) and even more
precise for local areas, the local area augmentation system
(LAAS) which provides satellite error correcting informa-
tion but also ILS-like signals. Some of these systems are
terrestrial and known as ground-based augmentation Systems
(GBAS) and are being developed world wide. These systems,
besides enhancing accuracy, also provide signal quality infor-
mation and availability guarantees. They will in the future
allow capability at CAT III level.

Augmented satellite systems will simplify more versatile
approaches enabling fuel saving and noise abatement proce-
dures by allowing curved precision approaches.

Radar. Radar systems, as originally developed, send out
a high frequency radio pulse which travels at the speed of
light until it hits an object (the target) from which some
of the energy is reflected back to the sender where it can
be received and the range and direction to the object calcu-
lated. The introduction of radar systems to monitor air traffic
greatly enhanced the capability with higher traffic density
and improved safety. This use of radar, today called primary
radar, only gives information on range and bearing, and two
close objects can be difficult to separate in which case target
tracking becomes a problem.

Secondary surveillance radar (SSR) is a concept where the
target is active and replies back to the sending antenna using
a transponder, which is a combined receiver and emitter. This
solution has several advantages, it has a longer range and the
response from the target’s transponder can provide additional
information. All aircraft need a transponder which replies
to interrogation pulses from the SSR. The SSR receives
the encoded signal which includes aircraft identification
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information and altitude. The distance to the target aircraft is
calculated by measuring the time delay between the interro-
gation pulse and the reply and the azimuth as the direction
of the antenna during the interrogation. Modern systems use
high resolution array antennas and the azimuth accuracy is
better than 0.5◦. The range of systems can be up to 400 km.

Radar systems are a part of the ATC and the navigation is
done by the ATC center which uptates and guides the pilot by
giving instructions for altitude, speed and direction. This is,
in busy and controlled airspace, possibly the most important
navigation equipment as the ATC is responsible for separating
the traffic. ATC can also guide a radar approach comparable
to CAT I.

Nondirectional Beacon (NDB). The use of beacons is
natural and one of the oldest ground fixed navigational aids,
for air and sea. A non-directional beacon sends out a signal
without any directional information. Non-directional beacons
(NDB) as defined by ICAO (2010) operate at low or medium
frequency (190 kHz–1750 kHz) and the signal bends and fol-
lows the curvature of the earth. This makes the signal possible
to receive at long distances and at low altitudes but then the it
is also prone to atmospheric and meteorological disturbances.
Today NDBs are mainly used in instrument approaches where
they can offer precision fixes for short distances.

VHF Omni-directional radio range (VOR). VHF
omni-directional Radio Range (VOR) is the name for a sys-
tem which sends out a very high frequencey (VHF) radio
signal (30 MHz to 300 MHz) with a Morse identification
code, directional information, and possibly a voice signal.
The directional information is coded with two phase-shifted
signals and the receiver equipment can derive the magnetic
bearing to the VOR. Besides the advantage of retrieving
the bearing independently of the aircraft’s own compass,
VHF signals are not bent in the terrain and are less sensi-
tive to meteorological disturbances. VOR-based navigation
offers a precision comparable to non-augmented global satel-
lite navigation systems. In a network of VOR stations air
routes are defined. When aircraft follow the routes they fly
straight lines, turning at intersections of VOR radials or at
stations.

Tactical air navigation (TACAN). The US military
adopted navigation aid with a functionality similar to VOR
from the pilot’s perspective but designed by partly differ-
ent technology based on a transponder solution because they
found the accuracy of VOR unsufficient. VOR and TACAN
is often co-located and named VORTAN in radio navigation
charts.

Distance measuring equipment (DME). One of the
main radio-based navigation principles is distance measure-
ment. This is done by measuring the time for a radio signal to
travel between a sender and a receiver. Distance measuring
equipment (DME) sends an interrogation, that is, two pre-
cisely defined pulses, from the aircraft to a ground station
where a transponder replies. The aircraft records the time
the signal travels and from this the distance is calculated.
DME ground stations are often co-located with VOR ground
stations. DME offers an accuracy better than 200 m.

Long range navigation – LORAN. Long range aid to
navigation (LORAN) is a radio navigation system. A network
of transmitters sends out syncronized signals which makes it
possible for a receiver to measure the time each signal travels
from its transmitter to the receiver. The transmitters are con-
nected in chains and by the difference in receipt from different
synchronized transmitters the receiver can calculate its posi-
tion and speed. LORAN has its roots in navigation systems
developed after the second World War and the latest version
LORAN-C has a range of up to 1 800 km. Maritime naviga-
tion has been the driving force and there exist LORAN-C
chains in North America, Europe, Asia and an almost identi-
cal system in Russia called CHAYKA.

After a long debate the US has decided to close the
LORAN-C system by 2010 and Canada has declared its
intention to follow. Only chains in Alaska will be main-
tained due to international agreements. The GNSS system
GPS with other backup systems is considered sufficient to
replace LORAN-C. The international LORAN association
advocates an enhancement to eLORAN.

3 INERTIAL NAVIGATION

Accelerometers measure the linear acceleration of a body.
Since acceleration is the second derivative of position it is
therefore possible to compute velocity change as well as
position displacement by integrating accelerometer signals
twice with enough accuracy. Further, rate gyros measure the
angular velocity of a body, a quantity related to the first
derivative of orientation. By integrating angular rate signals
carefully one can compute the corresponding rotational dis-
placement. Given the initial position and orientation of the
craft, the computed displacements then provide information
about the updated position and attitude. In essence, these
are the underlying ideas behind inertial navigation. In prac-
tice, quite a lot of sensor technology, mathematical theory, in
particular in signal processing, and computational technol-
ogy are necessary to obtain systems with high accuracy and
reliability.
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Inertial navigation theory. Both acceleration and angu-
lar velocity are measured relative to inertial space. The
concept of inertial space is essentially a massless body
that moves with constant velocity and does not rotate. It is
purely abstract but nevertheless very useful for analyzing the
mechanics of flight and navigation.

Most accelerometers measure the acceleration in one
direction. Since space is three-dimensional, at least three
such accelerometers are necessary to measure all compo-
nents of a body’s acceleration. Angular velocity also has three
components and three rate gyros are necessary to measure
these. Angular velocity components are related to the time
derivatives of the course, pitch and roll angles that can be
used to specify orientation, but the relation depends on the
orientation. Thus care must be exercised when integrating
these component measurements in order to get an orientation
displacement. Systems are available where more than three
accelerometers or rate gyros are used to improve accuracy
and reliability, partly because fault detection and sensor iso-
lation is possible if a quantity is measured by independent
sensors.

If a navigation-grade accelerometer is held at a fixed posi-
tion relative to the earth, with its sensing axis vertical, it will
register the gravitational acceleration of about 1 g. An iner-
tial navigation system based on such accelerometers must
compensate for this, as clearly the system has zero kinematic
acceleration if held at a fixed position. This is done by having
a model of gravitational acceleration and using the gravita-
tional acceleration components computed from this model
together with the current estimates of position, to update the
sensor information before integration.

Inertial sensors are very accurate on small time scales.
This depends on the physics of the sensors, but is also related
to the rate at which sensors provide data. Modern inertial
navigation systems typically integrate the sensor signals at a
rate of a few thousand steps per second. However, the long-
term error of the computed velocity and position is unlimited.
This is in contrast to other types of navigation systems where
the error may be bounded but position updates are much less
frequent, for example, about 10–20 Hz for satellite navigation
fixes. Typical inertial navigation systems for aviation use have
error growth rates of less than a nautical mile per hour.

Coordinate systems. Several different coordinate sys-
tems are used in aviation navigation. One commonly used
system is a set of axes fixed to the earth, with origin in the
earthÂ’s center, x and y axes in the equatorial plane with
x pointing out of the reference meridian, and the positive z

axis pointing out of the north pole. Such an earth centered
and earth fixed coordinate system is used in many aviation
applications, the concept is illustrated in Figure 3. Longitude,

ez

ex

ey

P

Figure 3. The axes of an earth centered and earth fixed carte-
sian coordinate system with the ellipsoid indicated. Unit vectors
ex and ey span the equatorial plane and point out the x and y axes.
Cartesian coordinates of point P are simply x, y and z. The point P
has longitude λ and geocentric latitude ψ.

latitude and altitude are often used as these relate useful infor-
mation for an aircraft pilot or operator. There are two forms
of latitude and altitude, namely geocentric and geodetic. The
latter is typically used in navigation and aviation, the differ-
ence between the two is illustrated in Figure 4. Given the
angles, one can compute explicitly the cartesian coordinates.
The inverse operation may mean solving nonlinear equations.

Accelerometers. There are a few types of accelerometers
and while they all measure the same quantity, they do so by
different physical principles. Perhaps the most illuminating
type is the proof mass accelerometer, which simply measures
the force required to accelerate a proof mass. This is often
done by measuring some electrical quantity, for example, cur-
rent required to maintain the proof mass at a constant position
relative to the sensor housing. When the mass is known, accel-
eration can be computed from F = m × a. Normally a proof
mass can only move along one axis and this axis is the sensing
direction of the accelerometer.

Navigation grade accelerometers have a bandwidth from
0 up to at least a few hundred Hertz. The frequency 0 Hz
has to be included so that the sensors function at zero or
constant velocity, where acceleration components are zero.
Other types of accelerometers exist which can not measure
constant acceleration, and these are not suited for navigation.
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Figure 4. The geometry of the reference meridional section with
longitude 0◦ of an ellipsoid with equatorial radius a and the distance
b between the equatorial plane and the north pole. The cartesian
coordinates of point P is X along the x-axis, Y = 0 along the y-axis
(into the paper), and Z along the z-axis. At point P the geodetic
latitude is φ and the geocentric latitude is ψ. The line QP is orthog-
onal to the ellipsoid at Q, and its length is equal to the altitude h.
The radius of curvature of the ellipsoid in the east-west direction at
Q is ρn and in the north-south direction it is ρm.

Gyros. A suitably formed rotating body, such as a spinning
gyroscope, tends to have its axis of rotation in a fixed direction
if no external torques are applied to it. If the axis is moved
by an external torque, the axis will also tend to rotate along
an axis pointing out of the plane defined by the spinning axis
and the applied torque. An integrating gyro is allowed to do
so as the rotation around this other axis is proportional to
the rotation by the external torque. In rate gyros, the torque
necessary to keep the spinning axis from not moving out of the
plane, is measured. From this constraint torque the angular
rate at which the external torque rotates the gyro axis can be
computed, and this rate is the output.

Other physical principles can be used to measure the same
quantity. By splitting a beam of laser light and sending the
resulting beams in both directions around a channel in a block
of glass, it is possible to measure how quickly the block
rotates. If the block does not rotate, the beams will reach the
target sensor at the same time. If it is rotating, one light beam
will reach the target in advance of the other beam because of
the differences in path length for the two beams. This differ-

ence leads to a frequency shift that can be measured and from
which the rotation rate of the gyro can be computed. The same
principles of operation apply to fibre optical gyros, where the
light beams are sent through an optical fibre that is wound up
on a spool. These are in general smaller and lighter than laser
ring gyros, and currently provide less accurate measurements.

MEMS-type sensors. Over the last decades, a new family
of sensors are being developed based on micro-electro-
mechanical systems, or MEMS for short. The sizes of actual
sensors of this type are often less than a few millimeters over-
all. While packaging and connections, and so on, are even
larger, the complete sensors are typically small compared to
other inertial sensors.

Inertial MEMS sensors do not yet provide the accuracy
which other inertial sensors do. There are areas where the
accuracy is sufficient though, and both measurement units
and complete navigation systems based on this technology
are commercially available. These are normally not certified
for civil aviation, but a few certified systems based on MEMS
technology inertial sensors are available for attitude heading
and reference.

3.1 Inertial navigation systems

A set of inertial sensors with at least three accelerometers
and three rate gyros are commonly referred to as an inertial
measurement unit (IMU). Such a unit is an essential part of
an INS, which also includes computers for signal processing
and interfaces to pilots or on-board systems.

Platform. Some inertial navigation systems, in particular
early ones, were based on a cluster of sensors mounted on a
platform that could move on gimbals relative to the vehicle.
The platform was oriented horizontally and kept horizontal
by a control system based on inertial sensor input. Attitude
of the aircraft was then simply determined by measuring the
position of the gimbal joints. Position was obtained as the
system integrated the accelerometer signals. There are also
variants of this type where the platform in the form of a sphere
is freely floating in a liquid relative to a casing which can be
mounted in a vehicle.

Strapdown. Strapdown inertial navigation systems
employ sensors that are mounted directly onto the frame
of the vehicle. They were developed after the platform
systems. As they contain significantly fewer moving parts
than platform systems, strapdown systems provide higher
reliability and are less sensitive to shock and vibration.
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Errors. The accumulated position error of an INS is unlim-
ited. Unsophisticated inertial navigation systems have high
error growth because of accelerometer bias and influence by
orientation errors on the position error growth. Error growth
can be reduced significantly by appropriate methods. The
influence of orientation errors can be reduced by Schuler tun-
ing, Schuler (1923) to give essentially linear position error
growth with time. Kalman filter theory, Strang and Borre
(1997); Titterton and Weston (1997) can be applied to esti-
mate error rates during operation. These estimates can then
be used to reduce error growth rates. Errors in gravitational
models together with errors in position estimate result in an
instability in the vertical direction. Even an INS with perfect
sensors will have an exponentially growing error in altitude.
This instability is normally resolved by measuring altitude
directly. Low accuracy altitude estimates based on measure-
ments of surrounding static pressure are used to reduce the
effects of this error dynamic.

Initialization and calibration. Inertial navigation sys-
tems provide better accuracy if they are initialized properly.
An initialization phase is done by operating the system at a
standstill for a few minutes, or sometimes longer, and also
providing an accurate estimate of the initial position. The ini-
tialization gives the system a chance of providing estimates
for some biases, information which can then be used to reduce
the error growth and thus provide navigation information with
lower errors.

Other aviation instruments. There are several other
types of aviation instruments based on inertial sensors used
in aircraft. A common example of this is the turn and bank
indicator, where a rate gyro is used to indicate the yaw rate.
There is also the “Heading Indicator”, a direction indicator
that reduces some of the problems with magnetic compasses
when the aircraft is turning and tilting. Occasionally the pilot
sets the heading indicator based on the magnetic compass.
Another example is the attitude indicator or artificial hori-
zon, which informs the pilot of the pitch and roll orientation
of the aircraft relative to the earth. Instruments of this type
are increasingly being integrated into one type of instru-
ment, the attitude and heading reference system (AHRS).
In such instruments, both gyros, accelerometers and mag-
netic sensors for all three axes are used to provide the pilot
with information on current aircraft attitude and heading.
There are certified instruments of this type based on MEMS-
technology. Instruments are traditionally arranged similarly
in all aircraft, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Development trends – Integration with GNSS. Since
the deployment of the GPS satellite navigation system, devel-

Figure 5. Six basic instruments in a light twin-engine airplane
arranged in a “basic-T”. From top left: airspeed indicator, atti-
tude indicator, altimeter, turn coordinator, heading indicator, and
vertical speed indicator. Of these, the attitude, turn and heading indi-
cators are based on inertial sensors (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Six flight instruments.JPG). Reproduced from Wikipedia.

opment of inertial navigation systems has often been aimed
at system-level integration with a GPS receiver. Such system
integration provides many advantages as the inertial sensors
have high measurement rates and good accuracy for shorter
time periods, while GPS has position estimates obtained at a
lower rate, and bounded position errors.

4 SATELLITE NAVIGATION

From a navigation perspective a relatively recent develop-
ment in navigation systems is the use of satellites. By having a
system of satellites that send out navigation signals, receivers
that decode such signals from a sufficient number of satellites
can compute their location relative to a common reference
system. Such a system, combined with the ground segment
for its operation, is called a global navigation satellite system
(GNSS).

Satellite navigation systems. GNSS is a general sys-
tem of satellites for world wide navigation. One of the first
such system was the US “NAVSTAR Global Positioning Sys-
tem”, or GPS for short. Development of this began in the
1970s as a military navigation system but limited access
to it was made available to the public after the navigation
failure which caused the Korean Airlines flight 007 to be
shot down in 1983. Small GPS receivers were commercially
available by the early 1990s. Also Russia operates such a
system, “GLONASS”. Currently both Europe and China are
developing and starting to deploy such systems, the Galileo
and COMPASS, or Beidou, respectively. In the near future,
GPS and Galileo are intended to be compatible, which will
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increase availability and positioning accuracy of receivers for
both systems.

The first GNSS to be used operationally was the TRANSIT
system, and it was primarily used by the US Navy. Develop-
ment of this system began soon after the launch of the Sputnik
in 1957 and the first satellite for the system to reach orbit was
launched in April 1960. The system entered service in 1964.
The TRANSIT system only provided low rate of navigation
updates, between one and several hours depending on the
latitude of the observer. Operation of this system ceased in
1996, when it had been made obsolete by GPS.

Principles. As with many other existing radio navigation
systems, a GNSS receiver calculates its position by mea-
suring time elapsed between the signal being sent from the
transmitter, a satellite, and the receipt in the receiver. For
terrestrial-based radio navigation systems the distances are
relatively short in comparison, as the distance to satellites is
around 20 200 km while the ground based transmitters might
be at 1200 km at most. Signals from the satellites to the
receivers travel a long way through the vacuum of space,
but also through the ionosphere and troposphere where the
light speed is slightly lower than in vacuum. This lower
speed delays the signal somewhat, and the delay depends
on several factors, including inclination to the satellite and
the current status of the ionosphere. As timing is highly
critical, the delays need to be estimated for high accuracy
applications.

The time is measured by comparing the sendtime, accord-
ing to the satellite’s clock which is contained in the signal
with the receiving time, which is recorded with the receiver’s
internal clock. The satellites have very precise atomic clocks
but receivers cannot be equipped with such expensive parts.
A clock error of a millisecond corresponds to a measure-
ment error of 300 km to a satellite. This is overcome by using
measurements from several satellites, which gives an over-
determined equation system with the receiver clock error as
an unknown and with four available satellites a position esti-
mate can thus be calculated. This makes it possible to use the
GPS for precise time information as well. Figure 6 illustrates
the principle of determining the position by using distance
measurements to satellites. The navigation signals from the
satellites also contain information about the precise orbit,
which is called ephemeris data, as well as almanac infor-
mation about coarse orbit and satellite status. The calculated
distances to the satellites are called pseudoranges. In the book
by Strang and Borre (1997) the mathematics is explained in
detail.

A GNSS is by practice divided into three segments. The
satellites belongs to the space segment. The different GNSSs
are designed for between 20 and 35 satellites. The number of

Figure 6. Illustration of principles of satellite navigation. If a
receiver had a precise clock, the distance measurements to three
satellites would be enough to determine the position in three dimen-
sions. In reality, the signals from at least four satellites are necessary
( http://www.automotive-illustrations.com/img/Diagrams/Satellite-
navigation.jpg). Reproduced with permission from Automotive
Illustrations.

active satellites varies over time as the systems are renewed
and maintained. The satellites are controlled and monitored
by the control segment. GPS has several stations around the
globe for control, communication, and monitoring. The third
segment is the user segment. There are GPS receivers certified
for aviation use meeting requirements TSO-C129a (1996) of
FAA.

Errors, availability and precision. There are several
possible error sources in GNSS. The technology chosen for
the signal coding and transmission sets a lower limit for the
precision. For GPS this is around ±3 m. Another important
error is the ionospheric delays which can cause errors of
±5 m. Originally had GPS a time varying error added to the
signal, selective availability, (SA), to prevent hostile action
using the GPS in an attack on the United States. This error
could be typically 50 m horisontally and up to 100 m ver-
tically, which made GPS unsuitable for aircraft navigation
except as an additional system. This signal was set to 0 m by
a decision of President Clinton in the year 2000 and it has been
declared that the next generation GPS satellites (GPS-III) will
not be able to send the signal.

One reason to close the SA-signal (or set it to 0 m) was
the development of differential GPS (DGPS). Slowly varying
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errors, that equally affect all satellite signals in an area, can
be estimated by ground fixed receivers. Corrections based
on these estimates can then be broadcast to the receivers in
that area. This reduced the effect of SA and also solves the
problem of ionospheric delay.

The satellite signals are weak relative to other radio
sources in the atmosphere. Therefore spoofing (satellite-like
signals with intentional errors added fooling a receiver to
give wrong position estimates) and jamming (intentional dis-
turbances which make it impossible to distinguish the real
signals) and other disturbances can all make GPS equipment
unusable.

Augmentation systems for integrity and accuracy.
For aviation purposes the integrity and availability of a navi-
gation system is as important as its accuracy. The first GNSS
publicly available, GPS, was designed for military usage
where users have access to encrypted signals that make the
system robust to disturbances, intentional, or natural. Civil-
ian users have no such access and the precision, especially
in vertical position, was too low for any advanced usage.
Nevertheless it was spread quickly as manufacturers devel-
oped affordable receivers. Despite the many advantages of
GNSS, such as good accuracy, global coverage and relatively
cheap equipment, the disadvantages for aviation purposes
have taken a long time to overcome. Selective availability,
the risk of spoofing and jamming and the fact that GPS
availability is not guaranteed to the level required for air
navigation, are all issues which have slowed down implemen-
tation of GNSS as a certified part of the aviation navigation
system.

Differential GPS enhances the accuracy of navigation esti-
mates significantly and a system that estimates and distributes
error information can also be used to complement other
signals in order to increase availability and overall system
performance information.

There are several augmentation systems developed world-
wide. Satellite based augmentation systems, SBAS, are
systems of satellites that send out correction information over
a wide area (WAAS in the United States, European Geo-
stationary Navigation Overlay Service, EGNOS; and similar
systems in India, China and Japan). Ground-based augmen-
tation systems, GBAS, perform similar tasks but send on
VHF.

Integrity monitoring is a necessity for navigation sys-
tems intended for instrumental flight. Receiver autonomous
integrity monitoring (RAIM) is a function that assesses the
different pseudoranges (estimated distances to satellites) and
detect possible faults. Advanced functionality in RAIM sys-
tems includes data exclusion, that is, decision whether an
erroneous value can be identified and excluded. To be able to

detect errors and exclude those which are considered faulty,
redundant values need to be available. At least five satellites
are required to detect a fault, and six to determine which value
should be excluded. If GPS is to be used as the only naviga-
tion source, a pre-flight RAIM prediction analysis must be
done to ensure that enough number of satellites will be in
view for the whole flight.

5 CONCLUSION

Aircraft navigation share many aspects with marine navi-
gation but the higher speed, moving in a third dimension
and safety concerns introduce new and stricter requirements
on the systems. While the early aviatiors flew in daylight at
low altitude, navigating with a map and compass, modern
aircraft can be navigated without any visual references and
solely rely on instrument information. This development has
been made possible with advanced onboard navigation sys-
tems and equipment on ground which together constitute a
relaible and accurate system.

The navigation systems can be said to belong to one of
three segments, satellite, ground or onboard equipment. The
main onboard standalone system is INS which by measuring
accelerations and angular rates can calculate position and atti-
tudes by dead reckoning. Other onboard equipment support
the pilot in situational awareness, for example, by showing
heading, pitch and bank angles. Onboard is also equipment
that communicate with, or receive signals from, the ground,
and satellite segments.

On the ground different systems, mainly radio-based, both
support en-route navigation with networks of beacons and
distance measuring equipment as well as landing procedures
which require very high availability and accuracy, especially
when landing in low visibility. The development of such
radio-based ground navigation systems began early in the
aviation history. Today a sufficiently equipped aircraft can be
automatically navigated and even land autonomously without
any input from the pilot.

As satellite technology developed it was also used for
navigation purposes. Already in the 1960s the US used
satellite navigation for maritime purposes. With the intro-
duction of the “NAVSTAR Global Positioning System”,
or GPS for short, expectations were that it would replace
many existing systems for aviation but the requirements on
availability and integrity have forced the development and
implementation of supporting systems to make satellite nav-
igation systems usable as primary navigation systems for
aviation.

Aviation navigation is a broad subject and intertwined
with avionics. There are many books on this subject, both
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for overviews as well as more specialized topics. For
further introductory reading we may recommend for exam-
ple Collinson (1997), Kayton and Fried (1997) or Spitzer
(2007).
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1 PROBLEMS OF GPS AND INS
FOR MISSILES AND UAVs

1.1 Global positioning system (GPS) navigation

In recent years, the global positioning system (GPS) has be-
come an important navigation aid for both military and civil
applications. GPS is part of a satellite-based navigation sys-
tem developed by the US Department of Defense under its
NAVSTAR satellite program. It includes 28 active satellites
approximately uniformly distributed around six circular or-
bits with four or more satellites each. The orbits are inclined at
an angle of 55◦ relative to the Equator and are separated from
each other by multiples of 60◦ right ascension. These non-
geostationary orbits have a radius of 26 560 km and an orbital

period of one-half sidereal day (approx. 11.967 hours). The-
oretically, three or more satellites will be visible from most
points on Earth 24 hours per day and four or more of these
satellites are sufficient to determine an observer’s position on
Earth. The GPS signals includes navigation information on
the ephemeris of the transmitting satellite and an almanac for
all GPS satellites, with parameters to correct for ionospheric
signal propagation delays and an offset time between satellite
clock time and true GPS time. Using the information from
the satellites, it is possible to obtain vehicle-satellite rela-
tive range (known as the pseudo-range) and relative velocity
(known as the pseudo-range rate) which can then be used to
derive vehicle’s position and velocity with respect to a fixed
axes system.

In order to set up the kinematics equation for the navigation
solution of a navigating vehicle I, we consider the geometry
shown in Figure 1. Here (X, Y, Z) define the fixed navigation
axes, and Si is the ith GPS satellite (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .).

Now

‖Ri‖ =
[(

xSi − xI
)2 + (

ySi − yI
)2 + (

zSi − zI
)2

] 1
2 (1)

Now, ‖Ri‖ = c�Ti may be computed since �Ti the time
taken for the radio waves to travel from the ith satellite trans-
mitter to the vehicle is known, and c = 0.299792458 m ns−1

is the speed of light. In order to compute RI = (
xI yI zI

)T
,

we need to solve equation (1) using the data from at least
three satellites.

This is not a trivial problem since the equations are non-
linear and require some kind of an iterative technique to
solve. One method for solving this problem is given in
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Figure 1. GPS navigation kinematics geometry.

Grewal, Weill and Andrews (2001). In current GPS systems
least-square estimation (LSE) or Kalman filtering (KF) and
extended Kalman filtering (EKF) techniques are commonly
used. Theoretical foundations of these techniques are consid-
ered in Jazwinski (1998). The latter technique is usually the
preferred option, as it allows the vehicle motion to be taken
into account. Better accuracy is obtained if the satellites are
well separated in space (i.e., significantly different angular
separation of satellites with respect to the vehicle). Note that
position calculations involve range differences, and where
these are nearly equal and the angular separation between
satellites is small, any small relative errors are greatly mag-
nified. This effect brought about by the satellite geometry is
known as dilution of precision. Any errors caused by other
sources such as the clock bias gets magnified by this effect.
For the case where clock bias is present, four satellites suit-
ably located are required (e.g., three satellites equally spaced

near the horizon and the fourth overhead is regarded as a
favorable satellite configuration). The GPS signals are refer-
enced to a clock (the GPS time) that is derived from a com-
bination of clocks at all monitoring stations and the satellite
atomic clock. Over a long period, it is synchronized to within
1 ns of the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) as maintained
by the master clock at the US Naval Observatory, ignoring
leap seconds.

In a manner similar to the computation of range from
pseudo-range, the vehicle velocity can be computed from
pseudo-range rate which is also available; thus we may write
the relevant equation as

‖V i‖ =
{(

uSi
− uI

)2 + (
vSi

− vI
)2 + (

wSi
− wI

)2
} 1

2 (2)

This also requires solving a set of nonlinear equations
with data from four satellites, and application of techniques
such as the LSE or KF is used. Typical navigation accuracy
quoted for GPS is position accuracy under 20.0 m in range for
stand-alone C/A (coarse) code receiver and under 5.0 m for
(precision) P-code. For a differential GPS (DGPS) utilizing a
secondary reference receiver station the range accuracy can
be reduced to below 1.0 m. Groves (2008) gives a compre-
hensive exposition of GPS/INS-based navigation systems.

1.2 Inertial navigation system (INS)

Inertial navigation is concerned with determining the current
position and velocity of a vehicle with respect to a given
frame of reference using measurements derived from sen-
sors that measure motion utilizing the effect of inertia. There
are a number of different frames of reference that may be
used depending on particular mission; these are illustrated in
Figures 2a–d.

1. The Earth-centered inertial (ECI) axes system has its ori-
gin at the Earth’s center of mass with its z-axis along the
Earth’s spin axis and its x-axis in the direction of the ver-
nal equinox; see Figure 2a. This axis system is generally
used for space navigation.

2. The satellite orbital coordinate (SOC) system is illus-
trated in Figure 2 b and used in GPS ephemerides.

3. A local Earth (NED) axis (Geodetic) system is illustrated
in Figure 2c with the x-axis pointing north, the y-axis
pointing east and the z-axis pointing vertically down (to-
wards the Earth center for a spherical Earth). This axes
system is commonly used in Earth-based navigation (e.g.,
ships, aircraft, and land vehicles). Note that as a vehi-
cle moves, the latitude and longitude change results in a
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Figure 2. (a) ECI axes system; (b) satellite orbital coordinates; (c) NED axes system; (d) Body axes system (XB, YB, ZB).

rotational motion of the local axes, as the vehicle follows
the Earth’s curvature.

4. A vehicle body (VB) axis system, as illustrated in Figure
2d, is used to define the motion of a vehicle body with
respect to a fixed-axis system; (ψ, θ, φ) are, respectively,
the yaw, pitch, and roll angles also referred to as the Euler
angles.

1.2.1 Inertial sensors

Commonly used inertial sensors in most navigation applica-
tions are combinations of gyros and accelerometers. Other
sensors that are used in navigation include GPS, visual sen-
sors, and magnetometers; however, these are not inertial sen-

sors. In this section we shall consider the characteristics of
gyros and accelerometers and how measurements obtained
from these are utilized to implement an inertial navigation
system.

1.2.2 Gyro characteristics

Over the years a vast variety of gyroscopes (gyros) have been
used for navigation; depending on the particular application,
these devices have been categorised in terms of their accu-
racy and cost. Current gyros give angular rate information
with respect to their output axes which is used to construct
vehicle attitude angle; attitude or position sensors (that give
vehicle body attitude directly) are not widely used in modern
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navigation systems. Examples of various types of gyros in use
today include: laser gyros (high accuracy and high cost), fiber
optics gyros (FOG) (medium to low accuracy), and micro-
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) gyros which are avail-
able in medium and low accuracy versions. The MEMS gyros
are sturdy and that enables them to withstand very high g-
forces. A rule of thumb that indicates the accuracy of a gyro
package (cluster) is the value of the angular drift; for exam-
ple, a highly accurate (inertial grade) gyro cluster may have
a drift of between 0.01–0.1◦ h−1; for a medium-grade device
this number would be in the range of 0.1–1◦ h−1, and a low
grade (tactical grade) could be anywhere from 1.0–20◦ h−1

drift. From the perspective of the navigation systems designer
the key performance parameters that define the gyro accuracy
(or the error sources) are the following

1. Bias, which is any non-zero sensor (rate) output when
the input rate is zero

2. Scale factor error that is due to manufacturing tolerances
or ageing

3. Nonlinearity between input and output
4. Asymmetry of the scale factor that is generally a result

of the electronics component mismatch
5. Thermal and other spurious noise including “random

walk” noise effects
6. Scale factor dead-zone due to mechanical friction or lock-

in for laser gyros
7. Quantization error that is present in all devices with dig-

ital output.

A gyro package for measuring 3D angular motion of a
vehicle usually comes as ‘cluster’ of three mutually orthogo-
nal gyros; non-orthogonal clusters have been used for some
applications (e.g., high spinning vehicles) but it is not very
common. A package of three orthogonal gyros combined with
three mutually orthogonal accelerometers form an inertial
measurement unit (IMU).

1.2.3 Accelerometers

Accelerometers used for inertial navigation utilize Newton’s
second law F = ma to measure acceleration a by measuring
the force F, with a scaling constant m called “proof mass.”
There are a wide variety of accelerometers available and their

selection depends on the particular application. The error
sources for accelerometers are similar to those for gyros al-
though the cause for these errors is quite different. These error
sources are: (i) acceleration bias, (ii) scale factor error, and
(iii) the (g2) accelerometer sensitivity.

1.3 Inertial navigation algorithm

The navigation system for a vehicle may be implemented in
two ways – stabilized platform system (SPS) and the strap-
down system (SDS). In the SPS, the IMU is mounted on a
stabilized platform containing a gimbaled arrangement that
compensates for body rotation such that the platform (on
which the IMU is mounted) always retains a fixed orientation
with respect to the navigation axis. This type of arrangement
was used in the past, particularly in ballistic missiles, mainly
because the IMUs were not of sufficient accuracy to cope
with large and rapid changes in body attitude. Current IMUs
perform significantly better under large and rapid changes
in body attitude, and navigation systems of choice today use
SDS configuration (see Titterton and Weston, 2004). In the
SDS implementation, the IMU measures the vehicle rotation
rates and accelerations in the body axis; a transformation is
required to convert the vehicle states (position, velocity, and
acceleration) from the body axes to the navigation (or a fixed)
axes. In this section we shall consider navigation of a vehicle
with respect to a fixed frame in order to demonstrate the basic
principles of navigation. We shall assume a flat, non-rotating
Earth and that the vehicle body attitude, velocity, and accel-
eration change with time as the vehicle moves. Accordingly,
the motion of the vehicle, in a fixed coordinate system may
be written as

d

dt
RI = V I (3)

d

dt
VI = AI + gI (4)

In order to use the information (measurements) from body
mounted IMU we need to transform AI from fixed to the body
axes. This transformation is given by

AI = [
T F

B

]
AB (5)

where

[
T F

B

] =




(cos ψ cos θ) (cos ψ sin θ sin φ − sin ψcos φ) (cos ψ sin θ cos φ + sin ψ sin φ)

(sin ψ cos θ) (sin ψ sin θ sin φ + cos ψ cos φ) (sin ψ sin θ cos φ − sin ψ sin φ)

(−sin θ) (cos θ sin φ) (cos θ cos φ)


 (6)
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Figure 3. Inertial navigation system mechanisation in fixed axes.

The Euler angles (ψ, θ, φ) are computed from the body
rates (p, q, r) (i.e., gyro outputs/measurements obtained
from the vehicle strap-down IMU) using the following
relations

d

dt




φ

θ

ψ


 =




1 sin φ tan θ cos φ tan θ

0 cos φ −sin φ

0 sin φ sec θ cos φ sec θ







p

q

r


 (7)

Equations (3), (4), (5), and (7) can be integrated at each
time step to update the position, velocity, and acceleration
values of the vehicle (RI, VI, AI) and navigate it in the fixed
axes. A block diagram of the basic navigation algorithm for
the case considered above is given in Figure 3.

1.3.1 Remarks

1. Computing Euler angles using equation (7) may cause
instabilities due to the presence of a discontinuity at θ =
90◦; for more efficient and stable methods of computing
the transformation matrix, also known as the direction
cosine matrix may be used (see Titterton and Weston,
2004).

2. For vehicle navigation in the local Earth axes (NED) for
an oblate Earth, further transformation is required to con-
vert the position, velocity, and acceleration values to the
appropriate navigation frame; also, the Earth’s rotation
needs to be taken into account.

3. The complete navigation solution, where gyro and ac-
celerometer errors are present, will require the use of a
KF.

4. To start the navigation algorithm the initial conditions
have to be specified. This is known as initialization and
is a complex problem that requires either the use of a
static initialization method known as gyro-compassing
or transfer alignment where the vehicle INS is “slaved”

to a “master” navigation system that has accurate starting
navigation information.

1.4 GPS/INS integration

The need for reliable and accurate navigation, for long-range
flights as well as for precision approach and landing sys-
tems for aircraft or for achieving the desired aim-point for
weapons, has focused attention on the use of coupled or in-
tegrated GPS/INS systems. There are a number of ways in
which this can be achieved. In one approach, the GPS out-
puts (vehicle position and velocity) are used to update the
outputs of an INS utilizing KF; this type of integration will
be referred to as the loosely coupled GPS/INS. In the other
approach, raw outputs from the GPS (pseudo-range, pseudo-
range rate) are used in conjunction with the INS error model
to estimate the navigation errors and the corrected states (i.e.,
estimates of position, velocity, acceleration, attitude, etc.) of
the vehicle being navigated. This type of integration will be
referred as a tightly coupled system. Here again KF or EKF is
utilized to implement integration. The second of these tech-
niques is the preferred option as it avoids undesirable cou-
pling with the GPS internal filter and is more robust in case
of either GPS or INS failures. GPS/INS integration using
this so-called navigation error-model allows the estimation
and correction of errors caused by the IMU and assists nav-
igation in cases of GPS outages, data degradation, and jam-
ming. The design of a tightly coupled system was consid-
ered by Faruqi and Turner (2000); it is complex and requires
parameter tuning to obtain an optimal design. One possible
manifestation of a tightly coupled GPS/INS is illustrated in
Figure 4, where ωB = (

p q r
)T

, �L = (
ψ θ φ

)T
, (B, F )

are the GPS clock biases, δ signifies state errors,
(
X̄, X̂

)
represent nominal and “optimally estimated” values, respec-
tively, for a generic variable X.
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Figure 4. Integrated GPS/INS mechanization.

2 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE
OF TERPROM AND TERCOM

The INS provides navigation data (body angular rates and
accelerations) at a high rate (>50 Hz) that has relatively
low short-term noise; however, its accuracy degrades with
time due to drifts and biases. GPS on the other hand gives
good long-term navigation accuracy, for example, for posi-
tion (∼5 m) and velocity (∼0.1 m s−1); however, the measure-
ments are noisy and the attitude information is not available.
Adversary jamming or the use of “selective availability” by
the provider can deny usable navigation information. In order
to circumvent these drawbacks the use of terrain-referenced
navigation (TRN) has been proposed that provides yet an-
other independent navigation source to augment GPS and
INS. Prominent amongst the TRN systems are the terrain
profile matching (TERPROM) system and the terrain con-
tour matching (TERCOM) system.

The TRN system uses the (barometric) height data of the
aircraft (or other navigating vehicle) above a given datum
(e.g., sea level); its height above the ground (ground clear-
ance), obtained through the use of a radio-altimeter (radalt)
is used to construct the ground height above the same datum.
The terrain height information is then used to obtain the air-
craft position by comparing it with a prestored spatial-height
map of the area. There are two ways in which this information
can be processed. The first method is to use batch processing
where a large number of height measurements are collected
and then compared with the pre-stored terrain height informa-
tion (digital map of the terrain); a spatial-height correlation
technique is used to find the point at which the best match

is obtained. This is the principle of the TERCOM (Golden,
1980). In TERPROM (Robins, 1988), the matching between
the data obtained from the aircraft radalt and the digital map
is carried out on individual data points as these become avail-
able. In addition, the terrain gradients are utilized to further
refine the matching process. In this way small corrections are
continually made to aircraft position as it flies over the ter-
rain. The navigation information required, that is, the aircraft
position, velocity and attitude, is obtained using a KF (see
Figure 5).

TRN offers a number of significant advantages over other
forms of navigation systems and is commonly used for nav-
igating strike-attack aircrafts and low-flying cruise missiles.
These are

� The relative accuracy of the radalt allows terrain fea-
tures to be detected with relative ease and these are
then used to provide accurate and drift-free navigation.
Actual flight tests undertaken confirm this fact. TER-
PROM has been shown to be instrumental in target
acquisition under low-level flight conditions (Robins,
1988), a task which would otherwise not be possible to
execute.

� TERPROM in conjunction with forward-looking, terrain-
following radar can greatly enhance the terrain-following
capability of a strike aircraft since the former provides
the ability to “look forward” (using the digital map) and
hence optimize the aircraft path and avoid obstacles. This
enables the operator to plan the flight path so as to avoid
detection by the enemy by utilizing terrain-following and
terrain-screening strategies.
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Figure 5. TERPROM-KF implementation using the radalt.

One of the key requirements for a TRN system to operate
satisfactorily is that the terrain should be of sufficient def-
inition (roughness) to allow the radalt to detect changes in
height profile. Neither TERCOM nor TERPROM will oper-
ate satisfactorily over a flat terrain unless certain additional
instrumentation is provided. Methods proposed for overcom-
ing this disadvantage and assist in navigation over a flat terrain
are the following

1. Augmentation of the radalt data with velocity measure-
ments from a Doppler radar.

2. Use of a visual sensor to obtain imagery of the scene
(e.g., roads, buildings and other landmarks) being over-
flown and match it with a pre-stored scene of the
area. This method known as the terrain scene matching
(TERSMAC) system gives accurate navigation informa-
tion and is commonly used for navigating surveillance
or combat UAVs as it is particularly suited for urban
applications.

The accuracy of TRN can be greatly improved using an ac-
tive laser line scanner (LLN) system (Groves, 2008; Handley
et al., 2003), that not only gives improved height data but also
offers the possibility of building up 3D images of the terrain
or scene of interest, thus offering a single sensor that can be
used for both TERPROM and TERSMAC.

2.1 Aircraft and UAV path planning

One of the key elements of design, development and operation
of UAVs is that of path planning. Algorithms used for path
planning must satisfy a number of competing objectives, for
example

� The path must be such as to avoid detection of the UAV
by enemy radars, that is, the path to the target must be
stealthy. Since the aircraft radar signature is not uniform
in all directions, the path planning algorithm should steer
the aircraft along a path that avoids signature “spikes” to
be detected by enemy radars.

� In addition to stealth, the trajectories should be such as to
minimize the path length to the target.

� The path planning algorithm must cater for operation of
multiple UAVs working cooperatively against a single or
multiple targets.

� The algorithm needs to be computationally efficient and
must have the capability to re-plan and generate a new
path in case of unforeseen threats or opportunity targets.

A number of different UAV path planning techniques and
algorithms have been proposed, one such algorithm (Bortoff,
2000) is summarized here. In this algorithm a stealthy path
is generated assuming known positions of enemy radar sites
and target positions. Using a constrained optimization tech-
nique trade off is achieved between stealth and path length.
Initially a suboptimal path is constructed taking into account
known radar sites utilizing a graph based on Voronoi poly-
gons. The vertices of the polygon define discrete points in
space and the edges define possible paths that an aircraft or
the UAV can take provided certain constraints with respect
to aircraft orientation (chosen to minimize radar reflection)
are satisfied. In order to avoid computational dimensionality
problems, the algorithm starts off with a coarse graph with
relatively few vertices and edges and searches for an opti-
mum solution. Once the first optimal solution is obtained, a
new graph is constructed in the neighborhood of the previ-
ous one, and a new search for an optimal solution is started.
The process is repeated until an optimum path solution is ob-
tained. Constraints with respect to minimizing radar signature
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exposure to enemy radars can be embedded in the optimiza-
tion problem. Simulation results indicate that an optimum
trajectory can be generated using this technique which can
be implemented in real-time.

3 TACTICAL MISSILE GUIDANCE
STRATEGIES

The first missile to have used the proportional navigation (PN)
guidance was the US missile, the Lark, tested in December
1950. PN has been adapted for most RF guided and IR guided
missiles since 1950 because of its simplicity, effectiveness,
and ease of implementation. PN guidance has been studied
by a number of authors and its validity has been established
using the kinematics of engagement and the optimum con-
trol theory; the theoretical foundation of this is given by Sage
(1968). Guidance laws such as the pursuit guidance (PG) may
be regarded as a subset of the PN guidance. Other variations
of the PN, such as the augmented proportional navigation
(APN) and the optimal guidance law (OGL), based on the
estimated target lateral acceleration have been implemented
that allow the interceptor to engage highly maneuvering tar-
gets; in the OGL time-varying gains are employed to achieve
a significantly reduced miss distance.

Other forms of interceptor guidance include command to
line-of-sight (CLOS) and its offshoot, the beam rider (BR).
The CLOS and its variants are derived from a slightly dif-
ferent underlying principle than the PN. The ultimate objec-
tive of all guidance strategies is to achieve successful inter-
cept with the target. Finally, all the guidance laws mentioned
above may be implemented using either the active, semi-
active, or passive methods; however, their choice depends on
operational requirements, cost, and engagement scenarios.
Zarchan (1994) and Garnell and East (1977) have consid-
ered in detail the principles and performance characteristics
of both PN and CLOS guidance systems. Techniques typi-
cally used during the design and analysis phase of guidance
systems include the adjoint method, the covariance analysis
method, and the Monte Carlo method (Zarhan, 1994; Bucco
and Weiss, 2007).

3.1 CLOS guidance and variations

The command to line-of-sight guidance is so called because
the objective of the guidance command is to force the inter-
ceptor to follow the line joining the target tracker (usually
located at the interceptor launch point) and the current posi-
tion of the target. An example of the interceptor trajectory for
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Figure 6. Typical CLOS guidance engagement trajectory.

a typical CLOS guidance engagement is shown in Figure 6;
corresponding positions of the target and interceptor are in-
dicated by subscript “i” as the target–interceptor engagement
evolves until impact.

In order to derive the CLOS guidance equations, we con-
sider the target–interceptor kinematics shown in Figure 7.

It follows directly from consideration of the target–
interceptor kinematics in Figure 7 that in order for a suc-
cessful intercept to occur: (i) the distance off beam (DOB)
or the deviation of the interceptor from the target LOS must
be nulled and (ii) the interceptor must successfully follow
the target LOS; that is, once having nulled the DOB, the in-
terceptor must apply additional acceleration perpendicular
to the target LOS to keep up with it at a point P, where:
OP = RI; δψ is small, and ψI ≈ ψT. This acceleration is the
Coriolis acceleration (AP) required by the interceptor to keep
up with the target LOS and can be derived (for the interceptor
located at point P) as follows

RIψ̇T = VIsin (ψT + θI) (8)
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Figure 7. CLOS guidance engagement kinematics.
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ṘI = −VIcos (ψT + θI) (9)

Here, equations (8) and (9) define, respectively, the velocities
perpendicular and parallel to the target LOS. Differentiating
these equations with respect to time, and after some algebraic
manipulation, we get

RIψ̈T + 2ṘIψ̇T = Vpθ̇Tcos (ψT + θI) + V̇psin (ψT + θI)

= AP (10)

In terms of the Laplace operator (s), this equation may be
written as

AP = (
RIs

2 + 2ṘIs
)
ψT (11)

If we now define A⊥ as the total interceptor acceleration
demanded perpendicular to the target LOS required to null
the DOB and to follow the LOS then

A⊥ = AD + AP (12)

Assuming that the interceptor achieves the necessary ac-
celeration A∗

⊥, that enables it to stay on or near to the target
LOS then rotation (ψI) of the interceptor LOS, is given by:

A∗
⊥ = RIψ̈I + 2ṘIψ̇I (13)

→ ψI = A⊥(
RIs2 + 2ṘIs

) (14)

Note that the demanded acceleration A⊥ is the acceleration
demand into the autopilot while achieved acceleration A∗

⊥ is
the output of the autopilot, there being a dynamic time-delay

between the two, for example a first order approximation au-
topilot dynamics could be characterized by a transfer function
of the form

A∗
⊥

A⊥
= 1

1 + sTA

(15)

Using Equations (8)–(15), a block diagram of the CLOS
guidance may be constructed; this is given in Figure 8. The
object of the lead–lag compensator is to increase the guid-
ance loop bandwidth (i.e., speed up the guidance response),
K is the “beam-stiffness” gain, and the Coriolis operator(
RIs

2 + 2ṘIs
)

provides the feed forward acceleration term
that enables the interceptor to stay on the target LOS beam.

In the CLOS guidance implementation usually two beams
(either RF or laser) are employed; one to track the target and
the other to track the interceptor. The guidance commands
are then passed on to the interceptor to enable it to catch up
with the target LOS and follow it until intercept. A variant
of the CLOS is the BR guidance that utilizes only one beam,
the target LOS. The interceptor once having been gathered on
to this beam then detects its DOB utilizing passive detectors
mounted on the interceptor and corrects for this in the same
way as the CLOS. In the BR, however, since no guidance
commands are issued from the ground to the interceptor, the
correction for the Coriolis acceleration is not generally pos-
sible. The BR trajectory is similar to the CLOS except for the
fact that the interceptor now “sits” slightly below (behind)
the target LOS due to its inability to correct for the Corio-
lis acceleration. For both CLOS and BR the miss distance
(MD) performance is highly dependent on the target veloc-
ity, with MD increasing as the target velocity is increased.
CLOS performs somewhat better than BR. In both CLOS
and BR the interceptor acceleration demand increases as the
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engagement proceeds and may even exceed the interceptor
limit at the end-game. Improvement in the MD performance
can be achieved by appropriately tuning the guidance loop
through the lead–lag network and the beam-stiffness gain K.
However, for a highly responsive (fast) guidance loop CLOS
guidance becomes noise at the end-game. The MD perfor-
mance of both the CLOS and the BR with target maneuvers
is highly dependent on the engagement geometry and the in-
terceptor acceleration limit. If the acceleration limit of the
interceptor is significantly higher than the target maneuver
accelerations then a successful intercept can be achieved.

3.2 Proportional navigation (PN) guidance

The proportional navigation (PN) guidance design is based
on the principle that if the interceptor acts to null the target–
interceptor LOS rate, and in fact achieves it, then a collision
(intercept) will result.

A typical target–interceptor engagement geometry utilised
in the derivation and analysis of the PN guidance is depicted
in Figure 9. Here, I, T define the interceptor and the target
positions, respectively, at time t, Note that

uT = VTcosθT vT = VTsin θT (16)

uI = VIcosθI vi = VIsin θI (17)

aTx = −ATcosθT aTy = ATsin θT (18)

aIx = −AIcos θI aIy = AIsin θI (19)

X

Y

r

X

yT

yI

λs

O

T

θ I

θ T

uT , aIx

vI , aIy

vT, aTy

uT, aTx
As

A I

X I XT

VI
AT

VT

I

Figure 9. PN guidance engagement kinematics.

Mathematical expressions for the LOS angle (λs), LOS
rate

(
λ̇s

)
, interceptor–target separation range (r), and the

closing velocity (Vc = −ṙ) are given by

λs = tan−1
(

yT − yI

xT − xI

)
= tan−1

(y

x

)
(20)

=⇒ λ̇s =
[

(vT − vI) (xT − xI) − (uT − uI) (yT − yI)

r2

]

=
{

vx − uy

r2

}
(21)

r = [
(yT − yI)

2 + (xT − xI)
2] 1

2 = {
y2 + x2} 1

2 (22)

=⇒
Vc = −ṙ

= −
[

(vT − vI) (yT − yI) + (uT − uI) (xT − xI)

r

]

= −
[
vy + ux

r

]
(23)

The PN guidance is so called because the steering com-
mands, in terms of the acceleration (As) perpendicular to the
LOS, applied to the interceptor is proportional to line-of-
sight rate

(
λ̇s

)
and the missile-target closing velocity (Vc).

Mathematically, the guidance law may be written as

As = NVcλ̇s (24)

The PN guidance law equation (24) in terms of the inter-
ceptor lateral acceleration, may be written as

AI = Ascos (θI − λs) = NVcλ̇scos (θI − λs) = N ′Vcλ̇s (25)

Here, N ′ = Ncos (θI − λs). For a constant velocity inter-
ceptor equation (25) is equivalent to

θ̇I = N ′′λ̇s (26)

Here, N ′′ = NVc
VI

cos (θI − λs). An expression of the form of
Equation 26 has been quoted as the PN guidance by a num-
ber of authors. From Figure 9, it is seen that the intercep-
tor heading with respect to the LOS is given by the angle
θL = (θI − λs) (also referred to as the look angle or the lead
angle). For a collision course the components of the velocities
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normal to the LOS, of interceptor and target must be equal,
that is:

VIsin (θI − λs) = VTsin (θT + λs) (27)

→ θL = (θI − λs) = sin−1
{

VTsin (θT + λs)

VI

}
(28)

An interceptor following the PN guidance is fired along
the collision course heading (θL), however due to errors in
locating the target, interceptor seeker errors, and target ma-
noeuvres, heading errors are introduced; the PN guidance
then acts to null the effect of these errors.

3.3 Miss distance (MD)

The target–interceptor miss distance (MD) is caused by a
number of error sources noted above as well as dynamic lag
in the interceptor autopilot. It will be defined as the mini-
mum target–interceptor separation (rmin) that occurs during
the engagement. It can be shown that this condition occurs
when this relative range vector is perpendicular to the rel-
ative velocity vector. The time (tf ) at which the minimum
target–interceptor separation occurs is the total flight time,
and hence in the general case the MD = rmin = r(tf ).

The analysis of PN guidance is conducted using a com-
puter simulation model using a 2–D interceptor-target model
defined by the set of equations (16)–(28). The simulation in-
puts may be taken as initial target and interceptor position
and velocities, flight time and navigation constants; and the
effect on these variables of target maneuver and heading error
can be studied.

The relationships between the variables of interest such
as

(
r, ṙ, λ, λ̇

)
and (x, y, u, v) in equations (16)–(28) are

nonlinear in nature. It turns out, however, that in a number
of practical engagements of interest certain simplifying as-
sumptions can be made that not only adhere closely to the
non-linear model but also renders the PN guidance easier to
understand and analyze. For the linearized analysis it is as-
sumed that the target maneuver is small and that the target–
interceptor velocities remain constant (u = −Vc = constant)
and that (λ̇) is sufficiently small such that: (λ) = constant. We
may therefore choose the x-axis of our axes system of Figure
9 to coincide with the initial LOS. Thus we may assume that
(r ≈ x, λ ≈ 0) and the target–missile separation is equal to
(y) and MD = y(tf ). Under these assumptions the following
relationships may be derived

r = x → Vc = −ṙ = −u (29)

Autopilot
dynamics

+

− +

+

PN
guidance

ÿ y
.

y

1/(VcTgo
2)

1/(VcTgo)

N ′Vc

a*
Iy

aIy

y

aTy

∫ ∫
λ
.

Figure 10. PN guidance system block diagram.

λs = y

r
→ λ̇s =

{
vr + Vcy

r2

}
= 1

Vc

[
y

T 2
go

+ ẏ

Tgo

]

(30)

where

r(t) =
∫ t

tf

ṙdt = Vc(tf − t) = VcTgo (31)

(
Noteẏ = v, ÿ = ay

)

3.3.1 Performance characteristics of PN guidance
system

A block diagram for the linearized analysis of the PN guid-
ance is given in Figure 10. It allows the designer to undertake
relatively straightforward simulations to study the effect, on
the MD, of parameters such as the navigation constant, and
target maneuver discussed earlier. A parameter that has a
profound effect on the interceptor MD performance is the
autopilot dynamics as defined by the autopilot time-constant
and the order (i.e., first, second, third order, . . . etc.) of the
autopilot transfer function. Other interceptor parameters that
affect MD performance include interceptor acceleration limit
(or saturation effect), and the interceptor seeker radome aber-
ration (also known as the parasitic effect).

Before we leave this section we mention two well-known
variants of the PN guidance law particularly suited for en-
gaging highly maneuvering targets. These are the augmented
PN (APN) law and the optimum guidance law (OGL) (see,
e.g., Zarchan, 1994). These guidance laws may be stated as

(a) APN → AI = N ′Vcλ̇s + k1ÂT (32)

Where k1 is the APN guidance constant; and ÂT is the es-
timated value of the target acceleration (usually obtained
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through the use of the Kalman filter.

(b) OGL → AI

= N ′ [Vcλ̇s + K2
(
Tgo

)
ÂT + K3

(
t, Tgo

)
A∗

I

]
(33)

3.3.2 Active, semi-active and passive homing

The guidance mode or method of implementing the guid-
ance refers to the manner in which the interceptor acquires
the target in order to generate the guidance commands for
interception. The target location in terms of the angle or the
angular rate of the LOS and range and range rate (closing
velocity) are generated by the seeker mounted on-board the
interceptor or via the ground tracker. There are a number of
different ways in which target acquisition and tracking can
be implemented and the information generated by the seeker
utilized for computing the interceptor guidance laws.

Active mode guidance. In the active mode the seeker
mounted on board the interceptor is used to illuminate the
target and the return signals from the target contain informa-
tion of the target location, speed, and other target states that
allow a guidance law to be implemented. Active guidance
mode includes RF or active laser seekers; an example of an
active RF-guided missile is the AMRAAM.

Semi-active mode guidance. In the semi-active mode the
seeker mounted on board the interceptor receives return sig-
nals from the target that is illuminated by a radar or a laser
source that reside elsewhere; such as on the ground or a ship
or a third-party aircraft. Information on the target location,
target speed, and other target states are derived from target
returns for the guidance law to be implemented. Examples
of semi-active homing guidance include the SM-2 ship area
defense missile and the Paveway laser-guided bomb.

Passive mode guidance. In the passive homing guidance
no artificial illumination of the target occurs but rather the
natural radiation (such as in visual or IR band) reflected or
emanating from the target is utilized to acquire the target. The
target acquisition is similar to the way a human eye views an
objects as a result of the Sun’s reflection from that object.
The most common applications of this mode are the infra-
red (IR) and imaging infra-red (I2R) seekers. These seekers
have the ability to detect radiations from objects at different
wavelengths; and since different objects at different temper-
atures have different characteristic spectra, objects of interest
can be isolated from their background by sophisticated signal
processing methods. Information from passive target tracking

can directly or after processing provide sufficient information
to implement guidance laws. An example of a passive guided
missile is the ASRAAM.

Multi-mode guidance. Current research indicates that for
complex scenarios a mixed mode, say a combination of an
active RF seeker and an imaging IR seeker can be used to
achieve highly accurate guidance outcomes. Different com-
binations of modes are possible to satisfy mission require-
ments.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, techniques and technologies used for weapon,
UAV, and aircraft navigation and guidance were presented in-
cluding method for analysis and synthesis of these systems.
Vehicle navigation techniques such as INS and GPS for mis-
siles and UAV were discussed including methods for deriving
navigation information from GPS and INS and integrated
GPS/INS. The application and principles of TRN systems
such as TERPROM, TERCOM and TERSMAC were de-
scribed. Aircraft and UAV path planning was considered and
a method for generating an optimum path to achieve a stealthy
mission through an enemy territory was described. Guided-
weapon autonomous guidance strategies commonly used to-
day such as the CLOS and PN guidance were described and
methods for analysis and synthesis of these guidance tech-
niques were derived and their performance discussed. Differ-
ent guidance phases of weapons during target engagements
were discussed and the various guidance modes (active, semi-
active, and passive) were described. This chapter should as-
sists the reader in understanding the basic principle involved
in techniques and technologies commonly used in analysis
and design of guided weapons and missiles.

NOTATION

AI = (
aIx aIy aIz

)T
Acceleration vector of the vehicle
with respect to the fixed axes

AB Acceleration vector if the vehi-
cle in body axes (i.e., the out-
put/measurement obtained from
the vehicle strap-down IMU)

AD Interceptor acceleration (perpen-
dicular to line of sight [LOS]) re-
quired to null DOB

A∗
I =

[
AI

1+sT

]
Achieved interceptor acceleration

taking into account the autopilot
time-constant(T )
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As Interceptor acceleration demanded
perpendicular to LOS(

aIx, aIy
)

x-acceleration and y-acceleration
of the interceptor

ax = aTx − aIx target–interceptor relative x-
acceleration

ay = aTy − aIy target–interceptor relative y-
acceleration(

aTx, aTy

)
x-acceleration and y-acceleration
of the target

(B, F ) GPS clock biases
DOB = RIδψ Distance off-beam for small δψ

gI Gravity vector in fixed axes[
K2

(
Tgo

)
; K3

(
Tgo

)]
Time-varying gains functions of
time and time-to-go (t, Tgo)

hz terrain height above datum
N Uni-less designer chosen gain

(usually in the range of 3–5),
known as the navigation constant
(or the effective navigation ratio)

p̂x,y KF estimates of the x, y positions
of the aircraft

p̄x,y map-generated x, y positions of the
aircraft

px,y INS-generated x, y positions of the
aircraft

p̂z KF estimate of the z positions
(height) of the aircraft above da-
tum

pz INS-generated z positions (height)
of the aircraft above datum

p∗
z radalt generated z positions

(height) of the aircraft above the
terrain

δpx,y error between the map generated
and the INS-generated x,y position
of the aircraft

RSi
= (

xSi ySi
zSi

)T
position vector of the ith satellite
with respect to the fixed axes

(RT, RI) range to the target and the intercep-
tor

Ri = RSi
− RI relative position of the vehicle with

respect to the ith satellite
RI = (

xI yI zI
)T

position vector of the vehicle with
respect to the fixed axes

r interceptor–target separation range(
tf = r(0)

Vc

)
flight time

Tgo = (tf − t) time-to-go[
T F

B

]
3 × 3 transformation matrix that
transforms a given vector from
body axes to fixed axes

U i = USi
− UI = Ri

‖Ri‖ unit-pointing vector from the vehi-
cle to the ith satellite

(uI, vI) x-velocity and the y-velocity of the
interceptor

(uT, vT) x-velocity and the y-velocity of the
target

u = uT − uI target–interceptor relative x-
velocity

v = vT − vI target–interceptor relative y-
velocity

V I = (
uI vI wI

)T
velocity vector of the vehicle with
respect to the fixed axes

V i = VSi
− VI Relative velocity of the vehicle

with respect to the ith satellite
V Si

= (
uSi

vSi
wSi

)T
Velocity vector of the ith satellite
with respect to the fixed axes

(VT, VI) target and the interceptor velocities
(VI, AI) longitudinal velocity and lateral

acceleration of the interceptor
(VT, AT) longitudinal velocity and accelera-

tion of the target
(xI, yI) x-position and the y-position of the

interceptor
(xT, yT) x-position and the y-position of the

target
x = xT − xI target–interceptor relative x-

position
y = yT − yI target–interceptor relative y-

position
� = (

ψ θ φ
)T

Euler angles

ωB = (
p q r

)T
gyro (rates) outputs

(θT, θI) Target and interceptor velocity an-
gles with respect to the x-axis

(ψT, ψI) LOS angle to the target and the in-
terceptor

δψ = ψT − ψI Differential LOS angle
(θI, θT) interceptor and target heading
λs interceptor–target LOS

NOMENCLATURE

APN Augmented proportional navigation
BR beam rider
CLOS command to line-of-sight
CM countermeasures
ECI Earth-centered inertial
EKF extended Kalman filter
FOG Fiber optics gyro
GPS global positioning system
IMU inertial measurement unit
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INS inertial navigation system
KF Kalman filter
LLS laser line scanner
LOS line-of-sight
LSE least-square estimation
MD miss distance
MEMS micro-electro-mechanical system
NED (north, East down), local Earth axes
OGL optimal guidance law
PN proportional navigation
SDS strap-down system
SOC satellite orbit coordinates
SPS stabilized platform system
TERPROM terrain profile matching
TERCOM terrain contour matching
TERSMAC terrain scene matching
TRN terrain referenced navigation
UTC Coordinated Universal Time
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1 INTRODUCTION

The early generation of flight control systems (FCSs) was
mechanically-based, with Figure 1 showing an example
based on rods and levers. Such systems have direct mechan-
ical linkages between the pilot’s cockpit controls and the
control surfaces that maneuver the aircraft, leading to imple-
mentations which have high integrity, in terms of the
probability of loss of control of the aircraft. For larger air-
craft, the rods and levers might be replaced with a system of
cables and pulleys to reduce aircraft weight.

As technologies developed and aircraft evolved in size
and speed (Abzug and Larrabee, 2005), the forces to move
the control surfaces against the aerodynamic forces grew to
a point where they exceeded the capabilities of the pilot,
so aerodynamic balances and different types of tabs were
designed to provide assistance. Further growth of aircraft and
their control surfaces made additional power sources neces-
sary, so hydraulic boosters were installed, dividing the control
surface forces between the pilot and the boost mechanism.
The next step was the introduction of fully power-operated
controls and the role of the mechanical linkages between the
cockpit controls and the hydraulic actuators was reduced to
signaling, and no longer to transmit power. Flight dynamic
effects, such as nonlinear aerodynamic behavior in the sub-
sonic and transonic flight regimes, as well as the automation
of flight, made it necessary to add signals from stability
augmentation systems and autopilot, to the basic manual con-
trol circuits. Although the mechanical links are simple and
reliable, signal processing is more easily achieved by using

Figure 1. Mechanical FCS. Reproduced with permission from BAE
Systems c© 2009.
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Figure 2. Fly-by-wire FCS. Reproduced with permission from BAE Systems c© 2009.

electrical links and computers, allowing the realization of
sophisticated functions for improving aircraft safety and per-
formance. The removal of the direct mechanical linkages and
their replacement with electrical signaling, led to the term
“fly-by-wire,” which allows the pilot to directly command
the aircraft’s motion, rather than commanding the control
surface angles needed to achieve the motion.

In the 1960s and 1970s, alongside the electronic revolu-
tion, a number of major programs of the time, such as the
Panavia Tornado and the General Dynamics F-16 (Droste
and Walker, 1988) became reliant on more sophisticated sta-
bility augmentation systems and autopilots, to allow them
to meet their performance and mission requirements. Subse-
quent generations of FCS have been developed on technology
demonstrator programs (Tischler, 1996), toward the current
quadruplex digital fly-by-wire type, schematically shown in
Figure 2. The main emphasis is now on digital computing
with the use of inertial motion and air-stream sensor units.
Compared with the earlier systems, this arrangement pro-
vides a considerable reduction in mechanical complexity, but
only at the expense of functional complexity within the flight
control software.

In order to achieve the same level of integrity as that
achieved with the mechanical systems, multiple signal
sources and several lanes of computing are necessary to pro-
vide redundancy, these being cross-monitored in order to
isolate any failed equipment, thereby ensuring safe opera-
tion. A comprehensive built-in-test capability is included, to
ensure that the system is “safe to fly” prior to each flight and
to identify and locate existing failures. The current military

aircraft trend is toward triplex redundant architectures with
reliance on both cross-lane and in-lane monitoring to achieve
the required level of integrity, and hence the associated safety
of system operation.

Although this chapter is presented from a military aircraft
perspective, most of the principles are equally applicable
to civil aircraft, as described in Pratt (2000) and Moir and
Seabridge (2008).

2 AERODYNAMICS AND FLIGHT
CONTROL

When studying the mechanics of flight (Etkin and Reid, 1996;
Schmidt 1998; Cook, 2007) it is common practisce to assume
that the aircraft can be represented as a rigid body, defined
by a set of body axis coordinates as shown in Figure 3. The
rigid body dynamics have six degrees of freedom with three
translations and three rotations about the axes. All forces and
moments acting on the vehicle can be modeled within this
framework.

In this figure, CoG is the center of gravity; Uo, Vo, Wo,
Po, Qo, and Ro are the steady equilibrium, translational and
rotational velocities; u, v, w, p, q, and r are small perturbation
changes to these velocities; η is the foreplane angle, δib the in-
board flap angle, δob the outboard flap angle, and ζ is the rud-
der angle. To achieve flight control we need to control the
forces and moments acting on the vehicle in order to control
its accelerations and hence its velocities, angular rotations,
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Figure 3. Body axis aircraft coordinate system. Reproduced with permission from BAE Systems c© 2009.

and spatial position. The FCS achieves this via the aircraft’s
flight control surfaces. The thrust provided by the engines
must also be taken into account, since this also produces
forces and moments acting on the vehicle.

In terms of the aerodynamic design, specialist activities
need to be integrated and balanced for the satisfactory design
and control of an aircraft. The FCS design, qualification and
certification processes have to cover many aircraft configu-
rations including the carriage of an internal payload of fuel,
equipment, cargo and people, and military aircraft might also
carry external stores. It is usual to design the control system
for a baseline configuration, such as the aircraft fitted with
light stores. This involves using a nominal set of aerody-
namic data, plus a set of parametric tolerances based on past
project experience and estimated uncertainty in the available
wind tunnel data. If a range of significantly different stores
are to be fitted to the aircraft, such as heavy under-wing or
under-fuselage tanks, then it may be necessary to design con-
trol laws for each “store group” to account for their differing
inertial and aerodynamic properties.

Military aircraft that carry a range of stores have associ-
ated variations in aircraft mass, inertia, and center of gravity.
This will include a large number of possible symmetric and
asymmetric combinations. Other significant factors that need
to be taken into account in the design are fuel state, high lift
devices, airbrakes, wing-sweep (e.g., for Tornado, F-111),
performance schedules, powerplant interface, reversionary
modes, undercarriage operation/weight-on wheels switching,
and ground handling. All of these can have a significant
effect on the design in terms of stability, handling, and

airframe loading. For all combinations of stores, the FCS
can offer protection against overstressing of the airframe and
provide automatic stall and spin prevention.

Flight to high angle-of-attack leads to nonlinear aero-
dynamic behavior as flow separation occurs, wing and
tail fin effectiveness are reduced, pitch stability varies,
and control surface powers often become very low. In
the lateral/directional axes, similar types of nonlinearity
produce variations in stability and control powers as the
angle-of-sideslip changes. The FCS has to be designed to
accommodate such effects. For an unstable aircraft, if the
level of instability is excessive or if there is insufficient control
power available, then a satisfactory design will not be pos-
sible and flight envelope limitations will need to be applied,
either by the pilot or automatically by the system.

Significant aerodynamic nonlinearities are also experi-
enced as a function of Mach number, as an aircraft passes
through the “transonic region” from subsonic to supersonic
flight. This is due to shock-induced flow separations and
air compressibility effects causing the aircraft’s aerodynamic
center to move aftwards.

3 FLIGHT ENVELOPE AND GAIN
SCHEDULING

An aircraft’s flight envelope will usually be described in
terms of Mach number, covering velocity and air compress-
ibility effects, and altitude to cover air temperature and
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Figure 4. Supersonic aircraft’s flight envelope. Reproduced with permission from BAE Systems c© 2009.

density effects. An example is shown in Figure 4 for a super-
sonic aircraft.

The boundaries of the flight envelope are associated with
physical limits – the stall limit, at high incidence and low
dynamic pressure, where the aircraft’s wing lift is not suffi-
cient to support the aircraft’s weight; the performance limit,
where the rarefaction of the atmosphere prevents jet engines
and the environmental control systems from sustaining their
operation; the temperature limit due to the kinetic heating of
the airframe by the viscous friction of the air; and the load-
ing limit at high dynamic pressure, to provide a safe margin
against excessive aerodynamic loads acting on the airframe.

In order to design control laws to cover such an enve-
lope, it is necessary to select a grid of “operating points” for
which the design is to be carried out. This results in a set of
localized controllers for the operating points. The number of
design points can always be minimized by taking physical
effects (such as dynamic pressure) into account, within the
structure of the flight control laws. The number of design
points will depend on the vehicle’s complexity and nonlin-
earity. For a supersonic combat aircraft this might be several
hundred, to take into account the aerodynamic nonlinearities
associated with angle-of-attack, angle-of-sideslip, and flight

through the transonic region. The design tasks will need to be
extended to include all autopilot and system backup modes.
In addition, the effects of changes in mass, inertia, and center
of gravity need to be considered, as well as any significant
aerodynamic effects due to external stores. The number of
design cases can, therefore, quite easily enter the thousands
and good automation of the design process becomes essential.

The locally based designs are integrated via gain sched-
ules, to form the flight control laws. When designing the gain
schedules, compromises should be made in order to keep the
schedules simple. It is also important that the scheduling is
reliable and robust, in terms of signal availability and the
accuracy of the resulting compensation, noting that it can be
very difficult to adequately correct for an uncertain physical
effect. The initial control law gains are usually designed using
methods such as root locus, eigenstructure assignment, opti-
mal control or nonlinear dynamic inversion. The designs are
then evaluated and tuned using time and frequency domain
methods, to ensure satisfactory aircraft handling and design
robustness.

The information needed to schedule the flight control law
gains is usually derived from the air data system, an example
of which is shown in Figure 5. This includes a set of suitably
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Figure 5. Distributed air data system. Reproduced with permission from BAE Systems c© 2009.

located external probes for providing pitot and static pres-
sures and local airflow measurements, in terms of speed and
direction.

The locally derived probe measurements are used within
the flight control computing in order to compute the true
velocity vector of the aircraft, that is, its magnitude and direc-
tion, the latter being defined by the angles of attack and
sideslip. These can then be used for gain scheduling and to
provide feedback signals for stabilization and flight envelope
limiting purposes. The air data system is designed to provide
high integrity information – for example, the arrangement in
Figure 5 might provide triplex angle-of-attack and sideslip,
and quadruplex airspeed information. In practice, the quality
and integrity of the air data will depend on the capabilities
and locations of the individual sensors. For the arrangement
shown in Figure 5, a is a pitot probe, and b, c, and d would
be multihole probes used to resolve local flow angles from
pressure data. The air data information is complemented with
information from the aircraft’s inertial sensors.

4 SYSTEM HARDWARE
AND IMPLEMENTATION

For the FCS hardware and software implementation
(Collinson, 1996), there are further specialist areas and inter-
disciplinary activities, that are essential for a satisfactory
system design. Equipment specifications need to be estab-
lished to unambiguously and completely define the required
levels of functionality, performance, and reliability, for the

environment in which the equipment is required to operate.
The equipment has to be designed and manufactured, and as
part of the system qualification process, adequately tested to
show compliance with its specification, as well as for vali-
dating the models assumed for the control laws design and
clearance processes.

The FCS has to be designed to guarantee the necessary
levels of reliability and integrity, by designing the sys-
tem architecture with the appropriate level of multiplexing
and associated redundancy management, as well as com-
prehensive built-in-test capabilities. The system design is
underpinned by a comprehensive safety analysis, covering
both normal operation and failure modes.

The hardware necessary for the functioning of the
FCS includes advanced sensors and actuation systems
(Raymond and Chenoweth, 1993) such as the example shown
in Figure 6, with digital computing and its interfaces. All of
these hardware components introduce lags and delays into
the closed-loop system, which tend to reduce the FCS’s sta-
bility margins, imposing limits on the aircraft performance
that can be achieved. Additional lags are also usually present
due to the filtering required to attenuate the flexible airframe
response within the control loops. The FCS sensors measure
inertial data such as translational accelerations, angular rates
and attitudes, and air data such as angle-of-attack, angle-of-
sideslip, and airspeed, as described in Section 3.

It is usual to implement flight control laws within a dig-
ital flight control computer, an approach which offers great
flexibility and which allows highly complex functions to be
implemented. The drawbacks are the inherent time delays,
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Figure 6. Typical modern aircraft actuation system. Reproduced with permission from BAE Systems c© 2009.

with their associated effect on closed-loop stability, and the
clearance issues associated with safety-critical software. For
digital control laws, the models used for the design and sim-
ulation must account for the digital processing effects, in
order to be representative of the implementation and to avoid
any unexpected results during ground or flight testing of the
system. Antialiasing filters will be needed to limit the band-
width of the input signals, in order to remove higher frequency
components prior to the digital sampling process. A formal
method of control law specification is required in order to
capture the functionality and implementation requirements,
including the ordering and timing of the control law elements.

Usually, for military applications a similar redundancy
implementation is adopted, whereby three or four sets of iden-
tical equipment are used in parallel, in order to identify and
isolate any failed equipment via cross-monitoring. Often, the
multiplexing of the digital computing is supported with ana-
log and/or mechanical (for stable aircraft) backup systems, to
achieve the required system integrity. The system design and
the development process for the system needs to ensure that a
common-mode failure (i.e., any software or hardware failure
which simultaneously affects two or more lanes of a multi-
plex system, due to a common cause) cannot occur, or that its
probability is extremely remote. This will involve the phys-
ical isolation of the electrical and hydraulic power supplies
and computing, sensing and actuation lanes, the use of opti-
cal communication links between flight control computers

(electrical isolation) for cross-monitoring, and the hardening
of the entire system against electromagnetic disturbances,
together with careful design of the redundancy management
system to prevent failures from propagating. Common-mode
points in the design need to be minimized as far as possible,
and where this is not achieved (e.g., mechanical compo-
nents such as the pilot’s inceptors, actuation system rams
and bearings, etc.) the design must be physically robust. The
system implementation is backed up by a comprehensive fail-
ure modes and effects analysis, and extensive ground-based
testing (including failure testing) of the complete system,
in order to demonstrate that the system meets its safety
requirements.

5 FCS DEVELOPMENT

The V-model in Figure 7 is useful for describing the FCS
development process, where the aircraft design requirements
are progressively decomposed on the left leg of the V, to
enable the development of the lowest level hardware and soft-
ware components. These are then progressively integrated
and tested, as indicated by the right leg of the V.

Testing activities for verification and validation are
depicted between the two legs of the V. Specifications are
performed top-down, starting with the aircraft specification at
the aircraft level, based on the aircraft customer’s operational
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Figure 7. V-diagram for FCS development. Reproduced with per-
mission from BAE Systems c© 2009.

requirements. The system specifications are derived from
the aircraft specification, and contain more detailed require-
ments. The same holds for the equipment specifications,
which are derived from the system specifications. The
equipment specifications can be divided into hardware and
software component specifications, which often represent
the contractual interface with the suppliers who build the
equipment.

A traceability and compliance process assures correspon-
dence of requirements in both directions with every high-level
requirement being represented by one or more low-level
requirements, and every low-level requirement having a cor-
responding high-level requirement. The supplier produces
hardware and software in the same systematic way, while
the aircraft manufacturer, who has responsibility for the total
system, closely monitors the process. Equipment manufac-
turing and software production takes place at the bottom of
the V.

Integration work is performed bottom-up on the right leg
of the V, with an integration step being completed when ver-
ification tests are successfully passed. For each requirement,
suitable tests and a set of expected results have to be defined,
in order to be able to demonstrate compliance. The results
are formally documented at each process level to capture the
compliance evidence and to provide traceability. The links

between the two legs of the V define the verification and
validation activities for the different process levels:

� Equipment tests are carried out on specialized test rigs.
� System tests are performed on an “iron bird” rig.
� Aircraft level testing is initially in a flight simulator and

on the iron bird, and later, by aircraft ground and then
flight testing.

When all certification and qualification tests are passed,
the aircraft enters service. The final validation of the aircraft
specification is achieved when the aircraft successfully fulfills
all its operational duties.

6 FLIGHT CONTROL LAWS
DEVELOPMENT

The flight control laws are designed to provide aircraft stabil-
ity augmentation and satisfactory aircraft control, for manual
and automatic flight. The control law architecture is fun-
damental to the success of the system and its design will
require good knowledge of flight dynamics and flight con-
trol, systems equipment engineering and how to engineer
safe systems. Flight control laws development is concurrent
with the system development and requires a similar process
to that described above but greater flexibility is required to
allow very rapid design iterations, and the design work has
to be accomplished in a less formal way. The flight control
laws functions are developed using simulation and analysis
to achieve a high level of maturity, to reduce the risk of design
or specification errors.

A typical simplified flight control laws design process is
given in Figure 8. The most important decisions are made
when the design philosophy is being established and includes
the following elements – the control strategy for manual and
automatic control, aircraft–pilot interface (inceptors, dis-
plays, etc.), pilot control authority, augmentation of handling
qualities, and enhanced control functions, such as envelope
protection. The flight control laws design philosophy also
depends on the FCS architecture – the proposed control sur-
faces and the safety concept (redundancy management and
use of similar/dissimilar components), and it is influenced
by the aircraft’s physical characteristics. The control law
structure and the envisaged functionality are defined, often
with incomplete knowledge of important design parameters
such as the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft, sys-
tems performance, and so on. These decisions determine the
performance, the quality, and the cost of the FCS under devel-
opment.
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Figure 8. Flight control laws development process. Reproduced with permission from BAE Systems c© 2009.

There are four main steps in the flight control laws devel-
opment process, as shown in Figure 8:

1. Control laws design: the definition of controller
parameters and assessment of stability and response char-
acteristics of the augmented aircraft in (mainly) linear
computer simulations. Once the system architecture and
flight control laws structure have been established, the
gains, filters, and nonlinear functions can be designed.

2. Piloted simulation: for assessment of the augmented air-
craft’s handling qualities.

3. Rig testing: for verification of the hardware implemen-
tation of the flight control laws and assuring correct
operation under “real world” conditions.

4. Flight testing: for validation of the design against the air-
craft specification and hence, customer and airworthiness
requirements.

These four design loops have to be carried out with
extreme thoroughness, so as to prevent any significant design
deficiencies from remaining undiscovered when an aircraft
enters service. At each stage, the required information is
assembled and documented to demonstrate that the system
is compliant with its requirements.

7 PILOTED SIMULATION
AND AIRCRAFT HANDLING

Flight control laws are designed to provide good aircraft han-
dling, a low pilot workload, and a high degree of resistance
to pilot-induced oscillations (PIO). To establish a satisfactory
design, appropriate design criteria are needed to establish a

robust feedback design with good disturbance rejection, and
to provide the desired handling characteristics. The PIO phe-
nomenon (National Research Council, 1997; Hodgkinson,
1999; Gibson, 1999), whereby the pilot’s commands are
involuntarily in antiphase with the aircraft’s response, has
attracted much attention in the past and was renamed
“aircraft–pilot coupling” or “pilot-involved oscillations,” to
remove any suggestion that the pilot is to blame for the oscilla-
tion. The aircraft’s handling qualities should be verified prior
to flight, by a thorough program combining theoretical anal-
ysis, off-line simulation, and pilot-in-the-loop ground-based
and/or in-flight simulation.

Finally, the control law algorithms and control strategy
used must be realizable in terms of the aircraft’s cockpit
interface, including the inceptors, switches, and displays.
These must also be taken into account as part of the design
and harmonized with the piloting control strategy used by
the control laws. Prior to flight, the pilot interface and the
aircraft handling are thoroughly investigated by pilot-in-the-
loop simulation (Zipfel, 2007; Allerton, 2009) using high
fidelity models. The computing power and image genera-
tors that are now available for engineering simulation, have
enabled a very realistic operational environment to be cre-
ated for the assessment of aircraft handling, allowing the
simulator to play an increasingly more important role in the
aircraft clearance process. Low latency is a very important
factor in the design of the visual system, in order to avoid
perceived handling problems. Motion cueing can be advan-
tageous in situations where the visually induced feeling of
motion is relatively low and the acceleration cues become
more dominant to the pilot. As an example, Figure 9 shows
the Warton motion simulator with an outside-world display
of the NASA hover-boards, which are used for evaluating
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Figure 9. Moving-base simulator. Reproduced with permission
from BAE Systems c© 2009.

the flying qualities of powered lift aircraft in jet-borne flight
(Franklin, 2002).

Although the modeling process has developed over the
years, the principle has always been to maintain high
integrity, as the flight control law development is transferred
from design and analysis to the piloted simulation environ-
ment. Historically, control laws might typically have been
expressed in Fortran as a set of functional requirements that
can be compiled and executed. This has enabled control laws
to be developed in a highly iterative manner, moving between
the off-line analysis and simulator very quickly, to obtain pilot
opinion at the earliest opportunity – and without the risk of
introducing errors during translation. Modern tools, such as
Matlab/Simulink (Colgren, 2007), are now being exploited to
take advantage of their automatic code generation capabilities
and a complete simulation model can now be assembled from
a high-level definition, to produce an executable, without any
manual intervention.

8 GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTING

All hardware and software components of the FCS are thor-
oughly tested as part of a rigorous program that ensures each

item meets its specification in terms of its performance, inter-
faces, and airworthiness. As the components are integrated,
the testing continues at equipment and system levels, using
dedicated rigs and test facilities. Finally, the FCS is integrated
into the airframe for a series of ground tests before the aircraft
commences flight test evaluation. Ground and flight testing
of the installed FCS (Pratt, 2000) are carried out to ensure that
it performs as expected, within the environment in which it
will be operating.

Electromagnetic interference is an important environmen-
tal factor. It can present a serious problem for an electronic
FCS since it provides a mechanism for potential common-
mode failures in a multiredundant FCS. The flight control
computers, control surface actuators, sensor units (inertial
and air data), pilot inceptors, switches, and all databus inputs
and wiring associated with the FCS must be designed to be
resistant to all forms of electromagnetic interference.

Before the aircraft is flown for the first time, sufficient
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) testing is performed
on the complete aircraft, to ensure that it can be flown safely
in the local electromagnetic environment. As the test pro-
gram continues, EMC testing to clear the aircraft to full
electromagnetic threat levels is performed.

Further ground and flight tests are carried out to address the
interaction of the FCS with the airframe structure. The FCS
motion sensors for detecting the rigid body motion of the air-
craft, also detect the higher frequency structural oscillations
of the flexible airframe. The high frequency components of
the sensor outputs usually require attenuation to prevent these
from driving the aircraft’s flying control surfaces at these fre-
quencies and further exciting the modes. This is achieved by
introducing analog or digital filters, such as notch filters, into
the feedback paths. The major constraints on filter design
are the need to meet specified stability requirements for the
structural modes, and the need to minimize the phase lag
introduced by the filters at “rigid aircraft” control frequen-
cies, to avoid any impact on aircraft handling. The effects
of stores carriage, fuel state, and flight condition result in
changes to the modal frequencies and response amplitudes,
so the structural mode filtering is designed to accommodate
such variations.

Initial structural mode filter designs are based on finite
element modeling of the airframe. These are later updated,
following a comprehensive ground test phase in which air-
craft ground vibration and servo-elastic structural coupling
tests (Figure 10) are carried out to identify the “zero speed”
characteristics of the airframe. This test data is then extended
to include the theoretical effects of airspeed variation. Where
verification of the aerodynamic effects on the aircraft’s
structural modes is necessary, an in-flight structural mode
excitation system is used, which allows the pilot to input
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Figure 10. Airframe/FCS structural coupling testing. Reproduced
with permission from BAE Systems c© 2009.

deterministic signals, such as swept frequency sine waves
generated from the flight control computer, in order to stimu-
late the flying control surfaces and thus excite the airframe’s
structural modes. Analysis can be carried out on-line and
compared with predictions. Similar techniques are used to
identify the aircraft’s rigid body aerodynamics and for val-
idation of control system stability margins, allowing flight
envelope expansion to be carried out in a safe, efficient, and
progressive manner. The flight testing of the aircraft also
enables the calibration of the air data sensors, as described in
Section 3.

9 EUROFIGHTER TYPHOON FCS

The use of fly-by-wire for military aircraft is a very well-
established and standard practice. As an example, Figure 11
shows the Eurofighter Typhoon aircraft, a canard-delta con-
figuration which has been optimized to meet its operational
requirements.

The airframe is aerodynamically unstable in pitch and yaw
and therefore relies on a full-time fly-by-wire system for
stabilization. Advances in FCS hardware technology were
required in order to stabilize the very unstable unaugmented
aircraft. The result is a high performance supersonic agile
combat aircraft with the following control surfaces:

� inboard and two outboard trailing-edge flaperons
� inboard and two outboard leading-edge slats
� two foreplanes
� one rudder
� one spine-mounted airbrake.

Figure 11. Eurofighter Typhoon aircraft. Reproduced with permis-
sion from BAE Systems c© 2009.

The trailing-edge flaperons are used symmetrically for
pitch stabilization and control and for performance opti-
mization at low to moderate incidence. These surfaces are
also used asymmetrically for roll control. The foreplanes are
only used symmetrically and are scheduled with the flap-
erons to provide pitch stabilization, control, and trim. At
high incidence, the trim schedules take into account lateral/
directional control characteristics and help to provide sat-
isfactory resistance to departure and subsequent spinning.
The rudder provides directional control throughout the flight
envelope and provides stabilization at high Mach numbers
and at high incidence. The leading-edge slats are scheduled
with incidence and Mach number to optimize performance,
lateral/directional stability at high incidence and transonic
pitch characteristics.

A schematic diagram of the Typhoon FCS is shown in
Figure 12. It is a full-time full-authority quadruplex digital
system, with all hardware and software components designed
to meet their specified functions and to achieve the specified
integrity. There is no backup system in the event of total
system failure. The sensors used by this system enable the
following information to be derived:

� Pitch, roll, and yaw rates as essential feedback for stabi-
lization.

� Angle-of-attack and angle-of-sideslip for departure/spin
prevention and gain scheduling.

� Normal acceleration for automatic g-limiting.
� Mach number and pressure altitude as essential schedul-

ing parameters.
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Figure 12. Typhoon FCS. Reproduced with permission from BAE Systems c© 2009.

� Pitch stick, roll stick, and rudder pedal commands.
� Discrete commands from the cockpit, for example under-

carriage up/down, airbrake in/out, and so on.

The flight control laws provide the primary functions of
aircraft stabilization and control, including the following fea-
tures:

� Self-trimming maneuver demand, giving an agile
response with tight tracking of the pilot’s commands.

� Minimized sideslip variation during rolling maneuvers
and automatic turn coordination.

� Automatic compensation for the effects of the gravity
vector and inertial coupling.

� Minimal response to turbulence, seen as a minimal move-
ment of the nose, even in severe turbulence.

The more advanced functions provided by the flight
control laws provide automatic angle-of-attack limiting,
automatic g-limiting and roll rate limiting to respect structural
loading limits, and automatic restriction of control surface
usage with dynamic pressure to avoid local overstressing
of the airframe. Beyond this capability, the aircraft’s FCS
includes a range of basic and advanced autopilot modes
including classical autopilot, flight director, auto-throttle,
auto-approach, auto-attack, and auto-recovery (e.g., follow-
ing pilot disorientation).

10 BENEFITS OF FLY-BY-WIRE

The major benefit of fly-by-wire is the ability to tailor the
system’s characteristics at each point in the flight envelope.
This is achieved via the control laws, which are scheduled
with flight condition by using the measured air data. These
functions allow performance benefits to be fully realized and
include:

� Improvement of natural aircraft dynamic behavior via sta-
bility augmentation and turbulence response suppression,
leading to optimized handling qualities.

� Flight envelope protection functions that are ultimately
capable of providing “carefree handling,” by angle-of-
attack control and angle-of-sideslip suppression, leading
to automatic protection against stall and departure, and by
automatic limiting of normal acceleration and roll rate to
avoid overstressing of the airframe.

� Aircraft agility, thereby providing a capability for rapid
changes in fuselage aiming and/or velocity vector, to
enhance both target capture and evasive maneuvering.

� Aircraft performance benefits associated with controlling
an unstable airframe, by enabling improved lift/drag ratio
and an increase in maximum lift capability, both leading
to increased aircraft turning capability.

� The use of thrust vectoring to augment or replace aero-
dynamic control powers, in order to extend an aircraft’s
conventional flight envelope.
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� Reduced drag due to optimized trim setting of controls,
possibly including thrust vectoring.

� Reconfiguration to allow mission continuation or safe
recovery following system failures or battle damage.

� Advanced autopilots, providing significant reductions in
pilot workload and weapon system performance benefits.

� Reduced maintenance costs, resulting from the reduction
in mechanical complexity and the introduction of built-
in-test.

There is however, a significant cost associated with such
performance benefits, in terms of system complexity and
safety-critical software, but usually, the performance and
safety benefits that can be achieved, justify the necessary
investment.

11 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

From what has been described in the previous sections, a
fly-by-wire FCS for both military and civil aircraft can be
summarized as follows:

� A highly integrated system which must have high
integrity, due to its safety-critical nature.

� A nonlinear system which must compensate for the sig-
nificant nonlinear dynamic effects due to flight physics
and hardware characteristics.

� A complex system which needs a sophisticated man–
machine interface for ease of operation by pilots to
provide a low workload, and which must perform satisfac-
torily for a wide number of different operating conditions,
including satisfactory performance under failure condi-
tions.

The trend toward increasing levels of integration
(Moir and Seabridge, 2008) will continue, potentially pro-
viding systems performance improvements associated with
efficient energy management, and a reduction in equipment
space and mass requirements. In addition, such systems
will make use of reconfiguration and advanced diagnos-
tics/prognostics to improve reliability and maintainability,
and to reduce the cost of ownership.

For future military aircraft, advanced air data systems will
improve stealth characteristics and laser-based devices might
be used. The unusual shaping of such aircraft and the need
to reduce the number and size of control surfaces for low
observability, the possible reliance on thrust vectoring, and
the development of novel control methods for flow control are
likely to lead to highly nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics.
It is probable that for some missions, unmanned air vehicles
such as that shown in Figure 13, will become the preferred
vehicle. Such aircraft are likely to have minimal hydraulic

Figure 13. Raven unmanned air vehicle. Reproduced with permis-
sion from BAE Systems c© 2009.

components with an associated increase in their electrical
systems, such as electrical actuation, in order to facilitate
long-term storage of the aircraft.

The development process will be dominated by the power-
ful computing facilities that are readily available to both the
system designers and the implementers. It is expected that
greater emphasis will be placed on model-based design and
validation of systems, with an associated reduction in ground
and flight testing. This is largely being driven by the contin-
ual need to reduce costs. The use of on-board aircraft and
equipment models and “artificial intelligence” will increase,
with the models progressively increasing in complexity. Such
models might be used for equipment performance monitor-
ing, failure detection and for providing commands or data to
the FCS’s inner control loops. It is noted that the integrity
of such data will need to match its intended use in order to
maintain the high level of safety that has been demonstrated
by mechanical and fly-by-wire FCSs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Flight control is a multidisciplinary challenge in dynamics,
aerodynamics, propulsion, and controls. The understanding
and modeling of these disciplines is required during flight
control system development. The control architecture and
feedback policy and algorithms are critical to the success
and performance of the system during flight, and they define
the system’s performance, sensitivity and robustness, and
disturbance rejection characteristics.

If accurate system models are available then the prob-
lem of control design is often less difficult. However, one
can seldom afford to accurately measure the dynamics to
the level that mitigates all uncertainties and risks. Also, if one
considers component failures and/or battle damage, accurate
modeling may be altogether impractical. Examples of typical
uncertainties are highlighted in Figure 1. It is the ability to
accommodate these uncertainties that make the requirement
for adaptive and robust flight control.

Adaptive control methods have been used to address flight
control challenges since the 1960s. They have been used
on both experimental and production aircraft like the X-15
(Montgomery, 1973), F-111 (Stein, 1980), F-101 (Boskovich
and Kaufmann, 1966), F-8C (Bryson, 1977), and the F-43.
The methods used in that era can be loosely described as self-
tuning proportional integral derivatives (PID) controllers and
were used to address performance requirements across very
large flight envelopes, providing automatic gain tuning. How-
ever, these methods were shown to be sensitive to unmodeled
dynamics, sensor noise, and actuator rate and position satura-
tion. And, as fly-by-wire aircraft technologies emerged, these
adaptive designs were replaced with gain-scheduled linear
model-based designs.

In the 1980s, linear-model robust control methods were
developed to address the challenge of achieving performance
in the presence of significant model uncertainty. Increased
insight from these linear methods led to further development
of adaptive, linear parameter varying and nonlinear meth-
ods (i.e., feedback linearization and backstepping). These
methods, as did the classical methods, attempt to provide
industry’s engineers with the tools needed for robust control
synthesis and analysis (either linear or nonlinear).

Adaptive control augmentation to the linear gain-
scheduled designs also emerged in the 1980s. Control
architectures were developed augmenting baseline aircraft
linear controls with adaptive increments to address system
failures and flexibility (Weiss and Hoy, 1990) and then bat-
tle damage in the 1990s (Urnes, 1991, 1999; Bodden, 1998;
Wise, 1999). These methods have been flight demonstrated
on F-15 (Urnes, 1991, 1999), F-16 (Bodden, 1998), and X-36
(Wise, 1999; Wise and Brinker, 2001). Continued use of
this approach has more recently been successful in several
weapon applications and has transitioned into production
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Figure 1. X-45A landing at Edwards Air Force Base.

(Wise et al., 2005; Wise, Lavretsky and Hovakimyan, 2006).
Figure 2 illustrates the augmentation of a baseline control
with a model reference adaptive control (MRAC) increment.
The baseline control is designed to provide nominal condi-
tion stability and command tracking. The model reference
adaptive control is designed to extend the robustness and
directly compensate for uncertainties. As long as the air-
craft’s response to commands tracks the reference model to
within a tolerance (dead zone design parameter), the base-
line control is in charge. If the response deviates from the
reference model response, the MRAC gains adapt online and
regulate the deviation to within the dead zone. No pre-training
is required.

x
P

∆

KC

k̂x

Adaptive augmentation

Baseline control

Uncertainties

ubl

uad

zw

Figure 2. Aircraft control block diagram.

2 LINEAR PITCH AXIS DYNAMICS AND
BASELINE CONTROL

Consider the longitudinal (pitch axis) dynamics that forms a
single-input multi-output design model. The states modeled
are α, q, and δe (angle-of-attack, pitch rate (rad s−1), and ele-
vator deflection (rad)) and include a second-order actuator
model for the elevator. The equations used to describe these
open-loop dynamics are

α̇ = Zα

V
α + q + Zδ

V
δe

q̇ = Mαα + Mδδe + Mqq

δ̈e = −2ζaωaδ̇ − ω2
a (δe − δc)

ẋp = Apxp + Bpu; xp = [
α q δe δ̇e

]T

u = δc

Ap =




Zα

V
1

Zδ

V
0

Mα Mq Mδ 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 −ω2
a 2ζaωa


 ; Bp =




0

0

0

ω2
a


 (1)

The output variable that is to be commanded is denoted yc,
and is modeled as

yc = Ccxp + Dcu (2)
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The goal is to drive the error er = yc − r to zero forcing
the commanded output yc to track the command r, which is
assumed constant. The baseline control law will be designed
using the robust servomechanism linear quadratic regulator
(RSLQR) approach.

The RSLQR incorporates integral control into an LQR
state feedback design to build a type 1 controller. This will
produce a controller that achieves zero steady-state error to
constant commands. LQR controllers offer excellent stability
and robustness guarantees. The autopilot design model in
state space form is

ẋ = Ãx + B̃u + Fr

x =
[∫

er

xp

]
; Ã =

[
0 Cc

0 A

]
; B̃ =

[
Dc

B

]
(3)

A gain-scheduled control law is designed by discretizing
the flight envelope with α , Mach number, and altitude or
dynamic pressure, linearizing the dynamics at the flight con-
dition to form the linear time invariant model (equation (3))
and solving an infinite time LQR problem with its associated
algebraic Riccati equation (ARE). From the AREs, the con-
stant state feedback gain matrix is computed. The following
is a summary of these LQR design steps:

ẋ = Ãx + B̃u Ã, B̃ constant x ∈ Rnx, u ∈ Rnu

J =
∫ ∞

0
(xTQx + uTRu)dτ (4)

Q = QT ≥ 0, R = RT > 0

(Ã, B̃) controllable; (Ã, Q1/2) detectable (5)

ARE : PÃ + Ã
T
P + Q − PB̃R−1B̃

T
P = 0

u = −R−1B̃
T
Px = −Kcx

(6)

Using the feedback gain matrix computed in equation (6), the
closed-loop system is given by

ẋ = (Ã − B̃Kc)x = Ãclx (7)

The feedback gain matrix Kc plays a central role in establish-
ing these properties of this control system, and the selection of
the numerical values is important. If the gains were selected
using a pole placement method, the robustness properties
would be different from that of the LQR. The sensitivity and
robustness properties at any specific loop break point change
with the numerical choice of gains.

There are many ways to select the LQR penalty matrices Q
and R in equation (6) that influence the feedback gain matrix
Kc. In general, the gains are proportional to how “large” Q is
and/or how “small” R is, with the magnitude of the gains pro-
portional to Q/R. It is important that the gains not be too large
in magnitude, so that sensor noise is amplified or interaction
with the structural modes occurs. Here, LQR design charts
are used (see Wise, 2007) to select the numerical weighting.

2.1 Guaranteed margins from the LQR

The LQR has excellent stability guarantees. For any LQR
design, the loop transfer matrix at the plant input and its
associated return difference matrix (RDM) can be shown to
satisfy

L(s) = R−1B̃
T
P�(s)B̃ = Kc�(s)B̃ (8)

(I + L(s))∗λmin(R)I(I + L(s)) ≥ λmax(R)I

(I + L(s))∗(I + L(s)) ≥ λmax(R)
λmin(R) I ≥ I

||(I + L(s)) || 2 ≥ 1

(9)

Which says that the return difference matrix is always greater
than 1 in magnitude. For a single input system, at the plant
input, this equates to the Nyquist loci never entering a unit

Re

Im

−1

L (jω ) 0 dB

(I +L)σ

ω

For single input system the
nyquist loci never enters unit disk
centered at (—1,j0)  

For multiple input systems the
minimum singular value of return
difference is greater than one  

Unit
circle 

Positive
gain
margin  

Negative
gain
margin  

Figure 3. Stability margin guarantees from using optimal control.
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disk centered at (−1, j0) in the complex plane. These condi-
tions are shown in Figure 3. This promises a [−6 dB, +∞]
gain margin and ±60◦ phase margin. This property is guaran-
teed from using the optimal gains and would not necessarily
be present for other gain matrices.

3 MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE
CONTROL AUGMENTATION

In this section, full state feedback model reference adaptive
control (Wise, Lavretsky and Hovakimyan, 2006), uad, is used
to augment the baseline robust servomechanism control in
equation (6), u = ubl + uad to improve stability and com-
mand tracking in the presence of system uncertainties. The
open-loop system to be used in forming the adaptive control is

ẋ = Ã x + B̃(u + f (x)) + Fr (10)

where f (x) ∈ Rnp describes matched uncertainties, possibly
nonlinear, in the dynamics (this will be expanded and dis-
cussed in the next section). The baseline control using the
robust servomechanism from equation (6) is calculated ignor-
ing these uncertainties. The baseline control takes the form

ubl = −Kcx (11)

Substituting the baseline control into the open-loop dynam-
ics, equation (10) yields the following closed-loop system:

ẋ = (Ã − B̃Kc)x + B̃f (x) + Fr (12)

Without the uncertainties, that is, when f (x) = 0, the dynam-
ics in equation (12) coincides with the model:

ẋ = (Ã − B̃Kc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aref

x + Fr︸︷︷︸
Bref

(13)

These system dynamics, (Aref , Bref ), yield the desired stabil-
ity and command following performance that is sought for
the autopilot. As such, we choose the reference model for the
MRAC using these dynamics:

ẋref = Aref xref + Bref r (14)

As is the baseline control, these reference model dynamics
are gain scheduled with flight condition.

There are different feedback/feedforward architectures
that can be used to define the MRAC increment uad that will
augment the baseline control. Here, we choose a form that
contains a state feedback term and a term that compensates

for the matched system uncertainties f (x). Using this form,
the control input u becomes

u = ubl + uad = −Kcx︸︷︷︸
ubl

+ k̂T
x x − f̂ (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸

uad

(15)

In equation (15), k̂x is the incremental adaptive feedback gain
and f̂ (x) is the online approximator of the matched system
uncertainty f (x). A feedforward neural network (NN), with
N0 fixed radial basis functions (RBFs), in its hidden inner
layer is used as the function approximation mechanism:

f (x) =
N0∑
i=1

θiφi(x) + εf (x)

= �T �(x) + εf (x) (16)

It is well known (Haykin, 1999) that for a sufficiently large
number of RBF neurons N0, there exists an ideal outer-layer
RBF NN weight matrix �, which provides function approx-
imation on a compact np – dimensional x – domain XpRnp ,
within the approximation tolerance ε∗

0:

∣∣|f (x) − �T�(x) || ≤ ||εf (x) || ≤ ε∗
0, ∀ x ∈ Xp (17)

Since the matrix � in equation (16) is not known, an
online estimate, �̂, is used. Thus, the corresponding function
approximation error becomes

f (x) − f̂ (x) = �T �(x) + εf (x) − �̂
T
�(x)

= (� − �̂)
T
�(x) + εf (x)

(18)

Substituting the total control into equation (10) yields

ẋ = Ã x + B̃
(
−Kcx + k̂T

x x − f̂ (x) + f (x)
)

+ Fr

=
(
Ã − B̃Kc + B̃k̂T

x

)
x + Fr

+B̃
(
�T�(x) + εf (x) − �̂

T
�(x)

)
=

(
Ã − B̃

(
Kc − k̂T

x

))
x + Fr

+B̃
(

(� − �̂)
T
�(x) + εf (x)

)
(19)

To form the adaptive control law, we derive error dynam-
ics between the above closed-loop system and the reference
model in equation (14) and establish conditions on the adap-
tive gains to achieve bounded error tracking for all bounded
reference commands r. In this process, we must assume
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that the matching conditions are satisfied. These conditions
require that there exists ideal gains kT

x , not necessarily known,
such that

(
Ã − B̃

(
Kc − kT

x

)) = Aref (20)

These conditions are central to how that adaptive control
enters into the system dynamics and is able to improve system
robustness. It is important to establish reference dynamics
that can be achieved by the system.

The tracking error between the system and reference
model is defined as e = x − xref . Differentiating and sub-
stituting yields

ė(t) = ẋ(t) − ẋref (t)

= Ã x + B̃ (u + f (x)) + Fr − Aref xref

−Bref r ± Aref x

= Ã x + B̃
(
−Kcx + k̂T

x x − f̂ (x) + f (x)
)

+Fr − Aref xref − Bref r ± Aref x

= Aref (x − xref ) +
(
Ã + B̃

(
−Kc + k̂T

x

)
− Aref

)
x

+B̃
(
�T�(x) + εf (x) − �̂

T
�(x)

)

= Aref e + B̃

((
k̂x − kx

)T
x

−
(
�̂ − �

)T
�(x) + εf (x)

)

= Aref e + B̃
(
�KT

x x − ��T �(x) + εf (x)
)

(21)

where �Kx = k̂x − kx and �� = �̂ − �. Note that the esti-
mation error in approximating f (x) with f̂ (x) is bounded as
long as x ∈ Xp. This requires maintaining the state x within
this compact region.

Using a Lyapunov-based design approach coupled with
the Barbalat’s Lemma, bounded output tracking can be
achieved through an online parameter adaptation process.
This requires forming a Lyapunov function and showing that
its time derivative is negative within a compact subset of the
extended system state space.

Define the candidate Lyapunov function as

V (e, �Kx, ��) = eTP e + trace
(
�KT

x �−1
x �Kx

)
+trace

(
��T �−1

� ��
)

(22)

where P, �x, and �� are symmetric positive definite matri-
ces, and P is the unique solution to the following algebraic

Lyapunov equation:

P Aref + AT
ref P = −Q (23)

Next, differentiate V to obtain

V̇ = ėTP e + eTP ė + 2 trace
(
�KT

x �−1
x

˙̂
kx

)
+ 2 trace

(
��T �−1

�
˙̂
�

)
= (

Aref e + B̃
(
�KT

x x + ��T �(x) + εf (x)
))T

P e

+ eTP
(
Aref e + B̃

(
�KT

x x + ��T �(x) + εf (x)
))

+ 2 trace
(
�KT

x �−1
x

˙̂
kx

)
+ 2 trace

(
��T �−1

�
˙̂
�

)
= eT (ArefP + PAref ) e + 2 eTP B̃

(
�KT

x x + ��T �(x)

+ εf (x)) + 2 trace
(
�KT

x �−1
x

˙̂
kx

)
+ 2 trace

(
��T �−1

�
˙̂
�

)
(24)

Now, using equation (23),

V̇ = −eTQ e + 2 eTPB̃εf (x) + 2 eTPB̃�KT
x x

+ 2 trace
(
�KT

x �−1
x k̂x

)
+ 2 eTPB̃��T �(x)

+ 2 trace
(
��T �−1

�
˙̂
�

)
(25)

Next, use the identity aT b = trace(b aT) to re-arrange terms
in equation (25) to obtain

V̇ = −eT Q e + 2 eTP B  εf (x)

+ 2 trace
(
�KT

x

{
�−1

x
˙̂
kx + x eTP B

})
+ 2 trace

(
��T

{
�−1

�
˙̂
� + �(x) eTP B

})
(26)

We want this expression to be negative. Suppose we
choose expressions for the adaptive parameters k̂x and �̂ as
follows:

˙̂
kx = −�x x eTP B

˙̂
� = −�� �(x)eTP B (27)
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Then

V̇ = −eT Q e − 2 eTP B̃ εf (x)

≤ −λmin(Q)||e || 2 + 2 ||e || ∣∣∣∣P B̃ || ε∗
0 (28)

This will be negative outside the compact set E given by

E =
{

e : ||e || ≤ 2 ||P B || ε∗
0

λmin(Q)

}
(29)

Key to the implementation of the adaptive laws is the intro-
duction of a projection operator (Pomet and Praly, 1992) to
bound the adaptive parameters.

˙̂
kx = Proj

(
k̂x, −�x x eTP B̃

)
˙̂
� = Proj

(
�̂, −�� �(x)eTP B

)
(30)

The bounded adaption parameters combined with equation
(29) provide sufficient conditions for bounded tracking out-
side of the corresponding compact set. Equation (29) also
defines the size of the tracking error and shows that its upper
bound is proportional to the size of the approximation domain
ε∗

0. Consequently, in order to make the tracking error smaller,
one would need to increase the number of RBFs to decrease
the function approximation error, εf (x). In addition, a dead
zone operation (Ioannou and Fidan, 2006) must be added to
prevent noise from causing parameter drift. The dead zone
will also prevent the adaptive increment from adjusting the
baseline control when the model error is small. Damping
can also be added to the parameter adaption laws, called σ-
modification and e-modification (Narendra and Annaswamy,
2005). Lavretsky and Hovakimyan (2004) provide a µ-
modification that will prevent undesirable behavior in the
presence of position and rate-limited actuation.

4 NONLINEAR SIMULATION ANALYSIS

In this section, simulation results are used to demonstrate the
robustness to matched uncertainties. These results were taken
from Wise (2008). For this example, the baseline control was
designed to stabilize and track commands using integral con-
trol. Under no uncertainty this baseline control works very
well. The MRAC discussed in Section 3 was designed to
compensate for matched uncertainties, f (x), that enter into
the model as follows:

ẋ = Ã x + B̃(u + f (x)) + Fr (31)
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Γx = 200 
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Figure 4. Nonlinear system step response using uncertainty mod-
eled as f (x) = Kcx.

These matched uncertainties can be a nonlinear state and
time-dependent function. For simulation purposes assume
that the matched uncertainty is a linear function of the state
and cancels the baseline control, that is, f (x) = Kcx. The
open-loop system in this example is unstable, so under this
matched uncertainty, the adaptive control has to provide stabi-
lization and command tracking. Figure 4 shows the nonlinear
simulation response to a step 3◦ angle of attack (AOA) com-
mand varying the adaptive learning rate where �x = �θ from
equation (27), with Q = diag

[
0 1 1 0 0

]
in equation (23).

We see that as the adaptive learning rate increases, the adap-
tive response significantly improves and cancels the matched
uncertainty. For values greater than 200, the uncertainties are
canceled with excellent tracking of the reference model.

Simulation testing has shown that the MRAC adaptive
control algorithms are very good at cancelling matched uncer-
tainties. The uncertainties must be in the form where

� = B̃f (x) (32)

where f (x) is some function, possibly nonlinear, modeling
the uncertainty. Due to the structure of B̃, the uncertainties
that can be compensated in Ã must influence the Ã matrix
only in the bottom row of the matrix, as shown below:

Ã =




0 1 0 0 0

0
Zα

V
1

Zδ

V
0

0 Mα 0 Mδ 0

0 0 0 0 1

× × × × ×




; B̃ =




0

0

0

0

ω2




(33)
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Figure 5. Nonlinear system step response using uncertainty in
equation (33).

This is due to the fact that B̃ is zero except for the last element.
For example, let Ã + � be of the form

A =




0 1 0 0 0

0
Zα

V
1

Zδ

V
0

0 Mα 0 Mδ 0

0 0 0 0 1

6 9 200 6 12




(34)

where different parametric uncertainties were added to
each column of Ã, but each were parallel to B̃. Figure 5
shows the nonlinear simulation results using �x = �θ =
2, 20, 200, 2000. We see the response accurately tracks the
reference command for learning rate values greater than 200.

4.1 Comment

Our simulation analysis has shown that the MRAC aug-
mentation provides robustness to matched uncertainties. The
matching condition that must be satisfied if one is to achieve
stability and command performance requires the uncertain-
ties lie within the range space of the B̃.

Our results have also demonstrated that tuning is required
to achieve a desired response. The MRAC has the Lyapunov
matrix Q, the learning rates �x and �θ, and the radial basis
functions �(x) as tuning parameters. Each of these must
be properly designed to achieve the desired response and
typically will need to be scheduled with flight condition.

Care must be taken to not use learning rate values that are
too large. High gain controls (linear and nonlinear) are sen-
sitive to time delays, and as the learning rate increases, this
sensitivity increases. Equation (27) shows that the adaptive
gain is a first-order differential equation whose derivative
is scaled by the learning rate. For large learning rates, the
equation becomes difficult to integrate numerically requiring
small step sizes. This can complicate the digital implemen-
tation.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This section describes a flight control design that uses a base-
line control, designed using an LQR, and augmented with an
adaptive increment to extend the system robustness to uncer-
tainties. A baseline control was shown to possess excellent
plant input gain and phase margins. To extend the robust-
ness of the baseline design model, reference adaptive control
was used. The adaptive control was found to provide excel-
lent robustness to matched uncertainties. Adaptive control
extends the robustness of the baseline linear control and can
address a larger class of uncertainties. Clearly by combining
the best from linear system theory and nonlinear and adaptive
control theory, one can obtain a design that will achieve both
performance and robustness.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The field of artificial neural networks and its application to
control systems has seen phenomenal growth in the last two
decades. In 1991, a journal issue was published (Narendra
and Lewis, 2001) detailing various issues and applications of
artificial neural networks related to control of dynamic sys-
tems. A good survey paper appeared in 1992 (Hunt et al.,
1992), which outlined various applications of artificial neu-
ral networks to control system design. Stability issues of a
class of neural network controllers based on approximate dy-
namic programming were discussed by Balakrishnan, Ding
and Lewis (Balakrishnan et al., 2008) in a special issue that
contains many papers and references to neural network-based
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controllers based on approximate dynamic programming. An
interested reader can refer to these references and references
therein for a comprehensive knowledge about some of the
early developments in the field. Benefits of using neural net-
works for control applications include its ability to effectively
control nonlinear plants while adapting to unmodeled dynam-
ics and time-varying parameters.

In 1990, a paper by Narendra and Parthasarathy (1990)
demonstrated the potential and applicability of neural net-
works for the identification and control of nonlinear dy-
namical systems in a structured and systematic manner. In
1992, Sanner and Slotine (1992) developed a direct adaptive
tracking control architecture with Gaussian radial basis func-
tion (RBF) networks to compensate for plant nonlinearities.
Lewis, Yesilderik and Liu (1996) proposed an online neural
network that approximates unknown functions, and it was
used in designing a controller for a robot. Their approach
avoided some of the limiting assumptions (like linearized
models) of traditional adaptive control techniques. However,
the applicability of this technique is limited to systems that
could be expressed in the “Brunovsky form” (Lewis, Jagan-
nathan and Yesilderik, 1999) and that are affine in the control
variable (in state space form). In a more recent paper, an adap-
tive output feedback control scheme for the output tracking of
a class of nonlinear systems was presented by Seshagiri and
Khalil (2000) using radial basis function neural networks.
The weights were adapted using a Lyapunov-based design in
this approach.

A relatively simpler and popular method of nonlinear con-
trol design is the technique of dynamic inversion (e.g., Enns
et al., 1994; Lane and Stengel, 1988; Ngo, Reigelsperger and
Banda, 1996), which is essentially based on the philosophy
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of feedback linearization (Slotine and Li, 1991). In this ap-
proach, an appropriate coordinate transformation is carried
out to make the system dynamics take a linear form (in the
transformed coordinates). Linear control design tools are then
used to synthesize the controller. A drawback of this approach
is its sensitivity to modeling errors and parameter inaccura-
cies. One way of addressing the problem is to augment the dy-
namic inversion technique with the H∞ robust control theory
(Ngo, Reigelsperger and Banda, 1996). Important contribu-
tions have come from Calise and his co-workers in a number
of publications (e.g., Hovakimyan et al., 2002), who have
proposed to augment the dynamic inversion technique with
neural networks so that the inversion error is cancelled out.
The neural networks are trained online using a Lyapunov-
based approach (similar to the approach followed in Sanner
and Slotine, 1992; Lewis, Yesilderik and Liu 1996). This
basic idea has been extended to a variety of cases, namely,
output-based control design (Hovakimyan et al., 2002), re-
configurable control design, and so on. The feasibility and
usefulness of this technique has been demonstrated in a num-
ber of applications like flight control and flow control. An ap-
proach to design controllers for nonlinear systems irrespec-
tive of the structure of the system model was first presented
in Balakrishnan and Huang (2005). The authors followed a
model-following approach in the paper to design an “extra
control” online, which, when added to a nominal controller
(designed off-line), improved the overall performance of the
plant in the presence of unknown nonlinearities.

The most widely used approach used to control plants
whose models are nonaffine in control is based on lineariza-
tion about an operating point (Boskovic, Chen and Mehra,
2004). Although this approach is sufficient to stabilize a plant
about an operating point, the problem of tracking can often
be difficult. This difficulty is more pronounced when there
are uncertainties or nonlinearities that were not present in the
system model used for controller design. One approach is to
invert the nonlinear function of the control variable. This is
a challenging task because even if the inverse of the function
exists, it is impossible to construct it analytically. There have
been various methods suggested in Jin, Nikiforuk and Gupta
(1995), which are based on implicit function theory that use
neural networks to emulate inverse systems.

Another approach by Lane and Stengel (1988) suggested
the transformation of the nonaffine state equation to an aug-
mented form where the control variable appears in a linear
form that can then be solved. This is accomplished by dif-
ferentiating the state equation once such that the derivative
of the control term appears in a linear form. This derivative
of the control term can be used as the control. The idea of
using the derivative of the control term to control a nonaffine
system is not novel. A procedure to implement this approach

on plants where the control appears in a nonaffine fashion is
given in Boskovic, Chen and Mehra (2004). An application
to a model of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with un-
known parameters in the plant equations is presented in the
above-mentioned work.

The objective of this chapter is to present an approach
to design adaptive model-following controllers for nonaffine
systems with uncertain parameters and unmodeled dynamics
(nonlinearities) in the state equations relying on the philos-
ophy presented in Lane and Stengel (1988). The controller
design is carried out in two steps: (i) synthesis of a set of
neural networks that capture the unmodeled (neglected) dy-
namics due to neglected terms or due to uncertainties in the
parameters and (ii) computation of a controller that drives
the state of the actual plant to that of a reference model. It is
derived using a Lyapunov-based approach, which guarantees
both stability of the error dynamics (uniform ultimate bound-
edness (Khalil, 2001)) as well as boundedness of weights of
the neural networks. In Boskovic, Chen and Mehra (2004),
the authors present a method to design an adaptive controller
in spite of unknown parameters. However, the adaptive con-
troller is not designed to handle nonlinearities that may creep
into the system equations while the system is under opera-
tion. A model-following online neural network-based adap-
tive controller that can handle both parametric uncertainties
and unmodeled dynamics in the plant equations is developed
in this work. This attribute in the controller makes it practical
in critical applications.

UAVs are smaller, lighter, and cheaper than manned
flights. This makes them very useful in a variety of opera-
tions that demand or require autonomy. The dynamics of a
UAV is nonlinear. There are uncertainties like wind that can
affect its performance. In defense applications like spying
and reconnaissance, the UAV may be subjected to harsh con-
ditions in unfriendly territory. In the event of being subjected
to and being hit by enemy fire, the UAV may be subjected to
structural damage. Such a situation will lead to degradation
of the plant model that was used to design the UAV con-
troller. Plant parameters may change slowly (time varying)
or drastically. In this study, numerical results based on the
UAV model provided in Boskovic, Chen and Mehra (2004)
are presented. This work not only considers parametric un-
certainties present in the system model but also accounts for
modeling nonlinearities that were neglected during modeling
or that resulted from plant operation. Rest of the chapter is or-
ganized as follows. In Section 2, the control design technique
is presented, and the two-step process proposed in this chapter
is explained. The neural network structure and weight update
rule are also presented in this section. Simulation studies with
a UAV model and numerical results are given in Section 3.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
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2 CONTROL DESIGN PROCEDURE

The control design procedure proposed in this chapter has two
main components. In one part, the aim is to train the weights
of the neural networks in a stable manner, so as to capture the
unknown function that occurs in the plant dynamics. In the
other part, assuming a neural network approximation of the
unknown algebraic function (that represents the unmodeled
dynamics and/or parametric uncertainties), the objective is
to get the solution for the control variable that guarantees
model following. These two components of the control design
procedure, starting with a mathematical description of the
problem, are discussed in detail in the following subsections.

2.1 Problem description

Consider a nonlinear system (reference model), which has
the following dynamics:

Ẋd = f ∗(Xd) (1)

where Xd ∈ Rn is the desired state vector. It is assumed that
the order of the system n is known. The actual plant is as-
sumed to have the following structure:

Ẋ = f (X, U) + d(X, U) (2)

where X ∈ Rn is the state of the actual plant and U ∈ Rn is
the controller (to be discussed later).

Assumption 1. Xd and f ∗ are bounded. f is a bounded
smooth function. X belongs to a compact set D. The
uncertain function d(X, U) is smooth and bounded.
‖(∂f/∂U) + (∂d/∂U)‖ ≥ α > 0 ∀(X, U). These are not re-
strictive assumptions since X represents physical variables,
and the uncertainty d(X, U) in a physical system description
is usually bounded. Note that the span of U is a subset of X

since U is a feedback control based on a bounded function of
X.

The algebraic function d(X, U) accounts for algebraic
terms in the model (this study is restricted to this class of
unmodeled dynamics) and parametric variations. The con-
troller U needs to be designed online such that the states of
the actual plant follow the respective states of the reference
model. In other words, the goal is to ensure that X → Xd as
t → ∞. A means to achieve this objective is by capturing the
unknown function d(X, U) with a neural network approxima-
tion d̂(X, U). An intermediate step towards this is to define

an “approximate system” as follows:

Ẋa = f (X, U) + d̂(X, U) + (X − Xa),

Xa(0) = X(0) (3)

Through this artifice, one can ensure that X → Xa → Xd

as t → ∞. Obviously this introduces two tasks: (i) ensuring
X → Xa as t → ∞ and (ii) ensuring Xa → Xd as t → ∞.
These two steps are discussed separately in the following
subsections. The reason of choosing an approximate system
of the form in equation (3) is to facilitate meaningful bounds
on the errors and weights.

2.2 Capturing the unknown function and neural
network training (ensuring X → Xa)

In this section, the process of approximating d(X, U) is dis-
cussed in detail.

2.2.1 Selection of neural network structure

An important idea used in this work is to separate all the
channels in the system equations (separate all the state equa-
tions). Thus, there will be n independent neural networks to
approximate uncertainties in each of the n channels, which
facilitates easier mathematical analysis. Define d(X, U) ≡[
d1(X, U) · · · dn(X, U)

]T
, where di(X, U), i = 1, . . . , n

is the ith component of d(X, U), which is the uncertainty in
the ith state equation. Since each element of d(X, U) is rep-
resented by a separate neural network, each network output

can be expressed as d̂i(X, U) = Ŵ
T
i �i(X, U). This concept

is pictorially represented in Figure 1.
Online “uncertainty approximating neural networks”

can be represented by linearly parameterized feedforward

NN1

NN2

NNn

d1̂(X,U )

d 2̂(X,U )

dn̂(X,U )

d̂  (X,U )

x1

xn

u1

un

X = .
.
.

...

...

Figure 1. Neural network structure.
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structures. An example is Sanner and Slotine (1992) where
radial basis functions are used because these functions are
universal approximators. However, RBFs are poor at inter-
polating between their design centers, and, in such cases, a
large number of basis functions are needed. In Rysdyk and
Calise (1998), a single-layer sigma–pi network was used to
capture model inversion errors. Researchers typically use ba-
sis functions constructed from functions that they think richly
represent the nature of the unknown terms that are being ap-
proximated. There is no standard procedure for choosing ba-
sis functions for a given application.

Trigonometric basis neural networks are used in this study
for approximating each of the unknown functions di(X, U).
In order to form the vector of basis functions, the input
data are first pre-processed. In the numerical experiments
carried out, vectors Ci, i = 1, . . . , n, which had a structure
Ci = [1 sin(xi) cos(xi)]

T were created. The vector of basis
functions was generated as

� = kron(Cn, . . . , kron(C3, kron(C1, C2)), . . .) (4)

kron(∗, ∗) represents the “Kronecker product” and is defined
as (Ham and Kostanic, 2001)

kron(Y , Z) = [
y1z1 y1z2 · · · ynzm

]T
(5)

where Y ∈ Rn and Z ∈ Rm. The dimension of the neural net-
work weight vector is same as the dimension of �. Note that
even though the basis functions were selected in this man-
ner, there are numerous possibilities in selecting these basis
functions. For example, one may choose Gaussian functions
as basis functions. An interested reader can refer to Ham and
Kostanic (2001) for more discussions on this topic.

2.2.2 Training of neural networks

The technique for updating the weights of the neural networks
(i.e., training the networks) for accurate representations of the
unknown functions di(X, U), i = 1, . . . , n is discussed here.

Define

eai
≡ (xi − xai

) (6)

From equations (2)–(3), equations for the ith channel can be
decomposed as

ẋi = fi(X, U) + di(X, U) (7)

ẋai
= fi(X, U) + d̂i(X, U) + xi − xai

(8)

Subtracting equation (8) from equation (7) and using the def-
inition in equation (6) gives

ėai
= di(X, U) − d̂i(X, U) − eai

(9)

From the universal function approximation property of neural
networks, it can be stated that there exists an ideal neural net-
work with an optimum weight vector W i and basis function
vector �i(X, U) that approximates di(X, U) ∈ C, [X, U] ∈
D′ ⊂ Rn to an accuracy of εi; that is,

di(X, U) = WT
i �i(X, U) + εi (10)

Let the actual weight of the network used to approximate
di(X, U) be Ŵi. The approximated function can be written
as

d̂i(X, U) = Ŵ
T
i �i(X, U) (11)

By using equations (10)–(11) in equation (9), the expression
for eai

becomes

ėai
= W̃

T
i �i(X, U) + εi − eai

(12)

where W̃ i ≡ (W i − Ŵ i) is the error between the ideal weight
vector and the actual weight vector of the ith neural network.

Note that ˙̃W i = − ˙̂W i since W i is constant.
A stable weight update rule is proposed as follows:

˙̂W i = γli eai
�i(X, U) − γliσiŴ i (13)

where γli is the learning rate of the ith online network and
σi is a sigma modification factor used to ensure a bound on
the network weights thereby eliminating the need to prove
persistence of excitation conditions. Learning rate γli is a
design parameter and can be decided on by the control de-
signer using his/her experience and judgment. The function
of the parameter σi is to ensure stability of the weight update
rule. It helps in establishing a bound on the error between
the actual state x and the approximate state xa. It can be seen
from the proofs in Appendix A that a very small sigma can
help in keeping the error bound small, which is desirable.
Proofs of stability of the weight update rule and convergence
of d̂i(X, U) → di(X, U) to within an error bound are given
in Appendix A. The estimate of the algebraic sum of val-
ues of the uncertainties/nonlinearities is used with the nomi-
nal model to help make the plant track the desired reference
trajectory.
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2.3 Control solution (ensuring Xa → Xd)

In this section, it is assumed that the neural network approx-
imation of the unknown function d̂(X, U) is available. The
aim is to drive Xa → Xd as t → ∞ by enforcing the follow-
ing second-order error dynamics:

(Ẍa − Ẍd) + Kd(Ẋa − Ẋd) + Kp(Xa − Xd) = 0 (14)

with positive definite gain matrices Kd and Kp. Matrices Kd

and Kp are gains used in the design of the controllers. Kd is a
derivative gain that acts on the error between the derivative of
the approximate state and the derivative of the desired state.
Kp is the proportional gain that acts on the error between
the approximate state and the desired state. Both Kd and Kp

are Hurwitz matrices and are diagonal. Higher values of Kd

and Kp lead to faster transients, although with higher over-
shoots and lower values result in relatively sluggish transient
response.

The method of getting affinity in the derivative of the con-
trol is not new (Lane and Stengel, 1988). Differentiating Ẋa

leads to

Ẍa =
(

∂f

∂X

)
Ẋ +

(
∂f

∂U

)
U̇ +

(
∂d̂

∂X

)
Ẋ

+
(

∂d̂

∂U

)
U̇ + Ẋ − Ẋa (15)

Next, substituting equations (1), (3), and (15) in (equation
14) leads to

( (
∂f

∂X

)
Ẋ +

(
∂f

∂U

)
U̇ +

(
∂d̂

∂X

)
Ẋ +

(
∂d̂

∂U

)
U̇

+ Ẋ − Ẋa − Ẍd

)
+ Kd(f (X, U) + d̂(X, U)

+ (X − Xa) − f ∗(Xd)) + Kp(Xa − Xd) = 0 (16)

Assumption 2.
(

(∂f/∂U) +
(
∂d̂/∂U

))−1
is not singular at

any time instant.
Solving for the control law U̇ from equation (16), one gets

U̇ =
((

∂f

∂U

)
+

(
∂d̂

∂U

))−1

×
(

Ẍd + Ẋa − Ẋ −
(

∂f

∂X

)
Ẋ −

(
∂d̂

∂X

)
Ẋ

− Kd(f (X, U) + d̂(X, U) + (X − Xa) − f ∗(Xd))

− Kp(Xa − Xd)
)

(17)

During implementation, Ẋ is replaced by Ẋa since it is the
best approximation of Ẋ (if Ẋ is not available through mea-
surements or by means of observers). The weight update rule
ensures that the online network output d̂(X, U) will con-
verge to within an error neighborhood of d(X, U). The im-
plementable control law with Ẋ replaced by Ẋa is given by

U̇ imp =
((

∂f

∂U

)
+

(
∂d̂

∂U

))−1

×
(

Ẍd + Ẋa −
(

I +
(

∂f

∂X

)
+

(
∂d̂

∂X

))
Ẋa

− Kd(Ẋa − Ẋd) − Kp(Xa − Xd)
)

(17a)

A proof of boundedness of all state variables on using the im-
plementable control law shown in equation (17a) as opposed
to the law in equation (17) has been provided in Appendix B.
The control signal can be obtained by integrating the control
derivative obtained in equation (17a). The proof of bounded-
ness of the control signal obtained by integrating the control
derivative law from equation (17a) is given in Appendix C.

2.4 A flowchart representation

The technique and procedure developed in Sections 2.2 and
2.3 can be represented in a compact flowchart form, as shown
in Figure 2.

3 SIMULATION STUDIES

The system considered in this study is a three-degree-of-
freedom model of an unmanned aerial vehicle (Boskovic,
Chen and Mehra, 2004). The system equations governing the
UAV dynamics are

V̇ = g

(
T − D

W
− sin(γ)

)

γ̇ = g

V
(kn n cos(µ) − cos(γ))

χ̇ = g kn n sin(µ)

V cos(γ)
(18)

The state variables of the UAV under consideration here are
the airspeed V , flight path angle γ , and flight path heading χ.
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Figure 2. Flowchart for the proposed technique.

The control inputs in the state model are the thrust applied T ,
load factor n, and bank angle µ. g represents the gravitational
constant, W is the weight, and D is the drag force. The drag
model is assumed as

D = 0.5 ρ V 2 S CD0 + 2 k k2
n n2 W2

ρ V 2 S
(19)

kn is the load factor effectiveness coefficient and takes val-
ues such that 0 < kn ≤ 1. A value of kn less than 1 indicates
controller failure. If the controller is performing satisfacto-
rily, kn = 1. The parameters used in the model are given in
Table 1 and have been taken directly from Boskovic, Chen
and Mehra (2004).

In Boskovic, Chen and Mehra (2004), an adaptive con-
troller for nonaffine plants was shown to be effective in cap-
turing three parametric uncertainties: uncertainties in the par-
asite drag coefficient CD0 , in the induced drag coefficient k,
and in the load factor effectiveness coefficient kn. Effective-
ness of the proposed method to approximate system uncer-
tainties (unmodeled nonlinear terms and parametric uncer-
tainties) and design a controller to make the UAV states track

Table 1. UAV system parameters.

Parameter Value

Density ρ 1.2251 km m−3

Weight Wg 14 515 kg
Reference area S 37.16 m2

Maximum thrust Tmax 113 868.8 N
Maximum load factor nmax 7
Induced drag coefficient k 0.1
Parasite drag coefficient CD0 0.02

desired reference states is the objective of this study. Note
that the unmodeled dynamics is introduced by neglecting the
drag term (0.5 ρ V 2 S CD0 ). As in Boskovic, Chen and Mehra
(2004), parametric uncertainties are assumed to be present in
the values of k and kn and CD0 .

Define X ≡ [
V, γ, χ

]T
, U ≡ [T, n, µ]T. Also, c11 ≡

(0.5gρSCD0 )/Wg, c12 ≡ g, c13 ≡ g/Wg, c14 ≡
(

2gW2
g

)
/

(WgρS), c21 ≡ −g, c22 ≡ g, c31 ≡ g. The state equations
now become

ẋ1 = −c11x
2
1 − c12sin(x2) + c13u1 − c14 k k2

n u2
2

x2
1

ẋ2 = c21
cos(x2)

x1
+ c22

kn u2cos(u3)

x1

ẋ3 = c31kn u2sin(u3)

x1cos(x2)
(20)

The desired reference trajectories for the UAV states are
[x1d x2d]T = [300 0]T, and the heading angle is required to
track the output of a reference model given by

ẋm1 = xm2

ẋm2 = −xm1 − 1.4xm2 + rχ

x3d = xm1 (21)

where rχ is a 30-degree heading angle doublet

−rχ =




0, t ≤ 5

6(t − 5), 5 < t ≤ 10

30, 10 < t ≤ 20

30(5 − 0.2t), 20 < t ≤ 30

−30, 30 < t ≤ 40

−30(9 − 0.2t), 40 < t ≤ 45

0, t > 45

(22)
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The simulation is carried out such that the parameters in the
system model change after 20 s in the following manner:

CD0 (t) = 0.02(2 − e−(t−20))

k(t) = 20(1 − e−(t−20))

kn(t) = 0.5(1 − e−(t−20)) (23)

However, the changes in parameters given in equation (23)
and the nonlinear term in drag (−c11x

2
1) are assumed unknown

for purposes of controller design.
The approximate system is defined as follows:

ẋ1a = −c12sin(x2) + c13u1 − c14 k k2
n u2

2

x2
1

+ d̂1(X, U)

+ x1 − x1a

ẋ2a = c21
cos(x2)

x1
+ c22

kn u2cos(u3)

x1
+ d̂2(X, U) + x2−x2a

ẋ3a = c31kn u2sin(u3)

x1cos(x2)
+ d̂3(X, U) + x3 − x3a (24)

Notice that the nonlinear term and the parametric uncertainty
in the first equation of the state model are captured by the neu-
ral network d̂1(X, U). Similarly, the terms that appear due to
parametric uncertainties in the second and third equations of
the state model are approximated by d̂2(X, U) and d̂3(X, U),
respectively. Trigonometric basis function neural networks
were used in this study for approximating the unmodeled
dynamics. For all the networks, vectors Cij , i = 1, 2, 3 j =
1, 2, . . . , 6, which have a structure Ci1 = [1 sin(x1)]T, Ci2 =
[1 sin(x2)]T, Ci3 = [1 sin(x3)]T, Ci4 = [1 sin(u1)]T, Ci5 =
[1 sin(u2)]T, and Ci6 = [1 sin(u3)]T, were created. The vector
of basis functions �i was composed of all possible products
of elements of Cis. By using Kronecker products to represent
the neuron interactions, �i was composed as

�i = kron(Ci6, kron(Ci5, kron(Ci4, kron(Ci1, kron(Ci2, Ci3)))))

(25)

where kron(∗, ∗) represents the Kronecker product and i =
1, 2, 3. All three neural network that approximated the un-
certainties in the state equations consisted of 64 neurons.
Neural network training parameters used were

[
γl1 γl2 γl3

]T =
[2.5 2 0.75]T and [σ1 σ2 σ3]T = [

1e−6 1e−6 1e−6
]T

.
The second stage of the controller design was to ensure

Xa → Xd where Xd is the vector of desired trajectories. This
was achieved through a second-order error equation as given
by equation (14). Differentiating equation (3) to obtain an

expression for Ẍa in the error dynamic equation leads to

Ẍa = ∂f

∂X
Ẋ + ∂f

∂U
U̇ +




Ŵ
T
1

(
∂�1

∂X

)

Ŵ
T
2

(
∂�2

∂X

)

Ŵ
T
3

(
∂�3

∂X

)




Ẋ

+




Ŵ
T
1

(
∂�1

∂U

)

Ŵ
T
2

(
∂�2

∂U

)

Ŵ
T
3

(
∂�3

∂U

)




U̇ +




˙̂W
T

1 �1

˙̂W
T

2 �2

˙̂W
T

3 �3


 + Ẋ − Ẋa (26)

Define

Q ≡




Ŵ
T
1 (∂�1/∂X)

Ŵ
T
2 (∂�2/∂X)

Ŵ
T
3 (∂�3/∂X)


 , R ≡




Ŵ
T
1 (∂�1/∂U)

Ŵ
T
2 (∂�2/∂U)

Ŵ
T
3 (∂�3/∂U)


 (27)

and

T ≡




˙̂W
T

1 �1

˙̂W
T

2 �2

˙̂W
T

3 �3


 (28)

Equation (26) can now be rewritten as

Ẍa =
(

∂f

∂X
+Q

)
Ẋ +

(
∂f

∂U
+R

)
U̇+T + Ẋ − Ẋa (29)

The control is derived from the stable error dynamic equation
(Ẍa − Ẍd) + Kd(Ẋa − Ẋd) + Kp(Xa − Xd) = 0 (equation
14). On substituting equation (29) in equation (14) and ex-
panding the error dynamics, one obtains

((
∂f

∂X
+ Q

)
Ẋ +

(
∂f

∂U
+ R

)
U̇ + T + Ẋ − Ẋa − Ẍd

)

+Kd(Ẋa − Ẋd) + Kp(Xa − Xd) = 0 (30)

Define H ≡ ((∂f/∂X) + Q) Ẋ + T + Ẋ − Ẋa and H imp ≡
((∂f/∂X) + Q + I) Ẋa + T − Ẋa. Now, the control term
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can be solved by rearranging equation (30) and can be
expressed as

U̇ imp =
(

∂f

∂U
+ R

)−1

×(Ẍd − H imp − Kd(Ẋa − Ẋd) − Kp(Xa − Xd))

(31)

In this work,

∂f

∂X
=




(0.2c14u
2
2) (−c12cos(x2)) 0(

− c21cos(x2)

x2
1

− c22u2cos(u3)

x2
1

) (
− c21sin(x2)

x1

)
0(

− c31u2sin(u2)

cos(x2)x2
1

) (
c31u2sin(u3)sin(x2)

x1cos(x2)2

)
0




(32)

Figure 3. State variable tracking error histories (nominal control
scheme).

Figure 4. Control histories (nominal control scheme).

and

∂f

∂U
=




(c13)
(−0.2c14u2

x2
1

)
0

0
(

c22 cos(u3)

x1

) (
−c22u2 sin(u3)

x1

)

0
(

c31 sin(u3)

cos(x2)x1

) (
c31u2 cos(u3)

x1 cos(x2)

)




(33)

Once the control variable in this problem U̇ imp is obtained,
the actual control U can be obtained by a numerical integra-
tion procedure. In this work, Euler integration with a step
size of 	t = 0.01 was used to obtain the actual control sig-
nal U. U(0) = [40 000 1 0.1]T was used. This choice of ini-
tial conditions is to compare this work with the simulations
performed in Boskovic, Chen and Mehra (2004). The design
parameters Kd and Kp were chosen as

Kd =




80 0 0

0 40 0

0 0 40


 , Kp =




80 0 0

0 40 0

0 0 40


 (34)

Simulation was carried out for 80 s. This was to ensure that
the system signals steadied out soon after the reference sig-
nals steadied out. Figure 3 shows tracking performances of
the state variables, and Figure 4 illustrates the correspond-
ing control variables used in the nominal scheme where un-
certainty approximations in the system equations were not
carried out. It can be seen that the state variable tracking per-
formance is not satisfactory for any of the three states, and
the control signals far exceed the specified bounds.

Figure 5 is an illustration of good state variable track-
ing performance, and Figure 6 shows corresponding control

Figure 5. State variable tracking error histories (neuroadaptive
scheme).
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Figure 6. Control histories (neuroadaptive scheme).

signals resulting from the neuroadaptive scheme employed in
control synthesis. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the errors
in state variables are kept small, and a satisfactory tracking
performance has been obtained. This improvement is due to
the ability of the online neural networks to capture paramet-
ric uncertainties and unmodeled nonlinearities in the plant
model. Another design variable that helps in reducing the er-
ror between the actual plant state and the approximate plant
state is σ. Selecting a small σ reduces the error bound between
X and Xa. Another factor is the choice of the gain matrices Kd

and Kp, which helps in ensuring Xa → Xd. Figure 7 shows

how well the online neural networks capture the unknown
uncertainties present in the actual plant equations. Due to the
unknown drag term in the first state equation, the magnitude
of the uncertainty in that state equation is high when com-
pared with that caused due to parameter drift in the second
and third state equations of the plant model. Having a sepa-
rate network to capture the uncertainty in each state equation
is proven to be effective since the output of the first network
is higher in magnitude when compared to that of the second
and third networks.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Dynamic systems and processes are difficult to model ac-
curately. They may also change with time. It is essential that
these unmodeled terms or changes in parameters are captured
and are used to adapt the controller. A model-following adap-
tive controller using neural networks has been developed in
this study for a fairly general class of nonlinear systems that
are nonaffine in the control variable. Although the idea of
taking the time derivative of the state variable equation and
obtaining a linear form for the derivative of the control is
not new, there had been no attempt to couple this technique
with adaptive control methods. This work uses a neuroadap-
tive scheme to account for parametric and unmodeled uncer-
tainties (nonlinearities) and then in a separate step converts
the nonaffine system to an affine in control system to solve
for control. The nonlinear system for which the method is

Figure 7. Uncertainty approximations in the state equations.
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applicable is assumed to be of known order and has the same
number of control inputs as there are states in the system, but
it may contain unmodeled dynamics and/or parameter uncer-
tainties. Tracking performance of the neuroadaptive control
scheme has been shown through simulation studies on a three-
degree-of-freedom UAV model. Results of simulation studies
clearly show the potential of this technique.

NOMENCLATURE

d disturbance/uncertainty vector
d̂ neural network output
ea error in state
f plant model function
f ∗ reference model function
g gravitational acceleration
kn load factor effectiveness coefficient
k induced drag coefficient
n load factor
ρ density
t time
ε approximation error
γl neural network learning rate
γ flight path angle
µ bank angle
� basis function vector
σ sigma modification factor
χ flight path heading
C preprocessed vector for forming basis vector
CD0 parasite drag coefficient
D drag force
Kd, Kp gain matrices
S reference area
T thrust
U control vector
V velocity
W optimal weight vector
Ŵ neural network weight vector
W̃ error in neural network weights
Wg weight
X plant state trajectory
Xa approximate state trajectory
Xd desired state trajectory

APPENDIX A

This section consists of (i) proof that the proposed weight
update rule for the online networks will make ea approach an
error bound (defined later in this section) and keep the error

ea bounded and (ii) proof of boundedness of the weights in
the neural networks. Here, it is assumed that all channels in
the plant model (state equations) are separated. This analysis
is carried out for individual online networks and hence the
subscript i has been left out in this proof for ease of reading.

ea ≡ x − xa

ėa = Ẋ − Ẋa

= f (X, U) + d(X, U) − f (X, U) − d̂(X, U) − (x − xa)

= WT�(X, U) − Ŵ
T
�(X, U) + ε − ea

= W̃
T
�(X, U) + ε − ea (A1)

where W̃ ≡ W − Ŵ

Choose a Lyapunov function candidate for each state equa-
tion as

v = 0.5(e2
a) + 0.5(W̃

T
γ−1

l W̃) (A2)

In equation (A2), γl is the learning rate of the online neural
network.

Taking the derivative of the Lyapunov function, it can be
seen that

v̇ = ea ėa + W̃
T
γ−1

l (A3)

On substituting the expression for ėa in equation (A3),

v̇ = ea(W̃
T
�(X, U) + ε − ea) + W̃

T
γ−1 (A4)

A stable weight update rule is proposed as follows:

˙̂W = γlea�(X, U) − γlσŴ (A5)

where σ is a sigma modification term (positive definite), used
in the weight update rule to obviate the need to prove per-
sistence of excitation conditions but ensures boundedness of
the network weights.

Equation (A5) leads to

˙̃W = −γlea�(X, U) + γlσŴ (A6)

since ˙̃W = − ˙̂W .
On substituting equation (A6) in equation (A3),

v̇ = eaW̃
T
� + eaε − e2

a + W̃
T
γ−1

a (−γa(ea� − σŴ)) (A7)

that further reduces to

v̇ = eaε − e2
a + σW̃

T
Ŵ (A8)
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The objective of the following steps is to make v̇ ≤ 0 and
thus show that the weight update rule used is stable and that
it helps in bounding the error between the actual state and the
approximate state. In order to write equation (A8) in terms
of inequalities, a part of the last term in equation (A8) can be
rewritten as

W̃
T
Ŵ = 1

2
(2(W̃

T
Ŵ))

= 1

2
(2W̃

T
(W − W̃))

= 1

2
(2W̃

T
W − 2W̃

T
W̃) (A9)

The first term in equation (A9) can be expanded in the fol-
lowing fashion:

2W̃
T
W = W̃

T
W + W̃

T
W

= W̃
T
(Ŵ + W̃) + (W − Ŵ)

T
W

= W̃
T
Ŵ + W̃

T
W̃ + WTW − Ŵ

T
W

= Ŵ
T
(W̃ − W) + W̃

T
W̃ + WTW

= −Ŵ
T
Ŵ + W̃

T
W̃ + WTW (A10)

Substituting equation (A10) in equation (A9) results in

W̃
T
Ŵ = 1

2
[−(W̃

T
W̃) − (Ŵ

T
Ŵ) + (WTW)] (A11)

Using equation (A11), the last term in equation (A8) can be
written as

σW̃
T
Ŵ = 1

2
[−(σW̃

T
W̃) − (σŴ

T
Ŵ) + (σWTW)] (A12)

Using equation (A12), equation (A8) can be expressed as

v̇ = eaε − e2
a − 1

2
σ
∥∥W̃

∥∥2 − 1

2
σ
∥∥Ŵ

∥∥2 + 1

2
σ‖W‖2 (A13)

Since eaε ≤ e2
a

2 + ε2

2 , equation (A13) can be expressed as the
inequality

v̇ ≤ e2
a

2
+ ε2

2
− e2

a − 1

2
σ
∥∥W̃

∥∥2 − 1

2
σ
∥∥Ŵ

∥∥2 + 1

2
σ‖W‖2

= −e2
a

2
+

(
ε2

2
+ 1

2
σ‖W‖2

)
− 1

2
σ
∥∥W̃

∥∥2 − 1

2
σ
∥∥Ŵ

∥∥2

(A14)

Define

β ≡
(

ε2

2
+ 1

2
σ‖W‖2

)
(A15)

For v̇ ≤ 0,

e2
a

2
≥ β (A16)

On rearranging terms in equation (A16), it can be seen that

|ea| ≥
√

2β (A17)

Thus, it can be seen that selecting a sufficiently small σ and
choosing a sufficiently good set of basis functions that will
reduce the approximation error ε will help in keeping the
error bound small.

The following steps will prove that the weight update rule
is stable, and all the signals in the weight update rule are
bounded.

Equation (A6) can be expanded as

˙̃W = −γlea�(X, U) + γlσ(W − W̃)

= −γlσW̃ + γl(σW − ea�(X, U)) (A18)

Define Xc ≡ W̃ , A ≡ −γlσ, B ≡ γl, and Uc ≡ σW −
ea�(X, U).

Equation (A18) can be expressed as a linear differential
equation of the form

Ẋc = AXc + BUc (A19)

For the above-mentioned linear time-invariant system with a
negative definite A, the solution can be written as

Xc(t) = eA(t−t0)Xc(t0) +
t∫

t0

eA(t−τ)BUc(τ)dτ (A20)

and use the bound
∥∥eA(t−t0)

∥∥ ≤ ke−λ(t−t0) to estimate the so-
lution by

‖Xc(t)‖ ≤ ke−λ(t−t0) ‖Xc(t0)‖ +
t∫

t0

ke−λ(t−τ) ‖B‖ ‖Uc(τ)‖ dτ

≤ ke−λ(t−t0) ‖Xc(t0)‖ + k ‖B‖
λ

sup
t0≤τ≤t

‖Uc(τ)‖

(A21)
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Such a system is input-to-state stable (Khalil, 2001). This
proves that W̃ is bounded for all bounded inputs. Since the in-
put to the system in equation (A21) is bounded, W̃ is bounded,
which proves that Ŵ is bounded as well.

APPENDIX B

This section proves boundedness of the states on applying the
implementable control law specified in equation (17a) instead
of the control law given by equation (17). The implementable
control law is used because in all systems, the derivatives of
state variables may not be readily available for measurement.
In this work, the state variable derivative is replaced by the
approximate state variable derivative Ẋa. To prove system
stability with the implementable control law, define

ed ≡ Xa − Xd

ėd ≡ Ẋa − Ẋd

ëd ≡ Ẍa − Ẍd (B1)

where ed ∈ Rn

The expansion of ëd is,

ëd = Ẍa − Ẍd

=
((

∂f

∂X

)
+

(
∂d̂

∂X

))
Ẋ +

((
∂f

∂U

)
+

(
∂d̂

∂U

))
U̇

+ Ẋ − Ẋa − Ẍd (B2)

Define

F ≡
((

∂f

∂X

)
+

(
∂d̂

∂X

))

G ≡
((

∂f

∂U

)
+

(
∂d̂

∂U

))
(B3)

Equation (B2) can now be expressed as

ëd = (F + I)Ẋ + GU̇ − Ẋa − Ẍd (B4)

where In×n is the identity matrix. Note that F and G are
bounded matrices.

The control solution is obtained from the following
second-order stable error equation:

ëd + Kdėd + Kped = 0 (B5)

The control derivative solution obtained from equation (B5)
is

U̇ = [G]−1(Ẋa + Ẍd − (F + I)Ẋ − Kdėd − Kped) (B6)

Since Ẋ is not available for calculating the control signal, Ẋ

is replaced by Ẋa in equation (B6) for calculating the control
derivative. This modified control derivative solution will be

U̇ imp = [G]−1(Ẋa + Ẍd − (F + I)Ẋa − Kdėd − Kped)

(B7)

The modified expression for ëd that contains the modified
control derivative expression is

ëdimp = (F + I)Ẋ + GU̇ imp − Ẋa − Ẍd (B8)

Subtracting equation (B8) from equation (B4) leads to

ëd − ëdimp = G(U̇ − U̇ imp) (B9)

On substituting the expressions for U̇ and U̇ imp from
equations (B6) and (B7) in equation (B9),

ëd − ëdimp = −(F + I)(Ẋ − Ẋa) (B10)

On implementing the control law given by equation (B7), the
second-order error dynamic equation given by equation (B5)
becomes

ëdimp + Kdėd + Kped = 0 (B11)

Writing equation (64) in terms of ëd,

ëd + Kdėd + Kped = −(F + I)(Ẋ − Ẋa) (B12)

Equation (B12) is the expression of an input-to-state stable
system (Khalil, 2001). The input to this system is −(F +
I)ėa. This is a bounded input and therefore the states of the
system in equation (B12) ed are bounded as well. Since Xd

is a bounded signal, Xa, the approximate plant state, is also
bounded. The online weight update rule ensures that the error
between Xa and X is bounded. This ensures boundedness of
the actual plant state X as well. The proof that the modified
control signal used to implement the control algorithm keeps
the system states bounded even without measurements of Ẋ is
complete.
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APPENDIX C

The control algorithm presented in this work solves the con-
trol derivative of the actual control signal. The actual control
signal is obtained by integrating the control derivative ob-
tained from the algorithm. This section proves boundedness
of the actual control signal obtained by integrating the con-
trol derivative. Mean value theorem is used to prove bound
on the control signal. The approach presented here is similar
to the proof presented in Boskovic, Chen and Mehra (2004).
However, it is presented here for clarity of concept, keeping
in mind the context of the problem and the method presented
in this work.

Define

G(X, U) ≡ f (X, U) + d(X, U) (C1)

Note that G(X, U) is bounded. Select arbitrary bounded val-
ues X0 and U0. By adding and subtracting G(X0, U0) and
G(X, U0) to G(X, U), equation (C1) becomes

G(X, U) = G(X0, U0) + G(X, U0) − G(X0, U0)

+ G(X, U) − G(X, U0) (C2)

Using mean value theorem, it can be seen that

G(X, U0) − G(X0, U0) = ∂G(ξX, U0)

∂X
(X − X0) (C3)

and

G(X, U) − G(X, U0) = ∂G(X, ξU)

∂U
(U − U0) (C4)

where ξX ∈ [X0, X] and ξU ∈ [U0, U]. Equation (C2) can be
expressed as

G(X, U) = G(X0, U0) + ∂G(ξX, U0)

∂X
(X − X0)

+ ∂G(X, ξU)

∂U
(U − U0) (C5)

Since G is continuously differentiable with respect to X,
∂G(ξX, U0)/∂X is bounded. Bound on X, the plant state vec-
tor was proved in Appendix B. It can be seen that the first two
terms in equation (C5) are bounded. Let there exist a positive
definite constant c such that

∥∥∥∥∂G(X, ξU)

∂U
(U − U0)

∥∥∥∥ ≤ c ∀(X, U) ∈ D (C6)

Using an inequality from Assumption 1, equation (C6) leads
to

‖(U − U0)‖ ≤ c

α
(C7)

Using the inequality ‖(U − U0)‖ ≤ ‖U‖ − ‖U0‖ on equa-
tion (C7) leads to

‖U‖ − ‖U0‖ ≤ c

α
(C8)

Since U0 is bounded, from equation (C8) one can conclude
that U is bounded as well.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Because of advances in avionics and computer technology
over the past three decades, flight control systems (FCSs)
are designed to achieve higher performance. With Fly-By-
Wire (FBW) flight control systems, a capability of aircraft
flying with minimal stability margins, a significant reduc-
tion in weight, and an ability of flight envelope protection
has been achieved. However, since more mechanical and
electrical components are involved in achieving the higher
performance, the flight control systems have more poten-
tial to be vulnerable to various faults. The Aviation Safety
Network recorded a total of 27 fatal airliner accidents in 2006,
and 17 aircraft crashed as a result of a loss of control. The
5-year average of “loss of control” accidents is 54% of total
airliner accidents, and the 10-year average is 59% (Ranter,
2007). Even a single fault affects the system dynamics and
could produce unexpected nonlinearities and lead to a catas-
trophic accident. In order to deal with the faults, a substantial

amount of research on fault detection, isolation/identification,
and reconfiguration (FDIR) has been performed during the
last three decades. FDIR is a control methodology to ensure
acceptable performance while maintaining the stability of a
system under the influence of faults. This is achieved through
fault detection and isolation (FDI) and controller reconfigu-
ration in response to the corresponding faults.

A hardware redundancy method, also known as redun-
dancy management, is generally applied for large transport
and high-performance military aircraft systems. With the
implementation of multiple sensors, processors, and actua-
tors, the aircraft could cope with a fault by using the fault
detection and diagnosis (FDD) methods. However, the hard-
ware redundancy management requires additional weight and
space and costs more for multiple sensors and actuators.
To compensate for this drawback, the analytical redundancy
method has been widely investigated by many researchers.
In the analytic approach, the control system has the abil-
ity to detect a fault and to adapt its control structure or to
re-compute control gains in the event of a fault. Reconfig-
urable flight control has received considerable attention as
an analytical redundancy method. The reconfigurable flight
control system provides better survivability through the auto-
matic reconfiguration of the control system when faults occur
during flight. The concept of fault tolerant control is much
broader than that of the reconfigurable control because the
fault tolerant control method includes all the approaches for
dealing with faults. This chapter focuses mainly on the recon-
figurable flight control system, but the terminology “fault
tolerant control” may be used instead of “reconfigurable
control.”

The primary purpose of fault tolerant flight control sys-
tem design is to achieve higher reliability while maintaining
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2 Flight Control

Figure 1. Fault tolerant control methods.

desired performance even when sensor/processor/actuator
failures, engine malfunctions, or wing/control surface dam-
ages occur during the flight. Currently, fault tolerant control
methodologies can be divided into two categories; (i) passive
fault tolerant control systems and (ii) active fault tolerant
control systems. A passive fault tolerant control system is
defined as a control system that possesses enough robustness
to cope with possible fault occurrences. An active fault tol-
erant control system has the ability to accommodate faults
automatically by reconfiguring the control structure or modi-
fying control gains in the event of failures. The active control
approach is considered to be a more effective technique than
the passive control approach because the active approach has
the capability to update control gains or structure in the event
of a failure. In addition, passive control systems sacrifice
nominal performance in order to achieve robustness under
failures and are limited to lower level failures that can be tol-
erated with the nominal robust control system. Figure 1 shows
the categories of the various fault tolerant control methods.
Some fault tolerant control methods utilize the information
from the FDD scheme.

The active approach is classified into two methods. The
first method is an FDD-based approach. In this approach, an
efficient and accurate FDD algorithm is required. Although
this approach provides good reconfiguration performance
for known faults, it cannot guarantee reconfigurability for
unknown/unexpected faults and needs the ability to carry out
the complicated implementation of multiple models when
many fault types are considered. The second method is an
adaptive control-based approach without the FDD process.
Eliminating the FDD process makes the fault tolerant control
algorithm simple and allows it to adapt quickly to unknown
faults. However, it could be potentially catastrophic to adapt
blindly without any knowledge of failures if the system has
drastically changed (e.g., the large damage of wings or control
surfaces).

The adaptive control-based approach is further classi-
fied into two methods: (i) an indirect adaptive control-based

method and (ii) a direct adaptive control based method. In the
indirect method, the plant parameters are estimated or identi-
fied online, and the controller gains are modified based on the
estimated system. Various parameter/state estimation algo-
rithms including Kalman filter and time/frequency domain
system identification algorithms can be utilized. In general,
a system/parameter identification algorithm requires persis-
tent input excitation and becomes more complicated as the
number of parameters increases. Moreover, an appropriate
mathematical model is difficult to construct if the considered
system is highly nonlinear. In contrast, the direct method can
overcome these problems because it does not require explicit
parameter estimation for the system being considered. The
system is parameterized in terms of the controller parame-
ters and those are directly updated without estimating system
parameters. Figure 2 shows the overall structure of the fault
tolerant controller.

2 FAULT TOLERANT CONTROL
METHODS

2.1 Passive fault tolerant control

Various robust control schemes can be used to design
a passive fault tolerant controller that provides sufficient
robustness to treat sensor and/or actuator faults. Neither the
structure of the controller nor the control gains are changed
in a passive approach. In this approach, the control system
has a fixed robust controller structure, and potential faults
are considered at the design stage of the controller. H∞, H2 ,
and Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) are widely used to
design robust controllers (Cieslak et al., 2008). This method is
relatively simple to implement, but it can only deal with lim-
ited fault scenarios and cannot deal with unexpected faults.

Recently, robust control methods are combined with other
methods to provide better performance, and a partial list
of passive fault tolerant control methodologies includes the
Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) output feedback controller
with gain scheduling (Moerder et al., 1989), QFT compen-
sator with adaptive filter (Siwakosit and Hess, 2001), and
robust H2 controller with linear matrix inequality (LMI)
approach (Liao et al., 2005).

2.2 Active fault tolerant control

2.2.1 FDD-based fault tolerant control

For a fault detection and diagnosis-based approach, an effi-
cient and accurate fault detection and diagnosis algorithm
is required. Several fault models corresponding to potential
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Figure 2. Block diagram of fault tolerant controller.

faults should be included to generate residuals (e.g.,
difference between the actual and estimated outputs), and
faults are detected and identified by a FDD decision mecha-
nism. There are many ways to generate residuals, including
fault detection filters, Kalman filter-based methods, parity
relation methods, etc. (Frank, 1990; Patton, Frank and Clark,
1989).

Traditionally, FDD algorithms have been widely used
for redundancy management systems in high-performance
military aircraft and large transport airplanes. Usually, addi-
tional sensors, actuators, and processors are used to make
the aircraft system tolerate faults (including complete loss)
in some components. Triple or quadruple redundancy allows

the aircraft continue to operate normally even though one or
even two malfunctioning components are masked through a
voting process using the redundancy architecture (each chan-
nel communicates with others via cross channel data link
(CCDL) as shown in Figure 3).

Some aircraft have even more complex systems. For exam-
ple, the flight control system (FCS) for the Boeing 777 has
a triple redundant, identical primary flight computer (PFC),
and each PFC contains three lanes with dissimilar proces-
sors and each processor uses an independent compiler for the
flight control software. With this redundant architecture, the
FCS achieves a high level of fault tolerance with a required
probability of failure of less than 10−9/(flight hour).

Figure 3. Voting Process via CCDL (Triplex Flight Control Computer).
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Figure 4. FDD-based fault tolerant control.

Based on the result of a FDD process, the purpose of redun-
dancy management is to eliminate the effect of the faulty
component. Recently, the FDD algorithm has been com-
bined with the various control schemes to design a reliable
fault tolerant controller (Zhang and Jiang, 2001; Boskovic,
Bergstrom and Mehra, 2005). Figure 4 shows an FDD-based
fault tolerant control approach, which is a multiple model-
based approach. For the multiple model-based approach, a
bank of fault models is used for FDD.

The controller is reconfigured in accordance with the
online detection. An appropriate controller is pre-designed
for each fault model, and a switching mechanism is used
in selecting the corresponding controller when a particu-
lar fault mode is declared by the FDD process. Recently,

an interacting multiple model (IMM) filter has been widely
used for the FDD of fault accommodation (Bloom and
Bar-Shalom, 1988; Kim, Choi and Kim, 2008). This approach
shows very fast and robust performance for the occurrence
of considered faults. However, it has difficulty in coping with
an unexpected (unmodeled) failure.

2.2.2 Adaptive fault tolerant control

Indirect fault tolerant control: In the indirect method, the
plant parameters are estimated or identified online, and the
controller is modified based on the estimated system as shown
in Figure 5. Because the controller is not directly designed,
but is adapted via an identification process, this method is

Figure 5. Indirect fault tolerant control.
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considered an indirect approach. For an efficient implemen-
tation of the indirect method, early detection of a failure is
essential, and the Minimal Time Change Detection Algo-
rithm is developed based on the Optimal Stopping Rule (Kim,
1995). If a failure is detected and identified early enough and
if a controller is designed based on the identified system after
the failure then some required performance could be achieved
while maintaining closed-loop stability even after the failure.

However, a parameter identification process requires a
persistent excitation of input signal for identifiability, and
it becomes more complicated as the number of parameters
increases. It is also difficult to build a proper mathemat-
ical model if the considered system is highly nonlinear.
Therefore, it is difficult to identify the system with suf-
ficient accuracy due to modeling uncertainty, nonlinearity,
unmodeled dynamics, and external disturbance. Furthermore,
online identification and controller redesign processes can
require considerable computation time, which may hamper
the ability to perform a recovery action. These problems
are challenging issues in designing an indirect fault tolerant
controller, and various investigations into online system iden-
tification and real time controller redesign methodologies
have been performed.

Several linear time-domain and frequency-domain iden-
tification methods are used for linear systems, and extended
Kalman filter and neural networks are widely used for system
identification for nonlinear systems. For controller adapta-
tion, various nonlinear control schemes are utilized, and one
of the most promising indirect fault tolerant control schemes
is a method utilizing a feedback linearization or dynamic
inversion method (Ochi and Kanai, 1995; Doman and Ngo,
2002; Tandale and Valasek, 2006; Tanaka et al., 2006).

Feedback linearization is a nonlinear design method that
can deal with systems with known nonlinearities. The concept

of fault tolerant control using feedback linearization will be
briefly summarized here.

Let us consider the following nonlinear system

ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u, y = h(x) (1)

where x∈Rn is a state vector, u is a control input vector, y
is an output vector, and f(x), g(x), and h(x) are sufficiently
smooth functions. It is assumed that the relative degree
(r ≤ n) of the output is known. The rth derivative of the
output can be expressed as

y(r) = fh(x) + gh(x)u (2)

Feedback linearization can be performed by introducing the
transformation

u = [gh(x)]−1[v − fh(x)] (3)

The vector y(r) can be expressed as

y(r) = v (4)

The nonlinear system is now transformed into a linear sys-
tem, and the transformed linear system can be controlled by
any linear controller. The new pseudo-control input v can be
designed to make the linearized system have desired dynamic
characteristics. In this method, all nonlinearities, as well as
the state vector, have to be known to perform feedback lin-
earization. Figure 6 shows the simple schematic diagram of
the fault tolerant controller based on the feedback lineariza-
tion. To estimate the nonlinearities, fh(x) and gh(x), in the
aircraft dynamics including the faults, a system identifica-
tion method is used. Some widely used system identification

Figure 6. Fault tolerant control based on feedback linearization.
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Figure 7. Direct fault tolerant control.

methods are recursive least square methods (e.g., Shore and
Bodson, 2005), extended Kalman filters (e.g., Pachter and
Huang, 2003), and neural networks (e.g., Shin and Kim,
2004).

Instead of using estimated nonlinear functions, approx-
imate dynamic inversion can be used. In this method, the
inversion controller uses a priori knowledge of the aircraft
dynamics, fh(x) and gh(x). In this case, the pseudo-control
input consists of the stabilizing linear control signal and the
adaptive neural network control signal that cancels the model
inversion error (Calise, Lee and Sharma, 2001; Brinker and
Wise, 2001).

Direct fault tolerant control. The main advantage of
a direct method lies in eliminating the need for explicit
parameter estimation or system fault identification during the
operational phase. This approach therefore does not require a
persistent input excitation condition and the dynamic model
of the failed aircraft, which are the drawbacks of the indirect
approach.

Instead of using an FDD algorithm or identification
method, direct fault tolerant control methodology is based
on the model reference adaptive control theory. This method
consists of four important parts as shown in Figure 7: (i) a
system containing unknown parameters due to faults; (ii) a
reference model for defining the desired characteristics of the
controlled system, (iii) a feedback controller with variable
parameters, and (iv) an adaptive rule to update adjustable
parameters for reconfiguration (Bodson and Groszkiewicz,
1997; Kim, Lee and Kim, 2003; Tang, Tao and Joshi, 2003;
Tao et al., 2004).

A reference model is chosen such that it has the desired
dynamics that the system is supposed to follow. The control

gains are updated so that the response of the system becomes
close to that of the reference mode, and therefore tracking can
be asymptotically achieved even when faults occur. How-
ever, if the reference model is unachievable under system
faults, a poor performance may be achieved. Moreover, the
performance can be affected by the types of failures being
considered (e.g., loss of effectiveness as opposed to surface
jams).

The concept of the direct fault tolerant control scheme will
be briefly summarized. Let us consider a system:

ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u, z = Cx (5)

where z is the performance output. The reference model can
be chosen as

ẋm = f m(xm) + gm(xm)r, ym = Cmxm + Dmr (6)

where r is the reference input. The objective of the model
following controller is to make the system output z follow
the reference model output ym.

The control input is constructed using the error between
the actual aircraft system output and the reference model
output, for example,

u = K1x + K2r + K3e + K4v (7)

where matrices Ki are adaptive control gain matrices, and v

is an additional adaptive input vector.
Update rules for adaptive gains can be derived to min-

imize the model following error using Lyapunov stability
theorem. Neural networks can also be utilized in some online
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adaptation schemes. The adaptive update rules do not require
information about system parameters. This property is a good
feature of the direct adaptive method. Note that this method
may be sensitive to external disturbances and/or measure-
ment noise because the adaptive rule can be affected by those
effects.

2.3 Other Approaches for Fault Tolerant Control

There are several other approaches to fault tolerant controller
design. For a dynamic system with actuator redundancy, a
control allocation method can be used. The merit of the con-
trol allocation method is that the structure of the controller
does not have to be changed when actuator faults occur.
Thanks to the redundancy of the actuators, the desired con-
trol signal can be automatically redistributed to the remaining
healthy actuators in the optimal fashion (Burken et al., 2001;
Bodson and Pohlchuck, 1998).

Many nonlinear and intelligent control schemes are also
applied to design a fault tolerant flight controller. Those
are sliding mode controller, back-stepping control, predic-
tive control, neural networks, fuzzy logic, and expert system
(Handelman and Stengel, 1989). Several researchers have
successfully designed a fault tolerant controller based on
the sliding mode control scheme (Shtessel, Buffington and
Banda, 1999; Kim and Kim, 2000; Hess and Wells, 2003).
The fault tolerant controller based on the sliding mode con-
trol scheme does not require the control redesign process
although, it can detect and isolate the faults.

3 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter, several reconfigurable flight control meth-
ods are discussed: passive approaches utilizing robust control
schemes and active approaches utilizing fault detection
and diagnosis, system identification, and adaptive control
schemes. In the FDD-based approach, an efficient and accu-
rate FDD algorithm is required. When a particular fault
mode is declared by the FDD process, then the pre-designed
controller corresponding to the fault is selected. In the adap-
tive control-based approach, the FDD process is eliminated.
Instead, to compensate for the effects of faults, the sys-
tem parameters associated with the faults are identified and
updated in real time (online), and the controller is adjusted
based on the identified system. This is called the indirect
adaptive control method. For the direct adaptive control
method, the system model is parameterized and updated
directly in terms of the controller parameters.

Only some mainstream methods for reconfigurable flight
control are discussed herein. Each approach has its own
merits and drawbacks. For example, it can be said that the
controller structure of an FDD-based approach is relatively
simple, and the noise characteristics are superior to the other
approaches. The command tracking performance of multi-
ple model-based approaches depends on how the multiple
model method is developed and applied. Command track-
ing performance of adaptive controllers is usually better than
that of multiple model-based approaches. The computation
load of direct fault tolerant control approach is usually less
than that of the indirect approach, and therefore efficient
identification algorithms should be applied in the indirect
method. However, even direct adaptive control can have a
high computational burden if the changed system includes
many nonlinear uncertainties, because this requires more
regressors or neural network nodes.

Recently, several fault tolerant approaches have been com-
bined to overcome the weakness of each method, which
results in a variety of controllers with improved performance
and complicated control structure. A considerable research
effort, including flight test, is currently under way to help
develop effective real-time algorithms for practical imple-
mentation.

NOMENCLATURE

f (x) nonlinear system dynamics
g(x) nonlinear input matrix
h(x) nonlinear output vector
Ki control gain matrix
r reference input vector
u, v control input vectors
x state vector
xm state vector of reference model
y output vector
ym output vector of reference model
z performance output vector
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern aircraft are required to operate over an expanded
flight envelope in order to meet the challenge of track-
ing/attacking highly maneuverable targets and evading from
enemy’s attack. In such a scenario, gain-scheduling based on
Mach number and altitude is not enough to achieve suitable
performance for the whole envelope. The general steps of the
gain-scheduling (Stevens and Lewis, 2003) involves (i) the
flight envelope partition into tens of regions considering oper-
ational range of Mach number and altitude, (ii) linearization
about a steady-state condition of each region, (iii) linear con-
troller design for each linearized model, and (iv) blending and
scheduling of controller gains between the operation regions.
To inspect the gain scheduling more mathematically, let us
discuss a general taxonomy of linear state-space dynamic

models as presented in Figure 1. In the lower left corner of
Figure 1 we have the linear time invariant (LTI) model:

ẋ = Ax + Bu

y = Cx (1)

where u = u(t) ∈ Rm is the vector of inputs, x = x(t) ∈ Rn is
the vector of states and y = y(t) ∈ Rq is the vector of outputs.
Finally, A, B, C are matrices with constant real entries, A ∈
R

n×n, B ∈ Rn×m and C ∈ Rn×q. This familiar model arises
from Taylor linearization about a single flight condition and
is excellent for linear controller design, but has rather limited
applicability for the whole flight envelope.

Traditionally, satisfactory performance across the flight
envelope can have been attained by gain-scheduling local
autopilot controllers to yield a global controller. In this
approach, the global controller is a collection of LTI con-
trollers designed for the corresponding family of LTI models
obtained via Taylor linearizations about equilibria. An LTI

Figure 1. Dynamics of system models and their relationships; x =
x(t) is the state, u = u(t) the input and θ = θ(t) external parameters
(variables different from x and u).
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controller of the collection is switched on when the current
operating point of the flight envelope is in the vicinity of the
relevant equilibrium. This switching schedule is determined
by the scheduling variables, which are “external” in the sense
that they are different from state x and input u.

A precise mathematical description of the resulting control
system has only recently been achieved with linear parameter-
varying (LPV) models, appearing in the lower right corner of
Figure 1:

ẋ = A[θ(t)]x + B[θ(t)]u
y = C[θ(t)]x (2)

The entries of matricesA, B, C are no longer constant as in
the LTI model (1), but are time-varying, making LPV models
a special case of linear time-varying (LTV) models, as sym-
bolized in Figure 1. The variation over time is determined
by parameters θ, which are a generalization of scheduling
variables. Gain scheduling requires “scheduling on a slow
variable”, which means that changes in θ should be much
slower than changes in x and u. This requirement, although
violated for a rapid maneuver, is absent in the LPV model and
hence it is a generalization of gain scheduling. This motivates
recent interest in the LPV approach to autopilot design, as
it promises to preserve the transparency of linear controller
design, while reflecting the rapidly changing dynamics. How-
ever, the LPV model is still a collection of linear designs
and in each of those it is impossible to distinguish between
real disturbances and normal manifestations of nonlinear-
ity. Especially, it is hard to cope with the nonlinear effects
under high angle of attack or high angular rates. As a result,
the gain-scheduling controller of combat aircraft generally
accompanies a prevention or limiting logic of the high angle
of attack departure as a passive measure (Bates and Hagström,
2007). It is also difficult to guarantee the closed-loop stabil-
ity when the aircraft state deviates far from the linearization
points, especially for high angles of attack. Additionally, the
controller design and tuning for every trim points inside the
flight envelope requires burdensome trial-and-error. Never-
theless, the gain-scheduling has been broadly applied to the
current commercial and military aircraft because it allows the
engineers to use the existing classical control theory or tools
and easily to deal with the handling quality requirement of
the manned aircraft.

In short, there is an inherent tension in the flight control
design because of nonlinearity of the aircraft and linearity
of the controller. Recently aerospace researchers have been
trying to apply the nonlinear control theory to the flight
dynamics. Wang and Sundararajan (1995) compared a non-
linear flight controller based on extended linearization to the
gain-scheduled one with an F-8 aircraft longitudinal model.

The results showed that the nonlinear controller is less insen-
sitive to the choice of scheduling variable and more robust
on large initial deviations in angle of attack than the gain-
scheduled one. This further improvement can be achieved
only by directly acknowledging nonlinearity, rather than
treating it as nuisance in a linear model. Thus, the nonlinear
dynamics must be explicitly incorporated into the mathemat-
ical description, but without undue generality. This is done in
the upper part of Figure 1. The topmost model is quasi-linear
time-varying (QLTV), which is the most general framework
we need:

ẋ = A(x, t)x + B(x, t)u
y = C(x, t)x (3)

The most important novelty in the QLTV model over the
models in the lower part of Figure 1 is that it is nonlinear, since
matrices A, B, C depend on state x; note also that equation
(3) is time-varying since A, B, C depend on time t, as well.
Obviously, the LTV model is a special case of the QLTV
model, but more important are the two nonlinear special
cases, as illustrated in Figure 1. The top left one is the quasi-
linear time-invariant (QLTI) model, obtained from equation
(3) by simply dropping the explicit dependence on time t. The
top right representation is the quasi-linear parameter-varying
(QLPV) model:

ẋ = A[x, θ(t)]x + B[x, θ(t)]u
y = C[x, θ(t)]x (4)

The nonlinear approaches to the flight control system
design involves the above-mentioned quasi-linear time-
varying models although their characteristics are unique
according to the type of aircraft. Based on this knowledge
on the taxonomy of models, let us look into the nonlinear
control theories widely searched for the flight controller such
as feedback linearization, sliding mode, backstepping, reced-
ing horizon, and so on. Note that in recent times two or more
nonlinear approaches tend to be applied together to the flight
control design to accommodate robustness to various noise
sources and model uncertainties.

2 FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION

Feedback linearization is called as dynamic inversion in the
aerospace field. The aim of feedback linearization is to invert
the original aircraft dynamics and to replace it by the desired
linear one. This helps the control designers to use the existing
classical linear control theories for the nonlinear dynamics.
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As a understandable example (Härkegaṙd, 2001), consider
the simplified dynamics of angle of attack α and pitch rate q:

α̇ = q − 1

mVT
L(α)

q̇ = 1

Iy

M(δe, α, q) (5)

where m, VT, Iy and δe denote mass, total velocity, y-axis
moment of inertia and elevator deflection, respectively. L

and M indicate lift force and pitching moment, respectively.
Introduce a new variable z:

z = q − 1

mVT
L(α) (6)

Assuming total velocity change is much slower than α and
q, differentiating equations (6) gives (z = α̇):

ż = 1

Iy

M(δe, α, q) − 1

mVT

dL

dα
(α)z (7)

Adopting the right hand side of equation (7) as a pseudo
control ν, equation (5) can be linearized as:

α̇ = z

ż = ν (8)

With this linear model, we can construct a linear angle-
of-attack autopilot as:

ν = kfαr − [
kb1 kb2

] [
α

z

]
(9)

The feedforward and feedback gains, kf , kb1 and kb2 can
be decided using various classical design tools such as pole
placement, eigenstructure assignment and so on. The last
work is to restore the original control input δe from ν =
1
Iy

M(δe, α, q) − 1
mVT

dL
dα

(α)z provided the pitching moment
equation M is invertible. This simple dynamic inversion con-
cept has been applied limitedly to the longitudinal control
of the combat aircraft to diminish the trial-and-error and to
accomplish the high angle-of-attack maneuver.

Practically, getting back δe requires precise informa-
tion on the aerodynamic coefficients, Cm, CL and dCL

dα

included in the pitching moment equation. This robust-
ness problem on model uncertainties is a major issue
when applying the feedback linearization to aircraft control.
Recent researches have adopted time-scale separation based
on singular perturbation theory (Khalil, 2002), �-synthesis
(Adams, Buffington and Banda, 1994; Reiner, Balas and Gar-
rard, 1995, 1996), modelling error estimation using sliding
mode (Xu, Mirmirani and Ioannou, 2004) or adaptive neural

networks in order to guarantee the robustness of the feedback
linearization.

This section summarizes three approaches applicable to
non-local1 linearization for the flight control design. The
actual exposition of input-output pseudolinearization is done
in Section 2.3 and the preceding Sections 2.1–2.2 explain
the context in which input-output pseudolinearization arose.
The pseudo linearization is a kind of combination of mer-
its of both gain-scheduling and feedback linearization. The
detailed application to aircraft can be found in (Wang and
Sundararajan, 1996) in which they used the pseudolineariza-
tion for controlling the longitudinal dynamics of a high
performance fighter aircraft.

2.1 Linearization via coordinate transformation

When faced with a nonlinear ordinary differential equation,
for example,

ẋ = 8x + x4
, f (x) x(t0) = x0 (10)

where x : (t0, ∞) → R, one would like to integrate it, or to
find explicit solutions in closed form. An obvious approach is
to guess a transformation, z = �(x), such that the resulting
equation for z = z(t) can be integrated by already known
methods. Indeed, in the case of (10) �(x) = x−3 results in:

ż = −24z − 3 , g(z) z(t0) = z0 , �(x0) (11)

which is a linear affine equation and can be readily integrated,
and then, using �−1, the solution of equation (10) is recovered
(note that � is singular at x = 0, though). The geometric
meaning of this process is simple and is shown in Figure 2:
the nonlinear right-hand side (RHS) of equation (10), f , is
transformed into the linear affine RHS of equation (11), g.
That is, what was nonlinear in the (x, f (x))-plane becomes
linear in the (z, g(z))-plane through transformation �. Even
for this simple scalar example, it is obvious that guessing �

which exists and is differentiable for all x, or globally, and
has a globally differentiable inverse �−1 is highly non-trivial.

A systematic approach to the above problem was proposed
in the 1870s by the Norwegian mathematician Sophus Lie
(Ince, 1927; Belinfante and Kolman, 1972). One finding of
his theory is that only certain types of ordinary differential
equations can be transformed globally into linear ones. This
is not surprising, since otherwise all equations would just be
linear ones in “wrong” coordinates.
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Figure 2. Linearization of equation (10): (a) the right-hand side f

of (10) in the (x, f (x))-plane; (b) the right-hand side g of (11) in the
(z, g(z))-plane.

2.2 Input-output feedback linearization

Lie’s approach was extended in the 1980s (Jakubczyk and
Respondek, 1980; Hunt and Su, 1981) to affine nonlinear
single-input-single-output (SISO) control systems (compare
with the QLTI model in Figure 1):

ẋ = f (x) + g(x)u x(t0) = x0

y = h(x) (12)

where f : X → R
n, g : X → R

n, h : X → R are sufficiently
smooth on the open set X ⊂ Rn. The presence of output y in
equation (12) means that the transformation z = �(x) need
not linearize the whole of state x ∈ X, but only that part which
will be visible from the output; the unobservable dynamics
must be stable, though. The presence of control u in equation
(12) gives an additional “degree of freedom” for lineariza-
tion, hence the name feedback linearization. In fact, if the
system (12) has relative degree r < n in a neighbourhood of
x0 (locally at x0), then it is possible to find z = �(x), such
that equation (12) becomes (Isidori, 1989):

ż1 = z2

ż2 = z3
...

żr−1 = zr

żr = b(z) + a(z)u
żr+1 = qr+1(z) (13)

...
żn = qn(z)
y = z1

where a(z) /= 0 for all z in the corresponding neighbourhood
of z0 and z0 = �(x0). If the neighbourhood of x0 coincides
with the state space X of (12), then the transformation is
global (which is usually difficult to obtain). Note that equation
(13) is still open loop, that is, u is still present, so the extra
“degree of freedom” has not been used yet. A convenient
choice, made possible by the affine form of equation (12), is:

u = 1

a(z)

[
−b(z) + v

]
(14)

with the fictitious input v still to be determined. Given that
the resulting rth order system is linear in state z and input v,
it is straightforward to design a stabilizing control law v =
K1z1 + . . . + Krzr, where Ki, i = 1, . . . , r are constants. If
the desired output yd is non-zero, then the tracking error is
e , yd − y = yd − z1 and its derivatives e(i) = y

(i)
d − zi+1,

i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Hence the tracking control law will be
v = K1e + . . . + Kre

(r−1). Putting z = �(x) and v in equa-
tion (14) gives the nonlinear feedback law in terms of x, so
that transformation � can be viewed as an auxiliary tool for
designing nonlinear feedback control law equation (14).

Note that the dynamics of order n − r, defined by
qr+1, . . . , qn in equation (13), are rendered unobservable,
which is theoretically acceptable if the dynamics are stable.

Geometrically, the above algorithm means that the
nonlinear surface defined by f and g on the (n + 1)
-dimensional (x1, . . . , xn, u)-space is transformed into
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another nonlinear surface on the (n + 1)-dimensional
(z1, . . . , zn, v)-space, whose restriction to the (r + 1)-
dimensional (z1, . . . , zr, 0, . . . , 0, v)-space is a hyperplane.
Since the nonlinearity defined by qr+1, . . . , qn in equation
(13) cannot be seen from the output, the hyperplane makes
the closed-loop system linear of rth order, when considered
from the input-output viewpoint.

2.3 Input-output pseudolinearization

Feedback linearization has several limitations (Żbikowski
et al., 1994), which include applicability to affine systems
equation (12) only and difficulty of extending the method-
ology to multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
Also, finding a global transformation � usually is a daunting
problem for real-world applications. Some of these limi-
tations can be overcome if the requirement is relaxed to
linearize the system only along its set of equilibria, not the
whole state-space. Such an approach (Reboulet and Cham-
petier, 1984; Lawrence and Rugh, 1994; Lawrence, 1998) is
called pseudolinearization and may be viewed as applying
the principles of feedback linearization to gain scheduling.

Consider the nonlinear system withm inputs andq outputs:

ẋ = f (x, u)
y = h(x) (15)

wheref : X × U → R
n andh : X → R

q are smooth andX ⊂
R

n, U ⊂ Rm are open sets. The set of equilibria of equation
(15) is assumed to depend on parameters p ∈ P ⊂ Rρ, P

open, and is denoted as:

E(p) = {[x0(p), u0(p)] | f [x0(p), u0(p)] = 0} (16)

where x0 : P → X and u0 : P → U are at least differentiable.
It is important to note that parameters p, unlike θ in Figure 1,
need not be external, that is, p may depend on x and/or u.
In particular, p may depend on both state x and external
parameters θ.

Let x̄(p) , x − x0(p), ū(p) , u − u0(p) and ȳ(p) ,

h(x) − h(x0(p)) be the incremental variables arising from
Taylor linearization of the open-loop system equation (15) at
an equilibrium from E(p). Setting A(p) , ∂f/∂x|(x0(p),u0(p)),
B(p) , ∂f/∂u|(x0(p),u0(p)) and C(p) , ∂h/∂x|(x0(p),u0(p)), the
corresponding linearized system is:

˙̄x(p) = A(p)x̄(p) + B(p)ū(p)
ȳ(p) = C(p)x̄(p) (17)

with the additional assumption that equation (17) is com-
pletely controllable and observable and has relative degree r

for all points from E(p) and all p ∈ P .
The problem of input-output pseudolinearization is to

find for system equation (15) the restriction of a transfor-
mation z = �(x) to E(p) and the restriction of a feedback
law u = k(x, v) to E(p), so that Taylor linearization of the
resulting closed-loop system is independent of the choice of
equilibrium from E(p) and parameter p from P . It should be
emphasized that, unlike for feedback linearization in Section
2.2, we are not looking for a global transformation z = �(x)
and a global feedback law u = k(x, v). We seek only their
restrictions to the parameterized family of curves {E(p)}p∈P ,
so that we need not find the whole of � and the whole of
k. This simplifies the design considerably, but the resulting
control law will be applicable only in the immediate neigh-
borhood of {E(p)}p∈P , not the wholeX × U. However, Taylor
linearization of the resulting closed-loop system will be inde-
pendent of p and thus of all equilibria of {E(p)}. In this way,
if the operating points are in the vicinity of the equilibria,
then one and only one linear model will describe closed-loop
dynamics, regardless of the rate of change of the operat-
ing points. Note that the design cannot guarantee anything
beyond the immediate neighborhood of {E(p)}p∈P .

Thus, for a SISO system equation (17) the restriction of
transformation z = �(x) and feedback law u = k(x, v) to
{E(p)}p∈P should give the following Taylor linearization in
the (z, v) space:

˙̄z1 = z̄2
˙̄z2 = z̄3

...
˙̄zr−1 = z̄r

˙̄zr = v̄
˙̄zr+1 = aT

r+1[x0(p), u0(p)]z̄ (18)

...
˙̄zn = aT

n [x0(p), u0(p)]z̄
ȳ = z̄1

where only the n-dimensional vectors ar+1, . . . , an still
depend on equilibria fromE(p) and parameters from P . Since
the dynamics defined by ar+1, . . . , an are unobservable (and
therefore must be at least stable), the behavior of (18) from the
input-output, v̄-ȳ, viewpoint is linear of order r and remains
the same, no matter what the current values of x0, u0 and
p are. This should be contrasted with Taylor linearization
equation (17) of the open-loop system equation (15).

Comparison of equation (18) with equations (13)–
(14) shows that input-output pseudolinearization may be
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6 Flight Control

interpreted as the restriction of feedback linearization to the
parameterized family of sets of equilibria {E(p)}p∈P . The
focus is on a small portion of the p-parameterized (x, u)-
space, i.e., on linearization along the parameterized family
of curves {E(p)}p∈P . Thus, it suffices to investigate the tan-
gents ∂�/∂x , T of � and ∂k/∂x , F , ∂k/∂v , G of k along
{E(p)}p∈P , rather then global properties of � and k. In par-
ticular (Lawrence and Rugh, 1994; Lawrence, 1998), it is
required that T (x0(p)) is invertible for all p ∈ P , feedback
law u = k(x, v) is smooth, satisfies u0(p) = k(x0(p), v0(p))
and G(x0(p), v0(p)) is invertible for all p ∈ P . The two con-
ditions on k were implicitly used in footnote, but explicit
knowledge of k – or � – is not necessary even there, as
v0(p) – and z0(p) – is never explicitly needed. Essentially,
this is because the starting point of the design is equation
(17), which is then transformed into equation (18).

The formula for the tangent of transformation � along
{E(p)}p∈P is (Lawrence and Rugh, 1994; Lawrence, 1998):

z̄ = T (p)x̄ (19)

with T given by

T (p) =




C(p)
C(p)A(p)

...
C(p)Ar−1(p)

T r+1(p)
...

T n(p)




(20)

where rows Ti, i = r + 1, . . . , n can be obtained from




T r+1(p)
...

T n(p)


 B(p) = 0 (21)

which is a system of n − r linear equations in (n − r)n
unknowns.

For the tangent of feedback law k along {E(p)}p∈P the
formula is (Lawrence and Rugh, 1994; Lawrence, 1998):

ū = F (p)x̄ + G(p)v̄ (22)

where

F (p) = −
[
C(p)Ar−1(p)B(p)

]−1
C(p)Ar(p) (23)

G(p) =
[
C(p)Ar−1(p)B(p)

]−1
(24)

Formulae equations (19)–(24) transform a SISO equa-
tion (17) into equation (18). Design of a stabilizing control
law equation (22) is complete when v̄ = K1z̄1 + . . . + Krz̄r,
where Ki, i = 1, . . . , r are constants. If the desired output ȳd

is non-zero, then the tracking error is ē , ȳd − ȳ = ȳd − z̄1

and its derivatives ē(i) = ȳ
(i)
d − z̄i+1, i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Hence

the tracking control law will be v̄ = K1ē + . . . + Krē
(r−1).

Putting z̄ = T (p)x̄ and v̄ in equation (22) gives the feedback
law in terms of x̄, so that transformation T can be viewed as
an auxiliary tool for designing feedback control law equation
(22). Thus derived law equation (22) should be substituted in
equation (17).

Geometrically, {E(p)}p∈P are general curves in the (n +
m)-dimensional (x, u)-space. They are projections of the
corresponding (n + m + n)-dimensional curves from the
(x, u, f (x, u))-space, where f is the right-hand side of equa-
tion (15). Taylor linearizations in the (x, u, f (x, u))-space at
different points of curves {E(p)}p∈P involve straight lines of
different tangents. Mapping � and feedback law k transform
the general curves of the (x, u, f (x, u))-space into a single
straight line �, whose projection on the (z, v)-space is also a
straight line, l. This line l is the image of curves {E(p)}p∈P

in the (z, v)-space under � and k. Taylor linearization along
l gives one tangent for all points of {E(p)}p∈P , namely the
tangent of �.

A simple illustration is given by the following example:

ẋ1 = x1e
−x1/4 cos x1 + x2 + u

ẋ2 = x1 + x2

y = x2 (25)

The set of equilibria E = {(x1, x2, u)| x1e
−x1/4 cos x1 +

x2 + u = 0 and x1 + x2 = 0} is not parameterized for sim-
plicity. The set is a general curve in the (x1, x2, u)-space, as
illustrated in Figure 3. Because of the simplicity of exam-
ple equation (25), global state-space transformation �, and
global feedback control law k can be found, although it is
not required by the design algorithm equations (19)–(24).
Indeed, � defined by z1 = x2, z2 = x1 + x2 and k given by
u = −x1 − x1e

−x1/4 − 2x2 + v linearize E, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. In other words, the straight line l in Figure 4 is the image
of E under � and k. Example equation (25) is an illustration
of feedback linearization restricted to the set of equilibria E,
which effectively is pseudolinearization.

3 SLIDING MODE CONTROL

The sliding mode control is a representative approach able
to maintain the closed-loop stability and performance of the
dynamic system having modeling uncertainties. In the sliding
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Figure 3. Set of equilibria E for example equation (25): (a) the
resulting curve in the (x1, x2, u)-space; (b) the curve and its projec-
tions on the coordinate planes.

mode control, intuitively, the system trajectories are forced to
slide into a sliding surface or manifold and to be trapped on it
for the future time (Khalil, 2002). The strength of the sliding
mode control is insensitiveness to parameter uncertainties,
for example aerodynamic coefficient variation of aircraft,
because its resulting control is as simple as a switching like
a bang-bang control. During the last decade, the efforts to
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Figure 4. Linearised set of equilibria for example equation (25):
(a) the resulting straight line in the (z1, z2, v)-space; (b) the straight
line and its projections on the coordinate planes.

apply the sliding mode control to aircraft system have been
tried by several researchers including Wells and Hess (2003),
Xu, Mirmirani and Ioannou (2004), Shin, Moon and Kim
(2005), and Ahn, Kim and Kim (2006). Here we summa-
rize the sliding mode control application to aircraft nonlinear
model based on cascaded structure and adaptive parameter
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estimation (Ahn, Kim and Kim, 2006). The detailed back-
ground and theory of the sliding mode control can be found
in Khalil (2002) and Isidori (1989).

Let us consider the aircraft nonlinear dynamics (Stevens
and Lewis, 2003) on bank angle, angle of attack, sideslip
angle, and angular rates as:

φ̇ = p + tan θ(q sin φ + r cos φ) (26)

α̇ =−p cos α tan β + q − r sin α tan β − sin α

mV cos β
(T +FX)

+ cos α

mV cos β
FZ+ g

V cos β
(sin α sin θ+cos α cos φ cos θ)

(27)

β̇ = p sin α − r cos α − cos α sin β

mV
(T + FX) + cos β

mV
FY

− sin α sin β

mV
FZ+ g

V
(cos α sin β sin θ+cos β cos θ sin φ

− sin α sin β cos φ cos θ) (28)

ṗ = I1qr + I2pq + I3L + I4N (29)

q̇ = I5pr + I6(r2 − p2) + I7M (30)

ṙ = I2qr + I8pq + I4L + I9N (31)

where I1–I9 is the moments of inertia whose definition can
be found in Stevens and Lewis (2003). Aerodynamic forces
and mements are defined as (Morelli, 1998):

FX =
[
Cx(α) + Cxδeδe + c̄q

2V
Cxq(α)

]
q̄S

FY =
[
Cy + Cyδa

δa + Cyδr
δr + bp

2V
Cyp(α) + br

2V
Cyr(α)

]
q̄S

FZ =
[
Cz(α, β) + Czδeδe + c̄q

2V
Czq(α)

]
q̄S

L =
[
Cl(α, β) + Clδa

(α, β)δa + Clδr
(α, β)δr + bp

2V
Clp(α)

+ br

2V
Clr(α)

]
q̄Sb

M =
[
Cm(α) + Cmδe (α)δe + c̄q

2V
Cmq(α)

]
q̄Sc̄

N =
[
Cn(α, β) + Cnδa

(α, β)δa + Cnδr
(α, β)δr + bp

2V
Cnp(α)

+ br

2V
Cnr(α)

]
q̄Sb (32)

Figure 5. Cascaded structure by time-scale separation

Because angular variables (φ, α, β) in equations (26)–(28)
is slower than angular rates (p, q, r) in equations (29)–(31),
time-scale separation proposed by Shtessel, Buffiington and
Banda (1999) can be applied to the aircraft nonlinear dynam-
ics in equations (26)–(31). Under the time-scale separation,
the angular rates (p, q, r) can be viewed as control inputs in
the slow dynamics equations (26)–(28). Once (pr, qr, rr) is
designed in the slow dynamics given the reference command
(φr, αr, βr), the control surface inputs (δe, δa, δr) is decided
to force the fast dynamics equations (29)–(31) to follow the
(pr, qr, rr) command from the slow dynamics. Figure 5 illus-
trates a block diagram of the cascaded control structure.

The slow and fast dynamics in equations (26)–(31) can be
rewritten as an affine form, respectively.

ẋ1 = f1(x1) + g1(x1)u1 + ν1 (33)

ẋ2 = f2(x1, x2) + g2(x2)u2 + ν2 (34)

where x1 = (φ, α, β)T, x2 = u1 = (p, q, r)T, u2 =
(δe, δa, δr)T, and νi (i = 1, 2) represents unmodeled
dynamics. Here the detailed definition of fi and gi (i = 1, 2)
is skipped due to space limit.

Now let us derive the sliding mode controller applicable
to both fast and slow dynamics. From now on, the subscript i

will be dropped for simplicity. The sliding surface can be set
using a concept of proportional-integral feedback as:

S = e + K

∫ t

0
edt (35)

where e = x − xr, K is a constant gain matrix. A Lyapunov
candidate function is defined with the sliding surface as:

V1 = 1

2
STS (36)
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Differentiating V1 with respect to time gives

V̇1 = STṠ = ST(f + gu + ν − ẋr + Ke) (37)

To make V̇1 negative, we can design the following non-
linear control law which is called as a pure sliding mode
control.

u = g−1[−f − ν + ẋr − Ke − c1S − c2sgn(S)] (38)

where c1 and c2 are positive-definite and positive-semidefinte
diagonal matrices, respectively. Since the determinants of
g1−2(x) is not zero for the general aircraft flight envelope,
the inverse transform of g can be always obtained (Ahn, Kim
and Kim, 2006). Substituting equation (38) into equation (37)
yields

V̇1 = −STc1S − c2||S|| ≤ 0 (39)

Although the equilibrium of the system equations (33) and
(34) looks stable from equation (39), g(x) and ν are actually
imprecise due to uncertainties. To deal with this problem, let
us reconstruct the control law in equation (38) with estimation
values of g(x) and ν as

u = ĝ−1[−f − ν̂ + ẋr − Ke − c1S − c2sgn(S)] (40)

Substituting equation (40) into equation (37) yields

V̇1 = ST[−c1S − c2sgn(S) + ν̃ + g̃u] (41)

where g̃ = g − ĝ and ν̃ = ν − ν̂. To design the adaptive esti-
mation rule on the uncertain parameters, gu can be rewritten
as:

g1u1 =




p q r 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 p r 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 p q r







− cos α tan β

1

− sin α tan β

sin α

− cos α

1

sin φ tan θ

cos φ tan θ




, ū1h1

(42)

g2u2 =




δa δr 0 0 0

0 0 δe 0 0

0 0 0 δa δr







q̄S(I3Clδab + I4Cnδab)

q̄S(I3Clδrb + I4Cnδrb)

q̄S(I7Cmδec̄)

q̄S(I4Clδab + I9Cnδab)

q̄S(I4Clδrb + I9Cnδrb)


, ū2h2

(43)

Using equations (42) and (43) gives

g̃u = ūh̃ (44)

where h̃ = h − ĥ. Consider a new Lyapunov candidate func-
tion:

V2 = 1

2
(STS + ν̃T�−1

ν ν̃ + h̃
T
�−1

h ν̃h̃) (45)

where �ν and �h are positive definite diagonal matrix. Dif-
ferentiating equation (45) yields:

V̇2 = −STc1S − c2||S|| + ν̃T(S − �−1
ν

˙̂ν)

+ h̃
T
(ūTS − �−1

h
˙̂
h) (46)

From equation (46), the adaptation law can be obtained as:

˙̂ν = �νS (47)

˙̂
h = �hū

TS (48)

Substituting this adaptation law into equation (46) gives
equation (39) to be finally satisfied even in the uncertain
dynamics. As a result, the system equilibria are stable,
and the states beginning from arbitrary values are attracted
towards the sliding surface S = e + K

∫ t

0 edt = 0. Then the
error state e converges to zero as t → ∞ by S = 0 by
LaSalle-Yoshizawa theorem (Krastic, Kanellakopolous and
Kokotovic, 1995). This kind of scheme is called as adap-
tive sliding mode control compared to pure sliding mode
control.

When the sliding mode controller is applied to the aircraft,
the major problem is chattering in the resulting control inputs
caused by the discontinous signum function used in equation
(40). In a practical point of view, this chattering may excite the
unmodeled high frequency dynamics or damage the mechan-
ical system of actuators which might result in instability. The
broadly-used remedy to this problem is to replace the signum
function by the following saturation function sat( y

ε
) (Khalil,
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2002) satisfying:

sat(y) =
{

y, if |y| ≤ 1

sgn(y), if |y| > 1
(49)

where ε is a positive constant. Since the slope of the linear
portion of sat( y

ε
) is 1

ε
, ε should be as small as possible to

approximate the signum function well.

4 BACKSTEPPING CONTROL

In the two-time scale controller touched in Section 3, the
inner and outer loop control laws are designed separately
for the aircraft dynamics. To say, the inner loop controller is
designed to control the fast states x2 = (p, q, r)T using the
real control surface input u2 = (δe, δa, δr)T, where the refer-
ence command (pr, qr, rr)T is given by the outer loop. In the
outer loop, the slow states x1 is controlled using the fast states
x2 which is regarded as control inputs. The main drawback
of the two-time scale controller is that it inherently neglects
the transient responses of the fast states, and the magnitude
of the inner-loop gain is much larger than the outer loop one
(Lee and Kim, 2001). To overcome these, application of back-
stepping method has been actively proposed for the aircraft
nonlinear control (Kim and Kim, 2003; Lee and Kim, 2001;
Shin and Kim, 2004, 2006; Sonneveldt, Chu and Mulder,
2007). Even if the backstepping looks like the two-time scale
approach since the fast states are used as the control input
for the slow states, it does not require any assumption of the
time-scale separation and therefore does not need to use the
large inner loop gain (Lee and Kim, 2001).

Before going forward to the backstepping application to
the aircraft dynamics, let us summarize the backstepping
method by help of (Khalil, 2002) and (Kim and Kim, 2003).
Consider the following cascaded system.

η̇ = F (η) + G(η)ξ (50)

ξ̇ = F a(η, ξ) + Ga(η, ξ)u (51)

where η ∈ Rn, ξ and u ∈ Rm, the system equilibria are on
origin and Ga is invertible.

The first step of the backstepping control is to design the
control law ξ = −h(η) to stabilize equation (50). Using a
Lyapunov candidate function V (η), we can guarantee the
system equation (50) can be stabilized by ξ = −h(η) such
that

V̇ = ∂V

∂η
[F (η) − G(η)h(η)] ≤ −W(η) (52)

where W(η) > 0. Now let us consider the following
Lyapunov candidate function.

Va(η, ξ) = V (η) + 1

2
[ξ + h(η)]T[ξ + h(η)] (53)

Its time derivative is:

V̇a = ∂V

∂η
[F + Gh] + ∂V

∂η
G[ξ + h(η)] + [ξ + h(η)]T

×[F a + Gau − ∂h

∂η
(F − Gh)] (54)

Substituting the following control input into equation (54)
can make the overall system stabilized and the system origin
is asymptotically stable.

u = G−1
a

[
∂h

∂η
(F − Gξ) −

(
∂V

∂η
G

)T

− F a − g{ξ + h(η)}
]

(55)

where g > 0. The detailed proof of the backstepping method
can be found in Khalil (2002).

Now let us apply the backstepping theory to the aircraft
model equations (26)–(31), which can be rearranged as fol-
lows.

ẋ1 = f 1(x1) + g1(x1)x2 (56)

ẋ2 = f 2(x1, x2) + g2(x2)u (57)

where x1 = (φ, α, β)T, x2 = u1 = (p, q, r)T, and u2 =
(δe, δa, δr)T. This system is equivalent to the cascaded sys-
tem considered in equations (50) and (51). Let us introduce
the equations of the error state variables.

ż1 = ẋ1 − ẋd
1 = f 1 + g1x2 − ẋd

1 (58)

ż2 = ẋ2 − ẋd
2 = f 2 + g2u − ẋd

2 (59)

A Lyapunov candidate function can be set for stabilising
the system equation (58) as:

V = 1

2
zT

1 z1 (60)
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Differentiating equation (60) gives:

V̇ = zT
1 (f 1 + g1x2 − ẋd

1) (61)

The following xd
2 can stabilise the system equation (56)

such that V̇ = −zT
1 K1z1 ≤ 0.

xd
2 = g−1

1 (−f 1 + ẋd
1 − K1z1) (62)

where K1 is a positive definite gain matrix.
As the second step of the backstepping control, let us

consider the following Lyapunov candidate function.

Va = V + 1

2
zT

2 z2 = 1

2
zT

1 z1 + 1

2
zT

2 z2 (63)

Substituting equations (58), (59) and (62) into the time
derivative of Va yields:

V̇a = zT
1 (f 1 + g1x2 − ẋd

1) + zT
2 (f 2 + g2u − ẋd

2)

= zT
1 (f 1 + g1z2 + g1x

d
2 − ẋd

1) + zT
2 (f 2 + g2u − ẋd

2)

= zT
1 (g1z2 − K1z1) + zT

2 (f 2 + g2u − ẋd
2) (64)

Substituting the following control input into equation
(54) can make the overall system stabilized and the system
origin is asymptotically stable such that V̇a = −zT

1 K1z1 −
zT

2 K2z2 ≤ 0.

u = g−1
2 (−f 2 + ẋd

2 − gT
1 z1 − K2z2) (65)

where K2 is a positive definite gain matrix. As a result, the
backstepping controller composed of equations (62) and (65)
was designed without the two-time scale assumption. In addi-
tion, since the control input equation (65) requires the analytic
differentiation of equation (62), the overall controller can
accommodate the second derivative of the reference com-
mand of ẍd

1 and does not ignore the transient response of
the fast dynamics contrary to the two-time scale controller
design.

Because the modeling error exists in the aerodynamic
coefficients of the aircraft nonlinear dynamics as discussed
in the previous section, f1, f2, g1, and g2 must be estimated
using the adaptive scheme. This approach is called as adaptive
backstepping control, which can be derived in a similar way
to the adaptive sliding mode control. The detailed adaptive
backstepping can be found in Sonneveldt, Chu and Mulder
(2007). Recently, the multilayer neural networks has been
used along with the backstepping control for compensating
the difference between the mathematical model and the real

aircraft system (Lee and Kim, 2001; Shin and Kim, 2004,
2006).

5 OTHER NONLINEAR APPROACHES

5.1 Receding horizon control

Receding horizon control is also known as model predic-
tive control and has been recently applied to various systems
including chemical processes, robots, and so on. Since the
receding horizon control can accommodate state and con-
trol limits as constraints of optimization. Let us consider the
discrete time nonlinear trajectory optimization problem as
(Bryson and Ho, 1975; Keviczky and Balas, 2006):

J = min
u(i)

�[x(i), i]|i=N +
N−1∑
i=0

L[(x(i), u(i), i] (66)

with discrete time nonlinear system dynamics, initial condi-
tion, and terminal constraints defined as:

x(i + 1) = f [x(i), u(i), i] (67)

x(0) = x0 (68)

�[x(i), i]|i=N = 0 (69)

The first step of the receding horizon control is to find the
optimal sequence of u(i), i = 1, · · · , N − 1 by solving equa-
tion (66) with equation (67)–(69). The next step is to apply the
first control input of the optimal sequence, that is, u(0), to the
system. When a new state estimate is updated with this con-
trol input, the same procedure is repeated. Although stability
issue of the receding horizon control has been extensively
understood for linear systems, studies on nonlinear systems
are still going on by imposing the terminal state penalty or
constraining the negativeness of the control Lyapunov func-
tion on the optimization. (The detailed description of these
issues can be found Bhattacharya et al., 2002.)

In the aerospace field, Bhattacharya et al. (2002) applied
the receding horizon controller to nonlinear F-16 aircraft
model with the linear parameter varying design technique.
After modelling the F-16 nonlinear dynamics as the linear
parameter varying form, they designed a full-state feedback
regulator and used the receding horizon control to improve
the LPV performance. Keviczky and Balas (2006) carried out
a comparative study between linear, scheduled, and nonlin-
ear receding horizon control approaches. In order to apply the
receding horizon control to the aircraft system, the feasibility
of online computation is still challenging especially for the
nonlinear application.
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5.2 Other approaches

Up to now, the nonlinear control approaches applicable to
the aircraft system were examined: the feedback lineariza-
tion, the sliding mode control, the backstepping control, and
the receding horizon control. However, the recent trend is to
combine the merits of multiple nonlinear control techniques
rather than focus on the application of a single approach. For
instance, the neural networks can compensate the modelling
uncertainties to enhance robustness of the backstepping or
sliding mode controllers (Lee and Kim, 2001; Shin and Kim,
2004, 2006). The receding horizon controller also tends to
be hybridized with neural networks, support vector machine,
and so on to get the precise system model information used for
prediction of the states. As another approach, Garrard, Enns
and Snell (1992) applied a linear quadratic optimization to
the control of the angle of attack, where the solution of the
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation incurred by the nonlinear
dynamics was truncated.

6 SUMMARY

This chapter summarized the nonlinear control techniques
applicable especially for the flight control system design. To
get use of the existing linear control theories, the feedback
linearization was discussed in detail as well as the pseudo
linearization. The sliding mode control was touched upon
using the time-scale separation to apply to the flight dynam-
ics inevitably accompanying system uncertainties. This was
followed by the backstepping control whose advantage is
that it need not consider the time separation principle. As
an attractive recent nonlinear approach, this chapter briefly
dealt with the receding horizon control requiring the real-time
optimization. It looks promising to combine plural nonlin-
ear control techniques rather than to apply a single approach
to the flight control system as the modern nonlinear control
theories develop further.

NOTES

1. Here “non-local linearization” means a linearization of an
ordinary differential equation or a control system other
than Taylor linearization at a single equilibrium.

2. With v to be determined as a function of z and reference
signal.

3. Here z̄ , z − �(x0(p)) and v̄ , v − v0(p) with u0(p) =
k(x0(p), v0(p)).

4. A curve in the (x, u, f (x, u))-space is fully determined
by values of x and u alone. Thus transformation of (x, u)
into (z, v) by x = �−1(z), and thus u = k(�−1(z), v), fully
determines the new shape of the curve.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The problem of formation flight has been a topic of research
for many years and from different perspectives. The advan-
tages of flying in formation are very clear in manned
operations, since sensible drag reduction can be achieved,
yielding longer endurance and larger payload capability. The
main challenges in the dynamics and control area are in the
modeling process, which requires analytical representation
of the complex aerodynamic field surrounding the formation,
and reliable and robust control systems, for precise position
control, and for trajectory tracking. In addition to the control
management of a formation, there are other scenarios of inter-
est, which fall in the general category of formation. One in
particular is the autonomous aerial refueling problem. This is
a very demanding task for the pilots (tanker and aircraft to be
refueled), and for the boom operator (if refueling is not per-

formed by a probe and drogue system). The requirement for
tight relative position control in an aerodynamically turbulent
environment is very challenging from the flight control sys-
tem designer standpoint. This becomes more evident when
we study formation flight for unmanned air vehicles (UAVs),
since pilot override is not possible.

As mentioned above, accurate and reliable controllers for
inner loop stabilization and outer loop guidance are necessary
when we deal with formation flight of UAVs. UAV missions,
in fact, may require a wide variety of formation geometries,
tight formations for increased performance, loose forma-
tions for safety reasons, changes in formation shapes during
the mission, and other cases. In addition, a successful con-
troller must rely on added even redundant sensor suite, in
order to accommodate and perform “intelligent” decisions
by the vehicles comprising the formation. The literature in
this field is very vast, and most of the work relates to UAVs,
although formation flight of manned aircraft has been studied
as well.

Seminal contributions to the automated flight of a classi-
cal leader–wingman configuration and conditions for which
proportional integral (PI) control can handle nonlinearities
present in the formation dynamics can be found in Dargan,
Patcher and D’Azzo (1992) and Patcher, D’Azzo and Veth
(1996). Aerodynamic characteristics and directional stability
properties in air-to-air refueling found in Bloy et al. (1993),
Bloy and Jouma’a (1995), Giulietti et al. (2002), and Wang
and Mook (2003a) present analytical and experimental results
on aerodynamics modeling. Preliminary aerodynamic con-
siderations as well as the potential use of decentralized linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) based control were described
in Wolfe, Chichka and Speyer (1996), with reference to
unmanned aerial formations. More recently, at several levels,
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research efforts are directed and strategic priorities are
being given to the use of multiple UAVs for a large spec-
trum of platforms, from actual-size aircraft (NATO-AGARD
AR-31997) to reduced-size UAVs (NATO Advisory Group
for Aerospace Research and Development, 1994), and
to the implementation of microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) in flight (Brendley and Steeb, 1993).

2 MODELING

A mathematical model of a system for which a controller
is designed is always needed. For aerospace applications,
mainly for certification purposes, the model should be formal-
ized in terms of physical variables and/or variables directly
related to the physics of motion (for this reason, techniques
such as neural networks, genetic algorithms, and fuzzy sets
are not commonly accepted in the modeling process). As
a common practice in the design process, models used for
control synthesis are simpler, of lower order, possibly lin-
ear, whereas models used for analysis are more complex,
nonlinear, and are based on a mix of analytical elements,
experimental data, and system identification techniques. The
same holds for dynamic modeling of a formation, with the
major challenge being the presence of aerodynamic effects
(upwash, downwash, and wake interaction) due to the close
proximity of several vehicles.

The complexity of the aerodynamic field in the case of for-
mation flight has been studied in the past, however, mostly
limited to a two-ship situation. An interesting summary paper,
which collects the work of the same authors in previous years,
is the one by Patcher, D’Azzo and Proud (1996). The focus of
this work was in developing a control law capable of position-
ing the wingman aircraft such that maximum drag reduction
would be achieved. Aerodynamic interference of the lead air-
craft on the wingman was computed using an analogy with
electric field produced by an electric current in electromag-
netism. The lead aircraft was replaced by a horseshoe vortex
model, and the wing aircraft was assumed to have an ellip-
tical lift distribution. Wang and Mook (2003b) studied the
same problem by using vortex lattice numerical schemes, also
demonstrating definite advantages achievable by the wing’s
aircraft. Other interesting documentation relative to a two-
aircraft formation can be found in Larson and Schkolnik
(2004), Hanson et al. (2002), and Lavretsky (2002), which
describe in some details methodologies and results of NASA’s
AFF (Autonomous Formation Flight) Program. The literature
that deals with modeling of multiple vehicles in a formation,
especially unmanned air vehicles, is much more limited, and,
to the authors’ knowledge; no examples exist of detailed ana-
lytical and/or experimental modeling in this case, except for

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of formations for maximum lift/drag
ratio. Reproduced from Blake and Multhopp (1998).

some early work by Hummel (1996) and, Blake and Multhopp
(1998), which is summarized in Figure 1.

An interesting effort in developing an organized procedure
for the computation of aerodynamic effects in a formation can
be found in Giulietti et al. (2002). A procedure was designed
to model the aerodynamic effects of the downwash and
upwash in the formation limited to the case of lifting body sur-
faces. Figures 2 and 3 show the method used for segmenting

Figure 2. Vortex system segmentation of lifting line for a single
lifting body.

Figure 3. Wake segmentation for each vortex system.
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Flight Formation Control 3

each lifting surface (modeled using the lifting line technique)
and corresponding wake vortex (see Incompressible Flow
over Finite Wings).

Aerodynamic force and moment coefficients can be
directly introduced in the equations of motion without further
modification. Separation between isolated flight and forma-
tion contributions can be useful, especially in control system
design problems, in which the wake effects can be seen as
disturbances to be rejected by the controller, thus leading to
a generic expression shown in equation (1).

(
CF

CM

)
=

(
CFi

CMi

)
+

(
CFf

CMf

)
(1)

If we consider, for example, a standard rigid body six
degrees-of-freedom nonlinear model in the aerodynamic
reference frame, equation (1) yields:
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The variation of the critical aerodynamic coefficients for this
example is given in Table 1.

As an application example, consider a formation of three
aircraft as shown in Figure 4. The relative nominal distances
were 3 and 7.5 m along the x and y axes, respectively. Figure 5
shows the wake shape for a number of vortex segments equal
to 20, and a number of wake segments equal to 10.

Table 1. Aerodynamic coefficients comparison.

Formation flight
Coefficients Single
(body axis) aircraft Aircraft 1 Aircraft 2 Aircraft 3

Cx 0.025037 0.025422 0.026517 0.026517
Cy 0 0 −0.000082 −0.000082
Cz −0.692947 −0.695880 −0.703952 −0.703952
Cl 0 0 0.000848 −0.000848
Cm 0.125725 0.125506 0.125106 0.125106
Cn 0 0 0.000124 −0.000124

Figure 4. Test data for aerodynamic forces and moments compu-
tation.

Figure 5. Wake shape graphical computation.

3 CONTROL STRATEGIES

The control problem for a formation of unmanned air vehi-
cles differs not much from the single vehicle problem. The
main differences lie in the formation control component, and
in the communication capabilities of the formation itself. The
formation control component is essentially an outer loop of
sorts, which may be incorporated into each vehicle’s guidance
or navigation loops. Communication capabilities determine
how much information can be exchanged by and/or provided
to each vehicle, to carry out the formation control implemen-
tation.

One early example of bio-inspired modeling can be found
in Giulietti, Pollini and Innocenti 2000. For long distance
migration flight, birds of several species tend to move in a
formation, flying close to each other maintaining a defined
geometrical shape. There are two main reasons that birds
fly in a formation; the first reason is related to aerodynamic
considerations while the other is due to their “social behav-
ior.” In terms of aerodynamic effects, birds take advantage
of the induced velocity produced by the wingtip vortex phe-
nomenon: the inner wing of each bird in a V formation, for
example, gains an increase in lift and then a reduction in
induced drag from the upward rising side of the vortex left by
the outer wing of the bird ahead. For this reason, it is important
that each bird in the group keeps its position; losing position
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4 Flight Control

by one or more birds means to lose a nonnegligible portion of
aerodynamic efficiency. On the other hand, birds like geese
and swans form “family” groups: offsprings remain with par-
ents one or two seasons after the birth and fly together with
them during the migration. The elements in such formations
know each other and try to remain together independently of
aerodynamic advantages while other birds like storks live in
nonfamiliar group, but fly together with others just in order
to improve the efficiency of the migration (especially during
food searching or mating season). To impose these behaviors
to a formation of vehicles, the aircraft in a formation are not
referring to each other anymore, but they are required to keep
a specified distance from an imaginary point called forma-
tion geometry center (FGC). The FGC position depends on
the relative distances between the aircraft in the formation
itself.

V̇ = g

(
T − D

W
− sin γ

)

γ̇ = g

V
(n·cos ϕ − cos γ)

χ̇ = g·n·sin ϕ

V ·cos γ

ẋ = V cos γ cos χ

ẏ = V cos γ sin χ

ż = −V sin γ

(4)

In the presence of disturbances, for instance, if one of
the aircraft loses its position, the other senses the change,
and departs momentarily from the prescribed trajectory,
maneuvering altogether in order to reconstitute the formation
geometry.

Once the geometry has been reached again, all aircraft
continue to follow the prescribed trajectory. Equation (4)
above describes the point mass model, in standard notation,
for formation control.

For an N aircraft formation, the FGC dynamics are

PFGC =




ẋFGC

ẏFGC

żFGC


 = 1

N

N∑
i=1




Vicos γi cos χi

Vicos γi sin χ

−Vi sin γi


 (5)

Integrating equation (5), the relative position can be found
in body-fixed axes and in the kinematic frame:

dE
i = PFGC − P i

dk
i = T kEdE

i

(6)

Figure 6. Block diagram for the formation controller.

In order to reproduce a natural behavior of migration birds,
a formation controller (FC) was designed referring to a lin-
earized set of equations about a selected flight condition and
described by the following state–space model:

ẋ =
(

ẋT

ḋ

)
= Ax + Buc

y = Cx, uc = [
uT uP

]T

(7)

where xT is the state vector and d is the vehicles’ relative
position vector with respect to the FGC. A combined con-
troller can be found by using LQ–servo techniques, yielding
the appropriate gain matrices, and a design blending param-
eter f shown in equation (7), and in Figure 6.

uc = (1 − f )uT + fuP = (1 − f )KT eT + fKPeP (8)

The results of a simulation representing a 30◦ heading
change for each aircraft are shown in Figure 7. The plots
are relative to several values of the blending parameter, from
f = 1 (position tracking priority) to f = 0 (trajectory tracking
priority).

A more comprehensive study of a formation control devel-
opment can be found in Giulietti, Pollini and Innocenti
(2000). The structure of the controller is depicted in Figure 8.
The formation flight controller is implemented by a two-loop
system.

The main task of the inner loop controller is to allow track-
ing of commanded velocity, altitude, and heading TC = (VC,
HC, ψC) and it actually operates as a preset autopilot for
the formation management. Linear quadratic regulation tech-
niques were used for synthesis of the inner loop.

The choice of the methodology was dictated primarily by
the relative speed with which suitable gains can be found,
and the fact that it is of general use in this context. The model
used for the inner loop is a standard derivation of lineariza-
tion techniques, and separation between longitudinal- and
lateral-directional modes. Equation (8) shows the equations
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Flight Formation Control 5

Figure 7. Computer simulation of heading response for a two-ship formation.

Figure 8. Functional block diagram of a formation controller.

of motion for the longitudinal mode, with the inclusion of
a second-order model for the engine thrust. The inner loop
gains can be found using a linear quadratic servo optimiza-
tion given by the minimization of a performance index as in
equation (9).

ẋlong = Alongxlong + Blongulong = Along




u

w

q

θ

h

e1

e2




+ Blong

[
δe

δth

]

(9)

A similar procedure is applied for the gain computation in
the lateral-directional axis.

∫ ∞

0

(
yTQy + uT

longRulong

)
dt

y = [I5 0]

[
xlongA

xlongE

]

ulong = Klongxlong

(10)

The outer loop formation controller generates a refer-
ence path command for the inner loop, in order to follow
the desired formation trajectory, and to maintain the air-
craft position inside the formation. The main objective of
the formation controller, also based on LQR techniques, is
to maintain the formation geometry. To compute the distance
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6 Flight Control

Figure 9. Wingman 2 simulation results (airspeed and altitude commands’ responses).

to its reference, each aircraft acquires its position P = (X, Y,
H) from a GPS-based position sensing system, and receives,
through appropriate communication channels, other aircraft’s
positions PR = (XR, YR, HR). The formation controller is also
responsible for having each aircraft follow a prescribed path.
To validate the overall control system performance, several
computer simulations were performed with a three-aircraft
diagonal formation shown in Figure 9.

The relative nominal distances between each aircraft were
set to be 15 and 10 m along the x and y-axis, respectively,
while the altitude was the same for all. With respect to the
sequential references chain, two types of simulations were
performed with two different strategies.

Leader Mode: Both Wingman 1 and Wingman 2 take the
trajectory references from the leader of the formation.
Front Mode: Each aircraft takes its reference from the
preceding one. In this case, Wingman 1 is referred to
leader and Wingman 2 is referred to Wingman 1. Figure
9 shows the responses of the Wingman 2 to airspeed and
altitude commands in Leader Mode and Front Mode. In
the Front Mode structure, Wingman 2 presents a poorer
transient response, due to error propagation. A forma-
tion controller based on Leader Mode suggests better
transient responses because of the absence of error prop-
agation along the references chain. On the other hand, this
type of formation structure may be more critical, because
in this case Wingman 2, which is directly connected to the
Leader, has no information about its distance to Wing-
man 1; therefore, it would not be capable of avoiding a
collision with Wingman 1.

Inner loop and outer loop controllers are usually over-
seen by a manager and/or decision maker responsible for

high-level functions within the formation. There are many
structures possible for this purpose. Management of the air-
craft formation can be centralized or decentralized. In the
former case, the manager can be one of the aircraft or
ground based. The centralized scheme has several disad-
vantages: if ground based, the amount of communications
required between the formation and the manager may be
undesirable for some applications; in addition, formation fail-
ures must be detected and recovered as rapidly as possible
and ground-based management may introduce unacceptable
delays. The major advantage of ground-based management is
the capability to react to and reach decisions from a possibly
higher level of “intelligence” than that achievable by onboard
computers.

In a decentralized management scheme, each aircraft has
a certain level of decision autonomy in order to achieve for-
mation reconfiguration, navigation, and to meet the mission
goals. One of the known issues with distributed management
is that the decision-making algorithm must produce determin-
istic results on all the managed components, that is, on all the
aircraft. Conflicting decisions must be avoided for formation
safety. There are, however, several advantages, for instance,
only interaircraft information is exchanged, except for pos-
sible mission updates that can be decided only at the ground
control station; the same data channels used by formation-
keeping control could be used to exchange management
information; low power or alternatively nonradio-based com-
munications, such as optical sensors, can be used because
of the small distances among aircraft. This could be very
important for military applications.

Information exchange between aircraft can be point to
point or broadcast. In the former, not all the aircraft receive
dynamic and management data from the others. In the latter,
every aircraft receives and sends data to the others. In both
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the cases, graph theory can be used to describe interaircraft
communication.

The aircraft can be thought of as the nodes of a graph.
The physical communication channels create the arcs in the
graph. These arcs are oriented because, in the most general
case, channels are not bidirectional; this is not a limitation,
because two nodes can be connected by two opposite direc-
tion arcs to model a bidirectional channel. The graph must
also be connected because, if two subgraphs exist without any
arc connecting them, the aircraft inside the two groups can-
not behave like a formation resulting in fact as two separate
formations. The communications graph should be redun-
dant from the standpoint of the capability of propagating
information. In the event of failures, this redundancy leaves
room for reconfiguration. However, having the capability of
using a channel does not mean that it must be used at all
times.

Optimization of available channels under a cost function
constraint can be achieved via graph programming tech-
niques. In an optimization technique, each arc has a weight.
The cost function will minimize the total cost of the informa-
tion paths throughout the formation using the arcs’ weights
to evaluate the cost of a connection. Weights can be chosen
depending on various criteria, for example, the capability of
the formation control system to maintain constant interair-
craft distances, or formation safety. In general, since the
positioning error propagates and increases throughout the
formation, the optimization algorithm should then consider
optimizing the minimum error propagation path.

The optimization problem solved using graph search tech-
niques requires some assumptions as described in Giulietti,
Pollini and Innocenti (2000), and the optimal communication
transfer can be seen as the so-called shortest path problem. In
this framework, it is possible to introduce the common con-
cept of virtual leader, as a fundamental element of the graph
connectivity tree provided there are no cycles in the graph.
Suppose that at least one of the aircraft knows the mission
reference trajectory. This reference trajectory can be seen as
the effective formation leader, and can be represented in the
graph by a node (virtual leader, VL), so that each aircraft that
knows the mission trajectory has one communication channel
with the VL. If a cycle exists, since the graph must be con-
nected, it must contain all nodes. However, because at least
one node has the VL as its only reference, and the VL has
no incoming arcs by definition, the VL and all nodes using
the mission trajectory as reference cannot be part of a cycle.
Thus, the graph cannot have any cycle, and the VL will be
the root of the solution tree. A common technique for solv-
ing shortest path problems is Dijkstra’s algorithm (Hillier and
Lieberman, 1993; Innocenti et al., 1999). It has polynomial
complexity, it guarantees optimality of the solution, and it is
deterministic; that is, starting from the same conditions, all

runs lead to the same solution. Each node i has a potential
d(i) and a preceding node p(i), and represents a position in
the formation, not necessarily an aircraft. The potential is a
temporary value used by the algorithm and is initialized to
+∞, except for the VL that has zero potential. For all the
nodes, the initial value for the preceding node is the VL.
Dijkstra’s algorithm can also be modified to obtain the opti-
mal redundant channels among those outside the optimal arcs
set. Suppose we need m total possible channels for each node,
that is, m − 1 redundant channels. The unmodified algorithm
can still be used to find the optimal solution. At the end of
the optimization procedure, the nodes’ potentials are frozen.
Then for all nodes i in the S set, select m − 1 incoming arcs
that have the minimum value of d′(i) = d(j) + Cji , where j is a
possible redundant preceding node, and order for increasing
values of d′(i). This modification computes suboptimal solu-
tions. The arcs chosen with this technique can be considered
suboptimal because they are the second-best choices: after
removing the incoming arc of a node belonging to the opti-
mal path, the new optimal incoming arc that a new run of the
algorithm will produce is the first one of this redundant arcs
list.

Figure 10 shows the simulation for the optimal communi-
cation path of a sample formation. On the left graph, while
the VL is connected with all aircraft, not all possible interair-
craft connections are present. On the right graph, the results
of the modified Dijkstra’s algorithm are given. The optimal
path, solid line, and each node potential are shown, together
with the redundant channel. When a node switches refer-
ence and uses a suboptimal path, its potential increases, and
a reconfiguration procedure must be run on all the nodes of
the subtree that originates from that node. Since the detected
failure and the new node potential after reconfiguration must
be propagated to the nodes that belong to the optimal node
subtree path only, the same communication channels used
for formation-keeping data can also be used to exchange
potential updates. Furthermore, since after all nodes have
completed the reconfiguration, the new graph is optimal; this
procedure can be repeated in case of successive failures, with-
out having to reconsider optimization of the whole graph.
This means that any number or combination of successive
failures can be managed with this subtree-based technique
without compromising whole graph optimality.

A different approach to the decision-making process and
applicable to formation flight can be found in Knoll and Beck
(2006). The procedure is very different from the one outlined
above, in that it concentrates on a somewhat rigid process-
based structure, rather than a dynamic one. The aircraft flying
in the most forward position is the lead aircraft, as it has
no other aircraft interfering with its forward-looking sensors
(weather radar, for instance), and can maneuver with compar-
atively few restrictions. The leader determines the formation
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8 Flight Control

Figure 10. Application of Dijkstra’s algorithm to a formation of 6 aircraft: (a) optimal connection; and (b) redundant connection.

to be flown. The decision-making process is shown in Figure
11, as specialized to a formation flight problem.

Strategic decisions are made at Level 1 with the following
priorities: first of all the aircraft must be flown safely and eco-

nomically to the destination airport. Be aware of limitations,
such as sensitive cargo that require reduced maximum and
minimum load factors and airspeed during heavy turbulence.
Follow the route, altitude, and airspeed specified by air traffic

Figure 11. Typical decision-making structure with fixed hierarchical approach.
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control and fly over the waypoints for the rendezvous with
other aircraft. If possible, use the formation with other aircraft
in order to reduce fuel consumption. Whenever Level 1 of the
decision structure makes the strategic decision to continue in
a formation, Level 2 module performs all decision-making
regarding the formation flight itself.

4 RECONFIGURATION

The problem of reconfiguration for a formation of UAVs is
essentially twofold. The first aspect deals with changes in
formation’s shape due to mission requirements, performance
issues, obstacle avoidance, and similar aspects. The second
aspect refers to changes due to failures of various types occur-
ring to a single vehicle, and/or the formation itself (Innocenti
and Giulietti, 2004). This section describes a subset of the lat-
ter aspect, while detailed research on the former can be found
in the literature relating to path planning and motion con-
trol of unmanned vehicles. The main reference is the block
diagram in Figure 12. The main issues involved in control
and management of an aircraft formation are trajectory track-
ing and interaircraft relative distance regulation. In the case
of decentralized management, each vehicle in the formation
needs to exchange data, such as position and trajectory infor-
mation. Many different configurations could be found for the
communication flow within a formation, and not all of these
configurations may provide good performance. Thus, the first
step is to find an “optimal” one, among different configu-
rations for information exchange. Optimization of available
communication channels based on a cost function figure of
merit can be achieved using a variety of methods; here, the
problem is addressed using graph-programming techniques,
as described in Section 3.

In general, since the position error propagates and
increases throughout the formation, the optimization algo-
rithm should include the minimization of the minimum error
propagation path. Once an optimal solution for the com-
munication flow is found, the next step in the formation
management design consists in giving the structure adequate
robustness to communication failures. A failure in the com-
munication occurs when one or more aircraft of the formation

Figure 12. Reference management and formation controller

loses the information exchange capability (send or receive
data). After a failure, there may be one or more connections
lost and then a new channel configuration must be found.
The resulting configuration will not be optimal, because of
the loss of one or more channels, but it will be the optimal
solution according to the new set of nodes and arcs. The
algorithm for the reoptimization of the interaircraft connec-
tion is triggered by the fault detection, and it is decentralized
for faster reconfiguration time, and information other than
that strictly needed for the formation-keeping control system
must be exchanged on the data channels. The reconfigura-
tion process must be the same for all aircraft; that is, the local
copy of the graph describing the formation communications
must be identical in all aircraft at all times. The presence
of an outgoing arc in a node in the graph implies the capa-
bility of transmitting information, while an incoming arc is
related to the capability of receiving information. Two vir-
tual devices model such capabilities: a transmitter (TX) and
a receiver (RX). These devices are “virtual” in the sense that
failure implies the loss of the device capability, irrespective
of what subcomponent has actually failed (antennas, CPU,
transmission bus, etc.).

After a generic fault, a fast reconfiguration procedure is
run to restore formation-keeping as quickly as possible. When
the formation communications are in a safe configuration
again, it may be necessary to switch aircraft positions or
move an aircraft to an empty node to maximize the forma-
tion keeping and safety of all aircraft inside the formation.
Since the node-changing decision is decentralized, the algo-
rithm that makes the decision must be deterministic to avoid
simultaneous conflicting decisions by more than one aircraft
in response to the same post-fault reconfiguration require-
ments. Even if the available communication channels, those
used to exchange flight data for formation control, are suffi-
cient for optimal channel reconfiguration, it is possible that
the best aircraft candidate for making the node change deci-
sion may not be informed of the fault event. To keep all
aircraft informed of active nodes, that is, nodes occupied by
an aircraft, an alternative broadcast communication channel
is introduced that transmits data at low frequency. Commu-
nications on the broadcast channel (BC) are asynchronous,
because the formation must react to failure events with the
shortest delay possible. After the formation communications
have been reoptimized, it may be necessary to move the air-
craft inside the formation to fill holes left by a missing aircraft
or to exchange two or more aircraft positions to reach desired
formation geometry, and to maximize the formation-keeping
capability and safety of all aircraft inside the formation. Since
formation safety and its precise control capability are mea-
sured by the total cost of the communication tree after a
generic failure, the new communication cost is greater than
or equal to the preceding one. By moving and exchanging
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Figure 13. Minimum cost graph and reconfiguration due to loss of aircraft 3.

two or more aircraft inside the formation, some arcs that were
assigned a weight of infinity, as unusable arcs because of bro-
ken TXs or RXs, could regain their original weight or have
assigned a finite weight; thus, it is possible to decrease the
total communication tree cost. The introduction of heuristic
rules embedded into the reconfiguration process in terms of
reconfiguration maps accommodates this situation.

An example of application of the procedure outlined
above is shown next. In this example, the execution of the
reconfiguration procedure is complete, and it involves Dijk-
stra’s algorithm, broadcast channel information exchange,
and the use of reconfiguration maps. The formation has 6
aircraft, with aircraft number 3 experiencing complete TX–
RX loss. Figure 13 shows the sequence of events leading
first to reestablishing total communication links, and sec-
ond changing the formation to achieve minimum cost. The
software overseeing the entire procedure uses a finite state
machine approach, and resides on each vehicle’s formation
controller.

5 SENSORS

Formation flight, especially when tight or rigid formations
are required, relies greatly on the flight controller. However,
reliable and additional sensors may be required to achieve
controlled performance. Current research directions in the
unmanned vehicles’ field are devoted to synthetic vision that
should empower autonomous vehicles’ capabilities of autolo-
calization, and autonomous operation such as formation flight
and aerial refueling and solve the typical problems associated
with standard inertial-aided GPS navigation: loss of satellite
signal, fast estimation drift in low cost inertial measurement
units. One of possible choices in aiding GPS/INS measure-
ments is the use of vision-based sensors, to be used when the
aircraft are in close proximity of each other (Pollini, Innocenti
and Mati, 2005). A set of active or passive markers, that is
light emitting or reflecting/diffusing light, are attached to the
object to be recognized; different choices will be necessary
for formation flight or refueling for instance. The structure
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Figure 14. Use of vision-based sensors in formation flight control.

for introducing vision sensing information in the control loop
is highlighted in Figure 14.

The application of vision algorithms requires the solution
of the so-called pose estimation problem, that is, recovering
the relative displacement and attitude between the camera,
whose position is known, and a body that as a set of markers
in exactly known 3D locations are attached. For applications
of vision-based navigation to formation flight, very high accu-
racy and reliability are required. In Pollini, Innocenti and Mati
2005, a modification of the widely used LHM algorithm was
presented in order to take into account situations that a stan-
dard LHM cannot resolve, such as the markers 2D acquisition
form a nonconvex configuration, and some of the markers are
missing.

6 EXAMPLES

Although research work in formation flight has been exten-
sive in the past 10–15 years, actual in-flight tests have been
rare. The first example is the Autonomous Formation Flight
project run by NASA DFRC, the Boeing Co., and UCLA in
the early 2000s. Larson and Schkolnik (2004), Hanson et al.
(2002), and Lavretsky (2002) present a detailed description
of the study and flight test. The AFF project had three planned
phases; beginning with autonomous station keeping without
drag reduction, then proceeding to the piloted mapping of
wingtip vortex locations and effects, and finally culminating
with the testing of an autonomous drag reduction system. The

Figure 15. WVU UAV aircraft fleet.

project, however, was cancelled shortly after completion of
the second phase.

A second example, achieved with more limited resources
but with very interesting results, is the research carried out
at West Virginia University relating to the design, manu-
facturing, and test flight of three unmanned YF-22 models,
flying in a formation (Napolitano, 2005; Gu et al., 2007).
The ambitious research project started with the design and
manufacturing of three replicas of the YF-22 jet fighter air-
craft shown in Figure 15. Each model is 3 m long, with a
wingspan of about 2 m, a weight of 23 kg, and an electronic
payload of about 5 kg. The propulsion system consists of
a jet engine manufactured using a single stage centrifugal
compressor driven by a single axial flow turbine wheel.

The main objective of this project was to provide a flight
demonstration of formation control using UAV research
aircraft models. In the selected formation configuration, a
radio control (R/C) pilot maintains ground control of the
“leader” aircraft, while two autonomous “follower” aircraft
are required to maintain a predefined position and orientation
with respect to the “leader” aircraft. Each of the “follower”
aircraft was essentially an autonomous vehicle once engaged
into the formation flight mode. Individual pilots controlled
each aircraft from a ground transmitter during takeoff and
up to formation engagement, as well as after formation dis-
engagement and landing procedures. Autonomous formation
was engaged after all aircraft reached a predetermined alti-
tude at a preselected rendezvous point. In June 2006, a
successful test flight was carried out.

7 SUMMARY

This chapter presented some of the issues concerning
autonomous formation flight. Although not near complete,
typical problems in modeling, control design, integrated sens-
ing, and reconfiguration in the presence of selected failures
were described. Two examples of actual flight experiments
carried out in the past 3–4 years were also highlighted,
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underlying the success both at the industrial as well as the
academic level.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The use of unmanned vehicles for various military and civil-
ian missions in the air, sea, space, and on the ground, has
received growing attention in the last decade. Although it
presents many challenges, there are a variety of advantages
to taking the human out of the cockpit. Apart from the obvious
advantage of not placing human life in harm’s way, the lack
of an on-board human operator enables longer endurance.
Moreover, working in groups presents the opportunity for
new operational paradigms. This chapter will concentrate on
the cooperative decision and control problem associated with
the operation of a group of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
against multiple ground targets. The concepts that will be
presented are general in nature and thus can be extended to
other problems involving cooperative unmanned systems or
cooperative task execution for manned aircraft.

1.1 Motivation

A group of vehicles working together to achieve a common
objective is a cooperative team. The main motivation for team
cooperation stems from the possible synergy, as the group
performance is expected to exceed the sum of the perfor-
mance of the individual UAVs. Such cooperation, possible
only if the UAVs have a high level of autonomy, can result
in improved performance due to global information, team
resource management, and enhanced robustness to failures.

Each UAV carries a payload enabling it to sense the envi-
ronment. By sharing sensor information via a communication
network, the entire team can act based on shared, even global
situation awareness, instead of the individually available local
information. The UAVs can make team decisions regarding
flight paths and actions in the uncertain environment, instead
of operating independently. Having a cooperative decision
algorithm, allows efficient allocation of the overall group re-
sources over multiple tasks. Moreover, sharing information
allows the team to compensate for task failures or loss of
vehicles. Through cooperation, the team can re-configure its
distribution architecture to minimize the performance degra-
dation resulting from vehicle failures.

1.2 Cooperative control structure

Team cooperative decision and control controllers can be
characterized in many ways, but one critical question is the
information and decision-making structure. Information can
be heavily shared, even global, or largely local, in which even
case the team is more dependent on predictive model solu-
tions for good performance. The decision architecture can be
centralized, which can be thought of as requiring command
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2 Flight Control

driven solutions, typically computed at a single location and
broadcast to the team, or more decentralized with solutions
computed partially by each element of the team.

In a centralized control problem, all of the state infor-
mation from the distributed vehicles or agents is sent to a
centralized agent where it is operated on by a large deci-
sion and control program. The resultant individual plans and
assignments are disseminated out to the respective vehicles
to be executed. This approach can lack significant robustness,
is computationally complex, and doesn’t scale well. Scaling
well means that controller complexity is roughly proportional
to team size.

The most decentralized control architecture uses little if
any global information. In the limit, there is no communi-
cation between the vehicles and information is only inferred
about the other vehicles’ objectives by measuring their ac-
tions through their sensors. In general, this approach leads
to an average macro level of performance. For example, the
team can maintain some loose cohesion, and a nominal tra-
jectory. The achievable performance is low due to the absence
of communication and little global coordinating information.
This class of controller performs poorly in cases involving
dominant coupling constraints.

1.3 Attributes

Three main attributes associated with cooperative decision
and control problems, such as the ones described in this
chapter, are complexity, imperfect information, and imple-
mentability.

Cooperative decision and control problems are complex.
The sheer size of the problem (e.g., number of vehicles, tar-
gets, and threats) is one form of complexity. However, in
scenarios such as combat ISR, coupling between the com-
pletion of the different tasks and coupling between the as-
signment process and trajectory optimization have the most
significant impact on complexity. For example, if the vehi-
cles each have a default task of searching, then performing
it cooperatively introduces extensive coupling in their search
trajectories. Once a target has been found it may need to
be simultaneously tracked by at least two vehicles and at-
tacked by a third, which further imposes coupling between the
trajectories of different team members.

Most cooperative teams will operate with limited, imper-
fect information. The full information state is usually not, in
practice, available anywhere in the network. The challenge
is to perform the tasks cooperatively to achieve mission ob-
jectives under limited information. A specified level of team
performance and team coherence requires a minimum level
of shared information. This should include the team objective

function, a subset of the events, and a set of functions that
represent the ability of the vehicles to perform actions. Ide-
ally, there should be sufficient information to ensure that all
the tasks are covered and the tasks are consistent. Also, the
vehicles may have state estimation and prediction models to
provide information that is not readily available. Information
flow imperfections, such as communication delays, may pro-
duce different information sets for the different vehicles in
the group, which can lead to multiple strategies. The result
can be un-coordinated assignments, such as multiple vehi-
cles wrongly assigned to perform the same task on a certain
target, while leaving other tasks unassigned.

In the design of cooperative decision and control algo-
rithms, many practical factors must be taken into account to
ensure implementability on UAVs in real-life missions. One
such factor is computation time. For “real-time” operations,
the time cooperative control algorithms must be able to make
cooperative control decisions faster than the time scale of
mission activity. For instance, given that a mission requires
that high value targets be prosecuted immediately upon dis-
covery, then because of travel time, if any of the UAVs are
close to the target there is short time to make an assignment
decision. The ability to make decisions in the required time
frame is a function of the cooperative control algorithms and
the capability of the data processors on the UAVs. While find-
ing optimal cooperative decision and control solutions can be
computationally intractable, it is possible to implement sub-
optimal algorithms that calculate solutions quickly that can
then be improved over the available decision time window.

2 COMPLEXITY IN COOPERATIVE
TEAMS

In cooperative teams, an interactive decision making process
between vehicles takes place, while individual vehicle auton-
omy is preserved. There is a continuum between centralized
and decentralized control. If a fully decentralized team means
no communication, then in a cooperative team there is a re-
quirement for the minimum level of globally communicated
information that allows the desired level of team performance
to be achieved.

A team is here defined as a collection of spatially dis-
tributed controlled objects, also known as UAVs, that have
objectives in common (Marschak and Radner, 1972; Ho and
Chu, 1972). Air vehicles may be a too restrictive term – gener-
ically, a team consists of members, or agents, and the team can
(and generally will) include humans as operators, task per-
formers (think of target recognition), and/or supervisors. The
presence of a common objective forges a team and induces
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cooperative behavior. If the air vehicles are working together
to achieve a common objective, then they are considered a
team. At the same time, additional individual objectives of
the team members can encourage team members to opt for
a weak degree of non-cooperation, mild competition, or out-
right adversarial action.

When team decision and control problems are dis-
cussed, it is important to address the unstructured en-
vironment/uncertainty, the organizational structure, the
information pattern, and task coupling. Individual operational
scenarios can be dominated by one of the above, but will con-
tain elements of all of them. The interaction of these different
facets of a team problem cannot be ignored. The vehicles are
coupled through the performance/objective function and the
task constraints.

In general, the performance of cooperative control can
be characterized by task coupling, uncertainty, communica-
tions delays, and partial information. The interaction of these
dimensions renders cooperative optimal control a complex
problem. Currently, no working theory of cooperative sys-
tems that takes all these dimensions into account exists. A
hierarchical decomposition is normally used to reduce the
problem to more digestible bits, but optimality is forfeited in
the process. Some degree of coupling is ignored to achieve
decomposition. This results in a suboptimal solution but im-
proves solvability and robustness. Many times robustness
comes at the expense of optimality, and vice versa. Indeed,
the optimal operating point might be sensitive to changes in
the problem parameters.

Team control and optimization problems are decom-
posed in space, time, or along function lines. Forming of
sub-teams of UAVs and tasks can also be done by graph
theoretic methods (Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982), set
partition approaches (Balas and Padberg, 1976), and rela-
tive benefit optimization techniques (Rasmussen, Chandler
and Schumacher, 2002), as well as by brute force search
(Rasmussenet al., 2003). The sub-team optimization prob-
lem then reduces to the multiple assignment problem: deter-
mine the task sequence and timing, for each team member,
that satisfies all the constraints while minimizing an overall
team objective function. The individual vehicles then per-
form their own task planning and send coordinating informa-
tion, preferably a sufficient statistic, around the network or
to a team leader. Algorithms for constrained multiple task
assignment include: heuristic search, for example, branch
and bound, Tabu search, or genetic algorithms (Balas and
Carrera, 1996), generalized assignment (Burkard and Cela,
1998), linear programming (Dantzig, 1963), iterative network
flow (Bertsekas, 1992; Goldberg and Tarjan, 1990), and itera-
tive auction (Bertsekas, 1988; Kempka, Kennington and Zaki,
1991). One of the primary contributors to the complexity of

multiple assignment is task coupling in the face of floating
timing constraints–the latter brings in aspects of job shop flow
optimization, or scheduling.

2.1 Task coupling

UAV team missions such as suppression of enemy air
defenses and wide area search and destroy are dominated
by coupled tasks with floating timing constraints. There are a
number of issues involved in solving the multiple assignment
problem in a cooperative framework. Chief among these is
the ability to decouple assignment from path planning for
specific tasks. This means that tasks and path plans are gen-
erated to determine costs that are then used in the assignment
process. The assumption is that these calculations are still
valid after the assignment is made. This is even more so for
tour sequences. Unless all possible tours are generated, sub-
optimality is created when chaining together tasks.

Also, assignment is also decoupled from timing. For
example, task tours are assigned first. Then the task order
and precedence are enforced. This can be done myopically to
set the task time using the earliest task that needs to be done,
then the next, and so on, or the task times can be negotiated
between the vehicles until a set of task times is arrived at
that satisfies all the timing constraints. The assumption here
is that these task times will not have a different, closer to
optimal assignment. The decomposition assumptions to ad-
dress coupling may lead to infeasibility, where all the tasks
can not be assigned, as well as a significant degree of sub-
optimality, also known as poor performance. If the task cou-
pling is strong, decentralization more difficult (Rasmussen
et al., 2003) – optimality is sacrificed, the algorithm may
induce churning, and feasibility is not guaranteed.

2.2 Uncertainty

Some cooperative team problems can be dominated by un-
certainty rather than by task coupling. This is true for those
missions where the target identification, target localization,
threat identification, and threat location are not known in
advance. Some of this information may be known, while the
rest is estimated using a priori given probability distributions.
The challenge is to calculate the expected future value of a
decision or action taken now. For example, if the UAVs use
their resources on targets now, there may be no reserves left
for targets that are found later and that have higher value. At
the same time, actions taken now might decrease the level of
uncertainty. The latter can be gauged using information theo-
retic concepts. Possible choices are to myopically follow the
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decision path of least risk, or follow the decision path that
maximizes the possible options in the future. Of course, the
safest and middle of the road decisions are not generally the
best. Furthermore, one critical source of uncertainty is associ-
ated with the actions of an adversary in response to an action
taken by the UAVs. Possible approaches to account for un-
certainty are stochastic dynamic programming and Markov
decision processes (Puterman, 2005), Bayesian belief net-
works (Jensen, 1996), information theory (Gallager, 1968),
and, in the case of no information – game theory (Luce and
Raiffa, 1989).

2.3 Communication

The basic premise of cooperative control is that the UAVs can
communicate whenever and as much as they need to. All net-
works incur link delays, and if these delays are sufficiently
long compared to the time between events, they can com-
pletely nullify the benefits of team cooperation (cooperative
control). Recall that control system delays in the feedback
path are conducive to instability. A critical choice here is
whether the team decisions are synchronous or asynchronous.
Synchronous implies that there is a common (and up to date)
data base accessible to all the vehicles. If an event occurs
locally, the event and all associated information is shared
across the network and a decision based on the new event
cannot occur until this happens. Under this protocol, a sin-
gle actor can slow down the whole team and compromise
time critical tasks. Strategies are needed to maintain team
coherence and performance. Synchronous team protocols are
frequently used in conjunction with a redundant centralized
decision approach where each member of the team solves
the same decision problem for the whole team, thus ensuring
centralized optimality.

Asynchronous decision protocols however, while more ro-
bust to delays, are much more difficult to verify and prove cor-
rect operation. They are susceptible to inconsistent informa-
tion across the network, can lead to decision cycling/churning
and infeasibility. The higher the rate of occurrence of events,
the more difficult these problems become because the in-
put’s frequency exceeds the system’s “bandwidth”. Some
useful protocols include consensus voting (Olfati-Saber
and Murray, 2002), parallel computing and load balancing
(Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1989), job shop scheduling (Sycara
and Liu, 1996), and contract nets (Sandholm and Thomas,
1993). However, with false information and sufficient de-
lays, consensus may never be reached. Indeed, false infor-
mation strongly negates the benefits of cooperative control.
The situation is somewhat analogous to the feedback control
situation: feedback action is superior to open loop control,

provided the signal to noise ratio in the measurement is high.
One then takes advantage of the benefit of feedback. If how-
ever the measurements are very noisy, one might be better
off ignoring the measurements and instead opt for open loop
(feed-forward or model-based) control.

2.4 Partial information

Decentralized control (Kuhn, 1953) as well as cooperative
teams are characterized by limited, or partial information.
The full information state is not available anywhere in the
network. The challenge is to perform the tasks cooperatively
and achieve a degree of optimality under limited and dis-
tributed information.

A specified level of team performance and team coherence
requires a minimum level of shared information, for example,
the team objective function, a subset of the relevant events –
for example, pop up target information, and part of the state
vector, for example, the fuel state of the UAVs. There should
be sufficient information to ensure that all the tasks are ac-
counted for and the tasks are consistent. This can be con-
sidered the “sufficient statistic”. Also, the vehicles may have
state estimation and prediction models to provide information
that is not available locally. Interestingly, the vehicles may
have different objective functions as well as inconsistent and
delayed information that can result in conflicts that need ar-
bitration or negotiation. False information, in particular, can
induce poor performance in a cooperative team – one may be
better off using non-cooperative control.

3 TASK ASSIGNMENT EXAMPLE

The UAV cooperative team problem can be highly complex,
even for relatively small teams. Generally, the available the-
ories and approaches can address only one or two aspects
of the problem at a time. We are often more interested in a
fast, feasible, and robust solution, rather than an optimal one.
Since there are many UAV scenarios of moderate size, say
4–8 vehicles, that are of interest, approaches such as MILP,
and stochastic dynamic programming may be sufficiently fast
at this scale, where a centralized optimal solution is possi-
ble. Thus, algorithm scalability may not always be a limiting
factor.

If more decentralization is desired, the primary limitation
is task coupling. Task coupling can be reduced if a myopic
or receding horizon procedure is used where not all tasks
are addressed up front. However, this can have a significant
impact on mission performance and even feasibility. Also,
in the drive for localization, algorithms such as auction and
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distributed constraint satisfaction can incur extensive mes-
sage traffic for all but the weakest task coupling. Finally,
false information and communication delays can completely
negate the benefits of cooperation – similar to losing the ben-
efits of feedback when the sensors are noisy and consequently
open loop control is preferable.

This section presents one task assignment method for as-
signing cooperating UAVs to multiple targets. The scenario
of interest involves wide area search munitions (WASMs),
where multiple homogeneous UAVs must cooperatively per-
form multiple tasks on multiple targets. The WASM scenario
is a good starting point for the study of cooperative deci-
sion and control. This scenario exhibits many of the essential
features of multi-agent cooperation that are encountered in
UAV teaming problems, without some of the additional com-
plications inherent in combat UAV operations, such as threat
avoidance. The assignment problem can be solved using a
capacitated transshipment problem formulation to assign, at
each stage, at most a single task to each vehicle.

3.1 Wide area search munition scenario

WASMs are small powered UAVs, each with a turbojet en-
gine and sufficient fuel to fly for a moderate duration. They
are deployed in groups from larger aircraft flying at higher
altitudes. Individually, the munitions are capable of search-
ing for, recognizing, and attacking targets. When employed
as a cooperative team instead of individuals, they can execute
missions much more efficiently. The vehicles communicate
target information whenever this information is updated by
any vehicle.

3.2 Required tasks

We begin with a set ofNv simultaneously deployed vehicles,
each with a life span of 30 minutes. Let

V = {1, 2, . . . , Nv} (1)

be the set of deployed UAVs. Targets that might be found
by searching fall into known classes according to the value
or “score” associated with destroying them. We index them
with n as they are found, so thatn = 1, . . . , Nt, whereNt is
the number of discovered targets and

T = {1, 2, . . . , Nt} (2)

is the set of these targets. LetVn denote the value of tar-
getn. The WASMs are assumed to begin a mission with no

information about specific target numbers or locations. The
WASM are assumed to have a laser detection and ranging
(LADAR) sensor that can scan a region in front of the vehi-
cle, and automatic target recognition (ATR) software capable
of identifying targets with some given probability. The ATR
process is modeled using a system that provides a probability
or “confidence” that the target has been correctly classified. A
potential target cannot be attacked until it has been identified
with a high confidence, which may require multiple looks
from different viewing angles.

3.3 Task definitions

The WASM are capable of performing four distinct tasks:
search, classification, attack, and verification. Which tasks
are required at any point in time is dependent on the available
target information.

Search involves using the LADAR sensor to find unknown
targets. Since cooperative search has been extensively studied
(Stone, 2004), it will not be addressed here. For the purposes
of our cooperative task assignment work, we assume an a
priori specified search pattern, for example the lawnmower
search, where the vehicles have pre-assigned search lanes
which, if completed, guarantee full coverage of the search
area. If a WASM leaves its search path to perform other tasks,
when it returns to search, it will return to the point where it
left the search pattern, and then continue. Once a potential
target, orspeculative, has been located, a classification task
is required. A classification is a second (or third) imaging
and ATR of the target, from a different view angle, to raise
the confidence level of the target identification. Once aspec-
ulative has been classified as an actual target, an attack task
is needed. To perform an attack, the WASM dives low over
the target and explodes, destroying itself and, hopefully, the
target as well. The target is then imaged by another WASM to
perform verification and confirm that the target has, in fact,
been destroyed. If the target is still alive, another WASM may
be tasked to attack it. Let

M = {C, A, V} (3)

be the set of tasks on each target where C, A, and V denote
classify, attack, and verify, respectively.

3.3.1 Precedence and task constraints

The three tasks needed to prosecute each target (classify, at-
tack, and verification) must be performed in the specified or-
der. Consequently, the cooperative planning algorithms must
ensure that the proper order is achieved, with possible addi-
tional delays required between tasks, such as a sufficient delay
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Figure 1. Target state transition diagram.

between attack and verification to allow any smoke or debris
to clear. Additionally, each task has unique constraints. Thus,
it is not possible to simply assign three WASM to a target, and
allow each vehicle to perform whatever task is needed at the
time it arrives. Classification requires specific look angles,
dependent on the target orientation and previous view angle,
and has a standoff distance equal to the distance the sensor
scans ahead of the WASM. Attack can be performed from
any approach angle, but requires the WASM to dive onto the
target after locating it with the LADAR sensor. Verification
is performed at the sensor standoff distance, similar to clas-
sification, but can be performed from any approach angle.

A state transition diagram representation of the general
problem is given in Figure 1 wherePc, Pk, andPv denote the
probability of performing a successful classification, attack,
and verification; with 0.9, 0.8, and 0.95, respectively, being
the thresholds chosen in this example.

3.4 Capacitated transshipment assignment
problem formulation

Whenever a new target is found, or an unassigned task is
otherwise required (e.g., due to a verification determining
that a previously attacked target is not yet destroyed), the
assignment algorithm is run to determine which members
of the UAV team will perform the required tasks. For the
simplest cooperative planning algorithm we will discuss, only
a single task is planned for each known target. When that task
has been performed, the next task is assigned. Eventually,
all required tasks will be performed on a target, unless the
target is of sufficiently low priority and the UAVs are instead
assigned to continue searching for unknown targets, or the
UAVs run out of fuel.

For this version of the assignment problem, we use a linear
programming formulation known as a capacitated transship-
ment assignment problem (CTAP). The CTAP is used as a
time-phased network optimization model designed to per-
form task allocation. The model is run simultaneously on all
munitions at discrete points in time, and assigns each vehicle

up to one task each time it is run. The model is solved each
time the new information is brought into the system, typi-
cally because a new target has been discovered or an already-
known target’s status has been changed. This linear program
can be described by a network flow diagram, as shown in
Figure 2. WithNv UAVs andNt known targets, there areNv

sources,Nt potential non-search tasks, and up toNv possible
search tasks. Each target is responsible for one possible task,
and each vehicle is assigned one task, either search, classify,
attack, or verification.

This simple assignment algorithm looks only at presently
required tasks, with no knowledge of tasks likely to be needed
in the future. For example, an attack task is not assigned un-
til after a classify has been successfully performed. Simi-
larly, a verification task is not assigned until after an attack is
completed, even though a verification is likely to be desired.
The advantage of this myopic approach is that the optimiza-
tion problem at each stage of the mission can be solved very
quickly, allowing real-time implementation. The disadvan-
tage is that known information about future tasks (e.g., the
requirement for verification after an attack task) is not being
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Figure 2. UAV CTAP network flow diagram.
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exploited. However, the CTAP approach is an effective task
assignment strategy for scenarios featuring task precedence
constraints because it naturally satisfies task precedence con-
straints by construction. Such a “myopic” approach is also
desirable whenever future tasks are uncertain or dynamic.

The CTAP network optimization model can be expressed
as:

max J =
∑
v,n

ck
vn xvn (4)

subject to:

xv,N+v +
N∑

n=1

xvn = 1, ∀v = 1, . . . , Nv (5)

xn −
V∑

v=1

xvn = 0, ∀n = 1, . . . , Nt (6)

∑
v

xv,v+n +
∑

n

xn = Nt, (7)

wherex ∈ {0, 1} is a binary decision variable; the variable
ck
vn is the benefit of vehiclev performing taskk on target

n, wherek = 0 corresponds to search,k = 1 corresponds to
classify,k = 2 corresponds to attack, andk = 3 corresponds
to verification. Search can only be paired withn = 0, the sink
node. Referring back to Figure 2,xvn refer to assignments of
vehicles to individual targets,xv,N+v refer to the assignment
of a vehicle to the search task, andxn is used to ensure flow
balance constraints are met. Equation (5) guarantees that each
vehiclev is assigned only one task. Equation (6) is a flow bal-
ance constraint, requiring that for each flow into a task node
xvn, there is also one flow out,xn. Equation (7) requires that
Nt tasks be assigned. In combination with the requirement
that eachx be binary, these constraints guarantee that each
vehicle will only be assigned one task, either a search task or
a target prosecution task, and also that each target prosecu-
tion task will only be assigned to one vehicle. It is possible
for a target prosecution task to be left unassigned, if it is of
lower value than an available search task.

3.5 Weight calculations

Many approaches could be taken to assigning values or
weights,ck

vn, to different tasks. A simplified scheme is pre-
sented which does allow trade-offs between tasks based on
success probabilities, but which does not use the full proba-
bilistic computation of expected values. The highest value is
assigned to killing a target of the highest-valued type, with

other tasks generating less of a benefit. Overall, the chosen
weights tend to result in the least possible lost search time
for the execution of a particular task. The values of search,
classify, attack, and verification tasks are all determined dif-
ferently.

Suppose that there areP distinct target types, each with a
given valueVp and probability of killPkp

when attacked, with
p = 1, . . . , P . Let V̄ be the maximum value ofVp ∗ Pkp

∀p,
and p̄ be the value ofp corresponding to this maximum.
Then,V̄ is the highest possible value for attacking a target.
Note that the value of attacking a target is less than the value
of actually destroying it, due to the possibility of failure.

A critical determinant in the resulting vehicle behaviors
is the ratio between the value of search, and the value of
target prosecution tasks. Since, for the WASM scenario, each
vehicle is “used up” when it performs an attack task, the best
that a team ofN WASM will do is attackN targets of typep.
Therefore, the weights should be chosen so that the vehicles
will attack any maximum value targets identified, but they
will not necessarily attack a lower value target, especially
with substantial fuel remaining. Accordingly, the value of
search starts equal to the value of attacking the highest value
target type, and decreases continually as fuel is used. LetTf

be the remaining available flight time of the munition, andT0

be the initial endurance of the vehicle when launched. Then
the value of search can be set to

c0
v0 = V̄ ∗ Tf /T0 (8)

At any time after launch, the value of search will always be
lower than the value of attacking the highest valued target.
Search value decreases linearly with time, so that the decision
algorithm will be more willing to conduct attacks and “use
up” the available search agents.

Let Pidn
be the confidence level with which the ATR

process has identified targetn. Then, the value of vehicle
v attacking targetn of typep can be calculated as:

c2
vn = Pidj

∗ Pkp
∗ Vp (9)

However, this choice for the attack weighting contains
a flaw. Assuming heterogeneous vehicles, all vehicles will
have the same value for conducting the attack task. A better
formulation would give a preference to team members that
can perform the task more quickly. Accordingly, we modify
equation (9) as follows. Assume that vehiclev will perform
the attack on targetn at timetvn. Then let

tmin
n = min

v
tvn (10)
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for i = 1, . . . , n. Then the modified value of vehiclei attack-
ing targetj can be expressed as:

c2
vn = Pidn

∗ Pkp
∗ Vp ∗ tmin

n

tvn
(11)

With this modification, the value for the attack with the short-
est path is unchanged, while the value of other vehicles per-
forming the task is lowered.

The value of vehiclev attempting to classify targetn can
be calculated as the assumed probability of classification,
multiplied by the expected value of attacking the target, plus
the value of the vehicle continuing to search after the classi-
fication task has been performed. Including the value of the
remaining search time is critical for achieving the proper bal-
ance between search and classify task values. Thus, the value
of vehiclev attempting to classify targetn, believed to be of
typep, becomes:

c1
vn = Pcl ∗ Pkp

∗ Vp + V̄ ∗ (Tf − Tcl)/T0 (12)

whereTcl is the amount of time that will be required for the
vehicle to perform the classify task and then return to its
search path andPcl is the expected probability of success for
the classify task.

The value of a verification task is dependent on the likeli-
hood that the target is still alive after an attack task. The value
of vehiclev performing verification on targetn of typep can
be expressed as:

c3
vn = Pv ∗ (1 − Pkp

) ∗ Pidn
∗ Vp + V̄ ∗ (Tf − Tver)/T0 (13)

where, similar to the classify case,Pver is the assumed prob-
ability of successful verification andTver is the time required
to perform the verification task and return to search. A more
detailed version of the weightings can be generated if a con-
fusion matrix is used, and multiple target types are possible
with different probabilities.

3.6 Simulation results

This section presents simulation results for the CTAP algo-
rithm applied to the WASM problem. In this example, eight
vehicles are searching an area containing three targets of dif-
ferent types, and hence of different values. The target infor-
mation is as follows:

Target Type Value Location (X, Y )

1 1 10 (4000,0)
2 2 8 (3500,−8500)
3 1 10 (18 000,−11 500)

Target (X, Y ) location is given in feet. The targets also have
an orientation (facing) that has an impact on the ATR process
and desired viewing angles, but this will not be discussed as
it only affects the the task allocation indirectly, through path
length calculations. The search vehicles are initialized in row
formation, with fifteen minutes of flight time remaining, out
of a possible thirty minutes. This assumes that the vehicles
have been searching for fifteen minutes and then find a cluster
of potential targets.

The value of all possible tasks, vehicle, and target assign-
ment combinations are calculated and sent to the capacitated
transshipment problem solver. The vehicle and target loca-
tions shortly before the first targets are discovered are shown
in Figure 3. The black-outlined rectangles represent the sen-
sor footprints of the searching vehicles, and the numbers are
the vehicle locations. The lines trailing the vehicles numbers
show flight paths. Targets are numbered 1–3.

The next snapshot, shown in Figure 3, is taken atT = 34 s.
At this point, the searching munitions have discovered two of
the targets, nearly simultaneously. When Target 2 was discov-
ered, Vehicle 3 was assigned to classify it. After the classifi-
cation on Target 2 was complete, Vehicle 3 was also assigned
to attack it. Typically, the vehicle that performs the final ATR
on a target will be the one assigned to destroy it, but this is
not guaranteed. In particular, if one vehicle has significantly
less fuel remaining than another, then it is more likely to be
assigned to destroy a target. Vehicle 8 is now assigned to im-
age Target 3 and verify that it has been destroyed. Vehicle 4
has been assigned to classify Target 1. In Figure 3, two of
the vehicle sensor footprints are shown in grey, to denote that
the vehicle is banked and the sensor is thus inactive until the
vehicle levels out again. All of the other, unassigned vehicles
are continuing to search.

The next snapshot, taken atT = 84 s, is Figure 3. At
this point, the third target has been detected. Vehicle 4 has
classified and attacked Target 1. Vehicle 8 has verified the
destruction of Target 2, and is now proceeding to Target 1
to perform the same task. Vehicle 1 is imaging Target 3 to
classify it, and will then be assigned to attack it. Finally,
Figure 3 shows the complete vehicle trajectories for pros-
ecuting the three targets. Vehicle 2 has verified Target 3,
and both Vehicles 2 and 8 have returned to their search
patterns.

All discovered targets are fully prosecuted in this exam-
ple. That will be the case for any discovered target, as long as
it is of sufficient value. If the vehicles have a large amount of
fuel remaining, resulting in a high value for the search task,
then the vehicles will ignore low value targets and search for
higher value targets, until their fuel reserve is low. An exam-
ple of this behavior can be found in Schumacher, Chandler
and Rasmussen (2001).
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Figure 3. Vehicle paths for CTAP example. (a) Initial positions; (b) first attack; (c) second attack; (d) final attack.

3.7 Capabilities and limitations of capacitated
transshipment assignment problem
formulation

The CTAP formulation presented here for cooperative task
assignment is a powerful and flexible tool. Many task as-
signment problems can be addressed with this method. The
resulting optimization problems can be solved very rapidly,
making it very amenable to real-time implementations. For
the problem sizes that could typically be encountered by eight
vehicles, the assignment problem can be solved in a fraction
of a second. The CTAP algorithm does, however, suffer from
several significant limitations.

The first limitation is that all of the necessary informa-
tion needs to be gathered in one place, and at one time. The
method cannot be implemented in an asynchronous or dis-
tributed fashion. Either the decision algorithm has to be run in
a centralized manner, where all computations are performed
in one location, and assignments are broadcast to the team, or

in an implicit coordination architecture, where the necessary
information (team and target states, or task values) must be
synchronized across all team members, so that they can each
run an identical optimization problem.

A second limitation of CTAP is that it has limited flexibil-
ity. All of the tasks that enter the assignment problem need
to be independent. Only a very limited set of constraints can
be included in the formulation. The CTAP is ideal for the
classicN on N weapon-target assignment problem, and for
the WASM problem when search is considered as a possi-
ble task, again resulting in anN on N assignment problem.
Some extensions are possible, such as the addition of possi-
ble tasks, resulting in anN on M assignment problem, with
M > N, and onlyN tasks assigned. Additionally,N can be
greater thanM, with the problem then inverted andM targets
assigned toN vehicles. Or additional tasks can be assigned to
each target by the creation of “dummy targets” as done in the
previous section. However, the CTAP cannot directly incor-
porate any timing constraints, and it cannot directly account
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for coupling between tasks. The most obvious example of this
is the task precedence constraint fundamental to the WASM
scenario. Classify must be completed before attack, which
must be completed before verification. There is no way to in-
clude these constraints directly into the CTAP. To incorporate
coupling and timing constraints directly into the optimiza-
tion, more complex methods such as mixed integer linear
programming or dynamic programming must be used.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter provides only a limited introduction to coopera-
tive control of unmanned aircraft. Many additional challenges
exist which are not addressed here, such as operator interac-
tion, adversary reactions, spoofing, multi-objective collabo-
ration, and so on. Further information on a variety of these
issues can be found in the references. Additionally, much of
the information for this chapter was taken from (Shima and
Rasmussen, 2009) and a much more detailed discussion can
be found therein.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Despite fault detection, diagnosis, and fault-tolerant con-
trol software embedded onboard unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), the effectiveness of teaming UAV may be lost due
to the occurrence of faults and failures on flight-critical com-
ponents, such as actuator, sensor and communications de-
vices, and due to body damage. An actuator fault reduces
the achievable performance of the aircraft. A loss of effec-
tiveness (LOE) in one UAV in turn may significantly dete-
riorate team performance. For example, a flight controller
that is optimal under nominal operating conditions results in
less-than-optimal closed-loop performance under degraded
actuator operation. In formation flight, inefficient flight per-
formance of one vehicle may adversely affect team cohe-
sion and may in fact result in an increase in overall energy

expenditure. To compensate for such deficiencies, a coopera-
tive and distributed health monitoring system should be em-
bedded onboard the UAVs to preserve multiaircraft mission
objectives. A few approaches have been proposed to guar-
antee some level of performance of UAV formation flight.
Formation reconfiguration under information flow faults has
been studied in the studies by Giulietti, Pollini and Innocenti
(2000), Pollini, Giulietti and Innocenti (2002), and Innocenti
and Pollini (2004). In these works, graph theory and Dijkstra
algorithm are utilized to command geometry changes and
to optimally reconfigure communication channels once in-
formation flow faults have been detected. An interacting-
multiple-model fault detection and isolation (FDI) approach
for formations faced with communications failure is pro-
posed in the study by Mehra, Boskovic and Li (2000). A
multiple aerial vehicles command-and-control architecture
is proposed in Valenti et al. (2006), where centralized mis-
sion planning and health management is carried out on the
ground in real time. Interestingly, decentralized model-based
abrupt fault diagnosis of mobile robot formations is proposed
in Daigle, Koutsoukos and Biswas (2007) exploiting fault
propagation dynamics among robots.

We focus in this chapter on team-level fault detec-
tion applied to two classes of faults, namely, abrupt
and nonabrupt faults. The proposed detectors are utilized
when the Component-Level Fault Detection and Recovery
(CL-FDR) system fails to compensate for faulty behavior that
may jeopardize the cohesion of the fleet of aerial vehicles. For
instance, the concurrent occurrence of severe actuator faults
and intervehicle communication loss may cause vehicles of
the fleet to follow divergent paths and to adopt erratic behav-
ior. Every vehicle of the formation is equipped with CL-FDR
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Figure 1. Integrated control and health monitoring system applied to fleets of UAVs.

integrated with a team-level fault detector. The latter exploits
information on neighboring vehicles and a set of data avail-
able through the communication network. The proposed in-
tegrated health monitoring is thus composed, as shown in
Figure 1, of a system model- and a signal-based detectors
dedicated to abrupt and nonabrupt faults, respectively, and
of a command adaptation mechanism that is triggered when-
ever a transition occurs in the state of one of the detectors. It
should be noted that a complete self-healing system should
include, besides the proposed integrated health monitoring, a
distributed decision-making capacity working in collabora-
tion with a path planning and trajectory generation module,
as suggested in Figure 1. At a higher level, the fleet should
also be able to communicate with the command and control
center to enable task replanning if necessary.

The implementation of fault detectors involves selecting
thresholds so that the average detection time and the probabil-
ity of missed detection are minimized while keeping the prob-
ability of false alarms within an acceptable bound. Threshold

selection is discussed. The design of the abrupt fault detector
(AFD) being based on models of vehicle dynamics allows
to derive bounds on the thresholds. A stochastic search al-
gorithm is, on the other hand, applied to select near-optimal
thresholds of the nonabrupt fault detector (NaFD) since no
particular assumptions can be leveraged to derive useful
bounds of thresholds.

2 INTEGRATED CONTROL AND FAULT
DETECTION

Each aerial vehicle of the fleet is equipped with autopilots
and formation flight controllers. The outer-loop control law
(Léchevin, Rabbath and Sicard, 2006), which stabilizes the
formation V = {1, . . . , n} of n UAVs, is based on local in-
formation; that is, only neighbors are sensed. Assuming that
the autopilots are finely tuned, a simplified, linear, uncertain
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model of the formation flight dynamics is used to design
the fault detector. It is assumed that a vehicle is not consid-
ered faulty by its neighbors as long as it can achieve position
trajectory tracking based on the measured relative distances
regardless of its attitude. The linear, parameter-dependent,
uncertain model of vehicle i ∈ V in feedback with neighbors
j ∈ Ni, where Ni represents the set of neighboring vehicles
in V that are sensed by i, is given by

q̇i = Ai(αi)qi + Bi(αi)




hi

∑
j∈Ni

ki(xj − x∗
ij)

hi

∑
j∈Ni

ki(yj − y∗
ij)

zt




︸ ︷︷ ︸
vi1 − vi2

(1)




xi

yi

zi


 =




1 0 0 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0 0 1


 qi (2)

where

[
x∗

ij

y∗
ij

]
= ρ∗

ij

[
cos(λ∗

ij + ψi)

sin(λ∗
ij + ψi)

]
(3)

xi, yi, and zi are the vehicle translations; ψi is the heading
angle of vehicle i; zt is the prescribed altitude of the forma-
tion, which is assumed to be known prior to mission; ρ∗

ij and
λ∗

ij denote, respectively, the prescribed relative distance and
line of sight (LOS) angle between i and j. State variable qi

is a vector in Rn×1, with n = 6.
The model presented in (1) is specified by considering

a polytopic-type flight envelope allowing the designer to ac-
count for possible parameter uncertainties, that typically arise
with aerial vehicles due to time-varying operating conditions.
Polytopic interpolation is a convenient approach to design
controllers and observers that are robust to mathematical
models characterized by uncertain, although bounded, pa-
rameters. Such approach has been used, for instance, to model
a fighter aircraft and to design its fault-tolerant flight control
systems (Liang, Wang and Yang, 2002). More precisely, the
state-space matrices vary within a polytope of matrices

Ai(α) =
∑s

j=1
αijAij

Bi(α) =
∑s

j=1
αijBij (4)

with vertices {Ai1, . . . , Ais} and {Bi1, . . . , Bis}, respectively.
The uncertain parameter αi is assumed to evolve in the

unit simplex

�i =

(αi1, . . . , αis)|

s∑
j=1

αij = 1, αij ≥ 0


 (5)

Note that Ai(α) (resp.Bi(α)) can be decomposed as the sum
of a nominal matrix A∗

i = Ai(α∗) (resp. B∗
i = Bi(α∗)) and a

deviation matrix Ãi(α) (resp. B̃i(α)) that evolves in the same
polytope as that of Ai(α) (resp. Bi(α)); that is,

Ãi(α) =
∑s

j=1
αijÃij

B̃i(α) =
∑s

j=1
αijB̃ij (6)

Furthermore, it is important to note that the polytopic rep-
resentation may be used, with some degree of conservatism
however, to derive a single AFD function for the entire ho-
mogeneous fleet of UAVs. Indeed, the observer present with
AFD depends on the simplified model of any vehicle i. Each
vehicle is expected to utilize an observer that is tuned from the
knowledge of Ai(α) and Bi(α). However, a single polytopic
representation is used in Section 3.6 and is shown to provide
satisfactory performance. Such polytopic representation thus
has to include the polytopes that define Ai(α) and Bi(α) for
all i ∈ V .

Typical actuator faults are shown in Figure 2. Faults in-
clude lock in place (LIP), hard-over failure (HOF), float and
loss of effectiveness (Boskovic, Bergstrom and Mehra, 2005).
Two types of abrupt faults can typically occur: HOF with
1 − u(tf )/uHOF ≈ 1 and θHOF ≈ �/2. Actuator faults of types
LIP and float as well as HOF with θHOF � /2 constitute the
so-called class of nonabrupt faults considered in this chapter.
Briefly, nonabrupt faults are characterized by slower dynam-
ics than that found with abrupt faults. Techniques used to
detect the occurrence of faults may be better suited for one
type of fault than another.

3 DECENTRALIZED FAULT DETECTION

3.1 Abrupt fault detector

3.1.1 Design of robust observer

In this section, an observer-based decentralized AFD is pre-
sented to address the worst-case situation where a forma-
tion is faced with concurrent communications loss and a
component-level fault in one follower vehicle, whose CL-
FDR is unable to compensate. The sequence of events that
are subsequent to the appearance of a fault within the fleet
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Figure 2. Actuator faults of type. (a) Lock-in-place; (b) hard-over failure (HOF); (c) float; (d) loss of effectiveness.

of UAVs, as sketched in Figure 3, can be described as fol-
lows. First, the fault occurs in vehicle i ∈ Nk at tf . Second,
couplings between vehicle dynamics, which are caused by
formation flight, impact vehicle i at tf + t1, resulting in a
possible undesired trajectory. Third, AFD detects that k is
faulty at tf + td . The recovery mechanism is then immedi-
ately activated so that vehicle i catches up with the rest of the
fleet.

The recovery is made possible by means of the abrupt
fault detector depicted in Figure 4. The residue yield by the
observer remains in the vicinity of zero when the system is
exempt from fault or failure. Fluctuations of the residue are
mainly caused by measurement noise and modeling uncer-
tainties. The robust observer is designed to attenuate such
phenomena. The observer should yield a residue that is sen-
sitive to faulty behavior of i. It is important to notice that the
formation flight controller of i feeds back the distance be-
tween i and j, which is not available to k in the case where j

is not a neighbor of k (j /∈ Nk), as shown in Figure 3.
The specifications that the observer has to satisfy are

twofold. First, it has to be robust to parametric uncertainties
that are included in the polytopic models expressed in (1).
Second, the observer is required to compensate for the fact
that j /∈ Nk so that the residue is sensitive to the occurrence
of faults and not to exogenous signals not related to faults.

The latter is carried out by inverting the nominal model of i

obtained by substituting A∗
i and B∗

i for Ai and Bi in (1). The
former is achieved by applying techniques of robust filtering
(Tuan, Apkarian and Nguyen, 2003).

The structure of the observer (AF,i, BF,i, CF,i) is shown
in Figure 5, where the inverse nominal model of i is used
to reconstruct j’s Cartesian coordinates (xj, yj) that are used
by the formation flight controller. The estimate x̂j and ŷj are
corrupted by measurement noise, low-pass filtered derivative
applied to (xk, yk) + (xki, yki) and used in the inversion of the
model and by the fact that a nominal model is used instead of
the actual, partially known, model of i. Furthermore, a dis-
turbance δ∗ is combined to x̂j and ŷj when a faulty/failure,
modeled by signal δ, affects i. The low-pass filters in series
with the derivatives are tuned so that the occurrence of δ∗,
which is related to the abrupt faulty signal δ through the in-
verse dynamics, results in a high-frequency content of the
residue signal ri. In doing so, ri can be discriminated from
modeling errors, which are characterized by low frequency
dynamics (Léchevin and Rabbath, 2007).

Robustness of the observer is thus required to attenuate the
imprecise estimation of xj and yj and to take into account the
polytopic representation of modeling uncertainties. To do so,
an estimation error dynamics is built from the observer, the
inverse nominal model of i, and the polytopic model of i. The
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Figure 3. Team-level abrupt fault detection. (a) UAV k’s dynamics is likely to be disturbed by faulty neighbor i. Fast detection by k of
neighbor’s faulty behavior is required to maintain the cohesion of the fleet; (b) time trajectory followed by k prior to and posterior to fault
occurrence.
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Figure 4. Abrupt fault detector. (a) AFD comprises a model-based
observer and a comparator that triggers, if needed, an adaptation
mechanism; (b) the comparator involves the observer residue and a
threshold used by the comparator.

polytopic model thus obtained is excited, as shown in Figure
6, by two exogenous signals, namely, the faulty signal δ and
the modeling error signal µ, which results from the use of A∗

i

and B∗
i in the computation of the inverse model. The error

dynamics can thus be represented by means of the structured
matrix shown in Figure 6, where Ai(α) and Bi(α) are linearly
dependent on the observer matrices AF,i and BF,i. The ob-
jective of reducing the effect of disturbance µ on residue ri

leads us to the computation of observer matrices AF,i, BF,i,

and CF,i, obtained by solving the L2-gain minimization prob-
lem defined as

min
AF,i,BF,i,CF,i

{γ;
∥∥Tµri

(α)
∥∥

∞ < γ, α ∈ �i} (7)

where

Tµri
(α) = (

Ai(αi), Bi(α),
[
C′

i −CF,i

]
, 0
)

(8)

The objective defined in (7) can be reached by solving, if
feasible, an associated linear matrix inequality (Léchevin
and Rabbath, 2007). The latter is carried out efficiently by
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software such as the linear matrix inequality (LMI) toolbox
of Mathworks (Gahinet et al., 2004), and Scilab 5.1.1 (2009),
to name a few.

3.1.2 Threshold selection

It is shown in Léchevin and Rabbath (2007) that the threshold
Jth,i of the AFD implemented onboard k to detect i’s faulty
behavior must satisfy

Jth,i ≥ (ai1 + ϕi1(ρ∗
i0))

∥∥H1(s)Ãi(s)
∥∥

∞ + ‖H2(s)‖τ (9)

where ai1 > 0, ϕi1 is an increasing function, and ρ∗
i0 is the

relative distance between the leader and follower i. ‖‖∞ and
‖‖τ denote the H∞ and the root mean square, respectively.
H1 and H2 are transfer functions that depend on the observer
matrices. The transfer functions enter the Laplace transform
of the residue as follows

zi(s) = H1(s)ÃiQi(s) + H2(s) + Gi(s)δ(s) (10)

where the vector Qi depends on the state space vector of the
observer and on the low-pass filtered faulty signal.

From inequality (9), the threshold Jth,i is an increasing
function of ρ∗

i0. Therefore, vehicles whose distances from the
leader are significant are bound to implement a detector with
a higher threshold Jth,i than with vehicles that are close to the
leader. On the other hand, it is shown in Léchevin and Rabbath
(2007) that the magnitude of the minimum detectable fault
is bounded from below by an increasing positive function of
Jth,i. Hence, the distance between a vehicle and the leader
limits indirectly the magnitude of the abrupt fault that can be
detected by AFD, thus impacting on the probability of false
alarms.

3.2 Nonabrupt fault detector

The detector presented in the last section is unable to react to
LIP and float faults in such a way that the health monitoring
can be satisfactorily accomplished. Indeed, the observer is
not sensitive to slow developing faulty behavior caused by
nonabrupt faults, leading to residue ri that remains below the
threshold shown in Figure 4b. To address the issue of de-
tecting nonabrupt faulty behavior that may arise in formation
flight of UAVs, a distributed signal-based detector (Léchevin
and Rabbath, 2009) is briefly presented. We then propose a
near-optimal search algorithm that automates the selection of
thresholds in order to minimize a cost function based on the
detection time, the probability of false alarms and the missed
detections.

NaFD is based on signal redundancy and on dynamic cou-
pling between UAVs that are inherent to formation flight. To
see this, consider the nominal case, where no fault occurs.
As shown in Figure 7a, couplings between UAVs caused by
the distributed formation flight controller implemented in ev-
ery vehicle (Léchevin, Rabbath and Sicard, 2006) are such
that changes in the behavior of the leader kj,i ∈ Nji

, result-
ing for instance from a maneuver to avoid an obstacle, are
propagated to that of the follower ji ∈ Ni, whose behavior in
turn impacts that of i. Changes in vehicle motion are detected
by monitoring the heading angle ψ. It should be noted that
for the sake of focusing on the concept rather than on the
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Figure 7. Trajectories of a (nominal) fault-free UAV formation maneuvering to avoid an obstacle. (a) The leader turns around the obstacle
and then moves along a straight flight path; (b) the heading angle of the leader stabilizes at a new equilibrium after a transient occurring
on [tk,1, tk,2]. The heading angles of followers ji and i adopt similar patterns although over delayed time intervals [tj,1, tj,2] and [ti,1, ti,2],
respectively.

mathematics, planar motions are assumed. The trajectory of
the followers is similar to that of the leader, as illustrated by
the heading angles trajectories in Figure 7b. The straight line
piecewise trajectories of ji and i include transients, which
result from obstacle avoidance of kj,i and from couplings be-
tween kj,i and ji and between ji and i. The appearance of
transients is delayed, that is, ti,1 > tj,1 > tk,1.

Building on the notion of propagation of behavior change
caused by formation control coupling, NaFD leverages the
capability of vehicle i to detect the occurrence of ji’s faulty
behavior. This is done by establishing a correlation between
the time history of ψkji

and the time history of ψi. We assume
the worst-case situation, where information about ji is either
unavailable to i or deemed unreliable.

Faulty vehicle ji yields a new steady-state heading angle
trajectory, as shown in Figure 8b, or a drifting trajectory (not
shown). The abnormal behavior of ji caused by a fault at tf
propagates to i after a time delay of ti,1. The dynamics of i is
thus impacted at tf + ti,1, setting ψi to a value that is different
from that of ψki,j

after tf + ti,1. This situation is to be com-
pared to that of the obstacle avoidance depicted in Figure 7,

where ψi(t) − ψki,j
(t) is close to zero when t > ti,2; that is,

when the formation has completed its maneuver around the
obstacle. Note that ti,2 is associated with the transient caused
by dynamic couplings among the formation.

Comparing ψi with ψki,j
allows obtaining the detection

signal T at time instant tk shown in Figure 9. Instrumental to
deriving T is the classification of the heading angle trajec-
tories in two types, namely, time-constant and time-varying
heading angle trajectories, which corresponds, in Figure 9, to
H ′(i) = 1 and to H ′(i) = 0, respectively. Vehicle i achieved
this step at tk by collecting ψi and ψki,j

as the following vectors

Y 1,Nkj,i
(kj,i) = {ψkj,i

(Ts), . . . , ψkj,i
(NTs)}

Y 1,Ni
(i) = {ψi(Ts), . . . , ψi(NTs)} (11)

over a time interval [tk − NTs, tk], where N is an integer, and
Ts stands for the sampling period at which the heading angle
is estimated. Note that signals displayed in Figures 7 and 8 are
exempt from noise, which is quite unrealistic. Actual signals
are corrupted by measurement noises to which is combined
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the effect of wind turbulence on UAV dynamics. A statisti-
cal test (Basseville and Nikiforov, 1993; Poor, 1994) is thus
required to decide whetherH ′(i) is one or zero at each tk.Once
vehicle i determines, at tk, H ′(i) and H ′(kj,i), T is obtained by
comparing H ′(i) at tk to H ′(kj,i) on [tk − tdc, tk]. Intuitively,
no fault is detected if H ′(i) and H ′(kj,i) are identical; a fault
is likely to have occurred within [tk − tdc, tk], otherwise.

Letting

Y i = {Y 1,Nkj,i
(kj,i), Y 1,Ni

(i)} (12)

the preceding discussion can be summarized as follows

T (tk, Y i) =




1 if H ′(i) at t = tk is not equal to H ′(kj,i)

for all t ∈ [tk − tdc, tk]

0 if H ′(i) at t = tk is equal to H ′(kj,i)

for all t ∈ [tk − tdc, tk]

(13)

where tk and tdc denote the time at which the detection is
performed and the length of the time window of the detector.

4 AUTOMATED THRESHOLD
SELECTION FOR NAFD

The statistical test proposed in the study by Léchevin and
Rabbath (2009), which is instrumental to (13), depends on
two thresholds, labeled as υi and υkj,i

. Fixing values of υi

and υkj,i
is a critical step to the implementation of (13) and

depends on such requirements as the level of false alarms and
missed detections than can be tolerated. It should be noted that
aggravating factors, as far as these two levels are concerned,
include measurement noise and sensitivity of the vehicle dy-
namics to atmospheric turbulences. Hence, to speed up the
selection of thresholds υi and υkj,i

, automated computations
can be carried out prior to mission, given a set of operating
conditions, by means of near-optimal search techniques based
on iterative simulations. Several randomized algorithms, such
as simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, and cross-entropy
method, to name a few, provide approximation of global
extremum of complex optimization problems. We explicit
in the sequel the application of the cross-entropy method
(Rubinstein and Kroese, 2004) to the problem of automated
search of the thresholds used in NaFD. The cross-entropy ap-
proach is adopted for its simplicity of implementation and its
property of convergence. In the next section, the algorithm is
applied to the fleet of vehicles equipped with NaFD.
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The cost, which aims to minimize the detection time tdetec,
the probability of false alarms, pF, and the probability of
missed detections, pMD, is expressed, for all l = 1, . . . , N, as

d(tdetec, pF, pMD; υl) = αdd(tdetec; υl) + αFpF + αMDpMD

d(tdetec; υl) = 1

Nl

∑Nl

i=1
tdetec,

tdetec =
{

(td − tf )/� if td ∈ [0, �]

1 otherwise
(14)

where υl = (υi,l, υkj,i,l) is a pair of thresholds that belong to a
sample drawn from a Gaussian distribution. This distribution
is updated through the cross-entropy algorithm described in
the sequel. αd, αF, and αMD are positive weights satisfying
αd + αF + αMD = 1. Nl is the number of simulation runs that
allows to compute pF, pMD, and d(tdetec; υl) in response to

measurement noise and wind turbulence processes. � is a
tuning parameter, which is established so that a detection
time greater than tf + � is undesirable. td is the time instant
at which the fault is detected.

The cost in (14) increases as the number of false alarms, the
number of missed detections, or the detection time increases.

The rationale is depicted in Figure 10, where ug, w , f ,
and X denote the wind turbulences, the measurement noise,
the vector field of the dynamics, and the state-space vector,
respectively.

First, samples υi = {υi,1, . . . , υi,N} and υkj,i
=

{υkj,i,1, . . . , υkj,i,N} are drawn from an independent,
identically distributed, random sequence of υi,l and υkj,i,l.
Two-parameter distributions can be used to generate each
sample independently (Rubinstein and Kroese, 2004). The
Gaussian distributions N(υi, συi

) and N(υkj,i
, συkj,i

) are
selected for simplicity purposes.
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Figure 10. Automated search of NaFD thresholds based on iterative simulations.

Second, a batch of Nl simulation runs is carried out for ev-
ery pair of thresholds υl = (υi,l, υkj,i,l), where l ∈ {1, ..., N}.
Each simulation of the batch l is initialized with a pseudo-
random seed of the measurement noise and wind turbulence
processes, which are detailed in Section 3.6. Results obtained
from batch l allow to compute the detection time, the empir-
ical frequency of false alarms, p̂F, and of missed detections,
p̂MD, which in turn yield d(tdetec, p̂F, p̂MD; υl) where p̂F and
p̂MD are substituted for probabilities pF and pMD in (14),
respectively.

Third, the results of the simulations are analyzed to drive
the selection, at the next iteration, of new samples υi and υkj,i

that have a tendency to decreased(tdetec, pF, pMD; υl) by mod-
ifying (υi, συi

) and (υkj,i
, συkj,i

). To do so, first select the 	ρN

best draws as defined by d̂l = d(tdetec, pF, pMD; υl); that is,
d̂1 < d̂2 < · · · < d̂	ρN
. Then, from the 	ρN
th-order statis-
tics, update (υi, συi

) and (υkj,i
, συkj,i

) so that the Kullback–
Leibler divergence to the optimal density of the threshold is
minimized. This task amounts to computing υi and συi

as
(Rubinstein and Kroese, 2004)

υi = 1

	ρN

	ρN
∑
l=1

υi,l

σ2
υi

= 1

	ρN

	ρN
∑
l=1

(υi,l − υi)
2 (15)

υi and συi
are usually smoothed as ym = αum + (1 − α)ym−1,

where α ∈ (0, 1). um corresponds to υi (resp. συi
) computed

at iteration m by applying (15), and ym corresponds to the
smoothed update of υi (resp. συi

) at m. The same applies to
υkj,i

and συkj,i
.

The algorithm is stopped when standard deviations συi
and

συkj,i
become smaller than a prescribed small constant. The

objective here is tantamount to yielding narrow Gaussian dis-
tributions centralized on the desired near-optimal thresholds.

The algorithm necessitates initializing (υi, συi
) and

(υkj,i
, συkj,i

), which is usually a delicate task. υi and υkj,i
could

be roughly fixed to some low positive values while setting συi

and συkj,i
to large positive values so as to visit region of the

parametric space where the near-optimal thresholds are likely
to be located. Selecting large values for the initial variances
may, however, result in slow convergence of the algorithm.

5 SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

A string formation of nine small-scale airships, each of which
is modeled with a full 6-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) non-
linear dynamics in closed loop with its autopilots and dis-
tributed formation flight controller, is considered to test the
integrated health monitoring system. The reader is referred
to Léchevin and Rabbath (2007) for details on the model
of the systems. Measurement noise and sampling of sensor
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Figure 11. Formation locations at three different time instants.

signals are included in the feedback loops in position global
positioning system (GPS) and orientation angles. Each ve-
hicle i is dynamically coupled to a single neighbor i − 1,
as suggested by Figure 11. Models and parameters for the
controllers and the two proposed detectors are given in the
study by Léchevin and Rabbath (2007, 2009). The forma-
tion is required to move around a square area. The time of
flight of each edge of the square is 100 s. AFD and NaFD
are implemented onboard UAVs so that UAVs 7 and 2 are
able to detect a HOF fault in UAV 6 and a float-type fault in
UAV 2, respectively. The adaptation mechanism consists in
establishing dynamic couplings with UAVs 1 and 5, once de-
tectors onboard 7 and 2 indicate the presence of a fault. Sim-
ulations are first carried out without wind turbulence and aim
to demonstrate that all faults are detected despite measure-
ment noise and that moving around the corners of the square
does not generate false alarms. Inequality (5) is used to ini-
tialize a fine tuning by simulations of threshold Jth,i of vehicle
i. The following values are used: Jth,3 = 0.12, Jth,4 = 0.12,
Jth,5 = 0.12, Jth,6 = 0.125, Jth,7 = 0.125, Jth,8 = 0.13, and
Jth,9 = 0.13. Thresholds υi, i = 1, . . . , 9 are determined by
trial and error when the environment is exempt from wind tur-
bulence. This step leads to υ3 = 0.3 and υ12,3 = 0.3, which
are used afterwards as initial values to the near-optimal search
of thresholds. The search algorithm is presented when turbu-
lence winds are added to the model.

Snapshots of the string formation are shown in Figure 11
at t = 75, 150, and 200 s. The faults are triggered at t = 150 s,
when vehicles 2 and 6 have completed their motion around
the corner. The third snapshot shows that the formation has
recovered its original shape but without vehicles 2 and 6,
which are no longer part of the formation. Detection times
for AFD and NaFD are 5 and 10 s, respectively. Figure 12
shows the x-axis trajectories of vehicles that are adjacent to

faulty UAVs 2 and 6. Similar trajectories are obtained along
the y axis and are not shown for lack of space. UAVs 3 and 7
start to follow the faulty vehicle on [150 s, 150 + td s) until
the faulty behavior is detected at td . The two followers then
catch up with the rest of the formation, trying to maintain the
shape and cohesion of the reduced-size formation.

We now consider the case where mild wind conditions are
included in the model and focus on the automated selection
of thresholds υ3 and υ12,3 . The wind turbulence is modeled
by means of a Dryden distribution given by Juang and Cheng
(2006)

ug = ugc + σu

(
2au

Ts

)1/2
N(0, 1)

(s + au)

ugc = −u510

[
1 + ln(h/510)

ln 51

]
(16)

au = U0

600
, σu = 2|ugc|, u510 = 12 ft s−1

where s denotes the Laplace operator. Wind turbulences that
fluctuate around 70% of the almost-lighter-than-air vehicle
(ALTAV) speed U0 were modeled.

The iterative search algorithm, whose flowchart is de-
picted in Figure 10, is applied to finding thresholds υ3 and
υ12,3 minimizing the cost in (14). Weights αd , αF, and αMD

are set to 1/3 each. The search is initialized with the val-
ues of thresholds used under no wind turbulence; that is,
υ3 = 0.3 and υ12,3 = 0.3. The following parameters are used:
Nl = 100, N = 50, α = 0.7, ρ = 0.1, and � = 30 s. Ap-
plication of the cross-entropy minimization-based search al-
gorithm gives υ3 = 1.0048 and υ12,3 = 0.2042. The average
time of detection computed with Monte-Carlo simulations
is 13 s. Frequency of missed detections and false alarms
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Figure 12. X-axis trajectories of triads of vehicles. (a) Vehicles 1, 2, and 3 with float-type actuator fault on vehicle 2; (b) vehicles 5, 6, and
7 with hard-over fault on an actuator of vehicle 6.

are 0 and 2%, respectively, whereas those obtained with
υ3 = 0.3 and υ12,3 = 0.3 (no environmental effect) provide
a prohibitive level of false alarms and missed detections. The
computation of the thresholds used in NaFD is thus context
specific. Operating conditions entailed by other types of en-
vironmental effects may necessitate the recomputation of
thresholds.
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1 FUNDAMENTALS OF ANTENNAS

1.1 How antennas radiate

Antennas are the interface between radio frequency cir-
cuits and propagating electromagnetic waves (Balanis, 2005;
Rudge et al., 1986). They are used in all radar and wireless
communication systems. When the electric currents on con-
ductors change, that is, when they are alternating currents,
electric and magnetic fields are set up. These fields transport
energy away from the conductor in the form of electromag-
netic waves. Figure 1 shows the electric field loops that are
propagating away from a dipole antenna that is described in
Section 2. The looped nature of the electric field is charac-
teristic of radiation. In the case of the dipole antenna, the
energy propagates away from the sides of the dipole, and
little energy radiates away in line with the dipole wires. All

antennas have this property of radiating in specific direc-
tions, which results in the property known as directivity that
is discussed in Section 1.2.

The reverse action occurs on reception. If electromagnetic
waves are incident on an antenna then currents are induced
on the conductor. The process is entirely reciprocal. If the
wave hits the antenna from the side of the wire then strong
currents are induced on the wire. If the wave is incident in
the direction of the wire then very little current is induced.

Impedance is the ratio of voltage-to-current in an electrical
circuit. In getting electrical energy from a generator, such as a
hifi amplifier, to a load, such as a loadspeaker, it is important
to make sure that the impedance of the generator is the same
as that of the load. Most radio frequency circuits, used in
radars, are designed to have an impedance of 50 ohms. The
analogous parameter in an electromagnetic wave is the ratio
of electric-to-magnetic field. Once the wave is well away from
the antenna and is propagating in what is called free space
then its impedance is about 377 ohms. The difference in these
two numbers makes it clear that the antenna is also working
as an impedance transformer. And, like most transformers
that use coupled coils of wire on iron cores and that work at
lower frequencies, it has an impedance transformation value
and a loss or efficiency parameter.

1.2 Antenna parameters

The concept of impedance transformation and directive
radiation leads to important parameters that define the
performance of antennas.
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electric field

Direction of
energy flow 

Figure 1. Radiation from dipole antenna.

The first of these is input impedance. Radiation is a loss of
energy and is represented by a radiation resistance. In addi-
tion, there will be resistive loss in the antenna itself due
to imperfect conductivity of the metal and due to loss in
any dielectric materials used. The impedance will also have
a reactive part, either capacitive or inductive, which typi-
cally will change very quickly with frequency, particularly
in resonant antennas such as the dipole. It is important that
this impedance is matched to that of the cable that connects
the antenna to the transmitter. In many cases, this will be
50 ohms, and any difference between the antenna impedance
and this value will mean that some of the energy from the
transmitter will be reflected back into the transmitter. If this
reflection is significant, it may detune the transmitter. Pro-
tection devices such as isolators or circulators may be used
to prevent this problem. Most antennas are reciprocal. This
means that their properties are the same on transmit and on
receive. The receive impedance of the antenna is equal to the
transmit impedance, and matching is equally important.
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Figure 2. Radiation pattern of a typical directive antenna. (a) Definition of important parameters; (b) comparison of antenna pattern with
uniform (dotted) and tapered (solid) excitation amplitude distribution.

Figure 2a shows the radiation pattern of a typical antenna,
shown on a polar plot. The distance of the curve from the
centre represents the amount of electromagnetic energy radi-
ated in that direction. It can be seen that most of the energy is
directed within a narrow range of angles. This range of angles
is called the main beam. An antenna with this type of radiation
pattern is called directive, and it possesses directive gain. An
omni-directive antenna will radiate equally in all directions
on this plot, and its radiation pattern will be a circle. Away
from the main beam, radiation is weaker, and peaks occur,
called sidelobes and backlobes. The angles between the lobes
are known as nulls. The beamwidth of the antenna is specified
as the angle between the points in the main beam where the
power radiated is reduced to one half. The null-to-null beam
width is also sometimes used.

In large antennas such as the array or reflector described
later, the sidelobes can be controlled by tapering the ampli-
tude of the excitation distribution across the antenna area.
This means that the amplitude is greater at the centre than the
edges. Figure 2b shows the difference in the pattern. Tapering
will increase the beamwidth but, more importantly, reduce
the sidelobe level, which for a uniform distribution will be
about 13 dB below the peak of the main beam. The figure
shows reduced sidelobes at more than 20 dB below the peak.
As sidelobes can give rise to false targets or errors in target
tracking, many radars have much lower sidelobes.

As an antenna radiates in three dimensions, a second radi-
ation pattern in a plane at right angles to the first is used.
Thus, two beamwidths are needed to completely specify the
main beam. If the radiation patterns are circles in both planes,
or, more exactly, the antenna radiates equally in all directions
then it is called isotropic. This condition cannot be achieved
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in practice but is a useful base on which to specify antenna
gain. The unit used is dBi (dBs with respect to isotropic).
Directive gain is the ratio of the peak power radiated in the
main beam to the power radiated in the same direction by an
isotropic antenna. If the losses are taken into account in the
directive antenna then this measure is called power gain and
it assumes that equal power is put into both antennas, and the
isotropic one is 100% efficient. Simple expressions exist that
allow calculation of gain. For example,

D = 43 000

(θ1θ2)
(1)

where D is the directive gain and θ1 and θ2 are the beamwidths
in the two planes in degrees. If the area of the radiating face
of the antenna is A then the directive gain is also given by

D = A

4πλ2
(2)

where λ is the wavelength at the operating frequency. The
beamwidth is related to the size of the antenna. If the size,
along one dimension, is a then the beamwidth in radians is
given by

θ = λ

a
(3)

The bandwidth of an antenna is that range of frequencies
over which its properties remain acceptable. Electromagnetic
radiation is polarized, which means that the radiated electric
field oscillates in a specific direction but always at right angles
to the direction of radiation. Thus, an antenna may radiate
horizontal or vertical polarization, or circular, if the direction
rotates as the energy propagates.

2 ANTENNA TYPES

2.1 Wire antennas

Wire antennas are the simplest of all types and form the basis
of more complicated ones (Pozar, 1998). The dipole shown
in Figure 1 is a wire antenna. Its operation can be understood
by considering a two-wire transmission line, used to feed
such an antenna. If the transmission line is open circuited
then the mismatch produces a reflected wave back down the
line, towards the transmitter. This reflection interacts with
the incident power wave to produce what is called a standing
wave, shown in Figure 3. Obviously at the open end, the
current flowing must be zero as there is an infinite impedance

Two-wire transmission line

Current standing wave

Open circuit

Current on
dipole antenna

Dipole antenna

I

I

I

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Current standing wave (a) on two-wire transmission line
and (b) on dipole antenna fed by the two-wire transmission line.

at the open-circuit point. However on a standing wave, there
are many such current zeroes down the line, each spaced
by half a wavelength. In between these zeroes are peaks of
current. The first peak back down the line is a quarter of a
wavelength away from the open-circuit end. If the two-wire
transmission line is now bent open at this point, a half-wave
dipole is formed. The current distribution is undisturbed by
the bending process, and the current at the dipole ends is zero
and at the centre is at its peak. The dipole radiates strongly
and in the horizontal plane is omni-directional. In its vertical
plane, it has a figure of eight radiation pattern with a radiation
null along the dipole direction. The directive gain is 1.64, and
it is polarized along its length, which means that, for example,
a vertical dipole is vertically polarized.

The dipole is a resonant antenna in that if the frequency is
changed, the performance degrades quickly. As the position
of the peak in the standing wave on the open-circuited trans-
mission line is frequency dependent then the current level at
the dipole centre will change with frequency. This has a big
effect on its input impedance. At its resonant frequency, the
dipole resistance is 73 ohms and there is no reactive com-
ponent. As the frequency is changed, the resistance changes
a little, but more importantly the reactance increases very
quickly. This gives a large mismatch, and it is this that limits
the bandwidth to no more than a few percent. The band-
width can be increased by making the wire thicker or even
tapered, which gives rise to the bow tie antenna and its three-
dimensional equivalent, the biconical antenna.

If a metal sheet is introduced normal to the dipole wire
at the feed point and the lower half of the dipole removed,
a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna is formed, as shown
in Figure 4a. It has an input impedance half that of the dipole,
and if the metal sheet is infinite, a similar radiation pattern
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Figure 4. Antenna on metal ground plane. (a) Monopole antenna
and (b) dipole antenna.

above the ground. If the ground plane is finite, there is some
radiation below, and the pattern is similar to the dipole but
asymmetric below and above.

The monopole antenna is used widely on vehicles and air-
craft, as the whip or blade antenna. An important feature is
that it can be fed directly from a coaxial cable, which is widely
used as a connection between antennas and transceivers, due
to its flexibility and screening properties. On the other hand,
two-wire transmission lines have poor screening properties.
The monopole radiates along the ground plane, which makes
it ideal for communication-type applications but less suited

to radar and other sensors that require radiation away from
the ground plane. To obtain this type of operation, a dipole
can be used backed by a ground plane as shown in Figure 4b.
The distance from the dipole to the ground plane is impor-
tant. If it is much less than quarter of a wavelength then the
input impedance will be severely disturbed, and there will
be little radiation away from the ground plane. For a quarter
wavelength spacing, the radiation from the dipole towards the
ground plane experiences two quarter wavelengths in travel-
ing to the ground plane and back, and inversion on reflection,
equivalent to half a wavelength. When these are added, this
backward wave will be in phase with the radiation from the
dipole away from the ground plane, and strong radiation will
result. Dipoles backed by a ground plane are used exten-
sively in arrays and, in particular, in phased arrays, as will be
described later.

2.2 Printed circuit antennas

Printed circuit antennas derive from a desire to reduce the
thickness of antennas, such as the dipole above a ground
plane, which is rather thick at low microwave frequen-
cies and hence cannot be mounted on aircraft and missiles
(Waterhouse, 2007). Microstrip is a dominant transmission
line medium for transceiver circuits, consisting of a circuit
line separated from a ground plane by a dielectric substrate. A
microstrip transmission line can be made to radiate in much
the same way as the two-wire transmission line. Figure 5
shows a microstrip patch antenna. It consists of a rectangu-
lar patch of metal spaced away from the ground plane by a
dielectric substrate that is typically less than a tenth of a wave-
length thick. The patch is excited by a microstrip line and has
a length of approximately half a wavelength. The patch acts as
a resonator formed by a wide microstrip line, open circuited
at each end. One way to understand how it radiates is to imag-
ine a wave bouncing back and forth between the open circuits
radiating a small amount of energy at each reflection. Many
reflections thus contribute to a strong radiation. The patch
radiates predominantly away from the ground plane. It is a
narrow bandwidth antenna like the dipole, because its opera-
tion is based on a half-wavelength structure. The bandwidth
can be increased by using a thick, low-dielectric constant sub-
strate, but without special measures its bandwidth is between
5 and 10%. It has a gain of 6.4 dBi and is polarized in the
direction of the half-wavelength dimension. Many variants
on the rectangular patch have been suggested, such as circu-
lar and triangular patches. Circular polarization can be easily
obtained, and slots in the patch can be used to make it operate
at two different frequencies.
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Microstrip patch
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Microstrip
line feed Plastic substrate

Metal ground
plane

λ /2

Figure 5. Microstrip patch antenna.

One of the most significant features of the microstrip patch
is that it can be integrated with the transceiver circuit. The
feed shown in Figure 5 can connect to filters, amplifiers, and
mixers made on the same substrate. However, as circuits need
high-quality factor components to achieve high selectivity
and sensitivity, they must be made on thin high dielectric
constant substrates. This contradictory requirement for sub-
strates for circuits and antennas means that integration on
the same substrate is limited. However, a layered approach
shown in Figure 6 is being used for so-called “Smart Skin”
conformal phased arrays. The top thick layer is used for the
patch antennas, the thinner substrate below it for the circuit,
and below that are power supplies and cooling.

Microstrip patch antennas are examples of printed circuit
antennas. This terminology makes it clear that they can
be constructed using the same manufacturing process used
for printed circuits, namely, photolithography. This mature
process also can be low cost, and techniques for multi-
layering are also available although the manufacturing of
“Smart Skin” assemblies, involving different material types,
is extremely demanding.

Metal ground
planes Substrate

Microstrip patch antenna

Digital signal and
power supply layer

Microwave circuit layer

Figure 6. Cross section of “Smart Skin” antenna concept.

Horn
antenna
at focus

Parabolic
reflector

Antenna
aperture

Rays from
focus

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Parabolic reflector antenna. (a) Parabolic configuration
showing horn antenna at focus; (b) rays from focus to aperture travel
equal distances giving a field with equal phase at the aperture plane.

2.3 Reflectors and lens antennas

Reflector and lens antennas occupy a group based on quasi-
optic principles in the sense that they can be understood by
invoking ray optics. Figure 7a shows the concept of a pri-
mary focus fed, parabolic reflector antenna. The rays, shown
in Figure 7b, emanating from the feed, travel an equal dis-
tance to a plane at the front edge of the reflector and thus
create a uniform phase wave front that creates a narrow beam
as it propagates away from the antenna. The feed at the focus
can be as simple as a dipole. For better performance, specially
designed waveguide horns can be used. Reflectors are simple
to produce and are capable of creating narrow beamwidths
over broad-frequency bandwidths, with good sidelobe con-
trol. The directivity is given by equation (2), where A is the
area of the front face of the reflector, and the beamwidths are
given approximately by equation (3). The feed blocks some
of the forward going energy reflected off the parabola, and
this reduces the efficiency and increases the sidelobes and
cross polarization. Improved performance can be obtained
by the use of offset reflectors. Reflectors were used on early
radars, using mechanical movement to scan the beam direc-
tion, and are still used in some applications such as domestic
satellite TV reception, radio astronomy, and satellite commu-
nications.

Lens antennas operate in a similar way to optical lenses but
are generally made of low-loss plastics. They are very useful
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Microstrip patch
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Figure 8. Microstrip patch array.

at millimetric wavelengths (30–300 GHz) and above. They
have been used in car radars at 77 GHz and missile homing
heads at 95 GHz.

2.4 Arrays

Many dipole or patch antennas can be grouped together on
the same ground plane to give a radiation pattern with a
much smaller beamwidth and to allow it to be scanned, as
in a phased array. Figure 8 shows a group of patch antennas
forming a small array. Photolithography is ideal for arrays as
the manufacturing costs for a single element or an array are
similar.

For large arrays, the directivity is approximated by

D ≈ NDe (4)

where N is the total number of elements and De is the directiv-
ity of each element. Alternatively, equation (2) can be used,
where the area A is that occupied by the array elements,
namely,

A = (Nx − 1)dx(Ny − 1)dy (5)

where Nx and Ny are the numbers of elements in the x and
y directions, respectively (and both Nx and Ny are greater
than 1), and dx and dy are the element spacings in the x and
y directions, respectively. More discussion of arrays is given
in Section 3.2.

3 BEAM SCANNING

3.1 Mechanical scanning

Physical movement of a fixed beam antenna is a low-cost and
effective alternative to phased arrays. Its primary deficiency
is the slow scan rate compared to the fast beam movement
of a phased array, which can typically reconfigure the beam

2d
′

d ′

Uniform phase
front

d
0º2Φº Φº Phase of excitation

of elements

Array elements

Figure 9. Phased array operation (phase of excitation of elements,
�, 2�, etc., adjusted to offset phase change in distance, d′, 2d′, etc.,
so that dotted line is uniform phase front).

direction in a few milliseconds. Often mechanical scan in one
plane is combined with a phased or multiple beam array in
another.

3.2 Phased arrays

The direction of the radiated beam is determined by the
element spacing d and the relative phase of the element feed-
ing ϕ (Mailloux, 1994). Figure 9 shows the geometry of one
dimension of the array of Figure 8. The beam direction is
that in which the phase difference of the voltages applied to
each element is equal and opposite to the phase change expe-
rienced by the wave from each element traveling the distance
d′. When this is so, the energy from each element arrives at
a distant point in phase in the direction shown. The energy
thus combines constructively. In all directions other than this,
the combination is part constructive and part destructive, and
the total is always less than the peak of the main beam. If the
phase difference of the element excitation is changed then
the beam direction will also change.

The element spacing is in part determined by the size of
the elements. In the case of the patch antenna, the size is half
a wavelength in the dielectric of the substrate, making it typ-
ically of the order of 0.3–0.4 wavelengths. If the elements
are too close then they couple strongly, which upsets the
phase beam control effect described above. Typically, spac-
ings between 0.5 and 0.8 wavelength are used. For spacings of
0.5 wavelengths, beam scanning out to 60◦ may be achieved.
If the beam is scanned beyond this then grating lobes appear.
Grating lobes are additional beams that appear in the opposite
direction to the main beam and may give rise to ghost targets
in radar systems.

Beam control in two dimensions can be achieved by apply-
ing phase differences in the two principle directions of the
array of Figure 6. Thus, in principle, arbitrary phase feed-
ing of each element is needed and providing this is one of
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the most demanding and expensive parts of phased array
design. For high-power radar, waveguide-based ferrite phase
snifters have been used. Where lower power is used then
diode switching of line lengths is widely used. Typically
4-bit shifter, with phase states spaced by 22.5◦, will give
smooth scanning, although in some arrays with very narrow
beamwidths, more bits are used. To reduce the overall cost
of a complete phased array, element thinning can be done, in
which not all array positions are populated with an element
and phase shifter. The effect is to make the scanning less
smooth and to raise the sidelobe level. However, acceptable
performance with less than 50% of the array positions filled
has been achieved.

In the above-simplified description, it has been assumed
that all of the elements are excited with the same power. While
this gives the narrowest beamwidth, it results in first sidelobes
only 13 dB down on the peak of the main beam. For many
radars, this is unacceptably high. To reduce the sidelobe level,
tapering the level of element excitation from the centre to the
edge of the array can be done, but this slightly increases the
beamwidth and reduces the gain.

3.3 Multiple beam arrays

The need to individually control the phase of the signal radi-
ated from each element of a phased array, using electronics,
results in a very high cost. A lower-cost alternative is the mul-
tiple beam array. Figure 10 illustrates the concept. The array

Beamformer
circuit

1

2 3
4

Angle

Beam ports

Array of
microstrip
patches

Beams

1    2    3    4

Figure 10. Multiple beam array concept. (Application of signal to
a beam port excites all antenna elements with the correct phases to
produce a radiated beam in a different direction to all other beam
ports.)

21 43

1 32 4

Beam ports

Antenna element
ports 

Figure 11. Schematic of Butler matrix beamformer. (Transmission
lines can be made in microstrip, stripline, coax, or waveguide.)

elements are connected to a beamformer that has a number
of ports. Each port gives a beam in a different direction as
shown. Beam scanning can be achieved by switching a single
transceiver from port to port. Alternatively many transceivers
could be used, in which case many directions can be exam-
ined simultaneously. The latter arrangement can be useful
where very fast targets preclude the use of beam scanning.

The drawback with multiple beam arrays is the complexity
of the beamformer. This gives rise to a very involved design
procedure, but use of printed circuit production techniques
allows relatively low-cost production. Figure 11 shows the
schematic of a Butler matrix beamformer with four beams
and four array elements. The matrix is relatively narrowband,
and the design complexity and loss increase quickly as array
size is increased. An alternative with lower complexity is the
Blass matrix, which is used in combination with mechani-
cal scanning in some alerting radars. Wide bandwidth can
be achieved using the Rotman lens. The array element ports,
the beam ports, and the space between are formed in a par-
allel plate waveguide, made simply from the space between
an upper and lower ground plane. The bandwidth is very
wide, and these beamformers are used in electronic warfare
jamming antennas.

4 TARGET TRACKING ANTENNAS

Antennas can be used to determine the angle of arrival of an
incoming signal and hence to track a target in a radar system
(Hall et al., 1991). Figure 12 shows an antenna with a beam
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Target

Main
beam

Antenna

Antenna
rotation

Beam
direction

Beam
rotation

Figure 12. Conical scan target tracking. (Antenna radiates a beam
offset from its axis, which is pointing at the target. As the antenna
is mechanically rotated, the beam draws out a cone in space around
the target.)

that is offset from the direction of the incoming signal. If the
antenna is rotated so that its beam direction describes a con-
ical shape then the angle between the antenna and the signal
can be determined. As the beam rotates, the received signal
level will vary with the same period as the rotation. On the
other hand, if the cone axis is aligned with the signal direc-
tion then there will be no variation. Thus, the amplitude of the
variation is proportional to the pointing angle error, that is,
the difference between the cone axis and the target direction.
The relative phase of the received signal variation gives the
target position around the circumference of the cone. This
type of tracking antenna is called conical scan and was used
on early radars and missiles. It is, however, relatively easy to
deceive using straightforward electronic warfare methods.

In amplitude comparison tracking (see Figure 13), the
antenna is designed to have four beams around the cone. By

Beam A

Beam B

Amplitude
comparison
antenna

A

B

C

D
(a) (b)

Figure 13. Amplitude camparison (a) showing two beams in verti-
cal plane displaced from antenna axis; (b) layout of four beams for
tracking in both vertical and horizontal planes.

comparing the signal received in each beam, the angle errors
in two planes can be obtained. When this is used in a radar
system, target position can be found using one pulse. In a con-
ical scan system, many pulses are required to establish target
direction. For this reason, this method is called amplitude
comparison monopulse tracking. Improved accuracy can be
obtained if the relative phase of the signal in each beam is
compared, rather than the amplitude. This method is called
phase comparison tracking. If this is done then the beams do
not need to be offset from the conical axis, and the full aper-
ture can be used to form the beam. The phase of the signal
received by each of four quadrants is extracted to determine
target direction. This technique is also used in phased arrays
to perform the target tracking function.

5 RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

5.1 Propagation models

The simplest form of radio wave propagation occurs when
two antennas are isolated from their environment (Barclay,
1986). In so-called free space propagation, the power Pr

received by an antenna a distance d from another antenna
is given by

Pr = PtGtGr

(
λ

4πd

)2

(6)

where Pt is the power radiated the transmitting antenna, Gt

and Gr are the gains of the two antennas, and λ is the wave-
length. The received power can be increased by increasing the
gain of the antennas or by increasing the wavelength (or in
other words by reducing the frequency). Most importantly,
the received power falls off with the square of the distance.

If the antennas are now located above an infinite, perfectly
conducting ground plane then the equation is modified to be

Pr = PtGtGr

(
hthr

d2

)2

(7)

where the antenna heights ht and hr are much less than the
separation distance d. In this case, the power falls off at the
fourth power of the distance. In a realistic environment, with
real earth, covered by vegetation, buildings, etc., the power
fall off will vary, depending on the frequency and the specific
environment.

Losses in the atmosphere will attenuate or reduce the
received power. Figure 14 shows the atmospheric attenuation
in a clear atmosphere with frequency. The power reduction
factor is obtained by multiplying the atmospheric attenuation
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Figure 14. Atmospheric attenuation. (Solid line denotes attenua-
tion in clear air, long dashes denote attenuation in rain, and short
dashes denoteattenuation in fog.)

in dB/km by the distance between the antennas. It can be seen
that at low frequencies, below 1 GHz, the attenuation is small
and can be ignored. At higher frequencies, it becomes sig-
nificant and, in general, increases with frequency. There are,
however, bands in which the attenuation is high, and these
are known as attenuation bands. These can be used when it
is important to limit propagation to the receive antenna and
to prevent antennas beyond that range receiving the signal
and thus being alerted to its presence. There are also bands of
low attenuation, known as propagation windows, and these
are used when it is important to minimize the transmit power.

Also shown in the figure is the additional attenuation due
to rainfall. This depends on the rainfall rate and the length of
the propagation range that experiences this rainfall. In long
radio links, only part of the range may experience signif-
icant attenuation due to a localized rainstorm. In general,
rain attenuation increases with frequency and becomes very
significant when the wavelength becomes comparable to the
raindrop size. Attenuation due to fog, cloud and battlefield
dust, which will impair optical propagation systems, only
becomes important at very high frequencies, and in low fre-
quency and microwave systems maybe ignored.

5.2 Propagation in various frequency bands

At very low frequencies, below 1 MHz, the upper atmosphere
acts as a conductor, and this creates a waveguide between
the earth’s surface and the upper layers. This allows very
long propagation ranges well beyond the visible horizon and
even around the earth. These frequencies also propagate well

in seawater and are used to communicate with submerged
submarines.

In the high-frequency (HF) band (3–30 MHz), the iono-
sphere diffracts radio energy back down to the earth, giving
rise to propagation ranges beyond the horizon. All radio wave
energy is subject to diffraction, which results in energy being
bent around obstacles or in energy not traveling a straight
line. In general, diffraction decreases with frequency. At HF,
the interaction between the ionized particles and the radio
energy, and in particular the gradient in the particle density
with height, bends the wave downwards. The particle density
depends on a number of factors, including time of day, season,
and location, and the effects give rise to extreme variation in
the propagation characteristics.

In the very high-frequency (VHF) band (30–300 MHz),
it is the change in density of the atmosphere at lower lev-
els, near the earth’s surface, that affects propagation. As at
HF, the wave is bent back towards the earth and this means
that propagation beyond the horizon is possible, although, in
general, propagation paths are much shorter than at HF. In
planning radio links at VHF, the assumption that the earth’s
radius is 4/3 times its actual value is sufficient. Again, the
density profile is variable, and unusual conditions may give
very long ranges due to ducting phenomena.

At ultrahigh frequencies (UHFs) (300 MHz–3 GHz) and
above, the radio wave is considered to travel in a straight
line. However, reflection and diffraction from objects such as
buildings may be significant.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an overview of what radars do and how
they do it, illustrated by some examples taken from common
applications of radar. Other chapters cover particular aspects
of radar in greater depth.

This chapter can only give a brief overview of this large
subject, and readers who wish for a more detailed discussion
of the topic are advised to consult one of the many stan-
dard radar texts. Kingsley and Quegan (1999) provide a more
detailed discussion of the subject but it is still intended for
the general, technically educated, reader. Skolnik (2001) is a
good general textbook which is very widely used as a “stan-
dard” reference book, while Skolnik (2007) covers many
topics in greater depth. Stimson (1998) is also a very use-
ful introduction, particularly to effects particular to airborne
radar.

The essential function of a radar is to detect the presence of
a remote “object” (the “target”) by bouncing radio frequency
energy off of it. The radar’s capabilities generally include
some or all of the following:

� Measuring the range and direction of the target, which is
performed by most radars.

� Measuring the component of the target’s velocity in the
direction of the radar by using the Doppler shift on the
returned signal.

� Extending the term “target” to include returns from the
land, sea, or weather and even changes in the refractive
index of the atmosphere.

Some specialized radars (such radar gauges to measure
the level of liquid in tanks or the sensors used in speed limit
enforcement cameras) can only measure one of either range
or speed. Many older radars cannot measure Doppler, but
for example, solid state technology gives this more or less
“for free.” Doppler measurement capability is very important
for detecting small moving targets against a background of
“clutter,” the stationary, or only slowly moving, return from
the land, the sea surface or from rain.

Some radars can also measure other characteristics of the
target, such as the way in which it changes the polarization of
the incident radiation (see below) or the position of individual
reflectors within it, to help distinguish one target type from
another or, again, to help distinguish the targets from the
clutter.

Figure 1 shows a simple block diagram of a radar.
A signal generated by the transmitter is radiated through

the antenna. The signals reflected from the targets are received
through the same antenna and amplified, filtered, and detected
in the receiver. The detections are either displayed to the
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Figure 1. Basic block diagram of a radar.

operator or passed automatically to another system, such as a
fire control system, or both. This simple diagram is represen-
tative of many systems and is a good model for understanding
the principles of radars.

There are also a large number of other signals in a practi-
cal radar, for example signals to synchronize the transmitter
and the receiver and to ensure that the receiver or display
know where the antenna is looking, but, to keep the princi-
ple simple, these additional signals are not shown. Modern
radar receivers also usually use digital as well as analog
processing.

2 RADAR PERFORMANCE

Understanding and analyzing the performance of a radar is
based on four factors:

1. The radar range equation which tells us that in free space,
the power received by the radar reduces as the fourth
power of the range to the target;

2. The fact that the process by which the radar detects its
targets is statistical, and how to handle that;

3. The importance in many cases of being able to separate
the target of interest from the “clutter” returns from the
environment; and

4. The effect of multipath on the propagation of the signals
between the radar and the target and back.

2.1 The radar range equation

The radar range equation is used to calculate the power
received by a given radar from a single target. It is deduced
from conventional radio transmission and reception formulas
with the addition of a term describing the reflection of energy
from the target.

2.1.1 Radar cross-section

The term quantifying how much of the energy received from
the radar by the target is reflected back to the radar is called
the “Radar Cross-Section,” usually abbreviated to RCS but
sometimes to REA (standing for “Radar Echoing Area”).

The radar cross-section is a slightly artificial concept, but
is extremely powerful. It is defined by assuming that the target
collects energy radiated from the radar over an areaσ and re-
radiates it from an isotropic antenna. Figure 2 illustrates this
nominal model on which the RCS is based.

The actual scattering characteristics of real objects are
generally very complex, varying rapidly with the angle from
which the target is observed as the reflections from different
parts of the object interfere with one another. Figure 3 shows
an example of variation in radar cross-section with angle for
a jet fighter.

The radius is the RCS in decibels, so that the three circles
correspond to values of 1, 10, and 100 m2 and the angle is
the aspect angle at which the target is being viewed. The
top corresponds to head on, the bottom to tail on, and the
sides show characteristic “flashes.” As expected, the pattern
is symmetrical.

The radar cross-section of a real target is generally defined
in terms of a mean value and a fluctuation characteristic.
The classifications Swerling I to Swerling IV are often used
(Swerling, 1960), where Classes I and II refer to “Rayleigh”
fading, where the probability density of the occurrence of
a given RCS follows the inverse exponential of the RCS
value, and Classes III and IV apply to less-severe fluctua-
tions, the definitions of which are given in Skolnik (2001).
The odd numbered classes cover the cases where the fading is

Figure 2. Illustration of the concept of radar cross-section.
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Figure 3. Illustrating the variability of radar cross-section of a
complex target. Reproduced with permission of Thales UK Ltd.

correlated over a single dwell of the radar, whereas in the even
numbered cases the fading decorrelates within the dwell. The
usually artificial case where the target does not fade is referred
to by different authors as either Case 0 or Case V. The way
to model target fluctuations is a significant subject in its own
right and is discussed in more detail in Section 2.8 of Skolnik
(2001). The RCS of a sphere is equal to its physical cross-
section provided that it is much greater than a wavelength in
circumference.

Some targets, such as stealth aircraft, have RCS values
much lower than their physical cross-sectional area, either
because the materials of which it is made are carefully chosen
so that incident energy is absorbed rather than re-radiated (as
in the case with the B2 bomber) or because, by careful design,
its shape is such that the energy is reflected into directions
other than back towards the illuminating radar. The F117, for
example, uses this latter technique.

By contrast, specially designed reflectors, such as those
used to enhance the visibility of small boats to radars, can
have an RCS much greater than their physical area. This is
achieved by making corner reflectors, which preferentially
reflect energy back to the radar over a wide range of target
aspects. Figure 4 illustrates the principle.

In general, an incoming ray will be reflected from one
face to the second, from that to the third, and then back in
the direction from which it came. Note that the radar “corner
reflector” is analogous to the optical corner cubes used for
example, in the passive reflectors on the back of cars and
bicycles.

Figure 4. Principle of operation of a corner reflector.

2.1.2 Polarization

The radio signals used by radars are inherently polarized, with
the electric and magnetic fields and the direction of propaga-
tion all at right angles to one another. In linear polarization the
direction of fields is fixed, in circular polarization it rotates,
but the two fields remain perpendicular to one another. The
details of the returns from the targets will vary with the
polarization of the signals, but changing the polarization will
generally not have a first order effect. An exception where
polarization has a first order effect is if circular polarization
is used, a single reflection will change the “sense” in which
the field rotates. This means that an antenna transmitting cir-
cular polarization will not receive signals which have been
reflected an odd number of times. The radar will thus reject
the returns from rain drops, but will only see returns which
have been reflected twice, that is, when the incident signal is
reflected to another part of the target and then back to the radar
from there. Fortunately, complex targets such as man-made
objects will have enough of such “even bounce” reflectors for
the target to still be detectable. However, such a mode will
reject the prominent returns from a corner reflector, which
are reflected three times so the sensitivity will be reduced.

Another case where polarization can be important is in
the behavior of “clutter” from the surface of the sea, which
is discussed in greater depth in Backscatter from Land and
Sea.

The complexity of building a radar, particularly the
antenna, to handle multiple polarizations means that most
radars are in fact limited to a single polarization, although
multiple polarizations can be used in the specific applications
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if the benefits outweigh the increased cost of building of
building the radar.

2.1.3 Propagation factors

The power density reaching the target at a ranger from a trans-
mitter of powerPt and antenna gainG is, by the definition of
antenna gain:

Pa = PtG

4�r2
(1)

then, by the definition of radar cross-section, the power
assumed to be re-radiated over all directions is

Pb = PtGσ

4�r2
(2)

whereσ is the radar cross-section of the target. The power
received back at the radar is

Pr = PtGAeσ

(4�)2r4
(3)

whereAe is the effective aperture of the radar antenna. The
effective aperture, however, is related to the gain by the rela-
tionship

Ae = Gλ2

4�
(4)

whereλ is the wavelength. Combining equations (3) and (4)
we arrive at the “classic” form of the radar range equation.

Pr = PtG
2λ2σ

(4�)3r4
(5)

The signal to noise ratio at the receiver can likewise be
calculated knowing the receiver noise level.

Pn = kTBN (6)

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute tempera-
ture of the receiver,B is the bandwidth of the signals, andN is
the noise figure of the receiver. If the receiver is at room tem-
perature, it is common to assume thatkT is −174 dB mHz−1.
The signal to noise ratio is then

SNR = PtG
2λ2σ

kTBN · (4�)3r4
(7)

In normal practice,Pt is the peak transmitted power, andB
is the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. In this case, if the

radar uses pulse compression (see Radar Waveforms and Sig-
nal Processing) the signal to noise ratio given in equation (7)
must be multiplied by the pulse compression gain,Gc, which
is usually slightly less than the product of the bandwidth of
the transmitted signal and the pulse length,τ, that is

SNRPC = PtG
2λ2σ·Gc

kTBN · (4�)3r4
(8)

where

Gc ≈ Bτ (9)

A more powerful, but perhaps less intuitive approach,
treatsPt in equation (7) as the mean power andB as the
reciprocal of the total coherent integration time of the radar,
that is,Pt/B becomes the total energy radiated. This approach
avoids the need to include an explicit factor representing the
compression gain.

Many more sophisticated versions of this equation exist,
taking account of the scanning behavior of the radar, the
propagation losses, receiver and processing losses, and so
on, which are discussed in other texts. They are all based,
however, from the formulas above.

The term in the denominator which is the range between
radar and target raised to the fourth power is very impor-
tant for radar design. It means that in order to double the
range of a radar, other things being equal, the designer must
be able to increase the transmitter power by a factor of six-
teen, hence the very high power levels used by radars, and in
consequence, the very high dynamic range between the trans-
mitted and received signal levels, which is in turn the principal
reason why radars usually use pulsed signals to enable the
transmitted and received signals to be separated in time.

2.1.4 The far field

One limitation which is worth noting on the radar range equa-
tion is that it only applies in the “far field.” When the target and
the radar are relatively close, the value of the RCS changes
with range. So strictly speaking, it is defined as a limit as the
range tends to infinity. Similarly, the propagation formula
in equation (1) also only applies at large distances from the
antenna. In practice, the formula can be used safely when
the radar and the target are in each other’s far field, that is,
the range exceeds:

rfar >
2d2

λ
(10)

whereλ is the wavelength of the radiation andd is the largest
dimension of either the radar antenna or the target.
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For the case where this relationship is not met, for exam-
ple radiometers looking at the surface of the earth, weather
radars looking at clouds, or (experimental) radars for detect-
ing potentially hazardous cables, modified versions of the
radar equation must be used.

2.2 The detection process

At some stage in the receiver, almost every radar must detect
the presence of a target by rectifying the received signal and
noting when the signal level exceeds a given threshold. When
a signal is not present, noise – and maybe clutter – will still be
present in the receiver and “false alarms” will occur when the
power from these exceeds the detection threshold. The details
of the process of detecting a signal in noise are discussed
in Skolnik (2001) and, in more detail in Marcum (1960a,
1960b). It forms the basis of radar detection theory.

2.2.1 Matched filter theorem

The matched filter theorem, which is discussed in Cook and
Bernfeld (1967) and in Radar Waveforms and Signal Pro-
cessing describes how best to filter the received signal to
maximize the signal to noise ratio at the subsequent detec-
tion stages in the receiver. It shows that the filter which gives
the best signal to noise has an impulse response which is the
time-reversal of the transmitted signal.

A consequence of the theorem which is derived in Cook
and Bernfeld (1967), is that the optimum sensitivity is deter-
mined only by the mean power in the signal and not by its
peak power or its waveform. Another very generally applica-
ble consequence of the theorem is that the range resolution
is similarly determined by the signal bandwidth, not by the
shape of the signal, and the details of the spectrum define
the time sidelobes of the output of the matched filter, which
determine how easy it is to recognize a small target close to
a large one.

High power radars often transmit pulses which possess
internal modulation to increase their bandwidth and can be
“compressed” in the receiver using a matched filter, to give
the resolution of a much shorter pulse while containing all the
energy of the longer transmitted pulse. Intuitively, this means
that the matched filter compresses all the energy in the signal
into a narrow pulse.

2.2.2 Detection curves

A key set of relationships for designing and analyzing radars
is that between detection probability, false alarm rate, and
signal to noise ratio. Figure 5 shows these curves for a single
pulse returned from a steady (Swerling Case 0/V) target.

The separate curves represent different false alarm rates in
steps of an order of magnitude from 1 in 10 at the upper left,
to 1 in 1012 at the lower right. If the target exhibits Rayleigh
fading (Swerling Case I or II, then Figure 6 is the appropriate
set of curves for detection of a single pulse.

These sets of curves are derived ultimately from the data
in Swerling (1960) and in Marcum (1960a, 1960b) using
the methods described in Meyer and Mayer (1973). Other
curves can be constructed for cases where multiple pulses are
integrated, the available information being found in Skolnik
(2001), but for approximate calculations, the following rules
can be used:

1. The improvement in signal to noise whenn pulses are
integrated coherently isn.

2. For non-fading targets the effective improvement in sig-
nal to noise whenn pulses are integrated incoherently,
that is, after rectification, is approximatelyn3/4.

3. When about five or more independent samples of a fading
target are integrated together incoherently, the loss or
gain due to the fading is effectively negated and the fading
target behaves approximately the same as a steady target
with the same number of pulses integrated.

It can be seen that for the non-fading case, the relationship
between signal to noise ratio and detection probability is very
steep. This means that in noise-limited conditions when the
target is either not fading, or is fading rapidly, the detection
probability drops very sharply once the range exceeds that
at which the signal-to-noise ratio drops below a useful level,
say 11 dB. For a fading target the slope is very much less
steep so the fall-off with range is also slower. In addition, the
mean signal-to-noise ratio required to achieve a high detec-
tion probability becomes very high for a slowly fading target,
due to the need to detect the target even when its instantaneous
RCS has faded to a low value. The “steady” and “fluctuating”
curves cross at around 40% detection probability. Below that
the “fluctuating” case can take advantage of the occasional
high higher-than-average values of the RCS to achieve its
detection performance.

Note also that the curves for different orders of magnitude
of false alarm rate are very close together. Increasing the false
alarm rate therefore has only a small effect on the detection
probability in noise. Another “rule of thumb” says that at
typical values of detection probability and false alarm rate,
changing the latter by an order of magnitude only changes
the signal-to-noise ratio needed to obtain a given detection
probability for a steady target by about half a decibel.

Typical false alarm rates for a radar are in the order of 1
in 106. For example, if a radar has a range scale from 0 to
200 km (rather over a hundred nautical miles) and a range
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6 Radar

Figure 5. Detection curves for a steady target.

resolution of 40 m, it will have 5000 range cells. If it has a
beamwidth of two degrees, there will be a total of 900 000
detection “cells” so a false alarm rate of 1 in 106 will give an
average of 1.1 false alarms for each scan of the radar.

2.3 Clutter

Backscatter from Land and Sea describes in detail how targets
can be detected in clutter. “Clutter” is the returns from the
environment – land, sea, and rain being the most common
examples. Rain clutter behaves much like extra “noise” but
the other types of clutter can have very “long tailed” statistical
distributions, that is, there is a much higher probability of
seeing a given signal level above the mean value than would
be the case with thermal noise. This means that in order to
control the false alarm rate, much higher detection thresholds
are needed in clutter. The long “tails” of the distributions also
mean that the trade-off between false alarm rate and detection
probability is much less steep than is the case in noise, which
in turn opens the way to using different schemes to try to
suppress the clutter.

When the clutter power is well above the noise, the
performance cannot be improved by increasing the radar’s
transmitter power, improving its noise figure. One way to
improve performance in clutter is to reduce the amount of
clutter in each resolution cell by reducing the cell size by
improving the resolution either in range, Doppler, or angle.
Since most clutter fluctuates with time, its effects can often
also be reduced by decorrelating the clutter to make its statis-
tics more favorable which either takes time or bandwidth.

2.4 Multipath

The radar range equation is based on propagation in free
space. The effect of the presence of the earth’s surface is to
create a second path between the radar and the target, via
reflection from the surface. This interferes with the signal,
causing alternate enhancement and reduction of the received
signal. In the limit when the grazing angle between the
reflected ray and the earth’s surface becomes low, that is,
at long range and when the radar and target are close to the
surface, the “incident” signal is in antiphase with the reflected
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Figure 6. Detection curves for a Rayleigh fading target.

and the net effect is that the “direct” and “reflected” signals
cancel out. In slightly more favorable geometries, charac-
teristic of marine radars, the effect is to change the “r4”
propagation characteristic to a more severe “r8.” Fortunately,
the geometries encountered in avionic systems are seldom
so unfavorable, but an analysis of the radar design should
include an assessment of whether multipath is likely to have
a significant effect on the performance. Section 8.2 of Skolnik
(2001), provides useful information to perform the analysis.

Note also that under anomalous atmospheric conditions
(which may not be particularly unusual in some parts of the
world) the propagation laws may be more favorable or less
favorable than ther4 andr8 laws predicted by theory.

3 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
OF RADAR

Radar has a unique ability to provide highly accurate range
measurements at long range and in all weather conditions.
One of their weaknesses, however, is that the relatively long
wavelengths (compared with infrared or optical sensors)

mean that large antennas are needed to achieve even moderate
angular resolution. The resolution of a microwave antenna is
approximately

θ ≈ λ

d
(11)

where the beamwidth,θ, is measured in radians andd is the
width of the aperture. For example, at a wavelength of 10 cm
an antenna width of 6 m is required to give a beamwidth of
the order of 1◦, which would give a cross-range resolution
of only 3 km at 200 km range, compared with a typical range
resolution of better than a hundred meters.

Another disadvantage of using radars is the high trans-
mitter powers needed, often up to tens of kilowatts peak
and several kilowatts of mean power, which are required
to detect small targets at long range. This means that the
transmitters generally need to be large, complex, and expen-
sive and require large amounts of prime power. The receiver
must withstand the powers and then, in a time of the order
of a microsecond later, be able to receive signals which, at
the front end, may be weaker than the thermal noise in the
receiver.
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4 SOME NOVEL ARCHITECTURES

The vast majority of radars still consist of a single large
transmitter feeding an antenna which is turned mechanically
to provide angular resolution within its field of view. This
section, however, will discuss two alternative approaches to
forming the radar picture: Synthetic Aperture Radars (SARs)
(see Stimson, 1998, Chapters 37 and 38) and electronically-
scanned array antennas (see Skolnik, 2001, Chapter 9). These
techniques have been used for specialized radars for many
years but are now becoming much more widespread.

4.1 Synthetic aperture radar

Synthetic Aperture Radar provides a solution to the problem
of the limited cross-range resolution of a conventional radar.
As well as the references given above, SAR is also discussed
in detail in Synthetic Aperture Radar, and this subsection is
only a brief introduction to the subject. In a synthetic aperture
radar the radar returns are collected as the radar moves along
a straight path and use is made of the coherent nature of the
radar signal to synthesize an antenna aperture which can be
up to a kilometer or more across, if necessary, to give very
high angular accuracies so that the cross-range resolution can
be equal to the range resolution at all ranges. By this means
“picture-like” radar images, such as that in Figure 7, can be
produced.

Some of the more prominent features in the image are
labeled. The wide dark (low radar reflectivity) return from

Figure 7. Synthetic aperture radar image and key. Reproduced with
permission of Thales UK Ltd.

the river and its tributaries are easily recognized. More sub-
tle are the shallows/mud flats by its banks. The large areas
of regular bright returns (cross-hatched in the key) indicate
built up areas. The regions marked “A” are fields, made rec-
ognizable by the brighter returns from the hedges at their
boundaries.

The pattern of the runways at the airfield is also prominent.
Of potentially more interest to an image interpreter are the
bright images at the end of the runway, marked “B,” which
are a group of parked cars.

Of course, synthetic aperture radar, like any other tech-
nique, has its limitations, not least of which is that in most
variants of the technique, all the targets must stay still dur-
ing the time taken for the radar to move across the synthetic
aperture. In the past, SAR radars have been used mainly in
space-based radars, where the very stable trajectories make
the implementation easier. Now, however, the technique is
becoming more widely used in airborne applications, enabled
by the ability to perform the required processing in real time
in the air.

4.2 Active arrays

Another limitation of the conventional radar is the limited
speed at which the large antenna can be moved from look-
ing in one direction to looking in another. This limits the
flexibility with which it can look at different targets and at
which it can revisit a particular look direction. An electron-
ically scanned array antenna can overcome this limitation.
This approach constructs the antenna from a large number
of elementary apertures and then effectively uses Huygens’s
construction to set up the phases of the elementary radiators
to form a beam traveling in whatever direction is desired. In
practice the scan angle for most antenna designs is limited
to about±45◦ before the beam width starts to degrade seri-
ously. Many techniques exist for forming the apertures and
for setting up the phases of the radiators, but the preferred
approach, which is now practical in many cases, is to make
each elementary element a little radar in its own right, con-
taining a transmitter, receiver transmit-receive switch, and the
phase shifter needed to form the beam. This approach also
has the advantage that each transmitter element can be solid
state, so the whole array provides a way of implementing a
solid state transmitter, which offers great benefits in relia-
bility over a vacuum tube design. Although many different
designs of electronically scanned array are possible, as are
different schemes of combining solid state power devices to
obtain the transmitter power needed by the radar, the active
array with individual transmit-receive elements is likely to
dominate future designs.
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5 DISPLAYS

Figure 8 shows a “traditional” radar display in the “Plan
Position Indicator” (PPI) format.

The position of the radar is approximately at the point
marked with an “X” and the detections are shown with
very little processing. The modest angular resolution will
be observed. The radar is on the coast. The shoreline runs
approximately from right to left. Behind it can be seen land
clutter, below it can be seen sea clutter, in an arc in front
of the radar, and significantly stronger to the left than to the
right. The returns from a number of ships are prominent in the
lower part of the display. On the extreme right of the display,
the coast is obscured by the intervening land.

In the past this display would have been written directly
to a long persistence cathode ray tube, but almost any mod-
ern radar would digitize the signals and display them on a
conventional computer monitor.

Figure 8. Basic radar display and key. Reproduced with permission
of Thales UK Ltd.

Figure 9. Processed radar display. Reproduced with permission of
Thales UK Ltd.

Figure 9, by contrast, shows a much more “synthetic”
display, from a radar surveying a battlefield.

Various map symbols are shown, allowing the radar returns
to be seen in context. The detections themselves are shown
in processed form, and consist mostly of vehicles following
a road.

6 TYPES OF RADAR

Radars vary greatly in size and complexity. Although most
are large, because of the high powers required to detect targets
at short range, very compact systems are possible if only long
ranges are required. Figure 10 shows, by way of comparison,
the transmitter of a large radar designed to detect aircraft at
long range, and a burglar alarm, held in the engineer’s fingers,
showing the range of sizes which are possible for radars. This
is possible because the burglar alarm only needs a range of a
few meters rather than hundreds of kilometers.

This section, however, will concentrate on brief descrip-
tions of the types of radar most often encountered in
aerospace systems.

6.1 Radar band designations

Radar bands are often designated by band letters. The most
common band designations are defined in IEEE-100 (2000).

Figure 10. Range of sizes of radar transmitters. Reproduced with
permission of Thales Nederland.
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Table 1. Radar band designations.

Radar Approximate frequency NATO band
band range designation

P 420 MHz–450 MHz B
L 1.2 GHz–1.4 GHz D
S 2.7 GHz–3.7 GHz E/F
C 5.2 GHz–5.9 GHz G
X 8.5 GHz–10.5 GHz I/J
Ku 13.4 GHz–14 GHz J
Ku 15.7 GHz–17.7 GHz J
K 24.05 GHz–24.25 GHz K
Ka 33 GHz–36 GHz K
V 69 GHz–64 GHz M
W 76 GHz–81 GHz M
W 92 GHz–100 GHz M

The radar band designations are useful since the bands
allocated to radar by the International Telecommunications
Union do not match simple frequency designations and the
different bands are used because they all have distinctive
properties.

Table 1 shows the sub-set of the bands most commonly
used.

The NATO band designations are widely used in Europe,
but are not so appropriate for radars, being used more widely
for frequency planning, and in particular, by the electronic
warfare community.

Above Ka band the band designations tend to be replaced
by specifications of the particular frequencies used.

6.2 Air surveillance radars

Air surveillance radars are large ground-based radars which
observe aircraft from the ground, either to perform air traf-
fic management, or else to spot potentially hostile aircraft
at long range. They may be either in fixed installations or
transportable over land or mounted on ships. Since small
size is not an aim of the design, they use large antennas
which allow them to use lower RF frequencies (in L or S
band) and still retain adequate angular resolution. The need
for high mean power, satisfied by using long pulses, and
for reasonable range resolution which requires a relatively
wide bandwidth, means that these systems have used pulse
compression techniques for many years.

6.3 Tracking radars

Tracking radars are dedicated to following a single target
and are used in order to obtain the most accurate possible

position information about the target at a high enough rate
to be able to attack it. From the viewpoint of the avionics
community, ground-based tracking radars are often a threat
to be countered.

6.4 Meteorological radars

The other type of ground-based radar which is commonly
met with in aerospace are meteorological radars. These are
designed to measure rain fall rate. They do this by using basic
relationships between rainfall rate and the reflectivity of the
raindrop. See Section 9.1 of Kingsley and Quegan (1999).

6.5 Radioaltimeters

Probably the most common airborne radar, but one of the
most unusual designs, is the radioaltimeter. This is mounted
on the underside of the aircraft and measures its height above
the ground. Radioaltimeters generally use a bandwidth of
about 100 MHz centered around 4.3 GHz, giving them a
range resolution of the order of a meter. The mean trans-
mitter power required is usually only a few watts, and they
often use Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW)
waveforms, (Griffiths, 1990) relying on the use of separate
antennas to be able to transmit and receive at the same time.

6.6 Airborne weather radars

Another common application of radars in aircraft is to detect
rain storms. These applications function in a similar way
to ground-based meteorological radars, but usually operate
at higher frequencies. They are fitted to a large number of
aircraft and hence have to be compact, low mass, and low cost.

6.7 Airborne early warning

Airborne Early Warning (AEW) radars attempt to perform
the same tasks as surface-based air surveillance radars but
have the advantage that they can detect relatively low flying
aircraft at long ranges where, from the surface, they would be
hidden behind the horizon. Since AEW is usually the primary
purpose of the aircraft carrying the radar, its antenna can be
as large as the platform can physically carry, often allowing
lower frequencies (down to S band or even lower) than are
used in other airborne radars.

Like most other modern airborne surveillance and target-
ing radars, modern AEW radars use Doppler-based moving
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target indication systems, as discussed in (Stimson 1998,
Chapter 24), to detect low-flying aircraft against the back-
ground of land and sea clutter.

6.8 Multi-function radars

The descriptions above have described how the design of a
radar is tailored to perform a particular task. When many
tasks must be performed on a single platform, in order to
save space, weight, and power and to minimize the training
and maintenance burden, a single radar must be capable of
performing a number of tasks.

6.9 Airborne combat radar

Airborne combat radars now typically combine air search,
ground search, terrain following, target tracking, and missile
guidance roles. Many current systems still use highly-agile
mechanically-scanned antennas to achieve this, but electroni-
cally scanned arrays are taking over in this application. Either
a single traveling wave tube transmitter is used to feed a pas-
sive array of phase shifters, or else an array of active solid
state elements is used. Since, as with the AEW radars, coher-
ent operation is essential to find the targets against the clutter
background, these systems also use Doppler processing to
separate the moving targets from the clutter.

Terrain-following radars allow the aircraft, usually a fast
jet, to fly safely at high speed at “nap of the earth” heights to
minimize its detectability. It does this by reliably detecting
the contours of the terrain.

6.10 Maritime reconnaissance radars

A major task of maritime patrol aircraft is to survey sur-
face ships for monitoring economic exclusion zones, fishery
protection, anti-smuggling operations, search and rescue
operations and similar activities. A capability to detect sub-
marine periscopes is however also important. Moving target
indication cannot be used to detect these small targets against
the background of sea clutter, since they are slow moving, so
sophisticated non-coherent detection schemes are employed,
as discussed in Backscatter from Land and Sea. The radar
will also nowadays usually possess coherent modes as well,
to detect fast moving ships and nearby aircraft. It will also
possess imaging modes, such as SAR modes, to help the oper-
ators recognize the ships it has detected. Conversely, an AEW
radar will generally also possess Maritime Reconnaissance
(MR) modes as the added effort of providing them within the
AEW hardware is generally well worthwhile.

Many existing MR radars still use magnetron transmitters
(Stimson 1998, Chapter 2) which are simple and relatively
reliable and low cost, but cannot properly support coher-
ent or SAR operation. More modern systems use traveling
wave tubes, but active arrays are beginning to appear in these
applications as well.

6.11 Battlefield surveillance radars

A more specialized range of military airborne radars are bat-
tlefield surveillance radars. These use SAR modes to detect
stationary features, hopefully giving enough resolution for
the targets to be identified by a well-trained operator, and
Doppler modes, so called “Ground Moving Target Indi-
cation” (GMTI) modes, which are tuned to recognize the
relatively slow moving ground targets against the clutter
background. A particular specialty of these radars is careful
compensation for the velocity of the radar platform, which is
often much greater than that of the targets.

7 COUNTERMEASURES TO RADAR

The final part of this introduction must consider how radars
are countered (Boydet al., 1978). Since radars are so effective
at providing information, disrupting them can be an important
activity. The designer of a military radar must likewise take
account of the possible countermeasures in order to make the
design resistant to them.

The first countermeasure is to intercept the radar’s trans-
missions. There are, broadly speaking, three levels at which
this can be done.

1. ELINT: Electronic Intelligence;
2. ESM: Electronic Support Measures, which operate on a

more tactical level;
3. RWR: Radar Warning Receivers which are a self-protect

system to warn the platform on which they are fitted of
an imminent attack.

For ELINT/ESM, the aim is to obtain useful informa-
tion about the enemy’s plans from detecting the presence
of the radar and how it is being used. Beyond interception,
the next step would be to jam the radar either by transmitting
noise into its receiver or by generating false targets to confuse
either its operator or its processing. Another possibility is to
fire an anti-radiation missile, which homes in on the radar’s
transmissions, but this would only be contemplated when
the threat was severe, since the missiles are, of course, very
expensive.
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8 SUMMARY

This chapter has shown some of the salient characteristics of
radars:

� the wide variety of types of radar;
� the wide range of frequencies over which they can be

used;
� the wide variety of purposes for which they are used; and
� the wide range of types and complexity of their designs.

It has touched briefly upon the fact that the performance
of a radar can be predicted with a degree of accuracy which is
perhaps surprising for such a complex system, but that these
predictions are dependent on adequate knowledge of the radar
properties of the target and of the environment in which it is
found.

The detailed discussion of these topics, to which this
overview has only been able to make brief reference, are
subjects treated in more depth in the subsequent chapters of
this section.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Radars receive returns from targets, thermal noise, and
backscatter from the natural environment. When this
backscatter from the natural environment is unwanted, it is
referred to as clutter. Clutter returns may be received from
the land, sea, weather (especially rain), birds, and insects. For
some radars, backscatter from the environment is the required
information. For example, synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
can be used to image the ground or sea surface. For many
other radar applications the returns from the natural environ-
ment are unwanted and the radar must be able to discriminate
between them and returns from targets of interest.

The backscatter from the natural environment varies
greatly with the parameters of the radar being used, the view-
ing geometry, and the environmental conditions. In order to
assist radar designers and users, mathematical models of the

backscatter are required. These models are used in different
ways throughout the design, development, and use of radar
systems as part of the modeling and simulation of complete
radar systems, to predict the performance of a new radar de-
sign, to predict the comparative performance of competing
radar designs, and to give insight into the expected perfor-
mance of signal and data processing algorithms.

The models of backscatter that are used may be based
on a knowledge of the physics of scattering from rough sur-
faces and electromagnetic modeling. This approach can be
quite successful for the modeling of backscatter from rain
and from the sea surface in some conditions. In many other
environments, the backscatter mechanisms and the environ-
ments themselves are too complex for this approach and it is
necessary to resort to the development of empirical models,
based on the analysis of actual radar data.

For any model to be of value to a radar designer, it must
be possible to relate the expected characteristics of the radar
signal to the prevailing conditions, the radar parameters, and
the viewing geometry. It is also very important to understand
the scope and limitations of any model. The models discussed
here, and widely used in radar design, at best try to represent
typical or average conditions. They may often represent the
average of many measurements, with a wide spread of values
around this mean to be expected in practice. On a particular
trial, the real environment may well “deviate” considerably
from the mean value predicted by the model. For this reason,
radar designs based on modeling must also be able to perform
over a wide range of real conditions that may lie outside the
model parameters.

Despite these cautions, good models of the backscatter
from the natural environment are available and are indispens-
able for successful radar design. The focus of this chapter is
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on backscatter from the land and sea. Section 2 introduces the
physics of scattering from rough surfaces, which provides in-
sight into scattering mechanisms and the ability to directly
model the backscatter in some conditions. Section 3 describes
the characteristics of the backscatter, which needs to be cap-
tured in the mathematical models. Specific modeling of land
clutter is described in Section 4, while models of sea clutter
are described in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the chapter.

2 SCATTERING FROM ROUGH
SURFACES

In order to model the underlying physical mechanisms re-
sponsible for radar clutter, descriptions of the scattering sur-
face and the electromagnetic scattering process are required.
These may then be used, in principle, to calculate the prop-
erties of radar clutter signals. It turns out, however, that ob-
taining accurate and general results using this method is very
difficult, and in order to make progress it is necessary to use
approximations.

The description of the scattering surface may be con-
structed by considering individual features: such as, for ex-
ample, buildings, trees, or areas of grass in the case of land
clutter; or individual waves for sea clutter. These can then be
joined together to produce an extended area for illumination
by the radar. Alternatively, the whole surface may be approx-
imated as a statistical process and characterized in terms of a
height distribution and spatial spectrum. For the sea surface,
a useful approximation is to consider the wave height to have
a Gaussian distribution. Thus the probability density function
(pdf) of the surface height,h, is given by

P(h) = 1√
2�σh

exp
(−h2

2σ2
h

)
(1)

and the spatial power spectral density is a functionSh(k),
wherek is the ocean wave spatial frequency (i.e., a vector
of magnitude 2�/wavelength in the direction of the wave
propagation). The contribution to the variance of the surface
height from waves within an interval ofk is given by the in-
tegral ofSh(k) over that interval. Thus the overall surface
height variance,σ2

h, is given by the integral over allk, that is,

σ2
h =

∫
all k

Sh(k) dkxdky (2)

Integrating Sh(k) over all directions of k yields the
“omnidirectional elevation spectrum”,Sh(k). Figure 1 is the
Elfouhaily model (Elfouhaily, Chapron and Katsaros, 1997)

Figure 1. Omnidirectional elevation spectrum derived from the
Elfouhaily model for sea states 1 (right-most curve), 2, 3, 4
and 5 (left-most curve). Reproduced with permission from Ward,
Tough and Watts (2006)c© The Institution of Engineering and
Technology.

for this spectrum and shows how an increase in windspeed re-
sults in longer waves and an increase in the wave height vari-
ance,σ2

h (given by the areas under the curves). Using models
of this type it is possible to evaluate conditions with different
wind speeds, fetch, and atmospheric stability (this last being
dependent on the sea and air temperature difference).

Having defined the scattering surface, calculations of the
scattered field from the surface for a particular radar illumi-
nation may be done in the time domain by using Maxwell’s
electromagnetism equations (Stratton, 1945) and a numer-
ical method such as finite difference time domain (FDTD).
FDTD steps the EM field values forwards in time, at all points
in space, using differential equations. When the fields meet
the scattering surface an appropriate boundary condition is
applied (for sea clutter a complex dielectric is used for sea
water). This method is very time-consuming and difficult to
implement for the large surface required for radar clutter; to
date little success has been reported.

More commonly the problem is expressed in the fre-
quency domain using integral equations, which are derived
from Maxwell’s equations using the vector Green’s theorem.
Known as the Stratton Chu equations (Stratton, 1945), these
express the EM fields at a point within an enclosed volume
in terms of integrals of the fields on the surface at the vol-
ume’s extremity. (This method is sometimes called the global
boundary-value problem [GBVP].) When applied to radar
scattering, the equations are used twice; first to evaluate the
fields on the surface (using the incoming EM wave from the
radar and the fields at all other points on the surface), and sec-
ond to propagate the surface fields back to the radar. As with
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Backscatter from Land and Sea3

FDTD, very little progress has been made using this integral
method directly on extended clutter surfaces. However, the
integral method lends itself to a number of approximations,
which work well for radar clutter at particular grazing angles.

It is possible to cover the full range of grazing angles
from 90◦ (straight down) to 0◦ (grazing incidence) using
three approximations. These are often called the “Specular”,
“Plateau”, and “Interference” regions, for high, medium, and
low grazing angle, respectively. The details of the approxima-
tions to the integral equation method are detailed in reference
(Ward, Tough and Watts, 2006), and may be summarized as
follows:

� The Specular region is at high grazing angles where the
imperfect conductivity of the sea and dielectric proper-
ties of land have little effect on scattering, which means
that the surface may be considered to be a perfect con-
ductor. Also the effect of the surface field on other parts
of the surface is small and multiple scattering effects
can be neglected. These two simplifications cause the in-
tegral method to simplify to the “Physical Optics” (or
Kirchoff) approximation, using which the mean clutter
power for a rough surface may be calculated easily. The
results show that at high grazing angles there is a large
contribution from specular (mirror-like) scattering. As the
grazing angle is reduced, this falls off quickly. In this
region the scattering does not depend on the EM polar-
ization of the radar; vertical (VV) and horizontal (HH)
produce the same backscatter.

� The Plateau region occurs at medium grazing angle. Here
backscattering is dominated by resonant scattering from
small ripples (or roughness) with a wavelength equal to
a half of the radar illumination wavelength. The rough-
ness is superimposed on a larger scale structure, and the
scattering is affected by the large-scale tilt. This so-called
composite scattering model is calculated using a pertur-
bation method on the integral equations, starting with a
“tangent plane approximation” (TPA) for the fields on the
large-scale structure. (TPA assumes that the fields on the
large-scale structure are the same as on an infinite plane
at a tangent to the surface at that point.) In the plateau
region the scattering depends on polarization (with VV
having a higher average return than HH) but the scattered
power varies much more slowly with grazing angle than
in the specular region.

� In the interference region at low grazing angles the com-
posite model fails for two reasons. First, the TPA that was
used above for the unperturbed fields on the large-scale
structure needs to be adjusted to account for shadowing
and multipath interference. Second, the clutter power be-
comes so small that other (previously negligible) surface

features become important. On the land these are discrete
structures such as isolated trees and huts, and on the sea
non-linear breaking wave events. In this region there is a
critical angle, which depends on the mean square height
of the large-scale structure and the radar wavelength.
Below this angle clutter power reduces very quickly.

When these scattering approximations are applied to sea
clutter using the Elfouhaily spectrum (as shown in Figure 1)
for long fetch in the deep open ocean with a stable atmo-
sphere, results are obtained for the average clutter Radar
Cross Section per unit area (generally calledσ0) as shown
in Figure 2a and 2b. The behavior in the three regions as dis-
cussed above (i.e., a fast fall off in theSpecular region, rel-
ative flatness in thePlateau region, and a fast fall-off below
a critical angle in theInterference region) is evident in the
figures for vertical and horizontal polarizations. Extending
these results to other conditions (e.g., atmospheric instabil-
ity, shallow water, limited fetch) produces some interesting
effects, which help explain radar performance anomalies in
Littoral environments.

Figure 2. (a) and (b): Calculatedσ0 versus grazing angle for X band
(10 GHz) sea clutter. The solid lines are for vertical polarization and
the dotted lines are for horizontal polarization. Sea states 1 to 6 are
shown.
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4 Radar

3 RADAR CLUTTER CHARACTERISTICS

Radar clutter can broadly be described in terms of the
following characteristics:

�

σ0, the normalized radar cross-section (RCS) or reflectiv-
ity

� Amplitude statistics (probability density function)
� Doppler power spectrum
� Spatial correlation

This section describes these basic concepts. The following
sections then describe how these characteristics are modeled
for the land and sea environments.

3.1 Normalized RCS, σ0

The backscatter from a local area of land or sea is most simply
modeled as comprising multiple scatterers distributed spa-
tially uniformly over the area illuminated by the radar. The
magnitude of the backscatter seen by the radar is then pro-
portional to the area of ground illuminated at any instant.
The total radar cross-section,σ, of the returns from the clut-
ter patch, normalized by the illuminated area of the patch,
Ac, is defined as the normalized clutter RCS or the clutter
reflectivity,σ◦

σ0 = σ/Ac (3)

σ0 is usually expressed in dB relative to 1 m2, per m2 of area,
or dB m2 m−2.

For a pulsed radar the area illuminated will be deter-
mined by the radar range resolution, the range from the radar,
the antenna beamshape, and the local grazing angle. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.

Radar pulse

Elevation R
ψ

φel

φgr

ρ sec(φgr)

ρ

θaz

θaz
Azimuth

R

h

Clutter patch

Antenna
footprint

R

Figure 3. Clutter illuminated patch size. Reproduced with permis-
sion from Ward, Tough and Watts (2006)c© The Institution of
Engineering and Technology.

The area of the clutter patch is defined by the azimuth
beamwidth and the pulse length and is

Ac = αρ Rθazsec(φgr) (4)

where θaz is the antenna azimuth beamwidth andφgr is
the local grazing angle. The range resolution,ρ, is related
to the radar pulse bandwidth,B, by ρ = c

2B
. The factorα

accounts for the actual compressed pulse shape and the az-
imuth beamshape, including the range and azimuth sidelobes
(α = 1 corresponds to a rectangular pulse and beamshape). If
we assume a rectangular pulse and a Gaussian azimuth beam
shape (withθaz defined to be the one-way 3 dB beamwidth)
this gives a value forα of 0.753.

Using a curved Earth geometry, the grazing angle,φgr, of
the radar beam at the sea surface is

φgr = sin−1
(

h

R
+ h2

2reR
− R

2re

)
(5)

h is the height (altitude) of the radar,re is the Earth’s radius
(multiplied by 4/3 to account for atmospheric refraction), and
R is the slant range. The corresponding depression angle of
the radar beam from the horizontal at the radar is

ψ = sin−1
(

R2 + h2 + 2reh

2R (re + h)

)
(6)

Finally, it should be noted thatσ0 derived from empirical
measurements inevitably includes propagation effects, such
as multipath scattering, and so it is usual to assume that any
propagation effects are included in the definition ofσ0. This
may not be appropriate in the presence of anomalous pro-
pagation, such as a surface duct, which may considerably
affect the clutter backscatter.

3.2 Amplitude statistics

As described above, a simple model for clutter assumes re-
turns from multiple scatterers distributed spatially uniformly
over the illuminated clutter patch. The probability density
function of the scattered field,E, or its amplitude,E, pro-
vides a simple statistical model from which useful features
of radar performance can be calculated.

The scattered voltage fieldE fromN scatterers is given by:

E =
N∑

i=1

√
σi exp(jφi) (7)
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Backscatter from Land and Sea5

whereσ i is the RCS of an individual scatterer andφi is the
random phase associated with each scatterer (determined by
the nature of the scattering surface and the range to the radar).

Provided that the number of scatterersN � 1, the central
limit theorem can be applied and this yields the Gaussian or
Rayleigh model for the clutter:

P(EI, EQ) = 1

�x
exp

(− (
E2

I + E2
Q

)
/x

)
;

−∞ ≤ EI, EQ ≤ ∞ (8)

wherex is the mean intensity of the clutter returns andEI , EQ

are the in-phase and quadrature components of the received
radar signal.

The corresponding pdfs of the envelopes and intensity of
the signal are:

P(E) = 2E

x
exp(−E2/x); E =

√
E2

I + E2
Q; −∞ ≤ E ≤ ∞

P(z) = 1

z
exp(−z/x); z = E2; −∞ ≤ z ≤ ∞ (9)

Herex, the mean intensity of the clutter return, is the single
parameter that specifies the Rayleigh clutter model. This pa-
rameter can be linked directly to the received clutter power
in the radar equation for performance prediction.

The complex Gaussian process described above is a rea-
sonable model for some types of radar backscatter, such as sea
clutter in a maritime radar observed at low resolution and high
grazing angles. In a high-resolution radar, however, a given
clutter cell may contain only a few independent scatterers.
In this case, the arguments proposed for a Gaussian model,
which is based on the central limit theorem, do not apply.

Alternatively, the number of scatterers may vary signifi-
cantly from one cell to the next, so that the mean intensity
of the clutter,x, may vary from cell to cell. This gives rise to
compound distributions to describe non-Gaussian clutter. It
is often observed that the fluctuations ofx are well modeled
by the Gamma distribution

P(x) = bν

�(ν)
xν−1exp(−bx) (10)

This results in a pdf forE known as theK distribution, which is
often used to modeling sea clutter (Ward, Tough and Watts,
2006) and SAR land image statistics (Oliver and Quegan,
1998). Here

P(E) = 4b(ν+1)/2Eν

�(ν)
Kν−1

(
2E

√
b
)

(11)

whereK is a modified Bessel function of the second kind.
This distribution is characterized by a scale parameter,b, and
a shape parameter,ν, which depend on the radar parameters
and environmental conditions.

An example of this non-Gaussian scattering is shown in
Figure 4 (Section 3.4), where the amplitude of Gaussian clut-
ter (with a Rayleigh pdf, Figure 4a) is compared with spiky
clutter, modeled here as having aK distribution pdf with the
same mean level (Figure 4b).

Other pdfs are commonly used to match observed values of
radar backscatter. Foremost among these are the log-normal
and Weibull distributions. These models are used principally
because they are analytically tractable but they do not show
the underlying compound structure of theK distribution (see
Section 5). The log-normal model (Trunk and George, 1970)
then ascribes a normal or Gaussian distribution, with mean
m and varianceσ2, to the logarithm of this quantity. Thus we

7

0
Range samples 5000

0

7

0

7

Amplitude (volts)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Range samples 5000

Range samples 5000

Figure 4. Spatial correlation in clutter; (a) Rayleigh noise; (b)K-
distributed clutter with shape parameterν = 0.5 and correlation
length 0 range samples; (c)K distributed clutter with correlation
length of 30 samples; each example has a mean amplitude of 1.
Reproduced with permission from Ward, Tough and Watts (2006)
c© The Institution of Engineering and Technology.
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6 Radar

have

P(z) = 1

z
√

2�σ2
exp

(
− (log(z) − m)2

2σ2

)
; z ≥ 0 (12)

The Weibull model (Fay, Clark and Peters, 1977) assigns the
PDF

P(z) = β
zβ−1

aβ
exp(−(z/a)β); z ≥ 0 (13)

to the intensityz.

3.3 Doppler spectrum

Reverting to our simple model of Gaussian scattering,
Equation (7), we now need to consider what is observed if
the scatterers within an illuminated patch are not stationary
but are moving, causing the received signal to fluctuate over
time. Now we can write

E(t) =
N∑

i=1

√
σiexp(jφi(t)) (14)

The temporal fluctuations of this signal can be expressed in
terms of its autocorrelation function (acf)

R(τ) = lim
T→∞

1

T

∣∣∣∣
∫ T

−T

E(t)·E(t + τ)dt

∣∣∣∣ (15)

In turn the power spectrum is derived using the Wiener
Khintchine theorem, from the Fourier transform of the acf

S(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
R(τ)exp(−jωτ)dτ (16)

The power spectrum represents the intensity of the returns as
a function of Doppler radian frequencyω = 2�f , wheref is
the Doppler frequency.

The Doppler spectrum of clutter is often initially modeled
as having a Gaussian (negative squared exponential) shape,
usually for reasons of analytic tractability.

S(f ) = S0 exp

(
− f 2

2σ2
f

)
(17)

whereσ2
f is standard deviation of the power spectrum. Since

the Doppler spectrum is due to motion of the clutter scatter-
ers, it may also be described in terms of a scatterer veloc-
ity spectrum, with a Doppler frequencyf = 2v/λ, for radial

velocity v and radar wavelengthλ. In practice the mean of
the spectrum may not be zero, for example backscatter from
sea waves. Apart from the inherent motion of the clutter, the
apparent spectrum may also be modified by the scanning of
the radar antenna. The clutter returns are amplitude modu-
lated by the antenna beamshape, which gives an additional
Doppler spread.

3.4 Spatial correlation

Backscatter from land and sea will vary spatially on many dif-
ferent scales, for example as discussed above for sea clutter.
For spatially uniform clutter with Gaussian statistics a single
clutter return can be represented by Equation (7). Returns
from two completely different patches will be uncorrelated.
In practice, it can be assumed that radar returns at different
ranges or azimuths in spatially uniform surface clutter will be
uncorrelated if they are separated in bearing from the radar
by at least the – 3 dB azimuth beamwidth or in range by the
range resolution,ρ.

In non-Gaussian clutter there will be larger-scale struc-
tures present, such as sea waves. Now the local clutter in-
tensity,x, may vary and show spatial structure or correlation.
Figure 4 compares the modeled returns for clutter having aK

distribution, with and without spatial correlation. Also shown
for comparison is Rayleigh noise with the same mean level.

4 LAND CLUTTER

Land clutter is the most difficult to characterize of the com-
mon clutter categories. It can rarely be described as spatially
uniform except perhaps for local regions of woods, open
fields, or desert. Almost invariably there are abrupt changes
in clutter due to natural or man-made boundaries (river banks,
hedges, edges of woods, etc.), significant local variation in
ground slope, and many isolated discrete scatterers (rocks,
isolated trees, pylons, buildings, etc.). Urban environments
are particularly complex, as might be expected.

For modeling convenience and mathematical tractability
ground clutter is often modeled quite simply as uniformly
distributed scatters over a “flat” earth. Of course, amplitude
statistics over large areas of land are most unlikely to be de-
scribed by single Gaussian statistics with a steady backscatter
power. If the backscatter coefficient is taken as representing
the global mean backscatter, amplitude distributions such as
theK-distribution or log-normal distribution are often used
to fit to measured data. More detailed modeling of backscat-
ter from land usually requires modeling of specific sites. An
excellent reference for a very detailed exposition of the nature
and statistics of land clutter has been written by Billingsley
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Backscatter from Land and Sea7

(2002). Further useful sources of data are to be found in Long
(1983), Barton (2005), Skolnik (2001), Moore (2008), and
Ulaby and Dobson (1989).

4.1 Normalized clutter RCS, σ0, at low grazing
angles

At low grazing angles the returns from land clutter become
very spiky. Shadowing due to terrain height variations and
cultural features become very marked. Under these condi-
tions, it becomes very difficult to distinguish between spiky
distributed clutter and discrete scatterers, whether man-made
or natural. Work at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory by Billings-
ley and others (Billingsley, 2002) has resulted in a very
large database of land clutter data for a wide variety of ter-
rain at low grazing angles. Measurements were made at 42
sites across North America at frequencies ranging from VHF
(167 MHz) to X-band (9.2. GHz). Range resolutions of 150 m
and either 36 m or 15 m were used, with both vertical and
horizontal polarizations. Because of the difficulty of defin-
ing the local grazing angle in uneven terrain, the depression
angle (Equation 6) from the radar was recorded, taking into

account the earth curvature but not the effect of local terrain
slope.

The results of the Lincoln Laboratory measurements are
summarized in Table 1. The clutter normalized RCS is re-
ported as a median value, averaged over vertical and hor-
izontal polarization and all range resolutions, since it was
found that variations due to polarization and resolution were
small (1 or 2 dB).

The first point to note from the results in Table 1 is the very
large variation in reflectivity across different types of terrain.
For a radar on an airborne platform, observing rapidly chang-
ing terrain, this can make performance very unpredictable. At
the very low grazing angles reported here, Billingsley (2002)
reported that most of the significant land clutter echoes come
from spatially localized or discrete vertical features associ-
ated with high features in the terrain (such as trees, buildings,
and so on). Low regions of terrain are generally shadowed,
leading to a very spatially patchy backscatter response. At
very low grazing angles, where masking occurs, the ampli-
tude statistics can be represented by the Weibull pdf. At higher
grazing angles, with less masking, the clutter backscatter in-
creases and for depression angles above about 6◦ the clutter
can be represented by a Rayleigh pdf.

Table 1. Median values of mean land clutter reflectivity by terrain type and radar frequency. Reproduced with permission from Billingsley
(2002) c© Elsevier.

Mediana value ofσ◦ (dB m2 m−2)
Frequency Band

Terrain Type VHF UHF L-band S-band X-band

Urban −20.9 −16.0 −12.6 −10.1 −10.8
Mountains −7.6 −10.6 −17.5 −21.4 −21.6
Forrest/High-relief

(Terrain slopes> 2◦)
High depression angle (>1◦) −10.5 −16.1 −18.2 −23.6 −19.9
Low depression angle (≤ 0.2◦) −19.5 −16.8 −22.6 −24.6 −25.0

Forrest/Low-relief
(Terrain slopes< 2◦)

High depression angle (>1◦) −14.2 −15.7 −20.8 −29.3 −26.5
Intermediate depression angle (0.4◦ to 1◦) −26.2 −29.2 −28.6 −32.1 −29.7
Low depression angle (≤ 0.3◦) −43.6 −44.1 −41.4 −38.9 −35.4

Agricultural/High-Relief −32.4 −27.3 −26.9 −34.8 −28.8
(Terrain slopes> 2◦)

Agricultural/Low-Relief
Moderately Low-Relief (>1◦) −27.5 −30.9 −28.1 −32.5 −28.4

(1◦ < Terrain slopes< 2◦)
Very Low-Relief (>1◦) −56.0 −41.1 −31.6 −30.9 −31.5

(Terrain slopes< 1◦)
Desert, Marsh or Grassland

(Few discretes)
High Depression Angle (≥ 1◦) −38.2 −39.4 −39.6 −37.9 −25.6
Low Depression Angle (≤ 0.3◦) −66.8 −74.0 −68.6 −54.4 −42.0

a Medianized (central) values within groups of like-classified measurements in a given frequency band, including both VV and HH polarizations and high
(15 or 36 m) and low (150 m) range resolution.
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8 Radar

4.2 Normalized clutter RCS –
medium grazing angles

At medium grazing angles, rather more measurements of
clutter are available, although ground truth is often difficult
to obtain. It has been found that in the “plateau region” of
backscatter (see Section 2), the clutter reflectivity is approx-
imately proportional to the sine of the grazing angle,φgr

(see Figure 3) leading to clutter normalized RCS being
defined in terms of a parameterγ

γ = σ◦

sin(φgr)
(18)

Typical values ofγ have been reported by Barton (2005), as
summarized in Table 2.

Other empirical models for land clutter can be found in
Moore (2008), Morchin (1990) and Currie (1987).

4.3 Discrete scatterers

At very low grazing angles, terrain scattering becomes very
patchy and spiky and is dominated by local high structures
(Billingsley, 2002). At higher grazing angles, a distributed
clutter model for uniform areas of terrain becomes more use-
ful. However, there will usually also be a number of very large
discrete scatterers in any scene, due to natural and man-made
features. Barton (2005) has analysed a number of results
from the literature and suggests that discrete clutter echoes
of 104 m2 RCS might have a typical density of 0.2 km−2;
103 m2 RCS a density of 0.5 km−2; and 102 m2 RCS a den-
sity of 2 km−2. Discrete scatterers as large as 106 m2 RCS
may be found. Long, Mooney and Skillman (1990) suggest
a density of about 0.004 km−2 for 106 m2 RCS and 0.04/km2

for 105 m2 RCS.

4.4 Doppler power spectrum

If a simple Gaussian-shaped model of Doppler spectrum is
used, land clutter will typically have a standard deviation of

Table 2. Typical values ofγ for different types of terrain.

Terrain Meanγ (dB m2 m−2)

Mountains, urban −5
Wooded hills −10
Rolling hills −12
Farmland, desert −15
Flatland −20

velocity spectrum in the region 0 to 1 m s−1, depending on
the terrain type and the wind speed.

Observations of extensive recordings of ground clutter,
Billingsley (2002), have shown that typical spectra are not
Gaussian-shaped but can best be modeled by a DC compo-
nent and an AC component with an exponential decay. The
DC component represents the return from fixed scatterers
(ground, rocks, tree trunks) and the AC component represents
moving scatterers (leaves, branches). Billingsley’s empirical
model shown here is explicitly derived to be applicable to
windblown trees but he shows that it can be applied to other
terrain types by suitably adjusting the AC/DC ratio. Now
the power spectral density of velocity from a cell containing
windblown clutter,Ptot(v), can be written

Ptot(v) = r

r + 1
δ(v) + 1

r + 1
Pac(v)

Pac(v) = β

2
exp(−β|v|), −∞ < v < ∞ (19)

where the DC component isδ(v), a delta function; the AC
component isPac(v); the AC/DC ratio isr; v is the Doppler
velocity in m s−1; andβ is an empirical shape parameter.

The parameterr is found for windblown trees from

10 log10r = −15.5 log10w − 12.1 log10f0 + 63.2 (20)

wherew is the wind speed in miles per hour; andf0 is the
radar carrier frequency in MHz.

Table 3 shows the empirical fit to the exponential shape pa-
rameter,β. This is independent of radar frequency. The spec-
tra might also be considered to be dependent on parameters
such as tree species, season of the year, cell size, polariza-
tion, range, grazing angle, etc. but these variations are largely
subsumed within the general ranges of statistical variability
of the measurement data.

Table 3. Empirical fit to the parameterβ for the spectrum of wind-
blown trees. Reproduced with permission from Billingsley (2002)
c© Elsevier.

Exponential AC shape
Wind Wind parameterβ (m s)−1

conditions Speed (mph) Typical Worst case

Light air 1–7 12 –
Breezy 7–15 8 –
Windy 15–30 5.7 5.2
Gale Force (est) 30–50 4.3 3.8
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5 SEA CLUTTER

Sea clutter is somewhat easier to characterize than land clut-
ter, but there are some difficulties. At first sight it would seem
straightforward to identify the environment for categorizing
empirical sea clutter data just in terms of the wind speed and
direction. Left for long enough the wind should reach equilib-
rium with the sea, and a specific wind speed should result in a
defined wave height and wave spectrum. Unfortunately equi-
librium is often not achieved before the weather changes, and
the conditions are then “fetch” limited (or the sea is referred
to asyoung). Longer waves from remote, rougher seas can
propagate into the area of interest as swell, thereby modifying
the spectrum. Also, as was noted in Section 2 above, the char-
acter of the clutter depends to a significant degree on the small
ripples, and these are affected by the wind friction velocity,
which in turn depends on the air-sea temperature difference.
Finally, other factors such as varying tidal currents and ed-
dies exchange energy with the surface waves, and therefore
affect the wave height and wave spectrum. Overall there is a
wide variation of sea conditions that can be associated with
a given wind speed.

Researchers have noticed this variability and yet have, over
many years, collected data with little attention to environ-
mental measurements. Generally the parameter measured is
“sea state,” which is a rough identification of bands of wave
height. Hence there are many empirical models for the vari-
ation of normalized RCS with radar frequency, polarization
and grazing angle. In some areas these differ from each other
by many dB, but in general they all follow approximately the
same trends as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows
the average clutter behavior for a wind speed in the region
of 15 knots for radar frequencies between 3 and 10 GHz. It
was derived from the NRL 4FR data set (Daley, 1973) and
shows behavior consistent with the specular and plateau scat-
tering regions discussed and illustrated in Section 2 above.
Figure 6 shows the Georgia Tech empirical model (Horst,
Dyer and Tuley, 1978) at 10 GHz, which was derived from a
large combination of sea clutter data sets in the late 1970s.
It covers the grazing angle region below 10◦, where Figure
5 stops, and shows the same behavior as described and illus-
trated for the interference region in Section 2. Thus we can
conclude that EM scattering calculations are able to repro-
duce the main trends of normalized RCS behavior observed
in large-scale data collections. Further work is required to
validate and improve modeling in site-specific and littoral en-
vironments, where these “average” conditions do not apply.

The statistics of sea clutter have been observed at high and
medium grazing angles to be approximately Gaussian, which
has been justified using the central limit theorem for many
scatterers as discussed above in Section 3. At low grazing

Figure 5. General trends in clutter behavior above 10◦ grazing for
average wind speeds (15 knots) for 3 to 10 GHz radar frequency.
Reproduced with permission from Skolnik (2008)c©McGraw-Hill.

angles the statistics deviate significantly from Gaussian and
have been modeled empirically using, among others, the
Lognormal, Weibull, andK distributions. Results show, how-
ever, that the correlation properties are just as important as
the distribution. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate this at a grazing
angle of 1◦.

The upper plot of Figure 7 shows the received magnitude
(E in equation (11)) for a fixed radar frequency and shows that
at any range the return fluctuates with a characteristic time of
approximately 10 ms as the scatterers within the patch move
with the internal motion of the sea and change their phase rela-
tionships. This varying speckle pattern is de-correlated from
pulse to pulse by frequency agility as shown in the lower plot
of Figure 7. Both of the plots show that the local mean level
(x in equation (10)) varies with range and is unaffected by
frequency agility. The total time (1/8 second) of Figure 7 is
not sufficient forx to change at any given range. Analysis of
the fluctuations in individual range cells shows that the pdf is
consistent with the Rayleigh distribution of equation (9). In
Figure 8, averaging has been used to remove the speckle com-
ponent, and the plot therefore shows the local mean power,x,
over a longer time period of about 120 s. For the first 60 s, the
radar was in HH polarization and then switched to VV. The
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Figure 6. Clutter behavior below 10◦ grazing angle. VV (top) and
HH (bottom) at 9.5 GHz as a function of grazing angle from the
GIT model for sea states 1 to 5. Reproduced with permission from
Ward, Tough and Watts (2006)c©The Institution of Engineering and
Technology.

VV data demonstrates the wavelike nature of the local mean.
Some vestiges of the wave pattern can still be detected in the
HH data, but now the clutter appears much more patchy, with
isolated clutter spikes having a lifetime of about 1 s or so.
This behavior is consistent with the approximate scattering
model at low grazing angles described in Section 2. In VV
polarization the sea clutter is dominated by the composite
model (adjusted for shadowing and multipath interference).
In HH resonant scattering is much lower and so scattering
from breaking waves (which is, to the first order, indepen-
dent of polarization) is much more pronounced in the form
of isolated clutter spikes.

When a radar system processes sea clutter in, for example,
a pulse-to-pulse integrator prior to detection thresholding, it

Figure 7. Range-time intensity plots of sea clutter; upper plot shows
returns from a fixed frequency radar and lower plot shows returns
with pulse-to-pulse frequency agility. Reproduced with permission
from Ward, Tough and Watts (2006)c© The Institution of Engineer-
ing and Technology.

Figure 8. Range-time intensity plot of sea clutter averaged over
250 successive pulses to remove the speckle component, revealing
the underlying mean level. After 60 s, the radar was switched from
vertical to horizontal polarization.
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samples data in the pulse-to-pulse form displayed in Figure 7.
Thus, while independent samples of the speckle may be ob-
tained by using frequency agility, the local mean powerx is
highly correlated at the input to the integrator. Hence, in order
to model the performance accurately, it is important to use
a compound distribution such as theK distribution, which
allows these correlation properties to be expressed.

Despite being able to demonstrate qualitative consistency
of sea clutter data with EM scattering models, little progress
has been made relating EM scattering to the observed statis-
tics in detail. Hence the best current statistical modeling is
empirical. Using data of the type shown in Figure 8, it has
been shown (Ward, Tough and Watts, 2006) that the distribu-
tion of the local mean powerx fits well to the Gamma distribu-
tion (equation (10)). An empirical model for the dependence
of the shape parameterν on radar, environmental, and geo-
metric parameters has been developed through the analysis
of experimental data at I-band (9–10 GHz). The model is:

log10(ν) = 2

3
log10(φ

o
gr) + 5

8
log10(Ac) − kpol

−cos(2θsw)

3
(21)

where

φo
gr is the grazing angle in degrees

Ac is the radar resolved area
kpol is a polarization-dependent parameter (1.39 for VV and

2.09 for HH), and
θsw is the aspect angle with respect to the swell direction.
(The last term is omitted if there is no swell).

There are no known comparable models for the shape pa-
rameters of the Weibull and Lognormal distribution models.

The Doppler spectrum of sea clutter varies with environ-
mental conditions, just as do the normalized RCS and statis-
tics. A useful simple low grazing angle model (Wetzel, 1990)
for the shape of the average clutter velocity spectrum up-
wind at a given wind speedU is a Gaussian shape with a
mean velocity ofvmeanand standard deviation ofvsd given by
(in m s−1)

v(VV )
mean= 0.25+ 0.13U

v(HH)
mean = v(VV )

meam+ 0.185

vsd = v(VV )
mean (22)

There are many observations from data that can be used
to improve this simple model. As the radar scans away
from upwind, the mean velocity changes approximately

proportionately with the view direction component of the
wind vector, while the standard deviation remains approx-
imately unchanged. The shape of the spectrum is skewed
somewhat in the direction of the wind, and the shape varies
in a complicated manner as the local mean power,x, in the
compound K distribution changes. This is dependent on po-
larization and sea conditions. It causes the shape parameter
of the magnitude distributions in individual frequency fil-
ters (after Doppler radar processing) to vary with frequency,
thus causing difficulties for false alarm rate control in pulsed
doppler and MTI radar systems. More research is needed to
develop quantitative models to characterize these effects.

6 SUMMARY

The characteristics of land and sea radar backscatter have
been presented, based on electromagnetic calculations and
experimental observations. In general, the two approaches
lead to similar results, but more work is needed to derive
consistent explanations for many of the detailed effects. The
models presented here are essential for the accurate modeling
of radar performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The waveform is a fundamental feature of a radar system: it
determines many of the radar performance parameters. Good
waveform selection will enable the radar to

� obtain good resolution in

delay (range)
Doppler (velocity);

� obtain high signal energy while using low peak power,
� utilize the spectrum efficiently,
� have an abundance of signals from the same family

(an electronic counter-countermeasure).

Radar usually uses a narrow-band signal, namely, the
bandwidth is much narrower than the carrier frequency.
The high carrier frequency, often in the microwave band, is
required in order to be able to use small antennas. The band-
width is a compromise between the desire for narrow range
resolution, which implies wide bandwidth, and the hardware,
which prefers narrow bandwidth.

Wide bandwidth is obtained by modulating the carrier. The
modulated parameter could be any one of the three waveform
parameters – amplitude, frequency, and phase. In the early
days of radar, the only possible modulation was on–off keying
of a power oscillator (e.g., a magnetron). Wide bandwidth
came from transmitting a very narrow pulse. To obtain high
pulse energy, required for detecting distant targets, the pulse
had to have very high peak power.

The magnetron limitations were unstable frequency and
phase. Modern radar hardware can generate waveforms with
well-controlled frequency and phase. This makes the radar
“coherent” and allows frequency and phase modulation.
Coherency is also affected by the radar environment, the
medium through which the waveform propagates, and the
nature of the target’s reflection. Phase or frequency modula-
tion of coherent radar can increase the bandwidth of a long
pulse, making it behave like a narrow pulse. This is called
“pulse compression”, which is the main subject of waveform
design and processing.

Wide bandwidth produces narrow delay (range) resolu-
tion. Long duration of the coherent signal produces narrow
Doppler (velocity) resolution. Long duration does not neces-
sarily imply long continuous transmission; it does imply long
coherent processing. A coherent train of many widely spaced
narrow pulses is a common waveform associated with long
coherent processing. The duration of the coherent processing
interval (CPI) is limited by the antenna dwell time on the
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Figure 1. Delay responses of a compressed pulse. (a) Without; (b) with sidelobe reduction.

target, or by how long the received reflection from the target
remains coherent.

Clutter, noise, and interference make radar target detection
a very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) situation. Detecting
a low SNR target and estimating its parameters is usually
done through a “bank of filters”. When the output of a filter
exceeds a threshold, a target corresponding to that filter is
declared. The accuracy of the estimated parameter equals the
width of the filter’s main lobe. Hence, the response of those
filters in their respective domains (delay, Doppler, azimuth,
etc.) should have a narrow main lobe. The response should
also exhibit low sidelobes, because high sidelobes can mask
neighboring targets (Figure 1).

2 NARROW-BAND SIGNAL

A real narrow-band signal s(t) can be mathematically
described in several forms. The natural form is given in
equation (1):

s(t) = g(t)cos[ωct + φ(t)] (1)

where g(t) is the instantaneous natural envelope, ωc is the
carrier angular frequency, and φ(t) is the instantaneous phase.

Another version, the quadratic form, is given in equation (2).

s(t) = gc(t)cos ωct − gs(t)sin ωct (2)

The two forms are identical when equation (3) holds.

gc(t) = g(t)cosφ(t), gs(t) = g(t)sinφ(t) (3)

A third form for the same signal is given in equation (4).

s(t) = Re{u(t)exp(jωct)}, u(t) = gc(t) + jgs(t) (4)

The variable u(t) is the complex envelope (CE) of the
signal. u(t) contains all the information about the signal
except its carrier frequency. It is both a mathematical entity
as well as the actual remaining numerical signal after
synchronous detection, sampling, and analog-to-digital con-
version (ADC), which are all performed in a modern radar
receiver, prior to pulse compression and Doppler processing.
Note that the magnitude of the CE is equal to that of the natu-
ral envelope. Because it contains all the signal’s information
and because it is actually used in the signal processing stages
of the receiver, from this point on we will deal with the CE u(t)
rather than the real signal s(t). Henceforth, the word signal
will refer to the CE of the signal.
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3 MATCHED FILTER AND AMBIGUITY
FUNCTION

A communication receiver is asked to find, in the presence of
noise, what the transmitted message was. The radar receiver
knows what the transmitted signal was; it is asked whether
there is a target, or just noise, at a specified delay cell. The
best way to answer this question is through the use of the
matched filter (MF). It can be shown that in the presence of
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the best estimate of
the delay of a known signal is obtained by cross correlating
the noisy received signal with a copy of the known transmitted
signal. h(t) the impulse response of the MF is a delayed and
time-inverted version of the CE of the transmitted signal.
Convolving the filter impulse response with the received CE
is equivalent to such a cross correlation.

h(t) = Cu∗(t0 − t) (5)

Equation (5) contains two parameters: C is an arbitrary con-
stant whose dimension is (V · s)−1 and t0 is a predetermined
delay, where the SNR will be maximized and threshold cross-
ing will be performed to decide if the expected signal was
indeed received. Because of causality reasons, t0 has to be
equal to or longer than the finite duration of the signal. ( )*

represents complex conjugate.
Independently of the waveform, at the instant t0, the MF

output will be CE, where E is the energy of the finite duration
signal. The SNR at that instant will be 2E/N0, where N0 is
the power spectral density (one sided) of the white noise. The
MF outputs at other delays strongly depend on the waveform
design.

As mentioned before, the MF output to the signal it was
designed for is the autocorrelation of that signal. However,
when reflected from a moving point target, the signal’s center
frequency is Doppler shifted by

ν = 2Ṙ

λ
(6)

where Ṙ is the range rate and λ is the wavelength. Doppler
shift ν causes the CE of the received signal to become
u(t)exp(j2�νt). In that case, the output of the MF, as func-
tion of time, will cease to be shaped like the autocorrelation,
which is a one-dimensional function of the delay τ. Instead,
it will be shaped like a fixed-Doppler cut of a 2D function
of τ and ν. That 2D function is called the ambiguity function
(AF). It was introduced by Woodward in a seminal 1953
book (Woodward, 1953). Woodward won the 2009 IEEE
Dennis J. Picard medal for “Pioneering work of fundamental

importance in radar waveform design, including the
Woodward Ambiguity Function, the standard tool for wave-
form and MF analysis”. There are several different versions
of the AF of which we will use the one given in equation (7).

|χ(τ, ν)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣

∞∫
−∞

u(t), u∗(t − τ)exp(j2� ν t)dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (7)

A radar waveform cannot be designed to yield any desired
AF, because the AF must obey three fundamental properties:

� The AF has a peak of 1 at the origin. It cannot be higher
anywhere else.

� The volume underneath |χ(τ, ν)|2 is equal to 1.
� The AF is symmetric with respect to the origin.

The first two properties assume that the signal’s amplitude
was normalized to yield a signal of unit energy. These two
properties imply, for example, that it is impossible to design
a signal with an “ideal” resolution in both delay and Doppler,
namely have an AF shape of a sidelobe-free impulse at the
origin. The third property suggests that it is sufficient to plot
only two quadrants of the AF. We will plot quadrants I and
II, corresponding to positive Doppler.

The zero-Doppler cut of the AF is obtained by setting ν =
0 in equation (7), and can be recognized as the magnitude
of the autocorrelation function (ACF) of u(t). The zero-delay
cut is obtained by setting τ = 0 in equation (7). This will
show that this cut is a function of the magnitude of u(t) and
is independent of any phase or frequency modulation.

4 LINEAR FREQUENCY MODULATED
PULSE

A theoretical expression of the AF is not always simple to
derive and in most cases the AF is calculated numerically.
Fortunately, for the most common pulse compression wave-
form, the linear frequency modulated (LFM) pulse, described
in equation (8); the AF can be easily calculated and is given
in equation (9). By setting the total frequency deviation �f
to zero, equations (8) and (9) will reduce to the CE and AF
of an un-modulated rectangular pulse of duration tp.

u(t) = 1√
tp

exp
(

j�
�f

tp
t2

)
,

−1

2
tp ≤ t ≤ 1

2
tp, zero elsewhere (8)
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Figure 2. Ambiguity function of an unmodulated rectangular pulse.

|χ(τ, ν)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(

1 − |τ|
tp

) sin
[
�(tpν − τ�f )

(
1 − |τ|

tp

)]
�(tpν − τ�f )

(
1 − |τ|

tp

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,

|τ| ≤ tp, zero elsewhere (9)

Using (9) with �f = 0, will produce the AF of an un-
modulated rectangular pulse of duration tp (Figure 2). In
Figure 2 the delay axis was made dimensionless by divid-
ing the delay by the pulse width. Similarly the Doppler axis
was made dimensionless by multiplying the Doppler by the

pulse width. The zero-Doppler cut, seen clearly in Figure 2,
has a triangular shape, as expected from the autocorrelation
of the rectangular shape of the envelope of an unmodulated
pulse. The zero-delay cut will exhibit a sinc shape as given
by equation (10).

|χ(0, ν)| =
∣∣∣∣ sin(�tpν)

�tpν

∣∣∣∣ (10)

That zero-delay cut is universal for a rectangular pulse and
will not change by adding phase or frequency modulation,
but other areas of the AF will change considerably, as seen
in Figure 3, which is the AF of an LFM pulse with time–
bandwidth (TBW) product of tp�f = 20. The zero-Doppler
cut shows a normalized main-lobe width (1st null) reduction
from 1 to 1/(tp�f). The AF fixed volume is now concentrated
in a narrow diagonal ridge, extending to very high Doppler
values. A signal with such a ridge-like AF is called Doppler
tolerant. This point will be elaborated on when we discuss
pulse trains.

The other prominent features seen in Figure 3 are the rel-
atively high delay sidelobes. This problem can be mitigated
by replacing linear FM with nonlinear FM (NLFM) in which
more time is spent at the center frequencies and less at the
edges. The sidelobe reduction in Figure 1 was achieved by
replacing LFM (Figure 1a) with NLFM (Figure 1b).

Figure 3. Ambiguity function of an LFM pulse with TBW = 20.
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5 PHASE-CODED PULSE

LFM was developed during World War II and is still used
extensively. Another well established approach for pulse
compression is phase coding. The pulse of duration tp is
divided into M contiguous slices, of equal duration tb, which
we will call “bits”. Hence tp = Mtb. Each bit has its own
phase. Phase coding can be divided into two groups: binary
and polyphase. Binary sequences utilize two phases, � radi-
ans apart. The vocabulary of polyphase sequences contains
either quantized phase values (e.g., quaternary coding uses 0,
�/2, �, and −�/2) or non-quantized values. Detailed tables
of phase coding sequences can be found in Levanon and
Mozeson, (2004). Here, we will list few prominent exam-
ples. We are still dealing with pulse compression; hence,
we are searching for signals having good a-periodic ACF.
When considering periodic waveforms, for continuous wave
(CW) radar, we will be looking for signals with good periodic
autocorrelation function (PACF).

5.1 Binary sequences

Binary modulation is considered easier to implement in
hardware than polyphase modulation. The classical family in
this category is Barker sequences. Their unique property is
that the mainlobe-to-peak sidelobe ratio (PSLR) is the code

length M. The longest known Barker sequence is of length
M = 13, and its sequence can be listed as {1111100110101}
where “1” represents the CE value +1 and 0 represents −1.
The idea of Barker sequences was extended to minimum peak
sidelobe (MPSL) sequences. Thus, the longest known binary
code with PSLR = M/2 was found for M = 28, for exam-
ple, the sequence {1000111100010001000100101101}.
PSLR = M/3 was found for M = 51, with an example of
{11010010010010101001000100110001000111111100011
1000}. PSLR = M/4 was found by Nunn and Coxson
for M = 82 with an example (in hexadecimal pre-
sentation) of {3CB25D380CE3B7765695F}. The
longest known binary sequence with PSLR = M/5
was found by Ferguson for M = 113 and is given by
{1E90FC54B4E259765D3FF7628CDCE}. In order to use
hexadecimal presentation for sequences whose length is not
a multiple of 4, zeros are added at the left side of the binary
code, before converting to hexadecimal.

The ambiguity functions of waveforms based on Barker
or MPSL sequences are shaped like a thumbtack. The AF of
MPSL 113 (Figure 4) has a narrow peak at the origin and a
thin pedestal of sidelobes extending to the full delay width of
the signal and up to very large Doppler shifts. The first null
in Doppler happens at ν = (Mtb)−1. The first null in Delay
happens at τ = tb, as can be seen from the ACF of MPSL
113, shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Ambiguity function of MPSL 113.
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Figure 5. Autocorrelation function of MPSL 113.

Binary sequences can be generated from noise-like gen-
erators. An example is a chaotic sequence, generated by
equation (11), which can have any value between 0 and 1 with
nearly uniform probability density function (PDF). Setting a
threshold at 0.5 will produce a nearly random binary sequence
with equal probabilities for 0 and 1. Three thresholds will
generate quaternary random sequence, etc.

x(n + 1) = 4x(n)[1 − x(n)], 0 < x(1) < 1 (11)

Choosing a different initial value will result in a different
sequence. Such a generator can generate an abundance of
different sequences. The problem with random or nearly ran-
dom sequences is their poor ACF (large sidelobes). Consider
code length M = 45, for which there are 245 sequences. Only
about 30 of them exhibit PSLR of M/3, while about 1012 will
exhibit PSLR = M/12. So, a sequence picked randomly has
practically no chance of having good ACF.

5.2 Polyphase sequences

Allowing any phase values (non-binary) can lead to lower
sidelobes. However, the outermost sidelobe is always 1
(for any polyphase or binary sequence). Polyphase sequences
can be divided into two families: generalized Barker
sequences and chirp-like sequences, which are related to
LFM signals. The ACF of generalized Barker sequence of
length M has PSLR ≤ M. There are no known systematic
methods to construct generalized Barker signals, and those

found were the result of numerical search. The longest known
generalized Barker sequence (Nunn and Coxson, 2009) is of
length 77. Its phase sequence in radians is listed below: {0 0
0.4845 1.3603 1.4634 1.3801 0.6927 0.7873 1.0692 2.3891
3.1182 3.318 4.6628 5.1933 5.8162 1.9713 2.7264 2.5257
2.6028 2.2193 1.1726 1.4781 4.8347 6.2757 1.8101 1.4139
0.0833 0.3092 4.0792 4.663 2.1457 1.4822 5.7726 0.0605
3.2839 0.3516 1.0666 4.7309 3.7367 6.1345 0.548 3.9365
3.5931 5.7626 0.8646 3.5653 3.1847 6.2139 0.5731 3.9051
6.0098 3.9287 4.1518 1.6961 3.4773 0.8679 2.9094 5.6186
0.7961 4.5485 2.6713 5.7668 3.6855 2.2948 1.1224 4.4742
1.3498 6.1329 3.7521 0.547 3.4902 0.2968 3.4031 1.1838
5.2307 2.5273 6.1536}.

The code listed above has PSLR = 77, while the binary
MPSL code of length 77 has PSLR = 77/4, which is inferior
by 12 dB. On the other hand, generating those 77 different
phases may not be so simple.

Chirp-like sequences are another important group of
polyphase sequences. They are related to LFM coding, hence
the name chirp. The relation to LFM is by taking phase sam-
ples of the continuous phase evolution of an LFM signal.
Chapter 6 of Levanon and Mozeson (2004) contains details
of many such sequences. Here, we will present the equations
only for the Lewis and Kretschmer’s P3 and P4 codes:

P3 : φm = �

M
(m − 1)2, m = 1, 2, . . . , M (12)

P4 : φm = �

M
(m − 1)(m − 1 − M),

m = 1, 2, . . . , M (13)
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The P4 sequence differs from the P3 sequence by having the
largest sequence element to sequence element phase changes
at the ends of the sequence instead of the middle, as in a P3
sequence, implying that P4 is less sensitive to lower amplifier
gain at the bandwidth edges. The AF of chirp-like sequences
exhibits a diagonal ridge, similar to the shape of the AF of
LFM signals. P3, P4, and many other chirp-like sequences
have a perfect periodic ACF, where perfect means zero side-
lobes. This property makes these waveforms attractive for
periodic CW radar. Similarly to phase sequences that are dis-
crete samples from the continuous phase evolution of an LFM
signal, it is possible to use phase samples from an NLFM sig-
nal as proposed by Felhauer (1994). Such a phase sequence
will yield lower ACF sidelobes and wider mainlobe.

6 COHERENT PULSE TRAIN

A single pulse, even before it is compressed, is too short to
yield usable Doppler resolution. In order to get small enough
Doppler resolution, it is necessary to increase the CPI by
transmitting and processing a coherent train of pulses. A
qualitative demonstration of this point can be obtained from
Figure 6. The top subplot is the real signal after conversion to
an intermediate frequency (IF). A synchronous detector that

follows the IF amplifier produces the inphase gc and quadra-
ture gs components of the detected CE, defined in equation
(3). Because of the Doppler shift, gc and gs are not constants.
It is quite obvious that if Figure 6 would have contained only
one pulse, the Doppler shift could not have been resolved.
However, when the CPI contains at least one Doppler cycle,
and there are enough samples (pulses) per Doppler cycle, the
Doppler frequency can be estimated unambiguously.

In a typical pulse Doppler radar, the dwell time on a target
contains more pulses than the number of coherently pro-
cessed pulses. In that case, the performances can be described
by the periodic ambiguity function (PAF) (Levanon and
Mozeson, 2004). The PAF of N identical pulses with pulse
repetition interval Tr is a product of the Woodward’s AF of
a single pulse period

∣∣χTr (τ, ν)
∣∣ times a universal expression

that is a function only of the Doppler shift ν

∣∣χNTr (τ, ν)
∣∣ = ∣∣χTr (τ, ν)

∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ sin(N�νTr)

N sin(�νTr)

∣∣∣∣ (14)

The Doppler resolution now equals the first null of
the |sin(N�νTr)/[N sin(�νTr)]| expression, namely, at ν =
(nTr)−1, which is order of magnitudes smaller than the
Doppler resolution of a single pulse ν = 1/tp. Construct-
ing the coherent pulse train from compressed pulses gives

Figure 6. Inphase and quadrature components of synchronously detected Doppler-shifted pulses.
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Figure 7. Periodic ambiguity function of a coherent train of eight LFM pulses.

the radar designer control over both the delay resolution and
the Doppler resolution. This will be demonstrated (Figure 7)
by the PAF of a coherent train of eight LFM pulses. It was
obtained using duty cycle of 0.2 and pulse compression of
20.

The PAF in Figure 7 is known as a “bed of nails”. The
main lobe is narrow in both dimensions, but there are many
ambiguous peaks at multiples of the pulse repetition interval
(PRI) in delay and at multiples of the pulse repetition fre-
quency (PRF) in Doppler. A typical horizontal cut of a “bed
of nails” PAF is shown in Figure 8. Marked on the cut are the
delay and Doppler resolutions and the ambiguities. Note that
the product of the delay ambiguity and the Doppler ambiguity
is 1. An ambiguous peak implies that a return from a target
or clutter corresponding to the delay-Doppler coordinates of
the ambiguous peak will be associated erroneously with the
delay-Doppler coordinates at the origin. For example, the
recurrent lobes at Doppler shifts, which equal the PRF, indi-
cate that a filter designed to match such a Doppler shift will
detect also the strong returns coming from stationary clutter
at zero Doppler shift. This inherent problem causes what is
known as “blind speeds”.

In addition to the ambiguities, a monostatic radar trans-
mitting a pulse train suffers from eclipsed ranges, because the
receiver is blocked when a pulse is transmitted. To overcome

the ambiguities and the eclipsing, the PRF can be changed
during the dwell, in what is known as staggered PRF. Despite
its drawbacks, coherent train of compressed pulses is a very
common radar waveform.

7 MISMATCHED FILTERS

A MF is the preferred processor because its output yields the
highest attainable SNR. However, when using MF, the task of
reducing the range sidelobes falls entirely on the waveform
selection. If small SNR loss is tolerable, then some deviation
from the MF becomes an option, and the radar designer gets
more degrees of freedom to obtain the desired delay-Doppler
response.

A simple and very effective mismatched filter is one that
is designed to minimize the integrated sidelobes (ISLs) of
the delay response. The only additional parameter to control
is the length of the filter, which has to be equal or longer
than the length of the signal’s sequence. Usually, as the fil-
ter’s length increases, the ISL decreases, but the SNR loss
increases. In order to get good ISL reduction with little SNR
loss, the selected signal should be good to start with, namely,
its autocorrelation should already exhibit low sidelobes. In
that case, the mismatched filter will deviate only slightly
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Figure 8. Horizontal cut through a “bed of nails” periodic ambiguity function.

Figure 9. Response of MISL 50-element mismatched filter for Barker 13 (a) and MF response (b).
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from the MF, hence suffer very low SNR loss. Designing a
minimum ISL filter for a given signal involves a simple matrix
operation (Griep, Ritcey and Burlingame, 1995; Levanon and
Mozeson, 2004).

In Figure 9, we use a Barker 13 signal to compare
delay responses between a MF and a minimum ISL filter of
length 50. While the filter was designed to minimize the inte-
grated sidelobes, it is easier to see the improved peak sidelobe
ratio (from 22 to 49 dB). Note also that the SNR loss is only
0.21 dB. While not shown, it should be pointed out that the
mismatched filter is relatively Doppler tolerant.

8 CONTINUOUS PERIODIC WAVEFORMS

In pulse compression, the actual pulse duration increased,
allowing the radar to use low peak power transmitter. The
maximum possible pulse duration is the pulse interval, which
converts the radar to continuous wave (CW) radar. In CW
radar, the peak power and the average power are identical.
CW radar can utilize waveforms that exhibit perfect periodic
autocorrelation, like the P3 and P4 signals (equations (12) and
(13)). The Doppler response of a CW waveform is a function
of the number of periods processed coherently and is given
by the periodic AF (equation (14)). It turns out that the delay-
Doppler response of a P4 (or P3) CW radar is very similar to
that of a coherent pulse train shown in Figure 7 but without
delay sidelobes. The two advantages of CW – ideal delay
response and low peak power – should be weighted against
the implications of having to receive while transmitting.

9 PERSPECTIVE AND NEW
DEVELOPMENTS

The chapter provided introduction to and highlights from the
vast and growing field of radar waveforms. New develop-
ments in system design and advances in digital processing
and hardware availability prompt new requirements and chal-
lenges, which result in new waveforms. A prominent example
is multi-static radar systems or MIMO (multiple-input and

multiple-output) radar. Such a radar system employs simul-
taneously several radar transmitters, whose waveforms need
to be relatively orthogonal to each other. This requirement
comes on top of the conventional requirements from a good
radar waveform. A corresponding new family of signals is
multicarrier waveforms, in which each sub-carrier is mod-
ulated differently. Another evolving requirement in radar
waveform design is to minimize spectral sidelobes. One
approach to meet that challenge is to replace the sharp rect-
angular bit-shape by a smoother bit-shape like a Gaussian
windowed sinc. The last two examples were borrowed from
communication waveforms. This may be a proper place to
point out a major difference in the way in which communi-
cation waveforms and radar waveforms develop. It is in the
interest of the communications industry to distribute wave-
form information among manufacturers and users, so that
users at both ends could communicate with each other even
if the instrumentation comes from different suppliers. This
is why there is so much standardization in the communica-
tions industry. Openness and exchange of knowledge hastens
progress. The opposite is true in radar. For obvious reasons, a
radar manufacturer would like to have his waveform unknown
to others. Secrecy slows down progress. Since the material
discussed in this chapter comes strictly from the open litera-
ture, it is likely that some classified waveform developments
are missing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Basically, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a chirp radar,
that is based on transmission and reception of frequency
modulated pulses of finite time duration. Thanks to its discon-
tinuous operation, SAR can be monostatic (see Radar Basics
and Applications), namely it can operate with a single trans-
mitting and receiving antenna, hence particularly suited to
be carried on an aerospace system. SAR is a coherent, imag-
ing radar, that is, exploiting amplitude and phase of received
echo, thus being able both to map backscattering characteris-
tics of illuminated point and extended targets and to measure
distances and Doppler parameters. As a consequence, it

Update based on the original article by Antonio Moccia,
Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd

became rapidly a primary remote sensing system, being
a source of information ranging from terrain surface and
subsurface high-resolution images, up to three-dimensional
elevation models and detection and identification of mov-
ing targets. Thanks to radar capability to operate virtually
in any atmospheric condition, without need of sun illumi-
nation, several airborne and spaceborne SARs have been
developed and are successfully operating for a large num-
ber of civil and defense applications in Earth and planetary
sciences in the past 30 years (Henderson and Lewis, 1998).
Examples range from land use, vegetation and soil moisture
mapping to oil spills and oceanographic and polar ice stud-
ies. In addition, new configurations and novel applications
have been recently proposed, including also multiantenna
configurations (Cherniakov, 2008).

For the sake of completeness, it should be pointed out
that SAR exploitation requires additional efforts with respect
to electro-optical systems due to several factors. First of all,
airborne and spaceborne SARs require off-nadir observation
to avoid echo ambiguities arising from targets that, in nadir
looking geometry, exhibit the same radar-target distance his-
tory. In fact, as it will be studied in the following, SAR is able
to distinguish targets in terms of echo time of arrival and rele-
vant Doppler frequency. Typical values of off-nadir angles are
in the range 30◦–60◦ for airborne SAR and 20◦–40◦ for space-
borne ones. As a consequence, SAR images are distorted with
respect to a planimetric view and present range-dependent
geometric projection peculiarities, in particular when terrain
slope is fast varying, which cause other forms of ambiguity
but can also be used to put in evidence quantitatively ter-
rain elevation and slope. Due to the microwave wavelengths
much larger than the visible ones, microwave backscattering
characteristics of natural and man-made targets are generally
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different from their appearance to the eye, which require
novel image classification and interpretation procedures, but
offer a large quantity of new information too (see Backscatter
from Land and Sea; Automatic Target Recognition). As an
example: water exhibits specular reflection of the microwave
radiation; as a consequence, steady, clear water surfaces are
“invisible” to a monostatic SAR. But, sea state parameters
(such as currents at long and short waves) or pollutants and
boats can be detected exactly thanks to this backscattering
property. Another interesting example that can be recalled
is relevant to the interaction of microwaves with vegetation.
Depending on leaf size, radiation is reflected mainly from
top of vegetation at short wavelengths (as an example in X-
band, λ of the order of 2–4 cm), exhibits increasing volume
scattering within canopy at increasing wavelengths, pene-
trates foliage and is reflected mainly by trunks and ground at
longer wavelengths (moving from L-band, λ of the order of
20–30 cm, to P-band, λ up to 1 m). Even subsoil can be inves-
tigated, sounding from dry superficial layers to deep ones
by adequate selection of wavelength and radar characteris-
tics. Moreover, SAR any-time any-weather operation allows
more applications to be fulfilled with an increased frequency
of observation, but involves constraints in terms of data pro-
duction and telecommunication rates and onboard required
power, exactly because it offers very high duty cycles. Finally,
the need of at least one relatively large external antenna to be
embarked and controlled must be pointed out.

This chapter intends to outline main SAR system con-
figurations, characteristics, and performance and to put in
evidence how SAR operation is much more dependent on
aerospace platform dynamics and control and how it is much
more demanding for aerospace platform resources than other
remote sensors, such as electro-optic systems (see Electro-
optic Sensor Principles). Thanks to its simplified mathe-
matics, the proposed analysis gives a quick, but rigorous,
overview of SAR peculiarities and application potentialities.

2 BASIC GEOMETRY AND
ASSUMPTIONS

In the following an introduction to SAR geometry is pre-
sented, aimed at furnishing the necessary bases to understand
the next paragraphs. First of all, it must be pointed out that
SAR imaging capabilities can be separated in cross-track (i.e.,
perpendicular to the flight line) and along-track (i.e., parallel
to the flight line) directions. As a consequence, after defining
resolution as the capability to discriminate between adjacent
targets, namely the minimum distance between points whose
radar echoes can be satisfactorily isolated, it is possible to

define a slant range resolution and an azimuth resolution.
The slant range resolution is measured in the illumination
direction, hence in the cross-track direction, and can be con-
veniently transformed in ground range resolution, to account
for point separation on the terrain. The azimuth resolution
is measured in the along-track direction and it is already
representative of ground separation.

Key aspect in SAR is the antenna effectiveness to
transmit/receive microwave radiation (see Antennas and
Electromagnetic Wave Propagation: Radar, Seekers and Sen-
sors, Tracking, and Target Recognition; Radar Basics and
Applications). First of all, it is important to recall that,
thanks to the large separation between air/spaceborne antenna
and illuminated area, it is possible to do the plane wave
assumption, that is, although radiation exhibits a spheri-
cal propagation, the wave front on the observed area can
be considered planar, thus simplifying mathematical for-
mulations. Most SAR antennas are rectangular arrays, with
uniform illumination and dimensions � and d in along-
track and cross-track directions, respectively. These antennas
exhibit a transmitted/received radiation pattern that depends
on wavelength and antenna size, and can be expressed as
a two-dimensional sinc function with half the peak power
response (−3 dB decay with respect to the main lobe peak in a
decibel scale) at aperture angles dubbed antenna azimuth and
elevation beamwidths and given by the following equations:

ϕ ∼= λ

�
(1)

β ∼= λ

d
(2)

In reality, antenna radiation capability is practically
omnidirectional, with power distribution that can be quite
sophisticated depending on antenna characteristics and feed-
ing, but, in the following, the antenna angular aperture defined
by these beamwidths will be assumed, with flat radiation
pattern (constant, unity gain), thus neglecting aspects such
as antenna sidelobes caused by the sinc-like radiation pat-
tern. Although sidelobe amplitudes are significantly below
the main lobe one, bright targets (e.g., man-made metallic
artifacts) illuminated by sidelobes might backscatter strong
echoes that might jam weaker signals reflected in the main
lobe. By weighting antenna feeding, it is possible to get illu-
mination laws that reduce sidelobe effects, at the expense
of a larger main lobe, but, considering the objectives of this
chapter, these specialized aspects will be neglected. Finally,
for the sake of completeness, it should be recalled that an
antenna illumination taper factor slightly less than 1 should
be included in the second members of Equations (1) and (2);
however, basic results that will be presented and resolution
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orders of magnitude are not significantly modified by adopt-
ing the simplified formulations.

For the sake of simplicity in the following it will be
assumed that the aerospace platform, aircraft or spacecraft,
will operate straight and level, that is, at constant altitude
and velocity, with unperturbed attitude, and the SAR antenna
will be rigidly fixed to the platform. The SAR antenna will
illuminate the terrain, perpendicularly to the platform veloc-
ity vector, with the antenna beamwidth center pointing at
a constant off-nadir angle with respect to the local vertical
(boresight direction). These hypotheses are not particularly
stringent, due to the reduced time intervals involved in syn-
thetic aperture formation, as it will be shown in the following.
However, more complicated geometries and dynamics can be
accounted for by using more sophisticated and lengthy math-
ematics and will be briefly outlined when necessary to point
out possible extensions of proposed model.

3 RANGE RESOLUTION

With reference to Figure 1, let us assume that two bright
point targets are on the ground embedded in a completely
absorbing background, and lie in the range elevation plane,
that is, the plane perpendicular to the antenna velocity vector
V , within the antenna beamwidth. The point target schema-
tization is particularly suited for evaluating radar resolutions
and it corresponds to a pinhole in optics. A trihedral corner
reflector (CR), namely a metallic, hollow, triangular trihedral
pyramid with the equilateral open basis perpendicular to the
illumination direction and the vertex in the opposite direc-
tion with respect to the SAR antenna, is a very good radar
reflector, widely adopted for evaluating SAR performance
and for calibrating received echoes. Thanks to the specular
reflection on the CR metallic, internal, lateral surfaces (see
Radar Basics and Applications) and the adopted geometry

R1 R2

R2–R1

θ
V

Echo from
target 1 

Echo from
target 2

Ground
track 

Figure 1. Basic SAR observation geometry in the range elevation
plane for defining slant range resolution.

t

c c
2R1 2R2

Transmitted
pulse  

τ τ τ
Received echoes 

Figure 2. Time plot of received echoes from two point targets.

and pointing, the whole radiation entering simultaneously
the frontal triangular aperture is simultaneously backscat-
tered, thus achieving a strong and stable echo. Optimal CR
dimensions for SAR calibration can be derived accounting for
radiation wavelength and expected intensity of reflected echo
(Curlander and McDonough, 1991). This simple, completely
passive system allows signal decay due to distance and to
surface–radiation interaction to be considered negligible for
our purposes.

The capability to discriminate between the target echoes
is strictly dependent on the chirp duration τ; in fact, until the
following inequality

2R2

c
− 2R1

c
> τ (3)

will be verified, received echoes will be different (Figure 2).
For the sake of concreteness, a linearly frequency modulated
cosine has been considered for the chirp. Hence, it is possible
to define slant and ground range resolution accounting for
two-way travel as follows

�r = cτ

2
(4)

�rg = cτ

2 sin θ
(5)

Since we are interested in fine resolutions, as an exam-
ple a capability is expected to detect targets at metric or
submetric distances from spacecraft or aircraft, the differ-
ence between the off-nadir angles to the targets has been
considered negligible.

Apparently, the best way to improve range resolution con-
sists in reducing pulse duration: in theory an impulse would
allow infinitesimal resolution. However, very short pulses at
constant emitted energy would require sophisticated radar
and antenna electronics and bursts of radiation very demand-
ing for the onboard power generation and conditioning units.

This problem has been solved by correlating backscattered
echoes with a reference signal to compress chirp duration. In
signal analysis, this process applied to periodic pulse trains
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Figure 3. Outline of range compression: thanks to correlation (∗) between reference chirp and received echo it is possible to get a compressed
pulse of duration (1/B) � τ.

of sampled and down-converted frequency modulated func-
tions is called matched filtering (see Radar Waveforms and
Signal Processing). It can be very efficiently carried out in
frequency domain on digitized sequences of complex expo-
nentials, representing in-phase (cosine) and quadrature (sine)
signal components, by making use of fast Fourier transforms.
For the sake of simplicity, Figure 3 reports a scheme of the
procedure in continuous time domain, representing as input
a real function. Correlation between received echo of a target
at slant range R and the reference chirp, a perfect replica of
transmitted chirp provided by the radar ultrastable oscillator,
that is the radar time and pulse reference unit, can be per-
formed in time domain by means of a correlation integral.
It can be shown that a compressed pulse represented by a
sinc function with the peak in (2R)/c is obtainable. Assum-
ing the resolution as the distance between the points at which
the response power is half the peak power response (Ulaby,
Moore and Fung, 1982), −3 dB decay in the decibel scale of
the sinc plot in Figure 3, we can reformulate range resolution
equations in terms of a chirp whose duration was compressed
to 1/B, which means the larger the bandwidth B of the fre-
quency modulated chirp, the shorter the compressed chirp
duration, and the better the radar resolution, independently
of original chirp duration τ

�r = c

2B
(6)

�rg = c

2B sin θ
(7)

Range compression offers an advantage also in signal
amplitude: in fact, the amplitude of compressed pulse is

√
Bτ

the initial one, hence large bandwidths allow a reduction of
peak power required to transmit the chirp. For the sake of sim-
plicity, compressed pulses in Figure 3 have been represented
with unity amplitude.

It is important to point out that the received echo exhibits a
phase shift with respect to the reference one due to the radar-
target round-trip, consequent to the time delay (2R)/c. It can
be computed assuming the platform stationary during this
time interval, the “stop-start” approximation (Barber, 1985),
because of (c/V ) � 1. As a consequence, it is possible to
simplify system dynamics assuming two independent time
references: the fast or range time t, which can be used to
monitor transmission and reception of the pulse that trav-
els at the velocity of light, and the slow or azimuth time ta,
which changes in steps corresponding to successive antenna
positions moving along its trajectory at the platform veloc-
ity. It is possible to define a pulse repetition interval (PRI),
or equivalently a pulse repetition frequency (PRF), to scan
antenna successive along-track positions, each correspond-
ing to a practically instantaneous transmission/reception of
a single pulse. The phase term is a constant for each pulse
and radar-target position; hence, it is not affected by range
compression, although all targets at the same distance from
the radar exhibit the same phase term. It can be demonstrated
that as a result of correlation (Cook and Bernfeld, 1967) the
point target return echo is a time-delayed sinc multiplied by
a complex exponential:

exp
{

−j2πf0
2R (ta)

c

}
= exp

{
−j2π

2R (ta)

λ

}
(8)

at each station along the azimuth direction.
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In conclusion of this paragraph it is important to put in
evidence that SAR processing deals with sequences of com-
plex numbers (phasors) from its very beginning stages, and
this aspect will be further stressed in the following paragraph.
Hence, SAR data acquisition and storage and/or transmission
are very demanding for the aerospace system data manage-
ment and telecommunication resources. Onboard real-time
processing might reduce the amount of data to transmit, but
certainly requires fast computing units.

4 AZIMUTH RESOLUTION

Moving to resolution in along-track direction, Figure 4
depicts the basic quantities necessary to define the azimuth
resolution of real aperture radar (RAR). In this case, the capa-
bility to discriminate between CRs separated in an off-nadir
and parallel to platform ground track direction depends on
the antenna azimuth aperture angle ϕ: if the two point targets
are simultaneously in the azimuth aperture at the same slant
range they cannot be resolved. Assuming small angles, RAR
azimuth resolution can be defined as follows:

�aRAR = VT ∼= R0ϕ (9)

where T is the time interval necessary to the platform for
covering a distance equal to the antenna radiation footprint at
constant velocity V , which is just the RAR azimuth resolu-
tion. It is interesting to put in evidence that resolution depends
on a velocity–time product, cτ and VT , both in Equations (4)
and (9), respectively.

It is immediate to verify that achievable resolutions are
quite unsatisfactory for remote sensing applications because

R0

ΔaRAR ≅ R0ϕ

ϕ

θ

Ground
track 

V

Figure 4. Basic geometry for defining RAR azimuth resolution.

of large slant ranges, of radiation wavelengths of centimeter
order, due to the need to operate in the spectrum microwave
region to avoid atmospheric absorption (see Electro-optic
Sensor Principles), and of possible dimensions of antennas
that can be carried onboard air/space platforms. In particular,
according to Equation (1), by increasing � it could be possi-
ble to reduce T , thus improving RAR azimuth resolution, as
already envisaged for chirp duration in range resolution, but,
again, this is not a practicable option.

The solution of the problem is based on the possibility
to compress echoes in azimuth direction too. To understand
how it is possible, first of all it is worth to get further insight
into phase history of a single point target within antenna
azimuth aperture. With reference to Figure 5, we can depict
the angle ϕ centered in the point target and, assuming antenna
position with CR at boresight (i.e., at closest approach) as
the origin of the azimuth time reference frame, we can fol-
low the parabolic variation of radar-target slant range during
illumination (Figure 6):

R (ta) =
√

R2
0 + V 2t2

a
∼= R0

(
1 + 1

2

V 2t2
a

R2
0

)
(10)

As a consequence, a linear Doppler frequency modulation
due to relative motion can be tracked along the phases of the
peaks of range compressed echoes (8)

2π

(
−2

λ

dR

dta

)
= 2πfD (ta) (11)

fD (ta) = −2

λ

V 2ta

R0
(12)

In other words, the signal is frequency modulated also in
azimuth direction and hence can be compressed, as done in
range, provided that an adequate reference signal for corre-
lation is available. The Doppler frequency corresponding to
target at antenna boresight is called Doppler centroid fre-
quency and it is zero in the presented geometry. The whole
achieved Doppler bandwidth

BD = fD

(
−T

2

)
− fD

(
T

2

)
= 2V 2T

λR0

∼= 2V

λ
ϕ ∼= 2V

�
(13)

allows SAR azimuth resolution to be expressed in terms of a
compressed azimuth chirp, as already done for range resolu-
tion with equation (6), as follows

�a = V

BD

∼= �

2
(14)
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Figure 5. Basic geometry for defining SAR azimuth resolution.

The time interval T represents the synthetic aperture time
length and it is also called coherent integration time, to indi-
cate the set of backscattered echo phases processed to form
synthetic aperture, or azimuth matched filter constant, to put
in evidence its link to the signal analysis procedure. Depend-
ing on altitude and velocity of the platforms and antenna
characteristics T is of the order of 0.5−1 s for low earth
orbit spacecraft and 0.3−0.8 s for aircraft, whereas BD is
of the order of 1500–3000 and 150–250 Hz, respectively.
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Figure 6. Range and Doppler frequency histories of a point target
along the synthetic aperture, as range decreases a positive Doppler
frequency is obtained.

Special attention must be devoted to study the reference
function for azimuth compression: differently from the range
case where a stable reference is readily available, point target
Doppler history is affected by antenna dynamics and obser-
vation geometry during the integration time. Generally, space
systems exhibits smoother flight tracks than airborne one and,
in any case, availability of inertial and GPS (Global Posi-
tioning System) measurement units for integrated navigation
(see Aircraft Navigation; Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tems; Sensors for Attitude Determination) can be of great
benefit.

Figure 7 shows the range migration effect in the unper-
turbed case: the change of slant range along the aperture
occurs with discontinuity at each position in the azimuth
time and determines a varying position of backscattered
echo in the fast time reference frame. Hence, to derive the
point target phase history, it is necessary to track the sinc
peaks along the parabolic envelope. The total range excur-
sion is called range walk (Figure 6) and the range curvature
depends on the quadratic term of parabola Equation (10).
Figure 7 has been derived confirming the simple geome-
try so far adopted, and the Doppler bandwidth is centered
around zero Doppler centroid frequency, corresponding to
the target at antenna boresight with platform velocity per-
pendicular to line-of-sight. Changes of platform altitude and
velocity and SAR pointing angles obviously affect Doppler
bandwidth and range migration: in particular, for spaceborne
SAR, to derive the Doppler history it is necessary to account
for Earth rotation too. As a consequence, the Doppler centroid
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Figure 7. Range migration curve of a point target along the syn-
thetic aperture.

frequency is not always zero, the Doppler frequency rate is
not linear and the range migration curve can be quite diffi-
cult to be identified, requiring sophisticated and specialized
processing usually dubbed motion compensation. It is worth
noting that frequently spacecraft embarking SAR exhibit a
yaw steering maneuver, that is a periodic rotation around
the local vertical direction of an angle computed accounting
for Earth tangential velocity and spacecraft orbital velocity
to obtain two advantages: almost zero Doppler centroid fre-
quency, thanks to the possibility to align SAR antenna along
spacecraft-terrain relative velocity, and to increase mission
lifetime and/or to reduce orbit maneuvers, because antenna
and solar panels can be aligned along this relative velocity
thus reducing atmospheric drag.

Basically, it must be pointed out that in any case azimuth
compression requires a two-dimensional analysis, possibly

carried out simultaneously to range compression by making
use of appropriate algorithms (Richards, 2005).

At the end of SAR focusing, each terrain target is repre-
sented by a two-dimensional sinc with widths (−3 dB decays)
dependent on slant range and azimuth resolutions, multiplied
by a complex exponential representative of a complex terrain
backscattering coefficient, but including also a phase term
dependent on the distance given by

exp
{

−j2π
2R0

λ

}
(15)

In other words, a two-dimensional extension of Equation (8).
When considering a single point target on an absorbing
background, the point spread function representing the SAR
impulse response is derived. Correct SAR focusing relocates
each target at the boresight of a theoretical antenna as large
as twice the synthetic aperture, as can be easily shown com-
puting by means of Equations (1) and (9) the length of a real
aperture radar able to produce an azimuth resolution given by
Equation (14). The target is illuminated by a pulse as short
as defined by the chirp bandwidth. Under the assumption
of linearity and time and space invariance for the system,
SAR image will be formed by a summation of these returns.
Each image pixel will be represented by a phasor resulting
from focused returns of all individual scatterers within the
element, multiplied for the complex exponential Equation
(15), a peculiar phase term dependent on pixel-radar dis-
tance. The coherent addition of echoes from many scatterers
gives rise to a phenomenon called speckle (Ulaby, Moore
and Fung, 1982), which is typical of radar and laser scatter-
ing and is caused by surface roughness when comparable to
the wavelength.

So far antenna beamwidth has been considered rigidly
fixed to the aerospace platform, which is the most common
case of SAR operation. However, it could be envisaged a
steerable antenna in along-track direction, so to anticipate
target illumination when approaching, and to delay target
missing when leaving. This technique, called spotlight mode,
has been successfully experienced by using both mechani-
cal and electronic antenna steering. Thanks to the increase
of the coherent integration time, it is possible to increase
synthetic aperture and Doppler bandwidth extensions, thus
greatly improving azimuth resolution on specific targets at
expense of continuous coverage, which could be very useful
for some surveillance or detection applications. It is worth
mentioning also that an increase of slant range variation along
the aperture is affected by an echo intensity decay due to the
distance of propagation, and by a larger range migration. Both
effects are sources of image quality degradation.

Thanks to its capability to exploit the Doppler band-
width to improve resolution, this radar technique was dubbed
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Figure 8. SAR elevation aperture, swath width and basic geometry for studying SAR ambiguity.

Doppler Beam Sharpening by its inventor Carl A. Wiley in
1951 (Wiley, 1985). Today, the wordings SAR or focused
SAR are widely adopted in the technical literature to put in
evidence creation of a synthetic aperture able to operate like
a very large real antenna (length given by 2VT , typically
6–15 km for spacecraft and 120–200 m for aircraft, hence
impossible to be carried on a single aerospace system, and
hardly conceivable even considering multiple platforms fly-
ing in formation (see Satellites in Formation Flight)). This
is accomplished thanks to signal focusing, a procedure car-
ried out by matched filtering of frequency-modulated signals.
It is worth noting that the term focusing, adopted to indi-
cate pulse compression, was imported from optics and, as
a matter of fact, early SAR processors were all optical,
being SAR azimuth compression a coherent processing of
radiation similar to optics focusing, where radiation coming
through different path lengths (i.e., with different phases) are
simultaneously focused in one point. However, today, dig-
ital SAR processing is extensively adopted (Cumming and
Wong, 2005) (see Radar Waveforms and Signal Processing).

4.1 Ambiguity

Equation (14) would suggest adoption of a real antenna as
small as possible to increase resolution of the synthetic radar.
But this result needs further investigations. First of all, it is
necessary to point out that PRF is the sampling frequency
of the Doppler bandwidth, hence as required for Nyquist
criterion

PRF > 2fD

(
−T

2

)
= BD

∼= 2V

�
(16)

assuming the proposed simplified geometry with Doppler
bandwidth centered around zero Doppler centroid frequency
(Figure 6). Furthermore, introducing the SAR swath width in
elevation defined by the antenna elevation angle as the illu-
minated terrain zone between near range (NR) and far range
(FR) (Figure 8), it is necessary to guarantee that there is no
ambiguity between far range of nth echo and near range of
(n + 1)th one (Figure 9)

2 (RFR − RNR)

c
<

1

PRF
= PRI (17)

Rearranging Equations (16) and (17) we get

c

2 (RFR − RNR)
>

2V

�
(18)

and, since from Figure 8 and Equation (2), it is possible to
derive

RFR − RNR
∼= R0β tan θ ∼= R0λ

d
tan θ (19)

Time

(n + 1)th echo nth echo 

c
FR2R

c
NR2R

PRF
1

PRI=

Figure 9. Qualitative time plot of two successive echoes from ter-
rain along the synthetic aperture.
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rectangular antenna area must satisfy the following inequality

�d >
4VR0λ

c
tan θ (20)

to avoid ambiguities. It is immediate to verify that for space-
borne SAR antenna areas of the order of square meters are
required, whereas fraction of square meter antennas can be
embarked on aircraft. In addition, it should be recalled also
that radar requires a large antenna to improve its capability
of gathering reflected power, as demonstrated by the radar
equation (Ulaby, Moore and Fung, 1982) (see Radar Basics
and Applications).

For the sake of simplicity in Figure 9 and relevant calcu-
lations it has been assumed

2 (RFR − RNR)

c
� τ (21)

thus avoiding the need to add the chirp length to the end of
far range echo, since it is frequent to attain relatively large
swath widths to improve SAR coverage and repetitivity. As
an example, typical swaths can be in the range 2–20 km for
airborne SAR and 10–100 km for spaceborne SAR. Consid-
ering that data rate is one of the more stringent bottlenecks in
SAR exploitation, the better resolutions involve the smaller
swath widths.

Figure 8 allows dependence of resolutions on range to
be put in evidence. Although slant range resolution is con-
stant along the elevation, ground range resolution improves
from near to far range thanks to the peculiar geometric projec-
tion, as demonstrated by Equation (7). A further consequence
is a range-dependent image geometric distortion that can
be computed and compensated. Regarding azimuth resolu-
tion, assuming a constant along-track antenna aperture angle
over the whole elevation, the ground projection of the aper-
ture increases with range, thus producing a larger synthetic
aperture at far range than at near range, effect that must be
accounted for in the reference function for azimuth compres-
sion.

5 MULTISTATIC CONFIGURATIONS

Use of SAR in multistatic configurations, that is, with sepa-
rated, single, or multiple transmitting and receiving antennas,
along with the SAR phase measurement capability opened
to a number of quantitative applications based on coherent
combination of focused images. For the sake of brevity, in
the following the two most studied and experienced config-
urations will be described. They are based on two antennas

R′
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h

H

θ
θ

H

yB

Δy

Tx/Rx antenna

Δθ

Rx-only
antenna 

R′Δθ Terrain
morphology 

Datum 

Figure 10. Cross-track SAR interferometry basic geometry; solid
slant ranges refer to height evaluation, and dotted one to phase
change as a function of off-nadir angle (flat Earth phase ramp).

flying at a relatively short mutual distance dubbed baseline.
In the next paragraph some ideas of future developments will
be given.

With reference to Figure 10, let us consider two anten-
nas along parallel trajectories, with unperturbed attitude, the
same constant velocity and altitude, horizontally separated
by a constant cross-track baseline By. Assuming one of the
two antennas operating as transmitting/receiving (Tx/Rx) and
the other as receiving-only (Rx-only), it is possible to form
simultaneously two separate SAR images. Figure 10 repre-
sents a point of height h in the common elevation plane, that
is, at boresight of both antennas. Assuming the baseline neg-
ligible with respect to the antennas altitude, it is possible to
make some simplifications:

� Lines of sight of slant ranges R′ and R′′ between antennas
and a ground target of height h with respect to a reference
datum can be considered parallel (hypothesis linked to the
plane wave approximation).

� There is negligible difference in terrain backscattering
characteristics received by the two antennas due to their
angular separation; as previously pointed out, each phasor
is formed by summing echoes from all surface scatter-
ers within a sampling cell and, in particular for natural
extended targets, terrain exhibits stochastic differences
due to illumination angle (baseline decorrelation).

� There is negligible difference in geometry and radiometry
of the two SAR images, hence it is possible to carry out
a registration procedure between the images, with errors
of the order of a small pixel fraction, based on image
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cross-correlation but possibly using also platform motion
information (see Aircraft Navigation; Sensors for Attitude
Determination).

Thanks to the proposed model, pixels in the two images
corresponding to the same terrain area differ only for
phase terms due to distance that can be computed by
applying Equation (15) in the new geometry. In particular,
by computing the interferometric phase as the difference
between Tx/Rx (−2π(2R′/λ)) and Rx-only (−2π(R′ +
R′′/λ)) antenna phases, we relate the interferometric phase
to the off-nadir SAR observation geometry


 = 2π

λ

(
R′′ − R′) = 2π

λ
By sin θ (22)

which allows derivation of terrain height from the phase and
from measurable geometric quantities

h = H − R′ cos θ (23)

This operation is performed by coherently processing the
two registered complex images (product of one image by the
complex conjugate of the other, forming the interferogram),
so removing the common backscattering phase term of each
phasor and keeping only the phase term proportional to path
difference.

The above described technique is known as cross-track
SAR interferometry and has been applied for the first time
for Earth observation by Graham in 1974 using an air-
borne SAR interferometer. Since then it has been effectively
testing by means of space and air borne platforms for high-
resolution/high accuracy applications, such as topographic
mapping, geodesy, natural hazards (Rosen et al., 2000), being
a technique operating on fractions of radiation wavelength
that can be fruitfully integrated with ground-based measure-
ments, such as DGPS. However, some key issues must be put
in evidence and solved to make SAR interferometry an oper-
ational tool. First of all, considering the SAR interferometer
as a single antenna, Equation (2) can be applied to derive its
angular aperture, and, since we are interested in fine angle
and height discrimination, it is necessary that (λ/By) � 1.
As a consequence Equation (22) indicates that


 = 2π

λ
By sin θ � 2π (24)

In other words, the slant range component of the baseline
is many wavelengths, but it is well known that the phase of a
complex number is limited to [0, 2π[, the so called wrapped
phase, which is readily available from the interferogram, but

which is not 
, the so called absolute phase, required to com-
pute terrain height. Hence it is necessary to unwrap the phase,
that is to recover the large integer number of wavelengths to
remove phase ambiguity and to compute 
. Several proce-
dures have been developed to carry out this process (Ghiglia
and Pritt, 1998), in any case requiring accurate knowledge
of height and position of ground points well identified in the
images to be used as fiducial marks (ground control points).
Adoption of man-made corner reflectors or natural bright
point scatterers is particularly useful for this task.

So far a larger baseline implies a more sensitive interfer-
ometer, and the height measurement will be more accurate.
But there is a limiting factor on the increase of the baseline,
again related to the interferogram phase limited to [0, 2π[.
In order to carry out phase unwrapping efficiently and to
derive terrain elevation in cross-track direction accurately, it
is necessary that adjacent pixels exhibit a difference in inter-
ferometric phases less than 2π, otherwise it will be impossible
to recover the integer multiple of wavelengths and to apply
any height computation procedure. The larger the baseline,
the faster will be the phase changes in cross-track direction
due to the off-nadir angle, even at constant terrain height: in
fact, Equation (22) allows computation of the off-nadir angle
separation �θ corresponding to a difference of the interfer-
ometric phases of 2π between two points at the same height
(dotted lines in Figure 10)

�θ = λ

By cos θ
(25)

assuming �θ � θ. Hence, the ground range distance corre-
sponding to this phase change is

�y = R′�θ

cos θ
= R′λ

By cos2 θ
(26)

and should be selected accounting for ground range resolu-
tion and terrain morphology to allow smooth unwrapping.

Selection of the baseline adequate to accurately follow ter-
rain morphology depends on image quality in terms of phase
noise and terrain slope (basically height variation between
adjacent resolution elements), and it is a problem beyond the
objectives of this chapter. However, it is worth noting that it is
possible to define an optimal baseline length depending on the
expected height measurement accuracy, as a function of radi-
ation wavelength and interferometric processing (Rodriguez
and Martin, 1992). For example, moving from Ka-band, λ of
the order of 1 cm, to the already recalled L-band, the orders
of magnitude of the baseline component perpendicular to the
look direction

(
By cos θ

)
are 101−103 m. Also baseline mea-

surement accuracy is a key issue in quantitative applications:
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approximately, millimetric order accuracy in baseline vector
estimate involves metric accuracy, that is, metric abso-
lute error in height estimate from a spaceborne SAR
interferometer.

It is worth noting that several simplifying assumptions
can be removed in the above analysis, provided that adequate
mathematics is introduced, for example:

� if three baseline components are present and/or more
complicated trajectories are involved, it is necessary to
compute the resulting slant range component of the base-
line in Equation (22) and following; in this case also more
sophisticated image processing procedures are necessary
to cope with different geometric projections;

� if the two antennas are on a space platform it is necessary
to account for Earth curvature in the height computation
procedure;

� if the two antennas operate independently, that is, each
one as transmitting/receiving, it is necessary to modify
Equation (22) by changing factor 2 in 4.

The two antennas can be on board the same aerospace
platform, provided that adequate separation is achievable,
or can be carried by two separate platforms. In the latter
case, the two antennas can also operate in different times
(repeat-pass interferometry instead of the so far considered
single-pass interferometry), which could offer some logistic
advantages, as an example: a single platform could repeat
coverage of wide areas with adequate trajectories, although
problems in baseline measurement and, mostly, changes
in terrain backscattering properties (temporal decorrelation)
could severely degrade data quality (Zebker and Villasenor,
1992).

A special case of repeat-pass interferometry is the along-
track one that can be applied for detecting moving targets in
the viewed scene and for measuring their velocity along the
line of sight (Moccia and Rufino, 2001). Assuming that two
SAR antennas move along the same trajectory separated by
a short time interval, called time lag, the two SAR images
will be taken under identical geometry; hence, in the case of
a stationary scene, corresponding pixels in the two registered
images will exhibit the same phase. On the other hand, a
phase difference between the focused echoes from the same
target allows its radial velocity vR to be measured as follows
(Figure 11):


 = 4π

λ

[
R

(
Bx

V

)
− R (0)

]
∼= 4π

λ

Bx

V
vR (27)

It is worth noting that the avoidance of an undetectable
phase difference between corresponding phasors, that is,
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Figure 11. Along-track SAR interferometry basic geometry.

again greater than 2π, sets a limit on measurable velocities.
As a consequence fast targets require very short along-track
baselines Bx, in the borderline case the same antenna could
be split so to obtain multiple phase centers. Assuming an
along-track baseline of the order of 20–40 m, a maximum
radial velocity of the order of 6–24 ms−1 can be detected by
a spaceborne system, whereas, in the airborne case, a base-
line of the order of 5–10 m allows maximum measurable vR

of the order of 1–3 ms−1, depending on selected wavelength.
On the other hand, if the time lag is greatly increased it is

possible to change the time scale of the phenomena that can be
mapped. This is the basis of differential SAR interferometry
that, through multiple passes separated by adequate temporal
and spatial baselines, allows detection and measurement of
small crustal motions, as an example caused by earthquakes,
volcanic activity, or subsidence, at wavelength scale. In this
case attention is mostly devoted to dynamics of bright man-
made or natural point targets, thus avoiding decorrelation
problems.

6 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

It is expected that future SAR systems shall largely reside
in coordinated measurements taken by a group of antennas
operating in formation (see Satellites in Formation Flight;
Flight Formation Control) over the same geographical loca-
tion. Basically, instead of a single antenna with a sufficiently
wide beamwidth illuminating a given target in along-track
direction and forming the synthetic aperture, it is conceivable
to have a number of independent and adequately separated
antennas pointing simultaneously to the target, thus forming
a distributed (or multistatic) synthetic aperture. Several ideas
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have been proposed (Cherniakov, 2008) and, although coor-
dinated use of more systems poses some key technological
issues, such as accurate time synchronization and antenna
pointing between transmitters and receivers and accurate
measurement and control of antenna relative separations,
a large number of civil and military applications has been
already envisaged.

For the sake of simplicity it is possible to introduce two
classes: close formations and loose formations, depending
on adoption of small or large baselines among antennas.
In the first case a cluster of nearby transmitting and/or
receiving antennas can be envisaged and more stringent
control requirements exist. Thanks to distribution of SAR
functionalities over several small units, it is possible to obtain
advantages in terms of resolution, transmitted and received
signal energy, operation robustness, reliability and continu-
ity, possible reconfiguration. Special techniques have been
envisaged to allow antenna beamwidths coordinated pointing
and operation and proof-of-concept experiments have been
conducted.

Regarding SAR formations at large baselines, the con-
sequent large difference in observation perspective offers
multiangle data, useful to investigate the rather unexplored,
relevant backscattering properties of man-made and natural
targets, thus allowing better discrimination and classification.
As an example in surveillance and moving target detection,
while it is relatively affordable to develop stealth capabilities
against a monostatic illuminator, echoes reflected in other
directions cannot easily be reduced. Furthermore, thanks to
multiangle observation, multiple velocity components can
be measured by exploiting Doppler and range measure-
ments. Various configurations have been proposed and, in
some cases, successfully experienced, ranging from air or
spaceborne, more or less similar SAR antennas flying with
adequate separation, to hybrid systems with a large transmit-
ter, usually spaceborne, and distributed, air and/or spaceborne
or ground-based simpler receivers.

In recent years the idea of creating multistatic systems
by using illuminators of opportunities, that is, already exist-
ing and independently operated microwave sources, has been
introduced to get a parasitic SAR. Although transmitters
have been designed for different applications, free signals
of sufficient intensity can be provided to passive, low-cost
receivers thanks to the long coherent integration time (in
particular if provided by geostationary communication plat-
forms (see Communication Satellites; Orbital Mechanics
Fundamentals) or constellations for navigation (see Global
Navigation Satellite Systems)). So far, moderate resolutions
and constrained observation geometries have been achieved.
However, this hybrid technology was successfully demon-
strated and multiplatform systems merging space-based radio

navigation and high-resolution microwave remote sensing are
under study (Cherniakov et al., 2007).

In conclusion, it is worth stressing that fully exploitation of
these novel, multistatic configurations shall require original
processing and data fusion algorithms and procedures, both
to focus SAR data gathered in complex geometries (Moccia
and Renga, 2011), and to carry out a new set of civil and
military applications.
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Bx Baseline along-track component
By Baseline cross-track component
c Velocity of light
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 Absolute interferometric phase
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1 CHARACTERISTICS OF A MODERN RF
MISSILE

Modern weapons have many options that allow guidance
to a target (see Guided Weapon and UAV Navigation and
Path-Planning). The advent of navigation technologies such
the Global Positioning System (GPS) and cheap and accu-
rate inertial sensors have significantly improved modern
weapon guidance. GPS-aided inertial guidance is all that
is needed for engaging pre-planned targets that relocate or
are not moving. Relocatable targets can also be engaged
with this type of guidance and a weapon can be passed an
updated target position while still in flight. A modern nav-
igation/guidance system will receive inputs from position
(e.g., accelerometers) and attitude (e.g., gyros) sensors, from

GPS sensors, and perhaps from other sources. While modern
seekers do still provide navigation aiding, their primary
function is now target kinematic state estimation.

A terminal seeker has the most value for targets that move.
Target kinematic state estimation may be as complex as a
complete estimate of the target’s kinematic state or it may be
as simple as a line of sight (LOS) to the target referenced to
missile velocity vector.

Older radio frequency (RF) missiles generally utilize
semi-active guidance whereas more modern missiles tend to
use an active on-board terminal seeker. There are still niche
applications, where the additional transmit power-aperture
provided by a semi-active configuration and its consequent
improved power density on the target can be crucial but there
are no significant reasons why a missile cannot use both semi-
active and active guidance modes. The advantage of a missile
with an active seeker is that no external fire-control support
is required for terminal guidance. The elimination of external
fire-control support for missile terminal guidance allows the
external fire-control resource to be devoted to other tasks in
a naval air defense scenario or allows the fire-control support
to depart the scene for improved survivability in an air-to-air
scenario.

The limited power-aperture available for an active seeker
has led to the concept of separate midcourse and termi-
nal guidance for the in-flight missile and a missile Lock-on
After Launch (LOAL) mode of seeker target acquisition com-
pared with the Lock-on Before Launch (LOBL) mode used
by many infrared guided missiles. The concept of LOAL
is not limited to RF missiles, and in fact, there is a strong
trend towards providing all types of precision weapons with
In-Flight Target Updates (IFTU) via datalink. The IFTUs pro-
vide enough information for interim missile guidance and the
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2 Radar

Figure 1. The system-level characteristics of a modern RF missile.

seeker does not need to lock on to the target prior to missile
launch.

The typical characteristics of a modern RF missile are
shown in Figure 1. The key characteristics include a terminal
seeker and midcourse guidance aided by IFTUs provided via
datalink.

1.1 Midcourse guidance

The defining characteristic of midcourse guidance is that the
terminal seeker is not required to contribute to the target
kinematic state estimate that is used for guidance. In a sense
the missile guidance is open-loop because the missile is not
required to sense the target kinematic state with its RF seeker.
Midcourse navigation for modern missiles is normally iner-
tial navigation supported by some type of inertial sensor. The
raw inputs from the inertial sensors are generally processed
by an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to provide missile
position, attitude, and their derivatives. Estimates of missile
own ship position can be augmented by other sources such
as the broadcast signals provided by GPS. The missile mid-
course estimation of target kinematic state can be as simple
as extrapolation from the last known target position to a more
complex solution of receiving continuous IFTUs via datalink.

1.2 Autonomous terminal guidance

The missile terminal seeker can be a traditional active RF
seeker; a passive RF homing seeker, or a combination of the
two seeker types. Terminal guidance is a closed-loop process
where information from the seeker is directly used by the
guidance system to compute an intercept course. The primary
target observable required for basic target intercept guidance
is the LOS direction to the target referenced to the missile
velocity vector. More sophisticated guidance algorithms may
require additional information on the target kinematic state,
including the angular velocity of the target orthogonal to the
LOS or the range from the missile to the target.

The accuracy and update rate with which the terminal
seeker can estimate the LOS to the target are the primary
seeker contributions to target intercept miss distance.

1.3 Target handover from midcourse guidance to
autonomous terminal guidance

The transition from midcourse guidance (open-loop) to
autonomous terminal guidance (closed-loop) is normally
referred to as handover. A crucial step in a successful han-
dover is the seeker target search and acquisition process. A
detailed discussion of the target search and acquisition pro-
cess is beyond the scope of this chapter but it is immediately
evident that the search and acquisition process will be easier
and more successful with a greater level of initial certainty
of the target kinematic state. For missiles that receive IFTUs,
the terminal search and acquisition process is a cued search
because the target kinematic state is known with a bounded
uncertainty.

2 THE ROLE OF THE RF SEEKER

2.1 Key functional differences between RF
seekers and AI radars

Missile seekers and airborne intercept (AI) radars track tar-
gets for different reasons. AI radars track targets for many
reasons but the most common reasons are maintaining situa-
tional awareness and providing fire-control solutions. Basic
radar theory is given in (Radar Basics and Applications), and
Stimson (1998) provides an excellent introduction to mod-
ern AI radar. Missile seekers track targets that are potential
intercept candidates. There is not much point for a seeker to
track a target that cannot be kinematically engaged by the
missile. The exception to this seeker behavior to only track
kinematically viable targets is when RF interference sources
may need to be estimated and tracked in order to mitigate
their effect. The physical and time constraints in intercepting
a target mean that:

� missiles will search over a much smaller field of regard
(FOR) in angle than AI radars;

� missiles will spend much less time than AI radars search-
ing for targets in angle;

� missiles will not generally track targets that are widely
dispersed in angle;

� missiles will not track as many targets as an AI radar
because an AI radar tracks targets for situational aware-
ness as well as for fire control.

All of the above-mentioned factors reduce the utility of
beam steering agility for missile seekers when compared to
AI radars. Beam steering agility is one of the major benefits
from using electronically steered arrays (ESA).
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2.2 Seeker input into closed loop missile guidance

The purpose of the RF seeker is to provide information to
the missile to enable closed-loop guidance on the intended
target. The type of missile guidance system determines the
information required from the RF seeker. For a simple pur-
suit guidance system all that is required is the current LOS
to the target referenced to the missile velocity vector. For a
proportional navigation-based guidance system, LOS and its
derivative are the minimum information requirements. More
sophisticated guidance systems may require the range to the
target or accurate estimates of other components of the tar-
get’s kinematic state or adjunct information from the missile
itself (e.g., fuel remaining).

In a modern missile the RF seeker is often integrated with
other sensor systems and augmented with addition informa-
tion from inertial and satellite-based navigation systems. It
should be noted that a seeker provides target information in
a seeker coordinate frame that is related to the antenna coor-
dinate frame. The “picture” that the seeker sees is influenced
by factors such as own-ship motion, which may need to be
filtered out to provide target-only estimates. For simple guid-
ance algorithms such as pursuit guidance the separation of
target and missile induced motion is not necessary because
as long as the missile velocity vector is pointed at the target
an intercept will eventually occur if the missile can outrun
the target.

2.3 The semi-active seeker

The semi-active seeker has been the mainstay of RF seek-
ers for over 40 years since the first examples were fielded
in the 1950s. In some applications it is still desirable for
the RF seeker to have a semi-active mode of operation.
The semi-active seeker provides a simpler and cheaper
implementation over its more expensive and complex active
counterpart. In certain niche applications the additional trans-
mit power that can be provided by a semi-active illuminator is
essential.

2.4 The anti-radiation homing (ARH) seeker

The anti-radiation homing (ARH) missile is designed to home
on the radiation emissions of enemy radar and communica-
tion sites. The ARH seeker must intercept, detect, sort, and
identify the signal that is its intended target. Specialist ARH
missiles have been in service for decades and new versions of
these specialist weapons are still being developed. There are
no fundamental reasons why a seeker cannot have both ARH

and conventional functions. The key differences been a spe-
cialist ARH seeker and a more conventional seeker include:

� passive versus active operation, that is, no emissions from
the ARH seeker;

� the ARH seeker will generally have a much broader fre-
quency operating range as well as a wider instantaneous
frequency coverage to improve signal probability of inter-
cept;

� the ARH seeker will be able to process both continuous
wave (CW) and pulsed signals;

� The ARH seeker will need to know specific characteristics
about the emissions of its intended targets to improve its
ability to search, detect, and sort the desired signals from
the undesired signals.

3 FIGURES OF MERIT FOR KEY RF
SEEKER FUNCTIONS

When conducting system-level trades in developing a new
radar system or comparing existing systems the power-
aperture (PA) product of a radar is often quoted. It is well
known that the PA product is a useful figure of merit or met-
ric for measuring the search capability of a radar when certain
requirements such as search volume, search frame time, target
radar cross section (RCS), and required range are specified.
In fact, the power-aperture metric is so well established that a
power-aperture limitation on radars of 3 million watts-meter
squared was included in the Anti Ballistic Missile Treaty
between the United States and the former Soviet Union. Sim-
ilar figures of merit for other radar functions such as tracking
and fire control are not as well publicized even though they
have been known for a long time. A recent paper by Jaska
(2003) provides a convenient and readily accessible summary
of the relevant metrics as well a derivation of the metrics. The
performance metrics, which assume a common transmit and
receive aperture, will be briefly reviewed in the context of
missile seeker design.

3.1 Volume search

The radar figure of merit for volume search for a given search
volume, search frame time, target RCS, and required range
is given by the power-aperture product, which is shown in
equation (1).

Volume search metric ∼ PA (1)
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Note that the power-aperture product is independent of
operating frequency but other key factors in the radar search
range equation, such as atmospheric losses and target RCS,
are still dependent on the radar operating frequency. Modern
seekers, with a good navigation system, normally only per-
form a very limited volume search because they are normally
cued to the target location via another means. Older seekers
had to perform a much wider volume search to compensate
for uncertainties in (relative) target location that resulted from
a poor missile navigation system. The PA product for a seeker
is still important but other metrics such as power-aperture-
gain (PAG) to be discussed in the next section are more
important in the context of how a modern seeker is generally
used.

3.2 Cued target acquisition

Cued acquisition is a term that refers to a localized radar
search for a target where an a priori bounded estimate of the
target’s kinematic state, referenced to radar coordinates, is
provided to the radar. Cued acquisition means that the antenna
beam can be steered at the target without searching for the
target in angle coordinates. Cued acquisition allows a target
to be acquired much more rapidly than in normal volume
search and this has significant operational benefits (Barton,
2000). Knowledge of the target’s existence and a bounded
estimate of its kinematic state allows the radar to use a spe-
cialized dwell to acquire the target. The radar waveform and
other dwell characteristics can be chosen to eliminate detec-
tion sensitivity inefficiencies that occur with standard volume
search for unknown targets. For example, cued acquisition
allows the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and pulse width
for a coherent processing interval (CPI) to be chosen on the
basis of the expected target range and Doppler, to ensure that
the target is not eclipsed in range or competing in Doppler
with the mainlobe clutter. If the beam steering mechanism
provides continuous control of the beam steering direction,
then the peak of the beam can be pointed in the exact target
direction in much the same way as when already established
targets are being tracked by the radar. The figure of merit
for cued acquisition is PAG, and noting that aperture can be
expressed as A = Gλ2, a strong dependence on λ can be seen
in equation (2).

Cued acquisition metric ∼ PAG = PA2

λ2
(2)

Cued acquisition is generally the main target acquisition
mode for RF seekers.

3.3 Tracking

Tracking is defined as maintaining a variable quality estimate
of the target kinematic state by utilizing a given fixed target
revisit time and/or a given maximum radar resource usage.
See Target Tracking, for a detailed discussion of tracking. The
figure of merit for tracking is PAG, and noting that aperture
can be expressed as A = Gλ2, a strong dependence on λ can
be seen in equation (3).

Tracking metric ∼ PAG = PA2

λ2
(3)

Note the well-established fact that for a fixed size aperture,
a higher operating frequency improves gain and directivity
and hence tracking. This simple fact explains why tracking
radars generally operate at higher frequencies.

3.4 Fire control

The purpose of fire control is to provide a precise bounded
estimate of the target kinematic state so that it can be inter-
cepted or engaged with a weapon. A typical fire-control
requirement is that the interval between target revisits does
not exceed a specified time. Another typical requirement is
that the uncertainty in target kinematic state must remain
bounded below a particular value. In order for the target to be
successfully prosecuted, the fire-control requirement must
be met regardless of the resource demands that are placed
on the radar. That is, the radar must adapt if necessary to
target maneuver or electronic countermeasures (ECM). This
unconstrained resource usage is in contrast with the function
of tracking for general situational awareness, in which some
constraints are usually placed upon radar resource usage or
revisit rate. The potential high radar resource usage for fire
control often leads to dedicated radars being used for this
particular function.

Seekers represent the sharp point of the fire-control sys-
tem and they need to provide precise bounded estimates of
the target kinematic state to the missile guidance system. The
figure of merit for the fire-control function is PAG, and not-
ing that aperture can be expressed as A = Gλ2, a very strong
dependence on λ can be seen in equation (4).

Fire control metric ∼ PAG2 = PA3

λ4
(4)

The dependence on the inverse fourth power square
of wavelength explains why almost all fire-control radars
operate at higher frequencies.
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4 COMPONENTS OF A MODERN RF
SEEKER

4.1 Introduction

In this section the main components of a radar seeker are
briefly reviewed. As previously discussed there are many
roles that use seekers to provide a target intercept capability.
There are a wide variety of different seeker types, method-
ologies, and consequent technology to support them. For the
sake of brevity the discussion is restricted to that of the active,
coherent radar seeker, which is perhaps the most widespread
configuration in current use and which is certainly the subject
of most of the advanced research taking place today.

Figure 2 shows an outline schematic diagram of the prin-
cipal components of a radar seeker. The first key component
is an antenna. Connected to the antenna, usually via a circu-
lator, there is a transmitter/amplifier and RF receiver, which
can both be coherently referenced to a local oscillator. The
transmitter is driven by a low-power exciter, and the transmit
signal is often synthesized by direct digital synthesis (DDS)
in modern seekers. The RF and intermediate frequency (IF)
receivers are normally followed by a process of digitization.
The digital signals flow on to a signal processor. The data
processor follows the signal processor and performs such
functions as computing the position of the target with respect
to the antenna boresight and providing a corrective signal to
the antenna mechanical drive to maintain the target as close
as possible to the boresight of the antenna for optimal angular
sensitivity. There are many interfaces to the other components
of the seeker and there are units such as conditioned power
supplies that all have to be fitted into a compact package.

4.2 Antenna assembly

The antenna is typically gimbal mounted and inertially stabi-
lized so that its orientation and movement can be controlled

independently of the missile body and its motion. The antenna
needs a suitable FOR to carry out the design mission. The
antenna FOR requirement is driven by a need to maintain
terminal track on the chosen target while the missile is maneu-
vered for target intercept. The antenna field of view (FOV)
required is closely related to the angular accuracy required
from the seeker. The antenna is also required to reject clut-
ter and interference. Older antennas tend to be space fed,
such as a parabolic dish design, while newer ones may well
use a more compact feed such as a planar slotted waveg-
uide design. Space-fed antennas are generally simpler and
provide a better operating and instantaneous bandwidth, so
in certain applications, such as the AGM-88E advanced anti
radiation guided missile (AARGM), a space-fed dish type
antenna may still be preferred. In all cases of a mechani-
cally steered antenna (MSA), the weight must be kept to a
minimum to ensure an adequate response from the antenna
stabilization actuators. The antenna stabilization mechanism
is generally quite sophisticated, and in recent designs, elec-
tronic aiding has been introduced to allow accurate pointing
and stabilization with cheaper and lower performance attitude
sensors and actuators. Early antenna designs were quite sim-
ple in design without an overly demanding specification on
gain and sidelobes compared to their AI radar counterparts.
Modern seeker antennas have much more stringent design
requirements primarily due to the need to operate in a hostile
interference environment.

4.3 RF transmitter

There are a quite a wide variety of transmitter types that have
been used in a radar missile seeker but solid-state power RF
power generation has not yet seen wide application prob-
ably due to its efficiency penalty when compared with its
tube amplifier counterparts. For coherent seeker implemen-
tations, a low-power signal is generated with reference to
a master oscillator and then amplified to high power. On
reception, the master oscillator is again used as the coherent
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Figure 2. A schematic of typical RF seeker components.
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reference. Some of the more common coherent transmit-
ter implementations are the traveling-wave tube (TWT) and
Klystron amplifiers.

4.4 RF and IF processing

In general seekers perform beam forming prior to the first
low-noise receiver stage in contrast to active electronically
steered arrays (AESA), which perform beam forming after
the first low-noise receiver. RF processing serves to reject
out-of-band interference and also perform some preliminary
or final beam forming or sub-arraying. Seekers experience a
very wide (>80 dB) range of received power levels over their
time of flight because they are designed to intercept the target
and this means good front-end gain control and receiver over-
load protection are required. The RF subsystem may provide
several outputs including the traditional channels required for
monopulse processing. The initial receiver stage is critical
and generally determines the system noise figure and overall
sensitivity. Most of the receiver gain is generally provided by
subsequent amplification and filtering stages.

IF processing follows RF processing and serves to further
reject unwanted signals by providing further amplification
and selectivity. Modern high-speed digitization has meant
that many functions that were traditionally done in IF
processing are now done digitally.

4.5 Digitization

The analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) is a critical com-
ponent in modern seeker designs. The ADC will be a
compromise between dynamic range, bandwidth (high-
resolution seekers are beginning to emerge), and cost. A
highly stable local oscillator acts as a master reference against
which coherence (relative phase) can be measured. The IF
signal is usually digitized following a heterodyne in-phase
quadrature-phase (IQ) demodulator, or in modern systems,
digital demodulation with a Hilbert transform is performed
after digitization.

4.6 Signal and data processing

The heart of a modern radar seeker is the signal and data pro-
cessing. This provides the seeker with “brains” and makes
the decisions on how the seeker and missile react to sensed
information. There is an increasing trend to demand more and
more of the seeker processor. The key difference between the
signal processor and the data processor is that the former is
relatively difficult to program and performs a relative small

set of functions in high volume at a very high throughput.
The data processor is more flexible, easier to program and per-
forms a smaller volume of more complex high-level functions
at a lower throughput. With modern computing architectures
there is now some blurring between signal and data process-
ing functions. The trend is to make greater and greater use
of commercial off-the-shelf processing units and to minimize
specialized hardware except where it cannot be avoided due to
performance or security requirements. The processing power
that can be achieved in a seeker is limited by the (lack of)
space that the missile environment provides.

5 ADVANCED RF SEEKER TRENDS

Trends in RF missile seekers often follow those in AI radars.
This section discusses some radar trends that are applicable
to RF seekers.

Low antenna sidelobes are desirable in seekers for the
same reasons as they are desirable in other radars. Low
receive sidelobes reject sidelobe clutter and non-mainbeam
interference. Low transmit sidelobes also contribute to side-
lobe clutter rejection and just as importantly reduce the
probability of intercept of the transmitted signal. Prevent-
ing signal intercept is one of the best forms of electronic
protection (EP) that a seeker can have.

Missile seeker receivers need to have a wide operating
dynamic range because the target reflection signal strength
increases significantly as they close on and intercept the tar-
get. The requirement for instantaneous dynamic range is also
stringent when small targets need to be seen in an environ-
ment of high interference.

There is a trend towards weapons using multiple guidance
sources such as guide-to-coordinate, active seeker and ARH.
There are already specialist weapons that use ARH as a sen-
sor, and there are some seekers that have a Home-on-Jam
(HOJ) capability. The operating bandwidth over which these
passive ARH seekers operate will need to increase to cope
with a more sophisticated threat environment.

Beam steering agility can be of use for a seeker but
beam shape agility is more important, particularly for a mis-
sile seeker that requires a high level of EP. Beam shape or
beam forming agility can be achieved by providing spatial
degrees of freedom (DOF) in the antenna subsystem. Passive
electronically steered arrays (PESA) provide element-level
phase control over beam forming but AESAs provide a
greater degree of control/agility by providing phase and
amplitude control. The benefits from increased spatial DOF
in an antenna include different beam patterns for differ-
ent functions such as air-to-air and air-to-ground, improved
suppression of both mainlobe and sidelobe interference,
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improved clutter rejection and improved target LOS angle
estimation. It should be noted that the capability to electron-
ically steer a beam (beam steering agility) and the provision
of spatial DOF (beam shape agility) are not the same thing,
although the technology used for ESAs can often be conve-
niently used to provide spatial DOF in an antenna.

5.1 Seeker operating frequency is increasing

It is well known that higher frequencies are better for fire-
control applications and the previous section has explained
this is because of a fourth power dependence on frequency.
A higher operating frequency will allow a higher absolute
instantaneous bandwidth without increasing the fraction of
instantaneous bandwidth to centre operating frequency. A
higher operating frequency also allows a higher absolute
operating bandwidth. A large operating bandwidth provides
improved EP by complicating the task of an intercept receiver
and it provides better frequency compatibility with both
friendly emitters and friendly passive RF sensors.

A higher operating frequency improves the size of the
effective electrical aperture for a fixed-size physical aperture.
A good-sized electrical aperture provides gain and directivity
and is also important for the implementation of ESAs and the
provision of spatial degrees of freedom in an antenna. Higher
frequency seekers can be implemented with components of a
smaller mass and size, which is particularly useful in a missile
seeker application.

Several other trends in missile technology support a transi-
tion to higher seeker operating frequencies. Improved missile
midcourse navigation and high-quality external cueing via
IFTUs is enabling the handover between midcourse and
autonomous terminal guidance to occur much later in the mis-
sile fly-out, perhaps allowing a reduction in the missile seeker
acquisition range requirement. The improved survivability of
low observable (LO) platforms with AESA low probability
of intercept (LPI) radars allows high-quality cueing informa-
tion to be provided for missile midcourse guidance for longer
durations. The trend towards greater off-board weapon sup-
port and third part targeting and control should enable reduc-
tions in cost and complexity for the weapon. It is the seeker
that generally dominates the weapon cost and complexity.

An increase in frequency also has disadvantages for a
missile seeker application. Firstly, atmospheric attenuation is
significantly worse and attenuation by volume clutter such as
rain is also much worse. If the operating frequency is too high,
it may be difficult to provide a home-on-aircraft-frequency-
jamming mode with the same antenna. Current technology
limitations mean that it is also harder to produce high average
powers at higher operating frequencies.

For perfect midcourse cueing with no errors, greater seeker
gain and directivity would definitely improve the range at
which target acquisition could occur. In practice the mid-
course cueing provided to the missile is not perfect but has
errors caused by various factors. For example, missile navi-
gation error can be a key contributor to overall handover error
for long-range missile applications. The availability of GPS-
aided inertial navigation means that the effect of navigation
error can be reduced providing the tighter handover baskets
that are needed for higher frequency seekers.

5.2 Seeker instantaneous bandwidth is increasing

It is generally desirable to increase accuracy and resolution
in the three primary seeker observables of angle, range and
Doppler. In this section the seeker observable of range is
discussed.

Seeker instantaneous bandwidth is increasing for mod-
ern RF missile seekers. Large instantaneous bandwidth is
normally associated with target classification (see Auto-
matic Target Recognition), but in the political climate of
today there are very few weapons that will be launched
without the target first being positively identified. The one
exception that does comes to mind is for air-to-ground appli-
cations, where a weapon is launched at a group of targets and
the seeker chooses a designated target based upon selected
target characteristics, for example, tracked or wheeled
vehicles.

Determining a target’s class or type in-flight is not nor-
mally an important requirement for an RF seeker other than
the obvious requirement for the rejection of false targets and
ECM. The real requirement faced by the missile seeker is
the provision of target selectivity. That is, the missile must
correctly engage the target that has been designated. Even
though target classification is not required for a missile seeker,
a large seeker instantaneous bandwidth does have important
benefits.

A higher seeker instantaneous bandwidth provides
improved range resolution, discrimination, and accuracy.
Improvements in range resolution and discrimination are
important for target selectivity, clutter rejection, and elec-
tronic protection. Depending on the type of clutter and
target, a greater bandwidth can improve signal to clutter
detection sensitivity. The resolution of individual target scat-
tering centers, which is possible with a high instantaneous
bandwidth, reduces target glint and amplitude scintillation
considerably.

A very important point is that improved resolution in one
observable such as range has follow-on consequences for
measurement association and consequent discrimination in
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other seeker observables such as angle and Doppler. The
non-kinematic target attributes revealed by the use of high
bandwidth can also allow improved target measurement to
track association. The use of a target signature in this way
is known as feature-aided tracking (FAT) and the use of FAT
may even allow for target aimpoint selection.

5.3 Seeker signature reduction

The effective “range” of a missile in an air-to-air engagement
is highly dependent on the target kinematic behavior during
the engagement. It is not unusual for the effective range of
a missile against a closing target to be three times greater
than that against an opening target. Air-to-air combat tac-
tics reflect this situation with tactics such as “cranking” and
“beaming” being part of the average combat pilot’s vocab-
ulary. To achieve a maximum effective “range,” it is in the
interest of the missile that a closing target remains a clos-
ing target for the duration of the missile flight and that the
target does not become aware of the missile that is trying to
intercept it.

The dominant long-range signature of a missile when
viewed from the forward hemisphere is usually its RCS. The
RCS of the missile is normally dominated by the RCS of the
seeker antenna. The seeker RF emissions, which can be con-
trolled, can also be a significant signature source. In certain
scenarios, a visual signature such as a contrail may also be
very significant.

There is a growing trend to reduce the RF signature of
a missile. This trend is predicated by the “effective range”
considerations already discussed but it is also supported by
the fact that for LO aircraft there is a requirement to minimize
adjunct signatures such as missile launch and flight, which
could compromise the existence, location, and freedom of
action of a LO platform.

As a missile closes on a target, there is a time and range
when the missile is close enough to the target so that the target
cannot kinematically escape from the missile. This range,
measured from the target, is known as the missile “no escape
zone” (NEZ). When the missile is in the NEZ, knowledge of
the missile closing on the target does not improve the target’s
kinematic survivability. Consequently signature reduction for
the missile and its seeker is most important when it is at long
range from the target.

Missile seeker signature reduction at long range is made
easier by the fact that the missile seeker may not provide
any guidance benefit at long range and the seeker antenna
is responsible for both the main missile RF emissions and
often the majority of the frontal missile RCS contribution.
A simple strategy of missile seeker antenna stowage at long

range can significantly reduce missile RCS in the early stages
of an engagement.

5.4 Digitization is proliferating

A trend in advanced radar systems in general and one that
is finding its way into active radar seekers specifically is
that the digitization of signals is taking place closer to the
antenna. The point at which digitization takes place is mov-
ing up the radar processing chain, initially to the IF receiver
stages where digitization may occur directly. Some radar sys-
tems are exploring direct digitization at RF frequencies. This
is unlikely to be the case for missile seekers for some time as
the operating frequencies are not sufficiently low. The motiva-
tion for increased digitization is to reduce the number of less
reliable, variable, weighty, and often complex analogue com-
ponents and take advantage of the high accuracy, reliability
and repeatability that digital processing offers. For example,
it is much easier in the digital domain to correct for distor-
tions introduced by high-power RF amplification and also
eliminate the channel bias that occurs if two IF channels are
used to IQ demodulate the received signal. Digitization also
provides for the opportunity to easily reconfigure the seeker
for different operating modes. For example, different instan-
taneous bandwidths may be used by the seeker for search and
track. Digitization means that the computed position of the
target with respect to the antenna boresight can be achieved
with higher levels of accuracy in more hostile interference
environments.

5.5 Multiplexing to increase available degrees of
freedom

A further advantage of increasing digitization is that it makes
it easier to handle the increased degrees of freedom offered
by multiplexing. A radar may have multiple degrees of free-
dom available but it may not be able to use all degrees of
freedom simultaneously. A simple example is how a seeker
might only use a fraction of its operating bandwidth instan-
taneously. Another example is a seeker with a single receiver
channel time-multiplexed to the RF sum and delta channels.
It may be desirable to use multiple waveforms specifically
and separately designed for tracking and aimpoint selection.
For example, a relatively narrow band waveform may be
used for the tracking functions while a wideband waveform
can be used for high range resolution profiling and aim-
point selection. These two waveforms could be operated on
a multiplexed basis, creating two digital streams to be sep-
arately processed and possibly re-combined as a refinement
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to antenna pointing and range tracking in the closing phase
of an engagement.

5.6 Spatial DOFs and electronic protection

Missile seekers require a greater degree of electronic protec-
tion than their AI radar counterparts because the production
of fire-control quality data is less tolerant to the errors intro-
duced by electronic attack (EA), than the production of
situational awareness data that can be produced at varying
degrees of quality.

There is a common myth that ESAs provide better elec-
tronic protection than MSAs. The beam steering agility
provided by an ESA does not provide any inherent electronic
protection benefits when monopulse direction estimation is
used except perhaps to track interference sources that are far
in angle from the main target of interest. The important capa-
bilities of spatial electronic protection are provided by beam
shape agility or more specifically by having some additional
spatial DOF in the formation of the antenna beam (Brookner
and Howell, 1986; Hatke, 1997; Zatman, 1999). It is the
presence of additional spatial DOF that provide electronic
protection, not the fact that the beam is steered electroni-
cally. There is no doubt that the technology used for ESA
implementations can also be used to provide beam shape
agility.

Additional spatial degrees of freedom can still be achieved
in a suitably designed mechanically steered antenna. The tra-
ditional guard channel, which is used to sense and blank
low-duty-cycle sidelobe interference, is a classic example of
electronic protection provided by an additional spatial DOF.
Adjunct antenna channels used to sense and then blank or
cancel sidelobe and mainlobe interference have been used in
MSAs for many years.

6 CONCLUSION

Modern missiles represent an example of a highly integrated
set of subsystems that all interact cooperatively to guide the
missile to its target. The key to intercepting moving targets is
the missile seeker, and for all weather, day/night, and long-
range performance, the RF seeker is the preferred option.
There are considerable functional differences between RF
seekers and their larger AI radar cousins because of the dif-
ferent requirements for missile guidance when compared to
airborne surveillance. The requirements for missile guidance
tend to dictate the use of higher frequencies for a num-
ber of reasons and modern RF seekers tend to be coherent
in operation. There is a strong trend towards the use of

higher RF seeker operating frequencies and the provision of
greater instantaneous and operating bandwidths. An emerg-
ing requirement to reduce seeker signatures for improved
effective missile engagement range and compatibility with
low observable launch platforms is evident in the most sophis-
ticated RF seeker designs. As target self-defense systems
become more sophisticated, there is also a significant trend
towards improved target discrimination and EP in RF seeker
designs.

ABBREVIATIONS

AARGM advanced anti-radiation guided missile
ADC analogue-to-digital converter
AESA active electronically steered array
AI airborne intercept
ARH anti radiation homing
CPI coherent processing interval
CW continuous wave
DDS direct digital synthesis
DOF degrees of freedom
EA electronic attack
ECM electronic countermeasures
EP electronic protection
ESA electronically steered array
FAT feature-aided tracking
FOR field of regard
FOV field of view
GPS global positioning system
HOJ home-on-jam
IF intermediate frequency
IFTU in-flight target updates
IMU inertial measurement unit
IQ in-phase and quadrature-phase
LO low observable or local oscillator
LOAL lock-on after launch
LOBL lock-on before launch
LOS line of sight
LPI low probability of intercept
MSA mechanically steered antenna
MTBF mean time between failure
NEZ no escape zone
PA power aperture
PAG power-aperture-gain
PESA passive electronically steered array
PRF pulse repetition frequency
RCS radar cross section
RF radio frequency
TWT traveling wave tube
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LIST OF SYMBOLS/NOMENCLATURE

P Power
A Aperture
G Gain
λ Wavelength
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1 INTRODUCTION

Optical image, infrared (IR) image, radar range profile or one-
dimensional radar data, and synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
image are few of the versatile ways to gather information
about scenes of interest from a war-time scene. Once the
surveillance data comes to the user, the next steps are de-
tection of objects of interest or targets and then recognizing
the same. Target recognition can be done by a human expert
or automatically or by the human expert using some semi-
automatic algorithms. Automatic target recognition (ATR)
has several advantages and is almost indispensable in some
of the applications. This is why ATR has been a field of
some extensive research for past few decades. Especially
with high-end computing becoming available to different mil-
itary platforms, ATR algorithms are becoming popular in both
command-and-control based centralized approach as well as

stand-alone radar-based systems. A nice review of different
ATR strategies can be found in Bhanu (1986), and Brown and
Swonger (1989).

Optical images of scenes of interest are mostly of high
resolution. Hence, target detection and recognition from op-
tical images is mostly done by human experts. Computing
machines are mostly used to aid the human expert by enhanc-
ing the image quality. IR in general and forward-looking IR
(FLIR) in particular are important surveillance instruments.
FLIR images are mostly not of high resolution. Especially in
images consisting of many man-made objects, detection and
recognition of targets from FLIR is a challenging task. Simi-
larly, if the target of interest is not metallic, FLIR-based ATR
becomes still more challenging. Radar systems are one of the
most popular surveillance systems for military applications,
mostly because of all-weather and day-night capabilities of
radar. In the present chapter, we will focus on radar based
ATR systems.

Automatic or semi-automatic target recognition systems
have become popular after automatic target recognition
(ATR) systems started having access to two-dimensional
information about the scene. Hence synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) – based ATR has been a major thrust of research
and development since the implementation of airborne SAR
systems.

While there is some literature on the use of one dimen-
sional high range resolution (HRR) profiles of targets for
the purpose of ATR (Liao, Runkle and Carin, 2002; Zwart
et al., 2003), HRR-based ATR has poor performance and
has its own niche of limited utilities (e.g., homing missiles).
Most of the modern airborne radar systems have some SAR
capability. Hence, the current chapter will focus mainly on
SAR-based ATR algorithms.
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Depending on the scene of interest, ATR can be used for
ground targets, air targets, or water targets. These different
scenarios pose challenges of their own and need different
approaches to optimize the ATR performance. Ground clutter
is one of the major challenges for ground-target-based ATR
systems. Similarly sea clutter is the major limitation for a sea-
target-based ATR system. In addition to these, if the ATR is
done based on the SAR image, speckle noise (Touzi, 2002)
is a common problem, and can sometimes severely limit the
ATR performance.

The whole process of ATR using SAR image can be
divided into three major steps (Novak et al., 1997):

Detection/Pre-screening: Usually the SAR image is obtained
for a fairly large area of the (battle) scene, and may have
a number of targets in the same image. The first step is
to choose the region of interest (ROI). It has been found
that the SAR images of man-made targets often consist
of brighter pixels than the surrounding clutter. Hence,
the pre-screening is mostly done by considering the local
brightness of the image pixels and comparing them to
some threshold value (chosen from proper consideration
of the scene being imaged and the target parameters).
If the scene is affected by severe clutter noise1, then a
proper scene-specific clutter noise removal algorithm is
required at this stage. To have consistent performance at
this stage, there is a need for an efficient constant false
alarm rate (CFAR) detection algorithm. Speckle noise
is a major challenge in this stage, and hence an efficient
speckle filter2 (Touzi, 2002) is mostly used.

Discrimination: The prescreening stage gives the possible
regions of interest (ROI). In the discrimination step, the
ROI is further processed to reject possible false alarms
that might have crept in through the prescreening stage.
The output from this stage is a more certain ROI. Along
with this some prominent features of the target may also
be determined in this phase (like orientation and target
area). The algorithms for this stage also need to have
robust CFAR performance. The output of this stage is
an ROI of uniform size with the target at the center of
the region. This is mostly termed as a target clip.

Classification: This is the final stage of an ATR system.
The inputs to this stage are target clips along with
some major features like orientation and target area.
In this stage other features are extracted from the tar-
get clip. Finally these features are used to classify the
target. The classification algorithm of choice depends
on many criteria like scene of operation, expected tar-
gets in the scene, and resolution of the image. Although
more general classification texts such as Duda, Hart and
Stork (2001), and Fukunaga (1990) draw a distinction

between classification and recognition functions, SAR
ATR literature tends to use the terms classification and
recognition interchangeably (IEEE, 1997).

The steps described above may not be clearly distinguish-
able in all the ATR systems. In particular the boundary be-
tween the discrimination and the classification steps may not
be always clear. It is also worth noting that most of the SAR
ATR-related literature concentrates on the third and the final
stage, that is, classification.

The next section will discuss some of the major challenges
and peculiarities of the SAR ATR problem. Section 3 explains
the figures of merit that are commonly used to validate any
pattern recognition algorithm for SAR ATR. In Section 4
the major approaches to SAR ATR in the open literature are
outlined. This section also discusses SAR ATR using newer
radar architecture like bistatic SAR and netted radar systems.
The last section concludes the chapter with a note on what
the authors deem to be some of the visions to be achieved by
an ideal SAR ATR system.

2 CHALLENGES AND PECULIARITIES
OF RADAR-BASED ATR

Automated and semi-automated systems for defense applica-
tions are on an ever increasing demand. SAR ATR systems are
a great value addition, if SAR mapping is already integrated
in an airborne system. SAR ATR for ground-based targets is
also important in battle field surveillance using unmanned air
vehicle based systems.

However, SAR ATR problem is much more complicated
than optical image–based ATR. For example, consider the
optical and the SAR images of two military targets as shown
in Figure 1. The images have been taken from the moving and
stationary target acquisition and recognition (MSTAR) repos-
itory (https://www.sdms.afrl.af.mil/datasets/mstar/). The res-
olution of the SAR images is 0.3m × 0.3m. One of the
targets is ZIL 131 Box on 6 × 6 track, a personnel carrier
(APC). The other one is anti-aircraft automatic gun Shilka.
The targets are clearly distinguishable from their optical im-
ages; however, the same cannot be said about their SAR
images.

The above example to some extent shows the challenges
of developing a successful ATR algorithm based on SAR im-
ages. This is mainly because of SAR image quality. Radio
waves by definition cannot have wavelength less than 1mm.
Hence the best resolution that a SAR image can have is worse
than this. Secondly, millimeter wave-based radars are rarely
used in practice to retain the foliage penetration capabilities.
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Figure 1. Optical and SAR images of two targets from MSTAR database (https://www.sdms.afrl.af.mil/datasets/mstar/). Reproduced from
US Air Force.

Hence resolution of SAR image is much worse than that of an
optical image. This gives rise to the scattering center model
for radar targets. This states that the response of a target to
radio waves can be modeled by the summation of responses
from a finite number of point scatterers called scattering cen-
ters. Hence, a SAR image reproduces these scattering cen-
ters, as can be seen from Figure 1, and can be modeled as a
summation of points of different sizes and intensities. This
makes target recognition from SAR images a challenging
task.

Some of the major challenges for a SAR ATR algorithm
are as follows.

� Because of the low resolution nature of SAR images, the
extraction of robust features is a tough challenge. This
has led researchers to try many innovative approaches.
These include using better models to account for scatter-
ing centers and using additional sensors like IR or optical
cameras to properly model the position of the scattering
centers.

� Another major problem in SAR ATR is the dynamics
of scattering centers (Rihaczek and Hershkowitz, 1996,
2000). Scattering centers change their intensity as well as
position with change in the orientation of the target. This
may cause the SAR images of the same targets look sub-
stantially different when looked from different directions.
The problem is aggravated for high-resolution SAR im-
ages. Hence, of late many researchers have been working

towards giving robust models for the dynamics of scatter-
ing centers.

� Imaging system configurations severely affect the SAR
images being generated. The position of the sensor plat-
form, frequency band being used, and polarization of the
system, all these different factors can change the SAR im-
age of a target. Hence, the SAR ATR algorithm has to be
made sufficiently robust to these variations.

� Statistical classification methods based on target tem-
plates are the most successful ATR algorithms for SAR
images. However, such algorithms need large and exhaus-
tive amount of training data. This makes the design of
SAR ATR systems costly.

3 FIGURES OF MERIT

Comparison of different classification algorithms has always
been a tough problem. First of all, the performance of a classi-
fication algorithm is often highly dependent on the particular
classification task. An algorithm that is good for a certain task
may not be good for another classification problem. Secondly,
the grounds for comparing the performance of classification
algorithms may also depend on the particular task in hand.
SAR ATR exercise is a demanding and difficult problem. The
classifier algorithms for SAR ATR have to be validated based
on several figures of merit. Some of the major figures of merit
are explained in this section.
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3.1 Confusion matrix

The confusion matrix is one of the most comprehensive ways
of representing the results from a SAR ATR exercise. The en-
tries in the confusion matrix are in terms of percentage of total
test images of a particular class. The (i, j)th entry in the con-
fusion matrix represents the percentage of targets from the
test data belonging to class i recognized as the class j. Fol-
lowing are some of the information that can be extracted from
a confusion matrix. Let there be M classes in the classifica-
tion exercise. Hence the dimension of the confusion matrix
will be M × M.

� Probability of correct classification for a given class i,
Pcci, is given by the (i, i)th element of the confusion ma-
trix, that is,

Pcci = CM(i, i) (1)

where CM(i, j) is the (i, j)th element of the confusion
matrix.

� Overall probability of correct classification for a given
classification algorithm, Pcc, is given by the expression

Pcc = 1

M

M∑
i=1

Pcci (2)

� Probability of misclassification for a given class i, Pmci,
is determined by the number of times test images of the
given target i are declared as belonging to some other
class and can be calculated from the confusion matrix as
follows:

Pmci =

 M∑

j=1

CM(i, j)


 − CM(i, i) (3)

� Probability of false alarm for a given class i, Pfai, is
determined by the number of times a test image of a target
not belonging to class i is declared as belonging to class
i and can be calculated by the expression

Pfai = 1

M − 1





 M∑

j=1

CM(i, j)


 − CM(i, i)


 (4)

3.2 Performance with reduced training data set

Radar-based target recognition is a typical example of a clas-
sification exercise where it is almost impossible to obtain a

sufficient amount of training data. First of all, collecting a
training data set is costly. Secondly, the actual battle field
scenario is unknown during the training phase of the ATR
system. Hence, the study of the performance of an ATR algo-
rithm with limited training data is of paramount importance
in radar ATR problems. The trend of how a classifier behaves
with reduced training data also needs to be studied. It may
be noted here that very few works in the open literature re-
port the performance of ATR algorithms against this figure
of merit.

3.3 Ability of rejection and acceptance

This is a set of possibly contradictory requirements for a
practical ATR algorithm. If the ATR algorithm in the test
phase is presented with a completely new class of target then
it should be able to reject it. At the same time, if the ATR
algorithm has been trained with one variation of a given target
and during test phase it is presented with a different variant of
the same target, the ATR algorithm is expected to recognize
the new variant or accept it. Very few papers in the open
literature discuss the performance of ATR algorithms with
respect to these challenging requirements.

In order to test the ability of an ATR algorithm to reject
an unknown class, the training phase can be carried out with
all the classes but one. In the test phase all the classes of
targets are to be used. The number of times the class that is
not there in the training phase is rejected gives the rejection
rate for that class. The procedure is to be repeated for all
the targets. Ideally the ATR algorithm is expected to have a
100% rejection rate. The MSTAR database used in most of
the works on SAR ATR has eight different variants of the
T62 tank. Out of these some variants along with other targets
can be used to train the ATR algorithm under test. In the test
phase the SAR images of the other variants of T62 can be
used. An ideal ATR algorithm is expected to classify these
new variants as T62, that is, with an acceptance rate of 100%.

3.4 Receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
curves

In a detection problem, the ROC curve is plotted between the
probability of false alarm and the probability of detection.
From a classification problem point of view, the terminolo-
gies can be changed to the probability of misclassification
and the probability of correct classification. Two different
philosophies in generating the ROC curves for an ATR algo-
rithm are found in the literature.
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� Threshold of classification-based ROC curves: This is the
classical open-classifier approach (Velten et al., 1998).
Let it be assumed that the ATR algorithm in question is
the nearest neighbour classifier. A threshold distance τ is
set. The decision can be given as:

atst ∈ Ci ⇐ |atst, Cn,i| ≤ τ (5)

atst is the test image clip, Ci is the ith class, and |atst, Cn,i|
is the Euclidean distance between the test image clip and
the nearest test image clip from the ith class. Given a test
image clip, three conditions can arise:

1. It is classified as belonging to a certain class, if con-
dition in equation (5) is fulfilled for only one class
of targets.

2. When condition (5) is fulfilled for more than one
class, it could be declared as belonging to more than
one class, and hence termed as a confusing target.

3. When condition (5) is fulfilled for none of the classes
from training set, it is declared as a new target.

For a given τ, and for a given target type, the ATR exercise
can be performed to find the number of targets correctly
classified and the number of targets misclassified as that
class. If there are N image clips in the test set belonging
to a particular class, and out of these M are correctly
classified as belonging to this class, then the probability
of correct classification (Pcc) is defined as:

Pcc = M

N
(6)

In running the ATR exercise for the given τ, if the number
of image clips in the test data set that do not belong to this
particular target class is N1, and out of the image clips that
do not belong to this class, M1 image clips are declared
as belonging to this particular target type, the probability
of misclassification or false alarm (Pfa) is defined as:

Pfa = M1

N1
(7)

Plotting Pcc versus Pfa for different values of τ, for a
given target, gives the ROC curve for that target for the
ATR algorithm.

� Class-specific-risk-factor-based ROC curves: Another
way of looking at ROC curves is to examine the perfor-
mance of the ATR algorithm to see how efficient it is
in classifying a particular class (DeVore and O’Sullivan,
2002). This could be analyzed by assigning a risk factor

to each target type. For example, for the nearest neighbor
algorithm based ATR algorithm,

atst ∈ argmin
i

(|atst, Ci| − γi) (8)

Here γi is the risk factor assigned to the ith class. The
higher the risk factor γi for a class, the more difficult it
is to miss that class. At the same time, the easier it is
to misclassify another target as belonging to this class.
An example of a high-risk target is a stringer launcher
for an airborne radar ATR scenario. It will be required
to classify stinger targets with utmost efficiency. Even
anything slightly resembling a stinger should not escape
surveillance. In this case assigning a high-risk factor for
the stinger-type target class is an expected strategy. For a
given value of γi and a given target class, the probability
of correct classification and of false alarm are defined as in
equation (6) and equation (7). By varying the value of γi,
the ROC curve of a particular class of target is determined
for a given ATR algorithm.

The two different types of ROC curves need to be extracted
for ATR algorithm performance validation. They are devel-
oped on two different paradigms and the choice of which one
to depend on is best left to the end user.

4 MAJOR ATR ALGORITHMS

Some of the major research works on SAR ATR, as reported
in the open literature, will be discussed in the next few sub-
sections.

4.1 Classic SAR ATR approaches

Template matching and Bayesian classifier are the classic
classifiers for any image-based object recognition task. Some
of the earliest and exhaustive work on SAR ATR has been
done using these two algorithms. In this subsection, we will
review these two ATR algorithms, which are among the most
successful SAR ATR algorithms as reported in the open lit-
erature.

4.1.1 Template matching based SAR ATR

The US defense advanced research project agency
(DARPA)–funded semi-automated IMINT processing
(SAIP) project has been a fore runner in research into SAR
ATR. Most of the ATR algorithms (Novak et al., 1997;
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Novak, Owirka and Weaver, 1999) developed under this
program use template matching based approaches. This has
been possible because of the exhaustive amount of SAR
image data of ground targets used during the training phase.
These data set have been collected by a program initiated by
DARPA and AFRL in 1995. The program was called the mov-
ing and stationary target acquisition recognition (MSTAR).
Under this program, a huge amount of SAR image data sets
were collected using X-band, HH-polarized SAR sensors.
A large number of different military vehicles were imaged in
spotlight mode over 360 degrees of aspect, with 0.3 × 0.3 m
resolution. The MSTAR database with some manipulation
and reduction in original image resolution has been re-
leased in public domain for the wider research community
(https://www.sdms.afrl.af.mil/datasets/mstar/). Hence the
MSTAR database has been one of the accepted and widely
used source of database for testing and validating most of
the ATR algorithms in the open literature.

These results from the MIT-Lincoln lab group are one
of the standard sources of an exhaustive set of SAR ATR
experiments, where the complete chain of the ATR process
has been examined in a detailed manner. Based on real data,
and done with interaction from the user community, this set
of works can be taken as a reference in study towards ATR
using any sensor.

4.1.2 Bayesian classifier based SAR ATR

Another algorithm, using which some of the best ATR results
have been reported, is the classical Bayesian approach. The
pioneering and exhaustive study of the application of classical
Bayesian techniques in this field has been done by O’Sullivan
et al. and validated using the MSTAR database (DeVore and
O’Sullivan, 2002). The SAR-ATR performance reported by
this set of works, is one of the best available in the open
literature. The work also tests different models and shows
that conditional Gaussian model for SAR image of targets is
the best for the purpose of SAR ATR.

4.2 Some other SAR ATR strategies

In this subsection we will discuss some of the major strate-
gies for handling the problem of SAR ATR. This is a limited
discussion and is not exhaustive.

4.2.1 SAR ATR using fully polarimetric data

Polarimetric information has been shown to be of impor-
tance in characterizing the physical properties and the shape
of the scatterers. According to some of the recent reports,

it seems fully polarimetric radars on air-borne platforms are
going to be quite common in the coming future (Wolfgang,
2000; Keydel, 2003). Some of the works have discussed the
enhancement of SAR ATR performance using fully polari-
metric SAR data (Novak et al., 1993; Sadjadi, 2002b).

4.2.2 SAR ATR exploiting the scattering center
models

SAR images of man-made objects can often be approximated
as coming from a finite number of distinct scatterers known as
scattering centers (Akyildiz and Moses, 1999). Information
on the position and properties of these centers can be esti-
mated from the SAR image and used in turn for recognition.
Such an approach can be consolidated in two major steps.
Firstly, the scattering centers are to be extracted from the
SAR image (Bhalla and Liang, 1996). Secondly, features of
the individual scattering centers, which depend on the com-
plexity of model used to model the scattering centers, are to be
estimated (Gerry et al., 1999). These features in turn are used
for recognizing the targets (Chiang, Moses and Potter, 2000).

4.2.3 SAR ATR exploiting the complex nature of SAR
data

Even though SAR images are complex valued, the phase in-
formation is mostly neglected. In one of the limited stud-
ies (Sadjadi, 2002a), it was shown that taking complex data
can increase the classification performance by around 10 to
100 times, than by taking the amplitude-only data. This lim-
ited work does show the scope for complex-valued data for
classification purposes. There have been some more ATR
approaches (DeVore and O’Sullivan, 2002) using complex
valued data.

The complex nature of radar data becomes more informa-
tive when dealing with high-resolution radar data. In high
resolution radar data dispersion in scattering centers is more
prominent. Hence the conventional imaging approaches can-
not be used successfully. In such cases complex natured radar
data can be used efficiently to model dispersive scattering
centers (Rihaczek and Hershkowitz, 2000).

4.2.4 SAR ATR using nonlinear signal processing
based approaches

In the last few years there has been an upsurge in research in
the field of nonlinear signal processing. This has resulted in
many works in the last decade where they use nonlinear tech-
niques to have better SAR ATR performance. Three major ap-
proaches come under nonlinear ATR algorithms. The first ap-
proach deals with SAR image enhancement using nonlinear
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signal processing tools, for example nonlinear apodization
(Stankwitz and Taylor, 2006) and median filter (Owirka,
Verbout and Novak, 1999). Enhanced SAR image in turn
enhances the ATR performance. The second approach con-
sists of extracting features for classification using nonlin-
ear algorithms, for example, fractal based features for ATR
(Novak et al., 1997; Mishra, Feng and Mulgrew, 2007). The
third approach is to use non-linear classifier for ATR, for ex-
ample, support vector machine (Zhao and Principe, 2001;
Middelmann, Ebert and Thoennessen, 2007), radial basis
function network (Zhao and Bao, 1996) and so on.

4.2.5 ATR algorithms for some new types of radar
systems

In the last decade many new types of radar systems have been
studied for different usages. In this subsection we will discuss
ATR experiments done using three new radar configurations,
namely bistatic radars, multi-look radars, and forward scat-
tering radars.

Bistatic and multistatic radars are generalizations of
monostatic radar system. Hence, its expected that bistatic and
multistatic radars will perform better than simple monostatic
radars. In a recent study (Mishra, 2006), it has been shown
that ATR is possible using bistatic radar if:

� the bistatic angle is kept below a certain threshold value,
� for increasing bistatic angle the bandwidth of the system

is increased, and
� there is sufficient amount of training data reflecting dif-

ferent poses of the targets.

In another recent study (Vespe, 2006), the use of netted radar
system has been analyzed for ATR purposes. A clear increase
in the ATR performance was observed with increase in the
number of radar sensors in the netted system. It has also been
shown that a judicious choice of net configuration gives an
improved ATR performance.

In another study (Cherniakov et al., 2006) the authors have
studied the use of forward scattering radars for recognition
of land vehicles. Forward scattering radars are useful in short
range surveillance purposes.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

Radar-based ATR algorithms and approaches are numerous
and there are fresh additions every year. In this chapter we
have discussed the important steps in any ATR system and
some of the important figures of merit against which any
ATR system should be evaluated. Along with this we also

discussed some of the major SAR ATR approaches avail-
able in the open literature. In this concluding section we will
present some of the futuristic trends and long-term visions of
ATR research.

� Future radar systems are expected to have limited bistatic
and/or multistatic capability in addition to the usual mono-
static ones, as well as being equipped with multipolar
sensors. This will result in the availability of rich amount
of information for the ATR system. Traditional methods
of SAR ATR, which are very similar to the algorithms
for optical ATR, will be suboptimal in such cases. There
is a need for innovative algorithms for sensor fusion ap-
proaches for enhancing ATR performance.

� Along with diversity in radar systems, future systems will
have different sensors in the same platform, namely, opti-
cal, infrared and laser. Optical images are of highest res-
olution. However, there are target-specific features that
can be obtained only from the non-optical sensors, which
can not be obtained from optical sensors. Given all these
different types of sensors, there is also a need of new algo-
rithms and strategies to enhance ATR performance. This
requires a more concerted effort on target understanding
and modeling than on end algorithm development.

� Given the above developments of different sensors, the
training phase of ATR algorithms will prove to be costly
in terms of time and processing power. However, given
proper effort on research towards target understanding
and modeling, the newer ATR systems will be expected to
be functional with minimal amount of training data. Tra-
ditional nearest-neighbor and Bayesian type algorithms
need to be replaced by soft tree based recognition algo-
rithms, which give ample scope for feature understanding
and adaptability.

NOTES

1. Clutter noise is the unwanted reflection from non-target
objects in the scene.

2. Speckle is multiplicative noise typical in all coherent
imaging systems caused because of interference of the
scattered waves.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Latin prefix infra means below hence the infrared (IR)
region of the electromagnetic spectrum lies below the visible
spectrum. The IR section of the spectrum is subdivided into
the near IR (NIR) 0.7–3 �m, middle IR (MIR) 3–6 �m, far
IR (FIR) 6–15 �m, and the extreme IR (FIR) 15–1000 �m.
In contrast to visual, image intensifying and LLTV sys-
tems which use reflected energy, (sunlight, moonlight or
starlight) thermal or IR imaging depends on emitted energy
or emittance. Ambient light does not directly affect the detec-
tion of this energy. All objects with temperatures greater
than absolute zero emit a continuous spectrum of electro-
magnetic radiation. For everyday hot objects most of this
radiation lies in the IR region of the spectrum. To produce
a thermal image the small temperature differences which

exist in natural scenes are converted into a visual picture
similar to that produced by a television with the impor-
tant difference that no source of illumination is required
so that thermal imagers are equally effective by day or
night.

The first military involvement with IR was during the First
World War when it was investigated as a means of short-
range secure communications. Considerable progress was
made between the wars, particularly in the development of
components such as detectors. During the Second World War
both sides used IR communications and the Germans experi-
mented with a tank fire-control system. Allied developments
included the sniper scope or “dark lightscope”, often nick-
named “Tabby”. Rapid progress occurred after the war in
the development of devices suitable for detecting emissions
from the exhaust plumes and hot surfaces of jet aircraft and
by the late 1960s, emissions from objects at normal tem-
peratures could be detected, provided that the detector was
cooled to a low temperature. The achievement of appropri-
ate low temperatures was solved by the development of the
joule Thomson mini-cooler and this made thermal imaging a
technical possibility.

2 THE PHYSICS OF IR RADIATION

The main starting point for the analysis of imager design and
performance is the radiation emitted from the scene. Any
object, be it solid, liquid or gas whose temperature is above
absolute zero (−273 ◦C or 0 K) will emit electromagnetic
radiation. If the object is in thermal equilibrium with its sur-
roundings it simultaneously radiates and absorbs energy at
the same rate in a form of a continuous spectrum of infrared
radiation.
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2.1 Black-body radiation

A black-body is one which absorbs all radiant energy incident
upon it, regardless of wavelength. The radiation emitted by
such a body is known as black-body radiation and depends
only on the absolute temperature of the body.

2.1.1 Planck’s radiation law

Planck’s Radiation Law (1900) gives the spectral composi-
tion of the radiation emitted by a black-body at an absolute
temperature T (Kelvin). The significance of the law is readily
apparent when the temperatures of various targets of mili-
tary interest are plotted (see Figure 1). Thus it can clearly be
seen that an object at, say 300 K, gives off most radiation in
the far IR. It may also be seen from Figure 1 that the total
radiant emittance (the area under the curve) increases rapidly
with increasing temperature, and that each curve exhibits a
maximum at a definite wavelength and that the higher the
temperature the shorter that wavelength. Planck’s Law can
be expressed as:

Wλ = C1

λ5[exp(C2/λT ) − 1]
(1)

where:

Wλ = spectral radiant emittance (W m−2 �m−1)
C1 = first radiation constant (2�hc2) = 3.74 × 108

W m−2 �m4

C2 = second radiation constant (hc/k) = 1.44 × 104

�m K
h = Planck’s constant

Emitted
power

λMax. T= Constant (3 000 µm K)

T = 6000 (sun)

T = 1000 K (exhaust gas)

T = 300 K (human or A/C skin)

0.5 3 10
Wavelength (µm)

Figure 1. Planck’s Radiation Law.

c = velocity of light
k = Boltzmann’s constant

2.1.2 Stefan–Boltzmann law

If Planck’s Law is integrated over all wavelengths the Stefan–
Boltzmann expression for the total radiant emittance of a
black-body at a given temperature is obtained:

W = σT 4 (2)

where σ (the Stefan-Boltzmann constant) = 5.67 ×
10−8 W m−2 K−4.

2.1.3 Wien’s displacement law

If Planck’s expression is differentiated with respect to wave-
length and solved for the maximum, Wien’s Displacement
Law for a black-body is obtained:

λmaxT = constant = 2898 �m K (3)

where λmax is the wavelength of maximum spectral radi-
ant emittance. So for T = 6000 K (approximate temperature
of the solar photosphere) λmax ∼ 0.5 �m, and for T = 300 K
(approximate temperature of a human), λmax ∼ 10 �m.

2.2 Emissivity

For real bodies, the radiation may be described by the inclu-
sion of an “efficiency” factor; this is called “emissivity” and
is given the symbol ε. The black-body is used as a stan-
dard and its emitting efficiency is said to be unity, that is, its
emissivity is one. The value of emissivity for a real body is
therefore simply the ratio of the radiant emittance of the real
body to that of a black-body at the same temperature. Real
bodies therefore generally have emissivities less than unity.
Emissivity is a function of the type of material and its surface
finish and vary with wavelength and temperature. There are
two types of real body:

1. the gray-body, where ελ is independent of λ. This is
typical of solids;

2. the selective radiator, where ελ varies with λ This is
typical of gaseous emitters.

To obtain the radiant emittance from a real body, Planck’s
Radiation Law is simply multiplied by the emissivity values.
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Figure 2. Spectral emissivities.

Figure 3. Resultant spectral radiant emittance.

This may be seen illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Some typical
values of emissivity are given in Table 1.

It is clear from these values that good reflectors (polished
metals with reflectivity r ∼ 1) are poor emitters of radiation
since they have low emissivities, and that poor reflectors
(heavily oxidized metals/human skin, etc.) are good emitters
of radiation since they have high emissivities. This clearly,
indicates that the smoothness of the surface finish (with
respect to the wavelength) plays an important part in the
value of emissivity of a surface. (The low value of emissivity
of polished copper is the reason why such kettles keep the
water hotter for longer.) Provided there is little or no trans-
mission of radiation through the material of the surface, then
the following observation may be made:

ε = 1 − r (4)

Table 1. Emissivity values.

Material Emissivity

Aluminum
Polished sheet 0.05
Anodized sheet 0.55

Brass
Polished sheet 0.03
Heavily oxidized 0.61

Copper
Polished sheet 0.05
Heavily oxidized 0.78

Brick 0.93
Concrete 0.94
Sand 0.90
Soil

Dry 0.92
Wet 0.95

Wood 0.90
Human Skin 0.98

The management and lowering of a target’s surface emis-
sivity may be seen to be the starting point for infra-red
camouflage when the target is hotter than the background.

2.3 Thermal contrast

A surveillance system detects the presence of a target as a
result of contrast or some discontinuity in the background.
Contrast occurs in the visible and near IR part of the spec-
trum because of variations in the reflectivity in the scene. In
thermal imaging, however, contrast is not simply a matter
of the difference between the radiation emitted by a tar-
get and the background. As the emissivity of a real body
is less than unity the surface of the body possesses a finite
reflectivity and so the radiation leaving the surface of a tar-
get contains two components, namely a direct component
controlled by the temperature and the emissivity of the sur-
face, and the reflected component of the background and any
neighbouring targets. The radiation leaving the background
is similarly affected by the presence of a target or targets and
as a result it is difficult to predict the thermal contrast unless
some assumptions are made. Sometimes the reflected com-
ponent dominates that emitted, this may especially be true in
the case of objects at approximately 45◦ to the observer which
reflect the cold sky above and hence give a negative contrast
(for example, the windscreen of a Land Rover or helicopter
canopy). In general, the thermal contrast will depend on the
emissivities of as well as the temperature differences between
target and background. An approximate value for thermal
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Figure 4. A modeled “white-hot” image of a jet aircraft in the 3–
5 �m region of the spectrum. Note the hot engine intakes, the hotter
exhaust plume and the cold sky reflection on the aircraft canopy.

contrast may be obtained by considering the black-body case
(Figure 4):

C = Wtarget − Wbackground

Wtarget + Wbackground
(5)

If Wtarget ≈ Wbackground = T (6)

W = σT 4 (7)

C ≈ �W

2W
(8)

�W = 4σT 4 �T (9)

therefore C = 4σT 3 �T

2σT 4
= 2 �T

T
(10)

For example: if the background were at temperature
T = 293 K, and the target were a tank, head on, gun not fired,
then the perceived temperature difference may be only 1◦,
that is �T = 1◦, hence the thermal contrast would be equal to
only 0.0068 or 0.68%, an inherently low-contrast situation.

3 TRANSMISSION

3.1 Transmission of IR radiation through the
atmosphere

The transmission of IR radiation in the atmosphere is affected
in the same way as is that of visible light: by absorption and
scattering by molecules and by the presence of aerosols and
particles. Of the two processes, absorption proves to be the
more dominant at IR wavelengths, whereas scattering is the
more dominant for visible light. Figure 5 shows a plot of
the percentage transmission against wavelength measured
over a horizontal path length of about 1 nautical mile (1.9 km)
at sea level for a typical north-west European atmosphere.
The plot results from the combined effect of molecular and
aerosol scattering and absorption, but selective absorption

Figure 5. Transmission of a typical atmosphere in NW Europe for
a 1 nautical mile horizontal path at sea level.

by water vapour, carbon dioxide and ozone molecules are
the dominant processes. This figure clearly exhibits several
regions of high transmittance known as atmospheric windows
separated by regions of high absorption. The principal win-
dows that may be used for thermal imaging are 3–5 �m and
8–14 �m.

Increasing humidity reduces the transmission within each
window, though the 8–14 �m window is more susceptible,
and atmospheric humidities are generally greater in summer
than in winter arid therefore atmospheric transmission within
the windows will be less in summer than in winter, partic-
ularly for the 8–14 �m window. From investigation of the
contribution of the molecular absorption for typical summer
and winter conditions, and the aerosol absorption and aerosol
scattering for clear and hazy conditions for the two windows
the following conclusions may be reached:

1. transmission in the 8–14 �m window is dominated by
molecular absorption;

2. the 3–5 �m window is influenced more by aerosol scat-
tering in summer and winter;

3. for short ranges (less than 10 km) the 8–14 �m window
appears to have the better atmospheric transmission for
most circumstances;

4. only in conditions of high humidity and extreme clar-
ity in visual terms does the 3–5 �m window have a
superior transmission, particularly for ranges in excess
of 10 km.

3.2 Effects of haze, fog, cloud and rain

The transmission of IR radiation is superior to that of visi-
ble wavelengths, particularly if conditions are hazy or smoke
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is present. This is because the mean particle size of about
0.5 �m is a relatively small fraction of the infra-red wave-
length (say 10 �m) and therefore any scattering by haze or
smoke particles will be negligible. Scattering by fog and
clouds, on the other hand, is intense since the size of the
droplets present range from 5 to 15 �m. This is the reason for
the poor performance of thermal imagers operating in either
window when operating in fogs and heavy cloud. Rain affects
the performance of a thermal imager in two ways. It tends to
reduce the thermal contrast of the scene by coating everything
with a thin layer of water, and it affects atmospheric transmis-
sion in both windows almost equally, particularly in heavy
rain. Attenuation in these circumstances may amount to as
much as 20% per km giving rise to only 33% transmission
over a 5 km path.

4 INFRARED SYSTEMS

4.1 System elements

Each thermal imaging system will be designed to perform
a specific task. Its components will be chosen to optimize
system performance, for a particular wavelength region, and
to maximize detectivity and resolution, depending upon the
type of target environment. Regardless of the task all systems
include the following components:

1. Optics: to collect the IR energy
2. Detectors: to convert the radiant energy to an electrical

signal
3. electronics: to amplify and process the signals
4. display: to display a video signal for the eye.

4.1.1 Optics

For IR optical systems, such as telescopes and missile domes,
visible glass is unsuitable since it is optically opaque above
∼2.7 �m because of water-molecule absorption in the glass.
Alternative materials have to be used therefore, and these
materials should have the following properties:

1. optical transmission in the 3–5 �m or 8–14 �m window
as appropriate;

2. mechanical strength, resistance to thermal shock
(in some applications) and high abrasion and rain
resistance.

In addition, the lens material must be capable of being
manufactured to produce aberration-free and “colour”-
corrected optics. Most suitable materials have a high

refractive index so special coatings are required to reduce
the percentage of reflected radiation. Germanium is the most
common material used in the telescopes of thermal imagers,
it possesses a refractive index of approximately 4. This means
that 36% of the radiation is reflected at each surface and so
with several surfaces the total transmission would be unac-
ceptably small. It is essential therefore that anti-reflection
(AR) coatings be applied to the optical surfaces. A family of
coatings has been developed for use on external and internal
surfaces. That used on external surfaces has a diamond-like
structure of carbon which easily meets the requirements for
high surface transmission, 94% as against 64% uncoated, and
high erosion resistance.

4.2 Detection of infrared radiation

IR detectors fall into two major categories depending on
how the absorbed radiant energy interacts with the atoms of
the detector material, namely thermal detectors and photon
detectors.

4.2.1 Thermal detectors

Thermal detectors operate as a consequence of the inci-
dent radiation heating the surface of the detector material.
This causes an associated rise in temperature of the detector
material, and, as the material selected has some temperature
dependant property (such as resistance), then this property
changes to yield an output (typically electrical) proportional
to the level of incident radiation. Examples of thermal detec-
tors are the thermocouple, thermopile, thermistor, bolometer
and pyroelectric detector. The response of a thermal detector
tends to be independent of wavelength if the detector is per-
fectly black, because the detector simply requires a certain
amount of energy to cause a rise in temperature regardless of
what wavelength that energy is. The response also tends to
be rather slow because of the inherent thermal capacity of the
detector. The slow response of such detectors limits their abil-
ity to deal with rapid changes, for example moving targets,
and with the exception of the pyroelectric detector, thermal
detectors are generally unsuitable for thermal imagers. The
inherent thermal capacity also means that the thermal detec-
tor is generally much less sensitive than a photon detector
(typically 100 times less sensitive). The thermal detector
does however have one major advantage: because the very
property being observed is temperature dependant, then the
detector does not require cooling, and indeed, such cooling
may destroy the detector’s ability to perceive the signal. This
attractive feature means that such detectors are likely to be
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used in the next generation of rifle sight, when coupled with
two-dimensional read-out technology.

4.2.2 Photon detectors

In a photon detector there is a direct interaction between the
incident photons and the electrons of the detector material.
The response of the detector is proportional to the number of
photons absorbed. There are two types of interaction possible:
the photo-emissive effect and the internal photo effect. The
photo-emissive effect is unsuitable for detecting middle and
far IR radiation, since the photon energies in this region of the
spectrum are too small in comparison with the work function
of any available photocathode. The internal photo effect is
therefore utilized in this region of the spectrum. This may
be characterized by a photon–electron interaction, where the
photon energy is transferred to an electron in the valence band
of the detector material, this energy promotes the electron
across the material band gap into the conduction band, leaving
behind an electron vacancy or “hole”, which behaves much
like a positive charge. This is represented diagrammatically
in Figure 6. The response of such a detector is extremely fast
compared with a thermal detector’s since the thermal capacity
is not involved.

If the energy of the photon incident on the photon detector
is smaller than the band gap, then the electron will not be
promoted across the gap, hence such detectors have a long
wavelength cut-off limit beyond which they will not respond.
This may be given by:

photon energy = hc

λc
= Eg (11)

where

λc = long wavelength cut-off limit
Eg = band gap energy.

Figure 6. Internal photo effect.

Table 2. Photon detector materials.

Material Symbol Cut-off limit (�m)

Silicon Si 1.1
Germanium Ge 1.65
Lead sulphide PbS 3.1
Indium antimonide InSb 6.2
Cadmium mercury telluride (CMT) CdHgTe 12.3

Therefore to detect photons of different wavelengths,
materials with different band gaps are required. A list of
photon detectors, and their cut-off limits are given in Table 2.

Therefore indium antimonide may be used as a detector
for the 3–5 �m band and the alloy CMT may be used
to cover the 8–12 �m region of the 8–14 �m band. The
internal photo effect may be further divided into two forms:
photo-conductive (PC) and photo-voltaic (PV): in the
photo-conductive type the detector material is generally
pure “intrinsic” material, and the electron excitation across
the band gap increases the detector material’s conductivity;
in the photo-voltaic type the detector is made of a “p–n”
junction of the detector material, and the electron excitation
across the gap causes a change in the voltage generated
across the junction.

4.3 Cooling

As the photon wavelength increases, the band gap of the
detector required decreases. This leads to a problem in that an
increasing number of electrons have sufficient energy (ther-
mal energy due to the temperature of the detector material) to
cross the band gap between the valence and the conduction
band. These thermally excited electrons are a prime source of
detector noise, and may readily swamp the photon-generated
signal as the required band gap gets smaller and smaller. The
obvious solution to this problem is to cool the detector mate-
rial such that the electrons no longer possess the thermal
energy to cross the band gap. In general, the smaller the gap,
the greater the level of cooling required.

The most commonly used cooler in contemporary ther-
mal imaging systems is the Joule–Thomson mini-cooler, or
JT cooler. The Joule–Thomson effect arises when a gas is
allowed to expand and consequently cools down. The most
readily available gas is air. This is dried and compressed
(typically to in excess of 300 atmospheres pressure). The
compressed gas is then fed into the Joule–Thomson cooler,
which is a spiral counterflow heat exchanger with a small
hole at the end. This spiral is inserted into the precision glass
bore of a vacuum dewar. As the gas expands and cools at the
end of the spiral it is forced by the bore to pass over the spiral
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Figure 7. Joule–Thomson mini-cooler.

counterflow heat exchanger on its way out, cooling the spiral
as it does so. The gas now traveling down the spiral is there-
fore slightly cooled by the time it reaches the end, where it
expands and cools some more. This process continues until
the temperature at the end of the spiral reaches approximately
−196 ◦C (77 K), or liquid nitrogen temperature (the major
component of air). A small “puddle” of liquid nitrogen is
therefore formed at the end of the spiral, and the detector
material, which is situated on the other side of the glass bore,
therefore reaches approximately 77 K. The vacuum dewar
reduces the heat transport problems of the outside air, and
the window material on the front of the dewar is generally
made of germanium. This JT cooler is depicted in Figure 7.

Typical cool-down times are of the order of tens of sec-
onds, depending on the application of the thermal imager, but
some coolers have been fabricated with cool-down times of
the order of a second or less. Another type of cooling tech-
nique becoming popular is the Stirling cycle cooler. This is
an enclosed reservoir of gas (generally helium) which has a
compression space and an expansion space. The compression
space gets hot; the expansion space gets cold. These Stirling
engines typically require 20 W of electrical power and take
several minutes to cool down. This is not generally a problem
for airborne or shipborne usage, but clearly may be a severe
restriction for hand-held systems which may require quick
into-operation times.

5 THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEMS

5.1 Complexities

When designing a thermal imager one is faced with a two-
edged problem. Infra-red detector arrays and their associated

cooling systems are difficult and expensive to fabricate, and
the more complex the detector array the greater the electrical
complexity associated with them. Therefore one may choose
a “simple” detector array, at smaller cost, requiring simpler
electronics, but requiring a “scanner” which itself may be
complex and expensive.

5.2 Single element scan

The simplest detector is obviously a single element. This is
focused via a lens on to the scene in “object space”. The
motion of two mirrors combines to scan the element across
the scene in both vertical (elevation) and horizontal (azimuth)
scans (see Figure 8). As only one element is “viewing” the
scene it is sampled in time to give a number of picture points
(typically 10,000 as a minimum) and this picture must be pre-
sented to the eye at a pleasing rate (typically 25 times a second
or quicker to avoid flicker). This means that the scanning sys-
tem will be moving very fast, and that the time for which the
detector views any part of the scene (the stare time) is very
short. This in turn means that the detector receives only a
small signal from any part of the scene and hence it produces
a thermally insensitive picture with a poor signal to noise
ratio. The fast scan speed also means that the scanner itself
may well be mechanically difficult to fabricate, especially its
bearings and motor, and be expensive. The relative insensi-
tivity of such a device means that it is rarely used in military
surveillance systems, but may be found in both commercial
and medical imaging systems.

5.3 Parallel scan

In parallel scan systems the scene is scanned by a number of
detector elements mounted in a vertical array. Each horizontal

Figure 8. Single element scan.
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sweep of the scanner now produces as many lines of picture
data as there are detector elements in the array. This allows for
a much lower scanning speed for a given data rate, meaning
a longer stare time and an increased signal to noise ratio. (It
should be noted here that the use of a detector array with N
elements improves the signal to noise ratio by a factor of

√
N,

because the stare time increases by N, therefore the signal
increases by N, but the noise which is random and incoherent
increases only by

√
N).

The performance from each detector element and its asso-
ciated processing/amplifying electronics must be uniform
or calibrated out (gain and offset adjustment), otherwise a
“streaky” picture would result. In general this non-uniformity
in detector response may limit the length of the array. Current
in-service systems of this type have typically a few tens of
elements in the array. To obtain more lines of resolution in the
picture it is then necessary to incorporate some form of verti-
cal scan as well. This is generally done in steps or “swaths”,
where the array is first scanned across the scene horizontally
in one swath, then the vertical scanner steps down, and the
array is scanned across a second “lower” swath, and so on.
One method of achieving this is again to use two separate
mirrors, a fast rotating horizontal scan mirror, and a slower
“nodding” vertical mirror. Another method is to use a rotating
mirror with multiple mirror facets at varying elevation angles
corresponding to each swath (see Figure 9).

Future systems may well have arrays of hundreds of ele-
ments (called a long linear array) and produce a picture in only

Figure 9. Parallel scanning mechanism.

Figure 10. Serial scan.

one or two swaths. The picture quality from such a device is
likely to be very high.

5.4 Serial scan

Again the scene is scanned horizontally across a number of
detector elements, but this time the detector elements are also
mounted horizontally (see Figure 10). It may be seen that the
information from the scene will pass over each successive
detector after a short time delay dependent on the scan speed.
If the signals from the individual detector elements are added
together (with the appropriate delay being added electrically),
then for an array of N elements, obviously the magnitude of
the signal would increase by a factor of N, and once again
the noise would increase by

√
N, yielding a signal to noise

improvement of
√

N.
This serial integration also helps to average out any ele-

ment to element non-uniformities, but has the disadvantage
of the greater electrical complexity. Serial scan on its own
would simply yield an effectively more sensitive single detec-
tor which would have to be scanned at the same rate as the
single detector system, therefore arrays combining both serial
and parallel elements have been fabricated, and this is obvi-
ously called serial-parallel scan (see Figure 11). This system
is now electrically quite complex, and it is difficult physically
to get electrical interconnections on to the innermost detector
elements. These difficulties have led to the development of
the SPRITE detector array.

5.5 SPRITE array

In the SPRITE an element is fabricated which is typically
about 10 times as long as it is wide. The detector mate-
rial is biased with a current source; this causes the mobile
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Figure 11. Serial–parallel scan.

Figure 12. SPRITE detector element.

carriers generated by the infra-red radiation to “drift” towards
the read-out zone. If the drift speed is matched to the speed
at which the scene information is being scanned across the
SPRITE, then all the carries associated with a particular part
of the scene arrive in phase at the read-out region, giving
an effect of

√
N increase in signal to noise ratio (where N

is approximately the length of the SPRITE divided by the
width). This is a great saving in terms of electrical complex-
ity and interconnection difficulty compared to the standard
serial scan (see Figure 12).

In the SPRITE array a number of SPRITEs are mounted
vertically to give parallel scan. These arrays are the basis of
some of the best currently available thermal imaging systems.

5.6 Two-dimensional staring arrays (focal plane
arrays)

If two-dimensional staring arrays can be fabricated with large
enough numbers of elements, there would be no need for a
scanning system. This would have several major advantages
and disadvantages compared with a scanned system.

Advantages; no scanner would mean:

1. mechanically less complex;
2. potentially a lower power requirement because there is

no scan motor required;

3. environmentally more rugged (no mechanical device to
break down under shock/stress);

4. stare time: provided the electronic read-out of the data
from the two-dimensional array is “fast”, then a two-
dimensional system has the ability to “stare” at the scene
for almost a complete frame time compared with the
short “stare” time of a scanned system. If the “stare”
time is increased by a factor N, then once again the
signal-to-noise ratio would improve by

√
N. Hence a

two-dimensional array will inherently be much more
sensitive than a scanned system with the same effective
picture format.

Disadvantages

1. detector more complex;
2. electrically more complex;
3. many physical electrical connections to many detector

elements (lead-outs) means difficult fabrication tech-
niques;

4. many more detector elements means the element-to-
element non-uniformities become even more severe
requiring greater electronic correction to be carried out
on the raw data, hence more expensive, complex, and
power hungry electronics.

However, the lead-out problem has been overcome by the
integration of a silicon charge coupled device (CCD) with the
infra-red detector element. If the detector material is not of
the same crystalline structure as silicon (for example a CMT
detector element), then this is called “hybridization” (or Z
plane technology in the USA). The CCD acts as a store for
the charge generated in the infra-red detector material when
the detector is “Staring” at the scene and also acts as the
read-out device when operating in the “transfer mode”. One
element of this hybrid structure is shown diagrammatically
in Figure 13.

Current limits on the size of these photon detector two-
dimensional arrays depend on the detector material, but
indium antimonide arrays of 256 × 256 are commercially
available and 512 × 512 is available at a price.

5.7 The future of thermal detectors

It should be mentioned at this point that a silicon read-out
structure may be used in conjunction with a pyroelectric
material (a thermal detector), and that this is the basis of
the future rifle sight mentioned earlier in this chapter. Cur-
rently such devices are the subject of intense R&D in both
the UK and the USA, and when produced in sufficient
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Figure 13. Hybrid structure of “one” element in a staring two-
dimensional array.

quantity may eventually be as cheap as Generation 3 image
intensifiers.

5.8 Other systems

5.8.1 Remote ground sensors

Several types of intruder alarm use single-element thermal
detectors to detect the presence of a radiating object. In mil-
itary systems they are generally used in conjunction with
acoustic or seismic sensors. Commercially available “secu-
rity lights” use a single-element thermal detector to switch
the light on when a radiating object enters the field of
regard.

5.8.2 Infra-red line scan (IRLS)

IRLS is an airborne system used in reconnaissance aircraft
and unmanned aerial vehicles to supplement conventional
photography and give a night capability. The motion of the
airframe provides the scan in one direction; mechanical scan
in the form of a rotating prism or mirror is used to scan across
the line of flight. The signal from the infra-red detectors is

used to drive a scrolling display, or a video data recorder for
analysis at a later time.

5.9 Missile guidance

Infra-red homing or heat-seeking missiles have been in ser-
vice for many years. A suitable infra-red detector, usually
operating in the 3–5 �m waveband for aerial targets, “locks
on” to the primary source of emission, usually the exhaust
plume and very hot engine parts of the target. The output
signals from the detector are fed to the control surfaces on
the missile and are used to guide it to the target. Some of
the latest generation of infra-red homing missiles have a full
imaging capability via either a scanned array or a staring two-
dimensional array (these seekers are generically referred to
as imaging I2R). These I2R systems are remarkably capable
and are extremely difficult to decoy away from the target.

5.10 Infra-red search and track (IRST)

IRST are generally systems that scan a large field of regard
(up to full 360◦ in azimuth). When an IR target is detected the
IRST simply alerts the operator of its presence and continues
to track it. Most IRST systems do not generally present the
operator with a full TV compatible picture of the target. Such
systems may operate in either or both of the 3–5 �m and the
8–14 �m waveband.

6 LASERS

EM radiation emitted by objects (in the infrared) etc. may be
particularly useful for acquisition purposes. However, it may
be the case that the emissivity of such objects is very low, or
that they are distant, and hence undetectable by a conventional
passive technique. Hence, it may be desirable to increase the
amount of EM radiation (light) being emitted by providing
additional light, simply illuminating the target. This is done
conventionally in the visible region of the spectrum by the
use of torches, and so on.

6.1 Laser principles

Lasers are optical devices that generate and amplify light
(EM radiation) in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared regions
of the spectrum. The first laser was developed in 1960 (by
Maiman) who extended the principle of stimulated emission
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from the microwave region (as used in Masers) to the visible
spectrum.

6.1.1 Laser operation – a two level system

If we consider an optical material in which the atoms or
molecules reside in a low unexcited energy level, E1, (see
Figure 14a) then it may be possible to cause the atoms
to become excited by applying and external “pump” (Fig-
ure 14b). If this pump is of sufficient intensity then it may
also be possible to excite a majority of the atoms into a
higher excited energy state, E2, where E2 > E1. Hence, the
energy level populations have become “inverted”, or a state
of “population inversion” exists. This is shown in Figures 14b
and 15.

Under normal conditions the atoms would eventually and
gradually relax to the lower, previously occupied, energy
level. This process will lead to the excess energy (equivalent
to the energy gap, Eg = E2 − E1) being released, possibly as
a photon of EM radiation. This is a random process and is
seen in incandescent lamps etc.; it is known as spontaneous
emission and is shown in Figure 14c.

If we now consider a photon incident upon our transmis-
sive material and the photon has an energy equivalent to the
energy gap, Eg, then the EM wave associated with this photon
can cause the energy gap to oscillate. In effect the energy lev-
els fluctuate in sympathy with the incident photon. Hence, a
slight instability in our energy system may be produced. This
instability can cause the excited atoms to relax to the lower
energy level. In so doing they may release their excess energy
as photons. The atom has been stimulated to emit a photon;
hence this process is called stimulated emission. Of key rel-
evance to the process and the understanding of laser action,
is that the original initial photon is still present – it has not
been absorbed. In addition we now have two photons in our
system. Both photons have the same energy, equivalent to the
energy gap transition, and so they have the same wavelength
(λ). In addition they are propagating in the same direction.
If population inversion is maintained then we now have two

Figure 15. Energy levels: energy as a function of population for:
(a) an unexcited material; and (b) a state of population inversion.

photons to cause further stimulated emission. Hence a cas-
cade or amplification process occurs. Materials in which this
is possible are said to exhibit “gain”. The gain of a laser mate-
rial is proportional to the probability of stimulated emission
and the probability of absorption occurring, and is given by:

Gain ∝ PSE − Pabs (12)

Besides all having the same energy (and so wavelength), the
resultant photons also propagate in phase – they are said to
be coherent. This is shown in Figure 16.

In the simple system described above the photons pro-
duced by stimulated emission are lost to the system once they
leave the material. In a laser they are redirected back into
the material by the use of highly reflective mirrors (r = 1).
These mirrors form a “cavity”. In simple terms if two mir-
rors are used then the photons are reflected back and forth
inside the material. It is immediately apparent that the use of
such a cavity will promote stimulated emission, and photons,
in one direction. Any photons emitted in any other direction
will be lost. If one of the mirrors is made such that it has a
reduced reflectivity (r < 1, typically 1–10%) then a propor-
tion of the photons will be released from the cavity. Hence a
beam of photons is emitted from the cavity. So the system has
produced EM radiation (or light) amplification by the stim-
ulated emission of radiation. From this process we arrive at
the acronym: LASER.

Figure 14. Energy levels for (a) an unexcited material and (b) a state of population inversion. In (c) spontaneous emission has occurred
and photons have been emitted.
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Figure 16. A photon is emitted as a relaxation occurs (a); this photon produces further photons via stimulated emission (b); note that the
photons are coherent.

6.1.2 Laser excitation

Lasing action is not simply achieved by activating an external
“pump,” it is necessary to overcome the lasing threshold if las-
ing action is to be ensured. Below the threshold spontaneous
emission dominates the excitation and relaxation processes
and no coherent laser light is produced. Above threshold laser
action occurs (Figure 17).

The excitation or pump process itself may vary from laser
system to laser. In general terms lasers are either pulsed or
“CW”. In the pulsed case the light is output as a transient
pulse, in the latter the output on continuous – hence they are
referred to as continuous wave, or CW.

1. For solid-state lasers (e.g., neodymium yttrium alu-
minum garnet, Nd:YAG) excitation is usually by flash
lamp.

2. For gas-discharge lasers (e.g., carbon dioxide, CO2) by
direct current (DC), radio frequency (RF) pulsed arc-
discharges or electron beams.

Figure 17. Threshold for laser action.

3. For semiconductor lasers by direct current injection.
4. For chemical lasers by chemical exothermic

reactions.
5. For gas-dynamic lasers by thermal pumping.
6. For liquid dye lasers by flash lamp or another laser.

If the laser is pulsed these are typically rapid (�s to ms)
pulses. Techniques exist to shorten the laser pulse further and
the most common of these is Q-switching. In the case of CW
operation the operating time is relatively long (>s).

In simple terms the choice between CW or pulsed opera-
tion is limited by:

1. Physics of medium, that is, short lifetime of population
inversion

2. Pump/excitation process
3. Damage effects by long operation
4. Beam degradation if operated for long periods.

6.1.3 Laser cavities

As discussed above the process of stimulated emission is
promoted by re-directing emitted photons back into the laser
materials by the use of a laser cavity formed by two mir-
rors, commonly known as the rear and front mirrors or
“couplers”. Different types of laser cavity are shown In
Figure 18.

The basic cavity types shown are:

1. Plane parallel – formed from two perfectly parallel mir-
rors. Although apparently simple this type of cavity is
uncommon due to the difficulty in aligning the mirrors.

2. Hemi-confocal – formed by a plane mirror and a concave
mirror of focal length f and separated by f. This type is
much easier to align.

3. Confocal – formed by two concave mirrors of focal length
f and separated by 2f.
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Figure 18. Four basic cavity types: (a) plane parallel; (b) hemi-
confocal; (c) confocal; and (d) positive branch confocal. The beam
is emitted through the right hand side of the cavity in all cases.

4. Positive branch confocal – this type, as may be noticed
differs from the others in that the output mirror is ideally
100% reflecting, but does not fill the entire area of the
beam. From Figure 18 it is possible to see that in this
case the beam will be a ring or annulus in profile.

The first three are said to be “stable”. This means that
an initial light ray parallel to the axis of the cavity could be
reflected back and forth for ever between the mirrors, even if
slightly out of alignment. In (d) the positive branch confocal
is unstable simply meaning that the condition for a stable
cavity is not met.

6.2 Lasers – the reality – 3 level and 4 level
systems

The lasers we have discussed so far are simple two level
systems. This is useful to describe laser action but it is not
realistic. This is because for a laser to work we need both
excited and unexcited molecules or atoms.

For our laser to work we need more atoms in the higher
state than the lower, that is, population inversion; but we
also need to maintain this status, despite the continual loss
of excited atoms. Hence, we need a mechanism to get the
atoms into this state without absorbing the photons that we
need. With just two possible energy states and only photon
absorption as a source of energy this can never provide the
sustained amplification we need, since after one photon tran-
sit of an inverted population many atoms will have returned
to the lower state. Hence, the best we can hope for is a 50:50
split between excited and un-excited. Hence, in reality the
gain = 1.

In practice any atom has many possible excited states. This
allows us to use some external pump to excite atoms into
a higher third state. Then they relax back into our “laser”
excited state, thereby getting there without absorbing our
“laser” photons (Figures 19 and 20).

In the case of three and four level laser systems the photon
emission is from an intermediate state either:

1. down to the lowest energy level in the case of the 3-level
system or

2. to another intermediate state in the case of the 4-level
system.

Figure 19. A three energy level laser system.
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Figure 20. A four energy level system.

In the case of the 4 level system the energy level E2 is
“cleared” by fast decay back to E1. Hence the 4 level systems
maintains population inversion better than the 3-level system.
This further means that 4-level lasers are more efficient than
3-level lasers.

The first laser (Maiman’s Ruby laser) is a 3 level system
and was only ∼0.1% efficient. Whilst a Nd:YAG laser is a 4
level system and is 1–2% efficient.

In all laser systems many electronic levels actually
involved and spontaneous emission dominates stimulated
emission. Hence, lasers have a relatively very low efficiency.
Energy lost in the system appears as incoherent light, noise
and heat.

6.3 The laser beam

Despite the apparent inefficiency of the laser compared to
other sources of EM radiation there is one attribute of the
laser which makes it superior. This is the nature of it’s output.
Besides being potentially a short pulse, it is also the fact that
the light is contained in a beam, often a very narrow beam,
that means that the laser is far more intense than ambient
light levels, often at significant ranges for even a small laser
pointer.

The laser beam profile (from the stable cavities described
above) would ideally be Gaussian in nature. Hence the
intensity of the beam, I, at a radial point, r, is given by
(Figure 21):

I = I0 exp
(−2r2

w2
0

)
(13)

Figure 21. A Gaussian beam profile.

where I0 is the peak intensity and w0 is the beam radius at
the 1/e2 intensity level, that is, the radius where the intensity
has fallen by ∼86%.

6.3.1 The laser beam and divergence

The emitted laser beam does divergence, or spread, as it
propagates. Normally the laser beam divergence is expressed
in radians (rads), or more commonly mrads. The mini-
mum diffraction limited divergence, θmin, of a beam is given
by:

θmin = 1.22
λ

d
(14)

where d is the diameter of the laser beam and λ is the laser
wavelength. Typically, laser beam divergence might be up to
20 times the diffraction limit, and systems with divergences
of 0.1–1 mrad are commonly found.

Now consider a laser beam that has propagated over a
distance R.

From Figure 22 it is possible to determine the size (area)
of the laser beam once it has propagated over a distance. If
the diameter of the laser beam at range R, is D (twice the
radius, r) then it is possible to determine the area, A, of the
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Figure 22. A divergent laser beam.

laser beam at range R using:

r = d

2
≈ D + Rθ

2
A = �r2

A = �(d + Rθ)2

4

A ≈ �(Rθ)2

4

(15)

Note that the calculation is further simplified by assuming
that the initial beam diameter, d, is very small compared to
the final beam diameter, that is, d � D, in which case d may
be neglected.

6.4 Common laser types

Common laser types are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Common laser materials and output wavelength.

Laser material Output wavelength, λ (nm)

Excimer xenon chloride 308
Argon 488–515
Rhodamine 6G (laser dye) 590
Helium neon 633
Ruby 694
Alexandrite 700–815
Gallium arsenide 850
Neodymium YAG (Nd:YAG) 1064
Erbium 1540
Neodymium YAG (Raman shifted) 1540
Holmium 2060
Hydrogen fluoride 2500
Deuterium fluoride 3800
Carbon dioxide 10 600

6.5 Wavelength conversion

Though not within the scope of this chapter it should be
borne in mind that despite the discrete nature of the laser
output, generally accepted to be a single wavelength, or at
least to have a very narrow bandwidth, wavelength conversion
techniques are available. These techniques allow the laser
wavelength to be shifted or converted to alternative wave-
lengths thus allowing access to regions of the EM spectrum
where no laser materials might normally propagate.

The most common of these is frequency doubling (or a
halving of the laser wavelength) and is mostly used with
Nd:YAG where the 1064 nm output is halved to 532 nm –
converting the light into the visible region of the spectrum.
These techniques include: Raman shifting, optical parametric
oscillation and dye shifting.

7 SUMMARY

The field of infra-red continues to progress rapidly. Thermal
imaging, systems are continuing to be developed to give bet-
ter spatial and thermal resolutions. Future systems are likely
to be parallel-scanned, long linear arrays or fully staring two-
dimensional arrays; either system will enable acquisition of
targets at greater ranges than current systems. The thermal
imager is a passive system which does not rely on ambient
illumination and is therefore just as capable by night as it
is by day. Under clear atmospheric conditions the thermal
imager will usually outrange visual surveillance systems and
will penetrate most battlefield smokes, haze and light mists.
However, fog and rain, where the droplet size approaches or
exceeds the infra-red wavelength, will cause severe scatter-
ing and will reduce the thermal range to little better than that
of the visual range. Under these weather conditions the ther-
mal imager would require complementing by a radar system
which is less affected by fog and rain. In parallel with develop-
ments in imaging systems laser development has progressed
rapidly. From the initial use of ruby lasers, other solid state
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technologies have been developed, most notably Nd:YAG.
Further progress has led to a wide diversity of laser wave-
lengths with the use of laser dyes, Raman shifting and laser
optical parametric oscillators.

FURTHER READING

This chapter is, by its nature, an introduction to a very broad subject
area. For students wishing to study further the following texts are
recommended

Richardson, M.A. et al. (1997) Surviellance and Target Acquisition
Systems, 2nd edn, Brassey’s.

Lloyd, J.M. (1975) Thermal Imaging Systems, Plenum.

Siegman, A.E. (1986) Lasers, University Science Books.

Shimoda, K. (1991) Introduction to Laser Physics, Springer.

Hecht, J. (1992) The Laser Guidebook, McGraw Hill.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the Soviet/Afghan conflict, 250 soviet aircraft (fixed and
rotary wing) were lost to IRSAMs and the Mojahedin com-
batants were poorly trained in their use. It is even claimed that
up to 80% of all combat aircraft losses are due to IR missiles
(SAMs and air-to-air missiles) (Jane’s International Defence
Review, 2004).

In 1973 two Soviet made IRSAMs (SA-7) were discovered
in Rome and their alleged target was an Israeli commercial
aircraft. Since then it is claimed that 30 civil aircraft have been
lost to IRSAMs, with the loss of nearly 1000 lives (Jane’s
International Defence Review, 2004).

In February 2003 a US Congressional Report claimed that
the global inventory of shoulder launched SAMs stood at
more than 500 000 and that 27 different militia and terror-
ist organizations possess them (Jane’s Intelligence Review,
2003; DelBoca, 2003; Hunter, 2002).

2 IR HOMING MISSILE SEEKERS

2.1 First generation seekers

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the basic layout of a
first generation seeker system. This type of system is often
referred to as a spin-scan seeker and is commonly found in
older generation IR seeking missiles which pose a significant
threat.

Infrared radiation from the scene passes through the dome
and is imaged via the cassegrain telescope onto a spinning
(rotating) reticle. The detector (usually uncooled lead sul-
fide) then converts this chopped IR signal into an electrical
signal. A pick-off is used on the reticle to enable phase sen-
sitive detection to allow the error signal to yield pitch and
yaw. An automatic gain control (AGC) is used to prevent
saturation of the electronic amplifiers and filters. The gim-
baled head allows fields of regard (FOR) typically in excess
of 90◦.

Several different reticle designs have been developed to
optimize their tracking capability with the one of the simplest
referred to as the rising-sun reticle, see Figure 2. It consists of
a null-phase portion that only transmits 50% of the radiation,
to set the AGC within the seeker and generate the phase with
respect to the pick-off. The other section alternates between
100 and 0% transmission to produce an amplitude modulated
carrier. The closer the image is to the axis the smaller the
amplitude of the square wave produced. Hence this produces
a time-referenced waveform that provides spatial information
of the image with respect to the optical axis of the seeker
(center of the reticle).

Legitimate targets are distinguished from background
IR sources by the degree of amplitude modulation. Large
sources, such as clouds, produce little (if any) modulation,
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Figure 1. Block diagram of first generation (spin-scan) seeker.

as no single hot spot can be identified as the reticle rotates
through its target sensing section.

The uncooled lead sulfide detectors usually used in this
generation of seekers have a peak sensitivity at <3 �m. These
systems therefore typically operate in the near IR 2–2.7 �m
atmospheric window, which tends to limit such missiles to
rear engagements as the detector can only discern the hot
metal parts of the engine and the hotter water emission in the
plume.

Improvements to the rising-sun design included adding
curved radials to the reticle to reduce the chance of being
spoofed by straight edge IR emitters such as the horizon (see
Figure 3).

An example of a first generation IR missiles is the Strela-2
(SA-7 “Grail”). Originally fielded by the Soviet military in
1968, the SA-7 is one of the simplest versions of this type of
weapon (see Figure 4). Widely proliferated, it poses a major
threat to aircraft without any countermeasure (CM) systems,
although, it is limited to rear aspect engagements. It has an

Figure 2. Rising-sun reticle. Showing amplitude modulation and
null-phase sector. Adapted from Hudson (1969) c© John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.

impact fuse and has a minimum engagement altitude of 50 m.
These types of weapon are often referred to as a man-portable
air defense systems (MANPADs).

Once this type of seeker has maneuvered the missile body
so that the target is in the center of its field of view (FOV),
it suffers from axial insensitivity and starts to hunt back and
forth. This is a result of the seeker effectively losing all fine
directional information on the target because of a lack of
amplitude modulation at the center of the reticle. This leads

Figure 3. Improved first generation reticle.
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Figure 4. SA-7 a first generation seeker system.

to poor hit probabilities for engagements with even a small
level of crossing rate. This axial insensitivity was removed by
rotating the optical axis as used in second generation systems.

2.2 Second generation seekers

Second generation seekers (often referred to as Con-Scan)
used a stationary reticle with a rotating optical system to yield
a square wave on axis and hence remove the axial insensitivity
of the first generation systems. This can be seen in Figure 5,
where the secondary mirror is tilted and the primary and sec-
ondary mirror are rotated. This yields a nutation circle image
motion on the stationary reticle.

Figure 5. Second generation seeker schematic.

Figure 6. Wagon wheel reticle showing frequency modulation out-
puts.

The reticle in the second generation system is usually
referred to as a wagon wheel reticle and can be seen in
Figure 6.

When the target is on-axis a centered nutation circle is
produced, yielding a constant square wave (with no frequency
variation – this is the tone played into the earpiece of many
systems). As the target moves off-axis a frequency modulated
waveform is produced. Again a pick off from the rotating
optical system is used to enable the computation of the axial
error in terms of pitch and yaw.

More sensitive detector materials were also introduced to
facilitate all-aspect tracking. These cooled detectors, used
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Figure 7. AIM-9L a second generation seeker system.

materials such as indium antimonide for detection in the mid-
IR 3–5 �m atmospheric window (see Figure 3). Operating at
longer wavelengths allowed cooler parts of the engine, hot
parts of the airframe, and the cooler CO2 emissions in the
exhaust plume to be detected, thus allowing wider angles of
engagement. There are many options for cooling the detector,
arguably the most common method is via a Joule-Thomson
(JT) cooler with a small bottle of argon or nitrogen or dry air.

An example of this second generation system is the ubiq-
uitous AIM-9L (Sidewinder) see Figure 7.

Other examples of this type of system in the MANPAD
role are the US Redeye and basic Stinger and the Soviet
Strela-3 (SA-14). The Chinese QW-1 (Vanguard) is also prob-
ably this type of generation system, as is the Pakistani-built
version Anza Mk 1.

There is however another type of second generation (con-
scan) seeker as typified by the French MANPAD Mistral.
This still uses a nutation circle but does not have a reticle and
instead has four detectors arranged in an open-cross forma-
tion to yield the FM output (see Figure 8). Again when the

Figure 8. Open-cross detector showing frequency modulation outputs.

Axis of 

DetectRotating 

Figure 9. Risley prisms to generate pseudo image scanning.

target is on axis, the system produces a square wave (four
equi-spaced detector outputs); where as when the target is
off axis, a frequency modulated square wave is produced
(unequal spacing of the detector outputs).

The Soviet Igla (SA-16 Gimlet) and Igla-1 (SA-18 Grouse)
are possibly this type of seeker as is the Chinese QW-2 and
the Pakistani-built Anza Mk 2.

2.3 Third generation seekers

The third generation seeker systems are often referred to as
Pseudo Imaging Systems as they rely on creating a simulated
image of the target by moving the IR signal over the detector.
This is achieved by rotating a couple of offset mirrors or
Risley prisms (see Figure 9) to produce a specified pattern on
the detector. The shape of the scan pattern varies according
to the relative rotation rate and direction of rotation of the
mirrors or prisms.

Scan patterns are optimized to meet various specifications
although the most widely used is the Rosette scan due to
its re-visiting the axis after each petal of the rosette (see
Figure 10).

The major advantages of this type of system are increased
lock-on range and robustness to CMs in part due to the smaller
instantaneous FOV of the detector.

An example of a third Generation IR missile is the MAN-
PAD Stinger-RMP (reprogrammable microprocessor). It has
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Figure 10. Risely scan patterns. (a) Linear; (b) rosette; (c) circular; and (d) spiral.

more robust flare rejection mechanism including using a dual
mode IR/UV detector in its rosette scan. The UV detector
looks for a negative contrast signal as the airframe blocks
the Rayleigh scattered solar radiation. The IR signal from the
plume has to coincide with the recovery of the UV signature
for a valid target enable. The IR detector is JT cooled with
argon and is operational in less than 5 s. See Figure 11.

It is also claimed by some that the Soviet SA-16/SA-18
are also an example of this generation of seeker by virtue of
the fact that a UV detector is used in its CM (guard) channel.

2.4 Fourth generation seekers

The fourth generation of seekers are characterized by multi-
element detectors that produce an image of the target on the
focal plane. Often referred as Imaging Infrared (I2R) seekers,
the individual detectors can either be arranged linearly, with
a scanner to produce an image, or as a staring focal plane

Figure 11. Stinger-RMP a third generation seeker system.

array. A further development of this technology is likely to
see the use of multi-color infrared seekers thus increasing
their defense against CMs. Although more robust and less
susceptible to jamming, array seekers are currently far more
expensive to produce than all the earlier generations and have
not proliferated to the same extent. Image size and computing
power is also an issue with this generation of seeker. Obvi-
ously the smaller the number of pixels in the image the easier
the computation task but the poorer the resolution on the tar-
get. Figure 12 is an illustration of a typical target at range on
a starring array.

There are many examples of fourth generation IR mis-
siles being produced. On the MANPAD front, the US Stinger
Block 2, which was to be fielded circa 2000, was to con-
sist of a 128 × 128 or 256 × 256 3–5 �m indium antimonide
staring focal plane array, primarily to increase its acquisition
capability (especially in ground clutter). This program was
essentially put on hold due to cost implications. It is how-
ever reasonable to assume that such a MANPAD could be
fielded relatively quickly (5 years) as evidenced by a similar
hold on the US anti-tank Javelin program. This has a staring
focal plane array in the seeker, and despite the hold has now
entered service with the US army.

Currently though, it is fair to say that most fourth genera-
tion systems are in the air-to-air role, for example:

Figure 12. Illustration of a typical target on a staring array.
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� The German IRIS-T allegedly uses a scanning array of two
staggered 64 element linear rows of indium antimonide
detectors working in the 3–5 �m mid-IR region. It has an
180◦ FOR and an active laser fuze.

� The Israeli Python 4 has a stabilized seeker slaved to the
pilots helmet mounted sight with 60◦ off-boresight capa-
bility and allegedly uses a two color all aspect IR staring
array. (Python 5 is claimed to be a Hughes 128 × 128
staring focal plane array in three IR bands).

� The UK ASRAAM uses a 128 × 128 staring array of
indium antimonide detectors working in the 3–5 �m mid-
IR region. It has an 180◦ FOR, can be cued by the pilot’s
helmet and has demonstrated the ability to select an aim
point on the target aircraft. It has an impact and active
laser fuze.

� The US AIM 9X (Sidewinder-Next Generation). Cur-
rently in its last year of Engineering and Manufacturing
Development. It is alleged to have the same staring array
as ASRAAM and is cued by the pilot’s helmet sight. It
claims its adaptive and advanced processing gives it supe-
rior target acquisition and IR CM rejection capabilities.

3 PLATFORM SURVIVABILITY

The are obviously many things that can be done to or
attempted by the aircraft platform in order to reduce the
threat of attack and to mitigate any effects of such an attack.
This concept is usually termed Survivability. Some of the
options/concepts of survivability are shown in Figure 13.

3.1 Signature control

Clearly the reduction in infrared signature, in the waveband
in which the seeker is operating, could reduce the likely
success of the IRSAM. However most aircraft, especially

Figure 13. The concept of platform survivability.

commercial aircraft, are built with little to no considera-
tion of their infrared signature. Also the aircraft currently
in-service (legacy platforms) are likely to remain in-service
for many years to come. Hence any modifications are likely
to be appliquétechniques or require significant re-fit work.
Any such techniques must also have little to no impact on
engine efficiency, mass and aerodynamic performance, oth-
erwise any fuel consumption issues would be viewed in a
poor light by operators who are already working in a highly
competitive commercial environment.

3.2 Maneuver

In the military context this can clearly be a significant factor.
However, for commercial aircraft the ability to maneuver is
severely restricted. The standard final approach of a 3◦ glide
path and standard departure profiles means that the threat
footprint is extremely large and can be measured in tens of
kilometers along the flight path direction7.

3.3 Weapons

Again in the military context, the location of the threat and
the use of counter-fire may be an applicable technique, but
clearly this is not appropriate in the commercial world.

3.4 Defensive aids system (DAS)

This is the area where the feed through from the military to the
commercial sector may have the most benefit. Military sys-
tems could be adapted and fitted to commercial aircraft which
could significantly reduce the likely effects of an IRSAM
attack. There would still clearly be issues in terms of cost,
maintenance and maintenance time, mean time between fail-
ure, and any aircraft performance issues.

4 LASER APPLICATIONS

The variety and capabilities of lasers, since there first devel-
opment with the Ruby laser (λ = 693.4 nm) in 1960, have
increased dramatically the years. Lasers now occupy a place
in practically every home from the lasers in home entertain-
ment systems to laser pointers. However, it was with their
military applications that lasers are possibly best known. In
the following sections the common applications of lasers will
be presented.
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Figure 14. Schematic of a laser range finder.

4.1 Range finding (LRF)

Prior to the development of laser rangefinders in the 1960s
range finding to targets was performed with relatively crude
techniques using marks on a reticule within a sight or by
ballistic means using a secondary weapon with well charac-
terized flight properties (usually guns). With the advent of
the laser rangefinder it is possible to determine the range to
an object to within a few meters.

Laser range finding employs a pulsed laser (usually pulses
of <50 ns duration). A range finder schematic is given in
Figure 14.

The laser pulse is emitted and the light is directed through
a telescope, often to reduce the initial divergence of the laser.
A small portion of the laser light (<1%) is sampled from the
beam using a beam splitter and direction onto a photodiode.
The signal generated is amplified and used to start a counter.

The emitted pulse is incident upon the object of interest
and the light is scattered from the object. Some of the light
will be directed back to the rangefinder which incorporates a
detector. The signal from the detector is amplified and used
to stop the counter.

Hence the system has determined, via the counter, the time
taken for light to travel to and from the target. From this, and
the velocity of light it is possible to determine the range, R,
to the target.

R = c(T1 − T0)

2
(1)

Where c is the velocity of light, T0 and T1 are the times
at which the laser pulse is emitted and detected respectively.
The factor of 2 is used to take account of the double path, that
is, out to the object and back again.

Pulsed lasers are used for range finding due their high peak
intensities and the short duration of the pulse improves the

range accuracy. Most modern range finders use ns duration
pulses and contain autocorrelation algorithms to ensure that
it is the peak to peak time that is measured, further improving
accuracy. Typical rangefinder characteristics are:

� Moderate repetition rates, ∼1 Hz
�

<50 ns pulse length
� Divergence <0.3 mrad
� Nd:YAG technology, λ = 1064 nm
� Laser energy ∼50 mJ, ranges ∼kms.

The beam divergence is a key parameter when applied to
range finding. Divergences of <0.3 mrad are vital in order
to ensure that the desired object is the only surface illumi-
nated. 0.3 mrad corresponds to an increase in beam size of
0.3 m km−1 of range. Hence, at 3 km the beam has grown by
nearly 1 m. Any larger divergence and the risk of over and
under spill become significant, potentially providing false
signals from foreground and background surfaces.

The first range finders used the Ruby laser (λ = 694.3 nm),
but this has been replaced by the mature Nd:YAG laser
(λ = 1064 nm). Further developments in laser technology
have led to the development of rangefinders using the Erbium
laser and Raman shifted Nd:YAG, both operating at 1.54 µm.
This has been done since the human eye is particularly vul-
nerable to laser induced damage from pulsed lasers if the laser
wavelength is transmitted by the eye, and hence focused onto
the retina.

4.2 Light detection and ranging (LIDAR)

The primary difference between lidar and radar is that lidar
uses a laser as the electro-magnetic radiation source and
hence, uses much shorter wavelengths. When using radar
wavelengths objects which possess a dielectric discontinuity
reflect the transmitted wave. Hence metallic objects normally
produce strong reflections.

Conversely non-metallic objects and materials produce
weaker radar reflections and some materials may produce
no detectable radar reflection at all, and are thus effectively
invisible at radar wavelengths. This is particularly true for
very small objects such as aerosols (smokes, clouds, etc.).
This radar related problem may be solved by the use of the
shorter laser wavelengths which are more readily “reflected”
from smaller objects. In reality the light is not actually
reflected, but more accurately scattered from the objects of
interest.

The relatively narrow beam width and divergence of a laser
and the potential to use short pulse lengths (down to 10−9 s in
most range finding applications) means that physical features
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Figure 15. Schematic of a LIDAR system used to scan a scene.

can be “mapped” with very high resolution compared to
radar.

A simple LIDAR system relies upon the principle of laser
range finding (already described above). The laser is used to
scan a scene and range measurements are taken at specific
angle intervals. This is shown in the schematic of Figure 15.

In the case of very small objects, such as smokes, par-
ticulates, droplets, and so on, the scattering process used is
referred to generically as backscatter since the light detected
is scattered back toward the laser source (and detector). The
scattering processes are more accurately:

� Rayleigh scattering
� Mie scattering and
� Raman scattering.

Doppler LIDAR (also known as LADAR) is used to mea-
sure velocities by detecting the small Doppler shifts in the
frequency of the back scattered laser light. The frequency of
light “reflected” from a moving object is given by:

f
′ = f0

(
1 ± v

c

)
(2)

Where f0 is the frequency of the laser source, c the velocity
of light and v is the velocity of the object. The ± is present
since “+” indicates the object is moving toward the source,
“−” indicates away. It should be noted that v � c, and hence
f′ is small. That is, for visible light (λ = 500 nm) and a target
traveling at 800 ms−1 (toward the laser), then f = 6 × 1014 Hz,
and f′ = 6.000 016 × 1014 Hz. Hence �f = 1.6 × 109 Hz.

Figure 16. A Paveway laser guided bomb.

4.3 Target designation

Laser designation is the process whereby a munition is guided
onto a target using laser light scattered from that target. Laser
designation was first employed operationally in 1968 by the
USAF during the Vietnam War using a ruby pulsed laser to
designate the target and modified bombs with seekers and
canards to detect the laser light and so attack the target. A
typical modern example is the Paveway laser guided bomb
(LGB), shown in Figure 16.

The designation process involves a laser beam directed at
the chosen target; this may be mounted on the aircraft carrying
the bomb, or remotely located either on another aircraft or on
the ground. Normally the bomb is released and allowed to
freefall (or more accurately “glide”) in the general direction
of the target. The target is illuminated by the laser as the
bomb approaches. Pulsed lasers are used due their very high
peak intensities. A detector mounted on the bomb responds to
the laser illumination scattered from the target and steers the
bomb by activating canards on the bomb so that it “glides”
toward to laser point. LGBs are not powered, nor are they
directed “down the beam.” They respond to light scattered
off the target. A typical engagement sequence is shown in
Figure 17.

Typical laser designator parameters are:

� High repetition rates, up to 20 Hz
� Divergence ∼ 0.1 mrad
� ∼15 ns pulse length
� Nd:YAG technology, λ = 1064 nm
� Laser energy 100 mJ +
� Ranges ∼ 10 km.
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Figure 17. A typical laser designation and attack sequence.

Although the repetition rate is given as typically 20 Hz it is
common for the laser pulse train to be encoded, either by rep-
etition rate and/or by the number of pulses within a “burst.”
Each LGB is then set to respond to a single encoded desig-
nator beam. By so doing it is possible to employ many LGBs
within the same environment without the risk of them attack-
ing each other’s targets. A typical LGB engagement may last
for approximately a minute or more as the bomb approaches
the target, however, the laser designator is typically only used
for the last 5–12 s of the bombs flight. As with rangefinding
it is desirable to use a laser with a relatively low divergence
in order to ensure that the target is properly illuminated by
the laser as opposed to the foreground or background.

For the reasons already discussed relating to laser
rangefinders, there has been a general move away from the
Nd:YAG (λ = 1064 nm) to the “eye safe” 1.54 �m wave-
length.

4.4 Target marking

Laser target marking is the simple process of indicating an
object to friendly forces, without actually ranging or direct-
ing munitions onto the point where the laser is incident. This
is commonly done in the visible band using laser pointers
and in the near IR using laser pointers in conjunction with
image intensifiers (night vision goggles). These techniques
have utility where, for example, ground troops, equipped with
an IR pointer wish to mark a target to accompanying aircraft
whose pilots are using NVGs, but no laser guided munitions
are available. The key requirement is that the electro-optic
(EO) systems employed have a response at the laser wave-
length in use. The technique has been employed where the
enemy is known not to process appropriate EO systems to
detect the laser light. Hence, although technically an active

process there is a low probability of intercept (LPI) and the
technique may be considered to be covert.

4.5 Dazzle

If an EO sensor is employed by a system then it is possible
that laser light may be used to cause dazzle within that sys-
tem. The requirement is that the laser light be in-band to the
sensor/detector. That is to say; that the sensor has a response
at the laser wavelength in use. Typical EO systems have the
wavelength responses given in the table below.

EO system
Approximate response

region (�m)

Human eye 0.4–0.7
Image intensifier (night vision

goggles)
0.5–1 (actual response varies

depending upon type)
Missile seeker (mid IR) 2–5
Thermal imager (far IR) 8–12

It should be noted that the systems listed may still allow
laser light to be transmitted to the sensor across a wider
wavelength band, but it is the systems response to the laser
wavelength that is required. Hence, the human eye will trans-
mit light of wavelengths up to ∼1.4 �m, but the response is
generally confined to the 0.4–0.7 �m region of the spectrum.
Hence, light of wavelength 1 �m will be transmitted by the
human eye, but the observer will not see the light.

The process of dazzle, or veiling glare, is simply the sat-
uration of a detector by incident light, be it laser or ambient.
In the case of most detectors dazzle thresholds of only a few
�W cm−2 on the detector/sensor are necessary to cause some
level of saturation. These levels are very low in the range
of available laser outputs and it is reasonable to assume that
laser dazzle will be caused by relatively low output contin-
uous wave (or CW) lasers, such as laser pointers and some
CW laboratory systems. It should also be realized that daz-
zle is a temporary effect. Once the laser source is removed
from the scene the image should return to normal with no
permanent, or lasting effects. In the case of the human eye, a
non-permanent after image may remain for several minutes,
even hours, after exposure.

Under dazzled, or saturation, conditions the detector sys-
tem will be unable to detect any changes in the ambient light
levels in the region of the saturation since the laser light i
much more intense than the ambient background. As the
incident dazzling power is increased the level and size of
the saturated region will increase, though the nature of this is
dependent upon the type of detector in use.
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Figure 18. Dazzle of a thermal imager in the far IR (8–12 �m).

Figure 18 shows a dazzled scene taken using a thermal
imager. The laser in use to achieve such dazzle might be a
CO2 laser, since the output wavelengths would be detected
by the thermal imager. The image shows clearly the saturated
region within the FOV and the loss of scene and detail is
apparent.

In Figure 19 dazzle of a color camera is shown using
a green laser pointer. This is of particular interest since
this scene is similar to that which a person may perceive
when the human eye is dazzled. However, under these
conditions it should be realized that the human aversion
response may take effect and the laser light may be painful to
observe.

Figure 19. Dazzle of a color camera using a green laser pointer.

With the proliferation of inexpensive cw laser pointers
and their ease of use attacks on the airborne platforms have
become increasingly common across the world. To date hun-
dreds of pilots, both civil and military, have reported laser
“incidents” where they have been dazzled by laser sources
from the ground. For safety reasons these events have been
of significant concern, though no events to date have resulted
in the loss of any aircraft.

4.6 Damage

The very high peak intensities associated with pulsed lasers
means that they are prone to producing permanent damage
in EO systems including the human eye. EO systems rely on
collecting light from a scene and focusing that light onto a
detector/sensor. This focusing process means that the light
intensity on the objective lens may increase by a factor of up
to 105 on the sensor; hence the sensor (or other focal plane
optics) may be vulnerable to laser damage effects.

Unlike dazzle (where the incident light must be “in-band”
to the detector) for damage to occur all that is required is for
the pulsed laser light to have access to the detector/sensor
– response at the laser wavelength is not required. For the
laser pulse length regions most commonly encountered (10−6

to 10−9 s) the laser damage threshold of most materials is
∼1 J cm−2. The damage process itself is dependent upon
the material and is most commonly thermally driven, that
is, the amount of laser energy absorbed as heat causes a
expansion in a material over a very localized region. The
resultant thermal discontinuity causes damage or the temper-
ature rise may be sufficient to cause vaporization of a portion
of the material. This effect may be observed in the case of
retinal damage. Pulsed laser light is so hazardous that it is
required to be strictly controlled by safety standards, particu-
larly where exposure to the human eye may be an issue. The
human eye is particularly vulnerable to laser damage due to a
layer within the retina called the retinal pigmented epithelium
(RPE). This layer contains light absorbing melanin particles
in order to reduce stray scattered light within the eye. How-
ever, the RPE layer also absorbs incident laser light. Hence,
the melanin particles become heated and explode. The sever-
ity of the injury varies dependent upon exposure but 1 mJ
of laser light, focused within the eye onto the retina, will
cause a major hemorrhagic lesion. Such an injury is shown in
Figure 20.

The result of the injury of Figure 20 may be considered as
permanent, irrecoverable, blinding – though some peripheral
vision may remain. In the example shown the fovea and mac-
ula (where the photoreceptors – cones and rods are located)
at the center of the image gathering retina have suffered a
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Figure 20. A major hemorrhagic lesion caused by a pulsed laser.

massive injury. Whilst the injury will subside photoreceptors
are permanently destroyed.

4.7 Laser retro-reflection detection

Of increasing interest is the process of retro-reflection detec-
tion. This is simply the “cat’s eye” effect.

All optical systems incorporate a detector or sensor. This is
invariable located at a focal plane within the optical system, to
ensure that the image or scene is in focus when viewed. Imag-
ine now that as light (photons) are incident upon that sensor
that a portion of them, rather being absorbed and detected,
are instead reflected from the detector surface. If this is the
case then imaging optics, such as lenses, will re-collect this
reflected light and direct it back to the source. This is shown
schematically in Figure 21.

Figure 21 shows a simple optical system comprising an
objective lens, imaging lenses, and a detector. In addition an
optical element is located at an intermediate focal plane. In
reality this might be a graticule, aiming marks, or similar,
within the sight. In the Figure 21a the laser illumination (the
black solid line) is on-axis, hence the laser is in the center of
the systems FOV. The “rays” can be easily traced as a reflec-
tion (the grey solid line) arises from each focal plane surface.
In the lower figure the laser illumination is now off-axis, that
is, at the edge of the FOV. Despite this the light reflected from
the focal plane elements is still directed back to the source.
This is the key difference between retro-reflection and “nor-
mal” specular reflections: in the case of retro-reflections the
incident light is directed back to the source. This process is
used to advantage in reflective studs in the center and edges
of road carriageways. The military utility of retro-reflection

Objective lens(a)

(b)

Focal plane Imaging lenses Detector

Figure 21. The phenomenon of retro-reflection: (a) on axis; and (b)
off axis.

detection is apparent. All military platforms use EO sensors
retro-reflection detection may provide a simple counter to
camouflage. It should be kept in mind that retro-reflection
detection itself is an active process and that if the laser wave-
length in use is in-band to the EO device detected then the
laser itself may be detected in turn. This lack of covertness
may not be an issue where the site/region being defended is
itself not covert. Also of concern is the fact that in order to
detect a sight the sight must first be looking in the general
direction of the detection system, albeit probably anywhere
in the FOV. Hence, a “coincident FOV” scenario is required.

Almost all optical systems/sights exhibit a retro-reflection
to some degree since any surface close to a focal plane
will act as a source of retro-reflections (see Figure 22).
The detectability of optical systems is given by the retro-
reflection cross-section. Retro-reflection cross-section, s, is
defined as the ratio of the reflected light per unit solid angle
and the incident light per unit area. Hence s = IR (W str−1)/
I0(W m−2). Hence the units of retro-reflection cross-section
are m2 sr−1.

Figure 22. Retro-reflections from alligator eyes due to the camera
flash.
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The typical retro-reflection cross-sections of optical sys-
tems might be:

� Human eye: 0.001 m2 sr−1

� Sight (low): 10 m2 sr−1

� Sight (high): 500 + m2 sr−1

� CCD array camera: 750 + m2 sr−1

� Image intensifier: 1000 + m2 sr−1

Signatures of specific sights are classified but this can be
taken as a guide. Nowadays it is likely that the signature of a
sight may be specified during procurement and so measures
may be taken to reduce the sights signature.

Besides the obvious military utility of the technique there
has been increasing interest within the commercial world
including counter paparazzi, VIP protection, general counter-
surveillance, and even to detect concealed cameras in cinemas
used to produce “pirated” films.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Since their first development in the 1950s IR seekers for
missile applications have demonstrated their viability. Their
evolution from spin-scan reticle seekers to more advanced
and robust imaging seekers has been presented, and the dif-
ferences between each technology type has been presented.
In addition the principles of the common laser roles of range

finding, LIDAR and target designation for laser guided muni-
tions has been presented. The more novel laser applications
such as laser dazzle has been discussed, as well as laser dam-
age. The laser also has a role to play in counter-surveillance,
where incident laser light may be retro-reflected from inter-
nal, near focal plane surfaces within a sight.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tracking algorithms are an essential part of any modern radar
or electro-optical sensor system. Tracking algorithms have
many military applications: including missile guidance, tar-
geting and geo-location, ballistic missile defense, counter
battery fire, airborne early warning systems, reconnaissance
and surveillance. There are many important applications out-
side defense: air traffic control, surveillance systems for law
enforcement, communications systems, traffic flow manage-
ment and – more recently – the analysis of football matches
and other sporting events. However, this section will tend to
concentrate on the military aspects of the tracking problem
because it is these that have tended to drive the development
of modern tracking techniques.

The function of the tracking algorithm is to allow a
sequence of noisy measurements to be interpreted – to pro-
vide a consistent set of trajectories for all of the objects de-
tected by the sensor. The trajectories (or tracks) correspond

to a history of detections/measurements for each object –
which can be used to determine or to confirm the identity of
the object, to predict the future motion of the object, or to
determine where is it likely to have come from. The location,
speed, or maneuverability of an object can be used to deter-
mine whether an object is a possible threat (e.g., an in-coming
missile), or a potential target (an in-coming aircraft for air de-
fense systems). Such information is also useful to determine
whether an object is benign – a false alarm generated by the
sensor. Predicting the motion of a threat or target is important
when optimizing an engagement: for example, determining
the type of countermeasure or which maneuver to employ for
a missile defense system or improving the probability of an
intercept for a guided weapon.

Tracking algorithms are most commonly used with radar
and electro-optical (EO) sensors (e.g., infrared imagers).
These sensors can be used to detect aircraft, missiles, and
other vehicles, and measure their position (relative to the sen-
sor) and aspects of their motional state. A radar system nor-
mally provides relatively accurate range information (from
the transmission–reception delay), a less accurate angular
position, and often the radial speed of the object (from a
measurement of the Doppler shift of the carrier wave). Pas-
sive electro-optical systems normally provide accurate an-
gular position measurements, while range information needs
to be inferred from sequences of angle measurements (pas-
sive ranging), or multiple views of the same object (stereo
vision). Both methods for estimating range from passive EO
measurements tend to be less accurate than radar systems,
but they can be supplemented by the addition of a laser range
finder, at the expense of making the sensor active and easier
to detect.

Each sensor produces a series of detections and noisy mea-
surements which need to be “pieced together” to form a set of
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continuous trajectories, one for each object being monitored.
Measurements from radar and EO sensors vary in terms of
noise and the measured quantities, but the structure of the
algorithms, and the techniques used to construct the tracks
follows the same pattern. Measurements of objects are taken
and then associated with one of the existing tracks. If the
measurement is not sufficiently close to an existing track to
be one of the previously detected objects, a new track can be
created. The measurement and its associated track are then
passed to a state estimation algorithm so that the track states
(position, velocity, etc.) can be updated. Any track that does
not have a measurement associated with it can be updated
based on previous measurements or deleted, if no suitable
measurement has been associated with the track for a period
of time. The state estimation algorithm – see section 2.2 –
is at the heart of any tracking system, but without the ancil-
lary algorithms for measurement-track association and track
maintenance (creation and deletion), a tracker will tend to
generate spurious or sub-optimal tracks whenever the sensor
detects a false alarm or multiple targets. The mis-association
of measurements with tracks reduces the accuracy of the state
estimates and false alarms can generate enough tracks to af-
fect the computational efficiency of the tracker and increase
the risk of mis-association.

The literature for target tracking is large, with large num-
bers of research papers covering the fundamental algorithms
and application-oriented papers making use of the tech-
niques. However, for a general overview of the subject mate-
rial, there are several excellent reference books which cover
the main aspects of tracking and state estimation (Blackman,
1986; Bar-Shalom, Li and Kirubarajan, 2001).

2 SINGLE TARGET TRACKING

This section starts by introducing a simple problem – a single
target with a reliable sensor – and expanding this to include
intermittent detections and false alarms. The aim is to develop
an understanding of each of the elements in turn and to build
toward a robust modern tracking system. Central to this are
the sensor measurement and the ability to observe all of the
quantities that are contained in the target/track state vectors.
Given a set of measurements, the target state and the expected
accuracy of that state can be estimated using a state estimation
filter (the Kalman filter), which can then be used to reduce
the problems associated with imperfect target detection and
the appearance of false alarms.

2.1 Measurement and state estimation

The main aim of a target tracking algorithm is to obtain
estimates for parameters that describe the location and motion

of objects that have been detected by a sensor. These esti-
mates should form a continuous history or track that repre-
sents the motion of the object. More precisely, it represents
the tracking system’s knowledge of the motion of the object.
The sensor may not measure all of the motional states di-
rectly, some of the states must be inferred from other directly
measured states, for example, a radar measuring the relative
position of a target can infer the three-dimensional velocity
of an aircraft from the change in its position as a function of
time – which could be augmented using the radial velocity
of the target, calculated from the Doppler shift of the carrier
wave. The number of motional states included in the state
vector varies from application to application. Most tracking
algorithms track position and velocity, and sometimes accel-
eration. However, other application specific quantities can
also be included: for example, in counter battery fire, a state
estimate of the drag characteristics of an in-coming projectile
often helps when trying to determine the type of projectile
and the original launch point (Johnson, 1973; Hutchins and
Pace, 2006).

For a two-dimensional system, where the state vector con-
tains four states: two positions (x and y) and the correspond-
ing velocities (u and v), the relationship between the state
vector and the measurement can be represented by a func-
tion, H(X), which acts on the state vector X to find the
values that would be measured. For example, if one were
to measure the two position states directly, but not the ve-
locities, the measurement would reduce to a linear matrix
expression,

H(X) = H · X =
[

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

]
·




x

u

y

v


 =

[
x

y

]
(1)

The action of the measurement matrix is to select only
those states that are being measured by the sensor. The matrix
H is a m × n matrix, where n is the number of states con-
tained in X and m is the number of states being measured.
This could be a function of time with different quantities be-
ing measured at different points in time. In more complicated
situations, the function could be a nonlinear function of one
or more of the states – see section 4.1.

Although the measurement operator does not necessar-
ily measure all of the motional parameters represented in the
state vector, it is important that all of the states are observable
from the states that are measured, for example, velocity and
acceleration states can be derived from successive measure-
ments of position. For a discrete time linear system that is
described by n states, whose dynamical evolution from time
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step k → k + 1 is given by

X(k + 1) = F (k) · X(k) + G(k) · U(k) (2)

where F (k) is the system (state transition) matrix and G(k) is
the input gain associated with a set of controls U(k), observ-
ability can be determined by constructing the observability
matrix given by

QO =




H

H · F

...

H · Fn−1


 (3)

All of the states will be observable if the observability ma-
trix has full rank (i.e. it must have n linearly independent rows
or columns) – similar to controllability criteria for linear con-
trol systems, replacing H with G. For target tracking applica-
tions, it is the tracking sensor that is controlled rather than the
object being tracked, which is frequently “non-cooperative.”
(Examples will be restricted to discrete time cases through-
out, for simplicity. However, the generalization to continuous
time expressions is relatively straightforward).

The measurements will not be perfect, they will contain
noise due to physical limitations on the resolution of the sen-
sor or other inaccuracies. Generally, the measurement error
is defined in terms of its covariance matrix R(k) which is a
second-order measure of the expected errors and their cor-
relations. For simple cases with Gaussian-distributed, white
noise (i.e., uncorrelated in time) the statistical properties of
the measurement errors are completely determined by the
matrix R(k). For more complicated sources of measurement
noise, the higher-order statistical moments, or full probability
density function (PDF) are often required.

2.2 The Kalman and steady-state filters

The most common state estimation algorithm is the Kalman
filter, which forms the basis for most practical tracking algo-
rithms. It provides the backbone of many aerospace systems
and is particularly common in tracking and navigation sys-
tems (Bar-Shalom, Li and Kirubarajan, 2001). The original
paper Kalman (1960) is a classic reference, but introductory
texts are often more approachable: good examples are du
Plessis (1967), Welch and Bishop (2006) and Gershenfield
(1999).

The main strengths of the Kalman filter are:

1. it is recursive – it only requires information on the current
state and the current measurement, rather than reprocess-
ing a whole time series of measurements;

2. it minimizes the covariance of the state – which is the
most common measure of the size of the errors;

3. it is optimal for Gaussian-distributed, white measure-
ment noise – and its performance is normally very good
even when the measurement noise is not white and
Gaussian;

4. it is (relatively) simple to implement.

The Kalman filter contains three main steps: measurement,
innovation, and prediction. The iterative nature of the Kalman
filter means that the ordering of the prediction and measure-
ment steps can be different in different implementations, of-
ten it is given as prediction, measurement, and innovation.
This is dependent on whether one views the first measure-
ment as part of the filter or not. The initialization of the filter
uses the first measured values to generate estimates for each
of the states contained in the state vector: if some of the states
are not measured directly (as in equation (1)) the initial state
estimates are found from the first few measurements – for ex-
ample, the difference of two position measurements giving a
velocity.

At each time step, k, the measurement matrix H(k) is used
to determine what the result of the measurement would be
expected to be, given the current estimate of the state vector,
which is denoted by the m-dimensional vector of measured
states Y (k|k)

Y (k|k) = H(k) · X(k) (4)

This quantity represents the ‘best guess’ of what should
be measured at time step k. The actual measurement at time
step k is the m-dimensional vector Y (k). The difference be-
tween the expected measurement and the actual measure-
ment, �Y (k) = Y (k) − Y (k|K), represents the new informa-
tion provided by the new measurement – in the sense that, if
the actual measurement is exactly the same as the expected
measurement, the measurement has not provided anything
new or unexpected about the state vector, it has merely con-
firmed what was already known. The difference �Y (k) is
referred to as the innovation and it is used to update/innovate
the state vector according to

X+(k) = X(k) + K(k) · (Y (k) − Y (k|k)) (5)

where K(k) is an n × m matrix called the Kalman gain. The
Kalman gain matrix is constructed so as to minimize the
covariance of the expected errors in the state vector. The
Kalman filter tracks not only the state but also the expected
error in the state vector through an estimate of the associated
(n × n) covariance matrix SX(k). As the system evolves, the
added information derived from successive measurements
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reduces the expected errors (i.e., improving the accuracy
of the estimated states). The Kalman gain is dependent
upon the expected errors in the state vector given by SX(k)
and the expected errors in the measurement given by the
m × m covariance matrix R(k)

K(k) = SX(k) · H(k)T · [H(k) · SX(k) · H(k)T + R(k)]−1

(6)

This choice of K(k) minimizes the expected error in the
state vector, as determined by the covariance matrix which is
given by

SX(k+) = [In×n − K(k) · H(k)] · SX(k) (7)

where In×n is the n-dimensional identity matrix. The effect
of the Kalman state update equation (5) is to form a weighted
average with the weight associated with each measurement
being inversely proportional to its expected error. If no mea-
surement is available, the innovation step is not applied and
the prediction step is applied to the unmodified state vector.

At each time step, the current state and its error are
used to predict the expected state and expected error at
the next time step, using the state transition matrix. The
state estimates evolve according to equation (2), X(k+) → X

(k + 1) = F (k) · X(k+) (ignoring the controls U(k) for sim-
plicity) and the errors would normally evolve according to

SX(k + 1) = F (k) · SX(k+) · F (k)T (8)

In the absence of other effects, the error covariances would
vanish as more and more measurements are collected and
the estimates become more and more accurate. The discrete
nature of the measurement process and the restriction to linear
systems means that the prediction step will always contain
small errors arising from the incomplete characterization of
the actual dynamics of the system being tracked. For example,
in the two-dimensional example given above, for the four-
dimensional state vector X = [x, u, y, v]T, the system matrix
is given by

F (k) = F =




1 �t 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 �t

0 0 0 1


 (9)

which assumes that the object is moving with a constant ve-
locity during each finite interval/time step �t. The solution
is to modify the evolution of the covariance matrix to allow

for imperfections in the prediction step by adding a term to
equation (8) called the process noise

SX(k + 1) = F (k) · SX(k+) · F (k)T + Q(k) (10)

where Q(k) is an n × n covariance matrix which depends on
the nature of the inaccuracies in the prediction process. The
effect of the process noise is to increase the expected error
slightly during the prediction step.

The process noise matrix used in a practical tracking sys-
tem depends upon the type of inaccuracies expected in the
system. For example, the system matrix (9) assumes that the
object being tracked has a constant velocity, which is unreal-
istic for most applications. A natural way to include the effect
of a changing velocity is to assume that the target velocity is
approximately constant but the target is subject to small per-
turbations (accelerations), which can be represented by an
effective noise term. Perturbations can arise from a number
of sources (target maneuver, drag, etc.) and the cumulative ef-
fect is equivalent to noise – being erratic and unpredictable. If
the fluctuations in acceleration, (�a), are assumed to be con-
stant for each time step, the corresponding errors in velocity
and position will be (�a)(�t) and 1

2 (�a)(�t)2 respectively.
This is referred to as the discrete white noise acceleration
model (Bar-Shalom, Li and Kirubarajan, 2001). If the fluctu-
ations in acceleration are uncorrelated in x and y, this gives
a process noise covariance matrix

Q(k) = Q =




1
4 (�t)4 1

2 (�t)3 0 0
1
2 (�t)3 (�t)2 0 0

0 0 1
4 (�t)4 1

2 (�t)3

0 0 1
2 (�t)3 (�t)2


 σ2

a

(11)

where σa is the standard deviation of the acceleration (i.e.,
the “typical” acceleration fluctuation between time steps). In
many cases, the size of the typical fluctuations will not be
known a priori, and σa becomes a design parameter, which
needs to be optimized for specific applications. This is the
main way in which the Kalman filter can be “tuned” to
optimize the performance of the tracker.

To summarize, the Kalman filter can be written as:

1. Obtain new measurement : Y (k)
2. Generate expected measurement : Y (k|k) = H(k)X(k)
3. Compute Kalman gain : K(k) = SX(k) · H(k)T · (H(k) ·

SX(k) · H(k)T + R(k))−1

4. Update estimated state with innovation : X(k+) =
X(k) + K(k)· (Y (k) − Y (k|k))
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5. Update estimated errors : SX(k+) = (In×n − K(k) ·
H(k)) · SX(k)

6. Predict state vector : X(k + 1) = F (k) · X(k+)
7. Predict estimated errors : SX(k + 1) = F (k) · SX(k+) ·

F (k)T + Q(k)
8. Repeat.

The Kalman filter can be shown to be optimal when the
system is linear and the measurement noise is white and
Gaussian-distributed because the construction of the Kalman
gain minimizes the covariance at each state update, and the
properties of the errors are completely defined by the covari-
ance matrix when the noise is white and Gaussian. In most
other situations, the performance of the Kalman filter is nor-
mally good, particularly when the system is approximately
linear, because the central limit theorem ensures that the cu-
mulative effect of the measurement noise tends to a Gaussian
distribution as the number of measurements increases. There
are a few cases where the measurement noise has an infinite
variance and it is not Gaussian-stable and it does not obey the
usual central limit theorem. In such cases, the Kalman filter
can be modified to minimize a different statistical property
that is finite – the “tail” covariance (Sournette and Ide, 2001).

In many cases, the Kalman filter converges quite rapidly
to a steady state, where the reduction in the estimated errors
due to the addition of a new measurement (innovation) bal-
ances the increase in the estimated errors due to the process
noise. The Kalman gain matrix asymptotes to a fixed value.
Alternatives to the Kalman filter use this convergence prop-
erty to fix the Kalman gain matrix to the asymptotic value.
They are sub-optimal because the weightings assigned to each
measurement do not minimize the covariance over short pe-
riods of time. However, over longer periods of time, when
the Kalman filter would have converged, these “steady state”
filters provide accurate state estimates by fixing the Kalman
gain matrix to the asymptotic value. Examples of these are the
“alpha-beta” and “alpha-beta-gamma” filters (Bar-Shalom,
Li and Kirubarajan, 2001), which are used to estimate target
position and velocity states without the need to calculate the
Kalman gain at each time step. These filters are useful be-
cause an analytic expression for the steady state gain matrix
can be derived as a function of the target’s ability to maneuver
(Bar-Shalom, Li and Kirubarajan, 2001).

It is also possible to run a filter backwards in time, using
later measurement data to reduce the errors in state estimates
in the early stages of track formation. A reversed filter is
often referred to as a smoothing tracker. It does not have
the iterative form of the standard Kalman filter, since all the
previous measurements need to be retained and reprocessed
each at each subsequent time-step, but it is often useful for
tracking targets backwards in time, for example, for counter
battery fire or missile defense applications.

2.3 Track association and maintenance

When discussing the Kalman filter, it was assumed that mea-
surements are produced at regular intervals (once per time
step) and that each measurement can be assigned to the tar-
get being tracked. Unfortunately, tracking problems are rarely
this simple. In practice, measurements are often intermittent
or complicated by the detection of false alarms. For example,
tracking a low-flying target with a radar might be complicated
by radar returns from objects on the ground, or tracking a mis-
sile using an EO sensor can be difficult in cluttered scenes.
At each time step it is necessary to verify each measurement
to ascertain if it is likely to have come from the target being
tracked or whether it comes from a background object or false
alarm. The mis-association of false alarms with target tracks
has two main effects. It tends to increase the actual tracking
errors in the system because the introduction of measure-
ments from false alarms will have different noise properties
to those of the target. The estimated errors that propagate in
the Kalman filter will not reflect the actual error distribution
and the filter will be sub-optimal. Secondly, the track could
become “locked” onto the false alarm rather than the true tar-
get. Once several false alarms have been associated with the
track, the track states reflect the properties of the false alarm
rather than the target, making mis-association more likely.
This is the basis for many missile countermeasure systems
(e.g., flares as EO countermeasures).

There are a number of methods that can be used to verify
the measurements, the tracker produces an estimated position
for the target and an estimate of the errors in that position. If
the new measurement is too far from the existing track, then
it is unlikely to correspond to the tracked object. A gating
function can be applied to prevent associations being made
when the distance between the measurement and the track
exceeds a threshold value. The distance metric can be based
either on the simple (Euclidean) distance, that is, the absolute
difference between the new measurement and the predicted
track as given by the norm of the innovation vector ‖�Y (k)‖.
With a Kalman filter, an estimate of the covariance matrix is
available and can be used as a distance metric to determine
the Mahalanobis distance

DM(k) =
√

�Y (k)TSR(k)−1�Y (k) (12)

where SR(k) = H(k) · SX(k) · H(k)T + R(k) is the residual
covariance matrix. DM is a useful measure of the statistical
significance of the difference between the new measurement
and the existing track estimate. The statistical likelihood can
be enforced by setting a threshold (gate) value for DM, which
has a χ2 distribution with m degrees of freedom if the residual
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errors are Gaussian distributed. If the acceptable error prob-
ability for valid measurements to be excluded from a track
history is ε, a type-I error , the threshold value is set by

P(DM < Dthreshold) = γ(m/2, Dthreshold/2)

�(m/2)
= 1 − ε (13)

where γ(a, x) and �(a) are the incomplete Gamma func-
tion and the Gamma function respectively (Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1964). Incorrectly assigning a false alarm to a track
is a type-II error and the gate threshold must be fixed to bal-
ance the requirements for minimizing both types of errors –
including true measurements and excluding false targets. To
reduce false alarms, targets often have some physical prop-
erty which is constant or approximately constant in time – for
EO sensors this might be the intensity of the target or some
geometrical property derived from the intensity distribution
or shape. These attributes are often best employed just after a
track has been created because the motional states will have
large estimated errors, giving a wider window within which
a false alarm could be incorrectly assigned to the track.

In addition to the generation of false alarms, the track-
ing system must also allow for possibility that the sensor
may miss some target measurements. For low contrast or
low signature targets, the detection probability could be sig-
nificantly less than one. A missed detection means that the
state estimation filter needs to generate a prediction (and es-
timated error) based on the current state alone. Over a series
of missed detections, state errors can become large because
the states are not being innovated/updated with new measure-
ments. This increases the chances of mis-association of false
alarms. In extreme cases, where no measurements have been
generated for a period of time, the track may be deleted – in-
dicating that there is no target. Once the target track has been
deleted, a track can be re-initialized (created) once a number
of measurements have been generated. The requirement for
a minimum number of measurements to be taken before a
track is created is another way to reduce the likelihood of
tracking false alarms, which are often more intermittent than
true targets. The parameters that control the track creation
and deletion operations tend to be application specific and
are determined by the detection probability of the sensor, the
false alarm rate and other operational considerations.

3 MULTIPLE TARGET TRACKING

This section generalizes the tracking problem to multiple tar-
gets, where the number of targets may not be known and
could be time dependent. The general structure of a multi-
ple target tracking algorithm is similar to the single target

case: detections/measurements are generated by a sensor,
the measurements are associated with a target track or false
alarm, if associated the track state vector is updated using
the data from the measurement, and the resultant tracks are
checked to remove redundant information. The main dif-
ferences are in the complexity of the track maintenance
algorithms and the introduction of multiple hypotheses corre-
sponding to different possible ways of associating measure-
ments with tracks. The state estimation process for updating
each of the track state vectors is the same as for the sin-
gle target case, using the Kalman filter (section 2.2) or more
advanced algorithms (section 4).

3.1 Measurement-track association

For single targets, the association of measurements to tracks
is relatively straightforward in the presence of a small number
of false alarms. There is a single decision to be made for each
measurement – does the measurement come from the target
being tracked or not? When there is more than one target,
there are additional problems deciding which target or track
the measurement comes from. This is particularly important
when targets are maneuvering and are close together. Where
two tracks approach each other, the noisy measurements can
be associated with more than one track and the construction
of the tracks can be ambiguous, as in Figure 1. There are often
several different ways of assigning measurements to tracks
and, if the separation of the targets is similar to the size of the
track or measurement uncertainties, these assignments could
be equally likely. If this is the case, the preferred solution is
a multiple hypothesis tracking algorithm based on ranking
the different ways that the measurements could be assigned
to the tracks according to their estimated probabilities over a
series of measurements – see section 3.3.

Figure 1. Two alternative trajectories which are consistent with sets
of measurements.
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Where the tracks are clearly distinguishable and there is
little chance of ambiguous association, the problem is simi-
lar to that of the single target example, where the association
can be made using a gate function based on a distance met-
ric or Bayesian likelihood measure. The main difference for
multiple targets is that a detection may fall within the allow-
able gate threshold for more than one track. The decision
to associate a detection with a given track is then based on
the number of tracks currently being held in the system, the
geometrical distribution of tracks within the scene and the
anticipated false alarm rate from the background.

For a system that has N(k) active tracks at a time step k

(labelled T K(k), K = 1, . . . , N(k)) and M(k) sets of mea-
surements (labelled YJ (k), J = 1, . . . , M(k) and each cor-
responding to m measured states) will require the construc-
tion of an M(k) × (N(k) + 2) measurement-track association
matrix, for example:

Massoc(k) =




... T1(k) T2(k) T3(k) . . . TN(k)
... Tnew(k) FA

Y1(k)
... 0 1 0 . . . 0

... 0 0

Y2(k)
... 0 0 0 . . . 0

... 1 0

Y3(k)
... 0 0 1 . . . 0

... 0 0
...

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

...

YM(k)(k)
... 1 0 0 . . . 0

... 0 0




(14)

Each measurement should be associated to one and only
one existing track, and if it is not associated to an existing
track it will be associated to a new track or a possible false
alarm (the final two columns in Massoc, labelled by Tnew and
FA respectively) so that the sum along each of the rows is one.
The number of measurements associated to each of the exist-
ing tracks (the first N(k) columns) will be zero or one – since
the probability of detection for each of the targets (P (K)

D )) is
less than one, there is no guarantee that every existing track
will be updated with a new measurement at each time step.
The measurements that are not associated with existing tracks
could be a genuine target track or a false alarm. In practice,
to limit the number of tracks being created, a number of mea-
surements will have to be associated with a new track before a
full track is created (see section3.2). Intermittent false alarms
will tend to be associated with false alarms (FA) so that they
will not generate false tracks.

A common approach is to use the estimated state errors
for each track and a model for the distribution of false alarms
in the background to use the nearest neighbor as measured
by the Mahalanobis distance (12), as with the single target

case discussed in section 2.3. The probability for each of
the measurements to be associated with each of the tracks
(or associated as a false alarm, using an assumed distribution)
is calculated. In the absence of prior knowledge regarding the
distribution of false targets, the most common assumption
is that false targets are uniformly distributed in space and
their probability of occurrence is Poisson distributed with an
average false alarm rate (N̄FA). The same assumption is often
made for the appearance of new targets into the sensor field
of view with an average rate of N̄new (Cox and Hingorani,
1996).

Possible association matrices are ranked according to
probability and the relative probability is constructed from
several factors, corresponding to: the distance between the
measurement and the corresponding track, the number of

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

unassociated tracks/missed detections, and the number of
false alarms, and new targets. If the track errors are Gaussian,
the probability of associating measurements with tracks
based on distance is related to the Mahalanobis distance by

PM[YJ (k), T K(k)] =
∣∣∣2�S

(J,K)
R (k)

∣∣∣ 1
2

exp
{

−1

2

[
D

(J,K)
M (k)

]2
}

(15)

where D
(J,K)
M (k) = �Y (J,K)(k)T(S(J,K)

R )−1�Y (J,K)(k) is the
Mahalanobis distance between the J th measurement and the
Kth track, and S

(J,K)
R is the residual covariance for the J th

measurement and the Kth track. Giving, for all of the tracks
that have an associated measurement,

PMah[Massoc(k)] =
N(k)∏
K=1

PM[YJ (k), T K(k)]
∑M(k)

J=1
[Massoc(k)]J,K

(16)
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The sum
∑M(k)

J=1 [Massoc(k)]J,K is the sum over the Kth col-
umn of Massoc(k), which is equal to one if a track has an
associated measurement and zero if it does not have an as-
sociated measurement. The probability for Ndet associated
tracks and Nmiss = N(k) − Ndet missed detections is given
by,

Pdet[Massoc(k)]

= (NFA)!(Nnew)!

M(k)!

N(k)∏
K=1




(
P

(K)
D

)∑M(k)

J=1
[Massoc(k)]J,K

×
(

1 − P
(K)
D

)1−
∑M(k)

J=1
[Massoc(k)]J,K




(17)

where Nnew = ∑M(k)
J=1 [Massoc(k)]J,N(k)+1 and NFA =∑M(k)

J=1 [Massoc(k)]J,N(k)+2. The false alarm and new track
probabilities are given by the corresponding density func-
tions pFA(NFA) and pnew(Nnew). If the distributions are taken
to be Poission distributed,

pz̄(z) = (z̄)ze−z̄

z!
(18)

where z is either Nnew or NFA. These factors give a total
probability for the association matrix,

P (tot)
assoc[Massoc(k)]

= (N̄new)Nnew (N̄FA)NFA

V
PMah[Massoc(k)]Pdet[Massoc(k)]

(19)

where V is a normalization constant – the probabilities must
be normalized over all possible association matrices.

The space of all possible association matrices is often
fairly sparse, there being a large number of very unlikely as-
sociations corresponding to measurements that are far from
the existing track state estimates. In such cases, it is some-
times possible to select the association matrix that maximizes
the total probability for all associations by maximizing the
probability separately in each row. However, where there is
more than one way that a measurement can be assigned to a
track, the general problem can be solved by finding the associ-
ation matrix that maximizes P (tot)

assoc(Massock) over all possible
combinations. The maximization of P (tot)

assoc can be achieved
using a standard optimization technique (Murty, 1968) but
the sparse nature of problem can often be used to simplify
the search strategy using an ambiguity matrix. The ambigu-
ity matrix is an M(k) × (N(k) + 2) similar to the association
matrix, which contains non-zero elements only where a mea-
surement lies within the gating function for a track state and

an association between track and measurement is possible
or where a new track or false alarm are allowed (Cox and
Hingorani, 1996).

3.2 Track creation and deletion

The track maintenance algorithms for a single target tracking
system can be relatively simple. If no measurements are gen-
erated within a fixed period of time or the track errors become
too large, the track can be placed in a quiescent or inactive
state until another measurement is available. When more than
one target is being tracked and the total number of targets is
unknown, a more sophisticated set of track maintenance al-
gorithms is required. The number of tracks will normally vary
from time step to time step, with tracks being created when
a series of detections represents a consistent set of measure-
ments of the same object and then deleted once a number of
time steps have elapsed with no associated measurement.

Track creation normally requires that a certain number of
measurements can be associated to the same object before
a track is generated. The number of measurements required
to create a track is normally dependent on the expected false
alarm rate for the sensor. The higher the false alarm rate the
more likely it is that a series of false detections will be gen-
erated sufficiently close together to be associated together
and a false track will be created. For some sensors, such as
EO imagers, the background scene can contain clutter so that
the probability of false alarms is not uniform in space. The
resultant false alarms tend to be clustered together, thereby
increasing the probability that a false track will be created. In
these situations, it can be useful to retain a continuous false
target track to prevent clutter from generating a large num-
ber of short duration tracks that will affect the computational
efficiency of the tracking algorithms. In some situations, the
maximum number of tracks will be fixed to limit the com-
plexity of the tracking algorithms. To create a new track, a
series of measurements must be sufficiently compelling for
an existing track to be deleted – the likelihood of the measure-
ments belonging to a new track must exceed the likelihood
of one of the existing tracks.

Track deletion occurs either when the maximum number
of tracks has been reached, when one of the tracks has had
no measurement associated with it for a set period of time,
or it can be determined stochastically with a probability be-
ing set for an unassociated track to be terminated (Cox and
Hingorani, 1996). As with the single target tracking exam-
ple, if no measurement is associated with a track the estimated
errors in the state vector will increase because of dynamical
inaccuracies. When the errors increase, the likelihood of as-
sociating a false alarm with the track may increase because
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it widens the gate function used in measurement-track asso-
ciation. As a result, the parameters controlling the deletion
process will depend on the detection probability and the false
alarm rate of the sensor being used.

In addition to creation and deletion, it is often necessary
to define other track maintenance functions which provide
“book-keeping” functions and aim to simplify the track histo-
ries. Common examples are track linking and track clustering
functions. If a valid target track is deleted because no mea-
surements have been associated within a period of time but
the corresponding target could still be within the field of view
of the sensor, a further track could be created if the sensor
detects the target again. An example could be a target which
is being tracked but it becomes occluded (e.g., moving be-
hind other objects in the scene). While the target is occluded,
no detections will be generated and the track may be deleted.
Once the target moves out from behind the occluding objects,
the detections begin to be generate measurements. Track link-
ing algorithms try to identify tracks which could correspond
to the same target at different points and link the otherwise
broken track. Track clustering algorithms perform a similar
function, but they are aimed at tracks which are close together
spatially and appear to share certain properties, such as the
motional states. This could indicate several objects moving
in formation or a single object which is being detected in-
termittently and the measurements are being associated with
two or more tracks that “shadow” one another. In either case,
it is possible to reduce the complexity by tracking the group
of objects as one or merging the intermittent tracks into a sin-
gle consistent track. In the case of multiple targets moving
in formation, it is also necessary to maintain an estimate of
the number of targets in each cluster and allow for targets
within the group to separate and the track to branch. This
group tracking approach is described in Blackman (1986),
Chapter 11.

3.3 Multiple hypothesis trackers and
disambiguation

The best way to handle cases where a measurement could
be associated with more than one track is to create a set
of tracks for each possible association. Each distinct set of
tracks is referred to as a hypothesis, where the ith hypoth-
esis at time step k, �(i)(k) where i = 1, . . . , Nhyp(k), is de-
rived from the same set of measurements but the track his-
tories that it contains represent a different interpretation of
the available data, that is, a different set of association ma-
trices, �(i)(k) = (M(i)

assoc(1), . . . , M(i)
assoc(k)). Each hypothesis

can be ranked according to how well the current tracks are
thought to represent the underlying behavior of the targets.

This is normally done by using the probability/likelihood
for the measurement-track association over a number of
time steps, possibly over the whole track history (Blackman,
1986). The likelihoods for each association are integrated
over the track histories for each target present in each of the
hypotheses, combining different P (tot)

assoc values at each time
step to find the probability for each hypothesis, P

(i)
hyp.

P
(i)
hyp[�(i)(k)] =

k∏
r=1

P (tot)
assoc

[
M(i)

assoc(r)
]

(20)

The highest ranked hypothesis at any point in time is the
most likely and therefore the preferred solution to the tracking
problem. As the scenario evolves, and more measurements
are acquired, the likelihoods can change and a relatively low-
ranked hypothesis at one point in time can be reinforced by
later measurements. For example, if two aircraft are being
tracked by a radar – one agile fast-jet and one slower trans-
port aircraft – the initial measurement data might indicate that
target “one” is the jet and target “two” is the transport but a
rapid maneuver by target “two” will re-weight the probabil-
ities and reverse the target identities to reflect the new data.
The original multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) algorithm
of this type was proposed by (Reid, 1979).

The problem with this approach is that it is computation-
ally inefficient. For each potential ambiguity there will be
at least two hypotheses, each containing a number of tracks.
The total number of tracks – over all hypotheses – expands
exponentially in time, taking more and more computational
resources (memory and processing time). The challenge for
a multiple target tracking system is to keep the computa-
tional demands of the algorithm within the bounds set by
the available computational resources. Removing hypothe-
ses where an association would not normally be made, as
with the application of a gating function in section 2.3, can
reduce the complexity of the tracking solution but includ-
ing all of the viable hypotheses is still impractical in many
cases (Nagarajan, Chidambara and Sharma, 1987). The most
common approaches to this problem use a method based on
an efficient implementation of the basic multiple hypothesis
tracker proposed by Cox and Hingorani (1996).

The algorithm proposed by Cox and Hingorani uses the
logarithm of the individual probabilities within equation (20)
(the log likelihood) so that the highest ranked hypothesis is
the one that maximizes the sum over all assignments within
each of the possible hypotheses. This maximization can be
cast as a standard cost minimization task – for which there
are a number of standard algorithms, see Murty (1968) for
examples – to find the best current solution to the problem.
This best solution is removed from the list of hypotheses
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and the process applied again to find the second best hypoth-
esis, which is now the best in the absence of the previous
hypothesis. This process can be applied iteratively to find
the best Nhyp(k) hypotheses, which can then propagate to
the next time step (k + 1) and the next set of assignments.
The Cox–Hingorangi algorithm also simplifies the problem
by clustering nearby tracks and measurements and only con-
siders ambiguous associations within the clusters, proposed
by Reid (1979), and an efficient tree structure for storing the
tracks, due to Kurien (1990). Finally, the algorithm reduces
the computational load even further by pruning the hypothe-
sis tree to a fixed number of time steps, kmax (Kurien, 1990).
This is based on an assumption that any potential ambigui-
ties will be resolved in a finite number of time steps. At time
step k = k′, the hypothesis/track tree includes elements going
back to time step k = k′ − kmax. At the subsequent time step,
k = k′ + 1, the pruning algorithm selects the branch of the
track tree at k = k′ − kmax that has a maximum probability
on all of its subordinate branches. That branch is retained and
all other branches at k = k′ − kmax are removed.

4 AGILE TARGETS AND ADVANCED
TRACKERS

The standard Kalman filter assumes that the measurement
and the dynamical evolution of the system is linear. Both
processes are represented by matrices and the update and evo-
lution processes by linear matrix equations – see section 2.2.
Of course, not all sensor systems are linear and many are
manifestly nonlinear. The appearance of nonlinearities in the
dynamics is often associated with agile targets. The use of
a linear state transition matrix includes an assumption about
the nature of the motion, where any unforeseen changes in
the dynamics are represented by the process noise term in
equation (10). The standard models for process noise tend
to assume that changes in the target’s maneuver are random,
unbiased, and uncorrelated. In practice, targets maneuvers
are highly correlated from time step to time step and correla-
tions can be modeled by including nonlinear state transition
processes. In this section, some common extensions of the
standard Kalman filter for nonlinear systems are discussed
with together with methods for dealing with agile targets.

4.1 The extended Kalman filter

The natural extension of the standard Kalman filter to deal
with nonlinear measurements or nonlinear dynamical evolu-
tion is to modify equations (2) and (4) to replace the state

transition and measurement matrices in the covariance up-
date equations with matrices that represent linearizations of
the nonlinearities around the current state estimates. This is
valid as long as the nonlinearities are not too strong. To be
a good approximation the nonlinearities should be approxi-
mately linear in the region of state space that is covered by the
errors. For nonlinear measurements and dynamical evolution,
the measurement and state transition equations become

Y (k|k) = H[k, X(k)] (21)

X(k + 1) = F [k, X(k+)] (22)

and the corresponding equations for the Kalman gain and the
predicted covariance are

K(k) = SX(k) · H ′(k)T · [H ′(k) · SX(k) · H ′(k)T + R(k)]−1

(23)

and

SX(k + 1) = F ′(k) · SX(k+) · F ′(k)T + Q(k) (24)

where,

H ′(k) = ∂H

∂X

∣∣∣∣
X=X(k)

(25)

and

F ′(k) = ∂F

∂X

∣∣∣∣
X=X(k+)

(26)

Expanding the nonlinearities around the current state es-
timates allows the linear nature of the standard Kalman filter
to be retained at the expense of introducing a dependence be-
tween the measurement and state transition processes and the
state estimates. The danger in the dependence on the current
state vector is that if the estimates are incorrect, due to a badly
tuned state transition or measurement process, then the lin-
earization will be incorrect, leading to increased inaccuracies
in the subsequent state estimates. The increasing inaccuracies
are a particular problem when using the extended Kalman
filter and often additional checks need to be introduced to
ensure that the filter errors are not reinforcing incorrect state
estimates.

A related development of the standard Kalman filter which
allows for nonlinear evolution of the error distribution is
called the unscented Kalman filter (Julier and Uhlmann,
1997). Whereas the standard and extended Kalman filters
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evolve the estimates for the state vector and the covariances
of the state errors, the unscented Kalman filter generates a
set of points surrounding the state vector which are deter-
mined by the current covariance estimates – the points are
called sigma points. The sigma points are selected at each
time step so that their mean and covariance match the cur-
rent state vector and estimated error covariance. The sigma
points are then evolved using the nonlinearities present in the
system, giving a distribution from which a new mean and
covariance can be found. Because the points evolve under
the action of the nonlinearity, the state estimates and the es-
timated errors are usually more accurate than those derived
from the linearized, extended Kalman filter. The unscented
filter is also different from Monte Carlo methods because the
sigma points are chosen deterministically – see section 4.2.
The set of sigma points is minimal but it will only accurately
represent the evolution of fairly well-behaved unimodal error
distributions. For more complicated error distributions, a fil-
ter that estimates the distribution of errors explicitly is likely
to be required.

4.2 Particle filters

The Kalman filter and its variants provides good state esti-
mates in many situations where the measurement and process
noise is Gaussian and any nonlinearities are relatively weak.
Where the system nonlinearities are sufficiently strong, the
state error distributions can be highly non-Gaussian, even
when the input noise is Gaussian, in such cases Kalman-
based methods are not necessarily robust. Strong nonlineari-
ties tend to give rise to multi-modal distributions which can-
not be modeled with a single Gaussian distribution, even us-
ing extended or unscented Kalman filters. One of the most
popular approaches for dealing with such difficult cases is
called the particle filter (Gordon, Salmond and Smith, 1993;
Arulampalam, Maskell, Gordon and Clapp, 2002). The parti-
cle filter approximates the error distribution and its evolution
by using a set of sample points drawn from the distribution
which evolve under the action of the nonlinearities in the sys-
tem. These sample points/particles (also known as or support
points) are then used to construct an estimate of the new dis-
tribution at the end of the time step. Each sample point has a
weight (or importance) associated with it, and it is the support
points and their weights that propagate and are used by the
particle filter to estimate the system state and the underlying
error distribution.

The particle filter aims to estimate the posterior distri-
bution for the state errors – that is, the probability distri-
bution for the state vector given all of the measurements
that have been obtained, p(X(k)|Y (0), . . . , Y (k)). The aim

is to use Ns sample points (Xi(k), i = 1, . . . , Ns) and their
weights (wi(k)) to construct an approximation of the posterior
distribution,

p[X(k)|Y (0), . . . , Y (k)] �
Ns∑
i=1

wi(k)δ[X(k) − Xi(k)] (27)

where δ(X) is a delta function. The approximate density can
then be used to find estimates for the expected values of a
function f (k) using a Monte Carlo approximation,

E[f (k)] =
∫

f [X(k)]p(X(k)|Y (0), . . . ,

Y (k)) �
Ns∑
i=1

wi(k)f [Xi(k)] (28)

The basic filter (Gordon, Salmond and Smith, 1993) updates
the sample points Xi(k) → Xi(k+) using a likelihood func-
tion,

qi = p[Y (k − 1)|Xi(k − 1)]∑Ns
j=1 p[Y (k − 1)|Xj(k − 1)]

(29)

where p(Y |X) is the probability of obtaining a measurement
Y given a specific state vector X. Given this likelihood func-
tion, a new set of sample points/particles are selected by tak-
ing a point from a uniform distribution ui and selecting the
sample point Xr(k − 1) such that

r−1∑
j=1

qj < ui ≤
r∑

j=1

qj (30)

This means that the new set of sample points Xi(k+) are
a re-weighted version of the previous set, Xi(k), the propor-
tion of each distinct sample point in the new set acts as a
simple weighting method where the proportion has been de-
termined by the relative likelihood that the particle position
is consistent with the measured state via equation (29).

The prediction stage then takes the Ns sample points and
applies the state transition function to the updated points. To
allow for the effect of inaccuracies in the dynamical model,
a set of random sample points νi(k) drawn from the process
noise distribution are included.

Xi(k + 1) = F [k, Xi(k+), νi(k)] (31)

giving a new set of points at time step k, with corresponding
weights wi(k + 1).
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The basic particle filter requires an initial distribution for
the sample points p(X(0)), the likelihood function for the
measurements p(Y (k)|X(k)) (which is equivalent to know-
ing the potentially nonlinear measurement interaction and
the measurement noise distribution), and the density func-
tion for the process noise p(ν(k)). It is iterative/recursive and
relatively simple to implement. The main computational load
comes from the number of sample points/particles required
to adequately represent the underlying nonlinear distribution.
However, a number of computational methods can be used
to reduce the number of sample points and different variants
of the basic particle filter have been developed to overcome
other related problems (Arulampalam et al., 2002). The more
advanced versions of the basic particle filter and more general
sequential Monte Carlo methods for have been used success-
fully in a wide range of applications (for a recent review
see Doucet and Johansen, 2009).

4.3 Interacting multiple models

A full multiple hypothesis tracker is optimal but computa-
tionally inefficient. The Cox–Hingorangi algorithm simpli-
fies the calculations but it is still computationally expensive.
Reducing the complexity too far by limiting the number of
hypotheses propagating from time step to time step improves
the efficiency but reduces the performance of the tracker. An
alternative approach to the problem is the interacting multi-
ple model (IMM) algorithm (Bar-Shalom, Chang and Blom,
1989; Mazor et al., 1998). This approach is sub-optimal but
it is computationally simple and it is normally robust when
tracking agile, maneuvering targets. The IMM algorithm uses
multiple parallel trackers (or motion models) to track dif-
ferent possible maneuvers of the target or targets and pro-
vides a method for weighting each of the tracker outputs
to provide an improved estimate for the target motion. The
weights attached to each filter are recalculated after each
time step with the weights being determined by the agree-
ment between the track outputs and the track measurements.
Often the tracking filters are simple Kalman filters with dif-
ferent process noise matrices, representing different target
maneuver states – a large process noise for a target per-
forming a high-g maneuver and a small process noise for
smaller maneuvers. The ability of the IMM to adapt to rapid
changes in target behavior is a major advantage of the IMM
algorithm.

For the baseline IMM algorithm (Mazor et al., 1998), if
there are Ntr tracking filters, each producing a track state
estimate X(j)(k) and an estimated covariance matrix S

(j)
X (k)

(j = 1, . . . , Ntr) at time step k and the current probabili-
ties assigned to each tracking filter are p(j)(k), then in the

subsequent time step they will use a mixed filter state and
error matrix,

X
(j)
0 (k) = 1

C(j)

Ntr∑
i=1

pi,jp
(j)(k)X(j)(k) (32)

S
(j)
X0(k) = 1

C(j)

Ntr∑
i=1

pi,jp
(j)(k)

×


S

(j)
X (k) +

[
X(i)(k) − X

(j)
0 (k)

]
×

[
X(i)(k) − X

(j)
0 (k)

]T


 (33)

where C(j) is a track normalization constant, C(j) =∑Ntr
i=1 pi,jp

(j)(k), and pi,j is the probability matrix for transi-
tions to occur between the motion models. The jth filter is
applied to the jth mixed filter state given by (32) using the
mixed error covariance matrix (33), and the appropriate mo-
tion models (e.g., process noise matrix, Q(j)). Once the filters
have been applied for the updated states, the weightings are
updated using,

p(j)(k + 1) = 1

C
�(j)(k)C(j) (34)

where C is a global normalization factor and �(j)(k) is the
likelihood function for obtaining the innovation �Y (j)(k)
from the jth filter – for Gaussian distributed errors with a
residual covariance S

(j)
R (k), the likelihood is,

�(j)(k) =
∣∣∣2�S

(j)
R (k)

∣∣∣ 1
2

× exp

{
−1

2

[
�Y (j)(k)T

(
S

(j)
R

)−1
�Y (j)(k)

]2
}

(35)

The final mixed state estimate and mixed covariance
matrix at the end of the time step is given by

X(k + 1) =
Ntr∑
j=1

p(j)(k + 1)X(j)(k + 1) (36)

SX(k + 1) =
Ntr∑
j=1

p(j)(k + 1)

×
[
S

(j)
X (k + 1) +

[
X(j)(k + 1) − X(k + 1)

]
[
X(j)(k + 1) − X(k + 1)

]T

]
(37)
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The IMM has several advantages in terms of computa-
tional complexity when compared to the MHT. It is iterative
in both the trackers and the determination of the weightings
attached to each filter. The use of multiple trackers/motion
models means that the system can be modular, meaning that
individual trackers can be modified, or replaced without a
complete redesign of the whole algorithm.

5 SUMMARY

Radar and electro-optical sensors collect data but the mea-
surements taken can be noisy and are sometimes unreliable.
Objects do not always generate detections and the detections
that are generated contain errors due to inherent inaccuracies
in the sensor. The target tracking methods described in this
section are used to turn these measurements into a consistent
set of target/threat trajectories. The structure of a tracking
algorithm normally follows a standard form: data alignment,
measurement-track association, state estimation, and track
maintenance. The detections are aligned to a common ref-
erence frame, within which the tracks are constructed. The
aligned measurements are either associated with an existing
track or they are used to generate a new track. Normally, this
association is done using a probabilistic or other distance
measure. The measurements are then combined with the ex-
isting state estimates form the track (position, velocity, etc.),
to improve the accuracy of the estimates and update the mo-
tional state, in the case of an agile or a maneuvering target.
Finally, the set of tracks is checked to see if it can be simpli-
fied – merging or linking tracks that seem to share common
properties or removing tracks that are no longer generating
measurements.

Simple target tracking systems tend to use simple near-
est neighbor association techniques within some set distance
(such as the likelihood gating techniques described in sec-
tion 2.3) and basic state estimation techniques, such as the
linear Kalman filter (see section 2.2). Difficulties arise when
there are multiple targets or large numbers of false alarms, or
when a target is agile and maneuvering rapidly.

Where a number of measurements are being generated at
each time step and measurements could be associated with
more than one track, each possible association needs to be
considered. These ambiguities lead to a rapid increase in the
computational complexity of the track structures, with each
possible association (or hypothesis) propagating from time
step to time step. The efficient tracking of multiple hypothe-
ses requires that they are selected to maximize the posterior
probabilities within defined computational resources – this
is the basis for the multiple hypothesis trackers described
in section 3.3. In such cases, the complexity of the tracking

algorithm often needs to be traded-off against the accuracy
and reliability of the tracking solution. Following all possible
hypotheses may give optimal track estimates, but a slightly
less reliable solution is often preferred if it can be generated
in real time.

For agile targets that can change their motional state
between measurements, there are added complications as-
sociated with the representation of the target dynamics. The
linear dynamical model represented in the simple Kalman fil-
ter (section 2.2) is often inaccurate when describing maneu-
vering targets. The nonlinear properties of the target are often
better captured in the nonlinear variants of the Kalman filter
(described in section 4.1) or more sophisticated state estima-
tion techniques such as the interacting multiple models (sec-
tion 4.3) – where several possible motional states are propa-
gated from time step to time step and the outputs selected, like
the measurement-track hypotheses, by maximizing the pos-
terior probabilities. For systems where the target dynamics
and/or the measurement process is very nonlinear, it is nec-
essary to model the evolution of the target and measurement
probability density functions using sequential Monte Carlo or
“particle” filtering techniques (see section 4.2). Like the mul-
tiple hypothesis trackers, these sophisticated state estimation
techniques are often associated with relatively large compu-
tational overheads, but efficient trackers can be designed for
specific applications that do not require large computational
resources and do not compromise too much accuracy and
reliability.
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1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Aerospace engineering is a diverse field that incorporates
many disciplines. The equations of motion appear simple, and
were developed many centuries ago. However, they remain
technically challenging even today. The basis of these equa-
tions are the three laws of Kepler, and the laws of Newton.

Johann Kepler (1571–1630) uncovered three important
laws that govern the motion of bodies in space. The laws
are all critical to understanding the motion of satellites in
orbit.

1. The orbit of each planet is an ellipse with the Sun at one
focus.

2. The line joining the planet to the Sun sweeps out equal
areas in equal times.

3. The square of the period of a planet is proportional to the
cube of its mean distance to the Sun.

Kepler’s laws describe a lot, but they did not completely
solve planetary motion. They captured the kinematics of
motion, but the dynamics of motion remained unsolved until
Isaac Newton (1642–1727) unlocked them. Newton was a
student at the University of Cambridge in 1665 when a dev-
astating outbreak of bubonic plague forced the university to
shut down until the spring of 1667. This period proved an
extremely productive time for Newton and he developed his
three famous laws as follows:

1. Every body continues in its state of rest, or of uniform
motion in a right [straight] line, unless it is compelled to
change that state by forces impressed upon it.

2. The change of motion is proportional to the motive force
impressed and is made in the direction of the right line
in which that force is impressed.

3. To every action there is always opposed an equal reaction:
or, the mutual actions of two bodies upon each other
are always equal and directed to contrary parts (Newton,
1687).

He also discovered his law of gravitation:

F g = −Gm⊕msat

r2

r

|r| (1)

Newton’s second law and his universal law of gravitation
are the starting points for virtually any study of orbital motion,
especially when combined with Kepler’s laws. The concept
of bodies staying in motion was new. Most people are familiar
with the second law, which states that the time rate of change
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2 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

of linear momentum is proportional to the force applied. For
a fixed-mass system:

∑
F = d(mv)

dt
= ma (2)

This simply means we assume the mass is constant and
the sum of all the forces, F, acting on a body is equal to the
mass, m, times the acceleration, a, of that body. Although the
equation is written as a vector relation, it also represents three
scalar magnitudes (Fi = mai , i = 1–3).

2 TWO-BODY PROBLEM

The two-body approximation is an important relation that lets
us examine many aspects of orbital motion. For the deriva-
tion of the two-body equation of motion, we assume an ideal
inertial system that is fixed in inertial space or has a fixed
orientation with an origin moving at constant velocity. Con-
sider a system of only two bodies consisting of the Earth
and a satellite, with masses mK and msat, respectively. In this
inertial system, Newton’s law of gravitation for the force of
gravity of the Earth acting on the satellite takes on the form:

F g = −Gm⊕msat

r2

r

r
(3)

The position vectors of the Earth and satellite with respect
to an inertial origin are r⊕ and rsat, respectively. We can use
Newton’s second law, and if we assume the satellite’s mass
is significantly smaller (by several orders of magnitude) than
the mass of the attracting body (the Earth in this case), we
may ignore the satellite’s mass and replace GmK with the
gravitational constant m.

r = − µ

r2

r

r
(4)

This is the basic two-body equation. The results for this
equation are valid only with the assumptions we made pre-
viously. It is a second-order, nonlinear, vector, differential
equation that serves as the basis of our development.

3 BASIC PROPERTIES OF TRAJECTORY
SOLUTIONS

3.1 Conic sections

Kepler recognized that the path of satellites was described via
conic sections. Figure 1 shows how various conic sections are
found.

Ellipse

Circle

Point

Parabola

Hyperbola

Figure 1. Conic sections. Slicing a cone with a plane forms a conic
section. When the plane is perpendicular to the axis of revolution, a
circle results. Planes that are parallel to the axis of revolution yield
hyperbolas (a pair as shown), and planes parallel to the outer surface
yield parabolas. All other sections are ellipses, except for special
cases in which the plane is on the surface (a line or rectilinear orbit)
or only through the vertex (a point). Reproduced with permission
from Vallado (2007) c© Springer.

For Earth orbiting satellites, the circle and ellipse are the
two types of orbits. The remainder of the conic sections are
for special cases such as missiles, or interplanetary spacecraft
departing or reentering Earth’s atmosphere.

3.2 Orbital elements

To describe an orbit in space, we use a set of orbital elements.
One such set are the Keplerian elements, named for their use
with the two-body equation of motion. The first three ele-
ments describe the size, shape, and orientation of the orbit.
The semimajor axis (size) comes from geometry of conic
sections and is simply half the major axis. The eccentricity
describes the shape of the orbit and it varies for a circle (0.0),
ellipses (between 0.0 and 1.0), parabolas (1.0), and hyper-
bolas (greater than 1.0). Inclination describes the tilt of the
orbit with respect to the vertical. The final three elements
describe the specific position of a satellite at any given time
(Figure 2). The right ascension of the node indicates where
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Figure 2. Classical orbital elements. The six classical orbital ele-
ments are the semimajor axis, a; eccentricity, e; inclination, i; right
ascension of the ascending node, Q – often referred to as simply
the node; argument of perigee, q; true anomaly, n. Reproduced with
permission from Vallado (2007) c© Springer.

the satellite crosses the equator (going from south to north),
with respect to the vernal equinox. The argument of perigee
locates the closest point in the satellite orbit to the Earth, and
the true anomaly locates the exact position in the orbit for the
satellite, from the perigee point.

3.3 Constants of the motion

There are several constants of motion that are helpful when
using the two-body equations of motion.

3.4 Angular momentum

We can develop an expression for angular momentum that is
independent of mass and constant for the orbit. To derive the
specific angular momentum, h, begin by cross-multiplying
the two-body equation with the position vector. Notice the
lack of the mass from the usual connotation of momen-
tum, hence the “specific” qualifier. Because h is the vector
cross product between r and v, it must lie perpendicular to
the plane of the orbit. For two-body motion, the satellite’s
motion is always confined to this plane, called the orbital
plane. Thus, any position and velocity vector pair taken at
the same point in time will uniquely determine the specific
angular momentum. This is a useful fact when solving orbital
problems:

h = r × v = constant (5)

3.5 Specific mechanical energy

To derive the energy constant of motion that is also inde-
pendent of mass – the specific mechanical energy (SME) or
y – begins by dot multiplying the two-body equation with
the velocity vector. If we integrate both sides with respect to
time, the differentials disappear, and the right-hand side also
becomes a constant. The constant is called the SME, y. This
equation is often referred to as the energy integral, or a form
of the visviva equation:

ξ = v2

2
− µ

r
+ c (6)

The choice of a value for c is arbitrary, allowing us to
designate the condition for y = 0. The physics community
uses this equation where c = m/RK. y varies with height and
speed and is zero at the Earth’s surface. In astrodynamics c is
defined to be zero. Using this definition, the same concept still
applies: the higher and faster you go, the more your energy
increases. However, you start with a negative value for energy
when at rest at the surface of the Earth. Also, recognize the
energy as the sum of kinetic and potential energy (less the
mass). The form of potential energy (−µ/r) appears often in
astrodynamics.

3.6 Trajectory equation

Kepler’s first law states that each planet travels in an ellipse,
or conic section. The two-body equation describes the path
of a small mass orbiting a large central body. Although sim-
ple, the trajectory equation gives us great insight into orbital
motion. Begin by crossing the two-body equation into the
specific angular momentum vector. After some manipulation,
the trajectory equation is

r = p

1 + e cos (ν)
(7)

where p is the semilatus rectum, or the semiparameter, which
is equal to a(1 − e2), and the true anomaly, ν. Notice the use
of eccentricity, e, which defines the shape of the orbit. This
equation verifies and extends Kepler’s first law because it
does not restrict the motion to an ellipse.

3.7 Period of an orbit

The period, P, of a satellite relies on Kepler’s second and third
laws, stating that equal areas are swept out in equal intervals
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4 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

of time and that the square of the period of the planet is
proportional to the cube of the semimajor axis:

P = 2�

√
a3

µ
(8)

3.8 Velocity formulae

The velocity for an orbit is found using the equation for the
SME:

v =
√

2µ

r
− µ

a
(9)

4 PERTURBATION THEORY

Perturbations are deviations from a normal, idealized, or
undisturbed motion. The actual motion will vary from an ideal
undisturbed path (two-body) due to perturbations caused by
other bodies (such as the Sun and Moon) and additional forces
not considered in two-body Keplerian motion (such as a non-
spherical central body, drag and solar-radiation pressure).

It is important to know about gradients, accelerations
(specific forces), and functions. A gradient is really a direc-
tional derivative that gives the rate of change of a scalar
function in a particular direction (Kreyzig, 1983). It is a vector
quantity and the del operator, ∇, designates the gradient pro-
cess. The gradient gives an acceleration if the scalar function
is a potential function related to a specific potential energy,
such as the potential function of a central body’s gravity field.

The distinction between a specific force (often used
interchangeably with acceleration) and a potential is impor-
tant because analysis of perturbations typically uses both
concepts. It is common to analyze perturbations using a
disturbing function and a disturbing force. The disturb-
ing force simply expresses (in some coordinate system)
the specific force (acceleration) that is perturbing the satel-
lite’s orbit. Non-conservative forces, such as the perturbing
effects of drag and solar-radiation pressure, are usually mod-
eled as a specific force disturbing functions are simply the
difference between perturbed and unperturbed potential func-
tions. They model conservative forces that perturb the orbit,
such as the central body’s non-sphericity and third-body
attractions.

A potential function is one way to mathematically charac-
terize a conservative force, such as the gravitational potential
of a spherical central body (U2-body = µ/r). Some people

distinguish a disturbing function from a disturbing potential
by a minus sign. Considering the two to be equal is just
as correct, as long as we maintain the correct sign conven-
tion. The potential function for an aspherical central body, U,
includes the spherical potential (U2-body) as the first term. The
term geopotential is often used for this aspherical potential
when the central body is the Earth.

Because we wish to examine the effect of perturbations
on the orbital elements, we must characterize how they vary
over time. Perturbations on orbital motion result in secular
and periodic changes.

Secular changes in a particular element vary linearly over
time, or in some cases, proportionally to some power of time,
such as a quadratic. Secular terms grow with time, and errors
in secular terms produce unbounded error growth. Secular
terms are the primary contributor to the degradation of ana-
lytical theories over long time intervals. Although the dom-
inant perturbing force for the Earth, J2, results in all three
types of effects, we can do a first-order approximation and
approximate the main variations. We can also develop some
higher order solutions. Periodic changes are either short- or
long-periodic, depending on the length of time required for
an effect to repeat (Figure 3).

Short-periodic effects typically repeat on the order of the
satellite’s period or less. Long-periodic effects have cycles
considerably longer than one orbital period – typically one or
two orders of magnitude longer. These long-periodic effects
are often seen in the motion of the node and perigee and
can last from a few weeks to a month or more. This means
a short-periodic effect for a satellite at an altitude of 400 km
could vary with periods up to about 100 min, whereas a short-
periodic effect for a geosynchronous satellite would be up
to about 24 h. Also, short-periodic variations occur when a
fast variable (true anomaly, for instance) is present in the
contributing perturbational effect. These definitions become
especially important when forming analytical and semiana-
lytical theories. Because these short-periodic terms dictate
the step size of any numerical simulation, we sometimes use
averaging techniques to strip off the short-periodic contribu-
tions so the remaining secular and long-periodic variations
can be numerically integrated with larger time steps – the
essence of semianalytical theories.

We also distinguish certain orbital elements as either fast
or slow variables, depending on their relative rate of change.
Fast variables change a lot during one orbital revolution,
even in the absence of perturbations. Examples are the mean,
true, and eccentric anomalies, which all change 360◦, or the
Cartesian coordinates, which also change dramatically in a
single revolution. Slow variables (semimajor axis, eccentric-
ity, inclination, node, argument of perigee, etc.) change very
little during one orbital revolution. Perturbations cause these
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Time

Mean change

Mean change

Short-periodic plus long-periodic, and secular

Secular

Long-periodic and
secular

t1 t2 t3 t4

c

Figure 3. Effect of perturbation forces on orbital elements. The change in any orbital element, c, is illustrated. The straight line shows
secular effects. The large oscillating line shows the secular plus long-periodic effects, and the small oscillatory line, which combines all
three, shows the short-periodic effects. The two examples shown are greatly exaggerated but representative of possible errors. Reproduced
with permission from Vallado (2007) c© Springer.

changes. Without perturbations, all the slow elements would
remain constant. Fast variables would continue to change.

We can describe the perturbed motion of a satellite using
an ephemeris – an ordered series of position and velocity vec-
tors. At each point in time, we can use these vectors to find the
orbital elements using two-body techniques. The correspond-
ing position and velocity vectors define these osculating
elements at any instant in time. We define an osculating
ellipse as the two-body orbit the satellite would follow if
the perturbing forces were suddenly removed at that instant.
Therefore, each point on the trajectory has a corresponding
set of osculating elements. Osculating elements are the true
time-varying orbital elements, and they include all periodic
(long- and short-periodic) and secular effects. They represent
the high-precision trajectory and are useful for highly accu-
rate simulations, including real-time pointing and tracking
operations.

In contrast, mean elements are “averaged” over some
selected time (or an appropriate angle such as true anomaly),
so they are relatively smoothly varying and do not chase the
short-periodic variations. Notice that mean elements depend
on some unspecified averaging interval of the time; the true,
eccentric, or mean anomaly; or the longitude. Because there
are many kinds of mean elements, it is important to under-
stand how they are defined and used. Mean elements are
most useful for long-range mission planning because they
approximate the satellite’s long-term behavior.

4.1 Perturbation forces

The accuracy of orbit propagation and determination largely
depends on modeling of all physical forces affecting the
motion of the earth satellite or spacecraft in its orbital path
through space. By far the largest effect is due to gravitation,

usually followed by atmospheric drag, third-body perturba-
tions, solar-radiation pressure effects and a suite of smaller
effect such as tides, and several others. Vallado (2005) shows
the relative effect of various forces on several satellites at two
different satellite altitudes. Figure 4 shows these quantitative
effects of all physical forces in terms of positional differ-
ences for a 500 km altitude, 97.6◦ inclined satellite. Note that
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Figure 4. Force-model comparisons – LEO 500 × 500 km, 51.6◦:
this figure shows the positional difference over time (4 days) when
using various force models on the same initial state. Each com-
parison is made with respect to a two-body ephemeris, except for
the gravity runs which compare to the nearest gravity case. Thus,
“12 × 12” is a comparison of a 12 × 12 WGS84/EGM96 gravity
field to a WGS84/EGM96 2 × 0 gravity field ephemeris, and a
“24 × 24” is a comparison of a 24 × 24 WGS84/EGM96 gravity
field to a WGS84/EGM96 12 × 12 gravity field ephemeris, and so
on. The “third-body” is a comparison of a two-body ephemeris to
a third-body ephemeris. Reproduced with permission from Vallado
(2007) c© Springer.
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6 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

most of the effects like tides, third-body forces and relativity
are very small, but need to be taken into account when high
precision is of importance. The satellite parameters were cho-
sen to illustrate force-model effects. The coefficient of drag
cD = 2.2, coefficient of solar-radiation pressure cR = 1.2, and
area to mass ratio A/m = 0.04 m2 kg−1. The simulation time,
4 January 2003, was chosen as the epoch to propagate as
this was a moderate period of solar activity (solar flux F10.7

∼140). The baseline for comparison in all cases was a two-
body orbit, except for the gravity cases which were compared
to the next nearest case (2 × 0 compared to two-body, 12 × 12
compared to 2 × 0, 24 × 24 compared to 12 × 12, and 70 × 70
compared to 24 × 24). This was selected to best show the indi-
vidual contributions. There is coupling between some forces,
particularly gravity and atmospheric drag, but the effects are
generally less than the other individual forces. Over time,
their growth can become noticeable, but they are still usually
much less than the predominant forces.

4.2 Gravity

The general equation for the gravitational attraction uses a
spherical harmonic potential equation in an Earth-centered,
Earth-fixed reference frame. The fundamental expression for
Earth’s gravitational potential acting on a satellite is usually
given in the familiar form of Earth’s geopotential with the
origin at Earth’s center of mass:

V = µ

r

[
1 +

∞∑
n=2

n∑
m=0

(
R⊕
r

)n

Pnm(sin φgcsat)(Cnm cos mλsat

+ Snm sin mλsat)

]
(10)

where µ is the gravitational parameter, r is the satellite
radius magnitude, φgcsat and λsat are the geographic coor-
dinates of the satellite, R⊕ is the earth radius, n and m are
the degree and order, respectively, and Cnm and Snm are the
gravitational coefficients. The acceleration is simply the pos-
itive gradient of the potential function. Notice the presence
of Legendre polynomials in equation (10):

Pnm(sin φgcsat) = (cos φgcsat)
m dm

dm(sin φgcsat)
Pn(sin φgcsat)

Pn(sin φgcsat) = 1

2nn!

dm

dm(sin φgcsat)
(sin2φgcsat − 1)

n
(11)

A Legendre function (polynomial or associated function)
is referred to as a zonal harmonic when m = 0, sectoral
harmonic when m = n, and tesseral harmonic when m /= n.

For computational purposes, this expression is often
used in the normalized form. This results from replacing
Pnm, Cnm, and Snm with P̄nm, C̄nm, and S̄nm where

P̄nm =
[

(2n + 1)k(n − m)!

(n + m)!

]1/2

Pnm and

(
C̄nm

S̄nm

)

=
[

(n + m)!

(2n + 1)k(n − m)!

]1/2
(

Cnm

Snm

)
(12)

with k = 1 for m = 0, and k = 2 for m /= 0.
When normalized coefficients are used, they must be

used with the corresponding normalized associated Legendre
function:

Pnm = P̄nm

�nm

(13)

such that C̄nmP̄nm = CnmPnm and S̄nmP̄nm = SnmPnm and
the standard model is preserved.

The first attempts to standardize models of the Earth’s
gravitational field and the shape of the Earth were begun
in 1961. Currently there are several prevailing gravitational
models being used within the scientific community for a vari-
ety of purposes. These models are determined from a wide
range of measurement types, satellite inclinations and alti-
tudes including surface gravity measurements and satellite
altimetry data (Figure 5).

We can define a set of defining parameters from each
gravitational model. These quantities may be used to form
conversion functions to other quantities. It is best to use a
consistent set of values as it minimizes error in conversions
(Table 1).

4.3 Atmospheric drag

The application of empirical atmospheric density models
to astrodynamics in a real-world environment has been
examined extensively since the launch of the first artifi-
cial satellites. Atmospheric density leads to significant drag
effects for satellites below about 1000 km altitude, but its
effects can be observed at altitudes well above this threshold.
Consider the basic acceleration equation:

adrag = −1

2
ρ

cDA

m
v2

rel
vrel

|vrel| (14)

�

ρ: The density usually depends on the atmospheric model,
Extreme Ultraviolet EUV, F10.7, and geomagnetic indices
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2002, 160 and 200
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2008, 2190 x 2190
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Figure 5. Gravitational models: the Joint Gravity Models (JGMs) come from Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Ohio State University
(OSU), University of Texas at Austin (UT), and the European communities. The Earth Gravity Model (EGM) combines the JGMs work with
Defense Mapping Agencies efforts. The Goddard Earth Models (GEMs) were produced annually beginning with GEM-1 in 1972. Even
numbered models contain satellite and surface gravity data. Odd numbered models contain only satellite data. Standard Earth (SAO) and
Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) models were among the first models. The basic information is from Vetter (1994, private communication,
2001). Reproduced with permission from Vallado (2007) c© Springer.

Kp and ap, prediction capability, atmospheric compo-
sition, and so on. There is wide variability here, and
many parameters that can cause significant changes. The
popular parameters to examine today are the density and

Table 1. Fundamental defining parameters – EGM-96.

Earth semimajor axis a = R⊕ 6 378 136.3 m

Flattening of the
Earth

1/f 1.0/298.257

Angular velocity of
the earth

ω⊕ 7 292 115.8553 × 10−11 rad s−1

Earth’s gravitational
constant

Gm(µ) 3.986 004 415 × 105 km3 s−2

the exospheric temperatures. The density parameter rep-
resents perhaps the largest contribution to error in any
orbit determination application.

� cD: The coefficient of drag is related to the shape, as well
as the satellite materials, but ultimately a difficult param-
eter to define. Gaposchkin (1994) mentions that the cD is
affected by a complex interaction of reflection, molecu-
lar content, attitude, and so on. It will vary, but typically
not very much as the satellite materials usually remain
constant.

� A: The cross-sectional area changes constantly (unless
there is precise attitude control, or the satellite is a
sphere). This variable can change by a factor of 10 or
more depending on the specific satellite configuration.
Macromodels are often used for modeling solar pressure
accelerations in orbit determination, but seldom if ever,
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Figure 6. Atmosphere models: notice the variety of models. Flow of information among the three overall categories is limited (Marcos et al.,
(1993). The main models in use today are the Standard Atmosphere, USSA76; variations of the Jacchia–Roberts, J71, J77, and GRAM90;
COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere, CIRA90; Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter, MSIS 00; Drag Temperature Model (DTM),
Marshall Engineering Thermosphere (MET), the Russian GOST and general circulation models. Reproduced with permission from Vallado
(2007) c© Springer.

for atmospheric density. There could also be a benefit
for applying this technique to atmospheric density for
propagation.

� m: The mass is generally constant, but thrusting, ablation,
and so on, can change this quantity.

�

vrel: The velocity relative to the rotating atmosphere
depends on the accuracy of the a priori estimate, and the
results of any differential correction processes. Because it
is generally large, and squared, it becomes a very impor-
tant factor in the calculation of the acceleration.

The ballistic coefficient (BC = m/cDA – a variation is the
inverse of this in some systems) is generally used to combine
the mass, area, and coefficient of drag values together. It will
vary, sometimes by a large factor. In high-precision applica-
tions, it may not be best to model the combined parameter

because it includes several other time-varying parameters that
are perhaps better modeled separately.

There are numerous atmospheric density models. Figure 6
shows some of the more popular models.

Many sources state that the current atmospheric models
introduce about a 15% uncertainty in the determination of
atmospheric drag effects on a satellite. In fact, this is a com-
bination of the inaccuracy of the predictions of the solar flux
and geomagnetic indices, the imperfect nature of the math-
ematical models, imprecise information about the molecular
interaction of the satellite and the atmospheric particles, and
several others.

The primary inputs to the drag calculation are the atmo-
spheric density (handled via a specified model), the BC,
and the data indices. The mass and cross-sectional area val-
ues are usually assumed to be well known, and an estimate
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Figure 7. Sample atmospheric drag sensitivity: positional dif-
ferences are shown for JERS, about 500 km altitude and 97.6◦
inclination. Jacchia–Roberts density is the baseline for all runs with
3-h interpolation. The plot shows the variations by simply selecting
different atmospheric density models.

of the drag coefficient permits reasonable approximations.
The atmospheric density models vary depending on sev-
eral factors, including the satellite orbit, intensity of the
solar activity, and the geomagnetic activity. The indices
change rapidly so it is important to use up-to-date values in
operations.1

There are three general observations that are important to
understand the effects of atmospheric drag – the difference
between atmospheric density models, treating the input data
differently, and differing implementations of an approach.
Vallado (2005) conducted a series of tests of the first two
to determine the variability of different atmospheric density
models for a given satellite using a single flight dynamics
program and the differences resulting from the diverse treat-
ment of the input solar weather data. The state vectors, epoch,
BC, and solar-radiation pressure coefficient (m/crASun) were
held constant for all runs. The baseline used the Jacchia–
Roberts atmospheric density model. The simulations were
run during a time of “average” solar flux (4 January 2003,
F10.7 ∼140). Minimum solar flux periods (F10.7 ∼ 70) will
show little difference. Maximum periods (F10.7 ∼ 220) will
show much larger excursions. Figure 7 shows the results for
the JERS satellite, at about 500 km altitude and 97.6◦ inclina-
tion. Additional runs were performed with different satellites
and, as expected, the results were more pronounced for lower
and more eccentric orbits.

Tests were also conducted for treating the input data dif-
ferently, shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Sample atmospheric drag sensitivity: positional dif-
ferences are shown for JERS, about 500 km altitude and 97.6◦
inclination. Jacchia–Roberts density is the baseline for all runs with
3-h interpolation. The graph shows the effect of various options
for treating solar weather data. Options include using observed
and adjusted solar flux, constant or interpolated values, and vari-
ous timing options. Note that the relative effect of different models
(Figure 7) and solar data options are about the same. Any tran-
sient effects quickly disappear as the effect of drag overwhelms the
contributions.

Most models, as implemented in computer code, do not
follow the exact technical derivation defined in the litera-
ture. As a result, computer code often contains numerous
short cuts, and many additional features that may be the
result of internal studies and information, but not the orig-
inal work. This makes comparison of atmospheric density
models especially difficult.

Comparing the results from Figures 7 and 8, varying
atmospheric models show differences that are comparable to
differences obtained with a single model but treating the data
differently. It is likely that neither is right. Although each
atmospheric density model is carefully designed, the treat-
ment of solar weather data by each program adds so much
variability, coupled with the lack of availability of observa-
tional data for comprehensive independent evaluation, and
the inability to accurately forecast space weather data, makes
it highly unlikely that one approach is definitive for all cases.

4.4 Third body

Although each planet contributes to the overall third-body
force, the Moon, Sun, Venus and Jupiter have the largest
impact on satellite motion. These are also called n-body
perturbations acting on the satellite. The contributions are
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computed using a point-mass equation. However, the Sun
and Moon also include an in-direct effect as an inter-
action between a point-mass perturbing object and an
oblate earth. Thus, the third-body perturbation includes
both direct and in-direct terms of point-mass third-body
perturbations.

The general form of the acceleration due to a single third-
body force is

a3-body = −G(m⊕ + msat)r⊕·sat

r3⊕·sat
+ Gm3

(
rsat·3
r3

sat·3
− r⊕·3

r3
⊕·3

)

(15)

The difference of two nearly equal vectors can cause some
numerical problems, so Roy (1988) shows a form where the
answer is found directly:

Q = r2
⊕·sat + 2(r2

⊕·sat·rsat·3)(r2
⊕·3 + r⊕·3rsat·3 + r2

sat·3)

r3
⊕·3r

3
sat·3(r⊕·3 + rsat·3)

rsat·3
r3

sat·3
− r⊕·3

r3
⊕·3

= rsat·3Q − r⊕·sat

r3
⊕·3

(16)

Analytical and numerically generated models dominate
astrodynamic programs. Many applications use the analytical
approaches because they provide adequate accuracy. How-
ever, precise orbit propagation often requires the additional
accuracy of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) numerical
models that provide highly accurate ephemerides for several
thousand years.

4.5 Solar-radiation pressure

The force due to solar-radiation pressure (SRP) arises when
photons from the sun strike a satellite surface and are
absorbed (or reflected – specular and diffuse) thus transfer-
ring photon impulse to the satellite. In contrast to drag, the
SRP force does not vary with altitude and its main effect is
a slight change in the eccentricity and longitude of perigee.
The effect of SRP depends on the satellite mass and sur-
face area and is most notable for satellites with large solar
panels like communications satellites and Global Position-
ing Satellite (GPS). In cases of geodetic precision orbits,
complex models of the exposed satellite surfaces are created
usually using finite-element computer codes. This is the case
with GPS.

Although not studied as extensively in the literature, it
poses many of the same challenges as atmospheric drag, but

has a significantly smaller effect than the other forces for
many satellites. Consider the basic equation:

asrp = −ρSR
cRASun

m

rsat−Sun

|rsat−Sun| (17)

�

ρSR: The incoming solar pressure depends on the time of
year, and the intensity of the solar output. It is derived
from the incoming solar flux and values of about 1358–
1373 W m−2 are common.

� cR : The coefficient of reflectivity indicates the absorptive
and reflective properties of the material, and thus the sus-
ceptibility of the satellite to the effects of incoming solar
radiation.

� ASun: The cross-sectional area (with respect to the Sun)
changes constantly (unless there is precise attitude con-
trol or it is spherical). This variable can change by a
factor of 10 or more depending on the specific satellite
configuration. Macromodels are often used for geosyn-
chronous satellites. This area is generally not the same as
the cross-sectional area for drag. If the satellite attitude
is known, the time-varying cross-sectional area may be
found at each time, thereby increasing the accuracy of
any propagation.

� m: The mass is generally constant, but thrusting, ablation,
and so on, can change this quantity.

� rsat−Sun: The orientation of the force depends on the
satellite-Sun vector – again a difference with atmospheric
drag.

Accurate modeling of solar-radiation pressure is challeng-
ing for several reasons. A significant factor is the use of a
model to include times when the satellite passes through the
Earth’s shadow. The model may take several forms, including
a simple cylindrical model, to one that models precise umbral
and penumbral regions. Models also consider the attenuation
effect that the Earth’s atmosphere has on the shadow region.
Some programs accomplish this with an effective Earth radius
that is slightly larger (say 23 km) than the Earth’s physical
size. Depending on the length of time in the shadow, these
options can have a dramatic effect on propagations.

Determining the exact times of entry and exit from the
Earth’s shadow is important as the satellite usually crosses
from sunlight to being in the shadow in the middle of an
integration step. This usually requires some type of iteration
to obtain the precise entry and exit times.

Using a single value for the incoming solar luminosity, or
equivalent flux at 1 AU can also alter the resulting perturb-
ing values. There are seasonal variations in the amount of
incoming luminosity that can be included in these values.
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Figure 9. Sample solar-radiation pressure sensitivity: positional
differences are shown for a GPS which experiences eclipses. The
baseline is a dual-cone (umbra/penumbra) shadow model. Using
no shadow model (none) produces the largest differences. A simple
cylindrical model introduces modest differences. Shadow boundary
mitigation (no boundary) and the effective Earth size (23 km) con-
tribute noticeable differences. Including the time for light to travel
from the Sun and modifying the satellite position will also cause
differences. There are three primary approaches: treating the time
from the Sun to the satellite as instantaneous (true), using the light
time delay to the central body (app to true), and using the light time
delay to satellite (baseline).

Finally, the use of the time for the light to travel from the
Sun to modify the satellite position can affect calculations.
There are three primary approaches: treating the time from
the Sun to the satellite as instantaneous, using the light time
delay to the central body, and using the light time delay to
the satellite.

A series of tests were made to determine the impact of
these items on the results for a few selected satellites. Results
are shown in Figure 9 for a nominal GPS.

4.6 Tides

Earth tidal effects on satellites are due to pole tides, ocean
tides, and solid earth tides. Most of the data that have resulted
in a definitive model have come about within the last several
years from Earth observation satellites such as TOPEX and
GRACE. As these satellite observations have been processed
over the last 20 years, the former rigid Earth model has slowly
changed to an elastic Earth model. The basis of the models
for pole, solid earth and ocean tide models can be found
in the IERS Conventions, with updates in McCarthy (1992,
1996) and McCarthy and Petit (2003). Tidal models do not

enjoy the variety of the gravitational and atmospheric mod-
els yet, but there are several different approaches. Properly
implementing these various models can be a factor if precise
comparisons are desired. Now, several models exist, and no
clear “leader” has been recognized as the standard approach.

Pole tides define the rotational deformation of the pole
due to an elastic Earth. These are modeled by the C21 and S21

coefficients in the Earth’s potential. Solid earth tidal contribu-
tions are computed as corrections to the spherical harmonics
coefficients, as are the ocean tidal contributions.

4.7 Albedo

Albedo is the radiation pressure emitted from the Earth which
causes a small perturbing force on a satellite. Although the
effect of SRP is usually far larger, the effects of Earth’s albedo
can be comparable for certain configurations of orbits (e.g.,
sun-synchronous). The acceleration due to albedo is gener-
ally expressed in terms of a second-degree zonal spherical
harmonic model, and contributions from various Earth sec-
tors are summed to determine the overall effect.

4.8 Other forces

As the accuracy of orbit determination and propagation
increases, additional force models are included in analyses.
In particular, applications using GPS data often must account
for the [primarily] apsidal rotation caused by General Relativ-
ity. GPS signals must also be corrected for General Relativity,
as well as atomic clock corrections. The effects of General
Relativity are very small and only become important where
orbit precision below the centimeter level is needed.

Satellite thrusting can also be a significant perturbing
force. Many satellites use maneuvers for mission operation
and for orbit maintenance. The forces induced by these motor
firings can be large and small. We do not describe these
in any detail, but introduce the forces as something need-
ing to be considered in mission planning and precision orbit
determination modeling.

5 MAIN PROBLEMS
OF ASTRODYNAMICS

There are numerous problems in astrodynamics which we
can examine. Here we look at two broad topics that enable a
host of applications and analyses. Orbit propagation and orbit
determination form the basis for all analyses that are done in
astrodynamics.
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5.1 Orbit propagation

There are several techniques to propagate an orbit, and as we
saw earlier, many forces which must be accounted for in the
process. Generally, analytical, numerical, and semianalytical
techniques encompass the common choices. However, a pri-
mary technique to find analytical solutions, the variation of
parameters (VOP), may be used in either analytical or numer-
ical applications. The fundamental distinction is the use of
position and velocity state vectors, or orbital elements as
the elements of the state. Recalling the previous force-model
discussion, one can find benefits with each approach.

Direct integration is preferred where possible. Analytical
methods are accurate and yield a quick solution; however,
the series of truncations may be difficult depending on the
equations of motion and the desired accuracy. The numerical
method is very accurate with the correct step size, but this
determination may be tricky, and long propagations can still
be time-consuming. The semianalytical technique combines
the analytical and numerical approaches.

5.1.1 Analytical

General perturbation techniques replace the original equa-
tions of motion with an analytical approximation that
captures the essential character of the motion over some
limited time interval and which also permits analytical inte-
gration. Such methods rely on a series of expansions of
the perturbing accelerations and are usually derived from
variation of parameter equations. In practice, we truncate
the resulting expressions to simplify the theory. This trade-
off speeds up computation but decreases accuracy. Unlike
numerical techniques, analytical methods produce approxi-
mate, or “general” results that hold for some limited time
interval and accept any initial input conditions. The quality
of the solution degrades over time, but remember that the
numerical solution also degrades – at different rates and for
different reasons. Analytical techniques are generally more
difficult to develop than numerical techniques, but they often
lead to a better understanding of the perturbation source.

5.1.2 Numerical

Special perturbation techniques numerically integrate the
equations of motion including all necessary perturbing force
accelerations. Because numerical integration is involved, we
can think of numerical formulations as producing a specific,
or special, answer that is valid only for the given data (initial
conditions and force-model parameters). To numerically inte-
grate Cowell’s formulation, we must have mathematical
models for each perturbing force. The general form is usually

taken as the following:

a = µr

r3
r + anon-spherical + adrag + a3-body + asrp + atides

+ aalbedo + aother (18)

Numerical integration may also be applied to the varia-
tion of parameter equations (discussed later), in which case a
set of orbital elements is numerically integrated. To form an
ephemeris, one then needs to convert the osculating orbital
elements into the appropriate state vectors.

Although numerical methods can give very accurate
results and often establish the “truth” in analyses, they suffer
from their specificity, which keeps us from using them in a dif-
ferent problem. Thus, new data means new integration, which
can add lengthy computing times. NASA began the first com-
plex numerical integrations during the late 1960s and early
1970s. The US Navy demonstrated the first full numerical
satellite catalog maintenance operations in 1997. Personal
computers now compute sufficiently fast enough to perform
complex perturbation analyses using numerical techniques.
However, numerical methods suffer from errors that build
up with truncation and round-off due to fixed computer word
length. These errors can cause numerical solutions to degrade
as the propagation interval lengthens. However, a larger effect
is the imprecise knowledge of future non-conservative force-
model indices and the resulting error growth over time.

5.1.3 Semianalytical

Semianalytical techniques combine the best features of
numerical and analytical methods to get the best mix of
accuracy and efficiency. The result can be a very accurate,
relatively fast algorithm that applies to most situations. But
semianalytical techniques vary widely. We choose a semi-
analytical technique mainly for its ability to handle varying
orbital applications, its documentation, and the fidelity and
the number of force models it includes. Most semianalytical
techniques have improved accuracy and computational effi-
ciency, but the availability of documentation (including very
structured computer code) and flexibility are often important
discriminators. We consider a technique semianalytical if it
is not entirely analytical or numerical.

5.1.4 Variation of parameters

Most analytical, and some numerical solutions rely on the
VOP form of the equations of motion originally developed
by Euler and improved by Lagrange (1873). The overall
process is called VOP because the orbital elements (the
constant parameters in the two-body equations) are changing.
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Lagrange and Gauss both developed VOP methods to analyze
perturbations – Lagrange’s technique applies to conservative
accelerations, whereas Gauss’s technique also works for non-
conservative accelerations. The form differs depending on the
orbital elements chosen.

Using the VOP technique, we can analyze the effects
of perturbations on specific orbital elements. This is very
useful in mission planning and analysis. We want any the-
ory to model as many perturbing forces as possible. Most
operational analytical theories are limited to central body
and drag. Analytical expressions for third-body and solar-
radiation forces are far less common, mainly because their
effects are much smaller for many orbits. Also, whenever
accuracy requires us to use effects of third bodies and solar-
radiation pressure, numerical integration is usually just as
easy for all the perturbing forces.

5.2 Orbit determination

The process of determining an orbit from sensor observations
is difficult, but very important. The topic is discussed further
in Satellite Orbit Determination, but some basic concepts and
terminology are introduced here. The two main approaches
are least squares and Kalman filters, each with several vari-
ations. The underlying mathematics are stochastic because
we use additional observations which include noise to esti-
mate the best answer. Because the methods of solution require
iteration or incremental updates to the state, these techniques
are often referred to as differential correction. Be aware that
the term “differential correction” is used interchangeably to
describe linear and nonlinear least squares, and sometimes
even with filtering processes.

Nonlinear least squares are the general problem we
encounter in satellite orbit determination. This problem is
difficult to solve directly, so we modify a linear least squares
approach with iterative corrections. Sequential least squares
solutions use prior least squares evaluations with new batches
of observations. Because least squares and sequential least
squares techniques process groups of data, or batches, they
are sometimes called batch least squares and sequential-
batch methods.

Filtering is determining the current state using current
observations. We use filtering to refer to all Kalman filters
(linear and extended) that update the state and covariance
matrices using each new observation. Smoothing techniques
improve previous state solutions by combining them with
future data. When used with filters, the smoother runs back-
wards through the data, starting with the last estimate of the
state from the filter.

5.3 Analyses using the ephemerides

Actual operations in astrodynamics use either ephemerides
developed through propagation of a state (which is itself the
product of an orbit determination), or propagate the state
during the calculations of the operation. The time ordered
collection of state vectors lets us perform many analyses that
can be useful in operations. The following short discussions
are not intended to be an exhaustive list, but rather a sam-
pling of the various kinds of analyses that take place using
the information.

Perhaps the first use of ephemerides is during the mission
planning for a new satellite. Ephemerides can be developed
which simulate the locations of the satellite over time based
on an initial orbital element selection. This can be used in
conjunction with the specific mission, and various scenarios
may be employed to determine the optimality of these orbital
elements in fulfilling mission requirements.

We are very interested in (preventing) times when two
satellites may collide with each other. We call this con-
junction processing. As the satellite population increases, it
becomes more and more important to accurately determine
when satellites may approach each other, and when correc-
tive maneuvers are necessary to provide adequate confidence
that the two will not collide. Keeping maneuvers to a mini-
mum is an important consideration in not depleting valuable
fuel with unnecessary maneuvers. SOCRATES (http://www.
celestrak.com/SOCRATES/) provides an introduction to this
operation, processing the two-line element set (analytical
theory) data everyday and placing the results on the web for
announcement, notification, search, and analysis. A parallel
effort is also underway with geosynchronous satellites. Here,
the operators provide their high quality ephemerides, and the
conjunction calculations are performed against other known
satellite locations. The increased accuracy of the operator’s
satellites makes maneuvers much less common due to the
higher confidence that a collision will not occur.

Similar to conjunction processing, we are also interested
in avoiding times when multiple satellites may interfere with
each other. This can take place with radio-frequency inter-
ference (RFI) where certain broadcast signals on different
satellites are spatially near each other, or in the form of
blocking when a satellite passes in front of another, effec-
tively blocking the transmissions for a short interval. Ground
sources can also interfere with the communication signals,
either by drowning them out (jamming), or by producing
enough static to lower the reception threshold to the point
where the primary signal is no longer useful.

Another related operation is the laser-clearinghouse
problem. As lasers become more popular for transmit-
ting information, for research, the potential for inadvertent
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illumination requires the use of modern techniques to deter-
mine periods of interference.

Scheduling operations are very important for operational
owners as well as individuals requiring access to when
the satellite will be overhead, or within view of a cer-
tain sensor. The basic concept here is simply a geometrical
consideration of the observer (perhaps at a ground loca-
tion), and the satellite. Terrain information can be useful
for ground-based observing locations. The information is
necessary to schedule downlink periods with satellites, to
determine optimum allocation of sensors to track the satel-
lites to provide the best observations to use in a subsequent
orbit determination, and similar activities. Older methods rely
on approximations and large “boxes” to avoid, or acquire.
Modern techniques rely on precise ephemerides, covariance
(or uncertainty) information, and detailed processing that
modern computers now afford. The process of determining
maneuvers for maintaining the satellite position, or to move
a satellite to a new location, or new orbit, is also done with
ephemerides.

Some operations require security, and the ability to cal-
culate when satellites will have access (visibility) to your
location is important. This process is sometimes linked to
overflight operations and it generally assumes that maneu-
vers do not occur on the satellite of interest, as a maneuver
will disrupt the time schedule developed from an unperturbed
ephemeris.

6 SUMMARY

We have taken a very brief look at a broad overview of basic
astrodynamic techniques, formulations and equations. The
fundamentals of two-body motion, classical orbital elements,
constants of the motion, and others, enable solution of many
problems in astrodynamics. They are essentially the founda-
tion for the solution of the main problems in astrodynamics –
that of propagating a satellite through time, and of determin-
ing the orbit from sensor measurements. Using the resulting
orbital ephemerides, solutions for many practical problems
are possible including conjunction processing to ensure satel-
lites do not collide, access calculations to determine visibility

between two objects, scheduling a sensors ability to observe
a satellite, and others.

NOTE

1. Vallado and Kelso (2005) discuss the files needed to com-
pile a seamless file for operations. The current files are
available at http://celestrak.com/SpaceData.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft mission design is defined as the process of identi-
fying the orbital path or paths that one or more spacecraft need
to take to meet a set of conditions. In part it includes determin-
ing the characteristics of the maneuvers a spacecraft needs to
perform to get on these paths. Depending on the problem,
these maneuvers can be approximated as instantaneous
velocity impulses. A more realistic model treats these ma-

neuvers as finite thrust maneuvers with finite duration (see
Historical Overview and Solid Rocket Motor Fundamentals,
Liquid Propulsion: Historical Overview, Fundamentals, and
Classifications of Liquid Rocket Engines, Nuclear Thermal
Propulsion (NTP), Resistojets and Arcjets, Magnetoplasma-
dynamic Thrusters, Ion Thrusters, Pulsed Plasma Thrusters).
Most maneuvers are performed with an onboard engine that
consumes propellent when it is operating. But there are other
types of propulsion systems that do not consume propellent,
such as solar sails (see Magnetic Plasma Sails, Solar Sail
Dynamics and Control).

The solutions obtained may be either feasible and/or op-
timal in some sense. A feasible solution only satisfies the
constraints of the problem. Targeting, which is the process
of determining the values of the variables needed to satisfy
a set of equality constraints, is typically the term used to de-
scribe the computation of feasible solutions. As part of the
design process, the minimization or maximization of a scalar
cost function that can be computed or measured on a solution
is called trajectory optimization. The optimization process
requires determining the values of all of the independent vari-
ables that can be adjusted so that the solution satisfies the con-
straints while extremizing the value of the cost function. The
cost function is typically related to the amount of propellent
a given solution requires. For some problems, the duration
of the mission is of interest. In this case the transfer time is
minimized consistent with the available propellent. But it is
important to note that any function can be a cost function.

A spacecraft is subject to a force model whose level of fi-
delity and complexity is problem dependent. The equations of
motion govern the evolution of the spacecraft state, which at a
minimum includes its position, velocity, and mass. The force
model includes both natural and control-related forces. The
natural forces include gravitational, atmospheric drag, and
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2 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

solar radiation pressure forces. The control force is the thrust
force provided by the propulsion system and it is the force
that can adjusted directly to alter the path of the spacecraft.

In this chapter the basic concepts associated with both bal-
listic and controlled orbital motion are presented. The discus-
sion is limited to a three degree of freedom model in which the
spacecraft is a point mass that translates subject to the exist-
ing accelerations. The control acceleration is restricted to the
acceleration produced by a simple engine that produces finite
thrust with constant exhaust velocity when it is operating.

2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The spacecraft state vector x is a column vector composed of
a position vector r, velocity vector v, and a scalar mass m

x(t) =




r(t)

v(t)

m(t)


 (1)

In a three degree of freedom system the dimension of x

is n = 7. The independent variable is time t and the state is
governed by a first order ordinary vector differential equation
known as the equation of motion

dx

dt
= d

dt




r

v

m


 =




v

g(r, v, m, t, a) + T (t)
m(t) u(t)

− T (t)
c(t)


 (2)

where g is the ballistic (non-control) acceleration per unit
mass, a is a vector of constant parameters that contains the
parameters that describe the acceleration model, T is the finite
engine thrust force, u is the unit thrust direction, and c is
the engine exhaust velocity. T, c, and u are all in general the
control variables; but for the simple engine model used in this
discussion, only T and u are control variables that are subject
to constraints and c is a given constant. Simple forms for g

include a constant value (g = k ), which describes motion
in a field free force model (k = 0), or near the surface of
celestial body without an atmosphere (k /= 0). Another form
for g is a linearized acceleration model

g(r, v) = A

[
r

v

]
(3)

where A is a constant matrix. This model is derived using
a linearization procedure about a point of equilibrium that
exists in a more complex acceleration model. An acceler-

ation model near a spacecraft on a circular orbit about a
central body is an example (Clohessy and Wiltshire, 1960;
see also, Satellites in Formation Flight and Close Proximity
Rendezvous and Docking (RVD)). Another example is the
acceleration model near a point of equilibrium in the circu-
lar restricted three body problem (Szebehely, 1967; see also,
Libration Point Orbits and the Three-Body Problem).

The simplest nonlinear model for g is the single central
inverse square force acceleration model

g(r) = − µ

r3
r (4)

This represents the classical relative motion model for a
spacecraft orbiting a central body. µ is the gravitational pa-
rameter of the central body and is defined as the product of
the universal gravitational constant G and the mass mcb of the
central body (µ ≡ Gmcb). The acceleration is based on the
Newtonian gravity acceleration between two masses which is
a function of the inverse of the square of the distance between
the bodies. In this discussion, one of the bodies is the space-
craft and its mass is negligible with respect to mcb. Equation
(4) is referred to as the two-body model. All aspects and
solutions of this model are well understood (Bate, Mueller,
and White, 1971; see also, Orbital Mechanics Fundamentals).
This includes the semi-analtyical procedures to integrate the
state vector, solve the orbital boundary value problem, and
describe all aspects of the trajectories.

A more realistic model is one that includes additional nat-
ural accelerations

g(r, v, m, t) = −µcb

r3
r−

nb∑
j=1

µj

[
r − rj(t)∣∣r − rj(t)

∣∣3 + rj(t)

r3
j (t)

]

+ adrag + asrp + apert (5)

This model is used to study the dynamics of a spacecraft
operating in a force field where the accelerations due to third
bodies and other sources are important. Here the equations
are assumed to be centered at the main celestial body with
gravitational parameter µcb. The additional terms include the
accelerations due to additional nb celestial bodies whose po-
sitions rj(t) are known with respect to µcb as functions of
time. The gravitational parameter for each of the third bodies
is µj = Gmj . If the spacecraft is operating near the upper
parts of an atmosphere it is necessary to include adrag which
is spacecraft velocity, mass, and shape dependent (see The
Earth Orbital Environment). If one or more of the celestial
bodies is radiating light, such as a star, then it is necessary to
include asrp which is a function of the distance from this body
and other spacecraft characteristics. Additional acceleration
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Figure 1. A spacecraft in a realistic force model centered at a non-rotating reference frame fixed to a main celestial body with mass mcb.

perturbations are included in the term apert. These may in-
clude the non-spherical mass distribution associated with any
of the celestial bodies.

Other models of interest can be derived directly from
equation (5). For example, a useful one is the circular re-
stricted three body model which is derived by considering two
celestial bodies in circular orbits about each other (Szebehely,
1967; see also, Libration Point Orbits and the Three-Body
Problem). In general the acceleration is an explicit function
of the state and time, and possibly other nonstate parameters.
Figure 1 shows a conceptual sketch of a spacecraft trajectory
in a realistic force model that includes several natural accel-
erations and a control acceleration from an engine producing
thrust.

For a realistic force model, a numerical method is required
to solve the general state equations described by equation (2).
The system is most often explicitly time dependent and in-
cludes control terms uc. It is of the form

ẋ = f (t, x, uc, a) (6)

The system is solved with initial condition x(t0) from t0
to tf . The integration from t0 to tf may have to be done in
parts to account for any possible state and control variable
discontinuities, the most common being velocity and mass
discontinuities associated with impulsive maneuvers. Inde-
pendent spacecraft mass discontinuities may also exist due
to acquiring or discarding stage masses along the trajectory.
The control term uc, if it is present, may also be disconti-
nuous.

It is assumed that the initial value problem for equa-
tion (6) is always solvable using explicit or implicit nu-
merical integration procedures provided that uc(t) is known.
Robust numerical algorithms and codes for the solution of
equation (6) are given by Hindmarsh (2001), Shampine and
Gordon (1975), among others. The resulting trajectory is an
open loop trajectory. The trajectory design and optimization
process will produce an optimal open-loop trajectory. If this
trajectory is chosen for an actual mission, a closed-loop pro-
cedure is used to navigate and operate the spacecraft(s) on
the nominal (reference) mission trajectory (see Interplane-
tary Navigation and Satellite Orbit Determination).
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3 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

3.1 The impulsive maneuver

Spacecraft transfers from one orbit to another are done using
maneuvers. The simplest type of maneuver is the impulsive
maneuver. It is an instantaneous change in the velocity of
the spacecraft. The impulsive maneuver is used to approxi-
mate the finite thrust maneuver, especially when the thrust to
mass ratio is large. Equation (2) can model impulsive maneu-
vers by setting T = 0 and allowing discontinuities in both v

and m. The magnitude of the maneuver is proportional to the
amount of propellent the maneuver consumes, hence it is de-
sirable to keep the sum of all of the impulses to a minimum.
If the velocity at any instant in time is v−, the addition of an
impulsive maneuver �v results in a new velocity

v+ = v− + �v (7)

The superscripts ‘−’ and ‘+’ are is used to distinguish the ve-
locity before and after the impulsive maneuver, respectively.
The law of cosines is used to relate the magnitudes of the
vectors in equation (7). If α is the angle between v− and v+

�v =
√

(v−)2 + (v+)2 − 2 (v−) (v+) cos α (8)

3.2 Basic orbit transfer maneuvers

In the two-body model there are a set of basic transfer ma-
neuvers and trajectories that form the basis for more complex
transfer trajectories. These simple maneuvers have the char-
acteristic that they occur at the apsides of the orbits and hence
they are tangent to the initial and final orbits.

The minimum, finite time, two-impulse transfer between
two distinct but coplanar circular orbits is the Hohmann
transfer. The Hohmann transfer is a semi-ellipse that is tan-
gent in position to both circular orbits. The magnitude of the
impulses is equal to the absolute value of the velocity dif-
ference at the points of tangency. The transfer time is as a
function of the size of the transfer ellipse, which in turn is a
function of the sizes of the initial and final orbits. The sum
of the two necessary impulses is an explicit function of the
inner and outer circular orbit radii. The Hohmann transfer is
the basic model used to construct many types of transfers. For
example, the first order approximation for a low earth orbit to
moon transfer is the Hohmann transfer. This is also true for a
one-way transfer from the Earth to an inner or outer planet.

However, the Hohmann transfer is not always the min-
imum impulse transfer between any pair of circular orbits.
Depending on the ratio of the radii of the larger orbit and
smaller orbit, the bi-elliptic and bi-parabolic transfer can
have a lower total impulse value (Battin, 1999; Prussing and
Conway, 1993). Figure 2 shows the geometry of several trans-
fer types between circular orbits about a central body. A com-
prehensive study on impulsive trajectories which includes

Figure 2. Basic transfer trajectories between circular coplanar orbits of the two-body problem.
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combinations of the transfer types discussed here is given by
Doll and Gobetz (1969).

3.3 Spacecraft transfer types

The three basic spacecraft transfer types are the intercept
of another object, a rendezvous with another object, and an
orbit transfer. The intercept requires the matching only of
the position of the target object at some final time tf . The
rendezvous requires the matching of both the position and
velocity of the target object. Though the final time of these
two transfers may be a free variable, the target conditions are
explicit functions of time. The state and epoch of the target
object need to be known to determine the state at the future
intercept/rendezvous time. The orbit transfer is a transfer that
is less constrained than the rendezvous. The target conditions
for the orbit transfer are not explicit functions of the final
time; i.e., the location where the spacecraft arrives on the
final orbit is free of the final time. The orbit transfer is only
valid in a force field that is not explicitly time dependent. For
example, an orbit transfer can be defined between conic orbits
in the two-body model. It can also be defined between orbits
(periodic or not) in a circular restricted three-body model
only if the equations of motion are written in a rotating frame

that removes the explicit time-dependence of the equations
of motion. If the force field is time-dependent, then any orbit
in this force field is unique with respect to the initial state
and epoch. In a time-dependent force field an orbit transfer is
similar to a transfer to a target state that is uniquely defined
by an initial condition, initial time, and the final time. Figure
3 shows a schematic of the three basic transfer types.

In general, a spacecraft transfer is made between initial
and final constraint manifolds θ and ψ which are hypersur-
faces of dimension less than or equal to n. The basic transfer
types described above are simple subsets of this. It is impor-
tant to generalize the optimal spacecraft transfer problem as
the determination of the best phase space trajectory x(t) that
connects arbitrary constraint manifolds. The phase space tra-
jectory may be discontinuous, but the independent variable t

is always continuous.

3.4 The orbital boundary value problem

For most spacecraft transfer problems arbitrary initial and
final positions have to be considered. The basic problem re-
quires determining the trajectory arc that connects two dis-
tinct positions in a given transfer time. This is the classical

Figure 3. Three basic transfer types: the intercept, the rendezvous, and the orbit transfer.
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6 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

orbital boundary value problem and in the two-body model
it is known as Lambert’s problem. Lambert’s problem and
its solution are well understood and documented (Battin and
Vaughan, 1984; Gooding, 1990; Prussing and Conway, 1993;
among others).

In general, for any force field model, the problem is defined
as determining the initial velocityv0 at a position r0 and epoch
t0 that produces a trajectory that terminates at a final position
rf at tf . It is a classical problem in orbital mechanics and there
are many ways to solve it. Its solution is used to construct the
basic transfer types shown in Figure 3 and more complex
transfer paths.

For example, assume that the spacecraft state at t0 is r0, v
−
0 .

It is desired to apply an impulsive maneuver at t0 to intercept
the target spacecraft at tf . The target spacecraft position at tf
is rf . The needed velocity at t0 is v+

0 . This velocity is found
by solving the orbital boundary value problem. The needed
maneuver is �v0 = v+

0 − v−
0 . If the spacecraft needs to ren-

dezvous with the target spacecraft, the required velocity at tf
is v+

f , the target spacecraft’s velocity. The maneuver at tf is
�vf = v+

f − v−
f , where v−

f is the velocity the chase spacecraft
has at tf on its transfer path.

The solution of the orbital boundary value problem yields
a feasible solution. An optimization problem can be posed if
some of the variables are allowed to be free. For example, the
total impulse of the transfer (�v0 + �vf ) can be reduced if
either or both of t0 and tf are free variables.

3.5 The gravity assist maneuver

The gravity assist is a maneuver that uses the gravity and mo-
tion of a celestial body to change the energy and the angular

momentum of a spacecraft with respect to a distinct reference
frame that is not attached to the celestial body. The conserva-
tion laws of celestial mechanics make this possible. The total
energy and angular momentum of the system is conserved
but the individual dynamical quantities (energy and angular
momentum) associated with the bodies that are interacting
(planet and spacecraft) change. In the spacecraft trajectory
problem, a gravity assist occurs with respect to a reference
frame centered at a particular celestial body (the one that is
not providing the gravity assist), or the center of mass of a set
of celestial bodies. The celestial body providing the gravity
assist is moving with respect to this reference frame. Since
the spacecraft’s mass is negligible with respect to the celes-
tial body that is providing the gravity assist, its energy and
angular momentum can change significantly without affect-
ing the motion of the celestial body. The end result is that
the spacecraft’s linear and angular momentum have changed
and this change is referred to as the ‘gravity assist delta-v’,
�vga. The spacecraft trajectory with respect to the gravity as-
sist celestial body is hyperbolic. The gravity assist maneuver
has been used successfully for many pioneering interplane-
tary and lunar spacecraft missions such as Pioneer, Voyager,
Galileo, Cassini, ISEE-3, and many others.

An understanding of this maneuver is obtained by exam-
ining the basic velocity flyby diagram shown in Figure 4. As-
sume a Sun-centered interplanetary trajectory that includes
a flyby of a planet. The flyby in a Sun-centered frame is as-
sumed to occur instantly. The velocity of the spacecraft before
the encounter is v− and the velocity after the encounter is v+.
The velocity of the planet is vplanet and is assumed to remain
constant in the approximation. Each of these velocities are
referenced to the Sun-centered frame. The relative velocity

Figure 4. Velocity flyby diagram for a gravity assist by a planet in orbit about the Sun.
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vectors of the spacecraft with respect to the planet before and
after the flyby are defined as

v−
rel = v− − vplanet v+

rel = v+ − vplanet (9)

The relative velocity is actually the hyperbolic excess
velocity v∞ with respect to the planet. So to be explicit

v− = vplanet + v−
∞

v+ = vplanet + v+
∞ (10)

where v−
∞ and v+

∞ are the incoming and outgoing hyperbolic
excess velocity vectors. If no spacecraft maneuvers are done
during the flyby, it is necessary that the energy across the
flyby, relative to the flyby body, be conserved. This requires
that

∣∣v−
∞

∣∣ = ∣∣v+
∞

∣∣. However, the hyperbolic flyby rotates the
hyperbolic excess velocity vector from v−

∞ to v+
∞ through a

turning angle δ. δ is a direct function of the eccentricity of the
hyperbola which in turn is a function of the minimum flyby
radius of the hyperbola, namely, the periapsis rp. It is the
turning of the hyperbolic excess velocity vector that produces
a change in the Sun-centered velocity producing a �vga with
respect to the Sun. Note that v− /= v+ but v+ can be less
than, equal to, or greater than v− depending on the value
of δ. The gravity assist �vga maneuver is given by either

�vga = v+ − v−

�vga = v+
∞ − v−

∞ (11)

and it will always be nonzero.
In interplanetary trajectory design, the �vga needed to

achieve some post-flyby condition with respect to the Sun
is defined by choosing a time of the flyby and the three scalar
components that define �vga; however, the vector itself is
constrained by at least two scalar functions, namely

v−
∞ = v+

∞ and rp ≥ rpmin (12)

where rpmin is some minimum flyby radius needed to avoid the
surface of the planet or the atmosphere surrounding it. Figure
5 shows the planet-centered hyperbola associated with the
gravity assist maneuver of Figure 4.

To complete the modeling of the actual flyby trajectory,
the instantaneous gravity assist is converted to an actual in-
tegrated flyby hyperbola with respect to the flyby body. An
approximation to this hyperbola can be constructed uniquely
from the incoming and outgoing hyperbolic velocity vectors
v−

∞, v+
∞ and the periapsis flyby radius rp. A numerical proce-

dure is required to connect this hyperbola to the incoming and
outgoing Sun-centered trajectories because the acceleration
model includes two or more celestial bodies. An example
implementation and use of the gravity assist technique for

Figure 5. Planet centered hyperbola for a gravity assist by the
planet.

complex interplanetary trajectory optimization is discussed
by Sims, Longuski and Staugler (1997).

3.6 The rocket equation and the finite thrust
maneuver

Using Newton’s second law of motion, the equation of a
rocket with variable mass is given by the rocket equation
(see Rocket Propulsion: Basic Concepts and Introduction)

m
dv

dt
= −bc + f ext (13)

where m is the mass of the rocket (spacecraft with an engine),
b is the mass flow rate, c is the exhaust velocity vector, and
f ext is the sum of all external forces. The thrust vector of the
engine is defined to be −bc. b is positive, but the time rate of
change of the mass of the rocket is negative

dm

dt
= −b = −T

c
(14)

For the case where f ext = 0 the impulse solution to this
equation is

�v = −c ln
m0

mf
(15)

where m0 and mf are the mass values before and after the
impulse, respectively. The magnitude of the impulse is

�v = c ln
m0

mf
(16)
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This can be solved for the final mass in terms of the initial
mass

mf = m0e−�v/c (17)

The propellent consumed by the maneuver is

mprop = m0 − mf = m0(1 − e−�v/c) (18)

An additional related quantity is the specific impulse, Isp,
which is equal to the total mechanical impulse imparted to the
rocket divided by the weight of the propellent at the surface
of the Earth. The specific impulse can be shown to be equal
to the magnitude of the exhaust velocity scaled by the Earth
surface value of the gravity acceleration

Isp = c

g
(19)

Several observations are made. For a given mission, mini-
mizing the total impulse (�vtotal) is equivalent to maximizing
the final mass, which is equivalent to minimizing the amount
of propellent if all of the impulses are made with the same
value of c and there are no non-maneuver mass discontinu-
ities. Also, the higher the exhaust velocity (or Isp) the more
efficient the engine and the lower the amount of propellent
(mprop) needed to achieve a given impulse �v.

A realistic space maneuver is one with finite thrust. It is
referred to as a finite burn and the terms ‘finite thrust’ and
‘finite burn’ are used interchangeably. The impulsive approx-
imation serves as the initial estimate used to model the finite
burn. The variables that define it include the start time tb0 ,
end time tbf , and unit direction u. Whether the direction can
change over time is determined by the capability of the space-
craft’s attitude control system. Holding the thrust direction
constant over the course of the finite burn is the simplest and
most common steering model. There are of course more com-
plex steering models that can reduce the amount of propellent
needed to achieve the same results.

Assume that the time ti and value of the impulsive ma-
neuver �v is known. An equivalent finite burn maneuver is
constructed as follows: the mass during the finite burn is a
linear function of time

m(t) = m(t0) + dm

dt
(t − t0) (20)

The finite burn starts at tb0 and ends at tbf so that the burn
time is �tb = tbf − tb0 . The final mass is

mf = m0 + dm

dt
�tb (21)

This is solved for �tb. As a first approximation, the finite
burn is centered in time about the impulse time,

tb0 = ti − �tb

2

tbf = ti + �tb

2
(22)

The thrust vector direction is along the impulsive velocity
vector

u = �v

�v
(23)

The acceleration of the finite burn then has a varying magni-
tude but constant direction

T

m(t)
u

tb0 ≤ t ≤ tbf (24)

Once the impulse has been converted to a finite burn, the
original target conditions will not necessarily be met be-
cause in general f ext /= 0. The variables for the impulsive
maneuver are �v and ti. For the finite burn, the variables
are tb0 , tbf , u with constraints |u| = 1 and tbf ≥ tb0 . These are
used as part of the variables used to target and optimize the
maneuver. The cost function is now minimum propellent or
maximum final mass for a given initial mass. It is assumed
that there are no mass drop-offs. The thrust direction has
been assumed to remain fixed over the duration of the burn.
Once the finite burn maneuver has been computed to sat-
isfy the same target conditions used to design the impulsive
maneuver, a new applied impulse value is found by using
the actual finite burn value for mprop and solving for �v in
equation (18). The difference between the finite burn im-
pulse and original impulse is known as ‘gravity loss.’ It is
desired to keep this quantity as small as possible and this is
only possible by using an optimization process for arbitrary
f ext.

Figure 6 shows conceptually a possible sequence of steps
used to convert an impulsive maneuver to an optimal finite
burn maneuver. Depending on the capability of the attitude
control system of the spacecraft, a finite burn can be held
inertially fixed, it can be steered simply by using a constant
rate, or optimal control theory can be used to compute the best
nonlinear steering profile. The process can be summarized as
a numerical continuation process with increasing complexity,
especially if the thrust magnitude value tends towards lower
values as is the case for low thrust trajectories.
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Figure 6. Conversion of an impulsive maneuver to an optimal finite burn maneuver.

3.7 Trajectory linearization and the state
transition matrix

For any trajectory in any general force field that may have
state discontinuities (such as in velocity, resulting from im-
pulses), and that may contain finite thrust maneuvers, it is
possible to linearize the equations that govern the behavior
of perturbations relative to the trajectory. In a targeting and
mission design context, this is done to relate perturbations
between different times along the trajectory so that indepen-
dent quantities can be chosen to force the trajectory to meet
a set of boundary conditions. The solution of the linearized
system results in a linear mapping for perturbations via a
Jacobian matrix known as the state transition matrix �. The
state transition matrix is the gradient of the state at some time
tf to the state at some other time t0

�(tf , t0) = ∂x(tf )

∂x(t0)
(25)

If the first-order vector equation of motion for any state
vector x is

ẋ = f (t, x) (26)

the linearized solution that relates the total change in the state
at tf to perturbations in t0, x0,and tf is, to first order

dxf ≈ δxf + ẋfdtf = ∂xf

∂x0
δx0 + ẋfdtf (27)

It as been assumed that there are no state discontinuities at
either t0 or tf (e.g., �x0 = �xf = 0). At t0 the time constant
state perturbation δx0 is related to the total state perturbation
dx0 and a perturbation in the initial time, dt0

dx0 ≈ δx0 + ẋ0dt0 (28)

With this

dxf ≈ ∂xf

∂x0
(dx0 − ẋ0dt0) + ẋfdtf (29)

The state transition matrix satisfies the first order matrix
differential equation with initial condition (Battin, 1999)

�̇(t, t0) = ∂f (t, x)

∂x(t)
�(t, t0)

�(t0, t0) = I (30)
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Figure 7. The perturbed state along a nominal trajectory for the cases where the terminal times are fixed and when they are not.

From equation (29) the explicit gradients of the final state
with respect to the variables t0, x0, tf are

∂xf

∂x0
= �(tf , t0)

∂xf

∂t0
= −�(tf , t0)ẋ0

∂xf

∂tf
= ẋf (31)

Figure 7 shows a sketch of the relationship between the
perturbed state and the nominal reference trajectory x(t) for
the case when the terminal times are fixed and when they are
not. In the first part of this figure, the true state denoted by
xtru(t) is the actual numerically integrated trajectory that re-
sults when the perturbation δx0 is applied to the nominal state
x0. The state transition matrix is used to estimate the differ-
ence between the true perturbed trajectory and the nominal
trajectory; the estimated trajectory is xest(t). If the terminal
times are fixed then

xest(t) = x(t) + δx(t) with δx(t) = �(t, t0)δx(t0) (32)

For the general case

xest(t) = x(t) + dx(t) with

dx(t) = �(t, t0) (dx0 − ẋ0dt0) + ẋfdtf (33)

This linearization and its possible applications are an in-
valuable tool used to design orbits by determining the values
of a subset of the independent variables t0, x0, tf to achieve a

prescribed set of final state conditions x∗
f . In trajectory design

and targeting, it is possible to follow the same linearization
process for more complex state vectors that can include con-
trol terms and force model parameters. For general mission
design problems, the state transition matrix can form part of
the necessary gradients used in gradient-based targeting and
optimization algorithms.

As an example application, consider the orbital boundary
value problem in a general force field, using only position r

and velocity v in the state vector. The state and the equations
of motion are

x(t) =
[

r

v

]

ẋ(t) =
[

v

g(t, r, v)

]
(34)

For this model

∂f (t, x)

∂x(t)
=

[
0 I

∂g/∂r ∂g/∂v

]
(35)

Assume a trajectory with initial conditions r0, v0 at t0 and
final conditions rf , vf at tf . The initial velocity v∗

0 needed so
that the final position is some given value r∗

f instead of rf is
easily found. Partition the state transition matrix between tf
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and t0 as

�(tf , t0) =
[

�11(tf , t0) �12(tf , t0)

�21(tf , t0) �22(tf , t0)

]
(36)

where each sub-matrix has equal dimensions and its size is
half that of �(tf , t0). If t0 and tf are fixed then to first order
the approximation for v∗

0 is

v∗
0 ≈ v0 + [�12(tf , t0)]−1 [

r∗
f − rf

]
(37)

It is necessary to apply equation (37) iteratively. Each new
iterate of the trajectory is taken to be a new nominal solution
requiring re-evaluating �(t, t0) along the updated trajectory.

4 TRAJECTORY DESIGN AND
OPTIMIZATION: FUNDAMENTAL
SOLUTION METHODS

The trajectory design and optimization problem can be di-
vided into two main categories. The first category is strictly
obtaining a solution that meets the imposed constraints. The
second category encompasses the first, but has the additional
characteristic that it produces is a solution where some scalar
cost function is extremized.

Let xp be an n × 1 vector that contains a finite set of vari-
ables that generates an m × 1 function vector c which de-
pends explicitly or implicitly on xp

c = c(xp) (38)

xp will be referred to as the variable vector. The elements
of c can be constrained. How these constraints are defined
determines the type of problem that is being solved. Let c be
constrained as follows

cl ≤ c(xp) ≤ cu (39)

where cl and cu are constant vectors of lower and upper
bounds, respectively. An element j of c is the scalar func-
tion cj . An equality constraint on it is defined by setting

cl
j = cu

j = c∗
j (40)

where c∗
j is the required target value. Simple one-sided in-

equality constraints are specified by setting

−∞ ≤ cj ≤ cu
j or cl

j ≤ cj ≤ +∞ (41)

In practice (as in a computer code) very large negative and
positive numbers are used for −∞ or +∞, respectively.

It is assumed that c is unique for any value of xp and that it
is continuous, and has continuous first and second derivatives
with respect to xp. It is also assumed and required that all of
the elements of c are consistent and independent. For any
gradient-based solution method it is necessary to estimate
the Jacobian matrix

D = ∂c

∂xp
(42)

Numerical finite difference methods are the simplest and
most common methods used in estimating D (Dennis and
Schnabel, 1983; Gill, Murray, and Wright, 1982; see also,
Sensitivity Analysis). The most accurate estimate uses a vari-
ational procedure that is based on the state transition matrix
(Zimmer and Ocampo, 2005; Ocampo and Munoz, 2009).
The only drawback to this method is that it is problem spe-
cific and there is significant up-front work required to derive
all of the relationships between the functions and the vari-
ables. It is important to stress that the accurate estimation of
D is the single most important calculation for any gradient-
based solution method.

Having defined the variable and function vectors, the fol-
lowing fundamental problems form the basis of the trajectory
design and/or optimization process.

4.1 Nonlinear root finding problem

In this problem, xp and c have the same dimension (n = m)
and the function vector is constrained as an equality constraint

c(xp) = c∗
j (43)

The constraint on the function vector is

c∗
j ≤ c(xp) ≤ c∗

j (44)

Redefine the constraint as an explicit equality constraint

d(xp) ≡ c(xp) − c∗
j = 0 (45)

This is a nonlinear root finding problem for a system of
nonlinear equations

d(xp) = 0 (46)

The problem is solved with standard gradient-based non-
linear root finding algorithms. There is no guarantee that
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a solution exists, and multiple solutions are possible. The
most robust algorithms are based on the well-known Newton–
Raphson update formula, the method of steepest descent, and
Broyden’s update formula for updating the Jacobian matrix
(Dennis and Schnabel, 1983; among others).

The orbital boundary value problem is an example of a
three-dimensional root finding problem where

xp = v(t0) d(xp) = r(tf ) − r∗
f = 0 (47)

where r∗
f is the target position vector. The computation of

the equations (e.g., the functions) in d requires knowing the
initial position vector r0 (v0 is obtained from xp), the transfer
time tf − t0, and the ability to integrate the trajectory from t0
to tf to compute r(tf ) in any force field model.

One example of a numerical code that can be used to
solve this type of problem is the NS11 routine from the
Harwell Subroutine Library (see http://hsl.rl.ac.uk/archive/
hslarchive.html). There are many others and they all fall under
the category of nonlinear equation solvers in the numerical
software libraries available.

4.2 Mini-max problem

This problem has the same conditions on c as in the nonlinear
root finding problem (equation (45)), except that there is no
restriction on the value of m with respect to n. This is a
standard mini-max problem where it is desired to find a local
minimum of the function

J = max
∣∣[d(xp)]j

∣∣, j = 1 · · · m (48)

If n = m then the solution is equivalent to the solution of
the nonlinear root finding problem; the mini-max solution is
J = 0 if the nonlinear root finding problem has a solution.
If n < m the system is overdetermined and the mini-max
solution in general is J > 0. This is equivalent to nonlinear
mini-max data fitting. If n > m the system is under deter-
mined and the mini-max solution is J = 0 if the nonlinear
root finding problem has a zero solution (root) for a given
subset of m variables out of the n variables in xp. The so-
lution is equivalent to the minimum norm solution from the
initial estimate of xp.

If the transfer time is a free variable in the orbital boundary
value problem, the minimum norm solution is obtained by
solving the mini-max problem with

xp =
[

v(t0)

tf − t0

]
d(xp) = r(tf ) − r∗

f = 0 (49)

The dimension of xp is n = 4 and the dimension of d is m = 3
in this case.

As an example, the VG11/12 algorithms from the
Harwell Subroutine Library (see http://hsl.rl.ac.uk/archive/
hslarchive.html) have proven to be robust and efficient for
this type of problem.

4.3 Constrained optimization problem

For an optimization problem any element of c, say cj , can be
chosen to be minimized or maximized provided that cl

j /= cu
j .

This element is called the objective function, the performance
index, or simply the cost function. The problem is to deter-
mine the value of xp that extremizes the cost cj subject to
the constraints imposed on it and the other elements of c if
they are present. The expected number of active constraints
is assumed to be less than the number of variables in xp. This
is the general problem of nonlinear constrained optimiza-
tion (see Review of Optimization Techniques, Continuous
Optimization in Aerospace Structures, Trajectory Optimiza-
tion). The solution methods have been well documented in
the articles of (Betts, 1998, 2001), Gill, Murray, and Wright
(1982, 2005), Nocedal and Wright (1999), and others. These
methods are based on the sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) algorithm which is currently considered state of the
art. The algorithm guarantees that, at least locally, the neces-
sary first-order conditions for optimality (the Kuhn–Tucker
conditions) are satisfied at a solution.

The function vector c is an m × 1 vector constrained as
in equation (39) and one of its elements is the cost function.
The variable vector xp is of dimension n × 1 and the number
of constraints that are expected to be active on the solution,
mactive, is less than or equal to n.

Using the orbital boundary value problem as an example,
assume that a spacecraft state at t0 is given by r0, v

−
0 and it

is desired to achieve a final state r∗
f , v

∗
f at tf . t0 is fixed but tf

is free. The transfer is achieved with two impulses, �v0 and
�vf , and the goal is to minimize the sum of the magnitudes
(�v0 + �vf ) of these maneuvers. With this

xp =




�v0

�vf

tf


 c(xp) =




�v0 + �vf

tf

rf

v+
f


 (50)

where the cost function is the first element of c. The compu-
tation of c is given schematically as
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[
r0

v−
0

]
+

[
0

�v0

]
=

[
r0

v+
f

] ∫ tf

t0
f (·)dt

−→
[

rf

v−
f

]

+
[

0

�vf

]
=

[
rf

v+
f

]
(51)

and c can be constrained as


0

0

r∗
f

v∗
f


 ≤


c(xp) =




�v0 + �vf

tf − t0

rf

v+
f





 ≤




+∞
+∞
r∗

f

v∗
f


 (52)

As an example set of numerical codes, the SQP-based
numerical routines VF13 (see http://hsl.rl.ac.uk/archive/
hslarchive.html) and SNOPT (see http://www.sbsi-sol-
optimize.com/ asp/sol product snopt.html) have proven to be
both robust and efficient for solving this type of problem. The
VF13 routine is better suited for dense problems; these are
problems where there are relatively few zeros in the Jacobian
matrix and the number of variables are on the order of 100.
The SNOPT routine is well suited for both dense and sparse
problems and can handle problems with thousands of vari-
ables.

5 DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF
IMPULSIVE TRAJECTORIES

Consider the problem of finding a multi-impulse trajectory
that meets a general set of boundary conditions at an initial
time t0 and a final time tf . The trajectory will have at most
n impulsive maneuvers. Assume the spacecraft is equipped
with a single engine with exhaust velocity c. The initial mass
is m0. The goal is to minimize the amount of propellent
required. The total velocity impulse is

�vtotal =
n∑

i=1

�vi (53)

so that the final mass is

m(tf ) = m0e−�vtotal/c (54)

The cost function can be either

J = min �vtotal or J = max m(tf ) (55)

The first of these two cost functions is only valid if the
same engine (same c) is used to make all of the impulsive
maneuvers and the only mass discontinuities are due to the

propellent mass consumed by the maneuvers. If this is not
the case, then it is necessary to directly use J = max m(tf ).
The initial and final boundary conditions are given as implicit
functions of the state and terminal times

θ(t0, x0) = 0 θ : p × 1 (56)

ψ(tf , xf ) = 0 ψ : q × 1 (57)

The state vector is of dimension nx = 7. With this p ≤
nx + 1 and q ≤ nx + 1. The actual values for p and q are,
of course, problem dependent and care must be taken not to
over constrain the problem. The variable vector is

xp = (
t0 r0 v0 m0 t1 �v1 . . . tn �vn tf

)�

(58)

and the constraints on the times are

ti ≤ ti+1 i = 0, . . . , n − 1 (59)

tn ≤ tf (60)

Using J = min �vtotal as the cost function, a suitable func-
tion vector is




0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0




≤




c(xp) =




�vtotal

θ(t0, x0)

t1 − t0

t2 − t1

...

tn − tn−1

tf − tn

ψ(tf , xf )







≤




+∞
0

+∞
+∞

...

+∞
+∞

0




(61)

As stated, the initial and final times (t0 and tf ) are free
variables. It is not necessary to assume or require that im-
pulsive maneuvers occur at t0 and/or tf . A solution can have
maneuvers at these times, in which case t1 = t0 and/or tn = tf .
Depending on the force field model, a solution can meet the
boundary conditions at t0 and/or tf without a maneuver at
those times.

Pioneering work on the optimization of impulsive trans-
fer trajectories was made during the latter half of the last
century (Edelbaum, 1967; Lawden, 1963; Jezewski, 1975;
Marec, 1979; among others). In particular, the work success-
fully connected the results from optimal control theory to the
problem of treating discontinuous changes in the state vari-
ables (velocity and mass in this case). This allows including
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a set necessary conditions as additional information required
to be satisfied on an optimal impulsive trajectory. The primer
vector p and its rate ṗ were introduced (Lawden, 1963), and
the necessary conditions for optimality derived from opti-
mal control theory are written as functions of these. The
state transition matrix plays a key role here, since it can
be used to study the evolution of these quantities along a
solution.

5.1 Example: formulation of a multi-impulse
earth–moon transfer

Consider a multi-impulse low Earth orbit to low Moon or-
bit transfer near some given epoch denoted as tepoch. Assume
that at most four impulses are needed. Convergence to a lo-
cally optimal solution may result with zero magnitude for
some of the maneuvers. A typical formulation is given by the
following. The starting low Earth orbit is circular (e∗

0 = 0)
with specified radius a∗

0 and inclination i∗0 with respect to the
Earth’s equator. The remaining orbit elements are free. The
initial spacecraft mass is m0. The final orbit about the moon
is required to be circular (e∗

f = 0) at a specified radius a∗
f and

with specified inclination i∗f relative to the Moon’s equator.
The initial time t0 is free and is given with respect to tepoch. The
initial state r0, v0 is constrained to satisfy the initial boundary
condition defined in an Earth-centered equatorial reference
frame

θ(t0, x0) =




a(t0, r0, v0) − a∗
0

e(t0, r0, v0) − e∗
0

i(t0, r0, v0) − i∗0


 = 0 (62)

and the final state is constrained to satisfy the final boundary
condition defined in a Moon-centered equatorial reference
frame

ψ(tf , xf ) =




a(tf , rf , vf ) − a∗
f

e(tf , rf , vf ) − e∗
f

i(tf , rf , vf ) − i∗f


 = 0 (63)

In general the initial state r0 and v0 can be explicit vari-
ables in the variable vector xp. As a first attempt, it may
be convenient to have the initial state satisfy the initial con-
straints directly and treat the remaining orbital elements as
variables. So at t0 an orbit with elements a∗

0, e
∗
0, i

∗
0 is defined

and the ascending node �0 and argument of latitude u0 form
part of the variables. The argument of latitude is the posi-
tion referencing variable in the orbit; it is measured from the

ascending node in the direction of motion. It replaces the true
anomaly in cases when the orbit is circular. The epoch of this
location is t0. With this the variable vector is

xp = (
t0 �0 u0 t1 �v1 t2 �v2 t3 �v3 t4 �v4 tf

)�
1×20

(64)

An initial estimate for xp is required. Getting this initial
estimate is one of the critical steps in the process and is be-
yond the scope of this chapter. However, a few remarks are in
order. Analytical information and knowledge of the problem
can be used to help estimate all or some of the variables in
xp. The goal is to obtain an initial estimate that lies within the
convergence envelope of the algorithm used to solve the op-
timization problem. The convergence envelope is generally
unknown so it suffices to state that an estimate near the solu-
tion, which of course is also unknown, is desired. So besides
assuming that at least one locally optimal solution exists, the
analyst must make use of all the information that is available,
and hope at best to get a converged solution knowing that
it may not necessarily be the globally optimal solution that
is consistent with the constraints. If it is possible to have at
least a solution that is only near feasible, it is highly likely
that this solution is inside the convergence envelope. Au-
tomated initial guess estimator procedures and algorithms
can be developed for specific problems. These algorithms
produce solutions that are at least near feasible and conver-
gence to locally optimal solutions is almost always possible
(albeit, never guaranteed). As an example, these types of al-
gorithms have been developed recently for certain types of
Earth–Moon transfer problems (Jesick and Ocampo, 2009;
Ocampo and Saudemont, 2009).

At t0 the orbital elements in xp are used to get the state
r0, v0. The state r0, v0, m0 is integrated on this orbit from t0 to
t1. For this impulsive trajectory, the mass will be continuous
between impulses and undergo discontinuous changes at the
impulse times. It is included as part of the state vector since
the force field may include natural acceleration terms, such as
solar radiation pressure, that depend on the spacecraft mass.
The evolution of the state from t0 to tf is







r0

v0

m0




∫ t1

t0
f (·)dt

=⇒







r1

v−
1

m−
1


 +




0

�v1

�m1




=




r1

v+
1

m+
1







∫ t2

t1
f (·)dt

=⇒
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r2

v−
2

m−
2


 +




0

�v2

�m2


 =




r2

v+
2

m+
2







∫ t3

t2
f (·)dt

=⇒







r3

v−
3

m−
3


 +




0

�v3

�m3


 =




r3

v+
3

m+
3







∫ t4

t3
f (·)dt

=⇒







r4

v−
4

m−
4


 +




0

�v4

�m4


 =




r4

v+
4

m+
4







∫ tf

t4
f (·)dt

=⇒




mf

rf

vf






(65)

where

�mi = mie
−�vi/c (i = 1 . . . 4) (66)

A possible function vector with the cost function as the first
element is




0

0

0

0

0

0

a∗
f

e∗
f

i∗f




≤




c(xp) =




�vtotal

t1 − t0

t2 − t1

t3 − t2

t4 − t3

tf − t4

a(tf , rf , vf )

e(tf , rf , vf )

i(tf , rf , vf )







≤




+∞
+∞
+∞
+∞
+∞
+∞
a∗

f

e∗
f

i∗f




(67)

In evaluating some of the elements of c it is necessary to
perform the coordinate transformations required to calculate
the orbital elements of the state with respect to the Moon.

6 DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF
FINITE THRUST TRAJECTORIES

The solution for a trajectory that (i) contains one or more
finite burn arcs, (ii) is required to satisfy a set of general
constraints, and (iii) extremizes a scalar cost function can be
solved by casting the problem into one of the fundamental
solution methods described in the previous sections. Which

solution method is used depends on the choice for the control
model. There are two options:

1. Parameterized control model: this is the simplest to form
and solve and is known as a direct method. The controls
are described via a set of allowable functions whose pa-
rameters form part of the variable vector xp. The result-
ing solution is considered suboptimal with respect to any
solution obtained from an optimal control formulation.
The problem is cast as a constrained optimization prob-
lem. How the equations of motion are integrated distin-
guishes the direct method used. There are two common
approaches:
– Explicit numerical integration: the state equations are

integrated numerically as an initial value problem and
the control functions are used directly in the equations
of motion. This method is referred to as a shooting
method because the intermediate and final boundary
conditions on the state are only satisfied completely
at the end of the solution process. The equations of
motion are satisfied along every point of the trajectory
regardless of whether the solution has converged.

– Implicit numerical integration: the states and controls
are guessed at a sequence of node points placed sys-
tematically along a time line. The boundary condi-
tions are met at each iterate, but the equations of mo-
tion are only met at the end when the solution has
converged. This method is referred to as a collocation
method.

2. Optimal control model: this solution yields the best value
for the cost function, but it is more difficult to form and
solve. It is known as the indirect method. The resulting
control functions are explicit functions of the states and
costates. For some controls with lower and upper bounds,
the solutions tend to be bang-bang. If the control is a
steering unit vector, whose tip is only constrained to be
on a sphere of unit radius, it will be a smooth nonlinear
function. The formulation leads to a multi-point bound-
ary value problem that can be solved using any of the
fundamental algorithms discussed. The difference is in
what is chosen as the function vector. A fair discussion
of this model requires a complete dedicated chapter. For
a general discussion of the optimal control problem, see
Leitmann (1966), Bryson and Ho (1975), Hull (2003),
Vincent and Grantham (1997), Pontryagin et al. (1962),
and others. For a discussion on the direct application of
optimal control theory to the spacecraft trajectory opti-
mization problem, see Lawden (1963) and Marec (1979).
For a discussion on the computational implementation of
the method in a trajectory design and optimization soft-
ware system, see, for example, Ocampo (2003, 2004).
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To illustrate only the first method (the parameterized con-
trol model) assume an engine model with constant exhaust
velocity c. The control variables are the magnitude of the
thrust force T and the unit thrust direction u. The constraints
on these are

0 ≤ T (t) ≤ Tmax |u(t)| = 1 (68)

For a given initial mass m0, the cost function is the final
mass mf which is to be maximized.

6.1 Parameterized thrust vector model

For every finite burn segment it is necessary to determine the
value of the thrust T (t) and the unit direction u(t). It will be
assumed that once the value for T (t) is determined, it remains
constant for that part of the trajectory. It is convenient to di-
vide the trajectory into finite duration segments which are
sequentially connected. The unit thrust direction is parame-
terized by the spherical angles α and β

u(t) =




cos β(t) cos α(t)

cos β(t) sin α(t)

sin β(t)


 (69)

Using this parameterization, the constraint |u(t)| = 1 is
inherently satisfied and there is no need to explicitly include it
as a constraint function. A possible set of allowable functions
for the spherical angles are

α(t) = α0 + α̇0(t − t0) + 1

2
α̈0(t − t0)2

+ aα sin(ωα(t − t0) + φα) (70)

β(t) = β0 + β̇0(t − t0) + 1

2
β̈0(t − t0)2

+ aβ sin(ωβ(t − t0) + φβ) (71)

where t0 ≤ t ≤ tf . Each of the constants in equations (70 and
71) can be an element of xp.

As defined, the functions for the spherical angles α and β

admit constant, linear, quadratic, and sinusoidal terms. For
most practical applications the constant and linear terms are
sufficient. However, for some low-thrust applications, the si-
nusoidal terms may be important. The thrust unit vector u(t)
can be defined in any reference frame. Typically it is the same

reference frame in which the equations of motion are written
in. However, there are many others depending on the appli-
cation. For example, an alternate reference frame is an oscu-
lating reference frame that rotates with the velocity vector.
Two basis vectors for an orthogonal right handed system are
the velocity and the instantaneous angular momentum unit
vectors. A velocity direction based frame is useful for long
duration, low thrust spiral escape and capture trajectories, for
example.

6.1.1 Setup for the finite burn parametrized control
model using constrained optimization

A set of n trajectory arcs (segments) are connected sequen-
tially. The start and end times of the segments are referred to
as nodes. Assume that these are integrated using an explicit
numerical integration method. The variables that define each
segment include the duration, the thrust magnitude T , and
all the parameters that define the thrust direction unit vec-
tor given in equations (70) and (71). All of these variables
are elements of xp. The minimum set of constraints on these
variables include the simple bounds for T , given in equa-
tion (68), and the fact that the duration of each segment is
non-negative. Additional constraints may include limits on
the values of some or all of the parameters that describe the
thrust direction unit vector u(t). Coast arcs may naturally ap-
pear during the solution process because T is allowed to be
zero. The first segment is from t0 to t1 and the last segment
is from tn−1 to tn. The final time is tf = tn.

Let si be the vector of the thrust direction unit vector
parameters for each segment i (i = 1 . . . n)

si = [
α0i

α̇0i
α̈0i

aαi
ωαi

φαi
β0i

β̇0i
β̈0i

aβi
ωβi

φβ

]�
(72)

Consider the transfer of a spacecraft between the boundary
conditions,

θ(t0, r0, v0) = 0 ψ(tf , rf , vf ) = 0 (73)

The initial mass m0 is specified and the final mass mf is
required to be maximized. The variable vector xp is

xp = (
t0 r�

0 v�
0 t1 T1 s�

1 t2 T2 s�
2 . . . tn Tn s�

n

)�
(74)
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If there are no constraints on the elements of si, the function
vector c is




0

0

0
...

0

0

0
...

0

0

0




≤




c(xp) =




θ(t0, r0, v0)

t1 − t0

t2 − t1

...

tn − tn−1

T1

T2

...

Tn

ψ(tf , rf , vf )

m(tf )







≤




0

+∞
+∞

...

+∞
Tmax

Tmax

...

Tmax

0

m0




(75)

The last element of c is the cost function. Optimal solutions
(in a constrained optimization sense) tend to exhibit bang-
bang thrust control with T = 0 for coast arcs and T = Tmax

for finite burn arcs. With this information, a reduced form for
both xp and c can be used. Additional information can also
include knowing beforehand specifically when and where
thrust arcs may exist. At a minimum, a sequence of alternat-
ing thrust/coast segments can be formed. All thrust arcs are
forced to have T = Tmax, and all coast arcs are forced to have
T = 0. In addition to removing T for each segment as a vari-
able, only the Tmax segments require the thrust direction unit
vector parameters. This seems at first as overly constraining
the structure of the solution beforehand. But this is artificial
because segments can converge to zero duration, meaning
that thrust arcs that were assumed to exist at certain parts of
the trajectory can disappear if it is optimal to have coast arcs
there instead. An important assumption is that enough seg-
ments have been allowed in the solution, since new segments
cannot automatically appear without restarting the problem
with a larger number of segments.

7 INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY
DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION
EXAMPLE

To illustrate some of the concepts discussed in this chapter, a
complete interplanetary trajectory is designed and optimized.
The problem is to transfer a spacecraft from a low Earth park-
ing orbit to an orbit about Jupiter that could serve as a Jovian
satellite touring orbit. The trajectory makes use of planetary
flybys of Venus and Earth and uses one propulsion system

(the departure stage) to escape the Earth and a more efficient,
but less powerful propulsion system (the cruise/arrival stage),
for the remaining maneuvers. The example is hypothetical but
contains enough detail to make it interesting and practical.

7.1 Problem statement and procedure

A spacecraft with given initial mass m0 begins in a low
Earth circular parking orbit with a given inclination relative
to Earth’s equator. An engine with a given maximum thrust
and specific impulse is used to make the departure maneuver.
After this, the propulsion stage and depleted tank are dis-
carded. At Jupiter, the spacecraft is inserted into a circular
orbit with a radius equal to the mean orbital radius of the
moon Europa. The objective is to maximize the final inserted
mass at Jupiter. Unless specified, all other orbital elements
at Earth departure and Jupiter arrival are free variables. The
spacecraft is allowed to perform flybys of other planets, not as
a constraint, but to reduce the amount of on board propellent
required. The problem data is given in Table 1.

A critical part of the problem, which is not discussed due
to space limitations, is the initial estimate of the solution. The
initial estimate of any problem of this type is required and

Table 1. Problem data for the Earth-Venus-Earth-Earth-Jupiter
(EVEEJ) interplanetary trajectory.

Reference epoch tepoch 06/01/2010
00:00:00.000

TDB

Reference frame frame Sun centered Mean
Ecliptic J2000

Earth circular
parking orbit
radius

a0 6578.140 km

Inclination i0 28.5 ◦
Initial mass m0 2000.0 kg
Departure stage

maximum thrust
T1max 1000.0 N

Departure stage
specific impulse

Isp1 500.0 s

Departure
stage/tank mass

mstage 100.0 kg

Cruise/arrival stage
maximum thrust

T2max 50 N

Cruise/arrival stage
specific impulse

Isp2 2000.0 s

Minimum flyby
radius at Venus

rpmin venus 6551.8 km

Minimum flyby
radius at Earth

rpmin earth 6878.0 km

Jupiter circular
final orbit radius

af 671, 034.0 km

The reference epoch is given in terrestrial dynamic barycentric (TDB) time
scale.
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it is based on some knowledge of the dynamics of the force
model. There are numerous automated procedures to obtain
an initial estimate for specific problems. These solutions are
then refined using the targeting and optimization methods
described in this chapter.

A general trajectory design and optimization system called
Copernicus (Ocampo, 2003, 2004) was used to solve all as-
pects of this example. It is a system that facilitates the con-
struction of the initial estimate, the necessary targeting, and
subsequent optimization of the solution. One of the under-
lying strategies used in Copernicus is to initially allow a
complex trajectory to be modelled as disconnected trajec-
tory arcs, a technique that has also be used successfully in
another software system for high fidelity trajectory optimiza-
tion called CATO (Byrnes and Bright, 1995). The conceptual
logical procedure is illustrated in Figure 8. The initial guess is
an impulsive trajectory that uses a zero-sphere-of-influence

(ZSOI) model for all the planets involved; that is, the plan-
ets are zero-mass points that follow a real ephemeris based
trajectory around the Sun. In the ZSOI model, the depar-
ture impulse at Earth places the spacecraft on a zero energy
(parabolic) trajectory with respect to the Earth. Likewise, the
capture impulse at Jupiter transfers the spacecraft from a zero
energy trajectory with respect to Jupiter to the capture or-
bit. The gravity assist maneuvers are modelled as impulses
consistent with the constraints associated with them (energy
conservation, minimum flyby radius). The initial impulsive
trajectory estimate is optimized by choosing the final mass as
the cost function. It is necessary to choose the final mass as
the cost function because not all maneuvers are made with the
same exhaust velocity. The next step is to use the real gravity
of the planets to construct the integrated departure trajectory
from the low Earth parking orbit, the hyperbolic flyby tra-
jectories about the flyby planets, and the arrival trajectory

Figure 8. Procedure to construct an optimal finite burn interplanetary trajectory. ZSOI refers to zero-sphere-of-influence.
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Figure 9. Optimal impulsive EVEEJ solution in a Sun-centered mean ecliptic J2000 frame. Transfer duration is approximately 6 years.

around the Jupiter, all consistent with the constraints im-
posed on these planet centered orbits. In the procedure
used here, this generates an infeasible disconnected tra-
jectory. The next step is to adjust all of the variables of
the problem to enforce the state continuity constraints and
produce an optimal, fully integrated, impulsive trajectory
using a high-fidelity force model. From this solution, all
spacecraft impulsive maneuvers are converted to finite burn
maneuvers.

The Sun-centered optimal impulsive solution is shown in
Figure 9. It is a trajectory that is has one flyby of Venus and
two flybys of Earth. There are three deterministic impulsive
maneuvers performed by the spacecraft. These are the Earth
departure, a deep space maneuver between the two Earth
flybys, and the Jupiter capture.

The finite burn trajectory is constructed from the optimal
impulsive trajectory by taking each of the deterministic ma-
neuvers and converting them to fully integrated finite burns.
The parameterized thrust control model is used to model the
finite burns. At departure, the thrust direction pointing vector
is modelled in a velocity based reference frame relative to
the Earth with an allowed linear steering of the thrust vector
in this frame. The Earth departure phase and the two Earth
flybys (one of which is on the minimum periapsis bound-
ary) are shown in Figure 10. The Venus flyby which has a
large periapsis value is shown in Figure 11. The deep space
maneuver is modelled as an inertially fixed maneuver be-
cause it is short and there are no advantages in allowing it

to be steered. The capture maneuver at Jupiter is modeled as
the departure maneuver at Earth, except that the velocity is
referenced to a Jupiter-centered frame. Figure 12 shows the
finite burn capture maneuver and the resulting final capture
orbit.

The final delivered mass for the optimal impulsive ZSOI
solution is 766 kg; for the optimal impulsive integrated/high-
fidelity solution it is 607 kg; and for the optimal finite
burn solution it is 445 kg. The reason for the difference
in performance between the optimal impulsive ZSOI and
integrated/high-fidelity solutions has to do with the higher
cost associated with both the departure from the low Earth or-
bit and the capture maneuver into the circular orbit at Jupiter.
The lower delivered mass of the optimal finite burn solution is
attributed to gravity loss. But all of the solutions are locally
optimal solutions consistent with the problem assumptions
and the constraints.

8 SUMMARY

The fundamental ideas and issues associated with modern
mission design and trajectory optimization techniques have
been presented. The first task involves modeling the dynam-
ics of the spacecraft as a three degree of freedom point parti-
cle that translates under the influence of natural and control-
related accelerations. The specific form of the equations of
motion depends on the problem being analyzed. Some of
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Figure 10. Finite burn departure and Earth flybys.

Figure 11. Venus flyby.

these are linearized models with inherent limitations, but
very useful in characterizing the nature of the solutions. The
simplest nonlinear model is the standard relative two-body
problem whose solutions provide a valid and reasonable ap-
proximation to the more realistic models. Eventually, real-
istic and more complex models that include accelerations
from other celestial bodies and additional non-gravity ac-
celerations, have to be considered. Numerical integration is
required to solve the resulting systems of equations and care
must be exercised in the interpretation of these numerical-

based solutions because of their inherent computational er-
rors.

The impulsive maneuver was discussed as an approxima-
tion to both the finite burn and the gravity assist maneuvers.
Basic impulsive transfer maneuvers were discussed in the
context of using them to understand and construct more com-
plicated transfer trajectories A simple procedure was pre-
sented that facilitated the construction of a finite burn ma-
neuver based on a known impulsive maneuver. The resulting
finite burn maneuver is then further refined via a numerical
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Figure 12. Finite burn capture at Jupiter.

continuation process to produce a finite burn maneuver with
perhaps more control authority such as thrust vector steering
and/or lower thrust magnitude values.

Several fundamental solution methods were presented to
solve the targeting and/or optimization problem. These in-
clude the multi-dimensional nonlinear root finding prob-
lem, the mini-max problem, and the constrained optimiza-
tion problem. The key tasks required to use any of these are
the proper identification of both the variable and the function
vectors. The relative sizes of both of these vectors, how the
function vector is constrained, and whether an element of the
function vector is chosen as a cost function, determines the
type of solution method used. Any type of impulsive and/or
finite burn trajectory problem can be cast into any of the fun-
damental solution methods by using a suitable parameteri-
zation of the control functions. An important problem which
was not discussed in detail due to space limitations is the opti-
mal control problem. The optimal control formulation can be
used to model and solve both impulsive and finite burn trajec-
tories and any of the fundamental solution methods presented
can be used to solve it, while simultaneously satisfying the
first order optimal control necessary conditions.

The state transition matrix was discussed as a tool used to
examine the behavior of perturbations relative to a nominal
reference trajectory. It can also be used to relate dependent
perturbations along a trajectory to independent perturbations
at distinct points along a trajectory. It has many applications,
but in particular it can be used to produce the most accurate
set of gradients needed for the gradient-based fundamental

solution methods discussed here. Alternatively, these gradi-
ents can be calculated using the more practical, albeit less
accurate, numerical finite difference methods.

Based on the topics discussed, it is clear that the mission
design and trajectory optimization problem is a multidisci-
plinary process that involves topics from mechanics, differen-
tial equations, nonlinear equations, optimal control, parame-
ter optimization, and the associated numerical methods. For
the more realistic and general problems, an initial estimate
of the solution is always required. Obtaining this estimate
is problem dependent, but always possible by drawing upon
the knowledge and results of simpler problems. The ability
to successfully obtain a valid solution to any type of mission
design or trajectory optimization problem relies on the ability
to successfully integrate into a smooth process each of the ba-
sic components of the problem. The field will always evolve,
particularly along the lines of the numerical methods used in
the solution methods, with the goal of enlarging the conver-
gence envelope of the solution space to the point where less
reliance is placed on the quality of an initial estimate of the
solution. However, the ability to understand the dynamics,
modeling, parameterization, and proper setup of the problem
will always be a critical task.

NOTATION AND SYMBOLS

All scalars are written as alpha-numeric/greek symbols; they
can be in lower or uppercase. Vectors are one dimensional
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column arrays and are written in bold alpha-numeric/greek
symbols and generally appear in lower case. Two minimize
vertical space usage, some vectors are written as transpose
and they are clearly labeled as such where they appear.
Matrices are two-dimensional arrays written as bold alpha-
numeric/greek, uppercase symbols. Subscripts and super-
scripts are context dependent wherever they appear in the text.

The magnitude of a vector is the Euclidean norm and is
written as a scalar; for example, the magnitude of the vector
a is a = |a| = 2

√
a�a.

The following is a general list of symbols used in the chap-
ter:

x state vector
r position vector
v velocity vector
m Mass
t Time
g gravity acceleration vector
a vector of parameters
u thrust direction unit vector
T thrust magnitude
c exhaust velocity magnitude
µ gravitational parameter
A system matrix
i, j integer/index counters
�v impulsive velocity maneuver vector
α angle between two vectors; or right ascension spherical

angle
β elevation or declination spherical angle
b mass flow rate
Isp specific impulse
g Earth surface gravity acceleration
� state transition matrix
D jacobian matrix
J performance index or cost function
xp vector of targeting or optimization variables
c vector of functions
θ initial state vector constraint
ψ final state vector constraint
s vector of thrust control parameters
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the past five decades, numerous robotic spacecraft
have traveled throughout the solar system, collecting in-situ
and remote scientific observations. All of the planets of the
solar system have been visited, at least by spacecraft fly-
ing by and then departing. Spacecraft have been placed into
orbit about Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn for extended
periods of time, to allow much greater collection of scien-
tific data. While traveling in the vicinity of the planets of the
solar system, many natural satellites of these planets have
also been investigated. Spacecraft have landed on Venus,
Mars, and Saturn’s satellite Titan. In addition, spacecraft have
flown past and, in a few instances, landed on or impacted
a number of asteroids and comets. Descriptions of most of

these missions can be found at http://nasascience.nasa.gov/
planetary-science/mission list.

In nearly all cases the ability to determine and control the
flight path of the vehicle has been critical to mission suc-
cess. This chapter describes how navigation is performed for
these planetary exploration missions. The emphasis here is
on space flight well beyond the moon and the Sun–Earth
libration points.

2 NAVIGATIONAL OBJECTIVES
IN PLANETARY MISSIONS

The navigation of a spacecraft is the process of determin-
ing the current position and the predicted flight path of the
vehicle and correcting the flight path so that it stays within
acceptable limits of the desired trajectory. Spacecraft navi-
gation is a complex process involving the collection of data
containing information about the position and velocity of
the vehicle (and other pertinent quantities as well), followed
by the processing of these data to yield estimates of the
vehicle’s position and velocity as functions of time. Further
computation is then needed to plan corrections for trajectory
dispersions away from the desired flight path. The computa-
tional process requires very accurate modeling of the motions
of the vehicle and the observational data.

All planetary missions involve an approach to at least
one celestial body. That body may be simply flown past (or
impacted in some fashion), or engines on board the vehi-
cle may be fired to slow it down and place it into orbit
around the body. In either case, measurements are acquired
as the spacecraft approaches its target; and a spacecraft orbit
is determined based on these data. This orbit determination
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Figure 1. Navigational objectives in different planetary mission phases.

process is repeated as additional measurements are acquired.
Trajectory-correction maneuvers (TCMs) are performed sev-
eral times during the approach, if the predicted encounter
conditions are not within some tolerance of the desired
conditions (see Figure 1). When the last allowable TCM
has been performed, typically several days to several hours
before encounter, the delivery conditions are fixed and can-
not be improved further. However, the collection of additional
measurements and the generation of subsequent orbit deter-
mination solutions allow the trajectory to be predicted more
accurately near encounter than it can be controlled. This
allows the timing of spacecraft sequences and the point-
ing of instruments to be adjusted shortly before encounter
to optimize the return of scientific data. Measurements that
are collected around closest approach are received too late to
either modify the encounter conditions or update instrument
pointing, but are useful for deducing, after the fact, what the
true encounter conditions were, to allow a best reconstructed
orbit for science data correlation purposes.

Many planetary missions involve placing a spacecraft
into orbit around some celestial body, rather than flying by,
impacting, or gently landing. In this scenario, the orbit of
the spacecraft must be determined on a continuing basis, to
allow both the correlation of scientific measurements with the
locations at which they were recorded and the accurate point-
ing and sequencing of instruments in the future. In addition,
some missions require that the orbit be controlled, so that the
spacecraft flies over specific ground features, with specific
lighting conditions, and so on.

3 THE DEEP SPACE NAVIGATION
SYSTEM

The deep space navigation process can be viewed in the con-
text of a feedback control system, as is shown in Figure 2,
with the desired flight path as the principal input and the
actual flight path as the principal output. The sections that
follow describe the various elements in the feedback control
system block diagram, specifically, the spacecraft’s orbital
dynamics (and the modeling thereof), the various observa-
tional data that may be available for navigational purposes,
and the processing of these data to estimate the spacecraft’s
position and velocity and to compute TCMs.

3.1 Spacecraft orbital dynamics and their
modeling

The acceleration experienced by an orbiting spacecraft can
be attributed to a number of effects. The dominant effect
is usually gravitational, with one celestial body at a time
typically exerting the dominant gravitational influence. The
orbital motion of a spacecraft (or a natural body) subject to
the influence of a single massive object with a spherically
symmetric mass distribution can be described by simple geo-
metric shapes such as ellipses and hyperbolae, as described
several centuries ago by Kepler, Newton, and others. Most
other forces, gravitational and nongravitational, are small in
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Figure 2. Deep space navigation system block diagram.

relative terms and perturb the orbit slightly from these simple
geometric shapes. Accurate propagation of spacecraft orbits
generally requires numerical integration.

Additional gravitational effects that frequently must be
taken into account for the accurate description of spacecraft
motion include the gravitational influence of nondominant
bodies (such as the larger natural satellites and the Sun for a
spacecraft orbiting Jupiter), asymmetries in the gravitational
field of the dominant body, and general relativistic effects.
The terrestrial bodies of the solar system possess inho-
mogeneous mass distributions; hence, they have complex
gravitational fields, which are often described by spherical
harmonic expansions. Coefficients in these expansions are
often estimated, as part of the navigation process. General rel-
ativity causes subtle differences in the motion of a spacecraft
and the propagation of radio signals relative to what would
be expected based on classical physics. Deep space measure-
ment systems are sufficiently sensitive to detect some of these
small effects.

From time to time, the rocket engines on board a spacecraft
must be fired to modify the trajectory of the vehicle. In addi-
tion, the motion of a spacecraft is affected by mass expulsion
that cannot be precisely modeled or predicted in advance.
The attitude of a planetary spacecraft is typically maintained
by firing small rocket engines or gas jets. Although these fir-
ings are intended to change the orientation of the vehicle,
they also change its trajectory. In addition, gas leaks unre-
lated to commanded attitude control maneuvers can cause

deviations in the trajectory. All of these propulsive effects,
whether intended or unintended, are often estimated as part
of the navigation process.

Spacecraft near atmosphere-bearing bodies are subject
to aerodynamic forces. Various parameters in aerodynamic
force models can be estimated as part of the navigation pro-
cess.

Solar radiation pressure exerts a small perturbing influence
on interplanetary spacecraft. The resulting acceleration can
be modeled, to the extent that the absorptivity and reflectivity
properties of the vehicle are known in advance or can be
estimated from navigational data.

3.2 Measurement systems

The most frequently used measurements to navigate plan-
etary spacecraft are derived from the radio link between
the spacecraft and the Earth. The Earth-based part of the
telecommunication system is a network of large radio tele-
scopes, such as the Deep Space Network (DSN) of the United
States’ National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The
DSN consists of three complexes of large radio antennas
located near Goldstone, California; Canberra, Australia; and
Madrid, Spain (Mudgway, 2001). Each complex includes
several 34-m diameter antennas and a single 70-m antenna.
With the complexes spread between the northern and southern
hemispheres and relatively evenly spaced in longitude, any
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planetary spacecraft can usually be seen from at least one
tracking complex at any given time. The DSN also includes a
central computational facility in Pasadena, California, which
generates commands to be sent to the spacecraft and receives
data from the spacecraft by way of the tracking stations.

It should be noted that certain other space agencies of
the world, such as the European Space Agency, the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency, and the Russian Federal
Space Agency, have generally similar tracking facilities,
though currently without the DSN’s full longitudinal cov-
erage.

3.2.1 Doppler data

The antenna on a planetary spacecraft is able to receive
commands transmitted from ground antennas. The space-
craft antenna, in turn, transmits a phase-modulated signal
carrying scientific and engineering data back to one or more
ground antennas. Communications with planetary spacecraft
have generally made use of the S- and X-band portions of
the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum. U.S.
planetary spacecraft, for example, have used 2.1 GHz uplink
and 2.3 GHz downlink frequencies when operating at S-band
and 7.2 GHz uplink and 8.4 GHz downlink frequencies when
operating at X-band. (Higher frequency 32 GHz Ka-band
downlinks are now coming into use also.)

The earliest radio navigation measurements for the plane-
tary missions of the United States consisted of Doppler data
acquired by the DSN. Electromagnetic radiation transmitted
from a ground tracking station to a spacecraft is received by
the spacecraft at a shifted frequency if the spacecraft and
ground station are in relative motion – the so-called Doppler
effect. The Doppler frequency shift observed by the space-
craft is proportional to the spacecraft-station relative velocity
resolved along the line of sight.

The simplest form of Doppler measurement employs a
downlink, one-way mode, in which the frequency of the sig-
nal received by the tracking station is compared with the best
estimate of the frequency of the signal that was sent by the
spacecraft. Since the clocks on board the spacecraft and at
the tracking station do not run at precisely the same rates
(with the ground clocks much more accurate than those on
board), the accuracy of one-way Doppler data is inherently
limited.

To minimize the effects associated with inconsistencies
between ground-based and on-board frequency references,
Doppler measurements are generally made in a two-way
coherent transmission mode, in which the tracking station
continuously transmits and receives. The signal transmitted
from the Earth is received by the spacecraft’s radio system,
which increases its frequency by some multiple (e.g., 240/221

for S-band links), to avoid interference between the outgoing
and incoming signals, and coherently (by means of a phase-
locked loop) transmits it back to the Earth. If the distance
between the spacecraft and the tracking station is increasing
(decreasing), the spacecraft radio system receives and sub-
sequently retransmits a signal whose frequency is shifted to
a slightly lower (higher) value by the Doppler effect. On the
downlink trip from the spacecraft to the Earth, the frequency
of the signal received by the tracking station is again modi-
fied by the Doppler effect. These two-way coherent Doppler
data are available whenever there is a two-way communi-
cation link between a ground tracking station and a distant
spacecraft.

The DSN generates two-way Doppler measurements of
extremely high precision and stability. The measurements
are provided in the form of a nondestructive count (in cycles)
of the integrated frequency difference between a Doppler
reference frequency transmitted to the spacecraft and the
frequency that is returned from the spacecraft (with an adjust-
ment made for the frequency multiplication that takes place
in the spacecraft transponder).

Doppler data are affected by both random and system-
atic errors. The random error contributions include receiver
noise of various sorts, timing jitter, Doppler counter quantiza-
tion error, Doppler extractor phase noise, ground equipment
path delay phase noise, and frequency standard instability.
The current error standard deviation for X-band Doppler data
with a one-minute count time is typically about 0.06 mm s−1

(Border, Lanyi and Shin, 2008).

3.2.2 Range data

In addition to measuring the spacecraft-tracking station rel-
ative velocity resolved along the line of sight by means of
Doppler data, it is possible to measure the distance between
the spacecraft and tracking station. The DSN, for example,
uses a binary-coded, sequential-acquisition ranging tech-
nique to provide a measurement of the round-trip light travel
time between the station and the spacecraft (Mudgway, 2001).
This travel-time measurement is proportional to the line-of-
sight range, assuming accurate knowledge of the velocity
of the radio signal. The current error standard deviation for
X-band ranging measurements is about 0.75 m, including
both random and systematic effects (Border, Lanyi and Shin,
2008). This is a one-way ranging accuracy, associated with a
two-way coherent ranging process.

The ability to make accurate Doppler and range measure-
ments when round-trip signal transit times are fractions of
an hour to hours requires very accurate timekeeping. Mea-
surement of spacecraft range to a fraction of a meter requires
sub-nanosecond time accuracy at a ground tracking station
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over the round-trip light time, or clock stability of better than
one part in 1013.

3.2.3 Information content of Doppler and range data

There are several ways to characterize the position of a distant
spacecraft. One approach is to represent the position of the
spacecraft relative to the center of mass of the Earth in terms
of three Cartesian coordinates. The x- and y-axes are often
chosen to lie in the Earth’s equatorial plane, with the x-axis
pointing toward the vernal equinox. The z-axis lies along the
Earth’s spin axis, in the direction of the north pole (see Figure
3). This sort of coordinate representation is used inside of the
deep space navigation software system. Radio metric orbit
determination capabilities are described more conveniently
in terms of spherical coordinates, however. Thus, the posi-
tion of a spacecraft relative to the Earth may be described
in terms of a radial distance r from the center of mass and
two angles α and δ. Adopting the standard terminology used
by astronomers, the declination angle, δ, is defined to be
the angle by which the spacecraft lies above the equatorial
plane. The right ascension angle, α, is the azimuthal angle in
the equatorial plane from the vernal equinox direction to the
projection of the spacecraft’s position onto that plane.

The trajectory of a spacecraft can be characterized by six
quantities, which can be represented in various ways. A sim-
ple representation is in terms of three position components

and three velocity components at a given time. Thus, we could
describe the translational state of a spacecraft in terms of the
Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z, and their time derivatives;
or in terms of r, δ, and α, and their time derivatives.

In addition, it is worth noting that while it makes sense
to describe the dynamical motion of a spacecraft relative to
the center of mass of the Earth, the tracking station that is
observing the spacecraft is always located elsewhere. Thus,
knowledge of the location of the tracking station is important
too. It is usually described in terms of a distance rs from the
Earth’s spin axis, a distance zs above the equatorial plane, and
a longitude, λ, relative to the Greenwich meridian.

At first glance, it would not appear that the three-
dimensional position and velocity of a spacecraft could be
deduced easily from a time series of range-rate measurements
along the line of sight between a spacecraft and a tracking
station on the surface of the rotating Earth. However, the fact
that the tracking station does not lie at the center of the Earth
or along its polar axis allows much more than just geocentric
range rate to be inferred.

For a distant spacecraft, the station-relative range rate is
equal to the difference between the geocentric range rate of
the spacecraft and the projection of the geocentric motion of
the tracking station onto the station/spacecraft line of sight.
Thus, the Doppler data signature is approximately a sinu-
soid with a 24-h period, superimposed upon the geocentric
range rate of the spacecraft (see Figure 4). The phase of the

Figure 3. Basic elements of spacecraft trajectory information.
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Figure 4. Range and Doppler tracking.

sinusoidal signal is linearly related to the right ascension of
the spacecraft, and the amplitude is proportional to the cosine
of the spacecraft’s geocentric declination.

Thus, a time series of Doppler data can be used to infer
the direction to the spacecraft, in terms of its right ascension
and the cosine of its declination (Hamilton and Melbourne,
1966). The sensitivity of the Doppler data to the declination
is proportional to sin(δ), which causes a degradation in orbit
determination accuracy at declinations near zero. In the con-
text of the simple model described above, a singularity occurs,
and the Doppler-based orbit determination uncertainty in dec-
lination increases sharply. Fortunately, declination usually
changes fairly rapidly in flights to the terrestrial planets, so
that the singular condition near the Earth’s equatorial plane
does not exist for long.

One means of circumventing the zero-declination diffi-
culty with Doppler data is to make use of ranging data
between the spacecraft and two different tracking stations,
at different latitudes. This concept is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5. If the baseline vector between two stations has a
large north-south component, the difference between the two
station-spacecraft ranges will be strongly dependent on the
spacecraft’s declination. Figure 6 indicates the major error
sources associated with differenced-range measurements.

3.2.4 Very long baseline interferometry

Figure 7 shows two widely separated antennas receiving
broadband radio signals from the same distant radio source.

By correlating the signals received at the two stations, the
difference in arrival times can be calculated, which yields
information about the angle between the direction to the
source and the baseline vector between the stations. (The
measured time delay consists of the actual geometric delay
plus delays due to station clock offsets and differences in
signal delays through the ionosphere, troposphere, instru-
mentation, etc.) The use of widely separated antennas to study
distant radio sources is called very long baseline interferome-
try (VLBI). It has numerous scientific applications and certain
navigational applications as well.

One navigational application of VLBI involves the differ-
encing of VLBI observations of a spacecraft and an angularly
nearby extragalactic radio source (or quasar) with a well
known position, as is shown in Figure 8. This is similar in
information content to the differenced-range concept men-
tioned above, but substantially more accurate. The explicit
differencing removes or substantially reduces the effects of
common errors. Station clock offsets and instrumental group
delays can be almost entirely cancelled. Errors due to uncal-
ibrated media effects and poorly modeled baseline vectors
can be greatly reduced. The extent to which errors are elim-
inated in the differencing process depends on how angularly
close the spacecraft and quasar are, the time offset between
observations (since the two objects are typically observed in
an alternating sequence, not simultaneously), and the degree
of similarity in the spectral characteristics of the signals.

Quasars have broadband signals with nearly flat spectra
over many gigahertz. Spacecraft signals are band limited and
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Figure 5. Angular tracking using station-differenced observables.

Figure 6. Differenced-range measurement errors.
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Figure 7. Very long baseline interferometry.

Figure 8. Spacecraft-quasar differential angular techniques.

may contain tones that are added for VLBI tracking. Multi-
ple tones are used to resolve ambiguities in spacecraft delay.
(The widest tone spacing is 38 MHz at X-band.) The delay
determined from spacecraft measurements is called differen-

tial one-way range (DOR). The differential delay between a
spacecraft and a quasar is called �DOR.

The current �DOR measurement error standard devia-
tion is about 2.5 nrad (Border, Lanyi and Shin, 2008). This
angular measurement accuracy is much better than can be
deduced from full station passes of Doppler data and avoids
the geometric singularities of the latter. However, simultane-
ous spacecraft tracking is needed from two widely separated
tracking stations during a common view period; and the
antennas need to point away from the spacecraft and toward
a quasar for at least a few minutes during the view period.

3.2.5 Optical navigation

In the last few months before an encounter with a distant nat-
ural body, a spacecraft’s orbit accuracy can often be improved
with optical data. Optical measurements can be obtained from
the science imaging instruments on board many planetary
spacecraft. These optical instruments, designed to meet the
stringent high-resolution and dynamic-range specifications
required for scientific imaging of the planets and their nat-
ural satellites, have also proved to be excellent for optical
navigation (Owen et al., 2008). Images of the target planets
and their satellites against stellar backgrounds yield naviga-
tional information, as is shown in Figure 9. Spacecraft angular
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Figure 9. Navigation measurements – optical data.

position determination fixes to accuracies of a few microrad
are obtainable from these data.

The navigational accuracies achievable with optical data
are target-relative rather than Earth-relative, as in the case
of radio metric data. This is a considerable advantage since
the effects of target body position errors are minimized, and
the spacecraft is much closer to the target than to the Earth
when the final flight-path corrections are performed. Since the
optical observable measures angles directly, the strength of
the measurement is relatively insensitive to geometry, unlike
Doppler data. The ultimate positional accuracy obtainable
with optical data is often limited by the ability to determine
the gravitational center of the target body from the limb and
terminator measurements in the optical images.

3.2.6 Inertial data

Inertial navigation sensors include gyroscopes and
accelerometers. Of these, only accelerometers measure
the translational motion of a vehicle. They detect all forces
acting on a spacecraft that are not gravitational in nature.
They are essential in launch and atmospheric entry appli-
cations, where aerodynamic forces are quite large. They
are also useful for measuring (and sometimes controlling)
vehicle thrusting. In most cases, they are not sufficiently
accurate to measure the nongravitational forces experienced
by a nonthrusting spacecraft far from a planetary atmosphere.

3.3 Flight path estimation

Radio metric data (Doppler, range, and, when applicable,
�DOR) are extracted from the incoming radio signals at the

tracking stations. Optical data are digitally encoded on board
the spacecraft and transmitted to Earth using the same down-
link signal from which radio navigation data are derived.
All navigation data are then transmitted to a central facil-
ity and buffered in computer storage. Data of poor quality
are removed, and the edited data are made ready for orbit-
estimation processing.

The position and velocity of a planetary spacecraft are
estimated by processing measurements related to some sub-
set of these quantities, in conjunction with very accurate
models of the spacecraft dynamics and the measurements.
As new measurements, of whatever type, are accumulated,
they are compared with the values that these measurements
would be expected to have, based on the latest estimates
of spacecraft position and velocity and any other quanti-
ties that have been selected for estimation. The differences
between the actual measurements and their expected val-
ues, referred to as measurement residuals, are fed back into
the parameter estimation algorithm and used to update the
estimates of the parameters in some optimal fashion. This
estimation process is typically performed by adjusting the
free parameters so as to minimize the measurement residuals
in some weighted-least-squares sense, taking into account
both the measurement accuracies and the accuracies with
which the various parameters were known before receiving
the measurements. The updated values of the spacecraft’s
position and velocity and other pertinent parameters are used,
in conjunction with a model of the forces acting on the
vehicle, to propagate the trajectory forward in time. This
process is illustrated in Figure 10 (which corresponds to
the Flight Path Estimation box in Figure 2). The estimation
process may be performed iteratively until convergence is
obtained.
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Figure 10. Flight path estimation block diagram.

This data processing has historically been done in a large
ground software system. This software includes models of the
forces acting on planetary spacecraft and models of the obser-
vational data to a level of sophistication that is consistent with
the accuracy of the data. Computationally efficient, numeri-
cally stable estimation algorithms have been developed and
implemented over the years for determining spacecraft orbits.
One of several large modules in this system is the trajectory
module, which numerically integrates the trajectory from
assumed initial conditions, taking into account all known
forces acting on the spacecraft that are large enough to be of
consequence (Moyer, 1971). Partial derivatives of the posi-
tion and velocity components with respect to parameters
on which their evolution depends are integrated also. The
equations are developed in a Cartesian coordinate frame ref-
erenced to the Earth’s mean equator and equinox of 2000.0.
Numerical integration is performed using a variable-order
predictor-corrector method.

A second large module computes simulated observable
quantities corresponding to each actual measurement, based
on the modeled trajectory, and computes the partial deriva-
tives of the measurements with respect to the initial conditions
of the trajectory. It may also compute partial derivatives with
respect to a multitude of additional trajectory and observa-
tional model parameters, such as those associated with a
planet’s gravity field, planetary position coordinates, discrete
spacecraft velocity changes due to TCMs and other spacecraft
events, spacecraft gas leak forces and other nongravitational
accelerations, tracking-station locations, and measurement
biases (Moyer, 2003), resulting in a large-scale estimation
problem.

The time to which the spacecraft’s position and velocity
are referenced may be held constant while fitting the available
observational data (batch estimation mode) or periodically
advanced as data are processed (batch-sequential estimation
mode). Only the latter approach can effectively accommodate

key parameters that vary randomly with time, by modeling
them as piecewise-constant functions.

Observational data residuals, as defined above, used to
update estimates of the spacecraft’s position and velocity
and other parameters, are referred to as pre-fit residuals. If
the expected values of observations are evaluated after the
parameter estimation process has been carried out and are
subtracted from the actual measurement values, the results
are called post-fit residuals. Examination of post-fit residuals
provides a means of assessing the validity of an orbit deter-
mination solution. These residuals should have a mean value
of zero and should vary randomly, rather than systematically,
with time. The root mean square value of the post-fit residu-
als should be consistent with the assumed noise statistics of
the observational data.

These computations were carried out in large main-
frame computers for many years. Gradually, the software,
which contains more than a million lines of code, has been
transported to minicomputers and desktop workstations as
computational capabilities have improved.

Several planetary missions have made use of autonomous,
on-board navigation. This approach has been used in sit-
uations in which the round-trip light-time delay makes it
impossible to achieve the desired navigational accuracy if
computations are done on the ground. The autonomous nav-
igation system (with simpler code than the ground system)
is initialized with the best available information from the
ground and is then allowed to operate on its own for a brief
period of time to achieve the desired flyby, impact, or soft
landing conditions.

The final product of the estimation process is a numerically
integrated trajectory that best fits the observations. The high
accuracy required for deep space navigation is achieved with
precise observational measurements and precise knowledge
of the timing of these measurements, numerically accurate
computational algorithms, and a precise modeling of all phys-
ical phenomena that affect the values of the observational
measurements. Submeter observable modeling is employed
throughout the data processing system. Submeter modeling
is achieved by the use of double precision in all trajectory
and observable computations, and the use of a relativis-
tic light-time solution algorithm in the Doppler and range
observable computations. This algorithm takes into account
the retardation in the velocity of light by gravity and the trans-
formation from solar-system barycentric coordinate time to
Earth-station proper time.

Physical phenomena that must be modeled accurately
include those that affect the values of the measurements
directly and those that affect the values of the measure-
ments through their influence on the motion of the spacecraft.
Examples of such phenomena include the locations of the
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tracking stations on the Earth, the Earth’s rotational motion,
the motions of the Earth, moon, planets, and their natural
satellites through the solar system, the gravity-field struc-
tures of the massive bodies of the solar system, and the
effects of the transmission media on the radio signal. All
of these phenomena are modeled in the orbit-determination
software. Many require separate, off-line support activities
to provide parameter values of the needed accuracy. Descrip-
tions of these support functions are provided in the following
subsection.

In addition to allowing the highly accurate navigation of
planetary spacecraft, the processing of radio metric and opti-
cal data have allowed the determination of many quantities of
scientific interest to unprecedented accuracies. These quanti-
ties include the masses and mass distributions of planets and
planetary satellites, the orbital elements of these objects, and
parameters associated with general relativity.

3.4 Navigation support functions

Since the navigational accuracies critical to the success of
a planetary mission are generally referenced to some natural
body other than the Earth, it is very important to have accurate
ephemeris (position and velocity) information for the various
natural bodies of the solar system.

Planetary ephemerides have been derived primarily from
optical transit and other astronomical observations of plan-
ets and planetary satellites with respect to background stars,
acquired using Earth-based telescopes over more than a cen-
tury; radar ranging of several planets and planetary satellites
using large radio antennas, such as the 70-m DSN antenna
at Goldstone, California, over the past several decades; and
spacecraft radio metric and optical data acquired during past
planetary missions. Computational software is maintained
to process these observations and produce highly accurate
ephemerides. Planetary ephemerides have improved signif-
icantly over the past several decades, as new measurement
techniques (such as the use of charge-coupled device (CCD)
photodetectors in Earth-based telescopes) and more data have
become available. Current ephemeris accuracies for the vari-
ous planets vary from less than 1 km to many hundreds of km,
depending on the number and quality of observations avail-
able and the time span over which observations have been
made.

Ephemerides for asteroids and comets are determined in
a similar fashion. However, there are typically fewer high-
quality observations available. In addition, comets are subject
to nongravitational forces as they heat up and emit gasses
while passing near perihelion. These imprecisely known
forces make their orbits difficult to predict into the future.

Ephemerides for the planets’ natural satellites are derived
from Earth-based astrometric plate and CCD photodetector
measurements and radio metric and optical data acquired dur-
ing planetary encounters. The motions of natural satellites in
complex, multi-body gravitational systems are predicted by
numerical integration.

Most Earth-based astrometric measurements help locate
planets and other solar system bodies relative to cataloged
visible stars. The reference frame for the visible star catalog
must then be connected to the reference frame for the natural
radio sources that is used in connection with radio metric data
types.

The gravity-field structures of planets and their satellites
are modeled by potential functions expressed as spherical har-
monic expansions. The expansion coefficients are determined
most accurately from the Doppler tracking of spacecraft that
have orbited or flown past these bodies.

Position coordinates of the DSN tracking stations can be
computed in the orbit-determination software from Doppler
data taken during previous planetary encounters, as well as by
VLBI techniques. Error standard deviations in the locations
of DSN tracking stations relative to the Earth’s crust are now
about 2 cm (Border, Lanyi and Shin, 2008).

The Earth’s spin rate is slowly decreasing and is doing so in
an irregular manner, with the length of day varying by several
ms over a wide range of time periods. In addition, shifts in the
mass distribution of the Earth cause its spin axis orientation
to vary with time, with annual variations of about 10 m. These
irregularities can be computed by mathematical series expan-
sions, the parameters of which have been determined from
centuries of astrometric observations, as well as by VLBI
and Earth-orbiting Global Positioning System (GPS) satel-
lite observations. These Earth rotational variations are stored
in computer files and applied as calibrations to the computed
radio observables.

With sufficient VLBI measurements involving a large
number of extragalactic natural radio sources and multiple
ground antennas, it is possible to determine the positions of
the various sources on the celestial sphere, as well as the
positions of the various antennas on the Earth’s surface. This
technique has offered a means of substantially improving
both the knowledge of DSN crust-fixed station locations and
the modeling of the Earth’s rotation and polar motion. Earth
orientation parameters can be determined currently to within
error standard deviations of about 3 cm (Border, Lanyi and
Shin, 2008).

The refractive effect of the Earth’s troposphere results in
roughly 2 m of signal path delay at zenith and 20 m at a 6-
deg elevation above the horizon (Thornton and Border, 2003).
The tropospheric delay can be expressed as the sum of contri-
butions from the wet and dry components of the atmosphere.
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The dry component contributes about 95% of the total zenith
delay, is proportional to the surface atmospheric pressure,
and is relatively easy to estimate. The wet component is pro-
portional to the water vapor density along the signal path and
is highly unstable. The error standard deviation for zenith
tropospheric delay (after calibration) is currently about 1 cm
(Border, Lanyi and Shin, 2008).

A radio signal passing through a plasma medium, such
as the Earth’s ionosphere or interplanetary space, particu-
larly near the Sun, experiences an increase in phase velocity
and a comparable decrease in group velocity. The cumulative
effects on the signal are proportional to the integral of electron
density along the signal path. The ionospheric delay varies
both diurnally and seasonally. The magnitude of the iono-
spheric effect at X-band is approximately 20–60 cm at zenith
during the daytime and an order of magnitude less at night.
Solar plasma-induced delays at X-band can range from 1 to
75 m, depending on the proximity of the signal path to the Sun
and the level of solar activity, with drifts of typically about
1 m over an eight-hour tracking pass at a Sun–Earth-probe
angle of 20◦ (Thornton and Border, 2003).

The effects of charged particles along a signal path can
be calibrated by analyzing the difference in the effects on
downlink Doppler data received at two frequencies, assum-
ing that both S- and X-band downlinks are available, for
example. X-band radio metric data are much less affected
by plasma interactions than S-band data because of the
inverse-square frequency dependence of these interactions.
Thus, the movement toward higher telecommunication fre-
quencies over several decades has reduced ionospheric- and
space plasma-induced errors substantially. Observations of
GPS satellites are very useful in calibrating both tropospheric
and ionospheric media delays. Error standard deviations in
line-of-sight ionosphere delay (after calibration) are currently
about 2.5 cm (Border, Lanyi and Shin, 2008).

3.5 Trajectory-correction maneuvers

Throughout a planetary mission, the predicted flight path is
compared with the desired flight path, as determined by the
mission requirements. If the two flight paths are not in agree-
ment within some tolerance, a trajectory correction maneuver
is computed. Computation of these velocity-change parame-
ters is performed in another ground software module, often
taking into account an evolving redesign of the remainder of
the mission; and appropriate commands are transmitted to the
spacecraft to execute the maneuver. The effects of all maneu-
vers on the future flight path, the science viewing geometries
that result, and the predicted propellant expenditure are ver-
ified by simulation studies before a maneuver is executed.

A number of propulsive maneuvers are typically required
to navigate a deep space mission. Launch injection errors are
usually corrected in the first month of travel. Trajectory biases
imposed due to planetary quarantine considerations may be
eliminated or reduced at the same time. During the transit
from Earth to a distant body, a large deep-space maneuver
may be needed to arrive at the body in a fuel-efficient manner.
As the spacecraft approaches the body, one or more corrective
maneuvers are executed to guide the spacecraft to the desired
encounter geometry. Gravity-assist flybys of planets that are
not the ultimate destination are often used to allow travel to
the destination body in the most fuel-efficient manner.

The timing of TCMs is governed by the desire to control
the trajectory as accurately as possible, while minimizing the
expenditure of propellant. Precise determination of the orbit
of the spacecraft is essential prior to the computation of each
maneuver.

If the spacecraft is to orbit a massive body, a large retro-
maneuver is required near the point of closest approach.
Once a spacecraft is captured into orbit about a planet,
repeated passes through the upper portion of a planetary
atmosphere are sometimes used to reduce the orbit size and
period, while minimizing the use of propellant – a process
known as aerobraking. Orbit maintenance by means of cor-
rective maneuvers is usually required to maintain the orbital
attributes that are desired for scientific data collection and
spacecraft safety.

Propulsion of planetary spacecraft, historically provided
by some sort of chemical reaction, is now occasionally pro-
vided by a xenon ion engine. Using solar energy as a power
source, xenon ions are accelerated and ejected from the space-
craft as an ion beam, producing, for example, 0.02–0.1 N of
thrust, depending on the operational power level. Whereas
deep-space trajectories in missions with chemical propulsion
are characterized by long periods of coasting, with only brief
periods of thrusting, electric propulsion missions involve
thrusting a substantial fraction of the time, with the engines
shut off when thrusting is least advantageous.

3.6 Conceptual representation of the deep space
navigation system

The navigation system that is used to perform robotic
planetary missions includes a ground tracking network,
certain elements of the spacecraft, ground-based computa-
tional facilities and software, and various support functions.
Figure 11 summarizes the elements of measurement, com-
munication, computation, and propulsion that comprise the
overall navigation system that is typically employed in
deep space missions. The right side of the diagram shows
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Figure 11. Conceptual representation of deep space navigation system.

a spacecraft receiving commands from a ground station
and transmitting data to the station. Radio metric data are
extracted from the incoming radio signal at the tracking sta-
tion. Also shown on the right is the capability for spacecraft
propulsion. The left side of the diagram depicts the ground
processing system used to compute the spacecraft orbit and
trajectory-correction parameters.

4 NAVIGATIONAL ACCURACIES
IN PLANETARY MISSIONS

In-flight navigational accuracy varies from mission to mis-
sion, depending on the distance to the destination body
and the details of the mission geometry, at the very least.
The delivery error to a natural body of the solar system is
usually dominated by the target-relative orbit determination
error. Maneuvers are typically performed shortly before tar-
get encounters, and position errors due to both maneuver
magnitude and direction errors normally do not have time to
increase appreciably before the encounter is achieved.

It is worth noting that radio metric and optical measure-
ment accuracies are not the sole determinants of spacecraft
orbit determination accuracy. Unanticipated forces that accel-
erate the spacecraft and errors in target body location are
important contributors also. Accelerations acting on a plan-
etary spacecraft can typically be modeled to an accuracy of

about 10−12 km s−2, but this is quite dependent on spacecraft
design.

Each of the measurement data types has its strengths and
limitations. There is no one data type that is the best in all
situations. Most of the data types provide complementary,
rather than duplicative, information.

In cruise and approach phases of planetary missions, radio
metric data most directly measure the position and velocity of
the spacecraft relative to the Earth, not relative to the celestial
body to be encountered. When the spacecraft is close enough
to the body to be accelerated significantly by its gravitational
field, then the radio metric data begin to allow the relative
position of the spacecraft and the body to be inferred. This
can occur many weeks before encounter for a massive planet
like Jupiter or only a few days or less from encounter for
a less massive planet like Mars. Optical data are useful for
improving navigational accuracies in the weeks leading up
to encounters with most solar system bodies.

When a spacecraft is in a bound orbit about a planet, as
opposed to approaching it from a great distance, the radio
metric data invariably contain substantial information about
the gravitational field of the planet, allowing a planet-relative
position determination. Irregularities in the planet’s gravity
field limit the ability to accurately determine spacecraft orbits
and particularly the ability to predict their future evolution.

While it is difficult to make quantitative statements about
deep space navigational accuracy that are broadly valid, a
few typical, current spacecraft delivery accuracies include:
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1 km to the top of the Martian atmosphere (at a geocentric
distance of about 300 000 000 km) and 10 or more km to the
icy natural satellites of Saturn (at a geocentric distance of
about 1 500 000 000 km).

The navigational challenges and the accuracies achieved
during the first three decades of planetary exploration are
summarized in Melbourne (1976) and Wood (2008a). The
challenges and accuracies achieved during the fourth decade
are summarized in Wood (2008b).

5 CONCLUSIONS

The roles of orbital dynamics, measurement acquisition,
flight path estimation, and flight path control in interplan-
etary navigation have been described. Very high navigational
accuracies can be achieved by careful modeling of the forces
acting on a distant spacecraft and the available measurements
that contain information about the position and velocity of
the spacecraft and other pertinent quantities. These mea-
surements may be derived from the communication links
between the spacecraft and ground tracking stations or from
an on-board imaging system. Sophisticated computational
techniques are used to accurately estimate spacecraft posi-
tion and velocity and other quantities of interest in a large
software system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Orbit determination methodology can be separated into
two general classes, classical (or deterministic) and modern
(or statistical-based) orbit determination. In the classical
approach, observational errors are not considered and the
problem is reduced to processing only the minimum number
of measurements to determine the orbit. There is an equiv-
alence between the number of observations and the number
of unknowns. The modern orbit determination problem rec-
ognizes the influence of observation errors and, to minimize
the effects of the observational error, more observations are
used than the number of parameters to be estimated. Modern
orbit determination methodology dates back to the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century, when Legendre (1806), in
attempting to determine the orbits of the planets, recognized
the importance of observational errors and proposed the
least-squares solution as a method for minimizing the effect
of such errors. Gauss (1809) presented a probabilistic basis
for the method of least squares, which was closely akin to
the maximum likelihood method proposed by Fisher (1912).
Gauss (1809) stated that he had used the method since 1795
and historians (Cajori, 1919) generally agree that Gauss
originated the method. The notation of Gauss is still in use.
Laplace (1812) added refinements to the computational
approach and to the statistical foundations. Markov (1898),
in his work on the mathematical foundations of probability
theory, clarified many of the concepts associated with the
method of least squares. Helmert (1900) extended the
application to astronomy and geodesy. In the twentieth
century, Kolmogorov (1941) and Wiener (1949) linked the
problem to modern systems theory and set the stage for the
sequential filter formulation for processing tracking data.
In 1959, Swerling gave the first conceptual approach to the
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sequential orbit determination problem. Kalman (1960) pre-
sented a mathematically rigorous approach for the sequential
processing of observations of a linear dynamic system. In
a later work, Kalman and Bucy (1961) gave an approach
for the extended Kalman filter, which is the sequential
approach for the general nonlinear orbit determination
problem. Following the publication of Kalman’s paper in
1960, there was an extensive series of publications related
to this topic during the next three decades. A summary of
the historical development of the least-squares approach is
given by Sorenson (1970).

This chapter will describe the computational data process-
ing techniques for estimating the state of orbiting satellites.
The problem formulation will lead to a nonlinear relation
between the observations and the epoch state of the satellite.
Therefore, in the terminology of modern system theory, we
will be concerned with estimating the state of a nonlinear
dynamic system, using observations of nonlinear functions
of the system state, where the observations are corrupted by
random and systematic errors. Although the main focus for
the physical models will be the orbit determination prob-
lem, the problem will be cast in the state space notation
defined by modern system theory. As such, the computational
approaches will be applicable to a wide range of problems,
including missile guidance, attitude control, economic sys-
tem analysis, chemical process control, and a wide variety of
manufacturing processes. Once the defining equations from
these processes have been reduced to the state space formu-
lation, the computational techniques developed here will be
applicable.

During the decade of the 1960s, the accuracy of the
radio frequency and optical measurement systems, the force
models that govern the satellite motion, and the analysis
techniques combined with relatively primitive computing
technology, restricted the positioning of Earth-orbiting satel-
lites to accuracies of hundreds of meters. With the decade of
the 1970s, improvements in all of these areas, particularly in
mathematical force models and computing capability, facili-
tated orbit determination accuracy at the level of a few tens
of meters by mid-decade and to a few meters by the end
of the decade. During the 1980s, significant improvements
were made in the models for the Earth’s gravity field, includ-
ing solid body and ocean tides, and in the models for the
surface force effects. All these improvements, which were
greatly advanced by the significant developments in com-
puter technology, allowed orbit determination accuracies to
increase to the tens-of-centimeter level by the end of the
decade. This improvement in orbit determination accuracy
was motivated by the ever increasing demands of scientists
in the oceanographic and geodetic communities. In particular,
the need for centimeter-level accuracy in global ocean topog-

raphy obtained from altimetric satellites spurred extensive
and unprecedented model improvements during the past two
decades. These studies have led to even further improvements
in the technology; the orbit of the oceanographic satellite
TOPEX/Poseidon, launched in 1992, was routinely computed
with an accuracy approaching 2 cm RMS in the radial compo-
nent and 8 cm RSS for all components (Tapley et al., 1994;
Schutz et al., 1994; Marshall et al., 1995; Bertiger et al.,
1995). Orbits for the Jason-1 and Jason-2 altimetric satel-
lites, launched in 2001 and 2008, respectively, are routinely
computed with an accuracy of 1 cm in the radial component
and 4 cm RSS in all components in a post-processing mode
using GPS, SLR, and DORIS data (Luthcke et al., 2003).
In near real-time (3–5 hours) the Jason-1 and Jason-2 radial
components are computed to better than 2.5 cm RMS using
GPS data (Desai and Haines, 2003). The discussion in the
following sections will focus on the techniques used to esti-
mate the orbits. The approach adopted here will follow that
given by Tapley and Ingram (1973), Tapley, Schutz and Born
(2004), and Tapley (1989).

2 LINEARIZATION OF THE ORBIT
DETERMINATION PROCESS

For the general orbit determination problem, governing rela-
tions involve the nonlinear expression

Ẋ = F (X, t) X(tk) ≡ Xk (1)

Y i = G(Xi, ti) + εi; i = 1, . . . , � (2)

where Xk is the unknown n-dimensional state vector at the
time tk, and Y i for i = 1, . . . , �, is a p-dimensional set of
observations that are to be used to obtain a best estimate of
the unknown value of Xk (i.e., X̂k). In general, p < n and
m = p × � � n. The formulation represented by equations
(1) and (2) is characterized by: (i) the inability to observe
the state directly, (ii) nonlinear relations between the obser-
vations and the state, (iii) fewer observations at any time
epoch than there are state vector components p < n, and (iv)
errors in the observations represented by εi. The problem of
determining the trajectory of a space vehicle in the presence
of these effects is referred to as the nonlinear estimation (or
orbit determination) problem. If the state vector and the obser-
vation vector can be related in a linear manner, then several
powerful techniques from the field of linear estimation theory
can be applied to the orbit determination problem.

If a reference trajectory is available and if X, the true tra-
jectory, and X∗, the reference trajectory, remain sufficiently
close throughout the time interval of interest, then the tra-
jectory for the actual motion can be expanded in a Taylor’s
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Satellite Orbit Determination 3

series about the reference trajectory at each point in time. If
this expansion is truncated to eliminate higher order terms,
then the deviation in the state from the reference trajectory
can be described by a set of linear differential equations with
time-dependent coefficients. A linear relation between the
observation deviation and the state deviation can be obtained
by a similar expansion procedure. Then, the nonlinear orbit
determination problem in which the complete state vector is
to be estimated can be replaced by a linear orbit determi-
nation problem in which the deviation from some reference
solution is to be determined.

To conduct this linearization procedure, let the n × 1 state
deviation vector, x, and the p × 1 observation deviation vec-
tor, y, be defined as follows:

x(t) = X(t) − X∗(t), y(t) = Y (t) − Y∗(t) (3)

It follows that

ẋ(t) = Ẋ(t) − Ẋ
∗
(t) (4)

Expanding equations (1) and (2) in a Taylor’s series about
the reference trajectory leads to

Ẋ(t) = F (X, t) = F [X∗(t)] +
[

(∂F (X, t))

∂X(t)

]∗[
X(t) − X∗(t)

]
+ OF

[
X(t) − X∗(t)

]
Y i = G(Xi, ti) + εi = G(X∗

i , ti) +
[
∂G

∂X

]∗

i

[
X(t) − X∗(t)

]
i

+ OG

[
X(t) − X∗(t)

] + εi (5)

where []∗ indicates that the partial derivative matrix is eval-
uated on the reference solution, X∗(t), which is obtained by
integrating equation (1) with the specified initial conditions,
X∗(t0). The symbols OF and OG indicate terms in the expan-
sion containing products of the difference, X(t) − X∗(t),
higher than the first order. If the terms of order higher than
the first in equation (5) are neglected, under the assump-
tion that the higher order products are small compared to
the first order terms, and if the condition Ẋ

∗ = F (X∗, t) and
Y∗

i = G(X∗
i , ti) are used, equation (5) can be written as

ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t)

yi = H̃ ixi + εi (i = 1, . . . , �) (6)

where

A(t) =
[
∂F (t)

∂X(t)

]∗
H̃ i =

[
∂G

∂X

]∗

i

(7)

Hence, the original nonlinear estimation problem is
replaced by the linear estimation problem described by equa-
tion (6), where

x(t) = X(t) − X∗(t), xi = X(ti) − X∗(ti) (8)

and

yi = Y i − G(X∗
i , ti) (9)

Notice that if the original system of differential equations
Ẋ = F (X, t) is linear, the second and higher order partial
derivatives of F (X, t) are zero (i.e., ∂iF

∂Xi = 0, i ≥ 2). The
same statements apply to G(Xi, ti) in equation (5). Hence, for
a linear system there is no need to deal with a state or obser-
vational deviation vector or a reference solution. However,
for the orbit determination problem, F (X, t) and G(Xi, ti)
will always be nonlinear in X(t), thus requiring that we deal
with deviation vectors and a reference trajectory in order to
linearize the system.

Generally in this chapter, uppercase X and Y will represent
the state and the observation vectors and lowercase x and
y will represent the state and observation deviation vectors
as defined by equation (3). However, this notation will not
always be adhered to and sometimes x and y will be referred
to as the state and observation vectors, respectively.

3 THE STATE TRANSITION MATRIX

The first of equation (6) represents a system of linear differen-
tial equations with time-dependent coefficients. The symbol
[]∗ indicates that the values of X are derived from a particu-
lar solution to the equations Ẋ = F (X, t) which is generated
with the initial conditions X(t0) = X∗

0. The general solution
for this system, ẋ = A(t)x(t), can be expressed as

x(t) = �(ti, tk)xk (10)

where xk is the value of x at tk; that is, xk = x(tk). The
matrix �(ti, tk) is called the state transition matrix, and maps
small perturbations in the state from one time to another.
�(ti, tk) has the following useful properties, which can be
demonstrated from equation (10):

1. �(tk, tk) = I

2. �(ti, tk) = �(ti, tj)�(tj, tk)

3. �(ti, tk) = �−1(tk, ti) (11)
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The differential equation for �(ti, tk) can be obtained by
differentiating equation (10) (noting that xk is constant). This
yields

ẋ(t) = �̇(t, tk)xk (12)

Substituting equation (12) into the first of equation (6) and
using equation (10) yields

�̇(t, tk)xk = A(t)�(t, tk)xk (13)

Since this condition must be satisfied for all xk, it follows
that

�̇(t, tk) = A(t)�(t, tk) (14)

with initial conditions

�̇(tk, tk) = I (15)

4 RELATING THE OBSERVATIONS TO
AN EPOCH STATE

Note from the second of equation (6) that there is an unknown
state vector xi corresponding to each observation yi. Hence,
it is desirable to use the state transition matrix to express all
observations in terms of the state at a single epoch in order
to reduce the number of unknown state vectors from � × n

to n. Using equation (10), the second of equation (6) may be
written in terms of the state at tk as

y1 = H̃1�(t1, tk)xk + ε1

y2 = H̃2�(t2, tk)xk + ε2

...

y� = H̃��(t�, tk)xk + ε� (16)

Equation (16) now contains m = p × � observations and
only n unknown components of the state. If εi, i = 1, . . . , �

is zero, any linearly independent n of equation (16) can be
used to determine xk.

If the following definitions are used

y ≡




y1

...

y�


 ; H ≡




H̃1�(t1, tk)
...

H̃��(t�, tk)


 ; ε ≡




ε1

...

ε�


 (17)

and if the subscript on xk is dropped for convenience, then
equation (16) can be expressed as follows

y = Hx+ε (18)

where y is an m × 1 vector, x is an n × 1 vector, ε is an m × 1
vector, H is an m × n mapping matrix, wherem = p × � is the
total number of observations. If p or � is sufficiently large,
the essential condition m > n is satisfied. However, we are
still faced with m unknown observation errors resulting in
m + n total unknowns and only m equations. The least squares
criterion provides us with conditions on the m observation
errors that allow a solution for the n state variables, x, at the
epoch time tk .

5 THE LEAST-SQUARES SOLUTION

The least-squares solution selects the estimate of x as that
value that minimizes the sum of the squares of the calculated
observation residuals. That is, x is selected to minimize the
following performance index (Lawson and Hanson, 1974)

J(x) = 1/2εTε (19)

The least-squares criterion was first proposed by Gauss
(1809) and is commonly used today. The sum of the squares
of the calculated observation errors is a logical choice for
the performance index. A criterion defined, for example, by
the sum of the calculated observation errors could be identi-
cally zero with very large observation errors having plus and
minus signs that cancel each other. Whether the observation
error is positive or negative, its square will be positive and
the performance index defined by equation (19) can vanish
only if each of the observation errors is identically zero. If ε,
as defined by equation (18), is substituted into equation (19),
the following expression is obtained

J(x) = 1/2εTε =
∑�

i=1
1/2εT

i εi

= 1/2(y − Hx)T(y − Hx) (20)

Note that equation (20) is a quadratic function of x, and
as a consequence the expression will have a unique minima
when

∂J

∂x
= 0, and δxT ∂2J

∂x2
δx > 0 (21)
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for all δx /= 0. The second condition implies that the sym-
metric matrix

∂2J

∂x2
(22)

is positive definite.
Carrying out the first operation on equation (20) yields

∂J

∂x
= 0 = −(y − Hx)TH = −HT(y − Hx) (23)

The value of x that satisfies equation (23) will be the best
estimate of x, which we will call x̂. Hence

(HTH)x̂ = Hy (24)

Also, from equation (23) it follows that

∂2J

∂x2
= HTH (25)

which will be positive definite if H is full rank.
Equation (24) is referred to as the normal equation, and

(HTH) is referred to as the normal matrix. Note that the
matrix HTH is an n × n symmetric matrix, and if this matrix
is positive definite (H is rank n) then the solution for the best
estimate of x is given by

x̂ = (HTH)
−1

HTy (26)

Equation (26) is the well-known least-squares solution for
the best estimate of HTH given the linear observation state
relationship expressed by equation (18). With the observa-
tions, y, and a specified value of x̂, the value for the best
estimate of the observation errors, ε̂, can be computed from
equation (18) as

ε̂ = y − Hx̂ (27)

If a priori information, x̄0, on the state deviation vector
along with associated covariance matrix P̄0 is known the
normal equation becomes (Tapley Schutz and Born 2004)

(HTR−1H + P̄
−1
0 )x̂0 = HTR−1y + P̄

−1
0 x̄0 (28)

6 COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR
THE BATCH PROCESSOR

Assume that we wish to estimate the state deviation vector x0

at a reference time t0. Given a set of initial conditions X∗(t0),

an a priori estimate x0 and the associated error covariance
matrix, P̄0, the computational algorithm for the batch pro-
cessor generally uses the normal equation form for x̂0 given
by equation (28). Here t0 is an arbitrary epoch and all quan-
tities in equation (28) are assumed to have been mapped to
this epoch using the appropriate state transition matrices as
illustrated in equations (16) and (17). Because we are dealing
with a linearized system, equation (28) generally is iterated
to convergence; that is, until x̂0 no longer changes. Note that
the two matrices in equation (28) that must be accumulated
are HTR−1H and HTR−1y. If R is a block diagonal matrix
– the observations are uncorrelated in time although correla-
tions between the observations at any given time may exist –
these matrices simply may be accumulated as follows

HTR−1H =
∑�

i=1

[
H̃ i�(ti, t0)

]T
R−1

i H̃ i�(ti, t0) (29)

HTR−1y =
∑�

i=1

[
H̃ i�(ti, t0)

]T
R−1

i yi (30)

In general X∗(t0) would be chosen so that x̄0 = 0, and
P̄0 would reflect the relative accuracy of the elements of the
initial condition vector X∗(t0). In theory x̄0 and P̄0 represent
information and should be treated as data that are merged with
the observation data, as indicated by equation (28). Conse-
quently, the value of X∗

0 + x̄0 should be held constant for the
beginning of each iteration. Since the initial condition vec-
tor X∗

0 is augmented by the value of x̂0 after each iteration,
that is (X∗

0)
n

= (X∗
0)

n−1 + (x̄∗
0)

n−1, holding X∗
0 + x̄0 constant

results in the following expression for (x̄0)n

X∗
0 + x̄0 = (X∗

0)
n−1 + (x̄0)n−1 = (X∗

0)
n
+ (x̄0)n

= (X∗
0)

n−1 + (x̄0)n−1 + (x̄0)n (31)

or

(x̄0)n = (x̄0)n−1 − (x̂0)n−1 (32)

7 PROPAGATION OF THE ESTIMATE
AND COVARIANCE MATRIX

The estimate, x̂j , may be mapped to any later time, tk, by
using equation (10), i.e.,

x̄k = �(ti, tj)x̂j (33)
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The expression for propagating the covariance matrix can
be obtained as follows

P̄k = E[(x̄k − xk)(x̄k − xk)T] (34)

In view of equation (33), equation (34) becomes

P̄k = E[�(tk, tj)(x̂j − xj)(x̂j − xj)T�T(tk, tj)] (35)

Since the state transition matrix is deterministic, it follows
that

P̄k = �(tk, tj)P j�
T(tk, tj) (36)

Equations (33) and (36) can be used to map the estimate
of the state and its associated covariance matrix from tj to tk .

8 THE SEQUENTIAL ESTIMATION
ALGORITHM

Now consider an alternate approach to the batch proces-
sor in which the observations are processed as soon as they
are received. An advantage of this approach, referred to as
the sequential processing algorithm, is that the matrix to be
inverted will be of the same dimension as the observation
vector. Hence, if the observations are processed individually,
only scalar divisions will be required to obtain the estimate
of xk . The algorithm was developed originally by Swerling
(1959), but the treatment that received more popular acclaim
is due to Kalman (1960). In fact, the sequential estimation
algorithm discussed here often is referred to as the Kalman
filter. A number of papers and textbooks have been written
describing and providing variations of the Kalman filter. The
collection of papers edited by Sorenson (1985) contains many
of the pioneering papers in this area. Also, the treatments by
Bierman (1977), Liebelt (1967), Tapley and Ingram (1973),
Gelb (1974), Maybeck (1979), Grewal and Andrews (1993),
and Montenbruck and Gill (2000) are other references.

Assume that we are given x̂k−1, Pk−1 and yk and we wish
to determine x̂k. The first step is a time update of x̂k−1, and
Pk−1 to tk by using equations (33) and (36), that is,

x̄k = �(tk, tk−1)x̂k−1 (37)

P̄k = �(tk, tk−1)Pk−1�
T(tk, tk−1) (38)

We may now use equation (28) to determine x̂k

x̂k = (H̃
T
k R−1

k H̃k + P̄
−1
k )

−1
(H̃

T
k R−1

k yk + P̄
−1
k x̄k) (39)

Note that this requires an n × n matrix inversion where
n is the dimension of the state deviation vector, x̂k. We can
reformulate equation (39) into a form requiring the inversion
of a p × p matrix, where p is the dimension of the observation
deviation vector, yk . Note that in general, n > p; hence, this
form of the equation will be computationally more efficient.
Using the Schur identity (Tapley, Schutz and Born, 2004)

(A + BC)−1 = A−1 − A−1B(I + CA−1B)
−1

CA−1 (40)

Let

A ≡ P̄
−1
k

B ≡ H̃
T
k R−1

k

C ≡ H̃k (41)

Then the first term in equation (39), which is the estimation
error covariance matrix, that is,

Pk = (H̃
T
k R−1

k H̃k + P̄
−1
k )

−1
(42)

becomes

Pk = P̄k − P̄kH̃
T
k R−1

k (I + H̃kP̄kH̃
T
k R−1

k )
−1

H̃kP̄k (43)

Using the fact that D−1E−1 = (ED)−1 we can write

the term R−1
k (I + H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k R−1

k )
−1

as (Rk + H̃kP̄kH̃
T
k )

−1
.

Hence, equation (43) can be written as

Pk = P̄k − P̄kH̃
T
k (Rk + H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k )

−1
H̃kP̄k (44)

Note that this involves a p × p matrix inversion. If the
observation at each time is a scalar, such as range, this will be a
scalar inversion. In any case, we can process the observations
one at a time if desired so that this need only be a scalar
inversion. In order to do this, Rk must be a diagonal matrix,
that is, the observation errors are uncorrelated. (If Rk is not
diagonal, see the discussion of a decorrelation transformation
in Tapley, Schutz and Born, 2004, pp. 339–340.)

We may simplify equation (44) further. In equation (44)
define a quantity called the Kalman or optimal gain as

Kk = P̄kH̃
T
k (Rk + H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k )

−1
(45)

and write equation (44) as

Pk = (I − KkH̃k)P̄k (46)
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Substituting equation (46) into equation (39) yields

x̄k = (I − KkH̃k)P̄k(H̃
T
k R−1

k yk + P̄
−1
k x̄k)

= (I − KkH̃k)P̄kH̃
T
k R−1

k yk + x̄k − KkH̃kx̄k) (47)

Using the first term of equation (47), that is

(I − KkH̃k)P̄kH̃
T
k R−1

k yk (48)

we can substitute the expression for Kk and write this as

[I − P̄kH̃
T
k (H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k + Rk)

−1
H̃k]P̄kH̃

T
k R−1

k yk

= P̄kH̃
T
k [I − (H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k + Rk)

−1
H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k ]R−1

k yk (49)

factoring out (H̃kP̄kH̃
T
k + Rk)

−1
yields

= P̄kH̃
T
k (H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k + Rk)

−1
[H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k + Rk−H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k ]

× R−1
k yk

= P̄kH̃
T
k (H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k + Rk)

−1
yk

= Kkyk (50)

Hence, equation (47) becomes

x̂k = x̄k + Kk(yk − H̃kx̄k) (51)

The sequential processing algorithm, or Kalman filter, is
generally divided into a time and measurement (or observa-
tion) update, that is, at tk

Time update

x̄k = �(tk, tk−1)x̂k−1

P̄k = �(tk, tk−1)Pk−1�
T(tk, tk−1) (52)

Measurement update

Kk = P̄kH̃
T
k (Rk + H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k )

−1

x̂k = x̄k + Kk(yk − H̃kx̄k)

Pk = (I − KkH̃k)P̄k (53)

Next, a time and measurement update is performed at tk+1.
This procedure is repeated until all observations have been
processed and x̂ and P at the final time have been computed.

9 THE SEQUENTIAL COMPUTATIONAL
ALGORITHM

The algorithm for computing the estimate sequentially is
summarized as

Given: x̂k−1, Pk−1, X∗
k−1, and Rk, and the observation Y k,

at tk (at the initial time t0, these would be X∗
0, x̂0, P0).

1. Integrate from tk−1 to tk

Ẋ
∗ = F (X∗, t) X∗(tk−1) = X∗

k−1

�̇(t, tk−1) = A(t)�(t, tk−1) �(tk−1, tk−1) = I (54)

2. Compute

x̄k = �(tk, tk−1)x̂k−1

P̄k = �(tk, tk−1)Pk−1�
T(tk, tk−1) (55)

3. Compute

yk = Y k − G(X∗
k, tk) H̃k = ∂G(X∗

k, tk)

∂X
(56)

4. Compute the measurement update

Kk = P̄kH̃
T
K

[
H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k + Rk

]−1

x̂k = x̄k + Kk

[
yk − H̃kx̄k

]
Pk = [

I − KkH̃k

]
P̄k

(57)

5. Replace k with k + 1 and return to (1)

If there is an observation at t0, a time update is not per-
formed but a measurement update is performed. Note that we
do not multiply H̃k by the state transition matrix, since the
observation at tk is not accumulated at another time epoch, as
is the case for the batch processor. Also, note that the differ-
ential equations for the state transition matrix are reinitialized
at each observation epoch. If there is more than one observa-
tion at each epoch and we are processing them as scalars, we
would set �(ti, ti) = I after processing the first observation
at each epoch; P and x̂ are not time updated until we move to
the next observation epoch. The estimate of the state of the
nonlinear system at tk is given by X̂k = X∗

k + x̂k.
One disadvantage of both the batch and sequential algo-

rithm lies in the fact that if the true state and the reference
state are not close together then the linearization assumption
leading to equation (6) may not be valid and the estimation
process may diverge. The extended sequential filter algorithm
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Figure 1. Illustration of the behavior of the trace of the state esti-
mation error covariance matrix. Reproduced from Tapley, Schutz
and Born (2004).

discussed next is often used to overcome problems with the
linearity assumption.

A second unfavorable characteristic of the sequential esti-
mation algorithm is that the state estimation error covariance
matrix may approach zero as the number of observations
becomes large. The sketch in Figure 1 illustrates the behav-
ior of the trace of the state estimation error covariance
matrix as discrete observations are processed. As illustrated
in this sketch, the trace grows between observations and is
reduced by the amount, trace (K H P̃), after each observa-
tion. Hence, the magnitude of the covariance matrix elements
will decrease depending on the density, information content,
and accuracy of the observations.

Examination of the estimation algorithm shows that as
Pk → 0, the gain approaches zero, and the estimation
procedure will become insensitive to the observations. Con-
sequently, the estimate will diverge due to either errors
introduced in the linearization procedure, computational
errors, or errors due to an incomplete mathematical model.
To overcome this problem, process noise often is added to
the state propagation equations.

In addition to these two problems, the Kalman filter may
diverge because of numerical difficulties associated with the
covariance measurement update, given by equation (57). The
covariance matrix may lose its properties of symmetry and
become nonpositive definite when the computations are car-
ried out with the finite digit arithmetic of the computer. In
particular, this equation can fail to yield a symmetric positive
definite result when a large a priori covariance is reduced by
the incorporation of very accurate observation data.

In order to prevent these problems, several alternate algo-
rithms have been suggested. A common alternative is to use
the form of the equation given by Bucy and Joseph (1968)

Pk = (I − KkH̃k)P̄k(I − KkH̃k)
T + KkRkK

T
k (58)

Note that this formulation will always yield a symmetric
result for Pk, although it may lose its positive definite quality
for a poorly observed system.

10 THE EXTENDED SEQUENTIAL
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

To minimize the effects of errors due to the neglect of
higher order terms in the linearization procedure leading to
equation (6), the extended form of the sequential estima-
tion algorithm is sometimes used. This algorithm is often
referred to as the extended Kalman filter (EKF). The pri-
mary difference between the sequential and the extended
sequential algorithm is that the reference trajectory for the
extended sequential algorithm is updated after each obser-
vation to reflect the best estimate of the true trajectory. For
example, after processing the kth observation, the best esti-
mate of the state vector at tk is used to provide new initial
conditions for the reference trajectory

(X∗
k)new = X̂k = X∗

k + x̂k (59)

Using X̂k for the reference trajectory results in x̄k+1 = 0. The
integration for the reference trajectory and the state transi-
tion matrix is reinitialized at each observation epoch, and the
equations are integrated forward from tk to tk+1. The estimate
for x̂k+1 is then computed from

x̂k+1 = Kk+1yk+1 (60)

where Kk+1 and yk+1 are computed based on the new ref-
erence orbit. Then, the reference orbit is updated at time
tk+1 by incorporating x̂k+1 and the process proceeds to tk+2.
The process of incorporating the estimate at each observation
point into the reference trajectory for propagating to the next
observation epoch leads to the reference trajectory being the
prediction of the estimate of the nonlinear state; for example,
X∗(t) = X̂(t).

In actual practice, it is not a good idea to update the
reference trajectory using the first observations. This is par-
ticularly true if the observations contain significant noise.
After a few observations have been processed, the esti-
mates of x̂ will stabilize, and the trajectory update can be
initiated.

The advantage of the extended sequential algorithm is that
convergence to the best estimate will be more rapid because
errors introduced in the linearization process are reduced.
In addition, because the state estimate deviation, x̂(t), need
not be mapped between observations, it is not necessary to
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compute the state transition matrix. The time update for the
estimation error covariance matrix, P(t), can be obtained by
integrating the matrix differential equation (Tapley, Schutz
and Born 2004).

˙̄P(t) = A(t)P̄(t) + P̄(t)AT(t) = B(t)Q(t)BT(t) (61)

11 THE EXTENDED SEQUENTIAL
COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM

The algorithm for computing the extended sequential esti-
mate can be summarized as follows

Given:Pk−1, X̂k−1, Y k, Rk

1. Integrate from tk−1 to tk

Ẋ
∗ = F (X∗, t) X∗(tk−1) = X∗

k−1

�̇(t, tk−1) = A(t)�(t, tk−1) �(tk−1, tk−1) = I

(62)

2. Compute

P̄k = �(tk, tk−1)Pk−1�
T(tk, tk−1)

yk = Y k − G(X∗
k, tk)

H̃k = ∂G(X∗
k, tk)

∂X
(63)

3. Compute

Kk = P̄kH̃
T
K[H̃kP̄kH̃

T
k + Rk]

−1

X̂k = X∗
k + Kkyk

Pk = [I − KkH̃k]P̄k (64)

4. Replace k with k + 1 and return to (1)

12 LEAST-SQUARES SOLUTION VIA
ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATION

An alternate approach that avoids some of the numerical
problems encountered in the normal equation approach is
described in the following discussion. The method obtains
the solution by applying successive orthogonal transforma-
tions to the information array, (H, y). Enhanced numerical
accuracy is obtained by this approach. Consider the quadratic
performance index, J(x), which minimizes the weighted sum

of squares of the observation errors, ε = y − Hx (for the
moment we will assume no a priori information; that is,
P−1 = 0, x̄ = 0)

J(x) = εTWε = ||W 1
2 (Hx̂ − y)||2

= (Hx − y)TW(Hx − y) (65)

If W is not diagonal, W1/2 can be computed by the
Cholesky decomposition. Or the prewhitening transforma-
tion described at the end of Section 5.7.1 (Tapley, Schutz
and Born 2004) can be applied so that W = I. For notational
convenience we are using −ε in equation (65).

The solution to the least-squares estimation problem (as
well as the minimum variance and the maximum likelihood
estimation problem, under certain restrictions) is obtained by
finding the value x̂ that minimizes the performance index
J(x). To achieve the minimum value of J(x), we select the
m × m orthogonal matrix, Q, such that

QW
1
2 H =

[
R

O

]
and define QW

1
2 y =

[
b

e

]
(66)

where

R is a n × n upper-triangular matrix of rank n
O is a (m − n) × n null matrix
b is a n × 1 column vector
e is a (m − n) × 1 column vector

The results given by equation (66) assume m > n and
H is of rank n. Using equation (66), equation (65) can be
written as

J(x) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[

R

O

]
x −

[
b

e

]∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

(67)

Expanding leads to

J(x) = ||Rx − b||2 + ||e||2 (68)

Only the first term in equation (68) is a function of x, so
the value of x that minimizes J(x) is obtained by requiring
that

Rx̂ = b (69)
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and the minimum value of the performance index becomes
(equating J(x̂) in equation (65) and equation (68))

J(x̂) = ||e||2 = ||W 1
2 (Hx̂ − y)||2 (70)

That is, ||e||2 is square of the norm of the observation residual
vector, which for a linear system will be equal to the weighted
sum of the squares of observation residuals determined by the
x̂ in equation (70).

The advantage of the orthogonal transformation approach
is that it is operated on H directly and HTH is never formed. If
H is ill conditioned then the problem is magnified in forming
HTH .

13 STATE NOISE COMPENSATION
ALGORITHM

In addition to the effects of the nonlinearities, the effects of
errors in the dynamical model can lead to divergence in the
estimate. See, for example, the discussion in Schlee, Standish
and Toda (1967). Also after processing a sufficiently large
number of observations the elements of the covariance matrix
Pk will asymptotically approach zero as will the Kalman gain
and the estimation algorithm will be insensitive to any fur-
ther observations. This condition can lead to filter divergence.
One approach to preventing this divergence is to recognize
that the linearized equations for propagating the estimate of
the state are in error and to compensate for this by assuming
that the error in the linearized dynamics can be accomodated
with process noise. This approach artificially boosts the esti-
mation error covariance and prevents the Kalman gain from
approaching a null matrix.

Two approaches are commonly used to inject process noise
into the system, state noise compensation (SNC) and dynamic
model compensation (DMC). In the case of SNC it is assumed
that the system acceleration is perturbed by white noise

ẍ = u(t) (71)

DMC assumes that the unknown accelerations can be
characterized by a linear stochastic differential equation com-
monly known as a first order Gauss–Markov process

η̇(t) + βη(t) = u(t) (72)

Where u(t) is a white zero-mean Gaussian process and β is
the inverse of a time constant.

More details on process noise can be found in numerous
publications including Tapley, Schutz and Born (2004) and

Maybeck (1979). SNC allows one to maintain the Kalman
gain at an adequate level so that the filter does not diverge
while DMC also allows estimation of the deterministic part
of the unmodeled acceleration which can be incorporated in
the filter to increase accuracy.

14 HIGHER ORDER FILTERS

The divided difference filter is one of several new estima-
tion techniques that are collectively known as sigma-point
Kalman filters (SPKF). The first-order (DD1) and second-
order (DD2) divided difference filters (Nørgaard, Paülsen and
Ravon 2000) are generalizations of the filter introduced by
Schei (1997), and are two examples of SPKF-class estima-
tors; other examples can be found in a reference by Ito and
Xiong (2000). Like the basic Kalman filter, the SPKFs seek
to determine a state estimate that minimizes the L2-norm of
the residuals. The SPKF technique differs from the standard
Kalman filter in the sense that the SPKFs do not linearize
the dynamic system for the propagation, but instead propa-
gate a cluster of points centered around the current estimate
in order to form improved approximations of the conditional
mean and covariance. Specifically, the divided difference fil-
ters make use of multidimensional interpolation formulas to
approximate the nonlinear transformations. As a result of this
approach, the filter does not require knowledge or existence
of the partial derivatives (Jacobians) of the system dynam-
ics and measurement equations. SPKFs have the additional
advantage over the basic Kalman filter in that they can eas-
ily be extended to determine second-order solutions to the
minimum L2-norm filtering problem, which increases the
estimation accuracy when the system and measurement equa-
tions are nonlinear. It is important to note that the SPKFs use
a minimum L2-norm measurement update and are therefore
subject to the same sensitivity to non-Gaussian measurement
errors as the Kalman filter.

Another higher order filtering method of interest is the
unscented kalman filter (UKF) (Julier and Uhlmann, 2004).
Here also, nonlinear effects can be incorporated into the
covariance propagation to obtain better uncertainty measures.
The performance of the UKF is comparable to that of the DD2
(Karlgaard and Schaub 2006, 2007).

15 ORBIT DETERMINATION EXAMPLE

As an example application of the orbit determination pro-
cess with the EKF, consider a set of simulated range and
range-rate observations of an Earth-orbiter relative to three
ground stations. The satellite orbit is approximately circular,
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Figure 2. EKF position errors and 3σ covariance envelopes over time without process noise. RMS values are calculated after 100 min, and
the 3D RMS position error is 26.25 m. Reproduced from Tapley, Schutz and Born (2004) c© Elsevier.

Sun-synchronous, and at a 790-km altitude. Measurement
noise is Gaussian with zero mean and standard deviations (σ)
of 1 m and 0.1 m s−1. Whenever the satellite is visible to any of
the ground stations, observations are available in 10-second
increments. The simulated true gravity field utilizes the zonal
spherical harmonic terms J2 and J3 with an exponential atmo-
spheric density model for satellite drag. However, the filter
dynamics model, in addition to the density and drag model,
only includes the gravity perturbation J2. The filter estimates
the satellite state , position and velocity with all other model
parameters fixed with no errors. Thus, the only filter error
is the exclusion of the J3 gravity term. If the J3 term were
included in the dynamics model, the filter would converge on
the true answer.

Without process noise, the resulting position errors,
expressed in the radial, in-track, and cross-track frame, are
seen in Figure 2. The filter saturates, meaning the covari-
ance drops to nearly zero, resulting in ignored measurements.
Since the dynamics model then dominates the filter estima-
tion process, estimation errors grow over time as the state
diverges. The cross-track error present at the time of fil-
ter saturation becomes a bias that is unresolved by future
measurements. As seen in Figure 3, the filter is increasingly
unable to fit to the data, with the resulting range RMS value
of 8.75 m well above the measurement noise standard devia-
tion σ. Thus, ignoring the J3 component of the gravity field
in the filter model creates a modeling error that requires
compensation to improve filter performance.

Process noise was added to prevent filter saturation in the
form of state noise compensation. The SNC assumes model-
ing errors are Gaussian with zero mean and a given standard
deviation (σSNC). This variable, σSNC, is used to tune the filter
process noise.

Figure 4 illustrates the variations in the filter post-fit resid-
uals and state errors for various values of σSNC. For small
values, process noise adds relatively small deviations to the
covariance matrix, yielding results comparable to no added
process noise. For larger values of σSNC, the filter begins
fitting perfectly to the data, hence the decreasing observa-
tion residuals. This process yields a minimum state error at
6 × 10−6 m s−2, but the RMS of the range residuals has not
yet dropped below σρ. The position error does continue to fall
with increasing σSNC, but the velocity error grows. Since the
filter prioritizes newer observations for increasing σSNC, the
filter error approaches the accuracy limitations of the mea-
surement noise. The increasing velocity error illustrates the
filter’s inability to estimate the state given J3 model error,
and degrades the filter accuracy. Hence, fitting perfectly to
the data is not necessarily desirable in the presence of model
errors.

Real-world applications likely do not have an estimate of
the optimal RMS value. Thus, other techniques are used to
determine the σSNC for a given filter design. For this example,
the smallest value with a measurement residual RMS for both
range and range-rate below the observation noise is selected.
Figure 5 illustrates the improved ability of the filter to fit to the
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Figure 3. Filter post-fit residuals without process noise added to the filter. Reproduced from Tapley, Schutz and Born (2004) c© Elsevier.

observations. The RMS values are below the measurement
noise level, however systematic error is still evident in the
filter processing.

Finally, Figure 6 demonstrates the improved filter per-
formance with process noise. The error in the cross-track
direction at 1.5 hours no longer results in a filter estimate

bias. Ideally, 99% of the errors should fall within the
3σ covariance envelopes. Only 27.5% of all points lie
within these limits, indicating the filter covariance is an
optimistic estimate of the filter accuracy. However, over-
all filter accuracy performance has improved by a factor
of two.
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Figure 5. Filter post-fit residuals with σSNC = 1.5 × 10−5 m s−2. Reproduced from Tapley, Schutz and Born (2004) c© Elsevier
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16 CONCLUSION

We have covered the fundamentals of Earth satellite orbit
determination. While this chapter makes no claim to
exploring this subject to the extent needed to implement an
orbit determination program, it does review the basic the-
ory and computational algorithms. A number of articles and
books in the reference list give detailed information on devel-
oping the necessary software programs.
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NOTATION

X n-dimensional state vector
X∗ reference trajectory
Y p-dimensional observation vector
x, y state and observation deviation vectors
ε observation errors
()k vector or matrix at time tk
x̂ estimated state deviation vector
x̄0 a priori state deviation vector
P̄0 a priori state covariance matrix
P estimated state covariance matrix
R observation covariance matrix
F (X, t) filter dynamical model
G(X, t) filter observation model
A(t) state partial derivative matrix
H̃ observation partial derivative matrix
�(t, tk) state transition matrix from tk to ti
J(x) performance index
E[x] expected value of x
K Kalman gain
W weighting matrix
Q process noise covariance matrix
u(t) white, zero-mean Gaussian process
η(t) Gauss–Markov process
β inverse of a time constant
σ standard deviation
Jx gravity zonal term x
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1 INTRODUCTION

The first artificial satellite, Sputnik 1, was launched by the
USSR on 4 October 1957 in a low elliptical orbit and re-
entered into the atmosphere after about 3 months. Since then
the exploitation of the space around the Earth lead to an over-
crowding of the Earth orbit, producing somehow an environ-
mental problem. Many different orbital regimes have been
explored and used since the Sputnik launch, from the very
low orbits up to the geostationary orbit, hypothesized many
years prior by the famous science fiction writer, Arthur G.
Clarke, among others.

In Section 2 the main characteristics of the objects cur-
rently orbiting the Earth will be described (see also Synthetic
Aperture Radar). In Section 3 the different regions of near
Earth space will be analyzed in detail, pointing out the main
perturbations influencing the motion of a spacecraft in those
regimes.

2 POPULATIONS OF OBJECTS
IN EARTH ORBIT

All the unclassified spacecraft currently in orbit are cataloged
by the United States Strategic Command in a two-line ele-
ment (TLE) catalog. In this catalog, about 12 800 objects are
listed along with their current orbital parameters (as of 1 Jan-
uary 2009). The limiting size of the objects included in the
catalog (due to limitations in sensor power and in observation
and data processing procedures) is about 5 to 10 cm below a
few thousands km of altitude and about 0.5 to 1 m in higher
orbits (up to the geostationary ones). The orbits of the TLE
catalog objects are maintained thanks to the observations per-
formed by the US Space Surveillance Network (SSN). The
network is composed of 25 sensors, both radars and optical,
dislocated worldwide (mostly on US territory).

Only about 7% of the objects in the TLE catalog are oper-
ative satellites. Approximately 20% of the catalogue is com-
posed of non-operative spacecraft; around 14% by the upper
stages of the rockets used to place the satellite in orbit. Since
Sputnik 1, about 6600 payloads have been launched, with ap-
proximately 4600 launches. Note that, among the launched
objects, some 3400 satellites and 3500 upper stages have re-
entered the atmosphere. Other spacecraft are still orbiting and
represent most of the large (>1 m) objects in orbit. Note that
about 99% of the mass in orbit is due to the large objects
included in the catalog.

About 13% of the catalogue is composed of the so-called
mission-related debris, that is, relatively small objects re-
leased mainly during the initial phases of a mission (e.g.,
sensors caps, yo-yo masses used to slow down the space-
craft spin, etc.). Finally about half of the catalogued objects
are fragments generated mostly by about 200 fragmentations
that happend in orbit, since the first one, the explosion of the
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2 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

upper stage of the Transit 4A rocket on 20 June 1961. As a
matter of fact, a single recent event is responsible for more
than 25% of all cataloged objects. The Chinese Anti-Satellite
(ASAT) test that lead to the destruction, on 11 January 2007,
of the 1 metric ton of meteorological Fengyun-1C satellite,
generated the largest ever cloud of debris. A total of about
2400 fragments greater than 5 cm in diameter have been of-
ficially cataloged by the US Space Surveillance Network as
of January 2009.

The population of objects smaller than several centimeters
is statistically known thanks mainly to sporadic radar cam-
paigns. Whereas the fragmentation debris were thought to be
the only small particles present in space until about 10 years
ago, the radar and in situ measurements brought to light a se-
ries of new unexpected population of debris. The observation
campaigns performed with the Haystack radar, located near
Boston in the United States, lead first to the discovery of a
large family of objects determining a prominent peak of den-
sity of objects larger than 1 cm near 900 km of altitude (see
Figure 1). This density peak is partly due to the presence in
this altitude band of a large number of sodium-potassium liq-
uid metal droplets leaked outside the Russian ocean surveil-
lance satellites (RORSAT). This liquid was used as a coolant
for the nuclear reactor which generated the power on board
and was dispersed in space after the core of the reactor was
ejected from the spacecraft in order to prevent possible risks
due to its reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere. About 70 000
drops with diameter between 0.5 mm and about 5.5 cm have
been estimated to orbit the observed region.

Another previously unknown debris population, around
2900 km of altitude, consisting of the so-called West ford
Needles has been detected by radar surveys. Using the power-
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Figure 1. Density of objects as a function of altitude for three dif-
ferent size thresholds: objects with diameters larger than 1 mm,
1 cm, and 10 cm.

ful Goldstone radar, Goldstein, Goldstein and Kessler (1998)
found the remnants of copper dipoles, 1.77 cm long, which
were released in space in 1961 and 1963 by the US satel-
lites Midas 3 and Midas 6, for telecommunication experi-
ments. They were conceived to reenter the atmosphere in
about 5 years, but apparently some of them stuck together
after the release, so lowering their area over mass ratio and
therefore augmenting their orbital lifetime. According to the
Goldstone observations, a population of about 40 000 such
clusters is orbiting between 2400 and 3100 km of altitude.

The Haystack observations were also instrumental in
pointing out the importance of another unexpected source of
space debris, the aluminum oxide (Al2O3) particles coming
from the burns of the rocket motors with solid propellant (see
Historical Overview and Solid Rocket Motor Fundamentals).
During these burns a large number of sub-millimeter sized
particles are ejected. As a matter of fact, the solid rocket mo-
tor (SRM) exhaust is probably the main contributor to the
debris population of between 10� and 100�. Between 100�
and 1 cm, SRM exhaust is again one of the main components
of the population, together with fragments and paint flakes
that detached from spacecraft surfaces exposed to the space
environment effects. In some cases (particularly toward the
end of the burn), slugs of this propellant are also released from
SRM exhaust, which are of centimetric dimensions (Jackson
et al., 1997); particularly at low inclinations, where the SRM
firings have been more frequent, these slag particles could be
responsible for a significant portion of the centimetric debris
and even dominate the 1 cm population below about 400 km
and above 2500 km of altitude.

The current estimate, derived from the observations and
the simulated populations, is that the total number of non-
trackable particles of 1 cm and greater is around 500 000, out
of which about 150 000 objects are believed to be fragments
of the Fengyun-1C satellite. The particles larger than 1 mm
are supposed to be more than 3 × 108.

3 ORBITAL REGIONS

Figure 1 shows the spatial density of objects for three different
size regimes as a function of altitude and highlights the three
main zones of accumulation in space: the region of the low
Earth orbit (LEO below about 2000 km), the medium Earth
orbit (MEO, between 2000 km and about 30 000 km), and
the geostationary orbit (GEO, above 30 000 km).

To find out the distribution of the objects within these
large regions it is useful to look at the plots with the position
of the objects in the orbital elements space. In Figure 2 the
cataloged objects are plotted in the semi-major axis versus
inclination space. This representation clearly highlights some
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features in the distribution of objects with the spacecraft (and
the resulting debris) being clearly grouped in “families” or
constellations, according to their different purposes and to
the different launching bases. In the next sections, a detailed
description of the three main regions of Earth space, high-
lighted in Figure 1, will be given.

3.1 Low Earth orbit

The low Earth orbit is by far the most crowded zone in the cir-
cumterrestrial space. Figure 3 is a detail of Figure 1, showing
clearly a non-uniform density, with the highest peaks between
800 and 1000 km. These are due to a large number of satel-
lites and upper stages related to civil and military missions
for Earth observation, surveillance, and telecommunication.
As can also be seen also from Figure 2, the Fengyun-1C un-
fortunately happened exactly in this critical region and the
related debris contributes significantly to the density peak in
the region. In Figure 2, in LEO, different families of space-
craft can easily be distinguished: e.g., the satellites in Sun-
synchronous orbits (i � 100◦), the satellites in polar orbits
(i � 90◦), some families of Russian COSMOS satellites be-
tween i � 60◦ and i � 80◦, and the LEO satellites launched
from the Kennedy Space Center (at i � 27◦).

The rapid decline of objects density below about 500 km
of altitude (Figure 3) is due to the cleaning effect due to air
drag. Figure 4 shows the order of magnitude of the main ac-
celerations affecting the orbits of objects around the Earth.
Beyond the main effect, due to the monopole term of Earth
gravity potential, several other perturbations tend to alter a
spacecraft motion with respect to a pure two-body orbit. The
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Figure 3. Density of objects with diameter larger than 10 cm in
LEO, as a function of altitude. The vertical lines mark the loca-
tion of the four known accidental collisions that occured in or-
bit. The Cerise collision, where a debris of about 10 cm, coming
from an explosion of an Ariane upper stage, hit the gravity gradi-
ent boom of the French microsatellite Cerise, at a relative velocity
of 15 km s−1, on 24 July 1996 (Alby, Lansard and Michal, 1997).
The Thor Burner 2A Rocket Body collision, where the US upper
stage was hit by a fragment from a Chinese upper stage (previ-
ously exploded) on a circular retrograde orbit, on 17 January 2005.
The Cosmos 1934 collision, where a non-functional Russian satel-
lite was hit by a piece of debris coming from a similar spacecraft
(Cosmos 926), on an highly inclined orbit. The Iridium 33–Cosmos
2251, where a functioning satellite from the Iridium constellation
was hit by a non-operational Russian communication satellite on
10 February 2009.

atmospheric drag is the most important perturbation in LEO,
since it subtracts energy from an orbiting object causing its
decay into the atmosphere. It represents, therefore, the main
sink process acting against the overcrowding of circumter-
restrial space. Air drag acceleration aD is proportional to the
atmospheric density ρ, to the spacecraft velocity (with re-
spect to the atmosphere), and to the ratio between the area A

and the mass M of the spacecraft

aD = −1

2
CD

A

M
ρv2

r (1)

where CD is a dimensionless coefficient describing the inter-
action of the atmosphere with the satellite’s surface materials
and vr is the object’s velocity with respect to the atmosphere
(King-Hele, 1987; Montenbruck and Gill, 2000; see also At-
mospheric Interactions with Spacecraft). On the other hand,
the atmosphere density is decreasing exponentially with the
altitude, so that this perturbation is efficient only up to about
800 km above the surface of the Earth. The orbital lifetime of
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Figure 4. Order of magnitude of different perturbations affecting
the orbit of an Earth satellite. The area over mass ratio assumed for
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considering a simple exponential model for the atmospheric density.
The vertical lines mark the altitude of 2000 km above the Earth’s
surface (a typical limit for the so-called low Earth orbit region), the
altitude of the GPS orbit and the geostationary radius.

a spacecraft in a circular orbit with a radius of 250 km is less
than 20 days (assuming an A/M � 0.01), requiring frequent
maneuvers to maintain the orbital altitude (summing up to a
�V � 570 m s−1 yr−1). At an altitude of about 400 km the
lifetime increases to about 200 days (and the corresponding
stationkeeping �V decreases to about 24 m s−1 yr−1), while
above about 800 km, the air drag takes several hundreds of
years to remove a typical satellite from orbit. As visible from
Figure 4, many other perturbations act on a satellite in LEO,
but none of them causes a secular change in the semi-major
axis.

Gravitational perturbations, due to the non-spherical shape
of the Earth, are important mainly in changing the angular ar-
guments of the satellite orbit. The main effects of the geopo-
tential perturbations are the secular regression of the orbital
node �̇ (note that the node regresses for direct orbits and ad-
vances for retrograde ones) and the precession of the perigee
argument ω̇. Most of the effect is related to J2, the quadrupole
term of the gravity potential expansion in terms of spherical
harmonics (Kaula, 1966), due to the Earth oblateness. The
node and apsidal line rate of change can be written as

�̇ ∼ −3

2
nJ2

[
R⊕

a(1 − e2)

]2

cos i (2)

and

ω̇ ∼ 3

2
nJ2

[
R⊕

a(1 − e2)

]2 (
2 − 5

2
sin2 i

)
(3)

where n = √
GM⊕/a3 is the orbital mean motion (M⊕ be-

ing the mass of the Earth and G the gravitational constant);
R⊕ is the Earth’s equatorial radius; a, e, and i are the orbit
semi-major axis, eccentricity, and inclination, respectively
(see Orbital Mechanics Fundamentals).

From Figure 4 it can be noticed how, due to the low alti-
tude, in LEO even higher order terms (e.g., degree and order
8 in the picture) should be taken into account to accurately
model the satellite orbit. Nonetheless, these short and long
periodic perturbations are less important for the navigation
and control of LEO satellites (see, e.g., Montenbruck and
Gill, 2000; Wertz, 1999; Chobotov, 2002).

It is worth noting that LEO is the region with the highest
collision risk for orbiting objects. The two largest accidental
collisions ever recorded happened around the high-density
regions in LEO, as pointed out in Figure 3. In particular it
should be mentioned here the collision that took place on
10 February 2009, between a functioning satellite from the
Iridium constellation (Iridium 33) and Cosmos 2251, a old
non-operational Russian communication satellite at an alti-
tude of 789 km above Siberia. This was the first time when
two large spacecraft hit each other creating two large clouds
of fragments, including thousands of centimeter-sized ob-
jects, interacting in a complex way for a long time between
themselves and with the other Iridium constellation satellites
(Rossi, Valsecchi and Farinella, 1999; Rossi, Valsecchi and
Perozzi, 2004). The average intrinsic collision probability
per unit time Pi in LEO is in excess of 10−9 m−2 year−1

(Rossi and Farinella, 1992). The intrinsic collision probabil-
ity is defined as the collision rate between two bodies (of
radius r and R) for which (r + R) = 1 m. This means that
the number of collisions between two orbiting particles, ex-
pected during a time interval t, can be formally expressed as
Pi(R + r)2t (Rossi and Valsecchi, 2006). The average colli-
sion velocity in LEO is about V = 9.65 ± 0.88 km s−1 (Rossi
and Farinella, 1992), which means that the energy involved
in a collision is huge, of the order of 105 Joules, even for
a centimetric projectile (corresponding to a mass of about
1.5 g) (see Space Debris Impact Protection).

3.2 Medium Earth orbit

The medium Earth orbit region can roughly be defined as
the zone of space lying between the crowded LEO and the
geostationary ring. Figure 5 shows a detail of the spatial
density of objects in the region, highlighting the main assets
present in this zone: the navigation constellations (see Global
Navigation Satellite Systems). The navigation constellations
are the satellite systems providing autonomous positioning
with global coverage of the globe. In Figure 2 the navigation
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Figure 5. Density of objects with diameter larger than 10 cm in
MEO, as a function of altitude. The vertical lines mark the location
of the GPS, GLONASS, and GALILEO orbits.

satellites (codenamed Navcons) can be found in a cluster
around a � 26 000 km and i � 56◦. The US GPS (global
positioning system) satellites (a � 26560 and i � 55◦)
and their Russian analogues GLONASS (a � 25510 and
i � 64.8◦) are the two currently deployed navigation
constellations. The European GALILEO and the Chinese
COMPASS systems will be launched in the next few years
on similar circular MEO orbits.

Very close to the Navcon cluster, the group of the Russian
communication satellites in Molniya-type orbits (a � 26 000
km, e � 0.7, i � 63◦) can be found. The Russian territories
are mostly at high latitudes, where the geostationary ring
lies very low above (or even below) the horizon. Therefore,
geosynchronous satellites are not well suited for communi-
cations in those regions and, since the Soviet era, the com-
munication satellites were put on these high eccentricity or-
bits, having an inclination around 63◦, the so-called criti-
cal inclination. From equation (3) it can be seen that, for
i � 63◦, ω̇ � 0, that is, the perigee of the orbit will be nearly
frozen. Therefore, Molnyia satellites are launched with initial
ω � 270◦, so that they have the apogee fixed in the North-
ern emisphere and, following Kepler’s second law, will spend
most of the time lingering near apogee, well visible from the
northern regions of the globe.

Three horizontal “stripes” of dots can be seen in Fig-
ure 2 spanning from LEO to about 26 000 km. The clusters at
a ∼ 25 000 refer to the objects in geostationary transfer orbits
(GTO). These are mostly upper stages launched from Kourou
(ESA Ariane rockets, i � 7◦), from the Kennedy Space Cen-
ter (i � 27◦), and from Baikonour (i � 48◦). Most launchers
(see Launch Vehicle Design) cannot directly take the pay-
loads up to the geostationary altitude (see Section 3.3). The

Figure 6. Scheme of a Hohmann-like transfer from a LEO circular
orbit, with radius r � 6740 km to a GEO with radius r � 42 164,
through a GTO with a = 24 470 km and e = 0.723. The location of
the two burns (�V1 and �V2) are highlighted (the magnitude of the
�V vectors are not in scale).

payload is usually left in an elliptic orbit with perigee at about
500 to 700 km of altitude and apogee close to the geosta-
tionary ring, the so-called GTO. At the apogee of the GTO,
the orbital velocity is about 1.64 km s−1, while the orbital
velocity of a geostationary satellite is about 3 km s−1. The
difference in velocity (�V ) needed to inject the satellite into
the geostationary orbit is given by a motor firing at the apogee
of the transfer orbit. If the launcher leaves the payload in a
low circular orbit, then two maneuvers are needed to bring
the satellite to GEO. First, a firing in LEO to inject the space-
craft into the GTO and then, as described above, an apogee
burn to circularize the orbit, in a typical Hohmann transfer
procedure (Figure 6) (see Mission Design and Trajectory Op-
timization). The inclination of a GTO is determined by the
latitude of the launch site and the launch azimuth, that is, the
direction of the launch. To exploit the rotation of the Earth
most of the launches are performed directly toward East (tak-
ing into account the security rules of the launch base), so the
inclination of the initial orbit matches almost exactly the one
of the launch base as seen in Figure 2.

The upper stages of the rockets used to bring the satellites
to GEO are usually left stranded in GTO. If the perigee of
the GTO is low enough for the air drag to be effective, the
rocket can reenter into the atmosphere in a few years, but
some higher apogee (ra ≥ 600 km) upper stages can spend
decades in orbit, contributing to the space debris pollution in
LEO and MEO.

From Figure 4 it can be noticed how, with growing dis-
tance from the center of the Earth, different perturbations
become important. While the main effects are still due to
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the J2 term, the gravitational perturbations due to the dif-
ferential attraction of Sun and the Moon, become compara-
ble. The lunisolar attraction induce long-term and sometimes
secular variation in the eccentricity, inclination, and argu-
ment of the node and perigee. Lunisolar perturbation, cou-
pled with air drag, may play a role in speeding the orbital
decay of certain classes of highly eccentric orbits, by lower-
ing the perigee height (Frazier, Culp and Rosborough, 1989).
On the other hand, air drag is of course negligible for circular
MEO, due to the absence of any residual atmosphere. An-
other non-gravitational perturbation starts to play a role: the
solar radiation pressure. The solar radiation pressure is due
to the absorption and reflection of photons by the surface of
the body and depends again on the area to mass ratio of the
spacecraft (Milani, Nobili and Farinella, 1987). For objects
with area to mass ratios in the range 0.01 to 0.1, typical of
orbiting spacecraft, its effect is mainly a long periodic change
of the orbital eccentricity and the argument of perigee. It can
be important in altering the orbits of high Earth satellites with
large solar panels and antennas (e.g., large telecommunica-
tion geostationary satellites) and orbital maneuver may be
required to keep the orbital evolution under control (see also
Section 3.3).

It is worth mentioning here that in reality the picture of
the perturbations acting on an as Earth satellite is more com-
plex than depicted in Figure 4. Different kinds of resonances
between the motion of the satellite, the rotation of the Earth,
and the motion of the perturbing bodies can produce long-
term and even secular perturbation, exceeding those due to
the simple action of a given perturbation alone (Kaula, 1966;
Gedeon, 1969; Sochilina, 1982; Chao, 2005).

In particular the navigation spacecraft in MEO have orbits
whose period equals half a sidereal day (i.e., ≈ 12 hours) and
are subject to the 2:1 mean motion resonance. From an analyt-
ical point of view, this resonance can be studied by means of
the Kaula’s theory of satellite motion (Kaula, 1966; Gedeon,
1969; Sochilina, 1982). In mean motion resonances, the exact
condition for commensurability is that the satellite performs
β nodal periods while the Earth rotates α times relative to the
precessing satellite orbit plane (where α and β are mutually
prime integers, and in the case of MEO takes the values 1
and 2, respectively). After this interval, the path of the satel-
lite relative to the Earth repeats exactly, leading to the res-
onance. The approximate condition is that the mean motion
of the satellite is β/α times the angular velocity of the Earth.
Note that while the deep resonances are not always met in
the satellite orbits, shallow resonances still yield substantial
perturbations and are common features. The 2:1 resonance
causes long period changes in the orbital eccentricity of MEO
satellites and, for example, can modify the configuration of
the navigation constellations (Deleflie, Métris and Exertier,

2006). Recently a more complex resonance, resulting from
the third body and the geopotential perturbations, was found
to be the cause of a very long term-term (nearly secular)
perturbation of the eccentricity of the navigation satellites
orbits, representing a serious hazard for the long-term dis-
posal of the spent satellites and upper stages in the region
(Chao and Gick, 2004; Chao, 2005; Rossi, 2008). This luni-
solar resonance appears when the secular motions of the lines
of apsides and nodes become commensurable with the mean
motion of the Sun and the Moon (Hughes, 1980).

The lower density of objects makes the collision prob-
ability in MEO about two orders of magnitude lower than
in LEO. Nonetheless, the average collision velocity at the
GPS/GLONASS altitude is still about 5 km s−1, making col-
lisions, even against centimetric debris, still highly energetic
events prone to dangerous consequences for the orbital envi-
ronment (Rossi, Valsecchi and Perozzi, 2004).

3.3 Geosynchronous region

Finally, in Figure 2 we note the geosynchronous satellites
(a � 42 000 km, e � 0, 15◦ ≥ i ≥ 0◦). A geosynchronous
orbit is an orbit around the Earth with the orbital period
matching the Earth’s sidereal rotation period. The exact syn-
chronous semi-major axis is async = 42 164 km, correspond-
ing to an altitude hsync = 35 786 km. Most of the telecom-
munication and weather satellites are placed in this peculiar
orbit, since an object there will appear motionless from the
groundstation easing antenna pointing and control.

Notwithstanding its paramount importance, the popula-
tion of spacecraft and debris in the GEO region is still quite
uncertain, mainly due to the physical distance which pre-
vents its mapping by radars. Dedicated optical observation
campaigns are performed to characterize the environment in
this orbital region (Schildknecht, 2007).

The peculiarities of the GEO region are mainly the absence
of any natural decay mechanism, such as air drag and the
fact that each satellite in geostationary orbit is assigned an
“orbital slot” of about 0.1◦ of width in longitude. For these
reasons, though huge in physical terms, the useful space in the
GEO region is actually operationally limited since an orbital
slot not freed by a “dead” satellite (or a debris) is no longer
usable by other spacecraft. Moreover, any debris created in
the region will stay there almost forever.

During their operative lifetime, the satellites are periodi-
cally maneuvered to keep them inside the slot, counteracting
the perturbations that would tend to change their orbital pa-
rameters. At the end of their operational life, the satellites
are no longer controlled and the orbital perturbations tend to
move them outside the geostationary ring.
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Figure 7. Distribution in the argument of node – inclination space
of the objects larger than 1 m in GEO.

In Figure 7, the catalogued objects with diameter larger
than 1 m are plotted in an inclination i vs. right ascension of
ascending node � space. Two main populations of objects are
clearly distinguishable. The controlled satellites whose incli-
nation is kept around zero by control maneuvers and whose
� is nearly randomly distributed. The uncontrolled old satel-
lites whose inclination oscillates, reaching a maximum value
imax � 15◦ and then bounching back to 0◦, with a period of
about 53 years. This peculiar distribution in the � − i space
is caused by the perturbations due to the Sun, the Moon, and
the Earth oblateness. Looking at Figure 4, it can be noticed
how, at more than 6 Earth radii, the balance of the accelera-
tions acting on a spacecraft change considerably and the third
body effects become comparable to those, due to the Earth’s
oblateness. Together, they cause a precessional motion of the
orbital plane inclination, inducing the oscillation of i.

Taking also into account the typical large dimensions of
the solar panels and antennas of the geostationary satellites,
in the GEO region, the solar radiation pressure becomes rela-
tively more important. In Figure 4, to avoid cluttering, only a
single line for the solar radiation pressure acceleration (cor-
responding to a value of A/M = 0.01 m2 kg−1) is displayed.
Larger area to mass ratios are also quite common between
GEO spacecraft, leading to even higher accelerations (in the
picture these objects would correspond to horizontal lines
above the line plotted here). The main effect of the solar radi-
ation pressure is to induce long periodic (i.e., approximately
yearly) variations in e. More complex effects, leading to long-
term perturbations on the semi-major axis, inclination, and
node, can be caused by the effect of the radiation pressure on
the spacecraft antenna (Milani, Nobili and Farinella, 1987).

The gravitational perturbations due to the geopotential
show up mainly as a resonance effect, due to the 1:1 mean
motion resonance between the satellite orbital period and the
Earth’s rotation. Geostationary satellites are resonant with the
coefficients of the Earth’s gravity field with low degree and
even values of the difference between the order � and the de-
gree m of the coefficients (� − m), in particular the J22 term
related to the ellipticity of the Earth’s equator (Kaula, 1966;
Seeber, 2003). This resonance causes the satellite’s longitude
to librate with a very long period (of the order of 1000 days)
about two stable equilibrium positions, located at the longi-
tude of 75◦ and 245.5◦E (two unstable equilibrium points are
located at 161.8◦ and 348.5◦E).

Due to the above-described perturbations, once the satel-
lite is no longer operational, both its inclination and eccen-
tricity will tend to deviate from the nominal zero values (see
again Figure 7). This means that they will start crossing the
operational orbits with relative velocities of several hundreds
of m/s, much higher than those common for operative co-
orbiting GEO satellites. To protect the operative satellites in
GEO, minimizing the collision risk with old non-operational
spacecraft, a protected zone was defined at the international
level by the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Com-
mittee (IADC), an inter-governmental panel, including space
agencies of several countries having assets in orbit, whose
aim is to coordinate studies and initiatives on the space de-
bris issue (see Spaceflight Regulatory Environment). This
protected zone is defined as a toroid centered on the geosta-
tionary orbit, extending 200 km above and below the geo-
stationary altitude and ±15◦ in declination (see Spacecraft
End-of-Life Disposal). Every spacecraft at end-of-life should
be moved to a disposal orbit with the perigee higher than the
geostationary altitude by an amount �H (km) given by

�H = 235 + Cr × 1000
A

M
(4)

where A is satellite average cross-sectional area (in m2), M is
the satellite mass (kg), and Cr is the radiation pressure coeffi-
cient (typically between 1 and 2), which specifies the amount
of solar radiation transmitted, absorbed, and reflected by the
spacecraft (IADC, 2002). The recommended �H takes into
account all relevant perturbations, and is a function of the
expected perturbing acceleration induced by solar radiation
pressure. This �H is intended to prevent any further interfer-
ence with the geostationary protected region. While normal
operations are usually conducted in the so-called geostation-
ary ring, within 75 km of the geostationary altitude and ±0.1◦

in declination, the protected region was extended in altitude
(±200 km) to create a maneuver corridor for spacecraft re-
location (plus a margin), and in declination (±15◦) to take
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into account the natural orbit evolution of geosynchronous
satellites without inclination control.

4 SUMMARY AND FUTURE TRENDS

In the late 1970s, Donald J. Kessler, a pioneer of space de-
bris studies, in a seminal paper hypothesized the creation of
a debris belt around the Earth, following a collisional cas-
cade among Earth-orbiting objects (Kessler and Cour-Palais,
1978). After more than 30 years, as the Iridium 33–Cosmos
2251 event dramatically showed, the collisions between or-
biting objects are becoming a real threat.

A number of recent modeling studies (e.g., Liou and
Johnson, 2008) have confirmed how, in the most crowded
regions of LEO (see Figure 3), the number of objects larger
than 10 cm are going to grow, even in the absence of any
new space activity, due to collisions between the spacecraft
already in orbit. This means that these regions might have
already reached a critical density of objects such that the so-
called collisional cascade has already started.

While these results are certainly partly dependent on the
model assumptions, they clearly point out that a change in
the management of the debris issue is in order. Together with
a number of mitigation measures already established at the
international level, such as de-orbiting of satellites at end-
of-life, passivation of spacecraft at the end of the mission to
prevent accidental explosions, and so on (IADC, 2002), oper-
ational collisional avoidance practices should become com-
mon in space for all active satellites. This requires powerful
surveillance networks able to detect, track, and determine the
orbit of thousands of objects at a level of accuracy currently
not routinely reached by existing assets. Notwithstanding the
complexity of this cataloguing effort, this achievement alone
might not be able to prevent the proliferation of debris and in
a not too distant future the active removal of spacecraft from
orbit could be the only effective solution to safely handle the
circumterrestrial space to the future generations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The foundation of the three-body problem dates back to the
seventeenth century and the work of Newton. After solv-
ing the two-body problem, Newton examined the three-body
problem in search of a closed-form analytical solution. This
solution remains illusive today, as one has never been found
for the three-body problem. Euler developed the restricted
problem using a rotating frame in the 1770s. Along with
Euler, Lagrange studied this form of the three-body problem
and calculated the locations of five equilibrium points, often
known as libration or Lagrange points. Carl Jacobi studied
the circular-restricted problem and found that an integral of
motion exists, which today bears his name as the Jacobi inte-
gral. Although researchers attempted to find more integrals

of motion, Bruns showed that there are no other first integrals
expressible in terms of algebraic functions of the coordinates
and their derivatives. Poincaré made several advances in the
three-body problem in the late nineteenth century. Some of
his most important contributions include developing a theory
of periodic solutions and describing the existence of chaos
in dynamical systems. This work laid the foundation for the
current study of dynamical systems.

1.1 Dynamical systems theory

Dynamical systems theory is employed to describe the long-
term qualitative behavior of complex dynamical systems.
Dynamical systems use differential or difference equations
to relate the state of the system to its state at some time
in the future. Dynamical systems theory contains a plethora
of powerful methods for analyzing complex dynamical sys-
tems, such as the three-body problem. Many of these tools
involve finding fixed-point solutions or periodic orbit solu-
tions. Methods have been derived to analyze a dynamical
system in phase space using maps, a technique developed by
Poincaré. In these maps, interesting dynamics emerge that
might not otherwise be seen. Poincaré also introduced the
concept of chaos in dynamical systems. A chaotic system may
be briefly defined as a deterministic system which exhibits
aperiodic behavior with sensitive dependence on initial con-
ditions (Poincaré, 1892).

Poincaré also predicted the existence of certain dynami-
cal structures associated with libration points and unstable
periodic orbits known as invariant manifolds (described in
Section 4). Modern researchers have analyzed the mathe-
matics associated with invariant manifolds and applied this
understanding to the three-body problem.
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2 THREE-BODY PROBLEM

The three-body problem describes the motion of three bodies
under mutual gravitational attraction. The three bodies are
assumed to have spherically symmetric gravity fields such
that each of the bodies may be modeled as a point mass. In
the restricted three-body problem, the mass of the third body
(i.e., the spacecraft) is assumed to be negligible in compari-
son to the two massive bodies. The more massive of the two
bodies is referred to as the primary while the other is termed
the secondary. The two bodies may be referred to collectively
as the primaries. The two primaries are subjected to the Kep-
lerian laws that govern two-body motion and are unaffected
by the infinitesimal third body. Additional assumptions may
be made to simplify the restricted three-body problem. In
the elliptic restricted three-body problem (ERTBP), the pri-
maries are constrained to elliptic paths relative to each other.
If the two primaries rotate in circular orbits about the center
of mass of the system, known as the barycenter, then the
system is referred to as the circular restricted three-body
problem (CRTBP). Finally, the motion of the three-bodies
may be restricted to two dimensions and the terminology
planar circular restricted three-body problem (PCRTBP) is
used.

The geometry of the CRTBP is depicted in Figure 1. An
inertial coordinate frame is centered at the barycenter as is
described by the (α, β, γ) axes. In the CRTBP, it is convenient
to model the motion of the third body in a frame of reference
that rotates about the barycenter at the same rotation rate as
the two primaries. A synodic, or rotating reference frame, is
designated by the (x, y, z) axes. The x-axis extends from the
origin through the secondary, the z-axis extends in the direc-
tion of the angular momentum of the system and is coincident

Primary

Secondary

Third body

α

x

− µ

1 − µ

y

β

r3

r1
r2

γ, z

Figure 1. The geometry of the circular restricted three-body prob-
lem.

with the γ axis in the inertial frame. The y-axis completes the
right-hand coordinate frame.

2.1 Dimensionless quantities

The dimensional restricted three-body problem can be nondi-
mensionalized using the distance between the primaries as the
unit length and the reciprocal of the primary’s mean motion as
the unit time. Doing so reduces the system to a one-parameter
problem. The remaining parameter is the mass fraction of the
secondary to the full mass of the system. This three-body
parameter, µ is mathematically expressed as

µ = m2

m1 + m2
(1)

where m1 and m2 are the masses of the primaries and
m1 ≥ m2 and µ ∈ [0, 0.5]. The phase space of any three-body
system is highly dependent on the mass parameter. Values of
µ for the Sun–Earth and Earth–Moon systems are provided in
Tables 1 and 2. With the distance between the two primaries
equal to one, the primary and the secondary are located on
the x-axis at −µ and 1 − µ, respectively.

2.2 Equations of motion

Newtonian mechanics are used to derive the equations of
motion for the CRTBP. The primaries are treated as point

Table 1. Positions of the libration points in the Earth–Moon system
(µ ≈ 0.01215).

Lib. Normalized Dimensional

Point x y x (km) y (km)

LL1 0.8 369 0 321 719 0
LL2 1.1 557 0 444 256 0
LL3 −1.0 051 0 −386 356 0
LL4 0.48 785 0.86 603 187 534 332 909
LL5 0.48 785 −0.86 603 187 534 −332 909

Table 2. Positions of the libration points in the Sun–Earth/Moon
system (µ ≈ 3.0404×10−6).

Lib. Normalized Dimensional

Point x y x (km) y (km)

EL1 0.9 900 0 148 099 945 0
EL2 1.0 101 0 151 105 252 0
EL3 −1.0 000 0 −149 598 212 0
EL4 0.5 000 0.8 660 74 798 556 129 555 688
EL5 0.5 000 −0.8 660 74 798 556 −129 555 688
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masses, and the total force exerted by the primaries on the
massless third body can be expressed in dimensional quanti-
ties as

�F = m3r̈s/c = −G
m3m1

r3
1

r1 − G
m3m2

r3
2

r2 (2)

If the system is nondimensionalized, the acceleration of
the third body in the inertial frame, r̈s/c, can be written as

r̈I
s/c = −1 − µ

r3
1

r1 − µ

r3
2

r2 (3)

Equation (3) is manipulated and transformed to produce the
equations of motion in the rotating reference frame:

ẍ = 2ẏ + x − (1 − µ)
x + µ

r3
1

− µ
x − 1 + µ

r3
2

ÿ = −2ẋ + y − (1 − µ)
y

r3
1

− µ
y

r3
2

(4)

z̈ = −(1 − µ)
z

r3
1

− µ
z

r3
2

where r1 and r2 are equal to the distance from the third body
to the primary and secondary, respectively

r1 =
√

(x + µ)2 + y2 + z2 (5)

r2 =
√

(x − 1 + µ)2 + y2 + z2 (6)

A detailed derivation of equation (4) may be found
in Szebehely (1967).

2.3 Jacobi Constant

The dynamics of the CRTBP allow an integral of motion to
exist in the rotating frame. The equations of motion given
by equation (4) can be multiplied by 2ẋ, 2ẏ, and 2ż, respec-
tively, summed together, and integrated to obtain an integral
of motion known as the Jacobi constant,

C = 2� − V 2 (7)

� = 1

2
(x2 + y2) + 1 − µ

r1
+ µ

r2
(8)

V 2 = ẋ2 + ẏ2 + ż2 (9)

The Jacobi constant of a particle in the CRTBP cannot
change unless it is perturbed by something other than the two
primaries. In this way, the Jacobi constant is analogous to
energy in the two-body problem. Note that it is only a func-
tion of the nondimensional position and velocity magnitude
expressed in the rotating frame.

For a given Jacobi constant, the motion of a particle is
limited to certain regions of space due to the constraint that
the velocity can not have imaginary components. This fact
leads to forbidden regions in space. The forbidden regions can
be found in the CRTBP by setting the velocity in equation (7)
equal to zero and mapping the result, as shown in Figure 2.
An object with a specified Jacobi constant can only cross
into the forbidden region under the influence of some non-
conservative force, such as thrusting.

2.4 Libration points

The contours in Figure 2 reveal five equilibrium points in the
CRTBP, also known as libration or Lagrange points. At the
libration points, the gravitational acceleration is balanced by
the centripetal acceleration. If the velocity and acceleration
in the synodic frame are set equal to zero in equation (4), and
the body of negligible mass is assumed to be in the x − y

plane, the following equations are obtained

x − (1 − µ)
x + µ

r3
1

− µ
x − 1 + µ

r3
2

= 0 (10)

y

x
−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1

1

0.5

0

−0.5

−1

Figure 2. Forbidden region boundaries for various Jacobi constants
in the Earth–Moon system.
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Figure 3. The five libration points in the rotating coordinate system
of the CRTBP with Earth–Moon masses.

y − (1 − µ)
y

r3
1

− µ
y

r3
2

= 0 (11)

The y-position coordinate is set to zero to solve for the
location of the three collinear libration points, L1, L2, and
L3, based on the value of µ. Equations (10) and (11) can
also be used to find the two triangular equilibrium points, L4,
and L5. These points form an equilateral triangle with the
two primaries. Conventionally, L1 lies between the primary
and the secondary, L2 on the far side of the secondary in the
positive x-direction, L3 on the far side of the primary in the
negative x-direction, L4 at the upper triangular point, and L5

at the lower. Euler (1767) and Lagrange (1873) are attributed
with finding the collinear and triangular points, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the five libration points in the Earth–Moon
system (µ ≈ 0.01215).

If a particle were placed on one of the libration points
with no initial velocity in the synodic frame, it would remain
stationary, relative to the primaries. However, linearizing the
equations of motion near the libration points shows that the
collinear points are unstable. Particles near these libration
points will drift away under a slight perturbation. Visual proof
of this instability can also be seen by examining the zero-
velocity curves near the collinear libration points in Figure 2.
It can be seen that the collinear libration points are saddle
points in the graph, while there are contours surrounding the
triangular points. The triangular libration points are stable
if the mass ratio satisfies the inequality µ < 0.0385. For
example, in the Sun–Jupiter system (µ ≈ 9.54 × 10−4 ) there
are families of Trojan asteroids that occupy the vicinity of L4

and L5.

Prefixes are often used to clarify the system of each libra-
tion point by the secondary: ELi denotes the Sun–Earth/Moon
system, LLi denotes the Earth–Moon system (Lunar libration
points), and so on. Tables 1 and 2 show the positions of the
libration points in the Earth–Moon system in dimensional
and nondimensional units.

3 LIBRATION POINT ORBITS

There are countless numbers of periodic and quasi-periodic
orbit families that exist under the governing equations
of motion for the CRTBP. Particles may be in periodic
orbits about either of the primaries or any of the five
libration points. Families of periodic orbits have been stud-
ied extensively by many researchers, prominently among
them Moulton (1920), Broucke (1968), Farquhar and Kamel
(1973), Breakwell and Brown (1979), Gómez et al. (2001),
and Hénon (2003). The majority of libration point orbit (LPO)
studies are concerned with orbits about the collinear libration
points, as they are the most relevant for mission design. There
are several different classifications of libration point orbits.
A Lissajous orbit, named after the French physicist Jules Lis-
sajous, is a quasi-periodic orbital trajectory that winds around
a torus, but never closes in on itself. Halo orbits are a special
case of Lissajous orbits where the in plane and out of plane
frequencies are equal. Halo orbits are periodic and are aptly
named: they appear to form a halo about the secondary when
viewed from the primary (Farquhar, 1971). Halo orbits are
three-dimensional; a two-dimensional halo orbit is referred
to as a Lyapunov orbit. Halo and Lyapunov orbits are simple
symmetric orbits that pierce the x-axis exactly twice per orbit.
Other, more complicated families of periodic LPOs exist,
such as vertical orbits (see e.g., Paffenroth et al. (2001)),
or orbits that pierce the x-axis 2N times (see e.g., Hénon
(2003)). There are methods available to compute approximate
libration point orbits either analytically or numerically.

3.1 Approximate analytic solutions

Previous researchers have developed methods to compute
approximate analytic solutions to orbits in the three-body
problem. Beginning in the early 1900s, Plummer (1903)
utilized Fourier series expansions to create planar periodic
solutions for motion about the collinear libration point orbits.
In the 1970s, Heppenheimer (1973) and Farquhar and Kamel
(1973) studied analytical solutions using the Lindstedt and
Lindstedt–Poincaré methods. Richardson and Cary (1975)
used the methods of successive approximations and dual
time scales to derive a fourth order solution to the elliptical
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restricted three-body problem which included the perturb-
ing effects of gravity from a fourth body and the effect of
the eccentricities of the primary orbits. Richardson (1980)
later developed a third-order analytical solution for halo-
type periodic motion about the collinear points in the circular
restricted three-body problem using the method of successive
approximations in conjunction with a technique similar to
the Lindstedt–Poincaré method. Gómez et al. (2001) devel-
oped a semi-analytical method to determine higher order halo
orbits about the collinear points in the restricted three-body
problem based on a given value of µ and an amplitude speci-
fying the selected orbit. The method is semi-analytical in the
sense that, given a value of µ, the numerical values of coef-
ficients in the Fourier series expansions of the coordinates x,
y, and z for the halo orbit as a function of time are computed
recursively.

Third or fourth-order approximations provide qualita-
tive insight into the behavior of trajectories in the vicinity
of the libration points. However, these approximations are
often insufficient for mission design purposes and analytical
approximations are combined with numerical techniques to
generate orbits which accurately model the motion. In prac-
tice, the Richardson–Cary expansion is often used to generate
a first guess at the initial conditions of a period orbit. The ini-
tial guess is then used in a different algorithm to generate an
orbit that is closer to truly periodic.

3.2 Differential correction

3.2.1 Single-shooting

A numerical algorithm used to construct simple periodic
orbits in the CRTBP is a form of differential correction known
as the single-shooting method, as described by Howell
(1984). The basic algorithm uses symmetry about the x–z

plane to locate periodic orbits and can be summarized as fol-
lows: An initial state in the x–z plane with no velocity in the x

and z-directions is integrated forward in time until it pierces
the x–z plane. If the crossing with the x–z plane is perpendic-
ular, then the orbit is periodic. If not, the initial conditions are
modified using information from the state transition matrix
(see Satellite Orbit Determination). This process is iterated
until a periodic orbit is found. Orbits may be considered
periodic if |ẋ| and |ż| are less than some desired tolerance
(typically less than 10−8). However, it is important to note
that a very low tolerance must be used to integrate to the
point y = 0.

Figure 4 presents a portion of a family of Lyapunov orbits
about L2 in the Earth–Moon system. Figure 5 presents exam-
ples of halo orbits in the Earth–Moon system. Southern orbits,
by convention, spend more than half of their period below the
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Figure 4. Lyapunov orbits about L2 in the Earth–Moon system.
The Moon is denoted by the circle and L1 and L2 are denoted by
the diamonds.

x–y plane. Conversely, Northern orbits spend more than half
of their period above the x–y plane.

Figure 6 presents an example Lissajous trajectory in the
Sun–Earth/Moon system, propagated for approximately 6.3
years. This Lissajous trajectory has y and z amplitudes of
500 000 km and 400 000 km, respectively.

The single-shooting method works quite well for locating
symmetric periodic orbits. However, more general techniques
are often necessary for complete analysis of other more com-
plicated trajectories. A common tool for this analysis is the
more generalized multiple-shooting differential corrector.

3.2.2 Multiple-shooting

A multiple shooting algorithm simultaneously adjusts a series
of states to construct a complicated trajectory that satisfies a
given set of constraints. The multiple shooting differential
corrector incorporates two steps; a Level I corrector to make
a trajectory continuous in position, and a Level II corrector to
make a trajectory continuous in velocity. In general, the two-
step process is iterated until the tolerances for both Level I
and Level II are met. A general summary of the multiple
shooter is presented here. The method is described in detail
by Wilson (2003).

Level 1. To create a trajectory that is continuous in position,
several patch points, or initial guesses of states along the
trajectory are required. The velocity at each patch point,
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Figure 5. Halo orbits about L2 in the Earth–Moon system, shown from four perspectives. The Moon is denoted by the circle and L2 is
denoted by the diamond. (a) 3D view; (b) x–y view; (c) x–z view; and (d) y–z view.

except the last, is updated in order to target the next patch
point’s position and time. Therefore, after Level I has con-
verged, the trajectory will be continuous in position, but
maneuvers (�Vs) will be required at each patch point. If
the propagation is conic, then this is essentially the two-body
Lambert problem. The state transition matrix determines how

a change in velocity at one patch point will affect the position
of the next.

Level 2. In the Level II process, the positions and epochs
of each patch point, including the last, are adjusted using
a least-squares method that is designed to reduce the total
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Figure 6. Third-order analytic solution for a sample Lissajous trajectory in the Sun–Earth/Moon system, shown from four perspectives.
(a) 3D view; (b) x–y view; (c) x–z view; and (d) y–z view.

�V cost of the trajectory. The result will be a trajectory
with discontinuities in position that should require a smaller
total �V after the following iteration of Level I. The Level II
process targets the difference between the incoming and out-
going velocities at the interior patch points. Although the
Level II algorithm is often used to generate fully continuous
trajectories, targeting �V i = V+

i − V−
i = 0, it may also be

used if a deterministic maneuver is allowed, and �V i can be
set to some non-zero vector. Moreover, arbitrary constraints
may be applied to each patch point to target the orbital inclina-
tion, semimajor axis, or other parameter to create the desired
trajectory.

The choice of patch points has a strong effect on the con-
vergence of the differential corrector. The Level I portion
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8 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

of the multiple shooter must converge between every set of
consecutive patch points. If the patch points are not close
enough in position, Level I may not converge. The Level II
algorithm generally works best if the patch points are spaced
evenly in time. In addition, trajectories may converge more
rapidly if there are extra patch points added to portions of the
trajectory where the dynamics are the most unstable.

3.3 Stability

A plethora of useful information can be determined from a
stability analysis of periodic orbits. A stability analysis can
be performed using the monodromy matrix. The monodromy
matrix is computed by propagating the state transition matrix
for one full orbital period, P , such that

M = �(T, t0) (12)

The eigenvalues of the orbit’s monodromy matrix are used
to determine the stability of the orbit. The six eigenvalues,
λi, of the monodromy matrix in the CRTBP can be real or
complex and scale proportionally such that for i = 1, . . . , 6,

Mvi = λivi (13)

where vi is the eigenvector corresponding to λi. Broucke
(1969) showed that the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix
come in reciprocal pairs due to the symplectic quality of the
state transition matrix. One of the eigenvalues will equal unity
in the CRTBP due to the existence of the Jacobi integral.
Therefore, the six eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix for
the CRTBP are related as follows{

λ1, λ2 = λ−1
1 , λ3, λ4 = λ−1

3 , λ5 = 1, λ6 = 1
}

Russell (2006) presents a derivation for calculating the six
eigenvalues following previous work by Bray and Goudas
(1967).

The real components of the eigenvalues, denoted by
Re(λi). The perturbations determine how perturbations will
affect a particle on some nominal orbit. Let ε be some pertur-
bation along the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue
λi. The perturbation will

� Exponentially decay for: −1 < Re(λi) < 1
� Exponentially grow for: Re(λi) > 1 or Re(λi) < −1
� Neither grow nor decay for: Re(λi) = 1 or Re(λi) = −1.

The imaginary parts of the eigenvalues do not contribute to
any exponential growth or decay.

A periodic orbit can be classified as unstable, stable, or
neutrally stable based on the collection of the eigenvalues of
its monodromy matrix. If an orbit has one or more eigenval-
ues such that Re(λi) > 1 or Re(λi) < −1 then the periodic
orbit is unstable. An orbit is considered stable if −1 < Re(λi)
< 1 for all λi. Neutrally stable orbits do not have eigenvalues
that would classify them as unstable, and have at least one
eigenvalue pair such that Re(λi) = 1. As previously stated,
every periodic orbit in the CRTBP has at least one eigen-
value pair where Re(λi) = 1. Therefore, this pair is generally
neglected in the classification of the orbit’s stability.

A stability index, ν, can be computed for each unstable
periodic orbit, based on λmax, the largest eigenvalue from the
monodromy matrix,

ν = 1

2

(
λmax + λ−1

max

)
(14)

A stable orbit has a stability index of one, and sta-
bility indices greater than one correspond to unstable
orbits (Howell, 1984). As the stability index increases, the
orbital stability decreases.

4 INVARIANT MANIFOLDS

Libration point orbits are generally unstable. Each unstable
periodic orbit will have at least one stable and one unstable
eigenvalue with corresponding eigenvectors. If a particle on
an unstable periodic orbit is given a perturbation in the unsta-
ble direction, it will exponentially fall away from the nominal
orbit, tracing out a smooth trajectory away from the orbit.
Conversely, a particle given the correct initial conditions will
follow a smooth trajectory that exponentially approaches the
unstable orbit and eventually arrives on that orbit from the
orbit’s stable direction. The terms for the full set of exponen-
tially diverging and converging trajectories are the unstable
and stable invariant manifolds of the orbit. The term invariant
simply means that through the propagation of time, a point
on the manifold will stay on the manifold.

The unstable manifold (WU) includes the set of all possible
trajectories that a particle on a nominal orbit could traverse if
it was perturbed in the direction of the orbit’s unstable eigen-
vector. These orbits drift away exponentially over time. Or,
one could say that the particle would exponentially approach
the nominal orbit as time moves backwards.

The stable manifold (WS) includes the set of all possible
trajectories that a particle could take to arrive onto the nomi-
nal orbit. Converse to WU, WS contains all of the trajectories
the particle could take to exponentially approach the nominal
orbit as time moves forwards.
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The stable and unstable manifolds of periodic orbits can
be found at any point along the orbit. The manifolds are cal-
culated from the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix, M,
which already contains information about the stability of the
entire orbit. To find the manifolds at each point along the
orbit, it is first necessary to propagate the stable and unstable
eigenvectors to the desired position along the orbit using the
state transition matrix

vU
j = �(tj, t0)vU (15)

v S
j = �(tj, t0)vS (16)

In equations (15) and (16), vU is the eigenvector corre-
sponding to the largest real eigenvalue, vS is the eigenvector
corresponding to the eigenvalue whose reciprocal gives the
unstable direction, and �(tj, t0) maps the eigenvectors to
some time tj .

Once the stable and unstable eigenvectors are known at
the desired time, calculated from equations (15) and (16), the
manifolds are found by propagating a perturbed state in time.
The unstable manifold for a periodic orbit can be calculated
by propagating a state perturbed in the unstable direction for-
ward in time. Likewise, the stable manifold can be found by
propagating a state perturbed in the stable direction back-
ward in time. The perturbed state at some time tj is found as

follows

XU
j,pert = Xj ± ε

vU
j

|v U
j | (17)

X S
j,pert = Xj ± ε

vS
j

|vS
j | (18)

where ε is some small perturbation.
Figure 7 presents the unstable (WU) and stable (WS) mani-

folds for a Sun–Earth/Moon L2 Lyapunov orbit. The unstable
and stable manifolds are symmetric about the x-axis, due to
the inherent symmetry in the CRTBP. The stability index
of the nominal orbit dictates how quickly the manifolds will
depart/approach for a given perturbation value. Larger stabil-
ity indices correspond to manifolds that will depart from their
nominal orbit more quickly than the manifolds of orbits with
smaller stability indices. Note that in equations (17) and (18)
a perturbation may be added or subtracted. This produces two
manifold halves. For orbits about L1 or L2, one half of the
manifold will initially travel towards the secondary and the
other half will initially travel away from the secondary, as
shown in Figure 7.

The theoretical invariant manifolds of an unstable periodic
orbit never truly arrive on the orbit in finite time, but rather
come arbitrarily close to the orbit. The manifolds computed
using the method described previously are numerical approx-
imations of the theoretical manifolds, since the method adds
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Figure 7. The stable and unstable manifolds of a Lyapunov orbit in the Sun–Earth/Moon system. The arrows indicate the direction of
motion.
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10 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

a finite perturbation in either the stable or unstable direction.
The smaller the perturbation, the more closely the manifolds
approximate the theoretical manifolds. If the perturbation
becomes too large, this approximation breaks down. The per-
turbation is usually on the order of 1×10−6 in nondimensional
units.

5 FREE TRANSFERS BETWEEN
LIBRATION POINT ORBITS

The trajectories within the unstable and stable manifolds of
an unstable periodic orbit often traverse a wide range of loca-
tions within the three-body system. The idea to use manifolds
for transfers between orbits within the restricted three-body
problem has been explored. Conley (1968) and McGehee
(1969) proved the existence of homoclinic orbits, orbits that
are both forward and backward asymptotic to an unstable
periodic orbit. A homoclinic orbit lies in the intersection of
the stable manifold and the unstable manifold of an equilib-
rium point or periodic orbit. A sample homoclinic orbit about
an Earth–Moon L1 Lyapunov orbit is shown in Figure 8a.

In contrast, a heteroclinic connection or heteroclinic orbit
joins two different equilibrium points or periodic orbits.
A heteroclinic orbit lies at the intersection of the unstable
manifold of one periodic orbit and the stable manifold of
another periodic orbit. Koon et al. (2000) numerically demon-
strated the existence of heteroclinic connections between
pairs of periodic orbits. A sample heteroclinic orbit connect-
ing Earth–Moon Lyapunov orbits about L1 and L2 is shown
in Figure 8b.

Invariant manifolds, homoclinic orbits, and heteroclinic
orbits have been shown to play an important role in the
distribution and transport of material within the solar sys-
tem (Koon et al., 2000; Gómez et al., 2004; Wilczak and
Zgliczyński, 2005). For example, the orbits of the comets
Oterma and Gehrels 3 appear to shadow the invariant man-
ifolds of the L1 and L2 libration points in the Sun–Jupiter
frame and Koon et al. (2000) showed that the path of the
comet Oterma closely followed a homoclinic-heteroclinic
chain and explored the numerical construction of orbits with
prescribed itineraries to describe the resonant transitions
exhibited by Oterma.

Homoclinic orbits and heteroclinic connections lay the
foundations for a more general case of transfers between
unstable periodic orbits in the CRTBP. It should be noted that
homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits only exist between orbits
having the same energy. If a transfer is desired between orbits
that possess different energies, at least one maneuver will be
required to complete the transfer.
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Figure 8. (a) Homoclinic; (b) Heteroclinic orbits in the CRTBP
with Earth–Moon masses, shown in the rotating frame.

6 IMPLEMENTATION IN THE
EPHEMERIS

The simplified equations of motion of the CRTBP allow
mission designers to quickly and mathematically identify
and design useful preliminary trajectories involving LPOs
and invariant manifolds. For mission implementation, the
theoretical trajectories must be converted to more realistic
systems, such as the JPL ephemeris model of the solar sys-
tem described by Standish (1998). Theoretical trajectories
within the CRTBP are often brought into the full ephemeris
using differential correction techniques such as the one dis-
cussed previously. The use of a differential corrector allows
the construction of trajectories that are continuous in position
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and velocity, or that require maneuvers along the trajectory.
Alternatively, these three-body trajectories may sometimes
be computed more directly in the ephemeris by starting from
more complicated models such as the ERTBP. Often, approx-
imations for halo or Lissajous orbits computed in the ERTBP
may be differentially corrected directly in the full ephemeris
to obtain a continuous trajectory. The ease with which a
trajectory within the CRTBP may be computed in the full
ephemeris is particularly susceptible to the effects of eccen-
tricity and the inclusion of additional perturbing bodies in the
simulation. Despite these effects, it is generally possible to
compute trajectories in the full ephemeris that are analogous
to the CRTPB counterparts.

7 MISSIONS TO LIBRATION POINTS

There are several attractive features of libration point orbits
that make them desirable for missions. Orbits about the Sun–
Earth L1 point have uninterrupted views of the Sun and make
excellent platforms for solar observation missions. Orbits
about Sun–Earth L2 minimize the amount of solar, terrestrial,
and lunar emissions registered, and thermally stabilize space-
craft. Spacecraft in Sun–Earth LPOs do not typically have to
contend with planetary eclipses, which can strain a power
system, and the size of the LPO can be chosen to avoid solar
or Earth occultations. Additionally, Lissajous orbits may also
be selected that satisfy a given set of constraints over finite
periods of time.

To date, several missions have utilized three-body trajec-
tories. A brief description of each mission is provided. A
more comprehensive overview of the missions may be found
in Dunham and Farquhar (2003).

The first spacecraft to fly on a three-body periodic orbit
was the International Sun–Earth Explorer-3 (ISEE-3). ISEE-
3 launched in 1978 and was placed on a halo orbit about the
Sun–Earth L1 point. At that location, the spacecraft captured
information about the solar wind. In 1982, ISEE-3 performed
several small maneuvers to transition to the Earth–Moon
L1 point. After 15 months in the lunar vicinity, the space-
craft, renamed as the international cometary explorer (ICE),
entered a heliocentric orbit ahead of the Earth on a trajectory
intercepting the trajectory of the Comet Giacobini–Zinner. In
September of 1985, the spacecraft passed through the plasma
tail of the comet.

The Japanese spacecraft Hiten launched in 1991 and was
the first spacecraft to transfer to the Moon via a low-energy
transfer. Hiten was originally designed to be an Earth orbit-
ing spacecraft and a relay for another spacecraft to the Moon.
However, when transmitter on the lunar orbiter failed, the
Hiten spacecraft was sent to the Moon on a new trajectory
termed a weak stability boundary (WSB) transfer which was
constructed by Belbruno and Miller (1990). This mission
marked the first use of a WSB transfer to modify an orbit,
and it was the first use of a transfer to the Moon requiring no
maneuvers for capture.

The Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) space-
craft launched in 1995 and was nominally placed into a
halo orbit about the Sun–Earth L1 point. SOHO is a project

Figure 9. Genesis trajectory. Reproduced from NASA (http://genesismission.jpl.nasa.gov/).
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of international collaboration between ESA and NASA to
study the Sun, from its deep core, to the outer corona, and
the solar wind.

The advanced composition explorer (ACE), launched in
1997, is a space exploration mission to measure and compare
the composition of several samples of matter, including the
solar corona, the solar wind, the local interstellar medium,
galactic matter, and other interplanetary particle populations.
ACE is currently operating in a Lissajous orbit about the
Sun–Earth L1 point.

In 2001, the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe,
WMAP, launched and traveled to a Lissajous orbit about
the Sun–Earth L2 point. At this location, WMAP is able to
monitor cosmic background radiation.

The first mission to use dynamical systems theory and
invariant manifolds in its design was the Genesis mission,
launched in 2001. Genesis was injected into a Sun–Earth L1

halo orbit where it spent approximately two years collecting
solar wind samples. In order to position the spacecraft for a
daylight reentry, the spacecraft returned to Earth via a transfer
that took the spacecraft near the Sun–Earth L2 point. Figure 9
presents the trajectory Genesis followed. More information
on the Genesis trajectory may be found in Howell et al. (1997)
and Lo et al. (2000, 2001).

The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), a large infrared
telescope, is currently scheduled for a 2014 launch and will
travel to an orbit about the Sun–Earth L2 point. The JWST
mission objectives include searching for light from the first
stars and galaxies which formed in the Universe after the Big
Bang and studying the formation and evolution of galaxies.

In 2010, the two spacecraft of the Artemis mission will be
the first to navigate and perform station-keeping operations
about the libration points in the Earth–Moon system. The
trajectories of the Artemis spacecraft begin in highly ellip-
tical Earth orbits and utilize numerous lunar perturbations,
lunar flybys, and low energy segments that extend towards
the Earth–Sun libration points. The spacecraft will asymp-
totically approach and enter into libration point orbits about
both the Earth–Moon L1 and L2 points. The spacecraft will
observe the lunar wake, the distant Earth magneto-tail, and
solar wind.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

There are ample opportunities for future research on libra-
tion point orbits. New and exciting applications of LPOs and
invariant manifolds to mission design abound. LPOs in the
Earth–Moon system have been proposed for lunar naviga-
tion and communication relays and Sun–Earth LPOs have

been proposed for many exploration missions with objectives
that range from searching for the first massive black holes to
form the universe to directly imaging planets within the hab-
itable zones of stars beyond our solar system. Furthermore,
the invariant manifolds of LPOs in the various Jupiter/Jovian
moon systems may be connected to form a tour of moons of
Jupiter.

Although many missions have flown in the Sun–Earth sys-
tem, to date, no missions have flown in any other three-body
systems, such as the Earth–Moon. While the governing equa-
tions of motions are the same in all three-body systems, the
dynamics of trajectories may have very different behavior.
Mass fractions and time scales are much different in other
systems and mission implementations techniques in the Sun–
Earth system may need to be altered to be practical in other
three-body systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As Kepler observed centuries ago, the relative motion of two
gravitating point masses is a well-behaved conic section (see
Orbital Mechanics Fundamentals). In the low energy regime
the conic section transcribes an ellipse and the motion is peri-
odic and stable. Furthermore, the gravitational potential of a
spherical mass with radially symmetric density is identical
to that of a simple point mass located at the center of the
sphere. Despite that many perturbations are important when
considering high precision earth orbiting spacecraft applica-
tions (see Satellite Orbit Determination, The Earth Orbital
Environment, and Global Navigation Satellite Systems), all
perturbations combined are generally less than one part in a
thousand compared to the dominant two-body term due to a
spherical earth. Therefore, the motion of a low earth orbiting,
ballistic spacecraft is very near periodic, and changes to the
qualitative motion are slowly time varying. For these reasons,
the near earth environment indeed can be considered dynam-
ically benign when compared to a great number of other
locations of interest for space missions in our solar system.

For the purposes of this chapter, we will therefore consider
“Dynamic Environments” as those exotic locales beyond the
Earth where perturbations to the Kepler two body problem are
no longer small. Notable examples of space missions in such
highly perturbed dynamical systems include lunar missions;
grand tours of the solar system and planetary satellite sys-
tems fueled by gravity assisted flybys; orbiters around major
planetary satellites such as Jupiter’s Galilean moons and
Saturn’s Titan and Enceladus; and missions to very small
and irregular shaped bodies such as comets, asteroids, and
small planetary satellites.

Drawing from common models such as patched conics of
interplanetary trajectory optimization (see Mission Design
and Trajectory Optimization) and the restricted three body
problem (RTBP) of the libration point orbiters (see Libration
Point Orbits and the Three-Body Problem), this chapter is
organized in terms of the dominant perturbation forces on
a spacecraft. Mission destinations of interest to the space
science and space flight communities are discussed according
to their respective dynamic environments. Special attention
is given to the orbit mechanics and its impact on mission and
trajectory design techniques in the context of past and planned
space missions to these dynamically rich environments. A
main result of this survey is a mission design reference that
quantifies the relative importance of the main perturbations
terms in the dynamic environments of many target bodies
(see Figure 14).

2 PERTURBATIONS AND ASSOCIATED
MODELS AND MISSIONS

A variety of dynamic models of different levels of fidelity are
relevant when considering space missions beyond low earth
orbit. The third-body (TB), non-spherical gravity (NSG), and
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2 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

solar radiation pressure (SRP) forces are generally the largest
contributors to non-Keplerian motion for spacecraft in exotic
locales. In the following sections, an overview is given on
these and other perturbation terms alongside their approxi-
mating models and associated destinations.

Table 1 provides a list of representative target bodies for
space science missions. The bodies are divided into three
general categories: planets, planetary satellites, and comets
and asteroids. The associated orbital and dynamic parameters
are given for comparison purposes and to set a context for
the ensuing discussions on dominant perturbation terms and
space missions in such environments.

2.1 Propulsion

Spacecraft propulsion of course causes an important depar-
ture from Keplerian motion. For preliminary mission design
purposes, a propulsive maneuver by a conventional chemical
rocket engine is well modeled as an instantaneous change
to the spacecraft velocity vector (impulsive�v). Alter-
natively, recent technologies have enabled ion and other
electric propulsion to improve fuel efficiencies by approx-
imately an order of magnitude. However, the engines are
limited to smaller rates of momentum exchange and there-
fore the impulsive assumption is no longer valid. In this
“low-thrust” problem, often the propulsive accelerations are
one or more orders of magnitude smaller than common per-
turbation accelerations. In such cases, if the perturbation is
causing undesired effects such as a secular growth in eccen-
tricity (e), then controllability is a potential concern, and care
must be taken to avoid such circumstances. Because the low-
thrust accelerations are small, techniques similar to those
used on gravity and other perturbations apply, and in some
cases averaging can lead to fast preliminary design and opti-
mization (Edelbaum, 1965; Gao and Kluever, 2005). While
the propulsion system is critical to any mission design, the
bulk of this chapter considers only the ballistic dynamics of
a spacecraft. Readers interested in the control of a spacecraft
are referred to trajectory optimization and the optimal con-
trol problem applied to spacecraft trajectories (see Mission
Design and Trajectory Optimization; Lawden, 1963; Bryson
and Ho, 1969).

2.2 The n-body and ephemeris problem

With exception to orbiting missions around very small bodies
such as comets and asteroids, gravity in one form or another
(TB or NSG) remains the largest perturbing force for dynamic
environment missions. The introduction of extra gravitating
bodies leads to perturbations from Keplerian motion, where

the magnitudes of the perturbations depend on the proxim-
ities and masses of the extra bodies. Even in the case of
just one extra body, if the gravitational acceleration on the
spacecraft is of similar scale to that from the main body, the
spacecraft motion no longer resembles a conic section (see
Figure 9, 12, and 13). Depending on the initial conditions,
the motion is often chaotic and unstable - a stark contrast
to the well behaved Keplerian motion. While then-body grav-
itational problem is of great interest to astronomers studying
the evolution of the solar system, galaxies, and clusters of
galaxies; with regard to space missions, the fulln-body prob-
lem is the most relevant to the calculation of celestial body
ephemerides.

The motion of the celestial bodies is appropriately mod-
eled as being independent of spacecraft motion. Therefore,
a high fidelity gravity simulation of a spacecraft under the
gravitational influence of multiple bodies is technically not
an n-body problem. Instead it is the ephemeris problem
where only the motion of the spacecraft is computed and its
acceleration terms include functions of the time dependent,
pre-computed locations, and orientations of the celestial bod-
ies (see Interplanetary Navigation). This time dependency in
the equations of motion makes the problem non-conservative,
and many of the niceties associated with conservative dynam-
ical systems are lost. The full ephemeris problem is generally
a second or higher order effect compared to the main perturba-
tions (NSG, TB, and SRP) of most spacecraft environments.
Accordingly, consideration of this computationally burden-
some ephemeris problem is usually reserved for detailed
phases of mission analysis.

A variety of lower fidelity models that approximate the
effects of multi-body gravity are commonly used in the early
stages of design. These simplified models retain the basic
structure of the dynamics while dramatically reducing com-
putational effort. Perhaps more importantly, the simplified
models allow for insight that often leads to analytic and global
analyses. Note that multiple simplified models can be super-
imposed to appropriately capture the main dynamic effects
without sacrificing the reduced form. Examples include a
non-spherical gravity field superimposed on one of the bodies
in the restricted three body model (Russell and Lara, 2007),
or solar radiation pressure and third body tidal effects super-
imposed on a point mass model for an asteroid (Scheeres and
Marzari, 2002).

2.3 Patched conics models and grand tour
trajectories

The patched conics model is a crude approximation of multi-
body dynamics which assumes at any given time that a
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4 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

Figure 1. (a) Jovian satellite tour; (b) Titan and Enceladus cycler tour at Saturn (Russell and Strange, 2009); (c) E-V-E-J (Earth–Venus–
Earth–Jupiter) trajectory; (d) E-V-E-E-E-J-S-J-Asteroid 2001 TW229 trajectory. Reproduced from Petropoulos (2007)c© Elsevier.

spacecraft is subject only to the gravitational field of one
body. The patched conic assumption usually applies to
escape, capture, and gravity assisted flybys of a secondary
body in celestial body systems consisting of a large primary
body and any number of orbiting secondary bodies (e.g.,
a Sun-planet or planet-satellite system). Determination of
which body is the active gravitating body depends on the
spacecraft location relative to the spheres of influence (SOIs)
of the secondary bodies. Note that in Table 1 the quantity
H, or the Hill sphere radius to be discussed later, is one
quantitative measure for a body’s SOI (Wiesel, 1997). To
avoid the problem of determining exact transition locations
and times along a trajectory, a common further simplifica-
tion to the model assumes a zero radius SOI. This ‘zero point
patched conics model’ assumes that hyperbolic trajectories
(e.g., gravity-assisted flybys, escapes, or captures) around the
secondary bodies occur instantaneously, and target points in

Figure 2. Potential hyperbolas resulting from 3D gravity assisted flybys. Decreasing v∞ from left to right. Approach asymptote is lone
arrow.

the primary-centric frame are exact locations of the secondary
bodies. This highly simplified zero point model allows for fast
exploration of the design space for interplanetary and inter-
satellite trajectories and has been utilized on almost all such
missions flown to date. See Figure 1 for example interplan-
etary and inter-satellite tours designed with patched conics
models. See Figure 2 for a three dimensional illustration of
the hyperbola (high energy conic section) in the vicinity of
the secondary.

The accuracy of the zero point model increases for
decreasing mass ratio and decreasing close approach radius of
the hyperbolic flyby. Therefore, the non-dimensional ratios
of R/a and H/a are indicative of the patched conic model
accuracy. Evaluating these ratios from Table 1, the zero point
patched conic model is generally more accurate for interplan-
etary trajectories than for planet system trajectories. This rule
of thumb will be confirmed later as well with the introduction
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of αTB, a more formal ratio of the relevance of third-body
perturbations. Note that most comets and asteroids are not
massive enough to enable gravity assisted flybys (see left
picture of Figure 2). Thus, the patched conics model is appro-
priate for targeting small bodies relative to the Sun, but the
close encounters bear little or no effect on the heliocentric
trajectory.

In the patched conics model, collisions with the secondary
bodies impart instantaneous changes to the spacecraft veloc-
ity and appear as kinks in the trajectory (see Figure 1). The
magnitude and direction of a velocity change is dictated by
the mass of the flyby body, the speed of the spacecraft, and
the geometry of the flyby (e.g., close approach distance and
incoming asymptote direction, see Figure 2). A ballistic grav-
ity assisted flyby has the effect of a pure rotation of thev∞
vector (the spacecraft velocity relative to the flyby body)
while the flyby body velocity relative to the primary remains
fixed during the flyby (see Figure 3). The bend angle of the
flyby (see Figure 2) is the angle betweenv∞ before and after
the flyby and is derived from the geometry of the hyperbola
as a simple function of close approach location,Gm of the
flyby body, and v∞ = |v∞| (see Mission Design and Trajec-
tory Optimization). Thisv∞ vector plays an important role in
patched conic analysis. Thev∞ globe (see Figure 3) is a visual
tool that illustrates the patched conics model of a gravity
assisted flyby. The flyby has the effect of rotating thev∞ vec-
tor and thereby changing the spacecraft velocity vector (direc-
tion and magnitude) relative to the primary. Thev∞ globe is
useful for both the design and post process analyses of inter-
planetary and inter-satellite gravity assisted tours (Russell
and Ocampo, 2005;Strange, Russell, and Buffington, 2007).

A notable interplanetary grand tour example is the Voy-
ager 2 mission that was launched in 1977 and became the
first (and only to-date) spacecraft to reach each of the gas
giant planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune) en route
to its ultimate hyperbolic escape from the solar system. For
more details on the patched conics models and the underlying
optimization problem see (see Mission Design and Trajectory
Optimization).

While patched conics is a better dynamical approxima-
tion for interplanetary tours based on mass and geometry
arguments, the inter-satellite tours present additional design
challenges because of the rapid time scales. The flight times
of a single revolution interplanetary trajectory are on the order
of a few years while a single-revolution trajectory in a plan-
etary satellite system is generally on the order of a few days
(see Table 1). Thus the flight times normalized by flyby body
periods are orders of magnitude longer for planetary satellite
tours, and the associated design space is therefore dramati-
cally larger. The multi-revolution Lambert problem plays a
large role in addition to “free-return” resonant solutions that

Figure 3. Examplev∞ Globe in 3D.

enable a spacecraft to loiter with repeated visits of a single
body until the geometry is correct to move on to another body
(Russell and Ocampo, 2005;Uphoff, Roberts, and Friedman,
1976).

The Gallileo mission to Jupiter and the current Cassini
mission at Saturn are the only two planetary satellite tour
missions flown to date. The Gallileo mission differed from
Cassini in that four large satellites (Io, Europa, Ganymede,
and Callisto) provide significant flyby maneuvering capabil-
ity whereas the Saturn system only has one massive satellite
(Titan) to dictate its path. Therefore, the Cassini tour con-
sists of repeated free-return trips to Titan with intermediate
close encounters with smaller bodies that have little effect
on the spacecraft’s Saturn-centric orbit. Tours using gravity
assists of the small satellites in the Saturn system are indeed
possible, but require much lower energies (e.g., smaller v∞)
than that of the Cassini spacecraft. Such low energy tours
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6 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

are amenable to efficient captures and escapes for planetary
satellite orbiters, and are currently being considered for future
missions (Campagnola, Strange, and Russell 2010).

2.4 Tisserand maps and v∞ leveraging

One can show that conservation ofv∞ is equivalent to con-
servation of Tisserand’s constant, which in turn is equivalent
to conservation of the Jacobi’s integral (C) from the restricted
three body problem. Tisserand used his constant of motion
expressed in terms of orbital elements to identify comets
before and after close encounters with Jupiter. In the same
spirit, the quantity v∞ is also conserved before and after
a flyby, and this conservation principle inspired the cre-
ation of the Tisserand map, an energy based tool useful for
approximating reachable orbits and bounds on flight times
for multi-body grand tours (Strange and Longuski, 2002).
Figure 4 illustrates a Tisserand map example for Europa
and Ganymede where labeled curves are lines of constant
v∞. A flyby has the effect of moving along lines of con-
stant v∞ on the plot. The dots on each line demonstrate how
far a single flyby can traverse based on a minimum flyby
altitude of 50 km. For example, starting at the top of the
plot at v∞ ∼ 2 km s−1 with respect to Ganymede, it would
take a minimum of three flybys to navigate down to a tra-
jectory with periapse below Europa. From there, assuming
the phasing is correct, it is energetically possible to arrive
a Europa with a v∞ ranging from∼1.75–4.3 km s−1. Entire
tours can be designed by superimposing the Tisserand maps
for neighboring bodies and zigzagging along v∞ contours.

In contrast to a gravity assist flyby, movement orthogonal
to a v∞ contour on a Tisserand map requires a propulsive
maneuver. “v∞ leveraging” is a technique that efficiently

Figure 4. Tisserand plots for Europa and Ganymede.

changesv∞ via a small tangent propulsive maneuver at the
apse opposite of the flyby (Sims, Longuski, and Staugler,
1997). The efficiency of the maneuver is typically on the order
of ten, meaning the change in v∞ is ten times greater than the
propulsive maneuver. The Cassini mission, the Messenger
mission to Mercury, the planned Juno mission to Jupiter, the
planned BepiColombo mission to Mercury, and a long list of
mission studies for future missions have employed v∞ lever-
aging as an efficient mechanism to adjust launch or arrival
energy on the interplanetary trajectories (typically called�v-
Earth Gravity Assists or “Delta VEGA”) (Sweetser, 1993).

2.5 Non-spherical gravity: the dominant terms

Keplerian motion results from two point-mass bodies (or radi-
ally symmetric spheres) under the mutual influence of gravity.
If one of the bodies is a spacecraft, then the center of mass
of the system is essentially at the center of the massive body
and the shape of the spacecraft is irrelevant to the motion. On
the other hand, a non-spherical massive body has significant
consequences on the spacecraft motion. For near-spherical
bodies such as planets and large planetary satellites, the spher-
ical harmonics series of the gravity field potential is the most
natural and common representation (see Orbital Mechanics
Fundamentals, Interplanetary Navigation, and Satellite Orbit
Determination). In the case of the Earth, theJ2 term that rep-
resents the equatorial bulge is on the order of 100 times more
significant than all other terms combined. Thus, the “Main
Problem” of the artificial satellite theory is deemed as the
two-body plusJ2 problem and has been studied for decades
with a variety of useful analytic results (Deprit and Arnold
Rom, 1970).

Because large planets like Saturn and Jupiter are fast spin-
ning and composed of gas, their gravitational potentials are
near symmetric about their spin axes, and are well represented
with just a few zonal terms including very largeJ2 terms as the
most prominent. While theJ2 term is physically explained by
a rotating body, theC2,2 term also has physical significance in
the case of a synchronously rotating planetary satellite. When
the rotation rate of planetary satellite is in a 1:1 resonance with
its orbital rate around the planet (as is the case for almost all
major planetary satellites), the third-body force field is static
to first order in the frame fixed to the planetary satellite. Over
time the static field physically reshapes the planetary satel-
lite into an approximate tri-axial ellipsoid with its major axis
pointed towards the planet. The shape induces large contribu-
tions to theJ2 andC2,2 gravity terms. For a body in hydrostatic
equilibrium, the ratio of unnormalizedC2,2/J2 is theoretically
10/3 (Schubertet al., 2004). The hydrostatic assumption is
typically used for preliminary design for orbiters at major
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planetary satellites such as Europa, Ganymede, Titan, and
Enceladus. While signatures of the true values ofJ2 andC2,2

are detectable via radiometric science during flybys of such
bodies, highly accurate estimations for these and higher order
terms are not possible prior to an orbiting mission.

2.6 Non-spherical gravity: frozen orbits and a
low-altitude lunar orbit example

Currently, the Earth’s Moon is the only planetary satellite
that a spacecraft has ever orbited. With a long history of
lunar orbiters, from the Apollo era to the science missions
of the 1990’s (Hiten, Clementine, and Prospector) to the
recent period of re-invigorated international lunar exploration
(SMART 1, SELENE, Chang´e 1, Chandrayaan-1, LRO), the
Moon’s highly non-spherical gravity field is reasonably well
modeled with exception of a poorly resolved ‘far side’ that
never faces the Earth. NASA’s planned GRAIL mission will
use precision laser ranging between two co-orbiting satel-
lites (similar to the highly successful GRACE mission at the
Earth) to improve the lunar gravity field knowledge by at least
by an order of magnitude.

The lunar gravity field is notoriously lumpy (see Figure 5)
(Konopliv et al., 1993). For this reason, it is well known that
arbitrarily selected, low altitude, lunar orbiters will impact
the surface in as little as just a few months if left uncon-
trolled. Special orbits with fixed eccentricity and argument
of periapse known as “frozen orbits” exist as equilibria in the
non-spherical potential (Elipe and Lara, 2003). Finding the
initial conditions for such orbits and families of orbits can
be tedious especially when considering the many necessary
terms of the lunar gravity field. Typically, the non-spherical
potential is averaged over the fast variables and subsequently
applied to the Lagrange Planetary Equations to obtain the
average rates of change for the orbital elements. Algebraic

equations are then solved for initial orbital elements that drive
the mean rates of eccentricity and argument of periapsis to
zero. The family of frozen orbits then can be parametrically
solved by walking through a range of desired neighboring
solutions. Usually a trajectory designer reveals the solution
space as the frozen eccentricity as a function of inclination
for a variety of different altitudes. Note that the frozen orbit
design principles equally apply for other bodies of interest by
including the third body perturbation in place of or in addition
to the non-spherical gravity. Often, the averaged potential
can lead to a complete reduction of the system to quadra-
tures where the stable frozen orbits are merely equilibrium
points in the middle of circulating flows of the reduced space
(Broucke, 2003).

Alternative to averaging techniques, resonant periodic
orbits in the Moon fixed body frame can be used to obtain
equilibria in the unaveraged problem (Russell and Lara,
2007). These higher order lunar frozen orbits benefit from the
inclusion of an arbitrary number of terms in the lunar gravity
field and also account for the first order effects of the Earth’s
gravity. The periodic orbits can be used at all lunar altitudes
whereas the averaging approach is generally limited to either
low altitude orbits that ignore the effect of Earth or high alti-
tude orbits that ignore the effect of the non-spherical Moon.

Both averaging and periodic orbit techniques play impor-
tant roles in the design of science orbits at other planetary
satellites and small bodies. While the mechanics, insights,
and results stem from the same basic principles, the impor-
tant perturbation terms (NSG, TB, SRP, or some combination
of the three) vary from application to application.

2.7 Small body gravity

Given a large enough series, spherical harmonics is capa-
ble of representing any potential field. However, highly
non-spherical bodies may require excessively many terms

Figure 5. Representative gravity anomaly map of the Earth’s Moon, greatly exaggerated in radial direction.
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8 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

Figure 6. Representative shape model for the highly non-spherical
asteroid Kleopatra. Image courtesy of NASA/JPL.

and it is well known that the series representation is divergent
when evaluating from inside the smallest sphere that contains
the attracting body, known as the Brillouin sphere. The com-
mon remedies for calculating potentials inside the Brillouin
sphere include mascon (3D finite element) models and more
commonly, polyhedral models (Werner and Scheeres, 1997;
Park, Werner and Bhaskaranz, 2010). In the mascon model,
the volume integral is approximated as a sum of point masses
or cube masses resulting in a 3D finite element mesh while
the polyhedral method is reduced to a surface integral (in
the case of constant density) across the surface approximated
by a mesh of polyhedrons. While the computational require-
ments of both methods are cumbersome in comparison to the
recursive spherical harmonics formulation, these techniques
have enabled close proximity operations near small irregu-
lar shaped bodies that otherwise would be infeasible. Note
also that interpolation methods can lead to huge performance
gains in computational speeds, and are achieved with large
memory requirements (Colombi, Hirani and Villac, 2008).

Figure 6 illustrates a highly non-spherical model for the
dog-bone shaped asteroid Kleopatra as obtained from obser-
vations by the Arecibo telescope in Puerto Rico. Large
perturbations to Keplerian motion due to the non-spherical
gravity of asteroids Vesta and Toutatis, respectively, are

Figure 8. Representative trajectories near the highly non-spherical asteroid Toutatis. Image courtesy of NASA/JPL.

Figure 7. Periodic orbit near vesta (17:21 family).

clearly apparent in the trajectory simulations of Figure 7
and Figure 8. The design of science orbits at small bod-
ies proceeds along the same lines as the averaging and/or
periodic orbit analyses described above in the case of lunar
orbiters (Scheeres and Marzari, 2002; Hu and Scheeres, 2005;
Scheeres, 2007; Scheeres et al., 1996). The choice of pertur-
bation models depends on the proximity to the asteroid and
its physical and orbital parameters (see Table 1, for example).
For orbits far from a comet or asteroid, solar pressure radia-
tion and third body effects play larger roles and are generally
important to consider. Later sections will address these terms
and their relative importance.

Flight examples for small body exploration include
NASA’s NEAR Shoemaker mission, which was the first
spacecraft to orbit and land on an asteroid. In 2000, it ter-
minated its mission following a successful landing on the
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Asteroid Eros (despite not being designed as a lander). In
2005, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency’s (JAXA)
Hayabusa spacecraft touched down on the extraordinarily
small asteroid Itokawa and attempted to collect samples for a
return trip to Earth. The very low mass of Itokawa allowed for
a hovering as opposed to an orbiting station-keeping strategy
for the vicinity operations (Broschart and Scheeres, 2005).
NASA’s Dawn spacecraft is currently enroute to the aster-
oids Vesta and Ceres. Dawn will be the first spacecraft to orbit
two asteroids and has already set a record for total�v expen-
ditures. Because Dawn is a low-thrust mission, and Vesta’s
non-spherical gravity is unknown a priori, lack of control-
lability is a potential hazard for Dawn’s low-altitude Vesta
orbit. Therefore, prior to the low-altitude mission phase, a
suitably accurate gravity field will be estimated during the
high altitude phase (see Figure 7). Spherical harmonics is
a sufficient NSG model for the Dawn mission because the
spacecraft will remain safely outside the Brillouin spheres
of the target bodies for the duration of the mission. ESA’s
Rosetta mission was launched in 2004, flew by the asteroid
Lutetia in 2007, asteroid Steins in 2008, and plans to land on
Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko to study its nucleus.
Non-orbiting, but flyby missions, to other small bodies in
the past have included NASA’s Gallileo, Stardust, and Deep
Space I with close encounters of asteroid Gaspra, asteroid
AnneFrank, binary asteroids Ida-Dactyl, comet Wild 2, comet
Braille, and comet Borelly.

2.8 Third body gravity: the restricted problem

While perturbed two body models are sufficient for most
space missions orbiting the Earth, many locales of inter-
est in the solar system are better described using simplified
three body models or perturbations thereof. Long term orbit
evolution of planetary systems and planetary satellite sys-
tems naturally leads to near-circular and near-isolated orbits
of large secondary bodies around a primary. In the context
of spaceflight mechanics, the abundance of celestial bodies
in these near-circular, near-isolated orbits leads to a broad
significance of the restricted three body problem (RTBP).
Here, the point mass primary and secondary bodies orbit
their common barycenter at a constant separation distance
making them stationary in a simple rotating frame. This
autonomous Hamiltonian system preserves the well known
Jacobi integral (C) and thus allows for convenient reductions
and classifications of the motion. The space flight community
benefits from more than three centuries of work by physicists,
astronomers, and mathematicians who have long recognized
the importance of the RTBP (see Libration Point Orbits and
the Three-Body Problem). While series solutions exist over

suitable time spans and averaging methods lead to reduced
dimensions and global insight, general closed form solutions
are not possible. Therefore, numerical treatment of the prob-
lem is often unavoidable.

Periodic orbits in the RTBP exist as members of contin-
uous families whereC is a common generating parameter.
These families of equilibria provide a basis for mapping
and understanding the phase space in terms of stability and
other qualitative measures (Szebehely, 1967). Further, peri-
odic orbits can serve as final destination orbits (e.g., science
orbits) or even as waypoint orbits to link multiple mission
phases. In addition, recent applications of dynamical systems
theory have led to a new paradigm of trajectory design (see
Libration Point Orbits and the Three-Body Problem). From
this perspective, trajectories exploit natural unstable dynam-
ics to efficiently navigate through chaotic regions in phase
space. Unstable periodic orbits in the RTBP are embedded
in regions of phase space that are littered with both stable
and unstable directions. Although the local unstable dynam-
ics require propellant to stabilize, the natural co-habitation
of the stable and unstable directions provide mechanisms for
transport between seemingly disparate regions (see Libra-
tion Point Orbits and the Three-Body Problem). See Figure
9 for examples of specific periodic orbits in the vicinity of
the secondary, and see Figure 10 for a ballistic capture that
exploits the stable manifold dynamics (Russell and Lam,
2007).

Figure 11 is an example of a 3:4 resonance periodic orbit
in the Jupiter–Ganymede RTBP. The majority of each tra-
jectory is spent in a near Keplerian orbit around Jupiter
and far from Ganymede. Each of the four loops represents
the apoapse in the non-rotating trajectory. The zoomed pic-
ture illustrates that different family members have flybys of
Ganymede at different close approach distances. The solu-
tions closer to Ganymede have greater effect on the trajectory
as is evidenced by the bending. The patched conics model dis-
cussed previously applies reasonable well in modeling such
low altitude flybys and their effects on the Jupiter-centric
orbit. However, as the close approach moves further from
Ganymede, the patched conics assumptions break down and
formal three body models such as the RTBP are required. In
fact the orbit with the farthest close approach (∼80 000 km)
shown is more than twice the distance ofH, a conventional
measure of the SOI. We know from numerical experiments
that the orbital elements with respect to Jupiter are indeed
altered by such high attitude flybys, however the flybys can
not be modeled with two-body mechanics. Remember that
patched conics requires v∞ which is defined as the excess
speed at the SOI. However, in this example, the spacecraft is
never within the SOI, and there is certainly no region where
Ganymede’s gravity dominates.
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10 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

Figure 9. Example high altitude periodic orbits around Europa in the Jupiter–Europa RTBP.

Figure 10. Ballistic capture to periodic orbit at Europa along a
stable manifold.

2.9 Third body gravity: the hill model and
planetary satellite orbiters

Many variations of the RTBP exist and are commonly used in
the analysis of dynamic environment missions. Hill’s model
is the limit case of the RTBP where the separation distance
approaches infinity at the same time that the mass ratio of the
secondary to the primary approaches zero (Szebehely, 1967).
This model is appropriate for analyzing motion only in the
vicinity of the secondary yet benefits tremendously from the
removal of the mass ratio as a parameter in the equations of
motion. Therefore, solutions are applicable for the motion
near the secondary of any body pair system that is in a near
circular orbit with a small mass ratio. These conditions are
common in the solar system as demonstrated by the low mass
ratios and eccentricities (e) of many body pair destinations
of interest (see Table 1).

Figure 11. Family of periodic orbits in the Jupiter–Ganymede RTBP. This particular family is the 3:4 resonance where Ganymede and the
spacecraft complete 3 and 4 inertial revolutions, respectively.
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Hill’s model was first derived and used by G.W. Hill in
describing the Moon’s motion as a subcase of the Sun-Earth
RTBP as opposed to his predecessors who considered
the perturbed Earth–Moon two body motion (Szebehely,
1967). While the origins of Hill’s model are based in lunar
theory, the large mass ratio of the Earth–Moon system
prevents the model from being adequate for the motion of
an artificial satellite near the Moon. Furthermore, the Hill’s
model as a limit case of the three body problem should not
be confused with the Hill’s equations (also known as the
Clohessy–Wiltshire equations) that are commonly used in
astrodynamics for the study of relative motion between two
non-gravitating bodies in near circular orbits (see Satellites
in Formation Flight).

The Hill sphere represents a measure of a body’s SOI.
The Hill radius (H) is analogous to theL1 andL2 libration
point distances in the RTBP (see Libration Point Orbits and
the Three-Body Problem). The ratio of a body’s physical
radius to its Hill’s radius is indicative of (but nonlinearly
related to) the relative importance of including third body
terms for spacecraft operations near the body. A more direct
non-dimensional measure of the relative importance is given
by αTB = (m/M)

∑∞
n=3 (n − 1) εn ≈ 2µε3, whereε = r/a,

a is the semi-major axis of the body’s orbit around the pri-
mary, andm and M are the masses of the secondary and
primary respectively. The expression is derived by assuming
the spacecraft is located in between the primary and sec-
ondary at a distancer from the secondary. A Taylor series
aboutε is expanded of the perturbing term divided by the
two-body term in the inertial form of the equations of motion
centered at the secondary. Table 1 gives the value ofαTB for
each of the bodies evaluated at the body radius (r = R). Con-
sistent with the spirit of the Hill model and the definition of

the Hill radius, the ratioαTB approaches the order of unity
(∼2/3) for all bodies whenr is evaluated atH. Table 1 clearly
demonstrates that third body perturbations, when considering
low altitude orbits, are most relevant for planetary satellites
in comparison to planets or comets and asteroids.

In one sense the Hill’s sphere is a Roche limit represent-
ing a conservative upper limit on the possible radius of a
body (Wiesel, 1997). Beyond the Hill’s sphere, loose parti-
cles on the surface would be ripped away due to the third
body tidal force. From Table 1, we observe that the radius
of Mars’ very small moon Phobos fills approximately 67%
of its Hill’s sphere. Note that the Roche limit can also be
defined in terms of rotational forces rather than tidal. As
such, the mean radii of many asteroids and comets approach
this Roche limit (Scheeres et al., 1996). In practice, stable
inclined spacecraft orbits around small bodies are generally
possible out to approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of the Hill’s radius
distance (Russell, 2006). In the near planar case, distant retro-
grade orbits (DROs) remain stable at much greater distances
(Russell, 2006). Figure 12 and 13 illustrate stable inclined
science orbits at Ganymede and Enceladus respectively. The
first is a circulating (non-frozen argument of periapse) ellipse
while the second remains closer to circular. On average both
orbits occupy roughly half of their respective Hill sphere and
push the outer limits of the stability boundary. The third body
perturbations are clearly appreciated in the dramatic short and
long period variations in the orbit elements.

Although the synchronously rotating bodies typically
will have significantJ2 and C2,2 terms, the exceptionally
large third body perturbations are the main obstacle in sci-
ence orbit design at most major planetary satellites. To
ensure global coverage, adequate surface mapping, and tidal
bulge detection, science orbits are generally required to

Figure 12. Stable science orbit at Ganymede, heavily perturbed by Jupiter. (a) Body-fixed; (b) inertial. The orbit is periodic after 56
spacecraft revolutions and is computed in the Hill’s model plus a 4× 4 representative spherical harmonics gravity field.
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Figure 13. Stable science orbit at Enceladus, heavily perturbed by Saturn. (a) Body-fixed, (b) inertial. The orbit is periodic after 35 spacecraft
revolutions while Enceladus completes nearly 8 revolutions. The gravity model consists of a representativeJ2, J3, and aC2,2 = 10/3J2.

have high inclinations, low altitudes, and low eccentricities.
Unfortunately high inclination orbits in a heavily perturbed
third body environment are well known to be unstable
(Scheeres, Guman, and Villac, 2001). Thus emerges a main
objective in planetary satellite orbit design: to maximize
orbital lifetime of the unstable near polar, near circular orbits
(Paskowitz and Scheeres, 2006).

2.10 Third body gravity: the elliptical case

The elliptical restricted three body problem (ERTBP) is
another common three body model that accounts for ellip-
ticity of the relative orbit between the primary and secondary
(Broucke, 1969; Scheeres and Marzari, 2002). As the separa-
tion distance pulsates, the bodies are no longer stationary in
the rotating frame. While periodicity of the geometry is exact,
this introduction of a time dependency destroys the Jacobi
integral. Despite the added complexity, this model is nec-
essary when considering space missions to bodies in highly
non-circular orbits like Mercury and many of the comets and
asteroids.

2.11 The Earth–Moon system

The case of the Earth–Moon system is a somewhat unique
dynamical environment. The earth is relatively close to the
sun, the moon is highly non-spherical, the moon’s orbit is
not in the equatorial plane (its inclination cycles due to solar
torques between 18.3◦ and 28.6◦ with an 18.6 year period),
and lastly its orbit is non-circular with a mean eccentricity of
∼0.055. Unlike other planetary systems or the interplanetary
system, the boundary conditions for Earth–Moon trajecto-
ries are unique in that many of them originate at or near the
primary.

The zero point patched conics model is almost completely
invalid due to the large mass ratio,µ. Looking at Table 1, the
Earth–Moon mass ratio at∼1/81 is the largest of all planetary
satellites (except for Charon at Pluto) by approximately two
orders of magnitude. Other forms of patched conics (non-
zero radius) and variations such as the multi-conic theory
were well utilized during the Apollo era (see Mission Design
and Trajectory Optimization). Today, due mainly to computa-
tional advances, lunar patched conics of any kind are usually
skipped in favor of formal three body models. Due to the
large solar influence on the Moon and the large lunar eccen-
tricity, even the RTBP is just a first order approximation to the
Earth–Moon-spacecraft system. The celebrated rescue of the
Japanese Hiten spacecraft in 1991 is a prime example of the
importance of solar gravity on Earth–Moon trajectories (Bel-
bruno and Miller, 1993). By exploiting the four body problem
(Earth–Moon-Sun-Spacecraft), completely ballistic captures
at the Moon are possible including a net�v savings of nearly
20% compared to traditional fast transfers. These “weak sta-
bility transfers” enabled a lunar transfer and capture for the
Hiten spacecraft despite mechanical failures that would have
prevented success otherwise. The long flight time, low�v
lunar transfers are closely related to the low-energy transfers
associated with Halo-orbit missions and the stable/unstable
manifolds of periodic orbits (see Libration Point Orbits and
the Three-Body Problem).

2.12 Solar radiation pressure

Electromagnetic radiation exerts a pressure on any surface
with a non-zero area when projected onto the emission
direction (see Interplanetary Navigation, Satellite Orbit
Determination, and Solar Sail Dynamics and Control). While
the Sun is the most important source, other bodies that reflect
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light or heat from the Sun will also have minor contributions
to spacecraft acceleration. Except for the case of solar sail-
ing missions (see Solar Sail Dynamics and Control), SRP and
other sources of radiation pressure are usually important only
in high fidelity simulations such as is required for detailed
mission design, orbit determination, or remote sensing
applications (see Interplanetary Navigation, Satellite Orbit
Determination, and Global Navigation Satellite Systems).

The one class of missions where SRP is a dominant accel-
eration is orbiting missions to small bodies such as comets
and asteroids. In the absence of SRP the dominant perturba-
tion for orbits very near small bodies is non-spherical gravity.
The Hill’s sphere extends out to several hundred body radii for
most asteroids and comets (remarkably similar to the ratio for
the Earth–Sun system). From Table 1, it is apparent thatαTB

is relatively small when evaluated at the body radius. There-
fore, the third body gravity perturbations for orbits close to
the small body surface are relatively benign, certainly com-
pared to planets and most planetary satellites. While the solar
gravity acceleration itself is large for a spacecraft near a small
body, nearly the same acceleration is acting on the small body.
Therefore, the net perturbation to the spacecraft relative to
the small body is weak. SRP, on the other hand, acts only on
the spacecraft and to first order does not accelerate the small
body. Therefore, in the context of a small gravity term from
the comet or asteroid, the small SRP force has a large net
effect as a perturber to the spacecraft.

Similar to the approach for estimating the relative
effect of the third body perturbation, the non-dimensional
relative importance of the SRP term is found to beαSRP =
Br2/

(
S2Gm

)
whereB = Q/z and has the same units as

the gravitational parameter,Gm. The solar pressure constant
is Q and is approximated for a spherical spacecraft to be
∼1e8 kg km3 s−2 m−2. The mass to area ratio of the space-
craft is z and has units of kg m−2 (Scheeres and Marzari,
2002) whileS is the distance to the sun and has the same
units asr, the distance to the small body. We derive the
expression forαSRP from the simple ratio of the perturb-
ing term magnitude,B/S2, to that of the two body term,
Gm/r2 in the inertial equations of motion centered at the
secondary. Table 1 gives the value ofαSRP for each of
the bodies evaluated atr = R and r = H. In the case when
the third body perturber is the Sun (as is the case for the
planets, comets, and asteroids) andr = H, thenαSRPis propor-
tional (∼1/2) to the dimensionless parameter,β̃, introduced
by Scheeres (Scheeres and Marzari, 2002) when including
the SRP term in a Hill’s model equivalent of the ellip-
tic three body problem. Table 1 showsαSRP for each body
assuming a representative mass per area ratio of 20 kg m−2.
The table demonstrates that the SRP is approximately two and
four orders of magnitude more important respectively when
considering asteroid/comet missions compared to planetary
satellites or planetary orbiters. Figure 14 illustrates the values
for αTB andαSRPevaluated at the body and Hill radii for each

Figure 14. Solar pressure (αSRP) vs. third body (αTB) perturbations at selected bodies of interest.
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of the bodies in Table 1. The figure provides a visual sum-
mary of the perturbation parameters in Table 1 and is a useful
reference for quick insight into the dynamic environments of
spacecraft near celestial bodes of interest.

Note that the other dominant perturbing force, NSG, is
not included in Table 1 or Figure 14 because of the lack
of availability of accurate gravity models for many of the
bodies. Shape models from observational measurements pro-
vide estimates (see Figure 6); however, accurate gravity
models are available only for bodies that have been previ-
ously visited by spacecraft. The NSG terms for asteroids,
comets, and very small planetary satellites are obviously
more important than those of the planets and major planetary
satellites.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, a survey of the dominant perturbations in the
dynamical environments of high priority targets for space
exploration is given in the context of the orbit mechanics and
preliminary design techniques of past, present, and planned
missions. The non-spherical gravity, third body gravity, and
solar pressure radiation are the three most important forces
aside from the Keplerian two-body motion. For orbiting mis-
sions, various combinations of these major perturbations are
necessary depending on the mass, geometry, and orbital prop-
erties of the specific target body. The non-spherical gravity
terms are the most important for low-altitude orbiters at small,
highly non-spherical bodies such as comets and asteroids.
The planets are sufficiently large such that their gravity fields
are well modeled as oblate spheroids that cause non-trivial
but relatively benign departures from Keplerian motion. The
lumpy gravity fields at planetary satellites such as the Moon
can have dire consequences on the long-term behavior of low-
altitude orbits. However, it is the third body term that is the
main culprit driving short term instability for inclined science
orbits at most major planetary satellites. Orbits far from small
bodies such as comets and asteroids are heavily influenced
by solar pressure in addition to third body perturbations. To
compare these dynamic effects on orbiters at different bodies
of interest, simple non-dimensional parameters that measure
the relative importance of the third body and solar pressure
radiation terms are derived and applied to the environments
near the planets, major planetary satellites, and a few repre-
sentative comets and asteroids. The resulting data are useful
as a reference for mission designers to quickly calibrate the
dynamic environments of potential targets of future space
science missions. In addition to orbiting missions, grand tour
trajectories using patched conics, gravity assisted flybys, and
leveraging propulsive maneuvers are discussed as well as for-

mal three body trajectories such as periodic orbits and their
associated stable and unstable manifolds.
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1 ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS
OF SOLAR-SAIL PROPULSION

The feasibility of ambitious space missions crucially depends
on the ability of the propulsion system to provide the re-
quired velocity increment (�V ). Due to their low specific im-
pulse, chemical propulsion systems, which are presently the
most commonly used in-space propulsion systems, rapidly
reach their limits in performing challenging and ambitious
space missions with high �V -demands. The standard method
to circumvent their low �V -capability is to use (multiple)

gravity assists, at the price of inflexible mission profiles and
prolonged mission durations. Being propelled solely by so-
lar radiation pressure, solar sails have in principal unlim-
ited propulsive capability (as long as they do not fly too far
away from the sun). This way, they offer the potential to
make high-�V missions feasible. Such challenging high-�V

missions comprise, for example, fast missions to the outer
solar system (McInnes, 2004a; Dachwald, 2005), missions
to close and highly inclined solar orbits (Macdonald et al.,
2006; Dachwald, Seboldt and Lämmerzahl, 2007), comet
rendezvous missions (Hughes and McInnes, 2004), multi-
ple asteroid rendezvous missions (Dachwald and Seboldt,
2005), missions to deflect small bodies (McInnes, 2004b;
Wie, 2005), and missions that maintain spacecraft in “exotic”
non-Keplerian orbits (McInnes, 1998).

2 HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
STATUS

The conception of using solar sails for in-space propul-
sion dates back to the Russian space pioneers Konstantin
E. Tsiolkovsky and Friedrich Zander, with first ideas being
found even earlier (see McInnes, 1999). Although the general
idea is quite simple, the building of the required very large and
lightweight structures poses significant challenges, which
have rendered the construction of solar sails unfeasible –
until quite recently. Although no real solar sail was flown
in space up to the time of writing, the in-space deployment
of solar-sail-like structures has already been performed by
Russia (Znamya 2 on the Mir space station in 1993) and Japan
(ISAS deployment on a sounding rocket in 2004). Ground de-
ployment tests of solar sails have been reported in Europe
(Leipold et al., 2003) and the US (Johnson, Young and
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Montgomery, 2007). In a streak of bad luck, the first three at-
tempts to launch a real solar sail into space have been thwarted
by launch rocket failures (Cosmos 1 by the Planetary Society
twice in 2001 and 2005, NanoSail-D by NASA in 2008).

3 BASIC SOLAR RADIATION PRESSURE
FORCE MODELS

Solar sails obtain their propulsive force from the momentum
of solar photons. When being absorbed, their momentum is
transferred to the absorbing body, and when being specularly
reflected, this momentum transfer is doubled. According to
Newton’s second law, this change in momentum results in a
force on the absorbing or reflecting body. The force per unit
surface area is called solar radiation pressure (SRP) and the
total force on the body is called SRP force. The SRP at a
distance r from the sun is

P = S0

c

( r0

r

)2 = P0

( r0

r

)2 = 4.563
( r0

r

)2
�N m−2 (1)

where S0 = 1368 W m−2 is the solar radiation flux at a dis-
tance of r0 = 1 AU (1 astronomical unit) from the sun, the
so-called solar constant, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Because the SRP is very low, solar sails must be very large
and lightweight to experience a significant acceleration.

The SRP force exerted on a solar sail is conveniently de-
scribed with two unit vectors. The first one is the sail normal
(unit) vector n, which is perpendicular to the sail surface
and always directed away from the sun. The second one is

the thrust unit vector f , which points along the direction
of the SRP force (only in the very simplifying case of ideal
reflection, n and f are identical). Let O = {er, et , eh} be a
heliocentric orthogonal right-handed polar coordinate frame,
where er points along the sun-spacecraft line, eh is normal
to the orbit plane (pointing along the spacecraft’s orbital an-
gular momentum vector), and et completes the right-handed
coordinate system (er × et = eh, see Section 9). In O, the
direction of the sail normal vector n, which describes the sail
attitude, is expressed through the sail pitch angle α and the
sail clock angle δ, while the direction of the thrust unit vector
f , which describes the thrust force (F = Ff ), is expressed
by the thrust cone angle θ and by δ (see Figure 1).

The thin-film sails that are projected for solar sails are
covered with a highly reflective coating on the front side (e.g.,
aluminum), and, typically, with a highly emissive thermal
coating on the back side (e.g., chromium). Different levels of
simplification for the optical characteristics of the sail film
result in different models for the magnitude and direction of
the SRP force, the most simple one being the ideal solar sail
model.

3.1 The ideal solar sail model

In the ideal solar sail model, which will here be denoted as
model “ideal reflection” (IR), an ideally reflecting sail surface
is assumed. The SRP force exerted on an ideal sail of area A

is (see McInnes, 1999)

F = 2PA cos2 α n (2)

Figure 1. Definition of the sail normal vector and the thrust unit vector.
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In the solar sail-related literature, a simplified SRP force
model is sometimes employed, which uses an overall sail
efficiency parameter η (therefore, it will be here be referred
to as model ηIR). This parameter is intended to encompass the
non-perfect reflectivity of the sail as well as the sail deflection/
warping under load. Using this sail efficiency parameter, the
SRP force acting on the sail is described by

F = 2ηPA cos2 α n (3)

Model ηIR is widely used because – as for model IR – the
thrust is always along the sail normal vector (f ≡ n), which
allows an easy analytical treatment of solar sail mechanics.
This model, however, as it will be shown later, provides only
a rough approximation of the SRP force and is therefore not
recommended except for very preliminary mission feasibil-
ity analysis. A better description for the SRP force can be
obtained with the so-called optical solar sail model.

3.2 The optical solar sail model

For a thorough mission analysis, a more sophisticated SRP
force model than IR must be employed, which takes the
(thermo-)optical coefficients of the real sail film into account.
This model will be referred to as model “optical reflection”
(OR). It was proposed in the 1970s for solar sail trajectory
optimization by Sauer (1977) and further studied by Forward
(1990). In model OR, the optical characteristics of the sail
film are parameterized through the absorption coefficient α̃,
the reflection coefficient ρ, the transmission coefficient τ, and
the emission coefficient ε, with the constraint α̃ + ρ + τ = 1.
Assuming τ = 0 for the reflecting side of the solar sail, the
absorption coefficient is α̃ = 1 − ρ. Because not all of pho-
tons are reflected specularly, the reflection coefficient can be
further divided into a specular reflection coefficient ρs, a dif-
fuse reflection coefficient ρd, and a back reflection coefficient
ρb, with the constraint ρs + ρd + ρb = ρ. Assuming ρb = 0,
the latter constraint can equivalently be expressed by intro-
ducing a specular reflection factor s, such that ρs = sρ and
ρd = (1 − s)ρ. The emission coefficient ε describes the emis-
sive power E from a surface of area A at absolute tempera-
tureT ,W = εσ T 4A, whereσ = 5.67051 × 10−8W m−2K−4

is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The emission coefficients
of the sail’s front and back side are εf and εb, respectively.
The angular distribution of the emitted and diffusely reflected
photons is described by the non-Lambertian coefficients of
the sail’s front and back side, Bf and Bb, respectively. As a re-
sult, model OR parameterizes the optical characteristics of the
sail film by the following set of six optical coefficients: P =
{ρ, s, εf , εb, Bf , Bb}. According to Wright (1992), the optical

coefficients for a sail with a highly reflective aluminum-
coated front side and a highly emissive chromium-coated
back side are PAl|Cr = {ρ = 0.88, s = 0.94, εf = 0.05, εb =
0.55, Bf = 0.79, Bb = 0.55}. By using these optical coeffi-
cients, the SRP force exerted on the solar sail can be decom-
posed into a normal component F n, along n, and a tangential
component F t, along t (see Figure 2), where

F n = 2PA cos α (a1 cos α + a2) n (4a)

F t = −2PA cos α a3 sin α t (4b)

with the optical SRP force coefficients

a1 ,
1

2
(1 + sρ) (5a)

a2 ,
1

2

[
Bf (1 − s)ρ + (1 − ρ)

εfBf − εbBb

εf + εb

]
(5b)

a3 ,
1

2
(1 − sρ) (5c)

The total SRP force can then be written as

F = 2PA cos α 
 f (6)

with


 ,

[
(a1 cos α + a2)2 + (a3 sin α)2]1/2

(7)

where 
 depends only on the pitch angle α and the optical co-
efficients of the sail film. Note the symmetry in equations (2)
and (6): one cos α is replaced by 
 and n is replaced by f

(the other cos α remains unchanged because it describes the
light-collecting projected sail area). Recall that the angle be-
tween er and f is the thrust cone angle θ, while the angle
between f and n is referred to as the centerline angle φ. It
can be calculated via

φ = arctan
(

a3 sin α

a1 cos α + a2

)
(8)

The thrust cone angle is then obtained as θ = α − φ. The
SRP force can also be written in terms of components along
the radial unit vector er and a unit vector ef that is perpen-
dicular to er and along the projection of f in the et-eh-plane
(see Figure 1). The components of F along er and ef can be
obtained from F n and F t via

[
Fr

Ff

]
=

[
cos α − sin α

sin α cos α

] [
Fn

Ft

]
(9)
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4 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

Figure 2. SRP force on a non-perfectly reflecting sail.

so that

F r = 2PA cos α(a1 cos2 α + a2 cos α + a3 sin2 α) er (10a)

F f = 2PA cos α sin α(a1 cos α + a2 − a3 cos α) ef (10b)

3.3 Solar sail model comparison

For model IR and ηIR, the SRP force is always perpendicular
to the sail surface, that is, f ≡ n. This way, both models
allow an easy analytical treatment of solar sail mechanics, but
misrepresent the sail normal SRP force component F n and
completely ignore the sail tangential SRP force component
F t. In doing so, they ignore the deviation of the thrust cone
angle from the pitch angle. Figure 3 shows how the deviation
becomes larger as the light incidence angle increases. As a
consequence, the SRP force in model OR is not only smaller
than model IR (which may also be taken into account by
model ηIR), but also much more constrained in its direction
(as Figure 3 shows, there is a maximum thrust cone angle
of 55.5◦ for a pitch angle of 72.6◦). The set of possible SRP
force vectors can be illustrated by a so-called “SRP force
bubble”. Figure 4 shows for each SRP force model the SRP
force bubble on whose surface the SRP force vector tip is
constrained to lie (vector tail at origin). From the perspective
of solar sail dynamics, model µIR is equivalent to model IR
because the shape of both bubbles is identical. A decrease in
sail efficiency η can be offset with a proportional increase in
sail area, so that both bubbles have the same shape and size.

Figure 3. Sail pitch angle, cone angle, and centerline angle for
model OR.

This equivalency is not the case for model OR. Even if the
bubbles are scaled to the same size, their shape is different.
In the following Sections, only the more general model OR
will be used (except for the motion at Lagrangian equilibrium
points). The equations for model IR can be obtained easily
by simplifying the equations for model OR (from a1 = 1 and
a2 = a3 = 0 follows 
 = cos α and φ = 0).
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Figure 4. SRP force bubbles for the three different SRP force
models.

4 SOLAR SAIL PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS

The performance of a solar sail is usually quantified through
the values taken by the characteristic acceleration or the light-
ness number. The characteristic acceleration, ac, is defined
as the SRP acceleration acting on a solar sail that is oriented
perpendicular to the sun line (n ≡ er) at r0 = 1 AU. It follows
from equations (6) and (7) that the characteristic acceleration
for a solar sail with mass m is

ac = 2P0A

m
(a1 + a2) (11)

The lightness number, β, is defined as the ratio of the SRP
acceleration acting on a solar sail that is oriented perpendic-
ular to the sun line, and the gravitational acceleration of the
sun, µ/r2:

β = ac(r0/r)2

µ/r2
= ac

µ/r2
0

(12)

where µ/r2
0 = 5.930 mms−2 is the sun’s gravitational ac-

celeration at 1 AU solar distance. Inserting equations (11)
and (12), respectively, into equation (6) gives the SRP force
in terms of the characteristic acceleration or the lightness

number as

F = mac

( r0

r

)2
cos α 
 f = β

µm

r2
cos α 
 f (13)

5 ORBITAL DYNAMICS AND CONTROL

The orbital dynamics of solar sails is in many respects simi-
lar to the orbital dynamics of other low-thrust spacecraft. The
latter, however, may orient its thrust vector into any desired di-
rection, whereas the thrust vector of solar sails is constrained
to lie on the surface of the SRP force bubble, which is al-
ways directed away from the sun. Due to this circumstance,
it is a widespread misconception that solar sails can only fly
away from the sun. But as a matter of fact, by controlling
the sail orientation relative to the sun, solar sails can gain
orbital energy (when F · v > 0) or lose orbital energy (when
F · v < 0). In the heliocentric case, they spiral towards the
sun when losing orbital energy and they spiral away from
the sun when gaining orbital energy, as shown in Figure 5.
The attitude of the solar sail, as described by the sail normal
vector n, or alternatively by the pitch angle α and the clock
angle δ, provides control over the thrust direction, as given
by the thrust unit vector f , that is, F = F (n) = F (α, δ). In
general, if d denotes the unit vector along the desired (locally
optimal) thrust direction, f must point into the direction that
maximizes F · d, the SRP force along d. For models IR and
µIR, the locally optimal attitude n∗ (or α∗ and δ∗) can be
derived analytically from d (see McInnes, 1999). For model
OR, this is not possible. The problem of solar sail steering
is then to determine the locally optimal sail attitude n∗ that
yields the locally optimal thrust unit vector f ∗.

Figure 5. Solar sail steering.
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6 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

5.1 Heliocentric motion

The heliocentric translational motion of a solar sail is con-
veniently described in a heliocentric ecliptic spherical refer-
ence frame E (see Section 9). Ignoring second order effects
(e.g., the finiteness of the solar disc, gravitational and non-
gravitational disturbing forces), the vector equation of motion
for a solar sail is

r̈ = F

m
− µ

r2
er = β

µ

r2
cos α 
 f − µ

r2
er (14)

Resolving this equation along the E-frame unit vectors
gives the following set of equations of motion:

r̈ = rϑ̇2 + rϕ̇2 cos2 ϑ + β
µ

r2
u1 − µ

r2
(15a)

ϕ̈ = −2
ṙϕ̇

r
+ 2ϕ̇ϑ̇ tan ϑ + β

µ

r2

u2

r cos ϑ
(15b)

ϑ̈ = −2
ṙϑ̇

r
− ϕ̇2 sin ϑ cos ϑ + β

µ

r2

u3

r
(15c)

where u1 to u3 are three control functions




u1(α)

u2(α, δ)

u3(α, δ)


 = 
 cos α

a1 + a2




cos θ

cos(δ + ζ) sin θ

sin(δ + ζ) sin θ


 (16)

that depend only on α and δ (θ is defined by α, and ζ is the
local E-O-rotation angle, see Figure 11).

Regarding the heliocentric motion of a solar sail, the tem-
perature of the sail film is an important issue. Because of
the the sail film’s very low thermal inertia, one can assume
that it is always at its equilibrium temperature, which may be
obtained by equating the absorbed and the emitted radiation
flux:

(1 − ρ)S(A cos α) = εfσT 4A + εbσT 4A (17a)

(1 − ρ)S0

( r0

r

)2
cos α = (εf + εb)σT 4 (17b)

Solving equation (17a) for T yields

T =
[

1 − ρ

εf + εb

S0r
2
0

σ

cos α

r2

]1/4

∝
(cos α

r2

)1/4
(18)

For a given solar distance, the sail temperature depends –
besides the sail’s optical coefficients – on the pitch angle
alone. At 1 AU solar distance, an Al|Cr-coated solar sail film

that is perpendicular to the incoming radiation attains a tem-
perature of T0 = 263.6 K (−9.6◦C). In contrast, the equi-
librium temperature of an Al|Al-coated sail film would be
T0 = 412.5 K (+139.3◦C). Clearly, the maximum allowable
sail temperature Tmax limits the solar distance, but the mini-
mum solar distance is not only given by the sail film’s optical
coefficients, but also by the pitch angle. The constraints are:

r ≥ rmin =
[

1 − ρ

εf + εb

S0r
2
0

σ

cos α

T 4
max

]1/2

(19)

or

α ≥ arccos
(

εf + εb

1 − ρ

σ

S0r
2
0

r2T 4
max

)
(20)

Therefore, solar sails can also fly very close to sun, given
that the pitch angle is large enough (Dachwald, Seboldt and
Lämmerzahl, 2007). This interrelation can render trajectory
optimization quite difficult: if the solar sail flies closer to the
sun, the SRP and thus the acceleration is larger. However, the
closer solar distance might necessitate a larger-than-optimal
pitch angle that yields a smaller SRP force and thus a smaller
acceleration. For an optimal trajectory, the optimal trade-off
between r and α has to be found (see, e.g., Dachwald, 2005).

5.2 Planetocentric motion

The main difference between heliocentric and planetocentric
solar sail motion (i.e., within a planet’s sphere of influence)
is that the sunlight always comes from the same direction.
Therefore, there is always some part of the orbit, where the
thrust can not have a component into the desired direction,
that is, F · d < 0. On these parts of the orbit, the sail has to
be oriented parallel to the incoming sunlight, which implies
F = 0. Figure 6 shows this behavior for different positions
on an (assumed) circular orbit together with the SRP force
bubbles. A solar sail with a thermal coating on the back side
that is intended to gain orbital energy must be turned by 180◦

in a short time, which renders solar sail attitude control much
more challenging than in heliocentric orbits.

Planetocentric solar sail motion is conveniently described
in a spherical reference frame. Because the planet is now
the attracting body, however, a planetocentric (equatorial)
reference frame E⊕ = {er⊕, eϑ⊕, eϕ⊕} with the origin at the
planet’s center of mass is used. In this reference frame, the
vector equation of motion for a solar sail is

r̈⊕ = F

m
− µ⊕

r2⊕
er⊕ = β

µ�
r2�

cos α 
 f − µ⊕
r2⊕

er⊕ (21)
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Figure 6. Planetocentric motion.

where r⊕ = r⊕er⊕ is the planet-spacecraft vector and r� =
r�er� is the sun-spacecraft vector (µ⊕ and µ� are the planet’s
and the sun’s gravitational parameter, respectively). If the
orbit is still within the outer reaches of the planetary atmo-
sphere, the atmospheric force, which is also dependent on the
sail attitude, might also have to be considered. Mengali and
Quarta (2005) have derived near-optimal sail steering laws in
the presence of atmospheric forces.

5.3 Motion at the Lagrangian points

For solar sail motion at the Lagrangian equilibrium points,
an ideal solar sail (Model IR) is considered in a frame of
reference that is co-rotating with the two primary masses,
m1 (sun) and m2 (planet), at constant angular velocity ω,
as shown in Figure 7 (restricted 3-body problem). The sail
normal vector is fixed in the rotating frame of reference. The
unit of mass is chosen such that G(m1 + m2) = 1. In the
system defined by µ = m2/(m1 + m2), the two masses are
µ1 = 1 − µ and µ2 = µ. The unit of length is chosen such
that the constant separation of the two masses is also unity.
The vector equation of motion for a solar sail in this rotating
frame can be written as

r̈ = F

m
− ∇U − 2ω × ṙ (22)

with the three-body gravitational potential U and the SRP
force F defined by

U = −
[

1

2
(x2 + y2) + 1 − µ

r1
+ µ

r2

]
(23a)

F = β
(1 − µ)m

r2
1

cos2 α n (23b)

Figure 7. Solar sailing in the circular restricted 3-body problem.
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8 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

where the sail position vectors are defined as r1 = (x +
µ, y, z) and r2 = (x − (1 − µ), y, z). Equilibrium solutions
in the rotating frame require that

∇U = F

m
(24)

The five classical Lagrange-points are solutions of ∇U =
0, which implies α = 90◦, so that F = 0. However, for
α < 90◦, the SRP force allows the generation of new ar-
tificial equilibrium solutions. Taking the vector product of
equation (24) with n yields the required sail normal vector

∇U × n = 0 ⇒ n = ∇U

|∇U| (25)

which can be used to obtain the sail pitch angle α. The re-
quired sail lightness number may also be obtained by taking
the scalar product of equation (24) with n. For an equilibrium
solution it is found that

β = r2
1

1 − µ

∇U · n

cos2 α
(26)

Because β and n can be selected, the set of five classical
Lagrange-points is replaced by an infinite set of artificial equi-
librium solutions. Because F is always directed away from
the sun, the regions in which these new solutions may exist
are defined by the constraint er1 · ∇U ≥ 0, with a boundary
surface defined by the equality sign. The boundary surface
has two topologically disconnected surfaces S1 and S2, which
define the region of existence of equilibrium solutions near
m2. Surfaces of constant β are shown in Figure 8 for the

Figure 8. Artificial solar sail solutions in the Earth–Sun system
(ac = β · 5.930 mms−2).

Earth-sun system. In general, the surfaces of constant β ap-
proach these boundaries asymptotically with β → ∞ when
α → 90◦.

6 ADVANCED SOLAR RADIATION
PRESSURE FORCE MODELS

For the high-fidelity description of solar sail dynamics, the
SRP force model OR may still not be sufficiently sophisti-
cated. It assumes that the sail film is a flat “plate” with con-
stant (thermo-)optical properties. Several SRP models have
recently been developed to overcome this limitation.

6.1 The generalized solar sail force model

Rios-Reyes and Scheeres (2005) have developed a method for
the analytic description of the force and moment generated by
a solar sail of arbitrary shape and optical surface properties.
In this generalized solar sail force model, equations (4) and
(5) are applied to differential solar sail area elements dA, thus

dF n = 2P cos α (a1 cos α + a2) dA n (27a)

dF t = −2P cos α a3 sin α dA t (27b)

note that Rios-Reyes and Scheeres (2005) have used a differ-
ent notation: they have decomposed the SRP force along two
unit vectors that are defined as n̂ ≡ −n and t̂ ≡ −t and their
ai-values are twice the ai-values used here). The total force
on the solar sail is then found by integrating equations (27)
over the sail surface:

F =
∫

A

(dF n + dF t) (28)

The general equation for the force on a solar sail is

F = 2P[a2J2 · er − 2ρser · J3 · er − a3(J1 · er) er] (29)

The expressions Jm (m ∈ {1, 2, 3}), which are tensors of
rank m, are called surface normal distribution integrals. They
are defined as the integral of the outer product of the normal
vectors over the sail surface

Jm =
∫

A

n̂mdA =
∫

A

n̂n̂ . . . n̂︸ ︷︷ ︸
m

dA (30)

They depend solely on the surface normal vectors and thus
on the geometry of the solar sail surface. Equation (29) is a
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completely analytic formula for the SRP force acting on a so-
lar sail with arbitrary shape, but constant optical properties.
Nevertheless, with this formalism, it is also possible to ac-
commodate solar sails with varying optical properties: the
integrals just have to be redefined by keeping the optical
SRP force coefficients ai inside the integrals. Because the
Jm-tensors are completely symmetric in their indices, every
tensor has only 3m unique values among its 3m independent
entries. Therefore, the three integrals in equation (29) are
specified by 3 + 6 + 9 = 18 numbers for the general case.
Because the tensors are defined as integrations, it is always
possible to add additional solar sail elements (e.g., attitude
control flaps) by adding the Jm-term for that additional sail el-
ement. To characterize the moment acting on the sail requires
an additional 36 numbers (see Rios-Reyes and Scheeres,
2005). The advantage of the generalized solar sail model is
that it allows the analytic description of the SRP force and
moment acting on a solar sail of arbitrary shape and optical
surface properties. The required constants can be computed
off-line.

6.2 The refined solar sail force model

Supported by experimental data, Mengali et al. (2007) have
developed a refined solar sail force model. In this model,
some optical SRP force coefficients of the solar sail are as-
sumed to depend on the light incidence (or pitch) angle α, the
sail film’s surface roughness h, and the sail film’s temperature
T . In the refined solar sail model,

� the reflection coefficient is assumed to depend on the pitch
angle, that is, ρ = ρ(α)

� the specular reflection coefficient is assumed to depend
on the pitch angle and the sail film’s surface roughness,
that is, s = s(α, h)

� the emission coefficients of the sail’s front and back side
are assumed to depend on the sail film’s temperature, that
is, ε = ε(T )

Polynomial dependencies can be used to approximate the
variation of those optical coefficients. Due to their com-
plexity, they are not given here (see Mengali et al., 2007).
Because of those dependencies, a1 = a1(α, h), a2 = a2

(α, h, T ), and a3 = a3(α, h). Solar sail trajectory optimiza-
tion shows that this model might yield reduced mission du-
rations (≈ 5 − 10%) with respect to model OR. The surface
roughness of the sail film was shown to affect significantly
the optimal sail control.

6.3 The optical solar sail degradation model

The optical properties of thin metalized polymer solar sail
films, which are parameterized through the optical coeffi-
cients p ∈ P , are likely to be affected by the damaging effects
of the space environment. Their real degradation behavior,
however, is still – to a great extent – unknown. The above
SRP force models do not take such optical solar sail degra-
dation (OSSD) into account. Assuming that the only source
of OSSD are the solar photons and particles (a simplifica-
tion that is reasonable at least in the inner solar system and
far from planetary atmospheres and magnetic fields) and that
the fluxes do not depend on time (average sun without solar
events), Dachwald et al. (2006) have developed a paramet-
ric SRP force model that allows to describe OSSD. In their
model, OSSD depends on the sail’s environmental history
through a dimensionless solar radiation dose (SRD), �(t),
accepted by the solar sail within the time interval t − t0. This
way, the optical coefficients become time/SRD-dependent,
that is, p(t) = p(�(t)). The SRD (in [Jm−2]) on the solar sail
is

�̃ ,

∫ t

t0

S cos α dt′ = S0r
2
0

∫ t

t0

cos α

r2
dt′ (31)

Using equation (31), the annual SRD on a surface that
is perpendicular to the sun at 1 AU is �̃0 = S0 · 1 yr =
1.5768 × 1013Jm−2. Using �̃0 as a reference value, the SRD
is defined in a dimensionless form as

� ,
�̃(t)

�̃0
=

(
r2

0

∫ t

t0

cos α

r2
dt′

)/
1 yr (32)

� depends on the solar distance history and the attitude his-
tory of the solar sail. The degradation caused by the solar
particles can be included in � and do not have to be consid-
ered separately (see Dachwald et al., 2006). Equation (32)
can be rearranged in differential form as

�̇ = r2
0

1 yr

cos α

r2
with �(t0) = 0 (33)

providing an additional differential equation to the equations
of motion. The OSSD model assumes that the p vary expo-
nentially between p(t0) = p0 and lim

t→∞ p(t) = p∞:

p = p∞ + (p0 − p∞) e−λ� (34)
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The degradation constant λ is related to the “half life solar
radiation dose” �̂ (that is, � = �̂ implies p = (p0 + p∞)/2)
via

λ = ln 2

�̂
(35)

By introducing a degradation factor d and using a single
half life SRD �̂ for all p, the number of free parameters can
be reduced from twelve (six p∞ and six �̂p in addition to the
six p0) to two. Because when time increases the reflectivity of
the sail decreases, the sail becomes more dull and the emissiv-
ity increases, it is assumed that ρ∞ = ρ0/(1 + d), s∞ = s0/

(1 + d), and εf∞ = (1 + d)εf0 . Because OSSD is less sensi-
tive to variations of εb, Bf , and Bb, one can assume them to
be constant. Now, the degradation of the optical coefficients
can be written in dimensionless form as:

ρ

ρ0
= s

s0
= 1 + de−λ�

1 + d
(36a)

εf

εf0

= 1 + d
(
1 − e−λ�

)
(36b)

Figure 9 shows the probable effects of OSSD on solar sail
dynamics: the SRP force bubble shrinks and the maximum
thrust cone angle decreases. The potential effects of OSSD
on solar sail mission performance are described in Dachwald
et al. (2006) and Dachwald et al. (2007).

Figure 9. OSSD effects on the SRP force bubble and the maximum
thrust cone angle.

7 ATTITUDE DYNAMICS AND CONTROL

The translational motion of a solar sail is coupled to its rota-
tional motion because both the magnitude and the direction
of the thrust force depend on the sail attitude. Therefore, ac-
curate thrust vector control requires accurate attitude control.
In contrast to conventional spacecraft, solar sails have large
moments of inertia and they are made of soft and flexible
structures (membranes). As a result, their eigenfrequencies
are very low and their amplitudes and periods of oscillation
are very high due to low damping rates (Sickinger, Herbeck
and Breitbach, 2006). Consequently, attitude changes of the
central spacecraft bus do not immediately change the attitude
of the sail. The sail will follow the commanded attitude of the
bus only with a large time delay and will oscillate around the
new attitude for a long time. Therefore, the rigidity of the solar
sail structure is a main driver for the achievable agility. This
circumstance renders solar sailing in planetary orbits, where
fast attitude maneuvers are required, much more difficult than
solar sailing in interplanetary space, where attitude changes
of a few degrees per day suffice. Solar sail attitude dynamics
and control is a complex, challenging, and lively field of re-
search, so that only some fundamentals can be covered here.
A more elaborated treatment can be found in Wie (2004),
Wie and Murphy (2007), and especially in Wie (2008).

7.1 Attitude dynamics

Neglecting disturbance torques on the solar sail, Euler’s dy-
namic equations of rotational motion of a rigid solar sail are

Ixω̇x − (Iy − Iz)ωyωz = T x (37a)

Iyω̇y − (Iz − Ix)ωzωx = T y (37b)

Izω̇z − (Ix − Iy)ωxωy = T z (37c)

where (ωx, ωy, ωz) is the angular velocity vector, (Ix, Iy, Iz)
are the principle moments of inertia, and (T x, T y, T z) are
the attitude control torques. The kinematic equations of ro-
tational motion in terms of attitude quaternions are given by


q̇1

q̇2

q̇3

q̇4


 = 1

2




0 ωz −ωy ωx

−ωz 0 ωx ωy

ωy −ωx 0 ωz

−ωx −ωy −ωz 0







q1

q2

q3

q4


 (38)

where q = (q1, q2, q3, q4) are the inertial attitude quaternions
Wie (2008). By numerical solution of equations (37) and (38),
the attitude and the angular velocity can be determined from
the control torque.
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7.2 Attitude control design options

Attitude determination and control requires sensors, a con-
trol logic, and actuators. For attitude determination, the same
sensors can be used as for other spacecraft, given that they
are sufficiently lightweight. Wie (2008) proposes is simple
PID quaternion-feedback attitude control logic. So far, many
potential methods have been devised for solar sail actuation.
Those attitude control methods might be categorized as fol-
lows:

1. “Traditional” attitude control methods:
� Thrusters (e.g., pulsed plasma thrusters) at the sail

boom tips or at the tips of dedicated booms.
� Reaction wheels.

2. Attitude control methods that change the center of mass
w.r.t. the center of pressure:
� Gimballed central mast.

� Displacement of masses inside the spacecraft bus,
along the sail booms, or along dedicated booms.

3. Attitude control methods that change the center of pres-
sure w.r.t. the center of mass
� Reflective flaps at the boom tips.
� Roll stabilizer bars (also called spreader bars) at the

boom tips.
� Local retraction of sail segments.
� Local changes of sail reflectivity.

Figure 10 sketches those methods (although not in an ad-
visable combination). All attitude control methods have spe-
cific advantages and disadvantages and some combinations
are possible. For example, Wie and Murphy (2007) advise
for a first solar-sail flight validation mission movable masses
along the booms together with roll stabilizer bars for primary
attitude control and pulsed plasma thrusters at the boom tips
for backup attitude control in case of off-nominal conditions.

Figure 10. Optional solar sail attitude control methods (in a not advisable combination, size of spacecraft bus and sail are not to scale).
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7.3 Criteria for the optimal attitude
control system design

As for the optimal choice of a propulsion system, which
depends considerably on the required total velocity change,
�V = ∑

i |�Vi|, and the required maximum thrust, Fmax, the
optimal choice of the attitude control system (ACS) depends
considerably on the required total changes of angular mo-
mentum, �Lj = ∑

i |�Lji|, and the required attitude control
torques, Tj,max, about the three axes j ∈ {x, y, z}. In interplan-
etary space, only slow attitude maneuvers are required and the
required total change in angular momentum is consequently
low. Close to planets, however, fast attitude maneuvers and
large changes in total angular momentum are required (see
Section 5.2). Therefore, solar sail control is much more chal-
lenging, so that an ACS with a higher control authority is
required. Additional criteria for the optimal ACS design are:

� System mass
� Structural loads
� Reliability & redundancy
� Reusability (for different missions)
� Complexity (structure, deployment, control)
� Available know-how and cost

Because all criteria are highly interdependent and the ACS
has a strong influence on solar sail design, the mission-
optimal choice of the ACS is a vital and difficult task, and the
decision should be taken early in the project. The following
issues should be considered:

� A gimballed central mast provides the highest control au-
thority, but has a high mass and requires a sophisticated
control logic. For interplanetary missions, it is probably
disproportionate.

� Large attitude control actuators at the sail booms tips
(especially flaps) might complicate the boom deployment.

� The technology readiness level of locally retracting the
sail film or changing its reflectivity is low. Both methods
are only mentioned here for completeness.

8 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,
AND PERSPECTIVES

The basic dynamics of solar sails is sufficiently understood,
but more research on the mutual influences of the real struc-
tural behavior (bending, wrinkling, etc.) of a solar sail – which
is clearly not a rigid body – has to be carried out. Necessar-

ily, this work has to be supported by in-space testing of solar
sail technology. To characterize the thrust force of solar sails,
different models have been developed by various research
groups. They make it possible to describe the solar radiation
pressure force on a non-perfectly reflecting solar sail of ar-
bitrary shape, the expected effects of the sail film’s optical
degradation, and the effects of the sail film temperature and
surface roughness (amongst others). A model that takes all
known effects into account is still missing, but may also not be
required at the current state of development because the more
sophisticated a models becomes, the less generally applicable
it becomes. This is especially true for attitude control models,
which are highly dependent on the actual sailcraft design. The
development of an attitude and orbit control system for a first
fully controllable solar sail will require considerable sophisti-
cation and effort before solar sails can prove their superiority
over conventional propulsion systems for high-�V missions.

9 APPENDIX: HELIOCENTRIC
REFERENCE FRAMES

This appendix specifies the three reference frames that are
used to describe the heliocentric translational motion of a so-
lar sail. The origin of all reference frames is the position of
the sun’s center of mass. The first reference frame is an iner-
tial right-handed cartesian coordinate frame,I = {ex, ey, ez},
which may be defined with respect to the mean ecliptic
and equinox of the current epoch. Due to the nature of the
problem, the translational motion of spacecraft is better de-
scribed in a second reference frame: an ecliptic spherical ref-
erence frame, E = {er, eϕ, eϑ}, which is defined according to
Figure 11a. er points along the sun-spacecraft line, eϑ lies
in the er-ez-plane and points along the direction of increas-
ing ϑ, and eϕ completes the right-handed coordinate system
(er × eϕ = eϑ). The angle ϕ is the angle between ex and the
projection of r into the ex-ey-plane. The angle ϑ is the angle
between the ex-ey-plane and r. Although it is very conve-
nient to describe the translational motion of spacecraft in
E-frame coordinates, the thrust vector of spacecraft is bet-
ter described in a third reference frame that is defined with
respect to the (osculating) orbit plane. For that purpose, the
reference frame O = {er, et, eh}, an orthogonal right-handed
polar coordinate frame, is defined according to Figure 11b.
er points again along the sun-spacecraft line, eh normal
to the orbit plane (along the spacecraft’s orbital angular
momentum vector), and et completes the right-handed
coordinate system (er × et = eh). The O-frame can be cre-
ated from the E-frame by a rotation of an angle ζ =
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Figure 11. Ecliptic reference frame E (a) and orbit reference frame
O (b).

arctan (vϑ, vϕ) = arctan (ϑ̇, ϕ̇ cos ϑ) about er, where “arctan”
is an extended inverse tangent that gives ζ such that vϕ =
cos ζ and vϑ = sin ζ.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The concept of using swarms of small satellites orbiting
in close proximity to each other became of interest in the
late 1990s, primarily as a result of a report by the USAF
Scientific Advisory Board recommending that the USAF
investigate this concept as a means of reducing the cost of
the single monolithic satellite, reducing development time,
and increasing survivability. As a result the USAF initiated
the TechSat21 program (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
TechSat-21, accessed 28 January 2010). Realizing that
there were numerous research questions that needed to
be answered both a basic research program and satellite
development program were initiated (Das and Cobb, 1998).
The basic research program resulted in numerous advances
and the dynamics, control, and navigation of satellite forma-
tions. Both the research program and satellite development
program were eventually cancelled. At about the same
time NASA initiated a study to identify missions that could

be enabled by the use of this technology and initiated a
technology development program. More advancements for
satellite formations occurred as a result of this program. The
NASA study identified many potential concepts, some were
studied in more detail, but due to NASA budget problems
the only one to emerge is the Magnetospheric Multiscale
Mission (MMS) (see http://stp.gsfc.nasa.gov/missions/mms/
mms.htm, accessed 28 January 2010) at NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center. The objective of this program is to mea-
sure the three-dimensional properties of he magnetosphere.
The formation consists of four satellites that will form a
tetrahedron with intersatellite distances of tens to thousands
of kilometers in the region of interest. The orbits are highly
elliptic, in Phase 1 the perigee and apogee are 1.2 and 12
Earth radii, respectively, resulting in an eccentricity of 0.82.
Even with all the research that has occurred in the dynamics,
control, and relative navigation of formations the scientists
at NASA have been confronted with major challenges in
the relative navigation, control, and collision avoidance.
CLUSTER is a similar program developed by ESA that
was launched in 2000. There are other programs that are
considered by some to be formation missions. So exactly
what is a satellite formation? No precise definition exists.
NASA defines spacecraft formation flying as: The tracking or
maintenance of a desired relative separation, orientation or
position between or among spacecraft. Satellite formations
are an example of a distributed space system, which is defined
as: An end-to-end system of two or more space vehicles and
a cooperative infrastructure for science measurement, date
acquisition, processing, analysis and distribution. Others
have wanted to add the requirement that the set of satel-
lites operate autonomously to be considered a formation.
Other programs that are considered satellite forma-
tions, but do not involve autonomous operation, are GRACE
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(see http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/area/index.cfm?fareaid
=8, accessed 29 January 2010) and Landsat7-EO1 (Folta
and Hawkins, 2002). Another exciting mission in devel-
opment is the ESA/NASA Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna (LISA) program (see http://www.esa.int/esaSC/
120376 index 0 m.html, accessed 29 January 2010). This
program will have three satellites flying in an equilateral
triangle formation in the same orbit as the Earth. The side
length of the triangle will be 5 000 000 km. It is designed to
detect “ripples” in space–time. More missions are discussed
in Chapter 1 of Alfriend et al. (2010).

This is a technology that is mission enabling, mission
enhancing, and enhances survivability. MMS, CLUSTER,
and LISA are missions that have been enabled by this tech-
nology. An example of mission enhancing and enhancing
survivability is the DARPA F6 Program (see http://www.
darpa.mil/tto/programs/systemf6/index.html, accessed 29
January 2010). The purpose of this program is to demonstrate
the feasibility and benefits of a satellite architecture wherein
the functionality of a monolithic spacecraft is replaced by a
cluster of wirelessly interconnected spacecraft. Each module
contributes a unique capability, such as a sensor or data han-
dling. The modules fly as a loose cluster. The collection of
modules constitute a distributed system and virtual satellite.
With this concept the mission survivability is increased by
replacing a failed module by launching a new module into the
system. Survivability is enhanced because the loss of a single
module does not mean that the system is lost, the module can
be replaced and the system goes back to full operation. The
current status is that the program is in Phase 2 and Orbital
Sciences is developing the on orbit demonstration.

This chapter addresses formations in Earth orbit, primarily
low Earth orbit (LEO). In the following section the dynamics
of satellite formations are discussed. The discussion begins
with formations in orbit about a spherical Earth (no pertur-
bations) with the reference satellite in a circular orbit. The
reference satellite orbit is then allowed to be in an eccentric
orbit, and then the effects of perturbations are discussed. The
following sections then discuss formation control and relative
navigation. This is then followed with a short summary.

2 RELATIVE MOTION

2.1 Clohessy–Wiltshire equations

To understand the design of satellite formations we will start
with the analysis of a simple example, the relative motion
of a two-satellite formation about a spherical Earth when
the reference satellite, which will be called the chief, is in a
circular orbit. In addition, we will assume that the separation
distance of the two satellites is small compared to the chief

x

y

z

O

r

Figure 1. Coordinate system definition.

orbit radius so that the equations of motion can be linearized.
The other satellite will be called the deputy. To describe the
relative motion we will use the rotating reference frame, O,
shown in Figure 1, which has its origin at the chief and the
x-axis along the chief’s radius vector, the z-axis is along the
chief’s orbit normal, and the y-axis is in the chief’s orbit plane
and in the direction of motion. The angular velocity of this
reference frame is the angular velocity of the chief. With ρ

as the relative position vector the equations of motion of the
deputy relative to the chief are

ρ̈r + 2ω × ρ̇r + ω̇ × ρ + ω × (ω × ρ) = −R̈ − µ

r3
r (1)

where the subscript r indicates differentiation with respect to
the rotating reference frame O. Consider the right-hand side
(RHS) of equation (1):

−R̈ − µ

r3
r = µ

R2
ex − µ

r3
[(R + x)ex + yey + zez]

−R̈ − µ

r3
r =

[ µ

R2
− µ

r3
(R + x)

]
ex − µ

r3
yey − µ

r3
zez

(2)

Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) results in

ẍ − 2ωẏ − ω̇y − ω2x = µ

R2
− µ

r3
(R + x) (3a)

ÿ + 2ωẋ + ω̇x − ω2y = − µ

r3
y (3b)

z̈ = − µ

r3
z (3c)
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The equations are nonlinear and coupled as a result of the
r−3 term in the denominator. Now assume that ρ � R and
consider the r−3 term. We will expand this term in a Taylor
series about the chief radius R, and using the assumption
ρ � R retain only linear terms in (x, y, z).

r−3 = [(R + x)2 + y2 + z2]
−3/2

r−3 = [R2 + 2Rx + (x2 + y2 + z2)]
−3/2

r−3 = R−4(R − 3x)

(4)

Substituting equation (4) into equation (2) and retaining
only the linear terms in (x, y, z) gives:

−Ṙ − µ

r3
r = µ

R3
(2xex − yey − zez) (5)

Substituting equation (5) into equations (3) gives the lin-
earized equations of relative motion when the chief is in an
eccentric orbit:

ẍ − 2ωẏ − ω̇y −
(
ω2 + 2

µ

R3

)
x = 0 (6a)

ÿ + 2ωẋ + ω̇x +
( µ

R3
− ω2

)
y = 0 (6b)

z̈ + µ

R3
z = 0 (6c)

Note that the out of plane motion, z, is decoupled from
the in-plane motion, x and y. Now assume the chief is in a
circular orbit. With this assumption:

ω = n =
√

µ

a3
ω̇ = 0

R = a
µ

a3
= n2

(7)

The linearized equations of relative motion when the chief
is in a circular orbit about a spherical Earth are

ẍ − 2nẏ − 3n2x = 0

ÿ + 2nẋ = 0

z̈ + n2z = 0

(8)

These equations are known as the Clohessy–Wiltshire
(CW) equations after Clohessy and Wiltshire (1960) who
derived them for rendezvous. They are also known as Hill’s
equations after Hill (1878) who first used the relative coordi-
nate system to describe the motion of the moon. Note that the
in-plane motion described by x and y is decoupled from the
out of plane motion described by z. Also that the cross-track

motion is a harmonic oscillator with the orbital frequency n.
Now consider the solution to equation (8):

x = ρ sin(ψ + α) + A

y = 2ρ cos(ψ + α) + B − 1.5Aψ

z = ρ̄ sin(ψ + β)

ψ = n(t − t0)

A = ẏ0

n
+ 2ρ sin α

(9)

Note the secular term in the y equation, 1.5Aψ. This term
causes the two satellites to drift apart. The only way two
objects can drift apart is if their periods are different. This
means that A must be proportional to the difference in the
semimajor axes of the two objects. We will discuss this later.
For now assume that the periods of the chief and deputy are
equal, that is, A = 0, and investigate periodic solutions of
equation (9). First observe

x2 +
(

y − B

2

)2

= ρ2 (10)

Thus, regardless of the out of plane motion the projection
of the relative motion in the chief orbit plane is a 2 × 1 ellipse
centered at y = B There are an infinite number of periodic
solutions to equations (9); some specific solutions of interest
are:

2.1.1 Leader–follower

In this periodic solution, the deputy leads or trails the chief
by a specific distance b. The solution is given by

ρ = ρ̄ = 0 B = ±b (11)

A variation of this is to allow some out of plane motion,
ρ̄ /= 0. This solution has been considered by some for safety
considerations. If either the chief or deputy fails and begins
to drift toward the other the out of plane motion reduces the
probability of collision.

2.1.2 General circular orbit (GCO)

If A = 0, α = β, ρ̄ = √
3ρ

x2 + (y − B)2 + z2 = 4ρ2 (12)

Thus, the relative motion is a circle whose plane is inclined
at 30◦ to the local horizontal plane. With three satellites they
can be arranged as an equilateral triangle. This is the forma-
tion being used for the LISA program. Figure 2 shows this
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Figure 2. General circular relative motion orbit.

relative motion orbit along with the 2 × 1 projection in the
x–y plane.

2.1.3 Projected circular orbit (PCO)

The initial conditions A = 0, α = β, ρ̄ = 2ρ result in

(y − B)2 + z2 = 4ρ2 (13)

This relative motion orbit is a circle in the local horizontal
plane and is depicted in Figure 3. The dark curve is the rela-
tive motion orbit and the light curve is its circular projection
in the local horizontal plane. This relative motion orbit has
been considered as an option for emulating an Earth pointing
antenna.

The periodic relative motion orbits were a result of three
assumptions: (i) the only force present is the inverse-square
gravitational force from a spherical Earth, (ii) the chief orbit is
circular, and (iii) the maximum separation distance between
the two satellites is much smaller than the chief orbit radius so
that the differential gravitational force can be linearized. Now
we want to investigate the implications of these assumptions.

2.2 Eccentric chief orbit

Making the transformation:

x = Ru y = Rv z = Rw (14)

and using the true anomaly as the independent variable gives
the following equations of relative motion:

u
′′ − 2v′ − 3u

1 + e cos f
= 0

v
′′ + 2u′ = 0

w
′′ + w = 0

(15)

Note the only difference between these equations and equa-
tion (8) for the circular chief orbit is the (1 + e cos f) term
in the denominator of the u equation. The solution to these
equations was obtained independently by Lawden (1963) and
Tschauner and Hempel (1964). Since then several versions
of the solution have appeared in the literature and these are
summarized in Alfriend et al. (2010). One of the best ways
to design relative motion orbits is to use differential orbital
elements, that is, the difference in the orbital elements of the
deputy and chief. From Gim and Alfriend (2003):

x = R

a
δa +

[
R2

p
(q1sin θ − q2cos θ)

]
δθ

−R

p
(2aq1 + Rcos θ)δq1

−R

p
(2aq2 + Rsin θ)δq2

y = R(δθ + δ�cos i)

z = R(δisin θ − δ�sin icos θ)

(16)
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Figure 3. Projected circular relative motion orbit.

where θ = f + ω is the argument of latitude and q1 = e cos ω,
q2 = e sin ω, and

δθ = φ21δa + φ22δθ0 + φ24δq1 + φ25δq2

φ21 = −3n

2a
(t − t0) φ22 = R0Vt

RVt0

φ24 = q1

η

(
Vr

Vt

− Vr0

Vt0

)
− η

p2

× [R(a + R)(q2 + sin θ) − R0(a + R0)(q2 + sin θ0)]

φ25 = q2

η

(
Vr

Vt

− Vr0

Vt0

)
+ η

p2

× [R(a + R)(q1 + cos θ) − R0(a + R0)(q1 + cos θ0)]

(17)

where the subscript “0” indicates the value at the initial time
t0 and Vr and Vt are the radial and tangential speeds given
by

Vr =
√

µ

p
e sin f =

√
µ

p
(q1 sin θ − q2 cos θ)

Vt =
√

µ

p
(1 + e cos f ) =

√
µ

p
(1 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ)

p = a(1 − e2) η = (1 − e2)
1/2

(18)

Thus, the constants of integration are the initial values
of the differential orbital elements. Since the central body
is a spherical Earth, all the differential orbital elements are
constant except the argument of latitude. The nonsingular
elements q1 and q2 are used because the true anomaly and
argument of perigee are not defined when the eccentricity is
0. Now consider the solution given by equation (16) when
the chief eccentricity is 0:

x = δa − a(δq1 cos θ + δq2 sin θ)

y = −3

2
nδa(t − t0)

+ a(δθ0 + 2δq1 sin θ0 − 2δq2 cos θ0 + δ� cos i) (19)

+ 2a(δq2 cos θ − δq1 sin θ)

z = a(δi sin θ − δ� sin i cos θ)
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6 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

Note that the semimajor axis difference, δa, causes the
secular term in the along-track direction and an offset in the
radial direction. The periodic terms in x and y reduce to −aδe
cos f and −2aδe sin f, respectively. Thus, the 2 × 1 ellipse is
caused by the differential eccentricity and its semimajor axis
is 2aδe. The last of equation (19) shows that the out of plane
relative motion is caused by a combination of inclination and
right ascension differences. Equation (19) shows that if δa = 0
then all solutions of equation (19) are periodic, regardless
of the value of the chief eccentricity. Thus, there are many
options for selecting periodic orbits. Now let us investigate
how the three classes of relative motion orbits just discussed
change as the chief eccentricity is varied.

2.2.1 Leader–follower

The leader–follower relative motion orbit is created with
δa = δi = δ� = 0 and some combination of δf and δω. First
consider δf = 0, δω /= 0. This scenario is two coplanar

ellipses with a difference in argument of perigee, but the true
anomalies of the two orbits are always equal. This means that
the angle between the two radii, δθ, is constant and the dis-
tance between the two satellites is proportional to the chief
radius vector. Thus, the separation distance is a minimum at
perigee and a maximum at apogee. Now consider the opposite
case with δf /= 0 and δω = 0. This results in δq1 = δq2 = 0
and δθ = φ22δθ0 which gives for the along-track separation
distance:

y = R0Vt

Vt0
δθ0 = Vt

Vt0
y0 (20)

Since the along-track speed is a maximum at perigee the
separation distance is a maximum at perigee and a mini-
mum at apogee, the opposite of the previous case with δf = 0,
δω /= 0. In each of these cases out of plane motion can also
be included to minimize the probability of collision in case
of a failure. Figure 4 shows the relative motion in the local
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Figure 4. Leader–follower relative motion orbit with cross-track motion with varying eccentricity.
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horizontal plane for this latter case δf /= 0, δω = 0 for various
values of the chief eccentricity and

a = 26 608 km i = 60◦ � = 0

δi = 2.5

a
= 0.0054◦ δθ0 = 2δi = 0.0108◦

δ� = 0

(21)

When e = 0 the relative motion is only out of plane. This
has been characterized as a dog wagging its tail. As the eccen-
tricity increases the relative motion orbit becomes more oval.
This figure demonstrates only one of numerous possibilities.

2.2.2 2 ×1 in-plane ellipse

Figure 5 shows the family of periodic relative motion orbits
for various values of the chief eccentricity that start with the
2 × 1 ellipse when e = 0. The orbit parameters are

a = 26 608 km i = 60◦ � = 0

ω = −90◦ f = 180◦

δe = 0.0001 δi = 0.0002 δq1 = 0

δq2 = −δe δθ0 = 0

(22)

The 2 × 1 ellipse deforms but passes through the same
radial positions since these are the points ±aδe, which occur
at the chief apogee and perigee, respectively.

2.2.3 Projected circular orbit

The family of periodic relative motion orbits for various val-
ues of the chief eccentricity that start with the PCO ellipse
when e = 0 is shown in Figure 6. The initial conditions are
the same as for the 2 × 1 in-plane ellipse.

These figures show that periodic relative motion orbits
can be designed that are similar to those when the chief
eccentricity is 0. They can be designed in the relative
Cartesian reference frame, but it is easier using differential
orbital elements.

2.3 Perturbation effects

The primary perturbing forces that affect the design and rela-
tive motion of satellite formations are the nonspherical Earth
gravitational forces and differential atmospheric drag in low
Earth orbit, and differential solar radiation in high Earth
orbit. The gravitational perturbations cause secular changes
in the orbital elements, periodic variations with a period of
the orbital period, and long period variations with the period
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Figure 5. Family of in-plane relative motion orbits emanating from the 2 × 1 ellipse with varying eccentricity.
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Figure 6. Family of relative motion orbits emanating from the PCO
with varying eccentricity.

of the perigee rotation. The primary effect on the formation
dynamics and design are the secular effects resulting from
the equatorial bulge term, J2, which are (Vallado, 2001):

Ṁ = n = n̄

[
1 + 0.75J2

(
Re

p

)2√
1 − e2(2 − 3 sin2 i)

]

ω̇ = −0.75J2

(
Re

p

)2

n̄(1 − 5 cos2 i) (23)

�̇ = −1.5J2

(
Re

p

)2

n̄cos i

n̄ =
√

µ

a3

These secular perturbations have two types of effects on
the formation dynamics. The first is the absolute effects given
in equation (22). With the spherical Earth, we saw earlier that
the in-plane and cross-track frequencies are equal. In the pres-
ence of the gravitational perturbations these frequencies are
no longer equal, the in-plane frequency is the mean motion,
n, and the cross-track frequency is (n + ω̇) (Alfriend et al.
2010). The frequencies are only equal at the inclination where
ω̇ = 0, which is called the critical inclination, and is given
by cos2i = 1/5, i = 63.4, 116.6◦. There is another inclination
where the frequencies are almost equal for near circular orbits
for approximately 1 day (Vadali et al., 2008; Sabatini, Izzo
and Bevilacqua 2008). The effect of this frequency difference
is that relative motion orbits that involve cross-track motion,
such as the PCO and GCO, and were periodic for a spherical
Earth, are no longer periodic. Figure 7 shows the evolution
of the PCO for a 7000 km near circular sun synchronous ref-
erence orbit with i = 98.6◦. For this case, the period of the
perigee rotation is 100.1 days. The phase difference between
y and z initially for the PCO is 90◦. After a quarter of the
period the relative motion transitions from the PCO to the
straight line (Phase = 0◦) in the y–z plane, and then back to a
PCO after half the period. Also shown are the relative motion
for 8.35 days (Phase = 60◦) and 16.7 days (Phase = 30◦). The
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Figure 7. Evolution of the PCO due to perigee rotation.
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other two secular effects have a minimal effect on the relative
motion.

Now consider the differential perturbations. They are
obtained from equation (23) by taking the variation of the
secular rates.

δṀ = −1.5n̄
δa

a0
− 9

4
J2

(
Re

a0

)2
n̄

η4
0

× [(2 − 3 sin2 i0)δη + (2η0 sin i0 cos i0)δi]

δω̇ = 1.5J2

(
Re

a0

)2
n̄

η5
0

× [2(1 − 5 cos2i0)δη − (5η0 sin i0 cos i0)δi]

δ�̇ = 1.5J2

(
Re

a

)2
n̄

η5
0

[(4 cos i0)δη + (η0 sin i0)δi]

n̄ =
√

µ

a3
0

(24)

where η = √
1 − e2, the subscript “0” denotes the chief

orbital element, and δ denotes the difference between the
deputy and chef element. The δa terms that are multiplied by
J2 have been dropped because they have been shown to be
of higher order, O(J2

2 ) (Schaub and Alfriend, 2001). Equa-
tion (24) shows that any difference in the elements a, e, or i
can cause a nonzero value of the differential rates, which
will cause the two satellites to drift apart. The three ele-
ments a, e, and i are related to the generalized momenta,
so any momenta differences can cause the satellites to drift
apart. In contrast, differences in the three angles, M, ω, and
� do not cause secular drift. It is desirable that the secular
drifts be 0, but inspection of equation (24) shows that except
for the special case when the reference satellite’s inclination
is the critical inclination, the only way to prevent secular
drift is for δa = δe = δη = δi = 0. The only relative motion
orbits that satisfy this criterion are the leader–follower with
or without cross-track motion caused by a right ascension
difference. Please note that even though there is no drift
with this formation the relative motion is not periodic due
to the in-plane and cross-track frequency difference. In equa-
tion (23) the eccentricity appears as e2, hence a differential
eccentricity for a near circular chief orbit causes only a small
secular drift because it is the change in e2 causing the drift.
Thus, a 2 × 1 ellipse with the cross-track motion caused by a
differential right ascension will only have small cross-track
drift.

We can always negate the along-track drift. The along-
track drift rate is proportional to (δṀ + δω̇ + δ�̇ cos i0).
Substituting equation (24) into this expression and solving

for δa so that the along-track drift is zero gives:

δa = 0.5J2a0

(
Re

a0

)2 3η0 + 4

η5
0

× [(1 − 3 cos2 i0)δη − (η0 sin 2i0)δi] (25)

Now consider the case of the critical inclination. This
makes the reference satellite perigee rotation equal to 0 and
the in-plane and cross-track frequencies are equal. Thus, the
leader–follower formation with cross-track motion caused by
a right ascension difference will be periodic.

2.3.1 �v for controlling secular drift

As mentioned earlier the along-track drift due to J2 can
be negated with a small change in the deputy’s semimajor
axis. The cross-track and radial drift due to a differential
inclination and/or a differential eccentricity will have to
be controlled using thrusters. Gauss’ variational equations
(Battin, 1987), for a right ascension change using an impulse
normal to the orbit plane is

�� = r sin θ

h sin i
�vn (26)

where h is the angular momentum. From equation (24) the
change in right ascension over one orbit due to a differential
inclination and differential eccentricity is

�� = 3�J2

(
Re

a0

)2 (
1

η5
0

)
[(4 cos i0)δη + (η0 sin i0)δi]

(27)

Substituting equation (27) into equation (26) and assuming
the impulse is applied at the antinode, θ = 90 or θ = 270, and
the radius is equal to the semimajor axis gives:

�v

orbit
= 3�J2

(
Re

a0

)2 sin i0

η6
0

[(4 cos i0)δη + (η0 sin i0)δi]vc

(28)

where vc is the speed of a satellite in a circular orbit with
a radius equal to the semimajor axis. For a chief satellite in
a near circular orbit at 7000 km, an inclination of 70◦ and
cross-track motion of 1 km caused by a differential incli-
nation, δi = 1/a, the annual �v requirement is 49.4 m s−1.
Thus, the fuel requirement for negating the cross-track drift
is reasonable if the formation is not too large.
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10 Trajectory and Orbital Mechanics

Gauss’ variational equation for a perigee change using a
tangential impulse is

�ω = (p + r) sin f

he
�vt (29)

Here we need to consider both the absolute and differen-
tial change in the argument of perigee. Controlling perigee
rotation would result in the in-plane and cross-track frequen-
cies being equal, which could result in periodic relative orbits
and prevent the results shown in Figure 7. Using equation (23)
and assuming the impulse is applied at f = ±90◦ the �v for
controlling perigee rotation is

�vt

orbit
= 0.75J2

(
Re

a0

)2
e0

η5
0

|1 − 5 cos2i0|vc (30)

Calculations show that unless the inclination is very close
to the critical inclination or the eccentricity is very small,
e < 0.001, the fuel requirement for controlling perigee is
prohibitive. For example, for a satellite in a near circular
orbit at 7000 km with an inclination of 70◦ the annual fuel
requirement is 35.9e km s−1.

Using equations (24) and (29) the �v for controlling the
differential perigee rotation is

�vt

orbit
= 1.5�J2

(
Re

a0

)2 1

η6
0

× [2(1 − 5 cos2 i0)δη − (5η0 sin i0 cos i0)δi]e0vc

(31)

Using the same example for the chief satellite with a
deputy cross-track motion of 1 km due to a differential incli-
nation the annual fuel requirement for controlling differential
perigee rotation is 39.7e m s−1. For near circular orbits this is
minimal and not prohibitive for larger eccentricities.

An in depth discussion of impulsive control for forma-
tion maintenance and formation reconfiguration is given in
Alfriend et al. (2010).

2.3.2 Atmospheric drag effects

The atmospheric drag acceleration on a satellite is

ad = −0.5ρ

(
CDA

m

)
vrvr (32)

where ρ is the atmospheric density, vr is the velocity rela-
tive to the atmosphere, CD is the drag coefficient, A is the
cross-sectional area perpendicular to vr, and m is the mass.

The ballistic coefficient is BC = m/ACD. Along-track drift
between the satellites occurs when the satellites have differ-
ent ballistic coefficients. Fortunately, the fuel requirements
for controlling this drift are not prohibitive except at very
low altitudes. This was the case with the Landsat7-EO1 for-
mation, which was a leader–follower formation with EO1
trailing nominally by 1 min. The two satellites were in sun
synchronous orbits at approximately 700 km. EO1 had a
higher ballistic coefficient, hence more drag. It was initially
placed in a slightly higher orbit and its higher drag made it
drift further back and lower in altitude. When it reached the
same altitude as Landsat it started drifting toward Landsat
because it was then in a lower orbit. This relative motion
orbit was approximately a parabola. When it came back to its
nominal separation distance, it was maneuvered back to its
original altitude and the process repeated.

3 FORMATION MAINTENANCE AND
RECONFIGURATION

Active control of a formation is needed for establishing the
desired formation, maintaining the desired formation, and
reconfiguring to a new formation. The control methods can
be grouped into two categories, impulsive and continuous.
The thrust levels for formation maintenance are typically very
small. As a result, with current technology impulsive methods
are the best choice. Hundreds of papers have been written
on control schemes for these topics, consequently we will
not try to summarize them here. Some of the methods are
summarized in Alfriend et al. (2010).

To demonstrate an approach for reconfiguring formations
the reconfiguration from one 2 × 1 relative ellipse formation
to a larger 2 × 1 ellipse will be accomplished using impulsive
methods. The chief is in a circular orbit and there will be no
out of plane motion. Let the deputy be in a 2 × 1 ellipse
centered at the chief and with a semimajor axis of d. The
desired final relative motion orbit is another 2 × 1 ellipse
centered on the chief with a semimajor axis of kd. Thus, the
reconfiguration is an orbit transfer between coplanar relative
motion ellipses with the constraint that the transfer time has to
be equal to 0.5 or one orbit. This time constraint is necessary
for the ellipse to remain centered on the chief. Details of
this reconfiguration and others can be found in McLaughlin,
Alfriend and Lovell (2002). Here we will describe what is
occurring in the reconfiguration. It can be accomplished with
tangential or radial impulses. First consider the tangential
reconfiguration, which is shown in Figure 8 with k = 1.5. The
chief velocity is to the right in Figure 8 and the relative motion
in the 2 × 1 ellipse is counter clockwise. The reconfiguration
can start at perigee or apogee of the deputy, we will start at
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Figure 8. Three impulse reconfiguration between relative motion ellipses.

perigee. The first impulse, �v1, raises apogee. This increases
the energy of the orbit with the result that at apogee the deputy
is behind the chief. The second impulse, �v2, lowers perigee,
decreases the energy and allows the deputy to catch back up
with the chief 0.5 orbits later. The third impulse completes
the maneuver to put the deputy in the final 2 × 1 ellipse. Since
the energy of the initial and final orbit are equal it is necessary
that �v2 = �v1 + �v3. The impulse magnitudes are

�v1 = �v3 = 0.5�v2 = k − 1

16
n0d

�vT = k − 1

4
n0d

(33)

Now consider the reconfiguration with radial impulses,
which is shown in Figure 9. The objective is to change the
eccentricity and not change the semimajor axis and argument
of perigee. Radial impulses will achieve this if applied when
f = 90 or f = 270. The first impulse increases the eccentricity
by 1/2 the amount required and shifts the center of the relative
ellipse behind the chief (to the left in the figure). The second
impulse increases the eccentricity the required amount and

shifts the center of the relative ellipse back to the chief. The
impulse magnitudes are

�v1 = �v2 = k − 1

4
n0d

�vT = k − 1

2
n0d

(34)

Note that even though the radial impulse approach requires
twice the fuel required by the tangential impulse approach, it
only requires two impulses and half an orbit as compared
to the three impulses and complete orbit required by the
tangential impulse approach.

4 RELATIVE NAVIGATION

To control the relative state for relative orbit establishment,
maintenance or reconfiguration knowledge of the chief state
and relative state are required. The preciseness of the state
control is dependent on the knowledge of these states, as
well as the ability to obtain the desired control forces. The
primary approach for the chief navigation for formations in
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Figure 9. Two impulse reconfiguration between relative motion ellipses.

LEO is GPS, particularly if autonomous operation is required.
Approaches proposed for the relative navigation include GPS,
lidar and optical sensors. GPS, in particular, Carrier Differen-
tial Phase GPS (CDGPS) appears to be the desired approach.
If the required accuracy cannot be achieved with CDGPS it
can be supplemented with precise range measurement using
relative laser ranging. A good summary of the relative nav-
igation for formations in LEO using CDGPS is provided in
Chapter 12 of Alfriend et al. (2010). To be addressed here
is the effects of errors on the relative navigation on the con-
trol of formations. From equation (9) we see that errors in
the relative navigation can cause periodic motions about the
desired state in the radial and cross-track directions and peri-
odic and secular motion in the along-track direction. Unless
the periodic motion exceeds the desired bounds it is the sec-
ular drift in the along-track direction that is the problem, and
this drift, as shown earlier, is caused by an error in the semi-
major axis estimate. The semimajor axis are obtained from
the energy equation:

1

a
= 2

r
− v2

µ
(35)

From Carpenter when the reference motion is a circular
orbit we get that the error in the semimajor axis, δa, is given

by (Carpenter and Alfriend, 2005)

δa = 2
(

2x + ẏ

n

)
(36)

It is then shown that the standard deviation in the semi-
major axis error is

σ2
δa = 4

(
4σ2

x + 4

n
ρxyσxσẏ + 1

n2
σ2

ẏ

)

σ2
δa = 4

[(
σx − σẏ

n

)2
+

(
4σxσẏ

n

)
(1 + ρxẏ)

] (37)

where (σx, σẏ, ρxẏ) are the radial uncertainty, the velocity
uncertainty and the radial–velocity correlation coefficient
that result from the relative navigation. For no drift or semi-
major axis uncertainty it is necessary that σẏ = nσx and
ρxẏ = −1. Obviously to minimize the drift it is desirable
that ρxẏ ≈ −1. It was originally thought that with continu-
ous measurements with GPS that this would occur. However,
experimental evidence showed otherwise. In How et al.
(2007) a detailed analysis of the semimajor axis uncertainty
resulting from DCGPS measurements was presented. This
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analysis showed that the correlation coefficient was approx-
imately

ρxẏ ≈ −n

√
σR

σQ

(38)

where σQ and σR are the process and measurement noise
standard deviations respectively. For a typical scenario
σQ = 10−6 m s−3/2 and σR = 5 × 10−3 m s−1/2. For satellites
in LEO n ≈ 0.001r s. Substituting in equation (38) gives:

ρxẏ ≈ −0.0707 (39)

Thus, the semimajor axis uncertainty will never reach 0.
In addition, it was shown that

σδa ≈ 2σẏ

n
(40)

Note that the semimajor axis uncertainty is only a function
of the relative velocity uncertainty, not the position uncer-
tainty. This is a result of the radial position variance and
correlation terms being equal in magnitude, but opposite in
sign and canceling each other. The achievable relative veloc-
ity uncertainty is approximately 0.5 mm s−1, resulting in a
semimajor axis uncertainty of approximately 1 m for satel-
lites in LEO. The along-track drift per orbit is 3�σda, which
results in a drift of 3� or approximately 10 m per orbit. This
drift can only be reduced by reducing the relative velocity
uncertainty. In Alfriend and Lovell (2003), an error analysis
of a formation at 550 km altitude was performed. Uncertain-
ties (1σ) of 10 cm in relative position, 0.5 mm s−1 in relative
velocity, 5% in thrust magnitude and 1/3◦ in attitude were
used and the satellites in the formation were subjected to
differential drag. The constraint on the formation control
was that the thruster could only be fired on the average only
once every three orbits. For the leader–follower formation, it
was found that the deputy could not be maintained within a
deadband of ±20 m. The primary error source for the inabil-
ity to maintain this deadband was the relative navigation
error.

Although the results of this one example do not apply to
all formations, the relative navigation error is likely to be the
major error source and the major cause of fuel consumption
for formation maintenance.

5 SUMMARY

In this chapter the dynamics, control and relative navigation
of satellite formations have been discussed. The types of rel-
ative motion orbits were presented along with the effects of

gravitational perturbations, along with how to minimize these
effects and the amount of fuel to correct the effect of these
perturbations. Then some discussion of the control of for-
mations was presented, followed by the relative navigation
of formations, including the effect of errors in the relative
navigation on the control of the formation.

Since the initiation of satellite formation research in 1998,
many advances have been made. The state of knowledge of
the formation dynamics, control, and relative navigation has
matured considerably. However, there are still areas that need
more research. With each mission there will be new chal-
lenges, as the NASA/GSFC scientists have found with MMS.
The control of formations in which the motion of a deputy or
several deputies relative to a chief has received a lot of atten-
tion. What needs more attention is the autonomous control of
formations with many satellites. Should some type of decen-
tralized control be used? What data does each satellite need
for the control? What is the communications architecture?
Another area that needs more research is the probability of
collision and collision avoidance with close formations.

NOMENCLATURE

a semimajor axis
e eccentricity
f true anomaly
i inclination
J2 equatorial bulge term
n mean motion
r radius of the deputy orbit
Re Earth radius
R radius of the chief orbit
Vr radial velocity
Vt tangential velocity

Greek letters

η
√

1 − e2

µ gravitational constant
θ argument of latitude, f + ω

ρ position vector of the deputy relative to the chief
ω argument of perigee
ω angular velocity of the chief orbit
� right ascension
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1 INTRODUCTION

A Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) enables con-
tinuous positioning anywhere on or near the Earth surface by
means of radio signals transmitted from orbiting satellites.
The system comprises a constellation of about 20 or more
satellites, a network of ground stations for monitoring and
control of the satellites, and an unlimited number of users
who passively receive the signals and employ them for posi-
tioning and other applications. In 1993, the US NAVSTAR
Global Positioning System (GPS) became the first opera-
tional GNSS. In 2009, several other stand-alone systems
also exist at various stages of development: the Russian
GLONASS, European GALILEO, and the Chinese Beidou or

Compass System. In addition, various countries are pursuing
space and ground-based augmentations to support special-
ized applications.

Since its conception in the 1970s, GNSS has moved from
being a somewhat esoteric novelty used by surveyors and mil-
itary users, to an essential element of modern infrastructure
with applications ranging from mobile phone positioning,
to power system synchronization, aircraft navigation, and
high precision geodesy. In addition to individual users there
are also worldwide networks of receivers like the Interna-
tional GNSS Service (IGS) used for scientific purposes (Dow,
Neilan and Gendt, 2005).

Aerospace engineering disciplines are both central to the
fundamental principles of operation of GNSS and significant
beneficiaries of its capabilities. The selection of orbits for
the constellation and precise modeling of satellite motion
are key elements of its global utility. Conversely, virtually
every modern aircraft, from commercial jets to unmanned air
vehicles, and every near-Earth spacecraft, from CubeSats to
the International Space Station (ISS), are equipped with a
GPS receiver for navigation and mission support.

This chapter provides an overview of the basic principles
of operation of GNSS, its primary components, and an outline
of the application of GNSS in the aerospace realm. The focus
is on the US Global Positioning System, which is currently
operational and widely used. There are a number of compre-
hensive books that cover GNSS in far more depth (Kaplan and
Hegarty, 2006; Misra and Enge 2005; Hofmann-Wellenhof,
Lichtenegger and Collins, 2001) and useful web sites, includ-
ing the civilian information site supported by the US Coast
Guard (http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/gps/). In the reference
area this web site provides links to documents, including
the GPS Standard Positioning Service Performance Standard
and Interface Specification, as well as information sources
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for the international satellite navigation systems. We begin
with a timeline of some of the key events and policy deci-
sions in the development of GNSS. The next sections describe
the basic principles of operation, the satellites, signal struc-
ture, ground tracking network, and receivers, providing more
specifics on the contribution of each in the overall operation
of GNSS. They are followed by an overview of applications
in aerospace engineering.

2 HISTORY AND POLICY HIGHLIGHTS

In the 1960s, early navigation satellite systems developed by
the United States (Transit) and the Soviet Union (Parus and
Tsikada), relied on Doppler-based positioning of marine ves-
sels. The architecture and development by the United States
and Soviet Union of global, continuous operation satellite
navigation systems, GPS and the GLONASS, respectively,
occurred in the 1970s, with the United States launching the
first GPS satellite in 1978. Both systems were designated as
“dual use,” meaning that they were intended to serve both
military and civil user communities.

GPS was declared fully operational on 17 July 1995. At
that time, two methods were utilized for limiting the perfor-
mance of GPS for civilian or “unauthorized” users. Selective
Availability (SA) was a deliberate degradation, sometimes
called dithering, of the ranging measurement accuracy to the
level of 10–30 m (as compared to 1–3 m). On 2 May 2000, a
presidential decision directive discontinued the use of SA and
the current policy is to remove this feature completely from
future satellite procurements. The presence of SA did much
to encourage the development and deployment of differential
GPS (DGPS) stations that broadcast corrections for SA and
other ranging errors to users in a local region. The second
technique for limiting access to the highest performance sig-
nals is termed Anti-Spoofing (A-S). A-S encrypts the GPS
P-code to produce what is known as P(Y) code. This limits
direct access to the legacy dual frequency code measurements
to authorized users. In this case, too, the commercial sector
has responded by developing innovative means for track-
ing the encrypted signals, using codeless, semi-codeless, and
cross-correlation techniques. These have allowed scientific
and high precision users to access the signals, at some cost
in signal power and susceptibility to interference.

Current US policy on space-based positioning, naviga-
tion, and timing is guided by a presidential national security
directive, issued in December 2004 (Anon, 2004). This direc-
tive “establishes guidance and implementation actions for
space-based positioning, navigation, and timing programs,
augmentations, and activities for US national and homeland
security, civil, scientific, and commercial purposes” (Anon,

2004). It covers goals and procedures for how the United
States will operate and modernize GPS for both defense and
civil purposes and issues related to foreign use of GPS and
the interoperability of GPS with space-based navigation sys-
tems deployed by other countries. There is a commitment
to “Provide on a continuous, worldwide basis civil space-
based, positioning, navigation, and timing services free of
direct user fees for civil, commercial, and scientific uses, and
for homeland security through the Global Positioning Sys-
tem and its augmentations, and provide open, free access to
information necessary to develop and build equipment to use
these services. . .” (Anon, 2004)

The policy established a permanent National Space-Based
Positioning, Navigation, and Timing Executive Committee,
co-chaired by members of the Department of Defense (DoD)
and the Department of Transportation (DoT), and with par-
ticipation by other key governmental agencies. It continues
to put the primary development, acquisition, and operations
responsibility on the DoD, and directs the DoT to establish
requirements for civil applications and to develop, oper-
ate, and maintain augmentations of GPS required for civil
transportation. Other agencies are responsible for spectrum
protection, working with foreign governments to seek inter-
operability of their GNSSs, fostering economic development,
and supporting civil space operations, to name a few.

International efforts to develop new satellite navigation
systems and to modernize the existing ones are well under-
way in 2009. Russia has plans to modify GLONASS to
become a code division multiple access (CDMA)-based sys-
tem (like GPS and Galileo), with some new signals that will
be interoperable with GPS. The European Union has initiated
the Galileo development with two demonstration satellites,
GIOVE-A and B, currently on orbit. Initial plans to pursue a
public-private partnership in the development of Galileo have
been shelved in favor of a publicly-funded effort.

3 BASICS

GNSS satellites transmit carrier signals in the range of
1.1–1.8 GHz, which are modulated by digital codes, termed
pseudo-random noise (PRN) codes. The codes are selected
so as to enable all satellites in the constellation to transmit
at the same frequency with minimal interference, and to per-
mit range measurements to be made. The codes essentially
provide a timing mark that indicates the time of the signal
transmission. A receiver notes the time of reception of the
start of the ranging code, and finds the time of flight as the
difference between the receive and transmit times. Multiply-
ing by the speed of light gives a measure of the one-way range
from satellite to receiver. This range defines a sphere, centered
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Figure 1. Illustration of trilateration. With perfect timing, one rang-
ing measurement puts you on the surface of a sphere centered on
Satellite 1. A second measurement defines a circle of possible loca-
tions. A third measurement narrows it down to one of two points.
In reality, measurements to at least four satellites are used to also
solve for the receiver timing error.

on the satellite, which includes the receiver location. Given
information on the satellite locations and measurements of
range to three satellites, the receiver can, in principle, solve
for the intersection points of these spheres, one of which
corresponds to its location (illustrated in Figure 1).

There are obviously a number of factors that complicate
this process. The most important is the precise knowledge of
time in the satellite and the receiver. An error of even one
microsecond leads to an unacceptably large ranging error of
about 300 m. Precise satellite timing is achieved by equipping
the GNSS satellites with highly stable atomic clocks, and
providing clock error models to compensate for the small,
but still significant, frequency and timing errors. The receiver
timing error is treated as an additional unknown that the user
must solve for along with position. Because of this, a receiver
uses measurements from at least four satellites, rather than
three, to solve for three components of position plus a clock
offset.

4 SATELLITES

The most obvious component of a GNSS is the space seg-
ment, or constellation of satellites that broadcast navigation
signals (Figure 2). The US Global Positioning System con-
stellation consists of 24 or more satellites in six orbital planes

Figure 2. The GPS constellation. Reproduced from http://pnt.gov/
public/images/constellation.gif.

inclined at 55◦, at an altitude of 20 200 km (orbital periods of
approximately half a sidereal day). The satellites are spaced
unevenly within the orbit planes. This configuration was cho-
sen to provide good coverage on the Earth (a minimum of
four satellites visible everywhere with good geometry) in the
event of one or two satellite failures. There are currently more
than 30 operational GPS satellites on-orbit. However, due to
limitations of the current almanac representation and control
segment operations, at any time only 31 or fewer are transmit-
ting signals usable for navigation purposes. The most recently
commissioned satellite (17 August 2009) is SVN 50. It was
the last satellite to be launched aboard a Delta 2 rocket. GPS
satellites are identified by their space vehicle number (SVN)
which is a unique designator associated with the particular
craft.

The constellation currently includes satellites from sev-
eral different families or blocks. Each new block represents
enhancements to the payload and signals, while providing
backward compatibility to the original GPS specification.
Figure 3 depicts the Block IIA and IIF satellites built by
Boeing and the Block IIR-M built by Lockheed-Martin. The
first Block IIF satellite is now scheduled to be launched in
early 2010.

All GPS satellites are attitude controlled so the transmit-
ting antenna array is pointed toward the center of the Earth.
The array elements are shown in Figure 4. The total power
transmitted by the GPS satellites is about 40 W. The antenna
array produces a shaped beam that provides a fairly constant
signal power density of approximately −133 dBW m−2 over
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Figure 3. Images of the Block IIA, IIR-M, and IIF GPS Satellites. Reproduced from http://pnt.gov/public/images/constellation.gif.

Figure 4. GPS Block IIRM. Photo courtesy Lockheed Martin.

the surface of the Earth. This feature reduces the dynamic
range of signals that a receiver on the ground must accom-
modate in simultaneously tracking multiple GPS satellites.

The GPS transmitter antenna pattern is wider than the
Earth so that signals do spill over at decreasing power level
to about 3000 km above the Earth’s surface. This affords the
possibility of tracking GPS signals from high altitude satellite
orbits using limb crossing signals. Figure 5 illustrates the GPS
coverage in relation to various potential spaceborne users.

The selection of a medium Earth orbit (MEO) with half
sidereal day period for GPS was based on the following
requirements: good geometrical coverage (at least four satel-
lites simultaneously) over the Earth; repeatable and highly
predictable visibility; fairly infrequent satellite acquisitions;
desire for no more than daily satellite contact; reasonable
required transmit power; and satellites not vulnerable to

Figure 5. Geometry for receipt of GPS signals. Courtesy M.
Moreau.
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attack from the ground. At their end-of-life, GPS satellites
are boosted into a higher orbit, approximately 100 km above
the active constellation. Predictions for the eventual degra-
dation and possible collision hazards of these disposal orbits
are described by Chao and Gick (2004). An important impact
of the operational GPS orbit is the severe radiation envi-
ronment on the edge of the Van Allen belts, which causes
degradation of the satellite solar panels. This is currently the
primary factor that limits the useable lifetime of most GPS
satellites.

Other satellite navigation systems are in similar orbits. The
Russian GLONASS satellites are at a slightly lower altitude,
still close to semi-synchronous, but their orbital inclination is
higher (63.4◦) giving better coverage and improved geometry
at high latitudes. The European Galileo system is planned to
be an equally spaced Walker constellation with nine satellites
plus one spare in each of three orbit planes with 56◦ inclina-
tion. The orbit altitude will be 23 222 km producing a 17 day
ground track repeat period (Falcone, Erhard and Hein, 2006).
Finally, the Chinese Compass systems will include both MEO
and geosynchronous satellites. Satellite-based augmentations
such as the US Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) or
the European EGNOS, which provide integrity and correction
services use geosynchronous satellites to communicate infor-
mation to users, and may provide additional ranging sources
from these higher altitude satellites.

The primary elements of the satellite payload are the
atomic clocks. Each GPS satellite carries four clocks that are
some combination of Cesium and Rubidium standards. Only
one clock is operated at a time; an alternate clock is switched
in by ground control when performance begins to degrade.
These stable oscillators produce signals that can be coher-
ently tracked over long intervals and with stable drift rates that
allow the time offset to be predictable to within a few nanosec-
onds over at least 24 hours. Senior, Ray and Beard (2008)
recently analyzed the performance of the on-orbit clocks and
identified periodic variations related to the orbital period.

The clock drives signal generation circuitry that produces
the carrier signals and modulating codes. The funda-
mental frequency from which all signal components are
derived on the satellite is 10.23 MHz. In actuality, the
oscillator frequency is set slightly lower at launch, to
10.229 999 995 43 MHz, to compensate for the relativistic
effects on the clock produced by its position at a lower gravi-
tational potential than the Earth surface and its average speed
on orbit. If this adjustment were not made in the satellite
clocks, a perfect receiver on the ground would observe a
higher carrier frequency than specified. An additional cor-
rection for the variation in the relativistic effect on the clocks
due to the slight GPS orbit eccentricities is also performed in
the receiver software.

5 SIGNALS

GNSS satellites transmit at several carrier frequencies with
spread spectrum modulation and data carried on some chan-
nels. The carrier frequencies, allocated by the United Nations
International Telecommunication Union (ITU), are selected
to provide reliable transmission in all weather and to per-
mit small receiving antenna sizes. Modulation spreads the
signal power over a range of frequencies, making it less sus-
ceptible to interference and jamming. The specific spreading
codes used in the modulation are selected to minimize cross-
correlation, permitting satellites to transmit at a common
center frequency. Figure 6 illustrates the spectrum allocations
for the currently operating and planned satellite navigation
systems.

The so-called legacy GPS signals are transmitted on
two carrier frequencies, L1, at 1575.42 MHz, and L2 at
1227.6 MHz. Two frequencies provide for some spectral
diversity, thereby reducing susceptibility to interference or
jamming and allowing users to make accurate corrections
for ionospheric effects on the signals. The L1 carries two
types of codes, transmitted in quadrature. The C/A or Coarse
Acquisition code is a short, 1023 bit binary code generated at
1.023 MHz. As the name implies, it was originally intended to
provide for simple signal acquisitions after which a receiver
would transition to the higher rate (10.23 MHz) precise (P)
code. To aid in acquisition, the power in the C/A code is
about twice that of the P code on L1. Both C/A and P code
sequences are publicly available. However, since 1994, the P
code has been encrypted to what is referred to as P(Y) code.
For this reason, many civilian receivers have relied entirely
on C/A code processing. The L2 legacy signal carries only
the P(Y) and not the C/A code.

GPS modernization efforts currently underway and plans
for Galileo and GLONASS include many enhancements to
the signal structure. In 2008, a new GPS civil signal was intro-
duced on L2, termed the L2C. It is the first of the modernized
GPS signals, providing improved code characteristics and a
so-called pilot channel designed for indoor and other weak
signal applications. To permit robust civil aviation use of
GNSS, a second civil frequency (L5 - 1176.5 MHz) was allo-
cated for use in aviation. SVN 49 is the first satellite to begin
broadcasting a test signal on this frequency. All of the mod-
ernized GNSS signals will use some form of Binary Offset
Carrier (BOC) modulation (Kaplan and Hegarty, 2006).

In addition to ranging codes, the GNSS transmissions also
provide a low rate data stream, called the Navigation Data,
that contains: (i) a coarse representation of the status, orbit,
and clock error for all satellites in the constellation, termed
the almanac; (ii) a more precise orbit and clock represen-
tation for the transmitting satellite, known as the ephemeris;
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Figure 6. Spectrum Allocations for GNSS. Courtesy He Lin, University of Colorado.

and (iii) system timing and error model information. The nav-
igation data, transmitted at 50 bps, enables a user to use the
GNSS for positioning without access to any other sources of
information. The orbit and clock information carried in the
navigation message is not as accurate as can be found else-
where, nor does it provide the high rate integrity information
required for critical phases of aircraft flight. It does, however,
allow for completely passive stand-alone receiver operation.
The navigation data are computed on the ground and typi-
cally uploaded to the satellite once or twice per day by the
control segment.

6 CONTROL SEGMENT

The command and control of the GPS satellite constella-
tion is performed by the US Air Force 2nd Space Operations
Squadron (2SOPS) located at Schriever Air Force Base, Col-
orado. Using a worldwide network of monitoring sites, uplink
antennas, and the Master Control Station (MCS) facilities,

they are responsible for monitoring and maintaining the satel-
lites, determining the satellite orbit and clock parameters,
establishing the GPS time reference, as well as construct-
ing and uploading the navigation message information to the
satellites for broadcast to the users.

The monitoring sites, shown in Figure 7, comprise the
official GPS tracking network. The monitoring receivers are
equipped with atomic clocks and multipath limiting antennas.
Observations from these Department of Defense controlled
sites are sent to the MCS and processed in a set of Kalman
Filters to estimate the orbit and clock parameters for each
GPS satellite, and locations and clock parameters for each
tracking site. To compute the ephemeris parameters reported
in the navigation message, the MCS software performs a best
fit of the parameters to the predicted orbit over a four or six
hour interval. The MCS estimates the best set of these param-
eters for each two-hour window based on the orbit prediction
for the next day and uploads a full day’s worth of ephemeris
parameters to the satellite during the contact period. Compar-
isons of the accuracy of the broadcast ephemeris with precise
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Figure 7. Locations of the GPS monitor stations. Illustration courtesy National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency.

ephemerides derived from larger IGS networks indicate that
within the period of the fit they are accurate to within several
meters (Dorsey et al., 2006).

The MCS also monitors the health of each vehicle and
determines when vehicle maneuvers and maintenance of
the clock payloads are required. Earth oblateness and other
orbital perturbations cause the GPS satellites to drift from
their assigned orbital slots. These motions do not affect posi-
tioning accuracy for users because the orbital positions of the
satellites are reported. However, to maintain the configura-
tion of the constellation, maneuvers are performed to keep the
longitude of the ascending node for each satellite to within
two degrees of its nominal value (Chao and Schmitt, 1991).

7 RECEIVERS

The standard elements of a GNSS receiver are an antenna,
radio frequency (RF) front-end, analog-to-digital (A/D) con-
verter, reference oscillator, signal processor, and navigation
processor. The form and function of these elements can vary
substantially depending on the particular application, and
in modern systems, are sometimes integrated or embedded
with other systems like inertial navigation systems, cellular
telephones, or personal data assistants (PDAs).

GNSS antennas are designed to be sensitive to one or
more of the GNSS frequency bands and right-hand circular
polarization (RCP). Circular polarization is used in satellite
communications to be compatible with the so-called Faraday

rotation that occurs when signals pass through the iono-
sphere. In addition, the common polarization of the satellite
transmitter and the receiving antenna reduces the influence
of reflected signals, termed multipath, in the vicinity of the
antenna. Antennas used for the highest precision applications
like ground reference sites or spaceborne scientific missions,
are carefully designed to achieve strong RCP polarization
to block or reject multipath and to minimize any variabil-
ity in the received phase as a function of the incident signal
direction. Antennas used in handheld or UAV applications
are designed primarily to minimize surface area and weight,
accepting a degradation in gain and performance. Most GNSS
antennas are designed for a fairly wide beamwidth to allow
for simultaneous tracking of as many satellites as possible.
There are some specialized antenna designs used for specific
applications including controlled radiation pattern antennas
(CRPAs) used to mitigate jamming for military applications,
and multi-element antenna arrays designed for higher gain
over a small aperture for occultation measurements.

Connected to the antenna is the RF front end, which filters,
amplifies, and down converts or shifts the center frequency
of the signal from the transmitted gigahertz range into the
range of megahertz or tens of megahertz. This reduces the
cost and complexity of the remaining parts of the receiver.
The A/D converter samples the shifted signal, producing a
bit stream. Surprisingly, many receivers perform only 1-bit
or 2-bit sampling. The broadband GNSS signals are below
the ambient noise level, so representing the noise with higher
precision does not, in most cases produce better tracking
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accuracy. A signal loss of 2 dB is incurred in most environ-
ments with 1-bit sampling. For some scientific applications,
higher precision sampling is performed in order to slightly
enhance signal power at the cost of increased complexity
and expense. The signal or measurement processor may be
implemented in a specialized ASIC, FPGA, or software run
on a conventional processor. This last case, referred to as
a software defined radio, allows considerable flexibility in
design (Akos, 1997).The purpose of the signal processor is
to acquire and track the individual GNSS signals present in
the samples, and report pseudorange, phase, amplitude, and
extracted navigation data bits to the navigation processor. A
signal processor channel is dedicated to acquiring or track-
ing a specific satellite. To do this, it generates a replica of
the expected satellite signal, that is, based on some a pri-
ori knowledge, it produces a carrier signal at the expected
frequency, modulated by the expected ranging code. It cor-
relates the replica with the sampled signal, and adjusts the
code offset and frequency of the replica to best match the
received signal. This is conventionally done in a sequential
fashion wherein an acquisition function first does a coarse
search to find the approximate code offset and frequency for
each satellite. These coarse estimates then initialize a track-
ing loop that feeds back a discriminator metric that allows the
loop to stay centered on the correct values. Because the satel-
lites are moving with respect to the observer and the clock
errors are not constant, the tracking loop must continually
adjust the replica to stay aligned or locked to the signal. The
code offset, frequency, and phase of the replica required to do
that correspond to the pseudorange, Doppler, and phase mea-
surements, respectively, upon which the navigation solution
is based. The measured amplitude of the signal correlation
can also be a useful piece of information for some scientific
measurements (Larson et al., 2008), and for validation of the
other data types.

The navigation or application processor is quite specific
to the particular application. In a conventional positioning
receiver, the navigation processor takes individual satellite
pseudoranges and computes a position, velocity, and clock
solution. This is typically done either as a single time batch
least squares solution (using at least four but as many as
12 satellite observations), called a point solution, or using
a Kalman filter that also incorporates knowledge of vehi-
cle dynamics in processing the measurements and estimating
a state. Observations from other onboard sensors can also
be included in an integrated navigation solution. In many
receivers the navigation processor also provides input to
the signal processor, determining which satellites are to be
acquired and providing a priori information on the expected
range and Doppler. This can dramatically improve acquisition
performance. Techniques like the Vector Delay Lock Loop

(Spilker, 1996) or Deep Integration (Gustafson and Dowdle,
2003) go even further by tying the navigation filter directly
into the signal tracking function. This provides significant
advantages in tracking very weak signals, signals in high
interference environments, and on vehicles undergoing very
high dynamics.

8 MEASUREMENTS AND ERRORS

As mentioned above, the receiver measures range between
the transmitting satellite and its antenna based on timing.
This measurement, termed pseudorange (ρ) because of the
inherent clock errors, is given by:

ρ = c (tR − tS) (1)

where c is the speed of light, and tR and tS are the receiver’s
time of reception and the satellite’s time of transmission,
respectively.

The pseudorange is constructed based on the correlation of
the replica signal with the received signal. To use these obser-
vations for positioning and other applications, a geometrical
relationship is needed between the quantities of interest and
the observation.

ρ = R + c (δtR − δtS) + I + T + Rel+Mρ + ερ (2)

The location of the receiving antenna is implicit in the
geometric range, R. The receiver and satellite clock errors
are δtR and δtS, respectively; I is the delay introduced by the
ionosphere; T is the delay due to troposphere; Rel is the rela-
tivistic effect produced by the GPS satellite orbit eccentricity:
Mρ represents errors due to multipath (signals reflected from
objects near the antenna): and ερ are the tracking errors
introduced by the receiver. Some of the error terms can be
corrected through models, for example, the satellite clock,
relativity, and troposphere. The ionospheric delay can be cor-
rected by a model or by combining pseudorange observations
on two different carrier frequencies.

The phase measurement in GNSS is actually an accumu-
lated change in range, computed by the receiver by keeping
track of changes in frequency required to keep the carrier
signal replica aligned with the received signal. The phase
measurement equation is given by:

φλ = R + c (δtR − δtS) + Nλ − I + T + Rel + Mφ + εφ

(3)
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where φλ is the phase observable in length units, Mφ and
εφ are the multipath and tracking errors for the phase mea-
surements, and Nλ is the unknown offset in the phase
measurement, referred to as the integer ambiguity.

Phase measurements follow the same trend as pseudor-
ange measurements, but differ in several key ways: (i) they
have an unknown offset from the pseudorange due to the fact
that when a receiver first acquires the carrier phase, the full
number of carrier cycles between the satellite and receiver
cannot be observed; (ii) the sign of the ionospheric effect is
opposite that of the code-based pseudorange measurements;
and (ii) the phase tracking and multipath errors are one to
two orders of magnitude smaller than the comparable code
errors. This last effect on measurement precision makes it
attractive to use phase observations for high precision appli-
cations, despite the difficulties introduced by the ambiguous
range.

For many aerospace applications, stand alone operation
does not meet accuracy requirements. Auxiliary sources of
information are used to augment the basic GNSS. In the
mid 1990s, local area differential GPS was a popular means
for correcting rapidly varying clock errors deliberately intro-
duced by the DoD. Differential services are still offered, but
the trend has moved to reference sites that provide phase data
enabling kinematic positioning. The most recent advances
have been in precise point positioning (PPP) approaches. For
this technique, a worldwide network of stations tracks and
provides observations from the GNSS satellites. High preci-
sion solution codes are used to estimate the satellite orbits,
zenith delays due to atmospheric effects, and most impor-
tantly the satellite clock errors. Error states are predicted
forward and these models are rapidly disseminated to users,
thus achieving local differential accuracies over a global scale
(Zumberge et al., 1997; Laurichesse et al., 2009).

9 APPLICATIONS IN AEROSPACE

GPS has had a profound impact on the operation of near
Earth spacecraft and air vehicles of all classes. These user
groups also have some of the most stringent requirements
driving the modernization of GNSS. The full range of GNSS
applications from cars to timing to wildlife tracking is well
beyond the scope of this article. We focus on applications of
GNSS to satellites and aircraft.

9.1 Space

Satellite orbit determination was an early intended use of
GPS, allowing for onboard orbit determination, continuous

tracking of satellites, and a substantial reduction in ground
support costs. A spaceborne receiver requires some modifi-
cation compared with its terrestrial counterparts. Low Earth
orbit (LEO) vehicles see higher Doppler shifts and experi-
ence acquisition and satellite loss more frequently. Higher
altitude satellites have decreased GPS visibility and often use
a high gain antenna. Unlike automobiles and aircraft, satel-
lite motions are quite predictable, so use of Kalman filters to
add knowledge of the dynamics to orbit estimation is quite
common.

The first civilian spacecraft to fly a GPS receiver was
Landsat 4 in 1982. It could only be used for positioning
intermittently because at that time there were only four GPS
satellites in the constellation and the receiver operated only
briefly because of an onboard error. This receiver, the Mag-
navox GPSPAC, performed much like a receiver on the
ground, using measurements from four satellites to solve
for position and velocity. During the 1980s and early 1990s
spaceborne receivers were flown on several DoD missions
and on Landsat 5.

The TOPEX/Poseidon mission, launched in 1992, was the
first scientific satellite to rely on GPS to support science
observations. An onboard dual frequency GPS Demonstra-
tion System Receiver (GPSDR) reported pseudorange and
carrier phase measurements, which were post-processed
along with observations from a worldwide network of ground
stations, to eventually produce 2 cm level orbit estimates.
These orbit estimates are combined with altimeter measure-
ments to determine sea level (Chelton et al., 2001). The
scientific application of high precision GPS data to altime-
try and geodesy has continued to expand with missions like
Jason and GRACE (Tapley, 2009) which are pushing post-
processed orbit precision below the 1 cm level. At the same
time, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory has developed a
global differential network for improving real time LEO
satellite orbit determination to the decimeter level (Wu and
Bar-Sever, 2006).

GPS has become the standard spacecraft instrument used
for moderate accuracy real time positioning of low Earth
orbit platforms like the International Space Station, the Shut-
tle, and commercial imaging satellites. Since the 1980s there
has also been interest in using GPS above the constellation,
with concepts presented for autonomous orbit determination
(Jorgensen, 1982) and station-keeping of geosynchronous
satellites (Chao and Bernstein 1994). GPS observations from
geostationary orbit were used for orbit determination on a
restricted satellite (Kronman, 2000) and in 1998 the Equator-
S mission, launched into a geostationary transfer orbit,
demonstrated receiver tracking above 34 000 km (Balbach
et al., 1998). Figure 8 illustrates the signal environment and
some of the challenges in using GPS operations above the
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Figure 8. Basic receiver elements.

constellation (Moreau et al., 2000). The most obvious are
the scarcity of measurements and the low signal power lev-
els. Modern spaceborne receivers like the NASA Goddard
Spaceflight Center Navigator (Bamford, Naasz and Moreau,
2005) are being designed for these applications, so it is likely
that autonomous navigation in geo transfer and geostationary
orbit will soon become more commonplace.

Other onboard, real time applications for GPS on satellites
are time synchronization (which is now a standard approach),
relative navigation for rendezvous, and attitude determina-
tion using multiple antenna elements. These latter topics have
been studied extensively and demonstrated in a few missions,
but are not widely used. The International Space Station does
use an integrated GPS/IRU for position, velocity, and attitude
determination.

The use of GPS for occultation measurements from LEO
was first initiated in the early 1990s by the GPS/MET exper-
iment (Yunck, Liu and Ware, 2000). Now, in 2009, there
are about a dozen satellites flying operational or experimen-
tal occultation payloads, including the six-satellite COSMIC

constellation (Rocken et al., 2000; Anthes et al., 2008).
These platforms use forward and backward facing anten-
nas to measure GNSS signals as they rise or set and are
occulted by the Earth’s atmosphere as shown in Figure 9. A
vertical profile of the bending angle through the ionosphere,
stratosphere, and troposphere is determined from the excess
phase measurements. Refractivity is derived from the bending
angles, and then further analyzed to determine electron den-
sity profiles, temperature, pressure, and water vapor. Radio
occultation observations are being used as input to numerical
weather prediction, atmospheric studies, and climate moni-
toring (Anthes et al., 2008).

9.2 Aviation

Prior to the deployment of GNSS, aircraft navigation relied on
inertial instruments and ground-based radio navigation aides.
GPS has provided an economical means to improve naviga-
tion information onboard the vehicle, to enhance flight safety,

Figure 9. GPS Occultations from LEO – COSMIC Satellite. When radio signals from GPS satellites pass through the atmosphere, the
signals’ paths are bent and their progress is slowed. The rate of these changes depends on the atmosphere’s density along the path. COSMIC’s
low-Earth-orbiting (LEO) satellites take advantage of this effect by intercepting the GPS radio signals just above Earth’s horizon and precisely
measuring the bend and signal delay along the signal path. Illustration courtesy Broad Reach Engineering.
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and opened up opportunities for far more flexibility in air
traffic control. GPS is currently being used and further devel-
oped (alone or with augmentations) for enroute navigation
and various levels of non-precision and precision approach.
Because of safety concerns, aviation applications impose a
unique set of stringent requirements on navigation systems.
These are categorized by accuracy, integrity, and availability
or continuity of service.

To meet aviation requirements, the basic GNSS elements
must be augmented with regional or local systems. In the
United States, a nationwide Wide Area Augmentation System
(WAAS) is currently operational, providing aiding informa-
tion to users via geostationary satellite downlinks that enable
Category I approaches. Augmentation systems like WAAS,
that disseminate their information via satellite, are referred
to as spaced-based augmentation systems (SBAS). Ground-
based or local augmentation systems (GBAS or LAAS) serve
smaller areas using ground transmitters. They are able to
support even more stringent precision landing and ground
operations requirements.

The requirements for aircraft navigation system accuracy
are a function of the flight regime. Over ocean and remote
rural areas, requirements are in the 100 m range. On approach
to airfield they can vary from several meters to decimeters,
depending on the rules under which the aircraft is operating.
In the past, to achieve the most demanding level of accu-
racy, specialized landing aids had to be installed on each
runway. Today, the accuracy of GNSS is typically sufficient
(especially using WAAS or LAAS) to meet these needs.

Integrity refers to the requirement that the system can
detect when a failure has occurred and does not display
hazardously misleading information to the pilot. While the
control segment does monitor the GPS transmissions and
takes action to address satellite transmission issues, it does
not nearly meet the requirements for timeliness or failure
detection. The integrity challenge has been addressed both
in the receiver and using external augmentations. Receiver
autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) is a class of tech-
niques used primarily in aviation receivers to detect failures
in individual satellite observations or in the receiver solution
domain. Receivers certified for aircraft use are required to
use RAIM techniques. This is sufficient to allow GPS to be
used as a primary system for enroute navigation. To meet
more stringent integrity specifications, some type of external
monitoring and alert system is required.

Integrity has been the primary driver in the development of
SBAS and GBAS. SBAS services much larger areas, monitor-
ing GNSS signals at a fairly wide spaced grid, collecting and
analyzing the information at a central location, and rapidly
uploading integrity and other accuracy improvement infor-
mation to an orbiting satellite (usually in geostationary orbit),

which forwards the messages directly to receivers. The geo-
stationary satellite transmissions are sent using frequencies
and code structures compatible with the original GNSS sys-
tem, so that they can be acquired by a receiver without an
additional communication system. There has been substan-
tial international collaboration on SBAS with the US Wide
Area augmentation system (WAAS), the European EGNOS,
Japanese QZSS, and various other regional augmentations
under consideration or development. Some of these systems
also provide additional ranging sources to augment naviga-
tion accuracy in their regions, but the primary emphasis is on
integrity and corrections.

Availability and continuity are requirements for the sys-
tem to be consistently operating correctly. Availability is the
broader requirement; it specifies how much of the time and
over what regional area must the system be guaranteed to
work properly. In the early deployment of GPS, there were
only a few hours a day when enough satellites were visible
to be used for positioning. It turned out that this availability
was quite sufficient (in those days) for surveyors to become
active users of GPS. For aviation applications, a couple of
hours each day is obviously not useful. Continuous coverage
must be guaranteed.

This drives the number of satellites that must be main-
tained in a healthy state in the constellation. Continuity is
related to availability, referring specifically to the require-
ment for a system to continue operating properly throughout
a particular phase of flight. For example, if GPS is available at
the start of a precision approach, the continuity requirement
is that the availability persists until the approach is complete.

For general aviation aircraft, GPS receivers have provided
an affordable, easy to use, stand alone navigation instrument.
Commercial transports and military aircraft typically use
integrated GPS/INS systems that provide reliable and robust
navigation information. Even small unmanned air vehicles
(UAV) are now equipped with small, low power GPS receiver
modules that greatly expand their utility for civil, scientific,
and military purposes.

10 CONCLUSION

As the international community moves forward with the
design and deployment of new generations of global naviga-
tion satellite systems, we can expect continued improvements
to the accuracy, availability, robustness, and integrity of
GNSS-based services. Furthermore, in a new environment
where the presence of numerous GNSS signals is a given,
aerospace engineers and scientists will also find new oppor-
tunities to increase the autonomy of UAVs and satellites,
improve safety and efficiency for aviation, and enhance our
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ability to observe both local and global changes in the Earth’s
environment.
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1 RIGID BODY KINEMATICS

This chapter first discusses the angular rotation and orienta-
tion coordinates used to describe the motion of a rigid body.
By fixing a coordinate frame to a rigid body, understand-
ing how the coordinate frame orientation evolves over time
is equivalent to understanding how the rigid body attitude
behaves.

1.1 Rotating coordinate frames

The coordinate frame B : {O, b̂1, b̂2, b̂3} illustrated in
Figure 1 is defined through its originO and the three mutually
orthogonal unit direction vectors {b̂1, b̂2, b̂3}. A right-handed

coordinate frame satisfies b̂1 × b2 = b̂3. If this coordinate
frame B is attached to a rigid body, then describing the orien-
tation of the rigid body is equivalent to studying the orienta-
tion of B. For the study of attitude dynamics, the translation
of the rigid body is not of interest. As a result coordinate
frames are thus often defined only through their unit direc-
tion vectors.

As with positions, orientations can only be described rel-
ative to a reference orientation. Let N be an inertial (non-
accelerating) coordinate frame. By defining the b̂i direction
vectors with respect to N , we are able to describe the orien-
tation of the body B with respect to N .

The angular motion ofB relative toN is described through
the angular velocity vector ωB/N

ωB/N = ω1b̂1 + ω2b̂2 + ω3b̂3 (1)

This vector is the instantaneous angular rotation vector of
body B relative to N , and is typically expressed in body
frame vector components. If only the B and N frames
are considered, the ωB/N vector is often written simply
as ω.

Figure 1. Coordinate frame illustration.
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2 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

While we will see that attitude coordinates sets are not
vectors, and do not abide by vector addition laws, amazingly
the angular velocity vector is truly a vector. Thus, if three
framesA,B, andN are present, their angular velocities relate
through

ωA/N = ωA/B + ωB/N (2)

If we wish to express a vector ω as a 3 × 1 matrix, we
must specify with respect to which frame the vector com-
ponents have been taken. If B frame components are used as
in equation (1), then the left superscript notation is used in
this chapter:

Bω =
B


ω1

ω2

ω3


 (3)

These frame declarations can become cumbersome after a
while if only two frames are present. If no label is made on
a matrix representation of a vector, then body frame compo-
nents are implied.

Having defined a rotating frame B, let us briefly discuss
how to differentiate a vector r expressed in B vector compo-
nents. To discuss the time evolution of r, an observer frame
must be specified. For example, if r points from the Space
Shuttle cockpit to tail, then this vector appears stationary as
seen by a Shuttle fixed observer. However, this same r is ro-
tating as seen by an earth-fixed observer. A left superscript
label is used on the time differential operator to denote the
observer frame. The transport theorem is used to map a time
derivative seen by a frame B into the equivalent derivative
seen by another frame N (Likins, 1973; Schaub and Junkins,
2009):

Nd

dt
(r) =

Bd

dt
(r) + ωB/N × r (4)

The vector r and frames B and N are only placeholders in
equation (4). The transport theorem applies equally if any
other vector or frames are substituted into this expression.

If no frame label is provided, then the time derivative is
assumed to be taken with respect to an inertial frame.

ẋ ≡
Nd

dt
(x) (5)

This is by far the most common time derivative of a vector as
Newton’s and Euler’s laws require inertial derivatives to be
taken. Further, let x be expressed in B frame components as

Bx = (x1, x2, x3)T. Notice that

B


ẋ1

ẋ2

ẋ3


 ⇒

Bd

dt
(x) /⇒ ẋ (6)

The time derivative of the angular velocity vector ωB/N
has a special property worth noting:

ω̇B/N =
Bd

dt

(
ωB/N

) + ωB/N ×ωB/N =
Bd

dt

(
ωB/N

)
(7)

In other words, if ω is the angular velocity vector between
two particular frames, then the time derivative of ω as seen
by either of these frames is the same.

1.2 Attitude parameters

Having shown how a rigid body rotation can be described
through ω, these next sections focus on how the rigid body
orientation is described. To describe the three-dimensional
orientation of rigid body, a minimum of three coordinates
or attitude parameters are required. However, any minimal
three-parameter set will encounter singularities that must be
considered, while redundant sets of more than three param-
eters can avoid singularity issues at the cost of additional
parameter constraints.

1.2.1 Direction cosine matrix

The 3 × 3 rotation matrix [BN] is a fundamental way to ex-
press the orientation of B with respect to N . Besides this
2-letter notation,TN

B is also used to represent the same matrix,
or [C] is often used if only a single body frame is considered.
The rotation matrix is determined through

[BN] =




b̂1 · n̂1 b̂1 · n̂2 b̂1 · n̂3

b̂2 · n̂1 b̂2 · n̂2 b̂2 · n̂3

b̂3 · n̂1 b̂3 · n̂2 b̂3 · n̂3


 (8)

Let αij be the angle between b̂i and n̂j , then b̂i · n̂j = cos αij .
The rotation matrix elements BNij are thus the cosines of the
relative unit direction angles. As a result, the rotation matrix
is also referred to as the direction cosine matrix (DCM).

If the unit direction vectors b̂i are given in N frame com-
ponents, or the unit direction vectors n̂i are expressed in B
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frame components, then the DCM is found through

[BN] =




(Nb̂1
)T(Nb̂2
)T(Nb̂3
)T


 = [ Bn̂1

Bn̂2
Bn̂3

]
(9)

The proper DCM (frame satisfies the right-hand rule) is
orthogonal and has a determinant of +1. The inverse is simply
given by the transpose operator:

[BN]−1 = [BN]T = [NB] (10)

The time evolution of the DCM orientation measure is
captured through the differential kinematic equation

[ḂN] = −[ω̃B/N ][BN] (11)

where the tilde matrix notation is

[ω̃B/N ] =




0 −ω3 ω2

ω3 0 −ω1

−ω2 ω1 0


 (12)

and represents a matrix representation of the vector cross
product through [ω̃]a ≡ ω × a.

Assume that the DCMs [AB] and [BN] are given. To add
these two orientations (sequentially rotate first from N to
B, and then rotate from B to A), and obtain the attitude of
A relative to N , we simply multiply these DCM with each
other:

[AN] = [AB][BN] (13)

This simple DCM attitude addition property is a very fun-
damental method to add successive orientations. To subtract
[BN] from [AN], and get the relative attitude of A relative
to B, we use

[AB] = [AN][BN]−1 = [AN][BN]T = [AN][NB] (14)

A common use of the DCM is to perform three-
dimensional coordinate transformations. Assume a vector r

is given in terms of B frame coordinates as

r = r1b̂1 + r2b̂2 + r3b̂3 (15)

To map Br into equivalent N vector components, the [NB]
rotation matrix is used:

Nr = [NB] Br (16)

The inverse coordinate transformation is

Br = [NB]−1 Nr = [NB]T Nr = [BN] Nr (17)

Figure 2. (3-2-1) Euler angle sequence.

1.2.2 Euler angles

Euler angles are a minimal set of three attitude coordinates.
All minimal orientation description contain attitudes where
the description or the associated differential kinematic equa-
tions become singular. The Euler angles describe the orien-
tation of B relative to N through three sequential one-axis
rotations. There are 12 different sets of Euler angles which
differ through the sequence of one-axis rotations. The pop-
ular yaw ψ, pitch θ, and roll φ angles are a (3-2-1) Euler
angle sequence as illustrated in Figure 2. The primed axis
labels denote the intermediate axes of the rotation sequence.
Starting with N frame orientation, the yaw axis is defined as
positive rotation about the current 3-axis (n̂3 or b̂3), the pitch
is a rotation about the current 2-axis (b̂

′
2 or b̂

′′
2), and the roll

is a rotation about the final 1-axis (b̂
′′
1 or b̂1).

The one-dimensional rotations about the ith body axis can
be described using rotation matrices [Mi(θ)] as

[M1(θ)] =




1 0 0

0 cos θ sin θ

0 − sin θ cos θ


 (18a)

[M2(θ)] =




cos θ 0 − sin θ

0 1 0

sin θ 0 cos θ


 (18b)

[M3(θ)] =




cos θ sin θ 0

− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1


 (18c)

Using the DCM addition property in equation (13), the
(3-2-1) yaw, pitch, and roll rotations lead to

[BN] = [M1(φ)][M2(θ)][M3(ψ)] (19)
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or

[BN]=




cθcψ cθsψ −sθ

sφsθcψ − cφsψ sφsθsψ + cφcψ sφcθ

cφsθcψ + sφsψ cφsθsψ − sφcψ cφcθ


 (20)

The inverse transformations from the direction cosine matrix
[BN] to the (ψ, θ, φ) angles are

ψ = arctan
(

BN12

BN11

)
(21a)

θ = − arcsin (BN13) (21b)

φ = arctan
(

BN23

BN33

)
(21c)

A good description of alternate sets of Euler angles can be
found in Junkins and Turner (1986).

To add or subtract two orientations given in terms of Euler
angles, these angles are mapped to the equivalent DCM (using
equation (19) for the (3-2-1) Euler angles) and then using the
simple DCM attitude addition and subtraction properties in
equations (13) and (14). Having obtained the desired DCM,
the equivalent (3-2-1) Euler angles can be extracted using
equation (21).

The differential kinematic equations relate the (3-2-1)
Euler angle rates to the body angular velocity vector ω

through (Shuster, 1993)




ψ̇

θ̇

φ̇


 =




0 sin φ

cos θ

cos φ

cos θ

0 cos φ − sin φ

1 sin φ tan θ cos φ tan θ




︸ ︷︷ ︸
[B(ψ,θ,φ)]

B


ω1

ω2

ω3


 (22)

Note that the ω vector components here must be taken with
respect to the B frame because the Euler angles define the
attitude of B. Further, these kinematic differential equations
are singular if the second rotation angle θ is ±90◦. This sin-
gular behavior is true for all Euler angle sequences which
do not repeat a rotation axis (asymmetric Euler angles). If a
rotation axis is repeated such as a (3-1-3) sequence, then the
attitude coordinates are called symmetric Euler angles. In this
case it is also the second rotation angle θ2 which determines
a singular orientation, but it must be θ2 = 0 or 180◦.

Besides the (3-2-1) yaw, pitch, and roll Euler angles, the
(3-1-3) Euler angles are also popular to describe spacecraft or
orbit plane orientations. The DCM in terms of (3-1-3) Euler

angles (�, i, ω) is

[BN] =




cωc� − sωcis� sωcic� + cωs� sωsi

−sωc� − cωcis� cωcic� − sωs� cωsi

sis� −sic� ci



(23)

while the differential kinematic equation is




�̇

i̇

ω̇


 =




sin ω
sin i

cos ω
sin i

0

cos ω − sin ω 0

− sin ω cot i − cos ω cot i 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
[B(�,i,ω)]

B


ω1

ω2

ω3


 (24)

1.2.3 Principal rotation parameters

While the Euler angles utilize three sequencial rotations to
map fromN toB, it is possible to rotate between two arbitrary
frames using a single rotation about the principal axis ê by
the principal angle �. This property is called Euler’s princi-
ple rotation theorem (Whittaker, 1965 reprint). The principal
rotation axis ê has the special property that

Bê = [BN] Nê (25)

Thus, ê is the eigenvector of [BN] corresponding to the +1
eigenvalue.

The principal rotation parameters ê and � are not unique.
An orientation can be represented through

(ê, �) (−ê, −�) (ê, �′) (−ê, −�′) (26)

where �′ = 2� − �. While one principal angle � describes
the short rotation, say 30◦, the alternate principal angle �′

describes the long rotation representation, say 330◦.
The DCM in terms of (ê, �) is given by Shuster (1993).

[BN] = cos �[I3×3] + (1 − cos �) êêT − sin �[ẽ] (27)

The inverse transformation from the rotation matrix [BN] to
the principal rotation parameters is

� = ± arccos
(

1
2 (trace([BN]) − 1)

)
(28a)

ê = 1

2 sin �




BN23 − BN32

BN31 − BN13

BN12 − BN21


 (28b)
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The four different principal rotation parameter sets are ob-
tained by using either sign in equation (28a) and noting the
alternate �′ = 2� − � solution to the arccos function.

1.2.4 Quaternions or Euler parameters

The quaternions, also called the Euler parameters (EPs), are a
popular redundant attitude coordinate set which is singularity
free in its attitude representation. The Euler parameter set β =
(β0, β1, β2, β3) is defined in terms of the principal rotation
parameters as

β0 = cos (�/2) (29a)

β1 = e1 sin (�/2) (29b)

β2 = e2 sin (�/2) (29c)

β3 = e3 sin (�/2) (29d)

Note that β0 only depends on the principal rotation angle,
and is not influenced by the principal rotation axis, and is
thus called the scalar EP component. The remaining EP β1,
β2, and β3 are referred to as the vector EP components. Alter-
nate variable notations such as (q1, q2, q3, q4) are also pop-
ular. Care should be taken how the scalar EP or quaternion
component is labeled (q4 = β0 in this case).

Being a redundant 4-parameter set, the EPs must satisfy
the holonomic constraint

β2
0 + β2

1 + β2
2 + β2

3 = 1 (30)

If numerically integrating the EPs, this constraint must be
enforced at each time step. As we had four sets of possible
principal rotation parameters to represent an orientation, this
results in two sets of feasible EPs β and β′ = −β. If β0 of
an EP set is greater than zero, then the EPs describe a short
rotation from N to B with � < 180◦. If β0 < 0 then a long
rotation is described. This duality is important when choos-
ing which set of EPs is used in a feedback attitude control
problem.

The DCM is written in terms of the EPs as

[BN]

=

β2

0 + β2
1 − β2

2 − β2
3 2 (β1β2 + β0β3) 2 (β1β3 − β0β2)

2 (β1β2 − β0β3) β2
0 − β2

1 + β2
2 − β2

3 2 (β2β3 + β0β1)

2 (β1β3 + β0β2) 2 (β2β3 − β0β1) β2
0 − β2

1 − β2
2 + β2

3




(31)

while the inverse mapping is

β0 = ±1

2

√
trace([BN]) + 1 (32a)

β1 = BN23 − BN32

4β0
(32b)

β2 = BN31 − BN13

4β0
(32c)

β3 = BN12 − BN21

4β0
(32d)

As expected, this mapping yields two possible EP sets. Note
that this algorithm is singular if β0 = 0 (� = 180◦). A length-
ier, but singularity free, mapping from DCM into equivalent
EPs is given by Sheppard (1978).

To add or subtract EP sets it is not necessary to map
the EPs to and from DCMs. Instead the EPs have a direct
bi-linear transformation. Let β′ and β′′ represent two orien-
tations which are to be added to yield the overall rotation as
the EP set β.




β0

β1

β2

β3


 =




β′′
0 −β′′

1 −β′′
2 −β′′

3

β′′
1 β′′

0 β′′
3 −β′′

2

β′′
2 −β′′

3 β′′
0 β′′

1

β′′
3 β′′

2 −β′′
1 β′′

0







β′
0

β′
1

β′
2

β′
3


 (33)

By transmutation of equation (33) an alternate β expression
is found




β0

β1

β2

β3


 =




β′
0 −β′

1 −β′
2 −β′

3

β′
1 β′

0 −β′
3 β′

2

β′
2 β′

3 β′
0 −β′

1

β′
3 −β′

2 β′
1 β′

0







β′′
0

β′′
1

β′′
2

β′′
3


 (34)

The 4 × 4 matrices in equations (33) and (34) are orthogonal
with their inverse simply being the transpose of the matrix.
This makes it straightforward to subtract two orientations
and solve for the relative orientation β′ given β and β′′ using
equation (33).

The EP rates relate to the body angular velocity vector ω

through




β̇0

β̇1

β̇2

β̇3


 = 1

2




0 −ω1 −ω2 −ω3

ω1 0 ω3 −ω2

ω2 −ω3 0 ω1

ω3 ω2 −ω1 0







β0

β1

β2

β3


 (35)
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or by transmutation




β̇0

β̇1

β̇2

β̇3


 = 1

2




β0 −β1 −β2 −β3

β1 β0 −β3 β2

β2 β3 β0 −β1

β3 −β2 β1 β0







0

ω1

ω2

ω3


 (36)

The 4 × 4 matrix in equation (36) is again orthogonal and
enjoys a simple inverse formulation.

1.2.5 Other attitude parameters

There are several other sets of attitude parameters such as
the (w, z) coordinates introduced by Tsiotras and Longuski
(1996), or the Calyey–Klein parameters discussed by
Whittaker (1965 reprint). A good survey of attitude coor-
dinates is published by Shuster (1993). Besides using the
quaternions as a singularity free attitude measure, the Mod-
ified Rodrigues Parameters (MRPs) have become popular
(Wiener, 1962). At the cost of a discontinuous attitude de-
scription, the MRPs can represent any orientation without
singularity using only three parameters (Schaub and Junkins,
1996).

2 RIGID BODY INERTIA

Having covered how to describe the orientation of a rigid
body (kinematics), we now focus on how bodies with specific
mass distributions will rotate (kinetics). This leads to the basic
rotational equations of motion dictating how a rigid body will
accelerate rotationally due to external torques.

2.1 Inertia matrix definition

Assume a rigid body has a body-fixed coordinate frame B
as illustrated in Figure 3. The origin OB is set to be equal

Figure 3. Discretized continuous body.

to the center of mass location of the rigid body. Let r be the
position vector of a differential mass element dm. The 3 × 3
inertia matrix of this rigid body about its center of mass point
is defined as (Schaub and Junkins, 2009)

[Ic] =
∫
B
−[r̃][r̃]dm (37)

where
∫
B represents the integral over the entire body B. If

r is expressed in B frame components as in equation (15),
then the symmetric inertia matrix is expressed in B frame
component form as

B[Ic] =
∫

B

B


r2
2 + r2

3 −r1r2 −r1r3

−r1r2 r2
1 + r2

3 −r2r3

−r1r3 −r2r3 r2
1 + r2

2


 dm (38)

If the body contains a series of discrete mass elements, then
the integral in equation (38) can also be replaced with a sum-
mation operator.

2.2 Principal coordinate system

Note that the inertia matrix calculation in equation (37) de-
pends on the choice of the body frame B used to represent r.
What if the inertia matrix is required with respect to another
body fixed frame F? Fortunately there exists a direct trans-
formation of B[Ic] into F [Ic] that maps one inertia matrix to
any other frame without performing the body integral again.
Let [FB] be the DCM of the new body-fixed frameF relative
to the previous body frame B. The inertia matrix coordinate
frame transformation is then given by Schaub and Junkins
(2009)

F[I] = [FB] B[I] [FB]T (39)

Generally the [Ic] matrix is a fully populated 3 × 3 matrix.
Studying equation (39) raises the following question. Is it
possible to pick F such that the resulting inertia matrix F[I]
is diagonal with

F[I] =
F


I1 0 0

0 I2 0

0 0 I3


 (40)

The answer, naturally, is yes. Let vi be unit eigenvectors of the
inertia matrix B[I] and λi be the corresponding eigenvalues.
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The desired coordinate transformation matrix [FB] is

[FB] =




vT
1

vT
2

vT
3


 (41)

Note that because the order, magnitude, and sign of the eigen-
vectors vi are not unique, the [FB] rotation is also not unique.
The F frame unit direction vectors f̂ i are then given by

Bf̂ 1 = v1
Bf̂ 2 = v2

Bf̂ 3 = Bf̂ 1 × Bf̂ 2 (42)

Determining Bf̂ 3 in this manner guarantees that F ends up
as a proper right-handed coordinate system. The F frame
axes f̂ i which diagonalize the rigid body inertia matrix are
called the principal axes. The frame F then is a principal
coordinate frame of the body, with the eigenvalues λi being
the principal inertias Ii of this body.

For example, consider the inertia matrix expression with
respect to a general body-fixed frame B:

B[I] =
B


28.700 −2.279 2.340

−2.279 24.400 1.585

2.340 1.585 21.900


 kg m2 (43)

The principal inertias of this body are determined through the
eigenvalues (30, 25, 20) kg m2. The corresponding eigenvec-
tors are

v1 =
B


0.925

−0.319

0.205


 v2 =

B


0.163

0.823

0.544


 v3 =

B


−0.342

−0.470

0.814



(44)

The desired rotation matrix [FB] to rotate the general body
frame B into a principal coordinate frame is

[FB] =




0.925 −0.319 0.205

0.163 0.823 0.544

−0.342 −0.470 0.814


 (45)

Here the eigenvector algorithm returned a set of vectors vi

where v1 × v2 = v3. This is generally not the case and this
condition must be checked.

2.3 Parallel axis theorem

If the inertia matrix is not required about the body center of
mass, but about another point O, then we would like to do

this computation without re-evaluating the body integral in
equation (37). Let Rc be the position vector from the point O
to the body center of mass. The parallel axis theorem is used
to map [Ic] into the body inertia matrix [IO] taken about O
using (Schaub and Junkins, 2009)

[IO] = [Ic] + M[R̃c][R̃c]T (46)

Note that this equation is written in a coordinate frame in-
dependent manner. When evaluating the numerical values of
the inertias, care must be taken that both [Ic] and Rc are ex-
pressed with respect to the same coordinate frames. If not,
the DCM is used to rotate either the inertia matrix compo-
nents (see equation (39)) or the position vectors’ components
(see equation (16)) into the appropriate frame.

Let us consider the following example. The inertia of a
body about its center of mass is given in equation (43). The
body is placed inside the space shuttle bay. The body mass
is M = 20 kg. Let S : {ŝ1, ŝ2, ŝ3} be the space-shuttle fixed
frame, and

rB/S = (1m) ŝ1 + (2m) ŝ2 − (1m)ŝ3 (47)

We wish to evaluate the inertia of body B about the origin of
S. Before we can use the parallel axis theorem, note that [I]
is given in B frame vector components, while rB/S is given
in terms of S frame components. Let the relative orientation
of B with respect to S be

[BS] =




0 0 −1

−1 0 0

0 1 0


 (48)

If the final expression is desired in shuttle S frame com-
ponents, it is simplest to perform a coordinate transforma-
tion of the body inertia [I] into S frame components using
equation (39).

S[I] = [BS]T B[I] [BS]

=
S


24.40 −1.59 −2.28

−1.59 21.90 −2.34

−2.28 −2.24 28.70


 kg m2 (49)

Now the desired inertia matrix of B about the origin O of S
is evaluated using equation (46):

S[IO] = S[I] + M[r̃B/S ][r̃B/S ]T

=
S 


124.40 −41.59 −17.72

−41.59 61.90 37.66

17.72 37.66 128.70


 kg m2 (50)
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3 ANGULAR MOMENTUM

The total angular momentum of the continuous body of mass
M shown in Figure 3 is written as

HO = Rc × MṘc +
∫

B

r × ṙdm (51)

Here Rc × MṘc is the angular momentum of the body center
of mass about point O, while

H c =
∫

B

r × ṙdm (52)

is the angular momentum of the body about the center of
mass. The vector r is the position of each differential mass
element dm relative to the body center of mass. If the body
is rigid, then ṙ = ω × r and

H c =
∫

B

r × (ω × r) dm = [Ic]ω (53)

where [ã]b ≡ a × b and the inertia definition in equation (37)
is used. To study the rotational motion of a rigid body about
its center of mass we focus on H c and do not consider the
spacecraft translation as a whole. If a principal coordinate
frame B is chosen, then |H c|2 is written as

H2 = |H c|2 = I2
1ω2

1 + I2
2ω2

2 + I2
3ω2

3 (54)

Let L be the total external torque acting on the rigid body.
This torque could be due to the spacecraft actuator thrusters,
or be environment torques such as the gravity gradient, atmo-
spheric, or differential solar radiation torque. Euler’s equation
states that

Ḣ = L (55)

This very simple and innocent looking differential equation
is the means to compute the rotational equations of motion
of a rigid body, or even a system of rigid bodies. Thus, let us
discuss equation (55) in more detail. First, the time derivative
of the H vector must be taken as seen by an inertial coordi-
nate frame. Euler’s equation is not only valid for a system
containing a single rigid body, it is also valid for a system
containing N rigid bodies. The angular momentum expres-
sion H = ∑N

i=1 H i must be the total angular momentum,
where H i could represent the momentum of the the space-
craft, a moving panel, or an attached flywheel. Finally, care
must be taken in equation (55) both the momentum and the
torque vectors are taken about the identical reference point.

This hinge point can be an inertial point, or the system center
of mass.

4 KINETIC ENERGY

Referring again to Figure 3, the kinetic energy of a rigid body
is

T = 1

2
MṘc · Ṙc + 1

2

∫
B

ṙ · ṙdm = Ttrans + Trot (56)

For attitude studies, we focus again only on the rotational
energy, and ignore the translational motion of the body cen-
ter of mass. Using [ã]b ≡ a × b and the inertia definition in
equation (37), the rotational energy of a single rigid body is
(Curtis, 2010)

Trot = 1

2

∫
B

ṙ · ṙdm = 1

2
ωT[Ic]ω = 1

2
ω · H c (57)

If a principal coordinate system is chosen for B, the energy
is written using the principal inertias Ii as

Trot = I1

2
ω2

1 + I2

2
ω2

2 + I3

2
ω2

3 (58)

The power equation seeks to determine what the energy
rate Ṫ is for a dynamical system. Let Lc be the total external
torque acting on a rigid body about the body center of mass.
This torque will cause the rotational energy to vary according
to

Ṫrot = ω · Lc (59)

The derivation of this power equation requires use of the rigid
body rotational equations of motion in equation (61). Note
that even though T is computed using the vectors ω and H c

in equation (57), the answer is a scalar. The time derivative
of scalar quantities is the same irrespective of what observer
frame is used. Thus, the power equations in equation (59) can
be obtained by differentiating the vectors with respect to any
frame.

5 ROTATIONAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION

5.1 Euler’s rotational equations

Let us assume at first that the rigid body has a fully populated
inertia matrix [I]. Note that in this development all moments
and torques are implied to be taken about the body center
of mass, and the subscript “c” is dropped for convenience.
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The rotational equations of motion are obtained by evaluating
Euler’s equation in equation (55) using the transport theorem
in equation (4):

Ḣ =
Bd

dt
(H) + ω × H = L

=
Bd

dt
([I]) ω + [I]

Bd

dt
(ω) + [ω̃][I]ω = L (60)

Because the body is rigid we find that
Bd
dt

([I]) is zero. Us-
ing equation (7), the famous Euler’s rotational equations of
motion of a body with a general inertia matrix are found:

[I]ω̇ = −[ω̃][I]ω + L (61)

Choosing a principal body fixed coordinate system the inertia
matrix [I] is diagonal and equation (61) reduces to (Wiesel,
1989)

I11ω̇1 = −(I33 − I22)ω2ω3 + L1 (62a)

I22ω̇2 = −(I11 − I33)ω3ω1 + L2 (62b)

I33ω̇3 = −(I22 − I11)ω1ω2 + L3 (62c)

Here Li are the body frame B vector components of the ex-
ternal torque vector L.

5.2 Principal axis spin stability

Note that due to the gyroscopic cross-coupling terms in equa-
tion (55), the only spin equilibrium (where ω̇ = 0 ) of a rigid
body occurs when a pure spin about a principal axis is per-
formed.

ωe = ωeb̂i for i = 1, 2, 3 (63)

Here two ωi are zero initially resulting in zero ω̇. These pure
principal axis spin conditions are common with many spin-
stabilized spacecraft. We next investigate the linear stabil-
ity of such principal axis spins. Let B be a principal body-
fixed frame. Without loss of generality, assume the body
is nominally spinning about b̂1 with ωe = ωe1 b̂1 and that
ωe2 = ωe3 = 0. Next we assume that the spin experiences
small departures through ωi = ωei

+ δωi and linearize the
equations of motion in equation (55):

δω̇1 = 0 (64a)

δω̇2 = I3 − I1

I2
ωe1δω3 (64b)

δω̇3 = I1 − I2

I3
ωe1δω2 (64c)

Immediately, it is apparent that the spin departures δω1 about
the nominal spin axis are marginally stable. Given an initial
spin error δω1(t0) the spin is constant:

ω1(t) = ωe1 + δω1(t0) (65)

The spin about the other two axes are coupled. Differen-
tiating equation (64c), substituting into equation (64a), and
simplifying yield the uncoupled result for δω2.

δω̈2 +
(

I1 − I3

I2
ωe1

) (
I1 − I2

I3
ωe1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k

δω2 = 0 (66)

Similarly the δω3 motion is shown to satisfy

δω̈3 + kδω3 = 0 (67)

Thus, k > 0 for the spin about the equilibrium ωe = ωe1 b̂1

to be linearly stable. This is true if I1 is either the largest or
the smallest inertia. Any spin about the intermediate axis of
inertia is guaranteed to be unstable. Note that the spin about
the largest moment of inertia is always stable. However, as
will be shown in the study of the polhodes, the spin about
the least moment of inertia is only stable in the absence of
energy dissipation.

5.3 Numerical simulation of rigid body motion

The rotational equations of motion in equation (61) appear
at first glance to be decoupled from any attitude coordinates.
However, the orientation can couple into these equations if
the external torque L depends on the attitude. Such external
torques include atmospheric torque, solar radiation torque,
gravity gradient torques, etc. Writing a numerical integration
routine for the spacecraft attitude, Euler’s rotational equa-
tions of motion in equation (61) need to be integrated simu-
lateneously with the appropriate kinematic differential equa-
tions such as equation (22) or equation (36).

6 TORQUE-FREE RESPONSE

The remainder of this section studies the rotational motion
of a rigid body in the absence of an external torque vector.
This is a common situation for spin-stabilized spacecraft.
Other chapters in this section explore both passive and active
attitude stabilization methods.
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6.1 Angular velocity solutions

6.1.1 Axisymmetric inertia case

Consider the special case where the spacecraft is axially sym-
metric. Without loss of generality, let b̂3 be the axis of sym-
metry. Here I1 = I2 = IT and equation (55) reduce to

ITω̇1 = −(I3 − IT)ω2ω3 (68a)

ITω̇2 = (I3 − IT)ω3ω1 (68b)

I3ω̇3 = 0 (68c)

equation (68c) that ω3 is constant in this case. Differentiating
equations (68a) and (68b) and substituting the results into
each yield

ω̈1 + ω2
pω1 = 0 (69a)

ω̈2 + ω2
pω2 = 0 (69b)

with ωp =
(

I3
IT

− 1
)

ω3. Equations (69) are equivalent to

spring-mass systems and have the analytical solution:

ω1(t) = ω1(t0) cos ωpt − ω2(t0) sin ωpt (70a)

ω2(t) = ω2(t0) cos ωpt + ω1(t0) sin ωpt (70b)

ω3(t) = ω3(t0) (70c)

6.1.2 General inertia case

For general rigid body principal inertias Junkins, Jacobson
and Blanton (1973) show that it is possible to write equa-
tions (55) as three decoupled second-order differential
equations

ω̈i + Aiωi + Biω
3
i = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 (71)

This homogenous, undamped Duffing equation appears often
in structural mechanics problems. However, there the Duff-
ing equation is an approximation of the full response. It is
amazing that for the rotational motion of a rigid body the an-
gular velocity the Duffing formulation is the exact differential
equation. The coefficients Ai and Bi are defined in Table 1
where �ij = Ii − Ij and κi = 2IiT − H2.

Note that the differential equations in equation (71) are un-
coupled, they are not independent. The constants Ai depend
on the energy T and angular momentum magnitude H . These
quantities depend on all three initial conditions of ωi(t0).

Table 1. Rigid body Duffing analog constants.

i Ai Bi

1
�12κ3 + �13κ2

I1I2I3

2�12�13

I2I3

2
�23κ1 + �21κ3

I1I2I3

2�21�23

I2I3

3
�31κ2 + �32κ1

I1I2I3

2�31�32

I2I3

6.2 Coning motion

Normally the rotation motion leads to either second-order
differential equations of attitude coordinates, or two sets of
first-order differential equations of attitude and angular ve-
locity. For torque-free motion the angular momentum H is
inertially constant. This result can be used to reduce the ro-
tational motion to first-order differential equations of the at-
titude coordinates. Using an observation due to Jacobi, the
inertial frame is defined such that H = −H n̂3. Using a prin-
cipal coordinate frame the momentum is written as

BH =
B


I1ω1

I2ω2

I3ω3


 = [BN(ψ, θ, φ)]

N


0

0

−H


 (72)

As a result of this inertial frame choice, the following coning
and precession rates are taken relative to angular momentum
vector. Parameterizing the DCM using (3-2-1) Euler angles
in equation (20) and solving equation (72) for ω yield




ω1

ω2

ω3


 =




H

I1
sin θ

−H

I2
sin φ cos θ

−H

I3
cos φ cos θ




(73)

Substituting this ω(θ, φ) result into the (3-2-1) Euler angle
differential kinematic equation results in the first-order atti-
tude differential equations

ψ̇ = −H

(
sin2 φ

I2
+ cos2 φ

I3

)
(74a)

θ̇ = H

2

(
1

I3
− 1

I2

)
sin 2φ cos θ (74b)

φ̇ = H

(
1

I1
− sin2 φ

I2
− cos2 φ

I3

)
sin θ (74c)
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Note that the coning rate ψ̇ cannot be positive for the general
inertia case, while θ̇ and φ̇ can assume either sign. For a axi-
symmetric body these attitude rates simplify greatly. Without
loss of generality, assume that I2 = I3 and substitute into
equation (74):

ψ̇ = −H

I2
(75a)

θ̇ = 0 (75b)

φ̇ = H

(
I2 − I1

I1I2

)
sin θ (75c)

Note that in this special inertia case all three Euler angle rates
are constant.

6.3 Polhodes

Let H = H1b̂1 + H2b̂2 + H3b̂3 be the angular momentum
vector in B frame components. With torque-free motion the
angular momentum magnitude H is constant. Assuming a
principal coordinate frame H is written as

H2 = H2
1 + H2

2 + H2
3 = I2

1ω2
1 + I2

2ω2
2 + I2

3ω2
3 (76)

In terms of ωi, the momentum constraint describes the sur-
face of an ellipsoid. Using the momentum coordinates Hi the
constraint describes the surface of a sphere. Without external
torque the power equation in equation (59) shows that the
energy T is also a constant.

T = 1
2I1ω

2
1 + 1

2I2ω
2
2 + 1

2I3ω
2
3 (77)

Using Hi = Iiωi the constant energy constraint is written in
the energy ellipsoid form:

1 = H2
1

2I1T
+ H2

2

2I2T
+ H2

3

2I3T
(78)

Polhodes are three-dimensional line plots of the ωi evo-
lutions. They are a convenient method to study torque-free
rigid body motion. Even with internal friction the angular
momentum of a body remains fixed in the absence of exter-
nal forces. However, the energy can vary. As a result, it is
common to plot the rigid body motion that results for a fixed
H and lets the energy levels vary. The momentum constraint
in terms of Hi is a sphere in equation (76), while the energy
constraint in equation (78) is an ellipsoid. The actual rotation
motion is at the intersection of the momentum sphere and
energy ellipsoid.

Without loss of generality, let us assume the inertia or-
dering I1 ≥ I2 ≥ I3. Figure 4 illustrates the polhodes for the
three possible principle axis spin cases. The minimum en-
ergy state in equation (77) is a pure spin about the maximum

Figure 4. Polhodes of principal axis spin cases. (a) Maximum in-
ertia axis spin (minimum energy); (b) Intermediate inertia axis spin
(intermediate energy); (c) Minimum inertia axis spin (maximum
energy).
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Figure 5. Rigid body polhode for various energy states.

principal inertia axis b̂1. The maximum energy state is the
spin about the axis of least inertia.

Tmax = H2

2I1
Tint = H2

2I2
Tmin = H2

2I3
(79)

The Tmax state represents the smallest energy ellipsoid which
still touches the momentum sphere, while Tmin is the largest
ellipsoid to fit inside the sphere and still make contact.

The polhode curves for the energy levels Tmin ≤ T ≤ Tmax

are illustrated in Figure 5. Small spin departures about the b̂1

and b̂3 axis result in bounded neighboring motion, while any
departure from the intermediate axis spin about b̂2 results in
unstable motion as predicted by linear stability analysis. In-
ternal friction in a body can reduce the energy level while
maintaining a fixed angular momentum vector. The polhodes
in Figure 5 illustrate how such an energy loss in a pure min-
inertia spin will result in unstable motion because the ωi even-
tually intersects with the intermediate axis polhode (septra-
trix) before settling down to a stable minimum energy spin
about the axis of largest inertia.

7 DUAL-SPIN STABILIZATION

While for a single rigid body only the principal axes spin
about the axes of largest inertia is passively stable in the
presence of energy loss, in many applications (geostation-
ary satellites rotating to point an antenna at a fixed Earth
point) it would be of great advantage to be able to stabi-
lize a spacecraft spin about any principal axes, regardless of
the corresponding axes inertia. The dual-spin spacecraft is a
simple system where passive attitude stability is achieved by
adding a single fly-wheel to the rigid spacecraft. Beyond the

geostationary communication satellites, another application
of the dual-spin concept is the interplanetary Galileo space-
craft which traveled to Jupiter. Here the main antenna needed
to continuously point back at the Earth. To stabilize this orien-
tation the half of the body rotated at 3 revolutions per minute,
while the sensor components rotated very slowly to align the
communication antenna to the slowly changing spacecraft-
to-Earth vector. However, this spin rate magnitude must be
chosen very carefully. While the dual-spin concept can sta-
bilize any principal axis spacecraft spin, if used incorrectly
it can also be the cause of instability.

7.1 Equations of motion

To develop the dual-spin system equations of motion, with-
out loss of generality, assume that the rotating fly-wheel is
aligned with the first principal axis b̂1 of the main spacecraft
component as illustrated in Figure 6. Let ω = ωB/N be the
body angular velocity of the main craft, while ωW/B = �b̂1 is
the angular velocity of the flywheel relative to the spacecraft.
The total angular momentum is then given by

H = [Is]ω + [IW](�b̂1 + ω) (80)

where [Is] is the inertia matrix of the main spacecraft system,
while [IW] is the inertia of the flywheel component. Note
that in the case where the dual-spin craft is rotating an entire
segment of the main craft, then [IW] would be the equivalent
spacecraft component inertia matrix. Next, let us define the
combined inertia matrix [I] as

[I] = [Is] + [IW] (81)

b̂2

b̂1

b̂3

Figure 6. Illustration of a dual-spin spacecraft with the wheel
rotation axis aligned with a spacecraft principal axis.
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Assuming a principal coordinate frame B, no external torque
vector, and a constant wheel spin rate with �̇ = 0, we arrive
at the three scalar dual-spin spacecraft equations of motion
using Euler’s equation Ḣ = 0:

I1ω̇1 = (I2 − I3)ω2ω3 (82a)

I2ω̇2 = (I3 − I1)ω1ω3 − IWsω3� (82b)

I3ω̇3 = (I1 − I2)ω1ω2 + IWsω2� (82c)

Because � /= 0, the only dual-spin equilibrium configuration
where ω̇ remains zero is

ωe = ωe1 b̂1 (83)

If the wheel spin axis is aligned with another principal body
axis, then the dual-spin equilibria would be about this new
axis.

7.2 Linear equilibrium stability

Next, let us examine the dual-spin spacecraft equilibria sta-
bility if the flywheel is a constantly rotating component, and
assuming no system energy loss is present. We linearize the
attitude motion about the equilibrium rotation ωe = ωe1 b̂1.
Let the actual angular velocity be given by

ω = ωe + δω (84)

where δω = (δω1, δω2, δω3)T is the departure motion. Sub-
stituting this ω into the equations of motion in equation (82a)
and dropping higher order terms leads to the linearized
departure equations of motion:

δω̇1 = 0 (85a)

δω̇2 =
(

I3 − I1

I2
ωe1 − IWs

I2

)
δω3 (85b)

δω̇3 =
(

I1 − I2

I3
ωe1 + IWs

I3

)
δω2 (85c)

Note that because δω̇1 = 0, the departure angular velocity
about b̂1 (i.e. the flywheel spin axis in this case), is only
marginally stable with ω1(t) = ωe1 + δω1(t0) being constant.

To determine the stability of the δω2(t) and δω3(t) motions,
we differentiate equation (85b) and substitute equation (85c)

to find

δω̈2 + kδω = 0 (86)

where the stiffness-like parameter k is

k = ω2
e1

I2I3

(
I1 − I3 + IWs�̂

) (
I1 − I2 + IWs�̂

)
(87)

and �̂ = �
ωe1

is the non-dimensional fly-wheel spin rate. For

the non-spin axis departure velocities to be stable we require

k > 0 (88)

Given the principal inertias I1, I2 and I3, we would like to
determine for what range of values �̂ the dual-spin spacecraft
motion is passively stable. There are two critical wheel speeds
which cause the inequality conditions to be either true or false:

�̂1 = I3 − I1

IWs

(89a)

�̂2 = I2 − I1

IWs

(89b)

The dual-spin stability condition in equation (88) is satisfied
if:

Condition1 : �̂ > �̂1 and �̂ > �̂2 (90a)

Condition2 : �̂ < �̂1 and �̂ < �̂2 (90b)

Let us examine these two stability conditions for three
types of principal axis rotations. First, consider the maxi-
mum inertia spin scenario where I1 > I2 > I3. Because I1 is
the largest inertia, both �̂1 and �̂2 are negative values with
�̂1 < �̂2. The resulting ranges of stabilizing �̂ values are
graphically illustrated in Figure 7a. Note that because the
maximum inertia spin is stable in absence of the flywheel,
the feasible �̂ range must include the origin.

The stabilizing flywheel spin rates for the case where the
spacecraft is to rotate about an intermediate axis of inertia
is illustrated in Figure 7b. As expected, note that here the
origin is not included in the stabilizing �̂ range. Without the
stabilizing effect of the flywheel, the single rigid body spin
about the intermediate axis of inertia is unstable.

Lastly, we explore the stabilizing wheel speed range for a
minimum axis of inertia spin where I3 > I2 > I1. The admis-
sible wheel speeds are illustrated in Figure 7c. Because the
minimum inertia spin case is linearly stable in the absence of
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Figure 7. Stabilizing �̂ range (shaded) illustration. (a) Case where
I1 > I2 > I3; (b) case where I2 > I1 > I3; (c) case where I3 > I2 >

I1.

a flywheel, the origin is once again included in the admissible
range. However, there is still finite range of positive �̂ values
which would lead to an unstable system.

If the system undergoes energy loss (wheel bearing fric-
tion), then the above stability analysis must be modified.
Dual-spin spacecraft stability analysis with energy loss is
discussed in further detail in both Hughes (1986) or Curtis
(2010).

8 EXTERNAL TORQUES FOR PASSIVE
CONTROL

Next, let us consider what external torques can be used to pas-
sively stabilize a spacecraft without resorting to a feedback
control strategy.

8.1 Gravity gradient torques

Not all parts of a rigid body will experience the same gravita-
tional attraction to the planet they are orbiting due to differ-
ing separation distances. While position difference are very
small, they due lead to a noticeable net torque being applied
to the spacecraft called gravity gradient torque.

Assume the center of mass of objectBEarth’s center is the
inertial position vector Rc. Let the vector LG be the external
gravity gradient torque experienced by a rigid object mea-
sured about its center of mass. For a solid body this torque is
defined through

LG =
∫
B

r × dFG (91)

where the vector r is the position vector of an infinitesimal
body element relative to the center of mass and FG is the

gravitational attraction experienced by this element. Using
Newton’s Gravitational Law this force is written as

dFG = −GMe

|R|3 Rdm (92)

where Me is Earth’s mass, dm is the body element mass and
R is its inertial position vector measured from Earth’s center.

R = Rc + r (93)

Substituting equation (92) into the LG expression, and
expanding use a binomial expansion to first order, yields
the general gravity gradient torque expression (Junkins and
Turner, 1986; Greenwood, 1988; Schaub and Junkins, 2009):

LG = 3GMe

R5
c

[R̃c][I]Rc (94)

Note that no particular frame has been chosen in equa-
tion (94) to express this torque. For example, if orbit frame
O : {ôθ, ôh, ôr} vector components are chosen, the ORc =
[0, 0, Rc]T and O[I] is a fully populated matrix for general
spacecraft orientations. Here the gravity gradient torque ex-
pression in equation (94) reduces to (Schaub and Junkins,
2009):

OLG = 3GMe

R3
c

(−I23ôr + I13ôh) (95)

Note that the gravity gradient torque will never produce a
torque about the orbit radial axis. In contrast, assume B
is a principal body frame. Here BRc = [Rc1, Rc2 , Rc3 ]T and
B[I] = diag(I1, I2, I3), leading to the simple expression:

LG = 3GMe

R5
c

B


Rc2 Rc3 (I33 − I22)

Rc1 Rc3 (I11 − I33)

Rc1 Rc2 (I22 − I11)


 (96)

Studying equation (96) it is clear that the gravity gradient
torque can be zero for several scenarios. For example, if the
spacecraft body shape is such that I1 = I2 = I3 (spherical
symmetry for example) leads to a zero torque. Further, if Rc

is aligned with one of the principal body axes, then one Rci

vector component is non-zero, while the remaining two are
zero. Here too the torque LG is zero.

To determine all possible gravity gradient equilibrium ori-
entations, one of the body fixed axes must align with the orbit
nadir axis ôr. To ensure that ω̇ (equilibrium condition), the
gyroscopic term [ω̃][I]ω in equation (61) requires that the
other two body axes are aligned with either the along-track
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direction ôθ or the orbit normal direction ôh. Thus, a space-
craft is in a gravity gradient equilibrium orientation if the
orbit frame axes are also principal axes of the body inertia
matrix [I].

To analyze the stability of the spacecraft attitude motion
about, let us assume small angular departures (linearized
stability analysis), and use the 3-2-1 Euler angles (ψ, θ, φ)
to describe the departure orientations. Assuming a circular
orbit with a mean orbit rate �, the linearized pitch equation
becomes:

θ̈ + 3�2
(

I11 − I33

I22

)
θ = 0 (97)

where I11 is the principal inertia about the ôθ orbit along-track
axis, I22 is the principal inertia about ôh, and I33 is the princi-
pal inertia about the orbit radial axis ôr. These pitch equations
are the dynamical equivalent of a simple spring-mass system.
It is immediately clear from linear control theory that for the
pitch mode to be stable

I11 ≥ I33 (98)

must be true. Thus, for pitch stability, the spacecraft orienta-
tion must be chosen such that the inertia about the along-track
axis must be larger than the inertia about the orbit radial axis.

The linearized roll and yaw motions are given through the
coupled equations:

[
φ̈

ψ̈

]
+

[
0 �(1 − kY)

�(kR − 1) 0

] [
φ̇

ψ̇

]

+
[

4�2kY 0

0 �2kR

] [
φ

ψ

]
= 0 (99)

where the inertia ratios kR and kY are defined as

kR = I22 − I11

I33
(100)

kY = I22 − I33

I11
(101)

To guarantee stability it is necessary and sufficient that

1 + 3kY + kYkR > 4
√

kYkR (102)

kRkY > 0 (103)

−1.0 −0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
−1.0

−0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

Region I

Region II

kR

kY

kRkY < 0

kRkY < 0

(1+ 3kY + kRkY)2 < 16kYkR

kY < kR

Figure 8. Linearized gravity gradient spacecraft stability regions.

The two possible regions where we have marginal stability
on all three degrees of freedom are illustrated in Figure 8.
Region I requires that

I22 ≥ I11 ≥ I33 (104)

This gravity gradient stabilized configuration requires that
the inertia about the orbit normal axis ôh is the largest inertia.
The configurations in Region II are not typically employed
because they are unstable if damping and energy loss is con-
sidered.

8.2 Atmospheric torques

In the rarefied atmosphere of low Earth orbits, a small amount
of gas molecules can hit the spacecraft and impart a force.
Because the local gas dynamics behaves like a free molecular
flow, the deflected gas particles have a negligible influence
on the gas particles. This non-interaction of incoming and
deflected gas particles allows the net aerodynamic force or
torque to be computed by summing the contributions of each
of the spacecraft components individually. This allows the
vehicle shape to be dissected into simple sub-shapes to easy
the aerodynamic force and torque computation.

A conservative estimate of the total aerodynamic force Fa

acting on the spacecraft can be obtained through the following
approximation:

Fa = 1

2
CDρv2A (105)
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where ρ is the local atmospheric density, A is the projected
area of the spacecraft normal to the incident flow (spacecraft
velocity direction), v is the velocity of the spacecraft relative
to the local atmosphere, and CD is the drag coefficient. To
obtain a conservative estimate of the atmospheric force, a
conservative value of CD should be used.

The magnitude of the atmospheric torque is estimated
using

La = lFa (106)

where is the moment arm of the center of pressure relative to
the spacecraft center of mass. For conservative estimates, this
moment arm is assumed to be at least one-third of the space-
craft’s maximum dimension. This includes all appendages,
and should be done even if the spacecraft is symmetric.

Equilibrium orientations subject to the atmospheric torque
are such orientations where La is zero. This can be achieved
by having symmetrical atmospheric pressure distribution rel-
ative to the spacecraft velocity vector. Such symmetry will
cause the atmospheric torque about the spacecraft compo-
nents to mutually cancel, even though a net atmospheric force
(atmospheric drag) is applied.

Another particular attitude is the torque equilibrium atti-
tude (TEA). This orientation ensures that all external torques
acting on the craft mutually cancel each other. For example,
if the spacecraft shape causes a small atmospheric torque
which cause the craft to begin to rotate, it is possible to orient
the craft such that the gravity gradient torque perfectly can-
cels the atmospheric torque. For example, the space station
often flies in TEA’s to avoid having external torques cause
excessive momentum build-up.

8.3 Magnetic torques

If the spacecraft contains a magnetic field due to the presence
of magnetic torque rods, then these can also produce an ex-
ternal torque Lm due to the interaction with Earth’s magnetic
field. If m is the magnetic moment of the spacecraft, and B is
the geocentric magnetic flux density, the resulting magnetic
torque is given by (Wertz and Larson, 1999)

Lm = m × B (107)

For a spinning spacecraft motion the induced eddy currents
can cause a small magnetic torque. Such torques (Wertz and
Larson, 1999) can cause the spin axis to precess, and also
result in nutation damping.

9 CONCLUSION

This chapter develops the fundamental kinematics and
kinetics of a single rigid body. The orientation of the body is
tracked by studying the rotation of a body-fixed coordinate
frame B. Analytical solutions to the body angular velocities
are explored for the axisymmetric and general inertia case.
Assuming no external torque, the linear spacecraft spin stabil-
ity about the principal inertia axis is explored. Using polhode
plots, the torque free response is illustrated for a range of
spin conditions, including the case where the body is losing
energy due to internal damping. Passive attitude stability can
be achieved using dual-spin configurations, or external influ-
ences such as the gravity gradient of atmospheric torques. The
following chapters explore the attitude response of a space-
craft using active control methods (applying external torques
through thrusters or using internal momentum exchange de-
vices), as well as how to estimate the orientation parame-
ters using both external observations (sun or star sensor) and
internal rate measurements.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft attitude sensors measure the direction to celestial
objects such as the stars, sun, the Earth’s horizon, and other
physical quantities such the geomagnetic field and the direc-
tion of radio sources. Inertial sensors measure angular rate,
although their output is generally integrated angular rate. At-
titude sensors measure a vector direction, which provides two
components of attitude. Attitude around the vector direction
cannot be measured. Attitude about three coordinate axes can
be estimated by combining measurements from at least two
non-parallel vector directions. Inertial sensors are used to
propagate attitude information from one measurement time
to the next. In this section we identify the various types of
attitude sensors and inertial sensors used on spacecraft, and
explain their principle of operation, how they are used, and
what accuracy can be expected from the sensors.

2 ATTITUDE SENSORS

2.1 Sun sensors

One of the most obvious references sources for attitude is
the sun. A sun sensor provides a measurement of orientation
relative to the sun. Because the orientation about the sun line
cannot be measured, the sun sensor provides only two axes
of attitude measurement. Sun sensor measurements are not
available during portions of Earth orbits when the spacecraft
enters the umbra, or dark side of the orbit.

Sun presence detectors are used to detect when the sun
enters the field of view (FOV) of an instrument. The sun pres-
ence detector output increases sharply when the sun enters
its FOV. It does not provide a measure of attitude.

The simplest and most reliable, but least accurate atti-
tude sensor, is the coarse sun sensor (CSS). It is used for
safe-hold control of a spacecraft, sun presence detection for
sensitive instruments, sun acquisition, and solar array point-
ing. The basic CSS is a photocell whose output current is
I = Io cosθ, whereθ is the angle of incidence from surface
normal, andIo is the output current whenθ = 0. A nearly lin-
ear transfer function is obtained over a wide angular range by
placing photovoltaic cells on opposite sides of a pyramid and
by subtracting the currents of opposite cells, as illustrated in
Figure 1. A mask blocks out the sun outside the linear range.
The CSS is accurate to about 1◦, but Earth albedo (Earth
shine), Moon albedo, and stray light reflections can reduce the
accuracy to 5◦ or worse. The FOV of the CSS is 2� steradians
(half-sphere).

Another type of sun sensor is the digital sun sensor (DSS).
The sun light passes through a narrow slit onto a mask con-
taining holes that form a binary Gray code (Wertz, 1991).
Below the mask is an array of solar cells. The binary readout
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Figure 1. CSS Transfer function from sun angle input to CSS output: (a) individual cell outputs, normalized to one; (b) combined cell
output scaled to degrees.

indicates the angle of the sun relative to a plane normal to the
mask and passing through the slit. The resolution of the DSS
is limited because the sun subtends an angle of 0.53◦ when
viewed from Earth. Two or three offset patterns for the least
significant bit provide data to an interpolation circuit to yield
0.25 to 0.125◦ resolution. The FOV of the digital sun sensor
is typically 128◦. A pair of DSS arranged orthogonally pro-
vides two axes of attitude measurement. Five pairs provide
full 4� steradian coverage (full sphere coverage).

The Adcole fine sun sensor (FSS) is much more accurate
than the DSS. The FSS comprises a number of entrance slits
and a reticle that has four rows of slits staggered by 1/4 of the
width of the reticle slits (Wertz, 1991). Beneath the reticle
are four photocells that generate currentsI1, I2, I3, andI4.
The FSS electronics measure

arctany = arctan[(I1 − I3)/(I2 − I4)] (1)

wherey is related to the sun incidence angleα. The output
of the FSS is digitized to an integer valueN. The transfer
function of the FSS is

α = α0 + arctan[A1 + A2N + A3 sin(A4N + A5)

+A6 sin(A7N + A8)] (2)

whereα0 andA1, . . . , A8 are coefficients obtained by calibra-
tion. The FOV of this sensor is 100◦ × 100◦ and is accurate
to 0.01 to 0.05◦ with a least significant bit (LSB) of 0.001 to
0.004◦ (3.6 to 14.4 arcsec).

Another type of sun sensor uses an active pixel detector
array. This sun sensor is typically accurate to around 0.02◦

with resolution down to 0.005◦. The sensor typically con-
sumes less than 1 watt of power and is less than 0.5 kg mass.

2.2 Earth horizon sensor

Earth horizon sensors measure attitude relative to the Earth’s
horizon. The Earth’s horizon is defined by the 14–16.25�m
infrared emissions of a layer of CO2 at 30 to 40 km altitude,
which is the brighter of two stable infrared spectral bands in
the atmosphere. All other wavelengths of light are filtered out
in the sensor. There are two types of Earth horizon sensors:
static sensors and spinning sensors. Both use a bolometer to
measure the infrared radiance. A bolometer is a heat detector
that changes resistance in response to temperature.

The static horizon sensors contain at least three bolome-
ters, one is a cold space reference and the other two mea-
sure the infrared emission of the CO2 layer. The sensors are
mounted so that the bolometers are centered on the CO2 layer
when the spacecraft is pointed toward nadir. As the spacecraft
rolls or pitches, the bolometers sense more or less of the in-
frared radiation, and therefore give a voltage reading propor-
tional to the roll or pitch angle. The mounting angle depends
on the nominal orbital altitude. A constant altitude means, of
course, that the orbit is circular. The sensor measurements can
be compensated for bias due to deviations of several kilome-
ters from the nominal orbital altitude. The FOV of the static
horizon sensors is only a few degrees, so large altitude de-
viations and large altitude deviations cannot be tolerated. At
least two sensors are required to measure roll and pitch; yaw
(about the zenith axis) is not observable.
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A spinning horizon sensor, or horizon crossing indicator,
outputs a pulse corresponding to the horizon crossings as
the spacecraft rotates. The orientation of the spacecraft rel-
ative to the earth and the mounting geometry of the horizon
sensor determine the locations of the horizon crossings, and
the spin rate determines the time between horizon crossing
pulses. Spinning horizon sensors can be used on spacecraft
whose altitude varies greatly (e.g., from 200 to 115 000 km),
provided the geocentric altitude is known. The spinning hori-
zon sensor is used with a sun sensor, integrated together in
one unit, to provide measurements sufficient to estimate the
attitude of the spacecraft (Wertz, 1991; van der Ha, 2005; van
der Ha and Janssens, 2008; van der Ha, 2009).

The chief limiting factor in the accuracy of the horizon sen-
sor is the stability and uniformity of the 14–16.25�m infrared
emission, which is subject to seasonal, diurnal, and local ef-
fects, and also varies with latitude and altitude. Other error
sources include Earth oblateness, which can be corrected in
the measurement, mounting misalignment, and sensor biases.
The accuracy of Earth horizon sensors is limited to 0.08 to
0.12◦. Another type of horizon sensor for low Earth-orbiting
spacecraft finds an inflection point in the measured infrared
radiance, and its manufacturer claims greater accuracy.

2.3 Magnetometer

A three-axis magnetometer (TAM) measures the geomag-
netic field. The TAM comprises three orthogonal single-axis
fluxgate magnetometers. Because the geomagnetic field is a
vector quantity, the TAM provides only two axes of attitude
measurement. There are two types of magnetometers: quan-
tum devices and fluxgate magnetometers. Only the latter is
relevant here.

The fluxgate magnetometer comprises two ferromagnetic
cores (rods) with coils wound oppositely on each core and
connected in series and driven by a voltage with a triangular
waveform, and a sense coil around the two cores. The cores
are driven into magnetic saturation to generate a second har-
monic of the waveform in each core. The amplitude of the sec-
ond harmonic depends on the strength of an external magnetic
field. The sensed output appears as pulses, where the time
between pulses varies linearly with saturation and therefore
with the external magnetic field strength. Feedback is used
to improve the accuracy of the magnetometer. The fluxgate
magnetometer is sensitive to external fields only in the direc-
tion of the core axis, and therefore is a vector magnetometer.
A toroid core is used in some units, rather than a rod. The
magnetic field strength measured by a fluxgate magnetometer
ranges up to 65 000 or 100 000 nano-Tesla (nT) (0.65 to
1 Gauss) per axis with an accuracy of about 300 nT

(uncalibrated) and a frequency response from 0 to 1 kHz. A
TAM consumes less than 1 watt and has 0.1 to 0.6 kg mass.

The voltageV produced by a fluxgate magnetometer in
response to a magnetic fieldB is

V = s(w · B) + Vo (3)

wherew is the direction vector of the sense axis of the magne-
tometer,s is a scale factor, andVo is a bias voltage. A vector
magnetometer is a package of three nominally orthogonal
magnetometers. Its output voltage is given by

V = SAB + V o (4)

whereS is a diagonal scale factor matrix and the rows of
the matrixA are the direction vectors of the sense axes of the
magnetometers. In general the magnetometers are not exactly
orthogonal and there is cross talk between the magnetome-
ters, and soA is not orthonormal.

A vector magnetometer is used for momentum unload-
ing in low-Earth-orbit spacecraft, and it can be used for low-
accuracy attitude determination. A magnetic field model such
as the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)
model (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/IAGA/vmod/igrf.html) or
the World Magnetic Model (WMM) (http://www.ngdc.
noaa.gov/geomag/WMM/DoDWMM.shtml) is required if
the vector magnetometer is used for attitude determina-
tion. The IGRF and WMM coefficients are updated every
five years and should be predicted to date based on drift
coefficients. Magnetometer-based attitude determination is
not used above 1000 km because the geomagnetic field is
weak and subject to variability at high altitude. The geomag-
netic field ranges from 106 nT at geosynchronous altitude to
30779 nT at the earth’s surface.

2.4 GPS interferometry

The attitude of a vehicle can be estimated by measuring the
phase of a GPS carrier signal as it is received by at least three
antennas on the vehicle. One antenna is traditionally desig-
nated the master antenna and the remainder are designated the
slave antennas. The phase measurement received at antenna
i from GPS satellitej is given by

�φ
j
i = (bb

i )
TAsj + βi − nij + εij (5)

wheresj is the unit line-of-sight vector to thejth GPS satellite
and is represented in the inertial reference frame,A is the
direction cosine matrix (or attitude matrix),bi is the baseline
vector from the electrical center of the master antenna to
the electrical center of theith slave antenna,βi is the line
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bias from theith antenna (relative to the master antenna’s
line bias),nij is the integral number of carrier waves between
the master andith slave antennas from thejth GPS satellite,
andεij is measurement noise. The attitude matrix is estimated
from the measurements�φ

j
i .

Although the measurement equation is fairly simple, the
integral number of carrier waves is not observable. A num-
ber of techniques exist to resolve this “integer ambiguity” or
“phase ambiguity” (Crassidis, Markley and Lightsey, 1999).
The line bias and baselines also have to be estimated. The
phase measurement is also subject to multipath, which varies
with attitude and the position of any articulated spacecraft
structures such as solar arrays. Multipath mitigation algo-
rithms exist, but they do not entirely eliminate the error caused
by multipath (De Lorenzoet al., 2004; Cohen, 1996). To
date there is very little hardware available for GPS-based
attitude determination on board spacecraft. The Space Inte-
grated GPS/INS (SIGI) receiver was shown to work well on
test flights (Um and Lightsey, 2001). The attitude accuracy
achievable is about 0.05 to 0.2◦ with the aid of a gyro, and
much worse without a gyro. The GPS antennas require a long
baseline (at least 1 m) to achieve this accuracy and must be
free of multipath.

2.5 Star camera, tracker, scanner

A star camera measures the location and magnitude of stars
within its field of view (FOV). Attitude is computed by com-
paring the observed star positions and magnitudes with a cat-
alog of known star positions and magnitudes. The star camera
comprises a sun shade, optics, an array of photo detectors, and
detector control and readout electronics. The FOV is typically
8 to 20◦. The detector array is typically 512× 512, 1024×
1024, or 2048× 2048 rows and columns of pixels, although
nonsquare arrays have been used. The pixels convert photons
to electrons, which are then read out and digitized. Exposure
times are anywhere from 10 ms to 2 s long, depending on the
design of the star camera. A short exposure time is needed
at higher angular rates to keep the image smear below about
3 pixels, otherwise accuracy is greatly compromised. Frame
rates range from 0.5 to 100 Hz. The exposure time may be
shorter than the sampling interval. The detector array can be
either a charge coupled device (CCD), a charge injection de-
vice (CID), or an active pixel sensor (APS). The CCD and
CID detectors are read out column by column, whereas the
APS is read out like computer memory so that readout is
faster. The APS has a smaller fill factor than the CCD and
CID, and therefore is less sensitive to light than the CCD and
CID detectors. Typical cross-boresight accuracies range from
3 to 36 arcseconds. The error around the boresight is larger

due to the narrow field of view; the magnification factor is
not less than 1/ sin (1

2 FOV).
Typically, a pixel subtends an angle of 60 arcseconds.

Therefore a star could not be located within a pixel if it were
perfectly focused on the detector array. A star can be located
on the focal plane to an accuracy of about 0.01 pixels by
defocusing the lens or by introducing a spherical aberration
so that the point spread function (essentially the star image)
is spread over ann × n subarray of pixels. Typicallyn is
3 to 5 pixels. A centroid algorithm is used to compute the
location of the image. A common centroid algorithm is the
center-of-mass algorithm

x = 1

Itot

∑
i∈R

∑
j∈C

iI(i, j) (6)

y = 1

Itot

∑
i∈R

∑
j∈C

jI(i, j) (7)

whereI(i, j) is the pixel intensity with the mean background
noise subtracted out,

Itot =
∑
i∈R

∑
j∈C

I(i, j) (8)

is the total measured intensity, andR andC contain the row
and column indices of the pixels in the subarray. The (x, y)
coordinates are relative to the center of the subarray.

Stars are identified by matching an observed star pattern
(and possibly star magnitudes) with the stars in a catalog. The
catalog may contain 1000 to 30 000 stars, depending on the
FOV, the sensitivity of the camera, and the data processing
capability. A star pattern is initally identified by using a lost-
in-space search algorithm and subsequently tracked by using
a directed search algorithm (Spratling and Mortari, 2009).
Once the stars are identified, an algorithm such as QUEST
(Shuster and Oh, 1981; Cheng and Shuster, 2007) can be used
to compute an attitude quaternion.

Star identification and tracking are performed externally
to a star camera by a spacecraft’s flight control computer.
Some star cameras perform the centroid computations. A
star tracker is a star camera that also performs star identi-
fication, tracking, and attitude quaternion calculation. The
star tracker works autonomously without intervention from
the spacecraft’s flight computer. A star scanner is similar to
a star camera or star tracker, but is used on spinning space-
craft. In a star scanner, the electrons in each pixel are shifted
along a row of pixels to follow the motion of the star field.
The columns of detectors are closely aligned with the spin
axis. Examples of a star scanner are the Ball CT-633 and the
Galileo Avionica A-STR as modified for the New Horizons
mission to Pluto.
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The star tracker’s catalog is derived from a master catalog
such as SKY2000 (http://tdc-www.harvard.edu/software/
catalogs/sky2k.html) or the Hipparcos catalog (http://www.
rssd.esa.int/index.php?project=HIPPARCOS&page=index),
(http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/hipparcos.html), (http://cdsarc.u-
strasbg.fr/viz-bin/Cat?I/239). Star catalogs for specific
missions are available via the Internet from the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (https://fdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/dist/
generalProducts/attitude/ATTSKYMAP.html).

There are five basic types of error in a star tracker. These
are bias, high spatial frequency error (HSFE), low spatial
frequency error (LSFE), temporal error, and transient error.
Fixed bias, or systematic error, is due to mechanical offsets,
launch shock, and bulk temperature change. A slow-varying
bias is due to temperature change that varies with attitude and
orbit position. A random bias occurs when the star field is not
moving on the focal plane and is caused by HSFE and LSFE.
HSFE is due to centroiding error caused by spatial sampling
of the star image and is periodic with the pixel spacing. HSFE
is also caused by pixel response nonuniformity and noise
nonuniformity, and by distortion of the point spread function.
LSFE is due to distortion of the lens and detector array, chro-
matic refraction, thermal scale, and degradation of charge
transfer efficiency. Temporal error is due to white noise in
the detectors. The temporal effect of the spatial errors de-
pends on the motion of the star field on the focal plane. Quite
obviously, the temporal error due to LSFE can be raised in
frequency by ensuring that the star image moves diagonally
across the detector array. Transient errors can be caused by
bright objects such as dust, debris, planets, passing satellites,
glint, stray light, charged particles, misidentification of stars,
incorrect catalog information, and by obstructions due to the
Sun, Moon, and Earth. Errors can also be caused by blooming
and ghosting due to pixel saturation and by pattern noise due
to electrical interference.

Stellar aberration, also called velocity aberration, is a shift
in the apparent position of a star due to motion of the ob-
server (Shuster, 2003; Seidelmann, 1992, 2006). Parallax is
an apparent shift in the position of a star due to the observer
being away from the origin of the star catalog. Proper mo-
tion is the apparent motion of the stars on the celestial sphere
due to their velocity relative to the Sun. Velocity aberration,
parallax, and proper motion of the stars are compensated,
otherwise they would be a significant source of error in the
attitude measurement.

2.6 Fine error sensor

A fine error sensor (FES) is a small array of photo diodes used
in space-based telescopes to precisely measure the pointing

direction of the telescope with respect to a target star. The
star image subtends an angle of around 0.1 arcseconds, and
centroiding is accurate to a few milliarcseconds.

3 GYROSCOPES

A gyroscope, or gyro for short, is a device that measures
inertial angular rate. Gyros can be classified as rate gyros
(RG) or rate-integrating gyros (RIG). The RIG is commonly
used on spacecraft. An inertial reference unit (IRU) generally
comprises three or more gyros, and an inertial measurement
unit (IMU) generally comprises gyros and accelerometers. A
redundant IMU (RIMU) has more than three (active) sense
axes. Various types of gyros are reviewed in the following
subsections. These include spinning mass gyros, dry-tuned
rotor gyros (DTG), ring-laser gyros (RLG), interferomet-
ric fiber-optic gyros (IFOG), hemispherical resonator gyro
(HRG), and angular displacement sensors (ADS). Micro-
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) gyros are not used on
board spacecraft due to their large noise, bias, and drift, and
because they have not yet been space-qualified.

A detailed model of the inner workings of a gyro is gener-
ally not necessary for spacecraft attitude design and analysis.
A second-order transfer function is often adequate to model
the dynamics of spinning-mass gyros and angular displace-
ment sensors. Optical gyros have a wide bandwidth and can
be modeled by a unity transfer function. In a gyro with digital
data processing, measurements are sampled at a high rate and
passed through a digital sinc filter or sinc2 filter, then down-
sampled to a lower sample rate. Bias, scale factor error, and
random error can be modeled similarly for all types of gyros.
Misalignment of the gyro axes results in inaccurate computa-
tion of angular rate and attitude from the gyro measurements.
Modeling and calibration of gyros is discussed in Pittelkau
(2008).

Gyros exhibit a fixed and random bias. The fixed bias gen-
erally changes monotonically over the life of the gyro due to
degradation of the electronics or a change of power supply,
whereas the random bias changes from turn-on to turn-on.
Dead-band and lock-in are two separate phenomenon inher-
ent in optical gyros, and manifest themselves as a zero output
for a small range of small angular rates. Symmetric, asym-
metric, and nonlinear scale factor error also contribute to mea-
surement error. (Nonlinear scale factor error, also called scale
factor linearity, specifically excludes scale factor asymme-
try.) The bias and scale factor errors are sensitive to temper-
ature and temperature gradient, so it is important to control
temperature so that it is not the dominant contributor to the
total error.
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Stochastic (random) errors include fixed and random bias,
quantization, angle white noise, angle random walk, rate
random walk, correlated (Markov) rate noise, angle and rate
flicker, and random ramp. Bias instability (also called drift) is
due to rate random walk, correlated rate noise, rate flicker, and
random ramp. A block diagram of a stochastic error model
is shown in Figure B.4 of Reference IEEE Std 952-1997
(1997).

Stochastic errors are evaluated by plotting the Allan Vari-
ance, or its square root, called a Green Chart. These are dis-
cussed in detail in Appendix B of Reference IEEE Std 952-
1997 (1997). A power spectral density (PSD) reveals any
periodic errors that may be present. The Allan Variance and
PSD are illustrated in Figure B.5 and Figure B.6 of Refer-
ence IEEE Std 952-1997 (1997), and in Figure 2. Each com-
ponent of stochastic error appears as a particular slope of the
Allan Variance and PSD. Because the error levels can be dif-
ficult to discern from the plots, a program called Autofit is
used to estimate some of the noise parameters (Sargent and
Wyman, 1980).

3.1 Spinning mass gyros

Spinning mass gyroscopes are based on the principle that a
flywheel will precess when it is rotated about an axis per-
pendicular to its spin axis. The precession rate depends on
the rotation rate. In a floated spinning mass gyro, an inner
case enclosing the spinning mass is floated in a fluid. The
precession angle of the flywheel is measured by an angle
pickoff sensor. The pickoff is most accurate over a small an-
gular range, so typically these gyros use feedback control and
a torque generator to keep the angular deflection near null.
The torque required to maintain the null position is given
by τ = ω × h, whereω is the input angular rate andh is
the angular momentum of the rotor. By floating the gyro in
a viscous fluid, the current in the torquer is proportional to
the integral of the input angular rate. The closed-loop input-
output transfer function can usually be modeled by a second-
order transfer function. Rate measurement errors are due to
temperature gradients, mass imbalance, vibration, feedback
amplifier noise, and pickoff and torquer errors.
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3.2 Dry tuned-rotor gyro

A dry tuned-rotor gyro (DTG) comprises two concentric rings
mounted with flex pivots on a shaft. The shaft spins at the
resonant frequency of the flex pivots, which permits the outer
ring to rotate freely about any axis perpendicular to the spin
axis. Inductive or electrostatic pickoffs measure the deflection
of the ring from the case. The ring is forced back into the null
position by an inductive or electrostatic forcer driven by a
feedback amplifier. The voltage required to keep the ring in
the null position is proportional to the input angular rate.
Two pairs of pickoffs and forcers spaced 90◦ apart measure
angular rate about two orthogonal axes. Rate measurement
errors are due to temperature changes, spin motor speed error,
mass and flex pivot variations, feedback amplifier noise, and
pickoff and torquer errors. Because each gyro can measure
angular rate about two orthogonal axes, only two DTGs are
needed to measure angular rate about three orthogonal axes.

3.3 Hemispheric resonator gyros

In 1890, the British physicist G.H. Bryan discovered that a
ringing wine glass produced standing waves in two directions
and that the nodes where the waves crossed would precess
when the wine glass was rotated about its stem, or axis of
symmetry. Later, Lord Rayleigh produced a mathematical
description of the modes of vibration, including the effect
of rotation. For a thin hemispherical shell, the nodes pre-
cess to an angle equal to−0.3 times the rotation angle of
the axis of symmetry. For example, if the shell is rotated
90◦ counterclockwise, the nodes precess 27◦ clockwise. The
space inertial reference unit (SIRU) contains four hemispher-
ical resonator gyros (HRG). Each gyro comprises a quartz
hemispherical shell, angle pickoff sensors, and electrostatic
forcers in a vacuum housing, temperature and resonator con-
trol electronics, and a dual-redundant power supply. The pick-
offs sense the position of the nodes. The forcers control the
vibration frequency and amplitude of the resonator. In the
force-to-rebalance (FTR) mode of operation, a feedback cir-
cuit forces the nodes into the null position. The voltage re-
quired to maintain the null position is proportional to the input
angular rate. In the whole-angle mode (WAM) of operation,
the null position is not maintained and the nodal position
measurements are much less accurate. The SIRU has been in
use on spacecraft since the early 1990s and today is one of
the most accurate IMUs available. There is no inherent wear-
out as with spinning mass and dry-tuned gyros. It was found
during integration and test of the EO-1 spacecraft that the
HRG is sensitive to helium (despite its hermetic seal), which

changed the resonant frequency of the resonators and affected
performance. Rozelle (2009) gives a detailed account of the
development and operation of the HRG.

3.4 Ring laser gyro

The ring laser gyro (RLG) comprises a square- or triangular-
shaped cavity filled with He-Ne gas. High voltage applied to
electrodes cause the gas to emit laser light in both directions
around the cavity. The light is reflected by corner mirrors from
one leg of the cavity to another. When the RLG is inertially
stationary, the frequency of the laser light isf = c/λ Hz,
wherec is the speed of light andλ is the wavelength of the
light. Recall from relativity theory that the speed of light is
constant for any observer, regardless of the motion of the ob-
server. When the RLG is rotated about an axis perpendicular
to the plane of the cavity, an observer on the RLG sees that
the light traveling in the direction of rotation takes longer to
travel around the optical path than the light traveling oppo-
site to the direction of the rotation. The delay is seen by the
observer as an effective increase in the optical path lengthL.
This increase in path length isδ = (2A/c)ω, whereω is the
rotation rate andA is the area enclosed by the optical path. The
frequency of the light traveling in the direction of rotation is

f+ = (1 + δ/L)
c

λ
(9)

and the frequency of the light traveling in the opposite direc-
tion is

f− = (1 − δ/L)
c

λ
(10)

The difference in frequencies is given by

�f = f+ − f− = 2c

λL
δ = 4A

λL
ω (11)

One corner mirror is a partial mirror that permits some of
the light to escape from each direction of the optical path.
One beam of light is refracted by a prism and combined with
the other to form an interference pattern, or fringe pattern.
At any given location on the interference pattern, the inten-
sity changes at a frequency proportional to the frequency
difference�f , and therefore is proportional to angular rate.
Integrating the frequency gives phase, which is proportional
to the integrated angular rate. The phase and direction of mo-
tion are measured by a pair of photodiodes space 1/4 wave-
lenth (90◦) apart.

An alternative explanation may make the physics clearer.
Suppose the laser cavity is circular. The laser light forms an
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inertially fixed standing wave in both directions within the
laser cavity. As the waves pass each other, they interfere,
and the intensity varies at twice the frequency of the light.
The number of intensity variations over the path length equals
L

λ/2. When the cavity is rotated, the observer sees the intensity

change at a frequency equal toL
λ/2

ω
2�

= 4A
λL

ω. It should be
evident that the sensitivity of the RLG improves with a longer
path length and larger dimension of the gyro.

The path length of the RLG is temperature dependent, so
the path length is controlled by a piezoelectric actuator at one
of the corner mirrors. Because the mirrors in the RLG are im-
perfect, they cause backscattering of the laser light, which is
a nonlinearity in the optical path. As a result, the scale factor
becomes nonlinear at low angular rates, and the laser beams
in the two directions in the laser cavity resonate at the same
frequency when the angular rate is sufficiently small. This
phenomenon is called lockin. The integrated angular rate will
be zero for some small non-zero angular rate. To overcome
lockin, the RLG is mounted on a flex pivot and made to os-
cillate, or dither, at a frequency and amplitude that makes
the time spent in the lockin region very small, but at the ex-
pense of introducing a random rate noise. The integrated an-
gle measurements are sampled synchronously with the dither
and digitally filtered to remove the dither from the measure-
ments. (The photodiodes could also be mounted on the case
instead of the laser, which eliminates the need for filtering.)
The dither produces a disturbance that may be unacceptable
on some spacecraft. Another problem with the RLG is that
the neon atoms become embedded in the mirrors. Over time
the laser intensity diminishes and the RLG ultimately fails.
The RLG theoretically has zero scale factor asymmetry and
nonlinearity, and in practice it is negligible. The measurable
change in angle, or resolution, is limited by the distance be-
tween the fringes, which defines the pulse quantization of the
RLG. The pulse quantization is typically 1 arcsec, which is
too large for some spacecraft applications. Some RLG gyros
interpolate the fringe intensity to improve the resolution, but
this introduces scale factor nonlinearity at low angular rate.
Because the RLG operates at high voltage, it also requires
special packaging to avoid corona.

3.5 Interferometric fiber optic gyro

The interferometric fiber optic gyro (IFOG) works by inject-
ing light from a super-luminescent diode (SLD) into each
end of a coil of optical fiber and by measuring the relative
phase of the light exiting the ends of the fiber. The phase shift,
which is known as the Sagnac effect, is given byφ = 2�LD

λc
ω,

whereL is the length of the optical fiber,D is the average

Fiber
couplerDetector

Synchronous
demodulator Oscillator

∼

Fiber
coil

Phase
modulator

Vdemod

Po  P i

Figure 3. Basic IFOG functional diagram.

diameter of the coil,c is the speed of light, andω is the angular
rate about the axis perpendicular to the coil. Polarization-
preserving optical fiber is used to reduce nonreciprocal inter-
actions between the light and the optical fiber, and polarizing
filters are used at the input to the optical fibers. In the most ba-
sic form of the IFOG, which is shown in Figure 3, the light ex-
iting each end of the optical fiber is sensed by a photodiode to
give an intensity measurementPo = 1

2Pi (1 + cosφ), where
Pi is the intensity of the light going into the fiber. An obvious
problem with this basic design is that the output intensityPo

is proportional to the cosine of the phase shift, and therefore is
not sensitive to small angular rate. To overcome this problem,
the light at one end of the optical fiber is modulated using a
lithium niobate optical modulator. The detected light inten-
sity is then demodulated to obtainPdemod� Pi sinφ. Scale
factor is controlled by placing a lithium niobate modulator at
each end of the optical fiber, and by shifting the frequency
of the light by equal and opposite amounts using a ramped
voltage called a serrodyne, which was introduced in 1985.
The voltage, of course, must be reset to zero periodically. A
closed-loop feedback circuit is used to control the ramp reset
at exactly 2� radians phase to improve scale factor stability.
It also makes the IFOG a rate-integrating gyro. Another con-
tributer to performance is the use of erbium-doped optical
fiber, introduced in the early 1990s, that superfluoreces at a
stable wavelength with temperature sensitivity two orders of
magnitude less than a SLD, which results in a more stable
scale factor. The IFOG has no moving parts and is compact
and rugged in construction.

The lifetime of the IFOG is limited mainly by radiation
degradation of optical components. The total dose limit is
10 to 25 krad, depending on the amount of shielding used
and the quality of the optical components. Early problems
in the development of the IFOG and its low total dose tol-
erance have limited its use on spacecraft, although the tech-
nology has improved considerably. The Northrop Grumman
(formerly Litton) LN200S may be the one of the most suc-
cessful space-qualified IFOG since the early 1990s. IFOGs
based on newer technologies with much greater performance
are now available.
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Figure 4. MHD angular displacement sensor.

3.6 Angular displacement sensors

Angular displacement sensors (ADS) are used to measure
low-amplitude, high-frequency motion, and are typically
used for line-of-sight stabilization of optical instruments.
There are two types of ADS. One is based on magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD) and is built by Applied Technology
Associates (ATA). The principle of operation of the ATA
MHD sensor is shown in Figure 4. In this MHD sensor, an
annular cavity is filled with a conductive fluid and placed in a
magnetic field. The fluid does not rotate with high-frequency
angular motion about the input axis, so the magnetic field
moves within the conductive fluid to produce an electric field,
or voltage, proportional to angular rate. Low frequency angu-
lar motion cannot be sensed because the fluid tends to move
with the cavity due to viscosity. The other type of ADS is
also based on the inertial properties of a fluid in an annular
cavity. A vane embedded in the fluid and a position sensor are
used to measure the motion of the annular ring with respect
to the fluid. This type of ADS is built by Systron-Donner.
The bandwidth of an ADS sensor is typically 1 Hz to 2 kHz.
The sensitivity and noise floor of the ADS can be as low as
50 nanoradians.
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1 INTRODUCTION

All spacecraft require attitude determination at some level of
accuracy. This can be a very coarse requirement of tens of
degrees, in order to point solar arrays at the sun, or a very
fine requirement in the milliarcsecond range, as required by
the Hubble Space Telescope. A toolbox of attitude deter-
mination methods, applicable across this wide range, has
been developed over the years (Wertz, 1978). There have
been many advances in the last 30 years since the publica-
tion of Wertz (1978), but the fundamentals remain the same.
One significant change is that onboard attitude determination
has largely superseded ground-based attitude determination,
due to the greatly increased power of onboard computers.
The availability of relatively inexpensive radiation-hardened
microprocessors has led to the development of “smart” sen-
sors, with autonomous star trackers being the first spacecraft
application. Another new development is attitude determi-
nation using interferometry of radio signals from the Global
Positioning System (GPS) constellation. This chapter reviews

both the classic material and these newer developments at
approximately the level of Wertz (1978), with emphasis on
methods suitable for use onboard a spacecraft. We discuss
both single-frame methods that are based on observations
made at a single point in time, and sequential methods that
use information about spacecraft dynamics to combine the
information from a time series of observations.

2 SINGLE-FRAME METHODS

We first consider single-frame methods based on vector mea-
surements. The length of a vector has no information relevant
to attitude determination, so each reference vector contains
two independent scalar pieces of attitude information. Many
spacecraft attitude determination methods use exactly two
vector measurements, the minimum required to determine
the attitude (Markley, 2008). Examples are the unit vec-
tor to the Sun and the Earth’s magnetic field vector for
coarse “sun-mag” attitude determination or unit vectors to
two stars for fine attitude determination. TRIAD, the earli-
est published algorithm for determining spacecraft attitude
from two vector measurements, has been widely used in both
ground-based and onboard attitude determination (Wertz,
1978; Black, 1964). Since most modern applications use
more than two vectors, we will only consider methods based
on Wahba’s optimality criterion, which optimally weight an
arbitrary number (greater than one!) of observations. We will
also discuss single-frame methods that convert GPS phase
measurements to equivalent vector measurements.

2.1 Wahba’s problem

Wahba (1965) posed the problem of finding the direction
cosine matrix, or attitude matrix, as the orthogonal matrix A
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with determinant +1 that minimizes the loss function

L(A) ≡ 1

2

∑
i
ai|bi − Ari|2 (1)

where {bi} is a set of unit vectors measured in a spacecraft’s
body frame, {ri} are the corresponding unit vectors in a refer-
ence frame, and {ai} are nonnegative weights. We can choose
the weights to be inverse variances, ai = σ−2

i , in order to
relate Wahba’s problem to Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(Shuster, 1989a). This choice differs from that of Wahba and
many other authors, who assumed the weights normalized to
unity, and it has no effect on the attitude estimate. Wahba’s
loss function is motivated by the fact that in the absence of
measurement errors:

bi = Ari (2)

It is possible and has proven very convenient to write the
loss function as

L(A) = λ0 − tr(ABT) (3)

with

λ0 ≡
∑

i
ai (4)

and the attitude profile matrix B defined by

B ≡
∑

i
aibir

T
i (5)

Now it is clear that L(A) is minimized when the trace,
tr(ABT), is maximized.

Wahba’s problem is closely related to the orthogonal Pro-
crustes problem, which is to find the orthogonal matrix A
closest to B in the sense of the Frobenius (or Euclidean, Schur,
or Hilbert–Schmidt) norm (Horn and Johnson, 1985)

||M| |2F ≡
∑

i,j
M2

ij = tr(MMT) (6)

Since

||A − B| |2F = 3 + ||B| |2F − 2tr(ABT) (7)

Wahba’s problem is equivalent to the orthogonal Pro-
crustes problem with the proviso that the determinant of A
must be +1.

Wahba and several others presented the first solutions of
her problem (Farrell et al., 1966), but their solutions did
not find extensive application. Markley and Mortari (2000)

provide a complete review of Wahba’s problem, with cita-
tions of the original literature. A summary of this review
follows.

2.2 Davenport’s q method

Paul Davenport employed the quaternion parameterization
of the attitude matrix, equation (33) of Attitude Dynamics
Fundamentals, to provide the first successful application of
Wahba’s problem to spacecraft attitude determination (Wertz,
(1978)). The notation in this chapter differs from that in
Attitude Dynamics Fundamentals, though; we use

q =
[

q

q4

]
=

[
esin(φ/2)

cos(φ/2)

]
=




β1

β2

β3

β0


 (8)

Since A(q) is a homogeneous quadratic function of q, the
scalar tr(ABT) can be written as a quadratic form

tr(ABT) = qTKq (9)

where K is the symmetric traceless matrix

K ≡
[

S − I trB z

zT trB

]
(10)

with I being the 3 × 3 identity matrix,

S ≡ B + BT (11)

and

z ≡




B23 − B32

B31 − B13

B12 − B21


 =

∑
i
aibi × ri (12)

It is easy to prove that the optimal unit quaternion is the
normalized eigenvector of K with the largest eigenvalue, that
is the solution of

Kqopt ≡ λmaxqopt (13)

Very robust algorithms exist to solve the symmetric eigen-
value problem (Horn and Johnson, (1985); Golub and Van
Loan, 1983). There is no unique solution if the two largest
eigenvalues of K are equal. This is not a failure of the q
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method; it means that the data are not sufficient to determine
the attitude uniquely.

2.3 Quaternion estimator (QUEST)

This algorithm, first applied in the MAGSAT mission in
1979, is the most widely used algorithm for Wahba’s prob-
lem (Shuster and Oh, 1981). Equation (13) is equivalent to
the two equations

[(λmax + trB)I − S ]q = q4z (14)

and

(λmax − tr B)q4 = qTz (15)

Since the inverse of a matrix is equal to its adjoint (or adju-
gate) divided by its determinant (Horn and Johnson, (1985);
Golub and Van Loan, 1983), equation (14) gives the optimal
unit quaternion as

qopt = 1√
γ2 + |x|2

[
x

γ

]
(16)

where

x ≡ adj [(λmax + tr B)I − S]z (17)

and

γ ≡ det[(λmax + tr B)I − S] (18)

The optimal quaternion is not defined by equation (16) if
γ2 + |x|2 = 0, so Shuster devised the method of sequential
rotations to handle this case (Shuster and Oh 1981; Shuster
and Natanson, 1993). This computes the quaternion in a
rotated coordinate frame, using rotations that are very easily
computed.

Equations (16)–(18) clearly require knowledge of λmax,
which is obtained by substituting these equations into equa-
tion (15), yielding

0 = ψ(λmax) ≡ γ(λmax − trB) − xTz

= (λ2
max − a)(λ2

max − b) − c(λmax − trB) − zTS2z
, (19)

where

a ≡ (tr B)2 − tr(adj S) (20)

b ≡ (tr B)2 + zTz (21)

c ≡ det S + zTS z (22)

Equation (19) is simply the characteristic equation
det(λmaxI − K) = 0. Shuster observed that λmax is very close
to λ0 since the optimized loss function

L(Aopt) = λo − λmax (23)

is expected to be small. Thus λmax can be easily obtained by
Newton–Raphson iteration of equation (19), starting from λ0

as the initial estimate. In fact, a single iteration is generally
sufficient. The analytic solution of the quartic characteris-
tic equation is slower and no more accurate than the iterative
solution. Numerical analysts know that solving the character-
istic equation for λmax makes QUEST less robust in principle
than Davenport’s original q method, but it is quite reliable
in practice if the characteristic equation is evaluated in the
partially factored form of equation (19) (Cheng and Shuster,
2007).

2.4 Singular value decomposition method

The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of B is (Horn and
Johnson, 1985)

B = U�V T = U(diag[�11�22�33])V T (24)

where U and V are orthogonal, and the singular values obey
the inequalities �11 ≥ �22 ≥ �33 ≥ 0. The trace is invariant
under cyclic permutation of its argument, so

tr(ABT) = tr(UTA V diag[�11�22�33]) (25)

The trace is maximized, consistent with the constraint det
A = 1, by the optimal attitude matrix

Aopt = U diag[1 1 (detU)(detV )]V T (26)

The SVD solution is completely equivalent to the original
solution by Farrell and Stuelpnagel, but robust SVD algo-
rithms are readily available now (Horn and Johnson, 1985;
Golub and Van Loan, 1983). In fact, computing the SVD is
one of the most robust numerical algorithms.

2.5 Fast optimal attitude matrix (FOAM)

The SVD decomposition of B gives a convenient representa-
tion for adj B, det B, and ||B| |2F. These can be used to write
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4 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

the optimal attitude matrix as

Aopt = ζ−1[(κ + ||B| |2F)B + λmaxadjBT − BBTB] (27)

where

κ ≡ 1

2

(
λ2

max − ||B| |2F
)

(28)

and

ζ ≡ κλmax − det B (29)

All the quantities in equations (27)–(29) can be computed
without performing the SVD of B. In this method, λmax is
found by substituting equation (27) into

λmax = tr(AoptB
T) (30)

which gives, after some matrix algebra,

0 = ψ(λmax)

≡ (λ2
max − ||B| |2F)

2 − 8λmaxdetB − 4||adjB| |2F
(31)

Equations (19) and (31) for ψ(λmax) would be numerically
identical with infinite-precision computations.

2.6 Estimators of the optimal quaternion

Davenport’s eigenvalue equation, equation (13), says that the
optimal quaternion is orthogonal to all the columns of the
matrix F ≡ K − λmax I. Thus qopt can be computed by nor-
malizing any nonzero column of adj F . Let F k denote the
symmetric 3 × 3 matrix obtained by deleting the kth row and
kth column from F, and let f k denote the three-component
column vector obtained by deleting the kth element from
the kth column of F. Then the kth element of the optimal
quaternion is given by

(qopt)k = −d det F k (32)

and the other three elements are

(qopt)1,..., k−1, k+1,..., 4
= d(adjF k)f k (33)

where the scalar d is determined by normalization of the
quaternion. It is desirable to choose the column of adj F with
the maximum Euclidean norm, which is column for which
det F k has the largest magnitude. This method is the first
EStimator of the Optimal Quaternion (ESOQ).

A second EStimator of the Optimal Quaternion (ESOQ2)
is based on the rotation axis and angle. Inserting equation (8)
into equations (14) and (15) gives

z cos(φ/2) = [(λmax + tr B)I − S]e sin(φ/2) (34)

and

(λmax − tr B)cos(φ/2) = zTesin(φ/2) (35)

Multiplying equation (34) by λmax − tr B and substituting
equation (35) gives

M esin(φ/2) = 0 (36)

where M is the 3 × 3 matrix

M ≡ (λmax − trB)[(λmax + tr B)I − S] − z zT (37)

These computations lose numerical significance if λmax −
tr B and z are near zero, which would be the case for zero
rotation angle. We can always avoid this singular condition
by rotating the reference system to ensure that tr B is less
than or equal to zero.

Equation (36) says all the columns of the symmetric matrix
M are in the plane perpendicular to e. Thus all the cross
products of the columns of M are parallel to e, so we set

e = y/ |y| (38)

where y is the cross product with maximum norm. The rota-
tion angle is found from equation (35). With equation (38),
this can be written as

(λmax − tr B) |y| cos(φ/2) = (z·y)sin(φ/2) (39)

which means that there is some scalar h for which

cos(φ/2) = h(z·y) (40)

and

sin(φ/2) = h (λmax − tr B) |y| (41)

Substituting into equation (8) gives the optimal unit
quaternion as

qopt = h

[
(λmax − tr B) y

z·y

]
(42)
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where h is determined by normalization of the quaternion.
Note that it is not necessary to normalize the rotation axis.
ESOQ2 does not define the rotation axis uniquely if M has
rank less than two. This includes the case of unobservable
attitude and also the case of zero rotation angle. Requiring
tr B to be nonpositive avoids the zero rotation angle singu-
larity, however.

2.7 Comparison of algorithms for Wahba’s
problem

Extensive tests have shown that all these methods are capable
of providing equal accuracy (Markley and Mortari, 2000;
Cheng and Shuster, 2007a, 2007b). Davenport’s q method
and the SVD method are significantly slower than the other
methods, with the q method being somewhat faster except
in the least interesting two-observation case. The fastest of
the other algorithms, QUEST, ESOQ, and ESOQ2, are nearly
equal in speed. The FOAM method has intermediate speed.

The q and SVD methods are the most robust, reliable,
and accurate estimators, since they are based on well-tested
general-purpose matrix algorithms. The faster methods are
less robust in principle, since they solve the quartic character-
istic polynomial equation for the maximum eigenvalue, a pro-
cedure that is potentially numerically unreliable. They per-
form as well as the more robust algorithms in practice, though.

2.8 Single-frame GPS attitude determination

The use of GPS for satellite navigation is widespread; a user
can compute the three Cartesian components of his position
and his clock bias from the transit times of signals received
from no fewer than four satellites of the Global Position-
ing System (GPS) constellation. Attitude determination using
phase differences of GPS signals received by antennas located
at different locations on the spacecraft is a later development
(see Sensors for Attitude Determination).

Pairs of GPS antennas form a set of n ≥ 2 baselines {bi} in
the spacecraft body frame. The m ≥ 4 unit vector sightlines
{sj} from the user spacecraft to the GPS satellites can be
computed from the GPS position solution. The different path
lengths from each GPS satellite to the antennas at the two ends
of each baseline create mn phase differences of the received
signals:

φtrue
ij = 2�(nφ

ij + bT
i Asj/λ) (43)

where the integers n
φ
ij are phase ambiguities, A is the attitude

matrix, and λ is the wavelength of the GPS signal. After

the integer phase ambiguities have been found using one
of several algorithms (Cohen, 1996; Crassidis, Markley and
Lightsey, 1999; Psiaki and Mohiuddin, 2007), we compute
the normalized measurements

zij ≡ λ(φmeasured
ij − 2� n

φ
ij) (44)

The optimal attitude solution is the attitude matrix mini-
mizing the loss function

LGPS(A) ≡ 1

2

∑
ij
aij(zij − bT

i Asj)2 (45)

for some weights aij . This is similar to Wahba’s loss function,
but it is not as easy to solve. Solutions can be found with
difficulty, however (Cohen, 1996).

If we knew the representations of the baseline vectors in
the reference frame, which we denote by {ri} as in Wahba’s
problem, we could use one of the algorithms for solving that
problem to compute the attitude matrix. In view of equa-
tion (2), we compute these as the {ri} minimizing the loss
functions

Li(ri) ≡ 1

2

∑
j
aij(zij − rT

i sj)
2

(46)

for i = 1, 2,. . ., n (Crassidis and Markley, 1997). The mini-
mization gives

ri = S−1
i

[∑
j
aijzijsj

]
(47)

where

Si ≡
∑

j
aijsjs

T
j (48)

These solutions only exist if the matrices Si all have rank 3,
which requires that the sightlines sj not be coplanar, as will
generally be the case. The computational burden is reduced
if the weights aij are independent of the baseline label i, since
then all the Si will be equal, and only one matrix must to be
computed and inverted for each set of sightlines.

The computational burden would also be reduced if we
reversed the roles of the baselines and sightlines, since the
matrix corresponding to Si would depend on the baselines
in the body frame, which are constant. This requires at least
three noncoplanar baselines, however, which are not always
available.

The final step of this method is to solve Wahba’s prob-
lem for the vector sets {bi} and {ri}; the fact that they are
not unit vectors is not important. There are several options
for choosing the weights ai in Wahba’s loss function, but no
choice produces an optimal minimum of the loss function of
equation (45), in general. The estimates are nearly optimal
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6 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

unless the sightlines are nearly coplanar, though; and simula-
tions show that the computational advantages of this method
do not entail a significant loss of accuracy (Crassidis and
Markley, 1997).

3 SEQUENTIAL METHODS

When observations are acquired over a range of times, it is
often convenient to employ a filter to propagate past attitude
information to the current time and then add information from
current measurements. This generally provides more accurate
attitude solutions than are obtainable from single-frame esti-
mators, and can also provide estimates when insufficient data
are available at a single time for single-frame estimators to
provide any solution at all. Sequential methods require some
knowledge of system dynamics for the time propagation. This
can be computed from rotational dynamics, for example, from
Euler’s dynamical equations, or obtained from gyro-sensed
rates.

The most commonly employed sequential method is the
extended Kalman filter (EKF) (Gelb, 1974; Crassidis and
Junkins, 2004). Lefferts, Markley and Shuster (1982) have
surveyed applications of the EKF to spacecraft attitude deter-
mination, with references to the literature up to 1982. Several
different attitude parameterizations have been used, with the
earliest being the Euler angles; but the quaternion has become
the most common parameterization. We will discuss only the
quaternion parameterization of the EKF, but we also discuss
sequential methods related to Wahba’s problem that are not
EKFs.

3.1 Additive quaternion EKF

Kalman filtering employs time propagation equations and
measurement update equations for the state vector esti-
mate and its covariance. The state vector will generally
include components in addition to the quaternion, but we will
ignore these in order to emphasize the attitude representation.
We consider the time propagation first. Quaternion dynamics
are given in our notation by

q̇ = 1

2

[
ω

0

]
⊗ q (49)

which is a convenient way of writing equation (37) of Attitude
Dynamics Fundamentals in terms of the quaternion product
defined by

p ⊗ q =
[

p

p4

]
⊗

[
q

q4

]
≡

[
p4 q + q4 p − p × q

p4 q4 − p·q

]
(50)

Equation (49) for the quaternion kinematics is exact, by the
definition of the angular velocity vector, so no additive pro-
cess noise appears in this equation; process noise can only
enter through ω.

For the additive filter, we write the quaternion and rate
errors as additive errors

q = q̂ + 
q (51)

and

ω = ω̂ + 
ω (52)

where the carets indicate estimates, which are expected values
in the additive EKF.

The quaternion error dynamics are found by inserting
equations (51) and (52) into equation (49), equating zeroth-
and first-order terms in the errors, and ignoring second-order
terms, giving

q̂ = 1

2

[
ω̂

0

]
⊗ q̂ (53)

and


q̇ = 1

2

[
ω̂

0

]
⊗ 
q + 1

2

[

ω

0

]
⊗ q̂ (54)

Equation (53) can be written in the matrix form as (Wertz,
1978)

q̂ = 1

2
�(ω̂) q̂ (55)

where

�(ω) ≡
[

−[ω×] ω

−ωT 0

]
(56)

and [ω×] is the cross-product matrix

[ω×] ≡




0 −ω3 ω2

ω3 0 −ω1

−ω2 ω1 0


 (57)

The matrix �(ω) is skew-symmetric, so equations (49) and
(55) preserve the norms of q and q̂. Equation (55) has the
solution

q̂(t) = �4×4(t, tk) q̂(tk) (58)
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where �4×4(t, tk) is the orthogonal quaternion state transition
matrix that obeys the differential equation

�̇4×4(t, tk) = 1

2
�(ω̂(t))�4×4(t, tk) (59)

with the initial condition that �4×4(tk, tk) be the 4 × 4 identity
matrix. The solution of equation (54),


q(t) = �4×4(t, tk) 
q(tk)

+1

2

∫ t

tk

�4×4(t, t′)

[

ω(t′)

0

]
⊗ q̂(t′) dt′

(60)

is used to find the time propagation of the covariance of the
four-component quaternion

P4×4 ≡ E
{

(
q)(
q)T}
(61)

where E denotes the expected value.
Instead of continuing blindly with the development of the

additive quaternion EKF, we will discuss three problems with
this approach.

The first problem is a conceptual one. The expected value
of q cannot be a unit quaternion, because restricting the prob-
ability distribution in quaternion space to the surface of a
unit sphere means that its expected value must be inside the
sphere. It is true that the norm of q̂ only differs from unity
by second order in 
q, and that the EKF is inherently a first-
order method; but we would like our optimal estimate to be
a properly normalized quaternion.

The second problem is computational and is related to the
first one. If the quaternion errors are small, they lie approx-
imately in the plane tangent to the quaternion sphere at the
expected value, which means that they are nearly orthogonal
to the expected value, or algebraically,


qTq̂ ≈ 0 (62)

This equation together with equation (61) implies that q̂ is an
eigenvector of the covariance matrix with a very small eigen-
value, that is, that the covariance is nearly singular (Lefferts,
Markley and Shuster, 1982). This is acceptable in principle,
but numerical errors can lead to a negative eigenvalue, losing
positive semidefiniteness.

The most direct response to the normalization question
is brute force normalization of the quaternion, which only
changes the update to second order, and is therefore outside
the purview of the EKF. Other approaches employ pseudo-
measurements of the quaternion or of its norm. None of these
modifications addresses the covariance singularity question.

A totally different approach is to relax the requirement of
quaternion normalization by letting

A = |q|−2 {
(q2

4 − |q|2)I + 2qqT − 2q4
[
q×]}

(63)

This differs from the conventional relation by the factor
|q|−2, which ensures that A is orthogonal for any q. This
avoids both the normalization and zero covariance prob-
lems – the covariance is nonsingular because the norm
of q is not known exactly – but it implicitly carries the
quaternion norm as an undesirable unobservable degree of
freedom.

None of these alternatives addresses the third problem,
which is that the additive EKF is inefficient. There is no rea-
son to compute 4 × 4 covariance and state transition matrices
when an alternative employing 3 × 3 matrices is available.
We now turn to this alternative, which has come to be known
as the multiplicative quaternion extended Kalman filter, or
MEKF.

3.2 Multiplicative quaternion EKF (MEKF)

This algorithm was developed in 1969 by Toda, Heiss, and
Schlee, and has been used in NASA programs since 1978. Our
discussion is based on Lefferts, Markley and Shuster (1982)
and Markley (2003). The MEKF retains equations (52), but
replaces equation (51) by

q = δq ⊗ q̂ (64)

The estimation error is represented by a multiplicative
quaternion rather than an additive one, accounting for the
name of the algorithm. The dynamics of q̂ is defined by equa-
tion (53), rather than from the expected value of q. This gives
the dynamic behavior we expect of the estimate, and allows
q̂ to be normalized exactly, rather than only to first order.
In the MEKF q̂ equals the expected value only to the first
order in the errors, which is consistent with the linear EKF
approximation.

Equation (64) shows that δq is a unit quaternion, also.
The EKF implicitly assumes small estimation errors, so δq is
close to the identity quaternion. Although the rotation group
has no global, continuous, nonsingular, three-dimensional
parameterization (Stuelpnagel, 1964); it has plenty of local,
continuous, nonsingular, three-dimensional parameteriza-
tions (Shuster, 1993). We will use one of these, represented
by a three-vector x, to parameterize δq.
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8 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

We consider four parameterizations. The first takes x to be
the rotation vector φ = φe, so from equation (8),

δq(x) =
[

(x/ |x|) sin (|x| /2)

cos (|x| /2)

]
(65)

This has the advantage that the covariance includes the
angular variances in radians2, but it is numerically inconve-
nient. A special form, such as a Taylor series, must be used
near the singularity at x = 0.

We can retain the interpretation of the covariance matrix
in the small-angle approximation by setting x to twice the
vector part of δq, as in Lefferts, Markley and Shuster (1982);

δq(x) =

 x/2√

1 − |x/2|2


 (66)

A better parameterization is to set x equal to twice the Gibbs
vector δq/δq4, giving

δq(x) = 1√
4 + |x|2

[
x

2

]
(67)

This is equivalent to using a first-order approximation
in x and then normalizing the quaternion, which minimizes
roundoff errors.

As a fourth alternative, x can be four times the vector of
modified Rodrigues parameters δq/(1 + δq4), giving

δq(x) = 1

16 + |x|2
[

8 x

16 − |x|2
]

(68)

This parameterization has the computational advantage of
not employing any transcendental functions.

These definitions of x are equivalent for an EKF, since
they have the same first-order approximation,

δq(x) ≈
[

x/2

1

]
(69)

but they all differ in higher orders.
At this point, the MEKF is treated as a conventional EKF

for the parameter x, so we need to develop equations for
the time propagation of its expectation and covariance. Sub-
stituting equations (49) and (53) into the time derivative of

equation (64) gives

1

2

[
ω

0

]
⊗ q = δq̇ ⊗ q̂ + 1

2
δq ⊗

[
ω̂

0

]
⊗ q̂ (70)

Substituting equation (64) on the left side and cancelling the
common factor q̂ from all terms then leads to

δq̇ = 1

2

([
ω

0

]
⊗ δq − δq ⊗

[
ω̂

0

])
(71)

Substituting equation (69) into equation (71) and using
equation (50) gives the vector part, to first order in x and 
ω,
as

ẋ = −ω̂ × x + 
ω (72)

The scalar part of equation (71) is trivially satisfied to first
order. Equation (72) has the solution

x(t) = �3×3(t, tk) x(tk) +
∫ t

tk

�3×3(t, t′)
ω(t′) dt′ (73)

where �3×3(t, tk) is the solution of

�̇3×3(t, tk) = −[ω̂(t)×]�3×3(t, tk) (74)

with the initial condition that �3×3(t, tk) be the 3 × 3 identity
matrix. Equation (74) has the same form as the kinematic
equation for the attitude matrix, equation (11) of Attitude
Dynamics Fundamentals, so the 3 × 3 error state transition
matrix can be simply computed by

�3×3(t, tk) = Â(t)Â
T
(tk) (75)

where equation (33) of Attitude Dynamics Fundamentals and
the notation of equation (8) give Â(t) as a function of q̂(t).
Thus no separate integration of equation (74) is required.

Equation (68) and the assumption that δω has zero mean
give the propagation of the expected value of x as

x̂(t) = �3×3(t, tk) x̂(tk + +) (76)

where x̂(tk + +) is the expected value after a measurement
update at time tk and a reset operation described below.
The reset sets x̂(tk + +) to zero, so x̂(t) is identically zero
between measurements and there is no need to propagate
it. The quaternion attitude estimate is propagated by equa-
tion (58), and x̂ takes a nonzero value only at times when
measurements are being processed.
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Equation (73) gives the propagation of the three-vector
error state 
x = x − x̂ as


x(t) = �3×3(t, tk)
x(tk) +
∫ t

tk

�3×3(t, t′)
ω(t′)dt′ (77)

which is simpler than equation (60) in the additive EKF. This
is used to propagate of the 3 × 3 covariance

P3×3 ≡ E
{

(
x)(
x)T}
(78)

following standard EKF practice (Gelb, 1974; Crassidis and
Junkins, 2004). If the EKF state vector contains components
other than attitude errors, these must be propagated in the
usual manner, also. Details can be found in the literature of
Lefferts, Markley and Shuster (1982) and Markley (2003).

3.3 Measurement model and update

One of the benefits of the EKF is its generality; it is not
restricted to vector measurements, but can handle a wide vari-
ety of measurement types. This includes horizon crossings
from scanning earth sensors, GPS phase measurements, and
the horizontal or vertical position of an object detected in the
focal plane of a star tracker or digital sun sensor, for example.
It can be advantageous to convert measurements to unit vec-
tors to provide a standard interface (Shuster, 1990). This may
require a suboptimal representation of sensor measurement
errors, but this is seldom important in practice.

Consider a scalar measurement for simplicity, since a vec-
tor measurement can be built up from its scalar components.
The measurement is modeled as a scalar function χ of a vector
b in the spacecraft body frame, with white noise added.

z = χ(b) + white measurement noise. (79)

Different measurements will have different χ and b, in
general, but we omit all distinguishing labels for notational
convenience. The representation of b in the body frame is the
mapping of its representation r in the reference frame by the
attitude matrix:

b = A(q)r = A(δq ⊗ q̂)r = A(δq)A(q̂)r = A(δq)b̂ (80)

where b̂ ≡ A(q̂)r is the vector in the body frame that is pre-
dicted by the estimated quaternion.

Equation (69) gives the first-order approximation to the
attitude matrix

A(δq) = I − [x×] (81)

Substituting this into equations (79) and (80) gives, to first
order in x,

χ(b) = χ(b̂ − x × b̂) = χ(b̂) − (∇χ)·(x × b̂)

= χ(b̂) + (∇χ × b̂)·x (82)

where ∇χ is the gradient of the measurement function with
respect to its argument. Thus the sensitivity of the scalar
measurement z with respect to x is the row vector

H ≡ ∂χ/∂x = (∇χ × b̂)
T

(83)

This equation has an interesting interpretation for an imag-
ing sensor. If z is the horizontal displacement of an image in
a focal plane, then ∇χ is in the horizontal direction. If b̂ is
perpendicular to the focal plane, which is approximately true
for a sensor with a narrow field of view, then H is in the verti-
cal direction in the focal plane, which is the axis of a rotation
that would cause a horizontal displacement of the image.

The computation of the Kalman gain K and the covariance
update follow standard EKF practice (Gelb, 1974; Crassidis
and Junkins, 2004). The state update is given by

x̂(tk+) = x̂(tk−) + K(z − ẑ)

= x̂(tk−) + K[z − χ(b̂) − H x̂(tk−)]
(84)

where z denotes the measured value.
A reset operation is performed after processing all the

measurements taken at one time. This operation uses one of
equations (65) to reset the quaternion estimate by

q̂(tk+) = δq((x̂(tk+)) ⊗ q̂(tk−) (85)

while simultaneously setting the expected value of the
attitude error x̂(tk + +) to zero, thereby moving the mea-
surement information from x̂ into q̂.

Resets can be performed after each measurement update,
in which case the term H x̂(tk−) in equation (84) is always
zero; but the reset is usually delayed for computational
efficiency until all the updates for a set of simultaneous mea-
surements have been performed. It is imperative to perform
a reset before beginning the next time propagation; however,
to avoid the necessity of propagating x̂(t) between measure-
ments.

The operation of the MEKF is much more straightforward
than indicated by this description, which has attempted to
explain and motivate as well as to describe the algorithm.
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3.4 Quaternion measurement models

A modern star tracker may track between 5 and 50 stars simul-
taneously, match them to stars in an internal star catalog,
and compute its attitude as an inertially referenced quater-
nion using one of the single-frame methods discussed above.
The computation can also estimate the covariance of the atti-
tude error angle vector (Shuster and Oh, 1981). It is a simple
matter to transform these quantities from the star tracker ref-
erence frame to the spacecraft frame to produce a quaternion
observation qobs and a 3 × 3 measurement covariance matrix
R. The most convenient way to present this information to
the Kalman filter is in terms of one of the three-dimensional
parameterizations of the deviation between the observed and
predicted attitudes:

qobs = δq(xobs) ⊗ q̂(−) (86)

The measurement model is simply

h(x) = x (87)

so H = ∂h/∂x is the 3 × 3 identity matrix and R is the covari-
ance of this error angle vector. The state update simplifies
to

x̂(+)= x̂(−)+P3×3(−)[P3×3(−)+R]−1[xobs − x̂(−)] (88)

It is important to use the same three-dimensional param-
eterization in the observation processing, equation (86), as
is used in the reset, equation (85). With this proviso, we
see that when R << P3×3(−), so that x̂(+) = xobs, the reset
quaternion estimate is q̂(+) = qobs.

Projections in quaternion space can be used to map a
vector measurement into a linear quaternion measurement
(Reynolds, 1998). This mapping is based on the observation
that the quaternion using the minimum-angle rotation to map
a reference vector r into the body frame vector b is

q1 ≡ 1√
2(1 + b·r)

[
b × r

1 + b·r

]
(89)

The most general quaternion that maps r into b is

q =
[

bsin(ϑb/2)

cos(ϑb/2)

]
⊗ q1 ⊗

[
rsin(ϑr/2)

cos(ϑr/2)

]

= [cos(ϑ/2)]q1 + [sin(ϑ/2)]q2

(90)

where ϑb and ϑr are arbitrary angles of rotation about b and
r, respectively, ϑ = ϑb + ϑr, and

q2 ≡ 1√
2(1 + b·r)

[
b + r

0

]
(91)

The quaternion q2 maps r into b by means of a 180◦ rotation
about the bisector of b and r.

Equation (90) expresses q as a linear combination of
the two orthogonal quaternions q1 and q2, which consti-
tute an orthogonal basis for the two-dimensional subspace of
four-dimensional quaternion space consistent with the mea-
surement. The four quaternions q1, q2,

q3 ≡ 1√
2(1 − b·r)

[
−(b × r)

1 − b·r

]
(92)

and

q4 ≡ 1√
2(1 − b·r)

[
b − r

0

]
(93)

constitute a complete orthogonal basis for four-dimensional
quaternion space. Our linear measurement is created by not-
ing that the true quaternion must be in the subspace spanned
by q1 and q2, so it orthogonal to q3 and q4. This means that
we can define a two-component measurement vector

c(b) ≡ [q3 q4]Tq (94)

which differs from zero only by measurement noise.
Reynolds (2008) has employed this measurement model in
an attitude filter with guaranteed convergence.

3.5 Sequential methods related to Wahba’s
problem

We have seen that the EKF estimates deviations from a nom-
inal attitude, so some a priori attitude estimate is required.
Single-frame solutions of Wahba’s problem do not require
an a priori attitude estimate. We now discuss attempts to
combine the best features of these two approaches.

The nine components of the attitude profile matrix B,
defined by equation (5), contain full information about the
attitude (with three degrees of freedom) and the angular
error covariance (with six independent components), so the
EKF could be implemented on this matrix (Shuster, 1989a,
1989b). This provides little computational advantage, though,
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so Shuster proposed a simpler Filter QUEST algorithm, based
on propagating and updating B:

B(tk) = µ�3×3(tk, tk−1)B(tk−1) +
∑

i
aibir

T
i (95)

where�3×3(tk, tk−1) is the error state transition matrix of
equation (75) and the sum is over observations at time tk . The
“fading memory” factor, µ < 1, approximates the effect of the
process noise. Any algorithm for solving Wahba’s problem
can estimate the attitude from B(tk).

The alternative Recursive QUEST (REQUEST) algorithm
(Bar-Itzhack, 1996) differs in propagating and updating Dav-
enport’s K matrix by

K(tk) = µ�4×4(tk, tk−1)K(tk−1)�T
4×4(tk, tk−1) +

∑
i
aiKi

(96)

where �4×4(tk, tk−1) is the quaternion state transition matrix
of equation (58) and Ki is the Davenport matrix for a single
observation,

Ki ≡
[

bir
T
i + rib

T
i − (bi·ri)I (bi × ri)

(bi × ri)
T bi·ri

]
(97)

Filters QUEST and REQUEST are mathematically equiv-
alent, but Filter QUEST requires fewer computations. Neither
has been competitive with the EKF in practice, largely due
to the suboptimality of the fading memory approximation of
the process noise. Computing the fading memory factor by
a Kalman-gain-like algorithm gives better performance, but
sacrifices much of the attractive simplicity of these methods
(Choukroun, Bar-Itzhack and Oshman, 2000).

4 SUMMARY

Attitude determination is a crucial part of every space mis-
sion that employs actively controlled spacecraft or collects
data whose interpretation depends on the orientation of the
spacecraft. This includes almost every space mission. Atti-
tude accuracy requirements vary dramatically, from tens of
degrees to hundredths of an arcsecond, covering a range
of more than six orders of magnitude. Attitude determi-
nation for attitude control must be performed onboard the
spacecraft, of course; but attitude determination for scientific
data analysis can be performed onboard, on the ground, or
split between the two places. Dramatically increased power,
and decreased price and weight of space-hardened micro-
processors have moved the center of gravity of attitude
determination toward the spacecraft. Some “smart” sensors,
particularly star trackers, use embedded microprocessors,

databases, and computational algorithms to compute attitude
autonomously. Many of the techniques used for attitude deter-
mination are classical, but the field never ceases to advance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The active attitude control hardware is a major design driver
for a satellite mission. Actuator failures are known to be
the main cause to many space mission failures. Different
modes of active attitude control require different types of
actuators to perform complementary tasks of attitude sta-
bilization, attitude control, and momentum management.
Actuator sizing stems from the mission level attitude control
requirements.

In the following subsections, the main means of actuation
for spacecraft attitude control are presented. The fundamental
principles of each actuator are presented with an insight into
both theoretical and practical considerations. We provide the
dynamical modeling and introduce the technology associated
with each of these actuators, with an insight into the trends
in the actuation of future satellites.

2 MAGNETIC TORQUERS

Magnetic Torquers (coils or rods) operate by generating a
magnetic dipole momentM in a desired direction by con-
trolling the electrical current running through wires. The in-
teraction of the magnetic dipole moment with the Earth’s
magnetic field produces an external control torque, perpen-
dicular to the Earth’s magnetic field vectorB.

The primary applications of magnetic torquers are
coarse attitude stabilization, the desaturation of momentum
exchange devices, and the spacecraft detumbling.

A typical magnetic torquer rod for a microsatellite is
presented in Figure 1.

2.1 Magnetic torque generation

The magnetic dipole momentM is proportional to the elec-
trical current in the windings. More explicitly, it is given by
the product of the number of turns of the windingsn, the
electrical currenti, and the cross-sectional areaA:

M = niAn̂ (1)

The unit vectorn̂ = î × B̂, whereî is the unit vector of the
electric current in the direction of the cross-sectional area and
B̂ is a unit vector in the direction of the Earth’s magnetic field
vector.

2.2 Magnetic torquer design

The magnetic coil design is carried out by taking into con-
sideration the constraints in terms of mass, resistance, and
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2 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

Figure 1. Magnetic torquer rod from Surrey Satellite Technology
Limited (SSTL).

power loss (see reference Griffin, 2004 for more details).
These design constraints are, respectively, given by:

m = nla0γ (2)

R = nlρ

a0
(3)

P = Ri2 (4)

wherel is the length of the wire,ao denotes the area of the
wire, γ is the mass density,ρ is the resistivity of the wire
material,m is the total mass,R is the resistance, andP denotes
the power loss.

The magnitude ofB is inversely proportional tor3, where
r is the radius from the center of Earth. Therefore, magnetic
torquer control is best suited for low earth orbit applications.

The control torque is given by the cross product of the
magnetic moment vector and the magnetic field vector:

Nm = M × B (5)

whereB is the Earth’s magnetic field vector.
Example: The 2.6 kg magnetic torquer oonboard Spot-2

orbiting at approximately 840 km altitude had the following
specifications:

�

M = 140A × m2

�

Nm = 7 × 10−3N m

Due to a weaker magnetic field, the magnetic torque gener-
ated from the same magnetic torquer at a geostationary orbit
would be of the order of magnitude of 10−8 N m. Torque rods

Figure 2. Representative scheme of a magnetic torquer.

are similar to coils but are very thin. The magnetic dipole can
be created in two different ways:

� the “solenoid" effect, which is similar to the effect of coils.
� the “magnet" effect generated by a ferromagnetic inner

core, which creates a magnet when charged.

Magnetic torquers are popular for low earth orbit missions
because of their relative low cost, low electric consumption,
and low complexity. A limitation of magnetic actuators is that
they only provide partial controllability. Control torques are
not achievable instantaneously in the direction of the Earth’s
magnetic field vector. Low inclination orbits also present con-
trol difficulties.

In practice, magnetic torquers are activated in a pulse
mode. The pulse modulation schemes are similar to those
presented in the section on thrusters.

3 THRUSTERS

Thrusters are the only actuators allowing for the control of
both translational and rotational motion of the spacecraft.
They have the advantage of a relatively high torque capability
allowing for rapid attitude control.

Thrusters operate by expelling fuel from a combustion
chamber through a nozzle, thence causing a force or thrust in
the opposite direction.

In practice, orbit corrections and maneuvres induce para-
sitic torques causing significant attitude control disturbance
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Active Attitude Control Mechanisms3

on the transverse axes. The only way of counteracting these
disturbances is to use reaction thruster attitude control sys-
tems. These are based on the use of pairs of thrusters. The
reaction thrusters are actuated by a modulation of pulses. The
propulsion subsystem is usually integrated, allowing for both
attitude and orbit control. In integrated propulsion systems ,
different thrusters of different thrust levels are used. Thrusters
for impulsive orbit correction and maneuvres are of the high
thrust type (200–500N). For attitude control and continuous
low thrust orbit maneuvers, lower thrust level engines are
used (0.1–25N). Redundancy is usually incorporated.

The technology currently available does not allow the use
of proportional thruster valves in space, and thus the classi-
cal continuous control laws cannot directly be implemented.
Therefore, spacecraft attitude and position are controlled by
the use of on-off thruster valves, which introduce nonlinear-
ities.

Thrusters are generally based on either chemical or elec-
tric propulsion technologies but the basic principle of torque
generation by expelling a propellant remains the same. The
differences between propulsion technologies are not within
the scope of this section. The reader is referred to CNES
(2005) for more details. Because of the relative simplicity of
the concept, the examples presented here are based on cold-
gas propulsion.

3.1 Reaction thruster attitude control

To illustrate the case of a typical integrated propulsion sys-
tem allowing for both attitude and orbit control, we take the
example of the cold-gas propulsion system of the 320 kg satel-
lite Uosat-12 (see reference Bordany, 2001 for more details)
which is presented on Figure 3.

N2
tank

(200 bar)

N2
tank

(200 bar)

N2
tank

(200 bar)

Pressure
transducer

Filter
(7 micron)

Lee visco jet
restrictor

Solenoid pressure

Control valves

Pressure
transducer

Relief
valve

Accumulators
(4 bar nominal)

N2Fill/drain
valve

Figure 3. Integrated propulsion system architecture on Uosat-12.
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4 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

This architecture allows for both orbit and attitude control.
Eight thrusters are used for the reaction thruster attitude con-
trol, while two thrusters are dedicated to orbit control. The
attitude control thrusters operate in pairs. A pair of thrusters
allows for roll control. A second pair allows for pitch con-
trol. Yaw control can be performed by two redundant pairs
of thrusters.

Compressed nitrogen, used as a propellant, is stored at high
pressure in three tanks at a high pressure of 200 bar, to provide
a total volume of 27 liters. The nitrogen propellant flows from
the tanks to the thrusters through a system of valves, pressure
regulators, and accumulators. A filter limits the flow from
the tanks to two accumulators. Both accumulators have a
nominal operating pressure of approximately 5 bars and are
filled by two redundant solenoid valves. The solenoid valves
are mounted in series to mitigate the effect of one valve not
closing properly in case of a mechanical flaw.

An electrical failure of the solenoid valves would cause
an uncontrollable flow to the accumulators with the major
risk of exceeding the maximum pressure of the accumulators
(13 bars). To avoid the potentially disastrous consequences
of such a failure, a latching (or relief) valve, opening at a 12
bar pressure, is incorporated.

The simplest conceptual approach to 3-axis attitude con-
trol by thrusters is to use one pair of thrusters per axis. It is
however known that a careful arrangement of four thrusters
can be sufficient to achieve three-axis attitude control. The
thrusters layout is influenced by the location of other sub-
systems.

For each thruster, the operating pressure is regulated to
approximately 10 bar. A control valve is normally mounted
on the nozzle. A thrust is produced when the cold gas is
expelled from the nozzle by opening the valve. The maximum
operating pressure of the valve puts an upper limit on the
thrust levels of cold gas thrusters. These thrusters generally
operate at levels below 1 Newton.

The level of torque that a reaction thruster can apply to a
satellite body axis depends on the thrust level and the torque
arm length about that axis.

3.2 Thruster pulse modulation schemes

The level of achievable thrust at any time is constant be-
cause thrusters are not linearly variable controllers. However,
a modulation of the pulse durations generates an on-off torque
profile, which is equivalent to a continuous thrust command.

The main design characteristics of a thruster apart from
the maximum thrust are:
� Start time: the time delay before reaching the prescribed

constant value of the thrust. A typical delay is approxi-
mately 15 msec for a 10 N thruster.

� Shutdown time: the time lag required to turn the actuator
off. This time is in the order of 10 msec for 10 N thrusters.

� Minimum impulse bit (MIB): is particularly important
because it affects the minimum attitude change that can
be applied to the satellite and ranges from 5 msec for a
0.2 N thruster to 30–40 msec for a 10 N thruster.

Different techniques can be used to modulate the pulse du-
rations (refer to Sidi, 1997; Krovel, 2005; Wie, 1998). The
most common are:

� Pulse width modulation (PWM)
� Pulse width pulse frequency modulation (PWPFM).

The PWM modulation scheme is represented on Figure 4
where r(t) denotes the discretized command input andu(t)
denotes the pulse width modulated output. The width of the
reaction pulses are modulated proportionally to the level of
the torque command input. The area of the reaction pulse can
then be approximated as an impulse.

The PWPFM is similar in principle but the distance be-
tween pulses is also modulated with this scheme.

Both PWM and PWPFM are, respectively, described as a
block diagram in Figures 5 and 6.

Both PWM and PWPFM use a Schmidt trigger. When the
input of the Schmidt trigger is higher than a certain threshold,
the output is high; when the input is below another lower
threshold, the output is low; when the input is between the
two, the output is off.

r (t )

u(t )

Ts 2Ts 3Ts 4Ts t

Ts 2Ts 3Ts 4Ts t

Figure 4. A typical pulse width modulation scheme.
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Figure 5. Block diagram of a pulse width modulator.
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Figure 6. Block diagram of a PWPF modulator.

Any resulting torque or imbalance caused by orbit control
maneuvers is corrected by other actuators and by the thrusters
themselves in an off-modulation pulse mode.

The pulse duty cycle, representing the ratio between the
on and off durations, varies depending on the thrusters. The
sequencing is performed in practice with a system of valves
(the control valves mounted on the thrusters in the case of
Uosat-12).

4 REACTION WHEELS

4.1 Reaction wheel fundamentals

Momentum and reaction wheels are the most common mo-
mentum exchange device onboard satellites. They exploit the
principle of total angular momentum conservation. The ro-
tation of a spinning inertia wheel creates an internal torque
acting on the spacecraft, which reacts by spinning in the op-
posite direction.

Momentum and reaction wheels consist of an electrical
motor (usually a DC motor) with a flywheel assembled on
its axis to provide a higher moment of inertia, implying a
higher angular momentum. The rotor and flywheel mass and
shape must be optimized to obtain a high inertia/mass ratio.
A schematic view of a typical reaction wheel is shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7. Schematic view of an SSTL micro wheel.

Momentum and reaction wheels are distinguished by their
modes of operation:

� Momentum wheels provide a momentum bias to provide
the spacecraft with gyroscopic stiffness for inertial atti-
tude stability. The drift rate on the transverse axes is re-
duced in the presence of an onboard angular momentum.

� Reaction wheels operate nominally in a zero momentum
mode and provide control torques for attitude maneuvers.
Reaction wheels are particularly suitable for applications
requiring fine pointing of a satellite.

Clusters of four reaction wheels are commonly used to
ensure accurate three-axis attitude control with redundancy.

The range of achievable torques of a reaction wheel is
0.01–1 N m. The size of the wheel is dictated by the agility
requirement, generally expressed in terms of degrees per sec-
ond to achieve an attitude slew maneuver.

The bias momentum stabilisation by momentum wheels
requires additional actuators for three axes attitude control,
unlike reaction wheels, which provide full three-axis stabi-
lization.

Both momentum and reaction wheels require the use of
other actuators to provide the external torque for momentum
dumping, also known as momentum unloading or desatura-
tion. Momentum wheels also require nutation control.

Wheels can generally operate in two main modes (see Sidi,
1997 for more details):

� Speed mode: The outer loops output an acceleration de-
mand that is converted to a wheel speed demand and
passed to the reaction wheel tachometer loops. The inner
loops insure proper reaction wheel response regardless
of bearing friction magnitude and uncertainty. Tachome-
ters (magnetic sensing commutators) measure the wheel
speed, which is then compared to wheel speed demand
and the difference is fed back into the electronics for
accurate speed control.
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When the satellite goes into nadir-pointing mode, in
order to constrain the influence of the reaction wheel’s
static friction around zero speed, the reaction wheel
should operate under speed mode to achieve high accu-
racy stabilization.

� Torque mode: motor current, which is known to be pro-
portional to motor torque, is fed back to transform the
motor+ flywheel into a reaction wheel.

When the satellite goes into sun-pointing or large-angle
maneuver modes, the reaction wheel should operate in
torque mode.

4.2 Technological considerations

The reaction wheel consists of the following main compo-
nents:

� Rotor bearings: These are used to provide suspension to
the rotor. The technological challenge is the requirement
to bring friction to a minimum. Rotor bearings are usu-
ally found in two types: mechanical ball bearings and
magnetic bearings (see CNES, 2005 for further details).
Ball bearings require the use of lubricants to reduce fric-
tion loading. This usually requires an associated fluid sup-
ply and distribution system. Magnetic bearings allow for
magnetic levitation of the flywheel to avoid physical con-
tact between the stator and the rotor. These systems re-
quire sophisticated control techniques to actively control
an unstable equilibrium axis. Such magnetic bearings are
being developed and represent a promising alternative for
future satellites. Magnetic bearings considerably increase
the torque to noise ratio.

� Inertia wheels: They are designed to increase the ratio
between moment of inertia and mass. They have to be
precisely balanced, maintain their physical characteris-
tics during the lifetime of a satellite, and withstand large
temperature ranges.

� Wheel electronics: The tasks to be performed by the wheel
electronics include the possibility of switching between
different operating modes, sensing the wheels speeds, and
tracking the desired wheel speeds. Reaction wheel elec-
tronics have to be space qualified.

� The motors: These are usually multiphase brushless
DC motors with permanent magnets placed on the
rotor with a well-defined commutation between the
phases.

� Locking devices: They are used to lock the rotor during
the launch phase. These use electomagnets or pyrotechnic
devices.

4.3 Actuator sizing from slew rate constraints

We consider the problem of sizing the maximum control
torqueNmax required from an actuator to achieve a fixed sin-
gle axis rest to rest attitude maneuver, for a given actuator
(refer to Sidi, 1997; Lappas, 2002 for more details). The ac-
tuator being considered for most attitude control applications
is the reaction wheel but the following analysis holds equally
for a control moment gyro or a pair of thrusters.

Let the attitude control requirement be that the satellite
must achieve an attitude maneuver�θ in a specified time
�T . The single axis attitude equation is given by:

Jθ̈ = Nc (6)

whereJ is the scalar moment of inertia about the axis of
rotation.

The minimum-time solution for such a maneuver is known
to be a bang-bang solution, with an acceleration phase at a
constant maximum torque, followed exactly half way through
the maneuver (att = �T

2 ) by a deceleration phase at a constant
torqueN = −Nmax. A bang-bang controller is used to size
the actuator.

Angular velocity: The angular velocity follows a triangular
curve consisting of a constant acceleration phase followed by
a constant deceleration phase:

θ̇ =




θ̇0 + Nmax

J
t if t ∈

[
0,

�T

2

]

θ̇ �T
2

− Nmax

J

(
t − �T

2

)
if t ∈

[
�T

2
, �T

] (7)

Attitude: The attitude during bang bang control is given
by:

θ =




1

2

Nmax

J
t2 if t ∈

[
0,

�T

2

]

θ �T
2

+
(
t − �T

2

)
− 1

2

Nmax

J

(
t − �T

2

)2

if t ∈
[
�T

2
, �T

]
(8)

The maximum angular velocity half way through the man-
euver is the double of the average or required slew rate:

θ̇ �T
2

= θ̇max = 2 × required slew rate (9)

For a given attitude slew requirement, the maximum torque
Nmax can be obtained from:

�θ

2
= 1

2

Nmax

J

(
�T

2

)2

(10)
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where�θ and �T are, respectively, the required attitude
maneuver and the required maneuver time.

The size of the wheel (mass, inertia) increases with the
required maximum torque, for example:

� SSTL’s Microwheel 10SP has a mass of 0.96 kg, can de-
liver 10 mN m, and has a moment of inertia of 8.10–4
kg m2 (Max speed 5000 RPM).

� SSTL’s Smallwheel 200SP has a mass of 4.7 kg, can de-
liver up to 200 mN m, and has a moment of inertia of
0.023 kg m2 (Max speed 5000 RPM).

The wheel design normally seeks a higher moment of in-
ertia/mass ratio. A ring-shaped wheel would have a higher
ratio between inertia and mass than a disk-shaped wheel. In
practice, the spinning wheel design consists of a thin disk or
inner ring and a thick outer ring. The DC motor must provide
sufficient torque to accelerate the flywheel.

4.4 Dynamical model of a reaction wheel

In the absence of noise and disturbance torques, the angular
momentum of a reaction or momentum wheel is given by:

h = Iwh� (11)

where Iwh denotes the moment of inertia matrix of the
wheel and� represents the wheel speed vector in the body
frame.

In zero momentum mode, the principle of angular momen-
tum conservation yields:

h = −Isω (12)

whereIs denotes the moment of inertia matrix of the satel-
lite without wheels andω represents the angular momentum
vector of the satellite.

In practice, reaction wheels are subject to noise. The
main sources of noise for a reaction wheel are dry (viscous)
and Coulomb friction and motor disturbances (refer to Sidi,
1997 for further details):

� Viscous friction causes power consumption in the wheel
drive electronics.

� Coulomb friction causes irregularities in the finite attitude
errors.

The block diagram of the dynamic model of a reaction wheel
is given in Figure 8.

Torque
command ++−

1
RM

kM +

++

++

−
1

Iwh

Torque
 ripple

Cogging

Ω (wheel 
speed)
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friction
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Speed
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Torque
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Figure 8. Dynamic model of a reaction wheel.

The actual wheel speed differs from the desired wheel
speed command because of the combined effects of the mo-
tor disturbances in the forms of ripple and cogging and
bearing disturbances in the forms of Coulomb and viscous
friction.

ḣout = ḣcmd − Nvisc − Ncoul − Nr − Nc (13)

whereNr andNc denote the ripple and cogging motor dis-
turbance torques.Nvisc andNcoul, respectively, represent the
viscous and Coulomb friction torques.

The block diagram also shows that the dynamical mod-
eling of reaction wheels is affected not only by disturbance
torques but also by the speed and torque limitations required
to avoid saturating the actuator.

5 CONTROL MOMENT GYROS

5.1 CMG fundamentals

Control moment gyros have long been used for the attitude
control of large spacecraft because of their high torque ca-
pability, particularly for slowly moving platforms such as
Skylab and the International Space Station. More recently,
control moment gyros are being progressively considered as
a viable actuator for small satellites requiring agile attitude
maneuvers.

Tubitak Bilsat satellite, based on an SSTL platform has
been the first microsatellite to incorporate CMGs’ in the atti-
tude control subsystem. Figure 9 represents a single gimbal
CMG used on Bilsat. For a similar torque capability, CMGs
have the advantage of requiring a lower mass than reaction
wheels. This is illustrated in Table 1 for a similar slew rate
requirement.

The basic principle of a gyroscopic actuator, the gyro-
scopic effect, can be understood by considering a single
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8 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

Figure 9. Single gimbal CMG of SSTL’s microsatellite Bilsat.

gimbal CMG. A typical single gimbal CMG is represented
on Figure 10.

The wheel spins at constant speed about its symmetry axis,
but the input torque is applied about a gimbal axisĝ, which is
orthogonal to the spin axis having a unit vectorĥ. The effect
is to create an output torque in directiont̂, orthogonal to both
these axes:

Noutput = h × δ̇ĝ (14)

whereδ denotes the gimbal angle andh represents the angular
momentum of the wheel. The effect of this control torque is to
generate a precession of the spacecraft. A desired and feasible
output torque profile is achieved by appropriately varying the
gimbal rate. Note that the spin rate of the flywheel can also
be allowed to vary with time (see reference Schaub, 2003).
The actuator is then known as a variable speed CMG. In this
case, the extra degree of freedom can be exploited to avoid
the CMG singularities, discussed in the last two subsections
on CMGs.

Table 1. CMG and reaction wheel comparison for a similar slew
rate requirement.

Parameter CMG Microsat RW Microsat

Microsatellite mass (kg) 50 50
Type of actuator 1 CMG 1 RW
Mass (g) 320 1000
Power range (W) 0.1–1.2 0.8–3.5
Max torque 8.84 10
Average slew rate (deg s−1) 1.23 1.31

g Gimbal
axis

Gimbal rate

Wheel
momentum

h

t

Output torque T

Figure 10. Schematic view of a single gimbal CMG.

5.2 Torque amplification

The input torque to the CMG is the sum of the gyro torque
returned to the system and the torque due to the acceleration
of the gimbal :

N input = ωoutput× h + IGδ̈ĝ (15)

where :

�

ωoutput denotes the inertially referenced angular velocity
of the satellite in the direction of the output torque.

�

IG is the moment of inertia of the gimbal frame.
�

δ̈ is the acceleration of the gimbal.

For most practical CMG systems, the acceleration of the
gimbal is negligible compared to the other terms. Therefore,
the ratio between the norms of the input and output torques
satisfies:

Noutput/Ninput = δ̇/ωoutput (16)
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Torque amplification is therefore feasible whenωoutput � δ̇.
In other words, the torque amplification advantage is more
significant on slowly rotating satellites or for larger gimbal
rates (refer to Lappas, 2002 for more details).

5.3 Total angular momentum in a CMG system

The total angular momentum of a system ofn single gim-
bal control moment gyros, expressed in the inertial reference
frame, is given by:

H = Iω +
n∑

i=1

(
CT

i J iδ̇iĥi + CT
i J i�iĝi

)
(17)

whereH is the total angular momentum,I is the total moment
of inertia of the satellite with CMGs,̇δ is the gimbal rate of
the ith CMG, J i is the moment of inertia of theith CMG
expressed in the gimbal frame,�i is the spin rate of the CMG
wheel, andCT

i is a transformation matrix from the CMG
frame to the body frame that is simply dictated by the CMG
layout.

We denote the moment of inertia of the satellite without
CMG’s asIs. The total moment of inertia matrix is then given
by:

I = Is +
n∑

i=1

(
CT

i J iCi

)
(18)

We can rewrite equation (17) in a compact matrix form as:

H = Iω + Bδ̇ + D� (19)

where

D = [ CT
1J1ĥ1 CT

2J2ĥ2 · · · CT
nJnĥn ] (20)

B = [ CT
1J1ĝ1 CT

2J2ĝ2 · · · CT
nJnĝn ] (21)

By differentiating this equation with respect to time and ap-
plying a transformation from the inertial to the body frame,
we have:

Next − ω × Iω − Iω̇ = ω × D� + ω × Bδ̇ + Ḋ� + Ḃδ̇

+İω + Bδ̈ + D�̇ (22)

As noted in reference Asghar (2008), on the right-hand side
of the above equation, the following terms are of particular
interest for their physical meaning:

� The first termω × D� represents the gyroscopic torque
due to spinning the wheels.

� The second termω × Bδ̇ represents the torque due to the
directional change of gimbal angular momentum caused
by the angular motion of the satellite.

� The third termḊ� represents the torque due to the direc-
tional change of angular momentum.

� The fourth termḂδ̇ is only generated if the moment of
inertia of the CMG is not diagonal.

� The fifth termİ� is due to the variation of the total mo-
ment of inertia caused by the CMG motion.

The most significant term is the third term. We can rewrite
this term expressing it as a matrix multiplying the several
gimbal rates in the system:

Ḋ� = Aδ̇ (23)

The matrixA is given by:

A =




− cosβ cosδ1 sinδ2 cosβ cosδ3 − sinδ4

− sinδ1 − cosβ cosδ2 sinδ3 cosβ cosδ4

sinβ cosδ1 sinβ cosδ2 sinβ cosδ3 sinβ cosδ4




(24)

5.4 CMG clusters and CMG singularities

Satellites using CMGs operate clusters of them. Tradition-
ally, the most favored configuration is a group of four CMGs
placed on the sides of a square-based pyramid, with an ele-
vation angle of 54.73 degrees. This choice is made because
the total angular momentum of the cluster can take any vector
sum inside an almost spherical volume in this space. Biases in
the direction of the angular momentum are then minimized.
Since it is never possible to rotate the angular momentum of
a single CMG in the direction of its own gimbal axis, then the
magnitude of the net angular momentum in these directions
is reduced. These form cone-shaped cavities in this angular
momentum surface. If we do not require this complete flex-
ibility, then simpler configurations may be considered, and
on BilSat a pair of CMGs were used.

To consider the dynamics of CMG clusters consider an n-
dimensional space where the coordinates of every point rep-
resent the gimbal angle of each CMG in the cluster. Clearly
we are free to roam everywhere in this space, but does this
mean we can roam freely in angular momentum space, where
the position vector of a location represents the total angular
momentum of the cluster? Equation (22) represents the pro-
jection from gimbal space to angular momentum space. From
Euler’s equations the rate of change of angular momentum
is the torque generated, so an equivalent question is whether
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all torques can be generated at any point in gimbal space.
Clearly at the envelope this cannot be so, but there are other
locations, calledsingular locations, where we cannot gen-
erate a torque in a particular direction. This is most clearly
illustrated by imagining then gimbals rotated so that then
torque directionst lie on a plane. It is then not possible to gen-
erate a torque out of this plane. The locations of the singular
states in gimbal space are controlled by the configuration of
CMGs employed. The number of singular points grows as 2n

for a configuration withn CMGs. For control purposes, it is
highly desirable to avoid these singular states, but this is not
consistent with our desire to reach the momentum envelope
to maximize slew rate.

In order to follow a particular path in angular momentum
space, we need to find a way of determining an appropriate
path in gimbal space. This is called asteering law. To de-
termine this, we need to solve forδ in equation (22). This
is made simpler by ignoring all but the larger third term and
making use of equation (23). The matrixA is an 3× n matrix.
To invert this matrix we can choose any other 3× n matrix
U(δ) and postmultiplyA by UT to create a 3× 3 matrix that
can be inverted. The result gives:

δ̇ = UT(AUT)−1ḣ (25)

The most popular choice for the matrixU isA itself. This cor-
responds to the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, which corre-
sponds to an optimal path . Singular locations are then deter-
mined by the loss of rank of the matrixAAT, which means
there is no defined inverse (see Wie, 1998 for more details).

One may consider the question of whether it is possible to
move in gimbal space without moving in angular momentum
space. By moving the gimbals in a particular way, all the
changes in angular momentum cancel out. Such a motion is
callednull motion since the motion in gimbal space has a
null effect in angular momentum space. Whenn ≥ 4, there
is clearly null motion. Different choices of steering lawU
represent different uses of null motion, as we follow the same
path in angular momentum space for different paths in gimbal
space.

The existence of null motion distinguishes three differ-
ent types of singular points . If we reach a singular state,
then by using null motion, although we do not change the
angular momentum, we may change the gimbal angles. In
this way we can realign the torque directions so that the
system is no longer singular and we can then continue to
change the angular momentum as desired. Such a singular-
ity is calledhyperbolic. There are cases, however, when no
matter how we change the gimbal angles, all available gim-
bal states reachable by null motion are all still singular. In
this case we cannot proceed to change our angular momen-

Figure 11. CMG pyramid. Courtesy of Schaub.

tum by using null motion and more specific control meth-
ods need to be employed. These singularities are still called
hyperbolic, but aredegenerate. There exists a third type of
singular points, where all the gimbal states converge to one
set of gimbal angles at the singular point. Null motion is
still possible, but cannot change gimbal angles, and therefore
these singular states cannot be escaped from. These perni-
cious singular states are calledelliptic. Unfortunately, it is
very common to encounter elliptic singularities in general
maneuvers with large numbers of CMGs (refer to Kurokawa,
1998; Bedrossian, 1990; Margulies and Aubrun, 1978) for a
more details on singularity analysis). The previous analysis
was based on the assumption of constant wheel speed. It is
however noteworthy that the variable-speed reaction wheel
mode of the variable speed control moment gyros (VSCMG)
can be used to not encounter singularities.

The standard configuration of Four CMGs placed on a
pyramid is shown in Figure 11, which is reproduced from
Schaub (2003). The total angular momentum is given by:

h =
4∑

i=1

H i(δi)

= h0




− cosβ sinδ1 − cosδ2 cosβ sinδ3 cosδ4

cosδ1 − cosβ sinδ2 − cosδ3 cosβ sinδ4

sinβ sinδ1 sinβ sinδ2 sinβ sinδ3 sinβ sinδ4




(26)
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whereβ is the pyramid skew angle andh0 is the constant
magnitude of the angular momentum of each CMG.

5.5 CMG design issues

CMG systems have very interesting dynamics, but suffer from
a number of issues as attitude actuators. Firstly, as the wheel
rotates about a gimbal then there has to be volume free for the
wheel to rotate into, which is a significant increase in volume
over a momentum wheel. The more angular momentum each
wheel is given, the greater the torque required on the gimbal
to rotate it, and this increases the power requirement. A CMG
is a mechanical device and so suffers through vibration during
launch and this can lead to failure in orbit.

How many CMGs should we use? Having a large number
provides for greater flexibility and is robust to failure of
some of the wheels. Also each wheel can have less individual
angular momentum and still provide the same torque on the
spacecraft at the saturation surface. There are, however, many
more singular states to be avoided, although the impassable
singular states lie closer to the saturation surface. This means
we can generate large torques without reaching singularity
with their resultant control problems. Reducing the mass
and volume of the actuator is paramount for small satellites,
so this drives towards using fewer wheels. One may imagine
that the minimum number is three wheels for 3-axis control,
but two wheels is enough. In this case, however, we cannot
regulate the amount of angular momentum; we can generate
in a given direction by the CMG system. In a sense, all the
available angular momentum space lies on the saturation sur-
face. In these cases, understanding the dynamics of the CMG
system and planning maneuvers becomes of paramount
importance.
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1 THREE-AXIS ATTITUDE CONTROL

1.1 Rigid body dynamics with rotors

The dynamics of a rigid spacecraft with n rotors (reaction
wheels) are given by (Hughes, 1986)

Iω̇ = τ − ω×(Jω + hw) + d (1)

Here, ω, τ, d, hw ∈ R3 and I, J ∈ R3×3 where ω is the
spacecraft angular velocity, J is the spacecraft inertia matrix
including all reaction wheels, d is the external torque on the
spacecraft, and hw is the momentum vector associated with
the n reaction wheels. The wheel momentum vector hw is
written as the vector sum,

hw =
n∑

i=1

ai Isiωsi = AIsωs (2)

Is =




Is1 0 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 Isn


 ∈ Rn×n; ωs =




ωs1

...

ωsn


 ∈ Rn (3)

where ai are unit vectors along each reaction wheel spin axis,
A = [a1, . . . , an] ∈ R3×n, and Isi and ωsi are the (scalar)
reaction wheel inertias and wheel speeds about ai, respec-
tively, i = 1, . . . , n. The wheel speeds ωsi are typically
measured by tachometers. The interpretation of the terms I

and τ in (1) will take one of two possible forms,

Torque form

I = IA
�= J −

n∑
i=1

Isiaia
T
i = J − AIsA

T (4)

τ = τA
�= −

n∑
i=1

aigi = −Ag (5)

Momentum rate form

I = IB
�= J (6)

τ = τB
�= −ḣw = −

n∑
i=1

aiIsiω̇si = −AIsω̇s (7)

where gi is the torque about the ith reaction wheel axis, and
g = [g1, . . . , gn]T. The torque gi can be written as (Hughes,
1986)

gi = ḣi = Isiω̇si + Isia
T
i ω̇ (8)

where hi = Isiωsi + Isia
T
i ω is a scalar quantity representing

the system angular momentum projected along the ith wheel
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axis. The torque τA in (5) is defined by the vector sum of
individual wheel torques (8). In contrast, the “torque-like"
quantity τB in (7) is defined by the sum of reaction wheel
momentum rates.

Torque form is useful when the reaction wheels are in
“torque mode”, that is, where the motor torque gi from the ith
reaction wheel is controlled using local motor-current feed-
back. Momentum rate form is useful when reaction wheels
are in “speed mode”, that is, where the speed ωsi and/or accel-
eration ω̇si on the ith reaction wheel is controlled based on
local tachometer feedback.

1.2 Spacecraft kinematics

The spacecraft kinematic equations are written as (Hughes,
1986)

q̇ = 1

2
�(q) ω = 1

2
�(ω)q (9)

Here ω is the spacecraft angular rate, and q is the spacecraft
attitude quaternion,

q
�=

[
ρ

σ

]
; ρ ∈ R3; σ ∈ R1 (10)

�(q) �=
[

σI3×3 + ρ×

−ρT

]
; �(ω) �=

[
−ω× ω

−ωT 0

]
(11)

where the cross-product matrix of a vector x = [x1, x2, x3]T

is defined as

x× �=




0 −x3 x2

x3 0 −x1

−x2 x1 0


 (12)

Quaternion conjugation is denoted by q∗ and is defined by

q∗ �=
[

−ρ

σ

]
(13)

An important operation is quaternion multiplication ⊗ that
can be written in matrix–vector form,

q3 = q2 ⊗ q1
�=

[
σ2I3×3 − ρ×

2 ρ2

−ρT
2 σ2

]
q1 (14)

Equation (14) can be solved for q2 by right-multiplying by
q∗

1,

q2 = q3 ⊗ q∗
1 (15)

When a quaternion qθ is used to denote a vector of three
small rotation angles θ = [θx, θx, θx]T, it can be written
(to first order) as

qθ =

 1

2
θ

1


 (16)

The small rotation vector θ can be recovered from (16) as

θ = 2[I3×3

∣∣0]qθ (17)

After any significant quaternion operation, the resulting
quaternion is normalized (i.e., rescaled so that ||q|| = 1) and
properized (i.e., multiplied by −1 as needed to keep σ ≥ 0).
The above quaternion convention is adopted from Breck-
enridge (1979). Overviews of quaternion algebra consistent
with this convention are found in Sidi (1997) and Crassidis
and Junkins (2004).

1.3 Attitude control

An architecture for three-axis attitude control using reaction
wheels is depicted in Figure 1. Consider the situation where
the attitude estimate is perfect (i.e., q̂ = q), and the desired
quaternion qd differs from the true q by �q,

qd = �q ⊗ q (18)

In (18), �q can be solved for as,

�q = qd ⊗ q∗ (19)

Kd

ωd
−ω × (Jω + hw) + d

τ ω ω τ
Ξ

ω  × (Jω + hw)
hwGyroscopic

feedforward

A
tti

tu
de

ob
se

rv
er

ωd

ω

qd

q

∆θ
d(qd,q) Kp

Kd

+ + + + +
−

Ki

I I−1 1 1
~

1
2

(q)

q q

s s
RWA

s

Star
tracker

Gyro

Tach

Figure 1. Attitude control architecture.
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Assuming qd and q are sufficiently close so that �q represents
a small rotation quaternion of the form (16), a small rotation
vector �θ ∈ R3 can be extracted from �q as in (17),

�θ = 2[I3×3

∣∣0]�q = 2[I3×3

∣∣0]qd ⊗ q∗ �= d(qd, q) (20)

In Figure 1, the controller is driven by the vector error �θ

defined by the “error detector” function d(qd, q) in (20). The
controller acts on the dynamics along the forward path to
generate a spacecraft rate ω that is then integrated by the
spacecraft kinematics (9) to get an attitude q. The rate ω is
measured by a gyro and the attitude q by a star tracker. These
measurements are blended in an attitude observer that outputs
smoothed estimates ω̂ and q̂. The feedforward termhw is mea-
sured by tachometers on the reaction wheels. The controller is
chosen to be of proportional-integral-derivative (PID) form,
with feedforward compensation of the gyroscopic terms. The
controller is discussed in the next section.

1.4 Linearized analysis

The architecture in Figure 1 depicts a full three-axis non-
linear control system. In order to simplify the analysis, a
linearization is performed and several assumptions are made.
It is assumed that the dynamics of the RWA (reaction wheel
assembly) are ideal (replaced by an identity operation), that
all mass properties are known perfectly, that the attitude
observer provides perfect ω and q estimates, and that the
tachometer measurement of hw is perfect, that is,

q̂ = q, ω̂ = ω, Ĵ = J, Î = I, ĥw = hw, τ̃ = τ (21)

Linearization is made about a specific nominal attitude qo.
Without loss of generality, this attitude is chosen as the iden-
tity qo = [0, 0, 0, 1]T. Since the attitude quaternions qd and
q are assumed to be operating in the vicinity of qo, they can
be written in small-angle form as done earlier in (16),

qd =
[

1
2θd

1

]
(22)

q =
[

1
2θ

1

]
(23)

Substituting (22) and (23) into d(qd, q) of (20) and rearrang-
ing gives to first order

�θ = θd − θ (24)

−ω × (J ω + hw) + d

uc

νc = ω × (J ω + hw)

ω 

ω 

θ

η+

I I−1
1

s2

sKd

Kd

Kp

Ki

s

ωd

ωd

−
+ + + + +

−

θd

Figure 2. Linearized attitude control architecture.

Similarly, substituting (23) into the spacecraft kinematics (9)
and rearranging gives to first order,

θ̇ = ω (25)

Using (24) and (25), and the assumptions stated earlier in
(21), Figure 1 is simplified to that of Figure 2. Gyroscopic
terms are retained since the above attitude linearization does
not specifically require that the wheel rates ωsi are small.

Observer noise η
�= d(q, q̂ ) is included in Figure 2 to explic-

itly account for estimation errors from the attitude observer.
In order to design a controller, the control torque τ in (1)

is split into two component torques,

τ = uc + vc (26)

Substituting (26) into (1) gives

Iω̇ = uc + vc − ω×(Jω + hw) + d (27)

Torque componentvc is chosen to cancel the gyroscopic terms
as

vc = ω×(Jω + hw) (28)

Substituting (28) into (27) gives

Iω̇ = uc + d (29)

Torque component uc is chosen of PID form with gains
Kd, Kp, Ki ∈ R3×3, and with position command θd , and
command feedforward terms for rate ωd and acceleration ω̇d :

uc = I
[
ω̇d + Kd(ωd − ω) + Kp(θd − θ) + Ki

∫
(θd − θ)dt

]
(30)

Substituting (30) into (29) gives upon rearranging,

(ω̇ − ω̇d) + Kd(ω − ωd) + Kp(θ − θd)

+ Ki

∫
(θ − θd)dt = I−1d (31)
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4 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

Let the attitude error e and its derivatives be defined as

e
�= θ − θd (32)

ė = ω − ωd (33)

ë = ω̇ − ω̇d (34)

Substituting (32)–(34) into (31) gives

ë + Kd ė + Kpe + Ki

∫
e dt = I−1d (35)

Taking the Laplace transform of both sides of (35) gives
(LePage, 1980),

(
s2I3×3 + sKd + Kp + 1

s
Ki

)
e(s) = I−1d(s) (36)

Here, Laplace-transformed signals are written as a function
of the Laplace complex variable s.

1.5 Controller properties

1.5.1 PID control

Solving for e(s) in (36) gives upon rearranging

e(s) = (s3I3×3 + s2Kd + sKp + Ki)
−1sI−1d(s)

= D−1
PID (s)sI−1d(s) (37)

where DPID(s) = s3I3×3 + s2Kd + sKp + Ki. Equation (37)
provides a linearized multivariable description of the closed-
loop system under PID control. Several properties of the PID
controller are now considered.

For stability, the gain matrices Kd, Kp, Ki must be chosen
so that the poles of the characteristic polynomial,

p(s) = det{s3I3×3 + s2Kd + sKp + Ki} (38)

are all in the left-half Laplace plane. This choice is made
simpler by constraining all gain matrices to be diagonal, as
will be done in the next section.

If the poles are stable, then in the absence of a disturbance
torque (i.e., d = 0), the error e in (37) converges asymptoti-
cally to zero with a convergence rate determined by the roots
of p(s) in (38). This convergence result holds true regard-
less of the form of the attitude command θd(t), which, for
example, might grow as an arbitrary polynomial function of

time and/or might have frequency content outside the con-
troller bandwidth. Perfect tracking is a consequence of using
command feedforward terms ωd and ω̇d in the control archi-
tecture. If these feedforward terms are set to zero, the transfer
function from θd to e becomes

e(s) = −D−1
PID (s)(sI3×3 + Kd)s2θd(s) (39)

The Final Value Theorem (LePage, 1980) says that given a
time function f (t) and its Laplace transform F (s)

f (t → ∞) = limt→∞ f (t) = lims→0 sF (s) (40)

Hence, the asymptotic time response of (39) to a ramp com-
mand input θd(s) = c/s2, c ∈ R3 can be calculated as

e(t → ∞) = lims→0 − sD−1
PID (s)(sI3×3 + Kd)c = 0 (41)

This result indicates that PID control is able to asymptotically
track an arbitrary ramp command without using command
feedforward terms ωd, ω̇d . Similarly, the asymptotic response
of (37) to a step disturbance torque d(s) = c/s, c ∈ R3 can
be calculated as

e(t → ∞) = lims→0 sD−1
PID (s)I−1c = 0 (42)

This result indicates that any step disturbance torque is
asymptotically rejected by the PID controller, that is, e → 0.

1.5.2 Proportional-derivative (PD) control

The analysis is specialized to proportional-derivative control
by letting Ki = 0 in (30)

uc = I
(
ω̇d + Kd(ωd − ω) + Kp(θd − θ)

)
(43)

and in (37) to give upon rearranging,

e(s) = (s2I3×3 + sKd + Kp)−1I−1d(s)

= D−1
PD (s)I−1d(s) (44)

where DPD(s) = s2I3×3 + sKd + Kp. If the poles of DPD(s)
are stable, then in the absence of a disturbance torque (i.e.,
d = 0), the error e in (44) converges asymptotically to zero
with a convergence rate determined by the roots of p(s) =
det{DPD(s)}. As with PID control, this convergence result
holds true regardless of the form of the attitude command
θd(t) and is a consequence of using command feedforward
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terms ωd and ω̇d in the control architecture. If these feedfor-
ward terms are set to zero, the transfer function from θd to e

becomes

e(s) = −D−1
PD (s)(sI3×3 + Kd)sθd(s) (45)

The asymptotic response of (45) to a step command input
θd(s) = c/s, c ∈ R3 can be calculated as

e(t → ∞) = lims→0 − sD−1
PD (s)(sI3×3 + Kd)c = 0 (46)

This result indicates that PD control is able to asymptot-
ically track a step command without using the command
feedforward terms ωd, ω̇d . This represents a loss of capa-
bility compared with PID control which is able to track a
ramp without using command feedforward terms.

Consider the asymptotic response of (44) to a step distur-
bance torque d = c/s, c ∈ R3

e(t → ∞) = lims→0 D−1
PD (s)I−1c = K−1

p I−1c (47)

Hence, in the absence of the integral gain Ki, a step distur-
bance torque is no longer rejected. Instead, a “hang-off” error
of size (47) occurs.

1.5.3 Decoupled single-input single-output (SISO)
analysis

Letting the PD gain matrices have a diagonal form Kp =
diag[kp1, kp2, kp3], Kd = diag[kd1, kd2, kd3] decouples the
closed-loop dynamics (44) to become

ei(s) = 1

s2 + s2kdi + kpi

d̃i(s), i = 1, 2, 3 (48)

where e = [e1, e2, e3]T and I−1d = [d̃1, d̃2, d̃3]T. A single-
input single-output analysis will be made by dropping the
indexing in (48) to yield

e(s) = Cd(s)d̃(s) = 1

s2 + skd + kp

d̃(s) (49)

Figure 3 depicts a block diagram associated with decoupled
SISO system dynamics. The command feedforward terms
ωd, ω̇d have been dropped for simplicity.

The axis associated with the decoupled system in (49) and
Figure 3 can be taken as any one of the three spacecraft body
axes. However, from this point on, it is assumed to be one
of the two boresight pointing axes, and the corresponding
error e = θ − θd is denoted as the line-of-sight (LOS) point-
ing error. Two other key transfer functions that effect the LOS

Input
command

External
torque

1

Observer
error

η

θd
kp

kd

+ +
−

ω θ

−

d

s2

s

~

Figure 3. Decoupled SISO attitude control loop.

pointing error e are

e(s) = Cθ(s)θd(s) = − (s + kd)s

s2 + skd + kp

θd(s) (50)

e(s) = Cη(s)η(s) = − skd + kp

s2 + skd + kp

η(s) (51)

The poles of the closed-loop systems (49)–(51) can be cal-

culated as ρ1, ρ2 = 0.5(−kd ±
√

k2
d − 4kp ). The choice

kd = 2ζc	c, kp = 	2
c (52)

for ζc ≤ 1 places the poles at

ρ1, ρ2 = −ζc	c ± j	c

√
1 − ζ2

c (53)

These pole locations indicate that the system converges as
e−t/τc with a time constant of τc = 1/(ζc	c). Hence, the
closed-loop bandwidth Bw (in rad s−1) and settling time tsettle

(assuming four time constants) can be approximated as

Bw � 1

τc
= ζc	c (54)

tsettle � 4τc = 4

ζc	c
(55)

These quantities are useful for preliminary control bandwidth
characterizations and design specifications.

Transfer function (49) indicates that a step disturbance
d̃(s) = c̃/s will cause a hang-off error of size

e(t → ∞) = lims→0
c̃

s2 + skd + kp

= c̃

kp

(56)

in the LOS pointing. Transfer function (51) indicates that the
observer noise η contribution to the LOS error is low-pass
filtered over the closed-loop control bandwidth. These rela-
tions will be useful for calculating specific LOS error terms
in subsequent Sections 2 and 3.
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6 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

2 ATTITUDE ESTIMATION ERRORS

An attitude observer combines gyro and star tracker
measurements to produce estimates of the spacecraft atti-
tude and rate. In this section, the spacecraft attitude estimator
is assumed to be composed of three decoupled single-axis
observers.

2.1 Star tracker noise model

A single-axis measurement from the star tracker assembly
(STA) can be modeled as

y = θ + v (57)

where θ is a small angle with respect to a local reference
frame, and v is an additive white noise error source. Here, the
star tracker is modeled as a continuous measurement along
a single axis, v is a continuous-time zero-mean white Gaus-
sian noise source where E[v(t)v(t + τ)] = r · δ(τ), and r has
dimensions of rad2 Hz−1.

Since star tracker measurements are always taken at dis-
crete times in practice, the quantity r is calculated as the
power of an equivalent continuous-time noise process. For
example, if a discrete-time star tracker measurement update
is available every � seconds, r can be calculated as

r = �σ2
nea

N
(58)

where σnea is the noise equivalent angle (NEA) in radians, 1-
sigma per star, and N is the number of stars per update. If σnea

is provided as an overall sensor NEA specification (not on a
per-star basis), then (58) becomes simplified to r = �σ2

nea.
The quantity r is important because it is the only aspect of

star tracker performance that affects the quality of the final
attitude estimate. For example, a star tracker sampled at � =
0.4 having an overall NEA of σnea = 10e-6 provides the same
performance as a star tracker sampled faster at � = 0.1 but
having a larger overall NEA of σnea = 20e-6. Star trackers
having different sampling rates, number of stars, and NEAs
can be compared on equal footing based on their value of r.

2.2 Gyro noise model

A single-axis gyro measurement can be modeled as

ωm = w − b − n1 (59)

ḃ = n2 (60)

where ω is the true angular rate, b is the gyro bias, and n1 and
n2 are independent, zero-mean white Gaussian noise sources
(denoted as the angle random walk (ARW) and rate ran-
dom walk (RRW), respectively), where E[n1(t)n1(t + τ)] =
q1 δ(τ) and E[n2(t)n2(t + τ)] = q2 δ(τ). Dimensions of q1

and q2 are rad2 s−1 and rad2 s−3, respectively. The gyro bias
b is generally estimated in the attitude observer along with
the angular position θ.

2.3 Attitude observer

The spacecraft attitude observer and its properties are derived
in this section (Bayard, 1998).

2.3.1 Attitude observer model

Since rate is the derivative of position, one has,

θ̇ = ω (61)

In order to avoid the need for modeling torques on the space-
craft, the gyro measurement (59) is treated as an “exogenous
input” that is substituted into (61) to yield

θ̇ = ωm + b + n1 (62)

Collecting state equations (60), (62) and measurement equa-
tion (57) gives

θ̇ = b + ωm + n1 (63)

ḃ = n2 (64)

y = θ + v (65)

By defining u
�= ωm and x

�= [θ, b]T, equations (63)–(65)
can be written in standard state-space form as

ẋ = Ax + Bu + w (66)

y = Cx + v (67)

A
�=

[
0 1

0 0

]
; B

�=
[

1

0

]
(68)

C
�= [

1 0
]

; w
�=

[
n1

n2

]
(69)

E[w(t)wT(t + τ)] = Q · δ(τ); Q =
[

q1 0

0 q2

]
(70)

E[v(t)v(t + τ)] = r · δ(τ) (71)
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A full-order observer for state space model (66), (67) can be
written in the following standard form (Gelb, 1984),

˙̂x = Ax̂ + Bu + K(y − ŷ) (72)

ŷ = Cx̂ (73)

where the gain matrix K has the form,

K = [k1, k2]T ∈ R2 (74)

Let the state error be defined as,

ε
�= x − x̂ (75)

with associated covariance

P
�= E[εεT] =

[
p11 p12

p12 p22

]
(76)

Subtracting (72) from (66) and rearranging gives the error
dynamics

ε̇ = (A − KC)ε + w − Kv (77)

Given (77), P in (76) propagates according to the covariance
equation (Gelb, 1984),

Ṗ = (A − KC)P + P(A − KC)T + Q + rKKT (78)

Letting Ṗ = 0 in (78), the resulting algebraic equations can
be solved in closed form to give the steady-state covariance
as

p11 = r(k2
2 + k2

1k2) + q1k2 + q2

2k1k2
(79)

p12 = rk2
2 + q2

2k2
(80)

p22 = rk3
2 + q1k

2
2 + q2(k2 + k2

1)

2k1k2
(81)

These expressions are useful because they show the explicit
dependence of the estimation performance in terms of the
star tracker’s r, the gyro’s q1 and q2, and the observer gains
k1 and k2. Specifically, the RMS pointing estimation error is
given by

√
p11, and RMS gyro bias estimation error is given

by
√

p22.

The characteristic polynomial of the observer (72), (73)
can be calculated as

det (sI − (A − KC)) = det

[
s + k1 −1

k2 s

]

= s2 + k1s + k2 (82)

The observer poles are calculated as roots of (82) to give

s =
−k1 ±

√
k2

1 − 4k2

2
(83)

2.3.2 Attitude observer gains

To minimize LOS error, it is desired to keep the estimation
covariance (76) small based on the choice of observer gains
k1, k2. The optimal gains that minimize trace{P} are deter-
mined using Kalman theory. Specifically, Kalman’s Riccati
equation

Ṗ = AP + PAT + Q − 1

r
PCTCP (84)

is propagated until steady state (i.e., set Ṗ = 0 and solve
for P) to give the optimal covariances as

p11 = r
1
2

(
q1 + 2

√
q2r

) 1
2 (85)

p12 = √
q2r (86)

p22 = q
1
2
2

(
q1 + 2

√
q2r

) 1
2 (87)

The optimal Kalman gains are then computed as K = PCT/r

giving,

k1 = p11

r
=

[
2

(q2

r

) 1
2 + q1

r

] 1
2

(88)

k2 = p12

r
=

(q2

r

) 1
2 (89)

Given gains (88), (89), the poles of the optimal observer can
be computed from (83) as

s = −ζωn ± wn

√
ζ2 − 1 (90)

where,

ωn = k
1
2
2 =

(q2

r

) 1
4 (91)
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ζ = 1

2

(
2 + q1√

q2r

) 1
2

(92)

For convenience, the circle in the s-plane specified by |s| =
ωn is denoted as the “Kalman circle".

It is instructive to consider the root locus of the optimal
Kalman observer (90) as the parameter q1 is increased relative
to 2

√
q2r. For q1 < 2

√
q2r, we have ζ < 1 and the poles are

complex. Specifically, when q1 = 0, the system starts out crit-
ically damped with ζ = 1/

√
2. Asq1 is increased the damping

factor ζ increases, and the complex poles move along the
Kalman circle toward the real axis. They hit the real axis for
q1 = 2

√
q2r where ζ = 1 and become repeated real roots.

When q1 > 2
√

q2r, we have ζ > 1 and the poles become
split-real, going off in opposite directions – one toward the
origin, and one toward −∞. The pole that moves towards
the origin is particularly problematic since it makes the opti-
mal observer very sluggish. Even without this problem pole,
however, the value of ωn tends to be very small in practice,
leading to optimal time constants of hundreds to thousands
of seconds. Long time constants are difficult to accommo-
date operationally due to transients that are excited from star
tracker artifacts induced when tracking time-varying attitude
profiles or implementing small attitude offsets.

2.3.3 Fast observers

In order to speed up the observer, consider minimizing the
variance of the angular position error p11 in (79), with respect
to the observer gains k1, k2.

min
k1,k2

J(k1, k2) (93)

subject to

Real{poles of s2 + k1s + k2} ≤ − 1

τf
(94)

where

J(k1, k2) �= p11 = r(k2
2 + k2

1k2) + q1k2 + q2

2k1k2
(95)

This problem statement minimizes the attitude estimation
variance subject to the constraint that the poles of the observer
are to the left of a vertical line in the Laplace s-plane at −1/τf .
This constraint ensures that the slowest time constant of the
observer is faster than τf seconds.

The optimal constrained problem (93), (94) has been
solved analytically in Bayard (1998), and the resulting design

is denoted as a “fast observer”. When the time-constant con-
straint is relaxed (τf → ∞), the fast observer gains become
equal to the optimal Kalman gains (88), (89). However, with
the time-constant constraint enforced, it is often possible to
speed up the Kalman filter by a factor of 10–20 at the cost
of minimally increasing steady-state error (typically only
few percent). The resulting observer design is much more
practical for flight. Three fast observer designs having time
constants of τ = 20, 40, 100 s were successfully flown for
attitude estimation on the Spitzer Space Telescope (Bayard,
2004a). Using multiple fast observers with different time
constants allows in-flight trade-offs between transient and
steady-state pointing performance.

2.3.4 Complementary filter structure

Taking the Laplace transform of (72), (73) and rearranging
(noting that u = ωm), yields

ŷ = C(sI − (A − KC))−1Ky

+C(sI − (A − KC))−1Bu (96)

= K(s)y + (1 − K(s))
ωm

s
(97)

where,

K(s) = k1s + k2

s2 + k1s + k2
(98)

1 − K(s) = s2

s2 + k1s + k2
(99)

Here, K(s) and 1 − K(s) have the form of a low-pass filter
and a high-pass filter, respectively. Since these filters add to
unity, they are said to be complementary. In Figure 4, the
attitude observer estimate (97) is realized as a filter having
two gains k1, k2. If the gyro input ωm in Figure 4 is moved
past the integrator (as shown by the dashed lines), the filter
can be interpreted as a proportional-integral (PI) controller
with the star tracker measurement y serving as its command

Star tracker
measurement

y k1
k2

s

Gyro
measurement 1

1

s

s

θ

ωm

ωm /s

+ + + +
−

Attitude
estimate

Figure 4. Two-gain filter realization of attitude observer.
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Star tracker
measurement

y = θ + ν

ωm = ω  − b − n1

Complementary filter

LPF

HPF
1
s

1− K (s)

K (s )

θ
+

Gyro
measurement

Attitude
estimate

Figure 5. Complementary filter interpretation of attitude observer

input, and the integrated gyro measurement ωm/s playing the
role of an output load disturbance. Interpreted as a controller,
the observer tracks (by low-pass filtering) the command y and
rejects (by high-pass filtering) the output disturbance ωm/s.

The complementary filter structure of (97) is depicted in
Figure 5. The low-pass filtering of y eliminates the high-
frequency components of the star tracker noise v, while
the high-pass filtering of the “integrated" gyro measurement
ωm/s eliminates the low-frequency components of the gyro
drift terms. The fact that filters K(s) and 1 − K(s) are com-
plementary ensures that the resulting attitude estimate is
unbiased over all frequencies. Hence, the attitude observer
combines both sensors to advantage.

The attitude error power-spectral density (PSD) is plot-
ted in Figure 6. Here, the complementary filter’s crossover
frequency is chosen at the frequency where the gyro PSD
and star tracker PSD curves cross, since this is where the
gyro becomes better than the tracker. The resulting attitude
observer error is shown as the shaded region in Figure 6,
which is bordered above by the star tracker noise at low
frequencies and the gyro noise at high frequencies.
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Figure 6. Attitude PSD depicting attitude observer error.

The frequency at which the star tracker and gyro noise
PSDs cross (letting q1 = 0 for simplicity) can be found by
equating r and q2/ω

4 and then solving for ω to give,

ω∗ =
(q2

r

)1/4
(100)

As pointed out earlier, this frequency is exactly where the
Kalman observer places its pole in the q1 = 0 case (i.e.,
let q1 = 0 in (90)–(92)). This intuition is useful for under-
standing how an attitude observer works and can be used for
placing observer poles graphically, without solving a Riccati
equation.

2.3.5 Estimation errors

Let η
�= θ − θ̂ be the resulting attitude estimation error due

to complementary filtering. Then η can be found by mapping
the gyro noises n1, n2 and the star tracker noise v through
(97) to give

η(s) = −K (s) v + (1 − K (s))
1

s

(
n1 + n2

s

)
(101)

The covariance of η is decomposed into a contribution from
each of the three independent noise terms v, n1, n2 as

Cov[η] = p11 = pr
11 + p1

11 + p2
11 (102)

where each term in (102) is calculated as a frequency integral

pr
11 = 1

2�

∫ ∞

−∞
|K(jω)|2r dω = (k2

2 + k2
1k2)r

2k1k2
(103)

p1
11 = 1

2�

∫ ∞

−∞
|1 − K(jω)|2 q1

ω2
dω = q1

2k1
(104)

p2
11 = 1

2�

∫ ∞

−∞
|1 − K(jω)|2 q2

ω4
dω = q2

2k1k2
(105)

The above closed-form expressions have been evaluated
based on equating terms of (102) with the earlier covariance
expression (79). Relations (103)–(105) are useful because
they provide a frequency domain interpretation of the attitude
estimation errors and break Cov[η] down into its component
noise contributions from the star tracker v and gyro n1, n2

noise terms.
Mapping η in (101) through the closed-loop transfer func-

tion Cη(s) in (51) gives the frequency integral
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Cov[e] = 1

2�

∫ ∞

−∞
|Cη(jω)|2

[
|K(jω)|2r + |1 − K(jω)|2

×
( q1

ω2
+ q2

ω4

)]
dω (106)

This expression characterizes the total contribution of attitude
observer error η to the LOS pointing error e over infinite-time
windows. When computing the contribution over finite-time
windows of Twin seconds, the integral (106) is modified to
include the weighting function Wwin(ω) where (Lucke, Sirlin
and San Martin 1992; Bayard, 2004b)

Wwin(ω) = 1 −
(

sin(ω Twin/2)

ω Twin/2

)2

(107)

This weighting is a high-pass filter whose passband starts at
approximately 1/Twin Hz and is useful because it captures the
pointing jitter reduction associated with using shorter camera
exposures.

3 REACTION WHEEL DISTURBANCES

An RWA typically consists of a housing containing a rotating
flywheel suspended on ball bearings and driven by an inter-
nal brushless DC motor. Several types of disturbances are
generated by the flywheel, bearings and motor components.
The first type of disturbance arises from flywheel imbalances.
Two main contributors in this class are the static and dynamic
imbalance. Disturbance sources from the bearings include
viscous and Coulomb friction, while the main disturbance
from motor-related nonidealities is commutation torque rip-
ple. Additional discussion of reaction wheel disturbances can
be found in Bialke (1997, 1998) and Masterson, Miller and
Grogan (1999).

3.1 Static imbalance

Static imbalance is defined by taking a perfectly symmetric
wheel and mounting an extra mass m on the outer edge of the
flywheel, as shown in Figure 7. Because the wheel has radius
ρ and is spinning with speed ωs, the centripetal force created
by the extra mass is

FS = mρω2
s (108)

Let CS = mρ be defined as the static imbalance coefficient
in units of kg m, or equivalently, N s2. Since this imbalance

F S

m

ω s

Figure 7. Diagram of a reaction wheel with static imbalance.

force points outward and rotates in the plane of the flywheel,
a sinusoidal force disturbance is created as

FS(t) = CSω2
s sin(ωst + φS) (109)

where φS is an arbitrary phase angle. Let the reaction wheel
location and orientation have moment arm  with respect to
the spacecraft center of mass, so that the corresponding torque
is

T S(t) = CSω2
s sin(ωst + φS) (110)

Because a reaction wheel also has disturbances at multiples
(harmonics) of ωs, a more general expression is (Masterson,
Miller and Grogan 1999),

T S(t) =
n∑

j=1

CS
j ω

2
s sin(Njωst + φS

j ) (111)

where Njωs denotes the frequency of the jth dominant har-
monic. Here, the simple model (110) corresponds to the first
term, CS

1 = CS, N1 = 1. The disturbance torque (111) acts
on the spacecraft body to induce a LOS pointing error that
can be calculated using the transfer function (49) (letting Jr

denote a representative scalar spacecraft inertia)

e(s) = 1

Jr

Cd(s)T S(s) (112)

If the frequencies of (111) lie completely outside the band-
width of the attitude controller (an approximation), they can
be applied directly (unattenuated) to the rigid body to give
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Jrω̇ = T S. Using only the first term of T S in this expression
gives

ω̇ = CS

Jr

ω2
s sin(ωst + φS) (113)

Integrating twice cancels the ω2
s term to give

θ = −CS

Jr

sin(ωst + φS) (114)

The RMS LOS error follows immediately as

θS
RMS = CS

Jr

√
2

(115)

Errors from additional wheels are root-sum-squared with this
value.

3.2 Dynamic imbalance

Dynamic imbalance is defined by taking a perfectly symmet-
ric wheel and mounting two extra masses, each of mass m, on
opposing sides of the flywheel’s outer edge, as shown in Fig-
ure 8. The masses are 180◦ apart around the circumference
of the wheel and axially separated by distance δ. Because the
wheel has radius ρ and is spinning with speed ωs, an outward
force of FD = mρω2

s is created by each mass. By construc-
tion, these forces are equal and opposite and cancel each other
in the radial direction. Hence, there is no net force. However,
the force from each mass sees a moment arm of length δ/2 in
the axial direction. Hence, each mass contributes a torque of
mρω2

s (δ/2) for a total torque of mρω2
s δ in a direction normal

to the wheel’s spin axis

T D = mρω2
s δ (116)

Let CD = mρδ be defined as the dynamic imbalance coef-
ficient in units of kg m2 or equivalently N m s2. Since this
imbalance torque is normal to the spin axis and rotates in
the plane of the flywheel, a sinusoidal torque disturbance is
created as

T D(t) = CDω2
s sin(ωst + φD) (117)

F D

m

δ

T D

m

F D

ω s

Figure 8. Diagram of a reaction wheel with dynamic imbalance.

where φD is an arbitrary phase angle. Because a reaction
wheel also has disturbances at multiples (harmonics) of ωs,
a more general expression is (Masterson, Miller and Grogan,
1999),

T D(t) =
n∑

j=1

CD
j ω2

s sin(Njωst + φD
j ) (118)

where Njωs denotes the frequency of the jth dominant har-
monic. Here, the simple model (117) corresponds to the first
term, CD

1 = CD, N1 = 1. The disturbance torque (118) acts
on the spacecraft body to induce a LOS pointing error that
can be calculated using the transfer function (49)

e(s) = 1

Jr

Cd(s)T D(s) (119)

If the frequencies of (118) lie outside the bandwidth of the
attitude controller, they can be applied directly (unattenuated)
to the rigid body giving Jrω̇ = T D. Using only the first term
of T D in this expression gives,

ω̇ = CD

Jr

ω2
s sin(ωst + φD) (120)

Integrating twice cancels the ω2
s term to give

θ = −CD

Jr

sin(ωst + φD) (121)
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The RMS LOS error follows immediately as

θD
RMS = CD

Jr

√
2

(122)

Errors from additional wheels are root-sum-squared with this
value.

3.3 Wheel drag torques

3.3.1 Viscous friction

Viscous friction is the friction caused by non-perfect bearing
lubricant and creates a disturbance torque T V proportional to
wheel speed

T V = −CVωs (123)

where CV is the viscous friction coefficient in units of
N m rad s−1. CV is known to be temperature sensitive due to
its dependence on lubricant viscosity which varies strongly
as a function of temperature (Bialke, 1998).

3.3.2 Coulomb friction

Coulomb friction is the rolling friction within the bearings
that creates a torque T C independent of wheel speed and
temperature. It depends only on the sign of the velocity as

T C = −CCsign(ωs) (124)

where CC is the Coulomb friction coefficient in units of N m.
This disturbance is particularly problematic during wheel
velocity reversals, where it creates torque discontinuities of
size 2CC.

3.4 Commutation torque ripple

Commutation torque ripple is a disturbance torque T R at a
frequency given by the wheel speed ωs times the number of
motor poles Npoles times the number of motor phases Nphases

T R = CRg sin(NpolesNphases ωs + φR) (125)

where CR is the commutation torque ripple coefficient
(dimensionless), g is the commanded torque from the wheel,
and φR is an arbitrary phase angle. A distinguishing charac-
teristic of commutation ripple (125) is that its amplitude is

proportional to the torque command g. Hence, its contribu-
tion is largest during maneuvers, but less during constant-rate
scans, and minimal during inertial pointing.

4 PRECISION POINTING AND CONTROL

4.1 Design guidelines

The PD control design (26), (28), (43) serves as a starting
point for more sophisticated attitude control designs that con-
tain limiters, rate roll-off filters, and/or frequency notches.
Limiters are added to ensure safe operations and to avoid sat-
urating reaction wheels (Macala, 2002). Rate roll-off filters
and frequency notches are added to address the presence of
structural resonances due to solar panels, appendages, and so
on, that appear within or just outside the control bandwidth
(Wie, Liu and Bauer, 1993; Sharkey, et al., 1992). Exam-
ples of standard three-axis attitude control systems that use a
star tracker, gyros, and reactions wheels include the Cassini
spacecraft (Macala, 2002; Pilinsk and Lee, 2009), the Spitzer
Space Telescope (Bayard, 1998), and the Chandra X-Ray
Observatory (Cameron et al., 2000).

PID control (30) has the advantage of removing constant
torque disturbances with zero steady-state error (42), whereas
PD control suffers from a hang-off error (47). If command
feedforward terms ωd, ω̇d are not used, PID control also has
the advantage of being able to track a ramp command with
zero steady-state error, whereas PD control can only asymp-
totically track a step command. However, this latter advantage
disappears when command feedforward terms ωd, ω̇d are
used, since in this case both the PID and PD controllers can
asymptotically track arbitrary command signals.

PID control adds complications because it requires a strat-
egy to avoid integrator windup during large slews or when the
reaction wheels become saturated. The problem of integra-
tor wind-up is discussed in Astrom and Rundqwist (1989).
The complexities of using PID control are often not neces-
sary, and PD control (43) is adequate in many attitude control
implementations. The largest single disturbance torque on the
spacecraft is due to reaction wheel drag (123), (124). Using
PD control (no integral action), the LOS offset caused by
this drag torque (assumed constant) can be computed from
(56) as

edrag = T V + T C

Jrkp

(126)

This hang-off error may be tolerable in certain applications. In
practice the offset is not purely static because the wheel drag
is slowly time varying, which can degrade long-term pointing
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stability. Accordingly, if PD control is used, it may be neces-
sary to compensate wheel drag torques by performing attitude
control in momentum rate form (6), (7) and control each of the
reaction wheel speeds locally based on tachometer feedback.
Specifically, each wheel speed controller minimizes the dif-
ference between the actual and ideal wheel speed responses to
a momentum rate command. Since wheel drag acts to reduce
wheel speed, it is sensed by the tachometers and is automat-
ically compensated as a load disturbance seen by the wheel
speed controller. This approach removes the need for integral
action in the attitude controller, while allowing wheel friction
torque variations to be effectively compensated locally at a
much higher bandwidth.

The reaction wheel disturbance expressions (115), (122)
are just approximate but can be used as a starting point
for sizing reaction wheels and developing initial error bud-
gets. More detailed analysis would involve using expressions
(111), (112) and (118), (119) with T S and T D augmented with
multiple harmonics and transfer function Cd(s) augmented
with more detail, so as to include, for example, models of
subsystem dynamics, delays, and flexible modes (Lee et al.,
2002). Structural flexibility, especially, needs to be examined
in detail since reaction wheel disturbances are amplified at
modal frequencies. The problem is complicated by the fact
that the wheel frequency ωs varies over time from maneuver-
ing and momentum accumulation.

The dependence of the static imbalance torque on  in
(111) indicates that its effect can be lessened by keeping the
reaction wheels close to the spacecraft center of mass. The
dependence of both the static and dynamic imbalances on
ω2

s in (111), (118) indicates that their effect can be lessened
by operating the wheels at lower speeds. However, oper-
ating at lower speeds has important mission implications,
since wheel momentum will saturate sooner and need to be
unloaded more frequently. Often a detailed trade-off must be
performed. Another option is to fine tune the wheel imbal-
ances. At some additional cost, the vendor can often lower
the static and dynamic imbalance coefficients by a factor of
2–5 for precision pointing applications (Bialke, 1998).

4.2 Wheel speed reversals

Reaction wheel speed reversals are particularly problematic
in light of the Coulomb friction (124) that creates torque
discontinuities on the order of 2CC. Historically, many pre-
cision pointed science observations have been interrupted
by wheel speed reversals. One method to address this prob-
lem is to bias the wheels at a high-enough speed and dump
momentum often enough that zero-crossings never occur. A
second approach is to use redundant reaction wheels that have

null-space management options to maintain wheel speeds
above specified values. A third method is to permit wheel
speed reversals but to use high-bandwidth local wheel speed
control loops that suppress zero-crossing torques locally as
load disturbances. Since torque reversals appear as step func-
tions, this latter method has residual errors that die to zero
according to the speed controller time constants.

4.3 Vibration isolation

Structural flexibilities amplify reaction wheel disturbances
in the vicinity of modal resonances. If reaction wheel distur-
bances prevent achieving satisfactory pointing performance,
vibration isolation stages can be added (Laskin and Sirlin,
1986). A typical first stage of isolation is implemented by
providing vibration isolation mounts for the reaction wheels
(Nye et al., 1996). If this is not sufficient, a second stage
of isolation can be added between the basebody and the pay-
load (Bronowicki et al., 2003, Bronowicki, 2006). Depending
on the design, isolation stages can attenuate wheel distur-
bances between one and two orders of magnitude over their
operational bandwidth, with more extreme payload isola-
tion methods attenuating disturbances up to three orders of
magnitude (Gonzales et al., 2004).

4.4 Fine guidance sensors (FGSs)

Adding a fine guidance sensor is an important option in appli-
cations like astronomical telescopes that point inertially, that
is, at zero inertial spacecraft rate (Nelan et al., 1998; Bradley
et al., 1991). An FGS is typically a high-resolution, high
signal-to-noise sensor that looks at special guide stars to
provide low r (cf. (58)) LOS measurements. The FGS may
be standalone hardware or may be an intrinsic part of the
payload instrumentation. In the latter situation, the FGS typ-
ically enjoys a high signal-to-noise ratio associated with using
the large science telescope aperture (otherwise reserved for
science observations) and is located in the instrument focal
plane, which provides direct knowledge of the telescope bore-
sight pointing direction. FGS measurements can be blended
into the attitude observer’s LOS estimate to provide improved
pointing knowledge. In a fairly heavy and rigid spacecraft
where the FGS and the control system are colocated, a high
bandwidth attitude control loop can be closed around the
FGS and reaction wheels to achieve very stable pointing.
Examples include the Hubble Space Telescope (Dougherty
et al., 1982; Sharkey et al., 1992), the COROT spacecraft
(Auvergne et al., 2003), and the Kepler spacecraft (Koch
et al., 1998).
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4.5 Fast steering mirrors (FSMs)

In spacecraft with significant structural flexibility, a fast steer-
ing mirror is often beneficial. An FSM is a tip-tilt active
mirror with fine angular resolution, typically mounted on
flexures and driven by electro-magnetic actuators. The FSM
is often used together with an FGS. Because of its small
mirror inertia, the FSM can be used to make fast LOS cor-
rections without having to move the entire spacecraft bus. In
addition, the FSM can be re-actuated using counterweights
so that its high-bandwidth motions do not excite structural
modes. Architecturally, precision pointing is performed by
cascading attitude and FSM control loops. Specifically, a
conventional low-bandwidth attitude controller brings base-
body pointing errors down to the arcsecond level, and a
high-bandwidth FSM control loop (wrapped around the FGS
measurements) reduces LOS errors further to the milli-
arcsecond level. Examples include the James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST) (Mosier et al., 1998) and the Eclipse
coronagraph (Brugarolas et al., 2006).

5 CONCLUSION

This chapter provides the basic building blocks for
developing high-precision pointing control systems. The fun-
damental elements of a three-axis spacecraft pointing system
are discussed including nonlinear attitude dynamics with n

wheels, attitude control design, attitude estimation using star
tracker and gyro measurements, and the effects of sensor
noise, actuator errors, and disturbance torques. Methods are
developed for performing a preliminary design and perfor-
mance analysis. Literature is cited for more detailed analyses,
including a focus on designing high-precision pointing con-
trol systems for emerging space telescopes and astronomical
applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Multi-body dynamics have a long history. Hamilton intro-
duced generalized momenta as the first “state variable” model
of a system, but computers to exploit state concepts did
not develop until the space race of the 1950s and 1960s.
NASA orbited many flexible structures and sponsored many
“bake-off” competitions to try to find the most efficient algo-
rithms to simulate articulated and flexible structures. Quite
often, the flexible parts were linearized, and the resultant
modal analysis fueled much debate about model reduction:
“which modes to keep?” or “which basis functions to use
to discretize the PDE model of beams or plates or shells?”.
The debate continues to this day, arguing between appendage
modes (modal analysis when the rigid body is fixed) or sys-
tem modes (modal analysis without fixing the rigid body) or

coordinates that are not modal. The other dynamic part of
the system, the control system, is usually neglected in the
structural modeling decisions, much to the detriment of the
final results. The unification of control and structure mod-
eling would affect the choice of basis functions used in the
structural model, but little is known about how to do that.

Beyond modeling a given structure, a more serious is-
sue involves the design of the structure independently of its
control and performance objectives. But theory is lacking to
systematically connect the structure and control design objec-
tives. Hence, the structures today still tend to be overdesigned
to accommodate the uncertainty about what forces the control
system will later add. The control design suffers too, since
a very large amount of control energy may be required to
control a structured designed by traditional structural criteria
(highest stiffness to mass ratio, etc.). Approximately 90% of
the control energy used to control the Hubble Space Tele-
scope is wasted by designing the cylindrical structure to be
too stiff. Much less control energy would be required to yield
the same pointing performance by coordinating the structure
and control design, which in this case would reduce the power
and weight of the actuators and reduce the mass of the struc-
ture as well, since a softer structure would have been easier to
control with less energy, or alternatively to greater precision.
These debates will not be ended by this chapter, but we take a
small step in the direction of designing structures that are easy
to control. This requires new thinking about structure design.

The key to efficient simulations of a nonlinear dynamic
model and to effective feedback control of the nonlinear sys-
tem is to exploit the special structure of the model equa-
tions. Furthermore, these goals are enhanced in this chapter
by finding the simplest structure of the equations. This is ac-
complished by a very special matrix form of the dynamic
equations.
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For a system of β rigid bodies, the forces are characterized
in terms of network theory, and the kinematics are character-
ized in terms of the bar vectors (i.e., vectors that lie along
the length of the bar). The dynamics are characterized by a
second-order differential equation in a 3 × 2β configuration
matrix. The first contribution of the chapter is the dynamic
model of a broad class of systems of rigid bodies, character-
ized in a compact form, requiring no inversion of a variable
mass matrix. The second contribution is the derivation of all
equilibria as a linear algebra problem in the string force den-
sities (the control variables). One significance of these equa-
tions is the exact characterization of the statics and dynamics
of all class 1 tensegrity structures.

The traditional form of the dynamics of multi-rigid-body
systems is a vector-second-order ordinary differential equa-
tion of the generalized coordinates, as in Likins (1969),
Hughes (1986), and Skelton et al. (2001a). The generalized
coordinates are also called the configuration vector. Rather
than using the traditional vector form of such equations to de-
scribe the dynamics of β rigid bodies, this chapter introduces
rigid body dynamics in the form of a second-order differ-
ential equation of a 3 × 2β matrix, called the configuration
matrix. This chapter describes the dynamics and the static
equilibria of a set of discontinuous rigid bodies, connected
via a continuous set of strings to stabilize the system. The
“strings” or “springs” in our model may be selected to take
both compression or tension or only tension. However, in
the special application of greatest interest, the “strings” can
only take tension, as in Leonard (1988), Miura and Miyazak
(1990), Pellegrino (1990), and Sadao (1996). All equilibria
of such bar and string connections are described, and the
dynamics of such systems are described as a second-order
differential equation in the 3 × 2β configuration matrix. By
parameterizing the configuration in terms of the elements of
the rectilinear components of all vectors that locate the po-
sition of the mass center of each bar and all vectors that lie
along the length of each bar, the usual transcendental nonlin-
earities involved with the use of angles, angular velocities,
and coordinate transformations are avoided. Indeed, the ab-
sence of trigonometric functions in this formulation yields
a simplicity in the analytical form of the dynamics to facil-
itate the efficiency of numerical solution of the differential
equations (simulations) and the design of control laws later.

2 TENSEGRITY SYSTEMS

It has been argued in mechanics that continua cannot ex-
plain the strength of materials. One needs the discrete struc-
ture of nature to do that. Also note that nature is indeed
composed of discrete components, both at the atomic scale

(atoms, molecules) and at the nanoscale (cells have discrete
structure). A recent chapter has shown the tensegrity structure
of red blood cells (Vera et al., 2005) and at the meso scale,
where animal locomotion is provided by discrete bars and
strings (bones and tendons). Hence, for a large class of prob-
lems, it is reasonable to model components of the system as
discrete rigid bodies connected to discrete elastic bodies. Also
for a very large class of problems (Skelton and de Oliveira,
2009; Skelton et al., 2001b), it is reasonable and useful to
assume that the rigid bodies are rod shaped and have negli-
gible inertia about their longitudinal axes. We will make this
assumption, although the fundamental method we employ
can easily be extended to more general cases. Learning from
nature, it is clear that controlling the motion of mechanical
systems is best accomplished by the use of these discrete ele-
ments, bars, and strings. Hence, a major benefit for the use of
tensegrity structures is the advantages of integrating control
functions within the design of the structure.

Traditionally, a structure would be designed by a finite el-
ement method (Bendsoe, 1995) or a gridding method (Jarre
et al., 1998). In both of these cases, the structure has a fixed
equilibrium, since the joints are welded or pinned. Therefore,
in current engineering practice, the control function is added
(after structure design) to the structural system by mounting
control actuators onto the structure to make momentary or
permanent changes in the shape, pressing against the equi-
librium of the structure. This forced change in shape requires
energy and perhaps large forces. In other words, the actuators
“torture” the structure to do things it does not naturally want
to do. The idea of controlled tensegrity systems is to allow
the dynamics of the controller and the dynamics of the struc-
ture to cooperate more fully. This is accomplished by using
control to change the equilibrium of the structure, rather than
pressing against a fixed equilibrium of the structure designed
without regard of the control problem.

The books (Skelton and de Oliveira, 2009; Skelton et al.,
2001b) define a “Class 1 tensegrity system” as a system of
rigid bodies that make no contact with each other and where
the configuration is stabilized by tensile members connect-
ing the rigid bodies. In the steady state, such a system has
only axially loaded members, since the rigid bodies do not
touch each other, and the strings connected to the rigid bodies
cannot apply torques at the site of the attachment.

An example of class 1 tensegrity structures appears in
Figure 1. Tensegrity systems have been around for over
50 years as an art form (Snelson, 1965), with some archi-
tectural appeal (Motro, 2003), but the absence of analytical
tools for convenient analysis and optimization with which to
design engineering structures from tensegrity concepts has
prevented such intriguing topologies from taking their right-
ful place among the alternatives for design and construction
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Figure 1. Illustration of a tensegrity structure.

of engineered structures. Our first attempt to characterize
dynamics of a network of rods and strings is in the studies
by Skelton and de Oliveira (2009) and Skelton et al. (2001b),
some 50 years after the invention of the tensegrity concept.
In that first chapter, the vector equations are very complex
indeed. The primary motivation for the current chapter is to
provide a more convenient analytical tool to describe both
the statics and dynamics of class 1 tensegrity systems.

Unlike many problems in aerospace, where multiple co-
ordinate frames are utilized (one on each body), this chap-
ter uses only the inertial coordinate frame to describe all
vectors. Hence, nT

i = [
ni1, ni2 , ni3

]
describes the compo-

nents of the vector ni in inertial coordinates. We gener-
ate a diagonal n × n matrix from an n-dimensional vector
vT = [

v1 v2 v3 v4 · · · ], by denoting the v̂ operator by

v̂ = diag
[
v1 v2 v3 v4 · · · ] (1)

We generate a 3 × 3 matrix ṽ from the three-dimensional
vector vT = [

v1 v2 v3
]

as follows:

ṽ =




0 −v3 v2

v3 0 −v1

−v2 v1 0


 (2)

We often use the fact that for any two n-dimensional vectors
v ∈ IRn, and x ∈ IRn, v̂x = x̂v.

3 DESCRIPTION OF A NETWORK OF
BARS/STRINGS

We will organize the equations for β rigid bars and describe
all dynamics in an inertial frame of reference. Let the dextral
set of unit vectors

[
e1 e2 e3

]
fixed in this reference frame

be denoted by E = [
e1 e2 e3

]
, after the usual definition of

dot and cross products. The 3 × 1 matrix bi represents the
components of vector bi with respect to the fixed inertial
frame E. That is,

bi =
3∑

j=1

ejbij = [
e1 e2 e3

]



bi1

bi2

bi3


 = Ebi (3)

For some chosen inertial reference frame E, let bi and f
j

be
Gibbs vectors (a quantity that has magnitude and direction in
a three-dimensional space) described in that frame, bi = Ebi

and f
j
= Ef j . Then, the cross product is represented by

bi × f
j
= (Ebi) × (Efj) = Eb̃if j , where

b̃i =




0 −bi3 bi2

bi3 0 −bi1

−bi2 bi1 0


 , bi =




bi1

bi2

bi3


 (4)

and the dot product is given by bi · f
j
= (Ebi) · (Ef j) =

bT
i ET · Ef j = bT

i f j , where the dot productET · E = I since
ei, i = 1, 2, 3 form a dextral set of unit vectors.

Let a structural system be composed of β bars and σ

strings. Define a node (the ith node ni) of a structural sys-
tem as a point on the rigid body at which strings are attached
to the rigid members (rods). The coordinates of this point in
the E frame are ni ∈ IR3.

For our purposes, define a string (the ith string) as a mass-
less structural member connecting two nodes). The vector
connecting these two nodes is si. The direction of si is arbi-
trarily assigned. The string provides a force to resist length-
ening it beyond its rest length but provides no force to resist
shortening the string below its rest length. A string has no
bending stiffness.

Define a bar (the ith bar of a β-bar system) is characterized
by these properties: a rigid member (rod) connecting two
nodes ni and ni+β. The vector along the bar connecting nodes
ni and ni+β is bi = ni+β − ni, i = 1, 2, . . . , β. The bar bi has

length ‖bi‖ = Li =
√

bT
i bi.

The vector ri locates the mass center of bar bi and ri =
Eri. The vector ti represents the force exerted on a node
by string si, where the direction of vector ti is parallel to
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4 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

Figure 2. Bar force definition.

string vector si. That is, ti = γisi and hence, ti = γisi for some
positive scalar γi. The force density γi in string si is defined
by γi = ‖ti‖/‖si‖.

The vector f
i

represents the net sum of vector forces ex-
ternal to bar bi terminating at node ni. The set of all nodal
forces external to the bar bi is described by Figure 2.

Lemma 1. Assume that the mass of the bar is uniformly
distributed only along its length, and that its length is much
longer than its diameter. Then, the angular momentum of the
bar bi about the center of mass of bar bi, expressed in the E

frame, is hi = Ehi, where,

hi = mi

12
b̃iḃi (5)

(see Skelton and de Oliveira, 2009, for proof of this standard
result.)

rc

dm

b

Figure 3. Rectilinear mass distribution of bar.

4 DYNAMICS OF A RIGID BAR

Refer to Figure 2 for a single bar, with bar vector b, nodes n1

and n2, at which forces f
1

and f
2

are applied.

Lemma 2. The translation of the mass center of bar b,
located at position r, obeys

mr̈ = f
1
+ f

2
(6)

or, in the E frame of reference,

mr̈ = f 1 + f 2 (7)

Lemma 3. The rotation of barbi about its mass center obeys

m

12
b̃b̈ = 1

2
b̃(f 2 − f 1) (8)

The proof follows from the above expression of angular
momentum and Newton’s second law,

ḣ = 1

2
b × (f

2
− f

1
), h = m

12
b × ḃ (9)

4.1 Constrained dynamics: fixed length bars

We now wish to develop the dynamics (8) constrained for
constant bar length L, where bTb − L2 = 0. The first two
time derivatives of the length constraint yield bTḃ = 0 and
bTb̈ = −ḃ

T
ḃ. Therefore, the system we desire to characterize

is one that satisfies all the constraints below.

m

12
b̃b̈ = 1

2
b̃(f 2 − f 1) (10)

bTb̈ = −ḃ
T
ḃ (11)

bTḃ = 0 (12)

bTb − L2 = 0 (13)

If indeed, the initial conditions b(0) and ḃ(0) are admissible
(i.e., they satisfy bT(0)b(0) = L2, and bT (0)ḃ

T
(0) = 0), then

the only constraints remaining are the first two, which we
treat below.

We pause to add caution about the assumption of ad-
missible initial conditions. Even if the initial conditions are
admissible, any numerical computational errors would allow
the lengths of bars to change during a simulation of the dy-
namics. There are several approaches to the “constraint stabi-
lization” problem that is not unique to this chapter, and only
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brief mention of this problem is justified here. One method
is to modify the numerical integration scheme to correct the
length and velocity of each bar after each integration step to
keep the length constant and the velocity vector ḃ perpen-
dicular to the vector b. For example, at numerical iteration
k, the computed values from the integration routines are b(k)
and ḃ(k). Replace these values by the values b(k + 1) and
ḃ(k + 1), given by

b(k + 1) = b(k)L
‖ b(k) ‖ (14)

ḃ(k + 1) =
(

I − b(k + 1)bT(k + 1)

L2

)
ḃ(k) (15)

In the presence of roundoff errors in a simulation, these up-
date calculations will maintain the correct bars lengths and
the correct orthogonality between position b and velocity ḃ,
while the dynamic equation provides the correct acceleration
for the constrained system.

Ignoring roundoff errors hereafter, we now continue our
task of characterizing the dynamics of the constrained system
described by the equation

[
b̃

bT

]
b̈ =


 b̃(f 2 − f 1)

6

m

−ḃ
T
ḃ


 (16)

which was obtained by first multiplying (8) by 12/m and
augmenting this with the constraint equation.

Now the task of solving (16) for b̈ is simply a linear algebra
problem. Uniqueness of the solution is guaranteed by linear
independent columns of the matrix coefficient of b̈. We prove
this linear independence by noting that

[
b̃

bT

]T [
b̃

bT

]
= L2I (17)

where we have also used the following fact, proved by sub-
stitution.

Lemma 4. For any skew-symmetric matrix b̃, the following
is true.

b̃
2 = bbT − bTbI (18)

The properties of the unique Moore–Penrose inverse are well
known and are used to obtain the following.

Lemma 5. The unique Moore–Penrose inverse of

[
b̃

bT

]
is

given by

[
b̃

bT

]+
= [−b̃ b

]
L−2 (19)

where we have used the fact b̃T = −b̃.

Lemma 6. The solution of (16) for b̈ has the unique solution

b̈ = 6

m
(f 2 − f 1) − b

(
ḃ

T
ḃ

L2
+ 6

mL2
bT(f 2 − f 1)

)
(20)

= 6

m

(
I − bbT

L2

)
(f 2 − f 1) − b

‖ ḃ ‖2

L2
(21)

where we have used the fact b̃b = 0.
The translational and rotational equations of motion for a

rod are given by

r̈ = (f 1 + f 2)

m
(22)

b̈ + kb = 6

m

(
I − bbT

L2

)
(f 2 − f 1), k = ḃ

T
ḃ

L2
(23)

4.2 A β-bar system

The results of the previous section apply for any number of
bars, and we wish to see the matrix construction of the general
case with β bars.

Lemma 7. In a system of β bars, the dynamics for the bar
bi with fixed length Li(i = 1, 2, ....β) are described by

b̈i

m

12
+ biθi = 1

2
(f β+i − f i) (24)

mir̈i = (f i + f β+i) (25)

where

θi = mi

12L2
i

‖ḃi‖2 + bT
i (f β+i − f i)

2L2
i

(26)

It follows clearly that these equations apply to any number of
bars, so that the following is true, where θi is the ith element
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6 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

of the vector θ ∈ IRβ. To prepare for matrix forms of the re-
sults, the following matrix definitions are required. From pre-
vious definitions, define matrices, F ∈ IR3×2β, N ∈ IR3×2β,
T ∈ IR3×σ , S ∈ IR3×σ , B ∈ IR3×β, γ ∈ IRσ , as follows:

F = [
F1 F2

] = [
f1 f2 · · · fβ | fβ+1 · · · f2β

]
(27)

N = [
N1 N2

] = [
n1 n2 · · · nβ | nβ+1 · · · n2β

]
(28)

T = [
t1 t2 · · · tσ

]
(29)

S = [
s1 s2 · · · sσ

]
(30)

B = [
b1 b2 · · · bβ

]
(31)

R = [
r1 r2 · · · rβ

]
(32)

γ̂ = diag
[
γ1 · · · γσ

]
(33)

where γ̂ represents the diagonalizing operation on the vector
γ ∈ IRσ . It follows from (28), (31), that

B = N2 − N1 = N

[
−I

I

]
= NU (34)

and the locations of the mass centers of all bars are described
by

R = N1 + 1

2
B (35)

It follows from the definition γi (as an element of the vector
γ) and (29), (30) that

T = Sγ̂ (36)

Theorem 1. Consider an β-bar system with constant length
bar vectors bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , β, and matrices defined by,

Q = [
B R

]
(37)

K0 =
[

I

0

]
θ̂
[
I 0

]
(38)

θi = bT
i (f β+i − f i)

2L2
i

+ mi‖ḃi‖2

12L2
i

(39)

� =


−1

2
I I

1

2
I I


 (40)

M = diag
[ · · · mi · · · ] (41)

M =

 1

12
M 0

0 M


 (42)

Then the rigid body dynamics are given by

Q̈M + QK0 = F� (43)

where the coordinate transformation from coordinates N to
coordinates Q is provided by Q�T = N.

Proof. Follows trivially from (24, 25).

For a given square matrix J , define the notation �J� =
diag

[
. . . Jii . . .

]
. Then, another form for the diagonal matrix

composed of diagonal entries θi, i = 1, 2, . . . , is given by,

Corollary 1

θ̂ = 1

2
L̂−2�BT(F 2 − F 1) + 1

6
Ḃ

T
ḂM� (44)

= 1

2
L̂−2�[ I 0

]
QT(F2 − F1) + 1

6

[
I 0

]
Q̇TM� (45)

L = [
L1 L2 · · · Lβ

]T
(46)

5 CHARACTERIZING BAR/STRING
CONNECTIONS

Definition 1. Define the “string connectivity matrix” C by

Cij =




1 if string vector si terminates on node nj

−1 if string vector si eminates from node nj

0 if string vector si does not connect with node nj

(47)

C = [
C1 C2

]
, C1 ∈ IRσ×β, C2 ∈ IRσ×β (48)

For 2β disturbance vectors applied at each of the β nodes,

W = [
w1 w2 · · · w2β

]
(49)

Theorem 2. Let any connection of rigid bars and elastic
strings be described by the string connectivity matrix C in
Definition (47). Then, the sum of all forces entering the nodes
of a class 1 tensegrity structure may be computed by,

F = W − TC (50)
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and the string vectors si, i = 1, . . . , σ are linearly related to
the nodal vectors nj, j = 1, . . . , n2β by

S = NCT

.
Proof. The result S = NCT follows immediately from the
definition of the connectivity matrix C. The force vectors f i

have direction defined as terminating on a node ni. The force
vectors contained in W and TC have also been defined (by the
connectivity matrix C) as positive when terminating on the
nodes n1, n2, . . . , nβ. Hence, by sign convention, F must be
defined such that all force vectors terminating on (entering)
the nodes must add to zero. Hence,

F + TC − W = 0 (51)

Lemma 8

F = −Q�TCTγ̂C + W, �T =

−1

2
I

1

2
I

I I


 (52)

Proof. From Theorem and (36),

TC = Sγ̂C = NCTγ̂C (53)

However, from the definitions following (27), N = Q�T and
hence,

F = W − Q�TCTγ̂C (54)

Corollary 2

θ̂ = 1

2
L̂−2

⌊[
I 0

]
Q̇TQ̇

[
I

0

]
M

1

6

+ [
I 0

]
QT(Q�TCTγ̂C − W)

[
I

−I

]⌋
(55)

Proof. From Theorem 1,

θ̂ = 1

2
L̂−2�BT (F2 − F1) + 1

6
ḂT ḂM� (56)

= 1

2
L̂−2�[ I 0

]
QT (F2 − F1) (57)

+ 1

6

[
I 0

]
Q̇T Q̇

[
I

0

]
M� (58)

where

F 2 − F 1 = FU

= (W − Q�TCTγ̂C)U (59)

where U is defined in (34).

Theorem 3. The dynamics of all Class 1 tensegrity systems
with rigid, fixed length bars satisfy

Q̈M + QK = W�, (60)

Q = [
B R

]
(61)

M =

 1

12
M 0

0 M


 (62)

K =
[

θ̂ 0

0 0

]
+ �TCTγ̂C� (63)

�T =
[

− 1
2I 1

2I

I I

]
(64)

θ̂ = 1

12
L̂−2

⌊
6

[
I 0

]
QT(Q�TCTγ̂C − W)

[
I

−I

]

+ [
I 0

]
Q̇TQ̇

[
I

0

]
M

⌋
(65)

The proof may be found in the study by Skelton and
de Oliveira (2009).

From (65), the ith element of the diagonal matrix θ̂ is given
by

θi = 1

2
L−2

i bT
i (Q�TCTĈ�iγ − W�i ) + mi

12L2
i

||ḃi||2 (66)

where, the following definitions characterize the ith columns
of the matrices needed.

W = [W1, W2] (67)

W�i
= ith col(W1 − W2) = −W(ith col(U))

= wi − wβ+1 (68)

C�i
= ith col(C1 − C2)

= −C(ith col(U)) = Ci − Cβ+1 (69)
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8 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

For convenience, we have assumed that all 2β nodes have
forces applied, w1, . . . , w2β. Using the coordinate transfor-
mation N = Q�T, it is straightforward to write the equations
of motion in the N variables as well.

Theorem 4. All class 1 tensegrity with rods of fixed length
have dynamics described in the coordinates N, as follows.

N̈MN + NKN = W (70)

where

MN = 1

6

[
2M M

M 2M

]
, KN = Uθ̂UT + CTγ̂C (71)

where,

θi = 1

2L2
i

(NU)T
i (NCTĈ�i

γ − WU i) + mi

12L2
i

||(ṄU)i||2

(72)

where Ui = ith col(U)

6 VECTOR FORM OF THE DYNAMICS

The advantage of Theorems 3 and 4 is the simplicity of the
structure of the dynamic model, and that is the main feature
of this chapter. The disadvantage lies in the facts that the
equations are not of minimal order, and linearity of these
equations in the control vector γ is readily transparent, but
in a diagonal matrix form, since γ is embedded in a matrix
form. The following theorem places the equations in a vector
form, where the linearity in the control vector γ is clearly
displayed. These new vector equations might make the study
of the static solution easier, since the linearity of γ will be
apparent. The disadvantage of these new vector equations is
that the form of the nonlinear terms is much more complex
than the previous matrix results of Theorem 3. Define the
following matrices.

JT = [Iβ 0], C� = C1 − C2, C+ = C1 + C2 (73)

�b =




12m−1
1 Q�T�̂1

...

12m−1
β Q�T�̂β


 , �r =




m−1
1 Q�T�̂β+1

...

m−1
β Q�T�̂2β




(74)

� =

 I 0

−1

2
C� C+


 , � =




(2L2
1)−1bT

1Q�TCTĈ�1

...

(2L2
β)−1bT

βQ�TCTĈ�β




(75)

τb = 12




m−1
1 (w1+β − w1)

2 − Q�T�̂1Jδ
...

m−1
β ((w2β − wβ)

2 − Q�T�̂βJδ)




(76)

τr =




m−1
1 ((wβ+1 + w1) − Q�T�̂β+1Jδ)

...

m−1
β ((wβ + w2β) − Q�T�̂2βJδ)


 (77)

δ =




(12L2
1)−1m1‖ḃ1‖2 + (2L2

1)−1bT
1 (w1+β − w1)

...

(12L2
β)−1mβ‖ḃβ‖2 + (2L2

β)−1bT
β(w2β − wβ)




(78)

qT = [
bT

1 · · · bT
β rT

1 · · · rT
β

]
,

Q = [
E1q · · · E2βq

]
(79)

bi = Qei, Ei = [
0 · · · I3 · · · 0

]
, eT

i = [
0 · · · 1 · · · 0

]
(80)

Theorem 5. All class 1 tensegrity dynamics can be
described in the form

q̈ + �Gγ = τ (81)

� =
[

�b

�r

]
, τ =

[
τb

τr

]
, G =

[
	

I

]
(82)

Proof. It is straightforward to show from (66) that the vector
θ is given by

θ = �γ + δ (83)
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and the matrix K and its ith column are given by

K = �Tû� (84)

Ki = �T�̂i(Gγ + Jδ) (85)

u =
[

θ

γ

]
=

[
�

Iσ

]
γ +

[
Iβ

0

]
δ = Gγ + Jδ (86)

where we have used the fact x̂y = ŷx and the fact that M
is diagonal. The proof may be concluded by multiplying
(60) from the left by the inverse of M and then writing
the columns of equation (60) and stacking them vertically
to conclude the proof.

One can appreciate the simpler structure of the matrix form
of the dynamics by comparing Theorem 3 with the much more
complex vector form of Theorem 5. Of course, the form of the
above result becomes even more complicated when putting
the system in the standard state vector form in xT = [qT, q̇T].
Note that all of the variables in q still appear in Q. While it is
straight-forward to write all terms of the equation expressly
in terms of the vectors q, to do so would occupy too many
pages (see the crude prior attempt in the paper (Skelton et al.,
2001a) to write the dynamics in vector form explicitly.

7 STATICS OF CLASS 1 TENSEGRITY
SYSTEMS

The equilibria of dynamic equations can be best studied
after first understanding the dynamics. Equilibria may be
time varying or constant solutions of the dynamic equa-
tions. Roughly speaking, we say that the configuration Q̄(t)
(time varying or not) is asymptotically stable in the sense of
Liapunov if initial conditions Q(0), arbitrarily close to Q̄(0),
yield the steady-state result lim(t → ∞)(Q(t) − Q̄(t)) = 0.
The only equilibria studied below are constant ones, where
Q̄(t) is a constant configuration matrix. Now let time ap-
proach infinity in the theorem above to characterize the con-
stant equilibrium, which is achieved at steady state, where
q̈ = q̇ = 0, and hence, ḃ = 0 in the δ definition. Note that
⊥[·], [·]⊥, and [·]† denote, respectively, the left nullspace, the
right nullspace, and the Moore–Penrose inverse of the ma-
trix [·]. A specified set of constant loads W is said to be
“admissible” for a specified Q if there exists a solution γ to
the equation �Gγ = τ. That is, if

⊥[�G(Q)]τ(Q, W) = 0 (87)

Corollary 3 If specified constants W and Q are admissible
(satisfy (87)), and all variables are the constant values sat-
isfying �Gγ = τ then the string force densities of all static
equilibria of all class 1 tensegrity structures are given by

γ = [�G]†τ + [�G]⊥z (88)

where z is arbitrary, subject to the requirement that all
elements of γ are positive or zero.

Proof. The result is the solution of the linear algebra problem

�Gγ = τ, δ =




(2L2
1)−1bT

1 (w1+β − w1)
...

(2L2
β)−1bT

β(w2β − wβ)


 (89)

where �, G, and τ are defined in Theorem 5, except that
these matrices are now computed using only constant values
ofQ, W , and γ , satisfying �Gγ = τ (as opposed to the time-
varying interpretations of Theorem 5).

8 CONCLUSIONS

The dynamics of a system of β constant-length rigid rods,
connected at their ends by tensile elements, have been de-
rived from a network point of view. The resulting equations
are in matrix form, rather than the traditional vector form.
The nonlinear equations are given in the form of a second-
order differential equation of a 3 × 2β configuration matrix,
Q. These equations contain no trigonometric nonlinearities
and require no inversion of a mass matrix containing con-
figuration variables. The simplicity of the structure of these
equations is partly due to the use of the matrix form, partly
due to the choice of variables, and partly due to the enlarged
space in which the dynamics are described. That is, the equa-
tions are a non-minimal realization of the dynamics, where
the 5β degree-of-freedom system is modeled by 6β degrees
of freedom. Lagrange multipliers are not needed to handle the
constant length constraints, where standard linear algebra so-
lutions of the equations for the constrained accelerations are
rigorous. Numerical integration schemes for stabilizing the
excess variables are given.

All static equilibria are characterized, and, for any given
admissible configuration the equilibria equations reduce to
linear algebra to yield steady state values of the string force
densities.

Due to space limitations, the standard vector equations for
the nonlinear dynamics are not given here but can be found in
Skelton and de Oliveira (2009) and Skelton et al. (2001b). The
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point to be made now is that the vector forms are produced
by the equations in the classical rigid body, and multi-body
literature yield a much more complex system of equations
than the new form offered herein.

These equations present opportunities for efficient simu-
lations for the dynamics of tensegrity systems (multiple rigid
bodies) and opportunities for new feedback control methods
tuned to the non-minimal, but simplest form of the matrix
structure of the dynamic model. The control of systems us-
ing these non-minimal realizations is reported in the thesis of
Wroldsen et al. (2007).

There will be some freedom in the desired equilibria that
can be utilized to further reduce control effort in the con-
trol problem. The simple structure of these equations opens
the door a bit wider for feedback control design and structure
design to use the same optimized variables to further inte-
grate structure and control design activities. The result should
be more efficient controlled structures, but this efficiency
must be demonstrated in a future article.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Spacecraft fault protection overview

The terms fault protection (FP) and fault detection, isolation,
and recovery (FDIR) refer to the sum total of on-board hard-
ware and software, and ground interventions whose purpose
is to avoid, detect, and respond to faults in the spacecraft sys-
tem. The objective of the fault responses can be to restore
functionality lost due to the fault (fail-operational or fail-op),
or to reconfigure the spacecraft into a safe state (fail-safe)
until the ground controllers can diagnose the fault and take
appropriate action. Spacecraft operating at large distances
from Earth with long round-trip communications delays have
naturally limited the ground’s ability to respond to anomalous
conditions in a timely manner, resulting in an emphasis on
the development of on-board autonomy to detect, isolate, and
respond to problems. This is especially important with inter-

planetary spacecraft, which often have irreversible one-time
activities, known as critical events, which must be executed
within a specified time window for the mission to be suc-
cessful. Examples of critical events include orbit insertion
maneuvers, probe release, and landings.

As will be discussed in Section 1.3, the typical on-
board FDIR system employs a progressive architecture that
attempts to detect and respond to faults initially at the hard-
ware level, then subsystem level, before finally escalating to
the system level. This chapter will introduce basic FP con-
cepts and focus on the FP of guidance, navigation, and control
(GN&C) subsystems at all the three levels. A generic GN&C
subsystem is presented as a basis for discussing typical FP
systems and behavior. Finally, selected FP implementation
considerations will be discussed. The scope of this encyclo-
pedia is such that this chapter is only an introduction to the
essential field of spacecraft FP; however, a more in-depth
discussion of GN&C FP fundamentals can be found else-
where (Rasmussen, 2008). Insight into the implementation
approach and development details of Deep Space FP systems
can be gained by examining case studies of the Cassini Sat-
urn orbiter (Slonski, 1996), the Deep Space 1 comet mission
(Rouquette, Neilson and Chen, 1999), Deep Impact comet
impact mission (Barltrop and Kan, 2005), and Mars Recon-
naissance Orbiter (Bayer, 2007). Specific FP considerations
applicable to planetary surface rovers can be found by study-
ing the Mars Exploration Rover FP implementation (Neilson,
2005). Furthermore, spacecraft systems engineers should
appreciate the importance of robustness in an FP system and
understand how a series of poor engineering decisions and
random events can lead to spacecraft failure (Parry, 1999).
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2 Attitude Dynamics and Orbital Control of Spacecraft

Figure 1. Relationships between faults, failure, and symptoms.

1.2 Faults, failures, and symptoms

The definition of faults, failures, and symptoms are not uni-
versal. Different organizations and companies within the
aerospace community have historically used different defi-
nitions of these common terms. The definitions given here
are only for the purpose of this chapter. In spite of the lack
of universality, it is important to maintain consistent usage
within a project team to avoid confusion.

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between faults, failure,
and symptoms as used in this chapter. Faults are the root cause
of failures at the lowest level, such as open or short circuits
in electrical components, arbitrary failures of semiconductor
components, and particulate contamination of fuel. Structural
faults of a mechanical component are also considered a root
cause fault; however, this class of fault is usually waived from
FP coverage and mitigated by incorporating adequate design
margins. It is the responsibility of the project leadership to
define which types of faults must be protected against and
which faults are to waived based on the project’s risk toler-
ance and available resources. The list of faults from which
the spacecraft must be protected is known as the fault set or
the protected faults.

Failures are the loss or unacceptable degradation of a
spacecraft function as a result of one or more faults. In fact,
failures are sometimes referred to as functional failures or
functional faults. Examples of such losses of spacecraft func-
tionality are interruption of attitude measurement updates
from the star sensor, inertial measurement unit (IMU) report-
ing saturation or erroneous rate, inability to control landing
velocity, or leaking thruster. Failures commonly propagate
into other failures. For example, inability to control the atti-

tude of a solar-powered spacecraft could lead to inability to
generate power.

Whereas many faults can lead to a failure in a given com-
ponent, failures can happen in the absence of a hardware fault.
Often due to environmental anomalies or erroneous analyti-
cal assumptions, nonfault causes can induce failures, which
although may be transient, can be serious enough to result in
severe mission impacts depending on when they occur. For
example, solar flares can eject a sufficient flux of charged sub-
atomic particles to interfere with the electro-optical detectors
of a star sensor, resulting in an inability to produce celestial
attitude measurements. On a three-axis controlled spacecraft,
the obvious course of action in the presence of inertial ref-
erence loss is to turn to a sun-referenced attitude, possibly
by invoking safe mode as will be discussed in Section 1.3.1,
since sun sensors are more robust to charged particles.

Distinguishing between faults and nonfault causes of
faults is often an exercise in semantics and is unimportant
on most flight projects since both classes of root causes must
be considered equally in FP design. The distinction does
come into play when evaluating the probability of success
of a critical event where the time durations are so short that
the probability of a hardware fault is much lower than a
failure-inducing environmental effect. In the case of an entry,
descent, and landing (EDL) on Mars, typically lasting less
than 10 minutes, environmental effects such as winds and
terrain hazards are so dominant that hardware failures are
neglected in practice when calculating the probability of safe
landing.

Symptoms are the observable manifestations of failures.
Failures can produce direct symptoms, such as the absence
of new attitude updates from the star sensor in the case of
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the solar flare induced failure. Other failures are not directly
observable, such as in the case of a leaking thruster since
spacecraft do not commonly have the ability to measure low
rates of propellant loss. Instead, a leaking thruster would
cause unexpected torques on the spacecraft and require other
thrusters to fire in an effort to counteract the leak; therefore,
the symptom of a thruster leak would be an unexpectedly
high number of pulses from other thrusters required to hold
the desired attitude.

While an FP engineer must understand the functional fail-
ure set to scope the requirements of the system, the value
of the failure set is primarily as a tool to discover credible
failures that the FP implementation must cover. Only know-
ing that the FP system must protect against an open-circuited
resistor, for instance, is of little tangible use to an FP engi-
neer; however, knowing that this resistor fault can potentially
cause, for example, a thruster stuck-off failure will lead the
FP engineer to consider the effect of stuck-off thrusters and
the symptoms to be monitored to detect such a failure. Iden-
tifying all functional failures, means of detecting them, and
possible mitigations should they occur is the objective of a
“System” or “Functional” Failure Modes, Effects, Criticality
Analysis (FMECA). This analysis also permits an analyst to
identify all single-point failures within a system. In practice,

the failure set is populated primarily based on engineering
judgment and supplemented by failures discovered by the
FMECA. To construct the failure set solely by applying the
fault set to each device would be time consuming, laborious,
and most likely prone to omissions due to the sheer number of
piece-parts in a typical device and their complex interactions.

1.3 Typical fault protection strategy

The overall objective of an FP system is to detect and address
failures as close to the root cause as possible to minimize
propagation into other subsystems. For example, a propellant
line heater fault should be detected as quickly as possible by
monitoring the line temperature and addressed by turning
on the backup heater before the propellant freezes, which
could cause the fuel line to rupture and result in propulsion
subsystem failure. As shown in Figure 2, a typical FP system
utilizes a progressive architecture to achieve this objective.
Faults are detected and addressed as close to the hardware
or component level as possible. Those that are not detected
and isolated at the hardware level but can be localized to a
particular subsystem can be addressed at the subsystem level.
If a fault symptom brings multiple subsystems into question,

Hardware
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Fault contained at the
subsystem level

Fault contained at the
hardware level

Fault contained at the
subsystem level

Fault contained at the
hardware level
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system level
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Figure 2. Progressive fault protection strategy.
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then the appropriate response is at the system level, the most
severe of which is safe mode.

1.3.1 System-level fault protection

Not all symptoms will point to a specific failure or can even
localize the fault to a specific subsystem. In such situations of
ambiguity, the best course of action is a system-level failure
response, which often takes action across multiple subsys-
tems in parallel to address the symptom expeditiously. These
actions are often severe enough that on-going spacecraft
activities must be cancelled to avoid interference between
the failure response and the activity. The FP engineer must
decide whether the symptoms are severe enough to warrant
execution of a system-level failure response. In the case of a
critical activity, execution of a system-level failure response,
even if successful in addressing the failure, could cause mis-
sion failure if the critical activity fails to execute. Returning to
the example of a solar flare induced loss of celestial reference
in Section 1.2, the sun-pointing failure response would be
unacceptable if the failure occurred before or during an orbit
insertion maneuver since the spacecraft would be unable to
execute this critical event and thus result in loss of mission.
A common mitigation to this failure scenario is to disable
star sensor measurements as early as possible before orbit
insertion, subject to acceptable attitude propagation accuracy
using the IMU without celestial attitude updates. In this exam-
ple, the maximum time duration of attitude propagation using
only the IMU while still meeting the attitude determination
requirement for orbit insertion would result on a requirement
levied by the FP system on the IMU bias stability.

System FP: Low battery state-of-charge. An example
of a common system-level FP is the battery state-of-charge
(SOC) monitor and response, which protects the space-
craft from unexpected battery discharge. Upon detecting the
symptom of battery SOC unexpectedly discharging below a
predetermined value, the failure can be in the power, GN&C,
avionics, or flight software subsystem. Since battery deple-
tion can be mission catastrophic, the typical response consists
of parallel actions across all these subsystems.

In the power subsystem, a potential failure is unexpected
power dissipation by one or more of the peripheral devices.
This can be due to a load erroneously turned on either by the
ground or an on-board sequence, or a device failure causing it
to draw more power than expected (e.g., soft short). The best
course of action to address such failures is to first turn off all
peripheral devices, and then turn on only the essential loads.
This has the effect of establishing a minimum power state
of the spacecraft and, by turning back on only the essential
loads, this will increase the chances of taking a potential soft

short off line. Furthermore, there are types of soft shorts that
can be cleared by power cycling the device.

Several faults within the GN&C subsystem can potentially
propagate to a battery low SOC symptom. On solar-powered
spacecraft, the failure would include the inability to point the
solar array on-sun. The up-stream failures that can lead to
inability to point the solar array include attitude determina-
tion failure leading to incorrect knowledge of the sun vector,
or incorrectly commanded attitude, to name a few. To mit-
igate these potential failures, the battery low SOC response
typically commands the spacecraft into a predetermined, sun-
referenced attitude using a sun sensor to determine the sun
vector. In this manner, the inertial attitude determination sys-
tem is taken off-line and an independent sensor is used to get
the solar arrays on-sun. The commanded attitude is ignored
in favor of a sun-referenced attitude, thus removing the incor-
rectly commanded attitude as a potential fault.

To address the possibility that an error in the on-going
activity sequence is causing conflicts between the power sub-
system configuration, and the commanded attitude of the
spacecraft, thereby causing the low battery SOC, the activity
is cancelled. The activity cancellation will have the added
benefit of deactivating more of the flight software, reducing
the chances that potential flight software errors can continue
causing the low SOC. If the battery SOC continues to dete-
riorate in spite of these actions, safe mode is invoked in the
hopes that drastic actions upon safe mode entry, such as power
cycling all devices and reloading flight software, will address
the fault.

System FP: Communications loss. Another example
of system-level FP is the communications loss FP, which
protects against loss of uplink or downlink. The typical
implementation of this FP is for the ground to indicate to
the spacecraft a communications loss trigger time in the
future at which point if the spacecraft has not received an
update to this trigger time, it will begin executing a series of
actions to reestablish communications. The spacecraft will
not receive an update to the trigger time if either (i) there
is an uplink failure such that the spacecraft is not receiving
the timer update command, or (ii) the ground controllers have
elected not to send the timer update because they have lost the
downlink signal. Once the communications loss response is
triggered, the spacecraft will systematically execute actions
such as swapping to a low-gain antenna to cover more trans-
mit and receive field-of-view, reset the transponder, swap to
the backup transponder, swap to the backup power ampli-
fier, and change the spacecraft attitude to a sun-referenced
orientation in an attempt to address failures in the telecom-
munications or attitude control subsystems, which could be
causing the loss of communication symptom. The actions to
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be taken and the order in which they are executed depend on
the particulars of a given spacecraft design. At each response
step, there must be careful consideration of how long the FP
should pause to allow the ground to observe the result and
uplink the communications loss timer reset. Points to consider
include the round-trip light time to the spacecraft, the view
periods of communication stations, and the time required for
ground controllers to analyze the telemetry once communi-
cations has be reestablished. In the event the communications
loss FP fails to reestablish communications, the final step in
the response is commonly to invoke safe mode.

System FP: Safe mode. The most drastic of system-level
FP is safe mode and is commonly the last line of defense
against failures if other system-level FP, such as battery
SOC or communications loss, is unsuccessful in address-
ing the failure. The overriding objective of safe mode is
to get the spacecraft into a state that is (i) power positive,
(ii) communicative, (iii) thermally stable, and (iv) preserv-
ing consumables. Safe mode is a spacecraft state; however,
the safe mode automated response, executed upon safe mode
entry, includes all the actions that must be taken to ensure the
desired state. To be certain of the on/off state of all spacecraft
components, the best practice is not to assume that the power
state of any device is correct and to turn off all devices before
turning on the minimum necessary equipment, thus configur-
ing the spacecraft into a known power state. Sometimes called
“touch every relay,” this philosophy protects against failures
in which devices were inadvertently turned on, possibly caus-
ing unexpected battery discharge, or heaters unintentionally
turned off resulting in unacceptably low temperatures.

One set of actions performed as part of safe mode entry
addresses possible failure in the on-board flight computer,
interface electronics, and the associated flight software.
Depending on what kinds of failure modes were identified in
the FMECA, safe mode actions may include power cycling
the computer and interface electronics, resetting the com-
puter, and reloading a “fresh” copy of flight software from
nonvolatile memory.

With solar-powered spacecraft, another required safe
mode action is to get the vehicle in the desired sun-referenced
attitude using the minimum hardware and software. This safe
mode attitude depends on the attitude stabilization method of
the particular spacecraft. With a three-axis stabilized vehicle,
this involves using a sun sensor to point a specified body axis
toward the sun and using the IMU to control the rotation rate
about the sun line. For the special case of a spin-stabilized
spacecraft, by placing the spin axis off the sun line, the spin
rate of the vehicle can be determined by using the sun sensor
to measure the coning rate of the sun line in the body frame
so that an IMU is not necessary to control the spin rate.

Ensuring that the spacecraft is communicative in safe
mode typically requires switching to an antenna with a broad
enough gain pattern to receive and transmit while the space-
craft is in the safe mode attitude. Often this means switching
from a high-gain antenna with a higher data rate since the
coarse pointing in the safe mode attitude will likely not allow
the earth to stay within the narrow antenna beam width of a
high-gain antenna. The telecommunication system must be
reconfigured for a lower data rate on the low-gain antenna,
which typically has a broader beam width and can support
communications with earth even in the sun-pointed safe mode
attitude.

Thermal stability in safe mode is usually ensured by a
combination of turning on thermostatically controlled heaters
and/or survival heaters. This should have occurred when the
safe mode entry actions executed the “touch every relay”
philosophy.

The consumables that must be preserved in safe mode are
highly dependent on the particular spacecraft design. The
most obvious consumable to protect is propellant, so ideally
attitude control should be performed without thrusters. This
can be accomplished using reaction wheels, magnetic tor-
quers, or spacecraft spin stability. Often this is not advisable,
such as in the case of nonredundant reaction wheels, or not
possible if the spacecraft is not operating in a usable magnetic
field or has unfavorable mass properties. If thrusters must be
used in safe mode, propellant can be preserved by increasing
the attitude control deadband. It is also important to be sure
the safe mode attitude control sensors are not so noisy that
the attitude control system requests unnecessary thruster fir-
ings. Less obvious consumables must also be considered on
some spacecraft, such as reaction wheel revolutions, device
power cycles, and flash memory write cycles. What is deemed
acceptable use of consumables depends on the intended life-
time of the spacecraft and this must be carefully considered
since it may be several days or more before a spacecraft can
be recovered from safe mode.

The safe mode behavior of some spacecraft autonomously
swaps to backup (redundant) hardware components as part of
hardware reconfiguration for safe mode. The rationale being
that some hardware failure is causing the symptom and that
swapping to redundant components will guarantee a healthy
set of hardware. This approach is potentially hazardous due
to the possibility of latent failures, where one or more of
the redundant components may have failed in the intervening
time since it was last turned on. It is usually a good practice
to avoid swapping to a backup hardware component unless
there is evidence that the primary unit has failed.

The criteria under which safe mode is invoked should be
carefully considered as part of the overall system FP strategy
for the mission. Since a properly implemented safe mode
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should get the spacecraft into a safe state in the event of all
protected faults and corresponding failure (see Section 1.2.),
some FP systems have erred on the side of invoking safe
mode at the first sign of an anomaly. Indeed, some devel-
opmental costs and schedule resources can be reduced by
cutting back on the number of hardware level or subsystem
level fault responses and using safe mode as an all purpose
response. Such an approach, however, has a number of short-
comings that makes it not always viable as an FP strategy.
First of all, on a spacecraft with critical events, such a sim-
plistic strategy would be very risky even if safe mode entry
placed the spacecraft in a safe state since the critical event
would not have executed, and the spacecraft would have failed
a major mission objective. Second, safe mode is very dras-
tic and is not always necessary if the failure can be detected
and addressed by some system-level or hardware-level FP.
Since safe mode is a fail-safe response, there will be loss of
operational use of the spacecraft which would be avoidable
if there were fail-operational responses at the system or hard-
ware levels. Finally, the mission operations team may not be
adequately staffed for frequent safe mode entry. Recovery
from safe mode usually requires significant ground interven-
tion. Frequent recovery from safe mode entry is a burden
on the operations team. Although difficult to quantify, there
is a trade-off between development costs to add more fail-
operational FP on-board the spacecraft and the operation’s
staffing costs.

1.3.2 Subsystem-Level Fault Protection

At the subsystem level of FP, key performance metrics of the
various spacecraft subsystems are monitored. At this level,
the failure symptom would indicate a fault in a given sub-
system; however, it may not be possible to isolate the fault
to a single component within that subsystem. An example
of GN&C subsystem-level FP is the sun angle monitor and
response. This FP function compares the predicted position
of the sun in the body frame to the observed position as mea-
sured by a sun sensor. A significant difference between the
predicted and observed sun position would suggest a fault in
the GN&C subsystem, but without further information, it is
not possible to determine if the fault is due to a failure in the
inertial attitude determination system, the flight software pre-
diction of the sun position, or the sun sensor. The response to
a subsystem-level fault can be at the component, subsystem,
or system level. For the example of the sun angle monitor
error, the response can be at the component level by reset-
ting the star tracker so that it reacquires inertial knowledge or
swapping to a backup sun sensor, or it can be at the subsys-
tem level by swapping to a backup string of sensors and their
associated interfaces. Such subsystem-level responses could
allow the spacecraft to continue its current activities, while

a system-level response, such as initiating safe mode (see
Section 1.3.1), would cancel ongoing activities, reconfigure
devices across the spacecraft, and put the vehicle into a safe
attitude using a minimum suite of hardware. The choice of
whether a subsystem fault triggers a hardware, subsystem, or
system response depends on the criticality of the activity and
the available resources (e.g., development time, testbed avail-
ability, cost, etc.). While the system-level response requires
the least amount of resources since a safe mode entry would
be an appropriate response to many system- and subsystem-
level faults, it is also the most drastic and requires cancellation
of on-going activities, which is not acceptable during critical
events. With the desire to maintain subsystem functionality to
preserve critical events or minimize impacts to science obser-
vations, more responses at the hardware and subsystem levels
are required, resulting in a general trend toward increasing
costs as more response paths are developed and tested.

1.3.3 Hardware-level fault protection

Closest to the components is the hardware-level FP that
attempts to identify and respond to faults before they can
impact the subsystem or system behavior. Hardware-level FP
often addresses the failures that require the quickest response
times. Responses at the hardware level also tend to have
the minimum impact to the spacecraft performance and mis-
sion objectives. Hardware-level FP includes fuses to remove
electrically shorted components, device internal self-tests to
report component failures so that swaps to redundant devices
can be executed, and watchdog timers, which will reset the
flight computer in the event that flight software fails to indi-
cate its aliveness at periodic intervals, which would typically
lead to safing.

FP coverage at the hardware level tends to be resource
intensive, and therefore expensive, since there are many
hardware components on the spacecraft. Each component
will need to be monitored for a different set of symptoms.
Factors that may drive the implementation toward more
hardware-level FP include need for rapid response time, the
desire to detect failures before they propagate to allow for a
fail-operational response, and the need for hardware-based
monitors and responses to address software failures.

1.4 Elements of a fault protection system

The two primary elements of a FP function are the failure
monitors and the failure responses. The purpose of monitors
is to detect specific symptoms and trigger the appropriate
responses. In general a response can be triggered by any one
of several monitors, but a monitor can only trigger a single
response at a given time. For example, as was discussed in
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Section 1.3.1, safe mode can be invoked as a last line of
defense by either the battery SOC monitor or the communi-
cations loss monitor.

1.4.1 Failure monitors

The purpose of failure monitors is to detect the presence of
symptoms that may be indicative of a failure. When a fail-
ure monitor detects a symptom, it may not be prudent to
trigger the response right away. To prevent incorrect trigger-
ing due to a spurious symptom, monitors usually count the
number of times a symptom is observed or track the dura-
tion of the symptom. The fault response would trigger only
if the number of symptom occurrences exceeded a prede-
termined persistence or if the symptom persists beyond a
predetermined duration.

If the symptom has disappeared before the persistence has
been reached, it is undesirable for the persistence counter to
remain indefinitely at a high value, putting the monitor on a
“hair trigger.” To prevent this situation, some monitors are
often implemented with a decay behavior, which decrements
or zeros out the persistence counter if no symptom is observed
over a predetermined time interval.

Although the monitors discussed above are usually imple-
mented in software, they can also be hardware based.
Example of monitors implemented in hardware include built-
in self-tests found in some IMUs and star trackers and
“watchdog timers” that monitor periodic signals issued by
flight software. In the event of a flight software “crash”
or “hang,” the signal issued by software would cease and
cause the hardware-based watchdog timer to “time out” and
initiate a computer reset. Clearly, these watchdog timers
cannot be implemented in software since a software crash
would incapacitate the very monitors that would detect such a
symptom.

1.4.2 Failure responses

Failure responses are sets of actions that, when triggered by a
monitor, will address the fault by some combination of power
cycling or resetting devices, taking failed devices off-line,
swapping to backup devices, system reconfiguration, and/or
system behavior changes. It is often the case that more than
one monitor can invoke a given response. A common example
of this is the safe mode entry response, which, because it is
the last line of defense against many failures, can be invoked
by several monitors.

Failure responses, like failure monitors, can be imple-
mented in either hardware or software. The choice of either
hardware or software implementation can depend on factors
such as flight heritage, or the existence failure responses built
into the selected hardware. The need for a rapid response time

may drive a given monitor to a hardware implementation
since they can be faster.

Part of response implementation is the careful consid-
eration of the end state of the response. If after response
execution the symptom still persists, perhaps even after a
number of retries of the response actions, the response behav-
ior may be to escalate the response to the next level up. If
resetting a failed IMU, for example, does not restore attitude
rate measurements, the next level up may be to swap to the
backup IMU. If the swap still does not restore rate measure-
ments, the next step may be to invoke safe mode in the hopes
that resetting the interface electronics will fix the problem. An
essential principle of FP design is that after all the responses
to a given symptom have been executed, the spacecraft shall
be left in a viable end state. For example, in the case of symp-
toms indicating failure of both primary and redundant units of
an essential IMU, it is unacceptable for the response to leave
both units off-line under the assumption that the FP does not
need to cover dual failures. The FP engineer must consider
the case where the response falsely triggered with healthy
IMUs, so the best action for the response after trying both
the primary and backup units is to select one unit and attempt
to proceed. It is essential that FP does no irreversible harm
even if inadvertently triggered. If this rule cannot be satisfied
during critical events, the design should consider disabling
certain responses until the critical event is completed. For
example, safe mode entry is typically disabled during orbit
insertion or landing.

2 GN&C FAULT PROTECTION SCOPE

On a three-axis controlled spacecraft, it is important that
GN&C faults are addressed before they propagate into other
subsystems. Loss of attitude control could propagate into
faults in other subsystems. Without attitude control, the
spacecraft would be unable to point solar arrays, antennas,
or thermal radiators. Solar arrays would lose the ability to
generate electrical power. Loss of antenna pointing would
quickly lead to loss of communications. Without the GN&C
subsystem to control views to space by radiating surfaces, the
spacecraft would lose thermal control. Loss of GN&C func-
tionality during critical mission phases could directly cause
mission failure, for example, by failing to execute an orbit
insertion maneuver, or improperly controlling the descent
profile during a landing. Because the most likely root cause of
many system faults lies in the GN&C subsystem, the proper
response to a variety of system faults is to execute a GN&C
fault response. For example, an unexpected battery discharge
fault is most likely due to improper solar array pointing, and
the proper course of action is to switch attitude determination
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Figure 3. Representative three-axis controlled GN&C block diagram.

sensors and put the spacecraft into a known sun-relative atti-
tude.

Sometimes failure in another subsystem is first evident
as a symptom in the GN&C subsystem. This is commonly
the case for propulsion subsystem failures since the pressure
and temperature readings of a healthy propulsion system can
often vary over a wide range, making it difficult for propulsion
sensors to detect small thruster leaks or stuck closed failures.
On the other hand, such failures are easily detectable in the
GN&C subsystem. Inability to hold a commanded attitude or
unexpected thruster firing required to hold attitude are both
symptomatic of propulsion subsystem failures.

Figure 3 illustrates a simplified GN&C block diagram for
a representative deep-space, three-axis controlled spacecraft.
The following discussion will present an FP system typically
found on this kind of GN&C subsystem.

A star tracker is used to determine the spacecraft’s absolute
inertial attitude, while an IMU is used to propagate atti-
tude between tracker measurement and during high rate turns
when the tracker cannot produce measurements. A sun sen-
sor is used for FP, both as fault detection device and as an
attitude determination sensor for safe mode. Control torques
are provided by reaction wheel assemblies (RWAs) during
normal operation, while thrusters are used to desaturate the
wheels to prevent RWA overspeed. During safe mode, the
RWAs are taken off-line and thrusters are used to provide
control torques.

In this representative GN&C subsystem the star tracker,
IMU, and sun sensor have backup, or redundant, units. There
are four primary RWAs, three of which are aligned with the
vehicle’s principal axes. There is a skew RWA with torque
components in each principal axis, which can take the place
of any wheel in case of a primary RWA failure. The atti-
tude control thrusters are typically redundant in their ability

to provide control torque; however, failure of one or more
thrusters can mean loss of control authority and inability to
provide torque without translational forces.

Table 1 summarizes a typical FP system found in a three-
axis controlled GN&C subsystem. This suite of FP monitors
and responses are for illustrative purposes only. The full set
of FP functionality required is dependent on the specifics of
the GN&C system. In this example, the spacecraft is solar
powered; therefore, one of the overriding objectives of this
FP system is to get the solar arrays on sun in the event
of a fault. At the hardware and subsystem levels, there are
GN&C monitors and responses. If the symptoms persist, the
response escalates to Safe Mode, a system-level response,
which includes major GN&C actions such as turning to a sun-
reference attitude and going to purely thruster-based attitude
control without the RWAs.

At the hardware level, the FP is designed to catch time-
critical failures that can be unambiguously diagnosed to the
device level. In the notional FP system shown in Table 1,
the first hardware-level FP functionality consists of the fuses
on the GN&C hardware. This basic form of FP is imple-
mented in hardware, and, if sized appropriately, will take
short-circuited devices off-line before they can damage the
rest of the electrical power system. The star tracker in this
example is assumed to be a self-contained unit that produces
attitude measurements once it has identified and is tracking
stars in its field-of-view. The GN&C implementation has two
star trackers, which are both on and looking at different parts
of the sky. If both trackers stop producing attitude measure-
ments, that is a clear indication that they have both failed,
either due to true hardware failures or due to field-of-view
obscuration. After a predetermined persistence of this loss of
celestial attitude measurements, the Sun-Pointing Response
is invoked. The choice of how long to wait before triggering
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Table 1. Typical fault protection summary for three-axis controlled GN&C subsystem.

Failure(s) protected Monitor Response

Hardware Level GN&C Fault Protection

Device Short Circuit
Protection

Hardware fuses Fuse burns open, taking failed device off-line.

Celestial inertial
reference loss. Star
Tracker device failure.

Celestial Inertial Reference Loss Monitor: if
both Star Tracker have stopped producing
valid attitude measurements for a
predetermined time duration, trigger the
Sun-Pointing Response.

Sun-Pointing Response (see System Level GN&C FP
below).

IMU self-diagnosed
device failure

IMU Self-check Monitor: IMU performs
internal self-checks. Monitor invokes IMU
device failure response if Self-check Status
message indicates failure for a predetermined
number of consecutive status updates.

IMU Device Failure Response: if other IMU is
available, mark current IMU as unavailable and
swap to other IMU. If no IMU is available (both
marked unavailable), invoke Safe Mode Response
(see System Level GN&C FP below).

IMU frame count error IMU Frame Count Monitor: if IMU produces an
unacceptable number of measurement frames
in a given interval, trigger IMU Device
Failure Response.

IMU Device Failure Response (same response as for
IMU Self-check Failure).

RWA device failure RWA Health Monitor: compares observed
angular acceleration of RWA rotor with
commanded acceleration. If observed
acceleration is persistently out of tolerance,
trigger the Safe Mode Response.

RWA Device Failure Response: swap out failed RWA
for Skew Wheel, if Skew RWA is already in use,
invoke Safe Mode Response (see System Level
GN&C FP below).

Sun search failure Sun Search Monitor: invokes the Sun Search
Failure Response if the spacecraft has
performed a full sky search without finding
the sun.

Sun Search Failure Response: if other Sun Sensor is
available, mark current Sun Sensor as unavailable
and swap to other Sun Sensor and retry sun search.
If no Sun Sensor is available (both marked
unavailable), invoke Safe Mode Response (see
System Level GN&C FP below).

Subsystem Level GN&C Fault Protection

Sun monitor error Sun Monitor: compares observed sun position in
the body frame with the expected position. If
the difference exceeds attitude knowledge
accuracy requirements for a predetermined
time duration, trigger the Sun-Pointing
Response.

Sun-Pointing Response (see System Level GN&C FP
below).

Control Error Control Error Monitor: if the control errors
exceed requirements for a predetermined
duration, trigger the Control Error Response.

Control Error Response: if controlling on RWAs, swap
to thruster control and clear the control error
persistence. If on thrusters, invoke Safe Mode.

System Level GN&C Fault Protection

Loss of inertial reference Can be invoked by Celestial Inertial Reference
Loss Monitor and Sun Monitor

Sun-Pointing Response: initiate turns, if necessary, to
acquire the sun with the sun sensors. Maintain
desired spacecraft axis on-sun with a predetermined
rate about the sun line using sun sensors and IMU as
sensors. Reconfigure telecom subsystem to permit
communications in the sun pointing attitude. Shut
down instrument that cannot be used in sun pointing.
If unable to attain or maintain sun pointing, invoke
Safe Mode Response.

Corrupted flight software,
incorrect power switch
states, clearable single
event upsets, apparent
double RWA, failure
sun sensor, or IMU
failure

Can be invoked by apparent loss of both IMUs,
both Sun Sensors, loss of more than one
RWA, as well as system level faults such as
persistently low battery state-of-charge, and
persistent uplink loss.

Safe Mode Response: power cycle all switches and turn
on only essential hardware, restart flight computer
with new copy of software from nonvolatile
memory. Sun pointing using IMU and sun sensors
for attitude knowledge and thrusters only for
actuators. Reconfigure telecom subsystem to permit
communications in the sun-pointing attitude.
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the response depends on factors such as the IMU bias stability
and the tolerance of the spacecraft to attitude control errors.
The Sun-Pointing response changes the attitude control tar-
get from an inertially referenced attitude to a sun-referenced
attitude. Usually this entails first a sun search until the sun is
observed by a sun sensor, at which point a turn is initiated to
point the solar array normal vector at the sun. Once the desired
spacecraft axis is on sun, the attitude is maintained without
star trackers using sun sensors, IMU, and either RWAs or
thrusters. The reason the Sun-Pointing Response is consid-
ered a system-level response is that reconfigurations outside
of GN&C are required. For instance sun pointing may not be
conducive to communicating with the same antenna used for
inertial pointing, so the telecom subsystem may need to be
reconfigured. Science instruments, such as camera, cannot be
pointed at their desired targets so they are shut off to conserve
power and possibly lifetime.

The other component-level monitors in this example ini-
tially invoke responses also at the hardware level. The IMU
monitors, which both detect symptoms that unambiguously
implicate the IMU, will invoke the IMU Device Failure
Response, which first swaps to the backup IMU. If the backup
IMU is unavailable because it has previously failed, the
response will invoke Safe Mode, which, as previously dis-
cussed in Section 1.3.1, will power cycle all devices that may
clear some types of faults and may revive a failed IMU. If a
reaction wheel failure is detected by the RWA Health Moni-
tor, the RWA Device Failure Response will first take the failed
wheel off-line and instruct the GN&C to use the skew RWA.
If there is a subsequent RWA failure, the RWA Device Fail-
ure Response will invoke Safe Mode, where thrusters will be
used for attitude control actuators instead of RWAs. Similarly,
the Sun Search Monitor detects sun search failures, which is
usually symptomatic of a sun sensor failure, and invokes the
Sun Search Failure Response, which swaps to the backup sun
sensor and retries sun search, and if a backup sun sensor is
unavailable, the Sun Search Failure Response will call for
Safe Mode.

The subsystem-level FP monitors consist of the Sun Moni-
tor and Control Error Monitor. Both of these detect symptoms
that cannot implicate a particular device, although the fault is
likely in the GN&C subsystem, which in this context include
the propulsion and avionics subsystems. A sun monitor error
could be due to a star tracker failure, a sun sensor failure, or
a flight software error. A control error can be caused by an
RWA or thruster fault, or a flight software error. The appro-
priate subsystem (Control Error Response) or system level
(Sun-Pointing Response) response is called to address the
most likely cause.

At the system level, there are no specific GN&C system-
level monitors, but the responses that are called by hardware
and subsystem level responses as necessary. The two system-

level responses most likely invoked by GN&C faults are the
Sun-Pointing Response and the Safe Mode Response.

Note that the previous discussion in this section is only
focusing on typical GN&C FP for a deep-space probe, and
does not include FP for other subsystems, which will also be
at all three levels.

3 FP SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Redundancy, block redundancy, functional
redundancy

The long-duration operation of complex systems is usually
achieved through use of high-reliability parts, careful testing
of the flight article, or the incorporation of redundancy. The
purpose of redundancy can be to meet lifetime requirements
or provide protection against random failure.

Redundancy can be accomplished via three general
approaches:

1. Functional redundancy: Providing more than one means
to accomplish the function, possibly with some degra-
dation. Examples of this technique are thruster backup
of reaction wheels and direct link backup of UHF relay
capability for a planetary rover or surface lander.

2. Block redundancy: Providing two or more parallel ele-
ments, any one of which can perform the required
function. An example of this is having two identical
receivers. This is often referred to as physical redun-
dancy. In-flight, redundant hardware can be operated in
an active (both ON) or passive (cold spare) configura-
tion. In some instances, ‘limited’ redundancy is provided,
sometimes referred-to a 1-for-n redundancy. The exam-
ple in Section 2 included a spare reaction wheel thus
providing 3-for-4 redundancy.

3. Cooperative redundancy: Splitting the equipment for
performing a function into two or more independent por-
tions such that some portion can fail and the function can
still be performed, but with some loss of performance.
Examples of this method are diode-isolated multisection
solar panels and batteries with parallel strings.

It is important to note that redundancy does not equal FP.
Redundancy can be used as part of overall FP strategy, but it
is not the only option. Nor is it true that just because there
are redundant hardware elements, then there is FP. FP also
includes the intelligent decision making to decide whether
swapping to the redundant hardware is the correct response
and also includes subsystem- and system-level actions to
properly execute the swap to the new device.
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3.2 Graceful degradation

Graceful degradation is a form of system robustness, which
refers to an incremental loss of functional capability follow-
ing a failure, such that a reduced set of mission requirements
is still being met, and there is still significant mission return.
Efforts to achieve robustness should include consideration of
the following:

1. Inadvertent operation outside expected flight environ-
ments, e.g., temperatures, radiation dose.

2. Shortfalls in performance, e.g., RF power output, antenna
gain, pointing knowledge.

3. Alternative methods for achieving necessary objectives,
if a failure occurs in flight.

The dual star tracker in the GN&C FP example in Section 2
is an example of such graceful degradation. Since star trackers
usually are less accurate in the roll axis about their bore-
sights, both units are normally pointed in different directions
and used together to produce a more accurate spacecraft atti-
tude measurement. Failure of a single tracker would degrade
the attitude determination, but would still meet minimum
accuracy requirements.

4 SUMMARY

This chapter presented an overview of spacecraft fault detec-
tion, isolation, and recovery, also known as FP. A discussion
of terminology typically used in this branch of spacecraft

systems engineering is provided along with a general descrip-
tion of a typical FP system, with a specific emphasis on FP
for GN&C subsystems. The functions of an FP system for
a notional three-axis controlled GN&C subsystem are pre-
sented as examples. The reader is encouraged to explore
the details of spacecraft-specific FP systems provided in the
references.
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1 RENDEZVOUS TASKS, SCENARIOS,
APPROACH PHASES

1.1 Definition of task

A vehicle shall meet in orbit another vehicle and connect to
it. Both vehicles must have within close tolerances at contact

� the same position,
� the same velocity vector, and
� a particular attitude relative to each other,

in order to be able to connect to each other.

* Formerly Head of Navigation & Guidance Section, ESA/
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands. E-mail: wigbert@fehse-
uw.nl

To achieve these conditions particular rendezvous strate-
gies have to be applied, depending on mission and orbit
(Section 2). Onboard pilots or automatic systems (Sections 3
and 4) and/or ground operators (Section 6) have to implement
the sequence of maneuvers to achieve the required trajectories
and attitudes, and capture and coupling interfaces (Section 5)
need to be available on both vehicles to achieve connection.

In a rendezvous scenario the active vehicle, which per-
forms all translational motion, is called the “chaser”, the pas-
sive vehicle, which usually does not change position, is called
the “target”.

1.2 The general scenario of a typical rendezvous
mission

In all RVD missions the space segment includes two interac-
tion vehicles, the chaser and the target. Their ground segment
includes dedicated control center functions for each of those
vehicles (Figure 1). The control center functions can be lo-
cated in one place or at large distance, for example as in case
of the International Space Station (ISS).

Communication links between space and ground segment,
between the two control center functions, and during the ren-
dezvous phase between the two vehicles, are important func-
tions of the overall RVD system setup. Interfaces between
sensor functions and between the docking mechanisms on
both spacecraft are other important features of the setup.

Chaser and target vehicle may be manned or unmanned.
If one of the vehicles is manned, safety requirements for
manned space flight applies to both S/C (Section 3, Colli-
sion avoidance and recovery). Irrespective of the manned or
unmanned scenarios, the principle of the system setup shown
in Figure 1 is valid for all RVD missions.
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Figure 1. Functions and interfaces in a rendezvous mission. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University
Press.
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Figure 2. Approach phases in an RVD mission. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.
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Close Proximity Rendezvous and Docking (RVD) 3

All RVD missions include three major orbital tasks:

� acquisition of a co-planar orbit,
� reduction of phase angle between chaser and target,
� final rendezvous leading to capture, based on relative

navigation.

In most of the RVD missions, the acquisition of a co-planar
orbit will be achieved by launching the chaser at a time, when
the launch location passes through the orbital plane of the
target.

1.3 Main phases of a rendezvous mission

The phases of a typical RVD mission are shown schematically
in Figure 2. The task of the “launch”- and “phasing”- phases
is to bring the chaser to a point in the vicinity of the target,
where relative navigation can commence. As these phases
are, in principle, not much different from the early phases
of other satellite missions and are discussed in more detail
elsewhere in this encyclopedia, the following discussion on
rendezvous and docking will concentrate on the rendezvous-
and docking phases proper.

The rendezvous phases are characterized by the relative
navigation between the chaser w.r.t. the target, that is by mea-
surement of either range and direction or directly of x,y,z-
coordinates relatively between the chaser and the target. The
last part of the approach is a straight line transfer to the dock-
ing port of the target, where capture can be performed, or is
a transfer to a berthing box, where the capture interfaces can
be grappled by a manipulator arm (Section 5).

1.4 Applications

Rendezvous and docking/berthing operations have been per-
formed in, or are envisaged for, missions where goods or crew
have to be brought to a spacecraft and where a spacecraft has
to be repaired or serviced in orbit.

� LEO applications
Space station scenario:
crew exchange, consumables, experiments (Portree,
1995; Messerschmid and Bertrand, 1999);
Repair, servicing scenario:
for example, Hubble Space Telescope (NASA, 2007)

� Geostationary Orbit (GEO) applications:
communication satellite servicing (Kaiser et al., 2008);

� RVD in orbits around other celestial bodies (Moon, Mars).
(Woods, 2008).

1.5 Cooperative and non-cooperative targets

A target spacecraft, which provides dedicated interfaces for
rendezvous sensors, inter-satellite communication and for
capture and connection, is considered to be a cooperative tar-
get. Non-cooperative targets are spacecraft not designed for
rendezvous and docking operations. For RVD operations with
non-cooperative targets (e.g., for servicing of GEO-satellites)
features on the target have to be found, which can serve as
interfaces for sensors and for capture and connection (Kaiser
et al., 2008).

1.6 Type of orbit

All rendezvous mission have been performed so far only in
circular orbits. Rendezvous and docking in elliptic orbits
would be desirable in a number of cases for energetic rea-
sons. It faces, however, a number of difficulties, which are
not present in circular orbits. Some of the more significant
problems in elliptic orbits are:

� the range between co-orbiting chaser and target changes
continuously around the orbit, even without any boost or
disturbance;

� a boost of whatever magnitude or direction results in dif-
ferent relative trajectories between chaser and target for
each orbit point;

� the angle between the local tangential and the local verti-
cal direction (radius vector) changes continuously around
the orbit.

For the resolution of a number of these problems, the exact
position of the vehicle on the orbit is needed. This can be
obtained by the knowledge of the orbit parameters and time,
which would deteriorate, however, with each maneuver.

2 RENDEZVOUS TRAJECTORIES AND
STRATEGIES

2.1 Coordinate frames

The three main coordinate frames used in a rendezvous and
docking mission are the Earth Centered Inertial Frame to de-
fine the orbital plane (launch), the Orbital Plane Frame to con-
trol altitude and phase angle (phasing), and the Local Orbital
Frame of the target for relative navigation (rendezvous phase)
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Coordinate frames used in RVD missions. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

All rendezvous trajectories discussed below are shown in
the “Local Orbital Frame” of the target. The x-direction is
along the velocity vector of the target orbit (V-bar), the y-
direction is along the angular momentum vector of the orbit
(H-bar) and the z-direction (R-bar) is along the radius vector
toward the center of the Earth (or other celestial bodies).

As an example, a Hohmann-transfer (Hohmann, 1925) is
shown in Figure 4 in the Orbital Plane Frame and in the
Local Orbital Frame of the target. Range and direction of the
chaser relative to the target can easily be seen in this frame.
The replacement of the curved orbit by a straight line along
the x-axis has to be taken into account.

ORBITAL PLANE FRAME

TARGET CENTERED ROTATING FRAME

rp

ra

X (V−bar)

ΔVx2

ΔVx1

ΔVa = ΔVx2

ΔVp = ΔVx1

Earth

Perigee

Orbit 1

Transfer
Orbit2a

Apogee

Z (R−bar)

Δz =      ΔVx1
4
ω

Δx =       ΔVx1
3π
ω

Orbit 2

Orbit 1

Transfer
Orbit

Orbit 2

Figure 4. Hohmann transfer in OP- and LO-frame. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.
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2.2 Hill equations, Clohessy Wiltshire equations

For circular orbits, the motion between a body in orbit and
the origin of the local orbital frame (e.g., that of the target) is
described by the Hill equations (Hill, 1878).

ẍ − 2ωż = 1

mc

Fx

ÿ + ω2y = 1

mc

Fy (1)

z̈ + 2ωẋ − 3ω2z = 1

mc

Fz

Parameters: ω = orbital rate

mc = mass of body (e.g., chaser)

The right-hand side of the equations describes the imposed
accelerations

Fx,y,z

mc

= γx,y,z

This system of differential equations can be solved in its gen-
eral form only by numerical integration. For particular cases
of the disturbances or input forces γx,y,z, for example, for
pulses with constant amplitude, the equations can be solved
using the Laplace transformation method. This solution is
know as the Clohessy–Wiltshire (CW-) equations (Clohessy
and Wiltshire, 1960).

x(t) =
(

4ẋ0

ω
− 6z0

)
sin(ωt) − 2ż0

ω
cos(ωt) · · ·

+ (6ωz0 − 3ẋ0)t +
(

x0 + 2ż0

ω

)
· · ·

+ 2

ω2
γz(ωt − sin(ωt)) + γx

(
4

ω2
(1 − cos(ωt)) − 3

2
t2

)

y(t) = y0 cos(ωt) + ẏ0

ω
sin(ωt) + γy

ω2
(1 − cos(ωt)) (2)

z(t) =
(

2ẋ0

ω
− 3z0

)
cos(ωt) + ż0

ω
sin(ωt) +

(
4z0 − 2ẋ0

ω

)
· · ·

+ 2

ω2
γx(sin(ωt) − ωt) + γz

ω2
(1 − cos(ωt))

In a low Earth orbit, the CW equations are sufficiently accu-
rate for distances up to a few kilometers between the chaser
and target and can be used for rendezvous trajectory planning
within the limits addressed below.

A detailed discussion of the equations of motion derived
from the CW equations for many types of trajectories can be
found in Fehse (2003).

The CW equations provide an easy way to calculate
positions and velocities and the minimum required �V of
rendezvous trajectories. They are extremely useful to quickly
devise approach strategies, and to assess trajectory safety. It
has to be kept in mind, however, that they are valid for cir-
cular orbits only and that the extension of the trajectory in
the z-direction must be z � R, the orbit radius. Impulsive
maneuvers are assumed to be step changes in velocity and
generally other input accelerations are constant over the time
considered. For fully accurate solutions, input forces must be
properly modeled and inserted into the right-hand side of the
Hill equations, which then need to be solved by numerical
integration.

2.3 Trajectory elements

Rendezvous strategies include several types of trajectory el-
ements, for example, to transfer the chaser to an orbit of
different altitude, to move it along the target orbit, to fly it
around the target in plane or out-of plane to acquire the dock-
ing axis, and to fly in a straight line along the docking axis
to the docking port of the target. Such trajectory elements
can be produced by impulsive boosts and by application of
continuous forces.

ΔVx2ΔVx1

X (V−bar)

Z (R−bar)

Δx = ω ΔVx1
6π

Figure 5. Tangential boost transfer. Reproduced with permission
from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

Z (R−bar)

X (V−bar)

ΔVz2

Δx =    ΔVz1ω
_4

Δz =    ΔVz1ω
_1

ΔVz1

Figure 6. Radial boost transfer. Reproduced with permission from
Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.
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Figure 7. Tangential boost fly-around. Reproduced with permis-
sion from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

2.3.1 Impulsive boost trajectories

Figures 5 and 6 show a tangential and radial boost transfer for
a duration of one and a half of an orbital period respectively,
after that duration the trajectory returns to the original orbit
altitude. Fly-around trajectories and transfers to different or-
bit altitude can be produced by applying the second boost at
half of the trajectory, that is, at 1/2 orbital revolution for the
tangential transfer and at 1/4 revolution for the radial transfer
(Figures 7 and 8).

2.3.2 Constant boost trajectories

Straight line constant boost trajectories in tangential and ra-
dial directions, used for the final approach to the docking

X (V−bar)

Z (R−bar)

ΔVx

ΔVz1

Δx =    ΔVz1
2
ω
_

Δz =    ΔVz1
1
ω
_

Figure 8. Radial boost fly-around. Reproduced with permission
from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

port, are shown in Figure 9 for the approach in +/− orbit
direction, and in Figure 10 in radial direction.

The figures show straight-line approaches with constant
forces, as implemented by automatic systems and quasi-
straight line approaches with discrete boosts, as implemented
by, for example, the pilot of the Space Shuttle (note: motion
in straight line and quasi-straight line figures shown are in
opposite directions).

2.3.3 Trajectory disturbances and errors

Trajectory deviations can be caused by external disturbances,
by boost errors/uncertainties and by navigation errors/

ΔVx2 ΔVx1

Continuous force 2ω Vx

Motion Vx

X (V−bar)

Z (R−bar)
straight line

quasi-straight lineZ

TargetV−bar

ΔV
ΔVΔV

ΔV ΔV ΔV

X

R−bar

Figure 9. Straight line / quasi-straight line V-bar approach. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c©Cambridge University Press.
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Figure 10. Straight line / quasi-straight line R-bar approach. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University
Press.

uncertainties. The most important external disturbance in
LEO is the drag by the residual atmosphere and in GEO the
solar pressure. External disturbances, boost and, navigation
errors are discussed in more detail in Fehse (2003).

2.3.4 Trajectory safety

Approach strategies, i.e. sequences of maneuvers / trajectory
elements for RVD, must be designed to the extent possible

Ti NC
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Night
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R−bar

NCC
Night
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Phase

Corrections
Mid−Course

St
ar
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ra

ck
er

 N
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Figure 11. Space Shuttle far range approach scheme. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.
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Figure 12. ATV approach strategy. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

in such a way that, if for any reason a boost or constant force
cannot or only partially be executed, the resulting trajectory
will not lead to collision with the target. There will obviously
be a limit to this requirement, since the objective of RVD is
the eventual contact with the target.

2.4 Examples of approach strategies

As examples, two approach schemes are shown in Figures 11
and 12 , that of the U.S. Space Shuttle and that of the European
“Automated Transfer Vehicle” (ATV).

2.4.1 Approach strategy of the Space Shuttle (NASA,
1989)

After increasing the apogee to arrive just above the target
orbit (point NC at ≈75 km behind the target), the perigee
is increased such that the next V-bar crossing occurs at TI
≈15 km. The next trajectory loop is further decreased to end
either just in front or just below the target. The last part of
the trajectory shown in Figure 11 is followed by the quasi-
straight line approaches in Figures 9 and 10, respectively.

2.4.2 Approach strategy of the ATV (Fehse, 2003;
Strandmoe et al., 2008)

The rendezvous phase starts after the chaser is brought to a
drift orbit to an altitude of a few kilometers below the target
with the acquisition of inter-satellite communication and

relative navigation at about 30 km behind the target. Subse-
quently, the chaser is transferred to a hold point S2 on the tar-
get orbit, from which it enters the “Approach Ellipsoid” of the
ISS. This motion stops at the next hold point S3, from where
the vehicle approaches the docking port on a straight line
(Figure 9). Figure 12 shows the location of the approach
trajectories and hold points in relation to the control zones
of the ISS.

3 AUTOMATIC RVD CONTROL SYSTEMS

Rendezvous trajectories can be manually controlled by a pilot
on board in case of manned spacecraft, or by Human Opera-
tors (HO) on ground, if continuous communication between
ground and space is available. In many scenarios, however,
automatic onboard control systems need to be applied for
RVD control because of

� intermittent contact to ground,
� limited failure tolerance of communication links,
� large time delays in the communication links.

In these cases an automatic control system for the rendezvous
phases must be aboard, which includes Guidance, Navigation
and Control (GNC) systems, configured for each degree of
freedom (DOF) and each type of trajectory element, and fur-
ther, an automatic sequencing system, often called “Mission
and Vehicle Management” (MVM) system, which controls
the sequence of maneuvers / trajectories and engages the cor-
responding hardware and software required for them.
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Figure 13. Typical GNC loop for automatic RVD. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

3.1 Guidance, navigation, and control system

Elements of a typical onboard GNC system for RVD are the
sensors, the GNC functions proper consisting of the guid-
ance, navigation, controller, and actuator management soft-
ware functions and the actuators, as shown in Figure 13.

As there are six degrees of freedom (DOF) to be controlled,
that is, three translational (trajectory) and three rotational
(attitude), the complete control system includes six of these
control loops. As long as the chaser has to be aligned to an
absolute attitude reference, for example, local vertical/local
horizontal (LVLH), all six DOF can be controlled indepen-
dently. In close range (distance between chaser and target
less than 10 times center of mass (CoM) – docking port), the
docking axis of the chaser has to be aligned to that of the tar-
get. In this range, the attitude and lateral position of the chaser
must be measured and controlled relative to the docking axis
of the target. As a result, rotational and translational motions
become coupled and special Control techniques (e.g., Mul-
tiple Input/Multiple Output (MIMO)-technique) need to be
applied to take the coupling into account.

The guidance function has to provide at each point in time
the set values for the attitude, positions, velocities, and ma-
neuver boosts to be controlled.

The navigation function estimates the present state vector
(position, velocities, attitude, angular rates) from the sensor
inputs and propagation of the previous state.

From the differences between guidance and navigation
values, the controller calculates the forces and torques to be
applied.

The actuator management calculates the on/off times for
the available actuator set to produce such forces and torques.

Rendezvous trajectories are disturbed by forces acting on
the spacecraft in addition to the intended control forces. In-
ternal sources are errors in the control forces and torques
applied, which can not only be due to the actuators them-
selves but also due to errors in the GNC process. External
disturbances depend on the type of orbit, for example, in
LEO the predominant disturbance is the drag of the residual
atmosphere, in GEO it is solar pressure.

In addition, there may be disturbances of the sensors by
their measurement environment. Examples are effects on the
measurement signal for example by shadowing and multi-
path in the case of RF-sensors and satellite navigation and by
unwanted reflections or by the Sun in the field of view (FOV)
in the case of optical sensors.

3.2 Mission and vehicle management system

For automatic rendezvous and docking, there is the need for
an onboard agent, which automatically sequences the ap-
proach trajectory elements and attitude modes, engages the
necessary H/W and S/W functions for each mode, and checks
the achievement of the planned state upon completion of a
trajectory element. This agent, often called Mission & Ve-
hicle Management (MVM) system, may be integrated with
other automatic tasks of the vehicle and has to closely interact
with the automatic Failure Detection, Isolation and Recovery
(FDIR) system of the vehicle.
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As the design of the MVM function will depend to a large
extent on the overall system design of the spacecraft, the
reader is referred to an example described in Fehse (2003).

3.3 Fault tolerance and collision risk protection

During the approach of the chaser to and the coupling with
the target, any malfunction of systems involved may cause
collision and physical damage to one or both of the spacecraft.
For this reason protection against such malfunctions is a key
issue in all rendezvous missions.

Where at least one of the vehicles involved is manned, hu-
man life is the highest good to be protected. In this case the
general term used in the context of risk protection is “safety”.
Where two unmanned vehicles are involved in an RVD-
process, the highest good to be protected is the investment
made in the spacecraft and their payload. In such case very
often the general term used in the context of risk protection
is “security”. Fault tolerance requirements are most demand-
ing for manned missions. The ISS for example, requires that
“after any combination of two single failures, crew and sta-
tion must remain safe” and that “after any first single failure
the mission must still be achieved”. The second requirement
will probably be applied also in all unmanned rendezvous
missions to safeguard the investment made in the mission.
Measures to achieve risk protection include:

� so called “safe trajectories”, which after loss of control
or cease of thrust will not lead to collision (see Section 2,
for more details see Fehse, 2003);

� an automatic FDIR system, which shall detect hardware
and software failures, switch to redundant functions and
put the vehicle either back to the operational or to a safe
state,

� an independent collision avoidance system, which detects
potential collision danger and initiates a Collision Avoid-
ance Maneuver (CAM).

Collision danger detection and CAM initiation must be pos-
sible not only for an automatic onboard system, but also for
human operators on ground and also in the chaser and target
vehicles, if they are manned. The CAM must be a fixed sin-
gle boost, possibly in the x- and z-directions, which moves
the vehicle away from the target and ensures that it will not
return within a certain safe time (e.g., 24 h).

Recovery operations after contingencies leading to a CAM
will, even in the case of automatic RVD, have to be performed
by human operators. The first recovery step will always be to
bring the chaser as soon as possible back to a hold point on
the target orbit. This allows to plan, without time pressure,

the subsequent maneuvers required to resume the rendezvous
approach.

4 SENSORS FOR RVD

Prior to the rendezvous phases proper, absolute position can
be obtained either by ground measurements or, in case of
a LEO rendezvous mission, most conveniently by satellite
navigation (Figure 14). Absolute attitude will be measured
the same way as for other satellites.

4.1 Long and medium range sensors

During the rendezvous phases the relative position between
chaser and target needs to be measured, as the difference of
the absolute positions leads to too high errors. A rule of thumb

S1 S2

S3

Figure 14. Locus of equal distances from GPS satellites. Repro-
duced with permission from Fehse (2003) c©Cambridge University
Press.
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Figure 15. Relative GPS measurement principle. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

says that the range measurement accuracy must be better than
1% of range for a proper rendezvous approach. The relative
position can be measured either via satellite navigation (in
LEO) or by measurement of range and direction.

The principle of relative position measurement via satel-
lite navigation is shown in Figure 15. A minimum of four
common GPS satellites have to be selected from the raw data

of the receivers on chaser and target and the data differences
are fed as measurement vector into the navigation filter of the
chaser. Relative GPS (RGPS) requires the availability of an
inter-satellite link between target and chaser, which limits its
upper range. Measurement accuracies of a few meters can be
achieved, which requires the use of more accurate sensors at
ranges below a few hundred meters.
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Figure 16. Principle of camera sensor. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.
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Other suitable sensor principles for the medium range are
Radio-Frequency (RF) type of sensors, for example, radar or
RF-sensors based on satellite navigation receiver technology
(Stone et al., 1999; Bourga et al., 2003; Lestarquit et al.,
2006).

4.2 Short range sensors

In the short range below a few hundred meters, optical sen-
sors provide higher measurement accuracy. The two most im-
portant optical sensor principles are laser range finder type
of sensor (often also called LIDAR) (Moebius and Kolk,
2002; NASA, 1992), shown in Figure 17, and the camera type
of sensor (Pochard et al., 2003; Roe, Betts and Carrington,
2007), shown in Figure 16. As mentioned in Section 3, to
align the docking axis of chaser and target in the last meters
of approach, the relative attitude between chaser and target
needs to be measured. The principles of relative attitude mea-
surement are shown for the camera sensor and the laser range
finder sensor in Figures 16 and 17 respectively.

4.3 Sensors for RVD with non-cooperative targets

All sensor types described above have their dedicated inter-
faces on the target, which can range from passive optical
reflectors via transponders to complete satellite navigation
receivers. In the case of non-cooperative targets, such as in

the case of servicing of communication satellites in GEO or
satellite retrieval in LEO, no dedicated sensor interfaces are
available on the target spacecraft. In such cases, the entire
target spacecraft or particular parts of it will have to serve as
sensor interface.

Possible sensors for such cases are optical and radar type
sensors. The latter ones will have, however, significant re-
quirements for power, volume, and mass, and can, therefore,
used only by large chaser vehicles, such as the Space Shuttle.
In contrast, servicing in GEO (Kaiser et al., 2008) will have
to be performed by comparatively small vehicles, on which
large sensor systems cannot be accommodated. Most suit-
able for this case will be camera type sensors (Miravet et al.,
2008). Direction can always be measured from the position
of the target image on the focal plane of the camera.

At far range (tens of kilometers) the target vehicle will be
seen like a star as a point. If the orbits of chaser and target
have a slightly different (known) eccentricity, the range can
be estimated from the motion in z-direction in the camera
image.

From medium range (order of 1 km) down, the image
of the target body will have some extension in the focal plane
of the camera, from which the range can be calculated, pro-
vided the geometry of the target is known.

Depending on the FOV of the camera, at a certain range
during the approach the extensions of the target body will
exceed the FOV-angle of the camera. From that range
downward, the geometry of particular (known) geometrical
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Figure 19. Principle of berthing. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

features on the target vehicle has to be evaluated in the focal
plane of the camera.

5 CONTACT DYNAMICS AND DOCKING
MECHANISM

5.1 Definition of the terms “docking” and
“berthing”

For the capture and coupling of two spacecraft two major
methods are applied.

In the first method, the mating interfaces of the active
vehicle (chaser) are driven into the interfaces of the pas-
sive vehicle (target) under control of the GNC system of
the chaser (Figure 18). This type of mating is known by the
term “Docking”. The interfaces for capture and structural
connection are located at the same place around the docking
axis.

In the second method, a manipulator arm accommodated
on one of the two vehicles captures a grapple interface on the
other vehicle and subsequently transfers the structural con-
nection interfaces of the captured vehicle to that of the other
one, where coupling takes place (Figure 19). This method is
called “berthing”.

5.2 Functions of a docking mechanism

Reception: provides after the first contact the mechanical
guidance of the capture interfaces into a position, where cap-
ture can take place.
Capture: ensures that the capture interfaces will not escape
after contact and rebound.
Shock absorption: reduces the contact shock loads and
increases the time for capture,
Mechanical alignment: reduces alignment errors to the
degree necessary for the engagement of the structural latches.
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Structural latching: establishes a stiff structural connection,
as necessary to transmit the loads of the combined vehicle.

A berthing mechanism has similar functions, except that
the capture and attenuation functions are less pronounced due
to the manipulator operation (Illi, 1992).

5.3 Momentum exchange at contact

The motions between two bodies after contact can be derived
from the momentum law.
For translational motion:

∫ t1

t0
Fdt = m · �V (3)

If the point of impact is not located on a line connecting
the CoMs of the two bodies, also the change of angular
momentum must be taken into account:

I · �ω =
∫ t1

t0
(r × F )dt (4)

Central impact (Figure 20):
If we assume that capture takes place, the combined body
will continue to move with the common velocity Vb1.

Vb1 = maVa0 + mbVb0

ma + mb
(5)

Non-central impact (Figure 20):
The motion of the combined body after capture will consist
of a translational and a rotational motion.

Translational motion:

Vb1 = Va0
Ib · ma

Ib(mb + ma) − r2mamb
(6)

Angular motion:

ωb1 = Va0
r · ma · mb

Ib(mb + ma) − r2mamb
(7)

If the target is a very large vehicle, such as a space station,
it is practically impossible that all its docking axes will go
through the CoM of the target. In such cases the resulting
angular velocity ωb1 at docking has to be counteracted by the
attitude control system of either chaser or target.

5.4 Capture and shock attenuation

Without capture, the two vehicles will rebound after contact
and move in opposite directions with velocities depending
on their mass. As an example, Figure 21 shows the trajec-
tory of a ball entering into a concave cone. In this case cap-
ture could take place during the time the ball is inside the
cone.

With docking mechanisms the situation is similar. Figure
22 shows the principle of a docking mechanism with a conical
reception range on the target side and a probe with a spring–
damper arrangement on the chaser side. The damping, that is
conversion of kinetic energy into potential energy and heat,
is required not only to reduce the loads of the impact shock
but also to increase time for capture.

In this type of mechanism, capture takes place, when the
tip of the probe arrives at the center of the reception cone.
Generally, all spring and damper functions can be imple-
mented by mechanical or electromechanical means.

CoMb

Vb1

F(t ) Va0

CoMb

CoMa

CoM
a

F(t)

r

Vb1

Va0

ω b1

Non−Central
Impact

Central Impact

Figure 20. Central and non-central impact. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.
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d

Figure 21. The problem of capture. Reproduced with permission
from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

The reception capabilities of the docking mechanism must
eventually be compatible with the performance capabilities
of the GNC system, that is with the final accuracy in terms of
approach velocity and lateral and angular misalignment and
rates.

5.5 Types of docking mechanism

The most important design differences in docking mecha-
nism result from the requirement whether or not after mating
a pressurized passage must be established between chaser
and target vehicle. Such passage is required when persons
and payloads have to be transferred between pressurized vol-
umes of chaser and target. This requires a diameter of the
passage, which at least allows the transfer of an astronaut,
carrying the payload to be transferred from one vehicle to the
other.

Although the central type of docking mechanism, shown
in Figures 22 and 23, provides the most convenient conditions
for the first contact and capture, its disadvantage is that the
capture and attenuation devices will be in the way, when
opening the passage between the vehicles, and have to be
removed and stowed elsewhere to free the passage way. This
problem becomes more severe with increasing diameter of the

passage. For this reason, already early in time the peripheral
docking mechanism type, shown in Figure 23, was conceived.
In this type of mechanism, the reception, capture, and damper
elements are arranged at the periphery, leaving the center free
for the passage (Syromiatnokov, 1972, 1990; Fehse, 2003).

After capture, the docking mechanism must provide me-
chanical guidance to align the two sides of the interface such
that structural connection can take place. For pressurized
mechanisms, this must also provide an airtight sealing of the
connection.

For servicing of unmanned spacecraft, pressurized dock-
ing mechanisms will probably not be necessary and less com-
plex mechanisms, providing only the functions of capture
and attachment, may be sufficient. The possibility of RVD
for servicing of spacecraft, which were not designed even for
a passive role in rendezvous and docking, will depend to a
large extent, whether features on their surface can be found,
which allow capture and structural connection (Kaiser et al.,
2008).

6 ROLE OF MAN AND AUTONOMY

6.1 Manual and automatic control in the past

The first rendezvous performed by the US (Neil Amstrong
and Dave Scott on 19 March 1966) between the manned Gem-
ini and an unmanned Agena target vehicle was manually con-
trolled. The US continued up to now the manual control of
the rendezvous approach, at least for the last part of the ren-
dezvous operations.

The first automatic rendezvous and docking was per-
formed by the Soviet Union (30 October 1967) when the Cos-
mos 186 and the Cosmos 188 vehicles docked. The Russian
space program has continued to use automatic rendezvous
and docking even when a pilot was present in a chaser vehicle.
Crew in the chaser and target are responsible for monitoring
and high level control of the RVD process. Manual control
of the final approach is available in the Russian scheme only
as mean to increase mission success probability in case of
contingencies.

Mfe = mass of front−end

Mfe

Mb Ma
Mb >/= Ma

Ma  = mass of chaser s/c
Mb  = mass of target s/c

Mfe << Ma

Figure 22. Damping function in docking mechanism. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.
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Figure 23. Types of docking mechanism. Reproduced with permission from Fehse (2003) c© Cambridge University Press.

In April 2008 the European Automated Transfer Vehicle
(ATV) docked for the first time automatically to the ISS. Al-
though the degree of automatism of the RVD onboard control
system of the ATV is even higher than that of the Russian ve-
hicles, the automatic onboard operations are under supervi-
sory control of the ATV control center on ground (Strandmoe
et al., 2008).

6.2 Control responsibilities of human operators
(H.O.)

We can distinguish between responsibilities for the overall
mission, for the spacecraft, for the individual maneuvers and
trajectories and for safety concerning human live (in case of
manned missions), and integrity of the target spacecraft.

In the rendezvous part of a mission, the overall responsibil-
ity for all motion operations will have to be shared between
the control centers of chaser and target, where any one of
them may take the lead.

The responsibility for the onboard systems of each
spacecraft will always be with the H.O.’s, either onboard or
and in its own control center and this will also be for the
initiation of all trajectory and attitude maneuvers.

Responsibility for target integrity and (where applica-
ble) safety of human life will be with all human operators
involved, wherever they are located. To avoid confusion and
since the velocities are small, any initiation of a CAM should
be announced a certain time prior to execution. This will give
the operators the time to initiate other, less dramatic solutions,
if available.

6.3 Manual, automatic, or autonomous RVD ?

The question of where and when the interaction of human
operators is required, and how much autonomy the onboard
control system must have, depends on the following consid-
erations:

� Which task can be done easily, more accurately, and more
reliably by an automatic onboard system?

� For what tasks can the interaction by human operators
increase safety and mission success and reduce the com-
plexity of the onboard system?

� For which periods of time will human operator not have
access to the onboard systems during RVD operations?
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With the capabilities of modern computers many tasks, which
could be performed in the early days of space operations only
manually by human operators, can now much better be per-
formed by automatic systems. Even if a rendezvous vehicle is
manned, trajectory- and attitude control can nowadays more
accurately be performed by automatic onboard control sys-
tems. On the other hand, the capability of humans (including
the use of support equipment) to analyze non-nominal situa-
tions and to draw conclusions even from an incomplete set of
information, is still unmatched. For this reason the involve-
ment of human operators, whether as pilot in the vehicle or as
controller on ground, for safety and mission success achieve-
ment is still indispensable.

Because of link interruptions, rendezvous operations in
low Earth orbits may be automatic, but there is no need to
make them fully autonomous. Rendezvous in GEO on the
other hand can to a large degree be remotely controlled from
ground, as continuous communication with the spacecraft
is available. More onboard autonomy is required whenever
immediate access to the onboard system is not possible, either
by the time delay or by occultation of the communication
link, conditions which might occur for example in planetary
missions. In such cases one will have to define not only the
degree of required onboard autonomy, but also the required
duration of autonomy.
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1 FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

1.1 Definition of an aircraft: the atmosphere

By definition, an aircraft is a platform that relies upon the
density of the atmosphere to maintain flight (see Atmo-
spheric Composition). In practice, this implies operation up
to approximately 27.5 km altitude where the local air den-
sity is 2.7% of the sea level value of 1.225 kg m−3 and the
speed of sound a, is 300 m s−1, the sea level value being
340 m s−1. One notable exception to this generalization was
the North American X-15 rocket-propelled research aircraft
that achieved a maximum altitude of 108 km (354 000 ft) and
a speed of 2030 m s−1, but this included a ballistic flight
phase. The majority of aircraft fly at altitudes below about
15 km (50 000 ft) where the local air density is 15.8% of that
at sea level and a is 295 m s−1, although some military types
exceed this.

As the flight velocity of an aircraft increases towards the
speed of sound, the effects of air compressibility become
significant and often place a limit on the forward speed (see
Section 2.1). Once the transonic phase is passed further speed
increase is less problematic. An important property of the
real atmosphere is turbulence. This also may introduce a
speed limitation either due to perceived discomfort of the
occupants of the aircraft or, in the limit, the possibility of
the loss of airframe structural integrity. For these reasons,
among others, civil aircraft operate at subsonic speed. Super-
sonic flight is restricted to research and military applications
where the operational advantages outweigh the difficulties to
be overcome. The re-introduction of supersonic airliners, as
exemplified by the Anglo-French Concorde, is fraught with
problems (see Section 3.5.1).

The typical speed–altitude-operating regimes of various
classes of civil aircraft are shown in Figure 1a and b while
Figure 2 is for military types.

1.2 The generation of lift

To fly, the total weight W of the vehicle has to be overcome
by a vertical force. This upward force is the lift L (see Intro-
duction to Aerial Vehicle Flight Mechanics, Stability and
Control), or in the case of lighter-than-air platforms, it may
be referred to as the buoyancy. Forward flight implies the
development of an air resistance, or drag D, and this implies
the need to provide a thrust T. The four primary forces act-
ing in flight are shown in Figures 3–5 for different classes
of platforms. There are other secondary forces, and as the
forces do not all act through the same point, there are associ-
ated moments. The lifting force may be developed in several
ways as described in the following sections.
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1.2.1 Aerostatic

Aerostatic lift is independent of the forward speed of the
platform and relies only upon the overall density of the craft
being less than that of the surrounding air. This implies some
form of envelope holding a gas having a density sufficiently
less than that of air to overcome the weight of the envelope
and any items attached to it. The very first man-carrying flight
used a balloon built by the Montgolfier brothers in 1783. It
was inflated by hot air. Today, hot air balloons are widely used
for sport and ground observations. A hot air system has the
advantage that the height may be controlled readily by adding
heat to the lifting gas. However, a more useful lifting medium
is a light gas such as hydrogen, or, more often, inert helium.
The first manned hydrogen balloon, built by Charles, lifted
off just 10 days after the Montgolfier success. An airship has
controlled forward flight, and it is usual to select an elongated
cigar shape for the envelope thereby achieving a reduction in
air resistance (see also Section 1.2.3).

1.2.2 Aerodynamic

As the name implies, aerodynamic lift requires the passage of
a lift-developing shape, usually an aerofoil, through the atmo-
sphere. The force may be derived by using a fixed, nominally
horizontal, lifting surface or wing, but a suitably shaped body
may also be used. This requires the platform to achieve a cer-
tain forward speed before sufficient force can be developed
to fly.

Alternatively, it is possible to generate the lift by using a
driven aerofoil system consisting of a bladed horizontal rotor.
Rotors have the potential to provide all the lift, thrust, and con-
trol forces in one basic element. Here, the vehicle may leave
the ground vertically and forward flight achieved by tilting the
rotor to provide a horizontal thrust component. It is possible
to generate lift from a rotor system without actually driving

it, but this requires a forward translation of the rotor disc such
that it “autorotates”. Thus, it performs somewhat like a cir-
cular wing, and the zero forward speed vertical lift capability
is lost. A difficulty associated with rotating wings is the high
velocity experienced by the tips of the blades at the point
in the rotation coinciding with the maximum component of
forward speed. This limits the achievable forward speed of
the craft and is dependent upon the local lift requirement as
well as the rotational speed (see Compressibility Effects in
Rotorcraft Applications). For this reason, there are concepts
where the vehicle is fitted with a fixed wing as well as a
rotor. The idea is that at higher speeds, some of the rotor lift
may be transferred to the wing, thereby reducing the local
lift requirement and possibly enabling the rotor to be slowed
down. Some designs take this idea to the limit and propose
the stopping and stowing of the rotor for high-speed flight.
In practice, most applications employ a relatively small wing
to enable some degree of off-loading of the rotor. One exam-
ple of the more complete approach was the Fairey Rotodyne
demonstrated successfully in the mid-twentieth century. This
aircraft was unusual in that it combined an essentially autoro-
tating rotor with a comparatively large wing. It was intended
to be an airliner operating between city centers, and at one
time it held the world speed record for rotorcraft. Solely for
vertical take-off and landing, the rotor was driven by tip jets
using compressed air derived from the two propeller turbines
employed for forward propulsion. Unfortunately, the very
high noise level of these devices proved to be the Achilles
heel of a vehicle intended for city center operation.

Other hybrid rotor/wing configurations include tilt wings
and tilt rotors. In these concepts, the rotors are arranged to
rotate about a lateral horizontal axis, with or without the
wing, so that at high speed they become propellers. Tran-
sition between the truly vertical and horizontal modes can be
problematic.
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1.2.3 Hybrid aerostatic–aerodynamic lift

Lighter-than-air vehicles, especially airships, are prone to
problems of control and handling during take-off and landing,
which are aggravated by their susceptibility to atmospheric
turbulence. On a long airship flight, it is necessary to reduce
the buoyancy as the fuel is used. This may partially be dealt
with by adjusting the aerodynamic lift of the envelope, but the
scope for this is limited. Early airships used a combination of
lift gas venting and ballast release, but it is worth noting that
the most successful of the earlier airships, the Graf Zeppelin,
carried the fuel as a gas having the same density as air. Many
recent airship proposals are hybrid craft, some employing a
wing to give greater potential for lift control and others rotor
systems. On craft with a small disposable load, these take
the form of tilting/rotating propellers. Concepts for larger
heavy-lift airships are often rotorcraft hybrids where nomi-
nally horizontal rotors produce the lift to compensate for the
fuel and payload weights while the aerostatic lift supports
only the empty weight.

2 FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 Flight forces

Aerodynamic lift is directly proportional to the local density
of the air ρ, the square of the forward velocity V, and it is
also dependent upon the shape of the wing aerofoil and its
planform area S.

The drag consists of two contributions: one results from
the general shape of the aircraft, and the other is a conse-
quence of the development of lift. The former depends on the
same quantities as the lift except that the shape of the aircraft
replaces the aerofoil characteristic. For a given lift, the latter
is proportional to the reciprocal of the square of the speed so
that, for any given configuration, it is possible to identify a so-
called “minimum drag speed”, the total resistance increasing
both at lower and higher speeds. This leads to an important
measure of the aerodynamic efficiency of the configuration,
the maximum value of the lift-to-drag ratio.

Lift = L = 0.5ρV 2SCL (1)

where CL is the lift coefficient of the aerofoil or, in the case
of an airship the body, and S is the corresponding reference
area:

Drag = D = 0.5ρV 2S

(
CD0 + kC2

L

πA

)
(2)

where CD0 is the drag coefficient of the aircraft when CL is
zero, k is a factor depending the distribution of the lift, and A
is the aspect ratio of the wing, that is, the ratio of the span b
to its mean width (chord) c.

From equation (1)

D = 0.5ρV 2SCD0 + 2L2k

πρAV 2S
(3a)

Drag is found to be a minimum when the two terms on the
right-hand side of equation (3a) are equal, that is,

Dmin = ρV 2SCD0 (3b)

The maximum corresponding lift-to-drag ratio is

L

Dmin
= CL

2CD0

(3c)

which is achieved at the speed where the drag is a minimum
for a given overall lift.

For older propeller-driven aircraft, an important criterion
was the so-called “speed range”, this being the ratio of the
maximum achievable speed to the minimum speed at which
controlled flight could be maintained. A dominant factor in
determining this is the ratio of the square root of the max-
imum lift coefficient to the cube root of the zero lift drag
coefficient, although the power available also matters. The
original biplane Wright Flyer of 1903 achieved a speed range
of only 1.28 with an L/D of about 8. Had a modern more
powerful piston engine of the same weight been available, the
speed range would have been about 2.8. A current, roughly
comparable monoplane has a typical speed range nearer to 4.
Means introduced to increase the speed range include retract-
ing landing gear, variable pitch propellers, and variable wing
geometry in the form of high-lift devices.

The speed range is of little concern for more recent
designs, especially when propellers are not used. More impor-
tant is the achievement of near-maximum lift-to-drag ratio in
the critical flight phase such as long-range cruise. The pri-
mary factor here is the correct selection of wing loading, that
is, the ratio W/S, in the critical performance condition. This
is usually found to be appreciably greater than that essential
to give acceptable low-speed characteristics (see Takeoff and
Landing of Fixed-Wing Aircraft). As with earlier designs,
the solution is the use of high-lift devices to satisfy the low-
speed performance criteria without unduly compromising the
higher speed potential.

The increase of drag coefficient as the speed of sound is
approached may be mitigated by the use of wing sweep so
that local velocity perpendicular to the leading edge is less
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than the freestream value. There can be other consequences of
compressibility, such as the formation of local shock waves,
sometimes causing sudden changes in lift distribution with
changes to the overall control characteristics (see External
Transonic Flows).

2.2 Propulsion

There is a strong interaction between the type of propul-
sion employed and the flight regime of an aircraft. On the
one hand, the power plant used is often directly determined
by the required flight performance, and on the other, there
are numerous instances where the performance is limited
by a power plant selected for economic or other reasons
(see Basic Concepts: Propulsion and Power).

2.2.1 Thrust (see Lift, Thrust and Flight)

The thrust T of any power plant is defined by

T = d(m′v)

dt
(4a)

where m′ is the mass of the propelling medium and v is its
velocity.

For a rocket engine,

T = Vj

dm
′

dt
(4b)

where Vj is the characteristic exhaust velocity and dm′/dt is
the rate of propellant burning.

For an air-breathing engine of exhaust area Aj ,

T = m(Vj − V0) + mfVj + (pj − p0)Aj (4c)

where m is the mass of air passing through the unit, V0 is the
forward speed of the aircraft, mf is the mass of fuel, and pj

and p0 are the exhaust and freestream pressures, respectively.
Usually mf is small in comparison with m, and for com-

plete expansion in the exhaust, pj is equal to p0 so that
approximately

T = m(Vj − V0) (4d)

2.2.2 Efficiency

The overall efficiency of an engine is the product of the
so-called “ideal efficiency” and the mechanical and thermal
efficiencies of the various components of the unit, inclusive

of the air intake and the exhaust where relevant. The ideal
propulsive efficiency is

n = 2

1 + (Vj/V0)
(5)

It can be seen that while Vj must be greater than V0 to
produce thrust, the highest efficiency is realized when Vj is
only just greater than V0. Thus, it is preferable to develop
thrust by imposing a relatively small velocity increment upon
a relatively large mass of propulsive medium. Further, for a
given propellant, the general trend is for efficiency to increase
with forward speed. Equation (5) does not apply in static
conditions when ideal efficiency is meaningless, and thrust
is determined from a static coefficient.

An important component in the overall efficiency of a jet
engine is the efficiency, or pressure recovery, of the air intake
system. Up to around the speed of sound, an acceptably high
value may be obtained with a simple pitot intake, but as Mach
number rises further, it is desirable to incorporate increasingly
more complex shock wave systems. Maintaining efficiency
across the whole Mach number range of an aircraft that flies
above a Mach number of 1.5 suggests the need for a variable
geometry intake (see Gas Turbine Engines: Inlets). Likewise,
efficient flight at both sub and supersonic speeds requires the
use of a variable exhaust nozzle.

2.2.3 Thrust and efficiency of propeller propulsion
(see A Brief History of Positive Displacement
Aviation Engines)

The relationship between thrust and power of a propeller
engine is of particular importance:

T = ηP

V0
(6)

where P is the power of the prime mover and η is the efficiency
derived from equation (5) for a particular design of propeller.

Although η may exceed 90%, a more usual value is around
85%.

2.2.4 Thrust of jet and related power plants
(see An Overview of Gas Turbine Engines and
Ducted and Unducted Fans)

For this class of engine, the thrust may be derived from equa-
tion (4c) or approximately from equation (4d). In a simple jet
engine, all the intake air passes directly through the compres-
sor, combustion chamber, and turbine into the exhaust nozzle.
Greater efficiency may be obtained by passing some of the
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6 Operational Environment

compressed air directly into the exhaust thereby effectively
increasing the mass flow with some reduction in exhaust
velocity and consequent reduction in exhaust noise. This
bypass technique is extended to the ducted fan engine concept
where much of the intake air passes directly to the exhaust
after passing only through the first compressor, or fan, stage.
Ducted fan or bypass engines find almost universal use on
subsonic aircraft other than those that use propellers.

A development of the ducted fan engine is the concept
where the turbine system drives a large un-ducted fan, that is,
a propeller/ducted fan hybrid. Such an engine may be more
efficient than a ducted fan and can be used at higher speeds
than a propeller. It is not without mechanical and noise prob-
lems, which may be overcome by further development should
economic considerations, such as fuel shortages, dictate
its use.

2.3 Power plant flight regimes

Figure 6 illustrates the variation of the ideal efficiency with
increase of Mach number for different types of power plants.
Although the actual achieved efficiency depends on many
detail considerations, this figure does give an overall picture
of the potentials and limitations of the various types.

2.3.1 Propeller propulsion

As an approximate indication, propeller systems may be
designed to achieve high efficiency for Mach numbers up to
above 0.65, that is, forward speeds up to about 200 m s−1. The
lower end of this range is usually covered by piston engine
power, but as the required forward speed increases above
100 m s−1, a turbine power plant becomes more practical. At
Mach numbers in excess of about 0.7, the efficiency of a
propeller starts to fall due to the formation of shock waves
and the implied additional losses.
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Figure 6. Ideal efficiencies of power plant systems.

2.3.2 Turbofan propulsion

The ducted turbofan engine has been the obvious choice of
power plant when the normal operating speed is in the higher
subsonic range, that is, for Mach numbers between about 0.7
and 0.9. As a general rule the bypass ratio, that is, the ratio
of the air passing through the fan to that in the engine core, is
usually in the range of 4–10. The higher values tend to be used
for larger, longer-range aircraft where the implied large fan
diameter can be accommodated. There is some application
for smaller lower bypass ratio engines at Mach numbers in the
0.5–0.7 range, mainly for small executive aircraft (see Section
3.2.2). At very high subsonic Mach numbers, higher bypass
ratio engines begin to lose efficiency for reasons similar to
those associated with propellers.

2.3.3 Low bypass ratio and jet engines

It can be seen from equation (4d) that as the flight speed
increases, it is necessary to increase the jet exhaust velocity
to produce thrust. This implies the use of engines that operate
on relatively smaller masses of air, and the great majority
of aircraft that operate in the supersonic regime use power
plants having bypass ratios in the range of 0.4–1.0. It is also
usual to incorporate afterburning, that is, secondary burning
of fuel in the exhaust, to augment thrust at transonic and
higher supersonic speeds. Typical jet exhaust velocities are
around 700 m s−1, increased to 1100 m s−1 with afterburning.
Flight nearer to a Mach number of 3.0 at altitude is likely to
require the use of a pure jet engine, but very few aircraft
operate under this condition.

2.3.4 Ramjets

In a ramjet engine, all the compression is obtained from
air intake pressure recovery, the rotating components of a
turbojet being dispensed with. Although ramjets are simple
engines, they suffer because useful thrust is only produced
at supersonic speeds (see An Overview of Gas Turbine
Engines). Conventional, internal burning ramjets do find
application on guided missiles where the initial flight phase
is by rocket booster. There have also been proposals for the
use of ramjets in conjunction with turbojets, or even hybrid
arrangements, but no practical platforms using these tech-
niques have been developed. At hypersonic speed, Mach
numbers above about 4, there is the possibility of incorporat-
ing an external burning ramjet in the underside of the aircraft,
and there have been successful tests. The combustion process
occurs at supersonic speed – so-called “scramjets” (see The
Scramjet Engine: Basic and Combined Cycles).
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2.3.5 Rockets

Apart from particular research aircraft, such as the X-15
aircraft mentioned in Section 1.1, liquid rocket engines no
longer have application to aircraft. On the other hand, solid
rocket units are commonly employed for guided weapons
where the operating time is short and their simplicity is
overriding.

2.4 Airframe and overall efficiency

Although range is by no means the only performance require-
ment, it is a dominant one for many aircraft (see Cruise
Performance of Fixed-Wing Aircraft). In any given flight
condition at a given Mach number Ma, the range R is

R = a

{
Ma

c

} {
L

D

} {
log

(
m1

m2

)}
(7)

where c is the specific fuel consumption of the power plant
and m1 and m2 are the aircraft masses at the commencement
and the end of the cruise, respectively.

This equation may be regarded as giving an indication of
the overall flight efficiency. As can be seen, it is the product
of three components:

(1) {Ma/c}

As the flight speed/Mach number is intimately connected
with the power plant and its performance, this term may be
taken as a measure of the propulsion efficiency.

(2) {L/D}

The lift-to-drag ratio is clearly a measure of the aerody-
namic efficiency, and the design should be such that that the
flight condition is as near as is possible to the minimum drag
speed. In practice, it may be somewhat higher for operational
reasons, but the achieved L/D is usually close to the maximum
value. While a typical subsonic airliner may have an L/D
approaching 20, in supersonic cruise, the Concorde barely
matched the value 8 achieved by the 1903 Wright Flyer.

(3) {m1/m2}

Except when a weapon is released, the fuel used in the
cruise is (m1 − m2) and although the ratio {m1/m2} is directly
determined by the required range, it follows that the lower
the value of m2, the lower will be the actual quantity of fuel
needed. The mass m2 is made up of the empty equipped mass
of the aircraft, the payload, and the fuel remaining at the
end of the cruise. The equipped empty mass includes that

of the power plant and the airframe systems, but the major
contribution is the airframe itself. Thus, this term may be
regarded as a measure of the airframe efficiency. The empty
equipped mass must always be as low as is economically
feasible.

3 FLIGHT REGIMES AND PLATFORM
APPLICATIONS

The great majority of aircraft operate at speeds below a
Mach number of 0.9. Apart from the Anglo-French Con-
corde, which was withdrawn from service in November
2003 at the very end of the first century of manned flight,
operations at higher speeds have been limited to military
and research applications. The following paragraphs outline
the speed/altitude regimes for various platform applications.
There are examples of platforms that fall outside the defined
categories. These are commented upon where relevant.

Flying boats played an important role in opening up
early long-distance air routes as well as making a major
contribution to World War II, but they are now obsolete.
Smaller floatplanes continue to be used extensively in regions
where land access is difficult but where water is available for
take-off and landing, as in western Canada (see Seaplanes
and Amphibians).

Most fixed-wing platforms use a conventional layout; that
is, a separate payload-carrying body with a wing of aspect
ratio typically between 4 and 10 (see equation (2)) and rear
stabilizer and control surfaces. Some military combat air-
craft have lower aspect ratio wings, and there is interest
in so-called “blended-wing-body” arrangements. Sailplanes
and long-endurance, high-altitude reconnaissance types may
have aspect ratios in excess of 20.

3.1 Subsonic, operating up to a Mach number
of 0.4 and 4 km altitude

3.1.1 Lighter-than-air platforms

With the exception of high-altitude research and weather bal-
loons, all lighter-than-air platforms normally operate at less
than 1000 m height and fly at low speed, usually less than
25 m s−1, that is, a Mach number of 0.07 (see Lighter than Air
Vehicles). Hot air balloons used for ground observation and
other recreational purposes are at the mercy of local winds for
horizontal motion, and the flight altitude is often kept to the
minimum demanded by the role. Helium and hydrogen-filled
balloons are less constrained in altitude, and it is this type
that is used for high-altitude research, reaching up to more
than 20 km.
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Gas-filled airships have a means of forward propulsion
that, as mentioned in Section 1.2.3, is often also used for
control purposes. For small airships, this is by piston engine-
driven propellers, the whole power plant assembly being
arranged to rotate about a horizontal axis. Unless local terrain
dictates otherwise, the flight altitude is rarely above 300 m,
since the lifting capacity decreases as local air density falls
with an increase in height. The expansion of the lifting gas as
height increases is normally offset by an initial underinflation
of the gas cells such that the volume available is just filled at
the operating altitude.

3.1.2 Fixed-wing platforms

The great majority of small propeller-driven aircraft fly
in this regime (see Applied Aerodynamics and Propulsion
Foundations: Fixed Wing Vehicles, Fixed-Wing Aircraft Per-
formance and Business Aviation).

Applications include private light and corporate types used
for recreation and communication; competitive flying such
as racing and aerobatics; primary training and special opera-
tions such as air ambulances. Recreational platforms include
sailplanes, hang gliders, and ultralight machines. Some more
advanced military trainers also come into the higher speed,
higher-altitude part of this regime.

Since the operating conditions are relatively modest, it
is easy to achieve the compromise between low and high-
speed performance, and high-lift devices are usually limited
to simple trailing edge flaps. Retractable landing gear is only
usual for aircraft that operate at higher speeds in this cate-
gory. Cabin pressurization is unusual as the operating altitude
presents no inherent difficulties, but advanced military train-
ers may be equipped with oxygen systems for the occasional
flight at higher altitudes.

Smaller cheaper aircraft use one or two piston engines
driving propellers. While gasoline fuel is common, supply
problems associated with this type of fuel have led to pro-
posals for a greater use of diesel as well as smaller propeller
turbines. The latter are the chosen power plant for the more
advanced, faster aircraft operating in this category.

3.1.3 Rotorcraft

With a few exceptions, all rotorcraft fly in this regime (see
Applied Aerodynamics and Propulsion Foundation: Rotary
Wing, Performance of Rotary Wing Vehicles, and Rotary
Wing Vehicles). The exceptions are the use for mountain res-
cue and the occasional higher speed, hybrid rotorcraft such
as the Bell-Boeing V-22 military tilt rotor transport. Nearly
all rotorcraft are helicopters, the few autogiros flying being
limited to light recreational craft. The ability of helicopters

to hover and to take-off and land from very restricted loca-
tions confers a special advantage over fixed-wing aircraft as
well as land and sea transport. Civilian uses of helicopters
include personal training, communications, air ambulances,
police observation, survey for such purposes as power line
inspection, and air/sea and mountain rescue.

As well as having roles similar to those of civil rotorcraft,
military applications include the significant use of helicopters
for shipboard operations where an air support role may be
achieved when there is inadequate deck space to operate
fixed-wing aircraft. Another important use is for the support
of ground troops where the only similar fixed-wing types are
short/vertical take-off and landing aircraft such as the BAe
Systems Harrier and Lockheed-Martin F-35.

With the notable exception of the twin rotor Boeing CH-47
Chinook, helicopters in service use a single main rotor config-
uration. Smaller craft sometimes use piston engine power, but
the smoother running properties of gas turbines are preferred
wherever the greater cost can be justified.

3.1.4 Unmanned platforms (see Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs))

Most unmanned platforms operate at Mach numbers below
0.4, and although fixed-wing designs predominate, rotorcraft
have some application, especially for shipboard use and crop
spraying. The exceptions are mostly aerial targets that can
operate at speeds up to, and including, the supersonic regime
and combat types (see Section 3.5.3). Earlier unmanned plat-
forms were used for research and military roles, but there is
a growing interest in their application to civilian uses such as
observation and road traffic control. Proven military opera-
tions include general reconnaissance, gunnery target spotting,
observation, and tactical strike using air-launched guided
weapons. The operating altitude of some craft can be higher
than 4 km.

Many unmanned aircraft have relatively modest perfor-
mance, and this implies the use of piston engine-driven pro-
peller power plants. Some observation platforms fly at much
greater altitudes, possibly up to as high as 25 km to be above
the capability of antiaircraft missiles. There is often a require-
ment for very long duration of the order of 24–30 h. They may
fly faster than a Mach number of 0.4 and use turbofan propul-
sion, but an alternative is to use electrically driven propellers
with solar cell power supplemented by onboard batteries.

3.1.5 Guided weapons

Apart from the possible use of short-range anti-armor types,
most guided weapons fly at speeds greater than a Mach
number of 0.4 (see Section 3.5.4).
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3.2 Subsonic, operating between Mach numbers
of 0.4 and 0.75 and up to 8 km altitude

This flight regime is occupied by platforms powered by
turbo-propeller engines and some, smaller, turbojet/turbofan
applications (see Civil Transport Aircraft and Military Air-
planes). Apart from the upper end of this Mach number range,
it is unlikely that compressibility causes any major difficulty,
and so wing sweep is not generally needed.

3.2.1 Turboprop transports and executive aircraft

Single-, twin-, and four-engine passenger and freight turbo-
prop platforms as well as single- and twin-engine personal
aircraft normally operate in the Mach number range of
0.5–0.65. This applies both to civil and military designs
although a few of the latter do fly faster than Mach 0.7.
Cruising altitude is usually in excess of 4 km, and cabin
pressurization is necessary. Although flight altitude in excess
of 8 km is feasible, it is not often expedient for reasons of
air traffic control. Compared with somewhat faster turbofan-
powered aircraft, the fuel consumption is less, and hence this
class of transport has an advantage, especially for shorter
range operations.

3.2.2 Small executive turbojet powered aircraft

As well as the turboprop executive types mentioned above,
this flight regime is used by a class of small turbojet/turbofan-
powered private aircraft. Although two engines are usually
installed, single-engine examples do exist. Turbofans, rather
than turboprop power plants, are especially suitable for this
class of aircraft for two reasons. One is the potential for
somewhat higher cruise speeds, but, more significantly, the
absence of propellers confers a much greater flexibility on
the layout of the platform.

3.2.3 Other platforms

Other types of vehicles that operate in this flight regime
include some military advanced trainers and ground support
aircraft. These are usually turboprop powered.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.4, there are also instances of
high-altitude turbofan-powered unmanned platforms that fly
typically at Mach numbers of around 0.65.

Some ground-to-ground infantry-operated guided
weapons also have operating speeds in this regime
(see Section 3.5.4).

3.3 Subsonic, operating at Mach numbers
between 0.65 and 0.9

3.3.1 Civil and military turbofan-powered
transports, altitudes between 7 and 14 km

Most civil “jet” airliners and comparable military types use
turbofan power plants (see Civil Transport Aircraft). A typical
cruise condition is somewhat in excess of Mach 0.8 at alti-
tudes in the range of 9 to 12 km. Whenever possible, the actual
cruise speed is optimized for minimum fuel consumption, but
flight altitude is frequently dictated by air traffic control. On
long haul flights, it increases in steps to compensate for the
reduction of aircraft weight as fuel is consumed, possibly up
to as high as 13 km. Executive turbofan platforms fly at simi-
lar speeds but may achieve somewhat greater altitudes where
there are less air traffic control restrictions.

Cabin pressurization is essential for all these aircraft as
is some sweep of the wing. As it is necessary to optimize
the overall layout for the cruise conditions, it is inevitable
that the low-speed performance requirements are achieved by
employing extensive high-lift devices in the form of leading-
and trailing-edge flaps. Landing conditions are particularly
critical as the approach and touchdown speeds have to be
within air traffic control limits (see Section 4.5). There is a
tendency for the number of engines to be restricted to two
as power plant and system reliability has improved. Large
transports do need four engines to give the required thrust.

3.3.2 Military, operating up to 20 km altitude
(see Military Airplanes)

A wide range of military operations are undertaken within
this speed regime using platforms powered by turbojet and
turbofan engines. The roles performed include

(1) Offensive strike, both tactical short range and strate-
gic longer range. Most sorties employ some form of
air-launched guided weapons or “smart” bombs. Sub-
sonic cruise missiles used for strategic operations have
the advantage that they can be launched by the parent
aircraft from outside highly defended target locations;

(2) Interception and combat with enemy aircraft, again most
often using air-launched supersonic guided weapons;

(3) High-altitude reconnaissance employing both manned
and unmanned platforms (see Sections 3.1.4 and 3.2.3);

(4) Advanced trainers.

There is frequently a requirement for military types in these
categories to be able to perform several roles, including
supersonic ones (see Section 3.5.2). For this reason, at one
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period of aeronautical development, there was an emphasis
on the use of variable sweep wings. More recent develop-
ments have concentrated on a fixed low aspect ratio, almost
unswept, wing geometry in conjunction with closely coupled
tail surfaces or fore-planes and possibly thrust vector con-
trol to achieve the required compromises that usually include
stealth.

3.3.3 Guided missiles

Guided weapons in the cruise missile and similar categories
fly in this regime (see Section 3.5.4).

3.4 Transonic, operation at Mach numbers
between 0.9 and 1.4

Flight at transonic speeds introduces many problems and is
usually avoided except for the essential passage from sub-
sonic to supersonic flight. The problems include very high
relative drag and control difficulties due to the formation and
movement of shock waves across the airframe (see Exter-
nal Transonic Flows). There is little advantage of increase in
speed beyond a Mach number of 0.9 for a low-level military
strike platform. Transonic acceleration may occur at any alti-
tude, but it is often undertaken around 11 km where the speed
of sound has its lowest value.

3.5 Supersonic, operating at Mach numbers
between 1.4 and around 4.0

3.5.1 Civil aircraft

Although the Soviet Union produced the Tupelov Tu 144
supersonic airliner and it operated briefly in a freight role, the
only true supersonic airliner has been the Anglo-French Con-
corde. Arguably this aircraft was not commercially viable,
primarily due to its limited passenger capacity of around
100 and operational restrictions imposed to avoid ground-
perceived shock waves over populated areas. Among other
things its technical success depended on advanced variable
geometry air intakes for the four turbojet engines (see Section
2.2.2). Major technological issues have to be overcome if
an economically competitive and environmentally acceptable
successor is to be put into service. For this reason, most of
the emphasis on supersonic transport is placed on relatively
small platforms intended for executive operations. Even these
are confronted by severe economic and technical problems.

3.5.2 Manned military operations

At one time there was considerable interest in manned super-
sonic aircraft for strategic strike operations, but it seems that

it is now generally accepted that a preferable approach is to
employ subsonic, possibly stealthy, platforms equipped with
cruise missiles (see Section 3.3.2).

Most supersonic military aircraft fall into the general cat-
egory of interceptor aircraft where high forward speed and
high rate of climb are necessary to enable rapid engagement
of a potential enemy. Achieved Mach numbers at altitude
usually exceed 2. With the general emphasis on a multi-role
capability, discussed in Section 3.3.2, these aircraft must also
possess good high subsonic speed performance so that they
are capable of operating in ground strike and support roles.
The Lockheed SR-71 reconnaissance aircraft was unique in
that it flew at Mach 3.2 at an altitude of 25.6 km (84 000 ft).

3.5.3 Unmanned platforms

Provision for human crew in a military aircraft is both restric-
tive and costly. Hence, there is a considerable emphasis
on the replacement of high-performance combat aircraft by
unmanned equivalents (see Section 3.1.4).

3.5.4 Guided weapons (see Aerodynamics,
Propulsion, and Heat Transfer of Missiles,
Flight Performance, Guidance, Navigation,
and Control of Missiles, and Missile
Configuration and Design)

Many guided missiles, both ground and air launched, operate
in the supersonic regime. Ground-launched platforms utilize
solid rocket boosters to propel them rapidly to their operat-
ing state in which they may be sustained by a second rocket
unit or, possibly, a ramjet. Air-launched weapons often only
require one stage of propulsion. Cruise missiles use turbofan
engines.

3.6 Hypersonic regime, flight in excess of a Mach
number of about 4.0

As yet, few platforms operate in this regime and effectively
all the examples are research craft. The North American
X-15 rocket-powered aircraft is mentioned in Section 1.1,
and more recent experiments with external burning ramjets
are mentioned in Section 2.3.4. Considerable technological
development is required, especially in the realm of high-
temperature materials, before there will be any possibility
of regular flight at hypersonic speed within the atmosphere
as defined in Section 1.1. Quite possibly, like the X-15, any
such platform will be a hybrid of aerodynamic and ballistic
flight.
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4 AIRCRAFT TAKE-OFF AND LANDING
ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Impact of aircraft on ground environment

The environment in which an aircraft operates when it is in
the vicinity of the ground and its impact on the environment
are both of major importance.

4.1.1 Noise (see Aerodynamic Noise, Propulsion
System Noise: Jet and Propulsion System
Noise: Turbomachinery)

Noise is significant during both the take-off and landing
phases of aircraft flight:

(1) At take-off, the engines are initially at maximum power,
but the time and distance of the ground exposure to
the noise are relatively short. Sometimes a perfor-
mance penalty can be accepted to alleviate the noise
by reducing power once a safe altitude has been reached
(see Section 4.3) or by changing the flight path direction
to avoid sensitive ground locations.

(2) During landing, the engines operate at reduced power so
noise from this source is much less than during take-off,
but the airframe of a large aircraft may make a signifi-
cant contribution to the noise level (see Airframe Noise:
High Lift Device Noise and Propeller Noise). However,
the approach angle is usually shallow (see Section 4.4),
and this phase of the flight is long and covers a large
area of ground. Noise impact may be reduced if a steep
approach is employed (see Section 4.5.2(2)).

4.1.2 Emissions (see Aviation Emissions)

Emissions from the power plants, especially during take-off,
make a major contribution to atmospheric contamination.
They consist of various gases, especially oxides of carbon
and nitrogen, and although power plant development is lead-
ing to a reduction of the more noxious compounds, the carbon
dioxide remains a problem.

4.1.3 Atmospheric turbulence

An aircraft passing through the atmosphere produces vortices
that are a form of atmospheric turbulence. The impact on
other aircraft can be important (see Section 4.5.2).

4.2 Flight of an aircraft in ground environment

Flying characteristics are influenced by aircraft proximity
to the ground. During the initial phase of the take-off and

the final phase of the landing, handling characteristics are
different from those in free air. The reflective effect of the
ground plane is to increase the lift of the main and stabilizing
surfaces, the amount being dependent upon the height of the
surface above ground. It is significant when a lifting surface is
nearer to the ground than about 20% of its span but negligible
when the height is above a span. Lift-induced drag is reduced
by ground effect, and the different effective heights of the
main and horizontal stabilizing surfaces may cause changes
in the control and stability characteristics.

4.3 The take-off environment (see Takeoff and
Landing of Fixed-Wing Aircraft)

Figure 7 illustrates the characteristics of a typical take-off
path, where Vmv is the lowest left off speed. It consists of
acceleration from standstill to a “rotation” speed at which
point the nose is lifted and the aircraft leaves the ground, pass-
ing over the runway threshold at a minimum specified height,
typically 10.7 m. The climb out is divided into three phases,
introducing some operational flexibility when an engine fail-
ure occurs or a noise abatement procedure is used.

An important point in the acceleration phase is when the
“decision” speed is reached. This is the speed above which the
take-off must be completed even if an engine fails. Below the
decision speed, the aircraft can be stopped before the end of
the runway by application of emergency braking. The major
considerations of take-off performance are the acceleration
throughout the maneuver and the emergency braking capa-
bility. Take-off start point is well defined, and the required
runway length determined by reference to design conditions
is usually factored by only 1.15 to cover the various environ-
mental contingencies.

4.3.1 Impact of high temperature and altitude

Increase of both runway altitude and ambient temperature
results in reduction of power plant and airframe perfor-
mance, in part due to lower air density. When determining the
required runway length, the calculated and measured perfor-
mances are based on specific altitude/temperature conditions.
Typical examples of this are standard temperature +30 ◦C at
sea level or +15 ◦C at 1527 m (5000 ft) altitude.

4.3.2 Visibility

Impaired visibility due to the presence of ground mist, fog, or
a sandstorm has a safety implication on take-off. Providing
taxiway and runway lighting is adequate for the aircraft to
reach the take-off point, and radar, or other means, is available
to ensure that the runway is clear, take-off can proceed. In
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Figure 7. A typical take-off path.

severe conditions, runway lighting may be inadequate and
take-offs have to be discontinued.

4.3.3 Ice

The formation of ice on the airframe and power plant intakes
has a serious impact on take-off performance. It causes
greater drag and lower lift capability due to change in the
wing aerofoil contour. Icing of propellers reduces efficiency,
and there is the possibility that ice may break off and damage
the airframe. It is essential that all relevant parts of the aircraft
are thoroughly de-iced before take-off is attempted. De-icing
may need to be repeated if there is a delay before clearance
is given for the take-off (see also Section 4.3.4(2)).

4.3.4 Lightning and precipitation

Lightning strikes rarely cause serious damage as provision is
made for this eventuality, but there is a remote possibility of
interference with avionic systems. Precipitation in the form
of rain, hail, and snow is of more concern:

(1) Rain on the airframe does not usually present a serious
problem although there is evidence that heavy rain may
reduce the lift of some laminar flow aerofoil sections.
Of more concern is the accumulation of large quantities
of water on the runway surface. This can result in

(a) reduced take-off acceleration due to the additional
rolling resistance;

(b) possible ingestion of water into the power plant and
lower thrust or even flameout;

(c) reduction of braking performance in an emergency
stop. In the limit, the aircraft may “aquaplane” and
lose directional control as well as brake perfor-
mance. Part of the certification process is actual
testing on a flooded runways. Large hailstones
cause airframe damage, and if this includes high-
lift devices, it may result in reduction of take-off
performance.

(2) Apart from the implied possibility of ice formation on
the aircraft (see Section 4.3.3), the presence of soft snow
on a runway results in a large increase of rolling resis-
tance and consequent reduction in take-off acceleration.
The effect is less severe when the snow has a hard, com-
pacted surface, but for most operations, it is essential to
clear snow and ensure that the runway surface has been
de-iced before operations can continue.

4.4 The landing environment (see Takeoff and
Landing of Fixed-Wing Aircraft)

Many of the environmental effects discussed in the previous
paragraph apply to landing as well as take-off, but there are
some differences.
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A diagram of a typical landing is given in Figure 8. The
maneuver commences as the aircraft is established on a final
approach path having a typical descent angle of 3◦. At a busy
airport, the approach speed has to be maintained within lim-
its (see Section 4.5.2). The aircraft passes over the airport
boundary at a typical height of 10.7 m having commenced a
flare intended to reduce its vertical descent velocity to zero
at the instant the main wheels contact the ground. Ground
effect (see Section 4.2) may cause the aircraft to “float”,
delaying touchdown, and often lift spoilers are used to mini-
mize this. Brakes, possibly augmented by reverse thrust, are
applied as soon as the main wheels touchdown to bring the
forward speed to a safe taxiing value. Typical mean decel-
eration may be 0.25g although values approaching 0.4g are
possible.

The major factors during landing are adequate visibility to
ensure the correct touchdown point, touchdown to occur soon
after passing the runway threshold, and adequate braking and
steering capability during the deceleration phase. Automatic
landing systems can greatly facilitate the landing, but there
is always a minimum visibility requirement.

There is more variability in landing than in take-off, and
a large proportion of aircraft accidents occur during the
approach and landing phases. Thus, when the required land-
ing runway lengths are based on “ideal” conditions, it is usual
to factor the calculated value by as much as 1.67. Factors
as low as 1.10 are used when full allowance is made for
environmental variations.

4.4.1 Effect of high temperature and altitude

Apart from the situation where the landing has to be aborted
and the thrust increased to initiate a “go-around”, these con-
ditions have less impact on landing than they do on take-off.

4.4.2 Visibility

Except when aircraft is equipped with an automatic land-
ing system, good landing visibility is essential to ensure an
acceptable touchdown point. Reasonable visibility is also
necessary once the aircraft is on the ground to ensure safe
braking and taxiing. Mist, fog, and sandstorms frequently
result in cessation of operations.

4.4.3 Icing

The passage of an aircraft through icing conditions during
approach and landing presents a severe hazard. Ice accretion
increases when high-lift devices are deployed with conse-
quent reduction of lift capability, considerable drag penalty
and, probably, change in handling characteristics. Aircraft
intended for all-weather operations must be equipped with
de-icing or anti-icing systems on at least the main planes and,
for smaller aircraft, also the stabilizing surfaces. Engine air
intakes, including those of piston engines, sensitive sensors
such as pitot heads, and propellers must be included in the
de-icing systems.
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4.4.4 Precipitation

Heavy rain causing flooding of the runway and soft snow
on the surface can result in reduced braking and loss of
directional control (see Section 4.3.4).

4.5 Aspects of the operational environment

4.5.1 Air traffic control

Take-off and landing maneuvers are undertaken in a strict Air
Traffic Control (ATC) environment (see Aircraft Regulatory
Environment), and this imposes restrictions on the operation.
It is often necessary to maximize runway usage, see below, as
well as ensuring safe flight of all the aircraft in the local ATC
zone. Although many aspects of ATC are fully automated,
and aircraft are equipped with many navigational aids, there is
inevitably a large human factor element in the operation. The
ATC controllers have to observe numerous aircraft flying on
different tracks at any given time. They issue instructions that
have to be acknowledged and implemented by the crew of the
aircraft. Flight path conflicts can occur, but actual collisions
are very rare due to use of anti-collision warning devices
and well-established flight procedures. Aircraft approach to
runways used for mixed take-off and landings, and ground
operations where aircraft are required to cross, or use, active
runways can be particularly hazardous.

4.5.2 Runway usage

It is preferable, where available, to use two runways at any
given time, one for take-offs and the other for landings. Safe
take-offs can follow one another at about 1.5 min intervals
although the gap may be longer if a small aircraft follows a
large one to avoid vortex wake turbulence. To reduce uncer-
tainties during landing, the final approach speed is often kept

within limits, typically 55–70 m s−1. Approach and land-
ings require around 2–2.5 min spacing, the latter when a
smaller aircraft follows a larger one. Typically 40 instrument-
controlled take-offs may be achieved in each hour but as few
as 24 landings. On a mixed-usage runway, 30–32 operations
per hour are feasible.

Apart from the use of multiple runways, there are a number
of ways of maximizing runway usage:

(1) In good visibility, it may be possible to integrate general
aviation aircraft, especially taking off, into the normal,
heavier traffic, as they can depart and approach over
shorter ground distances.

(2) Short take-off and landing (STOL) aircraft may also be
introduced for similar reasons to those of (1) above.
Steep climb outs in association with descent angles as
high as 6◦ or more are possible with lower implied
approach speeds than usual. However, it is preferable
to enhance the total capacity of an airport by providing
a shorter, dedicated runway for such operations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are many different operational environments that a
launch vehicle and its payload are subjected to during launch
and flight, and that must be considered for the design and safe
operation of the system. These include environments such as
wind loading, acoustic vibration, and vibration due to engine
thrust. Furthermore, the relative influence of each of these
environments varies significantly during the different phases
of flight. This chapter will first describe the various environ-
ments, and which are critical at different times of flight. The
derivation and modeling of the forces, as well as the processes
for analysis of the vehicle and spacecraft designs to ensure
their ability to withstand the launch environments will also be
described. Finally, day-of-launch operational considerations
for flying a launch vehicle safely through the atmosphere
while staying within its structural and control system design

limits will be discussed. It should be noted that there are
other considerations such as ground transportation loads, pro-
pellant loading thermal conditions, pre-launch ground wind
loading, and propulsion/structure interaction stability issues
that must be taken into account in launch vehicle design;
however, this article will focus only on the launch and flight
environments.

2 FLIGHT PROFILE AND ASSOCIATED
ENVIRONMENTS

During launch and ascent, a launch vehicle and its payload
will experience severe environments, many of which are self-
generated (Fleming, 1991; Kabe, 1998). These environments
cause the launch vehicle and its payload to experience severe
forces that cause structural deformations and vibrations. The
vibrations increase the deformations, which in turn pro-
duce the internal structural loads and stresses that represent
the principal design requirements for most of the launch vehi-
cle and spacecraft structure. Complicating matters is the fact
that the self-generated environments are a function of the
phase of flight and the vehicle configuration at that time of
flight.

For the purposes of this discussion we will consider three
broad phases of flight; however, within each there are multiple
events that must be addressed. Figure 1 shows a typical flight
profile and the sequence of events responsible for the environ-
ments during each phase of flight. The first is the liftoff phase,
which is followed by the atmospheric and post-atmospheric
phases of flight. The liftoff phase typically ends 10–15 s after
liftoff. The atmospheric phase of flight generally ends when
the launch vehicle has reached an altitude of approximately
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Figure 1. Typical launch vehicle flight profile.

60 000–70 000 ft. The post-atmospheric flight phase includes
all events that occur after the atmospheric phase up through
spacecraft separation, or the initiation of on-orbit events. On-
orbit deployment of a space system and subsequent events
are not included in this discussion, but it should be noted that
deployment of appendages and other on-orbit activities, such
as docking and station keeping, could produce design loads
in some structural components.

There are distinguishing factors between the three phases
of flight mentioned above. During the liftoff phase significant
loads are produced by the interaction of the launch vehicle and
ground. During the atmospheric phase of flight there are sig-
nificant interactions between the atmosphere and the launch
vehicle. Finally, during the third phase the load producing
events are primarily dependent on the launch vehicle and its
payload. However, although the air density is too low to pro-
duce structural loads, it is still sufficient to produce extreme
thermal loading and result in damage to the vehicle, if not
properly protected, and to its payload if the payload fairing
is jettisoned too early.

2.1 Liftoff phase

The liftoff phase, as defined herein, begins a few seconds
before the vehicle lifts off the pad, and can encompass three

distinct events: liftoff, liftoff abort, and post-liftoff acous-
tics. During these events, the launch vehicle and its payload
will experience severe loading from numerous sources. These
loads are a function of the structural design of the launch
vehicle and its payload, the integrated structural dynamics
properties of the system, the launch vehicle’s exterior geom-
etry and surface area, the launch pad, the manner in which
the launch vehicle is attached to the pad, and the manner in
which the vehicle is released from the pad.

As a launch vehicle rests on its launch mounts, grav-
ity causes the coupled launch vehicle/launch pad system to
deform. In addition, ground winds will cause the vehicle to
bend, and vortexes shedding off the vehicle will cause it to
oscillate. The direction of loading depends on the direction of
the ground winds, which can change during the countdown.
In addition, vortexes shedding off of nearby buildings and
launch support structure may also impinge on the vehicle.

The propulsion system may comprise any combination of
liquid-fueled engines and solid rocket motors. Engine and
motor ignitions and thrust produce significant loads with
broad frequency content. If the launch vehicle is a “hold-
down” type (typical for liquid fuelled engines), a retention
mechanism prevents the vehicle from lifting off while the
engines buildup thrust; computerized checks, which take only
a second or two, can be performed to verify the proper per-
formance of the engines. The retention mechanism is then
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released, any ground-lit solid rocket motors are ignited, and
the vehicle rises off the launch pad. If the vehicle is a “fly-
away” type, it begins to rise as soon as the thrust overcomes
the vehicle weight.

At ignition, the exhaust from liquid rocket engines and
solid rocket motors will cause a sudden increase in pressure in
the launch duct. The launch duct is typically designed to direct
most of the exhaust away from the vehicle. Pressure waves
exiting the duct, referred to as “exit waves,” will reflect back
towards the launch vehicle. However, some pressure waves
will bounce off the bottom of the launch duct underneath
the vehicle and move directly up along the vehicle. These are
referred to as “inlet waves.” The increased pressures from the
inlet and exit waves are referred to as “ignition overpressure
waves.” Because these waves are not symmetrical as they
travel up the vehicle, they create differential pressure loading
on the vehicle. For some systems the ignition overpressure
loading can be severe, necessitating attenuation with a water
suppression system.

It is worth noting that because the ignition overpressures
are generated by the sudden injection of the exhaust gases into
the air, long exhaust ducts which confine the exhaust plume,
while leading the hot gases well away from the vehicle, can
actually increase the ignition overpressures. The overpressure
is also dependent upon the rapidity with which the thrust
builds up at ignition, with the consequence that solid motors
(which tend to have a faster thrust buildup) will generate
higher overpressures than liquid engines.

In addition to dynamic loads, the engines produce
extremely high temperature exhaust plumes, up to several
thousand Kelvin. Most of the exhaust plumes flow away from
the vehicle through the launch duct. However, a significant
amount will reflect upwards toward the vehicle from the bot-
tom of the launch duct and from the surface of the launch pad
as the vehicle lifts off. As a result, the aft end of the vehicle is
subjected to an extremely severe base-heating environment,
both from direct exposure to the plume as well as the radiative
and conductive effects. Therefore, the aft end of the rocket
must be insulated by a thermal protection system that can
withstand this high base-heating environment and prevent
destruction of the vehicle.

At the moment the launch vehicle separates from each
of its launch mounts, and depending on the deformed shape
of the vehicle/launch pad system (caused by gravity, wind
loading, thrust), the vehicle can experience twangs or snaps,
which will cause additional oscillations. In addition, depend-
ing on where in a wind-induced oscillatory cycle the vehicle
is when the engines are ignited, the launch vehicle interface
to the launch mounts could re-contact while separating as the
vehicle rises off the pad.

The phenomena described above generally excite the low
frequency (60–70 Hz and below) modes of vibration of the

system and, hence, the loads that are produced are referred
to as the low frequency loads. The one exception is the igni-
tion and operation of liquid engines and solid rocket motors,
which will also produce acoustic excitation with energy
content from 30 to 10 000 Hz. The low frequency portion,
below 60–70 Hz, is partially accounted for in low frequency
loads analyses by inclusion of ignition overpressure forc-
ing functions. The energy content not accounted for in the
“low frequency” analyses has to be accounted for by direct
acoustic impingement analysis and testing at the subsystem
level.

The environments described above will act on the system,
cause it to deform and oscillate, and produce internal loads
and stresses. In addition, the acoustic environment will pen-
etrate the launch vehicle and payload fairing, and impinge
directly on the payload and launch vehicle internal compo-
nents. The severity of the loading will depend, for example,
on the payload fairing design and any added treatment used
to attenuate the acoustic environment.

As mentioned, there are two additional events that have
to be considered as part of the liftoff phase. The first is the
liftoff abort event and the second is the post-liftoff acous-
tic event. The liftoff abort event will include all the loading
environments experienced during liftoff except for the igni-
tion of solid rocket motors and loading associated with the
separation of the vehicle from the launch mounts. The partial
buildup of thrust will also cause deformations and oscilla-
tions in the vehicle and pad. When the engines are suddenly
shut down, the system will experience transient loads that will
be in addition to the gravity, ground wind, engine ignitions,
ignition overpressure, and acoustic loading.

The post-liftoff acoustic event typically occurs after the
vehicle has risen one to two hundred feet and acoustic waves
that are reflected off the ground, launch pad, and nearby
structures envelope the vehicle. The environment tends to
be fairly broad band and, thus analyses are performed for
the 60–70 Hz and below range, whereas the higher frequency
acoustic loading needs to be compared to those during liftoff
and atmospheric flight for criticality, and possible assessment
and inclusion in the acoustic test environments.

2.2 Atmospheric flight phase

A launch vehicle can reach speeds of over 500 m s−1 in the
atmosphere. These high speeds cause severe pressure on the
launch vehicle skin, which in turn will cause the vehicle to
deform and experience significant loads. This pressure load-
ing is a function of vehicle speed, which increases with flight
time, and the density of air, which decreases as the vehicle
increases its altitude. Therefore, the dynamic pressure will
increase to a maximum, and subsequently decrease to nearly
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zero once the vehicle has reached space. Also, once an alti-
tude of 60 000–70 000 ft is reached, the air density will have
decreased sufficiently to where the external pressure load-
ing may no longer be a structural loading issue. The exact
altitude would depend on the launch vehicle configuration
and speed. The loads a launch vehicle will experience due
to this pressure loading are a function of its angle of attack,
stiffness and mass properties, and the resulting rigid body
accelerations.

As a launch vehicle approaches and passes the speed of
sound it will experience shock waves, shock wave oscil-
lations, separated flow turbulence, and attached boundary
layer turbulence (NASA SP-8001, 1970; Fleming, 1991).
The interaction of these phenomena can produce significant
oscillations and can represent a critical loading environment
for some spacecraft and launch vehicle structure. This load-
producing environment is referred to as buffet. Although the
maximum buffet loads tend to occur during the Transonic
time of flight, that is, when the vehicle approaches and passes
through Mach 1, buffet loads at other times of flight, such as
the period of maximum dynamic pressure, are not negligible
and have to be considered in combination with the other load
producing phenomena. For design and analysis purposes, the
buffet environment is typically divided into the low frequency
regime, where quantitative analyses are used to predict loads,
and the high frequency regime where the buffet loading mani-
fests itself as an acoustic environment. The boundary between
these two regimes tends to be in the 50–70 Hz range.

As a launch vehicle flies through the atmosphere it will
encounter turbulence, or gusts (Hoblit, 1988; Kim, Kabe and
Lee, 2000; NASA-HDBK-1001, 2000). Turbulence consists
of relatively short duration wind features that change a launch
vehicle’s relative wind angle of attack. This change in angle
of attack occurs sufficiently fast so that the lower frequency
vibration modes of the system are excited. The combination
of the angle of attack change and the elastic mode response
can produce significant loads. The frequency content of this
phenomenon depends on the speed of the launch vehicle and
the shape of the turbulence/gust wind profile; typically the
energy content is below 10 Hz. In addition, turbulence tends
to be the greatest when entering and exiting a jet stream.
In order to maintain vehicle stability while flying through
turbulence, the control system will gimbal the engines. The
resulting side forces will cause a change in the vehicle’s angle
of attack and, hence, the loads it will experience. In addition,
the engine side forces will produce loads.

Other environments that a launch vehicle and its payload
will experience during atmospheric flight include aerody-
namic heating, those associated with venting, and liquid
engine and solid rocket motor thrust oscillations. In addi-
tion, loading associated with changes in the launch vehicle

configuration, such as jettison of solid rocket motors, and
propellant tank temperature and pressure changes must also
be considered.

The launch vehicle skin must be protected with insula-
tion against aerodynamic heating, which can degrade internal
components such as wires under tunnel covers. In addition to
the base heating that occurs during liftoff, base heating can
also occur later during ascent, particularly for multi-engined
vehicles, as the exhaust plume expands under the lower ambi-
ent pressures, and wake recirculation brings hot gas back
around the engine bay.

Since a launch vehicle rises rapidly into thinner air, the air
contained within its payload fairing and other compartments
will have to vent out. During the period where the external
static pressure is decreasing more quickly than the various
electronic boxes, compartments, and area under the payload
fairing can vent, a differential pressure will exist that must be
accounted for. In addition, this relatively rapid airflow itself
may need to be considered in the design of the vehicle and
payload.

Liquid engine and solid rocket motor thrust contain oscil-
lations superimposed on the steady state thrust. The liquid
engine thrust oscillations tend to contain broad frequency
content, whereas the more severe solid rocket motor oscil-
lations are typically narrow band and associated with the
internal acoustic modes of the solid rocket motor (Dotson,
Womack and Grosserode, 2001). Should these oscillations
coincide with the axial modes of the system, which are con-
tinually increasing in frequency due to decreasing propellant
mass, severe vehicle oscillations can result.

Separation of solid rocket motors would be an example
of a configuration change. Here, the separation may be such
that non-symmetric forces are applied to the launch vehicle
because of timing differences between the separations of mul-
tiple solids. In addition, the sudden change in launch vehicle
mass and reduction in aerodynamic drag associated with the
separated solid rocket motors will be compensated for by a
corresponding increase in acceleration of the launch vehicle.
Finally, the temperature and internal pressure of propellant
tanks can vary as a function of flight time. Stresses produced
by these changing conditions must also be considered.

2.3 Post-atmospheric flight phase

From a loads and dynamics standpoint, the post-atmospheric
flight phase has the simplest environments, since they are
associated primarily with the launch vehicle. These envi-
ronments fall into two main categories: engine and motor
ignitions and shutdowns, and staging and separation events.
Since the air density past 60 000–70 000 ft of altitude is still
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several percent of an atmosphere, some aerodynamic load-
ing may have to be considered in the analyses; however,
these effects typically are minor compared to the vehicle
self-generated environments.

In addition, since a vehicle’s speed at this point in flight
can reach several thousand meters per second, even in a rela-
tively low-density region of the atmosphere, the high speeds
can still produce a significant heating environment. Both the
peak heating rates as well as the integrated heat loads over
time need to be taken into account in design of the ther-
mal protection system for the portions of the vehicle that are
critical for these heat loads.

2.4 Staging and separation events

Staging and separation events can include the jettison of solid
rocket motors, stage separation, payload fairing separation,
fuel tank separation, and spacecraft separation. Typically,
attached solid rocket motor and payload fairing jettisons
occur during powered flight. As such, the sudden change in
mass will result in a corresponding increase in vehicle accel-
eration. This sudden change in system acceleration becomes
a loading event that needs to be considered. Staging typically
occurs after liquid engines have been shut down, or solid
rocket motors have decayed to the point where any residual
thrust is inconsequential. Once the system is at or near zero
acceleration, the stages are commanded to separate. Separa-
tion systems impart loads to both the launch vehicle and its
payload that need to be assessed. In addition, the clearance
between the separating bodies must be assessed to establish
that no recontact will occur.

2.5 Engine ignitions and shutdowns

Finally, engine ignition and shutdown forces can produce
design loads for many parts of a spacecraft and its launch
vehicle. The variability that occurs from flight to flight of
“identical” engines needs to be considered. During ignition,
the sudden increase in thrust will cause broadband excitation
of the system. The rate and characteristic of thrust increase
will vary from flight to flight and thus, a family of thrust
transients needs to be used in the analyses. Conversely, the
shutdown of a liquid engine can be accomplished in one
of three ways. The engine(s) can be commanded to shut
down by closing the oxidizer and fuel valves. However, if
performance requirements dictate that all the propellant be
expended then the engine(s) will either experience a fuel or
oxidizer depletion shutdown. In either case, the mixture ratios
during depletion will be such as to possibly lead to burping

of the thrust. This can cause severe loads in the system. Solid
rocket motors tend to shut down more gracefully and over a
relatively long period of time; therefore, their shutdowns do
not generate critical environments.

3 ESTABLISHING LAUNCH VEHICLE
AND SPACECRAFT STRUCTURAL
DESIGN ADEQUACY FOR LAUNCH
ENVIRONMENTS

Given an understanding of the above operating environments,
the next step is to design, analyze, and test the launch vehicle
and its spacecraft payload to ensure that they can withstand
these environments. The structural design of launch vehicle
and spacecraft structure has to account for loads produced
by steady state loading (static), and low frequency (typically
below 60–70 Hz), mid-frequency (typically 50–100 Hz), and
high frequency (90–10 000 Hz) excitation (Figure 2). Design
and qualification of structure to the high frequency range
is accomplished by test, and the design, therefore, is to
the test environments, which envelope historical flight data
adjusted by analysis for the configuration of interest. The
high-frequency-regime tests include acoustic and shock tests.
Types of hardware whose design is driven by the acoustic
environment include large surface area structure such as solar
arrays. The shock environment tends to be critical to elec-
tronic components and possibly local structure near ordnance
devices.

The mid-frequency range can yield the design require-
ments for lightweight appendage type structure whose first
resonance is above the low frequency range and, therefore,
its modes of vibration are not included in the low frequency
loads analyses to be described in the next section. The design
of these items, which typically have relatively small surface
areas, has to involve a conservative set of design require-
ments because analytical prediction of the flight loads is
highly uncertain due to the inability to generate structural
dynamic models of sufficient accuracy for this frequency
range; note that the issue is not frequency, but the type and
number of modes. These design requirements are specified
as weight versus acceleration load factors, and are suffi-
ciently conservative to provide high assurance of not being
exceeded by the actual flight environment. Because these
load factors are used solely for the design of lightweight
items, the weight penalty associated with the conservatism is
small.

Steady state loading and the low frequency excitation
regime yield the design requirements that impact the weight
of the structural subsystem to the greatest extent. Fortunately,
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Figure 2. Ranges of mechanical vibration and design environments.

the state-of-the-art allows for the development of accurate
structural and structural dynamic models that can be used to
predict responses and recover internal loads. However, these
loads are a function of the dynamic properties of the inte-
grated spacecraft/launch vehicle system. Therefore, design
changes in one element can result in load changes in all ele-
ments, and modeling errors in one element can result in load
prediction errors in all elements. Because the dynamic prop-
erties of each element depend upon the structural design of
that element, the design and analysis process has to be iter-
ative. As a result, a formal Load Cycle Process has been
developed to manage the acquisition of data and analyses
needed to design and verify the structural adequacy of launch
vehicles and spacecraft for launch (Figure 3) (Fleming, 1991;
Kabe, 1998; Kabe, Kim, and Spiekermann, 2003/2004; Air
Force Space Command, 2008).

3.1 The Load Cycle Process

Typically, launch vehicles are designed to accommodate
many different types of spacecraft and, therefore, their
designs tend to be more robust than those of the payloads.
To facilitate the discussion, we will describe the Load Cycle
Process in the context of the design of spacecraft structure,
with the understanding that the principles also apply to launch
vehicles.

The spacecraft design process begins with Preliminary
Design Load Factors, which are simple acceleration profiles
that are based on past experience with similar launch con-
figurations; insight into both sides of the launch vehicle/
spacecraft interface can be of considerable value in their

development. These acceleration profiles are used to estab-
lish the initial sizing of the load-carrying structure. Once the
preliminary design and corresponding drawings are com-
plete, a finite element model is developed. This model is
used to derive a loads analysis structural dynamic model,
which will typically be in the form of a Hurty/Craig–Bampton
model (Hurty, 1964, 1965; Craig and Bampton, 1968), and
internal load recovery equations typically referred to as
Load Transformation Matrices (LTMs). Additional Response
Recovery Transformation Matrices (RRTMs) that yield dis-
placements and other desired quantities are also developed.
The spacecraft organization then sends to the launch vehi-
cle organization the spacecraft Hurty/Craig–Bampton model
and the LTM and/or RRTM for use in the Preliminary Design
Load Cycle.

The Preliminary Design Load Cycle is the first time loads
are computed with a coupled launch vehicle/spacecraft sys-
tem. For each load cycle, the launch vehicle organization
develops launch vehicle models that correspond to liftoff
and the other times of flight (events) at which either the
launch vehicle or a particular spacecraft may experience
critical loads. Typically, 10–20 distinct events are consid-
ered; these include liftoff, liftoff abort, post-liftoff acoustics,
several atmospheric flight times, maximum acceleration,
engine/motor ignitions and shutdowns, and jettison events.
For each event, the spacecraft model is coupled (Hurty, 1964;
Craig and Bampton, 1968; Benfield and Hruda, 1971) to the
launch vehicle model that corresponds to that particular time
of flight. This coupling of dynamics models yields a system
with dynamic properties that are different than those of either
component, which is why loads need to be developed at the
coupled system level.
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Figure 3. The Load Cycle Process (GSE&I – General Systems Engineering and Integration; IV&V – Independent Verification and
Validation).

The launch vehicle organization will have developed
unique methodologies to analytically model the physics of
each event. Custom computer programs to numerically solve
the corresponding equations of motion will also have been
developed. For nonlinear events like liftoff, the nonlineari-
ties are accounted for by numerically solving the equations of
motion in a stepwise linear manner (Henkel and Mar, 1988).
The computed system responses are used with the spacecraft
and launch vehicle LTMs and RRTMs to establish launch
vehicle and spacecraft loads and other response quantities of
interest. The spacecraft loads are sent to the spacecraft organi-
zation, and the launch vehicle loads are sent to the appropriate
area of the launch vehicle organization for structural margin
assessment.

The spacecraft organization will next assess their prelimi-
nary design against the just-computed loads. This assessment
typically supports the spacecraft Preliminary Design Review,
or its equivalent. Areas with negative margins are redesigned,
and electronic boxes, payloads, and other components are
often moved to refine the design, and any required configu-
ration changes are implemented. The drawings and the finite

element models are updated, and the entire loads analysis
process is repeated. The last design load cycle is typically
referred to as the Final Design Load Cycle, and its results
support the Critical Design Review, or its equivalent. After
it is confirmed that the structure has adequate margin against
these loads, the design is released for manufacturing and
subsequent structural testing.

Once the spacecraft has been manufactured, numerous
tests need to be performed in support of the last pre-launch
loads analyses and demonstration of flightworthiness. These
tests should include a mode survey test, static strength and
proof tests, acoustic tests, random base shake tests of com-
ponents (not the entire spacecraft), shock tests, and thermal
vacuum tests. Some tests, like qualification tests, must be
performed on dedicated test articles; however, test like accep-
tance random vibration, acoustic, shock, and thermal vacuum
tests need to be performed on the actual flight hardware. Mode
survey tests are used to measure the structural dynamic prop-
erties of the spacecraft and the dynamically complex launch
vehicle substructures, such as the upper stage, payload fair-
ing, and engines; test criteria are specified in Air Force Space
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Command (2008). The data from these tests are used to adjust
the finite element models that will form the basis of the last
loads cycle, the Verification Load Cycle. It is also possible
to develop from mode survey test data empirical models that
can be used directly in loads analysis. The mode survey test
is typically followed by static strength tests, in which the
envelope of the Final Design Load Cycle loads and the Pre-
liminary Design Load Factor derived loads are applied to the
actual hardware to demonstrate that the structural capability
meets requirements.

The Verification Load Cycle is performed as a final check
on the adequacy of the spacecraft structural design, and sig-
nificant portions of the launch vehicle. Other portions of the
launch vehicle may have their final margins computed on
the day of launch, just prior to launch, as part of the day-of-
launch placarding process. The day-of-launch calculations,
however, use many of the loads established in the Verifica-
tion Load cycle. Because of the complexity of the analyses,
the loads analysis methodologies and analysis data, if not
verified during previous load cycles, should also be indepen-
dently validated and verified. An independent organization
should also perform independent loads analyses to verify that
the predicted loads are error free. As with the earlier load
cycles, the spacecraft loads are sent back to the spacecraft
organization for final flightworthiness assessment, which typ-
ically includes comparing these loads to those applied during
the static strength tests. The validated and verified launch
vehicle loads are used in a similar assessment of the launch
vehicle.

3.2 Low frequency loads analyses
and qualification of hardware

As discussed previously, the structural design of launch vehi-
cles and spacecraft has to account for loads produced by
steady state loading (static), and low frequency (typically
below 60–70 Hz), mid-frequency (typically 50–100 Hz), and
high frequency (90–10 000 Hz) excitation. The steady state
and low frequency excitation regimes tend to yield the design
requirements that have the greatest impact on the weight of
the structural subsystem. Fortunately, this is the regime for
which relatively accurate models and analysis approaches can
be developed and, thus, optimization of the structural design
to reduce weight is possible.

The analysis approaches and methodologies can be
divided into three general categories that tend to coincide
with the three phases of flight described in Section 2. The
first category includes the liftoff, liftoff abort, and any other
event that occurs while the vehicle can still interact with
the ground or ground support structure. The second category

includes all events that involve the vehicle’s interaction with
the atmosphere and, hence, are referred to as atmospheric
flight loads events. The third category involves those events
where the interactions with the atmosphere are negligible,
and all excitation is generated by launch vehicle operations.

3.2.1 Liftoff loads analyses

Liftoff is a nonlinear, short-duration, transient event. Forces
acting on the vehicle include gravity, ground winds, liquid
engine and/or solid rocket motor ignition transients, nozzle
side forces, ignition overpressure pulses, launch pad interface
forces, and forces due to other temporary mechanical devices
such as umbilicals and ground wind dampers. The liftoff event
requires a nonlinear simulation to define the interface forces
between the launch pad and launch vehicle (Henkel and Mar,
1988). The response of the system can either be derived in the
nonlinear simulation, or the interface forces from this simu-
lation can be applied to a linear analysis where all the other
forces that were used in the nonlinear analysis are applied
with the pad interface forces to the unconstrained coupled
system model. Because of the need to define launch pad inter-
face forces, the displacements at the pad interfaces need to
be computed accurately. Because of modal truncation, resid-
ual flexibility effects need to be included, and the full mode
acceleration response recovery approach must be used (Craig,
1981).

Liftoff analyses usually retain modes of vibration up to
60–70 Hz. This cutoff strains the ability to generate mod-
els of sufficient accuracy. Acoustic excitation has frequency
content to 10 000 Hz. Therefore, only the ignition overpres-
sure pulse, which is the “low” frequency component (below
60–70 Hz) of the acoustic excitation can be included in the
simulations. The acoustic impingement that acts directly on
a spacecraft is also not included. Therefore, the spacecraft
stresses due to direct acoustic impingement must be calcu-
lated in a separate, usually component level, and conservative
analysis, and the results combined with those obtained in the
liftoff simulation.

Although a spacecraft acoustic test is a critical part of the
qualification of the system for flight, the test does not induce
the total load that the primary and some secondary structures
may experience during liftoff. However, large surface area
components will experience their critical loads in an acoustic
test, which should include frequency content to 10 000 Hz.
However, other structures should be qualified by static test-
ing. The test loads should be the combined low frequency
transient values obtained in the liftoff simulation, and the
loads obtained in the direct acoustic impingement analysis,
provided that they are higher than loads from other events. If
not, the higher loads should be used in the strength test.
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It should be noted that the maximum acoustic environ-
ment might not coincide in time with the maximum transient
liftoff loads. Therefore, the acoustic levels associated with
the liftoff (and liftoff abort) transient event should be used in
the analysis. The acoustic test should also be used to verify
the accuracy of the methodology used to predict this portion
of the total load.

The liftoff abort event starts the same as the liftoff event;
so the above discussion is directly applicable, except for the
ignition of any solid rocket motors and the separation of the
vehicle from the pad. The liftoff abort analysis begins exactly
the same as the liftoff event analysis. However, once the liquid
engines have reached full thrust, rather than igniting any solid
rocket motors and allowing the vehicle to begin rising, the
liquid engines are shut down. This shutdown represents a
short duration transient that in combination with the gravity,
ground wind, and ignition overpressure pulse could produce
critical loads in some structure.

Once a launch vehicle rises off of its pad, acoustic energy
will reflect off of the pad and the adjacent ground, and off of
nearby ground support structure. This acoustic energy, which
has energy content from 30–40 Hz to 10 000 Hz will envelope
the launch vehicle. The energy content above 60–70 Hz has
to be dealt with by component level analysis, and random
and acoustic testing. The low frequency content needs to be
accounted for by an all-up coupled launch vehicle/spacecraft
random response analysis, component level acoustic analysis,
and static strength testing. Since this event occurs only a few
seconds after liftoff, the transient analyses can be performed
with the unconstrained liftoff model.

3.2.2 Atmospheric flight loads analyses

Atmospheric flight loads can produce the design conditions
for major portions of the launch vehicle and spacecraft struc-
ture. Because of the complexity of the analyses, atmospheric
flight loads are predicted by combining the results from sep-
arate and distinct analyses (Macheske, Womack and Binkley,
1993; Sako, Kabe and Lee, 2009). The analyses are typically
performed for discrete times of flight (or Mach Numbers),
with models that represent the coupled system at the analy-
sis time of flight. Parameters that differ at the various times
of flight, and thus result in model changes, include the fluid
levels in the launch vehicle tanks, tank pressures, remaining
propellant in solid rocket motors, and vehicle configuration.
As a minimum, the transonic and maximum dynamic pressure
times of flight should be analyzed. However, it is not unusual
to perform the analyses at many more Mach Numbers; 6–12
would be typical. Critical contributors that need to be consid-
ered include static-aeroelastic (wind only) loads, atmospheric
turbulence/gusts loads, buffet loads, control system-induced

loads, thrust and thrust oscillation loads, drag loads, and
jettison event loads.

Static-aeroelastic, or wind only, loads are due to that por-
tion of the vehicle’s angle of attack that varies relatively
slowly with time. Because the change in angle of attack is
slow, the system’s elastic modes of vibration are not excited.
However, rigid body translational acceleration effects need
to be included, whereas rotational acceleration effects are
often excluded by assuming the vehicle is trimmed. If these
effects are not negligible, they need to also be addressed. The
vehicle’s angle of attack is made up of three components: its
rigid body angle of attack, the change in this angle of attack
due to the wind, and the local incremental component due to
the elastic deformation of the vehicle under load. Aeroelastic
effects will increase the vehicle’s deformation and its loads.
The analysis must also include the thrust and drag effects. It
is most efficient to compute the static-aeroelastic loads with
the same structural dynamic model that is used to compute
the buffet and turbulence/gust loads.

The computation of static-aeroelastic loads requires infor-
mation that is derived in a closed-loop, high fidelity,
6-degree-of-freedom flight trajectory simulation that analyt-
ically flies the vehicle from launch to orbit. Measured wind
profiles should be used in these simulations. The computed
information, as a function of altitude, or Mach Number,
or flight time, will include the vehicle’s rigid body angles
of attack (pitch, yaw, roll), six center-of-gravity rigid body
accelerations, and dynamic pressure. This data can then be
used, in conjunction with the model, to derive the static-
aeroelastic loads. For design purposes, these analyses need
to be repeated for a large family of measured wind profiles,
and statistical load enclosure values should be computed to
the desired reliability requirements. On the day of launch,
however, the static-aeroelastic loads are derived based on the
wind profiles measured close (1–2 h) to the time of launch.
Hence, these loads are treated as deterministic, with a penalty
assigned to account for the possible change in the wind from
the time it is measured to the time the vehicle is launched.

Loads due to the rapidly changing, non-persistent wind
features are referred to as turbulence and/or gust loads
(Hoblit, 1988; NASA-HDBK-1001, 2000; Kim, Kabe and
Lee, 2000; Sako et al., 2000; Spiekermann, Sako and Kabe,
2000). These wind features are in addition to the compo-
nents considered in the static-aeroelastic analysis, and they
can excite the elastic modes of vibration, as well as yield loads
due to the rigid body motion of the vehicle. The magnitude
of the external loading will depend on the launch vehicle’s
speed, air density, total angle of attack, and the particular wind
features through which the vehicle flies. In a turbulence/gust
analysis, the vehicle’s angle of attack consists of three com-
ponents: the rigid body angle of attack, the change in this
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angle of attack due to the wind, and the local incremental
component due to the elastic deformation of the vehicle. All
three are a function of time and will vary as a function of the
turbulence/gust profile and vehicle’s deformation as it oscil-
lates. Aeroelastic stiffness and damping effects, as well as the
launch vehicle’s control system need to be simulated in the
analyses. The control system will provide for the proper side
forces required to maintain vehicle stability. Typically, the
fully integrated structural dynamics, aeroelastic, control sys-
tem equations are numerically integrated to obtain the time
histories of the response quantities of interest for each forcing
function considered.

There are two primary forcing functions used in gust
analyses of launch vehicles: synthetic profiles (NASA-
HDBK-1001, 2000), and turbulence extracted from measured
wind profiles (Sako et al., 2000). The intent of synthetic pro-
files is to use a limited set that provides enveloping loads
equivalent to those that would be obtained if a large number
of simulations were performed with actual turbulence. The
turbulence methodology involves using a large number of
measured profiles and then computing statistical enclosures.
The equations of motion and the computation of responses
are identical irrespective of which forcing functions are used
(Kim, Kabe and Lee, 2000).

Loads due to the formation of shock waves, shock wave
oscillations, flow separation, attached turbulent boundary
layers, and the interaction between these phenomena are
referred to as buffet loads (NASA SP-8001, 1970). As a
launch vehicle approaches and passes Mach 1 (transonic time
of flight) shock waves form on the vehicle. These will interact
with flow separation in regions of geometric discontinuities,
like a payload fairing’s boattail. It is not possible to analyt-
ically derive buffet forcing functions that are required for
loads analysis. Until wind tunnel tests are performed, buffet
forcing functions must be estimated from forcing functions
derived for similar launch vehicle configurations that have
flight experience.

Wind tunnel tests must be performed to establish the
fluctuating pressures associated with buffeting. These tests
involve scaled, rigid models of the vehicle. Pressures are
measured circumferentially and at a large number of vehi-
cle axial stations. The density of instrumentation rings is the
greatest in areas where shock waves are expected to inter-
act with flow separation. Tests are performed for various
Mach Numbers, up to the limit of the wind tunnel capabil-
ity, and usually for various combinations of pitch and yaw
angles of attack. Surface forcing functions are derived by
assigning to the pressure measurements areas that account
for correlation between transducer stations. Surface forcing
functions can also be reduced to centerline forces, which are
often used in loads analysis. Depending on the loads analysis

approach, the forcing functions are either retained as time
histories, or converted to Power Spectral Densities (PSDs)
and Cross-Spectra.

There are two approaches for computing buffet loads:
frequency domain and time domain. The “time domain”
procedure (Kabe, 1984) is based on the assumption that a
random response analysis with stationary random forces, and
a numerical time-domain solution, if long enough in time,
will yield response time histories from which appropriate
statistical results can be obtained. Indeed, it can be shown
(Broussinos and Kabe, 1990) that the results are consistent
with solving the problem in the frequency domain with the
excitation Power and Cross-Spectral Densities derived from
the buffet force time histories. The time domain solution
has the advantage that the resulting loads are in the form of
time histories and can be post-processed, even in nonlinear
combination equations. Once the response time histories are
available, the root mean square values are computed. These
are equivalent to the standard deviation, and also equivalent
to the square root of the area under response PSDs obtained in
the frequency domain solution. Loads to the desired statistical
enclosure level are then established by taking the appropriate
number of standard deviations.

In addition to the static-aeroelastic, turbulence/gust and
buffet loads, other sources of excitation may be present.
Both liquid engines and solid rocket motors can contain a
vibratory component superimposed on the steady state thrust.
Solid rocket motor thrust can contain discrete frequency
oscillations associated with the internal acoustic modes of
the system (Dotson, Womack and Grosserode, 2001). These
oscillations can be severe and need to be addressed as a
potential contributor to the total loads experienced by both
the launch vehicle and its payload. Since the excitation fre-
quencies are narrow band, errors in location (frequency) of
the axial modes of the system can yield significant under-
predictions. Therefore, for this event the analyses need to
not only account for the potential variability in the forcing
functions, but also for the potential errors in the structural
dynamic model of the system. Thrust oscillations in liquid
engines tend to be random and with broad frequency content.
The pressure oscillations used to generate the analysis forc-
ing functions are best developed from flight data of similar
systems. Until flight data becomes available, ground test data
should be used, properly adjusted to the flight conditions.

3.2.3 Post-atmospheric loads analyses

Post-atmospheric loads analyses typically involve the com-
putation of loads due to engine ignitions and shutdowns,
and jettison and separation events. Since the density of the
atmosphere during this phase of flight is low, its impact on
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loads is minor; however, the aerothermal environment can
be significant because of the speed of the vehicle. Because
of flight-to-flight variability, post-atmospheric loads analyses
must be performed with families of forcing functions to estab-
lish meaningful statistical loads. The best source for engine
ignition and shutdown forcing functions is pressure measure-
ments in the engine chamber, preferably from actual flights.
These can be converted to thrust and, with actuator displace-
ment data, side forces that are time correlated to the thrust
transient. Loads should be computed for each transient in the
family. Peak values should be extracted, both positive and
negative, and statistical positive and negative loads should
be computed to the desired enclosure and confidence lev-
els. Similarly, test data should be used to establish the force
profiles of separation devices, both those that cause the sepa-
ration (ordnance, springs, rocket motors) and those that retard
the separation, such as connector pull forces and friction.

4 DAY-OF-LAUNCH OPERATIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS

There are extensive operations on the day of launch that are
designed to protect the vehicle and increase the probabil-
ity of a successful mission. Hundreds of parameters can be
monitored as the vehicle is prepared for launch; these fall
into two primary categories. The first involves parameters
that have established red lines, and would include items such
as temperatures, pressures, voltages, ground wind speed and
direction, and so on. The second category involves day-of-
launch analyses and derivation of vehicle flight parameters
just prior to launch.

As described previously, during atmospheric flight a
launch vehicle and its payload will experience severe struc-
tural loads and thermal/pressure conditions. If a launch
vehicle and its payload are sufficiently robust, then reliability
requirements for flight loads can be met without performing
day-of-launch load placard calculations (Strauch et al., 1989;
Smith, Adelfang and Batts, 1990; Norbraten, 1992; Solanyk,
1993; Kabe et al., 2000). However, many launch vehicles
can only achieve the required level of structural reliability by
restricting the winds through which they are allowed to fly.
Measuring the winds close (within 1 or 2 h) to the planned
launch and deriving (or selecting from an existing library) a
steering profile that results in lower vehicle loads relative to
the measured winds can improve launch availability.

Once the steering parameters have been established, the
launch vehicle is analytically “flown” through the measured
wind, and altitude histories of angles of attack, dynamic
pressure, acceleration, and control parameters are computed.

These are used to establish day-of-launch loads, which are
combined with pre-day-of-launch calculated loads such as
buffet and turbulence/gust (Macheske, Womack and Binkley,
1993; Sako, Kabe and Lee, 2009). The total load is computed
to a desired statistical enclosure and confidence level, and
then compared to the vehicle allowable strength values. In
addition, the computed engine gimbal angles are compared
to allowable values, and the predicted dynamic pressure at
the time of fairing jettison is also compared to allowable val-
ues. If any of these allowable values (placards) are exceeded,
the vehicle is not flown. If sufficient time remains before
the launch window closes, the process of deriving steering
parameters and determining whether any of the placards are
violated is repeated. If there is insufficient time, the launch
is aborted, and the vehicle is prepared for the next available
launch opportunity.

5 SUMMARY

There are numerous operational environments that a launch
vehicle and its payload are subjected to during launch and
flight. These include both external environments, such as
ground wind loading and atmospheric pressure, as well as
self-induced, such as vibration due to engine thrust. The
relative influence of these environments varies significantly
during the different phases of flight, necessitating differ-
ent and unique analysis approaches. This chapter described
the various environments, as well as the approaches used
to establish the viability of launch vehicle and spacecraft
designs to survive the launch and flight environments. In
addition, day-of-launch operational considerations for flying
a launch vehicle safely through the atmosphere, while staying
within its structural and control system design limits was also
discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE

Natural objects have been entering planetary atmospheres for
billions of years in the form of asteroids and meteorites. Only
since the 1940s have manufactured vehicles been designed to
successfully withstand the hazardous environment encoun-
tered in traversing planetary atmospheres from suborbital,
orbital, and super-orbital speeds. This was initially driven
by the military requirement for the survival of warheads
during the ballistic trajectory from a maximum altitude of
100–110 km of the German V2 missile, research for which
commenced in the late 1930s and culminated in its first use
in 1944. Subsequently, continuing military applications for
ICBM re-entry vehicles, the return of payloads and humans
from low earth orbit, lunar mission return, entry into plane-
tary atmospheres, the controlled destruction of obsolete satel-
lites, and space waste have all required the development

of techniques to deal with the environments created by the
traverse of atmospheres at very high speeds.

Initial development of re-entry vehicles was stimulated at
the end of WWII by the activity on intercontinental ballistic
missiles in the USA and the USSR, which, in comparison
with the V2, considerably increased the range and speed, re-
sulting in re-entry heating problems of greater severity. This
stimulated considerable research to solve this problem, and
it was Allen and Eggers (1958) in the USA in 1951 who first
realized that blunt shapes reduced the heat load in compar-
ison with pointed shapes. However, large-angle spherically
blunted cones used in the first re-entry vehicles, although sig-
nificantly reducing the heat load, had very high drag, which
meant that the trajectories were of comparatively long dura-
tion with much greater risk of detection. A compromise was
required, and the subsequent re-entry vehicles developed by
General Electric in the 1950s used more slender blunted cones
and ablative thermal protection (see Section 5).

The design of vehicles to provide acceptable thermal and
deceleration environments for the safe return of humans from
low Earth orbit took place in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
This process took place in parallel in the USA and the USSR,
the first successful return from orbit being achieved by the
USSR with the safe return of Yuri Gagarin from orbit in April
1961 in the Vostok re-entry vehicle. This was followed by the
USA in May 1961 with the re-entry by Shepard from a sub-
orbital flight and in February 1962 by Glenn from orbit in
the Mercury re-entry vehicle. The shapes of these vehicles
are shown in Figure 1. These vehicles were protected from
the hostile thermal environment by their blunt shapes and
ablative coatings (see Section 5) during essentially ballis-
tic trajectories (see Section 3.1). Following on from Vostok,
the three-person USSR Voshkod was the first to return three
personnel from orbit in 1965. As a precursor to the Apollo
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Figure 1. Re-entry vehicle shapes (not to scale).

vehicle, the two-person Gemini was similar in shape to the
Mercury vehicle and also employed ablative thermal pro-
tection (see Boynton and Kleinknecht, 1970). Also devel-
oped in the early 1960s, the Soviet Soyuz spacecraft em-
ploys a three-person ‘headlamp’-shaped re-entry capsule that
has evolved to form the standard Soviet vehicle for the re-
turn of personnel from the International Space Station and
other missions. The Shenzhou re-entry vehicle developed
by the People’s Republic of China since 1999 is similar in
basic shape to the Soyuz ‘headlamp’ design and carries up
to three astronauts. All of these vehicles employed high-drag
blunted forebodies with ablative thermal protection. The non-
spherical shapes also employed modest lift to reduce aero-
dynamic heating, increase maneuverability, and reduce the
‘g’ loading on occupants. In the USA, the reusable Space
Shuttle, first flown in April 1981, has been the standard ve-
hicle for the return of personnel from low Earth orbit. This
winged vehicle employs much greater aerodynamic lift than
previous re-entry vehicles. In addition to increasing maneu-
verability, the extra lift enables re-entry at higher altitudes
with a less hostile aerodynamic heating environment com-
pared with equivalent ballistic re-entry. Reusable thermal
protection in the form of insulating tiles can be employed.
Space Shuttles have completed more than 120 missions to
date, but are scheduled for retirement in 2012, although
extending the retirement date to 2015 is being considered.

Return from super-orbital missions, such as lunar return,
results in higher entry velocities and hence higher energies
that must be dissipated during the atmospheric trajectory.
This requires enhanced thermal protection, as for example on
the Apollo (see Section 5), compared with return from low
Earth orbit (LEO). For the Apollo, reduced heating and ma-
neuverability were achieved by offsetting the center of gravity
to provide modest lift and a lifting re-entry trajectory. The fu-
ture USA Constellation program for a new system for lunar
missions, and eventually beyond to Mars, employs a manned

Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) that includes an enlarged
Apollo style re-entry vehicle, Orion, which will carry four to
six astronauts for return to Earth.

Many bodies in the solar system (e.g., Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Titan) have atmospheres that can
be exploited for the deceleration, aerobraking, aerocapture,
and landing of planetary probes for scientific exploration.
The environmental conditions that affect the design of entry
vehicles for these purposes are determined by the planet’s
atmospheric composition, physical properties, and the tra-
jectory from which the atmospheric entry takes place. Many
of these entry profiles result in significantly greater decel-
erations and thermal load compared with re-entry from low
Earth orbit. For example, the blunted 45◦ semi-angle Galileo
probe entered Jupiter’s atmosphere at about 47 km s−1 and ex-
perienced a peak deceleration of 2.3 km s−2 and a maximum
shock layer temperature of 16 000 K. In comparison, equiv-
alent conditions for a typical spherical capsule re-entering
from low Earth orbit at about 8 km s−1 are 0.08 km s−2 and
approximately 7500 K. Typical planetary lander designs are
formed from blunted large-angle conical aeroshells contain-
ing the payloads, protected by ablative heat shields.

The essential physical principle that underlies all of
these atmospheric encounters is that the kinetic energy of
the vehicle must be dissipated as heat to the vehicle and to the
atmosphere. For example, for the Space Shuttle, the average
power to be dissipated during the re-entry is about 1200 MW;
some of this is transferred to the atmosphere and the remain-
der to the vehicle. The effect of vehicle shape, whether blunt
or slender, on re-entry deceleration and aerodynamic heating
during ballistic and lifting re-entry is discussed in Section 3.

It is the purpose of this article to describe the principles
that determine ballistic and lifting re-entry trajectories and to
consider the flight environment experienced and its effect on
vehicle design.

2 THE AEROTHERMODYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENT

During the re-entry trajectory, vehicles experience a very
wide range of flow conditions that are principally charac-
terized by the following dimensionless parameters:

Knudsen numberKn = λ

L

Mach numberM = V

c

Reynolds numberRe = ρVL

µ
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whereρ is the local density of the atmosphere,V is the
velocity relative to the atmosphere,c is the speed of sound,
λ is the mean free path of the gas,µ is the coefficient of
viscosity, andL is a characteristic vehicle dimension.

The extremely low-density environment at initial entry re-
sults in large values ofKn, very low values ofRe, and high
Mach numbers of about 30 at the velocities typical of re-entry
from low Earth orbit. In this phase of re-entry, the flow about
the body is free-molecular, with molecular collisions with the
surface being much more frequent than collisions between
gas molecules (see Molecular Kinetics and Physical Gas Dy-
namics). As gas density increases with a decrease in altitude,
rarefied flow still occurs but in a slip flow regime in which,
contrary to continuum gas dynamics, slip occurs between the
gas and the surface (see Non-Continuum Phenomena in Hy-
personic Flow). In these regimes of finite Knudsen number,
modeling of the flow is carried out using the principles of
rarefied gas dynamics (see Computational Modeling of Rar-
efied Gas Flows). One method widely used is the probabilistic
(Monte Carlo) simulation of arrays of gas molecules known
as the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method de-
scribed by Bird (1994) to solve the Boltzmann equation.

As the altitude decreases further and the density increases,
the gas behaves as a continuum at low values of the Knudsen
number. Initially, the relatively low density results in flow at
very low Reynolds number and high Mach number in which
the viscous flow region on surfaces causes significant interac-
tion with the outer, largely, inviscid flow. These flow regimes
are known as strong and weak interaction regimes.

For entry into the Earth’s atmosphere from orbital speeds,
the temperature rise across the extremely strong bow shock
is of the order of 7500 K. At these extremes, air does not be-
have as a calorically perfect gas as it does under ambient con-
ditions, and the temperature rise that occurs for “real” air is
significantly less than would be predicted by the ideal gas be-
havior. The reason for this is that in these conditions, the prin-
cipal constituents of air (78% nitrogen and 21% oxygen by
volume) undergo vibrational excitation, dissociation, chem-
ical reactions, and ionization. Each of these phenomena re-
quires energy that is absorbed from the internal energy of the
air, resulting in a lower translational temperature. At re-entry
conditions, the simplest model to determine the behavior of
the high-temperature air uses a chemically reacting mixture
of N2, O2, NO, N, and O. At super-orbital re-entry speeds,
ionization, radiation, and reactions involving the minor con-
stituent of CO2 in the atmosphere also become important.
A review of computational design issues incorporating these
effects has been reported by Gnoffoet al. (1999). Mauset al.
(1984) considered the effect of real gas behavior on the Space
Shuttle Orbiter aerodynamics.

A further complication in considering real gas effects is
due to the extremely rapid passage of the air through the bow

shock and past the vehicle. This means that for lower den-
sity conditions, the various physical and chemical processes
may have insufficient time to proceed to equilibrium, and
in the extreme condition, the air chemistry will be ‘frozen’,
whereas at the higher air densities, the real gas effects will be
in equilibrium. In the intermediate regime, non-equilibrium
(see High-Temperature Effects in Hypersonic Flight) effects
can modify the pressure distributions and vehicle pitching
moments. Surfaces that are either catalytic or non-catalytic
to surface reactions can affect the aerodynamic heating (Ra-
kich and Stewart, 1983).

A comprehensive treatment of hypersonic and high-
temperature gas dynamics may be found in Anderson’s book
(2006) (see Introduction to Hypersonic Flow and Analytical
Foundation of Hypersonic Flow).

At lower Mach numbers and altitudes, hypersonic (Mach
numbers above approximately 5), supersonic, transonic, and
subsonic aerodynamics become relevant with the boundary
layer state, determined by the transition Reynolds number,
being of critical importance (see Hypersonic Transition and
Turbulence).

3 ANALYSIS OF PLANETARY ENTRY
TRAJECTORIES

A full analysis of the trajectory of vehicles entering planetary
atmospheres requires the numerical solution of equations of
motion. A statement of these equations may be found in the
text by Vinh, Busemann and Culp (1980). These equations re-
quire knowledge of the physical and aerodynamic character-
istics of the vehicle, the detailed properties of the atmosphere,
and the gravitational environment of the planet and its rota-
tion. By allowing for roll of the vehicle, three equations may
be written for the accelerations in the following directions:

1. along the trajectory;
2. normal to the tangent plane of the trajectory, which passes

through the center of the planet;
3. normal to the trajectory in the plane of the trajectory,

which passes through the center of the planet.

These equations form a coupled set of nonlinear equations
that may be solved by numerical integration. Throughout the
trajectory, the flow regimes (see Section 2), the aerodynamic
characteristics of the vehicle (the lift and drag coefficients
CL andCD), and the atmospheric densityρ are continuously
varying.

The variation of the gravitational accelerationg with dis-
tancer from the center of the planet is given by

g = g0

( r0

r

)2
(1)
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whereg0 is the gravitational acceleration at a reference radius
r0 from the center of the planet.

Exact solutions of the equations of motion throughout
the trajectory require a detailed atmospheric model such as
the US Standard Atmosphere published by NASA (1976)
and the more recent MSISE – 90 atmospheric model by
Hedin (1990) for the Earth’s atmosphere. NASA Planetary
Data System: Planetary Atmospheres Data Node (NASA,
2008) provides atmospheric properties for other solar system
planets. However, useful simple appoximations can be ob-
tained using an exponential approximation to the variation of
the densityρ with altitudeh above the surface given by

ρ = ρse
−βh (2)

whereρs is the atmospheric density at the planet’s surface
and β is the reciprocal of the scale height, which may be
considered constant.

3.1 Ballistic entry: deceleration

In the early development of re-entry theories, Chapman
(1959), Allen and Eggers (1958), and Loh (1968) found
approximate first- and second-order analytic solutions of the
equations of motion, which illustrate the essential principles
of the motion of re-entry vehicles. These are discussed in
detail by Vinh, Busemann and Culp (1980).

The equations of motion, respectively, along and normal
to the flight path at angleγ to the local horizontal (−ve down-
wards) for a great circle re-entry of a non thrusting, unbanked
vehicle of massm and reference areaS are

dV

dt
= −ρSCDV 2

2m
+ g(r)sinγ (3)

V
dγ

dt
= ρSCLV 2

2m
−

(
g(r) − V 2

r

)
cosγ (4)

For non-lifting (CL = 0) re-entry in which the drag force is
large in comparison with the weight, equation (3) becomes

dV

dt
= −ρSCDV 2

2m
= ηβV 2 (5)

For a steep trajectory, the centripetal acceleration term (V2/r)
may be neglected, and with the assumption that the gravita-
tional acceleration is small in comparison with the vehicle
deceleration due to drag, equation (4) becomes

dγ

dt
= 0 (6)

and the trajectory remains straight at the initial angleγ0.

Using this result and from the geometry of the flight path

dh

dt
= V sinγ0 (7)

The dimensionless height variableη in equation (5) is defined
by

η = ρSCD

2mβ
= ρsSCD

2mβ
e−βh (8)

Hence, dη = −βηdh and from equations (5) and (7)

dV

dη
= V

sinγ0
(9)

Integration shows that within the assumptions of this simple
model, the velocity decreases exponentially from the re-entry
velocity V0 at entry angleγ0 according to

V

V0
= exp

(
η

sinγ0

)
(10)

Using equations (5) and (10), the deceleration is

dV

dt
= −ηβV 2

0 exp
(

2η

sinγ0

)
(11)

which is a maximum when

η = −sinγ0

2
(12)

The value of maximum deceleration is given by

(
dV

dt

)
max

= −βV 2
0

2e
sinγ0 (13)

when the velocity isV = V0 exp(−1/2)= 0.0.607V0. and the
height is

hamax = 1

β
ln

(
− ρsSCD

mβ sinγ0

)
(14)

An important parameter in these approximate results is the
ballistic coefficientm/SCD . It does not influence the max-
imum deceleration, but the height at which it occurs is a
strong function of it. The height for maximum decelera-
tion decreases as the ballistic coefficient increases, and for
very large values, the peak deceleration may not occur before
impact occurs at the surface. The above analysis also shows
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Figure 2. Deceleration of ballistic re-entry vehicles (V0 =
7.8 km s−1).

that the maximum deceleration is a strong function of the en-
try angle and the entry velocity. Results from the numerical
integration of the exact equations of motion by the present
author for re-entry through a model US Standard Earth At-
mosphere (1976) are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. Table 1
gives values of the maximum deceleration using the simple
analysis for entry into the atmospheres of Venus, Earth, and
Mars.

3.2 Ballistic entry: heating

In the early development of the subject, Allen and Eggers
(1958) and Lees (1956) showed that at high Mach numbers
typical of entry into planetary atmospheres, the aerodynamic
heating could be written in the form

q̇ = k′ρ1/2V 3 (15)

For aerodynamic heating at the front stagnation point, the
quantity k ′ is inversely proportional to the square root of
the radius of curvature and is also a function of the flow
regime and the transport properties of the gas.k′ may be
evaluated explicitly for particular flow conditions using the
expression derived by Fay and Riddell (1958). Expressions

Figure 3. Variation of velocity with height for ballistic entry.

Figure 4. Plot of peak deceleration against entry angle for ballistic
re-entry (m/SCD = 150 kg m−2).

for the convective heating on other regions of the body may
be found in the study by Anderson (2006) and are dependent
on whether the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent. Using
equations (8), (10), and (15), the stagnation point heat transfer
rate is

q̇ = k′
(

2βη
m

SCD

)1/2

V 3
0 exp

(
3η

sinγ0

)
(16)

Table 1. Maximum deceleration for ballistic entry.

Maximum deceleration (−dV/dt)/g0

Entry at orbital velocity Entry at escape velocity
Planet γ0 = −5◦ γ0 = −20◦ γ0 = −90◦ γ0 = −5◦ γ0 = −20◦ γ0 = −90◦

Venus 14.3 15.6 163 28.6 112 326
Earth 14.2 55.5 162 28.3 111 324
Mars 0.8 3.2 9.2 1.6 6.3 18.3
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The maximum heating rate, obtained by putting d˙q/dη = 0,
is

(q̇)max = k′
(

β sinγ0

3

m

SCD

)1/2

V 3
0 exp

(−1

2

)
(17)

This occurs whenV = V0 exp(−1/6) = 0.85V0 at a non-
dimensional heightη given by

η = −1

6
sinγ0 = ρs

2β

SCD

m
exp(−βh) (18)

) (h)q̇max
= 1

β
ln

( −3ρs

β sinγ0

SCD

m

)
(19)

The maximum heating rate is therefore dependent on body
shape (throughk′) and the ballistic coefficient (m/SCD). Equa-
tion (17) shows that the lowest heating rates require bodies
with high drag coefficient, low ballistic coefficient, and large
nose curvature. Equation (19) shows that the height for max-
imum heating is greater than that for maximum decelera-
tion (see Figure 5). The variation of maximum stagnation
point heating rate using an empirical expression described
by Anderson (2006), and the maximum temperature of an
adiabatic surface including the effect of radiation is shown in
Figure 6. This shows the effect of entry angle for re-entry with
a ballistic coefficient of 50 kg m−2 at Earth orbital velocity
(7.8 km s−1) and escape velocity (11.3 km s−1). Real gas and
non-equilibrium flow effects will modify these results.

3.3 Lifting entry

Determination of lifting re-entry trajectories requires numer-
ical integration of the equations of motion (equations (3)

Figure 5. Height for maximum heating and deceleration for ballis-
tic entry (V0 = 7.8 km s−1).

Figure 6. Maximum stagnation point heating rate and radiation
equilibrium temperatures for ballistic entry (m/SCD = 150 kg m−2).

and (4)). In the early development of the subject, analytic so-
lutions to various approximate forms of these equations were
obtained by Loh (1968) and Allen and Eggers (1958). More
exact approaches have been described by Vinh, Busemann
and Culp (1980). To illustrate the important parameters af-
fecting conditions experienced during lifting entry, the case
of largeL/D ratios and shallow constant entry angle will be
considered. With these approximations, equations (3) and (4)
become

dV

dt
= −D

m
= −L/W

L/D
g (20)

0 = ρSCLV 2

2m
−

(
g − V 2

r

)
(21)

The relationship between velocity and density (and hence
height) is obtained from equation (21) as

V 2

gr0
=

(
1 + r0

2

L

D

CDS

m
ρ

)−1

=
(

1 + gr0

2

CLS

W
ρ

)−1

(22)

where the radius of curvature of the flight path remains
constant at the radiusr0 at entry. This shows that for a given
velocity during re-entry, the lowest value of the parameter
W/SCL results in entry at lower density and hence greater
height, which, as shown in Section 3.4, results in lower
aerodynamic heating.
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The deceleration during the glide path is obtained from
equations (20) and (21) as

dV

dt
= − g

L/D

(
1 − V 2

gr0

)
= −

(
L

D
+ r0

2

CDS

m
ρ

)−1

g (23)

This shows that, in contrast to non-lifting entry, the deceler-
ation increases continuously during the glide asV decreases
and reaches the valueg/(L/D) whenV becomes small.

Equation (23) may be integrated to give the total elapsed
time tt during re-entry from velocityV0 to V = 0.

tt = V 2
s

2g

L

D
ln

(
1 + (V0/Vs)

1 − (V0/Vs)

)
(24)

where Vs = (gr0)1/2 is the orbital velocity whenr = r0.
Similarly, the total distance traveled is given by

st =
∫

V dt = −
∫ 0

V0

L/D

g

V dV(
1 − (V/Vs)2) (25)

Lifting re-entry results in greater duration proportional to
L/D and greater distance traveled downrange than for ballistic
entry withL/D = 0. These results are only applicable to very
shallow re-entries, but they do show the effect of the lift-
to-drag ratio and the lifting parameterW/SCL . More exact
results from numerical integration of the equations of motion
carried out by the author are presented in Figures 7 and 8
and show the significant reduction in peak deceleration that
can be achieved in lifting re-entry compared with ballistic
re-entry for a range of initial entry angles.

Figure 7. Variation of velocity with height for lifting entry.

Figure 8. Peak deceleration versus entry angle for lifting re-entry
(V0 = 7.8 km s−1).

3.4 Aerodynamic heating for shallow gliding
lifting re-entry

Using equation (15), the aerodynamic heating rate at the front
stagnation point may be expressed as

q̇ = k′




gr0

V 2

r0

2

L

D

CDS

m




1/2

V 3

= k′
(

2mg

CLS

)1/2(
1 − V 2

gr0

)1/2

V 2 (26)

Putting dq̇/dV = 0, the maximum heating rate occurs when

Vq̇max =
(

2gr0

3

)1/2

= 0.816Vs (27)

Using this result, the magnitude of the maximum heating rate
is

q̇max = k′ 2

3
√

3
gr0

(
2mg

CLS

)1/2

(28)

For a given value ofk′, which describes body shape and nose
radius, lowest heating rates are obtained for the lowest wing
loadings (W/S) and highestCL .

As an illustration of the effect of lifting re-entry, Table 2
shows the maximum stagnation point heating rate on a ref-
erence sphere of 0.5 m radius, together with the maximum
temperature assuming radiation equilibrium, in comparison
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Table 2. Comparison of heating and deceleration effects on a 0.5 m radius nose for ballistic and shallow lifting Earth re-entry from
V0 = 7.8 km s−1 for m/SCD = 50 kg m−2.

Ballistic re-entry fromV0 = 7.8 km s−1 Shallow lifting re-entry from
L/D = 0 V0 = 7.8 km s−1

Earth re-entry γ0 = −90◦ γ0 = −20◦ γ0 = −5◦ L/D = 1 L/D = 2 L/D = 5

Maximum radiation equilibrium temperature (K) 2860 2516 2179 1409 1294 1154
Maximum heating rate (MW m−2) 3.03 1.83 1.02 0.18 0.13 0.08
Maximum deceleration (amax/g0) 163 49 13 0.8 0.4 0.2

with values for non-lifting re-entry. The effect ofL/D on
heating is shown in Figure 9. These results were obtained
from numerical integration of the equations of motion by the
present author through the US Standard Atmosphere (1976).
They demonstrate the major effect of lifting re-entry on re-
ducing re-entry heating. Table 2 also shows the effect on
re-entry deceleration. However, the total energy transferred
to the vehicle is dependent on both the heating rate and the
duration over which re-entry heating occurs. The duration
of lifting re-entries is significantly greater than for ballistic
re-entries, and the particular strategy adopted is a trade-off
between peak heating and total heat load to the vehicle.

Aerodynamic lift may be used to modulate the re-entry tra-
jectory to provide cross range and to significantly reduce the
peak heating experienced, as demonstrated in Table 2. How-
ever, shallow re-entry at high lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) increases
the duration over which heating occurs, approximately in pro-
portion toL/D. In addition, highL/D vehicles imply slender,
efficient, aerodynamic shapes for which Allen and Eggers
(1958) showed that the fraction of the total energy dissipated
during re-entry that is transferred by convection as heat (Q)

Figure 9. Variation of peak heating with entry angle andL/D
(V0 = 7.8 km s−1).

to the vehicle is approximately

Q

1

2
mV 2

0

= 1

2

(
Cf A

CDS

)
(29)

whereCf is the skin friction coefficient,CD is the total vehicle
drag coefficient,A is the total wetted surface area, andS is the
reference area. For slender shapes with large wetted surfaces
and low drag coefficients, this ratio can be large. In contrast,
the ratio is minimized for small wetted area and high drag
bluff shapes that generate very strong shock waves with con-
siderable lateral extent by which means a higher fraction of
the energy is dissipated by the shock wave and transferred
to the atmosphere. The particular re-entry strategy adopted
is dependent on design trade-offs between peak heating and
total energy transferred to the vehicle. Also, the use of aerody-
namic lift is of importance in the control of the trajectory for
down-range and cross-range. For the winged Space Shuttle,
the initial part of the trajectory from entry down to approxi-
mately Mach number 10 occurs at high angle of attack (40◦)
nearCLmax but with high CD to reduce the period of peak
heating. This maximizes the altitude at which peak heating
occurs. Excessive build-up of lift can be avoided by rolling
the vehicle to convert lift into side force and using roll rever-
sals to maintain heading. When the period of peak heating
has passed, the angle of attack is progressively reduced so
that maximumL/D is achieved in the hypersonic glide and
landing.

An alternative lifting re-entry strategy commences at rela-
tively large entry angles and lowCL to reduce the period over
which peak heating occurs and then to increase the angle of
attack to pull up at lower altitudes before excessive decel-
eration occurs. This strategy can be extended to the skip–
glide trajectory in which the heat transferred to the vehicle is
radiated to space as the vehicle skips out of the atmosphere.
This can be extended to multiple skips to reduce the effect
of re-entry heating but at the expense of increased ‘g’ during
the multiple pull-up maneuvers.
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Whichever strategy is used places stringent requirements
on the vehicle guidance and control systems. For the initial
phases of re-entry, the aerodynamic forces are inadequate,
even at the high velocities prevailing, and reaction controls
are required to establish the correct vehicle attitude. As the
dynamic pressure increases with decrease in altitude, aero-
dynamic controls become increasingly effective, initially in
pitch and roll, and subsequently in yaw.

The design of efficient vehicle shapes to generate aero-
dynamic lift during re-entry involves a compromise on vol-
umetric efficiency. At the extreme of non-lifting shapes, the
sphere has the maximum volumetric efficiency (defined as
volume2/3 divided by the wetted surface area) of 0.207. The
Apollo re-entry vehicle with a volumetric efficiency of 0.16,
shown in Figure 1, could generateL/D ratios between 0.25
and 0.4 using an offset center of gravity to trim at non-zero
angles of attack. IncreasedL/D designs involving blunted
slender vehicles of increasing sophistication result in lower
volumetric efficiencies withL/D of up to 3 achievable with
volumetric efficiencies of about 0.04. Further increases of
L/D in excess of 5 may be obtained using very slender vehicles
using waverider principles but with low volumetric efficien-
cies. Such efficient aerodynamic shapes are necessary for
proposed air-breathing aerospace planes employing scram-
jet and other forms of propulsion. The design of vehicles
of the waverider type to achieve high values ofCLmax at hy-
personic Mach numbers has been considered by Townend
(1979).

4 THE ENTRY CORRIDOR

Analysis of re-entry trajectories in Section 3 demonstrated
how the peak decelerationamax and peak aerodynamic heat-
ing q̇max depended on the entry velocity, entry angle, and
the vehicle aerodynamic characteristics. When constraints
are placed on the maximum values ofamax andq̇max that may
be tolerated by the vehicle payloads and design, this places
a lower limit boundary for the entry trajectory in the atmo-
sphere, below which excessive deceleration and heating will

Table 3. Entry corridor width for various planets.

Entry corridor width (km)
5 g limit 10 g limit

Planet L/D = 0 L/D = 1 L/D = 0 L/D = 1

Venus 0 43 13 84
Earth 0 43 11 82
Mars 338 482 644 885
Jupiter 0 55 0 84

Table 4. Guidance accuracy for entry corridors.

Guidance accuracy required for entry
corridor±�γ degrees

Distance from planet in Distance from planet in
Body planetary radii,r/r0 = 10 planetary radii,r/r0 = 100

Titan 20◦ 6.4◦
Mars 0.84◦ 0.22◦
Venus 0.061◦ 0.015◦
Earth 0.042◦ 0.01◦
Jupiter 0.0075◦ 0.0014◦

occur. This boundary defines the maximum permitted entry
angle for a given entry velocity. All trajectories below this
boundary are designated as ‘undershoot’ trajectories. In con-
trast, at the other extreme, the aerodynamic drag encountered
for excessively shallow re-entry trajectories may be insuffi-
cient to reduce the velocity below that at which capture into
the atmosphere will occur. Similarly, excessive aerodynamic
lift can cause the vehicle to exit the atmosphere after the ini-
tial encounter. Trajectories above this limit are designated as
‘overshoot’ trajectories and result in the vehicle continuing
in a degraded orbital motion.

Chapman (1959) used these concepts to define an entry
corridor that is dependent on planetary atmosphere and gravi-
tational properties. This is defined in terms of the hypothetical
periapses of the limiting undershoot and overshoot trajecto-
ries assuming no atmospheric encounter as

�rp = (rp)overshoot− (rp)undershoot (30)

whererp is the hypothetical conic perigee.
Table 3 shows the results of Chapman’s calculations for

the entry corridor width for non-lifting (L/D = 0) and lifting
(L/D = 1) entry into various planetary atmospheres at
parabolic velocityV0 = (2gr0)1/2.

The entry corridor width may also be interpreted in terms
of a guidance accuracy requirement that may be placed on
the trajectory at various distances from the planet’s center,
which will result in atmospheric capture. Values of the guid-
ance accuracy required are shown in Table 4. This shows the
stringent accuracy requirements for entry in the Jovian atmo-
sphere in contrast to that for Titan. Aerocapture missions to
Venus have been studied by Craig and Lyne (2005).

5 THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM

Previous sections have shown the extent to which re-entry
vehicles are subject to the heating environment that results
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Figure 10. Maximum heating rates and exposure times.

from radiative and convective heat transfer. The magnitude
and duration of the aerodynamic heating and the thermal
protection required are dependent on the type of mission and
are summarized in Figure 10. Temperatures quoted in this
figure assume equilibrium exists between the heat input to
the vehicle and the heat radiated from the heated surfaces. At
the lower range of entry conditions typical of entry from low
Earth orbit, the heat input results mainly from convection.
In contrast, for entry from super-orbital conditions, radiation
from the gas envelope surrounding the vehicle can reach up
to 10% of the available energy flux (1

2ρV 3). Radiative heat-
ing may be increased if the gas in the shock layer is out of
chemical equilibrium, which occurs under the high-altitude,
low-density conditions that exist during the earlier parts of
the entry trajectory. These effects have been described by
Howe (1985).

The thermal protection system needed to protect the ve-
hicle and its contents from the extreme heating environment
is of crucial importance in entry vehicle design (see Thermal
Protection Systems (TPSs)). The systems fall into two broad
categories: (i) involving heat absorption and insulation and
(ii) involving rejection of energy by radiation and by mass
transfer from ablation of surface material. Various types of
systems include the following:

1. Use of the vehicle structure as a heat sink: This is suit-
able for short-duration, high peak heating but low total
heat load missions such as ballistic missiles and steep re-
entries in which energy is transferred into the structure
and absorbed by increasing its temperature to within its
structural limits.

2. Radiation-cooled metallic systems: These system types
maintain the vehicle within the structural limits of
high-temperature materials by maintaining equilibrium

between convective heat input ˙qc, heat absorbed into the
structure by conduction ˙qk, and the heat loss by radiation
from the surface ˙qr such that

q̇c − q̇k = q̇r (31)

The equilibrium surface temperatureTw may be found
by solving the following equation:

StρVcp(Tr − Tw) = εσT 4
w + q̇k (32)

where the Stanton numberSt depends on the vehicle
shape, the flow conditions, the atmospheric transport
properties, etc.,ε is the surface emissivity,σ is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant,cp is the heat capacity of the gas at
constant pressure, andTr is the recovery temperature.

These systems are of importance in the design
of reusable slender transatmospheric aerospace planes
having low wing loading (W/S) and high aerodynamic
efficiency. These vehicles have relatively low heating
rates but require relatively sharp leading edges for
aerodynamic efficiency and to avoid intake losses for air-
breathing propulsion systems. Leading edges of small
bluntness are possible through the use of high thermal
conductivity and high-temperature materials by conduct-
ing heat away from the leading edge and using radiation
from downstream to maintain acceptable temperatures
for the structure. Nonweiler (1999) has shown how these
concepts may be evaluated for heat shield design for
re-entry and launch.

3. Reusable radiation-cooled insulating systems: This is
broadly the system used by the Space Shuttle and
Buran vehicles to protect the load-bearing structure and
vehicle payloads. For the Space Shuttle, the regions of
highest heat transfer at the nose and leading edges are
protected by a reinforced, coated, carbon–carbon matrix
material (RCC) capable of withstanding temperatures of
1650◦C. Downstream of these regions on the heated un-
dersurface and on some of the high heat transfer regions
of the upper surface and sides of the fuselage, the thermal
protection consists of individually assembled insulation
tiles with high emissivity surface properties to enhance
radiatiative heat loss. These are in two forms of high-
temperature reusable surface insulation (HRSI) for tem-
peratures up to 1260◦C and a lower temperature form
(LRSI) for regions up to 650◦C. Regions on the lower
temperature leeward surfaces are protected by flexible
Nomex felt reusable insulation (FRSI) for temperatures
up to 400◦C. The integrity of the thermal protection sys-
tem that accounts for about 9% of the landing mass of the
vehicle is vital to maintain the temperature of the under-
lying vehicle structure within its load-bearing capability.
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An example of a similar passive TPS was proposed by
East (1999) for a reusable space rescue vehicle concept
that would subject personnel to a maximum of 1.1 g dur-
ing re-entry from the International Space Station. A ther-
mal analysis demonstrated that by using a combination
of RCC and HRSI on the vehicle undersurface, together
with low-temperature insulation surrounding the cabin,
the temperature rise within the cabin would not exceed
3 ◦C during re-entry for a wing loading of 3000 N m−2.

4. Ablative thermal protection systems: The preceding ther-
mal protection systems are unsuitable for the extreme
heating environments that exist in super-orbital re-entry,
entry into planetary atmospheres, and situations where
reusability is not a design criterion. In these cases, as for
example for the Apollo and Orion capsules, ablative heat
shields and underlying insulation are used to protect the
vehicle structure and contents. The efficiency of thermal
protection systems is characterized by the energy that
can be absorbed per unit mass. Ablative systems have
greater efficiency than metallic systems due to the en-
ergy absorbed in vaporizing the surface material that is
convected away from the vehicle. This convection also
favorably modifies the boundary layer properties, further
reducing convective heat transfer. The most efficient ab-
lative system is that which minimizes the mass loss from
the ablative material to effect the required thermal pro-
tection. This is obtained by employing shapes with large
nose radii and low ballistic coefficient and by using ab-
lative materials with high energy of sublimation per unit
mass and a high value of the specific heat of the material
efflux.

An example of the ablative material used for the Apollo mod-
ule is carbon phenolic. The pyrolysis process resulting from
ablation causes the material to char, melt, and sublime. The
carbon content in the efflux also absorbs radiation from the
heated shock layer and inhibits radiative heating of the un-
derlying surface. This material was further developed for the
Stardust sample return mission, which had the highest entry
velocity into the Earth’s atmosphere of 12.4 km s−1. The ma-
terial known as PICA (phenolic impregnated carbon ablator)
has much lower density than carbon phenolic and has a high
ablative efficiency. A derivative of this material is planned for
the TPS of the Orion module to protect the aluminum/lithium
structure.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Vehicles have been designed over the past 50 years to with-
stand the intense aerothermal environment encountered in

dissipating the energies associated with orbital and super-
orbital velocities during return to Earth. Ballistic and lifting
trajectories are used, which enable the safe return of payloads
and personnel. More extreme environments are encountered
during entry into planetary atmospheres for the delivery of
scientific instruments and vehicles for planetary exploration.
Planetary probes have been designed to successfully with-
stand entry into various atmospheres, the most extreme being
entry of the Galileo probe into Jupiter’s atmosphere at
47 km s−1.
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1 GUIDE TO THIS CHAPTER

This chapter reviews the composition of the atmosphere, the
fluid medium in which aircraft fly and spacecraft travel, and
how the composition varies with altitude. The upper boundary
of the atmosphere is indefinite. The charged and electrically
neutral particles comprising the very high atmosphere even-
tually merge with the solar wind, a stream of ionized gas
flowing continually outward from the sun. That occurs at
altitudes (tens of thousands of kilometers) much greater than
considered here. To keep the scope of this chapter manage-
able, atmospheric composition is described from the surface
of the Earth to roughly 1000-km altitude. Only the verti-
cal dimension is considered, that is, horizontal gradients of
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atmospheric properties and major atmospheric wind features
are not discussed.

� Section 2 describes the most basic properties of atmo-
spheric gases and the conditions under which they may
be considered fluids.

� Section 3 explains why the mean molecular weight of air, a
mixture of gases, is essentially constant up to an altitude of
85 km, why the mean molecular weight decreases above
that altitude, and why charged particles become part of
the atmospheric mix at high altitudes.

� Section 4 discusses the principal gases in the atmosphere
and, where pertinent, their sources and sinks (the pro-
cesses that control the addition of a gas to the atmosphere
and its removal).

Space does not permit a treatment of any of these topics in
detail, but the intent is to provide the fundamental concepts
without sacrificing scientific accuracy.

It is useful to note topics not covered in this chapter.
The effects of the atmosphere on aircraft and spacecraft
passing through it are thoroughly covered in Volume 1 of
this Encyclopedia, Fluid Dynamics and Aerothermodynam-
ics. The effects of weather on aircraft, mostly hazardous, are
covered in a companion chapter on meteorology (see Mete-
orology by Alfred J. Bedard) in this volume. The hazards
posed by space weather on spacecraft, including crew, are
covered in “Atmospheric Interactions with Spacecraft” by
Dave Finkleman. The chapter closest to this one, also in
Vertical Structure of the Atmosphere, discusses the vertical
structure of the atmosphere as defined by the temperature
variation with altitude and gives details about the interaction
between electrically charged and neutral particles in a region
of the atmosphere called the ionosphere.
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2 FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF
ATMOSPHERIC GASES

Consider a single component gas of the Earth’s atmosphere.
The most primitive form of the ideal gas law relates the
number of molecules N of this gas contained in a volume
V to the pressure p and absolute temperature T of the gas.

pV = NkT (1)

where k is the Boltzmann constant; it has the value
1.38 × 10−23 J K−1 (joules per degree Kelvin). If the molec-
ular mass of this gas is m, the gas law may be rewritten as

p = m
N

V

k

m
T = ρRT (2)

The density ρ is the number of molecules times the mass of
each divided by the volume occupied by the gas. The gas con-
stant R = k/m is specific to the type of gas. A critical aspect
of the ideal gas law is that absolute temperature is defined by

1

2
〈mv2〉 = 3

2
kT (3)

where the brackets 〈 〉 imply an average, v is the molecular
speed, and the left-hand side is the average kinetic energy of
the molecules. In the lower atmosphere, individual molecules
are in frenzied motion, traveling at hundreds of meters per
second and colliding with each other at astronomically high
rates within volumes smaller than a cubic centimeter. It
is assumed that the individual molecules undergo elastic
collisions and do not otherwise interact with one another.
In any thermally insulated gas where speeds are high and
collisions incessant, the temperature will quickly come to an
equilibrium value and the speed distribution will approach
the so-called Maxwell–Boltzmann speed distribution:

f (v) = 4�
( m

2�kT

) 3
2
v2 exp

(
−mv2

2kT

)
(4)

where � is the constant 3.1416. Equation (4), whose deriva-
tion was a major accomplishment in gas kinetic theory, gives
the distribution of molecular speeds for a given temperature
and a given gas. This distribution is valid at altitudes up to
about 600 km for neutral gases. Above that altitude, the num-
ber density of neutral gases becomes quite low, and collisions
become infrequent. On the other hand, the ratio of elec-
trically charged particles to neutral particles increases with
altitude, and the Coulomb forces between the charged parti-
cles (forces of electrical attraction and repulsion) cause their

velocities to follow the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution to
altitudes much greater than 1000 km. Thus, in the discussion
of temperature at altitudes between 600 and 1000 km (see
Vertical Structure of the Atmosphere), the speeds of ions and
electrons, which can be measured, will determine the temper-
atures of each, and the two differ because their speeds differ.
Because it is a distribution function, f (v) has the property that

∞∫
0

f (v)dv = 1 (5)

The mean speed is

〈v〉 =
∞∫

0

vf (v)dv =
(

8kT

�m

) 1
2

(6)

The root mean square of the speed vrms is

vrms =
√

〈v2〉 =
√

3kT

m
where 〈v2〉 =

∞∫
0

v2f (v)dv (7)

which is fully consistent with equation (3).
One can also compute the most probable speed vp, which
makes f (v) a maximum, by setting the first derivative of f
equal to zero. The result is

vp =
(

2kT

m

) 1
2

(8)

Consider a column of gas of a specific type acted upon by
gravity alone and not subject to vertical accelerations any-
where in the column. Such a gas is said to be in hydrostatic
equilibrium: at any level in the column, the pressure (force
per unit area exerted by the gas) is determined solely by the
weight of the overlying gas in the column. The change in
pressure with altitude is given by

∂p

∂z
= −ρg (9)

where g is the acceleration due to the Earth’s gravity. At the
Earth’s surface, g is approximately 9.807 m s−2. With the help
of the ideal gas law, one can rewrite equation (9) as

1

p

∂p

∂z
= − g

RT
(10)
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This expression can be integrated from sea level (z = 0) to
some higher altitude z or equivalently from the pressure at
sea level p0 to the pressure p at altitude z. The result is

p = p0 exp


−

z∫
0

g

RT
dz


 (11)

For a specific gas, R is constant with altitude, g decreases
slowly with altitude, and T may increase or decrease. For
determining pressure at various altitudes in a standard atmo-
sphere (see Vertical Structure of the Atmosphere), equation
(11) may be integrated numerically. For now, it is useful to
define a scale height H as

H = RT

g
(12)

H has dimensions of meters, as it must. The physical signif-
icance of H is that, if it may be considered approximately
constant, the pressure of a gas will decrease by the factor 1/e
as altitude increases by the scale height. Note that H depends
upon the type of gas under consideration, in particular, upon
its molecular mass (because R = k/m). The implications of
this are discussed in Section 3.

Up to this point, discussion has centered on a specific gas,
but the atmosphere is a mixture of gases, to be discussed
specifically in Section 4. Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressures
states that each component gas in a mixture exerts its own
pressure as if it were alone in the volume containing the mix-
ture at temperature T. The total pressure p exerted by all gases
in a mixture is just the sum of the partial pressures pi .

p =
∑

i

pi (13)

The total density of a mixture of gases depends straightfor-
wardly upon the number of molecules of each type ni in a
volume (ni = Ni /V in the notation of equation (1), which is
the number density) and their molecular masses mi .

ρ =
∑

i

nimi (14)

Applying the ideal gas law to the partial pressures in equation
(13), one obtains

p = kT
∑

i

ni (15)

T has no subscript because the definition of temperature per-
tains to the average kinetic energy of all molecules in the

gaseous mixture. Next, divide equation (15) by equation (14)
to obtain

p

ρ
= kT

∑
i ni∑

i nimi

(16)

The mean molecular mass 〈m〉, weighted by the individual
number densities, is

〈m〉 =
∑

i nimi∑
i ni

(17)

With this definition, equation (16) becomes

p = ρkT

〈m〉 (18)

This restatement of the gas law applies to a mixture of
gases with total pressure p, total density ρ, and tempera-
ture T defined as the average kinetic energy of molecules
in the mixture of gases. It is often inconvenient to deal
with the mass of individual molecules, so both k and m
are scaled by Avogadro’s number. Avogadro’s number A
is the number of molecules in 1 mole of a substance. A
mole is the mass M in grams of a substance that is numer-
ically the same as the molecular weight of that substance.
A = 6.022 × 1023 mole−1: thus, 6.022 × 1023 molecules of
a gas have a mass of M grams. For oxygen (O2), M is very
nearly 32 g. (Any departure from 32 occurs because of nat-
urally occurring isotopes of oxygen.) With the definitions
R* = Ak and M = Am, the above equation becomes

p = ρR∗T
〈M〉 (19)

R* is called the universal gas constant; it has the value
8.314 J (gram-mole)−1 K−1. The safe course of action is to
use MKS units for all calculations; thus, if M is expressed
in kilograms, R∗ must be expressed as 8314 J (kilogram-
mole)−1 K−1. A kilogram-mole of dry air at sea level has
a mass Md of 28.96 kg. Thus, one can define a gas constant
for dry air as Rd = R∗/〈Md〉, and then the gas law for dry air
may be written:

pd = ρRdT (20)

The numerical value of Rd is 287 J kg−1 K−1.
Standard atmospheres (see Vertical Structure of the Atmo-
sphere) assume dry air. The main reason is that the
concentration of water vapor, the third most abundant atmo-
spheric gas, is highly variable, mainly because the maximum
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possible vapor pressure is a strong function of temperature.
Once the air is saturated with water vapor, any reduction in
temperature will cause condensation. No other constituent
gas changes phase under normal atmospheric conditions.
Water vapor is responsible for most of the weather people
experience. Condensed into clouds and precipitation, water
in liquid or ice phases can pose serious hazards to aircraft,
but that is discussed in a companion chapter on meteorology
in this volume (Meteorology by Alfred J. Bedard).

A very good reference for the ideas discussed in this sec-
tion is Bohren and Albrecht (1998), pp. 51–78.

3 THE HOMOSPHERE, HETEROSPHERE,
AND EXOSPHERE

One might expect the hydrostatic relationship (equation (11))
to be valid separately for each gas comprising air. As will be
noted, this is not generally true. With the subscript i denoting
a particular gas,

pi(z) = pi(0) exp


−

z∫
0

g

RiT
dz




= pi(0) exp


−

z∫
0

mig

kT
dz


 (21)

Suppose that the molecules of gas 2 in a mixture are more
massive than molecules of gas 1, that is, m2 > m1. Use the
above equation to find the ratio of p1(z)/p2(z). The result is

p1(z)

p2(z)
= p1(0)

p2(0)
exp


1

k

z∫
0

g(m2 − m1)

T
dz


 (22)

Because the integrand is positive, the argument of the expo-
nent is positive, and so

p1(z)

p2(z)
>

p1(0)

p2(0)
(23)

This relationship of the partial pressures of two gases at differ-
ent altitudes says that the relative abundance of the “lighter”
gas increases with altitude. This property is not observed
below about 100-km altitude because of turbulence, the bulk
motion of large volumes of air that effectively mixes the
component gases of air so that their relative concentrations
do not vary from the surface to about 100 km. For this rea-
son, the molecular weight of dry air does not vary in this

altitude range nor does the gas constant for dry air. That part of
the atmosphere in which the gaseous constituents are mixed
in constant ratios is called the homosphere. Equation (11) is
valid in the homosphere for the mixture of gases in dry air but
not for the individual constituent gases. For z100 ≈ 100 km
and z > z100,

p1(z)

p2(z)
>

p1(z100)

p2(z100)
(24)

Equation (24) is true. A transition region exists between
roughly 80- and 120-km altitude in which bulk mixing of
gases by turbulence gives way to molecular diffusion: a mix-
ing process caused by molecules colliding with each other.
Trails of rocket exhaust in this altitude range show a marked
change in character. Up to 80 km, turbulence usually con-
torts the trails markedly within minutes. Above 120 km, the
trails are much smoother. The region of the atmosphere in
which molecular diffusion dominates mixing is also where
gravitational settling results in the concentration of “lighter”
gases growing relative to that of the heavier gases as alti-
tude increases. This region is called the heterosphere. A
good approximation to the number density of the ith gas
above 100 km is obtained from equation (21): equation (1)
expressed as pi = nikT and equation (12) expressed as Hi =
RiT/g:

ni(z) = ni(z100)
T (z100)

T (z)
exp


−

z∫
z100

dz

Hi


 for z > 100 km

(25)

At this point, it is instructive to examine Table 1, containing
data extracted from The US Standard Atmosphere (1976).
The parameters to be examined are a function of geometric
altitude, and they pertain to electrically neutral particles:

� Acceleration due to the Earth’s gravity: g(z) =
g0(r0/(r0 + z))2, where g(z) is the acceleration at geo-
metric altitude z, go is the acceleration at sea level
(9.807 m s−2), and ro is the radius of the Earth
(6.357 × 106 m).

� Number density of air molecules, n: below 85 km, n is
obtained from equation (1) expressed as p = nkT . Above
85 km, n = ∑

ni, where the ni are computed from an
equation having the form of (25), but more complicated.

� Mean particle speed: computed from equation (6)
expressed as: 〈v〉 = (8R∗T/�〈M〉)1/2.

� Mean collision frequency, υ: υ = 4Aσ2p(�/〈M〉R∗T )1/2,
where A is Avogadro’s number, as before, and σ is called
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Table 1. Some properties of neutral atmospheric gas as a function of geometric altitude.

Geometric Acceleration due Number Mean molecular Collision Mean free Mean molecular Scale
altitude to gravity density speed frequency path weight height
z (km) g (m s−2) n (m−3) 〈v〉 (m s−1) υ (s−1) λ (m) 〈M〉 (kg kmol−1) H (km)

0 9.807 2.547 + 25 458.9 6.919 + 09 6.633 − 08 28.96 8.434
20 9.745 1.849 + 24 398.0 4.354 + 08 9.139 − 07 28.96 6.382
40 9.684 8.308 + 22 427.8 2.104 + 07 2.034 − 05 28.96 7.421
70 9.594 1.722 + 21 400.6 4.084 + 05 9.810 − 04 28.96 6.570

100 9.505 1.189 + 19 381.4 2.68 + 03 1.42 − 01 28.40 6.009
150 9.360 5.186 + 16 746.5 2.3 + 01 3.3 + 01 24.10 23.380
200 9.218 7.182 + 15 921.6 3.9 + 00 2.4 + 02 21.30 36.183
300 8.943 6.509 + 14 1080 4.2 − 01 2.6 + 03 17.73 51.193
400 8.680 1.056 + 14 1149 7.2 − 02 1.6 + 04 15.98 59.678
600 8.188 5.950 + 12 1356 4.8 − 03 2.8 + 05 11.51 88.244
800 7.737 1.234 + 12 1954 1.4 − 03 1.4 + 06 5.54 193.86

1000 7.322 5.442 + 11 2318 7.5 − 04 3.1 + 06 3.94 288.20

A two-digit number preceded by the plus or minus sign indicates the power of 10 by which the preceding number is to be multiplied. Data from the US Standard
Atmosphere (1976), for dry air.

the effective collision diameter. To explain, if the dis-
tance between the centers of two molecules in random
motion remains greater than σ, a collision will not occur
(σ = 3.65 × 10−10 m). υ gives the number of collisions per
second experienced by a single molecule with its neigh-
bors. To find the number of total collisions per second
among all molecules within a unit volume, multiply υ by
n, the number density.

� The mean free path λ is the mean distance traveled by a
neutral particle between successive collisions with other
particles. The volume in which mean free path is measured
must be large enough to contain a very large number of
particles.

λ = 〈v〉
υ

= 21/2

2�σ2n
(26)

� The mean molecular weight of air 〈M〉.

As indicated by equation (3), the mean molecular speed
defines temperature. The wide variation in 〈v〉 with altitude
mirrors corresponding wide excursions in temperature, as is
discussed in Vertical Structure of the Atmosphere. As noted
earlier, the mean molecular weight remains constant until
near 100-km altitude because of turbulent mixing. Above
100 km, however, molecular diffusion increasingly domi-
nates the mixing process, and airflows become nearly laminar.
Gravitational settling predominates above 120 km so that
the relative concentration of the heavier gases shrinks with
increasing altitude, and thus so does the mean molecular
weight.

Even at sea level, air molecules occupy only about one-
thousandth of the volume containing them. Yet, their high
number density and furious agitation result in mean free
paths less than a micrometer and billions of collisions per
second for each molecule. The short mean free path and
the astronomical number of collisions per second in the
homosphere are the fundamental reasons why large vol-
umes of air on the scale of centimeters to many meters
can move cohesively (turbulence). At an altitude of 100 km,
the fuzzy boundary between the homosphere and hetero-
sphere, the mean free path is close to 10 cm, and the collision
rate is reduced to a few thousand per second. Above this
level, turbulence is no longer effective, and the diffusion of
molecules becomes the dominant process in transferring heat
and momentum.

At 500 km, the mean free path (not listed in the table above)
is 7.70 × 104 m. Molecules that travel 77 km without collid-
ing with a neighbor are effectively on ballistic trajectories,
that is, they are projectiles acted upon only by the force of
gravity. The top of the heterosphere is often defined as that
altitude where the scale height is equal to the mean free path.
At 500 km, 〈M〉 is 14.33 kg kmole−1, g is 8.43 m s−2, and
the temperature is ∼1000 K. With these values, the scale
height (equation (12)) expressed as H = R∗T/ (〈M〉g) is
6.88 × 104 m. Sixty-nine kilometers is not far different from
77 km; in fact, in the US Standard Atmosphere (1976), H =
λ at 492 km altitude. That portion of the atmosphere above
about 500 km is called the exosphere, because molecules on
an upward trajectory, provided their speeds are sufficiently
high, have a chance to escape the Earth’s atmosphere without
colliding with another molecule.
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A molecule traveling straight up at the base of the exo-
sphere (altitude ze) attains the escape speed ve if its kinetic
energy is sufficient to overcome the potential energy acquired
between ze and outer space.

1

2
mv2

e =
∞∫

ze

mgdz =
∞∫

ze

mg0

(
r0

r0 + z

)2

dz (27)

After integration, the escape speed is found to be

ve =
(

2g0r0

1 + ze/r0

) 1
2

(28)

With ze = 500 km and the values of other constants given
earlier, the escape speed is calculated to be about 10.8 km s−1.
This result is independent of the type of molecule. It is also
considerably higher than the mean molecular velocities listed
in the Table 1.

What is the probability that a particle could attain or exceed
the escape speed? An estimate comes from the Maxwell–
Boltzmann speed distribution (equation (4)) with substitution
of equation (8) for the most probable speed:

f (v) = 4

�1/2vp

(
v2

v2
p

)
exp

(
v2

v2
p

)
(29)

The probability P that the particle speed will reach/exceed
the escape speed is given by the integral

P(v ≥ ve) =
∞∫

ve

f (v)dv (30)

With the substitutions for f (v) from equation (29) and x =
v/vp, equation (30) becomes

P(v ≥ ve) = 4√
�

1

vp

∞∫
ve
vp

x2e−x2
dx (31)

The integral can be evaluated, with the result that

p(v ≥ ve) = 2√
�

ve

vp

exp
(

ve

vp

)
+ erfc

(
ve

vp

)
(32)

where erfc is the complementary error function defined by

erfc(x) = 2√
�

∞∫
x

e−t2
dt (33)

Values of erfc are tabulated.

Nitrogen, the most common gas in the atmosphere, has
a molecular weight 〈M〉 of about 28 kg kmol−1. Using this
value in equation (8) expressed as vp = (2R∗T/〈M〉)1/2 and
T ≈ 1000 K at the base of the exosphere, one finds that the
most probable velocity is about 0.77 km s−1. In equation (32),
ve/vp is then 10.8/0.77 = 14.0, and the probability that a
nitrogen molecule will reach or exceed the escape speed is
1.20 × 10−84. This is many orders of magnitude less than the
number of nitrogen molecules in the entire atmosphere. We
conclude that gravity keeps a tight lid on the escape of the
heavier atmospheric gases, oxygen included.

Hydrogen is present only in trace amounts in the lower
atmosphere, but its relative abundance among atmospheric
gases becomes substantial above 500-km altitude because
high-energy photons from the sun dissociate water vapor,
methane molecules, and molecular hydrogen to produce
atomic hydrogen. The probability that a hydrogen atom
(molecular weight 1.0 kg kmol−1) reaches the escape veloc-
ity is calculated in the same way as for the nitrogen molecule.
The most probable velocity is 4.08 km s−1, and ve/vp is 2.65
in equation (32). The probability that a hydrogen atom will
reach or exceed the escape speed is 2.84 × 10−3. Note that
the vertical component of velocity must reach this value for
a hydrogen atom to escape the atmosphere. Even so, this is a
significant probability, and thus so-called thermal escape of
hydrogen from the atmosphere is significant. It is estimated
that, if there were no sources of atmospheric hydrogen, most
of it would escape within a few weeks. This explains why
so little hydrogen is in the atmosphere, and most of that is
in the heterosphere, where production occurs in the presence
of sunlight. Thermal escape of helium (〈M〉 = 4 kg kmol−1,
vp = 2.04 km s−1) is orders of magnitude less than for hydro-
gen but still significant.

Figure 1 illustrates the three atmospheric layers described
in this section: the homosphere, the heterosphere, and the
exosphere. A few molecular trajectories are shown in the
exosphere.

Before moving on to another subject, this is an appropriate
place to note two exceptions to previous statements. Already
noted is that water vapor is not uniformly mixed in the homo-
sphere. Another gas not uniformly mixed there is ozone,
whose formation and destruction have to do with sunlight
and chemical reactions in the atmosphere between roughly
15- and 50-km altitude. Second, because of energetic radia-
tion from the sun in the high atmosphere, some gases with
very low concentrations in the lower atmosphere have appre-
ciable concentrations higher up, notably, atomic hydrogen,
already mentioned, atomic oxygen, and ozone. The principal
atmospheric gases will be described in the next section.

So far, the discussion has dealt exclusively with electri-
cally neutral gases, but not all the atmosphere is electrically
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Figure 1. A cross section through the homosphere, heterosphere,
and exosphere. Reproduced from Salby (1996) c© Elsevier.

neutral. Because of energetic radiation from the sun absorbed
in the high atmosphere, charged particles abound, and this
has far-reaching consequences that are discussed in Vertical
Structure of the Atmosphere, in a subsection on the iono-
sphere.

4 THE PRINCIPAL ATMOSPHERIC
GASES

A few atmospheric gases have already been mentioned in
passing; here, we shall discuss many important neutral atmo-
spheric gases, their concentrations, sources and sinks, and
longevity in the atmosphere. Table 2 lists the atmospheric
gases in the order of concentration in parts per million by
volume of dry air. For an ideal gas, parts per million by vol-
ume (ppmv) is equivalent to mole fraction, which is the same
as fraction of total molecules. Another way of expressing it
is the number density of a specific gas divided by the number
density of all gases in the mixture (here, dry air). If one were
to add up all the ppmv values in the table, the result would be

Table 2. Concentration of gases constituting dry air in parts per
million by volume (ppmv).

Chemical Mean molecular Concentration
Gas symbol weight (m mol−1) (ppmv)

Nitrogen N2 28.013 780 840
Oxygen O2 31.999 209 460
Argon Ar 39.948 9340
Carbon dioxide CO2 44.010 384
Neon Ne 20.180 18.18
Helium He 4.003 5.24
Methane CH4 16.043 1.774
Krypton Kr 83.798 1.14
Hydrogen H2 2.016 0.56
Nitrous oxide N2O 44.012 0.320
Xenon Xe 131.293 0.09
Ozone O3 47.998 0.01–0.10

Concentration pertains to near sea level. Gases are listed in order of decreasing
concentration.

slightly more than 1 000 000 primarily because the concentra-
tions of carbon dioxide and methane have been growing, and
the ppmv values for other less variable gases have not been
adjusted for this. The mean molecular weight is not an integer
because of the natural occurrence of isotopes, atoms with the
same number of protons but differing numbers of neutrons.

4.1 Nitrogen

As Table 2 shows, gaseous nitrogen in the atmosphere
is almost exclusively in the form of N2; there are nearly
3.9 × 1018 kg of it in the atmosphere. The concentration of the
next most plentiful nitrogen-containing gas, nitrous oxide, is
more than six orders of magnitude less. Molecular nitrogen is
very stable. Its sources and sinks are thought to be in balance.
The annual flux of N2 into and out of the atmosphere is on the
order of 1011 kg. The residence time of N2 in the atmosphere,
the time for all of it to be depleted if there are no sources to
replenish it, is therefore more than 107 years.

Nitrogen fixation occurs whenever atmospheric N2 reacts
to form any other nitrogen compound. The greatest loss of
N2 occurs when specialized nitrogen-fixing bacteria, living in
soil and water, incorporate molecular nitrogen into biomass.
This is important for plant growth. The manufacture of fer-
tilizers and explosives and the combustion of fossil fuels in
power plants and road vehicles are two anthropogenic causes
of nitrogen fixation. Finally, lightning removes small amounts
of N2 from the atmosphere.

Denitrification, the reduction of nitrates back to gaseous
nitrogen, primarily N2, completes what is called the nitro-
gen cycle. This is carried out mostly by bacteria in
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oxygen-depleted environments. Biomass burning also returns
nitrogen to the atmosphere, as does the use of nitrogen
fertilizers.

4.2 Oxygen

Today’s atmosphere contains about 1.2 × 1018 kg of O2, an
amount that probably stabilized more than 25 million years
ago. The main source of atmospheric oxygen is photosyn-
thesis, accomplished by plants on land and phytoplankton, a
kind of algae that live near the surface of the ocean. In the
presence of sunlight, gaseous carbon dioxide and liquid water
react chemically to form carbohydrate, a solid, and oxygen
gas. The reaction has the form

CO2 + H2O + sunlight = CH2O + O2 (34)

A secondary but much smaller (at the 1–2% level) source of
oxygen is the photodissociation of water vapor and nitrous
oxide (N2O) by high-energy ultraviolet radiation from the
sun. Photodissociation of O2 in the high atmosphere yields
significant amounts of atomic oxygen (O). In fact, the number
density of O exceeds that of O2 above 120-km altitude.

Respiration and decay, in which animal life and bacteria
consume oxygen and release carbon dioxide, are responsible
for over 93% of O2 loss from the atmosphere. Consumption
of biomass fuels and biomass burning are responsible for
another 4%.

The residence time of O2 in the atmosphere is roughly
5000 years.

4.3 Water vapor

Because the concentration of water vapor in the atmosphere
is temperature limited, and winds can easily transport vapor
thousands of kilometers, this gas is highly variable in space
and time. Its concentration is 0–4% by volume. Almost all
water vapor in the atmosphere is confined to the troposphere,
where clouds and storms occur. Low temperatures at the top
of the troposphere (−50 to −70 ◦C) assure that condensation
will remove all but trace amounts of vapor before it can reach
the stratosphere, the layer of atmosphere immediately above
the troposphere.

The principal source of water vapor is evaporation from
the oceans, mostly in the tropics where the temperature is
relatively high. Evaporation from lakes and soils and tran-
spiration from plants are other important sources of vapor.
Precipitation removes water vapor from the atmosphere.

Water vapor is a naturally occurring greenhouse gas,
that is, it absorbs little incoming solar radiation (visible

wavelengths) but absorbs significant outgoing longwave
radiation (infrared wavelengths).

Oceans contain about 1.35 × 109 km3 of water, about 97%
of all the Earth’s water. In contrast, the atmosphere contains
only 1.3 × 104 km3 of liquid equivalent water. The volume
of global daily precipitation is roughly 1400 km3, leading to
the estimate that the residence time of water vapor in the
atmosphere is between 9 and 10 days.

4.4 Carbon dioxide

At a 2008 concentration of 384 ppmv and growing, CO2 can
be considered a trace gas, yet it is important for at least three
reasons: (i) it is involved in photosynthesis, (ii) it is a potent
greenhouse gas, and (iii) it is a major player in the carbon
cycle.

The major reservoirs of carbon are in the atmosphere
(750 GtC: 1 GtC is 109 metric tons of carbon); the land sur-
face, in soils and vegetation, alive and decaying (2200 GtC);
and the ocean (40 000 GtC). The net annual exchanges of car-
bon per year among these reservoirs are quite small compared
with the stored carbon, and so there are substantial uncertain-
ties in the carbon budget. The main sources of CO2 are fossil
fuel combustion, cement manufacture, decaying vegetation,
and deforestation (less CO2 uptake by plants). The main sinks
are photosynthesis and absorption within the ocean, leading
to measurable acidification. The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, 2007) estimates that, from 2000–
2005, the average annual net flux of CO2 from the Earth’s
surface to the atmosphere was approximately 7.2 GtC. Of
that amount, 4.1 GtC remained in the atmosphere, 2.2 GtC
was absorbed by the ocean, and 0.9 GtC went into the land.

The numbers immediately above are net fluxes. The actual
fluxes in each direction are much larger (see Figure 7.3,
p. 515, IPCC, 2007). For example, photosynthesis and
absorption of CO2 in the ocean remove roughly 200 GtC per
year from the atmosphere. That loss rate, compared with the
atmospheric reservoir of 750 GtC, leads to a residence time of
3.8 years, about the time it would take for an atmospheric CO2

molecule to be dissolved in the ocean or taken up by plants.
This is far different from the atmospheric lifetime of CO2,
the time it takes for a sudden increase in CO2 to decay to 1/e
(0.368) of its original value. The latter is thought to be about
100 years.

4.5 The noble gases

The noble gases, in the order of increasing atomic number, are
helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon, and radon. They were
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originally called noble because they were considered inert,
that is, chemically unreactive. All six gases have the maxi-
mum possible number of electrons in their outer shells, two
for helium and eight for the other gases, making them very
stable. All these gases except radon are present in sufficient
concentrations to merit inclusion in Table 2.

All the noble gases are thought to have been present in the
atmosphere for much of the Earth’s geologic history. Except
for helium atoms, which can attain the escape velocity, the
noble gases suffer no detectable losses, mainly because they
react with very few substances. Their residence time in the
atmosphere far exceeds a million years.

4.6 Methane

The concentration of methane in the atmosphere has more
than doubled since pre-industrial times but is no longer grow-
ing. It is the most abundant organic gas in the atmosphere.
Anthropogenic sources are agriculture, mainly from livestock
and rice paddies; landfills; coal mining; natural gas distribu-
tion; and biomass burning. Natural sources are comparable
in size. Methane is produced in oxygen-poor habitats such as
tropical wetlands, swamps, tundra, and high-latitude marshes
mainly as a result of decomposition of organic matter. The
residence time of methane in the atmosphere is comparatively
short, about 9 years.

Oxidation of methane by the hydroxyl radical, primarily
in the stratosphere, accounts for more than 90% of methane
loss. In chemistry, “hydroxyl” refers to a molecule consisting
of a hydrogen atom and an oxygen atom. The neutral form
is called the hydroxyl radical (OH). Its concentrations are
very low in the troposphere (parts per trillion by volume –
pptv), rising to nearly 1 ppbv at 50-km altitude. OH is highly
reactive; its lifetime is measured in tens of minutes. Oxidation
of methane by the hydroxyl radical eventually results in the
production of water vapor (the major stratospheric source)
and molecular hydrogen. The remaining 10% of methane
loss occurs through uptake by the soil and destruction in the
stratosphere.

4.7 Nitrous oxide

Nitrous oxide (N2O) is an important greenhouse gas, rank-
ing fourth behind CO2, CH4, and CFC-121 in its ability to
change the Earth’s infrared radiative budget. Its current con-
centration in the atmosphere of 0.32 ppmv is about 18%
more that the pre-industrial value, after having varied by
only several percent for the 10 000 years before that. The
natural sources of N2O are soils, primarily in the tropics

but also in mid-latitudes, and the oceans. Natural sources
outweigh anthropogenic sources by nearly 60%. The latter
sources are, in order of size, cultivated soils; rivers, estuar-
ies, and coastal zones; fossil fuel combustion and industrial
emissions; biomass burning; and cattle and feedlots. The
stratosphere is the principal sink for N2O. In a reaction caused
by the absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation, N2O is con-
verted to N2 and an oxygen atom (O). A small amount may
also be removed in soils. The residence time of N2O in the
atmosphere is estimated at 110–150 years.

4.8 Ozone

Ozone is an important atmospheric gas for several rea-
sons. Its absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation in the
stratosphere, particularly at wavelengths between 0.23 and
0.32 �m, greatly reduces the ultraviolet radiation reaching the
Earth’s surface. Reductions in stratospheric ozone are linked
to increasing incidence of skin cancer. Absorption of ultravio-
let radiation by O3 causes heating and essentially determines
the vertical temperature profile in the stratosphere. Ozone
participates in many chemical reactions. For example, it is
product of reactions that form photochemical smog near
the Earth’s surface when sunlight interacts with oxides of
nitrogen from fossil fuel combustion and volatile organic
compounds. In the lower troposphere, O3 is a health hazard.
Finally, like water vapor, O3 is a naturally occurring green-
house gas. It absorbs infrared radiation strongly at 9.6 �m.

Sea-level values of O3 vary widely, from 10 to 500 ppbv.
In the stratosphere, where ozone is produced, the concen-
tration is much greater, reaching a maximum of 8–10 ppmv
at 35 km. The production of stratospheric ozone begins with
the dissociation of molecular oxygen by ultraviolet radiation
into atomic oxygen: O2 + sunlight → O + O. This reaction
was first mentioned in Section 4.2. In the presence of N2 or
O2, here represented by M, atomic and molecular oxygen
combine to form ozone: O + O2 + M → O3 + M.

The destruction of stratospheric O3 occurs through several
naturally occurring chemical reactions. Human activity also
destroys ozone. Chlorofluorocarbons, manufactured chemi-
cals not present in the atmosphere 100 years ago, have been
implicated in the destruction of ozone at polar latitudes in
early spring. The residence time of O3 in the atmosphere is
only about 100 days.

4.9 Hydrogen

The total mass of molecular hydrogen (H2) in the Earth’s
atmosphere is very roughly 2 × 1011 kg. Estimates of the H2
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Figure 2. The mixing ratio of some of the atmospheric gases listed in Table 2. Neither nitrogen nor the rare noble gases are shown because
they are all well mixed in the homosphere (up to about 100 km). Adapted from Brasseur, Orland and Tyndall (1999) c© Oxford University
Press.

fluxes into and out of the atmosphere vary by a factor of 3
from 0.4 to more than 1.3 × 1011 kg year−1, giving a residence
time of a few years.

Natural sources of H2 are emission from the oceans,
biological processes, and perhaps geothermal steam and
volcanoes. Photochemical oxidation of methane in the strato-
sphere, mentioned earlier, is a substantial source, as is
the release of isoprene and terpenes (hydrocarbons) from
plants, accelerated by photosynthesis and when leaf temper-
atures rise. Photochemical reactions produce H2 from these
substances. Anthropogenic sources are internal combustion
engines and biomass burning.

Soils extract the bulk of H2 from the atmosphere.
Other substantial losses occur in the troposphere and
stratosphere in two ways: (i) the reaction of molec-
ular hydrogen with the hydroxyl radical forms water
and atomic hydrogen: OH + H2 → H2O + H; (ii) molecular
hydrogen reacts with an electronically excited oxygen atom
O(1D) to form the hydroxyl radical and atomic hydrogen:
O(1D) + H2 → OH + H. The loss of molecular hydrogen thus
results in a gain of atomic hydrogen, which becomes the dom-
inant species of hydrogen beyond the top of the homosphere
(100-km altitude). As discussed in Section 3, the escape of
atomic hydrogen from the exosphere is significant.

Two excellent references for much of the material in this
section are Hobbs (2000), pp. 143–152 and Brasseur, Orland
and Tyndall (1999), pp. 159–203. Figure 2 is from the latter
reference. It shows the mixing ratios of many of the gases
discussed above from the surface to 120-km altitude. The
mixing ratio is the number density of the gas under consid-
eration divided by number density of all gases in dry air.
Not depicted are N2 and the rare noble gases, whose mix-
ing ratios are nearly constant up to 100 km because of their

chemical stability. The N2 mixing ratio curve would parallel
the O2 curve and lie to its right, starting at a sea-level value
of 0.78. As noted above, the stratosphere is a major sink for
methane and nitrous oxide, and so their mixing ratios begin
to decrease above 20-km altitude. Water vapor concentration
is temperature limited, so its mixing ratio decreases rapidly
with decreasing temperature in the troposphere. Finally, as
just noted, O3 has a distinct stratospheric maximum at 35 km.

5 SUMMARY

The Earth’s atmosphere is a mixture of gases, characterized
by a mean molecular weight and a temperature, defined as
being proportional to the mean kinetic energy of molecules
in the gas mixture. The temperature, pressure, and density of
air are related through the ideal gas law, valid wherever the
number density of molecules is high enough so that collisions
are numerous and incessant. Below about 100-km altitude, in
a region called the homosphere, turbulence keeps most atmo-
spheric gases mixed in constant proportions. Water vapor is
the most notable exception. In any column of still air, the pres-
sure at any level is solely due to the weight of the overlying
air, a condition called hydrostatic equilibrium.

Above the homosphere lies the heterosphere, extending
roughly from 100 to 500-km altitude. In the heterosphere,
molecular diffusion rather than turbulence controls the
concentration of individual gases, and so, with increasing alti-
tude, the lighter gases become relatively more abundant than
the heavier gases – a phenomenon called gravitational set-
tling. The exosphere lies above 500 km. Here, the atmosphere
is so rarefied that collisions are infrequent. Temperatures
near 1000 K enable a few of the lightest molecules, primarily
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hydrogen, to reach escape velocity. Essentially on ballistic
trajectories, they can exit the atmosphere.

Atmospheric gases are electrically neutral up to about
60 km. At higher altitudes, energetic solar radiation at very
short wavelengths ionizes some neutral molecules, creating
charged particles (ions and free electrons) that mix with the
remaining neutral molecules.

Nitrogen and oxygen comprise 99% of the earth’s atmo-
sphere. Their concentrations have been constant for millions
of years. The next most abundant gas, water vapor, is highly
variable. Its concentration in air is temperature limited, and
its source is the Earth’s surface. Without oxygen or water,
only the most primitive forms of earthly life could exist. All
other atmospheric gases are present in concentrations less
than 1%. The noble gases, in order of concentration, argon,
neon, helium, krypton, xenon, and radon, are chemically and
radiatively inactive. Even at very low concentrations, green-
house gases such as carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
and ozone strongly regulate atmospheric temperature.
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NOTE

1. CFC-12 (CCl2F2) is one of several chlorofluorocarbon
gases used in refrigeration, as a propellant in aerosol spray
cans, and in cleaning solvents. Atmospheric CFCs are
present in minute concentrations (pptv) but are radiatively
very important, having figured in stratospheric ozone de-
pletion. These compounds are not discussed further here.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Meteorology affects flight operations in profound ways. The
impacts of atmospheric phenomena contributing to accidents
have ranged from dangerous low-level wind shears responsi-
ble for a series of commercial aircraft accidents (especially
between 1975 and 1985) to en route turbulence encounters
resulting in numerous onboard injuries. Table 1 lists pri-
mary hazards and the platforms affected. It is clear that our
knowledge has improved over the past 25 years concerning
the physical processes involved with meteorological hazards,
as well as the resulting responses of airframes. Combina-
tions of analysis, numerical modeling, field experiments, and
laboratory modeling have helped to guide prediction and
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warning approaches. In addition, there have been expanded
roles for the use of remote and in situ sensors for prediction,
detection, and warning of atmospheric flight hazards. In con-
trast, improved abilities to predict upper-level winds can be
exploited in beneficial ways to provide savings in fuel and
flight times. Table 2 was adapted from Orlanski (1975).

The purpose of this chapter is to describe a number of
meteorological hazards to flight and to indicate some of the
methodologies created or being created to mitigate these haz-
ards. To place the material in context, statistics of aircraft
accidents and incidents documented by the National Trans-
portation Safety Board (NTSB) of the United States were
reviewed with some of these data presented here. In addition,
data from other aircraft investigative agencies were reviewed.
Notable among the national agencies investigating accidents
are:

� The NTSB – USA
� The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) – Euro-

pean Union
� Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB)
� The Canadian Transportation and Safety Board (TSB).

Many other nations work directly with these organizations
in accident investigations.

2 MICROBURST WIND SHEAR

Microburst wind shear is an example of a phenomenon the
nature of which was neither understood nor its characteristics
defined at times of a series of serious accidents. A downburst
is a strong downdraft that induces an outburst of damaging
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Table 1. Meteorological phenomena affecting flight.

Atmospheric
features Platforms affected Comments

Horizontal
wind shear

Most aircraft The microburst hazard
has been in large part
mitigated for larger
airports

Vertical wind
shear

Most aircraft

Mountain flows Most aircraft
Valley flows Civil aviation,

some
commercial
aviation, airports

Free
atmospheric
turbulence–
gravity/shear
waves

Most aircraft

Vicinity of
thunder-
storms

Most aircraft

Lightning Most aircraft are
not affected

Could be a more
important factor for
composite airframes

Icing Most aircraft Even small deposits can
have major effects on
performance

Dust devils, pad
thermals

Lighter-than-air,
small aircraft

Fog, visibility Most aircraft
Wake vortices Light aircraft

during
approaches and
takeoffs behind
heavy aircraft

Boundary-layer
meteorology controls
transport deviations
and hence location
prediction

Volcanic ash All aircraft at
higher altitudes

Ash transport and
dispersion is in part
controlled by
atmospheric
parameters

winds on or near the ground. A microburst is a downburst
that covers an area less than 4 km along a side with peak
winds that last for 2–5 min. The differential velocity across
the divergence center is greater than 10 m s−1 (Glickman,
2000). In contrast, a macroburst is a large downburst with
its outburst winds extending in excess of 4 km in horizontal
dimension (Fujita, 1985). Between 1975 and 1985, there were
nine accidents involving commercial aircraft during takeoff
or landing. These resulted in the loss of 540 lives and 158
injuries. Often aircraft preceding or following were also seri-
ously affected. The combination of mesoanalyses of events,
a series of major field experiments, numerical and analyti-
cal studies, and laboratory experiments defined the hazard

Table 2. Summary of the spatial and temporal scales for a range of
atmospheric phenomena.

and led to mitigation approaches. Microbursts are of small
size, below the resolution of most surface measurement net-
works at that time. The strong downdraft, at the center of
strong winds moving radially outward, produces couplets
of increasing/decreasing performance from which it can be
impossible to recover. Figure 1a shows a conceptual view
of a downdraft from a thunderstorm with the complex flows
and instabilities that can occur. Figure 1b depicts important
physical processes.

To compound the difficulty there are often no or few visual
clues of the existence of danger, and microbursts do not nec-
essarily occur in conjunction with thunderstorms. Figure 2a
shows an example of virga falling from cloud base, which can
appear quite benign. In contrast, Figure 2b shows an example
of a strong outflow.

The paper by Fujita and Caracena (1977) was seminal
in that it tied these small-scale powerful flows directly to a
series of accidents. Subsequently and in parallel, a series of
intensive field experiments helped to define mircroburst ori-
gins and characteristics (e.g., O’Hare Airport, Dulles Airport,
Atlanta Airport, Denver’s Stapleton Airport, and the Boulder
Atmospheric Observatory; Bedard, Hooke and Beran, 1977;
Bedard, McCarthy and LeFebvre, 1984). Figure 3 shows wind
vectors from an array of surface stations in Denver, CO, on
19 May 1982. Over a 13-min period the winds increased from
benign to winds that produced a wind shear of over 30 m s−1

over the east–west runways.
Table 3 provides a summary of microburst characteristics

from an experiment at Denver, CO, Stapleton Airport. Results
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Figure 1. (a) Conceptual view of a macroburst from a distant thunderstorm showing the complex structure of an outflow boundary; (b)
summary of the complex processes involved in thunderstorm dynamics.

Figure 2. (a) Photograph showing a line of virga. Note that although the cloud evaporates about halfway above the surface, the cold
downdraft can continue to the surface, creating a hazard with few visible clues. (b) Downdraft with heavy rain. The bulge outward at the
base is an indicator of high winds carrying droplets outward.
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Figure 3. Wind vector fields for a microburst impact at two times in its evolution. The dashed circle at 12:58 shows the approximate location
of the center and initial size.

from these series of experiments helped to verify numerical
models and led to the creation and deployment of a Low-level
Wind Shear Alert System. Coupled with improved pilot train-
ing resources and the addition of terminal Doppler radars, this
hazard has been largely eliminated.

In contrast to the 1975–1985 period with 540 fatalities,
during the 20 years from 1986 to 2007 there were 50 accident
reports associated with microbursts with a total of 62 fatal-
ities. Figure 4 presents the statistics of fatalities for which
microbursts were a factor.

Table 3. Impacting microburst statistics derived from surface mete-
orological stations in the Denver, CO, region during the summer of
1982.

Parameter Average
Minimum

value
Maximum

value

Wind speed change 13.5 m s−1 2.5 27.5
Wind vector change 20.7 m s−1 10.0 37.5
Temperature change −1.5 ◦C −9.0 +5a

Pressure change 0.66 mb −1.5a 2.0
Dew point change −7 ◦C +7 ◦C
Rain rate 0.28 mm min−1 0 2.75
Number of events – 33

a These anomalous readings of a temperature increase and pressure decrease
resulted from the passage of a microburst outflow on top of an eroding ground-
based inversion.

Most of these accidents involved light aircraft. An accident
of a DC-9 aircraft on 2 July 1992 accounted for 37 fatalities.
A factor in this accident involved the failure of traffic control
to relay wind shear information in a timely way, and the air-
craft encountered a microburst. As a result the DC-9 aircraft
encountered a wind shear of 61 knots over a 15-s period. The
installation of a terminal Doppler radar (which would have
certainly provided better guidance to the pilots) had not been
completed. Between 1999 and 2008 EASA documented 12
accidents involving wind shear or thunderstorms.

The factors contributing to the mitigation of the microburst
hazard are summarized in Table 4.

The fact that it is not feasible to equip general aviation air-
ports with low-level wind shear detection systems or Doppler
radars makes it difficult to avoid hazardous situations and for
accident investigators to infer probable cause. It is impor-
tant for general aviation pilots to recognize visual clues.
Microbursts: A Handbook for Visual Identification by Cara-
cena, Holle and Doswell (1989) is an important resource for
pilot training.

3 TURBULENCE

From 1962 to 2006 there were 3599 cases of fatalities related
to turbulence identified by the NTSB. Of these 612 involved
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Figure 4. Plot of microburst-related fatalities from 1962 to 2006.

commercial aircraft. Figure 5 shows the resulting fatalities as
a function of year.

There are often more than 50 fatalities per year. There
seemed to be a trend for a decrease in fatalities between 1985
and 1991, but more recently the fatalities increased to pre-
1985 levels. The large spikes reflect the loss of lives resulting
from accidents involving large commercial airliners. For
example, on 1 December 1974 a Boeing 727 aircraft crashed
with a loss of 92 lives. A factor was turbulence associated
with clouds and/or thunderstorms. The case on 1 December
2001 was an Airbus A300B4 involving 265 fatalities. In this
instance, wind gusts and an improper pilot response led to the
loss of the vertical stabilizer. Between 1999 and 2008 EASA
documented 22 accidents involving turbulence.

Table 4. Microburst hazard mitigation factors.

Factor References

Mesoanalysis/accident studies Fujita and Caracena (1977),
Fujita (1985)

Major field measurement
programs

Bedard, Hooke and Beran
(1977)

Microburst statistics
development

Bedard, McCarthy and
LeFebvre (1984)

Analytical/numerical studies Srivastava (1984)
Scale model studies Johnson et al. (1991)
Remote sensor applications

Doppler radar Wilson et al. (1984)
Doppler lidar Intrieri, Bedard and Hardesty

(1990)
Forecasting approaches Caplan, Bedard and Decker

(1990), Wakimoto (1985)
Training resources Caracena, Holle and Doswell

(1989)

Tvaryanas (2003) studied the impacts of turbulence on
airline crews. In his review, he points out that both the num-
ber and rate of turbulence accidents and injuries increased
throughout the 1990s particularly after 1995. Flight atten-
dants accounted for over 50% of the serious or fatal injuries,
while comprising only 4.4% of the people onboard air-
craft. During his 1992–2001 study he found that injuries
were related to the phase of flight. There were 30 injuries
during climb, 190 during cruise, and 140 during descent.
Turbulence-related injuries appeared to be independent of the
season. This suggests that turbulence encounters can result
from a number of sources. It can be difficult to reconstruct the
atmospheric fields causing turbulence encounters, especially
for cruise phases of flight far from remote meteorological
sensors. For example, between 1962 and 2006 there were

Figure 5. Plot of turbulence-related fatalities from 1962 to 2006.
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67 NTSB assessments of probable cause of accidents where
mountain waves were listed as a factor. These resulted in 93
fatalities. The disturbances associated with mountain wave
fields can be quite complex, and even data sets from exten-
sive field experiments where three-dimensional atmospheric
volumes are measured in detail can be challenging to inter-
pret.

Turbulence as it affects flight is often not a stochastic,
random process, but can involve organized atmospheric insta-
bilities. The sources and regions of turbulence addressed here
are:

� Gravity/shear waves
� Terrain-induced turbulence
� Thunderstorms
� “Free” atmospheric turbulence.

3.1 Gravity/shear waves

Gravity/shear waves can occur at all flight levels where there
are temperature/wind gradients. Their causes can range from
vertical wind shears in the lower atmospheric boundary layer
to jet stream winds, frontal boundary areas, and wind shear
associated with low- or high-pressure areas. Lower-level
vertical wind shear is probably more important for general
aviation aircraft. Figure 6 shows an acoustic sounder record
depicting the passage of a train of gravity waves on 6 April
1984 at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory located to the
east of Boulder, CO.

The sounder detects acoustic waves scattered back from
spatial fluctuations of temperature. Some of these waves show
amplitudes in excess of 100 m. The pressure traces below the
image in Figure 6 are from an array of sensitive microbaro-
graphs and show correlation with the wave features. These
traces can be used to estimate the direction of propagation
and phase speed of the waves. Einaudi, Bedard and Finnigan
(1989) created a climatology of gravity waves at this loca-
tion, showing that they were essentially ubiquitous during
nighttime hours.

Another example of a lower boundary-layer disturbance
is shown by the acoustic sounder and surface anemometer
measurements (Figure 7) on 5–6 March 1980.

In this figure the white region of the acoustic sounder
return initially below 400 m is a stable cool air region with
minimum return to the sounder. Above this region is an area
of waves and wind shear causing the perturbations in the top
of the white layer and the strong, dark returns. The plots
below the sounder images in Figure 7a,b are for the sur-
face winds, with the origins of the vectors indicating the
wind speed, and the arrows pointing in the direction the

Figure 6. Acoustic sounder display between 0000 and 0130 MST
on 6 April 1984 showing gravity waves propagating in the lower
atmospheric boundary layer. The time series of pressure shown
below the sounder image are highly correlated with the waves aloft.

wind is blowing. The winds were weak and fairly random in
direction.

In Figure 7b, which shows the following 3 h, the erosion of
the stable cool air region has continued with the depth of the
white, stable air region decreasing to less than 100 m. Finally,
near 0100 MST, the erosion process reached the surface with
a sudden increase of surface winds to about 10 m s−1 from
the northwest and a temperature increase of over 10 ◦C.

The fact that surface meteorological stations do not detect
these shear layers aloft can explain sudden encounters by
pilots with regions of vertical wind shear with associated
wave activity and turbulence. Since these layers tend to erode
to the surface over time scales of hours at relatively constant
rates, relatively low-cost acoustic sounders could provide
valuable information to smaller airports.
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Figure 7. (a) Acoustic sounder record from 1930 to 2300 MST on 5 March 1980. The surface wind speed and direction data are shown by
wind vectors below the sounder record for the same time period. (b) the acoustic sounder and wind speed data from 2300 to 0200 on 5–6
March 1980.

The Froude number, Fr, is a measure of the relative impor-
tance of inertial and gravity forces. For the situation of flow
above a stable layer:

Fr = U

[dT (gh/T )]1/2 (1)

where U is the flow speed above the inversion relative to the
speed below the inversion, g the local gravity, h the height
of the inversion, dT the temperature difference between the
two layers, and T the mean temperature. In field and labora-
tory experiments, the start of disturbances and waves takes
place when the Froude number exceeds about 0.6. Thus, if the
height of the inversion and a temperature profile are available,

the threshold speed U can be estimated. Once the erosion pro-
cess starts, it can often continue at a slow and approximately
constant rate. This expression can also be applied to estimate
the propagation speeds of atmospheric gust fronts if the height
of the system and the temperature difference are known.

An example of gravity waves impacting aircraft at higher
altitudes is the case of 21 February 1973 (Bedard, Canavero
and Einaudi, 1986). The measurements taken were unique,
having arrays of sensitive microbarographs located to the
west and east sides of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado.
Also, during a critical time period a rawinsonde was released
from the west side of the mountains and tracked as well
from the east side so that a complete atmospheric profile was
obtained from the rawinsonde (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. (a) Wind profile; (b) Richardson number profiles on 21 February 1973.

The wind profile obtained (Figure 8a) showed quite high
winds (to more than 80 m s−1) and strong shears between
6000 and 11 000 m.

Another important dimensionless number is the Richard-
son number, Ri, which is an important index for turbulence.
This number depends on the vertical gradients of both tem-
perature and wind speed:

Ri = (g/θ)(dθ/dZ)

(dU/dZ)2 (2)

where g is local gravity, θ the mean potential temperature,
dθ/dZ the change in potential temperature with height, and
dU/dZ the change of wind speed with height. The criterion for
turbulence, Ri < 1/4, has been shown to be a valuable index
for aircraft turbulence when temperature and wind speed
profiles were available to make the comparison between pre-
dicted turbulent altitudes and actual turbulence reports from
pilots. A challenge is to either predict the temperature and
wind speed gradients or measure them with sufficient accu-
racy to produce reasonable estimates of Ri values. Wind
profiling radars used in conjunction with the radio acous-
tic sounding systems (RASS) to obtain temperature profiles
will be valuable for low-level turbulence applications. Height
limitations of most RASS systems are restricted to lower alti-
tudes (typically below 4 km). Also, pilot reports as well as the
use of visual clues are an invaluable component of avoiding
regions of turbulence aloft.

Since for this case both the temperature and wind profiles
are known, Ri can be computed as a function of height (Figure
8b). The region of turbulence reports is indicated in this figure
with gray shading.

Figure 9a is a map of the region showing the loca-
tions of the two microbarograph arrays and the locations of

Figure 9. Comparison between aircraft turbulence reports and
atmospheric pressure waves.
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several pilot reports of turbulence. For each array the wave
phase speeds and propagation speeds are listed for specific
time intervals. Figure 9b shows pressure wave data for both
the Fraser and Boulder, CO, arrays between 0100 and 0300
UTC. The four sensor traces for each observatory are over-
laid separately showing good coherence as they pass over the
individual arrays. The center trace shows the traces from the
Fraser and Boulder arrays overlaid. The waveforms remain
quite coherent indicating that these waves propagated for over
50 km with little change. Although this event occurred over
the Rocky Mountains, it seemed neither affected nor caused
by the presence of the mountains. The following section dis-
cusses terrain-induced turbulence.

3.2 Terrain-induced turbulence

The interactions of atmospheric flows with terrain can affect
all flight levels. The types of fields range from:

� Valley flows
� Flows parallel to ridge lines
� Mountain lee waves (largely two-dimensional)
� Three-dimensional mountain flows
� Bora flows.

The Canadian TSB investigated an accident involving a
de Havilland DHC-2 Beaver aircraft with one fatality on 1
September 2005. They concluded that loss of visual refer-
ences, strong updrafts, moderate-to-severe turbulence, and
wind shear contributed to an aerodynamic stall. This case
indicates that different atmospheric fields can combine in
creating flight hazards.

3.2.1 Valley flows

Valley flows can be modeled as a basin where cool stable
air can collect. A surge of wind above the upper slopes of
the valley can excite standing waves and complex circula-
tions. These have been studied in laboratory experiments by
Cunningham and Bedard (1993). Erosion of cool air pools
in the lee sides of mountains by lee waves can also produce
localized and complex flow effects as shown conceptually in
Figure 10.

A sequence of possible events measured in the laboratory
for a simulated mountain valley is as follows:

� A starting surge of flow produces an unsteady eddy that
removes some dense fluid from the downstream valley
slope before traveling away with the moving fluid.

Figure 10. Conceptual view of the evacuation of cool air in a lee-
side mountain valley.

� Erosion occurs at the top of the dense trapped fluid and
Kelvin–Helmholtz waves can occur on the lee side of the
upstream mountain.

� The lee-side eddy continues to erode the dense valley
fluid, paradoxically moving the dense fluid toward the
upstream slope. At this point an oscillation in the fluid of
the valley starts. Such standing waves have been measured
in mountain valleys.

� During the final phase a standing wave is no longer evident
and the dense air is removed to the lee of the upstream
mountain by an eddy.

Such flows can produce flight challenges for mountain
valley airports.

3.2.2 Flows parallel to ridge lines

Atmospheric flows parallel to the axes of ridge lines have not
been studied intensively compared with flows essentially at
right angles to barriers. This lack of research can be explained
in part by the fact that wave clouds, rotors, damaging sur-
face winds, and numerous aircraft accidents have frequently
occurred in the lee sides of mountains as described in follow-
ing sections.

However, flows parallel to barriers can modify the local
meteorology and the boundary-layer wind shears can create
complex flows above ridge lines. For example, the growth of
thermals important for glider flight can be suppressed by par-
allel flow situations. Also, boundary-layer flows on opposite
faces of a mountain can combine and create a wide range of
flow instabilities directly above the crests of barriers. Such
situations deserve further research. One of the few studies
to date is the work of Thorpe, Volkert and Heimann (1993),
focused on flow effects parallel to the main Alpine chain.
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Figure 11. (a) Conceptual view of a mountain lee wave and associated rotor and wave cloud typical for the Boulder, CO, area; (b) a
laboratory simulation of the vortex sheet rollup following a flow surge over the model mountain. Food coloring is used to visualize the
flow.

3.2.3 Mountain lee waves – two-dimensional

Some topographies show little variability in the third dimen-
sion and lee side effects can occur coherently for long
distances. At times, if the flow is steady, lee waves and rotors
can occur and remain present for many hours. Also, if there
is an unsteady surge of flow, a vortex sheet will form and roll
up into a concentrated, strong vortex and move downstream.
Figure 11 depicts both these situations.

Rarely can the structure of lee waves systems be seen
by the naked eye, with the exception of cloud formations
or blowing dust, which only show a fraction of the system.
Some lee wave systems have been visualized by smoke from
upstream fires.

Such mountain waves have been the cause of accidents
and turbulence encounters. For example, Clark et al. (2000)
describe an accident caused by an encounter with an upper-
level rotor. A series of intensive field experiments (e.g.,
Project AEOLUS, MCAT, and more recently T-REX; Darby
and Poulos, 2006) have increased and are increasing our
knowledge of these complex flows. Doppler lidar is a pow-
erful tool to use in the presence of complex terrain (e.g.,
Darby and Poulos, 2006). During downslope wind storms
the approach of large increases in wind can be heard tens
of seconds before the actual arrival. Such surges occur quite
often and can be tracked by Doppler lidars.

However, three-dimensional terrain can produce even
more complex flow fields often having short time scales.

3.2.4 Three-dimensional mountain flows

Zipser and Bedard (1982) describe two quite different wind-
storms and their surface effects. Whereas one storm can be
characterized as two-dimensional, affecting large areas with
high winds, the other was highly complex with significant
damage occurring in localized areas. Figure 12 shows a con-

ceptual view of the flows for the three-dimensional case,
together with a laboratory model of the starting flow behind
a cylinder.

This storm did considerable damage to aircraft moored at
the Boulder, CO, airport. The damage was done by a series
of tornado-like vortices following roughly the same paths.
Large lee-side vortices have been indicated not only from
damage surveys, but also from time lapse images showing
counter-rotating lenticular clouds.

When the mean flow near mountaintop levels is from the
northwest, it passes over a group of mountains including
Long’s Peak. It is under these conditions that small vortices
are frequently observed. Tangential vortex speeds in excess
of 70 m s−1 have been inferred. Figure 13 is a photograph of
a lake surface perturbed by a vortex.

Such vortex structures appeared sporadically for hours
propagating from different directions.

3.2.5 Bora flows

Localized downslope windstorms can occur in which nega-
tive buoyancy forces are important, if not dominant, factors.
This type of downslope windstorm, observed in Antarctica
and near many mountainous regions of the world, can produce
surface damage and is a hazard to flight at lower altitudes. The
names bora, morder, sarma, nortes, and oroshi are variously
used to describe this type of cold-air event. A cold front can
approach a mountain range, deepening with time as it backs
up against the range. Initially, sporadic surges of cold air may
spill over the mountain range and travel down canyons as
unsteady density currents. With time, the cold-air flow will
deepen and approach a steady state, producing widespread
winds and lower temperatures. It is during this stage that
these events often fit a hydraulic jump model (Bedard and
LeFebvre, 1983).
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Figure 12. (a) A conceptual view of a twin vortex system formed behind a barrier. The strong regions of wind shear at their periphery are
ideal locations for smaller-scale vortices to be created. (b) Twin starting vortices formed in the laboratory behind a cylinder following a
surge of flow. The flow is visualized using food coloring released from a series of upstream tubes. This visualization was performed at a
geophysical flow modeling laboratory at the University of Colorado, Boulder, CO.

Various hazards can coexist. For example, lidar measured
a bora moving from the northeast in the Colorado Springs area
with a strong Chinook flow from the northwest also present.

The Hong Kong International Airport has applied Doppler
lidar as a component of a suite of sensors to help provide
detection and warning of hazardous conditions.

Figure 13. View of a vortex structure leaving the edge of a lake.

3.3 Vicinities of thunderstorms

There are a variety of possible hazards in the vicinity of con-
vective activity, especially if the convective turrets are pen-
etrating through regions of strong winds. The thunderstorm
does not have to be entered to encounter hazardous condi-
tions. For example, the following situations are possible:

� At lower altitudes (e.g., ∼1 km) gust front outflow could
be encountered.

� At any flight level below the top of the thunderstorm where
there is an inversion, gravity waves excited by the storm
could be encountered.

� At levels where the thunderstorm turrets are penetrating
strong winds, the storm acting as a barrier can produce
lee waves and downstream turbulence, or vertically prop-
agating gravity waves that may break causing severe
turbulence at altitudes above cloud top.

� Internal circulations produced naturally by the storm mov-
ing vertically through the atmosphere could be enhanced
by interacting with shear layers aloft and thus produce
strong vortices.
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Keller, Ehernberger and Wurtele (1983) provide an example
of an accident at about 11 km, while flying about 2 km
above a line of developing thunderstorms. Their numerical
simulations of the situation indicate that large-amplitude,
gravity wave perturbations could have occurred at and above
the flight level.

3.4 “Free” atmospheric turbulence

“Free” atmospheric turbulence refers to the fields of stochas-
tic, random turbulence omnipresent in the atmosphere at
essentially all altitudes. This form of turbulence is not tied
to obstacles, the surface of the Earth, or extraordinary wind
shear layers. These fields can be generated by weaker mix-
tures of dynamic and thermal processes, and if they occur over
large areas can cause long-term fatigue of airframe materi-
als, but are not often the cause of accidents. The top of the
atmospheric daytime boundary layer (e.g., about 2 km) is a
good example with random small thermals causing pertur-
bations (“chop”). Vinnichenko et al. (1973) provide a good
general reference on these forms of turbulence. Often the
Richardson number in such a region will be close to but
above 1/4. Knox, McCann and Williams (2008) have devel-
oped a theory predicting that gravity waves propagating away
from their source region can modulate the local Richardson
number, producing areas of turbulence. They have evalu-
ated this approach, finding that it increases skill in predicting
clear air turbulence (CAT) likelihood. Cornman, Morse and
Cunning (1985) have developed a real-time method for

quantifying turbulence experienced by aircraft in an objective
way.

4 ICING

The NTSB files list 4054 accidents/incidents between 1963
and 2006 with icing as a factor, causing a total of 2975 fatali-
ties. A total of 3633 (90%) of these accidents involved general
aviation. This certainly reflects the fact that general aviation
environments more frequently expose aircraft to supercooled
liquid water (SLW). Another factor is that general aviation
aircraft are less likely than commercial aircraft to be equipped
with de-icing capabilities before takeoff. A comparison plot
of icing and turbulence fatalities (Figure 14) shows similar
trends with a decrease in cases between 1985 and 1990 fol-
lowed by an increase to pre-1985 numbers. This increase
occurred in spite of the fact that there was a reduction in the
number of general aviation aircraft in the United States from
1990 (199 000) to 1994 (172 000). EASA between 1999 and
2008 reported eight icing-related accidents resulting in five
fatalities.

SLW will occur in convective clouds with strong updrafts
that extend above the freezing level. SLW is often found
in clouds having only weak updrafts, but with tops that are
warmer than −12 to −14 ◦C. In the latter case, the population
of ice crystals is generally very small as compared to that
of colder cloud-top temperatures. As a result, spontaneous
growth of ice at the expense of SLW is negligibly effective
in removing the SLW.

Figure 14. Comparison plot of icing and turbulence fatalities as a function of year from 1962 to 2006.
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SLW can be created in a region in a number of ways in
nonconvective situations.

These include:
� barrier forcing;
� low-level convergence from a variety of causes;
� frontal forcing;
� wind shear enhancement of large water droplet sizes by

aggregation;
� radiative cooling; and
� advection of SLW.

The smaller cloud droplets tend to follow the streamlines
around an airfoil, while larger droplets can impact and col-
lect on surfaces. Because they are supercooled, the drops
will freeze on impact. Cebeci (1989) calculated flows with

droplets over airfoils and compared his results with experi-
ments. Even thin coatings of ice can greatly degrade aircraft
performance. Commercial aircraft have access to de-icing
facilities and tend to climb through these regions of SLW
to cruising altitudes in a relatively short time. In contrast,
general aviation aircraft, with their lower operating altitudes,
more often remain in cloud layers for longer periods, contin-
uing to accumulate ice. It is a challenge to predict and detect
these regions of SLW, although in recent years numerical
weather prediction models have produced explicit predictions
of ice.

Figure 15 summarizes sensing tools that have been applied
to the detection of spatial distributions of SLW.

These instruments range from dual-channel radiome-
ters measuring integrated water vapor and liquid water to

Figure 15. Remote and in situ instruments that can be applied to detecting and predicting regions of SLW. This figure was created to help
guide a measurement program supported by the Federal Aviation Administration.
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vertical wind profilers with RASS providing continuous wind
and temperature profiles. For example, an array of dual-
channel radiometers can monitor the advection of fields of
liquid water, and RASS temperature profiles can assess if the
liquid is supercooled. Stankov and Bedard (1990) applied
many of these sensors in a study of icing at Denver’s Staple-
ton Airport. The application of remote sensing technologies
and effective methods of ice removal from aircraft surfaces
can help alleviate the icing hazard.

5 WAKE VORTICES

Between 1962 and 2006 there were 14 accidents involving
wake vortices with 7 fatalities reported by the NTSB. This
low number of encounters could be in large part attributed
to the spacing guidelines for light aircraft following heavy
aircraft. The vortex circulation, �, depends on the weight of
the aircraft, W, the aircraft speed, U, and the wing span S
(Shevell, 1989). Thus:

� ∝ 4W

�US
(3)

Heavy aircraft moving at slower speeds produce the
strongest circulations. The circulation is the line integral of
the fluid velocity around a closed curve. For many atmo-
spheric vortices, including wake vortices, the circulation
outside the core is approximately constant with radial dis-
tance and provides a valuable indicator of vortex strength.
If the atmosphere were ideal, with no winds, turbulence, or
temperature perturbations, the wake vortex trajectories could
be predicted. Unfortunately typical meteorological variabil-
ity causes the vortex positions to be difficult to determine.
Even heavy aircraft can be at risk, as is evident by an acci-
dent involving a Boeing 737 on 8 December 1999. In this
case, the 737 went into an uncommanded roll during its
climb near 29 000 ft. A DC-10 had climbed through the same
area, 600 ft higher just over a minute earlier. Work is in
progress to develop techniques for detecting and tracking
wake vortices. These involve both passive (e.g., detecting
vortex sounds with microphone arrays) and active (e.g.,
lidar) remote sensing approaches. The current spacing guide-
lines, although effective at preventing accidents, at times
result in inefficient use of airport runway capacity. Carney
et al. (1995) have suggested that contrails, when persistent,
can provide valuable clues to pilots about the state of the
atmosphere.

6 LIGHTNING

There are many reasons for avoiding thunderstorms because
of the potential of downdrafts, vertical and horizontal wind
shears, and hail. Another important hazard is lightning. Light-
ning is listed as a factor for 293 NTSB assessments of
probable cause between 1962 and 2006. However, in only 49
of these cases was there a direct strike on an aircraft involved.
It is interesting to explore the types of aircraft damage that
occurred, which took a great variety of forms. When aircraft
involved have crashed, the contributions of lightning to the
damage could not always be assessed. The types of lightning
damage have included:

� communications blacked out;
� pilots blinded by the flash;
� cables burned through;
� rudders and ailerons damaged;
� windows shattered;
� fiberglass wingtips damaged;
� radomes burned;
� engines damaged and magnetized;
� wing rib structures fragmented;
� ignition of air–fuel mixture.

Rakov and Uman (2006) preformed an in-depth review
of lightning effects on aircraft. They indicate that 90% of
lightning discharges are believed to be initiated by the aircraft
involved.

Avoidance of thunderstorms is the best approach to prevent
such encounters. Data from lightning detection networks can
provide guidance.

7 DUST DEVILS

Cooley (1971) reviewed the meteorology associated with dust
devil formation. The presence of surface dust makes these
vortices visible because of the entrained particles, and is
a type of soil surface conducive to the production of these
vortex flows. Cooley listed the factors contributing to strong
temperature gradients near the ground as:

� strong solar radiation (large incident solar radiation
angles);

� minimum cloud cover;
� low humidity;
� dry, barren soil;
� low surface winds.
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Many dust devils are relatively weak (winds < 10 m s−1).
However, the unsteady flows can cause unexpectedly large
forces that can do considerable damage.

There are areas where the likelihood of dust devil occur-
rence is high, and local experiences should provide practical
advice concerning areas where they occur most often (e.g.,
Idso, 1972). Sinclair (1968) compiled dust devil statistics
for Fort Huachuca, near Tucson, AZ. His data should pro-
vide a valuable indication of time-of-year and time-of-day
statistics that might be encountered near Fort Huachuca.
Occurrence time-of-day statistics from the work of Sinclair
(1968) indicate a peak in activity between 1030 and
1630 MST.

These data are consistent with those of Flower (1936), who
also compared “sand devil” frequency of occurrence with
the strength of the near-surface temperature gradient. These
data indicate that the strongest and most frequent dust devils
occur in the afternoon hours between 1230 and 1530 local
time. Flower also provided time-of-year statistics showing the
occurrence of dust devils is most probable in the months from
May to September. Sinclair (1968) observed most vortices in
the month of July.

Between 1962 and 2006 there were 45 accidents with dust
devils as a probable cause. These involved general aviation
aircraft. A plot of the times of the accident as a function of
time-of-day (Figure 16) shows agreement with the observa-
tions of Sinclair (1968). The ATSB investigated that a Cessna
aircraft impacted the side of a hill on 16 November 2007
with one fatality. They concluded that the aircraft encoun-
tered strong wind gusts and dust devils (“willy willies”) after
takeoff.

Figure 16. Dust devil-related accidents as a function of time-of-
day.

For general aviation airports in areas of frequent dust devil
activity, it should be possible to develop a decision tree to help
predict dust devil likelihood and than alert pilots to be espe-
cially vigilant. An example of a set of parameters that could
be used to create a decision tree for the northern hemisphere
is the following:

� months of the year April to September;
� surface is dusty, dry, and barren (conducive to producing

strong, near-surface temperature gradients);
� time-of-day 1000−1600 local;
� cloud cover <50%;
� near-surface lapse rate high >9 ◦C per 100 m;
� local effects from topography could also be important.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter has reviewed phenomena affecting flight at
all altitudes and wide ranges of time and spatial scales.
These range from essentially continuous mountain waves that
can affect the stratosphere (Smith et al., 2008) to transient
near-surface microbursts. There have been improvements in
numerical weather prediction models as well as comple-
mentary observing systems (e.g., wind profiler networks;
Benjamin et al., 2004). Forecasts can provide guidance for
planning routes to use upper-level wind information to save
time and fuel costs.

Whereas clear reductions in commercial aircraft acci-
dents have been made especially with the microburst hazard,
there is still work to be done on icing and turbulence.
Accidents involving these hazards have shown increases
since about 1990, especially for general aviation. It will be
valuable for general aviation airports to be sensitive to pos-
sibilities for applying lower-cost remote sensors to address
site-specific hazards (e.g., dust devils, lower boundary-layer
wind shear, thermals, downslope windstorms, microbursts,
and gust fronts). For some of these events, wind socks and
acoustic sounders can provide real-time information. In some
cases a handbook of photographs or a library of videos visu-
ally documenting local weather features would be valuable
for pilot briefing. The handbook describing visual clues to
hazardous mountain wind conditions (Carney et al., 1995)
is an example of such a resource. General aviation airport
managers will find local meteorologists, storm spotters, and
storm chasers to be invaluable sources of information. Loss
of visibility in clouds, snow, or fog can be a contributing
factor to accidents, especially for general aviation airports
where radar guidance is not available. Terrain features can
be obscured. Ice in clouds can directly affect performance of
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aircraft. Heavy rain shafts, in addition to complicating take-
off and landings with decreased visibility, can increase the
strength of “wet” microbursts, since the resulting wind shear
increases with increasing rain rate.

Military aircraft, because of their different modes of oper-
ation relative to commercial/general aviation aircraft, often
operate near terrain, at high speeds, or in formations. Most
accidents involve hardware failures, and collisions with other
aircraft or terrain. Between 1975 and 1999 there were 12
accidents with “bad weather” listed as a factor. In six of these
cases a cause was poor visibility. Many classes of military
aircraft are less susceptible to wind shear and icing than com-
mercial or general aviation aircraft because of their higher
operating airspeeds and agility.

A concentrated effort under the sponsorship of the Federal
Aviation Administration during the 1990s and 2000s has led
to advances in numerical prediction models to the point that
they have the capability to explicitly predict either aviation
hazards (e.g., SLW and icing) or the conditions under which
hazards may occur (e.g., turbulence). Finally, there is a sec-
tion that lists resources for further reading on topics ranging
from theoretical work on thermals and mountain waves to
books on wake vortices and density currents, also including
text books on aviation and weather.
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1 INTRODUCTION

William Gilbert (1544–1603), physician to Queen Elizabeth
the First of England, published his bookDe Magnete in 1600.
He was the first person to realize that the Earth behaves as
a giant magnet; he thought that the Earth was permanently
magnetized. He knew that a permanently magnetized com-
pass needle points towards the North, not horizontally but
at a dip angle which steepens towards the pole. Now we
know that the geomagnetic field is generated in the fluid
outer core of the Earth by a self-exciting dynamo process.
The electrically-conducting, molten iron is constantly mov-
ing as a result of thermal and compositional convection and
rotation of the planet. Electrical currents flowing in the slowly
moving molten iron generate the geomagnetic field, accord-
ing to Biot-Savart’s law. In addition to sources within the

Earth’s core, the magnetic field observed at the surface has
sources in the Earth’s crust and also in the ionosphere and
magnetosphere, above the Earth. Electromagnetic induction
effects in the oceans modify the Earth’s magnetic field. The
geomagnetic field varies significantly over a wide range of
spatial and temporal scales.

In Section 2, we describe how the geomagnetic field
is expressed mathematically and how it is observed today.
Section 3 discusses the main characteristics of the Earth’s
magnetic field, and how its parameters vary spatially. Con-
cerning temporal changes, we start by discussing slow (low
frequency) variations and then move on to consider higher
frequency variations. Section 4 describes how the Earth’s
magnetic field is useful for various purposes today, and also
mentions how geomagnetic disturbances can upset techno-
logical systems on which civilization now relies.

2 GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Definitions

The geomagnetic field vector,B (strictly speaking the
geomagnetic flux density), is described by its orthogonal
components (sometimes termed the geomagnetic elements)
which areX (northerly intensity),Y (easterly intensity), and
Z (vertical intensity, positive downwards). Alternatively, it is
expressed as the total intensityF, the horizontal intensityH,
the inclination, or dip, angleI (which is the angle between
the horizontal plane and the field vector, measured positive
downwards), and the declination (which is sometimes called
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the magnetic variation) angleD (the horizontal angle between
true North and the field vector, measured positive eastwards).
The declination, inclination, and total intensity can be calcu-
lated from the orthogonal components using the following
equations

D = arctan
Y

X
I = arctan

Z

H
F =

√
H2 + Z2 (1)

whereH is given by

H =
√

X2 + Y2 (2)

The International System of Units (SI) unit of magnetic
field intensity, strictly speaking the magnetic flux density, is
the Tesla (T). At the Earth’s surface the total intensity today
varies from about 23 000 nanotesla (nT) in southern Brazil
to 67 000 nT between Australia and Antarctica. Other mea-
surement units which may still be encountered are the Gauss
(1 Gauss= 100 000 nT), the gamma (1 gamma= 1 nT), and
the Ørsted (1 Ørsted= (103/4π) A m−1).

2.2 Observatories

At a geomagnetic observatory, accurate and continuous
observations of the Earth’s magnetic field are made with a
time resolution of one minute, or even less, over a long period.
The site of the observatory must be magnetically “clean”, and
must remain so for the foreseeable future. Magnetic observa-
tories making continuous vector observations have operated
around the world since the 1840s; the earliest observatories
were established in Germany by Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777–
1855). However, since the sixteenth century, compass and
dip needle readings had been made more or less regularly
at various places in Europe, including Greenwich, London.
Around 1800, the declination there was∼25◦ W; now it is
∼1◦ W.

There are two main categories of instrument at an obser-
vatory. The first is the variometer that makes continuous
measurements of elements of the geomagnetic field vector, in
arbitrary units. For example, the orientation of a suspended
small magnet can be measured using a beam of light reflected
from a mirror attached to the suspension fiber in terms of mil-
limeters on photographic paper, or as an electrical voltage in
the case of a fluxgate magnetometer. A fluxgate sensor con-
sists of a core of easily saturable magnetic material, which has
a high value of magnetic permeability. The magnetic mate-
rial used must saturate asymmetrically in the direction of the
flux being sensed, and abruptly at a well-defined intensity.
Around the core there are two windings: an excitation coil

Figure 1. Circuit layout for an analogue fluxgate magnetometer.

and a pick-up coil (Figure 1). If an alternating current is fed
into the excitation coil so that saturation occurs and if there
is a component of the external magnetic field along the flux-
gate element, the pick-up coil outputs a signal not only with
the excitation frequency but also at other harmonics related
to the intensity of the external field component. It can there-
fore measure one component of the Earth’s magnetic field,
the component along the axis of the sensor (see also Active
Noise Control).

Both analogue and digital variometers require
temperature-controlled environments and installation
on extremely stable platforms (though some modern systems
are suspended and therefore compensate for platform tilt).
Even with these precautions they can still be subject to drift.
However, they operate with minimal manual intervention.
Because the resulting data are not absolute, they have to be
calibrated against a standard instrument.

The second category comprises absolute instruments that
measure the magnetic field in absolute units or in terms
of universal physical constants. The most common types
of absolute instruments today are the fluxgate theodolite
for measuring the anglesD and I (Figure 2), and the pro-
ton precession magnetometer for measuringF. The fluxgate
sensor mounted on the telescope of a non-magnetic theodo-
lite detects when it is perpendicular to the magnetic field
vector. Collimation errors between the fluxgate sensor and
the optical axis of the theodolite, and within the theodolite,
are minimized by taking readings manually from four tele-
scope positions. With the fluxgate sensor operating in the
null-field mode, the stability and sensitivity of the sensor and
its electronics are maximized. True (geographic) North is
determined by reference to a fixed mark of known azimuth.
This can be determined astronomically or by using a gyro
attachment. Alternatively, in a proton precession magnetome-
ter the universal physical constant is the gyromagnetic ratio
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Figure 2. A fluxgate theodolite for accurate manual measurements
of the direction of the geomagnetic field.

of the proton (42.58 MHz T)−1, and the basic unit is time
(inverse of frequency). In a proton magnetometer, protons
in a liquid (such as water or kerosene) are first polarized;
when the polarizing field is switched off, the protons precess
around the magnetic field direction with a frequency which
is proportional to the magnetic field intensity. In a rubidium
vapor magnetometer, the Zeeman splitting of optical line radi-
ation is measured; this is proportional to the magnetic field
intensity.

The geographic positions of the currently operating mag-
netic observatories around the world are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Locations of geomagnetic observatories operating at
present.

It can be seen that the spatial distribution of the observatories
is rather uneven, with a concentration in Europe and a dearth
elsewhere, particularly in the ocean areas.

Digital data from geomagnetic observatories are stored
at the World Data Centres (WDCs) for Geomagnetism in
Edinburgh, UK (http://www.geomag.bgs.ac.uk/), and Kyoto,
Japan (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/), and also at the World
Data Centres for Solar-Terrestrial Physics in Boulder, CO,
USA (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/WDC/wdcstp.html),
and Moscow, Russia (http://www.wdcb.ru/stp/index.en.
html).

2.3 Satellites

Since the 1960s, parameters of the Earth’s magnetic field
have been observed intermittently aboard satellites. Instru-
ments aboard the first satellites measured only the strength
of the magnetic field, sometimes using a non-absolute instru-
ment such as a fluxgate magnetometer. Beginning in 1999
there have been several satellite missions attempting to mea-
sure the full geomagnetic field vector, using star cameras
to establish the direction of a tri-axial fluxgate sensor. An
absolute intensity instrument is normally also carried, and
both magnetic instruments are placed at a distance from
the main body of the satellite, for example by mounting
them at the end of a non-magnetic boom. Satellites pro-
vide data with an excellent global distribution, but generally
only last for a short period of time (∼some months to a few
years).

Polar orbiting satellites which have provided valuable vec-
tor data for geomagnetic field modeling are MAGSAT, which
operated in 1979 and 1980, and Ørsted and CHAMP which
were launched in 1999 and 2000, respectively; these are still
returning data in 2009. The Ørsted satellite takes just over
2 years to sample all local times and operates in the altitude
range 640–850 km. The CHAMP satellite samples all local
times in 4–5 months in the altitude range 330–450 km. The
three satellites of the upcoming ESA Swarm mission will
continue such studies (Figure 4).

In the 1960s and 1970s, some satellites investigating the
Van Allen radiation belts (see The Plasma and Radiation
Environment in Earth Orbit) were built around a large mag-
net which enabled them to be continuously oriented along
lines of force of the geomagnetic field. This made it easy
to measure the pitch angle distribution of the charged par-
ticles, whether they were electrons or ions. The particle’s
pitch angle is the angle between its velocity vector and the
geomagnetic field vector, and its role in specifying charged
particle motions is discussed in some detail in The Plasma
and Radiation Environment in Earth Orbit.
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Figure 4. Design for the Swarm satellites. Courtesy of ESA.

2.4 Other direct observations

The Earth’s magnetic field is also observed in a number of
other ways. There are so-called repeat stations, and surveys
made on land, or aboard aircraft or ships. Repeat stations are
permanently marked sites where high-quality vector obser-
vations of the Earth’s magnetic field are made for a few hours,
or sometimes a few days, every few years, by scientists mak-
ing repeated visits to these stations. The main purpose is to
track changes in the core-generated geomagnetic field.

By way of contrast, most aeromagnetic surveys are
designed to map the crustal field. As a result, they are usu-
ally flown at altitudes below 300 m; they cover small areas,
generally once only, with very high spatial resolution. Since
it is difficult to make accurately oriented measurements of
the magnetic field from a moving aircraft, generally these
aeromagnetic surveys give total intensity data only as their
primary purpose is to map magnetic anomalies. However,
between 1953 and 1994, the Project MAGNET program col-
lected three-component aeromagnetic data specifically for
modeling the core-generated field. The surveys were mainly
conducted over the oceans, at middle to low latitudes. Var-
ious platforms and types of instrumentation were used; the
most recent set-up included a fluxgate vector magnetome-
ter mounted on a rigid beam in the magnetically clean rear
part of an aircraft, a ring laser gyro fixed at the other end of
the beam, and a scalar magnetometer located in a “stinger”
behind the aircraft’s tail section.

Modern marine magnetic surveys are invariably designed
to map the crustal field, but with careful processing it is possi-
ble also to obtain information about the core-generated field.
In a marine magnetic survey, a scalar magnetometer is towed
some distance behind a ship, usually together with other
geophysical equipment, as a systematic survey of an area

is made or as an entire ocean is traversed. Magnetic obser-
vations made by earlier mariners engaged in merchant and
naval shipping were mainly of the declination; these serve to
extend the data set back to the beginning of the seventeenth
century.

2.5 Indirect observations

For periods before the seventeenth century, indirect estimates
of the Earth’s magnetic field can be made from the magnetic
properties of archaeological remains and rocks, using various
palaeomagnetic techniques.

3 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EARTH’S
MAGNETIC FIELD

3.1 Dipolar magnetic field

The Earth behaves approximately as a giant magnet; it is as if
there was a powerful bar magnet near the centre of the Earth,
and aligned close to North-South. Geomagnetic field lines
emerge from the region of Antarctica, go out into space, and
come down to the Earth in the Arctic. Near the Earth’s North
geographic pole is a South magnetic pole. This is the pole
which attracts the North seeking pole of a magnetic compass.

We considerM to be the dipole moment of the Earth’s
centered dipole, which is tilted from the Earth’s rotational
axis by about 10◦. Then the value of the geomagnetic fieldB
(strictly speaking the geomagnetic flux density), as a function
of radial distance measured from the centre of the EarthR
and the geomagnetic latitudeλ at any point on a particular
geomagnetic field line, is given by the expression for a dipole
magnetic field, namely

B(R, λ) = M

√
(1 + 3 sin2λ)

R3
(3)

Putting the radial distance in units of Earth radius
(6,378 km), that is,RE = 1 at the surface of the Earth, this
becomes

B(RE, λ) = 31 000
√

(1 + 3 sin2λ) (4)

Here 31 000 nT is the approximate mean value of the
Earth’s magnetic field at a radial distance of one Earth radius
(i.e., at the Earth’s surface) for all longitudes along the mag-
netic equator.

As illustrated in Figure 5, the dipolar geomagnetic field
line which crosses the Earth’s equatorial plane at a radial
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Figure 5. Magnetic field lines in a centered dipole representation
of the geomagnetic field.

distance of 4 Earth radii meets the Earth’s surface at a mag-
netic latitude (�) of 60◦. This field line is said to have anL
parameter of 4; in general

L cos2 � = 1 (5)

Strictly speaking,L is the magnetic parameter introduced
by McIlwain (1961) to specify the location of charged par-
ticles in the Van Allen radiation belts, and to track their
motions. It defines the magnetic flux tube (or, more loosely,
the magnetic field line) around which energetic ions or elec-
trons gyrate, and along which they travel, bouncing from
one hemisphere to the other (see The Plasma and Radiation
Environment in Earth Orbit).

3.2 Geomagnetic reversals

When a rock is formed, it usually acquires a magnetization
parallel to the direction of the ambient magnetic field (i.e., the
core-generated field). From careful analyses of the directions
and intensities of the magnetization of rock samples from
many sites around the world, it has been deduced that the
polarity of the axial dipole has changed many times in the
past, with each polarity interval lasting for at least several
thousand years. The geomagnetic reversals occur relatively
slowly, on a time scale of hundreds to thousands of years, and
rather irregularly. It is not clear whether the reversal is due
primarily to the dipole moment decreasing its value to zero
and then changing its sign, or to the direction of the dipole
rotating through 180◦, or to there being contributions from
both.

For roughly 30 million years centered approximately
100 million years before the present time, there were no rever-
sals at all. In addition to full reversals, there have been many
“aborted” reversals when the magnetic poles moved towards
the equator for a while but then moved back, again to align

closely with the Earth’s axis of rotation. The solid inner metal
core of the Earth is believed to play an important role in
inhibiting reversals. At present the Earth’s dipole moment is
decreasing at a rather rapid rate,∼6% per century. Whether
this presages an imminent reversal of the geomagnetic field
is impossible to say.

3.3 Description of the geomagnetic
field at present

In a source-free region near the surface of Earth, the magnetic
field is expressed as the negative gradient of a scalar potential
that satisfies Laplace’s equation

B = −∇V (R, θ, λ, t) (6)

∇2V (R, θ, λ, t) = 0 (7)

where the spherical coordinates (R, θ, λ) correspond to the
radial distance from the center of the Earth, the geocentric
colatitude (90◦ − latitude) and the longitude, andt is the time.
(Note that nowλ has a different meaning from that given in
equations (3) and (4) and that shown in Figure 5). A solu-
tion to Laplace’s equation in spherical coordinates is called a
spherical harmonic expansion, with the field being expressed
as a sum of many harmonic fields of ordern; its parameters are
called Gauss coefficients. There are internal (gm

n (t), hm
n (t))

and external (qm
n (t), sm

n (t)) coefficients, modeling the field
generated inside or outside the Earth, respectively

V (R, θ, λ, t) = a

nimax∑
n=1

[
RE

R

]n+1 n∑
m=0

[gm
n (t) · cosmλ

+ hm
n (t) · sinmλ] · Pm

n (θ)

+ a

nemax∑
n=1

(
R

RE

)n n∑
m=0

[qm
n (t) · cosmλ

+ sm
n (t) · sinmλ]·Pm

n (θ) (8)

The Pm
n (θ) are the Schmidt-normalized associated

Legendre functions of degreen and orderm. From equa-
tion (8) it can be seen that the field intensity of the internal
harmonic of degreen decreases with increasingR, as 1/Rn+1.
The separation of the core and crustal fields, both of which
are internal, is not perfect; the internal field is often called
the main field. Near the Earth’s core the field is much more
complicated than it is at the Earth’s surface.

The main-field coefficients change with time as the core-
generated geomagnetic field changes. In commonly used
spherical harmonic models, for example, the International
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Figure 6. Contour maps of vertical intensity (in nT) at the Earth’s
surface at 2010.0 and its secular variation (in nT yr−1) for 2010.0–
2015.0.

Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) and the World
Magnetic Model, this secular variation is assumed to be
constant over 5-year intervals. It has only been possible to
determine accurately the small but persistent field generated
outside Earth, largely by the ring current due to the longitudi-
nal drifting of radiation belt protons, since satellite data have
become available.

Significant deviations from a purely dipole field exist. Fig-
ures 6–10 show maps of values at the Earth’s surface of the
vertical, total and horizontal intensities (Z, F, andH, respec-
tively), declination and inclination (D andI) at 2010.0, that is,
on 1 January 2010, and also their predicted secular variations
for the period 2010.0–2015.0.

Figure 7 shows that the field intensity on the Earth’s sur-
face is smallest in southern Brazil. This arises from a region
of reverse flux at the core-mantle boundary underneath the
South Atlantic; the field lines are entering the core in this
region rather than emerging from it as is the case for the
rest of the southern hemisphere. At the Earth’s surface this is
termed the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), and this has very
important implications for the Van Allen radiation belts and

Figure 7. Contour maps of total intensity (in nT) at the Earth’s
surface at 2010.0 and its secular variation (in nT yr−1) for 2010.0–
2015.0.

their effects on the Earth’s environment. These are discussed
in The Plasma and Radiation Environment in Earth Orbit and
Atmospheric Interactions with Spacecraft.

From Figure 10 the positions of the magnetic poles, that is,
where the inclination is±90◦, are evident. The North mag-
netic pole is drifting by about 40 km yr−1 at the moment.
The magnetic poles (and magnetic or dip equator where the
inclination= 0◦) are different from the geomagnetic poles
(and the corresponding geomagnetic equator) which assume
that the Earth’s magnetic field is a dipolar field.

In space, the dipole term soon becomes dominant.
Figure 11 shows how the magnetic field intensity decreases
with increasing height above the Earth’s surface, both in
the meridian of the SAA and at 180◦ of longitude away
from the SAA longitude. This important geographical vari-
ation is not often considered when interpreting satellite data
on plasma and energetic charged particles in the Earth’s
environment.

Figure 12 shows the variation with geographic longitude of
the magnetic field at the dip equator, at the Earth’s surface; the
smaller value of the field near the SAA near 60◦ W longitude
is very evident here.
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Figure 8. Contour maps of horizontal intensity (in nT) at the Earth’s
surface at 2010.0 and its secular variation (in nT yr−1) for 2010.0–
2015.0.

3.4 Westward drift of the geomagnetic field

Using direct observations of the geomagnetic field made over
the past 400 years, the pattern of declination observed at the
Earth’s surface appears to be moving slowly westward. This
is particularly apparent in the Atlantic hemisphere at middle
and equatorial latitudes. This may be related to the fluid at
the core surface moving slowly westward, dragging with it
the magnetic field lines.

3.5 Geomagnetic jerks

The rates of change of the declination at Lerwick,
Eskdalemuir, and Greenwich–Abinger–Hartland observato-
ries in the UK are shown in Figure 13. There have been several
changes (having typical time scales of a few months) in the
general trend of secular variation in the past, in particular
in about 1925, 1969, 1978, and 1992. These sudden changes
known as jerks (or impulses) are not yet well understood; cer-
tainly they are not predictable. Some researchers have found
evidence for a correlation with changes of the length of the

Figure 9. Contour maps of declination (in degrees) at the Earth’s
surface at 2010.0 and its secular variation (in◦ yr−1) for 2010.0–
2015.0.

day. Figure 13 is an example of strong local signals from a
series of jerks, some of which are global in nature.

3.6 Crustal magnetic field

The field arising from magnetic materials in the Earth’s crust
varies on all spatial scales, and is often referred to as the
anomaly field. Knowledge of the crustal magnetic field is
valuable as a geophysical exploration tool for determining
the local geology.

The anomalies evident at mid-ocean spreading ridges,
such as that proceeding southwards from Iceland into the
Atlantic Ocean, are of particular interest. Here, molten man-
tle comes to the surface and solidifies to form new oceanic
crust, preserving in it the strength and direction of the contem-
porary geomagnetic field. As new material is extruded, the
existing crust is pushed away on either side of the ridge, with
the direction of the ambient magnetic field at time of forma-
tion frozen into it. (The Atlantic Ocean is therefore widening
by 2–3 cm yr−1). Marine and aeromagnetic surveys reveal a
series of “stripes” in the total intensity anomalies that run
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Figure 10. Contour maps of inclination (in degrees) at the Earth’s
surface at 2010.0 and its secular variation (in◦ yr−1) for 2010.0–
2015.0. The locations of the magnetic poles at 2010.0 are also shown
as dots in the upper map.

parallel to and symmetrically about the central ridge. These
are interpreted as alternating blocks of normal and reversely
magnetized oceanic crust. This discovery of a crude “tape
recorder” of the Earth’s magnetic field and its reversals was
invaluable to the acceptance of the theory of plate tectonics
which was developed in the 1960s.

3.7 Geomagnetic field variations at quiet times

The geomagnetic field exhibits regular variations, with a fun-
damental period of 24 hours, which depend on local time,
latitude, season, and the phase of the 11-year solar cycle.
They are caused by electrical currents flowing in the upper
atmosphere, at altitudes of∼100–130 km above the Earth’s
surface. At these altitudes the atmosphere is significantly ion-
ized by the Sun’s ultraviolet and X-radiation, to form the iono-
sphere (see Vertical Structure of the Atmosphere). Here the
ions are moved mainly horizontally by winds and tides caused
by heating due to the Sun and by the gravitational pull of both
the Sun and the Moon. This creates the required conditions
for a dynamo to operate (i.e., a conductor moving across the

geomagnetic field lines). Two current cells are formed, one in
the sunlit northern hemisphere going counterclockwise, the
other in the sunlit southern hemisphere going clockwise. The
magnetic effect of these daytime current systems is observed
on the ground at geomagnetic observatories as the solar quiet-
day variation. Its amplitude is typically 10–30 nT.

3.8 Geomagnetic field variations
at disturbed times

As well as these regular daily variations, the Earth’s magnetic
field also exhibits irregular disturbances, termed geomagnetic
activity. The standard indices of geomagnetic activity include
the quasi-logarithmic, three-hourly planetary scale Kp index
(which takes on a value between 0 and 9) and which is derived
from 13 middle latitude geomagnetic observatories around
the world, its daily value, the linear Ap index, auroral indices
(especially the AE index) on 1-minute time scale, and the
polar-cap index. When these magnetic disturbances are large
they indicate that a magnetic storm is underway.

The Dst index is an hourly disturbance storm time index
which responds to changes in the population of energetic
charged particles (from some tens to hundreds of keV) in the
magnetospheric ring current around the Earth. This current
reduces the northward horizontal component of the geomag-
netic field at low latitudes. It varies in magnitude from∼40 nT
for a small magnetic storm to∼400 nT for a very large mag-
netic storm, the typical total duration of which is a couple of
days. These disturbances are caused by the interaction of the
solar wind (discussed in more detail in The Plasma and Radi-
ation Environment in Earth Orbit), and disturbances therein,
with the Earth’s magnetic field. The amplitude of magnetic
disturbances is larger (several 100 nT to several 1000 nT)
at high latitudes due to enhanced currents flowing around
each geomagnetic pole in the auroral electrojets. These are
connected to different parts of the outer boundary of the mag-
netosphere by magnetic field lines along which the auroral
current systems are fed, as discovered by Kristian Birkeland
(1867–1917) in 1902. Various induction effects in different
conductors in the Earth’s vicinity account for changes of up
to some tens of nT.

The prevailing conditions in the solar-terrestrial environ-
ment, that are a consequence of the fast solar wind streams
and the emission of energetic charged particles from the Sun
which interact with the Earth’s magnetic field, are now termed
space weather (see The Plasma and Radiation Environment in
Earth Orbit and Atmospheric Interactions with Spacecraft).
There is considerable interest nowadays in forecasting space
weather, and data from many satellites are extremely valuable
for that.
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Figure 11. Decrease of the geomagnetic field intensity at the dip equator (on a logarithmic scale) with height in the meridian of the SAA
(60◦ West longitude, solid line), at 90◦ to this (30◦ East longitude, dashed line) and at 180◦ to this (120◦ East longitude, dotted line).

Although irregular, magnetic disturbances exhibit some
patterns in their frequency of occurrence. The main pattern
is the correlation with the approximately 11-year solar cycle,
and Figure 14 shows the number of magnetic storms per year
and the corresponding number of sunspots for the period 1868

Figure 12. Variation of the magnetic field intensity at the dip equa-
tor on the Earth’s surface with geographic longitude (degrees East,
positive).

to present. Another important pattern is the 27-day recur-
rence of some storms, which is related to the 27-day average
rotation period of the Sun as seen from Earth.

4 THE IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE
OF THE EARTH’S MAGNETIC FIELD
IN THE MODERN WORLD

4.1 Navigation

The earliest writings about compass navigation are credited
to the Chinese and date from the eleventh century. There is
evidence of compasses being used in Europe approximately
100 years later, but the first observations of declination were
not recorded until the sixteenth century. In 1700, Edmund
Halley (1656–1742) produced the first magnetic chart, which
covered the Atlantic Ocean.

Contemporary values of the declination, or for some maps
the difference between grid North and magnetic North, are
depicted on most modern sea charts, topographic maps, and
aeronautical charts (see also Aircraft Navigation). These
values must be kept up-to-date by regular revision of the
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Figure 13. Rate of change of declination at Greenwich (GRW), Abinger (ABN), Hartland (HAD), Eskdalemuir (ESK), and Lerwick (LER)
observatories from 1900–2008.

Figure 14. The annual number of magnetic storms is represented by each bar of the histogram. Superimposed is the smoothed sunspot
number. The dashed lines indicate solar minima, and the dotted lines indicate solar maxima. Note the correlation of magnetic activity with
solar activity and the apparent increase in magnetic activity with time.
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geomagnetic field models from which they are derived. This
is an example of the important use of the Earth’s magnetic
field as a tool to help others to travel safely.

4.2 Petroleum industry

A specialist type of navigation is required for directional
drilling in oil reservoirs for the petroleum industry. One
method that can be used for this involves using a sophisti-
cated magnetic compass. As accuracy is critical for economic
reasons and to avoid well collisions, the required accuracy is
typically 0.1◦ in direction and 50 nT in total intensity. To
attain these accuracies, account must be taken of the crustal
field, daily variations, and the occurrence of magnetic storms.
This application is another example of the use of the Earth’s
magnetic field as a tool in the modern world, but it can also
be a hazard if no account is taken of these other sources of
magnetic field changes.

4.3 Geomagnetically induced currents in
long conductors

The most severe geomagnetic storm of recent times occurred
in March 1989. This had a number of serious impacts on
technological systems by generating large geomagnetically
induced currents (GICs) flowing in long conductors such as
power transmission lines of electrical grid systems. In par-
ticular, the electrical breakdown of transformers operating as
part of the power transmission system in Quebec, Canada,
caused it to shut down for over nine hours. Other effects of
GICs include the increased corrosion in pipelines. This is an
example of the Earth’s magnetic field being something of a
hazard in the modern world.

4.4 Satellite operations

When a magnetic storm is underway, the Earth’s upper atmo-
sphere (see Atmospheric Composition) expands because of
much increased heating. This increases the atmospheric drag
on satellites at altitudes below about 1000 km. Other effects
on satellites are caused by enhanced fluxes of energetic
charged particles in the Van Allen radiation belts, which can
interfere with onboard computers, or even “kill” electronic
equipment aboard a satellite. The prediction of magnetic
activity, and the forecasting of conditions at satellite altitudes,
is therefore of great interest to satellite operators. This is
an example of phenomena associated with the Earth’s mag-
netic field being a hazard in the modern world. However,

sufficient is now known about such effects today that precau-
tionary measures can be taken when designing the satellite
systems.

4.5 Exploration geophysics

Total intensity traverses and magnetic surveys over an area
can aid a geophysicist’s understanding of the underlying geol-
ogy and, in the case of iron ore deposits, can indicate very
clearly their locations. This is an example of the Earth’s mag-
netic field being useful as a tool, but it may also turn into a
hazard, especially at high latitudes, if care is not taken to
remove the daily variations and magnetic activity or storm
effects from the data before interpreting them.

5 SUMMARY

This chapter has reviewed the historical discovery of the
Earth’s magnetic field, observations of the geomagnetic field
made at observatories on the ground and by different instru-
ments aboard aircraft and Earth-orbiting satellites, the main
characteristics of the field, and the most recent (2010) mod-
els of important parameters of the geomagnetic field which
are shown as a series of valuable maps. Both some uses
and potential problems of the Earth’s magnetic field for the
aerospace industry today are also considered briefly.
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1 THE BEHAVIOR OF PLASMAS

1.1 What is a plasma?

We are all familiar with three states of matter: solid, liquid,
and gas. When a solid is heated, it melts, turning into a liquid –
for example, ice becomes water. When a liquid is heated, it
boils and turns into a gas – water becomes steam. When a gas
is given extra energy, it becomes a plasma; an electron is de-
tached from an atom or molecule, leaving a singly positively
charged ion. A plasma is thus an electrically charged gas,
composed of an equal number of electrons and singly charged
ions; overall, it is electrically neutral so that the electric field
E within the plasma is zero.

In some ways, a plasma behaves like a gas (as a fluid),
moving under the action of applied forces which may be

gravitational (as for a gas), or electric, or magnetic in origin.
Neglecting the force due to viscosity, the equation of mo-
tion of a small volume of plasma, a plasma element, having
densityρ and velocityu is given by

F = ρ
du

dt
= ρg + j × B − ∇p (1)

whereg is the gravitational acceleration,j is the electric cur-
rent density,B is the magnetic flux density (loosely termed
the magnetic field – see The Earth’s Magnetic Field for an
introduction to the Earth’s magnetic field),p is the thermal
pressure, andt is the variable time (Schrijver and Siscoe,
2009, p. 16). For an individual charged particle of massm
and chargeq, which may be either an ion or an electron, the
forceF acting on it may be expressed simply as

F = m
dv
dt

= mg + qE + qv × B (2)

whereE is the electric field andv is the velocity of the charged
particle. The laws of the conservation of mass, momentum,
energy, and electric charge apply to a plasma. Maxwell’s four
laws of electromagnetism also apply (Kivelson and Russell,
1995, p. 44). An appropriate form of Ohm’s law relating the
current to the electric field is also taken. More detail is given
by Kivelson and Russell (1995) and by Crosby, Rycroft and
Tulunay (2006).
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1.2 Characteristic frequencies

A plasma has two main characteristic frequencies. These are
the natural (resonant) angular frequency of longitudinal (or
electrostatic) oscillations, termed the electron plasma fre-
quency, the square of which is given byN q2/ε0me, where
N is the density of electrons (of electric chargeq = −e) per
unit volume,me is the electron mass, andε0 is the permittivity
of free space. The electron plasma frequencyfpe= the angu-
lar plasma frequency/2� = 9N1/2, in Hz, with N in units of
m−3. Therefore, ifN = 1012 m−3, fpe= 9 MHz; this is a typical
value for the maximum electron density in the Earth’s iono-
sphere at heights near 300 km. The ion plasma frequency is
∼100× less than the electron plasma frequency, because the
ion mass is∼ten thousand times greater than the electron
mass; the precise value depends upon the exact ion compo-
sition of the plasma.

The other characteristic frequency is the electron cyclotron
frequency (fce), or gyro frequency, the frequency with which
an electron gyrates around a magnetic field line. This is often
written asfBe, and is equal toqB/me, whereq = −e is the
charge on the electron. In general,fBe (in Hz)= 28B (in nT).
The gyro period is the reciprocal of the gyro frequency. In
the ionosphere,fBe lies between 1 and 2 MHz, depending
on latitude and altitude, and is 1830×the proton cyclotron
frequency. Because of its positive charge, the proton gyrates
in the opposite direction to the electron. The Larmor radius,
the radius of the circular orbit of a charged particle (of massm)
around the magnetic field, is given by mv⊥/qB; for an electron
with an energyW of 10 keV giving rise to the aurora, its
value is∼6 m in the upper atmosphere. There is no force
which affects the motion of a charged particle acting along a
uniform magnetic field. Therefore, the motion of a charged
particle in a uniform magnetic field is a spiral. An electric
field that is parallel to a magnetic field line can accelerate or
decelerate a charged particle to change the geometry of the
spiral.

1.3 Debye length and electric fields

An important parameter in a plasma is the distance over which
the large electric field due to one particular positive charge
is appreciable. This distance is the Debye length,λD, given
by (ε0kT/Ne2)½; T is the temperature of the plasma, andk is
Boltzmann’s constant. Numerically,

λD = 69 [T (in K)/N(in m−3)]m (3)

At distances>λD, the electric field due to an individual
ion is very small. Electrons all around this positive charge

“shield” the remainder of the plasma from the electric field
due to this particular ion. The number of shielding electrons
in a Debye sphere whose radius is the Debye length is equal to
4 � (ε0kT)3/2/3e3N1/2.

For ideal plasma theory to apply, three conditions must
be met. The first is that the number of electrons in the Debye
sphereo 1. The second condition is thatλD � the smallest
typical dimension of the problem. The third condition is that
the plasma frequency, and/or the lowest frequency of interest
in the problem being considered, must be>νe−n, which is
the electron-neutral collision frequency; this is to ensure that
plasma motions will not be damped out by rapid collisions
with neutral gas atoms or molecules (Kivelson and Russell,
1995, p. 39).

Figure 1, from Kivelson and Russell (1995), p. 40, shows
that the plasma in the solar wind and the plasma in the magne-
tosphere are both essentially ideal plasmas. Spacecraft mea-
surements can be made in those plasmas without affecting the
system being measured, since the scale of the space plasma is
much larger than the scale of a spacecraft experiment, for ex-
ample, the length of a dipole antenna inserted into the plasma
to measure the AC and/or DC electric fields present there.

If an external electric fieldE is applied to a plasma, the
plasma as a whole drifts with a velocityu in the direction that
is perpendicular to bothE andB;

u = E × B

B2
(4)

The reason for this motion, which is not at all intuitive,
is evident from Figure 2, taken from Kivelson and Russell
(1995), p. 30. Because the electrons and ions are moving in
the same direction, no current flows. If there are collisions
with neutral particles, a current can flow.

1.4 Charged particle motions in a dipole
magnetic field

In a dipole magnetic field such as the Earth’s magnetic field
(see The Earth’s Magnetic Field), whereB varies spatially,
three types of motion occur (Walt, 1994). These are (i) the
gyro motion discussed earlier (with a time scale of∼ms for
an electron of∼10 keV atL ∼ 4), (ii) a bouncing motion from
one hemisphere to the other between magnetic mirror points,
and (iii) a drift in longitude perpendicular toB, which is
caused by the gradient of the geomagnetic field with radial
distance and by the curvature of the dipole field lines. As
mentioned in The Earth’s Magnetic Field, a dipole field line
is specified by itsL-value. This is from a physical viewpoint
the distance measured in Earth radii from the center of the
Earth to the field line where it crosses the equatorial plane.
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Figure 1. Plot of the electron temperature in a plasma against the electron number density, and the calculated values ofλD and the number
of electrons in the Debye sphere,ND. Reproduced from Kivelson and Russell (1995)c© Cambridge University Press.

Defining the pitch angle of a gyrating charged particleα

as tan−1(v⊥/v‖), α may be∼20◦ at the equator for a typical
Van Allen radiation belt electron atL = 4; α increases as the
electron travels along the field line until it reaches a value of
90◦. There the electron reverses its direction of motion along
the field line – it mirrors, at the mirror point. The bounce
period is the time (typically∼ a few seconds) that it takes for
the electron to move from the equator to the northern mir-
ror, to the southern mirror and back to the equator. The drift
period (typically∼ hours) is the time required to complete
360◦ of longitudinal drift. These motions are shown in Figure
3 (from Daglis, 2001, p. 107). Charged particles having very
small pitch angles (<a few degrees) are not trapped; they
precipitate directly into the top of the atmosphere where they
may cause additional ionization. Charged particles having an
equatorial pitch angle∼10◦ are close to the limit of trapping,
and can be pushed into the loss cone by wave–particle inter-
actions so that they precipitate into the atmosphere and are

Figure 2. Diagram showing the motion of electrons and ions in
crossed electric and magnetic fields. Reproduced from Kivelson
and Russell (1995)c© Cambridge University Press.

lost from the radiation belts to cause extra ionization in the
upper atmosphere.

With each type of motion there is an associated adiabatic
invariant (see Kivelson and Russell, 1995, p. 304–310). For
(i), this is the magnetic moment of the gyrating charged par-
ticle, µ = mv2

⊥/2B. For (ii), it is proportional to the integral
along the field line, with an elemental length ofds, of (W −
µ B(s))1/2. For (iii) it is the magnetic flux enclosed by the drift
orbit at a certainL-value. If the Earth’s magnetic field did not
vary at all with time, all three invariants of motion of a partic-
ular charged particle would remain constant. If the magnetic
field does not change appreciably on a time scale of<about
10 min, the first two invariants of motion are unchanged, but
the third invariant is broken. This means that the charged par-
ticle drifts onto anotherL-shell. If there are pulsations of the
Earth’s magnetic field with time scales of seconds, the sec-
ond invariant is also broken. If electromagnetic waves having

Figure 3. Diagram illustrating the three types of motion – gyration,
bounce, and drift – of a charged particle trapped in a dipole mag-
netic field such as the Earth’s. Reproduced from Daglis (2001)c©
Springer.
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frequencies comparable with the gyro frequency are present,
∼kHz, the first invariant is broken, and wave–particle interac-
tions take place. This complicated subject has been addressed
recently in a book by Trakhtengerts and Rycroft (2008).

1.5 Magnetohydrodynamics

Another interesting plasma concept is that a plasma moving
at a velocityu can carry a weak magnetic field along with it.
It is said that the magnetic field is “frozen” into the plasma. A
collisionless plasma does not tolerate an electric field existing
in its frame of reference: thus

E = −u × B (5)

The plasma conductivityσ is infinite. In a highly conduct-
ing plasma, the generalized Ohm’s law is

J = σ[E + u × B] (6)

The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) treatment of a plasma,
regarding the plasma as a single fluid where the electrons and
ions move together, often provides a good overview of the
large scale motions of a plasma.

However, the MHD treatment always breaks down, on
the small scale, in interesting and important situations, for
example, when the “reconnection” of two magnetic fields
is involved (see Kivelson and Russell, 1995, chapter 9;
Schrijver and Siscoe, 2009, chapter 5). (It is worth noting
here that Scott 2007, and a few others, fundamentally dis-
agree with the whole concept of “reconnection.”) A charac-
teristic velocity of MHD waves is the Alfven velocity, given
by vA = B/(µ0 Nmi)1/2, wheremi is the mass of an ion. Other
MHD modes, such as fast modes and slow modes, exist.

1.6 Wave propagation

A plasma is birefringent to electromagnetic waves, that is,
there are two values of the refractive index for waves of a par-
ticular frequency propagating through the plasma. These cor-
respond to ordinary (O) and extraordinary (X) waves, which
have different values of phase velocity,vφ =ω/k. and group
velocity,vg = ∂ω

∂k
. The phase velocity may be<or> the ve-

locity of light in free space,c = 3× 108 m s−1, but the group
velocity is always<c. The standard procedure for finding
these velocities is to take the appropriate form of Maxwell’s
equations, and an appropriate Ohm’s law and an equation
of state, and to linearize them for small amplitude perturba-
tions. The determinant of the coefficient matrix is found and

put equal to zero to find the appropriate dispersion relation
D(ω, k). Many different types of electromagnetic or electro-
static waves can propagate through a plasma at frequencies
ranging from ultra low frequency (ULF,<3 Hz) to extremely
low frequency (3 Hz to 3 kHz) and very low frequency (VLF,
3 to 30 kHz, whistler mode, see Trakhtengerts and Rycroft,
2008) to high frequency (HF, 3 to 30 MHz), and very high
frequency (VHF, 30 to 300 MHz).

The physics of space plasmas has been reviewed in sev-
eral books, including those by Lyons and Williams (1984)
and Baumjohann and Treumann (1996). These scientific top-
ics and also their implications for the design of satellites
and spacecraft that have to operate in the space environment,
which is hazardous from many viewpoints, are discussed by
Tribble (1995) and by Hastings and Garrett (1996). The thrust
of much current space plasma physics research is now di-
rected to improving our understanding of the transport, con-
version and release of energy in plasmas, and of acceleration
and deceleration processes involving electromagnetic waves.

2 SUN–EARTH RELATIONS – AN
INTRODUCTION TO
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS

2.1 The magnetosphere

The Sun, the source of energy for the solar system and for
all forms of life on the Earth, emits radiation across the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum. Most of the radiation coming from
the Sun’s surface, the photosphere, is in the visible part
of the spectrum; its spectrum closely approximates to that
emitted by a black body at about 5800 K. At longer wave-
lengths are infrared radiation and radio waves, and at shorter
wavelengths, ultraviolet radiation from the chromosphere
and X-rays from the Sun’s outer atmosphere, the corona.
At the shorter wavelengths, the flux of solar radiation be-
comes quite variable, especially over the course of the 11-
year cycle of solar activity. Lastovicka and Boska (1992)
have clearly summarized the important properties of solar
radiation.

The Sun also affects the Earth’s environment in several
complex ways, which are extremely well investigated using
scientific instruments aboard satellites. In the early days of
the space age, the first satellite (Explorer 1, see McDonald
and Naugle, 2008) launched by the USA discovered the Van
Allen radiation belts around the Earth; a young researcher
is said to have exclaimed – “my God, space is radioactive!”
These energetic electrons and ions are trapped by the
Earth’s magnetic field in the magnetosphere (see Section 1.4
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Figure 4. Typical fluxes of radiation belt electrons and protons trapped in the magnetosphere. Reproduced from Daglis (2001)c© Springer.

here, http://www.phy6.org/Education/Intro.html, and http://
www.ssc.igpp.ucla.edu/personnel/russell/papers/magsphere/).
They were explored in more detail by Explorers 3 and 4
(Van Allen and Frank, 1959; Hess, 1968).

Typical fluxes of the Earth’s radiation belt (RB) elec-
trons and protons above various threshold energies are
plotted in Figure 4 (from Daglis, 2001, p. 253) against
L-shell. A clear distinction between an inner and outer belt
is evident for electrons, with a minimum (termed the “slot”)
at L ∼ 2.5, but not for ions. The fluxes are very variable in
time, variations by an order of magnitude (or more), both
upward and downward from a mean value, occurring. These
fluxes determine the radiation dose being experienced; in or-
der to measure the radiation dose, a satellite should carry
its own radiation monitor. Both theoretical and empirical
models of the spatial distribution – withB andL-value – of
energetic electrons and ions in the Earth’s radiation belts,
and also their temporal changes, have been presented by
Lemaire, Heynderickx and Baker (1996). Armstrong and
Colborn (2000) have presented an updated NASA model
of the trapped radiation environment; a similar model is
available at http://www.msfc.nasa.gov/ire/modeltpm.htm.
The most recent numerical model of the Earth’s radiation
belt environment is presented by Bourdarie and O’Brien
(2009).

The magnetometer aboard a satellite in a highly elliptical
orbit around the Earth, IMP 1, the first Interplanetary Moni-
toring Platform, investigated the detailed shape of the mag-
netopause (Ness, Scearce and Seek, 1964). This is the outer

boundary of the magnetosphere, the region of the Earth’s
magnetic field (see The Earth’s Magnetic Field) in space,
which is illustrated in Figure 5.

The formation of the magnetosphere (see also The In-
terplanetary and Planetary Environments) is now described
from a physical viewpoint (see Kivelson and Russell, 1995,

Figure 5. This diagram shows the Earth, scaled up in size by a fac-
tor of 1.7, and the solar wind that compresses the Earth’s magnetic
field, confining it within the magnetosphere. The outer boundary of
the magnetosphere, the magnetopause, is at a geocentric distance of
∼11RE on the dayside of the Earth. Solar wind plasma can enter the
magnetosphere at the northern and southern cusps. The elliptical
orbits of the four closely spaced spacecraft of the ESA Cluster mis-
sion are also shown; their apogee is at a geocentric distance of 19RE.
Reproduced from Goldstein (2005)c© Nature Publishing Group.
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Chapter 10; Schrijver and Siscoe, 2009, Chapter 10). The ge-
omagnetic field is compressed by the solar wind that flows
radially away from the Sun at supersonic speeds,>400 km
s−1, pulling the Sun’s magnetic field lines out with it. On the
dayside of the Earth the magnetopause is often located∼10
Earth radii (RE) upstream from the Earth’s center. When the
Sun is active and producing much faster solar wind streams
than usual (up to∼1000 km s−1) the magnetopause lies closer
to the Earth at 7RE or occasionally even at 6RE. If the inter-
planetary magnetic field lines have a southward component,
they can readily “connect” to the northward pointing geo-
magnetic field lines at the dayside magnetopause. As the so-
lar wind flows past the magnetosphere, it pulls geomagnetic
field lines on the nightside out into a comet-like tail. The mag-
netotail extends beyond the Moon’s orbit, at∼240RE from
the Earth, on the nightside.

2.2 The interplanetary medium

The interplanetary plasma (see Kivelson and Russell, 1995,
chapter 4) beyond the magnetosphere, in the magnetosheath,
is rather turbulent until the bow shock is encountered a fewRE

further upstream. Here the magnetic field suddenly changes
its magnitude and/or direction, and so do the solar wind ve-
locity and temperature. The bow shock is rather like the shock
wave formed ahead of a model aircraft in a supersonic wind
tunnel (see Kivelson and Russell, 1995, chapter 5). It is a
region where charged particles are accelerated.

Coronal mass ejections (now termed CMEs) are large scale
magnetic structures containing a higher than normal plasma
density, which can develop following a solar flare on the Sun’s
surface. (The solar corona is the Sun’s upper atmosphere, at
a temperature of∼1 million K, which emits X-radiation.)
CMEs are well observed by space-borne instruments such as
those aboard ACE and SOHO amongst other spacecraft. Of-
ten CMEs travel away from the Sun at somewhat larger speeds
than the typical solar wind does (see Section II, Song, Singer
and Siscoe, 2001). When they come directly toward the Earth
to strike the magnetopause, they are called halo CMEs. They
can trigger a large geomagnetic storm (see The Earth’s Mag-
netic Field), enhancing the magnitude of the Dst index. Both
their properties and phenomena that they cause in the Earth’s
near-space environment are covered by Lilenstein (2007).

2.3 The four-spacecraft Cluster mission

ESA’s Cluster mission has four closely spaced satellites or-
biting in formation in a highly elliptical orbit (shown in
Figure 5). Important properties of the plasma and energetic

charged particles, and also of magnetic and electric field fluc-
tuations and waves, are observed with a comprehensive suite
of sophisticated instruments (see, for example, Gustafsson
et al., 1997). These are designed to study in detail the small-
scale structures and processes of the Earth’s plasma environ-
ment (Laasko, Taylor and Escoubet, 2010). In particular, they
have investigated the plasma physics of solar wind entry into
the magnetosphere, especially in the vicinity of the cusps on
the magnetopause (Fritz and Fung, 2005).

On the nightside of the Earth the Cluster spacecraft some-
times pass through the source region of strong natural elec-
tromagnetic waves, at an audio frequency of a few kHz, be-
tween 0.2 and 0.4× the local electron cyclotron frequency.
These waves, which sound like birds chirping at dawn, are
termed chorus (see Santolik, 2008, for a recent overview);
they travel through the magnetosphere in the whistler mode
(Santolik and Gurnett, 2003; Green and Inan, 2007; Bort-
nik et al., 2009). Using a sophisticated numerical computer
program, Nunnet al. 2009 have recently successfully simu-
lated the rapidly rising frequency features of chorus signals.
A hot research topic nowadays (Rodger and Clilverd, 2008)
is the acceleration of magnetospheric electrons to very high
energies (∼MeV) by these chorus waves. The so-called killer
electrons can penetrate satellites and cause damage to elec-
tronic circuits inside. The damage may be either temporary
(called a “latch up”) or, even worse, permanent – see Baker,
1996, and Section 3.2 here. Section III of Song, Singer and
Siscoe (2001) discusses changes to the population of ener-
getic charged particles in the magnetosphere associated with
solar and interplanetary activity.

2.4 The aurora

The northern lights, the aurora borealis, and the south-
ern lights, the aurora australis, have been observed from
above by astronauts on the Space Shuttle (see Figure 6).
Auroras have also been recorded by TV cameras sensitive
to ultraviolet light on several satellites, starting with Dy-
namics Explorer and, more recently, Polar. Images such
as Figure 7 clearly show the evolution, from minute to
minute, of the location of the auroral oval, a ring of light
around the geomagnetic pole at magnetic latitudes of∼67◦

(Akasofu, 1968; Meng, Rycroft and Frank, 1991; Kivelson
and Russell, 1995, chapter 14). The aurora is produced when
electrons with energies of∼10 keV moving down geomag-
netic field lines strike the upper atmosphere (Rees, 1989;
see also http://www.dcs.lancs.ac.uk/iono/ionosphereintro/).
They excite atmospheric atoms and molecules into higher en-
ergy states; these then fall back to their ground states, emitting
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Figure 6. Observed from the Space Shuttle are the southern lights
(the aurora australis), in a band stretching from East to West,
against a background of stars. These are caused by energetic elec-
trons (∼10 keV) coming down the Earth’s magnetic field lines (off-
vertical lines) and hitting atoms and molecules in the upper at-
mosphere. The glow near 200 km altitude is due to oxygen and
the bright light at∼110 km to nitrogen. Reproduced from NASA
(http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap980222.html).

Figure 7. The auroral oval, observed in the ultraviolet from
NASA’s Polar satellite at 05.18:59 U.T. on 4 April 1997, cen-
tered on the geomagnetic North pole, and superposed over
the sunlit eastern hemisphere and the dark western hemi-
sphere. The strongest aurora occurs above the US/Canadian bor-
der, near local midnight. Reproduced from NASA (http://sd-
www.jhuapl.edu/Aurora/UVIon Earth.html).

Figure 8. Viewed from the Sun this diagram shows the plasma-
pause, the outer boundary of the plasmasphere; a region of compar-
atively high-density plasma surrounding the Earth. The four Cluster
spacecraft are shown on an orbit through the bulge of the plasma-
sphere near dusk. The spacecraft separation shown in the diagram
is much larger than their actual separation. The ionospheric plasma
diffuses along the geomagnetic field lines that emanate from the
Antarctic and go out to several Earth radii from the Earth before
coming down into the Arctic region. Reproduced with permission
from National Earth Science Teachers Association.

visible light of a certain wavelength (or color). At times when
the solar wind is disturbed by excessive solar activity, the au-
roral oval expands from its average position at 67◦ magnetic
latitude to lower latitudes. The initiation of a specific fea-
ture, for example, a brightening, of the auroral oval, and its
subsequent temporal and spatial development, are well inves-
tigated by studying sequences of images such as that shown
in Figure 7.

2.5 The plasmasphere above the ionosphere

The plasmapause (Lemaire and Gringauz, 1998) at∼4RE

from the center of the Earth is the geomagnetic field aligned
outer boundary of the plasmasphere (Figure 8), which has
recently been imaged by the IMAGE satellite (Imager for
Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration, see Burch,
2003, and Darrazout, De Keyser and Pierrard, 2009). The
plasmasphere is filled by plasma flowing out of the iono-
sphere (see Schrijver and Siscoe, 2009, chapter 12).

Discovered experimentally in 1924 by radio experiments
on the ground, the ionosphere at heights between∼80 and
∼300 km reflects HF (high frequency, 3 to 30 MHz) radio sig-
nals used for communications around the world. The iono-
sphere is a partially ionized plasma having an equal num-
ber of singly charged positive ions and electrons, created by
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-radiation for the Sun dur-
ing the daytime. During the night, the electrons gradually
recombine with the ions, so reducing the plasma density, the
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Figure 9. Typical variations of the ionospheric electron density
profiles, with height, showing the mainD, E, andF regions (or
layers), by day and by night. Reproduced with permission from
Preeti Bhaneja (http://utdallas.edu/∼pxb049000/fig.jpg).

more so lower than higher up where the neutral gas density
is less.

The properties of the ionosphere, especially the elec-
tron density, depend markedly upon altitude (Figure 9), geo-
graphic (or geomagnetic) latitude, longitude, Universal Time,
season, geomagnetic activity, and phase of the solar cycle.
This complex behavior arises from the complicated cou-
plings between solar, interplanetary, magnetospheric and at-
mospheric effects on the production, loss and transport of
ionospheric plasma (Bakeret al., 2007; Schunk and Nagy,
2009). There are several theoretical and numerical models
of all these variations available today (e.g., Zouet al., 2000;
Bilitza, 2001, 2003). The projection of the plasmapause field
lines to the ionosphere occurs at a region of minimum middle
latitude electron density when plotted against latitude; this is
termed the trough (Rycroft and Thomas, 1970, Grebowsky
et al., 2009).

Sudden ionospheric disturbances are caused by enhanced
intensities of extreme and X-ray radiation from a solar flare.
Small (∼1 m) scale irregularities of the ionospheric electron
density cause amplitude (∼a few dB) and phase fluctuations
in radio signals propagating to or from a satellite. These
are most important in the equatorial, auroral, and polar cap
regions.

Radio signals at∼1.23 and 1.58 GHz from the global
positioning system (GPS) or global navigation satellite sys-
tems (GNSS) satellites (Kaplan, 1996), which nowadays are
essential for positioning and navigation on – and above – the

Earth’s surface pass through the ionosphere. The propagation
parameters depend upon the total electron content (TEC), that
is, the integral of the electron density from the satellite to the
ground station of interest. These parameters are adversely
affected by the ionosphere if it is disturbed following solar
activity (Langley, 2000; Hunsucker and Hargreaves, 2003).
Both scintillations and propagating wave features known as
travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) are the causes.

Schunk and Sojka (1996), section IV of Song, Singer and
Siscoe (2001) and Kintneret al. (2008) consider the variety of
changes occurring in the ionosphere following geomagnetic
activity. These changes are particularly pronounced in the au-
roral regions and within the polar caps, poleward of the auro-
ral ovals (Hunsucker and Hargreaves, 2003). Observing the
radio occultation (RO) of GPS signals at several microsatel-
lites is the most recent technique for obtaining information
on ionospheric variations worldwide. Wang and Tam (2010)
have shown that, in general, the TEC decreases as the mag-
nitude of Dst increases.

2.6 The magnetospheres of other planets

A planet having a significant, internally generated magnetic
field has a magnetosphere. A planetary object that does not
have a significant magnetic field of internal origin interacts
with the solar wind plasma via electric currents induced in
its electrically conducting ionosphere (see The Interplane-
tary and Planetary Environments, and also Kivelson and Rus-
sell, 1995, chapter 15, and Schrijver and Siscoe, 2009, chap-
ter 13).The subject of comparative planetary magnetospheric
studies is introduced in these two chapters. Jupiter’s mag-
netosphere is the largest object in the solar system. Aurorae
are observed on both Jupiter and Saturn. Basic quantitative
information on the atmospheres, ionospheres, and magne-
tospheres of the Earth and planets is available on a NASA
poster entitledThe Extra-Terrestrial Space Environment, a
reference chart.

3 SPACE WEATHER

3.1 An introduction to space weather

During strong auroral displays, huge electric currents
(∼millions of amperes) flow around the auroral oval in the
ionosphere at heights of∼110 km. These are fed by cur-
rents flowing down geomagnetic flux tubes in certain Local
Time regions, the electric circuit being completed by up-
ward currents elsewhere. Power generation for this gigantic
electric circuit relies upon the dynamo action of the solar
wind speeding past the Earth’s magnetic field. The response
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of the near-Earth space environment to disturbances on the
Sun and in the interplanetary medium is a most important
topic, which is now termed “space weather” – see Lilen-
stein (2007). A formal definition of the term “space weather”
was given by the US National Space Weather Council (1995)
as “generally referring to conditions on the Sun and in the
solar wind, magnetosphere, ionosphere and thermosphere
that can influence the performance and reliability of space-
borne technological systems and can endanger human life
or health.” Current space weather data may be found at
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/SWN/.

Useful books on this broad topic are those by Har-
greaves (1992), Tascione (1994), Gombosi (1997), Suess
and Tsurutani (1998), Daglis (2001), Ondoh and Marubashi
(2001), Song, Singer and Siscoe (2001), Prolss (2004),
Schereret al. (2005), and Bothmer and Daglis (2007). An
excellent, yet brief, overview of the current status of mag-
netospheric physics, an indication of future directions in the
field, and some applications, such as to other planets, labora-
tory plasmas, and space weather, is provided by Paschmann
(2009).

Even more energetic than charged particles stored in the
magnetosphere (up to many MeV) are cosmic rays (∼GeV
or more) which come from beyond our galaxy, the Milky
Way. These are extragalactic cosmic rays. They are scattered
by magnetic field irregularities in the interplanetary medium.
When the solar wind is disturbed following enhanced solar
activity, the flux of cosmic rays arriving in the Earth’s vicin-
ity is reduced because some cosmic rays are scattered away
from the Earth. However, the flux of solar energetic particles,
∼MeV charged particles coming directly from the Sun, is
increased at such times. These particles enter the magneto-
sphere over the Earth’s polar caps.

Dorman (2009) has examined the role of space weather
phenomena and also cosmic ray effects on the Earth’s weather
and climate, which is a rather controversial research sub-
ject today. Space weather phenomena affect the quality of
high-frequency radio communications around the world, es-
pecially over the polar caps. Via induced effects in long con-
ductors on the Earth’s surface, such as metal pipelines for
carrying oil or natural gas, or power lines of the grid system
for distributing electricity, space weather effects cause cor-
rosion or the occasional disruption of power (as occurred for
many hours in Quebec Province of Canada in 1989).

3.2 Hazards to satellites and astronauts posed
by the space environment

The main hazard that threatens the continuing operation of
electronic equipment aboard satellites and spacecraft and

which also poses a radiation hazard to crews in LEO (e.g.,
aboard the International Space Station) or those carrying out
ExtraVehicular Activity (EVAs) are the significant fluxes of
energetic charged particles in the Van Allen radiation belts
(see Figure 4). There is a significant radiation hazard to hu-
mans operating on the lunar surface – some Apollo astronauts
were fortunate not to be on there at the time of the giant solar
eruptions of August 1972. Future astronauts on their way to
Mars, or those eventually working on the Martian surface,
will face severe radiation hazards.

A large flux of energetic charged particles that penetrates
the skin of a satellite or spacecraft may cause a temporary
disruption to an electronic circuit, termed a “single event up-
set”, changing its binary state; the circuit recovers after some
time from such a disruption. More dangerous are permanent
failures that can lead to the loss of an entire space mission –
such was the case for Anik 3, a Canadian geosynchronous
communications satellite (see Liemohnet al., 2008; Lyatsky
and Khazanov, 2008; Turner and Lin, 2008). The topic of
radiation damage is comprehensively covered by Holmes-
Siedle and Adams (1993). Radiation damage also lessens the
capability of photovoltaic cells on solar panels to generate
electricity, typically by 20% over several years.

Ionospheric disturbances (small scale,∼ few meter sized,
irregularities) cause amplitude and phase fluctuations of radio
signals transmitted to satellites and from space to ground;
these are called scintillations. These scintillations that are
especially pronounced in the equatorial and auroral regions
degrade the quality of global positioning systems (GPS) and
global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) signals.

Current research efforts are directed toward increasing our
understanding of how solar and interplanetary activity affects
the near-Earth space environment, that is, to understand space
weather better. A future operational requirement is a space
weather forecasting service providing reliable, timely, and
understandable forecasts for many different operators of both
space-borne and ground-based equipment.

Other aspects of the harsh space environment that are haz-
ardous to the operation of satellites in LEO are:

� Variations of the density of the tenuous upper atmo-
sphere (the thermosphere) in response to variations of
X-radiation from the Sun’s corona (at a temperature of
∼1 million K), especially over the 11-year solar cycle, as
discussed in Atmospheric Composition, which affects the
frictional drag on the satellite by one, or even two, orders
of magnitude.

� The radiation from the Sun (peaking in the visible part
of the spectrum) and the thermal radiation from the Earth
(peaking at a wavelength of∼10�m, in the infrared part
of the spectrum), and their interaction with the casing of
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the satellite, which may be painted to have the desired
thermal properties (absorption and emission), and

� Natural micrometeoroids and human-made orbital space
debris (see Space Debris which can strike the surface of
the satellite and may damage it.

These topics are covered in the books by Tascione (1994),
Tribble (1995), Hastings and Garrett (1996) and Cruiseet al.
(1998).

Comprehensive numerical models of the space envi-
ronment are The Space Environment Information Sys-
tem (SPENVIS, see http://www.spenvis.oma.be) and the
Space Environment and Effects Toolkit of Analytical
Graphics, Inc. (SEET, see http://www.stk.com/products/
desktopApp/stkFamily/modules/analyis/spaceEnv/). These
are especially useful to satellite and spacecraft designers
and operators. A comprehensive set of space weather data
and products (alerts and forecasts, as well as various data
sets from the last week/month, and forecasts) are found at
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/Data/. Several other useful space
weather websites are given at the end of the paper by Crosby,
Rycroft and Tulunay (2006).

3.3 Anthropogenic influence on the
magnetosphere and ionosphere

A recent paper by Sauvaudet al. (2008) on whistler-mode
waves from a powerful ground-based radio transmitter at
19.8 kHz atL = 1.45 on the West coast of Australia observed
aboard a satellite in LEO and of quasi-trapped Van Allen belt
electrons of more than∼200 keV drifting Eastward around
the world has indicated that a gyro-resonant wave–particle
interaction occurs between the two close to the equatorial
plane of the magnetosphere (see Trakhtengerts and Rycroft,
2008, for details). When the transmitter is operating, trapped
electrons are driven into the drift loss cone so that they are
lost from the magnetosphere. They are precipitated into the
top of the atmosphere, which they can ionize. This indicates
that an anthropogenic effect on Van Allen belt electrons can
occur that might cause a noticeable effect in the ionosphere.
Precipitation in the vicinity of the South Atlantic Anomaly
(SAA) is very pronounced. Horne, Lam and Green (2009)
have recently suggested that here the precipitation of∼1 MeV
electrons associated with chorus during geomagnetic storms
may affect stratospheric ozone amounts locally.

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed the physical properties not only of the ther-
mal plasma in the ionosphere and plasmasphere but also of the

energetic electrons and ions trapped in the magnetosphere as
the Van Allen radiation belts. This near-Earth space environ-
ment responds to large scale disturbances on the Sun and in
the solar wind (termed coronal mass ejections) in many dra-
matic ways. For example, auroral optical emissions brighten,
become more active, and move to lower latitudes when geo-
magnetic activity increases. Radio communications become
less predictable; the density of the upper atmosphere at al-
titudes of several 100 km increases markedly, increasing the
drag on satellites. We have given a good number of references
to published books and original papers so that the interested
reader may quite readily find further information on the topic
of his or her particular interest.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The significance of spacecraft interactions with the atmo-
sphere was recognized long before satellites and spaceflight
were feasible (Williams and Gazley, 1958). Chemical and
gasdynamic phenomena are important for orbits close to bod-
ies with sensible atmospheres as well as during launch and
reentry. This chapter emphasizes gasdynamic interactions
between spacecraft and the sparse, high altitude atmosphere.

All forces that act on a spacecraft are small relative to
those in the terrestrial environment. Forces that would be
negligible near the surface of the Earth can affect space-
craft dynamics and kinematics significantly. Satellites can
experience important aerodynamic forces and torques.

Forces are the manifestation of momentum changes. At
orbital speeds an atmosphere that would otherwise be negli-
gibly sparse can impart forces and torques sufficient to change
orbits or change the attitude of spacecraft.

This entire discussion is in the realm of perturbations to
classical N-body dynamics. Virtually any phenomena that are
non-conservative and non-uniform are called “perturbations.”
Generally, but not always, the effects are small compared to
uniform Newtonian gravitation. The governing equations and
discussion of perturbed orbits are elsewhere in this Encyclo-
pedia.

The objective of this chapter is to review the state of
the art in spacecraft gasdynamics and provide guidance for
considering the effects of gasdynamic forces on spacecraft
trajectories and attitude. This review is comprehensive but
not exhaustive. The references are exemplary and represen-
tative of accomplishments world-wide. We wish to convey
to the reader insights and observations that are usually not
available in texts or archive literature.

2 GASDYNAMIC FORCES AND TORQUES

The equations of motion for bodies in flight include conser-
vative (Newtonian) forces and non-conservative forces. The
major nonconservative forces are due to gasdynamics, photon
momentum exchange (radiation pressure), and propulsion.
Nonconservative forces dissipate or add energy to the motion.

Gasdynamic forces and moments are the consequence of
an object doing work on the medium it operates in. Momen-
tum and energy are exchanged between the object and the
medium. The nature of the momentum exchange depends on
the distribution of mass in the medium and the geometry and
characteristics of the surface of the object. If the medium is
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Figure 1. Important interactions between a spacecraft and the atmo-
sphere.

dense and the object smooth and impermeable, the interaction
is much like determining the forces experienced when redi-
recting an energetic, collimated stream of liquid, a fire hose.

The duration of the encounter between an element of the
medium and the object is important. If the encounter is short
compared to the time during which elements of the medium
can transfer momentum or energy to each other, the fire hose
analogy applies. Otherwise, interactions among fluid parti-
cles redistribute energy and momentum. Time and length
scales characterize the nature of the interaction.

Figure 1 illustrates important phenomena experienced by
satellites in low orbits. Atoms and molecules of diverse
species are far apart relative to the size of the spacecraft.
They move randomly, interacting with each other, and with
the spacecraft moving at high velocity.

Any non-dimensional coefficient compares a local a phys-
ically meaningful quantity to an appropriate, fixed reference
value. Drag coefficient is the ratio of a force to the force that
would act on an object of the same cross sectional area nor-
mal to the direction of motion due to the dynamic pressure
in the undisturbed medium. This means that the density and
velocity must be local characteristic values.

Figure 2 shows the two limiting cases for collimated, “zero
temperature” flow. If the oncoming flow is reflected from a
vertical surface, the drag is twice the momentum of the free
stream intercepted by the surface, CD = 4. If the surface were
inclined at 45 ◦ and the oncoming flow deflected upward,
CD = 2, and there would be a corresponding upward force on
the surface. This roughly bounds drag coefficient, but it is not
sufficient.

Figure 2. Zero temperature, collimated, Newtonian forces on a flat
surface.

The velocity of a satellite relative to the rotating atmo-
sphere depends on the accuracy of an orbit or trajectory
determination processes. That process itself depends on a
priori estimates or drag forces, creating a time dependent,
iterative conundrum. A common assumption is that the lower
atmosphere rotates with the Earth, allowing a vector summa-
tion for the velocity values. However, winds in the distant,
upper atmosphere can be several hundred m s−1 (Gaposchkin
and Coster, 1987) which can have a large effect of the
drag acceleration. These winds are particularly unknown,
un-modeled, and unpredictable.

The common drag approximation is:

D =
(

1

2

)
ρV 2ACD (1)

where ρ is the local atmospheric density, V is the bulk velocity
of the gas, and A is the cross sectional area of the vehicle in a
plane normal to the direction of motion. D is the magnitude
of the drag force. The corresponding deceleration is the drag
force divided by vehicle mass. CD is the drag coefficient.
To a reasonable approximation CD depends only on vehicle
geometry and orientation, all dependence on velocity and
density having been extracted in the multiplicative factors.
This leads to the dependence on area to mass ratio (A/M) and
ballistic coefficient (which has several definitions), Mg/CDA.
This relationship is at least dimensionally correct, but it is
physically incorrect in important spaceflight regimes.

This formulation is valid only when the length scale of
the problem is much greater than the mean free path between
collisions among gas particles, or the duration of the inter-
action between the medium, and the object is much greater
than the time between particle collisions. There has to be
enough time for collisions among gas particles to equili-
brate the consequences of the interaction. The dependence
of drag force upon area, velocity, and density is not neces-
sarily as straightforward in the sparse atmosphere of orbital
regimes.
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The gas properties that are consistent with the simple drag
formula are statistical measures of the fact that gas particles
move randomly with respect to the bulk medium. Temper-
ature is a statistical measure of the randomly distributed
kinetic energy of the molecular and atomic constituents of
a gas. (A gas is “cold” when all of the particles move at the
same speed and in the same direction. There is no “thermal”
motion, but the gas isn’t frozen, motionless.) There is also
a continuous exchange of gas particles within a control vol-
ume. The statistical average number of gas particles within
a unit volume is density. Transport properties such as vis-
cosity and conductivity can also be determined as statistical
characteristics of very large quantities of molecules.

The random velocities of gas constituents depend on
molar mass (and hence the attention given in modern atmo-
spheric models that rely on the molecular composition of
the atmosphere). For a given temperature, velocities of light
constituents are skewed toward higher speeds than heavy con-
stituents. Even at ambient temperatures, a noticeable fraction
of atmospheric helium moves more rapidly than orbital speed
and helium departs the atmosphere much more than other
elements do.

This leads to the inference that the upper atmosphere
is composed more of lighter elements and that the random
velocities of gas particles are greater the higher the altitude.
However, orbital velocity decreases with increasing altitude.
Therefore, the interaction of the atmosphere with satellites is
not that of a continuum fire hose. It is much better described
by the interaction of individual molecules with a surface. The
higher the altitude, the more these individual particle events
dominate. These fundamental physical principles imply that
the simple drag formula is not valid in much of the low earth
orbit regime.

3 INTERACTION OF SOLID SURFACES
WITH THE ATMOSPHERE

The atmospheric characteristics used to determine forces and
moments on spacecraft must be determined and stated consis-
tently with the force models employed. Gasdynamic forces
are extremely important in low earth orbit, but the medium
that causes these forces is very uncertain.

3.1 Gasdynamic forces

All gasdynamics is traceable to interactions of individ-
ual particles. Most often these particles are microscopic
(molecules, atoms, ions, electrons). Occasionally they are

not, for example, when sensible solids are entrained such as
particulates in solid rocket exhausts or dust in the upper atmo-
sphere. There is a correspondence between the macroscopic
properties of a gas (viscosity, thermal conductivity, density,
sonic propagation speed) and the characteristics of interac-
tions among microscopic particles. These interactions are
described in terms of inter-particle potential energy functions,
which can in turn be traced to atomic structure and electron
orbits. Interactions among gas constituents may be noncon-
servative, kinetic energy being transformed into potential
energy of a coherent complex of atoms. Electromagnetic
fields associated with charged particle motion cause attrac-
tive and repulsive action at a distance (Hirschfedlder, Curtiss
and Birx, 1954). All of this should be considered in the sparse
low earth orbit environment.

3.2 Gas–surface interactions

There are intimate interactions between gas particles and
the surfaces they encounter. Viscosity and skin friction are
aggregated continuum manifestations of these interactions.
Other sections of this encyclopedia explain the existence of
boundary layers and the dissipative effects of viscosity and
conductive heat transfer in a narrow region near the surface
whose extent depends on the range of the molecular phenom-
ena. These effects depend on Reynolds Number and Mach
number, which are traceable to the potential functions for
atomic and molecular interactions or, in the simplest abstrac-
tion, mean free path between collisions.

As the gas grows sparse, one cannot even define contin-
uum properties such as density. Continuum density is the
number of particles (and their associated mass) in a unit vol-
ume averaged over a time interval long enough for statistical
credibility. That time is extremely short when the gas is dense.
It is of no consequence in continuum gasdynamics. But that
time can be very long in a sparse gas, in fact, longer than
the duration of encounters with solid objects. We must con-
sider how individual gas particles interact with the surface,
exchanging momentum and energy with the solid material.

Another way to understand this is that the ergodic principal
does not apply to sparse gases. A process is ergodic if “time
averages” over a single realization of the process converge
in mean square to the corresponding “ensemble averages”
over many realizations (Veerman et al., 1999). Alternatively,
a process is ergodic if it is equivalent statistically to consider
indefinitely repeated experiments with a single drawing or a
single experiment with an infinite number of drawings. This
is true for dense gases (continua) since each ensemble within
a control volume is effectively equivalent to and in the same
state of collaborative equilibrium as another ensemble that
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might be present at another time. This is definitely not so
for sparse gases, particularly when the size of the object is
comparable to the mean free path.

Even at this level of scrutiny, some abstractions are possi-
ble. Even though the interaction is at an atomic and molecular
level, we can aggregate over all possible interactions with
heuristic coefficients that describe the degree to which the
gas particles “accommodate” to the surface properties in both
momentum and energy. If the interaction is specular, the par-
ticles obey Snell’s law, the angle of incidence with respect to
the surface normal equals the angle of reflection. At the other
extreme, the particles may stick to the surface, and there is
no reflection. The particles could, similarly, deposit energy
in the atomic structure of the surface material or they could
acquire energy from the surface. In a sparse gas, we work
with the angular distribution of reflected particles and the
degree to which particles accommodate to surface velocity
and energy. Gasdynamic forces can vary significantly over
the range of possibilities.

Figure 3 illustrates some important interactions between
surfaces and the low orbit environment. At this microscopic
level, the surface is defined by the cumulative repulsive
potentials of atoms in the solid material. Some gas parti-
cles are sufficiently energetic to penetrate the lattice structure
(depicted as face centered cubic in the figure). They can be
trapped within the solid (absorbed). Alternatively they can
stick to the surface (adsorbed) changing the surface poten-
tial and the absorptive or reflective properties of the surface.
Lattice energy can be transferred collisionally to gas particles,

Figure 3. Surface interactions with a sparse atmosphere.

increasing their emergent kinetic or internal energy. Lattice
atoms may also escape the surface if they are sufficiently
energized by incident particles or radiation.

3.3 Rarefied gasdynamics

The reader must abandon the continuum gasdynamics mind-
set. Reynolds number and Mach number are continuum
concepts. Reynolds number compares continuum dynamic
pressure to viscous shear stresses. Mach number compares
bulk velocity to the speed at which disturbances are com-
municated through wave propagation within a compressible
medium. As noted previously density and temperature are not
well defined in rarefied media. Knudsen number is the criti-
cal parameter. Knudsen number compares the mean free path
between encounters of one gas particle with another with the
characteristic dimension of the problem. The mean free path
depends on the effective size of particles (cross section), and
the distribution of particles within the volume. When Knud-
sen number is large, particles are more likely to encounter
the intruding surface than they are to encounter each other.
Therefore, what matters most is how fast the orbiting body
is (Macrossan, 2006) moving relative to the thermal velocity
of the gas particles. This is called the molecular speed ratio
and should not be confused with Mach number. Graziano
(2007) has expanded characterizing interaction regimes and
classifying analysis techniques throughout the range of speed
ratios. When the velocity of the solid object is large com-
pared to the particle thermal speed, the flow is hyperthermal.
The circumstance is truly Newtonian. Momentum exchange
with the solid body is more important than redistribution
of momentum among the gas particles. When the thermal
speed is appreciable relative to the velocity of the object, the
flow is sub-hyperthermal, and collisions among gas particles
matter. However, there far too few collisions for equilibrium
thermalization.

The University of Queensland hosts an excellent collection
of documents on this subject, including a concise, objec-
tive, and clear discussion of approaches to simulating free
molecular gasdynamics (http://espace.library.uq.edu.au/).

How does one determine what the forces are? We must
know the characteristics of the local atmosphere, and we must
know the geometry and material properties of the surface.

There are several sparse gas abstractions, but all rely on
empirically determined accommodation and reflected par-
ticle dispersions. Figure 4 shows the extremes of particle
reemission from solid surfaces. A smooth, impermeable sur-
face is specular (angle of incidence with respect to the normal
equals angle of reflection). In extreme diffuse reflection, the
angle of reflection is statistically independent of the angle
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Specular Lambertian diffuse

Figure 4. Specular and diffuse reflection

of incidence. The real world is somewhere between the
extremes. In detail, a bi-directional reflection coefficient can
be defined for any surface, giving the distribution between
specular and diffuse and the distribution of reemitted veloc-
ities. Diffuse reflection implies that Gaskinetic energy is not
conserved. The gas particles accommodate to the solid mate-
rial state. This is abstracted as an accommodation coefficient
that generally cannot be inferred from first principles.

We do not know which might be the best for a given mis-
sion. However, researchers have inferred what these might be
using on-orbit drag measurements and observing that oxygen
atoms and molecules are adsorbed. Atomic oxygen is highly
reactive with metallic surfaces. Both native oxyen and the
reaction products of surface reactions contribute to surface
contamination. This changes the surface characteristics and
potentials, and the literature implies that most surfaces in the
lower regions of low earth orbit are diffuse reflectors with a
Lambertian (cosine) dispersion (Moe, 2008).

The most direct approach to determining forces and
torques for a specified atmospheric model is a statistical,
Monte Carlo, simulation that employs many individual test
particles and traces their trajectories through collisions with
other particles (using interparticle “gravitational” potential
functions) and collisions with the surface. We can describe the
surface in terms of its ordered atomic structure. Some gas par-
ticles may hit surface atoms. Some may have enough energy
that they overcome the surface potential and actually pene-
trate the material. These are cumbersome and complicated
numerical analyses that resources and patience rarely permit.

The most common approach for determining momentum
and energy transfer in sparse gases is the direct simulation
Monte Carlo method (DSMC) developed and matured by
Bird (1996). It is available as freeware for a limited range
of two and three-dimensional objects and in a more flexible
and comprehensive format for arbitrary geometries and with
a wider spectrum of output formats. DSMC considers transfer
of both kinetic and internal energy as well as energy-transfer
to the solid surfaces over a range of Knudsen numbers with
good correspondence as the gas approaches continuum. The
number of representative test particles is at the user’s discre-
tion. The exquisite graphics reveal the number of encounters

particles have experienced with the surface and with other
particles.

Although this is arguably the best approach available,
there are important caveats. First, the state of the oncoming
flow may be nonuniform and far from equilibrium, for exam-
ple in radiation belts, during solar events, or when rocket
exhausts impinge on solid surfaces. Second, the number
of realizations and number of test particles necessary for a
result of known numerical confidence is more than a matter
of observing perceived convergence. The work of Hoeffding
(1963)1 is not well recognized in the aerospace community.
They derived estimates of the number of realizations neces-
sary to achieve the actual statistical limit within a specified
amount and with a specified confidence level. The number of
realizations has a complicated dependence on the standard
deviation, more when the standard deviation is large than
when it is small. The standard deviation for gaskinetics is the
thermal speed, proportional to temperature or equivalently,
average random or “peculiar” particle velocity. Thus more
realizations are required for a very energetic gas than for a
“cold” gas. This confidence factor has to the author’s knowl-
edge not be addressed for DSMC or any other Gaskinetic
Monte Carlo analysis. Monte Carlo approximations are
presently too computationally intensive to incorporate in
orbit determination or propagation processes because there
need be a new Monte Carlo ensemble for each propagation
increment or observation interval. This approach is the best
for determining the forces and moments on objects whose
orbits are determined a priori with some other technique.
In the author’s opinion, using the classical drag coefficient
definition is also questionable because of the difficulty
defining the oncoming reference momentum flux. It is the
best to determine forces directly and employ them that way.

There are myriad analytical approximations for drag about
simple shapes. Gaposchkin and Coster (1987) and others
have compared these approximations in depth. All analyti-
cal expressions invoke assumptions about the magnitude of
Gaskinetic temperature relative to the temperature of the solid
surface, the composition of the gas mixture (reflected in spe-
cific heats as well as density), the Maxwellian distribution of
particle states, and both momentum and energy accommo-
dation coefficients. Their implementation is straightforward,
and they provide traceability to fundamental physics on
a level more intimate than an aggregated drag coefficient
with at the best vague dependence on important atmospheric
parameters. Graziano developed a computational process that
enables use of a variety of such approximations as well as sev-
eral abstractions of free molecular Monte Carlo techniques.
The fact that all of these depend on empirically determined
elements of information may cloud comparisons. The uncer-
tainty in this critical area of aerospace is exemplified by
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the loss of the UK led Beagle mission to mars, which was
attributed to the uncertainty in analysis of gasdynamic forces
during the final phase of Mars access (Marks, 2008).

Graziano (2007) developed a concise map of approaches
to calculating forces on objects in the rarefied upper atmo-
sphere. Macrossan (2006) and colleagues at the University
of Queensland have an exceptional publication record in
this area. The reader should consult those sources for more
information.

4 APPROACHES TO CHARACTERIZING
THE ATMOSPHERE FOR ORBITING
OBJECTS

Planetary atmospheres are dynamic and very difficult to
characterize. There are numerous excellent references for
atmospheric abstractions appropriate to many classes of prob-
lems (Giacaglia and Marcondes, 2007). It is very important
that the models are abstracted to quantities important to prob-
lem classes. For some applications aggregated atmospheric
density is sufficient. For others, the distribution of atomic and
molecular constituents is important. Propagation of electro-
magnetic radiation requires yet another set of charged particle
distributions.

The upper atmosphere is extremely dynamic. Important
variations occur on many time scales. Vallado (2007) has
an excellent summary of the relevant time scales and of the
diverse approximations to the variation of density with lat-
itude, longitude, and time scales from diurnal through the
approximately 11 year solar cycle and beyond. NASA main-
tains a valuable and updated resource of approximations
to the atmosphere (http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/modelweb/
atmos/about atmos.html). Giacaglia et al. review the origin
and status of atmospheric modeling very comprehensively.

One cannot measure density directly in a dynamic atmo-
sphere. (Lavoisier’s classical measurement of the weight of
smoke is a classical example. He weighed test samples or
wood before and after combustion and inferred from the
difference the weight of smoke. Some models are based on in-
situ atmospheric spectrometry (MSIS) (Hedin, 1987). Some
infer density from drag on objects of known drag coefficient
(Storz, 2002). Others determine density from the extinction of
solar emissions in certain wavebands (Bowman et al., 2008).
All are heuristic and empirical to some extent. In Cefola et
al. (2008) atmospheric models have been lately examined in
depth and important corrections are derived to the standard
descriptions.

The most important region of the atmosphere for our
applications is called the thermosphere. There are many defi-
nitions, but this chapter considers the thermosphere to extend

from about 90 km above the Earth to about 800 km above the
Earth. The thermosphere is greatly affected by absorption
of energetic solar radiation and includes residual oxygen.
Orbit decay and gasdynamics in the thermosphere are inex-
tricable. Thermospheric models are constructed from a set of
differential equations that express the physical laws govern-
ing the atmosphere. The parameters in these models must be
determined from measurements made in space, either directly
by instruments placed in orbit, or indirectly by observations
of orbital decay (Moe, 2008). There are many sources of
current and historical data and measurements of solar param-
eters (proxies for density computation), notably the valuable
polar orbiting environmental satellites (National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Agency, http://www.oso.noaa.gov/poes/).
Much of this information is available at no cost, but there
are value added commercial sources for very precise appli-
cations (Space Environment Technologies Inc. http://www.
spacewx.com/index.html).

Moe, Wallace and Moe (1993) make the critical distinction
between the physical drag coefficient and fitted drag coeffi-
cients, which as stated earlier are state variables to be solved
for without strong physical traceability. The physical drag
coefficient is determined by the momentum transfer to the
satellite by the atmospheric molecules that strike and then
are reemitted from the satellite surface. Fitted drag coeffi-
cients are approximated by fitting an atmospheric model to
the observed orbital decay. They include any limitations of
the atmospheric model in their values.

Vallado conceived a compact and comprehensive presen-
tation of the origin and evolution of abstractions of the Earth’s
variable atmosphere that is provided as Figure 5. We refer the
reader to Vallado (2007) for more information.

The work of COPUOUS and CIRA notwithstanding, there
is considerable disagreement over which atmospheric model
to use. Oltrogge and Chao (2007) investigated the diver-
sity of orbit lifetime estimates predicted by different models
of the future state of the atmosphere, confirming the great
dispersion among physically well-conceived models that
nonetheless differ considerably from each other. Although
there consensus recommendations from COPUOUS, CIRA,
and the International Organization for Standardization(ISO)
a diligent investigator must choose carefully the atmospheric
model appropriate for his application.

5 PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF
SATELLITE INTERACTIONS WITH
THE ATMOSPHERE

Gasdynamic forces and torques in low earth orbit are both
dissipative and beneficial. Drag is the predominant reason
that orbits decay.
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Figure 5. Evolution of representations of the Earth’s sparse, high altitude atmosphere. Reproduced with permission from Vallado (2007)
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5.1 Mission analysis

The principles of gas-surface interaction, energy transfer, and
momentum transfer are the building blocks of determining
momentum and energy transfer on complex configurations.
The analysis is extremely complex, computationally inten-
sive, and arguably uncertain.

Klinkrad, Fritsche, and others describe these difficulties
well (Klinkrad, 1998; Koppenwallner, Fritsche and Lips,
2006). ANGARA (Analysis of Non-Gravitational Acceler-
ations due to Radiation and Aerodynamics)2 is among the
most comprehensive tools. It was produced for ESA by
hypersonic technologies goettingen (HTG) in cooperation
with the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechan-
ics (ITAM) of Novosibirsk/Russia. It has been employed
very successfully to ESA missions including ERS-1 and
ENVISAT. Great uncertainty remains because accommo-
dation coefficients are generally not known, and they vary
throughout mission lifetime. Moe, Wallace, and Moe (1993)
demonstrate through careful physical chemistry and gasdy-
namics analysis estimate that reemission of molecules from

satellite surfaces over a range of LEO altitude is completely
diffuse.

Sharipov’s analysis of the Brazilian SAtelite de Reentrada
Atmosferica (SARA) is a good example of the use of Bird’s
DSMC approach (Sharipov, 2003). Appropriately defined
drag coefficients vary considerably over ranges of satellite
thermodynamic and physical characteristics.

All comprehensive analyses of satellite drag yield values
that differ considerably from the classical CD = 2.2.

5.2 Orbit lifetime

Determining orbit lifetime is a critical application of satellite
interaction with the atmosphere. Orbit propagation tech-
niques continue to advance, but accretion of numerical errors
and uncertainty in the future state of the thermosphere add
considerable uncertainty to lifetime estimates longer than a
few months.

Oltrogge and Chao (2007) review and expand the tech-
nique, offering a consensus approach for implementing
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InterAgency Debris Coordination Committee (IADC)3

guidelines for disposing of low Earth orbit satellites. They
made several pivotal observations. First, that the uncertainty
in solar cycle timing and intensity was much greater than the
differences among orbit lifetime predictions using different
atmospheric models. Therefore, any of the several prominent
models is suitable. Second, most long-term predictions of
atmospheric density distributions apply statistical processes
to the predicted density field. As noted previously, density
cannot be measured directly. It is inferred through correlation
with geomagnetic indices inferred from atmospheric trans-
mission of characteristic frequencies. Therefore, it is more
consistent to apply statistics to the indices themselves and
then infer density from that result. They also suggest methods
for considering time varying satellite attitude and orientation.
Oltrogge and Chao also offer a profound approach to analyz-
ing the complete solar proxy data base beginning in 1947,
maintaining consistency with the epoch of the three common
solar proxies (F10.7, F10.7Bar, and Ap).

The ultimate result of the work of Oltrogge and Chao is
an insightful set of charts to guide orbit lifetime assessment.

This representation was developed to enable the
Interagency Debris Coordination Committee guideline rec-
ommending LEO satellite removal from protected regions
within 25 years of end of mission life. The perigee vs apogee
scheme of characterizing orbital regimes is attributed to
Gabbard. Apogee and perigee are the same for circular orbits.
The ordinate and abscissa scales in Figure 6 are not equal,
emphasizing that low perigees degrade the orbit most, dissi-
pating orbital mechanical energy with work done upon the
most dense atmosphere encountered. Satellites in the inter-
mediate range in which lifetime can be 25 years but might
not should be analyzed in detail rather than relying on a chart

like this. Oltrogge and Chao guide the user through several
approaches to such calculations.

5.3 Drag compensation

Important satellite missions depend on very precise knowl-
edge of their orbits, much more precise than normal space
surveillance or routine flight operations require. How can
this be accomplished if drag is a dominant force, and drag
estimates are uncertain?

One approach is to mitigate the dissipative influence of
drag by compensating with thrust adapted to the magnitude
of the instantaneous drag force. This is accomplished with an
inertially isolated proof mass, whose motion relative to the
parent spacecraft provides the feedback necessary to compen-
sate for drag. Drag free satellites were conceived in the 1960s
(Lange, 1964). DISCOS was the first drag-free satellite. It
and subsequent achievements by Stanford University and the
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics are described in
a seminal AIAA paper (APL/JHU, 1974). If the attitude and
aerodynamics of the spacecraft are well characterized, the
feedback forces can reveal the combined effects of sparse
atmosphere momentum transfer. We must recognize that this
is a combined effect of atmospheric properties and surface
accommodation. Drag-free mechanisms are not practical for
most satellites.

Another way to eliminate the influence of drag and focus
on measuring gravitational influences is to use two identical
satellites with precisely controlled or characterized in-track
separation in the same orbit. The influence of drag on both is
the same, and variations in gravitation are observed by com-
paring the states of motion of the two partners. The gravity

Figure 6. Aggregated Gabbard boundaries for 25 year orbit lifetime (25 < CDA/M < 500 cm2 kg−1).
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Recovery and Climate extraction (GRACE) experiment is
so conceived (GRACE Factsheet, 2003). The University of
Texas (Austin) was responsible for exquisite Thermospheric
drag calculations and GRACE satellite aerodynamic design.
GRACE is composed of a few flat surfaces and very straight-
forward to represent in gasdynamics models.

Gasdynamic forces can also be used to control satellite atti-
tude without expending onboard energy stores. Meirovitch
demonstrated that gasdynamic torques are conservative to a
reasonable approximation, since they can be derived from
potential functions (Meirovitch and Wallace, 1975). There-
fore, stable dynamic states of satellites that are not symmetric
about one or more axes depend on gasdynamic torques
and forces. Pisanski conceived a controllable system of
appendages with which the attitude of a very small satellite
could be controlled with minimal energy expenditure (Psiaki,
2004). These satellites resemble badminton shuttlecocks with
three trailing “feathers.” Bolandi, Badpa and Nasiri-Sarvi
(2005) review combined satellite gravity gradient and aerody-
namic stabilization and recommend approaches with minimal
energy dissipation.

6 DEFICIENCIES AND RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS

This chapter reviews the state of the art in estimating aero-
dynamic forces and moments experienced by spacecraft. We
hope that the reader infers that this is a difficult task a pri-
ori. The most trustworthy estimates are inferred from data
acquired after launch. Often drag and atmospheric parame-
ters are among the unknown “state variables” estimated from
diverse observations of on-orbit characteristics. The reader
must understand that the manner in which the atmosphere
interacts with spacecraft may depend critically on the over-
all orbit determination and propagation process. Gasdynamic
force and moment parameters determined post-launch should
be used very cautiously with process models other than
those employed to determine them. Nonetheless, mission and
vehicle design, operation, and planning require trustworthy
predictive techniques. We encouragte research in gas-surface
interactions, the transition from continuum to free molec-
ular flow and beyond, and estimating atmospheric density
with high temporal and spatial resolution independent of the
characteristics of specific operational satellites.

NOTES

1. Hoeffding’s inequality, named after Wassily Hoeffding, is
a result in probability theory that gives an upper bound on

the probability for the sum of random variables to deviate
from its expected value.

2. The Angara River (Russian: AHrapá) is a 1779 km (1105
miles) long river in Irkutsk Oblast and Krasnoyarsk Krai,
south-east Siberia, Russia. It is the only river flowing out
of Lake Baikal, and is a headwater of the Yenisei River.

3. The Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee
(IADC) is an international governmental forum for the
worldwide coordination of activities related to the issues
of man-made and natural debris in space.
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1 SPACE DEBRIS

More than half a century of space flight activities since
Sputnik-1, in 1957, has generated a significant man-made
particle environment that is denoted as “space debris”.
According to a definition by the Inter-Agency Debris Coor-
dination Committee (IADC) “space debris are all man-made
objects including fragments and elements thereof, in Earth
orbit or re-entering the atmosphere, that are non-functional”.
This sizeable population of space objects must be considered
in the payload and mission designs to ensure successful space
operations with an acceptable, low risk of losing or degrad-
ing a mission, or of suffering casualties during human space
flight.

Our knowledge of the space debris environment is largely
based on ground-based radar and optical measurements. In
low Earth orbits (LEO) mainly radars cover the size regimes
above 5 cm to 10 cm during routine space surveillance and
tracking, and above 2 mm during experimental, statistical
observations. At geostationary orbit altitudes (GEO) tele-
scopes track objects down to 30 cm to 1 m during routine
space surveillance, and down to 15 cm during experimental

observations. For small debris sizes in-situ impact detec-
tors and retrieved surface material are important information
sources. Due to statistical limitations in the achievable impact
fluence during constrained exposure times (see equation (1)),
such data typically become meaningful for object sizes below
1 mm.

The following synthesis of the space debris environment
will be provided for the year 2005. This is to allow for a
comparison of consolidated information of the known, cat-
aloged space object population with ESA’s statistical space
debris environment model MASTER-2005 (Meteoroid and
Space Debris Terrestrial Environment Reference) that was
designed to reflect the on-orbit space object population at
that epoch (Oswald et al., 2006).

2 THE SPACE DEBRIS ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Launch- and mission-related objects
(LMROs)

By the year 2005, most of the on-orbit mass of about
5 000 tons was concentrated in LMROs. A large fraction of
these can be observed by the US Space Surveillance Network
(SSN). The SSN maintains a catalog of objects with associ-
ated orbits. By May 2005 a total of 4 378 launches since 1957
had deployed 17 606 payloads, rocket bodies, and mission-
related objects, which caused 29 916 detectable and track-
able objects on Earth orbits. Of these 29 916 catalog objects,
19 331 had decayed into the atmosphere by May 2005, leav-
ing an on-orbit catalog population of 10 585. As of 1962,
a near-linear increase could be observed, at a rate of about
260 new on-orbit objects per year. The total number of cat-
aloged objects in the same time frame increased at a rate of
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Table 1. Contributions by macro objects to the MASTER-2005 reference population for May 2005, discriminated by sources, size regimes,
and orbital regions (LEO: H <2286 km).

Source type Orbit regime > 1 mm > 1 cm > 10 cm > 1 m

Launch/MRO LEO 4 025 3 214 3 175 2 030
LEO+MEO+GEO 31 043 5 393 5 354 3 895

Explosions LEO 6.42e+6 183 179 8 714 379
LEO+MEO+GEO 1.54e+7 411 226 15 033 764

Collisions LEO 23 195 453 124 1
LEO+MEO+GEO 41 391 775 133 1

NaK LEO 44 935 24 030 0 0
LEO+MEO+GEO 44 935 24 030 0 0

SRM slag LEO 5.68e+6 16 905 0 0
LEO+MEO+GEO 1.27e+8 165 493 0 0

Ejecta LEO 1.23e+6 0 0 0
LEO+MEO+GEO 3.66e+6 0 0 0

Total count LEO 1.34e+7 227 782 12 013 2 409
LEO+MEO+GEO 1.47e+8 606 917 20 520 4 660

about 710 per year. The almost steady state annual launch rate
of 110 ± 10 between 1965 and 1990 dropped significantly
after the end of the USSR, to almost 50% of its original
level. Since the years 2001/2002 a new, stable rate has es-
tablished at about 60 launches per year. When classified by
object categories, 31.8% of the catalog objects in 2005 were
payloads (6 to 7% thereof active satellites), 17.6% were spent
rocket upper stages and boost motors, 10.5% were mission-
related objects, and the remainder of about 40.1% were de-
bris, mainly from fragmentation events (28.4% caused by
upper stages, and 11.7% caused by satellites). When classi-
fied according to orbit regimes, 69.2% of the catalog objects
were in low-Earth orbits, at altitudes below 2 000 km, 9.3%
were in the vicinity of the geostationary ring, 9.7% were on
highly eccentric orbits (HEO), including the GEO transfer
orbits (GTO), 3.9% were in medium Earth orbits (MEO), be-
tween LEO and GEO, and almost 7.8% were outside the GEO
region. A small fraction of about 160 objects was injected into
Earth escape orbits.

For May 2005 Table 1 shows the contribution of launch
and mission-related objects to the space debris population ac-
cording to the MASTER-2005 model (Oswald et al., 2006).
LMROs are prevailing only at sizes above 1 m. At 10 cm
and 1 cm sizes their share reduces to 26% and 0.9%. Occur-
rences of LMROs below 1 cm are, for instance, due to the
deployment of thin Copper wires by the Westford Needles
experiments in 1961 and 1963, where in two experiments
millions of copper needles of 1.78 cm length, and 17.8 �m
to 25.4 �m diameter were ejected into space in near-polar
orbits of more than 3 500 km altitude. Less than 100 grams
of mass remaining from these experiments are assumed to be
still on orbit. The altitude distribution of LMROs is shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Spatial density versus altitude of objects of diameters
d > 10 cm according to the MASTER-2005 model, for May 2005.
Different sources are indicated in grey scales. The solid black line
shows the envelope of the total spatial density.

2.2 Explosion and collision fragments

Space debris caused by fragmentation events is the most
important source of catalog objects, with a contribution of
40.1% to the trackable population by May 2005. In total 188
on-orbit fragmentation events were inferred from the detec-
tion of new objects and from the correlation of their deter-
mined orbits with a common source. Approximately 30%
of the break-ups are believed to have been deliberate ex-
plosions or collisions (causing more than 3 000 cataloged
fragments), 30% may be attributed to propulsion system ex-
plosions (causing more than 4 000 cataloged fragments), 3%
could be associated with electrical system failures (mainly
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Figure 2. Spatial density versus altitude for objects of diameters
d > 1 cm according to the MASTER-2005 model, for May 2005.
Different sources are indicated in grey scales. The solid black line
shows the envelope of the total spatial density.

battery explosions, causing about 700 cataloged fragments),
1% were related to three accidental collisions (the Cosmos
1934 spacecraft with a Cosmos 926 MRO in December 1991,
the Cerise spacecraft with an Ariane H-10 fragment in July
1996, and a Thor stage with a CZ-4B stage fragment in
January 2005; see section 2.5 for more recent events). The
remaining 36% were of unknown origin. With the exception
of two known GEO explosion events (an Ekran-2 satellite
on 22 June 1978, and a Titan III-C Transtage on 8 February,
1994), all known fragmentations occurred on orbits passing
through altitudes below 2 000 km, with about 80% of the or-
bits within LEO, and 17% on HEO and GTO. 17 of the 188
events generated more than 200 (and up to 700) trackable
fragments each. A comparison of experimental observation
data with catalog information suggested that several frag-
mentation events might have occurred unnoticed. Hence, the
MASTER-2005 debris environment model added 15 addi-
tional on-orbit explosions, with eight of them in GEO and
four in LEO.

For May 2005 Table 1 shows the contribution of
fragmentation-related objects from explosions and collisions
to the space debris population according to the MASTER-
2005 model. Fragmentation debris are prevailing at sizes from
1 mm to 10 cm, with shares of 10 to 74%. Their altitude
distribution is shown in Figure 1 to Figure 4.

2.3 Non-fragmentation debris sources

The most important non-fragmentation source of space debris
is due to solid rocket motor (SRM) firings and the resulting

slag and dust particles, which are mainly composed of alu-
minum oxide Al2O3 and residues of motor liner material.
Aluminum powder is added to most solid fuels, typically with
a mass fraction of 18%, to stabilize the combustion process
and improve the motor performance. It is assumed that about
99% thereof is continuously ejected with the exhaust stream
during the main thrust phase in the form of Al2O3 dust of
diameters largely within 1 �m ≤ d ≤ 50 �m. Due to design
constraints, many solid motors have nozzles protruding into
the burn chamber, causing cavities around the nozzle throats.
During the burn phase, trapped Al2O3, melted Aluminium
droplets, and parts of released thermal insulation liner mate-
rial can cumulate in this pool, and weld together to form slag
particles which can grow to sizes of typically 0.1 mm ≤ d ≤
30 mm (particles as large as 50 mm were observed in ground
tests). These slag particles are released at the end of the main
thrust phase, as the internal motor pressure decreases. This
release process is known to depend also on the spin rate of
SRMs, which is used to stabilize the motor orientation during
the payload injection maneuver.

The number of solid rocket motor firings between 1958
and May 2005 was 1 076, with peak rates of up to 47 events
per year, and a mean annual rate of 23.5. US missions ac-
counted for 80% of the injection orbits where SRMs were
applied. The size of the solid motors, in terms of propel-
lant capacity, covers a wide range. The most frequently used
SRMs are: (1) Star 37 motors, with a propellant mass of
1 067 kg, used for instance as final stage of Delta launchers
to deploy GPS/Navstar payloads, (2) Payload Assist Mod-
ules PAM-D, with 2 011 kg, also used as Delta final stage for
instance for GTO injections, and (3) inert upper stages (IUS),
deployed from Titan IV or Space Shuttle, for instance to inject
payloads into GTO with a first stage of 9 709 kg, and subse-
quently deliver the payload into a circular GEO by a second
stage of 2 722 kg. Another powerful SRM engine, HS-601
with 4 267 kg, is used by Long March LM-2E launchers both
for LEO and GTO payload injections.

It can be assumed that during the 1 076 SRM firings up to
May 2005 more than 1 000 tons of propellant were released
into space. Based on physical and mathematical model hy-
potheses, approximately 320 tons thereof were Al2O3 dust
particles, and four tons were slag particles formed of Al2O3,
metallic Aluminium, and motor liner material. Due to or-
bital perturbations and their different effects on �m-size dust
and cm-size slag, merely 1 ton of Al2O3 dust and 3 tons of
SRM slag particles are believed to be still on orbit. At sizes
of 1 �m ≤ d ≤ 1 cm these contributions dominate the space
debris environment.

For May 2005 Table 1 and Table 2 show the contribution
of SRM dust and slag particles to the space debris popula-
tion according to the MASTER-2005 model. The altitude
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Table 2. Contributions by micro objects to the MASTER-2005 reference population for May 2005, discriminated by sources, size regimes,
and orbital regions (LEO: H < 2 286 km; −→ indicates that the object count is given by the number to the right, with no contributions from
smaller size regimes).

Source type Orbit regime > 1 �m > 10 �m > 100 �m > 1 mm

Launch/MRO LEO −→ −→ 5 449 4 025
LEO+MEO+GEO −→ −→ 45 931 31 043

Explosions LEO −→ 9.31e+07 9.21e+07 6.42e+06
LEO+MEO+GEO −→ 3.36e+08 3.34e+08 1.54e+07

Collisions LEO −→ −→ 378 866 23 195
LEO+MEO+GEO −→ −→ 927 728 41 391

NaK LEO −→ −→ −→ 44 935
LEO+MEO+GEO −→ −→ −→ 44 935

SRM slag LEO −→ 1.13e+11 6.40e+10 5.68e+06
LEO+MEO+GEO −→ 1.02e+13 4.70e+12 1.27e+08

SRM dust LEO 3.23e+13 1.20e+13 0 0
LEO+MEO+GEO 4.10e+15 4.91e+13 0 0

Paint flakes LEO 3.23e+11 2.89e+11 4.79e+10 0
LEO+MEO+GEO 1.71e+12 1.21e+12 1.33e+11 0

Ejecta LEO 1.67e+13 3.70e+12 2.39e+11 1.23e+06
LEO+MEO+GEO 2.14e+14 6.24e+13 1.06e+12 3.66e+06

Total count LEO 4.94e+13 1.61e+13 3.51e+11 1.34e+07
LEO+MEO+GEO 4.33e+15 1.23e+14 5.88e+12 1.47e+08

distribution of these populations is shown in Figure 1 to
Figure 4.

Another source of non-fragmentation debris was released
within a narrow inclination band close to 65◦, at altitudes
between 900 km and 950 km. Between 1980 and 1988, 16
out of 31 Russian Radar Ocean Reconnaissance Satellites
(RORSATs) ejected the fuel cores of their Buk1 reactors into
such disposal orbits. During each of these ejections a low-
melting sodium-potassium alloy (NaK) escaped from the pri-
mary cooling circuit of the reactor, forming NaK droplets of
up to 5.6 cm in size. One can assume that a total of 208 kg NaK
coolant was released in the 16 events (about 13 kg per event).
Thermodynamic considerations suggest that only droplets of
diameters d > 0.1 mm could survive an extended period of
time in a stable state (about 9.1 kg per event), while smaller
objects evaporated. For NaK droplets of d > 3 mm, the time
before evaporation exceeds the orbital lifetime. Hence, fol-
lowing the termination of Buk reactor deployments and core
ejections between 1980 and 1988, air drag most likely re-
moved all NaK droplets smaller than 1 mm by the year
1993. The remaining population had an estimated mass of
50 kg to 60 kg. Ultimately, only droplets of d > 1 cm main-
tain a durable population close to the initial release alti-
tudes. Since RORSAT missions were discontinued after 1988,
NaK droplets can be regarded as a historic, non-regenerative
source of debris. In May 2005, NaK droplets mainly con-
tributed to the size regime 1 mm ≤ d ≤ 1 cm, with a share in
the MASTER-2005 reference population of less than 0.03%

in total and 0.3% in LEO. The altitude distribution of the NaK
population is shown in Figure 2 to Figure 4.

In contrast with NaK droplets, release products from sur-
face degradation and impact ejecta are a reproductive source.
For reasons of thermal control most spacecraft and rocket
upper stages are coated with paint, and/or with thermal blan-
kets. Under the influence of the harsh space environment, in
particular due to impinging atomic oxygen, due to aging and
embrittlement by extreme ultra-violet (EUV) radiation, and
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Figure 3. Spatial density versus altitude for objects of diameters
d > 1 mm according to the MASTER-2005 model, for May 2005.
Different sources are indicated in grey scales. The solid black line
shows the envelope of the total spatial density.
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Figure 4. Spatial density versus altitude for objects of diameters
d > 0.1 mm according to the MASTER-2005 model, for May 2005.
Different sources are indicated in grey scales. The solid black line
shows the envelope of the total spatial density.

due to micro-particle impacts, surfaces of space objects tend
to erode. This combination of effects could for instance be
observed on returned surfaces of the long duration exposure
facility (LDEF), which remained on orbit from April 1984
to January 1990 at altitudes of 470 km to 340 km, and at
an inclination of 28.5◦. Atomic oxygen was found to cause
a degradation of polyurethane binder material in paints, or
damage of underlying substrate material through cracks in
the paint surface. EUV radiation is known to cause defects in
polymeric materials, such as Kapton, Teflon, or paints. This
leads to an embrittlement of the material, with subsequent
crack formations and possible delaminations of layered foils.
The effect is enhanced through thermal cycling, mainly due to
transits through the Earth shadow. Atomic oxygen corrosion
and EUV radiation, often in combination with micro-particle
impacts, leads to mass losses of surface coatings, and to the
formation and detachment of paint flakes of �m to mm sizes.
Traces of such materials could be found in impact craters, for
instance on Space Shuttle windows (on the average, one win-
dow had to be replaced for each STS mission due to sub-mm
particle impacts).

For May 2005 Table 2 shows the contribution of
surface degradation products (paint flakes and �-particle
impact ejecta) to the space debris population according to
the MASTER-2005 model. The altitude distribution of these
populations is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

2.4 Debris impact probability

The statistical behavior of the space debris population can
be well represented by the laws of kinetic gas theory. Hence,

the number of collisions N encountered by an object of col-
lision cross-section A, moving through a stationary “debris
medium” of uniform particle density D, at a constant velocity
v, during a propagation time interval �t is given by

N = v D A �t (1)

where F = vD is the impact flux (in units of m−2 s−1) and
� = F�t is the impact fluence (in units of m−2). The collision
probability follows a binomial law which for large n can
be well approximated by a Poisson distribution, generating
the following probability Pi=n of n impacts, and Pi=0 of no
impact.

Pi=n = Nn

n!
exp (−N) �→ Pi=0 = exp (−N) (2)

The probability of one or more impacts is hence the com-
plement of no impact.

Pi≥n = P = 1 − exp (−N) ≈ N �→ P ≈ v D A �t

(3)

The linearized approximation of Equation (2) by means
of Equation (3) is accurate to better than 10% for N ≤ 0.25.
The demanding part in this equation is the determination of
the particle flux F = vD. In the MASTER-2005 model three-
dimensional, time dependent spatial object density distribu-
tions are established for a grid of volume elements covering
the entire Earth environment from LEO to GEO altitudes.
Contributions from each member of the space debris pop-
ulation go into this distribution. For each of these objects,
the velocity magnitude and direction is maintained for each
volume element pass. This information is later retrieved to
determine relative impact velocities with respect to a target
object passing through the volume grid (Klinkrad, 2006). For
the typical target orbits given in Table 3 the mean times be-
tween impacts by space debris of different sizes are listed in
Table 4.

Table 3. Representative target orbits used in a debris flux analysis
with the MASTER-2005 space debris and meteoroid environment
model.

Hpe (km) Hap (km) i (◦)

ISS 356.0 364.1 51.6
Envisat 773.5 789.2 98.6
Globalstar 1 400.0 1 400.0 52.0
GPS 20 000.0 20 000.0 55.0
GTO 560.0 35 786.0 7.0
GEO 35 786.0 35 786.0 0.1
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Table 4. Mean time between collisions of a 1 m2 spherical target with the MASTER-2005 space debris population of diameters larger than
a given size threshold, on orbits as specified in Table 3.

d > 0.1 mm d > 1 mm d > 1 cm d > 10 cm

ISS 29.5 d 1 480 yr 191 791 yr 3.03e+6 yr
Envisat 2.3 d 170 yr 7 267 yr 82 440 yr
Globalstar 3.5 d 287 yr 18 942 yr 309 597 yr
GPS 98.2 d 10 787 yr 8.27e+6 yr 1.41e+9 yr
GTO 50.3 d 4 559 yr 444 049 yr 7.40e+6 yr
GEO 183.7 d 10 409 yr 4.31e+6 yr 6.00e+7 yr

2.5 Recent events and a long-term perspective

The space debris environment is highly volatile. Several on-
orbit break-ups since 2005 have caused significant changes
both to the short-term and long-term debris flux levels at some
orbital altitudes. By the year 2009 the US space surveillance
network (SSN) catalog had increased to about 14 000 un-
classified objects. Approximately 5 000 more objects were
maintained in analyst catalogs or were classified. The cat-
alog objects represented a mass of about 5 800 tons. Some
10 tons of further mass are expected to reside in sub-catalog
space debris which cannot be tracked operationally. Of the
unclassified catalog objects in 2009, 6% were operational
spacecraft, 40% were non-functional but intact objects, and
54% were fragments. 73% of all catalog objects were in the
LEO regime. Since 2007 the SSN catalog has experienced
two significant step increases:

1. on 11 January 2007, the Chinese FengYun 1C satellite
was intercepted in an anti-satellite (ASAT) test, at an
altitude of 862 km, generating 2 500 catalog objects of
which 2 300 were still in orbit two years later;

2. on 10 February 2009, the first accidental hyperveloc-
ity collision between two intact catalog objects (Cosmos
2251 and Iridium 33), at an altitude of 788 km, gener-
ated more than 1,500 cataloged fragments in two separate
clouds (2/3 of the objects formed a cloud along the Cos-
mos orbit; 1/3 of the fragments remained close to the
Iridium orbit).

There was one more high-energy collision, the engage-
ment of the defunct USA-193 satellite by a ship-launched
missile, on 21 February 2008, at a low altitude of about
250 km. This event, however, only generated 173 catalog
entries, of which none were remaining by the end of 2008
due to their rapid, drag-induced orbit decay. While there was
a short-term risk increase for the ISS, there were no long-
lasting consequences from this event.

The FengYun 1C and Iridium 33/Cosmos 2251 events
increased the pre-event catalog population by +25% and
+15%, respectively. As a consequence of the combined ef-
fect from both events, there was a significant increase of
over 100% in the number of high-risk conjunction event
warnings for two ESA satellites (ERS-2 and Envisat) op-
erating in the vicinity of the break-up altitudes. The num-
ber of non-trackable yet lethal long-lasting fragments of
d > 1 cm resulting from both collisions is expected to be on
the order of 105 000 (+50% of the pre-event LEO population
of d > 1 cm).

From 2005 to 2009 the in-orbit mass has increased by
more than 800 tons to a total of 5 800 tons, of which more
than 40% reside in LEO and some 33% reside near the GEO
ring. Hence, 73% of all mass is concentrated in only 3% of
the combined LEO, MEO, and GEO volume, with highest
concentrations in LEO, where up to 1 200 catalog objects
and 350 tons of mass reside in a 50 km altitude shell, and
up to 2 100 catalog objects and 650 tons of mass reside in
a 1◦ inclination bin. It will be here where catastrophic colli-
sions between large-size objects will first set in. The Iridium
33/Cosmos 2251 event was an early indicator. Long-term
space debris environment forecasts indicate that reducing the
generation of new space objects through space debris mitiga-
tion, and even a complete halt of all launch activities cannot
stabilize the space debris environment (Liou and Johnson,
2008; Bastida and Krag, 2009). At some LEO altitudes crit-
ical concentrations in terms of catalog object numbers and
related mass have been reached, and within 60 years frag-
ments from catastrophic collisions between catalog objects
will outnumber explosion fragments that are dominating the
environment today (see Figure 5). The underlying collisional
cascading process is fueled by more than 2 000 spacecraft
and orbital stages in long-lasting orbits. – The only means
to prevent the on-set of a run-away situation is by means of
space debris environment remediation, where large, passive
objects are removed from orbit (Klinkrad and Johnson, 2009).
Some 400 to 500 large-size objects are concentrated in just
a few orbit families. Simulations show that removal of these
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Figure 5. Long-term forecast of the effective number of space debris of diameters d > 10 cm in LEO. Reproduced from Liou and Johnson
(2008) c© Elsevier.

objects at initial rates of 10 to 15 per year will lead to a sta-
bilization of the environment. The related costs will be high,
but they are inferior to the costs incurred by the possible loss
of significant parts of our space infrastructure.

NOTE

1. Russian word for beech tree.
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1 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The first methods to observe dust in our solar system were op-
tical observations of the zodiacal light and of meteor streams
in the atmosphere. Further ground based observations use
radar beams in order to detect the ionized track of meteoroids
entering our atmosphere.But the ground based methods are
limited in sensitivity such that satellites and interplanetary
spacecrafts were used to extend our knowledge. Today, we
have data from in-situ dust sensors covering heliocentric dis-
tances from 0.3 to 18 AU. The Helios data showed dust fluxes
with a maximum of 18 impacts per day and m2 inside the
Earth’s orbit (3 × 10−12 g at an impact speed of 20 km s−1),
while Pioneer explored the outer solar system measuring
much smaller dust fluxes. Today, the most sensitive sensors
are impact ionization detectors as flown onboard Nozomi,
Galileo, Ulysses, and, especially, Cassini (Srama et al., 2004)

(Figure 1). The Cassini instrument is the most advanced dust
detector ever flown and it is capable to determine the dust flux
(10−6–106m−2s−1), dust mass (10−20–10−12 kg), dust speed
(1–100 km s−1), dust charge (1–100 fC) and dust composition
of individual micrometeoroids (Figure 2). A list of former
dust instrumentation is given in Table 1.

Beyond in-situ methods, dust collection campaigns of dust
particles in the stratosphere were performed by NASA. By
this means, many interplanetary dust particles were captured

Figure 1. Different observation methods are necessary in order to
cover the entire size range of micrometeoroids. Crater investigations
of lunar rocks provided a broad overview of the entire dust mass
range. Image courtesy of Eberhard Grün.
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2 Operational Environment

Table 1. Comparison of former interplanetary missions including dust instrumentation. The probes Helios, Stardust and Cassini are able to
determine the dust composition via TOF spectrometry. The mass threshold is given for an impact speed of 20 km s−1. The detectors onboard
Heos, Helios, Ulysses, Nozomi, Galileo, Cassini and Stardust are based upon impact ionization technologies. The detector onboard New
Horizon is a PVDF type detector and Pioneer used simple threshold detectors. The ESA mission Rosetta carries various dust instrumentation
suited only for the analysis of low-velocity impacts (<500 m s−1).

Mass threshold Sensitive area
Spacecraft (kg) Dynamic range (m2) References

Pioneer 8,9 2×10−16 100 0.009 (Berg and Richardson, 1968)
Pioneer 10 2×10−12 1 0.26 (Humes et al., 1974)
Pioneer 11 1×10−11 1 0.26 (0.57) (Humes, 1980)
HEOS 2 2×10−19 104 0.010 (Hoffmann et al., 1975)
Helios 1,2 9×10−18 104 0.012 (Dietzel et al., 1973)
Giotto PIA 3×10−19 106 0.0005 (Kissel, 1986)
Giotto DIDSY 10−20 1014 0.1 (McDonnell et al., 1986)
VeGa 1,2 PUMA 10−20 106 0.0005 (Kissel et al., 1986)
VeGa 1,2 DUCMA 1014 103 0.0075 (Perkins, Simpson and Tuzzolino, 1985)
VeGa 1,2 SP1 2×10−18 105 0.0081 (Göller, Grün and Maas, 1987)
VeGa 1,2 SP2 1×10−14 108 0.05 (Sagdeev, Pellat and Salo, 1985)
Hiten 2×10−18 104 0.01 (Igenbergs et al., 1991)
Ulysses 2×10−18 106 0.10 (Grün et al., 1992a)
Galileo 2×10−18 106 0.10 (Grün et al., 1992b)
Stardust CIDA 2×10−18 104 0.01 (Kissel et al., 2004)
Stardust DFMI 10−15 106 var. (McDonnell et al., 2000)
Nozomi 2×10−18 106 0.01 (Igenbergs et al., 1998)
Cassini DA 5×10−19 106 0.1 (Srama et al., 2004)
Cassini HRD 3×10−16 104 0.006 (Srama et al., 2004)
New Horizons 1×10−15 105 0.1 (Horanyi et al., 2007)
Bepi Colombo TBD TBD 0.01 (Nogami et al., 2009)

and returned to Earth for laboratory analysis (Figure 3). The
mission Stardust even collected dust grains during a cometary
flyby using low-density aerogel detectors (Brownlee and
Stardust Mission Team, 2006). Thousands of cometary dust
grains with sizes from the submicron range to 100 micron
were returned and are currently in scientific analysis. But
even indirect methods, like the investigation of craters of lu-
nar rocks returned by the Apollo program, provided basic
knowledge about the dust mass distribution and the inter-
planetary dust flux (Figure 1).

2 PROPERTIES OF INTERPLANETARY
DUST

Micrometeoroids in space can be described by their flux, size
distribution, their composition, and their orbital parameters
(dynamics). Recent reviews of interplanetary dust particle
properties were given by Grün and Dikarev (2009) and Grün
(2007). The following paragraphs summarize the knowledge
of today achieved by various observational methods.

2.1 Mass flux

Dikarev et al. (2004) revised the ESA meteoroid model of
orbital distributions of dust particles in interplanetary space.
The model includes infrared observations of the zodiacal
cloud by the COBE earth-bound observatory, flux measure-
ments by the dust detectors onboard the Galileo and Ulysses
spacecrafts, and the crater size distribution on lunar rock sam-
ples retrieved by the Apollo missions. Various populations of
known dust sources were considered like Jupiter-encounting
comets, asteroid families like Themis, Korinis, Eos or Ver-
itas, and even the interstellar dust flux. The model also in-
cludes results achieved by the advanced meteor orbit radar
at Christchurch (New Zealand). The model predicts about
three impacts per day of particles bigger than 1 �m onto
a surface of 1 m2 (Figure 4). The Grün model of 1985 al-
ready described the interplanetary dust flux very accuratly,
but slightly overestimated the micrometeoroid flux of very big
grains.

While Figure 4 and Table 2 give the mass distribution of
the dust flux at 1 AU distance, Figure 5 shows the global
dust flux with heliocentric distance according to the analysis
by Dikarev and Grün (2002). Only the Pioneer and Cassini
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Figure 2. The cosmic dust analyser of the Cassini mission to Saturn.
This instrument combines various detection methods and has a sen-
sitive area is 0.1 m2. The instrument mass and power consumption
is 17 kg and 12 W, respectively.

spacecraft performed measurements in the outer solar system
beyond Jupiter’ts orbit. Although Cassini’s dust detector is
very sensitive, its field-of-view was constrained and biased
by the spacecraft pointing during interplanetary cruise. The
data received by Pioneer show a decreasing dust flux between
Earth and Jupiter with an almost constant flux in the outer
solar system of approximately one dust impact per week and
m2 of particles with masses above 6 × 10−9 g (at 20 km s−1).

2.2 Dynamics

The orbital distributions of interplanetary dust particles was
recently modeled by Dikarev et al. (2005) and summary plots
are shown in Figure 6. This figure combines the knowledge
of sources, sinks and dynamics and illustrates the large-scale
structure of the interplanetary dust cloud between 1 and
10 AU distance from the Sun. Two different mass regimes
(dust grain masses below and above 10−5g) were consid-

Table 2. Properties of the interplanetary dust at 1 AU distance.
The values represent the flux onto a spinning flat plate.

Grain mass Cum. flux Cum. number
(g) (m−2s−1) density (m−3)

10−18 2.6 × 10−1 5.8 × 10−5

10−17 3.8 × 10−2 8.4 × 10−6

10−16 5.9 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−6

10−15 1.1 × 10−3 2.3 × 10−7

10−14 2.5 × 10−4 5.4 × 10−8

10−13 8.3 × 10−5 1.7 × 10−8

10−12 3.4 × 10−5 7.2 × 10−9

10−11 1.5 × 10−5 3.1 × 10−9

10−10 6.4 × 10−6 1.3 × 10−9

10−9 3.0 × 10−6 6.3 × 10−10

10−8 1.2 × 10−6 2.5 × 10−10

10−7 3.0 × 10−7 6.5 × 10−11

10−6 4.7 × 10−8 1.0 × 10−11

10−5 4.6 × 10−9 1.0 × 10−12

10−4 3.3 × 10−10 7.5 × 10−14

10−3 1.9 × 10−11 4.4 × 10−15

10−2 9.7 × 10−13 2.3 × 10−16

10−1 4.7 × 10−14 1.1 × 10−17

100 2.2 × 10−15 5.2 × 10−19

101 1.1 × 10−16 2.4 × 10−20

102 4.7 × 10−18 1.1 × 10−21

ered in order to accound for a separate dynamics (dominant
forces).

Which forces do influence interplanetary dust grains? A
nice overview is given in various chapters of the book by Grün
et al. (2001). Generally, gravity (Sun and planets and moons),
Lorentz forces (interplanetary magnetic field, planetary mag-
netospheres), radiation and solar wind pressure, plasma drag
and Poynting–Robertson drag are the relevant forces. De-
pending on the local parameters of the dust environment, the
forces have varying influences on the dust grains. In the en-
vironment with higher gas densities (comets, gas plumes of
Enceladus), gas drag forces are relevant, too. Collisions be-
tween micrometeoroids do not play a role in the low-density
interplanetary space.

The Poynting–Robertson force is a force which leads to
a transport of dust from the asteroid belt and the outer solar
system to the inner system. The grains become concentrated
in the zodiacal dust cloud with a concentration along the
ecliptic plane. The dust particles absorb light energy from
one direction (the Sun) and re-emit the energy equally in all
directions. Because the orbital motion of the dust is perpen-
dicular to the direction of the Sun, the radiation appears to
arrive from slightly forward of the solar direction (analogous
to running in the rain), leading to a loss of orbital kinetic
energy.
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Figure 3. Interplanetary dust particles collected in the stratosphere. Chondritic grains with different degrees of compactness (a–c) and one
Fe-S-Ni sphere (d). The widths of the photos are 15 �m (a), 30 �m (b), 15 �m (c) and 30 �m (d) courtesy NASA.

2.3 Composition

The knowledge about the composition of micrometeoroids
is derived from three different methods: remote-sensing ob-
servations, in-situ measurements, and laboratory analysis of
collected samples. Sample collection itself is performed by
retrieval of micrometeorites preserved in the antarctic ice,
by investigation of meteor samples on ground, by high al-
titude planes in the Earth’s stratosphere, or even by inter-
planetary sample return missions like Stardust (in-situ anal-
ysis and sample return of comet Wild 2). Further analy-
ses are performed using returned surfaces or collectors on-

board Earth orbiting space probes (Long duration exposure
facility – LDEF, Hubble Space Telescope solar arrays).

Cosmic dust particles are irregularly-shaped with porosi-
ties ranging from compact to fluffy. Fluffy grains might con-
sist of aggregates of smaller and more compact grains. Most
interplanetary dust grains collected in the Earth’s stratosphere
have densities between 1 and 3 g cm−3. Generally, the dust
grain composition represents the compositition of their par-
ent bodies. Cometary dust primarily resembles interstellar
dust which is rich in silicates, water ice and polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons. In contrast, dust grains originating from
asteroids resemble carbonaceous chondritic meteorites.
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Figure 4. Cumulative mass distribution of meteoroids at 1 AU dis-
tance from the Sun. The upper line represents the flux based on the
Grün et al., 1985 model. Reproduced from Dikarev et al. (2004) c©
Springer.

The dust of comet Halley was studied by in-situ spectrom-
eters onboard the Giotto and VeGa spacecrafts. Some grains
were dominated by the light elements H, C, N, and O and
they are named CHON particles. Other grains were rich in
rock-forming elements like Mg, Si, Ca, and Fe and are called
silicates. The overall mineralogical composition of Halley’s
dust is similar to the composition of stony and iron meteorites.
However, many grains are a mixture of CHON particles and
silicates, and Fe-sulfides or metallic particles are found as
well. Furthermore, the recent laboratory analysis of cometary
samples returned by the mission Stardust revealed abundant
crystalline minerals which were not formed by slightly heated
intertellar dust as predicted.

Asteroids are classified as rich in carbon (carbonaceous,
C-type), silicates (S-type) or metals (M-type), and their prop-
erties are linked to the study of meteorites on Earth. C-type
asteroids represent more than 75% of the visible asteroids
and silicate rich asteroids are more abundant in the inner

region of the asteroid belt (within 2.5 AU of the Sun). As-
teroidal dust contains primarily minerals like olivines, py-
roxenes, iron-sulfides, iron-carbindes or are iron-nickel rich.
Meteorites also showed refractory inclusions made out of Ca
and Al. Furthermore, a variety of organic compounds like
amino acids, fullerenes, alcoholes, aliphatic, and aromatic
hydrocarbons were identified in meteorites by laboratory
analysis.

In-situ compositional analysis is performed by the dust
spectrometer onboard the Cassini spacecraft. Metal-rich dust
grains were measured in interplanetary space and streams
of nano-sized dust originating from the jovian system (Io’s
volcanic ash) consist out of sodium chloride and alkali metals
with minor contributions of sulfurous compounds or a silicate
core. Similar hyper-velocity dust streams (>100 km−1) from
the saturnian system are made out of silicates. Submicron to
micron sized particles in Saturn’s large E-ring (3 to 18 Saturn
radii) is composed mainly out of water ice, but also contains
some minerals, carbonates, or salts.

3 SOURCES OF MICROMETEOROIDS

3.1 Comets and asteroids

Interplanetary dust particles (IDP) are born in cometary co-
mae, by asteroid collisions, by meteoroid impacts onto sur-
faces of small bodies (asteroids, small planetary moons) and
in planetary environments (Jupiter and Saturn dust streams).
Today, the most efficient source for IDPs are cometary tails:
icy and silicate grains released by the cometary nucleus dur-
ing the sublimation of volatile ices in the vicinity of the Sun.
Larger dust particles preserve the orbital parameters of the
comet and form the known cometary trail. This trail can be
studied directly when the Earth passes through the trail, lead-
ing to the known yearly meteor showers. However, our knowl-
edge is primarily based on spacecraft data as the results of
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Figure 5. Meteoroid flux measured by the dust detector onboard Pioneer 11. (a) Uncorrected dust flux of a fully functional instrument; (b)
dust flux derived by Dikarev and Grün (2002) taking into account partial damage of the detector cells. The label J and S indicate the Jupiter
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Meteoroids with masses above 6×10−9g and speeds of 20 km s−1 canware counted by the dust sensor. Image courtesy of Eberhard Grün.
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Figure 6. Dynamical properties of dust particles with different sizes in space after Dikarev et al. (2005) . The orbital distributions of
dust particles were calculated for a minimum mass threshold of 10−12 g. The left column shows the distribution in semimajor axis and
eccentricity, the right column shows the distribution in semimajor axis and particle inclination. Plot A and E show the properties of big dust
particles (m > 10−5 g) from asteroids, and plots C and G are valid for dust particles from comets in Jupiter-crossing orbits. Plots B and F
represent small grains (< 10−5) from asteroids, spiraling towards the Sun and plots D and H represent small cometary grains. Reproduced
from Dikarev et al. (2005) c© Elsevier and from Grün and Dikarev (2009) c© Springer.

the Giotto mission and its target comet Halley. in-situ dust
experiments measured the size distribution from sub-micron
to millimetre sized grains of the inner coma during the flyby
in 1986. The results showed that large grains (mass > 10−6 g)
were more numerous than was previously expected, such that

these large grains dominated the mass output of the comet.
Hörz et al. (2006) confirmed this finding of a relatively shal-
low mass distribution at large grain masses by analyzing the
Stardust data of the comet Wild 2 and results of in-situ mea-
surements are published in Green et al. (2004) .
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Today, astronomers consider the scattered disc as the most
likely origin for periodic comets. Scattered objects have orbits
with high eccentricities (as high as 0.8) and high inclinations
(up to 40◦). Their perihelia are greater than 30 AU making
them the most distant and cold objects in our solar system.
The scattered disc is unstable and its innermost part overlaps
with the known Kuiper belt.

The asteroid belt with its numerous small bodies are an-
other important source of IDPs. Collisions within the belt and
micrometeoroid impacts on their surfaces generate fragments
with a wide size distribution. These fragments form a ring of
tiny dust particles in the asteroid belt region, which was iden-
tified by IR observations using the satellite IRAS. Asteroidal
dust carries the compositional signature of their parent bodies
which are primarily silicates and metal-rich materials.

The zodiacal cloud contains both, fresh dust from
cometary trails, and old cometary dust dispersed over time
which cannot be associated to a particular comet any more.
Today, the relative contributions by asteroidal and cometary
dust to the zodiacal cloud are still unknown, and the last 40
years of space exploration by dust detectors onboard inter-
planetary spacecrafts as well as optical observations lead only
to a coarse insight into the cloud dynamics.

What is the ratio of cometary versus asteroidal particles
at 1 AU, and what are the orbital characteristics of different
types of cometary and asteroidal particles at 1 AU? How
much is dust from comets chemically different to dust from
asteroids? Are there large organic molecules in cometary and
asteroidal dust that can be precursors of life?

For a better understanding of the influence of the aster-
oidal and cometary dust sources, in-situ studies of the dust
populations by advanced dust detectors is necessary, which
are able to simultaneously measure dust trajectories as well
as their composition (Srama et al., 2005).

3.2 Planetary dust

Planetary dust describes the population of dust grains which
is bound by gravity to a central planet or its moons. It is well
known by the formation of dust rings like in the Jupiter or
Saturn system. The two spacecrafts which studied these sys-
tems are Galileo in the jovian system (Krüger et al., 2005)
and Cassini in the saturnian system (Kempf, 2007). Besides
Jupiter and Saturn, dusty rings are also known from Uranus
and Neptune, but their study by in-situ methods was not possi-
ble until today. The rings from the gas giants are well known,
but it is not very well known, that a terrestrial planet like Mars
is supposed to have a dust ring. However, this ring would be
very faint and its discovery is still outstanding by both, remote
sensing methods and in-situ methods, respectively (Sasaki,

1999). Planetary rings have formed from material of the pro-
toplanetary disk or from debris of a moon that was disrupted
by a large impact.

Dust in planetary systems is present in manyfold ways:
The visible and non-visible ring systems of the outer planets
are the most popular phenomena. But three other mechanisms
are not so well known, namely the dust clouds around small
bodies, the high-velocity dust streams of the jovian and sat-
urnian system, and the active ice geysers on the surface of
planetary moons like Enceladus. Dust clouds around plan-
etary moons were discovered by the dust detector onboard
Galileo (Krivov et al., 2003) The continuous bombardment
of the moon surfaces by the dust ring background particles,
interplanetary micrometeoroids and interstellar dust grains
generate a faint shell above the surface, filled with ejecta par-
ticles produced on the moons surface upon the primary dust
impacts. This process is ongoing on all surfaces in the plan-
etary system which are not protected by an atmosphere. This
includes asteroids, comets, the Earth’s moon and all planetary
moons (except Titan). This process was extensively studied
in the jovian system (Krüger, 2005) and offer unique possi-
bilities for dust environmental studies.

First, the impact generated cloud represents the flux and
mass distribution of the primary impactors and the study of
the dust cloud provides insights into the interplanetary dust
population (or any other primary impactor population). Of
special interest is the mass infall and contamination of the sat-
urnian main dust rings by the interplanetary dust population.

Second, the dust cloud grains consist mainly of the sur-
face material. Compositional measurements allow for remote
studies of the surface composition with a spatial resolution,
which is of the order of the dust grain altitude. This method
would allow in-situ studies of moon or planetary surfaces by
orbiters without the need of a lander. However, until today
a clear dust cloud identification around Saturn’s moons is
outstanding due to the strong E-ring particle background and
Cassini’s operational constraints.

Another phenomena are the nanometer-sized dust streams
from the jovian and saturnian system. Very small dust grains
originating from the Jupiter system were detected by the
spacecrafts Ulysses and Galileo up to 500 million kilome-
ter away The particles have sizes usually between 5 and 50
nm and speeds above 100 km s−1 and their strong charge-to-
mass ratios lead to a strong coupling to the electromagnetic
environment, leading to trajectory modulations of the grains
on their way out through the planetary system.1 Io’s fine vol-
canic ash particles are the main source for dust stream phe-
nomena in the jovian system and the results even indicate a
correlation between Io’s volcanic activity and the measured
dust fluxes. Later in 2004 the Cassini mission discovered sim-
ilar dust streams approximately 70 million kilometers away
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from Saturn (Kempf et al., 2005). A detailed analysis lead
to the conclusion, that such stream particles originate form
the inner ring of Saturn. And even with such tiny grains –
consisting of less than one million atoms – a compositional
analysis was possible.

The third dusty phenomena is the already mentioned vol-
canic activity. Volcanoes or ice geysers eject huge amounts
of gas and dust grains to high altitudes. Some dust grains gain
enough kinetic energy to escape from its source and they be-
come a ring particle in orbit around the central planet. As
usual, the dust grain properties represent their sources. The
dust densities and fluxes correlate with the source activity
(volcano or geyser activity), the dust size distribution indi-
cates and constrains the dust production mechanism, and the
dust grain composition is a sample ejected directly from the
interior of a planetary body.

The enormous potential of this method of in-situ composi-
tional measurements was revealed recently by Cassini obser-
vations of the cosmic dust analyzer (CDA). The CDA instru-
ment determined the composition of Saturn’s E-ring particles
which originate primarily from the plumes of Enceladus’ ice
geysers. Saturn’s moon Enceladus emits plumes of water va-
por and ice particles from fractures near its south pole, raising
the possibility of a subsurface ocean. CDA recorded thou-
sands of mass spectra in-situ with sizes between 0.1 �m and
1 �m . A previous in-situ analysis of those particles concluded
that the minor organic or siliceous components, identified in
the ice grains through mass spectrometry, could be evidence
for an interaction between the rocky Enceladus core and liq-
uid water. However, it was not clear if the liquid is still present
today, or, if it has frozen. Now, Postberg et al. (2009) reported
the identification of a population of E ring grains that are rich
in sodium salts, which can arise only if the plumes emanate
from liquid water that is, or was, in contact with rocky ma-
terial. The proof of liquid water in the outer solar system is
of high value for the field of astrobiology and the origin and
formation of life.

This result clearly underlines the power of the remote,
but in-situ method, of dust detection by interplanetary space-
crafts. Dust grains are born at one location in space and trans-
port their identity over space and time. All phenomena men-
tioned make use of this scheme. For example dust stream
particles are born in the inner jovian or saturnian system, but
they are detected outside of the magnetosphere of the planets,
millions, or even hundreds of millions kilometer away from
there source, but still carrying their information. Right in this
moment, dust grains emitted by Jupiter’s moon Io might enter
the Earth’ atmosphere and could be detected by sensitive and
appropriate dust instrumentation. Dust grains from the inte-
rior of Enceladus carry their information out to the spatially
extended E-ring, from distances of four saturnian radii to dis-

tances of eight saturnian radii or even further. More locally
constrained, dust grains in the clouds around small bodies
preserve the compositional information of the surface.

Once the dust source is identified, the modeling of the
dust dynamics and evolution from its source (e.g. Enceladus)
to the spacecraft position at the detection time is possible.
Kempf, Beckmann and Schmidt (2010) launched dust grains
at the surface of Enceladus taking into account the speed and
size distribution of the ice grains in the plume, and the authors
were able to model and reproduce the shape of the observed
E ring.

The model results constrain on the other hand parameters
of the magnetosphere, dust charging processes and plasma
properties. Charged dust grains are excellent probes for the
magnetosphere provided that the dust source region is known.
In contrast, the source region might be constrained if the
magnetosphere properties are known well enough.

4 LABORATORY SIMULATION

Interplanetary micrometeoroids collide with planetary probes
or satellites typically with speeds between 1 and 30 km s−1

depending on their relative trajectories. The Giotto spacecraft
encountered the comet Halley with speeds of approximately
70 km s−1 , whereas Stardust collected samples at Wild 2 with
a relative speed of 6 km s−1 . These hyper-velocity impacts
cause surface cratering or penetration, ejecta fragments of
the surface and projectile material, light flashes and plasma
charges. Laboratory techniques were developed in order to
simulate hyper-velocity dust impacts using dust accelerators
based on light-gas guns, plasma drag or electrostatic accel-
erators. The operating range of these accelerators is different
and Figure 7 shows a comparison between the various types
of accelerators. Only the electrostatic accelerator covers the
entire velocity range but only for small particles between 0.05
and 5 �m. Electrostatic accelerators used for hyper-velocity
particle impact experiments exist in Germany, Japan, USA
and UK. Light guns are widely distributed and work with any
material and larger grain sizes but with maximum speeds of
approximately 14 km s−1 (micrometeoroids and meteoroids
with sizes from 10 �m to 10 mm).

Electrostatic accelerators work with electrically charged
dust grains and their kinetic energy is given by the parti-
cle charge Q and the acceleration potential U according to
1
2 m v2 = Q U. By measuring the speed v and charge of the
accelerated grains, their mass m can be calculated. Smaller
grains have a higher Q/m ratio and reach the highest speeds.
However, dust charging is limited by field emission from the
grain surface.
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Figure 7. Comparison of accelerator facilities for micrometeoroids.
The light-gas gun (LGG) provides the largest grains in a limited
speed range (2 to 14 km s−1). The plasma drag accelerator (PDA)
covers an intermediate range in grain sizes, whereas the electrostatic
accelerator (ESA) allows the simulation of hyper-velocity dust im-
pacts in the entire speed range.

The plasma drag accelerator generates a hot expanding
plasma with speeds up to 100 km s−1 by the electrical dis-
charge of a capacitor bank. The expanding plasma acceler-
ates particles with typical sizes between 20 and 100 �m to a
variety of speeds and over a large angular distribution (rather
unfocused). The accelerated projectiles have to withstand the
high plasma temperatures and high-melting materials are pre-
ferred (e.g., glass).

For the calibration and development of dust detectors for
space applications, electrostatic and plasma drag accelera-
tors are used. Furthermore, the electrostatic accelerator pro-
vides a real-time monitoring and control of the dust parti-
cles and might allow the selection of individual projectile
properties (grain speed and mass) by using real-time elec-
trostatic deflection plates. Particle damage and cratering of
hyper-velocity impacts is mainly studied using plasma-drag
accelerators or light gas guns due to their larger projec-
tiles. An overview about laboratory techniques is given by
Auer (2001).

Particle charging in space is important and laboratory stud-
ies include the formation of dusty plasmas and dust charg-
ing processes. Charged grains are effected by Lorentz forces
and they might fragment due to electrostatic disruption, if
the electrostatic forces exceed the tensile strength of the ma-
terial. The charge of a grain Q is rising with the surface

potential � or rises linearly with the particle radius r accord-
ing to Q = 4��rε0. If the charge Q is measured and the
surface potential is known (typically in interplanetary space
5 V), the grain mass m can be derived by equation (1). Dust
charging studies are often performed using an electrodynamic
quadrupole setup.

m = 4�ρ

3

(
Q

4�ε0�

)3

(1)

5 HAZARDS AND MITIGATION

Hyper-velocity impacts of micrometeoroids lead to hazards
like surface degradation, momentum transfer, hull penetra-
tion, or plasma discharges (Landgraf et al., 2004; Drolshagen,
2008). The general number density of grains bigger than 1 �m
(>10−12g) is given by Table 2 to 7 km−3. Such grains might
cause already discharges at the impact location. Grains bigger
than ≈100 �m (1,5×10−6g) are considered to be dangerous
for surface cratering or even penetration and they have num-
ber densities of 0.01 km−3 at solar distances of 1 AU. Me-
teoroids of any density having relative impact speeds above
10 km s−1 will damage hardware structures in space.

Thermal and optical surface properties are destroyed by
impact cratering. Empirical studies using dust accelerators
lead to the relation shown in equation 2 between the crater
diameter Dc, the projectile diameter Dp and the impact speed
v. Thus a meteoroid of 1 �m impacting with a speed of
10 km s−1 creates typically a crater diameter of 4 �m. But
the exact crater size is dependent on the target and projectile
densities and the incident angle. Light gas gun experiments
using 1 mm stainless steel projectiles and aluminum targets
revealed a crater volume of 0.00256 ·v2.1 using impact speeds
v between 2 and 5 km s−1.

Dc = Dp · [0.38 · v(kms) + 0.2] (2)

Another formula describes the crater depth p (cm) de-
pending on the impact speed v (kms), the projectile density
ρp (g cm−3) a material constant k (0.42 for aluminum), the
projectile mass m and the impact angle from the normal θ as
given by equation (3).

p = k m0.352ρ1.167
p (v cos θ)0.667 (3)

Furthermore, brittle surfaces like glass (e.g., solar cells)
show a very extended spallation zone around the impact crater
which can be more than 10-time larger than the crater size.
The spall crater size Dco (cm) in semi-infinite glass targets
can be described by equation (4) (Drolshagen, 2008) using
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cgs dimensions. ρt describes the target density in g cm−3 and
Dp the projectile diameter in cm.

Dco = 5 · 10−4 D1.076
p ρ−0.5

t ρ0.784
p v0.727 (cos θ)0.601 (4)

This is of special importance for optical surfaces, where
cracks or just slight surface alterations will cause different
optical properties. In addition to experimental work from
dust accelerators, hydrocode simulations were performed to
model the cratering of grains composed out of atom clusters
(up to 1000) or macroscopic, micron-sized objects.

Target penetration is of importance for pressurized tanks.
The ratio of penetration depth p to projectile diameter Dp

(cm) is described by equation (5) using the projectile density
ρp, the target density ρt, the sound speed of the target material
c and the impact speed v.

p

Dp
= 1.64 · D0.125

p

(
ρp

ρt

)0.5 (v

c

)0.667
(5)

In order to protect against penetration hazards, the walls
have to be at least 4 times thicker than the micrometeoroids
and Whipple shields are often used to provide protection.
Whipple shields contain a number of walls leading to pro-
jectile fragmentation to smaller particle sizes which do not
penetrate the inner wall.

The extreme conditions of a hyper-velocity impact gen-
erate local pressures of 100 GPa and temperatures of more
than 10 000 K which are a function of impact velocity. Frag-
ments of the projectile and target material are generated and
hit spacecraft structures as secondary ejecta. Some material
is molten, vaporized or even ionized. For impact speeds be-
low 5 km s−1 most of the ejecta are solid and the degree of
ionization is low. Above impact speeds of ≈25 km s−1 the
projectile is completely vaporized and the degree of ioniza-
tion reach values of <1%. Plasma densities near the surface
might exceed 1012 ions cm−3 and ion energies are in the or-
der of a few eV. The amount of charge Q generated can be
described by equation (6). The projectile mass m is given in
(g) and the impact velocity has the unit of (km s−1).

Q [C] = 0.1 m
( m

10−11

)0.02 (v

5

)3.48
(6)

This formula was derived using speeds between a 3 and
60 km s−1 and grain sizes from the submicron to micron sized
range. This formula is also applied to larger meteoroid shower
particles of for example, 10−6 g. A Leonid meteoroid with
speeds of 72 km s−1 would generate an impact charge of 1 mC
within less than 1 �s. But even smaller particles can cause
electromagnetic interferences with spacecraft subsystems,

noise in scientific payload instrument or trigger discharges
of pre-charged dielectric surfaces exceeding the amount of
primary charge. Discharge currents might reach Ampere lev-
els and they are of highest risk for spacecraft parts. Sensitive
detectors like CCDs shall be protected from direct microme-
teoroid impacts in order to avoid degradation or failure (mi-
crometeoroids degraded the CCD of the ESA X-ray mission
XMM). The grounding of space exposed surfaces is essential
in order to avoid undefined charging effects.

The effect of momentum transfer by micrometeoroid im-
pacts cannot be avoided, but soft surfaces or very porous ma-
terials like aerogel absorb kinetic energy and convert them
internally. Finally, it is recommended to model and predicted
the estimated number of particle hits and their damage in or-
der to determine the overall mission risk. This task might be
achieved using the ESABASE2 software tool developed by
the company etamax under ESA contract. This tool includes
the debris and natural micrometeoroid environment with the
possibility to apply mission and spacecraft geometric con-
straints.

6 PERSPECTIVE

For interplanetary missions the understanding of the mi-
crometeoroid environment in the solar system is essential.
Hyper-velocity impacts of micrometeoroids are a risk for
interplanetary missions and laboratory analysis investigated
the projectile-surface interactions. Although many interplan-
etary missions carried in-situ dust detectors, the character-
ization of interplanetary and planetary dust is by far not
complete. Future missions shall carry more advanced sen-
sors providing a better understanding of the grain dynamics
and composition. Only in-situ detectors are able to provide
sufficient information on particle trajectories, whereas opti-
cal observations provide integrated dust densities. Our cur-
rent knowledge about solar system dust dynamics is based
on modeling results. Best understood is the micrometeoroid
environment at a solar distance of one AU and its average
density is 0.002 km−3 (>10−12 g). The measurement of large
grains bigger than 10 �m requires large integration times and
sensitive areas. On the other hand, nanometer sized grains are
much more abundant in space than originally thought. Two
sources of nanodust with speeds above 100 km s−1 in our
solar system are the jovian and saturnian environment. How-
ever, the density of low-velocity nanodust was never mea-
sured in space until today.

Potential hazards in the moon environment are levitated
charged submicron sized dust grains above the moon surface
and potential damage caused by hyper-velocity impacts
of micrometeoroids. Future advanced missions in general
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physics and interferometry require accurate pointing and at-
titude stability such that momentum transfer of microme-
teoroid impacts becomes important. Related studies would
require further knowledge about the orbital parameters and
their mass distribution of IDPs.

NOTE

1. The dust grains are electrically charged due to the environ-
mental plasma and the solar UV radiation. The co-rotating
electric field component in Jupiter’s magnetosphere accel-
erate the charged grains outwards.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Sources and nature of mechanical loading

Satellites are typically launched using multistage liquid pro-
pellant (or combined solid/liquid) rockets, whose purpose is
to lift the satellite off the ground and accelerate it to orbital
velocity. Generally, the first stage generates the highest load
factors on the satellite. During this part of the flight the rocket
is accelerating out of the atmosphere as fast as possible. As

soon as the first stage is exhausted the second stage is fired
and after its exhaustion the final stage of the rocket, which
can last hours, finally “injects” the satellite into orbit (Ari-
anespace, 2008). This is a typical sequence for a three-stage
vehicle.

The structural design of spacecraft is mainly driven by
their necessity to survive the launch environment, and in
mechanical terms this consists of low frequency vibrations
and steady accelerations, combined with random vibrations,
acoustic loads, and shocks. These are usually described in the
Launch Vehicle (LV) user’s manuals.

During launch, the rocket engines produce very harsh
vibrations, which propagate throughout the structure of the
launch vehicle, and are transmitted to the satellite through
its attachment interface. The engines also produce a high
level of acoustic noise, especially during lift-off, which gen-
erates high acoustic loads and broadband random vibration
on the spacecraft. Significant acoustic and broadband random
vibration are also produced by the launch vehicle’s interac-
tion with the atmosphere during the transonic phase of the
flight.

In addition to the vibro-acoustic loads, the satellite is also
subjected to shock loads produced by the pyrotechnic devices
used for the ignition and separation of the various stages of
the launch vehicle.

At any point in the flight, the spacecraft can be simul-
taneously subjected to a combination of high frequency,
low frequency, quasi-static, acoustic, and shock loads in all
axes.

The phenomena briefly described above need to be dis-
tilled into a number of well-defined loads to allow the
structure to be analysed in order to assess its capability to
successfully withstand the launch environment.
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2 Operational Environment

This information is usually contained in the LV user’s
manual. More information on each of the types of loading
is provided in the latter sections of this chapter.

The loads in the launcher manual should be considered as
preliminary and are only valid as long as the satellite meets
specific stiffness requirements related to first lateral and axial
resonant frequency that will be discussed later. The satellite
and the launch vehicle will interact with each other (they
are a coupled dynamic system), and therefore the loads that
they exchange can be accurately calculated only when the
mechanical characteristics of both systems are known. This
means that the satellite is initially designed before accurate
predictions of the loads are available.

When the spacecraft design has progressed and a mathe-
matical model of its structural dynamic behavior is available,
a Coupled Loads Analysis (CLA) can be performed. The
launch agency undertakes this analysis using a supplied
satellite mathematical model which is coupled with that of
the launch vehicle and the CLA is carried out to give a
more precise prediction of the loads that the satellite will
experience during its launch. These loads will supersede
those in the launcher manual and generally will not be
higher.

The following sections give an overview of how the LV
mechanical environment is translated into load specifications

and the logic followed to ensure that the spacecraft will meet
its requirements.

2 QUASI STATIC LOADS

During each stage of the launch, the longitudinal accelera-
tion of the rocket increases as more propellant is consumed,
thus reducing the mass. When the stage is exhausted, the
acceleration drops, and then increases again when the next
stage is running. The typical pattern of this acceleration in
terms of load factors is shown in Figure 1 (in this context the
load factor is the ratio between the acceleration that has to
be withstood by the structure, including the Earth’s gravity
acceleration, and the Earth’s gravity acceleration). As space-
craft are relatively rigid structures (this topic will be discussed
in more depth later in the chapter), the characteristic period
of their frequency response functions is far smaller than the
period of the transients shown in Figure 1. Therefore, from a
structural dynamic perspective these loads can be considered
as statically applied, and their maximum values are usually
reported in tables like the one shown in Figure 2. As men-
tioned in the introduction, the actual loads experienced by the
satellite depend also on its characteristics (e.g., its mass and
stiffness), so other launch vehicle user’s manuals may give

Figure 1. Ariane 5 load factor showing main acceleration transients. Reproduced with permission from Ariane 5 User’s Manual (2008)
c© Arianespace.
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Lift-off

Maximum dynamic
pressure
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Max. tension case:
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Figure 2. Quasi static loads flight limit levels. Negative values are compressive loads. Arianespace (2008). Reproduced with permission
from Ariane 5 User’s Manual (2008) c© Arianespace.

more detailed specifications where the loads are presented as
functions of the satellite mass and the LV configuration (e.g.,
presence of solid boosters, etc.). In any case, superimposed
to these “steady state” accelerations there are some low fre-
quency oscillations/transients and therefore these dynamic
loads (also reported in the table in Figure 2) have to be
summed to the steady state components to obtain what is
normally referred to as Quasi Static Loads (QSL). These low
frequency dynamic loads are produced by various phenom-
ena, including wind loading, asymmetric vortex shedding,
asymmetric ignition, and pressure oscillations during the ear-
liest stages of launch to buffeting during transonic flight and
resonant burn-induced axial excitation throughout the first
stage.

As can be seen from the table, each different phase of the
launch gives different load factors, and for each phase the
design has to consider the worst combination of longitudi-
nal and lateral loads. These loads are actually derived by the
launch agency (i.e., the entity/organization responsible for the
LV and its use) on the basis of their experience, calculations,
and considering appropriate statistical safety factors. Typi-
cally, the one reported in the LV user manuals are the flight
limit levels, that is, the loads that should not be exceeded in
99% of flights. They are calculated to cover the peak forces
and moments that will be generated at the satellite to LV
interface, including all dynamic effects.

Sometimes the QSL loads are actually presented in the
form of an envelope diagram which gives vertical versus lat-
eral loads. This type of representation is particularly useful
during the preliminary design of a satellite, when the LV
has not been selected yet, but negotiations are ongoing with
various launch services providers. As a consequence, the
structure has to be designed to be compatible with various
launch environments. As the design has to cope with the worst
situations, the various environments have to be enveloped as
shown in the graph (see Figure 3).

Design level quasi-static loading
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Figure 3. Example of envelope of design loads (quasi-static design
loads multiplied by the relevant qualification factor) for various
launchers.

The QSL are applied at the satellite in a static analysis and
are used for the preliminary sizing of the structure.

The capability of the structure to withstand these loads
without failure is usually demonstrated via structural anal-
ysis and tests. In some cases the loads produced during the
dynamic testing (that will be described later) are actually
higher than the “static” loads described above, and there-
fore the dynamic testing can be sufficient to demonstrate
compliance also with respect to the static loads.
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3 SINE LOADING

During launch the satellite will experience significant low
frequency dynamic loads. These can be well-approximated
by sinusoidal functions. The most significant of these loads
come from the dynamic modes of the LV. The frequency
range depends on the LV characteristics and could go from
a few Hz (e.g., Ariane 5 lateral modes) to say around 20 Hz
(e.g., Taurus).

A spacecraft whose fundamental frequency was in this
range would be in a condition of structural resonance and this
would invalidate the assumptions used by the launch agency
to derive the launch loads. It would also cause amplification
of the loads on the satellite due to the resonance phenomenon
and would most likely result in structural failure. To avoid this
situation (i.e., dynamic coupling of the spacecraft modes with
the low frequency dynamics of the LV) each LV manual spec-
ifies a minimum value for the lowest resonance frequencies
of a satellite.

In practice as there are lateral modes and longitudinal
modes of vibration two different lower limits are set, one
for the lateral modes, the other for the axial ones. There can
be other frequencies where there are particularly high loads
and at times some LV may give indication of other frequency
bands that should also be avoided.

If for any reason the spacecraft cannot be compliant with
the requirements concerning its lowest resonance frequen-
cies, this matter has to be investigated in detail, as the loads
that will be experienced by the satellites will likely exceed the
QSL listed in the user manual. Clearly this type of situation
should be avoided if at all possible.

The satellite must be designed to withstand sinusoidal
loads over the range specified by the launch agency. This
usually starts at a few Hertz and generally goes up to 100
Hz. These vibrations are typically specified (in the launcher
user’s guide) by tables giving the amplitude (acceleration) as
a function of the frequency of excitation, and in general the
profiles for longitudinal and lateral loads are different. The
amplitude of the accelerations for large satellites is in general
in the order of magnitude of 1g (1g = 9.8 m s−2) that may seem
a relatively low load. However, this load is applied sweeping
through the whole range of frequencies up to 100 Hz, which
includes the spacecraft resonances. The requirement given
by the launch agency does not represent the true sine loads
that the satellite will see, but a worst case envelope.

Amplification factors higher than 20 are not uncommon at
resonance, which means that potentially loads much higher
than the QSL are produced even for inputs of less than 1g.
Since the QSL is calculated to cover the peak interface loads,
the input at resonance can be reduced to prevent this. This

is called “notching,” and will be discussed in the sine testing
section presented later in this chapter.

4 ACOUSTIC AND RANDOM

Some of the phenomena occurring during launch, going from
the gas combustion in the motor, to the acoustical noise
produced by the gas expanding in the nozzle and imping-
ing on the launch platform, to the turbulent boundary layer,
produce intense vibrations that extend from low frequency up
to a few thousand Hz. In terms of frequency, these phenom-
ena produce a broadband excitation, and the characteristics
of the oscillations lose the typical sinusoidal behaviour that
could be associated to low frequency excitation to become
much more random in nature. Clearly the spacecraft has to
be able to withstand without failures these vibrations, and
therefore it is necessary to be able to specify such vibration
environment in a format that can be used as input load for
analysis and testing.

Although these vibrations have the characteristics of a ran-
dom signal (meaning that it is not possible to predict the value
that this signal will have at a specific moment in time), it is
possible to define them in terms of “power” present in each
frequency band.

Loads of this type are transmitted to the spacecraft in two
ways, either as vibrations through the satellite to LV interface
or as acoustic energy absorbed by the external surfaces of the
satellite.

These two forms of broad spectra random loading are
specified separately by the launch agency.

In practice it is found that often for large spacecraft,
acoustic loading is more significant than random vibration
loading. Conversely for small spacecraft, random vibration
is more significant. Generally, a spacecraft will only be tested
for one or the other. The transition from random vibration-
based verification to acoustic verification is typically between
250–500 kg. As with all aspects of spacecraft, structural veri-
fication, the approach to verify for random and acoustic loads
must be agreed with the launch agency.

The random vibration loads are defined as a power spectral
density profile. A typical random vibration spectrum is shown
in Figure 4. The random vibration experienced by the space-
craft during launch is dependant on the launch configuration
and varies considerably from launch to launch. The actual
input into the spacecraft is also far from flat. The require-
ment produced by the launch agency aims to cover the peaks
in the input spectrum and account for variability. The ran-
dom vibration requirement is therefore generally much more
demanding than the actual launch loads. For this reason, the
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Figure 4. Power spectral density specification for Lockheed Martin launch vehicle.

launch agency may reduce the random vibration over nar-
row frequency bands which are particularly problematic for
the satellite provider (notching). The areas where notch may
be considered are typically the main structural modes of the
spacecraft and the main modes of delicate payloads. Approval
of these notches must be sought from the launch agency which
must examine their historical data and analyses of the launch
configuration to confirm that the reduced input still gives
appropriate loads for testing.

The acoustic loads, seen as an acoustic wave field (basi-
cally pressure fluctuations in time and space) should be
properly described using two parameters, direction and
intensity. However as the acoustic waves undergo sev-
eral reflections, the resultant field loses its directionality to
become what is usually called a reverberant field. This means
that the noise can be described just giving its intensity. How-
ever, as for the mechanical vibration, also here the frequency
content is crucial.

Traditionally the noise is measured in dB and the overall
acoustic sound pressure level (OASPL) captures in a single
value parameter the overall strength of the noise, similarly
to how the root mean square acceleration (grms) gives an
overall description of the strength (intensity) of a vibration.
The OASPL is defined as the ratio (expressed in decibels dB)

between the actual pressure (mean square value) produced
by the sound and a reference pressure (pref = 2 × 10−5 Pa)

OASPL = 10 log
p2

p2
ref

(1)

The frequency distribution of a certain noise is then
described giving the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) versus fre-
quency. In other words, imagining that the noise has been
filtered through a series of pass band filters, the SPL distri-
bution is represented with histograms giving the SPL in each
frequency band (see Figure 5). Clearly the height of the bars
in the histogram depend on the width of the frequency bands
and some manuals (like Ariane 5) give values per octave band,
while some other manuals give a more fine resolution using
1/3 octave bands.

In order to be used in structural analysis, the specifications
given in terms of dB have to be transformed into real pressure
(measured in Pa), and this can be calculated using the equa-
tion above, that can be inverted to obtain “p” as a function
of the OASPL. Similarly, the SPL distributions have to be
transformed in pressure power spectral density (measured in
Pa2 Hz−1), and this can be accomplished applying the equa-
tion above in each frequency band k, as it is shown by the
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Figure 5. Acoustic noise spectrum. Arianespace (2008). Reproduced with permission from Ariane 5 User’s Manual (2008) c© Arianespace.

equations below.

SPLk = 10 log
p2

k

p2
ref

PSDk = p2
k

�fk

= p2
ref10

SPLk
10

�fk

(2)

Notching of acoustic loading is generally not acceptable.
Acoustic testing is described later in this chapter.

5 SHOCKS

Another type of loading that occurs during launch is that pro-
duced by shocks. During flight shocks are typically produced
by mechanisms such as those used to separate the various
stages of the launch vehicles (or the satellite separation mech-
anism itself) or fairing jettisoning. These systems in general
use an explosive charge as an actuator for devices that take
various forms, for example, “explosive” bolts, bolt cutters,
and so on, and have the final purpose to “break” a mechan-
ical link, thus releasing some component. The explosion of
the pyrotechnic and the strain energy suddenly released, for
example breaking a taut bolt, produce a very rapid transient
load (shock) that is characterised by very high accelerations
(in the region of a few thousands g (1 g = 9.8 m s−2)) and
very high frequency (thousands of Hz) oscillations rapidly
damped.

The time history a shock event has a trace like the one
shown in Figure 6. However, this type of representation is
not really useful as specification. In the past, shock specifica-
tions were given as a half-sine bump with a certain amplitude
and duration, which made the specification very simple. How-
ever, real shocks are generally much more complex transients,
very different from a half-sine pulse. In particular, this type of
specification did not properly reproduce the high frequency
components of the spectrum typically produced by pyrotech-
nic devices.

Now shock environments are usually specified using
Shock Response Spectra (SRS), which is a method to capture
the severity or damaging potential of a shock. In practice, the
SRS produces a curve that gives acceleration as a function of
frequency, and each point of the curve represents the max-
imum acceleration response of a single degree of freedom
system (with resonance frequency equal to that of the point
on the SRS curve and a specified value of damping, usually
Q = 10 is used) that can be produced by a certain transient (the
shock acceleration time history) applied as input at the base
of the Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF). Alternatively, the
curve can be seen as the response of a group of SDOF systems
(each with a different frequency but the same damping, cover-
ing the frequency range of the horizontal axis) subjected to the
same transient, and the y-coordinates represent the max accel-
eration of each SDOF. This concept is illustrated in Figure 7.

Shocks in general are not a great concern for the pri-
mary structure of the satellite, unless there are some brittle
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Figure 6. Typical acceleration time history (time signal) of shock event.

Figure 7. Plot representing SRS curves and physical concept of the SRS.
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materials (e.g., some ceramics), where it can produce cracks
and fractures. Usually it is equipment like electronic units that
are most sensitive, and can fail for internal failure of compo-
nents such as relays, quartz crystals, and transformers, which
can be relatively sensitive to shock loading. Similarly, compo-
nents in optical devices are very susceptible to shock loading.
Also some mechanisms (e.g., those which employ bearing
etc.), valves, and so on, can be susceptible to shock loading.

The procedures to demonstrate analytically the capabil-
ity to withstand a certain shock spectrum (for reasons that
are not discussed here as they are beyond the scope of
this discussion) are relatively unreliable, and therefore an
experimental approach is usually the way to demonstrate
compliance with the requirement. Typical shock tests will
be described later in this chapter.

6 FURTHER REQUIREMENTS

In addition to the capability to withstand the load environ-
ments described above, there are requirements on the size of
the spacecraft, as this has to fit within the LV fairing without
any contact with its internal walls.

This is usually specified giving drawings of the LV fairing
that specify the static and dynamic envelopes that are allowed.
In other words, the spacecraft has to fit within the static enve-
lope and when subjected to the dynamic loads during launch,

its maximum (dynamic) displacements still have to be within
the dynamic envelope.

Another very important requirement concerns the position
of the Center of Mass (CoM) of the satellite. To avoid asym-
metric loading of the LV, ideally the CoM should be along
the LV longitudinal axis. However, in practice, a tolerance
has to be given to transform this ideal requisite into a real
requirement. Generally, this tolerance is expressed as maxi-
mum distance (up to few centimeters for large LV and often
variable according to the mass of the satellite) between the
spacecraft CoM and the LV longitudinal axis. Also, the ver-
tical position of the CoM is limited as the higher the CoM
above the spacecraft separation mechanism, the higher the
loads (specifically the line loads due to the bending moments)
on this mechanism and supporting structure. Therefore, this
limit is specifically dependent on the separation mechanism
and adapter, and also dependent on the satellite mass. A typ-
ical method to specify the maximum allowed CoM height
above the separation mechanism is to give curves like the
one shown in Figure 8.

Finally, there may be requirements on the maximum
intensity of “local” loads induced by the spacecraft at its
attachment with the LV. This is particularly applicable
when the satellite separation mechanism is a clamp band
system that joins the circular mating flanges of satellite
and LV (clamping them together). In this case, the loads
transferred between the flanges should be distributed as

Figure 8. Center of mass maximum vertical position (Ariane 5 adaptor 937 V5). Reproduced with permission from Ariane 5 User’s Manual
(2008) c© Arianespace.
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uniformly as possible along the circumference. In fact, high
loads concentrated along short lengths of the perimeter may
produce local damage to the separation system (clamp band
or flanges) or damage the adapter. However, the bending
nature of some of the loads, coupled with local stiffening
of the structure in the region close to the separation flanges
may create peaks in the load transferred along the perimeter
(line load peaking). The requirement therefore can be given
in terms of a maximum load per unit length (load flux) of
the perimeter that is allowed (if the separation system has a
bolted flange with the satellite, the maximum load per bolt
could be also specified) or as a percentage (e.g., 10% for
Ariane) of the line load seen by the adapter under limit loads
conditions. In this case, to help the calculations, the launch
authority (e.g., Arianespace) can actually supply the satellite
designers a mathematical model of separation system and
adapter to be coupled with the model of the satellite to
determine the line loads transferred between the two.

7 STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND LOAD
CYCLES

As it happens in other fields, the design is often carried out
and refined in successive iterations. For spacecraft structures
this is also because the loads exchanged between LV and
spacecraft structure depend on both structures coupled
together. At the beginning of a project, knowledge of the
mass of the spacecraft and assumed future compliance with
requirements such as those on the resonance frequency, allow
one to start the design using the loads described in the LV
user’s guide. Using these loads, a preliminary design of the
spacecraft structure is carried out, and as soon as a reasonable
mathematical model (a Finite Element Model or FEM) is
available, this can be delivered to the launch agency for a
preliminary Coupled Load Analysis (CLA). The purpose
here is to verify that the loads resulting from this analysis
were enveloped by those described in the LV manual.

The design then progresses and during the detail design
phase of the structure a new, more detailed FEM is produced
and updated/validated against test results. The validated FEM
will then be delivered to the launch agency for another
CLA for the purpose of producing a final set of loads that
will envelope those that particular spacecraft should actually
experience during launch. It must be noted here that a space-
craft FEM can have a few million degrees of freedom, and
what is actually delivered to the launch agency is a reduced
version of the model (the most popular technique in this
field is the Craig–Bampton method, which produces a model
with a relatively small number of DOFs) and is therefore

more suitable for integration and analysis with the LV FEM,
and there will also be appropriate Output Transformation
Matrices (OTM) that then allow the expansion of the results
of the CLA to the appropriate outputs – for a discussion of
this method, see, for example, Wicker (2008).

For small satellites, say in the region of 100 kg and below,
the CLA might not be required, mainly for cost and Planning
reasons, as these crafts are usually secondary payloads with
very restricted budgets. The problem of the uncertainty of
the loads on these crafts is addressed imposing more strin-
gent and conservative structural requirements to guarantee
margins between loads and structure allowables. Clearly, the
drawback of this design philosophy is that the structure is
not as optimized (with respect to the real loads that will be
experienced during launch) as it could have been.

8 TESTING

Two important types of structural validation tests are carried
out during a project: qualification and acceptance. Tradition-
ally the first set of tests (qualification) is carried out on a
Structural Qualification Model (SQM) that is built as soon as
the detailed design of the structure is finished.

The purposes of these tests are:

1. To demonstrate compliance with appropriate require-
ments and specifications (in particular to demonstrate
the existence of adequate margins),

2. To correlate the FEM in order to update it if necessary and
obtain a validated FEM which reproduces with sufficient
accuracy the behaviour of the real article,

3. To give indications on the vibration environment that will
be experienced by various equipment units onboard the
satellite.

These tests are very demanding and often the structure
is subjected to loads up to 140% the flight limit load case
for the full qualification duration. Although for the struc-
ture to “pass” these tests no structural failures should occur
(there are some more specific criteria that can be applied as
pass/fail criteria), the loading can produce a certain amount
of non-critical damage to the structure. Hence it would not
be advisable to use the same structure for the real spacecraft
that is going to be launched (Flight Model or FM).

A new structure (the FM) is built for the flight space-
craft, in theory identical to the SQM. Although this structure
should be sound because the SQM has already proven its
strength, it is always possible that mistakes could occur in the
assembly and integration of the FM which would result in a
faulty structure. To avoid this possibility (therefore mainly to
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Figure 9. Typical static testing; schematic whiffletree set up and large centrifuge.

verify craftsmanship), the FM is tested during what are called
acceptance tests.

In practice, there are alternative approaches to the clear
distinction between SQM and FM that was implicit in the
brief description above.

A possible alternative is to have a Proto-Flight Model
(PFM) approach, where the same structure is qualified (usu-
ally at the full qualification level but for half of the duration)
and then launched.

A hybrid approach is also viable, where some parts of the
SQM are refurbished and then used in the FM, whereas other
SQM parts are scrapped and new parts re-built for the FM.
The reasons for these approaches are mainly economical.

8.1 Static tests

Static tests on small spacecraft are quite rare, as most often
the dynamic tests (described in the next section) are more
severe.

Static tests are often used for the qualification and accep-
tance testing of the primary structure of large spacecraft. In
particular, the load cases that are difficult to cover by dynamic
testing are the combined compression and lateral load cases.
To try to cover the fluxes associated with these load cases by
dynamics testing generally leads to significant over-testing
which the spacecraft would have to be designed to withstand.
This may have an unacceptable mass penalty.

A key consideration of static testing is the introduction
of the loads. In fact the loads experienced by the spacecraft
structure during flight will be distributed loads produced by
the mass of the parts subjected to accelerations, and therefore
it is difficult to reproduce them with hydraulic jacks that by
nature introduce point loads. Whiffletrees (basically systems
of bar pivoted at or near the center and branching out from
a jack, see Figure 9) can be used to split the force produced
from a jack to various points on the structure. However, the
attachments to the structure can be problematic.

Testing using a centrifuge can be another option to pro-
duce distributed loads due to the mass distribution and
accelerations. The centrifuge must be relatively large as
the acceleration field produced is proportional to the radial
distance from the centrifuge axis of rotation. Therefore, as the
parts of the structure close to the centrifuge axis are subjected
to accelerations smaller than those of the parts furthest from
the axis, the test item must be relatively small compared to
its distance from the axis. Usually, there is a requirement that
the difference in acceleration experienced by the test item
should be smaller than 10%. That is, the distance of the test
item from the centrifuge axis should be 10 times the size of
the test item.

8.2 Dynamic tests

Dynamic tests are usually carried out using large electrody-
namic shakers and slip tables.

The typical test set up is shown in Figure 10, and
following is a summary of a typical procedure to carry out

Figure 10. SSTL GIOVE-A on the slip table at ESTEC ready for
vibration testing (note that in this facility the slip table is driven by
two shakers synchronized and running in parallel).
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the tests. The spacecraft is constrained to the slip table using
an adaptor (often incorporating a force measurement device
(FMD), which allows one to measure the forces at the base
of the spacecraft) and the slip table vibrates horizontally,
thus exciting the structure creating “lateral” acceleration in
the direction of excitation, say the X axis.

The structure is then dismantled from the table, rotated
90◦ about its longitudinal axis, re-bolted onto the table, and
the test is repeated, this time subjecting the structure to an
acceleration field along the other lateral axis (Y axis).

At the next stage the spacecraft is mounted on a shaker
in a vertical configuration. A shaker head expander is typi-
cally employed here to allow the connection of the shaker
head (which is relatively small) with the satellite separa-
tion system flange, which can be relatively large. Also here,
between shaker head expander and satellite, an appropri-
ate interface and FMD can be used. In this configuration,
the shaker produces vertical vibration, hence subjecting the
spacecraft structure to a longitudinal acceleration.

All electrodynamic shakers have a displacement limit
which must be considered when defining the test specifica-
tion. This effects the maximum acceleration achievable at
very low frequencies.

The response of the spacecraft during the various tests
is retrieved using accelerometers and possibly strain gauges
or force transducers, depending on the information that is
wanted from the specific test. The number and positions of
the accelerometers on the structure is optimized with respect
to achieving the objectives of the tests (e.g., correlation of the
FEM determine vibration environment of the various sensi-
tive units). During the tests of large spacecraft, the number
of accelerometers typically runs into the hundreds, which
requires substantial data acquisition systems able to handle
the hundreds of channels at considerable sampling rate. For
a small spacecraft (say in the region of 100 kg and below) the
number of accelerometers may be less than 50.

Typically, some tests will be carried out to identify the
behavior of the structure (modal survey) and others to verify
its strength (qualification sine, quasi-static sine test, random
vibrations).

8.3 Sine survey

Usually before and after each qualification level test a sine
survey is carried out. Here the satellite is subjected to a very
low amplitude sinusoidal acceleration starting at very low fre-
quency, say 5 Hz, and then increasing gradually in frequency
typically to 2000 Hz. Usually, a logarithmic rate of increase
of frequency of two octaves per minute is used. Therefore the
test takes a few minutes to complete. The purpose of this test is

to characterise the response of the spacecraft (i.e., provide the
transfer function between input acceleration and acceleration
at various locations on the structure to retrieve the resonance
frequencies, damping, etc.). The amplitude of the input has to
be very low (say 0.1g) as ideally even when the input accel-
eration frequency hits a resonance the loads do not pose risks
for the structure. This test is a characterization test and should
not produce any risk of damage.

It is common practice after a qualification test, to carry out
a new sine survey and then compare the Transfer Functions
(TF) with those obtained during the initial sine survey (see
Figure 11). The rationale for this comparison is that if no
damage was produced during the sinusoidal vibrations then
the pre- and post-sine survey traces should be identical. In
practice it is always possible that minor changes in the struc-
ture (e.g., the slippage of a bolted joint) can produce minor
changes in the structural response and hence differences in the
pre- and post-TF without necessarily indicating true failure.
It is “normal” to find small changes in the response, particu-
larly after the application of random vibration loads in small
spacecraft. Here, a less than 5% change in the frequencies
of significant modes is usually used as a success criterion.
There may also be a requirement on the maximum change in
amplitude of the resonances. A typical value for this is not as
well-defined.

For carbon fiber reinforced plastic structures, the change
in behavior may be greater than 5% without this indicating
true failure.

8.4 Quasi-static testing

If a static test is not performed, a quasi-static dynamic test
may be carried out in its place. In this test, a sinusoidal load
is applied at as low a frequency as possible within the limits
of the maximum displacement of the shaker. Ideally, the test
frequency should be less than half of the frequency first mode
in the test axis. If this is the case, a near uniform acceleration
is achieved across the test article. This test can be performed
in a number of ways. It can be carried out as a sine sweep,
similar to a sine test, as a sine dwell, at a constant frequency
with amplitude varying with time, as a sine burst, or as a half
sine pulse.

8.5 Notching

The concept of notching was introduced briefly in the pre-
vious sections. Basically, the issue is that during any sine
sweep the input frequency will necessarily go through the
resonance frequency of the structure and at this point large
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Figure 11. Example of pre- and post-qualification modal survey comparison (dotted line is pre, thin black line is post - the graph also shows
the constant input at 0.25 g).

amplifications will occur. As the amplification factor of
spacecraft structure can easily be a factor 20 or more, that
means that even small input acceleration (when applied at
the resonance frequency) can produce a large load. Because
the tests are carried out on a rigid interface (i.e. slip table) that
vibrates horizontally, it is not possible to reproduce exactly
the three-dimensional motion (and loads) that the space-
craft interface will undergo during launch when coupled to
the rocket. These different boundary conditions can produce
responses during testing that are higher than those which will
occur during launch.

The normal practice to avoid this “over-testing” on the
shaker/slip table is to limit the load at resonance (to avoid
exceeding the load levels that are predicted during launch,
that is, the loads from the CLA) by decreasing (notching) the
input. The depth of the notch is automatically calculated in
real time during the tests (by the shaker controller software),
monitoring, for example, the output of the FMD or some
accelerometers, and decreasing the input at the shaker as far
as necessary in order to keep the output within the specified
limit without exceeding it. Alternately a fixed predetermined
notch profile can be used (Programmed).

More sophisticated equipment like the “Hydra” facility at
ESTEC exist that can apply a vibration environment simul-

taneously along the three axes, which represent a substantial
improvement with respect to single axis testing and may
reduce the need for notching.

8.6 Qualification/intermediate sine test

The purpose of this test is to apply loads up to the specified
level to ensure that the spacecraft can withstand the low fre-
quency load environment without failures. The outputs are
also used to correlate the FEM.

The test procedure is a sine sweep at two octaves per
minute (if a proto-flight approach is taken this sweep rate
will typically be four octaves per minute) from 5–100 Hz,
and the input level is higher (say in the region of 1g) as the
purpose here is to exceed the loads that will be experienced
during launch.

If notching is to be used it is normal to carry out an inter-
mediate sine test. This test is identical to the qualification
sine test, but applied at a reduced level, Typically −3 dB or
−6 dB. At this level the test is close enough to the full level
to be representative, but low enough to not present a fatigue
issue and to protect the spacecraft. This test may be repeated
several times to get the notching correct. In practice when
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automatic notching is used a number of secondary/backup
control channels are used to avoid overtesting.

8.7 Random vibration

For smaller spacecraft, very often a random vibration test
is carried out. The specifications of the random vibration
environment are supplied by the launch agency. The random
vibration test can often be the harshest test that a small space-
craft has to pass. As stated earlier in this chapter, notching can
also be applied in this test, and the random vibration speci-
fication reduced in local bands through discussion with the
launch agency.

Also after the random vibration test a modal survey is
carried out.

8.8 Acoustic tests

For most parts of large spacecraft, acoustic testing produces
higher responses than random vibrations applied at the base
of the craft. Therefore, this test is usually carried out, and
the random vibration environment (base-driven test on the
shaker/slip table) is not necessary. In fact, most launcher man-
uals do not give data about the random vibration environment
at the base of the craft, as the response in the qualification
sine and acoustic tests generally cover this case.

Acoustic tests are carried out in a reverberant chamber,
which is basically a “room” with walls not parallel to each
other to avoid standing waves in the chamber, and a large
“horn” driven by compressed gas that produces the noise. A
controller monitors the acoustic spectrum in the chamber and
adjusts the inputs to the horn to match the noise spectrum in
the chamber with the speciation.

Also here, before and after the high level test signature,
tests are carried out to characterize the response of the struc-
ture. These are in the form of −6 dB and −12 dB acoustic
tests.

8.9 Shock test

Spacecraft shock tests are usually performed by firing a flight
representative separation system of a pyrotechnic device that
generates similar shock levels. For qualification tests, the
spacecraft is usually subjected to three shock events and these
are ideally at a higher shock level than the flight shock loads.

For an acceptance test, a single shock event at flight level is
used.

The instrumentation for shock testing is more difficult than
for dynamic testing. Special high acceleration accelerometers
and high speed data acquisition is necessary.

More details can be found in Shock Handbook
(ESA, 2009).

9 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, sources and nature of the mechanical loading
occurring on a satellite during launch were briefly described.
Emphasis was put on how these loads are translated into a
“mechanical environment” that has to be withstood by the
satellite. In particular, the typical requirements and specifi-
cation imposed by the launch agencies have been presented
together with an overview of the test methods that are
typically employed to ensure compliance with these require-
ments. It must be noted that for most of the topics briefly
discussed there are complex issues and phenomena that are
addressed by specialists in the relevant fields.
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1 INTRODUCTION

For spacecraft and astronauts, space is not benign – whether
it is radiation (solar particle events (SPEs), trapped radiation
around the planets, or galactic cosmic rays (GCRs)), extreme
temperatures and pressures at the surfaces of the planets,
or even dust storms, the environment can be very hostile.
Indeed, the interplanetary environment and each planet have

unique characteristics that must be considered in designing
a survivable mission. Although landers and rovers have been
successfully deployed on the Moon and Mars as well as on
Titan and Venus, these environments all pose potentially sig-
nificant threats to spacecraft operations and astronauts. With
the desire to fly ever-more complex spacecraft, robotic lan-
ders, and “aerobots”, these environmental threats are critical
for designers. This chapter will therefore cover a wide range
of interplanetary and planetary environments with particu-
lar stress on the characteristics of concern in the design of a
reliable space system.

2 SOLAR WIND

The Sun is the driving source behind most environments in
the solar system. While descriptions of the Sun’s immedi-
ate environment (the solar spectrum, sun spots, solar flares,
and coronal mass ejections) are covered in The Plasma and
Radiation Environment in Earth Orbit (The Radiation Envi-
ronment in Earth Orbit), here the extended “atmosphere”
of the Sun, the Solar Wind, will be addressed. The Solar
Wind is the “ocean” which space missions must traverse.
Although aside from solar particle events, galactic cosmic
rays, and meteoroid streams, it is relatively benign, space-
craft in this interplanetary environment will still experience
charging and plasma interactions (see Space Environment
Interactions) that could impact spacecraft instruments.

The Solar Wind is a fully ionized, electrically neutral
plasma that flows outward from the Sun carrying the solar
magnetic field with it. The existence of the Solar Wind was
confirmed early in the space age by both Soviet and US
spacecraft by direct observation. As the Sun is rotating with
a period of∼27 days and the Solar Wind is flowing radially
outwards at a much higher rate than the tangential velocity,
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2 Operational Environment

Figure 1. Schematic of the Solar Wind magnetic field showing
how the plasma and its magnetic field spread out from the Sun
in the ecliptic plane. The lines correspond to the solar magnetic
field lines. The shaded regions represent magnetic field into the Sun
(B−), the other (B+) out from the Sun. As the Sun rotates in 27
days, the Solar Wind flows outward at the velocity,Vsw.

the solar magnetic field is drawn out in an Archimedean spiral
in the ecliptic plane as illustrated in Figure 1. Table 1 summa-
rizes the basic plasma and magnetic field characteristics of
the Solar Wind in the ecliptic plane at 1 AU (note: the plasma
density and the magnetic field properties scale roughly asr−2

andr−3 with distance, respectively, wherer is the radial dis-
tance from the Sun) – (see Garrett and Minow, 2007; Minow,
Diekmann and Blackwell, 2007; and references therein for
discussions of the Solar Wind and its interactions with space-

craft). These Solar Wind plasma properties are useful in
estimating the flow field around a spacecraft and for deter-
mining the surface potentials to be expected – these typically
range from−20 V (in shadow) to+10 V (in sunlight). Based
on nominal Solar Wind properties listed in Table 1, the fol-
lowing plasma parameters can be determined:

Debye length λD ∼ 25 m
Electron thermal velocity vte ∼ 2650 km s−1

Ion thermal velocity vti ∼ 30 km s−1

Acoustic speed cs = (Te/mp)1/2 = ∼ 62 km s−1

Ion cyclotron frequency �i ∼ 1 rad s−1

Electron cyclotron frequency�e ∼ 1.8× 103 rad s−1

Of special interest to designers are the Debye length (λD) and
the electron (vte) and ion (vti ) thermal velocities which are
important in estimating Solar Wind interactions with space-
craft. For a large, 100 m× 100 m Solar Sail, the Debye length
of ∼25 m is on the order of one quarter the size of the Solar
Sail. As this is the distance over which the sail potential is
shielded by the plasma, it shows that the sail potential and its
effects would extend well out from the sail’s surface requiring
scientific instruments to be mounted on an extended boom.
As the thermal velocity of the ions is much lower than the
Solar Wind velocity (which is hypersonic), a deep ion wake
will be created behind the Sail. In contrast, the electron ther-
mal velocity is much higher than the Solar Wind velocity and
they would normally fill in this wake. They are prevented
from doing so by the electric field produced by the slower
ions. These features thus characterize the basic structure of
the Solar Sail plasma sheath and wake and provide insights
into how the Solar Wind interacts with a spacecraft. As will
be discussed, the Solar Wind plasma and its magnetic field

Table 1. Characteristics of the Solar Wind at 1 AU in the ecliptic plane.

Plasma environment Min Max Avg

Flux (# per cm2-s) 108 1010 2–3× 108

Velocity (km s−1) 200 2500 400–500
Density (# per cm3) 0.4 80 5–>10
T (eV) 0.5 100 20
Tmax/Tavg 1.0a 2.5 1.4
Helium ratio (NHe/NH) 0 0.25 0.05
Flow direction ±15◦ from radial ∼2◦ east
Alfven speed (km s−1) 30 150 60
Magnetic field

|B (nT)| 0.25 40 6
B vector Polar component Avg in ecliptic plane

Planar component Avg spiral angle∼ 45◦

a Isotropic.
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Figure 2. Plot of the Ulysses’ spacecraft first solar orbit showing the proton density (inner trace, scaled by distance in AU from 1–10 cm−3)
and the hourly averaged measurements of the Solar Wind speed (500–1000 km s−1). The northern hemisphere is primarily outward pointing
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) in this figure, while southward is primarily inward pointing. Reproduced from McComaset al. (2000)
c© American Geophysical Union.

also interact on a much larger scale with the planets and their
plasma and magnetic fields creating the wake-like structures
called magnetospheres.

The Solar Wind is highly variable and is coupled to the
11-year solar cycle of activity. To monitor these variations,
several Solar Wind “weather stations” (e.g., Ulysses, WIND,
SOHO, YOHKOH, ACE, and TRACE) have been placed in
orbit. One of these, Ulysses, has flown over the poles of
the Sun and mapped the Solar Wind in three dimensions.
A meridian plot of the Solar Wind velocity and the proton
densities, as measured by Ulysses, is presented in Figure 2
(McComaset al., 2000). Ultimately the Solar Wind itself
interacts with the interstellar wind and stands it off much like
the Earth’s magnetic field stands off the Solar Wind – this
standoff shock has been detected by the Voyager 1 spacecraft
at ∼100 AU. The Solar Wind magnetic field cuts out GCR
with energies less than∼10 GeV- nuc−1 (GCRs below this
energy are primarily of solar origin).

3 PHYSICAL AND DYNAMICAL
PROPERTIES OF THE PLANETS

The planets, the moons of the planets, the comets, and the
asteroids that make up our solar system exhibit a wide
range of physical properties. The most important of these
are tabulated in Table 2 for the Sun, the eight planets, and
three of the largest “dwarf planets”. Based on data from the
JPL HORIZONS System (Giorginiet al., 1996), the table
lists key properties such as equatorial radius, planetary flat-
tening,g (the body’s standard gravity or the acceleration due
to gravity), GM (the gravitational constant times the body’s
mass), total mass, mass ratio (GM Sun/GM planet), density,
mean temperature, geometric albedo, and the solar constant at
the body. The HORIZONS database provides detailed phys-
ical information on the Sun, the planets, and a variety of
other objects in the Solar System. This includes data for over
170 000 asteroids and comets and 128 natural satellites.
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In addition to the physical properties of the planets, their
orbital characteristics are required to determine their loca-
tions at a given time. Table 2 provides an overview of these
dynamical parameters. They include the semi-major axis,
eccentricity, inclination, escape velocity, mean orbit velocity,
sidereal day, mean solar day, sidereal period, obliquity to
orbit, and the right ascension and declination of the body’s
spin axis. Taken together, these allow determination of the
orbits and of the orientation of the objects in space. Dynamo
action in a planet’s liquid core produces a magnetic field,
the characteristics of which are also given where appropriate
(dipole tilt, dipole offset, and magnetic moment). Basically,
Mars and Venus do not have a magnetic field (Mars, however,
does have a small localized remnant magnetic field). The
absence of a magnetic field at Mars is believed to be the
result of cooling of its core, while at Venus this results from
its extremely slow rotation rate. Similarly, the Earth’s Moon
has no primary magnetic field though it has regions of local
magnetic enhancements (∼1–100 nT), apparently associated
with mascons (lunar gravitational anomalies).

4 MAGNETOSPHERES

A unique feature of all bodies in the Solar System is the
way they interact with the Solar Wind. This interaction takes
many different forms dependent primarily on the strength of
the body’s magnetic field, its local plasma environment, and,
in the absence of a strong magnetic field, its ionosphere. The
first two of these, the magnetic field and plasma, interact by
diverting the Solar Wind plasma and its entrapped magnetic
field – charged particles, in the absence of time-varying
electric fields and particle scattering, do not easily cross
or diffuse across planetary magnetic field lines thereby
causing a magnetohydrodynamic interaction that generates
a magnetosphere (the region around a body controlled
by its magnetic field). In one dimension, the interaction
resembles the flow of water around a boat creating a wake.
As illustrated for the Earth (see The Earth’s Magnetic Field,
The Earth’s Magnetic Field), the interaction produces a
complex, three-dimensional region bounded by the bow
shock (the outer boundary of the magnetospheric shock), the
magnetosheath (the region of turbulence behind the shock),
and the magnetopause (the boundary marking the region
controlled by the body’s magnetic field where the magnetic
field pressure of the planet balances the Solar Wind pressure).

While all of the planets interact differently, of particu-
lar interest are the magnetospheres of Uranus and Neptune.
In the case of Uranus, its spin axis is almost in the ecliptic
plane while its dipole is∼59◦ to the spin axis. The result is
a complex, time-varying (on the time scale of the planetary

Figure 3. Comparisons between the scale sizes of planetary magne-
tospheres. The bow shock standoff distances of the magnetospheres
are normalized to 1 with the planetary radii scaled to the same units.
On this scale, Jupiter is not visible and the Earth and Saturn have a
similar size. Venus and Mars in contrast are almost as large as their
bow shocks. Reproduced from Slavinet al. (1985) c© American
Geophysical Union.

rotation rate) magnetosphere. Neptune, in many other ways
very similar to Uranus, has its rotation axis nearly normal to
the ecliptic plane. It was thought before the Voyager fly-by
that its magnetic dipole would, like the other planets, be paral-
lel to the spin axis. Instead, like Uranus, it is also highly tilted
at ∼47◦ to its spin axis. This creates an even more complex
magnetospheric interaction – indeed, the Neptunian magne-
tosphere exhibits a split magnetic “tail” (Bagenal, 1992).

The magnetospheres of Mars and Venus, in contrast to the
“magnetized” planets, are the result of interactions between
the Solar Wind and the ionospheres of the planets – this causes
their bow shocks to be very close to the planets’ surfaces.
Illustrating this effect, Figure 3 compares the relative sizes of
several planets versus their magnetospheres as represented by
the bow shocks normalized to the same distance. Jupiter, hav-
ing the strongest magnetic field relative to the other planets, is
not observable on this scale whereas the bow shock is almost
on the surface of Venus. Although the three-dimensional
magnetospheres of the planets are described in numerous
books, particularly interesting graphical representations can
be found at the website http://www.windows.ucar.edu/tour.

Asteroids and comets exhibit miniature versions of the
planetary magnetospheres. Comets, because of their plasma
emissions, interact with the Solar Wind in a similar manner to
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Venus and Mars. In addition to the beautiful dust tail associ-
ated with a comet, this shows up as a visible plasma tail. This
tail is created when the Solar Wind as it flows away from the
Sun interacts and “picks up” the cometary plasma. Examples
of cometary magnetospheres can be seen in Flammer (1991).
An asteroid may have a very weak magnetic field so it will
interact with the Solar Wind much like a spacecraft, creating
a plasma wake structure similar to that for the large solar sail
discussed earlier.

Interior to their magnetopauses, the Earth, Jupiter, Sat-
urn, Uranus, and Neptune have regions of closed magnetic
field (i.e., the magnetic field lines are simply connected from
one hemisphere to the other in a dipole-like configuration)
and sufficient field strength to trap plasma and energetic
charged particles. The latter particles form radiation belts,
the regions of magnetically trapped energetic electron and
proton fluxes that can seriously damage microelectronic com-
ponents and damage and alter surface coatings, optical lenses,
and polymer materials. In fact, the surface of Europa has
been characteristically darkened by the Jovian radiation belts.
The Jovian radiation belts are so intense that the synchrotron
radiation they produce can easily be seen at the Earth by
radio telescopes. Engineering models of the radiation belts
for shielding design have been developed for the Earth (the
AE8/AP8 models: Vetteet al., 1979; Sawyer and Vette, 1976;
Vette, 1991), Jupiter (The Galileo Interim Radiation Elec-
tron Model (GIRE): Divine and Garrett, 1983; Garrettet al.,
2003), and Saturn (The Saturn Radiation Model (SATRAD):
Garrett, Ratliff and Evans, 2005) and are readily available
on-line. As a shielding design point, a∼1 MeV electron or
a ∼10 MeV proton will penetrate approximately 2.54 mm
(100 mils) of aluminum, a standard spacecraft shield thick-
ness assumed for design purposes. Meridian contour plots
of the three planetary belts for 1 MeV electron and 10 MeV
proton fluxes are presented in Figure 4 (I. Jun, personal com-
munication, 2005). For the Earth, note the dual belt structure,
with protons dominating the inner belt while electrons dom-
inate the outer belt. Jupiter, because its magnetic field is
proportionally∼20 times more intense than the Earth’s and
Saturn’s, can trap more energetic particles. This results in
an intense belt dominated by electrons. Saturn, because its
famous rings are located near the expected peak in trapped
radiation, does not have a particularly pronounced radiation
environment – the rings absorb and scatter the energetic radi-
ation particles in the inner magnetosphere.

At Jupiter and the Earth, overlaying the radiation belts in
their inner magnetospheres, there is a cold plasma environ-
ment with a mean energy of∼1–10 eV and with densities
varying from∼1012 m−3 in their ionosphere at low altitudes
(see later) down to∼108 m−3 at high altitudes. This environ-
ment, termed the plasmasphere, dominates interactions at low

latitudes and altitudes. At higher latitudes near the polar caps,
the aurora plays an additional role. An aurora is the visual
manifestation of the interaction of intense beams of elec-
trons and protons with the upper atmosphere. These beams
(actually sheets) are an extension of the hot (10–100 keV) par-
ticles that overlap the plasmasphere at high latitudes (for the
Earth, the boundary is near geosynchronous orbit and at about
15–20 Rj (Jovian radii) at Jupiter) and extend down along
the magnetic field lines to atmospheric altitudes. This region,
called the plasma sheet, and the aurora that marks its base can
produce spacecraft potentials approaching−20 kV on space-
craft surfaces at the Earth and up to−4 kV at Jupiter and
represent a significant threat to poorly designed spacecraft.

Models of the plasmasphere and plasma sheet regions and
aurora at Jupiter and Saturn are currently under development.
These models are of concern to designers as the plasma char-
acteristics determine whether the cold plasmasphere currents
that produce potentials of few 10’s of V or the hot auroral
currents dominate the spacecraft charging process. A merid-
ian cross section of the cold electron component (Divine and
Garrett, 1983) is presented in Figure 5 for Jupiter. Up to about
5 Rj, the Jovian plasmasphere approximates the Earth’s – a
simple extension of the ionosphere out to near 5–6 Rj. Three
issues, however, alter the environment beyond that distance.
First, Io orbits at 5.9 Rj and emits a dense cloud of cold plasma
made up of sulfur and sodium. Second, Jupiter’s rotation
period is 10 h producing a significant centrifugal force on
the cold, trapped iogenic plasma. The plasma is forced out-
ward by this centrifugal force (Figure 5). Third, the mass of
the plasma and the resulting centrifugal force are sufficient
to severely distort the Jovian magnetic field – the energy
in the magnetic field and that in the plasma are equal near
20 Rj. At this point, the magnetic field necessary for trapped
radiation can no longer adequately confine the radiation and
plasma, and the Jovian plasma is forced out into a broad
plasma disk (its plasma sheet). It should be noted that similar
cold plasma rings have been observed in conjunction with
Europa at Jupiter and Titan at Saturn.

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune all exhibit aurora and
have the equivalent of the auroral zones and a plasma sheet
like the Earth. In the case of Jupiter and Saturn, Garrettet
al. (2008) have estimated potentials associated with the hot
plasma on the order of−4 kV at Jupiter and a few−100 V
at Saturn. At Jupiter, another type of unusual auroral feature
is observed. Due to the rapid rotation of Jupiter, theV × B
force at Io produces a radially directed electric field on the
order of∼1 MV across the moon. This field maps down to
the planet’s atmospheric surface and generates an aurora at
the foot of the magnetic field line in both hemispheres. These
auroral footprints can be seen from the Earth by the Hubble
Space Telescope in association with the magnetic field lines
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The Interplanetary and Planetary Environments7

Figure 4. Meridional cross sections for (a) the Earth’s; (b) Jupiter’s; and (c) Saturn’s radiation belts. Proton fluxes are for 10 MeV and electron
fluxes for 1 MeV, which have roughly the same “penetration” depths through a typical spacecraft shield. (I. Jun, personal communication,
2005).

that intersect Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. The threat to
spacecraft is not clear as Voyager and Galileo have passed
through these flux tubes without encountering problems.

5 ATMOSPHERES

The atmospheres of the planets have a direct impact on
robotic landers and aerobots. With aero-capture (particularly
at Mars) becoming a useful option, knowledge of the structure
of a planet’s atmosphere to determine drag is an important
consideration for many missions. As discussed earlier (see
Atmospheric Composition, Atmospheric Composition), an

atmosphere is described in terms of its composition, density,
and temperature (or pressure) as functions of altitude above
a reference altitude – taken to be the equivalent of one atmo-
sphere of pressure for the gas giants or from the planet’s
surface for the terrestrial planets. ANSI/AIAA Standard
G-003C-2008 (ANSI/AIAA, 2008) provides an extensive
reference to models of the Earth’s neutral atmosphere. It
also provides reference atmospheric models for Mars (Mars-
GRAM), Neptune (Neptune-GRAM), Titan (Titan-GRAM),
Venus (Venus-GRAM), and the Venus International Ref-
erence Atmosphere (VIRA). Sample temperature height
profiles for Venus, Earth, Mars, and Titan are presented in Fig-
ure 6a. The profiles for the gas giants (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
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Figure 5. Meridional density contour plot for the cold electrons
(1–40 eV) at Jupiter. The ion contours are very similar. Reproduced
with permission from Divine and Garrett (1983).

and Neptune) are plotted in Figure 6b. Of primary concern to
a mission designer, the density and pressure are plotted versus
altitude and temperature for each of the planets in Figure 7.

Table 3 provides atmospheric surface composition, tem-
perature, and pressures for the planets and Titan (note that
the surface conditions on Mercury are still not well defined,
though recent fly-bys have made significant progress). The
gas giant conditions are all referenced to∼1 atmosphere
(105 Pa). Representing the most severe of the terrestrial envi-
ronments, Venus’ surface, with a pressure∼90 times that
of the Earth and at a temperature of over 700◦K, can have
serious effects on landers. Although made up primarily of
carbon dioxide (96.5%) which has unique effects at these
temperatures and pressures, it also has caustic clouds con-
taining sulfuric acid and compounds of chlorine and fluorine
that can precipitate as an acid rain (“virga”). In addition, in

the upper atmosphere, the Venusian winds can reach over
300 km h−1.

6 IONOSPHERES

Incoming ultraviolet (UV), extreme ultraviolet (EUV), and,
to a lesser extent, particulate radiation will ionize a planet’s
ambient neutral atmosphere forming a cold plasma. Referred
to as an ionosphere, this plasma affects radio waves propagat-
ing through it by absorbing and refracting them depending on
frequency – it is this distortion that allows measurements of
the ionospheric density. As the atmospheric density increases
with depth, the ion density increases proportionally. The radi-
ation, however, is increasingly absorbed by the atmosphere
so that the ionization rate falls off rapidly. As a result, the
cold ionospheric plasma (particles typically have energies
representative of the background neutrals of a fraction of an
eV or less – 1 eV is equivalent to 11 604◦K) forms layered
ionized structures called Chapman layers in the atmosphere.
This layering can be seen in the sample ionospheric profiles
presented in Figure 8. These profiles correspond to the total
charge density as represented by electrons. The relative com-
positions of the planetary ionospheres at low altitudes are
tabulated in Table 4.In situ chemistry greatly complicates the
ionospheric composition with altitude, and the reader should
consult articles on each planet for the details.

7 SURFACE ENVIRONMENTS

This section reviews the surface characteristics of the ter-
restrial planets and the Moon. If detailed surface maps are

Figure 6. Altitude versus temperature for (a) the terrestrial planets Venus (day (D) and night (N)), Earth, and Mars (day (D) and night (N))
and the moon Titan; (b) the gas giants Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. Data are adapted from ANSI/AIAA Standard G-003C-2008
(ANSI/AIAA, 2008), Garrett and Evans (2008), Lodders and Fegley (1998), and references therein.
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Figure 7. Atmospheric profiles for various planets. Plots for (a) altitude versus density; (b) altitude vs. pressure; (c) pressure vs. density; and
(d) pressure vs. temperature. Data are adapted from ANSI/AIAA Standard G-003C-2008 (ANSI/AIAA, 2008), Garrett and Evans (2008),
Lodders and Fegley (1998), and references therein.

desired for selecting landing sites, the following are particu-
larly useful sources of accurate, high-resolution maps along
with official names for the features:

1. http://pdsmaps.wr.usgs.gov/PDS/public/explorer/html/
mmfront.htm;

2. http://maps.jpl.nasa.gov/;
3. http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov/index.html.

As with the Earth, the surfaces of the terrestrial planets,
Mercury, Venus, and Mars, and of the Moon, can be char-
acterized in terms of their craters, mountains, valleys, and
plains. As a means for evaluating the “roughness” of their

Table 3. Surface composition, temperature, and pressure for the planets and Titan.

Planet Surface composition Temperature (◦K) Pressure (Pa)

Mercury O (42%), Na (29%), H2 (22%), He (6%), K (0.5%) 90–700 Trace
Venus CO2 (96.5%), N2 (3.5%), CO 735 9.2e6
Earth N2 (78%), O2 (21%), H2O (<4% varies) 288 1e5
Mars CO2 (95%), N2 (2.7%), Ar (1.6%) 214 636
Jupiter H2 (86%), He (13%), CH4 (1–2%) 165 1e5
Saturn H2 (96%), He (3.25%), CH4 (0.45%) 135 1e5
Titan N2 (65–98%), Ar (≤ 25%), CH4 (2–10%), H2 (0.2%) 94 1.5e5
Uranus H2 (82.5%), He (15.2%), CH4 (2.3%) 76.4 1e5
Neptune H2 (80%), He (19%), CH4 (1–2%) 71.5 1e5

Data based on ANSI/AIAA Standard G-003C-2008 17, Garrett and Evans (2008), Lodders and Fegley (1998), and references therein.
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Figure 8. Representative vertical ionospheric density profiles for the planets. Note that the Venus profile is for the dayside and is truncated
as it is compressed by the Solar Wind. The gas giants are referenced to an altitude of 1 atm or 105 Pa. (a) Plots of the ionospheres for the
terrestrial planets; and (b) for the gas giants. Data are adapted from Garrett and Evans (2008) and references therein.

Table 4. Representative compositions at various altitude ranges for
planetary ionospheres.

Planet Species Range (km) Species Range (km)

Venus O2
+ <200 O+ 200–400

Earth NO+, O2
+ <200 O+ 200–400

Mars O+, O2
+ <400 H+ >400

Jupiter C2H5
+ <200 H+ >200

Saturn C2H5
+ <1000 H3

+ 1000–6000
Uranus C2H9

+ <400 H+ >400
Neptune C2H9

+ <250 CH5
+ 250–300

Adapted from Garrett and Evans (2008) and references therein.

surfaces and ages, Figure 9 plots the cumulative number
of impact craters versus crater diameter. Mercury and the
Moon, which are similar in appearance, are marked by exten-
sive cratering and contrasting smooth plains. The latter are
believed to have been filled in early in these bodies’ histories
with magma when they were both volcanically active. This
shows up in Figure 9 as the lunar and Mercurian crater counts
approach the so-called “saturation” limit – this is the distribu-
tion attained when the number of new craters formed and the
number of old craters destroyed reach equilibrium (imply-
ing an “old” surface). Based on this, Mercury and the Moon
appear to have been geologically inactive for∼4 billions of

Figure 9. Cumulative crater distributions for Mercury, Venus, the Moon, and Mars. The dashed line corresponds to the “saturated” limit –
the distribution attained when the number of new craters formed and the number of old craters destroyed reach equilibrium. Reproduced
with permission from Frey and Lowry (1979)c© University of Chicago Press.
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years. The Martian and Venusian surfaces, in contrast, are
believed to still be evolving due to weathering and, for Venus,
volcanic activity. As a result of these ongoing changes, they
exhibit lower crater densities than the saturation limit.

Consider first the Moon. The lunar surface is very
asymmetric – the near side, the side seen from Earth, is
substantially different from the far side. The near side is char-
acterized by lighter shaded areas called the Lunar Highlands
(or “terrae”) and darker areas called Maria or Seas (examples
of these latter features are Imbrium, Serenitatis, Crisium, and
Nectaris). The Maria are lower than the Highlands and asso-
ciated with massive impact basins. They are filled with dark
basalt (lava that cooled rapidly) from early in the history of
the Moon and are believed to be younger than the Highlands
as they have low crater counts. In contrast to the near side,
the far side has almost no Maria –∼2% of the surface area
as compared with∼31% on the near side. The average ele-
vations on the far side are∼1.9 km higher than on the near
side. Mountain ranges on the edges of the basins are rem-
nants of the original impact crater rims. There are∼500 000
craters with diameters greater than 1 km, with the largest
crater being the South Pole-Aitken Basin (∼2240 km in diam-
eter by 13 km deep). The Highland rocks are anorthosite,
which is an igneous rock formed when lava cools slowly. In
addition to these rocks, the lunar surface also has breccias
(rocks made up of other crushed rocks) and a soil of glassy
globules – these are both likely to have been formed from
the heat and pressure generated by repeated meteor impacts.
In comparison to the Earth, lunar rocks are rich in refractory
elements (calcium (Ca), aluminum (Al), and titanium (Ti))
and are poor in the light elements. Silicon (Si) and oxygen
(O) are also abundant.

The innermost of the planets is Mercury. Like the Moon,
Mercury has highlands, plains, valleys, and mountains.
Unique to Mercury are the Dorsa or “wrinkle-ridges” and
compression folds that cross its plains and which formed as
the planet cooled and contracted. Mercury is more hetero-
geneous than Mars or the Moon, and, unlike lunar maria,
Mercury’s plains have the same albedo as the older inter-
crater plains. The largest crater on Mercury is Caloris Basin,
with a diameter of 1550 km. On the opposite side of Mercury
from the Caloris Basin is an unusual region of hill-like fea-
tures known as “Weird Terrain”. These features are believed
to have been caused by the focusing at that point of the waves
associated with the Caloris Basin impact. The ejecta from
craters on Mercury cover a smaller area proportionally than
those on the Moon because of Mercury’s stronger surface
gravity. It is expected that the Messenger spacecraft, when
in orbit around Mercury, will reveal many new details of
Mercury and its environment.

The surface of Venus is desert-like with many slab-like
rocks. It was originally thought to be similar to the Earth,

but, in the absence of oceans and plate tectonics, the sur-
face is markedly different and has a number of unusual
volcanic features: “farra” (flat, pancake-like features up to
50 km across and 0.1–1 km high), radial, star-like fractures
called “novae”, radial and concentric fractures (spider web-
shaped “arachnoids”), and “coronae” (fracture rings). It may
still be volcanically active with∼150 volcanoes with diame-
ters between∼100 and 600 km and heights between 0.3 and
5.0 km, though active lava flows have yet to be detected. The
largest of the Venusian volcanoes, the shield volcanoes, are
over 700 km in diameter and 5.5 km in altitude, Theia Mons
being the largest. There are∼1000 impact craters between 3
and 300 km in diameter. The lower size to the impact craters
is due to the dense atmosphere of Venus, which limits crater-
forming objects to those with kinetic energies above a critical
value. This occurs because the atmosphere slows those with
lower energy to the point that they cannot create an impact
crater.

The final terrestrial planet, Mars, exhibits marked topo-
graphic differences between its hemispheres; the northern
hemisphere is dominated by plains covered with lava flows
while the southern hemisphere is characterized by highlands
covered by crater impacts. Overall, Mars has lighter colored
plains covered with iron oxide and darker features or “Seas”
(Mare Erythraeum, Mare Sirenum, and Aurorae Sinus). Mars
also has the largest volcano in the solar system, the 26 km tall
Olympus Mons located in the upland region called Tharsis.
Mars has over 40 000 impact craters with a diameter of 5 km
or greater, with Hellas basin being the largest. As for Venus,
the size of the smallest craters is limited by the atmosphere.
The 4000 km long, 7 km deep Valles Marineris is one of the
most impressive features in the solar system. Other striking
features are the polar caps (the 1000 km diameter Planum
Boreum in the North and the 350 km Planum Australe in the
South). The polar caps consist of water ice covered by a layer
of dry ice. They each contain∼1.6 million km3 of ice.In situ
sampling by the Phoenix Lander near the poles found the
Martian soil to be slightly alkaline, containing magnesium,
sodium, potassium, and chlorides and with traces of perchlo-
rate. In addition to a fine talcum powder-like dust made up
of iron oxide (or hematite), the majority of the surface of
Mars appears to be composed of basalt. The surface of Mars
continues to be weathered by its dust and atmosphere, but
volcanic and tectonic activities have long ceased.

8 DUST ENVIRONMENTS

After radiation and thermal effects, dust is the major envi-
ronmental hazard on the surfaces of Mars and the Moon for
space systems. Mars can have global dust storms that obscure
the Sun for long periods while the Moon has fine dust that can
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become charged in the space environment and cling to every-
thing. These dusts, particularly the lunar dust, are abrasive.
They both pose physical and chemical biohazards to astro-
nauts – glass shards (particularly for the Moon) in the dust
can damage the lungs while the composition of the dust (par-
ticularly for Mars) can be a chemical threat. On the Earth, the
atmosphere has largely oxidized dangerous metals and other
chemicals, whereas on the Moon and Mars they still exist and
may be highly reactive to human tissue.

Although the wind force on Mars is only one-tenth that of
the Earth, Mars experiences the largest dust storms in the
Solar System. Some of these storms can cover the entire
planet. They introduce micrometer-sized particles into the
atmosphere that can remain suspended for many months. It
is believed that the bright areas of Mars are areas of long-
term dust precipitation while dark areas are regions where
the lighter colored dust has been blown away leaving darker
bedrock material. The dust particles in the air are estimated
at <2–3�m. Their total column mass during a dust storm
is estimated to be 10−2 kg m−2. The dust composition is not
well known but is probably similar to that of the Martian soil,
with the iron content making it appear reddish.

The dust storm “season” on Mars coincides approximately
with its southern spring – summer and occurs near the per-
ihelion in Mars’ orbit. The solar heating is∼45% higher
than normal at perihelion and creates the strong atmospheric
dynamics and winds required to raise dust. The dust storms
can vary greatly in size and last up to several months. There
are typically three Martian dust storms per day globally in late
spring and two per day in the early northern and mid-southern
summers. Statistics for the occurrence frequency and size of
the dust storms are presented in Table 5. Local dust storms
are shorter in duration than the great dust storms and may not
have an “explosive” expansion phase. Great dust storms form
a continuum that can be subdivided into Type A (large), Type
AB (globe-circling), and Type B (globe-covering) (Evans,
1988). Dust devils also occur widely (Evans, 1988) and are
currently credited with keeping the Mars Exploration Rover
Mission (MER) solar arrays clean, thereby greatly extending
these missions’ lifetimes.

Unlike the wind-driven processes on Mars, lunar dust is
formed primarily by meteor impact on the lunar surface. It is
composed of silicate minerals, glass, and un-oxidized metals
(primarily iron). Lunar dust is very penetrating under the vac-
uum conditions of the Moon. Since it can become charged and
attracted to other materials, it is potentially a major concern
for space systems. Specifically, lunar dust is the component
of the lunar soil particles smaller than 50�m. The particle
size distribution follows a log-normal distribution (Carrier,
Olhoeft and Mendell, 2005) that implies that half of the soil
by mass is dust.

The space plasma environment can charge lunar dust
and levitate it above the Moon’s surface. Surveyor images
showed clouds of dust hovering up to a meter off the ground
(Criswell, 1972) while astronauts reported seeing dust being
lofted to high altitudes in jets (Abbaset al., 2007; Criswell,
1972; Stubbs, Vondrak and Farrell, 2006). Dust winds were
measured at the lunar terminator by the Apollo surface instru-
ments (Grund and Colwell, 2007). The winds were stronger
at sunrise and weaker at sunset. A theory of lunar dust charg-
ing that attempts to explain these observations is presented
in Freeman and Ibrahim (1975) and Stubbs, Vondrak and
Farrell (2006). Briefly, the daytime environment is domi-
nated by solar UV/EUV that causes photoelectron emission,
yielding potentials around+10 V, though extreme conditions
can produce+25 to +200 V. Charging at the terminator is
much more complex and depends on the location of the Moon
relative to the magnetosphere and the Solar Wind. Moving
away from the terminator toward lunar midnight, the surface
potential drops slowly making a sudden drop a few degrees
sunward of the “optical terminator”. The environment in the
lunar shadow is marked by a steady drop in potential as
local lunar midnight is approached. As charged dust parti-
cles are accelerated by a potential gradient (i.e., the local
electric field), the maximum acceleration of the dust is at the
terminator. Kilovolt negative potentials in the lunar shadow
or at the terminator (Freeman and Ibrahim, 1975) have also
been reported, with global charging patterns as described in
Stubbs, Vondrak and Farrell (2006).

Table 5. Classification of Martian dust storms.

Type of Latitude of Season of Duration Nominal
storm origin (◦) origin (Ls in ◦) (Earth days) extent (km) Comments

Local +70◦ to −75◦ All 4–10 100 No rapid expansion
Type A +50◦ to −60◦ 192◦ < Ls < 310◦ (110◦, 163◦ rare) 70 2500 Expansion East–West
Type AB −20◦ to −60◦ 205◦ 90 20 000 Globe-circling
Type B −20◦ to −60◦ 250◦ < Ls < 310◦ 100 Global Globe-covering

Type A are large dust storms, Type AB are globe-circling storms, and Type B are globe-covering storms. Ls is the heliocentric longitude of Mars. Adapted from
Evans (1988).
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9 ASTEROIDS AND COMETS

As Johannes Kepler wrote in 1596, “Inter Jovem et Martem
interposui planetam”. 200 years later, on January 1, 1801,
Father Giuseppe Piazzi discovered what he first believed to be
a new comet. Karl Friedrich Gauss, using a revolutionary new
method for determining orbits, found that the orbit of the body
was circular and at 2.8 AU – Kepler’s missing planet. Within
little over a year, another “planet” was found, also at 2.8 AU.
Thereafter, many more discoveries followed so that by the late
1800s, the newly found asteroids were becoming a distraction
to astronomers – several hundred thousand asteroids have
been catalogued to date.

Although the orbital characteristics of the asteroids are
quite varied, a number of patterns have emerged. Of the three
largest groups, the primary population is referred to as the
Main Belt and is made up of asteroids with orbits between
Mars and Jupiter. The next group of asteroids is made up of
those that cross the Earth’s orbit, the Near-Earth Asteroids
(NEAs). The third principal group is the Trojans, asteroids
trapped at the Jovian Lagrange points 60◦ ahead and behind
Jupiter in the same orbit.

Another means of classifying asteroids is by their apparent
composition as estimated by their observed spectra. These are
the C-type (which stands for dark carbonaceous objects), S-
type (“S” for stony objects – metallic nickel–iron mixed with
iron- and magnesium-silicates), and U (or M) for those that
do not fit into either C or S (typically bright and metallic).
Roughly 75% of asteroids are believed to be of the C-type
and 17% of the S-type.

At ∼950–974 km in diameter, Ceres (actually “1 Ceres”)
is the largest asteroid and contains about 25–30% of the mass
in the asteroid belt. The distinction between planets and aster-
oids has become blurred over the last few years; Ceres is now
classified not only as the largest asteroid but as one of the
Dwarf Planets (or plutoids) along with Pluto, Haumea, Make-
make, and Eris. (Many more Dwarf Planets are believed to
exist in the Kuiper Belt, the trans-Neptunian disk surround-
ing the Sun.) At present, the name asteroid has been limited
to minor planets in the inner Solar System. The names and
sizes of the 24 largest asteroids are listed in Table 6.

Unlike the asteroids, comets, because of their much higher
visibility, have been observed since antiquity. In reality, how-
ever, it is proving harder to distinguish clearly between the

Table 6. Listing of the largest asteroids.

No. Name Radius (km) Semi-major axis (AU) Period (years) Albedo Absolute mag. (H) Rotation period (day)

1 Ceresa 474.00 2.76581 4.59984 0.11320 3.3400 9.0750
2 Pallas 266.00 2.77335 4.61866 0.15870 4.1300 7.8132
4 Vesta 265.00 2.36181 3.62975 0.42280 3.2000 5.3420
10 Hygiea 203.56 3.13659 5.55515 0.07170 5.4300 27.6230
511 Davida 163.03 3.16956 5.64295 0.05400 6.2200 5.1294
704 Interamnia 158.31 3.06260 5.35974 0.07428 6.2368 8.7270
52 Europa 151.25 3.10076 5.46022 0.05780 6.3100 5.6330
87 Sylvia 130.47 3.48689 6.51128 0.04350 6.7783 5.1840
31 Euphrosyne 127.95 3.14631 5.58099 0.05430 6.7400 5.5310
15 Eunomia 127.67 2.64335 4.29774 0.20940 5.1803 6.0830
16 Psyche 126.58 2.91966 4.98892 0.12030 5.8881 4.1960
65 Cybele 118.63 3.43267 6.35999 0.07060 6.6343 4.0410
3 Juno 116.96 2.66848 4.35918 0.23830 5.3300 7.2100
324 Bamberga 114.72 2.68516 4.40012 0.06280 6.8200 29.4300
624 Hektor 112.50 5.16799 11.74871 0.02500 7.1140 6.9210
451 Patientia 112.48 3.06144 5.35669 0.07640 6.5470 9.7270
107 Camilla 111.31 3.48732 6.51248 0.05250 6.8133 4.8439
532 Herculina 111.20 2.77324 4.61837 0.16940 5.8100 9.4050
48 Doris 110.90 3.11067 5.48643 0.06240 6.9094 11.8900
7 Isis 99.92 2.38618 3.68607 0.27660 5.5100 7.1390
24 Themis 99.00 3.12718 5.53015 0.06700 7.0800 8.3740
9 Metis 95.00 2.38636 3.68647 0.11800 6.2800 5.0790
6 Hebe 92.59 2.42468 3.77563 0.26790 5.7100 7.2745
8 Flora 67.95 2.20117 3.26579 0.24260 6.3436 12.7990

Data based on JPL HORIZONS System (Giorginiet al., 1996).
a Also a “dwarf planet”.
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two – comets appear to be asteroids when they are far from
the Sun, while some asteroids, particularly those in eccentric
orbits, may be “burned out” comets. Comets are believed to be
a mixture of ice, frozen gases (e.g., carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, methane, ammonia, and organic compounds), dirt,
and rocks – material left over from the formation of the solar
system. As comets approach the Sun, they become active,
emitting gases, dust, and plasma. Active comets have several
visible features in common. First there is the nucleus, the
solid body at the center of the head of a comet. The nucleus
is believed to be an icy body covered with a dark layer of
dry dust or rock. This is surrounded by a bright region called
the coma, which is a cloud of dust, water, and gases forming
the atmosphere above the nucleus. Jets of material are also
observed being emitted from the surface. A cloud of neutral
hydrogen extends out to some millions of kilometers from
the coma. Of course, the most visible feature of a comet is
the tail(s). This is made up of two components: a dust tail
composed of tiny dust particles driven off the nucleus by the
escaping gases and pushed away from the Sun by solar light
pressure, extending up to 10 million km away from the Sun,
and an ion plasma tail trapped by the Solar Wind extending
hundreds of million kilometers downwind.

Comets are classified in terms of their orbits. Comets with
short and intermediate periods spend most of their orbits
within that of Pluto. They are thought to originate in the
Kuiper Belt and have periods of 200 years or less. Short-
period comets are divided into families: for example, the
Jupiter family (periods<20 years) or the Halley family
(20–200 year periods). Figure 10 is a histogram of the aphelia

(maximum distances from the Sun) showing the associations
of comet orbit families with the gas giants. Comets with peri-
ods of 200 years to thousands of years or more are termed
long-period comets; they have highly eccentric orbits with
a variety of orbital inclinations. The long-period comets are
believed to originate in the distant Oort cloud, a spherical
cloud of frozen comets surrounding the solar system out to
a distance of about 3 light years. Gravitational perturbations
by the nearby stars can put the comets onto elliptical orbits
in the inner solar system.

With a number of recent fly-bys, intercepts, and even
impacts and landings on asteroids and comets, interest has
been growing in these bodies. Given their great variety (some
appear to be heavily cratered while others are very smooth
or look like piles of rubble), they can interact with space-
craft in a number of ways. Asteroids have even been found
to have companions (Ida and its sub-satellite Dactyl) which
could pose collision threats. The dust cloud associated with
a comet, because of the possible hypervelocity impacts with
a spacecraft, is another threat. Indeed, the dust and debris
from a comet typically spread out along the comet’s trajec-
tory giving rise to meteor streams. These streams pose a direct
threat to spacecraft passing through them (Mariner 4 is sus-
pected of having encountered one and been damaged in the
process). While the atmospheres of comets are relatively low
density (1012 cm−3, roughly equivalent to 150 km altitude at
the Earth), there are visible jets that might be of concern to a
lander. Finally, the charged dust and gas near the surface of a
comet or asteroid could contaminate the surfaces of a lander,
much as it happens on the Moon.

Figure 10. Histogram for short-period comet aphelia (the maximum distance of the comet from the Sun) as listed by the Minor Planet
Center (June, 2005) and adapted from Wikipedia. The abscissa is the natural logarithm of the aphelia expressed in AU. The family grouping
at Jupiter’s orbit dominates, but the Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune family groups can also be seen.
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10 SUMMARY

It is challenging to provide sufficient information in a review
of this nature on all aspects of the Solar System and its
members. This chapter has sought to give information on
those parameters that influence the most relevant engineering
challenges faced by a designer when evaluating a mis-
sion to the principal bodies in the Solar System. It has
also tried to demonstrate the main environmental issues of
concern. The references are intended to provide links to
the details needed by the more demanding readers and to

Mercury (Courtesy NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/
Arizona State University/USGS Astrogeology Science Center).

Mars (Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech).

direct them to the means for mitigating the most dangerous
of environmental concerns. Specifically left out are the envi-
ronments of the various planetary moons (Io, Europa, Titan,
etc.) that are the focus of upcoming missions and the planetary
rings of Saturn, Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune.

APPENDIX

Maps of the planets (NASA/JPL-Caltech) and the
Moon (USGS)
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Venus (Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech).

Moon: nearside (Courtesy USGS Astrogeology Science Center, http://astrogeology.usgs.gov).
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Moon: farside (Courtesy USGS Astrogeology Science Center, http://astrogeology.usgs.gov).

Jupiter (Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech).
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Saturn (Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech).

Neptune (Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech).
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1 HISTORY OF SAFETY REGULATION

The unforgiving nature of flight meant that the birth of avia-
tion was littered with accidents. However, even in the early
days of flying, it was recognized that there was wisdom in
paying rigorous attention to pilot training and maintenance.
Before the era of powered aircraft, governments became ner-
vous of the potential use of balloons. The police and military
often exercised surveillance over these operations.

The F́ed́eration Áeronautique Internationale (FAI) was
founded in 1905, and it started to issue licenses to pilots.
The first powered aircraft fatality occurred in 1908. Thus,
the basics of accident investigation were learnt early in the
history of aviation.

The International Air Navigation Convention held in 1919
prescribed an aircraft-marking scheme of a single letter in-
dicating nationality followed by a hyphen and four identity
letters and so aircraft registration was born.

Civil aviation, as a means of public transport, developed
in the 1920s. At that time, unregulated commercial flyers
had numerous fatal accidents. In some cases, government-
run aircraft operations, like the air mail services, had a better
safety record.

The early accident rate was poor, and flying was viewed as
a dangerous means of transport. Recognizing these dangers,
one of the early regulatory moves was to limit the liability
for international carriage of persons, luggage, or goods. The
Warsaw Convention was first signed in 1929, and it regulates
liability.

The dangers led to a call from some industry leaders that
civil aviation should be regulated. Naturally, there were ob-
jectors to the idea of Government interference in flying, but
the arguments for regulation won the day. One of these ar-
guments was to regulate to give the public confidence in the
safety of air transportation. This recognized that growth in
the industry would only be possible if the public retained
confidence in civil aviation. This argument holds true today.

The first steps in regulatory legislation required pilots and
aircraft to be examined for accidents to be properly investi-
gated and for the establishment of safety rules and navigation
aids.

Safety regulation has matured at pace as a reaction to the
commercial industry’s growth. It is in recent decades that a
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2 Operational Environment

reactive approach to safety has been supplemented with a
much more proactive approach.

2 THE ROLE OF THE REGULATOR

Aviation authorities, administrations, and agencies are em-
powered by states to promote aviation safety. A state or a
group of states will have legislation in place that prescribes a
basic regulatory framework. In addition to this basic legisla-
tion, regulation is accomplished through the use of published
codes or rules. However, there is no single international regu-
latory code despite some attempts to harmonize codes in the
1990s.

There may be several elements to regulation in a state,
namely, consumer, economic, security, environmental, and
safety. Safety regulation continues to develop and evolve
as the complexity of the industry increases. Environmen-
tal regulation is rapidly advancing but may still be in its
infancy.

In all cases, there is a move away from traditional pre-
scriptive regulation to a more performance-based approach.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to continue to prescribe some
standards because this ensures that parts of the system work
together.

Aviation and the aerospace sector have become essential
to the economies of the world. In spite of the impressive
technological development of the industry, it has a turbulent
history. Ideas have been tested, and, sadly, often accidents
have shaped the direction taken.

The dramatic growth in commercial air transport that has
taken place in the last 50 years may not have been possible
without the accompanying improvement in safety and envi-
ronmental performance. Regulation has made a contribution
to those improvements, but it is often difficult to measure
its precise impact. Comparing the regulatory maturity of dif-
ferent states with respect to the accident rate they experi-
ence, there is good evidence to suggest that safety regulation
works.

A safety regulatory framework may be based on a number
of principles and apply several methods. There may be both
mandatory and voluntary elements. Generally, recognition in
the form of an approval or certificate or license is granted
once a competent authority is satisfied. Steps are taken to
ensure that any changes are assessed to maintain that recog-
nition. Also, criteria for the suspension or termination of that
recognition are made available.

Regulatory instruments or measures used alone or in com-
bination, each with their strengths and weaknesses, may be
based one of these three principles:

2.1 Compliance-based regulation

Here, a standard is agreed, set, and may be made legally
binding. To gain approval for a product or an organization or
a person, a minimum level of compliance must be demon-
strated against the standard. Once an approval is granted,
then periodic audits may be conducted to ensure continued
compliance. This approach can be inflexible and constrain
developments but is straightforward to apply.

2.2 Objective-based regulation

Here an objective, goal, or target is agreed, set, and may be
made legally binding. To gain approval, evidence must be
provided that demonstrates that the objective is met. There
may be different ways by which this can be satisfactorily
achieved. Advisory or guidance material may be provided.
Periodic checks may then be undertaken to ensure that the
objective continues to be met. However, there may not be a
practical way to undertake systematic monitoring.

2.3 Performance-based regulation

Here, a measurable level of performance is agreed, set, and
may be made legally binding. To gain approval, evidence
must be provided that demonstrates that the performance is
established, maintained, or improved. There may be different
ways by which this can be satisfactorily achieved, and often
material is provided on a best practice method. This approach
can be flexible but requires intelligent application.

3 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTEXT

3.1 International

This part starts with a brief history of the international frame-
work that governs civil aviation worldwide.

One of the most significant events was an International
Civil Aviation Conference held in Chicago in November
1944. The United States government invited 55 states, and
54 states attended the conference. The result was a Conven-
tion on International Civil Aviation signed by 52 states. This
was the moment when it was agreed to set up a permanent
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).

ICAO was created to promote the safe and orderly
development of civil aviation throughout the world and that
remains its task. It sets standards and regulations necessary
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for aviation safety, security, efficiency, and regularity, as well
as for aviation environmental protection.

The permanent ICAO came into being in 1947 at its seat
in Montreal, Canada. Today, as a specialized agency of the
United Nations (UN), the organization serves as the forum
for cooperation in all fields of civil aviation among its 190
Contracting States. The Convention on International Civil
Aviation (also known as Chicago Convention) is in its ninth
edition.

ICAO manages and publishes a set of universal standards
known as Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs).
The SARPs are contained in the 18 Annexes to the Conven-
tion (Refer to Further Readings).

These SARPs are written in broad terms to describe es-
sential requirements. The SARPs cover the technical and op-
erational aspects of worldwide international civil aviation,
including safety, personnel licensing, operation of aircraft,
aerodromes, air traffic services, accident investigation, and
the environment.

A Standard is defined as any specification for physical
characteristics, configuration, material, performance, person-
nel, or procedure, the uniform application of which is rec-
ognized as necessary for the safety or regularity of interna-
tional air navigation and to which Contracting States will
conform in accordance with the Convention; in the event
of impossibility of compliance, notification to the ICAO is
mandatory.

In the United States and Europe, aviation requirements and
aircraft certification specifications (CSs) exist that expand
upon the content of the Annexes. These have become the
international standards used to certificate the large aeroplanes
of Airbus and Boeing.

The implementation of SARPs lies with the Contract-
ing States. Concerns about the adequacy of aviation safety
oversight around the world have been partially addressed
by establishing the Universal Safety Oversight Audit Pro-
gramme (USOAP) in 1999. This is a mandatory program
of regular audits of the safety oversight systems in ICAO
States. Audit teams determine a state’s level of implementa-
tion of safety-relevant ICAO SARPs, associated procedures,
guidance material, and practices. A team visits a Contract-
ing State not less than once every 6 years. ICAO’s pro-
gram involves around 40 safety oversight audits every year.
Safety oversight audit reports are made public if a state
agrees.

Seeking a means to reinforce the international system, the
concept of Safety Management Systems (SMS) has been de-
veloped and promoted. The implementation of SMS is to
complement the existing regulatory framework and to ensure
that safety is integrated into the management system of every
organization in civil aviation (See Section 9).

3.2 Regional

No part of the globe remains untouched by civil aviation ac-
tivities. However, the variation in the density of air traffic is
great. Some routes have become established as major thor-
oughfares across the globe spanning both land and sea. There
exist continental and oceanic airspaces each with particular
set of requirements. The social, political, and physical geo-
graphy of regions of the world vary greatly. Although much
is common, such differences exist to justify certain specific
requirements and practices for each region.

The regions of North America, Europe and East Asia, and
Australia-Pacific have the lowest rate of fatal accidents in the
world. One region has a rate of fatal accidents that is more
than 10 times worse than these four regions. It is evident that
each region is faced with common interests but specific safety
challenges.

ICAO States have obligations whether they are a State of
Registry, State of Operation, State of Design, and/or State
of Manufacture. In detail, each sovereign state may choose
a different way of meeting those obligations. For a range of
issues, like aircraft certification, many states in Europe have
agreed to act together.

Europe and North America have applied some effort to
harmonizing standards to create an open market for civil avia-
tion products. In North America, there are both United States
and Canadian civil aviation safety regulatory systems. For
31 European States, there is the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) system.

3.3 National

The organization adopted for the regulation of aviation safety
takes a number of forms within ICAO States. Some states
have an independent Agency, Administration, Authority, or
Directorate. Others have Departments or Divisions of their
Government that exercise the responsibilities of the regulator.
Accountability may rest with a Chairman or Director General
or directly with a Transport Minister.

The functions of a regulator may include safety, envi-
ronmental and economic regulation, security and airspace
policy, and consumer protection. The regulator will exercise
oversight over the aviation industry in its territory. Thus, it
will verify a level of compliance with national, regional, and
international safety standards.

A regulatory organizations’ funding may come from the
Government of a State or costs can be met from charges on
those whom it regulates or a combination of the two. Its man-
date may include an obligation to seek a continuous improve-
ment in aviation safety and/or the harmonization of standards
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4 Operational Environment

with other regulators. Periodically, there may be a require-
ment for a regulator to demonstrate that it has met specific
targets.

Given the complex nature of the aviation industry, an ef-
fective regulator has to employ skilled experts who can assess
technical matters. This can include pilots qualified to fly cur-
rent aircraft; test pilots; experts in flying training, leisure, and
recreational flying activities; aircraft maintenance engineers;
experts in the latest design and manufacturing techniques;
flight examiners; aerodrome operations and air traffic con-
trol specialists; and doctors skilled in all branches of aviation
medicine.

4 AVIATION RULEMAKING

An aviation rulemaking process has significant impact on the
economy of the civil aviation industry. Generally, a system is
established that gives the opportunity for public involvement.
If during the process, a proposed rule is shown to be imprac-
tical, unnecessary or contrary to public interest then it can be
rejected. A public consultation process is designed to seek
advice from outside of a regulatory body and to prevent any
individual or group from unfair influence on the rulemaking.

Rulemaking may be driven by a legislative need, recom-
mendations from consultative bodies or accident investiga-
tion bodies. Generally prior to action, an analysis should show
why the action is being considered. A statement of objectives
and legal basis for a proposed rule, a description, and num-
ber of entities to which the rule will apply should be made
available.

It is good administrative policy that a public notice an-
nounces the above information and a program of tasks that
shows how the rulemaking process will work.

A rulemaking program can be supported by a Regulatory
Impact Assessment (RIA) of each of the rules envisaged and
an analysis of the priority accorded to each task taking into
account these RIAs.

Rulemaking experts may have direct contact with relevant
stakeholders and make use of the knowledge available within
industry and administrations. A choice is often made between
the use of a drafting group or a regulator’s resource for the
fulfillment of each rulemaking task. This takes into account
the complexity of the task and the need to draw upon the
expertise of persons involved in the implementation of the
rule envisaged.

The drafting of rules should take into account the follow-
ing:

� national, regional, and international law, in particular, any
specific objectives and essential requirements as set out
in existing legislation;

� harmonization objectives with other regulators and in-
ternational organizations in accordance with applicable
arrangements with third parties;

� relevant findings and recommendations of air accident in-
vestigations;

� timely implementation of the proposed rules, taking into
account translation delays;

� compatibility with existing rules;
� state-of-the-art and best practices in aviation safety and

environmental requirements;
� scientific and technological developments and
� the regulatory impact of the rules being drafted.

5 LIFE CYCLE OF AN AIRCRAFT

5.1 Research

Research can play a vital part in a safety regulatory system.
There will never be a time when scientists and engineers know
all the answers. Thus, accidents, incidents, and technologi-
cal advances will always throw up challenges to established
knowledge.

Commercial pressures often drive advances in technology.
These advances may have a set of benefits that need to be
shown to outweigh any hazards of operation. Where it is
evident that a new hazard may be present, suitable means
must be explored to address any associated safety risk.

Taking for example the extensive use in design of large-
scale composite structures for their characteristics in light-
ness and strength, when in operational service, a whole new
problem exists in detecting and acting appropriately when
damage is discovered. Such may be the driver for a safety
regulator to sponsor research to understand what measures
are needed to mitigate any safety risk before a problem exists.

5.2 Design

An aircraft design is defined in and approved by the issuance
of a “type certificate” (TC) which is normally issued by a civil
aviation regulator to a manufacturer when a design is found
to comply with all relevant certification specifications. An
aircraft is then manufactured in accordance with the approved
design configuration and is defined by this type certificate.

The decision to begin design of a new aircraft type is un-
dertaken after extensive surveying of the market place. The
cost of design, development, and production investments can
be a great drain on an organization if adequate planning is
not first undertaken. Feasibility studies and prototypes are
put through rigorous assessment before a commitment to go
ahead is made.
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If a product, which can be an aircraft or an engine, is
to go into commercial operation then civil certification is
mandatory. However, a design organization has to choose the
time at which they apply for that certification. This choice
sets a datum that has significant repercussions.

An application for certification triggers a process that de-
termines the certification basis applicable to a given product.
Essentially this sets the design requirements that must be met
before the aircraft or engine can be issued with a TC.

Typically, two cases can exist at the time of application
since a product may be either a new type or a variant of an
existing type. In some cases, there may be “grandfathering”
of requirements in the certification basis. This is an exception
that allows an old requirement to continue to apply when a
new requirement will apply to a future new product.

5.3 Production

The history of aviation manufacturing is one of amalgama-
tions and consolidations. Today, there are just a handful of
successful large commercial aeroplane manufacturers. There
has been some new ventures building very light jets and novel
aircraft, but access to this market place is difficult.

On the completion of type certification, a standard is es-
tablished that then can be used as basis for the manufacture
of a series of aircraft. Some types go on to be manufactured
in their thousands, and others may result in just a handful of
aircraft.

Production can be the assembly of millions of components.
It is essential that this be done in a controlled manner to ensure
that the aircraft for delivery conforms to the type certification
standard.

A state’s regulatory system must exercise oversight so that
this process meets obligations such that the product can be ac-
cepted internationally. Where consortia manufacture in many
states to assemble an aircraft in a final State of Manufacture,
that oversight can be complex.

Some aviation regulatory systems focus primarily on the
conformity of the product. Other systems address both con-
formity and the organization that is responsible for the prod-
uct. In each case, there is an expectation that a suitable quality
system will be operational. Oversight may be conducted by
audits that sample different stages of an organization’s pro-
cesses.

5.4 Operation

An aircraft may undergo a series of customer acceptance
tests before it enters commercial service. Manufacturers may

deliver a basic aircraft or one that is fitted out to a customer’s
specification. Once it is delivered to an operator, an aircraft
enters the operational phase of its life. Operational require-
ments are specified by the regulator responsible for over-
seeing that operator’s activity. An ICAO State’s operational
requirement should be derived from ICAO Annex 6. These
requirements usually include ground and flight operations,
including the training and certification of the personnel con-
ducting these operations. There may be several sets of opera-
tional requirements, but those applicable to the operation of a
civil aeroplane for the purpose of commercial air transporta-
tion are often the most advanced.

Typically, operational requirements will include sections
dealing with operator certification and supervision, oper-
ational procedures, all-weather operations, aircraft perfor-
mance issues, mass and balance, instruments and equipment,
communication and navigation equipment, elements of air-
craft maintenance, flight crew and cabin crew, manuals, logs
and records, flight and duty time limitations and rest require-
ments, and the transport of dangerous goods by air.

An Air Operator’s Certificate (AOC) is a permission
granted by a National Aviation Authority to conduct com-
mercial activities. An AOC is issued with specific conditions
for a specified term. Generally, an NAA can inspect an aero-
plane operated in accordance with an AOC at anytime.

Aircraft can be permitted to operate with unserviceable
equipment. A master minimum equipment list (MMEL) and
an operator minimum equipment list (MEL) specify what is
permitted. Such arrangements are only acceptable if opera-
tion with specified unserviceable equipment meets the oper-
ational requirements, and the level of safety achieved is not
less than the minimum standard specified by the certification
basis as defined in the TC.

5.5 Maintenance/repair/modification

As an aircraft continues to be operated, maintenance is per-
formed, which is intended to keep the aircraft in an airwor-
thy condition. Maintenance can be preventive or corrective
and scheduled or unscheduled. Repair may be necessary in
order to correct damage or other events that might have oc-
curred. Modification may be also desired, which changes the
configuration of the original design. Major modifications are
approved by issue of a supplemental type certificate (STC).

An aircraft on the ground can be expensive to an op-
erator and so commercial pressure can be intense in this
sector of the aviation industry. The safety regulator has
the task of maintaining oversight of all of the airworthi-
ness aspects of civil aviation in a state, which includes
approved maintenance organizations and oversight of any
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6 Operational Environment

other person or organization involved in the mainte-
nance/repair/modification of aircraft and training aspects of
personnel engaged.

Effective safety oversight helps to ensure high standards
are maintained and operators fulfill a state’s ICAO obliga-
tions.

Continuing airworthiness is all of the processes ensuring
that, at any time in its life, an aircraft complies with the tech-
nical conditions set by the issue of a Certificate of Airwor-
thiness (CofA) and is in a condition for safe operation. When
an unsafe condition has been determined, mandatory action
can be ordered by issue of an Airworthiness Directive (AD).

Organizations responsible for the maintenance of prod-
ucts, parts, and appliances should demonstrate their capa-
bility and means to discharge the responsibilities associated
with their privileges. Unless otherwise accepted, these capa-
bilities and means shall be recognized through the issuance
of an organization approval. The privileges granted to the
approved organization and the scope of the approval shall be
specified in the terms of approval. Exactly the same is true for
organizations responsible for the design and implementation
of aircraft modifications and repairs.

5.6 Personnel – engineers

In ICAO States, the licensing of aircraft engineers is required.
Licenses issued to aircraft engineers are not intended to be
qualifications or certificates of competency. The issue of a
license imposes a set of obligations upon the holder. Typi-
cally licensed aircraft engineers can undertake activities con-
cerned with the maintenance of aircraft and aircraft systems,
as laid down in the Approved Maintenance Schedule, and the
performance and certification of unscheduled maintenance,
inspections, component replacements modifications, or mi-
nor repairs. They are expected to report safety deficiencies to
a safety regulator.

6 ACCIDENTS

6.1 Investigation

The event of an accident raises public concern about the safety
of aviation. Major accidents are rare, and there are a variety
of different outcomes, causes, and contributing factors.

Before discussion of the nature of those outcomes, causes,
and contributing factors, an agreement is needed as to the def-
inition of an accident. The internationally accepted definition
is provided in ICAO Annex 13. This also addresses the def-
inition of a serious incident. In both of these cases, there is
a requirement for the state where the accident occurred to

conduct an investigation. It is strongly recommended that the
technical investigation be conducted by an independent body
established with the expertise necessary to perform the task.
Participation by the aircraft design and production organiza-
tion, operator, and the safety regulator may be needed.

The fundamental purpose of the technical investigation is
to improve aviation safety by determining the causes of air
accidents and serious incidents and making safety recommen-
dations intended to prevent recurrence. It is not to apportion
blame or liability.

An investigator-in-charge is responsible for managing the
conduct of the investigation. The appointed investigators need
to have access to aircraft, equipment, aerodromes, premises,
or documents. Typically national legislation will specify the
rights of access necessary.

6.2 Safety recommendations

Safety recommendations are a central tool for the progress
of aviation safety. Safety recommendations flow from an ac-
cident or incident investigation. A safety recommendation
should be based on information derived from an investigation,
made with the intention of preventing accidents or incidents.

A safety recommendation should in no case create a pre-
sumption of blame or liability for an accident or incident. It is
worth noting that a recommendation is not enforceableper se.

In order to influence a safety regulator or others to take
the intended corrective action, the recommendation must be
backed by strong evidence and a persuasive analysis. Devel-
oping a recommended corrective action can require signifi-
cant resources, such as test, research, and development.

A safety recommendation should identify what objective
is to be reached, but leave scope for the addressee in question
to determine how to accomplish the objective of the recom-
mendation.

7 PERSONNEL – CREW

7.1 Licensing

Pilots are certificated, not licensed, but the common term
referred to is that of pilot’s license. In order to obtain a pilot’s
license, a candidate must pass a written and then an oral and
a practical flight test under the supervision and direction of
an examiner.

The basic requirements to obtain a license and the priv-
ileges it confers upon an individual are set by the ICAO.
However, numerous differences exist between states in the
detail of the requirements.
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Pilots can be qualified to fly at a specific privilege class
and in one or more specific categories of aircraft: aeroplanes,
helicopters, airships, balloons, and sailplanes.

A regulatory authority may amend, limit, suspend, or re-
voke the relevant certificate when the conditions according to
which it was issued by it are no longer fulfilled or if the legal
or natural person holding the certificate fails to fulfill the obli-
gations imposed on it by the regulation or its implementing
rules.

Pilot training organizations and aero-medical centers are
assessed by the regulatory authorities.

7.2 Medical

Medical examinations date from the early days of flying. Ex-
perience came from military pilots where there was a high
failure rate during training. The fitness of a person to perform
the duties of a pilot is part of the safety regulatory system.
Today, different standards are set for commercial pilots and
the many private pilots that fly.

Commercial public transport requires that two pilots be
working as a team in the cockpit. This takes account of the
case where one pilot may become incapacitated due to ill
health. However, there are a number of hazards that can be
a threat to the health of both pilots. Hypoxia, extreme tem-
peratures, smoke, and fire are each addressed in emergency
procedures.

A person must be 18 years old before becoming a commer-
cial airline pilot, and they must be in good health. According
to ICAO Annex 1 (Personnel Licensing), holders of commer-
cial pilot licenses and airline transport licenses are required to
hold a Class 1 medical. A medical examination is valid for a
specified period that varies with the type of activity to be un-
dertaken. The ICAO SARPS are interpreted in different ways
throughout the world. Three classes of medical assessment
are established as follows:

• Class 1 applies to applicants for and holders of
• commercial pilot licenses (aeroplane and helicopter);
• airline transport pilot licenses (aeroplane and heli-

copter);
• flight navigator licenses;
• flight engineer licenses.

• Class 2 applies to applicants for and holders of
• private pilot licenses (aeroplane and helicopter);
• glider pilot licenses;
• free balloon pilot licenses.

• Class 3 applies to applicants for and holders of
• air traffic controller licenses.

As can be seen from this list, air traffic controllers also
have to pass a mandatory medical assessment. At interna-
tional level, it has been a matter of debate as to whether the
requirement for a medical assessment should be extended to
other personnel with aviation safety responsibilities (cabin
crew, maintenance engineers, and ground crew). In many
states, there are strict rules associated with the use of drugs
applicable to such personnel.

8 INFRASTRUCTURE

8.1 Air traffic management

An air navigation or traffic service provider is an organization
designated by a state to be responsible for providing services
in specified airspace. Airspace is classified in accordance to
the rules to be applied in that airspace, and this rages from type
A to type G airspace. Classes A–E are referred to as controlled
airspace. Classes F and G are uncontrolled airspace.

Service providers can be public, private, or corporatized
organizations, and examples of the different legal models
exist throughout the world. ICAO Annex 11 addresses Air
Traffic Services.

A service provider may be responsible for the procedures
to be implemented by airspace users (ranging from simple
“rules of the air” in very low-density airspace to complex
combinations of procedures in complex airspace), ground
and on-board equipment requirements, services to be pro-
vided and used (including air traffic control, aeronautical
information, meteorological data, communication, naviga-
tion, surveillance, etc.), procedures to be implemented by
the providers of these services, and personnel qualification.

A service provider is responsible for providing both visual
and non-visual aids to navigation within a specific airspace
in compliance with, but not limited to, ICAO Annexes and
other international, regional, and national policy, agreements,
or regulations.

The safety regulatory function remains the responsibility
of a state and can be exercised by government and/or in-
dependent safety and airspace regulators depending on the
national institutional arrangements. Regulation is achieved
through the certification, licensing, and approval of various
elements including organizations, personnel, equipment, and
safety procedures involved in the provision of a safe air traffic
service.

In Europe, a regional Safety Regulation Commission
(SRC) undertakes work in the field of safety regulation
and is composed of senior executives from within or-
ganizations responsible for safety regulation at national
level. SRC is responsible for the development and uniform
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implementation of harmonized safety regulatory objectives
and requirements for the European Air Traffic Management
(ATM) and ensuring their effectiveness through measurement
of safety performance.

8.2 Aerodromes

ICAO States have an obligation under the Convention on
International Civil Aviation with respect to the SARPs for
Aerodromes as outlined in Annex 14 to the Convention. Aero-
dromes may fit into the following categories:

� Civil Public Use Aerodrome;
� Civil Private Aerodromes or;
� Government Aerodrome (Military and Research).

In some states, major civil airports are under government
control. However, in recent years, such civil airports have
been privatized and may belong to public limited companies
or to local authorities. Each civil use airport may have to be
certified in order to operate. This requirement may not apply
to smaller private-owned aerodromes.

ICAO Annex 14 and associated technical documents cover
all aspects of the requirements including

� aerodrome physical characteristics: size and strength of
runways, taxiways, and their associated strips;

� the assessment and treatment of obstacles: permanent and
temporary obstacles on the airfield and on the approaches
including marking and lighting of obstacles and the
establishment of obstacle-free zones (OFZs);

� aerodrome lighting: approach, runway, taxiway and apron
lighting;

� aerodrome marking: signals, signs, and surface markings;
and

� rescue fire fighting and medical services: manpower and
equipment requirements procedures.

Periodically, a National Aviation Authority may inspect
an aerodrome to check that it complies with the requirement.
An NAA may suspend, revoke, or vary a license previously
issued should it consider that the licensee is not maintaining
the required standards.

A NAA may or may not have direct legal duty to
consider environmental issues in the certification process
or direct powers to impose environmental restrictions on an
aerodrome. State ministries or local authorities may have such
powers.

9 SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Two key entities in our international aviation regulatory sys-
tem are authorities and operational organizations. Each major
organization involved in the aviation business has a manage-
ment system. No single template exists to guarantee success,
but some common features of management systems have
been identified.

Today, most safety regulators promote the effective imple-
mentation of management systems as a systematic approach
towards monitoring and improving safety performance. A
consistent set of rules is planned so as to ensure a level play-
ing field is maintained for commercial operations.

ICAO has published a Safety Management Manual
(SMM) to facilitate the worldwide adoption and implemen-
tation of Safety Management Systems. ICAO differentiates
between a State Safety Program and SMS for organizations.
In the ICAO SMM Document 9859, a Safety Program and
Safety Management System are described as follows:

� A Safety Program is an integrated set of regulations and
activities aimed at improving safety and

� an SMS is an organized approach to managing safety, in-
cluding the necessary organizational structures, account-
abilities, policies, and procedures.

Each Contracting State is now expected to produce and
implement a State Safety Program applying the concepts of
SMS. The Manual is intended to provide states with guid-
ance to develop the regulatory framework and the supporting
guidance material for the implementation of SMS.

However, let us step back to the common features of man-
agement systems as they apply to authorities and organiza-
tions. A SMS is no more or less than a systematic and explicit
approach to managing safety risk, just as a Quality Manage-
ment System (QMS) is a systematic and explicit approach to
quality management.

A management system should be traceable from the foun-
dation of a policy statement through the principles, individ-
ual responsibilities, and then applicable procedures. Once in
place, a means of monitoring the system is needed to ensure
that it is delivering the desired outcome. If it is not deliver-
ing the desired outcome then corrective action needs to be
implemented.

This list of features is just one description that can be
found in different forms in different organizations: large and
small. Since there is no such thing as absolute safety, it is
intended to present a dynamic system where each aspect can
accommodate change and development.
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10 ENVIRONMENT

The sustainable development of aviation is even more chal-
lenging when air traffic is increasing. Despite constant im-
provement in both technology and the operation of aircraft,
the expected growth in air traffic will continue to be an envi-
ronmental issue. Governments and the aviation industry rec-
ognize that the growth may be limited not by infrastructure
but by environmental issues. Thus, this is driving significant
efforts to mitigate the impact of aviation both locally and in-
ternationally. Progress requires agreements at international,
regional, and national level with all the relevant stakeholders.

The task of the regulator is to ensure that product parts
and appliances comply with the applicable requirements for
environmental protection. This is achieved by appropriate
evaluation and use of environmental certificates. Regulators
employ experts in the fields of aircraft emissions to perform
these evaluations.

Environmental protection aims to mitigate the negative
impacts of civil aviation. Two main environmental issues are
aircraft noise and emissions.

10.1 Noise

Aircraft noise levels have reduced about 20 dB over the last
40 years. However, the significant environmental impact
around airports remains aircraft noise. Disturbance caused
by noise has a high level of public concern. This concern is
expressed every time a major airport proposes to build new
runways or change its operation. Means to control aircraft
noise levels are applied both to aircraft design and airports.

A recent survey of European airports has indicated that
up to two-thirds already have their operations constrained by
noise-related issues. Many airports have implemented noise-
charging schemes, and some have been forced to close at
night or accept operational night-time restrictions.

At the aircraft level regulation is achieved by use of envi-
ronmental certificates, that is, the type-certificate data sheet
for noise (TCDSN). The TCDSN documents an aircraft type’s
compliance with the applicable requirements for noise certi-
fication, and it records the associated approved noise level(s).
There are TCDSNs for both aeroplanes and rotorcraft. An air-
craft type-certificate includes the type-certificate data sheet
for noise, and the engine type-certificate includes the record
of emission compliance.

10.2 Emissions

The current generation of commercial aircraft flying use
kerosene as the main component of aviation fuel. The

combustion of this fossil fuel produces a number of
undesirable outcomes to local air quality and global warm-
ing. It is the environmental impact arising from the emis-
sions coming from aircraft engine exhausts that needs to be
controlled.

‘Emissions’ in this context refers to gaseous emission such
as CO2 (carbon dioxide) and H2O (steam/water/ice), which
are the primary products of combustion of fuel and, more
specifically, the side products of combustion, that is, NO
and NO2 (nitrous oxides, commonly referred to as NOx), CO
(carbon monoxide), smoke (pure carbon, soot), and unburned
hydrocarbons (unburned fuel).

Nitrous oxides (NOx) have been identified as air transports
key contributor to the problems of local air quality around
airports. During the last decade, the NOx emissions certifi-
cation limits during the landing and take-off cycle have been
reduced by over 40%. Nevertheless, the growth of major air-
ports is likely to be constrained by the environmental impact
of NOx .

Focused on managing local air quality, emission charging
schemes exist at some airports. At the same time, the interna-
tional debate continues on how to include aviation emissions
in Emissions Trading Schemes.

Developments in technology mean that the specifications
and guidance material contained in Aircraft Emissions
Certification Specification 34 and FAR 34 need to be con-
stantly kept up-to-date.

DISCLAIMER

Whilst every care has been taken in preparing the content of
the chapter to avoid errors, the Agency makes no warranty
as to the accuracy, completeness, or currency of the content.
The Agency shall not be liable for any kind of damages or
other claims or demands incurred as a result of incorrect,
insufficient, or invalid data or arising out of or in connection
with the use, copying, or display of the content to the extent
permitted by European and national laws. The information
contained in the chapter should not be construed as legal
advice.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AD Airworthiness Directive
AMC acceptable means of compliance
AOC Air Operators Certificate
ATM Air Traffic Management
CofA Certificate of Airworthiness
CS Certification Specification
EASA European Aviation Safety Agency
EC European Commission
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FAI Féd́eration Áeronautique Internationale
FAR Federal Aviation Requirements
GM guidance material
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
MMEL master minimum equipment lists
MEL minimum equipment lists
NAA National Aviation Authority
OFZ obstacle-free zone
QMS Quality Management System
RIA Regulatory Impact Assessment
SARPs Standards and Recommended Practices
SMM Safety Management Manual
SMS Safety Management System
SRC Safety Regulation Commission
STC supplemental type certificate
TC type certificate
TCDSN type-certificate data sheet for noise
UN United Nations
USOAP Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme
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1 THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE
TREATIES

The basis for the spaceflight regulatory environment is
derived from Treaties and Principles developed by the United
Nations. Since 1961, issues relating to the use of outer space
have been dealt with through the United Nations Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNCOPUOS). The Sci-
entific and Technical Subcommittee of COPUOS addresses
related technical issues whereas the Legal Subcommittee of
COPUOS deals with legal matters. The executive function
of UNCOPUOS is supported by the United Nations Office
for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA). Four main international
treaties have derived from the activities of UNCOPUOS and
have been ratified by the major space-faring nations, the rel-
evant aspects of each, in relation to space regulation, are
presented below.

1.1 The Outer Space Treaty 1967

The fundamental and the most important treaty to derive
from UNCOPUOS is the “Treaty on Principles governing
the activities of states in the exploration and use of Outer
Space, including the moon and other celestial bodies” (United
Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, 2005), or as it is more
commonly known “The Outer Space Treaty 1967”. The per-
tinent operative elements of the Outer Space Treaty (OST) in
relation to space regulation are as follows:

Article I of the OST states that “the exploration and use of
outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies,
shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all
countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scien-
tific development, and shall be the province of all mankind.
Outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies,
shall be free for exploration and use by all States without
discrimination of any kind, on a basis of equality and in
accordance with international law, and there shall be free
access to all areas of celestial bodies. There shall be free-
dom of scientific investigation in outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, and States shall facilitate and
encourage international co-operation in such investigation.”

Article II states that “Outer space, including the moon and
other celestial bodies, is not subject to national appropriation
by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or
by any other means.”

Article VI declares that “states Parties to the Treaty shall
bear international responsibility for national activities in
outer space, including the moon and other celestial bod-
ies, whether such activities are carried on by governmental
agencies or by non-governmental entities, and for assur-
ing that national activities are carried out in conformity
with the provisions set forth in the Treaty. The activities
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of non-governmental entities in outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, shall require authorization
and continuing supervision by the appropriate State Party
to the Treaty. When activities are carried on in outer space,
including the moon and other celestial bodies, by an interna-
tional organization, responsibility for compliance with this
Treaty shall be borne both by the international organization
and by the States Parties to the Treaty participating in such
organization.”

Article VII states that “each State Party to the Treaty that
launches or procures the launching of an object into outer
space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, and
each State Party from whose territory or facility an object
is launched, is internationally liable for damage to another
State Party to the Treaty or to its natural or juridical persons
by such object or its component parts on the Earth, in air or in
outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies.”

Article VIII declares that “a State Party to the Treaty on
whose registry an object launched into outer space is carried
shall retain jurisdiction and control over such object, and over
any personnel; thereof, while in outer space or on a celestial
body. Ownership of objects launched into outer space, includ-
ing objects landed or constructed on a celestial body, and of
their component parts, is not affected by their presence in
outer space, or on a celestial body, or by their return to the
Earth. Such objects or component parts found beyond the
limits of the State Party to the Treaty on whose registry they
are carried shall be returned to that State Party, which shall,
upon request, furnish identifying data prior to their return.”

Article IX states that “in the exploration and use of outer
space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, States
Parties to the Treaty shall be guided by the principle of co-
operation and mutual assistance, and shall conduct all their
activities in outer space, including the moon and other celes-
tial bodies, with due regard to the corresponding interests
of all other States Parties to the Treaty. States Parties to
the Treaty shall pursue studies of outer space, including the
moon and other celestial bodies, and conduct exploration of
them so as to avoid their harmful contamination, and also
adverse changes in the environment of the Earth resulting
from the introduction of extraterrestrial matter, and where
necessary, shall adopt appropriate measures for this purpose.
If a State Party to the Treaty has reason to believe that an
activity or experiment planned by it or its nationals in outer
space, including the moon and other celestial bodies would
cause potentially harmful interference with activities of other
States Parties in the peaceful exploration, and use of outer
space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, it shall
undertake appropriate international consultations before pro-
ceeding with any such activity or experiment. A State Party
to the Treaty, which has reason to believe that an activity or
experiment planned by another State Party in outer space,

including the moon and other celestial bodies would cause
potentially harmful interference with activities in the peaceful
exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and
other celestial bodies, may request consultation concerning
the activity or experiment.”

Article XI declares “in order to promote international co-
operation in the peaceful exploration and use of outer space,
States Parties to the Treaty conducting activities in outer
space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, agree to
inform the Secretary-General of the United Nations as well
as the public and the international scientific community, to
the greatest extent feasible and practicable, of the nature,
conduct, locations, and results of such activities. On receiv-
ing the said information, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations should be prepared to disseminate it immediately and
effectively.”

The OST addresses concepts such as res communis, recog-
nition of space as a global commons and common heritage of
mankind, and introduces issues such as international respon-
sibility for national activities in space and associated potential
liabilities. In summary, the major points addressed by the
Treaty are:

� the exploration and use of outer space shall be carried out
for the benefit and in the interests of all countries and shall
be the province of all mankind;

� outer space shall be free for exploration and use by all
States;

� outer space is not subject to national appropriation by
claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or
by any other means;

� States shall not place nuclear weapons, or other weapons
of mass destruction in orbit, or on celestial bodies, or
station them in outer space in any other manner;

� the Moon and other celestial bodies shall be used exclu-
sively for peaceful purposes;

� astronauts shall be regarded as the envoys of mankind;
� States shall be responsible for national space activ-

ities whether carried out by governmental or non-
governmental activities;

� States shall be liable for damage caused by their space
objects; and

� States shall avoid harmful contamination of space and
celestial bodies.

� States shall regard astronauts as envoys of mankind in
outer space, and shall render to them all possible assis-
tance in the event of accident, distress, or emergency
landing on the territory of a foreign State, or on the high
seas.

These issues are further developed by the subsequent
treaties.
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1.2 The Rescue Agreement 1968

The “Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return
of Astronauts and the Return of Objects launched into Outer
Space” (United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, 2005)
came into force in 1968 and is more commonly known as
the “Rescue Agreement 1968”. Again in relation to space
regulation, the pertinent elements of the Rescue Agreement
are as follows.

Article 5 of the Rescue Agreement declares that:

1. Each Contracting Party which receives information or
discovers that a space object or its component parts has
returned to Earth in territory under its jurisdiction or on
the high seas or in any other place not under the juris-
diction of any State, shall notify the launching authority
and the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

2. Each Contracting Party having jurisdiction over the ter-
ritory on which a space object or its component parts has
been discovered shall, upon the request of the launch-
ing authority, and with assistance from that authority if
requested, take such steps as it finds practicable to recover
the object or component parts.

3. Upon request of the launching authority, objects launched
into outer space or their component parts found beyond
the territorial limits of the launching authority shall be
returned to or held at the disposal of representatives of the
launching authority, which shall, upon request, furnish
identifying data prior to their return.

4. Notwithstanding paragraphs 2 and 3 of this article, a
Contracting Party which has reason to believe that a
space object or its component parts discovered in ter-
ritory under its jurisdiction, or recovered by it elsewhere,
is of a hazardous or deleterious nature may so notify
the launching authority, which shall immediately take
effective steps, under the direction and control of the
said Contracting Party, to eliminate possible danger of
harm.

5. Expenses incurred in fulfilling obligations to recover
and return a space object or its component parts under
paragraphs 2 and 3 of this article shall be borne by the
launching authority.

Article 6 of the Rescue Agreement states that “for the pur-
poses of this Agreement, the term “launching authority” shall
refer to the State responsible for launching, or, where an
international intergovernmental organization is responsible
for launching, that organization, provided that organization
declares its acceptance of the rights and obligations provided
for in this Agreement, and a majority of the States members of
that organization are Contracting Parties to this Agreement
and to the Treaty on Principles governing the activities of

States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including
the Moon and other celestial bodies.”

The Rescue Agreement 1986 is important in establishing
“ownership” of space assets and international responsibilities
in relation to the activities and property of other state actors. It
also establishes the basis of launching authority, an important
aspect of space regulation, a role, which is further elaborated
in the subsequent major outer space treaties. In summary,
the Rescue Agreement elaborates on those elements of the
Outer Space Treaty that deal with assistance to astronauts
and jurisdiction/control over launched objects and persons.
The agreement provides that States shall take all possible
steps to rescue and assist astronauts in distress and promptly
return them to the launching State. It also provides that States
shall, upon request, provide assistance to launching States
in recovering space objects that return to Earth outside the
territory of the launching State.

1.3 The Liability Convention 1972

The third important treaty to derive from UNCOPUOS is
the “Convention on international liability for damage caused
by space objects” (United Nations Office for Outer Space
Affairs, 2005) which came into effect on 29 March 1972,
and is more commonly known as the “Liability Convention
1972”. Again the more pertinent elements of the Convention
are presented.

In Article I, a number of important definitions are intro-
duced. These are:

(a) The term “damage” means loss of life, personal injury
or other impairment of health; or loss of or damage to
property of States or of persons, natural or juridical,
or property of international intergovernmental organi-
zations;

(b) The term “launching” includes attempted launching;

(c) The term “launching State” means:
(i) A State which launches or procures the launching of

a space object;
(ii) A State from whose territory or facility a space

object is launched;

(d) The term “space object” includes component parts of
a space object as well as its launch vehicle and parts
thereof.

Article II states that “a launching State shall be absolutely
liable to pay compensation for damage caused by its space
object on the surface of the earth or to aircraft flight”.

Article III declares that “in the event of damage being
caused elsewhere than on the surface of the earth to a space
object of one launching State or to persons or property on
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board such a space object by a space object of another
launching State, the latter shall be liable only if the dam-
age is due to its fault or the fault of persons for whom it is
responsible.”

Article IV states that:

1. In the event of damage being caused elsewhere than on
the surface of the earth to a space object of one launching
State or to persons or property on board such a space
object by a space object of another launching State, and
of damage thereby being caused to a third State or to its
natural or juridical persons, the first two States shall be
jointly and severally liable to the third State, to the extent
indicated by the following:
(a) If the damage has been caused to the third State on

the surface of the earth or to aircraft in flight, their
liability to the third State shall be absolute;

(b) If the damage has been caused to a space object of
the third State or to persons or property on board
that space object elsewhere than on the surface of the
earth, their liability to the third State shall be based
on the fault of either of the first two States or on the
fault of persons for whom either is responsible.

2. In all cases of joint and several liability referred to in
paragraph 1 of this article, the burden of compensation
for the damage shall be apportioned between the first two
States in accordance with the extent to which they were at
fault; if the extent of the fault of each of these States can-
not be established, the burden of compensation shall be
apportioned equally between them. Such apportionment
shall be without prejudice to the right of the third State to
seek the entire compensation due under this Convention
from any or all of the launching States, which are jointly
and severally liable.

Article V addresses joint liability:

1. Whenever two or more States jointly launch a space
object, they shall be jointly and severally liable for any
damage caused.

2. A launching State, which has paid compensation for
damage shall have the right to present a claim for indem-
nification to other participants in the joint launching. The
participants in a joint launching may conclude agree-
ments regarding the apportioning among themselves of
the financial obligation in respect of which they are
jointly and severally liable. Such agreements shall be
without prejudice to the right of a State sustaining dam-
age to seek the entire compensation due under this
Convention from any or all of the launching States, which
are jointly and severally liable.

3. A State from whose territory or facility a space object
is launched shall be regarded as a participant in a joint
launching.

Article VII addresses some exemption issues by declaring
that “the provisions of this Convention shall not apply to
damage caused by a space object of a launching State to:

(a) nationals of that launching State;

(b) foreign nationals during such time as they are participat-
ing in the operation of that space object from the time of
its launching or at any stage thereafter until its descent,
or during such time as they are in the immediate vicinity
of a planned launching or recovery area as the result of
an invitation by that launching State.”

The Liability Convention introduces definitions for dam-
age due to space activities and determines those “launching
states” that could be potentially liable for such damage and
the mechanisms for such claims. Elaborating on Article 7 of
the Outer Space Treaty, the Liability Convention provides that
a launching State shall be absolutely liable to pay compen-
sation for damage caused by its space objects on the surface
of the Earth or to aircraft, and liable for damage due to its
faults in space. The Convention also provides for procedures
for the settlement of claims for damages.

1.4 The Registration Convention 1975

The last of the major outer space treaties is the Convention on
Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space (United
Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, 2005), which came
into effect on 14 January 1975 as is more commonly referred
to as the “Registration Convention 1975”. The Registration
Convention addresses the important issue of notification of
activities to third parties, and establishes a key role for the
United Nations through its Office for Outer Space Affairs
(UNOOSA).

The Registration Convention provides that a launching
State should furnish to the United Nations, as soon as prac-
ticable, the following information concerning each space
object:

� Name of launching State;
� An appropriate designator of the space object or its reg-

istration number;
� Date and territory or location of launch;
� Basic orbital parameters, including:

◦ Nodal period (the time between two successive north-
bound crossings of the equator – usually in minutes);
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◦ Inclination (inclination of the orbit - polar orbit is 90◦

and equatorial orbit is 0◦);
◦ Apogee (highest altitude above the Earths surface);
◦ Perigee (lowest altitude above the Earths surface);

� General function of the space object.

This information, although useful for identifying the
launch of a space object, has limited operational value in
determining the position of the space object once initial injec-
tion into orbit has been performed.

1.5 Summary

These four main treaties are viewed as furnishing a general
legal basis for the peaceful uses of outer space, and for pro-
viding a framework for developing the law of outer space, and
consequently these space treaties have been ratified by many
nations. A number of other important principles produced by
the United Nations, which have relevance to the spaceflight
regulatory environment are:

� Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the Activities
of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
adopted on 13 December 1963 (United Nations Office
for Outer Space Affairs, 2005).

� Principles Governing the Use by States of Artificial Earth
Satellites for International Direct Television Broadcast-
ing, adopted on 10 December 1982 (United Nations Office
for Outer Space Affairs, 2005).

� Principles Relating to Remote Sensing of the Earth from
Outer Space, adopted on 3 December 1986 (United
Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, 2005).

� Principles Relevant to the Use of Nuclear Power Sources
in Outer Space, adopted on 14 December 1992 (United
Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, 2005).

Further, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
addresses the regulation of spectrum/orbit usage by space-
craft through a legal regime represented by the ITU
Constitution, Convention and associated Radio Regulations.
These instruments reflect the main ITU principles and lay
down the specific regulations governing:

� frequency spectrum allocations to different categories of
radio communication services;

� rights and obligations of Member administrations to
obtain access to the spectrum/orbit resources;

� international recognition of these rights by recording fre-
quency assignments, and as appropriate, orbital positions.

2 NATIONAL SPACE LEGISLATION

2.1 Introduction

Many countries have reflected their obligations under the
Outer Space Treaties through the enactment of national leg-
islation (Hobe, Schmidt-Tedd and Schrogl, 2004). Norway
introduced its “Act on launching objects from Norwegian ter-
ritory into outer space” on 13 June 1969. This was followed
by Sweden in 1982 with its Act/Decree on space activities and
its associated licensing regime. The United States of Amer-
ica introduced its Commercial Space Launch Act in 1984,
while the United Kingdom brought into force its “Outer Space
Act” in 1986. South Africa introduced its “Space Affairs Act”
in 1993, and Argentina developed its National Decree relat-
ing to the “Establishment of the National Registry of objects
launched into outer space” in 1995. The Russian Federation
enacted its Decree and statute on licensing space operations
in 1996 closely followed by the Ukraine, with its “Ordinance
of the Supreme Soviet of Ukraine on Space Activity Law”
again in 1996. Australia introduced its “Space Activities Act”
in 1998 and Brazil developed the “Brazilian Space Agency
Administrative Edict” in 2001.

2.2 The United Kingdom’s Outer Space Act, 1986

The Outer space Act 1986 (OSA) is the legal basis for the
regulation of activities in outer space (including the launch
and operation of space objects) carried out by persons con-
nected with the United Kingdom. The Act confers licensing
and other powers on the Secretary of State acting through the
British National Space Centre (BNSC). The Act ensures com-
pliance with UK obligations under the international conven-
tions covering the use of outer space. Under the legislation of
the OSA, the Secretary of State shall not grant a license unless
he is satisfied that the activities authorized by the license will
not jeopardize public health or the safety of persons or prop-
erty, will be consistent with the international obligations of
the United Kingdom, and will not impair the national secu-
rity of the United Kingdom. Further, the Secretary of State
requires the licensee to conduct his operations in such a way
as to prevent the contamination of outer space or adverse
changes in the environment of the Earth, and to avoid inter-
ference with activities of others in the peaceful exploration
and use of outer space. The Secretary of State may make
regulations prescribing the form and contents of applications
for licenses and other documents to be filed in connection
with applications; regulating the procedure to be followed in
connection with application, and authorizing the rectification
of procedural irregularities; prescribing time limits for doing
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anything required to be done in connection with the appli-
cation and providing for the extension of any period so pre-
scribed; and requiring the payment to the Secretary of State of
such fees as may be prescribed. A license describes the activ-
ities authorized by it and shall be granted for such period, and
is granted subject to such conditions, as the Secretary of State
thinks fit. Further a license may contain conditions which
permit inspection by the Secretary of State of the licensee’s
facilities and inspection and testing by him of the licensee’s
equipment. It also requires the licensee to provide such infor-
mation as the Secretary of State thinks fit concerning the
nature, conduct, location, and results of the licensee’s activ-
ities. The Secretary of State requires the licensee to insure
himself against liability incurred in respect of damage or loss
suffered by third parties, in the United Kingdom or elsewhere,
as a result of the activities authorized by the license. Further,
the licensee shall indemnify Her Majesty’s government in the
United Kingdom against any claims brought against the gov-
ernment in respect of damage or loss arising out of activities
carried on by him to which this Act applies.

The OSA provides the necessary regulatory oversight
to: consider public health and safety, and the safety of
property; to evaluate the environmental impact of proposed
activities; to assess the implications for national security
and foreign policy interests; and to determine financial
responsibilities and international obligations. There are
several key components to the launch licensing process
within the UK’s Outer Space Act:

Socio-political evaluation aims to determine, at a policy
level, whether the proposed mission(s) pose(s) a threat to
national security or foreign policy interests, constitutes a
hazard to public health and safety or safety of property,
or is inconsistent with international obligations. A major
element is the interagency review, which allows government
departments and agencies to examine the proposed mission
from their unique perspectives. An interagency review
provides relevant government departments and agencies
with the opportunity to determine if the mission(s) adversely
impact(s) their areas of responsibility or authority. In
the policy review, a License application is reviewed to
determine whether it presents any issues affecting national
security, foreign policy interests, or international obligations.

Safety evaluation aims to determine whether an applicant
can safely conduct the launch of the proposed launch vehi-
cle(s) and any payload. Because the licensee is responsible
for public safety, it is important that the applicant demonstrate
an understanding of the hazards involved, and discuss how
the operations will be performed safely. There are a number
of technical analyses, some quantitative and some qualita-
tive, that the applicant must perform in order to demonstrate

that their commercial launch operations will pose no unac-
ceptable threat to the public. The quantitative analyses tend
to focus on the reliability and functions of critical safety sys-
tems, the hazards associated with the hardware, and the risk
those hazards pose to public property and individuals near the
launch site and along the flight path, to satellites and other
on-orbit spacecraft. The qualitative analyses focus on the
organizational attributes of the applicant such as launch safety
policies and procedures, communications, qualifications of
key individuals, and critical internal and external interfaces.

All commercial licensees must demonstrate financial
responsibility to compensate for the maximum probable
loss (MPL) from claims by a third party for death, bodily
injury, or property damage or loss resulting from an activity
carried out under the license. The amounts of financial
responsibility required of the licensee should be set accord-
ingly. The licensee can then elect to meet this requirement
by proving they have financial reserves equal to or exceeding
the amount specified, or purchasing liability insurance equal
to the amount specified. The most common and preferred
method is via the purchase of liability insurance. The MPL
determination is based on an analysis and assessment of
the maximum monetary losses likely to be incurred by
government and third party personnel and property in the
event of a mishap. It is calculated by assessing the dollar
value of government and third party properties at risk by
launch accidents likely to occur as the result of the conduct
of launch activities.

Environmental evaluation ensures that proposed launch
activities pose no unacceptable danger to the natural environ-
ment. The relevant agency must consider the environmental
effects of commercial space launches authorized under a
license.

When a license is used with preset conditions, compliance
monitoring is performed to ensure that a licensee complies
with the Act, the regulations, and the terms and conditions set
forth in its license. A launch licensee shall allow access by,
and co-operate with, employees or other individuals autho-
rized by the relevant agency to observe any activities of the
licensee, or of the licensee’s contractors or subcontractors,
associated with the conduct of a licensed launch. Many of
the processes and criteria used by the UK’s Outer Space Act
are similar to those used by the United States of America and
its Commercial Space Launch Act 1984.

2.3 The United States’ Commercial Space Launch
Act (CSLA) 1984

The basis for the regulations in the Commercial Space
Launch Act (CSLA) of 1984 are the applicable treaties and
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international agreements to which the United States is party,
and national legislation relating to health and safety. The
CSLA regulations set forth the procedures and requirements
applicable to the authorization and supervision of commercial
space transportation activities conducted in the United States
or by a US citizen. The regulations of the CSLA do not apply
to amateur rockets activities, or to space activities carried
out by the US Government on behalf of the United States
Government. The Office of Commercial Space Transporta-
tion (CST), of the Federal Aviation Administration, exercises
the Secretary’s authority to license or permit, and otherwise
regulate commercial space transportation, and to discharge
the Secretary’s responsibility to encourage, facilitate, and
promote commercial space transportation by the US private
sector. Under the terms of the CSLA, a person must obtain a
license to launch a launch vehicle from the United States, to
operate a launch site within the United States, to re-enter a
re-entry vehicle in the United States, or operate a re-entry site
within the United States. Further, a person who is a US citi-
zen or an entity organized under the laws of the United States
or any State must obtain a license to launch a launch vehicle
outside the United States, to operate a launch site outside the
United States, to re-enter a re-entry vehicle outside the United
States, or to operate a re-entry site outside the United States.

The FAA operates a licensing process, which issues a num-
ber of different licenses depending on the activity proposed,
and interpreted by the Office of CST. To obtain a launch
license, an applicant must obtain policy and safety approvals
from the FAA.

A launch-specific license authorizes a licensee to conduct
one or more launches, having the same launch parameters, of
one type of launch vehicle from one launch site. The license
identifies, by name or mission, each launch authorized under
the license. A licensee’s authorization to launch terminates
upon completion of all launches authorized by the license,
or the expiration date stated in the license, whichever occurs
first.

A launch operator license authorizes a licensee to con-
duct launches from one launch site, within a range of launch
parameters, and/or launch vehicles from the same family of
vehicles transporting specified classes of payloads. A launch
operator license remains in effect for five years from the date
of issuance.

3 A DEVELOPING ISSUE: SPACE DEBRIS

3.1 Background

A major threat to the long-term sustainability of space activ-
ities is the growing population of man-made space debris
(Crowther, 2003). Space debris is defined as all man-made

objects, including fragments and elements thereof, in Earth
orbit or re-entering the atmosphere, which are non-functional.
This population, comprising non-operational spacecraft,
derelict launch vehicle upper stages, mission-related objects,
and fragments from satellites and orbital stages, which are in
orbit about the Earth, continues to increase. As of July 2008,
the number of pieces of orbital debris varies with size rang-
ing from approximately 17 000 tracked objects greater than
10 cm in size to more than tens of millions estimated objects
greater than 1 mm in size. Due to the high relative velocities of
orbital debris, even the small objects represent a collision haz-
ard to the population of operational satellites in orbit around
the Earth. Failure to limit the growth of the orbital debris pop-
ulation will lead to major restrictions on our ability to exploit
space, for a range of scientific, economic, and strategic pur-
poses, including environment monitoring, communications,
and navigation. Space debris mitigation measures can be
divided into two broad categories: (i) those that restrict the
generation of potentially harmful space debris in the near
term; and (ii) those that limit their generation over the longer
term. The former involves the curtailment of the production
of mission-related objects and the avoidance of break-ups.
The latter concerns end-of-life procedures that remove de-
commissioned spacecraft and launch vehicle orbital stages
from regions populated by operational spacecraft.

When the Outer Space Treaties were developed, there was
no understanding of space debris. However, the Treaties and
national regulations are flexible enough to address the issue
in an effective manner, relying upon the best practice and
Codes and Principles to encourage the adoption of space
debris mitigation measures.

3.2 Inter-Agency Debris Coordination Committee
and UNCOPUOS

Intergovernmental organizations play an important role in
this respect. The Inter-Agency Debris Coordination Com-
mittee (IADC) is a forum of national or international space
agencies that coordinate their activities related to the issues
of man-made debris and natural meteoroids in space. The
primary purpose of the IADC is to exchange information on
space debris research activities between member space agen-
cies, to facilitate opportunities for cooperation in space debris
research, to review the progress of ongoing co-operative
activities, and to identify debris mitigation options. One of
the IADC’s activities is to recommend debris mitigation mea-
sures, with an emphasis on cost-effectiveness, which can
be considered during planning and design of spacecraft and
launch vehicles in order to minimize, or eliminate generation
of debris during operations. The “IADC Space Debris Miti-
gation Guidelines”, reflecting the fundamental mitigation
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elements of a series of existing practices, standards, codes
and handbooks, were formally adopted in October 2002.

UNCOPUOS acknowledged that the prompt implementa-
tion of appropriate debris mitigation measures is a prudent
and necessary step towards preserving the outer space envi-
ronment for future generations, and recognized the benefit of
a set of high-level qualitative guidelines, having wider accep-
tance among the global space community. A Working Group
on Space Debris was established in 2003, under the auspices
of the Scientific and Technical Subcommittee of COPUOS, to
develop a set of recommended guidelines based on the techni-
cal content and the basic definitions of the IADC space debris
mitigation guidelines, taking into consideration the existing
United Nations treaties and principles on outer space. In June
2007 COPUOS endorsed the resulting “Space Debris Mitiga-
tion Guidelines”, and subsequently, the UN General Assem-
bly endorsed the Mitigation Guidelines at the end of 2007.

The seven Guidelines in the UN document reflect the need
to:

� Limit debris released during normal operations.
� Minimize potential for break-ups during operational

phases.
� Limit the probability of accidental collision in orbit.
� Avoid intentional destruction and other harmful activities.
� Minimize potential for post-mission break-ups resulting

from stored energy.
� Limit the long-term presence of spacecraft and launch

vehicle orbital stages in LEO after the end of their mission.
� Limit the long-term interference of spacecraft and launch

vehicle orbital stages with GEO region after the end of
their mission.

Each guideline has its own recommended prac-
tices/application description and a related rationale/
justification. In Resolution 62/217 “International coop-
eration in the peaceful uses of outer space”, the General
Assembly, when endorsing the Space Debris Mitigation
Guidelines of COPUOS, invited Member States to implement
those Guidelines through relevant national mechanisms.

3.3 National Mechanisms for Addressing Space
Debris: United States of America

In 1995, NASA was the first space agency in the world
to issue a comprehensive set of orbital debris mitigation
procedures. Subsequently, a US interagency working group
led by NASA and the US Department of Defense devel-
oped a work plan to study the debris environment and to
work with US government agencies and other space faring
nations and international organizations to design and adopt

guidelines to minimize orbital debris. In 1997, this work-
ing group created a set of US Government Orbital Debris
Mitigation Standard Practices. Based on the NASA standard
procedures for limiting debris, these standard practices were
intended for government-operated or -procured space sys-
tems, including satellites as well as launch vehicles. The US
interagency group also shared the standard practices with
the aerospace industry to encourage voluntary compliance.
At the agency level, NASA procedures currently require
that each program and project conduct a formal assessment
of the potential to generate orbital debris during deploy-
ment, mission operations, and after the mission has been
terminated. The accompanying standards for implementa-
tion are consistent with the objectives of the US National
Space Policy, the US Government Orbital Debris Mitigation
Standard Practices, the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordina-
tion Committee (IADC) Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines,
and the Space Debris Mitigation guidelines of the Scientific
and Technical Subcommittee of the United Nations Commit-
tee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. NASA-Standard
(NASA-STD) 8719.14 released in 2007 updates the original
NASA Safety Standard (NSS) 1740.14 developed in 1995.
The NASA Standard establishes requirements for (i) limiting
the generation of orbital debris, (ii) assessing the risk of col-
lision with existing space debris, (iii) assessing the potential
of space structures to impact the surface of the Earth, and
(iv) assessing and limiting the risk associated with the end of
mission of a space object. This NASA Standard is applicable
to all objects launched into space in which NASA has lead
involvement and control or has partial involvement with con-
trol over design or operations via US internal or international
partnership agreements, including the launch vehicle.

The US Department of Transportation, through its Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA), addresses mitigation
of space debris via licensing regulations for commercial
space launches and re-entries. These regulations, based on
US Government Orbital Debris Standard Practices, cover
licenses for the launch of expendable and reusable launch
vehicles, and re-entry vehicles. The FAA can also evaluate
payloads and their potential hazards under a Payload Review
if the payload is regulated by the FAA, the US Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) or the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, or owned or operated by the US
Government.

The US FCC licenses radio-frequency use by satellites
(other than US government satellites). The FCC began to
address space debris mitigation issues in the 1990s, first
on a case-by-case basis, and then through the adoption of
debris mitigation rules for new services. In 2004 the FCC
adopted a comprehensive set of debris mitigation regula-
tions (Kensinger, Duall and Persaud, 2005), based on the
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NASA Safety Standard, the US Government Orbital Debris
Mitigation Practices, and the IADC Space Debris Mitigation
Guidelines. The FCC regulations require applicants for FCC
licenses to disclose their plans for debris mitigation. The reg-
ulations require all satellites to “passivate” at end of life, by
removing stored energy sources on the satellite. The regu-
lations also require disposal of geostationary satellites to an
orbit consistent with the IADC guideline (with an exception
for satellites launched prior to March 18, 2002).

3.4 National Mechanisms for Addressing Space
Debris: United Kingdom

The qualitative and quantitative criteria used for license
evaluation within the UK’s Outer Space Act are based on stan-
dards and practices employed by a variety of formal bodies.
In developing the technical evaluation framework to reflect
space debris mitigation issues, the particular issues of physi-
cal interference and contamination referred to in the Outer
Space Act are employed (Crowther, Tremayne-Smith and
Martin, 2005). Although the problem of space debris was
not recognized when the OSA was enacted in 1986, the Act
is flexible enough to allow interpretation to cover this aspect
in the technical evaluation. Thus “physical interference” is
used to address probability of collision with other objects in
orbit and “contamination” to address safe disposal at end of
life. As regards the actual measures that are used to evaluate
a license application, use is made of the growing number of
guidelines, codes and standards that are being developed to
deal with space debris mitigation. The IADC Space Debris
Mitigation Guidelines, the European Code of Conduct on
Space Debris Mitigation, and the UN Space Debris Mitiga-
tion Guidelines provide qualitative and quantitative measures
that are used to assess compliance of license applicants’ pro-
posed activities and measures with recognized “best practice”
within the community.

4 PERSPECTIVE

The fact that no further major international legal instru-
ments have been developed since the four initial outer space
treaties considered above is in part due to the robustness
of these original texts and the visions of those that drafted
the treaties. It also reflects the increasing importance of
principles and guidelines in supplementing the four main
treaties and the flexibility offered by national interpretation
and implementation through appropriate licensing regimes.
As the balance moves further towards commercially-funded
rather than government-sponsored space programs, and with
the emergence of novel space applications and completely

new markets such as space tourism (commercially funded
human space flight) and the need to consider new measures
such as space traffic management, we may anticipate fur-
ther pressures on regulatory authorities to consider further
adjuncts to the major treaties and potentially herald a new
phase of governance of activities in outer space.

5 INFORMATION NORMALLY
REQUIRED FOR ISSUANCE OF A
LAUNCH LICENSE

Below is a list of information normally required by licensing
authorities to be provided by applicants in pursuance of a
license to conduct outer space activities:

General description of the mission:

� Launch range and operator(s).
� Schedule of launch(es).

General description of launch vehicle:

� Contractors and manufacturers (including integra-
tion).

� Flight heritage.
� Proven and projected reliability (including redundan-

cies).
� Test and qualification history.
� Performance and operating characteristics.
� Mass & dimensions.
� Description of propulsion system (design, function-

ality).
� Propellants (mass, hazard classification).
� Flight control system (heritage, operating characteris-

tics).
� Flight safety system (functionality, heritage).
� Payload accommodation (characteristics, environ-

ments).

General description of vehicle flight profile:

� Launch trajectory/azimuth.
� Ground track (IIP), including any overflight of land

masses.
� Sequence of major events from liftoff to impact/orbit.
� Nominal impact locations for discarded hardware.
� If orbital, parking, transfer and final orbits.
� Identify any unique aspects of launch.
� Flight termination criteria.
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General description of payload:

� Characteristics of payload(s).
� Mass and dimensions.
� Owner/operator of payload(s).
� Payload function(s).
� Status of license application (if separate).
� Electromagnetic frequency range.
� Propellant (amount, hazard classification).
� Materials involved in mission(s) that could pose a

unique hazard.

Safety organization:

� Safety characteristics and accreditation of launch
range.

� Safety officials terms of reference.
� Range safety procedures.
� Relationship between range’s safety organization and

applicant’s corporate structure.
� Statement of authority of key positions involved in

the launch responsible for critical decisions during
countdown.

Applicant’s assessment of risks to public from normal
and abnormal events for all phases of mission to
include:

� Vehicle’s ascent to orbit.
� On-orbit risks including collision and risks to opera-

tional satellites.
� Re-entry risks.
� The assessment is to include for each phase.
� Explanations of hazards or risks.
� Potential failures and their likelihoods.
� Consequence of the above failures.
� Procedures and assumptions used in estimating risks.
� How public will be protected from normal and abnor-

mal conditions.
� Similarities and differences from past vehi-

cles/launches.
� Methods employed to control/manage these risks.

Other safety issues:

� Identify party with operational control of each mission
phase or element.

� Point or event where applicant’s responsibility ends
and customer’s begins with respect to payload.

Plan for launch readiness reviews addressing:

� Flight safety rules (development, maintenance and
compliance monitoring).

� Description of key participants.
� Procedures for assessing readiness of range, launch

vehicle, payload, flight safety system.
� Launch constraints.
� Plan to approve launch checklists to ensure pertinence

and consistency.
� Abort procedures.
� Hold procedures.
� Recycle procedures.
� Plan for dress rehearsals including simulations of

nominal and off-nominal launch conditions, practice
aborts, criteria defining a successful rehearsal.

� Pre-launch rest periods for key launch participants and
crew readiness evaluation.

� Demonstration of adequacy of launch readiness pro-
cedures.

� Network provisions for decision-makers direct access
to real-time information.

� Requirements for the use of radio/telephone terminol-
ogy and protocol.

� Network provisions for key participants to monitor
intercom.

Accident plan:

� Identifies reporting criteria and procedures.
� Describes process.
� Investigation boards, committees or officials.
� Identifies criteria for preserving data/physical evi-

dence.

Pre-launch:

� Supervision and coordination of hazardous activities.
� Storage and handling of hazardous materials.
� Training and qualification of safety personnel.
� Emergency plans.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the scientific exploration of the solar system there are
numerous fascinating questions that can be addressed through
spaceflight. To some, the potential to understand the origin,
evolution, and limits of distribution of life in the solar sys-
tem is both a fascinating question and one that can only be
addressed through the coordinated understanding of all the
rest. It is a bit of a paradox, however, that the presence of
so much life here on Earth makes it very difficult to answer
the question of life elsewhere. Earth-life, in particular micro-
bial life, if spread to another world could be the cause of
destroying or contaminating the evidence sought to prove the
existence of life, elsewhere, and if there is such life, then it
may not be safe to bring it to Earth in an uncontrolled fash-
ion. As such, measures are taken to control the distribution

of life through the exploration of space and to protect the
Earth from possible life elsewhere. “Planetary Protection”
or “Planetary Quarantine” refers to the practice of reduc-
ing or eliminating the potential for biological interchange
between Earth and other bodies of the solar system. Through
planetary protection measures, space agencies preserve plan-
etary conditions for future biological and organic constituent
exploration, and to protect Earth and its biosphere from poten-
tial extraterrestrial sources of contamination. This chapter
will describe the measures taken to achieve these goals, and
some of the history of this practice. As of this writing, bodies
requiring careful control of biological contamination, in both
directions, include both Mars and Jupiter’s moon Europa,
Saturn’s moon Enceladus, and of course the Earth, whereas
other bodies (including the Earth’s moon) may only require
control on organic contamination. (see Figure 1). Some solar-
system bodies, such as small, rocky asteroids, may not require
any controls on organic or biological contamination at all.

2 THE BEGINNINGS OF BIOLOGICAL
AND ORGANIC CONTAMINATION
CONTROL IN SPACEFLIGHT

From the earliest days of the space program, concerns have
been raised about the prevention of human-caused biological
cross-contamination that could occur due to travel between
Earth and other bodies in the solar system. If the search for
life and the study of life-related chemistry in the solar sys-
tem are scientific goals to be pursued through space travel,
then protecting the evidence and preventing the introduction
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Figure 1. A potpourri of planets and moons of particular interest
to planetary protection practitioners. The Earth is the only planet
known to have life, and our home, making its biosphere particularly
precious, and the Earth’s Moon is of interest both in its own right
and as a jumping off point for future human exploration. Mars has
had abundant surface water in its past, and may have water under ice
layers near the poles, today. Europa appears to have a huge subsur-
face ocean buried beneath surface ice, and Enceladus, much smaller
than the rest, is quizzically spewing ice particles into space from its
south polar region, possibly indicating liquid water is there, too. Ice
and water, and heat below: the solar system has numerous poten-
tial life-sites, but whether there is life elsewhere is still unknown.
Reproduced from NASA/JPL.

of contaminants are important and enabling goals for the
conduct of planetary science. In 1957, for example, scien-
tists cautioned about the possibility of contaminating other
places in the solar system with microbes from Earth, which
might cause irreversible changes on other planets and also
interfere with scientific exploration. Likewise, it was felt that
spacecraft carrying extraterrestrial samples or contaminants
returned from space (especially from other planets) might
harm Earth’s inhabitants and ecosystems.

The response to these concerns was first given the name
“planetary quarantine,” but because of the human-disease-
related roots of that name, the term “planetary protection” was
coined in the mid-1980s as a broader replacement, to include
the potential for other sorts of contamination (e.g., environ-
mental) that might be spread by interplanetary interchange
of material.

In part as a reflection of those wider concerns, Article
IX of the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 (United Nations,
1967), in its lawyerly way, requires that parties pursuing
studies of outer space and other celestial bodies “conduct
exploration of them so as to avoid their harmful contami-
nation and also adverse changes in the environment of the
Earth resulting from the introduction of extraterrestrial mat-
ter.” In practical terms, these concerns are twofold: avoiding

(i) “forward contamination,” the transport of terrestrial
microbes and uncharacterized organic compounds by
outbound spacecraft, and (ii) back contamination,” the
introduction to Earth of living organisms or other biological
forms that could be returned from space.

3 PLANETARY PROTECTION POLICIES –
ROBOTIC MISSIONS

The subsequent segment of Article IX of the outer space treaty
states that parties to the treaty “where necessary, shall adopt
appropriate measures” for the purpose of avoiding harmful
contamination and changes to the Earth’s environment. As a
result, a number of space agencies (e.g., NASA, ESA, CNES)
have established their own planetary protection policies to
guide their efforts in this area when conducting interplane-
tary missions. The treaty also provides that “if a State Party to
the treaty has reason to believe that an activity or experiment
planned by it or its nationals in outer space . . . would cause
potentially harmful interference with activities of other states
parties in the peaceful exploration and use of outer space . . . ,
it shall undertake appropriate international consultations
before proceeding with any such activity or experiment.”
Likewise, there is a provision for a state to request consulta-
tion if it “has reason to believe that an activity or experiment
planned by another state party in outer space . . . would cause
potentially harmful interference with activities in the peace-
ful exploration and use of outer space.” Consequently, it has
become important for space agencies to coordinate and col-
laborate on the development of their planetary protection
policies.

To do this, and since the beginning of the space age
(resulting in its first published policy in 1963), spacefaring
nations have depended on the Committee on Space Research
(COSPAR) of the International Council for Science (ICSU)
to maintain an international-consensus planetary protection
policy (COSPAR, 2008) for joint reference and implemen-
tation. To develop this policy, COSPAR reviews the latest
scientific information and considers recommendations from
its member national scientific institutions and the interna-
tional scientific unions, and secures the approval of the
COSPAR Bureau and Council before making any changes.
These changes may then be considered by space agencies for
inclusion in their own planetary protection policies, although
joint international missions generally use the COSPAR pol-
icy, itself, as the basis for mission implementation – which
allows international partners to avoid getting bogged down
in questions about whose policy will govern a particular
mission.
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It should be noted that assigning planetary protection mea-
sures to a particular mission and target requires synthesis
of information about biological systems and extraterrestrial
environments, while acknowledging uncertainties about the
conditions that exist in those locations and the ability of
microbes to inhabit them. Planetary environments are con-
tinually reevaluated as to their past, present, and future state.
Future missions are expected either to refine our knowledge
of the environments that we have already measured, or those
whose characteristics are constrained by measurements made
remotely or in situ, or conceivably to probe entirely new envi-
ronments that are not currently known or constrained as to
their applicability to the issue of “life.” In the face of such
possibilities, it is essential to the proper implementation of
planetary protection policy that estimates of the habitability
of planetary environments be conservatively established, and
that measures taken to protect against their contamination be
derived accordingly.

Figure 2 gives an example of one such recent discov-
ery about the planet Mars. Where once planetary scientists
thought that the mid-latitudes of Mars would be completely
desiccated to a great depth, a survey of very recent craters by
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) mission has deter-
mined that it is very likely that water-ice is found within only
centimeters of the surface over a wide area, and even at lat-
itudes down to 45

◦
. Such near-surface ice was also directly

observed by the NASA Phoenix Mars lander, which landed on
Mars in May 2008 (Figure 3), and has implications respect-
ing the required cleanliness of spacecraft landing on Mars

Figure 2. This map shows five locations where fresh impact crater-
ing has excavated water ice from just beneath the surface of Mars
(sites 1 through 5), with the Viking Lander 2 landing site (VL2)
labelled for reference. Estimates of the depth to water-ice come from
a computer model and observations of the brightness and tempera-
ture of the surface, and matches the ice-exposing crater observations
from the HiRise imager on NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
and data from the neutron spectrometer on NASA’s Mars Odyssey
orbiter. Reproduced from NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.

Figure 3. The underside of NASA’s Phoenix Mars lander on the
fifth Martian day, or sol, of the mission. Descent thrusters on the bot-
tom of the lander cleared the overlying soil during landing, revealing
a smooth surface of underlying material that is thought to be an ice
table. Reproduced from NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.

that may carry perennial heat sources, such as radioisotope
thermoelectric generators (RTGs).

Meanwhile, a true revolution in the understanding of
biology has been afforded by access to the techniques of
molecular biology, and has included an appreciation of the
tremendous capabilities of microbial life to inhabit environ-
ments on Earth that were once thought to be too hot, too
cold, too deep, too dark, too dry, and so on. Earth life is
extraordinarily adaptable, and is found growing actively on
this planet essentially everywhere there is water available and
the temperature is somewhere between −20

◦
C and 121

◦
C.

The picture is expanding all the time, and microbial life has
been seen to use such a wide variety of energy sources that
it is not unreasonable to consider it likely that our knowl-
edge of where and how microbes live will continue to expand.
Accordingly, it has become increasingly important (Figure 4)

Figure 4. A technician samples the Mars Odyssey spacecraft within
an assembly cleanroom, prior to the orbiter being launched to Mars
in April 2001. Reproduced from NASA/JPL/LMA.
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to understand not only the quantity of microorganisms that
may be on a spacecraft – both prior-to and after methods are
used to reduce contamination – but also to understand the
exact identities of the microbes that may be transported to
other worlds.

Because scientific discovery about both microbiology and
about other planetary bodies is ongoing, planetary protection
policies must take into account such uncertainties, and the
policies must also acknowledge the need to be conservative
to prevent exploration, itself, from disrupting or interfering
with evidence pertaining to extraterrestrial life. COSPAR’s
policy suggests that space agencies should obtain advice
on how to deal with these uncertainties by consulting with
their National scientific institutions, or with COSPAR itself.
It is in this consultative role that (in the US) NASA often
turns to the National Research Council’s Space Studies Board
(SSB) to provide top-level recommendations on how to apply
and or implement its policy, and on the policy itself. The
SSB is the primary external advisory group assisting NASA
in understanding the appropriate measures to be applied to
each mission and target. Specific application of the NASA
planetary protection policy has been subject to advice by a
committee, subcommittee, or task force of the NASA Advi-
sory Council (NAC) since 1999, in accordance with previous
SSB recommendations (SSB, 1997, 1998).

It should also be noted that the recommendations of the
SSB may find their way into COSPAR policy both through the
SSB’s role as the National scientific institution that represents
the United States on the COSPAR Council and Bureau, and
due to NASA’s participation in the activities of the COSPAR
panel on planetary protection (which maintains the COSPAR
policy within COSPAR). For example, COSPAR has adopted
the SSB recommendations on the forward contamination of
Mars (SSB, 1992, 2006), on the return of Mars samples
(SSB, 1997) and on the return of samples from small solar
system bodies (SSB, 1998). COSPAR has also adopted the
SSB’s recommendations on preventing the forward contam-
ination of Europa (SSB, 2000) and on the requirements for
the exploration of Venus (SSB, 2006b). More specific rec-
ommendations associated with sample return missions (SSB,
2002, 2009) may not be incorporated into COSPAR policy
because the policy is not written at the level-of-detail of those
reports – which, however, will still form the basis of both
NASA and ESA’s work on such missions.

3.1 Planetary protection categories

In COSPAR’s planetary protection policy, different mission
types and target combinations require different implemen-

tation requirements to achieve policy goals. The different
mission types and targets yield different mission Categories,
as described in the policy (COSPAR, 2008).

Category I includes any mission to a target body which is
not of direct interest for understanding the process of chem-
ical evolution or the origin of life. No protection of such
bodies is warranted and no planetary protection requirements
are imposed by the COSPAR policy.

Category II missions comprise all types of missions to
those target bodies where there is significant interest relative
to the process of chemical evolution and the origin of life, but
where there is only a remote chance that contamination car-
ried by a spacecraft could jeopardize future exploration. The
requirements are for simple documentation only. Preparation
of a short planetary protection plan is required for these flight
projects primarily to outline intended or potential impact tar-
gets, brief Pre- and Post-launch analyses detailing impact
strategies, and a Post-encounter and End-of-Mission Report
which will provide the location of impact if such an event
occurs.

Category III missions comprise certain types of mis-
sions (mostly flyby and orbiter) to a target body of
chemical evolution and/or origin of life interest or for
which scientific opinion provides a significant chance of
contamination which could jeopardize a future biological
experiment. Requirements will consist of documentation
(more involved than Category II) and some implement-
ing procedures, including trajectory biasing, the use of
cleanrooms during spacecraft assembly and testing, and pos-
sibly bioburden reduction. Although no impact is intended
for Category III missions, an inventory of bulk con-
stituent organics is required if the probability of impact is
significant.

Category IV missions comprise certain types of missions
(mostly probe and lander) to a target body of chemical evo-
lution and/or origin of life interest or for which scientific
opinion provides a significant chance of contamination which
could jeopardize future biological experiments. Require-
ments imposed include rather detailed documentation (more
involved than Category III), including a bioassay to enumer-
ate the bioburden, a probability of contamination analysis, an
inventory of the bulk constituent organics and an increased
number of implementing procedures. The implementing pro-
cedures required may include trajectory biasing, cleanrooms,
bioload reduction, possible partial sterilization of the direct
contact hardware and a bioshield for that hardware. Gener-
ally, the requirements and compliance are similar to Viking,
with the exception of complete lander/probe sterilization.

Category V missions comprise all Earth-return missions.
The concern for these missions is the protection of the
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terrestrial system, the Earth and the Moon. (The Moon must
be protected from back contamination to retain freedom from
planetary protection requirements on Earth-moon travel.) For
solar system bodies deemed by scientific opinion to have
no indigenous life forms, a subcategory “unrestricted Earth
return” is defined. Missions in this subcategory have plan-
etary protection requirements on the outbound phase only,
corresponding to the category of that phase (typically Cat-
egory I or II). For all other Category V missions, in a
subcategory defined as “restricted Earth return,” the highest
degree of concern is expressed by the absolute prohibition
of destructive impact upon return, the need for containment
throughout the return phase of all returned hardware which
directly contacted the target body or unsterilized material
from the body, and the need for containment of any unster-
ilized sample collected and returned to Earth. Post-mission,
there is a need to conduct timely analyses of any unsterilized
sample collected and returned to Earth, under strict contain-
ment, and using the most sensitive techniques. If any sign of
the existence of a non-terrestrial replicating entity is found,
the returned sample must remain contained unless treated by
an effective sterilizing procedure. Category V concerns are
reflected in requirements that encompass those of category
IV plus a continuing monitoring of project activities, studies
and research (i.e., in sterilization procedures and containment
techniques).

A summary of the applicable requirements for each cate-
gory of mission is given in Table 1.

3.2 Planetary protection controls

Controls to implement planetary protection policies vary
depending mission Category, which is dependent on the solar
system body that will be explored and whether it is thought
that its environment could harbor living organisms or sup-
port Earth life. Controls may include both operational and
spacecraft-preparation measures. Table 2 gives a listing of
the various measures imposed on flight missions. For exam-
ple, spacecraft trajectories are designed to avoid unintended
impacts on other bodies, and spacecraft may be restricted
from approaching certain areas without special preparation.
Accordingly, spacecraft may be assembled in clean rooms
and their scientific instruments, or even the whole spacecraft,
may be heat-treated or specially packaged to reduce the num-
ber of microbes they carry. For round-trip missions to places
such as Mars, returned samples are treated as potentially haz-
ardous until proven otherwise, whereas other sample-return
missions may not require any planetary protection controls
at all.

A classic example of the implementation of planetary pro-
tection measures was the Viking project of the mid-1970s,
composed of two Mars orbiters and the first two successful
Mars landers (see Figure 5). Because the surface of Mars was
considered to be a potentially contaminated one, and because
the landers would attempt to cultivate Mars microbes, the
lander had to be virtually free of live Earth microbes. Accord-
ingly, the spacecraft was built to be as clean as practicable
(<3 × 105 live aerobic bacterial spores on the surface, and the
internally-carried [cf., “buried and encapsulated”] microbes
having been limited to fewer than <2 × 105 spores), and
then the entire lander spacecraft was placed in an oven (see
Figure 6) and baked in dry heat until every portion of the
spacecraft reached the temperature of 111.7

◦
C for at least

30 h. With heat up and cool down, this process took ∼54 h.
Both Viking landers performed without significant failure,

and were operated on the surface of Mars well beyond their
planned lifetime. Despite that success, the near-sterilization
of a fully assembled spacecraft has not been attempted since
that time.

In the interim, however, the planetary protection require-
ments for Mars landers changed. In their 1992 report,
Biological Contamination of Mars: Issues and Recommen-
dations (SSB, 1992), the Space Studies Board cited the
pervasive UV radiation on the martian surface, the mostly
cold temperatures, and the extreme dryness of Mars in rec-
ommending that Mars landers thenceforth should be as clean
as the Viking landers prior to their heat treatment. According
to that SSB report, such heat treatment (or equivalent means)
should not be required unless a lander carried life-detection
instruments whose capabilities would be affected by trace
numbers of Earth organisms carried onboard. And beginning
with the Mars Pathfinder mission (launched to Mars in 1996),
those requirements have been enshrined in COSPAR’s plan-
etary protection policy, and have been adopted by NASA and
ESA for subsequent Mars missions.

Once such mission, the most recent spacecraft to have
landed on Mars, was the Phoenix mission (Figure 7) that was
sponsored by NASA, built by Lockheed Martin Aerospace
for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and led by the Univer-
sity of Arizona with the participation of the Canadian Space
Agency and others. The mission landed on 25 May 2008, and
(Figure 3) immediately confirmed and discovered aspects of
the martian polar regions not previously seen. In meeting
its planetary protection requirements, Phoenix had to adhere
to the Viking “pre-heat-treatment” standard, but it also had
ancillary requirements not specifically recommended by the
SSB in 1992.

In particular, the lander’s robotic arm was potentially
capable of reaching almost 1 m below the martian surface,
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Table 1. COSPAR categories for solar system bodies and types of missions Reproduced from COSPAR (2008).

Category I Category II Category III Category IV Category V

Type of mission Any but Earth
return

Any but Earth return No direct contact
(flyby, some
orbiters)

Direct contact (lander,
probe, some
orbiters)

Earth return

Target body See appendix See appendix See appendix See appendix See appendix
Degree of

concern
None Record of planned

impact probability
and contamination
control measures

Limit on impact
probability

Limit on probability of
non-nominal impact

If restricted Earth
return:

Passive bioload
control

Limit on bioload
(active control)

� No impact on Earth
or moon;

� Returned hardware
sterile;

� Containment of any
sample.

Representative
range of
requirements

None Documentation only
(all brief):

Documentation
(Category II plus)

Documentation
(Category II plus)

Outbound
Same category as

target
body/outbound
mission

� PP plan
� Pre-launch report
� Post-launch report
� Post-encounter

report
� End-of-mission

report

� Contamination
control

� Organics inventory
(as necessary)

Implementing
procedures such as:

� Trajectory biasing
� Cleanroom
� Bioload reduction

(as necessary)

� Pc analysis plan
� Microbial

reduction plan
� Microbial assay

plan
� Organics inventory
Implementing

procedures such as:
� Trajectory biasing
� Cleanroom
� Bioload reduction
� Partial sterilization

of contacting
hardware (as
necessary)

� Bioshield
Monitoring of bioload

via bioassay

Inbound
If restricted Earth

return:
� Documentation

(Category II plus)
� Pc analysis plan
� Microbial

reduction plan
� Microbial assay

plan
� Trajectory biasing
� Sterile or contained

returned hardware
� Continual

monitoring of
project activities

� Project advanced
studies/research.

If unrestricted Earth
return:

� None

and therefore entering a region (a potential “special region”
according to the COSPAR policy at the time of Phoenix’s
design) of Mars where the conditions were not known well
enough to preclude possible contamination from even a very

Table 2. Controls applied to spaceflight missions.

� Constraints on spacecraft operating procedures.
� Spacecraft organic inventory and restrictions.
� Reduction of spacecraft biological contamination.
� Restrictions on the handling of returned samples.
� Documentation of spacecraft trajectories and spacecraft

material archiving.

clean spacecraft. As such, the robotic arm was required to be
heat-treated in a similar fashion to the entire Viking space-
craft, using a retractable “biobarrier” that had to be fail-safe,
as an early photomosaic sent to Earth by Phoenix just after
landing showed to have been the case (Figure 8). One can
guess that the NASA Planetary Protection Officer, who had
required that biobarrier, breathed just a bit easier after proof
arrived that it had functioned properly, and Phoenix would
be able to dig on Mars.

The Mars Phoenix mission also provided an opportunity
to demonstrate support by the overflights of two orbiters, the
Mars Odyssey mission that was launched in 2001 – which dis-
covered evidence of the near-surface ice layers that Phoenix
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Figure 5. The Viking spacecraft (both orbiter and lander) in con-
figuration for Mars orbit. In this view, the orbiter, with its four solar
arrays, its twin communications antennas, and its entry thruster
(pointed “down”) is towards the bottom of the image, while the
lander, still enclosed in its protective bioshield, rides “on top.” An
exploded view is given to further illustrate the components that make
up the “stack”. Reproduced from NASA/JPL/MMA.

uncovered – provided communications support, and the MRO
spacecraft provided communications support and high res-
olution imaging of the landing site (and even the landing
process) from its HiRise camera system. One such image
that provides good perspective on the nature and extent of
possible contamination-events of a landing mission is given
in Figure 9. Each piece of the spacecraft that forms the land-
ing system is seen in this image. Not seen is the cruise stage,
which is exposed, unprotected, to the martian atmosphere and
largely burns up as a result.

The entire landing system is subject to the restrictions of
the 1992 SSB report, but it is anticipated that some sites on
Mars, and certainly sites on bodies such as Europa or Ence-
ladus, may require even more stringent precautions than are
currently required for most of the Mars. The potential that
life-sites exist in the solar system outside of the Earth has
seemed to grow progressively more likely in the time since
the Viking missions, so it is fitting that Viking demonstrated
the appropriate use of technologies aimed at controlling con-
tamination that could be carried to other worlds.

Spacecraft used in the pursuit of planetary science dis-
covery are invariably complex, expensive, and in some ways

Figure 6. One of the Viking lander spacecraft, contained in its
protective bioshield, after being rolled into an oven attached to
the Spacecraft Assembly and Encapsulation Facility-2 (SAEF-2)
at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The oven heated the
spacecraft in “dry heat” conditions for 54 h to ensure enough reduc-
tion of biological contamination that the life-detection instruments
carried onboard would not, themselves, detect Earth organisms after
landing on Mars. Reproduced from NASA/JPL/MMA.

fragile. Orbiters and landers alike have to operate in envi-
ronments that may include extremes of temperature, natural
hazards (dust, radiation, micrometeorites, rocks, etc.), and
communications challenges. These challenges are often con-
sidered “normal” for space vehicles, but other challenges

Figure 7. The Phoenix Mars lander undergoing solar array deploy-
ment testing during assembly. Note the biobarrier that encloses the
lander’s robotic arm, mounted on the top deck of the spacecraft. The
biobarrier is intended to be opened after reaching Mars. Reproduced
from NASA/JPL/LMA.
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Figure 8. An image mosaic showing the robotic are of the the
Phoenix spacecraft, just after it landed on the surface of Mars. The
spring-loaded biobarrier has opened to expose the arm, now ready to
unfold and begin digging into the martian surface around the lander.
Reproduced from NASA/JPL/University of Arizona.

must be considered in pursuit of the ability to explore envi-
ronments that may support life, while avoiding biological
contamination. NASA, ESA, and other agencies have pur-
sued technologies that are robust against space hazards, and
are capable of developing spacecraft that are fully compati-
ble with a full suite of sterilization techniques and protection
methods. These agencies are preparing to exercise these capa-
bilities, and reacquire and apply the techniques that were used
to prepare the landers carried by the successful Viking mis-
sions to Mars, and that are needed by their modern variants.

In addition to extensive cleaning and decontamination of
the outbound spacecraft, the return portion of a mission to
a body that may be capable of supporting indigenous life
requires a fail-safe, durable, container that can be remotely
and effectively sealed, ensured to be free of external con-
tamination, safely launched from the planet, monitored en
route, and opened in an appropriate quarantine facility. If
containment cannot be verified during the return flight to
Earth, the sample and any spacecraft components that have
been exposed to the extraterrestrial environment will be ster-
ilized in space or not returned. Pristine sample materials
will not be removed from containment until they are ster-
ilized or certified as nonhazardous, using a rigorous battery
of life detection and biohazard tests. Although the likelihood
of releasing and spreading a contained living organism is
low, special equipment, personnel, and handling are war-
ranted to minimize harmful effects in case a life-form is
discovered.

Figure 9. A view from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter’s HiRise
imager, showing the Mars Phoenix lander (top of figure) on the
North Polar Plain of Mars, along with its associated hardware. At
the bottom of the figure is the lander’s parachute and backshell,
while the dark mark to the right is the landing scar made by the
impact of the Phoenix heat shield. Reproduced from NASA/JPL/
University of Arizona.

4 PLANETARY PROTECTION POLICIES –
HUMAN MISSIONS

The basic principles of planetary protection – avoiding for-
ward and backward contamination – are equally pertinent
to human missions as to robotic missions. In the words of
the COSPAR policy for human missions to Mars (COSPAR,
2008), “the greater capability of human explorers can con-
tribute to the astrobiological exploration of Mars only if
human-associated contamination is controlled and under-
stood.”

For the Apollo missions to the Earth’s moon, the major
concern was on backward contamination, in case the lunar
surface were to hold any infectious organisms that could con-
taminate the astronauts or the lunar samples. This yielded
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a quarantine program for the first several lunar missions
(Apollos 11, 12 & 14) developed by an Interagency Commit-
tee on Back Contamination (ICBC) of the US Government
that was formed to coordinate requirements for the quarantine
of the astronauts, spacecraft, and samples. Quarantine ended
with Apollo 14 because lunar samples were determined to be
lifeless and not biohazardous. There were a variety of prob-
lems in implementing the Apollo quarantine – problems that,
in hindsight, were sufficiently large to have made the quaran-
tine ineffective should there actually had been environmental
or even pathological hazards in the lunar dust. Nonetheless,
it was a start.

A more robust program of planetary protection, including
forward contamination control, medical monitoring, spatial
planning for human exploration, and precautions against back
contamination, has been described in NASA and ESA-led
studies (Race et al., 2008). Basic principles for future human
missions have been adopted by COSPAR as part of its plane-
tary protection policy in 2008 (COSPAR, 2008). Effectively
these principles involve “defense in depth” and continuous
evaluation through a mission of the contamination status of
the crew and the planetary surface (and subsurface) that they
will explore (see Table 3).

5 FUTURE MISSIONS

Both outer planet and Mars missions of the future present
challenges in implementing planetary protection policy. Give
the nature of the icy outer planet satellites, any mission with
a perennial heat source onboard (e.g., a radioisotope power
supply) presents an opportunity for a warm, watery, envi-
ronment to be formed, even where temperatures and water
activity might normally be too extreme for Earth life to grow.
Even without perennial heat sources being involved, round-
trip missions to Mars, or other extraterrestrial locations that
might support indigenous life pose a significant challenge
in both planning and execution. Because sample amounts
are anticipated to be limited (less than 1 kg of rocks and
soils), and because human astronauts are not involved, quar-
antine procedures and flight operations will be less complex
and can be more effective than those associated with the
Apollo missions. However, a heightened awareness of micro-
bial capabilities and microbe-caused diseases has developed
since the time of Apollo, with corresponding public concern
about the risks of sample-return missions.

It is likely that a sample analysis protocol for sample-
return missions in the “Restricted” Category will be carried
out within a “maximum” containment facility (equivalent to
BSL-4; with special modifications for sample cleanliness)
and focus on three different sorts of tests associated with the

Table 3. COSPAR principles and guidelines for human missions to
Mars. Reproduced from COSPAR (2008).

General principles include:
� Safeguarding the Earth from potential back contamination

is the highest planetary protection priority in Mars
exploration.

� The greater capability of human explorers can contribute to
the astrobiological exploration of Mars only if human-
associated contamination is controlled and understood.

� For a landed mission conducting surface operations, it will
not be possible for all human-associated processes and
mission operations to be conducted within entirely closed
systems.

� Crewmembers exploring Mars, or their support systems,
will inevitably be exposed to martian materials.

In accordance with these principles, specific implementation
guidelines for human missions to Mars include:

� Human missions will carry microbial populations that will
vary in both kind and quantity, and it will not be practicable
to specify all aspects of an allowable microbial population
or potential contaminants at launch. Once any baseline
conditions for launch are established and met, continued
monitoring and evaluation of microbes carried by human
missions will be required to address both forward and
backward contamination concerns.

� A quarantine capability for both the entire crew and for
individual crewmembers shall be provided during and after
the mission, in case potential contact with a martian
life-form occurs.

� A comprehensive planetary protection protocol for human
missions should be developed that encompasses both
forward and backward contamination concerns, and
addresses the combined human and robotic aspects of the
mission, including subsurface exploration, sample
handling, and the return of the samples and crew to Earth.

� Neither robotic systems nor human activities should
contaminate “Special Regions” on Mars, as defined by this
COSPAR policy.

� Any uncharacterized martian site should be evaluated by
robotic precursors prior to crew access. Information may be
obtained by either precursor robotic missions or a robotic
component on a human mission.

� Any pristine samples or sampling components from any
uncharacterized sites or special regions on Mars should be
treated according to current planetary protection category
V, restricted Earth return, with the proper handling and
testing protocols.

� An onboard crewmember should be given primary
responsibility for the implementation of planetary
protection provisions affecting the crew during the mission.

� Planetary protection requirements for initial human
missions should be based on a conservative approach
consistent with a lack of knowledge of martian
environments and possible life, as well as the performance
of human support systems in those environments. Planetary
protection requirements for later missions should not be
relaxed without scientific review, justification, and
consensus.
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Figure 10. A conceptual flowchart for the detailed analysis of a “restricted Earth return” sample from Mars. Reproduced from Rummel
et al. (2002) NASA.

sample (see Figure 10 and Rummel et al., 2002). Those would
include physical and chemical tests, to establish the con-
text for sample testing, life-detection tests that would focus
on the best-available concepts of what Mars-life might be
like, and biohazard testing that would make the least number
of assumptions possible about what sort of life conceivably
might be contained in the sample material itself. Such a
sample-return mission will require excellent “fail safe” sys-
tems all-around, but particularly with respect to the sample
analysis itself.

Our knowledge of the solar system will be moving out-
ward as planetary exploration continues, and so too will the
refinement of specific planetary protection policies. Revi-
sions to planetary protection policies must depend on an
improved understanding of extraterrestrial environments and
the emerging awareness of the tenacity of life in extreme envi-
ronments on Earth. It appears increasingly likely that there

are extraterrestrial environments that could support Earth
organisms, at least for a limited period of time. Even more
interestingly, future missions may find distant environments
that support their own extraterrestrial life. With such possibil-
ities in mind, planetary protection provisions will be essential
to the study and conservation of such environments, and of
life-in-the-universe, itself.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamic noise is a relatively new branch of acoustics.
However, it builds on developments in classical acoustics
from the nineteenth century. Research and applications in
aerodynamic noise have been driven by the evolution of air-
craft. Early work focused on propeller noise, which is de-
scribed in Propeller Noise. With the development of the gas
turbine and the turbojet engine, jet and turbomachinery noise
research began. These topics are covered in Propulsion Sys-
tem Noise: Turbomachinery and Propulsion System Noise:
Jet respectively. The introduction of the turbofan engine, with
continual increases in bypass ratio, drove research in fan
noise, which is also described in Section Propulsion System
Noise: Jet. As the jet and fan noise levels have been reduced,
primarily due to increases in bypass ratio, improved fan de-
sign and the use of acoustic liners, noise generated by the

airframe, including noise from the high lift systems and the
landing gear, has become an important component of total
aircraft noise: particularly on approach. Airframe noise, as it
is called, is discussed in Airframe Noise: High Lift Device
Noise and the impact of aircraft noise on the communities
around airports is covered in Aircraft Noise and Community
Impacts. The development of supersonic aircraft, both com-
mercial and military, led to concerns over the sonic boom
they generate. Sonic boom is described in Sonic Boom. The
reduction of noise for aircraft passengers and crew has also
received attention. Interior noise is discussed in Interior Noise
and Sound Transmission and active noise control is described
in Active Noise Control. Finally, increases in computer power
have had a significant impact on the understanding of aero-
dynamic noise as well as its prediction. The new field of
computational aeroacoustics is reviewed in Computational
Aeroacoustics.

2 FUNDAMENTALS OF ACOUSTICS

This section describes the basic equation of motion and the
properties of sound waves. Metrics for sound are also intro-
duced, as is some required mathematics. The sound generated
by distributed sources and simple scaling results are also pre-
sented.

2.1 The wave equation

The theory of linear acoustics is based on the linearization
of the Navier–Stokes equations with the real fluid effects
of viscosity and heat conduction neglected. The equations
are linearized about an undisturbed fluid with density ρa and
pressure pa. The speed of sound in the fluid ca is given by
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c2
a = γpa/ρa = γRTa, where γ is ratio of specific heats and

Ta is the thermodynamic or static temperature in the fluid.
The linearized equations of continuity and momentum re-
spectively, for an undisturbed fluid at rest, are

∂ρ′

∂t
+ ρa

∂u′
i

∂xi

= 0 (1)

ρa
∂u′

i

∂t
+ ∂p′

∂xi

= 0 (2)

where primes denote the acoustic perturbations and the sum-
mation convention of Cartesian tensor notation has been used.
ui is the velocity component in the xi-direction. Since the flow
is isentropic, there being no losses, p′ = c2

aρ
′.

Elimination of the velocity fluctuation between equa-
tions (1) and (2) and the use of the isentropic relationship
yields the wave equation in an undisturbed medium at rest,

∂2ρ′

∂t2
− c2

a
∂2ρ′

∂xi∂xi

= 0 (3)

A general solution to equation (3) can be written,

ρ′ (xi, t) ∼ exp(±ikjxj + iωt) (4)

where kj is the wavenumber component in the xj-direction
and ω is the radian frequency. Substitution of equation (4)
into (3) yields,

ω2

c2
a

≡ k2 = k2
1 + k2

2 + k2
3 (5)

k is called the free space wavenumber. The wavelength of the
acoustic waves is given by λ = 2� k−1 and lines of constant
phase or wavefronts travel at the speed of sound ±ca. For
plane waves, the particle velocity is related to the pressure
fluctuation by,

u′ = ± p′

ρaca
. (6)

ρaca is called the characteristic or acoustic impedance and
equals 415 Pa s m−1 at standard atmospheric conditions.

The energy conservation equation is obtained by multipli-
cation of equations (1) and (2) by p′ and u′

i, respectively. This
gives,

∂e

∂t
+ ∂Ii

∂xi

= 0 (7)

where, e = ρau
′
iu

′
i/2 + p′2/(2ρac

2
a ) is the sum of the acoustic

kinetic and potential energies per unit volume. Ii = p′u′
i is

the acoustic intensity. It represents the flux of acoustic energy
per unit area and has units of w m−2. The power in watts of
an acoustic source is obtained by integration of Iini over a
volume enclosing the source, where ni is the outward pointing
normal to the surface.

The quietest sounds that can be heard by an average young
adult have a root mean square pressure p′

rms = 2 × 10−5 Pa.
The threshold of pain is associated with fluctuation levels
ten million times greater. So a logarithmic scale is used to
describe acoustic levels. The sound pressure level (SPL) is
defined by

SPL = 20 log10

(
p′

rms/pref
)

dB repref (8)

wherepref = 2 × 10−5 Pa. An intensity level (IL) is also used,
defined by,

IL = 10 log10

(
Ī/Iref

)
dB reIref , (9)

where, Iref = 10−12 W m−2 and Ī is the average intensity.
Note that, since ρaca = 415 Pa s m−1, SPL and IL are numer-
ically equal at standard atmospheric conditions.

Sound occurs over a wide range of frequencies. This fre-
quency content can be described with a spectral analysis. The
finite Fourier transform of the k-th record of the pressure time
history, p′

k(t), is given by,

Pk(f, T ) =
T∫

0

p′
k(t) exp (−i2�ft) dt (10)

where T is the length of the record and f = ω/2� is the
frequency in Hertz. The one-sided power spectral density
(PSD) is then given by,

PSD = lim
T→∞

2

T
E[|Pk(f, T )|2], f ≥ 0 (11)

where E[ ] denotes the expected value. The dimensions of
the PSD are Pa2 Hz−1 and its decibel level is given by,

PSDdB(f ) = 10 log10

[
PSD(f )/p2

ref

]
dB Hz−1 (12)

The integral of the PSD over all positive frequencies is
equal to the mean square pressure. The PSD is often given in
frequency bands. Standard bandwidths are octave and one-
third octave bands, though narrow band analysis is often con-
ducted with constant bandwidths. The specification of the
spectral content of the sound is especially important in the
assessment of the annoyance of noise. This is described in
Aircraft Noise and Community Impacts. Additional details
of spectral analysis are given by Bendat and Piersol (1993).
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It is often useful to describe the solutions to the wave equa-
tion in other coordinate systems. In cylindrical coordinates
with x1 = r cos θ, x2 = r sin θ, x3 = z, the general solution to
the wave equation can be written

p′ (r, θ, z, t) ∼ R(r) exp (±ikzz ± imθ + iωt) (13)

where m, an integer, is the azimuthal mode number and R(r)
satisfies Bessel’s equation,

1

r

d

dr

(
r

dR

dr

)
+

(
k2
r − m2

r2

)
R = 0, (14)

with, k2
r = ω2/c2

a − k2
z . Solutions to equation (14) can be

written in terms of Bessel functions of the first and second
kind: Jm(krr) and Ym(krr), respectively. Alternatively, Hankel
functions of the first and second kind can be used: H (1)

m (krr)
and H (2)

m (krr), respectively, with

H (1)
m = Jm + iYm H (2)

m = Jm − iYm (15)

The Hankel functions are useful in descriptions of solu-
tions far from the source since, for example,

H (1)
m (krr) ∼

√
2

�krr
exp (ikrr) , for krr � 1 (16)

This enables solutions that behave as either decaying or
outgoing waves to be identified.

In spherical coordinates with x1 = r sin θ cos ϕ, x2 =
r sin θ sin ϕ, x3 = r cos θ, the general solution can be writ-
ten in terms of Legendre polynomials and spherical Bessel
functions (see Arfken and Weber, 1995). However, when the
acoustic wave is spherically symmetric (independent of θ and
φ) the general solution can be written,

p′ (r, t) = f (r − cat)

r
+ g(r + cat)

r
(17)

where the functions f and g depend on the initial conditions
and correspond to outgoing and incoming waves respectively.

2.2 Green’s functions

For situations in which a distribution of sound sources is
present, an inhomogeneous wave equation describes the
problem. A convenient and powerful way to solve this prob-
lem is with the use of Green’s functions. This is most easily

explained for an ordinary differential problem. Consider the
ordinary differential equation

L[u(x)] = r(x) (18)

where L is a linear differential operator. Define an inverse
operator L−1 such that L−1L = LL−1 = I where I is the
identity operator. Since we are seeking an inverse for a dif-
ferential operator, an integral form is proposed for L−1 with,

L−1[u(x)] =
∫

G(x, y)u(y) dy (19)

Then,

u(x) =
∫

L[G(x, y)]u(y) dy (20)

Then, we can identify G (x, y) with the Dirac delta func-
tion that has the filtering property,

∫
δ(x − y)u(y) dy = u(x) (21)

So that the Green’s function G (x, y) satisfies the equation,

L[G(x, y)] = δ(x − y) (22)

and,

u(x) = L−1L[u (x)] = L−1[r(x)] =
∫

G (x, y) r(y) dy

(23)

In general, the solution of the inhomogeneous differential
equation is given by the “convolution” of the Green’s function
with the inhomogeneous or right hand side term.

The Green’s function for the wave equation, by extension
of equation (22), satisfies,

(
∂2

∂t2
− c2

a
∂2

∂xi∂xi

)
G (x, y, t, τ) = δ (x − y) δ (t − τ) (24)

where there should be no confusion between tensor and vector
notation. Then, if the density fluctuation satisfies the inhomo-
geneous wave equation,

(
∂2

∂t2
− c2

a
∂2

∂xi∂xi

)
ρ′ (x, t) = S (x, t) (25)
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where S (x, t) is a distributed source, the solution is given by

ρ′ (x, t) =
∫∫∫
V (y)

∫
τ

G (x, y, t, τ) S (y, τ) dτ dy (26)

The Green’s function for the wave equation is given by,

G(x, y, t, τ) = δ[|x − y| − ca(t − τ)]

4�ca |x − y| (27)

From a physical viewpoint this indicates that the sound
generated by a source at y at time τ is heard by an observer at
x at time t = τ + |x − y| /ca with an amplitude that decays
inversely with distance |x − y|. τ is often called the emission
or retarded time.

2.3 Sound from distributed sources

Aerodynamic noise is generated by sound sources that are
functions of both position and time. The strongest sources can
include mass addition, distributed forces, and fluid stresses.
Each type of source generates sound with different efficien-
cies and scaling. In this section the sound generated by un-
steady mass addition and forces is described. The mass addi-
tion could be the result of unsteadiness in the mass flow rate
at a jet nozzle exit. A distributed force would be provided
by unsteady loading on a solid body such as a wing or rotor
blade, and its reaction on the fluid.

Consider a distribution of mass addition Q (x, t) to the
fluid in a limited region. Q (x, t) has dimensions of rate of
mass addition per unit volume. In addition, consider a dis-
tributed force Fi (x, t) with dimensions of force per unit vol-
ume. The linearized continuity and momentum equations (1)
and (2) become,

∂ρ′

∂t
+ ρa

∂u′
i

∂xi

= Q (x, t) (28)

and

ρa
∂u′

i

∂t
+ ∂p′

∂xi

= Fi (x, t) (29)

The resulting wave equation now contains two source terms:

∂2ρ′

∂t2
− c2

a
∂2ρ′

∂xi∂xi

= ∂Q

∂t
− ∂Fi

∂xi

(30)

Since the problem is linear, the properties of the sound gen-
erated by the two sources can be considered separately.

Making use of the Green’s function (27) and performing
the integration with respect to emission time τ of the convo-
lution of the source term with the Green’s function, as shown
in equation (26), gives,

ρ′ (x, t) = 1

4�c2
a

∫∫∫
V (y)

∂Q

∂τ

(
y, t − |x − y|

ca

)
dy

|x − y| (31)

Assume that the source has characteristic velocity and
length scales u and �, respectively. The time taken for sound
generated at one extreme of the source region to cross the
source region is �/ca. The time scale for changes in the source
is �/u. If �/u � �/ca or u/ca ≡ m � 1 then the sound can
be considered to be generated simultaneously at all locations
in the source region. This is the “compact” source approxi-
mation. For a compact source, the sound wavelength is much
greater than the size of the source region. In this case, the
emission time for the entire source region can be set equal
to t − x/ca where x = |x|. In addition, in the acoustic far
field, |x − y| 	 x. Note that these two approximations are
different. The far field approximation can be applied to both
compact and non-compact sources. Then the far field density
is given by

ρ′(x, t) = 1

4�c2
ax

∫∫∫
V (y)

∂Q

∂τ

(
y, t − x

ca

)
dy (32)

If the rate of mass addition per unit volume, Q ∼ ρau/�, then
the far field density will scale as,

ρ′ (x, t) ∼ ρa

(
�

x

)
m2, m � 1 (33)

and the intensity will scale as,

I = c3
aρ

′2

ρa
∼ ρac

3
a

(
�

x

)2

m4 (34)

Thus, the intensity scales with the fourth power of the source
characteristic velocity and decays with the square of the dis-
tance from the source region to the observer. This is often
called “monopole” noise.

The scaling for a non-compact source is more complicated
and depends on how the time variation of the source is es-
timated. In general terms, the time variation of the radiated
noise is determined by the time variation of a compact source
and the spatial variation for a non-compact source, where this
variation sweeps past the observer at the speed of sound. An
excellent explanation is given by Crighton (1975).
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For sound generation by distributed forces it is useful to
view the solution from the observer rather than the source
perspective. It is readily shown that for an inhomogeneous
source term involving a linear differential operator Mxt[],
that is S (x, t) = Mxt[R (x, t)] in equation (25), then the so-
lution (26) can also be written as

ρ′ (x, t) = Mxt




∫∫∫
V (y)

G (x, y, t, τ) R (y, τ) dy


 (35)

=
∫∫∫
V (y)

R (y, τ) Mxt[G (x, y, t, τ)]dy (36)

Then, following integration with respect to τ and using the
compact source approximation, the far field density is given
by,

ρ′ (x, t) = − 1

4�c2
ax

∂

∂xi




∫∫∫
V (y)

Fi

(
y, t − x

ca

)
dy


 (37)

But,

∂

∂xi

Fi

(
y, t − x

ca

)
= − 1

ca

∂x

∂xi

∂Fi

∂t
(38)

and,

∂x

∂xi

= xi

x
= βi (39)

where, βi are the direction cosines of the observer position.
Then,

ρ′ (x, t) = 1

4�c3
ax

βi

∫∫∫
V (y)

∂Fi

∂t

(
y, t − x

ca

)
dy (40)

If the source strength is assumed to scale as, Fi ∼ ρau
2/�,

then the far field intensity scales as,

I ∼ ρac
3
a

(
�

x

)2

m6 (41)

Thus the intensity scales with the sixth power of source
characteristic velocity. This is often called “dipole” noise and
is typical of the velocity dependence of noise generated by
flow over bluff bodies such as an aircraft landing gear.

F1 θ

I~cos2θ

Figure 1. Far field intensity directivity for a fluctuating force F1 in
the x1-direction.

In addition, the noise is no longer omnidirectional. The
intensity varies as the square of the cosine of the angle be-
tween the direction of the unsteady force component and the
observer. This is sketched in Figure 1 for the force component
in the x1-direction.

3 ACOUSTIC ANALOGIES

3.1 Lighthill’s theory

The first theory of aerodynamic noise was provided
by Lighthill (1952). The theory is in the form of an “acous-
tic analogy”. In an acoustic analogy the equations of motion
are rearranged into an inhomogeneous equation where the
left hand side represents the acoustic propagation and the re-
maining terms are regarded as equivalent sources. Lighthill’s
formulation is a model of elegance in its simplicity as well as
its subsequent impact on aeroacoustics. However, its value in
making noise predictions has been limited to the establish-
ment of general scaling laws. In the original analysis, viscous
effects were included. However, they play a negligible role
in noise generation in most circumstances and they are ne-
glected here.

The ideal equations of motion, continuity and momentum,
can be written in conservative form as,

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂

∂xi

(ρui) = 0 (42)

∂

∂t
(ρui) + ∂

∂xj

(ρuiuj) = − ∂p

∂xi

(43)

The momentum flux can be eliminated by taking the time
derivative of equation (42) and the divergence of equa-
tion (43). This gives,

∂2ρ

∂t2
= ∂2

∂xi∂xj

(
ρuiuj

) + ∂2p

∂xi∂xi

(44)
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6 Acoustics and Noise

If the mean static pressure is assumed to be constant, the in-
stantaneous density and pressure in equation (44) can be re-
placed by their fluctuations. Lighthill then formed his acous-
tic analogy by subtracting c2

a∂
2ρ′/∂xi∂xi from both sides of

equation (44). This gives “Lighthill’s Equation.”

∂2ρ′

∂t2
− c2

a
∂2ρ′

∂xi∂xi

= ∂2Tij

∂xi∂xj

(45)

where,

T ij = ρuiuj + (
p′ − c2

aρ
′) δij (46)

is the “Lighthill stress tensor.” It should be noted that the
first term in the Lighthill stress tensor involves instantaneous
quantities. The beauty of Lighthill’s acoustic analogy is that
the solution can be written down immediately. Making use
of the same approach used to obtain the solution for sound
from distributed forces, given by equation (40), the far field
solution to Lighthill’s equation for a compact source can be
written,

ρ′ (x, t) = 1

4�c4
ax

βiβj

∫∫∫
V (y)

∂2T ij

∂t2

(
y, t − x

ca

)
dy (47)

If the source strength is assumed to scale as Tij ∼ ρau
2, then

the far field intensity scales as,

ρ′ (x, t) ∼ ρac
3
a

(
�

x

)2

m8 = ρa

(
�

x

)2

u3m5 (48)

This is referred to as “quadrupole” noise. But care should
be taken in carrying the analogy between classical acoustics
and aeroacoustics too far. It is not helpful to regard a turbulent
flow as a distribution of point quadrupoles.

The radiated acoustic power Pa is given by the integral of
the intensity over a surface surrounding the source region.
Thus,

Pa ∼ ρa�
2u3m5 (49)

The power of the turbulence PT that generates the sound
is given by the rate of change of its energy. That is,

PT ∼ (ρau
2�3)

(u

�

)
= ρa�

2u3 (50)

Thus, the efficiency of the conversion of turbulent kinetic
energy into acoustic energy is very low, being O

(
m5

)
-

fortunately!

Lighthill’s original theory was extended by Ffowcs
Williams (1963) to consider turbulence convecting at high
speed. In the analysis the directivity of the radiated noise is
argued to be modified by a factor C−5

θ , given by,

Cθ =
√

(1 − Mc cos θ)2 + α2M2
c (51)

where Mc is the convection Mach number and α is usually
taken have a value of 1/2 and is related to the length scale
of the turbulence. θ is the angle between the observer and
the direction of convection of the turbulence. Cθ is called a
“generalized Doppler factor.” Since the intensity is increased
when the sources convect towards the observer this effect is
called convective amplification. Also, the source frequency
is increased by a factor C−1

θ for a stationary observer: the
classical Doppler effect. It is important to note that form taken
by the convective amplification is a function of how the source
statistics are modeled and can be quite different from five
powers of the generalized Doppler factor.

Lighthill’s and Ffowcs Williams’ formulations are for a
cloud of turbulence convecting in a uniform medium at rest.
However, the turbulence is almost always associated with a
mean flow. The convection effects of a uniform mean flow
on sound propagation can be included. This is described by
a convected equation,

D2
oρ

′

Dt2
− c2

a
∂2ρ′

∂xi∂xi

= ∂2T ij

∂xi∂xj

(52)

where Do/Dt = ∂/∂t + Uo∂/∂x and Uo is the mean velocity
in the x-direction. This extension was given by Lilley (1974)
and Dowling, Ffowcs Williams and Goldstein (1978). The
effects of a sheared mean flow can also be included in the
analysis. However, this results in a third-order wave prop-
agation operator and more complicated source terms. The
details are given by Lilley (1974). These developments are
best understood in the context of jet noise. This is described
briefly next, as well as in Propulsion System Noise: Turbo-
machinery.

4 JET NOISE

Experiments studying jet noise were first reported in the
1950s. These initial measurements gave support to the scaling
laws provided by Lighthill’s acoustic analogy. Of particular
importance is the relation between the acoustic power and
the jet exit velocity.

If the length and velocity scales in equation (49) are as-
sumed to depend on the exit diameter Dj and exit velocity
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Uj respectively, then the acoustic power generated by a jet is
given by,

Pa ∼ ρ2
j

ρac5
a

D2
j U

8
j (53)

where, in estimating the source strength, the density scale for
the source has been taken as the jet density ρj, which can be
significantly different from the ambient density in hot jets.
Thus, the acoustic power scales with the eighth power of the
jet velocity. This gives the acoustic benefit provided by high
bypass ratio turbofan engines that generate thrust by moving
a large volume of air at a relatively low velocity. This is an
added bonus as the turbofan engine is more efficient than the
turbojet.

A slightly improved picture of jet noise generation is given
by the slice-of-the-jet approach described by Ribner (1964).
In this analysis the jet is divided into an annular mixing re-
gion near the jet exit and a fully-developed region far down-
stream. The length and velocity scales are different in the two
regions. For example, in the developed jet the velocity scale
is inversely proportional to the axial distance from the jet
exit x. In the annular mixing region close to the jet exit the ve-
locity scale is proportional to the jet exit velocity. The length
scale can be taken as proportional to the axial distance in both
regions. Using these scales Ribner showed that the acoustic
power generated per unit length is constant in the annular
mixing region and decreases as x−7 in the developed jet. In
addition, the acoustic power spectrum is proportional to f 2

at low frequencies (contributed by the developed jet region),
and varies as f−2 at high frequencies (generated close to the
jet exit), where f is the frequency. This result gives the char-
acteristic “haystack" shape to the acoustic power spectrum.
Though this result was shown to be in general agreement with
experimental measurements at very low and high frequencies,
it says little about the peak in the spectrum – except, perhaps,
that the contributions to the peak in the power spectrum come
from an intermediate region, near the end of the jet’s potential
core.

A formal framework to describe “mean flow/acoustic in-
teractions” (the effect of a sheared mean flow on sound propa-
gation) was developed by Lilley (1972) and Goldstein (1976).
They extended Lighthill’s acoustic analogy and rearranged
the full compressible equations of motion to separate the ef-
fects of sound propagation, characterized by the behavior of
linear perturbations, and sound generation, dependent non-
linear terms. In the case of a parallel mean shear flow the
equation is a third-order inhomogeneous linear wave equa-
tion, known as Lilley’s equation. It’s homogeneous form de-
scribes sound propagation in a sheared mean flow. In gen-
eral, numerical solutions are required, though asymptotic

solutions at high and low frequencies have been developed.
The Green’s function of Lilley’s equation is related to the
vector Green’s function for the linearized Euler equations. A
convenient way to calculate the Green’s function was given
by Tam and Auriault (1998) who used the adjoint method. In
this formulation the Green’s function for a source in the jet
flow is related to the Green’s function for a source located
at the observer position. In this way the Green’s function for
all source positions can be determined for one observer in a
single calculation.

Jet noise predictions based on solutions to Lilley’s equa-
tion using different statistical models for the noise sources
have met with differing levels of success. In general, good
predictions for the spectral density at angles greater than
60 degrees to the jet downstream axis have been made
e.g. (Khavaran and Bridges, 2005). Good predictions at these
larger angles were also made by Tam and Auriault (1999) us-
ing the linearized Euler equations as the propagator and a
different model for the noise sources. However, predictions
for the spectral density in the peak noise direction have met
with less success. Exceptions include the studies by Goldstein
and Leib (2008) and Karabasov et al. (2008). However,
the assumptions used in the two approaches are quite
different.

An alternative view of the change in spectral shape with
observer angle is provided by Tam, Golebiowski and Seiner
(1996). Using an extensive correlation of a jet noise database
they showed that the noise spectra at all observer locations
could be described by two spectral shapes. These are shown
in Figure 2. The shape that fits the experimental data in the
peak noise direction is called the large scale similarity (LSS)

Figure 2. Similarity spectra for the two components of turbulent
mixing noise. ———-, large scale similarity spectrum, — - — -,
fine-scale similarity spectrum. Adapted from Tam et al. (1996) c©
AIAA.
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spectrum. The shape that fits the data at larger angles is called
the fine scale similarity (FSS) spectrum. At intermediate an-
gles a combination of the two spectral shapes can be used to
match the experimental measurements. Tam, Golebiowski
and Seiner (1996) used primarily supersonic jet noise data.
However, Viswanathan (2004) has shown that the same simi-
larity spectra match subsonic jet noise data. This observation
was used by Viswanathan (2006) to develop an empirical
noise prediction method. In this method, the sound intensity
at a given observer angle is a function of the exit velocity and
the total temperature ratio. That is,

Iθ ∼
(

Vj

ca

)n

, n = n

(
θ,

Tt

Ta

)
(54)

where Tt is the jet total temperature and Ta is the ambient
temperature. The shape of the noise spectra are also found
to be a function of θ and Tt/Ta and take forms close to the
LSS and FSS spectra. An interesting result from Viswanathan
(2006) is that the overall power level scales with (Vj/ca)8.74

for unheated jets, but at a lower power value for heated jets.
For the overall sound pressure levels, the exponent can be
very different from eight. Interestingly, for an unheated jet at
observer angles greater than 70◦ to the jet downstream axis
the velocity exponent is close to Lighthill’s eighth power. (see
Viswanathan, 2006, Figure 16).

4.1 Supersonic jet noise

As the jet total pressure and temperature ratios increase,
the jet velocity increases. Eventually, the turbulence in the
jet shear layer convects downstream faster than the ambient
speed of sound. In addition, for total pressure ratios greater
than 1.893 the pressure at the jet nozzle exit may not match
the ambient pressure. This match can only be achieved with
a convergent divergent nozzle with a particular ratio of exit
to throat area. When a pressure mismatch does occur, called
an “off-design" condition, a shock cell structure of alternat-
ing shock and expansion waves occurs in the jet plume. The
supersonic convection of the turbulence and the presence of
the shock cell structure result in additional noise generation
mechanisms. These are Mach wave radiation and broadband
shock-associated noise.

Ffowcs Williams (1963) was the first to consider super-
sonic turbulence convection in an extension of Lighthill’s
original acoustic analogy. He showed that an apparent singu-
larity in the noise radiation formulas when (1 − Mc cos θ) =
0, where Mc is the convection velocity of the turbulence rela-
tive to the ambient speed of sound and θ is the observer polar
angle relative to the jet downstream axis, could be overcome

if the non-compactness of the jet noise sources was included.
He also deduced that at very high jet exit velocities the ra-
diated power would scale with U3

j . This was in accordance
with experimental data available at that time.

In the early 1970s a different view of the noise radiation
mechanisms was introduced. Tam (1971) first identified the
directional acoustic radiation that would be generated by in-
stability waves on a cylindrical vortex sheet. He compared
the predicted radiation angles with schlieren visualizations
of the wave field surrounding a circular jet with good agree-
ment. At this same time, experimental observations of large
scale turbulent structures in low speed shear layers were be-
ing made by Brown and Roshko (1974) and others. Subse-
quent measurements confirmed the presence of these large
scale turbulent structures in high speed jets and shear lay-
ers. These experimental observations and analyses were com-
bined into a noise model for the turbulent shear layer by Tam
and Morris (1980). An important aspect of this work was
the recognition that the instability wave and noise radiation
problems could not be decoupled. They used the method of
matched asymptotic expansions to couple the flow fluctu-
ations with the acoustic field. This approach was extended
by Tam and Burton (1984a, 1984b) for the two-dimensional
shear layer and axisymmetric jet, respectively. In the latter
work, flow and noise predictions were compared with mea-
surements by Troutt and McLaughlin (1982) in a Mach 2.1
unheated supersonic jet with excellent agreement. This pro-
vided unequivocal evidence of the importance of the large
scale turbulent structures in high speed jet noise radiation in
the peak noise direction. Recent experimental evidence also
suggests that the large scale structures are also responsible
for noise radiation in the peak noise direction in subsonic jets
(see Tam et al., 2008).

When a supersonic jet is operating off-design a nearly
regular pattern of expansions and shock waves is present
in the jet. The interaction of the turbulence in the jet shear
layer with this “shock-cell" structure results in two additional
noise source mechanisms. The first, known as broadband
shock-associated noise, is observed as a broad spectral peak
at relatively large angles to the jet downstream axis and at
higher frequencies than the peak frequency of the jet mixing
noise. In addition, secondary peaks at higher frequencies are
also observed. The peak amplitude of the broadband shock-
associated noise is relatively insensitive to observer polar an-
gle but does depend on the jet total temperature ratio and, of
course, the total pressure ratio, respectively. The dependence
on the latter ratio is quantified by the “off-design parameter”
β4, where,

β =
√∣∣∣M2

j − M2
d

∣∣∣ (55)
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where Mj and Md are the fully-expanded jet Mach number,
which depends solely on the total pressure ratio, and the de-
sign Mach number, which depends on the nozzle exit to throat
area ratio.

The first prediction scheme for broadband shock-
associated noise was developed by Harper-Bourne and Fisher
(1973). They modeled the nearly coherent interaction be-
tween the turbulence and the shock cell structure as a se-
ries of correlated point sources. The prediction depends on
the rate of decay of the turbulence correlation between the
shock cells, the convection velocity of the turbulence, and a
characteristic spectral shape for the radiated noise. This in-
formation was obtained from turbulence measurements with
a cross-beam schlieren instrument and a least squares fit to
the measured acoustic spectrum.

Tam (1987) developed a second prediction method. Tam
argued that the shock cell structure could be modeled as a
waveguide, where the waves are forced by the pressure imbal-
ance at the jet exit and are confined by the jet shear layer. The
large scale turbulence is modeled as a random superposition
of instability waves. The interaction between the downstream
traveling instability waves and the nearly periodic shock cell
structure results in an interference pattern of traveling waves.
The phase velocity of these waves can be greater than that
of the instability waves alone, even negative. This results in
sound radiation at large angles to the jet downstream axis,
including the upstream direction. Since there is a random set
of instability waves interacting with the shock cells, the re-
sulting radiation pattern has a broad frequency content. Tam
argued that a complete computation of the large scale tur-
bulence spectrum would be very expensive. So, the eventual
prediction formula, which is very easy to evaluate, is based
on a simple shape to represent the spectrum and empirical
formulas for the shock cell spacing, and convection velocity
of the turbulence. The resulting predictions give good qualita-
tive agreement with measurements and the key features of the
measured spectra are captured. These include the variation of
the peak frequency with observer polar angle, the narrowing
of the spectrum width as the observer moves away from the
downstream jet axis, the presence of multiple lobes in the
near field pressure contours, and the presence of secondary
spectral peaks at higher frequencies than the main peak.

A recent prediction model by Morris and Miller (2009) is
based on an acoustic analogy approach. Their model builds on
the physical insights offered by the earlier models of Harper-
Bourne and Fisher (1973) and Tam (1987). The model deter-
mines the shock cell structure and its wavenumber content
from a RANS calculation. The RANS calculation of the jet
flow also provides the mean velocity and temperature as well
as length and time scales for the turbulence. In common with
acoustic analogy models for jet mixing noise, a description

of the two-point statistical properties of the turbulence is re-
quired. However, for broadband shock-associated noise, it is
the second-order, rather than the fourth-order, velocity cor-
relations that are required. The eventual prediction involves
a numerical integration over the jet flow field. As such, it is
computationally more expensive than the previous models.
However, it does permit a noise prediction to be made on
the basis of the nozzle geometry and jet operating conditions
alone.

Jet screech is observed as a strong tone in the noise spec-
trum of jets operating off-design. Screech involves a feed-
back loop consisting of downstream propagating turbulence
that interacts with the jet’s shock cell structure resulting in
upstream traveling acoustic waves. These trigger turbulent
fluctuations at the jet exit that travel downstream closing the
feedback loop. Although the screech frequency is relatively
straightforward to predict, the screech amplitude is very sen-
sitive to many factors: for example, the thickness of the jet
nozzle lip. Raman (1998) gives an extensive review of jet
screech research covering many decades. It should be noted,
however, that jet screech is observed primarily in unheated
model-scale experiments, and is rarely observed in full-scale,
heated, single jets.

The preceding sections have described jet noise in some
detail as many basic concepts in aeroacoustics can be exem-
plified in the context of jet noise. However, with ever increas-
ing jet bypass ratios in turbofan engines, other noise sources
are as important: if not more so. For example, on aircraft
approach in particular, fan inlet and exhaust noise are the
dominant sources. This is described in subsequent chapters.
In addition, as the total noise of the engine has reduced, the
noise produced by the non-propulsive components of the air-
craft have become of equal importance. This noise is called
“airframe noise," and a general description is given in the
next section.

5 AIRFRAME NOISE

Airframe noise consists of the noise generated by the non-
propulsive components of an aircraft. For an aircraft in a
“clean" configuration, that is with no deployment of high-lift
and control devices and landing gear stowed, the dominant
noise is associated with the passage of boundary layer turbu-
lence past the wing trailing edge. On approach, the aircraft
high-lift devices, slats and flaps, are deployed, as is the land-
ing gear. In this “dirty" configuration, the airframe noise is
of the same order as the engine noise. An overview of these
noise sources is given in this section. Airframe noise is con-
sidered in more detail in Airframe Noise: High Lift Device
Noise.
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The presence of the wing trailing edge amplifies the lo-
cal pressure field of sources in the vicinity of the edge.
In the absence of the trailing edge, boundary later noise is
quadrupole in nature with the dipole noise due to pressure
fluctuations on the surface being canceled by the image sound
field. Williams and Hall (1970) determined the Green’s func-
tion for a half plane. It is the difference between this Green’s
function and the free space Green’s function that explains the
difference in the efficiency of sound radiation in the vicinity
of the edge. In particular, the sound from quadrupole sources
is weighted by the second spatial derivative of the Green’s
function. Then the far field density fluctuations are given by:

ρ′ (x, t) ∼ 1

c2
a

∫
∂2G

∂yi∂yj

T ij

(
y, t − x

ca

)
dy (56)

where the Green’s function G (x, y, t − τ) can be written in
terms of Fresnel integrals. In this way the trailing edge acts as
an effective line source. The directivity has a cardioid shape
(∼sin2(θ/2), where θ is measured from downstream of the
trailing edge). The intensity of the trailing edge noise scales
with five powers of the turbulent velocity fluctuations. Thus,
at low Mach numbers, it is more intense than either dipole
or quadrupole sources. Lilley (2001) gives a sample scaling
formula for aircraft trailing edge noise. For the flyover case,
θ = 90◦, the intensity scales as,

I = K

(
WV∞M2

∞
C̄LH2

)
(57)

where W is the aircraft weight, V∞ and M∞ are the aircraft
forward velocity and Mach numbers respectively, C̄L is the
aircraft lift coefficient and H is the aircraft height. With K =
7 × 10−7 this formula is found to fit flight measurements for
“clean" aircraft for a wide range of aircraft weights.

The estimation of airframe noise for an aircraft in a “dirty"
configuration is a considerable challenge. This is primarily
because of the geometric complexity of the detailed aircraft
components involved. It is particularly true for the landing
gear, discussed below, but also for the high lift devices. On ap-
proach, where the aircraft is flying at approximately 1.3 times
its stalling speed, high-lift devices are deployed. These in-
clude trailing edge flaps, which may be double or triple-
slotted, and leading edge slats that serve to insure that the flow
remains unseparated over the wing leading edge. The pres-
sure difference between the lower and upper surfaces of the
flap cause shear layers to separate from the flap’s lower and
upper side edges. These separated shear layers roll up into a
side edge vortex that trails downstream of the flap side edges:
both inboard and outboard edges. There are two sources of
noise associated with these flow phenomena. First, the fluc-

tuations in the shear layer interact with the flap side edge.
Second, unstable motions in the trailing vortex are triggered
by the shear layer fluctuations.

Phased array measurements have also identified the lead-
ing edge slats as important sources of airframe noise. The key
geometric features of slats, from an aeroacoustic viewpoint,
are the cove region, which permits the slat to be retracted to-
wards the main element, and the slat trailing edge. The numer-
ical simulations of the three-dimensional unsteady flow in the
region between the slat and the main element by Choudhari
and Khorrami (2007) give an excellent representation of the
geometry and the flow field. The main sources of slat noise
are the impingement and attachment of the separated shear
layer from the slat leading edge on the slat pressure surface
and the passage of the turbulent fluctuations through the gap
between the slat and the main element. In addition, vortex
shedding can occur at the slat trailing edge giving a tonal
component to an otherwise broadband noise spectrum. This
tonal component can be reinforced by acoustic reflections
from the main element. Finally, in a practical installation,
the brackets connecting the slat to the main element can be
additional sources of noise.

The aircraft landing gear consists of the main and nose
wheels, axles, the oleo legs and struts, various pipes and ca-
bles as well as the wheel well and doors. This geometric
complexity makes the prediction of landing gear noise ex-
tremely challenging. There have been attempts to simulate
both the flow and noise generated by an isolated landing gear
(see Souliez et al., 2002, and others). However, the landing
gear models are typically very simplified with only the oleo,
wheels and a single strut included. A landing gear consists
of a series of cylindrical objects with different diameters,
lengths, and orientations. The noise directivity is nearly om-
nidirectional, though there are gradual increases in levels in
the polar directivity in the upstream and downstream direc-
tions and a minimum directly below the landing gear. The
earliest model of landing gear noise Fink (1979) is based on
only two components of the landing gear: the wheel and the
main strut. Guo (2008) has developed a landing gear noise
model based on dividing the total noise into three frequency
ranges: very low, low, and high. This scheme, though provid-
ing good correlations with available experimental data, does
not relate the individual landing gear components to their
contributions to the radiated noise. Also using an empirical
database, Smith and Chow (1998) provided a finer breakdown
of the contributions of individual landing gear components
to the radiated noise. A method that provides a closer con-
nection between the individual landing gear components and
their radiated noise is given by Lopes, Brentner and Morris
(2010). In this prediction method, all the components of the
landing gear are described as cylindrical objects. Each ele-
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ment contributes to the radiated noise according to its local
flow velocity, diameter, and orientation. Account is also taken
for acoustic shielding of one landing gear component by an-
other. Also the installation effects in terms of reflections from
the aircraft wing and fuselage, as well as noise from the inter-
action of the landing gear wake with the trailing edge flaps,
must be accounted for. This results in a scaling of the overall
noise from an installed main landing gear between velocity
to the sixth power (bluff body noise) and velocity to the fifth
power (trailing edge noise).

6 NONLINEAR ACOUSTICS

To this point all the aeroacoustic problems have been ex-
amined from the viewpoint of the linear acoustics. In linear
acoustics the propagation speed of all frequency components
is the same: the speed of sound, sometimes call the “small
signal” sound speed. In linear acoustics the waveform is un-
changed when it propagates in a looseless medium, except for
cylindrical spreading in two dimensions or spherical spread-
ing in three-dimensions. The effects of atmospheric absorp-
tion can be included, but still from the view point of linear
acoustics. As the amplitude of the acoustic signal increases
the speed of propagation of the positive excursions in pressure
exceed the propagation speed of the negative excursions. This
is because the pressure perturbation changes the thermody-
namic properties of the medium and hence, the propagation
speed. There are several instances in aircraft aeroacoustics
where nonlinear acoustics must be used. One is in the propa-
gation of the sonic boom generated by a supersonic aircraft.
A second occurs in the propagation of noise from military
fighter aircraft engines. Additional nonlinear phenomena in-
clude “buzz-saw” noise in turbomachinery, described in more
detail in Propulsion System Noise: Jet.

When an aircraft on another aerospace vehicle flies su-
personically it generates bow and tail shocks. Between these
two shocks a series of expansions and shocks are generated
that depend on the detailed shape of the vehicle. This double
jump in pressure propagates outward in a cone centered on
the vehicle flight path. The cone intersects the ground as a
parabola and this is the location where the “sonic boom” is
heard. For a vehicle flying at 50 000 feet, the path of the sonic
boom can be 50 miles wide, with the strongest overpressures
directly under the aircraft flight path for straight and level
flight. The magnitude of the boom overpressure is typically
1–2 lb ft−2, though this depends on the height and size of the
aircraft. These pressure differences are far less than experi-
enced when diving and corresponding to less than an inch of
water depth. However, it is the rapid time rate of change that
causes the “startle.” Structural damage caused by the boom is

not expected in structures in good condition until many times
this overpressure and humans have experienced sonic booms
between 20 and 144 lb ft−2 overpressure, generated by super-
sonic aircraft flying at 100 feet, without injury. The amplitude
of the overpressure is influenced by the ratio of the maximum
cross sectional area of the vehicle to its length. Slender ve-
hicles generate a weaker boom and also the strength of the
boom generally correlates with the vehicle weight. Typical
overpressures in pounds per square foot are: 0.9 for the SR-
71 at Mach 8 at 80 000 feet, 1.92 for the Concorde at Mach 2
at 52 000 feet, and 1.25 for the Space Shuttle at Mach 1.5 at
60 000 feet on its landing approach. The near field of a sonic
boom can be determined for a slender vehicle using linearized
flow theory. The evolution of the near field into the shock or
N-wave formation can be computed using Whitham’s rule
(Whitham, 1952, 1956). It should be noted that an aircraft in
accelerating or decelerating flight or when maneuvering can
generate focused booms or superbooms. This was described
by Lilley et al. (1953) in a combined analytical and experi-
mental study (using a hydraulic analogy tunnel). In addition,
the propagation of the sonic boom through a real atmosphere,
including atmospheric turbulence, can alter the time signa-
ture of the boom. Recent research has considered specialized
aircraft shaping techniques to make the sonic boom signature
weaker and less annoying.

The pressure fluctuations in the near field of a modern
jet fighter aircraft are sufficiently high such that their prop-
agation to a far field observer includes nonlinear effects.
The “crackling” feature of turbojet engine noise was first
described by Ffowcs Williams, Simson and Virchis (1975)
based on observations of the Rolls Royce/SNECMA 593 en-
gine that powered the Concorde. “Crackle” is characterized
by sharp excursions of the pressure time history, which can
be quantified by its skewness. Skewness values above 0.4
gave a predictable crackle to the sounds whereas no crackle
is observed for values below 0.3. They argued that crackle
formed due to nonlinear wave steepening at the source and
not from nonlinear propagation. However, the nonlinear prop-
agation on the noise maintains the spikiness in the time sig-
nal, though this is balanced by atmospheric absorption ef-
fects. The effect of nonlinear propagation of the broadband
jet noise signal is to continually populate the high frequencies
in the spectrum, due to nonlinear steepening effects. This is
balanced by atmospheric absorption effects that reduce the
high frequency levels. Overall, the spectrum in the nonlin-
ear case shows much higher levels at high frequencies that
in the linear case. This causes the time signal to maintain its
annoying “crackling" character. Recent predictions of non-
linear propagation effects are based on numerical solutions
of the Burgers equation (Gee, 2005). This solution is based
on a split-step method in which the nonlinear steepening is
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predicted in the time domain form the Earnshaw solution
and the atmospheric absorption effects are predicted in the
frequency domain. Comparisons between predictions and
measurements for engine noise from an F/A-18E/F air-
craft show promising qualitative agreement. A solution algo-
rithm that predicts both nonlinear and atmospheric absorp-
tion propagation effects in the frequency domain is described
by Saxena, Morris and Viswanathan (2009). Further improve-
ments to this algorithm that blends a numerical solution at low
frequencies with an analytic solution at high frequencies have
been made by Lee, Morris and Brentner (2010).

7 SUMMARY

This chapter has given an overview of aeroacoustics with ap-
plications primarily for jet noise. Aeroacoustics in general is
a very challenging topic, as is its application to problems in
aircraft noise. The range of topics described in the next chap-
ters bear witness to the complexity and richness of aircraft
noise issues. It must be recognized that aeroacoustics and
turbulence are inexorably connected. Thus, either models for
the turbulent flow and the noise it generates must be devel-
oped, or numerical simulations be performed. With increases
in computational power and new developments in experimen-
tal techniques more insight into the noise generation mecha-
nisms and improved predictions are to be expected. However,
for predictions to be useful in the design cycle they must be
both accurate and fast. Such requirements are unlikely to be
met by large scale numerical computations for some time. So
there is still an important role to be played by modeling and
analysis, building on the insight gained from more detailed
simulations and measurements. Aerodynamic noise is a fas-
cinating and challenging area of study and is likely to remain
of interest and practical importance for many years to come.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Jet noise refers to the noise which is produced by the exhaust
flow of an aircraft engine, and includes the mixing noise be-
tween the jet and the ambient medium, and the noise asso-
ciated with the presence of shocks in imperfectly expanded
supersonic jets. From the beginning of jet flights with fare-
paying passagers, in May 1952 with a De Havilland from
London to Johannesburg, jet noise has been identified as a
serious problem. The introduction of turbofan high-bypass-
ratio engines in the 1970s to increase engine performance has
led to a significant reduction of jet noise. Jet noise remains
however the major component of aircraft community noise at
take-off, from one-third to half of the energy. Military aircraft
also suffer from supersonic jet noise which induces failure of
structure by fatigue (Raman, 1998).

Since the first theoretical works on aerodynamic noise
by Lighthill (1952), jet noise modelling has been intrinsi-
cally linked to advances made in the understanding of tur-
bulent shear flows. Turbulence has thus been first dominated
by analytical theories of homogeneous and isotropic turbu-
lence. This point of view has also been adopted in aeroacous-
tics leading to Proudman’s model for predicting the sound
power radiated by a box of isotropic turbulence for instance,
and the reader can refer to a discussion by Lilley (1996).
The specific role of instability waves and coherent structures
in shear flow turbulence has been introduced later, see the
review by Crighton (1975). One of the most important results
is the role of the Reynolds number, with a critical value of
about Re � 2.5 × 105 corresponding to the transition of the
initial boundary layer at the nozzle exit. The Reynolds num-
ber is defined as Re = UjD/ν, where D is the jet diameter,
Uj the jet velocity and ν the kinetic viscosity. For Reynolds
numbers below 105, the exit boundary layer is laminar and
far-field noise spectra are dominated by high-frequency com-
ponents generated by vortex pairings occurring in the initial
laminar shear layer (Zaman, 1985). These coherent structures
also induce higher turbulent fluctuations and stronger noise
than that obtained in a high Reynolds number jet display-
ing a turbulent state at the nozzle exit. Moreover, the overall
flow characteristics are not dependent on the Reynolds num-
ber in the latter case. Between these two asymptotic states,
that is for 105 ≤ Re ≤ 2.5 × 105, the initial shear-layer is
transitional.

Jet noise has been mainly investigated through experi-
mental studies until the 1990s. Progress in the numerical
simulation of turbulent flows based on low-dissipation and
low-dispersion algorithms has then promoted the direct
simulation of aerodynamic noise, a branch of computational
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aeroacoustics (Colonius and Lele, 2004). Direct noise
computation (DNC) consists in solving compressible Navier–
Stokes equations to determine simultaneously the aerody-
namic field and the acoustic field in the same domain.
Serious numerical issues must be addressed, but a deeper
physical investigation of noise source mechanisms is made
possible. These reference solutions have allowed us to
develop better physics-based predictions and to give insights
into flow control and noise reduction. A large part of these
numerical works have however been performed at relatively
low Reynolds number whereas most of the jet experiments
have been done at high Reynolds numbers.

This chapter is organized as follows. Aerodynamics
of subsonic and supersonic jets is briefly introduced in
Section 2. Subsonic and supersonic jet noise are described in
Sections 3 and 4 respectively. More realistic configurations
are introduced in the last Section 5.

2 JET FLOW EXHAUSTING FROM A
NOZZLE

The jet flow is driven by the nozzle pressure ratio (NPR)
defined as the ratio between the reservoir or stagnation pres-
sure pt and the ambient pressure p∞. A sketch describing
the notations is shown in Figure 1. Assuming a quasi-one-
dimensional isentropic flow, the Mach number of the jet flow
Mj is given by

Mj =
√√√√ 2

γ − 1

[(
pt

p∞

) γ−1
γ

− 1

]
and

Tj = Tt/

(
1 + γ − 1

2
M2

j

)
(1)

where γ is the specific heat ratio. The jet velocity is obtained
using the relation Uj = Mj

√
γRTj where R is the specific

gas constant. As an illustration, we have γ = 1.4 and R =
287.06 J kg−1 K−1 for cold dry air. The flow will always be
subsonic in the nozzle if

pt

p∞
<

(
γ + 1

2

)γ/(γ−1)

� 1.89 (2)

For supersonic jets, the converging–diverging nozzle is
characterized by a throat Mach number equal to unity and by
a design Mach number Md reached at the nozzle exit, which
is a function of the ratio of the nozzle exit area to the sonic
throat area. The exit pressure pe thus satisfies

pt

pe
=

[
1 + γ − 1

2
M2

d

] γ

γ−1

(3)

For a perfectly expanded supersonic jet, that is a shock-
free jet, we have pe = p∞ and Mj = Md. Shock waves occur
when the jet exit pressure pe is not equal to the ambient
pressure p∞, and Mj then represents the fully expanded jet
operating Mach number. Moreover, the ideal thrust T = ṁUj,
defined by neglecting viscous effects inside the nozzle, can
be written as

T = A�pt

√√√√ 2γ2

γ − 1

(
2

γ + 1

) γ+1
γ−1

[
1 −

(
pt

p∞

)− γ−1
γ

]
(4)

where ṁ is the mass flow rate and A� the nozzle throat area.
As an illustration, a strioscopic view of an imperfectly ex-

panded supersonic jet from a convergent nozzle (Md = 1) is
shown in Figure 2. The nozzle is operated at supercritical
pressure ratio, NPR = 5, and shock-cells are generated to
adapt the exit pressure pe of the jet to the ambient pressure
p∞. Small-scale turbulence inside the jet is also clearly visi-
ble. The Reynolds number is about Re = 1.6 × 106 and the
Mach number Mj = 1.71. The intense radiated acoustic field

p∞, T∞

pt,T t

Nozzle, D

Jet velocity U j
(a) (b)Shear layer, Exit pressure pe Shock-cell structure

D j , M j

Figure 1. (a) Turbulent subsonic jet. (b) Under-expanded supersonic jet: pe > p∞. D is the nozzle diameter, and δθ is the shear-layer
thickness.
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Figure 2. Strioscopy of an underexpanded supersonic jet (conver-
gent nozzle), NPR = 5, Tt = 293 K, D = 22 mm, exposure time
20 ns. Courtesy of ONERA DMAE 2008.

can additionally be observed, and will be discussed in more
detail in Section 4 dealing with supersonic jet noise.

3 SUBSONIC JET NOISE

3.1 Physics of turbulent mixing noise

Turbulent mixing noise is basically composed of two con-
tributions associated with coherent/large turbulent structures
and with small scale turbulence developing in the shear lay-
ers of the jet flow. Maximum sound radiation is observed in
the downstream direction, at θ � 30◦, for a Strouhal number
St = fD/Uj � 0.2. This dimensionless frequency is known
as the preferred mode or the jet column mode in the literature,
and physically represents the passing frequency of large-scale
structures at the end of the potential core. In other words, the
dominant noise component is produced by the periodic intru-
sion of vortical coherent structures into the jet, and is nearly
independent of the Reynolds number. The potential core is
the initial region of the jet where the flow is quasi-laminar
with a constant velocity Uj, and its mean position is shown
by dotted lines in Figure 1.

For a high Reynolds number jet, the initial shear layer
is characterized by its momentum thickness δθ, with typi-
cally δθ/D ∼ 10−3 (Zaman, 1985), and becomes turbulent

within about one fourth of the diameter. This transition is
driven by the most unstable or receptive frequency f0 of the
initial shear layer given by Stδθ

= f0δθ/Uj � 0.012. Noise
radiated by this randomly-developing turbulence is observed
in the sideline direction at θ � 90◦ and is masked at shadow
angles θ ≤ 30◦. It also significantly depends on the Reynolds
number.

This view agrees well with experimental results related
to subsonic mixing noise, that is for jet Mach numbers so
that M = Uj/a∞ ≤ 1.5 corresponding to a subsonic convec-
tion of turbulent structures. For shock-free supersonic jets at
higher Mach numbers, the mixing noise is then progressively
dominated by Mach waves generated by instability waves
developing in the shear layers. This mechanism can again
be interpreted as the radiation of coherent structures in the
downstream direction, as proposed by Tam (1995), and the-
oretical models are able to predict the main properties of the
sound field for high-speed flows.

As mentioned in the introduction of the present chapter,
the development of numerical simulations in which the tur-
bulent field as well as a part of the sound field are computed
allows us to now investigate aerodynamic noise generation.
The first DNC of a low-Reynolds number subsonic jet has
been performed by Freund (2001). Simulations and investi-
gations dealing with jets at higher Reynolds number, to have
access to the fine-scale noise, can be found in Bogey and
Bailly (2007a).

3.2 Scaling laws

The eight power law is certainly the most famous result
derived from the aerodynamic noise theory of Lighthill
(1952). By noting A = πD2/4 the nozzle exit area of the
round jet, the total sound power radiated by the jet is basi-
cally scaled with

W ∼ ρj

ρ∞

U5
j

a5∞
AρjU

3
j (5)

From an investigation of acoustic spectra, an evolution as
U9

j is rather found in the downstream direction and a U7.5
j

law is observed in the sideline direction (Tanna, 1977; Bogey
et al., 2007b). To illustrate these results, Figure 3 displays the
evolution of the normalized sound pressure levels at θ = 90◦,
to avoid any discussion about interactions between the mean
flow and the sound field, which gives

p′2
∣∣∣
θ=90◦

= Kρ2
∞a4

∞
A

r2

(
ρj

ρ∞

)2

M7.5,

K � 1.9 × 10−6 (6)
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Figure 3. (a) Overall sound pressure level at θ = 90◦ as a function of the Mach number M = Uj/a∞. The scaling law (6) is indicated by
a dashed line. (b) Directivity of subsonic jet noise for M = 0.6, 0.75, 0.9 and directivity factor (1 − Mc cos θ)−3 plotted in dashed lines.
( ) Bogey et al. (2007b); (•) Tanna (1977); (⊕) Lush (1971); (H ) Pinker (2003); ( ) Mollo-Christensen (1964). Free-field loss-less data
scaled to a nozzle exit area A of 1 m2, Tj/T∞ = 1 for all the data. The sound pressure level in decibels is defined as SPL = 10 log10(p′2/p2

ref )
with pref = 2 × 10−5 Pa.

by taking international standard atmosphere values a∞ =
340.4 m · s−1 and ρ∞ = 1.225 kg · m−3. This scaling law
is often written for the acoustic efficiency η defined as the
ratio between the sound power emitted by the jet and the jet
mechanical power Wm = Aρj U3

j /2, which yields

η � 1.2 × 10−4 (ρj/ρ∞) M5 (7)

This relation indicates the inefficiency of quadrupolar
sources (Crighton, 1975). The acoustic directivity is also
shown in Figure 3 for three different Mach numbers as a func-
tion of the observer angle θ relative to the jet direction. The
variations of the acoustic intensity in the range 30◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦

as the Mach number increases can be observed, as well as
the shadow zone at angles close to the downstream flow di-
rection. In this region, the high-frequency noise is divert-
ing away from the jet axis, as shown by Schubert (1972),
and these refraction effects are well predicted by geometrical
acoustics. The directional pattern of subsonic jet noise is clas-
sically explained by convection and refraction of the sound
field generated inside the turbulent flow (see Chapter 6 in
Goldstein, 1976), leading to a factor (1 − Mc cos θ)−3 with
Mc � 0.67 M, shown by dashed curves in Figure 3. Mix-
ing noise modelling is however still debated in the literature,
see Morris and Farassat (2002) for instance, and numerical
simulations should be able to provide solutions in the future.
Note also that a complete semi-empirical formulation for jet
noise predictions can be found in Stone, Groesbeck and Zola
(1983).

Narrow-band spectra for an isothermal subsonic jet are
shown at two angles θ = 30◦ and θ = 90◦ in Figure 4. The
peak of the spectrum is more marked in the downstream direc-
tion, and is dominated by the radiation of coherent structures
near the end of the potential core of the jet. The frequency
peak scales as a constant Strouhal number St = fD/Uj �
0.17 and does not depend on the Reynolds number. It must
be noted that the representation of acoustic spectra in narrow-
band is of importance. In the sideline direction, a more broad-
band spectrum is found with a shift to higher frequencies.

0.02 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0 5.0 
110
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Figure 4. Narrow-band spectra in dB/St for round jets at Mach M =
0.75 and Tj/T∞ = 1, with Reynolds number (—) Re = 6.4 × 105

(Bogey et al., 2007b); (•) Re = 8.4 × 105 (Tanna, 1977); (H ) Re =
1.4 × 106 (Pinker, 2003). The semi-empirical spectral shapes of
Tam, Golebiowski and Seiner (1996) are also plotted as dashed
lines.
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The scaling with the Strouhal number again applies, with
St � 0.25 for a Reynolds number higher than Re ≥ 106.
The radiation is mainly caused by the randomly-developing
turbulence, and spectral shapes are therefore strongly depen-
dent on the Reynolds number, especially as Re becomes small
when the shear layer becomes initially transitional. Tam,
Golebiowski and Seiner (1996) have empirically determined
two shapes for acoustic spectra related to the deterministic
component radiating downstream and to the fine-scale tur-
bulence noise directly measurable in the sideline direction
respectively. These similarity spectra are reported in Figure 4
by matching the frequencies and the levels of the peaks.

3.3 Temperature effects

Understanding of heating effects on mixing noise is crucial
to characterize aircraft engine noise. The influence of tem-
perature can be found in the two scaling laws (5) and (6)
through the jet density ρj, but the dimensional analysis based
on Lighthills theory shows that entropy or enthalpy fluctua-
tions have also to be considered, which leads to an additional
contribution. Turning to experiments, it has been observed
by Tanna (1977) that the sound pressure levels at right angles
increases as the temperature ratio Tj/T∞ increases for low
Mach acoustic numbers M ≤ 0.7, whereas the noise levels
decrease for M ≥ 0.7. These results can also be observed
in Pinker (2003), as shown in Figure 5 with acoustic spec-
tra at two different angles. Whatever the radiation angle and
the Strouhal number may be, the isothermal jet emits more
noise than the heated jets at M = 1 for instance, and this is
clearly not the case for the lower Mach number at M = 0.5.
An interpretation of these spectra must however be given
with some caution, as pointed out by Viswanathan (2004),

since the Reynolds number can significantly vary with the
temperature. Reynolds number effects indeed change the
spectral shape in the sideline direction. In the present case,
the Reynolds number is large enough except for the Mach
number M = 0.5, where Re � 2.3 × 105 at Tj/T∞ = 2.5.

4 SUPERSONIC JET NOISE

4.1 Mixing noise

To obtain a perfectly expanded high speed jet, a convergent–
divergent nozzle must be operated at the design pressure
ratio, see Section 2. In this case, jet noise is then still pro-
duced by turbulent mixing. However, Mach waves are also
generated when convection velocity Uc of large-scale struc-
tures is supersonic. This noise generation mechanism can be
interpreted as the radiation of instability waves, describing
large-scale turbulence structures in the jet shear-layers, as
shown by Tam (1995). A simple representation of this phe-
nomenon is a wavy wall moving at a supersonic velocity Uc,
which radiates Mach waves in a privileged direction, as illus-
trated in Figure 6. The growth and decay of instability waves
imposed by the diverging jet flow lead to emission of wave
trains, as observed in Figure 2 for instance, by noting that
this jet is not perfectly expanded. Mach waves represent the
main contribution of mixing noise in the emission direction,
and the scaling law for the acoustic power derived by Ffowcs
Williams (1963) is then given by W ∼ (ρ2

j /ρ∞)U3
j .

4.2 Shock-containing supersonic jets

For a convergent–divergent nozzle operated at off-design
pressure ratios, high-speed jet noise is deeply modified by
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Figure 5. Narrow-band spectra in dB/St for round jets for three Mach numbers, (M = 0.5, 0.75, 1.0; Pinker, 2003). (•) Tj/T∞ = 1.0;
( ) 1.5; ( ) 2.0; (◦) 2.5.
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Wavy wall

Wave front

Uc

a∞

Figure 6. Generation of Mach waves by a wavy wall moving at
supersonic phase speed Uc, the direction of the radiation is given
by cos θ = a∞/Uc.

the presence of shock cells, and two other mechanisms con-
tribute to the sound field, leading to the generation of broad-
band shock-associated noise and screech tones. Experimen-
tal acoustic spectra of an underexpanded supersonic jet are
shown in Figure 7 at three different angles. At θ = 30◦, only
the turbulent mixing noise component is found, whereas at
θ = 90◦ and 150◦, a higher frequency hump corresponding to
broadband shock-associated noise can be seen. Screech tones
are also clearly visible, especially in the forward quadrant, as
θ tends to 180◦.

One of the first comprehensive description of broadband
noise generated by a shocked jet has been given by Harper-
Bourne and Fisher (1973). A point source array model is used
to describe sources at the end of each shock cell, and the au-
thors introduced a phase correlation based on the convection
velocity Uc and the average distance Ls between the shocks.
Tam (1995) has proposed a more elaborate description of the
interactions between instability waves and the quasi-periodic
shock-cell structure. The following scaling law is found for
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Figure 7. Narrow-band noise spectra at three different angles for
an underexpanded supersonic jet, NPR = 4.24, Mj = 1.6, Md = 1,
Tt/T∞ = 1.17, D = 38 mm. Data from Bogey et al. (2007b).

the acoustic intensity

I ∼
(
M2

j − M2
d

)2
and fp � Uc

Ls(1 − Mc cos θ)
(8)

where fp is the spectral peak frequency of the broadband
shock-associated noise. The decrease in frequency of this
peak as the observer moves toward the inlet can be seen in
Figure 7. This noise component can also be observed in the
strioscopy of Figure 2.

Discrete frequency sounds, referred to as screech tones,
can also be produced. Then they dominate all other noise
sources in the forward direction, see the review of Raman
(1998) or the simulations of Berland, Bogey and Bailly
(2007). The interactions of the turbulent motions developing
in the jet shear layers with the shock waves of the quasi-
periodic shock-cell system may indeed give rise to upstream
propagating acoustic waves. The resonant loop is closed at
the nozzle lip where sound waves are reflected back and
excite the shear layer (Powell, 1953). The fundamental
screech tone frequency fs can be estimated by the follow-
ing expression derived by Tam (1995),

Sts = fsDj

Uj
� 0.67

(M2
j − 1)1/2

×
[

1 + 0.7Mj

1 + (γ − 1)M2
j /2]1/2

(
Tt

T∞

)1/2
]−1

(9)

As an illustration, we get Sts � 0.23 for the jet of Figure 7,
in good agreement with measurements.

5 TOWARD REAL JETS

5.1 Flight effects

Corrections of static jet noise data to include forward flight
effects, typically Mflight � 0.28 at take-off for the flight Mach
number, are often semi-empirical (Stone, Groesbeck and
Zola, 1983), and a wide range of results are found exper-
imentally. Mixing noise reduction is generally observed in
the aft quadrant including the sideline direction whereas a
slight amplification can be detected in the forward quadrant
(Krothapalli et al., 1997).

5.2 Jet noise predictions and reduction techniques

Now a days, subsonic commercial aircraft use turbofan en-
gines, and jet noise is produced by a two-stream exhaust.
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Figure 8. Close-up of a CFM56-5C engine powering the Airbus
A340 airliner. The fan diameter is 1.85 m, the bypass ratio is about
6.5, and a lobed exhaust ejector/mixer system is used to reduce
the core jet speed inside the duct nacelle. Courtesy of Terence Li,
photographer (2008).

For example, a modern high-bypass ratio turbofan engine,
such as a CFM56 family engine, has a core jet velocity
Up � 375 m s−1 and a temperature Tp � 890 K at take-
off conditions, with an area Ap � 0.296 m2. The bypass
stream or secondary jet exhaust is about Us � 255 m s−1,
with Ts � 330 K and As � 1.176 m2. The Mach number
of the ideal fully mixed jet is thus about M � 0.87 and the
Reynolds number Re � 3.1 × 107. Two exhaust configura-
tions are mostly found for coaxial jets, a long duct nacelle
with an internal mixer yielding a single exhaust mixed jet, as
shown in Figure 8, or a separate flow nozzle. Scaling laws and
empirical models are not reliable enough to predict the noise
of such real configurations. The Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes equations combined with a two-equation turbulence
closure are commonly solved in industry, and these results
are then used as input data to model the statistical properties
of the turbulent noise sources (Morris and Farassat, 2002;
Khavaran and Bridges, 2005) of single and coaxial jets for
conventional nozzle geometries.

Jet noise has been dramatically reduced since the 1950s,
and traffic growth had been compensated for by quieter air-
craft. This reduction has indirectly been obtained by the in-
troduction of coaxial jets and by increasing the bypass ratio,
defined as the ratio of the mass flow rate between the bypass
stream and the core jet, to increase the propulsion efficiency
of the turbofan engine. The same thrust is thus obtained with a
lower velocity of the equivalent mixed jet, and noise is conse-
quently reduced as predicted by Lighthill’s law (5). However,
larger engines also imply increasing weight and drag. For the
currently used higher bypass ratios, this limit is now reached
and new concepts should be used in the future. Jet noise re-
duction still remains a real challenge, since noise reduction

devices must operate without introducing loss in the thrust.
Shape optimization of the nozzle, variable geometry chevrons
or fluidic actuators are currently being evaluated experimen-
tally, and numerically by using computational aeroacoustics
to discriminate different designs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Turbomachinery noise ranks with jet and airframe noise as
one of three major sources of noise on a modern commercial
turbofan aircraft. It impacts on passengers and crew inside the
aircraft as “interior” or “cabin” noise (see Interior Noise and
Sound Transmission) and affects residents close to airports
as “environmental” or “community” noise. Only the exterior
environmental aspects of aircraft noise are considered here,
and only for aircraft powered by turbofan engines. The noise
impact of such aircraft is local in that it arises as the aircraft
takes off or lands but is seldom an issue at cruise, except in the
case of supersonic flight over land (see Sonic Boom). The rel-
ative importance of different engine sources as contributors to
whole aircraft noise depends upon the engine-operating con-
dition and also upon the relative level of non-engine sources
such as airframe noise (see Airframe Noise: Landing Gear
Noise, Airframe Noise: High Lift Device Noise). This is
reflected in the quite complex noise metrics that are used
to regulate and certify commercial aircraft when they enter
service.

1.1 The regulatory framework for noise
certification

Regulating aircraft noise became necessary in the 1960s as
the use of turbojet and turbofan engines became widespread
in civil aviation. This contributed to a growing noise nuisance
near airports. In 1969, the US Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA) issued a noise certification regulation, Federal
Air Regulation part 36, known as FAR36, which specified a
maximum permitted noise level for new aircraft entering ser-
vice. The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)
imposed similar requirements in 1971. Both regulations have
evolved in the intervening years always with the effect of
making the requirements more stringent and converging to a
common standard. The most recent versions – Chapter 4 of
ICAO Annex 16 and stage 4 of FAR36 – apply to new aircraft
entering service after January 2006. The evolution of these
rules to Chapter 3 is described by Hodge (1995). Chapter 4
requires a cumulative 10EPNdB margin over Chapter 3.

1.2 Effective perceived noise level (EPNL)

The ‘effective perceived noise level’ (EPNL) measured in
dB (EPNdB) is used to measure aircraft noise for certifica-
tion purposes. This metric is based on perceived noise level
(PNL) adjusted for tones (PNLT) and takes account of the
duration of the noise event. A step-by-step guide to calculat-
ing EPNL for certification purposes is given by Smith (see
Appendix 4, Smith, 1989). It is calculated at three reference
locations: thesideline or lateral reference point that is located
450 m to the side of the flight path as the aircraft takes off and
climbs steeply at full power; thecutback or flyover reference
point that is located below the flight path, coinciding often
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Figure 1. ICAO Chapter 3 certification limits at departure also showing London airports Quota Count bands and noise ratings of selected
Rolls-Royce with powered aircraft. Reproduced with permission from Rolls-Royce plc.

with the point at which an aircraft “cuts back” to approxi-
mately 80% of maximum power; and theapproach reference
point that is located below the flight path at 2000 m from
the runway threshold as the aircraft approaches at a steady
3◦ glide angle. Upper limits for EPNdB are set for each cer-
tification reference point. These vary with aircraft take-off
weight and with the number of engines. Figure 1 shows the
prescribed limits for Chapter 3 at departure (the figure com-
bines lateral and cutback values) plotted against maximum
take-off weight. Noise certification values for a selection of
aircraft powered by Rolls-Royce engines are also shown. The
current certification regulations (ICAO Chapter 4) require a
10 dB margin over the Chapter 3 levels shown in Figure 1,
cumulative over the three reference points.

1.3 Local noise regulations

Defining noise targets for new aircraft has become more com-
plicated in recent years with the introduction of local airport
noise regulations. These are generally more restrictive than
certification requirements, particularly for larger aircraft. The
Quota Count (QC) system that is used to manage night move-
ments at the major London airports is typical of such regula-
tions. The London Airport QC bands are shown in Figure 1,
where they are superimposed on the certification require-
ments. The QC bands do not depend on aircraft weight and
are consistent with cumulative noise metrics used for airport
planning, such asLAeq andLDN, in which a doubling of the
number of events (aircraft movements) corresponds to a 3 dB

increase in the noise level. Under the QC system, an aircraft
with a rating of QC1 uses only one token from a limited
quota available, whereas an aircraft with a QC2 rating uses
two, an aircraft with a QC4 rating uses four, and so on. If
all of these aircraft satisfy certification requirements, the
attraction to operators of an aircraft with a low QC rating
is self-evident.

1.4 Targeting specific noise sources

The locations of the different sources of noise on a turbofan
engine are shown in Figure 2. Noise generated by the fan and
outlet guide vanes (OGVs) propagates into the forward and
rear arcs through the intake and bypass ducts. Compressor
noise propagates through the intake and radiates in the for-
ward arc. Turbine and combustion noises propagate through
the hot core and radiate in the rear arc. Jet mixing noise is
generated in the bypass and core jet shear layers downstream
of the exhaust (see Propulsion System Noise: Jet). The rela-
tive contribution of each of these sources to the whole aircraft
EPNL is illustrated in Figure 3 for the three noise certification
reference points. The airframe contribution is also shown (see
Airframe Noise: Landing Gear Noise, Airframe Noise: High
Lift Device Noise). These data are indicative of a modern air-
craft powered by high-bypass-ratio (HBR) turbofan engines
mounted under the wing. Atsideline andcutback, fan and
jet noise are the dominant sources. Atapproach, fan noise
and airframe noise are the major contributors. The relevant
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Figure 2. Noise sources on a turbofan engine.
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Figure 3. Relative EPNL contributions from different aircraft
sources at the noise certification reference points. Data are represen-
tative of a modern aircraft powered by high-bypass-ratio turbofan
engines.

ranking of these sources varies from aircraft to aircraft and
between aircraft types. In most cases, however, a strategy to
reduce EPNL must target fan noise and jet noise at takeoff
and fan noise and airframe noise at approach.

1.5 Source directivity

The direction at which sound radiates from the aircraft is
important in determining the EPNL contribution. Noise ra-
diated directly ahead of the aircraft, for example, will have
little effect at thesideline reference but may be significant
at approach andcutback. The directivities of various engine
sources are illustrated in Figure 4. The size and direction
of the lobes indicate the relative magnitude and direction
of the sound power radiated by each source. Data are pre-
sented for a typical 1960s turbojet (or low bypass turbofan)
and for a modern HBR turbofan. The absolute scale is the
same in both cases. Both engines are operating at close to
maximum power with similar thrust. A large reduction in the

jet noise component in the HBR engine is the most obvious
feature of this comparison. The trend towards larger bypass
ratios, driven by considerations of engine efficiency rather
than noise, has delivered significant noise benefits. It has led
to major reductions in jet mixing noise that scales with a high
power of the jet velocity (see Propulsion System Noise: Jet)
but has also introduced significant levels of fan noise in the
forward and rear arcs.

2 NOISE GENERATION IN A TURBOFAN
ENGINE

Turbofan noise is generated by unsteady flow in the fan, com-
pressor, and turbine; by pressure and temperature fluctuations
in the combustor and in the associated hot stream; and by tur-
bulent mixing between the core, bypass, and flight streams
downstream of the exhaust. The last of these sources is dealt
with elsewhere (see Propulsion System Noise: Jet). A short
discussion of the physical mechanisms of noise generation
associated with the turbomachinery and combustion sources
follows.

2.1 Rotor-locked tones – the blade passing
frequency (BPF)

The starting point for an analysis turbomachinery noise is the
notion of a “rotor-locked” pressure field, that is, a pressure
field that is stationary in a frame of reference rotating with the
rotor shaft. Consider the case of a fan or rotor withN identical
blades, as shown in Figure 5, which rotates with an angular ve-
locity � rad s−1 (= 2�fs wherefs is the shaft rotation speed
in rev s−1). If the blades are equally spaced, the rotating field
repeats itself over an angular interval,�θf = 2�/N, where
θf is an azimuthal coordinate fixed in the rotating frame. The
associated pressure fieldp(r, θf ) is stationary in the rotating
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Figure 4. Engine noise sources: 1960s versus a modern design.

Figure 5. Fixed and rotating frames used to definerotor-locked tones. Reproduced with permission from Rolls-Royce plc.

frame and can be expressed as a summation of azimuthal
harmonics of the form

p(r, θf ) =
∞∑

n=−∞
pn(r)einNθf (1)

In a frame fixed in space and defined by an azimuthal angleθ,
whereθf = �t + θ, expression (1) transforms to anunsteady
field

p(r, θ, t) =
∞∑

n=−∞
pn(r)einN(�t+θ) =

∞∑
n=−∞

pn(r)eiωnteinNθ

(2)

where the radian frequenciesωn (=nN�) are integer multiples
of N�. These correspond to harmonics of the blade passing
frequency measured in Hertz, where BPF= N × fs. This

is the frequency with which successive blades sweep past a
fixed point on the engine casing. Expression (2) shows that
the rotor-locked pressure field consists of a discrete spectrum
of tones at harmonics of BPF, that is, atf = BPF, 2× BPF,
3 × BPF, . . . , etc. In the case of a large turbofan engine with
a fan diameter of the order of 2 m, BPF is typically in the
range 1–2 kHz at takeoff, depending on the number of blades.
The sound pressure level (SPL) spectrum of a turbofan engine
of this type is illustrated in Figure 6. SPL is measured in the
forward arc during a static engine test. Spectra are shown with
the engine operating at speeds consistent with theapproach
and sideline noise certification conditions. The frequency
scale on the horizontal axis is normalized with respect to
the blade passing frequency, and BPF harmonics are clearly
visible as they protrude above a non-tonal “Broadband” (BB)
component. A number of other strong tones are also present
particularly in thesideline spectrum. These occur at frequen-
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Figure 6. Forward arc engine noise spectra atapproach andsideline
noise certification points. Reproduced with permission from Rolls-
Royce plc.

cies that arenot harmonics of BPF, and their origins are less
obvious. These are detailed in the next section.

2.2 Buzz saw tones (multiple pure tones)

Additional tones are generated at multiples of the shaft rota-
tional frequencyfs – rather than the blade passing frequency
(Nfs) – when the rotating pressure field contains azimuthal
components that are notperiodic with the blade spacing. This
occurs at supersonic rotor tip speeds when shocks form on the
blades, as shown in Figure 7, giving a sequence of ‘N-waves’
in the pressure field upstream of the fan. In practice, these
are not perfectly periodic due to small manufacturing and
fabrication variations in the stagger angle of the blades. As-

sociated variations in the shock strength are then strongly
amplified by nonlinear propagation close to the fan. This
generates more pronounced non-periodic N-waves further up
the intake, as illustrated in Figure 7, which shows a more or
less regular N-wave pattern ahead of a blade cascade and its
nonlinear evolution as it propagates upstream. This process
generates azimuthal Fourier components of the acoustic pres-
sure, which are no longer periodic with the blade spacing but
behave simply as eimθf wherem = 1, 2, 3, . . . , etc. They are
still “locked” to the rotating shaft but correspond to “engine
order” (EO) tones at simple multiples of the shaft rotation fre-
quency: EO1 = fs, EO2 = 2 × fs, EO3 = 3 × fs etc. These
can occur at much lower frequencies than BPF and its har-
monics. They are referred to as ‘buzz saw’ tones or sometimes
“multiple pure tones” (MPTs). They occur only when the fan
tip speed is supersonic (atsideline and cutback but not at
approach). The presence of buzz tones can be seen in the
sideline spectrum of Figure 6. They are difficult to predict or
control at source since they arise from random misalignments
of the blades. Their impact can be reduced by designing the
blade profile to reduce shock strength or by “blade shuffling”
to identify advantageous sequences of blade placement on
the hub for a given blade set.

2.3 Interaction and distortion tones

Expression (2) is based on an assumption of uniform mean
flow onto an isolated rotor. When stators are present upstream
or downstream of the rotor, or when the mean flow is dis-
torted, “interaction” tones are generated as the rotor-alone
pressure field is modulated by a factor that reflects the peri-
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Figure 7. Mechanisms of fan noise generation. Rotor–stator interaction and buzz tones.
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odicity of the stator geometry or of the mean flow distortion.
In the fan stage, this source is mainly associated with the rotor
wakes impinging on the outlet guide vanes. This mechanism
is most pronounced when the rotor–stator spacing is small, as
in a turbine stage for example when there is also an unsteady
loading on the rotor as it cuts through the potential field of the
stator. In a seminal article on turbofan duct acoustics, Tyler
and Sofrin (1962) have shown that if a turbomachinery stage
hasN rotor blades andM stator vanes, an infinite sequence
of additional azimuthal modes is generated at each rotor BPF
harmonic, and expression (2) must be rewritten as

p(r, θ, t) =
∞∑

m=0

∞∑
n=−∞

Anm(r)eiωntei(nN±mM)θ (3)

wherem andn are integers. Multiple tones therefore exist at
each radian frequencyωn. These have (nN ± mM) azimuthal
lobes. These “Tyler and Sofrin” modes are however no longer
locked to the shaft. Their rotational velocity is given by

nN

(nN ± mM)
× (shaft speed) (4)

It is well known that spinning modes in cylindrical or annular
ducts propagate strongly when the azimuthal phase speed at
the outer wall is supersonic. Such modes are termed “cut-on”.
Modes that have subsonic phase speeds at the outer wall are
termed “cut-off” and propagate only weakly. Rotor-locked
BPF tones therefore propagate strongly through the intake
when the fan tip speed is supersonic. This is consistent with

strong radiation by these tones at thesideline andcutback
conditions, and weaker radiation atapproach, as noted in
Figure 6. In the case of “Tyler and Sofrin” modes, how-
ever, it is possible for the rotational velocity of the mode,
given by expression (4), to exceed the shaft speed and for the
azimuthal phase velocity at the wall to besupersonic while
the rotor tip speed issubsonic. In such cases, the interaction
tones can radiate strongly when the rotor-alone tones are cut
off. This can be mitigated by choosing the number of stator
vanes to be greater than approximately twice the number or
rotor blades. This rule is routinely followed in the design of
the fan/OGV stage to ensure that the azimuthal content of
the dominant interaction tones (corresponding ton = 1) lies
outside the azimuthal range of the corresponding rotor-alone
tones (since|N ± mM| > N) and is at least as “cut-off” as
the corresponding rotor-alone components. This is termed a
“cut-off” design.

2.4 Fan broadband noise

Broadband noise is associated with random turbulent events.
The fan stage is the most important source of broadband noise
in a gas turbine aero-engine. A number of different mecha-
nisms are involved. These are illustrated in Figure 8a. They
include

1. Turbulence in the rotor boundary layer, which is scattered
from the rotor trailing edge (‘rotor self-noise’ or ‘rotor
noise’).
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Figure 8. (a) Source mechanisms for fan broadband noise. (b) A breakdown of total fan broadband noise showing contributions from rotor
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Propulsion System Noise: Turbomachinery7

2. Turbulence in the rotor wakes, which impinge on the
stator (‘stator noise’).

3. The interaction of the rotating blade with the turbulent
boundary layer at the outer casing of the fan duct (‘rotor
tip noise’).

4. Turbulence ingested through the intake, which interacts
with the rotor.

The first three are generally the most important. Their rel-
ative contribution to overall broadband noise is illustrated
in Figure 8b drafted using experimental data (Ganzet al.,
1998) in which the total radiated broadband sound power,
with tones removed, was decomposed into constituent parts
corresponding to the first three mechanisms above. The data
relate to a1

4 scale, low-speed rig, and frequencies must be
scaled before drawing any parallels with full-scale engines.
It is notable, however, that no single mechanism is domi-
nant, each of the three principal sources being present at a
broadly similar level. This makes the reduction of turboma-
chinery broadband noise a particularly challenging task since
all three sources must be targeted.

2.5 Turbine and compressor noise

While the fan constitutes the dominant turbomachinery noise
source in large HBR turbofan engines, the compressor and
turbine stages can contribute significantly particularly on
smaller engines with lower bypass ratios. The same mech-
anisms of noise generation apply as for fans, the only differ-
ences being that multiple stages are involved, and the spacing
between rotors and stators is generally much smaller. For this
reason, the noise generated in the turbine and compressor is
usually dominated by multiple interaction tones generated
within each stage or between adjacent stages. The compres-
sor tones propagate upstream through the fan and intake; the
turbine tones propagate downstream through the jet exhaust.
Also, since the first compressor stator row is generally quite
close to the fan rotor, the interaction of the fan hub rotor
wakes impinging on the stator can cause noise sources close
to the axis. These are difficult to treat, and careful selection
of the vane numbers is required (see Groenwiget al., 1995).
Both in the turbine and compressor stages, blade and vane
numbers are selected whenever possible to give a “cut-off”
design. In the case of the turbine stages, the sound speed in
the hot gases downstream of the combustor is much greater
than in the cold stream, and it is therefore simpler to design
for tip speeds that correspond to cut-off modes. Many of the
interaction tones can be designed to occur at relatively high
frequencies that are less annoying to the human ear, and since
acoustic transmission losses are quite high for early stages in

the turbine core, acoustic design is more critical for the last
few stages.

2.6 Combustion noise

Combustion noise is generated in the combustor and as the
combustion inhomogeneities pass through the turbine stages.
Direct combustion noise is generated in the combustion pro-
cess itself.Indirect noise (also termed entropy noise) is gener-
ated as temperature inhomogeneities pass through the turbine
and exhaust. The spectral character of combustion noise mir-
rors that of noise generated by a turbulent flame. It is broad-
band in nature, typically with a single blunt peak somewhere
between 300 and 600 Hz. However, tones and destructive
thermo-acoustic instabilities can be generated when combus-
tion modes couple with the acoustic eigenmodes of the com-
bustor. The reader is referred to the study by Candelet al.
(2009) for an up-to-date review of the fundamental mech-
anisms of combustion noise generation, particularly direct
noise. An assessment of the impact of combustion and core
noise on installed engines is given by Mahan and Karchmer
(1995).

The environmental impact of combustion noise in cur-
rent aircraft is generally quite limited. There is a potential
noise issue, however, as engine manufacturers seek to develop
low NOx combustors. Flame stabilization methods are then
needed to achieve ignition stability for high air equivalence
ratios (lean combustion) in order to reduceNOx emissions
(see Bender and Buchner, 2009). These can lead to signifi-
cant increases in combustion noise levels. The achievement
of low NOx emissions by lean combustion in a stable quiet
combustor/turbine poses a noise challenge in the current cy-
cle of engine development.

3 CONTROLLING AND REDUCING
TURBOMACHINERY NOISE

Turbomachinery noise can be mitigated by reducing it at
source or by attenuating it before it reaches the observer. In
the case of turbofan aeroengines, the obvious measures that
can be considered are

� To reduce the flow velocities through the engine and
thereby reduce the strength of most sources of aerody-
namically generated noise (see Aerodynamic Noise).

� To increase the spacing between rotating and stationary
elements to reduce interaction effects.
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Figure 9. (a) CFD calculation of fan/outlet guide vane interaction tones using the Rolls-Royce HYDRA code (blade/vane ratio altered to
1:2 to reduce the size of the model). (b) A research fan blade designed for low tone noise using CFD methods. Reproduced with permission
from Rolls-Royce plc.

� To increase the length of the intake and exhaust ducts to
accommodate additional acoustic treatment.

The first of these remedies has already been used to good
effect as higher bypass ratios have resulted in lower pres-
sure ratios and larger, slower fans. This process has reached
a natural limit, however, as bypass ratios move into double
figures. Drag and weight penalties associated with the instal-
lation of such engines then threaten to compromise overall
aircraft performance. The second and third options, larger
rotor–stator spacing and longer engine ducts, also involve an
increase in weight and/or aerodynamic drag and lower over-
all propulsive efficiency. This has always been unacceptable
from a commercial point of view but is increasingly so from
an environmental perspective. More subtle approaches must
therefore be found to reduce noise without compromising
aircraft performance.

3.1 Reducing fan and turbomachinery noise
at source – tones

An important factor that has contributed to the reduction of
fan noise in current engines, and continues to do so, is the
emergence of new computational methods and new technolo-
gies in materials and manufacturing. These have permitted
the design and manufacture of more fully three-dimensional
blades and vanes and have allowed engine manufacturers to
optimize blade and vane geometry for reduced tone levels.
The introduction of rotor sweep, for example, has allowed
the aerodynamic shock strength ahead of fan rotor blades to
be reduced. The introduction of stator lean and sweep reduces

both the unsteady loading on the stators and their acoustic ra-
diation efficiency. Such developments have been made pos-
sible by greater use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
and Computational AeroAcoustics (CAA, see Computational
Aeroacoustics) to predict all types of fan tones. Figure 9a for
example shows a CFD calculation of fan/OGV interaction
tones emanating from a swept OGV. The model extends over
a single fan blade passage and repeats itself periodically in the
azimuthal direction. Figure 9b shows a low-noise research fan
blade, designed using CFD methodology. More challenging
CFD computations can also be performed which model the
whole rotor and are able to predict the source level for “buzz-
saw” tones to within a few decibels. CFD prediction has not,
however, replaced the need for testing and experiment. In
terms of OGV lean and sweep, for example, calculations have
predicted quite large noise reductions whereas experimental
results have indicated more modest benefits. The use of CFD
for downselecting and optimizing rotor-OGV geometry for
reduced tone noise is, however, widespread and likely to yield
ever more complex three-dimensional blade geometries in the
future. Other technologies that have been proposed to reduce
fan tones at source, but not yet fully demonstrated, include
active control of stators and rotors, variable area nozzles, and
“over the blade” acoustic treatments of the fan casing.

3.2 Reducing fan and turbomachinery noise
at source – broadband noise

Achieving significant reductions in fan and turbomachinery
broadband noise presents a major challenge. A number of
broadband sources are involved (see Figure 8), and all must
be reduced simultaneously to achieve a significant overall
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Figure 10. Fan noise propagation and advanced acoustic treatment in a turbofan nacelle.

reduction. Moreover, since broadband noise is generated by
unsteady turbulent flow, it is impossible to model it by us-
ing only unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes CFD
methods. Large eddy simulation (LES) and direct numerical
simulation (DNS) can resolve such scales but require com-
putational resources that are not available for any realistic
design evaluation. At the time of writing, such methods can
be applied realistically only to simple canonical problems
such as self noise generated by a single airfoil (see Sandberg,
Sandham and Joseph, 2007).

Looking to the future, further reductions in fan broadband
noise are being sought by using devices that control or mod-
ify the turbulent characteristics of the boundary layers and
wakes which form on the stators, rotors, and fan casing. Pre-
liminary studies of “wake filling”, for example, in which air is
ejected at the rotor trailing edge to reduce the velocity deficit
in the rotor wake, indicate that large reductions may be pos-
sible in far-field tone power levels and modest noise benefits
achieved for broadband noise (Sutliff, 2005). Other flow con-
trol approaches include proposals to reduce turbulence levels
or delay transition by blowing or sucking the air close to the
rotor trailing edge, bleeding off the turbulent boundary layer
at the casing wall, introducing serrations to the rotor trail-
ing edge, and the use of porous trailing edge extensions. An
assessment of some of these proposed methods, including
active methods, is given by Envia (2001).

3.3 Reducing fan and turbomachinery noise
by acoustic treatment – prediction methods

Placing acoustic absorbers within turbofan ducts has proved
to be a successful and durable strategy for reducing turbo-
machinery noise and fan noise in particular. This is made

possible because noise generated by the fan and OGV must
pass through the intake or bypass ducts before radiating to
the far field (see Figure 10). Most of the surfaces within these
ducts are lined with locally reacting acoustic absorbers, typ-
ically single- or double-cavity honeycomb structures with
perforate or wire-mesh (linear) facing sheets. A single cavity
liner with a perforate facing sheet is shown in Figure 10. The
percentage open area of the facing sheet can vary from 1 to
10%, and the liner depth is typically in the range 10–50 mm.
The liners themselves are designed to attenuate both individ-
ual modes and ‘broadband’ sources, a common representa-
tion for the latter being to assume equipartition of acoustic
power among all cut-on modes.

The relationship between the liner construction and its
acoustic impedance is complex, especially in the presence of
grazing flow. A review of such models is given by Motsinger
and Kraft (1995). In a modern nacelle, the installation of well-
designed liners can give a reduction in radiated broadband
sound at BPF, which is of the order of 10–20 dB. Larger
values are achievable in theory, and occasionally in practice,
for specific tones.

Effective liner design requires that the effect of the liner
in situ can be accurately predicted. Analytic and computa-
tional tools are used. Most analytic methods are based on
mode theory for uniform circular (intake) or annular (bypass)
ducts. Such methods are used routinely to construct con-
tours of attenuation in terms of liner resistance and reac-
tance for a given modal source and frequency, and such data
are used to determine an optimal liner construction taking
into account other sources in a whole aircraft noise model.
More recently, attempts have been made to automate such
procedures within more formal multi-objective optimization
routines. Such computations are at a preliminary stage at the
time of writing (see Lafronzaet al., 2006).
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Analytic methods are restricted to circular or annular ducts
with axisymmetric liners. These provide only an approximate
analysis for the axially non-uniform geometries of real tur-
bofan ducts. Computational numerical schemes deal readily
with such geometries. Methods include

� Boundary element methods (BEM): These are commonly
used for inlet problems (see for example, Montetagaud
and Montoux, 2005) but are limited by the assumption of
uniform (or zero) mean flow.

� Finite element (FE) frequency-domain methods for the
convected Helmholtz equation: These can be applied to
nonuniform, but irrotational, mean flows. The acoustic
propagation problem is formulated in terms of a convected
Helmholtz equation for the complex acoustic velocity po-
tential. Such methods are available in commercial codes
(see Van Antwerpen, Lenevue and Caro, 2005).

� Time-domain methods for the linearized Euler equations
(LEEs): These can be applied to sheared mean flows, al-
though shear instabilities may need to be explicitly con-
trolled by filtering or by other methods. Structured, high-
order, dispersion relation preserving (DRP) finite differ-
ence (FD) methods (Tam and Webb, 1993) and high-order
compact schemes (Richards, Chen and Zhang, 2005) are
commonly used, as are unstructured, high-order, discon-
tinuous Galerkin methods (Lenevueet al., 2008).

� Frequency-domain LEE schemes: Stability problems that
arise in time-domain linearized solutions for sheared
flows can be avoided by solving the LEE in the frequency
domain. High-order FD or FE spatial schemes with direct
solvers must be used, however (Ozyoruk, 2009), and this
currently poses a challenge for efficient parallel imple-
mentation.

� Full Euler equations: This approach also circumvents the
problem of shear instabilities which occur in the linear
time-domain formulations, and permits accurate model-
ing of nonlinear acoustic scattering and shocks. High-
order schemes of this type based on the perturbation form
of the full Euler equations have been applied to com-
plex 3D propagation problems (see Redonnet, Mincu and
Manoha, 2008), and while this is a computationally de-
manding approach, compute times are currently accept-
able for one-off studies of complex 3D nacelle geometries.

The practical difficulty that is encountered in all of the above
methods when applied to real turbofan ducts is simply that
of problem size. This is particularly true for fully three-
dimensional problems. For example, at cutback BPF, an ax-
isymmetric computational grid for an intake problem requires
of the order of 105 nodes or grid points. This is not unman-
ageable since a single frequency calculation runs in minutes

rather than hours on a standard workstation. For a fully three-
dimensional model, however, the mesh contains of the or-
der of 107 nodes. This poses a much greater challenge for
computation and requires efficient parallel implementation.
While the application of CAA propagation models to ax-
isymmetric intake and bypass ducts is therefore quite widely
used, the application of these methods to three-dimensional
calculations – involving intake droop, for example, non-
axisymmetric liners or pylon effects in the bypass duct – is
at a preliminary stage of development and validation.

3.4 Reducing fan noise by acoustic treatment –
novel liner concepts

The noise benefits from traditional liners in the bypass and
intake duct have been largely if not fully exploited. New con-
cepts are needed to meet future noise targets. A number of
these are illustrated in Figure 10. Some have already entered
service; others require the development of further enabling
technologies. The most promising are listed below:

� The spliceless liner: Most intake liners have been man-
ufactured with several acoustically “hard” axial splices
between the liner panels. These scatter modes of a given
azimuthal order into adjacent modes according to the
Tyler and Sofrin theory. Anmθ = 24 BPF tone, for ex-
ample, for a fan with 24 blades, will be scattered by
three axial splices into modes with azimuthal orders
mθ = 24± 3m, wherem is an integer, that is, into modes
{27, 21}, {30, 18}, {33, 15}, . . . , etc. Liners that are de-
signed to attenuate themθ = 24 mode will be less effec-
tive at attenuating the lower-order scattered modes with
mθ = 21, 18, 15, . . . , etc., which are more ‘cut-on’ than
the original tone. Even if only a small proportion of the
acoustic power in the incident mode is scattered into
modes of lower azimuthal order, this can dominate the
sound power at the end of the liner (Testeret al., 2006).
The overall liner performance then falls short of the ax-
isymmetric prediction. Rig, engine, and flight tests have
shown that tone reductions of up to 10 dB can be achieved
at sideline and cutback when a linerwithout splices is
substituted for a conventional spliced liner. A ‘spliceless’
production liner is now in service on the Airbus A380,
and this is likely to become standard practice in future
aircraft.

� Extended intake lip liners: The acoustical benefit of ex-
tending an intake barrel liner to the highlight of the nacelle
was investigated in the European program SILENCE(R).
Numerical predictions, static engine tests, and a full-scale
flight test indicated that a significant noise benefit exists
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(Astley and Hamilton, 2002). The exploitation of this
technology is contingent on the redesign of de-icing gear
which occupies this portion of the nacelle.

� Negatively scarfed intake(NSI): The negatively scarfed
intake exploits the idea that an intake with an extended
lower lip will reflect noise upwards away from the ground.
Test data and numerical simulation have indicated that
a significant acoustic benefit at take-off and approach
may result from this technology (see Montetagaud and
Montoux, 2005). Whether an NSI can be accommodated
without negative impact on aircraft performance is yet to
be determined.

� Lined radial or circumferential splitters in the bypass
duct: Rear arc fan noise makes a larger contribution to
EPNL than forward arc noise for modern HBR engines.
Numerical studies and rig tests indicate that liners placed
on radial or circumferential splitters in the bypass duct can
significantly reduce tones and broadband noise radiated
through the exhaust (Sugimoto, Astley and Smith, 2005).
Significant integration issues are, however, involved in
implementing such devices.

� Fully optimized liners: Computational methods for pre-
dicting attenuation in intake and bypass ducts have
reached a stage where it is now possible to apply them
to full optimization of liner placement and impedance at
acceptable computational cost, certainly for axisymmetric
ducts. Integrated studies of this type have been conducted
to date only for very simple configurations, but the poten-
tial to optimize multiple impedance patches in realistic
engine ducts is likely to be realized within a few years.

4 SUMMARY

Turbomachinery noise is an important contributor to whole
aircraft noise in a modern turbofan aircraft. As the bypass
ratios of commercial turbofan aeroengines have increased to
improve engine performance, the fan has overtaken the com-
pressor and turbine to become the most important source of
engine noise. Its impact on community noise is comparable to
that of the jet exhaust at takeoff and the airframe at approach.
Fan tones and fan broadband noise are both important, and
both must be targeted in order to achieve significant reduc-
tions in overall noise.

Higher bypass ratios, slower fans, and lower fan pres-
sure ratios have already delivered important noise benefits
for jet noise but also for turbomachinery noise. Further noise
reductions, particularly for tones, will be achieved by the
continued development of fully three-dimensional blade and
stator geometries and by the exploitation of rotor sweep and
stator sweep and lean. The potential exists for further noise

reductions at source from flow control concepts such as wake
filling and blowing, serrated and porous rotor trailing edges,
and active stators.

The use of acoustic liners in intake and bypass ducts is
a relatively mature technology that has delivered significant
reductions in community noise over the past 4 decades. It
continues to offer the potential for further noise reduction.
It is likely that advanced acoustic nacelle treatments such as
spliceless liners, negatively scarfed intakes, lined bypass duct
splitters, and advanced 3D optimized liners will yield further
acoustic benefits over the next decade.

Many of the principles, which have been applied to the
reduction of fan noise can be applied with minor adjustments
to turbine and compressor noise, of particular importance in
smaller engines with lower bypass ratios. Combustion noise
is generally a secondary contributor to whole aircraft noise,
but the development of a quiet, stable, lean combustor for the
next generation of fuel-efficient, low-emission aircraft poses
an important challenge for engine manufacturers.
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1 PROBLEM DEFINITION

In the “European Visions 2020”, and in a similar manner
spelled out in the NASA QAT (Quiet Aircraft Technology)
program in the United States of America, a noise reduction
target of 10 dB in 20 years was defined based on the 1997 air-
craft technology. In order to cope with this challenging goal,
all aircraft noise sources need to be treated simultaneously,
and this includes landing gear noise during the approach flight
phase.

When in the late 1970s, airframe noise was identified as
the potential lower aircraft noise barrier in approach, efforts
were undertaken to quantify landing gear noise character-
istics through scale model wind tunnel experiments. The
landing gear models used in the latter experiments, however,
provided misleading results due to the lack of design details.

As a consequence, landing gear noise was erroneously con-
sidered a low-frequency phenomenon. Only in the 1990s,
when large high-quality acoustic wind tunnel facilities were
available, this error was realized, when full-scale landing
gears (i.e., original gears) were noise tested in such wind
tunnel facilities (Dobrzynski and Buchholz, 1997; Stoker,
1997). It turned out that the spectral maximum of A-weighted
noise levels occurs in the range between 1 to 2 kHz, which
corresponds to the most sensitive range of human noise per-
ception. “A-weighting” of measured sound pressure levels is
the application of a standardized frequency response function
to discriminate against low and high frequencies in accor-
dance with certain equal loudness contours that in turn reflect
the selective human perception of noise in different frequency
bands.

In fact, landing gears feature a vast amount of small com-
ponents attached to the gear’s main structural components
(last but not least the “dressings”), which in turn are respon-
sible for noise contributions at high frequencies. In contrast,
low-frequency noise levels are related to the more bulky gear
components such as tires and large struts. Figure 1 illustrates
the typical architecture of a current main landing gear, includ-
ing the doors, which are attached to the main leg to close the
bay opening once the gear is retracted.

2 GEAR COMPONENTS AND DESIGN
CONSTRAINTS

A typical four-wheel main landing gear (MLG) (see Figure 1)
consists of the main fitting (leg) with the shock absorber and
the pivot at its lower end to which the bogie beam is attached.
The latter is also connected to the main leg via the torque link
and an articulation link or pitch trimmer. The gear brakes are
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Figure 1. Typical main landing gear architecture (four-wheel bogie
design).

integrated in the wheels and are connected by brake rods
with the main leg in order to compensate the brake forces
from the front and rear axle and thus avoid bending moments
to impact the bogie beam. At the upper end, the gear leg is
attached to the airframe structure through two joints. About
halfway down the main fitting, the side stay (folding strut)
is attached, which routes the lateral forces into the fuselage
structure. Once the gear is deployed, the side stay is locked
by means of a down-lock mechanism.

It is obvious from Figure 1 that a landing gear can be
considered a cluster of aerodynamic noise sources due to
flow separation from the variety of struts, joints, and dress-
ings exposed to and interacting with the incoming flow. A
straightforward noise reduction approach therefore would be
to cover the whole gear structure with streamlined fairings.
This was investigated in a wind tunnel study that revealed a
theoretically achievable noise reduction potential on the order
of 10 dB. However, such a solution is not practical because
there are numerous constraints to be considered ranging from
operational and safety aspects to cost issues. A low-noise gear
design approach therefore has to account for the following
major constraints:

1. Operation:
� limitation of runway loads defines number and spac-

ing of wheels;
� gear locations are defined by lateral aircraft stability

and rotation before liftoff;
� brake cooling must not be disturbed to minimize the

turn around time in the airport;
2. Safety:

� free fall requirement (main landing gear leg-door can
not be used as spoiler);

� mechanical gear down-lock (affects main landing
gear side-stay design);

� tire burst (affects location of dressings and enforces
redundancy);

3. Cost (weight and maintenance):
� effects on airframe (minimum bay size for stowing);
� add-on fairings may not obstruct quick routine inspec-

tion;
� systems complexity must be as low as possible (avoid

articulated components);
� contamination, icing (problems with use of meshes

or perforated fairings).

3 NOISE SOURCES

Aerodynamic noise from landing gears is essentially broad-
band in nature, however, occasionally, tonal noise is observed.
Such tones can be prominent and thus may govern the overall
A-weighted landing gear noise level.

3.1 Tonal noise

During initial wind tunnel tests of full-scale landing gears,
excess tonal noise was found to originate from pins in the
numerous joints connecting different struts in the landing
gear structure. This observation correlates with the results
from flyover noise measurements on different aircraft types.
Such pins are typically hollow such that the grazing turbulent
air flow over the orifices (either open on one or on both sides)
can generate cavity resonances (depth modes or Helmholtz
resonances), which in turn lead to tone noise radiation
(Ingard, 1988). An example is shown in Figure 2. Whether
or not such resonances are excited depends on both the ori-
fice geometry and the local flow conditions, the latter in turn
being affected by the position of the pin within the gear struc-
ture and the actual aircraft operational conditions (e.g., cross
wind). Accordingly, it is extremely difficult to predict the
potential of cavity resonance-related tone noise generation.
Therefore, pin-hole caps should be used to solve this problem.
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Figure 2. Example of tone noise originating from flow-induced pin-hole resonances.

Manufacturers, however, hesitate to adopt this cheap solution,
referring to corrosion problems.

Distinct tonal noise components could also be due to
coherent periodic vortex shedding off extended struts with
smooth circular cross sections for Reynolds numbers below
a value of about 5 × 105 (based on strut diameter d), that is,
when laminar flow separation prevails. Such a condition is
characterized by the development of a so-called “Kármán vor-
tex street”. The periodic vortex separation process impresses
periodic aerodynamic forces on the body, which in reac-
tion with the fluid generates corresponding sound waves in
the transverse direction to the mean flow (Ingard, 1988).
At a typical landing flight speed on the order of 160 kts
(≈ 82 m s−1), this would correspond to strut diameters of
less than 100 mm and thus would be applied to small struts
only and hydraulic lines (dressings) in particular. Vortex shed-
ding tones would correspond to a Strouhal number value of
St = f · d/V close to 0.2. At higher Reynolds numbers (i.e.,
for turbulent flow conditions), vortex shedding phenomena
rather causes narrow band level peaks (instead of tones) with
comparatively much lower sound pressure levels at slightly
higher Strouhal number values. It should be noted that there
is very little experimental evidence that vortex shedding-
related tonal noise is a major problem for current landing gear
architectures.

3.2 Broadband noise

Broadband noise from flow around landing gear structures
is generated by (i) turbulent flow separation off the variety
of bluff-body structural components and (ii) the interaction
of such turbulent wake flows with downstream-located gear
elements. The respectively underlying noise source mecha-

nisms are essentially identical: the interaction of turbulent
flow pressures with solid boundaries causes a small fraction
of the turbulence energy to be transformed into propagating
sound pressure waves (see Aerodynamic Noise). In the acous-
tic analogy, this noise source mechanism can be modeled by
acoustic dipoles. For a gear strut this means that maximum
sound radiation occurs perpendicular to both the strut axis
and the inflow velocity vector. The major parameters that
govern this noise generation process are the flow turbulence
intensity and the average turbulence eddy length scale as well
as the local mean flow velocity. Regarding the latter, sound
intensity increases with flow velocity to the power of six.
In addition, low-frequency noise components predominantly
originate from large gear components (e.g., the tires) and vice
versa.

In a complex gear structure, both the local turbulence
characteristics and the corresponding mean flow velocities
at each individual gear element are different, and the dipole-
type (see Aerodynamic Noise) radiation directivity, to be
associated with each gear element, depends on its orientation
relative to a common and fixed coordinate system. Accord-
ingly, the resulting overall broadband landing gear noise
characteristic is very complex and represents a challenge for
an accurate noise prediction based on only global design and
operational parameters. It should also be noted that once one
gear component is redesigned with regard to its geometry
and/or position, the local flow conditions at adjacent gear
components and thus their noise contribution will change.

3.3 Installation effects

Landing gear noise is altered by installation effects. While the
inflow velocity to a nose landing gear (NLG) is almost equal
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the installation effect for
under the wing installed landing gears.

to the flight speed, an under-the-wing-installed MLG expe-
riences a reduced local inflow velocity due to the circulation
flow as induced by the wings’ lift (Figure 3) (Pott-Pollenske
et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2007; Guo, 2008). Owing to the
strong effect of flow velocity on the noise level, it is imper-
ative to account for this installation effect when comparing
test results obtained from an isolated gear attached to a flat-
plate (zero lift) supporting structure in a wind tunnel with test
data from installed gears in flight. The corresponding level
difference can be up to about 5 dB depending on the source
distance below the wing and the local lift coefficient of the
aircraft wing. Therefore, the transposition of noise data from
wind tunnel to flight conditions must account for this instal-
lation effect. From fundamental aerodynamics, the local flow
speed V can be approximated by

V∞ − V�

V∞
= V

V∞
= 1 − cL

4π
· c

z
(1)

with wind tunnel (flight) speed V∞, local lift coefficient cL,
and local wing chord c. The distance z of the sound source
relative to the wing lower surface (see Figure 3) can approxi-
mately be taken as the length of the gear’s main leg, because
the bogie structure typically represents the major noise source
area.

The lower wing surface also acts as acoustic reflector. For
medium-to-high frequencies in particular (i.e., wavelength
smaller than wing chord), sound reflections cause distortions
in the noise level spectra due to acoustic interference effects.
Fortunately, however, these distortions are not extremely pro-
nounced because the gear structure represents a geometrically

extended cluster of sound sources (with different respec-
tive distances to the reflecting wing) such that interferences
at correspondingly different frequencies partially smear out
(Carrilho and Smith, 2008).

Finally, interaction noise sources should be mentioned,
which are related to the presence of a deployed landing gear.
This is the noise due to the interaction of the gear wake tur-
bulence with a downstream-deflected wing flap and is most
pronounced at low frequencies and for forward arc radiation
direction, where it may dominate the noise from the landing
gear itself (Oerlemans and Pott-Pollenske, 2004; Smith et al.,
2007).

4 BROADBAND NOISE
CHARACTERISTICS

The following discussion of landing gear broadband noise
spectra and directivities is based on wind tunnel test data
as acquired for full-scale gears in the open test section of
a large aeroacoustic wind tunnel, the DNW-LLF (German–
Dutch Wind Tunnel—Large Low speed Facility). In these
tests the gears were installed in a large supporting planar
wall as an extension of one side of the wind tunnel nozzle.
Acoustic data were acquired at a distance of about 4 landing
gear dimensions in the far field (Dobrzynski and Buchholz,
1997; Dobrzynski et al., 2000). All data were corrected for
wind tunnel and moving source effects and thus pertain to a
stationary source at rest. Out of the existing database, only
examples will be shown to explain general landing gear noise
features.

4.1 Spectra and scaling laws

The maximum A-weighted 1/3-octave band noise levels
roughly occur between 0.5 kHz and 3 kHz for typical landing
speeds and differently sized landing gears of current tech-
nology. In order to allow for an extrapolation of available
test results toward both different gear sizes and operational
conditions beyond the test window, a nondimensional data
representation is required.

This concerns the effect of flow velocity on noise level
spectra. The assumption of aeroacoustic dipoles as the dom-
inant noise sources predefines the squared sound pressure p
to be proportional to the 6th power of flow velocity V (i.e.,
p2 ∝ V 6). Similarly, the sound frequency f should scale with
velocity on a Strouhal number basis:

St = f ·s
V

(2)
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where s stands for a typical source dimension, which,
however, cannot easily be defined, since, according to
the explanations above, a variety of differently sized gear
components contribute to the overall noise signature. The
non-dimensional representation of landing gear noise data
therefore often refers to a unit scale of s = 1 m as reference
source dimension, which could also be interpreted as the scal-
ing factor (being 1 in the present case). Accordingly, the test
data should collapse when plotted against Strouhal number
according to

Lnorm(St) = Lm(St) − 60 log
(

V

Vref

)
(3)

where Lm is the measured 1/3-octave band level and vref an
arbitrary reference velocity. A typical result of this data nor-
malization is depicted in Figure 4 for three different polar
radiation angles ϕ (66◦: forward arc; 90◦: overhead; 133◦: rear
arc). For the example test data, it turns out that the chosen

Figure 4. Typical shapes of normalized 1/3-octave band noise level
spectra for a current landing gear and different radiation angles,
respectively.

data normalization provides good results for both low and
high Strouhal numbers (corresponding to respectively low
and high frequencies). For the intermediate Strouhal number
range, some data scatter is observed due to noise level peaks
that occur at constant frequencies independent of the test flow
velocity. Similar effects were also observed for other gears
tested in the wind tunnel. The current tentative explanation
is that such pseudo-tones are caused by reflection interfer-
ence effects due to the backing hard wall in the wind tunnel
(which to some extent simulates the acoustic effect of the
aircraft wing).

4.2 Directivity

The noise level directivity is another important noise char-
acteristic that must be known to predict the corresponding
flyover noise impact on the ground. Current wind tunnel
tests were essentially limited to the determination of the polar
noise level directivity, that is, in “flight” direction.

This radiation directivity is slightly different for dif-
ferent Strouhal numbers. Figure 5 provides an overview
of this effect showing directivities for selected Strouhal
number ranges, wherein sound intensities have been inte-
grated. Accordingly, for low Strouhal numbers, a slight
level maximum occurs in the rear arc, while for higher
Strouhal numbers, a successively pronounced level minimum
is obtained for a ϕ = 90◦ radiation direction (overhead). This
same characteristic was found to be true for all tested gear
types with one exception: once a gear is cleaned up from all
small-scale add-on structures, which results in a significant
high-frequency noise reduction, an almost omnidirectional
characteristic is achieved, independent of Strouhal number.
Unfortunately, no sound physical explanation for this effect
can be given at the time being.

5 NOISE PREDICTION
METHODOLOGIES

The first empirical landing gear noise prediction model as
developed by Fink (1977) was based on both flight test data
and simplified generic scale model wind tunnel test data
and turned out to significantly underestimate high-frequency
noise levels. Recent efforts in the development of noise pre-
diction schemes are therefore based on full-scale noise test
results and aim to incorporate the maximum of knowledge
in basic physics, while being acceptable as an engineer-
ing tool with a limited access to detailed local flow field
information.
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Figure 5. Typical directivities of normalized noise levels for a
current landing gear and different ranges of Strouhal number,
respectively.

5.1 Component method

The model of Smith and Chow (2002) was the first to break
down the gear into its major components. Sound intensi-
ties are computed according to the components’ dimensions
and orientation with respect to an observer location, and
the sum of the noise intensities from all components pro-
vides the overall sound level spectrum. The estimation of
the sound intensity originating from flow around individual
components is based on Curle’s theory (see Aerodynamic
Noise) thus assuming dipole-type noise sources, which scale
to the 6th power of flow velocity and the square of the source
characteristic dimension.

Of course, this procedure can only consider compo-
nents of reasonable size (primary structure). The variety of
small-scale add-on parts and voids in structural components
(secondary structure), which are likely to produce small-scale
turbulence and thus high-frequency noise, is accounted for

in this prediction scheme in a somewhat cumulative way
through a so-called “dressing factor” to be set by an edu-
cated user. Still, this procedure needs to be calibrated against
existing test data and thus has no full potential to predict
noise for novel unconventional gear architectures. Neverthe-
less, this tool proved its capability to predict reasonably well
the noise reduction potential to be expected from a low-noise
redesign of selected gear components (Molin et al., 2006).

5.2 “Boeing” method

Essentially based on the same theoretical background, similar
noise prediction approaches were developed by Guo (2003,
2006) and Guo, Yamamoto and Stocker (2004), and validated
by both full-scale wind tunnel and flight test data. Guo’s tool
distinguishes between three sets of gear components, that
is, large, medium, and small-scale elements, responsible for
correspondingly low, medium, and high-frequency noise con-
tributions, respectively. To account for the effects on noise of
small construction details, Guo defines a “complexity fac-
tor” (similar to Smith’s “dressing factor”), that determines
the high-frequency noise level spectrum. It is hypothesized
that larger aircraft require larger gears and that those in turn
contain an increasing amount of small structural details. On
the basis of this assumption, a rather simple relation is derived
for the estimation of the complexity factor as a function of
the aircraft gross weight and other parameters.

The prediction method adopts a polar noise level direc-
tivity showing highest levels in both forward and rear arc
radiation directions for high frequencies in particular. This
characteristic was empirically modeled based on wind tunnel
test data (e.g., see Figure 5).

NASA’s current Aircraft Noise Prediction Program
(ANOPP) includes both the methods from Fink and Guo
because neither method fully captures noise directivities as
measured in flight (Burley et al., 2007).

5.3 Computational approach

Computational methods for landing gear noise prediction
could in principle be general, meaning that such methods
could be applied to any novel landing gear architecture
because they do not need to be calibrated against existing
test results. Currently, however, such tools have not yet been
applied to complex landing gears (including all structural
details), and results for more generic gear geometries have
not yet been validated.

A hybrid approach was performed by Lockard, Khorrami
and Li (2004) using the Ffowcs Williams–Hawkings equation
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(see Aerodynamic Noise) to compute the noise from a sim-
plified (i.e., without small details) landing gear based on
unsteady computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations.
For a similarly simplified gear configuration, Drage et al.
(2007) performed a noise computation based on a steady
RANS solution coupled with a computational aeroacous-
tics (CAA) code (see Computational Aeroacoustics). In both
cases, no sound comparison with corresponding test data was
performed.

The lattice Boltzmann method was used for noise com-
putations by Yanbing 2008 for a relatively complex nose
landing gear geometry. However, no far-field noise data were
computed, which could have been compared against corre-
sponding test data.

6 NOISE REDUCTION CONCEPTS

From the knowledge gained through various wind tunnel
experiments, noise reduction concepts must either aim at
a reduction of the number and complexity of components
exposed to the flow or the reduction of flow separation off
bluff-body components and thus ensuing wake/solid-body
interaction with downstream components. The latter is pri-
marily governed by the velocity of the impinging flow and its
turbulence characteristics. Systematic investigation of inter-
action noise phenomena revealed that the beneficial effect of
reduced local inflow velocity, for example, in the turbulent
wake of an upstream-located component, is more substantial
than the adverse effect due to increased turbulence intensity.
As a result, it may be beneficial to deliberately arrange com-
ponents in the line of flow to minimize aerodynamic noise
generation (Dobrzynski et al., 2004).

The development of noise reduction concepts must dis-
tinguish between the application at an existing landing gear
and for a future new gear design. In the first case, only add-
on fairings could be used to cover complex gear structures,
while in the latter case, the overall gear architecture and the
detailed component design could be optimized for low aero-
dynamic noise generation including the local application of
flow control devices.

6.1 Fairings

Streamlined add-on fairings for current gears to protect com-
plex gear structure elements from high-speed inflow have
extensively been tested in numerous wind tunnel experi-
ments (Dobrzynski et al., 2002) encompassing both NLGs
and MLGs, the latter as two-wheel configuration as well as
with four- and six-wheel bogies.

In Figure 6, examples of such add-on fairings designed
for Airbus A340-type landing gears are depicted. Preced-
ing noise tests on these gears in their baseline configuration
have revealed the steering system and the axle area as major
sources of aerodynamic noise for the NLG. For the MLG,
the bogie area was located as the predominant noise source
followed by the articulation link and the leg-door arrange-
ment. Among the variety of different components of the MLG
bogie the brakes were identified as major noise contributors.
Accordingly, an “undertray” fairing (to completely cover the
bogie area) should be as wide as possible to shield the brakes
from the flow. The fairing design must compromise the max-
imum achievable noise reduction with different operational
constraints, among them the requirement for effective brake
cooling. Wind tunnel tests indicated a noise reduction poten-
tial on the order of 3 dB(A) for such kind of fairings. In

Figure 6. Illustration of low-noise add-on fairings as designed for
both an Airbus aircraft nose landing gear and main landing gear,
respectively. Reproduced with permission by Airbus.
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Figure 7. Boeing B777 main landing gear bogie fairing (toboggan)
realized for flight tests. Reproduced with permission of Airbus.

subsequent flight tests, Airbus documented a landing gear
source noise reduction of 2 EPNdB.

A similar approach was followed by NASA and Boeing
with the “toboggan” for the six-wheel main landing gear of
the B777 aircraft. This device was successfully tested both
in the wind tunnel and in flight (Figure 7) (Ravetta, Burdisso
and Ng, 2004; Abeysinghe et al., 2007; Remillieux et al.,
2008).

All these tests revealed that add-on fairings can also have
an adverse effect, that is, a noise increase due to the flow
displacement enforced by the fairing and the corresponding

increase in local velocity and thus noise from adjacent gear
components. Therefore, in a next step, a partially flow trans-
parent fairing design was considered, whereby perforations
are most effective in the stagnation area. The flow resistance
should be selected as low as possible (to reduce the displace-
ment effect) but high enough to achieve a wake flow velocity
of not more than about half the “flight speed”. Halving the
speed in the fairing’s wake will reduce interaction noise gen-
eration from struts exposed to this wake flow by more than
10 dB (see equation (3)) compared to the undisturbed inflow
without fairing, which is considered sufficiently low rela-
tive to noise contributions from the variety of other gear
components.

In a next step, it was considered to manufacture aero-
dynamic fairings from flow transparent materials such
as meshes or elastic cloth (Smith et al., 2006; Ravetta,
Burdisso and Ng, 2007; Boorsma, Zhang and Molin, 2008).
An example for the latter is depicted in Figure 8, showing
elastic cloth membranes covering the bogie area and/or the
side-stay structure of this gear, which provided a local (com-
ponent based) average noise reduction on the order of 2 dB.
Mesh-type fairings were also investigated on an A340-type
main landing gear and also provided good noise reduc-
tion, however, coupled with a high-frequency noise increase.
Since this excess noise is generated by the interaction of
the flow with the mesh wires, only fine meshes should be
applied so that mesh self-noise occurs at correspondingly

Figure 8. Flow transparent and elastic cloth-type bogie fairing (a) and side-stay elastic fairings (b) tested on a B777 main landing gear
model in the wind tunnel. Reproduced with permission of Patricio Ravetta.
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high frequencies that are subject to rapid damping in the
atmosphere or even far off the audible frequency range.

6.2 Low-noise gear architecture and component
design

The strategy for the development of advanced low-noise land-
ing gears can be based on knowledge gained throughout
extensive noise testing of different gear architectures. This
process can be supported by the use of semiempirical noise
source models and CFD computations with the primary focus
on the modification of the noisiest components.

3D flow field calculations can help to identify and poten-
tially avoid local flow separations and the impingement of
high speed flow onto critical gear structure elements. The
evaluation of such CFD results with respect to the expected
effects on aerodynamic noise can currently only be performed
on the basis of common understanding of flow noise gener-
ation and related experimental experience. For the examples
of both an A340 NLG and MLG, such a design process
was performed according to the following iterative working
method:

1. Initial redesign of a reference gear based on available
noise test data and engineering judgment. This aims at
the removal of structural details, the redistribution of
hydraulic and electrical services and a smoothing of gear
components that are exposed to the flow.

2. CFD calculations for this redesigned gear and assessment
of flow field data with respect to the expected effects on
noise relative to the reference gear.

3. Development of improved component design based on
CFD data and engineering judgment.

4. Repetition of steps 2 and 3, until all critical areas of high-
speed turbulent flow interaction with gear components
are eliminated.

The gear designs as depicted in Figure 9 were devel-
oped by means of such a procedure. For the NLG, the major
improvements are related to a deployable ramp-type spoiler
to protect the upper gear leg area from high-speed inflow
and the inverted steering mechanism, thus locating this com-
plex structure in the bay out of the flow. The low-noise MLG
design is marked by a telescopic side stay to replace (i) the
original folding side stay (including the down-lock mecha-
nism), (ii) the retraction actuator, and (iii) to realize a much
smaller and aerodynamically shaped leg-door design and
avoid the necessity for an additional hinged door. The brakes
are protected from high-speed inflow by means of a closure
half and the articulation link is eliminated, since the bogie is

Figure 9. Illustration of typical design features for advanced low-
noise Airbus landing gears. Reproduced with permission by Airbus.

aligned with the inflow direction. Subsequent noise testing on
full-scale gear mock-ups in the wind tunnel revealed a noise
reduction potential on the order of up to 7 dB(A) in the mid-
frequency range for these advanced gear designs (Figure 10)
(Dobrzynski et al., 2006) relative to the original A340 gear
architectures, coupled, however, with some increase in gear
weight.

It is worth noting that a low-noise gear design through
an almost complete elimination of structure details provides
lower noise levels in the mid and high-frequency range while
occasionally low-frequency levels tend to increase and the
radiation directivity approaches an almost omnidirectional
characteristic.

Still, the low-noise MLG design promised some further
noise reduction potential if remaining noise sources in the
rear axle area could be reduced. A dedicated noise test
revealed that additional noise reduction could be achieved
through a reduced spacing of the rear wheels together with
an increased spacing of the front wheels in combination with
a flow-permeable forward bogie fairing (Smith et al., 2006).

Figure 10. Comparison of noise reduction potentials as achieved
for an A340 NLG with either add-on fairings (tested in RAIN-
project) or through a major low-noise redesign (tested in
SILENCER project) relative to the baseline gear noise levels.
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6.3 Flow control

Different from add-on fairings to more or less completely
cover complex structures, flow control means can serve to
locally reduce flow separation and related unsteady wake
shedding off single struts. The application of such means
focuses on struts with smooth contours, that is, beams with
circular or elliptic rather than H-shaped (inherently noisy)
cross sections. Accordingly, flow control means are the last
member in the development chain toward low-noise landing
gears. There are both passive control means (e.g., splitter
plates, truncation of cylinders) and active means such as
blowing and plasma actuation.

Splitter plates, when attached to the rear stagnation line
of a cylinder, reduce periodic vortex shedding noise. When
applied in combination with a fairing, splitter plates can also
reduce the flow unsteadiness due to the elimination of cross
talk of periodic wake fluctuations in the slot between fair-
ing and a downstream-located gear strut and thus further
reduce aerodynamic noise (Spiteri et al., 2008). In addition,
the truncation of the rear side of a cylindrical strut has been
reported to provide some broadband and tone noise reduction
(Kopiev, Zaitsev and Ostrikov, 2006) when compared to the
noise radiation from a circular reference cylinder.

In initial proof-of-concept studies, active blowing tech-
nologies, (e.g., “air curtain” principle) to deflect the inflow
field and thus avoid the interaction with gear components
of complex structures were investigated, but no sound eval-
uation of the results is currently available. In contrast, by
2001 (Post, 2001), plasma actuators had already been devel-
oped for flow control applications. Plasma actuators attached
to a bluff-body gear strut can be configured differently to
either (i) minimize the wake width (through local accelera-
tion of the boundary layer flow) to reduce both broadband
and potential tone noise originating from the flow separation
region or (ii) to enhance the flow separation and thus widen
the low-velocity wake area (through local deceleration of the
boundary layer flow) to reduce interaction noise from down-
stream gear components (Thomas, Kozlov and Corke, 2005;
Huang, Zhang and Gabriel, 2008).

In contrast to simple passive means, active control
technologies inherently increase the system’s complexity.
Therefore, significant noise benefits from such means must
be verified prior to a practical application on an aircraft.

7 SUMMARY AND FUTURE NEEDS

Low noise levels of modern high-bypass ratio aero-engines
caused airframe noise to be one of the dominating aircraft
noise components during approach and landing. Therefore,

efforts are needed toward a significant reduction of airframe
noise to cope with the challenging aircraft noise reduction
visions of minus 10 dB for the year 2020. Landing gears
represent the dominating sources of airframe noise for large
commercial aircraft.

Taking into account operational constraints, add-on noise
reduction devices only provide a limited noise reduction
potential on the order of 3 dB (overall level) when attached
to conventional landing gears while a 5 dB (overall level)
landing gear noise reduction can be achieved for new low-
noise-advanced gear architectures and component designs for
future aircraft. On top of that, benefits from advanced flow
control technologies for bluff bodies promise an additional
1 dB noise reduction.

Therefore, one may speculate that a 10 dB landing gear
noise reduction goal before 2020 cannot be achieved for
conventional aircraft with under-the-wing installed engines
and correspondingly large landing gears. Therefore, further
efforts in landing gear noise reduction must be directed
toward the development of fuselage-mounted short landing
gears, which of course necessitates corresponding changes of
the airframe structure. Accurate noise prediction tools are a
prerequisite to design and assess the potential noise benefits
as expected from revolutionary configurations.

Furthermore, the aircraft design should aim at a reduced
approach speed and the gear’s drag should be minimized.
The latter would allow for a lower engine thrust setting on
the final glide slope and in turn would contribute to engine
noise reduction.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c wing chord, m
cL local lift coefficient
d diameter, m
f frequency, Hz
fm 1/3-octave band frequency, Hz
p RMS sound pressure, N m−2

s source dimension, m
St Strouhal number
z distance of gear center from lower wing surface, m
� circulation, m2 s−1

ϕ polar radiation angle (0◦ in flight direction), ◦.

Subscripts

m measured
norm normalized
ref reference
∞ infinity, undisturbed inflow.
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1 PROBLEM DEFINITION

1.1 High lift devices

High lift devices (HLDs) are deployed on wings during
take-off and the approach-and-landing phases of aircraft
operation to increase lift; they are retracted during cruise so
as not to affect the cruise performance. There are different
types of HLD, both mechanical (“unpowered”) and fluidic
(“powered”). Flaps and slats are common mechanical types.
Deflecting angles (δs and δf), gaps (gs and gf), and overlaps
(os and of) define the geometrical settings (Figures 1 and 2).

Flaps (Figure 1c) are the inner movable parts of a wing
located on the trailing edge of the wing on both sides of air-
craft. During take-off and the approach-and-landing phases of
aircraft operation, flaps can be lowered by the same extent on
both sides of the wing. Slotted and split flap configurations
are commonly found on commercial aircraft; their deploy-
ment exposes flap side edges (Figure 2). The mechanisms for

deploying the flaps are enclosed in flap track fairings, which
are movable support structures connecting the main element
of the wing to the flaps (Figure 2). In addition to flaps, ailerons
are outer movable portions of the trailing edge of the wing,
which deflect opposite to each other to provide roll control.
Deployment of ailerons provides a rolling moment about the
longitudinal axis (fuselage axis) of the aircraft. Ailerons can
also be lowered on both sides of the wing to serve as an
extension to flaps; these are then referred to as flaperons.

Slats (Figure 1b) belong to a class of mechanical devices
deployed near the leading edge of the wing. Slats are con-
nected to the main element of the wing by slat tracks, which
are movable support structures (Figure 1b and Figure 2).
Deploying a slat exposes the slat cove and forms a gradu-
ally reducing gap between the slat and the main element. The
particular shape of the gap facilitates the acceleration of flow
between the slat and the main element. The gradual down-
ward expansion of the gap forms a horn shape that facilitates
amplification of acoustic disturbances and possible acoustic
resonance in the gap region.

Spoilers are aerodynamic devices attached on the sur-
face of a wing (Figure 1c). They normally take the form of
small, hinged plates of various shapes, which can be extended
upward and/or downward from the wing. Spoilers are used
to slow an aircraft, or to aid an aircraft’s descent if they are
deployed on both wings simultaneously. Spoilers can also
be used to generate a rolling motion for an aircraft, if they
are deployed on only one wing or in a different manner on
opposing wings.

1.2 Aerodynamic function

Mechanical HLDs are retracted during cruise so that the
cruise performance is not affected. The deployment of a
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Figure 1. HLD geometry and pictures of slat showing slat tracks and flap side edge: (a) geometrical settings, (b) slat with slat track, and
(c) flap with spoiler. Image courtesy of K. Kanjere.

Figure 2. High lift devices on Airbus A300.

mechanical flap is equivalent to an increase in camber.
Generally, lowering the flap leads to an increase in lift coeffi-
cient CL by a constant amount over the linear range of angle of
attack (α). This additional lift allows the aircraft to fly slower
with the flaps down. Deployment of HLDs also introduces a
drag penalty.

Deployment of a slat increases CL,max significantly and
extends the lift curve. Slats therefore supplement the effect of
trailing edge flaps. Their aerodynamic function is to improve
high angle of attack performance and prevent the appear-
ance of leading edge separation at high α and low Reynolds
number, through more favorable pressure gradients induced
by one element of a wing on another.

1.3 Noise problem

Airframe noise is the non-propulsive components of the noise
generated by an aircraft in flight. The noise is produced by
the separated and turbulent flows interacting with airframe
components. Various components (geometries) and time and
length scales are involved in the noise generation process; the
radiated noise has a rich mixture of narrow and broadband
noise content, spanning at least three decades in frequency.
Landing gears (see Airframe Noise: Landing Gear Noise) and
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Figure 3. Illustration of main noise sources associated with high lift devices.

high lift devices, for example, slats and flaps, are the major
sources of airframe noise (Crighton, 1995).

HLD noise sources include slats, flap side edges, slat
and flap tracks, and trailing edges (Figure 3). Among them,
slats and flap side edges are the two main sources of noise
(Figure 4). Airframe noise is a significant part of approach
noise for most of modern commercial aircraft. The introduc-
tion of high bypass ratio engines and improved integration
since the 1980s means airframe noise now plays a similarly
important role as engine noise (see Propulsion System Noise:
Turbomachinery) in defining the overall aircraft noise dur-
ing approach. The airframe also contributes a non-negligible
portion of total noise during take-off (cutback) conditions.

The first investigations into airframe noise took place in the
1970s and 1980s. Flight and wind tunnel measurements have
been performed on both landing gears and HLDs, which pro-
vide global insight into source mechanisms and the relative
importance of specific noise sources. Based on experimen-
tal results and analytical studies, trends and scaling laws
have been formulated to produce empirical/semi-empirical
noise prediction tools from landing gears and HLDs. One of
the most intensively studied cases, both experimentally and
analytically, is the basic mechanism of turbulent boundary
layer trailing edge noise from a two-dimensional airfoil (see
the review by Crighton, 1995). Although useful for extrap-
olating to different geometries and flow conditions, these

prediction models do not allow for the acoustic assessment
of new designs or the development of low noise concepts.
However with the adoption of new noise reduction methods
and appearance of new aircraft configurations for “silent”
flight, it is conceivable that trailing edge noise will assume an

Figure 4. Airframe noise sources localization of an Airbus A340
in flyover configuration with high lift devices for 3150 Hz; one-
third octave bands for an emission angle of 90◦. Reproduced with
permission from Piet et al. (2005) c© AIAA.
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increasingly important role. Trailing edge noise is briefly
reviewed in Section 2.4.

Since the 1990s, environmental concern and more strin-
gent regulations have provided a new impetus for airframe
noise research. New measurement techniques, for example,
phased microphone arrays (Sijtsma, 2007) and flight test pro-
grams (Piet et al., 2005), can provide the means to gain
insight into the noise generation physics (see Section 2), to
develop scaling laws (see Section 3), and to provide databases
to establish empirical/semi-empirical prediction tools and
validate numerical models (see Section 4). Sub-component
sources can be studied and flow/noise physics explored. The
characteristics and ranking of various airframe noise sources
can be also determined for different types of aircraft.

The very challenging noise reduction targets and the large
number of contributing components imply that all noise
sources have to be reduced significantly. The approach noise
source reduction challenge has to be addressed by reduc-
ing airframe noise to the same amount as engine noise. This
means that dominant airframe noise sources, which are due
to the deployment of both high lift devices and landing gears,
must be considered. Some noise reduction methods are dis-
cussed in Section 5. Many fields of investigation need to be
pursued simultaneously, that is, reduce the noise source by
including new configurations that enable favorable instal-
lation effects and improved aircraft procedures around an
airport to confine the noisy area to lie within the airport
boundary.

2 NOISE SOURCES

2.1 Slat

The slat noise source is distributed along the spanwise direc-
tion of the wing (Figure 5). Although the local source strength
is generally lower than that of the flap side edge, whose source
is concentrated around the edge, the overall contribution of
the slats is comparable to the flaps, since slat noise sources are
distributed over a larger area. When a slat is deployed, it forms
a gradually downward expanding gap region between the slat
and the main element; furthermore, the need to retract during
cruise means a cove is required that is exposed during deploy-
ment. The trailing edge of the slat is also of finite thickness,
which contributes tonal noise due to vortex shedding. The
HLD noise in the low-to-middle frequency range (<2 kHz)
is dominated by slat noise. Source identification methods
such as phased microphone arrays can help to identify noise
sources either in model tests or in flight tests.

The flow field around the slat produces complex features
(Ma and Zhang, 2009). Flow separates at the slat cusp or

Figure 5. Example of HLD noise sources on a 4.7% scale MD-11
model; flow from left to right. Reproduced with permission from
Guo, Yamamoto, and Stoker (2003) c© AIAA.

at the edge of the cusp extension (i.e., slat cover) to form an
unsteady shear layer. The instability of the shear layer leads to
the linear amplification and ultimately to nonlinear saturation
of disturbances. The saturation leads to the roll-up and forma-
tion of discrete vortices in the shear layer (Figure 6). These
vortices (or vortical structures) grow in size along the shear
layer and pass through the narrow gap between the slat and the
main element. The large vortical structures can impinge upon
the cove surface; a low-speed recirculation flow is formed in
the cove region. This region is bounded by the unsteady shear
layer and the flow experiences significant fluctuations, which
drive the broadband noise sources.

Figure 6. LES computation of large vortical structures and slat
trailing edge vortices.
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The finite thickness trailing edge leads to alternating
shedding of small vortices, which is a possible source of
high-frequency tonal noise. The trailing edge plays an impor-
tant role in defining both the high frequency (through trailing
edge vortex shedding) and low-middle frequency (with large
vortical structures passing through the gap) noise content.
Trailing edge noise sources and acoustic resonance between
the slat and the main element generate tonal noise, although
this feature is often observed in model tests rather than in
flight. Due to the unsteady flow field around the slat, the
noise generation mechanisms represent a complex aeroa-
coustic problem. Multiple sources result, contributing to the
generally broadband nature of the slat noise. It also presents a
severe challenge to predict the far-field radiated noise levels
and directivity (see section 4). The same observations also
apply to the flap noise problem.

2.2 Flap side edge

The flap side edge is associated with a source of intensive
HLD noise, which dominates the middle to high frequency
range (Figure 5). The flow field at the flap side edge is domi-
nated by two streamwise vortices that merge to form a single
larger vortex. Near the leading edge of the flap, a vortex is
formed as the boundary layer from the pressure surface sep-
arates and forms a shear layer. The roll-up of this shear layer
forms the primary vortex (Figure 7). On the suction surface
of the flap, a smaller secondary vortex forms. The vortices
grow in size and strength along the chord of the flap. Even-
tually they merge together to form a single large vortex. This
vortex eventually separates from the flap surface at moderate
to high flap deflection angles. If the adverse pressure gradi-

Figure 7. Surface streaklines show roll-up of vortices on flap side
edge. Image courtesy of D. Angland.

ent is sufficiently large at high flap deflecting angles, vortex
breakdown can occur. The potential acoustic sources at the
flap side edge (Khorrami and Singer, 1999) are free shear
layers and their rollup, formation of multiple vortices, vor-
tex merging, convection of turbulent boundary layers past a
sharp edge, and vortex breakdown.

Several models exist to describe flap side edge noise
(Hardin, 1980; Howe, 1982; Sen, 1997). The Hardin’s model
(1980) suggests that the turbulence in the boundary layer
that is swept around the side edge, passing very close to it,
is responsible for noise production. The magnitude of sound
radiation is related to the magnitude of vorticity and its dis-
tance from the sharp edge. Howe’s model (1982) is based
on flow through a slot between a flap and the non-deflected
part of the main element. The gap between the flap side edge
and the non-deflected main element is the main influence on
the intensity of the radiated sound. Howe’s theory gives the
far-field sound pressure generated by turbulence fluctuations
near the slot in terms of quantities represented by an acoustic
Green’s function. Sen’s analysis (1997) is based on oscilla-
tion of the edge vortex as a noise mechanism. The frequency
is dependent on the airfoil circulation, edge thickness, and
mean distance from the edge. When the vortices remain close
to each other and undergo small motions, they only feel the
effects of the wall weakly and tend to move in a mutually
cancelling manner. This results in low acoustic production.
The model suggests that to lower acoustic production at the
flap side edge, the vortices should be moved far from the wall.

2.3 Slat track and flap track fairing

Noise levels from slat tracks have been found to be higher
compared to those from a clean configuration by about 8 dB
(Dobrzynski et al., 1998). The noise mechanism of the slat
track is associated with the fact that the slat tracks are installed
perpendicular to the wing leading edge, and thus causes flow
separation. The slat track cut-outs in the wings are also a
possible source of overall slat noise. Flight tests show the
flap track fairings act as sources of noise as well.

2.4 Trailing edge

At flight Reynolds numbers, turbulent boundary layers exist
on the surfaces of a wing. The scattering of turbulence struc-
tures at the trailing edge generates sound radiation. For
two-dimensional sources that are located within a wavelength
of the trailing edge, the far-field radiation scales with the
fifth power law of velocity. The far-field intensity directivity
varies with θ as sin2(θ/2) where θ is the angle measured from
downstream (Ffowcs Willams and Hall, 1970). These basic
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dependences are independent of the nature of the unsteady
flow near the edge.

Amiet’s model (1976) is a useful tool to predict the trail-
ing edge noise radiation. The theory is valid for compressible
flow and assumes a convective pressure spectrum on the
wing surface, which propagates past the trailing edge, pro-
ducing a radiating pressure field of similar magnitude. The
induced loading of the airfoil is calculated by standard gust-
interaction methods. The mean Mach number effects are
included exactly in Amiet’s work. One of the key assumptions
is that the turbulent flow is “frozen”, that is, the turbulence
spectrum remains unchanged over the chord. Amiet’s theory
is derived in the coordinate system, [x, y, z], where x, y, and
z are the streamwise, wall normal, and the spanwise direc-
tions, respectively, non-dimensionalized with the semi-chord
b. Amiet’s classical result of the far-field spectrum, S(x, 0, z,
ω) for an observer in the y = 0 plane is obtained as

S(x, 0, z, ω) =
(

ωbz

2πc0σ2

)2

ly(ω)d| £ |2Sqq(ω, 0) (1)

where £ is the directivity factor that can be evaluated analyt-
ically according to Amiet (1976, equation (5)), c0 the sound
speed, σ(= √

(x2 + (1 − M2)z2) the scaled radius from the
trailing edge, ω the frequency, d the spanwise width of airfoil,
ly(ω) the spanwise correlation length of wall turbulence, and
Sqq(ω, 0) the spanwise cross-spectrum of surface pressure.

3 NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 Spectral and scaling laws

The aerodynamic field associated with HLDs contains a vari-
ety of flow physics and therefore a broad range of spatial and
temporal scales. The HLD noise is generally broadband in
nature, spanning three decades due to the multiple sources.
The existence of multiple sources gives rise to a rather uni-
form far-field directivity (Figure 8) and follows different
scaling laws. Far-field radiation of two-dimensional sources
would follow the fifth power law of velocity (Crighton, 1975).
Around the tracks and flap side edge, however, a number of
possible noise sources exist. These are generally broadband
in nature and therefore the acoustic wavelengths vary signifi-
cantly. If the sources are located close to edges of the devices,
that is, within one wavelength, the noise radiation is domi-
nated by diffraction (Ffowcs Willams and Hall, 1970). In this
case, the far-field noise radiation scales with the fifth power
of velocity. If, however, the sources are located away from
the edges by more than one wavelength, the noise radiation
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Figure 8. A340 airframe noise sources directivity in flight.
Reproduced with permission from Chow, Mau and Remy (2002)
c© AIAA.

would follow the sixth power law of velocity, that is, a dipole
radiation (Curle, 1955).

The far-field slat noise spectrum is mainly broadband with
one or more narrow peaks (Dobrzynski et al., 1998). Slot-
ted slats represent the major source of aerodynamic noise
followed by noise radiated from flap side edges. Slat noise
peaks at rather low frequencies (between 0.2 and 0.4 kHz at
full scale). Flap side edge noise is more prominent at mid fre-
quencies, say around 1–2 kHz. The slat broadband spectrum
has a maximum at a Strouhal number of St = 1–4 (where the
Strouhal number is based on the freestream velocity and the
slat chord). A high frequency (St ∼ 10) peak may also appear
in model tests (Choudhari et al., 2002). The source of this
high-frequency noise is the vortex shedding at the trailing
edge of the slat. The low-to-mid frequency broadband noise
is attributed to the amplified perturbations in the free shear
layer. The flap noise dominates at a Strouhal number centered
around approximately 12.5 based on flap chord (Choudhari
et al., 2002). Since vortex merging and breakdown are low-
frequency phenomena, it has been assumed that shear layer
instabilities are responsible for the bulk of the concentrated
audible noise generation.

Empirical/semi-empirical methods exist to predict far-
field noise, which are based on power laws (see section 4.1).
These power laws are empirically fits for the low-to-mid fre-
quencies (around the spectral peak). Although empirical and
hence approximate, they can give reasonable estimates. There
are, however, difficulties in their use. Various power laws exist
based on different aircraft types and datasets. Generally for
slats the velocity power law scales as 5.6 and for flaps 5.3
(Dobrzynski et al., 1998; Guo and Joshi, 2003). The fifth
power law of velocity in the low-to-mid frequency range is
in agreement with the fact that slat trailing edge noise is the
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most dominant noise generation mechanism. Different val-
ues, however, have been reported. For slats, the value varies
from 4.5 based on Strouhal scaling (Pott-Pollenske et al.,
2006) to 8; the value is thus frequency dependent. The noise
generated by all of the combined HLDs followed a scaling
law of V 5.5

0 (Chow, Mau and Remy, 2002).

3.2 Directivity

For the HLD noise radiation and an observer on the ground,
the maximum radiation angle is in the aft quadrant; the max-
imum radiation angle of the flap noise is in the forward quad-
rant (Chow, Mau and Remy, 2002; Guo and Joshi, 2003). Here
the aft quadrant refers to an observation angle range of 90◦–
180◦ defined from the flight direction and forward quadrant
0◦–90◦. Slat noise is significant at low-to-mid frequencies.
Due to the broadband nature of the slat noise sources, the
directivity of the radiated sound is weak, exhibiting a grad-
ual fall-off from the peak radiation direction. From patterns
observed in flyover noise of an aircraft with HLDs deployed,
flap noise peaks in the forward arc at high frequencies.

From flyover measurements, the trailing edge flap noise
varies as the square of the sine of the flap deflection angle.
Frequency scales with Strouhal number relative to flap chord.
The directivity of the trailing edge flap noise is that of a lift
dipole normal to the flight direction.

4 PREDICTION METHODS

4.1 Semi-empirical or component-based methods

The complex nature of airframe noise means current “whole
aircraft” prediction methods are generally based on predic-
tion of various component noise fields. This necessitates
a good database of a wide range of model tests and full-
scale aircraft. Early work on component-based methods was
described by Fink (1977) and was incorporated into the
ANOPP (Aircraft Noise Prediction Program). ANOPP is a
semi-empirical code released by NASA Langley that incor-
porates publicly available noise prediction schemes. The code
is continuously enhanced with the latest developments. The
latest HLD development is that based on Guo, Yamamoto
and Stoker (2003). Users of ANOPP should be aware of the
technology level and constraints used in its synthesis.

Fink’s methods start with a definition of “clean” airframe
noise, which is assumed to be entirely associated with trail-
ing edge noise of wings and horizontal tails. In this method,
contributions of various components (slats, flaps, landing
gears, etc.) are added to the cruise configuration noise levels.

No interactions are included. The assumption of weak inter-
action can only be viewed as a first approximation. Fink’s
assumption of HLD component noise is based on trailing
edge noise. For example, trailing edge flap noise is modeled
as a single lifting dipole field and slat noise is based on an
extension to clean wing noise. These assumptions are now
known to be incorrect.

Recent developments of phased microphone array and
physical understanding have resulted in improvements in
terms of incorporating individual sub-components and the
possibility of including flow quantities as well as individual
geometrical parameters. According to Guo, Yamamoto and
Stoker (2003) the noise spectrum is given as

S = S0F1(St)D(ϕ)Mb1C
b2
L

(
l

r

)b3

(sin α)b4 (sin δ)b5 (2)

where S0 is a constant. The frequency dependency of the noise
is given by the normalized spectrum F1(St) in terms of the
Strouhal number

St = fl

V0
(3)

where l is the length of the component, for example, thick-
ness. The directivity is given by the directivity factor D(ϕ),
where ϕ is the directivity angle in the flyover plane, mea-
sured from the flight path. The spectrum is assumed to be
proportional to some powers of all of the other parameters,
which include the flow Mach number M = V0/c, with c the
constant sound speed, the angle of attack α , the sectional lift
coefficient of the component CL, the deflecting angle of the
component δ, and the length of the component normalized
by the far-field microphone distance r. For each particular
component, flow and geometric parameters unique to that
component are to be added to the general expression. For
example, the strengths of the side edge vortex and the veloc-
ity of the spanwise crossflow are added for the flap side edge
noise sources. Similarly for the slat noise sources, the vor-
tex strengths in the cove region, the velocity of the flow in
the gap between the slat trailing edge and the main wing,
and the width of the gap are added. The dependencies of the
noise spectra on these parameters are assumed to be of the
simple form of a power law. The indices of the power laws
(b1, b2, b3, · · ·) are aircraft dependent.

A component-based method also exists for a slat
(see Pott-Pollenske et al., 2006 for a complete description).
The expression for far-field pressure is approximately done
in the 1/3-octave band log(f) scale. An equivalent sound
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pressure spectrum can be expressed as

S = F2(St)D(α, ϕ, ψ)M5 sin3 ψ

(
l

r

)2

(4)

where l is the length of the wetted trailing edge and ψ is the
sweep angle. The frequency content is given by the normal-
ized spectrum F2(St) (equations (6) and (7) in Pott-Pollenske
et al. (2006) and allows for database and deflecting angle cor-
rections. D(α , ϕ, ψ) is a directivity factor based on equation
(10) in Pott-Pollenske et al. (2006), which includes radiation
angles in both polar and azimuthal directions. The Strouhal
number St is based on the chord of the slat. The above equa-
tion is based on flight and model test data.

The accuracy of a component-based method is constrained
by the accuracy and breadth of the database employed, and
therefore by the aircraft types in the database. It could be
misleading if applied to other types. Current research on
physics-based methods could lead to better and more flexible
methods in the future.

4.2 Computational methods

For HLD noise, the physics of interest are characterized by the
co-existence of a multitude of sound generation and propaga-
tion mechanisms and disparate spatial and temporal scales.
The physics are described by the Navier–Stokes (N-S) equa-
tions. A full solution of the N-S equations is not feasible at
present for engineering applications. The current approach
is therefore to seek efficient methods to accurately predict
the noise sources and subsequent far-field acoustic proper-
ties by solving various (reduced) forms of the governing
equations. Generally, an HLD noise problem can be tackled
on three fronts: noise generation, propagation, and far-field
radiation. Each of the three can be treated by a different
set of suitable governing equations with different simplifi-
cations but retaining the major physics. The noise generation
occurs in the immediate surrounding area of an HLD, where
aerodynamics and acoustics cannot be separated and influ-
ence each other. For source modeling, methods include
direct numerical simulation (DNS), large eddy simulation
(LES), detached eddy simulation (DES), unsteady Reynolds
averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS), and steady Reynolds
averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) coupled with a stochas-
tic noise generation and radiation (SNGR) approach. In the
sound propagation area, the aerodynamic field influences the
acoustic wave propagation without feedback. Solutions of
this problem include installation effects. For sound propaga-
tion, noise propagates in a non-uniform mean flow (weak
coupling). The problem can be treated by solution of the

Euler equations, linearized Euler equations, or acoustic per-
turbation equations. For the far-field noise radiation problem,
solutions can be found by using Lighthill’s acoustic analogy,
which is an exact rearrangement of the N-S equations under
certain conditions. A widely used acoustic analogy approach
is an integral solution of the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings
(FW-H) equation (Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings, 1969).

The source and propagation problems are often solved
using a high-order computational aero-acoustics (CAA)
code. CAA is concerned with the accurate numerical pre-
diction of aerodynamically generated noise as well as its
propagation and far-field characteristics. The inherently
unsteady nature of aero-acoustic phenomena, the disparity
in magnitude between mean and acoustic flow quantities,
and the high frequencies often encountered place stringent
demands on the numerical treatment. The trend within the
field of CAA has been to employ high-order accurate numer-
ical schemes that have in some manner been optimized for
wave propagation to reduce the required number of grid
points per wavelength while still ensuring tolerable levels
of numerical error.

A schematic of the the CAA approach is shown in
Figure 9. Examples of HLD CAA computation can be found
in Choudhari and Khorrami (2007) and Ma and Zhang (2009).

5 NOISE ATTENTUATION METHODS

5.1 Sound absorption: acoustic liner

The slat noise spectra are generally broadband in nature with
a broad hump between St = 1–4. High-frequency tones can
also exist. The trailing edge of a slat is generally recognized as
an important area for both broadband and narrow band noise
generation. Acoustic absorptive treatment on the surface of
the main element could suppress potential image sources at
the trailing edge, while treatment in the slat gap could atten-
uate high-frequency sound (Ma et al., 2006; Ma and Zhang,
2009). Unlike other noise control techniques, such as serrated
tapes at the slat trailing edge or slat cove fillers, the acoustic
liner treatment would not modify the slat shape and would
thus be expected to have minimal effect on the wing pressure
distributions and the resulting lift. The most efficient treat-
ment would be to apply liners on both the slat cove and the
main element. The main element treatment provides useful
attenuation by influencing the diffraction around the wing.
Care must be taken to allow for a complete concealment of
the liners when the slat is retracted during cruise. For the
narrow band high-frequency tones, a reduction of more than
4 dB has been reported. For broadband noise, a reduction of
around 2 dB seems possible.
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Figure 9. Schematic of hybrid approach for HLD noise computation.

5.2 Active flow control: blowing

Active flow control, for example, steady and unsteady blow-
ing, can be used to alter the vortical structures associated
with the slat and the flap side edge flow fields and therefore
to attenuate noise radiation. The source of noise at the flap
side edge can be attributed to the oscillation of the vortical
structures. This leads to pressure fluctuations near the rigid
surface and thus to sound radiation. One approach is to dis-
place or to destroy the vortical structures by blowing air into it
(Koop, Ehrenfried and Dillmann, 2004). Blowing reduces the
amplitude of surface pressure fluctuations and therefore the
level of the radiated sound. Blowing air changes the circum-
ferential velocity profile of the vortex and thus the dynamic
interaction between the shear layer and the vortex instability.
It also has the effect of displacing the vortical structures away
from the solid surface, which reduces the sound pressure level
and thus the level of the radiated sound. A reduction in the
far-field sound pressure level of 3–4 dB above 1.25 kHz has
been reported.

5.3 Edge treatment: porous material and brushes

The spanwise pressure discontinuity introduced by the flap
side edge plays an important role in defining the vortices
around the edge and the flow through the gap. A porous flap
side edge alleviates the pressure discontinuity at the flap side
edge and reduces the magnitude of vorticity in the shear layer
wrapped around the side edge vortex. This leads to a weaker
side edge vortex. A porous side edge also displaces the vortex
further away from the solid surface by allowing a finite mass
flux through it, thereby reducing its strength as an acoustic
source. Porous material can also be used on the slat trailing
edge. The method reduces the high-frequency local vortex

shedding and therefore eliminates a possible source of high-
frequency noise.

Brushes can also be applied to the flap side edge to influ-
ence the vortex flow as well as slat trailing edge to influence
discrete vortex shedding. For a flap side edge with brushes, a
source strength reduction of approximately 5 dB is possible.

5.4 Local geometry modification: cove filler, fence,
and serration

To stabilize the slat cove flow, a cove cover can be used, which
extends the cusp following the direction of the shear layer. To
stabilize the slat cove flow as well as to eliminate one possible
channel of acoustic feedback, a slat cove filler can be used.
Although it is efficient in attenuating noise, it is difficult to
manufacture a device to allow the slat with a cove cover to
retract. Use of a cove filler could have an impact on CL,max

as it constrains the flow through the gap. It is possible that
the aerodynamic effect is case dependent and optimization
work is needed to retain the aerodynamic efficiency. For a
combined porous flap side edge and slat cove filler, a noise
reduction of more than 2 dB at some angles has been reported
(Chow, Mau and Remy, 2002).

Flap side edge fences have been used to reduce noise.
Dobrzynski, Gehlhar and Buchholz (2001) showed that on
a full-scale Airbus A320 wing a flap fence could achieve a
noise reduction. The rationale underlying the use of a flap
side fence is to increase the distance between the edge vortex
system and the top surface of the flap. Various forms of fences
have been used, including tip fences extending above and
below the flap surface, with a reported peak noise reduction
of 9 dB in the mid-range frequencies. Lower tip fences that
extend approximately one flap thickness below the flap lower
surface have also been explored with reported overhead noise
reduction of 3–4 dB for frequencies between 4 and 10 kHz.
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5.5 Geometry modification: continuous moldline
technology

Continuous moldline technology (CMT) uses a flexible panel
that deforms to provide a continuous surface between two
moveable parts. The aim is to prevent discrete ends, for exam-
ple, flap and slat side edges, to become sources of intense
noise. When used to remove a flap side edge, CMT connects
the flap side edge to the adjacent wing surface with an elas-
tomeric panel that deforms during flap deflection to provide a
continuous surface without abrupt changes in curvature. This
effectively eliminates the flap side edge vortex. With CMT
applied, the flap side edge source can be reduced below mea-
surable levels. However, there is an aerodynamic penalty to
be incurred, since the application of CMT reduces the overall
lift. This is due to the reduced loading on the main element
near the flap side edge. Wind tunnel model tests of a 20%
scale wing model (Storms et al., 2000) show noise reduction
of 5–15 dB above 2.5 kHz for a flap side edge and up to 10 dB
in the peak SPL above 5 kHz for a slat.

5.6 Approach procedure: continuous descent
and steep approach

To mitigate aircraft noise, new landing procedures may be
required, for example, continuous descent from cruise alti-
tude and a steeper approach (more than a 3 deg glide slope) at
reduced speed and high lift. By flying at a higher altitude over
residential areas close to the airport, say higher than 1000 m,
the noise reduction on the ground will be significant, in accor-
dance with the inverse square law for far-field radiation. HLD
noise scales with a power law of velocity; reducing speed
combined with a steeper glide slope would provide signif-
icant noise reduction. However, the new landing procedure
will necessitate a higher rate of deceleration near or in the air-
port perimeter. One way to achieve this is to deploy spoilers.
This could lead to new sources of airframe noise.

6 SUMMARY

High lift device noise became important when modern high
bypass ratio aero engines reduced the engine noise to the same
level as the airframe noise during approach-and-landing. The
HLDs play an equally, if not more, important role to land-
ing gears in defining the overall airframe noise. Continuous
research over the past 20 years has developed new techniques
to identify major sources of noise, generated datasets of
various types of aircraft from both model and flight tests, pro-
duced empirical/semi-empirical HLD prediction tools, and

introduced CFD and CAA methods to study the noise source,
propagation, and radiation. These efforts need to be continued
to achieve acceptable levels of noise reduction.

The current range of noise attenuation methods based on
local treatments is effective as long as the basic designs of
slats and flaps remain the same. It is possible that a 3–5 dB
noise reduction can be obtained. However, a 10 dB reduc-
tion requires new approaches. These new approaches could
include major design changes to the existing devices, for
example, continuous moldline technology, eliminating gaps
between the slat/flap and the main element by employing
droop edges, replacing mechanical HLDs with flow control
technologies such as circulation control.

With the above in mind, a need exists to improve the cur-
rent noise prediction tools. Current empirical/semi-empirical
prediction tools are database dependent and difficult to use.
They give acceptable results but cannot be relied upon to pro-
vide accurate predictions for future new aircraft types and act
as a design tool. Physics-based models need to be developed
to overcome this limitation. Modern computational methods
such as CAA will play an increasingly important role in the
endeavor for quieter aircraft.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Propellers were the first means of powering aircraft and pro-
peller technology advanced steadily until the late 1950s. At
this point, the advantages of the newly developed jet engine
allowed it to become the dominant technology. The most
important of these advantages was that jet-powered aircraft
could fly much faster – something that propellers of the time
could not match. Consequently, the majority of the commer-
cial fleet is now powered by turbofan engines. However, pro-
pellers have never disappeared and are still widely used for
lightweight aircraft and small commuter aircraft.

An important advantage of propellers over turbofans is
their much higher installed efficiency leading to reduced fuel
consumption. This led to a minor renaissance in the 1970s
and 1980s when higher oil prices prompted manufacturers to
look at more efficient propulsion technologies for aircraft,

and several designs of prop-fan (high-speed turboprop
otherwise known as unducted fans or advanced open rotor)
were built and tested. Many of the earlier structural problems
were overcome by better design aided by advances in com-
putational aerodynamics and structural mechanics and by the
use of new composite materials. These advanced prop-fans
were certainly efficient at higher Mach numbers, but, for a
number of reasons, they were never used for commercial air-
craft. An often-cited disadvantage is the noise produced by
prop-fans compared to turbofans, but perhaps a more realistic
assessment is that the subsequent fall in oil prices removed
the incentive to invest in overcoming such problems.

This is not something that can be said today. Oil prices
are again seeing upward pressure added to which there are
concerns over emissions in the form of greenhouse gases
(CO2) and local pollutants such as NOX. Thus, a need to find
substantially more efficient aircraft has returned. Advanced
prop-fans are again being investigated seriously by both
engine manufacturers and airframers as a possible means
of powering short- and medium-haul aircraft.

Methods of predicting propeller noise have been under de-
velopment for 85 years. But just as the interest in propellers
from an aerodynamic standpoint has waxed and waned, so
there have been bouts of activity in noise research inter-
spersed with periods of relative inactivity. As with many
aeroacoustic problems, theoretical deficiencies and a lack of
computational power meant that empirical methods were the
most reliable early on, and these have continued to be de-
veloped, as have the theoretical methods of noise prediction.
Gutin (1936) developed the first theory of propeller noise, and
this has been much developed by subsequent investigators.
The interest in prop-fans during the 1980s resulted in a num-
ber of theoretical advances including the ability to account
for high-tip Mach numbers and the additional sources arising
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with counter-rotating propellers (CRPs). Today, advances in
computational fluid dynamics are allowing researchers to bet-
ter address the effects of installation on propeller noise due
to non-uniform flows.

It is not possible in a short chapter such as this to give an ex-
haustive account of the subject. Rather, the intention is to give
the reader an overall flavor and point him or her to more sub-
stantive accounts. The chapter is organized as follows. The
remaining parts of the introduction describe various types
of propeller and give a qualitatively description of propeller
noise characteristics and sources. Methods of predicting tone
noise are discussed in Section 2 together with methods for
broadband noise prediction in Section 4. It is important to
realize that an installed propeller will have significantly dif-
ferent noise levels and characteristics than the corresponding
isolated propeller. This is discussed in Section 5. The final
section gives some methods for reducing propeller noise.

1.1 Description of propeller types

Propellers are instantly recognizable and can be described as
an unshrouded (i.e., open), rotating set (or sets) of blades.
While there are many variations on the basic theme (princi-
pally number and shape of blades), they all operate in the same
way. Each blade acts as an aerofoil with high and low pres-
sure surfaces that induces an airflow, thus creating thrust. For
low flight speeds the thrust is provided by a relatively large
amount of air moving quite slowing and the propeller is highly
efficient. However, as the flight speed increases and the effi-
ciency decreases. To counter this, prop-fans were introduced.
Prop-fans are characterized by a larger number of smaller di-
ameter blades and increased rotation speed. Additionally, the
blades are often swept and a second, counter-rotating set of
blades may be added behind the first. Examples of each of
these propeller types are shown in Figure 1.

The typical high-performance propeller as used on com-
muter airplanes is shown in Figure 1a. These propellers have
two to six relatively straight, narrow blades and are highly

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. (a) Conventional propeller; (b) prop-fan; (c) counter-
rotating propeller. Reproduced with permission from Hubbard
(1995).

Figure 2. Modern conception of a counter-rotating propeller en-
gine. This engine differs from those shown in Figure 1 by being
designed as an-aft mounted pusher configuration. Image courtesy
of c© Rolls-Royce.

efficient at lower flight speeds (Mach number approximately
0.6), but this efficiency falls off rapidly as the flight speed in-
creases. For these increased speeds, the prop-fan illustrated
in Figure 1b is more suitable. The prop-fan has a higher num-
ber of thin, highly swept blades. This allows it to operate at
higher loadings for the same thrust and allows the diameter
of the propeller to be reduced. The counter-rotating propeller
illustrated in 1c consists of two coaxial propellers rotating
in opposite directions. The upstream propeller produces a
swirling wake that increases the air velocity onto the down-
stream propeller blades – increasing the thrust produced by
the downstream blade row (relative to an identical propeller
in a single rotation configuration). The swirl is then elim-
inated, or at least significantly reduced, by the downstream
propeller that rotates in the opposite direction. This reduction
of the swirl in the propeller wake can significantly increase
fuel efficiency relative to an equivalent single rotation pro-
peller design. A modern conception of a CRP is illustrated
in Figure 2. Notice that in the configuration shown, the pro-
pellers sit at the rear of the turbine housing. For this reason,
it is known as a pusher configuration.

1.2 Propeller noise characteristics

Propellers produce two distinctly different types of noise. The
first of these is tonal or harmonic noise coming from sources
that repeat exactly during each revolution of the propeller. The
second is broadband noise that is a random non-periodic sig-
nal caused by turbulent flow over the propeller blades. For an
ideal propeller with B blades rotating with shaft rotation an-
gular frequency � rad s−1, the fundamental component of the
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Figure 3. Conventional propeller noise spectrum.

tonal noise will be at the blade passing frequency �B/2� Hz
and harmonics thereof. By contrast, the broadband noise is
random in nature and contains components at all frequencies.
Generally, the tonal noise components dominate at lower fre-
quencies with the broadband noise increasing in importance
as the frequency increases. The relative importance of two
types of noise can be gauged from Figure 3 that illustrates a
typical noise spectrum for a conventional propeller. Broad-
band noise sources are discussed in Section 3 below.

1.3 Overview of propeller tonal noise sources

Sources of propeller tonal noise are often classified as be-
ing steady or unsteady. Essentially, steady sources are those
that are constant when viewed by an observer using a refer-
ence frame that is fixed to the rotating blades while unsteady
sources exhibit a time dependence to an observer using the
rotating reference frame.

The steady sources give rise to rotor-alone tones that are
produced by the rotating steady loading and thickness of each
blade. In the case of the steady loading source, the lift and
drag on the blade are constant in the rotating frame, but,
when viewed from the rotating frame, the components of
these forces are varying in time – giving rise to a time-varying
pressure field that propagates as noise. Thickness noise arises
from the time-varying displacement of air by the blade vol-
ume as it rotates in the fixed frame. It is purely dependent on
the geometry and operating condition of the engine.The sim-
plest way of reducing thickness noise is to decrease the blade
volume (especially near the faster moving tip). If the blade
thickness is reduced by half then thickness noise is reduced
by 6 dB.

Unsteady sources arise principally from the fact that pro-
pellers rarely operate in a completely clean inflow. For ex-
ample, when a propeller operates with its axis at an angle to
the incoming airflow, the loading on the blades varies period-
ically as it rotates. Such periodic changes in loading can also
occur when the propeller is installed in close proximity to
the aircraft fuselage or wing. As the propeller rotates through
the varying flow field, the loading on the blade varies ac-
cordingly, producing tones at harmonics of the blade passing
frequency. These so-called distortion tones add or subtract
from the steady loading noise in a highly directional way
complicating the prediction of the noise field considerably.

Unsteady loadings are important sources of noise for
counter-rotating prop-fans. This is because each set of blades
distorts the flow field seen by the other set of blades. There
are three principal causes. Tip–vortex interaction tones arise
when the tip vortices produced by each upstream propeller
blade convect downstream and interact with the downstream
propeller blades. (This source is also found in helicopter ro-
tors where it is known as blade – vortex interaction, BVI, giv-
ing rise to the characteristic “thumping” sound.) A numerical
simulation of the pressure fields associated with CRP blades
is shown in Figure 4, where the tip vortices can be clearly
seen. Viscous wake interaction tones arise from the unsteady
lifting on blades in the second row when they pass through
the viscous wakes shed from the first row.

Bound potential interaction tones are caused by the
bound potential field, due to the thickness and loading on
each propeller blade, interacting with the blades on the adja-
cent propeller (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Numerical simulation of pressure contours for a counter-
rotating propeller showing the tip vortices. Image courtesy of
Alexios Zachariadis, University of Cambridge.
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4 Acoustics and Noise

Figure 5. Bound potential field of the first blade row interacting
with the blades on the second row to produce noise.

In all cases, the generated noise is tonal. If the two rotors
have the same number of blades and are operating at the same
rotational speed, then the unsteady sources produce tones at
the same frequencies as the steady sources that are the har-
monics of the blade passing frequency. Generally, however,
the two rotors have different numbers of blades and rotate at
different shaft frequencies. In this case, the interaction tones
are quite distinct, and the number of individual frequencies
at which they occur is large. These interaction tones will be
the dominant noise sources at low-speed operations such as
takeoff but will be less important at high-speed cruise condi-
tions where the steady sources become dominant.

Whatever their source, the tones produced are highly di-
rectional in nature. That is, the level of noise varies as the
observer changes angular position relative to the propeller
axis (Figure 6). Notice that different tones have different di-
rectivities, with interaction tones having a more complicated
directivity than rotor-alone tones.
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Figure 6. Directivity of interaction tones. The graphs show how the levels of noise vary for a number of different interaction tones as the
observer changes angle to the propeller axis. The directivity of steady tones is somewhat simpler.
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2 PROPELLER TONAL NOISE
PREDICTION

The first complete description of propeller steady loading
noise was given by Gutin (1936), but modern methods all
start with the equation of Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkin’s
(1969). This is an extension of Lighthill’s (1952) theory and
Curle’s (1955) work on solid boundaries to include the effects
of motion:

(
∂2

∂x2
i

− 1

c2

∂2

∂t2

)
p = − ∂2T ij

∂xi∂xj

+ ∂

∂xi

(
pijδ(f )

∂f

∂xj

)

− ∂

∂t

(
ρ0viδ(f )

∂f

∂xi

)
(1)

The left-hand side of this equation is the usual linear wave
operator operating on the acoustic pressure,p, while the right-
hand side shows that there are three sources of sound. The
first term represents a distribution of quadrupoles of strength
given by the Lighthill stress tensor Tij outside of any surface
and zero within them (indicated by the overline).

The second term includes the compressive stress tensor
pij and represents the action of the blade forces on the air,
which give rise to loading noise. The blade surface is given
by f = 0, δ represents the Dirac delta function, and vi are
the components of the local surface velocity. The third term
quantifies the effects of the blade separating the air as it rotates
producing thickness noise.

It is usual to simplify this equation in a way that eliminates
the need to consider the details of the blade’s cross-sectional
geometry as represented by the function f. This will not lead
to significant error unless very high frequencies (those with
wavelength comparable to the blade thickness) are consid-
ered. In this case, the quadrupole source is also ignored lead-
ing to a linear equation of the form

(
∂2

∂x2
i

− 1

c2

∂2

∂t2

)
p = −ρ0

∂

∂t
Q + ∂

∂xi

Fi (2)

For details of the derivation, see, for example, Morse and
Ingard (1968) or Goldstein (1976). In this simplified equa-
tion, the thickness noise source is now represented as an
equivalent distribution of volume sources (and sinks), Q,
while determination the loading sources reduces to finding
the form of the force Fi imposed by the blade on the air.

There are two common approximations used to tackle
these equations. Lifting-line methods utilize an asymptotic
expansion with the reciprocal of the blade aspect ratio as
small parameter (Brouwer, 1992). In this case, variations in
the chordwise direction are collapsed to a single point, and the

sources are represented as a series of rotating lines. Lifting-
line methods are reflectively easy to code but are limited in
application blades with small chords. A more realistic model
is given by lifting-surface methods. Here, the blades are as-
sumed to be thin with small angles of attack but are no longer
assumed to be chordwise compact. The sources are now seen
as located on an infinitely thin multiple helix described by
the blades. Lifting-surface methods have been developed in
both the time domain (Farassat, 1986) and frequency domain
(Hanson, 1980).

2.1 Time domain methods

Equation (1) or (2) may be solved directly in terms of
integrals over the blade surface with time dependency. These
time domain methods allow the blade geometry to be treated
with great precision but suffer the disadvantage that the in-
tegrands need to be computed at retarded times. That is, to
compute the acoustic pressure p(xi, t) at the observer posi-
tion xi and time t, it is necessary to determine where every
element of the surface was, and the source strength, when
the element emitted a wave that arrives at the observer posi-
tion xi at time t. Additionally, a direct integration of either
form of the Ffowcs Williams–Hawkins equation requires the
numerical computation of derivatives.

Time domain methods require great accuracy and are dif-
ficult to code. However, despite the numerous complications,
a number of useful time domain codes have been developed,
most notably by Farassat who has developed a number of
formulations. Codes that incorporate the work of Farassat
include the Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (Zorumski
and Weir, 1986), the Dunn–Farassat–Padula Advanced
Turboprop Prediction (Farassat, Padula and Dunn, 1987), and
the Advanced Subsonic and Supersonic Propeller Induced
Noise (ASSPIN) prediction code (Dunn and Tarkenton,
1992).

2.2 Frequency domain methods

Frequency domain methods obtained by taking a Fourier
transformation over time t are popular tools as they elimi-
nate the need for computing retarded time blade locations
and numerical derivatives. This makes them easier to code
and decreases the computing power required but does so at
the expense of accurately representing the blade geometry –
but this is unlikely to be a problem unless results to a high
number of harmonics are required.

The main proponent of frequency domain methods is
Hanson who has developed formulae to account for a num-
ber of different sources and effects. A useful introductory
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6 Acoustics and Noise

summary to the main elements of Hanson’s work can be
found in Chapter 1 of Hubbard (1995). Hanson’s original
work has been extended and applied to counter-rotating pro-
pellers (Hanson, 1985; Parry, 1988). Codes using the fre-
quency domain approach include Whitfield et al. (1989) and
Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU) (1996) for single
propellers and Whitfield, Mani and Glieb (1990a, 1990b) for
counter-rotating propellers.

2.2.1 Steady sources

Hanson’s method is a lifting-surface method, which we illus-
trate by considering the steady thickness and loading sources.
In the far-field, the pressure is given as an infinite sum over
harmonics of the blade passing frequency:

p(t) =
∞∑

m=−∞
PBm exp(−imB�t) (3)

where the propeller has B blades rotating at an angular fre-
quency � and the Fourier amplitudes PBm can be written as
a sum

PBm = PVm + PLm + PDm (4)

of amplitudes arising from the blades thickness, lift, and drag.
These are determined by integration over a blade planform
defined in terms of a normalized axial coordinate X = x/b

where b is the local blade chord and a normalized radial

coordinate z = r/rt where rt is the tip radius. Blade sweep is
accounted for by the mid-chord alignment, MCA, which is a
measure of how far the mid point of the chord is offset from
the radius vector (see Figure 7).

To determine the thickness noise requires that the thick-
ness of the blade is specified at each radial location. This spec-
ification is given as h(X)T where h(X) is a non-dimensional
thickness distribution function ranging from 0 at each edge
of the blade to 1 at the thickest part of the section where the
thickness is T.

Similarly, to determine the amplitudes arising from lift and
drag requires analogous distributions to be defined. These are
specified in terms of section lift and drag coefficients CL and
CD and chordwise lift and drag distribution functions fL(X)
and fD(X). CL and CD are defined so that the lift and drag
force per unit span-wise distance is given by

1

2
ρ0U

2
r CL,D (5)

where Ur is the blade section speed given by Ur = c0Mr

where Mr is the section relative Mach number,

Mr =
√

M2
X + z2M2

t (6)

The equivalent of a retarded time appears in the frequency
domain formulation via a retarded radiation angle (also called
emission angle) θ that is related to the current (polar) angle

Figure 7. Definition of the mid-chord alignment MCA, and the coordinate system for the propeller disk with observer in the x–t plane.
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between aircraft and observer, θt, by

cos θ = cos θt

√
1 − M2

X sin2 θt + MX sin2 θt (7)

and Hanson defines the non-dimensional wave numbers

kX = 2mBbMt

D(1 − MX cos θ)Mr
(8)

and

ky = 2mBb(MX − M2
r cos θ)

D(1 − MX cos θ)zMr
(9)

where D = 2rt is the blade diameter. Using these, the thick-
ness and loading distributions are given in terms of their
Fourier transforms for example,

�V (kX) =
∫ +1/2

−1/2
h(X)eikXX dX (10)

with similar expressions defining �L(kX) and �D(kX) as
transforms of fL(X) and fD(X).

The final expression for the thickness noise is now given
by

PVm = −
ρ0c

2
0 sin θ exp

(
imB

(
�r
c0

− �
2

))
8�y(1 − MX cos θ)/D

×
∫ 1

0
M2

r exp(iϕs)JmB

(
mBzMt sin θ

1 − MX cos θ

)

× k2
XT�V (kX)

b
dz (11)

where y = R sin θ is the altitude of the aircraft. In this equa-
tion, JmB is a Bessel function of order mB and ϕs is the phase
lag arising from the blade sweep and is given by

ϕs = MCA

D

2mBbMt/D

Mr(1 − MX cos θ)
(12)

Expressions for PLm and PDm are obtained from equation
(11) by replacing the term in braces in the integral on the
right-hand side by ikXCL�L(kX)/2 and ikXCD�D(kX)/2,
respectively.

2.2.2 Unsteady sources

Frequency domain methods for unsteady sources can become
quite cumbersome and will not be given in detail. Essentially
unsteady loading on the blades is dealt with by expanding the
lift and drag coefficients as Fourier series such as

CL =
∞∑

j=−∞
CLj e−iωjt (13)

In this case, the j = 0 lifting coefficient is the steady, or mean,
loading previously considered.

It is possible to obtain formulations for a general case of
harmonic loading at any frequency (Hanson, 1985), but two
special cases are worthy of note. When the propeller is operat-
ing at an angle to an otherwise undistorted inflow, the funda-
mental frequency in (13) will be the shaft rotation frequency
and ωj = j�. For contra-rotating prop-fans, it is necessary
to consider the variations in loading and drag that arise from
the flow field of one set of blades interfering with the other
set of blades, and, in this case, the load frequencies will be
of the form ωj = jB1(�1 + �2). When the drag coefficient
is similarly expanded, the result is that the unsteady loading
equivalent of equation (11) will contain a double sum, and
this has the effect of greatly multiplying the number of tones
present in the noise spectrum.

In the contra-rotating code developed by Whitfield, Mani
and Gliebe (1990a, 1990b), the unsteady loading sources aris-
ing from non-uniform inflow onto the blades as well as the
unsteady loading on the second set of blades due to the vis-
cous wake and tip vortex of the first set of blades are consid-
ered. Parry (1988) derives expressions for unsteady loading
due to the bound potential fields of the blades.

2.2.3 Nonlinear effects

For lower blade speeds, the steady loading and thickness
noise sources together with the unsteady sources will domi-
nate. However, as the blade speed increases and approaches
high subsonic values, it is possible for local areas of su-
personic flow to exist. This is called transonic flow, and a
shock is usually formed on the suction side of the blades.
In this case, noise due to the nonlinear quadrupole term in
the Ffowcs-Williams–Hawkings equation (1) will make a
significant contribution to the overall sound pressure level.
Parry (1988) points out that the incorporation of blade sweep
into the propeller design can effectively remove this transonic
phenomenon and that, therefore, it should be possible to ne-
glect the quadrupole source. When it is necessary to consider
transonic effects, a discussion is given by Brouwer (1994),
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8 Acoustics and Noise

who also includes formula for the effects of supersonic blade
speeds.

3 PROPELLER BROADBAND NOISE
PREDICTION

Propeller broadband noise is much smaller than the tonal
noise components, and, for this reason, it is often ignored.
It arises by way of interaction of the blade with turbulence.
Physically, turbulence acts to produce a randomly fluctuat-
ing force on the propeller’s edges, and broadband noise is
therefore dipole in nature. The turbulence may be generated
upstream of the propeller and be convected onto the blades
by the mean stream or it may be generated in the turbulent
boundary layer of the blade.

When turbulence is convected onto the blades, the noise
generation is generally concentrated on the leading edge of
the blade. This requires that the acoustic wavelength, λ, is less
than the blade chord, b. If the frequency is low enough then
the entire blade will radiate (compact case). The principal
problem in this case is quantifying the inflow turbulence,
which is often difficult.

For turbulence generated in the boundary layer, the situ-
ation is necessarily non-compact and the sound generation
is concentrated on the trailing edge of the blade where the
turbulent eddies induce changes in the loading on the blade.
Also, we are far more likely to be able to make an estimate
of the amplitude and spectral characteristics of the turbulent
fluctuations allowing some general expressions to be derived.

One method for predicting trailing-edge noise is based on
the work of Amiet (1976), and an example of its implemen-
tation is given in Schlinker and Amiet (1981). While such
methods allow estimates of the 1/3 octave Sound Pressure
Level (SPL) levels to be made, these are highly dependent on
the assumed spectral characteristics of the turbulence, which
are normally estimated by fitting to data. A discussion of this
method is provided in Chapter 1 of Hubbard (1995).

4 INSTALLED PROPELLER NOISE
PREDICTION

The acoustic formulations discussed in previous sections as-
sume that the sound is radiated into a free field containing no
reflecting surfaces and with no other propagation effects other
than that of spherical spreading. In practice, the installation
of the open rotor means the radiated sound field is altered by
the presence of surfaces such as the aircraft wing and fuse-
lage. The forward motion of the aircraft further modifies the
noise received by an observer on the ground by inducing a
Doppler frequency shift. These effects are usually significant
and applying prediction codes without correctly allowing for
them can result in estimates of the noise that substantially
underpredict.

4.1 Doppler effects

When an acoustic source is in motion, an observer will hear
the sound at a different frequency than the one he would hear
it at if the source was not in motion. This effect is known as
a Doppler shift and is at its most effective when the source
is moving directly towards, or away from, the observer. For
aircraft noise, it is therefore the flyover noise that is most
effected by Doppler shifts (Figure 8).

When a source moves in a stationary medium relative to
an observer, noise emitted by the source at frequency fs will
be observed the at a frequency

fo = fs

1 − Mx cos θ
(14)

where Mx is the Mach number of the source and θ is the angle
between the source velocity vector and a line joining source
and observer at the time the sound is emitted.

Generalization of equation (14) to include the case where
the medium is also in motion is given by Roy (1983). This

Figure 8. When an aircraft moves towards an observer, the wavefronts are closer together resulting in a higher frequency. When it moves
away, the reverse is true and the observer hears a lower frequency.
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allows estimates to be made of the Doppler shift that occurs
when wind is present.

4.2 Refraction effects and shielding and scattering
by the airframe

A significant problem with propeller aircraft is the cabin noise
that is caused by vibration of the cabin walls. Some of this
vibration is transmitted through the airframe from vibrating
components in the engines, but a large part arises from acous-
tic excitation of the fuselage. The exciting acoustic field is
not the same as the one that would be generated by an isolated
propeller in the same location because the boundary layer on
the fuselage acts to refract the noise.

Sound incident on the fuselage is also scattered and mod-
ifies the far field noise, as does sound incident on the wings
(Figure 9). To correctly model these phenomena, the near-
field radiation must be calculated, and this requires rather
more general formula than the ones quoted above. The cal-
culation of the acoustic near-field and the subsequent scat-
tering by the fuselage is quite complicated and will not be
discussed in detail. The problem has been addressed by a
number of previous investigations including that of Hanson
and Magliozzi (1985) and Whitfield et al. (1989) who de-
scribe a theoretical method for calculating the scattering of
the sound field produced by a contra-rotating propeller by
the fuselage. Their method models the effect of the boundary
layer on the fuselage on the radiated sound field, which they
show has a significant effect on the radiated sound levels.

As well as scattering the sound by the fuselage, wings
can be used to provide shielding. This will be most efficient
for higher frequencies (i.e., those within or approaching the
geometric acoustic asymptotic limit) when the wing blocks
the line of sight between observer and source. A method for

Figure 9. Sound generated by propellers can scatter and reflect
from wings and fuselage. Image courtesy of c© Flybe.com.

estimating the shielding of wing installed prop-fans is given
by Amiet (1986).

5 PROPELLER NOISE REDUCTION

There are a number of reasons that make it desirable to reduce
propeller noise as far as possible. First, consideration must
be given to possible fatigue of the airframe resulting from
the pressure loadings imposed by the acoustic field, and this
is particularly important if the airframe structure has reso-
nances that coincide with one of the propeller frequencies.
A second consideration is that of cabin noise that needs to
be minimized for passenger and crew comfort. Both of these
considerations depend on the acoustic field in close proxim-
ity to the propellers. Also, they both operate during the entire
duration of the flight and are therefore most influenced by
the noise during high-speed cruise operating conditions. The
third consideration is that of far-field community noise levels
and aircraft certification requirements.

A number of guiding principles to reduce propeller noise
can be inferred through inspection of the prediction theories.

5.1 Blade number

Probably the best known method of reducing propeller noise
is to increase the number of blades. For a given thrust re-
quirement, increasing the number of blades reduces the load-
ing noise, and this is particularly beneficial at takeoff where
the low-speed operation means that loading noise dominates.
However, increasing the number of blades also has negative
effects. First, increasing blade number raises the frequencies
and this can be detrimental on an A-weighted-based scale
such as EPNdB. Second, without altering the volume of the
blades, an increase in their number will lead to an increase
in thickness noise, and this may have to be offset by altering
other parameters.

5.2 Blade thickness

Thickness noise can be significant during high-speed cruise,
when blade relative velocities are high. As thickness noise
scales with the blade volume, it can be reduced by reducing
either the thickness or the chord, and this implies that nar-
row, thin blades are optimal for such a reduction. The main
limiting factor in achieving this is the structural integrity of
the blades. While the overall sound level is dependent on the
blade volume, the spectrum is dependent on the shape of the
blade so any reductions will depend on the frequency being
considered.
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5.3 Operating conditions

The sound generated by a blade section from all sources de-
pends strongly on the relative velocity, and this is why sound
generation is normally maximum at the tip. Consequently, a
noise reduction can be made by reducing tip speed. In order
to maintain thrust, a compensating increase in blade chord
and/or number of blades must be made.

5.4 Blade sweep

Increasing blade sweep is beneficial during high-speed
cruise, when blade-section-relative Mach numbers are rel-
atively high. Benefits during takeoff are considerably less.

5.5 Propeller diameter

An increase in the propeller diameter necessarily entails a re-
duction in the blade loading. For a given thrust, this implies
that the loading per unit area is reduced and hence a reduction
in loading noise. This will be beneficial at low-speed opera-
tion at takeoff where loading noise is important. Significantly,
this also increases the efficiency of the propeller allowing a
second gain to be made by decreasing the tip speed.

5.6 Blade shape and aerofoil cross section

The exact way in which design parameters such as twist or
aerofoil cross section affect noise is not immediately obvi-
ous. While such factors are known to have an influence on
the noise, this always needs to be considered in relation to
the aerodynamic performance of the blade. As such, rules of
thumb are of little use, and these factors must be considered
as part of an overall optimization and trade-off study.

6 PERSPECTIVE

The noise from propeller engines is dominated by tones and
a fairly complete theory for these has been developed – at
least in the case of single propellers. Major contributors are
the loading and thickness sources giving rise to rotor-alone
tones and distortion tones arising from unsteady flow on to
the blades. Solutions are possible in both the time and the
frequency domain.

Like turbo-fan powered aircraft, turbo-prop aircraft also
produce airframe noise (see Airframe Noise: Landing Gear
Noise and Airframe Noise: High Lift Device Noise) but these
sources are less dominant on the smaller aircraft that are typi-

cally propeller driven. Airframe noise will be more important
on the proposed larger aircraft that use contra-rotating pro-
pellers but there are also a new range of tonal sources. These
arise from a range of interactions that occur between the two
blade rows. Once again, the theory is well understood for the
dominant sources and is beginning to be understood for the
other sources.

Turbo-fan engines offer considerable scope for noise re-
duction technology such as liners (see Propulsion System
Noise: Turbomachinery) that are not available for propellers.
Currently the major strategy for reducing propeller noise is
by careful design. This is particularly relevant for the newer
generation of CRPs where it is already known that making
fairly simple design changes can radically affect the noise.
For example, cropping the second set of blades can consider-
ably reduce, if not eliminate, the tip-vortex noise. However, to
make this a practical proposition it requires understanding the
balance between aerodynamic performance and noise source
mechanisms and this is the subject of current research.
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1 AIRCRAFT INTERIOR NOISE
SOURCES

Due to the increase of long-haul  ights in the recent years, the
emphasis in this section will be put mainly on noise sources
under cruise condition. It has to be noted that three acoustic
indicators are commonly used for interior noise assessment:
the ‘A’ weighted sound pressure level dB(A) in accordance
with physiological perception, and the Speech Interference
Level, SIL3 or SIL4 as indicators of intelligibility. SIL3 is
the arithmetic average of the sound pressure levels for octaves
1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. SIL4 corresponds to the arithmetic
average of the sound pressure levels for octaves 500, 1000,
2000, and 4000 Hz.

Therefore the frequency range that has to be consid-
ered for interior noise assessment and design is large and
broadband.

1.1 External and internal noise sources

Aircraft interior noise is due to many complex external and
internal sources. The main internal sources are the Environ-
mental Control System (ECS) or air conditioning system and
the avionics cooling. All these noise sources can be tonal
and/or broadband.

Among the major external noise sources, we have:

• Airborne noise sources:
◦ the turbulent boundary layer excitation, which causes

broadband noise radiation inside the cabin and cockpit;
◦ the engine noise, particularly the jet noise (mainly

broadband) in the rear part of the cabin, the fan noise
(tone);

◦ the propeller noise for a propeller-driven aircraft (tonal
mainly but also broadband), with a directivity as a func-
tion of frequency: for open rotors the highest level of the
 fth blade passing frequency is mainly in the propeller
plane, while the noise level of the  rst blade passing
frequency has no speci c directivity;

◦ the local aerodynamic phenomena due to singularities,
antennas and probes.

• Structure-borne noise sources: mainly shaft engine
(tonal).

For additional information on external sources, one can refer
to other chapters, see Aerodynamic Noise, Propulsion Sys-
tem Noise: Jet, Airframe Noise: Landing Gear Noise and
Propeller Noise.
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Figure 1. Noise sources dissociation at pilot’s ear in a long-range aircraft cockpit under cruise conditions – third octave bands analysis.

All these external and internal sources have complex paths
of propagation and their levels differ from one area to another.
For instance, the turbulent boundary layer noise is rather het-
erogeneous outside the cockpit and its level increases from
the front to the rear part of the aircraft. Therefore, the internal
sound pressure levels may differ from several decibels (dB)
depending on the location.

The focus is put on the  ight deck to give an example of
noise sources distribution under cruise conditions.

1.2 Sources distribution under cruise conditions
in a flight deck environment

Figure 1 shows sources dissociation at pilot’s ear in a large
jet transport aircraft under typical cruise conditions in third
octave bands analysis. These data were obtained thanks to in-
 ight and ground measurements. The main outcome is that
turbulent boundary layer noise is the dominant noise source
above 300 Hz and is therefore one of the major contributors
to dB(A) SIL3 and SIL4 values.

Concerning the cabin area, it has to be noted that jet noise
from engines in the rear part may also be signi cant.

A quieter aircraft interior environment results from reduc-
ing acoustic sources and structure excitation and preventing
sound transmission phenomena.

Understanding and modeling the noise transmission
through the fuselage structure and its propagation inside the
aircraft is an essential step towards this purpose. It has also
to be noted that source hierarchy is frequency dependent.

2 TYPICAL FUSELAGE STRUCTURE
DESCRIPTION

2.1 Main structure description

A typical aircraft structure is rather complex and highly het-
erogeneous. A fuselage consists in an assembly of curved
stiffened panels, made classically of aluminium, or, more re-
cently, of Composite Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP). The
panels are stiffened in both directions by frames and stringers.
To this main structure, the primary insulation (made of glass
wool blankets) and the trim panels are added. The main struc-
ture also contains beams and rows to support the  oor .

Depending on the area, for stress design reasons, as well as
weight and thermal constraints consideration, the skin panel
thickness is non uniform, the frames and stringers cross-
section, the insulation thickness and the foam material density
vary.

For example, in the cockpit area, the ratio between the
thickest and the thinnest skin panel can reach a value of 6.
Figure 2 shows the complex primary structure of an aircraft
 ight deck.

2.2 Passive and active noise control treatments

The most commonly used passive treatments to decrease
broadband noise transmitted through the fuselage structure
are blankets made of glass wool that must also ful ll a ther-
mal insulation function. They are light (0.42 or 0.6 pound per
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Figure 2. Primary structure of an aircraft cockpit.

cubic feet for instance), ef cient at mid and high frequency,
particularly above 500 Hz, with an ef cienc y depending on
foam material properties, thickness and installation mean.

In addition to these blankets passive treatments such as
add-on damping patches can be locally glued directly to the

Figure 3. Typical cross section of an aircraft fuselage for a fully
installed con guration: stiffened panel, glass wool blankets, and
trim panel.

panel skin, cf. Rao (2003). Another mean is to design an ef-
 cient trim panel, optimal links between skin and trim panel
(cf. Dandaroy, Taj Bhuiyan and Woodcock, 2008), absorbent
carpets. Figure 3 shows an example of a fuselage cross-
section for a fully installed con guration including noise con-
trol treatments.

At low frequency, passive noise control treatments may be
inef cient. Recovery solutions yielding a high mass penalty
for the aircraft, and as a consequence decreasing performance
and increasing fuel consumption, have in this case to be
implemented.

Active noise control is a way to decrease transmitted noise
at low frequency. This kind of system is currently used to
decrease tonal noise due to propeller for propeller-driven air-
craft. For broadband noise, however, the installation of active
systems is more challenging. One has also to keep in mind
that active systems are de ned to be ef cient in one area but
can be totally inef cient in another one. An extensive status
of active noise control treatments is made in another chapter
(see Active Noise Control).

3 DIFFERENT TESTING LEVELS
DESCRIPTION

3.1 Vibroacoustic indicators

The most commonly used vibroacoustic indicators to assess
noise transmitted through fuselage structure are the Transmis-
sion Loss (TL) and the Noise Reduction (NR), cf. Lesueur
(1988), Neple, Besluau and Lesueur (2004) for instance.
Their de nitions are recalled, cf. equations (1) and (2).

The TL quanti es the logarithmic ratio between the in-
cident acoustic power WI and the radiated acoustic power
WR for an open shell under an acoustic excitation. It is well
adapted for fuselage skin panel assessment. It assumes free
 eld conditions at the reception side. For comparison under
another kind of excitation (point-force, turbulent boundary
layer), this indicator is not relevant or should be adapted, for
instance see Cacciolati et al. (2006) for a turbulent boundary
layer excitation.

TL(f ) = 10 log10

(
WI

WR

)
(dB) (1)

The NR quanti es the logarithmic ratio between the mean
external sound pressure level on the overall surface S of the
structure and the mean internal sound pressure level inside
the cavity of a volume V. pext and pint are respectively the
external and internal sound pressure on the shell surface and
inside the cavity.
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The NR is well adapted to closed shells such as cylinders
and aircraft overall cabin. It does not assume particular acous-
tic conditions in the reception side and therefore takes into
account the acoustic resonant phenomena inside the cavity.
It can also be easily adapted to a turbulent boundary layer
excitation, cf Neple, Campolina and Coyette (2008).

NR(f ) = 10 log10

(
1
S

∮∫
S
|pext|2dS

1
V

∫∫
©

∫
V

∣∣p2
int

∣∣ dV

)
(dB) (2)

3.2 Laboratory test at element level: panels and
cylindrical mock-ups

An easy and classical way to assess the sound transmission
through an aircraft structure and benchmark treatments is
laboratory testing at element level.

Flat or curved stiffened panels with add-on treatments are
installed inside a window separating a reverberant chamber
from an anechoic one to measure the transmission loss or
the acoustic radiated power under a point-force excitation,
cf. Figure 4. The incident acoustic power is measured using a
microphone on a rotating boom inside the reverberant cham-
ber and the radiated acoustic power is measured thanks to a
mapping using an intensity probe at the reception side.

For noise reduction measurements of a closed shell
(cylinder, truncated cone), external and internal microphones
are used to obtain the mean sound pressure levels.

The advantages of such setups are easy to understand: the
experimental conditions are well known, the number of sen-
sors is not strictly limited. However neither the excitation
 eld, limited to loudspeaker and shaker excitation in gen-

eral, nor the tested structure, limited to small and canonical
samples, are fully representative of real conditions.

3.3 Aircraft ground and flight tests

Another step in testing is to use a real aircraft. In that case, the
structure is of course fully representative (at different levels:
in-service aircraft,  nal assembly line), but other dif culties
have to be accounted:

• for ground tests, the excitation  eld is not representative of
in- ight conditions; in the case of an acoustic excitation,
the  eld is not fully reverberant, the aircraft being installed
in a hall with no speci c acoustic characteristics;

• for  ight tests, the sources dissociation between trans-
mitted exterior noise and interior noise sources may be
dif cult; moreover, the number of sensors is limited, par-
ticularly in the  ight deck for safety reason, back-to-back
tests for benchmark are dependent of the reproducibility
of in- ight conditions.

4 STRONG AND WEAK POINTS OF
EXISTING MODELING
METHODOLOGIES

4.1 Analytical methods based on modal
expansion

Analytical methods allow modelling canonical shapes repre-
sentative of aircraft structures such as panels and cylinders.
Some early work dedicated to aircraft interior noise design

Figure 4. Typical laboratory experimental set-up for transmission loss measurements.
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was based on such methodology, for instance, Koval (1980)
who focused on sound transmission through cylinders.
Although limited to simple shapes, analytical tools have many
advantages, among them:

• their easiness to be implemented;
• their ability to cover a large frequency range;
• a fast calculation very useful for pre-design and paramet-

ric study.

They are consequently still of common use. They can be used
for analysis (excitation  eld in uence for instance) and un-
derstanding of phenomena (Neple, Campolina and Coyette,
2008). The key point to obtain precise results is the modal
basis choice and truncation.

One can also quote a recent work (Blakemore, Heron and
Davies, 2008) based on wave-number approach to model
doubly reinforced curved aircraft panels.

4.2 Finite elements analysis

To cover all the frequency range of interest and model
more realistic aircraft structures, the common way used by
aircraft manufacturer is  nite element analysis (FEM) for
low-frequency computation and statistical energy analysis
(SEA) for mid-high frequency (Dandaroy, Taj Bhuiyan and
Woodcock, 2008).

The main advantage of FEM is its ability to model com-
plex structures, and its main drawback is its limitation to low
frequency for aircraft at scale one due to model size and com-
putation time. A key point to obtain precise results remains
of course the meshing criteria!

4.3 Statistical energy analysis

SEA is well adapted to model high-frequency sound transmis-
sion for broadband excitation, where phenomena can be con-
sidered globally and with a statistical approach. For this rea-
son, early work was done using this methodology (cf. Pope,
1971). But one has also to keep in mind the basic assumptions
of such method: among them, the necessity to have a large
number of modes and a weak coupling between sub-systems.
When considering a full aircraft structure, two issues have to
be accounted for: some systems have a too low modal density
and others are too complex to allow analytical formulation
for SEA parameters such as coupling loss factor. To account
for these issues, hybrid FEM–SEA methodology has been
recently developed (cf. Cotoni, Gardner and Shorter, 2008;
Peiffer, 2008).

4.4 Excitation field modeling

Whatever the modeling methodology, the excitation  eld
model remains a key issue to have precise results.

Some results show that the use of classical diffuse sound
 eld modeling (plane wave summation cf. Lesueur, 1988) or
random approach (autospectrum and cross spatial correlation
function originally derived by Cook et al. (1955) may not be
suf cient. A comparison between different laboratory mea-
surements (cf. Fausti, Pompoli and Smith, 1999), shows a
high discrepancy (up to 5 dB) even at high frequencies when
according to classical assumptions, differences due to rooms
characteristics should not appear. To better  t the experimen-
tal conditions, a recent work has been done by Chazot and
Guyader (2007) based on modal expansion for the reverber-
ant room and patch-mobility approach for transmission loss
calculation.

For turbulent boundary layer excitation, one of the most
popular and early model is the semi-empirical one of Corcos
(1963) established for a  at plate. Graham (1997) made an
interesting review of models formulation in the wave-number
frequency domain.

These models established mostly in the 1960s and 1970s
are still of common use, for instance Graham (1996) used
them in his analytical formulation based on modal expansion
and Peiffer (2008) in his SEA methodology.

The lack of such data and its effect on sound transmission
through a large frequency range for complex turbulent bound-
ary conditions such as the ones outside an aircraft cockpit is
however obvious. A key point remains the cross-correlation
function determination.

5 SOUND TRANSMISSION MECHANISMS
THROUGH STIFFENED STRUCTURES
UNDER ACOUSTIC EXCITATION

To better emphasize the main challenges for aircraft interior
noise design and modeling, the focus is put on sound trans-
mission mechanisms on unstiffened and stiffened structures
at element level, that is,  at or curved panel, cylinder and
truncated cone.

5.1 Typical sound transmission and noise
reduction curves under diffuse sound field
excitation

To describe the main transmission phenomena, two charac-
teristic frequencies are de ned, cf. equations (3) and (4). The
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critical frequency fc, cf. equation (3), is de ned for an in -
nite plate in pure bending motion and is characterized by a
high acoustic radiation level (cf. for instance Lesueur 1988).
h is the plate thickness, c the speed of sound, E the Young’s
modulus, ν the Poisson ratio and ρS the mass density. The
ring frequency fR, cf. equation (4), is de ned for an in nite
cylinder and corresponds to a pure radial motion of the shell
driven by a membrane behavior. R is the cylinder radius.

These frequencies strictly de ned for in nite structures al-
low to determine different zones of behavior for sound trans-
mission curves.

fc = c2

2�h

√
12ρS(1 − ν2)

E
(Hz) (3)

fR = 1
2�R

√
E

ρS(1 − ν2)
(Hz) (4)

Figure 5 presents a typical measured TL curve for an isotropic
plate under a diffuse sound  eld excitation. We indicate on
the graph the critical frequency fc. This curve is a very clas-
sical result (cf. for instance Lesueur 1988), and can be split
into two different zones: below fc, the transmission loss is
mainly driven by non-resonant structural modes and strongly
dependant on mass, it increases with a slope equal to 6 dB per
octave. This is the so-called mass law. At fc one gets a deep
minimum due to a high acoustic radiation coupled to a spa-
tial coincidence between the excitation  eld and the structure
behavior. Above fc, the TL increases with a slope equal to
9 dB per octave and is mainly driven by structural resonant
modes.

Figure 6 shows a typical measured NR curve for an
isotropic cylinder under a diffuse sound  eld excitation. The
ring and critical frequencies are indicated on this graph. This
curve is also very classical cf. Lesueur (1988). Four zones of
different behavior can be typically considered: below the ring
frequency, the NR decreases and has minima due to acoustic
cavity modes, it is mainly driven by shell membrane behav-
ior and non-resonant structural modes, then the NR reaches a
plateau, in this zone it is driven by resonant structural modes.
Above fR, the trends are similar to the ones of an isotropic
plate, that is, a mass law tendency behavior with a slope equal
to 6 dB per octave, a strong minimum at fc and then an in-
crease with a 9 dB per octave slope. Even if the trends are
similar, one has to have in mind that the phenomena are not
identical to the ones in the plate TL due to differences of
structural modes on the one hand and to the acoustic cavity
modes that are accounted for in the NR on the other hand.

At aircraft scale, typical values of fR are around 300 Hz for
a long range aircraft cabin, 600 Hz for a short-range aircraft
cabin. Depending on the aircraft area, fc lowest values are
around 4 kHz, highest values around 10 kHz. Consequently,
the octaves used for SIL3 assessment for instance are located
mainly in the so-called “mass-law tendency behavior”.

5.2 Shape effect

The curvature radius of an aircraft structure varies along the
length and also at a  x ed cross section.

The curvature effect can be examined by comparison of
sound transmission phenomena through a  at and curved
plate  rst and also by comparison of plates and cylinders.
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Figure 5. Typical transmission loss curve for a  at unstiffened isotropic plate under diffuse sound  eld excitation – experimental results.
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Figure 6. Typical noise reduction curve for an unstiffened isotropic thin cylinder under diffuse sound  eld excitation – experimental results.

Simon (2006) compared TL of  at and curved unstiffened
panels under acoustic excitation. The main outcome is that a
ring frequency is noticeable for a curved panel and the trends
are similar between a  at and a curved plate above the ring
frequency, which means they are also similar to the ones ob-
served by comparison of a  at plate and a cylinder (cf. Section
5.1).

Another question is the effect of a curvature radius varying
along the aircraft length, particularly for cockpit noise issues.
To study this effect, one can consider a truncated cone in com-
parison with a cylinder. Neple (2003) made a detailed study
based on structural, acoustic modes determination, and noise
reduction curves analysis. Figure 7 shows the comparison of
the NR curves of a cylinder and a truncated cone made of the
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Figure 7. Noise reduction curves of a cylinder and a truncated cone under diffuse sound  eld excitation – experimental results.
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Figure 8. Noise reduction curves of an unstiffened and stringer-stiffened cylinder under diffuse sound  eld excitation – experimental results.

same isotropic material and having the same skin thickness.
The excitation is a diffuse sound  eld. The larger radius of
the cone is equal to the one of the cylinder, while the ratio
between the larger and the smaller radii of the cone is equal
to 2.5. The main result is that the cone plateau area covers
a frequency range larger than the one of the cylinder, while
the main phenomena remain the same. Considering aircraft
scale, this effect will be limited to a frequency band around
the ring frequency.

5.3 Stiffeners’ effect

Stiffeners’ effect on sound transmission has been examined
by Koval (1980), Neple, Besluau and Lesueur (2004) both on
plates and cylinder mainly for a diffuse sound  eld excitation.
The main result is that below fc the stiffeners decrease the
NR or the TL up to 5 dB for classical design.

As an example Figure 8 compares the NR curves of an
unstiffened and a stringer-stiffened cylinder. Both cylinders
have the same skin thickness and are made of the same
isotropic material. The stiffened cylinder has 12 equally
spaced stringers made also of the same material.

6 EXCITATION FIELD EFFECT

6.1 Unstiffened structures

In the literature, it has to be noted that very few authors com-
pared the sound transmission mechanisms through structures

excited by diffuse sound  eld on the one hand and turbulent
boundary layer on the other hand.

Maury, Gardonio and Elliott (2002) made this study for
plates at low frequency. Cacciolati et al. (2006) extended the
frequency range of analysis up to the plate critical frequency
with a Corcos model.

A useful characteristic frequency is the aerodynamic coin-
cidence frequency fca, cf. equation (5) and Maury, Gardonio
and Elliott (2002). It is strictly de ned for an in nite plate
and corresponds to the equality between the velocity of the
 e xural waves and the convection velocity Uc = 0.7 U∞ in the
Corcos model, U∞ being the freestream velocity.

fca = U2
c

2�h

√
12ρS(1 − ν2)

E
(Hz) (5)

Maury, Gardonio and Elliott (2002) noticed that the sound
transmission mechanisms are strongly different between both
excitation  elds:

• the insertion loss has a minimum around fca;
• below fc, whereas the diffuse sound  eld excites mainly

the non-resonant modes, the turbulent boundary layer ex-
cites strongly plate resonant modes.

At aircraft scale, typical values of fca are in-between 1 and
2 kHz, depending on the  o w velocity and the skin structure
thickness.
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Figure 9. Comparison of add-on damping patches effect on a typical stiffened panel under diffuse sound  eld and point-force excitation –
experimental results.

6.2 Stiffened structures

Very few results exist for the stiffeners effect under a turbulent
boundary layer excitation. Neple, Campolina and Coyette
(2008) studied the case of a stiffened cylinder under turbu-
lent boundary layer (TBL) (Corcos model) and diffuse sound
 eld and noticed that the sound transmission mechanisms
are strongly dependent on the excitation  eld: while in a fre-
quency range going from fR to fc the stiffeners decrease the
NR for diffuse sound  eld excitation, they increase it for the
turbulent boundary layer. The mechanisms are different in a
frequency range governing SIL3 and SIL4 values.

6.3 Noise control treatments

Passive noise control treatments design is based mainly on
ground tests and simulation to reproduce in- ight conditions.
Therefore, a key question is: how sensitive is the noise control
treatments ef cienc y to the excitation  eld?

Neple, Campolina and Coyette (2008) showed simulation
results for unstiffened cylinders covered with glass wool.
The excitation  eld had almost no effect on the glass wool
ef cienc y, but this study was limited to unstiffened cylin-
der. Further activities are on-going for covered stiffened
structures.

In addition, Figure 9 compares the acoustic ef cienc y of
add-on damping treatments for a typical stiffened fuselage
panel under diffuse sound  eld excitation and point-force
(shaker) excitation. One can notice that:

• the acoustic gain differs up to 5 dB between both excita-
tion  elds between 1 and 2 kHz;

• even under acoustic excitation the add-on damping patch
effect is not strictly limited to added mass, which means
the transmission is not purely non-resonant.

It is then obvious that further studies are required on noise
control treatments ef cienc y under different excitation  elds.
For this purpose, the key point will be the determination of
resonant and non-resonant sound transmission mechanisms
under different excitation  elds.

7 SUMMARY AND MAIN CHALLENGES

To design a silent environment inside an aircraft, it has been
seen that the study of sound transmission mechanisms of
external sources through the fuselage is a key point. As
interior noise assessment and treatments design are based
primarily on laboratory tests at element level, with a trans-
position to in- ight conditions by simulation, and a  nal ver-
i cation by  ight tests conducted by aircraft manufacturers,
the focus has been put on sound transmission mechanisms
through stiffened structures. It has been therefore essential to
develop modeling techniques of sound transmission mech-
anisms through stiffened structures. Existing methodologies
and their main limitations have been reviewed.

For diffuse sound  eld excitation, sound transmission
mechanisms through unstiffened or stiffened structures such
as plates or cylinders are well known. For turbulent boundary
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layer excitation, stiffeners’ effect and noise control treatments
ef cienc y (including add-on damping treatments, glass wool,
trim panel) are still open issues. Moreover, models are not
available for complex turbulent boundary layer conditions
such as the ones outside an aircraft cockpit.

It appears clearly that further studies are required on:

• sound transmission mechanisms through stiffened struc-
tures for a fully installed con guration (blankets and trim
panel) under different excitation  elds;

• noise source modeling and its effect on sound transmis-
sion mechanisms, particularly in respect of non-resonant
and resonant transmission paths.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Short historical introduction of active noise
control in aircraft and helicopters

The fundamental concepts of active control of sound were
first proposed by Lueg (1936) who presented a patent for
the single channel feed-forward control of tonal disturbances
propagating in a one-dimensional acoustic waveguide or in a
free field. However, the first experimental studies using sim-
ple analogue electric controllers were presented about two
decades later by Olson and May (1953) and Conover (1956).
It then took about another 20 years before the first applica-
tions using more complex adaptive digital controllers were
investigated (Nelson and Elliott, 1992; Elliott, 2001).

During the 1980s researchers started to investigate the fea-
sibility of active noise control (ANC) to reduce the high tonal
noise components in the cabin of propeller aircraft (Chap-

lin, 1983; Ffowcs-Williams, 1984; Bullmore et al., 1987).
Soon after, experimental demonstrators on real scale aircraft
were built and flight-trials were carried out both on propeller
aircraft and helicopters (Elliott, 2001). Normally, these sys-
tems rely on a multichannel controller that drives control
loudspeakers located in the small gap behind the trim pan-
els and in the overhead lockers to reduce the noise level in
the vicinity of the passengers’ heads. This is normally accom-
plished with an adaptive feed-forward cancellation algorithm
that relies on a reference signal measured by a tachometer in
the propeller shaft and a set of error signals measured by
microphones located in the seat headrests. However, more
recent systems use electrodynamic inertial actuators (Ross
and Purver, 1997) or actively tuned resonators (Fuller et al.,
1995, 1997) mounted on the aircraft frame so that the control
sound field is efficiently generated by the fuselage wall. These
early studies gave very encouraging results and, in fact, a few
years later real applications were developed for propeller air-
craft (Emborg and Ross, 1993; Billout, Norris and Rossetti,
1995; Ross and Purver, 1997). Nearly a thousand commer-
cial systems are currently in production using this technique
to control the interior sound-field in propeller aircraft made
by a number of manufacturers and it is a standard fit on the
Bombardier DASH-8.

The success of active noise control motivated further
research in this technology. For instance, active vibration con-
trol (AVC) systems have been developed to mitigate the vi-
bration transmission through the struts that connect the rotor
gearbox to the helicopter cabin (Maier and Pucher, 1999; Sut-
ton et al., 1997). Also, adaptive tunable vibration absorbers
have been used to control the structure-borne noise generated
by the twin engines mounted directly on the aft cabin of Dou-
glas aircraft DC-9 and MD-80 twin-jets (von Flotow, Beard
and Bailey, 1994).
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Starting from the mid-1990s, a lot of work has been car-
ried out on smart structures for active structural acoustic con-
trol (ASAC) where the sensor and actuator are embedded in
the structure itself in order to obtain compact-lightweight
components of the aircraft that reduce the air- and structure-
borne noise transmission to the cabin (Fahy and Gardonio,
2007). The interest for smart structures was also motivated
by the fact that with closely located sensor and actuator pairs
feedback control schemes could be implemented, which are
also suitable to control steady state random disturbances such
as aerodynamic noise, jet noise, landing gear noise, and so
on (Fahy and Gardonio, 2007). A first application has been
developed recently for the Airbus A400M transport aircraft
where a large number of electrodynamic inertial actuators
have been fitted in the aircraft fuselage wall in order to re-
duce the transmission of noise from the four open propeller
engines.

The following two subsections introduce the basic con-
cepts of feed-forward and feedback control. Sections 2, 3 and
4 present the principal systems that have been investigated for
(i) cabin noise control, (ii) engines and equipment vibration
isolation, and (iii) fuselage double-wall sound-transmission
control in aircraft and helicopters. These three sections are
based on a review paper by Gardonio 2002. Also, reference
is made to the following chapters of this part of the En-
cyclopedia: ‘Interior Noise and Sound Transmission’ by P.
Neple; ‘Propeller Noise Including Installation Effect’ by R.
Self; ‘Propulsion System Noise: Engine’ by J. Astley, and
‘Jet Noise’ by C. Bailly and C. Bogey.

1.2 Background on feed-forward control for tonal
noise control

Active sound and vibration control systems can broadly be
classified into two principal categories: feed-forward and
feedback systems. Both approaches can be implemented with
a single sensor–actuator pair and a single channel controller
or arrays of sensors and actuators and a multiple channels
controller. The basic principles of these two control ap-
proaches are briefly recalled in this and the next sections
with reference to a multichannel noise control problem in
the passenger cabin of an aircraft. The aim is to introduce
the fundamental concepts of the two approaches so that the
limitations of the practical control systems for aircraft and
helicopters that are illustrated in the following sections can
be discussed.

Feed-forward control systems are particularly suited to
control deterministic disturbances, such as harmonic or peri-
odic disturbances, for which a reference signal can be mea-
sured. For instance, if the control of propeller tonal noise in
the cabin of the aircraft depicted in Figure 1a is considered,
as shown in the block diagram of Figure 1b, the reference
signal measured with a tachometer on the propeller shaft is
passed through a series of control filters h1, h2, . . . , hm that
generate the signals s1, s2, . . . , sm driving the control loud-
speakers in such a way as to produce the desired control
effect. In principle, the control filters can be set to minimize
the total acoustic potential energy in the enclosure; however
a more practical control strategy is normally implemented

Figure 1. Schematic (a) and block diagram (b) of a multichannel feed-forward active noise control system to reduce tonal noise in the cabin
of a propeller aircraft.
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where the control loudspeakers are driven to minimize the
sum of the mean-square output signals e1, e2, . . . , en from
a set of error microphone sensors. If, for example, the pri-
mary disturbance is harmonic with circular frequency ω0,
then, as schematically shown in Figure 1b, the vector with
the n complex sound pressure signals measured by the er-
ror microphones e(ω0) can be expressed as the sum of the
vector d(ω0) with the sound pressures d1, d2, . . . , dn gener-
ated by the primary disturbance and the vector dc(ω0) with
sound pressures dc1, dc2, . . . , dcn generated by the control
loudspeakers, which in turn can be derived from the product
of a n × m matrix Ges(ω0), with the plant responses between
each microphone error sensor and the control loudspeakers,
and the vector with the signals driving the control loudspeak-
ers s(ω0), that is, dc(ω0) = Ges(ω0)s(ω0). Thus, the vector
with the error signals can be expressed as

e(ω0) = d(ω0) + dc(ω0) = d(ω0) + Ges(ω0)s(ω0) (1)

The signals s1, s2, . . . , sm driving the m control loudspeakers
are generated by passing the reference signal r(ω0) through
a set of m control filters h1, h2, . . . , hm; thus the vector s(ω0)
can be expressed as

s(ω0) = h(ω0)r(ω0) (2)

where h(ω0) is the vector with the m control filters. There-
fore, after substituting equation (2) into equation (1), in order
to minimize the sum of the mean-square error signals, the
following quadratic cost function must be minimized:

J =
n∑

r=1

|er|2 = eHe = hHGH
esGesh + hHGH

esd

+ dHGesh + dHd (3)

This is a Hermitian quadratic form whose minimum is given
by the following vectors with the optimal control filters:

(a) hopt = −[
GH

esGes
]−1

GH
esd, (b) hopt = −G−1

es d,

(c) hopt = −GH
es

[
GH

esGes
]−1

d (4a–c)

respectively for (a) the over-determined case with more sen-
sors than actuators; (b) the fully determined case with equal
numbers of sensors and actuators; (c) the under-determined
case with fewer sensors than actuators (Nelson and Elliott,
1992). According to these equations, the optimal control fil-
ters h1, h2, . . . , hm can be derived by measuring the vector
of primary disturbances spectra at the error sensors d and

the matrix Ges with the plant responses between the n out-
puts of the microphone error sensors and the m inputs to the
control loudspeakers. However, in practice, the measures of
the primary disturbances and plant responses are never ac-
curate enough to guarantee convergence to the optimal con-
trol. Thus, an iterative method should be implemented which,
as schematically shown in Figure 1b, can also track non-
stationary effects in the primary disturbance and adapt the
control filter accordingly (Elliott, 2001). For completeness it
should be mentioned that feed-forward control schemes can
also be used with stochastic primary disturbances. Normally,
in this case, it is necessary to acquire a large set of reference
signals r1, r2, . . . , rν that are passed through a matrix of con-
trol filters Hopt in order to obtain the set of control signals for
the desired control action (Nelson and Elliott, 1992). There-
fore, the performance of the feed-forward controller depends
on different factors that include the number of reference sig-
nals, the correlation between the reference signals and the
stochastic disturbance, the feasibility of a causal controller
and the possibility of modeling in the controller the effect of
the control sources on the reference signals.

The choice of the number, type and locations of control
sensors and actuators plays an important role in the perfor-
mance of the control system, which depends both on the phys-
ical interaction between the primary sound field and control
sound field generated by the sensor and actuator configura-
tion (this is normally reported as the physics of the control
system) and the effectiveness of the control algorithm for the
given reference signal and set of plant responses between
the error sensors and control actuators. Having an efficient
controller does not automatically imply good control per-
formance if the chosen sensors and actuators do not couple
efficiently with the primary acoustic field to be controlled.
Alternatively, even the best arrangement of sensors and actu-
ators would provide poor results if the control algorithm does
not converge to the minimum of the measured cost function.
The principal challenge of both acoustic and vibration con-
trol at audio frequencies is given by the complexity of the
primary fields that needs large arrangement of sensors and
actuators in order to obtain reasonable control effects.

As an example, the control of the total sound field in a rect-
angular enclosure, with dimensions lx × ly × lz = 6 × 2.5 ×
1.8 m3 and modal damping ratio ζ = 0.03, is considered here
assuming a primary monopole source located close to a bot-
tom corner of the cavity and an ideal controller that min-
imizes the given cost functions. At first it is assumed that
ideal sensors and actuators are used, which can perfectly de-
tect and excite the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, . . . , 20th natural modes of
the acoustic cavity. Figure 2a shows that when only the (0,0,0)
mode, which corresponds to the purely compliant behavior
of the air in the enclosure, is cancelled, the acoustic potential
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Figure 2. Acoustic potential energy of an lx × ly × lz = 6 × 2.5 ×
1.8 m3cavity excited by a monopole source at one corner. (a) Solid
line, no control; faint lines, cavity controlled by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20
ideal sensor and actuator pairs that progressively cancel 1, 2, 3, . . .,
20 modes. (b) solid line, no control; dash-dotted line, cavity con-
trolled by a multichannel system with 20 monopole control sources
set to minimize the sum of the squared sound pressure measured by
20 error sensors.

energy of the cavity is effectively reduced at low frequencies
below the first resonance. When the (1,0,0) mode is also can-
celled then the first resonance vanishes from the spectrum of
the acoustic potential energy. Similarly, when higher-order
modes are also cancelled, the co-respective resonances dis-
appear from the spectrum of the potential energy. This plot
highlights that with an ideal five-channels control system,
the acoustic response in the enclosure is reduced only up to
about three times the first resonance ω1, which for the cav-
ity under consideration occurs at about 28.6 Hz. Moreover, it
takes 20-channels to control the sound field in the enclosure
up to about five times the first resonance. This is due to the
fact that, as shown in Figure 3, for a rectangular enclosure,
the number of modes significantly excited at any one exci-
tation frequency, that is, the so called ‘modal overlap’, rises
rapidly with frequency. In fact, for rectangular cavities the
modal overlap is given by (Fahy and Gardonio, 2007)

Mc(ω) = 2ζωnc(ω) = 2ζω

{
Vω2

2π2c3
+ Aω

8π2c2
+ P

16πc

}
(5)

where nc(ω) is the cavity modal density, and c, ζ, V, A, P are,
respectively, the speed of sound, the damping ratio, the vol-
ume, the enclosing surface area and the perimeter length of
the cavity. This expression indicates that at higher frequen-
cies the number of modes significantly excited at any one
frequency rises as the cube of the excitation frequency. The
modal overlap factor can be effectively used to estimate the
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Figure 3. Modal overlap for a 6 × 2.5 × 1.8 m3 cavity (solid line)
and for a 1 mm thin aluminum panel with dimensions 1 × 0.5 m2

(dashed line).

complexity of the modal response of the system under con-
trol and thus can be employed to either estimate the number
of control sources necessary to obtain control within a cer-
tain frequency band or to calculate the frequency bandwidth
of control for a given number of secondary sources (Elliott,
2001). If the vibration of a 1 mm aluminum panel with di-
mensions lx × ly = 1 × 0.5 m2 is to be controlled, then the
number of control sources necessary to obtain control in a
given frequency bandwidth would be much lower than that
found above for the rectangular enclosure. In fact, the modal
overlap of thin plates is given by (Fahy and Gardonio, 2007)

Mp(ω) = ηωnp(ω) = ηω
S

4π

(
ρh

D

)1/4

(6)

where np(ω) is the plate modal density, η is the structural loss
factor, D = Eh3/12(1 − ν2), S and h are the bending stiff-
ness, surface area, and thickness of the plate and ρ, E, and
ν are the density, Young’s modulus, and Poisson ratio of the
material of the plate. This expression indicates that, as can
be seen in Figure 3, the modal overlap of thin rectangular
panels rises linearly with frequency. Therefore, when control
is desired up to mid or high audio frequencies, it may be con-
venient to control the vibration of the walls of the enclosure,
and thus the sound transmission to the interior, rather than
the sound field in the enclosure itself. This is particularly the
case when the external disturbance affects only part of the
cavity enclosing walls, as it is for the primary noise field in
the aircraft shown in Figure 1a, which is aligned with the
plane of the propeller. Thus, for the specific problem under
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consideration, it could be convenient to control the sound
transmission to the cabin of the aircraft by controlling the
vibration of the fuselage wall panels in the vicinity of the
propellers.

Practical active noise control systems normally use loud-
speaker control actuators and microphone error sensors. The
desired cost function to be minimized is estimated by an ar-
ray of microphone sensors. Also, the control sound field is
generated by small loudspeakers that only partially reproduce
the optimal field that would minimize the desired cost func-
tion. In this case, the optimal control filters are derived from
equations (4a–c) in the formulation presented above. If, for
example, a practical control system is studied, which has 20
control loudspeakers (for simplicity modeled as monopole
sources) and 20 closely located error microphones (modeled
as ideal pressure sensors) evenly distributed in the enclosure
considered in the example above, then, as shown in Figure 2b,
the reduction of the desired cost function, that is, the total
acoustic potential energy in the cavity, is achieved only at
very low frequencies up to about 2.5 times the first reso-
nance ω1. At higher frequencies the inaccuracies introduced
by the error microphones to estimate the optimal cost func-
tion and by the control loudspeakers to generate the optimal
control field may lead to an increase, rather than a reduction,
of the total sound level in the cavity. The result presented in

Figure 2b has been derived assuming the microphone sen-
sors and loudspeakers’ actuators are evenly distributed in the
volume of the cavity. Although this may be a wise choice, in
practice the positioning of the sensors and actuators is nor-
mally selected using genetic algorithms that identify the best
configuration of the sensors and actuators with reference to
the desired cost function (Elliott, 2001).

1.3 Background on feedback control for
broadband steady-state random noise

Feedback disturbance rejection control systems can be used
to control both deterministic and stochastic disturbances. For
instance, if the control of jet engine broadband random noise
in the cabin of the aircraft depicted in Figure 4a is considered,
as shown by the block diagram for the circular frequency
domain ω of Figure 4b, the signals s1, s2, . . . , sm driving the
control loudspeakers are obtained by feeding back the output
signals e1, e2, . . . , en of the error microphone sensors via a
set of control functions h11, h12, . . . , hmn.

As found for the feed-forward control scheme, the vector
with the n complex sound pressure signals measured by the
error microphones e(ω) can also be expressed as the sum of
the vector d(ω) with the sound pressures generated by the

(a)

Error
microphones

d(ω)

e(ω)dc(ω)
ΣGes(ω)

+
+

−H(ω)

s(ω)

Control
loudspeakers

Controller

(b)

Figure 4. Schematic (a) and block diagram (b) of a multichannel feedback active noise control system to reduce broadband noise in the
cabin of a jet aircraft.
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primary disturbance and the vector dc(ω) with sound pres-
sures generated by the control loudspeakers:

e(ω) = d(ω) + dc(ω) = d(ω) + Ges(ω)s(ω) (7)

However, in this case the vector with the control signals is
given by

s(ω) = −H(ω)e(ω) (8)

where H(ω) is a fully populated matrix of control functions.
Thus, after substitution of equation (8) into equation (7) the
vector with the closed loop error signals is given by

e(ω) = [I + Ges(ω)H(ω)]−1d(ω) (9)

where the matrix [I + Ges(ω)H(ω)] is called the ‘return dif-
ference matrix’ (Elliott, 2001). The design of the matrix of
control functions is rather complex and it requires a model
of the fully populated matrix Ges with the plant responses
between the n outputs of the microphone error sensors and
the m inputs to the control loudspeakers (Clark, Saunders
and Gibbs, 1998; Elliott, 2001; Preumont, 2002). In practice,
simplified control approaches are normally used where, for
example, decentralized feedback control is implemented. In
this case, local feedback loops are closed between closely
located sensor–actuator pairs. The control functions for each
control loop can then be designed starting from the much
simpler classic feedback control theory, which is based on
the frequency domain analysis and synthesis (Clark, Saun-
ders and Gibbs, 1998; Elliott, 2001; Preumont, 2002).

In order to compare the performance of feedback and
feed-forward control schemes, the same cavity as that stud-
ied in the previous section with one primary source and 20
control loudspeakers (for simplicity modeled as monopole
sources) and 20 closely located error microphones is con-
sidered. Decentralized feedback control is implemented and
for each closely located sensor–actuator pair the same feed-
back control gain is used in the loop. Figure 5a shows that, in
this case, the acoustic potential energy monotonically goes
down at the low frequency resonances as the control gains
are brought up. This is because, at low frequencies for which
the acoustic wavelength is much bigger than the size of the
control loudspeaker, the local feedback loops tend to absorb
energy. In fact, the volumetric control action produced by
each loudspeaker is directly proportional to the sound pres-
sure measured in front of the loudspeaker. This type of be-
havior continues up to a point (marked by the dotted lines)
where, as shown in Figure 5b, the trend is inverted and the
acoustic potential energy tends to rise as the control gains are
increased. For very high gains, the spectrum of the acoustic
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Figure 5. Acoustic potential energy of an lx × ly × lz = 6 × 2.5 ×
1.8 m3 cavity excited by a monopole source at one corner. Solid
lines, no control; faint lines, cavity controlled by 20 local feedback
loops with increasing control gains as shown by the arrows; dotted
line, optimal control gain that minimizes the frequency-averaged
acoustic potential energy; dash-dotted line, very large control gains
that cancel the sound pressure at the error sensor.

potential energy is characterized by a new set of resonances.
This is because the feedback loops have now canceled the
sound pressure at the error sensor locations. Thus there is
no more energy absorption from the control loops and the
modal response of the cavity is modified by the zero sound
pressure constraints at the control positions. It is interesting
to note that when very large feedback control gains are imple-
mented, the spectrum of the acoustic potential energy in the
cavity (dash-dotted line) is the same as that shown in Figure
2b (dash-dotted line) for the equivalent feed-forward control
system. It should be emphasized that the results shown in
Figure 5 have been derived, assuming that the decentralized
feedback control loops are stable. This is normally the case
with collocated ideal monopole acoustic sources and ideal
sound pressure sensors. Practical loudspeaker sources and
microphone sensors are likely to introduce instabilities, even
if the microphones are placed in front of the loudspeakers
cones. As a result, it is normally impossible to implement
the high feedback control gains that would be necessary to
produce these new resonances. Actually, practical experience
has shown that it is rather difficult to implement the control
gains that provide the best control performance shown by the
dotted lines in Figure 5.

2 CABIN NOISE CONTROL

Active control of noise in aircraft cabins can be subdivided
into two principal approaches. The first is a global approach
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Figure 6. Sketch of (a) active noise control, (b) active noise and vibration control, (c) active headrest and (d) adaptive tunable vibration
absorbers systems for propeller (a, b) and jet (c, d) aircraft.

which uses a multichannel feed-forward system that controls
the sound field in the upper part of the aircraft cabin so that all
passengers benefit from the noise reduction. The second is a
local approach which uses pairs of modular feedback control
units, normally located in the head rest of the passengers’
seats, which are set to locally control the sound field in the
upper part of each seat.

Figures 6a and 6b schematically show the principal con-
figurations that have been developed for the global control
approaches: the active noise control and the active noise and
vibration control (ANVC). As discussed in the previous sec-
tion, the ANC system uses acoustic control sources (loud-
speakers) which are driven to create a control sound field that
destructively interferes with the undesired sound field in the
upper part of the cabin (Emborg and Ross, 1993; Billout, Nor-
ris and Rossetti, 1995). The ANVC system employs structural
actuators (electromagnetic inertial actuators or piezoelectric
patch strain actuators) which excite the fuselage structure in
such a way as to reduce and rearrange the vibration of the
fuselage skin so that the sound field in the upper part of the
cabin is attenuated (Ross and Purver, 1997). The ANC ap-
proach uses only acoustic (microphones) error sensors while
the ANVC uses both acoustic and structural error sensors
(microphones and accelerometers).

These two control configurations are normally used to
control tonal disturbances such as those generated by pro-
pellers in aircraft or by the rotor blades and gear meshing in
helicopters. In these cases it is possible to measure a refer-

ence signal directly from the engine shaft, main rotor shaft or
gear shafts so that the feed-forward controller can be prop-
erly tuned to the primary disturbance. In principle ANC and
ANVC systems could also be used to control random distur-
bances such as jet engine noise or turbulent boundary layer
noise generated by the turbulent air flow over the skin of the
aircraft. However, there are considerable limitations to these
applications since a large array of reference sensors should
be deployed in the fuselage of the aircraft in order to obtain
a suitable set of reference signals for the feed-forward con-
troller. Moreover, the vicinity of these reference sensors to
the control actuators is likely to be a problem for the imple-
mentation of a causal controller (Nelson and Elliott, 1992;
Elliott, 2001).

Figure 7 shows the distribution of sound levels in the cabin
of a propeller aircraft at the fundamental tone produced by
the propeller when the ANVC commercial system produced
by Ultra Electronics Ltd is installed in the cabin. This sys-
tem uses inertial electromagnetic actuators, which work as
active vibration absorbers (Ross and Purver, 1997), to effi-
ciently excite the fuselage structure. The actuators have been
fixed on frame–stringer intersections on the circular frames
close to the propeller plane, with the line of action oriented
radially. The control microphones have been placed on cabin
trim walls, overhead bins and aisle ceiling. The location of
the microphones is chosen striking a compromise between
ease of installation and maintenance, proximity to passenger
ear locations, distribution, and data acquisition requirements.
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Figure 7. Measured overall sound pressure level in a propeller aircraft cabin. (a) With active noise and vibration control; (b) without active
control. Courtesy of Ultra Electronics Ltd.

The control accelerometers have been located as close as pos-
sible to the driving points of the actuators and were radially
oriented.

Figure 6c schematically shows the local control system
that has been developed to control undesired broadband noise
in the vicinity of the headrest of the passenger seats (Elliott,
2001). Normally, this type of system is composed of two
modular control units which implement a feedback loop us-
ing a loudspeaker with a microphone closely located at the
center of the loudspeaker cone. The two control units are
mounted on the lateral cushions of the headrest so that they
act in the vicinity of the passenger ears (Elliott, 2001). The
feedback loop is then tuned to create a spherical zone of
quietness, centered at the error sensor position, which, for a
10 dB reduction, has been found to have dimensions propor-
tional to λ/10, where λ is the acoustic wavelength (Elliott,
2001). Thus, at 500 Hz, the size of the zone of quietness is
about 7 cm. This indicates the principal disadvantage of this
system, since it can offer good sound reductions only at low
frequencies. Moreover, the two zones of quietness are fixed
in space and thus cannot be centered on the ears of the passen-
ger. This problem has been partially solved by developing a
so called virtual microphone technique where the two control
loops are set to minimize the sound pressure at an estimated
position of the passenger’s ears (Elliott, 2001). However, to
get a robust system that can operate with the different posi-
tions of the passenger, a tracking system of the head position
and orientation is necessary.

3 ENGINES AND EQUIPMENT
VIBRATION ISOLATION

Structure-borne noise in aircraft and helicopters is generally
focused on the control of engine-to-airframe or gearbox-to-
airframe structural vibration. The effectiveness of resilient
isolator systems is limited by the stiffness requirements of
the mount elements, which have to satisfy two conflicting
objectives: to connect the engine or gearbox to the aircraft or
helicopter airframe at the most severe flight conditions and to
reduce the structural motion caused by the engine or gearbox
vibration. Therefore, the isolator system has to be statically
as stiff as possible (to connect) and dynamically as soft as
possible (to isolate) (Fuller, Elliott and Nelson, 1996). Iso-
lation materials cannot fully satisfy these two requirements;
thus, normally stiff (both statically and dynamically) mount-
ing systems are employed, which gives very little vibration
isolation.

A good compromise between static and dynamic stiffness
can be achieved with active or semi-active mounting systems
(Fuller, Elliott and Nelson, 1996). An active mount is com-
posed of four principal components: (i) a passive connecting
element, (ii) a reactive or inertial actuator, (iii) a sensor sys-
tem, and (iv) a controller. When a reactive actuator is used,
the control force can be adjusted in such a way that the total
force transmitted through the mount is zero; in this way, the
receiving structure is not excited. The reactive actuator can be
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Figure 8. (a) AgustaWestland EH101 Helicopter with (b) smart gearbox struts. (c) Overall vibration in the cabin without (light gray column)
and with (dark gray columns) control. Courtesy of AgustaWestland.

placed either in series or in parallel with the passive element
of the mount. In the first case, the actuator should withstand
the entire static load of the supported component. The second
solution does not present this problem; although, it requires
an actuator able to overcome the stiffness of the passive con-
necting element. Depending on the intrinsic properties of the
actuator element (free stroke and blocked force), the actua-
tor is usually coupled to either a force or displacement am-
plification device. Inertial actuators can be mounted at the
connecting point between a passive mount and the airframe
structure. In this case, the control capability can be limited by
the excessive actuator force requirements at the natural fre-
quency of the mount–engine system. In general, the control
actuator is driven to cancel the vibration measured at the con-
necting point of the mount with the airframe. Feed-forward
control architecture is used for tonal disturbances where the
reference signal is taken with a tachometer from the vibration
source (e.g., engine spool or gearbox main shaft).

Structure-borne noise is a critical problem in jet aircraft
with rear engines that efficiently excite the back part of the
fuselage structure and thus produce very high noise levels
in the aft of the passenger cabin. In this case, as shown in
Figure 6d, “adaptive tunable vibration absorbers” (ATVA)
have been mounted at the base of the engines’ pylons. These

are standard vibration absorbers which are actively tuned with
a multichannel feed-forward controller to the fundamental
frequency of the tonal vibrations produced by the rotor shaft
unbalance. Normally, both vibration sensors at the base of the
engines’ pylons and microphone sensors evenly distributed
in the aft of the cabin are used as error sensors. Thus the
absorbers are tuned to rearrange the fuselage vibration in
such a way to minimize both the vibration transmission to
the fuselage and the sound transmission to cabin aft (von
Flotow, Beard and Bailey, 1994).

The principal source of structure-borne noise in a heli-
copter cabin is due to the vibrations of the main rotor blades
and by the meshing of the gears in the main rotor gearbox.
In large helicopters, such as for example the AgustaWestland
EH101 in Figure 8a, the gearbox is rigidly connected to the
helicopter airframe via four long struts, as shown in Figure
8b. These struts are subject to severe load conditions since
they have to carry the in-flight quasi-static load of the heli-
copter; thus they are designed with high axial and bending
stiffness. As a result they provide the main vibration transmit-
ting path to the helicopter cabin for both the low frequency
vibration generated by the main rotor blades (approx. 20 Hz)
and the vibration generated by the gearbox which covers a fre-
quency range between 500 Hz and 2 kHz. The high frequency
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vibration transmission by each strut is characterized by cou-
pled longitudinal and flexural waves (Sutton et al., 1997).
AgustaWestland has developed a smart strut with a reactive
hydraulic actuator, which, as shown in Figure 8b is mounted
inside the strut for safety purposes. The four smart struts are
driven by a feed-forward adaptive controller which is set to
minimize the vibration at the connecting joints between the
struts and the cabin. Figure 8c shows that the overall vibra-
tion in the cabin can be reduced by 40–75% depending on
the forward speed of the helicopter.

4 FUSELAGE DOUBLE WALL SOUND
TRANSMISSION CONTROL

Section 1.2 has highlighted that the active noise control ap-
proach is limited to low frequencies since the modal overlap,
that is, the number of modes significantly excited at any one
excitation frequency, rises as the cube of the excitation fre-
quency. In contrast, the modal overlap of thin structures, such
as, for example, that of a small panel, rises linearly with the
excitation frequency. Thus, since the principal contributions
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Figure 9. Sketch of (a, b) multichannel feed-forward and feedback active structural acoustic control either with strain or inertial actuators;
(c, d) multichannel feed-forward and feedback active structural acoustic control using distributed and matched sensor–actuator pairs; and
(e) multichannel decentralized feedback active vibration control either with strain or inertial actuators.
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to cabin noise come from exterior sources, the possibility of
reducing the sound transmission to the interior of the aircraft
or helicopters by controlling the vibration of the fuselage wall
has been the subject of research and development. The appeal
for this approach is also given by the fact that the sensor and
actuators would be closely located on the wall structure and
this should assist the convergence of feed-forward adaptive
control systems and the stability of feedback control systems.
Finally, the control system would be much less invasive since
the sensor and actuator transducers would be embedded into
a compact fuselage wall structure.

The control of sound transmission/radiation by the fuse-
lage double wall to the interior of aircraft or helicopters
could be reduced with “active structural acoustic control”
(ASAC) systems (Fuller, Elliott and Nelson, 1996; Clark,
Saunders and Gibbs, 1998; Fahy and Gardonio, 2007). This
control approach improves the transmission loss of the fuse-
lage skin or trim panels by driving structural actuators fixed
on the fuselage skin or frame structure or on the trim pan-
els (inertial electromagnetic actuators, PZT (lead, zirconate,
titanate) patches and PVDF (also known as PVF2 stands for

polyvinylidene fluoride polymer) foils) in such a way as to
minimize the sound radiation. This approach involves a re-
arrangement of the modal contributions to the response of
the controlled structure at each frequency, which, at certain
frequencies, may even lead to an increase of the response.
This “modal reconstruction” effect results from the fact that
the sound radiation occurs via individual modes (i.e., self-
radiation) and also via pairs of modes (i.e., cross radiation).
At some frequencies, the cross radiation of certain modes
can actually reduce the self-radiations. Thus, the total sound
radiated can be minimized by tweaking the modal contribu-
tions at each frequency in such a way as to maximize this
“natural” sound radiation cancellation phenomenon (Fuller,
Elliott and Nelson, 1996). An interesting approach to design
ASAC control systems has been developed, which is based
on the computation of the so called radiation modes (Fuller,
Elliott and Nelson, 1996; Clark, Saunders and Gibbs, 1998;
Fahy and Gardonio, 2007). These are an alternative set of
orthogonal modes of the structure, which radiates sound in-
dependently. Thus, controlling these modes leads to sound
radiation control. These modes are frequency dependent and,

Figure 10. Fuselage section of a Bombardier Dash-8 Q400 aircraft (a) equipped with five feedback control units using an electromagnetic
inertial actuator (c) mounted on the interior of the trim panel (b) with an accelerometer sensor at the center of its foot print (a). (d) Near-field
sound radiation when the fuselage skin is excited by a shaker. Solid black line, without control units; dashed line, with closed loop control
units. Courtesy of Bombardier.
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normally for thin structures, are characterized by a first vol-
umetric shape, two rocking-type shapes along the principal
axis of the structure, and then a saddle shape. Normally, the
volumetric radiation mode is by far the most efficient radi-
atior of sound at low audio frequencies. Thus, good control
of the total sound radiation by the structure may be achieved
by controlling the volumetric radiation mode with a proper
choice of the type, number, and distribution of point actua-
tors and sensors and the signal conditioning system necessary
to model the frequency dependence of the volumetric mode
shape. The sketches in Figure 9a and 9b show typical multi-
channel feed-forward (Figure 9a) and feedback (Figure 9b)
ASAC arrangements to control either the tonal noise distur-
bance in propeller aircraft or the stochastic disturbances due
to jet noise or turbulent boundary layer aerodynamic excita-
tion of the fuselage wall in jet aircraft.

The sketches in Figures 9c and d show an interesting de-
velopment of the ASAC system where a distributed strain
actuator and a matched distributed starin sensor are used
to control the volumetric mode of the individual fuselage
skin panels or interior trim panels (Fahy and Gardonio,
2007). In this case, since the control system is set to min-
imize the sound radiated by each panel, independent feed-
forward or feedback loops can be implemented for each
panel.

The idea of modular control has also been exploited with
point sensor–actuator pairs (Fahy and Gardonio, 2007). As
shown by the sketches in Figure 9e, local feedback loops
have been implemented with closely located sensor–actuator
pairs, which absorb energy from the structure, particularly at
resonance frequencies. In this case, the modal units are sim-
ple active vibration control (AVC) systems, which, however
reduce the response of the fuselage skin or internal trim panel
at the resonance frequency. Thus, this control approach is par-
ticularly suited to controlling low audio-frequency broadband
random sound radiation, which is primarily determined by the
amplitude of the low-frequency resonances of the structure.
Figure 10 shows a decentralized system with five feedback
control units tested at ISVR, which uses an electromagnetic
inertial actuator with an accelerometer sensor at the center
of its foot print, mounted on the trim panel of a Bombardier
Dash-8 Q400 fuselage section. Active control systems can
also be used to reduce the sound transmission through the
small cavity confined between the fuselage skin and the trim
panel. In particular, two types of decentralized control sys-
tems have been proposed. The first uses loudspeaker actua-
tors with a microphone sensor at the center of the cone. The
second uses reactive actuators between the two panels with
accelerometer sensors at the two ends. Both systems imple-
ment velocity feedback loops that tend to absorb energy in
the cavity or in the two panels.

5 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The principal problems that need to be addressed to extend
the use of active control systems in aircraft can be summa-
rized as follows: (i) control frequency bandwidth, (ii) weight,
(iii) reliability, (iv) production cost, (v) installation costs, and
(vi) maintenance costs and all of them are intimately con-
nected to each other. Active control systems rely on acoustic
and vibration actuator and sensor transducers, which often
involve magnetic or piezoelectric components with inher-
ent high masses. Normally, these transducers have complex
designs that involve the fabrication and assembly of many
components that make them costly and prone to durability
issues. Also, the control systems often rely on multichannel
controllers, which require expensive fast acting digital con-
trollers and complex wiring systems to connect the sensors
and actuators to the control unit. This introduces additional
weight issues and more importantly installation and mainte-
nance costs.

In order to more effectively address the problems men-
tioned above, fundamental research work should be carried
out on the concurrent design of lightweight passive and ac-
tive noise and vibration control measures. In parallel, there
is a clear need to develop ad hoc sensor and actuator trans-
ducers and also control systems. Active control needs small-
scale, simple, lightweight, low-cost transducers where often
the sensor and actuator device can be integrated together with
a local controller. Current research work has shown the ad-
vantages of using decentralized local controllers. However,
development work on prototype systems mounted in real ve-
hicles has highlighted the need for higher level coordination
of the local controllers in order to produce good noise reduc-
tions.

Another important area of research is the development of
multifunctioning systems. For instance, it is believed that ac-
tive noise control would be more appealing when combined
with sound quality design and also when combined with au-
dio systems. Similarly, it is believed that combining vibration
control with condition monitoring would be an interesting
way of better exploiting the use of sensor and actuator trans-
ducers bonded on a structure and the computing power of the
controller.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A sonic boom is an acoustic event caused by the passage of
a supersonic body through a fluid. The body passes through
the fluid at a supersonic speed, and one or more shock waves
are formed. These shock waves travel at speeds dictated by
their amplitude. Higher amplitude shocks travel faster, so
higher amplitude shocks will overtake shocks of lower am-
plitude. A series of shocks of varying amplitude will distort,
or “age” as they propagate. Smooth waves can steepen, and
larger shocks can overtake smaller shocks, and this is called
coalesence.

Why is the resulting sound called a sonic boom? From the
first flight of a supersonic aircraft in 1947 an explosion-like
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sound was heard on the ground with every supersonic test
flight. In the United Kingdom this was given an equivalent
term, “sonic bang.” However, as it will be explained more
fully later, not all sonic booms sound like an explosion. We
now have the technology and know-how to shape the pressure
versus time signature of sonic booms. These shaped booms
have the potential to tremendously “lower the boom,” making
relatively quiet sonic booms possible. This may someday lead
to overland supersonic flight that will be acceptable to the
public. Thus, although the term “sonic boom” has stuck both
with the public and the aeronautical engineer, there doesn’t
have to be a “boom” in these acoustic events. Kenneth Plotkin
of Wyle (Arlington, Virginia, USA) has coined a new term
for these quiet events: the “sonic puff.”

Current supersonic aircraft don’t sound like a “sonic puff.”
Conventional sonic booms are considered annoying by most
people, and this has led to regulations in most countries pro-
hibiting sonic booms from being heard on the ground from
civil aircraft. The current regulation in the United States goes
further stating that no aircraft may exceed the speed of sound
(Mach 1) overland regardless of whether a sonic boom is
heard or not. These types of regulations are why the 1970s
supersonic passenger airliner Concorde was ultimately re-
stricted to overwater routes for most flights. The prohibition
of supersonic flight over land is one of the major reasons
why there recently have been no civil supersonic aircraft de-
veloped to follow after Concorde.

As was mentioned earlier, any body traveling superson-
ically through any fluid can make a sonic boom, but be-
cause of space limitations this chapter will focus only on
supersonic aircraft flying through air. Analogous phenomena
occur for supersonic propulsion of underwater vehicles, for
instance.
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2 CONVENTIONAL BOOM GENERATION

Initially let us restrict ourselves to the flight of conventional
supersonic aircraft for which there has been no concerted
effort to shape the sonic boom waveform, called the sonic
boom signature. In most instances the shock waves coalesce,
merge, and form a pressure versus time signature which is
shaped somewhat like the letter N, these signatures are called
N-waves. If heard on the ground N-waves sound like two
“thumps” closely spaced in time. This is because human hear-
ing reacts very strongly to the front and back shocks of the
N-wave and very little to the transition portion of the signa-
ture between the shocks. The duration of the event is usually
determined by the aircraft weight and lift which determine
the strength of the shocks. Larger amplitude shocks lead to
N-waves which are substantially elongated in time compared
to the length of the supersonic aircraft itself. An N-wave sonic
boom from Concorde is depicted in Figure 1. This figure is
substantially oversimplifed, since the N-wave is shown as
occuring on the ground, and the aircraft is assumed to be at
altitude. There is substantial atmospheric physics going on
in between aircraft and the ground and those details are not
depicted here.

During level supersonic cruise, the largest acoustic pres-
sures appear directly below the aircraft. However, the sonic
boom is actually a three dimensional event. At least near the
aircraft the shock waves form a cone-like surface called the
Mach cone. This three-dimensional surface which is swept
behind the aircraft similar to the V-shaped wake created by
a fast-moving motorboat traveling on a calm lake. The Mach

Figure 1. N-wave sonic boom created by Concorde (oversimpli-
fied). Acoustic pressure is plotted versus time. Concorde’s sonic
boom had a duration of about 300 ms and an acoustic pressure peak
of about 100 Pa.

cone is not exactly shaped like a perfect cone as one moves
from directly below to directly above the aircraft. This is be-
cause real aircraft are not axisymmetric bodies and lift effects
create shocks with different strengths above, below, and to the
sides of the aircraft. This is how a real sonic boom is launched
into the atmosphere during supersonic cruise.

3 PROPAGATION AND GROUND
MEASUREMENT

The created sound propagates down to the ground in a direc-
tion initially perpendicular to the Mach-cone. As the sound
wave gets near the ground, atmospheric refraction effects
come into play, and the sound usually bends. If we neglect that
bending for the moment, the cone intersects the ground in a
forward pointing parabolic shape. The width of this parabolic
shape on the ground defines the extent of who might hear the
sonic boom. For aircraft at sufficient altitude this width can
be on the order of 55 miles or 90 km. To make the potential
impact of conventional sonic booms more clear some appro-
priate mathematical relations are now provided. Additional
information regarding these equations can be found in the
references. The N-wave acoustic pressure of the sonic boom
on the ground under the aircraft is given using the method of
Carlson (Carlson, 1978). The peak acoustic pressure is given
by

�pmax = KpKR
√

pvpg(M2 − 1)1/8 h−3/4
e l3/4KS (1)

with a duration of

�t = Kt

3.42

av

M

(M2 − 1)3/8
h1/4

e l3/4KS (2)

whereKp is a pressure amplification factor with typical values
between 1.2 and 1.6, KR is a reflection coefficient assumed to
be 2.0, KS is an aircraft shape factor with typical values be-
tween 0.04 and 0.20, Kt is a signature duration factor varying
from about 0.6 to 1.0, pv is the atmospheric pressure at the
aircraft, pg is the atmospheric pressure at the ground, M is
the aircraft Mach number, he is the effective height of the air-
craft, l is the length of the aircraft, av is the speed of sound at
the aircraft. For additional information on how the constants
vary, see (Carlson, 1978)

Note that the amplitude is proportional to Mach number to
the 1/4th power. Thus flying slower does not substantially de-
crease the boom. After considerable calculation, it turns out
that much larger amplitude reduction is found by decreasing
the weight W of the aircraft which has an important influence
on the aircraft shape factor KS. Because increasing altitude
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gives a longer propagation path and more time for the weak
nonlinear steepening effects to occur, increased altitude is
usually accompanied by a longer duration and a slightly de-
creased ampltiude.

Below the aircraft the angle that the sonic boom makes
with the ground is called the Mach angle and is a function
of the aircraft speed and the speed of sound. As mentioned
earlier, this angle usually changes due to refraction effects as
the boom approaches the ground.

Thus far we have focused on the primary supersonic cruise
boom. However, the portion of the Mach cone above the air-
craft also can lead to another phenomena called “over the
top” boom or secondary sonic boom. This results when the
upward directed shock waves energy is eventually refracted
back down to the ground by atmospheric conditions above
the aircraft. Due to the long distance traveled by this initially
upward going sound, usually atmospheric absorption has di-
minished all but the lowest frequency content of the sonic
boom. All that remains is a low, rumbly sound not dissimi-
lar from the sound of distant thunder. It has been shown that
these “over the top” booms are seasonal, depending on upper
atmospheric winds. For the commercial aircraft Concorde,
in operation from 1973 to 2003, these “over the top” booms
on occasion could be heard hundreds of miles away from the
aircraft flight path.

Aircraft maneuvers also modify the sonic boom heard on
the ground. For example, every supersonic aircraft must ac-
celerate to get up to supersonic cruise. During an acceleration
the sonic boom energy is focused slightly, causing a larger
sonic boom on the ground than is heard during cruise. This
“focus boom” can have an amplitude of 2 to 3 times that of a
cruise boom depending on flight and atmospheric conditions.
Fortunately, this strengthening only occurs over a small (few
hundred meter) portion of the flight path. Currently no one
knows how to minimize a focus boom.

Other aircraft maneuvers can also focus sonic boom en-
ergy. Pushover maneuvers, turns, and rolls can focus the sonic
boom energy substantially. However, these types of maneu-
vers are only of interest for military aircraft during dogfights
or when performing high-g acrobatics, so these will not be
discussed further.

Mild focusing and defocusing of sonic booms typically oc-
curs during propagation from the aircraft to the ground. This
is caused by atmospheric turbulence. Usually N-wave shaped
sonic booms are distorted by this turbulence. The distortion
may take the form of the rounding of the front and back shocks
in the N-wave. Another common distortion is to see spiking of
the front and back shocks. The rounding comes from defocus-
ing and the spiking comes from focusing. These mild distor-
tions are very commonly observed during the day when turbu-
lence is present. Usually the atmospheric turbulence comes

from temperature inhomogeneities caused by the rising of
thermal plumes from the sun heating the ground and wind in-
homogeneities caused by the wind interacting with the terrain
on the ground. Very often if sonic booms are measured early
in the morning, the turbulence is quite minimal and the classic
N-wave shape is observed. Later in the day when turbulence
is present, spiking, and rounding is seen. In fact, many sonic
boom field measurements have shown that a spiked waveform
can occur just a few 10 s of meters from where a rounded
waveform is measured. For typical sonic boom waveforms,
see Figure 2. These are all measured sonic booms from the
BoomFile database (Lee and Downing, 1996).

There is one special situation in which a supersonic aircraft
does not produce a sonic boom on the ground. This is when
the supersonic aircraft is flying at a speed just slightly beyond
Mach 1. For this situation the sonic boom does not reach the
ground due to the refraction of the atmosphere. Usually the
aircraft speed is restricted to no more than Mach 1.15 or less.
Recent work has indicated that this “boomless” sonic boom
operation is quite possible. It turns out, however, that the
maximum speed that will not produce a boom on the ground
depends, on average, on the latitude and time of year.

To summarize sonic boom heard on the ground from con-
ventional civil aircraft, see Figure 3, taken from an excellent
1991 overview article by Maglieri and Plotkin (1991).

One can see no sonic boom until the aircraft has acceler-
ated to supersonic speed. Initially a “focus boom” is created
and then a cruise boom is heard for the duration of the flight.
It is very important to realize that the cruise boom is heard
along the entire supersonic flight path. In addition one may
also hear the “over the top” sonic boom or secondary sonic
boom as a feature off to the sides of the primary boom. The
width of the primary sonic boom carpet itself will vary ac-
cording to local atmospheric conditions. The location of the
“lateral cut off” of the primary sonic boom carpet can vary
substantially.

To this point we have focused exclusively on conventional
supersonic aircraft sonic boom generation and propagation. It
should be noted that later in this chapter boom minimization
will be introduced. Shaped and or minimized booms could
have a substantially decreased impact at the ground compared
to conventional N-wave sonic booms. These new booms are
smoother with shocks that are much less steep than for con-
ventional booms. The peak pressures of minimized booms
might have peak pressures on the ground of 0.2 to 0.5 pounds
per square foot, while conventional sonic booms can have
peak pressures of 0.8 to 2 pounds per square foot. On the
ground the sonic boom duration can vary between 120 ms
to 300 ms. The smaller durations between 120 to 170 ms are
typical for current military aircraft, while the longer durations
are envisioned for large supersonic airliners.
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Figure 2. Typical sonic boom measurements of acoustic pressure versus time. These waveforms are all from the BoomFile database for
military aircraft. The variations in these signatures are caused by atmospheric turbulence except for (g.) which is caused by an aircraft
maneuver.

Before we leave the subject of propagation and reception
on the ground, it should be noted that the way sonic booms
are typically measured is with a microphone sitting directly
atop a large wooden board on the ground, and this is called
a ground board. Because the microphone on a ground board
simultaneously records the incident sonic boom wave as well
as the boom reflection from the ground, the acoustic signa-
ture measured during a supersonic overflight is twice what
would be measured if the ground were not there. For exam-
ple a 2 pound per square foot sonic boom N-wave, which was
typical for British-French Concorde airliner, had an incident
sonic boom of 1 pound per sqare foot. However, it is stan-

Figure 3. Sonic boom impact of a single supersonic flight. Repro-
duced from Maglieri and Plotkin (1991) NASA.

dard to report the pressure doubled sonic boom amplitude of
2 pounds per square foot (about 100 Pa) since buildings and
people are usually located near the ground.

4 STRUCTURAL AND HUMAN
RESPONSE

4.1 Effects on buildings

The peak acoustic pressure and signature shape of sonic
booms have a profound effect on whether sonic booms have
a lasting effect on buildings. Booms minimized by aircraft
shaping may have a completely negligible effect. But con-
ventional sonic booms, if they are strong enough, have been
known to crack plaster and break windows.

Typically the structural vibration due to sonic boom is
measured using accelerometers mounted on the walls and
windows of test buildings. One finds that the incident sonic
boom puts energy into the structure which will cause vibra-
tion for periods quite long (a few seconds maybe) compared
to the duration of the incident boom. The resulting vibration
depends on the angle of incidence of the boom, the Fourier
spectrum of the boom signature, type of building construc-
tion, and quality of that construction. The Fourier spectrum
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Figure 4. Energy spectral density of a 200 ms N-wave sonic boom.

of the boom controls the frequency content that a test build-
ing will be exposed to, and the spectrum of a conventional
N-wave is shown in Figure 4.

One notices that most of the energy is concentrated at low
frequencies. These low frequencies may very well coincide
with the natural frequencies of vibration of buildings. For
example, single family homes in the United States often have
wood frame construction with natural frequencies typically
between 8 and 22 Hz. The higher frequencies of an N-wave
drop off at a rate of 6 dB per octave from the peak response
which occurs at a frequency equal to the inverse of the boom
duration. Here that peak response is located near 1/ (0.2 s) =
5 Hz.

Work during the 1950s and 1960s is well summarized
by the early reports by Hubbard and Mayes (Hubbard
and Mayes, 1967) and by a more complete description by
Clarkson and Mayes (Clarkson and Mayes, 1972). For con-
ventional sonic booms it is expected that building structures
in good repair are not likely to be damaged, but there is always
a small possibility that such damage could occur. Since the
1960s experience has shown that sonic boom damage from
conventional supersonic aircraft is quite rare. If it does occur,
there usually was a reason why (perhaps the aircraft was fly-
ing too low, going through a maneuver, etc). The good news
for today, however, is that future civil supersonic aircraft are
expected to have low amplitudes. So the probability of dam-
age from supersonic flight overland would be extremely low
for these new low-boom aircraft.

4.2 Effects on people and animals

People perceive sonic boom sounds depending on their sen-
sitivity to other noises and the background noise level. Sonic

booms can range from imperceptible to quite loud depending
on the signature shape and peak acoustic pressure. Booms
with sudden shocks with short “rise times” can be startling.
Rise time has many definitions, one being the time to take
for the sonic boom to rise from 10 to 90% of its peak value.
Generally shorter rise times are associated with louder sonic
booms. Lengthening the rise times of a sonic boom for both
the bow and tail shocks is one basis for sonic boom mini-
mization as will be described later.

The effect of sonic booms on animals has also been studied
previously for conventional sonic booms. Generally animals
show reactions to sonic booms similar to people, but repeated
exposure of animals to sonic boom has shown time and again
that the animals habituated to regular sonic boom exposure
with no negative effects. A field study of seals repeatedly ex-
posed to the sonic booms from Concorde overflights showed
almost no reaction from the animals whatsoever, see Perry,
Boness and Insley (2002). Considering the results of these
studies, the current thinking of NASA and others is that hu-
man response is a very good upper bound when assessing the
effect of sonic boom on animals.

4.3 Indoor versus outdoor response

One of the recent trends in sonic boom assessment is a
greater focus on sonic booms as heard indoors. Typically
sonic booms have been characterized using outdoor mea-
surements. However many people spend the majority of their
time indoors, and this is where sonic booms will most often
be heard.

As mentioned previously buildings filter the sonic boom
energy. Low frequencies tend to penetrate and interact with
buildings better than do the high frequencies. The high fre-
quencies are often substantially attenuated indoors, which
may decrease annoyance. However, an additional mechanism
occurs indoors that typically is not noticed when outdoors.

The building vibration due to sonic booms can cause sec-
ondary noises indoors in the form of rattle. China in the china
cabinet, pictures on the wall, and poorly mounted windows
and doors are all candidates for the generation of rattle in
homes. Rattle can often be perceived as annoying, and this is
one reason why there is a substantial interest in sonic boom
effects indoors.

4.4 Sonic boom metrics

Ultimately before civil supersonic flight would be routinely
allowed there must be some agreement as to both an appropri-
ate sonic boom metric as well as an acceptable value of that
metric. At the time of this writing there is no standard met-
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ric to be used with either conventional or minimized sonic
boom waveforms, but recent research has developed some
promising metrics that could form the basis of a supersonic
overland noise standard.

Because human hearing is sensitive to the rise times of
sonic booms as well as the peak pressure value, it is clear that
a maximum pressure value will not be enough to characterize
human reaction to sonic booms. A few sonic boom measures
which seem to work well include A-weighted sound exposure
level (ASEL) and Steven’s Mark VII Perceived Level (PL).
A good description of the less familiar PL metric is given
by (Shepherd and Sullivan, 1991). These metrics performed
well for conventional and shaped outdoor sonic booms in a
comparison of a large number of metrics, see (Leatherwood
and Sullivan, 1992).

Additional work is ongoing to also look at time varying
metrics such as the maximum of the Moore and Glasburg time
varying loudness (TVL), see (Marshall and Davies, 2007).
Such time varying metrics have the advantage that they bet-
ter follow the temporary properties of sound, including rise
times. However, some now think that ASEL, PL, or TVL are
by themselves insufficient to act as a sonic boom metric in-
doors in the presence of rattle. We still have a way to go in
this area, and currently there is no standardized metric for
indoor sonic boom.

4.5 Sonic boom simulators

How can we find out what level of minimized sonic boom
will be acceptable to the public? Clearly we cannot afford
the expense of building a wide variety of supersonic aircraft
with a variety of sonic boom signatures and designs. Instead,
current research has focused on building sonic boom simu-
lators that can reproduce a wide variety of simulated sonic
boom waveforms. Using these simulators one can perform
human subjective testing to assess people’s reactions to a
wide variety of potential sonic boom waveforms.

The original sonic boom simulator using signal process-
ing to equalize the input and create a high fidelity audio ex-
perience was developed at NASA Langley Research Center
(Leatherwood et al., 2002). This simulator, called a boom-
box by some, lets the listener sit in a chair in a small chamber.
The door of the simulator, containing both subwoofer and
midrange drivers, is closed on the listener, forming a small
acoustic volume. The remaining walls of the chamber are
constructed of cinder-block. This type of construction makes
reproduction at very low frequencies (below 5 Hz) possible
in the simulator. Others have copied this type of sonic boom
simulator.

A recent sonic boom simulator was constructed without
the cinder-block walls by Gulfstream Aerospace Corp. This

sonic boom simulator is portable and was constructed in a 32
foot long trailer which can be moved by truck. This portable
simulator has allowed many individuals to hear both experi-
mentally measured sonic booms and synthesized signatures
from proposed low-boom aircraft (Salamone, 2006).

Both the NASA boom-box and the Gulfstream portable
simulator have the limitation that they reproduce sonic booms
in an artificial environment. Further, neither of these simu-
lators can easily reproduce an indoor environment that will
include rattle. However, help may be on the way. NASA is
now constructing an indoor sonic boom simulator at its Lan-
gley Research Center which consists of a room with two of
the walls lined with loudspeakers capable of reproducing a
sonic boom event. In addition, smaller loudspeakers capable
of replaying rattle sounds are integrated into the room. The
future is bright for subjective testing using this new indoor
sonic boom simulator sometime in 2010.

In the absence of an actual low-boom supersonic aircraft,
one additional approach for sonic boom simulation would be
to build a portable sonic boom simulator which can ensonify
a house, or a part of a house, with a sonic boom. Such a
system could be mounted on a large flat bed trailer transported
by a large truck. The system could be pulled alongside a
single home for testing. This would give us the capability of
monitoring the reaction of people to simulated sonic booms
in their own home. Another benefit of such a system is that
it could be left in place for an extended period of testing to
see if the inhabitants of a house would have any long-term
negative responses to hearing minimized sonic booms on a
periodic basis. However, it is still not clear how one would
actually construct a large, portable sonic boom simulator, see
Sparrow and Garrett (2008).

The best sonic boom simulator would be an actual flying
low-boom aircraft. Such an aircraft would enable testing of
selected communities for validation of acceptable sonic boom
levels first derived from loudspeaker based simulators.

5 SUCCESSFUL SONIC BOOM
MINIMIZATION & LOW BOOM DESIGN

There have been a number of research efforts to see if sonic
booms could be minimized. In the United States substantial
efforts occurred in the late 1970s and 1980s, based on theory
from the 1950s and 1960s to try to minimize booms. These
approaches were superceded by state of the art aircraft design
tools in the 1990s. The developments in multi-design opti-
mization and computational fluid dynamics have been very
important to enable the planning for future civil supersonic
aircraft.
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Recent efforts will be briefly described, starting with an
outline of the theory behind boom minimization. This sec-
tion will conclude with overviews of DARPA/NASA’s shaped
sonic boom demonstrator (SSBD) aircraft as well as the Quiet
Spike approach taken by Gulfstream Aerospace Corp.

5.1 Approaches for shaped booms

Many ideas for minimizing sonic boom had been discussed
throughout the 1950s and 1960s. In addition to reducing the
weight of the aicraft, one way to minimize the boom is to
make the aircraft as long as possible, thus spreading the sonic
boom energy over a larger area. The challenge of longer air-
craft, however, includes both the structural integrity of fuse-
lage and the flight dynamics requirements when it is long and
thin. Some have suggested that an aircraft which elongates
during flight might work to help minimize boom. As will be
mentioned later, the front of the aircraft seems to be more
easily minimized for boom than does the rear portion. How
does one minimize the shocks associated with the aircraft en-
gines and tail section? Technical innovation is still needed to
minimize the tail shocks.

Some very unconventional methods of boom minimization
have been proposed over the years. These include heating the
air in front of the aircraft with high power lasers or directed
energy beams. The difficulty with such approaches is that the
aicraft cannot carry a large power source to operate such a
device throughout flight. Then there are questions of safety,
both for the aircraft passengers, crew, and interference with
other nearby aircraft. Such approaches will not be discussed
further.

The key work of George and Seebass was certainly a turn-
ing point for low-boom design. This method is called area-
shaping, where the cross sectional area of the aicraft is care-
fully tailored. The acoustic pressure p has previously been
found to be proportional to the cross sectional area and lift
distribution of the aircraft as a function of length from the air-
craft nose. This dependence on aircraft volume distribution
(and equivalent lift distribution) is concentrated in a function
called the Whitham F function, see Pierce (1981). Thus, this
Whitham F function is the portion of the sonic boom signature
that is controllable at the aircraft itself. The resulting pres-
sure at ground level also includes nonlinear steepening and
atmopsheric absorption effects associated with the signature
propagating to the ground mentioned earlier. The idea behind
George and Seebass’ work essentially was to place a delta
function at the front of the Whitham F function, see Seebass
and George (1974) and their previous published works. This
spike in the pressure function near the aircraft front would be
diminished by atmospheric absorption and nonlinear proap-

gation processes that would lead to a smoothed signature at
the ground. This approach is a linear method, because it as-
sumes linearized fluid flow, and it is only a first start toward
modern sonic boom minimization. A modern extension of the
George and Seebass approach for three dimensional flow was
recently proposed by (Plotkin, 2009) which contains a good
summary of the theory behind shaped-boom minimization.

Today’s sonic boom minimization is mostly performed by
computational fluid dynamics codes that can handle nonlinear
fluid flow. Coupled with multidisciplinary design optimiza-
tion techniques, one can come up with equivalent F functions
accounting for entire aicraft fuselage configurations. One way
this is done is to spread the shocks from the aircraft geome-
try out over space so that they propagate independently from
each other, resulting in a series of multiple shocks rather than
large front and tail shocks. Thus one attempts to take an N-
shaped pressure signature for a conventional supersonic air-
craft and arrange the shocks at altitude so that the resulting
ground signature looks like a smooth sine wave pulse. The
low frequencies remain, but the large shocks are eliminated,
and the shock-less signature is much quieter.

5.2 DARPA/NASA’s shaped sonic boom
demonstrator (SSBD)

To date there has been only one testing program that has
shown that a shaped sonic boom persists all the way from
the aircraft to the ground. This was the shaped sonic boom
demonstrator (SSBD) aircraft that was flown in 2003 and
2004 as part of DARPA’s quiet supersonic platform (QSP)
program. This was an F-5 aircraft from the US Navy that
had been modified by Northrup Grumman. Essentially a
glove was placed on the F-5 fuselage on the nose and for-
ward of the aicraft cockpit. It took many iterations of de-
sign optimization before a final geometrical design was de-
cided upon. Once that design was frozen, then the nose glove
had to be integrated with the other parts of the airplane and
tested for overall aircraft safety, flight control, and correct
operation.

Finally on 27 August 2003 the first supersonic flight
of the SSBD was undertaken at Edwards Air Force Base,
Edwards, California, USA. The engineers were so confi-
dent of the sonic boom signature that would be created on
the ground that they painted the side of the aircraft with
the before and after signatures. A conventional F-5 aircraft
was flown alongside the SSBD for comparison purposes.
A photograph of the SSBD aircraft in flight is shown in
Figure 5.

The actual sonic boom signatures measured on the ground
matched the signatures painted on the side of the SSBD
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Figure 5. The shaped sonic boom demonstrator (SSBD) aircraft in
flight. Photo courtesy of NASA.

aircraft quite closely, see Plotkin et al. (2004). The unmodi-
fied F-5 aircraft produced an N-wave sonic boom, while the
SSBD had the initial shock considerably flattened because
of the shaping of the forward portion of the aircraft. Notice
that only the front shock was affected by the SSBD fuselage
modification since no modifications were aimed at affecting
the tail shock. Additional testing showed through additional
flights that the shaped signature was robust under a wide va-
riety of atmospheric conditions. The front shock did show a
decreased loudness compared to the conventional F-5 front
shock. A major result of this test was that many aircraft man-
ufacturers became excited about the prospects for overland
civil supersonic flight.

5.3 Gulfstream’s quiet spike approach

One methodology for boom reduction that has been tested
experimentally with flying aircraft subsequent to the SSBD
flight is the quiet spike of Gulfstream Aerospace Corp. of
Savannah, Georgia, USA. Essentially the quiet spike is a set
of concentric cylindrical tubes that are stowed in the nose of
the aircraft during takeoff. During flight, the cylinders are ex-
tended forward of the aircraft nose. When fully extended the
cylinders form a “stairstep” geometry to the fluid, and each
stairstep jump is where a weak shock forms. By carefully
controlling the placement of these shocks, the quiet spike is
designed to have multiple parallel shocks that do not overtake
each other. The idea, based on very good theory but not yet
experimentally tested at full scale, would be that these par-
allel shocks would propagate indepedently as weak shocks
since they are small jumps. These weak shocks would all

Figure 6. Gulfstream Quiet Spike in flight on a NASA F15-B air-
craft. Photo courtesy of NASA.

have long rise times compared to larger shocks, so perceived
annoyance is minimized. In essence, what the quiet spike is
doing is to replace the one large shock with a short rise time
of a conventional supersonic aircraft by a spread out train of
smaller shocks each with longer rise times. A photograph of
a NASA F15-B aircraft outfitted with a prototype quiet spike
is shown in Figure 6.

This testing occurred in 2006 and later, and the tests were
reported to be very successful, see Howe, Waithe and Haering
(2008). One should note, however, that the quiet spike only
affected the front shock structure of the aircraft. Additional
research will be necessary since it may or may not be possible
to reduce the tail shock of a supersonic aircraft in a similar
way.

6 PROSPECTS FOR OVERLAND
SUPERSONIC CIVIL FLIGHT

Since March 1973, Federal regulations have prohibited
overland supersonic flight. While US regulations and the
International Standards of Annex 16, Volume 1 vary slightly
in wording, each currently protect the public from conven-
tional sonic boom noise. Technologists now believe that sonic
booms can be made MUCH quieter, but current regulations
don’t allow for such aircraft. The Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration (FAA) is gathering data to allow the agency to evaluate
the newer technologies and determine whether the prohibi-
tion can be lifted to accommodate them. But the FAA doesn’t
know what “level” to specify since there are no low-boom
supersonic civil aircraft available and manufacturers won’t
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develop such an aircraft, investing huge sums of money, until
the regulatory authorities decide what level will be accept-
able for the public. The current state of affairs is that we don’t
know which will come first, the regulation or the aircraft. This
is not dissimilar to knowing whether the chicken or the egg
came first.

There are many issues that must be considered for
civil supersonic flight to be accepted. There was a Na-
tional Academies report focusing on the broad range of
technical issues in 2001 (National Academies, 2001). Fur-
ther the balance between sonic boom, community noise,
and emissions all have to be considered, see Fisher et al.
(2004).

Nevertheless, the prospects for civilian aircraft flying su-
personic overland seem possible in the long term. People
always want to travel faster. But, in the short term, there
are many technical and noise sensitivity questions to be
answered before the public, and the politicians who rep-
resent them, will be in favor of overland supersonic civil
flight.

In the future substantial work needs to be performed re-
garding the annoyance thresholds of widely different com-
munities to low boom sonic boom noise. This will likely
include determining a good metric for human response to
sonic boom indoors including the effects of rattle. Such re-
search will provide a baseline metric and level for the de-
sign of aircraft. But only after a low-boom aircraft has been
designed, flown, and measured for its pressure versus time
signature, should the public expect that regulatory authori-
ties will change the restrictions on overland supersonic civil
flight.
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NOTE

1. In many countries sonic boom amplitudes are usally pro-
vided using the units of pascals (Pa), while pounds per
square foot are usually provided in the United States.
1 pound force per square foot ≈ 48 Pa.
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1 BACKGROUND

The single most significant issue raised by local communi-
ties around airports is that of aircraft noise disturbance. This
means it continues to be one of the principal environmen-
tal challenges for aviation, despite the fact that over the past
50 years, very significant improvements in airframe and en-
gine noise technology have been delivered. These improve-
ments, coupled with the modernization of airline fleets, have
led to a decline in the number of people exposed to noise
around many airports as demonstrated by conventional met-
rics (Whitelegg and Williams, 2000). It must be noted, how-
ever, that the anticipated rate of technological improvement
seems unlikely to offset future growth. As a result, forecasts
indicate that there is likely to be an increase in the number of
people exposed to aircraft noise around some airports over
the next 20–30 years.

A number of factors are likely to exacerbate the level of
disturbance perceived by these people. These include the fact

that ongoing traffic growth means that the balance of nuisance
is moving from the noise of individual aircraft movements to
the frequency of overflight. Research also suggests that there
is changing sensitivity such that levels of noise or disturbance
that were “acceptable” in the past may no longer be consid-
ered so in the future. This trend is evident from a comparison
of the results of successive attitudinal surveys carried out in
the UK such as the 1963 Wilson Report, which was based
on social surveys around Heathrow airport, the 1982 United
Kingdom Aircraft Noise Index Study (ANIS) survey, and the
2005 Attitudes to Noise from Aviation Sources in England
(ANASE) study (DfT, 2007). A further issue relates to the
fact that populations exposed to noise for the first time or
experiencing step changes in exposure, as a result of changes
in airport infrastructure or flightpaths, appear to be signif-
icantly more sensitive to noise than communities that have
faced gradual traffic growth.

The reason that these factors are of major importance is
that increasing levels of perceived disturbance are likely to
give rise to greater levels of community and political oppo-
sition. This can in turn act as a constraint to airport growth.
The effective management of aircraft noise can therefore be
considered the key to ensuring that airports are able to meet
demand and thereby support sustainable socio-economic
development in the regions they serve.

2 AIRCRAFT NOISE AND AIRPORT
CAPACITY

Aircraft noise disturbance can give rise to restrictions on
airport operations resulting from regulatory limits, planning
controls, or in response to high levels of opposition among
populations exposed to that noise. The ability of an airport
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to gain planning approval for additional growth will, to a
significant extent, be influenced by the resulting noise dis-
turbance and where planning approval is granted, this is in-
creasingly subject to noise- related planning constraints. The
operational capacity of an airport can, as a result, be restricted
to a capacity that is below its infrastructure capacity. This is
well illustrated by the large number of airports around the
world that have to close at night or are subject to operational
restrictions designed to prevent sleep disturbance.

Noise capacity limits can be related to the amount of noise
generated in the vicinity of the airport over a particular period
of time (e.g., noise contours), the number of houses exposed
to that noise, the number or type of aircraft movements, or
airport or runway closure at sensitive times.

3 ASSESSING NOISE IMPACTS
ON COMMUNITIES

Before assessing the impact that aircraft noise can have on
communities, it is necessary to have some understanding of
the physics of the sound that is generated by aircraft. Noise
can be defined as a sound that has an undesirable effect upon
people and is unwanted. It is therefore noise which has had
a significant influence upon aero engine and airframe de-
sign. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
certification requirements relate to the amount of noise gen-
erated by the aircraft in flight and are therefore subject to the
physics of sound. Noise can be described in terms of changes
in air pressure, wavelength, frequency, amplitude, or purity
(Sekuler and Blake, 1994; Veitch and Arkkelin, 1995). How-
ever, while these factors describe how the sound energy is
transmitted through the air to the ear, they do not measure the
level of disturbance caused in response to hearing that sound.

It has been shown that prolonged exposure to high levels
of noise causes serious psychological and physiological ef-
fects upon humans, including hearing impairment or loss and
sleep deprivation leading to stress and immunological prob-
lems (Veitch and Arkkelin, 1995). The problem of aircraft
disturbance generally relates to lower levels of noise expo-
sure and affects a significantly greater number of people (tens
of millions globally). It also involves the complex interaction
of a number of physical, biological, psychological, and soci-
ological processes (Schultz, 1978; Powell and Fields, 1994).
Aircraft noise has been shown to impact people in a variety of
ways depending upon their lifestyle. It disturbs sleep (Basner,
Isermann and Samel, 2007) and affects relaxation, watching
television, conversations, and reading. It has also been shown
to affect learning in schools (Hygge, 2003) and is implicated
in an increased risk of cardiovascular health issues (Jarup
et al., 2007).

The level of perceived nuisance is also, only in part, a
function of the frequency and noisiness of aircraft move-
ments. It can be influenced by additional factors such as health
status, annoyance and stress, socio-economic status, cultural,
and lifestyle differences. Finally, although individuals may
complain about the “noise” of aircraft, a variety of other fac-
tors such as fear of air accidents and airport development or
disturbance from other airport activities (e.g., increased road
traffic) can be involved in the underlying causes of annoyance
and complaints (Hume, Terranova and Thomas, 2001).

Aircraft noise disturbance can, therefore, be quantified in
a number of ways such as the amount of noise experienced by
people at a particular location, the number of people exposed
to high levels of noise, the impact of that noise on people’s
lives, or their perceived level of disturbance, which reflects
the willingness of people to tolerate noise exposure. This is
similarly subject to a wide variety of social, economic, and
cultural factors and reflected in community opposition, com-
plaint, protest, and legal action. Tolerance is also affected by
an individual’s understanding of or receipt of the social and
economic consequences of airport growth. It is for this rea-
son that many airports have chosen to implement community
relations programs both to identify the nature and extent of
perceived disturbance and also to build community tolerance.

3.1 Indicators of noise exposure

As a result of difficulties in precisely determining the effect
of, or response to aircraft noise, it has become common to
quantify noise exposure. This can be illustrated in terms of
the number, the duration, and the loudness of individually
monitored events or by modeling an average or a total of
multiple noise events experienced over a particular period of
time with additional weightings being applied for the time-
of-day of the event, for example the additional disturbance
caused by nighttime movements. Noise exposure indicators
have been reviewed by Ollerhead et al. 1992.

ICAO uses the measurement of individual noise events to
regulate aircraft noise by defining aircraft noise certification
standards. Noise monitoring and modeling is also undertaken
to describe the noise climate at a particular location; confirm
adherence to noise-related planning restrictions; provide in-
formation to enable the effective management of noise; or
to support dialogue between airports and their neighboring
communities.

In order to provide an indication of the overall exposure of
areas of population to aircraft noise, averaging techniques are
typically used. These can display noise exposure in terms of
contours on a map. An example of such contours is provided
in Figure 1 which shows the noise contours based on the LAeq
(equivalent sound level) for one of the UK’s largest airports.
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Figure 1. Noise contours at a major UK airport. c© Crown Copyright (2007) All rights reserved. Department for Transport 100020237. c©
Civil Aviation Authority.

Contours, such as those shown in Figure 1, can be linked
to social surveys, and used to identify the sound level con-
tour at which the “onset of significant annoyance” occurs.
This information may then be used by regulators to control
land use around airports. However, as previously indicated,
attitudes are changing over time which may have significant
implications for future land use planning.

Table 1 provides an indication of the variety of noise met-
rics commonly used in Europe and North America to describe

aircraft noise and which have been used in land use planning.
Similar indicators are also used in other parts of the world.

3.2 Assessing noise impacts and community
attitudes

Airports employ a variety of methods to collect information
about their impacts upon local residents and levels of concern

Table 1. Examples of commonly used noise metrics.

Metric Meaning Comment

PNL Perceived noise level A measure of the loudness of individual noise events designed to
take account of the way in which the human ear processes noise
generated by jet aircraft. Considered to be a more sophisticated
alternative to the A-frequency weighting devised to represent jet
aircraft noise in the late 1950s.

EPNL Effective perceived noise level, commonly measured
in dB

A more complex derivative of PNdB which takes single tone
frequencies and event duration into account.

LAmax Maximum instantaneous A-weighted sound level Usually expressed as dBA
SEL Sound exposure level The effect of duration and magnitude for a single event above a

specified threshold.
LAeq Equivalent sound level Energy average sound level integrated over a specified time.
Lden Day–evening–night level As LAeq with 5 dB and 10 dB weightings for evening (1900 to 2300)

and nighttime (2300 to 0700) periods respectively
NA Number above Combine single event noise level information with aircraft

movement data. Contours commonly show the number of aircraft
above a given threshold over a specified time period (e.g., 70 dB
(A) and 24 hr)

DNL Day–night average sound level Used by the FAA (1985). As LAeq with a 10 dB weighting for the
2200 to 0700 nighttime period.
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associated with the disturbance caused by aircraft noise. Key
areas including analysis of noise complaints, social surveys,
public consultation, and the use of the press and other media
are described here.

People are driven to complain about aircraft noise when the
resulting annoyance reaches a threshold of tolerance. While
it is possible to describe noise exposure in terms of the vari-
ety of different metrics, as outlined in Table 1, it is far more
difficult to quantify the human factors that influence percep-
tions of annoyance and determine an individual’s threshold of
tolerance. These human factors can be described as the non-
acoustical effects of noise. The World Health Organization
(WHO) is in the process of conducting an evidence-based re-
view of the health effects potentially caused by aircraft noise
and is investigating issues of annoyance, sleep disturbance,
cardiovascular issues, and cognitive performance deficits.

An extensive study of noise complaints received by a major
UK airport was carried out by Hume et al. (2003). This study
demonstrated the value of investigating such complaints more
thoroughly and found that although people called the airport
to complain about noise, further discussion revealed a number
of underlying factors that may have prompted the complaint.
In addition, some individuals were found to complain on a
regular basis either because they were exposed to high levels
of noise nuisance, because they were particularly sensitive to
noise, or because they were promoting a particular agenda.
Rates of complaint were also found to vary according to day
of the week and time of day/night, reflecting people’s daily
living habits.

While the noisiest aircraft generate most complaints, the
number of complaints tends to increase with traffic growth,
but can rise significantly when new populations are ex-
posed to noise for the first time. The announcement of plans
for new airport development or changes to flightpaths can
significantly increase complaints even before they are imple-
mented, reflecting heightened anxiety among local people
as well as the belief that large numbers of complaints could
influence the outcome of consultations related to the pro-
posals. Lodging an official complaint is not a neutral action,
rather an expression of hope of subsequent action. For these
reasons, the actual number of complaints per se may not be
the best indicator of the true extent of disturbance in a par-
ticular population. Such information does, however, provide
rapid feedback and can draw attention of the airport opera-
tor, airlines, and the air traffic management provider to areas
affected by aircraft noise and give an indication of the cause
of that disturbance.

Social surveys ensure more representative sampling of at-
titudes and can better reveal the true nature of, and geographic
extent of community concerns about noise, and how they
stand alongside more general attitudes and beliefs. Specific

questioning can allow for a more detailed exploration of the
factors underlying issues raised in complaints.

Public consultation is an important part of environmen-
tal impact assessment and a pre-requisite to the development
of new airport and airline noise operating procedures. The
consultation process can reveal levels of support for, or op-
position to different proposals and may also indicate impacts
that have not been anticipated. Approaches vary from public
meetings, exhibitions, press releases, mail shots, and the use
of the Internet. It is important to ensure that all key stake-
holders are consulted and that they can access appropriate
information to enable informed responses. When undertak-
ing public engagement it is also important to recognize the
difference between tokenism and proper engagement. This
raises three issues: that there should be sufficient opportu-
nities for feedback; that the feedback is collated and acted
upon where possible; that information about action taken is
communicated to consultees.

The press, particularly local newspapers, and the television
often carry articles relating to local noise nuisance or issues
that will raise the awareness of aircraft noise. Regular analysis
of the media can help to clarify the issues of concern and may
explain reasons for increase in complaints.

3.3 Communicating noise exposure
and community impacts

There is a clear need for airports to communicate with their
stakeholders in order to demonstrate their commitment to
minimizing their negative environmental and social impacts.
More proactively, airports can engage in dialog with stake-
holders so as to enable them to contribute to airport devel-
opment and thereby ensure that the way in which an airport
grows can be made acceptable to as many people as possible.

Such action will, of necessity, require communicating air-
craft noise issues. However, most commentators agree that
existing noise metrics remain complex and difficult for a
member of the general public to understand, thereby gener-
ating a climate of misunderstanding, misinterpretation, and
mistrust (e.g., Eagan, 2006). This contributes to community
concerns and impacts upon the levels of constructive com-
munication that can be achieved.

In response to this, some airports have developed, in con-
sultation with community representatives, a variety of differ-
ent targets that can be used to drive noise management and
at the same time act as an indicator of environmental qual-
ity. Evidence (Hooper, Maughan and Flindell, 2009) suggests
that local residents are more interested in, or can better un-
derstand location specific information that allows them to
differentiate between the loudness, timing, and frequency of
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Figure 2. Historic noise contours at a major UK airport.

events, rather than in more comprehensive, aggregated met-
rics, traditionally used to describe the noise climate around
airports.

4 NOISE REGULATION

ICAO is the UN governing body for the civil air transport
industry. ICAO’s remit extends to providing the regulatory
framework for controlling aircraft noise at a global level. It
does, however, have to take account of regional and national
priorities and differences, and the independence of nation
states. ICAO regulation is the major driver for improvements
to aircraft noise technology, firstly by setting noise certifi-
cation standards for the licensing of aircraft and secondly
through the introduction of phase out regimes for older, nois-
ier aircraft. At its General Assembly held in September 2001,
the organization adopted tighter noise standards for aircraft
certified after 2006. It also adopted what has become known
as the “balanced approach” to the control of aircraft noise,
which is incorporated in ICAO Assembly Resolution A33-7.
This balanced approach comprises four independent but in-

terrelated elements: the reduction of noise at source; land
use planning; noise abatement operational procedures; and
operating restrictions on aircraft, including the potential for
precluding the use of a specific category of noisier aircraft
at a particular airport. ICAO regulations have been adopted
and incorporated into supranational (e.g., European Com-
munity) and national regulatory systems across the world.
Improvements in engine technology are demonstrated in Fig-
ure 2 which provides noise contours for a major UK airport
at 10 year intervals between 1988 and 2007. The indicative
noise contour footprint has clearly shrunk over time and this
can be attributed largely to improvements in engine technol-
ogy, particularly for aircraft departure routes. The reduction
in noise over time from aircraft approach and landing is, how-
ever, small, demonstrating the need to address the issue of
airframe noise to try to achieve similar levels of reduction.

The approach taken by the European Community (EC)
provides a useful example to illustrate the way in which global
regulation of aircraft noise has been addressed in one particu-
lar region comprising a number of independent nation states.
The EC has set a key strategic goal to ensure that there is no
increase in the number of people at and around its airports that
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are seriously affected by aircraft noise. It also has a longer
term objective to reduce the population exposed to higher lev-
els of noise across the Community, which is contained in the
Sixth Community Environment Action Plan for 2001–2006
(6EAP). Directive 2002/30(EC) specifically provides a basis
for addressing noise problems at individual airports enabling
growth alongside action tailored to address local noise issues
and specific airport circumstances. It does not specify partic-
ular action to be taken but rather stipulates the process to be
followed in the event that any action is required.

The Directive limits operating restrictions aimed at
withdrawing aircraft from service at specific airports to
“marginally compliant” aircraft types. These are defined as
“civil subsonic jet aircraft that meet the ICAO certification
limits laid down in Chapter 3 of Annex 16 by a cumulative
margin of not more than 5 EPNdB (Effective Perceived Noise
in decibels)”. City Airports – as defined in the directive – may
adopt a more stringent definition of “marginally compliant”
because of a belief that any incremental increase in noise at
these airports would give rise to particularly high community
annoyance responses.

A separate European Union (EU) Directive 2002/49/EC
(Assessment and Management of Environmental Noise) has
established EU-wide noise measuring units and harmonized
noise assessment techniques. It requires the adoption of local
action plans (based on EU wide noise mapping exercises)
to prevent or reduce environmental noise from, among other
sources, major airports (more than 50 000 movements per
annum).

The EU has therefore established a regional regulatory
framework that is designed to facilitate aviation growth, ac-
knowledge the needs of different parts of the Union and differ-
ent airports and communities, while at the same time seeking
to facilitate a longer term objective of reducing the number
of people exposed to noise. This EU regulatory framework
is incorporated into national law and enforced by member
states within the Community.

All such actions are subject to a process which seeks to
identify and assess the noise exposure risk (a process that
requires noise modeling or monitoring) and which allows
for the evaluation of noise control measures to determine the
most cost-effective method of doing so. The process also pro-
vides for public notification and consultation procedures as
well as for “oversight” by national authorities and a mecha-
nism for dispute resolution.

4.1 Reducing noise exposure

The effective management of aircraft noise requires col-
laboration between the airport, airlines, and the air traffic

management organizations. The airport company is best
placed to develop the noise control program in consultation
with internal and external stakeholders. It can set operating re-
strictions, develop quieter operational procedures in consul-
tation with airlines, determine infrastructure developments,
influence land use planning, and manage mitigation and com-
pensation programs (Miller, Reindel and Horonjeff, 2007).
The airline determines the appropriate aircraft for use on a
particular route, and the pilot has control over how quietly it
is flown. The Air Traffic Management provider has influence
over how aircraft are maneuvered on the ground and in the air.

Key components of a noise control program include:

� Reducing noise at source through the adoption of policies
and practices (such as noise-related charges, slot alloca-
tion, or marketing incentives) that encourage the quieter
aircraft and dissuade airlines from operating noisier types.

� The adoption of operating practices that limit the noise
generated by aircraft such as quiet takeoff procedures and
low noise approach procedures (e.g., continuous descent
approaches). The selection of particular runways and the
design of approach and departure routes (preferred noise
routes) that minimize the number of people over which
the aircraft are flown. Adherence to such procedures can
be encouraged through the use of noise and track-keeping
penalties.

� The implementation of ground operating procedures such
as the minimum use of reverse thrust on landing, the hold-
ing (or engine testing) of aircraft in locations where noise
propagation does not affect local residents. A number of
airports have also introduced fixed electrical power to
minimize noise generated by aircraft using their auxiliary
power units on stand.

� Airport infrastructure design and alignment can minimize
noise disturbance by directing aircraft away from built
up areas or by creating a physical barrier between the
operating area and surrounding housing.

� Operating restrictions designed to reduce noise distur-
bance at sensitive times have been introduced at airports
throughout the world. In the main these relate to night
flying, where convention has it that a limit is imposed
upon the numbers and types of aircraft that can takeoff
or land during the nighttime hours. Some airports have
restrictions on the use of particular runways at sensitive
times while many actually close at night except during
emergencies.

� The implementation of land use planning around airports
can prevent the construction of noise sensitive buildings
and ensure the minimum number of people work or live in
high noise areas. Table 2 provides some examples of noise
targets which have been included in a UK airport planning
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Table 2. Examples of noise targets included in recent UK airport planning agreements.

The noise impact shall be no worse than in the year 1992 as measured by the maximum noise levels of the 10% noisiest departures
during the year and the modeled area of the 60 LAeq daytime noise contour.

The airport shall achieve the phase out of Chapter 2 operations ahead of legislative requirements with the following targets:

– 100% night movements by Chapter 3 aircraft by December 1996.
– 92% scheduled daytime operations by Chapter 3 by the end of 1998.
– 96% scheduled daytime operations by Chapter 3 by end of 2000.

The airport shall maintain the preferential use of runway 24 and report annual performance.
No more than 20 engine tests per year may take place at night.
Use of fixed electrical power by aircraft on stand should increase by one-third by 1998 over 1992 levels.
Preferred noise routes for departing aircraft to be established and a track-keeping program developed with a target that:

– at least 95% of aircraft are required to follow preferred noise routes by the end of 1998.
– at least 95% of aircraft depart within the preferred noise route corridors by the end of 1998a.

Night flying constraints will specify of the numbers and types of aircraft that can takeoff and land each year with annual performance
being reported.

Annual noise modeling to confirm that the night noise climate, as measured by the area of the 60 LAeq night noise contour
(11.00–07.00 hr), is no worse than that recorded in 1992.

The total number of night flights shall not exceed 7% of the total movements for the airport.

a Preferred Noise Routes are flightpaths designed to take departing aircraft away from built up areas.

agreement. These serve to illustrate how particular targets
can be developed in accordance with specific local needs
and designed to be understandable to local residents.

� Such regulations do not exist in many countries and
in others they are inadequately enforced. As a result,
despite planning controls, inappropriate developments do
still take place near airports.

� Regulation in a number of countries requires that air-
ports provide grants toward the cost of installing sec-
ondary glazing or acoustic double-glazing units and gen-
eral soundproofing of buildings in high-noise areas. Such
an approach can provide effective protection against noise
but only when people are in their home with their win-
dows closed. However, during the summer months when
windows are open and people wish to be in the gardens,
sound insulation is of limited value.

� Many airports offer a range of packages to assist home-
owners to move as noise exposure increases as a result
of the growth of, or changes in aircraft operations. The
vast majority of these are linked to specific infrastruc-
ture developments that create “blight” while in their plan-
ning phase. A small number of airports (many within the
United Kingdom), additionally offer assistance with re-
location for households exposed to high levels of noise
from existing operations.

4.2 Increasing community tolerance

Given that it will never be possible to completely eliminate
aircraft noise, there is a need for airports to take action to

build tolerance within neighboring communities. This can be
achieved in a number of ways:

� By actively engaging with residents affected by aircraft
noise to identify specific issues of concern; by involving
them in finding appropriate solutions to demonstrate com-
mitment to taking action; and to reporting back progress.

� By directing airport benefits (e.g., employment or com-
munity investment initiatives) to areas and communities
subject to high levels of noise exposure.

� By raising awareness of the benefits of airport growth
among residents who have to put up with the associated
disturbance.

Research indicates that the relationship between airports
and their neighbors is, to a significant extent, influenced by
the level of belief people have that the airport is doing all in
its power to address their noise concerns. For this reason a
number of airports have found it beneficial to conduct external
independent benchmarking to determine, and then prove to
external stakeholders, that they are adopting the appropriate
“best practices” (Francis, Humphreys and Fry, 2002).

5 CONCLUSION

The nature and extent of the noise control strategy at a partic-
ular airport is only partly determined by regulatory require-
ments. The conditions that pertain at each airport, such as the
number of people exposed within a particular noise contour,
nature and number of aircraft operations, and the lifestyles
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Table 3. Summary of noise exposure and attitudes.

Affected by Measures Control

Noise
exposure

Aircraft type,
numbers, time

Monitoring,
modeling

Technology,
operations,
restrictions

Attitude Individuals,
socio-economic
lifestyle, trust,
fear

Social surveys,
consultation,
complaints

Stakeholder
engagement,
compensation
mitigation

and attitudes of local residents to the airport, are unique. As
a result, regulatory requirements, where they do exist, tend
to create a framework which can be tailored to local circum-
stances. Also of particular importance is the need to recognize
the distinction between noise exposure, which the presently
used noise metrics are designed to capture, and noise dis-
turbance and annoyance, which is the issue that airports are
trying to manage. This is summarized in Table 3.

In order to address this and adequately engage with
the community, an airport must consider the full range of
responses to exposure and recognize the need to show that
appropriate action is being taken. Where noise exposure can-
not be avoided, airports need to communicate their manage-
ment strategy and so demonstrate that while they are trying
to maintain a license to grow, they are doing all that is rea-
sonably possible to protect their neighbors and achieve this
right.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Due to increasing environmental constraints, acoustic criteria
are now considered by aircraft manufacturers in the early
stages of future aircraft projects. In this context, besides semi-
empirical tools based on analytical developments calibrated
using experimental data, innovative numerical methods take
a growing part in the industrial process.

Aircraft noise results from the contribution of a large num-
ber of aeroacoustic sources associated with (i) moving and
fluctuating forces (e.g., fans, propellers, rotors, turbines),
(ii) isolated turbulence (jets), or (iii) interaction of flows
(most often turbulent) with any components or surfaces of
the airframe (landing gears, airfoil trailing edges, slats, flaps,
cavities).

The acoustic waves generated by these aerodynamic
sources initially propagate in the near field in a com-
plex medium, refracting through turbulence and mean flow

gradients, reflecting on surfaces, and scattering on geometri-
cal singularities such as edges. Then, after travelling a certain
distance comparable to the aircraft overall dimension from
the sources, the acoustic waves radiate towards a far-field
observer through a medium which, up to reasonable distance
from the aircraft can be considered as a laminar uniform mean
flow.

All the aeroacoustic mechanisms involved (source gen-
eration, acoustic propagation, refraction and scattering) are
relevant to the physics of fluid dynamics, so they could be
theoretically simulated by solving the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions on a large domain extending from the source region to
the far field. However, such an approach faces the difficulty
of handling fluctuations covering a very extended range of
length scales and amplitudes: turbulent eddies or structures
that generate noise have small length scales but high energy
amplitudes, whereas the resulting acoustic waves propagat-
ing away with the same frequency have comparatively very
long wavelengths but small energy amplitude. Consequently,
such direct computation requires large computing resources
and can only be achieved for academic cases.

For more realistic cases, it is often necessary to parti-
tion the problem and simulate separately (i) the noise source
generation, (ii) the acoustic propagation through a complex
non-uniform flow, and (iii) the acoustic radiation through a
quiescent medium towards the observer (Figure 1).

For noise source generation, a wide panel of methods is
available, from the simplest semi-empirical models to the
most sophisticated unsteady flow simulations based on Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) or innovative developments
of DNS such as the Large Eddy Simulation (LES). The
applicability and potentialities of these methods obviously
directly depend on what kind of noise source is aimed at.
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Sources region
Turbulent flows around bodies

Fluctuating / moving forces

Low turbulence
Non-uniform
mean flow

Source simulation
Steady CFD (RANS) + stochastic models
Unsteady CFD (DNS, URANS, LES, DES, NLDE)

Acoustic
propagation
through non-
uniform flow
using Euler
equations

Integral methods
• FW-H
• Kirchhoff
• BEM

Farfield observer

Outer region
Uniform flow

Figure 1. Hybrid approaches for the numerical simulation of aeroa-
coustic mechanisms generation and radiation.

In the present “Acoustics and Noise” Section, the preceding
chapters are specifically devoted to individual aircraft noise
sources (jet, turbomachinery, landing gear, high lift devices,
or propellers), and it is assumed that the numerical methods
available for the simulation of the aeroacoustic mechanisms
involved are extensively presented, compared, and evaluated
in detail in these subsections. In the present subsection, only
the main methods will be cited and briefly described.

On the other hand, the simulation of the acoustic radi-
ation through a uniform and non-turbulent mean flow up
to an observer in the far field generally relies on integral
methods such as the Kirchhoff integral, the Ffowcs Williams–
Hawkings equation, or the Boundary Element Method
(BEM). The most interesting advantage of these methods is
that they all assume that the acoustic propagation is fully
modeled by a very simple Green’s function, the main conse-
quence being that the propagation medium does not need to be
meshed. Another consequence is that the CPU and memory
requirements are reasonable, which explains why these meth-
ods have been widely used since the 1960s. Practical applica-
tion of these integral methods to specific aircraft noise sources
is extensively detailed in previous subsections of this chapter.

More recently, roughly in the last 15 years, under the
generic name of “Computational AeroAcoustics” (CAA), a
considerable amount of research effort has been dedicated to
the development of reliable numerical methods for the sim-
ulation of acoustic propagation in an “intermediate domain”
where the turbulence rate is low, so the domain is actually
free of any noise source, but the mean flow gradients are
significant, which means that the acoustic propagation may

be subject to strong refraction effects (Colonius, 1997). This
research has unveiled specific accuracy and non-dispersion
requirements, which have rapidly generalized the use of
(often linearized) Euler equations discretized with finite
difference high-order spatial schemes on multi-block struc-
tured grids. More recently, additional work was devoted to
develop other methods, with the same requirements, but
working on unstructured grids, which are known to be much
more convenient to model complex geometries. The best-
known method in this category is the Discontinuous Galerkin
Method (DGM).

It should be noted that the generic name “CAA” was
first introduced to denote this young and rapidly growing
discipline, devoted to the numerical simulation of acoustic
propagation in complex flows. This specific label is now often
used in a wider sense, including all the numerical methods
used for aeroacoustic application. This extension could be
seen as inappropriate, considering that most of the methods
used for the simulation of the noise source actually belong
more to the domain of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
than aeroacoustics or CAA.

The present Chapter is organized as follows.
Section 2 is devoted to the mechanisms that generate flow

noise: it briefly recalls (i) the involved physical mechanisms
(classified by source nature) and (ii) the methods (namely
CFD) that are typically used to model or simulate them.

Section 3 presents general aspects and requirements for
the simulation of acoustic propagation and radiation within
complex media, and introduces the two main families of
numerical approaches (namely CAA) used to simulate it,
which are developed in the next sections.

Section 4 is devoted to the block-structured CAA
approach, based on finite difference high-order schemes oper-
ating on multi-block structured grids. The theory of the
method is detailed; then its numerical implementation is
presented. The performance is presented, based on several
examples, from an academic 2D case up to more complex
industrial 2D and 3D configurations.

Section 5 describes the unstructured CAA approach, based
on the Discontinuous Galerkin Method. Again, the theory,
the implementation, and the performance of the method are
described; then several examples are given.

2 FLOW NOISE SOURCES MECHANISMS
AND MODELLING

2.1 Tonal noise sources

Most tonal sources in aircraft noise are generated by rotat-
ing machinery, either in propulsion systems (fan, propeller,
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compressor, and turbine) or in lifting systems (helicopter
rotor). The most basic mechanism involved in these tonal
sources is the rotation of the steady forces (lift/drag) exerted
by the mean flow on the blade sections. Such aeroacoustic
generation/radiation of tonal sources can thus be modeled
from the computation of these forces using steady CFD,
assuming that the incoming flow is axisymmetric w.r.t. the
machinery axis, and then using an integral method such as
the Ffowcs Williams–Hawkings integration to compute the
noise radiated in free field from the moving blades.

In reality, things are more complex, the first reason being
that the flow ingested by the rotating machinery is generally
not axisymmetric, which induces azimuthal fluctuations on
the forces, which are not accessible with steady CFD. In this
case, one may resort to unsteady RANS computation with
Chimera rotating grids.

Helicopter noise generated by the main rotor is a special
case because the flow ingested by the rotor fundamentally
depends on the flight phase (cruise, hover, and descent).
In certain conditions, blades may intercept wake structures
generated by other blades, which can only be simulated
through specific modeling of these structures, but still gener-
ate periodic pressure fluctuations on the blades, and thus tonal
noise.

2.2 Broadband noise sources

Turbulence is by essence a random and broadband mecha-
nism, so whenever turbulence is involved, broadband noise
may be generated. Turbulence may result from the natural
evolution of the flow, or be generated and possibly amplified
by aircraft components the flow interacts with.

Turbulence is generated in sheared flows, either in jets or
in wall boundary layers and wakes. Free turbulence struc-
tures generate noise, but this noise generation is even more
efficient when these structures interact with solid bodies, and
especially on singularities such as airfoil trailing edges.

Turbulence modeling has been an extensive topic of
research since the 1940s, and many prediction models have
been built for the noise generated by turbulence, possibly
interacting with solid boundaries. However, realistic turbu-
lence predictions have only been possible with the spectacular
progress of unsteady CFD, driven by the exponential CPU
and memory capabilities of computers.

The basis of unsteady CFD is Direct Numerical Simula-
tion (DNS), which solves the exact Navier–Stokes equations
on flow grids, without any hypothesis or modeling. With this
technique, the only lower limitation in the size of the resolved
turbulent structures is the grid fineness. Consequently, this
method requires very high grid resolution, especially in the

highly sheared flow regions such as wall boundary layers or
wakes, which leads to large CPU and memory requirements.
Innovative developments of DNS are rapidly progressing,
mostly based on modeling the turbulent structures smaller
than the grid cell (Subgrid Scale Model) such as in LES.
However, it appears that LES is very efficient in simulating
unsteady flows with large detached or separated structures,
but that the method is still very expensive in simulating fine
turbulence in attached flows like boundary layers. This is
why new methods are rapidly growing, based on selectively
combining steady and unsteady flow solutions in the same
computation. For example, in Detached Eddy Simulation
(DES), RANS is used in attached flow regions and LES is
used in separated zones.

Another evolution of LES is the Non-linear Disturbance
Equations (NLDE) method, in which the physical magnitudes
in the Navier–Stokes equations are split into (i) a mean non-
variable component and (ii) a perturbed component whose
evolutions are computed by LES.

An exhaustive presentation should also mention methods
based on reconstructing turbulence fields from steady RANS
computations, based on stochastic models relying on a wave
number spectral density, calibrated by the computed turbulent
kinetic energy and its dissipation rate.

The applicability and potential of these methods obvi-
ously directly depend on what kind of noise source is being
considered.

3 OVERVIEW OF CAA APPROACHES

3.1 Hybrid approach

The specific requirements of the numerical simulation of the
propagation of acoustic waves over a given aerodynamic
field often lead to adopting a “hybrid” CAA approach, the
underlying idea being to arbitrary split the physical quantities
(density, velocity, pressure) into (i) aerodynamics variables
(numerically solved with a traditional CFD) and (ii) the
acoustic (so-called “perturbed”) variables, whose time evo-
lution will be computed with a CAA solver.

In most practical cases, the aerodynamic field will be con-
sidered as time independent. From an application point of
view, this simply implies that the possible retroactions of
acoustic waves onto the aerodynamic field will be neglected.
In other words, the effects that the flow can have on the
acoustic propagation (such as convection or refraction) will
be properly taken into account, but not the contrary. However,
this restriction is weakly limiting, since such feedback only
occurs in special situations (“screech tone” phenomenon,
etc.).
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3.2 Formulation and solution of the perturbed
problem

In order to handle a wide range of problems, it is required to
adopt a general (in terms of physics) continuousformulation,
which can be numerically solved with robust techniques.

Then the numerical solution of the problem requires
discretizingthis continuousformulation over a space-time
domain with finiteextent. Actually, unless it has an analytical
solution, a physical problem cannot be exactly solved through
numerical methods. Indeed, although computer resources are
increasing constantly, they are not (and will never be) infinite.
Due to such limits in terms of information volume that can be
effectively treated, any mathematical model to be numerically
solved in time and space has to be discretized (or sampled)
and limited to a finite domain; this obviously contrasts with
the initial physical problem, which is continuous and (semi)
infinite in space and time.

Regarding discretization, all previous studies demon-
strated that only “high order” approximations are able to
accurately simulate all the features of sound propagation phe-
nomena. As long as a “high order” criterion is respected, it
does not matter if the numerical method is based on a struc-
tured approach (such as the “Finite Difference” approach
presented in Section 4), or an unstructured approach (such
as the “Finite Element” approach, called Discontinuous
Galerkin, presented in Section 5). Both techniques are cur-
rently employed, each one presenting its own advantages and
disadvantages.

For the space-time finite domain requirement, there are
several ways to approach the original (semi) infinite problem.
In terms of time duration, the causality principle naturally
introduces a bound to the calculation. In terms of spatial
extent, the use of specific boundary conditions allows trun-
cation of the computational area.

When the problem is discretized and bounded in space and
time, the formulation can be solved numerically, the com-
puter memory capacity and execution speed being the only
limitations for the size of the simulations.

4 FINITE DIFFERENCE HIGH ORDER
METHOD

This section presents the strategy that has been adopted at
ONERA, and implemented in a block-structured CAA solver
able to account for inhomogeneous flows and solid bodies
(Redonnet, Manoha and Sagaut, 2001). Several examples of
calculations using this method and tool are provided as a
validation and an illustration of the potential offered by the
method.

4.1 Theory and formulation

4.1.1 Continuous formulation

Initially developed at ONERA, the conservative formula-
tion of the perturbed non-linear Euler equations(Redonnet,
Manoha and Sagaut, 2001) is directly derived from the
Navier–Stokes equations (closed by the state equation of
perfect gas). Such a formulation allows simulation of the
development of a perturbed “acoustic” field (subscript ‘p’)
within any “aerodynamic” steady background flow field (sub-
script ‘o’), which verifies Navier–Stokes equations:

uo(t,x) ⇒ ∂tup(uo) + ∇·F p(uo, up) = qs ⇒ up(t,x) (1)

Here, vectorial quantities up, Fp, respectively, denote the per-
turbed field and flux, whose detailed expression can be found
in Redonnet, Manoha and Sagaut (2001). The time derivative
and the spatial divergence are denoted by (∂t) and (∇·). uo

and qs, respectively, denote the background mean flow quan-
tities and the source term, all being known, and prescribed as
an input for the problem.

This formulation is of conservative nature and free of any
particular assumption (isentropy, incompressibility, or lin-
earity), so it guarantees physical generality and numerical
robustness.

4.1.2 Discrete formulation

As said above, it is necessary to turn the previous exact “con-
tinuous” form into an approximate “discrete” form. The time
discretization leads to an approximate time evolution (τ̃) of
the perturbed field given by:

τ̃(�te)[up] = [up] + �t

(
M∑

m=0

bm{w}m
)

(2)

where the term (w) results from the spatial discretization:

w = qs − ∇̃·F p(uo, up) (3)

for which the approached divergence (∇̃·) is defined by:

∇̃·[ ] =
∑

i

(∂̃i[ ]).ei and ∂̃i[ ] = 1

�xi

N∑
j=−N

ajτ(j�xiei)[ ]

(4)

where ei , �xi denote the unitary vector and the spacing in
the ith direction.
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The previous expressions involve linear combination of
translation operators (τ) that are weighted by coefficients aj

and bm These coefficients are carefully chosen so that the
overall approximation is of “high-order” (Lele, 1997; Tam,
1995; Lockard, Brentner and Atkins, 1995) or presents good
properties of low numerical dissipation and dispersion.

In particular, a fair compromise between the scheme per-
formances and the CPU requirements is to rely on 7-point (6th
order) stencil spatial derivatives and a four-step (3rd order)
time marching scheme.

4.2 Filtering

It is mandatory with Finite Difference High-Order schemes
to artificially avoid all the spurious waves that are inherent
to high-order schemes, but without altering the quality of the
calculated solution. This can either be performed by adding
to the discrete form a selective damping term (Tam and Webb,
1993), or (as done here) by regularizing the computed solu-
tion via a high-order low-pass filter (Lele, 1996). Applied to
the perturbed field along each ith spatial direction, such a fil-
ter is defined by a linear combination of translation operators
(τ) with weighting coefficients fj :

ūp =
∑

i

F i[up] with F i[ ] =
L∑

j=−L

fjτ(j�xiei)[ ] (5)

A fair compromise between the filter performances and the
CPU requirements is to rely on L = 5 or 11-point (10th order)
stencil filters.

4.3 Boundary conditions

4.3.1 Solid boundary conditions

To efficiently simulate the presence of a solid wall, a classi-
cal “image source” procedure is used. It simply consists in
reproducing (with a symmetry condition) in the interior of
the body the perturbation field at the exterior. To deal only
with centered stencils (known to be less unstable than biased
ones) several rows of ghost points are thus created inside the
solid obstacle.

4.3.2 Open domain boundary conditions

As said above, open domain boundary conditions result from
the necessity of correctly simulating an infinite free field
beyond a calculation grid of finite dimensions. Such a con-
dition has to be able to let the computed waves leave the
calculation domain without generating any reflection at the

boundaries. Several techniques such as characteristics based
conditions (Thomson, 1990; Giles, 1990), radiation condi-
tions (Tam and Webb, 1993), or “Perfectly Matched Layer”
(Hu, 1996) have been developed and presented in the litera-
ture. But in the light of many comparative studies it appears
that, because of excessively restrictive requirements or even
ill-posed natures, none of these conditions can simultane-
ously guarantee generality, efficiency, and security for any
calculation case.

In the present method, a simple and efficient technique is
used; originally proposed by Redonnet, Manoha and Sagaut
(2001) and precisely assessed and validated by Guénanff
and Terracol (2005), this technique is based on progressively
decreasing the spatial derivatives and filters accuracy order
(this being achieved through the reduction of the schemes’
stencil half-width). Coupled with a rapid grid stretching (over
six peripheral rows of ghost points), it allows the perturba-
tions to leave the calculation domain properly.

4.4 Curvilinear geometries

Realistic applications always involve curved geometries, so
it is obvious that the present Cartesian formulation should be
able to deal with curvilinear grids. This can be done with the
help of the metrics technique (Visbal and Gaitonde, 2000),
which only implies rewriting the divergence of perturbed flux:

∇̃·F p = |J | ∇ξ · F ξ
p (6)

where the curvilinear fluxes and Jacobian matrix are, respec-
tively, given by

F ξ
p = F p · J

|J | and J = ∇ξ (7)

Here, ∇ξ and ∇ , respectively, denote the divergence operator
according to the curvilinear (local) and the Cartesian (global)
basis.

4.5 Application and validation cases

4.5.1 Validation requirements

One major difficulty with CAA is to find cases or config-
urations for which validation is possible, either with other
numerical methods or with experimental data. This is mainly
because analytical solutions or other numerical methods used
for acoustic simulations generally rely on assumptions that
restrict their domain of application to uniform mean flows,
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Figure 2. RANS steady mean flow: (a) pressure contours; (b) TKE distribution.

whereas the specific feature of CAA is to propagate sound
over non-uniform mean flows. Moreover, it is very challeng-
ing to collect experimental results with the accuracy required
for reliable comparison with CAA cases.

In the next paragraphs we present one 2D configuration in
the domain of airframe noise, and then two 3D cases relevant
to acoustic engine installation effects.

For all three cases, one first computation is achieved with-
out mean flow, with the opportunity to compare the results
with the BEM, which solves the Helmholtz equation with
wall boundary conditions. Then a second acoustic compu-
tation is presented, performed over the actual non-uniform
mean flow of the given configuration. This second compu-
tation has no validation basis, but it demonstrates that the
acoustic refraction effects are generally significant.

4.5.2 Slat noise radiation

The leading edge slat is known as a major airframe noise
source on large transport aircraft. The physical mecha-
nisms involved are complex as shown by several attempts
to compute the noise source generation via unsteady CFD
techniques (LES, DES, NLDE) (Terracol et al., 2003; Ben
Khelil, 2004; Deck, 2005). Interesting results can be derived
from simpler simulations of the noise radiated by a pulsating

source located inside the slat cove at selected locations where
the turbulent kinetic energy magnitude is significant.

A 2D high lift wing (Mincu et al., 2007) is considered
in the approach flight configuration with a slat incidence of
23◦ and a flap deflection of 17◦. Figure 2 shows the steady
mean flow (pressure contours) around this profile, computed
using a RANS solver (Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model).
The wing angle of attack is α–4◦, the Mach number is 0.19,
and the Reynolds number (calculated using the profile chord)
is 2.5 millions. Figure 2a shows the pressure distribution in
the slat cove, and Figure 2b shows the turbulent kinetic energy
distribution.

For the acoustic computations, a hybrid Carte-
sian/curvilinear grid was used with a specific overlapping
method developed by ONERA. Figure 3a shows the curvi-
linear multi-block structured grid, with details in the slat
cove region. This curvilinear grid (1) is immersed in a large
Cartesian grid (3), and the acoustic waves radiating in the
outward direction are transferred from the curvilinear grid
to the Cartesian grid through an overlap zone (2) using
high-order interpolation schemes.

Acoustic simulations are done with a pulsating source
located inside the slat cove near the slat cusp. This source
is a harmonic acoustic cylindrical (2D) monopole of given
frequency ωs and spatial Gaussian envelope centered on the

Figure 3. (a) Curvilinear multi-block structured grid; (b) Cartesian grid (1), overlap zone (2), and curvilinear grid (3).
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Figure 4. Acoustic scattering of a pulsating source located near the slat cusp, without mean flow: (a) Instantaneous perturbed pressure;
(b) directivity diagram: comparison with BEM.

excitation point xs, generated with the following forcing
source term:


ρs

vs

ps


 =




f (t)g(x)

0

c2
oρs


 with

g(x) = εse
−αs|x−xs|2 and f (t) = sin(ωst) (8)

in which εs = 0.01, αs = ln(2)/2, and the acoustic wavelength
2�/ωs is about 1/52 of the clean (slat/flap retracted) wing
chord.

First, computation is done without the mean flow. Figure 4
shows the distribution of instantaneous perturbed pressure

and a directivity diagram, with a comparison to a BEM com-
putation.

Then another computation is achieved, taking into account
the non-uniform mean flow around the high-lift wing.
Figure 5 presents the distribution of instantaneous perturbed
pressure and the influence of the mean flow on the directivity
diagram. This result demonstrates that the acoustic refraction
effects are significant.

4.5.3 Aft fan noise shielding by airframe

This second simulation is relevant to acoustic installation
effects, a recent discipline dedicated to innovative engine

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but with non-uniform mean flow: (a) instantaneous perturbed pressure; (b) directivity diagram: comparison
with/without mean flow.
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Figure 6. (a) Artist and (b) schematic views of the Rear Fuselage Nacelle concept. Courtesy of Airbus-France.

installation on aircraft, with a view to benefit from engine
noise shielding by the airframe (fuselage, empennage).

Figure 6 shows a future concept for a low-noise aircraft
studied by Airbus, with the engines installed in Rear Fuselage
Nacelle (RFN) configuration, with the objective of shield-
ing the jet noise and the aft fan noise (radiated through the
exhaust) by the rear fuselage and empennage. As shown in
Figure 6, the purpose of the proposed simulation is to evalu-
ate the shielding of aft fan noise by a simplified empennage
(Redonnet, Desquesnes and Manoha 2007).

The fan noise source is modelled inside the bypass duct
(with radius R) in the fan plane, under the form of an acous-
tic mode of an infinite annular duct with a uniform mean
flow. Such a mode is a solution of the convected Helmholtz
equation with rigid wall conditions, any solution being char-
acterized by an azimuthal periodicity of order m and a given

radial distribution with order n. In the present case the mode
(m = 2, n = 2) is emitted with the reduced frequency
kR= ωR/c0 = 11.84, corresponding to one half of the Blade
Passing Frequency (BPF) for an engine at full thrust under
take-off conditions.

As in the slat simulation presented above, the grid gen-
eration strategy takes advantage of the “overlapped grids”
technique, allowing the immersion of body-fitted curvilinear
grids in a large Cartesian grid. Firstly, two body-fitted 3D
meshes were built, for the nozzle and the airfoil. The noz-
zle axisymmetric grid has five domains and 206 258 nodes,
whereas the 2.5D (with a 4R wingspan extent) airfoil grid
contains 2 domains and 989 055 nodes. Finally, a third mono-
domain “Background Cartesian” mesh was constructed in a
box of approximately 5R× 4R× 4R, containing 9 049 830
nodes (Figure 7a). A Non Reflecting Boundary Condition

Figure 7. (a) Body-fitted grids immersed in Cartesian grid; (b) instantaneous aft fan noise radiation of the installed engine in static conditions
(medium at rest).
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Figure 8. Aft fan noise radiation of the installed engine in static
conditions (medium at rest). Instantaneous pressure in two vertical
planes. Comparison of (a) Euler and (b) BEM.

is applied at the periphery of this domain, combined with a
radial grid stretching applied to the eight peripheral rows of
the domain.

Figure 7 shows the instantaneous pressure field in the 3D
domain, after 2100 iterations or 15 source periods, which
means that the acoustic waves generated in the fan plane have
travelled over 15 acoustic wavelengths, about three times the
larger dimension of the computational domain (5R), which
ensures that the acoustic field has reached a steady state.

For validation purposes, an unstructured three-
dimensional BEM grid of the rigid surfaces of the
nozzle and airfoil was built, containing 65 919 nodes and
131 830 (triangular) elements. The BEM computation was
achieved with the same fan noise mode (mode (m = 2, n =
2, kR = 11.84) by Airbus-France (ACTI3S code). Figure
8 compares Euler and BEM results in two vertical planes,

parallel and normal to the exhaust axis. Although contour
scales had to be adjusted, since sources are defined with
arbitrary amplitudes in both computations, the qualitative
agreement between both simulations is very good.

Finally, Figure 9a presents the RANS flow computed
around the axisymmetrical engine and 2D airfoil at take-off
Mach number M∞ = 0.25. Figure 9b shows the aft fan noise
radiation (instantaneous pressure in the 3D domain) of the
installed engine for the same acoustic mode and frequency
as before.

4.5.4 Aft fan noise propagation from 3D exhaust

In this last calculation, aft fan noise is radiated through a
realistic 3D turbofan exhaust, including the pylon and the
internal bifurcation (Redonnet, Mincu and Manoha, 2008;
Redonnet et al., 2009), accounting for representative ther-
modynamic conditions (mean flow), and relevant fan noise
modal contents.

Figure 10 shows RANS computation of the mean flow,
which corresponds to typical take-off conditions with Mach
number M∞ = 0.26 at infinite and M inj = 0.46 in the sec-
ondary exhaust just downstream of the fan plane, rising up to
M = 0.9 in the outer section of the secondary exhaust. There
are very large velocity and temperature gradients. These
strong mean flow heterogeneities are due to (i) strong shear
layers at the outer of the primary and secondary exhausts and
(ii) the non axisymmetric nature of the geometry.

The following acoustic computations were done on a
multi-block structured grid containing about 12 millions cell
points, using a parallelized version of ONERA’s CAA solver,
running on either 64 or 128 cores of an Itanium 64 bitparallel
computer.

Figure 9. Aft fan noise radiation of the installed engine in take-off conditions: (a) RANS flow around the axisymmetrical engine and 2D
airfoil; (b) instantaneous pressure in the 3D domain.
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10 Acoustics and Noise

Figure 10. RANS computation of the mean flow in take-off condition: (a) Mach number; (b) velocity fields.

Figure 11 shows a transversal cut, at the outer section of the
secondary exhaust, of the acoustic field radiated at the BPF
(reduced frequency normalized by the engine outer radius R:
kR= 28.17) from the emission of an aft fan noise spinning
mode with azimuthal order m = 26 and radial order n = 1.
This first computation is achieved without any mean flow, for
the purpose of direct comparison of CAA computation (Fig-
ure 11a) with BEM results (Figure 11b). This comparison
shows a very good agreement. The acoustic field exhibits a
complex pattern in the azimuthal and radial directions, mainly
resulting from the distortion of the acoustic mode by the exter-
nal (pylon) and internal (bifurcation) engine components. The
most noticeable effect is that the spinning motion of the mode
disappears downstream of the nozzle.

The perturbed pressure field presented in Figure 12 corre-
sponds to the emission, at the BPF, of an aft fan noise spinning
mode with azimuthal/radial order (m, n) = (13, 1) this time

accounting for the heterogeneous jet mean flow shown in
Figure 10. In this case, the primary and secondary jet mean
flow gradients induce strong refraction effects, resulting in a
deflection of the acoustic waves towards the radial direction.
Acoustic installation effects are still present, with a modal
de-structuring of acoustic waves within the duct (see Figure
12a top), leading to a strongly non axi-symmetric radiation
pattern (Figure 12b).

5 DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN
METHOD

5.1 Introduction

The method presented in the previous subsection is based on
finite difference that allows the use of high-order schemes

Figure 11. Root s pressure for aft fan noise radiation (m= 26, n = 1, BPF, kR= 28.17) for 3D engine in static conditions. Comparison of
(a) Euler; (b) BEM.
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Figure 12. Acoustic field from modal emission (m = 13, n = 1) at BPF in take-off conditions: (a) instantaneous pressure; (b) RMS
pressure.

and thus limits the dispersion and dissipation errors, so the
constraints on the possible boundary conditions are weak.
The stability issues are comparable to other methods. On
top of this, such methods can be computationally efficient
if enough care is taken during the choice of the numerical
methods, as explained above.

However, the finite difference method requires block-
structured grids, which can become tricky to generate for
complex geometries. One attractive workaround is the use
of hybrid techniques, as the one presented above, using both
Cartesian and body-fitted grids, and an overlapping interface.
Such a technique also has a few drawbacks like the numerical
cost penalty if the accuracy of the scheme must be preserved.
Another alternative is to completely change the simulation
strategy and use simple unstructured meshes.

It is worth emphasizing that a similar development
occurred within the CFD community about one decade ago.
Block-structured meshes have long been used in CFD, but
unstructured grids are now more and more used, despite pos-
sible lower accuracy, because of the great simplification of
the grid generation process for complex geometries.

This possibility is offered, for example, by the use of the
DGM. The Linearized Euler Equations (LEE) can be imple-
mented on such a scheme, possibly in a conservative way.
All the required boundary conditions can be implemented.

The scalability observed so far is excellent on 10 to 100 pro-
cessors at least. And one very positive point of the method
is the p-adaptivity feature of the DGM schemes; in prac-
tice this means that the user does not need to refine the mesh
locally because the solver will adapt the order of each element
to correctly describe the physics. Consequently, the human
time is considerably reduced, without affecting the accuracy,
stability, or performance of the scheme.

The following paragraphs give an overview of the imple-
mentation of the Linearized Euler Equations Solver of Free
Field Technologies, called Actran/DGM. A few examples of
use are given, as well as some numbers on the performance
of this method.

5.2 Theory and implementation

5.2.1 Generalities

The equations to solve have been presented in the previ-
ous subsection. The theory of the Discontinuous Galerkin
elements, and some ways to have an efficient implemen-
tation, have been extensively described in the past, for
example in Atkins and Shu (1997), Atkins (1997), Cockburn
et al. (2000), Remacle, Flaherty and Shephard (2003), and
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Chevaugeon et al. (2005). In comparison to the classical
Finite Element Method (FEM), the main idea is to have higher
orders, but the fields can be discontinuous at the interface
between two elements, and neighbouring elements do not
necessarily have the same order.

The strategy is explained in detail in Chevaugeon et al.
(2005) and is summarized hereafter.

To obtain the DG formulation, one first multiplies the LEE
with a test function, û, and integrates over the domain 	. The
divergence theorem is then applied to obtain the following
variational formulation:∫

	

∂tu
′ûdv +

∫
	

F x(u′)∂xûdv +
∫

	

F y(u′)∂yûdv

+
∫

	

F z(u
′)∂zûdv −

∫
∂	

f ûds =
∫

	

sûdv, ∀û (9)

where f (u′) = Fu′·n is the normal trace of the fluxes.
The physical domain 	 is discretized into a collection of

Ne elements,

T =
Ne⋃
e=1

e (10)

called a mesh. In each element eof T, each component of u′ is
discretized using polynomials. It is common, in the finite ele-
ment world, to distinguish reference coordinates, ξ, η, ζ, from
real coordinates x, y, z. Piecewise continuous approximations
are used on each element:

u′(ξ, η, ζ) =
d∑

k=1

Nk(ξ, η, ζ)u′e
k (11)

The coefficients u′e
k of the interpolation are associated with

the element. The interpolation is then discontinuous at
inter-element boundaries, contrary to classical finite element
methods. The interface term in the variational formulation
appears for each interface between elements, and for each of
them the normal trace of the flux across this interface must
be computed. The flux is not uniquely determined there, and
the choice of an appropriate numerical flux is at the heart
of the properties of the method. For each interface in the
mesh, a unique normal to it is defined, n, and we note u′

L

and u′
R the field variables on the left and right sides of this

face, respectively, with n going from the left to the right.
The numerical flux, f(u′

L, u′
R), is computed using a Riem-

man solver. The Riemann solver that we use is constructed by
computing characteristics of the left and right fields, and only
the upwind quantities are kept to compute the normal flux.

Additional difficulties occur when solving the linear
hyperbolic partial differential equations with non-constant

coefficients, to adapt to the non-uniform mean flow. There
are then several possible implementations that are not detailed
here, as it is not the purpose of this work; the choice made for
Actran/DGM is to implement a quadrature-free Runge-Kutta
DGM. Again there are multiple possible choices, and great
care has been taken on the way this strategy was implemented.

A few other choices have been justified in various papers
and will not be detailed here. For example, it has been found
that a conservative formulation could sometimes be an advan-
tage, both for stability and for performance reasons. The mean
flow, computed in an external CFD code (typically a com-
mercial one), must also be mapped with a minimum of care.
Finally, as already stated above in the Finite Difference sec-
tion, great care must be taken with the boundary conditions:
damping zones of course, but also regular hard wall condi-
tions (curvilinear boundaries), impedance, modal basis, and
so on. In every case, a bad choice can have a dramatic influ-
ence on the robustness of the tool, its performance, and of
course its accuracy.

Actran/DGM has been cross-verified with other (non-
commercial) simulation codes and validated against
experiments, among others in the frame of the EU project
TURNEX (Tester et al., 2008). The accuracy of the tech-
nique is comparable to the one of more state-of-the-art codes
like FD schemes in the frequency domain.

5.2.2 Specificities of p-adaptivity

High performance is difficult to achieve on industrial-like
flows and complex 3D geometries. Indeed, one must try to
conceal two antagonistic properties:

� On the one hand, quadrature-free DGM codes are usually
most efficient for high-order elements. To further keep the
time step as large as possible, it is advised to work with
meshes that consist of large, high-order elements.

� On the other hand, flow gradients and geometrical pecu-
liarities may require, locally, that some elements be very
small.

This negatively affects performance if all elements have the
same interpolation order. If the element order is kept high,
the time step does indeed decrease drastically. Alternatively,
if the element order is decreased, the number of elements
grows while the accuracy decreases (see dissipation and dis-
persion properties of low-order elements in Chevaugeon et al.
(2005).

To overcome this difficulty, a variable interpolation order,
adaptive algorithm is implemented in the code. As the inter-
polation order may vary from one element to the next,
acoustic variables, q, are projected, at the element interface
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q = q~kLk

q = q~
~

kRk

∂Ω

Figure 13. Variable interpolation order adaptive algorithm.

level, on each element face onto its neighbours’ functional
space, when needed, as depicted in Figure 13. Lk and Rk

denote the face shape functions in the left-hand and right-
hand elements, respectively.

The code automatically computes the optimal element
order for every element in the mesh, based on the element
size, acoustic wavelength and local flow conditions (the lat-
ter correction includes the variation of the speed of sound with
flow as well as Doppler effects), and the impact of the inter-
polation order on numerical dissipation, and dispersion (see
Chevaugeon et al., 2005). Finally, the time step is also com-
puted automatically to ensure that the CFL number (Courant,
Friedrichs and Lewy, 1967) condition is satisfied across the
entire mesh.

5.3 Examples: performance

The following example is a typical computation of the acous-
tic propagation of a fan acoustic mode generated inside an

Figure 15. Non-uniform mean flow (CFD code Fluent).

engine bypass duct at the fan blade passing frequency and
propagated through the engine exhaust.

Figure 14 shows the exhaust engine configuration (from
the EU project TURNEX), with associated mesh and bound-
ary conditions. Thanks to the p-adaptivity, it is not necessary
to pay attention to the mesh refinements in the sheared zones,
as it would be with a more classical scheme. See details in
Manual (2009).

The non-uniform mean flow was computed by an external
CFD code (Fluent) in the TURNEX project (Figure 15).

Figure 16 shows the results (real part of the acoustic pres-
sure) of acoustic computations for two different modes at
different flight conditions.

Figure 14. Exhaust engine configuration – mesh and boundary conditions (from EU project TURNEX).
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Figure 16. Real part of the acoustic pressure for the mode m = 6, n = 1 at different flight conditions and frequencies: (a) flight cutback
conditions, kR= 10; (b) flight sideline conditions, kR= 17.

Table 1. Efficiency of the parallel version on a real 3D exhaust case.

Number of Computational RAM per Speed Efficiency
CPU time (h) CPU (GB) up (%)

1 243 (10 d) 6 1 100
2 140 3.5 1.73 87
4 84 2.1 2.9 72
8 40 1.2 6.0 76
12 30 1.2 8.0 67
16 20 1.2 12.0 76

Concerning performances, typical computational times
for such 3D computations are given in Table 1. Thanks to
the good parallel scalability of this solver, it is mostly feasi-
ble to run the computation of 3D exhaust at the BPF within
less than 12 h. It should be noted that the configuration could
be made more complex (for example, including the pylon or
a scarf exhaust) without much more difficulty.

5.4 Conclusions and perspectives for the
Discontinuous Galerkin Method

A real exhaust problem can be entirely prepared in a few
hours. The code is robust, easy to use, and fast enough for
industrial applications, and some expertise is available. The
success of the method is thus really encouraging. This DGM
scheme working in the time domain could well complement,
for some applications, the more classical Finite Element
Method tools currently in use for vibro-acoustics and for
CAA. The FEM strategy is still much superior for most appli-
cations; however, switching to DGM in the time domain could
open the door to treating much larger models. For example, in
the case of CAA, some good success has been observed with
“classical FEM” tools working in the frequency domain, used

together with industrial CFD codes. So far, only automotive
applications have been treated: the Reynolds number is more
favorable, and the extent of the computational domains is
more limited. However, the great success of the DGM on the
one hand, and the progress of the LES even for high Reynolds
numbers on the other hand, may motivate the development
of the right-hand side terms in Actran/DGM.

6 SUMMARY AND FUTURE NEED

This subsection is an overview of the numerical methods that
are available for the simulation of aircraft noise. It deliber-
ately concentrates on the methods used to simulate the propa-
gation of acoustic waves on complex media characterized by
non-uniform mean flows around solid bodies, a domain that
was originally denoted as “Computational AeroAcoustics,”
although this label now often includes also the simulation of
the noise sources (fluctuating forces, turbulence).

It is shown that, due to a large range in the size and
amplitudes of the flow structures involved in aeroacoustic
mechanisms, the simulation of a given problem generally
combines several methods applied in adjacent domains. It is
now admitted that all these numerical methods are generally
individually mature and efficient. The main challenge for the
future probably lies in the development of “breakthrough”
computing technologies for smoothly and physically inter-
facing individual components to create efficient computation
chains (Leneveu et al., 2008).

The aeroacoustic community is now facing the challenge
of designing integrated computing tools allowing the com-
putation of the overall noise radiated by any new aircraft
concept, including (i) all possible noise sources, (ii) acous-
tic installation effects, and (iii) noise propagation in complex
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media from the aircraft to the ground. It is considered that
such tool will most probably rely on the concept of chaining
several solvers based on different methods and physics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the first decades of the twentieth century aviation
was in its infancy. The 1920s saw the first regular passenger
flights. During the interwar era civil aviation was restricted
to the wealthiest in society and passenger numbers were low.
After WWII, with the conversion of military transport to civil
aircraft and the production of long range aircraft allowing
transoceanic crossings, civil aviation began to steadily grow.
The break through success for the aviation industry though
was the introduction of the jet plane in the 1960s. The jet age
introduced fast travel and cheap tickets and the growth in the
airline industry began to strongly increase in terms of pas-
senger kilometers. In recent years this growth has increased
to 5.2% per year.

Aircraft emissions modify the atmosphere and as early
as WWII concerns were raised regarding condensation trails
(also named contrails). It was only later however that the
scientific community began to be interested in aviation’s
impact on climate. Initial studies on the impact of aviation
on the atmosphere corresponded with the development of
supersonic aircraft in the 1970s and the possible creation of

supersonic fleets (Johnston, 1971). At that time the concern
was focused on the impact of stratospheric NOx emis-
sions on the ozone layer. In the end, the development of
numerous supersonic fleets never happened and attention
shifted towards the impact of the subsonic fleet on the tro-
posphere chemistry and the climate (IPCC special report,
1999).

In 1999 an assessment of the impact of aviation was under-
taken within the IPCC in a special report “Aviation and the
Global Atmosphere” (IPCC, 1999). Since then, however, the
science has improved and a new assessment was recently
conducted within the European Project ATTICA (Lee et al.,
2009).

1. Emissions from aviation:
Present day civil aviation use predominantly kerosene

for fuel. An aircraft exhaust plume therefore contains
species produced during the combustion of the kerosene
and from atmospheric constituents passing through the
combustion chamber. Combustion of hydrocarbon pro-
duces CO2 and H2O. The other emitted species are NOx

(from the oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen within the
combustion chamber) SOx (from the oxidation of sulfur
contained in the fuel), CO, hydrocarbons and soot parti-
cles from incomplete combustion. In the plume, sulfuric
acid aerosol can be formed from the further oxidation
of SO2. Several of these emissions have a direct impact
on the climate (such as the green house gas CO2 or
aerosols) whilst other species, NOx for example, which
are not direct green house gases, are chemically active in
the atmosphere and modify the background concentra-
tions of green house gases such as ozone and methane.
Emissions indices, or the quantity of species emitted
by a certain amount of fuel burned, differ between the
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2 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

different stages of flight (taxing, takeoff, climb, cruise,
and descent). Aircraft at cruise altitude may also produce,
under certain atmospheric conditions, contrails. These
contrails may be persistent and evolve into cirrus clouds.
The probability of contrail formation is dependent on the
atmosphere state and exhaust gas temperatures.

2. Impacts on local air quality:
At ground level aviation emissions will affect the air

quality of airports and the surrounding areas. The sources
of local pollutants include aircraft movements (taxiing,
holding, taking-off, and landing), road traffic (construc-
tion traffic, airport access traffic, car parks and airside
vehicles), airport combustion plants, fuel handling and
railway operations. The pollutants that are considered to
be of significance to local air quality are NOx, unburned
hydrocarbons and fine particulate.
� Nitrogen oxides are irritant gases that can affect the

airways and lungs.
� Ozone arises from chemical reactions in the atmo-

sphere between nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons.
It can cause irritant effects in the airways and
lung.

� Very fine airborne particulate matter can aggravate
existing heart and lung conditions.

� Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can cause
damage to the genetic material in cells and may be
associated to cancer.

� Sulfur dioxide can act as a respiratory irritant and
individuals suffering from asthma and chronic lung
diseases are believed to be susceptible to these health
effects.

The impact of airports as complete systems (land
transport, power generation, plane emissions and other
activities) on local community are monitored and mod-
eled by air quality experts.

3. Impacts on climate:
During climb, descent and at cruise altitude emissions

will impact the atmosphere on a global scale. These emis-
sions will modify the atmospheric chemistry and the
climate. The current knowledge of the aviation impact
on the climate can be summarized in terms of radiative
forcing (RF) as:
� Emission of CO2 results in positive RF.
� Emission of NOx results in the formation of ozone and

in positive RF.
� Emission of NOx (via production of ozone) results in

the destruction of methane and in negative RF.
� Emission of sulfur results in negative RF.
� Emission of particulate matter results in positive RF.
� Production of permanent contrails (depending on

atmospheric condition) results in positive RF.

� Production of cirrus-clouds (contrail-cirrus or avia-
tion induced cirrus) results in positive RF.

A positive RF will produce warming and a negative
RF will contribute to cooling in the atmosphere. The
total radiative forcing from aviation has been recently
reassessed to be 55 mW m−2 (not including however avi-
ation induced cirrus clouds). Including aviation-induced
cirrus the total RF from aviation is predicted to be
85 mW m−2, which represents approximately 3.5% of
the total human RF change in 2005. The study of
the impact of aviation on the global scale depends
heavily on results from atmospheric models. Global
measurements using airliners equipped with monitoring
instruments or satellites have been used to validate model
results.

4. Mitigation options:
Due to long development time needed when produc-

ing a new aircraft type (20–30 years) the technological
development of the fleet over the next 30–40 years is
well known whist changes in demand are less easy to
predict. The development of air transport has been strong
during the last two decades and is forecast to continue
to grow. Taking into account possible improvements
in aircraft and air traffic efficiency the CO2 emissions
from aviation are estimated to grow by 3.1% per year
over the next 40 years under a business-as-usual fore-
cast. After 2050 potential developments in aviation
include:
� Blended-wings-body aircraft which may offer a 25%

improvement in traffic efficiency (in term of RPK
(kg fuel)−1).

� Biofuels, as a partial substitute, which reduce fuel
cycle carbon emissions.

� Hydrogen fuel, which would eliminate all carbon
emissions, the only primary emissions would be NOx

(reduced compare to kerosene) and H2O (increased
compare to kerosene).

While numerous technological challenges still exist in
the implementation of these technologies it is important to
quantify the possible reductions in emissions and the climate
impact they may produce.

2 CONCLUSION

This section of the Encyclopedia, “Emissions and Other
Impacts”, will present different aspects of the impact from
aviation on atmosphere as described above.

The study of aviation’s impact upon the atmosphere
requires knowledge on the nature and scale of present day fuel
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usage and emissions, where these emissions are emitted and
their possible changes in the future. Fuel use and emissions
will constitute the first chapter in the section. Jet engines emit
a plume of hot exhaust gases and particulates. The second
chapter focuses on the changes in air quality in and around air-
ports due to these emissions. During cruise, these emissions
experience conversion from the plume to the larger scale,
this will be treated in the third chapter concerning plume
physics and chemistry. This is followed by the presentation
of the mechanisms leading to the production of condensation
trails and aviation induced cirrus clouds. Finally the section
considers the global impacts of aviation in three chapters,
the first introducing global atmospheric modeling, and the
second presenting the changes in atmospheric chemistry and
the third the climate impacts. This section concludes with an
chapter focusing on future forecasts and possible mitigation
techniques that may reduce the global impact of aviation on
the environment.

RELATED CHAPTERS

Commercial Propulsion Engines Emissions
Atmospheric Composition
Aircraft Noise and Community Impacts
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the natural atmosphere a large number of chemical pro-
cesses take place. Mostly they involve reactions between
atmospheric trace gases – gaseous compounds that exist in
small concentrations relative to the main constituents of air,
nitrogen, and oxygen. The part of the atmosphere extending
from the surface to approximately 10 km altitude is called
the troposphere and its chemistry forms an important part of
the global biogeochemical cycles. Its processes occur on a
wide range of scales in space and time. As a result of human
activities, the composition of the atmosphere is altered to an
increasing extent by emitting pollutants and by transforming
the land surface.

The combustion of fossil fuel in aircraft engines leads to
emissions of a range of pollutants. Some of these substances

interfere with the natural chemical processes in the atmo-
sphere. These chemical changes due to aircraft engine emis-
sions can be loosely grouped into three categories: first, the
chemistry of plume processes describes the rapid interactions
and chemical transformation of substances in the wake of an
aircraft that occur within few minutes after emission (Hay-
man and Markiewicz, 1996; Meijeret al., 1997; Kraabølet
al., 2000). Second, local air quality deals with pollution near
the ground due to air traffic activity. This describes an issue of
regional scale that usually applies to the vicinity of airports.
Third, global atmospheric chemistry deals with the impact
of aircraft emissions on chemical processes that occur over
large spatial scales and over time periods from weeks to many
decades. In this context the impact of aircraft emissions on the
abundance of greenhouse gases and their subsequent impact
on the climate system are of relevance. This chapter deals with
this last aspect of global atmospheric chemistry and what
changes occur due to emissions from global aviation. The
other two aspects are dealt with elsewhere. Here global atmo-
spheric chemistry processes are outlined as far as they are
relevant for chemistry involving aircraft engine emissions.
More comprehensive descriptions of atmospheric chemistry
can be found in textbooks such as Brimblecombe (1996),
Jacob (1999), Wayne (2000), or Seinfeld and Pandis (2006).

The impact of aviation on atmospheric composition was
investigated first in the early 1970s when concerns were
raised about stratospheric ozone depletion due to the prospect
of a large fleet of supersonic passenger aircraft (Johnston,
1971). While a large-scale fleet of high-speed civil trans-
ports has not become reality, it was acknowledged that an
accurate quantification of the impact of aircraft emissions on
atmospheric chemistry was limited by the large uncertainties
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Table 1. Global annual total emissions from civil and military aircraft from the AERO2k inventory for the year 2002. Modified from Eyers
et al. (2005) c© QinetiQ.

Distance flown Fuel used CO2 H2O CO NOx HC SOx Soot
(109 nm) (Tg) (Tg) (Tg) (Tg) (Tg NO2) (Tg) (Tg SO2) (Tg)

Civil aviation 17.9 156 492 193 0.507 2.06 0.063 0.183 0.0039
Military aviation — 19.5 61 24.1 0.647 0.178 0.066 0.023 —
Total — 176 553 217 1.15 2.24 0.129 0.206 —

Values for SO2 are not from AERO2k but have instead been calculated using an emission index of 1.176 g kg−1. Units are in nautical miles (1 nm= 1.825 km)
and teragrams (1 Tg= 1012 kg).

associated with the knowledge of the global distribution of
key chemical compounds, primarily of the tropospheric bud-
get of nitrogen oxides. Assessment reports and reviews were
published based on research programs in the United States
(Friedl, 1997) and Europe (Schumann, 1997; Brasseuret al.,
1998) with a focus on both chemical and other environmen-
tal impacts from aircraft emissions. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change published aSpecial Report on Avi-
ation and the Global Atmosphereat the end of the previous
century (IPCC, 1999). Since then further improvements in
model formulations and the understanding of atmospheric
chemistry have led to further publications of reviews such as
Sausenet al. (2005) and Leeet al. (2009).

2 EMISSIONS

In order to determine the impacts of aviation on global atmo-
spheric chemistry, detailed knowledge on the nature of air-
craft engine emissions, specifically about their local composi-
tion and global geographical distribution, is required. Global
data on aircraft engine emissions are compiled into emissions
inventories that serve as input into numerical models capable
of simulating chemical processes in the atmosphere. These
inventories contain emissions flux data in a gridded format,
with the grid typically having a horizontal resolution of 1◦ in
longitude and latitude and a vertical resolution of 1000 ft. Sea-
sonal variability in the emissions is mostly expressed in form
of monthly totals for each emitted species at each grid point.
Chapter 9 in IPCC (1999) intercompares aviation emissions
inventories produced in the 1980s and 1990s and discusses
their compilation methodologies. More recent inventories
that represent contemporary emissions from global aviation
are available, for example, from the EU-funded projects
TRADEOFF (e.g., Gausset al., 2006), SCENIC (Grewe
et al., 2007), AERO2k (Eyerset al., 2005), and QUANTIFY
(Hoor et al., 2009), as well as from the US Federal Avi-
ation Administration’s SAGE (Kimet al., 2007). Some of
these inventories also include emissions forecasts for the near

future (e.g., 2025) or emissions scenarios for the more distant
future (e.g., 2050). Aircraft emissions consist mainly of water
vapor (H2O) and carbon dioxide (CO2). They further contain
oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of
sulfur (SOx), unburned hydrocarbons (HC), and particulate
matter (PM). Table 1 gives an overview of annual total emitted
species within the AERO2k inventory for the year 2002.

The cruise altitude of present-day jet aircraft is approxi-
mately 9–13 km. Globally the largest proportion of emissions
is released in this altitude range that contains parts of the
upper troposphere (UT) and lower stratosphere (LS). The
release of aircraft emissions within the troposphere or strato-
sphere is of relevance as these atmospheric regions differ
with regard to their dynamical and chemical properties. The
part of emissions placed inside the stratosphere is estimated
to be within the range of 20–40% (Hoinka, Reinhardt and
Metz, 1993; IPCC, 1999) with some studies reporting val-
ues above 60% (Forsteret al., 2003). The boundary between
the troposphere and the stratosphere is the tropopause and
its location is highly variable, depending on factors such as
the geographical location and season, which complicates the
impact assessment of aircraft emissions. Figure 1a shows
the global distribution of aircraft emissions by example of
emitted NOx. The geographical pattern of emissions reflects
the routing structure of global scheduled air traffic. Emission
maxima are found over North America, Europe, and the North
Atlantic flight corridor, as well as in Southeast Asia and in the
Far East. The largest amount of emissions is released in the
northern hemisphere. This is also reflected in Figure 1b show-
ing the vertical distribution of aircraft emissions with maxima
at cruise altitudes in the northern hemisphere. The vertical
resolution of 500 ft in the AERO2k data enables the identifica-
tion of major flight levels at 40◦N at 10 km altitude. Different
methodologies in the compilation of the emissions invento-
ries can result in significant differences in the distribution of
emissions. This can be seen in Figure 1c where the emissions
inventories TRADEOFF and QUANTIFY show substantially
larger emission values at cruise altitudes in comparison with
AERO2k. The differences shown here are too large to be
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Chemistry of the Atmosphere and Impacts from Global Aviation3

Figure 1. (a) Global distribution of global aircraft NOx emissions in the AERO2k inventory for the year 2002 (Eyerset al., 2005), vertically
integrated and expressed as kg m−2 a−1 of N; (b) zonal distribution of NOx emissions from AERO2k, integrated over all longitudes and
expressed as kg a−1 of N per grid cell (grid cell dimensions 1◦ latitude× 1000 ft altitude); (c) comparison of the annual total vertical emission
profiles (expressed in kg a−1 of NO2) from the AERO2k (dotted), TRADEOFF (dashed), and QUANTIFY (solid) inventories. TRADEOFF
data are for the year 2000 (inventory “ref” in Gausset al., 2006) and QUANTIFY data are for 2005 (Hooret al., 2009).

merely attributed to interannual variation in global air traffic.
The differences in AERO2k and QUANTIFY, for instance,
are likely due to the different weighting of inefficiencies in
flight routing and other factors that remain difficult to quan-
tify in global data sets (D.S. Lee and R. Sausen, personal
communication, 2008). The choice of emissions data there-
fore plays an important factor in the assessment of impacts
on global atmospheric chemistry.

3 CHEMICAL PROCESSES IN THE
TROPOSPHERE

The troposphere is strongly influenced by exchange processes
of energy and matter with the Earth’s surface, an example of
which is the hydrological cycle resulting in the formation
of clouds, precipitation, and a relatively high abundance of
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4 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

Figure 2. Schematic of the mechanism for O3–HOx–NOx–CO chemistry in the troposphere. The numbers in parentheses refer to the
equation number used in the text for the corresponding chemical reaction.

water vapor. Dynamically the troposphere is characterized
by short transport time scales leading to efficient mixing
and rapid overturning of air. This results in the uplift of
emitted chemical compounds from the boundary layer near
the surface into the free troposphere and their transport by
the global atmospheric circulation. Atmospheric composi-
tion of trace constituents is controlled to a large extent by
emissions from the biosphere and increasingly by human
influence (IPCC, 2007). Substances that are not destroyed
either through chemical conversion or through physical pro-
cesses, such as deposition at the surface or washout through
precipitation, are gradually transported into the stratosphere.

3.1 Oxidation of organic compounds

Photochemical processes are the principal driver of rad-
ical chain reactions in the troposphere. The spectrum of
available solar radiation is however limited to wavelengths
longer than 280 nm due to the filtering effect of stratospheric
ozone. O3 and NO2 are two of the most important species
that are photolysed at these wavelengths. One of the most
important chemical processes in the troposphere is the oxi-
dation of organic substances (HC) and carbon monoxide to
H2O and CO2. This natural photochemical process consti-
tutes in essence a low-temperature combustion system and
is dominated by the hydroxyl radical (OH), a highly reac-
tive substance that exists in only very small quantities in the
troposphere (Wayne, 2000). During the absence of sunlight
at night time the nitrate radical (NO3) plays a crucial role

in the tropospheric oxidation process; the reactions at night
are however less efficient and will only be considered briefly
later when the impact of sulfate aerosol is discussed. Figure 2
shows a schematic of the tropospheric oxidation reactions. It
illustrates the interactions between the key chemical com-
pounds for carbon monoxide oxidation and the production
of ozone. In the following the radical chain reactions at day
time will be described using the oxidation of CO and CH4 as
an example.

At wavelengthsλ of less than 310 nm the photolysis of
O3 can produce an excited-state oxygen atom, O(1D). This
high-energy oxygen atom can overcome the stability of the
H2O molecule and, on reaction with water vapor, result in the
formation of OH;

O3 + hν → O(1D) + O2 (λ < 310 nm) (1)

O(1D) + H2O → 2OH (2)

Reactions (1) and (2) constitute an important sink for O3

and a principal source for OH. Further sources of OH exist, for
instance, through the photolysis of acetone and formaldehyde
in the atmosphere.

In the troposphere the OH radical converts rapidly into
HO2 (the hydroperoxy radical). One possible and common
reaction chain for this process involves O3 and CO:

OH + CO → H + CO2 (3)

H + O2 + M → HO2 + M (4)
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HO2 + O3 → OH + 2O2 (5)

This conversion results in the destruction of ozone and
in the oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide. The
additional molecule M required for reaction (4) is usually
molecular nitrogen. The reactions between OH and HO2

occur on very short time scales such that the two species
are usually in chemical steady state and are together referred
to as the HOx chemical family.

The OH radical is capable of oxidizing a large number
of atmospheric trace gases, most importantly CO, as shown
above, and other organic compounds such as methane (CH4):

OH + CH4 → CH3 + H2O (6)

CH3 + O2 + M → CH3O2 + M (7)

Reactions (3), (4), (6), and (7) result in the formation of
water vapor, carbon dioxide, and most importantly a per-
oxy radical (RO2) species, in this case hydroperoxy and
methylperoxy radicals. The fate of the peroxy radicals is
crucially important for whether the reaction chains result in
either the net chemical production or the net loss of ozone. A
possible termination of these reaction chains is the reaction
of HO2 with itself to form hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) or with
CH3O2 to form methyl hydroperoxide (CH3OOH).

3.2 The importance of nitrogen oxides

The compounds nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), when available in sufficiently large concentrations,
have the ability to interfere in the above-described reaction
process. During day time atmospheric NO rapidly intercon-
verts with NO2 in the presence of ozone such that both species
usually are in chemical steady state and are together referred
to as the NOx chemical family (nitrogen oxides):

NO + O3 → NO2 + O2 (8)

NO2 + hν → NO + O (λ < 400 nm) (9)

O + O2 + M → O3 + M (10)

Natural sources of NOx in the troposphere include emis-
sions from soil, burning biomass (e.g., wildfires), the fixation
of atmospheric nitrogen by lightning, and the downward
transport of NOx from the stratosphere where it is photo-
chemically produced. The largest amount of tropospheric
NOx however is produced by the combustion of fossil fuel

and therefore of anthropogenic origin (IPCC, 2001). Nitrogen
oxides are typically removed from the atmosphere through
the formation of nitric acid (HNO3) and its subsequent rain-
out or deposition at the surface. The atmospheric lifetime of
NOx increases with altitude in the troposphere. In the UT and
above, where precipitation is less frequent or does not occur
at all, NOx can be stored in either HNO3 or various other
reservoir gases for several weeks and transported potentially
over long distances. NOx can then be restored from nitric
acid either through photolysis or through the reaction with
OH (e.g., Logan, 1983).

In an atmospheric environment where concentrations of
nitrogen oxides are very low, such as in remote marine areas
far from the continents, the peroxy radicals can form per-
oxides that can be photolysed back into HOx radicals or
dissolved in water and removed from the atmosphere through
precipitation. In most regions in the troposphere however the
concentrations of nitrogen oxides are much larger. When the
abundance of NOx is higher, the peroxy radicals, formed in
reactions (4) and (7), will begin to react with NO:

HO2 + NO → OH + NO2 (11)

CH3O2 + NO → CH3O + NO2 (12)

Reactions (11) and (12) take place in addition to reaction
(8) and result in the formation of further NO2 without destroy-
ing O3. Subsequent photolysis of NO2 and recombination
with molecular oxygen, as shown in reactions (9) and (10),
leads to the formation of ozone. The threshold level for the
abundance of NOx required for the chemical O3 production
to exceed the O3 loss is dependent on various factors, such
as temperature, humidity, and O3 background concentrations
(Reeveset al., 2002).

When NOx concentrations continue to increase to even
higher levels, such as they are typically found in polluted
regions within the atmospheric boundary layer near the sur-
face, OH radicals begin to react with NO2 to form HNO3:

OH + NO2 + M → HNO3 + M (13)

The above reaction represents a sink for peroxy radicals
and nitrogen oxides. As a consequence, the rates of reactions
(11) and (12) as well as the ozone production rate begin to
decrease.

The net chemical ozone production rate in the troposphere
is the balance between the chemical reactions responsible for
ozone production (reactions (9) and (10)) and those respon-
sible for ozone loss (mainly reaction (5)). This rate is a
nonlinear function of the concentration of NOx that depends
on the availability of organic HC compounds (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Net ozone production (24-h average) as a function of NOx

in the upper troposphere. Data points are obtained from the NASA-
sponsored SUCCESS campaign, defining the rate of chemical
ozone production. Also shown in this figure are three calcula-
tions for average tropospheric conditions experienced above 11 km
in SUCCESS (Figure 2-1 from IPCC, 1999). Reproduced from
Penneret al. (1999) c© Cambridge University Press.

3.3 Sulfur compounds and aerosol effects

Atmospheric sulfur compounds are released into the atmo-
sphere through a range of natural and anthropogenic
processes. The natural sources include emissions from vol-
canoes, biomass burning, oceans (marine plankton), and soil.
Their emissions consist partly of reduced sulfur compounds,
such as H2S, OCS, CS2, and CH3SCH3 (dimethyl sulfide
(DMS)), which eventually are oxidized into SO2. The largest
amount of sulfur compounds however is emitted directly
as SO2 with most of it attributable to human activities, in
particular fossil fuel combustion.

SO2 is oxidized in the atmosphere both in the gas phase
and in the liquid phase and produces sulfuric acid (H2SO4)
as an end product. In the gas phase the reactions involve the
hydrolysis of SO3 with water vapor:

OH + SO2 + M → HSO3 + M (14)

HSO3 + O2 → SO3 + HO2 (15)

SO3 + H2O + M → H2SO4 + M (16)

Sulfuric acid has an extremely low saturated vapor pres-
sure and as a consequence it deposits onto solid or liquid
surfaces or condenses with ambient water vapor to form
sulfate aerosol particles.

Sulfate aerosol affects the Earth’s radiative balance either
directly by scattering of radiation or indirectly by affect-
ing the formation of clouds and by altering their physical
properties. It however also influences atmospheric chemistry
through heterogeneous surface reactions. N2O5 is an impor-
tant night-time reservoir species for NOx. Its hydrolysis on
sulfate aerosol results in the conversion of NOx to HNO3 that
has a longer atmospheric lifetime than N2O5. As a conse-
quence, sulfate aerosol leads to a more efficient conversion
of NOx into HNO3 and hence an enhanced removal of reactive
nitrogen oxides from the atmosphere (Dentener and Crutzen,
1993; Tieet al., 2003). This results then in a decrease in the
chemical ozone production rate. At night time the process
begins with the formation of N2O5:

NO2 + O3 → NO3 + O2 (17)

NO2 + NO3 + M → N2O5 + M (18)

N2O5 + M → NO3 + NO2 + M (19)

At low temperatures and during night N2O5 is a stable
compound in the atmosphere. The hydrolysis of N2O5 on
sulfate aerosol can then take place:

N2O5 + H2O (in sulfate)→ 2HNO3 (gas) (20)

During day time N2O5 is quickly photolysed and reaction
(18) slows down. Reaction (13) represents then the dominant
but slower process that converts NOx to HNO3.

4 CHEMICAL PROCESSES IN THE
STRATOSPHERE

The stratosphere is dynamically characterized by its stable
stratification with temperatures increasing with altitude. This
temperature increase is caused by the photochemical process
of ozone formation in the ozone layer, approximately located
between 20 and 50 km altitude (WMO, 2007). This stability
results in vertical transport processes to be much slower com-
pared with the troposphere. Vertical transport throughout the
stratosphere occurs on a time scale of several years (Hall and
Plumb, 1994).

4.1 Ozone formation

Chemically the composition of the stratosphere is character-
ized by in situ formation of ozone and by low abundance
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of water vapor. Our current understanding of the forma-
tion of stratospheric ozone is based on a theory developed
first by Chapman (1930). Ozone is produced through the
photolysis of molecular ozone that requires solar radiation
at wavelengths below 240 nm. The atomic oxygen recom-
bines then with molecular oxygen to form an O3 molecule.
The bonds in the O3 molecule are weaker than those in O2

and hence O3 is photolysed at wavelengths below 320 nm.
Ozone loss occurs through the reaction of atomic oxygen
with O3:

O2 + hν → 2O (λ < 240 nm) (21)

O + O2 + M → O3 + M (22)

O3 + hν → O + O2 (23)

O + O3 → 2O2 (24)

Reactions (22) and (23) form a rapid interconversion of
O and O3, together referred to as “odd oxygen,” and can
be assumed to be in steady state. As such they do not pro-
duce or destroy any odd oxygen but rather determine the
ratio of concentrations between atomic oxygen and ozone.
The stratospheric ozone layer formed through the Chapman
mechanism is essential for life on the surface as it filters
out the near-ultraviolet spectrum of the solar radiation with
wavelengths below 280 nm. For this reason ozone cannot
be produced through the Chapman mechanism in the tro-
posphere.

4.2 Catalytic cycles

A faster sink processes for stratospheric ozone than reaction
(24) exists in form of catalytic reaction cycles. Two dominant
families of species for these cycles are HOx and NOx. In
the stratosphere HOx is created from water vapor (reaction
(2)) that is either transported into the stratosphere from the
troposphere below or produced chemically by oxidation of
CH4:

OH + O3 → HO2 + O2 (25)

HO2 + O3 → OH + 2O2 (5)

This cycle interconverts the HOx species OH and HO2 and
in the process converts two O3 molecules into three oxygen
molecules. HOx is conserved and acts as a catalyst, capable of
destroying a large number of O3 molecules. The termination

for this catalytic cycle requires the loss of HOx, for example,
through the following reaction:

OH + HO2 → H2O + O2 (26)

The catalytic cycle shown in reactions (25) and (5) is
most effective in the stratosphere above 40 km altitude and
plays no important role in the troposphere as reaction (3)
between OH and CO in the troposphere is faster than reaction
(25) and reaction (11) between HO2 and NO competes with
reaction (5).

NOx is produced chemically in the stratosphere through
photolysis of nitrous oxide (N2O). N2O is transported into
the stratosphere from the troposphere where it is chemically
inert. The catalytic cycle that interconverts NO and NO2 while
destroying ozone in the process is described in the following
reactions:

NO + O3 → NO2 + O2 (27)

NO2 + O → NO + O2 (28)

The net effect is identical to that of reaction (24) and con-
stitutes a loss of odd oxygen. The important step in this cycle,
which is most effective at altitudes between 20 and 40 km,
is reaction (28) that competes with reaction (9). The termi-
nation of this cycle involves the loss of NOx, for instance,
through the formation of HNO3 at day time (reaction (13))
or of N2O5 at night time (reactions (17), (18), and (19)).

In addition to the two catalytic cycles shown here, other
similar cycles exist, most notably involving halogen species,
but they are beyond the scope of this chapter and therefore
not further discussed.

5 IMPACTS OF AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS

The impact of the emissions of chemical compounds by
aircraft engines can now be seen in context of the chem-
ical processes occurring in the natural troposphere and
stratosphere as outlined above. The changes in atmospheric
chemistry due to aircraft emissions are investigated through
the use of numerical models, such as atmospheric chemistry
transport models or chemistry–climate models. These models
can reproduce the atmospheric transport of aircraft emissions
by air motion and their influence on the natural chemical
processes together with the impacts from other (nonaviation
related) emission sources. A direct observation through mea-
surements of the global scale chemical impacts from aircraft
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engine emissions is generally not possible as the natural daily,
seasonal, or interannual variability, for instance, in nitro-
gen oxides and ozone, masks the changes in atmospheric
concentrations caused by aircraft emissions. Uncertainty in
the assessment of the chemical impacts can be due to lim-
itations in the understanding of the natural atmospheric
background conditions, associated chemical processes, and
their interactions. Further uncertainties arise from limitations
in the ability of contemporary atmospheric models to repro-
duce atmospheric processes accurately. The compilation of
global aircraft emission inventories, which serve as input
for atmospheric models, usually requires further abstractions
and simplifications both regarding the location of emissions
and in the emissions flux. In spite of these inherent uncer-
tainties, research in impact assessment studies, carried out
since the 1990s, has shown a rather consistent picture of the
atmospheric effects from aircraft emissions, chemical or oth-
erwise, and has been documented in various publications such
as Brasseuret al. (1998), IPCC (1999), Sausenet al. (2005),
and Leeet al. (2009).

5.1 Water vapor and carbon dioxide

Water vapor and carbon dioxide are the principal emit-
ted species produced by the combustion of kerosene or
other fossil fuels. Both chemical species are efficient green-
house gases and changes in their atmospheric abundance
affect the radiative balance of the Earth–atmosphere sys-
tem. Emissions of water vapor into the troposphere have
no real significance, both chemically and radiatively, due
to the high natural background concentrations and due to
the fact that the atmospheric abundance of water vapor is
mainly controlled through physical processes (temperature)
rather than by chemical reactions. Water vapor emissions that
are released inside the much drier stratosphere however will
result in an increase in HOx concentrations and therefore
add to O3 destruction through catalytic cycles as outlined in
Section 4.2. Cruise altitudes of present-day subsonic com-
mercial aircraft extend into the LS. Their impact of water
vapor emissions has been estimated to be near negligible
(IPCC, 1999). The impact of potential future commercial
supersonic transports flying at significantly higher cruise alti-
tudes has been shown to have a potentially much larger impact
on stratospheric ozone loss by catalytic cycles (Greweet al.,
2007).

Emissions of carbon dioxide are chemically inert in the
atmosphere; however, they take part in the global carbon
cycle, interacting with the biosphere and the hydrosphere,
with an estimated atmospheric lifetime that exceeds 100

years. Over time the CO2 emissions from aviation therefore
accumulate in the atmosphere, are distributed globally, and
eventually become indistinguishable from CO2 emissions
from other sources.

5.2 Effects of nitrogen oxides

Emissions of NOx interfere in chemical processes of the tro-
posphere and stratosphere, influencing the abundance of the
greenhouse gases ozone and methane. The atmospheric life-
time of NOx increases in the troposphere with altitude and
as such does its ozone production potential. Other than NOx

emissions from other transport modes the largest amounts of
NOx from aviation are emitted at cruise altitudes near the
tropopause as shown in Figure 1b. There, at low ambient
temperatures, NOx is easily converted into other compounds,
sometimes referred to as NOx reservoir species, such as N2O5

or HNO3. As such the relative importance of NOx from avia-
tion, compared with emissions from other sectors released at
the surface, is greater. Other sources of NOx in the UT are the
influx from the stratosphere above, the uplift from the lower
troposphere by convective activity, andin situchemical pro-
duction from lightning (Berntsen and Isaksen, 1999). Current
estimates indicate that the stratospheric flux is comparable in
size with that from global aviation. Emissions from lightning
however are estimated to be five times larger than those from
air traffic (Schumann and Huntrieser, 2007; Leeet al., 2009).
Both sources are difficult to quantify that is to a large part
responsible for the uncertainty associated with the present
understanding of the tropospheric reactive nitrogen budget.

Figure 4 shows the change in atmospheric ozone volume
mixing ratios due to present-day’s aircraft NOx emissions,
calculated independently by two models. The figure repre-
sents a latitude–altitude cross-section through the atmosphere
with data values represented as annual and zonal mean val-
ues, that is, they are averaged over all longitudes. The model
in panel (a) simulates atmospheric chemistry and transport
in the troposphere and LS (from the surface to 30 km alti-
tude). Values are positive all over the troposphere, indicating
an increase of atmospheric O3 due to aircraft emissions. The
location of the largest O3 increase is found in the northern
hemispheric UT overlapping with the location of the emis-
sions maximum in Figure 1c). The maximum increase here
is 5–6 parts per billion (ppb). This represents an increase of
approximately 5% to natural O3 mixing ratios that are approx-
imately 40–100 ppb in the troposphere and 100–150 ppb near
the tropopause. The ozone produced by aircraft emissions
has a lifetime of several weeks that is much shorter than
time scales for interhemispheric transport of air. Therefore,
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Figure 4. Change in O3 due to aircraft NOx emissions calculated
by two independent chemistry transport models. Values are shown
as zonal and annual mean volume mixing ratios in parts per bil-
lion (ppb), relative to an atmosphere without aircraft emissions.
The vertical domain of model (a) includes the troposphere and the
lower stratosphere. The dashed line is the location of the tropopause.
Model (b) calculates changes in the stratosphere only. The zero con-
tour line marks the cross-over point between net O3 increase to net
O3 loss due to aircraft NOx. Modified with permission from Kohler
et al. (2008) c© American Geophysical Union.

the ozone impact is much larger in the northern hemisphere
where the quantity of aircraft emissions is higher. The model
in panel (a) does not simulate the full extent of the strato-
sphere and hence stratospheric ozone loss through catalytic
cycles is underestimated. The model in panel (b) simu-
lates atmospheric chemistry and transport in the stratosphere
between approximately 15 and 60 km altitude (omitting the
troposphere). Here the gradual uplift of aircraft NOx into
the middle stratosphere is simulated after an integration
time of 6 model years. NOx emissions transported into the
middle stratosphere, typically in form of HNO3 or other
reservoir species, are capable of contributing there to O3

loss via catalytic cycles. Typically between 20 and 30 km
altitude, depending on latitude, a “cross-over” point can be
identified where the effect of additional NOx from aircraft
emissions changes from net ozone production to net ozone
loss. Model studies investigating the efficiency of the upward
transport of NOx emissions from present-day cruise altitudes

into the middle stratosphere reveal significant differences
(Rogerset al., 2002). The impact of emissions from sub-
sonic commercial aircraft to stratospheric ozone loss has
however been found negligibly small compared to the nat-
ural background concentrations (approximately 105 ppb) at
this altitude (IPCC, 1999; Leeet al., 2009).

The increase in ozone from aircraft NOx is largest in the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) region.
Some of this additionally produced ozone is transported to
lower altitudes where it is photolysed and contributes to the
formation of additional HOx radicals. These HOx radicals
lead to a more efficient oxidation of methane and carbon
monoxide. As a consequence of the emissions of NOx from
aviation, ozone levels are increased throughout the tropo-
sphere and in the UTLS region, whereas levels of CH4 and
CO are globally reduced. The reduction of CO due to these
chemical processes outweighs by far the emitted amounts
of CO from kerosene combustion in aircraft engines. The
increase in O3 and HOx enhances the oxidizing capacity of the
atmosphere and as a consequence organic compounds, such
as methane, are more efficiently destroyed through chemical
reactions. Model calculations estimate that the atmospheric
lifetime of CH4 is reduced by up to 3% due to global aircraft
NOx emissions (K̈ohler et al., 2008). A further degree of
complexity in the chemical interactions is introduced by
another effect. The reduction in CH4 and CO results in a
partial off-setting of the ozone increase caused by the NOx

emissions, as a reduction in HC and carbon monoxide impacts
directly on ozone formation through reactions (3) and (6).

5.3 Effects of sulfur oxides

Aircraft emissions affect the abundance of sulfate aerosol
mainly by the release of SO2. Aerosol is of chemical impor-
tance as it represents a surface on which heterogeneous
reaction processes can take place. An increase in the regional
surface area density of aerosol by formation of H2SO4 will
result in the enhanced loss of reactive nitrogen from the atmo-
sphere, as outlined in Section 3.3. As a consequence, this
loss of reactive nitrogen will contribute to a reduction of
the ozone increase caused by emissions of nitrogen oxides.
A further effect due to the loss of reactive nitrogen is the
reduced potential of forming halogen nitrate compounds near
the tropopause in higher latitude regions. Halogen nitrates are
reservoir species for atmospheric chlorine and bromine and
their reduced abundance will result in an increase in halogens
capable of depleting O3 via catalytic cycles. Model stud-
ies in Pitari, Mancini and Bregman (2002) have shown at
high latitudes a reduction in lower stratospheric O3 levels by
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−4 to −6 ppb due to aerosol effects, and subsequent down-
ward transport of the ozone-depleted air into the troposphere
resulted there in an off-set of the O3 increase caused by NOx

emissions by about 2 ppb.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In the context of emissions from global aviation and their
effects on the Earth’s climate, a distinction is often made
between CO2 and non-CO2 effects. Emissions of CO2 are
linearly related to fuel usage. They are distributed glob-
ally due to their long atmospheric lifetime and have no
impact on atmospheric chemistry. A particular characteristic
of aviation emissions however is their numerous non-CO2

impacts. Their atmospheric lifetime is much shorter that
makes their effects more regional. Moreover, the magnitude
of their atmospheric impact is often very dependent on the
local atmospheric conditions and not linearly related to the
emissions. All of this makes the non-CO2 effects more dif-
ficult to quantify. In this chapter the non-CO2 effects that
have an influence on global atmospheric chemistry have
been described. In the atmosphere a large range of chemical
processes takes place between individual trace constituents.
The nature of these processes depends on factors such as
the location (in particular the altitude), the availability of
sunlight, and the atmospheric composition. The release of
nitrogen oxides, sulfur compounds, and water vapor from
aircraft engines into the atmosphere results in their inter-
ference in the natural chemical cycles of the atmosphere.
The magnitude of these impacts is heavily dependent on the
location of the emissions and hence an accurate quantifica-
tion requires their simulation in numerical models capable of
reproducing three-dimensionally atmospheric chemistry and
transport processes. Emitted nitrogen oxides affect the chem-
ically active greenhouse gases ozone and methane throughout
the lower atmosphere up to an altitude of 25 km. Water vapor
emissions inside the stratosphere can interfere with chem-
ical HOx cycles and lead to ozone destruction. Emissions
of sulfur compounds play a significant role in the forma-
tion of aerosol that affects heterogeneous chemical processes
such as the removal of reservoir species for nitrogen oxides.
Aviation emissions of these compounds are therefore capa-
ble of interfering in atmospheric chemistry and result in a
large range of complex environmental impacts. Their impact
on global chemistry occurs through a multitude of pathways
and is difficult to quantify separately due to the numerous
interdependencies. In these instances where the abundance
of radiatively active substances is affected, such as green-
house gases or aerosol, aircraft emissions have an impact on
the global climate system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric modeling investigates and applies numerical
representations of planetary atmospheres, for example, Venus
and Mars, and in particular Earth. Starting with a derived
set of partial differential equations suitable for the required
application, numerical methods are employed to derive solu-
tions. Atmospheric modeling can be largely an initial value
problem (weather forecasting) or largely a boundary value
problem (climate predictions).The field relies on high perfor-
mance computers and the ability to digest large amounts of
observational and calculated data. A key aspect is model vali-
dation, which confronts results from the atmospheric models
with observational data for the recent past. The aim is to
establish measures of model performance and to develop
an understanding of how well the constructed models cap-
ture the recent past. In addition, other time horizons can be
investigated. Paleoclimate representations and process based

mechanisms can be studied, spanning periods from millennia
to seconds. Such procedures provide confidence in a model
that subsequently might be used in an assessment of future cli-
mate change. Such methodologies have been well established
within the assessments of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, 2007) and the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO, 2007).

The complexity of existing atmospheric models varies
largely. From atmosphere only to Earth system models,
in which the atmospheric component is only one amongst
many other physical modules. Here, we will focus on the
state-of-the-art modeling of the Earth’s atmosphere with
some consideration of the coupled climate-chemistry sys-
tem. Aspects of trace gas transport and chemistry (including
aerosols) in the atmosphere become important when emission
scenarios and their impact on the climate are assessed. Even
though it is possible to assess emission impacts (from e.g.,
aircrafts) on their own by using so-called chemistry transport
models (CTMs), it is increasingly common to fully assess the
coupled chemistry-climate system. This avoids some arbi-
trary degree of freedom in the choice of the state of the
atmosphere, which is prescribed in CTMs. A small penalty
might be paid for increased complexity when atmosphere
and chemistry are modeled interactively, because the inter-
pretations of the coupled system might be more difficult, than
just diagnosing the two systems independently. Nevertheless
modeling the coupled system is undoubtedly more realistic.

An important use of atmospheric models in recent years
was a comprehensive assessment of the recent past state of the
atmosphere. In this activity a large database of observational
data is inserted into a numerical model of the atmosphere
using data assimilation techniques. Operational centers, such
as the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF) (Uppala et al., 2005) and the National
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Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for
Atmospheric Research (Kalnay et al., 1996), provide such
products, which in the mean time are at the core of the val-
idation of atmospheric models, whether they are coupled to
an ocean model or not. The data provided describes the state
of the atmosphere, providing, for example, winds, tempera-
ture, humidity, and so on, every 6 hours over a time period
of many decades. The above mentioned CTMs use this infor-
mation and solve the transport problem for atmospheric trace
gases (e.g., ozone) considering detailed chemical loss and
production processes.

Atmospheric models span a wide range of spatial and tem-
poral scales. Spatially highly resolved global models with
data assimilation are solving an initial value problem to
produce weather forecasts (the data assimilation is used to
construct an initial state constrained by observational data
from which the model is started to calculate the forecast).
Typical horizontal scales are of the order of a few tens of
kilometers, to produce forecasts for up to 10 days. Lower
resolution climate models are solving boundary value prob-
lems, to assess climate change on decadal to millennial scales.
Typical horizontal scales are of the order of a few hundreds of
kilometers for global climate models and a few tens of kilo-
meters for regional climate models, to produce predictions
on multi-decadal to centennial scales. Recently, seamless
prediction has emerged as a new area of research, bridging
the gap between classical forecast (∼10 days) and climate
(∼30–100 years), by looking into the potential of seasonal
(∼3–6 months) and decadal predictions. By their very nature
those problems are a mix of initial and boundary value prob-
lems (the longer the predictive period, the more the model
becomes a boundary value problem for the atmosphere,
but not necessarily for the ocean, which is omitted in this
chapter).

Even though we have physically based atmospheric mod-
els, it is necessary to keep in mind that the atmosphere is a
potentially chaotic system. We need to take this into account
by, for example, running ensembles. Equally likely initial
states are constructed and the model is run for many times.
The different forecasts (ensemble members) are processed to
provide statistical probabilities for the occurrence of certain
events, for example, strong precipitation and extreme temper-
ature anomalies. It is a challenge for modern forecasting and
climate prediction (in which boundary conditions are varied
as well) to communicate these uncertainties.

The construction of an atmospheric model requires a num-
ber of a-priory choices to be made

1. Which set of differential equations do we want to solve
(the answer might depend on the spatial and temporal
scales that are required to be modeled)?

2. Which simplifications can we include to make the model
more efficient for a given purpose (such a choice might
make the model less flexible)?

3. Which numerical methodology do we want to use (e.g.,
discretization in natural coordinates or in wave number
space)?

4. Which horizontal and vertical grids do we want to use?

In many cases choices are not independent. In particulars
1 and 2 are closely linked, and when a forceful simplification
such as the hydrostatic approximation (see below for details)
is used in the underlying partial differential equations of the
model, it is a major effort to go beyond this limitation if
required.

In the following considerations for model construction are
discussed (Section 2). Section 3 deals with the practicality of
running the atmospheric model devised and Section 4 will
put the atmospheric model in context with the transport and
chemistry of trace gases in the atmosphere.

2 CONSIDERATION FOR MODEL
CONSTRUCTION

In atmospheric modeling the fundamental thermodynamic
and dynamic properties of the atmosphere are described
using a coupled set of differential equation. Commonly first
three equations are referred to as equations of motion. They
describe the three dimensional wind vector (south–north,
west–east, and down-up) and the forces changing the winds
direction and speed. Leading forces are the pressure gradient
force, the Coriolis force (because of the Earth’s rotation), and
friction near the surface. The equilibrium wind (direction
and speed) established by the pure balance of pressure
gradient force and Coriolis force is called the geostrophic
wind. This wind vector is parallel to isobars (lines of constant
pressure) with on the Northern hemisphere low pressure to
the left. This wind vector is a good approximation in the free
atmosphere above the boundary layer. Friction close to the
surface introduces a deflection of the wind vector towards the
low pressure, which acts to smooth out the pressure gradient.
Equation (4) is a continuity equation that integrated over the
whole atmosphere must be mass conserving (atmospheric
mass is not generated or depleted). Equation (5) is a thermo-
dynamic energy budget. It takes into account that at a fixed
position temperature can change for three reasons: Tempera-
ture can increase/decrease due to warm/cold air advection, or
because air is compressed or expanded (adiabatic process).
In addition diabatic processes play in important role. They
require, amongst others, solving a radiative transfer equation.
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Note that for simplicity the set of equations discussed will
not consider phase changes of water. If we include a water
budget, as all state-of-the-art models do, the thermodynamic
equation will have to take the latent heat budget into account.
The complexity how the radiative transfer problem is tackled
can vary hugely. Commonly upward and downward radiative
fluxes are calculated per vertical model layer and the vertical
flux divergence is expressed as a temperature tendency
in Kelvin per day. This tendency is subsequently used to
partially drive the time integration of the model (amongst
other parameterisations). The radiative transfer calculations
take into account a variety of trace species, including water
vapor, ozone, methane and carbon dioxide, but also surface
properties (albedo), clouds, and aerosol.

This section will limit itself to an Eulerian approach for
atmospheric models. This means that a fixed underlying spa-
tial grid exists on which values of variables describing the
state of the atmosphere are defined.1 The following subsec-
tion will introduce a possible base set of partial differential
equations similar to the ones used in current atmospheric
models. It will illustrate possible choices for horizontal grids
and vertical coordinates and will motivate the numerical
implementation.

2.1 A typical set of equations

A typical set of equations are the so-called primitive
equations. The primitive equations describe larger scale
atmospheric motions and have been used in the past as a
good starting point for a class of atmospheric models. Further
simplifications are possible, to generate even more idealized
models of the atmosphere. In contrast advances in computer
technology and numerical models have seen more complete
descriptions being used, but this set of equations remains
central to our understanding of atmospheric motions. A
discussion on how to derive such a set of equations on a rotat-
ing sphere can be found in many meteorological textbooks
(e.g., Holton 1979 and following editions; Salby, 1996).

du

dt
−

(
f + u tan φ

a

)
v = − 1

ρa cos φ

∂p

∂λ
− Dλ (1)

dv

dt
+

(
f + u tan φ

a

)
u = − 1

ρa

∂p

∂φ
− Dφ (2)

∂p

∂z
= −ρg (3)

dρ

dt
+ ρ∇·v = 0 (4)

ρcv
dT

dt
+ p∇·v = q̇net (5)

The first three equations are equations of motion (equa-
tions (1)–(3)), describing the evolution of winds as a function
of time. The first two equations (1) and (2) describe the hor-
izontal winds in the atmosphere with u being the (zonal)
west–east component and v the (meridional) south–north
component of the wind vector (D: non-conservative forces, f :
Coriolis parameter, a: radius of the earth, p: pressure, λ: lon-
gitude, ϕ: latitude, t: time). Due to the use of the hydrostatic
approximation (as expressed in equation (3), with g being the
gravitational acceleration) the vertical wind component (w,
up-down) does not feature explicitly in this set of equations.

Here, the vertical velocity is a diagnostic quantity that can
be derived from integrating vertically the divergence (con-
vergence) of the horizontal (u,v) wind components. Note that
the vertical wind in the atmosphere is commonly orders of
magnitude smaller compared to the horizontal winds and that
equation (3) is stating that on average density (or pressure)
drop of exponentially with height in the atmosphere. A related
meteorological concept is the “air-parcel methodology.” This
refers to the idealized idea, that the continuous atmosphere
can be subdivided in parcels and that the parcels have similar
quantities and can be moved/replaced relative to each other.
The prime example is the discussion of buoyancy in the atmo-
sphere. Moving an air parcel upwards (increasing the height,
decreasing the ambient pressure) implies expansion of the air
parcel and in parallel adiabatic cooling. Moving an air par-
cel downwards (decreasing the height, increasing ambient
pressure) implies contraction of the air parcel and in paral-
lel warming. The resulting temperature difference between
the ambient air and the replaced air parcel determines the
stability of the atmosphere. If the upward moving air par-
cel stays colder than its surrounding, it will fall back to its
original position. If, even though the air parcels cools while
it is ascending, the surrounding temperatures are colder, the
air parcel continues to rise and the stratification is unstable.
The vertical temperature gradient determines therefore the
stability of the atmosphere.

Equation (4) is based on mass conservation (the mass of
the atmosphere does not change as a function of time and
is formulated using density, ρ and g ≈ 9.81 m s−2). Equa-
tion (5) is a thermodynamic constrain on the evolution of
temperature T. Temperature at a fixed position can change
for three reasons: warm air is advected; air compresses or
expands and changes temperature according to the ideal
gas law (adiabatic temperature change); and solar and ther-
mal radiation are absorbed and emitted by trace gases (e.g.,
water vapor) and warm or cool a volume of air (q̇net).
Even though the set of equations above can cater for water
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4 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

vapor as a radiatively active gas, it does not include phase
changes and transport of water vapor. A continuity equa-
tion for water can be added to the set of equations above.
Evaporation/condensation of water would extract/provide
heat from/to air parcels and introduces a further source of
temperature changes. Aspects of transport will be covered
in Section 4 and the impact of water vapor will be heuristi-
cally covered where appropriate. The principles of building
an atmospheric model do not depend on the choice of dry or
moist physics in the underlying set of equations.

2.2 Discretization and implementation
of equations

The coupled set of partial differential equations (1)–(5) is
a well-established representation of the Earth’s atmosphere.
These equations have to be put into a form that can be
evaluated on a computer. This requires the discretization of
equations and the introduction of parameterization for sub-
grid scale processes (processes and their impacts that cannot
be resolved on the chosen model grid are represented by func-
tional relationships using model quantities as an input, for
example, the momentum deposition of unresolved waves is
parameterised using the large scale wind as an indicator of
where waves would break) and the inclusion of further sub-
models (in particular radiation for the computation of heating
rates2). Note that the difference between complex parameter-
izations and simple sub-models can become blurred and is
largely technical in nature.

In atmospheric modeling two approaches to solve the cou-
pled set of partial differential equations motivated above have
dominated

� Spectral approach: The equations are written as Fourier
(zonal direction) and Legendre (meridional direction)
expansions and are solved in wave number space. Dynam-
ical variables are the vorticity (the rotation of the
horizontal wind vectors) and divergence of the horizontal
wind vectors. Note that in this representation the deriva-
tion of the vertical wind is very straightforward (see
above). Physical tendencies are derived on a Gaussian grid
and forward-backward transformation steps are required
to communicate the physical tendencies into the wave
number space.

� Discrete differences: The equations are written in a finite
differences form on an underlying physical longitude-
latitude grid and the horizontal wind vector (u, v) is
evaluated directly. Note that for the calculation of the
diagnostic vertical wind the divergence of the horizon-
tal wind has to be calculated as well. This approach

uses commonly a staggered grid (Figure 2 illustrates an
example) to simplify the validity of spatial derivatives
required for the integration. For example, the derivative
f (x) = ∂�

∂x
∼ ��

�x
= �i+1−�i

xi+1−xi
= f (xi+1/2) is valid at posi-

tion xi+1/2 in between the initial grid points used in the
derivative. Note, that there are many alternatives to the
regular longitude/latitude grid, which are not discussed
here (e.g., icosahedra based grids; Majewski et al., 2002).
They differ in the details of the discretization, but are
otherwise treated in a similar way.

Both approaches will treat the vertical coordinate sepa-
rately from the horizontal coordinate. Any physical quantity
with a strong monotonic increase or decrease with (geomet-
ric) height can be used as a vertical coordinate, for example,
pressure, potential temperature or geometric height itself.
Considerations for the vertical coordinate are discussed in
the following sub-section.

To decide the models spacing of the longitude-latitude
grid, which might be Gaussian or regular following the two
examples above, it is important to think about the scales
involved in atmospheric motions. Atmospheric motions hap-
pen on hugely different scales; from molecular dissipation to
large global-scale circulation systems. Commonly, the bigger
the scale the longer lived a feature of variability becomes. On
a log–log scale characteristic temporal and spatial scales quite
often seem to form a nearly linear relationship. Using numer-
ical models, choices have to be made about spatial scales in
conjunction with temporal scales. Scale analyses and scale
relations help us to understand what kind of atmospheric
motions can be resolved (typically large scale (Rossby)
waves) and what kind of atmospheric motions are suppressed
(typically small scale (gravity) waves) by the choice of our
grid or integration scheme. This methodology highlights the
need for necessary physical parameterizations filling the scale
gaps. For example, a global climate model with a characteris-
tic horizontal resolution of hundreds of kilometers is unable
to capture the detail of convective processes, and as such
parameterizations have to be created that take the modeled
large scale circulation as input, derive convective properties
over the unresolved domain and provide the large scale model
with tendencies emanating from the sub-gridscale processes
that are relevant for the large scale circulation (e.g., latent
heat release or a (vertical) convective mass flux).

2.2.1 Vertical discretization and grids

In meteorology different vertical coordinates are in use.
Generally any strongly monotonic variable can be used as
an alternative vertical coordinate replacing geometric height.
Two most common alternatives are
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Atmospheric Modeling 5

1. Pressure: Air pressure decreases exponentially with
geometric height and is traditionally the variable of
choice for many meteorological applications. Histori-
cally radiosondes have been used to record air pressure,
temperature, humidity, and winds with high accuracy.

2. Potential temperature: Defined as the temperature an air
parcel would have when it is adiabatically moved to the
ground (or more precisely to a pressure of 1000 hPa). By
definition this quantity is conserved for adiabatic motions
in the free atmosphere (negligible friction and no sizeable
diabatic heating).

Many current climate models still use the hydrostatic
approximation (Section 2.1) on the global scale with air
pressure as their vertical coordinate.3 Even with increasing
horizontal and vertical resolution many models formulated
for global scale applications do not consider this currently
to be a problem. To include orography easily models treat
surface pressure (ps) as a prognostic quantity and arrange the
vertical levels depending on it. The actual variable used to
write the equations of motion is then commonly chosen to be
a dimensionless number, in its simplest form the ratio of level
pressure (p) over surface pressure (p0, see Phillips, 1957 and
Mintz, 1965, for the original discussion)

σ = p

ps
(6)

A slightly different approach allows the inclusion of a
specified upper boundary pressure (ptop) at which the impact
of the changing surface pressure vanishes. The resulting
coordinate varies between 0 (pressure at model top) and 1
(pressure equals surface pressure), and can be written as

η = (p − ptop)

(ps − ptop)
(7)

This equation can be rearranged and written in a dis-
cretized form (with k indicating a level index)

p = η(ps − ptop) + ptop = ηps + (1 − η)ptop (8)

pk = ηk(ps − ptop) + ptop = ηkps + (1 − ηk)ptop (9)

The resulting vertical discretization is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1 using a small selection of values for η and a bell shaped
idealized surface pressure distribution.

This form relates easily to what is used in the ECMWF
model (as for example used in the ERA-40 reanalysis;
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Figure 1. Illustration of surface following coordinates in a pressure
based vertical coordinate system. The bell-shaped surface pressure
distribution is deforming the vertical levels, until the specified pres-
sure at the top (here: 10 hPa) is reached. The corresponding η levels
are indicated in the key (top: η = 0; bottom: η = 1).

Uppala et al., 2005)

pk = ak + bkps (10)

In which a certain number of levels are terrain following
(varying with surface pressure) and levels above a certain
“transition” pressure are pure pressure levels unaffected by
changes in surface pressure (bk is set to zero and ak is identi-
fied with the required pressure levels). This hybrid coordinate
system has been popular for many years and in many models.

The vertical extent and the number of levels used in current
climate models vary greatly. Some models have low lids at
10 hPa (∼32 km), some models extent to 80 km and above.
Number of levels varies from a few tens of levels to around
100 levels, resulting in quite different vertical resolutions.4

2.2.2 Horizontal discretization and grids

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, this sub-
section will focus on the gridpoint approach. The horizontal
discretization in atmospheric models differs from the vertical
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Figure 2. Idealized illustration of a staggered grid (e.g., Arakawa
and Lamb, 1977). The longitudinal coordinate can be identified with
the x-axis (running from west to east) and the latitudinal coordinate
can be identified with the y-axis running from south to north. The
inner grid is shifted by �x/2 and �y/2 relative to the outer grid.

one fundamentally (see Section 2.2.1). The following discus-
sion is based on the natural coordinates as given by longitudes
and latitudes.

Two classes of variables can be distinguished in a numer-
ical model. Prognostic variables are (numerically) integrated
in time, whereas diagnostic variables can be instantaneously
derived at each time step, without the knowledge of the previ-
ous/earlier state of the atmosphere. Depending on the choice
of equations, prognostic variables might differ (see above
for the duality of horizontal wind vector and divergence and
vorticity). In the context of a pressure based vertical coordi-
nate system (see Section 2.2.1), it becomes important that the
surface pressure is a prognostic quantity as well.

As illustrated in the introduction to Section 2, there is
an advantage in staggering a horizontal grid (Figure 2). The
momentum variables (e.g., u and v components of wind
and the Coriolis force) are on “dot” points, while all other
variables (e.g., mass and moisture variables) are on “cross”
points. The dot points form the regular lattice for the simula-
tion domain, while the cross points are offset by 0.5 grid point
in both the x and y directions (Arakawa and Lamb, 1977).

2.2.3 Parameterizations and additional physics

As motivated in the Section 2.2 introduction certain smaller
scales are suppressed due to the nature of our numerical rep-
resentation of the atmosphere. The wave number truncation
in the spectral approach and the choice of the underlying
horizontal grid in the discrete differences approach dictate a
cut-off, beyond which physical scales cannot be represented

in the model. It is of course obvious that the “real” world does
not now about this “coarseness.” Modeling the atmosphere,
the missing scales and associated processes have to be taken
into account. Most models will use a selection of parameter-
izations for sub-scale processes, including turbulence in the
boundary layer, convection, small scale breaking waves, and
many more.

2.2.4 Time integration

In practice an atmospheric circulation model has two major
components: a dynamical core solving the equations of
motions and a physics package calculating tendencies which
are used as drivers for the forward integration of the dynamics
(e.g., unresolved wave drags, radiative heating rates).

The forward integration in time uses commonly well-
established numerical schemes such as the Runge–Kutta or
leap–frog method, which are not discussed here. The time
step used in model integrations depend on the horizontal and
vertical scales resolved. The stability of the model depends
on the correct choice of time step. Too large a time step would
result in a conditionally unstable model, whereas too small
a time step will result in a stable but computationally very
expensive model. Climate models with a resolution of hun-
dreds of kilometers horizontally and hundreds of meters verti-
cally quite often run with a typical time step of 15–30 minutes,
or in other words, 48–96 time steps per day. Other processes
represented in the model might be calculated less often under
the assumption that they are slowly and smoothly varying, for
example, stratospheric gas phase chemistry might be calcu-
lated hourly or radiative transfer might be calculated every 3
hours. Other sub-models, in particular parameterizations of
sub-grid scale processes might be calculated with a smaller
time step, for example, twice every dynamical model time
step.

3 HOW TO RUN A MODEL

In Section 2, a base set of equations has been established and
aspects of horizontal and vertical grids, and time integration
have been discussed. For integrations of atmospheric mod-
els two different sorts of data are required: initial conditions
from which the model is started to forecast weather or predict
climate and boundary values to constrain some quantities that
are not calculated in the model (due to a lack of subcompo-
nents). Therefore, additional modules are required to form
an atmospheric climate model. An input module reading ini-
tial data, an input module reading and updating continuously
boundary value data, and an output module writing the prog-
nosis out which can be used as initial data for a subsequent
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integration or is analyzed. In a data assimilation context (the
blending of modeled data with observed data, common in
weather forecast and climate reanalysis), the module read-
ing and updating boundary conditions is complemented with
a module that can adjust/change the prognostic variables
according to observations.

3.1 Initial value problems (weather forecasting)

Weather forecasting is largely an initial value problem. The
challenge is to use the model, and a methodology to constrain
the model initially to observations, for an accurate first guess
of the state of the atmosphere at a time in the near past. After a
certain time window the model will be running freely to pre-
dict the weather for days to come. Central to the construction
of the initial values is a technique called data assimilation.
Many simple and complex approaches exist to insert obser-
vational data into the atmospheric model and to use the data
and the model in a consistent way to derive an accurate first
guess for the (near) past state of the atmosphere.

An easy form of data assimilation consist of an interpo-
lation (in space and time) of observed data, in conjunction
with a short model integration which uses the interpolated
observed fields to relax the model variables towards the
observed values. In recent years more sophisticated schemes
based on variational analysis and complex filters have become
available. Not withstanding complexity the target is always
the same: to provide a good guess of the atmosphere at a time
in the near past.

Having constructed initial conditions the model is run into
the future to produce a forecast. It has been realized that
only one deterministic forecast is often not enough to cap-
ture atmospheric variability and uncertainty. Often alternative
(equally likely) initial conditions are produced and the model
is run for many times using slightly different initial condi-
tions. The forecasts are then subjected to statistical analyses,
providing probabilities for certain weather conditions.

Recently, researchers have started to study how more real-
istic representations of radiatively active trace gases (for
example, ozone) might be able to improve weather forecasts.

3.2 Boundary value problems (climate prediction)

In contrast to weather forecasting, climate predictions
are intrinsically boundary value problems (from the point
of the atmosphere). It is still common to run cou-
pled ocean-atmosphere models (OAMs) and atmospheric
chemistry-climate models (ACCMs) separately. The coupled
OAM calculates future changes in sea-surface temperatures

and sea ice coverage and the ACCM is afterwards using
the OAM results as a lower boundary condition. Both mod-
els will be using the same scenarios (boundary conditions
are derived under certain, often uncertain, assumptions of
economic development) for well-mixed greenhouse gases
(IPCC, 2007; WMO, 2007). The next generation of models
will include more components simultaneously.

The assumption that the atmosphere on climate timescales
can be treated as a system driven partially by boundary
conditions (including sea-surface temperatures and observed
greenhouse gas changes) has certain benefits when mod-
eling the past climate. It simplifies attribution of climate
change signals and constrains the model in a simple but
sensible way to the development of the real climate during
the twentieth century, without excluding internal atmospheric
variability. Doing such integrations makes it possible to com-
pare atmospheric climate models to the data created by
comprehensive data assimilation systems (see above). This
validation step is central in building confidence in models,
which are run out into the future to predict climate change
in 2100.

4 A NATURAL EXTENSION TO
ATMOSPHERIC MODELING

The previous sections motivated and explained the structure
of a typical dynamical model of the atmosphere. Embed-
ded in the atmosphere is its property to transport trace gases.
Newer models solve in a sophisticated way the transport prob-
lem to transport dozens of trace gases (and aerosols) in the
atmosphere. Historically transport was often formulated quite
simply in atmospheric models, because water vapor was the
only species transported. Water vapor is largely influenced
by the microphysics, therefore the pure transport proper-
ties were not assumed to be too important. This is currently
changing and transport is becoming a more integrated part of
atmospheric models.

4.1 Transport

The representation of transport in the atmosphere is central
for chemistry-climate modeling, which is assessing not only
the future dynamical state of the atmosphere, but addresses
questions of air pollution (IPCC, 2007) and the future of the
ozone layer (WMO, 2007) as well. In a Lagrangian frame-
work air parcels are defined and moved around with the large
scale winds (each parcel on its own trajectory). Necessarily
the relative coordinates of the air parcels will change as a
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function of time and an initially even coverage of air parcels
might become quite inhomogeneous after a short time. In an
Eulerian approach spatial boxes are predefined and fluxes are
calculated between neighboring boxes.

Depending on the size of the boxes, this approach might
be too diffusive, in particular sharp tracer gradients might not
be preserved. Therefore a mixed approach is often employed;
the so-called semi-Lagrangian approach (e.g., Staniforth and
Cote, 1991). The idea is that all trajectories always arrive
at the end of an integration timestep at a grid point defined
in an Eulerian framework, but that the departure point (at a
slightly earlier time) of each trajectory is not constrained by
the Eulerian grid. The departure point can be (and will be
in most cases) in between the defined grid points, and the
advection of a quantity is treated as an interpolation problem
from the neighboring gridpoints onto the calculated depar-
ture point. In this context it should be noted that vertical and
horizontal velocities in the atmosphere differ significantly in
their magnitude, with vertical velocities being generally a
few orders of magnitude smaller than the horizontal veloci-
ties. Therefore quite often an operator splitting is employed,
treating horizontal and vertical advection separately. Even
though artificial numerical diffusion is not desirable, it should
be noted that sub-grid scale transport processes require con-
sideration, and these include diffusive and convective mass
fluxes. In particular convective mass fluxes will be parame-
terized in climate models, because of the significant scale
gap (climate model grid: ∼100 km; convective processes:
∼10–100 m; see above).

4.2 Chemistry and aerosol modeling

Atmospheric models can provide meteorological input (for
example, temperature and pressure) to models integrating
chemical rate equations. Including chemistry, under the
assumption that the transport is modeled well (Section 4.1),
is a natural extension of atmospheric modeling systems. Even
in atmosphere only models, heating rates due to greenhouse
gases, ozone, and aerosol are considered in the radiative trans-
fer calculations. Many greenhouse gases can be assumed
to be well mixed and invariant of space. In contrast for
example, ozone has a distinct spatial and seasonal signa-
ture which is commonly prescribed in atmospheric models
(e.g., atmosphere-ocean global circulation models contribut-
ing to IPCC, 2007). This limitation can be relinquished when
chemistry is included in the atmospheric model.

Similar to chemistry, aerosol modeling is becoming more
and more comprehensive. For the radiative budget of the
atmosphere aerosols are important. They have a direct effect
in the radiative transport and they have an indirect effect by

providing cloud condensation nuclei. A second indirect effect
is the change of cloud lifetime and a semi-direct effect is
the heating of clouds due to aerosol absorption that might
reduce cloud cover and liquid water content. There are great
uncertainties in the indirect effects and their implications on
climate, and many models still neglect or highly parameterize
the effects.

Undoubtedly both, the chemical and the aerosol compo-
nent of the earth system, are important subsystems influenc-
ing the future development of our climate. It is important to
note that many interactions exist between the two compo-
nents, for example, chemical reactions on aerosol surfaces
or the production of aerosol from gaseous precursors. Chem-
istry and aerosol are coupled with the general meteorology
through their impact on radiation and condensation pro-
cesses, but in turn reactions and microphysics are influenced
by, for example, temperature and the availability and phase
of water.

5 CONCLUSION

This chapter motivates the building blocks of atmospheric
models. Given its remit and length it can only scratch the
surface of this complex topic. Central to the understanding
of atmospheric modeling is that one recognizes to which
degree the continuous multi-scale atmospheric flow can be
simulated with numerical models that intrinsically truncate
scales. Being able to judge the suitability of an atmospheric
simulation as fit for purpose, by understanding limitations
introduced by the choice of equations and grids, is key to
successful further use of atmospheric data generated with an
underlying model.

NOTES

1. In contrast, a model could be constructed in flow-following
coordinates, a so-called Lagrangian approach. This is
practically complicated for global atmospheric models,
in which conservation of mass is paramount. Often a
so-called semi-Lagrangian approach can be found: by def-
inition trajectories are ending on a fixed pre-defined grid,
and the departure points are unconstrained.

2. The radiative budget, as described, for example, by Kiehl
and Trenberth (1997), is crucial in maintaining atmo-
spheric motions. The budget and the related radiative
heating are strongly influenced by the concentration and
distribution of atmospheric trace gases, including water
vapor, CO2 and ozone. The general temperature structure
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of the atmosphere is a result of both the radiative and the
dynamical influences.

3. In contrast, Davies et al. (2005) discuss a new non-
hydrostatic weather and climate model with a hybrid
geometric height coordinate.

4. The free atmosphere has a characteristic height scale (due
to its temperature) that is around 7 km. Commonly, models
will have around five levels or more to resolve a 7-km
height difference around the tropopause.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aviation emissions can have effects at the local and regional
scale in terms of air quality impacts and at the global scale in
terms of climate change. The local and regional scale emis-
sions and effects are discussed in more detail in Impact of
Airports on Local Air Quality and the focus of this section is
on the emissions in terms of climate change.

Aviation activities can alter the climate system’s radia-
tive balance by affecting the abundance of greenhouse gases
(GHGs) in the atmosphere either directly, by emission of
GHGs (principally carbon dioxide – CO2), and indirectly by
emission of substances (principally oxides of nitrogen – NOx)
which affect the amount of radiatively active gases such as

ozone and methane. These emissions cause a perturbation in
the radiative balance and the climate system adjusts to a new
equilibrium temperature and thus acts as a driver to climate
change. Air traffic can also perturb the radiative balance
of the climate system by changing the reflective properties
of the earth-atmosphere by changing cloud cover and prop-
erties. For aviation the most obvious visible effect of this is
the formation of contrails (condensation trails) and aircraft
induced cirrus (AIC) or the modification of natural clouds’
properties. Contrails and cirrus effects are dealt with in detail
in Contrails and Contrail Cirrus.

A special report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), “Aviation and the Global Atmosphere” was
published in 1999 (IPCC, 1999). This report was a landmark
in terms of developing the science and remains a valuable
reference point, even a decade later. Some of the essen-
tial headlines from the report were that aviation represented
approximately 3.5% of global anthropogenic radiative forc-
ing (RF; a climate metric, see Radiative Forcing and Climate
Change and that this resulted primarily from emissions of
CO2, NOx, and the formation of persistent linear contrails
(AIC was excluded from the total RF quantification as no best
estimate could be arrived at). This fraction of RF was esti-
mated to increase to 5% in 2050, according to a mid-range
growth scenario. The largest uncertainties were associated
with AIC (state of knowledge “very poor”), although signifi-
cant uncertainties were attached to contrails (“fair”) and NOx

effects on O3 (“fair”) and methane (CH4; “poor”).
Much research effort has been committed since the IPCC

(1999) report to further quantify the effects of aviation on cli-
mate and in particular, to narrow the uncertainties on contrails
and AIC (e.g., the QUANTIFY project1).

The nature of research efforts on the impacts of avia-
tion on climate has started to shift since the IPCC (1999)
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2 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

report: in and around that period, the question was “what is
the magnitude of the (various) effects?” In more recent years,
research has been increasingly focussed on such questions as,
“how can we reduce the (various) effects?” and “with what
sort of metrics should we compare effects for mitigation?”
and, “what are the technological and atmospheric tradeoffs
in mitigation?” that is, the research questions have become
more focussed and complex, but nonetheless have frequently
run up against a lack of basic scientific knowledge in some
areas.

In the following sections, some of the recent science is
reviewed and summarized, with respect to: Section 2 emis-
sion trends, Section 3 emissions and their effects, Section 4
emission inventories; Section 5 future emission trends; Sec-
tion 6 mitigation – technological and policy options; and in
Section 7 finally conclusions are drawn.

2 TRAFFIC AND EMISSIONS TRENDS

The civil aviation sector has grown strongly, especially since
the advent of the jet age, which made passenger travel over
longer distances feasible. In 2006, there were approximately
20 500 civil aircraft in service globally, of which 27% were
aircraft of <100 seats, 65% were of >100 seats, and 8%
were freighters (Airbus, 2007). These statistics represent the
bulk of the global fleet in terms of its fuel burn and excludes
private jets and general aviation. By 2026, Airbus forecast
the fleet to nearly double in numbers to approximately 40 500
aircraft, of which 20% will be aircraft of <100 seats, 70%
will be of >100 seats, and 10% will be freighters (Airbus,
2007).

The growth of aviation over time is shown in Figure 1a, in
terms of revenue passenger kilometres (RPK: i.e., the number
of seats flown and occupied, cf Available Seat Kilometres,
or ASK, which is a metric of capacity). The average year-
on-year RPK growth rate over the period 1980 to 2000 was
5.13% and for the period 1990 to 2007 was 5.03%, whereas
the long-term growth rate for the period 1971 to 2007 was
6.25%.

The industry experienced a widely publicized downturn
after events including the 9–11 World Trade Center attack.
What has perhaps not been so widely realised is the recov-
ery of the industry to date, prior to fuel prices increasing
dramatically in late 2007 to 2008. The growth overall for
the period 2000 to 2006 in terms of RPK was 29.7%, aver-
aging over the period an annual growth rate of 4.8%, only
slightly short of longer-term averages, such that the total
RPK in 2006 was only 3.6% less than that which might
have been expected from the 1990 to 2000 average annual

growth rate, that is, less than 1 year’s growth. This is an
indication of the resilience of the industry, although how
demand will change with changing oil prices remains to be
seen – nonetheless, it should be noted that crude oil prices
doubled over the period 2003 to 2006, a period which saw
an increase of 30.5% in RPK. With the global economic
downturn of 2007 onwards, the aviation industry has been
impacted in a number of ways. Some “marginal” operators
have gone out of business; however, the main “flag-carriers”
have only been affected in a similar manner as many large
business have been affected with reduced growth. In fact,
the global economic down-turn only significantly affected
the aviation industry in the second half of 2008, 2008 still
showing an overall growth in RPK of 1.3–1.6% (differences
arising from International Civil Aviation Organization and
International Air Transport Association statistics). The main
effect in 2008 has been a decline in passenger load factors
(PLF) from a record high in 2007 of 76.7% to 75.7% in
2008.

Emissions from aviation do not grow at the same rate as
demand for two principle reasons. Firstly, new models of air-
craft entering the fleet tend to have better fuel performance,
as this is a direct driver on operating costs. However, coun-
terbalancing this is that new models of aircraft (or engines)
are only produced irregularly because of the investment costs
and the long lifetime of aircraft, of the order 25 years, and
while operators with modern fleets roll their fleets over on
a shorter timescale than this, older aircraft are usually sold
on to other operators. The aircraft that are retired (scrapped)
tend to be the very old ones that may have been under opera-
tion for several airlines. Secondly, there has been an increase
in utilization rate or efficiency in terms of load factors. The
contribution of these two terms (technology and load factor)
to overall “traffic efficiency” (i.e., RPK kg−1 fuel) is not well
known. Nevertheless, a reliable indicator of CO2 emissions
can be taken from the statistics of kerosene fuel sales, as col-
lected by the International Energy Agency (IEA). These data
are also shown in Figure 1a. The growth rate of kerosene sales
and use was approximately 2% per year for the period 1990
to 2005. In 2005, fuel usage was approximately 233 Tg per
year, or 733 Tg CO2 per year.

The fraction of CO2 emitted from kerosene usage peaked
at 2.74% of total fossil fuel emissions in 2000, using IEA
data of kerosene sales and global CO2 emissions data from
Boden, Marland and Andres (2007). The reduced fraction of
aviation CO2 emissions over the past five years (see Figure 2)
is not the result of declining aviation CO2 emissions (which
increased by 9.8% over the period 2000 to 2006), but rather
from accelerating emissions of total fossil fuel emissions,
which increased by 22% over the same period (data from
Boden, Marland and Andres, 2007). The trend in the fraction
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Figure 1. (a) Long-term trends in RPK, ASK (millions), and aviation kerosene fuel sales, Tg per year (data from ICAO and International
Energy Agency); (b) Shorter-term trends (1990–2008) of RPK, ASK and PLF.

of aviation CO2 emissions to total fossil fuel emissions is
shown over time in Figure 2.

3 EMISSIONS AND EFFECTS

3.1 Carbon dioxide

Carbon dioxide is the only long-lived GHG emitted in any
substantial amount by current aircraft engines and it is pro-
duced in a fixed ratio to fuel consumption. The bulk of fuel
used in civil aviation is kerosene with only small amounts of

aviation gasoline (AvGas) used for small piston-engined light
aircraft. The emission index (EI, by convention in g kg−1 fuel)
for CO2 from kerosene is 3160 ± 60 g kg−1 fuel for complete
combustion. Other minor C-containing gases in the exhaust
include CO and various HCs but these are produced in very
small quantities as the result of incomplete combustion and
as such, their emission indices are greater at lower power
conditions.

The annual emissions rate of CO2 from aviation was
733 Tg in 2005 (all civil and military aviation), according
to IEA statistics of fuel sales. This represents approximately
2 to 2.5% of total anthropogenic CO2 emissions. However,
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4 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

Figure 2. Percentage of CO2 emissions from kerosene sales data
(data from IEA, 2007) compared with total fossil fuel emissions
(data from Boden et al., 2009).

here, we are concerned with the effect of these emissions,
for which a complete history is required, since CO2 has mul-
tiple lifetimes in the atmosphere and 20–35% of CO2 will
remain in the Earth’s atmosphere for many thousands of
years. Significant aviation activities are generally assumed
to have started in 1940; a time series has been constructed to
2006 and the cumulative emissions over the entire 1940–2006
period was 22 Pg. If this is compared with current estimates
of total CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning, cement man-
ufacture and gas flaring (Boden, Marland and Andres, 2007),
aviation emissions represent approximately 0.5% over the
period 1751 to 2006, or 2.1% over the period 1940 to 2006.

The aviation contribution to total CO2 RF can be cal-
culated with a simple C-cycle model to first calculate
atmospheric concentrations of CO2 against background con-
centrations from observations (or modelled, for futures) and
the RF from a simple natural logarithmic fit, which emulates
spectral saturation of CO2 bands (see e.g., Lee et al., 2009).

Figure 3 shows the evolving radiative forcing (RF) from
aviation CO2 over the period of emission from 1940 to 2005.
In addition, the lower panel shows the residual RF from these
emissions after 2005. This latter illustration (Figure 3b) may
be viewed in two ways: it represents the time-series of CO2

RF from aviation assuming aviation ceased in 2005; or the
residual RF left from the cumulative emissions over the 1940
to 2005 period. The latter view is the more satisfactory and
is best represented by the integrated RF that is, W m−2 per
year. However, this is not a standard climate metric (except as
embedded within GWPs, see Radiative Forcing and Climate
Change) but serves to illustrate the behavior of CO2, which
of course is not specific to aviation CO2 emissions. However,
it gives clues as to why considering short-term forcings (such

Figure 3. Aviation CO2 radiative forcing, 1940 to 2005 (W m−2) –
upper panel; aviation CO2 radiative forcing, 1940 to 2005 showing
residual forcing to 2050 from prior emissions (W m−2) – lower
panel.

as O3, contrails, AIC) vs long-term forcings is a difficult issue
in mitigation questions since the effect of CO2 emissions is
long-lasting.

3.2 Oxides of nitrogen

Oxides of nitrogen or NOx (a combination principally of NO
and NO2) are emitted by aircraft engines through all phases
of operation. The local air quality impacts of aviation NOx

emissions are generally concerned with emissions during the
landing and take-off cycle and are dealt with in Impact of Air-
ports on Local Air Quality. Here the focus is on emissions of
NOx during the cruise phase of the aircraft and the consequent
effects on atmospheric chemistry and climate change.

The formation of NOx in aircraft engines can occur via
four different routes: the thermal route (thermal NOx); the
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prompt route (prompt NOx); the nitrous oxide route (N2O),
and the fuel-bound nitrogen route.

Thermal NOx arises from the thermal dissociation of
nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2) molecules in combustion air.
At high temperatures, N2 and O2 dissociate into their atomic
states, N and O and react with N2 and O2 to form NO via the
Zeldovich mechanism, whereby:

N2 + O −→ NO + N (1)

N + O2 −→ NO + O (2)

The rates of these reactions are dependent upon the stoi-
chiometric ratio (air to fuel ratio) in the primary combustion
zone, flame temperature, and residence time at the flame
temperature. Maximum thermal NOx production occurs at
a slightly lean fuel mix ratio because of excess availability of
O2 for reaction within the hot flame.

Prompt NOx is produced by the intermediate formation
of HCN via the reaction of N2 and HC radicals. This is a less
important mechanism of NOx formation except in fuel-rich
conditions.

Fuel NOx is produced from the evolution and reaction of
fuel-bound N with O2. The chemical reactions and formation
are more complicated than thermal NOx production. This is
relatively unimportant for gas turbines running on kerosene
since most distillate fuels have little or no fuel-bound N and
essentially, most of the NOx is formed from the thermal route.

The N2O route involves the reaction of N2 with atomic
O and a third body (M), that is

N2 + O + M −→ N2O + M (3)

The N2O thus formed may react with O, H to form NO, N2,
O2 or OH via competing reactions. This mechanism can be
important in applications where lean premixed combustion is
involved. The reaction is also promoted by higher pressures
but temperature is less important.

Optimizing combustors for minimal NOx formation under
different engine operating conditions is a major chal-
lenge for combustion engineers. For example, lean burning
low-emissions combustors are susceptible to combustion
instabilities, caused by the interaction of fluctuating heat
with acoustic resonances. Non-uniformities in the fuel-air
mixing and combustion process can give rise to hot areas
that tend to increase NOx formation. Keeping the combus-
tion zone fuel-air ratio near to stoichiometry minimizes CO
and HC emissions but results in high flame temperatures and
increased NOx production. These are examples of some of
the problems that need to be overcome in designing low-NOx

engines.

As a result of the complications of NOx formation under
different conditions, it can be gathered that NOx emission is
not a simple function of fuel consumption, as is the case for
the emission of CO2, but is engine and technology-specific.
Nonetheless, there are simple algorithms by which fuel flow
may be converted to NOx emission, taking account of upper
atmosphere temperature and humidity conditions, such as the
so-called Boeing Fuel Flow Method-2 (DuBois and Paynter,
2007) and the DLR fuel flow method (Deidewig, Döpelheuer
and Lecht, 1996).

The effects of the emissions of NOx from aircraft on the
atmosphere involve a large number of reactions (mostly, but
not exclusively gas-phase) that ultimately lead to enhance-
ments of O3 in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
(UTLS) by a few parts per billion (109) by volume (ppbv), and
the destruction of ambient CH4 (of the order 1–2%). Thus, the
emission of NOx results in a positive global mean RF from
O3 production and a negative mean RF from CH4 destruction
(see Chemistry of the Atmosphere and Impacts from Global
Aviation and Radiative Forcing and Climate Change).

3.3 Water vapor

Emissions of H2O from subsonic aviation affect RF and cli-
mate in two ways: directly, through the RF from additional
H2O vapor, and indirectly, through the initial emission of H2O
resulting in contrails and AIC (see Contrails and Contrail
Cirrus). Here, we deal with the direct effect.

Similar to CO2 emissions, H2O is produced as a fixed
ratio to fuel, with an emission index of 1230 ± 20 g kg−1

fuel for complete combustion of kerosene. The IPCC (1999)
report assessed that the RF of H2O vapor was rather small
(1.5 mW m−2, some 3% of the total aviation effect in 1992),
since the addition from aircraft exhaust represented only a
small addition to the natural hydrological cycle. A small
amount of H2O vapor will be directly deposited into the drier
lowermost stratosphere, but given the exchange times, this
will have only a small effect. However, should supersonic
flight in the mid stratosphere become an issue again, it is
possible that the RF effects from H2O vapor would be sig-
nificant, as was found by the IPCC’s (1999) 2050 supersonic
scenario and more recent work, with H2O vapor dominating
the total RF. Currently, the prospects for the development of
a fleet of large supersonic aircraft seems remote.

3.4 Particles – sulphate, black carbon,
and organics

Sulphate and black carbon (BC) particles, or soot, are also
involved in the formation of contrails along with water vapor.
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In addition, the existence of organic particles has been postu-
lated that also may contribute to contrail/AIC formation. Sim-
ilar to H2O vapor, there has been little if any work the direct
radiative effects of these particles since the IPCC (1999)
report, although much research has been committed to their
role in contrails and AIC (see Contrails and Contrail Cirrus).

Sulfur is present in aviation kerosene in low concentra-
tions, at a typical concentration of 400 �g g−1 fuel. The direct
RF of sulphate particles was examined by IPCC (1999) and
found to be a small negative term of −3 mW m−2.

Black carbon is formed as a result of incomplete com-
bustion of kerosene and ultimately from the coagulation of
complex C-containing species such as polyaromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs) in the combustor. “Smoke” is one of the
regulated emission standards for aircraft engines and much
has been accomplished since the development of early jet
engines to eliminate dark visible smoke emissions. Particles
of BC typically have aerodynamic diameters of approx-
imately 30 to 60 nm. The average BC emission factor
decreases with altitude from about 0.08 g kg−1 fuel at alti-
tudes near take-off and landing to 0.02 g kg−1 fuel at 16 km
and the 2002 fleet average was estimated to be 0.025 g kg−1

fuel (Eyers et al., 2004) although more modern engines
emit much less, 0.01 g soot kg−1 fuel. Of the order of 1014–
1015 kg−1 fuel of soot particles is emitted, depending on
engine type and power setting. The IPCC (1999) estimated
the direct RF from aviation BC to be 3 mW m−2.

There is evidence that low-volatility hydrocarbons includ-
ing oxygenated hydrocarbons and organic acids may be
emitted from aircraft engines that form particles. However,
the chemical composition of such particles has not yet been
elucidated, so no emission index is given here.

4 EMISSION INVENTORIES

Global aviation emission inventories are generally con-
structed using a database of actual or scheduled air
traffic movements, for example, the official airline guide

(OAG)(http://www.oag.com/). The movements database typ-
ically includes information by flight giving origin, destination
and aircraft type, and carrier. The great circle distance
between origin and destination is used to describe the flight
path or alternatively the actual route taken by each flight can
be used for some areas of the World where suitable data are
available (i.e., North America and Europe) to characterize
the mission. An aircraft engine fuel flow model (PIANO –
http://www.lissys.demon.co.uk/index.html#find. or BADA –
Eurocontrol EC, 2009) is then applied to calculate fuel usage
on the basis of flight distance, altitude, and aircraft type. This
type of inventory calculation is used to construct a 3D fuel use
(and therefore CO2 emissions) inventory, by longitude, lati-
tude, and altitude. Emissions of aviation NOx are generally
calculated by aircraft type and mission type from the fuel use
data using a fuel flow method (such as the Boeing Method-2,
DuBois and Paynter, 2007 or the DLR method, Deidewig,
Döpelheuer and Lecht, 1996). Other minor emissions are
generally calculated using fuel emission indices.

The 3D type emissions inventory is necessary for calcu-
lating the non-CO2 climate impacts of aviation as there is
a dependence on latitude and/or altidude for a number of
climate effects associated with aviation.

A summary of the inventory data in the literature as global
totals for fuel/CO2 and NOx is given in Table 1.

Inventory models are now relatively well constructed
and understood, having been under development for almost
15 years. Nonetheless, they are also complex and must
introduce some simplifying assumptions for the sake of
tractability. Some of the uncertainties introduced into
inventory calculations include uncertainties in the input
movements data, use of great circle distance rather than
actual distance lack of holding delays and crosswinds. Prob-
ably the most significant of these in terms of a negative bias
shown by inventory models is the use of great circle assump-
tions (approximately 10% underestimate). The AERO2K
and AEDT/SAGE models use actual distance rather than
great circle whereas the other inventories in table use Great
Circle.

Table 1. Summary of global aviation emission inventory totals for 2000/2.

Inventory Fuel CO2 NOx Billion km FE Kg km−1 EINOx Reference

NASA 2000 (scheduled plus charter) 134 423 1.77 27.1 4.9 13.2 Sutkus, Baughcum
and DuBois (2003)

TRADEOFF-2000 152 476 1.95 25.1 6.1 12.8 Gauss et al. (2006)
FAST-2000 Quantify 152 480 2.03 30.5 5.0 13.4 Owen et al. (2010)
AERO2K 2002 156 492 2.06 33.2 4.7 13.2 Eyers et al. (2004)
AEDT/SAGE 2000 181 572 2.51 33.0 5.5 13.9 Kim et al. (2007)
IEA 2000 top down estimate1 190 601 IEA (2007)

1 this civil estimate is based on the IEA total minus military, with the assumption that military fuel use is approximately 11% of total (Eyers et al., 2004).
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In view of the tendency of these type of bottom-up inven-
tory models to generally underestimate total fuel use, the
inventory results can be scaled to the IEA total estimate to
ensure the complete aviation fuel effects are considered (e.g.,
IPCC, 1999).

5 FUTURE TRENDS

The calculation of future emission scenarios was undertaken
by ICAO’s Committee for Aviation and Environmental Pro-
tection (CAEP) for the IPCC (1999) report for 2050. More
recently, 2050 emission scenarios compatible with IPCC’s
Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES; IPCC, 2000)
have been calculated for SRES A1 and B2 using the same but
updated methodology of IPCC (1999), which were incorpo-
rated into the IPCC AR4 WGIII report (Kahn-Ribeiro et al.,
2007). These were made using an ICAO forecast of emissions
to 2020, and thereafter assuming GDP-driven scenarios with
estimated technological improvements over time out to 2050.
These scenarios, along with other estimations and scenarios
are shown in Figure 4.

For the FAST-A1 and FAST-B2 205 scenarios of aviation
emissions, fuel usage increases by factors of 2.7 to 3.9 in
2050 over 2000 levels. A fuller range of emissions scenarios
encompassing IPCC SRES storylines for A1, A2, B1, and B2
are described by Owen, Lee and Lim (2010). For these sce-
narios, emissions of CO2 are projected to grow between 2000
and 2050 by factors ranging between 2.0 and 3.6, depending
on the scenario. Emissions of NOx associated with avia-
tion over the same period are projected to grow by factors
of between 1.2 and 2.7, again depending upon the scenario.

Figure 4. Current day, future forecast and scenarios of aviation
emissions of CO2 (Mt per year). Reproduced from Lee et al.(2009)
c© Elsevier.

The A1 and B2 global aviation emission scenarios that are
common to both Owen, Lee and Lim (2010) and Kahn-
Ribeiro et al. (2007), differ only in refinement and the basic
methodology remains the same. The scenarios of Owen, Lee
and Lim, (2010) incorporate concepts of differential regional
growth arising from the different SRES storylines, and dif-
ferent rates of new technology uptake.

6 MITIGATION: TECHNOLOGY
AND POLICY

Technological and policy options for mitigation of aviation’s
impacts on climate change are not dealt with in depth in this
report since they are beyond its scope. However, from a sci-
ence perspective, it is important to point out some of the
limitations to mitigation, which are not universally under-
stood from the standpoint of, for example, the engineering,
air traffic management, or policy communities.

In terms of technology, this is may be divided between
the engine/airframe, the fuel, and aircraft operations. For
policy measures, while this may not at first be seen
to be an atmospheric science issue, the complication of
how the atmosphere responds, and how science quantifies
impacts necessitates some interaction between the science
and technology/policy communities in terms of quantifying
mitigation prospects.

6.1 Technology

Modifications to the combustion/propulsion systems and
improvements from aerodynamics have made significant
improvements in the rate of fuel burn. However, in develop-
ing engines that have better fuel consumption characteristics,
the tendency has been towards the development of high
bypass ratio turbofan engines (which have also helped with
noise reductions). However, this has led to higher pressures
and temperatures at the combustor inlet – conditions that
favor NOx formation – such that extra effort has had to be
focussed on combustor development in order not to increase
NOx emissions. Potentially, there is a point at which NOx

emissions reductions could be made at the expense of CO2

(although it is not clear that this has happened yet – see Faber
et al., 2008). The reduction of fuel usage, and hence CO2, is
part of the engineering community’s ongoing requirement to
reduce operating costs for airlines and this is the primary
motivation for such developments. The reduction of NOx

emissions is entirely for environmental purposes and prin-
cipally to comply with ICAO’s certification requirements,
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the original purpose of which was to reduce local air quality
impacts around airports.

There is broad understanding that currently both NOx

and CO2 emissions are causing climate impacts through
their effect on RF. In terms of emission reductions, the
critical questions for the engineering community are “by
how much?” and “to what extent of each?” Such questions
are asked since there is a potential technological trade-off
between CO2 and NOx reductions. Unfortunately, these are
not straightforward questions as CO2 and NOx have very dif-
ferent lifetimes in the atmosphere and the outcome is entirely
dependent upon the way in which climate impact calculations
are made, the metric chosen, and the quality and confidence
one has in the input data as discussed further in Radiative
Forcing and Climate Change.

In terms of the fuel used and mitigation possibilities, the
discussion is largely over so-called alternative fuels. This
topic then basically breaks down into kerosene substitutes
in terms of biofuels and future alternative fuels such as
liquid hydrogen (LH2). Biofuels for aviation are dealt with
in Aviation and Global Atmosphere in the 21st Century:
Possible Mitigations and the issues are largely to do with fea-
sibility of production, ethical issues, and GHG balance issues
for some agro-production methods, as well as technological
difficulties associated with usage in gas turbine engines.

In terms of future alternative fuels, LH2 is the fuel that has
been most investigated (e.g., Ponater et al., 2006). There are
system, technology, and atmospheric issues all involved for
LH2 but principally, at a system level, it would be necessary
to demonstrate that the production of the LH2 fuel was in
favor of overall CO2 emissions reductions, since energy is
required to make the fuel.

Mitigation in terms of air traffic management (ATM) is
usually discussed in terms of contrail reduction, although
ATM also has a role to play in terms of CO2 reductions though
improved operational efficiency, for example, point-to-point
operation, continuous descent approach, and improved route
structures/flight altitudes. Improvements of 6 to 12% as a
possibility from these sources are discussed (IPCC, 1999)
but in any such system improvements, the last few percent
will come at high costs, and at current growth rates, this repre-
sents around four years growth (using longer-term emissions
growth rates). Thus, while non-negligible and clearly ben-
eficial, improvements in ATM do not represent a means of
ongoing emission reductions, once the system is optimized.

It has been recognized for some time that contrails are
a function of the atmosphere for the current subsonic fleet,
with technology (propulsion efficiency) changes being a
second-order influence that tend to increasecontrails. Thus,
in order to reduce contrails for the current subsonic fleet,

it would be necessary to avoid those regions of the atmo-
sphere, which have the propensity to cause contrails (cold,
ice-supersaturated). Scientific knowledge in this area is still
too uncertain firstly to be able implement such as approach
and secondly to quantify the impacts on climate.

6.2 Policy options

Policy options range from market-based instruments (e.g.,
emissions trading) to regulation and are not discussed here
in any detail. The main atmospheric science inputs to such
options are once again related to choices of climate metrics.
Here, it is simply noted that there is not yet a consensus
metric for such policies suitable for aviation although there
is consensus that RF and its RFI derivative, which involves
historical estimations are unsuitable (Forster et al., 2007).
Forward-looking metrics such as GWPs and GTPs are the
most suitable but assumptions over time-horizons, formu-
lation and input data (from CTM/CCMs for the coupled
NOx-O3-CH4 system) remain an issue.

The quality and variability of the input data to avia-
tion NOx GWP calculations was recently highlighted in a
piece of work for the European Commission that attempted
to formulate a number of policy options to deal with
aviation NOx emissions, parallel to incorporating avia-
tion into the European Emissions Trading Scheme (Faber
et al., 2008). In almost all the policy options, an emissions-
equivalency between NOx and CO2 was required. However,
this essentially requires an aviation NOx GWP: as the study
highlighted, there are few estimates of this available, the stud-
ies were not conducted in a common way and the results were
highly variable, even to a change in sign of the value of a
NOx GWP. Thus, no value for aviation NOx GWP could be
recommended.

7 CONCLUSION

Aviation activity has increased by nine-fold in terms of RPK
over the period 1970 to 2008 with an increase in CO2 emis-
sions by a factor of 2.6 over the same period. Long-term
growth rates in traffic in terms of RPK over the last twenty
years (1988–2008) average approximately 5% per year in
RPK. The fleet of aircraft is expected double over the period
2006 to 2026 according to industry forecasts. The annual
CO2 emission rate from civil aviation is approximately 2.5%
of total global CO2 emissions and aviation CO2 emissions
have increased by about 2% per year over the last fifteen
years. Despite some dramatic external factors, which have
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temporarily slowed or reversed the growth rate of aviation, the
industry has proven to be remarkably resilient to these events
with consistent recovery to long-term growth rates. Fuel price
increases have also had little effect over the period 2003 to
2006 but it remains to be seen how more recent changes will
affect long-term viability of the industry. Nonetheless, avia-
tion emissions are projected to increase into the middle of the
21st century, by factors of 3 to 4 over present-day emission
rates.

Because of the strong growth rate of aviation and its resul-
tant CO2 emissions, coupled with the fact that its climate
effect is greater than that from its CO2 emissions only, avi-
ation effects on the atmosphere are of policy concern in
combating climate change, and are the subject of scientific
research. Aviation exerts effects on radiative forcing of cli-
mate through its emissions of CO2, NOx, particles and water
vapor, and affects cloudiness of the earth’s upper atmosphere
through contrails and aircraft-induced cirrus. The effects of
contrails and aircraft-induced cirrus remain scientific chal-
lenges with large uncertainties remaining. The effects of
aviation NOx on O3 and CH4 are clearer although much
remains to be done on improving the modelling at global and
regional scales. Investigations of the climate effect of aviation
NOx emissions on O3 and CH4 indicate that a stronger tem-
perature response occurs as a result of O3 formed at aircraft
cruise altitudes and when the northern hemisphere (where
aviation dominates) is forced alone (compared with a control
experiment where the atmosphere was forced evenly across
the hemispheres by O3). These factors considered together
imply that NOx emissions from aircraft remain an issue for
climate change.

Mitigation of aviation emissions is increasingly discussed
but there are complex technological and atmospheric trade-
offs to be considered, which also impinge on choices and
decisions relating to potential policy instruments. Core to
this issue is how to balance the long-term effects from CO2

against shorter-term effects such as those from O3, contrails,
aviation-induced cirrus that have equal or greater radiative
magnitude than CO2. Particular focus has been given to the
potential for reducing contrail radiative forcing by modifying
flight altitudes. However, it is not clear that this is advanta-
geous, since an increase in fuel usage is generally implied
(and thus the short-term vs long-term forcing issue arises),
nor is it clear that we have sufficient knowledge and predic-
tive capability of the atmosphere to justify implementing a
contrail avoidance system for air traffic. Similarly, techno-
logical trade-offs between NOx and CO2 emissions need to
be considered from an atmospheric science standpoint and
the models that provide the input data to comparative metrics
still provide large variation in results.

NOTE

1. See http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/quantify/ and Appendix I of
Lee et al. (2009b) for summary of European research pro-
grammes on the topic.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In respect of the environmental impact of aviation, we
could say that the most serious issues are those asso-
ciated with global climate change (i.e., CO2 and other
radiatively important emissions), while the issue that gen-
erates most complaints is that of aircraft noise. Airport air
quality has a lower public profile, but illustrates a similar
mismatch between what is important and what is tightly
controlled.

Table 1 (IPCC, 1999) lists the principal emissions of an
aero-engine in various operational modes (taxiing, takeoff,
etc.). In this chapter, we are not concerned with CO2 emis-
sions, their effect being global rather than local. In terms of
airport air quality, therefore, the principal pollutants of inter-
est, arising directly from aircraft engines, are NOx , unburned
hydrocarbons (UHC), and fine particulate matter.

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
publishes a database (see http://www.caa.co.uk/default.aspx?
catid=702.) (accessed 21 May 2010) of emission indices for
jet engines having a rated thrust greater than 26.7 kN.

By no means, however, is the impact of an airport on local
air quality limited to that arising from the emissions of aero-
engines in the course of the landing and takeoff cycle. Other
significant local sources may be:

1. emissions from aircraft auxiliary power units (these pro-
vide, e.g., power and cabin air while the aircraft are on
the ground);

2. tyre smoke from landing aircraft;
3. evaporative emissions of kerosene (spillages and breath-

ing losses);
4. emissions from ground-service vehicles;
5. atmospheric emissions from the terminal buildings (e.g.,

from boiler plant);

Table 1. Typical emission indices (g kg−1 of fuel burnt) for stan-
dard engine operating regimes (IPCC, 1999). Reproduced from
Cambridge University Press c© 1999.

Operating conditions

Species Idle Take-off Cruise

CO2 3160 3160 3160
H2O 1230 1230 1230
CO 25 (10–65) <1 1–3.5
HC (as CH4) 4 (0–12) <0.5 0.2–1.3
NOx

Short haul 4.5 (3–6) 32 (20–65) 7.9–11.9
Long haul 4.5 (3–6) 27 (10–53) 11.1–15.4

SOx (as SO2)a 1.0 1.0 1.0

aAssuming 0.05% S in fuel. Sulfur content is now typically somewhat less
than this.
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6. emissions from motor vehicles delivering staff to the
airport;

7. emissions from motor vehicles delivering passengers to
the airport;

8. emissions from the local economic activity attracted to
the neighborhood of the airport.

As we descend this list it becomes less self-evident that the
airport operator should take ownership of the emissions. Nev-
ertheless, even as we reach items (7) or (8), it is clear that the
planning authorities should take account of the likely impact
of activities consequent on the growth of an airport before
authorizing such growth. Likewise, the airport operators will
wish to manage any or all of these sources, in so far as this
is possible – otherwise their growth may be constrained by
local air quality limits.

In most advanced countries, atmospheric emissions from
industrial and commercial development are constrained to
meet a set of ambient air quality standards. The long-term
standards for the European Union (EU Directive 2008/50/EC)
and the USA are listed in Table 2.

There are also limits for short-term exceedences (e.g., over
a day or an hour), but these tend to be less relevant to airport
emissions. For European airports, it is usually the long-term
limit value for NO2 that represents the tightest constraint,
though PM10 can also be a problem (e.g., near Athens Inter-
national Airport), particularly if construction work is being
carried out. In the USA, PM2.5 tends to be the tightest con-
straint.

In respect of pollution by aerosols, a few definitions would
be in order here. Atmospheric particles come in all shapes
and sizes. They could usefully be classified according to the

Table 2. European limit values and US National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) as of January 2010 for the protec-
tion of human health. Values quoted are arithmetic means over a
calendar year unless otherwise stated.

Species

NO2 CO SO2 PM10 PM2.5 Benzene Lead

EU limit
values

40 10 000 125a 40 29b 5 0.5

US
NAAQS

100 10 000 78 150c 15 — 0.15d

aOn no more than 3 days in a calendar year.
bDecreasing linearly to 25 �g m−3 by 1 January 2015, and possibly to
20 �g m−3 by 1 January 2020.
cOn no more than 3 days over 3 calendar years.
dRolling 3-month average.

velocity with which they will sediment in air under standard
conditions. Sedimentation under gravity is a measure of the
inertial acceleration that a particle can follow along a tortuous
streamline. It is thus a useful measure of how deeply a particle
might penetrate the human lung on inhalation or how long
it might survive in the atmosphere before being deposited.
It is more convenient, however, to classify an atmospheric
particle in terms of the diameter of a sphere of unit specific
gravity that would have the same sedimentation velocity in
air as the particle in question. This quantity is known as the
“aerodynamic diameter” of the particle. Clearly, the gravi-
metric concentration of particulate matter (mass of aerosol
per unit volume of air) is dominated by coarse aerosol, since
the volume of a particle is proportional to the cube of its
diameter. The number density, however, is dominated by the
finest fractions. PM10 (or PM2.5) is defined as the gravimet-
ric concentration of aerosol having an aerodynamic diameter
<10 �m (or <2.5 �m). In terms of human health impacts, it is
PM2.5 and finer fractions that are of most concern, since these
can penetrate to the air exchange surfaces deep in the lung
(though the coarser fraction, PM10–PM2.5, can also cause
ill health). Clearly, the chemical composition of any such
particulate matter is also highly relevant to its toxicity; this
will be discussed in a later section. Soluble gases, on the
other hand, tend to be absorbed in the upper respiratory tract,
where at today’s ambient concentrations they are usually of
less concern.

Besides those substances for which there is a NAAQS
standard, the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) is also obliged to control the emissions of a list of 187
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Of these, 45 are in the ICAO
database of aircraft engine emissions. Of particular interest
are polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), many of which are
carcinogenic, mutagenic, or teratogenic (i.e., causing dam-
age to the developing fetus). The EPA has designated 16
of these (including naphthalene and the potent carcinogen
benzo[a]pyrene) as priority pollutants and sampling is often
targeted at these.

A current example of a situation where the growth of
an airport may be constrained by local air quality issues is
that of the third runway at London Heathrow. Local con-
centrations already exceed the EU limit value of 40 �g m−3

here, so the United Kingdom Department for Transport
(DfT) commissioned a major study, “Project for the Sustain-
able Development of Heathrow” (PSDH), into the technical
issues involved (DfT, 2006). This is now available through
the DfT’s web site. We will refer to it regularly in this
chapter.

For detailed information on the assessment of airport
air quality, the reader is additionally directed to ICAO
(2007).
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2 MONITORING

It is clearly futile to have a list of air quality standards if there
is no monitoring in place to test local compliance with these
standards. Broadly, three monitoring methods are in common
use:

� point samplers
� long-path monitoring
� diffusion tubes.

A traditional point sampler is essentially a 19 in. rack-
mounted box that sucks in ambient air through a Teflon tube
and delivers a measured concentration to a computer logger.
Systems exist for all of the principal gaseous pollutants, with
sensitivities typically of a part per billion or less and a time
response of 20–60 s (though note that the flame ionization
detector, used for hydrocarbons, has a response time of as
little as a few milliseconds). Modern instruments also permit
self-calibration. Devices also exist (e.g., the TEOM®) for
monitoring airborne particulate matter in real time. In this
case, the distinction between coarse (PM10) and fine (PM2.5 or
less) aerosol is made by the choice of sampling head: for fine
aerosol, the sampling head forces the input air to follow too
tortuous a path for any coarse aerosol to arrive at the detector.
Clearly, it is then important that the sample line between the
head and the instrument be as straight and short as possible.
We see that this has been achieved at the Manchester South
site (right-hand side of Figure 1) by installing the instruments
outside, each being fed by a straight pipe down from the
sampling head.

In the nature of things, such instruments are relatively
expensive (∼$10 000, or significantly more in the case of
aerosol monitors) and require power, shelter, and security.

Figure 1. Ambient air quality monitoring station at Manchester
South. This site is directly below the approach path to Runway 1,
at a distance of 1150 m from the end of the runway. All the ambient
samples are taken from the free air, about 1 m above the cabin and
associated vegetation.

An installation would typically be set up in a small building
(Figure 1) or in a trailer, and would then function for many
months or years.

It is important to remember that any such monitoring site
does not monitor the airport alone, but rather the airport in
relation to its local environment. This may be seen clearly in
the case of Heathrow, where out of a network of 18 fixed sites,
only 1 (LHR2) is (just) within the airport boundary. With
careful analysis (Carslaw et al., 2008; PSDH – Chapter 2),
the impact of the airport can be distinguished in the near field,
despite the substantial local emissions from motor vehicles
and so on.

A network of fixed sites is clearly essential if long-term
trends in pollutant concentrations are to be reliably detected.
A mobile site, on the other hand, can be extremely valuable
for investigating spatial variability. This technique has been
used at Frankfurt International Airport (2008), where a fixed
site (SOMMI1) at the SE corner of the airport has been sup-
plemented with a mobile site (SOMMI2). This is relocated
at sites of interest – for example, the center of the airfield –
for a year at a time. It may then be demonstrated that pollu-
tant concentrations are highest at the airfield boundary, close
to a major road. A useful technique for identifying pollutant
sources is to display pollutant concentration and wind direc-
tion jointly as pollution roses (Figure 2). The data in these
plots have been disaggregated by wind direction and the mean
concentration for each direction then plotted in polar coordi-
nates: high concentrations thus point at likely sources. Wind
speed is also important and Carslaw (PSDH-Chapter 2) used
“bivariate” plots displaying wind speed, wind direction, and
mean concentration in his analysis of Heathrow. In this case,
he showed that the highest concentrations were associated
with quite a brisk wind, implying that in light winds sur-
face concentrations were moderated by the buoyancy of the
source.

Air pollution concentrations, of course, do not depend
only on the location of pollutant sources, but also on the
wind speed and on atmospheric stability. (If the air temper-
ature increases with height, this suppresses dispersion.) For
chemically active pollutants, for example, nitrogen oxides
ultraviolet irradiance and background air quality are also
important, at least on a regional scale. These factors can
interact with operational issues. For example, the center of
the airfield is, paradoxically, one of the cleanest locations in
respect of emissions from aircraft in the Landing and Take-off
(LTO) cycle: aircraft preferentially take off and land into the
wind, so their emissions are usually advected radially out-
wards from the airfield. Pollution from taxiing, obviously,
tends to be concentrated around the terminals.

Because of security, and for other logistical reasons, access
to an airfield to measure air quality is often difficult. If
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Figure 2. Pollution roses of NO for SOMMI1 and SOMMI2 at Frankfurt International Airport, 2007 (Frankfurt International Airport,
2008). In this case, there is a motorway that runs to the east and southeast of the airport. SOMMI1 is situated in the SE corner of the airfield.
SOMMI2 was situated in the center of the airfield for this year. Reproduced from Fraport c© (2008).

concentrations specifically on the airfield are required, it
may be more convenient to use a “long-path” monitoring
method. Various systems are available. The commonest is
to use a broadband visible or infrared source, project this in
a narrow beam along the path of interest, and measure the
transmission spectrum at the far end. The spectrum is then
fitted to the known absorption spectra of various target gases
to arrive at an integrated concentration along the light path.
Most polyatomic gases have usable rotation–vibration bands
in the infrared and can thus be detected using this technique.
Düsseldorf International (2004), for example, used a system
of this type (manufactured by OPSIS) to monitor NO2 at
either end of its two runways, thereby demonstrating com-
pliance with the EU limit. Inevitably, such a system does
not measure the concentration at a given point, but rather the
average concentration over a path length of perhaps 600 m. In
regulatory terms, this is not necessarily a problem since the
EU Directive (2008/50/EC) requires that monitoring should
in general be relevant to areas of at least 250 m × 250 m:
exceedences in the immediate vicinity of a modest industrial
stack or the mouth of a road tunnel are not covered.

With the use of a retro-reflector, the transmitter and
receiver can be colocated, meaning that access and power
are required at only a single location. This is also the case
if a passive sampling system is used (cf., e.g., Galle et al.,
2002) where scattered sunlight is used as the light source.
Such systems can of course only be used by day.

Given the difficulties of power and access, an alternative
very popular technique is to use diffusion tubes. With these,
the pollutant in effect samples itself. The device is a small
perspex tube, typically 71 mm long and 11 mm internal diam-
eter. It is deployed with an open end pointing downwards
and a reactive gauze in the closed top end. The target gas is
absorbed on the gauze leading to a concentration gradient,
and hence a diffusive flux, along the tube. The mean flux
over the period of deployment should be proportional to the
mean ambient concentration. At the end of the deployment
period, the tube is sealed and the gauze then removed for anal-
ysis of the total gas absorbed. With such a system, there are
minimal issues of access or security, and no power require-
ment. The disadvantage, of course, is that diffusion is slow so
that, at ambient concentrations, a typical deployment period
would be 2–4 weeks. Also, while the capital cost is low, the
necessary manual handling and analysis over a period per-
haps of several years may lead to the revenue cost becoming
significant. Systems exist for NO2, NOx , SO2, and benzene,
toluene, and xylene (BTX). Airparif (2009) used this tech-
nique in an extensive survey of NO2 concentrations around
Roissy in the winter of 2007–2008, and they are deployed
routinely at many industrial sites.

While point samplers will remain the gold standard for
many years, current progress with electrochemical samplers
suggests that they may bridge the gap between an expensive
fixed monitoring station and multiple cheap diffusion tubes.
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In effect, a cloud of small battery-powered units can monitor
air quality at many points with a time response of better than
1 min. With modern consumer technology, it also becomes
inexpensive to include GPS in the module so that it can deter-
mine its own location, and a mobile telephone so that it can
telemeter its results to a central location. Such devices are
currently being developed in the University of Cambridge
for the detection of a range of relevant species.

3 MODELING

Monitoring can test current compliance at a limited number
of points. To predict impact at points other than those where
we have measured, or as a consequence of various scenarios
in the future, we require some form of dispersion modeling.
Broadly, there are three types of such models:

� Eulerian models. In this case, the atmosphere is divided
up into a fixed grid, with pollution concentrations being
modeled as they advect and disperse through this. The
technique is usually used for regional models, that
is, where concentrations typically vary only modestly
between grid squares. A chemical reaction scheme may
be applied to the modeled pollution concentrations within
each grid box, thereby enabling the chemical evolution of
a plume to be simulated. Where the chemistry includes
significant nonlinearities, however, the grid resolution
must be sufficiently fine for concentrations to be more
or less uniform within each grid box: this can impose a
substantial calculational burden.

� Lagrangian models. In this case, pollutant emissions are
divided up into a large number of particles or small puffs
and these are followed downwind as they disperse.

� Gaussian models. If the advection–diffusion equation
is solved in an Eulerian framework, we arrive at an
approximate parameterized formula for the pollutant con-
centration at all points downwind. For a continuous
release Q from a chimney of effective height h into a deep
boundary layer with mean wind speed u, the concentration
is given by the following Gaussian formula:

χ(x, y, z)= Q

2�uσyσz

exp

(
− y2

2σ2
y

)

×
[

exp

(
− (z − h)2

2σ2
z

)
+exp

(
− (z + h)2

2σ2
z

)]

(1)

where x and y are, respectively, the downwind and cross-
wind distances from the source and z the height above
ground. The parameters σy(x) and σz(x) determine the

horizontal and vertical spreads of the plume as a function
of distance downwind. A conventional Gaussian model
includes prescriptions forσy andσz according to the atmo-
spheric conditions (stability, wind speed, etc.) and the
nature of the source (continuous/transient, point/line/area,
buoyant/neutral, etc.). Given the meteorology of a given
hour, equation (1) thus provides a map of surface concen-
trations from each source; summing these gives a map of
the total predicted concentration, and integrating over all
the hours of a year gives the annual mean (or the statistics
of hourly exceedences or any other desired parameter).

It is possible to include a chemical reaction scheme in a
Lagrangian model, though this is mathematically less natural
than in an Eulerian model. Gaussian models are restricted
to chemical parameterizations based on greatly simplified
chemistry.

A variety of commercial regulatory models are available
for the calculation of air quality around airports. Some of the
best known are listed in Table 3.

The first stage in any modeling is the preparation of the
emissions inventory. This is not a small task! A classic exer-
cise is that described in Chapter 3 of PSDH. A feel for the
complexity of the task in the case of a major airport in a
semi-urban location may be gained when it is appreciated
that the Introduction to this chapter lists 65 issues that had to
be addressed. These obviously included all aspects of flight
operations and likely emission factors, but appraised some of
the other issues listed in Section 1. In particular, the local road
network was divided up into thousands of short segments,
each with an appropriate mix of vehicular emissions as a func-
tion of time-of-day. Ground-service vehicles on the airport,

Table 3. A selection of currently available regulatory dispersion
models.

Model Type Contact Notes

ADMS-
Airport

Gaussian CERC, Cambridge,
England

Mostly used in
the United
Kingdom

EDMS Gaussian Federal Aviation
Administration,
Washington, DC

Required model
in the United
States. Its
dispersion
kernel is the
EPA’s
AERMOD
model

LASPORT Lagrangian Janicke Consulting,
Dunum, Germany

Used at many
European
airports

STACKS Gaussian KEMA, Arnhem,
the Netherlands

Used at
Schiphol
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6 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

Figure 3. Annual mean concentration (�g m−3) of NOx around
Heathrow Airport calculated using LASPORT (after PSDH – Chap-
ter 4). Reproduced from the Department for Transport c© 2006.

the operation of auxiliary power units, and fixed pollutant
sources (e.g., boiler plant) were likewise modeled. Over-
all, the inventory included literally hundreds of thousands
of sources.

The global effect of such an inventory may be seen in
Figure 3. The impact of aircraft movements both on the run-
ways and around the terminals may clearly be seen. Also
clearly visible, however, is the major road network, and this
is quite typical for calculations of nitrogen oxides around an
airport. In practice, outdoor NOx concentrations as experi-
enced by the general public are dominated by motor vehicle
emissions.

Figure 3 illustrates a further application of such models:
they allow us to carry out some form of source attribution. In
essence, we can run the model for various different classes of
sources and thereby apportion the responsibility for currently
monitored concentrations in a realistic fashion.

The first three models listed in Table 3 have a user interface
that specifically facilitates the inclusion of airport activities
in the inventory. EDMS, for example, has input categories
for aircraft operations, ground support equipment, auxiliary
power units, on-road vehicles, stationary sources, and so on.
This greatly speeds up the process of applying the model
to a new airport. STACKS, by contrast, is a model of more
general application and requires the user to break up aircraft
flight trajectories and so on into a series of line sources.

Of more importance than the user interface, of course,
is the parameterization of the dispersion from these various
sources. An aircraft is not a chimney lying on its side! There
are several dynamical issues that complicate the dispersion of
aircraft engine emissions beyond that predicted by the simple
Gaussian formula. These include:

� Momentum. The thrust that the engines apply to the air-
craft is balanced by an equal and opposite net momentum
flux into the plume. Close to the ground, this makes

the plume form a wall jet, adhering to the surface (the
“Coanda” effect); this eventually rises to a terminating
head.

� Buoyancy. The thermal emission from the engines of
a commercial passenger aircraft amounts to >100 MW.
This will ultimately cause the plume to deepen and to rise
away from the ground.

� Acceleration. During the take-off run, the aircraft is not
merely moving but also accelerating. This changes the
dynamics of the plume.

� Lift. At flight speed, the weight of the aircraft is balanced
by a transfer of downwards momentum to the surrounding
air. This generates two downwards-propagating vortices
that rapidly entrain the engine plumes.

The buoyancy and the momentum of the emission com-
pete in the near field, the momentum keeping the exhaust
plume on the ground, while the buoyancy attempts to lift it.
For modern high-bypass turbojet engines, the buoyancy wins
after a travel time of about 80 s. This may be sufficient to
spare the local community from exposure to engine emis-
sions arising from the take-off run. The impact of the airport
may thus be quite modest in light winds (when the advection
time to the airfield boundary might be >80 s). Conversely, in
strong winds, the emissions are well dispersed longitudinally.
Analysis of monitored concentrations at Heathrow (PSDH –
Chapter 2) suggested that the highest concentrations outside
the boundary fence occur for a wind speed of a relatively
brisk 8 m s−1 (i.e., 16 kt). The models listed in Table 3 will
all attempt to parameterize this buoyant rise in some more or
less crude fashion.

Using scanning laser radar (LIDAR) systems it is possible
to monitor the dispersion of aircraft emissions over the first
few hundred meters of their travel (Eberhard, Brewer and
Wayson, 2005; PSDH – Annexe 7). These data are being used
to improve understanding of the above dynamical processes,
which may thus be modeled more rigorously in the coming
few years.

4 NO2

From 1 January 2010, the annual mean NO2 concentration in
public areas in the EU should not exceed 40 �g m−3 (Table 2).
In Switzerland, the limit is stricter, at 35 �g m−3; in the United
States, it is more relaxed at 100 �g m−3. The stricter European
limits are apparently taken from a World Health Organization
guideline value, where NO2 was originally used as a sur-
rogate for the (undoubtedly hazardous) generality of motor
vehicle emissions. More specifically, NO2 acts as a catalyst in
the formation of ozone from the oxidation of hydrocarbons.
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A recent WHO review (WHO, 2003) could identify no reason
for moving away from the 40 �g m−3 standard – but relaxing
the standard was apparently not an option. The WHO value
has now been written into European law: relevant or not, it is
the standard to which member countries should now be held.
We may note that concentrations of several hundred �g m−3

are commonly experienced indoors when cooking on a gas
hob.

Viewed from a control and planning point of view, NO2 is
an inconvenient measurand. First, the majority of NOx from
combustion sources is emitted as NO rather than as NO2.
Although at idle (highly relevant to concentrations around
the terminals) low combustion temperatures lead to most of
the NOx from aircraft engines being emitted as NO2, at high
thrust settings >90% of the NOx is emitted as NO. Over the
whole of the landing and take-off cycle, more than 75% of
the NOx is emitted as NO (Wood et al., 2008). If there is
significant ozone present, much of this NO may be rapidly
converted to NO2; thus, NO + O3 → NO2 + O2. Parameter-
izations of this process are included in the models listed in
Table 3. At very high concentrations, and relatively low tem-
peratures (e.g., in road tunnels), the three-body reaction may
also be significant: 2NO + O2 → 2NO2. We thus have the
awkward situation whereby the primary emission from the
source is only indirectly related to the concentration hundreds
of meters away where it is regulated.

For the same reasons, it is technically difficult to mea-
sure the primary NO2:NOx ratio at the source: if we extract
a sample at the exit plane of the engine, it may have partially
reacted in the sample line before we can measure its compo-
sition. A further complication is that other trace components
may be present. Some recent spectroscopic measurements of
aircraft engine exhausts on take-off at Manchester have sug-
gested the presence of a nitrous acid (HONO) molecule for
every four or five NO2 molecules. Overall, several percent of
the NOx may thus be emitted as HONO. This component will
in turn be photolysed to NO and an ·OH radical: the latter is
very important photochemically, encouraging the production
of more ozone (see, e.g., Langridge et al., 2009).

Second, combustion sources are many and various – and
most will emit NOx to some extent. We may see this from
Figures 3 and 4, which show modeled NOx and NO2 concen-
trations around Heathrow Airport. Note that the atmospheric
chemistry model employed here has somewhat flattened the
NO2 concentrations relative to those of NOx . Thus, the
NO2:NOx ratio for modest concentrations distant from the
major sources is ∼45%. The ratio falls to ∼30% close to
these sources, before the primary NO has had a chance to
oxidize.

Locally, annual mean NO2 concentrations exceed
40 �g m−3 around Heathrow, Paris-CDG, Frankfurt, and

Figure 4. Annual mean concentration (�g m−3) of NO2 around
Heathrow Airport calculated using LASPORT (after PSDH –
Chapter 4). Values above 40 �g m−3 exceed the EU limit. Repro-
duced from the Department for Transport c© 2006.

perhaps Schiphol airports (PSDH – Chapter 1; Airparif,
2009; Frankfurt International Airport, 2008; Advanced Deci-
sion Systems, 2005). As illustrated in Figures 2 and 4, and
demonstrated by the associated modeling, this is mostly a
consequence of local motor vehicle emissions. Interestingly,
the response in the various jurisdictions has been rather dif-
ferent. In the United Kingdom, the construction of the third
runway at Heathrow is politically very difficult, and the pos-
sibility of legal challenge to the European Court in respect of
air quality is an additional potential obstacle to proceeding.
In the Netherlands, Schiphol is gradually implementing mea-
sures (e.g., using mains electricity instead of auxiliary power
units) to keep NO2 just within the limit. In Germany, Frank-
furt is proceeding with the construction of the fourth runway,
subject to compromises on ecologically sensitive sites and
the possibility of appeals to a Federal or the European Court.
In France, an official report (Dermagne, 2008) on the sustain-
able growth of Paris-CDG contents itself with recommending
that the airport harmonizes its monitoring and analysis pro-
cedures with those of municipality of Paris and is transparent
in reporting its monitoring data. As elsewhere, it is aircraft
noise rather than local air quality that most concerns nearby
residents.

5 FINE PARTICULATE MATTER

Fine particulate undoubtedly kills people in large numbers,
even at current concentrations. Reviews by the Environmental
Protection Agency (2006) and the World Health Organiza-
tion (2003) of recent epidemiological studies are included
in the section “References.” The Harvard Six Cities Study,
for example, suggests that mortality is increased by a fac-
tor of 1.16 for each increase of 10 �g m−3 in PM2.5, even
at the current rather modest aerosol concentrations. The
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benefit, indeed, from incremental reductions to current lev-
els seems to be even greater than this. (Though comprising
probably rather coarser particulate, we may note that long-
term “black smoke” concentrations in London 50 years ago
were in excess of 150 �g m−3 – the estimated concentration
of PM2.5 around Heathrow today is currently one tenth of this
(PSDH – Chapter 2).) Mortality in a homogeneous population
obeys a Gompertz distribution: it approximately doubles for
each 7 years of age from the fourth decade onwards. Interpo-
lating, we see that a relative risk of death of 1.16 corresponds
to a reduction in life expectancy of 18 months. No toxic-
ity threshold for fine aerosol has yet been identified, so we
might naı̈vely interpret the limit values in Table 2 as corre-
sponding to reductions in life expectancy by >4 years (EU)
or >2 years (USA). This is clearly unacceptable, and there
have been some moves in the United States to move from a
simple pass/fail criterion to one based on a calculation of the
“quality-adjusted life years” lost for any major new indus-
trial development. This loss should clearly be kept as low as
reasonably practicable.

The weakness of such a simple extrapolation is that it
treats PM2.5 as a single entity. As noted in Section 1, atmo-
spheric particles come in all shapes and sizes. They also cover
a wide range of chemical composition: elemental carbon,
sulfates/nitrates, metal fume, semi-volatile organics, crustal
materials, pollen, bacteria, and so on. What then is it in this
mélange that is so extraordinarily toxic? This is of practical
importance since, while the epidemiology for the toxicity of
general urban aerosol is now well established, the same cal-
ibrations do not necessarily apply to the emissions from any
other source. Several points may be made:

� The soot emissions from aircraft engines are in the
ultrafine (<100 nm) range, initially consisting of layered
spheres of carbon. Tyre smoke emissions, by contrast, are
probably too coarse to be respirable (though they may
represent an odor nuisance). The aerosol emissions from
diesel ground-service vehicles and from motor transport
to and from an airport are probably comparable to general
urban vehicular emissions.

� While it might be expected that ultrafine aerosols should
be the most toxic, they contribute very little to the total
mass even of PM2.5, and so cannot explain the epidemio-
logical correlations between PM2.5 and mortality.

� Many in vitro studies have been made of the inflammatory
response to various components of atmospheric aerosol.
Iron and zinc have been implicated in such responses.

� A currently popular in vitro assay is dithiothreitol (DTT)
that gives a direct measurement of redox activity (cf.,
e.g., Geller et al., 2006), itself a measure of cytotoxic-

ity. It appears that the redox potential of fine PM is highly
correlated with many chemical components of the aerosol
(e.g., elemental carbon, Ni, Zn, and PAHs).

� Of particular interest are the semi-volatile organics, in
particular HAPs or PAHs. These condense into ultrafine
aerosol at the point of emission but will then evapo-
rate rapidly with dilution. The measured concentration
of ultrafine aerosol may thus decline rapidly with dis-
tance from the source. By implication, such emissions
from aircraft engines represent a minimal public health
hazard since the general public is excluded from the air-
field (thus contrasting strongly with the case of motor
vehicle emissions).

In summary, fine aerosol represents a delivery mechanism
for potentially highly toxic material to the deep lung. The
impact of airport emissions, however, may be qualitatively
different from that of urban motor vehicle emissions.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Although by comparison with aircraft noise, the impact of
aircraft atmospheric emissions on local air quality at airports
is probably of secondary concern to nearby residents, legal
air quality standards can constrain the further development
of airports.

We now have practical tools for monitoring and modeling
air quality around airports. These suggest that in practice the
great majority of local pollution comes from motor vehicle
emissions. Such emissions might have a significant health
impact, particularly in respect of fine particulate, for which
epidemiological studies indicate a continuing substantial
mortality and morbidity.

Aviation-related emissions can have significant implica-
tions for air quality both on a very local scale (e.g., around
the terminal buildings) and on a more regional scale, partic-
ularly where there is strong photochemical processing in a
poorly ventilated airshed. The implications of aviation for air
quality remain a subject of active research at both ends of this
scale.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft contribute to changes in atmospheric composition,
generally in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
(UT/LS) where most civil aviation occurs. The direct effect
of in-flight aircraft engine emissions is characterized by an
increase of ambient species concentrations like nitrogen ox-
ides or carbon dioxide. But some indirect effects also oc-
cur, since the background concentrations of other species like
ozone and methane can be significantly modified by aviation.
A change in the atmospheric particulate matter can even be
observed when condensation trails (contrails) become visi-
ble. They can persist for several hours, spreading over many

kilometers and even contribute to forming artificial cirrus
clouds.

What is pointed out here is that ozone, methane, ice,
or liquid particles, are not combustion products However,
they contribute anyway to aviation atmospheric impact
through a modification of the earth’s radiative balance. This
underlines the fact that important physical and chemical
processes take place in the plume and in the atmosphere
and modify the initial properties of the emitted material.
Understanding plume effects is therefore essential in order
to properly address the aviation impact problem from two
angles: that of an aeronautics manufacturer and that of an
atmospheric scientist. Jet engines are also subject to certifi-
cation procedures to control the emission of selected exhaust
compounds, but no requirements exist past the engine be-
cause processes occurring downstream are highly variable
and change as a function of the type of fuel burnt, the type
of engine used, the mixing intensity of the exhaust with am-
bient air, and atmospheric conditions. A precise knowledge
of plume transformation processes can therefore help sci-
entists to identify key mechanisms that trigger or enhance
parameters controlling impacts from aviation emission. The
industry can, in turn, contribute with engine or combustion
modifications that improve emissions’ environmental effects.
Atmospheric scientists widely use numerical studies to as-
sess aviation’s global impact. Based on three-dimensional
(3D) emission scenarios as a function of aircraft flight pat-
terns, these enable the determination of the composition of the
atmosphere by chemistry transport models (CTMs). Atmo-
spheric chemistry and global circulation equations are gen-
erally solved over large time (possibly several years) and
space scales. Typically, the processes previously mentioned
are solved every 15 to 30 min on 1◦ by 1◦ latitude–longitude
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grid cells at various altitude levels. These scales are quite
different from plume processes’ typical scales, which can-
not therefore be directly included in a CTM. Consequently,
plume effects’ parameterizations have to be developed and
this is only possible when the understanding of plume pro-
cesses is satisfied.

The aim of this chapter is to review the main processes
occurring during the lifetime of an aircraft plume, especially
in the near field. Emphasis will be laid on three major parts:
wake dynamics, plume chemistry, and aerosol microphysics.
These are the main expression of the interaction between
exhaust and atmosphere.

2 AIRCRAFT WAKE DYNAMICS AND
EXHAUST PLUME MIXING

2.1 Description and physical properties

2.1.1 Aircraft trailing vortices

Aircraft generate vortex wakes due to strong radial pressure
gradients between the upper and lower surfaces of the wing.
These can produce a single or multiple pairs of vortices that
are characterized by a rotational flow field. As plotted in
Figure 1, the life of the wake can be divided into different
regimes.

During the first 100 s, the wake is strongly influenced by
the aircraft. The structure of the trailing vortices depends
on the flight phase and the type of aircraft, especially the

geometric shape of the wing and the horizontal tail. The
strength of the vortices can be defined by their circulation,
which is proportional to the weight and inversely propor-
tional to the wingspan and the speed of the aircraft. It can be
expressed by the following equation:

�0 = 4mag

ρ0πbV0
(1)

Generally, the aircraft sheds a vorticity sheet at the trailing
edge of the lifting surface, which rolls up into a small number
of concentrated vortices at a distance of about one wing-
span downstream. But at cruise conditions, the vorticity sheet
shed by one wing essentially rolls up into a single vortex,
emanating from the wing tip. It is also the case in high-lift
configurations when the wake shed by one wing may first roll
up into several co- or counter-rotating vortices, depending on
the flap setting. These vortices subsequently interact in the
near field, which often results in the merging of the corotating
structures and the formation of a single vortex pair in the far
field, similarly as in cruise flight.

The velocity field induced by a trailing vortex pair can be
represented by a superposition of two fully rolled-up Lamb–
Oseen vortices and the pressure can be determined by inte-
grating the following axisymmetric momentum equation:

dp

dr
= ρ0

U2
θ

r
(2)

t = 100 s

t = 1000 s

Dispersion
and

diffusion regime

Vortex regime 
and engine jet

vortex interaction

Figure 1. Diagram of the plume evolution for different regimes.
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For this widely used wake vortex model, the radial profile
of the tangential velocity is given by

Uθ(r) = �0

2πr

{
1 − exp

(
−1.256

(
r

rc

)2
)}

(3)

The evolution ofU�/U�, max as a function of the ratior/rc

is plotted in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows the maximum velocity occurring forr = rc,

and the difference between observed and calculated values.
The discrepancy increases with increasing distance down-
stream.

2.1.2 Exhaust jet evolution

In the near field of the aircraft (less than 50 wingspans down-
stream), the exhaust jets of the engine are entrained into
counter-rotating wing tip vortices. The qualitative features
of the engine jet/vortex interaction can be identified by two
distinct phases. During the first few seconds after the emis-
sion the jets rapidly mix with ambient air (jet regime) while
the vorticity shed from the wings rolls up into a pair of trail-
ing vortices. For both two- and four-engine aircraft, jets are
produced far from the initial vortex position. Therefore, the
vortex flow does not affect the engine jet behavior until a
downstream distance of about 0.5 to 1 wingspan. This can be
confirmed when looking at the following ratioR between the
jet and the vortex momentum:

R = 4ρjVj(Vj − V0)Sj

ρ0�0V0bπ
(4)
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Figure 2. Theoretical and experimental evolution ofUθ/Uθ,max as
a function ofr/rc.

For modern large transport aircraft the ratio is initially very
small (∼10−3). This means that the initial regime of the jet
is poorly affected by the rotational component of the wake.
Later on, this regime is dominated by the entrainment of the
jets into the vortex flow and extends downstream from 0.5
to about 10 wingspans (Ferreira-Gago, Brunet and Garnier,
2002).

In the interaction zone, the jet flow does not significantly
alter the tangential velocity distribution of the vortex and
circulation is essentially unmodified. However, it produces
secondary vorticity structures as it is immersed in the in-
duced velocity field of the vortex wake. The action of these
vortices causes a lateral stretching and a vertical compres-
sion of the jet and ultimately leads to quicker velocity decay,
compared to the baseline co-flowing jet; that is, mixing is
enhanced through the effect of wing tip vortices. Figure 3
illustrates how mixing of the engine jet is affected by tur-
bulence and the vortex flow field during the interaction
regime. The entrainment process shows stretching and distor-
tion of the interface between jet and external flow, followed
by a relatively large-scale engulfment into the rotational
region.

Temperature is, of course, affected by the action of vor-
tices. Figure 4 presents the downstream variations of temper-
ature along a turbulent fluid particle in the plume. At about
100 m downstream, plume temperature has almost reached
ambient levels. Note that if the mixing evolution throughout
the wake was characterized only by physical processes of
the usual co-flowing jet, the temperature at the same distance
would be 10 K higher.

Figure 3. Engine exhaust plume evolution: jet–vortex interaction
in the near field.
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Figure 4. Simulation of the turbulent temperature evolution of a
fluid particle in a typical jet aircraft plume.

Finally, the far field is defined as the region where the in-
teraction of the trailing vortices with the atmosphere becomes
dominant. The trailing vortices do not evolve any more and
decay by diffusion. Ambient crosswind, wind shear, turbu-
lence, and thermal stratification enter in the stability and the
decay of the two wing-tip vortices through a long-wave sinu-
soidal instability (often referred to as the Crow instability).
It can frequently be observed when contrails form. The wake
dynamics are then dominated by mutual induction of the vor-
tex pair, leading to the reconnection of the vortex system to
form finally descending vortex rings (see Figure 1). Small-
scale turbulence is also generated, which is later dissipated
to background levels.

The beginning of the dispersion regime (after 100 s) is
marked by a great increase of the entrainment rate, defined
as:

ω = d(lnC)

dt
(5)

This increase indicates the end of organized vortical mo-
tion and the starting point of the dispersion of exhaust pre-
viously trapped inside the vortices. During this regime, the
plume expands and mixes in the atmosphere under buoy-
ancy forces within one or two Brunt–V̈ais̈alä frequencies.
After 1000 s, atmospheric shear, turbulence, and stratifica-
tion effects act on the buoyant plume within 2 to 12 h. When
shear conditions are favorable, the plume can expand up
to 1× 4 km2, respectively, regarding vertical and horizontal

extent. Flow patch structure can appear and disappear after
about 1 h and the linear shape vanishes progressively due to
atmospheric mixing.

The plume expansion can also be conveniently expressed
using the dilution ratio. It is defined as the relative differ-
ence between the plume concentration and the core engine
exit concentration. It has been interpolated from plume dilu-
tion observations of a large range of types of aircraft and for
different regimes by Schumann, Schlager and Arnold (1998)
and is written as

d(t) = AFR

7000 (t/t0)0.8 (t0 = 1 s) (6)

Using this estimate (best fort < 50 s) leads to a plume
dilution factor of 1000 within the first 15 s for a typical aircraft
(air to fuel ratio AFR= 60).

3 CHEMICAL PROCESSES AND
FORMATION OF AEROSOL
PRECURSORS

3.1 NOX species

Gaseous primary emissions consist mainly of carbon dioxide
(CO2), water vapor (H2O), nitrogen oxides (NOX ), sulfur ox-
ides (SOX ), carbon monoxide (CO), and hydrocarbons. The
volume of non-ideal combustion products is very low but
the consequences for atmospheric chemistry are significant.
When interacting together and with ambient species during
the aforementioned mixing process, emitted material under-
goes chemical transformation that determines its atmospheric
impact by direct or indirect effects involving secondary prod-
ucts. The intensity of these depends on various parameters
such as the type of engine, the fuel burnt, the mixing inten-
sity, and the ambient conditions.

Engine emissions’ alteration is mainly driven by oxidation
mechanisms. Hydroxyl radicals (OH) play an important part
due to their oxidation capacity and their high initial concen-
tration at the nozzle exit. Within the first 10 m, OH molecules
very efficiently convert NOX active species into more stable
reservoir species such as HNO2 and HNO3 (nitrous and nitric
acid respectively). These reactions involve a third body (M),
which is generally N2:

NO + OH + M → HNO2 + M (7)

NO2 + OH + M → HNO3 + M (8)

The evolution of NOX and OH in an expanding
plume is depicted in Figure 5 from simulation results
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In Plume Physics and Chemistry5

obtained using a modified atmospheric chemistry box model
(Hauglustaineet al., 2004) and appropriate reaction rates
(Kärcher, Hirschberg and Fabian, 1996; Garnieret al., 1997;
Tremmel and Schumann, 1999). The overall dilution ratio
has been calculated for the Advanced Technology Testing
Aircraft System (Schr̈oder, K̈archer and Petzold, 1998). The
initial OH mixing ratio (in part per million – ppm) has been
chosen close to 10 (Garnieret al., 1997). This value is critical
for determining the conversion efficiency of active species by
oxidation, but is very difficult to estimate. OH is formed in
the engine and survives as far as the nozzle exit, but its life-
time is very short. Within several meters past the engine, OH
is very quickly depleted due to chemical reactions (6) and (7)
whose intensity overcomes by far the effect of dilution. The
hydroxyl decreases at the expense of NO and NO2, which are
converted in the plume into HNO2 and HNO3. The effect of
nitrogen oxides on the atmospheric chemical equilibrium is
mainly related to potential ozone perturbations in the upper
troposphere and lower stratosphere. The evaluation of ozone
change at global scales requires the introduction of effective
emission indices that take into account the plume effect at
much larger scales.

3.2 SOX species

Sulfur is found in aircraft fuel at different concentrations.
The maximum authorized value is 3 g per kg of fuel but it
generally ranges from 0.4 to 0.8 g kg−1 (400 to 800 ppm). It
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Figure 5. NOX species mixing ratio as a function of the distance
past the engine and the corresponding time in the plume.

is oxidized and forms sulfur dioxide (SO2), which undergoes
further transformation processes in the engine and in the fresh
plume to form higher oxidized compounds. The following
reaction mechanisms leading to sulfur (VI) products have
been suggested by Stockwell and Calvert (1983):

SO2 + OH + M → HSO3 + M (9)

HSO3 + O2 → SO3 + HO2 (10)

SO3 + H2O + M → H2SO4 + M (11)

The main products formed are SO3 and H2SO4 (see equa-
tions (10) and (11)). The evolution of species involved in
these reactions is plotted in Figure 6.

The initial SO2 mixing ratio is estimated from the fuel
sulfur content, assuming that all the sulfur is oxidized to sulfur
dioxide. HSO3 is quickly formed and SO3 concentration rises
subsequently due to equation (10). The sulfuric acid mixing
ratio increase is slightly delayed as it forms at the expense
of sulfur trioxide. However, H2SO4 peaks very quickly in the
plume and then starts decreasing due to dilution in the absence
of any other sink term considered in this simulation. It is
possible to estimate the sulfur (IV) to sulfur (VI) conversion
efficiency� by calculating the following ratio:

� = [SO3] + [H2SO4]

[SOX]
(12)

The value of� depends on the initial concentration of
hydroxyl radicals, which is difficult to estimate accurately.
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6 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

Therefore, the values proposed vary following the kinetic
data, the chemical schemes, and the initialization used. For
this study, the results obtained indicate that the maximum
conversion efficiency is reached very quickly. After a few
milliseconds, a maximum� of 2.25% is obtained, which
is within the range of measured and simulated values (e.g.,
Vancassel, Sorokin and Mirabel, 2004).

3.3 Role of precursors

The local importance of nitrogen and sulfur chemistry in
the plume lies in the condensing properties of their oxida-
tion products. Sulfuric acid is a precursor of aerosols, as it
promotes new particle formation, but along with nitric acid,
it also enables particle growth by condensation onto exist-
ing particles such as soot. The initial concentration of these
species is therefore critical regarding our understanding of the
processes contributing to aviation atmospheric impact. The
role of sulfuric acid in aircraft plumes has been extensively
studied over the past 10 years (Schumann, Arnold and Busen,
2002), and knowing how much gaseous sulfuric acid is avail-
able has been a key challenge for a better assessment of the
importance of plume processes. Estimates of the conversion
efficiency� from direct H2SO4 measurements support values
ranging from 0.3% to 5%, including uncertainties. Indirect
values inferred from condensed volatile material samples in-
dicate much higher values ofε (sometimes>50%), which
cannot be supported by chemical kinetics (Schumann, Arnold
and Busen, 2002). This means that some other species apart
from sulfuric acid promote liquid particle growth.

Gas phase chemistry in aircraft exhaust plumes also in-
volves minor compounds such as low-volatility hydrocarbons
and chemi-ions (CI, electrically charged clusters formed at
very high temperature in the engine). Organics and CI have
been invoked as a particle-forming and growth-promoting
factor (Yu and Turco, 1997; Yu, Turco and Kärcher, 1999).
Measurements concluded that positive ions may actually be
composed of organic molecules whereas negative ions seem
to be sensitive to the fuel sulfur content and may therefore
be composed of sulfate (Kiendler, Aberle and Arnold, 2000;
Wohlfrom et al., 2000).

4 MICROPHYSICS AND AEROSOL
INTERACTIONS

4.1 New particle formation

4.1.1 Phase transition

Some of the gases released in the engine jet undergo phase
transitions as the plume cools down by entrainment of cold

ambient air. Water vapor, sulfuric acid, nitric acid, and
hydrocarbons are mixed together with chemi-ions and soot
particles generated in the combustion chamber. They expe-
rience physical transformations such as condensation and
freezing leading to the formation of invisible (sub-micron
aerosols) or visible (condensation trails or contrails) particu-
late matter. Some of these processes can be examined using
an equilibrium phase diagram. Such a diagram (depicted for
water in Figure 7) shows the conditions for which the distinct
phases are stable at equilibrium, these phases being separated
by coexistence lines. For example, under typical tropospheric
conditions water is in vapor phase. However, a sudden de-
crease in temperature may cause the air mass to cross the co-
existence line, favoring the formation of the ice phase. This
is what happens when hot humid air from jet exhaust mixes
with rather dry and cold ambient air. But considering only
the equilibrium phase diagram is not sufficient to precisely
describe the conditions of contrail formation and evolution,
in particular regarding the existence of a metastable state for
water. It is well known that water can remain liquid at tem-
peratures below 273 K (supercooled state). The existence of
such states was known more than a century ago by Ostwald,
who stated that the nucleating phase (newly forming phase)
does not need to be the more thermodynamically stable one,
but rather one in which the free energy is closer to the parent
phase; that is, ice does not form first but rather a (supercooled)
liquid phase that will experience freezing afterwards. This has
an important consequence, since in order to form a contrail
the exhaust jet must be saturated or supersaturated with re-
spect to liquid water but not necessarily with respect to ice.
This implies that a higher water vapor content is needed in
the plume (see, for example, the work by Jensen, Toon and
Kinne, 1998).
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Figure 7. Water equilibrium phase diagram.
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4.1.2 Nucleation

The transformation of the metastable phase towards the more
stable phase occurs via the formation of microscopic frag-
ments of the new phase and this requires the formation of an
interface at the boundaries of the new phase. In the case of
nucleation of a liquid from vapor, the creation of this interface
requires an energy expressed by

�G∗ = 4πr2
pγ (13)

This work to create the interface can be balanced by the
change in chemical potential of the two phases, associated
with vapor condensation. The free energy�G∗ associated
with the formation of a nucleus can therefore be written as:

�G∗ = −4

3
πr3

p
kT

v
ln(Sat)+ 4πr2

pγ (14)

The first term in the right-hand side is the volume free
energy, which represents energy decrease due to the forma-
tion of the nucleus. This term is negative when Sat> 1 while
the second term (surface free energy) is always positive. A
typical plot of equation (14) is shown in Figure 8.

�G∗ first increases with the nucleus radius until it reaches
a maximum and then decreases continuously. The maximum
represents an energy barrier that the nucleus has to overcome
in order to grow and become stable. It is the existence of this
maximum, which imposes the condition of vapor needing to
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Figure 8. Energy of formation of a critical nucleus as a function of
its radius. Hom and Het refers to homogeneous and heterogeneous
nucleation, respectively.

be supersaturated (Sat> 1) in order for nucleation to occur.
Since the relative humidity RH is defined as 100× Sat, water
can nucleate only if RH exceeds 100%.

So far, nucleation has been assumed to occur in the ab-
sence of any impurities in the gas phase. This kind of phase
transition is thus called “homogeneous nucleation”. The in-
troduction of any material in the vapor phase (dust, aerosols,
surfaces, etc.) reduces the free energy of the interface forma-
tion and therefore reduces the free energy of formation of the
nucleus. This case is called “heterogeneous nucleation”. In
the case of jet exhaust, soot particles formed in the combus-
tor act as “condensation nuclei” (CN) due to their shape and
surface properties. Initially considered as being hydropho-
bic, they become activated due to the uptake of condensable
matter. When exposed to sulfuric acid, soot particles become
hydrophilic and their hygroscopic properties increase signif-
icantly (Andronache and Chameides, 1997, 1998). They effi-
ciently contribute to provide solid cores on which nucleation
can take place.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, sulfuric acid plays an impor-
tant part as a precursor of particles. It is the most effective
nucleating agent, even at very low relative humidity. The rea-
son is related to the very high heat of mixing between water
and sulfuric acid and the low saturation vapor pressure of the
mixture. In this case, the formation of new particle is called
heteromolecular nucleation and water can homogeneously
nucleate as a result of the presence of sulfuric acid. For a
two-component nucleation, the free energy of formation of
a nucleus can be represented by a 3D surface that generally
presents a saddle point, the maximum of a least energy path
that the embryo has to overcome in order to become stable.

4.1.3 The case of contrail formation

Condensation trails or contrails are line-shaped clouds that
can frequently be observed behind aircraft. According to
the Schmidt–Appleman theory (Appleman, 1953; Schumann,
1996), the thermodynamic relation for contrail formation can
be derived if the atmospheric conditions at flight level are
known, and the fuel combustion properties and the overall
aircraft propulsion efficiencyη defined by:

η = useful work

thermal energy from fuel

= thrust × speed

specific heat of combustion× fuel flow rate
(15)

Assuming that atmospheric humidity is negligible regard-
ing the water vapor emission index, the difference between
water vapor mass mixing ratios, respectively, in the plume
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8 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

and out of the plume is written:

χH2O,plume− χH2O,amb ≈ χH2O,plume = EIH2O

AFR
(16)

By the definition of the mass fraction, considering also that
the gases behave as a perfect gas and that water vapor pres-
sure is very small compared to the air pressure, the following
expression can be derived:

χH2O,plume− χH2O,amb = MH2O

Mair
× PH2O,plume− PH2O,amb

Pamb

(17)

This approach can also be applied to the enthalpy dif-
ference between the plume and the atmosphere. Similar to
equations (16) and (17), it is possible to write:

hplume− hamb ≈ hplume = Q(1 − η)

AFR
(18)

and

hplume− hamb = Cp(Tplume− Tamb) (19)

Combining equations (16) and (19) leads to

PH2O,plume− PH2O,amb

Tplume− Tamb
= G = PambEIH2OCp

0.622× Q(1 − η)
(20)

According to the above equation, thePH2O, T evolution of
the plume during mixing follows a straight line (actually the
mixing line). When intercepting the coexistent line of super-
cooled water, a contrail forms (see Figure 9). Therefore, the
threshold temperature for contrail formation is the tempera-
ture at which the mixing line is tangent to the liquid saturation
curve. One of the most striking features is that this slope G,
and therefore the threshold temperatures, depend on the over-
all efficiencyη of the aircraft. Modern aircraft (with higher
propulsion efficiency) may form contrails at higher tempera-
tures over a larger range of cruise altitudes (Schumann, Busen
and Plohr, 2000).

The initial state of the contrail particles is then liquid,
but due to the very low local temperature and the pres-
ence of preexisting particles (especially soot), heterogeneous
or homogeneous freezing takes place and spherical-shaped
ice crystals form. The persistence of contrails finally de-
pends on the ambient conditions. Long-lived contrails form
when the mixing-line ends between the liquid and the ice
saturation lines, that is, when the ambient atmosphere is
ice-supersaturated (see Figure 9). Otherwise, contrails may
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Figure 9. Conditions for contrail formation and persistence as a
function of the thermodynamic conditions during mixing.

evaporate on time scales of seconds to minutes. More de-
tailed explanations about this part are available in Contrail
and Contrail Cirrus.

4.2 Aerosols’ evolution

4.2.1 Physical processes

The properties of freshly nucleated particles change quickly
as they undergo physical and chemical transformations in
the plume. The particles’ number density is mainly affected
by dilution and coagulation. The plume dilution results from
the entrainment of ambient air (see Section 2), which has
a low aerosol content. During the exhaust plume expansion
particle concentration therefore decreases by several orders
of magnitude.

The second process affecting the aerosol number density is
coagulation. Suspended particles are characterized by Brow-
nian motion due to thermal activity of the molecules of the
carrier gas. During this random motion, particles scatter and
collide with each other while conserving the total volume.
This process is very efficient in the first few seconds of the
exhaust plume, since nucleation produces a lot of new parti-
cles and the plume is not yet fully diluted. For the same type
of particles, the discrete coagulation equation is

dNk

dt
= 1

2

k−1∑
j=1

Kk−j,jNk−jNj − Nk

∞∑
j=1

Kk,jNj (21)
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The first term on the right-hand side is for production of
k-type (volume or size class) particles whereas the second
one is for particle loss occurring whenever a k-type particle
collides to another one. Hence, larger particles form at the ex-
pense of the smaller ones, which experience a concentration
decrease. Growth by collision mechanisms is enhanced by the
presence of chemi-ions. These are found in large amounts in
young aircraft exhaust plumes, at around 1016 to 1017 per
kg of fuel burnt (Arnold, 2000; Sorokin and Mirabel, 2001).
Chemi-ions are formed in the combustor and are probably
sulfate clusters (negatively charged) and organic molecules
(positively charged). They take part in the coagulation pro-
cess and can enhance both the probability of contact and the
collision efficiency due to Coulomb inter-particle forces. Re-
combination of oppositely charged particles and attachment
between charged and neutral particles can increase coagula-
tion kernels by several orders of magnitude.

The size properties of the particles also change in the
plume, especially by uptake or evaporation of condensable
species. We saw in Section 3.2 (gas phase chemistry) that
H2SO4 forms within the first few milliseconds in the plume.
Although the binary nucleation process depletes sulfuric acid
significantly, condensation occurs in any case on already
formed particles: either volatile particles or carbonaceous
aerosols (soot).

A change in the mass of the particle due to condensation
(or evaporation) can be determined using the following ex-
pression:

dmp

dt
= 4πrpDiMiN

SAT
i f × (Sat− 1) (22)

Whichever vapor is considered, the key factor is the sat-
uration ratio of the condensing species. For water vapor, the
atmospheric relative humidity will significantly contribute to
the alteration of the droplets, since a dry atmosphere would
evaporate particles quite quickly. In the case of short-lived
contrails, this phase transition occurs at constant pressure
(isobaric mixing). Therefore, when dry air is entrained in the
plume, water vapor saturation ratio decreases and ice evap-
orates without going through a melting phase (Figure 7). In
case of humid ambient air, gaseous water molecules form ice
by contact freezing on existing particles. Finally, condensa-
tion of low-volatility organic compounds is also likely to take
place in the plume, as shown in the Section 4.2.2, below.

4.2.2 Factors controlling volatile particles growth

The early stages of the volatile particles evolution are dom-
inated by nucleation and subsequent growth by coagulation
and condensation. The initial amount of sulfuric acid in the
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Figure 10. Simulated size distribution of volatile particles for dif-
ferent initial concentrations of sulfuric acid.

plume determines how many new particles will form and how
much they will grow. Neglecting the time needed for sulfuric
acid to form, we can estimate its emission index as a func-
tion of the fuel sulfur content and the conversion efficiency
defined in equation (12):

EIH2SO4 = FSC× ε × MH2SO4

MSO2

(23)
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Figure 11. Simulated size distribution of volatile particles w/o tak-
ing into account the effect of organics.
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10 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

The role of sulfuric acid has been extensively investi-
gated during the SULFUR campaign (Schumann, Arnold
and Busen, 2002), which included in-flight measurements
supported by numerical simulations. An increasing emission
index increases the volatile particles’ concentration, speeds
up soot activation, and increases particle mean size signif-
icantly. The size distribution of volatile particles has been
plotted in Figure 10 from numerical simulations, 0.5 s be-
hind the engine, for three different fuel sulfur contents and
for a conversion efficiencyε of 2.5 %.

The larger particles mode peaks at 3 nm and 6 nm for
fuel sulfur contents (FSCs) of 400 ppm and 1500 ppm,

respectively, emphasizing the impact of sulfur on particle
growth. The particle emission index (number of particles
formed per kg of fuel burnt) has also been observed to in-
crease by a factor 10 for, respectively, 2.6 ppm and 2800 ppm
of fuel sulfur content (Schumann, Arnold and Busen, 2002).

Chemi-ions and organic compounds contribute to particle
growth as well. The presence of the latter explains a lot of the
discrepancies observed between experimental and numerical
simulation results, based on sulfuric acid uptake only. The
effect of organics is expected to be large for low fuel sulfur
contents, when the sulfuric acid initial concentration is low.
Figure 11 shows the simulated effect of 40 ppm of organic
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Figure 12. Diagram of the processes of transformation of gaseous and particulate combustion products.
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matter at the nozzle exit on the size distribution of volatile
particles for a FSC= 100 ppm. The tail of the size distribu-
tion is clearly broadened, emphasizing the uptake of organic
material on particles formed via binary homogeneous nucle-
ation.

Finally, in the far field, particle properties are strongly
related to the atmospheric conditions such as temperature
and relative humidity.

5 SUMMARY

Aircraft jet engines emit gaseous combustion products and
particulate matter. These undergo chemical and physical
transformations that alter the initial composition of the jet.
Under the influence of wing tip vortices, the plume expands
very quickly by entrainment of atmospheric air and the tem-
perature decreases. As a result, particles are created by ho-
mogeneous and/or heterogeneous nucleation processes.

The freshly nucleated particles grow by coagulation and
condensable matter uptake, helped to this end by the pres-
ence of chemi-ions (see Figure 12). Along with sulfuric
acid and organic compounds, these play an important part in
the aerosols’ growth. Depending on the ambient conditions
and fuel combustion properties, the plume may encounter
favorable thermodynamic conditions for ice formation. In
this case, condensation trails form by the freezing of liquid
droplets or activated soot particles. In the far field, the plume
properties mainly depend on atmospheric conditions.

NOTATION

γ surface tension (kg s−2)
ε conversion efficiency of sulfur (IV) to sulfur (VI)
η aircraft propulsion efficiency
ρ0 density (kg m−3)
ρj jet density (kg m−3)
χH2O, water vapor mass mixing ratio in the plume (kg
plume H2O kg−1 air)
χH2O, ambient water vapor mass mixing ratio (kg
amb H2O kg−1 air)
ω entrainment rate (s−1)
�0 circulation of the wing tip vortices (m2 s−1)
b wingspan (m)
d overall dilution ratio
f correction factor for non continuum regime
g gravity constant (m s−2)
hplume plume enthalpy (J)
hamb atmosphere enthalpy (J)
k Boltzmann constant (J K−1)

ma mass of the airplane (kg)
mp mass of the particle (kg)
p pressure (Pa)
r radial distance to the vortex center (m)
rc vortex core radius (m)
rp radius of a particle (m)
t0 reference time for parameterized dilution ratio
v molecular volume (m3)
AFR air to fuel ratio
Cp specific heat capacity of air (J kg−1 K−1)
Di diffusivity of speciesi (m2 s−1)
EIi emission index ofi (kg kg−1 fuel)
FSC fuel sulfur content (kg sulfur kg−1 fuel)
G∗ Gibbs free energy (J)
Ki,j coagulation kernel for particles of classi and j re-

spectively (m3 particle−1 s−1)
Mi molar mass of speciesi (kg mol−1)
Nk concentration of particles in size classk (m−3)
NSat

i saturation concentration ofi (m−3)
Pamb ambient pressure (Pa)
PH2O, ambient water vapor partial pressure (Pa)
amb

PH2O, plume water vapor partial pressure (Pa)
plume

Q heat of combustion per mass of fuel (J kg−1)
R ratio between axial momentum and cross flow mo-

mentum (vortex)
RH relative humidity (%)
Sat saturation ratio
Sj engine jet exit surface area (m2)
T temperature (K)
Tplume plume temperature (K)
Tamb ambient temperature
Uθ tangential velocity in the vortex (m s−1)
Uθ,max maximum tangential velocity (m s−1)
V0 airplane velocity (m s−1)
Vj engine jet exhaust velocity at nozzle exit (m s−1)
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft produce two kinds of condensation in the atmo-
sphere. The first and most obvious one is formation of con-
densation trails (contrails) in the exhaust of propeller- and
jet-driven aircraft, which occurs in sufficiently cold air (about
< −40◦C), that is, usually in cruise levels of the upper tro-
posphere. These contrails start as line-shaped ice clouds, and
when they are formed in ice supersaturated air the wind can
spread them into extended cloudy decks that eventually lose
their line shape and appear undistinguishable from a natu-
ral cirrus cloud. These clouds are termed contrail cirrus. The
second kind of condensation induced by airplanes is due to
aerodynamic effects that occur both near ground in moist
air, but also at altitude where even relatively dry conditions
suffice to trigger condensation. Aerodynamic condensation
is a consequence of adiabatic cooling of the air flow when

it gets accelerated near the aircraft. Aircraft can also signifi-
cantly enhance the number concentration of ice crystals when
flying through a mixed phase or supercooled water cloud.
This effect, termed aircraft produced ice particles (APIP), is
thought to be a result of either splintering of already present
ice crystals, or of adiabatic cooling in the air flow around an
aircraft, that is, aerodynamically induced. APIP will not be
considered further in this article.

2 EXHAUST CONTRAIL FORMATION

2.1 Thermodynamics

The formation of exhaust contrails is analogous to the con-
densation that can be observed when somebody is breathing
in cold air: the isobaric mixing of warm moist air with cold
drier air transiently results in a water-saturated or even super-
saturated state that allows condensation of water molecules
at the surface of tiny aerosol particles that are always present
in ambient air in copious numbers. The formation of exhaust
contrails needs condensation nuclei as well, but these are
emitted by aircraft engines in even much higher numbers
than present in the ambient air. Because the exhaust gases
are very hot, contrails only form when the ambient tempera-
ture is lower than about −40◦C; the mixture between exhaust
gases and ambient air can become water saturated only under
such cold conditions.

Under these cold circumstances condensation could, in
principle, start at saturation with respect to ice, the vapor
pressure of which is lower than the saturation vapor pres-
sure with respect to liquid water. (Liquid water can exist at
subzero temperatures, mostly in form of supercooled tiny
droplets). However, direct condensation of ice on particles
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needs very special surface properties of the particles that
are rarely present (e.g., the surface crystal structure must be
similar to the ice crystal structure). Thus, contrails form by
condensation into liquid droplets that freeze afterwards. The
fact that contrail formation requires water saturation, pro-
duced by isobaric mixing of hot and moist exhaust gases with
cold ambient air, is called the Schmidt–Appleman criterion
(Schumann, 1996).

Since particles in the exhaust gases are present in huge
numbers, contrail formation is never controlled by those par-
ticles. And even if the exhaust were free of particles, contrails
could form on particles present in the ambient air, as for in-
stance in the exhaust of liquid hydrogen (LH2) propelled
aircraft (Ström and Gierens, 2002). Therefore, contrail for-
mation is determined almost exclusively by principles of ther-
modynamics and the atmospheric conditions in which engine
emissions are released.

The Schmidt–Appleman criterion can be cast into a simple
equation containing atmospheric temperature and pressure,
specific fuel energy content, specific emission of water vapor
and the overall propulsion efficiency. The criterion states that
a contrail forms if, during the plume expansion process, the
mixture of exhaust gases and ambient air transiently achieves
saturation with respect to liquid water (see Figure 1). The
mixing process is assumed to take place isobarically, so that
on a T–e diagram the mixing (phase) trajectory appears as
a straight line (e is the partial pressure of water vapor in the
mixture, T is its absolute temperature). The slope of the phase
trajectory, G (units Pa K−1), is characteristic for the respec-
tive atmospheric situation and aircraft/engine/fuel combina-
tion. G is given by

G := de

dT
= pcp EIH2O

εQ(1 − η)
(1)

where ε is the ratio of molar masses of water and dry air
(0.622), cp = 1005 J kg−1 K−1 is the isobaric heat capacity
of air, and p is ambient air pressure. G depends on fuel char-
acteristics (emission index of water vapor, EIH2O = 1.25 kg
per kg kerosene burnt; chemical heat content of the fuel,
Q = 43 MJ per kg of kerosene), and on the overall propulsion
efficiency η of the aircraft. (Modern airliners have η ≈ 0.35.)

2.2 Phases of contrail evolution

Contrail evolution can be divided into three phases from a
flow dynamical viewpoint, an initial jet phase (about 20 s),
a vortex phase (about 2 min), and a final dispersion phase
(minutes to hours). First the exhaust gases leave the engine
with a high speed and get quickly mixed with entrained am-
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Figure 1. T − e phase diagram of contrail formation via isobaric
mixing of hot exhaust gases with cold ambient air. The two curves
are the water vapor saturation partial pressures with respect to liquid
water (the upper one) and ice (the lower one). The two straight lines
represent two possible mixing trajectories, starting far outside the
diagram at high exhaust temperatures and coming down to the low
temperatures of the ambient atmosphere. The slope of the mixing
trajectories is G, given in equation (1). A contrail forms when water
saturation is reached during the mixing process. The right trajec-
tory, tangent to the water saturation curve, marks the highest ambient
temperatures that allow contrail formation. Contrails can form in an
extended temperature range when the slope G of the tangent mixing
trajectory increases and vice versa. The left trajectory is an exam-
ple for contrail formation a few K below the threshold temperature
where relatively large water supersaturation is reached transiently
during the mixing process. Contrails persist when the ambient con-
ditions are represented by a phase point in the dark gray region, that
is ice supersaturated conditions. Short contrails that sublimate early
form when the ambient conditions are represented by a phase point
in the light gray region.

bient air. Contrails form during this phase about one third of
a second after the exhaust gas passes the engine exit. A pair
of counter-rotating vortices is shed from the trailing edges of
the wings. The exhaust jets become entrained into the vortex
system, and about 20 s after passage of the aircraft the ice
crystals are mainly trapped within the vortex tubes. Trapping
means that mixing with ambient air is strongly suppressed.
The vortex system moves downward and carries the ice crys-
tals down as well. The downward motion implies adiabatic
heating, such that the smaller ice crystals sublimate already
during this phase (Unterstrasser, Gierens and Spichtinger,
2008). A smaller fraction of the ice crystals can leave the
vortex system at its upper edge while the primary vortex in-
duces a secondary vortex on its way down. This mechanism
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gives the contrail an initial height of a few hundred meters
after the vortex phase. The vortices become unstable about
2 min after their formation, and decay. The ice crystals that
survived the adiabatic heating are released into the ambient
atmosphere where their further fate in the dispersion phase
is controlled by meteorological conditions.

2.3 Persistence or non-persistence: Ice
supersaturation

The Schmidt–Appleman criterion only determines whether a
contrail will form or not. It does not account for contrail per-
sistency or whether a contrail can spread out into extended
contrail cirrus. Under subsaturated conditions contrails evap-
orate during the jet or vortex phases or at the latest when the
aircraft wake vortices decay. Persistency is only possible if
the ambient air is supersaturated with respect to ice, which
means that once ice crystals survive to the dispersion phase,
they can grow until either the air becomes eventually subsat-
urated (by meteorological processes) or until the ice crystals
fall (due to their weight) into lower subsaturated atmospheric
layers where they will then evaporate. Ice supersaturation,
in spite of being a metastable thermodynamic state, occurs
quite frequently in the upper troposphere, which is evident
by the frequent occurrence of a sky full of long-lasting
contrails.

Measurements of humidity and temperature taken on com-
mercial flights during the European project MOZAIC (Mea-
surement of ozone by Airbus in–service aircraft) have demon-
strated that cruise level flights are on average about 15% of
their time in ice supersaturated regions (ISSRs), with small
seasonal variations. Even 2% of the data obtained in the low-
ermost stratosphere showed ice supersaturation.

Average supersaturation values in ISSRs are of the order
15%, which usually is not sufficient for natural formation of
cirrus clouds, but sufficient for carrying persistent contrails.
Such regions are therefore often cloud-free unless they are
decorated with aircraft contrails. The MOZAIC fleet flew a
mean distance of about 150 km within ISSRs, but specimens
with more than 3000 km extension have been detected as
well. The average vertical extension is probably less than
1 km (specimens of more than 3 km thickness occur rarely),
but more radiosonde data have to be analyzed before firm
conclusions can be drawn. ISSRs are frequent in the tropics,
but mainly at altitudes above current flight levels. They are
also relatively frequent in the mid-latitudes where they occur
related to meteorological phenomena like the jet stream and
the storm tracks.

2.4 Ice formation on exhaust particles

Formation of droplets and ice crystals in the atmosphere
requires the presence of aerosol particles. This rule is also
valid for the formation of contrails. Aerosol particles that
support contrail formation are provided by combustion prod-
ucts in the exhaust and by ambient particles that either get
mixed into the plume or get sucked through the engine and its
bypass. Ambient aerosol that is sucked through the core en-
gine gets burned in the combustor, but new particles can form
in the engine exit section upon cooling. The contribution of
ambient particles to the number of ice crystals formed in con-
trails would be substantial in contrails of LH2-driven aircraft,
since burning liquid hydrogen does not produce other parti-
cles. For conventional kerosene-driven aircraft, the contribu-
tion of ambient particles is negligible because the particles
from the exhaust are orders of magnitude more numerous;
hence, they are not further discussed here.

Soot is a result of incomplete combustion. It can be
reduced but not avoided by current combustor technologies.
The soot number emission index, EIsoot, of current engines
is of the order 1014 to 1015 particles per kg of kerosene burnt,
depending on engine type and power setting (Petzold et al.,
1999). Aircraft combustor soot consists of primary spherical
particles of diameters in the range of a few tens of nanome-
ters, which quickly form larger fractal aggregates of 100 to
500 nm diameter in the plume. Unlike graphitic carbon, which
is hydrophobic, soot particles produced in combustors of air-
craft engines appear to be hydrophilic and to support droplet
formation already before the plume reaches water saturation.

Aircraft engines emit charged molecular clusters, so–
called chemi-ions, with an emission index of the order 1017

per kg fuel (Arnold et al., 2000). These ions are impor-
tant for formation of volatile aerosol particles. Non-sulfuric
volatile aerosol is present in aircraft plumes with similar
emission indices of the order 1017 kg−1 (Schumann et al.,
2002). These particles are thought to result from condens-
able hydrocarbons.

Kerosene contains sulfur in an average proportion of
400 mg kg−1 (usual values range from 10 to 1000 mg kg−1,
and the specification limit is 3000 mg kg−1). Burning
kerosene thus produces SO2 with an emission index of about
0.8 (0.6–1.0) g kg−1. A few percent of the SO2 is further oxi-
dized into SO3, which reacts with water vapor to form H2SO4

(gaseous sulfuric acid). The emission index of H2SO4 is about
0.04 g kg−1 (0.01 to 0.1). This gas has an extremely low sat-
uration vapor pressure and therefore readily condenses to-
gether with water vapor into aqueous solution droplets of sul-
furic acid. Accordingly, fuel sulfur is an important source of
particles in the exhaust. The number of sulfuric acid solution
droplets in an exhaust plume exceeds the number of soot
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particles by factors of 100 to 1000. Sulfuric acid gas con-
denses together with water vapor on soot particles and sulfu-
ric acid solution droplets coagulate with soot particles. Thus
soot particles become partly coated by a sulfuric acid solu-
tion (less than 5% by mass), which seems to increase the soot
particles’ ability to serve as condensation nuclei in aircraft
exhausts.

Soot particles and volatile particles are primarily involved
in contrail ice crystal formation. The initial number of ice
crystals formed in a contrail is controlled by the number
of soot particles emitted under current levels of EIsoot. At
temperatures several degrees below the Schmidt–Appleman
threshold almost every soot particle leads to formation of
an ice crystal. Thus, reducing EIsoot should lead to contrails
with less ice crystals. This is true but only for a certain range
of soot reduction. Depending on ambient temperature, either
reduction of EIsoot below a value of 1012 to 1013 kg−1 has no
further reduction effect on ice crystal formation or, at cold
temperatures (more than about 10 K below the threshold) it
even leads to a rising number of ice crystals because then the
volatile particles take over ice nucleation (Kärcher and Yu,
2009). In this respect it would not help to remove the fuel
sulfur because the non-sulfur volatile aerosol would still be
available for ice formation. In-flight measurements should
be conducted to test these modelling results, since they are
important for the adoption of appropriate contrail mitigation
options (see Section 5.2).

3 AERODYNAMIC CONTRAILS

Exhaust contrails are not the only form of condensation that
aircraft are able to trigger. Condensation can generally occur
in accelerated air flows when the temperature locally drops
due to conservation of energy in (nearly) adiabatic conditions
(Bernoulli law). Near the ground and under relatively humid
(but subsaturated) conditions one can often observe the for-
mation of short-lived clouds originating from vortices, lift,
and transsonic flows. Vortex and lift-generated condensation
is supported by high-g maneuvers of the aircraft (i.e., strong
acceleration) in order to accelerate the flow sufficiently for a
strong cooling effect. Strong vortical flow acceleration occurs
at wingtips and flaps and other sharp corners and edges, and at
the tips of propeller blades of both airplanes and helicopters.
These bodies exert forces on the moving air, which implies
vortex generation via the Kutta–Joukowski law. The pres-
sure (and temperature) drop within the vortex tubes can lead
to condensation. Condensation in transsonic flows (i.e., sub-
sonic flow gets supersonic over the wing and other upward
curved surfaces, e.g., the pilot canopy) is called Prandtl–
Glauert condensation; this yields the famous cone-shaped

clouds that have a sharp rear surface due to the shock front
that reverses the supersonic into a subsonic flow.

The Bernoulli equation states the conservation of total
enthalpy, the sum of kinetic and thermal energy, in a flowing
fluid. For adiabatic compressible air flow it reads

�

1 − �
Ra(T1 − T0) + u2

1 − u2
0

2
= 0 (2)

where � = cp/cv is the ratio of specific heats (1.4), Ra

(287 J kg−1K−1) is the specific gas constant of air, T is ab-
solute temperature, and u is the flow speed. The lower in-
dex 0 signifies unperturbed values far away from the aircraft;
the index 1 means the corresponding perturbed values. The
temperature change is adiabatically related to the pressure
change:

T1

T0
=

(
p1

p0

)Ra/cp

(3)

The temperature change from T0 to T1 implies a change of
the saturation vapor pressures, e∗(T ), as well, such that the
saturation ratio S (or relative humidity) of the vapor in the air
flow changes by

S1

S0
=

(
T1

T0

)cp/Ra e∗(T0)

e∗(T1)
(4)

Cooling implies S1 > S0 because the change of the satura-
tion pressure dominates. For near-ground conditions we use
the saturation vapor pressures with respect to liquid water
while for cruise-level altitudes we should use saturation with
respect to ice.

The pressure change required to carry an aircraft is of
the order 50 hPa. This is a relatively small fraction of am-
bient pressure near the ground. Condensation effects near
ground need, therefore, humid conditions or strongly accel-
erated flows (maneuvres). On cruise levels however, 50 hPa
is quite a substantial fraction of ambient pressure; hence, the
effect on relative humidity is generally so strong that even
relatively dry air (20% relative humidity) becomes supersat-
urated above the wings, and condensation can occur. How-
ever, only under ice (super-) saturated conditions the formed
crystals can survive, and only under relatively warm condi-
tions can the ice crystals quickly grow to a size that allows
the effect to become visible. Under favorable conditions for
ice crystal growth and with appropriate illumination of the
scene from the sun, beautiful iridescence effects can appear.
Aerodynamic contrails seem to prefer warmer atmospheric
layers while exhaust contrails need cold temperatures. In this
sense, aerodynamic contrails are complementary to exhaust
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Figure 2. Photograph of an aerodynamic contrail with iridescent colors. Reproduced with permission of the photographer Jeffwell.

contrails. They might become more frequent in future when
flying wings and similar new design aircraft appear in ser-
vice and, in particular, when lower flight levels (with higher
temperature) are used more often and when flight routes into
the tropical regions of the earth become more populated. An
example of an aerodynamic contrail is shown in Figure 2.

4 CLIMATE IMPACT OF CONTRAILS

Based on current observational capabilities, young (line-
shaped) contrails are distinguished from contrail cirrus,
which has lost its linear shape. While line-shaped contrails
can be detected on satellite imagery, this is only possible
for contrail cirrus if the source aircraft has been observed
making the contrail. An impressive example can be found in
Minnis et al. (1998). Thus, the regional and global coverage
of line-shaped contrails could be estimated based on satel-
lite data, air traffic inventories, and climate models, while the
global coverage of contrail cirrus is unknown. The globally
averaged fractional coverage of line-shaped contrails is of the
order 0.1%. (For comparison: the globally averaged cover of
cirrus clouds exceeds 20%.) However, it is generally believed
that the global coverage of contrail cirrus is larger than that
of linear contrails and that the climate impact increases with
the coverage. The ratio of the coverages of contrail cirrus and
linear contrails is known as “spreading factor”. A lower esti-
mate of it is 1.8 (Minnis et al., 2004), but estimates of 10 can
be found in the literature as well (Mannstein and Schumann,
2005). Figure 3 shows a sky full of line-shaped contrails but
also covered with a more extended veil of clouds that might
as well originate from air traffic.

4.1 Contrail-to-cirrus transformation

Once contrails are persistent they may be spread out by the
ambient wind field (wind shear) and eventually become indis-
tinguishable for a human observer from natural cirrus. This

process is called contrail-to-cirrus transformation and its re-
sult is termed contrail cirrus. Contrail spreading is controlled
mainly by wind shear, ambient humidity, and temperature.
The larger the initial vertical extension of a contrail (which is
the result of the sinking of the primary vortices and the cor-
respondingly evolving secondary vortices, see Section 2.2)
the more effective is the wind shear to spread it. Spreading
alone leads to a thinner optical appearance of the contrail, but
entrainment of fresh supersaturated air can partly balance the
thinning because it allows the ice crystals to grow further.
Contrails tend to appear in groups rather than as single ob-
jects in regions of heavy air traffic. This is simply due to the
large horizontal extension of the ISSRs. While the contrails
spread they gradually merge into an almost solid interlaced
sheet, a contrail deck that may fill the vertical extension of
its parent ISSR. These contrails compete for the condensable
water vapor in the ISSR, but synoptic scale uplifting favors
contrail deck development because the accompanying adia-
batic cooling lowers the saturation vapor pressures, releas-
ing water vapor for condensation on the ice crystals that are
already present.

Individual contrails spread horizontally and vertically with
rates depending on ambient conditions. Horizontal spread-
ing rates in the range 18 to 140 m min−1 have been measured
with a scanning lidar in time frames up to one hour and cross-
sectional areas were observed to increase with rates between
3500 and 25000 m2 s−1 (Freudenthaler, Homburg and Jäger,
1995). Vertical growth of contrails is sensitive to the ambient
profile of potential temperature (stability) and to radiative
heating or cooling within the body of the contrail. Vertical
growth rates are often limited by the thickness of the super-
saturated layer, in particular at the lower contrail edge, but
growth rates up to 18 m min−1 have been measured with the
lidar.

4.2 Contrail’s share to the greenhouse effect

The classical metric to measure the greenhouse effect is
the so-called radiative forcing (RF). RF is a measure of the
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Figure 3. Envisat medium resolution imaging spectrometer (MERIS) image of the North Sea on 21 March 2009 capturing numerous
line-shaped contrails and a veil of thin clouds that might have originated from air traffic as well. Note the contrail shadows on the clouds
underneath. Image courtesy of the European Space Agency (ESA).

importance of a potential climate change mechanism. It ex-
presses the perturbation or change to the energy balance of the
earth-atmosphere system in Watts per square meter (W m−2).
Positive values of radiative forcing imply a net warming at the
ground and in the troposphere, while negative values imply
cooling. Strictly speaking, the RF is a global metric and it has
severe weaknesses for local effects like contrails and contrail

cirrus. More appropriate metrics are under investigation but
also under intense debate. Nevertheless, we will use RF here,
since it is the most widely used metric.

Contrails and contrail cirrus behave like optically thin nat-
ural cirrus clouds in the climate system. They partly reflect
the incoming radiation from the sun, which implies a reduc-
tion of the energy the earth receives from the sun. This is
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a cooling effect. But they also absorb the thermal radiation
that originates mainly from the earth’s surface and clouds
in the lower and middle troposphere. Without contrails and
contrail cirrus the thermal radiation would mainly leave the
atmosphere. Of course, contrails and cirrus irradiate thermal
radiation themselves, but at a much lower temperature than
the lower clouds and the ground, thus involving much less ra-
diative energy. Their impact on thermal radiation constitutes,
therefore, a warming effect. Clearly, during night the warm-
ing effect is present alone, while during daytime the warming
and cooling effects partly balance depending on the situa-
tion (position of the sun, presence and kind of lower clouds,
ground albedo). Integrated over day and night, contrails and
contrail cirrus are thought to contribute to the greenhouse
effect, that is, to global warming.

Over the course of a day the shortwave cooling (which
strongly depends on the position of the sun) seems to be the
strongest around sunrise and sunset. The contrails’ contribu-
tion to the greenhouse effect is the lowest during these hours,
but their life span has to be taken into account when their total
impact on the radiation balance is estimated. Long-living con-
trails formed at sunset may initially cool the atmosphere, but
when the sun has set, they contribute to the infrared warming.

Most of the RF from contrails can be attributed to night-
time flights. (Stuber et al., 2006; Stuber and Forster, 2007).
Even though only 25% of aircraft movements occur at night,
they account for 60–80% of the contrails’ RF. For the situation
in southeast England, flights in the evening hours (18–24
GMT) turned out to have the largest net radiative forcing, in
particular in winter. In fact, although 22% of annual air traffic
movements are winter flights, they contribute about half of
the annual mean RF from contrails.

The IPCC special report on Aviation and the Global At-
mosphere (Penner et al., 1999) attributed the second largest
climate effect (in terms of RF) of aviation specific emissions
to linear contrails (for 1992 air traffic; for the 2050 Fa1 sce-
nario, contrails have the largest RF). The contribution of con-
trail cirrus was estimated to be even larger, but considered so
uncertain that it was excluded from the final estimate of total
aviation forcing. The RF of contrails is controlled by their
average optical thickness and their global coverage. The cal-
culations on which the estimate of the IPCC was based on
assumedan average optical thickness of 0.3. Later compu-
tations resulted in considerably smaller averages of optical
depth (of the order 0.1), while estimates of the global con-
trail coverage have not been updated. Hence, more recent
research has indicated a considerably smaller RF from linear
contrails. Anyway, the estimate of contrail cirrus RF, while
still uncertain, remains the largest of all estimates.

Estimating the RF of contrail cirrus is difficult for a variety
of reasons. In particular, contrail cirrus can be distinguished

from natural cirrus only with special instrumentation in
research campaigns. It is not possible with satellite data
which are, however, the only means to derive a global value.
As a consequence, the fraction of cirrus clouds that re-
sults from contrail spreading cannot be determined glob-
ally. Instead there have been attempts to estimate the amount
of aviation-induced cloud coverage from the determina-
tion of trends of cloudiness and their relation to air traffic
density.

4.3 Trends of cirrus cloud cover

Observations of a correlation between increasing cirrus
cloudiness and increasing jet traffic date back at least to the
1980s, and even back to the beginning of the jet engine era.
Data of cirrus coverage are furnished from ground-based ob-
servations and, in recent years, preferably from satellites;
generally they constitute rather noisy time series. In any case
it is difficult to determine a trend in a noisy signal and gener-
ally many years (> 10) of homogeneous data have to be used
to detect a significant trend. Of course, climate changes (natu-
ral and anthropogenic) and natural weather phenomena affect
cloud occurrence as well, and extreme care has to be taken to
filter out such effects before conclusions on aviation’s share
of cirrus cloudiness can be drawn. Natural phenomena that
affect cloudiness can be of sporadic nature (volcanoes), or
of oscillating nature. The oscillating signals can have vary-
ing frequency (like the El Niño Southern Oscillation and the
North Atlantic Oscillation), or an almost fixed frequency (like
the stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation and the seasons).
These signals can be filtered and the aviation effect should
then appear in the residual time series (or not).

Although cirrus cover seems to be globally decreasing,
positive correlations between cirrus increases and aviation
are found predominantly (and not surprisingly) in regions of
heavy air traffic. Boucher (1999) found for the period 1982–
1991 cirrus increases of +13.3% per decade for North-East
USA, and +7.1% per decade for the North Atlantic Flight
Corridor. Correlations over Europe are weaker and can only
be detected if it is distinguished further between situations
where no cirrus can form, where only contrails can form, and
where also natural cirrus can form. This additional classifi-
cation of the data led to a very clear positive trend also for
Europe (+3.7% per decade).

From such trend analyses it has been estimated that over
Europe aviation produces an extra cirrus coverage of 3 to
5%, which implies that the mean coverage of contrail cirrus
over Europe may exceed the corresponding mean coverage
of linear contrails by almost one order of magnitude (i.e., the
spreading factor is about 10).
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4.4 Potential further climate effects of aviation’s
particulate emission

All kerosene-burning aircraft produce soot particles whether
a (short) contrail is formed or not. These soot particles may
also perturb cirrus properties and alter cirrus coverage on re-
gional scales (Kärcher et al., 2007) because the residence time
of aerosols in the upper troposphere is of the order of days to
several weeks, depending on the location of the emissions, the
season, and the latitude. The current understanding of these
effects is very low. The magnitude of the cloud perturbation
(e.g., changes in mean ice crystal sizes) depends on the ice nu-
cleating ability of the released soot particles, the efficiency of
background aerosol particles to nucleate ice, temporal inter-
actions of the soot particles with ambient gases and aerosols,
the abundance of water vapor, and dynamic processes setting
the stage for the generation of clouds in ice supersaturated
regions.

5 MITIGATION OPTIONS

It is possible but challenging to avoid contrails (and contrail
cirrus) both by technical and by operational means. To avoid
the indirect cloud effects mentioned above would only be
possible if aircraft would not emit any soot particles. Liq-
uid hydrogen (LH2) propelled aircraft are the only known
solution to the latter problem, but even these would produce
contrails, namely with aid of aerosol particles entrained into
the plume (or sucked through the engine) from the ambient
air. Here we consider only options for suppressing contrails.
A review of currently discussed measures has been given by
(Gierens, Lim and Eleftheratos, 2008).

Any mitigation strategy, whether it be technical or opera-
tional, must be judged according to the total effect that it has.
This means that tradeoffs have to be considered. Tradeoffs
are involved in technical solutions as well as in new opera-
tional procedures. They originate from the weight of addi-
tional equipment, from longer flight distances, but are also
inherent in atmospheric physics and chemistry (e.g., flying
in the stratosphere will reduce contrail and cirrus formation
but the residence time of emissions will increase). Other con-
siderations necessary for each option are in particular safety,
feasibility, and costs. Before any measure is adopted it will
be necessary that a holistic view is taken and all aspects of a
measure are be considered.

5.1 Technical options

To suppress contrail formation for current jet aircraft re-
quires measures that lead to a reduction of the factor G

(equation (1)). Hence, technical mitigation options for con-
trails can only include those that lead to a decrease in the
water vapor emission index, EIH2O, or lead to an increase in
the specific heat content of the fuel, Q, or lead to a decrease
of the overall propulsion efficiency, η.

The overall efficiency, η, has increased significantly since
the first commercial jets. Evidently, higher values of it are
desired to save fuel and reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
Currently, values of about 0.35 can be reached. The theoret-
ical limit of η for conventional engine architecture is about
0.56. Higher η implies higher G (equation (1)) and thus more
contrails. One possibility to reduce contrails in spite of in-
creasing η is to install variable guide vanes enabling the pilot
to lower η when flying in ice-supersaturated regions. This
would of course involve higher fuel consumption.

Alternative fuels have an energy-specific emission in-
dex EIH2O/Q that differs from the corresponding value for
kerosene. However, both LH2 and methane (the only alter-
native fuels considered viable by the IPCC, Penner et al.,
1999) have larger EIH2O/Q than kerosene. (0.045 kg MJ−1

for methane, 0.075 kg MJ−1 for LH2, 0.029 kg MJ−1 for
kerosene; see table 7–11, Penner et al., 1999). Assuming
equal η, the G factor of an LH2 engine is 2.6 times higher
than that of a kerosene engine; for methane the factor is 1.55.
Aircraft flying on these alternative fuels could potentially pro-
duce contrails at even higher ambient temperatures (at lower
altitudes) than kerosene-driven aircraft.

Fuel additives leave the factor G unaffected, but one might
envisage a possibility that they make the exhaust particles
more hydrophobic such that instead of water saturation (as in
the Schmidt–Appleman criterion) a substantially higher rela-
tive humidity would be required for condensation. However,
it seems extremely unlikely that an appropriate material can
be found that would cover a substantial fraction of all emitted
particles to make them hydrophobic. As we have seen, it is
not enough to coat the soot particles alone, since there are
plenty of other particles in the plume available for contrail
formation. It can be concluded that fuel additives are not a
viable contrail mitigation option.

The emission index of water vapor can be reduced via
cooling of the exhaust air with an additional heat exchange
unit (cooled by bypass air) such that water vapor can con-
dense in the unit (Taylor, Noppel and Singh, 2007). The
novel concept is based on the intercooled and recuperated
engine cycle. The condensed water can serve two additional
purposes: First, the emitted aerosol particles (mainly soot)
can be scavenged in the condensation process, and second,
part of the condensed water can be reinjected into the com-
bustion chamber in order to reduce production of nitrogen
oxides. The cycle calculations indicate that the new concept
allows higher thermal efficiencies than conventional designs
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to cut back greenhouse gas emissions. However, significant
advances in heat exchanger technology are required to make
this concept feasible.

Noppel and Singh (2007) sketch a variety of further tech-
nological possibilities to modify current engine architecture,
airframe and engine integration, combustion chamber, and
supplementary devices that may have an effect on contrail for-
mation and evolution. For some of these novel technologies
contrail formation will probably increase, while for others it
is not easy to foresee their mitigation success, in particular
when the Schmidt–Appleman criterion in its traditional form
(equation (1)) is no longer directly applicable.

Although it is not possible to inhibit contrail formation
by changing the number or character of the emitted particles
(soot, sulfuric acid solution droplets, particulate organic mat-
ter) or particle precursor gases (SO2, SO3), change of these
emissions generally leads to changes in contrail composition
and properties (e.g., particle number and size, contrail op-
tical thickness, etc.), which could benefit climate if contrail
optical thicknesses and life spans could get reduced.

5.2 Changing contrail properties

Some of the technological measures listed by Noppel and
Singh (2007) will not lead to contrail suppression but per-
haps to a modification of their optical properties. Generally,
contrails act on climate because they are an obstacle to the
free flow of radiant energy in the atmosphere. Possibilities
to make them optically thinner or to reduce their life span
should thus be beneficial for climate. Both can be achieved
when either less ice crystals are formed initially and/or when
less ice crystals survive the vortex phase. Of two contrails
with the same overall mass of ice but with different ice crys-
tal number concentrations, the one with fewer ice crystals
has the smaller optical thickness. Simultaneously it has the
larger ice crystals, which fall faster due to gravity; that is, the
life span is reduced as well. The overall ice mass in a con-
trail is almost entirely dictated by ambient conditions, but the
number of ice crystals can be affected.

There are possibilities to reduce the number of ice crystals
formed initially. For instance, a LH2-driven aircraft (cryo-
plane) does not produce condensation nuclei and a contrail
would form by water condensation on ambient particles. Such
cryoplane contrails are predicted to consist of 1–2 orders of
magnitude less ice crystals than contrails from equivalent
kerosene fuelled engines and the ice crystals in cryoplane
contrails are 4–6 times larger (linear dimension) than those
in kerosene contrails. The larger size favors earlier fallout of
the crystals and it makes cryoplane contrails optically thin-
ner than their kerosene counterparts by an average factor of

three (Ström and Gierens, 2002). While cryoplanes may be
a possibility for the far future, it may be possible to reduce
the soot emission index on shorter time scales. At least there
have already been laboratory experiments with fuel additives
suitable for reducing particulate emissions from aircraft, but
so far with inconclusive results. As mentioned above, a soot
number reduction of a factor of five to ten would be ben-
eficial, while still larger reductions would partly invert the
desired effect (Kärcher and Yu, 2009). Soot reduction by a
factor of five would approximately halve the initial optical
thickness of a contrail.

An opposite strategy is to overseed the exhaust plume with
a hydrophilic material that does not suppress contrail forma-
tion but instead leads to such a large number of ice crystals
that they remain very small (less than 0.4 �m, that is, smaller
than the wavelength of visible light). Such a contrail is invis-
ible. This strategy might be interesting for military applica-
tions. But from the climate viewpoint it would be absurd to
spray strange materials (alcohols) into the atmosphere to get
rid of contrails.

Contrail ice crystals get captured in the downward travel-
ling vortex pair. The adiabatic heating in the vortex system
causes evaporation of ice crystals, which can be substantial
(under certain circumstances only fractions of less than a per-
cent of the ice crystals survive). It seems, therefore, that aero-
dynamic devices that weaken the development of the wingtip
vortex pair will probably cause stronger contrails on average
and their use should possibly be avoided when flying within
ISSRs.

5.3 Operational options

Current cruise levels (10 to 12 km altitude) are the most sen-
sitive ones with respect to the RF of contrails. That is, an in-
crease in traffic density on the current levels implies a larger
increase in RF than an increase on higher or lower levels.
This suggests that shifting the air traffic away from the most
sensitive layers to either higher or lower levels would reduce
the radiative impact from contrails. Changing flight altitudes
systematically requires redesigning of aircraft to optimally
operate in the new levels.

The formation of persistent contrails can be avoided if
flight through ISSRs is avoided. In principle, there are then
three possibilities, to fly above an ISSR, to fly below an ISSR,
or to fly around. The latter possibility, although it allows to
stay on the optimal flight level, is probably rarely an option
because the large extent of ISSRs would imply large addi-
tional distances with corresponding fuel penalties and delays.
Therefore, we consider here merely the vertical detours.

As ISSRs are generally located in a more or less thick
layer directly below the tropopause, one can avoid them when
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one flies in the lowermost stratosphere (directly above the
tropopause). This could be an option for flight in the mid-
latitudes; in the tropics the stratosphere is too high for the
current fleet. Tradeoffs of such a strategy (such as longer
residence times of emitted species in the stratosphere and
chemical impacts upon ozone) first need to be analyzed,
however.

Flying generally at lower altitudes would also lead to
contrail reduction in the mid-latitudes; however, severe con-
straints on the highest permissible flight level would have to
be imposed in order to achieve a substantial effect (e.g., max-
imum flight level of 10000 ft, about 3000 m, in winter time),
in particular when the North American and North Atlantic air
space is considered. It is obvious that such severe constraints
render setting a hard upper limit for flight routing an option
that is not viable, for a multitude of reasons, in particular
safety considerations.

The optimal solution would be to take into account the
actual or forecasted atmospheric situation and plan the flight
routes such that flying through ISSRs can be avoided as
much as possible or as much as necessary. A prerequisite for
such a strategy is the ability of aviation weather forecast to
predict the location of such regions, which is currently rather
an exception than a rule. Probably the first meteorological
model that has been equipped with this capability is the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) operational model, which predicts ice supersat-
uration since September 2006. But still, many validation
exercises and further improvements (in particular spatial
resolution and data assimilation) are required before it may
be possible to predict whether persistent contrails can form
in a specific region at a specific time. Equipping a number of
commercial airliners with humidity probes that are designed
especially for use in the upper troposphere (including
AMDAR, Aircraft Meteorological Data Reporting to the
weather centers) would help aviation weather forecast to
more accurately predict ice supersaturated regions.

Once this problem is solved it will probably be possible to
avoid a substantial fraction of contrails and contrail-induced
cirrus by relatively small changes in flight level, due to
the shallowness of the ISSRs (Mannstein, Spichtinger and
Gierens, 2005). As stated above, contrails and contrail cirrus
contribute most to the greenhouse effect during night when
only the longwave heating is in effect. Therefore, it might
suffice to avoid flying through ISSRs, especially at night and
during evening hours. As air traffic density is lower during
the night, when contrails have a large individual radiative
forcing, there is a greater opportunity for redirecting flights
out of ice supersaturated regions without dramatically
enhancing the work load of air traffic controllers. The
adoption of such routing only for aircraft producing the

“worst” contrails would help make such a strategy affordable
and keep fuel consumption penalties to a minimum.

6 SUMMARY

Contrails form in the upper troposphere once the temperature
falls below a threshold that depends on pressure, fuel charac-
teristics (emission index of water vapor and calorific value),
and aircraft characteristics (overall propulsion efficiency).
These quantities can be combined to the so-called Schmidt–
Appleman criterion (equation (1)). Interestingly, properties
of exhaust particles that serve as condensation nuclei for con-
trail formation are not directly represented in that criterion;
these are merely accounted for in the fact that water satura-
tion (instead of ice saturation or any other relative humidity)
has to be reached in the exhaust plume while it expands.

Contrails evolve in three dynamic phases: the jet phase
where the contrail forms after about a third of a second, the
vortex phase where the ice particles get captured, heated, and
partly sublimated in the downward travelling vortex pair, and
the dispersion phase where the contrail ice is released to the
ambient atmosphere and where the initially line-shaped con-
trail can become spread out into an extended cirrus-like cloud,
a so-called contrail cirrus. Contrails can only last for longer
than a few seconds to minutes if the air is ice-supersaturated.
Ice-supersaturated regions occur relatively frequently in the
upper troposphere and aircraft are on average 15% of their
time in such air.

The exhaust of kerosene-driven aircraft contains soot, sul-
furic acid solution droplets, and other volatile aerosol parti-
cles. Under current technology levels most ice crystals form
by water condensation on soot particles. Using sulfur-free
fuel and complete elimination of soot emission would, how-
ever, not avoid contrail formation. Contrails would then form
on the other volatile exhaust particles.

Aircraft in cruise levels trigger ice crystal formation also
via aerodynamic effects. Ambient aerosol particles serve as
condensation nuclei. However, aerodynamic contrails are in-
visible under usual temperatures on cruise levels. Only on
lower levels with higher temperatures (and higher water vapor
concentrations) they can become visible. Ice crystals formed
by aerodynamic effects can stay for hours in the atmosphere
when they have been formed in an ice-supersaturated region.
The aerodynamic formation of contrails is independent of the
Schmidt–Appleman criterion.

Contrails and contrail cirrus are thought to contribute to
global warming. In terms of radiative forcing their effect is
estimated to be equal to or even larger than the correspond-
ing warming induced by the co-emitted CO2. Currently these
estimates are very uncertain because the radiative forcing of
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a contrail depends not only on its own properties but also on
time and location, whether there are other clouds underneath,
and so on. Contrail cirrus adds to natural cirrus cloudiness,
and statistically significant correlations between cirrus trends
and air traffic density have been found in regions where air
traffic is dense. It has been estimated that aviation enhances
cirrus cloud coverage over Europe by 3 to 5% (absolute).
Particulate emissions of aviation may also affect natural cir-
rus cloud formation and evolution, that is, may change their
coverage and their microphysical and optical properties.

Contrails and contrail cirrus can in principle be avoided
by technical and operational measures; it is also possible to
alter their optical properties for the benefit of climate. But
many measures would have adverse effects; in particular, they
would lead to increase in fuel consumption. As contrails are
only a part of aviation’s impact on climate, contrail aviodance
can only be one facet of an overall strategy to minimize the
climate impact and allow a sustainable evolution of the air
traffic system in the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Like most products that dominate the technology and infor-
mation age, there is always a moment at which things
becomes obsolete, and this is also the case for aircraft. An
aircraft that is considered old and (almost) obsolete is called
an end-of-life aircraft. The two biggest aircraft manufactures
in the world, Airbus and Boeing, predict a significant amount
of end-of-life aircraft now and in the coming decades. In the
global market forecast of Airbus for the period 2009–2028,
8453 aircraft (narrow and wide body aircraft) are estimated
to be retired, that is, end-of-life. Similarly, Boeing in their
current market outlook for the same period predicts this to
be 12 200 aircraft, but they include regional aircraft in their
overviews. In addition, by the end of 2008 15.2% of the global
commercial aircraft fleet has been listed as ‘parked’, whereas
in August 2009 the percentage of parked aircraft had already
increased to 17.8% (www.flightglobal.com/fleetwatch.html).
Consequently, 4691 aircraft are parked globally and although

some may return to active service, most of them will never
fly again, being already in end-of-life status. It is evident that
there is a significant and new industry problem in what to
do with large numbers of useless aircraft and of course the
associated environmental issues to be addressed. This chapter
is very much about what can be done with these end-of-life
aircraft, in terms of the 5 W’s: the why, when, what, who,
where?

The end-of-life phase influences, just as for each stage of
an aircraft its life cycle, the total environmental impact of
an aircraft. There is, however, a major difference with other
life cycle elements. At the birth of an aircraft, manufactur-
ing resources are utilized, such as new aluminums, metals,
and carbon composites with their associated processes and
energy requirements. During the operational phase for an air-
craft, resources are also used. The most important resource
is fuel but also lubricants, and component replacements inte-
rior. The big difference during the end-of-life phase is that
resources are potentially returned. In essence, recycling of
an aircraft can create a positive and increasingly necessary
environmental benefit that removes the desert degradation or
landfill options of the past.

To prevent the landfilling of end-of-life articles in gen-
eral, there are several global legislations in place. In Europe
there is, for example, an End-of-Life Vehicle Directive and
WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) legisla-
tion. Both aim to improve the way that specific markets deal
with the waste they produce; the first being for cars, and the
second being for domestic household appliances. By setting
future goals for the recycle-rates of end-of-life articles, the
market is pushed to improve the way in which they deal with
waste, and how their design choices influence recycling.

In aviation, there is no such legislation and there are no
regulations that tell aircraft owners or aircraft manufacturers
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2 Disposal and Waste Mitigation

how to design or deal with their end-of-life aircraft, or specif-
ically how to design an aircraft that meets proper and due
end-of-life requirements. Currently, the only regulations that
do apply to the aircraft end-of-life market are those of avi-
ation regulations. Here, the reuse of components removed
from an end-of-life aircraft is bounded by all kind of rules
that are aimed at securing the airworthiness of the aircraft
that will reuse the parts. Furthermore, depending on the loca-
tion of the recycle process, local environmental regulations
will also apply. One may think of regulations that prevent
groundwater pollution and such-like issues. Bizarrely, when
an aircraft is not recycled there are no rules imposed, which
means that an aircraft can be parked indefinitely, regardless
of the long-term implications and ultimate postponement of
societal responsibility regarding the end-of-life implications
associated with any business proposition. Essentially, the sur-
plus value calculated for any business proposition over time
must now begin to incorporate the additional but proper aim
of returning to the original equilibrium state.

This chapter will consider all the elements that are relevant
to the final years of an aircraft. This will include the activities
involved during the recycling of the aircraft and relating to the
actual end-of-life process. Secondary questions associated
with end-of-life address other key issues such as what one
can utilize from the remaining components and how one can
recycle them relative to the economics behind the process,
that is, the engineering decision and the market context.

2 END-OF-LIFE DEFINITIONS

It is useful to consider the vocabulary used in the end-of-
life field combined with specific aviation terms, also to set
the boundaries for further discussion. This section will con-
sider some of the definitions and structuring of the end-of-life
elements.

2.1 Reuse vs. recycling vs. recovery vs. disposal

There are several options for what to do with old aircraft and
the activities can be categorized from an environmental point
of view into an ecological hierarchy, each being more protec-
tive or positive toward the environment than the other. Such
a hierarchy was first published by the Dutchman Lansink
(Lansink, 2) and an overview of this approach is given as
follows (illustrated also in Figure 1):

1. On the highest level, there is reuse with sustaining of the
same function. For end-of-life aircraft this can be split in
four options:

a. Reuse of complete aircraft – from an end-of-life
point of view reuse will mean that no new resources
are required to manufacture a new aircraft. This is,
therefore, the best option. This, however, also shows
directly the biggest flaw of an end-of-life view for
environmental issues. It is a so-called end-of-pipe
approach and not an integrated approach. If one
looks at the complete life cycle impact of an aircraft,
the reuse of a complete aircraft cannot be sustained.
The negative impact of building a new aircraft is
largely compensated by the lower life cycle impact
of the aircraft during operations, mainly fuel con-
sumption. The negative impact of the destruction of
the aircraft, or actually the creation of a new one,
can be compensated if the aircraft is recycled. It
is unknown what the percentage of environmental
impact is created during each phase of an aircraft’s
life cycle. It is, however, estimated that roughly 80%
is produced during the operational phase.

b. Reuse of complete aircraft after converting it into
a freighter – in the aviation sector this is an often
used method to increase the productive lifetime of
an aircraft. This is in itself a good environmen-
tal option. The conversion, however, needs to be
carried out before the aircraft is too old. For the
same reason as mentioned above a new freighter air-
craft, fresh from the production line, will have lower
life cycle impact than an old converted passenger
aircraft.

c. Reuse of components – when an aircraft is disassem-
bled, parts can be reused in other aircraft. This can
vary from big parts, such as engines, to smaller parts
such as door handles. The level of reuse depends
on the component and in which aircraft they can
be reused. Some components can only be reused on
other aircraft of exactly the same model and vintage,
or in other words at a very low level and, there-
fore, a limited amount of potential aircraft would
benefit from the reuse of the component, that is,
a small opportunity and market. Other components
can be reused on a higher level on different models,
different vintages, and in some cases even differ-
ent manufactures, which is a significantly greater
opportunity and market.

d. Alternative reuse – on the lowest level of reuse there
is also alternative reuse. This refers to reusing a
component without sustaining its original primary
function. An example could include reusing an air-
craft seat as a domestic seat in a house or in an office
space (as done by the authors!). In some cases, this
can include some or a lot of rework, for example,
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Figure 1. Visual representation of the flow of an end-of-life aircraft.

think about restyling an aircraft’s wing or moveable
into a table.

2. On the second level of the hierarchy, there is recycling,
meaning the regaining of material that can be used to
create new items, essentially constituting a new virgin
material, e.g., a new ingot of aluminum that enters a pro-
duction process of a new product. Consequently, one can
make a distinction between primary recycling/scrap and
secondary recycling/scrap (Figure 2) as follows:
a. Primary recycling refers to the basic recycling of

material from the production process, for example,

from chips and curls after cutting from a solid block
(billet) of aluminum. This type of material’s orig-
ination is clean and of one type of alloy, and can
be directly melted into another block of aluminum
for the same production process that supplied the
turnings.

b. Secondary recycling refers to the recycling of mate-
rial from end-of-life articles, e.g., the recycling of
the item that was a result of the ‘cutting’ men-
tioned above that was used in the creation of the
aircraft. Recovering materials from an end-of-life

Figure 2. Visual presentation of different kinds of recycling.
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aircraft is categorized as secondary materials, which
are often bonded with other materials, such as screws
and painting, and are therefore more difficult to
recycle.

In this chapter, the focus will be on secondary recy-
cling as the most challenging feature that links to aircraft
engineering design, manufacture, and operations. When
dealing with secondary scrap, one actually needs to split
this element of recycling into two different ways of recy-
cling as follows:
a. The first method of recycling is to not loose quality

of the material. From a classical point of view, this
applies currently to metals and glass but due to tech-
nological developments, it is well established that
certain basic plastics and more importantly compos-
ite solutions can be recycled without losing quality.
It should be noted that this perfect level of recy-
cling can very easily be reached with primary scrap
but is much more difficult to realize with secondary
scrap.

b. The other more diverse process that is often also
referred to as recycling, as also in this chapter, is
actually down-cycling. This is regaining material,
as set out in the general recycling process, that due
to a range of reasons results in a new material of
lower quality (and less value than as a virgin material
entering the production process). Consequently, the
various reasons that make recycling of a material
difficult or impossible, thus leading to down-cycling
include:
i. The material not being “clean,” for example, the

aluminum is coated or an aluminum part has
an iron bolt attached. This is often the case for
end-of-life aircraft as the aircraft is an assembly
of many components with all kinds of materials
(the above mentioned secondary scrap). Some of
this contamination can be removed via a variety
of processes, but this is not always possible, also
relative to the cost of the removal of this contami-
nation set against any additional revenues for the
cleaner material.

ii. The needed recycling technologies are not devel-
oped or not yet mature enough.

iii. The economics of using available technology
is not positive, for example, when an aircraft
is recycled, one has a stream of materials that
constitute of a blend of material A and B. This
stream has a value and can be used in a recy-
cling stream where value is created. One can
think of aluminum existing out of two differ-
ent alloys so that when one sorts the material

into two streams, Stream A and Stream B, there
is the high-valued virgin material back. This is
done only when the value of at least one of the
two streams of material increases and when the
additional value that is gained is higher than the
cost of this separation.

iv. There is no market for the recycled material, but
it can be used in other recycling streams of a
lower quality, e.g., aircraft aluminum consists
of several very specific high-quality alloys. The
secondary recycling stream, therefore, also con-
sists of these alloys and to sustain the quality of
the original virgin material the different alloys
should be separated. There are several reasons
why this is not possible but one can recycle the
aluminum by mixing them with other aluminum
compounds. This will result, however, in a lower
grade of aluminum. This is one of several key
challenges for the aviation sector. To develop
techniques and a supply chain for the sorting
and recycling of these secondary materials is
expensive and as the global tonnage of aircraft
scrap material to be recycled is very low com-
pared to other secondary aluminum streams, this
is not being done. The obvious and easy way is to
recycle the material in other aluminum recycling
supply chains.

Please note that in some cases, one can also talk
about upcycling. This is when primary or secondary
scrap material is used to create a material from a higher
quality of value than when it was originally used (not
common).

3. When material cannot be recycled, there is still the
change of recovering energy from this material. By
burning waste (mainly carbon-based material), heat is
generated that can be used as heat (for other functional
applications) but can also be transferred into electricity.
Finally, it is noted that without energy recovery, burning
is considered a better solution than the final option of
land filling.

4. The last option mentioned is one consolidated version
of the current state land filling (as opposed to any other
more sustainable opportunity). All material that cannot
be reused, recycled, or used for recovery of energy can
only be land filled.

2.2 Disassembly vs. dismantling

To be able to reuse components or recycle materials from
end-of-life aircraft, one needs to first of all harvest the aircraft
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for these components and materials. This effort is split into
two different processes that are needed before an item can
be reused from an aircraft or the materials recycled, namely
disassembly and dismantling.

Disassembly is the process comprising the activities
required to remove all the valuable components from an air-
craft that can be reused on another aircraft. This process is
very similar to major aircraft overhaul activities. In this case,
however, the removed parts will not be reinstalled in the same
aircraft. The disassembly process is also under supervision
and directives of the aviation authorities, such as the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA) and European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA).

Dismantling refers to the process comprising of all the
activities required to make it possible to recycle materials
from an aircraft. This process follows after disassembly and
consists of steps such as the scrapping of the airframe and
sorting of materials before the secondary scrap enters the
recycling phase.

Please note that in the End-of-Life Vehicle legislation, the
term dismantling is used for the removal of vehicle compo-
nents with the intention of reusing them; in this chapter (for
aircraft) this is called disassembly.

2.3 Performance measurement

Naturally, it is beneficial to be able to define and measure how
well end-of-life processes perform in order to be able to com-
pare the different kinds of processes and to determine which
is the most preferred in any given case. The International
Standards Office (ISO) has defined a method for calculat-
ing the performance of the recycling of Road Vehicles (ISO,
3). However, as of yet there is no definition for measuring
similar aspects within the aviation sector and therefore, the
following assumes the ISO guidelines for road vehicles as a
reference framework in this regard as a basis for the following
consideration on performance measurement.

The Road Vehicle ISO document defines the two key
terms of ‘recyclability’ (equation (1)) and ‘recoverability’
(equation (2)), respectively, as follows:

Rcyc = mP + mD + mM + mTr

mV

× 100 (1)

Rcov = mP + mD + mM + mTr + mTe

mV

× 100 (2)

where mv is vehicle mass, while the nominator is given by
the amalgamation of material masses taken into account from
the pre-treatment step, mp , the dismantling step, md , the metal

Figure 3. Recyclability rate vs. recoverability rate according to
ISO (2002).

separation step, mm , the nonmetallic residue treatment step
considered as recyclable, mtr, and the nonmetallic residue
treatment step considered for energy recovery, mte. The def-
initions are further explained in Figure 3, which illustrates
the recyclability and recoverability rates as a fraction of the
overall vehicle mass.

Consequently, both the recyclability and recoverability
rates are also very useful for the aviation sector as end-of-life
performance indicators or measures. However, the question
is whether or not they are sufficient and make it possible to
compare good from bad. It is useful to take the example of
an aircraft that has an empty mass of 100 tons (mv). Let us
consider that of the 100 tons, 50 tons (md) worth of compo-
nents are removed and reused, 40 tons (mm + mtr) of material
is recycled, 8 tons (mte) of material can be used for energy
recovery, and 2 tons are landfilled. This would mean a recy-
clabilty rate of (50 + 40)/100 = 90% and a recoverability rate
of (50 + 40 + 8)/100 = 98%.

The biggest limitation of this method is that components
that are removed are considered to be used 100% beneficially,
which of course is not always the case and indeed some parts
will never be reused on another aircraft. Also, one needs to
keep in mind that when a component is reused, it is in turn
replacing another component that needs to be disposed of.
That component in itself will not be 100% recycled. Why is
this wrong? Imagine there is legislation in the aviation sector
and one wants to achieve the legislative (high) recyclability
rate that is demanded one only simply needs to remove all
possible components. The weight of the component is then
100% used to achieve the recyclability rate, as in equations (1)
and (2). When one disposes of the component after removal,
it no longer is important how good one recycles that com-
ponent. For example, if one removes a plastic component it
adds the weight of that component to the environmental pos-
itive side of the equation. If that component was still on the
aircraft when it is dismantled, it would have added weight to
the negative side of the equation. It is therefore suggested to
remove that element from the equation and take the mass of
an aircraft after the disassembly phase has been completed
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so that recyclability rate is redefined as given in equations (3)
and (4):

Rcyc = mM + mTr

mV

× 100 (3)

while recoverability rate is as follows:

Rcov = mM + mTr + mTe

mV

× 100 (4)

For the above example, this would mean a recyclabilty rate of
40/50 = 80% and a recoverability rate of (40 + 8)/50 = 96%.
These numbers are more linked to the success of the actual
recycling process. It also makes it possible to compare the
quality of the work done between an end-of-life project of
a first aircraft of a model versus one of the last of a model
still flying. It can be considered that from the first aircraft
disassembled from a model type all components will have the
potential to be reused, while from the last one theoretically
not one component will be reused.

3 END-OF-LIFE PROCESS

This section goes into more detail regarding the end-of-life
processes and activities that need to be carried out to an air-
craft that is no longer operating, and which the owner has
decided can no longer be parked.

3.1 Disassembly

The first step in the end-of-life process is determining what
components have value and should be removed with the
goal of reusing them. Depending on the business model and
customer–client relation, there are several ways in which this
is organized and managed. For example, the aircraft is bought
by a company that requires the spare parts for their own air-
craft (i.e., an airline) or for their customers (i.e., a component
broker). They subcontract the process to a third party and
give them a list of what is required. Another model is that
the owner is also processing the components themselves,
including selling and storing, and in that case the disassembly
company decides what is to be removed.

The removal of components for reuse is regulated by avia-
tion authorities such as the FAA (USA) and EASA (Europe).
However, there is little mentioned in these regulations on
the disassembly of aircraft and the most important rules that
influence the disassembly process are the rules for safe use
of the aircraft components removed from aircraft. During the

operation of an aircraft, certain components will be replaced
because due to malfunctioning, naturally these components
will be replaced with working components so that the air-
craft keeps on flying. The malfunctioning component will
enter a process of repair if possible and ends up waiting in a
warehouse until it can in turn replace another malfunctioning
component. Components removed from the end-of-life air-
craft enter the same process, although they are not removed
from an aircraft due to malfunction but because the aircraft
they are installed on will never fly again. Many elements
could influence the boundaries in which a disassembly pro-
cess is executed.

3.1.1 Serviceable versus unserviceable

To be able to (re-)use a component on an aircraft, it needs
to have a serviceable tag, the definition and form of the tag
in turn depending on the relevant authority. For the FAA and
EASA, this is a so-called FAA form 8130-3 or EASA form
1, respectively, but also similar documents can be used from
other aviation authorities. Furthermore, there is interchange-
ability that depends on the regulations between countries.
One of the differences in the serviceable tag is that a compo-
nent can be declared serviceable after a shop visit or directly
after removal from an aircraft. In Section 4, more detail is
given on the classification of components and their influence
on the value, while this section focuses on the disassembly
process.

It is possible to remove a component from an end-of-life
aircraft and declare it serviceable, for example, by creating
directly an EASA form 1. This can only be done when the air-
craft is serviceable on the moment the component is removed
and that the component is removed in accordance with the
regulations that apply. In many cases, this is removal of the
component by a certified engineer working for a certified
organization on a certified location. On the other hand, if
the component is removed without applying these rules then
the component is deemed unserviceable. Removal of compo-
nents by this method is more expensive because of the use of
certified personnel but it can warrant a good business case if
given a higher value of the component. The value, however, of
a serviceable removed component versus a component with
a serviceable tag from a shop is lower. Removed and tagged
serviceable components are therefore often seen only in the
processes where an aircraft is disassembled with the goal of
reusing the components within the fleet the disassembled air-
craft was removed from. The components will then not be
sold in the second-hand market.

Components can also be removed as unserviceable. This
is always the case when the aircraft that is disassembled is
unserviceable, unregistered, or had defects registered during
the last flight. Components sold from an aircraft as unser-
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viceable are often sold under the condition “as-is, where-is.”
This means that the seller is not declaring on the ‘service-
ability’ or implying anything on the technical status, with
an obvious implication of the associated market value of the
component.

3.1.2 Country of origin and location of the aircraft

The responsible authority for an aircraft is the authority of the
country where the aircraft is registered. This means that the
rules for disassembling an aircraft and the reuse of compo-
nents apply from that responsible authority. As the aviation
industry is an international oriented industry, one needs to
keep in mind the effects of the process on the value of the
components that are removed. Maybe the rules of the respon-
sible authority are different and, therefore, the process of
disassembling becomes cheaper. This can still mean that the
value of the parts becomes lower, a typical example of being
‘penny wise and pound foolish.’

In some cases, the responsible authority asks a local
authority to supervise, which can therefore influence the
disassembly process. The interpretation of the rules of the
person that is supervising becomes more important than the
responsible authority.

3.1.3 Status of the aircraft

When an aircraft is not serviceable or cannot be declared
serviceable, parts can only be removed as unserviceable. In
some cases, there are other boundaries before a component
can be reused. This is, for example, the case when the aircraft
was in an accident or incident. In the case of an accident or
incident, there is no standard method or process and each
aircraft will have a different solution and in some cases reuse
will not be possible, even though reuse is possible from a
technical perspective. In the latter case, the aircraft can only
be dismantled.

3.1.4 Aircraft documentation

For some components, it is impossible to consider reuse
as there is no history available on the aircraft. The lack of
documentation can downgrade the value of an aircraft from
several millions to zero. Some components on an aircraft
are life-limited (see Section 4.1) and when it is unknown
or there is no supportive documentation telling the status of
these components, or the complete aircraft, then the compo-
nent becomes worthless. Components that are not life-limited
might be reused after a shop visit when there is no documen-
tation but the value of an aircraft is best sustained by having
all records available.

Figure 4. Scrapping of a Fokker F27.

3.2 Dismantling

After the aircraft is disassembled, there are still many items on
the aircraft that cannot be reused due to several reasons, such
as there being no market. In essence, there will be always
something left after the disassembly process, such as the
aircraft hull and consumables attached to this hull.

The dismantling starts with the removal of hazardous
materials from the aircraft that need to be dealt with in a sep-
arate process. In some cases, these materials will already be
removed before the disassembly starts or during the disassem-
bly process. Hazardous materials on an aircraft are the often
in liquid form, such as hydraulic fluids, but there are also solid
hazardous materials such as asbestos and also depleted ura-
nium. Depleted uranium was, for example, used as a balance
weight in the tail section of the first Boeing 747.

After all the hazardous materials are removed, there are
still some choices to be made. For example, the aircraft can
be scrapped (cut in smaller pieces, Figure 4) and the smaller
pieces transported to a recycling facility where the pieces are
shredded even smaller and the different materials then sorted
out (Shredding at a recycling facility, Figure 5). Another
option is to already sort different kind of materials before
the scrapping of the hull by the manual removal from differ-
ent waste streams. One can think of the removal of plastics
and wiring from the aircraft, and naturally it also depends on
the cost of removal and the availability of sorting techniques
at the recycling facility, and ultimately the revenue relative
to cost for each of the waste streams.

3.3 Recycling

The role and activity undertaken at the recycling facility
depends on what occurs during the dismantling process. For
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Figure 5. The shredding process with the end result at a recycling facility.

example, if an aircraft was stripped completely before scrap-
ping and only the aluminum was left then shredding is not
necessary prior to the melting process. This is, however, a per-
fect and rare situation as there will always tend to be some
metals or nonmetals left on the aircraft when it is scrapped.
It must be remembered that one is typically dealing with
secondary scrap as is mentioned in Section 2.1.

In most cases, the scrapped aircraft enters a shredder
and is chopped into smaller pieces. During this process, the
light material, so-called fluff, is sucked away from the waste
stream. The smaller pieces of metal will pass a magnet where
the ferrous metal is sorted from the nonferrous metal. This
is the point where one finds many different and sometimes
ingenuous technologies at different recycling facilities. Some
facilities will stop sorting at this point, while others will
have more sophisticated technology available to further sort
the nonferrous materials. However, all separation techniques
exploit in some form the attributes of each material and use
a difference in physical property of materials as the sorting
rule. The most commonly used machine is an eddy-current
device that can sort different metals based on their variation
in electronic conductivity. Another example of an alterna-
tive technology is a sink-floatation device that sorts materials
based on their different densities, materials with high density
sinking as the lower density materials tend to float.

4 END-OF-LIFE COMPONENTS

This section will consider what to do with components that
have been removed and the processes required to be able to
reuse them, while also considering how to deal with compo-
nents that cannot be reused.

4.1 Component classification

Aircraft components are classified in many different ways,
with some of the possible variations are given below:

� Serviceable versus unserviceable – this aspect has been
discussed previously in Section 3.1.1. A serviceable com-
ponent can be directly installed on an aircraft as a
replacement, while an unserviceable component cannot.
This classification is not a clear technical statement but
more a statement of process. A serviceable component
will be technically useable and acceptable for installation,
on paper. On the other hand, an unserviceable component
can be perfect from a technical perspective but still cannot
be installed as the documentation states the component to
be regarded ‘unserviceable.’

� Salvageable versus unsalvageable – when a component is
removed from an aircraft and is unserviceable it is send
out for a repair, overhaul, or another process with the
aim that the component will be declared serviceable after
that process. In some cases, however, the component can-
not be repaired and such a part is termed unsalvageable.
Unsalvageable parts are parts for which after inspection
it is decided that repair is not possible from a technical
point of view or because of an economic consideration,
the repair being more expensive than the value of a new
component.

� Rotable versus consumable – a rotable component is one
that can be officially removed from an aircraft and for
which a design/overhaul process has been designed by
the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) in order to
be able to once again declare the part serviceable again. A
consumable is a component that is often relatively cheap
and, when it breaks down, is replaced by a new one as
the OEM does not consider it worthwhile designing a
repair/overhaul process for these components. Rotables
are components that are typically removed during the
disassembly process, while consumables tend not to be
removed.

� Repairable – some of the consumables mentioned above
can be relatively expensive and some third-party com-
panies develop a repair process for these components so
that they can be reused when they are removed from an
aircraft, due to malfunction. There is also a special form
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of repairable that is associated with maintenance proto-
cols that demand the replacement of a component after
malfunction. An unusual case arises when after replace-
ment, the original problem is not solved and consequently
the replaced component might not have been the cause of
the original problem. The component cannot, however, be
reused because it was removed and labeled as unservice-
able. When this is a consumable that has no identified
repair solution, there might still be another option for
reusing the item and a test can be carried out to determine
if it is functioning and can be reused. Such a compo-
nent is often called a repairable but the component is not
actually repaired but tested and after that test labeled as
serviceable.

� Life-limited components – one category of components
on an aircraft that can only be used for a specific period of
time. Such a component may be limited by flying hours,
cycles (one cycle is one take-off and landing), or calendar
time, after which they must be replaced.

4.2 Commonality

As mentioned previously, the most important driver for the
removal of a component from an end-of-life aircraft is the
expected market value and market size for that component.
A component that is used on more aircraft types has much
more demand and consequently there is a much higher chance
of selling the component. When a component can be used
on more than one aircraft model or type, there is so-called
commonality of components between the models or types.
Another word for commonality is interchangeability.

Interchangeability can be related to generations, mod-
els, or even manufacturers. Commonality between aircraft
is promoted on purpose so that an operator can have dif-
ferent aircraft types but only requires one spare component
as replacement across a fleet in case of breakdown. This is,
for example, the case with the Boeing 737 next-generation
family (-600/-700/-800/-900) and the Airbus A320 family
(A318/A319/A320/A321). When an aircraft is developed fur-
ther after an initial version to a subsequent derivative, many
components are also replaced, although not all the compo-
nents from an older model can be used on a newer model. The
Boeing 737 is already in its third generation (first, -100/-200,
second -300/-400/-500, and currently the third -600/-700/-
800/-900) and the Boeing 747 has also reached its third
generation (-100/-200/-300 with only minor differences,/-
400 big changes and now the -8). One should, however, not
make the mistake of estimating the market size for a compo-
nent based on the number of a specific aircraft model flying.
Not all aircraft use the same suppliers for their subsystems.

A specific example is the market for aircraft engines where
some aircraft are available with engines from up to three
different engine manufacturers, albeit the big three!

4.3 End-of-life components

As mentioned in the previous section, often parts are removed
from an aircraft with the goal to reuse them on other air-
craft. The part that is to be reused will replace another part
on that still-operating aircraft. The parts that are replaced
become end-of-life components and when these components
are deemed unsalvageable, then they need to be disposed of.
These components are called end-of-life components and this
is true waste that is created during the life cycle of the aircraft.

When these parts are disposed of, it is important that
they are destroyed beyond repair and in some cases even far
beyond repair. The reason for this is that the authorities want
to make sure that nobody is given the remotest opportunity
of declaring the parts serviceable again, without the authority
to do so and without the component being in a required tech-
nical condition. In a very few cases, this has happened and
the component that enters the market without the right doc-
umentation or without legal documentation is called a bogus
part. Consequently, the demolition of components is espe-
cially important for components that are life-limited as often
they do not show that they are unserviceable by just looking at
them. These components tend to be engine components and
raise serious safety issues, as a part that is beyond its maxi-
mum life is being installed new, which can have catastrophic
consequences.

4.4 Piece parts

Each component on an aircraft has a specific part number that
can be found in the manuals for the specific aircraft. Some
part numbers are also serialized, which means that they have
a serial number that helps to track and trace that specific
component during its operational use. In general, one may
say that all rotables are serialized while consumables are not.

Components are often also a collection of components by
themselves, to form some subsystem and there are various
different assembly levels within an aircraft, typically defined
by the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). For example, one
can label landing gear (which has his own part and serial
number) as a component but there are many parts on that
landing gear subsystem that are also serialized. This raises
the question of how many different components/parts there
are there on an aircraft. The reuse of these individual compo-
nents depends on the availability of maintenance manuals, as
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has been discussed earlier. A component that consists of sev-
eral other components is termed an assembly or subassembly
and the individual constituent parts are often referred to as
“piece-parts,” ranging from simple nuts and bolts to more
sophisticated forgings, etc.

At the disassembly of an aircraft, there are strict rules on
how to reuse the components (piece-parts) that are removed,
for example, for engines and their fan blades (piece-parts). On
a certain level, however, there are no manuals available and
piece-parts can no longer be reused in the same manner as is
done with aircraft. Piece-parts can be reused within the qual-
ity surrounding of a specific MRO company but they cannot
be traded outside this area when there is no manual testifying
how to declare and prove such a piece part serviceable.

5 END-OF-LIFE ECONOMICS

The decision taken before an aircraft becomes listed as at
‘end-of-life’ very much depends on the economics of each
step. These are not only the economics of the specific aircraft
but even more importantly the company economics of the
owner and the global economic context at a particular time.
Each element will be discussed in this section. The strategy
that is chosen with a specific aircraft is required to be a bal-
ance of each element. Like many walks of life, in some cases
a decision is made with more elements that are not listed here,
but also certain elements may equally be ignored.

The reason why aircraft are removed from active ser-
vice can vary. Some potential reasons can be a reduction
in demand, a change of commercial standards, or the aging
effects on the aircraft.

5.1 Aircraft economics

At the moment an aircraft can be considered to be at the
end-of-life phase, a decision then needs to be made. An end-
of-life aircraft is an aircraft that the owner has decided can no
longer be used as part of the flying operational fleet. When
the owner is a financial institute, such as a bank or a leasing
company, an end-of-life aircraft is an aircraft for which no
new operator can be found at the moment it is returned from
lease.

The right end-of-life decision from an economic point of
view is the decision that brings the highest value for the air-
craft owner. The simplest approach is that the aircraft is sold
to the highest bidder, which means that the owner goes to
the market and tries to find the highest offer. The buying
party could be a company that wants to operate the aircraft
or wants to disassemble the aircraft and sell or use the com-

ponents. When an owner that has an end-of-life aircraft has
the capability and the interest to use components from the
aircraft themselves, there is on one side the value of the air-
craft as a flyer and the other side the value of the components
minus the cost of disassembly and dismantling, forming the
two obvious business cases.

5.2 Company economics

The decision that is taken on what to do with an end-of-life
aircraft is dominated by company economics. One of these
elements is the book value of the asset where an aircraft could
have a higher book value than the sales/market value. The
reason for such a discrepancy to arise is that the deprecia-
tion time and value recorded in the accounting records has
been decided when the aircraft was purchased (according to
net present value analysis), in some cases 25 years before
the aircraft reached end-of-life. When there is such a situa-
tion, there will be at least some delay in the decision-making
process due to this complication of reviewing the original
economic analysis and, therefore, resulting in a demand for
interim parking of the aircraft.

One further reason for delaying the disassembly decision
could be driven by the fact that the aircraft is kept in own-
ership due to loans attached to the asset, or the advantage of
having a depreciation option for tax reasons. Both will result
in parking the aircraft and delaying the start of an end-of-life
and disassembly process.

5.3 Global economics

The aviation sector follows the global economic trend and
when economies slow down also travel by air slows down.
The response of the aviation sector to an increasing or
decreasing demand is adding or removing capacity from their
fleet. During a sudden decrease in demand, like the one after
9/11, fleet capacity is reduced significantly. Due to this sud-
den increase in aircraft removed from active service there will
be a huge increase in aircraft being offered on the market and
as a result of this, aircraft value will drop markedly. Essen-
tially, the number of aircraft being offered will be higher
than the number of aircraft needed by other airlines and air-
craft will be parked, according to the laws of supply and
demand.

Companies that are specialized in aircraft components will
have the option of making a good deal by buying these air-
craft as a cheap supply stock of the associated components.
However, the number of aircraft that can be absorbed by com-
ponent dealers is also limited as when they have enough spare
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components, or the owners of parked aircraft are not willing
to drop prices any further. A result is that there will be an
increase in parked aircraft until the (global) economy grows.
When the economy attracts new resources, a number of air-
craft will not be returned to active service. The general rule
is that the older the airframe and the older the technology, the
lower the chance of return to active service. Also, the mainte-
nance status of an aircraft has influence on this because when
an aircraft is still serviceable and can be operational, there
will be organizations willing indeed to operate the aircraft.
When the aircraft requires a major investment in maintenance
(such as a heavy D-check lasting some 60 days), the aircraft
will often not be removed from parking but rather then be
disassembled and dismantled to end its life.

5.4 Aircraft parking

As mentioned above, aircraft are often parked between the
last flight and the actual disassembly and dismantling of the
airframe, with research showing that this is on average 2
years. However, there are aircraft that are actively removed
from service and disassembled and dismantled after the last
flight, while others take more than a decade before they are
recycled.

Parking is often implemented in a region where there is low
humidity and no rain, with the most famous locations being
airports in Arizona and New Mexico in the USA. Aircraft that
are not actively stored often stand parked at an airport and
this can be anywhere over the world, with some locations tol-
erating more of these abandoned aircraft than other regions.
This situation occurs mostly because of financial reasons,
with older aircraft being operated in those regions because
they are cheaper to purchase. These older aircraft can also be
confronted with expensive repairs due to aging effects and
are, therefore, more likely to be abandoned.

Interestingly, aircraft that are parked for a long time are
often cannibalized, where cannibalization can be considered
to be a very slow unmanaged disassembly process. It usually
means that a part is only removed when there is market for the
component, which usually means mostly at first the removal
of engines and over time then all the other components at a
gradual and erratic rate.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that there is a lot of value in end-of-
life aircraft when the process is carried out in the right way
at the right time. There are big economic drivers to disas-
semble end-of-life aircraft when there is a big market for

the spare components. The value of an airframe including
engines can vary from one million up to more than 10 mil-
lion USD. This cost of disassembly is marginal compared
to the sales value. The cost of disassembly will vary from
100 000 until 250 000 USD. After the disassembly, still the
dismantling process needs to be executed and the value of
the scrap is not a big driver and in some cases could result
in incurred cost elements. There are also no drivers in place
to act beyond minimum environmental standards. In some
countries, the stripped aircraft are simply abandoned.

When an aircraft reaches end-of-life and is one of the last
of a model still flying, the value of the components will be
lower than the cost of disassembly as there is not another
aircraft flying that can use the spare parts. In that case, there
is still the value of dismantling (metal value). This positive
value is low and close to the cost of the dismantling process
and can result in a cost factor if the value of metals is low.
How does one deal with these aircraft? There is no legislation
that tells us what to do with old aircraft and as a result there
are roughly 5000 aircraft parked all over the world. Each of
these aircraft can develop into a threat to the environment. The
hazardous materials are not dealt with and liquids can drip
into the ground water. Some of these aircraft are in an active
storing program and will re-enter service after a period of
parking. Most of the 5000 aircraft will never fly again, espe-
cially those that at this moment are not under a maintenance
program.

It is up to the aviation sector to develop an answer for these
parked end-of-life aircraft and future end-of-life aircraft and
to develop an industry standard. The first steps are made on
this field by the founding of AFRA (Aircraft Fleet Recycling
Association). This association developed a Best Management
Practice (BMP) and several companies have been accredited
with the BMP as a reference. This standard still needs to
grow and develop into a standard supported throughout the
industry. Aircraft owners need to see the advantage of dealing
according to the AFRA standard.

Aircraft owners will more easily chose a sustainable
solution for their end-of-life aircraft when they incorporate
corporate social responsibility (CSR) methods in their busi-
ness processes. All of a sudden not only profit is a goal of the
organization but also people and planet (triple ‘P’ approach).
The question is if all aircraft owners will incorporate CSR by
themselves and most likely there is a push required to do so.
This can be consumer demand and of course another option
is legislative push. What such legislation should look like is
very hard to predict and how it should work is even harder.
Legislation stops at the border of a country but aircraft do
not. One solution can be found in international agreements
made between EASA and FAA, for example. The sector can
also learn lessons from the shipping industry. The earning
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models are different (more on scrap value than on compo-
nent value) but the international complexity is very similar.
The reason why they are ahead is because the environmental
threat of end-of-life vessels is much higher, as for example
large quantities of chemicals and asbestos can be found in
large ocean liners.

From a technical point of view, the focus should be on
improving recycling techniques so one can sustain the value
of the metals used in an aircraft. Aviation might also take a
close look what is happening in the field of car recycling.
That sector is confronted with recycling challenges due to
legislation and has found smart solutions to reach the goals
set by governments. The aviation sector can easily copy these
technologies and adjust for the aviation-specific case and as
the tonnage of end-of-life aircraft is very low, using their
supply chain might constitute a smart move.

In the long run, the industry also needs to focus on the
issue of recycling of composite materials. The sector is now

dealing with primary composite scrap (i.e., CFRP scrap from
787 production). Technologies are now available to regain
the fibers for reuse but how does one deal with secondary
composite scrap? The biggest challenges may not be the
technology for recollecting the fibers but in finding a mar-
ket that can use those fibers as a “virgin” material in their
products.

One thing is for certain that the sector is responsible and
a solution can only be found by cooperation from all levels.
The appropriate motto to be adopted might be ‘together we
can make it a better world.’
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the earliest days of spaceflight, designers have been
aware of the impact risks posed by meteoroids and taken
measures to protect spacecraft, particularly manned vehi-
cles. However, during the last 50 years, the rapid growth in
mankind’s utilization of space has had the unfortunate side
effect of creating a large population of artificial debris in
orbit around the Earth. In all operationally used regions, this
orbital debris population represents a greater impact hazard
to spacecraft than meteoroids.

The first recorded collision between a spacecraft and a
trackable debris object occurred in 1996 when the Cerise
satellite was hit by a fragment from an Ariane rocket stage
that had exploded 10 years earlier. The collision severed a
gravity gradient stabilization boom causing the satellite to

Update based on the original article by Hedley Stokes,
Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd

tumble rapidly. Fortunately, such dramatic events are quite
rare as the population of trackable objects (including debris)
orbiting the Earth is still relatively small - as of June 2011
there were around 16,000 catalogued objects larger than ∼10
cm in diameter. However, the same is not true of smaller, non-
trackable debris. It is estimated that there are tens of millions
of millimeter-size pieces of debris orbiting the Earth; there-
fore, the probability of such objects impacting a spacecraft is
much higher. Debris of this size has sufficient impact energy
to penetrate an unshielded spacecraft and cause injury, loss
of life or damage to critical equipment.

Much evidence has been gathered to confirm that space-
craft are routinely hit by small-size debris and meteoroids.
Examinations of the surfaces of manned spacecraft, such
as the Space Shuttle and International Space Station (ISS),
and unmanned spacecraft, such as EURECA, LDEF, and the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST), have revealed a wide vari-
ety of impact damage. For example, during the Space Shuttle
STS-61 mission – an HST maintenance flight – observations
were made of the HST’s external surfaces. Several large
impact features were identified, including a 1-cm diameter
hole in the high-gain antenna (Christiansen and Hyde, 1994).
Another example of observed impact damage is shown in
Figure 1.

This type of evidence underlines the need for debris pro-
tection to be considered in the design of spacecraft. The need
has also been recognized at the highest levels internationally.
For example, the United Nations Committee on the Peace-
ful Uses of Outer Space (UNCOPUOS) recommends that
“Spacecraft designers should consider incorporating implicit
and explicit protection concepts into their space vehicles”
(UNCOPUOS, 1999). This is already the case for manned
spacecraft, and is becoming increasingly so for unmanned
spacecraft.
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Figure 1. A 1.44 mm diameter impact hole on a debris shield pro-
tecting the manned cargo spacecraft Leonardo. Reproduced from
Destefanis (2007) c© Thales Alenia Space.

2 THE IMPACT PROCESS

A solid material can respond to an impulsive loading in sev-
eral different ways:

1. Elastic deformation, where the induced stresses are less
than the material strength. There are no destructive
effects, such as fractures or irreversible dislocations.

2. Plastic deformation, where the induced stresses exceed
the material strength. Atoms and molecules are perma-
nently displaced from their original positions, and the
result is cratering or perforation.

3. Hydrodynamic, where the material’s yield strength is
much less than the induced stresses, causing the material
to behave like a viscous fluid.

4. Hypervelocity, where the impact pressures far exceed the
material’s strength, causing it to exhibit hydrodynamic
flow and behave like a compressible fluid.

The hypervelocity response typically occurs at impact veloc-
ities >∼5 km s−1 for a material such as aluminum, which
is used in the walls or body panels of many spacecraft.
With meteoroids impacting spacecraft at velocities in the
range ∼1–72 km s−1 and orbital debris in low Earth orbit
impacting at velocities up to ∼16 km s−1, most impacts will
occur at hypervelocities. However, for orbital debris impact-
ing spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit, the relative velocities
are <∼1 km s−1, so the other three impact responses are more
relevant.

A hypervelocity particle impacting a spacecraft wall of
semi-infinite thickness (i.e., one that is thick relative to the
particle diameter) will produce extensive plastic deforma-
tion, melting, vaporization, ionization, and light flash. In this
case, a crater is formed and ejecta can be released from the
front side of the wall, but no perforation occurs. However,
the same particle impacting a thin spacecraft wall may also
produce detached spall from the rear side of the wall, or it
may perforate the wall completely.

At the instant of impact, both the particle and spacecraft
wall are shocked into a fluid-like state. Shock waves and rar-
efaction waves then propagate into the particle and the wall
causing regions of compression and tension. If the tensile
energy is high enough, the particle will fragment. Shortly
after the instant of impact, the extreme pressures rapidly
reduce to levels where the forces are comparable to the mate-
rial strength of the particle and the wall.

When a particle perforates a wall and fragments, the result-
ing debris cloud that forms behind the wall appears as a
growing, hollow bubble, with most of the particle and wall
material mass concentrated in a thin shell at the front of the
bubble surface, close to the trajectory axis (see Figure 2).
The shape of the debris cloud’s shock front, and hence its
potential to cause damage, is influenced by the shape of the
particle. A spherical particle produces a hemispherical shock
front, whereas the shock front from a cylindrical impactor
is planar near the axis. The dispersion of the debris cloud is
greater for a spherical impactor.

The size of the fragments and the state of the debris cloud
are dependent on the shock intensity. As impact velocity
increases the state of the cloud progressively changes from
large, solid fragments to molten particles and then to a fine
vaporous spray. Therefore, the resulting damage to equipment
items located behind a spacecraft wall can vary significantly.

Figure 2. Debris cloud resulting from a hypervelocity impactor
penetrating a thin wall. Reproduced with permission from F. Schäfer
c© Fraunhofer – Ernst Mach Institut.
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3 EFFECTS OF IMPACTS ON
SPACECRAFT

The consequences of a hypervelocity impact on a spacecraft
are dependent on the characteristics of the impactor (such as
mass and velocity), the location of the impact, and the design
of the spacecraft. Therefore, a wide variety of damage effects
is possible, ranging from negligible to mission-terminating. It
is possible to relate impactor size to damage effect, albeit in a
fairly approximate fashion, as shown in Table 1 (Drolshagen,
2005).

The impact response of typical spacecraft equipment items
such as electronics boxes, wiring, batteries, solar cells, pro-
pellant tanks, etc. has been investigated by a number of
researchers over the years. Interestingly, in a recent ESA
funded study (to which the author contributed), many of
the tested items demonstrated high levels of robustness and,
in some instances, were able to survive penetrative impacts
(Putzar and Schäfer, 2006). Figure 3 shows an example of the
different kinds of damage that can occur when an impactor
penetrates an aluminum box containing electronics.

It is generally considered unlikely that a spacecraft will
survive an impact with a particle larger than ∼1 cm. In the

Table 1. Dependence of hypervelocity impact damage effects on particle size. (Note: larger particles usually have all the effects listed under
the smaller sizes as well). Reproduced with permission from Drolshagen (2005) c© G. Drolshagen.

Minimum particle size for
which effect is noticeable Effect

<1 �m No or little individual effect
Some surface degradation (sandblasting effect) leading to a change of thermal, optical, or

electrical properties

1 �m Temporary saturation and permanent damage of exposed CCD pixels
Degradation of mirrors and sensors by direct impacts and by secondary ejecta
Penetration of outer coatings and surface layers, allowing subsequent attack of other environment

components (plasma, atomic oxygen)
Triggering of electrostatic discharges of precharged surfaces (effect demonstrated but minimum

particle size still uncertain)
Creation of new small debris by ejecta

10 �m Noticeable individual craters, e.g.:
�

craters visible to naked eye (>200 �m) on brittle surfaces (glass)
�

potential sealing problem of exposed hatches
Effects of momentum transfer (which can be 5–20 times larger than the incoming momentum

because of secondary ejecta) leading to:
�

disruption of stable attitude
�

disturbance of formation flying
Electromagnetic interference from impact plasma
Optical light flash
Impact generated radio waves

100 �m Noticeable damage on sensitive sensors and surfaces (Shuttle windows require replacement)
Cutting of thin tethers, springs, wires
Penetration of MLI
Penetration of 300–500 �m wall thickness
Penetration of heat pipes, coolant loops, radiators
Penetration of solar cells (short circuits, arc burning)

1 mm Craters/holes from 2 mm to 1 cm in diameter or larger depending on the type and thickness of
material impacted

Penetration of 3–5 mm wall thickness with damage on equipment behind wall
Structural damage of exposed equipment
Penetration of tanks, baffles, sun shields, external cables, etc.

1 cm Structural damage/destruction on any spacecraft part hit
Penetration of all shields, including special protection of manned modules
Creation of many new large debris pieces

10 cm Complete destruction of satellite or subsystem hit
Interference with astronomical observations

1 m Solid spacecraft parts can survive reentry and hit ground
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Figure 3. Damage caused by a 2.8 mm diameter particle travel-
ing at 6.47 km s−1, which impacts MLI spaced 10 cm in front of a
2 mm thick aluminum box containing electronics. Reproduced with
permission from Putzar and Schäfer (2006) c© Fraunhofer – Ernst
Mach Institut.

worst case scenario, when the debris object is large enough,
the impact-induced stress waves can carry sufficient energy
through the structure to cause a catastrophic break-up of a
spacecraft. As a rough “rule-of-thumb” this occurs when the
ratio of impact energy to spacecraft mass exceeds ∼40 J g−1

(US National Research Council, 1995).

4 IMPACT PROTECTION DESIGN

4.1 Shielding options

The objective of a debris shield is to absorb as much of the
localized damage-producing energy from impacting particles
as possible, thereby reducing the spacecraft failure risk to
acceptable levels. Not surprisingly, the impact risk require-
ments for a manned spacecraft, such as the International
Space Station, are more demanding than they are for typi-
cal unmanned spacecraft. Consequently, some of the shield
design solutions that have been developed for manned space-
craft are not appropriate or necessary for most unmanned
spacecraft.

The following subsections summarize some of the shield-
ing options that have been considered for the different
elements of typical spacecraft.

4.1.1 Walls on manned spacecraft

For a manned spacecraft, the walls of pressurized modules
and critical exposed items such as propellant tanks can be pro-
tected by adding a multiple wall shield. This usually involves
spacing one or more thin bumper layers in front of the space-
craft wall. When a particle impacts the outer bumper of the
shield, it fragments into a cloud of smaller particles, which

expands radially as it travels toward the next wall. Therefore,
the momentum and energy of the impact is spread over a
larger area. If several bumper layers are used then there is
a progressive shocking of the cloud, which further reduces
the momentum per unit area. Thus, in the event that all of
the bumper layers are perforated, the impulsive load on the
spacecraft wall is reduced.

A multibumper shield has the following advantages over
a single bumper shield (Christiansen, 1993):

� Improved performance, that is, the same level of protec-
tion is achieved using less weight.

� Less damaging ejecta is released following an oblique
impact, since smaller particles are produced.

� More efficient at converting impactor kinetic energy into
internal thermal energy.

� Less sensitive to impactor shape because the multiple
shocks are much more disruptive.

� Less sensitive to oblique impacts, partly due to the
increased fragmentation from the multishocking phe-
nomenon and partly because the walls repeatedly slow
the expansion of the debris cloud.

� Less cumulative damage to the spacecraft wall over the
life of a long duration mission, since fewer small particles
will be likely to penetrate the bumper layers, thus causing
crater damage to the spacecraft wall.

There is, however, one disadvantage. If an impactor has suf-
ficient energy to perforate both the shield and the spacecraft
wall, then the diameter of the hole in the spacecraft wall will
be larger in the multibumper case. Therefore, the hazard to
the crew may be greater (Williamsen, Evans and Schonberg,
1999).

The earliest and simplest shield concept – a single bumper
wall – was proposed by the astronomer Fred Whipple in 1947.
Since then the desire for improved protection, particularly
for the ISS, has resulted in the development of several multi-
bumper concepts, including the stuffed Whipple shield, the
multishock shield, and the mesh double-bumper shield. The
characteristics of all these shields are summarized in Table 2.
A common feature is their utilization of high-strength fabric
materials such as NextelTM and KevlarTM. Impact tests have
shown that the shields are capable of protecting against 1-cm
size debris particles.

4.1.2 Honeycomb panels

Honeycomb (HC) sandwich panels are employed in the
design of many of today’s unmanned spacecraft. When used
on the body of a spacecraft they can withstand both bending
and shearing loads efficiently, provide a degree of thermal
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Table 2. Characteristics of bumper shielding concepts developed for manned spacecraft.

Configuration Function Bumper material options

Whipple shield Christiansen (1993):
�

Bumper disrupts an impactor,
creating a debris cloud

�

Aluminum alloy
�

KevlarTM
�

Maximum effectiveness
achieved when:

�

Graphite/epoxy
�

Metal matrix composite
– Bumper thickness/projectile

diameter ratio ∼0.2

�

Ceramic matrix
composite

– Spacing S is ∼30 times
projectile diameter

�

Corrugated aluminum

�

Spacecraft wall resists
impulsive loading

Spacing, S

Projectile

Bumper Back-up wall

Stuffed Whipple shield Christiansen et al. (1995):
�

Outer bumper disrupts an impactor,
creating a debris cloud

Outer bumper:
�

Aluminum
�

Inner bumper decreases
impulsive loading of debris cloud,
that is, it acts as a “catcher”

�

KevlarTM
�

Graphite/epoxy
�

Metal matrix composite
�

Spacecraft wall resists
impulsive loading

�

Ceramic matrix
composite

�

Corrugated aluminum

Inner bumper:
�

NextelTM
�

KevlarTM

Overall spacing, S

Projectile

Bumper Nextel Kevlar Back-up wall
�

SpectraTM

Multishock shield (Christiansen, 1993):
�

Bumpers successively shock
impactor, raising its thermal
state and causing it to melt and
vaporize

All bumpers:
�

Aluminum
�

NextelTM

�

Maximum effectiveness achieved
when ratio of bumper thickness
to projectile diameter <∼0.03

�

Spacecraft wall resists impulsive loading

Mesh double-bumper shield (Christiansen and
Kerr, 1993):

�

Outer mesh bumper disrupts
impactor, creating a debris cloud

�

Second bumper melts/vaporizes
remaining fragments

�

Fabric bumper decreases
impulsive loading of debris
cloud, that is, it acts as a
“catcher”

�

Spacecraft wall resists impulsive loading

Outer bumper:
�

Aluminum mesh

Second bumper:
�

Aluminum

Third bumper:
�

NextelTM
�

KevlarTM
�

SpectraTM
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6 Disposal and Waste Mitigation

Figure 4. An aluminum honeycomb sandwich panel before and after a penetrative hypervelocity impact. Reproduced with permission from
Putzar and Schäfer (2006) c© Fraunhofer – Ernst Mach Institut.

protection, and protect against impacts from space debris and
meteoroids up to ∼1 mm in size. The design of a typical panel
is shown in Figure 4. It comprises front and rear face-sheets
that sandwich a core of honeycomb cells. The face-sheets
and honeycomb core are usually made from aluminum; how-
ever, face-sheets made from carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
(CFRP) have also been used.

The shielding performance of a honeycomb panel is highly
dependent on the angle at which a particle impacts. At oblique
angles, Taylor et al. (1999) and Turner et al. (2000) sug-
gest that the honeycomb cells may act in the same way as
a multishock shield, thus increasing penetration resistance.
However, for impacts that are “head-on”, that is, close to the
surface normal, they note that a channeling effect can occur.
That is, a penetrating particle creates a debris cloud that is
channeled by the honeycomb cells, thereby increasing the
load on the rear face-sheet. In both cases, the honeycomb
cells are severely damaged (see Figure 4).

Turner et al. (2000) have identified several options
for enhancing the protection performance of honeycomb
sandwich panels (see Table 3). These involve either modi-

fying the design of the panel itself or adding some form of
shielding in front or behind. One of the options – the multilay-
ered panel – was investigated in some detail (see Figure 5).
It comprised two honeycomb layers and three face-sheets
(front, middle, and rear). The study showed that this double
honeycomb design, if applied to the most vulnerable surfaces
on a typical spacecraft in low Earth orbit, could reduce the
number of penetrating particles by as much as a factor of
∼4 at an additional “cost” of only 1.2 kg m−2, when com-
pared to the normal single honeycomb panel. With the use of
enhancements such as this, it is possible for a panel to prevent
particles in the 1- to 2-mm size range from penetrating.

4.1.3 Multilayer insulation

Multilayer Insulation (MLI) is another item that is commonly
used on a spacecraft, particularly its outer surfaces. Although
the primary purpose of MLI is to provide thermal insula-
tion, it can also act as a bumper to prevent submillimeter-size
particles from penetrating. Typically, it comprises between
10 and 25 layers of Mylar interleaved with Dacron net and

Table 3. Options for enhancing protection performance of honeycomb (HC) panels (Turner et al., 2000).

Protection enhancement Expected benefit

Change thickness of HC cell walls Alter debris cloud channeling effect and angle dependency
Change HC cell size Alter debris cloud channeling effect and angle dependency
Increase HC depth Increase debris cloud dispersion
Vary front face-sheet thickness Alter projectile disruption
Vary rear face-sheet thickness Alter tolerance to debris cloud loading
Use multilayered HC panels Similar effect to multiple wall shield
HC panel + front laminate layer Different shock impedances to increase projectile disruption
HC panel + spaced front bumper Similar effect to multiple wall shield
HC panel + front MLI Similar effect to multiple wall shield
HC panel + front MLI with fabric bumper Similar effect to multiple wall shield
HC panel + fabric bumpers behind Protect sensitive internal spacecraft equipment
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Figure 5. A double honeycomb aluminum sandwich panel after a penetrative hypervelocity impact. (a) Front; (b) rear; (c) side views of
the panel. c© J.E. Wilkinson.

covered with a layer of Kapton- or Teflon-impregnated beta
cloth. According to Turner et al. (2000), MLI can provide
better protection than a sheet of aluminum of equivalent
thickness, which suggests that it may possess a multishock
shielding characteristic. It is also relatively easy to embed
bumper layers of fabric such as NextelTM or KevlarTM within
the MLI to further improve protection.

However, care is needed in the placement of MLI on a
surface. For example, when placed on top of a Whipple shield
bumper (Schäfer and Günther, 2001), or between a Whipple
shield and a spacecraft wall (Shiraki and Harada, 2000), the
performance of the shield can be degraded. Shiraki, Terada
and Harada (1997) have also shown that it is detrimental to
place MLI on top of the second bumper in a Stuffed Whipple
shield.

Nevertheless, with careful design and suitable spacing,
MLI can be an effective shield for many exposed items on a
spacecraft.

4.1.4 Glass surfaces

One option that has been considered for improving the impact
survivability of glass surfaces is to use toughened glass. How-
ever, this is quite brittle and so, when impacted, will produce
a large area of radial and concentric cracking around the
impact crater. As a result, visibility or light transmission can
be severely reduced. One possible way to reduce the area of
impact damage is to combine strengthened glass with acrylic
or polycarbonate in a sandwich configuration.

For windows on the Space Shuttle and ISS, NASA has
developed a three-pane system that comprises an outer sac-
rificial debris pane and two inner pressure panes, that is, a
primary pane and a redundant pane (IADC, 2004). Fused
silica (99% silica glass) is typically used as the outer window
debris pane material. Windows are sometimes protected by
a cover that can be opened and closed. The simplest cover
is a single sheet of aluminum ∼ 0.1–0.2 cm thick (usually

with some thermal blanketing) that is spaced about 5–10 cm
from the outer surface of the window. However, more com-
plex, multilayer shutters have also been investigated. On the
ISS, clear polycarbonate plates are currently used to provide
transparent covers for hatch windows. They are also being
considered as a material substitute for glass in future vehi-
cles. Compared to fused-silica glass they provide superior
impact resistance, that is, they are less prone to cracking and
shattering.

Because of its large surface area and exposed location,
one of the most vulnerable items on a spacecraft is a solar
array. Figure 6 shows an example of a relatively large impact
feature on a solar cell.

Several different approaches have been suggested for
increasing the impact survivability of deployable arrays
(Turner et al., 2000):

Figure 6. A large impact feature observed on one of the HST solar
cells. Image obtained from the European Space Agency’s on-line
database MADWEB. Reproduced with permission from the Euro-
pean Space Agency c© European Space Agency.
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8 Disposal and Waste Mitigation

� Either use thin, flexible arrays so that a penetrating parti-
cle may pass through causing relatively little damage, or
else use toughened and/or laminated solar cells on rigid
(e.g., honeycomb) panels to absorb the impact energy.

� Add MLI to the back of a panel to limit rear-side dam-
age (provided the resulting temperature increase does not
reduce power output by too much).

� Cover the working surfaces with a foam or gel (e.g., Aero-
gel). This should also have a very low dielectric constant
and density. Again, power output reductions need to be
addressed with this option.

� Use multiple electrical paths in the solar array design.

4.1.5 Pressure vessels

Pressure vessels are generally used on spacecraft for storing
either propellant at low pressure or inert gas at high pressure.
In the worst case scenario, a penetrative impact on a pressure
vessel can cause it to rupture catastrophically producing large,
low-velocity fragments that can impact other parts of the
spacecraft. Investigations by Schäfer and Schneider (2001)
show that a simple measure for preventing catastrophic rup-
ture is to reduce the working pressure of the vessel. If high
pressures are required, then a bumper shield spaced several
centimeters in front of the vessel can be an effective means
of enhancing protection. Shield effectiveness improves as the
shield/vessel spacing is increased, and MLI is observed to be
an excellent shield with high ballistic efficiency.

However, if an impactor has sufficient size and energy then
even a well-shielded vessel will fail. Figure 7 illustrates the
damage that can occur to a shielded propellant tank when
it is penetrated by a hypervelocity projectile. In this exam-
ple, the resulting hole measured ∼10 × 8 cm. To mitigate the
effects of such a tank rupture and improve the survivabil-
ity of the spacecraft, it may be necessary to add shielding
around nearby critical items. In terms of operational use,
Christiansen, Hyde and Snell (1992) recommend that the
most vulnerable tanks on a spacecraft should be depleted first.
Once depleted, the tanks should be depressurized to reduce
the risk of an impact-induced catastrophic rupture.

4.1.6 Other spacecraft items

There are many other items on a spacecraft that may need
to be shielded against debris and meteoroid impacts, partic-
ularly if the items are located in exposed positions. These
include cables, electronics equipment, mechanisms, and
pipes. Materials such as MLI, NextelTM, and KevlarTM are
commonly considered solutions for protecting such items
(IADC, 2004).

Figure 7. Rupture of a CFRP/aluminum propellant tank (pressur-
ized to 3 MPa) by a 6 mm diameter impactor traveling at 6.5 km s−1.
(a) Front view of tank; (b) side view of tank. The tank was
shielded by an MLI-covered aluminum honeycomb sandwich panel
spaced 10 cm in front. Reproduced with permission from Putzar and
Schäfer (2006) c© Fraunhofer – Ernst Mach Institut.

4.2 Ballistic limit equations

A ballistic limit equation (BLE) is a type of damage equation
that defines the characteristics of an impacting particle on the
threshold of failure of a wall, panel or shield, where failure is
defined by a user-specified criterion, such as “perforation/no
perforation.” Put simply, a BLE yields the critical size of an
impacting particle at which a structure will fail. Since the
1960s many different BLEs have been developed. They are
too numerous to list here in their entirety; however, a selec-
tion will be provided for illustrative purposes. Collections of
BLEs are also available in Berthoud and Mandeville (1993),
IADC (2004), Ryan and Christiansen (2010), and elsewhere
in the literature. It is worth noting that some references also
describe other types of damage equation, e.g. for determining
the size of an impact crater or hole.

Generally, a BLE is derived by performing a series of
impact tests on a set of targets and taking measurements of
the resulting damage. A variety of laboratory techniques have
been developed to launch projectiles up to impact speeds that
are representative of those experienced in orbit. The most
commonly used technique is probably the two-stage light
gas gun which can investigate impact damage in the velocity
range ∼2–8 km s−1 (see Figure 8).

It is also possible to supplement impact test data with data
from numerical simulations, for example, using hydrocode
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Figure 8. A two-stage light gas gun at the Ernst Mach Institut,
Germany. Reproduced with permission from Putzar and Schäfer
(2006) c© Fraunhofer – Ernst Mach Institut.

models. These can help to characterize the ballistic limit at
velocities in excess of those achieved in the laboratory.

It should be noted that because BLEs are empirical in
nature, they tend to have a limited range of application. Such
limitations might include the range of impact velocities and
angles and the types of material in the target and projectile.
Therefore, care should be exercised when using BLEs, espe-
cially in situations where the limits are exceeded. Note that
for each of the BLEs presented below, readers should refer
to the literature (e.g. one of the previously cited references)
to understand the limitation that might apply.

4.2.1 BLE parameters

The BLEs presented in the following two subsections com-
prise terms that describe the properties of a particle and the
target it impacts. The terms are defined in Table 4.

4.2.2 Single wall BLEs

The single wall BLE defines the critical size of particle on the
threshold of failure of a homogeneous structure such as an
aluminum wall. It can be written in the following parametric
form (etamax space GmbH, 2006):

dp,lim =
[

Tt

KfK1ρ
β
pvγ (cos α)ξρκ

t

] 1
λ

(1)

Typical values for the parameters in this equation are listed
in Table 5. In the ESABASE thick plate equation and the
two glass target equations, the Kf factor can have a range of
values depending on the type of damage that is considered a
failure. For example, in the ESABASE equation, if failure is

Table 4. BLE terms (etamax space GmbH, 2006). Reproduced
with permission from etamax space GmbH (2006) c© etamax space
GmbH.

Symbol Unit Description

dp cm Particle (impactor) diameter
Tt, TB, Ts cm Thickness of target, back wall

(i.e., spacecraft wall), total shield
v km s−1 Impact velocity
Kf – Failure factor
K1, K2 – Equation-specific factors
S cm Space between shielding and back wall
α deg Impact angle (with respect to surface

normal)
ρt, ρp, ρs, ρB g cm−3 Density of target, particle, shield, back

wall
τ∗

1 Pa Yield stress of reference material 1,
=276 × 106 Pa (=40 000 lb in−2)

τ∗
2 Pa Yield stress of reference material 2,

=483 × 106 Pa (=70 000 lb in−2)
τ Pa Yield stress of back wall

defined as “perforation of a wall” then Kf < 1.8. However, if it
is defined as “crater generation without spall” then Kf ≥ 3.0.

The K1 factor in the ESABASE thick and thin plate equa-
tions can also have different values. These depend on the
target wall material. For example, in the thick plate equation, a
value of 0.33 is used if the wall is made from aluminum alloy.

4.2.3 Multiple wall BLEs

The multiple wall BLE can be written in the following para-
metric form (etamax space GmbH, 2006):

dp,lim =
[

TB + K2T
μ
s ρυ2

s

K1ρ
β
pvγ (cos α)ξρκ

BSδρ
υ1
s

] 1
λ

(2)

In using this equation three velocity regions have to be con-
sidered. At low velocities (below ∼3 km s−1) – the ballistic
region – an impactor is poorly fragmented by a bumper and
a very small number of solid particles are released. Between
∼3 km s−1 and ∼7 km s−1, an impactor is broken into several
pieces, which may be solid or vaporous. This is the transi-
tion region. Above ∼7 km s−1 – the hypervelocity region –
an impactor is broken up into a dense cloud of numerous fine
vaporous particles. The three velocity regions are denoted by
v < vl, vl ≤ v ≤ vu, and v > vu, where vl and vu are the lower
and upper transition velocities between the three regions,
respectively.

For impacts whose velocities are either in the ballistic
region or in the hypervelocity region equation (2) is used
together with parameter values such as those given in Table 6.
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Table 5. Typical parameter values for the single wall BLE (etamax space GmbH, 2006). Reproduced with permission from etamax space
GmbH (2006) c© etamax space GmbH.

Equation Kf K1 λ β γ ξ κ

ESABASE thick plate 1.8–3.0 0.2–0.33 1.056 0.519 2/3 2/3 0
ESABASE thin plate 1.0 0.26–0.64 1.056 0.519 0.875 0.875 0
MLI 1.0 0.37 1.056 0.519 0.875 0.875 0
Pailer–Grün 1.0 0.77 1.212 0.737 0.875 0.875 −0.5
Frost 1.0 0.43 1.056 0.519 0.875 0.875 0
Naumann, Jex, Johnson 1.0 0.65 1.056 0.5 0.875 0.875 −0.5
Naumann 1.0 0.326 1.056 0.499 2/3 2/3 0
McHugh and Richardson (thick glass

target)
1.85–7.0 0.64 1.2 0 2/3 2/3 0.5

Cour-Palais (thick glass target) 1.85–7.0 0.53 1.06 0.5 2/3 2/3 0

Table 6. Typical parameter values for the multiple wall BLE (etamax space GmbH, 2006). Reproduced with permission from etamax space
GmbH (2006) c© etamax space GmbH.

Equation v (km s−1) K1 K2 λ β γ κ δ ξ υ1, υ2 �

ESA (triple) v < 3 0.312[τ∗
1 /τ]0.5 1.667K1 1.056 0.5 2/3 0 0 5/3 0, 0 1

v > 7 0.107[τ∗
1 /τ]0.5 0 1.5 0.5 1 0 −0.5 1 0.167, 0 0

NASA ISS v < 3 0.6[τ∗
1 /τ]0.5 1.667K1 1.056 0.5 2/3 0 0 5/3 0, 0 1

v > 7 0.129[τ∗
2 /τ]0.5 0 1.5 0.5 1 0 −0.5 1 0.167, 0 0

NASA Shock v < 3 0.3[τ∗
1 /τ]0.5 1.233K1 1.056 0.5 2/3 0 0 5/3 0, 1 1

v > 6 22.545[τ∗
1 /τ]0.5 0 3 1 1 −1 −2 1 0, 0 0

NASA Bumper v < 3 0.4[τ∗
1 /τ]0.5 0.925K1 1.056 0.5 2/3 0 0 5/3 0, 1 1

v > 6 18.224[τ∗
1 /τ]0.5 0 3 1 1 −1 −2 1 0, 0 0

For impact velocities in the transition region, that is,
between vl and vu, linear interpolation is used to calculate
the critical particle diameter, as follows:

dp,lim =
(

vu − v

vu − vl

)
dp,lim(vl) +

(
v − vl

vu − vl

)
dp,lim(vu) (3)

4.3 Impact risk assessment

To determine the adequacy of a given protection strategy for
a spacecraft it is necessary to calculate the impact risk. Bal-
listic limit equations, such as those described above, are an
important element of the analysis. The following subsections
describe the risk computation and a procedure for assessing
risk.

4.3.1 Risk analysis computation

For spacecraft that fly with a fixed orientation, the space
debris and meteoroid fluxes have to be treated as vector
quantities and the effects of directionality must be carefully
evaluated. Most impacts from debris and meteoroids will

occur on forward-, side-, and space-facing surfaces with the
forward surface defined as the leading surface in the direction
of motion of the spacecraft, that is, the velocity direction or
“ram” direction.

The number of impacts, N, from debris and meteoroids
larger than a given diameter, increases linearly with exposed
area (A), flux (F), and exposure time (�t):

N = FA�t (4)

Flux data is usually obtained from environment models,
examples of which include MASTER 2005 and ORDEM
2000 (Fukushige et al., 2007). For a spacecraft in a given
orbit, these models typically provide the number of impacts
per unit area per unit time as a function of particle size, speed,
and impact angle.

The probability of exactly n impacts occurring in the cor-
responding time interval can be determined using Poisson
statistics, provided N is sufficiently small (<∼10):

Pi=n =
(

Nn

n!

)
e−N (5)
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Thus, the probability of no impacts, Pi=0 is given by:

Pi=0 = e−N (6)

The same equations apply if one wants to determine the num-
ber of impacts, N, that cause failure of the walls, panels, or
shields on the spacecraft. In this case, however, an extra calcu-
lation step is needed that involves the definition of a failure
criterion and the use of damage equations such as ballistic
limit equations. A widely used failure criterion is that there
should be no perforation. However, other criteria are also
possible, for example, a crater should not exceed a certain
penetration depth or a hole must be smaller than a given
diameter. If the failure criterion is “perforation/no perfora-
tion”, then the probability of no failure (PNF) is the same as
the probability of no perforation (PNP), that is,

PNF = PNP = e−N = e−FA�t (7)

where N is the number of debris and meteoroid impact perfo-
rations, that is, failures that can be expected over a given time
period. N is calculated from: the flux (number per unit area
per unit time) of impacting particles that exceed the ballistic
limit, the exposed area and the exposure time.

The complexity of a risk analysis is such that a number
of computer codes have been developed to assist engi-
neers with the calculations (IADC, 2004). Two of the
most established and widely used codes are BUMPER
and ESABASE/DEBRIS. The codes allow a fully three-
dimensional numerical analysis, including directional and
geometrical effects and spacecraft shielding considerations.
They also support the application of different environment
models and particle/wall interaction models. Results from

the codes are usually displayed three-dimensionally, as illus-
trated in Figure 9.

Typical user-specified input parameters for risk analysis
codes are

� the orbit and mission parameters;
� spacecraft attitude, geometry, and shielding;
� the particle type, size, mass density, and velocity range to

be analyzed; and
� the damage equations and related parameters to be

applied.

The computed output normally provides

� the number of impacts for the specified particle range;
� the resulting number of damaging impacts (failures), tak-

ing into account the spacecraft shielding and damage
assessment equations;

� the mean particle impact velocity (magnitude and direc-
tion);

� the numbers of craters of specified size; and
� the probability of no failure.

It is important to note that there are a number of uncer-
tainties inherent in impact risk analyses. These include

� discrepancies between environment models in determin-
ing debris and meteoroid fluxes (Fukushige et al., 2007);

� uncertainty in the mass density of debris and meteoroids
as predicted by environment models;

� uncertainty in the derivation of damage equations because
(i) they are often based on a statistically small number of

Figure 9. Example of ESABASE prediction of the debris impact fluxes (m−2 yr−1) on the ATV spacecraft when connected to the Russian
service module on the ISS. Reproduced with permission from Beltrami and Drolshagen (2000) c© G. Drolshagen.
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Figure 10. Procedure for assessing the meteoroid/orbital debris (M/OD) impact risk of a spacecraft (IADC, 2004). Reproduced with
permission from IADC (2004) c© National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

impact tests and (ii) confidence in data from numerical
simulations can be limited; and

� uncertainty in the application of damage equations
because they generally do not take account of variations
in impactor shape and target temperature.

Uncertainties such as these can significantly influence the
risk calculation, as demonstrated by Schonberg et al. (2005),
and so they must be carefully considered when deciding
whether to modify the design of a spacecraft.

4.3.2 Risk assessment procedure

A procedure for assessing the space debris and meteoroid
impact risk of a spacecraft is illustrated in Figure 10 (IADC,
2004).

The procedure comprises the following steps:

1. Specify survivability requirement:
� Specify a requirement for the survivability of

the spacecraft against space debris and meteoroid
impacts. In this context, survivability can be consid-
ered as the probability of no failure.

2. Identify vulnerable spacecraft items (where an item is
a functional element such as the spacecraft body or an
equipment unit):
� Construct a geometrical representation of the space-

craft and identify all of its constituent materials.
� Identify all spacecraft items that are vulnerable to

debris/meteoroid impact and determine their proper-
ties, such as criticality to the mission, redundancy, and
so on.

� For each spacecraft item that is vulnerable to
debris/meteoroid impact determine its impact damage
modes and effects.

3. Define failure criteria:
� For each spacecraft item that is vulnerable to

debris/meteoroid impact, based on its impact dam-
age modes and effects, define a clear failure criterion
(e.g., “perforation/no perforation”).

4. Identify damage equations:
� Identify existing damage equations (such as ballistic

limit equations) that are suitable for determining the
failure criterion damage (e.g., ballistic limit) of each
surface of every spacecraft item that is exposed to the
space environment.

� If a suitable equation for a given surface cannot be
identified, then adapt an existing equation or derive a
new equation by performing a set of impact tests and
hydrocode analyses.

5. Select computer models:
� Select a risk analysis code.
� Select space debris and meteoroid environment mod-

els that are suitable for use with the chosen risk
analysis code, and input the required spacecraft
mission parameters.

6. Conduct failure probability analysis:
� Use the chosen risk analysis code and environment

models together with the information arising from
Steps 2 to 4 to compute the probability of no failure
(i.e., the survivability) of each spacecraft item and the
entire spacecraft.

7. Compare analysis results with survivability requirement:
� Compare the analysis results from Step 6 with the

survivability requirement in Step 1.
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� If the probability of no failure is greater than the
survivability requirement, then the analysis can be
considered complete.

� If the probability of no failure is less than the sur-
vivability requirement, then iterate the analysis by
considering the following (in order of preference):
– Revise the analysis assumptions in terms of fail-

ure criteria or improved spacecraft modeling,
or

– Perform additional impact testing and hydrocode
modeling to remove engineering conservatism in
the damage equations, or

– Identify those areas of the spacecraft design with
the greatest probability of failure and apply one
or more of the modifications listed in Section 5.1,
or

– Orientate the spacecraft in ways to reduce the
impact risk, such as pointing the most vulnera-
ble spacecraft surfaces toward the Earth (where
impacts are fewest), or pointing the least vulner-
able or hardest surfaces of the spacecraft into the
velocity vector (where impacts are greatest). This
strategy can also be useful for those times of the
year when meteoroid stream fluxes are at their
peak.

An example of a risk assessment methodology that has
been applied to the automated transfer vehicle (ATV) space-
craft can be found in Destefanis (2007). The methodology is
consistent with that above.

5 GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR
ENHANCING IMPACT PROTECTION

5.1 Spacecraft design

An impact risk analysis of a spacecraft may have to be iterated
several times before the survivability requirement is satis-
fied. This process can necessitate making various changes
to the design of the spacecraft. In particular, the following
modifications merit consideration (IADC, 2004):

� Enhance the protection of those surfaces that are most vul-
nerable to impact, for example, by altering properties such
as thickness, or changing materials, or adding shielding.

� Reduce the area of the most vulnerable surfaces.
� Relocate critical items away from the most vulnerable

surfaces.
� Protect sensitive external equipment through the use of

shadowing.

� Compartmentalize the interior.
� Increase redundancy of vulnerable items.
� Determine if “redundancy within an item” is better than

“redundancy of an item”.
� Determine if redundant items should be collocated or

distributed.
� Include automatic systems to isolate damage (e.g., auto-

matic isolation valves, self-sealing bladders).
� Include an impact sensor network to detect impacts and

guide operators in resolving any anomalies that might
result.

� Include the capability to perform safe-mode operations.

5.2 Vulnerable spacecraft surfaces

As noted previously, the impact protection of vulnerable
spacecraft surfaces can be improved either by enhancing the
design of existing panels, walls, and so on, or by adding lay-
ers of shielding. In the event that shielding is added, it should
satisfy the following design criteria (IADC, 2004):

� Be affordable.
� Impose minimum weight penalty.
� Be amenable to simple design and construction.
� Provide a “second hit” capability, that is, minimize the

sacrificial aspects.
� Produce nondamaging secondary ejecta and spall.
� Provide a means of melting and/or vaporizing meteoroid

and debris particles over a large range of projectile mass,
size, and velocity.

� Provide a degree of thermal and radiation protection.
� Be resistive to the effects of atomic oxygen (a requirement

for low Earth orbits only).
� Ideally, when impacted, prevent the creation of more

debris (e.g., by trapping any resulting ejecta or spall).
� Be capable of surviving the normal launch and in-orbit

vibration environments.
� Meet spacecraft system requirements such as having a

conductive external surface, electrically grounded to the
spacecraft structure, and acceptable thermo-optical prop-
erties.

� When impacted, any resulting debris, spall, or dust
from the shield should not cause subsequent failures of
spacecraft equipment or unacceptable deterioration in
performance (jamming of mechanisms, coating of optics,
etc.)

� Avoid interfering with the normal operation of the space-
craft such as deployment sequences, observation and
taking measurements, communication and telecommand,
and so on.
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6 SUMMARY

Examinations of the surfaces of spacecraft, such as the
Space Shuttle, International Space Station, and Hubble Space
Telescope, confirm that they are routinely hit by small-size
debris and meteoroids. In low Earth orbit, orbital debris can
impact at speeds up to 16 km s−1. At such hypervelocities
even a 1-mm particle can penetrate a spacecraft structure
or equipment and cause significant damage. It is important,
therefore, to design appropriate protection in spacecraft to
ensure that the risks of impact-induced failure are kept to
acceptable levels. Several different protection options may
be considered. For example, on manned spacecraft a com-
monly implemented solution is the multiple wall shield.
This can take a variety of forms, including the stuffed
Whipple shield, the multishock shield, and the mesh dou-
ble bumper shield. Such shields are capable of preventing
particles as large as 1 cm from penetrating inside a space-
craft. On unmanned spacecraft, it is commonplace to consider
enhancing sandwich panel structures and multilayer insula-
tion thermal blankets to improve protection. This may entail
the addition of layers of high-strength, lightweight materials,
such as NextelTM and KevlarTM.

Whichever shielding solutions are chosen for a spacecraft,
their effectiveness can be quantified using a ballistic limit
equation. Two parametric forms of the equation are avail-
able. These determine the critical size of impacting particle
that causes failure of either a single wall shield or a multiple
wall shield. The equations are a key element of an impact
risk assessment, that is, they contribute to the calculation
of the probability of no failure of a spacecraft. This is an
important measure of risk. During an assessment, if the prob-
ability does not meet a predefined threshold then it may be
necessary to add extra shielding. To guide engineers in this
decision-making process, procedures for assessing impact
risk and guidelines for implementing protection have been
documented.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the “old days,” spacecraft were placed in their mission
orbits and essentially died there, continuing in their orbits,
but no longer under control. Many dead spacecraft are still
in orbit and will remain in orbit for hundreds or thousands of
years until their orbits decay naturally or they are removed
by external means. In addition to being a hazard themselves,
these large debris object will be shattered into large numbers
of smaller but still hazardous objects should they be involved
in collisions.

Dead satellites, launch stages and other debris are cur-
rently a growing concern for operational spacecraft. As of
November 2009, each of the four known collisions involving
tracked objects, objects larger than about 10 cm, has involved

debris objects: the 1991 collision of a non-operational
Russian Cosmos navigational satellite with debris from a
sister Cosmos satellite; the French satellite CERISE dam-
aged by fragment from Ariane rocket body in 1996; the 2005
collision of a US rocket stage with a fragment from a Chinese
upper stage; and the 2009 collision of the operational Iridium
satellite with a non-operational COSMOS satellite.

Recognizing the growing debris problem, the Interagency
Space Debris Coordination Committee (IADC) with current
membership including representatives from nearly all space-
faring nations was formed in 1993 to coordinate international
activities related to space debris minimization and to iden-
tify debris mitigation options. The IADC recommends that,
because of their importance for satellite missions, the growth
of debris orbiting in and passing through the low earth orbit
(LEO) and geostationary earth orbit (GEO) regimes shown
in Figure 1 should be minimized (in the figure, Z is distance
above the surface of a spherical Earth of radius 6378 km). In
addition, the IADC recommends the following debris miti-
gation measures:

� Limit debris released during normal operations;
� Minimize potential for on-orbit break-ups;
� Post mission disposal;
� Prevention of on-orbit collisions.

This chapter provides details on techniques for post mission
disposal of space hardware and on considerations for select-
ing the proper disposal options for satellites in various orbital
regimes.

Proper end-of-life disposal of active satellites and mission-
related hardware, such as rocket stages, is a critical
component of an overall debris mitigation strategy. Up until
now, the IADC has identified and agreed upon two primary
disposal actions that support this strategy: (i) removal of
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Figure 1. Protected regions. Reproduced from “IADC Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines,” IADC-02-01, Inter-Agency Space Debris
Coordination Committee, September 2007.

satellites and mission-related hardware from the protected
regions at end-of-life and (ii) passivation (depletion of all
energy sources that could lead to a debris-producing event)
of all hardware that is left in space prior to its end-of-life.

As disposal of a satellite in geosynchronous orbit requires
that the satellite typically be moved to an orbit 300 km or
more above the geostationary altitude (35 786 km) at end-of-
mission and passivated prior to end-of-life. For a satellite in
low earth orbit, there are four disposal options:

1. Moving the satellite to an orbit with a limited lifetime
(less than 25 years is used in the USA);

2. Moving the satellite to an orbit above the LEO protected
region;

3. Retrieving the satellite and returning it to earth; and
4. Deorbiting the satellite directly into the atmosphere.

If the satellite is left in space after moving to a disposal orbit,
“passivation,” or depleting all energy sources, is required
before the vehicle’s life is terminated.

As is evident, disposal of space hardware can no longer
be considered as an afterthought, but must be included in
the initial mission and hardware design. The health of sys-
tems critical for disposal must be monitored for the active
life of the spacecraft in orbit. No matter whether the space
system is to be moved to a disposal orbit or reentered into
the atmosphere after its operations have completed, there are
important “design for demise” considerations that must be
documented and included in a disposal plan for that system.

One disposal option is to reenter hardware into the atmo-
sphere, and the chapter includes a discussion of the risk
to humans on the ground posed by surviving debris – a
consideration that may affect approaches for implementing

this option. One approach for reentry disposal is to move the
hardware to an orbit which will decay within a specified time,
and several techniques have been proposed that could be used
to speed orbit decay and these are discussed.

As will be seen, the heightened interest in removing satel-
lites and launch stages at end-of-mission is resulting in best
practices for these activities, and best practices are being cap-
tured in international standards, which enable a purchaser of
a space system to specify that the supplier of hardware or a
service follow these best practices.

2 PASSIVATION

A critical requirement for end-of-life disposal of any satel-
lite or launch stage that is to remain in orbit after disposal
is eliminating the possibility of subsequent explosions or
debris-producing events to the greatest extent possible after
the satellite or stage has been deactivated. This means that
propellant and pressurization tanks must be vented, batter-
ies must be discharged, and any energy sources that might
be activated by long-term exposure to the space environment
or by an impact of a micrometeoroid or small space debris
object must be neutralized.

A major design consideration related to passivation is the
overall reliability of the systems required for passivation.
For example, passivation may require that communications
with the ground be maintained throughout the passivation
process in order to activate tank venting, battery discharge,
and other systems. In fact, the potential loss of the capa-
bility to passivate a spacecraft should be a criterion for the
decision to proceed with early disposal of that spacecraft.
This consideration has led to incorporation of a statement in
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an emerging International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) GEO disposal standard (“Space Systems, Disposal of
Satellites Operating at Geosynchronous Altitudes,” ISO CDV
26872, December 2008) that “spacecraft shall be designed
such that the joint probability of having sufficient energy
(propellant) remaining to achieve the final disposal orbit and
successfully executing commands to deplete energy sources
should equal or exceed 0.9 at the time disposal is executed.
The disposal success probability shall be evaluated as condi-
tional probability (weighted on the mission success).”

3 DISPOSAL OF SATELLITES
OPERATING IN GEOSYNCHRONOUS
ORBITS

The GEO protected region defined in Figure 1 has been estab-
lished to protect this region where spacecraft remain fixed
over a predetermined ground location – an especially valu-
able feature for satellites that receive and broadcast television
programs and other information to and from fixed ground
antennas. This protected region has been expanded to include
the corridors used by operational spacecraft to move from one
operational location to another.

Near the end-of-life, when a satellite can no longer
maintain its GEO position, the accepted disposal practice
is to move the satellite out of the GEO protected zone to an
orbit sufficiently above the GEO protection region such that
the orbit will not penetrate the protected region for at least
100 years. After the new orbit has been achieved, the satellite
is passivated prior to being deactivated. ISO has developed
a standard that captures best practices for disposal of GEO
spacecraft and provides guidance as to how the specific
final orbit is to be determined (“Space Systems, Disposal
of Satellites Operating at Geosynchronous Altitude,” ISO
DIS26872). The standard specifies that the final orbit be
such that either:

1. The perigee altitude is sufficiently above the geostation-
ary altitude that long-term perturbation forces do not
cause the spacecraft to enter the GEO protected region
within 100 years, or

2. The disposal orbit has an initial eccentricity less than
0.003 and a minimum perigee altitude,�H (in km),
above the geostationary altitude (35 786 km) in accor-
dance with

�H = 235+ 1000CR

A

m
(1)

where the termCR is the solar radiation pressure coef-
ficient of the spacecraft (0< CR < 2), and A/m is its
effective area-to-mass ratio (the projected area of the

spacecraft perpendicular to the sun’s ray divided by the
mass of the spacecraft).

If the first approach is used, the standard recommends
that simulations verify that the final orbit selected will not
penetrate the protected region for 100 years. The standard
provides significant information to assist in the selection of
GEO disposal orbits.

The standard also requires that the minimum�V capabil-
ity to reach the targeted disposal orbit be determined and that
the fuel required to provide this�V shall be maintained for
end-of-life disposal. There may be uncertainties in spacecraft
mass and the performance of the propulsion system at end of
mission and these must be included in the computation of the
propellant required. A second standard (“Unmanned Space-
craft, Estimating the Mass of Remaining Usable Propellant,”
ISO WD23339) provides details on how mass of propellant
remaining should be estimated while the spacecraft is in orbit.

The ISO GEO disposal standard also requires development
of an end of mission disposal plan (EOMDP) and mainte-
nance of the plan throughout the mission to final disposal.
Details of the contents of the EOMDP are provided in the
standard.

The standard disposal technique described above relies on
a spacecraft’s own systems to affect the disposal maneuver.
Currently, if critical systems fail prematurely or if the space-
craft has insufficient propellant, the vehicle may be left in the
GEO protected region to be a hazard for years to come.

As Figure 1 indicates, satellites operating in the GEO pro-
tected region operate in orbits relatively close to each other
traveling in roughly the same direction. While this has the
disadvantage that failure of a satellite in its mission orbit
will make it a long-term hazard for operating satellites, this
characteristic may make development of systems to provide
disposal services to GEO satellites economically viable.

Two approaches described below have been proposed to
move dead or dying satellites and debris from the GEO
protected region: (i) the space tug and (ii) the momentum
exchange tether system. Both systems could potentially be
used to dispose of satellites at end of mission, extending
mission life by enabling the use of propellant for mission
operations rather than disposal.

3.1 Space tug

The space tug is a space vehicle whose mission is to attach to
another space vehicle and move it to another orbit or orbital
location. Such a device could be designed to separate after
completing a move and proceed to execute similar moves for
other spacecraft. The tug could also be used to refuel properly
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designed spacecraft.
Galabova and de Weck (2006) argue that a space tug

may be economically feasible, depending on several factors,
including the fee charged for towing services. The references
noted several technologies that might delay the development
of a space tug service: (i) improvements of fuel gauging
techniques that reduce wasted fuel due to measurement uncer-
tainty, (ii) use of all-electric propulsion thereby improving the
life of spacecraft to the point where the propellant remain-
ing is no longer the reason for disposal, and (iii) advances
in satellite design (including clustering of smaller satellites),
making the revenue per satellite lower.

3.2 Momentum exchange tethers

Momentum exchange tethers have been proposed by
Chobotov and Melamed (2007) as a means for disposing
of satellites at end of mission. Momentum exchange tethers
take advantage of orbital characteristics of extended length
tethers by raising and lowering end masses to effect orbit
changes. Such a system might include a tug vehicle to grap-
ple and return dead satellites to the tether system, where the
length of the tether would then be adjusted to release and
dispose of the satellite to a higher or lower orbit. The con-
cept might also be used to dispose of satellites in low Earth
orbits.

4 DISPOSAL OF SATELLITES WITH
ORBIT PERIGEE IN LEO PROTECTED
REGION

Figure 1 shows the definition of the protection region for low
earth orbits (LEOs), which extends to an altitude of 2000 km.
Unlike the GEO protected region, the LEO protected region
includes all orbit inclinations.

As noted earlier, operators of satellites operating in low
earth orbits, or in orbits whose perigees are in the LEO pro-
tected region, have several options open to them for removing
these objects from the protected region. The options
include:

1. Retrieving the satellite and returning it to Earth.
2. Moving the satellite to an orbit whose perigee is higher

than 2000 km.
3. Reentering the spacecraft into the Earth’s atmosphere in

a controlled (direct reentry) or uncontrolled (orbit decay)
manner.

As will be seen, Option 1 has been used on a couple of occa-
sions to retrieve high-value objects in circular orbits, and
Option 2 is primarily a candidate for disposing of satellites
with relatively high perigees in the LEO protected region.
Option 3 is the most common disposal option for this class
of orbits, but selection of controlled or uncontrolled reentry
depends on the ground hazards predicted for the specific case.
A discussion of each disposal option follows.

4.1 Disposal by retrieval

In November 1984, Space Shuttle mission STS-51A suc-
cessfully retrieved and returned to earth the failed Palapa
B2 satellite, which had been placed in orbit by Shuttle mis-
sion STS-41B earlier that year. The spacecraft was repaired
and subsequently re-launched in 1990 and performed nomi-
nally. The Shuttle also retrieved the long duration exposure
facility, a satellite placed into orbit by an earlier Shuttle
mission.

The disposal by retrieval option requires maneuvering a
retrieval spacecraft to the vicinity of the object to be recov-
ered, docking with or grappling the object, securing the object
in a way that it will be stable and protected during subsequent
maneuvers, executing a deorbit maneuver, and returning the
object to a predefined location. Given the expense and diffi-
culty of this option, it is unlikely it would be used simply to
reenter an object that would be destroyed by reentry; how-
ever, rendezvous and attachment of a deorbit system might be
advantageous for objects that pose significant hazards should
they reenter randomly. It should also be noted that retrieval
of spacecraft in higher energy orbits with apogees outside of
the LEO protected region may be difficult and impractical,
since the retrieval spacecraft would be required to match the
energy with the object to be retrieved.

Galabovaet al. (2003) suggest that a space tug system to
maneuver and dispose of LEO satellites in specific constel-
lations, such as the Iridium constellation, might be practical.

4.2 Disposal by moving to orbits above protected
region

In some cases, the most fuel-efficient disposal technique for
an object in a LEO orbit may be to move the satellite to an
orbit whose perigee is outside of the LEO protected region;
that is, a final perigee altitude that is greater than 2000 km (US
practices are that the final perigee should be at least 500 km
above the 2000 km boundary). Figure 2 shows the amount of
�V needed for a spacecraft to move out of the LEO protected
region to a circular orbit at 2500 km altitude as a function of
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Figure 2. �V required for moving a LEO satellite in an initially cir-
cular orbit to (1) a circular orbit at 2500 km, (2) a new circular orbit
with a lifetime of less than 25 years, and (3) an orbit where the satel-
lite immediately enters the atmosphere and is removed from orbit.
Satellite orbit lifetimes were estimated for a ballistic coefficient of
75 kg m−2.

its initial circular orbit altitude. Included is a curve showing
the �V required to deorbit into the atmosphere and a third
curve showing the�V to move the vehicle from its initial
orbit to a circular orbit whose lifetime is less than 25 years.
The “life < 25 yr” curve in Figure 2 was developed assuming
a spacecraft ballistic coefficient of 75 kg m−2 and a repre-
sentative atmosphere model, where the ballistic coefficient is
defined as the mass divided by a reference area for the object.
The ballistic coefficient is a representation of the influence of
the atmosphere on the motion of the object – the higher the
ballistic coefficient, the less the motion of the object will be
influenced by the atmosphere.

For the case shown, placing the object in an orbit with
a lifetime of less than 25 years is more fuel-efficient if the
object is originally in a circular orbit below about 1400 km.
For an actual case, the object’s ballistic coefficient and an
atmosphere model reflecting best estimates of the solar cycle
would be used. ISO is developing an international standard
providing additional details on atmospheres and assumptions
related to determining orbit lifetime.

Note that while the example uses two burns to transfer
from the initial to the final orbit, a single burn may be used to
transfer the object to an elliptical orbit with a perigee selected
such that atmospheric drag will gradually circularize the orbit
and reenter the object within the prescribed time.

As noted earlier, selection of the orbit decay option is only
suitable if the casualty expectation for random reentry is less
than an accepted value. There is additional discussion of how
the reentry hazard is determined later in this section.

4.3 Disposal by direct reentry

Another way to eliminate the space debris hazards posed by
a satellite or launch stage is to reenter the satellite or stage
into the atmosphere at the end of its life. As will be discussed,
reentry exchanges the long-term hazard to objects in space
for short-term hazards to people, property, and other air and
ground assets. Minimizing the effects of this trade becomes
an important, but sometimes difficult decision.

The magnitude of the hazard posed by reentering debris is
used as a discriminator as to the type of reentry disposal that
should be used for a particular space object. If the casualty
expectation exceeds 1× 10−4, meaning that if the reentry
event is repeated 10 000 times, one human injury or death
somewhere on the planet is to be expected, US guidelines
require that the object be directed to reenter in a safe area,
like the Pacific Ocean (some nations have not mandated a
specific threshold value, but support the general concept).
If the casualty expectation is lower than 1× 10−4, a ran-
dom, orbit decay reentry is an acceptable disposal option
and the object may be placed in a LEO orbit whose lifetime
is less than a specified value (in the United States the value is
25 years).

Two considerations are prominent in this discussion:

� How is the reentry hazard determined?
� How is the lifetime of an object in orbit determined?

As noted earlier, ISO is developing an international standard
that specifies procedures and considerations to be used for
determining orbit lifetime.

It should be noted that direct reentry can be used to
remove rocket stages as well as spacecraft. Pateraet al. (2006)
describe the direct deorbit of a rocket stage that placed a
satellite into a LEO orbit.

4.3.1 Determination of reentry hazard

There are two factors affecting the hazard posed by reentry of
a particular object. The first is the nature of debris expected
to survive reentry, and the second is the sum of the hazards
posed by each surviving debris fragment, where the level of
the hazard for each object is estimated based on the object’s
kinetic energy at impact.

Any object reentering the Earth’s atmosphere from orbit
experiences severe heating and loads. An object on a very
shallow reentry trajectory, such as one decaying from circular
orbit, experiences a very gradual increase in heating and loads
as the object moves deeper into the atmosphere. The heat
pulse for such a reentry can last on the order of 5 minutes, and
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the peak acceleration is of the order of 10g. If the object has
no thermal protection system, the object’s skin and structure
heats, low melting point materials such as aluminum reach
their melt temperature and fail, and supported and internal
objects are released into the air stream. These objects will
also experience severe heating and increasing deceleration
loads, and depending on their materials and properties, some
will also fail and release internal components. This process
continues until the surviving objects have slowed and the heat
rate and aerodynamic loads drop. Material that remains will
impact the ground, and a rule of thumb states that anywhere
from 10 to 40% of an object’s pre-reentry dry mass will sur-
vive to hit the ground. As an example, approximately 40%
of the space shuttle Columbia’s dry mass was recovered after
that accident (note that Columbia’s thermal protection system
likely protected some hardware from the full effects of the
reentry environment, increasing the percentage of surviving
debris).

Figure 3 shows one debris fragment recovered after the
reentry of a rocket stage in 1997. This 250-kg stainless steel
fuel tank landed near a farmer’s house in Texas. Three addi-
tional items were recovered – a 30-kg titanium sphere, a thrust
chamber estimated to weigh less than 40 kg, and a small,
lightweight fragment that brushed a woman on the shoulder
(she was not injured). The impact locations of the objects
were spaced along the reentry trajectory and separated by
tens of kilometers, typical for reentries of this type. Ailor
et al. (2005) provides details on debris recovered for this and
additional reentries.

Estimating the hazard for reentries is complicated by the
fact that for orbit decay reentries, the specific population
that might be affected cannot be determined. One reason
for this is that orbits typically circularize before reentry –
the higher atmospheric drag at perigee reduces apogee much
more than the drag at apogee affects perigee. This “circular-
ization effect” makes the exact reentry location unknown,
so that the entry location along the ground track for an
object undergoing an orbit decay reentry is assumed to be
random.

The ground area where reentry might occur is limited by
the orbit’s inclination. As a result, casualty expectations (the
number of individuals who might be injured or killed) are
developed assuming the reentry could be anywhere on earth
within the latitude band defined by the orbital inclination. As
an example, Figure 4 shows the ground areas that might have
been affected by reentry of the Mir Space Station. Mir’s orbit
was inclined at 51.6◦, so that only the portion of the Earth’s
human population in the latitude band defined by 51.6◦ North
and 51.6◦ South latitudes was at risk.

Patera (2008a) notes that since the reentry is random and
the location of the impact point is unknown (generally speak-
ing, theorbit revolution where reentry will occur cannot be
accurately predicted until only a few revolutions before reen-
try), the longitude of the impact footprint is initially assumed
to be uniformly distributed, and only the population density
as a function of latitude is required for estimating the casu-
alty expectation. As described above, reentries from decaying
orbits will be random even though the initial eccentricity

Figure 3. Debris recovered after rocket stage reentry Image courtesy of NASA.
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Figure 4. Ground area that could have been affected by random reentry of the Mir Space Station.

Figure 5. Variation of apogee and perigee altitude for a decaying launch stage orbit (initially 860 km by 220 km).

of the decaying orbit may be non-zero. Figure 5 shows this
circularization effect for an initial 860 by 220 km orbit.

As a first approximation, the casualty expectation calcu-
lation assumes that the population within the latitude band
is evenly distributed within that latitude band. A global pop-
ulation model, which provides population as a function of
latitude and longitude, may be used to compute numerically
the global population density as a function of latitude. Fig-
ure 6 shows the population distribution function for the year
2009 developed using a population database for 2005 and
assuming a 1% growth rate. Figure 6 also shows the cor-
responding population density function as a function of the
sine of the latitude (required for subsequent calculations).
The analysis used a population “skewed” by a growth rate of

0.5% per year in the northern hemisphere and 2% per year in
the southern hemisphere from 2005 to 2009.

Assuming that the reentry from a decaying orbit is random,
the impact probability density function per unit area on the
Earth’s surface is given by

σ(L, i) = 1

2�2R2(sin2 i − sin2 L)
1/2 (2)

whereR is the Earth’s spherical radius,i is the orbit’s incli-
nation, andL is the latitude, which is bounded by the orbit’s
inclination. The probability that a debris fragment from an
object reentering from a decaying orbit with an orbit inclina-
tion of 45

◦
will strike a 100 m2 area located at 30

◦
north or
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Figure 6. Population density and cumulative population as a function of sine of latitude.

south latitude is given by

P = �Aσ(L, i) = 100σ
(�

6
,

�

4

)
= 100(2.491× 10−15) = 2.491× 10−13 (3)

Assuming that the average area of a standing, unsheltered
human is 0.28 m2, then the probability of impact of a person
at 30

◦
north or south latitude is

P = �Aσ(L, i) = 0.28σ
(�

6
,

�

4

)
= 0.28(2.491× 10−15) = 6.98× 10−16 (4)

This calculation neglects the size and number of debris frag-
ments, which must also be factored into the analysis.

A single reentry will likely produce several debris frag-
ments and the kinetic energy calculation for each fragment
will likely show that several may be hazardous to humans
and potentially damaging to property. Since debris fragments
from reentries of typical launch stages and spacecraft have
relatively low ballistic coefficients, these objects reach sub-
sonic, free-fall velocities at about 18 km (60 000 ft), so the
kinetic energy at impact is determined using the free-fall
velocity at the impact altitude. Cole, Young and Jordan-Culler
(1997) recommend a kinetic energy threshold for injury to
humans of approximately 15 J (11 ft lbf).

Once the number, size and kinetic energy of fragments
predicted to survive have been estimated, the casualty expec-
tation for a given object’s reentry may be determined by
estimating the hazard area of each debris fragment, summing
these areas over all hazardous fragments, and multiplying by
the casualty expectation per unit area that corresponds to the

initial orbit’s inclination. Figure 7 shows the casualty expec-
tation per square meter on the Earth’s surface as a function
of the orbit inclination based on the 2005 population model.

Cole, Young and Jordan-Culler (1997) recommend that
0.28 m2 (3 ft2) be used as an average hazard area for a human
(average of standing, sitting, and prone), so a fragment falling
vertically within that area could cause an injury or death.
Since the average hazard area is consistent with a 0.3-m (1-ft)
human border (� (0.3 m)2 = 0.28 m2), the hazardous area for
each fragment is assumed to be the projected area of the frag-
ment plus the area of a 0.3-m border surrounding the object.
Summing the casualty expectations for these fragments gives
the total for the reentry of the original object.

This analysis provides a first-cut estimate of the hazard to
people on the ground associated with a random reentry. It does
not include the possibility that a percentage of the population

Figure 7. Casualty expectation per square kilometer as a function
of orbit inclination computed using a 2005 population database.
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might be sheltered by a structure and not standing outdoors.
It also does not consider the possibility that the debris might
bounce or explode or otherwise affect an area larger than
that used in the calculation above. Further, it assumes the
population is spread evenly on the orbit’s ground track. The
analysis may be modified to include more detail if some of
these factors are significant. In addition, if better information
is available on a possible impact location, the appropriate
density and other characteristics of the population at risk may
be included (see Patera, 2008a).

It should also be recognized that debris from a reentering
object also poses a hazard to aircraft. Patera (2008b) esti-
mates the probability per year that an aircraft will be struck
by reentering debris to be 7.69× 10−5. As a comparison, the
reference notes that the probability of a meteorite striking an
aircraft is between 1.3× 10−5 and 1.7× 10−5 per year.

4.4 Disposal by random reentry

If the reentry casualty expectation for a random reentry is
found to be less that an acceptable threshold value (currently
lower than 1 in 10 000 in the United States), the spacecraft
may be disposed by moving it to an orbit whose lifetime is
less than a specified value (25 years in the United States) with
passivating the vehicle required. Simulations have shown that
an efficient disposal strategy for a suitable vehicle is to simply
use a single rocket motor burn to lower the orbit’s perigee
altitude to a value where atmospheric drag will reenter the
spacecraft in the required time (see Figure 2). The appropriate
perigee altitude is determined by:

1. Estimating the on-orbit ballistic coefficient of the object
to be disposed,

2. Picking a representative atmospheric model, and
3. Propagating orbits with various initial perigee altitudes.

This analysis enables the selection of a target perigee altitude
for the specific initial conditions, spacecraft, and expected
atmospheric variations. In general, the ballistic coefficient
for this analysis assumes that the object is tumbling and
the reference area for the drag is the average of the maxi-
mum and minimum cross-sectional areas. Oltrogge and Chao
(2007) provide a detailed discussion of the various techniques
involved.

4.4.1 Drag enhancement devices

Lowering the perigee altitude requires that the object have
a means to alter its orbit. The most common approach is to
include in the vehicle and mission design sufficient propellant

to lower the orbit. As with GEO, this increases the cost and
complexity of a spacecraft or stage and can reduce the mis-
sion life by requiring that the vehicle be disposed when a
propulsion or control threshold is reached.

One non-propulsive way to accelerate the orbit decay pro-
cess is to increase the atmospheric drag acting on the vehicle
by increasing the cross-sectional area of the decaying object.
Several techniques have been proposed for this including
deployment of balloons or “drag sails” at end-of-life (a drag
sail is a thin material deployed and supported by booms,
rings, or other devices). Assessing the effectiveness of such
techniques requires estimating the ballistic coefficient of the
space vehicle with the device deployed, picking a represen-
tative atmosphere model, and propagating the orbit to verify
the lifetime reduction.

Since these devices increase the effective size of the decay-
ing object, they also increase the likelihood and frequency of
micrometeoroid and small space debris impacts that might
affect the overall ability of maintaining the required shape
(e.g., internal pressure of a balloon, etc.). Of course, the drag
sail might be punctured by small particle impacts, but would
maintain its overall shape and effectiveness. These types of
issues must be addressed as part of the design of such systems.

4.4.2 Tethers

Electrodynamic and momentum exchange tethers have been
proposed by Forward, Hoyt and Uphoff (2000) as a means to
increase the rate of orbit decay for objects in low earth orbits.
Electrodynamic tethers consist of a long, conductive wire, or
ribbon attached to an end mass that would be carried to orbit
attached to a spacecraft or launch stage and deployed at end-
of-life (a length of 5 km is suggested for a 1500-kg satellite
in LEO). Passage of the tether through the Earth’s magnetic
field induces a current flow along the tether, which is propor-
tional to the magnetic field. Electrons moving through the
tether are released through the end mass into the surrounding
plasma, completing the circuit. The current interacts with the
magnetic field and creates a Lorentz force, which acts in a
direction opposite to the tether’s motion, thereby increasing
the drag force on the vehicle. Table 1 (Klinkrad, 2006) shows
how such a tether might accelerate the decay of LEO satellites
(the reference assumes that the tethers are fabricated from
conductive aluminum and that the total mass of the tether
system is 2.5% of the spacecraft mass; the air-drag cross sec-
tion of each spacecraft is assumed to be 10 m2). It should be
noted that electrodynamic tethers work best for orbits cross-
ing the Earth’s magnetic field lines (generally low inclination
orbits), and are less useful for high inclination orbits.

Momentum exchange tethers, as discussed in Section 3,
would be capable of lowering perigee and possibly causing
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Table 1. Comparison of natural and tether-induced orbit decay time for satellites in various LEO constellations. Reproduced with permission
from Klinkrad (2006) c© Praxis Publishing Ltd.

Constellation Altitude (km) Inclination (◦) Natural reentry (yr) Tether-induced reentry

Orbcom 825 45 150 11 d
Iridium 780 86 100 7.5 mo
GlobalStar 1414 52 9000 37 d
Skybridge 1469 53 11000 46 d
Teledesic 1375 85 7000 17 mo

immediate reentry of the object to be disposed. The tether
system could be used for a similar maneuver on other objects.

A challenge for all tether systems is their susceptibility to
damage by space debris and micrometeoroids, and becom-
ing a source of space debris themselves. This factor must be
included in the design. Chobotov and Mains (2000) analyzed
the collision probability of space debris with a 19.7 km tether
deployed at an altitude of 350 km and found that the collision
probability of objects larger than 10 cm was about 10−3 per
month, with smaller particles impacting at a higher rate.

4.5 Design for demise

The term “design for demise” refers to the desire to design
features into hardware that will reenter the Earth’s atmo-
sphere for disposal in a way that will minimize the hazard
posed by surviving debris to people and property. Since
there is very little data available on actual space hardware’s
demise during reentry, limited evidence from the analysis
of debris that has survived the reentry environment sug-
gests that: Objects made of aluminum and low melting
temperature materials will not survive reentry, but will melt
into non-hazardous residue high in the atmosphere. Other
than aluminum objects that were protected by space shuttle
Columbia heat shield or small fragments attached to the lee
(sheltered) side of a much larger object with a higher melting
point, no large aluminum fragment has been recovered intact
on the ground after a reentry.

Heating to an object will be minimized if the object is con-
tained within structures, and these structures must fail before
the potentially hazardous object is released. Thus, objects
with a high hazard potential should not be buried within a
structure that might prevent its demise.

5 DISPOSAL OF SATELLITES
OPERATING IN OTHER ORBITS

The overall goal of debris mitigation efforts is to minimize the
creation of new debris that might affect orbit regimes popular

for operating satellites. The medium earth orbit regime,
approximately half the distance to GEO, is popular for con-
stellations of navigation satellites, with each constellation
using multiple satellites in common orbits (the nominal GPS
orbit altitude is 20 181.7 km). A collision in one of these con-
stellations would create debris that might affect not only the
parent constellation, but potentially all of the constellations
in the MEO band.

GEO transfer orbits are parking orbits for satellites on
their way to GEO operating orbits. Typically, these orbits
have perigee altitudes in the LEO protected area and apogees
in the vicinity of the GEO protected area. As a result, hard-
ware such as launch stages left in GEO transfer orbits may
pose a threat to satellites operating in LEO, MEO, and possi-
bly GEO orbits. Highly elliptical orbit (HEO) have very high
apogee altitudes and relatively low perigee altitudes. These
orbits have the characteristic that spacecraft have long dwell
times near apogee, with dwell times exceeding 12 hours, com-
bined with shorter times at perigee. If the orbit has the proper
inclination, the spacecraft can appear fixed over a specific
ground area as the spacecraft approaches apogee. These fea-
tures make HEO orbits popular for communication satellites
designed to provide coverage to high latitudes.

5.1 Disposal from MEO orbits

Recent analyses have demonstrated that disposal of
GLONASS, GPS, COMPASS, and GALILEO navigation
satellites operating in MEO orbits must be done precisely to
avoid subsequent penetration of the operational orbit region
resulting from orbit changes induced by lunar, solar, and earth
gravity effects. Gick and Chao (2001) demonstrated that dis-
posal orbits for satellites operating in MEOs that are initially
near-circular may evolve into orbits with eccentricities as
large as 0.5 after 140 years, and Jenkin and Gick (2001)
showed close approaches of disposed satellites with oper-
ational satellites occurring in as little as 20 years. Chao and
Gick (2002) showed that non-operational GLONASS satel-
lites will start to enter the operating GPS constellation within
40 years. Disposal orbit stability can be enhanced by proper
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selection of a combination of eccentricity and argument of
perigee (Jenkin and McVay, 2009).

Gick and Chao (2001) recommend a disposal strategy for
GPS satellites where a two-burn Hohmann transfer is used to
achieve “an orbit as high as possible above the GPS constel-
lation with a small eccentricity (e ≤ 0.005). An additional
maneuver may be required to achieve a desired initial argu-
ment of perigee that minimizes the maximum eccentricity
and, hence, the long-term eccentricity growth.” The reference
also recommends that a�V budget (inclusive of the argument
of perigee targeting) of at least 60 m s−1 be reserved for MEO
end-of-life disposal.

5.2 Disposal from GEO transfer orbits and HEO
orbits

Disposal of satellites and rocket stages from elliptical GEO
transfer and HEO orbit is best accomplished by:

1. Lowering perigee of such orbits after the stage is sepa-
rated from its payload such that the orbit will decay and
the object reenter within the required period (25 years in
the United States),

2. Lowering perigee and controlling the reentry location, or
3. Maneuvering the object to a disposal orbit that does not

pass through a protected region.

As discussed earlier, the random orbit decay option applies
if the casualty expectation for a random reentry is within the
acceptable range. If this is not the case, either Option 2 or 3
should be used.

In addition to the protected regions shown in Figure 1, it
is also desirable to avoid disposing of hardware into orbits
that pass through the MEO orbit regime, approximately
20 000 km above the Earth’s surface. The US Government
orbital debris mitigation standard practices require that dis-
posal orbits be adjusted so that objects in those orbits remain
500 km above or below MEO.

6 DISPOSAL OF LAUNCH STAGES

An upper stage with liquid propellant usually has the capa-
bility to perform a post-separation maneuver to further
distance itself from a just-released satellite. Typically the
post-separation maneuver would include a depletion of all
remaining propellants, both for main engines and the attitude
control system, thus fulfilling the aforementioned passiva-
tion goal to minimize the possibility of an on-orbit explosion.

Propellant depletion imparts a velocity increment to the stage,
modifying its orbit. This effect must be included in the overall
deployment plan.

Historically, the primary goal of any post-separation activ-
ity was to minimize the possibility of any future collision
with the released spacecraft, so the strategy was to change
the orbit inclination of the upper stage. While that strategy
is very effective for avoiding the deployed spacecraft, it is
unlikely to be the best strategy for avoiding other satellites in
the same orbital altitude region. Thus, modifying the deple-
tion scenario to deorbit or move liquid propellant stages to
less hazardous orbits are now being considered.

As noted in Section 4, if the casualty expectation for a ran-
dom reentry of an orbiting object, stage or satellite, exceeds
1× 10−4 for US systems, the goal is to reenter the object into
a safe area. Upper stage disposals for LEO missions present
mission and hardware design challenges, since the quantity
of propellant remaining after payload deployment is uncer-
tain and battery life is limited. Thus, reentering a stage to a
safe area or moving a stage’s orbit perigee above 2000 km
would be highly dependent on the payload’s insertion orbit
and the amount of propellant and battery life remaining in
the stage. Fortunately, disposal of spent stages in accordance
with orbit lifetime and casualty expectation requirements is
becoming increasingly feasible given that many upper stages
now have multiple restart capability.

Planning for deorbiting a launch stage must consider pro-
pellant remaining, battery life, tank pressurization, telemetry
coverage, and the availability of possible disposal areas. In a
typical case, subsequent to spacecraft separation and within
one revolution, a point on the orbit must be selected for a
retrograde deorbit burn. This burn would be timed such that
the upper stage falls deep into the atmosphere and breaks up
over a broad, uninhabited ocean area. There are large regions
in the South Atlantic, South Pacific, and Indian Ocean that
are ideal for such an event. Pateraet al. (2006) discusses a
successful deorbit of a Delta IV upper stage.

The disposal of an upper stage in the geosynchronous orbit
region would, ideally, move the stage to a new orbit where
perigee remains above the GEO protected region for more
than 100 years; however, using a two-maneuver, Hohmann
transfer approach is simply not practical for an upper stage
at its end-of-mission, since an extra 12 hours of coasting will
likely exceed designed battery life and/or tank pressurization
requirements. A solution is to find an acceptable spacecraft
insertion orbit during pre-launch mission design in which
the orbit remains above or below the GEO altitude. If the
payload can be deployed in such an orbit and then move
to its assigned GEO location, the velocity change provided
by propellant depletion can be applied in either posigrade
or retrograde direction as required to move the orbit of the
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upper stage further away from GEO altitude. While it may
not be possible to dispose the stage 300 km from the geosyn-
chronous orbit due to propellant issues for both the upper
stage and spacecraft, a disposal orbit of even 50 km removed
from the geosynchronous altitude significantly reduces the
future hazard to any active GEO satellite.

In some cases, a launch stage may have a sufficient pro-
pellant remaining that it can be disposed in a heliocentric
(sun-centered) orbit. Since the thrust is acting on the mass of
the stage only, the delta-V imparted to the stage is high enough
to remove the stage from earth orbit entirely. An advantage
of this technique is that the disposal burn may be executed
shortly after payload separation, reducing the concern about
the stage’s battery life.

This discussion makes it clear that stage disposal must
be considered early in the mission design process and that
specifying stage disposal requirements should be included
early in discussions with the launch provider. Ideally, the
spacecraft will be released from a stage that is in an orbit
where acceptable disposal options exist, that the stage has
sufficient propellant to impart the desired�V , and that the
stage has sufficient power and control authority to execute the
desired maneuver. It is likely that stage disposal will become
increasingly important and common in the future.

7 SUMMARY

Dead launch stages and spacecraft are potential sources for
large numbers of debris objects if they are involved in colli-
sions with other objects. This chapter provides an overview
of requirements and techniques for disposing of such hard-
ware at end of mission, with the goal of minimizing the
growth of the debris population within and passing through
regions of space that have been deemed critical for spacecraft
operations.

In addition to techniques that are currently available for use
by launch providers and satellite operators, new techniques
are described that might provide additional disposal options
for satellites and stages yet to be launched and might also
be used to remove existing debris objects. In the long term,
disposal of stages and satellites at end of mission will be
an important component in an overall strategy to protect the
near-Earth space environment for future generations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Producibility

Historically, most aircraft design and stress engineering func-
tions are primarily concerned with meeting product func-
tional, performance and safety requirements within the allo-
cated time scale of the aircraft development cycle. And rightly
so, because who else would?

From this historical perspective aerospace designers were
no more different than engineering designers from non-
aerospace organizations prior to the 1990s, where a sequential
design process was the norm. In the sequential process, the
task of the designer was to design a product that satisfied its
functional and performance requirements. Implied in this de-
sign was the fact that the materials and technology existed to
manufacture and assemble, or produce, the design. The de-
signer’s knowledge and experience in material selection, as

well as fabrication and assembly technology was, in essence,
an early constraint on achieving design producibility. Only
later, during the production engineering phase, was thought
given to modifying the design to permit ease of manufacture
and assembly. This “over the wall approach” and its associ-
ated lack of producibility was to manifest itself during the
Second World War in the USA. As reported in the Military
Handbook on producibility (1984), the need arose for a partic-
ular design to be re-engineered to permit ease of manufacture
by multiple producers.

The Military Handbook (1984) definition of producibility
is: “the combined effect of those elements or characteristics
of a design and the production planning for it that enables the
item, described by the design, to be produced and inspected
in the quantity required and that permits a series of trade-
offs to achieve the optimum of the least possible cost and
minimum time, while still meeting the necessary quality and
performance requirements.”

A more up to date version of this would be; “producibil-
ity is primarily concerned with how easily and cost effective
units of product can be taken from design concept through
development and production to delivery so that they meet per-
formance, cost, quality, reliability, maintainability, and avail-
ability requirements.” And, product design has a significant
influence on producibility, or manufacturability, as confirmed
by the National Research Council (NRC) (1991) which es-
timated that 70% or more of the life cycle cost of a product
is determined during design. Intuitively, the 70% influence
on life cycle cost makes sense, since the output from the de-
sign phase locks in basic part attributes of: material, form, fit,
function, ease of manufacture, ease of assembly, part count
and test.

Why should manufacturability be an issue for aerospace
manufacturing? Essentially, if a manufacturer is to be
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competitive in a free market economy the need is to con-
tinually strive for a high degree of product manufacturability
combined with the required product performance. The higher
the degree of manufacturability the greater the opportunity
to satisfy the customer, whether for an aerospace or non-
aerospace product.

Since the Second World War, in the USA and Europe,
development of solutions to the manufacturability challenge
has basically moved along two parallel routes; one, value
engineering and the other, design for manufacture.

1.2 Value engineering

In the USA, the General Electric company response to
the producibility issue was that, between 1947 and 1950,
Lawrence Miles developed a systematic methodological ap-
proach for providing products with equal or better perfor-
mance at less cost. The concept quickly spread throughout
industry because of the potential returns and was identified
as value analysis.

Later, the technique was termed value engineering (VE)
where VE was defined as a systematic approach directed at
analyzing the function of systems, equipment, facilities, ser-
vices, and supplies. The objective for using the VE methodol-
ogy being the achievement of the required functionality at the
lowest cost of ownership while meeting the requirements for
performance, reliability, quality, and maintainability. The VE
methodology being typically conducted in eight sequential
phases: orientation, information, function analysis, creative,
evaluation, and development.

Mandelbaum and Reed (2006) have reported 19 examples
of cost savings or cost avoidance achieved on United States
Department of Defence programmes. One example reported
was cost avoidance of $3.96 million on a rotary actuator on
a leading edge flap of the F-16 fighter aircraft.

While VE is useful in meeting the competitive challenge
of reducing cost, its drawback is that functional analysis is,
by necessity, performed after the product’s design has been
completed.

1.3 Design for manufacture

After the Second World War, in the USA, design for man-
ufacture (DFM) guidelines were published with the aim of
assisting in the design of parts for ease of manufacture. One
of such texts was by Boltz (1981) (first edition published
1947). The contents of these books were aimed at helping
the designer with an understanding of the capabilities of a
specific manufacturing process, the best material and shape
combinations, and achievable tolerances. The emphasis was

on the design of individual parts with relatively little attention
given to assembly processes.

Work on design for assembly (DFA), by Geoffrey
Boothroyd, has made a major contribution to DFM.
Boothroyd and Redford (1968) recognized that the elements
of design and manual assembly, in the manufacture of an
existing product, were often more important than the use of
mechanization in reducing product costs. Product simplifica-
tion as emphasized in the DFA procedure by Boothroyd and
Dewhurst (1989) (first produced 1980) has provided signif-
icant product cost reductions. Key attributes of the process
are: a systematic procedure rather than a sole dependence
on guidelines, criteria to aid in part count reduction, support
in measuring assembly time, and calculation of design effi-
ciency as a measure of the degree of product simplification.
And, where the part count reduction criteria, asks of each part
in a product design:

1. Does the part move relative to all the other parts already
assembled?

2. Must the part be made from a different material or iso-
lated from all the other parts already assembled?

3. Must the part be separate from all other parts because as-
sembly or disassembly would otherwise be impossible?

DFA during concept design, concurrent engineering team
and early cost estimating are key ingredients of the design
for manufacture and assembly (DFMA1) methodology by
Boothroyd, Dewhurst and Knight (1994); where typical steps
taken during application are shown in Figure 1.

Design concept

Design for assembly
(DFA)

Selection of materials
and processes and
early cost estimates

Best design concept

Design for manufacture
(DFM)

Prototype

Production

Detail design
for minimum

manufacturing
costs

Suggestions for
more economic
materials and

processes

Suggestions for
simplification

of product structure

Figure 1. Typical steps in DFMA methodology (Boothroyd,
Dewhurst and Knight, 1994).
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A DFMA improvement project typically starts with gath-
ering as much information as possible about the baseline
product, which must include an understanding of any prob-
lem areas, views of the operations personnel, a review of
any current build, and, if possible, production target costs.
Next, the DFA analysis is conducted by applying the sim-
plification criteria, establishing the theoretical minimum part
count, performing assembly time analysis, and calculating
design efficiency. After the initial DFA analysis, compet-
ing design concepts are generated along with early cost
estimates. Then a concept is selected and followed by de-
tail design with the completion of more accurate cost esti-
mates, performance assessment, and initial production plan-
ning. Boothroyd Dewhurst Inc (BDI) have reported more
than 100 case studies showing DFMA results as published
in magazines, conference papers, and online. BDI state that
these case studies have on average achieved: labor costs cut
by 42%, cost reduced by 50%, parts reduced by 54%, and
product development time reduced by 45%.

DFMA application by aerospace and defence compa-
nies has included Boeing/McDonnell Douglas, Bombardier
Aerospace, Embraer, General Dynamics, Israel Aircraft
Industries, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, and Vought Aircraft.

2 EXAMPLES OF AIRCRAFT DFMA
APPLICATION

2.1 McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing)

McDonnell Douglas, which was to later merge with Boeing,
enthusiastically embraced the DFMA methodology.

Weber (1994) reported McDonnell Douglas as using
DFMA to reduce parts count and defects on the F-18, F-15,
AV-8B, T-45, MD-11, MD-90, MD-500, and AH-64 aircraft
programmes.

On the MD-90, Ashley (1995) wrote of an existing waste
pipe/wire harness bracket, where parts count dropped from
15 to 3, assembly operations were cut from 210 to 8, assembly
time was decreased from 46 minutes to 3 minutes, weight
reduced from 2.1 ounces to 0.8 ounce, and total product cost
was lowered from $64 to $4.7. Each MD-90 had 50 off such
brackets.

McDonnell Douglas news release 97-30, announced the
first of a new design, and manufacture, of landing gear pod
installed on the C-17 Globemaster 111, which had been re-
designed using DFMA. It estimated the new gear pod would
save more than $45 million. The old design required many
hours to attach to the fuselage, with significant rework and
repair costs. Large bulkheads around the landing gear were
redesigned for high speed machining. One bulkhead went
from 72 detailed parts and 1720 fasteners, to 2 parts and 35
fasteners. The pod was previously built in 3 sections, with
each section attached separately to the aircraft. The installa-
tion procedure for the new pod design was revised with the
pod installed as a one-piece assembly. In addition, a litera-
ture search reveals that McDonnell Douglas published details
about 3 other DFMA redesigns on the C-17 Globemaster 111.

Herrera (1997) on DFMA application on the design of the
AH-64D helicopter provided details about the pilots instru-
ment panel (PIP) as shown in Figure 2.

The baseline was comprised of a combination of sheet
metal angles and extruded stiffeners, attached to an existing
airframe structure with rivets. It consisted of 72 parts with a

Figure 2. AH64D pilot instrumentation panel (Herrera, 1997).
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Figure 3. Global express fuselage final assembly jig (Eakin, 1998).

weight of 3.0 kg and fabrication time of 305 hours. The PIP
required a final assembly tooling fixture in addition to the
tooling needed to form all of the brackets and angles. The re-
design was reduced to 9 parts, using high speed machining,
with fabrication time reduced to 20 hours. The total manu-
facturing and assembly time was reduced from 607 hours to
181 hours, weight was down to 2.74 kg and total cost reduced
from $58 000 to $15 000 – 74% reduction. Herrera revealed
further. DFMA redesigns which when combined with the PIP
gave overall cost, weight, and schedule savings of 74, 8, and
74%, respectively.

2.2 Bombardier Aerospace

Eakin (1998) informed of three aircraft DFMA applications;
one on the Global Express business jet and two on the CRJ 200

and CRJ 700 regional jets. The first was a new one off final
assembly for the fuselage of the global express business jet.
A design build team (DBT) had already attempted to reduce
manufacturing cost before the DFMA approach was used.
The last attempted concept before DFMA application was as
shown in Figure 3, where a modular form of steel structure
design was used, consisting of adjacent three-dimensional
sub assemblies of rectangular hollow section (RHS) steel. In
the redesign, parallel pairs of RHS were replaced by single
pieces, while still meeting the structural performance require-
ments. Parts, including fasteners, were reduced from 5320
to 1480, assembly and manufacturing time lowered from
2970 hours to 1730 hours and manufacturing cost decreased
from £ 113 600 to £ 61 500. At the beginning of this project
the opportunity for DFA analysis, concept generation and
evaluation were performed within a few days because of time
constraints.

The second, was a redesign of an existing design on the
CRJ 200 engine nacelle. The baseline design, shown in Figure
4, consisted of aft frame, forward frame, and rib sub assem-
blies on the torque box, which was a build to print. Assembly
time reduction in support of production schedule was the rea-
son for this DFMA application. The front and aft frames were
of circular sector shapes with “z” like cross sections.

Before starting the project the DBT was given two days
of DFMA training. Baseline DFA analysis showed fastener
count, Aluminium sheet metal parts, assembly time and re-
work as principle drivers of assembly time. One proposal
from the DBT was for a complete torque box manufactured
as a one- piece investment casting, which was given serious
consideration, before being eventually rejected because of
the risks involved. Redesign included: a 6 part aft frame sub

Figure 4. CRJ 200 nacelle torque box (Eakin, 1998)
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assembly reduced to 2 frames, a 5 part forward frame sub as-
sembly cut to 2 frames, and 6 off multi-piece ribs converted
to one- piece ribs. Although the product structure itself was
simplified, the resulting new frame and rib parts were more
complex than the earlier versions. A hydroform (fluid press)
was used to manufacture the new parts and process capabil-
ity was confirmed by application of statistical process control
(SPC) techniques. From the new design of forward frame sub
assembly, additional stiffness and rigidity was created for the
mounting of thrust reverser blocker doors resulting in signif-
icant rework removal. Overall, parts count dropped from 110
to 86, fastener count was cut from 1090 to 916, assembly
time was decreased from 126 hours to 101 hours, weight was
lowered from 8.6 lbs to 7.1 lbs, resulting in a recurring cost
saving in excess of £ 300 000.

The third, was a new design of CRJ 700 over wing emer-
gency exit door as shown in Figure 5. DFMA activity on the
CRJ 700 was subject to the constraint that it must not jeopar-
dize the aircraft design and development schedule. Baseline
DFA analysis showed major contributors to assembly time
were 121 Aluminium parts (mostly sheet metal), 1,880 fas-
teners, and assembly operations which in theory could all
be replaced by 1 part. The DBT brainstormed new concepts,
which included a two-part forged frame, a one-part frame, a
mix of machined parts, all with or without an integral outer
skin. The new design was a 10-part mix of machined parts
complete with a separate outer skin. Results obtained were:
parts count down from 121 to 50, fastener count reduced
from 1880 to 1200, assembly time decreased from 61 hours
to 27 hours, weight dropped from 26.5 lbs to 24.7 lbs, tool-
ing cost lowered by 86%, and recurring manufacturing cost
cut by 6%. Later, on the design and development of the CRJ
900, the part count, fastener count, and assembly time were

Figure 5. CRJ 700 over wing emergency exit door.

further reduced with an improvement gained by a one-part
frame giving a new recurring cost reduction of 12%.

Eakin (2000) reported on two more DFMA applications,
one on the Global Express business jet and the other on the
CRJ 700.

The forward bulkhead, or firewall, of the tail cone on
the Global Express must be fire resistant and consequently
was designed as a Titanium structural assembly consisting of
sheet metal sub assemblies, with attached stiffeners, mounted
on five “H” shaped beams. Overall, the firewall was oval
shaped with approximate major and minor diameters of 2.1 m
and 1.7 m, respectively. This DFMA opportunity arose as part
of a redesign aimed at reducing manufacturing cost for an ex-
isting design along with a strict deadline for completion of
the task. Before starting the project the DBT was given one
day of DFMA training. Unusually, at the beginning of this
project, an estimate of the baseline manufacturing cost was
available for use by the DBT. And, a Pareto analysis showed
that the “H” beams contributed to 63% of the baseline manu-
facturing cost. Consequently, the DBT moved quickly to “H”
beam simplification for ease of manufacture, not spending
any appreciable time on DFA analysis and redesign concept
generation. The redesign of “H” beams succeeded in cutting
manufacturing cost from £ 17 827 to £ 8413.

The second project was on the CRJ 700 fuselage pressure
floor, where openings are required to allow system’s cables to
pass through the floor. A set of boxes seal off the openings so
as to maintain cabin pressure. This DFMA project was part
of the DFMA activity on the design and development of the
CRJ 700, subject to the constraint that it must not negatively
impact the aircraft design and development schedule. The
pressure box baseline consisted of Aluminium sheet metal
parts along with fasteners; copious amounts of sealant, and
rework to ensure sealing requirements were met. Dimensions
were 350 mm long × 250 mm wide × 100 mm deep, with 2
off pressure boxes per aircraft. Before starting the project
the DBT was given one day of DFMA training. The DBT re-
design was a one piece Aluminium machining which resulted
in: parts count down from 29 to 1, fastener count decreased
from 346 to 124, assembly time dropped from 20 hours to
3.3 hours, unit recurring cost cut by 41%, and non recurring
tooling costs lowered by 26%.

2.3 Israel Aircraft Industries

Mor (1999) provided two examples of DFMA application
used to reduce aircraft production costs. In 1997 the DFMA
method was introduced to Israel Aircraft Industries (IAI)
where it was studied and modified to fit the IAI organization,
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Figure 6. IAI wing – integrated stringers concept (Mor, 1999).

with training given across the company through about 20
DFMA workshops.

The Commercial Aircraft Group at IAI was in the process
of designing a new small, low price, cargo aircraft. A key
feature of the proposed aircraft was its low price, so finding
the lowest cost design concept was crucial for the programme.
DFMA workshops were reported as being a very efficient tool
in this regard and the two examples provided were from such
workshops.

The first example was on a wing structure, where one con-
cept was the conventional skin and spanwise stringers fas-
tened to both skin and chordwise solid stiffened ribs. A com-
peting concept was for spanwise stringers integrated with the
outside skins and fastened to chordwise rib trusses, as shown
in Figure 6.

Comparison of the two concepts showed the conventional
skin and stringers to have twice the number of parts and four
times the number of fasteners as the integral skin and stringers
concept with the integral concept costing 23% less to man-
ufacture and assemble. The integral concept was selected as
the preferred option, which also had weight and maintenance
advantages. With the reduction in the number of fasteners, in
the fuel tank of the integral concept, the risk of fuel leakage
was greatly lowered making a contribution to life cycle cost
(LCC) reduction.

The second example was on the cargo floor of the aircraft
which was supported by a floor structure, repeated about 20
times along the length of the fuselage which for this reason
made it particularly important to design the most cost effec-
tive floor structure. Four concepts were generated and costed:
sheet metal, truss, machining, and casting.

Estimated cost to manufacture and assemble the truss con-
cept, as shown in Figure 7, was least, with the sheet metal
concept costing about 15% more. And, the machining and
casting concepts were both costed at about 54% and 50%
more, respectively, than the truss concept. This result indi-
cated that a blind adherence to minimum parts count on its
own would not necessarily lead to the least production cost
option.

Figure 7. IAI floor supporting structure – Truss concept (Mor,
1999).

2.4 Undisclosed company: wing fuel system
NACA duct

In the wing fuel system of an aircraft the NACA duct, where
fitted, serves to allow the free flow of air into and out of
the aircraft fuel tank: the free flow of air need being similar
to that on the fuel tank of the domestic oil fired boiler. The
NACA duct was also required to prevent ignition of fuel vapor
from the fuel tank when a ground fire occurred. This DFMA
project, which was led by the author, was launched with the
object of reducing recurring manufacturing cost on an aircraft
already in serial production. Consequently, arising from the
baseline DFA analysis the need was to reduce both part count
and quantity of welding, as shown in Figure 8.

Also, the redesign must meet the principal technical re-
quirements of: comply with existing aircraft certification for
design and manufacture without recourse to flight testing,
NACA duct pressure drop must remain the same or be less
than on the existing design, fuel tank pressure must stay
within existing design limits, and there should be no increase
of existing weight. Additionally, the opportunity was to be
taken to embody earlier modelling results for a reduction in
parasitic drag. During this project the project leader required a
variety of skills including: breadth and depth of understand-
ing of the technical issues, project management, personnel
management across a broad spectrum of individuals, and pro-
duction cost estimating knowledge. The redesigned NACA
duct entered service in May 2007, where parts count was
dropped from 24 to 10, fastener number was cut from 24 to
14, weld length was decreased from 4074 mm to 2706 mm,
weight change was neutral, recurring manufacturing cost was
reduced by £376 per aircraft, and estimated parasitic drag was
lowered by 20 kg.

3 DFMA AND SIX SIGMA QUALITY

Huesing (2008) reported that in 1986 Motorola Inc. launched
its Six Sigma2 methodology for reducing process errors and
improving product quality and within one year Motorola
had saved $250 million. By 1992, 70 000 out of 100 000
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Figure 8. Wing fuel system NACA duct.

employees had participated in six sigma training and Mo-
torola had reduced manufacturing errors by 80%, resulting in
savings of $4 billion. By 2008, Motorola had attributed cumu-
lative business improvement from six sigma to be $16 billion.

Branan (1991) cited DFA being used in many instances at
Motorola to simplify products and reduce costs. He further
reported on a design team, from the portable two-way Handi-
Talki radio product range, which surveyed several products
that were designed using the DFA methodology. The de-
sign team was seeking to find out if there was a correlation
between assembly efficiency (previously known as design
efficiency) and manufacturing quality as measured by de-
fects per million parts assembled, where assembly/design ef-
ficiency = 3 × theoretical minimum part count/total manual
assembly time (Boothroyd and Dewhurst, 1989). The results,
shown in Figure 9, show a strong correlation between prod-
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Figure 9. Defects per million parts vs Assembly efficiency (Branan,
1991)

uct simplicity, as measured by assembly efficiency, and man-
ufacturing quality as measured by defects per million parts
assembled.

Intuitively as the number of parts and assembly operations
decrease the quality level, or yield, of the product increases,
all other variables remaining constant. The NRC (1991) re-
inforces this line of thought by the set of curves shown in
Figure 10, where each curve is represented by formula:

Product Yield = (Q)n (1)
Where,

Q = fraction of good parts or operations
n = number of components and assembly operations
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Weber (1994) showed that McDonnell Douglas was using
both BDI’s DFA and Motorola’s (1992) design for manufac-
turability methods, in sequence, to develop aircraft product
designs with very few manufacturing defects during produc-
tion. DFA, with its objective of reducing product complexity,
was not only providing aircraft designs with reduced manu-
facturing cost but was, in addition, providing aircraft designs
with reduced opportunities for defects. Motorola’s DFM was
used to create robust aircraft designs that were insensitive to
long-term variation in the processes and materials used dur-
ing manufacture. Motorola’s objective for its six step DFM
method was to attain six sigma product quality by designing
for a process capability of CP = 2 and CPK = 1.5, giving 3.4
defects per million parts (DPMO) where the six steps were:

1. Identify the physical and functional requirements for the
product.

2. Identify the key characteristics of the product.
3. For each key characteristic, determine the part and as-

sembly process elements that control it.
4. For each key characteristic, establish the target value and

maximum tolerance for each part and assembly process
elements in step 3.

5. For each key characteristic, determine the expected vari-
ation based on the known process capability for the part
and process elements in step 3.

6. For each key characteristic, assure process capability, CP,

is greater than or equal to 2 and process capability, CPK,

is greater than or equal to 1.5.

By its nature, an aircraft structure abounds with opportu-
nities for defects, due to the large number of fasteners in the
structure and consequently the concept of DPMO is entirely
feasible. Suppose, for example, an aircraft structure has a total
of 200 000 fasteners and assume each fastener holds together
an average of three parts with an opportunity for each hole
to be mislocated or drilled improperly we have, in essence,
1 000 000 opportunities for defect.

In addition, the literature contains a variety of references
and strategies for design for six sigma (DFSS). For example,
Eakin (2000) proposed a DFSS methodology for Bombardier
Aerospace with DFMA applied in sequence before Robust
Design (Parameter Design), and Tolerance Design (Statistical
Tolerancing).

4 DFMA AND LEAN MANUFACTURING

Ohno (1988), considered as the creator of the Toyota Pro-
duction System (TPS), described cost reduction as the goal

of the TPS as demonstrated by formula:

Selling Price − Cost = Profit (2)

Ohno was critical of manufacturers who simply reversed
the above given formula into Cost + Profit = Selling Price
and gave no thought as to whether the product gave value or
not to their customers. And, he warned against high prices
being set, in a free market economy, simply because of the
manufacturer’s high cost base. For the TPS, Ohno explained
that cost reduction was achieved through the relentless pur-
suit in elimination of non-value added waste, which he broke
down into seven types:

1. Transportation – unnecessary transport of goods such as
movement of work in process (WIP) from place to place.
Movement of materials, parts, or finished goods into or
out of storage or between processes.

2. Waiting – waiting by employees for materials, parts, in-
structions, and equipment. Waiting for process equip-
ment to finish its work.

3. Overproduction – overproduction of goods not needed
such as producing items earlier or in greater quantities
than needed by the customer. Producing items for which
there were no orders.

4. Defects – rework, scrap, inspection, documentation, test,
and replacement production.

5. Inventory – inventories of goods waiting further process-
ing or consumption. For example, excess raw materials,
WIP, and finished goods in stockpiles.

6. Movement – unnecessary movement of people such as
walking for parts, tools, and instructions. Reaching for,
searching for, or storing.

7. Extra processing or unnecessary processing – inefficient
processing due to: poor tools, bad product design, inca-
pable manufacturing processes, bad process design, and
unnecessary additional processing steps.

Historically, lean manufacturing has been applied to the
shop floor. However, imagine the additional savings when
DFMA is applied during the design stage, prior to the appli-
cation of lean manufacturing on the shop floor. For example,
fewer parts to: receive, move, store, wait for, overproduce,
fabricate incorrectly, assemble incorrectly, keep as inven-
tory, cause unnecessary movement, and require inefficient
processing. Additionally, less: weight, tooling, purchase or-
ders, assembly operations, WIP, inventory control, engineer-
ing time, suppliers, BOMs, storage, inspection, testing, and
catalogues.

Remember, all product manufacturing cost, quality, and
throughput time starts with the design process and if a product
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is designed with poor capability in fabrication and assembly,
along with excessive parts count, then increased cost and time
along with poor quality will surely result. When this situation
arises the task for lean manufacturing, and six-sigma quality,
is made even more difficult and expensive.

In aerospace, Ben-Levy (2006) reported that IAI, who
had started its lean journey in 1997 through application of
DFMA to existing mechanical assemblies, had by 2005 uti-
lized and embedded TPS tools within its New Product Intro-
duction (NPI) and DFMA methodologies. Of four examples
presented by Ben-Levy, one was a missile DFMA workshop
that was conducted after the manufacture of many test arti-
cles. The cost was fixed and used as a baseline. A decision
was taken to challenge every step of manufacture, assembly,
and test for each missile component and the DFMA work-
shop lasted for one week. By the end of the workshop the
participants committed to savings of about 40%.

5 CONCLUSIONS

After customer requirements, design is the next step in prod-
uct manufacture where every design decision about mate-
rial, shape, dimensions, tolerances, production processes, and
functionality has immense ramifications for the competitive
measures of cost, quality, and time. The DFMA method-
ology, with its focus on concept simplification through re-
duced parts count and assembly operations coupled with
early cost estimates, provides a tool that enables moti-
vated multi-disciplined teams to rise to the competitive
challenge.

In this chapter, the author has described a range of previ-
ously published aircraft DFMA improvement examples with
one exception, the wing fuel system NACA Duct, which has
not been previously published as a DFMA example. All ex-
amples together provide a range of cost reductions and, where
possible, some of the experience and knowledge connected
to each DFMA project has been told.

McDonnell Douglas use of the DFMA method was quite
extensive, in particular on the C-17 transporter, where savings
of $45 million on the landing gear pods alone were reported
for the production of 88 aircraft. Of interest, was an article
published by manufacturing engineering on the C-17 which
informed that in order to win this contract, McDonnell Dou-
glas had to reduce the flyway cost of $325 million per plane
to less than $175 million per plane.

Experience from the Bombardier Global Express Final As-
sembly Jig (Figure 3), demonstrated three points. One, that
there was a business need to obtain reduced manufacturing
cost. Two, that a cross-functional design team was experienc-

ing difficulty in removing cost, during concept design, until
it used the DFMA method and three, the DFMA method was
equally beneficial whether used for a one off jig/tool or for
multi unit production.

The Bombardier Global Express Tail Cone Forward Fire-
wall and the IAI Floor Supporting Structure – Truss Concept
(Figure 7), projects have provided us with three pieces of
DFMA experience. One, again, there was a business require-
ment to reduce cost. Two, that blindly following a parts count
reduction strategy on its own would not have given us a least
cost option and three, the need for early and reliable cost es-
timates for use by cross-functional teams during conceptual
design.

On the NACA Duct project three elements of DFMA ex-
perience were worth highlighting. One, again, there was a
need for the business to reduce manufacturing cost. Two, the
role of the cross functional team leader included holding the
project and team together while at the same time persever-
ing to successfully complete the project. And, three, a broad
range of technical and managerial skills was required of the
team leader.

Further demonstration of the synergy between DFMA,
quality and lean has continued with Herrera (2006), at Boe-
ing. He told that the DFMA method was already applied by
Boeing to simplify designs and/or manufacturing processes
to achieve cost savings. And, it was no surprise that Boeing
executives, senior managers, subject matter experts, and en-
gineers were giving the methodology a great deal of attention.
Herrera went on to tell of a team chartered to develop a strat-
egy that integrated the efforts of engineering and operations
personnel to support the development and production of af-
fordable, high quality products through utilization of DFMA
for part count reduction, along with lowering of assembly
and test labor hours. He also informed that DFMA was be-
ing integrated with other lean engineering best practice tools
such as dimensional management.

The role played by the provision of training should not
be underestimated in aircraft DFMA application. It is best
provided by the multi-disciplined team leader and, just prior
to the start of the project. In some of the examples pre-
sented, where the opportunity for DFMA training was avail-
able, it helped remove functional barriers and provided
team members with a common understanding of what was
required.

NOTES

1. DFMA is a registered trademark of Boothroyd Dewhurst
Inc.

2. Six Sigma is a registered trademark of Motorola Inc.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft purchasers are demanding faster, cheaper, quieter
and more efficient aircraft, with lower operational costs and
an increased operating life. To meet these requirements,
modern aircraft are designed to include a greater propor-
tion of large, thin, complex monolithic parts, which can be
assembled without the need for jigs and fixtures. This is
forcing manufacturers to consider the use of exotic alloys
and composites materials, with a large impact on machining
technology.

In recent years, the aerospace industry has faced a num-
ber of significant challenges. Passengers are accustomed to
low cost flight. There are increasing pressures to reduce noise

and emissions and meet the increasing demands for environ-
mentally friendly transport. The pressure is on the industry
to produce faster, greener, safer, and more economic aircraft.

Business pressures are also having an impact on the sup-
ply chain. There is an increasing requirement for global trade,
and it is now possible to source aerospace components from
anywhere in the world. There is also a tendency for the indus-
try to concentrate on key core competences, with the main
OEMs concentrating on large system integration and sourc-
ing components from a reduced supplier base that are taking
greater responsibility for component design.

All these factors have led both Boeing and Airbus to
develop new aircraft that represent a step change from previ-
ous designs. In both size and use of materials, the Airbus 380
and Boeing 787 both challenge the innovative capabilities of
the manufacturing engineer.

The new generation of advanced engineering materials are
tailor-made to feature a combination of desired properties
for advanced applications, such as high strength-to-weight
ratio, high strength at elevated temperatures, or excellent wear
resistance. These materials offer attractive options for engi-
neers working on component design. Unfortunately, the same
material properties render the transformation of such mate-
rials into useful products by traditional machining processes
very difficult.

The move to large assemblies and monolithic structures
presents further problems. Many of these structures are
manufactured from billet or large forgings using secondary
manufacturing processes such as turning or milling. This
can cause significant problems in material efficiency, as in
many cases up to 95% of the material is removed as swarf
or waste material. An obvious answer to this problem is near
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net shape forming, but the material properties associated with
these techniques are often inappropriate for high integrity
components used in aerospace and automotive industries.

The effective exploitation of these advanced materials in
the aerospace industry therefore depends on the development
and implementation of advanced machining technologies.
This development relies on the application of research into
cutting tool geometries, substrates and coatings, and the use
of optimum tool paths, and cutting conditions.

2 MATERIALS

Aerospace industry pressures to reduce weight and increase
performance have led to greater use of difficult-to-cut materi-
als such as composites, titanium, and so-called super alloys.

Aluminum alloys are still important in aerospace, pri-
marily for airframe structures, although their use is being
replaced in new aircraft by composites and titanium alloys
which offer the capability to reduce weight while maintain-
ing structural integrity. Heat resistant super alloys such as
the nickel-chromium InconelTM family and WaspaloyTM are
used in the engine to allow temperatures to be increased,
improving engine performance and efficiency. Landing gear
meanwhile depends on high performance, low alloy steels
such as 300 M.

Unfortunately, the material characteristics that make these
materials so attractive to the aerospace industry are the same
characteristics which make them so difficult to machine using
conventional machining technologies.

2.1 Aluminum alloys

Despite advances in titanium alloys and composites, alu-
minum alloys remain a common material for airframes and
structural components. Aluminum has low specific gravity,
good resistance to corrosion, and excellent thermal and elec-
trical conductivity, but is too weak for use in its pure state.
Throughout the twentieth century, the aerospace industry has
made extensive use of aluminum alloys, from pioneering
copper-aluminum alloys such as DuraluminTM to later com-
plex aluminum-zinc alloys such as Aluminum 7075, which
has been widely used in aircraft structures.

The need to reduce manufacturing costs has driven a trend
towards the design of larger, thinner, complex (monolithic)
parts, which can be assembled more easily without recourse
to jigs and fixtures. This has led to an increasing focus on
the machining of large thin-walled sections. The selection
and the use of cutting tools and parameters is well estab-
lished, but there has been a recent emphasis on high-speed

machining and the use of stability lobe analysis to optimize
the machining process and avoid regenerative chatter. Regen-
erative chatter and stability lobe analysis are discussed in
more detail below.

2.2 Titanium alloys

Since around 2000, there has been a steady increase in the use
of titanium alloys to produce components for aerospace struc-
tures and engine components, thanks to their extremely high
strength to weight, high temperature performance and corro-
sion resistance. Their use in structures has also been encour-
aged by the advent of composites, as traditional aluminum
alloys can react with carbon-based composites and also have
too high a differential in thermal properties. Commonly used
aerospace alloys include Ti-6Al-4V, Ti-4Al-4Mo-2Sn, Ti-
6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo, and most recently Ti-5Al-5V-5Mo-3Cr.

Ti-6Al-4V is the most commonly used alloy within the
aerospace industry and is an alpha-beta phase alloy. Ti-5Al-
5V-5Mo-3Cr contains beta stabilizing elements and is used
in high strength applications such as landing gear.

Titanium has often been termed a difficult-to-cut material,
due to excessive tool wear at high speeds. The very proper-
ties that make titanium alloys a popular engineering solution
for high temperature high strength performance contribute
to making it difficult to machine. Poor thermal conductivity,
high strength at temperature and chemical reactivity with tool
steels and coatings all mean that, under typical milling con-
ditions, high localized temperatures occur which can lead to
excessive wear of cutting tools or chemical dissolution.

Work has been done on defining high speed machining
strategies for titanium alloys, but has not yet achieved the
same levels of understanding as for aluminum and steels. In
titanium milling, it is important to understand the influence
of cutting parameters on the wear mechanisms, and the lim-
itations that this puts on the machining process. Chatter is
also a critical limitation, due to relatively high cutting force
coefficients and limitations on surface speed that mean those
traditional techniques for stabilizing chatter cannot easily be
applied.

2.3 Composites

The use of composites in commercial aircraft has increased
rapidly. Around half of the weight of the Boeing 787 Dream-
liner, for example, is comprised of composites (primarily
carbon fiber reinforced plastic).

Composites are a blanket term for materials which com-
bine two or more organic or inorganic components. One part,
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such as thermosetting epoxy, bismaleimide, or polyimide,
acts as a matrix: the other components are added to this in fiber
form. Common materials include carbon fiber, glass fiber, and
boron fiber.

Carbon composites offer a number of significant chal-
lenges to the cutting tool manufacturer. Their material
properties can differ substantially, depending on the com-
posite production technologies and materials. Fiber strength
and modulus vary, and different fiber orientations and weaves
and matrix combinations can be used.

Carbon fibers are 1000 times more abrasive than mild steel,
dramatically increasing tool wear. Carbon fiber also has a
very low coefficient of thermal conductivity (400 times lower
than aluminum) and heat rapidly builds up around the cutting
zone. It is also difficult to cut composite materials without
causing delaminations and burrs. Tools need to be designed
specifically to machine and drill composite materials.

2.4 Heat resistant super alloys

Nickel-based heat resistant super alloys (HRSAs) are widely
used in aerospace in the hottest sections of gas turbine
engines, for components such as turbine disks, blades, and
combustors. Notable alloys include the InconelTM family of
austenitic nickel-chromium-based super alloys – for example,
Inconel 718, which accounts for 35% of all HRSA produc-
tion, combines high strength and corrosion resistance with
excellent weldability.

Again, the desirable performance properties of HRSAs
make them difficult to machine. Regardless of the machining
parameters employed, tools tend to fail rapidly because of
non-uniform flank wear, chipping, depth of cut notching and
plastic deformation of the cutting edge even at relatively low
cutting speeds (30–50 m min−1). Low thermal conductivity
also leads to high cutting temperatures developing in the cut-
ting zone. For Inconel 718, this can rise from around 900 ◦C at
a relatively low cutting speed of 30 m min−1, up to 1300 ◦C
at 300 m min−1. The cutting forces generated are also very
high, around double that found when cutting medium carbon
alloy steels.

3 MACHINE TOOLS

As previously discussed, there is a desire within the aerospace
industry to produce large monolithic components and reduce
the time and resource used in final assembly. For this rea-
son, the aerospace industry has been making increasing use
of 5-axis computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine
tools. These are either 5-axis milling machines, or integrated
machines with both milling and turning capability.

World class machining performance requires the use of a
machine tool with the appropriate characteristics, and the
characteristics of machining centers for aluminum alloys,
titanium alloys, heat resistant super alloys and composites
can vary considerably.

The relative ease of machining aluminum has led to the
widespread use of high speed machining techniques. To
achieve high feeds and speeds, the machine tool is a rela-
tively light structure with linear guideways and a high-speed
integral spindle capable of speeds of 25 000–30 000 rpm.

Machine tools for composite materials also generally use
a light structure with less spindle power than that required
for aluminum machining. Care must be taken to avoid fibers
getting into the guideways, and there is also considerable
emphasis on dust removal.

Machine tools used for working with titanium and HRSAs
are typically much stiffer. Linear guideways are increasingly
being used for these machines, but there is considerable
support for hydrostatic guideways, which offer increased
stiffness and process damping. Spindles are typically capable
of speeds up to 8000 rpm. A geared spindle is most frequently
used.

A machine tool which performs well in the process-
damping region does not perform well at high cutting speeds,
and vice versa. This means that desired machining perfor-
mance is now reaching levels at which general machine
tools are no longer fit for purpose, and specialized designs
are required to meet specific demands. Fixturing is also
increasingly important. When cutting difficult-to-cut mate-
rials, much can be achieved by introducing damping into the
system through the fixturing system.

4 CUTTING TOOLS AND CUTTING
THEORY

4.1 Introduction

Basic cutting theory is well understood, and detailed in the
standard texts Merchant (1945a, 1945b), Tlusty (2000). The
machining of aluminum alloys and steels is also well estab-
lished. Much work has been carried out in defining high speed
machining strategies for both materials, which aid design
engineers, programmers and machine operators in selecting
an optimum process or troubleshooting existing problems.
Guidelines are well established, and various software prod-
ucts are commercially available.

Current research and development is focused on the
milling of titanium alloy. Industry and academia have sought
a greater understanding of the titanium milling process, but
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this has not yet been achieved to the levels of aluminum or
steel milling. To develop optimized strategies for titanium
milling, one must first understand the critical limitations of
the process.

As outlined above, titanium is perceived as difficult to
machine due to excessive tool wear at high speeds, and chat-
ter that cannot be stabilized by standard techniques. Basic
theories have been developed to predict where pockets of
stable machining exist throughout the spindle speed range.
The stable pockets are at their greatest at high speeds when
the tooth passing frequency is equal to the dominant natural
frequency of the system. A stable region exists for tooth pass-
ing frequencies at every harmonic of the dominant frequency.
The pockets become smaller in depth and width at higher fre-
quencies, as a small change in rpm results in a large change in
chatter phase and they become more closely packed together.
This results in stability lobes being of no practical use in the
regions where titanium milling typically occurs.

Many of the dominant factors restricting machining opti-
mization are interrelated and it is difficult to study one in
detail without some knowledge of the others. Great advance-
ments have been made in machine tool technology with
spindle speeds and feed rates increasing. This is a vast sci-
ence in itself and will not be studied in detail here, although
machine tool stability plays an important role in controlling
chatter in the machining process.

Part integrity and tolerance can limit any machining pro-
cess. Within the aerospace industry, tight tolerances are often
set that push the boundaries of machine tool and measurement
control. Cutting parameters and strategies can influence part
tolerance due to cutter push-off and surface finish. Surface
integrity can be influenced as a result of introduction of poor
or aggressive cutting parameters and this often leads to reluc-
tance to accept new techniques or technologies. Specifically
within the aerospace industry where parameters are often
locked into long build programs, there is little opportunity
to further optimize for fear of damaging the integrity of a
component. Surface integrity must also be considered when
proposing and validating new parameters and techniques,
as this is a fundamental requirement within the aerospace
industry.

In the specific case of titanium machining, there has been
a huge amount of work focussed on prolonging tool life.
Advancements have been made in cutter material grades
and coatings, coolant application, understanding of the chip
formation process, and tooling geometries. Tool wear in tita-
nium milling is likely to remain the principle challenge for
the machining community. If all other factors are optimised,
excessive tool wear as a result of the inherent material prop-
erties is still likely to prevent titanium from being machined
at the rates of lighter alloys such as aluminum.

4.2 Tool wear mechanisms and failure modes

Tools are susceptible to several wear mechanisms during tita-
nium machining, with different mechanisms dominating at
different speeds. At low speeds the tool wear mechanisms
are largely mechanical with little thermal effect.

� Adhesive wear occurs when a bond occurs between the
clean tool and clean cut workpiece surface due to micro-
welding, generating a built-up edge (BUE). If the bond is
greater than the local tool strength, particles are removed
with the chip.

� Abrasive wear is due to hard inclusions in the material that
score the surface of the cutting tool, removing material
through sliding wear. Abrasive wear is greater with hard
metals. At higher speeds, the tool softens due to thermal
effects and abrasive wear increases.

As speeds increase, thermo-mechanical wear mechanisms
take hold.

� Attrition wear starts with particles being plucked away
from the surface, often due to adhesion. The void left by
the particles creates a stress differential and cracks initiate
along grain boundaries, resulting in lumps being plucked
off as cracks propagate.

� Fracture and chipping occurs due to high stresses dur-
ing cutting or sudden unloading. This is common for tool
materials such as carbide that retain their hardness at ele-
vated temperatures. When compressive stress becomes
higher than hot compressive strength, cracks and edge
rounding occur leading to fracture and breaking of parti-
cles. This is common for carbides as they begin to lose
strength above 1100 ◦C. High speed steels (HSS) have
higher transverse rupture strength than carbides and are
less prone to fracture.

� Superficial plastic deformation occurs when the tool sur-
face sees high shear stresses and is dragged away with the
chip. This is common with HSS but not carbides.

� Plastic deformation changes the form of the tool due to
large normal stresses on the cutting edge at high tempera-
ture. When the normal stress on the edge becomes greater
than the elevated compressive strength then the tool edge
fails through plastic collapse or chipping.

� Plastic collapse is common in HSS tools where the edge
becomes rounded with a negative rake angle, resulting in
high temperature and force, higher deflection and failure.

� Fatigue cracking is initiated by thermal stresses. Fatigue
cracking is common at high speeds with intermittent cut-
ting and high normal stresses.
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The dominant thermal wear mechanism is diffusion
through dissolution of tool particles into the chip. This is
particularly a problem with carbides and certain coatings.

Tool failure can occur through various modes:

� Crater wear develops on the rake face and is dependent
upon tool/workpiece combinations and cutting speeds.
Rake wear occurs next to the tool tip and can accelerate
flank and edge wear.

� Notching can occur at both ends of the cut engagement
and is believed to be caused by oxidation as the notch area
is hot but not protected from the atmosphere.

� Flank wear is the most common wear mechanism at low
surface speeds with rake wear being prevalent at high
speeds. Flank wear is largely a mechanical process and
not influenced by coatings, attrition wear being dominant
for titanium. The form of the wear relates to the hardness
of the carbide with rough wear due to brittle fracture for
hard carbides, and smooth wear due to edge rounding for
softer grades. Flank wear results in edge rounding which
in turn creates rubbing of the flank face and accelerates
the wear process. Flank wear is dominant in milling while
crater wear on the rake face is thermally activated and
more common in turning.

� Edge chipping occurs due to rapid unloading and thermal
cycling of the tool. Attrition and fatigue resulting in edge
chipping are the dominant wear mechanisms in low speed
titanium milling.

4.3 Factors influencing tool wear

A number of factors result in titanium having poor tool life
relative to steels and other aerospace alloys. Although in
many cases the cost of the tools is not of major concern in
relation to the overall cost of the part, there comes a point
where tool wear is prohibitive. Key factors include:

� High strength at high temperature opposes plastic defor-
mation required to form the chip.

� Thin chip results in small contact area causing high
stresses on the tool.

� High coefficient of friction between chip and tool.
� Strong chemical reactivity with tool steels, diffusion wear.
� The low specific heat and small contact area lead to tem-

peratures of up to 1100C.
� BUE at low cutting speeds gives poor surface finish.
� Low modulus of elasticity can lead to deflection and rub-

bing.
� Some work hardening occurs during machining. This can

cause problems with subsequent cuts.

Wear due to BUE in titanium milling can be reduced by
climb milling, thanks to a reduction in the shock loading on
exit that can break away the BUE and tool particles. Con-
ventional milling causes high tensile stress on exit. For these
reasons, climb milling is adopted where possible in titanium
milling operations.

Coatings can be quickly stripped from carbide tools via
attrition wear for high feeds and by smooth wear for lower
speeds (Dearnley and Grearson, 1986). “Quick-stop” tests
show that the tools can fracture, with the cutting edge
remained bonded to the chip, showing that titanium will
stick to the tool material. Small grain carbides are thought
to have superior attrition wear to other carbides. Smooth
wear is dependant upon the solubility of the tool material
in the work piece. The high temperature and intimate contact
between tool and work piece provide an ideal environment
for diffusion of tool material.

Cutting tests using through-spindle coolant on carbide
tools have found that tool life for full and quarter immersion
was double that of half and three quarter immersion (Barnet-
Ritcey, Hachmoller and Elbestawi, 2001). This is believed
to be due to the mechanical shock experienced during entry
to the cut. When a full slot is made, the cutter will deflect
away from the direction of feed, and the balance of forces
will maintain the cutter in its programmed location between
the two walls. When the cutter is experiencing less than full
immersion, the cutter will deflect away from the cut for climb
milling at an angle dependant upon the radial immersion, the
impact experienced as the impact experienced when the cut-
ter first makes contact with the material causes mechanical
shocking in the tool. For cuts less than half immersion, the
effect is reduced due to the decrease in force.

An issue specific to titanium is that the metal changes
from close packed hexagonal (CPH) alpha phase to body
centred cubic (BCC) beta phase at 882 ◦C. Titanium alloys
become increasingly difficult to machine with increase in beta
content, but tool changes mid-way through a process can be
problematic and time consuming. Alloy elements are used to
stabilize the alpha or beta phase.

4.4 Temperature

A large amount of research has focused on the thermal effects
of titanium machining. Peak temperature in milling is closely
related to the time that the cutter is engaged in the cut. Milling
is an interrupted process, with the cutting tooth engaging and
exiting the cut with each cycle. The cutting edge experiences
a heating then cooling process, creating stress conditions on
the tool, with maximum temperature occurring close to the
tool tip.
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Models of cutting edge temperature show that peak
temperature is reached during each tooth engagement fol-
lowed by a subsequent cooling cycle to a steady state
(Stephenson, 1991). Maximum stresses have been observed
when the tool is cooling while out of contact with the metal
(Tlusty, 1993).

Surface speed and radial depth of cut appear to have the
strongest influence on peak temperature. The influence of
other parameters on peak temperature has also been inves-
tigated, with contact time emerging as one of the most
important factors. Shorter contact time will generate less heat,
and reduce the level of thermal wear. Contact time can be
reduced by methods such as altering the helix angle to mini-
mize the contact of the cutting edge (Maekawa, Oshima and
Nakano, 1994). This can cause other problems, however. As
the heat cannot be dissipated through the tool due to the low
contact time, the chip can reach a higher temperature, increas-
ing the risk of the chip welding to the tool. In this situation,
the temperature of the chip can be decreased by increasing
the volume of the chip. The contact time can also be reduced
through reducing the radial immersion, requiring a further
modification of milling strategy.

4.5 Chip mechanics

An understanding of chip mechanics is key to resolving some
difficulties of machining titanium. Chip mechanics, particu-
larly the formation of segmented chips, can contribute to the
high temperatures discussed above. A non-continuous chip
is used as a defining factor for difficult-to-machine materials,
including some nickel alloys.

Titanium chips are brittle and discontinuous, a sign of poor
ductility. They have low bend strength, as the segments con-
stituting the chip are held together by highly localized intense
shear bands. When bent, the chips will break at these junc-
tions (Figure 1). This low bend strength offers an important
clue to the mechanism of the chip formation (Komanduri,
1982).

Titanium tends to form segmented chips because the chip-
forming shear occurs on a particular shear plane. A slip occurs
when the stress built up by relative tool motion exceeds the
yield strength of the material. The energy associated with this
deformation is converted immediately into thermal energy.
Because of titanium’s poor thermal properties, large temper-
ature rises occur. This in turn causes temperature softening,
and the strain continues in the same plane instead of moving
to a new plane in the colder material.

As the deformation proceeds, the deforming shear plane
rotates, becoming larger until the increased force exceeds
the force needed to plastically deform colder material on a

more favorable plane. This process is referred to as adiabatic
shear, and results in cyclic process producing a saw tooth chip
formation.

The initial contact on the chip face is very small, and the
contact length increases as the wedge-shaped work material
is flattened ahead of the tool. The small contact area at the
start of this process leads to high pressures.

Chip formation varies with alloy content; alpha alloys
do not form conspicuous serrated chips, whereas alpha-beta
do. Alloying elements can also influence the chip segmen-
tation and oscillation frequencies. Alpha alloys with larger
shear bands had less fluctuation in cutting force (Ashiura and
Motonishi, 1987).

Chip formation is also affected by cutting parameters and
temperature. At low speeds, thermal gradients reduce and
distance between shear bands are reduced. A critical cutting
speed is reached as velocity decreases to a critical value,
at which the distance between the shear bands becomes
zero and deformation becomes uniform. The critical cutting
speed decreases with increasing feed rate as the temperature
increases.

Segment thickness decreases with a decrease in both depth
of cut and rake angle (Turley, 1981). The critical cutting speed
is based upon a purely thermally activated process, and may
be unreliable.

5 TOOL PARAMETERS

Titanium milling tools require a range of material properties:
low chemical reactivity, high hot hardness for stresses, good
thermal conductivity, toughness, fatigue resistance and high
compressive, tensile and shear strength. No material has the
perfect combination.

Coated carbides, ceramics, cubic boron nitride (CBN), and
polycrystalline diamond (PCD) are good tool materials for
machining nickel alloys, cast irons and steels, but are often
not suitable for titanium. CBN and ceramics are ineffective
due to chemical reactivity with titanium, and also have high
hardness and are too brittle for the cyclic loading in titanium
milling. Interstitial impurity elements such as carbon, nitro-
gen, and oxygen are highly soluble in titanium and have a
detrimental effect on machinability.

The most common tool materials used for titanium milling
are cemented carbides and high cobalt high speed steels.

High speed steel (HSS) tools can be recommended for
intermittent cuts (Machado and Wallbank, 1990), or cuts
where high deflection may be experienced as the mechan-
ical shocking can chip carbides. HSS performs better than
carbide at low speeds where max temperatures are below
600 ◦C, above which temperature the HSS starts to soften.
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HSS tools are particularly popular where low surface speeds
allow high material removal rates through process damping.

Tungsten carbides have good hot compressive strength and
are resistant to plastic deformation. The properties depend
upon the cobalt content, with high cobalt content perform-
ing better at low speeds and low cobalt content at high
speeds (Konig, 1978). Cobalt increases toughness but reduces
hardness. Most carbides perform better at temperatures above
500 ◦C. For most applications, coated cemented carbides
show greater wear rates than straight-cemented carbides.

Tool geometry will also affect tool performance and wear.
Key factors include:

� Rake angle – A highly positive rake angle results in lower
strain, and therefore lower feed force and temperature,
than a negative rake angle. Positive rake angles up to 23◦

have been found to be good for milling, while low positive
and negative rake angles can be better for turning as they
prevent heat transfer to the flank and strengthen the edge.

� Relief angle – A high relief angle reduces the frictional
forces and flank temperature. However, as mentioned
above a high relief angle will also weaken the edge thereby
transferring more of the shear temperature to the flank
face.

� Helix angle – The helix angle increases the effective radial
rake and sends the chips in a different direction to the feed
direction (Shaw, 1996). The helix angle results in a longer
contact period with lower maximum force, and can reduce
mechanical shocking and forced vibrations.

� Edge radius – Increasing the edge radius of the tool
increases the chip contact length and produces longer con-
tact times. Edge radius can also influence surface integrity.
As the edge radius approaches the uncut chip thick-
ness, ploughing rather than shearing can occur (Hughes,
Sharman and Ridgway, 2004).

6 CUTTING PARAMETERS

Machining performance is also strongly affected by various
cutting parameters. The most important are feed per tooth,
surface speed, and radial width of the cut.

6.1 Feed per tooth

Internal vibrations within the work piece may assist the chip
segmentation process, and reduce energy consumption and
tool tip temperature. At high speeds, an increase in feed per
tooth from 0.025 to 0.4 mm resulted in a two-fold decrease in
maximum tool tip temperature (Tonshoff and Bartsch, 1988).

There may therefore be some advantage in increasing the feed
per tooth. This phenomenon is more pronounced in titanium
than in steels due to the brittle nature of the material.

The effect of frictional rubbing for low feed per tooth has
been widely discussed. The rubbing phenomenon and the
chip segmentation effect point towards an optimum chip load
for all cuts where tool life may drastically diminish either side
of a stable “chip bandwidth”. In many shops, this chip load is
picked from experience or from conservative empirical data
from tool suppliers.

6.2 Surface speed

Rake and flank wear increase with increasing feed and speed.
Tool wear and tool temperature also increases with increased
cutting speed. Taylor’s tool life equation has summarized the
experience of many machining shops:

VsT
m
l = k (1)

where Vs is the cutting speed, Tl is tool life, m is number of
teeth and k is a constant.

This concept must always be considered when attempting
to increase cutting speeds to increase metal removal rate, as
there will be a trade off against tool life. As the temperature
increases with cutting speeds so does the tool wear, and no
speeds have yet been found whereby the temperature begins
to drop off. Cutting temperature may increase with cutting
speed to a certain limit, and in the case of intermittent cutting
could reach a maximum and then reduce (Palmai, 1987).

6.3 Radial width of cut

Radial width of cut has a strong influence on tool wear, as it
controls the time in cut and the effective feed per tooth. Wear
has been shown to increase with radial immersion (Kneisel
and Illgner, 1996). The hypothesis that radial immersion has
a strong influence on tool wear due to thermal loading is
worthy of further exploration.

7 CHATTER

Chatter, a violent relative vibration between a machining
tool and a workpiece, remains a significant problem in many
aerospace-machining operations. Chatter can limit the qual-
ity of the part and increase tool wear. Chatter can be largely
avoided by keeping the spindle speed and feed rate below
threshold values, but this is likely to substantially reduce
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Figure 1. Orthogonal plot of chip formation. α is rake angle, γ is
relief angle; δ is shear angle; t is depth of cut; V is cutting speed;
Vc is chip velocity. Reproduced from Tlusty (1965) c© Pergamon
Press.

workshop capacity. In many machine shops, the output is
as low as 10–20% of the potential capacity. To set optimum
cutting conditions it is necessary to understand machine tool
dynamics and the way the system responds to the different
excitation frequencies.

Regenerative chatter is the primary cause of chatter in
machining processes. This problem stems from the rela-
tive vibration between the cutter and the workpiece. During
milling, the cutter leaves behind a periodically wavy surface
on the workpiece surface. In subsequent passes, the cutting
tool has to remove material from a surface which is already

wavy. If the two passes are in phase, the chip thickness is con-
stant. If the passes are out of phase, the chip thickness varies as
the cut progresses. This variation in chip thickness produces a
variable cutting force, which translates to increased vibration.
It is this feedback that identifies a self-excited system.

The number of waves between subsequent cuts (N ) is
dependant on the vibration frequency ( f ), the spindle speed
(n) and the number of teeth on the cutter (z) according to the
equation:

N + ε

2�
= f

nz
(2)

In this equation ε is the phase angle, and (N + ε/2�) repre-
sents the number of complete waves plus fractions of waves
present between subsequent cuts.

A plot of spindle speed against depth of cut (DOC) shows
that the combinations of speed and DOC that cause insta-
bility fall within distinct lobes (Figure 2). The base of these
instability lobes fall along a horizontal line that represents
the limiting depth of cut (blimit) below which the process will
never be unstable and where chatter will not occur. These
troughs are separated by regions of stability, which allow
much greater depths than blimit depending on spindle speed.

In metal cutting, a basic understanding of stability lobes
and their implications can increase metal removal rates

Figure 2. Stability lobes in the milling process calculated using the Metalmax software produced by MLI. Reproduced from Delio, Tlusty
and Smith (1992) c© ASME International.
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significantly. Sweet spots can be identified from the stability
lobe curve, where the perceived limiting depth of cut can be
significantly exceeded. These generally correspond to higher
speeds and are particularly advantageous when cutting alu-
minum. Software and sound analyzing systems are widely
used to identify stability lobes and assist machinists to select
optimum cutting speeds.

When machining titanium and nickel alloys, it is generally
not appropriate to increase the spindle speed to take advantage
of a large stability lobe, as the heat generated at higher speeds
can reduce the life of the cutting tool to unacceptable limits.
When cutting these materials, it is useful to look at the lower
end of the stability lobe curve. This is known as the “process
damping region” where large depths of cut can be achieved
at low cutting speeds.

The stability lobe approach through analytical or time
domain solutions is the most established method for predict-
ing and avoiding regenerative chatter. Alternative methods
look at disturbing the unstable phasing between subsequent
teeth that initiates regenerative chatter. This is achieved
through varying the time period between the engagements
of consecutive teeth, and has been proven to be an effective
method for chatter disturbance. This method is however lim-
ited by the responsiveness of machine tools and performance
of spindle motors.

An alternative method for regenerative chatter disruption
is to vary the pitch angles on the cutting tool (Turner et al.,
2006). Variable pitch tools provide a practical solution for
enhancing milling stability, and are particularly useful when
machining nickel and titanium alloys.

8 CONCLUSION

With increasing demand from the aerospace industry for
large, complex components made from advanced materials,
production engineers have been challenged to develop new
machining technologies which can work with difficult-to-cut
materials in an economically competitive fashion.

New materials demand new understanding of how they
behave under extreme conditions, and how they affect the
tools used to cut them. Tool wear has become a critical issue,
thanks to the same thermo-mechanical properties, which
make these materials so desirable in aerospace applications.
Recent years have seen a new generation of cutting tools
using other advanced materials and technologies such as
through-spindle coolant. Extensive work has also been done
in automation through CNC machines, and the use of soft-
ware to optimize machining processes and avoid problems
such as chatter.

More work still needs to be done in many areas. While
great advances have been made in understanding the behav-
iors and properties of the most common titanium alloys, the
diversity of advanced alloys (including nickel-based super-
alloys) available to aircraft designers means that strategies
and tools appropriate for one may not be suitable for oth-
ers. The machining of composites also presents a number of
distinct challenges. Each material requires its own research
programme, which should provide researchers with a full
schedule for years to come.

Creating one set of standard machine tools capable of
effectively working the full range of materials seems impos-
sible. Generic machine tools may become things of the past,
at least at the highest performance levels demanded by the
aerospace industry. That could provide further economic
challenges and opportunities for companies across the indus-
try supply chain.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Concise history of composite aircraft
structures

The use of composite materials in aircraft structures
(Middleton, 1992; Smith, 1991; G̈ohl, 1991; Kleebaur, 2009;
van Tooren, Sinke, and Bersee, 1993; Jones and Robert in
press; Lee and Springer, in press; Partridge, in press) goes
back as far as 1940 when the main spar of a Blenheim and
the fuselage of the Spitfire fighter were built of Gordon Aero-
lite. Gordon Aerolite was a composite of untwisted flax fibers
impregnated with phenolic resin and formed in a hot press.
The material was developed by Dr. Norman de Bruyn of Aero
Research Ltd., Cambridge, UK. The cellulose based fibers
proved the serious limitations of both the material and the
resins available at the time. Water soakage was a serious one
and work on them ceased at RAE in 1946. Lessons had been
learned, the importance of a good bond between the fiber and
the resin and the ability to achieve orientation of the fibers

were among them. It was also clear that materials must be
resistant to climatic effects and their constituents must have
an adequate pre-production shelf life.

The development of glass fibers, in the beginning of the
1950s, and boron fibers, in the beginning of the 1960s, and
new resins like epoxy and polyester gave new impulses to
the research of composite materials in aircraft structures. In
the mid-1960s, Boeing began to use glass fibers in secondary
structures such as wing-body fairings and flight control sur-
faces of commercial aircraft. In 1970 Grumman Corporation
made a horizontal stabilizer of boron/epoxy composite for the
F-14A Tomcat naval fighter. This stabilizer was 82 kg lighter
than the metal version and proved to be highly satisfactory in
service. Further Grumman contracts under the US Air Force
Advanced Composites Wing Structure Program included a
wing box extension for the F-111 fighter-bomber, which too,
was of boron/epoxy.

Boeing intensified their research on composite materials in
the 1970s and started several extensive flight demonstration
programmes with the intention to gain operating data on com-
posites. These programmes included several 727 composite
elevators, which were regularly used in service, five sets of
composite horizontal stabilizers and carbon/epoxy spoilers
of a 737. The information gathered by these programmes led
to the use of composite materials in the 757 and 767 (late
1970s) up to 3% of the total structural weight (5.4 vol.%).
The amount of composite material in the Boeing 777 was
increased to 10–12% of the total structural weight (17–
20 vol. %). In addition to the composite material applications
in the 757 and 767, the 777 has composite horizontal and
vertical stabilizers, flap system, and primary loads carrying
cross beams in the fuselage. A major step forward was made
with the design of the new wide body aircraft the 787. The
usage of composites, mainly carbon fiber epoxy, increased
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up to 50% due to the usage in the main primary structures
like fuselage and wings.

Airbus shows the same trend of increased usage of com-
posite materials in aircraft structures. In 1972 the A300 had
the fin leading edge and various fairing panels made of glass
fiber. From 1985 to 1987 usage was extended considerably
with a major component, the fin box (A310), being built
largely of carbon fiber by MBB at Hamburg. Two years after
the introduction of the composite fin box 60.000 h had been
flown without damage. Five years after the introduction of the
CFRP rudder 800.000 flying hours without damage has been
recorded. Today all Airbus airplanes, including the A340 and
A380, use this fin. In 1988 the tail plane followed in com-
posite materials. The overall airframe weight of the A320
consists of 15% composites, two tonnes of which are of car-
bon fiber. The A380 showed an increase in composite usage
up to approximately. 25%, a technology breakthrough was
made by designing and manufacturing the heavily loaded cen-
tre wing box completely out of composites, which resulted in
a weight saving of 1.5 metric tones. Airbus new wide body
aircraft, the A350-XWB, also features a huge increase in
composite usages. Similarly to the 787, although be it with
a different design and manufacturing concept, the wings and
fuselage are made of carbon fiber composites.

Figure 1 illustrates the usage of composites as percentage
of the total aircraft weight for both commercial and military
aircraft (source JEC Group). As can be seen the implemen-
tation of composites in commercial aircraft has taken a huge
jump from maximum 18% in the beginning of the nineties

up to 25% for the A380 and even 40% and 50% for the
A350-XWB and Boeing 787, respectively. As can be seen
in Figure 1, the potential of composites have been exploited
in military aircraft much earlier and to a larger extent than
in commercial aircraft. Due to the extreme flight envelopes
of military aircraft, this industry is more performance driven.
The higher performance of composites in these structures was
compelling enough to compensate for the higher manufactur-
ing costs.

The driving force in using composite materials in aircraft
structures is the potential of considerable weight savings
(in the order of 25–30%). These weight savings are pos-
sible because of the high specific strength and stiffness of
composite materials and also because of the possibility to
design structurally more efficient than would be possible
with aluminium. A more efficient structural design is possible
because the designer has the possibility to match the mate-
rial composition to the structural requirements because of the
variety of properties of the various materials used in creating
an advanced composite. Moreover, the designer has the possi-
bility to “tailor” structures, which means that the designer can
concentrate the most important mechanical property (high
strength, for instance) in the specific location where it is the
most needed.

The major drawback of composites is their higher
manufacturing and material costs compared with metallic
structures. Consequently, much of the research on compos-
ites is focused on the development of affordable composite
materials and manufacturing techniques, which don’t require
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Table 1. Properties of fibers and conventional bulk materials (Mazumbar, 2002).

Material
Diameter

(µm)
Density (ρ)

(g cm-3)

Tensile
modulus
(E) (GPa)

Tensile
strength

(σ) (GPa)

Specific
modulus

(E/ρ)
Specific
strength

Melting
point (◦C)

% Elongation
at break

Relative
cost

Fibers — — — — — — — — —
E-glass 7 2.54 70 3.45 27 1.35 1540+ 4.8 Low
S-glass 15 2.50 86 4.50 34.5 1.8 1540+ 5.7 Moderate
Graphite, high modulus 7.5 1.9 400 1.8 200 0.9 >3500 1.5 High
Graphite, high strength 7.5 1.7 240 2.6 140 1.5 >3500 0.8 High
Boron 130 2.6 400 3.5 155 1.3 2300 – High
Kevlar 29 12 1.45 80 2.8 55.5 1.9 500 (D) 3.5 Moderate
Kevlar 49 12 1.45 130 2.8 89.5 1.9 500 (D) 2.5 Moderate
Bulk materials — — — — — — — — —
Steel — 7.8 208 0.34–2.4 27 0.04–0.27 1480 5–25 <Low
Aluminum alloys — 2.7 69 0.14–0.62 26 0.05–0.23 600 8–16 Low

an expensive autoclave. Another focus is on the develop-
ment of manufacturing techniques, which can be automated
as much as possible, for example, automatic tape laying,
robotic fiber placement, resin transfer molding, and rubber
forming.

1.2 Composite basics

Composites consist of fibers held in place by a matrix. The
usage of continuous reinforcing fibers results in the high
specific strength and stiffness of these materials. Manufac-
turing of a composite part is simply a matter of placing and
retaining fibers in the direction and form that is required to
provide specified strengths and stiffnesses. Unlike metals and
many plastics, which exhibit more or less isotropic properties,
advanced composites are basically anisotropic.

Composites can be classified by different criteria. The
most important criterium is the length of the reinforcing
fibers. A distinction is made between short and continu-
ous fibers. The longer the fibers the higher the mechanical
properties of the composite, made from these fibers, can
be. Therefore in highly loaded structural parts, like wing
skins, spars, and so on, continuous fiber reinforced plastics
are used, while for lightly loaded parts like air ducts, steer-
ing wheels, and so on, short fiber reinforced plastics can be
used. The fiber length influences also the formability of the
composite. Moreover the orientation of the continuous fibers
determines the strength and the stiffness of the composites;
this implies that the fiber orientation in the final product
should be controllable with the chosen production tech-
nique. The continuous fiber reinforced composites account
for the largest part of the composite usage in aircraft weight
and, therefore, only the manufacturing processes of contin-
uous fiber reinforced composites will be discussed in this
chapter.

1.2.1 Fibers

The two most used fibers (van Tooren, Sinke and Bersee,
1993; Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee, 1994; Campell, in press;
Reinhart, 1987) within aircraft structures are Glass and
Carbon fibers, although in the early years also Boron and
Aramid fibers were used. In Table 1 an overview is given of
some of the properties of the different fiber types.

Glass fibers exhibit low costs, high tensile strength, high
impact resistance, and good chemical resistance. Therefore
they are used extensively in aerospace composite structures.
However, due to their relatively low E-modulus compared
with carbon fibers they are mainly used in secondary struc-
tures. The two most used Glass fiber grades are: E-glass and
S2-glass. E-glass is the most common and least expensive
with a good combination of tensile strength and modulus. S2
glass is more expensive than E-glass but has a 40% higher
tensile strength and also retains its properties at higher
temperatures.

Glass is composed of a silica (siliciumdioxide) back-
bone. However, pure silica, or quartz, requires very high
temperatures before it can be melted and drawn into fibers.
Therefore, other chemical components are added to decrease
the glass viscosity to levels suitable for melting, homoge-
nizing, removal of gaseous inclusions, and fiberizing. The
physical properties of the resultant glass are altered to varying
degrees by the type and amount of modifiers.

Carbon fibers, though known since Thomas Edison’s
development of the incandescent light in the 1870s, were not
made in large quantities until the late 1960s. At that time it
was found that carbonizing several fibrous materials resulted
in a continuous fiber with relatively low density and high
Young’s modulus of elasticity. This fiber could then be used
much as glass fiber had been used: to provide a continuous
reinforcement in various resin systems for the fabrication of
structural components.
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Continuous filament carbon fibers are produced by
pyrolizing, or decomposing by heating, fibers that contain
enough carbon so that the resultant carbon fiber is both phys-
ically and economically attractive. Carbon fibers retain the
physical shape and surface texture of the precursor fibers from
which they have been made. Commercial quantities of car-
bon fibers are derived from three major feedstock or precursor
sources: rayon, polyacrylonitrile (PAN), and petroleum pitch.
The carbon fibers produced by PAN and pitch precursors
have the highest properties and are therefore used in primary
aircraft structures.

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) precursors are the basis for the
majority of carbon fibers commercially available today. They
provide a carbon fiber conversion yield that is 50–55%.
These precursors can be thermally rearranged before ther-
mal decomposition, which allows them to be oxidized and
stabilized before the carbon fiber conversion process, while
maintaining the same filamentary configuration. The chem-
ical composition of PAN precursors defines the thermal
characteristics that the material displays throughout the oxi-
dation/stabilization portion of the conversion process. These
thermal characteristics influence the processing sequences
that are used to covert PAN precursors to carbon fiber. Car-
bon fiber based on a PAN precursor generally has a higher
tensile strength than a fiber based on any other precursor.
This is due to a lack of surface defects, which act as stress
concentrators and, hence, reduce tensile strength.

Pitch precursors based on petroleum asphalt, coal tar,
and polyvinyl chloride can also be used to produce carbon
fiber. Pitches are relatively low in cost and high in carbon
yield. Their most significant drawback is non-uniformity
from batch to batch. One way to alleviate this problem is
to pre-process the pitch into a mesophase pitch. Although
this reduces overall carbon yield, it does improve both the
properties and process-ability of the resultant carbon fiber.

Each precursor category requires different processing
techniques. There are several processes that are used by dif-
ferent manufacturers using the same type of precursor, but
generally, the precursor-to-carbon-fiber conversion process
follows this sequence: stabilization, carbonization, graphiti-
zation (optional), surface treatments, application of sizings
or finishes, and spooling.

Stabilization is carried out at temperatures<400◦C in var-
ious atmospheres. The fibers are often stressed during this
stage of the process to improve the orientation of the molecu-
lar structure and increase carbon fiber strength and modulus.
All fiber handling equipment is designed to minimize any
damage that could occur in transit from one sequence to the
next throughout the conversion process.

Carbonization is accomplished at temperatures from 800
to 1200◦C. The stabilized fibers are pyrolized in inert

environments to reduce their impurity levels and increase
their crystallinity. Fibers may be shrunk or stretched in this
step. As in the stabilization step, any increase in orienta-
tion generally increases tensile modulus. If this orientation
increase does not produce surface defects, tensile strength
will increase also.

Graphitization is an additional pyrolysis step that is in
excess of 2000◦C in inert environments. This step also
reduces the level of impurities and stimulates crystal growth.
With all precursor categories, the higher the process temper-
atures that are used in carbonization and graphitization, the
higher the modulus of the resultant fibers.

Various materials can be applied to the carbonized/
graphitized fibers to control interaction between the fibers
and the reinforced matrix. For example, if epoxy resins are the
matrix to be reinforced, the composite properties may benefit
in laminate shear performance from an increase of hydroxyl
and amine groups on the fiber surface. Sizings (coatings) and
finishes are often applied to fiber bundles (tows) to improve
their handling characteristics. They must be formulated to
adhere to but not to interfere with the performance of the
composite.

1.2.2 Matrices

1.2.2.1 Thermoset resins. Epoxy resins are presently
(van Tooren, Sinke and Bersee, 1993; Mazumbar, 2002;
Bersee, 1994; Campell, in press; Reinhart, 1987) used
far more than all other matrices in advanced composite
materials for structural aerospace applications. Epoxies are
generally superior to polyesters in moisture resistance and
other environmental influences, and offer better mechani-
cal properties. Although the elongation to failure of most
epoxies is relatively low, for many applications epoxies pro-
vide a very attractive combination of handling, processing
flexibility, composite mechanical properties, and accept-
able cost. Recent developments include modified epoxy
resin formulations that have definitely improved elongation
capabilities.

Bismaleide resins (BMIs) have many of the same prop-
erties as epoxies, but offer a higher temperature resistance
of 205–220◦C or even higher. Unfortunately, elongation to
failure of BMI’s is even lower than those of epoxies and thus
the BMI’s are very brittle. Another high temperature resin
family are the Polyimides. Polyimide resins (van Tooren,
Sinke, and Bersee, 1993; Jones and Robert in press; Lee and
Springer, in press; Partridge, in press; Mazumbar, 2002) are
available with a maximum hot/wet in-service temperature
of 260◦C and above. Unlike the epoxies and BMI’s, these
cure by a condensation reaction that releases volatiles dur-
ing cure. This poses a problem because the released volatiles
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produce voids in the resulting composite. Substantial effort
has been made to reduce this problem, and there are cur-
rently several polyimide resins in which the final cure occurs
by an addition reaction that does not release volatiles. These
resins will produce good-quality, low void content compos-
ite parts. However, similar to the BMI’s, polyimides are quite
brittle.

1.2.2.2 Thermoplastic resins. The dual goal of improv-
ing hot/wet properties and impact resistance of composite
matrices has led to the development of high-temperature
thermoplastic resin matrices (van Tooren, Sinke and Bersee,
1993; Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee, 1994; Campell, in press;
Reinhart, 1987) like For example, polyetheretherketone
(PEEK), polyphenylene sulfide (PPS), polyetherimide (PEI).
These materials are very different from the commodity ther-
moplastics (such as polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride and
polystyrene) that are commonly used as plastic bags, plastic
piping, and plastic tableware. The commodity thermoplas-
tics exhibit very little resistance to elevated temperatures; the
new thermoplastics exhibit resistance that can be superior to
epoxy.

The main difference between thermoplastics and ther-
mosets is their chemical structure. Thermosetting polymers
are chemically reactive and solidification (curing) takes
place by cross-linking. They can, therefore, be character-
ized as “crosslinkable” polymers. Thermoplastics, which can
be characterized as “linear” polymers, exclusively undergo
physical transformations when subjected to temperature
and pressure. As a result, curing of thermoset compos-
ites requires a significant longer and more complex cycle
than consolidating thermoplastic composites. The specific
processing characteristics of thermoplastic composites have
resulted in the development of very rapid and cost-efficient
forming and assembly processes like rubber forming and
welding.

Thermoplastic polymers can be divided into two groups
according to their morphology, namely semi-crystalline poly-
mers and amorphous polymers. Semi-crystalline resins are
characterized by the fact that some of their polymeric chains
are able to order themselves, forming physical linkages
with adjacent chains to develop a crystalline structure. The
amorphous polymers, however, do not develop a defined mor-
phology. Such structural differences have an effect on the
chemical resistance of the thermoplastic polymers and on the
morphological and property variations induced by changing
temperatures. Therefore, the semi-crystalline resins like PPS
and PEEK are used for structural components due to their
higher E-modulus and chemical resistance (Skydrol resis-
tance), while the amorphous PEI resin is used for interior
application where there is no Skydrol resistance requirement.

1.2.3 Composite laminate manufacturing

Composites consist of multiple layers of fibers (laminae) (van
Tooren, Sinke and Bersee, 1993; Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee,
1994; Campell, in press; Reinhart, 1987). Such a stack of
laminae with various fiber orientations in the laminae is called
a laminate. The manufacturing process of a laminate can be
divided in different steps:

� impregnation
� consolidation (thermoplastics) or curing (thermosets)

Impregnation is the wetting of the fibers with the resin.
This process can be done either by the material supplier
(prepregs) or by the component manufacturing during the
manufacturing process, like with resin infusion or filament
winding. The resin, must be thoroughly integrated with the
fibers (filaments), which are themselves normally concen-
trated in yarns or tows. In the impregnation process the air
(whether atmospheric or vacuum) located between the fila-
ments is expelled. During impregnation, the main objective
is to direct the matrix to a position in between filaments. The
first priority is to ensure that the resin is distributed homoge-
neously. This is to ensure that in a later stage no significant
transport/flow of the matrix is required. Secondly, impregna-
tion should not involve any serious amount of entrapped air
or other sources of so-called “voids.” Any entrapped air or
vapor implies that before or during processing of the prepreg
it has to be removed. The result of the impregnation should
preferably be free of voids.

It is necessary to obtain good impregnation of the matrix
into the reinforcing fibers in order to achieve the full proper-
ties of the composite. Good impregnation is also necessary
to create a good fiber-matrix interface, which is important
in determining the composite behavior. Several impregna-
tion techniques may be used and the resulting differences in
product forms affect the handling, processing and properties
of the composite. Impregnation of thermoplastics is generally
more difficult than of thermosets due to the relatively high
melt viscosities of thermoplastics.

The techniques may be divided into those, which give
a pre-impregnated material and those which give a post-
impregnated form. Pre-impregnated forms are ones in which
the reinforcing fibers are completely wetted and impregnated
with the matrix. Post-impregnated forms achieve only a phys-
ical mixing of the matrix and fiber and do not give full wetting
of the reinforcement. (Bersee, 1994). Full wetting of the fibers
does not occur. It has to take place during a later stage in the
process of making (semi-) products of thermoplastic com-
posites. The resin can be either as powder or a fiber mixed
into the fiber bundles.
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When thermoplastic composites are being processed indi-
vidual plies consolidate into a laminate by bonding at the
interfaces. This bonding consists of two phenomena. Firstly,
two adjacent ply surfaces coalesce and come into “intimate
contact.” Secondly, bond forms at the ply interface by a pro-
cess called autohesion. During autohesion segments of the
chain like molecules diffuse across the interface.

The processing of a thermoset matrix composite (curing
process) involves a transition of the polymer from the liq-
uid to the solid state. After gelation, successive crosslinking
reactions increase the crosslink density of the network and the
stiffness of the polymer steadily increases. From the physical
point of view, two major events occur: gelation and vitrifi-
cation. The gelation event is of great technical importance
since no flow is possible after gelation. As a consequence,
void diffusion and further consolidation of the composite can
no longer occur. Gelation always occurs at the same degree
of cure. At low curing temperatures the cure reaction stops
before full conversion. During progress of the curing reac-
tion, the mobility of the participating molecules is steadily
decreasing which raises the Tg of the system. If the Tg of
the reacting system approaches the curing temperature, the
reaction stops before completion.

1.2.4 Fiber arrangements and forms

Most of the fibers used in polymer matrix composites (van
Tooren, Sinke and Bersee, 1993; Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee,
1994; Campell, in press; Reinhart, 1987), like carbon, glass
and aramid fibers, leave the production machine as an assem-
blage of continuous twisted filaments or fibers; this most
simple form of stranding filaments is called yarn. A num-
ber of yarns, strands, or tows collected in a parallel bundle
with little or no twist are called a roving. These rovings can
be transformed into different arrangements or forms depend-
ing on the composite forming process, which will be used to
manufacture the parts.

In the aerospace industry two types of fiber forms are
mostly used, namely UD tapes and fabrics. UD tapes are
the simplest type of fiber-forms: untwisted filament rovings
are laid parallel to each other, while being impregnated with
the resin. The UD tapes have the optimum reinforcement
efficiency in longitudinal direction. Since the fibers are laid
up straight without any curves they have higher reinforce-
ment efficiency than other forms. Consequently, UD tapes
are mostly used in highly loaded structures.

There are two main types of fabrics, namely woven fab-
rics and non-woven or non-crimp fabrics. Woven fabrics are
made by the traditional textile weaving process. A variety
of weave patterns can be used to interlace the warp yarns
(in the weaving direction) and the weft (or filling) yarns to

form a stable fabric. Fabrics are not only characterized by the
weaving pattern, but also by the weaving density, this is the
number of (weft or warp) yarns per unit length. The terminol-
ogy used in textiles is tows per centimetre. It is clear that the
weight and thickness of the fabric will also be influenced by
the yarn dimensions (filaments/yarn). Most fabrics are bal-
anced, as the same number of filaments per width is used
for both warp and weft. Woven fabrics have one main disad-
vantage: the yarns are never perfectly straight and hence the
reinforcement efficiency is reduced, even when compared to
cross-plied UD-tapes. However, their advantage is the better
handling characteristics caused by the locking of the rovings
at the cross-overs.

In non-crimp fabrics the yarns are not woven but instead
are placed parallel to each other and subsequently stitched by,
for example, a polyester thread. The non-crimp fabrics offer a
greater flexibility with respect to fiber orientation compared
with woven fabrics. Almost any angle between 0◦ and 90◦

can be laid and subsequently the angled plies can be stitched
into a multi-axial and multi layered fabric. This offers the
advantage of laying up one thick layer as the whole laminate
in stead of like with UD and woven fabrics, laying up layer by
layer to form the laminate. Another advantage compared with
woven fabrics is the higher reinforcement efficiency since the
fibers remain straight. However, compared with UD tapes
the reinforcement efficiency is somewhat lower due to the
stitching thread. In Table 2 the properties of various prepreg
materials are given.

2 COMPOSITE MANUFACTURING
PROCESSES

2.1 Prepreg hand lay-up

Prepreg hand lay-up (van Tooren, Sinke and Bersee, 1993;
Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee, 1994; Campell, in press; Reinhart,
1987; Mills, 2001) is one of the oldest techniques for making
composite parts and is still the most used composite manu-
facturing process in the Aerospace industry. The process is
rather labour-intensive but on the other hand simple to per-
form. At the start of the process, the thermoset prepreg rolls
are removed from the refrigerator. The prepreg is stored at a
temperature of−23◦C to prevent the resin from curing. To
prevent condensation, the prepreg is slowly brought to room
temperature within the original package. When the prepreg
reached room temperature, the individual lamina (ply) is
profiled and cut by hand or by an automated CNC cutting
machine, to the required shape from a roll of prepreg material.
The plies are placed onto the tool (Figure 2), which has been
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Table 2. Properties of various prepreg materials (Mazumbar, 2002).

Prepreg materials

Fiber
volume

fraction (%)
Processing
temp. (◦F)

Tensile
modulus

(Msi)

Tensile
strength

(ksi)
Compressive
strength (ksi)

Maximum
service temp.

(0 ◦F, dry)
Shelf Life

(0 ◦F, months)

Out time at
room temp.

(days)

Unidirectional thermoset
Carbon

(AS4,T-300)/epoxy
55–65 250 15–22 180–320 160–250 180–250 6–12 14–30

Carbon (IM7)/epoxy 55–60 250 20–25 320–440 170–237 250 12 30
S-2 glass/epoxy 55–63 250–350 6.0–8.0 120–230 100–160 180–250 6 10–30
Kevlar/epoxy 55–60 250–285 10 140 33 1180 6 10–30
Carbon

(AS4)/bismaleimide
55–62 350–475 15–22 200–320 245 450–600 6 25

Carbon
(IM7)/bismaleimide

60–66 350–440 20–25 380–400 235–255 450–600 6–12 25

Carbon (IM7)/cyanate
ester

55–63 350–450 20–25 100–395 205–230 450 6 10

S-2 glass/cyanate ester 55–60 250–350 7 180 130 400 6 10

Unidirectional thermoplastic
Carbon (IM7)/PEEK 57–63 550 26 410 206 350 Indefinite Indefinite
Carbon

(G34/700)/Nylon 6
55–62 450–500 16 216 90 200 Indefinite Indefinite

Aramid/nylon 12 52 400 6.8 205 — — Indefinite Indefinite
Carbon (AS4)/PPS 64 450–520 17.5 285 155 — Indefinite Indefinite
Carbon

(IM7)/polyimide
62 610–665 25 380 156 400 Indefinite Indefinite

Fabric (plain weave) thermoset
Carbon (AS4)/epoxy 57–63 250 8–9 75–124 65–95 — 6 10
S-2 glass/epoxy 55 250 5 80 55 180 6 10

Fabric (plain weave) thermoplastic tape
Carbon HM (T650-

35)/polyimide
58–62 660–730 10–18 130–155 130 500–600 12 Indefinite

pretreated with a release agent, and subsequently built ply-by-
ply into a laminate. In case of complicated parts, maintaining
the right fiber orientation of the plies during lay-up is not easy.
Consequently, a laser projection system is used, nowadays, to

Figure 2. Prepreg hand lay-up.

indicate the right position of the individual plies on the tool.
To ensure a high quality the whole process is performed in a
clean room in which the humidity and temperature conditions
are controlled and dust is prohibited.

After lay-up of the plies the whole stack is being vacuum
bagged. In vacuum bagging several different, up to 6, films
are laid on top of the laminate, with each film having a dif-
ferent function. In selecting materials for use in preparing a
laminate for curing, cure temperatures and pressures must be
considered, as well as compatibility of the processing mate-
rials with the resin. The materials should be prevented from
becoming a possible source for contamination to the com-
posite laminate. The materials must also be compatible with
maximum cure temperature and pressures required for the
matrix system cure.

The first film is a peel ply and is used if cured parts have to
be adhesively bonded at a later stage. The peel ply, if used, is
placed immediately on top of or under the composite laminate
and is ultimately removed just before bonding or painting
operations so that a clean, bondable surface is available. It is
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usually a woven fabric and may either be nylon, polyester, or
fiber-glass. The fabric is treated with release agent that must
not transfer to the laminate.

The second film is the release film, which is placed on top
of the peel ply (if a peel ply is used). It allows volatiles and
air to escape from the laminate and excess resin to be bled
from the laminate into the bleeder plies during cure. It will
also give the cured part a smooth surface, except for porous
teflon, which gives a slightly textured surface. After cure, the
release material must be easily freed from the cured laminate
without causing damage.

The purpose of the third film, the bleeder, is to absorb
excess resin from the lay-up during cure, thereby producing
the desired fiber volume. Fiberglass fabric, or other absorbent
materials, or fabrics are used for this purpose. The amount
of bleeder is a function of its absorbance, the fiber volume
desired in the part, and the resin content of the prepreg used
in the lay-up.

The fourth film is a non-adhering material and is called
the barrier, or barrier film. It is commonly placed between
the bleeder plies and breather plies. In the case of epoxy
resins, it is frequently an un-perforated film, or barrier film,
so resin removal from the part can be controlled. Often, a low-
cost material such as Tedlar film is used instead of nonporous
Teflon because of the expense of the latter.

The breather is the fifth film, which is placed on top of the
barrier film. It allows uniform application of vacuum pres-
sure over the lay-up and removal of entrapped air or volatiles
during cure. It may be a drapable, loosely woven fabric, or
felt.

The last film is the vacuum bag, which is used to contain
any vacuum pressure applied to the lay-up before and during
cure and to transmit external autoclave pressure to the part. It
prevents any gaseous pressurizing medium used in the auto-
clave (air or inert gas) from permeating the part and causing
porosity and poor or unacceptable part quality. The applica-
tion of the vacuum bag is extremely critical. Bag perforation
by the sharp edges of the tool and leakage due to improper
sealing at the tool edges may result in a porous part. Some-
times around the periphery of the part a dam is placed. This
dam has to prevent resin edge bleeding.

The last stage in the hand lay-up process, or in any ther-
moset composite process, is the curing of the resin. In case
of elevated temperature cure resins, the curing takes place in
either an oven or autoclave. An autoclave is a kind of high
pressure-cooking device (Figure 3). The major elements of
an autoclave system (their functions) are: a vessel to contain
pressure, sources to heat the gas stream and circulate it uni-
formly within the vessel, a subsystem to pressurize the gas
stream, a subsystem to apply vacuum to parts covered by a
vacuum bag, a subsystem to control operation parameters,

Figure 3. Autoclave.

and a subsystem to load the moulds into the autoclave. The
needed high quality of aerospace composite parts requires a
void volume percentage of less than 1%. Consequently, high
pressure is needed during curing of the laminate to evaporate
the entrapped air within the prepreg layers. For this reason
autoclaves are used in the aerospace industry for curing of
the composite parts.

The prepreg hand lay-up process is especially suited
for thermoset prepregs. Thermoplastic prepregs lack the
drapeability of the thermoset prepregs. Only at elevated
temperatures when the resin starts to melt does it become
drapable. More importantly, thermoplastic prepregs lack the
tackiness of thermoset prepregs. Due to the tackiness, the
individual thermoset prepreg plies stick to previously placed
plies on the mould. However, Ten Cate Advanced Composites
(Nijverdal, The Netherlands) has developed a thermoplastic
semi-preg. The fabric in this case is not fully impregnated
with the thermoplastic resin, thus the prepreg has still some
drapeability. The lack of tackiness is solved by ultra sonically
spot welding the plies. This technique is being used by Stork
Fokker to produce the skin of the outboard leading edge of
the A380 (Fig. xx).

Basic processing steps:

1. The prepreg is removed from refrigerator and slowly
allowed to reach room temperature

2. Release agent is applied onto the mould.
3. The plies are cut by hand or by CNC cutting machine

into the desired shape.
4. The plies are laid up onto the mould.
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5. The laminate is covered with peel-ply, release film,
breather/bleeder fabric, and vacuum bagging film.

6. Then a vacuum is applied in the vacuum bag, and the
mould is postioned into an autoclave.

7. The curing cycle is run.
8. The product is demoulded.

Advantages of prepreg hand lay-up:

1. Design flexibility
2. Large and complex items can be produced.
3. Production rate requirements are low.
4. Minimum equipment investments are necessary.
5. The start-up lead-time and cost are minimal.
6. Design changes are easily effected.
7. Moulded-in inserts and structural reinforcements are

possible.
8. Sandwich constructions are possible.
9. Prototyping and pre-production method for high-

volume moulding processes.
10. Semi-skilled workers are needed and are easily trained.

Disadvantages of prepreg hand lay-up:

1. The process is labour-intensive.
2. Quality is related to the skill of the operator.
3. It is a low-volume process.
4. Longer cure times required.
5. Product uniformity is difficult to maintain within a single

part or from one part to another.
6. The waste factor is high.

Applications of prepreg hand lay-up:
The majority of the aircraft composite parts have been pro-

duced by prepreg hand lay-up, for example, fairings, control
surfaces.

2.2 Automated tape laying

Although the prepreg hand lay-up process results in high
quality parts, it is very labour intensive. Besides it was found
that irregular placement of the tape caused inconsistency in
the quality of the cured laminates. Therefore, aerospace com-
panies began to develop tape-laying machines (van Tooren,
Sinke, and Bersee 1993; Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee, 1994;
Campell, in press; Reinhart, 1987; Grimshaw, 2001). The
current tape laying machines (Figure 4) consist of a floor
mounted gantry system with two side rails. A cross feed bar
containing the end effectors or delivery head moves over
these side rails. Rolls of tapes with a width from 3 to 12′′

Figure 4. Automatic tape laying (Mazumbar, 2002).

can be laid down. The width of the tapes depends on the cur-
vature of the product. For flat tape laying 6 or 12′′ rolls are
being used to maximize the lay-up rate, while for contoured
tape laying 3 or 6′′ rolls are being used.

The rolls of UD tape are mounted onto the supply reels
of the delivery head. The tapes are guided through the upper
tape guide shoot and past the cutters. Subsequently, it passes
through the lower tape guides under the compaction shoe and
onto a backing paper take-up reel. The backing paper, which
protects the prepreg is removed and wounded onto a take up
reel. The tape is laid up onto the tool with the correct fiber
angle as programmed into the NC program. Subsequently,
it is pressed against the tool or other prepreg layer by the
compaction shoe and cut to the desired length. The delivery
head is lifted off from the tool and returns to the next starting
position after which the next layer is laid up. Modern tape
laying machines have delivery heads with a hot air heating
system that will preheat the tape to improve the tack and
tape-to-tape adhesion.

A major advantage of tape-laying machines is that they
provide labor savings of up to 86% over hand lay-up. Other
advantages of machines include maximum utilization of the
tape material. With hand lay-up, waste occasionally occurs at
the end of each strip from the same side of the lay-up, which
causes waste at the end of every tape cut, with the exception
of 90◦ cuts. Most tape-laying machines, however, turn around
180◦ at the end of a strip and lay the next strip adjacent to
the previous one (parallel to it) but in the opposite direction.
Because the two strip ends on one edge of the ply have the
same angle, there is no waste of material with this procedure.
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In addition, automatic tape-laying machines can help to
obtain improved structural properties for composite compo-
nents. The tape-laying roller can apply any desired pressure,
which provides even pressure during the total lay-up. When
ply upon ply is laid up with pressure on each strip, this
uniform pressure gives a high-quality, compacted compos-
ite lay-up with less entrapped air to cause porosity in
the cured part. Another advantage is that the results of a
composite lay-up with an automatic machine are repeat-
able because the machine can lay tape in the same place
each time, with greater control of the gaps between the
tape strips. Therefore, the overall quality of parts fabri-
cated with automatic machines is better than that of those
made by hand lay-up and the scrap rate with machines is
lower.

The tape laying process is also suitable for thermoplas-
tic composite tapes although be it with some modifications.
As mentioned in the previous section, thermoplastic com-
posites lack the tackiness of the thermoset prepregs, which
makes the lay-up of different plies on top of each other more
cumbersome. Consequently, a heater, gas torches, is added to
the delivery head. This heater melts the thermoplastic resin,
which enables it to adhere to some extent to the previous
prepreg layer. However, this process is not mature yet and
still a lot of research is going on to, for example, improve the
life time of the heating system as well as the compaction of
the plies.

Basic processing steps:

1. Rolls of unidirectional tape are loaded into a tape-laying
head. The tape head is mounted on a 4–5 axis gantry.

2. The gantry positions the tape head over and onto the tool
for lay-up.

3. Plies are laid or stacked on top of each other to form a
laminate.

4. After completion of the lay-up, the laminate and the tool
are transferred to an autoclave for curing.

Advantages of the automated tape laying process:

1. Reduction of manufacturing costs due to faster lay-up
process compared with hand lay-up.

2. Improved process consistency compared with prepreg
hand lay-up.

3. Very high production rates can be achieved compared to
hand lay-up, at low lay-up cost.

4. Automated trimming is provided at reduced lay up trim
scrap.

5. Flat-to-medium contoured parts are well suited for tape
laying. The bigger the part and plies, the more productive
tape layers are.

6. There is no limitation to fiber angles because tape layers
have a±190◦ head rotation.

Disadvantages or limitations of the automated tape laying
process:

1. Highly contoured parts are not suited for automated tape
lying because the tape tends to buckle and bridge at plane
transitions.

2. Automated tape laying requires high capital costs.
3. The process is not suitable for low-volume production

and small parts.

Applications of automatic tape laying:
Automatic tape laying is being used in aircraft components

with large slightly curved surfaces like, for example:

� Empennage structural parts (spars, ribs, stringers, C-
channel and I-beam stiffeners) on the Boeing 777, and
the Airbus A330/340.

� Horizontal and vertical stabiliser skins on the Boeing 777
and the Airbus A330/340.

� Wing skins on the F-22 Fighter and B-1 and B-2 bombers.

2.3 Filament winding

Filament winding (van Tooren, Sinke and Bersee, 1993;
Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee, 1994; Campell, in press; Rein-
hart, 1987; Peters and McLarty, 2001) is a process in which
continuous rovings or tows are wound over a rotating male
mandrel. These rovings or tows can be resin-impregnated
before, during or after the winding process. Filament-wound
shapes generally include cylindrical, spherical, conical, or
dome-end configurations (Figure 5). These bodies of revolu-
tion best exploit the advantages of high-speed winding. They
are wound on various types of mandrels and are therefore
almost always hollow. Typical aerospace products include
rocket motor cases, pressure vessels, launch tubes, drive
shafts, and aircraft structures. The technique has the capac-
ity to vary the winding tension, wind angle, or resin content
in each layer of reinforcement until the desired thickness
and resin content of the composite are obtained with the
required direction of strength. Properties of the finished
composite can be varied by the type of filament winding pat-
tern selected, that is, polar, helical, or modified helical, or
hoop.

For filament winding of thermoplastic composites, they
same applies as with tape laying. The resin has to be
melted to enable tackiness so the following layers can be
positioned.
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Figure 5. Entec filament winding machine.

Basic processing steps:

1. Spools of rovings are placed on creels.
2. Several rovings from spools are taken and passed through

guided pins to the payout eye.
3. Hardener and resin systems are mixed in a container and

then poured into the resin bath.
4. Release agent and gel coat (if applicable) are applied on

the mandrel surface and the mandrel is placed between
the head and tailstocks of the filament-winding machine.

5. The rovings are pulled from the payout eye and through
the resin bath for impregnation. Subsequently, the
impregnated rovings are placed at the starting point on
the mandrel surface. Fiber tension is created using a ten-
sioning device. This fiber tension is needed for creating
a consolidation pressure on the mandrel.

6. The mandrel and pay-out eye motions are started. The
machine control creates winding motions to get the
desired fiber orientations in the laminate.

7. Fiber bands are laid down on the mandrel surface and the
thickness builds up as the winding progresses.

8. The mandrel with composite laminate is removed and
placed in an oven for curing of the laminate.

9. After curing, the mandrel is extracted from the composite
part and then reused. For certain applications, the man-
drel is not removed and becomes an integral part of the
composite structure.

Advantages of the filament winding process:

1. The capacity to use continuous fibers over a whole com-
ponent area (without joints) and to orient fibers in load
direction.

2. Relatively low material costs because fiber and resin can
be used in their lowest cost form rather than as prepreg.

3. High-speed of fiber lay-down reduces costs.
4. Highly repetitive and accurate fiber placement is pos-

sible. The accuracy can be superior to that of fiber
placement and automated tape-laying.

5. Filament winding can be automated for the production
of high-volume composite parts.

6. Thick-walled large structures can be made (larger than
possible with any autoclave).

7. High fiber volume fractions of up to 70% are possible.

Disadvantages of the filament winding process:

1. A mandrel is needed, which can be complex or expensive.
2. The component shape must be such that removal of the

mandrel is possible. Otherwise the mandrels have to be
made of dissolvable or frangible materials, or remain as
part of the structure.

3. Only closed and convex structures can be made.
4. Not all fiber angles are easily produced during the fil-

ament winding process. In general, a geodesic path is
preferred for fiber stability. Low fiber angles (0–15◦) are
not easily produced.

5. Poor external surface quality, which may affect the aero-
dynamics or aesthetics.

Applications of filament winding:
� Beech starship fuselage
� Viper rocket motor
� Titan IV, Atlas and Delta rocket strap on boosters

2.4 Fiber placement

Fiber placement (van Tooren, Sinke and Bersee, 1993;
Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee, 1994; Campell, in press; Reinhart,
1987; Evans, 2001) is a process, which has been developed
specifically for the aerospace industry (Figure 6). The devel-
opment started in the beginning of the 1980s and the first
commercial fiber-placement machine was delivered to an
aerospace company in 1990. Fiber placement combines the
advantages of high precision fiber lay-up and differential tow
payout capability of filament winding with the cut-restart and
layer compaction capabilities of tape laying. The individual
tows are fed through the delivery head or end effector and
pressed onto the tool surface. Multiple tows, even up to 32,
are placed during a course. Every single tow can be dispensed
at its own speed and cut independently, thus allowing each
tow to conform independently to the surface. Consequently,
the fibers are not restricted to geodesic paths like in filament
winding. They can be steered to meet specified design goals.
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Figure 6. Cincinnati Fibre Placement Machine.

The materials used in fiber placement are fibers, which are
fully impregnated. The fibers are formed into tows of a width
ranging from 3 to 4.6 mm. Slit tapes are also used and are
fabricated by running a 3′′ wide tape through a slitter, creat-
ing smaller width tapes. Advanced fiber placement delivery
heads contain hot air heating and cooling capabilities. Heat-
ing is used to increase the tack for the tow-to-tow adhesion
and improve the compaction during lay-up. The cooling is to
decrease the tack during cutting, clamping, and restarting.

Similar to tape laying, in case of thermoplastic composites
a heater, gas torch, is added to the delivery head. This heater
melts the thermoplastic resin, which enables it to adhere to
some extent to the previous prepreg layer. However, since
the temperature involved in thermoplastic composite process-
ing are significantly higher than with thermoset composites,

Vacuum pump

Resin inlet

Mould

Seal FibersFoil

Resin  container
Resintrap

Figure 7. Vacuum assisted resin transfer moulding.

issues like the lifetime of the heating system as well as the
compaction of the plies are not solved yet and subsequently
are a topic of further research.

These unique capabilities of fiber placement resulted in a
rapid implementation within many aerospace companies to
fabricate a variety of composite parts. In a relatively short
period of time, fiber placement has been developed into a
widely accepted manufacturing process for affordable com-
posite aerospace components. As new aircraft and aerospace
programs are introduced, fiber placement will be used to fab-
ricate many more composite parts to gain the benefits of
reduced cost, improved quality, and improved performance.

Basic processing steps:

1. Individual tows are fed through the head and compacted
onto a surface. A rolling compaction device combined
with heat for tack enhancement does compaction of the
tow.

2. The delivery head can cut or restart any of the individ-
ual tows according to the CNC program. This permits
the width of fiber band to be increased or decreased in
increments equal to one tow length.

3. At the end of the course, the remaining tows are cut to
match the shape of the ply boundary.

4. In case of thermoset composites, the tool and laminate
are vacuum bagged and placed in an autoclave for curing.

Advantages of the fiber placement process:

1. Accurate and consistent fiber lay-up
2. It offers precise ply thickness control.
3. Laminates are produced with a low void content (less

than 1%).
4. All possible fiber angles can be laid down.
5. Material scrap is low compared to filament winding and

very low compared to hand lay-up of prepreg.
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6. Considerable reduction in labour costs compared with
hand lay-up.

Disadvantages of the fiber placement process:

1. Very high machine costs.
2. Due to the high investment costs the process is not suit-

able for low-volume production and prototyping.

Applications of fiber placement:
� Aft fuselage, fuselage side skins, main landing gear doors,

and rotor blade grip of the Bell/Boeing V-22 Osprey
VSTOL.

� Fuselage skins, inlet duct skins and covers of the F/A-
18 E/F Super hornet.

� Fuselage sections of the Raytheon business jets.
� Fuselage sections of the Boeing 787
� Aft fuselage section of the A380

2.5 Liquid composite moulding

Liquid composite moulding (LCM) (van Tooren, Sinke and
Bersee, 1993; Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee, 1994; Campell,
in press; Reinhart, 1987; Rudd, 2001; Deléglise, Bińetruy
and Krawczak, 2005; Hoebergen and Holmberg, 2001) is
a generic term for advanced processing technologies for
manufacturing of complex composite parts of high qual-
ity/performance. Nowadays, LCM has turned into a large
family of processes. Every nuance in, for example, consum-
ables used, result in a new patent and process. However, all
liquid moulding processes are based on the same principle.
A thermoset resin is infused into a dry fiber lay-up or pre-
form, which has been placed inside a mould. Subsequently,
the package is cured in an oven or autoclave. Three main types
of liquid moulding processes can be distinguished, namely
resin transfer moulding (RTM), vacuum assisted resin trans-
fer moulding (VARTM sometimes called Vacuum Infusion)
and resin film infusion (RFI). In RTM, two metal mould
halves are being used and the resin is infused into the preform
by using high pressures up to several bars. VARTM on the
other hand only uses vacuum to drive the resin through the
preform. The mould is closed by using a vacuum bag, a one-
sided mould is thus used. In RFI films of b-staged cured resin
are placed on top and/or bottom of the preform. In an auto-
clave heat and pressure are applied to push the resin through
the preform.

In liquid moulding four different phases can be distin-
guished. The first phase is manufacturing of the preform. This
will produce the fiber reinforcement in the shape of the fin-
ished part. The second phase is injection of the resin into the

cavity of a closed mould, in which the preform is preplaced.
The resin is driven by the injection pressure to saturate the pre-
form. Two main strategies exist for injection of resin. The first
one is injection at a constant flow rate resulting in a continu-
ously monitoring and controlling of the flow rate. The second
one is injection at a constant pressure level. The third phase
is curing of the resin starting either during or after the sec-
ond phase. The fourth phase is de-moulding of the composite
part, which occurs after completion of the curing process.

The performing technology is an important part of the
liquid moulding process. Woven and Non-crimped (stitched)
fabrics can be used in which layer-by-layer is being layed-up.
Nowadays also more complex 3D-performs are being made
by using braiding, knitting, or stitching processes. Even 3D
performs in which elements like stiffeners are present can be
made. Since the resin is driven through the preform, perme-
ability of the preform and rovings is of utmost importance.
Sometimes the combination of resin viscosity and perform
permeability requires high infusion. pressures in which only
RTM is applicable.

The thermoplastic resins applicable for aircraft structures
(PPS, PEI, PEKK, PEEK) exhibit very high viscosities. Their
viscosities are a factor 100 to 1000 higher than the viscosities
of thermoset resins. As a result, these resins cannot be used for
LCM since these thermoplastic resins will push the preform
forward instead of impregnating the rovings.

Basic processing steps:

1. A thermoset resin and catalyst are placed in separate
tanks on a mixing and dispensing unit.

2. A release agent is applied to the mould for easy removal
of the part. Sometimes, a gel coat is applied for good
surface finish.

3. The preform is placed inside the mould and the mould is
closed by a contra mould or bagging film.

4. The mould is heated to a specified temperature.
5. Mixed resin is injected through inlet ports at selected

temperature and pressure.
6. Resin is injected until the mould is completely filled.

Then pressure inside the mould is increased to ensure
that remaining porosities collapse.

7. After curing the composite part is removed from the
mould.

Advantages of the LCM process:

1. Complex integrated parts can be made thus reducing
assembly costs and subsequently manufacturing costs.

2. Parts are manufactured with good dimensional toler-
ances on both sides (RTM).

3. Parts are manufactured with good surface quality on
both sides (RTM).
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4. Higher fiber volume fractions of up to 65% can be
achieved (RTM, RFI).

5. Inserts can be easily incorporated into mouldings and
thus allows good joining and assembly features.

6. A wide variety of reinforcements can be used.
7. RTM offers low volatile emission during processing

because of the closed moulding process.
8. RTM offers production of near-net-shape parts, hence

low material wastage and reduced machining cost.
9. The process can be automated, resulting in higher pro-

duction rates with less scrap.
10. Large products can be made since no autoclave or clos-

ing pressure is needed (VARTM, RFI).

Disadvantages of the liquid composite moulding process:

1. The tooling costs are high since two mould halves are
needed (RTM).

2. Tooling design can be very complex in case of manufac-
turing integrated parts.

3. The size of the parts is limited due to the required closing
pressure caused by the high infusion pressure (RTM).

4. Lower viscosity of the resin is needed which may limit
the range of resins (VARTM).

Applications of LCM process:
� Rear pressure bulk head of the A380 (RFI)
� Lugs of the vertical tail plane of the A330, A340 and A380

(RTM).

2.6 Thermoforming

One special family of forming processes, which is being
introduced into the aerospace industry is thermoforming (van

Tooren, Sinke and Bersee, 1993; Mazumbar, 2002; Bersee,
1994; Campell, in press; Reinhart, 1987). The thermoforming
processes are specifically developed for manufacturing ther-
moplastic composite parts. The thermoforming processes are
derived from the metal forming technology and, thus, follow
its same principles. Basically, the laminate is either partially
or totally heated to the necessary processing temperature after
which it is pressed into a mould by mechanical means or by
a hydrostatic pressure. After forming, the laminate is cooled
under pressure to a temperature below the glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the matrix material, after which it is
removed from the mould. The thermoforming processes have
the potential to significantly reduce the manufacturing costs
compared with continuous fiber reinforced thermoset form-
ing processes. Numerous thermoforming processes have been
studied like diaphragm forming, hydro forming, rubber pad
forming,. However, at this moment only two thermoforming
processes are used commercially in the Aerospace industry,
namely press forming and thermo-folding.

There are two existing versions of press forming, namely
match die forming and rubber forming (Figure 8). The latter is
the most widely used thermoforming process for thermoplas-
tic composites. The rubber-forming cycle starts with heating
a pre-consolidated, pre-cut thermoplastic composite lami-
nate with infrared panels. Once the processing temperature
is reached, the hot laminate is quickly transferred from the
heater to the press and in the next few seconds it is formed
into a product by a male and female mould. The tooling con-
sists of one rigid (metallic) mould and a flexible counterpart
made from an elastomeric material like silicone rubber, which
applies hydrostatic pressure to the laminate. The elastomeric
mould-half can be either positive or negative, depending on
which side of the product needs exact definition and high
surface quality. If the product is deep and large shearing

Figure 8. Rubber forming (courtesy Ten Cate Advanced Composites).
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angles of the fabric are required, a blank holder can be used
that introduces tensile forces at the edges of the laminate to
prevent wrinkling and buckling of the fibers. As the thermo-
plastic composite laminate touches the mould it starts cooling
down and reconsolidates under an increased pressure (typi-
cally 10–50 bars) until the thermoplastic matrix regains its
solid state.

After forming, the product can be removed and trimmed
or machined as required. Depending on the geometry of the
product (near-) net-shape forming is possible, taking away the
need of trimming. Rubber forming is relatively inexpensive,
as only one side of the tooling needs the exact definition of
the part, being the tolerances on the other half much less
strict. Therefore, it allows producing high-end thermoplastic
composite parts cost-effectively from series starting at only
100 parts a year. One disadvantage of this process is the low
durability of the rubber moulds.

In matched die press forming both the female and male
moulds are metallic and, therefore, high quality surfaces are
obtained on both sides of the part. Likewise, the metallic
moulds, especially if they are made out of steel, are durable
and allow higher processing pressures. The spacing between
the two moulds must have, however, a close tolerance and
the thickness of the products must be very uniform. Other-
wise, a dimensional mismatch between the thickness of the
formed piece and the clearance of the pre-machined cavity
results in a non-uniform consolidation of the laminate. Con-
trolling the fiber displacements turns out to be very difficult
with this method, since the non-deforming, fixed geometry
of the dies permits only localized, rather than uniform load-
ing on the surface of the product. The local control of the
deformations is, therefore, limited. Another disadvantage of
matched die press forming is the expensive manufacturing
to close tolerance of the two mould halves. Nevertheless,
the high durability of metallic moulds makes of matched die
press forming a suitable process for mass production.

Thermo-folding is a quite simple and inexpensive thermo-
forming process in which a composite panel, either a solid
laminate or a sandwich panel, is heated and subsequently
folded along a straight line. Heating can be performed by
means of a hot wire or a heated knife and, with a proper
product design, the folding operation can be performed with
a single universal machine for all sorts of panel types and
contour shapes. An example of an application of the thermo-
folding process is the folding of panel edges, resulting in
reinforced edges. The thermo-folding edge reinforcement
process is used in a number of products.

Basic processing steps:

1. The forming cycle starts with heating pre-consolidated
and pre-cut thermoplastic sheet in an infrared oven.

2. When the processing temperature is reached, the thermo-
plastic sheet is quickly transported from the heater to a
press.

3. Once inside the press, the flexible rubber stamp forms the
product in or over the mould. If the product is deep and
large shearing angles of the fabric are required, a blank
holder can be used to introduce tensile forces at the edges
of the laminate to prevent wrinkling and buckling of the
fibers.

4. As the thermoplastic composite laminate touches the
mould, it starts cooling down and reconsolidates under
an increased surface pressure (typically 10–50 bar)
until the thermoplastic matrix regains its solid state
again.

5. After forming the product can be removed and trimmed
or machined as required.

Advantages of thermoforming:

1. Cost efficient manufacturing technique due to very short
processing cycle, minutes compared with hours for ther-
moset composites.

2. Process can be automated

Disadvantages of thermoforming:

1. Manufacturing of complex parts is difficult.
2. Manufacturing of parts with local thickness/fiber orien-

tation differences is still under development.
3. Process is optimized for the manufacturing of relatively

small parts.

Application of thermoforming:
� Clips and cleats in Boeing 787.
� Fixed inboard leading edge Airbus A340-500/600.
� Outboard fixed leading edge Airbus A380.
� Ribs and pylon panels A380.
� Floor beams Gulfstream V.

3 CONCLUSION

As of the 1970s, composites with Glass fiber and Carbon
fibers are steadily gaining ground within the aerospace indus-
try. The latest wide bodies of Airbus and Boeing, A350
& B787, consist of approximately 50% weight percentage
composites. The drawback of composites is their relative
high material & manufacturing costs. A lot of research is
performed on the reduction of these costs by developing
new processes. The switch from the very labor intensive
prepreg hand lay-up process, the most wide spread com-
posite manufacturing technology, to the new processes like
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automated tape laying and/or automated fiber placement may
result in an increased cost efficiency of composite structures.
Thermoplastic composites with their very short cycle times,
minutes compared with hours for thermoset composites, may
even further improve the cost efficiency and thus increase the
usage of composites.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The application of automation within aerospace manufac-
turing is still a relatively new concept and where it has
been implemented it has achieved varying degrees of suc-
cess. Whilst the use of automation within much of the supply
chain is now common in applications such as machining and
machine loading this is conventional in its design and imple-
mentation and is identical to that found in other industrial
sectors such as automotive. These applications are there-
fore considered to be beyond the scope of this chapter and
its focus will instead be on the application of automation
directly to the manufacture and assembly of aerospace struc-
tures which is still a predominantly manual process. For
the purpose of this chapter the aerospace industry, in terms
of manufacturing, may be somewhat crudely divided into

aero-engine and aero-structure manufacture space appli-
cations have not been considered as the application of
automation is almost unknown within this domain. Within
the engine manufacturing industry there is little automation
apart from, as mentioned above, standard applications such as
welding, furnace loading and machine loading. However one
area that is currently being developed is robotic de-burring
which is discussed in Section 4.4. Current research programs
are also addressing the use of automation in the fabrication of
engine structures but this technology has yet to be deployed in
an industrial environment (see Webb et al., 2008). Therefore
the majority of the applications and technologies discussed
within this chapter will be focused toward airframe manu-
facture and assembly. The reader will notice that very little
mention is made of the large number of research and exper-
imental systems that have been developed; this is because
the aim of this chapter is to document the types of sys-
tems and their applications. Whilst many of the experimental
approaches are of high quality and show great promise they
are as yet unproven and therefore do not truly represent the
application of automation within aerospace manufacturing.

The following sections will try to explain the barriers
and drivers associated with the introduction of automation
into aerospace manufacturing as well as describing the types
of applications that have been successfully automated with
reference to real industrial examples.

2 BARRIERS AND DRIVERS FOR THE
INTRODUCTION OF AUTOMATION

There are a number of reasons why automation has not been
widely adopted within aerospace manufacture but there are
also some equally compelling reasons as to why it should be.
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The most important ones, in the experience of the author, are
discussed in the next sections.

2.1 Barriers to the introduction of automation

The aerospace manufacturing industry is very different from
the more highly automated industrial sectors such as automo-
tive and consumer goods. Due to the nature of the industry
and product there are some unique barriers to the large scale
introduction of automation.

Low Product Volumes: Product volumes are very low
when compared with highly automated industries such
as automotive or white goods. This makes the cost of
conventional automation difficult to justify in many cases
due the relatively poor utilization rates achievable with
conventional automation.
Large Component Sizes: In airframe manufacture the
parts used can vary in size between 10s of millimeters
and 10s of meters long making holding and manipulation
complex and expensive.
Part Compliance: The parts tend to be highly compli-
ant with little inherent rigidity until the assembly process
is complete. The presence of compliance means that the
parts are likely to deviate from the original CAD defini-
tion making system programming difficult. There is also
a significant risk of damage to the parts due to collisions
and misplaced process steps. A further complication is
that the manufacturing processes themselves (for exam-
ple drilling and riveting) tend to cause further distortion
of the parts and structures.
Long Product Lifecycles: Many of the products being
manufactured today were designed between 15 and
30 years ago before automation was considered feasible.
The cost of changing the process on a mature programme
and instigating the changes necessary is considered to be
in most cases prohibitively expensive.
Conservatism: The industry has tended to take a very
conservative view of the introduction of new manufac-
turing systems driven by the cost and risk associated with
the failure of a new methodology as well as the regulatory
requirements for process validation and verification.
Design Requirements: Aircraft structures are highly
optimized for weight and structural performance and it
is often difficult to reconcile these requirements with
the needs of assembly and automated assembly in par-
ticular. This severely limits the opportunities for the
implementation of many of conventional design for
automation/assembly paradigms.

However, a number of factors are now beginning to chal-
lenge these barriers and not only reducing some of the risks
associated with automation but also making manufacturers
much more accepting of the concept of automation within
aerospace manufacture.

2.2 Drivers for the introduction of automation

The most significant drivers for the large scale introduction
of automation within the aerospace manufacturing industry
are:

Cost: The industry is facing increasing cost pressures
from emerging economies, China and India in particular,
making the existing cost base within the major manu-
facturing companies unsustainable. The cost of jigs and
fixtures together with manual labor is significant and
must be reduced to maintain competiveness. However,
it is worthwhile noting that the emerging players in India
and China are also actively investigating the use of auto-
mated systems though they are more driven by skills
shortages rather than cost alone.
Demographics: Most of the western economies that
form the center of the aerospace manufacturing indus-
try have an ageing labor force and there is, in general,
a shortage of the highly skilled labor required by the
industry.
Health and Safety: The introduction of ever more
stringent Health and Safety Legislation along with an
increasing fear of litigation resulting from industrial
injuries is making the continuation of conventional
assembly methods using manual handling and processes
such as hand drilling and riveting undesirable. Hand
riveting in particular is linked to vibration induced con-
ditions of the hands and arms and is becoming more and
more strictly regulated.
New Materials and processes: A much wider range of
materials is now being used in aircraft structures and it
is not unusual to have to drill through deep and com-
plex stacks of materials that may include composite,
aluminum and titanium of varying thickness. It is almost
impossible to drill such holes effectively using conven-
tional manual or semi automatic drilling processes.
Increasing Production Rates: Whilst the volumes of
aircraft produced are still very low when compared with
for instance the automotive industry volumes are increas-
ing significantly due to the rapid expansion of aviation
in the emerging economies. The use of more flexible
approaches which support reconfiguration allowing sev-
eral parts to be assembled in a single cell effectively
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increase apparent product volumes making investment
in automation much more attractive. The downside is
that such systems are generally more complex and thus
expensive.

2.3 Conclusions

These issues make the introduction of fully automated sys-
tems attractive but very challenging. The classical way of
overcoming some of the limitations introduced by the size
and compliance of the parts is to use large rigid fixtures to
hold them in position whilst the process is being completed.
This is however only a partial solution as the fixtures are
costly and expensive to maintain and in many cases part spe-
cific. The fixtures may also limit access and so reduce the
potential for automation in themselves. A further alternative
is to use an adaptive approach which allows the automated
system to compensate for part deviations and distortion with-
out requiring the parts to be held as accurately as with more
conventional fixture based systems. This is a much more flex-
ible methodology and is almost certainly the way forward.
However its adoption has been relatively limited with a few
notable exceptions. These approaches and their applications
within real industrial scenarios are described and discussed
in detail in the following sections.

Automated systems fall into two distinct categories large
fixed and purpose designed automated systems which are
often referred to as “monuments” due to their large size, these
are described in Section 3. The alternative is to use conven-
tional “of the shelf” industrial robots which can be more
easily reconfigured to perform different processing opera-
tions, provided the other components of the system such as
fixtures and end effectors can accommodate them. Whilst
they are much cheaper than the fixed systems they suffer
from some significant limitations when applied to aerospace
applications that will be described in Section 4.

3 FIXED AUTOMATED SYSTEMS

The majority of the automated systems in use in airframe
assembly are large fixed automated systems that are specif-
ically designed for a single clearly defined application and
cannot easily be reconfigured for different parts or applica-
tions. Some capacity for reconfiguration may exist within
the fixturing element but this is not the norm. The most com-
mon type of system within this category is the auto-riveter.
Other common examples are in-jig drilling and fettling
systems.

3.1 Auto-riveters

These are probably the first automated systems to be used in
aerospace assembly and their functionality and complexity
have increased significantly since their introduction. The first
systems only automated the drill-insert-upset cycle requiring
an operator to manually align the parts within the machine.
It is interesting to note that in a system described later in this
chapter this type of semi automated machine is used but the
human operator has been replaced by a pair of robots. Mod-
ern machines have NC control and 5 or 6 degrees of freedom.
They tend to be tailored for specific component types such
as fuselage panels, fuselage barrels or wing skins. In most
cases they are used for the drilling and riveting of stringers
and/or frames to skins though versions have been developed
for structural assembly applications such as fuselage barrel
join up. The machines themselves are quite fast when the
basic drill, countersink, insert and upset process are consid-
ered with a typical process time of 5 s being easily achievable.
The most time consuming element of the automated rivet-
ing process is the loading of the part into the fixture and
its subsequent loading and manipulation within the machine.
Depending on the type of application either the fixture or the
machine moves whilst the other remains stationary. This is
largely dependent on the part type the machine is designed to
handle, for example, in wing riveting systems it is obviously
easier to make the machine move and keep the part stationary,
whilst for fuselage panel riveting the opposite is true.

For wing structures in particular these machines have been
highly successful and they are likely to be the dominant solu-
tion to the automation of fastening for the foreseeable future.
A typical example produced by Electroimpact in the USA for
the manufacture of A380 wings is shown in Figure 1 where
the major elements can be clearly seen. The “working end”

Figure 1. Electro impact wing auto riveter Photo courtesy of
Electroimpact.
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consists of a large C frame structure with drilling and fastener
insertion end effectors mounted between its jaws. It also has
a facility for shaving the heads of “slug type” rivets flush after
deformation. The C frame is mounted within a large gantry
that can move along a pair of fixed tracks providing the major
axis of the machine. Further degrees of freedom are provided
by moving the C frame within the gantry and the end effectors
within the C frame. The wing structure is held in a large fix-
ture mounted between the fixed tracks allowing the C frame to
be moved to any part of the structure. The individual compo-
nent parts are mounted in the fixture prior to commencement
of the fastening process and the completed wing structure is
removed by crane at the end of the fastening cycle.

For wing assembly the use of light weight automated sys-
tems such as robots is infeasible because of the size of the
holes, the thickness of the stacks to be drilled and the large
forces required during fastening. Whilst this is true for metal-
lic structures it is more likely that in the future light weight
systems will be suitable for the assembly of composite struc-
tures due to the generally lower process forces encountered.

In fuselage panel assembly the C-frame is mounted on its
side compared with wing machines with the panel inserted in
between the jaws of the frame. The C-frame is again mounted
on rails but the panel also moves, though the number of axis
of motion for the part is usually limited to one or two. Earlier
machines were limited in the number of degrees of free-
dom that they could achieve which meant that only simple
single degree of curvature surfaces could be processed how-
ever modern machines are capable of dealing with complex
surfaces with multiple degrees of curvature. To remove the
need for complex fixtures the stringers and frames may be
either attached to the panels using a few strategically placed
manual rivets or temporary fasteners. Alternatively sacrifi-
cial fasteners may be used which are installed manually and
then removed during the automated drilling and riveting pro-
cesses. They are small and made of a hard material which
causes them to shatter as soon as the drill makes contact with
them thus ensuring that their presence does not interfere with
the process. This method significantly reduces programming
complexity since the location of the rivets or temporary fas-
teners does not need to be considered when developing the
riveting paths. There is also less chance of damage through
trying to re-drill and install a rivet or temporary fastener that
has been inserted in the wrong location.

As already mentioned above conventional auto-riveters are
frequently used for the installation of frames and stringers
before the panels are transferred to conventional jigs and
fixtures for barrel production. However fully integrated struc-
tural assembly systems have also been produced. For example
the IFAC system developed by Brotje is designed to align
and join up fuselage sections. The system consists of 7 NC

alignment devices and an automated fastening station. The
fuselage sections are loaded into the machine and then auto-
matically aligned and fastened together (see Dillhöfer and
Esteban, 2006).

3.2 Fettling systems

In jig fettling systems are used to remove material during
assembly to compensate for poor part fit-up due to tolerance
stack-up and dimensional variations which inevitably occur
within large aero-structures. This is a particular problem with
composite aircraft skins which show much greater variation
in thickness compared with the more predictable metallic
skins. Fettling was traditionally a skilled manual task but a
number of automated systems are now in use. Taking as an
example the trimming of ribs prior to the mounting of skins,
the thickness of the skin is measured along the surface on
which the rib is to be mounted and an independent machin-
ing programme is generated for each rib foot based upon the
local thickness of the skin and the rib feet are machines to
provide a smooth contour when assembly is complete. The
advantage of this is that it completely removes the require-
ment for the use of liquid shims to fill the gaps which might
otherwise occur between the skin and the rib.

An example of a real production fettling system is
the A380 Automated Spar Drilling and Fettling System
(ASDAFS) in Siegel, Cunov and Doyle (2003). This is used
for the automated removal of material resulting from man-
ufacturing tolerance build-up between the spar flange and
trailing edge ribs. A flat edge is required at this point to
ensure that a smooth aerodynamic transition exists between
the adjoining wing substructure surfaces. Manual fettling
conventionally requires detailed measurement of the surfaces
and calculation and relies on hand applied fixtures to guide
the machining process. The ASDAFS uses a four axis gantry
system with a machining end effector equipped with a 5th
axis, a contact probe is used to measure and automatically
calculate the quantity of material to be removed.

3.3 Drilling systems

Many of the automated drilling systems in use are in effect
modified machine tools and so perhaps should not be classi-
fied as automated systems in their own right. However some
of them do have extra features such as being moveable or
integrated with another automated system which does justify
their inclusion within this chapter.

A good example is the Composite Automatic Wing
Drilling Equipment (CAWDE) produced by Electroimpact
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(Hempstead, Thayer and Williams, (2006). The machine is
centered on a special purpose 5-axis machine tool optimized
for the drilling and insertion of bolts into a composite wing
structure. The tool is also used for conventional metallic
drilling within the cell and can be redeployed between a num-
ber of different jigs to ensure maximum utilization. Because
in reality the wing structure’s shape and component locations
differ from the nominal CAD data due to thermal expansion,
part manufacturing tolerances, and sub-assembly tolerances
the machine is equipped with sensors and synchronization
tools to help to automatically align the machine with varying
geometry components. This provides a level of automation
beyond that normally found in a machine tool.

Another example of automated drilling equipment is the
flex track drill. This is a purpose designed system which is
lightweight and portable and is a low cost option compared to
the large 4- or 5-axis machines described previously. The flex
track drill utilizes two flexible rails which provide the major
axis. They are fixed to the part by vacuum and a carriage
is mounted on them that carries a drill spindle that can be
automatically moved through a further two axes. The rails are
designed to be stiff and accurate in one plane and flexible in
the other allowing them to conform to the external geometry
of the part or assembly to be drilled. The rail design allows the
system to self-normalize and simplifies part programming
since the system uses two dimensional “flat pattern” pro-
grams. The flex track drill uses local index holes for reference
and does not rely on “global” accuracy. Those reference holes
can be drilled by hand using the supporting structure as a ref-
erence or can be drilled using a conventional NC (numerically
controlled) machine. An additional benefit of the flex track
is that one machine can be used to automatically drill many
different part shapes and contours in areas that are difficult
for conventional machines to access (see Buttrick, 2003).

3.4 Reconfigurable fixtures

Fixtures and jigs represent a considerable cost, both recurring
and nonrecurring, during the manufacture of aerospace struc-
tures. Fixtures in this context are not of the type used in appli-
cations such as machining but rather those that are used during
assembly. It could be said that fixtures are not truly automated
systems but when they are fully reconfigurable and capable
of automatically adapting to multiple geometries they have
the same complexity as many other automated systems. They
are also important enablers for other automated applications
allowing a single processing station to handle many different
parts without needing a large number of bespoke fixtures.

Adaptive and reconfigurable fixtures are normally of a
“bed of nails type” arrangement built around an array of

extensible pins or “pogos” which are servo driven with a
vacuum cup mounted on one end. The length and orientation
of the individual “pogos” can be altered to conform to the
component to be held. The whole system is controlled by an
NC controller. An alternative approach is to use passive ele-
ments that are manipulated automatically to conform to the
required part geometry using a robot (Ranky, 2003).

4 ROBOT BASED APPLICATIONS

Robot based solutions, whilst being the norm within the auto-
motive industry, are much less common in the aerospace
industry. The reasons for this are their limited working enve-
lope relative to the size of the parts and their relative positional
inaccuracy and lack of stiffness (Summers, 2005). They do
have the advantage that they are relatively low cost and can be
easily reconfigured and redeployed in different applications.
To improve the working envelope relative to the often large
parts they are usually mounted on a linear axis or gantry as
shown in Figure 2.

Industrial robots come in many different configurations
and with varying capabilities. They typically have payload
capabilities of between 6 and 750 kg with repeatability of
between 0.2 and 0.05 mm but the absolute positional accuracy
may be much worse than this. Larger robots are available (up
to 1 metric tonne) but they tend to have very poor repeatability
and are used for material handling or the coarse position-
ing of complete assemblies. The robots used in aerospace
applications are generally conventional industrial systems of
anthropomorphic design with 3 serial links and 5 or 6 rotary
axes giving 5 or 6 degrees of freedom. The robot usually has
two links 3 axes in its main structure with a further links and

Figure 2. Gantry mounted drilling robot Picture courtesy of Comau
Inc.
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axes forming a wrist assembly which provides fine control of
the end-effector. They typically have payload capabilities of
between 250 and 500 kg depending on the application. This
performance requirement is not dictated by the loads they are
required to carry but the process forces encountered. Robots
of this size typically have a repeatability of between 0.1 and
0.2 mm which is very close to the normal quoted requirements
of 0.1 mm for aerospace applications. Although performance
is continuously improving the stated figures are often difficult
to achieve and maintain within an industrial environment and
are usually outside of the required better than 0.1 mm repeata-
bility and their accuracy performance is usually considerably
worse, Summers 2005, a typical industrial robot is shown in
Figure 3.

Two solutions that have been proposed to current robot
performance limitations are to either to try and improve
the performance of existing “off the shelf” industrial robots
using advanced calibration techniques and external metrol-
ogy or to develop new kinematic structures with enhanced
performance compared with conventional serial kinematic
structures.

The most widely deployed special machine type is the
Hybrid Parallel Kinematic Machine (HPKM) which has both
parallel and serial links within its structure. The most success-
ful of these to reach production applications is the NEOS
Tricept (Figure 2). This is a 6-axis HPKM with 3 upper axes
arranged in a tripod configuration, to which is attached a con-
ventional 3-axis serial wrist. The upper structure is formed
by three linear servo actuators moving on universal joints
at their upper end and pre-loaded 3-dof ball joints at their
lower end. The upper end of the structure is supported by

Figure 3. Typical industrial robot.

a frame to which is attached a central non-driven link via
a universal joint. The lower end of this link is attached
rigidly to the lower platform and this prevents rotation of
the wrist flange around the Z-axis. The resulting workspace
approximates to an inverted umbrella shape, with dimensions
of 2300 mm × 620 mm and the upper axes have 600 mm of
travel. Other HPKM machines such as the Exechon are now
entering the market place which are much larger and are
capable of heavy duty machining. Their improved machining
performance means that they are being applied in applications
such as wing root machining and rib fettling Neumann and
Al Bolen, 2008).

Outside of the conventional operations such as paint-
ing and material handling the most common applications of
industrial robots are drilling, riveting and fettling.

4.1 Robotic drilling

The main difficulty that is usually encountered when using
robots for drilling applications is overcoming the slippage of
the end effector that tends to occur due to the natural compli-
ance present within the robot’s structure. This is exacerbated
by the high clamping force that must often be applied to
the part by the robot to remove the need for disassembly
and deburring. Another problem with robotic drilling is the
importance of maintaining normality with the surface to be
drilled. Variation of this is normally due to either to surface
deviations or lack of stiffness in the robot leading to deforma-
tion of its structure particularly at the joints during the drilling
process. To compensate for this some form of normality sens-
ing system is normally included in the robot’s control system
which automatically compensates for any deviation.

Early examples of robotic drilling systems, that have been
developed with varying degrees of success include the ICAM
system, see Groover et al. (1986) for drilling and routing sys-
tem, Grumman Aerospace Corporation Integrated Robotic
Cell, (McCluskey, 1984), Airbus floor-grid structure assem-
bly cell, (Roche, 1995), Dassault Aviation assembly cell,
(Da Costa, 1992), and ONCE (One-sided Cell End effector)
robotic drilling system, (DeVlieg et al., 2002). An exam-
ple of a more modern system is the A320 panel drilling cell
developed by Alema and Airbus. In this application, as jus-
tified previously, a compensation mechanism located in the
end effector was used to eliminate the effects of slippage,
(Cibiel, Redman and Prat, 2006).

4.2 Robotic riveting and fastening

Robots are more commonly used for the installation of
swaged fasteners or bolts rather than solid rivets. Unlike
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the large fixed auto riveters they cannot apply the very high
forces needed to deform solid metallic rivets. The only viable
method is to use a percussion mechanism but this can be dif-
ficult to control sufficiently well to provide the high level of
process repeatability demanded. Unless it is properly damped
the vibration and percussive forces will cause significant
damage to the robot over time. The vibration may also cause
slippage of the end effector resulting in damage to the surface
of the component and “smearing” of the rivet head. There is
also a need to support the component from both sides to pro-
vide a reaction to the riveting forces. However systems have
been introduced into production by a number of manufac-
turers such as those produced by Hydro Control or Alema. If
these problems can be fully solved then significant cost reduc-
tions can be made accompanied by increased flexibility and
efficiency when compared with conventional auto riveting
machines.

The insertion of one-sided fastening systems or swaged
bolts is easier but there are often problems associated with
alignment between the insertion and alignment tools. This
is most apparent when two opposing robots or end effectors
must be used either side of the component to be fastened.
The opposing robot must be able to accurately locate and
hold the fastener, or its collar, prior to swaging or bolting to
avoid the risk of serious damage to the fastener, component
or both.

4.3 Robotic fettling

The robotic fettling process is basically the same as that
described in Section 3.2 but is performed using robots instead
of specially designed machining systems. Robots have the
advantages that they are cheap and have good reach and work-
ing volume but they are limited in their application due to their
poor stiffness. There have been some attempts to apply them
but they are not really suitable for metallic structures but
are more suited for composite machining. A typical exam-
ple is automated rib foot trimming, an application that has
been developed by Kuka. The rib feet and their correspond-
ing locations on the wing skin are measured and a programme
generated to remove any excess material on the rib. This
ensures that there will be a precise surface contour when
the skin is attached to the rib and eliminates the need for the
alternative of inserting of shims to fill any gaps.

4.4 Robotic deburring

Aero engine components are often subjected to high stress
levels and vibrations during operation and the mechanical
integrity of these components may be compromised by the

presence of burrs and sharp edges. Burrs are thin pieces of
material that are left attached to a machined edge after cutting.
Therefore the removal of burrs and the creation of rounded
edges is an important part of the manufacturing process. To do
this manually is time consuming and costly and has potential
quality issues as the parts can easily be damaged by tool
slippage or misalignment. The application of robots to this
process has been limited by the difficulties in achieving the
required degree of quality, controlling reaction forces during
metal removal and the lack of tooling designed specifically
for robots.

Most conventional robotic deburring systems rely upon
a simple pre-programmed path. The disadvantage of the
method is that it assumes that the part is perfect, located
at a known position and a robot that travels along a rigid
programmed path. This method shows inconsistencies in
deburring due to slight misalignment between the work hold-
ing device and the robot as it follows its predefined path. This
may either cause part of the burr to be left on the part edge or
the tip of the cutting tool can be broken. For complex geome-
tries, such as arcs and splines, hundreds, if not thousands of
points need to be taught along the surface for a robot to follow
the required trajectory accurately. The more advanced sys-
tems being developed and implemented normally use some
form of force control whereby the deburring tool is moved
along a trajectory which is adjusted to ensure that constant
force is applied to the tool (Pires and Afonso, 2007).

4.5 Automation of composite layup

As the use of composite material in major structural com-
ponents increases the use of manual layup techniques is
becoming uneconomic and the required throughput cannot
be achieved, for example the Boeing 787 and Airbus A350
XWB will both contain in excess of 50% composite mate-
rial by weight (Morey, 2009). The only solution is to use
automation though this is not without its problems due to the
difficulty in handling the flexible materials and the very large
structures now being produced. The machines used fall into
two categories those which can handle and in some cases cut
sheet material and those which lay tapes or filaments of com-
posite fibre material. In the former category large purpose
designed machines have been developed that can handle the
sheets of composite material required for structures such as
wing skins as well as smaller ones for subassembly manufac-
ture. Typical examples are those developed by Electroimpact
and MTorres. Filament and tape laying machines again come
in varying sizes for example the composite for the Boeing
787 fuselage barrel is automatically wound around a large
mandrel to produce a monolithic composite structure. Some
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of the smaller tape-laying and filament winding applications
can also be accomplished using conventional industrial robots
(Kirsch, 2006). It is likely that in the future this will be an
area of significant growth in terms of automation.

5 FULLY INTEGRATED ASSEMBLY
SYSTEMS

The Airbus AWBA project was one of the first attempts at a
fully integrated assembly and fastening process using robots
and automated handling systems (Rooks, 2001). It integrated
handling, positioning, measuring, robotic drilling, wing skin
panel wrapping, and fastening technologies within a single
8.5-m high demonstrator cell. Whilst the system was never
put into production it is worthy of mention in this chapter as it
was the first serious attempt to integrate a complete assembly
system into a single automated cell.

It is however unlikely that aerospace structures will ever
be manufactured completely using automation and there will
always be some manual labor involved. The future success
of automation will largely depend on how well, and to what
extent, the human and automated elements of the production
system are integrated. This is not currently very well con-
sidered with most automated systems operating as “islands”
within conventional manufacturing facilities, if the use of
automation is to be really successful then there needs to much
more integration with the automated and human elements
working together collaboratively. There are many challeng-
ing problems which must be solved before this becomes a
reality not the least of which will be the attitude of the human
element within the process. There are also many regulatory
issues and this type of close collaborative working is not
currently possible.

6 ADAPTIVE AUTOMATED SYSTEMS

Flexible or adaptive systems are those that can locate and
adapt to the local position of components and assemblies.
They normally include at least one element of metrology
which allows the positions of the parts to be measured and
their local coordinate frame referenced to that of the robot or
processing element.

6.1 The TI2 system

One of the first commercially available examples of this
approach was the TI2 System. The TI2 manufacturing system

was developed to provide a flexible and intelligent system for
the machining of features in large assemblies and is based
around the NEOS Tricept® robot and a photogrammetric
measurement system (see Figure 3). These two technologies
when combined resulted in a manufacturing system able to
orient the robot and its end effector to the part without the
need for precise and costly physical location systems (Webb
and Eastwood, 2004). During operation the photogrammet-
ric measurement system is used to capture the position of
a number of targets located on the fixture and the Tricept’s
end effector which in this case is a drilling spindle. The cam-
eras have been calibrated previously using an artefact which
enables the location and orientation of the part relative to the
Tricept’s TCP to be calculated very accurately. This data is
used to reorient a predefined machining programme which is

Figure 4. NEOS Tricept.
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then executed using the relative positions within the work-
ing cell rather than relying on an assumed or fixed datum. A
system has been deployed within Boeing for drilling the 747
rear pressure bulkhead.

6.2 Adaptive control

A more recent development is Adaptive Control developed by
Airbus UK, Kuka and M3 Metrology (Summers, 2005) (see
Figures 4 and 5). This combines a pair of Kuka Robots with
a Metris Krypton Photogrammetric measurement device. At
the heart of the system is the capability to link the acquired
metrology information back to the original part and fix-
ture CAD data and use it to correct for any movement or
deviations introduced by the robots or misalignment of the
fixture. A number of these systems have been sold com-
mercially with the first system operating successfully in
production at Airbus as a riveting cell for the A320 leading
edge D Nose. The D Nose section of the leading edge is held
between two robots and manipulated within a conventional

Figure 5. The TI2 system.

Figure 6. Kuka D nose drilling cell Picture courtesy of Kuka
Automation + Robotics.

Figure 7. Kuka D dose drilling cell Picture courtesy of Kuka
Automation + Robotics.

C-frame auto-riveter which was originally designed for man-
ual use. This application has been proven in production
and is capable of repeatedly positioning rivets on a curved
surface within accepted production tolerances (Figures 6
and 7).

7 CONCLUSIONS

There is no doubt that the level of automation within
aerospace manufacturing will increase significantly over the
next few years. This is being driven by the increasing cost
pressures being placed on the traditional manufacturing cen-
ters in North America and Europe. Ironically there is also
a push from many of the existing robot manufacturers to
develop automation solutions for the aerospace sectors as
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they see their traditional automotive sector customers shrink
and relocate to lower cost economies.

Further advances in automation technology should also
ensure that this continues to be a growth area though there
will still be technical and economic barriers that will make
it unlikely that automation becomes as ubiquitous as it is in
most other manufacturing sectors.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Digital Manufacture is a technology that aims to empower
manufacture with the type of advanced capability that is evi-
dent for the design function, enhancing the integration of
the Integrated Product Process Development (IPPD) process
both in terms of design and manufacture, and extending to
full Product Life Management (PLM) (Curran et al., 2002;
Curran, Raghunathan and Price, 2005; Curran et al., 2005,
2006; Dettner, 1997). It is not surprising that manufacture
is now being elevated into the digital and virtual worlds and

major aerospace players are now embracing these Digital
Manufacturing platforms. However, Digital Manufacture is
still a developing software technology that is fast becoming
crucial to the industrial process and so we will consider some
of the developments that are associated with implementation
and some specific functional advancements in learning, time
analysis, cost modeling, and Lean analysis.

Bob Klem, GM’s Global Director – Information Sys-
tems Services has been recently quoted (Klem, 2008) as
saying “From an IT perspective, the main components are
pretty much in place. Our role is in developing an IT toolkit
and PLM Management process. The emphasis, or compet-
itive advantage, is in the process and how we use it.” This
quote encapsulates the rationale underwriting this chapter:
to present Digital Lean Manufacture (DLM) as a validated
methodology for the manufacturing element within PLM
management, essentially enforcing an integrated process that
effectively utilizes an IT toolkit to deliver Value-Driven
Manufacture and competitive advantage.

The chapter will first present the Lean context and then the
implementation strategy, with a brief overview of the state-
of-the-art in Digital Manufacture and Lean as the context for
the presentation of the DLM methodology. The functional
advancements and associated developments into learning,
time analysis, cost modeling, and Lean flow analysis will
then be presented before ultimately some conclusions will be
made regarding future developments in Value-Driven Manu-
facturing that can be facilitated through DLM.
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2 DIGITAL LEAN MANUFACTURING

It is probable that the continued influence of the Lean
paradigm can be explained by the evolution from its orig-
inal conception as a concept applicable on the shop floor of
manufacturing firms (“Lean Production”), through to a holis-
tic thought process (“Lean Thinking”) that can be used as a
means for organizing all of the firms involved in the pro-
duction and supply of a good or service up to its point of
consumption for superior sustainable economic performance
(“Lean Enterprise”).

Whilst the evolution process itself forms a contemporary
Lean research theme (Goldratt and Cox, 1993; Naylor, Naim
and Berry, 1999; Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990; Wom-
ack and Jones, 1996; Liker, 2004; Hines and Rich, 1997;
Rother and Shook, 1998; Hines, Holweg and Rich, 2004;
Zandin, 1989; Darlington, 2007), the focus for much of this
growing body of material continues to be the production and
delivery processes of high volume, mass production manufac-
turing firms in long product lifecycle engineered component
industries such as automotive. However, other contemporary
research, such as that within aerospace, promises to both
propagate and more effectively define the boundary of appli-
cability of the Lean paradigm, through advancements such
as

� The development of new (Lean/Flow) management
accounting methodologies that are supportive rather than
resistant to Lean implementation.

� The ‘fit’ of Lean within different types of operating and
production environments (e.g., those found in the service
sector and the aerospace industry).

� The relationship between Lean and Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) – notably Digital
Manufacturing and ERP.

State-of-the-art review has established that the concept of
Lean has developed from the shop floor, to the underlying
thinking, to the application across the enterprise. Similarly,
the development of supporting IT systems has progressed
from bespoke software, to PLM methodology, to Digital
Manufacturing software platforms, as illustrated in Figure 1.
It is anticipated that in future DLM will evolve and extend to
the full enterprise, for example, with regards to collaborative
and distributed engineering activity, supply chain integration,
and through life-systems support.

In developing such a DLM methodology, there is a need
for such a manufacturing systems methodology to integrate
into the business process. The term business process is here
used loosely in reference to the systems engineering concept

Lean
manufacture

Lean
thinking 

Lean
enterprise

Bespoke
software

PLM
Digital

manufacture Digital lean
manufacture

(DLM)

Figure 1. Synthesis of digital manufacturing and Lean develop-
ments into Digital Lean Manufacture (DLM).

Figure 2. The chronological business process associated with key
phases.

of structuring the IPPD effort into a sequence of key phases.
These phases are separated by major review gates with asso-
ciated exit criteria to be satisfied before the business case
is established for moving to the next phase of engineering
effort. A generic representation of this is shown in Figure 2,
which is essentially a life-cycle view of the operations to be
managed at these key life-cycle stages, whether design, man-
ufacturing, or service. All of the large aerospace companies,
for example, will have their own version of such a business
model, defined with additional subprocesses and milestones,
etc.; a good example of this in the public domain being the
MOD’s Concept, Assessment, Demonstration, Manufacture,
In-service, Termination (CADMIT) cycle.

The aerospace business process therefore provides the
framework and basic drumbeat to which manufacturing must
adhere, as must design. The design effort tends to be seen
as the driving function whereas Figure 2 highlights that the
primary effort is in addressing a life-cycle balanced solu-
tion to the product that provides the customer with maximum
value. Consequently, once a project has been initiated through
a successful bid or market survey, there will already have
been conceptual effort expended in providing an initial def-
inition of the product. This engineering effort must be of an
integrated nature from the very earliest conception, so that
the life-cycle balanced solution is reached. With particular
reference to the issues of integration between design and man-
ufacture this highlights the need to move away from an ‘over
the wall approach’ where companies tend to start designing
before the customer requirements have been identified and
then pass their solutions ‘over the wall’ to manufacturing for
them to get on with realizing the physical product. Of course,
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Figure 3. The DLM integrated modeling.

with a number of initiatives and approaches such as design-
build teams, Design for Manufacture, Systems Engineering,
IPPD, etc., the folly of the ‘over the wall’ approach has been
recognized but still tends to be major challenge. However,
it has been identified from the US National Research Coun-
cil, etc., that there is a general lack of integration of tools
and that this is particularly true of linking manufacturing
into the business process. DLM is primarily a methodology
that aims to integrate manufacturing processes and the Lean
approach within a digital manufacturing design, modeling,
and simulation platform.

The underlying structure of DLM is illustrated in Figure
3, where Tier 1 represents the business process presented in
Figure 2 and falls within the remit of general PLM. Tier 2
refers to DLM process and falls within the remit of systemic
manufacture (noun) and the Lean integration of all manufac-
turing processes (Curran et al., 2007a). Tier 3 refers to DLM
Activity and falls within the remit of specific manufacturing
(verb) activities that are facilitated using digital manufacture
and Lean principles. Tier 4 refers to Knowledge Capture and
falls within the remit of any engineering knowledge, whether
tacit or explicit, that needs to be captured, formalized to some
extent, and presented to the user for reuse and learning at the
functional level. However, DLM methodology should not be
seen as a static fixed solution and that rather the framework
is generic and flexible enough to encourage the capture of
knowledge so that it can be embedded for reuse in the model
presented in Figure 3.

Tier 4 relates to the explicit capture of knowledge that
will aid the engineer in the implementation of specific Tier
3 activities but it will be seen that knowledge capture is a
fundamental requirement of Tier 2, while Tier 1 will be nur-
tured by the growth of this understanding and knowledge
so that the ensuing ‘wisdom’ can be used to improve the
Tier 1 business process; the latter most probably through
increased opportunity for concurrency and improved inte-
gration of functional activity and IT systems. The business
development process then generates certain cross-functional
process within engineering. Figure 4 illustrates how the cross-
functional generation of the Manufacturing Plan can then
be decomposed into its various functional processes that

Figure 4. Cross-functional DLM process mapping to functional tasks within manufacturing engineering.
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represent Tier 3 of the DLM Implementation Methodology.
It is at this functional level that the digital capabilities are
mapped to the functional manufacturing processes to realize
the DLM vision.

The business development process then generates cer-
tain cross-functional process within engineering. Figure 4
illustrates how the cross-functional generation of the Man-
ufacturing Plan can then be decomposed into its various
functional processes that represent Tier 3 of the DLM Imple-
mentation Methodology. It is at this functional level that the
digital capabilities are mapped to the functional manufactur-
ing processes to realize the DLM vision.

3 DIGITAL (KNOWLEDGE-BASED)
MANUFACTURE

3.1 Organizational knowledge capture and
learning

The process of learning in standard pedagogical terms
involves the acquisition of knowledge through systematic
study in a given field of scholarly application. In practical
terms learning can also be defined as the modification of
behavior through practice, training, or experience. In either
case, the quality of the learning process is dependent on
the caliber and method of communication of the knowledge
source as well as the capacity of the individual to learn. It is
recognized that optimal learning can be achieved if the teach-
ing or communication method is tailored to an individual’s
personal learning preferences.

In considering the acquisition and retention of knowledge
in a manufacturing context, these principles still apply albeit
in relation to the enterprise as a whole. Knowledge acqui-
sition in this instance is termed “organizational learning.”
This is governed by all of the contributors to the product
development cycle. These include the business functions that
define marketing strategies, design engineering (develop-
ment of preliminary concepts and final designs), methods
engineering (development of manufacturing processes), and
production (process execution). Learning in these areas can
be collectively termed management learning. Operator learn-
ing is more obvious in its definition, as it refers to the
acquisition of knowledge by the individuals who build the
final product, using the information defined by the manage-
ment/engineering disciplines.

Contributors to organizational learning including all fac-
tors that can have an affect on the total build time for an
engineering assembly during manufacture are rolled up into
what is known as the learning curve which represents two
facts. Firstly, the time taken to complete a task will decrease

each time that task is repeated and secondly each time reduc-
tion will be less with each successive unit. Learning curves are
directly linked to final product cost and they play an important
role in bid preparation, estimation of resource requirements,
performance measurement, and the establishment of cost
trends. Learning curves or progress functions can be applied
to many manufacturing scenarios from simple assembly tasks
to the production of complex structures for aerospace, auto-
motive, and marine applications. Any time the analysis and
projection of costs for a production run is attempted, learn-
ing curves are used as an analytical tool to define unit costs
based on the factory hours required to produce them. Any
improvement in knowledge quality or the rate at which it is
acquired can significantly reduce the number of hours tied up
in the learning curve thereby reducing cost, especially in the
preliminary stages of new product manufacture.

Figure 5 shows a conceptual learning improvement map.
The list of parameters influencing the position of the individ-
ual curves is not exhaustive but the graph serves to illustrate
the areas where learning curves representing total build times,
could be moved closer to the ideal, horizontal plot of stan-
dard hour content which is used for aerospace manufacturing
planning purposes.

Improved methods for operator learning will result in the
learning curve dropping from curve 1 to curve 2 with the area
between these two curves representing the total time saving.
Both the curves level out at the same build time because for
two equally skilled individuals carrying out the same oper-
ation, the build time when the learning process is complete,
will be the same irrespective of instructional format. This is
why the impact of improved learning is at its greatest dur-
ing the early stages (typically less than 200 units) of a new
production run. More significant benefits can be gained if
the process itself can be improved resulting in a reduction in
the area between curves 2 and 3 as the operational benefit
brought about by the use of an optimal process is extended
through the production lifetime of the product.

3.2 Digital knowledge capture and learning

The digital manufacturing tools available in modern Product
Lifecycle management (PLM) systems now make it possible
to improve organizational learning by tailoring the gener-
ation and delivery of product and process designs so that
information is passed more effectively through engineering
design to the production environment. Digital manufacturing
techniques are based on a set of Computer Aided Engineer-
ing (CAE) tools that are used to determine electronically,
optimal build processes for complex engineering assemblies.
The simulation tools that digital manufacturing systems offer,
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Figure 5. Learning Curve Improvement Map.

allow engineers and process planners to define, validate, man-
age, and deliver fully optimized manufacturing data to the
shop floor quickly and efficiently. Manufacturability is there-
fore included in the design process from the earliest concept
phase. This increases the potential for the creation of competi-
tive advantage through the implementation of fully optimized
manufacturing processes, more efficient resource utilization,
and the improvement of marketing agility as development
lead times are reduced. Traditional, linear product devel-
opment processes (Figure 6) can be replaced by a more
concurrent approach using the Delmia manufacturing hub
and its associated process development tools (Figure 7). The
increasing availability of fully integrated digital manufactur-
ing environments has brought manufacturability firmly into
the design arena allowing process design activities to take
place concurrently with product development as soon as a
bill of materials starts to take shape.

The goal of these digital manufacturing methods is to pro-
vide the manufacturing community with solutions to create,
validate, monitor, and control agile distributed manufactur-
ing production systems geared toward build-to-order and lean
production. By using digital process design tools it is possible
to enhance learning capability by simulating build processes
directly from build sequences and bills of material originat-

ing from a central data repository or hub (Figure 7). When
product designs and assembly sequences have been created,
animated assembly procedures integrating the build sequence
with the work cell environment (including any fixturing), can
be generated and assessed. The use of an integrated digital
manufacturing platform means that the effectiveness of the
final process and the speed with which it can be designed
can be a vast improvement on traditional methods. It is
possible not only to enhance operator learning by using ani-
mated training materials but the planners can also improve
their understanding of assembly processes and tool function
by carrying out virtual builds. When product designs and
assembly sequences have been created, animated assembly
procedures and tooling plans can be generated as a part of the
‘process design’ procedure thereby eliminating the need for
work instruction authoring.

3.3 Benefits of a digital approach to
knowledge-based manufacturing: Digital
manufacturing

To quantify any benefits that the use of digital manufactur-
ing methods can offer when used for manufacturing process
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Figure 6. Traditional linear approach to product development.

Figure 7. State-of-the-art digital process development methods.

design and tool development, animated build simulations
have been used to develop build procedures and tooling for
a panel assembly for the Bombardier CRJ1000 regional jet
(Butterfield et al., 2008). When the jig format was devel-
oped, its simulated performance was compared to that of
current CRJ700/900 panel builds to identify and quantify
any improvements in terms of tooling cost and panel build
time. When comparing for like functions between existing
CRJ700/900 and the CRJ1000 tooling, it was predicted that
the digitally assisted improvements had brought about a 4.9%

reduction in jig cost. An evaluation of the build process for
the CRJ1000 uplock panel, predicted a 5.2% reduction in the
assembly time. In addition to the improvement of existing
tooling functions, new jig functionality was added so that
both the drilling and riveting functions could be carried out
in a single jig for the new RJ1000 panel. Figure 5 showed
how learning can be improved with parallel curve move-
ments made possible by process improvements resulting from
management learning. The 5.2% reduction in assembly time
predicted by this work represents the area between curves 2
and 3 as shown in Figure 5.

Previous work comparing the use of animated work
instructions with traditional paper-based methods has shown
that there was a 20% reduction in the time taken to complete
five relatively simple wheel hub assemblies when animated
instructions were used. For a more complex aircraft panel
the time saving for the completion of five builds was 14%
(Butterfield et al., 2007a) lower when compared to an equiv-
alent number of builds completed using hard copy paper
instructions. These savings relate to a reduction in the area
between curves 1 and 2 in Figure 5. A survey of existing air-
craft builds showed that even a relatively small percentage
improvement in the time taken to build the first five fuselage
assemblies for a regional jet would result in a financial saving
that is of the order of $100k.

The motivation for the use of digital manufacturing meth-
ods to enhance organizational learning lies in the cost savings
that are possible through learning curve improvements as
digitally assisted knowledge acquisition drives a more con-
current approach to product development and process design.
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The benefits that digital manufacturing methods can offer an
engineering enterprise when developing concurrent design
processes for the manufacture of complex assemblies have
been identified and quantified. The advantages of computer-
aided methods for specific engineering design tasks are
already well established; however, the application of inte-
grated, predictive tools to manufacturing disciplines is less
common or at least less widely published. This document
shows how predictive methods can be applied to the devel-
opment and optimization of manufacturing processes across
the range of disciplines involved in the productionization of a
complex aerospace structure. Although the method has been
applied to the operations required to prepare and assemble
an aircraft panel, the tools and methods described here, are
equally applicable to any complex engineering assembly.

4 DIGITAL MANUFACTURING
FRAMEWORK AND MODELING
APPROACH

More and more enterprises have started using DM PLM
software to lead their competitive advantage (Curran
et al., 2007b; Butterfield et al., 2007b; Maropoulos, 2003;
Thannhuber, Tseng and Bullinger, 2001). However, many
challenges stop them making full use of the DM platform.
Most companies have a lack of resource and knowledge to

develop their company-specific functionalities, which is the
key to the successful application of a DM platform. Cap-
turing and modeling effectively their existing knowledge for
innovation and intelligence have become one of the key chal-
lenges to evolve manufacturing enterprises to modern lean
enterprises, which require a rapid and accurate performance
assessment throughout the whole product life cycle. There-
fore, understanding DM framework and creating a general
systematic modeling methodology are of great significance.

Figure 8 shows a generic digital manufacturing frame-
work for modern manufacturing enterprises. The framework
holds a three-layer structure, that is, interface layer, applica-
tion objects layer, and background layer with knowledge base
and database. Application objects instances provide the car-
riers for all data and functionalities. Various digital tools are
implemented through effective organization of these appli-
cation objects instances. Each object has its attributes that
represent object features, and its behaviors that manipulate
attributes for certain functions, as shown in Figure 9. Each
object associated with its features and behavior forms the
basis element in DM tools. The data stored in databases are
the attributes values associated with every object instance. In
a digital manufacturing environment, application objects are
generally divided into three domains, that is, product domain,
process domain, and resource domain. Each domain holds a
hierarchical architecture to map the inherent breakdown fea-
ture of product, process, and resource (PPR). For instance,

Data base 

Product
data

Process
data

Resource
data

Knowledge base

Design
knowledge 

Manufacturing
knowledge 

Production
knowledge

Interface

Manufacturing
planning

Information
management 

Factory
production 

Application objects

Figure 8. Architecture for a modern digital manufacturing system.
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Figure 9. Fundamental structure of digital manufacturing software.

a product is often composed by several subassemblies, and
each subassembly consists of a number of parts/components.

Database is used to store attributes values of objects and
is shared by all functional divisions for realizing concurrent
engineering, such as design, manufacturing, and IT. Design-
ers can utilize the existing manufacturing data to guide their
design, while manufacturing engineers can read the CAD
files directly for planning. With all data being stored in
the databases, it is important to manipulate these data with
user-friendly interfaces by developing various digital func-
tionalities. Existing commercial software, such as Delmia
Digital Process Engineer, provides digital manufacturing
platforms with a generic and open architecture with common
functionalities, such as building up a product tree. However,
some functionalities need to be company specific, and the
corresponding interfaces need to be customized with partic-
ular requirements with the capability to save and retrieve data
effectively and efficiently.

Intelligence has become the necessary symbol of a modern
lean enterprise, as it helps companies realize their maximal
productivity and makes fully use of the digital manufactur-
ing platform while reducing the error-prone manual process
to minimum. Although each company likes to have the intel-
ligence, to create and integrate intelligence into their system
platform has been a big challenge. In essence, intelligence is
often implemented through effective reasoning by inference
engines linked with knowledge rules. Modeling these knowl-
edge rules is to find out the casual relationships between
design, manufacturing, and resource data, that is, object
attributes. Three levels of relationships between attributes
are to be modeled as follows:

� In one object: Relationships in between two or more
attributes of one common object, such as the volume and
the material density of a part will determine its weight.

� In one domain: Relationships of two attributes in the same
domain, for example, the material cost of an assembly
will result from material costs of all its components/parts,
while both the assembly object and component/part object
belong to the product domain.

� Cross domain: Relationships in between two attributes
of two objects in two domains, respectively, such as the
size of a part will determine the time of its manufacturing
operation, because a part lies in the product domain while
an operation stays in the process domain.

Figure 10 shows a general systematic modeling approach
for digital functionality development. As usual, the first step
of functionality development is always the requirement anal-
ysis, which breaks down the final functionality into detailed
subfunctionalities until doable granularities. The next step is
to locate the required domains, such as product, process, or
resource domain, where the carrier objects can be determined.
With vertical breakdown analysis in the required domain, a
functional hierarchy with required objects is necessary for
implementing related subfunctionalities, and the knowledge
rules mapping to the hierarchy can be modeled. After all the
objects are defined, attributes and behavior for each object
need to be determined for functional implementation. Step 5
is to determine the horizontal correlations of these objects,
that is, modeling knowledge rules in cross domain. Step 6 is
to develop algorithms for vertical aggregation from the bot-
tom granular level to the top level of the hierarchy. Finally,
functionality will be implemented by linking the GUIs and

Figure 10. Systematic modeling approach for digital functionality
development.
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Figure 11. Engineering Process Report Based, Paper Work Instructions for Apron Uplock Assembly.

databases through these objects carriers. Note that the vertical
breakdown and horizontal analysis of functionality require-
ment could be interlinked to each other; therefore the steps 2
and 3 may not follow the exact order so implement the steps
5 and 6.

5 FUNCTIONAL APPLICATION OF DLM
FOR VALUE-DRIVEN MANUFACTURE

5.1 Lean assembly simulation and digital learning

All parameters that can have an affect on the total build time
for an engineering assembly during manufacture are rolled
up into what is known as the learning curve. Total organi-
zational learning is represented by a learning or cost curve
which is a line on a graph mapping the decreasing time
required to accomplish any task as it is repeated. It repre-
sents two facts: firstly, the time to do a job will decrease each
time that job is repeated and secondly, each time reduction
will be less with each successive unit. Learning curves play
an important role in bid preparation, estimation of resource
requirements, performance measurement, and establishing

cost trends. Learning curves (also known as progress func-
tions) have been applied to all types of work from simple
assembly tasks to complex jobs such as the manufacture of
spacecraft. Any time the analysis and projection of costs is
attempted, learning curves are used as one tool in the analysis.

Figure 11 shows to the left, a hard copy of the paper
instructions used for the aircraft panel assembly that is now
presented as a case study for the potential benefits of DM on
learning and increasing the manufacturing value process. The
assembly instructions were based on the assembly sequence
contained in an ‘Engineering Process Report’ (EPR) for the
uplock panel assembly shown. The verbal instructions were
presented with an isometric view of the assembled panel that
included individual part numbers as well as a sequential code
letter which indicated the order of the parts in the assem-
bly sequence. The letters were color coded according to the
sequence operation that they were associated with within the
EPR.

Figure 12 shows the first frame from the digital manufac-
turing animation that was used for the aircraft panel digital
instructions. In that case the panel assembly was animated
in the workshop surroundings where the learning experiment
took place. The opening frames included static views of the
tools with a text box displaying a tooling list. All of the
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Figure 12. First frame from animated work instructions for apron
uplock assembly showing parts and tooling in the context of assem-
bly area.

components are placed on the tables surrounding the panel
assembly jig and when the animation is activated the parts
are shown moving to their final positions.

The results of the associated assembly build experiments
were a set of personal learning curves that tracked individual
improvements over the five builds using the two instructional
methods, with each point being calculated as the average
of the individual times for build numbers one through to
five. The effectiveness of the two instructional methods was
judged on assembly completion times and the number of build
errors. Figure 13 shows the overall learning curves for the two
test groups who assembled the aircraft uplock panel. The
largest difference between the two instructional types was
17.3% on build two. The reason for the differential is that
both sets of test subjects had to learn how to use the special-

Learning curves for apron uplock assembly:
paper instructions v animated instructions.
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Figure 13. Overall learning curves for apron uplock assembly for
paper verses animated instructions.

ized aerospace fasteners during the first build. The function
of the fasteners was not included in either set of assembly
instructions. The benefits gained by using the digital instruc-
tions then became clear on build two when the subjects were
more familiar with how the fasteners worked. When the total
time taken to build the panel using the two instructional meth-
ods was calculated using the power law curve fits, the total
time taken to carry out the 20 builds was 14% lower for the
group using digital instructions.

5.2 Lean cycle time analysis for aircraft assembly

The functionality of time analysis requires generating assem-
bly time automatically for each assembly product based on its
process plan. Naturally, functions should include populating
time, outputting report, and calculating processing time for
each plan. Obviously, the process domain is required to map
the process, while the product domain is also necessary as a
number of parts will be processed to form the assembly. In
order to facilitate the automatic generation of assembly times
for different levels mapped to the different production phases,
a suitable architecture is required to support effective infor-
mation management and functionality development. This
allows all required information to be efficiently and effec-
tively captured, utilized, and manipulated. The architecture
must be able to capture all assembly breakdown information
and time consumption procedure for producing the assembly.
Based on shop-floor practices, an object-oriented hierarchical
architecture is proposed to capture all assembly breakdown
information and time consumption procedure for producing
the assembly, as shown in Figure 14. The architecture follows
a top-down approach where each parent object is composed
of several child objects in the level below. Such an archi-
tecture or template will facilitate both the process planning
and the time generation explained below. The lowest level of
this architecture is the human activity associated with MOST
(Maynard Operation Sequence Technique (Zandin, 1989))
motions and with their associated standard times. MOST
provides models for time measurements of manual opera-
tions based on predetermined time standards associated with
human activity. As the speed of MOST is far from sufficient to
compute every time standard economically on a direct basis,
a level of suboperation, which is built up by the activities
is required. The operation level is defined by the type of
assembly operation and relates to the basic ergonomic oper-
ations carried out on the shop floor (Jin et al., 2009a). These
basic elements referred in the work instructions are equated
to operational objects, which become the basic units for
process planning, where generally only the runtime is associ-
ated with each operation. Subsequently, sequential operations
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Figure 14. Architecture of work breakdown structure utilized in time analysis.

designated as a group operation are formed, with the setup
time being input at this level. Each process plan consists of a
sequence of group operations with an associated setup time,
relating to other parameters, such as the time taken to pre-
pare tooling and review instructional materials. Similarly, a
sequence of process plans makes up a process view, where
the setup time for building workstations will be taken into
account. Finally, at each level, the user has the ability to build
the network for the next higher level assembly.

Considering the functionality of the DPE process tree and
ease of its application, the operation level to the top level
of the process structure will be implemented in DPE. The
suboperations with standard hours will be saved in a library.
As there is no group-operation level in the process tree for
the default platform, one more assembly level is created to
align with our proposed structure. The configuration can be
customized to conform to any company’s unique structure. A
knowledge system is developed so that the design knowledge
can be intelligently retrieved for implementing time analysis
automatically, as shown in Figure 15 (Jin et al., 2009b).

The time generation is implemented in the DPE process
tree for every operation object which is supported by the
DPE product tree with all associated part objects attributes
and a standard times library. In order to store the design
knowledge for each part object in DPE, a transformation
tool is developed for retrieving design knowledge from CAD
files in CATIA and transferring them to corresponding part

objects in the DPE product tree through shared database.
Therefore, the part object in DPE is configured, and graphi-
cal user interfaces are developed to store, visualize, and edit
these part attributes. Intelligence is realized by modeling the
relationships between cross-domain objects (Part objects and
Operation objects) and objects in the same domain such as
Operation, Group-Operation and Process-Plan objects in pro-
cess domain. All these relationships are associated with the
expert system. Once the expert system is started, the user
can select an operation type through an option dialog. The
operation type will be further refined by its corresponding
part attributes. The corresponding standard times can then
be retrieved and calculated with quantity information based
on predefined algorithms. Finally, the runtime of the oper-
ation is set as one of its attributes through the customized
interface.

Automation is implemented by deploying behaviors of
objects of each level to manipulate these attributes with
established knowledge models. As shown in Figure 16, ‘Pop-
ulating times’ is used to trigger the expert system to populate
cycle time for every operation through a heuristic method,
and ‘Calculate cycle time’ of Group-Operation object is used
to roll up cycle times of all operations in this group plus
corresponding setup time and time allowance. Other func-
tionalities have also been developed for each object, such as
output report and integrate learning curve for “Process Plan”
objects.
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5.3 Cost estimation

The work detailed in the previous section provides the esti-
mation of cycle time and labor, which can then be used to
calculate the cost of assembly by applying a labor rate. How-
ever, part fabrication is also a significant element in cost and
so a method to estimate part cost was developed. Previous
work had identified that the Genetic-Causal costing technique
could be employed to establish the relevant cost models. A

commercial package for costing, such as the SEER-DFM,
does offer a much wider range of cost models that the user
could immediately utilize rather than having to generate their
own tailored solutions and also offers superior reporting facil-
ities. The steps required to accomplish the integration of such
software tools would include:

� Establishing familiarity with the capabilities of the soft-
ware.
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Figure 17. Data input field for SEER-DFM to be populated by DELMIA.

� Identifying the key parameters to be extracted from the
digital manufacturing platform (DELMIA® DPE-DPM)
for use within SEER-DFM.

� Developing the data transfer between SEER-DFM and
DELMIA® for part costing.

� Developing macros for integration of the two software

For example, an MS Excel® interface can be created to
facilitate the proof of concept study, thereby managing the
steps that would subsequently be automated. This included
the extraction of the product tree, or Bill of Material (BOM)
from DELMIA® (DPE), running the SEER-DFM software
and then outputting the results to a file that would ultimately
be read back into DELIMIA®. The product tree structure
was converted into a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) that
provided the part information as well as the hierarchical struc-
turing of parts, so that subassemblies were identified for the
inclusion of the assembly cost that was provided from the
time analysis presented in the previous section. The Server
Mode Scripting feature in SEER-DFM was then utilized to
extract the relevant part data from DELMIA® (DPE) but also

included in the use of templates, where certain information
required of SEER-DFM was populated with defaults that
could then be altered by the user for more accurate results.
The typical amount of input data fields required by SEER-
DFM is illustrated in Figure 17, which shows the data input
field generated.

The software was then used to create the cost estimates for
the parts and consequently Figure 13 shows a typical output
for a chemi-milled part which is part of a larger assembly.
The product tree structure is shown to the upper left while
the input data is displayed to the upper right, the latter having
been supplied via DELMIA as previously discussed. The cost
estimations are reported on the lower sections of Figure 18,
where the cost breakdown is recorded to the lower left and a
pie chart for the labor, material, and tooling split is shown to
the lower right.

A validation exercise for the above example was carried
out on a fuselage panel and the excellent results are presented
in Figure 19. The cost estimation was divided into mate-
rial and cost for various part families represented, including
Frames, Stringers, Cleats, Skins, and Fasteners. It is readily
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Figure 18. SEER-DFM input and output cost reporting.
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Figure 19. Comparison of SEER-DFM estimates with actuals and
an independent cost model.

evident that the results of the software validation exercise
show strong agreement between the SEER estimate and the
actual values, compared also to an independent cost model.

5.4 Lean flow accounting (FA)

The FA methodology entails a standardized approach to pro-
cess analysis that is premised upon the need to target time

compression interventions in order to increase the veloc-
ity of material flow (‘throughput’) through the organization
and hence achieve process performance improvement. The
first stage calls for a Big Picture Financial Map (BPFM)
to be created. This is a high-level schematic representation
of the configuration (‘current-state’) of the focal manufac-
turing process that includes a quantification of its financial
performance. In some instances this high-level BPFM will
pinpoint problem areas (impediments to flow) and suggest
appropriate improvements. In other instances it will suggest
the areas where a BPFM of a higher degree of specificity
and detail is required in order to reveal improvement oppor-
tunities. Once constructed, the second stage is to calculate
the financial consequences of the continued operation of this
current state. This is followed by an assessment of the finan-
cial consequences of some agreed future-state configuration
of the process that embodies improved flow characteristics.
This is intended to provide the basis of a cost-benefit case for
launching an improvement project, which usually entails the
application of conventional Lean and/or Theory of Constraint
(Hines and Rich, 1997) tools and techniques such as Kanban
or drum-buffer-rope.

The resultant BPFM for the case study is displayed in Fig-
ure 20; for a particular month for a certain company in 2007. It
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Figure 20. General layout of a typical BPFM for an industrial application.

illustrates the three pertinent areas of the aerospace manufac-
turing operation evident at the industrial site: Goods Inwards
and Raw Material Storage; Fabrications; and Final Assem-
bly. Within the Final Assembly area it illustrates the three
different factories along with their associated ‘real’ operat-
ing expenses. The operating expenses are the fixed costs such
as salaries and heating that are incurred in running that oper-
ation for the period regardless of production volume (and
excluding corporate overhead allocations). Each contract is
displayed by factory, along with its associated revenue stream
and the number of units sold for that month. Within the Fabri-
cation area, the key resources (fabrication centers) are again
mapped, along with their associated operating expenses. The
main routings used to construct components and subassem-
blies are also indicated in order to encapsulate the degree of
complexity.

Finally, a financial snapshot of the level of raw material
and Work In Progress (WIP) inventory at each key resource
centre was captured. At each ‘stocking point’ this is displayed
as a total inventory value to indicate how much money the
organization has tied up at that stocking point. However, in
order to establish whether this is too much or too little for the
demands placed upon it, it is also converted into ‘days worth’
of production coverage (calculated using its value at the end

of the month/total cost of sales for the following month × 30
days). The resultant analysis of this map established that the
typical lead time through Fabrication and Final Assembly
for constructing a product was a certain number of days.
This revealed a potential for increased manufacturing syn-
chronization and the potential benefit of the deployment of a
better pre-assembly inventory buffering within the complex
operation; and hence the opportunity for a programme of total
inventory reduction. Lastly and most importantly, this map-
ping exercise established that there was a premium on unit
cost measures and the resultant (perceived) cost reduction,
which could be better viewed in the light of the BPFM. Hav-
ing highlighted these issues, the next step is to pilot the imple-
mentation of a pull-system such as kanban for fuselage panel
fabrication and supply into Final Assembly, in order to intro-
duce and test the impact of improved flow characteristics.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The key impact of the work presented is that digital manufac-
turing can be integration into the Integrated Product Process
Development (IPPD) process through a Lean Implementation
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Methodology. It has been shown that this will facilitate the
concurrent integration of manufacturing requirements at an
early stage when design geometry has been released. In addi-
tion, it has been shown that at a function level the simulation
capability within digital manufacture can be developed in
order to provide simultaneous estimation of the associated
learning curves, cycle time, recurring cost, and throughput of
the assembly process. However, it should not be overlooked
that the digital manufacture also offers a data management
capability vastly superior to current industrial practice, with
the engineering Bill of Material (e-BOM) and manufactur-
ing BOM (m-BOM) essentially being one and the same. The
integration of Lean principles at the program and functional
levels was also presented as part of the overall approach
being developed for Lean Digital Manufacture (DLM). It
was shown that the compression of lead time, increase in
value-added effort, and reduction in waste and inefficiency
were the key Lean principles to be embedded in the DLM
paradigm.

It was shown in the research project associated with learn-
ing that there was a step reduction in learning with the use of
animated work instructions as opposed to traditional illus-
trated work instruction. It was shown that the automated
generation of assembly times can be driven by the data and
information being already used within the digital manufactur-
ing simulations. The geometric information associated with
the parts and their WBS was used in conjunction with MTM
standard times to estimate the resulting assembly times. The
SEER-DFM part costing facility was then used to complete
the recurring cost estimate by automatically returning a part
cost that was driven by the size and categorisation of the part
in terms of process and material. It was concluded that the
digital manufacturing simulations can be used to model the
cycle time and recurring costs with sufficient accuracy, with
the key benefit being that these are automatically generated
with the simulation to provide immediate estimates that can
be used as decision metrics in optimising the build process. It
is envisaged through the Lean Implementation Methodology
that ultimately these will fed back into the design function in
order to realise even greater improvements due to identified
Design For Manufacture modifications, implemented early
in the IPPD process at minimal cost.

Finally, it was shown that the Lean Flow Accounting
Methodology could be used to model the Lean flow of work
through the case plant in order to maximize the value-added
effort according to a top-down assessment of financial value
and optimal throughput, thereby reducing WIP. The BPFM
decomposed the plant operation into Goods Inward, Fabrica-
tion, and Final Assembly. The resultant analysis of this map
established that the typical lead time through Fabrication and
Final Assembly for constructing a product was of a certain

number of days. A digital simulation of the BPFM is currently
being developed in order to simulate the flow of goods. This
will then be used as a simulation-based analysis tool in order
to use Theory of Constraints (TOC) to understand the buffer-
ing between the Fabrication and Final Assembly phases, and
the potential buffering between the lower level process flows
within each of those phases. The resultant discrete event sim-
ulation tool will then allow dynamic analysis of the plant
in order to identify the optimal Lean flow of goods so that
the lead time can be reduced, along with the WIP, thereby
reducing the money tied up in the plant and maximizing the
throughput and agility of the plant, in responding to customer
pull.
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Chain

1 INTRODUCTION

A recent trend is that aircraft original equipment manufactur-
ers (OEMs) such as Boeing, Airbus, Embraer and for instance
Dassault, are developing from “production” orientated com-
panies towards “integrators.” Suppliers were already involved
mainly with built to print activities, leaving most of the
risk with the OEM. Today, the suppliers are involved with
the co-development of entire functions of the aircraft such
as wings, fuselage, and stabilizers, which causes value to
shift from the aerospace OEM towards the supply chain. An
interesting example of supply chain involvement is the co-
development and co-production of the Boeing B787, where
suppliers are heavily involved with the design and production
of parts and subassemblies. Boeing focuses on the core activ-
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ities, such as concept design, certification, testing, services,
marketing, global supply chain management (SCM) and
integration.

In fact, “supply chain” thinking destines from car pro-
ducer Toyota, which introduced the supply chainavant la
letttre by involving suppliers with the co-development and
co-production of cars in the 1960s. MIT researched this TPS
“Toyota Production System” and named it; “lean manufactur-
ing” in the 1990s. However, the focus of this research was still
on the production system, the supply chain plays an important
role in this lean manufacturing concept.

It seems lean manufacturing and supply chain, are inter-
woven and both are now adopted by the aerospace industry.
This chapter highlights the principles of lean manufactur-
ing in combination with SCM and open innovation in the
aerospace industry and synergize these intovalue-leverage
thinking, in which co-development and co-production are the
main value drivers. Two examples are presented; Eurocopter
and Boeing B787, to illustrate this new perspective on lean
manufacturing and supply chain.

2 LEAN MANUFACTURING

Toyota broke down its vertical integrated organization struc-
ture in the 1950s in three main parts:

� Toyota Motor Sales (TMS) responsible for ordering pro-
cesses between customers.

� Toyota Motor Company (TMC), responsible for develop-
ment and integration of cars and supply management.

� Internal suppliers were sold of by Toyota Motor Company.
Toyota held a minority stake in these sub suppliers.
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By separating the suppliers, in fact the supply chainavant
la lettre was born with “just in time” supplies to the integrator
as one of the most famous benefits.

2.1 Lean thinking

The concept of “lean” was first introduced by Womack, Jones
and Roos (1990) in order to describe the working philosophy
and practices of the Japanese vehicle manufacturers and in
particular the Toyota Production System (TPS). Effectively,
the philosophy involves eliminating waste and unnecessary
actions and linking all the steps that create value. The five
key principles of lean are (Womack and Jones, 2003):

� Specify value: define value precisely from the perspective
of the end customer in terms of the specific product with
specific capabilities offered at a specific time.

� Identify value streams: identify the entire value stream for
each product or product family and eliminate waste.

� Make value flow: make the remaining value creating steps
flow.

� Let the customer pull value: design and provide what the
customer wants only when the customer wants it.

� Pursue perfection: strive for perfection by continually
removing successive layers of waste as they are uncov-
ered.

In order to introduce lean thinking within manufacturing
environments the philosophy relies on the identification and
elimination of waste and it is this fundamental aspect in order
to effectively target and apply the various lean tools. In gen-
eral lean transformations employ techniques such as Kaizen,
Six Sigma, value stream mapping, and the five “S”s in order to
remove waste and deliver improvements. Another important
aspect is the difference between value-add and non-value-
add, for which value is identified as perceived value of the
end customer. The pull in the value chain therefore must be
identified (Womack and Jones, 2003). The business model
behind the TPS is a networked organizationavant la lettre.
Toyota, decomposed the vertical integrated organization by
separating the suppliers and the sales organization from Toy-
ota Motor Corporation. It is the “front runner” of a large scale,
system integrator or networked enterprise leveraging demand
value on suppliers.

2.2 Lean and the aerospace industry

The challenge for the aerospace industry is to innovate
and improve leanness (Murman, 2002). Other manufacturing

industries, like the automotive industry, have encountered the
challenge decades ago and made significant improvements
(Womack, 1990). The manufacturing industry in general
shows several trends, which can be elaborated and tailored
to the aerospace industry. The aerospace sector encountered
a few major challenges: the rise of global competition, the
maturity of core products such as airframes and engines, and
industry consolidation. To encounter these challenges, the
aerospace sector can learn from the lean principals devel-
oped within the automotive sector. The lean manufacturing
philosophy provides a focused approach for continuous pro-
cess improvement and targets a variety of tools and methods
to bring about such improvements. The lean philosophy is
about building effective supply and demand networks to pro-
duce products. Researchers observed that during the last
years, competition in the manufacturing industry changed
from competing companies to competing supply chains. The
networks a company operates in are more and more the driv-
ing factors to success or failure. This leads to three major
challenges for integrators (or OEMs). The first one is to build
the best value supply network. The second one is to build
an effective knowledge sharing, network and the third one is
managing successful cooperation within the network to inno-
vate and compete. Aerospace companies able to successful
adopt these challenges are able to leverage value on sup-
pliers and thus creating value to flow more efficiently and
effectively.

2.3 Large scale aerospace system integrators

In the past, the trends in the manufacturing industry showed
an evolution in the configuration and management of a pro-
duction network. Especially for the integrator, strategies to
maintain competitive power changed to different focal areas.
This is most evident in industrial sectors that have competed
on the basis of economics of scale and whose OEMs have
focused on core competencies while outsourcing non-core
production (Petrick, 2007). The balance in the supply chain
shifts and the most innovative integrators or original equip-
ment manufacturers become “large-scale systems integrator”
(LSSI).

The LSSI model requires a change in the roles and
responsibilities of both the OEM and the suppliers. In the
LSSI model, a focal OEM company assumes the role of
an integrator of subassemblies that are produced elsewhere.
Core competencies of the integrator are sharing knowledge,
collaboration skills, product vision and market knowledge.
Consequently, tier 1, 2 and 3 suppliers gain influence as risk,
responsibility and revenues flow upstream the supply chain
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. General aerospace OEM integrator with supply chain.

In the automotive industry, the lean production philoso-
phy already contained several elements of the LSSI model.
Best practices are, for example, the highly networked sup-
plier environment, the upstream shift of responsibilities, the
emphasis on long-term relationships, and the optimization of
value as a combination of both quality and cost (Womack
et al., 1990). In the aerospace industry, products typically
have a lifetime of 30+ years, which means that integrators
focus on economies of scale in production, punctuated with
intensive innovation on new platforms.

The OEMs in the modern supply chain focus more on core
competencies, causing a shift in responsibilities in the value
chain. Suppliers are more involved in the design and produc-
tion of parts and subassemblies while the integrator focuses
on integration capabilities. This results in strong depend-
ability of the integrator on the network and requires strong
partnerships with all upstream suppliers in the supply base.
The OEM becomes a LSSI with capabilities to integrate prod-
uct development, integrate products and integrate the supply
chain, sharing knowledge. These are emerging as the new
primary activities defining the core competencies. The inte-
grator is generating value in a different manner. Instead the
value is focused within the own value chain, now most of
the value is allocated in the supply chain. This integrator role
has similarities with the automotive industry, where subsys-
tems are “flowing in” according to “just in time” principals
destined for lean manufacturing theories. Therefore first this
domain is positioned to understand the phenomenon of the
“supply chain.”

2.4 Network organization and knowledge sharing

Supply chains more and more become supply and demand
networks, where connections between companies are present
throughout the entire network. From a competition per-
spective, the production network is considered as a more

important unit of analysis than the company. This is based
on the fact that the network consists of a variety of compa-
nies, which makes it more effective at the generation, transfer
and recombination of knowledge (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000).
This network interacts with various external entities, which
provide knowledge to the value network (Figure 2).

As observed from a world class leading company in
manufacturing, Toyota, knowledge sharing is the key to a
successful and competitive business. Other manufacturing
industries, however, are still learning in knowledge sharing
practices and face three dilemmas: how to motivate self-
interested network members to participate in the network
and to openly share valuable knowledge with other network
members, how to deal with free-riders, and how to maximize
the efficiency of knowledge transfers among a large group of
individual members (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000). In line with
current practices in the manufacturing industry, the integrator
or OEM takes the lead in achieving knowledge exchange in
its network.

In the research on the mechanisms of knowledge creation
and knowledge transfer in a network, observations showed
that close collaboration of a company’s research and devel-
opment center with other companies, improves knowledge
sharing and the ability of a company to both acquire and
exploit knowledge. These observations were found across
various industries and led to the conclusion that the role of
communication practices and networking are emphasized as
determinants of innovation.

For instance the Japanese car manufacturers use networks
of corporations to share risk and revenues, sustaining all play-
ers in the group. A manufacturer, operating in such akeiretsu,
purchases a relative high percentage of their products from
suppliers. The opposite was observed in the American auto-
motive industry of the early twentieth century, where the Ford
Motor company had possession of the entire value chain,
from the ore mines to the end assembly line, making all
parts by itself. However, both the Japanese and American
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Figure 2. Value network.

car manufacturers developed their own strategy, resulting in
sophisticated make-or-buy models nowadays.

Similar observations can be made in the aerospace
industry, where Boeing is buying more components and
subassemblies from suppliers percentage wise than Airbus.
Building a supplier network is a challenging task for the OEM
to match product design and supply chain design. Together
with intellectual property management and organizational
learning, these themes will determine future research on the
importance of knowledge in networks.

3 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

SCM can be defined as a set of approaches utilized to effi-
ciently integrate and coordinate materials, information, and
financial flows across the supply chain (SC). This specific
management approach is in place so that merchandize is
supplied, produced and distributed at the right quantities,
to the right locations, and at the right time, in the most
cost-efficient way, while satisfying customer requirements
(Gibson, Mentzer, and Cook, 2005). SCM is built upon the
strategy and the analysis of the chain involved.

3.1 Supply management strategy

To be able to categorize suppliers in these levels, the Kraljic
1983 Matrix (Figure 3) is used. It can be seen as a tool
to categorize the parts portfolio of a company in four seg-

ments according to their supply risk and profit impact for the
company under consideration.

The supply risk is indicated on the X-axis. This is a sub-
jective indicator of how much risk a part can generate to the
company. That means in practice that when the supply of that
part is interrupted, there is more chance that the production
would not flow as usual if the part was supplied normally.

The Y-axis shows the Profit Impact of a part on the com-
pany. It determines the profit influence of the purchase of
that specific part. The different quadrants are explained and
a first step to the different strategies is made. The following
categories are discriminated:

� Non-critical: here is low mutual dependence between
buyer and seller and most suppliers have similar capa-
bilities, long-term relationships are not a requirement.

Figure 3. Kraljic Matrix.
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� Bottleneck: this quadrant is characterized by the high
buyer dependence on the suppliers. Actions to be taken
are high supply control, volume assurance by the suppli-
ers and contingency plans for emergencies (e.g., 75/25
split).

� Leverage: here the supplier dependence is high and the
company tries to exploit purchasing power. Long-term
relationships are established and there has to be volume
assurance.

� Strategic: the buying–selling relationship is very impor-
tant and supplier performance determines the success of
the firm. Communication is often fully technology based
and all info that was confidential before is now shared;
this to support the collective design and development.

3.2 Supply base complexity

Choi and Krause (2005) makes a distinction in the SC
between the supply base and the supply network processes.
The supply base consists of only those suppliers that are
actively managed by the buying company. The supply net-
work consists of all suppliers in the SC, including those which
the buying company has no direct contact with. Choi and
Krause reason that the complexity of the supply base is depen-
dent on three factors, namely (i) the number of suppliers in the
supply base, (ii) the level of differentiations of these suppliers,
and (iii) the level of inter-dependence between the suppliers.

To reduce the complexity of the supply base, reducing
the number of suppliers is the most effective to improve the
flow of supply and just in time supplies with low as pos-
sible stock. Transaction costs can be lowered and, risks be
mitigated, responsiveness can be improved and innovation
can be stimulated. Choi and Krause reason that supply base
complexity is related to four key areas (Figure 4).

3.3 Supply chain delegation

Womack reasons that a tier structure is preferred as the
method for supply base reduction over a single sourcing
approach. This is also recognized by Cousins (1999). Supply
base delegation reduces the risks involved in reducing the
number of suppliers in the SC using single sourcing. How-
ever, a supply base delegation strategy can cost significantly
more than a supplier reduction approach, but will be more
rewarding in the long-run.

Dubois (2003) also finds that high involvement with a lim-
ited number of suppliers is the preferred method of sourcing
materials. It was stated that such an approach can stimu-
late joint learning about the cost structures and the complex

Figure 4. Relations between supply base complexity and trans-
action costs, supply risk, supplier responsiveness and supplier
innovation.

interdependence that take place among them. This may
improve the potential for extensive cost rationalization com-
pared with strategies based on low involvement and price
pressure.

Poirier (2004) furthermore reasons that buying com-
panies should aim for higher levels of relationships. He
identified five different levels of cooperation that can be
achieved between a buying company and the suppliers in
its supply base. Poirier explains that each level represents a
different relationship with different levels of communication
and information sharing. The highest level a company can
achieve is when partners are sharing vital information through
electronic connections between the companies, when all pro-
cesses are visible throughout the chain and when inventories
can be viewed in real-time. Although this is achieved by only
a small number of companies, this is what companies should
aim for in general, taking into account-specific circum-
stances. The different levels according to Poirier (2004) are:

� Level 1: Internal/functional: there is not much inter-
organizational cooperation and it is not very often
encouraged either. Improvements can be done on the level
of sourcing and logistics.

� Level 2: Internal/cross-functional: the internal boundaries
between the units start to fade out. Technology starts to
enable the systems across the firm. Software is introduced
to improve internal communication, planning (e.g., ERP)
and scheduling.

� Level 3: External network formation: external links are
being made with a selection of customers. The customer
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gets a more important role on the business processes.
More computer assisted systems are established across
the boundaries and improve the information stream.

� Level 4: External value chain: the inter-organizational
cooperation increases and the focus shifts entirely to the
consumer. A real value chain starts to get shape where
technology and further collaboration between the firms
will help to improve. SC outsourcing and e-procurement
systems can be put in place.

� Level 5: Full network connectivity: because of the small
number of firms that reached this level, the explanation
is more theoretical than based on true facts. Partners are
sharing vital information electronically; all processes are
visible along the chain and inventories are viewed in real-
time.

As can be seen from these descriptions, they all have a
different focus on improving. To find out what initiatives have
to be started with whom, the suppliers have to be assigned to
different levels. This way an integrator can look for relative
opportunities. Getting in a higher level with the most of your
suppliers will increase the utility of the whole chain.

Cousins reasons that companies that want to apply supply
base delegation should carefully select the suppliers that they
choose to delegate activities to. The decision should not only
be based on price, but also on criteria such as quality perfor-
mance, service level and technological competence. Proven
record of performance plays an important role in this deci-
sion as well. Companies should also use their quality grading
systems to bring every supplier gradually up to higher levels
of performance and quality (Womack, 1990).

Another important issue to be considered in supply base
delegation are the contracts between the buying company
and the suppliers in the supply base. According to Womack

(1990), a lean SC is only possible when lean contracts are
used. The contract between the supplier and buying com-
pany should simply be an expression of the company’s and
suppliers’ long-term commitment to work together. Also, the
lean contract establishes ground rules for quality assurance,
ordering and deliver, proprietary rights and material supply.
The contract should establish a new set of ground rules for
joint cost analysis, price determinations and profit sharing.
Both companies would benefit from improvements on either
side of the SC. This framework makes the two parties want to
work together for mutual benefit, rather than look upon each
other with mutual suspicion. If not approached in such a way,
Womack reasons that the suppliers will continue to bargain
in the traditional way, undermining a lean SC.

3.4 Supply chain and innovation

In the field of research and development, production networks
increasingly collaborate with external research institutes
and universities, to explore, share and exploit research out-
comes. As described by Chesbrough (2003) and Chesbrough
and Crowther (2006), company boundaries become more
open to increase competitive advantage. Closed innovation
is considered to represent the old strategy for research and
development, while open innovation provides better oppor-
tunities to leverage knowledge (Figure 5). Two types of open
innovation are distinguished, inbound, and outbound open
innovation. Outbound innovation suggests that companies
seeks for external organizations with business models that
are better suited to commercialize a given technology, rather
than relying on internal paths. Inbound innovation suggests
that companies can use the research discoveries of others,
using their own marketing channels, rather than relying only
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Figure 5. Close innovation versus open innovation: (a) closed innovation; and (b) open innovation. Adapted from Chesbrough (2003)c©
Harvard Business Publishing.
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on its own research and development only. Gassmann and
Enkel (2005) identified a third type of open innovation, which
is a combination of both practices, for which knowledge is
transferred through the company.

Due to these changing innovation strategies, research and
development strategies change as well. This leads to, for
example, the involvement of public research centers in a
company’s R&D strategy, the involvement of entrepreneurs
and small and medium enterprises. Entrepreneurs are playing
a major role in developing innovations towards businesses.
More and more, entrepreneurs are encouraged to start a
small or medium enterprise to bring new ideas to the mar-
ket, often financed with external investments (Kuivanen,
2008).

Open innovation must be one of the core principles in the
new role of the integrator in a supply network, leading to a
change in research and development strategy. The integrator
will rely more on suppliers for the development of new prod-
ucts and will give the suppliers a more influential role and
responsibility to manage their own research.

4 LEVERAGING VALUE ON SUPPLIERS

The strong competition forces companies to manage their
new product introduction efficiently. This leads to the goal
of decreasing product development time and focus on cost.
Research at Delft University, towards the phenomenon of
leveraging value on suppliers by aerospace OEM companies
identified the value drivers involved in causing shorter time to
market (TTM) and break-even time (BET). Leveraging value,
which makes value to flow more effectively and efficiently
(Beelaerts van Blokland, Verhagen and Santema, 2008) is
based upon syntheses of theories on lean manufacturing, SC,
and open innovation as described in this chapter.

The effects of leveraging value caused by co-development
and co-production are visualized on the value time curve in
Figure 6. Three things are observed: a shorter BET, lower
investments and a higher growth of value suggesting value
can be developed “faster, cheaper, better.”

These benefits on product level are measured by the
metrics from the 3C value-leverage model in Figure 7,
and researched at TU Delft since then. Based on theo-
ries regarding lean manufacturing, SC and network, and
open-innovation, the 3C framework is developed to model co-
development and the subsequently following co-production
involving the SC. The aerospace integrator is leveraging value
on the SC. To measure this on organizational level, the value
per employee or capita is taken as a reference. The logic of
reasoning is that when aerospace integrators are leveraging
more value on the SC under influence of outsourcing and

Value

Time

∆T

Figure 6. Value-leverage effect projected on the value time-curve.
Reproduced from Beelaerts van Blokland, Verhagen and Santema
(2008) c© Springer-Verlag.

SC delegation, the own production value will reduce and as
such the own number of employees. The other component
of this logic is the lean aspect. Employees are the ultimate
driver of value in respect of value add or necessary non-added
value or even waste. By managing and reducing the sup-
ply complexity the integrator is able to sustain and improve
profit making. The 3C value-leverage model (Figure 7) iden-
tifies and interlinks the three value drivers of value-leverage
processes:continuation, conception, andconfiguration.

Continuation: Determining the needs of the customer is
of utmost importance for a company’s continuity and prof-
itability. The driver which reflects this interaction with the
customers of a company is continuation. Indicators or met-
rics to measure this driver are found to be the TTM market
share (MS) and the BET on product level and the profit per
capita (P/C) on organizational level. In conclusion, the con-
tinuation driver finds opportunities to add value to the (end)
customer.

Conception: Based on customer demand, the conception
drives innovation by means of collaboration and intellec-
tual capital sharing. The collaboration can result in faster
response TTM demands, better product customization, and

Continuation

Lean: pull
PI Org level: P/C
PI Product level:

Time to market
Market share
Break even time

Configuration

Lean: flow
PI Org level: T/C
PI Product level:

PMP

Conception
Lean: customer value
PI Org level: RD/C
PI Product level:

IMP

Figure 7. Value-leverage model. Reproduced from Beelaerts van
Bloklandet al. (2008) c© Springer-Verlag.
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lower investment costs. A company’s own research and devel-
opment department collaborates and incorporates external
research into an innovative product or process, within accept-
able risks for each partner. Indicators for the conception driver
are the innovation investment multiplier (IMP) on product
level and the research and development expenses per capita
(RD/C) on organizational level.

Configuration: As is stated for the 3C value-leverage
model and characteristic for the new knowledge economy,
collaboration is the key. The configuration value driver
reflects how well the value network is configured, and able to
share development and operation processes. Metrics indicate
the production sharing value with the production multiplier
(PMP) on product level, and the turnover per capita (T/C), on
organizational level. The configuration value driver consid-
ers the ability of a company or network to incorporate lean
organization practices, for which the organizational metrics
are used.

4.1 Example eurocopter

An aircraft integrator such as Eurocopter has principally a
great range of various suppliers who all are related in a certain
extent with each other. This means that aircraft production is
taking place in a highly complex supply system as can be
expected with world leading aerospace enterprises. To clear

out the supply system, three options of rationalization and
integration can be are recognized.

4.1.1 Pre-assembly/kitting

The first option is making a group of suppliers that all pro-
duce parts for the same subassembly. They will all deliver to
a certain subintegrator who will assemble the part and deliver
it to integrator. If you can link one supplier to another, this
subassembly can already be done outside integrator and only
one supplier will deliver a more finished part. You will only
have to manage one supplier instead of a whole range. Most
of the time, one of the big suppliers A, B or C will take the
initiative (A in Figure 8) and will be responsible for the orga-
nization of the kitting. The integrator will only be handling
one supplier and the others deliver to this one provider. The
supply base is decreased in number and form (Figure 8) the
transaction costs and risks will lower while responsiveness
and innovation is increased. This is based on the make-or-buy
decisions of EC. More has to be bought and less assembled
in-house.

4.1.2 Upstream integration

In the second scheme, A, B and C can either be suppliers
or departments within an integrator (mechanical, electrical,
structural. etc.). They both deliver to the final assembly line.

Pre-assembly/kitting
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A B C D
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Figure 8. Complexity reduction at an OEM integrator.
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The idea is to shift the work upstream so that the FAL only has
to deal with one provider. The departments can then be seen as
a tier one supplier but internally. Eventually all the parts that
arrive from the different departments are all subassemblies
such that in the FAL they only have to assemble the big parts.
Time will be gained and work is better distributed.

4.1.3 Elimination of the lowest tiers

It is a simple visualization of the target situation but in reality
it is not that simple. Supplier B and C, for example, can
still deliver directly to the integrator. Actually these first tier
suppliers are shifted to a second tier position, as visible in
the picture, but not for all parts. The goal is to outsource
everything to get rid of the suppliers as tier 1. But the reality
is, because of the complexity of the supplier base, that some
second tier suppliers will always deliver certain parts directly
to the integrator. Sometimes the supplier is not willing to
change from a tier one to a tier two position because he will
not deliver anymore to the integrator directly. He considers it
as a major advantage to have the integrator on his portfolio.
Although the aeronautical industry is very big, companies
know each other very well.

These are the three initiatives where an integrator has
to work on if they want to reduce the too complex supply
base. The reaction time to a customer’s order can be reduced
without giving in on the customer’s freedom of choice. This
development is now happening in aircraft manufacturing after
most car manufacturers have made this change to their SC
already. By SC rationalization, Eurocopter was able to reduce
costs by outsourcing assembly activities and as such SC com-
plexity.

4.2 Example Boeing B787

The Boeing B787 ‘Dreamliner’ has its roots in the abandoned
Sonic Cruiser development program. The main attraction
of the Sonic Cruiser was its high speed, but concerns
about fuel and time efficiency in the ailing airline industry
prompted Boeing to redirect its focus in 2002. The result
was the B7E7 program, later dubbed the B787 ‘Dream-
liner’. This airplane is Boeing’s effort to meet the expected
demand for an aircraft that costs less to own, operate, and
maintain to bring travelers more efficient from A to B.
The B787 is geared towards the concept of “ long haul
point-to-point travel”; it has a capacity of 210 to 330 pas-
sengers (depending on the variant) and a maximum range
of 14 800 to 15 700 kilometers (for the largest variant,
the B787-9). Its direct competition is formed by Airbus’
A350 XWB. Together, these model families (consisting of

their variants) will likely replace the current offerings for
this market, which are variants of the Airbus A300, A310,
A330, and A340 models, as well as the Boeing B757 and
B767.

Boeing’s explicit goal with respect to its supply chain is
to leverage its global partners to reduce cost, speed time-
to-market and increase customer value while maintaining
the highest level of safety (Exostar, 2007). However, do the
supply chain strategy and its execution confer to this goal?
According to Exostar (2007), Boeing’s supply chain strategy
for the B787 are captured in the following objectives:

� Leverage best-in-class component and technology
providers from around the world.

� Establish shared risk model between Boeing and its sup-
ply partners.

� Synchronize demand/supply, order, and inventory infor-
mation across all supply partners.

� Establish a highly coordinated set of logistic processes
and transportation mechanisms to ensure on-time delivery
of all assemblies.

These objectives are in line with the stated goal of Boeing,
with respect to its supply chain, and reflect principles of
lean manufacturing, such as early supplier integration into
design and development, synchronized flow throughout the
supplier network, visibility and transparency through open
communications, long-term, trust-based, mutually benefi-
cial relationships, and continuous supplier development and
improvement. However, are the aforementioned objectives
truly executed in the arrangement and managing of the
supply chain? The examples are numerous: the B787 com-
posite wings are produced (and were designed) in Nagoya,
Japan by various Japanese companies (e.g. Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries), the horizontal stabilizers are manufactured by
Alenia Aeronautica (Italy), whereas the fuselage sections
are produced by Vought (USA), Alenia Aeronautica (Italy),
Kawasaki Heavy Industries (Japan) and Spirit Aerosys-
tems (USA). Evidently, Boeing’s supply chain is global
and includes component and technology providers, which
one supposes are best in class. These partners provide
so-called “stuffed” sections, sections with all structural ele-
ments, electrical components and sometimes even interiors
fully installed. The supply partners are leveraged via con-
tributions to the development budget and the total work
share, which also makes them risk-sharing partners in the
B787.

Boeing has put in place various systems, which include
a supplier portal (Boeing, 2007) and a shared EDI system
based on E2open software (Exostar, 2007). As a part of the
supplier relationship model that Boeing is pursuing, it is
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Figure 9. Total assembly system versus a subassembly system used for the Boeing B787.

working closely together with its partners to match logistic
processes and transportation mechanisms for on-time deliv-
ery of the assemblies. Examples are the implementation of
JIT principles with the help of Kanban indicators (Bald-
win, 2005). And, as recent events show, if things go wrong,
Boeing is committed towards helping its partners when prob-
lems crop up; it responded by sending teams of engineers to
suppliers to help solve problems with parts supply (Busch,
2007).

Sub-assembly at the tier-1 suppliers makes assembly less
complex, more cost efficient and less risky. Completed com-
ponents such as wings and fuselage sections enter the Boeing
B787 assembly site and a minimum of space and workforce
is necessary to assemble the B787. The subassembly takes
place close to the manufacturing and the know-how about
the parts.

Figure 9 shows the difference between a total assembly
and the sub-assembly system in which the subassemblies take
place at the major supplier factories. The final assembly of
the Boeing B787 is going to be faster than the assembly of
any other aircraft, the goal is only three days, according to
Boeing.

The global supply chain has taken over the classic pro-
duction function from the focal aerospace OEM Boeing. In
fact, Boeing is leveraging customer demand value on suppli-
ers by adding own unique value, which is mainly innovative
design of the aircraft and managing the supply chain for
design and integration of aircraft functions such as wings,
fuselage, stabilizers etc.

5 SUMMARY

Several trends in lean manufacturing, open innovation, and
SCM have been discussed. The lean philosophy requires
specifying value according to the requirements of the end
customer. This customer value is the driver to create pull
throughout the SC. Due to changing the manufacturing net-
work organization, the ability of a network to exchange
information is important. A shift in the focal point of the OEM
towards a large system integrator is observed as the conse-
quence of a shift from manufacturing towards integration of
complex products. The lean integrator appears balancing and
leveraging value between customer and suppliers by adding
own critical value on design and integration. Eurocopter and
Boeing with the B787 development, show that lean manufac-
turing and SCM are indeed applied, and specifically useful
to cope with the high complexity of aircraft design and pro-
duction.

The innovation management literature places emphasis on
the innovation of both products and processes by adapting
business strategies and finding new ways to innovate. Fur-
thermore, co-development and co-production are sources to
improve competitiveness of a company to make innovation
sustainable.

Lastly, the 3C value-leverage model is found as an appli-
cable method to measure value-leverage effects in a SC from
a focal OEM perspective. Aerospace OEM companies are
challenged to leverage value smart on the SC to make value
to flow.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The lean enterprise system has been characterized as a new
and fundamentally different way of thinking about and man-
aging modern industrial enterprises. Its origins can be traced
to the development of the Japanese auto industry manage-
ment principles and practices over the decades since the
late 1940s, based primarily on the evolution of the Toyota
Production System. Main elements of Toyota’s production
system, which were deliberately not codified until the 1970s
to protect its competitive advantage enjoyed throughjust-in-
time production (JIT), evolved over time through a process
of experimentation, learning and adaptation. Principal early
attention in the West focused on Toyota’s manufacturing and
related operations over the period from the late 1970s to the

mid-1990s. Since Toyota has served as the role model for
lean production (Womack and Jones, 1996, p. 150), it is also
known as theToyota Production System (TPS), kanban or
just-in-time (JIT) production system.

A defining feature of the Toyota Production System has
been the application of thejust-in-time production (JIT)
concept to manufacturing operations. Thejust-in-time (JIT)
concept has been credited by Ohno (1988) to KiichiroToy-
oda, the first president of the Toyota Motor Company and
the son of Sakichi Toyoda, the company’s founder. In a
just-in-time (JIT) system, a particular downstream produc-
tion stationpulls the right number of needed parts from the
immediately preceding or earlier upstream station. A coupled
idea is that of thekanban or pull-system, inspired by Ohno’s
observation of US supermarkets (Ohno, 1988, pp. 26–27),
which worked on the principle that shelves would be regu-
larly restocked as the customer purchased (pulled) needed
products at the time and in the quantities needed. Thejust-
in-time (JIT) system is enabled by the use ofkanban cards,
serving as a pull-replenishment mechanism sending orders to
the earlier upstream station.1 Thus, every step in the produc-
tion process is linked and synchronized as acontinuous flow
process (Ohno, 1988, p. 5). Thecontinuous flow production
process is managed through a build-to-order approach utiliz-
ingworkload leveling or leveled production (heijunka), using
takt time, to balance the workflow along the production line
and hence to achievestability. Thus, thekanban system and
takt time together represent a unique horizontal coordination
mechanism throughout the enterprise, extending out to the
multi-tiered supplier network.

The termlean production was first introduced by Krafcik
(1988), a researcher associated with the International Motor
Vehicle Program (IMVP) at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, to underscore the point thatlean uses less of
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everything compared with mass production. Even before the
discovery of basic Japanese production methods that later
became known aslean production, however, their main ele-
ments were already known to close observers of Japanese
management practices (Sugimoriet al., 1977; Ohno, 1988;
Monden, 1993; Imai, 1986; Shingo, 1989).Lean production
concepts were defined, articulated, and brought to the atten-
tion of a wider audience by Womack, Jones and Roos 1990 in
their landmark book,The Machine That Changed the World,
based on the first five years of research conducted under the
auspices of IMVP.

An international benchmarking survey conducted by the
MIT IMVP researchers in the late 1980s revealed that
Japanese auto producers required roughly one-half the effort
required to assemble cars compared with their European
and American counterparts and the quality of the Japanese-
made cars was, on average, 50% better than those made
by American-owned plants in the United States and about
47% better than those produced by European-owned plants
in Europe (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990). These were sig-
nificant differences that could not be dismissed or explained
away by attributing them to special Japanese social and
cultural characteristics. Moreover, Japanese transplant auto
production plants in the United States outperformed their
domestic counterparts. The Toyota-General Motors joint ven-
ture, the New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc. (NUMMI)
plant in California, based on the lean production system and
employing pretty much the same workforce as before when it
was a lagging General Motors plant, made a remarkable trans-
formation in a short period of time, reaching the productivity
levels of Toyota’s own plants in Japan. These results formed
the basis for designating the observed production system at
Toyota and other Japanese auto makers as thelean produc-
tion system, also often described aslean thinking, which has
been defined as “a way to do more and more with less and
less – less human effort, less equipment, less time, and less
space – while coming closer and closer to providing cus-
tomers with exactly what they want” (Womack and Jones,
1996, p. 15).

Gradually, the scope of thelean production system has
been expanded from an almost exclusive focus on manufac-
turing operations to encompass the entire enterprise, from
elimination of waste to creation of value, from enriching the
enterprise’s shareholders to delivering value to its multiple
stakeholders, from seeking greater operational efficiency to
achieving greater enterprise flexibility and responsiveness,
from focusing largely on the core enterprise to embracing
the end-to-end networked enterprise defining the core enter-
prise’s total capability space, and from continuous process
improvement to creation of network-level dynamic organiza-
tional capabilities. Accordingly, in this chapter, the termlean

enterprise system is used to characterize the evolving scope
and content of lean principles and practices.

Lean enterprise concepts began to attract widespread
attention in the West in late 1980s and early 1990s at a time
of historic change, particularly in the aerospace industry. The
end of the Cold War and the intensifying international com-
petition in commercial aerospace ushered a radically new
market environment representing a paradigm shift fromper-
formance toaffordability. In response to the new affordability
imperative, the industry went through a prolonged period
of consolidation, realignment and streamlining of existing
operations, involving cycles of mergers and acquisitions.
Although necessary, this was hardly sufficient. To achieve
substantially greater efficiency improvements by focusing on
process management many firms in the industry began to
adoptlean enterprise principles and methods – then known
under various names likejust-in-time (JIT) manufacturing,
lean manufacturing or theToyota Production System (TPS).
More broadly, the dissolution of the dominant mass pro-
duction paradigm catalyzed a major shift in management
philosophy and practice concentrating on process manage-
ment and continuous improvement.

A number of other process improvement approaches, as
well, gained increasing popularity – principallytotal qual-
ity management (TQM), six sigma, theory of constraints
(TOC), agile manufacturing, and business process reengi-
neering (BPR) – to boost operational efficiency, ensure
greater customer satisfaction, and achieve enterprise transfor-
mation as a matter of long-term survival.2 These approaches
were advanced as unique and universally applicable best
solutions to address the prevailing enterprise performance
problems impeding their ability to achieve greater efficiency
and effectiveness (e.g., waste, poor quality, process variation,
lack of responsiveness). Among them, thelean enterprise
system comes closest to providing a holistic view of enter-
prises embodying a tightly-knit set of highly complementary
precepts and practices driving their central value-creating
operations – product development, manufacturing, supply
chain management – while optimizing the capabilities and
utilization of all people and nurturing a culture of continuous
organizational learning.

In recent years, lean enterprise principles andsix sigma
concepts have been merged in practice into a unified imple-
mentation approach, generally known aslean six sigma or
as lean six sigma (LSS) continuous process improvement
(CPI) toolset customized to address particular needs. Many
aerospace companies have adopted various combinations of
these and other methods, often under different titles (e.g.,
Lockheed Martin’s LM21 lean transformation initiative, Boe-
ing’s Lean+ initiative, Raytheon’s Six SigmaTM Process,
Pratt & Whitney’s Achieving Competitive Excellence (ACE)
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operating system). The main motivation has been to leverage
the respective strengths of lean concepts (i.e., elimination
of waste, speed of process flow),six sigma methods (i.e.,
virtually perfect quality) and related initiatives to help accel-
erate enterprise improvement and transformation efforts.
Even though initially positioned as competing approaches to
accomplish the same end results and choosing one meant the
exclusion of others, in fact they each offer key features that
can be combined to minimize their respective weaknesses
and maximize the synergy among them.

This chapter focuses on the evolution of thelean enter-
prise system, by tracing its development since the late 1940s
to the present. The goal of the chapter is to provide a unified
contemporary review, interpretation and synthesis of thelean
enterprise system, to highlight its evolving conceptual prop-
erties as well as to help managers make informed decisions in
their enterprise change and transformation efforts. To under-
stand the evolving nature of lean ideas, a distinction is made
between thebasic lean enterprise system (BLES) and thecon-
temporary lean enterprise system (CLES). The basic lean
enterprise system (BLES) captures the development of lean
enterprise principles and practices over roughly the period
from the late 1940s to the mid-1990s. The dominant ideas
took shape during the postwar decades and were documented
mostly in the 1970s through the mid-1990s. Thecontempo-
rary lean enterprise system (CLES) captures key conceptual
and implementation-related expansions of the basic model
since the mid-1990s. Core lean enterprise ideas have been
significantly expanded conceptually in light of contemporary
theory and reality, with a heavy concentration on the trans-
formation of the aerospace industry since the early 1990s,
mostly through research conducted under the auspices of the
Lean Advancement Initiative at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT).3 The contemporary system embodies
and builds upon the central features of the basic system.

Building on this chapter, the next, companion, chapter is
devoted to an integrated discussion of thelean enterprise sys-
tem, total quality management (TQM), andsix sigma, which
together share a common historical heritage, embrace crit-
ical common elements, and represent mutually supportive
approaches. The broader goal is to help evolve an integrated
management system that brings together the highly comple-
mentary elements of the various methods to maximize their
combined strength and help managers improve their chances
of success in planning and implementing enterprise change
and transformation.

Following this introductory section, the next two sections
provide an overview of the evolution of thelean enterprise
system by focusing, respectively, on thebasic lean enterprise
system (BLES) and thecontemporary lean enterprise system
(CLES). A summary comparative review of the key features

of the two lean enterprise systems is then presented. Finally, a
number of concluding observations are offered to summarize
main findings, highlight major conceptual issues that remain
to be addressed, underscore a number of implementation-
related lessons learned, and outline future perspectives.

Throughout the chapter, the termsorganization andenter-
prise are used interchangeably, with a clear preference
for the latter to highlight emerging organizational forms
(e.g., network organization, virtual corporation, boundary-
less company) at multiple scales of complexity (e.g., program
enterprise, company division, multidivisional corporation,
government agency – with their associated networks of
supporting organizations) and embracing a spectrum of orga-
nizational configurations ranging from vertically-integrated
firms to relatively flat organizational networks.4

For rough comparability between the two sections below
focusing on thebasic enterprise system (BLES) and thecon-
temporary lean enterprise system (CLES), the discussion is
organized around a number of discrete dimensions to draw
attention to their main characteristics:goal (main purpose,
objective, expected outcome sought through the adoption of
lean principles and methods);background (origins, defining
features);core concepts (main organizing ideas, underlying
mental model, cause-effect relationships, posited internal and
external enterprise context driving required change);focus
(scale, scope and content of targeted change); andimplemen-
tation (change strategy and practices; process and execution
of planned change; tools and methods; role of leadership
and workers; timing, sequence, pace and type of expected
change). Since a substantial volume of literature already
exists on various aspects of thelean enterprise system, the
discussion presented below is highly compressed, favoring
selectivity over comprehensiveness. In particular, the discus-
sion below builds on and extends a review of the evolution
of thelean enterprise system given in Murmanet al. (2002).

2 BASIC LEAN ENTERPRISE SYSTEM
(BLES)

2.1 Goal

According to Taiichi Ohno, who is recognized as the main
architect of the Toyota Production System (Monden, 1993,
p. 53; Fujimoto, 1999, p. 26), the most important objective
of the Toyota Production System (TPS), as an enterprise, is
to increase production efficiency by “consistently and thor-
oughly eliminating waste” (Ohno, 1988, p. xiii). According
to Monden (1993), the ultimate goal was profit, to be achieved
primarily through cost reduction or improving productivity
by eliminating waste.
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2.2 Background

Thebasic lean enterprise system (BLES) embodies the central
attributes of the Toyota Production System (TPS), as it has
been documented in the literature (e.g., Ohno 1988; Monden
1993; Shingo, 1989; Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990; Wom-
ack and Jones, 1996; Liker 2004). The roots of key ideas
inherent in the basic system can be traced to the most inaus-
picious circumstances in which Japan found itself following
World War II: a small and fragmented domestic market, small
and depleted workforce, scarce natural resources, and little
investment capital. The Fordist moving assembly-line mass
production system represented the most efficient prevailing
way of producing cars through the achievement of significant
scale economies. This was made possible by high-volume,
large-lot production of standardized parts through dedicated
production processes and highly specialized tasks. However,
under the prevailing circumstances, “mass production could
never work in Japan” (Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990) and,
besides, Japan’s fledgling auto industry had to find some way
of withstanding the Western mass production giants poised to
enter the Japanese market. The challenge was how to design
a new production system that could simultaneously provide a
greater variety of low-cost and high-quality products to meet
diverse and varying customer needs in a highly fragmented
domestic market in an environment of intense domestic com-
petition, where such a new production system would be both
more efficient andmore flexible than the prevalentmass pro-
duction system. The lean production system emerged in this
most inhospitable environment as a coherent competitive
response to mass production.

2.3 Core concepts

The basic lean system is not a list of “good” things to do, a
toolset, a set of implementation techniques, or some multi-
step implementation process. It is driven not by theory-based
deductive thinking or postulates extracted from textbooks but
rather by a process of experimentation, learning and adapta-
tion. Lean principles emerged through practice and were later
discovered, codified and extended by scholars and others. The
uniqueness of thebasic lean enterprise system (BLES) derives
not from any of its individual elements but rather from having
all the elements working together as a system (Liker, 2004,
p. xv).

Mirroring Toyota’s experience, thebasic lean enterprise
system (BLES) reflects a management philosophy that val-
ues stability and constancy of purpose focusing on long-term
rather than short-term results, delivering value to the cus-
tomer, enhancing the capabilities of all people, elimination

of waste, continuous improvement, and establishing long-
term collaborative relationships based on mutual trust and
commitment. Workers are treated not as a cost factor to be
cut but as the main source of ideas for eliminating waste and
achieving continuous improvement. Profit is seen not as unit
cost plus profit but as the selling price, largely defined by
the market,minus unit cost, which is under the enterprise’s
control.

As a production system, the basic lean model rep-
resents an interconnected set of highly complementary,
mutually-positively-reinforcing organizing principles work-
ing together as a system. These interrelated core principles
encompass the following:

Customer focus. The starting point is focusing on the cus-
tomer, to produce the product the customer wants at
the right price, at the right time, and to deliver the
quality valued by the customer. Customer needs and
expectations act as apull on all enterprise activities,
representing the “true north,” providing orientation for
the entire enterprise.

Elimination of waste. In order to make products that the
customer values, all forms of waste (muda) must be
eliminated.5 Ohno (1988) saw “complete elimination
of waste” as the basis of the Toyota Production Sys-
tem.Elimination of waste not only reduces cost but also
shortens cycle time (e.g., production, product develop-
ment), in particular the order-to-cash cycle time – the
elapsed time from the moment the customer places an
order to the point when the company collects the cash
(Ohno, 1988, p. ix). It is far more important to remove
non-value adding activities, which saves time, than to
speed up the production process by driving it faster.

Continuous flow. Continuous flow entails ensuring that only
the right parts reach the assembly line at the right time
they are needed and only in the amount needed, with
no defects. This means, in the limit,single-piece flow
(i.e., make one and move one) or stockless produc-
tion virtually eliminating inventories of raw materials,
work-in-process inventories or finished products, with
minimal travel or movement between operations. Cre-
ating continuous flow requires, before anything else,
careful sequencing of all essential work steps and work
standardization (Ohno, 1988, p. 130). It also involves
the application of a number of methods of workplace
organization.6 The primary challenge is to discard the
batch-and-queue mentality and install a single-piece
flow system. Flow is best achieved by discarding tradi-
tional functional organizations and by replacing them
with integrated product teams organized along the
value stream.
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Perfect quality. Striving for perfect first-time quality is abso-
lutely essential for the realization of continuous flow.
This means materials and informationflow from one
station to the next, but defectsdo not flow by design,
since defects represent rework, a major source of waste.
Besides enabling continuous flow, of course, striving
for perfect quality is inextricably linked to achiev-
ing absolute safety. Toyota’s basic rule, in fact, has
been safety first, followed by quality.Continuous flow
would be virtually impossible withoutstriving for per-
fect first-time quality, which permeates all activities
throughout the enterprise and embraces all phases
of the product life cycle from product development
to production, sales and customer support services.
This is enabled through the use of many of the
methods associated with total quality management
(TQM).7

Flexibility and responsiveness. Achieving flexibility and
responsiveness strongly complements the other prin-
ciples and amplifies their cumulative impact in terms
of both greater efficiency and effectiveness. This is
made possible through three important, closely related,
innovations: small lot production, radically reducing
setup times, and developing a multi-skilled work-
force through intensive training and education, where
a given worker could perform multiple tasks. Dramat-
ically reducing the set-up time, from many hours to
minutes, accomplished by Shingo, the creator of the
“single minute change of dies” (SMED), was a sig-
nificant competitive step forward for Toyota (Shingo,
1989).

Collaborative relationships. In the lean enterprise, traditional
arm’s length, adversarial, short-term, transaction-
based relationships are replaced by collaborative
relationships, both internally and externally. Internally,
the role of managers is to coach workers, help them
solve problems, and nurture group and organizational
learning in a teamwork environment. Externally, the
principal or central firm (assembler) has collaborative
relationships with its suppliers, based on mutual trust
and reciprocal obligations, involving joint determina-
tion of prices, continuous cost reduction, information
sharing, and joint problem solving. The multi-tiered
supplier network essentially represents an extension of
the core (assembler) enterprise, where assembler and
its suppliers typically work together under a long-term
cooperative agreement over the life of the product. Sup-
pliers are selected on the basis of past relationships and
a proven record of performance rather than on the basis
of competitive bids. The relationships, involving not
adversarial bargaining but synergistic problem solv-

ing, are managed in an environment of transparency
and established ground rules promoting fair play and
avoiding opportunistic behavior.

A relatively small number of first-tier suppliers are
given greater responsibility and are integrated early
into the design process. While dual sourcing is often
practiced to stimulate competition among suppliers,
close relationships are maintained with individual sup-
pliers. Selected first-tier suppliers are further given
the responsibility for managing their own lower-tier
suppliers, acting on behalf of the assembler, through
a clustered control structure, employing fair play
and mutually-beneficial relationships. Important prac-
tices include the use of target prices, performance
monitoring, competition, asset-specific investments,
cross-equity ownership, mutual dependence, and pur-
suing differentiated strategies for suppliers occupying
different niches. Suppliers deliver components directly
to the assembly line, just-in-time – through small, fre-
quent deliveries so that there is continuous flow of parts
– with no prior incoming inspection. The assembler and
its suppliers work together to trace a defective part to
its ultimate source, in the rare event that such prob-
lems arise. Supplier associations provide an on-going
institutional mechanism for information sharing and
technology transfer, for instance involving statistical
process control (SPC) and quality assurance (Smitka,
1991, pp. 17–22, pp. 135–174; Nishiguchi, 1994, pp.
6–7; Womack, Jones and Roos, 1990, p. 60; Murman
et al., 2002, p. 104).

Continuous improvement. Continuous improvement (kaizen)
means on-going incremental improvement based on
knowledge. It involves process-oriented thinking and
problem solving through teamwork, employing a wide
array of practices, methods and tools (e.g., quality at the
source, quality circles, 5whys, total productive mainte-
nance, suggestion system). An important enabler is the
Deming Cycle or Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle.
Also a key enabler is having a multi-skilled work-
force, giving workers many educational opportunities,
and teamwork. Continuous improvement serves as the
mechanism that ties together all of the lean enterprise
principles and fundamentally represents a complex
evolutionary process of learning-by-doing and orga-
nizational capability building.

Continuous improvement reflects a basic Toyota tenet that
serious learning results from action in thegemba, or the real
place where the work gets done and customer-satisfying value
is created, resulting in the product or service that enables
the company to survive and prosper. Existing engineering,
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process and work standards are strictly maintained, while
at the same time they are improved on an on-going basis
throughkaizen to reduce cost, improve quality, and increase
customer satisfaction by pursuing an incremental, gradual,
improvement process.Kaizen involves everyone, managers
and workers alike. Learning is synonymous with doing.
Accordingly, in striving to build a learning organization,
management empowers workers “to learn by practicing and
doing, being physically involved, using hands as well as their
brains” (Imai, 1997, p. 89). The learning experiences in the
gemba, leading to continuous improvement, reflect an appre-
ciation of fundamental human values. Improvement is not
a top-down dictum but a way of life, a source of pride in
one’s work, a means of personal fulfillment and growth. In
the gemba, improvement is both top-down and bottom-up,
where the management’s role is “to helpgemba do a better
job by reducing constraints as much as possible” (Imai, 1997,
pp. 13–15).

These principles, and the clusters of activities and prac-
tices they embrace, create significant complementarities at
the strategic, tactical and operational levels. This means that
if the performance levels for a specific set of activities are
improved incrementally by employing a given principle, then
the performance levels associated with all other activities
driven by the application of other principles will also rise
incrementally. In other words, both direct (first-order) and
indirect (second-order) interaction effects will be positive.
As a result, if the marginal costs associated with some activ-
ities fall as a result of the realized positive direct and indirect
effects, then it will be optimal for the enterprise to pursue all
of the principles and associated activities together (Milgrom
and Roberts, 1990).

2.4 Focus

Thebasic lean enterprise system (BLES) has focused primar-
ily on factory floor operations and only gradually expanded its
scope to encompass the supplier network. The center of atten-
tion has been the development, management and continuous
improvement of a customer-focused, pull-based, small-lot
production system designed to provide a variety of low-cost
and high-quality products to meet diverse customer needs. A
high level of efficiency is achieved at both a high-volume and
low-volume production rate. The factory workflow process
is designed to ensure continuous flow pulled by customer
demand and enabled byjust-in-time (JIT) production, which,
in turn, is made possible by creating virtually defect free
products and processes, with respect for people squarely at
the center of the entire system. Relentless pursuit of contin-
uous improvement places central emphasis on elimination of

waste, by making optimal use of the capabilities of people,
which ensures not only greater efficiency but also delivery of
superior products to the customer.

The enterprise, as amanufacturing system, encompasses
production, product development, and procurement or man-
aging supplier networks (Fujimoto, 1999, p. 321), with
central emphasis on the design and management of the enter-
prise’s manufacturing-related operations. Womack and Jones
(1994, p. 93) envision alean enterprise as “a group of
individuals, functions, and legally separate but operationally
synchronized companies,” where “[T]he notion of the value
stream defines the lean enterprise.” An enterprise’svalue
stream is defined, for each specific product the enterprise
produces, as the chain of processes, activities and webs of
companies involved in creating and delivering value to the
enterprise’s customers. In its most expansive form, thevalue
stream covers the “entire set of activities entailed in creat-
ing and producing a specific product, from concept through
detailed design to actual availability, from the initial sale
through order entry and production scheduling to delivery,
and from raw materials produced far away and out of sight
right into the hands of the customer,” where the organiza-
tional mechanism for making all this happen is called the
lean enterprise (Womack and Jones, 1996, pp. 20–21).

2.5 Implementation

The basic system has been reformulated, streamlined and
popularized by Womack and Jones (1996) in a way that is
easy to understand and implement across many industries,
stressing the “how-to” aspects of working towards creating
lean enterprises. Value stream mapping is used to identify all
the specific activities occurring along a value stream for a
product or family of products to develop a visual understand-
ing of the flow of materials and information along the value
stream (Womack and Jones, 1996, pp. 37–38, p. 311).

This reformulation defines a five-step process for convert-
ing muda (waste) into value:

1. Value: The first step is tospecify value as defined by the
end customer.Value is defined in terms of the specific
products and services having specific capabilities offered
at specific prices to specific customers.

2. Value stream: Mapping the value stream for each prod-
uct provides a basis for performing an in-depth analysis
of each of the individual activities in the value stream
in order to identify and eliminate all non-value adding
activities.

3. Flow: Once the non-value-adding or wasteful activi-
ties along the value stream have been eliminated to the
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maximum extent possible, the next step is to make the
remaining, value-creating steps “flow” continuously.

4. Pull: Conceptually, the customer “pulls” the product
from the enterprise rather than the enterprise pushing the
product onto the customer. This “pulling” action triggers
a cascade of production actions throughout the upstream
supplier network.

5. Perfection: Companies that have implemented lean prin-
ciples and practices find that there is no end to the process
of reducing waste and continually improving the prod-
uct and service delivered to the customer. Consequently,
the pursuit of perfection entails a continuous process of
improvement.

In this reformulation, a critical point is the crystalliza-
tion of the focus on customer-pulledvalue, or the delivery of
a product or service that is valued by the customer, to sig-
nal a shift away from the pursuit of cost reduction through
elimination of waste as the central objective. Thus, the goal
of the enterprise is defined not as theabsence of waste, but
as the delivery of customer-perceivedvalue. What, then, is
the relationship between customer-perceivedvalue andcost?
The answer provided by Womack and Jones (1996) is that
customer-perceivedvalue is delivered atmuda-free unit cost,
which exactly corresponds totarget cost driving production
operations.

However, the precise meaning ofmuda-free unit cost or
target cost remains obscure in light of standard microeco-
nomic theory of firm behavior under alternative conditions
of market structure. Also,muda-free unit cost ortarget
cost, defining the (minimum) unit cost at which customer-
perceivedvalue is delivered, means that the customer is the
ultimate arbiter of what constitutesmuda and what does not
(Hines, Holwe and Rich, 2004). The conceptual basis of such
an idea is questionable.8

The work of Womack and Jones (1996), in addition to its
contribution to a wider dissemination of lean ideas, has also
elevated the concept of thevalue stream into the lean lexicon –
a borrowing and broadening of the idea of thevalue chain
introduced earlier in the literature.

3 CONTEMPORARY LEAN ENTERPRISE
SYSTEM (CLES)

3.1 Goal

The basic goal of the enterprise, as conceived bycontempo-
rary lean enterprise system (CLES), is the creation of value
for multiple enterprise stakeholders. This is generally seen to

underwrite an enterprise’s overall success. Traditional mea-
sures of enterprise success (e.g., larger market share, lower
costs, improved customer satisfaction, increased profitability,
higher return to shareholders) are generally seen to reflect
various, more specific, aspects or dimensions of the value
creation concept.

3.2 Background

The basiclean enterprise system (BLES) has been extended
substantially since the mid-1990s beyond its auto industry
heritage, in part through research conducted under the aus-
pices of the Lean Advancement Initiative (LAI) at MIT.
Murmanet al. (2002) provide a detailed discussion of salient
recent conceptual and implementation-related developments,
including an updated review and discussion of lean enterprise
principles, by drawing on the MIT-LAI research. As part of its
overall research agenda since 1993, the Lean Advancement
Initiative has developed a family of frameworks, methods and
tools for the deployment of lean principles at the enterprise
level, as summarized by Nightingale (2009). The emerg-
ing high-resolution picture of thelean enterprise, while still
drawing upon Toyota’s evolving experience, incorporates
new insights and perspectives grounded in a wider con-
temporary understanding of the structure and dynamics of
complex large-scale networked enterprises, such as those in
the aerospace industry.

3.3 Core concepts

The contemporary lean enterprise system (CLES) takes a
holistic view of the end-to-endnetworked enterprise as a
complex system, encompassing all enterprise functions and
operations – core values, business system, strategy, capabil-
ities, operations – and focusing on enterprise architecture,
design and transformation. Lean thinking is defined as “the
dynamic, knowledge-driven and customer-focused process
by which all people in a defined enterprise continuously
eliminate waste with the goal of creating value” (Murman
et al., 2002, p. 90). This is in sharp contrast with the earlier
view that the lean enterprise is focused exclusively on the
customer and is primarily concerned with the elimination of
waste.

There have taken place three major developments that
define the basic contours of thecontemporary lean enter-
prise system (CLES), which together represent a distinct
further evolution of lean concepts beyond thebasic lean
enterprise system (BLES): (i) a conceptual reorientation
and broadening of the goal of the traditional lean system,
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placing central emphasis on value creation for multiple enter-
prise stakeholders; (ii) a fundamental reinterpretation of
the major thrust of basic lean system, stressing the critical
importance of developing an evolutionary learning capabil-
ity towards the creation of dynamic long-term network-level
organizational capabilities as the major source of sustained
competitive advantage; and (ii) important further interrelated
refinements and elaborations of key aspects of the basic
lean system, concentrating primarily on integrated product
development, manufacturing and supply chain management,
which reinforce and strengthen the previous two major
developments.

These three developments represent highly complemen-
tary extensions of the conceptual scope ofbasic lean
enterprise system (BLES). The first defines the evolving
vision and nature of the lean enterprise as a networked
system with multiple stakeholders, while the latter two rep-
resent substantive theoretical expansions and refinements
of the earlier basic lean model in directions more closely
aligned with the growing body of academic literature, which
identifies organizational learning and building dynamic orga-
nizational capabilities as the key source of competitive
advantage.

3.3.1 Value creation for multiple stakeholders

Reflecting both a shift in, and a further refinement of, an enter-
prise’s main goal, alean enterprise has been defined as “an
integrated entity that efficiently creates value for its multi-
ple stakeholders by employing lean principles and practices”
(Murman et al., 2002, p. 144). In this definition, the idea
of “elimination of waste to deliver customer-pulled value”
is essentially replaced by “elimination of waste towards the
objective of delivering value to multiple enterprise stakehold-
ers.” Stakeholders encompass any individuals or groups who
can affect, or are affected by, the enterprise’s achievement of
its objectives. The concepts ofvalue andvalue creation are
also given particular meaning.Value is defined in the context
of an exchange between the enterprise and its stakeholders,
wherevalue means utility or worth accruing to stakehold-
ers as a result of the enterprise’s activities in return for the
resource contributions they have made. Thus,value refers to
the “particular worth, utility, benefit, or reward” the stake-
holders derive in return for their respective contributions,
where the level, nature and dimensions ofvalue may change
over time as the stakeholders’ time horizons, preferences, pri-
orities and willingness to pay evolve over time (Murmanet
al., 2002, p. 178–179).

In order for the enterprise to create and deliver value to all
stakeholders, it must not onlydo the job right but alsodo the
right job (Murmanet al., 2002, p. 177). This suggests that

doing the job right through continuous improvement is neces-
sary but not sufficient. The enterprise must also be able todo
the right job. The notions ofdoing the job right anddoing the
right job are brought together in avalue creation framework,
which consists of three interrelated components:value iden-
tification, involving the identification of the stakeholders and
their value needs or requirements;value proposition, entail-
ing the definition of the terms under which value exchanges
among the stakeholders can take place and the structuring
of the enterprise’s value stream to ensure the realization of
the promised value exchanges; andvalue delivery, encom-
passing the actual performance of all functions and processes
throughout the enterprise’s value stream in order to convey to
all stakeholders the promised benefits in accordance with the
value exchanges embodied in the value proposition (Murman
et al., 2002, p. 183).9

New and broader organizing principles are offered to guide
the effort of lean enterprises to create value for all of their
stakeholders by adopting and implementing thevalue cre-
ation framework. These principles are: (i) create lean value
by doing the job right and by doing the right job; (ii) deliver
value only after identifying stakeholder value and construct-
ing robust value propositions; (ii) fully realize lean value by
adopting an enterprise perspective; (iii) address the interde-
pendencies across enterprise levels to increase lean value; and
(iv) people, not just processes, effectuate lean value (Murman
et al., 2002, pp. 281–289).

3.3.2 Developing evolutionary learning capability
towards the creation of dynamic long-term
network-level organizational capabilities

Evolutionary learning capability is a firm-specific ability
to learn through multiple paths, or through any path, such
as learning from what is already known, experimentation,
finding workable solutions ahead of the competitors, or learn-
ing from the experiences of others. It is different from, and
broader than,routinized learning capability, which enables
organizational learning or buildingmanufacturing capabil-
ity through regular patterns of learning (e.g., problem-solving
routines), learning from repetitive operations (e.g., learn-
ing by doing), or deliberate learning (e.g., planned searches
for alternative courses of action). Unlikeroutinized learn-
ing capability, dealing with repetitive and regular patterns
of change within the existing system,evolutionary learning
capability pertains to shaping “higher order system changes
that themselves are rather irregular and infrequent, and are
often connected with rare, episodic and unique historical
events” (Fujimoto, 1999, p. 20).

As documented by Fujimoto (1999), Toyota’s evolution-
ary path has not been paved by perfect foresight, planning and
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rational action that has deterministically shaped all future
outcomes. That is, the process underlying Toyota’s rise to
competitive prominence has not been driven by rational inten-
tion to gain competitive advantage. Instead, the company’s
growth and change over time has been the result of a combina-
tion of both intended and unintended developments flowing
from what might have been initially considered as rational
decisions. The company’s evolution has involved both suc-
cesses and mistakes. However, over time, the company has
gradually and cumulatively developed a capability for evolu-
tionary learning – a certain kind of ability to evolve dynamic
organizational capability – that has enabled it to cope with a
complex historical process that was, before the fact, neither
predictable nor controllable.

To ensure long-term success, an enterprise’s skill at orga-
nizational learning and knowledge creation, leading to the
creation of anevolutionary learning capability, is far more
important than mastering such narrower skills as excellence
in manufacturing, closely-knit relationships with suppliers,
or similar management practices, where the latter strongly
enable the former. A common challenge is how to resolve the
apparent paradox between rigid work specifications that are
necessary – especially in aerospace enterprises that must be
absolutely fault-intolerant consistent with their safety con-
cerns and must, therefore, exercise tight control on their
processes – and the need for continuous organizational
learning. Toyota appears to have resolved this apparent para-
dox through its institutionalization of the scientific method,
driving continuous experimentation and rigorous problem
solving (Spear and Bowen, 1999).

Other lessons for aerospace enterprises have become avail-
able from the experience of Toyota and other Japanese auto
companies, such as Honda, which have further developed
network-wide knowledge-sharing practices fostering supe-
rior inter-organizational learning. Toyota, in particular, has
been able to create a highly interconnected learning network
with clear rules, in which the participating members openly
share knowledge, where free riding by anyone is prevented,
and both explicit (codified) and tacit (uncodified) knowledge
is efficiently transferred across the network. This experience
demonstrates that a network of enterprises working together
collaboratively can be more effective than a single firm, or a
focal firm with arms length relationships with its suppliers,
in creating, transferring and using knowledge. The reason
is that there is greater diversity of knowledge that can be
tapped within a network than in a given firm or in a focal
firm that has adversarial supplier relationships. However, it
should also be recognized that while creating such a col-
laborative supplier network is well-suited for exploiting the
existing diversified knowledge across the supplier network, it
is much less effective at generating new capabilities since the

diversity of knowledge in the network will diminish over time
as firms in the network become increasingly alike by adopt-
ing existing tacit knowledge from others (Dyer and Nobeoka,
2000).

3.3.3 Integration of product development,
manufacturing, and supply chain management
capabilities

Today, the key practice of concurrent engineering – the prac-
tice of simultaneously designing both the product and the
manufacturing process for building it through the adoption
of an integrated product and process development (IPPD)
process, using integrated product teams (IPTs) – is widely
understood and used, particularly in the aerospace industry,
since its introduction into the F-22 Raptor program in the
early 1990s. The benefits include substantial reductions in
cycle time and cost, and improvements in quality. Concurrent
engineering entails a cross-functional approach, often involv-
ing the participation of suppliers. It is generally implemented
through an overlapping process involving simultaneous prod-
uct and process engineering, deployment of cross-functional
teams, early supplier integration into the design process, and
delegation of greater responsibility to suppliers in designing
and developing new products (Clark and Fujimoto, 1991).
The aerospace industry has widely embraced these emerging
lean enterprise practices. In the F-35 Lightning II Joint Striker
Fighter (JSF) acquisition program, in which Lockheed Mar-
tin is the prime contractor, the air vehicle IPT has been led by
a collocated employee of Northrop Grumman, which, along
with BAE Systems, forms the core program team working
closely with Lockheed Martin.

An important development beyond concurrent engineer-
ing has been the development of design strategies and
cross-platform product development approaches. Toyota and
other leading companies have made further progress in prod-
uct development by shifting their thinking from efficient
management of single projects to multi-project manage-
ment involving platform sharing. It has been found that
projects employing concurrent technology transfer across
different product platforms are, by far, the most efficient,
measured in terms of engineering hours required (Cusumano
and Nobeoka, 1998).10 The important lesson drawn from this
research is that efficient management of a single project at a
time is no longer sufficient for companies to ensure their
success in an increasingly competitive global market envi-
ronment. Moving in this direction, aerospace enterprises have
increasingly stressed subsystem commonality across multi-
ple platforms.

Finally, important lessons from the auto industry in sup-
ply chain design and management have become increasingly
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recognized by aerospace enterprises, based on earlier find-
ings that delegating greater design responsibility to key
suppliers has represented a significant source of the compet-
itive advantage built by the Japanese auto companies. That
is, an important lean practice is to integrate key suppliers
into the design and development process: they participate
early in designing new products, assume significant design
responsibility, have strong communication links with their
customers, and are involved in joint problem solving tasks
(Clark, 1989; Clark and Fujimoto, 1991). Significant fea-
tures of closely-knit customer-supplier networks include the
formation of long-term supplier partnerships and strategic
alliances and often involve collaborative problem solving,
information-sharing, cost-sharing, and risk-sharing relation-
ships fostering continuous inter-organizational learning. A
key development has been, for a core or focal enterprise,
to expand its technology and knowledge base through
early supplier integration into the product development
process.

In the aerospace context, it is shown that having database
commonality across the supplier network in the defense
aerospace industry helps to control cost overruns in defense
acquisition programs (Hoult, 1997). Related research demon-
strates that early supplier integration into design and
development in defense aerospace is a key enabler ofarchi-
tectural innovation in new product development (Bozdogan
et al., 1998), wherearchitectural innovation is defined as
a major modification of how components in a product or
system are linked together by proactively leveraging and inte-
grating the existing technology base of the supplier network
(key suppliers, tooling suppliers, subtiers) early in the prod-
uct development process. The results, based on case studies,
indicate thatarchitectural innovation can yield significant
benefits in terms of lower cost, shorter cycle time and higher
quality, made possible through early supplier integration into
design.

These findings are broadly consistent with, and support-
ive of, a growing body of academic literature in recent
years stressing the importance of evolving collaborative inter-
organizational knowledge-sharing relationships and learning
networks to evolve network-level strategic capabilities in
an environment where competition between individual firms
is being increasingly replaced by competition between net-
works and where suppliers are increasingly emerging as
important sources of technological innovation.

These recent research-based findings suggest that thebasic
lean enterprise system (BLES), as well as thecontemporary
lean enterprise system (CLES), contain elements of a “vir-
tuous circle” not only for achieving short-term efficiency
gains but also for creating long-term dynamic network-level
organizational capabilities.

3.4 Focus

The emerging focus on value creation for multiple stakehold-
ers has served as a compass for guiding future directions of
change in enterprises. Also, the earlier stress on continuous
process improvement has given way to a new emphasis on
enterprise transformation or, more accurately, on transform-
ing enterprise business processes, while retaining the earlier
concentration on operations. Thus, there seems a mismatch
between salient intellectual developments, underscoring the
importance of developing network-level dynamic capabili-
ties, and the continuing emphasis on enterprise operations
focused on achieving greater efficiency and effectiveness.

Meanwhile, total enterprise boundaries have remained
somewhat ambiguous. As a reminder, it may be useful to
make a distinction between acore enterprise and anextended
enterprise. Acore enterprise refers to afocal, central or
nodal enterprise, such as a system-integrator or prime con-
tractor (e.g., Toyota, Boeing). It has also been used to refer
to a tightly coupled entity, such as an integrated core team
of companies working together on a major defense acqui-
sition program, consisting of thefocal enterprise and its
work-sharing partners and major subcontractors. Anextended
enterprise encompasses the network of organizations that
are clustered around the focal or core enterprise – span-
ning from lower-tier suppliers to end-use customers – that
are involved in the design, development, manufacturing, and
lifecycle sustainment of a product or system and that are less
tightly integrated with the core entity.11 The construct of a
networked enterprise has been introduced more recently to
provide a more unified definition of an enterprise consisting
of a network of interdependent organizations linked to the
core enterprise through tightly coupled or loosely coupled
relationships. The concept ofnetworked enterprise defines,
in effect, the core enterprise’scapability space. An impor-
tant benefit of thenetworked enterprise concept is that it
lends itself to a more precise definition using network theory
principles.

Despite the rhetoric of value creation for multiple stake-
holders and taking a holistic view of enterprises, the concept
of the end-to-end networked enterprise has been reduced, for
all practical purposes, to one of value exchanges among many
enterprise stakeholders.

3.5 Implementation

The implementation of thecontemporary lean enterprise
system (CLES) principles and practices requires a com-
prehensive approach to improving the performance and
capabilities of networked enterprises. An integrated set of
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implementation frameworks, roadmaps, methods and tools
that have been developed by the Lean Advancement Initiative
at MIT (Nightingale, 2009) have been offered for achiev-
ing systemic enterprise change to effect major operational
improvements.12

4 SUMMARY COMPARISON OF THE
BASIC AND CONTEMPORARY LEAN
ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS

Table 1 provides a summary comparative overview of the two
lean enterprise systems capturing essential outlines of lean
enterprise ideas as they have evolved prior to the mid-1990s
as well as over the period since the mid-1990s through further
research and refinement reflecting contemporary develop-
ments. Major differences between the basic system and the
contemporary system can be seen by examining the goal,
defining features, core concepts, focus, implementation strat-
egy, and mode of change shown in the table. The exclusive
customer-centric orientation of the earlier system has evolved
to embrace a multiple stakeholders view of the enterprise, but
still retaining a distinct focus on customers. This has led to
an emphasis on constructing robust value propositions and
defining stakeholder value exchanges to help guide enterprise
strategies and operations.

Elimination of waste has been replaced with creation
of value for multiple enterprise stakeholders. The primary
emphasis on efficiency has given way to effectiveness before
efficiency. Virtually total concern with operations and core
workflow processes (e.g., product development, manufac-
turing, supply chain management) has been broadened to
encompass all enterprise functions and processes, even
though actual applications of the system have continued to
emphasize process improvements. The value stream perspec-
tive dominating the earlier system has been extended to take a
holistic view of the entire networked enterprise, even though
here, as well, actual applications of the underlying system
concepts have fallen far short of such a vision.

Also, continuous improvement, the centerpiece of the ear-
lier system, has been conceptually expanded to emphasize
continuous organizational learning and knowledge shar-
ing. The source of sustained competitive advantage is no
longer found in achieving greater efficiency through pro-
cess improvements but in creating dynamic network-level
capabilities. The intervention strategy has been broadened
from a focal-enterprise-centric approach focused on opera-
tional improvements to a structured intervention approach
to achieving change guided by the creation of robust value
propositions and definition of value exchanges among multi-

ple enterprises. The aim, at least in theory, is to link together
the focal enterprise and the rest of the networked enterprise to
ensure a collaborative win-win change and development pro-
cess spanning the enterprise network. The desired effect is to
move away from the lack of any semblance of power equiv-
alence between the focal enterprise and its supplier network,
in which the focal firm has traditionally exercised top-down
control of its supporting network, to an enterprise system
where all participating organizations in the entire network
can come together in mutual respect premised on a robust
value creation framework shared by everyone. Again, actual
applications of the contemporary lean system have lagged
behind these conceptual developments.

5 CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

Thelean enterprise system, known earlier principally asjust-
in-time (JIT) production, kanban, lean manufacturing or the
Toyota Production System (TPS), was originally developed
at Toyota in the late 1940s and early 1950s, became fully
developed over the postwar decades both at Toyota and other
Japanese auto companies, came to be recognized in the West
as a new and fundamentally different production system in
the 1980s, and has since been adopted by numerous firms in
many industries, and by other organizations, to improve per-
formance through continuous process improvement as well
as through wide-scale planned enterprise change. Its scope
and content have been expanded significantly since the mid-
1990s, reflecting new research and learning as its adoption
has spread outside the auto industry, particularly into the
aerospace industry to transform aerospace enterprise oper-
ations following the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.

The lean enterprise system, in its contemporary formu-
lation, provides a holistic view of enterprises embodying
a tightly-knit set of complementary precepts and practices
driving its central value-creating operations – product devel-
opment, manufacturing, supply chain management – while
optimizing the capabilities and utilization of all people
and nurturing a culture of continuous organizational learn-
ing. Such a holistic conceptual orientation is the result of
many decades of experience, experimentation and learn-
ing at Toyota, which has served as a concrete real-world
setting. Thelean enterprise system embraces the organi-
zation and management of all enterprise operations at the
strategic, tactical, operational levels. It conceptualizes the
total end-to-end enterprise as anextended enterprise, an
interdependent system encompassing the entire enterprise
value stream encompassing both upstream supplier networks
and downstream customer-focused activities. It thus takes a
network-centric view of the total enterprise, organized around
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Table 1. Summary comparative overview of the key dimensions of thebasic lean enterprise system (BLES) and thecontemporary lean
enterprise system (CLES).

Lean system

Key characteristics Basic Lean Enterprise System (BLES) Contemporary Lean Enterprise System (CLES)

History Since late 1940s; documented mostly in late-1970s
to mid-1990s period

Since the mid-1990s

Goal
�

Deliver value to customers
�

Increase production efficiency and profitability

�

Create and deliver value to multiple enterprise
stakeholders

�

Build dynamic network-wide capabilities for sustained
competitive advantage

Core Principles
�

Ensure long-term thinking, stability and
constancy of purpose

�

Adopt a holistic view of the end-to-end networked
enterprise

�

Focus on the customer to deliver customer-pulled
value

�

Cultivate leadership stressing long-term thinking,
stability and constancy of purpose

�

Take an end-to-end value stream view of the
enterprise

�

Construct robust value propositions and define value
exchanges among stakeholders

�

Eliminate waste
�

Create just-in-time (JIT) production system
�

Strive for perfect quality
�

Achieve stability and continuous flow
�

Pursue continuous improvement
�

Enhance the capabilities of all people
�

Establish long-term relationships based on
mutual trust and commitment

�

Eliminate waste with the goal of delivering
customer-pulled value to multiple enterprise
stakeholders

�

Ensure synchronized flow throughout the networked
enterprise

�

Foster a culture of continuous improvement and
learning towards the creation of long-term dynamic
network-wide capabilities

�

Develop collaborative relationships and mutually
beneficial governance mechanisms

�

Evolve an efficient, flexible and adaptive networked
enterprise

Focus
�

Core enterprise operations and workflow
processes

�

End-to-end value stream of the core enterprise
�

Collaborative relationships throughout the value
stream

�

Entireenterprise value stream (core enterprise,
upstream supplier networks, downstream activities
linking core enterprise to end-use customers)

�

Enterprise operations at all scales (strategic, tactical,
operational)

�

Leadership processes, core business processes (product
development, production, sustainment, supply chain
management), and supporting infrastructure processes
(e.g., human resources, customer services, information
systems, contracting)

�

Value exchanges among all enterprise stakeholders
�

Managing both internal and external interdependencies

Implementation
�

Value – specify value as defined by the end
customer

�

Value stream – identify the value stream to
eliminate all non-value-adding activities

�

Flow – make the value adding steps for the
specific productsflow continuously

�

Pull – let the customerspull value from the
enterprise

�

Perfection – pursue perfection through
continuous improvement.
Source: Womack and Jones (1996)

�

Pursue enterprise transformation by adopting a holistic
enterprise perspective, lean enterprise principles,
conceptual frameworks, methods and tools

�

Plan and implement enterprise transformation by
pursuing a structured process containing, for example,
the following major building-block steps:
⇒ Initiate strategic preparedness and learning cycle

(e.g., define strategic imperatives, engage
leadership in transformation);

⇒ Develop enterprise transformation plan (e.g.,
define enterprise, understand current state, create
future state vision, develop strategic and detailed
implementation plan);

(continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)

Lean system

Key characteristics Basic Lean Enterprise System (BLES) Contemporary Lean Enterprise System (CLES)

⇒ Create required infrastructure systems and
capabilities (e.g., enabling policies, metrics,
information systems, incentive mechanisms,
training of change agents)

⇒ Execute transformation plan (e.g., identify,
prioritize, initiate and coordinate high-potential
projects)

⇒ Monitor progress, take corrective action and
institutionalize systemic change process.
Source: Draws on Nightingale (2009)

Mode of Change
�

Continuous incremental change
�

Systemic evolutionary change

the “core” enterprise (e.g., system integrator, prime contrac-
tor, lead agency), supported by a closely-knit-together web
of organizations, technologies, and processes branching out
and encompassing a multi-tiered supplier network akin to an
industrial ecology.

An important recent advancement in lean enterprise
thinking has been a move away from a primary emphasis
on elimination of waste to creation of value for multiple
enterprise stakeholders. This has led to an emphasis on con-
structing robust value propositions and defining stakeholder
value exchanges to help guide the enterprise’s strategies
and operations. Also, a significant shift has taken place
from a central focus on pursuing continuous improvement
of enterprise operations to enterprise transformation, with
emphasis on the creation of dynamic long-term network-
level organizational capabilities. The latter has been enabled
by the development of integrated product development,
manufacturing and supply chain management capabilities.
The growing importance of building collaborative sup-
plier networks, involving extensive knowledge-sharing and
inter-organizational learning, reflects the recognition that
competition between individual firms is being increasingly
replaced by competition between networks, where suppliers
are increasingly emerging as important sources of technolog-
ical innovation.

Two sets of concluding observations are briefly offered
below, the first touching on conceptual and practical issues
and the second offering future perspectives.

5.1 Conceptual and practical issues

In general, thelean enterprise system, in terms of its ear-
lier, formative, evolution, represents a practice-based, rather
than a theory-grounded, enterprise management system. That

is, its formative development has been basicallyatheoreti-
cal (i.e., lacking a firm theoretical foundation), as well as
acontextual (i.e., lacking a formal conceptual articulation of
the specific external environmental contingency conditions
under which it is most effective or where it may be found
largely ineffective). A number of main concepts or propo-
sitions, such as the construct of thevalue stream and the
notion of astakeholder-centric enterprise, remain ambigu-
ous or incomplete. While thevalue stream concept has been
useful for identifying and eliminating waste at the level of
individual products, it is unwieldy at the level of complex
large-scale enterprises with multiple products, each involv-
ing hundreds if not thousands of suppliers across the globe.
Also, it is often employed as if the organizations along a
given value stream behave like iron filings around a magnet –
as a mechanical, control-oriented approach, defying real-life
complexities. Similarly, thestakeholder-centric enterprise
concept is framed in a rather simplistic manner, ignoring
conflicts among stakeholders in terms of their value expec-
tations or time preferences. Theoretical issues pertaining to
aggregation of individual utility functions to derive group or
social welfare functions, already addressed in the economics
literature over many decades, has received scant attention.
Also, despite some efforts to provide insights into the dynam-
ics of network-level organizational learning and creation of
dynamic capabilities, almost exclusive emphasis has con-
tinued to be placed on enterprise operations and process
improvement. This has left an important void in terms of
developing an improved understanding of the dynamics of
technological innovation in lean enterprises to ensure sus-
tained long-term competitive advantage.

Further, thelean enterprise system neglects contingency
conditions by assuming a relatively stable or fixed exter-
nal environment that is predictable and controllable, which
essentially defines the boundary conditions within which
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it is most effective. A related issue concerns the general
neglect of demand variability, although it could be argued
that demand-leveling is a useful way of cushioning or protect-
ing the system, based on a sound rationale, against external
perturbations such as spikes in demand. In any event, as a
general matter, lack of an explicit account of contingency con-
ditions raises a basic question about the viability of thelean
enterprise system under market conditions characterized by
high-velocity change, hyperturbulence and uncertainty. An
inherent risk is that of conceptualizing modern enterprises
essentially as if they wereclosed-systems, something aban-
doned in the literature in the 1960s, forcing simple, linear,
predictable and controllable cause-effect relationships.

Moreover, whether thelean enterprise system basically
represents an approach for achieving continuous process
improvement or strategic enterprise change and transforma-
tion through planned intervention remains an open question,
where the theoretical evidence seems to favor the former
rather than the latter. Meanwhile, the concept oftransfor-
mation remains conceptually ambiguous, even in the face of
the fact it has been the subject of considerable theoretical
attention in the organization science literature.

Other aspects or dimensions of thelean enterprise sys-
tem have also come under some criticism. For example,
Hines, Holwe and Rich (2004) draw attention, among oth-
ers, to its “lack of human integration” (e.g., exploitative
and high pressure working conditions on the shop floor),
“limited applicability outside high-volume repetitive manu-
facturing environments,” “fuzzy boundaries,” and “lack of
strategic perspective.” Going forward, these issues invite
greater cognizance of human dimensions of lean implemen-
tation, potential limits of lean practices, and the importance of
taking a strategic holistic perspective to avoid getting trapped
in narrow tactical or operational thinking. Application of lean
concepts in the aerospace industry, involving the design and
building of extremely low-volume systems as well as low-
volume high-mix production, does not support the notion
that the usefulness of thelean enterprise system is limited
only to high-volume repetitive manufacturing environments.
The lack of a holistic strategic perspective has severely lim-
ited lean implementation in the aerospace industry (see, e.g.,
Cruteet al., 2003). The point about the “fuzzy boundaries”
has been an on-going issue, largely as a function of the evolv-
ing nature of lean enterprise thinking, and requires greater
attention to core issues of theory construction and relevance.

“How to become more like Toyota” by learning from
Toyota, and from other organizations emulating Toyota,
has dominated the research agenda, at the cost of evolv-
ing testable propositions, a prerequisite for construction of
sound theory. Also, abstracting over many decades from the
successful experience of Toyota serving as an exemplar com-

pany, despite its benefits, may not have been an unmixed
blessing. Seeking implicit or explicit validation by reference
to Toyota may have created a tendency to idealize observed
practices and overlook certain pitfalls, blind spots or short-
comings, rather than reviewing them critically from a larger
theoretical perspective.

Further, two main issues pertaining to the implementa-
tion of the lean enterprise system should be noted. The
first involves the tension betweenincremental change,
driving continuous improvement, andenterprise transforma-
tion, which involves radical, discontinuous or revolutionary
change. The basic question is whetherincremental change is
capable of deliveringenterprise transformation. The theoreti-
cal evidence on this question seems to be essentially negative,
since continuous improvement, through incremental change,
represents aconvergent process, where incremental change
only further refines and reinforces the existing system or
paradigm. In contrast, transformation, through radical or dis-
ruptive change, represents adivergent process, a sharp break
with the past.

Viewing lean enterprise concepts as a tight constellation of
mutually supportive and reinforcing principles and practices
(i.e., as an integral, indecomposable system) suggests that, to
derive the full benefits of lean ideas, individual enterprise ele-
ments cannot be improved piecemeal or changed selectively
in isolation from the others. Moreover, the adoption of lean
enterprise principles, starting from an initial state of a tradi-
tional mass production or batch-and-queue type operational
system, requiresradical or deep change in the first instance,
sweeping the entire enterprise, notincremental change, where
continuous improvement through incremental change should
come after, not before, such radical change. These observa-
tions run contrary to the common approach of selectively
grafting lean principles and practices into an enterprise’s
existing culture, structure and management system through a
series of incremental change initiatives, while basically ignor-
ing other lean enterprise principles, in the misplaced hope that
this will enable enterprise transformation.

The second issue entails whether the dominantplanned
change approach – which represents a top-down, lockstep,
linear, sequential, programmatic, control-oriented process –
is the appropriate or effective approach to change manage-
ment and, perhaps more importantly, whether it, in fact,
represents the right lessons learned from the evolution of
lean enterprise principles and practices. On both accounts,
the answer seems negative. Theplanned change model,
employed to implement thelean enterprise system to achieve
large-scale enterprise change and transformation, has come
under increasing criticism over the past twenty years for its
fundamental flaws in addressing the considerable complex-
ity of organizational change processes and time-dynamics
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beyond certain threshold complexity levels. Enterprises, as
complex systems, exhibit nonlinear interactions, multilevel
nested complexity, and strong emergent properties, where
the behavior or outcome at a higher level cannot be pre-
dicted with confidence by observing detailed structure and
behavior at a lower level, nor can the multi-level reverbera-
tions of top-down actions can be fully anticipated, directed
or controlled.

The implementation of lean enterprise concepts and prac-
tices, often bundled together withsix sigma methods and
elements of other approaches, has generally been targeted at
achieving continuous improvement at the tactical and opera-
tional levels, revealing a serious gap at the strategic level. As
a result, there have been numerous individual cases of tangi-
ble and even significant operational improvements achieved
in both industry and government organizations. These gains
have been reflected in terms of lower costs, shorter lead times,
higher quality, and increased customer satisfaction. How-
ever, the realized benefits have been visible mostly in the
form of “islands of success,” (Murmanet al., 2002, pp. 114–
116), usually confined to particular programs, processes or
functions, and have been rather short lived. Also, the imple-
mentation efforts have seemed to favor control of existing
processes rather than further experimentation, learning, and
innovation, leading to new processes and products.

These implementation-related issues require a fundamen-
tal re-evaluation of currentplanned change approaches and
force to center stage a fresh re-examination of Toyota’s
evolution over time through experimentation, learning and
adaptation. Ohno, the father of lean production, did not create
a perfectly rational and complete production system after a
long day’s reflection. Thelean enterprise system has evolved
and matured over many decades, involving quite a few
setbacks. However, this evolutionary real-world experience
seems to have been “packaged” or reduced, by both academic
researchers and practitioners, without a cogent rationale, into
a deterministic and largely mechanical prescriptive formula
for achieving change using a top-down, structured, control-
oriented implementation approach. The efforts focused on
“becoming more like Toyota” seem to have extracted the
wrong lessons from Toyota’s own history. A correct read-
ing of the past, already well documented, suggests that
today’splanned change initiatives to turn existing enterprises
into lean enterprises by engineering large-scale enterprise
transformation, if they wish to achieve more than marginal
benefits, should take cognizance of the limits of determinis-
tic thinking and action. They should allow for ample room
for emergent change to take hold and flourish, as a way of
addressing the complex dynamics of enterprise change.

Important recent conceptual progress has been made in
terms of moving away from an almost exclusive empha-

sis on largely descriptive “how-to” practices to embrace a
broader set of precepts more closely in tune with contem-
porary mainstream organization theory, particularly in terms
of developing the organizational capacity for learning and
creation of dynamic network-level capabilities. At its current
level of conceptual development, the capacity of thelean
enterprise system – as a viable framework for explaining
the structure and dynamics of modern networked enterprises,
for managing complex enterprises, and for improving their
performance either through continuous process improvement
or through wide-scale planned change and transformation –
remains a work-in-progress.

5.2 Future perspectives

The lean enterprise system has been widely adopted by
aerospace enterprises and other organizations since the
early 1990s to achieve significant efficiency gains in oper-
ational performance. Both the new affordability imperative
in aerospace and, more broadly, a major shift in manage-
ment philosophy and practice following the dissolution of the
dominant mass production system, forced a central emphasis
on process management and continuous improvement. The
ground has shifted since then, however, and enterprises no
longer compete based on process management and continu-
ous improvement. They must instead create dynamic long-
term capabilities, establish inter-organizational networks
fostering learning, knowledge-creation and innovation, and
evolve adaptive and reconfigurable network architectures to
thrive under varying external environmental conditions char-
acterized by increasing complexity, high-velocity change and
uncertainty. Accordingly, there is an opportunity to build
upon and expand the integrated review and synthesis of the
lean enterprise system presented in this chapter by pursu-
ing a robust research agenda in the future designed to help
strengthen its conceptual properties and practical usefulness.
An important starting point is to address the types of issues
highlighted above and, more generally, to integrate lean enter-
prise principles and practices more closely with the evolving
mainstream organization theory and practice.

NOTES

1. Critics of kanban, as a pull-scheduling system, have
pointed out that, even though it may be well suited to
a high-volume, repetitive, manufacturing environment, it
is not the only way of production scheduling, particularly
in cases of demand variability (Hines, Holwe and Rich
2004, p. 1000). Also, for several reasons, the applica-
tion of lean production methods by Japanese companies,
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including thekanban system, has faced certain limits
(Cusumano, 1994).

2. This list of process improvement approaches omits the
various enterprise performanceassessment frameworks –
such as the Capability Maturity Model Integration
(CMMI) system developed by the Software Engineer-
ing Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, the ISO
9000 standards related to the implementation of qual-
ity systems as well as the ISO 14000 series of standards
related to the implementation of environmental man-
agement systems, and the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award criteria for manufacturing excellence.
These frameworks or methods are typically used to
gauge compliance with defined practices or standards
of performance, progress towards pre-defined levels of
capability achievement, or levels of excellence. They do
not represent planned enterprise performance improve-
ment models or frameworks, even though it might be
argued that the implementation of the defined practices
and metrics at various maturity levels could well propel
an enterprise to a higher maturity level, marking a higher
level of performance.

3. The program was launched in 1993 as the Lean Aircraft
Initiative (LAI), a consortium of government agen-
cies led by the US Air Force, major defense aircraft
companies, national labor organizations, and the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. The central purpose
of LAI was to help achieve greater affordability in
the development, production, and lifecycle operations
and sustainment of defense systems. The program was
renamed Lean Aerospace Initiative in 1996, with the
addition of both the defense and commercial space sector,
and the commercial aircraft industry, into the program.
The program’s scope was further expanded in 2007, when
it was renamed Lean Advancement Initiative to broaden
its research and implementation thrust to encompass
both aerospace and non-aerospace organizations. The
program’s main objectives are to: (i) enable enterprises
to create value for their multiple stakeholders effec-
tively, efficiently and reliably in a complex and rapidly
changing environment; (ii) enable focused and acceler-
ated transformation of complex enterprises through the
collaborative engagement of all stakeholders in indus-
try, government and academia; and, (iii) understand,
develop, and institutionalize research-driven principles,
processes, behaviors and tools. For more information,
refer to the LAI web site: http://web.mit.edu/lean.

4. In aerospace, for example, large system-integrators
or prime contractors are typically supported by com-
plex multi-tiered supplier networks, where as much as

60–80% of the total cost of aerospace systems consists
of the materials and parts, components, and subsystems
provided by the suppliers. Many of the first-tier suppliers
or subcontractors are large companies (e.g., Rockwell-
Collins, Honeywell, Raytheon, Northrop Grumman)
with multiple products, simultaneously engaged in net-
worked relationships with multiple system-integrators
or prime contractors (e.g., Boeing, Airbus, Lockheed
Martin). The idea of complex large-scale networked
organizations is thus beginning to displace the traditional
emphasis on individual organizations as the basic unit of
analysis.

5. Chief sources of waste include overproduction, defects,
waiting, underutilization of the capabilities of workers,
transportation, inventory, motion, and excess processing.
Each activity, action or step in the production process,
either directly contributing to it or enabling it, is classified
into one of the following categories: (i) it unambiguously
creates value; (ii) it creates no value but it is unavoid-
able given the current capabilities within the company;
and (iii) it creates no value and can be eliminated imme-
diately. Actions in categories (i) and (ii) are analyzed
further through the use of value engineering, in an effort
to improve the action as much as possible, eliminating
unnecessary expenditures of resources (see Ohno, 1988,
pp. 57–58).

6. These include visual controls (e.g.,andon lights,kanban
cards; color-coded delineation of tools and work spaces),
5S (i.e., sort, straighten, shine, standardize, sustain), cel-
lular manufacturing, and point-of-use storage (POUS),
involving direct delivery of materials and parts to specific
work stations where they are used.

7. For example, quality is designed into the product at the
very outset rather than “inspected in” later in the process.
Other well-known methods includepoka-yoke (error-
proofing), quality circles, team-based problem solving,
quality-at-the-source, root cause analysis (e.g., 5whys),
preventive maintenance, and employee suggestion
systems. The production line is stopped to fix problems
at the source when and where they occur. In addition, a
sophisticated strategy of automation is employed to max-
imize the capabilities of both workers and machines to
achieve “automatic control of defects,” which is known
asautonomation (jidoka) or automation with a human
touch. The main idea is to have machines that can pre-
vent defective parts from being produced. The origin of
the idea is traced to Sakichi Toyoda, the founder of Toy-
ota, who earlier had invented an auto-activated weaving
machine where the “loom stopped instantly if any one of
the warp or weft threads broke” (Ohno, 1988, p. 6).
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8. The notion ofmuda-free unit cost ortarget cost, which
would have to be set by the producer ahead of time,
would seem to argue that customer’s preferences are
already known with certainty and that improving cost,
quality and delivery would deliver greater value to the
customer. At least implicitly, it does not allow for a trade-
off between potential alternative bundles of utility (e.g.,
new product attributes, brand name, environmentally-
friendly attributes) the customer may value and the
incremental (marginal) costs of providing to the cus-
tomer products or services embodying such alternative
bundles of utility. More seriously, it would seem to
argue that the firm should not invest in exploring the
development of new technologies, products and services
in the future, since this would deliver no value to today’s
customer.

9. Although identified and discussed sequentially, in reality
all three phases of the proposed value creation frame-
work are closely coupled and highly interactive. The
framework suggests that excessive focus on delivering
value to the end user or any other single stakeholder
group can result in dysfunctional value streams that tend
to ignore other stakeholders. That is,value creation, as
defined here, differs from the traditional, and narrower,
view of the basic lean system concentrating ondelivering
value – economic utility, worth or satisfaction – to the
customer. Further, exclusive focus on making value
delivery efficient spells a trap by inviting ever-increasing
attention to elimination of waste, paving the way for an
anorexic lean enterprise rather than a robust and thriving
one (see Murmanet al., 2002, pp. 177–189).

10. These efficiency gains stem from being able to reuse
technology from a base project in another project,
sharing tasks across different projects, and being able
to make mutual adjustments in performing the design
tasks on different projects. Also, using concurrent
engineering enables firms to avoid wasted or redundant
work across multiple platforms. Part of the explanation
for the superiority of concurrent engineering across
overlapping projects is the ability to coordinate projects
and to make design adjustments as the projects move
along, thus avoiding costly subsequent rework. Further,
it is found that concurrent technology transfer enables
firms to improve their overall market performance,
by quickly diffusing new technologies across multiple
product platforms. Moreover, concurrent technology
transfer, through the overlapping and coordination of
tasks across multiple platforms, enables the sharing of
key components and helps differentiate end products
(see Cusumano and Nobeoka, 1998).

11. The concept of anextended enterprise, as defined, is
basically the same as the notion of theenterprise value
stream articulated earlier by Womack and Jones (1996).
A more “bounded” interpretation is provided by Dyer
(2000), where anextended enterprise refers to a set of
firms within a value chain or production network that
have established collaborative relationships, enabling
them to work together as an integrated team to produce
a finished product (e.g., an automobile). Murmanet
al. (2002, pp. 159–162) further define enterprises at
multiple levels. Examples include aprogram enterprise
(e.g., F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike Fighter), amulti-
program enterprise (e.g., Lockheed Martin Aeronautics
Co., BAE Systems), or anational and international
enterprise (e.g., European Aeronautic Defence and
Space Company – EADS). These definitions reflect the
prevalent vantage point, where enterprises are viewed
through the lens of the core, focal or central organization.

12. In summary, the proposed LAI enterprise transforma-
tion framework consists of four main elements: (i) seven
principles of enterprise thinking, as well as a set of
overarching concepts related to enterprise architecture
and architecting to define future-state enterprises; (ii)
the Enterprise Transformation Roadmap tool; (iii) the
Enterprise Strategic Analysis for Transformation (ESAT)
tool; and (iv) theLean Enterprise Self Assessment Tool
(LESAT). The seven principles, advanced as organiz-
ing ideas guiding the transformation process, include
the following: (i) adopt a holistic approach to enter-
prise transformation; (ii) identify relevant stakeholders
and determine their value propositions; (iii) focus on
enterprise effectiveness before efficiency; (iv) address
internal and external enterprise interdependencies; (v)
ensure stability and flow within and across the enterprise;
(vi) cultivate leadership to support and drive enterprise
behaviors; and (vii) emphasize organizational learning.
TheEnterprise Transformation Roadmap tool maps out
a structured, closed-feedback-looped, step-wise process
consisting of three main decision-action cycles driving
both short-term and long-term transformation efforts: a
front-endstrategic cycle, aplanning cycle, and anexecu-
tion cycle. Theplanning cycle is implemented by using
the ESAT tool; it is employed to develop an understand-
ing of the current state of the enterprise, envision and
design the future-state enterprise attributes, align the
required enterprise infrastructure, and create the transfor-
mation plan. The LESAT tool, which is a capability matu-
rity self-assessment framework, is employed to gauge
the enterprise’s progress over time (see Nightingale,
2009).
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1 AEROSPACE CHALLENGES

The challenges to the aerospace industry for the UK have
been well captured in “An independent report on the future
of the UK aerospace industry” (Department of Trade and
Industry, 2003). Whilst this report is UK specific, it identi-
fies challenges which are in fact worldwide. Specifically it
defines the need to reduce costs through improved produc-
tivity by a significant order of magnitude and the ability to
respond to changing customer demand faster, which in turn
requires a reduction in new product development lead-time
of 50% and significantly improved right-first-time quality
and delivery on schedule. These requirements are in addi-

tion to the imperative to reduce fuel burn and environmental
impact. These issues have in fact not changed in the past
20 or so years, but the pressure to improve has accelerated.
The report sets various targets and objectives over the next
two decades, together with broad areas for research and the
actions considered necessary to achieve the vision.

The industry, despite its considerable technological suc-
cesses, is conservative and attitudes have not changed
significantly over the last 30 years. The successful launch
of low cost airlines, however, has provided the first step
towards a new more commercially driven paradigm for civil
aircraft, and the move away from “cost plus” purchasing by
governments has put similar pressures on military products.

The pressure on the industry is now more like the auto-
motive sector which, driven by the innovations developed in
Japan 30 years ago, has effectively used manufacturing as a
competitive weapon. Over the last 15 years, vehicle prices
have remained virtually level, but the performance, fuel effi-
ciency, drivability, and levels of passenger comfort of cars
have all improved dramatically due to much improved under-
standing of how to design for manufacture, the availability of
higher levels of process capability, and a sound understanding
of lean principles and their application.

Similar improvements are not seen in many other man-
ufacturing industries because they have failed to realize the
commercial and competitive advantage to be gained by man-
ufacturing excellence, which starts with the design process.
The civil aerospace industry, for example, has focused on
advancing product technologies, building larger, longer range
aircraft, and introducing composite technologies, whilst
retaining many manufacturing paradigms established in the
days of public ownership or “cost plus” purchasing. Compo-
nent technology has advanced, in particular, on engines and
two-engine aircraft regularly fly the Atlantic. However, the
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manufacturing challenge of designing and building aircraft
that are less expensive to buy, cheaper to operate, and require
little or no servicing has not been adequately addressed.

The pressures to which aerospace companies have been
increasingly exposed raise the question as to why progress,
particularly in the civil world, has not been more apparent.
The civil airplane business has been guided by technolo-
gies developed for the defense industry whose requirements
are significantly different. The key in the military sector is
much more related to the need for ultimate technical per-
formance, although cost is becoming a major factor. The
military sector itself is moving towards an increasing use of
unmanned vehicles to replace human beings; these products
will have widely varying capabilities, be of simpler construc-
tion but with higher variety. Thus, pressures similar to those
in the automotive industry may soon also apply equally to the
defense aerospace market.

These scenarios are not being significantly addressed by
current design teams; the concern is still more focused on
environmental and fuel burn issues which, though extremely
important, are not the only route to future competitiveness.
The view has tended to be that it is up to manufacturing
to improve its performance as far as cost and quality is con-
cerned. As the new market pressures increase, a more holistic
solution will be required. Many factors need to be addressed
in order to meet the challenges; however, this chapter only
considers to what extent the application of lean principles,
design for manufacture, and complexity management can
contribute to the solution at the new product introduction
phase of the product lifecycle.

2 APPLICABILITY OF LEAN
PRINCIPLES IN AEROSPACE

Research into the application of lean principles in aerospace
and other sectors of similar low volume high capital goods
carried out in the 1990s concluded that it was both rele-
vant and feasible. Such research, coupled with increasing
cost pressures, resulted in the setting up of the US Lean
Aerospace Initiative at MIT in 1992 (US LAI) and the smaller
UK Lean Aerospace initiative in 1998 (UK LAI).1 Early
research resulted in such principles mostly being taken up
by manufacturing operations alone.

The Lean Aerospace Initiative, however, identified that
companies needed to consider how lean principles were being
applied in the wider company, that is, outside manufacturing,
and to what extent they had become lean. To assist this eval-
uation the lean assessment tool, LESAT (MIT and University
of Warwick, 2000) was jointly developed in the US and the
UK and validated by first and second tier aerospace compa-

nies in both countries. This tool was based on an “innocence
to excellence approach,” asking participants to answer struc-
tured questions based on a model of what was believed, at the
time, to be best practice; many of these assumed best prac-
tices were confirmed by subsequent research. This tool was
designed for companies to evaluate their internal capability
and to help to identify a route map to help implementation
at all levels in an organization. An example of the format of
this document is shown in Figure 1; it was for completion
by senior managers in all functions for all functions, and a
consensus position had to be agreed.

It became apparent, however, that to provide real bot-
tom line benefits, a total enterprise approach needed to be
adopted and a wide range of tools integrated (Bozdogan,
2006). Early results from these internal assessments also
showed that implementation of lean principles to the new
product introduction process and to the supply chain were
the least developed. Understanding of how these lean princi-
ples applied to the new product introduction process was less
clear than with manufacturing operations, and this is true in
all manufacturing companies. Thus, it is necessary to under-
stand this at a generic level before specifically considering
their implications for the aerospace sector.

3 LEAN PRINCIPLES AND NEW
PRODUCT INTRODUCTION (NPI)

Research still continues into understanding precisely what
lean principles mean when applied to the new product
introduction process. The generic Toyota NPI process has
been under continuous research over the last two decades.
It is generally accepted that there are five lean principles
(Figure 2) which should be applied to achieve a lean operation
(Womack and Jones, 1997).

Applying these to new product introduction undoubtedly
has provided worthwhile benefits (Haque and James-Moore,
2004a), in addition to those obtained by the introduction
of concurrent engineering shown by several studies (e.g.,
Brookes and Backhouse, 1998). The principles have been
increasingly adopted by aerospace companies (Ainscough
and Yazdani, 2000), but significant interpretation is needed to
relate them to an NPI environment. The issue of what is value
and what is waste in this process differs greatly from man-
ufacturing; for example, in lean manufacturing one of the
classic wastes identified is overproduction, in other words
producing more product than the customer is taking, thus
increasing inventory. The equivalent in the NPI process is
over-engineering or over-specification, or too much detail at
the wrong time (Haque and James-Moore, 2004a).
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Adoption of the lean paradigm–transitioning to lean requires a significant modification of the business
    model of the enterprise. It is imperative that the enterprise leadership understands and buys into the lean

  paradigm since they will be required to create a vision for doing business, behaving and seeing value in
fundamentally different ways.  

Do all senior managers support a transformation to lean?Diagnostic questions
Has a common vision of lean been communicated throughout the enterprise and
within the extended enterprise? 

Lean indicators
Senior Managers championing in transforming the enterprise.
Capability LevelsLP

#
Lean Practices

Initial 
process

Developer (2)
(repeatable 
process)

Performer (3)
(defined 
process)

Contender (4)
(managed 
process)

Benchmark (5)
(optimising)

1 Education in “lean”
Learning the new
“unlearning” the old 

Little 
interest in 
learning 
lean 
principles is 
evident 
among 
managers 
and directors

Actively 
seeking 
opportunities 
to learn about 
lean; initial 
grasp of the 
extent of the 
paradigm shift 
for their 
company

Continuously 
applying and 
adopting lean 
learning

Actively 
sharing the 
organization’s 
experiences 
in 
implementing 
lean; 
promoting 
lean learning 
within 
extended 
enterprise

Mangers and directors 
contribute to and 
advance the 
development/refinement 
of the body of 
knowledge about lean

2 Commitment to lean
improvements
Senior management
leading it personally  

Level of 
commitment 
among 
managers is 
variable – 
some 
endorse 
while others 
may 
actively 
resist

Managers buy 
into group 
commitment;
managers 
who cannot or 
will not adapt 
are replaced

“Lean” is 
integral in all 
aspects of 
meetings; 
managers 
personally and 
visibly lead 
lean 
transition

Managers are 
lean 
champions in 
transforming 
the enterprise

Managers mentor and 
foster lean champions 
internally and through 
the extended enterprise

3 Deployment of lean
enterprise vision
New mental model of
the enterprise 

Leaders 
have 
varying 
visions of 
lean, from 
none to well 
defined

Leaders adopt 
common 
vision of lean.

Lean vision 
has been 
communicated 
and is 
understood by 
most 
employees

Common 
vision of lean 
shared by the 
extended 
enterprise

All stakeholders have 
internalized the lean 
vision sp and are an 
active part of achieving 
it

4 A sense of urgency
The primary driving
force for lean 

Scan of 
environment 
identifies 
competitive 
threats and
need for 
action

Leaders 
develop an 
urgent and 
compelling 
case for the 
lean 
transformation

Urgent and 
compelling 
case for lean 
transformation 
has been 
communicated 
sp the 
organization 
rallies behind 
it

Urgent and
compelling 
case for lean 
expanded to
and accepted
by key
suppliers

Urgent and compelling 
case for lean expanded 
to and accepted 
throughout the extended 
enterprise

Lean transformation progress is integral to senior leadership discussions and events.

Learner (1)

Figure 1. Example of Lean Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool (LESAT) Matrix (MIT and University of Warwick, 2000).

Attempts to define these parameters continue (Pessôa,
2008). Similarly, the definition of flow is less obvious as
the objects moving through the process are often informa-
tion objects in electronic form and thus, when mapping a
process, are often less easy to see than the physical objects
moving through say a machine shop. Nevertheless analyzing

5. Continuo-
usly improve

4. Let the
customer pull

3. Make the
value flow

2. Model the
value stream

1. Specify
 value

Figure 2. Lean principles.

NPI processes from a lean viewpoint provides an opportunity
to gain a good understanding of the potential for improvement
by adopting a lean paradigm. As stated earlier, applying the
principles to any one process in an enterprise is unlikely to
give the full bottom line benefits. As the NPI process is at
the start of the product life cycle, the potential benefits of
applying lean principles at this stage are high. Eliminating
waste in the process not only helps to launch products more
quickly but also allows more time for the consideration of
how best to add value. It is thus useful to have a model to
help visualize what such a process should contain.
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Figure 3. Key activities and techniques for an LPI system. Reproduced from Haque and James-Moore (2004)c© Taylor & Francis Group.

One model of a New Product Introduction Process incor-
porating lean principles, a lean product introduction (LPI)
process, developed as part of the UK LAI is shown in Figure 3.

At the top of Figure 3, the five lean principles have been
listed, and the corresponding key activity, tool, or technique
that contributes to enable a given principle has been placed
underneath it. Note that the position is just meant as a guide
since many of the principles share a number of common tools
or techniques, in particular the application of concurrent or
integrated product development, which is a key to achieving
LPI.

4 NPI METRICS2

It is useful to have some indication over time as to whether
the application of new tools, processes, and procedures
are improving the performance of New Product Introduc-
tion, as part of the principles of “process management and
performance measurement” shown in the model in Fig-
ure 3. Previous research provided measures of performance
for NPI, but not specifically related to lean principles or
aerospace (e.g., Driva, Pawar and Menon, 2005). However,
these approaches tend to provide methods of control for
ongoing projects rather than address the issue as to whether
modified methods of working are in fact resulting in improved
performance. Attempts have been made since to tackle this,
and a set of metrics designed specifically for aerospace, but
with generic application, have been developed in the UK LAI
shown in Figure 4.

The overarching metric is The New Product Effectiveness
Ratio (Return on Engineering Resources Employed) which
is specified as:

Total value of engineering output

Cost of engineering department
× 100% (1)

The total value of output is made up of the sum of three
elements – new products, re-engineered products, and any
sales of engineering expertise in the period:

1. New products value= gross margin× sales volume.
2. Re-engineered products value= delta gross margin×

sales volume.
3. Engineering sales value= value of sales.

(All margins discounted back to net present value for the
next 10 years.)

This ratio is intended to give guidance to a company’s
engineering function as to whether, over time, it is provid-
ing better value at a reduced cost. The indicators that such a
trend is likely to be achieved are provided by the six sub met-
rics in Figure 4, which are more directly linked to successful
application of lean principles within the engineering strat-
egy. These also help provide a means of determining what
constitutes waste and value.

Collection and application of these metrics have proved
difficult due to the constraints of the management informa-
tion systems in place or being introduced at that time, which
generally have not been designed to track such data and this
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Lean Product Introduction 5

Figure 4. Enterprise metrics for lean product NPI. Reproduced with permission from Haque and James-Moore (2004)c© Professional
Engineering Publishing.

still remains a problem. Thus, measurement of the effective-
ness of lean application to NPI at an enterprise level should
be given greater priority in the future.

5 DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURE

The other key area in the model shown in Figure 3 is “concur-
rent product development and associated tools (e.g., Dfx).”
This is a specific approach for examining products to mini-
mize the number of parts, and to simplify as far as possible
the manufacturing and assembly processes (Boothroyd and
Dewhurst, 2001). Whilst this approach has provided signif-
icant benefits and supported the lean thinking principles,
particularly by simplifying parts count and thus the assem-
bly process, it has also driven component design to utilize
manufacturing processes which can deliver more complex
shapes in fewer operations, for example, die castings instead
of fabricated structures. The Dfx approach does not address
issues such as how much product variety should be offered
to the customer, the cost of complexity for the organization
that arises from that offer, and how this could be minimized.
Neither does it consider the shape of the manufacturing pro-
cess, should the product be made in or bought out, and
how the manufacturing processes involved be made fit for
purpose.

Design for manufacture must therefore consider wider
issues in order to maximize the potential for the application of
lean principles, and not just be confined to the component or
assembly design in isolation. This should also include more

consideration of the means by which any design will be trans-
ferred to volume manufacture and is likely to require a more
significant use of simulation. The NPI process is complex,
particularly in aerospace, but applying lean principles to the
process will only be fully successful if applied to these wider
issues.

5.1 Complexity

5.1.1 Design complexity

As product variety increases, complexity of operations
increases at all levels thus adding to cost. With 80% of
the opportunity to reduce product and process cost typically
decided at the design stage, it is at this stage that the benefits
of complexity reduction will be most beneficial. Whilst this
is reasonably simple to consider at the macrolevel of the floor
pan of an automobile, it can be very difficult for an engineer
to choose at the design stage at lower levels unless there is a
methodology to assist in making a reasoned decision. Such
a methodology and toolset have been developed by Warwick
Manufacturing Group (WMG) for the automotive industry,
which are potentially applicable also to aerospace (Evans
et al., 2008). The key objective is to analyze the trade-offs
between the variety that the market expects and the complex-
ity that adds to cost of design, tooling, manufacturing, supply,
and so on (Figure 5).

The trade-off consideration is, however, not static since
modular product and process designs, for example, can
change the balance. The aim is to develop a product offer that
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Figure 5. Cost–revenue curve.

meets market demand with fewest parts whilst maximizing
profit for the manufacturer. It thus takes the concept of Dfx
to a more strategic level, focusing attention on what might
be done to increase revenue whilst reducing cost. We suggest
a structured methodology to support systematic analysis for
reduction in complexity (Evanset al., 2008).

First, a product variety matrix (PVM) is used to explore
variants at part and assembly level for the product family
as specified at design time (in postdesign phase, additional
products may evolve to meet new market opportunities). The
original concept of PVM (Galsworth, 1994), which displays
the product variants available to the customer as well as the
part variants used in them, is extended to include part demand
(or off take) as well as metrics that show the extent of part
usage within the product family. A completed illustrative
PVM based on a nominal unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
is shown in Figure 6. Product variant refers to the discrete
products that will be offered to, or have been specified by,
the customer – for a UAV system, this would be the prod-
uct configuration required to support a specific mission; part
variant refers to the parts or subassemblies that comprise the
parent structure. Similar representations have been used in
UAV and aircraft design, typically where safety critical sys-
tems are involved, to study component diversity, redundancy,
and reuse.

Three indicators/metrics are used:

1. Product variety index= ∑
Parts type count× part type

count for each variant
This gives an overall measure of complexity of the

current product offer and design proposition.
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Figure 6. Product variety matrix (illustrative).
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2. Design ratio=
∑

Occurences of a part∑
Product variants

This gives a measure of the commonality of a part
variant in the product offer. If a part variant is uniquely
used in only one product variant, for example, it could be
a candidate for redesign effort, particularly if the off-take
is low.

3. Specification ratio=
∑

Demand for each occurence of a part variant∑
Demand for all part variants

This gives a measure of the off-take of the part.

The completed matrix highlights the level of variety and
part commonality, or lack of it, within the product family
and suggests where subsequent investigation and analysis on
complexity reduction should begin. With products that have
many potential functions, such as UAVs, there is also often
considerable potential for complexity reduction (and conse-
quent cost saving) through design for late configuration of
product variants from a relatively small number of modules.
The PVM and the detailed information it provides, however,
does not give any indication of the build-up of complexity in
the manufacturing/assembly process. The build-up is proba-
bly best illustrated through a Variety Funnel (Hines and Rich,
1997). Figure 7 shows a typical Variety Funnel in which the
solid line represents the design without late configuration,
and the broken line that for a late configured product.

Another useful idea is the use of a Complexity Failure
Mode & Effects Analysis (C-FMEA) for understanding the
potential for assembly errors due to the presence of multi-
ple part variants (Evanset al., 2008). Such errors, of course,
lead to re-work and consequent waste in terms of process
time and cost. Similar in principle to Process FMEA, this
considers four factors –severity of the impact of a mis-
take;difficulty rating in identifying the correct part variant
from alternatives;prevention, measures employed to prevent

incorrect assembly; and how and whendetection of any error
will occur. In the case of UAV design, it may be appropriate
to consider also errors that may occur in possible product
reconfiguration in service.

The data on product/part variants contained in the PVM,
and the analysis of the build-up of complexity in the
manufacturing/assembly will need to be studied in structured
workshops in which multi-functional teams will have to agree
on necessary actions to reduce complexity and consequen-
tial waste/erosion of profitability. Typically, the team would
consist of key personnel from marketing, engineering, manu-
facturing, finance, and relevant suppliers. Some unprofitable
product variants (usually with low demand) may be dropped.
Low usage part variants (e.g., parts used in a limited range of
product variants with low demand) are also likely candidates
for further investigations of their contribution to cost and
profitability. Opportunities need to be considered for mod-
ularization and late configuration to reduce complexity, and
reduction in parts count applying design for assembly (DFA)
methodology. Specialist teams will usually be convened to
look into these in more detail.

The first step before applying mainstream DFA tools is to
highlight parts that have a unique application. In the illustra-
tion given in Figure 6 of a nominal UAV, these will include
the turbofan and turboprop 2 engines that are only used on
one mission type, or the small horizontal empennage. The
next part types to be addressed are those which have a low
design ratio and/or a low specification ratio; these are parts
which do not have a significant demand. Highlighting these
parts ensures a debate that allows the technical justification
for these parts to be considered together with any commercial
argument for their removal. Once the low usage and unique
parts have been analyzed, it is necessary to discuss mod-
ularity and, in order to satisfy the potential configurability
requirements for a UAV, the product architecture must be

Lead time (day)  -64 -49 -27 0

121211Variant count

-30

12

Figure 7. Variety funnel.
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considered. The PVM has been used successfully in the auto-
motive sector. By using a full bill of material in the matrix
it is possible to identify which components naturally group
together around certain functions culminating in a simplified
modular structure.

Supporting these analyses is a Complexity Cost Frame-
work, which has been formalized by Evanset al. (2008) in
a Complexity Analysis Data Model, from which the cost–
revenue curve (Figure 5) can be constructed. The Complexity
Cost Framework (Table 1) employs Value Stream Analysis,
which is based on lean principles (Morgan and Liker, 2006).
It is important to understand that the detailed differences
between individual members of a product family (product/
part variants) are important when investigating value streams
rather than “bland” averaged results usually contained in
costing documents, which will disguise the actual effects
of complexity. To establish the costs of complexity, it is
also essential to understand both the Product Creation Value
Stream and the Material Value Stream. Fifty-nine cost ele-
ments in nine categories have been identified for automotive
products. These costs are associated with the entire lifecy-
cle of the parts being analyzed and spread from Business
Planning to Distribution and service activities. In Table 1, an
additional category “Operational costs” is shown for appli-
cation to UAV systems.

The tools and methodology have been piloted in an auto-
motive OEM with very significant cost savings. Based on
these initial studies, the company estimates financial bene-

fits of potentially tens of millions of US dollars per annum
from reduction in design complexity. The aerospace industry,
with its own complex product variants, faces similar issues.
Management of product complexity through design for man-
ufacture should be seen as an integral part of a lean NPI
model. It affects process time, cost, and quality from prod-
uct development to its supply. In fact, mass customization,
seen as a conceptual model for providing high degree of
product choice economically, should be regarded as building
on lean principles with modular product design and flexi-
ble/responsive processes.

5.2 Supply chain complexity

The motor industry has, in its attempts to become lean whilst
providing customers with a wide choice, been examining
products critically to reduce internal complexity by, for exam-
ple, providing one floor pan structure from which to develop
several significantly different models. In addition, they have
tackled the issue of manufacturing and engineering complex-
ity by restructuring supply chains to simplify manufacturing
operations and to outsource engineering development to sup-
pliers, incorporating key suppliers very early into the NPI
process. Successful application of this approach requires that
the OEMs assist the suppliers, particularly in the lower tiers,
with training and development to achieve good lean out-
comes.

Table 1. High-level complexity cost framework template. Reproduced with permission from Evanset al. (2008) c© The University of
Bristol.

Product/mission variants

P/MV1 P/MV2 P/MV3
Cost area Value stream element Description CalculationDemand Demand Demand

1 Advanced design

2 Purchasing

3 Component design

4 Prototyping

5 Component manufacture

6 Logistics operation

7 Manufacturing operation

8 Post production operation

9 Other post production costs

10 Operational costs

Piece cost
Piece revenue
Annual cost
Annual revenue
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Aerospace companies have also progressively simplified
their supply chain structures and have outsourced more work
to the lower tiers. However, despite the belief that they were
adopting a concurrent approach with key system suppliers,
the companies were in fact putting great strain on many who
were either not capable or had not developed sufficiently to
respond. This was particularly an issue with SMEs resulting
in nonlean supply chains, certainly in the UK (Johns, Crute
and Graves, 2000). The principle, however, has been well
established in the automotive sector and is seen as a vital
link in applying lean principles along a whole value stream
(Morgan and Liker, 2006).

One factor in aerospace which creates significant waste in
both the NPI and the routine operations is in the control of C
class parts. Low levels of standardization and, hence, low vol-
umes result in high piece part costs stemming from a lack of
attention to these parts at the design stage. Some aerospace
companies have tackled this in an innovative manner, out-
sourcing both the design authority and the supply of these
parts to a specialist company, resulting in very significant
savings and reduction in complexity (Parry, James-Moore
and Graves, 2006). In the process, however, they have had to
ensure that the capability at the supplier is well developed.
This approach offers a means to concentrate resources on key
processes within the company and increases the potential for
successful lean implementation. Whilst it is better to con-
sider this method of simplification at the design stage, it is
possible to develop such an approach as part of a continuous
improvement process.

In order to maximize the benefits of applying lean princi-
ples, simplifying processes by reducing complexity, not only
in the engineering design but in a more holistic manner, is an
area of ongoing potential.

6 APPLICATION OF LEAN PRINCIPLES
TO NPI IN AEROSPACE

Whilst the application of lean principles to NPI is generic,
there are still issues as to how these approaches can be
most effectively applied to aerospace, as there are also of
understanding what a full application of a lean philosophy
entails. Certainly many companies which introduce concur-
rent engineering are mistakenly of the opinion that they
have introduced lean principles into NPI (Haque, 2003). The
application of concurrent engineering is a vital step in apply-
ing lean principles but is not sufficient.

The research into new product introduction processes sug-
gest that there is a move towards consensus as to what a good
practice NPI process should include and that, with tailor-
ing, the five principles are all relevant and applicable to NPI

(Ulrich and Eppinger, 2008). In aerospace, in particular, there
is a hierarchy of wastes from strategy to operations. Much of
this waste can be identified and eliminated at the design stage
using a wide range of lean tools, in conjunction with design
for manufacture and complexity management to mention just
two.

However, unlike in manufacturing, waste elimination,
important though it is, should not be the only focus as the
other key issue, particularly in aerospace, is identifying and
enhancing value. This is a vital area on which the design
and development engineers and the core support functions
need to focus, which can only be achieved by increased inno-
vation and world-class risk mitigation processes. Increasing
innovation and reducing risk demands abundance of infor-
mation which implies potential waste. Combining these two
approaches to provide better customer value with improved
velocity and least cost is the goal to which aerospace compa-
nies should aspire.

There are also some unusual issues in aerospace which
make the application of the generic approach, as practiced
in high volume industries, more difficult; for example, the
cost of building physical prototypes for the application of
set-based engineering are prohibitive compared to higher vol-
ume industries. There is pressure in aerospace to endeavor
to add value by committing to new technologies which are
not mature and whose likely level of readiness at launch is
questionable. This is not in accordance with the type of appli-
cation of new technology in the automotive sector where the
opportunity to trial the manufacturing process and subse-
quently modify both product and process is normal. However,
there are other areas where there is no reason why lean prin-
ciples, as practiced in high volume industries, should not be
applied and, where this is not directly possible, alternative
strategies cannot be found. For example, the principle of
ensuring that the manufacturing process is capable before
launch is still valid, but this may require a greater use of sim-
ulation to achieve and, whilst this may not reach the degree
of first time perfection of a volume product, nevertheless can
move closer to it.

These differences create peculiar challenges for
aerospace, and manufacturing engineering needs to be
more closely involved as a key contributor to ensuring
that products are designed with manufacturing cost and
repeatability in the forefront, a key element in modern
automotive projects. This is still an outstanding issue in
the aerospace industry and, even where manufacturing are
part of a cross-functional team in the early stages of design,
it is given limited priority and insufficient time. This is
particularly important where unproven new technology is
being applied, often resulting in delays to programs and
problems with reliability in the early production stages.
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In the course of the UK LAI programme, the industry
estimated benefits of the application of lean principles to be
potentially hundreds of millions of US dollars per annum.
Some examples of the wide range of processes in which the
application of lean tools and techniques to NPI have proven
to be valuable are:

� A division of an aero-structures design and manufactur-
ing company – 3D model exchange between different
CAD and IT systems was a problem and costly. Stan-
dard processes were identified and then automated saving
significant time.

� An OEM of a major system to the aircraft manufactur-
ing industry worldwide – lean principles were applied for
identification and elimination of waste in the Integrated
Product Development (IPD) process covering data man-
agement, customer support, experimental engineering,
key systems development, geometry management, and
working practices (such as design change control). The
application of information technology (IT), from Product
Data Management (PDM), common electronic data mod-
els through to Intranets, played an important part in their
lean strategy.

� A medium size company supplying sensors to the
aerospace industry – IPD/Concurrent Engineering prac-
tices have been implemented, and being continuously
improved. The concepts of “Takt Time” and “One Piece
Flow” for the product development process have been
developed and implemented reducing time to market.

� A large Avionics manufacturer – traditional methods of
R&D were found to be costly and wasteful. They initiated
a concept called “Off-line” Development of New Prod-
ucts. The aim was to design and test component systems,
and put them on a “shelf” available for use for “inline”
projects for a given customer-specific application. This
achieves a reduced time to market, high proportion of
common subassemblies across the product range, and
a reduced risk through overall product development in
smaller elements.

7 CONCLUSIONS

To meet the challenges of aerospace, application of lean prin-
ciple and tools to the NPI process is a necessary but not
sufficient approach. It is the total process strategy which
needs to be considered together with a wide range of tools
to ensure that goals can be met. Improvements to the pro-
cess are being made at many different levels in the hierarchy,
but no general data are available on metrics which can mea-
sure improvement over time. None of this will be achieved

without a well thought out and strategic methodology to
involve the supply chain and the manufacturing operations
to a closer degree with reasonable levels of capability put
in place. Despite the pressures to achieve delivery of new
product, more consideration and time to adopt this holistic
approach using lean principles and appropriate tools and tech-
niques will surely result in lower cost, faster delivery, and
enhanced value, despite this appearing counter intuitive at
the start when the pressure to meet target dates often drives
the engineering function to ignore such wider considerations.

At present, however, the presence of a coherent and sus-
tainable approach appears to be missing, including a sound
methodology for application.

NOTES

1. US Lean Aerospace Initiative, 1992 to date, now renamed
US Lean Advancement Initiative. This program was
funded by the DOD and a consortium of US aerospace
manufacturers and centered at MIT, http//Lean.mit.edu.

The UK Lean Aerospace Initiative (UK LAI), 1998–
2003, was funded by an EPSRC grant GR/M06291 and 44
companies who were members of the Society of British
Aerospace Companies (SBAC sbac.co.uk). The partici-
pating universities were Cranfield, Bath, Nottingham, and
Warwick as the lead.

2. A metric is a quantifiable characteristic which can be man-
aged against, whereas a measurement is anything which
has a quantifiable characteristic. Therefore, quality and
waste are measures which have quantifiable characteris-
tics. Measures of performance are metrics to improve a
current position.
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1 APPLIED AERODYNAMICS

The external geometry of the aircraft should be designed
such that it leads to optimum aircraft performance and sat-
isfactory flight handling characteristics, whilst fulfilling the
requirements on the internal geometry, produceability, and
affordability. The various flight phases and different airwor-
thiness and flight handling requirements lead to conflicting
design requirements concerning basic design aspects such
as wing loading, thrust/power loading, CL,max versus L/D
and weight, speed versus emissions, range versus weight,
and so on. In fact, aircraft design is always about finding a
compromise between opposing requirements.

1.1 Speed and size as main design discriminators

The minimum and maximum design speeds are major drivers
for the aerodynamic design of an aircraft together with its

size. Standard practice is defining the speed range for air-
craft in subsonic, transonic, supersonic, hypersonic, high
hypersonic, and re-entry segments, Table 1. The influencing
and dominant physical phenomena occurring in these speed
ranges determine to a large extent the relevant design vari-
ables for the aerodynamic designer. The Mach number (ratio
of the object velocity to the speed of sound) plays a dominant
role, indicating the extent to which compressibility effects
have to be dealt with. For all speed segments the Reynolds
number, which is a dimensionless number defined as the ratio
of inertial forces (ρV2L2) to the viscous forces (µVL), is very
important as it indicates the extent and importance of viscous
effects relative to inertia effects in the flow. The Reynolds
number determines to a large extent the boundary layer thick-
ness (the layer of air around the airfoil where viscous effects
are dominating the flow and the relative airspeed reduces to
zero at the airfoils surface) and the associated viscous drag,
Figure 1. The onset of flow instabilities (boundary layer sep-
aration) limit low- and high-speed flight due to the associated
vibrations known as buffeting. In low-speed regions, the vis-
cous effects will determine to what extent adverse pressure
gradients can be overcome by boundary layers and therefore
determine the stall behavior. In the transonic flow regime,
the viscosity also determines the allowable pressure jump
over a shock wave before getting boundary layer separation
just behind the shock. The importance of Mach number and
Reynolds number is illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 where the
change in flow is shown, around an airfoil and a cylinder,
respectively, for different values of both numbers. Not only
the Mach number (based on flying speed) determines the flow
field, but also the local flow speed. High Mach numbers can
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2 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Table 1. Flow regimes.

Flow regime Mach range Speed range (m s−1) Aircraft characteristics

Re-entry >25 >8465 Ablative heat shield, blunt capsule shape (high re-entry
speeds (lunar missions), or small delta wings and
thermal protection with ceramic tiles (reentry from
LEO)

High-hypersonic 10–25 3415–8465 Blunt wings, heat shield with thermal tiles

Hypersonic 5–10 1710–3415 Highly integrated small wings

Supersonic 1–5 340–1710 Delta wings, sharper leading edges

Transonic 0.8–1.2 270–410 Sharp intakes, limitedly swept wings (25◦), peaky airfoils,
negative camber at root foils

Subsonic <0.8 <270 Straight tapered wings with washout, dihedral, (partial)
laminar flow

Boundary layer velocity profiles

Figure 1. Boundary-layer velocity profiles.

occur in the flow around flaps even if the flight speed is
low.

It is important to realize that vehicles designed for a high-
speed segment have always to pass through the lower speed

Figure 2. Flow around an airfoil at various Mach numbers.

segments. The most extreme “aircraft” designed so far in
that respect is the Space Shuttle, which in takeoff acts as
a two-stage rocket and comes back as a glider, that passes
successively through all four speed segments from re-entry
level to subsonic.

1.2 Basic physical phenomena

The aerodynamic designer is playing with gas dynamics and
therefore needs a sufficient understanding of the zeroth, first,
and second laws of thermodynamics, introducing tempera-
ture, internal energy, and entropy, respectively, as variables
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Figure 3. Flow around a cylinder at various Reynolds numbers.

of state. Proper formulations and combinations of these
laws can help the designer to select proper combinations of
compression and expansion that yield the required pressure
distribution around the aircraft. The mechanical interaction of
the flow and the aircraft leads to friction and the development
of boundary layers. The gradient of the pressure distribution
determines whether the boundary layers are stable or lead to
transition from laminar to turbulent flow or separation. The
interaction of body and flow can also lead to severe heat-
ing of the flow and aircraft. In the former case this can lead
to the onset of chemical/physical reactions like dissociation,
condensation and ionization and therefore consideration of
the individual air constituents becomes necessary. In the lat-
ter case the aircraft’s material properties can be affected and
therefore the effects need to be taken into account in the
evaluation of the structural integrity.

1.3 Design variables and methods

The aerodynamic designer likes to create certain (quasi)
steady-state flow conditions around the aircraft such that

the resulting pressure distribution yields sufficient lift with
respect to magnitude and stability without resulting in too
much drag. It is the relation between geometry and resulting
pressure distribution that is of prime importance. The surface
friction, wave drag, and form drag determine the efficiency
of the lift generation. The sensitivity of the flow with respect
to speed (M), Re number, and to changes in angle of attack
determines the stability of the flow and therefore the handling
qualities at the boundary of the aerodynamic envelope.:

Although the combination of modern computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) and optimization techniques in theory
would allow us to develop an optimal aerodynamic shape
starting from something like a potato; practice teaches that it
is important to characterize geometry with the help of some
general accepted variables to be able to steer the design. The
designer uses these variables to influence the aerodynamic
quality of his design in a structured way. The variables are
not the same for all speed segments so it is useful to discuss
the segments separately. We will limit ourselves to subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic aircraft.

1.3.1 Subsonic

For lifting surfaces, it is often useful to start with the design
of the cross-section of these surfaces at different locations.
So we start with 2D behavior of so-called airfoils. The main
airfoil variables are the camber and the thickness distribu-
tion around the camber line (Figure 4) (Hoerner, 1965). The
nose radius of the airfoil determines to a large extent the stall
behavior. A larger radius will make it easier for the flow to
stay attached at high angles of attack, a sharp nose will easily
lead to leading edge stall, undesirable from a safety stand-
point. The thickness distribution and the camber determine
the pressure distribution and its gradient along the chord. The
gradient is very important with respect to the stall behavior
of the airfoil. A higher adverse gradient will make it more
difficult for the flow to stay attached and will eventually lead
to stall. The camber line can also be used to steer the pressure
distribution. A combination of negative and positive camber
along the camber line can be used to influence the aerody-
namic moment around a reference point of the airfoil, for
example the aerodynamic center. The 3D behavior of a lift-
ing surface can be influenced by varying the airfoil along the
span, varying the aspect ratio (to influence the drag induced
by the generation of lift), or changing the taper, twist along
the span or by applying elements like winglets, fences, or
vortex generators. Sweep is normally avoided to keep the
wing as efficient as possible. To cope with conflicting require-
ments for low and high speeds one can apply high-lift devices
on the trailing and/or leading edge to influence camber and
surface area. Active flow control with suction, blowing, or
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Figure 4. How airfoils can be defined: airfoil nomenclature.

suppression of boundary layer instabilities or morphing of
the geometry are all design options that could be added to the
basic wing design. The behavior of airfoils and wing depends
on the Reynolds number. By definition the Mach number is
of limited importance for subsonic aircraft.

The position of the wing can be tuned by varying the dihe-
dral/anhedral. A change of lift coefficient at a constant angle
of attack can be obtained with control surfaces: trailing edge
devices that can be deflected to increase or decrease the lift
on (a portion of) the wing and create moments around the
center of gravity (CG) to steer the aircraft.

1.3.2 Transonic

The aim in design of transonic aircraft is to get the flight
speed as high as possible but to stay below the point of drag
divergence and to limit the drag creep with increasing flight
speed toward the maximum design speed. The airfoil used for
subsonic aircraft in general will show drag rise too early and
therefore so-called supercritical (the design maximum speed
is higher that the Mach number at which local flow speed
exceeds M = 1) airfoils were invented. Leading edge shapes
that give high suction peaks at low subsonic speeds appear
to be favorable for postponing drag rise. Choosing the right
position along the chord for the maximum thickness, limiting
the relative thickness of the profile, and properly varying the
camber over the chord allows speed at high subsonic speeds
without severe shocks and accompanying drag. To avoid buf-
feting problems, the pressure gradient along the chord needs
attention to prevent separation at the foot of the shock ter-
minating the supersonic flow at the top of the airfoil. Sweep
angle, varying airfoils over the span, and twist are impor-
tant design variables for achieving proper 3D flow around
the wing. Paying attention to the interaction between fuse-

lage and lifting surfaces is important to prevent unwanted
supersonic flow due to superposition of super velocities. The
principle of area ruling helps us to overcome the high drag
rise and to understand the minimization of drag of fuselage
and lifting surfaces combinations (Hoerner, 1965).

1.3.3 Supersonic

The aerodynamic design of supersonic aircraft varies signifi-
cantly with the maximum Mach number and the intended role
of the aircraft. If we limit ourselves here to influencing wave
drag through design, Figure 5 gives some useful insight. In
all cases, it is important to limit/avoid normal shocks as much
as possible since they come with excessive wave drag. This
means that a sharp aircraft nose and wing apex are normally
required. The designer decides whether or not the leading
edge and/or trailing edge of the wing will be placed within
or outside the mach cone of fuselage and wing apex. If the
wing stays within the Mach cone, the design of the airfoils
is similar to that of subsonic airfoils. This is different if the
choice is made to have the airfoils in a supersonic flow field.
In the latter case even very simple wedge-shaped profiles can
be effective at supersonic speeds. The problem arises with
flying supersonic aircraft at low speeds. Fortunately there is
a solution. While flow separation on straight unswept wings
results in both poor lift over drag ratio and buffeting; this is
however not true for wings with very high sweep angles. In
this case, the separated flow will roll up into a pair of stabi-
lized vortices that give reasonable lift. So combining high-LE
sweep with a straight trailing edge (the delta wing) gives a
workable solution for supersonic aircraft although drag is
very high compared to transonic aircraft and noise related to
the severe shock waves limits civil use over land. Again the
principle of area ruling helps to understand the minimization
of drag of fuselage and lifting surfaces combinations.
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Figure 5. Wing planforms in supersonic regime.

1.3.4 Other options for lift

At low Reynolds number flows encountered with slow flying
micro-aerial vehicles or even hovering flapping wing designs,
one can also use the principle of vortex lift. Here too leading

edge separation induced by a sharp leading edge and high
angles of attack is used to create a stable system of vortices
that create sufficiently low pressure on top of the wing to
enable flight. Another option mentioned here to generate lift
is using engine thrust to directly generate lift. This will bring
the aircraft to a corner of the T/W ratio. Where in conventional
aircraft a ratio of 0.2 can be sufficient to overcome drag during
cruise, T/W needs values of at least 1 if used for vertical
takeoff and landing. This is not efficient but in some cases
very effective.

1.3.5 Morphing

The compromise between different speed segments can be
improved by adding morphing to the design. This means that
we can change the shape of the aircraft or directly the flow
in flight. The well-known mechanical morphing techniques
are the additions of leading-edge and trailing-edge devices to
the wing such as flaps, slats, spoilers, and control surfaces.
Examples of modifying the flow directly without changing
the geometry of the wing are boundary layer suction and
blowing techniques and more exotic options like microjets
or plasma actuators.

1.4 Theory and tools for the support of the
different aerodynamic design choices

The definition of the detailed aerodynamic shape that con-
tains both the required volume and produces the desired
aerodynamic characteristics can be supported by

1. computational aerodynamics, including CFD;
2. wind tunnel testing;
3. taking selected data from empirical data bases (Hand-

books).

In the first quarter of the twentieth century, mathematical
modeling of flow physics played practically no role in the
overall design of aircraft. Although Prandtl formulated both
his lifting-line theory and his boundary-layer theory prior
to the World War I, up to the late 1920s practical aerody-
namic design was almost entirely an empirical activity. The
reasons for this were twofold: Not only were the theoretical
design tools of a rather elementary nature, but they were also
rather tedious to apply due to the lack of suitable computing
equipment.

In the late 1930s, Theodorsen at NACA used theory for
the first time in history to generate a family of airfoil sections
suitable for practical use. In his work, he used the theory
of conformal mapping, and the result was the well-known
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NACA 6-series of airfoils. In the design of these sections the
boundary layer was neglected. Therefore, a large number of
sections had to be tested in the wind tunnel to provide prac-
tical and reliable design data. This approach in the design
of airfoil sections was soon followed by research institutes
and large aircraft manufacturing companies in other coun-
tries; through the 1930s and 1940s, institutes such as NACA
(USA), RAE (UK), DVL, and AVA (Germany) produced a
vast amount of systematic design data based on both wind tun-
nel test data and on computations. The best-known example
of such data collections is Abbott and Von Doenhoff’s “The-
ory of Wing Sections.” Other examples are the USAF Datcom
and the RAE (now ESDU) data sheets, as well as many
NASA reports (http:ntrs.nasa.gov/) and the British “Reports
and Memoranda” (R&M’s).

Untill about 1940, the relation between the geometry of
aircraft components and aerodynamic characteristics was
mainly based on experimental data (wind tunnel and flight
tests). The well-known examples are the NACA 4-digit and
5-digit series airfoils and the NACA engine cowlings. After
1940, (limited) theoretical analysis, with an emphasis on air-
foils, was done by those that had “computing power” – large
research institutes and airframe manufacturers. This resulted
in, for example, the NACA 6-series laminar flow airfoils.
With the advent of jet engines and aircraft flying near the
speed of sound, a return to wind tunnel experiments took
place, as the computer codes of that time were not capable
of handling transonic (mixed subsonic and supersonic) flow.
However, a limited use of theory was made to determine the
next step on the experimental process. The “peaky” airfoil
sections that have been widely applied in the 1960s are a
good example of research results in this era.

Until about 30 years ago, for practical design purposes,
in most cases only full potential theory was used with two-
dimensional or axially symmetric boundary-layer theory.
Computations with Euler and time-averaged Navier–Stokes
codes were mostly performed in a laboratory environment.
Today, the prime aerodynamic design tools are various design
and analysis computer codes, together indicated as CFD. For
the design flight condition – the cruise – these methods work
quite well. The initial climb out (high-lift devices extended)
can also be treated accurately. However, CFD still does not
produce sufficiently accurate results in the case of separated
flow. And it is exactly in that area that the designers want
to have accurate results, as this determines the limits of the
design. These so-called off design conditions include low-
speed stall (important for airfield performance), the buffet
boundary, and the flight regime between MMO and MD (which
are both important for cruise performance). Consequently, the
crucial question in aerodynamic design is at present:

What is the proper design (=target) pressure distribution?

Or, in other words, which pressure distribution should one
try to obtain in the design flight condition which will fulfill
all design requirements?

Laminar boundary-layer theory started in the early 1900s
by Prandtl. Nowadays it is a well-established theory. How-
ever, the situation concerning the turbulent boundary layer
is different. Based on experimental data, models have been
developed, which rely heavily on the boundary layer veloc-
ity profile and the flat-plate (zero pressure gradient) drag
as a function of Reynolds number. Despite long periods of
research, turbulence models have not yet reached an accept-
able accuracy for proper analysis of flows with large pressure
gradients.

Turbulent separation at the trailing-edge of an airfoil can
be handled reasonably well in many cases, at least in two-
dimensional flow, but much work has to be performed before
it can be claimed to be fully understood. On the other hand,
the understanding of separation at or near the leading edge
is still lacking sufficient accuracy for design purposes and
“design” is based purely on empirical results. The same holds
for the boundary layer transition, including the transition
bubble.

Interaction between shockwaves and the boundary layer
can be treated analytically but only for nominally weak
shockwaves. In practice, up to boundary-layer separation
reasonable 2D results can be obtained. Separation itself is
determined with rather crude empirical criteria.

Computations with separated flow find application in two
main categories at present. The first of the applications is on
wings with sharp-swept leading edges. These wings generate
leading-edge vortices that produce additional lift; however,
this comes at the expense of additional drag. These wings
are mainly used on military aircraft – fighters in particular, as
they have a large amount of thrust to overcome the extra drag,
and can put the extra lift to good use. As for the computation,
results with Euler codes give good results. The second appli-
cation is in the prediction of CL,max of 2D airfoils (including
airfoils with slats and/or flaps deflected). This started with a
combination of full-potential and boundary-layer theory. It
is expected that the use of Euler codes (i.e., including rota-
tion effects) and Navier–Stokes codes in the future will show
improvements. However, up to now empirical data remain
necessary for maximum lift prediction.

Despite the development of CFD, each new design needs
a large amount of wind tunnel testing. This is due to the
unavoidable shortcomings of CFD: It may be very difficult
or even impossible to predict the effects of the boundary
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layer or separated flow with sufficient accuracy. If one is not
thoroughly familiar with these shortcomings, it can lead to a
“blind” use of the software which may result in completely
erroneous results and consequently produce some very dis-
appointing surprises later on in the design process or during
flight tests. Wind tunnel testing is expensive and its use is
limited as much as possible. But their use remains necessary
as theoretical calculations do not give a good enough repre-
sentation of reality, especially at the boundaries of the flight
envelope.

Based on either theory or experiments or a combination
of both, the empirical methods consist of handbooks that are
essentially a collection of graphs and equations. They are
meant to give a relation between elementary parameters of
the geometry of the aircraft and the desired characteristics of
the aircraft (such as forces acting on components). However,
these books provide no insight into the physics of the prob-
lem. Some examples of empirical methods are: DATCOM
(Hoak and Ellison, 1960), ESDU (www.esdu.com), and
(Abbott and Von Doenhoff, 1995).

For both wind tunnel testing and handbook-based design,
the similarity concept using lift, drag, and moment coeffi-
cients in combination with Re and M numbers (instead of
looking at lift drag and moments directly) is essential. For
more detail about lift, drag, and moment coefficients see the
chapters on aerodynamics.

Richard Feynman used the term “dry water” as the oppo-
site to “wet water” to emphasize the difference between
solving mathematical problems versus solving physics prob-
lems (Feynman, Leighton and Sand, 2005). Still today it is
very important to be aware of the fact that any computational
model is “just” a mathematical model of a flow. If you do
not model the right physics you will not get a useful answer.
Similar reasoning is true for wind tunnel testing and the use
of handbooks: If the model and/or test do not fit the reality
close enough, they cannot be trusted as the basis for your
design.

2 PROPULSION FOUNDATIONS

The relative movement of the aircraft with respect to the sur-
rounding air causes drag. Depending on the aircraft shape
and its speed/attitude, this drag consists of friction, form,
induced, and wave drag. This drag has to be overcome by a
thrust force. Although one could use gravity to create a thrust
force when airborne, like gliders, it is much more convenient
to have a controllable power source on board that can deliver
the right amount of thrust depending on flight phase and
flight maneuver. The thrust can accelerate the aircraft in the
take-off phase, enable it to climb and to perform accelerated

maneuvers. In addition modern aircraft have many systems
on board that need substantial power to operate. It is the
propulsion system of the aircraft that generates the required
thrust and power. Most large aircraft propulsion systems use
gas turbine engines to generate a propelling jet directly from
the exhaust nozzle (jet engines) and/or by using a propeller
(turboprop engines). Small aircraft also use reciprocating
engines or electrical motors driven by batteries to generate
the required thrust and power. The basics of air breathing
propulsion system have been described in Basic Concepts:
Propulsion and Power and Propulsion System Cycles.

2.1 Choice of the propulsion systems

The choice of the propulsion systems is mainly determined
by the power required by the aircraft, the power-to-weight
ratio, the efficiency, and energy density of the propulsion
system. The propulsion system can be divided into three enti-
ties: the first is the energy carrier or the fuel, the second is
the power generator or the engine, and the third is the con-
version of the power into thrust (propeller, fan, and jet pipe).
Table 3 gives representative values of some typical genera-
tors/engines. For jet engines, the power output is generally
specified in terms of thrust (kN of lbs). To compare with shaft
power output, jet engine thrust can be multiplied with aircraft
air speed to obtain “propulsion power”. From the table, it can
be seen that engines used in fighter aircraft have a very high
power-to-weight ratio; however, their power range and their
efficiency are lower as compared to those of the high-bypass
turbofan engines used in most of the commercial aircraft. It
should be noted that for the last four types of engines shown in
Table 3, a propeller is required in order to convert the engine
power into thrust. However for the values given in Table 3,
the propeller/fan/jet pipe efficiency has not been taken into
account. For low-power requirements, depending upon the
application, nongas-turbine-based engines such as recipro-
cating or piston engine, Wankel engine, or electric motor
can also be used. It should be noted that the values given in
the table are representative numbers for certain category of
engines.

Table 4 gives the comparison of various energy sources. It
can be seen that batteries and fuel cells have a very low energy
density compared to kerosene or hydrogen. Therefore, even
though the power-to-weight ratio of electric motors is rela-
tively good as seen from Table 3, the energy storage capacity
of the present-day batteries is abysmal when compared to fos-
sil fuels. This is the reason why gas-turbine-based propulsion
systems are used for aviation because of their combined high
power-to-weight ratio and their ability to use high energy
density fuel.
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Table 2. Important nondimensional numbers.

Number Related flow phenomenon Definition Typical values

Reynolds Viscous effects in the flow The ratio of inertial forces (Vρ)
to viscous forces (µ/L):
Re = ρ·V ·L

µ

<1 falling dust particles, 2e9
supertanker (White)

Strouhal Periodic flows. Oscillating flow
mechanisms like vortex shedding

Str = f ·L
V

For large Strouhal numbers (order of
1), viscosity dominates fluid flow,
resulting in a collective oscillating
movement of the fluid “plug”. For
low Strouhal numbers (order of
10−4 and below), the high-speed,
quasi-steady-state portion of the
movement dominates the
oscillation. Oscillations at
intermediate Strouhal numbers is
characterized by the buildup and
rapidly subsequent shedding of
vortices

Mach Compressibility, variations of density
in the flow

M = V
Vsonic

See Figure 2

Knudsen Indicates if the mean free path of a
molecule is comparable to the length
scale of the problem. Slip flow

Kn = λ
L

≥ 1: the mean free path of a molecule
is comparable to a length scale of
the problem, and the continuum
assumption of fluid mechanics is no
longer a good approximation. In this
case statistical methods must be
used

Nusselt Indicates level of turbulence; for
example, in the boundary layer

Ratio of convective and
conductive heat transfer
across or normal to a
boundary

Laminar flow: 1

Nu = h·L
k

Turbulent flow: 100–1000

Prandtl In heat transfer problems, the Prandtl
number indicates the relative
thickness of the momentum and
thermal boundary layers

Ratio of momentum diffusivity
(kinematic viscosity) and
thermal diffusivity

∼= 0.7–0.8 for air and many other
gases.

Pr = cp·µ
k

∼= 0.16–0.7 for mixtures of noble gases
or noble gases with hydrogen.

∼= 7 for water (at 20 ◦C)

Eckert Dissipation due to viscous heating Ratio of a flow’s kinetic energy
and enthalpy

Ec = V 2

cp·�T

Shape factor Indicative for flow field in boundary
layers. Useful for prediction of
separation and transition

Ratio of displacement thickness
and momentum thickness

General H > 1

H = δ
θ

Laminar flow:

H = 2.2: stagnation point

H = 2.6: pressure minimum

H = 4: separation point

H > 10: separated flow

Turbulent flow: H based on averaged
velocities: H > 3 turbulent
separation
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Table 3. Comparison of various power generators.

Power to
Power Speed range weight Efficiency

Type range (Mach no) (kW kg−1) (%)

Military
aircraft
engine

<15 MW Up to Mach 2 10 25

Large
turbofans

<50 MW <Mach 1 5 35

Small gas
turbines

<5 kW <Mach 1 2 7

Turbo props <10 MW <Mach 0.7 5 35
Electric

motors
<100 kW <Mach 0.7 3 90

IC engines <500 kW <Mach 0.7 0.6 30
Wankel

engine
<100 kW <Mach 0.7 2.5 20

Table 4. Comparison of energy sources.

Type of fuel Energy content Pollution level

Kerosene 43 MJ kg−1 High
Hydrogen 120 MJ kg−1 Moderate
Battery (lithium ion) 2 kJ kg−1 Low

2.2 Thrust equation

The basic principle of aircraft propulsion is an application
of Newton’s second and third laws of motion. The Newton’s
second law of motion says that force is proportional to the
change in the momentum of an object with time and can
be stated as F = d(m·V )

dt
. The third law states that for every

active force there is always an equal and opposite reaction
force. All aircraft propulsion systems somehow accelerate
air in a direction opposite to the direction of flight, thereby
changing the momentum of air and thus generating thrust in
the process.

The thrust equation can be written as

FN = d(m·V )

dt
= [(m·V )ex − (m·V )in]

�t
(1)

For an open system like a gas turbine where the mass flow
through the engine is practically constant, equation (1) can
be modified as

FN = m·(Vex − Vin)

�t
=

( m

�t

)
·(Vex − Vin) = ṁ·(Vex − Vin)

(2)

where FN is net thrust, ṁ is the mass flow rate, Vin is the
velocity of the air at inlet, and Vex is the velocity of gas at
the exit. The above equation applies to any sort of propulsion
system including jet engines, turbofan engines, and engine-
driven propeller systems. For the validity of the equation, the
system boundaries can be defined as those in Figure 6.

Equation (2) is however an approximation due to the
assumption that the mass flow rate ṁ considered in the equa-
tion is the engine mass flow rate and ignores secondary effects
of airflow around the engine nacelle. Also the fully expanded
jet velocity is difficult to determine because in many cases the
exhaust gas continues to accelerate beyond the exhaust noz-
zle and the point where the acceleration is complete is hard to
define. Also the exhaust jet accelerates the surrounding air,
thereby increasing the effective mass flow rate.

Since it is not possible to calculate the fully expanded jet
velocity at station ∞ (V∞), an easier way is to use jet velocity
at the nozzle exit (Vex) and then to calculate V∞ by using the
following relation:

ṁ·(V∞ − Vex) = Anoz·(pex − p∞) (3)

Thus,

FN = ṁ·(V∞ − Vin) = ṁ·(Vex − Vin) + Anoz·(pex − p∞)

(4)

Figure 6. Propulsion system boundaries for thrust calculation.
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The above equation provides an efficient and consistent
means to define jet engine thrust. It is commonly used in
combination with empirical correction factors to accurately
calculate engine thrust. Another way to express FN is by using
effective exit jet velocity Vex,eff , which represents the theoret-
ical velocity that is obtained after perfect expansion of the jet
within the exhaust nozzle, that is, when the pressure at the
nozzle exit is equal to the ambient pressure. Thus equation
(4) can be rewritten as

FN = ṁ·(Vex − Vin) + Anoz·(pex − p∞) = ṁ·(Vex,eff − Vin)

(5)

2.3 Propulsion system power and efficiencies

The power that is actually used to propel the aircraft is called
thrust power and is defined as the product of thrust and flight
velocity:

Pthrust =
∑

FN·Vo =
∑

[ṁ· (Vex − Vin) + Anoz

· (Pex − P∞)] ·Vo =
∑ [

ṁ(Vex,eff − Vin)
] ·Vo

(6)

The sigma (summation) is used for bypass engines having
multiple jet streams (as in the case of turbofan engines). If
the losses in the inlet are neglected, the inlet velocity (Vin) is
equal to the flight velocity (Vo) and therefore

Pthrust =
∑

FN·Vin =
∑ [

ṁ(Vex,eff − Vin)
] ·Vin (7)

The power required for accelerating the air and gas flowing
through the engine from Vin to Veff equals the increase in
kinetic energy of the air/gas mass flow, and is given by

Pkinetic =
∑ [

ṁ

2
· (V 2

ex,eff − V 2
in

)]
(8)

Note that the thrust power does not equal the kinetic energy
of the jet stream leaving the engine, the difference between
the two is the loss, and is given by

Ploss =
∑ [

ṁ

2
· (V 2

ex,eff − V 2
in

) − ṁ·(Vex,eff − Vin)·Vin

]

=
∑ [

ṁ

2
·(Vex,eff − Vin

)2
]

(9)

After leaving the engine, Ploss is converted to heat by vor-
tices and turbulence. The magnitude of the energy loss is
expressed by propulsive efficiency, also known as the Froude
efficiency, and can be derived as

ηprop = Pthurst

Pkinetic
=

∑ [
ṁ· (Vex,eff − Vin

) ·Vin
]

∑ [
ṁ
2 · (V 2

ex,eff − V 2
in

)]
= 2

FN∑
(ṁ·Vin)

+ 2
= 2

1 + Vex,eff

Vin

(10)

The last expression immediately indicates that ηprop

increases as Vex,eff and Vin (or vo) get closer to each other.
This is the reason why using a pure jet engine, which relies
on a high speed jet for propulsion, results in poor propul-
sive efficiency. This reduction in propulsive efficiency with
an increase in exit jet velocity has led to the development of
turbofan engines in which most of the thrust is produced by
the low velocity cold bypass jet.

The propulsive efficiency needs to be distinguished from
the thermal efficiency, which is an indication of the energy
conversion inside the engine:

ηth = Pkinetic

ṁfuel·CVfuel
=

∑ (
ṁ
2 · (V 2

ex,eff − V 2
in

))
ṁfuel·CVfuel

(11)

The total efficiency of the conversion of fuel chemical
energy to thrust power then is

ηtotal = Pthrust

ṁfuel·CVfuel
= ηth·ηprop (12)

The various losses encountered in the entire process of
converting the chemical energy stored within the fuel to the
thrust used to propel the aircraft are shown in Figure 7. The

Figure 7. Jet engine efficiency path; Sankey diagram.
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values may differ for different configurations; however, the
maximum losses are always found in the process of convert-
ing heat into power. The maximum efficiency is therefore
limited by the thermodynamics of the cycle.

A more practical basis to compare different engines and
configurations is the thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC),
which is fuel mass flow per unit of thrust:

TSFC = ṁfuel

FN
(13)

An actual engine design/configuration is a compromise
between various design/operating parameters that effect the
thermal and propulsive efficiencies.

2.4 Installed and uninstalled thrust

Jet engines usually are mounted in engine nacelles, which
transmit the thrust of the engines to the aircraft via pylons
or other mounting devices that connect the nacelle to the air-
craft. The resulting thrust generated by a nacelle that houses
an engine usually is different from the bare engine thrust
due to drag forces acting on the nacelle. Generally nacelles
and pylons may be considered part of the propulsion system
(and nacelle/pylon drag accounted for as a negative thrust
term) to a more or lesser degree. Also, the interaction between
engine performance and nacelle aerodynamics makes it hard
to develop a consistent definition of thrust and aircraft drag.
To address this problem, the term installed and uninstalled
thrusts are defined. Uninstalled thrust usually refers to engine
thrust with ideal inlets and exhausts (without additional pres-
sure losses and no losses due to power off take used to power
other aircraft systems) and compressor bleeds. Uninstalled
thrust data usually provides a consistent means of compar-
ing different engines. Installed thrust includes actual inlet,
exhaust and many other losses and secondary effects that are
specific for a particular aircraft.

2.5 Gas turbine configurations

As already explained earlier, gas turbines are the propulsion
system of choice for most of the aircraft due to its high power-
to-weight ratio and the ability to use high-density fuel. The
core of the gas turbine, the gas generator, provides hot and
high-pressure gas. The way the energy in this hot gas (i.e., the
“gas power”) is used depends on the application. Therefore,
the gas generator is considered as a subsystem that all gas
turbine engines have in common while the systems converting
the gas power into propulsive power can be very different.

Aircraft engines

Shaft power

Turboprop,
turboshaft

Indirect
(turbofans, prop

fans)
Direct (turbo jet)

Kinetic energy

Figure 8. Classification of aircraft engines based on their propul-
sion mechanism.

Although all gas generators have the same function and more
or less have similar configurations, specific designs differ
depending on the application.

There are several ways to classify gas turbine engines.
The classification can be based on number of spools, bypass
ratio, mechanical configuration, aerodynamic configuration,
etc. Classification based on thrust-producing mechanism is
shown in Figure 8 and classification based on propulsion
mechanism in Figure 9. In turbojet engines, the thrust is pro-
duced by the high speed exhaust jet ejected from the nozzle.
Most of the times the exhaust nozzle is chocked (the velocity
of exhaust jet is equal to the local velocity of sound). In tur-
bofan engines, most of the air sucked in by the engine goes
through the bypass, as shown in the figure, and therefore
does not participate in the main compression, combustion
and expansion process. The bypass air is compressed by the
frontal fan and then accelerated in a nozzle. Therefore in tur-
bofan engines, especially in the high-bypass ratio engines
as used in modern large civil aircraft, most of the thrust is
produced by the cold bypass air and not by the hot exhaust
as in the turbojets. In turboprop engines, the excess power
produced by the turbine is used to drive a propeller that then
produces the thrust. The mass flow of air through the propeller
is very high as compared to turbojet and turbofan engines;
however, the air is not accelerated as much as in the turbojet
or turbofan engines. More details about these kinds of propul-
sion systems can be found in An Overview of Gas Turbine
Engines.

The variation of propulsive efficiency for engine config-
uration mentioned in Figure 9 is shown in Figure 10. It can
be seen that at low flight speed, the propulsive efficiency
of a turboprop is higher than that of a turbofan or turbo-
jet. This is because in a propeller system, large amount of
air undergoes a small acceleration and according to equa-
tion (10), the propulsive efficiency is very high at low flight
speeds. Therefore, low-speed aircraft use propeller systems
for propulsion. However at higher speed, the propulsive
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Figure 9. Common aircraft engines configurations based on their propulsion mechanism.
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Figure 10. Propulsive efficiency comparisons for various engine
configurations (Rolls Royce, 1992).

efficiency of turboprops reduces drastically due to shock
waves created around the propeller as the blade tip speed
approaches the speed of sound (Mach 1) and therefore at
higher speeds turbofans become more efficient. Consequently
for civil aviation, high bypass ratio turbofan engines are the
most suitable. At supersonic speeds, when the flight speed is
greater than the speed of sound, low-bypass turbofans or tur-
bojets are efficient as shown in the figure. This is the reason
why military fighter aircraft use low-bypass turbofan engines
for their propulsion.

The engine technology has improved tremendously ever
since the invention of the first jet engine and has been the
main driver in reducing the aircraft fuel consumption and
noise generation. The improved propulsive efficiency of the
bypass system bridges the efficiency gap between the turbo-
propeller engine and the pure turbojet engine. The reduction
in the specific fuel consumption of engines over the years
is shown in Figure 11. With the increase in the fuel prices
and also the increase in the pollution caused by aviation, this
trend is likely to continue.
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Figure 11. Decrease in thrust specific fuel consumption of engines
during cruise over the years. Reproduced with permission from
Gunston (2006) c© IHS Global Limited.

NOMENCLATURE

A area (m2)
a acceleration (m s−2)
CV calorific value of fuel (MJ)
cp specific heat (J kg−1 K−1)
D drag (N)
F force (N)
FN thrust (N)
h convective heat transfer coefficient (W K−1 m2)
k thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
L characteristic length (m)
L/D lift-to-drag ratio (−)
M Mach number (−)
m mass (kg)
ṁ mass flow rate (kg s−1)
P power (W)
p pressure (N m2)
Re Reynolds number
T/W thrust-to-weight ratio (−)
V velocity (m s−1)

Greek symbols

α thermal diffusivity, α = k/(ρcp) (m2 s−1)
η efficiency (−)

λ mean free path
µ dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
ν kinematic viscosity ν = µ/ρ (m2 s−1)
ρ density (kg m−3)

Subscript

air air
D dive
eff effective
ex exhaust
fuel fuel
MO maximum operating
O flight conditions
prop propulsive
noz nozzle
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1 INTRODUCTION TO AERODYNAMICS
OF HELICOPTER ROTORS

In many ways the aerodynamics of a rotating wing are similar
to those of a fixed wing. Also, the basic ideas to analyze the
flow around and the forces on a rotating wing are derived
from the theory of fixed wings. It will be useful to consider
first briefly the flow of a fixed wing (Figure 1).

In the case of a fixed wing there exists a region of down-
wash downstream of the wing as a reaction to the lift on the
wing. In theoretical aerodynamics this downwash is consid-
ered to be associated with a vortex sheet, emanating from the
trailing edge of the wing and separating the flow over the wing
from the flow underneath. Outboard from the region of down-
wash there is a region of upwash, these two regions separated
by a tip vortex. In theoretical aerodynamics the tip vortex is
considered as the rolled up, unstable side edge of the trailing
vortex sheet. The wing itself is in the theory represented by
bound vorticity, perpendicular to the oncoming flow.

Apart from drag by friction effects (profile drag) there
is so-called induced drag. According to a classical theory by
Prandtl (lifting line theory), the lift- and drag of a wing section
may, to first order, be equated to the lift and drag of a similarly
shaped two-dimensional aerofoil (prismatic wing in a wind
tunnel), on condition that the wind tunnel is slightly tilted so
that the downwash existing at the wing is simulated. Lift is
defined as the component of the total air force perpendicular
to the oncoming flow, and therefore tilts in the same direction
as the tunnel flow. The magnitude of the tilt of the wind tunnel
and thus the tilt of the lift vector is determined by the so-
called induced velocity, that is, the value of the downwash at
the aerodynamic centre of the two-dimensional airfoil. The
induced velocity also reduces the angle of attack of the airfoil
for a given incidence angle of the wing section (effective angle
of attack smaller than the geometrical angle of attack). It is
thus seen that the lift on the wing section is reduced compared
with the two-dimensional value and is tilted backwards w.r.t.
the undisturbed flow upstream of the wing. The lift on a wing
section thus gives rise to a drag component, the so-called
induced drag.
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Figure 1. The explanation of induced drag according to lifting line theory.

The view on the lift and drag of a wing section given above
is typically the view associated with lifting line theory. It
should be realized that in more detailed aerodynamic theory,
where the wing is for instance represented by a lattice of
vortices, or not at all by a vortex description (such as Navier-
Stokes analyses), the concepts of two-dimensional section
characteristics at an effective angle of attack determined by
the induced velocity have no meaning at all.

Nevertheless, these typical lifting line concepts are mostly
adopted when describing the flow phenomena of helicopter
rotors, and the majority of aerodynamic rotor theories are
tacitly based on lifting line concepts.

Modelling issues in rotorcraft aerodynamics are presented
in several excellent textbooks including those by Gessow

and Myers (1952), Stepniewski and Keys (1984), Leishman
(2000), Seddon and Newman (2002). Some excellent reviews
on this topic are: Stepiniewski (1973) described the basic
aerodynamics seen from performance point of view; Miller
(1985) gave an excellent overview of the history of helicopter
aerodynamics prediction methods ranging from simple
momentum theory techniques to free wake methods; Gessow
(1985) presented a comparison of predictive capabilities in
the 1940s and 1950s with those of the 1980s; Langrebe (1986)
summarized the evolution of various levels of computerized
wake geometry models; Harris (1987) described the areas
where the helicopter aerodynamic theory and actual behavior
do not correlate, identifying the problem areas where stronger
models are needed to ensure that rotorcraft performance is
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Figure 2. Flow field of a hovering rotor (M.Van Dyke: An Album of fluid motion). Reproduced with permission from Jessurun, Pavel and
Toet (2001) c© German Society for Aeronautics and Astronautics.

well predicted; Caradonna (1992) detailed the computational
techniques employed in the calculation of the helicopter
blade and wake flows; Gray (1992) concentrated on theoret-
ical considerations for vortex modelling; McCroskey (1995)
reviewed the latest advances in the computation of the rotor
wake flow; Chen (1989) and van Hoydonck, Haverdings
and Pavel (2009) gave a comprehensive overview of static
and dynamic inflow models available in literature for flight
dynamics applications; Conlisk (2001) described the various
modern methods of computation and experiment employed
to represent the structure of the rotor wake; Brentner and
Farasasat (2003) focused on the aerodynamically generated
sound of the main rotor and the advances in rotor noise pre-
diction; Peters (2008) reviewed the dynamic inflow models
from historical point of view explaining how they survived
through years in the competitive world of rotorcraft analy-
sis. The important problems found in the field of rotorcraft
aerodynamics are summarized in Rotorcraft Aerodynamics
of this encyclopedia.

1.1 The flow field of rotating wings

A rotating wing also causes downwash as a reaction to the lift
and leaves a trailing vortex sheet behind it. The trailing vor-
tex sheet is now shaped like a deforming helicoidal surface
(Figure 2). The side edges of this sheet will roll up, similar to
the fixed wing, and form tip vortices as well as root vortices
(the latter having less strength than the tip vortices, in accor-
dance with the fact that the lift along a rotating wing will be
concentrated in the tip region due to the higher relative air
velocity). The tip vortices form helical spirals.

The time-average of this fluctuating, unsteady flow field
corresponds to a column of air beneath the rotor (the so-called
wake or slipstream), the air in it having a downward velocity,

which can be considered as the reaction to the thrust on the
rotor.

Similar to the fixed wing, there is a non-zero induced
velocity in the rotor plane, which is experienced by the rotat-
ing lifting blades. Due to this, the lift vectors on the blades will
be tilted backwards opposite to the motion of the blades and
will cause induced drag, corresponding to so-called induced
power, which has to be provided by the engine in order to
maintain a constant angular speed of the rotor.

Apart from induced power, there is also engine power
needed to overcome the profile drag of the blade elements,
due to friction of the air. This is called the profile power.

2 BASIC MODEL: ACTUATOR DISC
THEORY (MOMENTUM THEORY)

A very simple but nevertheless extremely useful theory
explaining the most important characteristics of a rotor was
developed by Froude (1810–1879) in relation to ship pro-
pellers, and is called actuator disc theory. Subsequently, this
early theory was applied to rotorcraft by Glauert (1943) fol-
lowed by Theodorsen (1948). In actuator disc theory the
steady flow model of Figure 3 is analyzed. It is assumed that
the flow has a uniform velocity through the rotor disc (inde-
pendent from the position in the disc plane), the so-called
induced velocity vi.

The theory abstracts from all the geometrical details of
the actual rotor, and assumes that there is just a disc, in some
unspecified way, exerts a downward force on the air, and by
reaction supports a lifting force vertically upward. This lift
force (the rotor thrust) corresponds to a pressure jump across
the disc.

The higher than ambient pressure at the underside of the
disc accelerates the air so that further downstream in the
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W = 2vi

vi

D = 2R

Figure 3. The actuator disc model of a hovering rotor.

wake the velocity becomes larger while the pressure gradu-
ally returns to the ambient value. The stream tube containing
the wake thus shows a contraction. It can be shown that the
final velocity in the wake is twice the induced velocity in the
disc plane.

By applying the three conservation laws to this model
(mass-, momentum-, and energy conservation) relations
between thrust, induced velocity, and induced power can be
established for an ideal rotor without losses. The results are
the following.

Magnitude of the induced velocity in the disc plane:

vi =
√

T

�R2

1

2ρ
(1)

and power needed for hovering:

√
T

�R2

1

2ρ
Phover = 1

M
Tvi = 1

M
T (2)

where T
�R2 is the disc loading. The figure of merit M expresses

the losses due to non-uniformity of the induced flow including
tip-losses (effective disc area smaller than the geometrical
area), swirl, and most important: the loss due to drag of the
airfoils.

Figure 4. Hovering performance of helicopters compared with
other V/STOL aircraft.

From the above expressions it is seen that hovering power
increases with altitude. Furthermore, the conclusion is clearly
that the most important factor determining the power required
to lift a given weight is the disc loading. Usual values are
T/�R2 = 200 N m−2 for light helicopters, up to values in the
order of 500 N m−2 for combat helicopters where the design
emphasis is more placed on high-speed flight whereas ample
engine power is available anyway. A comparison with other
types of Vertical- and Short Take Off and Landing (V/STOL)
aircraft is shown in Figure 4. It is clear that the helicopter
is the only type of aircraft suited for prolonged hover over
unprepared terrain, in view of the power required, the fuel
consumption and the surface erosion (see also the comparison
of Table 4 in Performance of Rotary Wing Vehicles).

Uniformity of flow may be improved by applying blade
twist (usually 8–12◦ nose down at the tip). The fact that the
effective disc area is smaller than the geometrical area due
to the flow “leaking away” around the blade tips leads to
losses in the order of 6%, slightly dependent on the number
of blades. Swirl losses are generally not more than a few per-
cent thanks to the high tip speed of rotors (swirl is a reaction
to the driving torque). All these losses concern the induced
power, and lead to an actual Pinduced = kTvi with the cor-
rection factor k, multiplying the ideal power, having a value
k ≈ 1.15–1.2. When comparing this with common values of
the figure of merit M in the order of 60–80%, it is clear that the
most important loss is due to the drag of the airfoils. There-
fore, the next important loss, worth to consider separately, is
profile power Pp.
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2.1 Profile power in hover

Integrating over all the blade elements the contribution of
profile drag to the required power one obtains:

Pprofile = 5

6

CD

CL

T �R (3)

where CD and CL are the drag and the lift coefficient, respec-
tively averaged along the blade, T is thrust and �R is the tip
speed (� is angular speed of rotor).

This expression has to be used in combination with an
expression for the value of the lift coefficient needed to main-
tain vertical equilibrium of the vehicle:

T = CL.σ

6.6
ρ(�R)2�R2 (4)

where the solidity is defined as the ratio between the total
blade area and the disc area:

σ = NcR

�R2
(5)

for a number of N rectangular blades having a chord length c.
Equation (4) is the rotor thrust force in blade element theory
which, in hover, equals the weight of the helicopter.

A low tip speed would thus be beneficial for the power
required. Unfortunately, in most cases the tip speed is deter-
mined by other considerations, such as in high speed flight
the balance between detrimental Mach effects at the advanc-
ing blade tips and on the other hand the delay of blade stalling
on the retreating side. Commonly tip speeds are chosen in the
order of 200 m s−1.

The best average lift coefficient, which would maximize
the lift-drag ratio of the blades, could in principle be achieved
by the choice of the rotor solidity. Often this best lift coeffi-
cient turns out to be too high, in view of the requirements
posed by high altitude flight with increased load factors
during maneuvers, where blade stall has to be avoided. In
practice, the lift coefficients for hovering at sea level are cho-
sen in the order of 0.5–0.6, with values of the solidity in the
order 0.05–0.1.

3 AERODYNAMIC THEORY, MORE
DETAILED MODELS FOR HOVER

The purpose of more detailed aerodynamic models is to
obtain an improved insight into flow details, for example, in
view of the design of more sophisticated blade shapes (choice

Pitch
angle

Inflow
angle 

Angle of
attack  

Chord

Induced
velocity

.

Rotational
speed Drag

Lift 

Figure 5. Velocity diagram blade element in hovering flight.

of blade sectional shape, blade twist, chord distribution along
the span, high speed tip shapes, and so on.).

One may discern several categories of improved models
for hover.

1. The so-called blade element/momentum (BEM)
approach: the basic ideas of actuator disc theory are
used, but now applied to different radial blade stations
separately (so-called annular wake segments). The
resulting non-uniform distribution of induced velocity
is used to determine for each blade element the effective
angle of attack (Figure 5) which leads, when combined
with detailed section characteristics, to the lift and drag
distribution along the blade.

Such an analysis depends on the assumption that the
flow in each annulus is independent from the flow in all
the other annuli. This simplification of reality leads to
noticeable errors in particular in the tip region. For this
reason it is usual to apply an additional correction to the
calculation of the effective angles of attack of the tip
sections, the so-called Prandtl tip correction.

2. The second category of models, the so-called vortex mod-
els avoids the necessity to introduce assumptions such
as the mutual independence of the blade sections. The
blades and wake are here described by vortices, and the
induced velocity experienced by a particular blade ele-
ment is determined by all the vortices in the flow, using
Biot and Savart’s law.

The vortex representation in these models may con-
sist of vortex lattices, vortex particles, continuous vortex
sheets, simplified representations of rolled–up tip vor-
tices, or any combination of such models. An example is
shown in Figure 6.

Very early analytical models, developed before the advent
of the computer age, used vortex tubes that is, cylindrical sur-
faces over which vorticity was continuously distributed. This
kind of model may be considered as a transitional model
between momentum theory and vortex theory. Vortex tube
models did not offer an improvement as far as the induced
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Figure 6. Helicopter wake in hovering flight, represented by con-
tinuous sheet and separate tip vortex (after Gray, 1956 and Langrebe,
1972).

velocity distribution in the disc plane is concerned, but they
were (and still are) a valuable contribution to the basic under-
standing of the flow field at some distance away from the
rotor.

A sub-division of the more detailed vortex models can be
made as follows.

1. Prescribed wake models: the position of the vortex ele-
ments in the field around the rotor is assumed a priori, for
example, as determined by linearization assumptions or
from experimental results. The vortex geometry is kept
fixed during the calculation of the induced velocities in
the field. The strength (or circulation) of the vortex ele-
ments may be improved iteratively so that it comes in
agreement with the calculated lift distribution.

2. Free-wake models: the position of the vortex elements
is – mostly iteratively- determined by the “force free”
requirement, that is, the requirement that the vortex ele-
ments should float freely with the local flow. The local
flow velocity is the resultant of the contributions by all
the vortices in the flow, that is, the bound as well as the
free vortices, including the contribution by the element
itself (self induction).

Apart from the much larger computing effort compared
with the prescribed wake methods, free wake computations
all have to overcome a rather more fundamental difficulty: by

discretizing the continuous vorticity distribution of the actual
flow, one has introduced artificial singularities, which could
cause the results to be extremely sensitive to the numerical
details such as the particular way to discretize, the location
of collocation points, and the integration procedure. Even
numerical instability can occur.

4 VORTEX RING STATE DURING
VERTICAL DESCENT

When descending too rapidly (for lightly loaded rotors
typically more than 300–400 ft min−1), the actual flow no
longer resembles the ordered type of flow within a well-
defined stream tube, as assumed by actuator disc theory
(see Figure 7). Figure 7 explains the vortex ring state as “a big
bubble that fills up and periodically bursts every second or
two” (Drees and Hendal, 1951). After this a new ring will be
formed. In VRS there is a change in thrust and power and
erratically rotor flap in pitch and roll.

This type of unsteady flow is known under several names
(depending on how deep the state has been penetrated), such
as vortex ring state, turbulent wake state, parachute state, or
region of roughness. Much of the knowledge of rotor behavior
in the vortex ring state, encountered in vertical descent and
steep approach conditions, comes from the decades of the
1940s and 1950s (see also Figure 1 in Performance of Rotary
Wing Vehicles on the performance of rotary wings discussing
the rotor flow regions in vertical flight). In vortex ring state the
pilot notices heavy vibrations and has difficulty or is unable

Moment 2: Bubble growsMoment 1: Bubble forms

Moment 1: Bubble bursts Moment 1: Bubble reforms

Figure 7. Vortex ring state (adapted from Prouty, 2009).
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to stop the descent even when using additional engine power
(settling with power). This flight situation has to be avoided
at all costs. The phenomenon is mitigated by picking up some
forward flight speed, and vanishes typically at speeds of 50–
60 kts.

There are at present no satisfactory theoretical models to
estimate the rotor behavior in this flow state. Most estimation
methods are based on empirical data.

5 GROUND EFFECT DURING HOVER

When the helicopter is hovering close to the ground (height of
half a rotor diameter or lower) the flow pattern again is very
different from the one assumed by actuator disc theory (see
Figure 8). The induced velocity in the rotor disc is reduced,
even though the thrust is kept unchanged. As a result the
power required for the lifting of a given weight decreases.
This is called ground effect and is sometimes described as the
occurrence of a ground cushion. The pilot notices the effect
by the reduced power requirement in ground effec (IGE) com-
pared to hovering out of ground effect (OGE), and uses the
effect to cushion the descent when landing, or to improve
take off performance at high altitude or high weights.

Theoretical models of the ground effect are usually based
on the “mirror image” approach.

6 AERODYNAMICS OF FORWARD
FLIGHT (QUALITATIVE)

During forward flight the rotor slides sideways through
the air, which causes the vortex sheets emanating from
the individual blades wake to take the shape of skewed,

Source with
strength Q

h

h

∆ vi = 

vi

Q
4π(2h)2

Figure 8. Ground effect.

Figure 9. Helicopter wake in forward flight.

deforming helical sheets (see Figure 9). A second difference
compared with the hover situation is the occurrence of so-
called shed vorticity in the wake associated with the variations
in time of the blade lift coefficient. Shed vorticity, although
a three-dimensional phenomenon, has some similarity with
Karman vortices behind a two-dimensional aerofoil whose
pitch is varying periodically.

Time-averaged, the flow resembles a skewed vortex cylin-
der. The associated induced velocity in the disc plane has,
roughly speaking, a fore/aft gradient, increasing from the
leading edge of the disc to the trailing edge.

The blade sections are subjected to strong variations of
the oncoming air velocity: the advancing blade experiences a
high velocity, the retreating blade a low relative air veloc-
ity. A direct consequence is that at a certain flight speed
the advancing blade will experience compressibility effects
(shock waves and drag increase associated with high Mach-
numbers).

On the retreating blade there is always an inboard part
where the relative velocity is very low, zero, or even reversed
(i.e., directed from the trailing edge of the sections to
the leading edge), the so-called reversed flow region (see
Figure 10a). Aircraft trim is maintained by a combination of
automatic flapping up and down of the rotor blades and some
control input, causing the advancing blade to have a low angle
of attack and a low lift coefficient, while the retreating blade
maintains its lift by a high angle of attack (see Figure 10b).

A direct consequence of the high angles of attack on the
retreating blades is the occurrence of blade stall at high values
of the flight speed, associated with vibrations, and difficulty
to maintain trim of the aircraft. Interestingly, flow separa-
tion (stall) thus limits the high-speed flight of helicopters, in
contrast to fixed wing aircraft where the minimum speed is
associated with stall.

However, the stall characteristics of the helicopters’ blade
sections are not comparable to those of fixed wing aircraft.
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Figure 10. Asymmetry of flow in forward flight and angle of attack distribution on the rotor disc. (a) Asymmetry in the flow velocity on
the left and right side of the helicopter; (b) example of angle of attack distribution in forward flight.

Due to the rapid fluctuation of the lift coefficient on a rotating
blade, flow separation is very much influenced by unsteady
boundary layer effects (dynamic stall). Often dynamic stall
effects have a favourable influence on the maximum lift coef-
ficient, which according to measurements can become as high
as CL,max = 2 for the clean airfoil.

The phenomena of high Mach-numbers on the advancing
blade combined with stall of the retreating blade leads to
a fundamental limitation of the helicopter’s forward speed,
independent from available engine power (see Figure 3 in
Performance of Rotary Wing Vehicles).

6.1 Induced velocity in forward flight (Glauert’s
method)

In high-speed forward flight the rotor moves sideways
through the air, whereas the tip vortices do not sink far below
the rotor plane (Figure 11). Consequently, the almost flat
wake consists of a central part behind the rotor in which
the separate tip vortices in turn rotate in opposite directions.
On the other hand, on the side edges of the flat wake the
tip vortices magnify each other’s effect. In high-speed flight
a general flow pattern thus exists resembling the wake of a
fixed wing with rolled up tip vortices (Figure 12). The rotor in
high-speed flight acts as a kind of circular wing, with rolled
up side-edge vortices. One may expect that the magnitude of
the induced velocity in high-speed flight is comparable with
that of a fixed wing carrying the same weight and flying at
the same speed.

This observation has lead Glauert to a famous method for
estimating the value of vi during forward flight. He proposed

Figure 11. Tip vortices in high-speed forward flight.

Figure 12. Roll up of tip vortices into two side edge vortices
(adapted from Prouty, 2009).

that the relation between thrust and induced velocity can
be expressed as if momentum theory could be applied to a
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Figure 13. Definition of resultant velocity in Glauert’s method.

limited, bounded mass flow ṁ:

T = ṁ(2vi) (6)

where the magnitude of the mass-flow is determined by the
resultant of flight speed and induced velocity (Figure 13):

ṁ = ρ�R2Vresult (7)

Together, these expressions give a relation between induced
velocity, thrust, speed, and rotor size, which according to
experiments is valid in the entire speed range from hover
to high-speed flight. Actually, Glauert’s formulas perfectly
blend with fixed wing results on the one hand, and on the
other hand with actuator disc theory for the hovering rotor.

6.2 Induced power in forward flight

When combined with the power relation

Pinduced = kTvi (8)

(k representing a correction factor of the order 1.15–1.2 to
account for the actual deviations from the idealized uni-
form flow assumed in the momentum theory), it appears that
the induced power strongly decreases with forward speed
(Figure 14).

6.3 Profile power in forward flight

Due to the periodic velocity variations experienced by the
blade elements, the profile power changes with flight speed.
A second contribution by the airfoil drag to power required
is the occurrence of an in-plane rotor drag (often symbolized
by H0), which has to be overcome. An analysis by Bennett,

Power

Speed

Induced power Parasitic power 

Profile power 

Figure 14. Induced power, profile power, and parasitic power as
function of forward speed.

validated by experiments, shows the following increase of
profile power:

Pprofile = (Pprofile)hover(1 + 4.65µ2) (9)

where the so-called “advance ratio”, µ is defined as

µ = V

�R
(10)

The fundamental limitations of the helicopter’s speed imply
maximum values of the advance ratio of 0.3–0.4. Con-
sequently, the profile power in high speed forward flight
amounts to the order of 1.5–2.0 times the profile power during
hover (Figure 14).

6.4 The performance diagram

Figure 14 shows the typical variation with forward flight
speed of the induced power, the profile power, and the par-
asitic power. The latter is defined as the power needed to
overcome the parasitic drag of the aircraft (excluding the in-
plane rotor drag due to profile drag). The total power required
shows a high power demand during hovering as well as during
the highest speeds, whereas in between there is a flight speed
where power required is much lower (the so-called bucket
speed). These characteristics are discussed also in Perfor-
mance of Rotary Wing Vehicles from performance point of
view (see Figure 4, Performance of Rotary Wing Vehicles).

Figure 15 (the performance diagram, where power
required has been combined with the engine power
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Figure 15. Performance diagram.

available) – equivalent with Figure 5 of Performance of
Rotary Wing Vehicles – shows the consequences:

Flight
condition

Level flight Climbing
flight

Descent flight

Point A Minimum fuel use
or minimum
power

Maximum
climb
speed

Minimum
descent
speed

Point B Maximum specific
flight range

— Minimum
descent angle

Point C Maximum speed Climb
speed
zero

—

7 MORE ELABORATE FLOW MODELS
FOR FORWARD FLIGHT

As in the case of hover, often there is a need for more sophis-
ticated theoretical models, in order to zoom in on specific
detail problems. A pictorial review of the many design prob-
lems facing the designer is given in Figure 16 (see also Figure
2 of Performance of Rotary Wing Vehicles or Figure 1 of
Rotorcraft Aerodynamics). First, the flow near the blade is
generally compressible while the flow in the wake of the
helicopter rotor blades is likely to be substantially incom-
pressible. On the retreating blade side the angle of attack is
large and the flow may be stalled and so viscous effects are
locally important. Moreover, as the blades rotate, the tip vor-
tex shed from one of the blades may collide with a following
blade; this phenomenon is known as blade vortex interaction
(BVI) and is a major source of the rotor noise of the helicopter.
There will also be important interactions between the main
rotor and fuselage interaction and between the main-rotor and
tail-rotor.

A similar sub-division of models as in the case of hovering
is as follows (see Figure 17):

1. Blade-element/momentum approach. This method essen-
tially is a combination of Glauert’s method for deter-
mining the average induced velocity and determining
the velocity diagrams of the individual blade elements,
so that lift and drag are known dependent on spanwise
position and azimuth-angle. Such a calculation should
take into account the extra velocity components due
to the flapping motion of the blades in forward flight.

Figure 16. Helicopter aerodynamic environment. Adapted from Conlisk (2001) c© Elsevier.
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Figure 17. A summation of most common inflow/wake methods sorted to their specific computational demands and accuracy.

Often refinements are added in the form of a non-uniform
distribution of the induced velocity over the rotor disc,
which is taken from other models (e.g., skewed vortex
tube models).

2. Simplified vortex models, such as a continuous vortex
distribution in the form of a skewed cylinder. Models in
this category can even take into account the shed vorticity
from the blades.

Within the same category fall most models to deter-
mine so-called dynamic inflow effects. Dynamic inflow
is the phenomenon that during maneuvers the wake is
not able to adapt itself immediately to the instantaneous
conditions: there is some inertia. The same is true for
the induced velocity experienced by the blade sections.
One of the first evidence of dynamic inflow effects during
maneuvering flight was during rotor whirl tower tests in
1953. Carpenter and Fridovitch (1953) extended momen-
tum theory by including an “apparent mass” term in the
rotor thrust relating to the mass of air that a solid disc
would move with it as the disc moved through the air.
This apparent mass, which must be accelerated by the
rotor thrust is 64% of the air in a sphere with the same
diameter as the rotor. Popular models to analyze dynamic
inflow are based on a description of the flow field in terms
of the acceleration potential (instead of the more usual
velocity potential which leads to theoretical concepts like

vortex sheets). A description in terms of the acceleration
potential considers the rotor as a disc over which pres-
sure dipoles are distributed. Integrating the associated
pressure field then leads to the velocities in the field.
Although it can be shown that such a description is fun-
damentally identical to (complex) vortex tube models,
the description is better suited to work out and easily rep-
resent the effects of dynamic inflow. The first model of
dynamic inflow useful for both hover and forward flight
is that of Pitt and Peters (1981). Later, Peters and He
(1995) showed how this model could be generalized to a
theory with an arbitrary number of inflow harmonics and
an arbitrary number of radial shape functions per har-
monic. In recent years several aerodynamic tools were
developed to study rotor dynamic wake distortion effects
during maneuvering flight for flight dynamics applica-
tions going from simple engineering corrections for the
dynamic inflow that include wake distortion dynamics
(Keller and Curtiss, 1996) to comprehensive free-wake
analyses that captures dynamic wake distortion effects
during transitional combat-like maneuvering flight (see
Prasad, Zhao and Peters, 2001; Ananthan and Leishman,
2006).

3. Detailed vortex models. The principles are the same as
mentioned for the case of the hovering rotor. An addi-
tional complication is the representation of shed vorticity
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in the wake. Another problem might be the occurrence
of points in the flow field where vortices approach each
other closely, so that care should be taken to preserve
numerically stable and physically realistic solutions,
even more so than in the hovering case. For a more
detailed analysis of the rotor wake modelling the reader
should consult some good overviews given by Conlisk
(2001), Gray (1991), Gessow (1985), Langrebe (1986),
and Leishman (2000).

As in the hovering case, there are numerous different mod-
els, describing the field in terms of vortex lattices, vortex
particles, idealized tip vortices, and combinations of these
elements. One may again discern between prescribed wake
methods and free wake methods.

8 AUTOROTATION

Autorotation occurs during engine failure. As soon as this
happens, the flow through the rotor disc will reverse its direc-
tion: the sinking of the aircraft gives rise to an upward flow
through the rotor. The rotor is then driven by the flow like a
windmill. The relative air velocities experienced by a blade
element are depicted in Figure 18. Because a positive lift is
maintained, the induced velocity is still in the direction it had
in normal powered flight. However, the resultant of the veloc-
ities points upward, which causes the lift vector to be tilted
forward; thus, providing a driving force able to maintain the
rotor angular speed. In reality there are spanwise parts of the
blade with a large driving force, and other parts absorbing
power. Thrust is kept equal to the weight of the aircraft by
adapting the collective pitch to the new flow situation. It is
essential that the pilot immediately reduce the collective pitch
after an engine failure in order to avoid blade stall and loss
of rotor speed.

When engine failure occurs during hovering, it is best
(after the immediate adjustment of the collective pitch) to
pick up forward speed in order to minimize descent speed or
descent angle (see Figure 10 in Performance of Rotary Wing

Chord

Rotational
speed

Lift 

Upflow through
rotor disc

Direction of resultant relative
velocity on blade elementa

Figure 18. Blade element during autorotation.

Vehicles). When reaching the ground a flare maneuver is per-
formed with the dual purpose to decelerate and to stop the
descent speed. At the same time the rotor speed will increase
due the extra air velocity through the rotor disc from below.
The kinetic energy of the rotor may then be used to cushion
the final touch down (either vertical or sliding).

The complete maneuver to be performed after engine fail-
ure consumes time and height. For this reason there is a
safe altitude to hover, below which the complete autorotation
maneuver cannot be performed. The limitations for a safe
combination of speed and altitude are always given in the
Flight Manual (the velocity-height diagram, or dead man’s
curve) (see, e.g., Figure 11 in Performance of Rotary Wing
Vehicles).

9 SUMMARY

The present chapter has summarized some applications of
aerodynamics to rotary wing aircraft. With the advances
in both computational and experimental capabilities in the
twenty-first century, the prediction of the aerodynamic behav-
ior of a rotary wing aircraft is becoming more and more
accurate. However, the challenges in predicting the rotary
wings behavior still remain in: (i) the aeroelastic effects which
are significant at full scale and are still often neglected in com-
putational models; (ii) the computation of BVI phenomenon
and high speed impulsive noise which requires a more accu-
rate description of the flow field in the present models.

NOTATIONS

vi induced velocity
vi,hov induced velocity in hover
v̄i non-dimensional induced velocity, non-

dimensionalized with the induced velocity in
hovering flight

w velocity in the far wake
C rate of climb
αD angle of attack of the rotor disc plane
V velocity
V̄ non-dimensional velocity climb, non-

dimensionalized with the induced velocity in
hovering flight
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an overview of (i) missile aerodynam-
ics in defining the aerodynamic configuration, (ii) missile
propulsion system design and propulsion characteristics, and
(iii) missile heat transfer/insulation considerations. The chap-
ter is primarily based on a portion of the information in
Fleeman (2006, 2010).

Missiles are self-propelled guided weapons that can be
categorized as either tactical or strategic. Because they are
subject of much larger design and development activity, the
focus of this chapter is on the aerodynamics, propulsion, and
heat transfer of tactical missiles.

2 AERODYNAMICS

Missile aerodynamic analysis and configuration synthesis
require consideration of alternative configurations, aerody-
namic technology, and the process for resizing the missile
configuration. One output of aerodynamic configuration syn-
thesis includes the missile body sizing such as its diameter,
length, and nose geometry. Another output is the missile
surfaces sizing such as the wing size/geometry, the stabi-
lizer surfaces size/geometry, and the flight control surfaces
size/geometry. A third output is the aerodynamic coefficients
and derivatives of the complete missile configuration (body,
wing, stabilizer, flight control).

The focus of the missile aerodynamics discussion of this
chapter is on missile surfaces and their geometry. Fleeman
(2006) provides additional information on the areas of mis-
sile body aerodynamics, missile aerodynamic prediction, and
other aerodynamic considerations.

There are many considerations in the trade-off of a small
wing/strake/no wing versus a larger wing for a missile. A
small wing, strake, or no wing has advantages of range in
high supersonic flight, range in high dynamic pressure flight,
maximum angle of attack (stability and control is better at
high angles of attack, with less induced roll and delayed stall
compared to a missile with a large wing), launch platform
compatibility, lower radar cross-section, and volume/weight
available for propellant or fuel.

Because supersonic missiles generally operate at relatively
high dynamic pressure, body lift may be sufficient for the
required lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) aerodynamic efficiency and
the required maneuverability. Shown in Figure 1 are examples
of supersonic missiles without wings. Missile.index (2010)
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Figure 1. Most supersonic missiles are wingless.

http://missile.index.ne.jp/en/ was a source for the missile
drawings. Many of these missiles are highly maneuverable
and are capable of operating at high angle of attack. Wingless
missiles that use canard control and are statically stable may
have enhanced maneuverability from the additional lift of the
canard surface. The majority of the wingless missiles (the first
15 of 28) in the figure use canard control, while the remaining
13 missiles have either tail control or thrust vector control
(TVC). TVC may be used if additional maneuverability is
required to supplement the body lift. Examples of super-
sonic wingless missiles that use TVC are THAAD, Archer
AA-11 (TVC combined with canard control), Sidewinder
AIM-9X (TVC combined with tail control), and Standard
Missile (TVC combined with tail control).

As a contrast, Figure 2 shows examples of subsonic cruise
missiles, which have relatively large wings. A larger wing has
advantages of range in subsonic flight, range in low dynamic
pressure flight, lower guidance time constant, higher normal
acceleration, high altitude intercept, body stiffness, seeker
tracking (less dome error slope from the lower required angle
of attack), less wipe velocity for the warhead at impact (lower
angle of attack), and a lower gimbal angle requirement for
the seeker.

Shown in Figure 3 are examples of alternative surface
panel geometries for missile tails, canards, and wings. The

figure compares a triangular (delta), a conventional trape-
zoidal with an aft swept leading edge, a “bow tie” trapezoidal
with a forward swept leading edge and an aft swept trailing
edge, a double swept leading edge, and a rectangular surface
planform geometry. The comparison is based on the same
planform area, because roughly the same area is required
to provide the same static stability and maneuverability. The
comparison also assumes that there is a span constraint, which
is often the case for launch platform compatibility.

Note from the figure that the double swept leading edge
(double delta) geometry has a major advantage of minimiz-
ing the shift in aerodynamic center. As a wing, the double
swept leading edge geometry has more nearly constant static
margin. As a control surface, the double swept leading
edge has reduced hinge moment, allowing lighter weight,
smaller size, and lower cost actuators. In addition to a low
variation in the location of aerodynamic center, the double
swept leading edge geometry has superior control effective-
ness (especially at subsonic Mach number), good aeroelastic
stability, and no major weaknesses in the other design con-
siderations. Standard Missile and HARM are examples of
missiles with double delta wings. Examples of missile that
have control surfaces with double swept leading edges are
Super 530, Standard Missile, Crotale, AIM-9L, Magic, and
U-Darter.
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Figure 2. Subsonic cruise missiles have relatively large wings.

Another example of a relatively new aeromechanics tech-
nology is the bow tie geometry, with a forward swept leading
edge and an aft swept trailing edge. A bow tie geometry
is beneficial for missiles that require low frontal and rear
radar cross-section (RCS) and have small span requirements

for aircraft compatibility. A bow tie surface has low frontal
and rear RCS because the swept leading and trailing edges
reflect the specular, traveling wave, and creeping wave returns
away from the threat, and the attenuation of backscatter
bouncing off the adjacent body. In addition to a low RCS

Figure 3. Planar surface (wing, tail, canard) panel geometry trade-off.
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and a smaller span requirement, the bow tie geometry has
low supersonic drag and good control effectiveness, espe-
cially roll control. An inherent disadvantage of a bow tie is
the increased potential for aeroelastic instability. Compos-
ite structure is synergistic with a bow tie surface because the
higher stiffness of composites mitigates aeroelastic instability
and facilitates aeroelastic tailoring of the wing. Compos-
ite material may also be used in radar absorbing structure.
Another disadvantage of a bow tie surface is the large out-
board location of the lateral center-of-pressure ycp. A large
value of ycp results in larger bending moment, which increases
the flight control shaft friction and requires more actuator
torque to maintain bandwidth. A larger bending moment also
requires a thicker structure, which increases the structure
weight. The US AGM-129 Advanced Cruise Missile and the
Russia AA-10 are examples of missiles with forward swept
wings.

A third alternative of a triangular (delta) surface geometry
is a candidate if the span can be accommodated within the
launch platform span constraint. A delta surface has strengths
of low bending moment/less required thickness for structural
integrity (which results in lighter weight), low supersonic
drag (because of the larger sweep angle), relatively low
frontal RCS, and high structural stiffness. A disadvantage
of delta geometry is a large variation in aerodynamic center.
AGM-65 is an example of a missile with a triangular wing
planform.

A fourth alternative, a trapezoidal surface with an aft swept
leading edge, is often selected for missile wing, canard, and
tail surfaces because it has high control effectiveness and
does not have any serious weaknesses in the other attributes.
Patriot and AIM-9X are examples.

Finally, rectangular surfaces have many disadvantages
(high supersonic drag, high RCS, high bending moment) and
are used less often, but a superior characteristic of a rectan-
gular surface is that it has the largest surface area that can be
accommodated within missile chord and span constraints that
may be imposed by the launch platform. A rectangular plan-
form also has a small shift in aerodynamic center, because
of the relatively small required chord. The AGM-130 and
AGM-65 are examples of missiles with rectangular tails.

The surface planform geometry parameters shown in Fig-
ure 3 include taper ratio, aspect ratio, outboard location of
the center-of-pressure, and the mean aerodynamic chord. The
planform geometry is based on two panels joined at the root
chord. Taper ratio is the ratio of the tip chord to the root chord
(λ = Ctip/Croot). Aspect ratio is defined as the square of the
surface span divided by the surface area (A= b2/S).

Surface area usually has a greater impact on aerodynamic
stability, control, and performance than surface geometry.
Because missiles are usually span limited, they usually cannot
take advantage of high aspect ratio geometry.

3 PROPULSION

Missile propulsion system analysis and design is an itera-
tive process requiring consideration of alternative propulsion
systems, alternative propulsion subsystems, alternative tech-
nologies, and propulsion system sizing. The propulsion sizing
output includes the thrust, the specific impulse, and the
propellant/fuel weight of the propulsion system.

Figure 4 compares the efficiency of tactical missile propul-
sion alternatives across the Mach number ranges of subsonic

Figure 4. High specific impulse is indicative of less fuel/propellant consumption.
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through hypersonic. Shown is a typical specific impulse enve-
lope and typical constraints for the alternatives of liquid
hydrocarbon fuel turbojet, liquid hydrocarbon or solid fuel
ramjet, solid propellant ducted rocket, liquid hydrocarbon
fuel scramjet, and solid propellant rocket propulsion.

Subsonic turbojet/turbofan propulsion is a relatively
mature technology. It is most suited for subsonic cruise
missiles, providing high efficiency against non-time-critical
targets. Beyond Mach 2, there is a technology challenge of the
maximum allowable temperature of current turbine materials.
Other problems include increasingly complex inlet systems
to match the inlet airflow to the compressor, and expensive
cooling to avoid exceeding the current material temperature
limit of about 2500 ◦F at the turbine.

A ramjet is efficient from Mach 2.5 to 5. Above Mach 5, the
combustor insulation material temperature limits the achiev-
able exit velocity and thrust. Also, deceleration of the inlet
airflow to subsonic velocity results in chemical dissociation
of the air, which absorbs heat and negates a portion of the
energy input of the combustor. For a subsonic launch plat-
form, a rocket boost is required to achieve the ramjet thrust
takeover at about Mach 2.5.

The maximum specific impulse of ducted rocket propul-
sion is about 700–1000 s, which is intermediate that of a
solid propellant rocket and a ramjet. Ducted rockets are most
efficient for a Mach number range from about 2.5 to 4.
Ducted rockets have higher acceleration capability (higher
thrust) than ramjets and generally have longer range capabil-
ity (higher specific impulse) than solid propellant rockets.

Scramjet propulsion has supersonic flow through the entire
flow-path, including supersonic combustion. Efficient flight
is from Mach 4.5 to 8, with an efficient cruise at about Mach
6, 100k ft altitude. A typical limit in scramjet thrust specific
impulse at lower Mach number is thermal choking. A larger
inlet is required to avoid thermal choking for Mach numbers
less than Mach 6. Scramjet propulsion challenges include
fuel/air mixing, efficient combustion, airframe integration,
and sufficient thrust to overcome the drag.

A dual-combustion ramjet (DCR)/scramjet has some of
the higher Mach number capability of a scramjet and some
of the relatively higher thrust capability and lower take-over
Mach number of a ramjet. DCR propulsion separates the
inlet airflow into two streams. The main airflow remains
supersonic for supersonic combustion. The smaller airflow
is decelerated to subsonic speed for fuel-rich combustion,
after which it accelerates through a nozzle. Efficient flight is
Mach 3–7.

Solid propellant rockets are capable of providing thrust
across the entire Mach number range. Safety concerns of
explosive sensitivity and toxicity provide constraints on
the practical specific impulse of tactical rocket propellants.

Although the maximum specific impulse of tactical rockets
is relatively low, of the order of 250 s, rockets have an advan-
tage of much higher acceleration capability than air-breathing
propulsion. Also, because a rocket can operate at any altitude,
a boost-climb-glide trajectory can provide extended range by
minimizing drag in high altitude flight.

3.1 Rocket motor sizing

Specific impulse (Isp), thrust (T), and nozzle expansion ratio
(ε) are primary considerations in the rocket motor sizing
process. Assuming isentropic flow, the equations are
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Specific impulse of the rocket baseline of Fleeman (2006)
is shown in Figure 5 as a function of nozzle expan-
sion ratio, nozzle exit pressure (pe), and the rocket motor
chamber pressure (pc). The other parameters in equations
1–3 are defined in the figure. These results are based on
typical values of specific heat ratio (γ = 1.18), discharge
efficiency coefficient (Cd = 0.96), propellant characteris-
tic velocity (c∗ = 5200 ft s−1 = 1585 m s−1), and altitude
h= 20k ft = 6.1 km (p0 = 6.75 psi = 46.5k Pa). The assumed
characteristic velocity of 5200 ft s−1 is a representative value
for solid propellant. For a low performance, minimum smoke
propellant, c∗ may be less than 4800 ft s−1. It may be greater
than 5600 ft s−1 for a high-performance, high smoke propel-
lant. Referring again to the figure, note that a high chamber
pressure requires a high nozzle expansion ratio for maximum
specific impulse. Also note that for a low chamber pressure, a
relatively small value of nozzle expansion is desired. At high
altitude flight conditions and high chamber pressure, a large
expansion ratio is desirable for the nozzle, within the limit
of the missile diameter and length constraints. For a length-
limited missile, a trade-off is a large expansion nozzle with
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Figure 5. High specific impulse rocket has high chamber pressure and optimum nozzle expansion.

higher Isp, versus a lower expansion nozzle with shorter noz-
zle length. Although the lower expansion nozzle has lower
Isp, the shorter nozzle length allows more length for pro-
pellant for a length-limited missile. Another possible design
approach for a length limited missile would be to use two or
more adjacent nozzles instead of a single nozzle, such as the
TOW missile. Multiple nozzles can be designed for optimum
expansion and higher Isp in a shorter length.

As an example calculation of specific impulse and thrust,
Fleeman (2006) rocket baseline has a nozzle exit-area-to-
throat-area expansion ratio of ε = 6.2 and a nozzle throat
area (minimum flow area with sonic, choked flow) At = 1.81
in2 = 11.7 cm2. At an altitude of 20 000 ft, the specific im-
pulse and thrust during boost (pC = 1769 psi = 12.2 × 106 Pa)
are computed to be Isp = 257 s and T= 5096 lb = 22 670 N,
respectively. During the lower chamber pressure sustain
(pC = 301 psi), the computed specific impulse and thrust are
Isp = 239 s and T= 810 lb. Note from the figure that for the
rocket baseline during sustain flight, its expansion ratio pro-
vides maximum Isp.

The purpose of nozzle expansion is to provide increased
specific impulse and thrust. For the Fleeman (2006) rocket
baseline, nozzle expansion increases the specific impulse by
29% during boost (257 s for ε = 6.2 vs. 200 s for ε = 1).
During sustain, the nozzle expansion increases the specific
impulse by 20% (239 s for ε = 6.2 vs. 200 s for ε = 1).

3.2 Grain options

To define a varying thrust–time profile, a cavity through
the center of the propellant grain can be used to provide
the required burning surface area–time profile. As shown in
Figure 6, a variety of shapes (e.g., wagon wheel, star, den-
drite, end-burner, radial slotted tube) provide larger or smaller
burn area and thus more or less hot gas, providing more or less
thrust. The change in the burn area as a function of burn time
provides the desired thrust–time profile. If the thrust increases
with burn time, it is referred to as progressive burning. If the
grain design produces a decrease in thrust with burn time, the
rocket motor is said to have regressive burning characteris-
tics. Shown in the figure are typical volumetric loadings for
grain design. The volumetric efficiency of the propellant grain
cavity loading for operational missiles varies from about 79%
to 87%. High volumetric efficiency is desirable to maximize
the amount of propellant and to minimize the weight of the
motor case. A disadvantage of high volumetric loading of the
propellant grain cavity is there may be problems of localized
stress and cracks in the grain. For a propellant grain with
radial burn, the length of the radial-burn motor affects the
thrust. A longer motor has more burn area, which provides
higher thrust.

Shown in the top section of the figure is an end-burner.
An end-burner has no cavity, only the end of the grain burns.
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Figure 6. Conventional solid propellant rocket thrust–time design alternatives – propellant cross section geometry.

The end burning grain has nearly constant burning area, and
if the throat area is constant, provides nearly constant thrust.
Examples of long time duration end-burners are the rocket
motors for Exocet and AGM-130, which provide nearly con-
stant thrust for about 90 and 60 s, respectively. An advantage
of an end-burner is high volumetric loading. A disadvan-
tage of an end-burner is that it requires thicker insulation,
because the aft insulation is exposed to hot combustion gases
for the entire burn duration. A second potential disadvantage
is relatively low thrust.

Another popular type of cross-section is a radial slotted
tube, shown in the top right section of the figure. Compared
to other web cross-sections, a radial slotted motor has advan-
tage of higher volumetric loading and better stress relief. A
radial slotted tube has broad application, it can be designed to
provide nearly constant, regressive, progressive, and boost-
sustain thrust profiles. The most common type of slotted tube
provides a boost-sustain thrust profile. For boost-sustain, high
burn rate propellant in the aft section of the motor provides
an initial high thrust while a different, slower burn rate pro-
pellant in the forward section provides the follow-on sustain
thrust.

A third popular type, shown in the middle of the figure is
a five-point star cross-section. It provides progressive thrust.
Volumetric loading is fairly high, about 87%, for this cross-

section. The middle section of the figure is a photograph of
a three-point star cross-section extrusion of a double-base
propellant. Following extrusion, the propellant can be loaded
into the motor case as a free-standing cartridge. A second
approach to loading propellant, appropriate for composite
propellant, is to directly pour propellant slurry into the motor
case, often under a vacuum to preclude voids arising from
bubbles. The loaded motor case is then placed in an oven for
curing/bonding.

3.3 Propellant options

In high smoke and reduced smoke motors, the solid propellant
is a composite consisting of a fuel and an oxidizer, blended
together and mixed into a binder, or polymer. The mixture is
cast (poured) into the motor case and cured. The highest per-
formance solid propellants are composite propellants based
on binding a metal fuel with an oxidizer, such as ammonium
perchlorate (ClO4NH4) oxidizer. Powdered aluminum is the
metallic fuel most widely used in solid rocket propellants.
Benefits of a metal fuel include (i) increased combustion
temperature, resulting in an increase in specific impulse,
(ii) increased density of the propellant, resulting in improved
volumetric performance, and (iii) improved combustion
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stability. A disadvantage of metal fuels such as aluminum
is high signature smoke particles (e.g., Al2O3), which leave
an easily visible trail. Binders have been based on both nat-
ural and man-made materials. Organic prepolymers have
rubbery properties following cure and form a strong bond
within the inorganic fuels and chemical oxidizers. The most
commonly used liquid polymers cure much like rubber. The
most common binder is hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene
(HTPB).

An initial approach that was used to reduce solid propel-
lant plume observables was reduced smoke motors. Reduced
smoke propellants replace the metal fuel with a binder fuel,
such as HTPB. The performance and insensitive munition
capability of reduced smoke motors are somewhat lower than
that of high smoke motors. Reduced smoke propellants based
on ammonium perchlorate oxidizer can still produce a visual
observable from a hydrogen chloride contrail, particularly at
low atmospheric temperature, although it is less observable
than that of high smoke propellants.

A third category of propellant is minimum smoke propel-
lant. Minimum smoke propellants eliminate the HCl contrail
by eliminating ammonium perchlorate as an oxidizer, result-
ing in lower visual signature. However, the performance and
safety of the current minimum smoke propellants are not as
good as that of high smoke propellants. Current minimum
smoke propellants are either composite propellants with a
nitramine oxidizer or cross-linked double base (XLDB) pro-
pellants.

In the older minimum smoke double-base propellants, the
propellant consists generally of cotton (cellulose) combined
with nitric acid to form nitrocellulose (guncotton), which in
turn is combined with nitroglycerin, another fuel–oxidizer.
In double-base propellant, the nitrocellulose serves as the
binder, and the nitroglycerin causes it to solidify.

A minimum smoke composite propellant based on
nitramine oxidizer contains the radical group NHNO2. Exam-
ples of the nitramine oxidizer of current minimum smoke
composite propellants are ammonium nitrate NH4NO3,
HMX (Her Majesty’s Explosive, cyclotetramethylene
tetranitramine, C4H8N8O8), and RDX (Royal Demolition
Explosive, cyclotrimethylene trinitramine, C3H6N6O6). An
example of a relatively new minimum smoke propellant is
the US Navy China Lake CL-20 propellant. CL-20 is a cyclic
polynitramine, with a unique caged structure that provides
higher crystal density, higher heat of formation, and higher
oxidizer-to-fuel ratio. CL-20 propellant has 10–20% higher
performance than HMX and RDX. CL-20 also has reduced
shock sensitivity (Class 1.3 vs. 1.1) and milder cook-off reac-
tion than either HMX or RDX. A disadvantage of CL-20
propellant is high cost (currently up to $400 per lb). The rel-
atively high performance of CL-20 is primarily from its high

flame temperature. Another example of a relatively new min-
imum smoke propellant developed by Russia is ammonium
dinitramine (ADN) H4N4O4. ADN performance is superior
to ammonium nitrate, HMX, and RDX and somewhat less
than that of CL-20. ADN is lower density and has a lower
flame temperature than CL-20.

Most short range missiles use minimum smoke propel-
lant, to minimize launch detection by the threat. Most long
range missiles use high smoke propellant, because it provides
enhanced range and there is less concern of launch detection
by the threat. Most US Army and Air Force missiles use
minimum smoke propellant, because of a concern for launch
platform survivability. Most US Navy sea-launched missiles
use higher performance/high smoke propellant, because most
threats to ships/submarines are long range/over the horizon.

Illustrated in Figure 7 are the plume observables of high-
smoke, reduced-smoke, and minimum-smoke propellants.
The relatively old Sparrow missile rocket motor is a represen-
tative high-smoke motor. Shown in the upper left corner of
the figure is the high-smoke plume. Sparrow has high-smoke
Al2O3 particles from aluminum fuel. Next, shown in the
upper center of the figure is an example of a reduced-smoke
rocket motor. AMRAAM is a more recent missile, with a
reduced-smoke motor. It still has a contrail of HCl from the
ammonium perchlorate oxidizer. The HCl contrail occurs if
the atmospheric temperature is less than −10 ◦F, correspond-
ing to altitudes greater than about 20 000 ft. Finally, the far
upper right photograph is an example of a minimum-smoke
rocket motor. Javelin has almost no smoke during either ejec-
tion or the post-ejection flight, enhancing the survivability of
the gunner.

3.4 Motor case

The most common types of motor cases are conventional
quench and temper steel (hardened by heating then plunging
into liquid to cool suddenly) and nickel precipitation-
hardening alloy steel. Other types include aluminum alloys,
strip metal/epoxy laminate (e.g., steel/epoxy laminate), tita-
nium alloys, and composite. If a combination of high
performance and low cost is required, a steel motor case is
often the best choice. Steel is also easy to weld. Although
steel has high strength, it is susceptible to localized bucking
and may require a thicker wall to avoid localized buckling.

If the motor has relatively low heating (e.g., a small rocket
motor usually has low heating) and the manufacturing process
requires significant machining, aluminum may be the best
material. Because the maximum allowable temperature of
aluminum is lower than steel, it requires more insulation.
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Figure 7. Minimum smoke propellant has low launch plume observables.

A strip metal/epoxy laminate motor case may be the best
choice of moderate performance and cost. Another good fea-
ture of a strip metal/laminate motor case is it is often easier
to qualify as an insensitive munition.

Composite and titanium cases have had less application
to date, because of their high cost. However, the cost of a
composite motor case is expected to decrease in the future,
resulting in increased application of composite motor cases.
To date composite cases have been based on organic com-
posites such as graphite polyimide. Current applications of
composite cases include LOSAT, PAC-3, Arrow II, and the
SM-3 third-stage rocket motor. Future composite cases may
also be based on higher temperature metal matrix composites
such as carbon–silica carbide.

The fifth candidate material, titanium, is rarely used in
motor cases because of its higher cost. Molten titanium
requires an expensive vacuum manufacturing process to
avoid oxidation.

Internal insulation protects the motor case from the high
flame temperature (e.g., 5200 ◦F) of combustion. For a
typical, case-bonded propellant, the internal insulator also
provides the bonding of the propellant to the motor case, and
must have sufficient strength to prevent the propellant from
de-bonding. Most of the internal motor case insulators are

rubber-based materials such as HTPB or ethylene propylene
dimethyl monomer (EPDM). Reinforcing erosion-resistant
fibers such as silica are usually added. Upon exposure to the
combustion flame temperature, the insulator chars. A design
consideration is the required insulation thickness to compen-
sate for the recession and the change in thermal conductivity
as a result of char. Another design consideration is the poten-
tial de-bonding from the motor case because of out-gassing
and stress/strain.

A case-bonded propellant has higher volumetric effi-
ciency than a cartridge-loaded propellant and is the preferred
approach for most tactical missiles. However, a case-bonded
propellant does require a greater concern for stress/strain. It is
more susceptible to failure from the cumulative applications
of the external loads and thermal stress. Events such as curing,
transportation, handling, cold/hot storage, carriage, launch,
and maneuvering provide cumulative stress/strain (creep) on
the bonding/propellant. A high fineness case-bonded pro-
pellant is particularly susceptible to failure. It is difficult to
predict the failure conditions for a case-bonded propellant.
Stress–strain analysis of the bonding and propellant requires
consideration of not only the elastic characteristics but also
the viscous characteristics, which are a function of the rate at
which loads are applied.
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Figure 8. Heat transfer drives rocket nozzle materials, weight, and cost.

3.5 Nozzle

The rocket nozzle is an attachment to the end of the motor
case. It is shaped to control the flow of gas and to increase
the kinetic energy, which provides higher specific impulse.
Figure 8 shows material alternatives for the rocket nozzle
components (i.e., housing, dome closeout, blast tube, throat,
and exit cone). The housing is the overall structure of the
nozzle. It may be made of high-temperature steel for a high
heating motor case, or lower temperature materials such as
cellulose/phenolic or aluminum alloy for a low heating motor.
The inside of the housing usually must be insulated to main-
tain structural integrity.

The dome closeout is a convergent section of the noz-
zle that is downstream of the motor case and upstream of
the throat. In the dome closeout the flow area is reduced,
and the speed of the subsonic exhaust gas is increased as it
is channeled to the throat. For a high heating motor with a
high chamber pressure and long burn duration, an insulation
insert is required in the dome closeout structure housing. The
candidate dome closeout insulation materials include silica/
phenolic, graphite/phenolic, and silicone elastomer. For a
relatively low heating motor, low-cost glass/phenolic is a can-
didate insulation material for the dome closeout. For a very
low heating motor, it may not be necessary to have an insu-
lation insert in the housing of the dome closeout.

A blast tube may be downstream of the dome closeout if
it is necessary to package subsystems, such as flight control

actuators, around the nozzle. Ideally, the blast tube should
have a small diameter, to allow maximum packaging volume
for the surrounding subsystems. However, as the blast tube
diameter approaches the throat diameter, the local gas Mach
number approaches Mach 1. Because of severe erosion from
the hot gas at Mach 1, the blast tube diameter is usually sig-
nificantly larger than the throat diameter, such that the local
Mach number in the blast tube is less than Mach 0.8.

The nozzle throat is the smallest internal diameter of the
nozzle assembly. At the nozzle throat the exhaust gas passes
through the minimum flow area and reaches the speed of
sound. Because of high heat transfer at the throat, it may be
necessary to have a refractory metal insert at the throat of a
high-performance motor, to prevent erosion. Examples of low
eroding refractory materials are tungsten, rhenium (used in
the SM-3 third-stage rocket motor and the Harpoon booster),
and molybdenum. For a low heating motor, a lighter weight
insert such as cellulose/phenolic, silica/phenolic, graphite, or
carbon/carbon may be used in the throat.

Downstream of the throat the gas expands in the noz-
zle exit cone to supersonic speed. The material selection for
the exit cone is driven by heating and cost considerations.
The exit cone may be contoured or conical. A contoured
nozzle provides higher specific impulse, whereas a conical
nozzle is of shorter length, lighter weight, and lower cost.
Most tactical missiles use conical nozzles. Finally, the exit
plane is at the end of the exit cone, where the static pressure of
the gas is ideally equal to the atmospheric pressure. However,
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because the nozzle exit diameter is usually constrained to be
less than the missile diameter and the nozzle length is often
constrained for a typical length-limited missile, the rocket
exhaust at the nozzle exit is usually under-expanded, with an
exhaust gas static pressure greater than the local atmospheric
pressure. This results in a lower specific impulse as compared
to a fully expanded exhaust gas.

4 HEAT TRANSFER

Heat transfer is a consideration in selecting the structural
material and insulation for the airframe and propulsion sys-
tem. Thermal insulators are used to provide short-duration
protection of structural materials from aerodynamic and
propulsion heating. Aerodynamic heating is of particular con-
cern for a hypersonic missile. Areas of concern that may
require insulation include the missile nose tip, leading edges
of surfaces, and shock wave reattachment if the missile has
a flare aft-body. Propulsion heating is a concern for all types
of propulsion, because of high combustion temperature. For
rocket propulsion, insulation is required for the rocket motor
case and may be required for its nozzle. Insulation is also
required for a ramjet engine combustor.

Because most tactical missiles have relatively short dura-
tion flight, typically less than 60 s, thermal management
is usually provided by passive thermal insulation. Fleeman
(2006) provides methods for predicting transient heat trans-
fer of tactical missiles. Airframe structure/insulation trades
for tactical missiles include a hot (un-insulated) structure

with internal insulation, external insulation over a “cold”
structure, or a one-piece self-insulating composite structure.
A consideration for a typical volume-limited missile is the
total thickness of the structure/insulation. Large thickness
means less volume for fuel or propellant. An un-insulated
metal structure has the smallest thickness for a low Mach
number missile. For a relatively short duration flight at hyper-
sonic Mach number, an external insulator/ablator over a
metal airframe with internal insulation is usually the lightest
weight approach, at the expense of large thickness. The exter-
nal insulation maintains the airframe below its maximum
allowable temperature, and the internal insulation maintains
subsystems (e.g., warhead, propellant/fuel, and electronics)
below their maximum allowable temperature. At intermedi-
ate (supersonic) Mach number, the lightest weight approach
for a relatively short duration flight is either an un-insulated
metal airframe with internal insulation (to protect the subsys-
tems) or a self-insulating composite structure.

Examples of un-insulated structure materials that are cost
effective for the one-way mission of tactical missiles in long
duration (thermal soak) flight are shown in Figure 9. An
assumption is that the heat conducted to the airframe is
large compared to the heat radiated by the airframe. This
assumption is most applicable at low altitude/high atmo-
spheric density. The airframe temperature would be slightly
lower at high altitude, because of radiation from the air-
frame. A second assumption in the figure is that the flight
time is of sufficient duration (e.g., 1–30 m) that the structure
is thermally soaked to the maximum (recovery) tempera-
ture. The example airframe materials selected for the figure

Figure 9. A hypersonic missile without external insulation requires high-temperature structure.
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are based on the consideration of weight, cost, and max-
imum temperature capability. Composite materials are a
new technology that is finding increased use in new mis-
sile airframe structure. High-temperature composites have
particular benefits for hypersonic missiles, providing weight
reduction. Titanium alloy technology also enables lighter
weight missiles in a hypersonic, high-temperature flight
environment.

The figure shows examples of the recovery temperature
Tr for a turbulent boundary layer (recovery factor r = 0.9)
with assumed values of freestream temperature T0 for con-
ditions of standard atmosphere stratospheric flight (altitude
h> 36k ft = 11 km, T0 = 390 R = 217 K), sea level flight for
a nominal standard atmosphere (T0 = 519 R), and sea level
flight for a hot day standard atmosphere (T0 = 563 R). The
equation is Tr = T0 (1 + 0.2 rM2). As shown in the figure, at
subsonic and supersonic Mach number, graphite epoxy and
aluminum or aluminum alloys are reasonable choices for a
light-weight structure without external insulation. Graphite
epoxy and aluminum alloys are easily fabricated and have
good corrosion resistance, and are low cost. Graphite epoxy
also has an advantage of high strength-to-weight ratio while
aluminum has an advantage of low cost. Graphite epoxy
maximum allowable temperature is Tmax ≈ 500◦F = 260 ◦C.
Un-insulated graphite epoxy structure may be used with
maximum Mach numbers from M = 2.0 to 2.7, depend-
ing upon the freestream temperature. Similarly, un-insulated
aluminum alloy has a maximum allowable temperature of
Tmax ≈ 300–600 ◦F. However, the strength of aluminum at
600 ◦F is only 1/3 of the room temperature strength. A
thermally soaked aluminum alloy may be used up to a max-
imum Mach number from M = 2.2–3.0, depending upon the
freestream temperature and the allowable thickness/weight
penalty to accommodate the high temperature. For flight at
higher Mach number, un-insulated graphite polyimide com-
posite structure has an advantage of high structural efficiency
for temperatures up to Tmax ≈ 1000◦F. Graphite polyimide
may be used for maximum Mach numbers from M = 3–
4. For flight with a maximum Mach number from about
M = 3.5 to 4.5 without external insulation, titanium struc-
ture and its alloys are preferred. A disadvantage of a titanium
structure is higher material and machining cost. For Mach
4–5 flight without external insulation, steel is usually the
preferred structural material. Up to about Mach 5.5 with-
out external insulation (about 2000 ◦F), super nickel alloys
such as Inconel, Rene, Hastelloy, and Haynes must be used.
Precision castings can minimize the expensive machining
and material cost associated with super alloys. Above Mach
5.5 the material alternatives for a hot structure require the
use of highly immature and very expensive materials such
as titanium aluminide (Tmax ≈ 2500◦F), single crystal nickel

Figure 10. Composites are good insulators for high-temperature
missile structure and propulsion.

aluminides (Tmax ≈ 3000◦F), and ceramic matrix composites
(Tmax ≈ 3500◦F).

Alternatives to a hot structure include active cooling and
the use of external insulation. For the short duration, one-way
mission of tactical missiles, external insulation is usually the
best approach to limit the temperature of the structure. Active
cooling is usually not cost effective for tactical missiles, but
it may be an option for future high supersonic (Mach 3+)
turbojet cruise missiles.

Figure 10 gives a numerical comparison of the maxi-
mum temperature capability and short duration insulation
efficiency of structure insulation materials. The insulation
efficiency of the figure is based on the time that is required to
reach 300 ◦F at the back wall of the insulator. The assumed
surface area application of the insulator is 1 lb/ft2 = 49 Pa.
Note that composite materials are good light-weight insula-
tors. For insulating high-temperature airframes, engines, and
motor cases, the medium density plastic composites are often
used. An example is reinforced phenolic resin containing
nylon, silica, graphite, or carbon. Phenolics have good resis-
tance to erosion, allow high surface temperatures over 5000 R
and exhibit good insulation performance. These materials
char at high temperature, but generally maintain their thick-
ness and aerodynamic shape. Phenolic composites lose about
20% of their weight in charring. They are usually fabricated
by wrapping tape over a metal form mandrel, so that the grain
of the finished unit is oriented for minimum erosion. Another
example of a good insulator at somewhat lower temper-
atures is low-density composites. Low-density composites
such as micro-quartz paint, glass-cork-epoxy composite, or
rubber polymers such as carbon–silicone rubber and Kevlar-
Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (EDPM) may be used
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for temperatures up to about 3500 R. These also char at high
temperature, losing about 30–60% of their weight from out-
gassing. Micro-quartz paint has an advantage of low cost
and ease of application, but it is limited to relatively short
flight duration at hypersonic Mach number because of the
relatively low thickness of the coating. Rubber polymers are
particularly good insulators for rocket motor cases because
of their high rupture strain (e.g., 20%), which is consistent
with that of solid propellant. A disadvantage of low-density
composites for airframe external insulation is the require-
ment for periodic maintenance touch-up. A third approach
based on plastics such a teflon is rarely used for high-speed
missiles because of temperature limitations. Plastics decom-
pose into gas at temperatures above about 1000 R, resulting
in decreased thickness and changes in the aerodynamic
shape.

Ceramic refractory materials and graphite materials are
also candidate insulators for high-speed airframes, engines,
and motor cases. Although ceramic refractory materials and
graphites have high-temperature capability and very small
erosion, the insulation efficiency for a given weight of mate-
rial is not as good as that of plastic composite materials.
Another disadvantage of ceramics is susceptibility to impact
load failure. An example of a porous metal matrix composite
ceramic, with a maximum temperature up to about 3500 R,
is resin impregnated carbon–silicon carbide. At high temper-
atures the resin melts, providing convection cooling for the
structure. Examples of bulk ceramics are zirconium ceramic
and hafnium ceramic. Bulk ceramics are capable of with-
standing temperatures up to 5000 R, but like porous ceramics,
they have relatively poor insulation efficiency. Bulk ceramics
are more often used as an external coating for erosion pro-
tection. Finally, graphite insulators such as carbon/carbon
provide the highest temperature capability. A carbon/carbon
composite consists of carbon fibers in a graphite matrix.
Graphite is capable of withstanding temperatures greater than
5000 R. However, graphite has relatively poor insulation effi-
ciency and it is brittle.

Finally, shown in the Figure 11 is an example of aero-
dynamic hot spots on a supersonic or hypersonic missile.
Note the high aerodynamic heating that exists at the nose tip,
leading edge of surfaces, corner flow at the cylinder–flare
junction, and the reattachment of the separated boundary
layer downstream of the cylinder–flare junction. Also note
that the aerodynamic heating is somewhat higher on the
windward side of the missile, particularly on the bottom of
the nose. Conversely, the flow expansion region aft of the
hammer-head bulge is a relatively cool region of low aerody-
namic heating. Most tactical missiles use acreage insulation,
with a constant thickness over the entire airframe. How-
ever, aerodynamic hot spots may require local treatment,

Figure 11. Examples of aerodynamic hot spots.

such as additional local insulation or the local use of a high-
temperature airframe material.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The prediction methods, technologies, and the design pro-
cesses for missile aerodynamics, propulsion, and heat transfer
are different from other flight vehicles, such as combat air-
craft, and are a technical specialty in their own right. In
aerodynamic areas such as low aspect ratio surfaces, high
angle of attack maneuverability, and hypersonic flight –
missiles often drive technology. In the area of propulsion,
missiles often drive technology in solid propellant rocket
propulsion, miniature turbine-based propulsion, and ramjet/
scramjet propulsion. In the area of aerodynamic heating, mis-
siles often drive technology in high-temperature airframe and
insulation materials.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft performance – the capability to execute certain
maneuvers and to meet mission requirements – is based on
the study of the forces acting on an aircraft and the effects
that these forces have on the resulting motion.

A distinction can be made betweenpoint and path
performance. Point performance capabilities concern the per-

formance of an aircraft at a given point of time, that is, at
a given point on the flight path. Point performance values
refer to instantaneous quantities, such as maximum speed in
level flight or maximum rate of climb. Path performance is
related to integral measures of the course of the flight, such
as time to climb and range, and may often be established by
integration of quasi-steady point performance capabilities. In
classical performance analysis a flight vehicle is modeled as
a point mass moving along a trajectory. When the dynam-
ics of the vehicle itself as a rigid body or deformable body
become important, the study of the associated performance
problems falls within the category offlight dynamics and
aeroelasticity.

Another distinction can be made betweendesign and
operational performance. The former concerns the predic-
tion of the capabilities of a new aircraft type and extends
to include the validation of the estimates by executing
flight tests. The resulting experimental data are required
to prove compliance with airworthiness requirements, and
for the creation of the aircraft flight manual (AFM), spec-
ifying the conditions under which the aircraft can be used
safely. The study ofoperational performance covers the
operation of an aircraft during its entire lifetime.

Finally, a distinction is usually made in performance anal-
ysis between aircraft types based on their propulsion systems.
The main engine types used today are the piston engine, the
turbojet, turbofan, and turboprop. The turbofan is employed
mainly for high-subsonic, long-haul aircraft. Converting the
power of the piston engine and the turboprop into thrust is
accomplished by a propeller.

The emphasis of this chapter is on civil aircraft but the
principles apply to military aircraft as well.

In the interest of brevity in this chapter only a few of
the most important performance topics are discussed. The
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text assumes that propulsion, aerodynamics, and the basic
properties of both the actual and the international standard
atmosphere (ISA) according to ISO 2533:1975 (1975), are
known inputs.

2 MISSION PROFILE

Figure 1 illustrates the various flight phases covered by a
transport aircraft during a typical trip over a given travel
distance. We identify:

� Takeoff and initial climb, for example, to 1500 ft (460 m).
� Continued climb to the initial cruise altitude.
� Cruise at a selected flight technique.
� Descent to the altitude for start of approach flight.
� Approach flight and landing.

It should be noted that the fuel load is strongly affected
by the reserve fuel, which is carried to allow diversion to
an alternate airport if the aircraft cannot land at its original
destination. For instance, the reserve fuel policy for interna-
tional routes assumes a continuation of the cruise for a time
equal to 10% of the basic flight time at the normal cruise alti-
tude, followed by the execution of a missed approach, and
a cruise and descent to the alternate airport at 200 nautical
miles (370 km) distant. In addition, it is assumed that the
aircraft will be required tohold for 30 min at an altitude of
1500 m in the vicinity of the alternate airport, awaiting per-
mission to land. Also, at the end of the basic trip the aircraft
may be brought into a hold, until it can be cleared to start the
approach to landing.

The missions of military transport aircraft generally can
be divided into the same flight phases, provided that the air-
craft usually operate from support bases to which they return
after completing their tasks. Attack and fighter aircraft may
have in addition to the mission phases listed above, also
segments involving maneuvering required for air to air bat-
tle and air/ground support as well as other military mission
requirements.

Figure 1. Phases of flight.

The motions depicted in Figure 1, may be grouped into
four main classes, namely, (i) accelerated curved symmetric
flight, (ii) steady straight symmetric flight, (iii) accelerated
straight symmetric flight, and (iv) non-symmetric (turning)
flight.

3 ACCELERATED CURVED SYMMETRIC
FLIGHT (CLASS I)

For the major part of the flight, a symmetric aircraft may
execute asymmetric flight maneuver, which means that the
plane of symmetry of the aircraft continuously is in the same
vertical plane with respect to the Earth. The velocity vector in
this case and all forces lie in the aircraft’s plane of symmetry
(Figure 2). Four basic forces are acting on the vehicle: the
aerodynamic force, the thrust, the weight, and a centrifugal
force. The thrust and aerodynamic forces arise from the con-
tact between the air and surfaces of the aircraft and its engine.
Through the curvature of the flight path, a centrifugal force
appears.

The positiveXa-axis of the air-path coordinate axes,Xa,
Ya, Za, is directed along the vehicle’s airspeedV, which is the
velocity vector of the center of gravity. TheZa-axis is taken
in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft, pointing down. The
lift L and dragD act along the negativeZa-axis and nega-
tive Xa-axis, respectively. The vector sum ofL andD forms
the aerodynamic forceR. To simplify performance equations

Figure 2. The airplane in symmetric flight.
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the thrustT is assumed to act along the positiveXa-axis, but
changes of the performance equations to account for other
thrust orientations relative toXa are straightforward.

The horizontal velocity is given by

dx

dt
= V cosγ (1)

wherex is the horizontal distance andγ the flight-path angle.
The variation of the altitude per unit time is the rate of climb
RC of the aircraft, which is equal to the vertical component
of the airspeedV,

dh

dt
= RC = V sinγ (2)

Summing the forces along theXa-axis yields for the accel-
eration tangent to the flight path,

dV

dt
= g

(
T − D

W
− sinγ

)
(3)

whereW is the weight of the aircraft andg the acceleration of
gravity (with the mass beingW/g). Summing the forces along
theZa-axis gives the angular velocity along the trajectory –
the change of path angle with time dγ/dt-as

dγ

dt
= g

V

(
L

W
− cosγ

)
(4)

Note that in obtaining the equations of motion for point
performance, equations (3) and (4), the aircraft is modeled as

a point mass and an additional assumption is made that the
rate of change of aircraft mass is negligible. The acceleration
normal to the flight path is given by:

V 2

R
= V 2 dγ

ds
= V 2 dγ

dt

dt

ds
= V

dγ

dt
(5)

whereR is the radius of the flight path, and ds is a local flight
path infinitesimal length corresponding to the angle dγ.

4 LIFT-DRAG POLAR

The drag on a flight vehicle is written asD = ½ρV2SCD,
whereCD is the drag coefficient,ρ the air density, andS
the wing reference area. Similarly, the lift force is expressed
asL = ½ρV2SCL, whereCL is the lift coefficient. Note that
the aerodynamic coefficientsCL and CD in the symmetric
flight case depend on the angle of attackα, the Reynolds
numberRe, free stream Mach numberM, and the aircraft’s
configuration shape. The configuration shape accounts for
the geometry of the surfaces of the aircraft in contact with
air flow, including changes in shape through the flight due to
changes in landing gear position, control surfaces, high-lift
devices, engine nacelle settings, number of operating engines,
and so on.

Figure 3 shows for an aircraft flying in the low subsonic
flight regime, for which the effects of Mach number and
Reynolds number variations can be ignored, the behavior of
CL andCD as functions ofα. The curves indicate that at the
angleα crit stalling occurs, where separation of the flow leads

Figure 3. Aerodynamic characteristics of a propeller-driven airplane. Reproduced with permission from Ruijgrok (2009)c© VSSD.
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4 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

to a loss of lift and a substantial increase in airplane drag.
Without advanced nonlinear active control systems an air-
plane can only maintain a steady flight condition at an angle
of attack belowαcrit.

Elimination of the angle of attack and expression of the
drag coefficient as a function of the lift coefficient yields the
lift-drag polar, the direct relationship betweenCL andCD.

5 TAKEOFF

Figure 4 illustrates the takeoff maneuver, involving the accel-
erated motion from a release of breaks on the runway to a
height of about 1500 ft, at which point the pilot starts the
continued climb to the cruise altitude. The takeoff path can
be divided into two sections:

1. The takeoff distance, which comprises an acceleration
of the aircraft along the runway to theliftoff speed
VLOF, followed by an accelerated climb until the aircraft
reaches a screen heighths, specified in the airworthiness
requirements (for civil transport aircraft:hs = 35 ft). The
takeoff climb speed V2, achieved at the screen location
must be greater than 1.2VS, whereVS is the certificated
stalling speed for the aircraft in the takeoff configu-
ration. To reduce the takeoff distance, use is made of
(partly deflected) wing flaps because the extension of
these devices increasesCL, max, allowing lower stalling
speeds.

During ground run, flap deflection remains constant
and full thrust setting is maintained. To improve climb
performance, the landing gear is retracted soon after the
aircraft has become airborne. The takeoff ground run
includes the pre-rotation phase and the rotation phase,

where the aircraft successively accelerates to therota-
tion speed VR and fromVR to the liftoff speedVLOF. At
the speedVR, the pilot initiates upward rotation of the
aircraft by using the elevator control. The speedVR is
somewhat higher than thedecision speed V1, which is
selected such that when at this speed an engine failure
is recognized, the pilot is able to make a full stop on the
runway or to continue the takeoff to the screen height
with one engine out, in the same distance, the so-called
balanced field length. This procedure yields the required
target speedV2 > 1.2VS at the screen height, which guar-
antees a safe climb-out in the event of an engine failure
at V1.

During the pre-rotation phase, the airplane’s attitude
remains fairly constant. As rotation starts, the angle of
attack and thus the lift coefficient increases, so that soon
after reachingVR the nose wheel leaves the ground. At
VLOF the lift becomes equal to the weight of the aircraft,
and directly beyond the liftoff speed the lift exceeds the
weight and the aircraft becomes airborne.

The airborne section, usually, is divided into the tran-
sition to climbing flight and the rectilinear climb to the
screen height. In the transition phase, the aircraft is flown
with an incremental lift coefficient in order to provide
sufficient lift to accomplish an adequate curvature of
the flight path, through which the flight-path angle is
increased from zero atVLOF to a finite value above the
screen.

2. The takeoff flight path traveled after passing the screen,
where the aircraft initially climbs to a height of about
400 ft before the wing flaps are retracted and thrust setting
is reduced to climb thrust. After reaching a safe flight
condition at a height of about 1500 ft, the continued climb
to the cruise altitude begins.

Figure 4. Takeoff maneuver.
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Fixed-Wing Aircraft Performance 5

Simulation of takeoff and landing performance includes
solving the equations of motion in time for a flight vehi-
cle phase by phase from the ground roll and to climbing
over the screen obstacle at the end of the field. Approximate
equations are derived in Anderson (1999) and Torenbeek
(1982). Torenbeek’s equation for the balanced field length
BFL (Raymer, 2006) is

BFL (ft) = 0.863

1 + 2.3G

(
W/S

ρgCL, climb
+ hobstacle

)

×
(

1

Tav/W
+ 2.7

)
+

(
655√
ρ/ρSL

)
(6)

where for a jet

Tav = 0.75TTakeoff static

(
5 + BPR

4 + BPR

)
(7)

and for a propeller driven airplane

Tav = 5.75 bhp

(
(ρ/ρSL)NeDp

2

bhp

) 1
3

(8)

whereG = γ climb − γmin with γ climb = arcsin ((T − D)/W)
for the 1-engine out/climb speed condition. The angleγmin is
0.024 rad for a 2-engine airplane, 0.027 rad for a 3-engine air-
plane, and 0.030 rad for a 4-engine airplane.CL,climb is the lift
coefficient at climb speed (1.2Vstall), hobstacleis 35 ft for com-
mercial and 50 ft military aircraft.U = 0.01CL, max + 0.02
for flaps in takeoff position, BPR is the bypass ratio, bhp is the
engine brake horsepower for the case of propeller propulsion,
Ne is the number of engines, andDp is propeller diameter (ft).
Note the effects of wing loading and takeoff average thrust on
the takeoff distance. Lower wing loadingW/S allows lower
takeoff speeds and, thus, shorter takeoff distances. Higher
takeoff thrust means accelerating the airplane to its takeoff
speed over a shorter distance. A takeoff requirement in the
design of an airplane can, thus, be met by a trade-off between
wing loading as affected by the size of the wing and its high-
lift capability and the thrust or power of the propulsion system
used.

6 LANDING

As shown in Figure 5, normally, at the end of the descent
the airplane executes a level flight to intercept the instrument

Figure 5. Approach flight.

landing system (ILS), which leads the aircraft onto the run-
way by providing horizontal and vertical guidance. During
the approach the airplane descends at 3◦ to the horizontal
with landing gear and wing flaps extended.

The actual landing is the maneuver by which the aircraft is
brought from a steady approach speedVA over a 50 ft obstacle
at the runway threshold (screen location) to a standstill on the
runway (Figure 6). Airworthiness requirements stipulate that
VA will not be less than 1.3VS, where nowVS is the minimum
stalling speed for the aircraft in the landing configuration.

The landing distance can be divided into the following two
parts:

1. The airborne distance, comprising a part of the final
approach, followed by the transition flare, where the air-
craft is brought to horizontal motion. During the flare
the engine thrust setting is throttled back so that at
touchdown the thrust is zero and the speed is below the
approach speedVA.

2. The ground run distance, which consists of a free roll
where the airplane is rotated down to the ground atti-
tude and the major ground run, where the decelerating
force is increased by application of the wheel brakes,
aerodynamic spoilers, and thrust reversers.

Figure 6. Landing maneuver. Reproduced with permission from
Ruijgrok (2009) c© VSSD.
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6 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Of importance to safe operation is the ability to avoid lat-
eral drift of the aircraft relative to the runway when landing
with a crosswind.

An approximate equation for landing distance is provided
by (Raymer, 2006):

Slanding = 80
(

W

S

) (
1

σCL, max

)
+ Sa(ft)

= 5
(

W

S

) (
1

σCL, max

)
+ Sa(m) (9)

whereσ is the atmospheric density ratio andSa is 1000 ft
(305 m) for airline type aircraft approaching at a 3◦ glide
slope. It is 600 ft (183 m) for general aviation type power-
off approach, and it is 450 ft (137 m) for STOL aircraft at
7◦ glide slope. The wing loadingW/S is in lbf ft−2 for the
landing distance equation in English units or in Newton/m2

for the equation in metric units. Raymer (2006) recommends
multiplying the first term of the equation by 0.66 for a case
involving thrust reversers or reversible-pitch propellers and
by 1.67 to provide a safety margin for commercial aircraft.
Note that a landing distance requirement can be met by a
combination of wing size selection and its high-lift capability.

7 STEADY STRAIGHT SYMMETRIC
FLIGHT (CLASS II)

Consider the force system acting on an aircraft in a given
flight condition, defined by the momentary values of weight,
altitude, atmospheric conditions, airspeed, power setting,
and control surface deflections. In steady straight symmet-
ric flight, the forcesR, T, andW are related by the following
two equations when resolved along theZa- andXa-axis (see
Figure 2):

T = D + W sinγs and L = W cosγs (10)

where the subscript “s” denotes steady flight. Using the
assumption that the flight-path angleγs is sufficiently small
to replace its cosine by unity, we obtain,

sinγs = T − D

W
(11)

where (T − D) is the excess thrust. When the forces along the
Xa-axis are multiplied with airspeedV, we get

TV = DV + WV sinγs = DV + WRCs (12)

where the vertical component of the airspeed is the rate of
climb,V sinγs = RCs. IntroducingTV = Pa, thepower avail-
able, andDV = Pr the power required, the rate of climb in
steady flight follows as

RCs = Pa − Pr

W
(13)

where (Pa − Pr) is theexcess power, which in steady flight
can be used to climb or to accelerate at constant altitude.

To solve the above equations, aperformance diagram may
be used, where for a given flight condition, drag or power
required and thrust or power available are plotted against
airspeed.

Figure 7 shows for a typical high-subsonic, two-engine
turbofan aircraft (W = 2500 kN,S = 365 m2, sea level ISA)
the estimated performance diagram both in terms of force
and power. The aircraft is in itsclean configuration, in which
landing gear and flaps are retracted.

Putting together the curves of thrust and drag is use-
ful when analyzing climb gradients, whereas combining the

Figure 7. Performance diagrams for a high subsonic airplane.
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Fixed-Wing Aircraft Performance 7

curves of power required and power available delivers the
relation between rate of climb and airspeed.

From the curves in Figure 7, the following special air-
speeds can be distinguished:

(a) Stalling speed VS, which according to the equilibrium
conditionW ≈ L = ½ρV 2SCL is obtained at the maxi-
mum lift coefficientCL, max.

(b) Minimum power required speed VPr, min, which according
to expression

Pr = DV = W

√
W

S

2

ρ

C2
D

C3
L

(14)

is obtained at the particular combination of Mach num-
ber and angle of attack at which the ratioC3

L/C2
D is the

maximum.

(c) Best climb gradient speed Vγs max, which is determined
by the condition that the excess thrust (T − D) is the
maximum.

(d) Minimum drag speed VD,min, which according to the
expression

D = CD

CL

W (15)

is obtained at the particular combination of Mach num-
ber and angle of attack at whichCL/CD is the maximum.
Clearly, the point on the power required curve corre-
sponding to minimum drag is thus found by drawing a
straight line from the origin tangent to thePr-curve.

Equations (14) and (15) can easily be derived by com-
bining the relationshipsD = CD ½ρV2S andW = L = CL

½ρV2S.

(e) Best rate of climb speed V RCs, max, which is the flight
speed at which the excess power is the maximum.

(f) Maximum airspeed V max, which follows from the bal-
ancesTmax= D andL = W.

The effect of altitude on point performance arises from
the decrease in air density with increasing altitude, which
affects both aerodynamic forces and propulsion capabilities.
The attendant modification of the performance diagram can
be found by calculating the two performance curves at vari-
ous altitudes. Calculations will show that as altitude increases
the maximum rate of climb decreases. The altitude at which
for a given airplane configuration, weight, and thrust set-
ting, the maximum rate of climb becomes zero, is called
theabsolute ceiling. At this altitude the high-speed and the

low-speed intersections of the performance curves coincide
and no excess thrust or power are available.

8 PATH PERFORMANCE IN STEADY
STRAIGHT SYMMETRIC CLIMB

Flight techniques yielding minimum time or minimum fuel
performance are of great importance. In the absence of wind,
the rate of climb of the aircraft is given by the previous
equation (2).

To simplify the analysis of climb performance in the face
of varying acceleration of gravity with height, use is made of
the quantity denotedgeopotential altitude, H, and defined by

H =
∫ H

0
dH = 1

g0

∫ h

0
gdh (16)

where g0 is the local sea-level value of the acceleration
of gravity. For the ISA the accelerationg0 is taken as
9.80665 m s−2.

Since bothH andh are taken equal to zero at sea level,
the geopotential altitudeH is the height in a uniform gravity
field at which the potential energy per unit mass is the same
as at ageometric height h in a variable gravity field.

Using geopotential altitude, for a (quasi-) steady climb,
we may write

dH

dt
= RCs = V sinγs (17)

The time to climb from an altitudeH1 to an altitudeH2 is
obtained from the integral,

t =
∫ H2

H1

dH

RCs
(18)

The weight of the fuel consumed is given by

Wf =
∫ t2

t1

Fdt =
∫ H2

H1

F

RCs
dH (19)

whereF = dWf /dt, is the fuel weight flow rate.
When we are interested in determining minimum time or

fuel to climb, (RCs)max and (F/RCs)min, values as functions
of altitude and weight, have to be known.

Generally, no analytic expressions are obtainable relating
the quantity’s (RCs)maxand (F/RCs)min toH andW, so that the
integrations of equations (18) and (19) must be accomplished
numerically.
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8 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Computations of optimum climb performance will show
that the airspeed at which maximum rate of climb occurs
increases with height. Accordingly, a portion of the excess
thrust must be used to accelerate the aircraft along its flight
path, through which the actual maximum rate of climb,
(RC)max, is less than (RCs)max. This means that for obtaining
the point performance capabilities in quasi-steady and accel-
erated flight, the introduction of a kinetic energy correction
factor may be necessary.

Finally, note that as the excess power is necessary for
climbing, a deficit of it is a condition for descending. There-
fore, a descent is simply the opposite of a climb.

9 CRUISE

The distance covered in cruise is calledrange. Using the
relationship:F = dWf /dt = −dW/dt, the still air rangeR is
obtained from the integral

∫ t2

t1

Vdt =
∫ W2

W1

− V

F
dW =

∫ W1

W2

V

F
dW (20)

whereV/F is calledspecific range (range per unit weight of
fuel). The subscripts “1” and “2” refer to the initial and final
conditions, respectively.

Similarly, the length of time spent in the cruise, that is,the
endurance E, is given by

E =
∫ t2

t1

dt =
∫ W2

W1

− 1

F
dW =

∫ W1

W2

1

F
dW (21)

Assuming level and steady flight of a jet aircraft, the fuel
weight flow rate is

F = CT T = CT

CD

CL

W (22)

whereCT is thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC). Insert-
ing equation (22) into equation (20), yields

R =
∫ W1

W2

V

F
dW =

∫ W1

W2

V

CT

CL

CD

dW

W
(23)

Considering a flight at constant airspeed and angle of
attack (CL/CD), and assuming constantCT , results in the
equation known as theBreguet Range Equation,

R = V

CT

CL

CD

ln
W1

W2
(24)

where the quantity [(V/CT )(CL/CD)] is called the range
factor.

Note that maintaining angle of attack and specific fuel
consumption constant during cruise can be realized by means
of the two basic controls on the aircraft about which the pilot
has the disposal in symmetric flight, namely, the elevator to
adjust the angle of attackα (pitch control), and the engine
control lever to select the thrust setting. Together they define
the employedflight technique.

Also note that flying a constantCL/CD implies that accord-
ing to the requirementL = W, the altitude must be steadily
increased as fuel is consumed. Therefore, the above flight
technique is commonly referred to ascruise-climb. Fortu-
nately, the flight-path angle normally is sufficiently small
so as to meet the assumption of quasi-level flight used in
the derivation of the equations above. Otherwise, acruise-
climb may be approximated by a sequence of level flight
segments.

It should be noted, however, that actual flight altitudes are
regulated by the air traffic control centers (ATC), which play
a crucial role in ensuring safe and efficient air traffic. During
cruise, civil aircraft followairways, that is, horizontal cor-
ridors within which aircraft are protected by internationally
adopted rules of separation.

Since the variables defining the range factor do not nec-
essarily remain constant during cruise, the integral (23) must
be evaluated numerically.

The integral, expressing the endurance is obtained from
equations (21) and (22),

E =
∫ W1

W2

1

CT

CL

CD

dW

W
(25)

Apparently, for obtaining maximum endurance, such as
required for reconnaissance flights with military aircraft, a
maximization of equation (25) is of the utmost importance.
Based on modeling fuel burn rates for jet and propeller driven
aircraft and with different flight trajectory scenarios, a num-
ber of Breguet type equations for the endurance and range
of flight vehicles have been developed over the years, see
Anderson (1999) and Raymer (2006). The advantage of such
equations is their simplicity and explicit nature, making them
very useful for the early stages of airplane design. To simulate
actual flight trajectories in order to assess range, endurance,
fuel requirements, and so on, numerical integration of the
equations of motion is required in either three degrees of
freedom for flight in the plane of symmetry, or six degrees of
freedom for a general flight trajectory involving all transla-
tions and rotations of the vehicle.
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10 PAYLOAD-RANGE RELATIONSHIP

The total weight at takeoff, TOW orWto, may be written as
the sum of theoperational empty weight, OEW orWb, which
is the weight of the aircraft prepared for service, the payload
Wp, the fuel weightWf , and the weight of the reserve fuel
Wfr . Dividing the constituent parts by the total weight gives
the weight breakdown in terms of weight fractions,

1 = Wb

Wto
+ Wp

Wto
+ Wf

Wto
+ Wfr

Wto
(26)

Obviously,Wto depends on the actual payload, the amount
of fuel required for a particular flight, and the required reserve
fuel. The maximum allowable takeoff weight (MTOW)
may be determined by structural or performance limita-
tions. Figure 8 zshows typical weight fractions for long-haul
aircraft.

An analytic expression for the fuel weight fractionWf /Wto

can be derived by using equation (24). Assuming, for
simplicity for a long range airplane, that the entire trip
length is performed in cruise, we find withW1 = Wto and
W2 = Wto − Wf ,

Wf

Wto
= 1 − e−[R/(V/CT )(CL/CD)] (27)

whereR is total range. (Equation (27)) reveals that minimum
fuel fraction will be obtained when the aircraft is operated
such that the range factor is continuously at the maximum.

The weight fractionWb/Wto in equation (26) can be
regarded as the structural efficiency since the lighter the
aircraft is designed and built the greater is the useful load
fraction, which is the sum of payload and trip fuel. Clearly,
a greater payload fraction is obtained when less fuel is

Figure 8. Typical weight fractions for long haul aircraft.

Figure 9. Payload-range characteristics. Reproduced with permis-
sion from Ruijgrok (2009)c© VSSD.

consumed for a given total range. We also conclude from
equations (26) and (27), all other things being equal, that the
payload fraction decreases with increasing range.

A typical weight breakdown is portrayed in Figure 9 with
respect to range in still air for transport aircraft. The line
AB gives the takeoff weight when transporting the maximum
payload. The line shows that as range increases, the fuel load
must be larger. This can continue until the takeoff weight
reaches its maximum value at point B. The range at point
B may be called thedesign range. To fly farther requires
that payload is replaced by fuel. This is represented by the
line CD. Point D represents the ultimate range, at which no
payload can be carried (unconsumed reserve fuel).

Normally, the fuel tank capacity is such that the range
cannot be increased beyond point E. The line EF indicates
that some extra increase of range is possible by reducing the
takeoff weight through further decreasing the payload.

It is clear that specific fuel consumption has a consid-
erable influence on the fuel load and thus on the payload
capability of an aircraft. Therefore, it is not surprising that
fuel conservation has always been important in aviation.
The most fuel-efficient propulsion systems for today’s trans-
port airplanes are turbofan engines with bypass ratios up to
about 11.

In addition, changes in the design and/or the way of oper-
ating an aircraft, which leads to a reduction of the fuel needed
for a given flight distance, will always remain of paramount
importance.
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10 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Table 1. Characteristic data of Boeing 747-400 Passenger aircraft.

Maximum takeoff weight 3870 kN
Operating empty weight 1792 kN
Fuel capacity 1603 kN
Number of seats 490
Cruise Mach number 0.85
Cruise altitude 35 000 ft
Range 13 157 km
Number of engines 4
Maximum thrust per engine 258 kN
Wingspan 64.92 m
Wing area 541.2 m2

Wing loading 7151 N m−2

Takeoff field length 3352 m
Landing field length 2072 m
Overall length 70.6 m
Tail height 19.4 m
Maximum lift-drag ratio 18

Figure 10. Three-view diagram of Boeing 747-400 airplane.

For illustration some characteristic data of a typical wide-
body turbofan aircraft are presented in Table 1. A three-view
diagram of the aircraft is shown in Figure 10.

11 ACCELERATED STRAIGHT
SYMMETRIC FLIGHT (CLASS III)

In order to evaluate the effect of the dynamic behavior of the
aircraft on climb performance, the equation of motion in the
direction of flight is considered

W

g

dV

dt
= T − D − W sinγ (28)

where the thrust vector lies along the velocity vector. Multi-
plying the equation withV gives

W

g
V

dV

dH

dH

dt
= TV − DV − WV sinγ (29)

Using dh/dt = V sinγ (= RC), TV = Pa, andDV = Pr yields

RC

[
1 + V

g

dV

dH

]
= Pa − Pr

W
(30)

where the right-hand term is the specific excess power that
must be used for climb and acceleration. As this term repre-
sents the rate of climb in steady flight,RCs, we obtain for the
actual rate of climb

RC = RCs

1 + V
g0

dV
dH

(31)

In operational practice, the climb is usually performed
at a constant equivalent airspeed. This means that the true
airspeed increases with altitude and thus it becomes important
to consider accelerated flight. Furthermore, it should be noted
that solving the minimum time to climb problem requires
the use of the mathematical methodsoptimal control theory
or variational calculus. The interested reader is referred to
Airplane Performance Optimization for a detailed treatment
of this topic.

12 NON-SYMMETRIC (TURNING)
FLIGHT (CLASS IV)

Of course, not all motions of an aircraft are symmetric. A
well-known example of a non-symmetric type of flight is
turning flight, and in particular theconstant-altitude banked
turn, which is the basic maneuver used to change the flight-
path heading.

Figure 11 shows the disposition of forces in a properly
banked turn at a bank angle�. In the direction of the flight
path thrust equals drag (T = D). The bank angle causes the lift
to bank also. Resolving the forces into vertical and horizontal
components, it is seen that it is the horizontal component of
the lift that furnishes the centripetal force needed to balance
the occurring centrifugal force

L sin� = C = W

g

V 2

R
(32)

whereW/g is the mass of the aircraft,V the velocity of the
aircraft in the turn, andR the radius of the turn. For a constant-
altitude banked turn the vertical component of the lift must
equal the weight

L cos� = W (33)

Accordingly, the lift must be increased to maintain a con-
stant altitude when performing a banked turn. The above
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Figure 11. The airplane in a steady level coordinated turn. Reproduced with permission from Ruijgrok (2009)c© VSSD.

equations can be combined to find a relationship between
the turn radius, the bank angle and the airspeed for a given
aircraft weight

R = V 2

g tan�
(34)

This equation shows that the smaller the turning radius
is or the greater the velocity in a turn, the larger the bank
angle must be. To conclude we remark that when the mission
includes climbing and descending turns, such as executed
during combat maneuvers of military aircraft, the problem is
certainly more involved (see, e.g., Ruijgrok, 2009).

13 CONCLUSION

Key performance measures covering point maneuvering and
mission accomplishment capabilities of aircraft have been
presented in this chapter together with the approximate equa-
tions that have been widely used in aeronautics to assess
such performance in the early design stages of an airplane.
The equations allow not only prediction of performance for a
given airplane but also sizing of an airplane during its design
process to meet performance requirements. They show in
what way aerodynamic characteristics, propulsion, weight
control, and mission planning and execution affect the design
of a new airplane and assist the designer with the tradeoffs
involved.

Simulation of the full motion of flight vehicles involv-
ing all translations and rotations along complex trajectories
requires numerical integration of the full equations of motion
as influenced by detailed information regarding propulsion
system performance, aerodynamic force and moment vari-
ations, and control techniques. Such trajectories can be
numerically optimized to meet complex sets of constraints
and objectives (Miele, 1962; Vinh, 1995; Betts, 2010). Dis-
cussion of advanced flight vehicle motion simulation and
trajectory optimization can be found in other chapters of the
encyclopedia.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Generally, rotary wing aircraft come in a large number of
different configurations: the majority of vehicles, which will
be mainly addressed in this chapter, belong to the category of
single rotor helicopters. However, there are also tandem rotor
helicopters (such as Boeing Vertol CH-47 Chinook, Piasecki
H-21), side-by-side rotors (Mil Mi-12 (V-12)), intermeshing
rotors (Kaman K-max 1200), coaxial counter rotating rotors
(Kamov Ka-27 Harp, Ka-50 Black Shark), or tilt rotors (Bell-

Boeing V-22, Bell-Agusta BA-609). In terms of performance,
a distinction can be made between the classical performance
(i.e., how fast, how far, how high and with how much pay-
load a rotorcraft can operate) or, increasingly important, the
environmental performance (i.e., how easy and how com-
fortable it is to fly and maintain, how safe is the rotorcraft).
For military operators, the classical performance can mean
operational performance (i.e., range, airspeed, and altitude
that can be obtained with various payloads) or tactical per-
formance (maneuverability, turn rate, load factor, power of
the tail rotor giving the yawing ability or the ability to hover
in crosswinds, weight of the underslung load, etc).

All rotorcraft (except the tilt rotors) are essentially slow
vehicles, limited to speeds below 300 km h−1 that cannot fly
above 3 000 m (10 000 feet), as they do not have pressurized
cabins – most fly below 1 500 m (5 000 feet). The contin-
ual advances in the field of rotor design and flight control
technology, reductions in structural weight, improvements
to fuselage aerodynamics and the advances in engine per-
formance have resulted in significant improvement in the
performance of present rotary wing configurations, com-
pared with 70 years ago. Users, both civil and military,
require today’s rotorcraft to be more capable and efficient,
carrying greater payloads further and for longer. Table 1
(updated from Carlson 2002) presents a comparison between
some performance parameters of a Sikorsky R-4B heli-
copter, the first helicopter under production during World
War II, and the performance of a current state-of-the-art heli-
copter. One can see that, in 70-years of development, the
helicopter evolved from a 150 meters (Std. Day) hover in
ground effect (HIGE) to 3000 m hover out of ground effect
(HOGE) which represents a 2000% increase in hover capa-
bility; the hover endurance/payload performance parameter
evolved from 1.9 h with 0.15 payload fraction design point
to a 4 h and 0.5 payload fraction for some new European
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2 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Table 1. Comparison performance Sikorsky R-4B and current heli-
copter performance capabilities.

Performance
metric Sikorsky R-4B

Current
helicopter Change (%)

Hover capability
(Std. Day)

150 m HIGE 3000 m
HOGE

2000

Hover
time/Payload
fraction

1.9 h/0.15 4 h/0.5 210/330

Cruise speed 104 km/h 260 km/h 250
Range/Payload 269 km/0.15 741 km/0.5 275/330

helicopters (or a 5 h and 0.35 payload fraction for American
helicopters). This represents a 210% hover time and 330%
payload fraction increase when compared to the R-4B. The
best range cruise speed evolved from 104 km h−1 (56 knots)
to 260 km h−1 (140 knots); the range/payload capability is
approaching 741 km (400 nm) range at 0.5 payload fraction
design point as compared with 269 km (145) nm range at 0.15
payload fraction of the R-4B helicopter.

As with fixed wing aircraft, performance calculations are
one of the basic estimation processes to be dealt with during
the design. Performance calculations are about determining
the power required versus power available diagram for a wide
range of flight conditions. The power estimations can be
translated into typical performance parameters such as climb
speed, hover ceiling, maximum speed, best range speed, best
endurance speed, and so on. Obviously, sustained flight is
not possible where demand exceeds available power. In this
context, helicopter operations are concerned with power man-
agement. The engine(s) provide the power to the transmission
system, which has a physical torque limit. With rotorspeed
governing, a helicopter is essentially a constant RPM vehicle
and thus the power is proportional to the torque and engines
may be described in terms of torque available. Complex inter-
acting aerodynamic phenomena are taking place around the
blades; the blade relative velocities vary along the blades
and periodically with the blade azimuth. Usually, the blade
finds itself in a turbulent regime in which blade vortex inter-
actions continuously change the flow around each blade in
a non-stationary manner. To calculate the performance of a
rotorcraft taking into account all these complex phenomena
is a very difficult job and for performance calculations, the
engineer prefers to use approximate methods; these methods
are simpler and provide satisfactory results for a quick per-
formance analysis, at least in normal operating conditions.
Typical methods are presented in classical textbooks such as
Bramwell, Done and Balmford (1976), Prouty (2003), Leish-
man (2002), Johnson (1980), and Padfield (2007), and they
will be shortly discussed in the present chapter. The methods
also easily allow the use of correction factors, which facil-

itate rapid sensitivity analysis to be performed during the
design phase. It is convenient for descriptive purposes to con-
sider the two distinct flight regimes – hover-low speed (up to
83 km h−1 (45 knots)), including vertical maneuvering, and
mid-high speed flight.

2 PERFORMANCE OF ROTARY WINGS
IN HOVERING FLIGHT

For helicopters, in hover, equilibrium exists between the
thrust of the main rotor and the weight (see Figure 1). This
is expressed by the following equation:

T = W (1)

In this expression the effects of the presence of the fuselage
and other parts of the helicopter are neglected. The helicopter
rotor produces an upward thrust by driving a column of air
downwards through the rotor plane with an induced velocity
vi, the so-called rotor inflow or downwash (see Rotorcraft
Aerodynamics, Rotary-Wing Flight Mechanics, and Applied
Aerodynamics and Propulsion Foundation: Rotary Wing).

The simplest method to calculate the ideal power Pid

needed to carry a weight W or equivalently, the power needed
to generate the rotor thrust of a helicopter in axial flight, is
given by the momentum theory (also called actuator disc the-
ory (ADT) or energy method). Basically, the ADT method is
based on the principle of energy conservation and states that
the ideal power to generate the thrust T is equal to the increase
of the kinetic energy of the flow. A comprehensive treatment
of ADT theory for helicopter performance (hover, climb,
descent, forward flight, flight restrictions) was published by
Heyson (1975). Using ADT theory it can be demonstrated
that the induced velocity in the fully developed wake is two
times the induced velocity at the rotor level,that is,2vi. How
strong is the velocity of the air in the fully developed wake?

Figure 1. The hover.
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Figure 2. Induced velocity in the fully developed wake for a hover-
ing helicopter. Adapted from Prouty (2003) c© Krieger Publishing
Company.

Figure 2 (adapted from Prouty, 2003) presents the fully devel-
oped induced velocity as a function of disc loading. One can
see that, the small rotors of V-22 tiltrotor induce a downwash
of approximately 148 km h−1 (80 knots), that is, in the order
of a hurricane. Therefore, there is a practical upper limit for
the downwash of a hovering helicopter.

Furthermore, using ADT theory, two important relation-
ships can be derived to calculate the ideal power Pid and
respectively the induced velocity in hovering flight vi,hov as
given in Table 2. Looking at this table one can see that, at a
given air density ρ, the ideal power needed to lift a weight W
depends only on the rotor disc loading DL (for more details
on disc loading parameter, see Rotary Wing Vehicle Design).
Furthermore, at a given air density, the power loading param-
eter of a hovering helicopter – defined as the ratio between
weight and ideal power W

Pid
– is inverse proportional to the

induced velocity and depends only on the rotor disc loading.
It follows that to decrease the ideal power is equivalent
with decreasing the disc loading, that is, equivalent with
either decreasing the helicopter weight (this is no solution)
either increasing the rotor radius. Therefore, increasing the
rotor diameter would be beneficial for decreasing the power
needed to hover a constant weight W. However, this is not
always the case: a number of factors, such as non-uniform
inflow, tip losses tip vortices, blade/vortex interaction
turbulence and the rotation of the slipstream, need to be
considered when calculating the power for hovering. Usually,
one needs more power to hover than the ideal power. This is
due to the fact that in the real rotor there are losses due to the
non-uniform induced velocity distribution on the rotor disc,
tip losses, tip vortices, blade/vortex interaction turbulence,

Table 2. Performance in hovering flight, momentum theory.

Some Relationships to Keep in Mind
Helicopter in hovering flight

Momentum theory (Actuator disc theory)

Disc loading

DL
def= W

�R2
(2)

Ideal power in hovering flight

Pid = W

√
W

2ρ�R2
= W√

2ρ

√
DL (3)

Induced velocity in hover

Pid

W
= vi,hov =

√
W

2ρ�R2
= 1√

2ρ

√
DL (4)

Figure of merit

FM
def= Ideal power

Actualpower
= Pid

Phov
= 0.6 · · · 0.8 (5)

Power required for hovering flight

Phov = Pid

FM
= 1

FM

W3/2√
2ρ�R2

(6)

and the rotation of the slipstream. The efficiency of a lifting
rotor is expressed in the so-called rotor figure of merit (FM).
Figure of merit can be defined as ratio of the theoretical
minimum power to the power actually required to hover,
(see Table 2). The FM typically varies between 0.6 and 0.8.
FM = 1 represents the ideal rotor with no blade drag nor
other losses; FM = 0.75 represents a good rotor; FM = 0.6
represents a rotor designed to give good performance at
high speed, resulting in a compromised performance at
hover (further detail on the significance and how can FM be
improved is discussed in Rotary Wing Vehicle Design). The
total power required for hovering flight Phov is obtained by
combining equation (6) and (7), see formula (8).

The actuator disc theory is useful in understanding the
physics of hovering flight and for making simple perfor-
mance calculations, but the blade element theory must be
used to carry outperformance calculations that relate to rotor
design parameters. In blade element theory, the rotor blade is
divided into blade elements, each element acting as a quasi-
two-dimensional airfoil to produce aerodynamic forces and
moments. Rotor performance in BET can be obtained by inte-
grating the sectional airloads at each blade element over the
length of the blade and averaging the result over a rotor evo-
lution. Usually, for performance calculations, the inflow from
ADT is required to compute the thrust using BET.

Using the blade element method it can be demonstrated
that the power required to hover Phov can be divided into
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Table 3. Performance in hovering flight, BEM theory.

Some Relationships to Keep in Mind
Helicopter in hovering flight

Blade element theory

Power required for hovering flight

Phov = Pi + Pp = kTvi + σC̄D,p

8
ρ(�R)3�R2 (7)

Induced power

Pi = kTvi (8)

k = 1.1· · ·1.2 correction factor
Profile drag power

Pp = σC̄D,p

8
ρ(�R)3�R2 (9)

Rotor Solidity

σ = Nc

�R
= 0.08 · · · 0.12 (10)

Medium profile drag coefficient

C̄D,p = 0.0087 − 0.0216αeff,m + 0.4α2
eff,m (11)

Figure of merit

FM = Pid

Phov
� Pi

Pi + Pp
(12)

two contributions (see equation (9) in Table 3): the first
contribution comes from the induced power Pi; the second
contribution comes from profile drag power Pp. Note that the
tail rotor power is not included. As in the case of a normal
wing, the induced drag is actually the rearward component
of the lift acting on the blade element (see Figure 5; also see
Applied Aerodynamics and Propulsion Foundation: Rotary
Wing) The induced power Pi is the power required to over-
come the blades induced drag, see equation (10). A correction
factor k varying between 1.1 and 1.2 is usually used to account
for the effects of the non-uniform inflow distribution. The
profile drag power Pp is the power required to overcome the
blades profile drag (see equation (11)). It depends on the rotor
solidity σ, see equation (12), and on the medium profile drag
coefficient C̄D,p (see equation (13)). Blade solidity is defined
as the total blade area divided by the disc area and shows
how much of the disc is “solid” (for more details on solidity,
see Rotary Wing Vehicle Design). Sometimes the value of
the profile drag coefficient C̄D,p is assumed to be constant.
It is however, better to assume that this coefficient varies
with the mean lift coefficient C̄L and apply a relation verified
experimentally for usual rotor blade profiles, see equation
(13) proposed by Bailey (1941) where αeff,m is the medium
effective rotor blade angle of attack.

Using a simple example next paragraph will demonstrate
that the helicopter is the only vehicle suitable for long hov-

Table 4. Comparison between different flying vehicles capabilities
to hover.

Disc loading Phov
W

= 1
FM

√
W

2ρ�R2 (kW kN−1)

Vehicle type DL (N m−2)

Helicopter small/
medium size

200 12

Helicopter
medium/
large size

500 19

Tilt rotor 1500 33
Harrier 5000 60

ering as compared to other flying vehicles. Assume a rotor
designed with a figure of merit FM = 0.75. Assume also dif-
ferent rotorcraft configurations with different disc (wing)
loadings and a standard air density of ρ = 1.225 kg m−3 corre-
sponding to the value at the sea level. Table 4 summarizes the
power to weight ratio for different types of VTOL aircraft. It
can be seen that to hover at a certain weight with a VTOL air-
craft such as the Harrier requires five times more power than
hovering with a small helicopter. Therefore, from all existing
hovering vehicles, the helicopter needs the least power and
this makes it a perfect machine for long hovering flight.

Concluding, together, the momentum and BET theory
form the basis of most classical performance calculations for
rotorcraft. Finally, it should be mentioned that so far the heli-
copter has been considered in hovering flight out of ground
effect (OGE). In ground effect (IGE) the main effect on the
rotor is caused by a reduction of the induced velocity at the
disc due the presence of the ground. This also means that
the induced power is reduced and, if it is assumed that the
profile drag power is not influenced by the ground effect,
it follows that for a given total power, then the part of the
engine power necessary for the induced power is constant
(Ptot − PP = Pi = constant). Usually, for ground effect mod-
elling the model of Betz (1937) is used.

3 PERFORMANCE OF ROTARY WINGS
IN VERTICAL CLIMB AND DESCENT

In steady vertical flight the vertical equilibrium of the rotor
thrust force and the weight still holds. The flow conditions
for a blade element in climbing flight have changed though.
Using momentum theory it can be demonstrated that the
induced velocity in vertical climb is lower than in hovering
flight (it reduces with half of the rate of climb, see equation
(15) in Table 5). This is because now there is a higher mass
flow that has to travel downwards throughout the rotor and
this reduces its velocity.
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Table 5. Performance in vertical climbing flight.

Some Relationships to Keep in Mind
Helicopter in vertical climb

Vertical climb C = rate of climb/descent

Induced velocity

vi = vi, hov − 1

2
C (13)

Power required for climbing flight

Pvc = Pc + Pi,v + Pp,v <
1

2
WC + Phov (14)

Climbing power

Pc = WC (15)

Induced power for vertical climb

Pi,v = Pi, hov − W
C

2
< Pi ,hov (16)

In this context, the induced power in vertical climb Pi,v is
lower than in hovering flight (see equation (18)). At the same
weight, altitude and rotor RPM the profile drag power Pp,v is
equal both in hover and in climbing flight. The power required
for the rotor Pvc is now summation of the climbing power,
the induced power, and the profile drag power (see equation
(16)). Because of the reduction in induced power, the total
required power at a given rate of climb is smaller than the
sum of climb power Pc and the power in hover. In the steady
vertical climb the collective pitch and power setting have to
be increased in comparison with the situation for hover.

In descent flight, as extensively explained in Rotor-
craft Aerodynamics, Rotary-Wing Flight Mechanics, and
Applied Aerodynamics and Propulsion Foundation: Rotary
Wing, the rotor experiences different regimes going from
slow descent (rate of descent ||C| < (1/4)vihov) to moder-
ate descent (1/4)vihov < |C| < 2vihov and fast descent |C| >

2vihov. In slow descent the flow passing throughout the rotor
is relatively stable and less power is needed than in hovering
flight. In moderate descent, vortex ring state problems appear,
characterized by unstable flow around the rotor and high fluc-
tuations in thrust and power required. In vortex ring state the
pilot can experience the so-called “settling with power” or
“power settling” problem: pulling up the collective does not
slow the rate of descent; the helicopter is coming down even
though full engine power is being used. It happens usually
when the helicopter encounters a rate of descent of at least
300–500 fpm (1.5–3 m s−1) at an airspeed of no more than 10
to15 kts with more than 20% power applied. Finally, in fast
descent or “windmilling state” the rotor is extracting energy
from the wind.

Calculating the power required for a helicopter in descend-
ing flight is a difficult process as no theories are accurate
enough to predict the behavior of the flow. Moving from hover
into descent, the induced velocity increases more rapidly than
momentum theory would indicate. The value rises, in the vor-
tex ring state to about twice the hover value, then falls steeply
to about the hover value at entry to the windmill brake state.
Gessow and Myers (1952) summarized the rotor flow char-
acteristics and represented the rotor flow states in vertical
flight as combinations of non-dimensional rate of descent
C̄ and non-dimensional induced velocity v̄i (see Figure 3).
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Climb
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Vertical climbVertical descent
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Figure 3. Diagram for induced velocities in vertical flight. Adapted from Gessow (1952) c© Frederick Ungar.
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The curve is based on flight tests and wind tunnel tests and
smoothly extrapolated from both ends of the curve where
the actuator disc theory is still valid. In the region of non-
dimensional rates of climb C̄ between −2 and −0.25 there is
no uniform flow in the rotor wake. The line AC gives the sit-
uation in which there is no flow through the rotor plane, that
is, C̄ + v̄i = 0. In this case the rotor acts as a flat plate per-
pendicular to the flow direction. In the region at the right side
of the line AC the rotor is in vortex ring state. In the region at
the left of the line AC the rotor is in the so-called “turbulent
wake state” or “parachute state.” Behind the rotor a turbulent
wake is then visible. In this condition the rotor behaves like
a blunt body with the corresponding drag coefficient.

4 PERFORMANCE IN FORWARD FLIGHT

4.1 Rotor limitations

An essential feature of forward flight is the asymmetry in
the flow velocity on the left and right side of the helicopter
as seen in Figure 4. Looking at this figure, one can see
that, in forward flight, the velocity on the blade element is
a function both of the radial station and of the blade azimuth
position.

Defining the azimuth angle ψ with the zero position over
the tail, and assuming that the rotor rotates counterclockwise
(this is the direction of rotation for the American and Euro-
pean helicopters, except for French and Russian helicopters
which rotors usually rotate clockwise) with a constant rota-
tional velocity �, one can see that the velocity acting on the
blade element situated at distance r from the rotor hub is
the sum of the velocity due to rotation, �r, and the forward

speed of the helicopter V. It follows that, on the advancing
blade, the blade elements “sense” higher velocities and on
the retreating blade, lower. Over the tail boom and over the
fuselage nose the blade elements “sense” the same velocity,
that is, the velocity due to rotation, �r. The flow asymmetry
on the rotor disc gives rise to serious forward speed limita-
tions: (i) on the advancing side, a compressibility limit (mach
number M < 0.85) has to be imposed in order to avoid strong
transonic effects inducing advancing blade shocks; (ii) on the
retreating side, the blade will stall (dynamic stall effect with
lift coefficient smaller than 2.0 due to the high angle of attack
(the so-called “positive stall area”).

If the blades would be rigidly attached to the shaft, the
angle of attack would be almost constant along the azimuth
and the asymmetry of the velocities would produce a differ-
ence of lift on both sides, causing a rolling moment. This
rolling moment is eliminated by the flapping hinges that per-
mit the blades to flap up and down just enough to compensate
for the velocity asymmetry. The blade on the advancing side
flaps up, rising through the air and decreasing the blade of
attack on the advancing side. The blade on the retreating
side flaps down descending through the air and increasing
the angle of attack on retreating side. In this way the flap-
ping motion cyclically changes the blade angle of attack, thus
creating the rotor equilibrium.

Another effect on the retreating rotor side is the so-called
reversed flow region. This is a region near the hub where the
flow is reversed (this means that the blade sections face the
free stream with their trailing edges). It can be defined as a
circle that expands as the helicopter is flying faster. At low
flight speeds, the reversed flow is a hidden region in the hub
and blade attachment but at maximum speed it may extends
as much as 45% of the way out to the tip. The blade velocities

Figure 4. Rotor limits. Adapted from Padfield (2007) c© Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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Figure 5. Velocity limits for the helicopter.

in the region of reversed flow are very low and the angle of
attack is negative and very high. This region is also called
“negative stall area”.

The limitations due to blade stall and compressibility
effects for every helicopter forward flight condition can be
expressed by two parameters: (i) helicopter advance ratio
µ = V

�R
defined as the ratio between the flight speed and the

blade tip speed �R and (ii) tip Mach number of the advanc-
ing blade Mt = �R+V

a
where a is the speed of sound. For the

Mach number at the tip a limit of 0.85 is assumed and for the
advance ratio a limit of 0.4. Both limits correspond with prac-
tice. This leads to the boundaries given in Figure 5. Looking
at this figure, it can be seen that the forward flight speed is
limited to about 300 km h−1. This is also the practical limit
for most helicopters (the actual speeds of current helicopters
are in the range of 250 to 280 km h−1, that is, up to 150 knots.
Only few helicopters are able to fly faster. For such heli-
copters the aerodynamic design of the fuselage and blades
is more refined, for example, wings have been utilized. The
helicopter level flight speed record goes back to 1986 and is
owned by the Westland Lynx helicopter, with 400.58 km h−1

(216.3 knots), thanks to a combination of installed power and
blade design optimization.

However, this implies that by definition helicopters will
never be able to fly as fast as fixed-wing aircraft. Therefore,
the advantage of the helicopter is not found in long-distance
passenger transport. In most cases the helicopter will be used
in situations where vertical take-off and landing or hovering
flight are crucial. One may think of transportation from and
to a drilling rig, the roof of a skyscraper or hospital and rescu-
ing victims in open sea. In such specific situations any other
means of transportation is inferior when compared to the heli-
copter in terms of speed or flexibility of deployment. For a
more detailed discussion on performance in forward flight
from design point of view the reader is referred to Rotary
Wing Vehicle Design of this encyclopedia.

4.2 Power required in forward flight

To understand how much power it takes to keep a helicopter
in level-flight at a certain speed, one has to shortly understand
the trim equilibrium in forward flight. Figure 6 presents the
helicopter in a steady forward climbing flight. The weight and
drag act on the helicopter’s fuselage. The weight is defined
as the weight of the entire helicopter including the rotor. The
drag force Dpar is the parasite drag and consists of the drag of
the entire helicopter except for the rotor. The thrust force T
and both the so-called H-forces, H0 and Hi, act on the rotor.
The Hi-force is caused by the difference in inclination of the
lift force on the left and right side of the hub. The H0-force is
caused by the difference in profile-drag on the left and right
side of the hub. The angle of attack of the rotor disc is αd. This
angle is defined such that a forward tilt of the rotor disc for-
ward (w.r.t. the airspeed) results in a positive angle of attack.
This definition is different from the one for fixed-wing air-
foils. The reason for this is that in this way the angle of attack
of the rotor is positive in most situations. After all, to obtain
a force in the forward direction the rotor disc must be tilted
forward. The equilibrium of forces on the helicopter gives:

T sin αd + Hicos αd = Dpar + H0cos αd + Wsin γ

T cos αd − Hisin αd + H0sin αd = Wcos γ
(17)

In practice, the H-forces are usually small and opposite
in direction. This means that the rotor thrust can be assumed
to be perpendicular to the tip-path plane. Assuming further

Tipplane

T

V

H i

W

W sin γ

Dpar

W cos γ

αd  

αd  

H0

c.g.

γ

γ

Figure 6. Helicopter equilibrium of forces in stationary forward
flight.
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8 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

that all angles are small simplifies second equation (17) to
T ∼= W .

The power for driving the rotor can be found from the
work done by the rotor forces per unit of time and adding the
profile-drag power (see Figure 6):

Pt = T (V sin α + kvi) + HiV cos α + Pp (18)

By combining the first equation of (17) with (18) and
using blade element theory, one can obtain the expression
of the total power required in forward flight Pff as equation
(19) (Table 6). One can see that the total power required for
forward flight is built up from: the induced power Pi, total
profile drag power Pp + Pd, the parasite power Ppar and the
miscellaneous power Pmisc.

The “miscellaneous” power Pmisc is the power associated
with the tail rotor, gearboxes, hydraulic pumps, electrical gen-
erators, and so on. This power is mainly represented by the
tail rotor power which accounts for 4 to 10% of the main
rotor power, the last value being valid for the hovering flight.

Table 6. Performance in forward flight, BEM theory.

Some relationships to keep in mind
Helicopter in forward flight

Blade element theory

Power required for forward flight

Pff = Pi + Pp + Pd + Ppar + Pmisc

= kTvi + σC̄Dp

8 ρ(�R)3�R2(1 + 4.65µ2) + ∑
Aeq

1
2 ρV 3 (19)

Induced power

Pi = kTvi (20)

Induced velocity in forward flight

v̄i =

√
− V̄ 2

2
+

√
V̄ 4

4
+ 1 (21)

with V̄ = V
vi,hov

, v̄i = V
vi,hov

Total profile drag power

Pp + Pd = σC̄Dp

8
ρ(�R)3�R2

(
1 + 4.65µ2

)
(22)

Advance ratio

µ
def≈ V

�R
= 0 · · · 0.45 (23)

Parasite drag power

Ppar = Aeq
1

2
ρV 3 (24)

Total parasite drag area (approximated as equivalent flat plate area)

Aeq =
∑

(CDS)S = 0.46 · · · 9.3 m2 (25)

The power required equation (19) does not account for either
retreating blade stall or compressibility and is valid up to the
point where these effects become significant.

The induced power in forward flight Pi, equation (20), is
calculated using the same formula as in hovering flight, equa-
tion (10), only that now the induced velocity represents the
induced velocity generated by the rotor in forward flight. A
simple calculation of the induced velocity in forward flight
can be made by extending momentum theory from hover to
forward flight (Glauert approximation, see Rotorcraft Aero-
dynamics and Rotary-Wing Flight Mechanics). This leads to
equation (21), (Table 6). As discussed in Applied Aerody-
namics and Propulsion Foundation: Rotary Wing, in forward
flight the free vortices are moving with the flow and calcu-
lating with accuracy the induced velocity in the wake is a
complicated problem. However, for simple performance cal-
culations the momentum theory gives a good approximation.
The total profile drag power Pp + Pd, equation (22), is the
power required to overcome the drag due to friction on the
blades and consists of two contributions. The first contribu-
tion, the profile drag power Pp, originates from the profile
drag of the rotor blades. The second contribution, the drag
power Pd, results from the action of the H0-force. One can see
that, in expressing the total profile drag power, the advance
ratio was defined as equation (23). The value of 4.65 intro-
duced in equation (22) is an approximation introduced by
Bennett 1940 in order to predict reasonably the total profile
drag. The parasite drag power Ppar, equation (24), is the power
required to overcome the drag of all the aircraft components
except the rotor blades. It is calculated by approximating the
fuselage total parasite drag area Aeq as an equivalent flat plate
area. For helicopters, according to Johnson (1980), Aeq rep-
resents 0.2 to 0.5 from the maximum fuselage frontal area or
0.004 to 0.025 from the rotor disc area. Statistically, the fuse-
lage equivalent flat plate area depends on helicopter weight as
given in most helicopter books. Typical values of Aeq for heli-
copters are varying between Aeq = 0.46–9.3 m2 (5–100 ft2)
this compared to values of Aeq = 0.093 m2 to 0.93 m2 (1–
10 ft2) for fixed wing aircraft. For complicated shapes like
the helicopter fuselage, undercarriage or skids, the parasite
drag area has to be based on experimental data.

The total required power equation Pff can be represented
as a function of forward speed as seen in Figure 7. One can
observe a typical “bucket” shape, high in hover falling to a
minimum somewhere in the middle of the speed range and
rising rapidly at high speeds. The induced power dominates
the hover and the parasite power dominates at high speed
(it grows with the third power of the airspeed). One of the
most important characteristics of the power curve is that, until
flying very fast, a helicopter it takes less power to fly forward
than to hover. Another characteristic is that the curve starts out
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Figure 7. Helicopter power curve in level flight. Adapted from
Prouty (2003) c© Krieger Publishing Company.

with zero slope because the rotor cannot distinguish between
small forward speeds and small rearward speeds.

5 HELICOPTER KEY PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS

5.1 Optimum speeds

In the method of power available and required one has to
represent the power available on the curve of power required
as seen in Figure 8. The actual power available, Pa, is found
by multiplying the total engine power Pe with a mechanical
efficiency ηm, usually 0.95 (not all the engine power can be
transmitted to the rotors, part of it will be lost in the trans-
mission). The power available for a reciprocating engine is
nearly constant with speed but the power available of a turbine
engine has a slight increase with speed due to ram recovery.
Figure 8 is the rotary-wing aircraft equivalent of the well-
known performance diagram for fixed-wing aircraft. It gives
the power available and the power required as a function of
the flight speed for a certain gross weight.

Three characteristic flight speeds are to be observed in this
figure. The first point A is at the “bucket” of the curve and
represents: 1. For forward flight point A gives the speed for
minimum required power. This is also the speed for minimum
fuel consumption or the speed for best endurance/maximum
loiter time. It is assumed that the specific fuel consumption is
constant. 2. For climbing flight point A represents the speed
for best rate of climb. The best rate of climb is done at the
speed where the difference between the power required and
the power available is maximum. 3. For descending flight
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Figure 8. Performance diagram for the helicopter. Adapted from
Prouty (2003) c© Krieger Publishing Company.

point A represents the best speed for minimum rate of descent
in autorotation. At this speed, the power required to keep the
aircraft airborne is at a minimum, so the potential energy
corresponding to the weight and height above the ground can
be used up as slowly as possible.

Point B then gives the economic speed. This is the speed for
the maximum range. In this point the flight speed divided by
the fuel consumption is maximum. Point C gives the point for
the maximum level flight speed. In this point the required and
available power are equal. The speed limit is mostly given
by the available engine power or by retreating blade stall
or compressibility effects on the advancing blade. Table 7
summarizes all the different situations. The differences in
induced drag power and tail rotor power between climbing,
descending and level flight are neglected.

Table 7. Overview of some typical helicopter performances.

Flight
condition Level flight Climbing flight Descent flight

Point A Minimum fuel
use or
minimum
power

Maximum
climb rate

Minimum rate
of descent in
autorotation

Point B Maximum
specific flight
range

— Minimum
descent angle

Point C Maximum
speed

Zero climb rate —
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Figure 9 (adapted from Carlson (2002)) presents the evo-
lution over the years of helicopter cruise speed for best range
VBR. The helicopters of year 2000 are 70 knots faster than
the ones of the 1950s. The current cruise speed VBR is about
130 kts and seems to have reached a constant value since
the 1970s. This suggests that once a certain level has been
achieved it reduces in importance for the operator’s priority
list. The figure shows also the speed record registered over
the years by Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI)
Class E-1 (Rotorcraft) competitions. One can recall there the
maximum Lynx 216 knots speed record.

5.2 Ceilings

In the case of rotary-wings, the concept of ceiling is more
diverse than in the case of fixed-wing aircraft. In this sense,
one can discuss on the following types of ceilings (see Figure
10):

1. hover ceiling is the maximum height up to which the hov-
ering flight is possible out of ground effect HOGE. The
hovering ceiling is an important performance parameter,
which can be specified with or without ground effect.

2. critical ceiling for spot take off is the maximum height up
to which the vertical take-off is possible using the ground
effect HIGE

3. absolute ceiling called also dynamic ceiling is the maxi-
mum altitude up to which forward flight is possible and
is characterized by zero climbing speed.

4. service ceiling is the altitude at which the maximum
climbing rate is 0.5 m s−1.

A few general characteristics of the helicopter ceilings:
(i) for the altitudes between HOGE and HIGE the helicopter
has not enough available power for hovering flight. However,

Figure 10. Helicopter ceilings.

using the ground effect, the vehicle can be vertically raised
a few meters afterwards the forward flight must be initiated.
(ii) at altitudes higher than HIGE the helicopter can only exe-
cute horizontal flight, the take-off procedure can be executed
only using rolling take-off. Figure 11 presents the evolution of
hover altitude out of ground effect since the beginning of heli-
copter in 1940s as imposed by customer requirements. There
is no specific evolutionary trend over the years in design-
ing the HOGE altitude, probably only a limit in minimum
capability. As compared to normal helicopters, the US Army
established as design limit a hot day and a higher altitude
hover requirements that dictated installed power for Army
helicopters.
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Figure 11. Helicopter hover capability. Adapted from Carlson
(2002) c© AHS International.
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5.3 Flight envelope

Using the method of power available and required for dif-
ferent altitudes for a given weight, temperature, and engine
regime one obtains the helicopter level flight envelope. Fig-
ure 12 presents a comparison for the level flight envelope of
different air vehicles. One can see that up to the present the
helicopter has only found a place for very specific applica-
tions. The high power required and thus low fuel efficiency
of the helicopter as compared to fixed-wing aircraft of the
same class is the price, which has to be paid for the hover
capability.

5.4 Autorotation

Autorotation performance is of great interest because its
impact on rotorcraft safety (see also Rotary-Wing Flight
Mechanics and Rotary-Wing Control and Handling Quali-
ties of this encyclopedia for a more details). After engine
failure one has an objective to keep the rotor rpm up as long
as possible. The minimum rate of descent in autorotation
(which is also the best speed for making the slowest descent
in autorotation) can be found, as explained in Section 5.1 at
the bucket of the speed-power curve. It can be demonstrated
that vertical autorotation is a stable condition where for one
collective pitch value the helicopter will settle on one rotor
speed and one rate of descent. The descent speed in vertical
autorotation is of the same order as the downwash velocity
2vi,hov in the hovering flight (i.e., 20–40 kts). The minimum
rate of descent in the case of autorotation with forward flight
is approximately 1

2 of one in vertical autorotation. It is inter-
esting to note that at the same rotor rpm, a heavily loaded
helicopter will autorotate at a lower steady state of descent

1 2
2a

3

4

5

6

Figure 13. Landing in autorotation: (1) normal flight; (2) engine
failure, collective pitch full down, flare to reduce speed; (3) hold
constant the autorotation airspeed; (4) final flare maneuver to slow
down; (5) pull forward the cyclic to stand horizontally; (6) forward
cyclic to level attitude, increase collective to slow descent and to
cushion the landing.

than one that is nearly empty. This is because the higher poten-
tial energy accumulated in a heavily loaded helicopter will
supply the necessary power for longer time. Lewis (1971)
showed that, based on statistics, for Army helicopters, the
minimum rate of descent divided by main rotor tip speed is
essentially constant and is independent of gross weight and
density altitude.

Landing in autorotation requires a special skill of the pilot
as autorotation is equivalent with managing the rotational
kinetic energy stored in the rotor. As shown in Figure 13,
the autorotation landing (the so-called “flare maneuver”) is
performed as follows: when the pilot notices that an engine
failure occurred, he lowers the collective lever immediately.
This keeps the rotor within RPM operating limits. During the
subsequent glide with forward speed he will search a possible
landing area as quickly as possible. When he has approached
the landing site close enough he will reduce the descent rate
and the forward velocity as much as possible by means of
a flare. He/she will do this by moving the stick backwards.
At the end of the flare he will bring the fuselage back in
the horizontal position by moving back to neutral the cyclic
stick. The collective pitch is increased in order to obtain a
lower descent rate: this converts the kinetic energy stored
in the main rotor during the descent into an instantaneous
thrust increase of the main rotor. The pilot will try to make
the landing as gently as possible. In a situation where there is
sufficient space available, the pilot will try to make a rolling
landing. This makes his task a lot easier.

It follows that to be able to land successfully in autoro-
tation the helicopter must fly at a certain minimum height
above the ground function of it flight speed. The take-off
height-velocity profile is therefore limited as seen in Figure
14 for a single engine helicopter. In the so-called “Dead-
Man” region no safe landing is possible after engine failure.
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Figure 14. Take-off height-velocity diagram of a single rotor
helicopter showing the forbidden areas where autorotation is not
possible.

Bellow point A the helicopter will touch the ground with a
descent velocity low enough to prevent damage. At high alti-
tudes this is no longer the case and a safe landing can be
performed only with forward speed. To gain enough speed
a minimum altitude is required after engine failure occurs at
zero forward speed (point B). Between the flight conditions
in point A and B an unsafe region for the flight with forward
speed exists. In Figure 14 also another boundary is shown at
high speeds and low altitudes; in this region the time avail-
able to the pilot after engine failure is too short to perform
a safe landing. The “Dead Man” region of twin-engine heli-
copters is much reduced as compared to single engine case
or disappears completely.

6 PERFORMANCE OF TANDEM AND
COAXIAL ROTOR HELICOPTER

The great advantage of a tandem or a coaxial helicopter in
hover is its lack of a tail rotor and the power, which that would
require. As a result, tandem and coaxial helicopters are good
choices for hovering platforms.

For tandem helicopters, the main aerodynamic problem
is the interference between the rotors. Therefore, the rotors
of a tandem helicopter cannot be treated as two independent
rotors since they aerodynamically interfere with each other.
In forward flight, the aft rotor operates in the wake of the
fore rotor; the blockage effect of the airframe complicates
the problem even further. Representing the power-velocity

curve of a tandem rotor, Filippone (2006) demonstrates that at
hovering and also low to medium speeds the power required
for the tandem helicopter is considerably lower than a sin-
gle rotor helicopter. At high speeds, the conventional rotor
is more efficient. In autorotation the rate of descent is 25%
higher than the single-rotor helicopters. This is probably due
to great fuselage blocking and to tandem rotor interference
(Lewis, 1971). For more references on the performance of
tandem rotors the reader should consult Leishman (2002)
and Filippone (2006).

For coaxial helicopters, as one should expect, the upper
rotor has a big influence on the performance of the lower rotor.
Indeed, the contraction of the upper wake of a coaxial allows
clean air with a slight upwash to be taken by the outboard sec-
tions of the lower rotor. Consequently, the effective coaxial
disc area increases with a corresponding reduction in induced
power. It follows that there is a beneficial effect of having the
two rotors interacting because the spatial displacement of the
tip vortices in the wake can influence the performance of the
system. For a good survey on research in the coaxial rotor
aerodynamics performance in both hover and forward flight
the reader should consult Coleman (1997). Recent aerody-
namic performance considerations in the design of a coaxial
rotor are discussed in Leishman 2009. There a new composite
efficiency metric is proposed based on the thrust-sharing ratio
between the upper and the lower rotors, reflecting the fact that
each proprotor operates at a different individual efficiency
across its entire flight envelope.

7 ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Environmental performance can be seen as a growing concept
for “greening” the air travel of future aircraft and rotorcraft
by designing future configurations that meet ambitious goals
for environmental protection. Environmental performance
includes reliability, vibration, acoustics, handling qualities,
and safety issues. Carlson (2002) discussed the spectacular
improvements that have occurred in the 50 years of heli-
copter evolution in the case of environmental performance.
Rotor blade service lives have increased from 2000 h to on
condition replacement; transmission times between overhaul
(TBO) have increased from 500 to 5000 h, with a number on
condition overhaul; composite main rotor blades had proved
their structural reliability and dynamics capability; cockpit
vibration levels recorded a continual reduction during the
last 50 years; helicopter acoustic levels show that, on an
average, the noise level has been reduced some 6 dBs over
the past 40 years; the number of accidents per 1000 heli-
copters per year was reduced by a factor of 10 over a period
of 34 years and presently reached a relatively constant num-
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ber of 580 to 600 accidents per year worldwide. International
Helicopter Safety Team (IHTS) established in 2005 (web-site
http://www.ihst.org/) has a goal to reduce further the world-
wide civil and military helicopter accident rates by 80% till
2015.

At the moment, handling qualities of rotary wings can be
seen as a measure of vehicle performance. The reason for this
is that the current standard for handling qualities assessment
of rotorcraft – AVSCOM (2000). The Aeronautical Design
Standard “ADS-33E-PRF” – is a performance-based speci-
fication, addressing issues specific to handling qualities as a
function of the mission performed. The crucial point, under-
stood by ADS-33, is that helicopter HQ requirements need
to be related to the mission executed, as this will determine
the needed pilot effort. ADS-33 introduced handling quali-
ties metrics, a combination of flight parameters such as rate of
climb, turn rate, and so on, that reflect how much maneuver-
capability the pilot has per specific mission. These metrics
are then mapped into handling qualities criteria that yield
boundaries between “good” (Level 1), “satisfactory” (Level
2) and “poor” (Level 3) HQs. Speaking in terms of handling
qualities, rotorcraft have improved substantially, largely due
to the application of augmentation systems. For a detailed dis-
cussion on rotorcraft handling qualities the reader is referred
to Rotary-Wing Control and Handling Qualities of this ency-
clopedia.

8 COMPARISON BETWEEN
HELICOPTER AND FIXED WING
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

The total power required by a helicopter is much larger than
for a fixed-wing aircraft at the same forward airspeed. Nev-
ertheless, the high power required in the high-speed flight is
generally available. This is due to the fact that in hovering
flight high power is usually required. From this comparison
it became clear that the helicopter efficiency in forward flight
would be low when compared to the fixed-wing aircraft. This
efficiency is sometimes expressed in an effective glide ratio
L
D

= WV
P

. Based on the engine power this ratio can be for
example of a maximum value of 5.3 for a helicopter with the
velocity in point B V = 200 km h−1. A glide ratio of an aircraft
is often two to three times higher. The high power required
and thus low fuel efficiency of the helicopter as compared to
fixed-wing aircraft of the same class is the price, which has to
be paid for the hover capability. On top of this comes the rel-
atively large complexity of the construction. This means that
up to the present the helicopter has only found a place for
very specific applications. For further comparison between

helicopter and fixed wing aircraft performance the reader is
referred to Filippone (2000).

9 SUMMARY

Rotary wing aircraft performance is one of the basic disci-
plines to be dealt with during the design. Continuous research
over the past 60 years has developed today’s rotorcraft
into reliable flying machines capable of fulfilling missions
impossible with fixed-wing aircraft, most notably rescue
operations. The present chapter has highlighted the main per-
formance characteristics of rotary wing aircraft. Nowadays,
next to the basic concepts of performance, environmental
performance issues such as reliability, vibration, acoustics,
handling qualities or safety can be seen as a growing concept
for “greening” the air travel of future aircraft and rotorcraft.
With this new “environmental” approach in mind for the
performance, further research is needed for improving the
performance of rotary wing configurations.

NOMENCLATURE

Aeq equivalent flat plate area
c blade chord
C rate of climb
C̄ non-dimensional rate of climb, non-dimensionali-

zed with the induced velocity in hovering flight
C̄D,p medium profile drag coefficient
C̄L medium lift coefficient
DL disc loading
FM figure of merit
k correction factor in the induced power for the non-

dimensional inflow effects
N number of blades of rotor
Pid ideal power
Phov power required for hovering flight
Pi induced power
Pp profile power
Pc climb power
Pvc power required for climbing flight
Pmisc miscellaneous power
Pd drag power in forward flight
Ppar parasite power
Pff power required in forward flight
Pa power available
Pe engine power
R rotor radius
ρ air density
T rotor thrust force
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V velocity
V̄ non-dimensional velocity climb, non-dimensionali-

zed with the induced velocity in hovering flight
vi induced velocity
vi,hov induced velocity in hover
v̄i non-dimensional induced velocity, non-dimension-

alized with the induced velocity in hovering flight
W gross weight
αeff,m medium effective rotor blade of attack
µ advance ratio
� rotor angular velocity
ηm mechanical efficiency
σ rotor solidity
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an overview of missile flight perfor-
mance; the missile guidance, navigation, and flight control
subsystems; as well as the state-of-the-art of missile technol-
ogy in these areas. The chapter is primarily based on a portion
of the information in Fleeman (2006) and Fleeman (2010).

Missiles are self-propelled guided weapons that can be
characterized as either tactical or strategic. Because tactical
missiles are the subject of a much larger design and develop-
ment activity than strategic missiles, the focus of this chapter
is on tactical missiles.

2 FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

Missile flight performance addresses the areas of flight range,
speed, and maneuverability. Illustrated in Figure 1 are the
most important subsystems that impact missile flight per-
formance. Missile subsystems that usually have the greatest
impact on flight performance are the propulsion, structure,
and the wing size/weight. As shown in the figure, war-
head, stabilizers, flight control, power supply, and insulation
size/weight typically have moderate impact on flight perfor-
mance. Subsystems size/weight that usually have relativity
low impact on flight performance are the seeker dome, seeker,
guidance & control, fuzing, and data link.

The missile flight envelope may be characterized by the
maximum and the minimum flight ranges in straight-ahead
(forward) flight and in maneuvering (off-boresight) flight,
with a heading change. Illustrated in Figure 2 are the drivers
for maximum and minimum ranges for straight-ahead flight
and for off-boresight flight. The maximum coast range after
rocket motor burn-out for a missile in straight-ahead flight
is often driven by the zero-lift drag coefficient CD0 . The
maximum effective range may also be established by the
speed and maneuverability required for a successful inter-
cept. Higher speed and higher maneuverability are required
against a maneuvering target. The maximum effective range
may also be set by miss distance, which is degraded by a
maneuvering target. Another consideration for the maximum
effective range is the intercept altitude. Other constraints on
the maximum range include the fire control system maxi-
mum range, fire control system off-boresight capability, time
of flight limits for the missile (e.g., battery duration), and
the minimum closing velocity to arm the warhead and also
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2 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Figure 1. Missile flight performance requirements (range, speed, maneuverability) often drive subsystem size/weight.

Figure 2. The missile flight envelope should have a large maximum range, a small minimum range, and large off-boresight.

capture an evading target. As a rule of thumb, the fire con-
trol system range should usually be at least twice the missile
range.

For the off-boresight envelope, the maximum off-
boresight capability may be set by the fire control system
and any launch platform obscuration of the missile seeker.
The minimum range for an off-boresight intercept may
be established by the maneuverability required to correct
an initial heading error. The time to arm the warhead,
based on establishing a safe standoff from the launch plat-
form, may also set the minimum range. Another limitation
is the seeker maximum gimbal angle and tracking rate,
which may set the minimum range in off-boresight maneu-
vers. The maximum/minimum range for a beam intercept
may be driven by a combination of parameters, such as
the seeker gimbal angle and tracking limits, maneuver-

ability, aerodynamic stability, and the drag due to lift.
The drivers for a rear intercept may be a combination
of parameters such as zero-lift drag and the drag due
to lift.

The target may try to escape if it detects a missile launch.
Ideally, the fire control system will display the target no-
escape zone dynamically, as a launch decision aid. The no-
escape zone is a function of the target aspect, speed, and
maneuverability.

If practical, the missile should have a large maximum
range, a small minimum range, and a large off-boresight capa-
bility. This provides robustness for long range, short range,
and off-boresight targets.

It is instructive to examine the equations of motion for mis-
sile design drivers. Figure 3 shows the simplified equations
of motion for three degrees of freedom with pitch modeling.
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Figure 3. 3-DOF simplified equations of motion show drivers for missile configuration sizing.

Aerodynamic control is assumed. The equations describe the
missile angular acceleration θ̈, rate of change in the flight path
angle γ̇ , and the rate of change in the velocity V̇ . Assuming
θ̈ ≈ the second time derivative of the angle of attack α̈, the
configuration sizing implication from examining the angular
acceleration equation shows the importance of flight control
effectiveness,

Iyθ̈ ≈ Iyα̈ ≈ qSRefdCmα
α + qSRefdCmδ

δ (1)

Note that high aerodynamic control effectiveness is pro-
vided by high pitching moment control effectiveness Cmδ

,
low static stability Cmα

, small moment-of-inertia Iy, and large
dynamic pressure q. A small moment-of-inertia is a charac-
teristic of a light-weight missile. Next, the second equation
shows the design drivers for missile maneuverability,

W

gc
γ̇ ≈ SRefρVCNα

α

2
+ SRefρVCNδ

δ

2

+ T sin α

V
− W

V
cos γ (2)

High maneuverability provides the capability to make
large and rapid changes in the flight path angle. This occurs
for large normal force coefficient CN, light weight W, high
atmospheric density ρ (low altitude flight), high velocity V,
and high values of thrust-to-velocity ratio T/V. Large CN is
achievable through large values of CNα

, α, CNδ
, and δ. The

above equation describes vertical climb maneuvers. The term
Wcos γ is the weight component in the vertical plane. For hor-
izontal plane maneuvers, the term (W/V) cos γ is not included.
Finally, the third equation shows the drivers for missile speed

and range,

W

gc
V̇ ≈ T − CASRefq − CNα

α2SRefq − W sin γ (3)

Note that high speed and long range are provided by a
large total impulse, which is the integral of thrust for the burn
time duration (

∫
Tdt). There is also payoff for flight range

in using high-density propellant/fuel. High-density propel-
lant/fuel increases the total impulse of a volume-limited
propulsion system. The third equation also shows that low
axial force coefficient CA and low dynamic pressure q pro-
vide longer range. Axial force coefficient is approximately
equal to the zero-lift drag coefficient CD0 . The term Wsin γ

in the above equation is the weight component in the hori-
zontal plane. For horizontal flight, the flight path angle γ = 0
and Wsin γ = 0.

Another flight performance evaluation tool for cruise mis-
siles is the Breguet range equation. It provides an estimate of
the flight range during cruise (steady level) flight. Assump-
tions in the derivation of the Breguet range equation are
constant velocity, constant lift-to-drag ratio, and constant
specific impulse, which results in:

R = (VIsp)
L

D
ln

(
WBC

WBC − Wf/p

)
(4)

Note that the Breguet cruise range equation is a func-
tion of the missile weight at the beginning of cruise WBC,
fuel or propellant weight Wf/p, lift-to-drag ratio L/D aerody-
namic efficiency, specific impulse Isp, and velocity V. Figure 4
shows the maximum cruise range for a typical solid propellant
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Figure 4. For long range cruise – maximize VIsp, L/D, and weight fraction of fuel/propellant.

rocket, a typical axisymmetric ramjet, and a typical subsonic
turbojet with a wing. The bottom curve is based on a typical
maximum value of the rocket propulsion parameter of

VIsp
L

D
= 2 × 106 ft = 610 000 m (5)

The middle curve is based on a typical maximum value
of the ramjet propulsion parameter for an axisymmetric, low
L/D airframe of

VIsp
L

D
= 10 × 106 ft = 3.05 × 106 m (6)

Finally, the top curve is based on a typical subsonic tur-
bojet with a wing, which has an assumed value of

VIsp
L

D
= 25 × 106 ft = 7.6 × 106 m (7)

The curves are shown as a function of the fuel or pro-
pellant fraction of the missile weight at the beginning of
cruise (Wf/p/WBC). Note from the figure that for the same
fuel/propellant weight fraction the subsonic turbojet with a
wing has the longest cruise range while the rocket has the
shortest cruise range. However, this result is somewhat mis-
leading because a long range rocket would usually fly ballistic
or semi-ballistic flight rather constant altitude cruise flight
and for the same total missile weight a rocket usually has a
larger propellant weight fraction.

It is noted that for supersonic missiles in low altitude flight,
the dynamic pressure is high. One-g flight (lift equals weight)
at high dynamic pressure results in a cruise L/D that is usually
much lower than (L/D)Max. The lower L/D results in shorter
range.

As an example of the Breguet range equation, the
ramjet baseline of Fleeman (2006) is evaluated at Mach
3, 60 000 ft (18 km) altitude. At Mach 3 the ramjet base-
line has a velocity V= 2901 ft s−1 = 884 m s−1, specific
impulse Isp = 1040 s, and an aerodynamic efficiency lift-
to-drag ratio L/D = 3.15. At the beginning of cruise the
missile weight WBC = 1739 lb = 789 kg and the fuel weight
Wf = 476 lb = 216 kg. Computing the range for Mach 3 cruise
at 60 000 ft altitude gives

R = 2901(1040)(3.15) ln
(

1739

1739 − 476

)

= 3.0 × 106 ft = 500 nm = 900 km (8)

The steady-state level flight, steady climb, and steady dive
relationships from Chin (1961) are shown in Figure 5. In
steady-state level flight at low angle of attack, the lift L
is approximately equal to the weight W and the thrust T
is approximately equal to the drag D. Note that the thrust
required for steady-state level flight is the missile weight
divided by the aerodynamic efficiency.

T = W

L/D
(9)
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Figure 5. Efficient steady flight is enhanced by high L/D and light weight (Chin, 1961).

High L/D and light weight have the benefit of reducing the
required thrust, resulting in a lower fuel flow rate.

Next, note from the steady climb equation in the figure that
the flight path angle γc and climb velocity Vc are proportional
to the excess thrust (T− D). High thrust and low drag provide
higher climb angle and higher climb velocity. The horizontal
flight range in a steady climb is given by the equation

Rc = �h

tan γc
= �h

L

D
(10)

Similarly, in a steady dive (glide) the flight path angle
γD and dive velocity VD are proportional to the excess drag
(D − T). Low drag allows a shallow glide angle after burnout
(T= 0), providing an extended glide range. The horizontal
flight range in a steady dive is

RD = �h

tan γD
= �h

L

D
(11)

Incremental velocity from the rocket motor burn is shown
in Figure 6 as a function of propellant weight fraction Wp/Wi,
specific impulse Isp, average drag DAVG, and thrust T. Based
on assumptions of low angle of attack (α ≈ 0◦), constant
flight path angle (γ = constant), and the thrust larger than the
weight component along the thrust axis (T> Wsin γ), the
equation is

�V

gcIsp
=−

(
1 − DAVG

T
− WAVG sin γ

T

)
ln

(
1 − Wp

Wi

)

(12)

High incremental velocity from the motor burn is provided
by a high propellant weight fraction of the missile initial
weight (Wp/Wi), low average drag DAVG, high thrust T, high
specific impulse Isp, and a diving flight trajectory (γ < 0).

The incremental range during boost is given by the
equation

R =
(

Vi + �V

2

)
tB (13)

In the above equation Vi is the initial velocity, �V is the
incremental velocity, and tB is the boost time.

Finally, the average missile velocity VM and the lead angle
L required for intercept are shown in Figure 7 as a function
of target aspect A and target velocity VT. The equation is

VM sin L = VT sin A (14)

The above equation is based on constant bearing hom-
ing guidance. An assumption is that the seeker look angle
is equal to the missile lead angle. This assumption is most
applicable for constant altitude intercepts at a low angle of
attack flight trajectory. Note from the figure that high aver-
age missile velocity is required to intercept a target at an
aspect angle A= 90◦ (beam shot). Increasing the maximum
lead angle/seeker gimbal angle reduces the required missile
velocity for intercept.

As an example, assume a target with an aspect angle
A= 45◦. Also assume that the maximum allowable lead angle
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Figure 6. High propellant weight, high thrust, and low drag provide high burnout velocity.

Figure 7. High missile velocity and target lead are required to
intercept a high speed crossing target.

is L = 30◦, a typical gimbal limit for a seeker. Compute

VM

VT
= sin 45◦

sin 30◦ = 1.42 (15)

For these assumptions, the missile must have an average
velocity that is 42% greater than the velocity of the target to
achieve an intercept.

3 GUIDANCE

The typical guidance phases for a missile are launch,
midcourse, and terminal. The launch phase is usually a pro-
grammed phase to safely separate from the launch platform.
The mid course phase begins when commands are initiated to
direct the missile to the target. Some short-range missiles do
not have a midcourse phase, but proceed immediately into
a terminal phase. Approaches to direct the missile during
midcourse guidance include an in-flight data link and/or an
inertial navigation system. A reference system may be used
to update the missile inertial navigation system. Reference
update systems include Global Positioning System (GPS)
satellites, map matching, and loran. One of the design trade-
offs is the accuracy versus cost and weight of the midcourse
guidance system. An advantage of an accurate mid-course
guidance system is that it reduces the performance require-
ments and cost of a terminal seeker. For a non-moving target,
the inertial navigation system may provide sufficient accu-
racy to eliminate the need for a seeker, which is often the
most expensive subsystem.

Figure 8 illustrates three approaches for terminal guid-
ance. The first approach is autonomous homing guidance
using either an active or passive seeker. For active seeker
guidance the missile seeker (radar, ladar) transmits energy to
illuminate the target and detects the reflected energy from the
target. A processor continuously commands the orientation
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Figure 8. Examples of terminal guidance laws.

of the seeker to track the target. For passive seeker guidance,
the seeker detects infrared (IR) or radar radio frequency (RF)
energy that is naturally emitting from the target. A missile
with active or passive seeker guidance may operate inde-
pendently after launch. The second approach is semi-active
guidance. The missile seeker receives and tracks the reflected
energy (laser, RF) from a target that is illuminated by the fire
control system. The third approach is command guidance.
Elements of command guidance are (i) the tracking and guid-
ing fire control system, (ii) the launcher, (iii) the missile, and
(iv) the target. For command guidance the fire control system
tracks the missile and the target. Guidance commands are
sent from the fire control system to the missile. A command
guided missile has a sensor receiver in the back of the missile,
looking rearward toward the fire control system. Command
guidance can also be used to provide midcourse guidance
of longer range missiles, prior to the transition to terminal
homing guidance.

An advantage of autonomous homing active guidance is
better accuracy at long range. AIM-120 AMRAAM is an
example of an active radar guided missile. The tracking accu-
racy of an active radar seeker is a function of sub-beam width
processing. Because a laser has fine resolution, an active laser
homing missile usually has better accuracy than an active RF
homing missile.

Passive guidance has an advantage of better launch plat-
form survivability. An example of a passive IR guided missile
is AIM-9 Sidewinder. Because an imaging infrared seeker has

fine resolution, accuracy for imaging IR homing is usually
better than passive RF homing.

Semi-active guidance may provide a smaller size, lighter
weight and lower cost seeker than active guidance, because it
does not require that the missile have a transmitter. However,
semi-active guidance may result in reduced survivability of
the launch platform. Again, accuracy for semi-active laser
homing is usually better than semi-active RF. The accuracy
of a semi-active RF missile is a function of sub-beam width
processing. A special type of semi-active RF homing is track-
via-missile. The missile seeker tracking information is data
linked back to the ground radar, for processing commands to
the missile. This may provide more accurate tracking in ter-
minal flight. Examples of missile that have semi-active laser
(SAL), semi-active RF, and track-via-missile RF guidance
are the Hellfire, SM-2 Standard, and PAC-2 Patriot missiles
respectively.

An advantage of a command guided missile is the rel-
atively small size and low cost of the command guidance
sensor compared to that of a seeker. Another advantage is
less susceptibility to threat countermeasures (CM). Com-
mand guidance also allows a possible “regrets avoidance”
maneuver commanded by the fire control system if it is deter-
mined before impact that the missile has been launched at a
friendly or neutral target. However, command guidance may
result in reduced survivability of the launch platform. TOW,
Star Streak, Rapier, Roland, and RBS-70 are examples of
command guided missiles.
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Figure 9. A collision intercept has constant bearing for a constant velocity, non-maneuvering target.

An efficient flight trajectory can be followed in terminal
guidance by directing the missile with sufficient lead to a
predicted intercept. A constant line-of-sight trajectory, or a
constant-looking course, is provided by proportional guid-
ance. In the left section of Figure 9, the line-of-sight angle
between the missile and the target is increasing, resulting
in an overshoot miss. In the right section of the figure, the
line-of-sight angle between the missile and the target is con-
stant, resulting in a collision intercept. An assumption in the
figure is a constant velocity and non-maneuvering target. Pro-
portional guidance adjusts the rate-of-change in the missile
velocity heading γ̇ , proportional to the rate of change in the
seeker line-of-sight angle L̇. The objective is to make L̇ ∼ 0,
which results in γ̇ ∼ 0. This provides small miss distance.
For most tactical missiles the proportional guidance gain is
selected such that γ̇ is about three-to-five times L̇.

The missile seeker receives signals from the target, tracks
the target, and sends commands to the flight control system
that are used to direct the flight trajectory. A driving concern
in designing the seeker is the operational wavelength and
the attenuation of the target signal due to weather. Passive
imaging infrared seekers have advantages of relatively high
technical maturity, high resolution (less than 0.2 mrad instan-
taneous field-of-view), and light weight. A disadvantage of
a passive imaging infrared seeker is reduced target signal
in adverse weather. Active radar seekers have an advantage
of less attenuation in adverse weather. A disadvantage of a
radar seeker is coarser angular resolution compared to an IR
seeker. Dual-mode (infrared/radar) seekers have an advan-
tage of robustness to countermeasures because they operate

at more than one wavelength. A disadvantage is higher cost
and weight because of the two different sensors.

Shown in Figure 10, based on Klein (1997), is the signal
attenuation versus wavelength for a representative atmo-
spheric environment of cloud droplet density, rain rate, and
humidity level. The solid curve is the attenuation from
“greenhouse” gases (water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone) for
a nominal humidity of 7.5 g m−3. Greenhouse gas molecules
absorb energy at discrete frequencies and wavelengths. This
is a driving factor in selecting a sensor frequency or wave-
length window that allows good transmission without high
molecular absorption. From the narrow-dash and long-dash
curves of the figure, note that although passive electro-optical
(EO) sensors have one-way transmission through rain of
about 50% per km, there is almost no transmission of an
EO signal through clouds. Cloud droplets are small, about
5–20 �m in diameter, with dimensions comparable to the EO
wavelength. The droplet concentration is high, about 50–500
droplets per cm3. EO wavelengths are strongly diffracted
around cloud droplets because of Mie electromagnetic scat-
tering, which provides a concentration of the scatter in the
forward direction. However, raindrops are about 2–6 mm in
diameter (much larger than EO wavelengths) and cause less
attenuation of an EO signal. Rain rate attenuation is primar-
ily from optical scattering. EO transmission through rain is
a function of the size of the raindrops, rain rate, and the
path length through the rain. A typical EO transmission limit
through rain is about 2–5 km of path length. Focal plane array
sensors for tactical missiles cover the wavelength range from
ultraviolet (UV) through long wave infrared (LWIR).
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Figure 10. A radar seeker/sensor is more robust in adverse weather (Klein, 1997).

The best sensors for looking through cloud cover and
rain are radar sensors. Radar sensors have negligible atmo-
spheric attenuation at frequencies below 10 GHz. At higher
frequencies, millimeter wave (mmW) sensors operating in
cloud cover and rain are limited to about 2–5 km of path
length through the clouds and rain, with the same implica-
tions as those discussed in the previous paragraph. Cloud
droplets, which are much smaller than mmW wavelengths,
absorb mmW radiation (much like a microwave oven). A dif-
ferent mechanism is responsible for the attenuation of a mmW
signal through rain or snow. Raindrops and snowflakes are
comparable in size to mmW wavelengths and cause Rayleigh
and Mie electromagnetic scattering attenuation. Lower fre-
quency radars, such as Ku-band radars, are less affected by
cloud cover and rain rate.

4 NAVIGATION

The approach to navigation by most modern long range
missiles involves the use of the satellite Global Positioning
System (GPS), an inertial navigation system (INS), and a data
link. GPS/INS/data link guidance is an enabling capability for
precision navigation and the fusion of target sensor data in a
clutter environment. GPS/INS accuracy for a tightly coupled
system in the Wide Area GPS Enhancement (WAGE), differ-
ential, or relative modes can have sensor hand-off error less
than 3 m, allowing precision guidance against a fixed target
without having to use a seeker. Also, the enhanced accuracy

from GPS facilitates seeker lock-on in clutter and adverse
weather. Clutter is of particularly concern for a ground target.

Advanced GPS/INS receivers are based on a central-
ized Kalman filter that processes the raw data from all of
the sensors (e.g., seeker, GPS receiver, INS). Tightly cou-
pled GPS/INS is more robust against jamming because it is
able to make pseudo-range measurements from three, two,
or even one satellite if one or more of the satellites are
lost. A tightly coupled GPS/INS system corrects the nav-
igation error through Kalman filtering. A typical Kalman
filter has about 23 states, correcting measurements such as
the missile position error (3 states for x, y, and z location),
velocity error (3 states), attitude error (3 states), accelerom-
eter bias (3 states), gyro bias (3 states), GPS receiver clock
bias (1 state), GPS receiver clock drift (1 state), data link
radar misalignment (3 states), and launch position error
(3 states). Benefits of tightly coupled integration of the INS
with the GPS for navigation include high-precision position
and velocity measurement and reduced susceptibility to jam-
ming. The availability of GPS to continuously update the
inertial system allows the design trades to consider a lower
precision and less expensive INS, while maintaining good
navigation accuracy and anti-jam (A/J) performance.

An in-flight data link allows a target location update
during missile flight, which is particularly useful against a
movable or moving target. A real-time data link has the
potential to eliminate the seeker, reducing missile cost. In
the case of a data link with sufficient bandwidth (approxi-
mately 100 Mb s−1) to provide target image data, transmitting
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an image of the target prior to impact reduces the possibility
of collateral damage and provides battle damage indication
(BDI) information. At the present time a limitation for data
links is their capability against moving targets. Real-time data
links could replace seekers. However, they are currently lim-
ited to slowly moving targets, such as surface moving targets.

5 FLIGHT CONTROL

Most missiles use four aerodynamic control surfaces to
provide combined integrated control of all three axes
(pitch/yaw/roll). However, a few missiles use only two con-
trol surfaces to fly with combined two-axis control (either
pitch/yaw or pitch/roll) and a few missiles use more than
four control surfaces to fly with independent, dedicated con-
trol of each axis. Other missiles have either combined control
of the pitch/yaw axes with independent roll control or com-
bined control of the pitch/roll axis with independent yaw
control. Figure 11 is a comparison of the control integra-
tion approaches. Missile.index (2006) was a source for the
missile drawings. Advantages of missiles that use only two-
axis control (pitch/yaw, pitch/roll) are lower cost of the flight
control actuators (only two actuators required) and ease of
packaging only two actuators. At the top of the figure is
Stinger, a free-to-roll missile with two control surfaces for
combined pitch/yaw control, but no control of the roll axis.
Below Stinger is the ALCM cruise missile, a bank-to-turn

missile with combined pitch/roll control, but no control of the
yaw axis. A disadvantage of two-axis control is that it does not
provide precision maneuvering. Combined three-axis control
requires at least three or four surfaces. The control effective-
ness is typically less for a missile with three control surfaces.
Below ALCM is the JASSM cruise missile. JASSM is bank-
to-turn, with combined pitch/roll control from elevons on the
wings. JASSM also has independent yaw control from the
vertical tail. Below JASSM is SRAM, a skid-to-turn mis-
sile with combined pitch/yaw/roll control from three control
surfaces. The three control surfaces fit in the B-1 and B-52
rotary launchers without folding. A disadvantage of three
surfaces is a larger induced rolling moment. Also, it is more
difficult to design an efficient autopilot. Below SRAM is the
Adder AA-12, which uses conventional cruciform controls.
Four control surfaces provide combined pitch/yaw/roll con-
trol. Another potential approach, to use independent control
surfaces for each axis, is uncommon for a missile. In this
case, the missile flight control is similar to an aircraft. The
Russia Kitchen AS-4, which has five control surfaces (two
for pitch, two for roll, one for yaw) is an example of inde-
pendent axis control. Although independent axis control has
high control effectiveness and a relatively simple autopilot, it
is more expensive, because of the larger number of actuators,
and it requires more volume for the actuators. Finally, below
Kitchen is another example of flight control integration that is
most appropriate for high angle of attack, highly maneuver-
able missiles, the approach used by Derby/R-Darter. It has

Figure 11. Most missiles use four control surfaces, with combined pitch/yaw/roll control integration.
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Figure 12. Examples of missile flight control alternatives.

six control surfaces (four surfaces for combined pitch/yaw
control plus two surfaces for dedicated roll control). Because
vortex shedding and induced roll is a problem for high angle
of attack missiles, dedicated roll control provides more roll
control effectiveness at high angle of attack.

Exo-atmospheric interceptors such as SM-3 and THAAD
have dedicated reaction jet control for each axis. Four divert
thrusters (up, down, left. right) provide direct forces to change
the flight trajectory, while eight attitude control thrusters
(pitch up, pitch down, yaw right, yaw left, roll clockwise –
two thrusters, roll counter-clockwise – two thrusters) provide
independent stabilization in the three axes.

The types of flight control (tail, canard, wing, thrust vec-
tor, reaction jet control) are shown in Figure 12. Typical
advantages of tail control include (i) an efficient packaging
of the subsystems around the nozzle throat blast tube, (ii) a
low hinge moment and a low actuator torque because of the
small local angle of attack, (iii) low induced rolling moment
because the vortices shed by tail deflection trail behind the
missile, and (iv) good efficiency at high angle of attack. A
disadvantage of tail control is decreased normal force and lift
for a statically stable missile, because of the negative incre-
mental normal force/lift from the control surface deflection.
TOW is an example of a tail control missile.

Advantages of canard control include (i) efficient packag-
ing of the guidance, navigation, and control subsystems in
the same location, (ii) simplified manufacturing and ease of
integration of the guidance, navigation, and control subsys-
tems, and (iii) for a statically stable missile, increased lift at
low angle of attack. Disadvantages of conventional canard
control include (i) a tendency to stall at high angles of attack
for a statically stable missile and (ii) a large induced roll at
high angles of attack. These problems are alleviated by the
use of split canards, free-to-roll tails, dedicated roll control
surfaces, and rollerons. Python 5 is an example of a canard
control missile.

The advantages of wing control are few and the disadvan-
tages are many. One advantage of wing control is that only a
small body rotation is required to maneuver. This results in
smaller seeker tracking error, because a small gimbal angle
movement for the seeker results in a small variation in the
dome error slope. A second potential advantage, for a strap
down seeker, is the small angle of attack results in a small
field of view requirement. Another advantage is fast response
for maneuverability, particularly for skid-to-turn maneuvers.
Most of the missile lift is derived from deflecting the wing.
Because the wing can usually be deflected faster than body
rotation, the time required to achieve maneuver g is shorter. A
major disadvantage of wing control is there may be limited
space available for packaging of actuators. For some mis-
siles, it may not be possible to locate the wing at a desired
location over the center-of-gravity because other subsystems
may overlap the cg, such as warhead or rocket motor. As a
result, there may not be room to package the wing control
actuators. Another disadvantage is the larger hinge moment
required to deflect the wing. A third disadvantage is that the
wing must be larger – it must be sized for maneuverability in
addition to aerodynamic efficiency (L/D). A fourth disadvan-
tage is the large induced roll produced by the wing. Finally,
a wing-control missile usually has a higher aspect ratio, con-
tributing to a wing stall at a relatively low angle of attack.
HARM is an example of a wing control missile.

Thrust vector control (TVC) may be used when aerody-
namic control has either insufficient control effectiveness or
an excessive response time. TVC is usually augmented by
aerodynamic control. The most popular type of TVC is jet
vanes, which are control surfaces inside the nozzle. IRIS-T
is an example of a missile that uses thrust vector control.

Finally, reaction jet control may also be used when aero-
dynamic control has either insufficient control effectiveness
or an excessive response time. Reaction jet control can be
based on either short-duration impulse, “shotgun shell”-type
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Figure 13. Examples of skid-to-turn, bank-to-turn, and rolling air-
frame missiles.

thrusters, similar to PAC-3 or longer duration controlled
thrusters similar to SM-3 or THAAD. In general reaction
jet control has faster response and provides smaller miss dis-
tance than TVC, enabling hit-to-kill guidance. Reaction jet
control is especially suited for short duration operation. PAC-
3 is an example of a missile that uses reaction jet control to
provide hit-to-kill accuracy in terminal flight.

Figure 13 shows examples of skid-to-turn (Sea Sparrow),
bank-to-turn (JSOW), and rolling airframe (HOT) missiles.
Most missiles use skid-to-turn maneuvering. Skid-to-turn is
particularly applicable to axisymmetric, cruciform missiles
with low aspect ratio surfaces. A skid-to-turn maneuver is a
commanded maneuver along the line-of-sight of the seeker,
without a roll command. An advantage of skid-to-turn is fast
response because the maneuver is immediately made along
the line-of-sight without delay. Sea Sparrow is an example of
a skid-to-turn missile.

Bank-to-turn maneuvering is a relatively new technology
for tactical missiles. Missiles using bank-to-turn will first roll
until the wings (or the major axis of a lifting body) are ori-
ented perpendicular to the target line-of-sight. Following the
roll maneuver, the missile then conducts a pitch maneuver,
maintaining the preferred roll orientation. A benefit of bank-
to-turn maneuvering is higher maneuverability for a lifting
body, which has a non-circular (e.g., elliptical) cross sec-
tion, or for a missile with wings. Another benefit is a smaller
sideslip angle for missiles with inlets. Bank-to-turn is par-
ticularly suited for mid-course guidance maneuvers prior to
seeker lock-on to the target. A disadvantage of bank-to-turn
maneuvering is slower response in terminal maneuvers that
could degrade guidance accuracy, increasing the missile miss
distance. JSOW is an example of a bank-to-turn weapon.

A third type of maneuver is a rolling airframe maneu-
ver. Rolling airframe maneuvering is similar to skid-to-turn,
except the missile also has a rolling moment bias input
to provide a bias roll rate. The rolling moment bias may
be provided either by thrust offset, tail incidence, canard

incidence, or a combination of approaches. Advantages of
rolling airframe missiles include lower cost because of fewer
flight control gyros, accelerometers, and actuators; lower
required volume to package less flight control hardware; com-
pensation for thrust misalignment; and compatibility with
“bang-bang”/impulse control. Disadvantages of an aerody-
namic controlled rolling airframe missile include reduced
maneuverability from using fewer controls, a requirement for
high rate gyros and actuators, and a requirement for precision
geometry with precision thrust alignment. HOT is shown in
the figure as an example of a rolling airframe missile.

6 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND
CONTROL SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Figure 14 shows the typical approach for the system develop-
ment integration of guidance, navigation, and flight control
of tactical missiles. A primary integration tool is missile
system simulation. The initial simulations used in con-
ceptual and preliminary design are digital simulations. As
missile guidance & control hardware becomes available,
a hardware-in-loop (HWL) simulation is also developed.
HWL simulation incorporates the missile guidance & con-
trol hardware (e.g., seeker, gyros, accelerometers, actuators,
autopilot). It also includes a simulated target signal for the
seeker to track. Either an all-digital or a hybrid computer may
be used in HWL simulation. In the case of hybrid HWL sim-
ulation, fast analog computers simulate the rapidly changing
parameters, such as the flight trajectory equations of motion.
Digital computers for a hybrid HWL simulation are used for
the more slowly changing parameters, such as computing
the forces and moments from aerodynamics and propulsion.
More modern HWL simulation is based on an all-digital com-
puter that is sufficiently fast to model the rapidly changing
dynamics. As an example, the required update rate for solv-
ing the equations of motion may be less than a ms, to provide
sufficient accuracy to the simulation. HWL and digital sim-
ulations are the primary system analysis tools used during
missile development and flight tests. For example, simulation
results based on wind tunnel data are validated with flight test
results. HWL and digital simulations are also used to deter-
mine the cause of flight test anomalies. In recent years the
required number of development flight tests has been reduced,
because of the increased confidence in the HWL and digital
simulations. HWL and digital simulations are cost-effective
complements to flight test. The approximately $4 million per
year cost to maintain HWL and digital simulations is rela-
tively small compared to the cost of the typical flight test
program. Also, the time required to initiate and complete
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Figure 14. Missile design validation/technology development is an integrated process.

a HWL evaluation is relatively short (e.g., ∼weeks) com-
pared to the time required to initiate and complete a flight
test program (e.g., ∼months).

In the guidance & control area, laboratory tests are con-
ducted in a simulated ground and flight environment for the
missile seeker, navigation, data link, flight control gyros and
accelerometers, flight control actuators, and electronics. The
laboratory tests include environmental tests that simulate the
conditions such as the operational temperature, humidity, rain
rate, shock, and vibration. The missile modeling and simu-
lation activities include safe separation analysis. The flight
control system sensors, actuators, and electronics are ana-
lyzed to ensure safe separation as part of a missile modeling
and simulation activity.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The prediction methods, technologies, and the design pro-
cesses for missile flight performance, guidance, navigation,
and control are different from other flight vehicles, such as
combat aircraft and are a technical specialty in their own right.
In flight performance areas such as acceleration, maneuver-
ability, and speed – missiles often drive technology. Also,
in the area of guidance, missiles often drive technology in

sensors and electronics. In the area of navigation, missiles
often drive technology for light weight navigation systems.
Finally, in the area of flight control, missiles often drive
technology in high maneuverability and flight over a broad
envelope.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Airliner classification

Airplane types with a maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) of
more than 12 500 lb (5760 kg) are referred to as the transport
category of aircraft. They have been classified as follows:

� Wide-body jet airliners carrying at least 200 passengers
on one or two twin-aisle cabin decks.

� Narrow-body jet airliners carrying between 100 and 220
passengers on one deck with a central aisle.

� Regional jets and propeller aircraft carrying between
20 and 120 passengers. They are sometimes called com-
muters or feeder-liners.

Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering.
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� Freighters, specialized cargo-carrying airplanes. Most
freighters are airliners converted by installing cargo
floors, large cargo doors, and provisions for loading and
unloading.

Presently operational jet airliners cruise at subsonic speeds
less than 950 km h−1 (Mach 0.9), and propeller transports
do not exceed 700 km h−1 (Mach 0.65). The supersonic
British/French Concorde, developed during the 1960s, was
optimized for a cruise speed of 2180 km h−1, slightly more
than twice the speed of sound. Fourteen Concordes were in
airline service between 1976 and 2003. In spite of its technical
magnificence, Concorde was a commercial failure.

Five major manufacturers of civil airliners are active in the
western world:

� Airbus, a subsidiary of EADS based in France;
� ATR, a French-Italian manufacturer;
� Boeing Commercial Airplanes, based in the United States;
� Bombardier, based in Canada; and
� Embraer, based in Brazil.

Airbus and Boeing concentrate on wide-body and
narrow-body jet airliners with more than 100 seats. These
manufacturers are supported by large networks of special-
ized parts suppliers from around the world. Bombardier and
Embraer concentrate on regional jetliners and business air-
craft, and ATR produces propeller-powered regionals.

2 EVOLUTION

After the Second World War, long-range piston-engine pow-
ered aircraft with a pressure cabin (Boeing Stratocruiser,
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Figure 1. The historical development of the maximum cruise speed
of airliners shows that until 1960 the maximum cruise speed of
propeller aircraft increased progressively from 150 to 650 km/h and
levelled off thereafter. Jetliners are cruising some 200 km/h faster.

Douglas DC-6, and Lockheed Constellation) cruised at
approximately 500 km h−1 (Figure 1). Derivatives such as the
DC-7 and the Super Constellation, cruising at speeds up to
550 km h−1 at altitudes up to 7500 m, were capable of transat-
lantic operations. Their complex compound piston engines
were unreliable and by the late 1940s, aircraft manufacturers
realized that installing gas turbines would offer significant
economic benefits. In the 1950s, fuel efficient turboprops
raised the cruise speed to around 650 km h−1. Types such as
the Bristol Britannia, Vickers Vanguard, and Lockheed Elec-
tra were produced in modest numbers because for long-range
operation they could not compete with the more comfort-
able and much faster newly introduced jetliners. Only smaller
short haul turboprops (Vickers Viscount, Fokker F-27) have
attracted many customers.

The prototype of de Havilland’s Comet 1 (Figure 2)
seemed to herald the start of the jet era. In 1954 however,
three out of nine operational planes with everybody on board
were lost in crashes. Two Comets had made only about
1000 service flights when the repeated cabin compression/
decompression cycles resulted in structural failure. A metic-
ulous investigation revealed that metal fatigue at highly
stressed window frames was the cause. The much improved
Comet Series 4 could not compete with the Boeing 707 and
Douglas DC-8 jetliners with transatlantic capabilities which
came into service at the end of the 1950s. Initially pow-
ered by four straight jet engines, their improved versions had
low-bypass ratio turbofan engines.

In the subsequent decade the definitive beginning of the
jetliner transformed air travel as well as the attitude of people

Figure 2. The de Havilland DH 106 Comet Series 1 (maiden flight
in 1949) was the first commercial jet airplane. The production ver-
sion was equipped with four Ghost 50 Mk1 jet engines buried inside
the wing roots, allowing the Comet to attain 790 km/h at 35 000 ft
altitude.

towards travel. Half-way through the 1960s, the long-range
jetliners were complemented by a variety of types designed
for short haul (BAC 111, B-737, DC-9, and F-28) and medium
haul distances (B-727, HS Trident, and SA Caravelle).

The Boeing 747–100, developed between 1965 and 1968,
was the first commercial airplane featuring a wide-body
fuselage with two passenger decks. It was also the first to
be equipped with fuel-economic high-bypass ratio turbo-
fans. During the two decades after its introduction, Boeing’s
“jumbo jet” became the workhorse for long-distance flights.
Nose-loading freighter versions for containerized and pal-
letized cargo on two decks dominated their own market.

At the end of the 1960s, Boeing was challenged by its
rivals Douglas and Lockheed, offering two almost identical
wide-body trijets, the Douglas DC-10 and Lockheed L-1011.
Some twenty years after Comet’s first flight, Europe’s newly
established Airbus Industry launched the 250 passenger A300
which made its maiden flight in 1972. It was the first twin-
jet wide-body airliner. The A300 began penetrating densely
travelled city pair routes in the United States, such as New
York-Chicago and San Francisco-Kansas City. Initially, the
A300 had no competitors but in the late 1970s Boeing saw
that its way ahead was to develop the large twins B-757 and
B-767. Airbus used new technologies such as the supercritical
wing to improve the A300, resulting in the successful A310.

In the 1980s, Boeing’s dominance in the jetliner market
was enforced through the introduction of new 737 versions
and the 747–400, a merge with McDonald Douglas, and
the withdrawal of Lockheed from the civil market. Boeing
also became the undisputed air cargo market leader, offer-
ing a family of freighter models of the 737 to the 747.
Increasingly serious Airbus competition emerged from the
medium-range A320-based narrow-body types and the long
distance wide-bodies A330 and A340. Boeing’s answer was
the 777, introduced in the early 1990s. Around the turn of the
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Figure 3. The ultra-large Airbus A380, with a capacity between
550 and 850 seats, entered airline service in 2007.

current century, only Airbus and Boeing had survived on the
narrow- and wide-body airliner market where they became
almost equally successful.

In the twenty-first century, Airbus’s position may improve
with the A380 (Figure 3), the largest and most advanced
airliner operational at the time of writing. An enlarged and
improved version of the Boeing 747, the 747–8 was in final
stages of development at the end of 2009 and made its
maiden fligth January 2010. Two new wide-body jetliner
types, the super-efficient Boeing 787 (Figure 4) and Air-
bus A350, are due to be introduced into service between
2010 and 2013. Soon thereafter, a new generation of narrow-
body twinjets will replace the Boeing 737 and A320 families.
They are expected to be powered by highly efficient and
environmentally friendly engines that are presently under
development by major engine manufacturers CFM, General
Electric, Pratt&Whitney, and Rolls-Royce.

The other industrial activity, in terms of far smaller dollar
turnover, focuses on the world market for regional airliners
with a seating of between 50 and 100 passengers. Their need
arose from the hub-and-spoke system of networks adopted
since the 1970s and the deregulation of the American civil
aviation. After Fokker’s demise in 1996, the regioliner market
became dominated by Bombardier and Embraer, two com-
panies that are also successful in the business jet market.

Figure 4. The Boeing 787 Dreamliner (maiden flight 15 December
2009) is the first airliner featuring a predominantly CFRP composite
structure. Courtesy of Flightglobal.

3 REGULATORY ASPECTS

3.1 Certification and operations

Design, fabrication, and operation of commercial aircraft
carrying passengers and/or freight take place under a strict
regime of certification for airworthiness, air traffic control,
and maintenance. For a new design, the standard of safety is
defined by regulations describing the minimum requirements
with which it must comply in order to convince airworthi-
ness authorities that the achieved safety of operation will be
acceptable. Airworthiness requirements may differ between
states; most important to civil aviation are U.S. and European
systems. Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) are issued
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The Euro-
pean Aviation Safety Authority (EASA), established in 2003,
issues Certification Specifications (CSs). These sets of reg-
ulations are thoroughly conformable, except for differences
in a small number of subjects. If certain design characteris-
tics are not covered by existing regulations, the authorities
are entitled to specify new requirements in the form of spe-
cial conditions. Supersonic airliners form an example of this
category.

The requirements according to FAR/CS Chapter 25 have
a great impact on design. They mandate, for instance, that
transport aircraft are powered by two or more propulsion
engines so that climbing away after the takeoff can be contin-
ued even in the worst case of power loss in one engine. Also,
transport aircraft must be flown with two pilots in command.
Accordingly, their flight decks have seats for two pilots and
duplicated flight controls and instruments. On-board systems
are mostly duplicated or even multiplexed, rendering them
fail-safe.

An influential set of operational standards is issued by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), an agency
of the United Nations with headquarters located in Montreal,
Canada. ICAO is not a certifying organization, but it codifies
the principles and techniques of international air navigation
and fosters the development of international air transport to
ensure safe and orderly growth. ICAO directives are laid
down in codified form, the so-called Annexes, which have
a large impact on aircraft design and aviation at large. For
instance, Annex 16 determines the noise standard for sub-
sonic jet airplanes. The initial standards were included in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 of Annex 16. In 2001, a new and
stricter Chapter 4 standard was added. ICAO has also drawn
up a widely accepted atmospheric model, the ICAO Stan-
dard Atmosphere (ISA). It defines a standardized variation
of pressure, temperature, density, and viscosity with altitude
for moderate climates of the earth’s atmosphere. This is useful
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in designing aircraft, calibrating instruments, and controlling
air traffic.

3.2 Weight components and limits

Payload denotes the weight of passengers with their luggage
and/or freight. The maximum payload that can be transported
over a given distance forms a primary economic asset. It is
derived from weight and capacity limits laid down in the air-
craft’s Certificate of Airworthiness (C of A). The underlying
relationships are basically as follows.

� Takeoff weight (TOW) is the gross weight of the air-
craft taking off. It consists of the operating empty weight
(OEW) and the useful load (UL), that is, payload (PL)
plus the fuel load (FL). The aircraft may not take off
at a weight in excess of the maximum takeoff weight:
TOW = OEW + UL ≤ MTOW.

� The OEW is the manufacturer’s empty weight (MEW)
plus provisions present on every flight such as flight
deck and cabin personnel, cabin amenities, safety equip-
ment, system fluids, and unused fuel, known as operator’s
items (OI). This defines the minimum weight to make
the aircraft flyable. The OEW depends on the operator’s
preferred cabin layout and the type of operation.

� Zero fuel weight (ZFW) is the weight of the empty aircraft
with payload. It may not exceed the maximum zero fuel
weight (MZFW): ZFW = OEW + PL ≤ MZFW.

� Airliner payload is limited structurally by PL ≤
MZFW−OEW, and by the volumetric capacity, that is,
the number of passenger seats. Freighter payload is lim-
ited by the MZFW, the useful freight hold volume, and
the maximum floor loading.

� The fuel load consists of block fuel required for carry-
ing out the flight and reserve fuel for flying a holding
pattern and for making a diversion flight. Fuel volume
required cannot exceed the combined capacity of all fuel
tanks.

Payload versus range capability is depicted in Figure 5. For
short-range flights, the payload limitation is either structural
or volumetric. For long-range flights the maximum useful
load is UL = MTOW−OEW. Since block fuel increases with
range, payload must be reduced by the same rate. The max-
imum range capability is reached when, before takeoff, all
fuel tanks have been filled to their capacity.

MTOW
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Block fuel

Reserve fuel

Weight

Range

Payload

Tank
capacity

Max. range

ZFW

TOW

0

Figure 5. Dependent on range, the available payload is determined
by different weight limits.

4 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT LAYOUT

4.1 Dominant configurations

Many achievements made by military aviation have been
applied to commercial aircraft. For instance, most jet air-
liners are low wing designs with two or four wing-mounted
engines installed in pods underneath and to the fore of the
leading edge. This configuration was first implemented by
Boeing with the B-47 bomber (Figure 6). One argument used
was that this would provide for reduced wing bending and
therefore allow for a lighter structure. Other considerations
are focused on maintenance as well as replacement of engines
in such a configuration compared to engines buried at the
wing roots, and the lower risk due to possible engine fire.
After this concept proved successful, Boeing introduced it to
its 707 low wing airliner design and it has been increasingly
adopted since. In cases where engine proximity to ground
is detrimental, for instance, rural airfields with risk of for-
eign object damage or dirt, airliners will feature engines
mounted to the fuselage tail (DC-9, F-28, Tu-334) or high
wing designs with underslung nacelles (BAE-146). Mounting
the engines in under-wing pods makes access for maintenance
easier compared to tail-mounted engines. Additionally, a low
wing design helps keep the engine nacelles and refueling
valves closer to the ground to simplify access. Both Airbus
and Boeing use this layout for all of their passenger aircraft,
and manufacturers of regional aircraft have been following
the same scheme.
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Figure 6. (a) The Boeing B-47 Stratojet (1947) was the first swept-
wing bomber to be built in quantity; (b) the Boeing 707 (1954) was
the first pure-jet transport of US design.

4.2 Fuselages

The fuselage size is almost entirely determined by the
required accommodation of passengers in various seating
arrangements, and under-floor volume required for passenger
luggage and cargo. In wide-body airliners especially, differ-
ent cabin layouts are offered with a significant variation in
total seating capacity. For a given comfort category, main
variables are the arrangement of seats in the cross section
and seat pitch.

Most airliners feature a cylindrical cabin with a (near)
circular cross-section, a well-proven approach to design a
vessel adapted to the overpressure required relative to the
atmosphere. In addition to a basic version, many manufac-
turers offer a new airliner type with several payload-range
options as a family concept. Variants are foreseen with a
stretched fuselage by inserting plugs behind and in front of
the wing. A fuselage shrink may be an option if there is a clear
market opportunity for it. Since variants have identical cross-
sections, manufacturing costs are reduced and commonality
in service is improved.

The cross-section of a fuselage is of crucial importance in
passenger comfort and cargo efficiency. Since the cabin is a
pressure vessel, the preferred cross-section is circular. Con-
sistent with passenger comfort, the fuselage diameter is made
as small as possible since cabin skin weight and part of its
manufacturing costs are proportional to the fuselage diameter
squared, whereas the fuselage’s friction drag is proportional
to its diameter. On the other hand, customers have their own
perception of passenger comfort and may have a far-reaching
influence on the decision. As an example, Figure 7 depicts
a major revision of the Airbus A350 fuselage in the initial
design stage. This had an impact on the complete configura-
tion, raising development costs by billions of dollars. In spite
of the increased aircraft price, the modified design proved to
be more competitive.

Dependent on the volume required for the cargo hold
under the cabin floor, a cross-section may be used which
is not exactly circular. For example, ovoid or double-bubble
shapes are sometimes used. Detailed design of the complete
interior layout will result in a cabin that is quickly loaded

Figure 7. An initial Airbus A350 design (left) was based on the fuselage cross section of the A330. Airliner judgment on passenger comfort
resulted in a clean-sheet ovoid design (right) with a 30 cm wider cabin.
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and unloaded, serviced by the cabin staff, and cleaned after
the flight. There are strict certification rules for the number,
location, and size of emergency exits. Passenger evacuation
within 90 s must be demonstrated by simulations and a real-
life test.

4.3 Wings

A major contribution to the efficiency with which the design
payload is transported over the required range comes from
the excellence of the wing design. However, there exists no
unique optimum wing shape for a given set of requirements.
In particular, certain conditions which are outside the con-
trol of the designer may have a major influence on the best
solution. For example, before 1970 fuel costs accounted for
some 25% of the direct operating costs (DOC) of a long-range
airliner. Improving the lift-to-drag ratio by 10% through aero-
dynamic design would increase structural weight, aircraft
acquisition, interest cost, and depreciation more than the
reduced fuel weight and cost. This measure was not attractive
since it would increase the DOC by 1%, typically. In 1983,
fuel costs had increased by a factor two and the same aero-
dynamic improvement could lead to a 1% reduction of the
DOC.

Aerodynamic wing design takes place in two phases:

� Conceptual design of the planform, selection of a repre-
sentative two-dimensional airfoil section, and choosing
aerodynamic principles of achieving maximum lift at low
speeds.

� Advanced design of the lateral variation of wing sec-
tions and their position relative to the fuselage, high-lift
devices, and controls. Gust and maneuver load alleviation
techniques will be considered for advanced airliners.

The design steps to be taken are focused on selecting pri-
mary parameters during concept design and the more detailed
shape definition during the advanced phase (Table 1). Jet
airliners are equipped with sweptback wings designed for
cruising between Mach 0.70 (short ranges) and Mach 0.90
(long ranges). Designing for a higher Mach number will
result in steeply increasing costs of ownership. Operation
in the transonic speed range is characterized by the presence
of regions with supersonic flow and shock waves known as
supercritical flow. The development of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) during the 1960s and 1970s has paved the
way to the design of supercritical wings with improved tran-
sonic and low-speed aerodynamics. Compared to the first jet
airliner generation, recent models have a higher aspect ratio
and less sweepback, resulting in higher lift-to-drag ratios,

Table 1. Wing aerodynamic design steps derived from a
classification in primary and secondary shape parameters.

Primary Secondary

Area Airfoil distribution
Aspect ratio Twist distribution
Sweep angle Buffet boundary
2D airfoil Dihedral
Taper ratio Setting angle
Aircraft CL - max Flaps and slats

Controls

reduced buffeting problems, and more efficient and simpler
high-lift devices. Since these measures are in the interest of
lower DOC they are preferred instead of increasing the cruise
speed. The conceptual and advanced phases as mentioned
apply to structural design as well. Allocation of spars and ribs
of the primary wing box, outline of secondary structure such
as flaps, slats, and controls, and provisions for landing gear
retraction are subjects of the conceptual phase. Main struc-
tural elements and control systems are sized in the advanced
design phase.

4.4 Engines

Installing the smallest possible number of engines is gener-
ally cost effective in terms of mass, fuel consumption, initial
costs, and maintenance. The usual argument for this is that
the fewer the engines the better, consistent with adequate
levels of safety. From the point of view of safety, there is no
statistical evidence that four-engine jets are to be preferred
over twinjets. In part, this is due to more stringent climb-out
requirements after engine failure of one out of two engines. A
four-engine layout may, however, be optimum for coping with
either short takeoff distances or very long ranges. Extended
range operations (EROPS) with twinjets (ETOPS) is con-
strained by certification and operational rules, in particular
related to engine reliability and systems redundancies.

The primary turbofan design parameter contributing to
overall efficiency is the bypass ratio (BPR). This defines
the ratio of the air mass flow bypassing the core engine and
the mass flow through the core engine in the static takeoff
condition. Modern turbofans have a BPR between 5 and 10
and significantly higher values are possible for geared turbo-
fans (GTFs). This relatively new concept features a gear box
between the low pressure turbine and the fan and is claimed
to have up to 15% lower specific fuel consumption (SFC).

Turboprop engines in combination with high speed multi-
bladed propellers continue to be applied to regional aircraft
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Figure 8. Horizontal tail surface area required dependent on the longitudinal position of the aircraft centre of gravity.

with cruise speeds up to Mach 0.65. The highest propulsive
efficiency is achievable for a gas turbine driven high-speed
propeller with two contra-rotating blade rows. Initially known
as a propfan, this concept was investigated during the early
1980s. General Dynamics launched the unducted fan (UDF)
with two blade rows externally mounted to the low pressure
turbine. Flight tests confirmed the predictions, but around
1990 airlines were not in favor of this innovation. The sharply
rising fuel prices after 2000 have led to renewed interest.
Presently known as the open rotor turbofan, this engine con-
cept promises up to 25% improved fuel efficiency. Installation
of the open rotor is likely to require far-reaching adaptations
of the overall aircraft general arrangement.

4.5 Tail units

The tail unit of transport aircraft with wing-mounted engines
consists of horizontal and vertical surfaces mounted to the
rear end of the fuselage. Regional aircraft with rear fuselage-
mounted engines have the horizontal tail mounted on top of
the vertical tail, known as the T-tail layout.

Tail surfaces consist of a stabilizer and one or more control
surfaces. A control surface is often split into several sections
activated by mutually independent systems, ensuring ade-
quate control capability in case of a single system failure.
For many high speed transports, the horizontal stabilizer’s
incidence of is adjustable by an electrically driven actuator.
A few aircraft types have a stabilizer which is directly con-
trolled by the pilot. The vertical stabilizer is a fixed structure
called fin. Control surfaces of the tail unit are the elevator(s)
for pitch control and the rudder(s) for directional control.

Figure 8 depicts a “scissor plot” illustrating in a simplified
way that the horizontal tail size required is closely linked to
the longitudinal balancing process of the aircraft. For a given
center of gravity (CG) position, the tail’s contribution to lon-
gitudinal stability and controllability is roughly proportional
to its planform area. Increasing this area allows the CG to be
shifted rearwards while still ensuring a minimum longitudi-
nal stability, whereas it may be shifted forwards for the same
longitudinal control authority. The allowable CG variation is
enclosed between forward and rearward aerodynamic limits
associated with stability and control requirements in several
flight regimes. By selecting an appropriate wing position rel-
ative to the fuselage and a correct tail size, the operationally
desirable CG shift can be matched to the allowable range.
Clearly, the required tail size increases when the CG shifts due
to variations of payload and fuel allocation increases. Several
airliners feature a stability augmentation system (SAS) that
allows the inherent longitudinal stability to be marginal or
neutral. This moves the aft stability limit backwards, resulting
in a smaller tail with less weight and drag.

The vertical tail fin and rudder size required depend mainly
on the need to control the yawing motion that occurs imme-
diately after a single engine failure and on the capability of
making a safe landing in a strong (specified) crosswind. When
engines are attached to the wing the yawing moment due to
asymmetric thrust in the case of engine failure is likely to
affect the required vertical tail size. In the case of engines
attached to the rear fuselage, rudder capacity is mostly deter-
mined by the case of landing with a specified crosswind. If
the vertical tail is too small to ensure adequate damping of
yawing motions, a stability augmentation in the form of a yaw
damper is the usual solution. As explained in the following
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section, the application of artificial stability benefits consid-
erably from fly-by-wire technology.

4.6 Flight control

In the early days of jet transport flight, it was soon dis-
covered that the compressibility of air caused aerodynamic
phenomena leading to inherent instabilities which could not
be avoided by proper aerodynamic design. When flying at
high altitudes, the B-47 (Figure 6) prototype had an objec-
tionable Dutch roll oscillation with a period of about six
seconds. This was caused by the combination of its highly
swept wing geometry and reduced damping due to the low
ambient air density. The problem was solved by installing an
electromechanical yaw damper. In fact, this endemic dynamic
instability is practically unavoidable for swept wing config-
urations similar to the B-47. They may even be worse with
wing flaps deployed. Consequently, many swept-wing trans-
port aircraft with power-operated rudders are fitted with a
yaw damper.

In addition to stability problems, pilots of the early jet
transports experienced high control forces when maneuver-
ing at high speeds. The usual methods for reducing these
by applying aerodynamic balance and servo tabs on con-
trol surfaces were inadequate for large aircraft. The solution
was found in installing power-boosted or fully powered con-
trols with artificial feel such that the pilot could sense the
load on the aircraft. However, it took many years before
these systems were sufficiently reliable to become widely
accepted.

5 TECHNOLOGY

5.1 Fly-by-wire and instruments

A major breakthrough in flight control technology came when
digital electronics and integrated circuits were introduced.
The first revolution happened in the early 1980s when analog
flight instruments were replaced by screens, initially cath-
ode ray tubes and later flat color screens. This development
resulted in the “glass cockpit” which improved the pilot’s
situation awareness and monitoring of system functions,
rendering the function of the flight-engineer obsolescent.
Soon thereafter, the mechanical linkages between the con-
trol surfaces and the pilot’s control column and rudder pedals
were replaced by electrically signalling the hydraulic power
units driving the control surfaces. This “fly-by-wire” (FBW)
system is accomplished by the installation of duplicated self-
monitoring flight control computers (FCCs) designed and

programmed by independent teams of different manufactur-
ers. In case of a malfunctioning computer, its functions are
transferred to the parallel acting systems thereby avoiding
complete system breakdown. FBW offers the possibility of
command control. A significant provision is the flight enve-
lope protection (FEP), which is useful for enhancing flight
safety. To this end the FCCs are programmed such that the
system reacts automatically when the aircraft reaches limits
on the angle of attack, maneuver loads or flight Mach num-
ber. The benefit comes in unusual situations. For example, a
pilot who is forced to make an abrupt pull-up maneuver can
achieve a rapid response without fear of breaking the aircraft
or entering a stall.

The major airline manufacturers practice different
approaches to implementing FBW/FEP.

� In 1987, the A320 was the first civil transport with an
electrical flight control system (EFCS) using digital FBW
primary control in pitch and roll. For this aircraft, and
since then for all its airliners, Airbus has embraced the
concept of side-stick controllers with automatic trimming
of the horizontal stabilizer position. The FEP is rigorous
in that the system overrides the pilot’s control actions so
that the operational limits will not be exceeded.

� Boeing applied FBW for the first time to the 777, choos-
ing to fit a conventional control yoke with artificial feel
in combination with trim wheels, with the argument that
this resembles conventional flying more closely. Like the
Airbuses, the 777 has FEP against overspeed, stall, and
excessive bank angle. However, pilots are the final author-
ity and can override these functions by applying control
inputs as they find necessary.

For the emerging generation of airliners, FBW also
enables enhancements of reactive technology using systems
such as maneuver load control and gust load alleviation.
These concepts will contribute to reduced structural stresses
and improved ride comfort. In the future, FBW may be
replaced by fly-by-light (FBL) or even wireless signal trans-
mission.

Glass cockpits and FBW are now mature and widely
considered optimal for all but the smallest transport air-
craft. Glass cockpits have improved the situational awareness
through pilot/aircraft interfaces. FBW leads to simplified
mechanical rigging and maintenance, built-in redundancy,
improved reliability, a significant empty weight reduction,
and therefore, enhanced flight safety and reduced costs. It
enables different products of the manufacturer’s entire fleet
to have the same flying characteristics, making cross crew
qualification easier.
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Figure 9. The main instrument panel of the Airbus A350–900 flight deck features six large (15 in/38 cm) interchangeable multi-function
displays. The side-stick controllers contribute to unimpeded view on the instruments. Courtesy of Flightglobal.

The electronic flight instrument system (EFIS) of a mod-
ern wide-body airliner (Figure 9) has the following main
components.

� A primary flight/navigation display (PFD/ND) and an
integrated electronic flight bag display for both the captain
and the first officer.

� The electronic centralized aircraft monitoring system
(ECAM) displaying the condition of the engines and the
fuel system.

� The ECAM for the flight management system (FMS) and
other on-board systems.

Furthermore, the crew avails of a FMS interface panel,
communications and navigation radio panel, standby instru-
ments, and an autopilot control panel.

5.2 Structures

Since the Comet disasters, fatigue considerations emerged
as a primary design criterion, having a great impact on air-
liner structural design. Nowadays, lifetime considerations
dominate the choice of structural material, configuration,
dimensions, and weight. The variation of tension and stress
concentrations leads to fatigue, reducing the expected oper-
ational lifetime and number of flights. Since metals have a

higher limiting tensile than compressive stress, the fatigue
problem occurs primarily for components sized to tension
loads. For example, the area of the fuselage that is most
sensitive to fatigue is the top skin. It is designed to carry
the tensile stresses due to the pressure cabin’s internal pres-
sure and fuselage bending and torsion. For an overpressure of
0.55 bar, a fuselage diameter of 3.20 m and a skin thickness
of 0.8 mm, the average hoop stress amounts to 110 MPa. At
a riveted seam it might be 150 MPa, one third of the ultimate
static strength of duralumin 2024-T3 sheet, corresponding to
a fatigue life of 30 000 pressurization cycles. This stress is too
high for a regional aircraft producing 60 000 flights or more.

Several design concepts are implemented to ensure that
structures are durable and safe during the expected lifetime
of the aircraft.

� The basic structure incorporates the amount of material
required to withstand extreme static loading conditions,
that is, it provides for the ultimate strength required based
on nominal operational conditions (limit load) and a safety
factor of 1.50 (ultimate load).

� The safe life of a component is predicted by assessing
the accumulated stress damage caused by the sequences
of loads during its life. This is compared with the tensile
stress level at which fatigue failure occurs versus the num-
ber of normalized loading cycles, known as the S-n curve.
The component is replaced when its safe life has elapsed.
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� Catastrophic failure of a complete structure is improbable
after fatigue failure or partial failure of a single princi-
pal structural element. Fail-safe (redundant) design means
that in case an element fails, the load it normally carries
is distributed via an alternative path to other members.

� A structure is designed to be damage-tolerant by predict-
ing the rate of growth of any damage and incorporating
design features delaying or stopping the growth of cracks.

The damage tolerance approach recognizes that an air-
frame may contain inherent flaws due to the production
process and will probably be damaged during ground han-
dling and operation. The overall safety of an aircraft structure
designed according to these principles is enhanced by a
system of inspections so that failures may be detected and
repaired in a timely manner.

5.3 Materials

Metals used in current transport aircraft airframes are light
alloys of aluminium and magnesium, steels, titanium, and
titanium alloys. Nimonics are nickel-based alloys for high-
temperature applications used inside gas turbine engines.

Aluminium alloys have been the primary materials for air-
craft structures for many decades. They are available in a wide
range of alloys suited to different uses.

� Aluminium 2024 is an alloy of 93.5% aluminium, 4.4%
copper, 1.5% manganese, and 0.6% magnesium. Known
as duralumin, it is the most widely used alloy, with high
ratio of strength to weight as well as good fatigue life and
fracture toughness.

� Aluminium-zinc alloy, the 7000-series, has a particularly
high strength, but poor fatigue performance. It is used pri-
marily in compression structures such as the upper wing
skin panels.

� Aluminium-lithium has superior strength, stiffness, and
fatigue life to other Al-alloys but is several times more
expensive.

Although Al-alloys will probably continue to be applied
for lightweight structures for some decades to come, increas-
ingly widespread use for the same applications is being made
of composite materials.

High-tensile steel finds most usage where space is lim-
ited, as in landing gears. Steel performs much better at high
temperatures than light alloys and can be welded. In terms of
strength-to-weight ratio, steel is outperformed by titanium.
Moreover, titanium offers a greater flexibility in design (it
can undergo diffusion bonding) in combination with a very

high resistance to corrosion. Despite its high cost, titanium
is becoming more widely used.

Composites obtain extremely high strength-to-weight
ratios from cloths or tapes of glass, carbon or aramid fibers
embedded within a thermosetting resin such as epoxy. The
fact that composites are based on fibers means that the
strength and stiffness of a composite component may not
be the same in all directions. This is not a disadvantage in
structures which are loaded primarily in one direction, since
they can be tailored to their usage in the airframe by laying up
most fibers in the primary loading direction. The obtainable
weight-saving (relative to aluminium) is, therefore, highly
dependent on the application. In particular, honeycomb com-
posite panels can be extremely light with high strength. For
more than half a century, composites have been applied to
secondary structures (fairings, wheel bay doors, leading and
trailing edges, flaps, controls) and interior fuselage structures
(cabin bulkheads, galleys, floors). Since the 1980s, complete
tail units and significant parts of wing and fuselage primary
structures have been made of carbon fiber composites (CFCs).
Because of their remarkably high specific tensile strength
and stiffness (based on mass), CFCs offer the potential of
significant structural weight savings: typically between 20–
35%. They are very resistant to fatigue and corrosion and
can be produced in complex shapes resulting in assemblies
with reduced parts count. Instead of reducing cabin structure
weight, a tradeoff may be considered where passenger com-
fort can be improved by increasing the cabin pressure and
level of humidity.

Composites have become the dominant material in pri-
mary as well as secondary structures of the Boeing 787 and
Airbus 350 (see Table 2). However, some disadvantages have
emerged in previous applications, contributing to persistent
doubts about the future of their widespread application.

� A large primary CFC structure has to be cured in an expen-
sive autoclave. Therefore, manufacturing costs can be

Table 2. This comparison of Airbus A350 and Boeing 787 mate-
rial breakdown indicates that composites are dominating. They are
applied in wings, center wing box, tail cone, fuselage skin pan-
els, frames, stringers and doublers, and doors. Titanium is used in
high-load frames, door surrounds, landing gear, and pylons.

Material Airbus 350 (%) Boeing 787 (%)

Aluminium 19 20
Composites 53 50
Steel 6 10
Titanium 14 15
Miscellaneous 8 5
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high unless the structural configuration is fundamentally
adapted.

� Many composites offer poor electrical shielding, which
necessitates incorporation of conductive materials con-
tributing to weight.

� CFC structures are prone to impact damage and can be
costly to maintain and repair.

6 ECONOMICS

6.1 Productivity

Essential economic capabilities of a civil transport aircraft are
the revenue payload that can be carried over a given block
distance, the block fuel used, and the block speed.

� Block time is the time between taking away at the begin-
ning and placing the wheel blocks (for stopping the
motion) at the end of a flight.

� Block distance is the horizontal (great circle) distance
between the airfields of departure and arrival.

� Block speed defines the average speed at which the block
distance is flown, equal to the block distance divided by
the block time.

� Block fuel is the total amount of fuel expended during the
flight.

The airline’s basic income generator is the product of
revenue payload and block speed, which is known as produc-
tivity. It is noticed that payload weight multiplied by speed
has the dimension of power, that is, work done per unit time.
For an airliner with given seating arrangement, productivity
depends on the route flown and the passenger load factor,
that is, the percentage of available seat-kilometers converted
to revenue passenger-kilometers. For a short flight, the time
spent during ground maneuvers, takeoff, climb to cruise alti-
tude, descent, and landing forms a greater fraction of the
block time compared to a long-distance flight. This reduces
the block speed relative to the cruise speed and increases the
fuel burn per distance flown. In order to compare different
aircraft, their productivity is often quoted for a fully loaded
aircraft flying at the design cruising speed.

The aircraft’s production is the (average) productivity mul-
tiplied by the utilization referring to the number of block
hours that an aircraft is engaged in revenue flights. It is
noticed that payload multiplied by speed multiplied by time
has the dimension of force multiplied by distance, that is,
work done. The utilization of a fleet of aircraft depends to a
large extent on the airline’s route structure and on the type(s)
of aircraft. The yearly utilization of a long-range aircraft

can amount to 4000–5000 h. For short-haul operations it is
lower.

6.2 Energy efficiency

The seat-times-distance flown (kilometers or statute miles)
per unit of fuel burn (liters or gallons) is known as the energy
or fuel efficiency. Maximizing the fuel efficiency has a large
effect on the economic performance of an aircraft. This figure
of merit represents the ratio between the available revenue
and the fuel cost incurred per flight. Using the equilibrium
conditions for steady level flight (lift equals AUWand thrust
equals drag), it can readily be shown that fuel efficiency is
defined as follows:

E = ηH
L

D

N

W
(1)

The term η denotes the overall efficiency, defined as the
fraction of the rate of fuel (with calorific value H) heat
energy converted into propulsive power, that is, thrust multi-
plied by speed. The ratio of lift to drag L/D is known as the
aerodynamic efficiency. The number of cabin seats and the
aircraft all-up weight are denoted by N and W, respectively.
For example, for H = 33 000 kJ l−1, η = 0.38, L/D = 19, and
W/N = 6 kN per seat, the fuel efficiency amounts to E = 40
seat-km per liter (94 seat-miles per gallon), a typical value
for modern long-range jetliners. Energy efficiency increases
during the flight due to the reducing AUW.

Figure 10 depicts how energy efficiency has improved
since the introduction of jetliners. Through the years, gas
turbine engine development has made the major contribu-
tion to this efficiency. The overall efficiency of modern high
BPR engines is twice as high compared to the first generation
of jet engines. Improved aerodynamic efficiencies have been
obtained from increasing wing aspect ratios, skin surfaces
getting smoother, and the scale effect of aircraft becom-
ing larger, among other factors. Technological advancements
have a favorable effect on most weight components.

On the other hand, favorable technology effects are
negated by range requirements becoming more stringent. It
should also be noted that aircraft weight per passenger seat
differs greatly between airliner categories and cabin layouts.
For a given technology, the best values for E-based on block
fuel are generally obtained for medium-haul aircraft. It is
noteworthy that airliner (jet) fuel efficiency is not much differ-
ent from that of a mid-sized automobile running on gasoline.
In fact, due to their high load factors, modern airliners per-
form much better than private cars. The same observation is
made for their contribution to pollution of the atmosphere,
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Figure 10. The historic development of jet airliner fuel efficiency shows that it has increased by more than 0.6 seat-km per liter each year,
with a triplication between 1960 and 2000.

since CO2 is produced proportional to fuel burn. In the near
future, the likely transition to gas turbines burning biofu-
els will further enhance the environmental friendliness of
airliners.

7 CONCLUSION

Modern transport aircraft achieve a high level of transport
efficiency, cost effectiveness, and safety in operation. Since
the 1960s, the introduction and steady improvement of jet-
liners have resulted in a progressive development in aviation
practically eliminating the competition from other means of
transportation over long distances. Travelling through the
air has changed from a privilege for wealthy persons to an
affordable and convenient mobility for the man on the street.
However, the depletion of fossil fuels in the not-to-distant
future is forming a major challenge to all parties involved, in
particular to the major airplane manufacturers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The potential of aircraft for military use was understood
even before the Wright brothers’ flight in 1903. The
United States government sponsored early flight pioneer
S.P. Langley, and as early as 1911, aircraft were used in
combat during the Italo-Turkish war (Gropman, 2001). In
the following years, military aviation became an important
branch of every leading army. WWI introduced massive
scaled use of aviation for combat and reconnaissance;
20 years later during the turmoil years of the WWII, military
aviation was very well developed. Some of the major devel-
opments that modern aviation could not exist without, such
as jet engines and avionics, were derived from military avi-
ation progress. As the developments continue, new designs

and technologies will appear as long the need for warfare and
deterrence exists.

The content of this chapter includes

� Airplane characteristics which drive the configuration
selection

� Advanced technologies having the main impact on the
configuration

� Development history describes the evolution of different
configurations, including main parameter comparisons

� Future trends in aircraft development

2 MILITARY AIRCRAFT

Military aircraft is defined, in general, as an aircraft that
executes military missions for the Air Force, Army, and Navy.

We define several types of military aircraft according to
their missions and tasks.

2.1 Fighters

Fighters (air superiority, attack, interceptor) are aircraft
designed for air-to-air combat, tactical ground attack, and
close air support.

� Air superiority fighter: Large fighter aircraft, expensive,
and with great capabilities, used to dominate at the battle-
field over the enemy territory. Due to their cost, they are
usually built in relatively small numbers. Modern exam-
ples are the F-15 and F-22.

� Attack: Robust lighter combat aircraft, mainly used for
close air support against ground targets. Modern examples
are the A-10 Thunderbolt and MiG-25.
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� Interceptor: An interceptor aircraft is a type of fighter air-
craft designed specifically to intercept and destroy enemy
aircraft, particularly bombers, usually relying on high
speed. Although this role was dominant in the past, nowa-
days interceptors have versatile mission profiles, thus
changing the meaning of the concept for a lighter combat
aircraft. Modern examples are the F-16 and F-14.

Modern fighters are multirole aircraft: used both for air
combat and ground attack missions. Today their roles are even
more versatile than ever before and they are used for recon-
naissance, trainer and various electronic warfare missions as
well.

2.2 Bombers

Bombers are aircraft designed to attack ground targets by
dropping bombs and firing missiles. Nowadays multirole
fighters are used for tactical ground attack, due to higher
agility and survivability in dense enemy air defense and
higher suitability for precision strike. Either way, larger
bombers remain in service in a few dominant countries’ air
forces, usually in a strategic role, due to their ability for mas-
sive air strike. Modern examples are the B-2 and B-1. It is
expected that unmanned aerial vehicles will take this niche
in the future.

2.3 Trainers

Trainers are aircraft used to train pilots to fly the aircraft
and later in imparting navigational or combat-fighting skills.
During their training period, pilots fly first on basic trainers,
such as the Pilatus PC-9, and then move on to more advanced
turbofan aircraft, such as the T-38 Talon. Although rarely used
in this role, trainer aircraft can be involved in low-intensity
combat missions.

2.4 Reconnaissance

Reconnaissance aircraft are used to monitor enemy activ-
ity and gather intelligence. Although in the past there were
specially designed aircraft for this role, along with combat
reconnaissance airplanes, today this role is shifting almost
solely to UAV platforms in many modern armies. Examples
are the Lockheed U-2 and SR-71.

2.5 Transport and cargo

Transport and cargo aircraft are designed to deliver cargo,
troops, paratroopers, ammunition, war fighting machines,

armaments, etc. This is a category of light to heavy aircraft,
with light to none air combat abilities and have large internal
volume for transport missions required. The category varies
from light piston GA aircraft, such as the Piper PA-18 Super
Cub for VIP transport, to heavy, turbofan powered behemoths
such as the US C-5 Galaxy and Russian An-124 that can carry
dozens of tons of payload.

2.6 Electronic intelligence/AEW&C

The electronic intelligence/AEW&C category includes
specifically designed aircraft that contain highly sophisti-
cated electronic equipment for electronic intelligence and
early warning. They can be used also as command and
communications fore post. Modern examples are the E-2
Hawkeye AWACS and E-3 Sentry. The platforms used are
usually various cargo or converted civilian business and
regional airplanes. They are usually easy to recognize by large
antennae on their top.

2.7 Aerial refuel tankers

Aerial refuel tankers are aircraft that carry a payload of extra
fuel and special equipment that is used for the purpose of
refueling other aircraft in-flight. An example is the KC-135
military version of the Boeing 707.

3 AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS

The advancement in military aircraft capability and perfor-
mance is driven by the appearance of advanced technologies
in the fields of propulsion, avionics, aerodynamics, and
weapons systems. The advancements, together with customer
needs, define the characteristics of the aircraft.

Configuration selection is a result of a conceptual design
process, in which the available mature technologies meet the
needs of the customer. The requirements (what the aircraft
should do) and specifications (what the aircraft actually does)
of the aircraft meet in this iterative process.

3.1 Main military airplane characteristics

The main military airplane characteristics include

Flight performance

� Point performance
– Rate of climb, maneuverability
– Flight envelope
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� Ground performance: take-off, and landing field
� Mission performance: radius of operation, range in

defined flight profile with carried payload of cargo,
missiles, bombs, etc.

Life cycle cost

� Flyaway cost: production cost of airframe, engine,
and systems

� Development and infrastructure cost
� Ground support, initial spares
� Operations, maintenance, fuel, crew, training,

maintenance indirect costs

Aircraft attributes

� Internal and external payload, weapons carriage
� Signature and survivability characteristics
� Reliability characteristics including MTBF
� Operational spectrum: environmental conditions,

operational cycles in training and in mission

3.2 Main performance parameters

When evaluating and comparing different airplanes, the main
characteristics include

� Take-off weightW
� Payload type, weapons payload weight
� Wing loadingW/S (weight/wing reference area)
� Thrust loadingT/W

� Power loading (power to weight ratio) HP/W (in case of
propeller propulsion)

� Lift-to-drag ratioL/D
� Fuel fraction Wf /W (fuel weight fraction of take-off

weight)

The flight performance parameters listed below are a direct
function of the parameters above

� Rate of climb function ofT/W
� Maneuverability function of (T/W)/(W/S)
� Take-off field function of (T/W)/(W/S)
� Range function of (L/D)*(Wf /W)

3.3 Flight envelopes

Typical combat aircraft flight envelopes are presented in
Figure 1.

3.4 Missions of military aircraft

The main missions of combat military aircraft are air superi-
ority and air support for ground forces. There are non-combat
missions as well that are performed by military aircraft –
transport, refueling, and reconnaissance.

Air to air: Air superiority, country defense against intrud-
ing military aircraft and escort of air-to-ground combat
aircraft on attack missions.

70

Thrust limit

F-22 max power

F-22 intermediate power

F-15C max power

Alt.
(X 1000

feet)

F-15C max power

F-22 intermediate power

F-22 max power

F-15C intermediate
power

Airframe
temperature

limit

60

50

40
Alt.

(X 1000
feet)

1.0 1.5 1.75
Mach

2.0

Level flight envelope

5g Maneuver envelope
60

50

40

30

+ + 0 1.0 2.0

Figure 1. Flight envelope example of combat aircraft – the F-22 vs. the F-15C (Sweetman, 1998). The flight envelope is a performance
chart, whose lines presents the limitations of the airframe due to structural and lift reasons, as a function of airspeed, flight altitude and
energy. Reproduced from Richardson (2001)c© MBI Publishing Company.
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Figure 2. Examples of mission flight profiles for air-to-air mission (a) and bomber mission.

Air to ground

� Using bombs, missiles, and heavy guns against iden-
tified targets and for ground forces support at the
battlefield

� Bombing strategic and tactical targets deep in enemy
territory

Reconnaissance: Using EO/SAR payloads for flyovers over
enemy territory and for tactical missions.

Electronic warfare and AEW&C: With highly sophisticated
electronic payloads and onboard operator officers, these
aircraft perform several missions.

� ESM/ECM and other forms of electronic war-
fare, which include primarily electronic jamming of
enemy air defense systems and protecting friendly
systems.

� SIGINT/IMINT and other forms of visual and signal
intelligence, as a mean of early warning system and
as a surveillance system.

� Command and communication fore post used as
frontline command post, with high communications
capabilities, especially in distant military operations
and behind enemy lines.

Cargo: Quick transportation of supplies, ammunitions, and
soldiers to remote and isolated location, within friendly
airspace and behind enemy lines. This missions profile
can vary from small delivery to massive movement of
forces.

Aerial refueling: In-flight refueling of combat aircraft in
order to get extended range and/or mission endurance.

Mission command and cooperation with other flight vehi-
cles, including UAVs, cruise missiles, and other types of
ammunition guiding and cooperation in various mission
profiles with ground forces.

Paratroopers: use of specialized cargo airplanes in order to
parachute soldiers and cargo behind enemy lines or in
remote areas where there is no possibility to land.

3.5 Mission flight profiles for combat aircraft

Missions are executed by aircraft in a predetermined flight
profile which typically consists of the following phases: take-
off, climb to cruise altitude, cruise to target area, allowance
for loitering and combat, climb back to flight cruise attitude,
cruise back home, some reserve before landing, and landing.
For each phase, the configuration status, including fuel weight
and external stores configuration, is taken into account when
simulating the performance.

A typical “air to air” mission profile is presented in
Figure 2a. The aircraft configuration may includes external
fuel tanks also called drop tanks and external air to air missiles
which are launched during the air combat.

A typical “air to ground” mission profile is presented in
Figure 2b. The aircraft configuration includes combinations
of external fuel tanks and bombs, depending on the operating
radius requirements, with air to air missiles for self-defense.
The bomb drop can be performed by a special maneuver in
low-level, high-speed penetration, or from high altitude using
bombs with self-precise navigation.

4 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

4.1 Modern technologies

Since the end of the WWII, evolving technologies have
enabled military aircraft to attain supersonic speeds, extend
ranges to cover the entire globe (with airborne refueling), and
significantly improve transport capacity.
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The main advanced technologies include

Aerodynamics: Design tools such as CFD, efficient wing
design, supercritical wing, propulsion integration, drag
optimization.

Airframe: Design tools CAD/CAM, design for manufactur-
ing, composite materials, finite elements (NASTRAN,
ANSYS)

Propulsion: More efficient engines with higher thrust to
weight ratio, lower specific fuel consumption, and thrust
vectoring.

Avionics: Miniaturization, software, integration, data
fusion, precise navigation, glass cockpit, air traffic
management, advanced control, advanced weapons inte-
gration, electronic warfare.

Systems: More electricity-based systems, fly by wire, icing
detection, efficient mechanical systems, MEMS, SAR,
and other types of electronic radars.

Stealth: Features such as low radar cross-section, low
infrared signature, various geometry changes, propul-
sion integration, internal weapons, and special absorbing
materials are used in order to make the aircraft invisible
to enemy radars. An example is given in Figure 3.

Advanced weapons and guidance systems: Introduction of
GPS and laser-guided ammunition for airborne oper-
ations significantly changed attack mission profiles,
extending the missiles range and thus lowering the risk
for the aircrew. Aircraft nowadays can serve also as
a laser pointer for other platforms and high precision
weapons.

Figure 3. RCS reduction example – the F-117 stealth tactical
bomber (Richardson, 2001).

The development of ground to air intercept missiles and
their usage during the 1973 “Yom Kippur” war was the turn-
ing point in development of new generations of aircraft and
weapon systems.

4.2 Technological advancement of military
combat aircraft

The technological advancement of the military combat air-
craft platform configuration was enabled by the invention of
new essential technologies.

Turbojet propulsion: Created a new generation of turbojet
military aircraft—the first generation of the jet fighter
(mid 1940s–mid 1950s). Those fighters had subsonic
speed and maneuvering capability. The emphasis was
on close combat, use of internal guns and later air to air
missiles.

Turboprop propulsion: Has contributed for development
of non-combat military aviation, being most efficient
at lower performance platforms, such as transports and
trainers.

Adaptation of an afterburner for turbojet propulsion:
Enabled the creation of the second-generation of jet
fighters (mid 1950–mid 1960). Those fighters had super-
sonic speed capability, improved maneuverability, and
weapons carriage.

Area ruling (Figure 4): A geometrical tailoring of the aft
part of the fuselage to reduce the transonic drag rise was
derived by Whitcomb and proven in flight for first time on
a modified Convair YF-102 in December 1954. This tech-
nology was the basis for the third-generation jet fighters
(mid 1960s–mid 1970s).

New generation of turbofan propulsion: A higher step of
engine development,T/W thrust to weight (engine itself)
of 8 instead of existingT/W of 4. This technologi-
cal step gave birth to the fourth-generation of military
aircraft (1970–1990) and the 4.5th generation (1990–
today).

Stealth technologies: New breakthroughs resulted in
improvement of aircraft geometry for minimal radar
signature, usage of radar absorbing materials, and
improvement in shaping inlets and nozzles. These fea-
tures are incorporated in the fifth generation of combat
military aircraft. This generation is a result of a long
technological development starting in the mid 1970s, fol-
lowing the 1973 Mideast war, and the success of ground
to air missiles systems. The F-117 was the first stealth air-
plane flying in 1981, followed by the B-2 bomber flying
in 1989. The prototypes of F-22 and the YF-22 already
flew in 1990, in service since 2005. The prototype of the
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Figure 4. Area ruling revolution in transonic drag (Richardson, 2001). (a) YF-102A before area ruling; (b) F-102A after area ruling.

F-35 flew in 2000 (at the same time as the X-35), planned
introduction is in 2014.

5 DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

5.1 Fighters

The development of combat aircraft can be divided into sev-
eral periods.

5.1.1 Before 1914

The potential of aircraft for military use was understood even
before the Wright brothers’ flight in 1903. In 1898, the US
government sponsored early flight pioneer S.P. Langley. Fol-
lowing the first flight of the Wright brothers, an initiative was
launched in 1908 by the US government to use airplanes for
military missions.

In 1911, aircraft was first used in military action during
the Italo-Turkish war (US Centennial of Flight Commission).

5.1.2 World War I (1914–1918)

The First World War was the first time airplanes were used for
military missions on a massive scale. These missions included
reconnaissance, air to ground, and air to air close combat. The
most notable aircraft were (Figure 5)

� Germany: Albatross D.III
� The Netherlands: Fokker (three models)
� France: Nieuport (three models)
� United Kingdom: Vickers F.B.5 and Sopwith Camel

Along with air dogfight, modest cargo transportation, and
reconnaissance patrol, some of the larger designs also saw
the introduction of the first bombers. Usually bombs were of
primitive design and were dropped by hand.

Figure 5. WWI military airplanes.
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Table 1. Comparison of notable WWII fighter aircraft.

Parameter P-51D P-38L Yak-3 Bf-109 FW-190 D-9 Zero A6M2 Nakajima Ki-84 Spitfire

Max. weight
[lb] (kg)

12 100
(5488)

21 600
(9798)

5864
(2660)

7495
(3400)

10 670 (4840) 5313 (2410) 8594 (3898) 6770 (3070)

Wing span [ft]
(m)

37 (11.3) 52 (15.8) 30.2 (9.2) 32.6 (9.9) 34.5 (10.5) 39.4 (12) 36 (11) 36.1 (11)

Wing area [ft2]
(m2)

235 (21.8) 327.5
(30.4)

159.8
(14.8)

173.3
(16.1)

197 (18.3) 241.5 (22.4) 226 (21) 242 (22.5)

Max. speed
[kts]
(km h−1)

380 (704) 385 (713) 348 (644) 346 (641) 382 (707) 288 (533) 341 (631) 328 (607)

Range [nm]
(km)

1434
(2656)

1130
(2093)

352 (652) 540
(1000)

451 (835) 1120 (2074) 1164 (2155) 408 (755)

Service ceiling
[ft]

41 900 44 000 35 000 39 370 39 370 33 000 35 000 35 000

Rate of climb
[ft min−1]

3200 4750 3645 3345 3300 3100 3790 2665

Engine power
[hp]

1720 3450 1290 1455 1750 950 1990 1470

Wing loading
[lb ft−2]

39 53.4 36.7 40.9 48.7 22 35 24.56

Power loading
[HP lb−1]

0.18 0.16 0.22 0.21 0.18 0.18 0.25 0.22

Armament
(bombs) [lb]

— 3000 — 550 1100 265 1500 500

5.1.3 Between the World Wars (1919–1939)

During this period, accelerated by technological develop-
ments, a massive buildup was made by the leading air forces
of the world: the United States, Germany, Japan, France, the
United Kingdom, and the Soviet Union.

The leading aircraft models during this period included

� United States: Boeing F4B-4, Boeing P-2 Peashooter,
F2A Brewster Buffalo

� Germany: Messerschmitt Bf 109
� Japan: Mitsubishi A5M Claude

� United Kingdom: Hawker Hurricane, Hawker Fury,
Bristol Bulldog, Gloster Gladiator

5.1.4 World War II (1939–1945)

This war period is characterized by additional advance-
ments in aircraft characteristics for air to air combat use, air
to ground capabilities, wider flight envelope, higher speed,
higher altitude, and external carriage capability (Table 1).

The fighter aircraft that were produced during this period
were much faster and agile than ever before (Figure 6). In
WWII, the air force became for the first time a major player

Figure 6. Famous fighter aircraft of WWII.
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Table 2. Comparison of post WWII fighter aircraft.

Parameter F-86 Sabre Meteor MiG-15 bis MiG-17 F Mystere II C

Max. weight [lb] (kg) 18 000 (8165) 13 820 (6269) 13 460 (6105) 13 858 (6286) 16 480 (7475)
Wing span [ft] (m) 37 (11.3) 43 (13.1) 33.1 (10.1) 31.7 (9.7) 42.9 (13.1)
Wing area [ft2] (m2) 313.4 (29.1) 350 (32.5) 221.74 (20.6) 243.2 (22.6) 326 (30.3)
Max. speed [kts] (km h−1) 597 (1106) 356 (659) 580 (1074) 618 (1145) 573 (1061)
Range [nm] (km) 1325 (2454) 434 (804) 1064 (1971) 900 (1667) 478 (885)
Service ceiling [ft] 49 500 34 000 50 850 54 500 50 000
Rate of climb [ft min−1] 8100 2155 9840 12 795 4530
Engine thrust [lbf] 5910 3400 5950 7440 6620
Wing loading [lb ft−2] 57.43 44.9 49.3 48 50.55
Thrust loading [lbf lb−1] 0.38 0.45 0.54 0.63 0.4
Armament (bombs) [lb] 5300 — 220 1100 2000

in the battlefield. Fierce competition between armies around
the world led to great progress in the aviation field in all areas.
WWII first introduced all metal design at a massive scale of
production for combat aircraft, airborne radar systems, and
jet engines at operational service (the first such aircraft was
Messerschmitt ME-262).

5.1.5 Post World War II (1945–1970)

In the period following WWII, jet engine airplanes replaced
piston engine airplanes. Development efforts were made
mostly by the leading world powers of the time: the United
States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and France
(Table 2).

First-generation jet fighter (mid 1940s–mid 1950s).
The first operational jet fighter was built during WWII by
Germany (Me 262), but the first mature fighters appeared
during the Korean War in the early 1950s (Figure 7).

Second-generation jet fighter (mid 1950s–mid
1960s). New aeronautical innovations were achieved
by technological advances in aerodynamics, propulsion,

avionics, and materials. Much more powerful engines,
combined with more aerodynamically designed airframes,
created a new generation of fighters, with some still in service
even today (the MiG-21, for example, is the most produced
supersonic jet in aviation history) (Table 3).

During this period, new types of armaments were devel-
oped in air to ground munitions and air to air missiles.

The development of new jet propulsion together with
advanced aerodynamic design (area ruling) provided the tech-
nology to construct supersonic jets (Figure 8).

Third-generation jet fighter (mid 1960s–mid 1970s).
During this period, the maneuverability of the airplane was
much improved, along with guided missiles and ground
attack accuracy capabilities (Table 4). Aerodynamic perfor-
mance was improved as well, due to the usage of additional
flight control surfaces such as canards and flaps.

The most notable aircraft of this period (Figure 9)

� United States: F-4E Phantom
� Soviet Union: MiG-23, MiG-25
� France: Dassault Mirage F1

Figure 7. Notable post WWII fighter aircraft.
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Table 3. Comparison of second-generation fighter aircraft.

Parameter F-104 G Starfighter MiG-19 MiG-21 Mirage III E

Max. weight [lb] (kg) 13 170 (5974) 16 632 (7544) 19 425 (8811) 29 700 (13 472)
Wing span [ft] (m) 21.9 (6.7) 30.2 (9.2) 23.5 (7.2) 26.11 (8)
Wing area [ft2] (m2) 196.1 (18.2) 270 (25.1) 247.3 (23) 375 (34.8)
Max. speed [kts] (km h−1) 1154 (2137) 790 (1463) 1276 (2363) 1269 (2350)
Range [nm] (km) 365 (676) 1195 (2213) 653 (1209) 1303 (2413)
Service ceiling [ft] 50 000 57 400 58 400 56 000
Rate of climb [ft min−1] 48 000 35 425 — 16 400
Engine thrust [lbf] 15 600 14 356 15 650 13 240
Wing loading [lb ft−2] 105 61.6 78.54 79
Thrust loading [lbf lb−1] 0.54 0.86 0.8 0.44
Armament (bombs) [lb] — 550 1102 8800

Table 4. Comparison of third-generation fighter aircraft.

Parameter F-4E Phantom MiG-23 MiG-25 Mirage F1

Max. weight [lb] (kg) 61 795 (28 030) 39 749 (18 030) 80 952 (36 719) 35 700 (16 193)
Wing span [ft] (m) 38.4 (11.7) 45.1 (13.75) 45.11 (13.75) 27.8 (8.5)
Wing area [ft2] (m2) 530 (49.2) 402.05 (37.35) 660.93 (61.4) 270 (25.1)
Max. speed [kts] (km h−1) 1279 (2369) 1350 (2500) 1886 (3493) 1390 (2574)
Range [nm] (km) 367 (680) 1,521 (2817) 934 (1730) 230 (426)
Service ceiling [ft] 60 000 60 695 67 915 66 000
Rate of climb [ft min−1] 41 300 47 245 — 42 300
Engine thrust [lbf] 35 690 28 700 45 000 15 870
Wing loading [lb ft−2] 78 78.6 122.5 91
Thrust loading [lbf lb−1] 0.58 0.88 0.41 0.64
Armament (bombs) [lb] 18 650 6610 — 14 000

Figure 8. Most notable post second-generation fighter aircraft.

Figure 9. Examples of third-generation fighters.
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Figure 10. Examples of fourth-generation fighters.

5.1.6 The period between mid 1970s to today

The main technological progress during these years was a new
generation of jet propulsion. The new fighters were designed
by using the energy-maneuverability theory, a theory that
describes an aircraft performance as specific energy. As
a result, a great improvement in maneuverability was
achieved.

Fourth-generation fighters (1970–1990). The revolu-
tion in jet engines resulted in a new generation of combat
aircraft, such as the F-15, F-16, F-18, MiG-29, Su-27, Das-
sault Rafale, and the Eurofighter Typhoon (Figure 10).

These aircraft were designed as multirole aircraft for air-
to-ground and air-to-air missions using advanced avionics
and electronic warfare systems, with emphasis on combat
maneuverability.

4.5 generation fighters (1990–today). The improve-
ment of avionics, computers, and flight electronics in the
late 1980s enhanced aircraft capabilities. Modified variants
of previous aircraft were made, resulting in the F-15E Strike
Eagle, F-16E Block 60, SAAB Gripen, Chengdu J-10, and
Su-30 (Table 5).

Fifth-generation fighters. The new generation of combat
and bomber aircraft are characterized by being designed from
their onset to operate in a network-centric combat environ-
ment, and to feature extremely low, all-aspect, multispectral
signatures employing advanced materials and shaping tech-
niques (Table 6) (Figure 11). Fifth-generation aircraft are
characterized by stealth technology, supercruise, thrust vec-
toring, VTOL, multirole capability, and advanced weapons
integration (Figure 12).

5.2 Bombers

The first bombers appeared as an extended use of combat air-
craft in WWI and even earlier, by several air forces, whose
operators used modified grenades, dropping them by hand on
ground targets. At that time, the first air bombs and first ded-
icated bomber-designed airplanes appeared and the potential
of bombers in the battlefield was first realized.

During World War II, the bomber type of aircraft was
introduced on a wide scale, varying from heavy bombers
for infrastructure destruction, to light bomber designs which
were meant for close air support and tactical missions
(Table 7). This category renovated as a result of greater pay-
load that airplanes needed to carry, advances in aeronautical

Figure 11. Examples of fifth-generation fighters.
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Table 5. Comparison of 4–4.5 generation fighter aircraft.

Parameter F-15 E F-16 C
F/A-18

E/F Rafale
Eurofighter
Typhoon MiG 29 Su 27 J-10 A

Gripen
JAS 39

Max. weight
[lb] (kg)

81 000
(36 741)

42 300
(19 187)

66 000
(29 937)

54 000
(24 494)

51 800
(23 496)

46 300
(21 000)

67 100
(30 436)

42 500
(19 278)

31 000
(14 061)

Wing span [ft]
(m)

42.8 (13) 32.8 (10) 44.8
(13.7)

35.4
(10.8)

35.11 (10.7) 37.3
(11.37)

48.3
(14.75)

31.1 (9.5) 27.7
(8.44)

Wing area [ft2]
(m2)

608 (56.5) 300 (27.9) 500
(46.45)

492 (45.7) 538 (50) 409 (38) 667
(61.97)

419.8 (39) 323 (30)

Max. speed
[kts]
(km h−1)

1434
(2656)

1303
(2413)

1034
(1915)

1290
(2389)

1347 (2495) 1295
(2398)

1347
(2395)

2.2 M 1738
(3219)

Range [nm]
(km)

2086
(3863)

2277
(4217)

1564
(2897)

1000
(1852)

1599 (2961) 1564
(2897)

1799
(3332)

1836
(3400)

1738
(3219)

Service ceiling
[ft]

60 000 60 000 50 000 55 000 65 000 59 100 62 520 65 600 50 000

Rate of climb
[ft min−1]

50 000 50 000 — 60 000 62 000 65 000 64 000 — —

Engine thrust
[lbf]

58 000 28 600 44 000 34 000 40 000 36 600 55 200 29 100 18 100

Wing loading
[lb ft−2]

133.22 40 92.8 83.3 63.7 90.5 76 64 68.8

Thrust loading
[lbf lb−1]

0.71 1.095 0.93 1.13 1.16 1.13 1.09 0.98 0.97

Armament
(bombs) [lb]

24 250 17 000 17 750 — — 7720 17 600 9900 —

knowledge, and due to the brutal nature of WWII, which
was characterized by massive air strikes and carpet bomb-
ing (Figure 13). During this period, use of radar systems for
bomber aircraft was first introduced by the British Army,
giving greater advantage in combat survivability.

In the post WWII period, best know as the Cold War
era, the key function of bombers was to retain the strate-
gic deterrence between Western and Eastern blocs (Table 8).
The superpowers required high-altitude and fast flying heavy

bombers in order to avoid interception. The United States
and the Soviet Union were the main manufacturers of
the bombers (Figure 14). Heavy WWII piston-powered
bombers were substituted in most cases with even heavier
turboprop/turbojet/turbofan–powered derivatives, achieving
greater payload and range capabilities. Apart from their lim-
ited use in several local conflicts, the bombers’ main role
has remained through the years as WMD carriers and as a
strategic weapon in general.

Table 6. Comparison of the F-22, F-35 – fifth-generation fighter aircraft.

F-35

Parameter F-22 A B C

Max. weight [lb] (kg) 83 500 (37 875) 70 000 (31 750) 60 000 (27 216) 70 000 (31 750)
Wing span [ft] (m) 44 (13.41) 35 (10.67) 35 (10.67) 43 (13.1)
Wing area [ft2] (m2) 840 (78) 460 (42.7) 460 (42.7) 668 (62.06)
Max. speed [kts] (km h−1) 1303 (2 413) 1 115 (2 065) 1 115 (2 065) 1 115 (2 065)
Range [nm] (km) 1600 (2963) 1200 (2222) 900 (1667) 1400 (2593)
Service ceiling [ft] 65 000 60 000 60 000 60 000
Engine thrust [lbf] 2×35 000 42 000 42 000 42 000
Thrust loading [lbf lb−1] 1.08 0.89 0.92 0.81
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Figure 12. Example of fifth-generation fighters’ internal weapon-loading capabilities (Air Force Association (AFA), 2008).

Table 7. Comparison of notable WWII bomber aircraft.

Parameter B-17 B-24 B-25 J B-29 He 111 H-6 Ju 88 G-1 Lancaster Il 2

Max. weight [lb] (kg) 65 500
(29 710)

65 000
(29 483)

41 800
(18 960)

133 500
(60 555)

30 864
(14 000)

32 385
(14 690)

63 000
(28 576)

13 580
(6160)

Wing span [ft] (m) 103.9
(31.67)

110 (33.5) 67.6
(20.6)

141.3
(43.07)

74 (22.55) 65.88
(20.08)

102
(31.09)

48 (14.63)

Wing area [ft2] (m2) 1420
(132)

1048
(97.4)

610 (56.7) 1736
(161.3)

942.92
(87.6)

587 (54.5) 1300
(120.8)

414 (38.5)

Max. speed [kts]
(km h−1)

249 (461) 252 (467) 239 (443) 310 (574) 237 (439) 297 (550) 243 (450) 223 (413)

Range [nm] (km) 1738
(3219)

1825
(3380)

1173
(2172)

2824
(5230)

1242
(2300)

1350
(2500)

2607
(4828)

391 (724)

Service ceiling [ft] 35 600 28 000 25 000 33 600 21 330 32 480 23 500 18 045

Rate of climb [ft min−1] 900 1025 790 900 — — — 2050

Engine power [hp] 4800 4800 3700 4800 2600 3354 5120 1720

Wing loading [lb ft−2] 38 52.5 55 69.12 28.1 49.2 48 31.3

Power loading
[HP lb−1]

0.089 0.0873 0.11 0.073 0.049 0.12 0.082 0.13

Armament (bombs) [lb] 8000 8000 6000 20 000 4409 6614 14 000 1320

Figure 13. Examples of WWII era bombers.
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Table 8. Comparison of modern era bombers.

Parameter B-52 Stratofortress B-1B Lancer B-2A Spirit Avro Vulcan Tu-160

Max. weight [lb] (kg) 488 000 (221 350) 477 000 (216 360) 376 000 (170 550) 170 000 (77 110) 606 000 (274 880)
Wing span [ft] (m) 185 (56.39) 137 (41.75) 172 (52.43) 99.5 (30.33) 116.1 (35.39)
Wing area [ft2] (m2) 4000 (372) 1950 (181) 5140 (477) 3554 (330) 3875 (360)
Max. speed [kts] (km h−1) 565 (1046) 721 (1335) 525 (972) 545 (1009) 1200 (2222)
Range [nm] (km) 8815 (16 325) 6480 (12 000) 5996 (11 100) 2265 (4195) 6641 (12 300)
Service ceiling [ft] 50 000 60 000 50 000 50 000 49 200
Rate of climb [ft min−1] 6270 — — — 13 860
Thrust [lbf] 136 000 120 000 69 200 44 000 220 000
Wing loading [lb ft−2] 122 167 67.3 47.83 152
Thrust loading [lbf lb−1] 0.31 0.38 0.205 0.31 0.37
Armament (bombs) [lb] 70 000 134 000 50 000 21 000 88 185

Figure 14. Most notable modern bombers.

5.3 Reconnaissance aircraft

5.3.1 Aerial surveillance

The use of aircraft for aerial surveillance goes to the early
days of aviation, when the advantage of the airborne platform
with regard to field of view, range, and airspeed made it an
invaluable asset for intelligence gathering.

For the first half of the twentieth century, this function was
performed by various combat, cargo, and civilian aircraft.

After WWII, aerial surveillance was performed by bom-
bers converted to mission-dedicated spy planes. The entrance
of jet engines enabled those planes to fly higher and faster. The
first converted bomber was the English Electric Canberra.

In the 1950s, in order to fly over the Soviet Union, the
United States launched their first purpose-built surveillance
aircraft, the Lockheed U-2, which was operated by the CIA.
The U-2 flew at altitudes that were unreachable to Soviet
fighters. Finally, a SAM shot down a U-2 in 1960 and its
flights over Soviet airspace were stopped. In the 1960s a
new surveillance aircraft was built in the United States, the
fastest jet-propelled aircraft: the SR-71 Blackbird (Table 9)
(Figure 15).

With the appearance of reconnaissance satellites and
UAVs, the demand for surveillance airplanes decreased con-
siderably.

Table 9. Comparison of jet reconnaissance aircraft.

Parameter Lockheed U-2 SR-71 Blackbird

Max. weight [lb] (kg) 40 000 (18 144) 172 000 (78 017)
Wing span [ft] (m) 103 (31.4) 55.7 (16.98)
Wing area [ft2] (m2) 1000 (92.9) 1800 (167)
Max. speed [kts] (km h−1) 434 (801) 1912 (3541)
Range [nm] (km) 5566 (10 308) 3198 (5923)
Service ceiling [ft] 85 000 85 000
Rate of climb [ft min−1] — 11 810
Engine thrust [lbf] 19 000 65 000
Wing loading [lb ft−2] 40 94
Thrust loading [lbf lb−1] — 0.382

Figure 15. Most notable reconnaissance aircraft.
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Figure 16. Examples of modern advanced trainers.

5.3.2 Aircraft for reconnaissance missions

Light aircraft for reconnaissance missions. In addi-
tion to high-altitude reconnaissance, a demand arose for low
altitude, tactical surveillance. Thus, low-altitude light air-
planes were converted for use in reconnaissance missions.
Even today, with the increasing usage of UAVs for reconnais-
sance and intelligence mission, some of those missions are
still performed by manned light airplanes. Historical exam-
ples for those airplanes are the Saab B 17A, the Martin B-57
Canberra, and more recent airplanes such as the Diamond
DA-42 MPP.

5.4 Trainers

The training of pilots and crew members is essential. As the
military aircraft became more expensive and sophisticated,
a new category of aircraft needed to be designed in order to
meet training purposes. These aircraft are usually less expen-
sive than operational aircraft, with lower performance and
capabilities, but are more suitable for pilots training in all
aspects.

The first trainer aircraft were used before WWII, such as
the RAF’s de Havilland Tiger Moth, but specially designed
for this purpose trainers appeared only after the war. Early
trainers were light two-seat jet aircraft (such as the French
Fouga Magister), transforming with time to more advanced
trainers, more suitable for the graduate training process.

Training usually consists of several phases. In each phase
there are several types of trainer aircraft.

5.4.1 Basic training

Airplanes used at this level are usually turboprop trainers,
such as the Pilatus PC-9 and Embraer Tucano. Modern tur-
boprop trainers can replicate the handling characteristics of
jet aircraft as well as having sufficient performance. In the
early stages of basic training, some GA airplanes are also
used.

5.4.2 Advanced training

These are more advanced airplanes, typically capable of high
subsonic speeds, high-energy maneuvers, and equipped with
systems that simulate modern weapons and surveillance, such
as the T-38 Talon, BAE Hawk, Dassault/Dornier Alpha Jet,
and Aero L-39 (Figure 16).

5.4.3 Operational conversion

Most military ground attack or interceptor aircraft have two-
seat trainer versions. They are combat-capable operational
conversion aircraft types that provide on-the-job training for
pilots and can be converted to an operational role.

5.5 Air refuel tankers

Aerial refueling is the process of transferring extra fuel from
one aircraft to another in-flight.

The history of aerial refueling goes back to the early 1920s
with several attempts by flight pioneers, and it was considered
very dangerous, until developmental progress during 1930s
and 1940s. Only after WWII did aerial refueling enter opera-
tional service (early 1950s); and nowadays in-flight refueling
is a common procedure in order to extend the range of the
mission aircraft/helicopter (and, in the future, UAVs as well)
(Figure 17). This late progress can be explained by the com-
plex aerodynamics and need of high precision controls in
order to perform safe air refueling. Air refueling done is most
commonly performed during long strike operations, some SF
missions, and training.

The two most common refueling methods are

Probe and drogue: A flexible hose released from the refuel
tanker stabilizes in-flight by drogue and connects to a
rigid probe located on the front of the refueled aircraft.

Flying boom: A rigid boom, connected to the rear of the
tanker and operated by a special operator, guides the
boom to a receptacle on the refueled aircraft.
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Figure 17. Historical development of air refueling.

5.6 Electronic intelligence and AEW&C

This function is performed with specialized airborne systems,
installed on modified business, cargo, or transport aircraft
with conformal or external radar and communication sys-
tems. The purposes of these aircraft include early warning
against enemy aircraft and missiles, signal intelligence over
enemy territory, and command and control function in distant
military operations.

The history of these aircraft begins with the invention of
radar, during WWII, by British scientists, with the first oper-
ational use as an AEW, by USN on TBM Avenger bombers,
during the war, to detect low-flying targets. Later, the ten-
sion between the United States and the Soviet Union spurred
developments in the areas of electronic and radar sciences
and led to the wider introduction of AEW&C aircraft into
leading air forces worldwide (Figure 18). Nowadays, such
platforms are small enough to be fitted in business aircraft,
with higher capabilities than before. These aircraft can per-
form high-altitude flight, have wide detection range, and
can perform various communication and SIGINT missions
as well.

5.7 Cargo and transport

The role of aircraft as a cargo and/or transport carrier for
large distances was the main goal of aeronautical develop-
ment since the Wright brothers’ flight. Since then, military
cargo and transport aviation developed parallel to civilian

aviation – in many cases using civilian aircraft designs, espe-
cially for troop transportation purposes. With time, the need
for more robust aircraft, owing the ability to perform STOL
operations, created a distinct military aircraft design – heavy
military cargo aircraft.

Historically, military aircraft were used for light delivery
purposes since the dawn of manned aviation, that is, during
the pre WWI period, but only during the 1920s did specialized
cargo aircraft appear.

During WWII, advances in aviation introduced much
wider than before use of transport aircraft for cargo trans-
port and parachute purposes. It is notable that during this
war, cargo gliders were used by both sides, but because of
horrific safety statistics due to low performance and vulnera-
bility, this category was abandoned shortly after this period.
It is considered that the first truly modern cargo aircraft that
appeared during the war was the German Arado Ar 232.

The post WWII period until today is characterized by
small regional conflicts in distant parts of the globe (e.g.,
the wars in Korea, Vietnam, the Gulf, Afghanistan, etc.),
which were part of Cold War tensions and were later con-
nected with the global war with terrorism. This situation has
lead to a need for transporting troops, military equipment, and
ammunitions across great distances quickly and safely. Heavy
turboprop- and turbofan-powered military cargo transports
were designed, with the ability for superior STOL perfor-
mances and long-distance ranges. Such aircraft fly today with
little design changes of modern aircraft.

Another category of military transport aircraft is light
transport for SF operations and VIP transport missions.

Figure 18. Modern AEW&C mission aircraft.
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Figure 19. Examples of military cargo aircraft.

In most cases, civilian GA and light aviation aircraft are used
for this purpose (see Business Aviation).

Special mission-designed cargo aircraft also exist for
parachuting, airborne special weapons platforms (e.g., air-
borne laser, air-to-ground cannon, etc.), air ambulance, and
the above-mentioned air refueling tankers (Figure 19).

5.8 Special and experimental aircraft
configurations

Although not solely a military category, some special designs
were at first made for military purposes. These designs were
initiated in order to explore certain more controversial air-
frames and technologies that could have military applications
(Figure 20).

Examples are

� XB-70 Valkyrie USAF supersonic strategic bomber
� X-15 NASA/USAF rocket powered aircraft
� V-22 Osprey USAF tilt rotor aircraft, having the ability to

hover and perform fixed-wing flight
� Ekranoplan ground effect aircraft with various designs,

mainly built and designed by Russians

Many other experimental designs exist. While some of
them entered operational service (e.g., V-22 Osprey), many
of them remained unsuccessful but interesting developments
in the history of aviation.

Several of these designs were executed by private and
government companies. In the United States, even a special
government department exists for funding studies of various

developmental military airborne applications—the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency.

6 FUTURE TRENDS

The future trends in military aircraft are the result of changes
in the geopolitical situation, threat scenarios, and technolog-
ical advances.

Change in concept of operation: Following the end of the
Cold War, during the 1990s, the concept of operation
was based on heavy forces and traditional war concept
with involvement in small-scale conflicts. Since the 9/11
attacks the US military doctrine has changed, with more
emphasis on the war against terror with its new types of
threats and requirements.

High development and acquisition costs: The high cost of
new weapons and systems, including fifth-generation
combat aircraft, lead to reduced quantities of acquisition.

New generation of threats: Advanced surface-to-air anti-
aircraft systems, including short- and long-range
missiles, impose a serious threat to military aircraft.
This situation dictates new concepts of operation and
survivability for future aircraft.

Emergence of unmanned air vehicles (see Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs)): With the improvement of UAVs’ oper-
ational capability and effectiveness in ISR, electronic
warfare, and attack mission, UAVs are beginning to
replace manned aircraft. This trend is worldwide and lead
by the United States, Israel, and Europe. The develop-
ment of UCAVs and the change in the type of the warfare

Figure 20. Examples of Special and experimental military aircraft.
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Figure 21. Boeing F/A-XX – sixth generation fighter concept.

and threats in recent years has raised questions about the
necessity of manned combat aircraft in the future.

New weapon systems: New air-to-air missiles, such as the
Python 5, are extremely maneuverable with long range
and allow fighters to engage targets in every scenario. The
advance of precise air-to-ground munitions, which means
smaller and lighter bombs and missiles, allow aircraft to
carry out more missions per sortie.

The development of the next generations of military
aircraft will have to take into account the developing environ-
ment of advanced technologies in the operational concepts,
including network-centric information fusion and use of ad-
vanced weapons. The new generation of surface-to-air sys-
tems creates more complicated war scenarios.

New concepts of operations based on long-range advanced
missiles, guided bombs, and network-centric information
sharing creates a new type of war for which survivability
is more important than maneuverability. The launch of smart
bombs and missiles is done from longer distances.

6.1 Combat aircraft

Near future trends in combat aviation includes production of
fifth generation fighters, F-35/F-22 (see Section 5.1.6). In the
future sixth generation fighters are planned (Trimble, 2009).
For example Boeing concept for sixth-generation fighter will
be stealthy manned and unmanned configurations replacing
the FA-18E/F in the year 2025 (Figure 21).

The development of sixth-generation combat aircraft is in
its conceptual phase. Most probably this kind of aircraft will

be designed for manned and unmanned operation, will fea-
ture superior stealth and aerodynamic design, will implement
reduced manufacturing and maintenance methods, will carry
new generation advanced weapons and based on network
concept of operation.

Current developmental programs for next generation fight-
ers beyond F35/F22 (Figure 22):

� Russia has initiated a fifth-generation fighter development
project with its Sukhoi PAK-FA. It is anticipated to enter
service circa 2012–2015.

� Another Russian program is Mikoyan Light Multi-
function Frontal Aircraft (LMFS).

� India is developing its own indigenous fifth generation
aircraft named Medium Combat Aircraft (MCA).

� China is reported to be pursuing multiple fifth-generation
projects under the western code name: J-XX.

� Both Japan and South Korea have proposed indigenous
programs.

6.2 Bombers – new generation

Developments in bomber designs are expected to follow these
guidelines (Figure 23)

� Manned bomber and optionally unmanned ISR platform
with increased endurance capability

� Larger UCAV derivatives, especially of the X-47B
(UCAS-D), Northrop Grumman (proposal also by Boeing
and Lockheed)

Figure 22. Next generation proposed fighters.
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Figure 23. Next generation bombers.

NOMENCLATURE

AIM air intercept missile
An Antonov (Russian aero design Beauro)
ANSYS analysis System (computer program)
AWACS airborne warning and control system (or

AEW&C)
CAD computer-aided design (type of 3D design

programs)
CAM computer-aided manufacturing
CFD computational fluid dynamics
CIA Central Intelligence Agency (USA)
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (USA)
ECM electronic countermeasures
ESM electronic support measures
FBW fly by wire
FW Focke–Wolf (German WWII aircraft manu-

facturer)
GA general aviation
GPS global positioning system
hp horse power
Il Ilyushin (Russian aero design Beauro)
IMINT imagery intelligence
IOC initial operational capability
ISR intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-

sance
JDAM Joint Direct Attack Munitions
JSF Joint Strike Fighter (F-35)
JSOW Joint Standoff Weapon
Ju Junkers (German WWII aircraft manufac-

turer)
LRS long range strike
MEMS micro-electro-mechanical system
MiG Mikoyan Gurevich (Russian Aero Design

Beauro)
MTBF mean time between failure
MTOW maximum take-off weight
NASTRAN NASA Structural Analysis (computer pro-

gram)
NGB next generation bomber

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (USA)

RAF Royal Air Force (UK)
RAM radar absorbing material
Radar radio detection and ranging
RCS radar cross section
RFP request for proposal
SAM surface to air missile
SAR synthetic aperture radar
SATCOM satellite communication
SDB small diameter bomb
SF special forces
SFC specific fuel consumption
SIGINT signal intelligence
STOL short take-off landing
Su Sukhoi (Russian aero design Beauro)
Tu Tupolev (Russian aero design Beauro)
UAV unmanned aerial vehicle
UCAV unmanned combat air vehicle
UK United Kingdom
USA United States of America
USAF United States Air Force
USN United States Navy
USSR Union of Soviet Socialistic Republics (Soviet

Union)
VTOL vertical take-off landing
WMD weapon(s) of mass destruction
WWI World War I
WWII World War II
Yak Yakovlev (Russian aero design Beauro)

NOTES

1. The photographs in the text have taken from multiple
sources. Historical and modern aircraft and Janes air-
craft database (contemporary aircraft) are taken from
Wikipedia.

2. Database of technical, economic, historical information
about aircraft project, along with photos of aircraft is
available at http://www.janes.com/.
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1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Business aviation is a part of general aviation (GA) that
focuses on the business use of airplanes and helicopters. It
allows for efficient, flexible, safe, and cost-effective access to
destinations across the country and around the world. Saving
time is the critical issue for business travelers. As opposed
to public passenger transportation, business aviation is not
dependent on scheduled flights. Since many business aircraft
are relatively small, they can take off and land on small air-
fields, allowing employees to make a trip involving stops at

several locations, then return to headquarters the same day.
Time is thus saved in travelling to and from the hub airport,
boarding, and airfield operations, resulting in minimum door-
to-door time between meetings. Money can be saved on hotel
rooms, rental cars, and other expenses that would be needed
to make the same trip over several days via auto, train, or air-
line transport. Moreover, business aircraft are a productivity
tool where passengers need the time and space to work or
hold meetings.

2 HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

Corporate and air taxi operations developed soon after World
War II due to the availability of surplus aircraft and the devel-
opment of piston-engine powered propeller aircraft dedicated
to the business scene. Although many propeller aircraft are
still in use for short-range flights, high-end business aviation
is mostly associated with jet aircraft today.

The idea of producing economy-size jets for large compa-
nies came around 1960, when jet airliners were still brand
new. An early example of a pioneering design was the
de Havilland Domini (first flight in 1964, later the Hawker
Siddeley HS 125) in the United Kingdom. It became popular
to customers and remained in production until the late 1980s,
when it was transferred to the Beechcraft Corporation in the
United States. Another prime example of a successful early
business jet was the twin-engine Learjet. Its design was initi-
ated by the famous American designer Bill Lear. The initial
version was the Learjet 23. The production version 24 (Figure
1) for six passengers was sold for about $800 000. The slightly
larger eight-passenger Learjet 25 became very popular and
did not cease production until 1986. The turbofan-powered
series started with the Learjet 35 in 1973. The early Learjets
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Figure 1. The Learjet 24 was designed in the mid-1960s for six passengers. Taking off from 4000 ft (1220 m) runways and cruising at
speeds up to 480 kts (885 km h−1) at altitudes up to 41 000 ft (12 500 m), it outperformed the jetliners of its time, except for maximum range.
The wing-tip tanks were omitted on later versions.

had a high stalling speed and brisk flying qualities. Consid-
ered to be challenging types to operate, they were tamed by
aerodynamic improvements in the 1980s in the Learjet 40 and
60. Modernized Learjets are still produced by Bombardier
and sold in significant quantities.

Around 1972, having produced large numbers of piston
powered light planes, Cessna introduced an eight-seat twinjet
that could fly more than 2000 km (1240 sm) and which cost
$2.5 million (today’s price). That aircraft, the Citation 50,
launched the most successful family of business jets in the
industry. With just 400 kt maximum cruise speed, outstanding
runway performances, and modest acquisition and operat-
ing costs, this straight-winged aircraft proved to fulfill the
requirements of many customers. Its improved descendant,
the Model 560 Excel, became the world’s best selling busi-
ness jet. More than 350 Citations were sold between 1998
and 2004 to customers worldwide.

Starting in 1978, Canadian aircraft manufacturer Canadair
created the Challenger, a long-range business jet with a wide
cabin of large volume, offering the passengers a 1.91 m
(6.25 feet) standing-up height. Equipped with convenient
furniture, a full-size restroom, and one or two galley(s) oper-
ated by a dedicated crew, the present version of this twin-jet
offers various arrangements, an executive layout for eight
seats or a corporate shuttle for up to 19 seats. The original
concept has been improved several times and the Challenger

continues to be produced in large numbers. In the meantime,
the American Gulfstream and the French Dassault companies
have become formidable competitors on this wide-cabin mar-
ket. The Dassault Falcon 7X (Figure 2) and the Gulfstream
650 (Figure 6) are presently the world’s fastest and longest-
range business jets.

The world of business aviation is very competitive, com-
plex, dynamic, and sensitive to rapidly changing economical
circumstances and political events. Especially in the United
States, the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, the rise in energy
prices and subsequent recessions in 1980/82, and the General
Aviation Revitalization Act of 1994 have influenced technical
and industrial development trends. A recent example is the
appearance of a new class of small turbofan engines devel-
oped during the 1990s which has stimulated the development
of very light jets (VLJs). This new class of business aircraft
is set to revolutionize personal transport for millions of trav-
elers across the globe by making private jet travel accessible
to a mass market for the first time. In the United States, this
might lead to a VLJ air-taxi network set up to boost access to
rural airports. The real competitors of VLJs are automobiles
and in Europe, the efficient train system. But customers can
complete their business in a day rather than the two or more
days that a car or train requires.

The availability of jets that cost between $1 million and
$3 million is not the first time jets have invaded territory held
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Figure 2. Cabin cross section of the Dassault Falcon 7X (2005),
perhaps the most advanced ultra-long range wide-body business jet
designed in the first decade of the twenty-first century.

by propeller-driven aircraft. Manufacturers maintain that the
construction of cheaper, smaller, and faster jets will enable
point-to-point private aviation, creating a new industry.
Skeptics argue that VLJs will lower the barriers to owner-
ship, enabling more wealthy individuals to own jet aircraft,
but will not result in their wide adoption for commercial
applications. As of 2005, the newly established Eclipse Avia-
tion Company obtained an astonishing number (some 1600)
of initial orders for their pioneering Eclipse 500. Florida-
based DayJet planned to operate more than 1000 of them,
but ceased operation in September 2008. Eclipse has suf-
fered from development and financial problems and, finally,
from the worldwide recession of 2008/09. Its bankruptcy in
2009 was a blow to many operators who intended to start new
air-taxi businesses based on this plane.

3 BUSINESS AIRCRAFT
MANUFACTURERS

Since 1960, business aviation has developed into the second
largest civil aeronautical industry after passenger transports.
Large markets have opened a wide variety of customers and
applications. More than 10 established companies produce
between several dozens to a few hundred business aircraft
each year and offer worldwide product support. The air
charter industry dominates the worldwide business, encom-
passing about 70% of it. Studies have shown that business
aviation has contributed greatly to local economies across the

United States. An influential player is the National Business
Aviation Association (NBAA), the leading organization for
companies that rely on general aviation aircraft to help make
their businesses more efficient, productive, and successful.

Since the mergers and consolidation of the aircraft man-
ufacturing industry during the last decades of the twentieth
century, there remained only a few major companies develop-
ing large civil airliners. In manufacturing of business aircraft,
however, there is a large variety of roles and sizes and a fairly
large number of manufacturers are major players.

� Brazil – Embraer
� Canada – Canadair (member of the Bombardier

Aerospace Group)
� France – Dassault Aviation and Socata
� Italy – Piaggio Aero Industries
� United States – Cessna Aircraft Company, Gulfstream

Aerospace Corporation, Hawker Beechcraft Corporation,
Learjet (subsidiary of Bombardier), and Piper Aircraft.

Looking at the numbers of aircraft produced yearly and
the amount of money involved in this industry, it appears that
the North American business aircraft industry is dominant in
the aviation world.

4 AIRWORTHINESS AND OPERATIONS

Differences between business aircraft characteristics and
operations can only be understood within the framework
of the airworthiness and operational regulations according
to which they are certified. Most important to civil avi-
ation are the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) issued
by the US Federal Aviation Administration and the Joint
Aviation Requirements (JAR) developed by the European
Aviation Safety Authority (EASA). These regulations thor-
oughly conform, except for some differences in details. Apart
from aircraft with less than 12500 lb take-off weight, busi-
ness aircraft comply with the same airworthiness standards
as airliners do. In spite of this, the fatal accident rate per
million hours flown of business jets is about ten times higher
compared to the large Western-built jets.

The two formalized categories of commercial (civil) avi-
ation transportation are certified air carriers and air taxi
operators. In the United States, aeronautical operations are
governed by FAR Part 121 operations of aircraft with more
than 30 seats or 7500 lb of maximum payload, and FAR
Part 135 operations of aircraft with 30 seats or lower. One
of the consequences of the different operational rules is that,
for commercial operations, airliners must be flown under
instrument flight rules (IFR) and their pilots are obliged to
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fly according to the instructions of air traffic control (ATC).
If the atmospheric conditions allow it, many business air-
craft normally fly under visual flight rules (VFR) and do
not always have to follow the instructions from ATC. How-
ever, the services of large corporate business jets and shuttles
mostly comply with the more stringent Part 121 rules.

Different airworthiness certification requirements apply to
the following aircraft categories.

� FAR/JAR Part 25 applying to transport category of aircraft
(20 or more seats).

� FAR/JAR Part 23 applying to the light aircraft category
with a maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) of 12 500 lb
(5670 kg) or less.

� FAR/JAR Part 23 with amendments applying to the com-
muter category of aircraft with 10 to 19 passenger seats
and an MTOW of 19 000 lb (8620 kg) or less.

Many business aircraft with less than 20 seats comply with
the airworthiness requirements of FAR/JAR Part 25 and oper-
ate under Part 121 regulations. They are powered by two or
more engines and must be flown with two pilots in command.
Accordingly, business aircraft have flight deck seats and con-
trols for two pilots, although light aircraft can be certified for
single-pilot operation.

5 OPERATING BUSINESS STRUCTURE

There exist three basically different economical frameworks
for doing business.

1. Owner-operated aircraft. Single- and light twin-engine
business aircraft certified for single-pilot operation
appeal to chief executives of small successful businesses
and wealthy private individuals. They are especially
attractive to those who fly themselves rather than employ
a professional pilot to have a twin-engine rating.

2. Corporate aircraft. Many large companies and some
governmental bodies operate aircraft for transporting
executives, officials, and VIPs in a typical executive lay-
out. Corporate shuttles are a class of operations that are
closely comparable to air carriers but their (much lower)
seating capacity is reserved for employees of the com-
pany which owns the aircraft.

3. Commercial air taxis. Air taxi operation is the business
of renting an entire aircraft as opposed to airlines which
sell transportation by the seat. Typical air taxi customers
are employees and high-end travelers demanding point-
to-point travel to bypass the congested airline hub
system, gridlocked road networks and inefficient train
services, but not availing of a corporate jet service.

Since the late 1990s the air charter service has benefited
from Internet communication to reach wider audiences. An
example is the London Executive Aviation (LEA) Internet-
based on-demand service. Air charter has become more
available to the public through brokerage businesses connect-
ing passengers with charters nation- and worldwide. Finally,
the growing dissatisfaction with the scheduled airlines over
security and congestion-related delays contributed to airline
passengers seeking ways to explore corporate aviation.

6 FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP

Many big companies are able to afford a multi-million dollar
corporate aircraft. However, since the average utilization of
an executive aircraft is merely 350 hours per year the cost
of ownership (insurance, fuel, flight crew, maintenance, etc.)
per flight-hour is high. Under a fractional ownership program,
owners buy a share of the aircraft, typically as small as 1/16,
and pay fixed monthly plus per flight-hour costs to have the
aircraft piloted, maintained, and managed by the fractional
provider. Fractionals want high availability and good dis-
patch reliability since, in this way, a 1200 h yearly utilization
becomes feasible.

Several options are available for flying privately, according
to investment available and flight frequency desired. The Jet
Chards program relates to business aircraft owned by a con-
sortium of companies. Pre-payment is based on a set number
of flight hours in a certain size aircraft. On Demand Charter is
trip by trip, pay as you go charter. These programs fall under
more stringent FAA regulations Part 135 governing aircraft
for hire with paying passengers.

Fractional ownership popularized the notion of private air-
craft use and ownership in the 1990s. Today, this type of
aircraft ownership arrangement forms more than 75% of the
on-demand air charter industry for the United States, which
encompasses about 70% of the air charter activity in the
world. For example, FlexJet is Learjet’s primary customer
and fractional provider subsidiary, with nearly 500 pilots
flying more than 100 Bombardier-built business jets.

7 AIRCRAFT CATEGORIES

Before detailing the best-known category of multi-engine
business jets, a few remarks will be made on single-engine
jets, turboprops, and helicopters.

Single-engine jets are about to become a new class of
entry-level (personal) business jets intended to form an
upgrade for owners of high-performance single-engine pro-
peller aircraft. In view of the required safety after engine
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failure, they must comply with an upper stall speed limit of
61 kts (113 km h−1). This requirement leads to a low wing
loading, which is difficult to combine with the generally high
wing loading desirable for a (fast) jet aircraft. In the past there
have been several unsuccessful projects to bring a single-
engine business jet on the market. At the time of writing,
the four-seat Diamond D-jet (2006) with a list price of about
$1.4 million is in the certification process. In 2008, The-Jet
(Cirrus Vision SJ50) and PiperJet made their first flights.

Single-engine turboprops are certified in the light aircraft
category, FAR/JAR Part 23. The high reliability of their gas
turbines has enabled many of these aircraft to transport pas-
sengers day and night. Equipped with a pressure cabin for
cruising at altitudes of up to 30 000 ft (9150 m), they attain
cruise speeds of 250–300 kts (463–556 km h−1), using air-
fields of about 2000 ft (610 m) length. Examples of successful
types are the Socata TBM 750/8500, the Piper Malibu Merid-
ian, and the Pilatus PC-12.

Twin-engine turboprops have the added features of
improved safety after engine failure and a higher cruise speed
compared to most single propeller aircraft. For example, the
visionary pusher turboprop for six to nine passengers Piaggio
P180 Avanti (Figure 3) outperforms traditional turboprops
and business jets in terms of performance, costs, fuel con-
sumption, and quietness of the cabin. It is the most serious
competitor for the popular, but slower, Beechcraft (Super)
King Air 350 which has been sold in very large numbers
during a period of more than four decades.

A helicopter is a rotorcraft that is lifted and propelled by
one or more horizontal rotors. Most business helicopters are
powered by one or two turbo-shaft engines, a form of gas-
turbine designed to produce shaft power rather than jet thrust.
Helicopters are typically used for very short flights of less

Figure 3. The Piaggio Avanti II (2002) cruises at 400 kts
(741 km h−1) at 30 000 ft (9150 m) and has a maximum altitude
of 41 000 ft (12 500 m). In spite of its jet-like performance it has
a high specific range and requires only 3500 ft (1067 m) of runway.
Courtesy of Flight International.

than 100 miles (160 km), at altitudes below 1000 ft (300 m).
The interior of a business helicopter typically seats four to six
people and is configured similar to the interior of an automo-
bile. Helicopters can be attractive to business people because
of their ability to connect a variety of heliports in city centers
with outlying airports.

8 ROLES OF MULTI-ENGINE BUSINESS
JETS

Customer selection of a business jet is based on cabin
volume, payload/range capabilities, cruise speed and fuel
consumption, field length, reliability and maintainability,
utility, perceived safety, purchase price, and operating costs.
Table 1, based on data and technology of aircraft types which
had their first flight between 1995 and 2010, is a proposed
size classification for dedicated business jets. It is based on a
statistical correlation between the manufacturer-defined role
and several figures concerning all-up weight, utility, and per-
formances.

Very light jets. The industry’s definition of a VLJ is a
small jet aircraft approved for single-pilot operation with
an MTOW of less than 10 000 lb (4560 kg). VLJs are clean-
sheet designs, not derived from larger business jets. Important
design drivers are low cost, high reliability, docile handling
qualities, and low stalling speeds. They are equipped with a
complete digital avionics suite and simple on-board systems.
Launched in the early 2000s, the Cessna Mustang (Figure 4),
Eclipse 500, and Embraer Phenom 100 have been certified
and taken into series production. The Adam Aircraft 700 and
several other models are under development.

Light jets have an MTOW between 10 000 and 22 000 lb
(or 4500 and 10 000 kg). The first to fill the market of twin-
jet light aircraft for single-pilot operation was Cessna with
its Model 525 CJ1 (1999), a derivative of the successful Cita-
tion Series. Other examples of light jets are the Bombardier
Learjet 40, Cessna Citation CJ1/2/3/4, Bravo and Encore,
Embraer Phenom 300, Hawker Beechcraft Premier IA/II and
400, and Sino Swearingen SJ30. The Learjet 45 and Cessna
XLS are classified as super light jets. At the time of writing,
the Hondajet and the all–composite Grob SPn were in the
certification phase.

Mid-sized jets have an MTOW between 17 500 and
30 000 lb (or 8000 and 13 500 kg) and are capable of cov-
ering transcontinental distances. Airplanes classified in this
category are the Cessna Citation Sovereign, Embraer Legacy
450/500, Gulfstream G150, Hawker Beechcraft 750/850/900,
and Learjet 60. The Bombardier Challenger 300, Gulfstream
G200/250, and Hawker Beechcraft 400 are positioned as
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Table 1. Tentative size classification of business jets. The take-off field length (TOFL) applies to MTOW at sea-level ISA. Range is defined
for a typical seating with NBAA reserves for VFR conditions or an IFR diversion flight. List price indications refer to 2005–2009 period.
Note: high-end jets of categories light, mid-size, and large are often given the addition “super”.

Category MTOW (×103 lb) Number of seats Cabin height (m) Max. cruise speed Range (km) TOFL (m) Price (million$)

Very light <10 2 + 3/4 1.30–1.50 340–380 kt 2000–2500 950–1050 2.5–4
Light 10–18 2 + 4/7 1.35–1.70 400–460 kt 2500–4500 950–1200 4–12
Mid-size 18–35 2 + 6/14 1.40–1.85 430–465 kt 3500–5500 1100–1650 12–22
Large 35–75 2/3 + 8/19 1.65–1.90 Mach 0.80–0.86 5000–8500 1500–1650 22–45
Ultra-long range 75–100 3/4 + 8/19 1.85–1.95 Mach 0.86–0.92 8500–13 000 1500–1800 45–60

Figure 4. Cessna calls its Model 510 Citation Mustang an entry-
level jet aimed at owner-operators of single-engine and smaller twin-
engine turboprops. Maximum cruise speed is 340 kt, NBAA IFR
range is 2100 km. Courtesy of Flight International.

super mid-size jets. In 2007, Bombardier announced the mid-
size Learjet 85 for eight passengers and 5500 km range.

Large jets have a very diverse market segment with no one
pre-dominant customer – small, medium, and large compa-
nies in all industries. In view of the intercontinental range
and high cruise speed (Mach 0.80+) these aircraft have
a large cabin volume and are technically very advanced.
Examples are the Bombardier Canadair Challenger 605
(Figure 5), Cessna Citation X, Dassault Falcon 2000 twin-jet
and 900 tri-jet, Embraer Legacy 600 and Lineage 1000,

Figure 5. Passenger cabin of the Canadair Challenger 605 in an
executive layout for 8 passengers is equipped with a galley, bar,
and full-size restroom with toilet and lavatory. Courtesy of Flight
International.

and Gulfstream G350 and G450. The Bombardier Global
5000 super large jet was developed from Global Express.
Due to the economic recession, the development of the all-
new Cessna Citation 850 Columbus has been suspended in
2009.

Ultra-long range jets are the top class of business jets.
They are primarily used as corporate/VIP transport with one
or two cabin crew assisting on long-duration global flights.
Their technological sophistication is similar to airliners. The
Gulfstream GV was the world’s first ultra-long range busi-
ness jet. It could fly non-stop from New York to Tokyo
(12 000 km). It has been developed into the G550. Gulf-
stream’s latest design in this class is the G650 (Figure 6),
featuring four crew seats and 8 to 18 passenger seats, a max-
imum cruise speed of Mach 0.92, and a maximum range
13 000 km. It competes with the Bombardier Global Express
XRS and Dassault 7X.

Corporate airliners are offered by airliner manufacturers
as conversions of their regular products. A wide variety of
executive layouts is available for officials and top manage-
ment. Dependent on range, the number of seats available in a
company shuttle role is typically between 20–50% of the air-
liner’s capacity. Although these shuttle services do not offer

Figure 6. The ultra-long range Gulfstream G650 (maiden flight in
2009) is the fastest business jet with the longest range. Courtesy of
Flight International.
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public transport they can be considered as in-house airlines.
Examples are:

� Airbus A318 Elite, A319 ACJ, and A320 Prestige.
� Boeing Business Jet BBJ 1/2/3 are corporate aircraft

based on the 737-700/800/900, respectively. Wide-body
models are the 747/777/787 VIP, delivered with all
systems installed except cabin furnishings and exterior
finish.

� Bombardier’s Canadair Corporate Jetliner (CCJ) is a busi-
ness shuttle version of the CRJ200 regional airliner for
18–30 passengers. The Challenger 850 Executive corpo-
rate shuttle for 26 to 50 passengers is derived from the
CRJ200LR regional airliner.

9 TURBOPROP GENERAL
ARRANGEMENT

Since their introduction in the late 1940s, propeller-powered
business planes have kept basically the same general arrange-
ment with a low or high wing position, one engine with tractor
propeller in the fuselage nose, or two engines near the wing
leading edge. Although many different empennage configura-
tions have been tried and certified, modern turboprop aircraft
mostly have the horizontal stabilizer on top of the vertical fin,
known as a T-tail.

Since the 1970s, twin-engine business airplanes replaced
their piston engines with turboprops. Turboprop singles
appeared in the 1990s. The turboprop revolution has greatly
benefitted business planes, though the increasing fuel prices
during the 1970s stimulated NASA and several aircraft man-
ufacturers to investigate the virtues of unusual concepts.
Development of the Lear Fan (Figure 7) started in 1979.
It had an all-composite structure and a single pusher pro-
peller driven by two turboshaft engines through a gearbox.

Figure 7. The Lear Fan was another brainchild of Bill Lear, founder
of the Learjet company. It is considered as one of the most innovative
business airplane designs ever. Courtesy of Flight International.

Hundreds of flight and static test hours on prototypes proved
the concept feasible, but the drive gear was not able to pass
FAA’s certification rules. The concept was apparently too far
ahead of its time.

During the 1980s, Beechcraft launched a non-
conventional design concept. Its all-composite Starship,
intended to replace the King Air, had a canard configuration
with a fore plane for longitudinal trim and flight control
attached to the fuselage nose and two pusher propellers
behind the wing trailing edge. Although Starship was
certified it failed to attract many customers and only 45 were
built. Its prime competitor, the Piaggio Avanti (Figure 3),
emerged as the only survivor of the “creative 1980s”.
However, ten years of development and certification of the
Avanti brought the company into great financial troubles,
which were solved when car manufacturer Ferrari acted
as a salvation. Since 2002, the reborn aircraft is a strong
contender in the market.

10 BUSINESS JET TECHNOLOGY

Practically all business jets are conceived according to the
same general arrangement established in the early 1960s for
the Learjet 23 and the de Havilland Domini. The presently
dominant configuration is a low wing, engines installed in
rear-fuselage mounted nacelles, and a cruciform or T-tail.
Such a configuration allows for a short landing gear with stor-
age space for the main landing gears at the fuselage/wing root
area, and engine inlets high above the runway and shielded
by the wing for protection against foreign object ingestion on
poor runways. Moreover, the horizontal tail is high above the
engine exhaust jets and the wing wake for the normal angles
of attack of operation. The significant performance improve-
ment through the years of these airplanes must, therefore,
be ascribed to improved technology. The price of a business
aircraft is established by the market. However, its cost has
usually been driven by the cost of the technology incorpo-
rated in the design. Thirty years ago efficiencies were not the
driving factor in business jet design. Now that fuel accounts
for a high percentage of direct operating costs (DOC) and
taxes are based on weight, technology has become a major
issue. Today, customers want to buy the most comfortable and
most efficient aircraft, along with those that maintain good
resale value.

Turbofan engine technology is the prime contributor to
the overall progress of business jets. Their relatively small
engines have been improved, thanks to their big brothers
developed for airliner application. In spite of their lightness,
small turbofans are powerful, efficient, and reliable. They
produce no noticeable vibration. Travelling in a business jet
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is therefore convenient and the low fuel consumption, noise,
and pollution make the aircraft environmentally friendly.

Aerodynamic design technology has made progress, espe-
cially at high speeds. This has translated mainly into:

� reduced profile drag and a higher cruise speed for a given
wing geometry, or

� thicker wings with more span, leading to less induced drag
and better low-speed performances.

Application of composite structures and improved man-
ufacturing methods has reduced skin surface roughness to
almost zero, again reducing skin friction. Overall, the ratio
of lift to drag has improved considerably over the years and
so has the flight performance in all flight regimes.

Structural and fabrication technology has resulted in
lower empty weight and cheaper components of higher qual-
ity. Business jet airframes have traditionally been constructed
from aluminum alloys. Application of traditional structural
concepts to early composite primary structures was the cause
of disappointing failures to improve the design. Sandwich
structures of woven carbon fiber composites (CFC) were
first successfully applied to the pressure cabin shell of the
Raytheon Premier I (1998). The Learjet 85 will be the first
all-composite business aircraft designed for type certifica-
tion under FAR Part 25. Composite primary structures have
now been accepted by several manufacturers as a valuable
technology asset.

“Avionics” of all new business jets feature a three-
dimensional digital cockpit with synthetic vision technology.
Communication and navigation relies on accurate GPS tech-
nology, displayed on multifunctional screens. Based on
comprehensive databases, 3D graphics, and life informa-
tion, the pilot gets synthetic images of the environment. This

information is augmented by information of weather condi-
tions, nearby traffic and the field of destination. All of these
features are aimed at improving the pilot’s situational aware-
ness, and thereby safety. Business jets are certified for flight
into known icing conditions enabled by anti- and de-icing
equipment. Eclipse’s in-house designed Avio system controls
the avionics, engine operation, fuel systems, flaps, landing
gear, cabin pressure and temperature, as well as other sys-
tems via the main computer and electronic power distribution
systems.

11 SUPERSONIC BUSINESS JET (SSBJ)

The demise of Concorde (2003) has become a handicap for
business people who were used to making transatlantic return
flights in one day. Despite the exceptionally high develop-
ment and operating costs of a future SSBJ, there is much inter-
est in recent design studies, especially in the United States.

Investigations are going on at Dassault in France, Sukhoi
in Russia, and Gulfstream and Lockheed’s Skunk Works in
the United States. An impressive effort to actually launch
an SSBJ project is made by Aerion, founded in 2004, with
support from several large airframers. Their design (Figure 8)
is based on new developments in sonic boom technology and
friction drag reduction through large areas of laminar flow
over the wing. In 2007, Aerion claimed bookings for more
than 40 orders.

A great challenge for any SSBJ project is the problem
that FAA does not allow supersonic flight over the United
States. Most manufacturers, however, consider an aircraft
designed to allow supersonic flight over land essential for a
viable SSBJ. This would require an innovative configuration,
considerable weight and thrust increase, and much higher

Figure 8. Aerion introduced its SSBJ project in 2007. Designed to carry 8 to 12 passengers over a distance of 7000 km at Mach 1.50
(860 kt, 1600 km h−1), it is claimed to be deliverable for a price of $80 million. Courtesy of Flight International.
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cost. Aerion’s design is not a low-boom design which reduces
risk and speeds development. Instead, Aerion is looking at the
potential for boomless overland flight at speeds up to Mach
1.20 by exploiting the “Mach cut-off” effect explored by
NASA in the mid-1960s. This might be a practical approach
to day-to-day transonic overland use.

Developments in CFD-based configuration shape opti-
mization technology and its utilization for the shaping of
SSBJs to minimize sonic boom effects on the ground, air-
craft nose extension devices that would help shape the sonic
boom signature, as well as flight tests and computer modeling
studies of sonic boom related issues have become active areas
of research in the late 2000s and into the 2010s. Both Boeing
and Airbus have shown interest in such work with the position
that successful SSBJs can serve as first generation supersonic
passenger transports on the way to large supersonic transports
later.

12 CONCLUSION

Business aviation started as an industry of marginal size gen-
erating a product for a niche market that appeared to exist in
the form of large corporate executives and wealthy individu-
als. It has developed into a major industry with a large number
of participating parties. Many business aircraft have a level
of technological sophistication and flight performance com-
parable to transport aircraft capabilities. In some segments,
however, the safety of operation leaves much to be desired.

The collapse of major financial institutes in the 2008/09
economic crisis combined with the financial distress of

many companies active in business aviation have led to a
major reduction in new aircraft orders. This has – at least
temporarily – reduced profitability of the business aircraft
industry. A similar situation existed in the late 1980s, demon-
strating that business aviation is sensitive to changes in
political and economic circumstances. However, emerging
research shows the value of business aircraft to the efficiency
and profitability of corporations as well as the significant
number of jobs supported by the business aviation industry.
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1 SEAPLANES AND AMPHIBIANS

Two main types of seaplanes can be distinguished, namely
floatplanes and flyingboats (Figure 1).

Floatplanes are basically conventional landplanes fitted
with floats, also called pontoons, instead of wheels. Gener-
ally two parallel floats are used, which provide the required
buoyancy and keep the fuselage well above the water surface.

Flying boats (also addressed as hull seaplanes), on the con-
trary, have their fuselage partially submerged in the water, to
provide the main source of buoyancy, as well as pilot and
payload accommodation. The flying boat hull is usually sup-
plemented with smaller floats near the wingtips, called wing
or tip floats. Their purpose is to stabilize the hull from rolling
motion when the flying boat is on the water and to prevent

the wing tips from contacting the water. In addition, or in
place of tip floats, some flying boats have sponsons, which
are short, wing-like projections from the sides of the hull near
the waterline. Apart from roll stabilization in water, they may
also provide some aerodynamic lift during flight. Besides
they can offer volume for fuel storage, as well as a means to
facilitate passenger embarkment.

Floatplanes are generally cheaper and a more flexible alter-
native than flying boats (a floatplane can be generally easily
reconfigured to a ground plane and vice versa), but cannot sus-
tain the same sea states and wind conditions as flying boats.
In fact, floatplanes have more exposed surface to the wind,
higher center of gravity and no protection from tip floats. As
a consequence they are much easier to capsize than flying
boats. However, the high wing position and lack of tip floats
make docking operations easier for floatplanes than flying
boats.

Flying boats and floatplanes equipped with retractable
wheels for ground operations are called amphibians. On
amphibious flying boats, the main wheels generally retract
into the sides of the hull above the waterline. The main wheels
for amphibious floats retract upward into the floats them-
selves. Due to the combined capability of operating from
ground and water, amphibians represent the most widespread
version of seaplanes. In fact, amphibian floats are very com-
mon and the only flying boats currently in operations are
actually amphibians.

Though amphibians are often addressed as the best-
of-both-worlds, the installation of retractable wheels on a
water-borne aircraft does not turn the airplane into a well-
behaved landplane. Comfort during taxi is minimal due to
limited shock absorbing capabilities and steering functional-
ity is also quite limited. Furthermore, a water landing with
gears down can be fatal to pilot and passengers (while the
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Figure 1. (a) A floatplane (de Havilland Beaver); (b) an amphibious floatplane (de Havilland Twin Otter); (c) a pure flying boat (Martin
PBM-5 Mariner); (d) an amphibious flying boat (Grumman Mallard).

consequences of an accidental ground landing with retracted
landing gears are generally reduced to some scratches on
the rugged surface of the hull/floats). As a consequence, the
insurance costs for amphibians are far higher than for pure
float/hull planes, as well as their purchase and maintenance
costs.

1.1 Seaplane versatility and limitations

Seaplanes, particularly in their amphibian version, owe their
great initial success and their current reason for existence
mainly to their operational versatility. They are designed to
operate from rough airport and any reasonably large body of
water, without the need of any prepared surface, docking or
handling facility. Indeed, their greatest utilization took place
between the wars, when the scarce availability of large, paved
runways made seaplanes ideal vehicles both for commercial
and military applications. To date, they still represent one
of the most effective forms of transportation into and from
remote and undeveloped areas, as well as for the connection
of islands with mainland.

The rugged hull bottom designed to sustain the water loads
offers additional protection in the event of forced landing

away from prepared fields. This safety item was mostly valu-
able in the past, when engines reliability was far lower than
today. Still the possibility to operate safely both on rough
fields and different bodies of water, represents an asset for
bush operators and sports pilots. Despite of the common feel
of added safety coming from the possibility to operate on
water, about half of the seaplane accidents occur during water
operations, which invariably involve greater risk than oper-
ations on land. Indeed the most common accidents concern
with collision with submerged objects, loss of control due to
boat wakes and water over the bow and into the cabin during
taxi in rough water.

Versatility of seaplanes clearly comes with a cost.
Although any conventional aircraft design is a complex exer-
cise of performance compromises, in the case of a seaplane,
the situation is further complicated by the extra water han-
dling requirements. In general, the initial cost and weight of
a seaplane, compared with a landplane of similar capacity
is greater because of the rugged hull and the larger power-
plant, which is required both to counteract the water suction
forces at take-off and to guarantee sufficient climbing per-
formance. Cabin pressurization adds extra challenges due to
the typically non-cylindrical shape of flying boats fuselages.
Operating costs are also higher due to the lower cruising speed
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resulting from the draggy hull shape, the presence of the wing
floats and the engine(s) location, often top mounted far into
the airstream to avoid water spray. Corrosion, especially in
case of seawater operation, is a main cause for the high main-
tenance costs, though the problem is largely relieved by the
use of composite materials.

2 HISTORY OF SEAPLANES

2.1 From the origin to World War I

The first seaplane, called Hydravion but better known as
Le Canard, was built and flown in 1910 at Martigues,
France by the naval engineer Henri Fabre. It was a biplane
configuration, propelled by a 50-hp rotary engine, sup-
ported by three professionally designed floats in tricycle
configuration.

The same year, two other French aircraft pioneers, the
Voisin brothers, purchased several Fabre’s floats and modified
them with wheels for their own airplane, the Canard Voisin,
which became the first amphibian aircraft in the history of
aviation. Two years later, the Canard Voisin became also the
first aircraft to be militarily operated from a battleship, the
French seaplane carrier La Foudre.

In 1909, before Fabre’s Hydravion successful flight, sea-
planes development was carried out in Hammondsport,
New York by aviation pioneer Glenn Curtiss. In 1911, the A-1
Triad seaplane designed by Curtiss became the first American
seaplane, as well as the first aircraft of the US Navy. The A-1
was actually an amphibian, having its floats complemented
by a set of retractable wheels.

In 1912, Curtiss joined forces with the English naval offi-
cer John C. Porte to develop an aircraft for the first non-stop
transatlantic crossing. The result was the two-seat Flying
Fish, the first flying boat in history. Its innovative hull design
was characterized by the distinctive step feature, developed
by Porte to improve take-off performances from water. In
1914, while Curtiss started the production of the America fly-
ing boats series for transatlantic crossings, Porte returned to
the UK where he further developed Curtiss’ concepts into the
Felixstowe, a series of flying boats largely used during WWI
for coastal patrol and German U-boat hunt. In the war period,
thousands of different seaplanes were built and deployed also
by Germany (Friedrichshafen FF.33), France (FBA Type H),
Russia (Grigorovich M-9), and Italy. The Italian flying boat
Macchi M.5 was one of the fastest seaplanes of that time and
with its remarkable speed of 130 mph was able to compete
with the land-based Austrian fighters (Tucker and Roberts,
2005).

2.2 Between the World Wars

The period between the wars witnessed the greatest success
of the seaplane concept, particularly of flying boats due to
their advantage over floatplanes in terms of payload capacity
and ability to operate on rough seas.

In 1919, the NC-4 flying boat designed by Curtiss and
operated by the US Navy became the first aircraft to cross
the Atlantic, although it took 23 days and multiple stops. In
1923, the first British commercial flying boat service was
introduced with flights to and from the Channel Islands.
The British flag airline Imperial Airways of London (IAL)
started providing flying boat passenger and mail transport
links between Britain and South Africa. Short’s Empire fly-
ing boats, operated by IAL and Qantas, allowed connection
between Sidney and Southampton.

During the whole 1930s, flying boats made it possible
to have regular air transport between the United States and
Europe and to open up new air travel routes to South America,
Africa, and Asia. The aircraft specifically designed for these
routes included some of the largest seaplanes built between
the wars, such as the American Aeromarine 75 (which also
had a military version), the Martin China Clipper, the Con-
solidated Commodore, the Boeing Clipper, and the Sikorky
models S-42 and VS-44; the British Short Kent and Empire;
the French Latecoere 631, and the German Dornier Wal.

Where land-based aircraft lacked the required airfields to
land, flying boats could stop at small islands, river, lake, or
coastal stations to refuel and resupply. Seaplane operation
was not exclusive of large airliners such as IAL, Qantas, and
PanAm. Smaller carriers found them useful as well for oper-
ating into areas without prepared runways. Popular with bush
operators, sportsmen, and explorers, a huge variety of designs
were built, including the popular Grumman Goose amphib-
ian flying boat, which came about in 1936, when a group
of wealthy American industrialists wanted an easier way to
commute from their homes on Long Island, New York, to the
financial district of Wall Street.

2.3 World War II

The military value of flying boats was well recognized and
every country with a water border operated them in a mili-
tary capacity at the outbreak of the war. They were utilized in
various tasks from anti-submarine patrol to maritime search
and rescue and gunfire spotting for battleships. Flying boats
were used to recover downed airmen and operated as scout
aircraft over the vast distances of the Pacific Theatre. They
were successful in sinking submarines and finding enemy
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Figure 2. The Consolidated PBY Catalina (1943).

ships. Most battleships carried catapult-launched seaplanes
(in some cases as many as four) to spot targets over the hori-
zon for the big guns, or to fight off enemy reconnaissance
planes.

The largest flying boat of the war was the Blohm und
Voss BV-238, which, with its take-off weight of 100 tons,
was also the heaviest plane to fly during WWII. Possibly, the
most successful and widely known flying boat was the Con-
solidated PBY Catalina (Figure 2), which was flown by the
United States, United Kingdom, Russia, and Canada, among
many others. Similar aircraft were used by Japan, Germany,
and Italy. An estimated 4051 Catalinas were produced in the
period 1937 to 1945, first as pure flying boat and later in the
amphibian version. No other flying boat was ever produced in
greater numbers. The last active military PBYs were retired
from service only in the 1980s. Even today, over 70 years
after the first flight, a few dozen Catalinas continue to fly in
aerial firefighting operations all over the world.

2.4 Post World War II

In the post war period, the availability of large paved run-
ways, whose construction had been driven by the needs of the
allied forces during the war, and the greatly improved perfor-
mances of land-based planes led to a rapid decline of both the
commercial and military use of seaplanes. Anti-submarine
warfare was just as easily carried out with land-based aircraft,
which often had better performance, and search and rescue
could more easily be carried out with helicopters, which had
the advantages of being operated from smaller ships, and in
higher sea states. The compromises that came from being
able to float and rise again from the water caused excessive
drag and added considerably to the weight of the aircraft.

Figure 3. Martin P-5M Marlin (1952).

For military aircraft, this translated into reduced warload,
speed, and range and, in commercial service, into increased
costs. Competing with new civilian jet aircraft like the de
Havilland Comet and Boeing 707 was impossible. Very few
commercial airliners kept operating flying boats, only to serve
destinations that were still inaccessible to land based aircraft.

The US Navy did continue to operate flying boats air-
craft (notably the Martin P5M Marlin; Figure 3) until the
early 1970s, and committed to the development of a large
jet-powered seaplane bomber, the Martin Seamaster. Due
to funds cuts, the program was eventually terminated in
1959. The Seamaster was possibly the most advanced flying
boat ever built and the last developed by Martin (Loftin,
1985). The same happened to other US and British programs
on jet-powered seaplane fighters such as the Saunders-Roe
SR.A/1 and the delta-wing Convair F2Y Sea Dart, which,
despite some success, never entered into service. The Sea
Dart became the only supersonic seaplane to date.

Also Japan and Russia continued operating some military
seaplanes after WWII, primarily for anti-submarine war-
fare. These include the ShinMaywa US-1 and Beriev Be-12
amphibians, whose range and speed performances, together
with the capability to land on water, made them superior to
helicopters.

2.5 The current state

At date, there are very few large flying boats in operations.
They cover very specialized roles such as waterbombing for
aerial firefighting, where their ability to quickly reload large
amount of water is a huge asset. A number of surplus WWII
seaplanes are still operating in this role, though the most suc-
cessful firefighting aircraft at date is the Bombardier 415
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Figure 4. Bombardier 415 (1994).

(Figure 4), launched in 1994 as evolution of the Canadair
CL-215.

The Chinese Harbin SH-5 (launched in 1986), the jet-
propelled Russian Beriev 200 (2003), and the most recent
Japanese ShinMaywa US-2 (2007) represent the sole other
three large-size flying boats of the new generation. They are
all designed to perform a wide range of duties, including
aerial firefighting, anti-submarine warfare, and air-sea rescue.
Apart from the adoption of new engines and the use of latest
generation avionics, their overall design has not significantly
evolved from the flying boats of WWII.

On the contrary, there are still numerous modern civilian
aircraft available in floatplane variant, generally employed
for light duty transportation to lakes and other remote areas.
Most of these are offered as third-party modifications, under
a Supplemental Type Certificate (STC), to aircraft like the
Cessna Caravan and Skywagon. The Beaver and Otter models
(Figure 1, top) produced by de Havilland have been originally
designed as such and not reconfigured. These are possibly the
best known utility floatplanes in service. Their production
ceased in 1967 with about 2000 units delivered.

On the other hand, small amphibian flying boats are almost
extinct (apart from a small number of homebuilt or not yet
certified prototypes). The Lake Buccaneer and its derived
versions, the Renegade and Sea Fury, are the last single-
engine amphibian hull planes still (officially) in production
to date, although Lake Amphibian is now on the verge of
ceasing business. In 2009, the American Dornier Seaplanes
Company (owned by the grandson of Claude Dornier, the
German pioneer of amphibian aircraft) announced the intent
to begin the production of the Seastar, an all-composite, 14-
seat, multirole, twin-engine, amphibious flying boat, within
two years.

Apart from the remote areas of the Alaskan and Canadian
wilderness, where civilian seaplanes are typically operated

by residents for personal use, there are numerous seaplane
operators in Seattle, Vancouver, and Sidney as well as in the
Caribbean Sea to connect island groups. Also Greece uses
seaplanes to connect its many islands to the mainland and,
since 2007, the Scottish-based commercial operator Loch
Lomond Seaplanes runs the only European city-based sea-
plane service.

3 THE DESIGN OF SEAPLANES AND
AMPHIBIANS

The primary reason of existence of seaplanes is their capabil-
ity to operate on water. Therefore, the quality of their design
is judged based on how well they handle water operations
while still maintaining acceptable in-flight characteristics.

A properly designed seaplane should be able to operate on
small bodies of water; should provide adequate control at low
speed, both for docking operations and during the unstable
transition between the boat and plane modes on the water;
and should have very mild or no tendency to porpoise and
skip.

Porpoising and skipping are two typical dynamic insta-
bility behaviors, which characterize the water handling
characteristics of badly designed (and operated) hulls and
floats. Porpoising can manifest itself with severe oscillations
in pitch, caused by incorrect hull trimming (too high or too
low angle with respect to the water surface), during take-off or
landing. Porpoising gives pilots a rocking chair type forward-
and-aft motion feeling and takes its name from the typical
way that porpoises swim. Airworthiness authorities demand
seaplanes or amphibians to be designed free of dangerous
or uncontrollable porpoising characteristics, at any normal
operating speed on the water (see Certification Specification
CS 23.231, stipulated by EASA, 2009).

Skipping is more typical of landing and consists of sharp
bounces along the water surface, caused by excessive speed
or improper aircraft attitude when planing on the water. A
skip gives the body vertical g-forces, similar to a landplane
bouncing on the runaway at landing.

3.1 Hull and floats design

The design of the hull/floats is possibly the most critical
part in the development of a seaplane. During water oper-
ation, hulls and floats must provide the following main
functionalities, while least affecting in-flight performances:
buoyancy and static stability, hydrodynamic efficiency and
dynamic stability, and water spray and loads handling. The
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Figure 5. Hull and float components and terminology. Adapted from Federal Aviation Administration (2004).

main components and features (with relative terminology) of
the hulls and floats of conventional seaplanes are shown in
Figure 5.

3.1.1 Buoyancy and static stability

By Archimedes’s principle, floats and hulls must be able
to displace an amount of water weighting as much as the
aircraft in order to provide sufficient buoyancy (keep the
aircraft afloat). The floats should not be fully submerged to
prevent both impractical and unsafe situations. Thereby, reg-
ulations impose minimum buoyancy 80% in excess of that
required to support the maximum weight of the seaplane in
fresh water. Fresh water leads to a more conservative design
than seawater, which is about 3% denser and can therefore

support more weight. Regulations also stipulate the mini-
mum amount of hull and floats watertight compartments and
their allowed flooding conditions (refer to CS 23.751-757 for
details). Tubes are installed, reaching the lowest point in each
compartment, the bilge, to pump out the water that may leak
due to the high pressures and velocities associated with water
flight (Figure 5b).

The layout of the buoyant elements must guarantee the
static stability of the seaplane on the water. Small water
perturbations can induce a rolling movement of the aircraft
(hence generate a heel angle), but should not be able to cap-
size it. Floating stability is guaranteed as far as the metacenter
of the heeled seaplane remains above the center of gravity,
the metacenter being the point of intersection of the line of
action of the buoyancy in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft
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Figure 6. Relative position of the center of gravity and metacenter for a stable floating seaplane.

(Figure 6). The larger the righting arm between the buoy-
ancy forces (through the center of buoyancy) and the aircraft
weight, the more stable the seaplane. This also explains why
conventional hull planes would not be stable without wing
floats, whose main effect is moving the seaplane buoyancy
center sufficiently aside of the center of gravity.

3.1.2 Hydrodynamic efficiency and dynamic stability

While the hull/floats displacement is mainly determined by
the buoyancy and static stability requirements, their shape and
geometric features are the result of a compromise between
hydrodynamic efficiency, dynamic stability and capability to
sustain water loads.

Despite some resemblances with conventional boat hulls
(including the use of terms such as bow and stern for the nose
and rear part, respectively, of the hull and float), the design
of seaplanes hull/float is characterized by the presence of
a transversal geometry discontinuity, called step. The step
splits the hull/float into two sections of different shapes,
addressed as forebody and afterbody. This design solution
facilitates the transition between the different positions (or

attitudes) that the seaplane must assume to take-off, namely,
the idling, plowing, and planing positions.

In idling (or displacement) position, the buoyancy of the
hull/floats supports the entire weight of the seaplane in an
attitude similar to being at rest on the water (Figure 7a). This
position is used for most of the taxiing operations. Due to the
low speed, drag is mainly caused by the generation of water
waves.

Applying power, the seaplane accelerates and assumes
the plowing position. The hydrodynamic forces produced by
the float/hull-induced motion of water make the bow rise
on the water and the center of buoyancy shift back (Fig-
ure 7b). Since the hull/floats are narrower toward the rear,
the seaplane stern sinks farther into the water creating a large
amount of drag, thereby requiring a relatively large amount of
power for any further acceleration. As illustrated in Figure 8,
the plowing position corresponds to the peak of drag acting
on the seaplane, the so-called hump, whose magnitude and
corresponding speed are critically important in determining
take-off performance and required installed thrust.

As the seaplane accelerates further, most of the seaplane’s
weight is supported by the hydrodynamic lift, in minor extent

Figure 7. (a) Idling position: attitude nearly level, buoyancy supports the seaplane; (b) plowing position: hydrodynamic forces raise the
bow; (c) on the step: attitude nearly level, weight mostly supported by hydrodynamic lift, floats almost clear of water. Adapted from Federal
Aviation Administration (2004).
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Figure 8. Qualitative representation of the drag contributions during takeoff.

by buoyancy and part by the growing aerodynamic lift gen-
erated by the wing. As soon as the buoyancy point has
sufficiently shifted back, the pilot can use the elevator to pitch
down the bow and raise the rear portion of the hull/floats clear
of the water, hence bringing the seaplane in planing posi-
tion (Figure 7c). This position greatly reduces water drag
and allows the seaplane to accelerate easily up to the lift-off
speed. The planing position can be maintained also to cover
long taxiing distance at high speed.

Actually, in order to raise the stern out of water, it is nec-
essary to counteract the suction forces acting on the rear part
of the hull/floats. In conventional floats/hull design this is
accomplished by means of the step (or notch), which is actu-
ally the geometric feature enabling the seaplane to lift off
the water. The step introduces a sharp corner in the hull/float
surface, which water cannot negotiate; the water flow sepa-
rates and mixes with air, thereby ventilating the hull/floats
surface, which can ‘unstick’ from the water. However, the
step causes also the separation of the aerodynamic flow when
the seaplane is airborne, thereby contributing to increase the
aerodynamic drag of seaplanes with respect to conventional
aircraft.

The hydrodynamic suction forces acting at the stern of
the hull/float are such that, if the pilot does not trim the bow
sufficiently down at the hump, the seaplane can fall again on

the stern and then pitch back nose down, thereby inducing
porpoising onset.

The same can happen if the pilot trims the bow too far
down at the hump speed. The bow will plunge into the water
and receive a subsequent pitch up reaction, thereby inducing
porpoise. Indeed, a higher and a lower porpoise limit exist
and the pilot has only a narrow range of trim angles to set
properly the seaplane on the step.

Once the seaplane is stable on the step and sufficient speed
has been reached, the pilot can pitch up the seaplane and
set the wing at the required angle of attack for lift off. The
step provides the rotation point similarly to the main gear
of a conventional aircraft. For this, the step must be located
slightly behind the airplane’s center of gravity, approximately
at the point where the main gear of a landplane is located (see
the 10◦ angle in Figure 5a). If located too much on the back,
it would be difficult to generate sufficient tail downforce to
rotate the airplane; if located too much forward, the center of
buoyancy during planning would result in front of the center
of gravity, making impossible to trim the aircraft in a stable
way.

An adequate combination of sternpost angle and after-
body length is required to avoid plunging the afterbody into
the water at takeoff and landing. A dragging afterbody would
spoil the seaplane takeoff performance as well as initiating
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Figure 9. Semi-empirical relationships for hull/floats sizing. Reproduced from Thurston (1978) c© McGraw Hill.

dynamic instability behaviors, such as skidding and porpois-
ing. On the basis of existing seaplanes data and towing tests,
relations have been determined to select combinations of step
depth, sternpost angle and afterbody length that lead to stable
configurations (Figure 9).

Step depth values in the range of 10% to 5% of the beam
length are generally satisfactory to design stable seaplanes of
small and large hull size, respectively.

3.1.3 Water spray and loads handling

The ability to sustain the water loads at take-off and landing
calls for a rugged and heavier hull design than for a conven-
tional aircraft fuselage. Indeed, landing on water at 60 mph
is almost like landing on ground with gear retracted. In order
to reduce water impact loads, classical hulls/floats have a v-
shaped bottom surface. The external angle of the v-sides with
the horizontal is called deadrise angle (Figure 5b). The larger
this angle, the lower the water impact loads, but the larger
the hull wet surface and required ground clearance. Dead-
rise angles at the forebody of light aircraft should not be less
than 15◦, increasing to 25◦ at the step for larger seaplanes.
Equation (1) provides a semi-empirical relation to estimate
the water impact load factor at the step, during landing, as

function of the deadrise angle and the aircraft stalling speed
(see also the graph in Figure 10).

nws = 0.012V 2
so

3
√

tan2βW
(1)

where

nws = Water landing impact load factor at the step
Vso = Stalling speed (knots)
β = Forebody deadrise angle at the step (degrees)
W = Aircraft gross weight (lb)

The design values selected for deadrise angle and land-
ing speed are critical, because they affect the structural
weight (hence the allowed payload), the cost and the sea-state
capability of the seaplane. Refer to EASA (2009, CS23.521–
23.537), for more details on the definition, application, and
computation of water load factors at different operational
conditions.

The main structural element in the hull/float to sustain the
water impact loads is the keel (Figure 5), which is generally
inclined up and forward by 1 or 2◦. Additional longitu-
dinal members, called keelsons, are often used to provide
extra structural support. The keel must carry the weight of
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the aircraft also when on the ground (not in the case of
amphibians with landing gears). Since the seaplane center of

gravity is very close to the step, hulls/floats are generally pro-
vided with a robust extension of the keel, the so-called skeg,
which is located right after the step to prevent the aircraft
from tipping back on its stern.

Apart from the structural function, the keel, the keelsons
and, partly, the skeg (when the seaplane is planing on the
step) are also designed to guide the hull/float in a straight
line through the water and resists sideways motion, thereby
guaranteeing directional stability. To increase this stabilizing
action and provide directional control during water opera-
tion, floatplanes and (often) hull boats are equipped with
retractable water rudders, which can be used until the aerody-
namic rudder becomes effective. At high speed or in shallow
water they should be retracted to avoid damage.

The sharp seams between the hull/floats sides and the walls
of the v-shaped bottom are called chines. The chines are
designed to guide water out and away from the hull/float,
reducing water spray. Spray occurs in two forms, namely
velocity and blister spray. While the first is light and causes
no other problem than misting the windscreen, the blister
spray can be so damaging that its height largely influences
the wing-fuselage setting and the position of engines and tail
empennages (Figure 11). Airworthiness authorities (EASA,
2009, CS 23.239) demand measures to avoid spray danger-
ously obscuring the vision of the pilots or damaging the
propellers or other aircraft parts during water operation.

A proper design of chines, often supported by the installa-
tion of extra strips, called spray rails can largely reduced or

Figure 11. Velocity and blister type of water spray generated by a seaplane hull/float. Detail of an unflared and a flared bottom
hull/float.
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suppress the water spray. A common complementary solu-
tion is to hollow the walls of the v-bottom, by introducing
the so called flare (Figure 11). Similarly to the step, also the
chines and the spray rails create substantial vortices which
both damage directional stability and create substantial drag
during flight.

Spray is also a direct indication of hull drag. Test results
show that is possible to define a spray coefficient K, which
is function of the type of water, the seaplane displacement,
and the length of beam and forebody section. Different sea-
planes with the same spray coefficient generate water spray
of same intensity. The graph of Figure 12 shows the pos-
sibility of reducing spray by increasing the hull forebody
length-beam ratio. However, any increase in the seaplane ver-
tical area ahead of the center of gravity requires an increase
of the vertical tail surface to maintain the directional stabil-
ity. Forebody length-beam ratio in the order of 3 are typical
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Figure 12. Experimental relations between beam gross loading
coefficient (C�0), forebody length-beam ratio (Lf /b) and spray coef-
ficient (K). Reproduced from Thurston (1978) c© McGraw Hill.

for small seaplanes, though experimental studies of the late
1940s demonstrated the possibility to increase this ratio up
to 8, with total length-beam ratio up to 15 (Yates and Riebe,
1947). Despite the increased vertical tail surface required to
maintain the same directional stability, the overall aerody-
namic drag characteristics result superior. The latest Russian
and Japanese design flying boats indeed feature much higher
length-beam ratios than the typical flying boats of WWII.

3.2 Non-conventional hull design

Several design solutions have been investigated to improve
the aerodynamic characteristics and the sea-state capability
of flying boats. At the beginning of the 1970s, some inves-
tigations sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command in
the United States demonstrated the use of a keel-mounted,
single surface-piercing hydrofoil to be an effective means for
increasing seaplanes sea-state capabilities far beyond those
of conventional designs (Thurston, 1978).

Step-less and faired step hulls, variable geometry hulls
and air blowing systems for afterbody forced ventilation are
some of the many investigated solutions to reduce aerody-
namic drag, particularly at the hump. While some of these
solutions have not proved certifiable and/or commercially
viable, others have never been put in practice simply because
of the lack of new seaplanes development programs.

3.3 Design considerations on seaplanes wing, tail,
landing gears, and power plant installation

Wing. The design of a seaplane wing does not significantly
differ from that of a conventional aircraft, though the major
points of attention are the stall speed and the climb gradient.
The former has a direct effect on the water impact load factor
to be considered when sizing the hull. Hence, an appropriate
selection of the airfoils lifting coefficients and wing loading
is required to keep the stall speed as low as possible. The use
of high lift devices is common, although precautions must
be taken to keep them out of heavy spray. Adequate climb
gradients are required to climb over obstacles bordering an
airport or a lake. Apart from the installed thrust, the climbing
capabilities are influenced by the maximum lift-to-drag ratio
of the wing. Therefore, relatively high aspect ratio values
are generally used to lower the induced drag. Ailerons are
generally larger than conventional aircraft, since they must
be effective at low speed, to help control the aircraft on the
water in case of side wind and to perform curves.

The wing is generally positioned high on the fuselage, in
order to keep it clear of heavy water spray.
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Whereas in a conventional aircraft, the wing angle of inci-
dence with respect of the fuselage is selected to maintain the
cabin floor almost horizontal during cruise, seaplane wings
must provide maximum lift when the hull is on the step, hence
with the keel inclined about 8◦ to the water surface. However,
the resulting wing angle of incidence may result too high
during cruise and force to fly seaplanes slightly nose down.

3.3.1 Tail

In order to keep the tail out of the water spray, T-tail configura-
tions are quite common, especially for flying boats. Rudder
and elevator surfaces must be effective below flying speed
to help control the seaplane when operating on water. The
horizontal tail must be able to trim large moment variations
caused by the thrust line generally acting high with respect to
the center of gravity and the hull drag acting low during water
operations. Seaplanes tend to be marginally stable direction-
ally due to the presence of the large floats and bow surfaces
exposed in front of the center of gravity. Very often auxiliary
fins are added to increase the directional stability.

3.3.2 Landing gears

Amphibian floatplanes have generally four wheels; flying
boat designs exist both with tail dragger and tricycle gear
configuration, with a preference for the latter in modern and
large flying boats. The main issue with landing gears con-
cerns the dramatic consequences of water landing when they
are not retracted.

3.3.3 Engines

Apart from very few cases, seaplanes have propellers. Piston
engines are typical for small utility seaplanes, while modern
large ones feature turboprops. Due to the peculiar combi-
nation of aero and hydrodynamic drag forces acting on the
aircraft at the hump, and the need to meet the climbing rate
requirements (notwithstanding the relatively poor aerody-
namic characteristics), the weight-power ratio of seaplanes
is generally lower than normal propeller aircraft of compa-
rable weight. The main concern in engine installation is the
avoidance of heavy water spray impinging on the propellers,
because of the extremely damaging effect on the blades. Gen-
erally, a raised power plant installation is required whether
the configuration is a single or multiengine design. Reversing
pitch propellers are generally required for medium and large
seaplanes to hold position in the seaway, back down from a
dock or beach, and help dock approaches in adverse wind and
current conditions.

4 SEAPLANE OPERATIONS

Although seaplanes are designed specifically to manage
water operations, the water environment remains the most
dangerous (risk of collision, waves, and wakes). A seaplane
is not as maneuverable as a conventional boat and does not
have adequate braking devices (for water operations), with
the possible exception of reverse pitch propeller.

Airworthiness authorities must approve seaplanes opera-
tional limits based on sea states (EASA, 2009, CS 23.237).
Whereas the risk of water operation in bad sea-state is evi-
dent, special attention is required also to operate on perfectly
calm water, the so-called glassy water condition. Apart from
longer take-off and landing distance because of the absence
of the extra lifting help from the wind, the hydrodynamic
suction forces acting on the hull/floats are higher, because
of the scarce afterbody ventilation. Furthermore, when land-
ing, the flat, featureless surface makes it far more difficult to
gauge altitude accurately, and reflections can create confusing
optical illusions.

It is common practice to take-off and land always against
the wind in order to reduce the aircraft groundspeed. This
has the effect of both shortening the required distances and
reducing the water loads on the hull/floats at landing.

Post flight operations are similar to those of conventional
boats. The seaplane can be either anchored or secured to
fixed floating structures, such as a buoy or a floating dock
(mooring). Fastening the seaplane to a structure fixed to the
ground is called docking. Precautions should be taken to clear
the dock and avoid hitting the wing and the tip floats. Dock-
ing or mooring a flying boat can be more problematic than a
floatplane.

Amphibians can make use of ramps to get out of the water.
Ramps are generally designed with an adequate inclination
to avoid the seaplane scraping its stern. Beaching is also an
opportunity for amphibians. In this case, the pilot should
consider turning the seaplane towards the water as soon as
beached. This will facilitate the operations to return into the
water, without the need of any assistance.

5 WING-IN-GROUND EFFECT CRAFT

A very special category of vehicles featuring some sim-
ilarities to seaplanes and amphibians is represented by
the so-called wing-in-ground effect craft (WIG craft), also
known as ekranoplans (from the Russian word ekran for
screen). WIG craft exploit the aerodynamic advantages of fly-
ing in the very close vicinity of a flat surface, that is, in ground
effect (Rozhdestvensky, 2006). This allows WIG craft to
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avoid the high hydrodynamic drag typical of normal displace-
ment boats while reaching a higher aerodynamic efficiency
than conventional aircraft. The aerodynamic advantages of
flying in ground effect result from two main contributions:
the first is associated to the increased lift generated by the con-
vex belly surface of a wing operating close to a flat surface
(rather than in the freestream); the second to a reduction of the
induced drag component, following from the inability of the
wing tip vortexes (responsible for a large amount of energy
dissipation) to develop fully. From Prandtl’s theory, induced
drag reduces to approximately 50% at a ground clearance of
10% the wingspan. The net effect is that by flying few chord
lengths from a flat surface, WIG craft can fly very efficiently
sustained by a cushion of high-pressure air. The fundamental
difference with the hovercraft working principle stays in the
fact that the air cushion is generated dynamically by the fast
relative movement of the aircraft with respect to the surface,
and not by dedicated engines blowing downward.

The main similarity of WIG craft with seaplanes and
amphibians is the similar operation scenario, in the imme-
diate vicinity of water. WIG craft take-off and touchdown
from (upon) the water surface. They can float as conventional
displacement ships, and often have landing gears for ground
operations and docking on ramps. The design of WIG craft
hulls, with the characteristic chines, step and V-shaped bot-
tom resemble that of seaplanes. The main difference is that
WIG craft are not real aircraft, because generally not able
to fly and operate beyond the ground effect altitude, which
is by far lower than the minimum safety height indicated by
airworthiness (150 m). The ability of certain WIG craft to
temporarily increase flight altitude to clear obstacles or per-
form steep turns (zoom turns) can be qualified as a short-time
emergency regime. The design and operation of WIG craft
is mainly regulated by the International Maritime Organi-
zation (in partial collaboration with the International Civil
Aviation Organization), where they are actually classified as
ships (WIG boats).

Although the first ground effect vehicle was already devel-
oped in the 1930s (as a snow sled), it was not until the 1960s
that the first real WIG craft were developed, thanks to the
main contributions of the Russian ship designer Rostislav
Alexeev and the German aeronautics engineer Alexander
Lippisch. The largest WIG developments have taken place in
the former USSR, within the highly secret Ekranoplan mili-
tary program. This led first to the development of a 550-ton
military ekranoplan, dubbed the “Caspian Sea Monster” by
US intelligence, and then to the most successful ekranoplan
to date, the 125-ton A-90 Orlyonok (Figure 13) designed by
Alexeev. A few Orlyonoks were in service with the Soviet
Navy from 1979 to 1992. In 1987, only one exemplar of
the 400-ton Lun-class ekranoplan was built as a missile

Figure 13. The Russian A-90 Orlyonok.

launcher, before the whole ekranoplan program was termi-
nated. In the United States, several feasibility studies for large
transoceanic cargo transport WIG vehicles were conducted
in the late 1950s and early 1960s. However, the decision to
develop the Lockheed C-5A large jet cargo transport curtailed
these activities.

Despite more than four decades of development, WIG craft
have not reached full maturity and are not in wide use yet. Two
main design issues have hampered the development of WIG
craft able to compete with conventional boats and aircraft,
namely the very large power they require for take-off and
their stability in pitch and height. Similarly to seaplanes, the
installed power required to overcome the hump drag is gener-
ally much higher than required for cruising (where not more
than 30–40% of the installed power is required). All Russian
ekranoplans make use of the so-called power augmentation
ram (PAR) system, which consists of a number of jet engines
installed ahead of the wing with the intent to reduce drag at
takeoff and low speed, by ventilating the under-wing area.
The PAR system is generally complemented by tip endplates
and flaps to reduce air leakage from below the wing. The
Orlyonok PAR system consists of two jet engines, buried in
the front body of the hull, whereas a much more fuel efficient
tail-mounted propeller engine is used during cruise.

Whilst flying boats and seaplanes can exploit the large
engine over power (required to overcome the hump drag) to
achieve higher cruise speed, WIG craft generally cannot. In
fact there is a maximum safe speed value above which WIG
craft become unstable. In fact the extremely large pitching
moment typical of wings operating in ground effect is largely
influenced both by the speed and the distance between the
wing and the (sea) surface. Indeed a WIG craft must be stable
both in pitch moment and height. Thereby careful aerody-
namic design, mass distribution, and tail sizing is required
to guarantee that any altitude perturbations is automatically
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counteracted. In the Russian ekranoplans designs, the most
visible consequence of such stability is possibly the extremely
large size of the horizontal tailplane, whose area is close to
half the wing surface (against typical values of 15–25% for
conventional aircraft). The typical T-tail configuration is a
means to keep the horizontal plane safely above the ground
effect altitude.

While straight wings with very short aspect ratio (1 to 3
against 5–10 of conventional aircraft) and massive tails are
typical features of the large Russian ekranoplans, WIG crafts
have been realized in several other configurations. Examples
are the reverse delta-wing concept originally developed by
Lippisch, whose increased pitch stability requires a much
smaller tail, and the intrinsically stable tailless tandem wing
configurations developed by the German engineer Günther
Jörg.

6 CONCLUSION

The possibility to operate from rough airports and any rea-
sonably large body of water, without the need of any prepared
surface, docking or handling facility is the greatest strength of
the seaplane concept, particularly in its amphibian version.
At the same time, the attempt to compromise good water
handling qualities with flight ability, has resulted so far in a
vehicle that is less maneuverable in water than normal dis-
placement boats, and less efficient and more expensive to
build and operate than a normal aircraft. After the great suc-
cess of the interwar period, the increased reliability of aero
engines and, above all, the widespread availability of airports
have set the steep decline of seaplanes and amphibians. At
date, they still represent one of the most effective forms of
transportation for remote and undeveloped areas, and excel in
very specific operational scenarios such as aerial firefighting.

NOTATION

b beam
nws water landing impact load factor at the step
C�0 beam gross loading coefficient
H step height
K spray factor

La length of hull afterbody
Lf length of hull forebody
Vso stalling speed
W aircraft gross weight
α sternpost angle
β deadrise angle
�0 gross displacement
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rotary wing vehicles or rotorcraft may be defined as fly-
ing vehicles, which derive their lift from rotating wings. The
oldest practical rotary wing aircraft was the “autogiro” (de
la Cierva, 1926) where the rotating wings were not directly
driven by an engine, but were instead driven by the oncoming
flow. The engine of the autogiro was driving a propeller to
maintain forward speed. The autogiro is not capable to hover
during a prolonged time. Paralleling autogiro development,
progress was being made toward a successful “helicopter”,
which type of vehicle is capable to hover thanks to a rotor,
which is being driven directly by the engine. By 1937 Focke
in Germany demonstrated a successful side-by-side, two-
rotor machine, and in 1941 Sikorsky in the United States
introduced the VS-300, a single lifting rotor machine with a
vertical tail rotor for torque counteraction.

Next to fixed wing aircraft, rotary wing vehicles have since
then found an increasing application in both the civil and
military fields. They must be considered complementary to

fixed-wing airplanes as their operation lies in the low airspeed
range where fixed-wing vehicles cannot operate. Their ability
to hover and to take off from and land on small and confined
areas makes them uniquely suited for search and rescue, and
relief missions after natural catastrophes.

The word “helicopter” is derived from the Greek word
“helix” (spirally shaped path) and “pteron” (wing).

There are thus two classes of rotary wing vehicles
(see Figure 1)

1. Helicopters derive both lift and propulsion from one or
more sets of horizontally revolving rotors. They are capa-
ble of flying vertically and horizontally including hover.
In this category one can include two other vehicles: the
“tiltrotor” aircraft (see Lynn, 1993) and the “compound
helicopter” (see Carlson, 1968; Fradenburgh, 1969 and
Prouty and Yackle, 1992). Tiltrotor aircraft use pro-
pellers, or “proprotors”, for lift and propulsion by tilting
them in a vertical or horizontal position. For vertical
flight the proprotors act like a helicopter rotor. As speed
is gained, the proprotors are slowly tilted forward, until
they provide only propulsion whereas a wing provides
the required lift. A compound helicopter is a helicopter
with wings and separate horizontal propulsion devices,
so that during forward flight only part of the total lift is
provided by the rotor. The unloading of the rotor results
in the possibility to achieve a higher speed.

2. Autogiros (also “autogyros”, “gyrodynes” or “gyro-
copters”) are aircraft with a lifting rotor, which is not
driven by the engine, but is instead driven like a wind-
mill by the airstream during forward flight. A separate
propeller is used for propulsion. Autogiros are not capa-
ble of vertical flight or hovering, although “jump starts”
are possible using the kinetic energy stored in the rotor.
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2 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Figure 1. Different types of rotary wing vehicles. (a) Classical helicopter; (b) compound helicopter; (c) tiltrotor; (d) autogiro.

2 GENERAL LAYOUT OF THE
HELICOPTER

As an introduction, in this chapter an overview is given of
the basics of the helicopter: its geometrical configuration, its
means of control and its general design features. The aim is to
provide a background for a clear understanding of later chap-
ters. The inventor of the helicopter in its most classical repre-
sentation can be considered Igor Sikorsky (see Hunt, 1998).

2.1 Configurations

During the history of the development of helicopters many
different configurations have been designed having their own
specific characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages. The
choice of configuration is for a large part governed by the
method chosen to counteract the reaction torque of the engine.
The engine applies a torque on the main rotor, the reaction of
which tends to rotate the fuselage in the opposite direction.
This so-called “reaction torque” on the fuselage has to be
counteracted, either by using a separate tailrotor (Figure 2),
or by the use of multiple counterrotating main rotors. Systems
working similar to the tailrotor are the “Fenestron” or “fan-
in-fin” and the “NOTAR-system” (No Tail Rotor), the latter

Sense of rotation

Reaction torque

MN
G

l

Ty
Tail rotor

thrust

Figure 2. Reaction torque counteracted by a tail rotor.

providing anti-torque by using a horizontal lift force on the
tail boom supplemented by a pneumatic nozzle. An alterna-
tive for these systems has in the past been explored in the
form of “tipdrive” (or fundamentally similar to tipdrive: the
“ornicopter” system), which prevents the occurrence of reac-
tion torque at all. Figure 3 shows the three most common
helicopter types in use today.

2.1.1 Single main rotor helicopter with tail rotor

By far the largest part of the current helicopters is of the
single main rotor configuration, using a tail rotor as anti-
torque device. This configuration has the advantage of relative
simplicity. Although the tail rotor consumes approximately
ten percent of the engine power in hover, the savings in weight
compared with the other types seem to compensate for this
loss.

2.1.2 Coaxial rotor helicopter

This helicopter type has two counter-rotating lifting rotors
mounted on co-axial shafts and therefore needs no anti-
torque device. Directional control is achieved by changing
the division of thrust and power between the two rotors,
thus generating some amount of positive or negative reac-
tion torque. The advantage of this configuration is the small
overall dimension determined only by the diameter of the
rotor, a feature that can be of importance, for example, dur-
ing deck landings on ships. For a good overview on coaxial
helicopter the reader should consult Kasjanikov (1990).

2.1.3 Tandem-rotor helicopter

This helicopter type has two counter-rotating lifting rotors
located at both ends of the fuselage. Directional control is
achieved by sideways tilting the rotors in opposite direction.
The advantage of this type lies in a long (clean) fuselage,
a large allowable center of gravity range and smaller rotor
dimensions in comparison with a single-rotor helicopter. The
long fuselage is also beneficial for the transportation of large
volume loads, such as vehicles. The main disadvantage of
the tandem configuration concerns the complexity of having
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Figure 3. The most common helicopter configurations. (a) with tail rotor; (b) coaxial rotor; (c) tandem-rotor helicopter.

two main rotors with their controls and power transmission
systems.

2.2 Transmission systems

The transmission system transmits engine power to the main
rotor, to the tail rotor, and to the generator and accessories.
The engine is connected to the main gearbox via a “clutch”
and “freewheeling coupling” (Figure 4). The main gearbox is
mostly located directly under the rotor center. The engine of a
helicopter operates at a relatively high rotational speed, while
the main rotor turns at a much lower speed of approximately
200–400 rpm. The speed reduction from the engine or engine
intermediate gearbox is accomplished through high power

reduction gears in the main gearbox and is in the order of
10:1. Planetary gear trains are most efficient from a weight
point of view, but are often noisy. Bevel gears together with
a single stage planetary system are also used. The tail rotor
is normally driven from the main gearbox.

Piston engines and fixed power-turbine engines need a
clutch, enabling one to start the engine and run up grad-
ually the heavy rotor system. Free power turbine engines
in principle do not need a clutch, as the gas generator
can be started with a stopped power turbine. However, in
practice normally a rotor brake and a clutch are applied,
to enable engine-mounted accessories such as generators,
hydraulic systems, oil lubrication systems to be driven with
a stopped rotor.

Figure 4. The transmission system of Sikorsky S-76. Modified from Flight Saftey International c© (1986).
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A freewheeling coupling automatically disconnects the
main gearbox from the engine in case of an engine failure in
flight to enable “autorotation”. With a disconnected engine
the main rotor drives the tail rotor and accessories via the main
gearbox. This permits the pilot to maintain directional control
whereas he can still use his (electrically driven) instruments
and other necessary systems in autorotation.

2.3 Layout of the rotorhead

The rotorhead contains several hinges (or today often flexible
structural parts instead of mechanical hinges), which allow
the blades to swing back and forth in a plane perpendicular
to the rotorshaft, as well as to flap up and down (Figure 5).
The in-plane swinging is called the “lead-lag” motion of
the blades, and the out-of-plane movement is called the
“flapping” motion. The blades are therefore free to align
themselves according to the instantaneously acting forces,
such as the centrifugal, aerodynamic, and inertia forces.
By far the largest is the centrifugal force so that the blades
are stretched radially outwards, with just a few degrees of
lead-lag angle and flap angle.

The “pitching” of the blades (i.e., the rotation around their
span-axis) is not free, but is controlled by the swash-plate
mechanism (Figure 6). The swash plate essentially is a roller-
bearing, whose upper plate rotates with the rotor. The upper
plate is connected to the blades by “pitch links” and “pitch
horns”, thus constraining the blade pitch.

The lower part of the swash plate does not rotate with
respect to the fuselage, and is kept in a certain angular and
vertical position by the control links, connecting the pilot’s
controls with the swash plate.

The swash plate can be moved up and down, thus increas-
ing or decreasing the pitch angle of all the blades by the same
amount. This is called the “collective pitch control”.

Another degree of freedom of the swash plate is an angular
tilt, either in longitudinal or in lateral direction. The effect is,
that the blades are forced to periodically pitch up and down

Figure 5. The degrees of freedom of a helicopter blade.

Figure 6. The swash-plate mechanism.

when rotating, resulting in once per revolution a large pitch
angle, and once per revolution a small pitch. This is called
the “cyclic pitch control”.

Sometimes a coupling between the different blade motions
is realized either by a suitably designed rod mechanism, or
by inclining the hinge axes. A well-known coupling, often
used in tail rotors, is the so-called “delta-three” (δ3) coupling.
This coupling gives a pitch reduction when the flapping angle
increases.

2.4 Principles of helicopter control

A schematic diagram of pilot’s main controls is shown in
Figure 7.

Vertical control in hover. The pilot has at his/her left side
a lever, which can be moved up and down, the so-called col-
lective lever, which changes collectively the pitch angle of
the blades through the swash plate mechanism. The collec-
tive lever thus controls the thrust of the main rotor. In hover
it therefore controls vertical accelerations of the helicopter.
In forward flight the situation is more complicated, because
in that case the thrust is also determined by the attitude of
the rotordisc w.r.t. the oncoming flow. Nevertheless, it can be
said that in all circumstances the rotor thrust can be varied
by using the collective lever.

Any variation of thrust is always accompanied by a change
of power required. The movement of the collective lever is
therefore also coupled to the engine control, so that roughly a
constant rpm is maintained despite the commanded changes
in thrust level (the mechanism to achieve this coordination
between engine and rotor control is called the “correlator”
mechanism). Fine-tuning to keep the rotor rpm accurately at
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Figure 7. Principle of helicopter’s control system (adapted from Gessow and Myers, 1952).

a constant value is either achieved by an automatic engine
controller (the so-called “governor”), or manually by the use
of a twist-grip on the collective lever. The twist grip can in
either case be used to override the governor, for example,
during starting-up of the engine.

In order to tilt the rotordisc and thus tilt the thrust vector
in the direction in which an acceleration of the vehicle is
desired, the pilot has a control column (or: “cyclic stick”).
Forward movement of this control results, through the swash
plate mechanism, in cyclic pitch changes of the blades, in such
a way that the forward moving blade obtains a small pitch-
angle, and the backwards-moving blade has a larger value of
pitch. Because the rotor may be considered as a gyroscope,
the latter does not result in an aerodynamic rolling moment.
Instead, a forward movement of the cyclic stick leads, thanks
to the phenomenon of “gyroscopic precession” of the rotor,
to a tilting of the rotordisc in the desired direction (e.g., nose-
down tilt of the rotordisc in case of a forward movement of
the cyclic stick).

Similarly, other stick movements can tilt the rotordisc in
any desired direction. The fuselage attitude tends to follow
the tilting of the rotordisc, leading to the typical nose-down

attitude during forward acceleration, and sometimes a steep
nose-up attitude during abrupt decelerations. Lateral stick
movements induce fuselage roll and a sideways motion of
the vehicle from hover.

Again, in forward flight the situation is more complicated,
for example, because the disc tilt in that case is also influenced
by the flight speed apart from the stick position.

“Yaw control in hover” (motion around the top-axis, or direc-
tional control)

The pilot has pedals, controlling the collective pitch of the
tail rotor blades. Right pedal for instance changes the thrust
of the tailrotor in such a way that the nose of the aircraft will
turn right, and vice versa.

During forward flight rolling the aircraft will usually be
sufficient to enter a turn, without modulating the tail rotor
thrust. The pedals are then mainly used to prevent side-
slipping.

Tip path plane and no-feathering plane in forward flight
In forward flight the blades on one side of the rotordisc

experience a larger relative air velocity than on the other
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stant during blade
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Forward speed 

Thrust

Direction of blade motion

Flap−back angle

Tip path plane 

Swash plate
(no−feathering plane)

Figure 8. Forward flight: symmetry of aerodynamic forces restored by flap-back of the rotor disc.

side. If the rotor had neither cyclic control nor flapping
freedom (such as a rigid propeller moving sideways) the so-
called advancing blade would thus have a larger lift than the
retreating blade, which would result in a rolling moment on
the aircraft.

Thanks to the flapping freedom of the helicopter blades
there will be an automatic restoring of equilibrium, as
explained in Figure 8. As soon as there exists lift asymmetry
(i.e., an aerodynamic rolling moment), the rotor responds
like a gyroscope, and tilts in a nose-up direction (so-called
“flap-back” of the rotor due to forward speed). In the upper
part of Figure 8 the situation is sketched. It is usual to define
two different planes: first the “no-feathering plane” (nfp),
which coincides (if there is no delta-3 coupling) with the
plane of the swash plate. Due to the rigid connection between
the swash plate and the pitch of the blades, the blades have
a constant pitch angle during a revolution with respect to the
swash plate, hence the name “plane of no feathering”.

The second plane to be discerned is the “tip path plane”
(tpp), which is the plane (neglecting the cone-angle of the
rotor) in which the blades move, that is, the plane parallel
to the velocity vectors of the blade elements. The above-

mentioned flap-back of the rotor in fact denotes a nose-up
position of the tip path plane with respect to the no-feathering
plane. The angle between these two planes is the “flap-back
angle” in Figure 8.

Due to the flap-back response of the rotordisc the advanc-
ing blade will experience a reduction of its angle of attack as
may be seen in the lower part of Figure 8. The accompanying
decrease of lift counteracts the increased lift due to the asym-
metry in the oncoming air velocity. The final equilibrium
position is a flapped back rotordisc (few degrees), where the
advancing blade experiences a large velocity which is fully
compensated by a small angle of attack, while the retreat-
ing blade feels a combination of a small relative air velocity
compensated by a large angle of attack.

2.4.1 Stability

As also shown in Figure 8, during forward flight the thrust
vector must have a forward tilt to overcome the drag of the air-
craft. The necessary forward orientation of the thrust vector,
which is roughly perpendicular to the tip path plane, requires
a nose down attitude of the tip path plane with respect to
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the horizontal plane. The higher the flight speed, the more
forward tilt of the thrust is needed to overcome the drag. In
contrast, the higher the flight speed, the larger the flap-back
angle. Without intervention by the pilot, these two effects of
flight speed would be conflicting. Therefore, the pilot has to
apply more forward cyclic pitch (larger angle of the swash
plate) when flight speed increases, thus counteracting the
larger flap-back effect.

The higher the flight speed, the more forward the cyclic
stick should be held. This is called “stick position stability”,
which is also the basis for “stick force stability”.

On the other hand, the same flap-back effect leads to
dynamic instability in hover. Whenever there is some speed
disturbance from hover, the flap-back effect will cause the
rotor to tilt in such a way that the disturbance is counteracted.
However, due to the relative sluggishness of the fuselage,
which hangs like a basket freely swinging underneath the
rotor, the fuselage motion will not immediately follow the
corrective tilting of the rotordisc. The combined dynamics

of the rotor and the fuselage usually cause a swinging
motion of the aircraft with rapidly increasing amplitude if no
corrective action would be taken by the pilot. This “dynamic
instability” in hover is favorably influenced by a more direct
coupling between the rotor tilt and the fuselage attitude (see
next section).

In principle, a similar kind of instability could exist in for-
ward flight. However, in that case even small tail surfaces are
sufficient to prevent it. For a good understanding on helicopter
flying qualities the reader should consult Padfield (2007).

2.4.2 The influence of different types of rotorhead

Two-bladed rotors often have a combined flapping hinge,
outside the path of the large centrifugal forces (Figure 9).
This is called the “teeter system” or “see-saw rotor”. In this
case there is no coupling at all between the orientation of the
rotordisc and the fuselage attitude, and the above-mentioned
dynamic effects are very noticeable. An improvement in this

Figure 9. Different types of rotor systems. (a) Articulated rotor; (b) elastomeric bearings; (c) teetering rotor; (d) hingleless rotor (adapted
from Velupillai 1982).
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8 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

respect is the “articulated rotor” (i.e., fully hinged blade
attachment) where the flapping hinges are moved slightly out-
board from the rotor center (“hinge offset”). This is mostly the
configuration of multi-bladed rotors. Hinge offset gives some
amount of coupling between the rotor tilt and the fuselage atti-
tude, and influences favorably the hover instability, whereas
it also provides a more direct control during maneuvers.

Modern control heads use structural flexures in the blade
root (so-called “rigid” or “semi-rigid” rotors, or “hingeless”
rotors) instead of free hinges (“articulated rotor” systems).
Figure 9 shows a few examples. For a good overview on hin-
geless rotors the reader should consult Hohenmenser (1974).
All of these systems help to improve stability as well as con-
trollability, although they may introduce their own specific
problems for the designer, requiring especially careful vibra-
tion, and aeroelastic analysis. The most radical advance in
rotorhead configuration is the “bearingless” rotor, where not
only the flapping and lead-lag hinges are replaced by flexures,
but also the pitch hinge.

2.4.3 Cross-couplings

Another factor which makes flying helicopters (at least types
without artificial means to improve stability) more diffi-
cult than flying fixed wing aircraft are the cross-couplings
between the control-movements.

The most obvious one is the coupling between collective
control and pedals. Increasing thrust by raising the collective
lever requires the application of more engine power (either
automatic or by using the twist grip). The increased reaction
torque requires using the pedals in order to avoid a yaw-
ing motion of the helicopter. As a side effect of the change
of tail rotor thrust, there will result a sideways drift of the
aircraft (especially noticeable near hover), which has to be
compensated by a lateral movement of the cyclic stick.

In fact almost any change in position of one of the con-
trols theoretically leads to corrections of practically all the
other controls. Most of these cross-couplings are not really
noticeable by the pilot however, because during precision fly-
ing other disturbances like wind variations and gusts already
necessitate constant controlling actions around all of the air-
craft axes, and these obscure the inherent cross-couplings to
some extent.

2.4.4 Autorotation

After engine failure, the helicopter can perform a controlled
gliding flight. During this so-called “autorotation” the rotor
maintains its rotation like an autogiro: the flow through the
rotordisc comes from below and drives the rotor like a wind-
mill. An extremely important condition is, that the pilot

immediately lowers collective pitch in order to avoid blade
stall.

2.5 Main rotor blades

Generally, for helicopters the number of main rotor blades
varies between two and eight. The choice depends on such
factors as rotor thrust required, vibration characteristics,
mechanical complexity of the hub, and aerodynamic char-
acteristics. The number of blades should be small for low
costs, low hub drag, low weight, and less complexity. On the
other hand the number should be large for low vibration level
and ease of handling.

The aspect ratio of rotor blades varies between 15 and
20. The slender blades get their stiffness in flapping and lag-
ging direction from the centrifugal forces during rotation.
In torsional direction the stiffness, which comes only from
the structure, is too small to resist a substantial aerodynamic
moment without undesired distortion. Characteristic for heli-
copter rotor blades are therefore airfoils with no inherent
moment coefficient in the working range of the blade angle
of attack.

The blades have to be balanced in chordwise direction in
such a way that the centre of gravity is ahead of the aerody-
namic centre (at approx. 25% of the chord) to prevent flutter.
Flutter is an unstable vibration, which can lead to structural
damage.

In order to minimize the rotor-induced power, rotor blades
have a built-in negative twist (pitch angle at the tip is about
10◦ smaller than at the root). The twist should be high for good
hovering performance and for delay of retreating-blade stall
(the phenomenon of retreating-blade stall will be explained
in section 5.2), but should be low for low vibration and low
blade loads in forward flight.

The rotor hovering performance is the best when the
induced velocity (induced velocity will be defined in Sec-
tion 3.1) is uniform along the blade span. For untwisted
blades this velocity is high outboard and low inboard. By
twisting the blades the lift at the tip can be reduced and so
the induced velocity can be made more uniform. The ideal
twist is non-linear but for simplicity in manufacturing most
designers choose a linear blade twist.

While good in hover, high twist is bad for forward flight.
This is partly due to the back and forth spanwise travel of
the center of blade lift as the blade goes around. Due to this
periodic travel the blade comes in a periodic bending motion,
resulting in oscillatory forces at the rotor hub that produce a
vibration in the helicopter.

Modern helicopters show some form of swept blade
tips. The tip region of the blades experiences in high-speed
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Figure 10. Flow conditions. (a) Hover condition; (b) forward flight (adapted from Danone and Kukushima, 1975).

forward flight a high Mach-number. In order to postpone
drag-rise and vibrations due to shockwaves, the application
of sweep is beneficial just as it is in the case of fixed wings.

2.6 Main rotor airfoils

The flow conditions of the rotor blade in hover and forward
flight are shown in Figure 10.

One may observe from the figure that the blade tips reach
the highest speed, in particular, the blade tip on the right side
of the hub (advancing side). On that side the speed of the blade
tip is added to the forward speed of the helicopter. That is the
reason why this tip contributes most to the noise production
of the rotor.

In hovering flight the blade should have a low profile drag
at a moderate lift. The main concern for the designer is to have
a low drag at CL

∼= 0.6 around the Mach number 0.6. In for-
ward flight the flow condition is considerably more complex.

On the advancing side the blade tip operates not far below
Mach 1, and compressibility effects will take place not only
at the tip but also more inboard where blade portions operate
close to or beyond the drag divergence boundary (a region
where the drag increases rapidly with speed). Here an airfoil
with high drag divergence Mach number is preferred.

On the other side of the hub the speed of the blades is
considerably less. The forward speed of the helicopter is sub-
tracted from the speed of the blade. On this retreating side of

the rotor high lift coefficients occur and airfoils are needed
which can postpone blade stall as far as possible. There is
even a region where “reversed flow” occurs (relative velocity
from trailing to leading edge of the airfoil).

Although a low profile drag is also a requirement for the
retreating blade, the airfoil’s ability to delay the onset of stall
is considered more important. Another requirement that is of
importance is that the pitching moment of the airfoil is as
small as possible.

Up to now, the desired stall and drag divergence character-
istics are conflicting and not one airfoil can yet meet them all.
The best compromise is to use different airfoil shapes opti-
mized for one condition along the span. Thanks to modern
manufacturing techniques and the use of reinforced plas-
tics, the application of different airfoil shapes along the span
has become possible. However, rotor blades are often very
expensive components of a helicopter.

2.7 Tail rotor

The main reason for the presence of a tail rotor is that it should
balance the main rotor torque. Losing a tail rotor often leads to
an uncontrolled spinning motion followed by a crash. Many
accidents are attributed to the loss of a tail rotor.

The tail rotor has to be sized such that it can balance maxi-
mum main rotor torque, and still have enough capacity left for
directional control even under severe cross-wind conditions.
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For current helicopters the tail rotor diameter ranges from 15
to 25% of the main rotor.

The tip speed is a compromise between a low speed for
minimum noise and compressibility effects and a high speed
for minimum weight and stall effects in forward flight. In
general the tail-rotor tip speed is approximately the same as
for the main rotor. This implies that the tail-rotor rotational
speed is approximately 4 to 7 times higher than that of the
main rotor.

The total blade area is determined from the requirement
that the tail rotor shall produce the maximum required thrust.
For safety reasons the tail rotor should be able to produce
this thrust even if the blades are completely stalled. As the
blades are almost always stubbier and stiffer than main rotor
blades, there are fewer problems with aerodynamic pitching
moments so that a more cambered airfoil can be used.

Most of the modern helicopters use a vertical fin to aug-
ment the directional stability in forward flight. For design
reasons the tail rotor is often mounted on the fin in a high-
mounted or low-mounted tail rotor position. Low-mounted
tail rotors with a single fin result in a reduction of net tail-
rotor thrust due to tail-rotor blockage by the fin. Blockage can
be avoided by using end plates on the tail plane as fins. Most
of the tail rotors are therefore of the pusher type (tail rotors
are mounted on the side of the vertical fin where the rotor slip-
stream is directed away from the vertical fin), minimizing the
interference with the fin.

The direction of rotation of the tail rotor has an influence on
the effectiveness in low speed flight. Interference may occur
with the main rotor vortices. It appears that bottom forward
rotation (i.e., the tail rotor rotates so that the bottom blade is
going forward) is favorable for controllability at low flight
speeds.

2.8 Horizontal stabilizer

Early helicopters did not use a stabilizer but it soon became
clear that the mounting of a stabilizer improved the stability
of the helicopter. The stabilizer is seen at different locations,
halfway the tail boom, at the end of the tail boom or mounted
on the fin. Sometimes, a stabilizer is placed only on one side
of the body, when on the other side the tail rotor is placed.

In normal forward flight the stabilizer has a negative angle
of attack to counteract the pitch down tendency of the body
and in view of the flow in the wake of the main rotor.
Other flight conditions may require different stabilizer angles,
which sometimes leads to the choice to vary the incidence of
the stabilizer with cyclic movement.

A high location puts the stabilizer outside the main rotor
wake in most flight conditions, at the expense of a somewhat
more complicated structure. A low placed stabilizer at the

end of the tail has structural benefits and acts as a safeguard
for personnel on the ground.

2.9 Vertical fin

The vertical fin is used for unloading the tail rotor in for-
ward flight. For this reason many modern helicopters have
cambered or crooked fins that produce an anti-torque force
in forward flight. Both the tail rotor and the fin contribute to
directional stability (weather cock effect).

It is questionable whether the power to counteract the main
rotor torque is decreased, as the fin now produces an induced
drag. The benefit of a fin lies more in the reduced flapping
angles of the tail-rotor blades and a means to come home in
case of a tail-rotor failure.

2.10 Wings

Sometimes, small wings are mounted. On military helicopters
they are distinctly needed for carrying external stores and
weapons. From the flight mechanics point of view there are
also some advantages as wings can partly unload the rotor in
high-speed flight and in high-g maneuvers. The contribution
to the lift increases with increasing forward speed and for the
usual wing area it reaches about 15–20% in high-speed flight.

Mounting a wing also has a negative effect on the perfor-
mance, for example, during autorotation. In this situation the
blade elements in the middle part of the blade are responsi-
ble for the largest part of the thrust. When a wing is placed
underneath the rotor, the air stream in this region is disturbed
to a great extent and autorotation may become a problem if
the wing area is too large.

2.11 Fuselage

From an aerodynamic point of view helicopter fuselages are
less streamlined and less clean than their counterparts of the
fixed-wing aircraft. One of the reasons is that there are so
many more items that contribute significantly to the overall
parasite drag. Partly this has got to do with the flight speeds of
a helicopter. Usually these are significantly smaller than those
of fixed wing aircraft. There are also other parts that con-
tribute more to the overall drag than those which contribute
to parasite drag. The drag of a blunt body is very high. The
aft part of a helicopter fuselage is almost always a blunt body.

The drag contribution of the rotor head, main gearbox and
engine fairings, and landing gear amounts to ≈60–70% of
the total drag. From these the rotor head accounts for the
largest part. A common practice to reduce helicopter parasite
drag is to tilt the rotor shaft 4–5◦ forward with respect to the
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fuselage. This makes sure that the fuselage doesn’t have to
be tilted too much in forward flight. By this feature the frontal
area of the fuselage is less in forward flight as well as the drag.

3 THE AUTOGIRO

In this chapter attention will be given to the autogiro. This
machine was the forerunner of the helicopter and the only
operational type of rotorcraft between the two World Wars.
The rotor of the autogiro provides lift in forward flight in the
so-called windmilling condition. Thus there is no transmis-
sion of power via the shaft to the rotor.

3.1 Characteristics of the autogiro

In contrast to the rotor of a helicopter, the rotor of an autogiro
extracts energy from the airflow by decelerating the incoming
flow. Therefore, the rotor has to be inclined backwards. This
again is in contrast to the helicopter rotor.

To counteract the drag of the rotor and the other air-
craft components a separate propulsion device is required.
Between the two World Wars the only propulsion device
which could be applied to the autogiro, was the propeller
driven by a piston engine. This engine was also used to accel-
erate the rotor on the ground to the required rotational speed.
A noticeable feature of the autogiro is that no tail rotor is
required because its main rotor did not need shaft power.

One of the most successful and well-known autogiros was
the Cierva C-30 in the 1930s. The rotor blades had flapping
and lead-lag hinges. The blades did not have a variable pitch
angle (no collective pitch control). Longitudinal and lateral
controls were obtained by tilting the rotor shaft with the stick.
This was called “direct control”. The autogiro had fixed hor-
izontal and vertical tail planes without elevator and rudder.
The rudder pedals were only installed for the tail wheel steer-
ing on the ground and to give a reliable feeling to the pilot
accustomed with fixed-wing flying.

The characteristics of the autogiro can be analyzed
using essentially the same theory as later developed for
the helicopter. Glauert and Lock have performed pioneer-
ing theoretical work in this area. For an extended overview
on autogiro the reader should consult Bennett (1961) and
Leishman (2004).

4 SUMMARY

The present chapter has summarized the most important com-
ponents and characteristics of rotary wing aircraft. In the
future, the march of technology will not leave rotary wing
vehicles behind. Advances in aerodynamics, propulsion,

power, structures, avionics and so forth, will be integrated
into the latest rotary wing designs, so that, probably, many
new revolutionary configurations and an increased range of
uses will be seen in the future. Helicopters will continue to
be the most efficient vehicle for operations into restricted
areas and for low speed flight and civil tiltrotors will become
familiar in both military and civilian applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The current era of globalization, modernization and techno-
logical progress in various fields of engineering has created
a new type of airborne vehicles – the UAV. New technologi-
cal breakthroughs, coupled with rising demand for cheap and
expendable air vehicles for various military and civilian appli-
cations, have made the manned aircraft obsolete for various
sorts of missions, especially long endurance reconnaissance
and intelligence. While still in service, some manned mil-
itary airplanes are already being replaced by the cheaper
and more capable Unmanned Air Vehicles. These UAVs can
perform various tasks in dangerous and hostile environment
without unnecessarily endangering the pilot life. Thus, it is
an important area of development for many military and civil

aircraft manufacturers and a major area of research for various
academic and research institutions.

2 UAV CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 Classification

The following list provides a primary classification of UAV
types. The classification is by weight and flight ceiling
(Figures 1 and 2).

� Nano-UAVs – Weight class less than 0.1 kg, flight altitude
<100 ft.

� Micro-UAVs – Weight class between 0.1 and 1.0 kg, flight
altitude <500 ft.

� Mini-UAVs – Weight class between 1.0 and 20 kg, flight
altitude <5000 ft.

� Small-UAVs – Weight class between 20 and 120 kg, flight
altitude <20 000 ft.

� Tactical UAVs – Weight class between 120 and 1000 kg,
flight altitude <30 000 ft.

UAV Classification
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Figure 1. UAV classification chart.
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Figure 2. UAV classification examples.

� MALE UAVs – Weight class between 1000 and 6000 kg,
flight altitude <45 000 ft.

� HALE UAVs – Weight class above 6000 kg, flight altitude
<65 000 ft.

2.1.1 Unmanned operation

The absence of a human pilot in the UAV radically differenti-
ates the design parameters of the UAV from those of manned
aircraft. The UAV does not include several elements that are
in a manned vehicle, for example cockpit, controls, display,
and safety equipment. In addition, there are no human limits
to flight duration, G forces, altitude or operating zone limita-
tions that manned airplanes have. On the other hand, lacking a
human pilot, the UAV requires a special design for its control
system, either remotely piloted or autonomous.

2.1.2 Endurance

High endurance is a frequent requirement in UAV design,
greatly increasing mission effectiveness and the UAV cost
efficiency. High endurance can be attained by achieving a
high Lift-to-Drag ratio, by using a highly efficient propul-
sion methods (Fuel cells) or by implementing reusable energy
(Solar cells, Aerial refueling). Table 1 provides examples of
High Endurance UAVs.

As shown in the previous section, UAVs are not lim-
ited by the physiology of the human pilot, and thus can be
exploited to a maximum available endurance. Today, UAV
endurance varies from several minutes in tiny electric flyers
to an expected 5-year long endurance in designs for DARPA’s
Vulture project (current record is of QinetiQ’s Zephyr solar
UAV for 82.5 h).
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Table 1. High-endurance UAV records.

Name Company Endurance Status/date

Zephyr QintetiQ 82 h 37 min Development/
July 2008

Condor Boeing 58 h 11 min Late 1980s
development

Heron IAI 52 h In production
and use

Solar
Electric

AC Propulsion 48 h 11 min Jun-05

MQ-1
Predator

General Atomics 40 h 5 min In production
and use

Helios NASA/
AeroVironment

24+ h Development
from 1994,
crashed
during trials

2.1.3 Takeoff and Landing

In accordance with different UAV sizes, types, and mis-
sion requirements, different methods for takeoff and landing
can be used: conventional take-off and landing from paved
or semi-prepared runway; catapult/rocket launch (for point
take-off), can be used from unprepared areas and from naval
vessels; hand launch for micro-UAVs, and so on.

Landing methods include runway landing; parachute or
point landing in a net (for unprepared areas and naval vessels);
some UAVs are expendable so they simply crash to the ground
at the end of the mission. Figure 3 illustrates several of these
methods.

2.2 Missions

UAVs can perform a variety of functions, dependant on their
payload and design. Their major mission objectives include:

2.2.1 Military applications

Reconnaissance and intelligence gathering. UAVs
can be used to gather military intelligence in an area by

using various sensors with a wide spectrum of capabilities.
Sensor types include electromagnetic range sensors (EO, IR,
Radar, Microwave/UV sensors, etc.), biological and chemical
sensors.

Armed attack. In recent years, military UAVs are used
extensively in various combat situations requiring aerial
assault – thus eliminating the use of pilots in sensitive and
dangerous military missions. A well-known family of armed
UAVs is the General Atomics Predator family, which are
usually armed with anti-tank Hellfire missiles and with laser
guided bombs. Another type of armed UAV are various kinds
of loitering UAVs, which contain explosives and are used in
“suicide” type missions against enemy’s SAM sites and other
targets (e.g., the IAI Harpy).

Cargo. UAVs can be used to transport goods and military
equipment, especially in endangered military zones or aid
relief operations without endangering pilots. The cargo can
be carried either internally or externally (especially on slower
UAV platforms).

2.2.2 Civil applications

Scientific research. Using various sensors, UAVs can per-
form different scientific missions, including land resource
measurements, forest patrol, and so on. UAVs are also used
in more harsh environments like hurricane research, volca-
noes and even extraterrestrial exploration (e.g., the proposed
solar Sky-Sailor UAV for Mars research).

Civil monitoring and patrol. The intensive development
and operational spread of UAVs in the military missions
creates a potential for a variety of civil applications. The
candidate missions include: International border patrol, For-
est fire detection, Environment monitoring, High accuracy
terrain mapping, Coastline monitoring, Pipeline monitoring,
Power line monitoring, Maritime patrol, Disaster operations
management, Search and rescue, Communications relay.

Figure 3. Takeoff and landing examples.
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Figure 4. UAVs mishap rates 1986–2006. Reproduced from United States Department of Defense (2009).

2.3 UAV reliability

UAS reliability is a major issue because it underlies UAS
acceptance into civil airspace. Historically UAVs have suf-
fered mishaps at a rate of one to two orders of magnitude
higher than incurred by manned military aircraft. In recent
years however, flight experience and improved technologies
have enabled UASs to match the reliability of early manned
military aircraft. Further improvements in reliability will be
seen as higher UAS safety standards will be imposed and new
air-safety related sub-systems with greater redundancy will
be integrated into the systems. For some UAS, certification
will be needed when operated in civil airspace, the same way
as manned airplanes do.

While demands for the capabilities provided by UAS have
risen dramatically, the absolute number of mishaps has also
grown. (See United States Department of Defense 2009 for
the formal definitions of Class A and Class B mishaps). How-
ever, as shown in Figure 4, mishap rates as a function of flight
hours have actually decreased. For example, since the incep-
tion of the Predator MQ-1 UAV, its cumulative mishap rate
is 14 per 100k flight hours (compared to mishap rate of 11
per 100k flight hours of F-16 aircraft). Although higher in
general, this UAV mishap rate decreased from 28 mishaps
for the first 100k flight hours, to as low as 7 for the last 100k

flight hours. UAVs mishap rates 1986–2006 presented in the
next chart (Figure 4).

2.4 UAS components

2.4.1 Ground control station

Ground control station (GCS), is the operational control cen-
ter of the UAV system, where video, command and telemetry
data from the aircraft and its sensors, are processed and dis-
played. The GCS may include a mission planning facility,
control and display consoles, video and telemetry instru-
ments, computer and signal processing equipment, ground
data terminal, communications equipment (e.g. antennas),
environmental control and survivability protection.

The GCS size, sophistication and crew number can vary
significantly according to the UAV size and mission pro-
file. While micro-UAV GCS could contain not more than
one operator equipped with a laptop computer and small
data link antennae, large UAS can contain several aircrafts,
hundreds of support crew, sophisticated control and commu-
nication equipment and even autonomous power supply by
mobile generators. In the latter configuration, GCS accom-
modate both the air vehicle operators and the mission payload
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Figure 5. GCS examples.

operators, who perform monitoring and mission execution
functions. Figure 5 illustrates several GCS types.

2.4.2 Communications

The UAV, in definition, is a pilot-less aircraft, and as such it
needs an operator in order to control it remotely or at least
to supervise its activities (in UAVs with autonomous flight).
There are two main categories of communication:

LOS – line-of-sight communications. (antennae com-
munication) – while its range is limited, it is the most common
way of communication, for small and medium sized UAVs.
The range limitation can vary from a few hundred meters for
micro/nano-systems to several hundred kilometers for more
sophisticated systems. It requires ground antennae and com-
munication equipment at the GCS location, and some sort of
antennae on the aircraft (usually internal).

BLOS – beyond line-of-sight communication. Usu-
ally used for larger MALE/HALE platforms. It includes
SATCOM (satellite communication) option or airborne ad
hoc network. This sort of communication requires SAT-
COM antennae at the front of the UAV, recognizable by the
bulge.

Figure 6 illustrates the LOS and BLOS communication
methods on UAVs.

Figure 6. UAV communications types.

2.5 Market development conditions

The UAV market has grown rapidly in the last decade. Global
annual spending on UAVs was $3.4 billion in 2008 and is
expected to be $5.8 billion in 2014 (UAV Market, 2009). With
unmanned systems replacing manned aircraft with growing
pace, this process has so far been limited almost exclusively to
military and law enforcement agencies. The main conditions
for the widespread integration of UAVs into civilian mar-
ket are low operating cost, high reliability and flight safety,
and certification compatibility with the airworthiness and
airspace integration requirements. The last condition includes
problematic issues of airspace allocation, telecommunica-
tions interference subjects and last but not least, risks mitiga-
tion of operating unmanned air vehicle in civilian airspace.

Considering UAVs potential for various users (and mil-
itary users in many countries has already understood the
potential), it is only matter of time for full UAVs introduction
to civilian aerospace. Nowadays leading regulations agen-
cies like FAA and European authorities are dealing with this
matter.

3 UAV TECHNOLOGIES

UAV design has developed over the last 40 years and is driven
by the appearance of advanced technologies in the field of
aeronautical engineering. The advancement occurred in all
aeronautical fields such as controls, propulsion and structure,
as described below.

3.1 Command and control

The most significant progress, in the last years, occurred
in the field of aeronautical control. The development in
this area includes new computerized systems and Flight
control, Autonomous and automatic operation, Communica-
tions, Navigation, Artificial Intelligence and Ground Control
Systems. The progressions in this field lead to safer and long
range UAVs.
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3.2 Propulsion and power plants

There are different types of propulsion used by UAVs. They
are listed as follows.

3.2.1 Internal combustion piston engines

The 2-stroke and 4-stroke engines using heavy fuel have
been mostly adapted for UAVs by modifying existing aircraft
engines and using tailored propellers.

3.2.2 Turbojet, turbofan, and turboprop engines

An adaptation of existing engines from manned commercial
and military aircraft or miniature versions of jet engines made
especially for this market segment. These engines are used
for propeller (turboprop) and jet (turbojet/turbofan) driven
UAVs.

3.2.3 Electrical engines

Electrical engines and batteries are improving their efficiency
and reliability, providing good energy resources, especially
for the small class UAVs. In addition, the steady development
of electric propulsion, mainly in the field of Fuel Cells for the
automotive industry, provides opportunities for UAVs as well.
This energy source is used for propeller driven UAVs.

3.2.4 Solar cells electrical engines

Development of solar cells energy for UAVs started with the
development of HALE UAVs based on solar energy, starting
in flight demonstrations in 1998. Recently in 2009, Zephyr
UAV flew about 88 h. Another new program, HAVLE, started
with very ambitious goals for very long endurance. The solar
cell efficiency is growing rapidly, and a great amount of
research is performed in the field. The solar cell is actually
an electrical type system, but due to its uniqueness in design,
exploitation and energy regime – it is a stand-alone category
in UAV propulsion. It is used for propeller driven UAVs.

3.3 Structure

UAVs are generally based on composite materials structure,
Using this technology enables the airframe to be lighter, more
efficient and lower in cost.

3.4 Aerodynamic configuration

In order to get the best trade-offs between the different
requirements for high endurance, low observability and flight

speed for different design points and missions, it is necessary
to design the aerodynamic configuration by using the most
advanced design tools and the latest technology in the field
of aerodynamics.

3.5 Systems

The development in this area includes advanced technolo-
gies in flight control actuators, new anti icing systems and
advanced electrical systems. These systems became lighter,
more reliable and more affordable for incorporation in rela-
tively inexpensive UAV airframes.

3.6 Payloads

These include mainly sensors and processors and sometimes
armament and cargo. These payloads are used for missions
such as reconnaissance and monitoring, electronic warfare
and weapon delivery. The payload capacity of a UAV is a
measure of the size, weight and power available to perform
the aforementioned functions while maintaining the ability
to fly and navigate the platform.

3.6.1 Remote sensing payloads

Reconnaissance (remote sensing) payloads are by far the
most common. These sensors are categorized according to
their method of detection – active or passive.

Active sensors include:

� Radar (RA dio Detection and Ranging), which analyzes
the properties of reflected electromagnetic waves emitted
by an onboard transmitter to detect and track targets and
obstacles in its surrounding area. Radars can be either
gimbaled (capable of movement on two or three axis) or
stationary.

� SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar), which uses the aircraft
movement to take multiple images from different angles
of the target scene by computer post-processing achieves
higher-resolution images than those available with a stan-
dard radar. SAR sensors are stationary and positioned at
a right angle to the direction of the aircraft.

Both Radar and SAR can be used at night or under bad
weather conditions.

Passive sensors use energy emitted from its surroundings
or targets and include:

� EO (Electro-Optical) and IR (Infrared) still and video
cameras.
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Figure 7. Illustration of several types of UAV sensors.

� Passive radar, which uses only reflections from non-
cooperative sources of illumination in the environment,
such as commercial broadcast and communications sig-
nals to avoid detection.

This type of sensors can be used in both military and civil
missions, from gathering military intelligence to road traffic
monitoring.

3.6.2 Scientific/experimental payloads

Developmental or scientific purposed UAV can carry differ-
ent payloads for specific mission purposes. It can include
different dynamic and static pitot tubes measurement devices
to explore the flight characteristics of the air vehicle to mete-
orological, fire control and agricultural measurements. For
example NASA uses several Predator-type UAVs for its sci-
entific research.

3.6.3 WMD sensors payloads

UAVs advantage of flying in dangerous environment comes
very handy in area of weapons of mass destruction measure-
ments. This consists of sensors for chemical, biological and
nuclear measurements.

3.6.4 Electronic warfare payloads

With three types (ESM, ECM, and ECCM) for collecting
electronic information and countermeasure enemy’s elec-
tronic systems and attempts to disrupt friendly systems (also
called SIGINT – signal intelligence).

3.6.5 Armament and cargo payloads

Payload can be ammunition or explosives for an attack mis-
sion, containers with supplies for cargo mission or any other

form of equipment which a UAV carries in order to perform
any type of mission, except for systems needed to maintain
the airframe in flight.

Best examples for sub-types can be IAI Harpy attack UAV
with explosives payload, General Atomics MQ-9 Reaper
armed UAV with ammunitions payload and MMIST CQ-10A
SnowGoose cargo UAV with cargo payload (Figure 7).

4 UAV DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

The first known heavier-than-air UAV use was a flight of
a steam powered, uncontrolled model over the Potomac
River. The model was flown by aeronautics pioneer Dr. Sam
Langley (1896), and lasted for 2 min for over a kilometer
(Figure 8).

The First and the Second World Wars motivated advances
in UAV development, but the technology was not yet mature
enough for the endeavor. The first real controllable UAV was
Archibald M. Low’s radio guided “Aerial Target”, which was
built in 1916, during WWI. In addition, during this war, an
attempt to create an airborne counterpart of the naval torpedo
took place in the United States. A plane without a human pilot
was to be guided to a target and crashed into it in a power
dive, exploding its charge. The Hewitt–Sperry Automatic
Airplane (a prototype) made a number of short test flights
in 1916–1917, proving that the idea was sound. In 1917, the
US Army began the development of a similar aerial torpedo,
or flying bomb project led by Lieut. Col. Bion J. Arnold for
the Air Service and by Charles Kettering for the industry.
The resulting first mass-produced UAV was the “Kettering
Bug”, costing $400 and capable of carrying a 300 lb bomb
(1918).

The first major operational application of unmanned air
vehicles was much later, during the Vietnam War, using the
Firebee drones (by Ryan-Teledyne) for reconnaissance and
target missions. Those drones were ground and air launched
from airborne platforms like C-130, flying since the 1960.
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Figure 8. Dr Langley’s model – 1896.

These planes followed a simple predetermined flight plan –
either in straight lines or in circles until they ran out of fuel
and were forced to land. It was these simple and monotonous
assignments that earned them the nickname “Drones”
(Figure 9).

Many UAV development programs occurred since the
beginning of the 1970s, but none were introduced into mil-
itary service. In 1971 the United States Air Force (USAF)
initiated the “Compass Cope” program. The objective was
a HALE (High Altitude Long Endurance) reconnaissance
UAV that would replace the U2 spy plane. The Compass
Cope UAV was required to take off and land on a runway and
operate at high altitudes for up to 24 h. Boeing’s “YQM-
94 Compass Cope B” won the competition against Ryan
Aeronautical’s “YQM-98A Compass Cope R” version, but
the plane never entered serial production and the project,
which was ahead of its time, was cancelled in 1977. The
development reached successful flight testing, but the contin-
uation of the development was stopped under USAF pressure
(Figure 9).

The turning point for UAV development was the 1973
“Yom Kippur” Mideast war. The main military conclusions
from this war were lack of real time intelligence and high
threat from surface to air missiles. Those conclusions beget
development programs to counteract the threats and to get real
time intelligence using small Unmanned Air Vehicles. The
Israeli development was the “Scout”, which began to operate
in the Israeli air-force (IAF) in 1977. The Scout Platoons were
first used in big training exercises, proving its additional value
for the IAF (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Historical UAV developments.
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Table 2. Comparison between the Lockheed Aquila and the IAI Scout UAVs.

MQM-105 Aquila Scout

Length 6 ft 10 in (2.08 m) 12 ft 0.9 in (3.68 m)
Wingspan 12 ft 9 in (3.88 m) 16 ft 3.3 in. (4.96 m)
MTOW 331 lb (150 kg) 350.5 lb (159 kg)
Internal payload 115 lb (52 kg) 83.8 lb (38 kg)
Power plant One piston engine, 24 hp (18 kW) One piston engine, 22 hp (16.4 kW)

Maximum speed 113 kt (130 mph; 210 km h−1) 95 kt (109 mph; 176 km h−1)
Performance Endurance 3 h 6 h

Service ceiling 14 800 ft (4500 m) 15 000 ft (4575 m)

Figure 10. Lockheed Aquila and IAI Scout UAVs.

During the same time period, the “Aquila” UAV devel-
opment began in the USA. The Aquila was a program
initiated in 1979, by the USAF. The objective was a small,
propeller-driven portable aircraft, capable of tactical recon-
naissance. The UAV was supposed to fly by autopilot, locate
and identify enemy targets during day or night, use a laser
to designate them for artillery fire and to survive against
the Soviet air defenses. The latter requirement proved to be
a major obstacle, forcing the UAV to use a jam-resistant
secure communication link, which degraded the transmit-
ted video quality, and subsequently – the drone’s targeting
capabilities. The Aquila program was terminated in 1987,
due to cost, schedule and technical difficulties (Table 2 and
Figure 10).

The next turning point in UAV development was the 1982
“Lebanon war”. First time successful coordination between
Israeli “Scout” and “Mastiff” UAVs with the IAF manned
combat aircraft, enabled full destruction of Syrian surface

Figure 11. Baseline contemporary UAVs.

to air batteries (SAM) in 3 hours, using the UAVs target
data. (Radar Cross-Section) was designed to be similar to
that of Israeli fighter planes, thus luring the SAM batteries
to shoot on the drones, exposing the location of the SAM
batteries.

Following this milestone, a cooperative effort by Israel
Aircraft Industries (IAI) and American AAI Company culmi-
nated in the development of the “Pioneer” for the US Navy.
Pioneer was introduced into service in 1985, and is still in
operation. This UAV is characterized by launcher take-off
and landing into a net (Figure 11).

The US Army announced RFP for army needs in 1989.
Joined cooperation between Israel Aircraft Industries and the
American TRW (Northrop Grumman) company created the
“Hunter” which was introduced into the service in 1996 and
is still used by the US Army (Figure 11).

At this stage, the use of tactical UAVs for real time intel-
ligence has spread worldwide. In Israel, a new UAV was
defined by the Air Force, and an upgraded version of “Scout”
became the “Searcher”. The Searcher UAV first flight was in
1988, and it is still in operation with different models. At the
same time, the US Army launched the development of the
“Shadow-200” UAV. It was developed by the AAI Company,
and its configuration was based on the Pioneer UAV.

At the beginning of the 1990’s, additional initiatives
(driven by new advanced technologies) started in Israel and
in the USA. A new class of UAVs was developed – the MALE
(Medium Altitude Long Endurance) UAV class. The major
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Table 3. Comparison between the IAI Heron 1 and GA Predator A UAVs.

Heron 1 Predator A

Length 27 ft 10.6 in (8.50 m) 27 ft (8.2 m)
Wingspan 54 ft 5.5 in (16.60 m) 48.7 ft (14.8 m)
MTOW 2425 lb (1100 kg) 2250 lb (1020 kg)
Internal payload 551 lb (250 kg) 450 lb (204 kg)
Power plant One piston engine 73.5 kW (98.6 hp) One piston engine 73.5 kW (98.6 hp)

Maximum speed 125 kt (144 mph; 231 km h−1) 117 kt (135 mph; 217 km h−1)
Performance Max. Endurance 52 h 40 h

Service ceiling 26 500 ft (8075 m) 25 000 ft (7620 m)

programs included “Heron-1” in Israel (first flight October
1994), and the “Predator A” in the US (first flight 1995),
based on previous activities driven by DARPA (Amber &
I-Gnat programs). Both UAVs were designed around the
Austrian Rotax 100hp – An efficient, internal combustion,
4-stroke turbo charged engine that first appeared at that time.
The designed UAVs were in the class of; 1000 kg, 200 kg
payload, 24 hr long endurance, and flight ceiling of 25 000–
30 000 ft. Advanced technologies in the field of composite
materials, aerodynamics, avionics, and payloads were incor-
porated in the design. Both UAVs are operated intensively
by different costumers in various countries (Table 3 and
Figure 12).

In 1995 a new RFP was issued by US DoD for HALE
(High Altitude Long Endurance) UAVs. The demand was
for a UAV with capability to fly at 60 000 ft altitude with
24 hr endurance with payloads of 500–1500 kg, using effi-
cient propulsion based on Turbofans from the Business Jet
industry. The initiative to use Turbofan propulsion was based
on the experience from the terminated Condor UAV program
of Boeing. The Condor UAV was based on a very complicated
propulsion concept using an internal combustion engine with
a three-step turbocharger. The Condor reached 68 000 ft in
1988, but the program was discontinued.

Following an RFP in 1997 for a new HALE UAV,
Northrop-Grumman developed the “Global Hawk”, a
10 000 kg class UAV (Figure 13). The Global Hawk’s first

Figure 12. IAI Heron 1 and GA Predator A UAVs.

flight took place in 2006. Today production is expected for
around 54 aircraft from different models. The character-
istics of the Global Hawk production UAVs, GH-20, and
BAMS (Broad Area Maritime Surveillance – successor of
the manned P-3 Orion aircraft) derivative are presented in
Table 4.

The main missions performed by the Global Hawk (and
similar HALE UAVs) are intelligence, IMINT, SIGINT, and
Maritime patrol. This type of UAV will gradually perform all
the support missions, performed by manned aircraft today.

Another development program of HALE UAVs based on
piston turbocharged propulsion was pursued by Boeing, but
was discontinued.

Following the success of the “Heron-1” and “Predator” –
new development directions were initiated in Israel and in the
US, in order to provide additional steps in performance higher
flight altitude – 45 000 ft, higher speed – 210 ktas, higher
payload capability – 500–1000 kg, and longer endurance of
24 hr. The configuration that evolved in the US by General
Atomics was defined as the “Predator-B” – an enlarged and
similar concept to Predator-A. First flight of the prototype
took place in 2001 and was introduced in to service as the
“Reaper” in 2002. The configuration that evolved in Israel
Aircraft Industries was the “Heron-2”, or “Heron-TP” – a
scale up of the Heron-1 UAV. The first flight of the prototype
took place in 2004.

The designs for both UAVs centered around the 1200 hp
PW PT6A Turboprop engine for the Heron-2 and the
Honeywell 950 hp TP331-10t engine for the Predator-B
(Figure 14).

Figure 13. Northrop-Grumman Global Hawk UAV.
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Table 4. Global Hawk family UAVs.

Global Hawk RQ-4A Block 10 Global Hawk RQ-4B Block 20 BAMS Global Hawk

MTOW 26 750 lb (12 133 kg) 32 250 lb (14 628 kg) 32 250 lb (14 628 kg)
Internal payload 2000 lb (907 kg) 3000 lb (1361 kg) 3000 lb (1361 kg)
Wingspan 116.2 ft (35.4 m) 131 ft (39.9 m) 131 ft (39.9 m)
Max. endurance 35 h 35 h 36 h
Operational radius 12 000 nm (22 224 km) 12 000 nm (22 224 km) 12 300 nm (22 780 km)
Ceiling 65 kft (19.8 km) 65 kft (19.8 km) 65 kft (19.8 km)

Figure 14. IAI Heron TP and GA Reaper UAVs.

4.1 Small, mini- and micro-UAVs

The development of advanced technologies including minia-
turization of electronics, payloads and communication
systems combined with GPS navigation created the basis for
new classes of UAVs. The massive operational use of small
UAVs started in the 2000.

Examples of small UAV are the Boeing/Insitu “Scan
Eagle” in the class of; 20 kg MTOW, with payload of 2 kg,
endurance of 12 hr. Another example is AeroVironment
“Raven” in the class of 2.0 kg.

In the Micro UAV category, the best operational UAV
example is the “Wasp-3” UAV, weighing only 430 g, with
wingspan of 72 cm, range of 5 km and endurance of 45 min
(Figure 15).

The maturity of this type of UAVs created an extensive
increase of operational capability, to be used in different lev-
els of operation. Those UAVs can be used by a single soldier
or a battalion for different kinds of missions and provide
instant combat intelligence.

4.2 Unmanned combat air vehicles (UCAVs)

The development of UCAVs started with the development
of stealth unmanned test-bed by Boeing in 1992. It was
the “Bird of Prey” UAV prototype, with its first flight in
1996.

In addition, Boeing got a contract from DARPA to develop
the “X-45-A”, with suppression of enemy air defense as its

Figure 15. Mini-/micro-/small-UAVs examples.
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Figure 16. Several UCAVs examples.

main mission.The first flight took place at May 2002 and the
flight tests continued until the end of 2005.

In 2004, Boeing started the “X-45C” UCAV project as
a part of DARPA J-UCAS program. The program was ter-
minated in June 2006, when the USAF decided to change
direction and launch the LRS (Long Range Strike) program,
or the NGB (Next Generation Bomber).

Boeing decided to continue with the X-45C development
on its own budget, under the name “Phantom Ray”. The pro-
gram started in June 2008, and flight tests are expected in
2010. The X-45C main parameters are: max. take-off weight
(MTOW) 36 500 lb, wingspan 50 ft, Mach 0.8 cruise and alti-
tude ceiling of 40 000 ft.

DARPA tasked Northrop Grumman in June 2000 to
develop a demonstrator for a marine carrier based UAV. It
was called the “X-47A” UAV and its first flight took place
in February 2003. April 2003 saw the launch of the bigger
size “X-47B” UAV program and in August 2007 Northrop
Grumman won the “UCAS-D” contract for carrier opera-
tion demonstration, with first flight planned in late 2009
and planned program finalization in 2013. The X-47B main
parameters are: weight 45 000 lb, wingspan 62.1 ft, 4500 lb
int. payload, operation radius 1500 nm.

The LRS (NGB) Programs IOC is due in 2018 (Figure 16).

5 FUTURE TRENDS

It is somewhat difficult to predict technological evolution,
especially in such a fast and intensively developing area as the

unmanned systems. Considering current developments and
technological progress some assumptions can still be made.
Progress will continue in several parallel lines.

5.1 More autonomous systems

Nowadays, the vast majority of UAV is controlled by manned
GSC, with some degrees of autonomy (e.g. a predetermined
flight path). In the future we will see UAVs capable of full
autonomous mission execution and decision making, with no
(or limited) operator involvement.

5.2 More stealth systems

It can be noted that many major Western UAV manufactur-
ers are developing new generations of attack stealth UAV
(UCAV – “C” for combat) – like BAe Taranis, Northrop
Grumman’s UCAS-D, Boeing X-45, Dassault nEUROn and
many others (Figure 17). Such airframes would have higher
maneuverability (due to lack of G-force restrictions posed
by human pilots), and its stealth characteristic would allow
it to operate in enemy skies with heavy anti-aircraft defense
(unlike the current slow and vulnerable attack drones), with
high rates of combat success and without endangering the
pilot. Many of these projects are currently in different devel-
opment stages, but in the future they are expected to replace
manned combat aircrafts. For example, the F-35 is sometimes

Figure 17. Future developmental examples.
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called “the last manned combat aircraft”. However, more pes-
simistic predictions see manned combat aircrafts as the major
power in air forces for the next 50 years, at least.

5.3 Better communications

Future electronics and communications developments would
allow UAV-GCS communication to be more stable and over
longer distances. Wide use of SATCOM (satellite comm.),
coupled with a high degree of autonomy would allow very
long UAV missions (DARPA’s Vulture program, for example,
set a target endurance of up to 5 years (!)).

5.4 Smaller and cheaper UAVs

Progress in electronics, new technologies and miniaturiza-
tion would allow creation of much smaller and capable
nano bug-sized UAVs. Today’s technologies already enabled
the creation of R&D flapping UAVs, like Delft Univer-
sity’s DelFly Micro and DARPA’s Nano Air Vehicle (NAV),
which weigh only several grams and have several centimeters
wingspan.

5.5 More versatile airframe

Progress in “smart” materials would allow deformation of
wings/fuselage for better adaptation for different aerody-
namic flight profiles. New materials would also allow higher
strength to weight ratio and lower RCS signature.

5.6 Propulsion systems

Several relatively new technologies will provide capabili-
ties to the UAV they have never had – from solar powered
reconnaissance UAVs, with very high endurance capabili-
ties, to fuel cell powered electrical UAVs which don’t rely
on external sources of energy. Smaller and more powerful
Turbofan/Turbojet engines will allow faster and more capable
UAV platforms than before.

5.7 USAF vision of future UAV systems (United
States Air Force, 2009, (Table 5))

“Future UAS should be multi-mission, all-weather, net-
centric, modular, open architecture and employ appropriate
leveraging levels of autonomy. They should also be able

Table 5. Future UAV capabilities improvements (United States
Department of Defense, 2009).

2009 2034

Commands Physical Human
Machine Interfaces

Natural Language
Understanding

Collaboration Individual System Teamed
Collaboration

Frequency Constrained RF Multi Frequency
Communications

Mission
Complexity

Operator Controlled Autonomous
Adaptive Tactical
Behaviors

Environmental
Capability

Limited
Environmental
Difficulty

All Weather
Environmental
Difficulty

Product Line Mission Package
Product Line
Dependent

Product Line
Independent

Operational
Control

1 Operator/Platform 1 Operator/Team

Bandwidth Limited Autonomous
Bandwidth

Mission
Endurance

Hours Years

Maintenance Operator Automated
Awareness Sensor Data Actionable

Information
Dependency Man Dependent

SA/Off Board SA
Fully

Autonomous/On
Board SA

Speed Subsonic Super/Hypersonic
Stealth Signature High Signature Low
Self-Protection Threat Detection Threat Jamming and

Expendable
Sensor Range Current 50% Extended
Navigation Waypoint

Navigation –
GPS/INS
Dependent

Intelligent, Adaptive
Navigation – GPS
Independent

Obstacle
Avoidance

Sense and Avoid Dynamic

to carry any standard payload within in their performance
envelope, with dial-a-yield, dial-an-effect and multi-mode
capable. Additionally, for some platforms optionally manned
capability may be considered. Modularity is the ability to
mix and match weapons and sensors to meet given mission
requirements on a given platform. Furthermore, modularity is
the key enabler for UAS mission agility, flexibility, adaptabil-
ity, growth capability and mission effectiveness to encourage
innovation and reduce costs.”

In 2009 the USAF published its own roadmap for the next
few decades (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. DoD-2009-2034 UAS Roadmap. Reproduced from United States Department of Defense (2009).

ABBREVIATIONS

BAe British Aerospace (Engineering)
BAMS broad area maritime surveillance
BLOS beyond line-of-sight communication
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

(US)
DoD Department of Defense
ECCM electronic counter-countermeasures
ECM electronic countermeasures
EO electro-optical
ESM electronic support measures
FAA Federal Aviation Administration (US)
GA General Atomics (US based company)
GCS ground control station
GPS global positioning system
HALE high altitude long endurance
IAF Israeli Air Force
IAI Israel Aerospace Industries
IMINT IMagery INTelligence
INS inertial navigation system
IOC initial operational capability
IR infrared
ISR intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance

LOS line-of-sight communications
LRS Long Range Strike
MALE medium altitude long endurance
MMIST Mist Mobility Integrated Systems Technology

(Canada based company)
MPCS mission planning and control station
MTOW maximum take-off weight
NGB next generation bomber
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion (US)
R&D research and development
RADAR RAdio Detection And Ranging
RCS radar cross-section
RF radio frequency
RFP request for proposal
RPV remotely piloted vehicle
SA situational awareness
SAM surface to air missile
SAR synthetic aperture radar
SATCOM satellite communication
SIGINT signal intelligence
UAS unmanned aircraft system
UAV unmanned aerial vehicle
UCAV unmanned combat air vehicle
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UK United Kingdom
USA United States of America (or US)
USAF United States Air Force
UV ultraviolet
WMD weapon(s) of mass destruction
WWI World War I
WWII World War II
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1 INTRODUCTION: BRIEF HISTORY OF
LIGHTER THAN AIR VEHICLES

1.1 Balloons

1.1.1 The first 130 years

On 21st November 1783, a balloon constructed by the Mont-
golfière brothers ushered in the era of manned flight. Inflated
with hot air produced by an on-board brazier, it carried two
people for a distance of some 8 km across Paris. This was
followed on 1st December when a hydrogen filled “spheri-
cal” balloon, built by the Roberts brothers for Charles, lifted
off from Paris also carrying two people. It flew success-
fully for some 43 km. Later gas filled balloons can trace their
descent from this craft which possessed most of the features
now accepted as usual. The Montgolfière hot air balloon was

rapidly improved and became the predecessor of modern hot
air balloons. In early 1785, a hydrogen balloon flew from
Dover to Calais but an attempt to fly in the opposite direction
by J.F.P. de Rozière in June 1785 using a hot air balloon sup-
plemented with a hydrogen filled bag ended in disaster and
is the first aeronautical fatalities.

Balloon flights became common in both Europe and the
United States during the nineteenth century. Serious partici-
pators favored free gas filled balloons while fairgrounds and
circuses included hot air or tethered gas filled balloons. In the
first decade of the twentieth century, ballooning becoming
a popular sport for the rich when gas filled balloons were
used for racing and distance competitions. Meanwhile,
military applications were not overlooked. Early uses
included aerial observation but one successful application
was at the siege of Paris in 1870 when balloons were
used to evacuate dignitaries and vital documents – the first
air mail.

1.1.2 Experience since 1914

Use of balloons for battlefield observation showed them to be
vulnerable to ground fire and aircraft attack. This was espe-
cially true of tethered “kite” balloons, but these did become
a means of providing an anti-aircraft barrage, first in World
War I but much more extensively in World War II.

In the two decades after World War I, the emphasis was
on the use of gas filled balloons for high altitude scientific
research. Initially they were manned and used hydrogen for
the lifting gas but later helium was used as were unmanned
“sondes.” Outstanding high altitude flights included those by
Auguste Picard and Paul Kipfer in 1931, reaching over 15 km
altitude, and the 22.1 km achieved by the United States Cap-
tains Stevens and Anderson in 1935. There was a renewed
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interest in ballooning around 1960 using relatively cheap
hot air balloons with propane burners and recently devel-
oped synthetic envelope materials. There was also rivalry
in making long distance ocean crossings culminating in
March 1999 when Bertrand Picard and Brian Jones spent
20 days circumnavigating the world in a hybrid helium/hot air
balloon.

NASA has a continuing program using long endurance,
“super pressure,” helium balloons for very high altitude
research. These “pumpkin” shaped balloons are of thin film
construction and provide a relatively inexpensive tool for sci-
entific investigation at the edge of space (see Sections 3.3
and 5.1.2).

1.2 Airships

1.2.1 Early developments

As early as the end of the eighteenth century, the unpre-
dictable nature of balloon flight led to thought being given
to guided, propelled, lighter than air vehicles. The means of
propulsion was a problem. Human power using paddles was
inadequate and it was not until 1852 that Henri Giffard flew a
steam propelled airship. In 1881, the Tissander brothers built
an electric powered craft. By this time, the internal com-
bustion engine was making its appearance and in 1897 Karl
Wölfort used one on a hydrogen filled craft. Sadly, the craft
and two occupants were lost when an exhaust flame ignited
the lifting gas.

The practical airship arrived at the beginning of the twen-
tieth century. In the autumn of 1901 Santos-Dumont flew his
small pressure airship no. 6 around the Eiffel Tower and a year
later the “Le Jaune” designed by Henri Julliot for the Lebaudy
brothers flew for the first time. This airship differed from
most pressure airships in that the envelope was supported by
a “rigid” keel, powerplant, payload and a rudder being built
into it (see Section 2.2). On 12th November 1903, 3 weeks
before the Wright brothers’ success at Kitty Hawk, Le Jaune
flew for over 100 min covering 63 km to arrive in Paris. Mean-
while in July 1900 Count von Zeppelin launched his first rigid
airship, LZ-1, but it was not until 1906 when LZ-3 appeared
that he could claim success. LZ-3 operated for 7 years and
was followed by seven other “Zeppelins” in the next 5 years.
In 1909 von Zeppelin formed DELAG, the first commercial
airline which started carrying fare-paying passengers in 1910.
In 1906, another German, August von Parseval, began con-
structing pressure airships and by 1912 had established the
definitive design for this type of craft. Zeppelin and Parseval
were joined in 1911 by Schutte-Lanz. Unlike the Zeppelins
their rigid airships were of wooden construction.

1.2.2 World War II

At the outbreak of hostilities in August 1914 four of the major
participants, Germany, France, United Kingdom and Italy
had airships in military service but only Germany possessed
rigid craft, France and the United Kingdom having failed in
their attempts to copy the Zeppelins. Of the 10 Zeppelins
in service, Germany lost four in the first month of the war
while using them for battlefield observation. Production of
new craft was fast. Over the 4 years of the war, the Zeppelin
organization built 99 rigid airships and Schutte-Lanz
made 21, giving an average production rate of more than
one new rigid airship every 2 weeks. Germany launched
night attacks against England as early as January 1915 and
these continued up until September 1918. Airship losses were
high and it is questionable whether the raids were justified.
However, the benefit in technical improvements derived from
the large number of Zeppelins produced was well illustrated
by the flight of the “Africa Zeppelin.” This craft flew some
6700 km from Bulgaria to Sudan and back in a failed attempt
to deliver supplies to German forces in East Africa.

The United Kingdom’s attempts to construct rigid airships
did not meet with much success. Attempts were made to copy
both the Zeppelin metal construction and the Schulte-Lanz
wooden framework. Nevertheless the United Kingdom did
make considerable use of pressure airships, including the
original “Blimps,” for coastal defense and anti-submarine
patrol. In all 196 were built. France also made extensive use
of non-rigid airships and the United States Navy employed
Blimps built by Goodrich and Goodyear.

1.2.3 1918–1940

At the end of the first World War, the Zeppelin Company
built two passenger carrying airships, the Bodensee and
Nordstern, with which they planned to resume the services
started by DELAG in 1910. However, these were taken as
war reparations and together with three military Zeppelins
were allocated to Italy, the United Kingdom and France. The
United States also wanted an example of a final wartime
Zeppelin and as none was available, an arrangement was
made whereby Goodyear and Zeppelin formed a joint ven-
ture and the Zeppelin Company was contracted to build
LZ-126 for the United States Navy. This enabled Zeppelin
to retain its expertise and when LZ-126 was completed in
1926 and handed over as the Los Angeles a start was made
on another craft, LZ-127—Graf Zeppelin. Meanwhile the
United States built Shenandoah based on a somewhat ear-
lier Zeppelin design. Shenandoah was the first airship to use
helium. The United Kingdom had mixed experiences. The
R-34, based on an early wartime Zeppelin, made a round
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crossing of the north Atlantic in 1919, a feat emulated by
R-100 in 1930 although by that time Graf Zeppelin had cir-
cumnavigated the globe. Together with its smaller sister, R-80
and the R101, the R-100 was a true British design. In the
early 1930s the United States built the large, helium filled,
ships USS Akron and USS Macon. Following the success
of the Graf Zeppelin, Germany produced the Hindenburg,
LZ-129. Hindenburg and her sister ship LZ-130, Graf
Zeppelin 2, were the largest airships built. Despite the suc-
cesses, over a period of 17 years there were nine major
disasters, including the losses of the British R38 and R101
and Shenandoah, Akron and Macon. It culminated in the
crash of Hindenburg at Lakehurst in 1937 which convinced
Zeppelin that helium was essential for passenger operations.
The United States, the only source, refused the supply and
the two Graf Zeppelins, LZ-127 and LZ-130, had little further
use before being broken up in 1940.

1.2.4 The rest of the twentieth century

During World War II, Goodyear produced over 150 non-rigid
airships mainly used for shipping patrol. In the 1950s, a small
number of ZPG-3W radar search non-rigid craft were pro-
duced and these were the largest pressure airships. The airship
operations of the United States Navy ended 1961 although
there have been subsequent indications of renewed interest.

More recently airship operations have been limited to
relatively small pressurized craft used for publicity and sight-
seeing. There have been many proposals for other airships,
especially very large “heavy lift” applications, but none
has progressed beyond the concept stage (see Sections 6.3
and 6.4).

2 TYPES OF LIGHTER THAN AIR
VEHICLES

2.1 Balloons

2.1.1 Hot air balloons

Hot air balloons are relatively simple to manufacture and fly.
Each consists of an envelope which in its simplest form is
nominally spherical except that it terminates in a skirt at its
lower end (see Figure 1). A basket is suspended from the
envelope to accommodate the passengers, ballast, and fuel
and to support a hot air producing device. In more recent
examples the latter is usually one or a pair of propane gas
burners located below the skirt of the envelope. A downward
extension of the skirt may be provided to furnish a wind shield
for the burners. A “parachute valve,” operated by a rope, is
incorporated in the top of the envelope to facilitate the rapid

Gores

Envelope

Parachute valve

Shield

Skirt

Burners

Basket

Figure 1. Modern hot air balloon.

release of hot air on landing. Ballast can be released when a
descent is too fast. As the lifting capacity of hot air is lim-
ited (see Section 3.2), these balloons are usually restricted
to relatively low altitude flight, preferably in light wind con-
ditions. Variation of envelope configuration is often used to
produce different shapes, mainly for advertising purpose (see
also Section 5.1.1).

2.1.2 Gas filled spherical balloons

Gas filled balloons are somewhat more complex than the hot
air variety. The earliest examples used hydrogen but it was
expensive. When coal gas became available in the second
and third decades of the nineteenth century it was used fre-
quently even though the lifting capability is little more than
half that of hydrogen. More recent craft used for high alti-
tude research employ helium. The very first Charles/Roberts
example possessed most of the typical features of spheri-
cal balloons, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.
Ballast release to control altitude was used to conserve gas
but a valve was included to prevent the envelope from being
over-pressurized as altitude increased. The gondola was sus-
pended from the envelope by enclosing it in a net from which
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Support netting

Gas filling tube/valve

Basket

Envelope

Figure 2. Early “spherical” pressure balloon.

supporting ropes extended. Altitude was measured and con-
trolled using a barometer. Later spherical gas filled balloons
were provided with a “ripping” panel in the crown of the
envelope for emergency use when normal gas venting was
insufficient. Sometimes a “trail rope” was used to control alti-
tude, the tendency for a height increase being counteracted
by the additional weight of rope lifted off the ground (see also
Section 5.1.2).

2.1.3 Kite balloons

Tethered spherical balloons were unsteady and induced
motion sickness. To counteract this, the envelope was
changed to the shape of a teardrop with, typically, three rear
stabilizing surfaces (see Figure 3). Altitude was controlled by
the tether cables, which were often attached to a ground-based
winch.

2.1.4 Hybrid balloons

The first hybrid hot air/gas balloon was that used by de
Rozière in his disastrous attempt to fly from France to
England in 1785 (see Section 1.1.1). He had recognized the
advantage of using a hydrogen element for buoyancy and a
hot air element for altitude control. Subsequent hybrid bal-
loons have often been called “Rozières” in his memory. The

Stabilizing fins

Envelope

Tether wires

Figure 3. Kite balloon.

concept became viable with the availability of helium and
was used in the later years of the twentieth century in setting
long distance records.

2.2 Airships

2.2.1 Non-rigid or pressure airships

Figure 4 is an illustration of a typical “pressure” airship, so
called because, as with a balloon, the external shape is main-
tained by internal gas pressure. Such a craft has no structure
other than the envelope and hence the alternative definition of
non-rigid. An essential design feature is the provision of air
bladders or “ballonets” within the envelope (see Section 3.2).
A ballonet is used to stabilize the envelope gas pressure ensur-
ing that there is sufficient overall stiffness to withstand the

Ballonete Gondola/powerplant Controls

FinsEnvelopeInternal load curtains

Nose battens

Figure 4. Typical pressure airship.
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loads. The quantity of air in a ballonet, and hence its pressure,
may be reduced by venting or increased by using an intake,
often placed in propeller slipstream. The first successful non-
rigid airships used a single ballonet but the Lebaudy craft, see
below, introduced internal partition curtains to give a greater
control. The Parseval non-rigid craft developed this concept
further and used two separate ballonets located fore and aft
to provide a means of low speed longitudinal trim control. At
higher forward speeds, the rear horizontal aerodynamic sur-
faces are more effective in providing control and stability and
the vertical surfaces provide lateral/directional control. Bal-
last, powerplant, fuel and payload are housed in a gondola,
or several gondolas, suspended from the envelope in much
the same way as for balloons. Non-rigid airships have been
successfully flown in a wide range of sizes from the 220 m3

of Santos-Dumont’s diminutive no. 9 to the 43 160 m3 of the
Goodyear/USN ZPG-3W.

2.2.2 Semi-rigid airships

In a semi-rigid airship, the envelope is attached to a stiff lon-
gitudinal keel. It is usual for the keel to provide the support
for the powerplant, payload, fuel, and so on and in theory
gives the potential for a larger craft than is possible with a
non-rigid design. The concept was used in the 1902 Lebaudy
brothers’ airship and was taken up by others, including the
later Parseval airships. Italian builders favored the semi-rigid
concept and their largest craft was the 34 300 m3 “Roma” of
1919. Usually somewhat elongated in comparison to non-
rigid craft, the semi-rigid concept is distinguished by the
presence of the external keel.

2.2.3 Rigid airships

Rigid airships are sometimes referred to as “zeppelins,” a
reasonable appellation considering that, with few exceptions,
they were either built by the Zeppelin Company or derived
from its designs. With the exception of an “all metal,” mono-
coque airship built by David Schwarz in 1897 all rigid craft
had their shape defined by a stiff framework covered with
fabric to provide the aerodynamic surface. Separate internal
gas bags, typically 14–20 in number, contained the lifting
gas. Each bag was fitted with a relief valve to prevent over-
pressurization, like gas balloons, and a valve system for
inflation and deflation. Since the structure itself was stiff and
the gas content of each cell could be controlled there was no
need for ballonets. Most rigid airships (see Figure 5), housed
the engines in gondolas mounted away from the hull to reduce
the fire risk associated with hydrogen, but internal installation
was employed for the large United States helium filled Akron
and Macon. Provision for payload, fuel and crew was usually

Controls Fins Outer covering Longitudinals Gas bags

FramesKeelCrew and payloadEngine gondolas

Figure 5. Classical large rigid airship.

built in to the lower portion of the hull. The volume of many
rigid airships was in the 40 000–70 000 m3 range but some
were smaller, and the largest built, the LZ-129, Hindenburg,
and her sister ship, LZ-130, were over 200 000 m3.

Rigid airships employed rear elevators and rudders for
control during forward flight making use of the hull lift to
assist in control of altitude. However, the primary means of
control at low speed relied on either the release of water
ballast to lighten or trim the craft or the venting of hydrogen
to reduce buoyancy. The cost of helium precluded the latter
approach except in an emergency. Some United Kingdom
airships were fitted with engine/propeller systems that could
be rotated about a horizontal axis to give a vertical thrust
component.

2.2.4 Hot air airships

A number of small hot air airships have been built. In reality,
they are appropriately shaped hot air balloons provided with
the means of propulsion. The lifting capacity is limited, for
example the Cameron DP-90 had a volume of 2250 m3 and
carried two people.

2.2.5 Unusual airship configurations

From time to time, there have been proposals for airships
whose form differed markedly from the conventional “cigar”
shape. As well as the tri-lobe French/British Coastal airships,
these have included a twin hull airship built by Roze in France
in 1901 and a mattress shaped craft, called the “Aereon,”
was flown by Andrews in 1863 in the United States. Simi-
lar ideas have appeared more recently with the purpose of
obtaining more aerodynamic lift than is available from a
streamlined body, and, by operating considerably statically
heavy, ameliorate ground handling (see Section 4.4.2). The
higher envelope mass and the need to achieve a substantial
forward speed before takeoff offset these advantages. Nev-
ertheless, the British company, Hybrid Air Vehicles Ltd.,
have designed a series of large “Skycat” airships having a
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horizontal twin lobe layout which confers a flat aerofoil shape
and a one sixth scale demonstrator was flown in 2000.

3 AEROSTATICS

3.1 Properties of lifting gases

The aerostatic lift is determined by the volume of the lifting
gas, Vo, and its density, ρg, relative to the surrounding air.
In practice the inflating gas will not be 100% pure due to
contamination. At sea level in standard conditions the den-
sity of air is 1.225 kg m−3 (see Atmospheric Composition).
The densities of relevant gases at 98% purity and their cor-
responding lifting capability at sea level standard conditions
are shown in Table 1.

As explained in the following sections, all gas filled bal-
loons and airships must be underinflated at the take off
condition to cater for the expansion of the gas as height
is gained. Thus, for example 3.5% under inflation at sea
level results in a full envelope at about 366 m (1200 ft) alti-
tude. With hydrogen the associated lifting force is about
10.6 N m−3 and with helium it is 9.8 N m−3. The former is
equivalent to a lift of almost exactly 30 tonnes per 106 ft3

of hydrogen in Imperial units and corresponds to just under
0.068 lb ft−3, a figure sometimes used for past airship design.

3.2 Pressure airships

The differential pressure within the envelope of a non- or
semi-rigid airship must be kept as low as possible to minimize
weight. On the other hand, it must be sufficient to ensure
adequate overall rigidity at forward speed and in the presence
of gusting. A direct implication of this is that the envelope
must be designed for use at the height at which the lifting
gas expands to just fill it, although the pressure must also be
maintained at lower altitudes. This height is known as the
“pressure height” and should it be exceeded lifting gas must
be vented by means of a relief valve. At lower altitudes, the

Table 1. Lifting gas properties (sea level).

Gas
Density
(kg m−3)

Lifting force
(N m−3)

Lifting force
(% hydrogen)

Air 1.225
Hydrogen 0.108 11.0
Helium 0.189 10.2 92.7
Coal gas 0.564 6.5 59
Natural gas 0.664 5.5 50
Hot air 0.88–0.98 3.4–2.4 31–22

volume not occupied by the lifting gas has to be occupied
by the ballonets (see Section 2.2.1), and a means provided
to ensure that these can be inflated to the correct pressure.
The pressure in the envelope is not constant but varies with
the depth within it, being a maximum at its bottom, but this
effect is not large.

The buoyancy of a balloon or airship is the weight of the
air displaced by the envelope and is effectively the gross static
lift. The net static lift is the gross static lift less the weight of
the gases within the envelope:

Ln = Lg − Wg = Vo(ρa − ρg) (1)

where Ln is the net static lift, Lg is the gross static lift, Vo is
the gross gas volume, ρa and ρg are the densities of air and
the enclosed gas, respectively, and Wg is the weight of the
enclosed gases.

The disposable, or useful lift, Ld:

Ld = Ln − Wo (2a)

where Wo is the weight of the envelope and the other items
attached to it. Thus

Ld = Vo(ρa − ρg) − Wo (2b)

The envelope is initially under-inflated to cater for the
effect of increase in height and temperature variations, full
inflation only being achieved when the pressure height is
reached. If i is the fraction of inflation at any given altitude,
being unity at the pressure height, and io is the value of i at
sea level it can be shown that the ratio of the disposable lift
to the maximum sea level value, Ldo, is

Ld

Ldo
= ioLno − Wo

Lno − Wo
(3a)

where Lno is the sea level value of the static lift.
In a typical small pressure airship Wo is about half of the

net sea level static lift (see Table 4). If this is substituted into
equation (3a):

Ld

Ldo
= 2io − 1 (3b)

As an example of the implication of this a value of i = 0.9
corresponds to a pressure height of rather more than 1000 m
and a 20% reduction of disposable lift relative to full inflation
at sea level. If i = 0.6 the pressure height is around 5000 m
and there is an 80% loss of disposable load.
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3.3 Gas filled, pressure balloons

Pressure balloons have the same characteristics as pressure
airships except that there is no forward speed. Some high
altitude research balloons are designed to be able to withstand
higher differential pressures than the nominal value needed
for full inflation and having reached pressure height without
venting gas they can climb higher. The consequence of this
is that as further expansion of the lifting gas is prevented the
balloon becomes “super pressurized.” As the density of the
ambient atmosphere decreases with further rise in altitude
and the lift decreases correspondingly, ultimately the balloon
reaches an altitude at which, theoretically, it will remain.

3.4 Rigid airships

The lifting gas in a rigid airship is contained within internal
gas bags which play no part in stabilizing the primary airship
structure. The only consideration is the pressure capability of
the gas bags and both initial under inflation and relief valves to
avoid over pressure are required. The equations in Section 3.2
are modified since the internal volume not occupied by the gas
bags contains air at ambient pressure and the lifting capacity
is less than that based on the overall volume of the craft.
The basic weight of rigid airships is proportionally somewhat
greater than non-rigid types being nearer to 60% of the net
static lift (see Table 4).

3.5 Hot air balloons

Hot air balloons are simple but the lift capability is low. The
method of operation implies that there is no issue regarding
internal pressure once the envelope is inflated. Of the lift
forces quoted in Table 1, the lower value, 2.4 N m−2, is a
design number and 3.4 N m−2 indicates potential.

3.6 Means of controlling airship lift, altitude
and longitudinal trim

3.6.1 Introduction

There were two different approaches to the control of static
lift. The first followed the practice of “spherical” balloons
and used a combination of ballast release and, when neces-
sary, venting of the lifting gas. Although hydrogen was more
expensive than the coal gas used in many balloons, it was
economically acceptable to vent it and the implied fire hazard
was either not appreciated or was accepted. The second, espe-

cially when rare helium began to be used, was to regard gas
venting as a process to be used only in an emergency. Much
more, if not complete, reliance was placed on the use of water
ballast, including water collection during flight, together with
the manipulation of the aerodynamic lift, see below.

Most airships are ground handled and flown in a slightly
statically heavy condition, although when moored at a mast
the condition is near to neutral. Static heaviness implies that
liftoff is achieved by gaining forward speed to give an aero-
dynamic lift increment or by vectoring propellers to give a
vertical force. Release from a mooring mast implies an initial
rearward motion, facilitated by reverse thrust.

3.6.2 Lift control

One of the major concerns in the control of airship lift is the
reduction in weight as fuel is consumed or payload released.
Once an airship is in forward flight aerodynamic lift can
be used to adjust the overall lift/weight balance and flight
altitude. The response of a large airship to elevator control
is sluggish and this may cause difficulties, especially when
flying in turbulence. Aerodynamic lift/downforce is not an
efficient means of compensating for fuel usage during a long
flight.

Feasible methods of adjusting the static lift/weight condi-
tion that have been used, or proposed, include:

1. Gas venting. This is hazardous and it is too expensive
to be adopted with helium.

2. Ballast replacement. A flight starts with a quantity of
ballast on board, usually water, and to give the maximum
useful load the quantity must be a minimum. There are
two ways of adding to the water ballast during a flight:
i. Collection of rain falling on the large upper surface

of the envelope. This was used for the later large rigid
airships.

ii. Recovery of water from the powerplant exhaust.
Developments enabled this to be used on the United
States rigid airships.

3. To carry the fuel in the form of a gas having the same
density as air, eliminating the need to correct for fuel
used. Clearly, a part of envelope volume must be devoted
to gas storage but against this no lifting gas is required
to balance the fuel load. This approach was successfully
used once, in the case of L-127 Graf Zeppelin, which
used “Blaugas” as the fuel, a synthetic gas similar to
propane.

4. To use a propeller/rotor system to provide vertical thrust
to compensate for weight changes, as well as to give
general control forces in all flight conditions. This idea
leads to the hybrid-rotorcraft airship (see Section 6.4).
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3.6.3 Longitudinal trim

While aerodynamic forces may be used to provide longitudi-
nal trim when the craft is at forward speed, an alternative
is needed for takeoff and landing. Techniques employed
include:

1. To transfer mass along the length of the craft. Some early
concepts used a weight translated longitudinally to obtain
the correct balance. An equivalent device is to pump
fuel or water ballast from one end of the airship to the
other.

2. Use of ballonets. For the usual case of paired ballonets,
located fore and aft, the air volumes can be controlled
to displace the lifting gas within the envelope to achieve
the required trim condition (see Section 4.4.1).

3. Gas and ballast release. Many early hydrogen filled
rigid airships used a combination of gas venting, now
unacceptable, and ballast release to achieve the required
longitudinal trim. Ballast release is advantageous in that
it provides the rapid correction which is essential in flight
during takeoff and landing.

4 AIRSHIPS

4.1 Operational performance

Airships are most efficient when flying at low altitude, and
most operated at around 300 m to 500 m height. The main
exceptions were the World War I Zeppelins that could fly up
to 5500 m in an attempt to avoid interception.

The maximum speed of the fastest of the large rigid craft
was about 40 ms−1, with 35 m−1 being more typical. Pressure
airships were somewhat slower. The forward speed is limited
either by the power required to overcome the drag or by the
dynamic pressure on the envelope (see Section 5).

The range or endurance requirement is part of the speci-
fication. Some more recent proposals for large airships have
been for heavy lift application, in which case the range
requirement is often low. On the other hand, a long endurance
may be required for overseas operation or ground obser-
vation, in which case the fuel capacity becomes a major
issue.

The rate of climb of an airship is low except in emergency
conditions when it is necessary to release large quantities of
ballast. Likewise, turn performance can be poor especially
at low speed when the aerodynamic controls are not very
effective. However, both rate of climb and turn rate may be
enhanced by the use of vectored thrust as, for example by
using vectored fans.

4.2 Aerodynamics

4.2.1 Introduction

The greatest aerodynamic force acting on an airship is the
drag although at higher forward speed the hull and fins can
develop significant lift and there are inevitably associated
moments (see Incompressible Flow Over Finite Wings and
Turbulent Boundary Layers).

Non-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients are defined in
the same way as for aeroplanes but caution is required in the
interpretation of reference area. As the major component of
the drag is the hull skin friction it is logical to use its wet-
ted area, Sw, as the reference, but since basic hull geometry
can vary considerably it is not always easy to make compar-
isons between different configurations. Alternately, because
the buoyancy is a function of gross envelope volume, Vg, it
is possible to use (Vg)2/3. This gross hull volume must not be
confused with the often quoted airship capacity which is usu-
ally gas volume and is less than Vg for rigid airships because
of the structure (see Section 3.4.l). It is helpful to define the
relationship of aerodynamic coefficients derived from dif-
ferent reference areas. A.D. Young analyzed the hull wetted
areas and volumes for “minimum drag” streamlined bodies
similar to the R101 but of varying length, l, and diameter, d,
ratios. He found that for 0 < (d/l) < 0.35:

Sw

l2
= 2.33

d

l
(4a)

and

Vg

l3
= 0.465

(
d

l

)2

(4b)

Many airships have a fuller shape than the minimum drag
form that give around 15% more volume for rather less than
10% added wetted area and the 2.33 and 0.465 constants in
equations (4a) and (4b) are typically replaced by 2.54 and
0.53 respectively.

From equations (4a) and (4b) if CDV is a drag coefficient
based on (Vg)2/3 and CDS is the equivalent based on hull wetted
area, Sw, then

CDV

CDS
= 3.88 3

√
l

d
(5)

4.2.2 Lift

Lift produced when flying at incidence is a useful means
of controlling altitude, especially in response to gusts. The
lift curve slope is low. Including fin effect and basing it on
Sw, it is typically around 0.1 rad−1 at low angles of attack
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Table 2. Skin friction drag coefficient.

Reynolds no. (Re) Skin friction coefficient (Cf)

107 0.0030
108 0.00215
109 0.0016

increasing at angles above 15◦. Despite the low lift curve
slope, because the area of the body is large the lift developed
can be significant.

4.2.3 Drag

Zero lift drag The skin friction drag is dependent on the
Reynolds number, Re. Based on hull length this is typically
in the range of 107 < Re < 109 and the flow is likely to be
largely turbulent. The approximate skin friction coefficient
is given in Table 2 where the coefficient, Cf, is based on the
wetted area, Sw, of the hull. There is also a form drag that is a
function of (l/d). Young deduced that typically the total bare
hull drag, form and friction, CDH, is given by

CDH = Cf

[1 − 0.6(d/l)]
(6)

To obtain the total drag of the airship it is necessary to add
the effects of the fins and protuberances such as crew and
payload enclosures, power gondolas, landing gear, mooring
equipment, and aerials. Typically, for a modern design the
total drag coefficient at zero lift is about:

CDo = 1.9(CDH) (7)

The 1.9 factor could be reduced for a very large rigid air-
ship where virtually all secondary items are enclosed in hull,
probably falling to as low as 1.6, but for old designs it was
around 2.3.

Drag due to lift In normal flight the angle of attack is low,
say no more than 5◦, and lift coefficient is also low so the
induced drag coefficient is only about 10−4.

4.2.4 Pitching and yawing moments

For a typical large rigid airship, the value of the pitching
moment coefficient based on hull wetted area and overall
length is usually in the range of −0.020 to −0.025 for angles
of attack up to about ±8◦.

4.3 Propulsion

4.3.1 Introduction

Airships operate in a speed regime where a propeller is
the most efficient means of propulsion (see Aircraft Flight
Regimes and Applications). There is merit in considering
ducted propellers/fans, as they produce greater thrust at low
speed. Airships became practical with the development of
the internal combustion engine and early experience led to
the conclusion that it was preferable to use a low volatile fuel
to minimize the fire hazard. This led to a wide application of
diesel engines.

4.3.2 Power required

When tilting propellers are used in low speed handling
the installed power may be determined by the static thrust
requirement, but otherwise it is that required to reach maxi-
mum forward speed. Use of the drag data given in Section 4.2
enables an approximate estimate of this latter to be made. For
a typical Reynolds number of 108 and an envelope length to
diameter ratio of 5, the hull drag coefficient based on its wet-
ted area is about 0.0023 and, using equation (7), this translates
to a value of 0.0044 for the craft as a whole. Using, (Vg)2/3, as
the reference area, from equation (5) it becomes 0.029. For
flight at low altitude, a typical forward speed, V, of 30 ms−1

and a propeller efficiency of 0.85 the required power, P, is

P = 0.54 (Vg)2/3 kW (8)

Equation (8) may be used to derive the approximate pow-
ers for a range of airship sizes as given in Table 3. They are
useful in discussing the application of the various types of
powerplant.

4.3.3 Choice of powerplant (see A Brief History of
Positive Displacement Aviation Engines and
An Overview of Gas Turbine Engines)

Gas turbines have a low installed weight and use relatively
safe kerosene or heavier oil fuel, but the specific fuel con-
sumption is high, especially in off design conditions. They are
also costly. Several studies have shown that the low installed

Table 3. Power required at 30 ms−1.

Typical lift (kg) Volume (m3) Power required (kW)

4900 5000 160
19 900 20 000 400
49 500 50 000 735
198 000 200 000 1850
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weight is only advantageous for short, fast, flights but
otherwise a piston, preferably diesel, engine is best. For very
long endurance, the most efficient powerplant would be a
compound engine using a diesel cycle with a gas turbine
exhaust recovery.

4.3.4 Vectoring and reverse thrust

The concept of vectoring and reversing thrust has been used
on airships since the early days, and it has now become
a standard feature on small pressure airships (see Section
4.4.2).

4.4 Stability, control, and ground handling

4.4.1 Stability and control

The mechanism of airship stability is well understood hav-
ing been formulated by L. Bairstow early in the twentieth
century. It differs from that of an aeroplane since the airship
is a floating body and its characteristics are affected by the
virtual masses and moments of inertia associated with accel-
erating motion. Bairstow incorporated these virtual effects
into the aerodynamic derivatives and derived stability crite-
ria. The availability of powerful computers means that the
virtual effects may now be handled independently.

Longitudinal and roll static stability of an airship is
achieved by locating the center of mass well below the center
of buoyancy (see Figure 6). At forward speed, the rear stabi-
lizing fins become effective. Some early airships possessed
only marginal pitch stability and, since the time constant of
consequent disturbances was long, relied upon the pilot to
make corrections. Dynamic stability is also characterized by
long time constants.

Control in forward flight is from the hinged surfaces
attached to the stabilizers. Operated by wire cables, which
had a tendency to stretch under load, the response was often
sluggish and ineffective with the consequential possibility

Center of buoyancy

Static lift
Center of mass

Weight

Thrust

Figure 6. Airship longitudinal static stability.

of pilot induced oscillation. Modern, “fly-by wire/light” sig-
naled, powered, control systems overcome this difficulty.

The stability and control of airships are well understood
and can be readily established. Providing adequate control
power is available, any deficiencies can be rectified by using
artificial stability. The main problem is providing the control
forces for low speed flight.

4.4.2 Ground handling

Ground handling includes the control and stability of an air-
ship at low speed where conventional aerodynamic controls
are ineffective. It proved to be one of the major difficulties
associated with earlier craft, especially the large rigids, and
there were many accidents. Reliance was placed on the avail-
ability of large bodies of men to guide the airship when it
emerged from its hangar until it took off, reversing the proce-
dure at landing. Lift off and recovery was achieved by release
of water ballast or venting of hydrogen gas as appropriate.
Britain developed high-level mooring masts to overcome the
need for manpower and to avoid the necessity of putting the
ship into a hangar. These met with some success but mooring
could be a tedious process and release from it, demanding a
rearward motion, could be hazardous if the trim was incorrect.
Others preferred low-level masts with mooring and release
relying on the use of manpower in much the same way as a
ship docking. Pressure airships developed towards the end of
the twentieth century often use portable, low level, mooring
masts with docking assisted by vectoring propellers provid-
ing precise control of forces. Interestingly the solution for any
larger craft, should one be built, could well lie with helicopter
technology. A horizontal rotor, having cyclic and collective
pitch control, can provide not only lift but also forward and
lateral forces and associated moments.

4.5 Component masses

4.5.1 Non-rigid airships

Some mass data for pressurized airships has been given by
J. Craig, in “Airship Technology.” The ratio of the hull to the
total mass derived from the net static lift falls with increase
of airship size despite a heavier cover material. The ratio is
around 30% for a small craft but falls to less than half this for a
105 m3 airship. Typical contributions from other components
are given in Table 4. From these it can be seen that the empty
mass of a small pressurized airship can be expected to be
at least 60% of the total while for a larger craft, of around
105 m3, it is less, possibly 40–45% depending upon the role.
Thus the useful load, available for crew, fuel, payload and
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Table 4. Mass of airship components.

Masses % total

Airship type

Component:
Small

non-rigid
Large

non-rigid
Large
rigid

Hull 30 15 33
Fins and controls 6 6 3
Powerplant 10 10 13
Water recovery 2
Systems 6 6 5
Accommodation 8 6 4
Total empty 60 43 60

ballast, will vary from rather more than 35% to 55% or more
for larger airships.

4.5.2 Rigid airships

There is a paucity of information on the detail mass break-
downs of rigid airships except that given by C.P. Burgess for
the United States ships, all of which used helium. This data
suggests that the basic hull, inclusive of gas bags, valves and
outer covers accounted for some 35% of the total mass and
of this over two thirds was due to the hull framework. Other
typical component values are given in Table 4. Taken together
with the hull mass these yield an empty mass of around 60%,
that is a useful load 40% of the total or perhaps slightly more
for a very large craft. This figure can be compared with those
known for some of the later Zeppelin airships. These had a
useful load in the range of 40–50% the higher value being
for the wartime “height climbers.” Large British rigid air-
ships only achieved 35% at best, possibly as a consequence
of imposed design constraints.

5 CONSTRUCTION

5.1 Balloons

5.1.1 Hot air balloons

The Montgolfière balloon envelopes were made from cotton
lined with paper to make it more gas tight. This was prone to
catch fire from the brazier located in its neck. Current hot air
balloons usually employ an envelope formed by nylon gores
reinforced by sewn on webbing. The skirt at the neck of the
balloon is treated on the inside with a fire resistant coating.
The crown of the envelope is covered by the “parachute”
valve (see Section 2.1.1). Initial inflation of the envelope is

achieved by using a fan until it has reached a stage at which
the propane burners can be ignited. The payload is invari-
ably carried in a wicker basket located below the burners and
attached by ropes to the envelope. Apart from being light the
wicker construction provides a degree of resilience, useful in
landing.

5.1.2 Gas filled balloons

Early spherical balloons used a variety of materials based on
natural fibers such as cotton and taffeta made from silk. These
were treated by varnishing or lined to contain the gas. The ill-
fated Rozière hybrid balloon (see Section 1.1.1), contained
the hydrogen element in a taffeta bag bonded to three inter-
nal layers of gold beaten skin with a mixture of oil, honey
and lead acetate. Gold beaters skin is obtained by drying
and treating cows’ intestines. Natural rubber treated cotton
became available early in the twentieth century.

In 1935, Picard introduced the concept of the “thin film”
balloon for high altitude applications. At that time the only
film available was cellophane which was not ideal but soon
after World War II synthetic materials, such as polythene film,
were introduced, and some high altitude “pressure” balloons
used for scientific observation have a Mylar film envelope.
Gas filled balloons are inflated from the bottom. They are
fitted with a pressure relief valve and a top “ripping” panel
for fast gas release. Earlier balloons carried the payload in a
wicker, or similar, open basket but the manned balloons used
for high altitude research were equipped with pressurized
gondolas, often of light alloy. In many cases the payload was
suspended by a net placed over the envelope.

5.2 Airships

5.2.1 Pressure airships

Airworthiness requirements for pressure airships exist in
Europe and the United States. They include semi-empirical
formulae to ensure adequate strength and rigidity of the enve-
lope, especially in gust conditions, and enable the required
pressure to be calculated. Pressure airships became practical
when natural rubber coated fabrics were introduced. Early
envelope materials usually consisted of several layers of cot-
ton, arranged in different directions and bonded with the
rubber. Paraffin wax was used to seal the inner surface of the
envelope and ballonets. The fabric was cut into longitudinal
gores sewn together to produce the correct shape of enve-
lope. Typical early envelope materials had a mass of around
0.65 kg m−2 and their strength limited the possible envelope
size to around 10 000 m3.
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Synthetic rubber was an improvement but greater progress
was made when synthetic materials, especially the polyesters
such as Dacron, became available. These are lighter than cot-
ton materials but twice as strong. The largest envelope, for the
Goodyear ZPG-3W of 43 160 m3, used a 0.56 kg m−2 mate-
rial. Further developments suggest that future pressurized
airships could use laminated materials obtained by sandwich-
ing a scrim of directionally arranged yarns between polyester
films. The nose of the envelope has to be stiffened, often with
battens, to prevent local collapse under the dynamic pressure.

On some early pressure airships, the gondolas for payload
and powerplants were suspended from the envelope by cables
extending from a net or attached at local reinforced patches.
The latter method is still used for the attachment of items
such as stabilizing fins. Other, higher, loads are suspended
from curtains attached to the upper, inner, and surface of the
envelope.

A unique, successful, pressure airship was the United
States ZMC-2. Of only 5720 m3 capacity it was constructed as
a monocoque shell with 0.24 mm thick clad duralumin sheet,
equivalent to some 0.68 kg m−2. Intended as a test for a 100-
tonne craft ZMC-2 had a payload of 340 kg using helium.
The hull probably accounted for about 30% of the mass.

5.2.2 Rigid airships

Strength requirements for early rigid airships were estab-
lished by trial and, mostly, error. The Zeppelin Company
had the advantage of building many craft during World War I
and established its own, reliable, design procedures. After
the losses of R38 in Britain and Shenandoah in the United
States, a serious attempt was made to establish reliable design
criteria. Much of this was undertaken by C.P. Burgess in
the United States and H.R. Cox (Lord Kings Norton) in the
United Kingdom.

The introduction of aluminum around 1890 was the impe-
tus for rigid airship construction, although the German
Schulte-Lanz craft and the British copies, R31 and R32,
were made of wood. Aluminum was later replaced by its
copper-based alloy, duralumin.

1. The framework. The shape and strength of the hull of a
rigid airship came from a framework consisting of lon-
gitudinal beams supported by ring frames and numerous
cables/wires. Apart from the nose and tail, each frame
was located between a pair of gasbags. The frames of the
Zeppelin airships were of comparatively light construc-
tion stabilized by wires but the ones in the British R100
and R101 and the United States Akron and Macon were
deeper and stiffer. A series of radial wires at each frame
constrained the gas bags. Early Zeppelin airships had

a longitudinal cable running along the centerline from
nose to tail to tie the framework together but later this
was replaced with a beam.

Zeppelin airships, and those based on them, used some
30 longitudinal members round the circumference of the
hull, but in the R100 and R101 they were limited to 16 to
facilitate structural analysis. It was common to provide
a keel member along the lower centerline for attaching
crew, passenger and engine gondolas. On most rigid air-
ships, the main members of the stabilizing fins passed
through to the centerline to form a cruciform arrange-
ment, but those on the Akron terminated at the frame
circumference. Although there were differences in the
detail design of the keels, longitudinal beams, frames
and joints the overall configuration of the framework was
universal.

2. Gas bags. Gasbag design was of great importance as
each had to occupy as much of the internal volume as
possible and remain gas tight. Most airships used bags
made of cotton or linen lined with one or two layers of
gold beaters skin treated appropriately. This process was
expensive being labor intensive and requiring many ani-
mal intestines, approaching a million on a large craft.
The United States developed a cloth material impreg-
nated with a latex/gelatine mixture and it was used for the
gas bags of the later United States airships. Gas release
valves used to give automatic avoidance of overpres-
sure and for venting for control were sometimes separate
items and sometimes combined. Often they were located
at the top of the bags and vented into a pipe system to
take the gas overboard. On the R101 they were at the
sides.

3. Outer covering. The outer covers of the hull were tra-
ditionally of doped linen. The spacing between the
longitudinal members and frames was large and local
support was provided consisting of wires bonded onto
them, often tensioned to avoid flapping. Typical masses
of the outer covers and their supports varied from 0.2 to
0.3 kg m−2, the higher figure for larger craft. This repre-
sented a significant fraction of the hull mass of pressure
airships. Covers frequently tore and were repaired while
the ship was in flight. Modern synthetic materials, such
as Dacron are stronger than linens but a better approach
could be to employ a semi-monocoque design for the
hull and use the cover as a load-bearing element, see
below.

4. Modern materials and construction. Typically, the com-
bined mass of the framework and covers of a large airship
accounted for some 25% of the total. If a true mono-
coque construction was devised for, say, a 200-tonne
airship the outer shell would have to have a mass of no
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more than about 2 kg m−2, equivalent to a single sheet of
light alloy 0.7 mm thick. Use of a light alloy sandwich
construction or, better, one using carbon reinforced fiber
polymer, CFRP, would give more design potential. Other
new materials that could be of benefit are the fiber metal
laminates, such as GLARE and ARALL. CFRP, GLARE,
and ARALL are expensive materials and require elabo-
rate and costly manufacturing facilities. The component
size needed for a large monocoque airship is outside
current experience. It is unlikely that the development
costs associated with any of these new materials could
be economically justified for the few craft likely to be
required.

6 SAFETY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS

6.1 Balloons

Over the centuries, ballooning has not been without disasters.
However, the design of small and large balloons, both hot
air and light gas inflated is proven. While all the pioneering
adventures may have been realized balloons, hot air espe-
cially, will continue to be used for recreation and scientific
purposes.

6.2 Pressure airships

Many pressure airships operated satisfactorily and safely
for long periods. This was especially true of the United
States Navy craft once helium had been introduced. Although
the US Navy ended its lighter than air operations in 1961,
Goodyear and others have continued to build small non-rigid
airships and the technology has been retained. Potential future
applications may be limited to advertising, recreational and
tourist roles, all of which imply relatively small craft, possibly
no larger than 10 000 m3.

6.3 Rigid airships

The safety and reliability record of rigid airships was
mediocre. Many difficulties arose from handling and struc-
tural problems, frequently culminating in fire. Their era
effectively ended in 1937 with the loss of the Hindenburg.
Hindenburg was designed to use helium and had it been avail-
able it is likely that the Zeppelin passenger service would
have continued until the outbreak of World War II. History

suggests that in the post war era airships would have been no
match for jet transports.

There were really only two successful rigid airships,
the Zeppelins LZ-126, Los Angeles and the LZ-127, Graf
Zeppelin 1. Neither experienced any major operational prob-
lems. Los Angeles was helium filled and Graf Zeppelin 1
was unique in that it used Blaugas as the fuel to minimize
hydrogen venting. An important conclusion from rigid airship
experience was that only the Zeppelin organization possessed
the experience and knowledge to construct and operate them.
This ability was largely vested in two men; Dr. Ludwig Dürr
who, having worked on LZ-1, became chief engineer for
all 119 subsequent Zeppelins and Dr. Hugo Eckener, air-
ship captain and manager, who joined Zeppelin in 1910.
The technology and operations experience they effectively
implemented has long been lost.

Later in the twentieth century, there were many propos-
als for the re-introduction of large rigid airships. Some were
intended for a long-range freight role, but even allowing
for the potential advantages of new structural materials and
design it is unlikely that such a craft would be economically
feasible. There is one use for a large airship which might
have a future application and this is to provide a heavy lift
capability for use in remote regions. Even here, it is difficult
to see how a conventional large rigid craft would be justified.

6.4 Hybrid craft

In conclusion, the potential of an airship-rotorcraft hybrid
for heavy lift is worth mentioning. The concept, first sug-
gested around 1970, is for a helium filled envelope combined
with, typically, four nominally horizontal helicopter rotors
as illustrated in Figure 7. With the aerostatic lift slightly less
than the empty weight the four rotors cover the payload as
well as providing the control and trim forces for ground and
flight handling. Some idea of the potential of such a craft may
be obtained by assuming the envelope would be that of the

Envelope

KeelPayload

Rotors

Figure 7. Heavy lift airship-rotorcraft hybrid concept.
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14 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

largest pressure airship built, Goodyear ZPG-3W, which had
a static lift of over 40 tonnes. If the empty weight is 50% of
the gross value, it could lift about 35 tonnes. As a comparison,
the Russian Mil M-26 helicopter can lift about 15 tonnes.

This hybrid concept was taken up in 1980 by Frank
Piasecki who persuaded the United States Forestry Com-
mission to support his project. A spare Goodyear ZPG-2W
envelope was mounted on a square framework and surplus
Sikorsky H-34J helicopters, less tail, was located at each
corner. Ten flights were made in 1985. Touch down at the end
of the last flight initiated a violent structural vibration causing
the framework to disintegrate and the craft to be destroyed.
Sad, but not an unusual end in the history of the large
airship!
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1 INTRODUCTION

Flight vehicle performance optimization technology focuses
on finding ways of operating given flight vehicles in some
“best manner” subject to various constraints that reflect lim-
itations on how the vehicles can be operated as well as
restrictions on candidate flight paths. The challenge is to

minimize selected measures of performance such as time to
climb or fuel burn over a mission or maximize endurance,
range, or rate of turn, for example, or any combinations of
such measures. In essence, the general flight vehicle perfor-
mance optimization problem is an optimal control problem
(Bryson and Ho, 1975; Vinh, 1981; Ben-Asher, 2010). A set
of ordinary differential equations describing the dynamics of
a moving vehicle can be cast as a set of first order equations
of the form:

{ẋ(t)} = {f ({x(t)}, {u(t)}, t)} (1)

where elements of the vector {x(t)T} = {x1(t), x2(t), . . . ,
xn(t)} are the states of the vehicle describing its location
and orientation, and their time rates of change in the form of
velocities and angular rates. Elements of the vector {u(t)}T =
{u1(t), u2(t), . . . , xm(t)} are the control inputs in the form of
forced rotations of control surfaces to affect aerodynamic
forces or changes in thrust. Components of the vector {f} are
functions fi({x(t)}, {u(t)}) of the states along the trajectory
and the control inputs used. A flight trajectory of a vehicle
will be determined by initial conditions (x0) = {x(t = 0)},
terminal conditions {xf} = {x(t = tf )} and the time history
of controls. It has to meet a set of constraints reflecting what
the vehicle can and cannot physically do or is not allowed to
do. Optimal control technology, then, seeks to find among all
control vectors {u(t)} that will carry a flight vehicle along
trajectories that start at certain initial conditions and end
at some final conditions that application of controls {u∗(t)}
and that corresponding trajectory {x∗(t)} that will make the
performance best in some way.

A review of general trajectory optimization is presented
in this encyclopedia in a dedicated chapter in the Aerospace
Systems Optimization section (see Trajectory Optimization).
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2 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Airplanes, because of their particular flight characteristics
and types of missions, present when it comes to performance
optimization a particular sub area of the general trajectory
optimization field. While the general techniques for high
fidelity trajectory optimization developed for optimal con-
trol are directly applicable to the performance optimization
of airplanes, such techniques may be costly in terms of
problem definition and set up and the computational effort
involved. Years before the evolution of modern optimal con-
trol technology airplane designers and operators developed
methods for optimizing airplane performance that were based
on approximate equations of motions and approximate mea-
sures of performance. The resulting technology allowed rapid
estimation of best performance for many important flight
maneuvers and mission segments, with often closed-form
analytical expressions that allowed rapid flight planning for
a given vehicle or quick assessment of the effects of design
changes on the resulting airplane being designed. The devel-
opment of approximate performance optimization methods
for airplanes also added insight into the nature of the math-
ematical problems involved by identifying alternative state
variables to use (specific energy, e.g., which is the sum of the
kinetic and gravitational potential energies per unit mass) that
would replace the natural state functions (such as velocity).
Transformation of the state equations from natural to trans-
formed state variables could lead to a natural separation of the
equations and the states to those that have to be kept and those
that can be neglected in the formulation of approximations
of various levels of accuracy.

The present chapter focuses on the flight dynamics of
airplanes modeled as point masses, assuming that elastic
deformations and rigid body rotations can be neglected and
that mass is fixed or at most that mass is varying at such a slow
rate that its rate of change effect on the dynamic equations of
motion can be neglected. The equations and approximations

presented here, then, do not apply in general to rockets and
missiles whose masses change rapidly.

2 THE GENERAL PROBLEM

One of the most commonly employed general systems
of differential equations of motion in aircraft trajectory
computations is a sixth order system which describes a
constant-weight point mass moving in a three-dimensional
space (Vinh, 1981; Filippone, 2006). This system comprises
three kinematic equations and three force equations:

ẋ = V cos γ cos χ (2)

ẏ = V cos γ sin χ (3)

ḣ = V sin γ (4)

V̇ = g

(
T − D

W
− sin γ

)
(5)

γ̇ = g

V

(
L cos µ

W
− cos γ

)
(6)

χ̇ = g

V cos γ

L sin µ

W
(7)

The nomenclature is (partly) defined in Figure 1. In these
equations, the state vector is [x, y, h, V, γ , χ] and the con-
trol vector is [T, L, µ]. It is important to note that the choice
of control variables is not unique. For example, lift coeffi-
cient CL (or load factor n = L/W, or angle-of-attack α , etc.)
might be used as a control variable instead of lift L. Also
note that both the state vector and the control vector are
usually subjected to certain constraining relations. A typi-
cal example of a control constraint concerns the condition

h

O x

(X,Y )

h

Y

χ
γ

γµ V ,T
L

Notation

L = Lift
D = Drag
T = (Net) thrust
V = Velocity
h = Altitude

x ,y = Position coordinates

χ = Heading angle
γ = Flight-path angle
µ = Bank angle

Figure 1. Three-dimensional geometry used to define the aircraft equations of motion.
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Airplane Performance Optimization 3

that thrust should not exceed a certain specified limit, that is,
T ≤ Tmax.

The system model given by equations (2)–(7) already
relies on a variety of simplifying assumptions, including, (i)
flight over a flat non-rotating earth, (ii) thrust T is aligned
with the airspeed vector, (iii) no wind, (iv) coordinated
turns (no side-slip), and (v) aircraft weight variation due
to fuel consumption is neglected. Clearly, in certain prob-
lems formulations these simplifying assumptions may not be
appropriate and a more detailed point mass system model
is then called for. Weight variation with time cannot be
neglected when it is rapid as in the case of rockets or for
flight vehicle maneuvers and trajectories that are long in dura-
tion. In some aircraft performance optimization problems,
even relying on a point mass model formulation may not be
appropriate. For example, the performance assessment of an
aircraft that features a high-angle-of attack/thrust vectoring
capability typically calls for the use of a rigid-body model
that also considers the rotational dynamics (moment equa-
tions), rather than a point-mass model (Komduur and Visser,
2002).

In the derivation of the equations of motion, the aerody-
namic forces have been decomposed into a drag force D,
which is in opposite direction of the velocity vector, and a lift
force L perpendicular to it:

L = CL

1

2
ρV 2S D = CD

1

2
ρV 2S (8)

where CL and CD are called the lift coefficient and drag coef-
ficient, respectively. The dynamic pressure is (1/2)ρV 2 and S
is a reference area. Both CL and CD are functions of the angle-
of-attack α and Mach number M. The functional relation
between CD and CL is called the drag polar (see Fixed-Wing
Aircraft Performance). For the majority of aerodynamic con-
figurations, a parabolic approximation to the drag polar is
assumed:

CD = CD0 (M) + K(M) C2
L (9)

where the zero-lift drag coefficient CD0 and the induced drag
factor K are functions of the Mach number M. Combining
equations (8) and (9) yields the following useful expression
for drag:

D = D0 + n2Di D0 = CD0

1

2
ρV 2S,

Di = K
W2

1
2ρV 2S

(10)

In equation (10), the load factor n is the ratio L/W, D0 is
the zero-lift drag and Di is the induced drag in straight and
level flight.

The general performance optimization problem for a given
flight vehicle can be formulated as follows:

Find the time histories of the control functions together with
the resulting trajectory that will minimize or maximize cer-
tain measures of performance such as time spent or distance
travelled subject to initial conditions and possible final con-
ditions and constraints on control and motion state variables
along the trajectory, such as constraints on useful thrust and
lift coefficient, load factor, Mach number, and so on.

3 PROBLEM ORDER REDUCTION IN
OPTIMAL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS: FLIGHT IN THE VERTICAL
PLANE AND THE SPECIFIC ENERGY
FORMULATION

3.1 Vertical-plane maneuvers and the minimum
time to climb problem formulation

In a number of important trajectory optimization cases
motion can be restricted to flight in a vertical plane – the plane
of symmetry of the flight vehicle. This amounts to setting the
bank angle µ to zero in equation (6) and discarding equations
(3) and (7). If the down-range variable x is of no interest as
an objective or a constraint, such as in the case of typical
minimum time to climb (MTC) problems, the correspond-
ing equation, equation (2) can be decoupled from the rest of
the system’s equations. The resulting system of equations of
motion is now of third order:

ḣ = V sin γ (11)

V̇ = g

(
T − D

W
− sin γ

)
(12)

γ̇ = g

V

(
L

W
− cos γ

)
(13)

The three state variables involved are velocity V, altitude
h, and flight path angle γ . The two control functions used
are lift L(t) and thrust T(t). The optimization problem in
the case of MTC is now stated as follows: Find the optimal
control histories L∗(t) and T ∗(t) that transfer the point mass
system described by equations (11)–(13) from a prescribed
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4 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

initial state to a prescribed final state in minimum time, while
satisfying all imposed path and control constraints.

It needs to be noted that, depending on the problem formu-
lation, not all of the components of the initial and terminal
state vector need to be specified. It is evident though that,
at the very least, boundary conditions on initial and terminal
altitude need to be included in the MTC problem formulation.

3.2 Transformation of state variables and
energy-state modeling

Equations (11)–(13) above express, in essence, a set of
kinematic and force-acceleration relations. An alternative
way of describing the motion can be based on work –
energy principles. It is recognized that the specific energy
E, (sometimes also called the energy height), defined as the
sum of an aircraft’s potential and kinetic energy per unit
weight:

E = h + V 2

2g
(14)

can be related in a power conservation relation to the work
per unit time on the vehicle by the forces acting on it. The rate
of change of specific energy per unit time Ė = ḣ + (V/g)V̇
must be equal to the power per unit weight applied to the
vehicle: (T − D)V/W . Indeed, using equations (11) and (12)
it is clear that:

Ė = ḣ + V

g
V̇ = (T − D)V

W
(15)

The quantity on the right-hand side of equation (15) is
known as the specific excess power Ps:

(T − D)V

W
� Ps (16)

If equation (11) is replaced by equation (15) the system of
motion equations becomes:

Ė = (T − D)V

W
(17)

V̇ = g

(
T − D

W
− sinγ

)
(18)

γ̇ = g

V

(
L

W
− cos γ

)
(19)

where altitude h now needs to be regarded as a function of
the states E and V:

h = E − V 2

2g
(20)

That is, instead of using the entities h, V, and γ as state
variables, a transformation is made into defining the motion
in terms of state variables E, V, and γ . As before, the two
control functions used are lift L(t) and thrust T(t).

Now, it has been observed in trajectory simulations of
high speed aircraft that while altitude and velocity could
change rapidly, the specific energy can change more slowly
along a trajectory. That is, changes of energy modes between
potential gravitational and kinetic energies are more rapid
than changes of the total specific energy of the vehicle. An
approximate approach to the problem can then be based on
the separation of fast and slow dynamics. If energy variation
and its control become the focus of attention, then only equa-
tion (17) has to be addressed. By neglecting the speed and
flight-path angle dynamics and assuming trajectories that are
limited to path angles with cos γ ≈ 1, equation (19) reduces
to

g

V

(
L

W
− cos γ

)
= 0 ⇒ n = L

W
= cosγ = 1 (21)

Consequently, drag is approximated by its level flight
value in the energy-state formulation. When a parabolic drag
polar is assumed (see equation (10)), the level flight drag is
given by D = D0 + Di .

The result of state variable transformation and the simpli-
fying assumptions presented is an approximate formulation
of the MTC problem given by the single state equation:

Ė = (T − (D0 + Di)V )

W
= Ps(T, V, E)|L/W=1 (22)

Note that velocity V has attained the status of control vari-
able in the energy-state model, whilst the original control
(lift L) has been removed from the problem formulation.
When velocity V is employed as a control variable, altitude h
merely becomes a function of the control V and the state E, as
expressed by equation (20). Alternatively, altitude h can be
assigned the role of control variable, in which case velocity
V is to be considered as a function of the control h and state
E. Note that the energy-state formulation (22) is independent
of the variable γ .

It is worthwhile to note here that the reduction, through
approximations and transformation of variables, of the set of
six ordinary differential equations representing the motion
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Airplane Performance Optimization 5

of a point mass vehicle to a single equation for the specific
energy state is just another step in a sequence of approxima-
tions which begin with the full modeling of the vehicle as
a deformable body. Separation of elastic motions and rigid
body motions (if justified) leads to the well known rigid body
equations of flight mechanics and flight stability and con-
trol. A point-mass model may be viewed as a limiting form
of the rigid body formulation, by assuming that the entire
aircraft mass is collapsed into the center of gravity of the air-
craft. Owing to this assumption, all elements of the inertia
matrix reduce to zero and, as a consequence, equilibrium of
moments is obtained. In other words, a point mass system
model is a reduced order rigid body system, in which the
rotational dynamics are ignored. The elevator angle δ, which
serves as a control variable in the rigid body model, is essen-
tially removed in the point mass system model, and replaced
as control variable by angle-of-attack or a similar lift related
quantity.

This is illustrated in Figure 2, where the dynamic response
of an aircraft to a control input is shown for, respectively, a
rigid body model, a point-mass model, and an energy-state
model. For the sake of illustration, let us assume that the air-
craft executes a pull-up maneuver starting from level flight,

Figure 2. Pitch plane response of an aircraft to a control input for
various dynamic models.

with the aim to increase altitude. To initiate the maneuver in
the rigid body formulation, the elevator is deflected through
an angle δ. By moving the elevator, an aerodynamic pitch-
ing moment is generated which rotates the aircraft. When
the aircraft pitches up, the angle-of-attack is increased, and,
consequently, also the lift increases. In turn, the increment
in lift leads to an increase in flight path angle, and, finally,
the increase in flight-path angle results in the desired altitude
gain. In the point-mass formulation the rotational dynamics
are ignored and a pull-up maneuver is initiated by instanta-
neously pitching up the aircraft through an angle θ, or, in other
words, by commanding changes in the lift L directly. If one
takes the view that control variables are variables which may
be changed instantaneously, then it is intuitively clear how the
change in role of the variables in the reduced-order approxi-
mation is brought about. A relatively fast state variable in the
original system is relegated to the role of a control variable
in the reduced-order system by neglecting its derivative term.
Thus control variables may be viewed as degenerate forms
of state variables.

In the energy-state formulation, the order-reduction pro-
cess has been taken several steps further. In addition to
ignoring the rotational dynamics, also the flight-path angle
dynamics and speed dynamics are neglected. Velocity V,
which like flight-path angle γ was a “fast” state variable
in the original point-mass formulation, is to be regarded,
in a limiting sense, as a control variable of the energy-state
system.

4 CLOSED FORM SOLUTIONS BASED ON
QUASI-STEADY APPROXIMATE
PERFORMANCE MODELS AND
PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

Simple expressions for performance measures in terms of air-
plane characteristics and trajectory flown, as presented in the
chapter on performance in this encyclopedia (see Fixed-Wing
Aircraft Performance) or references such as Miele (1962),
Anderson (1999), Vinh (1981, 1993), and Filippone (2006)
can be used for obtaining optimal performance via applica-
tion of parameter optimization to such expressions.

A typical example concerns the MTC problem based on
a quasi-steady flight formulation (see Fixed-Wing Aircraft
Performance). With equilibrium of forces at any instance,
the equations of motion (12) and (13) can be written as:

g

(
T − D

W
− sinγs

)
g

V

(
L

W
− cosγs

)
= 0 (23)
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6 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

where the subscript “s” denotes steady state. The variation of
the altitude per unit time, expressed as the quasi-steady rate
of climb RCs of the aircraft, follows from equation (11):

ḣ = RCs = V sin γs (24)

Based on the equations resulting from equation (23) and
assuming small path angles with cosγs ≈ 1, the rate of climb
in quasi-steady flight RCs can be written as:

ḣ = RCs =
[

(T − D)V

W

]
L/W=1

= [T − (D0 + Di)V ]

W

(25)

where the right hand side of equation (25) will be immediately
recognized as the specific excess power of equation (16),
evaluated for L/W = 1. The time to climb from an altitude h0

to an altitude hf is obtained from the integral:

tf =
∫ tf

0
dt =

∫ hf

h0

1

RCs
dh =

∫ hf

h0

1

Ps|L/W=1
dh (26)

The solution to the quasi-steady MTC problem immedi-
ately suggests itself: at each altitude h between h0 and hf ,
search for the optimal velocity V* and thrust T* that maxi-
mize the specific excess power Ps. From equation (16) it is
evident that in order to maximize the specific excess power,
maximum thrust needs to be applied. Mathematically, the
condition for optimal climb speed V ∗ at each altitude is found
from:

(
∂Ps|L/W=1

∂V

)
h

= 0 (27)

It may happen that equation (27) has multiple roots. In
this case the root that produces the largest value of Ps must
be selected. An optimal (minimum time) climb can now be
scheduled by setting the speed to the max RC speed at each
altitude and by applying max thrust along the climb trajectory.

Years of development in the area of flight performance
optimization based on approximate, computationally fast,
equations of motion have led to closed form solutions to many
problems, including constant altitude/constant speed mini-
mum fuel burn turn and angle of attack/bank angle schedules
for maximum lateral range (Bryson and Ho, 1975), fastest
climb and most economic climb (Miele, 1962), turning at a
minimum radius of curvature (Miele, 1962) and more.

5 FULL SOLUTION TO THE MINIMUM
TIME-TO-CLIMB PROBLEM

In this section, solutions to the MTC problem are discussed
for a full point mass formulation, based on a representative
numerical example derived from the early literature. More
specifically, some results are shown from a study conducted
by Heermann and Kretsinger (1964). The model aircraft con-
sidered in the numerical calculations in this study concerns
a high-performance fighter interceptor design, capable of
supersonic speeds.

To obtain the conditions for optimum flight, Heerman and
Kretsinger applied the variational approach to optimal con-
trol theory to the full system, described by equation (11)–(13).
The resulting Two Point Boundary Value Problem (see Tra-
jectory Optimization) turned out to be extremely sensitive to
changes in some of the values of the initial guess and at least
up to six decimal places were required. As a consequence,
significant patience and computer time was required to obtain
satisfactory numerical results.

1. Trajectory solutions were generated for four different
sets of boundary conditions. In all cases, the initial alti-
tude and speed are: h0 = 4,000 ft and V0 = 800 ft (or
E0 = 13,945 ft). The final altitude of the optimum climb
paths is: hf = 23,000 ft. The remaining boundary con-
ditions for the various cases are selected according
to Table 1. Details of the optimal trajectory solu-
tions are presented in Figure 3. Not surprisingly, all
trajectories are flown at maximum thrust. When exam-
ining the results, several interesting observations can be
made:
a. The optimum climb paths with fixed final energy

(fixed final altitude and speed), labeled A, B, and C
in Figure 3, exhibit a common central branch with
smooth transition flights to and from the endpoints,
which vary with the prescribed conditions for the
flight path angle.

b. The longest flight time is found for case A, with
γ f = 0. Freeing γ f results in a decrease in overall flight
time of about 6 s (case B). The free choice of γ0 (case
C) does not result in an appreciable reduction in flight
time.

c. In case D, both Ef and γ f are free and the climbing
time is reduced by about 50% in comparison to the
cases with fixed final energy levels. This is the result
of rapidly converting kinetic energy into potential
energy (a so-called zoom climb). The final (kinetic)
energy level that is achieved in case D is significantly
lower than in the other cases.
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Table 1. Initial and final boundary conditions for MTC problem.

Case γ0 γf Vf

A 0◦ 0◦ 1200 ft s−1

B 0◦ Free 1200 ft s−1

C Free Free 1200 ft s−1

D 0◦ Free Free

In summary, it can be concluded that removing a terminal
boundary condition on flight-path angle has a limited effect
on flight performance, whilst dropping the final boundary
condition on specific energy has a significant impact. These
findings confirm the observation made earlier that specific
energy is a relatively slow state variable whilst flight path
angle is a relatively fast one. Note that the application of gen-
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Figure 3. Point-mass modeled MTC trajectory solution for a high-
performance fighter interceptor.

eral optimal control theory to the full equations of motion
of the airplane allows capturing the full dynamics of the
vehicle’s motions.

6 ENERGY-STATE SOLUTION TO THE
MINIMUM TIME-TO-CLIMB PROBLEM

It is interesting to compare the optimal solutions for the com-
plete set of point mass equations with the results obtained
using the energy-state approximation. When an energy-state
formulation is employed, it is generally implicitly understood
that the MTC problem involves a minimum-time flight from
a specified initial specific energy level to a specified final spe-
cific energy level. That is, since initial and final altitudes are
set, velocity is then also specified at both boundary points.

The time minimization problem can be tackled by solving
the calculus of variations equations (see Trajectory Opti-
mization) representing the conditions of optimality for the
dynamic system represented by equation (22). The energy-
state solution to the MTC problem can also be determined
directly, without recourse to optimal control theory. Indeed,
using similar arguments as in Section 4 (also see Fixed-Wing
Aircraft Performance), equation (22) can be used to express
the time-to-climb as an integral:

tf =
∫ Ef

E0

1

Ps(T, V, E)
dE (28)

The integral equation (28) is minimized when specific
excess power Ps is maximized with respect to the control
variables T and V for each energy level E over the interval
[E0, Ef ]. This is in fact the argument that was originally used
by Kaiser in his pioneering work on energy-state approxima-
tion during World War II (Merritt, Cliff, and Kelley, 1985).
From equation (22) it is readily clear that in order to maxi-
mize Ps (and thus the energy rate Ė), maximum thrust must
be applied. To determine the optimal climb path, then, the
evolution of the required velocity V ∗ along the path has to
be determined. Mathematically, the condition for optimum
climb speed at a given energy level is found from:

(
∂Ps|L/W=1

∂V

)
E

= 0 (29)

At each energy level we want to change the velocity V in a
way that will maximize the corresponding change in specific
power. Solving equation (29) at each energy level determines
what has been called the “energy-climb path.”
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8 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Figure 4 illustrates a typical energy-state solution in a
so-called specific excess power diagram for a subsonic jet
aircraft. In addition to lines of constant excess power, this
diagram also displays lines of constant specific energy. By
plotting kinetic energy V2/2g along the horizontal axis instead
of velocity, the constant specific energy contours become
straight lines. To establish the energy-climb path, the speed
that maximizes specific excess power at each energy level is
found by searching for the curve of constant excess power
that is tangent to the considered line of constant energy. In
the diagram, the optimum energy-climb path is given by the
curve A–B. The established energy-climb path solution in
general does not satisfy the endpoint conditions (h0, V0) and
(hf , Vf ) that were imposed in the original problem. This loss
in boundary conditions is the result of the fact that speed V has
attained the role of control variable in the energy-state model
and, consequently, its boundary condition can be met only
by instantaneously exchanging kinetic and potential energy
while holding specific energy constant. Figure 4 illustrates
how the energy-climb path and the constant-energy transi-
tion arcs to and from the boundary points are joined together,
for an assumed initial point E and final point F. Unfortunately,
constant-energy transition arcs exhibit some undesirable fea-
tures. For example, the constant-energy transition arcs are
traversed in zero elapsed time and it is readily clear that this
is far from realistic. For this reason, alternative transition
flight paths have been explored in many application studies.
Figure 4 illustrates alternative transition arcs in the form of
horizontal (accelerating/decelerating) flight paths. Although
such horizontal transitions represent no more than engineer-
ing approximations, they have the advantage that they are
quite easy to compute and, unlike their constant-energy coun-
terparts, they are physically realizable.

It is interesting to compare the energy-state approximation
to the basic quasi-steady state approximation for the MTC
problem (see Trajectory Optimization and the discussion in
Section 4 here). In Figure 4, the quasi-steady climb solution
is represented by the curve C–D. In the quasi-steady approx-
imation, the optimum climb rate at each altitude is found by
maximizing specific excess power while holding altitude con-
stant, or, equivalently, by searching for the curve of constant
specific excess power that is tangent to a line of constant alti-
tude. The difference between the steady and non-steady climb
schedules, especially in the higher speed region, is readily
apparent in Figure 4. To understand this difference in speed
schedule behavior for the two solutions, it is instructive to
rewrite equation (29) using chain rule differentiation:

(
∂Ps

∂V

)
E

=
(

∂Ps

∂V

)
h

− V

g

(
∂Ps

∂h

)
V

= 0 (30)
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Figure 4. Minimum time-to-climb solutions plotted in a specific
excess power diagram (subsonic jet aircraft).

Comparing equation (27) with equation (30), it can be seen
that the former neglects a term which may be expected to be
small for small velocity V only.

As we have seen, the dynamic effects on the optimum
climb become more pronounced as the speed of the aircraft
increases. For this reason the energy-state concept is very
useful for the analysis of the climb performance of super-
sonic aircraft that accelerate past the speed of sound (Bryson,
Desai and Hoffman, 1969). Figure 5 shows a typical example
of the climb performance of a supersonic aircraft in a specific
excess power diagram. In the high energy region, we observe
that at a given energy level two local maxima in the spe-
cific excess power curves occur, viz. one in the high subsonic
speed regime and one in the supersonic speed regime. The
occurrence of two central branches is characteristic for fighter
aircraft that feature a sharp transonic drag rise. Typically, the
MTC trajectory starts on the subsonic branch, giving higher
maximum specific excess power. When the two local max-
ima are equal, the optimal altitude solution switches to the
supersonic branch. This optimal altitude switch from the sub-
sonic branch to the supersonic branch takes place in the form
of an instantaneous constant energy dive (the curve B′–C′ in
Figure 5).

To gain some additional insight into the nature of the flight
paths that result from the energy-state approximation and
to compare approximate and full solutions, we return to the
numerical example presented in the previous section. Figure
6 shows one of the full-order point mass trajectory solutions
considered in this numerical example. More specifically, the
“exact solution” shown in Figure 6 relates to the curve labeled
A in Figure 3. Case A concerns an MTC problem in which
both altitude and specific energy (velocity) are specified at the
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Figure 5. Minimum time-to-climb solutions plotted in a specific
excess power diagram (supersonic jet aircraft).

endpoints. As noted, such trajectories are characterized by a
central branch. In addition to the exact solution, also the corre-
sponding energy-state approximation is shown in Figure 6. A
comparison of the two flight paths in Figure 6 reveals that the
energy-climb path provides a quite reasonable approximation
to the exact solution, as far as the central branch is con-
cerned. Although satisfaction of the boundary conditions in

24 000
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= 0µ

= 0µ
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Figure 6. Comparison of minimum time-to-climb solutions.

the energy-state approach is formally achieved by joining in
the (V, h)-space the energy-climb path with constant energy
transition arcs, in the solution presented in Figure 6 the transi-
tions are approximated by accelerating level flight paths. For
the example shown in Figure 6, the time difference between
the energy-state solution and the exact solution is only about
2.5 s (or 3% in relative terms). The quality of this approxima-
tion can be fully attributed to the fact that the relatively slow
process of gaining specific energy is well represented. On
the other hand, the process of redistributing specific energy
(between kinetic energy and potential energy) near the end-
points is less accurately represented. Since the latter process
is relatively fast, it has only a modest impact on the overall
performance.

7 ENERGY-STATE APPROXIMATIONS
APPLIED TO AIRCRAFT TURNING
MANEUVERS

The optimization of turning maneuvers based on energy-
state modeling has been widely studied in the literature. The
analysis of turn maneuvers using energy-state methods tends
to be somewhat more difficult than the energy-state anal-
ysis for the minimum time to climb problem. This is due
is to the fact that the optimization of most turning maneu-
vers requires a system model featuring more than one state
equation. This section outlines the optimization of two turn
maneuvers: the minimum-time vertical turning maneuver and
three-dimensional energy turns.

7.1 Minimum-time vertical turning maneuvers

One of the most basic tactical vertical turning maneuvers
for fighter aircraft is a loop. It essentially consists of a 360◦

change in flight path angle. Two vertical maneuvers that
can be considered as the decomposition of the full loop are
the half-loop and the so-called split-S. Both maneuvers are
sketched in Figure 7. The half-loop is executed as a pull-up
maneuver starting from a level flight condition, whilst the
split-S is a pull-down maneuver initiated from an inverted
horizontal flight condition. The split-S is a tactical maneuver
mostly used to disengage from air combat. Mathematically,
these two maneuvers are described by the same dynamic
model and differ from the full loop only in terms of the
imposed boundary conditions. Vertical turning maneuvers
have been studied extensively in the literature, based on full
order point-mass formulations as well as on reduced order
approximations (Vinh, 1981; Shinar et al., 1980).
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10 Vehicle Configurations and Performance

Figure 7. Half-loop and Split-S vertical plane turning maneuvers.

The energy-state model that was developed in the con-
text of the MTC problem relies heavily on the assumptions
that flight path angle is small and that accelerations nor-
mal to the flight path can be neglected. However, in vertical
turning maneuvers variations in flight-path angle, as well as
the normal accelerations needed to achieve those variations,
are significant. Consequently, an energy-state formulation in
which specific energy is the only state variable is not appro-
priate for the analysis of vertical turn maneuvers. In Shinar,
Yair and Rotman (1978) an energy-state formulation is pro-
posed for the analysis of vertical turn maneuvers that retains
fight-path angle as a state variable, but ignores the altitude
dynamics, that is, the following set of equations is considered:

Ė = (T − D0 − n2Di)V

W
(31)

γ̇ = g

V
(n − cos γ) (32)

In this two-state formulation, the control vector has three
components, load factor n = L/W, thrust T, and altitude h. The
load factor n is subjected to the following constraints:

|n| ≤ nmax (33)

|n| ≤ nL(E, h) �
1
2ρV 2SCLmax

W
(34)

where nmax is the structural load limit and nL is the lift limited
load factor. When equations (33) and (34) are equated, the

critical value of dynamic pressure (q = 1
2 ρV2) is obtained:

qc = W/S

CLmax

nmax (35)

When dynamic pressure is higher than the critical value qc,
load factor is constrained by the structural limit (33); below
the critical value of dynamic pressure, load factor is con-
strained by the lift limit (34). Also thrust is constrained to
remain within a specified range:

0 ≤ T ≤ Tmax (36)

In the above formulation, it is assumed that no terminal
boundary condition on altitude is imposed. Depending on
the problem formulation, final specific energy may or may
not be prescribed. If the terminal value of specific energy is
not specified, the optimization problem essentially reduces
to maximizing the turn rate in equation (32), leading to a
hard turning strategy by commanding boundary load factor
(depending on the dynamic pressure, either nmax or nL). From
the application of the necessary conditions for optimality it
emerges that either zero or full thrust needs to be applied dur-
ing the vertical turn maneuvers. It was found that a minimum-
time split-S maneuver which is initiated at a dynamic pressure
above the critical value is continuously flown at zero thrust.
Similarly, a half-loop that is commenced at a dynamic pres-
sure below qc, needs to be completely flown at full thrust. In
other cases, a thrust switch takes place (either from zero to full
thrust, or vice versa). To establish the optimal thrust switching
sequence, an iterative numerical solution is required.

When executing a hard vertical turn maneuver, an aircraft
generally looses significant specific energy. To establish more
“energy-conservative” vertical turning maneuvers, without
excessive energy loss Shinar, Yair, and Rotman (1978)
and Shinar et al. (1980) also investigated vertical turning
maneuvers involving cases with a specified final specific
energy level or with a specific energy penalty included in
a “weighted-sum” performance index. An optimal control
analysis based on the set of equations (31) and (32) shows
that for these cases the optimal load factor does not necessar-
ily has to be on the boundary, but can also be in the interior of
the permissible range. In Shinar, Yair, and Rotman (1978) an
analytic control solution is derived that allows evaluating the
optimal interior load factor in terms of altitude h, flight-path
angle γ , and specific energy E.

n = f (h, E, γ) (37)

Obviously, the functional relationship equation (37) also
depends on several vehicle characteristics, as well as on
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Figure 8. Comparison of reduced-order and full-order solutions for
a minimum-time half-loop maneuver.

atmospheric model parameters. It was shown that along an
interior load factor arc, always full thrust needs to be applied.
The overall solution may comprise arcs with load factor con-
trol on the boundary and in the interior. Along arcs flown
with load factor on the boundary, thrust switching may take
place. To calculate a complete energy-state trajectory, a sim-
ple one-parameter iterative numerical search is required.

To assess the validity of the approximate technique, Shinar
et al compared their reduced-order solutions with exact solu-
tions (pertaining to the full set of state equations) in numerical
examples involving time-optimal half-loop maneuvers with a
specified final specific energy level Shinar, Yair and Rotman
(1978, 1980). Figure 8 shows some representative results,
obtained for a simple but realistic fighter aircraft model. A
comparison of the approximate and exact solutions shows

that they are generally in excellent agreement. The accuracy
of the final time obtained in the approximate solution is of
the order of 5% or better. The vertical trajectories h(x) for
the two solutions, shown in Figure 8b, are virtually indistin-
guishable. Although the altitude dynamics are disregarded in
the energy-state approximation, it turns out that this has only
limited impact on the resulting altitude behavior. A drawback
of the energy-state approximation suggested by Shinar et al,
is its limited domain of validity, in the sense that the reduced-
order model allows to identify only a part of the admissible
solutions in the (V, h) space.

7.2 Three-dimensional energy turns

Energy-state approximations have been successfully applied
to the analysis of time-optimal three-dimensional turns
(Hedrick and Bryson, 1972; Kelley and Edelbaum, 1970;
Parsons, Bryson and Hoffman, 1975). Energy turn studies
have been conducted under a variety of assumptions regard-
ing the terminal boundary conditions. One of the more simple
formulations concerns the minimum-time turn to a specified
heading (Hedrick and Bryson, 1972), which is very similar in
nature to the time-optimal vertical turn problem considered
in the previous subsection. In this subsection an energy turn
formulation along the lines of (Hedrick and Bryson, 1972) is
briefly outlined.

Since in the problem of minimum-time turn to a heading,
flight path angle stays small and varies slowly, it is assumed
that the flight path angle dynamics can be neglected. Intro-
ducing the approximation γ̇ ≈ 0 in equation (6) leads to the
equilibrium condition:

n = L

W
= 1

cos µ
(38)

When also altitude dynamics are ignored, the following
second order system remains:

Ė = [T − D0 − (1 + tan2µ)Di]V

W
(39)

χ̇ = g

V
tan µ (40)

Note that equations (39) and (40) have been obtained by
using equation (38) to rewrite the expressions for lift and
drag. In the above formulation the states are E and χ, and the
controls are T, µ, and h. Although bank angle µ is used as
control variable in this formulation, it is also possible to retain
load factor as a control variable. The bounds on the bank angle
are determined by substituting the load factor constraints (33)
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and (34) into equation (38). Thrust is assumed to be subjected
to the constraint (36)

The problem to be considered is to find the optimal con-
trols that transfer the aircraft from the prescribed initial
condition (E0, χ0) to the prescribed final condition (Ef , χf )
in minimum time, while satisfying all imposed control con-
straints. The structure of the energy turn optimal control
solution is very similar to that found for the vertical turn-
ing maneuver as outlined in the previous subsection. As for
the case of turning in a vertical plane, the energy turn consists
of arcs that feature either zero thrust or full thrust. On non-
thrusting arcs, boundary bank angle is used. On thrusting arcs,
bank angle control is either on the boundary or in the interior.
For the case of interior bank angle control an expression can
be derived that provides an explicit relationship between the
optimal bank angle, altitude, specific energy, and several air-
craft characteristics. Along an interior bank angle arc, always
full thrust needs to be applied. To generate a complete opti-
mal trajectory comprising several arcs, a one-dimensional
parameter search needs to be conducted

In the case that also boundary conditions on altitude are
imposed, constant-energy transition arcs need to be intro-
duced in the solution in a fashion similar to that seen in the
MTC problem, that is, the control variable altitude meets its
boundary condition through an instantaneous change during
which the energy state remains constant.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The considerable analytical foundation and theoretical body
of knowledge as well as powerful practical computer codes
for flight trajectory optimization that exist today cover a hier-
archy of modeling fidelity level and rigor of optimization
from the very approximate and computationally inexpensive
to the rigorous high-fidelity mathematical models of flight
vehicles and the robust optimization techniques used to obtain
the optimal trajectories such vehicles can fly. General trajec-
tory optimization is presented in a dedicated chapter in this
encyclopedia and in numerous publications, including Betts
(1998, 2001) and Fahroo and Ross (2001). In many cases,
performance optimization problems that had to be tackled in
the past using approximate reduced order models can now
be effectively solved using full order models. The approxi-
mate, computationally cheap, techniques, however, are still
valuable today because of the insight they offer and because
of their computational efficiency that makes them attractive
when real-time trajectory or maneuver planning has to be
carried out during a mission and for the design optimization
of new flight vehicles, where numerous optimal performance
evaluations of candidate configurations have to be carried out.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The initial airplane conceptual design phase sets the overall
size and configuration of the vehicle and thus drives most of
the cost of the airplane development project. Many airplane
conceptual design systems and tools have been developed
over the years, but none is fully integrated and each requires
extensive training to use. When starting a clean sheet airplane
design, it is assumed that the design requirements are known
at the onset of the design process. Often design requirements
change during the design process, which leads to redesign
work, or even starting over again. Changing requirements
and methods used can lead to a design that eventually does
not meet the initial requirements.

Integrated conceptual design systems that are user-
friendly, computationally fast, and rigorous in their modeling
of all major constraints, objectives, and considerations are,
thus, extremely important in airplane design.

This chapter will provide a historical overview of avail-
able airplane conceptual design systems. Brief descriptions
of selected existing, commercially available, conceptual air-
plane design systems are included together with an outline
of early-stage conceptual design based on key equations that
can be easily programmed.

2 AIRPLANE DESIGN SYSTEMS

Many companies and universities have developed concep-
tual/preliminary airplane design systems. A comprehensive
list of paper and article abstracts written on these tools and
background are listed in Appendix D of Anemaat (2007).
Most references deal with small subsets of design systems,
such as geometry representation or concentration on compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) and/or finite element analysis
(FEA). Besides conventional conceptual design systems as
described in the next section, there are also the so-called
knowledge-based design systems, which often use special-
ized computer languages to capture design knowledge. These
systems are still in their infancy. Section 4 describes several
of these systems.

3 DESIGN SYSTEMS: HISTORY

An overview of commercially available airplane design sys-
tems and/or university-developed systems (not necessarily
still fully operational) is provided in the following sec-
tions. Selected commercially available software programs are
described in more detail based on information provided by
their developers.
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2 Air Vehicle Design

3.1 CDS

Raymer (1979) describes the design system developed at
Rockwell International. Configuration Development System
(CDS) contains a configuration development system that is
fully 3D. An aircraft is described as a collection of compo-
nents, such as wings, engines, and fuselages each consisting
of three-dimensional cross sections. An interface to an aero-
dynamics module has been developed.

3.2 Paper airplane

In the early 1980s, the Flight Transportation Laboratory
of MIT (Elias, 1983) started the development of Paper
Airplane. The program uses symbolic manipulation (nonnu-
meric computation) to handle objects such as design variables
and design functions. The advantage of this is that there is
no distinction between input and output parameters. When
one parameter is unknown, Paper Airplane will deduce one
parameter from the known parameters. No further documen-
tation beyond 1983 has been found on this system.

3.3 ACSYNT: aircraft synthesis

This code was developed by the ACSYNT Institute, a joint
venture between NASA Ames and Virginia Polytechnic Insti-
tute (Jayaram and Myklebust, 1992). The code is still in use
by quite a few companies and universities. It has evolved
from a UNIX-based system to a PC-Windows-based system
and contains a detailed geometry module.

3.4 ADAS: aircraft design and analysis system

This system has been developed at the Delft University of
Technology (Bil, 1988) and is written in Fortran. The geom-
etry was defined in MEDUSA, a solid modeling CAD system
originally and later used as AutoCAD. ADAS is no longer
operational. Many methods are still valid today. The tool
requires programming experience and good deal of CAD
experience.

3.5 RDS

This program (Raymer, 1993) developed by Daniel Raymer
is MS-DOS based and contains a geometry engine. Optimiza-
tion methods are included. No detailed stability and control
is included. It contains a basic sizing code, similar to Roskam

methods (Roskam, 1989). It is available as a commercial
product. It is also available as a student version through the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA).

RDS is over 30 000 lines of source code dedicated to the
development, analysis, and optimization of new aerospace
vehicle concepts. RDS features a 3D CAD module for design
layout and has analysis modules for aerodynamics, weights,
propulsion, and cost. Also included are aircraft sizing,
mission analysis, and complete performance analysis includ-
ing takeoff, landing, rate of climb, Ps, fs, turn rate, and
acceleration. RDS provides graphical output for drag polars,
L/D ratio, thrust curves, flight envelope, range parameter,
and so on. The Professional version of RDS has automatic
and numerous other features to support the daily work of the
design professional.

RDS follows the design and analysis methods of Raymer
(2006). These methods are distilled from the classical and
time-proven techniques commonly used in industry design
groups for early visibility into design drivers and options.
RDS automates these methods to permit a tremendous quan-
tity of calculation including trade studies and optimization in
the very early stages of design.

The RDS-Design Layout Module (DLM) is an original,
built-in CAD program developed especially for the concep-
tual design of new aircraft and spacecraft. While perhaps
not as graphically powerful as a commercial CAD program,
RDS-DLM is uniquely suited to aircraft conceptual design.
RDS-DLM has dozens of airplane-specific design capabili-
ties to rapidly create and modify a design. Design capabilities
include wings, tails, fuselages, nacelles, seats, canopies, and
virtually any other airplane components. RDS allows interac-
tive assembly of the aircraft in any view, “flying” the parts into
position with the mouse. RDS-DLM uses the aircraft industry
Society of Allied Weight Engineers (SAWE) Group Weight
Statement component categories to identify the design of var-
ious parts and to automatically pass the geometric data to the
RDS analysis modules.

RDS analysis is calculated on the basis of inputs entered
by the user in a number of spreadsheet-like arrays. Column
and row labels prompt for the required inputs, which can be
stored, edited, and printed. “Fudge factor” inputs are provided
to permit adjusting analysis results based upon actual aircraft
data or projections for advanced technologies. Figure 1 shows
the RDS program flowchart.

The RDS aerodynamics module estimates parasite drag
(subsonic and supersonic), drag due to lift, lift curve slope,
and maximum lift from a user-defined input matrix. Analysis
methods are based upon classical techniques, as defined in
(Raymer, 2006). Subsonic parasite drag is estimated by the
component buildup method. Supersonic wave drag is deter-
mined by the equivalent Sears-Haack technique. Transonic
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Figure 1. RDS program flowchart. Image courtesy of Conceptual Research Corporation.

drag is determined by empirical fairing between Mdd (the
drag divergence Mach number, corresponding to the point on
the CD vs. M curve where dCD/dM = 0.05) and supersonic
wave drag. Drag due to lift is calculated by the leading-edge
suction method using CL-alpha (lift curve slope) calculated
with DATCOM methods. Maximum lift is calculated using
DATCOM methods, as are longitudinal stability and control.

Weights and balance are estimated statistically from inputs
defined in a spreadsheet-like matrix, after selection of aircraft
type (fighter, transport/bomber, or general aviation). Results
are presented in standard weight report format, including
structures group weight (fuselage, wing, etc.), propulsion
group, equipment group, and useful load group. Correction
factors permit estimation of the weight impact of nonstandard
materials and other emerging technologies. Factors can also
be used to calibrate the RDS weight equations to some known
design. Center of gravity is determined from input compo-
nent locations and is summed for empty weight, zero-fuel
weight, and takeoff gross weight.

Propulsion analysis includes installation analysis for jet
engine thrust and specific fuel consumption, and propeller
thrust and specific fuel consumption for piston-prop engines.
Jet engine installation analysis takes an uninstalled engine
file and applies appropriate corrections such as differences
between reference and actual inlet pressure recovery, actual
bleed coefficient, and installed inlet drag. Defaults are pro-
vided for many values, such as the MIL-E-5008B reference
pressure recovery schedule.

Propeller analysis calculates thrust and specific fuel con-
sumption from inputs such as horsepower and brake-specific
fuel consumption as functions of altitude, propeller efficiency

as a function of advance ratio (J), and static thrust coeffi-
cient ratio as a function of power coefficient. Tip mach and
blockage effects are included.

Cost analysis uses the statistical DAPCA IV model
(RAND Corporation Development and Procurement Cost of
Aircraft, Version IV) for development and procurement costs.
Life cycle cost and airline economic costs are calculated by
yearly accumulation of costs based upon user inputs, adjusted
for the inflation rate. Net present value and internal rate of
return on investment can also be calculated for airliners.

Missions are interactively created by selecting mission ele-
ment types (takeoff, cruise, combat, etc.) and then entering
the required data such as cruise range in a matrix format.
Then, the aircraft can be sized to that mission, resulting in
the sized design takeoff weight and the fuel weight to per-
form the mission. The aircraft may be sized assuming either
a rubber engine (an engine model based on existing engines
that can be or a fixed size engine. It is also possible to analyze
the as-drawn aircraft for range and loiter.

Performance calculations include takeoff, landing, rate of
climb, Ps, fs, turn rate, and acceleration. RDS also graphs the
aircraft flight envelope, rate of climb, Ps contours, fs contours,
and specific range parameter.

Graphs are plotted with a sophisticated curve fit routine,
and text, lines, circles, and boxes can be added. Finished
RDS graphs can be captured as bit-maps for rapid produc-
tion of technical reports and briefing charts. In RDS-Pro,
the data defining RDS graphs can be output in an ASCII
format readable by most spreadsheets and commercial graph-
ing programs. Figure 2 shows typical aerodynamic results in
RDS.
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Figure 2. Typical RDS aerodynamic output. Image courtesy of Conceptual Research Corporation.

3.6 Advanced aircraft analysis: first generation

In 1988, at the University of Kansas under the guidance
of Professor Jan Roskam, several graduate students started
automating (Roskam, Malaek and Anemaat, 1990) the meth-
ods in (Roskam, 1989, 1996; Roskam and Lan, 1997).
The result of this development was the first version of
Advanced Aircraft Analysis (AAA). This software ran on
Apollo DN-series workstations (UNIX-based), was pro-

grammed in Pascal, and used Apollo proprietary graphics
routines. The language Pascal was chosen since Apollo tools
were mostly written in Pascal and the original user interface
tools on the Apollo workstation were written in Pascal (using
Apollo GPR graphics primitives) and were originally donated
by General Dynamics to the University of Kansas.

A prototype system was installed at the University of
Kansas and was used only for class instruction. This first
generation of AAA contained the following modules:
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1. Weight Sizing
2. Class I Drag
3. Performance Sizing
4. Performance Analysis
5. Class I Weight and Balance
6. Control
7. Dynamics
8. 2D Geometry
9. High Lift

AAA allows the design to be based on a hierarchy of mod-
eling methods, recognizing the need for quick estimates very
early in conceptual design followed by higher accuracy of
modeling later. In Class I methods, only a minimal amount
of input generation is required. With Class II methods, more
detailed and refined estimates of the airplane can be made but
more input information is required.

The first generation of AAA contained a simple user inter-
face, with input and output sections and a toolbar with a
calculate and print button. The symbols used for the input
and output parameters were text based, without subscripts,
superscripts, or Greek symbols. For instance clαrw

was pre-
sented as c l a rw. This made it harder to learn the system.
Plotting and simple database functions to store and retrieve
files were also part of this AAA.

3.7 Advanced aircraft analysis: second generation

In 1991, Design, Analysis and Research Corporation (DAR-
corporation) of Lawrence, Kansas, acquired the rights for
AAA and continued developing AAA as a commercial
venture. The same year, DARcorporation released Version
1.0 of AAA running on Apollo Domain and 400-series
computers.

The program was developed to provide a powerful
framework to support the nonunique process of aircraft
conceptual/preliminary design. The system allows design
engineers to rapidly evolve an aircraft configuration from
weight sizing to detailed performance calculations, while
working within regulatory constraints. The program is
designed to reduce the preliminary design phase cost and to
bring advanced design methods to small businesses and uni-
versities. The objective was to create a user-friendly computer
program that allows designers (not discipline specialists) to
rapidly assess the performance, structural weight breakdown,
stability, and control characteristics of arbitrary new airplane
configurations.

AAA requires only a minimum of specialist knowledge.
It is also used for teaching, so novice users are expected to be
able to quickly get up to speed. It contains a help system that

familiarizes the user with the theoretical and methodological
background of the various software modules.

During 1991 and 1992, AAA was ported to the X-
Windows system for all graphics and user interface using
the programming language C and Pascal.

From 1991 to 1995, AAA was ported to additional com-
puter systems and environments, modules were added. The
user interface was still primitive and was based on the first-
generation AAA.

The second-generation AAA software contained 13 mod-
ules, a database, and help section.

In most of the analytical modules, the user has the option
to use Class I or Class II methods.

3.8 Advanced aircraft analysis: AAA third
generation

The AAA software has been under development for many
years. AAA makes extensive use of the object-oriented
technology. The focus is on methods such as weights, aero-
dynamics, geometry, cost, stability and control, dynamics,
propulsion, structures, and loads. These are the main modules
of the software. It is up to the user (designer) to decide which
modules to use and in what order. The program does not force
the user into a certain design path. The object-oriented struc-
ture is primarily method driven. Each module has a path that
leads to a calculation (i.e., the method). The software uses
windows, toolbars, and dialog boxes to communicate with
the user. When one of the application buttons at the top of
the main window is selected, the corresponding application
window is displayed (see Figure 3).

The application window contains menu button selections
that allow the user to select a calculation to be performed.
The software uses a flowchart method for the user interface
as shown in Figure 3. This allows the user to see the path
selected in reaching a certain location. The software consists
of calculation modules as described in Table 1.

The input/output window opens after selecting the type
of calculation to be performed. The input/output window
contains numeric data necessary to perform a calculation.
For some calculations, information about the airplane con-
figuration and airplane certification type are required so
that the correct calculation method can be used. Before the
input/output window is displayed, the program will display a
dialog box allowing the user to specify configuration choices.
For example, the program will ask the user to define empen-
nage surfaces before the input/output window for longitudinal
stability calculations is displayed.

The preliminary design process used in AAA consists of
a number of interdependent design steps. These steps begin
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Figure 3. The AAA main window.

with constraints and requirements in the form of a mission
specification, and end with a preliminary design that meets
all the specifications of the mission requirement. Class I and
Class II design and analysis methods consist of several steps.
An example of Class I and Class II design steps is presented
in Figure 4.

3.8.1 Preliminary design steps used in AAA

A preliminary airplane design follows the design steps for-
ward from one step to the next. If a design is found to be
unacceptable at any point in the process, it can return to
any previous step (iteration). The software can also be used
to analyze existing airplanes. In this case, it is possible to
enter the design process at any point to perform analysis
calculations.

These steps are as follows:

� Mission specification
� Preliminary sizing and sensitivity analysis
� Preliminary configuration layout and propulsion system

integration
� Class I analysis, configuration design, and configuration

comparison
� Class II analysis and configuration refinement

3.8.2 Mission specification

The mission specification usually includes the following
parameters:

� Payload and type of payload
� Range and/or loiter requirements
� Cruise speed and altitude
� Field length for takeoff and for landing
� Fuel reserves
� Climb requirements
� Maneuvering requirements
� Certification base (FAR, JAR, VLA, LSA, MIL, or AS

specs)

Depending on the customer, further performance require-
ments may be specified. Preliminary design always starts with
a mission specification.

3.8.3 Preliminary sizing and sensitivity studies

At this stage, the following parameters are determined:

� Gross takeoff weight, WTO
� Empty weight, WE
� Mission fuel weight, WF
� Maximum required takeoff thrust, TTO, or takeoff power,

PTO
� Wing area, S, wing aspect ratio, A, wing taper ratio, and

sweep angle
� Maximum required clean lift coefficient, CLmax
� Maximum required takeoff lift coefficient, CLmaxTO
� Maximum required landing lift coefficient, CLmaxL
� Airfoil type and thickness
� Flap type and flap size
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Table 1. Application modules of the AAA Program.

Application Calculation modules

Weight
�

Class I takeoff weight and fuel
calculation

�

Class I and Class II weight and balance
analysis and center of gravity
calculation for current loading

Aerodynamics
�

Class I wing and high lift device design
�

Class I lifting surface and airplane lift
calculation

�

Class I and Class II drag polar
calculation

�

Lift, drag, and moment distributions
over a lifting surface

�

Airplane aerodynamic center
calculation

�

Power effects on airplane lift and
pitching moment

�

Ground effects of airplane lift and
pitching moment

�

Dynamic Pressure Ratio
Performance

�

Class I performance sizing
�

Class II performance analysis
Geometry

�

Class I wing, fuselage, and empennage
layout

�

Aero-Pack Interface
�

Lateral tip-over analysis
�

Scale
Propulsion

�

Class I installed thrust/power
calculation

�

Inlet/nozzle sizing
Stability and Control

�

Longitudinal and lateral- directional
stability and control derivatives,
including thrust/power

�

Control surface and trim tab hinge
moment derivatives

�

Class I stability and control
empennage sizing

�

Class II longitudinal and
lateral-directional trim, including stick
force and pedal force calculations

Dynamics
�

Open loop dynamics analysis
�

Automatic control system analysis
Loads

�

Velocity–load factor (V–n) diagram
generation

�

Structural component internal load
estimation

Structures
�

Material property tables
�

Class I component structural sizing
Cost

�

Airplane program cost estimation

Sensitivity studies can also be performed at this step in
the design process. These studies determine how maximum
takeoff weight varies with several performance and/or weight
parameters. Figure 5 shows the Class I sizing process imple-

mented in AAA. At present, decisions are still made by the
user. So, if requirements are not met, the user is still required
to change input parameters manually.

3.8.4 Class I configuration design and configuration
comparison

Class I methods (see Roskam, 1989) require a relatively small
amount of engineering person hours to comprehend and to
use. These methods have limited accuracy but can quickly
eliminate bad configuration ideas or arrangements. Using
these methods, it is possible for the designer to compare a
number of preliminary design ideas and determine which are
worthy of more detailed design studies.

Figure 6 shows the process flow employed in sizing for
stability using volume coefficients and Class I weight and
balance. At this point, more detail on geometry is required,
such as taper ratios, sweep angles, and aspect ratios.

3.8.5 Class II analysis and configuration refinement

Class II methods require significantly more engineering per-
son hours than Class I methods. However, analysis accuracy
is significantly improved using Class II methods. These meth-
ods are used in the stage of the preliminary design where only
a limited number of design concepts are evaluated. Class II
design analysis methods are used in conjunction with more
refined design/analysis steps taken in preliminary airplane
design. The design steps that are part of Class I and Class II
design and analysis are highly interdependent and follow a
unique path for every airplane design. The design process
modeling concentrates on gathering the analysis methods
necessary to perform the different design steps.

Most of the design steps in Figure 5 are implemented in the
current version of the Advanced Aircraft Analysis software.

3.9 AirplanePDQ by DaVinci Technologies, LLC

AirplanePDQ (DaVinci Technologies, 2009a) is a concep-
tual design tool for light-sport aircraft, ultralight aircraft,
experimental aircraft, and general aviation aircraft. It takes
a graphics-oriented approach specifically designed to be
intuitive and easy to use by amateur airplane designers.
AirplanePDQ includes a computer-aided design/drawing
package for producing airplane drawings and tools for analyz-
ing aircraft performance, handling, and stability and control.
Initial airplane sizing is done rapidly using a wizard-based
approach. The designer specifies a few basic performance
requirements, chooses from among several aircraft con-
figuration options (high wing or low wing, tricycle gear
or tail-dragger, etc.) and then the wizard performs sizing
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Figure 4. AAA preliminary design process detailed steps.

calculations and generates an initial three-view drawing of
the aircraft based on the designer’s inputs. Once the ini-
tial drawing has been generated, the designer can quickly
modify the design by clicking and dragging with the mouse
to guide the CAD engine in altering the drawing to meet
his or her needs. As changes are made to the drawing, the
software automatically updates the design information and
performance analysis. The analysis tools then indicate the
degree to which the design is meeting the performance goals
and if further changes to the design are needed for safety,
handling qualities, or performance reasons. The analysis tools
not only generate detailed performance estimates but also
guide the designer in sizing and adjusting the configuration of
the aircraft to help ensure that the design is safe and practical.

AirplanePDQ is specifically designed for use by amateur
airplane designers. The target market includes homebuilders,
aviation enthusiasts, flight simmers, and students; but

AirplanePDQ also includes many advanced features that
equally make it of interest to professional designers and engi-
neers. AirplanePDQ is appropriate for light-sport aircraft,
ultralight aircraft, experimental aircraft, and light general
aviation aircraft. It supports virtually all known aircraft
configurations and can be used to design piston-powered,
jet-powered, and turboprop aircraft as well as sailplanes.
Figures 7 and 8 show typical screenshots.

3.9.1 Sizing methodology

AirplanePDQ Airplane Sizing Wizard (DaVinci Technolo-
gies, 2009b) calculates the approximate sizes and positions
of each major aircraft component based on the requirements
you specify. These calculations are performed using a com-
bination of “rules of thumb,” statistical estimation based on
previous designs, and straightforward analytical formulas.
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Given: Type of aircraft
 Number passengers
 Range
 Speed
 Reserves
 Take-off field length
 Landing field length

Mission specification: customer requirements

Estimate/update L/D Weight sizing

Determine:
Take-off weight, WTO
Empty weight, WE
Fuel weight, WF

Sensitivity

Performance contraint analysis

Determine:
Wing loading, W/S
Thrust loading, T/W
Power loading, W/P

Estimate/update

Given AR Class I drag

Estimate/update Sw

Initial sizing done, criteria:
wing area does not change
flaps and wing lift OK

Yes

No

Sw changes

Wing and flaps/slats lift Given λw, Λw

CLmaxclean
CLmax L
CLmax TO

Figure 5. AAA: Class I sizing flowchart.

The first sizing task performed is initial estimation of the
aircraft gross weight, power, fuel capacity, and wing area.
These estimates must be done iteratively because all four of
these quantities are interdependent. The process is started by
guessing an initial fuel capacity. The aircraft useful load is

then calculated from:

(Useful load)= (number of passengers)∗(average passenger

weight)+(cargo weight)+(fuel weight) (1)
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Given:
Take-off weight, WTO
Empty weight, WE Weight fractions

Center of gravityGeometry

Stability sizing: volume coefficients

Determine:
Horizontal tail area, Sh
V-tail area, Svee
Vertical tail area, Sv
Canard area, Sc

Determine:
Loading diagram/forward-aft C.G.

Determine:
Wing weight, W w
Empennage weight, W emp
Fuselage weight, W f
Landing gear weight, W g
Nacelle weight, W pp
Fixed equipment weight, W fix

Figure 6. AAA: Class I weights and stability sizing flowchart.

Figure 7. AirplanePDQ airplane sideview. Image courtesy of DaVinci Technologies.
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Figure 8. AirplanePDQ airplane sideview with airplane performance data. Image courtesy of DaVinci Technologies.

Given this initial useful load, the gross weight of the air-
craft can be estimated through comparison with other existing
aircraft. The gross weight can be estimated from the useful
load using the expression (with gross weight and useful load
in lbs) based on a statistical curve fit:

Gross weight = 7.48 × useful load ◦ 0.854 (2)

With this estimate of the aircraft gross weight, we can then
calculate the wing area necessary for the design to achieve
the desired stall speed. The lift of the aircraft wing can be
written:

L = 1

2
ρV 2SCL (3)

where L is the lift force, ρ is the air density, V is the airspeed,
S is the wing area, and CL is the wing lift coefficient. This
equation can be used to calculate the required wing area by
rearranging the terms and noting that the required lift is the
gross weight. The equation becomes

S = L
1
2ρV 2

StallCL,max
(4)

Here, Vstall is the desired stall speed that was entered in the
sizing wizard and CLmax is a measure of how much lift a wing
is capable of producing before it stalls. A typical high aspect-

ratio wing without flaps has a CL,max in the range 1.2–1.5 and
with plain flaps as used on most light aircraft CL,max will be
in the range 1.6–2.0. For initial sizing purposes, a CL,max of
2.0 is assumed.

The next step is to calculate the required thrust and power
needed to meet the specified cruise speed and rate of climb
requirements. To do this, an estimate of the airplane’s drag
is first needed. Drag is typically broken down into at least
two components, the induced drag and the parasite drag. The
induced drag is the drag that results from the production of the
lift by the wings. The parasite drag includes the skin friction
of the air passing over the surface of the aircraft as well as
other types of drag that are lumped in with the skin friction.
The initial drag estimate is calculated based on comparisons
with other existing aircraft.

A statistical curve fit is constructed through the data and
defines a parasite drag coefficient estimate in the form (where
velocity is in statute miles h−1):

CDp = 20.27V−1.258
cruise (5)

To get the total drag estimate, the induced drag contribu-
tion is added and can be calculated from

CDi = C2
L

�eAR
(6)
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where the cruise lift coefficient is calculated from

CLcruise = GW
1
2ρSV 2

cruise

(7)

The total drag coefficient at cruise is then

CD = CDp + CDi (8)

and the drag force is

D = 1

2
ρV 2

cruiseSCD (9)

To maintain a straight and level flight, the thrust available
from the engine/propeller combination must equal or exceed
this drag force. The power necessary to generate this amount
of thrust can be calculated from

P = TV

η
(10)

where P is the power, T is the thrust, V is the airspeed, and η

is the propeller efficiency. An average propeller efficiency of
85% is used for the sizing calculations.

Since the cruise speed should be achieved at 75% of the
maximum rated power at the sea level, the required engine
power to meet the cruise requirement is

Pcruise = TcruiseVcruise

0.75η
(11)

In addition to the cruise requirement, a rate of climb
requirement can be specified and engine power required to
meet that requirement can be calculated. To calculate the
maximum rate of climb, we must first estimate the airspeed
for the best rate of climb and the corresponding lift and drag
coefficients. For a propeller-driven airplane, the induced drag
coefficient at the speed for best rate of climb can be shown
to be

CDi = 3CDp (12)

that is one third of the parasite drag coefficient. Consequently,
at the best rate of climb speed the total drag coefficient is

CD = 4CDp (13)

Given the induced drag coefficient, the lift coefficient at
the best rate of climb speed can be calculated as

CL = √
�eAR 3CDP

(14)

It then follows that the speed for the best rate of climb is
approximately

V =
√

GW
1
2ρCLS

(15)

With the best rate of climb speed and the drag coefficient
in hand, the required thrust to obtain the desired best rate of
climb is calculated from

Tbest ROC = 1

2
ρV 2

best ROCSCD + GW
ROC

Vbest ROC
(16)

and the power required is

PROC = Tbest ROCVbest ROC

η
(17)

The engine power required from the combined cruise
speed and rate of climb requirements are then just the greater
of Pcruise and PROC.

Once the engine power is known, the characteristics of
a hypothetical engine (often called a rubber engine) of that
power can be calculated on the basis of characteristics of
other aircraft engines of similar power ratings.

If a particular engine model is selected instead of the “Cus-
tom Engine” option, then the characteristics of that engine are
retrieved from the engine database.

With the engine SFC (specific fuel consumption) infor-
mation, the aircraft gross weight, the cruise lift, and drag
coefficients available, the final parameter necessary for the
gross weight sizing can be calculated. This is the fuel weight
needed to meet the range requirement, which can be calcu-
lated from what is known as the Breguet range equation:

Fuel weight = GW
(

1 − e− RangeSFC
η

CL
CD

)
(18)

This fuel weight will most likely be somewhat different
from the initial guess of the fuel weight made earlier. Conse-
quently, there is a need to iterate through these calculations.
At the end of each iteration, the fuel weight at the end of
these calculations is compared with the fuel weight from the
previous iteration to test for convergence to a solution. At
the end of the process, converged values for a gross weight
estimate, engine power estimate, and wing area estimate are
obtained.
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3.9.2 Aircraft component sizing in airplanePDQ

After the aircraft gross weight and wing area have been cal-
culated, the sizes of the various major components can be
calculated. The first step in this process is sizing of the cabin
based on the desired seating arrangements. This is accom-
plished by laying out the seats in rows with allowance for
space between and around the seats. The external fuselage
width and height are derived by adding a fuselage structural
allowance of 2 in. to the cabin dimensions. A combination
of techniques is used to calculate the fuselage length. First,
a historical average based on gross weight is calculated from
an expression of the form:

LF = A(GW)b (19)

The coefficients used for A and b depend on the aircraft
configuration. The second consideration is the fuselage fine-
ness ratio. The fuselage fineness ratio is calculated from

fineness ratio = Lf

max (Wf , Hf )
(20)

The length of the fuselage calculated from the historical
average above is constrained so that the fineness ratio will be
greater than or equal to a certain value that depends on the
aircraft wing configuration.

The lifting surfaces and control surfaces are sized next.
A reference wing area is calculated previously to meet the
stall speed requirement, and this reference area is used to
determine the sizes of the various lifting surfaces. For a canard
configuration, the canard is sized at 25% of the reference area
and the main wing is sized at 75%. For a monoplane or flying
wing layout, the main wing is sized at the reference area. For
a biplane layout, each of the planes in the biplane is sized at
50% of the reference area.

The horizontal and vertical stabilizers, if present, are
sized based on the wing areas using a “volume coefficient”
technique. The vertical and horizontal stabilizer volume coef-
ficients are defined, respectively, as

cVT ≡ LVTSVT

bWSW
(21a)

cHT ≡ LHTSHT

c̄WSW
(21b)

where LVT and LHT are the vertical and horizontal stabilizer
moment arms to the aircraft CG, SVT and SHT are the ver-
tical and horizontal stabilizer areas, respectively, bW is the
main wing span, c̄W is the main wing average chord, and SW

is the main wing area. These two equations can be manip-
ulated to solve for the stabilizer areas, and default values

are used for the volume coefficients to calculate the required
areas.

3.9.3 Aircraft layout in airplanePDQ

Layout of the design, once the sizing is complete, is a pro-
cess of placing the individual components and wrapping a
fuselage around them. If the configuration has an engine in
the nose, then that engine is placed first at the reference point
(0,0,0). The cabin is placed immediately aft of the engine
or in the nose if no engine is up front. The vertical location
of the cabin is adjusted to ensure visibility over the nose. If
the design has a rear engine, it is placed immediately aft of
the cabin. The fuselage is essentially wrapped around these
major interior components with a length as calculated above.
The lifting surfaces (except for tail surfaces) are placed at
specific percentages of the fuselage length aft of the aircraft
nose. For example, for a monoplane tractor layout the main
wing is placed at 27% of the fuselage length. The vertical
placement of the lifting surfaces depends on the configu-
ration option selected on the Airplane Sizing Wizard. The
wings are placed at the bottom of the fuselage, at the top of
the fuselage, or at the midpoint of the fuselage. The refer-
ence point on the wing for placement purposes is the root
1/4 chord point. Tail surfaces are generally placed so that
the trailing edge of the tail surface is at the aft end of the
fuselage.

The overview of the RDS, AAA, and AirplanePDQ sys-
tems above serves to highlight the modeling methods used,
information flow, user interfaces, and data sources used in
the conceptual/preliminary design phases. It should be noted,
however, that when statistical data are used for the estima-
tion of various important parameters, any new design will
be limited to configurations similar to previous ones (with,
maybe, some correction factors to account for technology
developments). If a drastically new configuration is to be
developed, for which no statistical data are available in the
form of characteristics of similar other aircraft, care must be
taken to bring into the early design stages methods of analysis
that will capture the inherent behavior of the new configura-
tion in all its aspects. A good airplane design system will,
thus, allow interfacing and data exchange with outside anal-
ysis modeling packages in areas such as CFD, structural finite
element modeling, advanced engine design codes, and so on.

3.10 Aircraft design software by optimal aircraft
design

A relative newcomer to the market is ADS by OAD. ADS
(Optimal Aircraft Design SPRL, 2009) is developed for the
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design of light aircraft. The software consists of

� Analysis Module
� Statistical Analysis Module
� Design Module
� Optimization Module
� 3D Module

� Balance and Stability
� Digitizer Module
� Airplane Database
� Airfoil Database
� Useful Tools Module

A series of screenshots are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9. ADS typical input screen. Image courtesy of Optimal Aircraft Design.

Figure 10. ADS typical results screen. Image courtesy of Optimal Aircraft Design.
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The design process in ADS is divided into three levels:

� The first level is called the design with “given objectives.”
� The second level is called the design with “given means.”
� The third level is called the design with “given geometry.”

In Level 1 design, the user starts with a set of specifi-
cations and uses this as input data. He will evaluate only
First-order parameters that will significantly affect the results.
The results of Level 1 design will allow the user to define an
aircraft configuration that will meet the design specifications.
Statistical methods are used to evaluate the design. both the
preliminary geometry and the thrust are generated.

In Level 2 design, the user moves to a more detailed
approach. The Level 1 design parameters are verified by
extensive algorithms. Weight estimations are conducted and
different flight conditions are explored. The stability of the
airplane is also checked. A 3D model is generated that enables
the results of the design process to be verified.

In Level 3 design, the user can perform various sensitivity
trade studies. The impact of changing or varying different
design parameters on the performance can be evaluated. The
performance characteristics in different flight conditions can
also be analyzed in this phase.

The resulting airplane design parameters are plotted along
with similar airplanes. If there is a big discrepancy, the user
can then go back and change the design.

4 KNOWLEDGE-BASED DESIGN
SYSTEMS

Several knowledge-based design systems are being devel-
oped and researched at universities and research institutes.
An overview of selected such systems is presented in the
following sections.

4.1 Delft university of technology

The Systems Engineering and Aircraft Design Group of
the Delft University of Technology developed a distributed
computational design system concept called Design and
Engineering Engine (DEE, Figure 11). This is a multidis-
ciplinary collection of design and analysis tools, able to
automatically interface and exchange data and information,
to support what-if studies and multidisciplinary design opti-
mization through the automation of noncreative and repetitive
design activities. The main components of the DEE architec-
ture are addressed below.

Figure 11. Design and Engineering Engine paradigm. Image
courtesy of Delft University of Technology.

The multimodel generator (MMG) is a true knowledge-
based engineering (KBE) application that provides a
parametric modeling environment for the geometry gener-
ation of conventional and novel aircraft configurations and
feeds the various DEE analysis tools with the related and
dedicated aircraft abstractions. The MMG uses High Level
Primitives: parametric objects that can be can be adjusted
and assembled, also in batch mode, to form a wide range of
aircraft configurations and variants. It also uses Capability
Modules: software components able to process the geom-
etry of the High Level Primitives into discipline-specific
knowledge to be exported to the various DEE analysis
tools (Anemaat, 2007; Raymer, 1979; Elias, 1983; Jayaram
and Myklebust, 1992; Bil, 1988; Raymer, 1993; Roskam,
1989; Raymer, 2006; Roskam, Malaek and Anemaat, 1990;
Roskam, 1996; Roskam and Lan, 1997; Olson, 1997; DaVinci
Technologies, 2009a and 2009b; Optimal Aircraft Design
SPRL, 2009; La Rocca and van Tooren, 2007, 2009). The
MMG was initially developed in the ICAD system and is
under migration to the next-generation KBE system GDL.

The initiator generates a first feasible solution to initiate a
what-if study or multidisciplinary optimization. The Initiator
can be just an editor to set initial parameter values or a set
of sizing tools, for example, those based on aircraft design
handbook methods. Modules available are, for example, fuse-
lage sizing based on payload requirements, trapezoidal wing
planform sizing based on mission requirements, aerodynamic
load estimation, and airframe mass and stiffness estimations
(Schut and van Tooren, 2007).

The analysis tools are selected according to the design
case at hand and can be developed in-house or commercial
off the shelf. When required, first surrogate models can be
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built using the MMG in combination with a design of exper-
iments module and the analysis tools. The tools operate on
data and models fed by the MMG and/or exchanged between
each other by means of appositely developed interfaces. One
of the most relevant analysis tools is the in-house-developed
flight mechanics model (FMM), which is a generic flight
mechanics toolbox able to analyze the dynamic behavior and
performance of a complete vehicle (either fixed wing or rotary
wing) early in the conceptual/preliminary design phase. The
FMM integrates submodels from various disciplines, such
as aerodynamics, structures, and propulsion, into one single
aircraft model. The submodels can be either physics-based
or empirical, depending on the application. Several functions
are built in the FMM toolbox including a trim routine to
calculate the aircraft attitude and control deflections under a
certain flight condition, a linearization routine to derive linear
aircraft models for designing autopilots, an automated han-
dling qualities and mission analysis, and an analysis method
to assess engine failures and aircraft responses to atmospheric
disturbances. All the vehicle models can be generated auto-
matically, which enables the FMM toolbox to be integrated
in the DEE (Voskuijl, La Rocca and Dircken, 2008).

The converger and evaluator checks the convergence of
the various analysis results, allows the designer to select
the parameters for the what-if study or MDO, evaluates the
performance/characteristics of the design (what-if study) or
the objectives/constraints set by the designer (MDO), and
selects the parameter values for the next design to be analyzed
(MDO). Both commercial optimizers and in-house tools are
used.

The communication framework consists of wrapper agents
for all DEE components. The agents communicate via web
connections and take care of the execution of the DEE compo-
nents, data and information exchange, and data storage. DEE
components can be distributed over different computer net-
works and be running on machines with different operating
systems (Berends and van Tooren, 2007). Necessary condi-
tion for any tool to join the DEE federation is the capability
to operate in batch mode and provide remote accessibility.

The capabilities of the DEE (as a whole or components)
have been demonstrated in several research studies. These
include the European project MOB, where the multidisci-
plinary design and optimization of a blended wing body
freighter have been achieved across a distributed, transna-
tional computational design framework (Morris et al., 2004),
and TAILORMATE, a collaboration project with Airbus,
where the redesign of a large passenger aircraft vertical tail
was performed in full automation (Schut and van Tooren,
2007; Cerulli et al., 2006).

In another recent research study, the DEE framework
has been used to design a system of flight control surfaces

for a Prandtl Plane, a novel aircraft configuration featuring
a box-wing configuration for minimum induced drag. The
parametric aircraft model, a first-order aerodynamic panel
method, and the flight mechanics toolbox have been used to
determine the number, location, and minimum size of the var-
ious control surfaces required for adequate control authority
while satisfying a set of handling quality requirements.

4.2 NASA langley research center

A general description of work performed at NASA (Wood
and Bauer, 2002; Gloudemans, 2006; Carty and Davies, 2004;
Rhodes, 1999; Dahl, Hill and Chemaly, 2006) is given. Tech-
noSoft also works closely with NASA Langley on software
development using Adaptive Modeling Language (AML).
At present, work is focused on Vehicle Sketch Pad (VSP,
Gloudemans, 2006) that has similar features as AMRaven
regarding geometry representation. Most of the design pro-
cesses used by NASA Langley are based on ACSYNT
(Jayaram and Myklebust, 1992) and Model Center (Carty and
Davies, 2004) and are not specifically designed for knowl-
edge capture.

The Intelligent Synthesis Environment (ISE), as it was
initially formulated (Rhodes, 1999), was a $100 million per
year effort that was to span 20+ years in NASA, and it was
to develop advanced simulation throughout the life cycle
of a mission or program. This program began the formu-
lation phase and some momentum was developed over about
a 2-year period and then was abruptly eliminated. It was
never funded at the level that was initially planned.1 The
major supporter for the activity was administrator Daniel
Goldin within NASA and when he left NASA the program
died.

There were several efforts that started with that program at
NASA Langley that received quite a bit of attention. ISE is the
activity that first used Model Center at NASA Langley. ISE
enhanced the CAPRI interface for different CAD systems
and several other small activities but no real product. The
planning phase occurred in 1998–2000 and was eliminated
in 2001.

4.3 Technosoft AMRaven

AMRaven, Adaptive Modeling Rapid Air Vehicle Engineer-
ing Environment, has been developed in AML by TechnoSoft,
Inc. in collaboration with the US-AFRL, NASA and major
aerospace companies.

A detailed description of the AMRaven environment is
given in (Dahl, Hill and Chemaly, 2006). AMRaven is an
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Figure 12. AMRaven Pod editor user interface. Image courtesy of
TechnoSoft.

environment enabling integrated design and analysis of air
vehicles and is built on the AML object-oriented framework.
It has a fully automated modeling environment to couple aero-
dynamic and structural analysis. It contains a feature-based
design environment incorporating custom airplane compo-
nents such as pods, wings, control surfaces, spars, ribs, and
bulkheads.

AMRaven contains a full 3D modeling environment with
a graphical user interface as shown in Figure 12. Primitives,
surfaces, solids, and Boolean operators are supported. Fuse-
lage and wing outer mold lines (OML) can be created in this
environment, as well as internal structure (see Figure 13).
(Note: Figure 13 does not show a finalized substructure but
is provided for illustration of the AMRaven capabilities.)

AMRaven contains a modular architecture (geometry,
structural analysis, meshing module, and aerodynamics mod-
ule) and is object oriented. All models are composed of a hier-
archy of objects representing various aspects of the design.

Figure 13. AMRaven airliner substructure. Image courtesy of
TechnoSoft.

A major limitation of AMRaven is that the initial config-
uration must be known and is not coupled to a mission-based
design.

4.4 Pacelab APD by PACE

Pacelab APD (PACE, 2009) is a recently launched concep-
tual and preliminary aircraft design tool by Berlin-based
engineering software provider PACE addressing the needs
of aircraft analysts, conceptual design engineers, aircraft
integrators, and subsystem domain experts (see Figure 14).
Pacelab APD builds on the company’s knowledge-based
engineering platform Pacelab Suite, which combines a con-
sistent object-oriented data model and knowledge-based
working techniques of capturing, formalizing, and applying
engineering knowledge.

Pacelab APD’s parametric data model fully supports phys-
ical units and multidimensional data tables to model engine,
aerodynamic, and performance data. Product data and meth-
ods derived from legacy tools can be integrated and will be
represented and used in exactly the same way as natively
defined ones.

The setup of the product data model is supported by
a user-extensible aircraft library and an interactive aircraft
configurator. The aircraft library provides calibrated models
of the most common commercial aircraft, from wide-body
jetliners to single-engine turboprops, while the aircraft con-
figurator guides users through the installation and positioning
of predefined components such as wings, tail surfaces,
engines, or undercarriages (see Figure 15). The aircraft con-
figurator can also be extended with user-specific items.

A unique characteristic of Pacelab APD is that the input
and output parameters of a calculation can be swapped freely,
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Figure 14. Pacelab APD application window. Image courtesy of PACE.

thus reversing the direction of the calculation. A simple exam-
ple of parameter reversion is the calculation of the wing aspect
ratio as a function of the span, or vice versa; both can be
selected directly from the user interface and require no man-
ual adjustment of the data model. For this purpose, Pacelab
APD provides predefined “calculation cases,” which con-
sist of sets of interdependent parameters representing typical
design scenarios.

By default, Pacelab APD uses calculation methods from
the public domain (Torenbeek, 1982; Raymer, 2006), which
can be easily substituted with proprietary higher fidelity
methods. For flight performance analysis, the software relies
on first-principles calculations with the Pacelab performance

kernel, which drives the company’s established performance
software solutions for airline analysts (Pacelab Mission) and
airline operations (Pacelab SCAP and Pacelab CI OPS).

Pacelab APD supports local and global optimization use
cases with robust gradient methods and genetic algorithms
(e.g., NLPQLP, Frontline, and so on). Any output parameter
can be subject to optimization, with the influencing input
parameters automatically detected and available as degrees
of freedom. In addition, n-dimensional trade studies help to
investigate the behavior of output parameters when a set of
related input parameters is varied. Violations of user-defined
constraints are automatically highlighted in the display of
results, which can be tabular or depicted in 2D/3D graphics.

Figure 15. Pacelab APD aircraft configurator. Image courtesy of PACE.
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Pacelab APD offers preconfigured reports covering typ-
ical aspects such as mass breakdown and field and mission
performance. All reports can be freely adapted or extended
by the user. In addition, Pacelab APD comes with a library
of aircraft performance charts including Cruise SFC, Cruise
Flight Envelope, and High Speed Drag Polar. The charts are
dynamic and update automatically when parameter values
change. External reference data may be imported to graphi-
cally match known results.

Intended for user extension, many of Pacelab APD’s core
entities (component models, analysis methods, reports, etc.)
can be supplemented or customized through its standard
interfaces. These also allow the integration of external anal-
ysis and simulation tools or highly specialized functionality,
for example, for systems architecture design or structural
analysis.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A detailed description of commercially available airplane
conceptual design tools is given. With the development of
new computer programming languages to capture design
knowledge, new tools will be developed based on legacy
design tools such as RDS, AAA, and OAD and complete
newly developed tools.

NOTE

1 Ronnie E. Gillian, NASA Langley, private communication,
March 15, 2007.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the early years of the human flight the design of air-
craft was aimed at the ability to fly as such. This objective
was challenging enough by itself. After powered manned
flight was achieved by the Wright brothers, the develop-
ment of aircraft accelerated at a remarkable pace that lead
to advanced airplanes such as the Airbus A380 and the Joint

Strike Fighter in about 100 years. For designing a successful
aircraft today it is more important than ever to formulate
very clear objectives and constraints, taking into account
the restrictions on resources, and the competitive pressures
that drive winning designs. Proper understanding of sys-
tems engineering and multidisciplinary design optimization,
familiarity with government airworthiness requirements, and
up-to-date knowledge of technical resources and capabilities
are essentials for the aircraft designer to be successful. These
elements will be discussed in this chapter covering objectives,
constraints, and resources important in airplane design.

2 GENERAL OBJECTIVES
AND CONSTRAINTS

One of the most important requirements for a successful prod-
uct development effort is a clear goal to pursue. In a case of
a very complex system whose overall performance is mea-
sured by a multitude of performance metrics that can often be
conflicting and, frequently, by qualitative rather than quan-
titative assessment of its capabilities by its future operators,
the formulation of a set of clear quantifiable design goals is
no trivial matter. Such as a set of quantitative design goals
the designer needs to optimize or find an optimum tradeoff
of is what will be denoted here “objectives”.

The principal objective in the civil transport market is to
transport passengers and cargo from one place on the globe to
another as fast as possible at minimum cost. Aircraft design,
thus, is a multi-objective problem. Higher speeds of flight
correspond to higher costs. The design process, then, involves
significant tradeoffs.
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Additionally, airplanes have to be safe from failure and
operate within limitations imposed by government regula-
tions, capacity of airports and the air traffic control system,
and environmental considerations regarding the effect on the
atmosphere, communities, and passengers. These are mathe-
matically presented as constraints on the design. In the case
of complex systems where design can be decomposed into
the design of a hierarchy of systems and subsystems, con-
straints and design objectives are formulated for each system
and subsystem level and must be consistent. Uncertainty in
those areas that affect the design where market fluctuations
in the prices of raw materials and other commodities, gov-
ernment policies, competitor behavior, or even in some cases
the future operation of the airplane designed must be taken
into account.

In the case of civil transport aircraft some of the important
performance indicators are: block time, block speed, trans-
port product, transport productivity, and revenue-earning
capacity (Ruijgrok, 2009):

Block time is the total time elapsed from starting the
engines at the airport of departure to engines off at the des-
tination airport. The block speed is the block distance, R,
divided by the block time, EB:

VB = R

EB
(1)

The transport performance, PR, is defined as payload, WP,
times block distance:

PR = WpR (2)

and can be expressed in ton-km or passenger-km.
The transport productivity is transport performance

divided by block time:

Ph = WpR

EB
= WpVB (3)

The revenue earning capacity is the transport productivity
per year and can be calculated as the product of payload,
block speed, and annual flight utilization, U, defined as the
ratio between revenue flight time and calendar time:

Py = PhU = WpVBU (4)

None of these indicators is used directly as a single objec-
tive for the design of a transport aircraft without proper
constraints. If the block speed, for example, is used as an
objective, it would lead to maximization of the range and
minimization of the block time. Without constraints on max-
imum range or maximum cruising speed unusable results will
be obtained.

Table 1. Transport aircraft design objectives and constraints.

Objectives/constraints/criteria Civil aircraft Military aircraft

Dominant design criteria Economics, safety, noise, comfort Mission accomplishment and
survivability

Performance Maximum economic cruise Adequate range and response
Minimum off-design penalties Overall mission accomplishment

Airfield environment Moderate-to-long runways Short-to-moderate runways
Paved runways All types of runway surfaces
High level ATC and landing aides Often spartan ATC and landing aides
Adequate space for ground maneuver and parking Limited space available

System complexity and mechanical
design

Low maintenance – economic issue Low maintenance – availability issue
Low system cost Acceptable system cost
Safety and reliability Reliability and survivability
Damage resistance and tolerance: long service life, Damage tolerance: survivability

Government regulations and
community acceptance

Must be certifiable (EASA, www.easa.europa.eu;
FAA, in www.faa.gov)

Military standards

– Safety – Performance and safety
– Low noise mandatory – Low noise desirable (good

neighbor in peacetime, reduced
detectability in war)

– Emissions
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Since current civil aircraft development is basically evolu-
tionary design, the objective functions for each new aircraft
are often defined simply as relative improvements such as
X% lighter airframe, Y% lower DOC (direct operating cost),
Z% more seat pitch or cabin width. The problem becomes
more complex when new airplane configurations are stud-
ied. Since objectives may not be simple extensions of past
objectives, significant attention has to be paid to the goals
and potential involved and the associated tradeoffs. A signif-
icant discovery effort has to be undertaken to make sure that
no constraints or important objectives are missing in the final
design problem definition. In Lifecycle Engineering: Eco-
nomic Theory and Product Lifecycle Engineering (PLE): An
Application on Life Cycle Engineering, some tools that can
help the elicitation of the right objectives will be discussed.
Some generic observations with respect to civil and military
transport aircraft design criteria are shown in Table 1.

3 PERFORMANCE AS IT AFFECTS
DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND
CONSTRAINTS

Aircraft performance characteristics reflect point per-
formance capabilities or path performance capabilities.
Examples of possible point performance design objectives
are maximum rate of climb, maximum horizontal speed, and
speed at minimum required power. Examples of path perfor-
mance goals are minimum time to reach a certain altitude,
minimum descent time, or the fastest turn. Other path perfor-
mance measures are range and endurance. Measures of the
economic performance for civil transport aircraft are block
time and block speed versus block distance and the payload
range diagram. Another important economic parameter is
given by direct operating costs (DOC).

Some of the major constraints affecting airplane design
are stall speed, take-off distance, landing distance, climb
gradient and climb capabilities, level of performance in dif-
ferent maneuvers as well as cruise speed and maximum
horizontal speed. Details regarding the actual definition and
implementation of such constraints can be found in airwor-
thiness requirements (see also the section on airworthiness
requirements below) and military specifications.

While the final design of any flight vehicle is defined by
many parameters, three are usually used to describe an air-
plane in the very early design stages since they are directly
linked to the most of the important objectives and per-
formance constraints. Those are (i) gross take-off weight,
reflecting the structural and systems technology used, pay-
load capacity, and propulsion efficiency, (ii) wing area,
reflecting the size of the airplane, and (iii) thrust or power

WTO/S
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(clean or landing conf) 

Take-off length 

Climb rate 

Climb gradient 

Solution space 

Figure 1. Constrained thrust loading/wing loading design space –
civil transport aircraft.

representing the capacity of the propulsion system. These are
usually grouped into take-off gross weight W, wing loading
(W/S), and thrust loading (T/W).

Point and path performance constraints can be plotted on a
T/W vs. W/S diagram (see Figures 1 and 2) or in the case of
engines rated by their maximum power P, on a P/W vs. W/S,
or W/P vs. W/S diagram. The results are graphical presenta-
tions of the flight vehicle design space showing feasible and
infeasible regions allowing the designer to identify points of
optimal design as defined by various objective functions.

From a safety standpoint it is important to limit the upper
value of the stall speed. This leads to constraints on the wing
loading W/S, as affected by the high-lift technology used and
therefore by the maximum lift coefficient CL,max. For steady,
level and symmetric flight, this is easily derived from:

L = W = CL

1

2
ρV 2S ⇒ Vs =

√
W

S

2

ρ

1

CL,max
(5)
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Figure 2. Constrained thrust loading/wing loading design space,
military fighter.
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4 Air Vehicle Design

With a required stall speed Vs (equal or lower than the
legal maximum) for a given value of maximum lift coefficient
CL,max this leads to a constraint on the wing loading W/S:

W

S
≤ 1

2
ρV 2

s CL, max (6)

It is the task of the designer to make sure the real aircraft
achieves the chosen value of CL,max! In that sense the con-
straint can be viewed as an objective for the aerodynamic
designer. This also leads to more trade-offs since increasing
the value for CL,max leads to more complex flap and slat sys-
tems that weigh more, cost more, are more sensitive to failure,
and require more maintenance.

Take-off requirements also lead to constraint equations.
The take-off field length is influenced by take-off weight,
WTO, take-off speed, thrust over weight at take-off (T/W)TO,
aerodynamic drag, maximum lift coefficient, airfield
conditions and ground friction as well as airworthiness
requirements. Statistical information gathered over years
of operation of many aircraft has shown that there are
several dominant influencing factors concerning take-off
performance, namely wing loading, thrust loading (T/W),
maximum lift coefficient, CL,max and atmospheric density
ratio for the airport, σ = ρ/ρ0. Their influence can be
estimated using the so-called Take-off Parameter (TOP)
(Corke, 2003, Raymer, 2006):

TOP =
(

W

S

)
TO

(
W

T

)
TO

1

CL,max

1

σ
(7)

Through statistical analysis, a relation between TOP and
the take-off field length L, TOP = TOP(L) can be derived for
the aircraft type under consideration. For a selected required
take-off length L the constraint relation between thrust load-
ing and wing loading can be written in the form:

(
T

W

)
TO

≥ 1

TOP(L)

1

CL,max

1

σ

(
W

S

)
TO

(8)

The constraint divides the thrust-loading/wing-loading
design space into feasible and infeasible region and also
shows how aerodynamic design considerations (the maxi-
mum lift coefficient used) can affect the overall dimensions
and propulsion system required. Of course, when more
detailed information about the design of the airplane becomes
available, take-off field length constraints can be defined in a
more precise manner.

Landing performance is influenced by wing loading,
approach speed, deceleration method used (brakes, lift
dumpers, speed brakes, thrust reversers), flying qualities of
the airplane (high wing, low wing), pilot technique and

airworthiness requirements. In the preliminary design this
leads mainly to a constraint on the stall speed and therefore
on wing loading for alternative maximum lift coefficients for
landing considered for the design.

Climb requirements are normally dominated by the certi-
fication requirements and relate to climb out after take-off,
all engines operating climb (AEO), one engine inoperative
climb (OEI), balked landings, absolute and service ceilings,
and so on. Climb requirements can be given in terms of climb
rate, c (m s−1), and climb gradient, c/V (%). Climb require-
ments specified in the airworthiness regulations normally first
give the conditions under which the climb requirement must
be met. These conditions include the power setting, landing
gear setting, and flap setting. Such settings determine the drag
polar to consider when analyzing the climb performance and
therefore the excess power available for climb. More on climb
performance can be found in the performance section. Evalu-
ation of the climb performance leads to a constraint equation
between thrust loading and wing loading.

Other important design constraints related to different air-
craft maneuvers can be derived from appropriate performance
analyses. Some simple maneuvers are treated in the section
on performance. Constraint equations representing various
performance constraints can be found in Raymer (2006),
Anderson (1999), Ruijgrok (2009), and other references on
aircraft design and performance.

Important constraints for mass and mass distribution result
from economic, operational, and safety conditions. Targets
for different weight items, Figure 3, can be obtained from sta-
tistical data and from direct weight calculations. Constraints
on the allowable center of gravity range, both on the ground
and in the air, and, as a result, the stabilizer surface and the
landing gear layout, reflect stability and controllability con-
siderations, Figure 4, and loading diagrams, Figure 5. The air-
worthiness requirements add to the constraints on the weight
also by specifying, for example, minimum fuel reserves.
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Figure 3. Generic mass breakdown for a transport aircraft.
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4 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
APPLICATION FOR THE DISCOVERY
OF DESIGN OBJECTIVES

While the earliest objective of aviation was just flight itself,
the unfolding technology enabled a range of functionali-
ties: the transport of mail, passenger transport, transport of
freight, aerobatics, crop spraying, fire fighting, reconnais-
sance, bombing, first aid, observation, coast guard missions,
platform for parachute jumping, and so on. The objectives
guiding the designers for these different classes of aircraft
depend very much on the specifics of the functionalities
aimed for. It is therefore necessary to properly structure the
design process and to start from a clear mission need state-

ment (MNS) specifying what the top-level objective is for the
product under consideration.

A good MNS should be short and clear. It defines the
top-level functionality of the aircraft, a price and a time to
market. Although an important step, this top-level classifi-
cation is not a sufficient basis for an aircraft development
project. For example, to design a successful passenger trans-
port aircraft it is important to fully understand the market.
Segmentation with respect to number of passengers, range,
comfort level, price, and direct operating cost are the basics
but even these are not enough. Many other aspects, including
maintainability, evolvement, recyclability, and readiness for
future governmental rules are also essential characteristics of
an aircraft and often key design drivers.

To translate top-level objectives into quantifiable goals that
can be used by the designer, it is often useful to divide require-
ments into functional requirements (what should the product
do), performance requirements (how well should the prod-
uct do this), and constraints (unacceptable functionalities,
upper and lower limits on performance requirements, unac-
ceptable technical solutions, resource limitations, and so on).
It is important to understand that there are constraints that are
not negotiable (e.g., a wing must have a positive margin on its
structural strength since an aircraft must be airworthy). Other
constraints, representing performance measures, usually, can
be traded-off or relaxed as they may be kept in the set of con-
straints or moved to be included in the objective function or
functions. Maximum range and max payload can be traded
off as can lowest cost and max comfort level be. The aircraft
design problem is a multi-objective optimization problem.
As such the design process relies heavily on the methods
of multi-objective optimization, where the stakeholders need
to select a proper design that will competitively satisfy the
different objectives of the different stakeholders.

The tools of Systems Engineering help the design team
have a structured and systematic discovery of the require-
ments (objectives and constraints) from the different life cycle
phases and the different stakeholders and it forces trade-offs
to be done based on criteria defined and accepted by the
stakeholders.

SE starts from the assumption that each system has a
life cycle and each of the life cycle phases imposes specific
requirements on the design (see Product Lifecycle Engineer-
ing (PLE): An Applicati). A thorough understanding of each
of these phases is necessary to avoid negative surprises later
down the road. The discovery of all functionalities required
by each of these phases is an important start. Functional flow
diagrams and functional breakdown trees are handy instru-
ments from SE for these phases, and they help make the
MNS more specific and detailed. Understanding the cus-
tomer is supported by quality function deployment (QFD),
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Figure 6. (a) QFD step by step. Reproduced from Roozenburg and Eekels (1995) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.; and (b) QFD house of
quality.

which defines the so-called house of quality, Figure 6a and
b. The basis of the house of quality is a matrix which links
design requirements to design options using a quantitative
scale. The requirements are ranked based on the voice of the
customer. Through a weighting system the design options
are ranked and incompatibilities between design options dis-
covered. Optional is the inclusion of a comparison between
existing products and the design under study (step 4, Fig-
ure 6). Examples related to aircraft design can be found in
(Brandt et al., 1997).

The aircraft industry uses the term aircraft specification.
The specification is a top level description of the most impor-

tant features the aircraft under consideration should have
based on market analysis, QFD, operational requirements and
economic prospects. Based on this specification the prelim-
inary design starts. This phase aims for a balance between
required volumes, weight distribution, main dimensions,
and engine performance. Although it is called preliminary
design, this phase is mainly concerned with the formula-
tion of requirements. The numbers generated in this phase
are basically minimum goals/targets and history teaches that
the preliminary design results often turn out to be too opti-
mistic. Almost every development program runs into weight
and performance issues. The aircraft specification (describing
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Table 2. Simple examples of transport aircraft specifications.

Civil transport aircraft
Number of passengers 120
Range 2000 km
Cruise speed 0.82 M
Take-off length 1900 m

Military transport aircraft
Cargo 37 000 kg
Range 1800 nm (full)/5000 nm (ferry)
Cruise speed 0.72 M
Take-off length 950 m
Landing field length (@MLW) 630 m
Max Landing Weight/MTOW 0.87

the aircraft “as required”) is therefore, initially, a require-
ments specification that step-by-step is transformed into a
product specification (describing the aircraft “as designed”)
during the detail design phase. Table 1 lists some impor-
tant issues with respect to objectives and constraints for the
design of civil and military transport aircraft. Table 2 shows
two examples of a requirement specification for two types of
aircraft.

To meet design challenges associated with the multi-level
nature of airplane design – the design of systems and sub-
systems all functioning I harmony and leading to the high-
level complete product – additional Systems Engineering
(SE) tools are widely used in airplane design. To better trace
the progress of the design process with respect to system and
sub-system objectives and constraints, “technical budgeting”
is often used. Instead of giving sub-system design teams
budgets expressed in monetary funds, they receive budgets
expressed in weight, drag, or other technical performance
indicators. During the design process these technical budgets
act as constraints, although sometimes budgets have to be
updated when shown to be too tight or too costly, as when
constraints turn out to be unreachable objectives.

5 AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS
AS CONSTRAINTS

Airworthiness requirements constitute a body of rules created
by government to ensure safe design and operation of
aerospace systems, and they represent the experience in all
areas of the flight transportation endeavor accumulated over
more than a hundred years of aviation. Airplanes must com-
ply with airworthiness regulations in design, production and
operation. A non-exhaustive list of rules (also called “parts”
or “certification specifications”) is presented in Table 3.

The most relevant sets of rules are those from the US Fed-
eral Aviation Authority (FAA) and the European Aviation

Table 3. Airworthiness standards.

Part Subject

21 Certification procedures for products and parts
23 Airworthiness standards: normal, utility, acrobatic,

and commuter category airplanes
25 Airworthiness standards: transport category airplanes
26 Continued airworthiness and safety improvements

for transport category airplanes
27 Airworthiness standards: normal category rotorcraft
29 Airworthiness standards: transport category rotorcraft
31 Airworthiness standards: manned free balloons
33 Airworthiness standards: aircraft engines
34 Fuel venting and exhaust emission requirements

for turbine engine powered airplanes
35 Airworthiness standards: propellers
36 Noise standards: aircraft type and airworthiness

certification

Safety Authority (EASA). The US and the EU have harmo-
nized their requirements and for the context of this chapter
the rules from the FAA and EASA can be considered iden-
tical both in structure (parts and subparts) as in numbering
(paragraphs). Table 3 lists some of the important FAA/EASA
Certification Specification (CS) parts. Figure 7 shows the
relation of all the different requirements to the life cycle
phases of an aircraft, from design to end-of life.

A considerable portion of the airworthiness rules directly
addresses the design of the aircraft. Although these rules are
sometimes perceived as a serious hurdle on further develop-
ment of new configurations by enthusiastic innovators, proper
knowledge of the requirements and their background will
show that they are very useful to the designer preventing him
from remaking mistakes known from the past. Knowing the
rules means understanding constraints and their sources, and
it thus helps to safely introduce new technology in aircraft.

From an airworthiness perspective it is useful to look at the
aircraft life cycle as compiled of five segments: design, pro-
duction, operation, maintenance, and end-of-life, Figure 7.
Each of these life segments is constrained and guided by
an extensive body of rules. For those interested in mainte-
nance and repair the subject of Continued Airworthiness as
treated in EASA Part M is of utmost importance. Continued
airworthiness can be seen as the set of processes that assure
aircraft to remain in a safe condition of operation throughout
their operating life. The discussion here will be limited to
the rules applicable to the design of the aircraft and use the
certification specification parts 23/25 of EASA as a basis for
the discussion, although FAR 23/25 from the FAA could be
used as well.

The first part of the rule books, subpart A, Table 339.4,
is related to applicability and uses aircraft classification to
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Figure 7. Aircraft life cycle and associated airworthiness standards.

define the scope or the rules. The second section, subpart B,
sets constraints on flight characteristics. The remainder of
the rules defines constraints to guarantee product integrity
and can be divided in four subgroups:

� Structure, design and construction (subpart C and D)
� Powerplant, auxiliary power unit installations (sub-

part E, J)
� Equipment, Operating Limitations and Information,

Electrical wiring interconnection system, Systems and
Equipment (subpart F, G, H)

The first subpart introduces a classification system. Since
it is neither possible nor useful to have the same rules for
each aircraft type, there is a need to define which aircraft type
should meet which requirements. Therefore the requirements
use a classification system to distinguish between different
categories of aircraft. Based on weight, design features, and
operational function (e.g., aerobatics, commercial transport)
a set of applicable rules is selected. If necessary, the avia-
tion authorities will define a new category with associated
requirements. This was, for example, necessary for the very
light jets (VLJs) when this class of airplanes first appeared. If
only a small additional set of requirements on top of an exist-
ing code is necessary this is handled with special conditions
issued by the authorities.

If CS-23 of the airworthiness requirements is taken as an
example, its first subpart contains the definition of four cat-
egories: normal, utility, aerobatic, and commuter category

airplanes. An airplane belongs to the normal, utility, or aer-
obatic category if it has a maximum takeoff weight lower
or equal to 5670 kg (12 500 lbs) and a seating configuration
(excluding the pilot seat(s)), of nine or fewer, while a com-
muter category airplanes is a propeller driven twin-engine
airplane with a maximum takeoff weight lower than or equal

Table 4. Structure of the FAA and EASA airworthiness stan-
dards/certification specifications.

Book Subpart Title

1. Airworthiness
code

A General

B Flight
C Structure
D Design and

construction
E Powerplant
F Equipment
G Operating limitations

and information
H Electrical wiring

interconnection
systems

J Auxiliary power unit
installation

Appendices A,
C, D, F, H, I,
J, K, L, M, N

2. Acceptable means
of compliance
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to 8618 kg (19 000 lbs) and a seating configuration of nine-
teen (excluding the pilot seat(s)) or fewer. The difference
between categories with respect to certification requirements
can be found in the type of maneuvers and, for example, the
associated minimum maximum load factors the operator of
the aircraft is expected to perform. Part 25 addresses one
category, to quote: “This airworthiness code is applicable to
turbine powered large aeroplanes.”

The second subpart of the requirements specifies rules for
the flight characteristics of the aircraft and the way important
performance indicators like stall speeds and minimum control
speeds are supposed to be determined. Showing compliance
with these rules requires an extensive flight test program but,
of course, the designer should have a proper understanding of
the rules in this subpart when defining the load and balance
envelopes of the aircraft and designing the aerodynamic per-
formance. This subpart is highly related to the aerodynamic
design, the control system design, and the weight and balance
of the aircraft. The minimum speed limits of the aircraft have
everything to do with low speed buffeting, stall, stability, and
control power at low flight speeds. The designer has con-
trol over these limits by choice of airfoils, planform, twist,
anhedral/dihedral, size and type of controls, and so on. The
limits on handling qualities and control, also in failure cases
such as one engine out, require proper sizing of stabilizers
and controls as well as proper weight management.

The other subparts relate to product integrity and are a rich
source of knowledge for the designer. Subpart C provides the
designer with information regarding lower bounds on loads
to use in the design of the various parts of the aircraft, both
on the ground and airborne.

One of the essential elements of this subpart is the maneu-
ver load envelope. This determines the design boundaries in
the load factor versus speed diagram. An example is shown
in Figure 8. The left part shows the aerodynamic limits on the
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Figure 8. The maneuver envelope.

load factor (due to stall speed limitations), the remainder is
driven by the structural boundaries. The diagrams shows so-
called design speeds. They are linked to operational speeds
(such as normal operating speed or never exceed speed) of the
aircraft and limit values for these design speeds are defined.
For example, there must be a minimum ratio between the
design maneuver speed and the stall speed to make sure that
the probability that the pilot enters a stall while maneuvering
is very small.

The load factor in the envelope is defined as the component
of the aerodynamic forces on the aircraft perpendicular to its
longitudinal axis, often parallel to the passenger floor, divided
by the weight of the aircraft. So n = 1 is, in most cases, not an
unaccelerated flight due to the angle between the longitudinal
aircraft axis and the flight speed vector.

Every point in the V–n diagram, especially the corner
points in the diagram, defines a design load case (Megson,
1999). These load cases are symmetrical and balanced, that is,
without rotational acceleration, and they serve as a basis for
the structural design. The load envelope is a function of the
altitude, flight configuration (flaps retracted/extended, power
setting, etc.) and mass/CG of the aircraft. In practice, the
application of the requirements in subpart C to a real design
generates thousands of load cases, and the structural design
of each component and sub-component has to make sure that
no structural failure can occur in all possible flight conditions
plus margins of safety added. Of course aircraft experience
more than symmetric balanced load cases, and the rules also
specify asymmetric cases such as side gusts, side-slipping
flight, one or two wheel landings, and so on.

Subpart C also introduces the very important concept of
the safety factor. The aviation requirements clearly distin-
guish between applied loads and allowable loads. The applied
loads are defined in subpart C as limit loads and ultimate
loads. Limit loads are loads statistically expected to occur
only once in the aircraft’s life. That is, they are practically
possible, although with very low probability, and the aircraft
should be able to handle these loads without failure and per-
manent deformation. To build in a safety margin, the limit
loads are multiplied by a safety factor, which is at least 1.5
to obtain the ultimate loads. The structure must be able to
support ultimate loads without failure for at least three sec-
onds. It has to be shown that the strength of each part of
the aircraft structure has a positive margin, called margin of
safety (MS), with respect to the criteria specified for limit
and ultimate load. To be able to determine this margin we
need to know the allowable load on the structure. Although
ultimately tested on the real structure the designer tries to esti-
mate early in the design phase the strength of the design using
finite element codes to find the internal loads/displacements
or stresses/strains resulting from the limit and ultimate loads
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and apply failure criteria to their values. This in turn requires
strength data for the material and for structural detail ele-
ments like bolts, hinges, and brackets. Subpart D defines
how these strength values, called design values, are sup-
posed to be determined from testing and how production
must be controlled to assure each production aircraft to be
a close enough copy of the type design. The proper statisti-
cal processing of test data is very important. Selecting the
mean of the test results as design value will not do, and
A- and B-values for material characteristics (leading to the
usage during design of material properties which cover all
aircraft with high probability) are defined using probabil-
ity based definitions of strength exceedence expectations.
The material properties are a function of temperature and
in some cases also of humidity levels. The maximum oper-
ating temperature of the aircraft is therefore an important
factor as is the color scheme of the aircraft. In paragraph
629 of subpart D requirements can be found that aim at pro-
tection against airframe failure due to aeroelastic instability
(flutter).

While limit and ultimate load focus on the undamaged
structure and basically guard against failure due to surpassing
yield1 and ultimate strength of the material or buckling of the
structure, practice has shown that aircraft have to be designed
for “unexpected” occurrences of damage. The related struc-
tural design philosophy is named damage tolerance and helps
to create structures that can cope with fatigue, corrosion and
accidental damage. A similar approach to failure is used
for all other subsystems. These two related safety philoso-
phies are defined in paragraphs 571/573 (subpart C) and
1309 (subpart F), respectively. Their importance can hardly
be overrated. Compliance finding is guided partially through
paragraph 603 (subpart C).

Aircraft are also supposed to give acceptable protection
to its occupants in certain emergency landing conditions on
land or water. Rapid evacuation must be available when nec-
essary. An important environmental load is the occurrence of
lightning strike. This happens on a regular basis and should
not lead to a compromise in aircraft strength. Proper light-
ning protection is very important and not trivial, especially
for composite aircraft.

Powerplant and systems/equipment are also addressed by
the airworthiness rules. Although engines have their own
rule set they are also addressed on aircraft level to ensure
proper integration with the aircraft. Requirements regarding
fuel supply, air supply, cooling, fire cases, and many more
have been formalized. Also rules to maximize the minimum
clearance of engines/propellers from the ground and to limit
damage to the structure in case of uncontained engine fail-
ure are included. The design for safety philosophy defined in
paragraph 1309 is based on careful failure mode analysis and

effect classification and is one of the prime pillars of aviation
safety.

6 NOISE AND EMISSIONS

The increasing intensity of air traffic and the urbanization
of areas around airfields have lead to increasing limita-
tions on aircraft noise emissions (Ruijgrok and van Paassen,
2005). The rules can be found through, for example, EASA
CS-36. For different aircraft categories acceptable noise
levels are specified at certain positions relative to specific ref-
erence trajectories of the aircraft in take-off and landing. The
noise levels are specified as effective perceived noise levels
(EPNL). The designer can influence the noise generated by
the aircraft. The most important noise source of an aircraft is
its propulsion system. Propellers, exhausts, fans, and jets are
the elements that cause substantial pressure fluctuations. Air-
frame noise is the second source of aircraft noise, especially in
the landing gear/flaps down configuration. Turbulence in the
airflow around the aircraft causes pressure fluctuations expe-
rienced as noise on the ground. For modern aircraft like the
A380, for which propulsion system is very silent, airframe
noise becomes dominant in some configurations and opti-
mization of landing gears and high lift devices to minimize
noise is required for reducing noise levels by design. In addi-
tion, the take-off, climb, and approach flight path profiles can
be optimized for noise abatement. Also further reduction of
drag in the take-off condition can reduce the required power in
this flight phase and therefore reduce noise. For supersonic
aircraft noise related to their shock waves is an important
issue. Because of sonic boom effects, overland commercial
supersonic flight is still banned, and thus a major design driver
for supersonic civil aircraft must be the aerodynamic shaping
of the vehicle for low sonic boom.

7 RESOURCES

The designer has a large range of resources available for
supporting the synthesis and analysis phase of the product
development process. Of course, the study of earlier aircraft,
successful or failed, is a logical and necessary way for guid-
ing the evolution of a new airplane. In general, however, the
design will contain new elements that need to be verified for
their suitability. The designer will be assisted by a host of
analytical/numerical tools and experimental capabilities that
will allow assessment of new ideas for their feasibility and
technical readiness level. Such tools usually provide a hierar-
chy of modeling fidelity level and associated cost and cycle
time. In the aerodynamics area modeling tools can be used
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that include handbooks methods and higher levels of accu-
racy up to modern computational fluid dynamics simulations.
Different wind tunnels can be used from small to large and
from low to high Reynolds number tunnels. The more sophis-
ticated techniques are associated, of course, with higher cost
and longer preparation and response times – important factors
that need to be taken into account during the design effort. For
structures handbook methods can be used, or linear or non-
linear finite element analyses. Materials and structural testing
of components and sub-components are used to develop and
verify designs. Each discipline has its sources for design
rules, its computational analysis tools, and its experimental
methods to support and verify design developments. Flight
simulators and iron birds are important tools for the aircraft
designer for verifying the behavior and the systems of an air-
craft in various phases of the development. On a system level
multi-body structural dynamic analysis tools can be used,
coupled with CFD models, to build full vehicle models with
which the dynamic behavior of the aircraft and its loads and
motions can be estimated.

8 MULTIDISCIPLINARY DESIGN
OPTIMIZATION

An emerging important field, evolved over the last 30 years
or so and approaching certain levels of practicality with
advanced simulation techniques and parallel processing, is
multi-disciplinary design optimization (MDO). MDO for-
mulates the design problem as a mathematical programming
problem in which an objective function f ({x}) is maximized
(or some form of a multi-objective measure of the best design
desired) subject to equality constraints, {c({x})}= 0, and
inequality constraints, {c({x})}≤ 0 which represent all fail-
ure criteria, operational limits, regulations requirements, and
resource limitations (Vanderplaats, 2007; Keane and Nair,
2005).

The vector of design variables {x} is itself normally con-
strained by lower and upper bound values ({lb} and {ub}).
Mathematically a constrained optimization is defined as:

min
{x̄}

f ({x})
subject to:

{
ceq ({x})} = {0}

{c ({x})} ≤ {0}
{lb} < {x} < {ub}

(9)

So far MDO has found only limited application in aircraft
design due to the complexity and high cost of the objective
and constraint function evaluation. But the field has been
rapidly developing and is expected to assume more impor-
tance with a larger impact on airplane design.

9 CONCLUSION

The airplane design problem, because of its multidisciplinary
nature, complex multi-level systems nature, and its intricacy
of interactions and tradeoffs must be formulated carefully
to represent all important design objectives and design con-
straints involved. In recent years the challenge has become
more demanding. Growing concerns about the environment,
the expected scarcity of fossil fuels, and the ongoing urban-
ization all lead to a demand for silent aircraft with very low
energy consumption and minimal environmental impact. As
governments and market forces move to add design require-
ments and standards to the already rich and long list of
standards and requirements, the airplane design challenge
becomes more complex and formidable. But major devel-
opments in computing power, simulations techniques, and
design optimization technology, together with technological
breakthroughs at the component and systems levels promise
to lead to better aircraft that meet such a challenge.

NOMENCLATURE

CS certification specification
EASA European Aviation Safety Agency
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FAR US Federal Aviation Regulations
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
MDO multi-disciplinary design optimization
MNS mission need statement
MOC means of compliance
OEI original equipment industries
QFD quality function deployment
SE systems engineering
TOP take-off parameter

NOTE

1. This approach is clearly focused on metallic structures for
which limit loads can be coupled to the yield stress of the
metal used. Most composite materials are linear elastic up
to failure and therefore limit load cannot be coupled to
material behavior.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The design of a modern aircraft is a phenomenal undertaking
involving the co-operation of many individuals with expertise
in a range of disciplines, many of which in themselves take
a lifetime to master. Yet new aircraft are designed and each
generation improves upon the last, in performance, economy,
and safety. Such progression and success is due to the well-
ordered process that governs how an aircraft is designed. This
chapter provides a summary of that design process, describ-
ing the traditional point design and following through the key
steps in conceptual, preliminary, and detailed design. The
iterative, hierarchical nature of the design process, and the
flow of data and parameters through the evolving design, is
brought out in the context of design as a multi-disciplinary
problem. Once the basic process is understood it is possible
to review the industrial implementation of the process in the

context of systems engineering considering the issues needed
to manage a large enterprise.

2 WHAT IS DESIGN?

Design is a term with a definition in common language that
is easily understood but the technical nuances of this con-
cept and the real life activity of design evoke many different
philosophies from those in design related professions. The
Oxford dictionary (Oxford Dictionaries, 2009) defines the
noun “design” as (i) a preliminary plan or sketch for the mak-
ing or production of a building, machine, garment, and so on
or (ii) the general arrangement or layout of a product. The
verb “design” is the act of creating such a plan or layout.
Basically, design as a verb is the activity or process needed
to get an idea for a product into real production.

For some products design is seen more as the artistic
element, where creative forms are defined with minimal ref-
erence to the actual making of the product. For complex
engineering products as typified in automotive, aerospace,
and other technological industries, it is this, and much more.
Creative concepts are generated and underpinned by engi-
neering science, and complex analysis and testing are needed
to ensure the resulting product is efficient, ergonomic, eco-
nomic, and reliable. In fact the requirements in engineering
design are now so complex and challenging that the activ-
ity now includes the planning of the factories that build the
product and industry necessarily takes a very wide view of
this function.

The complexity of this endeavour unfortunately means
that many consider design as a “dark art” which mysteriously
provides product definitions which discipline specialists then
analyze and assess. This is not the case; design is a well
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2 Air Vehicle Design

organized and defined discipline with ordered processes and
methods which, in combination with creative and innovative
engineers, results in the advanced technologies in the world
around us.

3 WHAT IS AIRCRAFT DESIGN?

Aircraft design is a complex instance of design in general.
It is an integrated, iterative process which brings to bear the
many engineering science disciplines described in this ency-
clopedia. Two definitions for aircraft design from standard
text books are:

“The intellectual engineering process of creating on paper a
flying machine that either meets certain requirements and per-
formance objectives, or explores new concepts, technologies
and innovations.”

(Anderson, 1999)

“Creating the geometric description of a thing to be built.”
(Raymer, 1999)

Both of these definitions focus on the creation of a geo-
metric description of the aircraft, but in reality the process
of design encompasses every aspect needed to build an air-
plane, right from the vehicle definition through to planning
jigs and fixtures for manufacturing, and eventual maintenance
operations.

To understand what this means consider an aircraft
designed to fulfill a mission or function which is expressed
through a design specification. The specification lists, quan-
titatively, the key criteria that the design should meet. For
example, the customer’s desire that it should fly fast, carry a
certain payload or number of passengers, or that it should fly
for a given distance (its range), is translated into a specifica-
tion as in the list below:

Range: 1500 nm
Capacity: 100 passengers
Cruise speed: 350 kts
Cruise altitude: 35 000 ft
Take-off field length: 3250 ft.

This specification informs the design process and what
needs to be defined and analyzed. The design process takes
these and, using knowledge from the engineering science
disciplines and available technologies, generates an air-
craft configuration. This configuration or architecture brings
together all the functional pieces that make the design work.

It is worth a little further consideration of this to help make
sense of the standard shape of aircraft that has emerged as
today’s main configuration.

Whatever the aircraft is set as its main function or mis-
sion, it must operate in the atmosphere, and by implication
fly. To move from source to destination requires energy and
an engine can provide this. Since air is a fluid the aircraft
has to have systems capable of lifting it off the ground in
this low density fluid. Thus the engine cannot provide the
necessary forward force using traction so it requires an alter-
native means for propulsion: the propeller engine and the jet
engine. To keep it in the air it is necessary to design lifting
surfaces (wings), and to do this an understanding of aerody-
namics is fundamental. The aircraft should be controllable to
reach its destination so it should be capable of turning, and
maneuvering in the air. Forces are the drivers of movement so
additional control surfaces (ailerons and trim tabs) are added
to the vehicle so that the aerodynamic forces can be changed
and imbalances arise to allow movement. Of course, all these
lifting surfaces must be held together, and the payload must
be safely carried. So, a structure of some form is essential
which needs to be manufactured and assembled, and made
operational.

This simple description highlights the interdependence of
these many facets, and the multi-disciplinary nature of air-
craft design. There are many excellent educational texts on
aircraft design (Anderson, 1999; Raymer, 1999; Jenkinson,
Simpkin and Rhodes, 1999; Roskam, 1997; Stinton, 1983;
Torenbeek 1982; Fielding, 1999; Howe, 2000), providing
good guidance on technical aspects. The challenge is how this
complex problem can be approached in an ordered and con-
trolled fashion and the success of an aircraft design revolves
around how this is done. It is the process which allows the
complex web to be untangled.

4 THE PROCESS (THE “HOW”)

The big question for many design novices is where to start.
The aircraft size depends on the requirements which spec-
ifies its mission, based on how much payload it needs to
carry and how far. How far it is intended to go dictates the
amount of fuel required for the engine. Now the engine size
depends on the aircraft size, but engines use fuel, so the engine
efficiency dictates how much fuel should be carried, so that
affects the aircraft size. More efficient engines need less fuel.
The question is clearly circular, and applies to all aspects of
the aircraft.

To address this complex problem an iterative process has
evolved which leads the designer from one question to the
next, building knowledge and understanding of the design
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Figure 1. Hierarchical development of design, illustrating the hierarchical and iterative nature.

on completion of each iteration. The process is hierarchical,
cyclical, and iterative; feeding in the specification at the outset
and using coarse models to quickly assess concepts at the
start, increasing the fidelity of these models as understanding
of the design improves, and as more definition of the vehicle
emerges.

The standard process has three main phases: conceptual,
preliminary, and detailed design. Each phase builds on the
knowledge generated in the previous and it is hierarchical and
highly iterative (Figure 1) where feedback has a continued
influence on the developing design.

Essentially the process builds from a high level loose con-
cept where the aircraft can be represented by a more abstract
model, such as a skeleton as shown in Figure 2, and each
subsequent phase adds detail until a point is reached where
the aircraft can actually be built. The next section looks at
these phases in more detail.

4.1 Conceptual design

In the conceptual design phase the overall size, shape, weight,
and layout are calculated from the mission and requirements
specifications. This provides enough information for the pre-
liminary design phase where details are added and the major
design aspects are locked in, and sufficient analysis is car-
ried out to enable a decision on committing to the project
(Figure 3).

The conceptual phase is the most open and it is here that
a variety of potential configurations and missions are studied
which will meet the requirements. At this point very little
is known or certain about the vehicle and so a wide range of
parameters needs to be considered to define the shape and size
of the aircraft. The conceptual phase is sometimes referred to
as a feasibility study. There is a long list of technical consid-
erations at this point, but from the outline of the vehicle, there

Figure 2. Building detail through a hierarchical analysis.
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Figure 3. Key tasks in conceptual design.

are five main tasks. A reasonable order in which to carry out
these tasks in is:

1. Mission analysisThe process begins with the mission
definition. This is a practical description of what the air-
craft does in a typical flight. The aircraft taxis and takes
off, clearing any local obstacles, then climbs to a cruising
altitude where it continues before descending to a desti-
nation for landing. There are of course many variations
on this depending on the scenario. There will be loiter
phases in the mission for holding patterns, and redirect
phases for aborted or cancelled landings and also more
specialist phases such as a dash for combat aircraft.

The key outcome from this step in the design process
is the length and duration of each mission phase, and
the performance requirements which emerge. This allows
the definition of power and fuel requirements, and other
factors such as cruise altitude.

2. Initial sizing The purpose of initial sizing is to estimate
the weight of the aircraft. Here the payload, empty, fuel,
and crew weights are all used to make a first guess. The
classic iterative version of this equation is below:

MTO = MCR + MPL

1 − MF
MTO

− ME
MTO

(1)

Where the fuel fraction is calculated for each phase of
the mission and is given by:

MF

MTO
=

(
M1

MTO

) (
M2

M1

)
. . .

(
MX

MX−1

)
(2)

And the empty weight fraction is most often estimated
from historical data and given by:

ME

MTO
= A(MTO)CKVS (3)

In this, the crew and payload are given and the chal-
lenge is to compute the fuel and empty weight. The
fuel weight is based on the calculations for each mis-
sion phase. These can be estimates based on historical
data, or based on equations. The Breguet range equation
for example is used to estimate the mass of fuel used
during cruise. The empty weight at this point is based on
historical statistical data (e.g., using Raymer’s version as
above).

A useful value of take-off weight (or mass) here is
highly dependent on the initial guess, and initial esti-
mated ofL/D in cruise and the specific fuel consumption
of any potential engine. In the absence of choices at this
point, similar aircraft are used to provide the starting data.

3. Parametric sizingThe estimate obtained from initial siz-
ing can then be used to look at the key design parameters
via the ratios Thrust to Weight (T/W) and Wing Loading
(W/S). These give vital information on the thrust needed
and the wing area. For efficiency it is desirable to have a
low T/W and a highW/S. The parametric sizing has at its
heart the constraint diagram. This diagram is a graphical
representation of the equations of physics representing
each mission phase (climb, cruise, etc.). For example in
cruise the basic equilibrium of the aircraft provides the
equation in the form:

T

W
= qCD0

W
S

+
W
S

q�Ae
(4)

An expression can be obtained for each phase of the
mission and plotted. Although they can be obtained indi-
vidually, Mattingly (2002) presented a general form of
the equation which can be used to obtain all variants.
Figure 4 shows a constraint diagram the boundaries are
described by equations for climb cruise, approach and a
discontinued approach. This now gives an estimate of the
thrust needed, and hence the engine size, and the wing
area.
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Figure 4. Sample constraint diagram showing the design point as
far to the bottom right as possible.

4. Configuration options Having established the thrust
needed and the wing area the process can move forward
to consider the size and number of engines required, and
in conjunction with this the size and number of lifting sur-
faces. It is here that creativity plays an important role. The
thrust requirement can be met with fewer larger engines
or with more but smaller engines. And similarly the wing
area can be made up from a single lifting surface (e.g.,
a flying wing) or by combinations of wing, tail plane,
canards, and so on. Of course each choice here will imply
a different weight and size and therefore the design point
location will move around according to the choices being
made. Once a combination is identified which appears
satisfactory the process moves on.

5. Weight estimate Having decided on a configuration
the empty weight estimate can now be considered with
respect to the actual aircraft being designed rather than
the purely historical value used in the initial sizing cal-
culations. A breakdown of the key elements is now

provided, normally as a list, and the associated weights
added up to obtained the weight. This list will be fairly
detailed, and include the key systems and major sub-
systems of the aircraft. The result is the first cut real
weight estimate for the design. Of course, this will be
different than the estimate for the initial sizing so the
process must be repeated, from initial sizing through to
this point, until the values begin to converge.

The conceptual process thus provides an estimate of the
weight, size, and configuration of the aircraft, and some
more detailed information such as engine size, specific fuel
consumption, and a desiredL/D for the different mission
phases. But clearly this is based on many estimates and low
fidelity data so, even though the feasibility of the aircraft
is now established, further refinement is needed through the
preliminary design phase before committing to produce it
(Figure 5).

4.2 Preliminary design

The preliminary phase allows better estimates of all the
parameters for the chosen configuration. But more detail
is also added to and more of the key parameters are now
evaluated, such as:

It is during this phase that many of the disciplines tradi-
tionally associated with aeronautical education appear, such
as structures and aerodynamics.

1. Airfoil selection The conceptual design established the
wing area needed and desiredL/D values. More detailed
aerodynamic analysis of now allows the selection of an
airfoil shape, camber,t/c, flaps, and so on needed for each
phases of the flight. Because the requirements are differ-
ent additional devices such as flaps and slats are used to
provide different performance in different mission phases
or flight conditions.

2. Wing planform Often a 2D analysis can evaluate a airfoil
shape but the real 3D wing performance is influenced by
both aspect ratio and chord so some iteration is needed

Figure 5. Key tasks in preliminary design.
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between the planform design and the airfoil design. The
wing aspect ratio is evaluated and other key factors such
as sweep, dihedral, chord, and the control surfaces. Of
course the choice of aspect ratio may reduce theL/D
which may require iteration with the airfoil design again
to achieve a compromise solution.

3. Stability and control With the major lifting surfaces
emerging the stability and control is needed to ensure
the aircraft is both safe and comfortable to fly. In this the
tail plane size, shape, location, fin and rudder size and
location, wing dihedral are all computed to first approx-
imations ensuring both static and dynamic stability of
the aircraft. The initial estimated are based on the val-
ues emerging from the airfoil and wing planform design
and of course may indicate that changes are needed, and
again iteration is needed with both airfoil and planform
computations to obtain a solution.

4. Weight and balanceThe major components of the air-
frame are now located and sized to at least a reasonable
approximation. This allows a better estimate of the sys-
tem weight, CG location, and CG excursion.

5. Structural strength With the major elements in place
and the flight profile established the load envelope can be
evaluated and used to determine the peak structural loads
and internal stresses in the structure. At this point there is
much more detail on the geometry of the structure itself,
with numbers and locations of ribs and frames estab-
lished, along with stiffeners. Their approximate shape
and size are known, and this information is now use-
ful to make an informed guess for the material type to
be used. Again, the size and shape may indicate adjust-
ments needed, and the material choice influences weight
directly so iteration with the previous values is needed to
obtain an acceptable solution.

6. Systems layoutThe major systems needed can now also
be defined since the number and location of the control
surfaces has been established in steps 1–3. The struc-
tural layout now also integrates here providing the routes
and supporting framework for the systems. Initial lay-
out of wiring looms, hydraulic, and heating systems are
all identified at this point. These systems are also sized
for their requirements to give the weight, material type,
component type, and so on.

7. Initial manufacturing It is now possible to consider
the manufacturing issues with the design. The shape,
size, and material of the structure will allow estimates
of the order of assembly, and the methods of assembly.
Manufacturing has a pivotal role now as the capabil-
ity to actually shape the raw materials to the required
form will determine if the proposed designs are feasi-
ble. Very often changes in the material, shape, or size are

recommended and once more iteration is needed with all
the other disciplines is needed.

8. CostingWith the bulk of the aircraft now developed to a
point where there is some knowledge of its size, shape,
material, function, and how it can be made, a reasonable
estimate can be made for the manufacturing cost of the
aircraft. This requires a detailed systems breakdown and
so is a highly integrated discipline requiring data from all
of the previous steps to enable a reliable cost estimated
to be produced.

The completion of the preliminary design phase is recog-
nized when an acceptable degree of convergence has occurred
across all the major disciplines and systems. It is often neces-
sary after each run through to return again to the conceptual
phase, revisiting the key parameters to make the design
achievable. For example the load levels and material choice
may make the empty weight target unachievable and hence
the range or payload may require adjustment accordingly.

4.3 Detailed design

Successful completion of the preliminary design phase results
in a well-established design. No major changes happen now
as enough detail is locked in to progress to manufacture. At
this point each major system and component is worked on
by a larger team who continue to refine the design details so
that parts can be manufactured. This includes specification of
fasteners in assembly which are stressed to ensure they can
take and transfer the required load, valve details, switches,
and so on. Each of these components or systems is now a
more constrained design problem and there tends to be less
integration across the major systems. The completion of the
detailed design phase occurs when every component in the
aircraft can be manufactured and assembled. Success at this
point is not an actual aircraft but an aircraft design, in all its
detail.

4.4 Verification and validation

The three main phases of design as described above are the
essential technical steps which guide the designer through
to a fully detailed product description. However, an inte-
gral part of this process is the verification and validation of
each and every step of the process. Every model and com-
ponent or sub-system must be verified to ensure its behavior
is as expected. For example, do the structural models pro-
duce stresses and deflections as expected? Then each verified
model is validated against the original requirement for that
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The Design Process7

Figure 6. At every level in the design hierarchy there is a verification process to ensure any model or system is behaving as expected, and a
validation process to ensure it matches requirements. Continuous feedback occurs to re-evaluate based on the results from verification and
validation.

system or sub-system to check that it will meet the cus-
tomer’s expectations. Figure 6 illustrates this as an additional
element in the three phase hierarchy from Figure 1. It is
important to note that verification and validation are embed-
ded in the process and not separate steps to be carried out after
the fact.

5 INDUSTRIAL PRACTICE
AND ORGANIZATION

The three major phases of the design process as described
above are focused on the generation of design data so that an
aircraft can be manufactured. However, in the production of
an actual flying vehicle the resulting product must be assem-
bled and tested to ensure it functions and meets the needs of
the customer. So in industrial practice the process does not
stop here. It is subject of enormous scope and has emerged
as a sophisticated approach to organizing and controlling
operations in a large enterprise. Thus the design process as
focused around the generation of an aircraft description has
been subsumed into the systems engineering process (NASA,
1995; INCOSE, 2004; Blanchard, 2008) which now domi-
nates industrial practice.

The systems engineering process includes the basic design
synthesis process described here, but embodied the wider

schema needed to verify and validate solutions and to reduce
risk and cost in the development of sophisticated aircraft.

The systems engineering process has expanded the design
exercise to run from the analysis of customer needs through
to the eventual validation of the product, and beyond through
its entire life-cycle. It is this through life view of the process
that has enabled many complex long lived products be created
and managed successfully by customers.

Considered in this way, the core three phase process is
wrapped in a wider verification and validation process that
ensures the consistency of data flow and solutions through-
out the entire lifecycle. For example, the conceptual design
phase produces initial estimates which will not match with
results that emerge from the preliminary phase. The verifi-
cation of the values emerging will indicate that a revision is
necessary. And this verification occurs at this point through
design reviews. The process continues through the develop-
ment cycle and at all levels of detail, with each component
being verified and checked before assembly to its sub-system,
and so on. Thus the systems engineering process ensures the
technical design remains on course.

A typical timeline of the process across the life-cycle is
represented by CADMID which stands for Concept – Assess-
ment – Development – Manufacture – In service – Disposal
and is one of a number of usable views of the product life
cycle. At each phase there are aspects to consider and these
must be encapsulated in the design specifications. The design
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8 Air Vehicle Design

Figure 7. Flow through from requirements analysis to design synthesis.

process considers all phases of the CADMID cycle during
design. This is typically achieved through an early assessment
of the requirements and a variation of Figure 6 with require-
ments analysis and functional analysis placed before the main
physical design process. This is illustrated in Figure 7. The
main design element which is the most familiar to practic-
ing engineers happens after an initial analysis of the system
requirements where functional and physical architectures of
the product are defined.

In practice here there are many variations on the phi-
losophy of design development. To progress the design the
systems engineering process describes a breakdown of the
system until manageable elements emerge, which can be
analyzed, understood, and fabricated. This is followed by
a hierarchical integration and testing. This forms the classic
V diagram of systems engineering. But this breakdown of
the system introduces interfaces between all the system ele-
ments. In order to help in the integration process, a common
tool used is theN-squared diagram (N2). In the N-Squared
diagram the functional and physical interfaces between all
the elements are captured and this helps identify potential
areas for conflict or which may have integration issues. But
it is only one view of the timeline.

The V diagram and the hierarchical systems view is one
way of looking at the design process across the whole life-
cycle, but it is not the only one. A very common view of the
process is the Spiral model (Boehm, 1986). The chapter by
Boehm describing this process is a seminal work in design
methods and beautifully captures the concept of gradually

increasing knowledge of the design in an iterative process as
shown in Figure 8.

6 REFLECTION AND FORWARD VIEW

The practice of designing an aircraft is a complex and chal-
lenging endeavor but as can be seen has a clearly defined and
ordered process associated with it. It is therefore possible to
work through the integrated process step by step to continu-
ally refine the understanding of the design and knowledge of
the solution.

The process described in this chapter presents the steps
in a certain order, but it is not necessary to follow these
exactly, and many experienced designers often have good
initial expectations of values which enable them to proceed
through steps quickly or use better initial estimates. For exam-
ple to obtain a wing planform they may already have an airfoil
in mind from previous experience, or be aware that the for the
performance requirements the configuration may need large
control surfaces. This is often where it appears to be more
magic than science. But this often leads to designs which are
evolutionary, only changing a little from that which has gone
before. This is good for reducing risk, but less so for changing
the paradigm.

The multi-disciplinary nature of the problem leads to
technical challenges in developing solutions to the prob-
lems. For example, the structural strength of the aircraft
is affected dynamically by the aerodynamics and needs
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Figure 8. The spiral model of design development. Reproduced from Wikipedia.

complex aeroelastic calculations to resolve satisfactorily.
This remains one of the most challenging areas of research
in the field. The design process as described here reflects
the loose coupling of the disciplines involved and as a conse-
quence that design tend to be optimized for traditional metrics
such as weight. In this process it can be seen that weight
is a key characteristic and core to the process. In a regime
where the power needed to fly is weight dependent this make
sense but there are many plausible designs which can be
optimized for other criteria, and as a consequence the bound-
aries between the design phases (conceptual, preliminary, and
detailed) and the disciplines needs to become more blurred
to allow true integration and multi-disciplinary analyses to
occur.

This design process is also vehicle centric. It is the meth-
ods by which a feasible design of a single aircraft type can be
achieved. The customer requirements for an aircraft are no
longer presented as a simple list of technical performance
targets which can be distilled and processed as described
here. The impact of fleet operations, environmental regula-
tions, air traffic management systems, and the technology
which accompanies all these are leading to a need for a more
sophisticated wrapping process that will allow greater inte-

gration of more disciplines that catered for in this traditional
approach.

There is an emerging body of work (Mavris and
DeLaurentis, 2000; Mavris, Bandte and DeLaurentis, 1999)
which is using advanced computational methods and statis-
tical approaches to facilitate exploration of the design space
over a much wider range of options than has been possi-
ble before. This design technology shift is now permitting a
wider systems view and the capability to assess ever changing
optimization targets. These methods do not change the core
process but rather enhance and expand a solid foundational
approach with opportunity to shift the design paradigm.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The aircraft design process is a well-established approach
to creating designs with three overlapping phases, concep-
tual, preliminary, and detailed. This logical, ordered process
takes the designer through from early high level estimates
to detailed definition of individual components and results
in the description of an aircraft which can be manufactured,
tested, and flown. The process has not changed significantly
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10 Air Vehicle Design

over the years but is now being enhanced and is evolving with
new design paradigms using advanced computational meth-
ods emerging. This advanced integrated design optimization
approach is capable of designing the most advanced air sys-
tems today, and is discussed in the next chapter (see Integrated
Design Optimization).
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the creation of engineering products and systems there
is always a desire to make the finished article as good as it
can be. The optimum solution is the goal. Moreover, it is
the nature of innovation to seek continual improvement in
everything. Engineers in particular attempt to optimize using
mathematical tools to ensure that systems meet the many con-
flicting demands of their users. The complexity of modern
engineering systems, such as aircraft, means that such opti-
mization is a challenging task. Aircraft are designed to meet
many competing requirements and the final vehicle design is
always a compromise between the physics and economics of
many disciplines. The design process itself is also complex,
being hierarchical and iterative, as it attempts to facilitate so

many disciplines. Aircraft design is a prime example of a
multi-objective, multi-disciplinary problem which needs the
most advanced tools and capabilities to achieve an accept-
able solution. This chapter introduces some of the latest
design approaches for aircraft which use optimization meth-
ods. These are necessarily adaptations of the mathematical
methods and multi-disciplinary design optimization (MDO)
approaches (see Formulating Design Problems as Optimiza-
tion Problems) but used in a manner suited to the integrated
design environment appropriate for aircraft. These methods
permit good solutions to be found, and even better, can pro-
vide guidance for the designer on robust solutions, which not
only achieve superior performance at the target design point,
but remains excellent when the environment and parame-
ters change to less favorable values. Such robust designs
reduce risk and uncertainty, resulting in stable, reliable
products.

While the aircraft itself is the most visible result of the pro-
cess, the aircraft design procedure encompasses much more
than just the physical definition of the aircraft and its compo-
nents. Rather, a complete life cycle view of the entire complex
system must be considered. This includes such things as
initial requirements definition, manufacturing processes, sup-
port logistics, and eventual aircraft disposal, as well as the
design of the aircraft itself and its subsystems. Each part of the
complex system life cycle generates requirements and design
goals that have to be addressed during each life cycle phase. In
addition, it must be noted that during the design process, new
information is constantly being generated that necessitates
the revisiting of both the requirements and design decisions
throughout the remainder of the design process. The design
must therefore respond to this information, and the overall
design is thus continuously being refined and optimized. The
spiral nature of design, including discussion of the inherent
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2 Air Vehicle Design

feedback and iterations necessary to the process, is discussed
in more detail in The Design Process.

2 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, GRAPHICAL
REPRESENTATIONS, AND MODELS

In modern aircraft design, the management of this process
is most often achieved through the use of modern sys-
tem engineering techniques and concepts. The breakdown
and interrelationships defined by these techniques and con-
cepts are inherently useful in defining the integrated design
optimization problem, so they are briefly reviewed here.
Figure 1 shows an example of a Systems Engineering Tech-
nical Environment (Defense Acquisition University Press,
2001). The SE Technical Environment provides a structured
but flexible process that transforms requirements into speci-
fications, architectures, and configuration baselines. The pro-
cess may be repeated one or more times during any phase of
the development process, echoing the spiral nature of design,
discussed above. The Requirements Analysis portion of the
process involves analyzing the mission and requirements of
the air system, identifying the functional requirements, and
defining and/or refining the performance and design con-
straint requirements. Functional Analysis Allocation involves
the decomposition to lower level functions, allocating perfor-
mance and other limiting requirements to all functional levels,
defining and/or refining both internal and external functional
interfaces, and defining/refining/integrating the functional

architecture. The requirements loop linking these two parts
is an iterative process of revisiting requirements analysis as
a result of Functional Analysis and Allocation.

The lower right of the process involves synthesis. Design
synthesis is the process of defining the product or items in
terms of the physical and software elements which together
make up and define the item. Synthesis transforms architec-
tures from functional to physical, defines alternative system
concepts, configurations, and system elements, and selects
preferred product and process solutions. In addition, part
of the synthesis process defines or refines the internal and
external physical relationships. The Functional Analysis
Allocation and Synthesis are linked via the design loop. Sim-
ilar to the requirements loop, the design loop is the process of
revisiting the functional architecture to verify that the phys-
ical design synthesized can perform the required functions
at the required levels of performance. Finally, an important
element of the SE Technical Environment is the verifica-
tion feedback loop. Linking Synthesis back to Requirements
Analysis, verification is the process of comparing the solu-
tion to the requirements. This must occur at each level of
development. Appropriate methods of verification include
examination, demonstration, analysis (including modeling
and simulation), and testing.

Graphical representations are useful in implementing the
systems engineering paradigm by communicating the links
between data and information, as well as representing the
flow paths of that information. Constructing a good graphical
representation of a complex system, and then populating that
representation with the appropriate technical models, is a key

Figure 1. The systems engineering process.
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Integrated Design Optimization 3

first step in the integrated design optimization process. One
particularly useful and popular graphical representation for
aircraft systems is the Design Structure Matrix formulation.
DSM is essentially a square matrix, with system element fea-
tures on the diagonal. The upper and lower triangular portions
of the matrix are used to indicate the relationships between the
system elements, using feed forward and feedback to illus-
trate the inputs and outputs. A static (non-time based) DSM
is called an N-squared diagram. Because system elements
can be rearranged without loss of meaning (as long as the
inputs and outputs from those elements remain consistent),
an N-squared diagram can be manipulated to both provide
insight into data flow, as well as minimize feedback. This
last is especially useful when constructing an optimization
strategy. An example DSM for a notional fuel cell powered
aircraft is shown in Figure 2 (Blake Moffitt et al., 2006).

Close examination of Figure 2 will show that the system
elements in question can (and indeed for the optimization
process, must) be represented by models of those system ele-
ments. In general, a model can be defined as a purposeful
abstraction of a more complex reality (Hughes et al., 1997;
Bennett, 1995). The model, in effect, tries to capture the
essence of this reality in a simplified representation. Models

are first divided into two broad categories: iconic, or phys-
ical model, and mathematical models (Hughes et al., 1997;
Ackoff, Gupta and Minas, 1962). A physical model is just
that, a physical representation. Examples of this would be a
scale model for use in a wind tunnel. A mathematical model,
on the other hand, uses symbols and logic to create an abstrac-
tion of reality. An example of this would be an aircraft sizing
and synthesis code.

In aircraft design and analysis, models are used to esti-
mate performance attributes of the aircraft system, to assess
total system effectiveness, to represent geometric aspects
of the system, and to evaluate cost and economic metrics.
Aircraft design analysis often divides itself into its component
disciplines, such as aerodynamics, propulsion, or structures.
Having mathematical models of each of these disciplines
and their related subsystems is important. However, for a
true integrated optimization to occur, models of not only the
disciplines must exist, but models of how those disciplines
interact with each other must exist. It is well known that
independent optimization of the system components, such
as the individual disciplines in aircraft design, will always
produce an inferior design compared to the integrated opti-
mization of all system components. This is exactly because

Figure 2. Example DSM structure for a fuel cell powered aircraft.
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4 Air Vehicle Design

an integrated approach exploits and optimizes the integration
and interactions between the system components. It can be
seen that a Systems Engineering representation, such as that
provided by DSM, is a useful way of both determining the
information flow paths and defining which models are needed
to characterize the system.

3 WHAT IS MULTIDISCIPLINARY
OPTIMIZATION?

In order to understand integrated design optimization, it is
useful to review the basic concept of optimization as well as
the traditional multidisciplinary optimization (MDO) tech-
niques. For a more detailed review of optimization methods,
the reader is referred to “Review of Optimization Tech-
niques.” Optimization, in the pure mathematical sense, is the
process by which the maximum or minimum of a function is
found, subject to given constraints. In essence, this is choos-
ing the ‘best’ alternative from some defined set of alternatives.
In order to facilitate this, an optimization formulation must
be proposed. As stated earlier, using tools such as DSM will
help the designer originate the problem, understand the rela-
tionships between the system components (disciplines), and
determine which models (and how they must interact) are
needed. The problem can then be formulated mathematically.

Design variables for the problem must first be identified.
Design variables are those things the designer has con-
trol over, or, in other words, they represent the decisions
the designer can make (design freedom). For example, the
designer may specify the wing geometry in terms of wing
area, aspect ratio, and thickness. Each of these entities can
be considered design variables. Note that each discipline will
have its own set of design variables, and that often they are
interrelated. Also, it is important to note that variables can
either be continuous (meaning a variable can take any value
between a minimum or maximum, such as wing span) or dis-
crete (can only take on an integer value, as in one engine
or two). In general, traditional MDO methods work better
on continuous variables. Constraints are certain conditions
that must be met in order for the design to be considered
acceptable. Constraints can be physical (subject to the laws
of physics), or they can represent requirements or desirements
of the customer or end user of the system being optimized.
Examples of constraints would be specifying aircraft range or
setting an economic target for the aircraft. Finally, an objec-
tive function must be defined. An objective function defines
the entity, or function, that is seeking to be maximized or min-
imized in the optimization process. For example, an objective
function for an aircraft sizing exercise could be to minimize

the takeoff gross weight. It is not unusual in aerospace design
optimization for there to be a multi-objective function, in
which a solution is sought that maximizes/minimizes several
objective functions simultaneously. An example of this would
be to optimize an aircraft design subject to minimizing the
takeoff gross weight, minimizing the cost, and maximizing
the range or payload. Usually, these objectives will conflict,
thereby necessitating a tradeoff. The set of these tradeoffs is
called a Pareto set and the visual representation of the curves
generated by these tradeoff sets is called a Pareto Frontier.

The mathematical formulation of the fundamental opti-
mization problem is as follows:

Find x that minimizes f(x) subject to g(x) ≤ 0, h(x) = 0

f is the objective function
x is a vector of design variables
g is a vector of inequality constraints
h is a vector of equality constraints.

As computing capability increased and became more
accessible, the numerical optimization methods became more
widely used. The 1960s and 1970s saw optimization tech-
niques mostly applied to structural analysis and design.
These were primarily gradient-based methods, of either
the mathematical programming type or using optimality
criteria. Mathematical programming relied mostly on clas-
sical gradient-based methods, such as method of feasible
directions, Newton’s Method Steepest Descent and SQP
(Sequential Quadratic Programming). Optimality criteria
methods used the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions to
determine optimal designs. These two types of methods were
combined (Fleury and Schmit, 1980) to produce gradient
methods of particular interest to the fledgling MDO commu-
nity. Pioneers of the early MDO methods as applied to engi-
neering include Vanderplaats and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski.

4 MODERN INTEGRATED DESIGN
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

Recent advances in the field of MDO, complex systems
design, and Operations Research (OR) have produced a
collection of non-gradient based methods that are being
used quite successfully in the field of aerospace, partic-
ularly aircraft design. Chief among these are Response
Surface Methodology (RSM) (Box and Wilson, 1951) and
metamodeling techniques, often coupled with Design of
Experiments (DoE). Such approaches open opportunities for
finding solutions where uncertainty exists, or where mathe-
matical representations of the problem are ill-defined.
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4.1 Response surface methodology

As stated earlier, the formulation of the optimization problem
depends on the appropriate, linked and interrelated models
of the entire complex system. For aircraft design, sizing and
synthesis models, such as NASA’s Flight Optimization Soft-
ware (FLOPS), are useful to the designer by providing a
multidisciplinary environment in which to conduct an over-
all analysis of the system. A somewhat universal feature of
these environments, however, is their complexity. Each disci-
pline or subsystem component represented in the sizing and
synthesis model has its own set of algorithms, variables, and
interrelationships. This usually results in a tool that is ana-
lytically useful, but can be quite expensive computationally.
Until recently, this implied a trade between model fidelity and
accuracy: one could lower the fidelity of the model to make
it run more efficiently, at the sacrifice of accuracy. However,
modern metamodeling techniques are allowing high fidelity
approximations of complex interdisciplinary models to be
created at a low computational cost. A metamodel is, in
essence, a model of a model. It statistically captures most,
if not all, significant effects of the highly complex model that
it is emulating.

Response Surface Methodology (RSM) uses an efficient,
multivariate statistical approach to generate metamodels that
are then used to define clear cause-and-effect relationships
between the design variables of interest and the system level
metrics (see Surrogate-Based Optimization). RSM uses a
Design of Experiments (DoE) strategy to select combinations
of design variables to run through the sizing and synthesis
environment (or, indeed, any complex modeling environ-
ment) which will then guarantee orthogonality. Orthogonality
is important because it guarantees the independence of design
variables, allowing their individual impact on the system level
metrics to be assessed. RSM allows the maximum amount of
information to be gained about a complex system from the
fewest number of computations, enabling computationally
cost-effective trade studies and optimizations to occur.

Typically, the response is first modeled using a second
order quadratic equation, although other types of regressions
are also valid:

R = bo +
k∑

i=1

bixi +
k∑

i=1

biix
2
i +

k−1∑
i=1

k∑
j=i+1

bijxixj (1)

R is the desired response term (system metrics)
b0 is the intercept term
bi are regression coefficients for the first order terms
bii are coefficients for the pure quadratic terms
bij are the coefficients for the cross-product terms

xi and xj are the independent variables
k is the total number of variables considered.

A regression analysis (Analysis of Variance or ANOVA)
is performed, and if the nonlinearities of the problem are
not satisfactory, transformations of the variables and/or the
responses may be employed.

The benefit of RSM is that it provides an almost instan-
taneous evaluation time. The equations are portable and can
be run in a spreadsheet, a computer code, or even by hand.
Diverse optimization strategies may be applied directly to
the equations (metamodels). Realize also that RSM can be
applied to both the constraints and the objective functions.
Within the variable ranges given, the results can be highly
accurate. Caution should be exercised as to the ranges of
applicability of these equations since they do not, in general,
extrapolate well. If variable values are needed outside the
range of the RSEs generated, a new DOE experiment must
be created and run.

Figure 3 shows the steps of the RSM process when con-
ducting a basic Design Space Exploration for aircraft design.
The first step is to define the problem, meaning defining the
variables of interest (design variables), and the system level
response metrics. For example, consider a supersonic civil
transport. Design variables could be defined as geometric,
such as wing area, wing sweep, and kink location. However,
additional multidisciplinary design variables can be defined
at the same time. So now include number of engines, thrust
scale factor, and thrust specific fuel consumption from the
propulsion discipline as design variables. Further, manufac-
turing variables could be added, such as strengths and stresses
for particular materials, and manufacturing learning curves.
For each of these variables, a range of appropriate values is
chosen. This, in effect, defines the design space that will be
explored. Next, consider the system level metrics that are of
interest, such as takeoff gross weight, fuel weight, and total
life cycle cost. Realize now that any of these could be for-
mulated, in the MDO framework, as either objectives or con-
straints. For example, in the final analysis, the optimization
statement could be made ‘minimize takeoff gross weight sub-
ject to a fuel burn of XX and a total life cycle cost of YY’. In
turn, the optimization problem could be stated ‘minimize fuel
burn and life cycle cost subject to a takeoff gross weight less
than ZZ’. Zink et al. (2000) provides an excellent example of
the RSM process applied to the aerodynamic and structural
optimization of a wing for a high speed civil transport.

The next step in the process is to define a Design of Exper-
iments. This will determine which combination of the design
variables need to be run through the modeling environment to
statistically guarantee orthogonality while minimizing com-
putational effort. The modeling block of Figure 3 contains
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Figure 3. Response surface methodology framework used for design space exploration.

the model of the aircraft, potentially defined using the Sys-
tems Engineering/DSM techniques discussed earlier. After
all of the computational runs are completed, metamodels are
created and an Analysis of Variance occurs, including sta-
tistical fit verification of the resulting metamodels. Once the
metamodels are created, the true integrated optimization pro-
cess can occur, either by using traditional MDO methods
(as discussed) directly on the metamodel equations, or by
using visualization optimization techniques (such as predic-
tion profiles or carpet plots), or more advanced probabilistic
techniques. Figure 4 shows the power of RSM: the planforms
shown are a very small subset of the geometries generated
by the RSM technique for the example discussed. One can
see quite quickly how the entire aircraft design space can be
explored and optimized.

4.2 Other integrated modern design methods

Whilst the RSM methodology can allow a rapid exploration
of a design space by permitting almost instantaneous anal-
ysis, additional capability is needed to help the exploration
of solutions and constraints in other dimensions. The Joint
Probability Decision Making (JPDM) technique (Bandte,

Mavris and DeLaurentis, 1999; Kirby and Mavris, 2005) is a
probabilistic technique that examines the intersection of
various Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) relating
to multiple response functions to ensure that the desir-
able designs in a single dimension also meet the additional
constraints of the problem. By generating multiple JPDM

Figure 4. Example geometric planforms in the design space of a
supersonic civil transport using an RSM framework.
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Figure 5. Selecting viable design points using the JPDM approach.

plots with different slices of the design space, as shown in
Figure 5, it is possible to highlight designs that satisfy the
primary goals of the design project, while examining where
these points fall in the JPDM plots of other dimensions thus
allowing quick estimations of the viability of solutions. This
can also be used to assess the correlation between metrics: a
positive correlation means that the ideal solution will max-
imize or minimize both parameters. A negative correlation
implies that a trade-off is needed.

There is an additional suite of methods developed
in the last decade which use probabilistic methods to
allow the assessment of technologies or design changes
to a given baseline. In other words, they allow rapid
trade-offs to be assessed. Methods such as Technology
Impact Forecasting (Mavris, Soban and Largent, 1999)
and Technology Identification, Evaluation, and Selection
(TIES) bring knowledge forward in the design process
and allow such comparative assessments (Soban, Biltgen
and Mavris, 2005). Another method called the Unified
Tradeoff Environment (UTE) (Baker, 2002) addresses the
impact of mission requirements, alone and in conjunction
with vehicle attributes and technologies. The concept behind
UTE is to provide a parametric mapping, using surrogate
models, of the relationships between vehicle characteristics,

its mission and technology assumptions which will produce
vehicle size, weight and performance estimates.

5 ROBUST DESIGN

So far, discussion has centered on optimization techniques
that find the optimal, or ‘best’ solution. But what exactly
defines a best solution? The concept of robust design
addresses this issue. Robust design is the systematic approach
to finding optimum values of design factors which result in
economical designs which maximize the probability of suc-
cess. What this basically means is that a robust design is one
that is insensitive to both design and noise variables. To illus-
trate this, consider the issue of choosing an appropriate L/D
for an aircraft as shown in Figure 6. The curve representing
Design 1 has a lower peak L/D but the change in L/D over the
operational range is much less that for Design 2. This there-
fore provides a more stable design that will be less sensitive
to changes. The better design point performance is traded for
enhanced off-design performance.

In order to achieve a robust design, it is necessary to incor-
porate the concepts of risk and uncertainty into both the
design and the optimization process, and this can be done
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Figure 6. Example of robust design.

using probabilistic methods and assigning random varia-
tions to parameters with distributions appropriate to the given
parameter. This results in random variations in the response
and therefore situations analogous that that of Figure 6. The
robust designs will be those that show less variation over the
operational range of all the parameters influencing the design.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The practice of designing an aircraft is a complex and chal-
lenging endeavor, and the continual desire to innovate and
improve has led to a need for the simultaneous optimiza-
tion of disparate variables to achieve an often multi-objective
goal. This optimization ideally has to occur over the whole
enterprise and should involve all aspects from engineering
science to manufacturing. Integrated optimization is focused
on ensuring all aspects of the design are fully considered.
The concepts of integrated design optimization have devel-
oped out of the traditional MDO techniques but more recently
have been enhanced with new advances in the state of the
art. This current capability is necessary for successful, robust
designs and these new techniques include non-gradient opti-
mization methods, such as Response Surface Methodology
and innovative probabilistic processes, so that it is now pos-
sible to identify optimized solutions which are much more
robust over the aircraft operational space.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on fixed-wing aircraft, in contrast to
rotary wing aircraft (e.g., helicopters) and flapping wing air-
craft, the so-called ornithopters (Figure 1). To be able to
generate lift, wing and air must move relative to each other.
For fixed-wing aircraft the complete aircraft moves relative
to the wind and, therefore, hovering, that is, the aircraft stay-
ing airborne on a fixed position relative to the ground, is not
possible in zero wind conditions. The ‘wing’ of a rotary wing
aircraft is rotating relative to the rest of the aircraft. This rotat-
ing motion makes it possible for the wing to generate lift even
though the aircraft as a whole is not moving with respect to
the air. This feature makes helicopters such unique machines.
Flapping wings offer combined lift and propulsion. The prin-
ciple is used for some micro-aerial vehicles. In some cases
hovering is possible. This chapter is dedicated to fixed-wing
aircraft only.

The first manned powered flight with a fixed-wing aircraft,
in 1903, took a chain of visionaries, engineers, and inventors,
each of them solving a piece of the puzzle. Very important
in this context was Sir George Cayley who strongly believed
that flight with fixed-wing aircraft instead of flapping ones
was the better approach. His unmanned glider experiments
(1809) were important steps in that direction. The unpowered
manned gliders from Otto von Lilienthal were an important
sequel to those of Cayley, showing the capability to lift a
human being with a fixed-lifting surface. What was not there
was a lightweight propulsion system to overcome drag and
go beyond gliding, the understanding of the importance of
roll control next to pitch and directional control, wing warp-
ing for roll, proper understanding of stability, and light and
strong enough airframes to carry man, engine, and fuel. The
Wright brothers’ solution to the puzzle was a lightweight
wooden structure stiffened and strengthened with bracing
wires, piston engines with enough specific power, propellers,
fabric or fabric-covered wings to generate lift, proper weight
distributions, three-axis control, acceptable stability using a
canard configuration, and a landing gear. Once a solution to
the puzzle was demonstrated, an explosion of aircraft designs
occurred in different parts of the world. Early aircraft were
used for demonstration purposes and for fun, later for mili-
tary tasks and mail services. It was not long though, before
people realized that aircraft really offered a new paradigm
in passenger transport, although this was already envisioned
by William Henson in 1843 with his Aerial Steam Carriage.
Passenger transport demanded comfort, reliability, and safety.
Wind, cold, vibrations, gust, smell, boredom, and safety were
some of the elements that needed serious attention in that
respect. However, also the airframe design, especially the
wings, needed major structural developments to answer to
the demand of speed and size.
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Figure 1. Flapping wing aircraft, rotary wing aircraft and a fixed wing aircraft.

2 HISTORY OF FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT
TECHNOLOGY

2.1 Functional developments

The Wright Flyer offered the basic functionalities needed to
fly. It provided sufficient aerodynamic performance, flight
control, pilot accommodation, propulsion, and structural
integrity. The development of the aircraft from “just” a flying
machine to the world’s most efficient transport system needed
a considerable extension of the functionality of the aircraft.
For civil transport addition of passenger and cargo accommo-
dation, environmental control, communication, guidance and
navigation, and situational awareness is necessary. Modern
airliners, for example, need to offer high-quality passenger
accommodation such as in-flight entertainment to be compet-
itive. The aerodynamic and structural performance had to be
extended substantially to fit the needs for speed, comfort, and
safety. In this chapter technologies that materialize some of
the different functionalities are described (Figure 2). Focus
will be on the major technical breakthroughs. The develop-
ment of passenger cabins will be left outside the discussions.

2.2 Structural design developments

Cayley and Lilienthal, the two main inspirers for the
Wright brothers, used fabric for the wing surface of their
gliders. Samuel Langley used fabric for his unmanned and
manned powered flight attempts. The Wright brothers applied
unbleached cotton fabric together with wood, wire, and metal
fitting for the wings of their flyer to make the first manned,
powered, controlled, heavier-than-air flight (Figure 3). Their
biplane got its stiffness and strength from wires, struts, ribs,
and spars. The use of cross-wires between upper and lower
wing created torsional stiffness and strength in addition to
vertical shear strength and stiffness.

Provide
aerodynamic performance

Provide thrust

Provide pax and crew
accomodations

Provide cargo
capability

Provide
environmental control

Provide
communication

Provide
guidance and navigation

Maintain structural
integrity

Provide power

Provide situational
awareness

Figure 2. Aircraft functional breakdown.
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Figure 3. Wright Flyer.

Biplane structures dominated aircraft design for many
years. The wire bracing continued to be used as a major fea-
ture of aircraft construction, even on metal aircraft. Figure 4
illustrates the extensive use of wiring on an early fighter.

The structural advantages of the biplane were not enough
to compensate for the aerodynamic disadvantages. The drag
of the numerous struts and braces, and the aerodynamic inter-
ference of the wings, external bracing, and fuselage, had a
more adverse effect on performance than did the additional
structural weight required for monoplane construction. In
the early monoplanes, internal bracing replaced the exter-
nal bracing. These monoplane wings consisted of two spruce
spars running the length of the wing, with wooden ribs placed
crosswise to give the wing its shape. Strong steel wire braced
the resulting grid of spars and ribs, creating a framework
that could transfer the shear forces, bending moment and tor-
sional moments. Fabric was used for the wing surface. Later
also plywood-covered, wooden multi-spar, multi-rib wings
were applied, that is, the introduction of the stressed skin
concept. In 1919, Fokker combined this wing concept with a
steel truss fuselage and created the first dominant aircraft
structural design concept. The first technically successful
application of plywood monocoque fuselage construction
was in the Deperdussin racing plane of 1912 (Figure 5). Fuse-
lages of the Deperdussin type were built in three layers, with
each layer consisting of strips of tulipwood veneer wound

spirally around a temporary frame. The plywood stressed
skin concept lead to two of the most inspiring aircraft of
the wooden era, the Lockheed Vega (Figure 6) and the de
Havilland Mosquito (Figure 7).

2.3 From wood to metals

Metal aircraft were supposed to outperform wooden air-
craft with respect to costs, durability, and fire resistance.
However, the chief fire danger for airplanes in the 1920s
came from combustible fuels, not structural materials. Thin
sheets of aluminum provided little protection against fuel
fires. Although wood-and-fabric airplanes also provided little
protection against fire, chemical retardants could dramati-
cally increase their fire resistance. In one demonstration, a
specially treated wooden airplane was flown with burning
gasoline-soaked rags attached to its wings.

The specific compression strength of aluminum is higher
than the specific compression strength of spruce. However,
the key problem with compression load carrying capability
for thin structural parts is not so much in the compressive
strength of the material, but rather in the buckling strength of
the part. The high density of the aluminum necessitated thin
cross sections compared to wood. Solving the buckling prob-
lem meant adding discrete stiffening elements that increase
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Figure 4. Sopwith Camel, World War I single-seat fighter biplane (1917).

costs significantly and partially offset the weight benefit over
wood.

Aluminum does not have an endurance limit like steel.
This requires careful application in fatigue sensitive areas. In
addition intercrystalline corrosion appeared at several occa-
sions. A solution was found in cladding the duralumin with

Figure 5. The plywood, linen, and glue monocoque fuselage made
the Deperdussin an airplane ahead of its time.

Figure 6. Lockheed Vega.

Figure 7. de Havilland Mosquito.
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pure aluminum, the Alclad material, called dural. Welding of
aluminum lowered the properties to an unacceptable level,
therefore riveting was and is the preferred jointing method.
The stress concentrations resulting from the rivets had a wors-
ening effect on the fatigue behavior. Durability therefore was
far from automatically obtained by applying metals.

In the early postwar years, metal proved just as unsuitable
for commercial as for military use, with the exception of the
steel-tube fuselage, which was adopted for commercial mod-
els as soon as it became standard for military planes. Almost
the entire aviation community favored the piecemeal substitu-
tion of metal frameworks for wood, starting with the fuselage,
illustrated with Anthony Fokker’s steel-tube fuselage.

Three of the most influential German aerospace engi-
neers of the 1920s, Hugo Junkers (1859–1935), Claude
Dornier (1884–1969), and Adolf Rohrbach (1889–1939)
played a major role in the development of metal aircraft.
Junkers worked on all-metal construction and fully can-
tilevered monoplane wings for military aircraft. His first
result was the J1 (1915), featuring a principle he called the
“supporting cover,” in which all tensile, compressive and
shearing forces are carried by the J1 wing cover made of
soft sheet iron, between 0.5 and 1 mm thick, stiffened by
welding a second, corrugated sheet to the inside surface.
The excessive resulting weight made him develop a new type
of all-metal wing and fuselage structure using a duralumin-
tube framework covered by duralumin sheet, which was
corrugated to improve its stiffness. Junkers’ first commer-
cial aircraft, the F-13 (1919) (Figure 8), was an all-metal,
low-wing, unbraced monoplane, constructed almost entirely
of duralumin. It had an enclosed cabin and cockpit, with
room for five passengers. It had the corrugated duralumin

Figure 8. Junkers F-13.

Figure 9. Dornier D1.

wing and fuselage covering as well as the duralumin-tube
framework.

Dornier achieved in duralumin what Junkers had
attempted in iron, producing an all-metal wing in which the
smooth skin contributed substantially to the strength of the
wing, using the principle of the “fully supporting cover.”
Dornier applied smooth metal coverings stiffened by riveting
U-shaped channels to both sides of the hull covering, placing
the external channels in the direction of the air flow while the
internal channels ran at right angles to those on the outside.
Dornier’s fighter used a similar system for its fuselage and
wings. The D1 (1918) (Figure 9) performed well, however,
his experience with the D1 convinced him that metal-covered
wings increased both weight and production costs, and he
returned to fabric covering in his postwar designs.

Rohrbach, a Zeppelin engineer, designed a large all-metal
passenger plane, the Staaken E4/20 (1920) (Figure 10). This
was probably the largest passenger transport of the period.
The structure was formed almost entirely from flat duralu-
min sheet, including the fuselage skin and most of the wing.
Specially shaped “stringers” riveted to the inside of the skin
provided additional stiffness, similar to Dornier’s practice.
The Staaken E4/20 was a forerunner of the modern all-metal
airplane. It anticipated the main features of aircraft such as
the DC-1 of 1933: an unbraced monoplane with a stressed-
skin structure built primarily of aluminum-alloy sheet. Also,
the Staaken was not showing the expected improvements in
cost and weight.

Boeing, Northrop, and Douglas were the three American
pioneers in metal aircraft. Boeing designed and produced
two successful, all-metal, monoplane stressed-skin airplanes,
the YB-9 bomber and the P-26 pursuit. The YB-9 (1931)
was based on an earlier Boeing aircraft called the Mono-
mail (1930) (Figure 11), a low-wing aircraft made entirely
of metal with no struts (cantilevered construction). It had
a retractable landing gear, a streamlined fuselage, and an
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Figure 10. Zeppelin Staaken E4/20.

anti-drag engine cowling. The YB-9, was Boeing’s first all-
metal airplane with a smooth-skinned monocoque fuselage
and an all-metal stressed-skin wing with two Warren-truss
spars of square dural tubing and Warren-truss ribs, covered
with a layer of corrugated dural. This corrugated dural was
then covered with flat dural sheets to create a smooth wing
exterior.

John K. Northrop, designer of the Lockheed Vega (1927),
a wooden aircraft with a plywood stressed skin wing and a
monocoque fuselage, designed the Northrop Alpha, a low-
wing, all-metal monoplane using stressed-skin construction
and a smooth skin (Figure 12). In many respects the Alpha
was a metal version of the Vega. All parts were made from
dural sheet rather than more expensive extrusions and cast-
ings. The Alpha’s wing structure had multiple spars spaced
roughly 12 inches apart, and intersecting ribs at 24-inch inter-
vals, thus creating rectangular cells. Flat duralumin sheet

Figure 11. Boeing Monomail.

was riveted to the spars and ribs, forming the external wing
surface.

The Alpha and the YB-9 provided good evidence for the
viability of all-metal, stressed skin construction, but failed to
demonstrate clear superiority in performance over wooden
monocoques. By 1933, however, two aspects turned the air-
lines to all-metal airplanes: maintenance costs and public
perceptions of safety. The lower maintenance costs of metal
coverings were not inherent; improved plywood in the late
1930s reduced the relative advantage of metal. Neverthe-
less, the (supposed) reduction of maintenance costs attracted
airlines toward purchasing all-metal designs, and helped pro-
mote continued development of metallic airplanes.

Maintenance costs were not responsible for the final, deci-
sive shift to the all-metal airliner in the early 1930s. Instead,
it was Knute Rockne’s (famed football coach) death in the

Figure 12. Northrop Alpha.
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Figure 13. (a) Fokker Trimotor; (b) its wooden stressed plywood skin wing structure; (c) its welded steel tube truss fuselage structure.

1931 crash of a Fokker trimotor F-10A that spelled the end of
the wooden airliner. In 1931 Fokker was the only major man-
ufacturer still producing large, wooden-winged, multimotor
passenger airplanes suitable for airliner service. The accident
led to the discovery of glue deterioration in the wings of sev-
eral Fokker F-10As (Figure 13). The airlines lost confidence
in the Fokker construction and turned decisively in favor of
all-metal, stressed-skin construction. With the introduction
of the Boeing 247 in 1933 (Figure 14) and the Douglas DC-2
in 1934 (Figure 15), the all-metal airliner assumed its mod-
ern structural form, a form that remained basically unchanged

Figure 14. Boeing 247.

for half a century. The DC-2 proved tremendously successful,
and the DC-3 even more so. By the end of 1941, 270 of the
350 planes in the domestic US airline fleet were DC-3s, and
another 13 were DC-2s. Together. these two Douglas models
accounted for 87% of all available airline seats. The success
of the DC series marked the arrival of metal construction
as a mature technology. The metal airframes of commercial
airplanes remained basically unchanged for decades.

2.4 Composites

In the aircraft industry, the term composites is the term used
for a range of structural materials that consist of at least
two different constitutive materials with two different macro-
scopic physical appearances. In general, one can say that a
fibrous material is combined with a resin-like material. The
fibrous material is often applied in flat pre-forms called plies.
The second constituent, the resin-like matrix, is mostly a
polymer, a “plastic,” although metal is also applied as matrix
material. The terminology already suggests a strong link with
the wooden era. The fibrous material being the plywood
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Figure 15. (a) Douglas DC2; (b) the inner wing structure of the DC1.

and the resin the adhesive with which the plies are glued
together like with a resin. In fact, there is only a blurry bor-
der between composites and wood. In the 1930s The Fairchild
and Haskelite companies jointly developed a bag-moulding
technique for producing airplane parts of phenol plywood,
termed “Duramold.” This material was a combination of natu-
ral wood and a synthetic resin and was applied in the Fairchild
F-46, which completed its first flight on 5 December 1937.
It showed excellent performance characteristics, but it failed
to sell, probably due to its wood-like image. The F-46 fuse-
lage consisted of two half-shells moulded on the same die
and then assembled with casein glue. Due to the high buck-
ling strength of Duramold, the fuselage required very few
internal stiffeners, thus simplifying assembly. The Duramold
fuselage clearly required just a fraction of the labor needed
for a comparable all-metal fuselage, which could require up
to six person-months to complete.

Glass fibers were conceived in the 1930s. Fiberglass rein-
forced plastics were first applied in aircraft during World War
II. A key application was for lightweight, electromagnetically
transparent coverings for airborne radars. But fiberglass was
also promising as a structural material, easily surpassing alu-
minum alloy in specific tensile strength, though far inferior
to metals in stiffness. Researchers also discovered that glass
fibers did not combine well with phenol resins, unlike cel-
lulose fibers. By 1943, a new class of resins had become
available, the polyesters, which bonded well with glass fibers
and required very low molding pressures. These new resins
made it possible to develop airplane structures using fiber-
glass plastics. In 1943 the Aircraft Laboratory at Wright Field
designed and built a glass-fiber monocoque fuselage for the
Vultee BT-15 training airplane. This fuselage used sandwich
construction, with thin sheets of glass-fiber-reinforced plas-
tic bonded to a balsa-wood core. There were large objections
against the use of balsa wood. Therefore, research into syn-
thetic substitutes such as various honeycomb structures and

plastic foams was initiated. Even with the low elastic modulus
of the fiberglass plastic, the sandwich structure proved stiffer
than the metal fuselage. Even in the 1930s, it had been clear
that low stiffness posed the main barrier to widespread use
of fiber-reinforced plastics in aircraft structures. Researchers
worked with a variety of exotic materials, some highly toxic,
like beryllium, others tremendously expensive, like boron.
One of the most promising materials was carbon. By 1964 a
commercially viable technique for producing high-stiffness
carbon fibers with almost nine times the specific elastic mod-
ulus of steel had developed. By the mid-1980s, enthusiasts
were proclaiming a new materials revolution, the shift from
metal to composites.

The world’s first all-composite powered aircraft (with non-
natural fibers) to fly was the Lear Fan (Figure 16). Conceived
by Bill Lear in 1954, work commenced on it in 1977 and the
first flight took place on 1 January 1981. The glassfibre fuse-
lage was built of four sections: top, bottom, and two sides. The
wing was laid up as a one-piece box structure with remov-
able tips, leading edges, and trailing edges. The four-carbon

Figure 16. Learfan.
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fiber tip-to-tip spars were formed as “I” sections built of
back-to-back “C” sections. The whole wing was assembled
in a vertical fixture. It was also highly innovative with respect
to its side-by-side engines which drove the propeller through
a gearbox. The drive shafts were of aluminum tube reinforced
with carbon fiber to stiffen them and to adjust their critical
resonance. Underfunding combined with technical problems
in the certification phase terminated the project.

The Beech Starship twin P& W PT6A-67 turbine canard
design was designed to fill the same niche in the market as
the Lear Fan. It is a true “twin” with the engines driving two
pusher propellers. The variable geometry foreplanes can be
swept forward to a span of 7.3 m for take-off and landing
whilst in flight they may be swept back 30◦ to 6.4 m span to
reduce drag in the cruise condition. Originally the fuselage
of the Starship was intended as a filament wound structure
but this was abandoned. The 16.5 m wing is a bonded box
structure. The fuselage is a sandwich structure with car-
bon facings and a Nomex honeycomb core. The wing and
fuselage are cured in a very large autoclave. The Starship
went into production but was no commercial success. Part
of its technology has been used in the Raytheon Premier I,
a business aircraft with a composite fuselage and a metal
wing.

The introduction of composites has been very successful
in the lower end of the general aviation segment. Airframes
for gliders are almost universally made of glass-fiber polymer
composites. In the newer designs for the two and four seats
segment, composite designs are also dominating the market.
The very light jets market is not (yet) mature enough to draw
any conclusions on dominant airframe technology in this seg-
ment. Airframes of regional jets are still mainly made from
aluminum.

At the other end of the civil transport aircraft spectrum,
Boeing and Airbus dominate the large transport aircraft seg-
ment, an evolutionary increase of the utilization of composite
materials has taken place. Taking Airbus as an example, in
1972 the A300 had the fin leading edge and various fair-
ing panels made of glass fiber. From 1985 to 1987, usage
was extended considerably with a major component, the fin
box, being built largely from carbon fiber reinforced plastic
(CFRP). Two years after the introduction of the composite
fin box, 60 000 hours had been flown without damage. Five
years after the introduction of the CFRP rudder in 1982 on
the A310, 800 000 flying hours without damage has been
recorded. Today all Airbus airplanes, including the A380,
use this fin. In 1988 the horizontal tail plane followed in
composite materials. In the A340, also the pressure bulkhead
and the keel beams were developed in composites. For the
A380, the evolution was continued by introducing a compos-
ite center wing box. A revolutionary step is made by Boeing

Figure 17. Composite fuselage barrel section of the Boeing 787.

by developing the all-composite 787, so including composite
wings and fuselage (Figure 17).

Composites still have a long way to go before dethroning
light alloys as the principal material for aircraft structures.
The main difference with the earlier substitution of wood by
metal is that a large range of optimized aircraft for different
speed, range, and payload segments has evolved. It is very
unlikely that a one-size-fits-all replacement of airframe tech-
nology will improve these different optima. Composites can
offer fatigue free, corrosion free, aerodynamically smooth
solutions. Whether that is useful and possible for a specific
segment should be the result of a very thorough and critical
analysis.

2.4.1 Fiber metal laminates

In the 1980s two interesting new “materials” emerged. Both
were laminates made of alternating aluminum alloy sheets
and fiber-reinforced polymer pre-pregs. Both try to com-
bine the durability, reparability, and ease of fabrication of
aluminum alloys with the high specific strength and fatigue
resistance of composite materials. The first material, Arall,
combines aluminum with aramid fiber–reinforced epoxy.
Aramid has poor compression characteristics, limiting the
use of Arall to loading schemes with a positive R value. To
overcome this problem a second material, Glare, was devel-
oped using glass fiber and a toughened epoxy instead of the
aramid/epoxy. The first large-scale application of Glare is
found in the top fuselage shells of the A380. The incompat-
ibility between forming principles of composites and metal
make it difficult to create parts with high and or/complex
curvatures.
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2.5 Aerodynamic developments

The Wright Flyer used cotton fabric, kept in shape with
wooden ribs and wooden leading and trailing edges and a
quarter chord spar. The size of the early aircraft and the mis-
taken belief that thin airfoils with a sharp leading edge have
a better L/D than thick ones with a larger nose radius, kept
thin airfoils with a thickness-to-chord ratio of less than 6%
as the standard until about 1919. Prandtl showed this belief
to be mistaken by doing windtunnel tests with Reynolds
numbers approaching the full-scale ones. The knowledge
that thicker sections were actually superior to the thin ones
(at subsonic speeds, not at supersonic speeds as was discov-
ered later) was essential for the development of wooden and
metal clean monoplanes that use the inner wing space for
ribs and spars and define the aerodynamic contour with a
load carrying skin. A structured approach by National Advi-
sory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) led to a family of
thick airfoils, the NACA four-digit series, used, for exam-
ple, in the DC-1. Next, for a better understanding of the
two-dimensional aerodynamics as defined by the airfoils, the
unravel of the three-dimensional, induced drag phenomenon
was a major step in aircraft design. The trailing vorticity, espe-
cially the wing tip vortex has major (negative) influence on
the effective angle of attack of wing sections. To compensate
for the reduction of the effective angle of attack, the geomet-
ric angle of attack needs to be larger than expected based on
two-dimensional section results. This means additional drag,
called (lift-) induced drag. The higher the lift, the stronger the
tip vorticity and, therefore, the induced drag. The higher the
aspect ratio of a wing at constant lift, the less induced drag.
With the increase of the maximum speed over time, it became
useful to think about configurable wings to tune their charac-
teristics to the different needs in take-off, cruise, and landing.
In take-off and, especially landing, the desirable low-flying
speed requires a high lift coefficient while in cruise the high
speed enables flight at a much lower lift coefficient. A high
lift coefficient can be realized with a highly cambered airfoil
and/or a high angle of attack but both lead to a considerable
induced drag rise, which is detrimental for fuel efficiency in
cruise. High lift can also be obtained with a large wing surface
but this comes with high friction drag in cruise.

There are different design options to obtain high lift in
take-off and landing without excessive wing surface or cam-
ber. First, by creating slots between upper and lower surface,
and, second, by creating variable camber by making part of
the front or rear of the airfoil moveable. A moveable front part
of the airfoil that creates a slot when deflected is called a slat.
The movement can be imposed with an actuator or be induced
by the suction peak on the slat itself. The high adverse pres-
sure gradient for a cambered thin airfoil can be beneficially

reduced by this solution, leading to postponed separation and
thus a higher maximum lift coefficient. It extends the lift curve
to higher lift coefficients, but doesn’t shift the curve upwards.
Movables on the trailing edge increase the camber and do shift
the lift curve upwards; the additional camber gives a higher
lift coefficient at each angle of attack and a higher maximum
lift curve. The flaps also shift the lift curve to the left so
the maximum lift coefficient is obtained at a smaller angle
of attack. This has consequences for the wing design since,
with flaps deflected, the part of wing not equipped with flaps
cannot reach its maximum lift.

High cruising speeds also forced minimization of other
forms of drag to improve lift over drag. The drag associ-
ated with bracing wires and struts was one of the reasons to
change from biplanes to monoplanes. The drag caused by the
engines, especially their early cooling principles, also needed
attention. The air-cooled radial and rotary engines, especially
the nose mounted ones, were found to cause excessive drag
that could be minimized by using cowlings that cover the
engine almost completely while improving cooling. A prin-
ciple still used for single-piston engine propeller aircraft built
today and in a way also for the podded jet engines in modern
airliners. The undercarriage was another part of the aircraft
that caused unacceptable high drag. This was solved by mak-
ing the landing gears retractable, leaving the outer surface
smooth in cruise.

Next, also friction drag needed attention. The surface qual-
ity of the aircraft’s outer surface and the quality of joints and
bonds influences the friction drag of the aircraft. When (par-
tial) laminar flow is desired, little disturbances in the outer
surface can trigger transition of the boundary layer from lam-
inar to turbulent. Higher speeds result in thinner boundary
layers leading to a larger influence of protruding elements on
the flow around the aircraft. This lead to the wide scale appli-
cation of flush riveting for metallic aircraft and the dominance
of composites in aircraft for which aerodynamic smoothness
is essential, like gliders. The interference between different
parts of the aircraft like tail-fuselage and fuselage-wing inter-
ference is another important design issue. At the interfaces of
components, the connection of different curved surfaces can
lead to adverse pressure gradients that cause separation and
pressure drag. In the transonic range, too high superveloci-
ties can result in shock waves and consequently high wave
drag. The principle of applying filleting to create fuselage
wing fairings that prevent buffeting and pressure drag was
an important discovery to tackle interference drag. Exam-
ples: horizontal vertical tail fillets (acorns), but also individual
spacing of components (e.g., nacelles, wing pylon).

The understanding of boundary layers led to the devel-
opment of partial laminar flow airfoils, largely applied in
general aviation, less successful in commercial civil transport
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due to the sensitivity of the airfoils to contamination which
causes early transition from laminar to turbulent flow, a phe-
nomenon more severe for faster aircraft due to thinning of
the boundary layer with increasing Reynold’s number. The
development of these airfoils did show that detailed shaping
of the airfoils can significantly influence pressure distribution
and associated behavior, which turned out to be essential for
the development of transonic airfoils.

With the introduction of jet engines, came also the jet
speeds. This meant a much higher influence of Mach num-
ber, that is, compressibility, on drag. The first belief was that
any supervelocity around the aircraft higher than Mach 1
would lead to excessive wave drag. Two discoveries however
showed that the problem could be postponed to higher Mach
numbers by increasing the so-called drag rise number. First,
wing sweep; the flow around swept wings is dominated by
the component of the flow perpendicular to the quarter chord
line, which is considerably smaller than the flight speed and
drag divergence is therefore postponed to much higher flight
speeds. Second, high-speed airfoils; by modifying the cam-
ber distribution, the thickness distribution, the leading edge
radius, and the bluntness of the trailing edge, the pressure
distribution could be modified such that drag divergence is
significantly postponed. The nose radius was made larger,
the upper surface flatter, the rear part more cambered and the
trailing edge blunt. Proper tuning of the camber distribution
keeps the (variation of) pitching moment and therefore the
trim drag within acceptable limits.

The interference between fuselage and wing needs spe-
cial attention in the transonic speed regime. The wing root
needs to be shaped properly to avoid drag creep (early drag
rise, that is, well before the drag divergence speed). Increased
root thickness, forward shifted maximum section thickness,
increased camber with forward shifted maximum camber and
negative camber help to prevent early development of shock
waves. Each interface requires detailed attention for proper
transonic design.

The aerodynamic design of modern fixed-wing aircraft can
be tuned with many more design options, like winglets, vortex
strakes, spoilers, aerodynamic brakes, and flap track fairings.
Active influencing the flow during flight with boundary layer
suction or blowing, synthetic jets, or plasma actuators are
some of the techniques that may appear in future aircraft to
reduce drag.

2.6 The propulsion system

Sir George Cayley envisioned a fixed-wing aircraft with sep-
arate elements for lift generation, propulsion, flight controls,
and pilot cabin, way back at the end of the eighteenth century,

more than a century before the first successful flight test by
the Wright brothers. He also predicted that the powered flight
would be possible if an engine/prime mover would be able
to produce “more power in a given time, proportion to its
weight, than the animal system of muscles.”

Steam engines, developed in the early nineteeth cen-
tury, were promising, but did not develop towards power
to weight ratios high enough for use in aviation. In 1859,
Jean-Joseph-Étienne Lenoir created the world’s first internal
combustion (IC) engine, a single-cylinder, two-stroke recip-
rocating engine running on coal dust, considerably more
efficient and compact than the steam engine. The internal
combustion engine was further developed by the Germans.
In 1876, Nikolaus Otto, together with Wilhelm Maybach and
Gottlieb Daimler, invented the four-stroke engine fueled with
illuminating gas. Later, Otto added the magneto ignition sys-
tem needed for portable, liquid hydrocarbon–fueled engines.

In the United States, Charles Manly, Samuel Langley’s
assistant, built the first purpose-designed aircraft engine, a
liquid-cooled radial based on Stephen Balzer’s five-cylinder
rotary engine (1901). The Balzer–Manly engine developed
52 hp and weighed 90 kg compared with the 3000 kg and 3 hp
of the first four-stroke engine of Otto and, surprisingly, the
90 kg, 12 hp four-horizontal cylinder engine of the Wright
brothers (1903). Their main contribution to the propulsion
was the propeller, experimentally designed as a rotary wing.
Fred Weick and Rex Beisel showed the benefits of cowlings
for both cooling and drag of air-cooled engines. Frank Walker
Caldwell came up with the variable pitch propeller (1932)
and later the constant speed propeller (1935). This improved
performance and efficiency substantially. The radial engines
continued to be in the forefront of the propulsion systems. The
Pratt & Whitney radial engines were used to power the Boeing
247 and Douglas DC-3, the two most successful commercial
aircraft of the 1930s. Sanford Moss developed a success-
ful super-charger, enabling comfortable, high-altitude, that
is, above the weather, flight. The supercharger engines, often
equipped with intercoolers were effective but with their com-
plexity came also the reduction of reliability and operability.
The Boeing Stratocruiser (late 1940s) is in that respect the
apotheosis with its very complex cockpit necessary for the
engine control.

Around 1939, a British engineer, Sir Frank Whittle and
a German scientist, Hans von Ohain, independently devel-
oped a totally different kind of propulsion system, the “gas
turbine engine,” based on the Brayton cycle. It does not have
any reciprocating elements like the piston engines, and there-
fore produces power on a continuous basis. The mass flow
intake of gas turbines is orders of magnitude higher than
that of reciprocating engines and therefore their power/thrust
output is much higher (for a detailed comparison about the
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power to weight ratio of different aero engines, please refer
to Applied Aerodynamics and Propulsion Foundations: Fixed
Wing Vehicles).

The gas turbine engine, also called the “jet engine,” devel-
oped by these two pioneers has four basic elements. A rotary
centrifugal compressor that compressed the air; a combustion
chamber which adds energy to the compressed air; a turbine
that extracts enough power from the air to drive the compres-
sor; and finally a nozzle wherein the available energy within
the flow, after the turbine, is converted into kinetic energy of
the jet. This hot exhaust, ejected at very high velocities from
the exhaust nozzle, produces thrust (for more details please
refer to Lift, Thrust and Flight).

The jet engine ushered a new lease of life in aviation. It did
not take a long time for the aircraft designers to appreciate
the capabilities and possibilities offered by the jet engines.
The jet engines redefined aviation in every possible way. The
first purpose-built jet airliner was the de Havilland Comet
which entered into service in 1952. Although the Americans
were lagging behind the Europeans in development of the jet
engine, they soon became the pioneers of this new technol-
ogy, thanks to their experience in manufacturing super/turbo
chargers and their huge industrial support base.

The early jet engine was driven by the hot exhaust coming
out of the nozzle and were therefore very noisy and not fuel
efficient. A new engine architecture, the turbo-fan, was devel-
oped to overcome these problems. Instead of using the entire
energy in the jet to produce thrust, a large part of this energy
is used to drive a fan to produced thrust by accelerating cold
low-velocity air. The reduction in engine fuel consumption
over the years is shown in Figure 18. The decrease in aircraft
noise levels over the year is shown in Figure 19.

To enhance propulsive efficiency, the by pass ratio has
been increased over time to around 10. The GE90, which was

Figure 18. Fuel consumption reduction over time of the jet engines.

Figure 19. Decrease in aircraft noise levels over the years.

put into service in the mid-1990s holds the world record for
the being the highest thrust-producing engine. It produces a
thrust of more than 400 kN (the Wright flyer produced a thrust
of around 300 N) and has a thrust to weight ratio of 5.6. The
reliability of the modern turbofan engines has increase a lot,
as shown in Figure 20, making air travel one of the safest
modes of transportation.

2.7 Flight control system

Having lift and propulsive force to overcome gravity and drag
is not enough to have a controlled flight. Two more elements
are essential: control and stability. A third one, trimming, is
not essential but very desirable. Control means the ability to
steer the aircraft though the air, that is, to maintain or change
speed, direction, and altitude in a controlled way. Stability
means the tendency to restore an equilibrium state after a
disturbance. Trim implies the possibility to sustain a steady
flight condition without the need for control forces from the
pilot. Cayley was probably the first to pay explicit attention
to the stability and control of an aircraft. His designs featured
a crucifix tail serving both stability and control. The Wright
brothers proved that aircraft need controlled rotation around
three axes and not only two. Especially the roll control had
not been acknowledged earlier as an essential element for air-
craft turns. This was probably the result of prior experience
with airships where lift is generated based on buoyancy being
always vertical. Directional control then needs a rudder to
generate a lateral force in the inertial axes system. Fixed-wing
aircraft can also and more effectively generate this lateral
force by rolling. This force is much higher and the accompa-
nying roll angle and centrifugal acceleration allow for coor-
dinated turns in which the occupants do not experience any
resulting lateral force, which adds considerably to comfort.

There are many different ways to create stability, control,
and trim. Lilienthal used “morphing” of his body, that is, the
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Figure 20. Decrease in engine shutdown rate.

position of his legs, to control his gliders. The Wright brothers
used an all-moving elevator in canard configuration, so a sec-
ond aerodynamic surface in front of the main wing, to create
longitudinal stability and control. They applied a rudder at the
rear of the aircraft to have directional (yaw) control and dif-
ferential wing warping to have roll control. It is often useful
and possible to distinguish between longitudinal, lateral, and
directional stability. A basic stability criterion is the require-
ment that a restoring moment around the center of gravity
should arise if there are disturbances in pitch, roll, or yaw
angle. This is called static stability. This is no guarantee for
dynamic stability, which is the property that the aircraft comes
back to its equilibrium state prior to the disturbance. Stabil-
ity has a strong relation to controllability, but the two are not
identical. A dynamically unstable aircraft can be controllable
while a statically stable aircraft can be uncontrollable. Longi-
tudinal stability can be divided in stick-fixed (elevator-fixed)
stability and stick-free (elevator-free) stability. Controllabil-
ity regarding speed changes was considered acceptable if
at speed reduction the elevator deflection angle has to be
increased (stick back) and this increase requires an additional
force (pull). By measuring elevator angle and stick force over
the intended speed range, quantitative information is obtained
about this measure for controllability. With respect to longitu-
dinal stability the design focused on getting the proper flight
handling qualities for the pilot instead of solving theoretical
issues. This meant that less or no attention was paid to the long
period mode (the phugoid) since pilots did not undergo prob-
lems with this mode. Instead designers should focus on the
short period mode with elevator free. It is important to have

stick-fixed and stick-free stability within the proper range of
speeds and for all relevant configurations. Another important
criterion, coming from controllability considerations, was the
stick force per g. As far as lateral stability and controllability
is concerned, the damping of the Dutch roll is important. Sec-
ond, the rolling performance expressed in non-dimensional
form, pb/2V (p = rate of roll, b = wingspan, V = airspeed), is
very important. Finally, directional control is related to asym-
metric power on multi-engined aircraft, crosswind take-off
and landings, and correction of yawing disturbances intro-
duced by lateral control.

The architecture of the flight control system, essential for
all flight operations, has significantly changed throughout the
years. The Wright brothers used a combination of hinged and
warping surfaces for basic control. Later, only hinged sur-
faces were applied, operated by the pilot through a system of
cables and pulleys. This technique survived for decades and
is still used for small airplanes. The introduction of larger
airplanes and the increase of flight envelopes made the mus-
cular effort of the pilot, in many conditions, not sufficient to
counter the aerodynamic hinge moments resulting from the
surface deflection; the first solution to this problem was the
introduction of aerodynamic balances and tabs, but further
growth in aircraft sizes and flight envelopes brought the need
of powered systems to control the articulated aerodynamic
surfaces.

Nowadays two great categories of flight control systems
can be found: a full mechanical control on gliders and small
general aviation, and a powered, or servo-assisted, control on
large or combat aircraft. One of the great additional effects
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after the introduction of servomechanisms is the possibility
of using active control technology, working directly on the
flight control actuators, for a series of benefits.

� Compensation for deficiencies in the aerodynamics of the
basic airframe.

� Stabilization and control of unstable airplanes that have
commonly higher performances.

� Flight at high angles of attack.
� Automatic stall and spinning protection.
� Gust alleviation.

A further evolution of the servo-assisted control is the fly-
by-wire technique, based on signal processing of the pilot’s
demand before conversion into actuator control. The fly-by-
wire technique is now the standard in passenger transport
aircraft.

2.8 Landing gears

The most elementary landing system is formed by the legs
of the pilot. Lilienthal used his legs to take off and land his
gliders. Delta flyers still do the same today. The Wright flyer
had skids sliding over the rail from which it was launched.
The same skids were used for landing with poor absorp-
tion of the sink speed-related kinetic energy and with high
friction during landing and takeoff. The need for a rolling
landing system was soon recognized. Inflated rubber tires
smoothened landings and reduced take-off friction. Suspen-
sion and damping systems were added when landing and sink
speed increased which justified the added weight, complexity,
and maintenance.

The first landing gear systems used the “taildragger” con-
figuration with the main landing gear in front and a dragger
at the rear. The dragger was a skid, later replaced by a wheel,
mounted at the lower rear of the fuselage, hence the name.
This configuration dominated the first four decades of flight
and has advantages over the currently dominating tricycle
system in terms of pilot landing visibility, weight, propeller
clearance, increased angle of attack during takeoff, and easier
ground crew handling in small hangars. It also has a draw-
back. Since the weight is behind the main wheels, the airplane
must be perfectly lined up fore and aft with the runway and
the pilot must have killed any lateral drift before touching
down. If not, the center of mass will try to swing around in
front of the wheels.

The retractable undercarriage comes from France in 1876
(27 years before the first manned powered flight). The patent
of Alphonse Penaud remains the first documented reference

to retractable wheels for a heavier-than-air vehicle. In general,
the design of aircraft is influenced by landing gears and vice
versa. For example, in the configuration of a commercial jet-
liner, this features a low wing in part because it provides a
good place to house the landing gear. Gear legs being moment
arms, a gear twice as long must be more than twice as robust in
order to resist leverage forces. Low wings thus ensure shorter,
lighter landing gears.

Aeronautical engineers who work in landing gear design
contend with many challenges. One is materials, since land-
ing gears are subject to high stresses and must be enormously
robust. Another is safety and reliability. Yet another is runway
loading, which is a measure of how much weight each given
area of tire contact imposes on an airport’s runways, taxi-
ways, and flight ramps. As airplanes grow in size, designers
must spread their weight over more tires to keep this loading
acceptably low.

The Airbus A380 provides a good example. This super-
jumbo, the largest jetliner in commercial service, rides on 22
wheels versus 18 for the Boeing 747 and 14 for the Boeing
777. Bigger still is the Antonov An-225 Mriya, a Russian
strategic airlifter originally developed to transport oversize
loads for that nation’s space program. Today in commercial
service, the An-225 features two rows of seven wheels each,
on each side of the fuselage. Two side-by-side nose landing
gear struts each mount another two wheels, for a grand total
of 32.

The landing gear is a system that is used only for a small
percentage of the flight. Its weight, however, is a substan-
tial part of the MTOW. It is therefore not surprising that
people have been trying to find alternative landing systems,
systems in which the wheel and struts stay behind after
take-off. Currently there is a renewed interest in alternative
landing systems. MagLev is one of the options considered
in which the aircraft is accelerated and supported by a mag-
netic field during take-off. Intermediate solutions, combining
magnetic fields for acceleration combined with traditional
strut-mounted wheels are also finding interest. The first appli-
cation of a MagLev like system, a linear motor acceleration
track, will most likely be applied on the next generation of
US aircraft carriers.

2.9 Fuel systems

The fuel system must store the fuel in suitable areas of the
aircraft and supply it to the engines. Old piston engine aircraft
had simple systems, where gravity was used to force the fuel
from the tank into the engine. Current jet engines require a
high fuel rate, where the fuel has to be transported over a
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considerable length. This needs thorough investigations into
the layout and sizing of the system.

Safety of the fuel system is also a major issue, because
the fatality rate during accidents is significantly increased
by post-crash fire. Therefore, great efforts are being taken to
reduce this hazard. Two approaches are considered: modifi-
cation of the chemical properties of fuels to reduce the risk
of ignition outside the combustion chamber, and crashwor-
thiness of tanks and pipes to reduce the risk of leakage during
impacts.

The main components and features of the fuel system are
tanks, pumps, valves, lines, quantity measurement systems,
refuel/defuel capability, and engine feed.

2.10 Avionics

In the 1960s the development of digital electronics led to the
introduction of avionics in military aircraft. Only in the 1980s
the technology became mature and cost-effective enough to
be implemented into civil aircraft, first used on the Airbus
A300/A310 and Boeing 757/767.

The use of digital technology kept increasing and is
nowadays used in virtually all aircraft systems, up to the toi-
let system. Elementary digital flight control systems were
used from the 1980s on, although always with a mechani-
cal backup. Due to the increasing reliability and knowledge
thereof, the aircraft designed in this century do not have a
mechanical backup, only an electrical one.

2.11 Electrical system

The electrical system on aircraft is necessary for a variety of
uses

� Control of movable parts by means of transformation of
electrical energy (tension and intensity) into mechanical
energy (force and stroke).

� Internal and external lighting.
� Heating of some parts (ice protection).
� Electric and electronic instruments supply.

This system provides four functions: generation, control,
transfer, and use. Generation is obtained by electric tension
generators; devices acting on the generators and their output
current control the energy delivered, or the tension; wiring
distributes energy to all necessary areas of the aircraft; motors
operate the final conversion of energy for the use in movable
parts, electric resistors convert the energy to light or heat-

ing, and other devices make use of the electric current for
operation.

An electrical system is present on all airplanes, in a more
or less developed form depending on the aircraft category. In
the simplest form, it supplies power to the radio on a glider. In
the more complex form, it operates all the uses listed above.

2.12 Hydraulic system

The hydraulic system on aircraft is aimed to control mov-
able parts by means of transformation of hydraulic energy
(pressure and volume displacement) into mechanical energy
(force and stroke).

Like the pneumatic and electric system, the hydraulic sys-
tem is made of four stages: generation, control, transfer, and
use. Generation is obtained by pumps that pressurize a non-
compressible fluid; valves and other devices acting on the
pumps control the energy delivered, or pressure; pipelines
distribute energy to all necessary areas of the vehicle; actua-
tors operate the final conversion of energy for the mechanical
use.

The main advantages of using a hydraulic system are

� Low weight per unit power
� High efficiency in power transmission
� High flexibility in installation
� Low damage for overloads
� High reliability
� Low maintenance
� Low inertia or high frequency response
� Good control ability.

On the other hand the drawbacks are

� Risk losing the complete system due to failure of one
component.

� Mostly used hydraulic fluids are not fire resistant.

The net prevalence of advantages makes the hydraulic sys-
tem a very common choice for the control of most movable
parts in current aircraft designs.

2.13 Pneumatic system

In many cases energy from compressed air has different
advantages on board, especially when the aircraft is pow-
ered by turbine engines because air can be easily bled
from the compressors. Air is present at high pressures and
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temperatures and, after regulation, can be used for heating
and pressurization. Main uses of this are as follows

� Environmental control
� Ice protection
� Windscreen demisting and rain dispersal
� Pressurization for hydraulic oil reservoir, fuel tanks, water

tanks
� Turbine engine start
� Turbines
� Actuators (under very restricted conditions).

2.14 Environmental control systems

The environmental control system (ECS) on an aircraft must
ensure a safe, healthy and, comfortable cabin environment, in
all aircraft operating conditions, that is, from ground parking
to high-altitude flight.

All the aircraft are equipped with an ECS, which may
range from a basic air heater to a more complex system for air
conditioning, pressurization, ventilation, and filtering from
airborne contamination.

After the first pioneering flights, when pilots and crew
were prepared to fight the elements, occupant comfort has
become a need in all aircraft categories. The vehicle operates
in an external environment that varies widely in temperature,
pressure, humidity, and chemical composition. Moreover,
inside the cabin there might be generation of odors, infectious
agents, allergens, and other contaminants.

Human comfort conditions are obtained in the following
ranges:

� Pressure higher than 750 mb (normal pressure at 8000 ft,
or 2400 m, altitude)

� Temperature between 18◦C and 23◦C
� Relative humidity between 20% and 70%
� CO2 volume concentration lower than 0.5%
� CO volume concentration lower than 0.005%
� O3 volume concentration lower than 0.25 ppm.

To keep these cabin conditions in modern airplanes, the
ECS extracts compressed air from the pneumatic system,
processes it through a thermodynamic cycle that sets pres-
sure, temperature, and humidity, mixes the resulting air with
recycled and filtered air from the cabin and sends it to dif-
ferent regions of the cabin, in order to ensure homogeneous
distribution and ventilation.

The two most important controls in the process are tem-
perature and, above all, pressure, because a fault in the system
may expose the occupants to immediate hazards.

2.15 Weather hazards protection

A safe flight must take also into account possible weather
hazards that might be encountered. These can be of different
types: gust, hail, ice, and lightning.

The first two hazards are normally part of the structural
study of the aircraft. The international standards define in
fact the gust conditions that must be considered at different
altitudes and, knowing the aircraft specifications and aerody-
namic characteristics, flight loads can be evaluated and the
structural components can be properly sized. From the sys-
tem point of view, further load attenuation can be achieved
by a fly-by-wire technique with gust sensitivity. Hail impact
is sometimes a concern for leading-edge surfaces, and there-
fore more of a structural problem. Ice protection and lightning
strike protection are considered part of the emergency sys-
tems, because ice growth may heavily deteriorate aircraft
performance and lightning can seriously damage different
systems on board.

2.16 Flight instruments and navigation systems

The development of aircraft flight instruments and navigation
systems were key enablers for safe and reliable operations of
aircraft despite weather conditions. Jimmy Doolittle defined
the missing instruments for attitude, altitude, and heading.
In cooperation with Elmer Sperry, Sr (gyroscopes) and Paul
Kollsman (watches), Doolittle combined the gyro compass,
artificial horizon, and precision altimeter, resulting from his
cooperation, with the existing gyro instrument called turn
and bank indicator as well as the airspeed and rate-of-climb
indicators (1929). Combined with two radio-navigational
aids, the so-called localizer, an electronic extension of the
runway in the sky, and a fan beacon indicating the top-of-
descent in the sky, this set of instruments enabled blind-flying.
The Boeing 247 was the first airliner applying all these
instruments in a well organized instrument panel.

Today’s aircraft have a number of navigation instruments
depending on its category, ranging from the few basic ele-
ments of a glider to the sophisticated and complex systems of
modern airliners and combat aircraft. The number of instru-
ments and avionic systems has also increased over the past
decades: the first experimental airplanes had no instruments
at all; the first instrument to be introduced was the mag-
netic compass, when flight became something more than an
experiment; then, fuel level and few engine indications were
introduced, followed by altimeter, airspeed indicators and,
later on, systems aimed to assist pilot in long flights, low
visibility operations, position evaluation, and so on.
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Almost all the instruments are collected in cabin panels,
clearly visible by the crew and rationally grouped. A com-
plete differentiation between flight instruments and avionic
systems is becoming difficult, since nowadays they are often
linked together. Following the traditional definitions, the
flight instruments are

� Magnetic compass
� Altimeter
� Airspeed indicator
� Vertical speed indicator
� Attitude gyro
� Turn rate gyro
� Directional gyro
� Gyrocompass.

And the avionic system is compiled from the following
items:

� Radar
� ADF
� VOR/DME
� Hyperbolic navigation systems
� GPS
� Instrumental landing systems
� Doppler navigation systems
� Inertial systems.

2.17 Emergency Systems

Air transport has become nowadays of common use: safety,
which was occasionally considered during the first decades
of flight, plays now a very important role in aircraft structural
and system design.

Aircraft safety was born with the very essential target
of preventing accidents. Prevention has made considerable
progress by means of improvement in flight qualities, main-
tenance, structures, engines, systems, instrumentation, and
traffic control. Nowadays the aircraft is commonly consid-
ered a safe means of transport, but nevertheless, accidents
occur. The majority of them are determined by human errors,
some by structural and system failures, weather conditions,
and terrorist attacks.

These considerations split safety into two large branches:
prevention and protection, often referred to as active and
passive safety (or crashworthiness).

Important prevention (active) systems are

� Ice protection
� Lighting protection

� Anti-skid braking
� Alarm and warning
� Fire detection and suppression
� Fuel system explosion suppression
� Emergency power generation
� Emergency oxygen supply.

Important protection (passive) systems are

� Anti-crash seats and interiors
� Occupant ejection
� Crash switch.

Sometimes the separation between subjects of the two dis-
ciplines, active and passive safety, is not easy; for instance,
fire suppression and explosion suppression might be also seen
as aspects of occupant protection, and then in other publica-
tions, the grouping of the subjects may change.

A final mention is made of the crash recording systems,
which are not directly implied with occupant safety, but have
significantly contributed to the understanding and analysis of
the causes of incidents and accidents.

3 CONCLUSION

Modern civil transport aircraft are highly complex sys-
tems that are under continued evolution. The wide scope
of functionalities expected by the modern traveler together
with the high demands for reliability, safety, and affordabil-
ity require the inclusion of a wide range of technologies
into the aircraft. Modern aircraft design is therefore a very
multi-disciplinary activity reaching far beyond aerodynam-
ics, structures, propulsion, and control. It is the job of the
designer to make a selection from all the available and emerg-
ing technologies to define an aircraft that meets the proper
requirements in a competitive way. Amongst the most impor-
tant performance parameters are weight, non-recurring costs,
recurring costs, direct operating costs, reliability, internal
and external noise, fuel consumption, emissions, and main-
tenance costs. The process of selection and trade-offs is very
complex and needs guidance supported by a sound systems
engineering practice.

NOMENCLATURE

ADF automatic direction finder
CFRP carbon fiber reinforced plastic
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DME distance measuring equipment
ECS environmental control system
GPS global positioning system
MTOW maximum take-off weight
VOR VHF omnidirectional range
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rotary wing aircraft are nowadays reliable flying machines
capable to fulfil missions impossible to accomplish with
fixed-wing aircraft (e.g., one should think of rescue oper-
ations in which the helicopter saved many victims from
automobile accidents, shipwrecks, earthquakes, and fires
in high-rise buildings; in military missions, helicopters are
required to position troops to occupy and hold terrain, which
is the fundamental purpose of armies). For helicopters, after
the Second World War this machine has been seen as the
mean of transportation for the future. “. . .After the war is
over. . .the helicopter may well become the average man’s fly-
ing machine to be used—not right away but inevitably—much
as the average man uses his automobile. That is a very big

statement. But it is hard to escape.” (‘LIFE Magazine’, June
21, 1943). The helicopter has failed, so far, to live up to the
early vision. In fact, compared to the fixed-wing devices, the
developments are still 50 years back. The reason for this is
that its design is a complex trade-off process. Quoting Prouty
(1998) “The design of any vehicle is an exercise in compro-
mise, but this is probably more true in the case of a helicopter
than of any other vehicle.” The following chapter will
explore the “state of the knowledge” in rotary wings design,
highlighting the difficult problems that the engineer has to
solve.

In broad lines, as in any new design, rotary wing design
starts with a set of requirements (specifications), which are
defined based on the needs of one/more potential customers.
The main considerations in designing rotary wing aircraft
are the ability to operate efficiently for long periods of
time in hover, high cruising efficiency and speed, range
and endurance, climb performance, maximum payload, and
maneuverability. In the stage of conceptual design,starting
from a set of requirements, a set of possible concepts for
the aircraft is produced together with a general design con-
figuration of certain dimensions plus a list of critical items.
Next, in the preliminary designphase an “optimum com-
promise” is searched involving different design disciplines
(such as aerodynamics, propulsion, structures, flight dynam-
ics, flight controls, manufacturing, performance, costs, and
sustainability). Computer modeling and analysis play a fun-
damental role in this phase. Finally, in the detailed design
phase each component is designed and tested according to
a detailed specification. This phase involves the generation
and analysis of extensive finite element (FE) models, com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis, cost, weight, or
manufacturing feasibility.
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2 PARTICULARITIES OF ROTARY WING
DESIGN

Discussing in terms of disciplines, for rotary wings there are
three areas that are the most difficult to be predicted during
the design phase (thus requiring significant optimization and
flight tests): vibration, loads, and aerodynamic performance.
Figure 1 presents the complex interdisciplinary interactions
to be accommodated in the case of helicopter design. For a
desired flight condition and during one complete rotation, the
helicopter rotor blade encounters transonic flow, stall reverse
flow (the angle of attack exceeds 180◦), and unsteady effects,
including dynamic stall (since the blade performs multiple
revolutions each second). This transforms the rotor blade into
a classic aeroelastic problem involving external flow field,
blade airfoil, and blade structural dynamics. Furthermore, as
the blade rotates, there are large changes in dynamic pres-
sure and angle of attack which result in large variations in
lift. This in turn results in trailed and shed vortices leaving the
blade. Blades that follow run into this complex wake, referred
to as nonuniform downwash, resulting in further lift varia-
tions. In addition, since the rotor blade is long and slender,
there are substantial elastic deformations, including nonlin-
ear structural dynamics such as radial shortening, Coriolis
forces, and bending–torsion coupling. Therefore, the airloads

are functions of the aircraft flight condition, the nonuniform
downwash and the elastic deflections of the blade. Further-
more, rotor aerodynamics and structural dynamics models
are not only highly coupled to each other, but are also cou-
pled with the airframe aerodynamics and airframe dynamics,
power plant/drive system dynamics, and of course the flight
controls and the pilot. All these complex interactions between
different disciplines make rotary wing design a difficult job.
Many configuration changes are still required after the design
has entered flight tests.

Crawford (1989) presented some common types of
changes that needed to be implemented in the flight
tests of different helicopters such as Sikorsky YUH-60A
Black Hawk, Boeing Vertol YUH-61, Bell YAH-63, and
HughesYAH-64A Apache helicopters. These changes can be
summarized as follows:

1. Increase in the main rotor height above the fuselage
in order to minimize vibration and aerodynamic inter-
ference between the rotor and fuselage; and otherwise
enhance safety through increasing the clearance over the
canopy, the tail boom, and ground personnel.

2. Revise empennage configurations – revised horizontal
tail solutions, some fixed, some movable, all relocated
and revised vertical fin areas to enhance tail rotor thrust
and reduce blockage.

Figure 1. Rotary wing multidisciplinary interactions. Adapted from Crawford (2002) c© AHS International.
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3. Main rotor blade configuration changes in the form of
either airfoil section change, blade planform change or
both – to improve high-speed capability and eliminate
the so-called Mach tuck phenomenon (this is a very large
nose-down pitching moment on the advancing blade in
high-speed flight that produces high loads and increase
vibration).

4. Tail rotor configurations – either physically changed,
their control authority changed, or their operating envi-
ronment changed for the purposed of improving sideward
flight capability to ease pilot workload when hovering in
gusty wind conditions.

5. Adding numerous fairings and realigning components
for the purpose of reducing external drag.

The following section concentrates on the main rotor
design parameters that need to be considered in rotary wing
design; showing how these affect the performance of future
aircraft. Specific concepts such as disc loading, figure of merit
(FM), power loading, rotor tip speed, blade solidity, number
of blades, and blade airfoils are portrayed. For a more detailed
description on rotary wing design solutions the reader should
consult some good textbooks such as Prouty (2003), Step-
niewski (1981), Grina (1993), Fradenburgh (1994), Shinn
(1984), Mil (1967, 1968), and Leoni (2007). Excellent discus-
sions on different aspects of rotary wing design are gathered
in Prouty (1985, 1988, 1993, 1998) and Johnson (2009). For
a simple method that can be used for estimating fundamental
design variables of single-rotor helicopters based on require-
ment constraint the reader should consult Talbot, Bowles and
Lee (1989). A good description on the evolution of hinge-
less rotorcraft is given by Hohenemser (1974). It should be
mentioned that the present chapter concentrates only on the
design of the rotor as main component of rotary wing aircraft.
For fuselage, tailrotor, vertical empennage, and horizontal
empennage design the reader should consult Prouty (2003)
and Mil (1967, 1968).

3 PRINCIPAL ROTOR DESIGN
PARAMETERS

Table 1 summarizes the main parameters to be consid-
ered when designing a helicopter rotor. Following this, each
parameter will be discussed in more detail.

3.1 Disc loading

Rotary wing disc loading (DL), an equivalent of the fixed-
wing aircraft wing loading parameter, is defined as the ratio

of gross weight to rotor disc area (see equations (1) and (2)
in Table 1). According to this definition it follows that the
rotor diameter is inversely proportional to DL, thus, a big
rotor is equivalent to a small low disc loading and vice versa.
Disc loading affects mainly the values of the induced velocity
of the airflow passing through the rotor (see Performance of
Rotary Wing Vehicles), the power for hover and the rate of
descent in autorotation. From design point of view, according
to Prouty (2003):

� DL should be low for low-induced velocities, low rate of
descent in autorotation, low power required to hover.

� DL should be high for compact size and low cost, low
empty weight and low-hub drag in forward flight.

“Generally, the designer’s goal is to find the highest
disc loading (smallest rotor diameter) that will satisfy the
requirements of both hover performance and maximum speed
without violating other constraints that experience has estab-
lished” (Prouty, 2003). Current values of rotor disc loading
for helicopters are varying between 200 N m−2 for civil/utility
low speed helicopters (i.e., lower than 280 km h−1) and
700 N m−2 for some transport helicopters. Compared to these
values, the wing loading of a jet transport/bomber can go up
to 5800 N m−2. In the early days of rotary wing development,
designers used low disc loadings because engines were heavy.
With the development of the turbine engine, the engine weight
decreased and the designers chose higher DL, taking advan-
tage of the potential of smaller overall aircraft size and low
empty weight. There is a practical upper limit for the values
of the disc loading that the designer can select; this because
a high-DL rotor (a small rotor) induces a strong downwash
(see Performance of Rotary Wing Vehicles, Figure 2). For
example, the V-22 tiltrotor with its small rotors has a disc
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Table 1. Principal rotor design parameters.

Parameter Definition and calculation Affects

Disk loading (DL)
(definition and statistic calculation
from Rand and Khromov (2004)

DL
def= W0

�R2
(1) Induced velocity

DL = α4

(
W0

1/3 − α5

)
α4 = 0.334, α5 = 0.74(lb ft−2), W0(lb)
α4 = 2.12, α5 = 0.57(kg m−2), W0(kg)

(2) Power required for hover

Figure of merit FM
def= Pid

Phov
(3) Hover performance

Power loading PL
def= W0

Pav
(4) Maximum speed

Rotor tip speed (Vtip)
(definition and statistic calculation
from Rand and Khromov (2004)

Vtip
def= �R (5) Hovering performance

Noise
AutorotationVtip = 140D0.171 (6)

Rotor speed (�)
(definition and statistic calculation
from Rand and Khromov (2004)

� = 2673

D0.829
(rpm) (7) See discussion of Section 4.1 in

Performance of Rotary Wing
Vehicles of this encyclopedia� = 280

D0.829
(rad s−1) (8)

Solidity (σ) σ
def= Nc

�R
(9) Maximum load factor

maneuverability via C̄L- margin
Number of blades (N) N Vibrations

Noise

Blade area and chord c = 0.0108
W.539

0

N0.714
(10)

(statistic calculation from Rand and
Khromov (2004)

Blade airfoil Performance

loading of 1054 N m−2, this resulting in values of 148 km h−1

(80 knots) downwash down in the wake, which is equiva-
lent with velocities of a hurricane. This problem resulted
in redesigning the operational procedures for the militaries
operating V-22 tiltrotor in order to be able to cope with the
high values of the downwash while landing on the platforms.
A small rotor (high DL) can create visibility problems for
the pilots while hovering, the so-called brownout effect (see
Keller et al., 2006). Brownout is caused by the entrainment
of dust and ground debris by the rotorwash during take-off
and landing and is a critical operational problem for rotary
wing aircraft. It affects safe handling due to the reduction of
visibility, in addition to potentially leading to severely dam-
aged engine components and rotor blades. Figure 2 (adapted
from Fradenburgh 1994) presents the helicopter disc loading
evolution as a function of gross weight. Looking at this figure
one can observe that the general trend is to increase the DL as
the gross weight is increasing. However, a substantial scatter-
ing of points is present; early piston engine helicopters seem
to follow a single curve at low values of disc loading. Nearly

all modern helicopters have much higher disc loadings for
any given value of gross weight, with turbine-powered heli-
copters at a higher value than modern piston engine-powered
aircraft.

3.2 Figure of merit

Figure of merit is defined as the ratio of ideal power required
to hover to the actual power required to hover (see equation
(3) in Table 1) and is a measure of hover efficiency of a lifting
helicopter. For actual rotors FM varies between 0.6 and 0.8.
FM = 1 represents the ideal rotor with neither blade drag nor
other losses; FM = 0.75 represents a good rotor; FM = 0.6
represents a rotor designed to give good performance at high
speed resulting in a compromise at hover. It follows that for
decreasing the power required to hover one needs to increase
the FM. The evolution of the FM at the Sea Level Standard
(SLS) in the first 60 years of rotary wing flight is illustrated
in Figure 3 (adapted from Carlson 2002). One can see a 13%
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Figure 3. Evolution of FM in the last 60 years. Adapted from
Carlson (2001) c© AHS International.

improvement in the FM in the first 20 years with a current
value of FM situated around 0.7. This improvement is rather
modest and shows that guarantying the hover performance of
a helicopter is a difficult process.

3.3 Power loading

Power loading (PL) parameter is defined as the ratio of gross
weight to power available (see equation (4), Table 1). It is
actually the inverse of the classical specific power parame-
ter (power-to-weight ratio), the commonly applied parameter
to express the performance of any engine or power sources.
Power loading is an important design parameter as it shows
how much can be lifted per horse power installed. It is a
measurement of actual rotorcraft performance; the maxi-
mum achievable speed and the hover capabilities depend
on the power loading. Usual values of power loading for
helicopters are situated in the range 0.047–0.065 N W−1 (8–
11 lb HP−1). For practical applications, high-power loadings
are associated with low disc loadings (large rotors) and high
figures of merit. Figure 4 (adapted from Fradenburgh 1994)
presents the variation of power loading as a function of disc
loading. One can see that the power loading is inversely
proportional to the disc loading. In practice the installed
power of a helicopter should be of the order of twice what
is required for an isolated rotor, this in order to account for
the profile power losses, tail rotor power, airframe download,
transmission losses, and margins for maneuvering reason-
able altitude performance. Looking on this graph one can
find the problem of designing a human-powered helicopter,
i.e., a helicopter able to carry at least one person with the
power provided only by the person(s) on board. For such a
helicopter a high power loading is needed (one has to lift
much per HP) which requires very low disc loadings (i.e.,
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very large rotors) almost impossible to control. The cur-
rent world record for human-powered helicopters is held by
a quadra-rotor helicopter named Yuri, built by Nihon Uni-
versity in Japan (http://www.humanpoweredhelicopters.org).
The record was established in 1994 when Yuri achieved
a height of 20 cm for 19.46 s unassisted and unofficially
reached 70 cm during a flight lasting 24 s. This record is yet
far from the goals established by the Sikorsky Prize competi-
tion (http://vtol.org/awards/hphregs.html), which requires a
flight lasting at least 60 s at an altitude of 3 m, while remaining
in an area 10 m2.

3.4 Rotor tip speed

The rotor tip speed affects the blade angle of attack and there-
fore the aerodynamics environment on the rotor. From the
designer point of view (Prouty, 2003):

� Tip speed should be high for low rotor and drive sys-
tem weights, high stored energy for autorotative entries
and flares, and good aerodynamic environment on the
retreating side in forward flight.

� Tip speed should be low for low noise, good hovering
performance and good aerodynamic environment on the
advancing side in forward flight.

As explained in Performance of Rotary Wing Vehicles of
this encyclopedia, Section 4.1, in forward flight the advancing
blade is experiencing compressibility problems, the retreat-
ing blade it stalls. Therefore, the designer is limited in
choosing the rotor tip speed and thus the maximum vehi-
cle forward speed. It is generally accepted that for straight
blades, advancing tip Mach numbers of more than about 0.92
will produce high loads in the blades and control system due
to “Mach tuck” (i.e., a sudden very large nose-down pitching
moment increase on the advancing blade in high-speed flight
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which produces high loads and increase vibration). Sweep-
ing the tip can increase the critical Mach number by several
percentage points but with the penalty of increased manu-
facturing costs). Figure 5 presents the constraints that the
designer has to respect in choosing the rotor tip speed. One
can see that another constraint in choosing the rotor tip speed
is the noise. It is generally agreed today that tip speeds of
more than about 750 ft s−1 are unacceptably noisy and that
tip speeds of less than 500 are “quiet.”

3.5 Blade Solidity

Solidity is defined as the ratio of the blades area to the disc
area (see equation (9) in Table 1). It is a key design parameter
that measures the amount of power that can be transferred to
the rotor. According to Prouty (2003), there are three possible
flight conditions to be used to establish solidity:

� Hover at high altitude and temperature.The solidity is
selected to achieve the maximum FM;

� Maximum speed.The solidity is selected to prevent
retreating blade stall at the design maximum speed;

� High load factors.The solidity is selected to prevent
retreating blade stall at the design maximum maneuver-
ability requirement.

Usually, blade solidity is calculated from the rotor stall
flutter boundaries. For transport helicopters, FAR 29 requires
that solidity must be chosen in the following three conditions:

1. Forward Flight at 1.1Vne, where Vne is the never exceed
speed defined as 1.1Vmax,where Vmax is maximum speed
(FAR 29.175(b).

Figure 6. Maximum rotor thrust capability versus tip speed ratio.
Adapted from Prouty (2003) c© Krieger Publishing Company.

2. Turn with a roll angle of 30◦ at Vne and continuous power
(FAR 29.251).

3. Horizontal gusts of 30 ft s−1 horizontal and vertical at
1.1Vne (FAR 29.341).

All these conditions are compiled in a plot as seen in Figure
6, based on measured loads and vibration levels, gives the
blade loading coefficient CT/σ (defined as the ratio of thrust
coefficient CT to solidity) as a function of the advance ratio
(tip speed ratio) µ (defined as the ratio of forward speed to
rotor tip speed) for level flight, steady turn, and transient pull
up (which can be considered equivalent to a horizontal gust
perturbation) conditions. Looking at this figure one can see
that the CT/σ starts out at its highest value which is for hover.
As forward flight is entered, the maximum lifting capability of
the retreating blade is decreased by its lower relative air speed;
the lift capability of the advancing blade must be artificially
reduced using cyclic pitch. The designer has to calculate the
corresponding solidity in all these flight conditions and then
take the highest value of solidity for further design.

3.6 Blade area and chord

Knowing solidity, the designer can then calculate the blade
area. According to Prouty (2003):

� blade area should be small (but not too small) for good
hover performance as well as low blade weight and cost;

� blade area should be large for good maneuverability in
forward flight.
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As a rule of the thumb, the rotor blade area should be
so chosen so that the blade aspect ratio A (defined as at the
fixed-wing aircraft as A = R2

Rc
for a rectangular blade) should

vary between 14 and 20. A> 14 otherwise the blade will
not perform well aerodynamically (induced drag will be too
high); A< 20 otherwise structurally the blade is not good (the
blade can not be built with high enough stiffness in torsion).

3.7 Number of blades

Number of blades is another design parameter that one has to
choose early when designing a rotary wing vehicle. Usually,
the number of blades is chosen already when the solidity and
the blade area are chosen. Prouty (2003) indicates that from
design point of view:

� Number of blades should be small for low cost, low hub
drag, low hub weight, low vulnerability to combat dam-
age, high torsional blade stiffness, and ease of storage.

� Number of blades should be high for low rotor-induced
vibrations, for ease of handling individual blades, and for
less distructive noise signature.

3.8 Rotor blade airfoils

Commercial fixed-wing aircraft are designed to obtain eco-
nomical performance at their cruise speed. This requires that
the wing’s airfoil sections be designed to operate at angles
of attack that provide the best L/D over the aircraft’s opera-
tional Mach numbers. In contrast to the fixed-wing case, the
angle of attack and Mach number for a helicopter blade airfoil
section at the helicopter’s best cruise speed exhibits a wide

variation in Mach number and angle of attack. The airfoil
sections at the blade tip of a typical helicopter operating at an
advance ratio µ = 0.33 will operate at low angles of attack,
with Mach numbers over 0.80 on the advancing side, while
angles of attack between 5 and 10◦, and Mach numbers less
than 0.40 will occur on the retreating side. Figure 7 presents
the angle of attack distribution for a typical helicopter at an
advance ratio of 0.3 trimmed at three different steady-flight
conditions: level flight, climb, and autorotation. Looking at
this figure one can see a wide variation in the angle of attack
distribution according to the condition flown.

There is general agreement within the aerodynamic design
community that airfoil performance is best optimized by
obtaining a balance between the advancing and retreat-
ing sides. On the advancing side, airfoils are designed to
delay drag divergence to higher Mach numbers, while on
the retreating side airfoils are sought that have the greatest
maximum lift coefficient. Bousman (2002) studying the rela-
tionship between global performance of a typical helicopter
and the airfoil environment concluded that for rotary wing air-
craft the emphasis in airfoil design should be for good L/D,
while the maximum lift coefficient performance is less impor-
tant. This is where the highest FM is achieved. According to
Prouty (2003):

� Airfoils should be thin and flat for minimum compress-
ibility effects on the advancing side.

� Airfoils should be thick and cambered for minimum stall
effects on the retreating side.

� Airfoils should have very low pitching moments in any
flight.

The first generation of rotary wing airfoils were symmet-
ric as they have no inherent pitching moment (e.g., NACA
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8 Air Vehicle Design

Figure 8. Evolution of airfoils. Adapted from Carlson (2002) c©
AHS International.

0012, NACA 0015), had zero twist and no airfoil variation
with radius. Different structural philosophies were applied to
those rotor blades: combinations of wood and metal spars and
ribs and fabric and metal aerodynamic skins. As rotary wing
aircraft matured, it was found that camber located at the nose
produced higher stall angles but with little pitching moment
(the so-called droop snoot airfoils). The second-generation
rotor blades had all-metal blades introduced to solve main-
tenance problems; they included twist and camber. With the
arrival of hydraulic main rotor controls and composite materi-
als (hybrid solution metal spars plus composite aerodynamic
gloves), the third-generation airfoils were varying with the
radius. Modern helicopters such as the Sikorsky Black Hawk
and Boeing Apache used variations of “laminar flow” air-
foils developed for airplanes during the World War II. These
were cambered, but the nose-down pitching moment prob-
lem was solved by “reflexing” the trailing edge to produce
a compensating nose-up moment. The fourth-generation air-
foils include airfoils specifically developed for high-speed
rotors while maintaining the hover speed performance. Fig-
ure 8 presents the evolution and the characteristics of rotary
wing airfoils.

4 DESIGN SOLUTIONS FOR IMPROVING
ROTARY WING AERODYNAMIC
PERFORMANCE

4.1 Blade twist

One of the most common solutions for improving the hover
performance is to twist the blades nose-down toward the tip,

this in order to give the lift the ideal triangular distribution
along the blade and make the induced velocity uniform over
the rotor disc. According to Prouty (2003):

� twist should be high for good hover performance;
� twist should be low for low vibrations and blade loads in

forward flight.

In the past most rotor designers used a more modest linear
twist (−10 or −12◦), which was easier to build into a metal
blade. Today, as most of the blades are made of composites,
there is no restriction on what type of twist should be used.

4.2 Blade taper

From the earliest days of helicopter development, it was
known that blade taper improved hover performance by
unloading the tips to achieve a more uniform distribution of
the induced velocity across the disc. However, several factors
should be considered before deciding whether to use taper.
For small helicopters (blade chord at the tip less than about 5
in), taper may drive the tip chord to such small value that the
tip airfoil will suffer penalties in drag and in maximum lift
coefficient. An additional consideration for small chord tips is
the potential difficulty of installing tip weights that might be
required to tailor the blade dynamics to increase rotor inertia.
Inverse taper (the tip chord larger than the root) can also be an
option for designers such as is the BERP blade (British Exper-
imental Rotor Program Hansford 1986) installed on Westland
Lynx (1976–1986) developed in an attempt to delay the Mach
number at the tip. This rotor, installed on a Westland Lynx, set
the world speed record for helicopters at 216 knots in 1986. It
is also used on the Agusta EH-101 and recent modifications
of the Lynx helicopter (on BERP design).

4.3 Blade tip shape

The aerodynamics at the tip of a rotor blade can be improved
by using different tip shapes for the blade. According to
Prouty (2003):

� blade shape should be square for minimum cost to design
and build.

� blade shape should be nonsquare to delay compressibil-
ity effects, reduce noise and introduce favorable dynamic
twist.

Figure 9 presents some tip shapes that have been used
both on experimental and production helicopters. One can
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Figure 9. Blade tip shape. Adapted from Prouty (2003) c© Krieger
Publishing Company.

see that in several cases, the leading edge has been swept
back to delay the start of compressibility effects (such as the
Westland/RAE BERP blade design, see Figure 9). The swept
blade tip configuration (such as used in Black Hawk and
Apache) has a beneficial consequence on flying qualities and
on the load distribution as it produces a beneficial “dynamic
twist” effect in forward flight.

4.4 Blade anhedral

A possible way to reduce the tip–vortex interference is to slant
the blade tip down so that its vortex is at a lower position when
the next blade passes. This is called “anhedral” and has been
used in new designs such as Comanche. Tests show that the
FM can be increased 2 to 4% by anhedral. However, it does
have a penalty in forward flight where oscillating blade and
control system loads are higher.

Some blade tips may include simultaneously sweep, taper,
and anhedral for improving aerodynamic performance. For
more information on helicopter blade design solutions the
reader is referred to Prouty (2003) and Leishman (2006).

5 WEIGHT ASPECTS

Rotary wing aircraft is more weight sensitive than fixed-
wing aircraft and therefore weight estimation is a key aspect
for the design. This is because, as stated by Prouty (1993):
“An increase of weight in an airplane can usually be com-
pensated for by increasing the length of the runway another
few thousand feet, but an increase of weight in a helicopter
reduces its ability to make vertical take off.” In 1945, paper
studies were proving that the square-cube law as applied to
helicopters with mechanical transmissions would limit these
aircraft to a gross weight of about 2300 kg. Today’s eight-
bladed Mi-26 helicopter, the world’s heaviest helicopter, has
a maximum take-off weight of 56,000 kg, which is 24 times
higher than the predicted limited. This was possible due to
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Figure 10. Evolution in empty weight fraction, structural weight
fraction, propulsion weight fraction and operational weight fraction
for helicopters. Adapted from Carlson (2002) c©AHS International.

two revolutionary developments in the history of rotary wing
aircraft

1. The replacement of piston engines by turboshaft engines
around 1957; this also resulted in a steep decrease in
power loading. A modern reciprocating engine weights
about 1 lb HP−1, but a modern turboshaft weights less
than a third of this.

2. The introduction of composite materials on the airframe
structure in the 1950s, this resulting in a 15% reduction
in the weight fraction.

For a first weight estimation of rotary wings weight usually
statistical weight equations along with combined technology
factors are being used. The equations suitable for prelimi-
nary design weight estimation are given in Prouty (2003),
Unsworth et al. (1975) and Shinn (1984)’. Stepniewski and
Shinn (1986) and Tischchenko, Nagaraj and Chopra (2003)
make a comparative analysis between the weigh estimation
process of American and Russian designers. The problem for
the rotary wing weight engineer is that 36–39% of the empty
weight of this aircraft rotates. This makes rotary wing air-
craft unique and adds new “frustrating” design requirements
and challenges for the structural engineer. Figure 10 (adapted
from Carlson 2002) presents the evolution of the helicopter
empty weight fraction in 60 years of development. Looking at
this figure, one can recognize the abrupt decrease in the empty
weight fraction in the 1950s due to the replacement of piston
engines by turboshaft engines. This is replotted in the same
figure specifically for the propulsion weight fraction (53%
reduction in propulsion weight fraction due to replacement
of piston engines with turbo engines) and structural weight
fraction (32% reduction in structural weight fraction). Look-
ing at the operational weight fraction one can read that this
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increased from 12% in 1940s to 17% in 1960s (the design-
ers spend a portion of the reductions on improvements of
safety, vibration, and reliability) and has gradually decreased
to 13% during the last 40 yr (due to composites). All this
evolution in empty weight fraction has led to a 34% decrease
in 60 yr evolution. However, since 1960s the empty weight
fraction has been relatively constant to a value of 52%. This is
primarily due to the fact that that application of fibrous com-
posites materials to the rotor blades actually has not reduced
rotor weight, since a rotor system mass moment of inertia
requirement effectively eliminates any weight benefits.

6 THE FUTURE OF ROTARY WING
DESIGN

“Future rotary wing design will involve certainly two direc-
tions of development: one direction is the improvement of
present performance of rotary wings the other direction is the
automating of the classical design process.” (Carlson 2002)

In the first direction, major objectives will be to define a rotor
with improved characteristics, such as lower loads, longer
life, reduced weight, lower vibration, better aerodynamic
performance. For example, advanced technologies such as
NOTAR (No Tail Rotor), ABC (Advance Blade Concept),
advanced composite structures, digital/optical flight controls,
very high integrated circuits, high voltage DC electrical sys-
tems, and many others were studied by Rogers, Shinn and
Smith (1984), Shinn (1984), Vega (1984) on the AH-64A.
The conclusion was that such modifications in the current
conventional design of rotary wings can result in gross weight
reductions in the order of 23%. Furthermore, Roesch and
Vuillet (1981) describe the development of special small
devices to be implemented on the fuselage and horizontal and
vertical fin meant to improve the static and dynamic stability
of helicopters. Performance of Rotary Wing Vehicles of this
encyclopedia discusses on the ‘environmental’ performance
of rotary wings as a growing concept for “greening” the air
travel of future aircraft and rotorcraft. The future designs will
have to meet ambitious goals for environmental protection
relating to vibration, acoustics, handling qualities, and safety.
In the coming decades, innovative ‘smart’ rotor blades are
to be designed including active and passive technologies in
order to provide the greatest possible reduction in helicopter
rotor noise and fuel consumption.

In the second direction, the design of rotary wings will
concentrate on the use of the so-called knowledge-based
engineering (KBE) design (also called “concurrent”, “virtual
engineering,” or “integrated product/process development

(IPPD)” to automate the design process. A good design is
the result of a strong integration of all the disciplines during
the whole product development. This integrated and collabo-
rative approach in design is intensely needed for rotary wings
as these vehicles involve a large number of design variables,
interdisciplinary considerations, and complex design space.
Current studies show that in a traditional design approach
the conceptual designer spends 80% of the time for repetitive
work and only 20% for the creative work. In a knowledge-
based environment one is capable of focusing on the what-if
process, this creating more space to exploit creativeness.
Thus, in a KBE environment one can reduce considerably
the time consumed by repetitive work. In this way new ideas
and comparisons between different solutions are more eas-
ily. Good explanations on the meaning of knowledge-based
engineering and how can this be used for future concepts is
given by Schrage (1999), La Rocca and van Tooren (2007)
and Padfield (2008). Product Lifecycle Engineering (PLE):
An Application of this encyclopedia presents important life-
cycle considerations when designing aeronautical products.

Concluding, Kelley (1982) describes the evolution of the
rotary wing aircraft in an “Arc of Process” involving seven
stages in a V shape. In this arc of evolution, the design process
goes from stage 1 corresponding to invention when complete
freedom is given to the designer to stage 6 corresponding to
technical refinement when zero degree of freedom is allowed
to the designer, ending with stage 7 of new invention when the
complete freedom is restored and the cycle can begin again.
The current rotary wing design achieved the maturity of stage
7 of revolutionary invention.

NOTATION

c blade chord (m)
CT thrust coefficient (−)
CT/σ blade loading (−)
D rotor diameter (m)
DL disc loading (N m−2 or lbs ft−2)
FM figure of merit (−)
N number of blades (−)
Pid ideal power (W)
Phov hovering power (W)
Pav available power (W)
PL power loading (N W−1, lbs HP−1)
R rotor radius (m)
Sbl blade area (m2)
Vtip rotor tip speed (m s−1)
Vne never exceed speed (m s−1)
Vmax maximum speed (m s−1)
W0 gross weight (N)
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� rotor rotational velocity (rad s−1)
σ solidity (−)
A blade aspect ratio (A = R

c
for a rectangular blade)

µ advance ratio (µ � V
Vtip

)
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an assessment of the missile design
process and the state-of-the-art (SOTA) for missiles. Benefits
of conducting missile design include new advanced missile
concepts, identification of the most important driving param-
eters, balanced subsystems, incorporation of new technolo-
gies, lighter weight, lower cost, and launch platform compat-
ibility. The chapter is primarily based on the information of
Fleeman (2006, 2010).

Missiles are self-propelled guided weapons that can be
characterized as either tactical or strategic. Distinctions be-
tween tactical and strategic missiles include the type of war-
head (conventional vs. nuclear), flight range (relatively short
vs. long), cost (relatively low vs. high), inventory (large vs.
small), and frequency of use (often used in combat vs. hope-
fully never required to be used). Because tactical missiles are
the subject of a much larger design and development activ-
ity than strategic missiles, the focus of this chapter is on the
design of tactical missiles.

2 MISSILE TRANSFORMATIONAL
TECHNOLOGIES

Over the last 50+ years missiles have provided transforma-
tional operational capability for the military and have largely
replaced unguided weapons such as guns and bombs. Because
of their enhanced range and accuracy – air-to-air missiles
have largely replaced aircraft guns, air-to-surface missiles
have largely replaced dumb bombs, surface-to-air
missiles have largely replaced anti-aircraft artillery, and
surface-to-surface missiles have largely replaced artillery.

Figure 1 illustrates the initial operational application of the
following transformational technologies and the operational
benefits:

� Year 1956: Proportional guidance accuracy of AIM-9
Sidewinder led to better lethality and higher exchange
ratio in air-to-air combat. As an example, on the first com-
bat application of Sidewinder on 24 September 1958, the
Republic of China F-86 aircraft destroyed 10 People’s
Republic of China MIG-17 gun-only aircraft, with no
losses.
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Figure 1. Tactical missile technologies have transformed warfare.

� 1969: Semi-active laser precision guidance accuracy of
the GBU-10 guided bomb led to fewer required aircraft
sorties and higher aircraft survivability. A historical ex-
ample of the value of guided weapons is the 13 May 1972
attack on the Thanh Hoa Bridge in Vietnam. For more than
6 years, a total of 871 aircraft sorties had dropped thou-
sands of unguided bombs but failed to close the bridge.
However, the first operational application of laser-guided
bombs resulted in direct hits on the supporting piers, suc-
cessfully closing the bridge. Previously, eleven aircraft
had been lost in the 871 previous sorties. No aircraft
were lost in the four sorties using precision guided mu-
nitions. A more recent example is the use of precision
strike weapons in Desert Storm, Kosovo, and Enduring
Freedom. In the year 1991 Desert Storm operation, 9%
of the strike weapons were guided weapons. In Kosovo,
35% of the strike weapons were guided weapons. In the
year 2002 Enduring Freedom operation, 69% of the strike
weapons were guided weapons.

� 1972: Low observables of the SRAM missile led to a pro-
jected higher missile survivability, greater number of tar-
gets killed per bomber, and enhanced bomber survivabil-
ity. The low observable SRAM was developed to provide
the B-52 and B-1 bombers with enhanced survivability
for standoff attack against defended targets.

� 1973: Radar seeker of Sea Dart led to the first beyond
visual range (BVR) missile. Sea Dart had seven kills in the

1982 Falkland Islands War, including BVR kills against
long range, high altitude aircraft.

� 1979: Light weight turbine of Tomahawk led to the long
range standoff, relatively small size cruise missile. Tom-
ahawk became a weapon of choice for long range strike.
During Desert Storm (year 1991), 297 Tomahawks were
fired at long range standoff, with over 90% destroying
their targets.

� 1981: Two color (infrared/ultraviolet) seeker of Stinger
led to better target acquisition in clutter. Introduced in
Afghanistan in 1986, Stingers shot down more than 200
fixed wing aircraft and helicopters.

� 1982: Ramjet propulsion of SS-N-22 Sunburn led to the
capability of time critical long range attack of ship targets,
with enhanced missile survivability from high speed, high
altitude, and long range standoff.

� 1987: Thrust vector control (TVC) of AA-11 Archer led
to large off-boresight, reduced time for firing, and high
exchange ratio in short range air-to-air combat. Its intro-
duction made the AIM-9L missile obsolete.

� 1989: Digital processor of 1989 Hellfire led to flight
trajectory flexibility and a multi-mission missile. As an
example, in the opening salvo of Desert Storm, Apache
helicopters used Hellfire missiles to destroy Iraq early
warning radar sites, clearing the way for F-117 aircraft.

� 2000: Global positioning system/inertial navigation sys-
tem (GPS/INS) guidance of JDAM led to a low cost
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adverse weather fire-and-forget weapon. As of the year
2009, over 200 000 JDAMs have been produced, with over
20 000 dropped in combat.

� 2001: Kinetic kill accuracy of PAC-3 led to a capability for
terminal ballistic missile defense. During Iraqi Freedom
(year 2003), PAC-3 successfully destroyed threat ballistic
missiles.

3 MISSILE CHARACTERISTICS

Tactical missiles are different from other flight vehicles, such
as combat aircraft (e.g., fighters and bombers) and strategic
missiles (e.g., intercontinental ballistic missiles). As a result,
tactical missiles are a technical specialty in their own right.
Figure 2 is a SOTA comparison of tactical missile character-
istics with the current SOTA of combat aircraft and ICBMs.
Examples are shown where tactical missiles are driving tech-
nology. Also shown are other areas where tactical missile are
not the driver for technology.

As an example, the lateral and longitudinal acceleration
SOTA of tactical missiles exceeds that of combat aircraft.
Missile lateral maneuverability of 30g+ and longitudinal ac-
celeration of 30g+ have been demonstrated. Notable exam-
ples of missiles with high acceleration and maneuverability
include the AGM-88 HARM and the AA-11 Archer missiles.
Developmental missiles have demonstrated lateral maneu-
verability of 100g+ and longitudinal acceleration of 400g+.
Missile speed and altitude may also be greater than that of
combat aircraft. An example of a high speed exo-atmospheric
missile is the SM-3 Standard missile. Another difference is

the dynamic pressure loading on a missile, which is often
greater than that of combat aircraft. For example, the PAC-3
missile operates at much higher dynamic pressure than that
of aircraft. Another difference is the relatively small size and
lighter weight of missiles in comparison to combat aircraft,
examples including the Stinger and Javelin man-portable mis-
siles. Related to quantity produced and cost, missiles are a
throwaway produced in relatively large numbers. As a result,
they are more cost-driven than combat aircraft. Development
cost is lower for missiles and the difference in production cost
is even more dramatic. An example is the GBU-31 JDAM,
with unit cost on the order of $20 000, compared to a cost of
tens of millions of dollars for typical combat aircraft.

Cruise missiles such as AGM-129 can have radar cross-
section (RCS) comparable to that of low observable aircraft.
A cruise missile can achieve low RCS without some of the
limitations of aircraft, such as pilot integration, cockpit, wind-
shield, and fire control sensors. However, a design limita-
tion for cruise missiles is launch platform integration, which
may limit the amount of low RCS configuration shaping and
tailoring that is practical with a span constraint.

Areas where the combat aircraft generally have superior
capability include range, targets killed per use, and target ac-
quisition. Although the conventional version of the AGM-86
cruise missile (CALCM) has a flight range that can exceed
700 nm, combat aircraft can have much longer (e.g., inter-
continental) range. In the area of target kill capability, pre-
cision strike missiles have become more efficient in recent
years, with a single target kill probability approaching one
and a capability for multiple target kills. The Storm Shadow
and Scalp are examples of efficient precision strike missiles.

Figure 2. Tactical missiles are different from other flight combat vehicles (e.g., Fighters, Bombers, and ICBMs).
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4 Air Vehicle Design

Precision strike missiles have high accuracy and are capable
of dispensing submunitions, exhibiting high firepower. How-
ever the same missiles are load-outs on combat aircraft, and
so the enhancement in missiles also enhances the combat air-
craft effectiveness and firepower. Finally, although missiles
such as Brimstone and smart powered submunitions such as
the Low Cost Autonomous Attack Submunition (LOCAAS)
have demonstrated a capability for automatic target recogni-
tion (ATR), a combat aircraft with a human pilot continues
to have superior capability for target recognition, discrimina-
tion and acquisition. Autonomous target acquisition by mis-
siles is a relatively immature technology that will improve
in the future with new technologies such as multi-mode and
multi-spectral seekers. A lower risk, but more human logis-
tical intensive alternative to autonomous target acquisition is
to use real time two-way data links.

As a comparison with ICBMs, tactical missiles are driven
more by smaller size, lighter weight, lower cost, and target
acquisition while ICBMs are driven more by speed, altitude,
and range.

4 MISSILE SUBSYSTEMS AND LAYOUT

Figure 3 illustrates the subsystems and packaging of a typi-
cal tactical missile, the Javelin man-portable anti-armor mis-
sile. Note the high packaging density of the subsystems of
this small-sized missile. The subsystems shown in the figure
are the missile dome, seeker, warhead, electronics, warhead,
rocket motor, and flight control. The subsystems are pack-
aged longitudinally, with each subsystem behind another.
Also shown are the airframe structure of the body, wing sur-
faces, and tail surface stabilizers/flight control.

5 MISSILE DESIGN

Missile design is a creative and iterative process, requiring
a number of design iterations to achieve a balance of em-
phasis from the diverse inputs and outputs. The major tasks
(Figure 4) of missile conceptual design are

1. mission/scenario/system definition;
2. weapon system requirements, trade studies and sensitiv-

ity analysis;
3. physical integration of the missile with the launch plat-

form;
4. weapon concept design synthesis; and
5. technology assessment and the development of a tech-

nology roadmap.

The initial design process begins with a general defini-
tion of the mission/scenario/system. The input is a “require-
ments pull” of the desired capability from the military cus-
tomer. The customer’s mission requirements are usually not
changed during the design study. However, sometimes the
mission requirements may be changed by the customer dur-
ing the design study, if they are found to be too demanding,
too expensive, or the “technology push” of potential technol-
ogy availability that is provided by the technical community
shows that a new technology can be better utilized by differ-
ent mission requirements.

The second task, weapon system requirements, trade stud-
ies, and sensitivity analyses provides additional definition of
the high level requirements on the missile, such as range,
time-to-target, and other measures of merit. This task is ori-
ented toward an operations analysis of a system-of-systems,

Figure 3. Tactical missile subsystem packaging is longitudinal, with high density.
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Figure 4. Conceptual design should be unbiased, creative, and iterative, with rapid evaluation of the system.

including command, control, and communication (C3) tar-
geting. The initial high level requirements, that were initially
provided by the military customer, are refined through com-
puter modeling.

The third task, physical integration of the missile with the
launch platform, provides constraints such as: length, span,
and weight constraints; missile/platform physical and elec-
tronic interfaces; and the operational environment (captive
flight conditions, loads, etc.) associated with the launch plat-
form. This task is oriented toward systems integration.

The fourth task, weapon concept design synthesis, is the
most iterative and arguably the most creative. The missile
is resized and reconfigured through an iterative process, in
which the missile characteristics are evaluated. These char-
acteristics include the aerodynamic shape, propellant or fuel
type and weight, flight trajectory range, time-to-intercept,
maneuverability, seeker detection range, accuracy, lethality,
reliability, and cost. For example, the tail stabilizers and flight
control surfaces may be resized for improved stability or ma-
neuverability. Another example is adding propellant or fuel
to match the flight range requirement. As the design matures
and becomes better defined through iteration, the number of
possible alternative solutions is reduced from a broad range
of possibilities to a smaller set of preferred candidates that
are more reasonable and cost effective. More in-depth infor-
mation is provided for the design subsystems as the design
matures.

Finally, the fifth task (technology assessment), further de-
fines the subsystems and selects the best technologies from

the candidate approaches. The technology trades lead to a set
of preferred, enabling technologies that provide the “technol-
ogy push” for the design. A technology roadmap documents
the development plan for maturing the enabling technologies.

6 PRODUCTS OF MISSILE DESIGN
ACTIVITY

The products of the missile design activity include: refined
mission/scenario definitions, system-of-systems definition of
the missile requirements, the interface of the missile with
other system elements such as targeting systems, launch plat-
form compatibility compliance, advanced missile concepts,
identification of the enabling technologies, and a technology
roadmap. A typical duration for a conceptual design activity
is 3–9 months.

Figure 5 further illustrates the iterative process used for
task 4 of the previous figure, weapon conceptual design syn-
thesis. Based on mission requirements, an initial baseline
from an existing missile with similar propulsion is estab-
lished. It is used as a starting point to expedite the design con-
vergence. Advantages of a baseline missile include the prior
consideration of balanced system engineering for the subsys-
tems and the use of an accurate benchmark based on existing
test data (e.g., wind tunnel data). Changes are made in the
baseline missile aerodynamics, propulsion, weight, and flight
trajectory to reflect the new requirements of the new missile
concept. The new conceptual design is evaluated against its
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Figure 5. Design synthesis is a creative process that requires eval-
uation of alternatives and iteration.

flight performance requirements (e.g., range, time to target,
and maneuver footprint). The aerodynamics portion of the
conceptual design process is an investigation of alternatives
in configuration geometry. The output of the aerodynamics
calculation is then inputted to the propulsion system design,
to begin the sizing of the propulsion system. Propulsion siz-
ing includes providing sufficient propellant or fuel to meet
the range and time-to-target requirements. The next step is to
estimate the weight of the new missile with its modified aero-
dynamics and propulsion. Much of this activity is focused on
structural design, which is sensitive to changes in flight per-
formance. Following the weight sizing, flight trajectories are
computed for the new missile. The range, terminal veloc-
ity, maneuverability, time to target, and other flight perfor-
mance parameters are then compared with the mission flight
performance requirements. If the missile does not meet the
flight performance requirements, it is resized and reiterated.
After completing a sufficient number of iterations to meet
the flight performance requirements, the next step is eval-
uating the new missile against the other measures of merit
and constraint requirements. Other measures of merit and
constraints include robustness (e.g., seeker performance in
adverse weather), lethality, miss distance, observables, sur-
vivability, reliability, cost, and launch platform integration.
If the missile does not meet the requirements, the design is
changed (alternative configuration, subsystems, and/or tech-
nologies) and resized for the next iteration and evaluation.

A synthesized missile will differ from the starting point
baseline in several respects. For example, the wing area may

have been resized to meet the maneuverability and/or cruise
requirements. The tail area may have been resized to meet
static margin and maximum trim angle of attack require-
ments. The rocket motor or the turbojet/ramjet engine may
have been modified to improve its efficiency at the selected
design altitude or Mach number. Additionally, the length of
the propulsion system may have been changed to accom-
modate additional propellant/fuel necessary to satisfy flight
range requirements. The design changes are reflected in revi-
sions to the mass properties, configuration geometry, thrust
profile, and flight trajectory for the missile. Typically, three to
six design iterations are required before a synthesized missile
converges to meet the flight performance requirements.

7 EXAMPLES OF MISSILE
MISSIONS/TYPES/ATTRIBUTES

Shown in Figures 6 and 7 are examples of SOTA missiles
for the mission areas of air-to-air, air-to-surface, surface-to-
surface, and surface-to-air. Missile index (2006) was a source
for the missile drawings. Each mission area has examples
of short, medium, and long range missiles. Short range mis-
siles operate within visual range engagements (less than about
3 nm), have rocket propulsion, and are usually guided by an
electro-optical (e.g., infrared, laser) seeker, with seeker lock-
on before launch. Medium range missiles can provide BVR
intercept, have rocket propulsion, and are usually guided by
a radar seeker. Most medium range missiles also have an
inertial reference system and are capable of seeker lock-on
after launch. Long range missiles can have ranges greater
than the earth’s horizon. Long range missiles have combined
inertial/seeker guidance, most have an in-flight data link, and
are capable of seeker lock-on after an inertial midcourse fly-
out to the vicinity of the target. Long range tactical missiles
may have rocket, ducted rocket, ramjet, or turbojet propul-
sion, depending upon their speed and range requirements.
Ballistic missiles are rocket powered, while cruise missiles
have air-breathing propulsion.

Three examples are shown in the top of Figure 6 of the
SOTA drivers of air-to-air missiles. The selected drivers are
air-to-air maneuverability, performance with light weight,
and flight range. An example of a short range air-to-air missile
is the highly maneuverable AA-11 Archer. An example of a
medium range missile is the high performance/light weight
AIM-120 AMRAAM. Finally, an example of a long range
missile is the ducted rocket propulsion Meteor.

Three examples are shown in the bottom of Figure 6 of the
SOTA drivers for air-to-surface missile types. The selected
drivers are air-to-surface versatility, speed, and modularity.
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Figure 6. Examples of air-launched missile missions/types/attributes. Reproduced with permission from Missile Index c© 1997.

Figure 7. Examples of surface-launched missile missions/types/attributes. Reproduced with permission from Missile Index c© 1997.

The examples are a short range air-to-surface missile repre-
sented by the versatile AGM-114 Hellfire, a medium range
missile represented by the high speed radar defense suppres-
sion AGM-88 HARM, and a long range missile represented
by the precision strike modular Apache/Storm Shadow/Scalp.

Next, examples are shown in the top of Figure 7 of tactical
surface-to-surface missiles that illustrate the SOTA drivers.
The selected drivers are size, modularity, and range. The ex-
ample missiles are: the man-portable Javelin anti-tank mis-
sile, the medium range modular payload (e.g., dumb sub-
munitions, smart submunitions, unitary surface warhead, and
penetrator warhead) MGM-140 ATACMS, and the long range
BGM-109 Tomahawk.

Finally, surface-to-air missile state-of-the art drivers are
shown in the bottom of Figure 7. The selected drivers are

weight, accuracy, and altitude. The missiles shown are the
short range light weight FIM-92 Stinger, medium range
hit-to-kill PAC-3, and the long range/high altitude SM-3
Standard Missile.

8 LAUNCH PLATFORM INTEGRATION

Launch platform integration sets constraints on the missile
that must be considered early in the development process.
Moreover, the design process requires iteration to harmo-
nize the outputs from the diverse areas of mission/scenario
definition, missile requirements, launch platform integration,
missile concepts, and technologies. In a few cases it may be
possible to modify a launch platform to accommodate a new
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missile, but in most cases this is not an option. Generally
the launch platform is a constraint that drives the missile de-
sign. For example, AMRAAM was originally developed as a
light weight radar missile for carriage on the wing tips of the
F-16, which has a 300-lb (135 kg) weight limit. Later, AM-
RAAM was modified to a compressed carriage configuration
(clipped wings and tails) to better accommodate internal car-
riage in the F-22 center weapons bay. Missiles are driven as
much by launch platform compatibility as other measures of
merit. Cross-platform compatibility is desirable for a missile
system. A larger total buy of missiles for cross-platform ap-
plication has a benefit of lower unit production cost. Weapon
compatibility with multiple launch platforms also has payoff
in the neck-down benefit of logistics cost savings of fewer
missile system types.

Carriage constraints for missiles on US surface ships, sub-
marines, fighter/bomber aircraft, helicopters, UCAVs, and
ground vehicles are shown in Figure 8. In the United States,
the Vertical Launch System (VLS) is a standard sea carriage
and launch system for many missiles (Tomahawk, Standard
Missile, Sea Sparrow, and ASROC) on surface ships such
as cruisers and destroyers. The Arleigh Burke class de-
stroyer has 90 VLS cells. The larger Ticonderoga class cruiser
has 122 VLS cells. VLS length constraint is approximately

263 in (668 cm). The cross-sectional geometry constraint of
the current standard canister is approximately 22 in × 22 in
(56 cm × 56 cm), depending upon the missile folded sur-
faces. Maximum missile weight constraint for the current
standard canister is approximately 3400 lb (1540 kg). A ship
typically has two magazines of missiles, located fore and
aft. Each VLS launcher can carry from one missile (e.g.,
Standard Missile, Tomahawk) to four missiles (e.g., Sea
Sparrow).

United States submarines have a missile launcher that is
similar to the VLS, but it has a circular cross-section. The
tactical submarine Canister Launch System (CLS) has a di-
ameter constraint of 22 in and a length constraint of 263 in.
Maximum missile weight for the CLS is the same as that of
the VLS, 3400 lb. The VLS and CLS also have a maximum
limit of the mass flow rate delivered in the event of a re-
strained launch, to avoid burning through the launch platform
structure. Refurbishment is required after about three firings.
Some Trident missile launch tubes on strategic submarines
(SSGM) have been adapted to launch conventional missiles
such as Tomahawk and ATACMS, providing high firepower.
As an example, a modified launch tube can store and launch
up to seven Tomahawk missiles, allowing an SSGM to carry
up to 154 missiles.

Figure 8. Missile carriage size, shape, and weight limits may be driven by launch platform compatibility.
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Fixed wing aircraft launch platforms for missiles include
tactical fighters, bombers, and unmanned combat air vehi-
cles (UCAVs). Shown in the figure is an example of a typical
fighter aircraft, the F-18C. The F-18C carries weapons exter-
nally for pylon ejection launch and rail launch. The launcher
photograph shows three missiles on their launchers: a rail-
launched AMRAAM carried on the wing tip, an ejection
launched AMRAAM carried under the wing, and an ejec-
tion launched HARM carried under the wing. Other aircraft,
such as the F-22, F-35, B-1, and B-2 have an additional capa-
bility of low observable internal carriage. Internal launchers
are capable of fixed launcher ejection, rail trapeze, and rotary
launcher ejection launches. Missile span constraint for typi-
cal fixed wing aircraft carriage is about 24 in × 24 in. Length
constraint for typical fixed wing aircraft is about 168 in and
the maximum allowable missile weight typically varies from
about 500 to 3000 lb, depending upon the aircraft. A heavy
bomber (e.g., B-52) is capable of external carriage of even
heavier stores (e.g., 30 000 lb penetrator). There is a desire
for light weight missiles to maximize the firepower of small
aircraft such as the F-18C fighter and UCAVs.

Helicopters and small UCAVs require the smallest and
lightest weapons. Most helicopters and small UCAVs have
rail launchers. Helicopters and small UCAVs have severe in-
tegration constraints, with the Hellfire missile representing an
upper limit of a typical constraint compliant system. A typ-
ical missile length constraint is about 70 in and a maximum
allowable missile weight is about 120 lb. An exception is the
relatively small number of helicopters that carry anti-ship
missiles, such as Penguin and Naval Strike Missile, which
can weigh up to 900 lb.

An example of a ground launch platform is the US Army
M270 Armored Vehicle, which is based on a modified M2
Bradley armored personnel carrier. It is the standard US Army
platform for surface-to-surface artillery rockets and missiles.
The M270 has two launch pods. Either twelve MLRS rockets
or two ATACMS missiles can be launched from the M270.
The MLRS rocket and ATACMS payloads can be either sub-
munitions or unitary warheads.

Missiles and guided projectiles that are fired from tanks
are limited by the diameter of the gun barrel (e.g., less than
120 mm). Another limitation is the allowable length of the
loading system. The longest allowable length is about 40 in.
As a result of the maximum allowable diameter and length,
the maximum weight of a tank-launched missile or guided
projectile is about 60 lb. Examples of tank-launched guided
weapons are the US XM-1111 and the Israel Lahat.

9 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Missiles must have sufficient robustness in their design to
accommodate a broad environment during storage, shipping,
and launch platform carriage. Figure 9 has examples of en-
vironmental requirements for temperature, humidity, rain,
wind, salt fog, dust/sand/dirt, vibration, shock, and acous-
tics. Shown in the figure is a photograph of the severe launch
environment of ATACMS. An example of concern at the tem-
perature extremes is the propulsion and warhead safety, re-
liability, and performance. Another concern is the adverse
effects of high rain rate, such as seeker dome erosion during
aircraft external carriage at high velocity. A third example

Figure 9. Robustness is required for storage, shipping, and launch platform environment.
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of an environmental concern is corrosion from salt fog, par-
ticularly for naval operation. An advantage of internal bay
carriage over external carriage is that many of the carriage
environment concerns are alleviated. However, some carriage
environment concerns could be greater for internal carriage
than that of external carriage. Examples of concern for air-
craft internal carriage are high vibration and acoustic loads
when the internal carriage bay doors are open at a flight con-
dition with high dynamic pressure. A shallow internal bay is
particularly susceptible to vibration/acoustics when the bay
doors are open. Another concern is that a shallow bay usu-
ally has a high thermal environment when the bay doors are
closed.

MIL-HDBK-310 (Global Climatic Data for Developing
Military Products) and the earlier MIL-STD-210 (Military
Standard of Climatic Extremes for Military Equipment) were
developed to provide data on the extremes of climate for
global conflict in the areas north of 60◦ south latitude and less
than 15 000 ft (4.6 km) elevation. The extremes have near zero
probability of being exceeded in the natural environment.
It provides sets of climatic extremes for land, sea, and air
operation.

It would not be cost effective to design a tactical mis-
sile for the world-wide climate extremes such as the lowest
recorded temperature (−129◦F = −89◦C), highest recorded
wind speed (342 km h−1 steady and 378 km h−1 gust), and
highest recorded rain rate (436 mm h−1). A typical approach
is to design a missile for operation in the 1% world-wide
climatic extreme. An exception is the surface low tempera-
ture requirement, where the 20% extreme of −60◦F (−51◦C)
is typically used because combat is less likely to occur in
extremely cold areas of the world. The cold temperature re-
quirement often varies, depending upon the missile program
emphasis of cost versus performance. As an example, the em-
phasis on developing a low cost motor and seeker for Hellfire
led to the selection of −40◦F for the minimum temperature
requirement. At the other extreme, the SRAM missile had
a minimum temperature requirement of −80◦F, because of
less emphasis on cost and the higher emphasis on reliability,
performance, and basing that is typical of a strategic mis-
sile. Another exception to the 1% extreme guideline is the
rain rate requirement, where the 0.5% extreme is typically
used. The 0.5% extreme of 120 mm h−1 is typically used be-
cause periods of high rain rate typically extend over more
than one month each year and areas with high rain rate are
also often areas of combat. Wind steady state and gust ve-
locities are based on the 1% climatic extreme values of 100
and 150 km h−1, respectively. For a sea-launched missile, a
steady wind speed of 100 km h−1 (54 knots) is representative
of the upper boundary of a storm (wind speed 48–55 knots,
sea state 10, and a wave height 29 ft).

Air launched missiles that are externally carried at high
altitude may be subjected to very low carriage temperature.
For example, Mach 0.6 external carriage at 50 000 ft (15 km)
altitude with a MIL-HDB-310 cold day results in a recovery
temperature of −95◦F (−71 ◦C). Also, air launched missiles
that are externally carried at high speed may be subjected
to very high carriage temperatures. As an example, Mach
1.2 external carriage at sea level with a MIL-HDBK-310 hot
day results in a recovery temperature of 310◦F (154◦C). A
safety concern for high speed external carriage is the warhead
charge and rocket motor propellant become very sensitive at
temperatures above 160 ◦F (71◦C). External carriage of air-
launched missiles shortens the service life of the missile. For
an aircraft launch platform, a typical total maximum allow-
able time for external carriage is typically about 100–500 h.
For a helicopter launch platform, a typical total maximum al-
lowable time for external carriage is greater, typically about
1000 h.

Designing a missile for world-wide expeditionary warfare
or for foreign sales requires more consideration of climatic
extremes. Missiles that are designed for use in a smaller ge-
ographic area can usually have more relaxed environmental
requirements.

10 MISSILE DESIGN RELATIONSHIP TO
THE DEVELOPMENT/VALIDATION
PROCESS

Figure 10 shows the relationship of missile design to the de-
velopment process, based on the United States research, tech-
nology, and acquisition (RT&A) process. Conceptual design
is most often conducted during the exploratory development
phase of missile development. A primary objective of ex-
ploratory development is to investigate and evaluate tech-
nology alternatives. Research and technology funds are allo-
cated to promising alternatives as a hedge against uncertain-
ties and risk. The next phase, advanced technology develop-
ment, is intended to mature the enabling technologies of key
subsystems. Although conceptual design may also be con-
ducted later during advanced development, preliminary de-
sign methods are usually more appropriate during advanced
development. The concept risk is reduced during preliminary
design through the use of the more sophisticated prediction
methods, parameter optimization, and testing. Preliminary
design continues during advanced development demonstra-
tion of the prototype missile. Following successful demon-
stration of a prototype, the program moves into Engineering
and Manufacturing Development (EMD). At this point more
detail design methods are appropriate for the operational
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Figure 10. Relationship of design maturity to the US research, technology, and acquisition process.

missile. However, the assessment of possible future block
upgrades may require the reintroduction of preliminary
design and conceptual design activities.

Conceptual design and sensitivity studies should be con-
ducted early in the exploratory development process, and
continued into advanced development. Many of the cost and
performance drivers may be locked in during the concep-
tual design phase. It is important to quickly evaluate a large
number of alternatives that cover the feasible design solution
space as part of the down-select process.

Technology development is focused on the key enabling
technologies that are driven by the requirements, but are
in need of additional development and demonstration for
a required level of maturity. The technology development
program addresses alternative approaches and risk mitiga-
tion. It has exit criteria for each phase, and an exit plan
in the event of failure. The technology development and
demonstration activities lead to a level of readiness for entry
into EMD.

11 TACTICAL MISSILE FOLLOW-ON
PROGRAMS

Figure 11 shows that the frequency of a follow-on program to
a tactical missile is about every 24 years for US missiles. Once
a missile is in production, it usually has a long lifetime, in-
cluding block upgrades. Block upgrades are often necessary

to incorporate the rapidly emerging new technologies in elec-
tronics and sensors. Block upgrades are also often necessary
for a new launch platform integration. However, eventually
a capability is needed that is not easily achievable through
a block upgrade, requiring a follow-on missile development.
Examples are shown in the figure of the new driving require-
ments in the follow-on missile programs. These examples
are: the improved maneuverability of AIM-9X; autonomous
seeker, lighter weight, improved speed and longer range of
AIM-120; improved speed and range of AGM-88; improved
accuracy (hit-to-kill) of PAC-3; higher gunner survivability
(lower observables, launch-and-leave), lethality, and lighter
weight of Javelin; reduced RCS of AGM-129; and the com-
bined robustness of lower cost, longer range, and reduced
observables of JASSM.

There may be opportunities for a new start of a US hyper-
sonic air-breathing missile in the post-2010 time frame. A hy-
personic air-breathing missile provides faster time-to-target
and may also provide longer range (compared to an endo-
atmospheric rocket). Opportunities include follow-on pro-
grams for the air-to-air AIM-120 AMRAAM, air-to-surface
defense suppression AGM-88 HARM, and cruise missiles
(BGM-109 Tomahawk, AGM-86 CALCM).

12 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Missile design is a creative and iterative process that includes
system-of-systems integration considerations, missile sizing,
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Figure 11. US tactical missile follow-on programs occur about every 24 years.

technology assessment, flight trajectory evaluation, and mea-
sures of merit evaluation. Because many of the cost, perfor-
mance, and risk drivers may be “locked in” early during the
design process, the emphasis of this chapter has been on con-
ceptual design.

Missile design is an opportunity to harmonize diverse
inputs early in the missile development process. The mili-
tary customer, operations analysts, system integration engi-
neers, conceptual design engineers, technical specialists, and
others work together in harmonizing the mission/scenario
definition, system-of-systems requirements, launch plat-
form integration, missile concept synthesis, and technology
assessment/roadmaps.

Missile conceptual design is a highly integrated process
requiring synergistic compromise and trade-offs of many
parameters. The synthesis of an effective compromise re-
quires balanced emphasis in subsystems, unbiased trade-
offs, efficient packaging of subsystems, and the evalua-
tion of many alternatives. It is important to keep track
of assumptions to maintain traceable results. It is neces-
sary to be aware not only of the current SOTA, but also
to conduct a technology impact forecast of the projected
SOTA in the time frame of interest. Starting with a well-
defined baseline that has similar propulsion and performance

expedites design convergence and provides a more accurate
design.

Conceptual design is an open-ended problem and has no
single right answer. The available starting point information
is never sufficient to provide only one solution. The design
engineer makes assumptions in coming up with candidate
concepts, subsystems, and technologies to satisfy mission
requirements and cover the solution space. Weighting of the
most important measures of merit is required to come up
with a cost-effective solution. The military customer buy-in
is important in achieving a consensus weighting of the most
important measures of merit. Trade studies are conducted to
investigate the impact of design parameters. Sensitivity anal-
yses are also conducted to evaluate the effects of uncertainty
in the design and the benefit of new technology. The missile
should be designed for robustness to handle risk and uncer-
tainty of both a deterministic and a stochastic nature.

Finally, a good conceptual design aeromechanics siz-
ing code is a physics-based code that connects the missile
geometric, physical, and subsystem performance parameters
directly into a flight trajectory evaluation. Good conceptual
design codes do not automatically change the design or re-
size automatically. It is best that the missile designer make
the creative decisions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

“No other air vehicle design space has presented the mix of
challenges as that of miniature flight platforms. By definition
these tiny platforms are unmanned and endeavor to invade
the flight regime of birds and insects. In order to do so, the
creators of these aerial robots must address the same physical
design constraints which have already been mastered by the
world of airborne biology, including low Reynolds number
aerodynamics, high energy density, and extreme miniaturiza-
tion” (Michelson, 2004).

Mankind is fascinated by flight and from the earliest
times, birds and insects have been the models by which flight
has been studied. Renaissance designers of notional aircraft,
such as Leonardo di ser Piero da Vinci, adopted inspiration

from predominantly birds as reflected in the morphology of
their creations. The problems of scaling biologically inspired
designs up to human-carrying proportions were not appreci-
ated, and practically all failed principally due to the lack of
an adequate propulsion system as exemplified by DaVinci’s
man-powered flapping-wing machine.

More recently, attempts to move in the direction of tiny
flying machines that match the scale of birds and even the
smaller insects have come into vogue. The nature of flight at
these scales is perhaps better understood by today’s design-
ers than it was by those of DaVinci’s time, but beyond the
first-order appreciation for Reynolds number differences, the
realm of miniature flight vehicles is still an unplumbed depth,
with only a handful of researchers working consistently in
the area. Couple this with the difficulty of storing useful
amounts of energy in light-weight packages at these small
scales, and we end up with few practical designs and noth-
ing that comes close to the endurance and performance of its
biological counterpart (Michelson, 2004).

2 CONCEPT GENESIS

Interest in tiny flying machines had its origins with the notion
that a small insect-like flying platform could be devised
for covert operations. The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) experimented with the creation of a remotely con-
trolled pneumatic “dragon fly”. A RAND Corporation study
conducted in 1993 discussed the potential use of sensor-
carrying insects and the concept of truly “micro” air vehicles
(Hundley and Gritton, 1994). Japanese researchers attempted
to stimulate motorneurones in cockroaches to control the
insect trajectory by a radio-link (BBCi Sci/Tech, 1998).
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Figure 1. MIT Lincoln Labs MAV concept model. Reproduced
with permission from Michelson and Neqvi (2003) c©The v́on
Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics.

People also began testing tiny airplanes powered by biolog-
ical motors (flies glued to a fuselage with fixed wings), a
practice that was actually a subject of experimentation at the
turn of the twentieth century by Nikola Tesla (Cheney, 1981).

During the early 1990s, MIT Lincoln Labs conceived
of a small airplane (see Figure 1) that could carry a tiny
electro-optical reconnaissance system. Based on aerody-
namic principals alone, this notional platform design was
unlikely ever to fly; however, it did serve as a catalyst for
serious discussions within the US government as to the roles
and missions for a micro air vehicle. At roughly the same
time, a picture of what was touted as the world’s smallest
helicopter appeared in the media. Although this ultimately
turned out not to be a free-flight vehicle (instead, a demon-
stration of externally powered subminiature electric motors
turning small twisted paper propellers to cause a “fuselage”
to rise up along a guide wire), it did bolster interest in the
notion of a “micro” air vehicle.

“Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) is a most unfortunate name
given to this class of air vehicles because none are
truly “micro” and the original (ca. 1995) official Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) vehicle def-
inition requiring a maximum 15 cm (6 inch) dimension con-
firmed the name to be a total misnomer” (Michelson, 2006).

Around 1995 DARPA gathered the perceived micro air
vehicle technology leaders together for a workshop that
would ultimately lead to the creation of a $35M DARPA
program to develop MAV technologies and several MAV
systems. Questions addressed by the original stakehold-
ers (which included MIT Lincoln Labs, the Georgia Tech
Research Institute, Sarcos Labs, and the US Naval Research
Laboratory) ranged from mission definitions, likely platform

technologies, performance issues, and the very definition of
a “micro” air vehicle itself. Ultimately a micro air vehi-
cle would be defined as “being less than 15 cm” because
this represented the juncture at which low Reynolds num-
ber effects begin to dominate, and beyond which, integration
of energy, propulsion, aerodynamic structures, and intelli-
gence is a necessity (Michelson, 2004). This loose definition
begged the question as to whether a MAV must fit within a
15 cm sphere, a 15 cm diameter cylinder, or a cube having
15 cm sides – the latter two interpretations allowing for diag-
onal dimensions greater than 15 cm. Also, could a MAV have
moving parts (propellers or rotors) that when manually posi-
tioned were within the 15 cm limit, but once deployed could
violate the defined volume?

Back in 1997, DARPA’s vision for MAVs was that the
individual soldiers at the platoon, company, or brigade level
would use such vehicles for reconnaissance and surveillance,
battle damage assessment, targeting, emplacing sensors,
communications relays, or for sensing chemical, nuclear,
or biological substances. The 15 cm vehicles would be able
to conduct real-time imaging, have ranges of up to 10 km
and speeds of up to 30 miles per hour for missions that are
20 minutes to two hours long (US DoD, 1997).

3 THE QUEST FOR A USEFUL MAV

Thus, the DARPA vision was for a predominantly outdoor
asset. However, the same forces of nature that discourage
insect and bird flight during thunder storms are also at play
when considering MAV flight. Several cogent questions arise
when designing a MAV system. Since military applications
have dominated DARPA thinking and that of the various
agencies now funding MAV developments around the world,
is it tactically practical to expect soldiers to wait until the wind
stops blowing before they can employ their MAV? Also, does
size really matter in the “look-over-the-hill” scenario?

For example, consider this last question, as it was one of
the most touted mission scenarios used to justify MAV devel-
opment. Because not all technologies are scalable, limitations
will be placed on MAV operations, which seriously impact
both navigation and communication.

“A 15 cm MAV can only support a maximum antenna aper-
ture of 15 cm (using the spherical size definition). Depending
upon antenna type, this dictates a frequency of operation in
the 2 GHz range. At this frequency, foliage penetration is
difficult and line-of-sight transmissions are necessary. Were
a soldier to send his MAV only 1 km ahead of his current
position to look over a 30 m (98 ft) hill that is 60 m (196 ft)
away, it would have to attain an altitude in excess of 500 m
(1640 ft) above the target area in order to avoid occlusion
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by the hill while maintaining line-of-sight with the soldier’s
ground control station” (Michelson, 2004).

At altitudes in excess of 33 m (100 ft) the MAV would be
neither seen nor heard . . . but neither would a larger air vehi-
cle of perhaps ten times the size. This has been demonstrated
during the Iraq war by existing “mini drones” that are much
larger than the classical MAV. The difficulty in flying at the
15 cm scale with marginal performance and endurance while
negotiating weather, when vehicles of superior capability to
address most missions are already fielded assets, raises the
question, “why MAVs?” There is a strong case for the devel-
opment of MAVs, however. The mission space for which
size really does matter is “indoors and in confined spaces”
where the environment is controlled or at least protected.
After two decades of serious unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
development and more than a decade of funding for MAV
projects, no assets yet exist that can rapidly and covertly pen-
etrate buildings, tunnels/caves, bunkers, and other enclosures.
MAVs offer the potential to enter enclosures by non-obvious
means (upper story openings), and navigate their interiors
more effectively (e.g., circumventing obstacles such as stairs
and ground objects) and while doing so more rapidly than
ground robots. MAVs “present a new paradigm in reconnais-
sance where close-in interaction is encouraged rather than a
stand-off capability. Key to this behavior is small size, slow
flight, and the ability to navigate without GPS” (Michelson,
2006).

In order for practical MAVs to be created for either indoor
or outdoor applications, they must first be able to fly, be con-
trollable, and have a useful endurance. Key to the ability to fly
is an efficient aerodynamic structure with a sufficiently high
lift-to-drag ratio that it can support the weight of its struc-
ture in flight. Weight and strength of materials are essential
elements to the creation of any flying vehicle; however, at a
scale of 15 cm or less, the area of the aerodynamic surfaces
is limited and the gross weight that can be sustained in flight
quickly becomes less dependent on aerodynamic efficiency
than on propulsive power. Propulsive power for a useful mis-
sion endurance is then a function of the energy density of the
fuel carried.

Being able to lift the weight of the MAV structure in addi-
tion to its fuel is but half of the problem in developing a
useful mission-capable system. The air vehicle must also be
controllable, either by an operator or through its own auton-
omy. Controllability is comprised of both “inner loop control”
(that is, maintaining a self-stable attitude in the presence of
external forces such as wind gusts), and “outer loop control”
(the ability to change direction, altitude, and speed). Most
research to date has focused on aerodynamics and flexible
structures, with propulsion (energy) and controllability (actu-
ation) receiving far less attention. In fact, energy storage and

actuation techniques are essential to useful MAV designs, as
they dictate endurance and mission utility.

4 MAV DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES

It is logical and expected that the first MAVs would be
designed as scaled-down manned aircraft, since that is
the most familiar design space. Fixed-wing MAVs and
rotary-wing MAVs are naturally modeled after conventional
airplanes and helicopters. Closer investigation reveals that
one can not simply scale down large designs to the 15 cm
scale and below, because the interaction of objects moving
through air changes as the size of the objects diminish. Classi-
cal aerodynamics used to design airfoils in manned airplanes
and helicopters no longer applies as the scale of the airfoil
approaches that of small birds and insects because of the
reduction in Reynolds number which describes the behavior
of the air as seemingly much more viscous. Reynolds number
(Re) is a dimensionless number that relates inertial forces of
an object such as an airfoil, to viscous forces in a fluid (air).
Thinner airfoils are a typical result of designs optimized for
lower Reynolds numbers.

Since the problem of flight at these scales has already been
demonstratively proven feasible by every free-flying creature
known to man, some members from within the robotics, aero-
dynamics, and biology communities have combined ideas
to explore biologically based MAV designs, which bear lit-
tle resemblance to fixed- or rotary-wing manned aircraft
morphologies.

Biomimicry (copying biological systems) is typically inef-
fective as biological structures often serve multiple purposes,
and when taken “out of context” with the individual, may not
function as expected. A perfect copy of an insect wing in and
of itself is not necessarily going to create an efficient lifting
surface for a fixed-wing MAV. More than just the wing must
be copied – in this case, the employment (flapping) of the
wing is critical to its function.

A better engineering approach is to use “biological inspi-
ration” rather than biomimicry. Using biological inspiration,
the designer looks at biological structures in terms of their
function, and then figures out how to leverage the physical
principles involved, to create a mechanical analog that is not
an exact copy, but works with similar principles and is able to
be implemented. Implementability is essential to a valid MAV
design philosophy. At present, engineers understand how the
muscles in the Hawk Moth (Manduca sexta) cause the wing
to flap for propulsion, and how they can be phased to create
differential flapping for flight control. However, the engineers
have yet to create an actuator with the efficiency, weight, elon-
gation, and speed of the Hawk Moth muscle and are therefore
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Figure 2. Hawk Moth (Manduca sexta), male ( c© Wikimedia
Commons, Shawn Hanrahan at the Texas A&M Collection in Col-
lege Station, Texas).

unable to replicate a free-flying Hawk Moth (see Figure 2)
in hardware. On the other hand, engineers have measured
and observed the kinematics of the Hawk Moth flapping-
wing (Willmott, Ellington and Thomas, 1997; Willmott and
Ellington, 1997), and coupling this knowledge with other
techniques not found in the animal kingdom, have devised
flapping MAVs that can be built using present technology
(Michelson, 2002).

5 MAV DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In practice, fielded MAVs tend to fall into the same gen-
eral categories of subsystem weight fractions relative to the
gross takeoff weight: energy storage 50%, propulsion 20%,
airframe 20%, and payload 10%. The percentages between
airframe and propulsion may be larger or smaller relative to
one another depending on the methods used for propelling
the airframe and the level of integration between the two. For
example, an engine and propeller are less integrated with the
airframe than would be the case with a flapping-wing arrange-
ment. MAV design considerations are therefore somewhat
independent of configuration; however, since weight is so
critical to endurance (and hence practical utility), it is clear
that minimizing the weight associated with energy storage
has the most profound effect on performance. Extremely high
energy density sources become unstable and dangerous, so
initially, MAV design philosophies should embrace optimiza-
tion of all other subsystems to the greatest degree and then
concentrate on maximizing performance for a particular mis-
sion by increasing the energy density of the stored onboard
fuel source. The design space for increasing energy density is

greater (and therefore more flexible) than that of optimizing
other parameters such as lift, decreased drag, or strength of
materials.

5.1 Aerodynamics

MAVs operate in the low Reynolds number regime below
100 000. Characteristics such as the lift-to-drag ratio of a
flight vehicle change considerably from those of manned
aircraft upon entering the low Reynolds number regime. In
particular, flow separation and laminar–turbulent transition
can result in substantial changes in required airfoil shape in
order to maintain or enhance aerodynamic performance.

With the breakdown of classical aerodynamic analysis
methods, MAVs are often best tested empirically to gain an
understanding of their actual behavior. Many factors come
into play when trying to optimize MAV designs of all types
(fixed, rotary, and flapping) including laminar–turbulent tran-
sition, angles of attack, leading edge vortex evolution and
progression, airfoil shapes, stall margins, structural flexi-
bility, and time-dependent fluid and structural dynamics of
the MAV as a system. In addition, techniques and phe-
nomenology never considered in manned aircraft design can
be leveraged for increased flight efficiency including various
unsteady lift-enhancement mechanisms such as leading-edge
vortex control, wake capture, and clap-and-fling mechanisms.

Lightweight, low-speed MAVs are often more rigid than
larger vehicles due to the non linear scaling of the strength
of materials (consider the wing flexing of a Northrop Global
Hawk versus that of an Aerovironment WASP). In the pres-
ence of wind gusts, the wing structures are less apt to flex and
hence the entire body of the MAV undergoes “heave”. Not
only does the control of the MAV become complicated, but
the aerodynamics of the air flow over the structure can differ
radically from that expected at high Reynolds numbers.

5.2 Structures and materials

MAV structures must be strong, but moreover, lightweight.
Because the strength of materials does not scale proportion-
ately as things get smaller, we find that materials that would
be otherwise unsuitable for aircraft use at a larger scale can
become quite useful at the 15 cm MAV scale and below. For
example, aircraft parts that might be created with a fused
deposition modeling machine from ABS plastic would be
useful in creating molds for actual flight-worthy aluminum
components, but at the scale of a MAV, the fused deposition
modeling machine could create flight-ready components out
of the same ABS plastics formerly relegated only to model
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making. Because these smaller structures are often stiffer at
these scales, MAVs can tend to be very rigid unless inten-
tionally made flexible as has been done with interstitial wing
materials at the University of Florida (Ifju, et al., 2001). Flex-
ible structures can also be used to eliminate actuators with
the concomitant benefit of reduced weight and power con-
sumption. For example, in flapping-wing vehicles, the wings
typically rotate about their root to achieve different angles
of attach on the up-stroke (thrust) and the down-stroke (lift).
Strong actuators that are free to move in the flapping direc-
tion as well as create rotation at twice the flapping frequency
are required. If instead the wing is able to attain a partic-
ular angle of attack based on up-stroke and down-stroke
aerodynamic loading, the need for twist actuators is actually
obviated through the use of smart materials. This technique
is employed in the design of the Entomopter, which does not
use any wing actuators other than the prime flapping drive
motor (Michelson and Naqvi, 2003).

Another aspect of MAV design that is intimately tied to
the correct selection of materials is the method of control
surface actuation. Most control surface actuators are elec-
tromechanical in nature, although other ways exist to effect
control (Michelson, 2002). Actuators must be able to move
with enough deflection to effect a change in the flow over a
control surface while at the same time having sufficient force
to do so under all flight conditions. Further, for reasons sta-
bility, actuators must have sufficient bandwidth to allow the
desired critically damped vehicle response to a commanded
input. Various actuation materials have some of these charac-
teristics, but often, not all. In addition, some materials are con-
strained to work only at high voltages or high currents, which
are incompatible with the very limited onboard energy source.

Some actuator types that have been considered for use
with MAVs include conducting shape memory polyurethane
(CSMPU) or shape memory alloys like NITINOL wire (high
current demand/bandwidth limited), piezoelectric materi-
als (high voltage/low motion), electroactive polymers (high
voltage), rheological fluids (bandwidth/interface issues),
or ionic polymeric-metal composites (IPMC) (reasonable
bandwidth/low voltage/high motion/short life). There are
non-electrical actuation solutions as well, including poly-
mer hydrogels, chemically fueled pistons, and pneumatic “air
muscles”. As these actuators shrink in size, different tech-
nologies present better or worse solutions based on the throw,
force, reaction frequency, and actuation energy required.

5.3 Flight control

Stability and control of outdoor MAVs is a matter of great
concern because there is not enough power, mass, or control

surface area on a MAV to fight the extremes of the environ-
ment. MAVs can fly very fast in order to pass through local
wind gusts without significant offset; however, this makes
them less useful in “close-in” reconnaissance. Fixed-wing
MAVs are particularly susceptible to roll perturbations,
and even if flown by a ground pilot, need roll stability
augmentation.

Increasing demands are being placed on the hardware
and software that comprise MAV guidance and control sys-
tems. As MAVs become more autonomous, guidance and
control systems must support advanced functions such as
automated decision making, obstacle avoidance, target acqui-
sition, target tracking, artificial vision, and interaction with
other manned and unmanned systems. While performance
requirements are increasing, the acceptable form factors
(size and weight) of these systems are decreasing. In some
instances, the weight of all onboard electronics (both avion-
ics and payload) may be under 10 g. Current miniaturization
techniques can accommodate this physical footprint; how-
ever, the main challenge continues to be processor speed and
storage capacity to allow for an ever increasing degree of
onboard intelligence.

5.3.1 Attitude control and navigation

At the lowest levels, inner loop flight control is concerned
with simply maintaining the vehicle in the correct attitude
(roll, pitch, yaw) while maneuvering through environmental
perturbations (wind, precipitation). For autonomous flight,
it is common to separate the flight control problem into an
inner loop that controls attitude and an outer loop that con-
trols the translational trajectory of the vehicle. Of particular
interest to both the inner and outer loops is the issue of a
high stability, or updatable, reference. For the inner loop this
is either a gyroscopic reference, integrated accelerometers,
or external passive (EO/IR), or active (radar/sonar) cues. For
the outer loop, GPS is an ideal reference so long as it is
available. Indoors, GPS is unavailable. On the battlefield, it
may be denied. For very small MAVs and nano air vehi-
cles (NAVs), the ability to carry an efficient GPS antenna
is not possible because the vehicle itself falls well below
the wavelength aperture of the L1 and L2 GPS frequencies
(1575.42 MHz and 1227.60 MHz, respectively, or about λ =
22 cm).

Dynamic inversion and neural-network-based adaptations
have been used to increase performance of the attitude control
systems, and a method called pseudocontrol hedging (PCH)
has been used to protect the adaptation process from actuator
limits and dynamics. In doing so, adaptation to uncertainty
in the attitude, as well as the translational dynamics, is intro-
duced to minimize the effects of flight control model error
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in all six degrees of freedom, thus leading to more accurate
position tracking (Johnson and Kannan, 2005).

Optical flow is another control technique that has gained
popularity since the advent of MAVs. Researchers have deter-
mined that some insects, such as the honey bee, observe the
bilateral flow of objects in their field of view in order to assess
their speed and trajectory relative to objects (assumed by the
bee to be on the ground) (Srinivasan et al., 2004).

Advances in software technology have the potential
to revolutionize control system design. Component-based
architectures encourage flexible “plug-and-play” extensibil-
ity and evolution of systems. Distributed object computing
allows interoperation. Advances are being made to enable
dynamic reconfiguration and evolution of systems while they
are still running. Technologies are being developed to allow
networked, embedded devices to connect to each other and
self-organize (Wills et al., 2001).

These capabilities are known as an open control platform
(OCP) architecture that allows complex systems to coordi-
nate distributed interaction among diverse components while
supporting dynamic reconfiguration and customization of the
components in real time. Its primary goals are to accommo-
date rapidly changing application requirements, incorporate
of new technology (such as hardware platforms or sensors),
and allow undegraded operation in heterogeneous or unpre-
dictable and changing environments.

Regardless of the flight control methods employed, the end
result must be a system capable of responding to the high
bandwidth maneuvering requirements posed by the MAV.
Especially for indoor flight scenarios, the MAV must be able
to sense and react to avoid disaster in an obstacle-rich envi-
ronment. Relative to the speed of flight, the onboard sensors
must be able to detect obstacles in enough time for the con-
trol system to replan the trajectory and command actuators
that are able to follow the commanded path before collision
occurs. These dynamics are some of the most challenging for
any flight vehicle.

5.4 Morphology

MAVs fall into three basic categories: fixed-wing, rotary-
wing, and flapping-wing configurations. Combinations of
these are of course also possible. The selection of a
particular configuration is usually driven by mission require-
ments. Outdoor reconnaissance, for example, is best done
by a loitering fixed-wing configuration unless the mission
requires long-term perching and staring, in which case a
rotary-wing configuration might take precedence. If the
outdoor mission involves flights that are close to hostile
observers, a flapping-wing configuration might be selected

in an attempt to go unnoticed by mimicking biological
entities.

5.4.1 Fixed-wing MAVs

Typical propeller-driven MAVs are essentially flying wings
where all of the avionics, energy storage, and propulsion is
contained within the planform of the wing. As such, these
usually end up being “fast flyers” (high C

3/2
L /CD at speeds

reaching 65 km hr−1 (40 mph) at chord Reynolds numbers
from about 45 000 to 180 000 and at altitudes from 30 to
100 m (98 to 328 ft)).

Because fixed-wing MAVs must fly fast, indoor or con-
fined operation is impractical. The airfoils must be efficient
at low Reynolds numbers so the designer must create a low
aspect ratio wing that is not sensitive to wind shear, gusts,
and the amplified effects of precipitation at this scale. Design
practices developed for airfoils greater than 200 000 (manned
aircraft) are not entirely transferrable to thin-wing designs
intended to operate below 200 000. Separation of the airfoil
boundary layer near the leading and trailing edges of the
wing as well as regions of transition from laminar to tur-
bulent flow are very sensitive at Reynolds number, pressure
gradient, and external environmental effects local to the wing.
Much of the research in thin low Reynolds number airfoils
used in MAV design has come from empirical wind tunnel
data rather than conventional analytics or large-scale data
(Torrres and Mueller, 2000) because the majority of the lift
across the wing surface is influenced by tip vortices.

Fixed-wing MAVs are invariably propeller-driven (see
Figure 3). At low Reynolds numbers special consideration
must also be given to the design of the propeller. As with
any propeller, performance optimization considers twist and
chord distribution, rotational speed, diameter, and the flight
condition. For most outdoor fixed-wing MAV missions, the

Figure 3. Aerovironment fixed wing WASP MAV. Reproduced
with permission from Michelson (2009).
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flight condition is “loitering at altitude” for purposes of recon-
naissance. Therefore the propeller can be designed to for this
condition, being less efficient at powered climb or controlled
descent. It should be noted that while the MAV itself oper-
ates at a low Reynolds number, the propeller (which normally
rotates at a high velocity over the outer third of its diameter
where most of the thrust is generated) is actually operating at
much higher Reynold’s numbers, since Reynolds number is
not only a function of fluid properties such as density and vis-
cosity, but also velocity (greater velocities leading to higher
Reynolds numbers).

5.4.2 Rotary-wing MAVs

Many of the problems associated with the fast flight of fixed-
wing MAVs can be overcome through the use of rotary-wing
implementations because of their ability to fly slowly and
even hover. Efficiency of flight and endurance become a
drawback, however.

“For a given wing design and operating frequency, the min-
imum power required to support a given weight is given by
the best CL /CD ratio: 2.06 at α = 15◦. A target MAV design
with a 15 cm wingspan and all-up-weight of 50 g would be
reached at a frequency of about 100 Hz, or 6 000 rpm, with a
power requirement of 7 W. The Reynolds number would be
almost 85 000. . .” (Ellington and Usherwood, 2001).

Rotary-wing MAV solutions have been demonstrated
with multiple fixed pitch vertical thrusting propellers
(Jean-Claude Pesce’s “Micro X4”, France, and Martin
Mueller’s “M.A.C.”, Germany) as well as articulated rotors
(Petter Muren’s “Mosquito”, Norway (see Figure 4), and

Figure 4. Muren rotary-wing Mosquito Twin Tail MAV. Repro-
duced with permission from Michelson (2009).

Simone Duranti’s coaxial helicopter, Linkoping University,
Sweden).

Still, indoor flight or operations in confined spaces pose
the risk of rotor strikes. Some rotary-wing MAV designers
have placed hoops around their rotor disks, which join the
blade tips. This allows for a stiffer rotor system, increased
gyroscopic stability (especially in non-articulated rotors), as
well as a degree of protection against blade tip strikes, since
only tangential impacts with the bounding ring can occur.
The downside is increased weight.

Weight is also an issue when small redundant propellers
are used with multiple motors. The structure to tie these
redundant propulsors together, as well as the redundancy of
the propulsors themselves, leads to inefficiency compared
to a single rotor design; however, rotors of smaller diam-
eter (<15 cm by the classical MAV definition) must rotate
at higher speeds in order to generate sufficient lift. As the
speed of sound is approached at the rotor blade tip, exces-
sive energy goes into unproductive and potentially damaging
shock waves, so designers often back off from increasing
the rotational speed of a single rotor and move to multiple
slower-turning small rotors/propellers.

A popular MAV configuration is the “quad rotor” design,
but this involves four of every component in the propulsor
transmission, leading to increased complexity and weight.
Performance suffers further from the fact that most “quad
rotors” use non-articulated fixed-pitch propellers, which spin
in the same plane but are oriented in quadrature while being
speed modulated to adjust lift as a means of attitude control.
The entire “quad rotor” fuselage must tilt to fly in any given
direction, with the ensuing loss of lift as the thrust vector tilts
away from providing lift to one supplying a greater horizontal
thrust component.

Some have argued that as Reynolds number decreases, the
difference between the efficiency of a fixed-wing vehicle and
a rotary-wing vehicle approaches parity. Assuming a similar
rotor figure of merit and propeller efficiency “a 15 cm span
MAV with L/D of 5 at CL of 0.2, a hovering vehicle would
require only 12% more power than the fixed wing device”
(Kroo and Kunz, 2001). But forward flight and hover are
completely different cases and the added weight due to the
complexity of a rotary-wing vehicle, especially if it involves
multiple redundant propulsors, quickly worsens as forward
speed increases, even at low Reynolds number.

5.4.3 Flapping-wing MAVs

Unparalleled in the ability to fly slowly and robustly indoors
and in confined spaces is the flapping-wing MAV. Just like a
moth or small bird can fly about in a building, sometimes even
grazing the walls with its wings, a flapping-wing MAV would
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Figure 5. Flapping-wing Entomopter. Reproduced with permission
from Michelson (2009).

provide the greatest survivability and performance indoors
(see Figure 5).

While all classes of MAV can function outdoors and
are susceptible to the same environmental affects that keep
insects and birds from flying effectively during periods of
high winds or during thunder storms, the ability of flapping-
wing MAVs to safely negotiate tight quarters is based on
high lift mechanisms evolved over the surface of the wing,
which allow slow controlled flight. The reason that a flapping-
wing is more survivable than a rotor is that its energy is
distributed over a wider chord and oscillates from a min-
imum of zero thrust and lift at either end of the flapping
stroke, to its maximum at mid stroke. Maneuverability derives
from the flapping-wing’s differential kinematics, which can
vary in flapping speed, angle of attack, span, or cycle
excursion.

Of greatest significance is the creation of a leading edge
vortex that increases the effective camber, and therefore lift,
of the wing as it flaps. Some insects and birds can reuse the
energy created by the shedding of the leading edge vortex to
extract (reclaim) energy for maneuvering. Then, there are effi-
ciencies that may be realized from the Weis–Fogh “clapping”
mechanism wherein wings can interact with one another to
create an additional vertical thrust vector.

On the other hand, the control of these kinematic degrees
of freedom requires additional fast actuators that reciprocate.
The creation of rotational machinery involves few mov-
ing parts, and if electrically powered, is relatively simple.
Reciprocating machinery is more complex and often heavier.
Further, the necessity to accelerate masses and then deceler-
ate them is inefficient unless a resonant storage mechanism is
employed. In the insect kingdom, a material called “resilin”
allows the insect to convert kinetic energy into stored poten-
tial energy during a half cycle of a wing beat. This energy is
then released back into the second half cycle of the wing beat
in order to accelerate it through its mid point. The resilin can
be thought of as a biological spring. These biological systems

are resonant and any MAV design using flapping-wings must
likewise employ resonance if it is to be energy efficient.

Fixed-wing vehicles have decoupled propulsors and lift
mechanisms (with the exception of “P-factor” coupling).
Rotary-wing vehicles and flapping-wing vehicles integrate
propulsion and lift mechanisms into a single structure, in one
case rotating, and in the other case, reciprocating. Because
of the rotational nature of the propulsion systems in both
fixed- and rotary-wing vehicles, resonance is not possible,
but flapping-wing vehicles can leverage this feature to mini-
mize energy consumption during flight. Energy consumption
and efficiency is key to the reason that biological flight takes
advantage of flapping-wings even though life forms with
rotating propulsors in the form of “cork-screw” flagella can
be found.

5.5 Energy storage, propulsion, and non-scaling
items

While much attention is paid to Reynolds number issues when
discussing MAVs, the most critical barriers to the creation of
useful MAVs are energy storage, propulsion, and non-scaling
items. Reynolds number impacts propulsion to a degree, but
unless a useful amount of energy can be stored on created
onboard the vehicle, it will not have the performance or
endurance necessary to carry out useful missions. Similarly,
if the necessary sensors and actuators cannot be miniaturized
to fit within the MAV, it cannot perform a useful mission.

5.5.1 Energy storage

Fully 50% of the gross MAV weight can be consumed with
some sort of energy storage as demonstrated in present
flying MAVs (e.g., Aerovironment Black Widow and its
derivatives). The majority of MAVs developed in the decade
beginning in the late 1990s use electric propulsion. Batter-
ies are just as heavy at the end of the mission than at the
beginning.

“The average power density for present battery technol-
ogy is marginal for small scale flapping-wing flight. Small
birds and insects are consumed with the task of energy har-
vesting: the search for food. Hummingbirds, the smallest of
all avians, feeding on dilute nectar can ingest nearly three
times their body mass in nectar per day to sustain life and
mobility. Their small bodies can not carry large amounts
of food, so to improve efficiency they choose high energy
foods that provide immediate energy access (sugars) as do
many insects. Tiny aerial robots suffer from the same need for
readily available energy. The energy density of the best bat-
tery technologies currently available still cannot match that,
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which is locked chemically in various compounds such as
sugars. For example, more energy can currently be extracted
from a drop of gasoline than a battery the size of a drop of
gasoline” (Michelson and Naqvi, 2003).

Lithium polymer batteries are popular high energy density
cells often used in MAVs. Other lithium combinations are
more energetic and, while offering extreme energy densities,
are either unstable or present a significant explosion hazard
if cells are shorted.

Some have advocated energy harvesting through the use
of solar panels on MAVs. Unfortunately, the efficiency of cur-
rent solar cells (ranging up to 30% for some of the best stacked
gallium arsenide on gallium indium aresenide phosphide
(GAINASP) multi-junction space-qualified cells (GIT Photo-
voltaics CoE, 2009) in sizes that could be carried by an MAV
is insufficient for sustained flight. “The extra weight of such
cells negates their use as an endurance extender and their low
voltage output is incompatible with many of the electronic
actuators proposed (e.g., piezoelectric, electro polymers,
etc.). Finally, night operation or flight through shadows is pre-
cluded” (Michelson and Naqvi, 2003). So at present, the best
choice for energy storage, and one of the few offering poten-
tial for energy harvesting, is chemical energy. This might
lead one to believe that propulsion systems should be internal
combustion engines, but there are chemically fueled motors
that do not involve combustion (e.g., the Reciprocating
Chemical Muscle, US Patent No. 6,446,909) and fuel cells
that convert chemical fuels directly to electricity.

5.5.2 Propulsion

In the hope of making a superior MAV propulsion system,
many millions of dollars and years have been spent on tiny
“button-sized” gas turbine engines (Epstein, 2003) with little
to show for the effort. Small heavy fuel reciprocating inter-
nal combustion engines have been developed with the size
limit at around 0.025 hp (18.6 W) (D-STAR 2009). Present
miniature internal combustion engines suffer from the lack of
efficiency and they do not scale well with decreasing size due
to increased storage volume, which leads to increased thermal
losses and thermal coupling to structure that increases the vol-
ume required for complete combustion. Further, the reaction
rate of the heavy fuels demanded by the military scale unfa-
vorably with increasing storage efficiency, and more energy
dense fuels tend to be heavier and therefore react more slowly
requiring larger volumes. Heat loss to the structure can also
dramatically slow the reaction rate of these fuels. Finally,
hydrocarbon fuels can be difficult to atomize and mix with
air in small volumes.

By far, the most popular propulsion method has been the
brushless electric motor operating from high energy density

wing-conformal batteries or, more recently, from fuel cells.
Brushless electric motors have multi-phase winding and use
an external electronic controller to correctly phase the cur-
rent in the windings. While having less torque than brushed
(commutating) motors, brushless DC motors are more con-
trollable and lighter. Current designs tend toward having in
central stator and a coaxial rotor using rare earth magnets.

A special class of propulsion amenable to MAVs is chem-
ical propulsion where a chemical fuel creates gas used
to activate a reciprocating mechanism or a turbine. This
involves gas evolution through non-combustive means such
as decomposition through sublimation, chemical reaction of
two or more constituents, or decomposition in the presence
of a catalyst. In the latter case, the Reciprocating Chemi-
cal Muscle developed as the prime propulsion system for
the flapping-wing MAV known as the “Entomopter” (US
Patent No. 6,082,671) is best known. Any of a number
of monopropellants (such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) or
hydrazine (N2H4)), when put in contact with an appropriate
catalytic material, will very rapidly decompose into gaseous
constituents without burning. The Reciprocating Chemical
Muscle has been demonstrated with hydrogen peroxide in
the laboratory, and has been designed for use in Mars’ lower
atmosphere using hydrazine. As in the Mars application, one
major advantage of devices such as the Reciprocating Chem-
ical Muscle is that they operate in the absence of oxygen
while having a weight advantage over batteries as the fuel
is consumed and exhausted. The evolved gas from these
reactions is used to create motion via pistons, bellows, or
impellers/turbines whereupon it is converted to rotating (pro-
peller), oscillating (flapping-wing), or rocket thrust energy.

At the smallest scale, some researchers have been looking
at truly micro propulsion using micro-electromechanical sys-
tems (MEMS). MEMS-based gear motors are far too weak to
provide power for flight, but MEMS-based rocket thrusters
with electronic squib-ignited micro fuel reservoirs acting
through MEMS nozzles may offer thrust force ranging from
1 �N to few 10 mN (Chaalane, Rossi and Estève, 2006).

5.5.3 Non-scaling items

Not everything can be scaled. The major problem arising
from non-scaling parameters is not only “Reynolds
Numbers” but also “Wavelength”. As air vehicle dimensions
fall below those useful in telemetry, non-line-of-sight
operation becomes difficult. Therefore the ability to navigate
becomes a central issue. For indoor operations, line-of-
sight (LOS) communication makes teleoperation impractical;
vehicle size and masking by the building make GPS imprac-
tical. We are thus led to the conclusion that navigation must
be autonomous with cues from pheromone trails, emitters,
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a priori architectural knowledge, and self determination. In
terms of design philosophy, MAVs should be created from
the onset with full autonomy as a goal.

“A fully autonomous MAV containing sufficient onboard
intelligence to carry out useful missions has various advan-
tages including:

� Extended range because high frequency line-of-sight
(LOS) links are obviated

� Quicker reaction time to atmospheric perturbations and
obstacle avoidance than can be afforded by a teleoperator

� Potentially greater stealth due to lower bandwidth emis-
sions

� The ability to operate indoors or in urban canyons where
communication is not possible

� Jam resistance
� The potential for beneficial emergent behaviors leading

higher probability of mission success” (Michelson, 2008)

In spite of these inherent advantages, difficulties arise when
testing MAVs suddenly are given the power of autonomy. In
particular, physical flight testing and behavioral testing are
problematic.

5.5.4 Design example addressing MAV-critical
considerations

Under contracts from DARPA, AFRL, the Georgia Institute
of Technology, and the NASA Institute for Advanced Con-
cepts, a MAV was designed from the onset to be (a) fully
autonomous, (b) optimized for close-quarter indoor oper-
ations, and (c) manufacturable. This MAV is biologically
inspired but is not biomimetic. Known as the ‘Entomopter’
(entomo as in entomology + pteron meaning wing, or a
“winged insect machine”) this MAV began not as an air vehi-
cle, but as a propulsion concept once a flapping-wing solution
had been adopted as a general system architecture.

A chemically fueled (high concentration hydrogen per-
oxide) Reciprocating Chemical Muscle has been designed
and is in its fourth generation of development at the time
of this writing. This actuator system has demonstrated 70 Hz
reciprocation rates with throws and evolved power levels nec-
essary to support flight of a self-contained fully autonomous
Entomopter system (Michelson and Amarena, 2001). The
reciprocating chemical muscle uses the energy locked in
various chemical fuels to produce reciprocating motion for
propulsion as well as waste gas products for the operation of
gas bearings, an ultrasonic obstacle avoidance ranging sys-
tem, and full flight control of the vehicle. “In all, precious
and limited energy stored onboard this 50 g MAV is used up
to seven times before it is released:

Figure 6. Induced vortex attachment over the Entomopter’s
flapping-wing by means of circulation controlled “blowing” allows
lift to be modulated with no moving control surfaces. Reproduced
with permission from Michelson and Naqvi (2003) c© The v́on
Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics.

Energy Use 1. A regenerative muscle that consumes var-
ious fuel types in a noncombustive process that yields forces
and frequencies consistent with flapping-wing flight at the
scale of a 15 cm MAV.

Energy Use 2. Reuse of muscle waste gas for circulation-
controlled lift modification of each winglet independently,
thereby allowing stable flight as well as the ability to change
heading for navigation. Stability and control in flight as well
as navigation are achieved by actively modifying the lift of
each wing on a beat-to-beat basis using pneumatic control of
both the laminar flow and the leading edge vortex circulating
over the beating wing [by taking advantage of the Coanda
Effect] (see Figure 6). As such, the Entomopter is not a syn-
thesis of a flapping-wing and an airplane tail. It derives all
of its lift, thrust, AND control from its wings alone, and it is
simple enough to be manufactured affordably.

Energy Use 3. A steerable beam frequency modulated
continuous wave (FMCW) acoustic obstacle avoidance sys-
tem that uses waste gas from the muscle and wing motion to
sense both altitude above the ground and obstacles such as
walls. The FMCW transmission capability is inherent in the
muscle at no energy cost. The same structure that provides
wing flapping also scans the FMCW ultrasonic beam to pro-
vide front, side, and down-looking range measurements for
obstacle avoidance and altimetry. Further, this ranging design
has the potential to track and follow free-moving agents in a
fashion similar to that employed by bats.

Energy Use 4. A limited amount of onboard
thermoelectrically-generated electric power derived from
muscle waste heat resulting from the controlled exothermic
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decomposition of the fuel that can be used for the obstacle
avoidance receiver electronics and onboard intelligence.

Energy Use 5. A mass flow amplifier based on an ejector
to supply higher volumes of lower pressure, cooled gas for
use in circulation control of the wings.

Energy Use 6. Gas bearings for all moving mechani-
cal interfaces. No wetted surfaces or lubricants are required
because waste gas is used as a bearing surface.

Energy Use 7. Directional thrust. If sufficient energy
remains in the waste gas, it can be expelled intelligently to
provide a degree of directional thrust for launch assist, break-
ing, or maneuvering in flight” (Michelson and Naqvi, 2003).

The Hawk Moth (Manduca sexta) was chosen as a base-
line model for the wing aerodynamics. The University of
Cambridge in England was part of the initial Entomopter
design team at the Georgia Tech Research Institute because
it had studied Hawk Moth wing aerodynamics for more than
a quarter of a century and had produced seminal works
describing the Leading Edge Vortex and its effects on the
flapping-wing (Willmott, Ellington and Thomas, 1997; Will-
mott and Ellington, 1997; Ellington et al., 1996; van den Berg
and Ellington, 1997; Liu et al., 1998). The flapping mecha-
nism for the Entomopter has been extended beyond that of
the Hawk Moth to provide a resonant single-piece “X-wing”
construction that takes advantage of torsional resonance in the
Entomopter fuselage to recover flapping energy as is common
to flying insects, which temporarily store potential energy in
either muscles or exoskeletal parts (resilin). Further, by elim-
inating all wing twist actuators by designing the wingslets
to be twist-compliant under load, the flapping mechanism
is greatly simplified (only three moving fuselage/wing parts)
and of minimal weight. A duty-cycle modulated flapper valve
supplies waste gas to each winglet as required by the flight
control system to maintain stability and to navigate. The
wings beat autonomically (necessary to maintain optimal res-
onant flapping) and the Entomopter is designed to fly at a
constant forward speed.

Obstacle avoidance, altimetry, and Doppler ground speed
feedback for the flight control system is derived from the
swept beam active sonar as well as haltere pitch/yaw rate
gyros (similar to those on a Crain Fly (family Tipulidae))
attached to the X-wing flapping actuation motor.

Lift over the wings is modulated by control of the vented
waste gas from the Reciprocating Chemical Muscle as it
exits the trailing edges and tips of the four winglets. This
gives control in all axes with the added advantage of being
able to deliver positive lift on both the down-stroke and
the up-stroke of the wing (unlike most biological entities)
as demonstrated in high α wind tunnel tests (Englar et al.,
1994a; Englar et al., 1994b).

The use of a monopropellant fuel allows Entomopter oper-
ation in explosive environments or the absence of oxygen
(such as occurs in the lower atmosphere of Mars). For terres-
trial applications, the weight fraction for the fuel is approxi-
mately 50% of the 50 gram gross takeoff weight of the Ento-
mopter, which falls within the typical region for 15 cm MAVs.

Indoor navigation is intended to be by means of a binary
sensor such as an olfactory system. This would provide
a motivation to fly toward increasing concentrations of a
targeted chemical, while the obstacle avoidance sonar would
provide an overriding motivation to stray from the highest
concentration path until the Entomopter was clear to fly
without obstruction, once again acquiring a concentration
vector to the target. Of course any binary sensor would work
in this application (“seek light,” “seek RF emission,” “seek
sound,” etc.).

5.6 Conclusion

MAVs design presents new challenges to the aerospace engi-
neer because they operate in relatively new flight regimes
where classical design methods begin to fail for reasons asso-
ciated with the physical characteristics of air flow around
small surfaces. Compounding the aerodynamic design issues
are those of miniaturization, energy storage, and non-scaling
items.

Beyond the engineering of efficient MAVs are many
logistical problems yet to be considered: air traffic manage-
ment, manned aircraft “sense and avoid” issues, certification
of the MAV and its support systems, and how to deal with
autonomous operations where the vehicle is too small to see,
may be impossible to communicate with, and of very limited
endurance.
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NOMENCLATURE

CL Coefficient of lift
Re Reynolds number
CD Coefficient of Drag
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RF radio frequency
α angle of attack
λ radio frequency
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1 INTRODUCTION

Micro air vehicles (MAVs) are now an active and well-
integrated research area, attracting participation from a wide
range of talents. With a maximal dimension of 15 cm and
nominal flight speeds of around 10 m s−1, MAVs are desired
to be capable of performing missions such as environmental
monitoring, surveillance, and assessment in hostile situa-
tions. In contrast to the conventional flight vehicles, these
small flyers are light weight, operate at low speeds, and
are sensitive to wind gusts. Furthermore, like natural fly-
ers, the wing structures of MAVs are often flexible and tend
to deform during flight. Consequently, the aero/fluid, and
structural dynamics of these flyers are closely linked to each
other, making the entire flight vehicle difficult to analyze. The
MAVs operate in the low Reynolds number regime (104–105

for fixed wings, and can be substantially lower for flapping
wings), which, compared to large, manned or unmanned

flight vehicles, experience unfavorable aerodynamic charac-
teristics such as low lift-to-drag ratio. On the other hand,
the MAVs’ small geometric dimensions result in favorable
scaling characteristics such as reduced stall speed and better
structural survivability (Shyy et al., 2007b).

A long-term goal of the MAV development is to establish
small-scaled aircraft systems with a mass of less than 30 g or
lower, a wingspan of about 8 cm or smaller, and an endurance
of 20–30 min at forward speeds ranging from around 50 km/h
to zero (hovering). In this chapter, we aim at providing an
overview of the MAV-motivated aerodynamics with a specific
focus on biological flight and their relevance to the fixed-
wing, the rotary-wing, and the flapping-wing MAVs.

2 AERODYNAMICS OF BIOLOGICAL
FLIGHT

Biological flight includes gliding and soaring, namely pas-
sive or unpowered flight with fixed wings, which does not
have wingstrokes and hence costs a minimum of energy, and
flapping, namely active or powered flight. Flapping flight is
exclusively used in the powered flight of birds and insects to
counter gravity force and propel themselves against aero-
dynamic drag. Be it a bird or an insect, a flying animal
must be able to create not only lift to stay airborne but
also thrust for forward (or sometimes backward) and darting
flight, in achieving remarkable maneuver, which is accom-
plished either by flapping wings or by utilizing gravity force
during descending. Hence, a fundamental issue in flapping
aerodynamics is the interaction between the wing and the sur-
rounding airflow, namely, how the morphology and motion
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Figure 1. Wing tip paths relative to the body for a variety of flyers, as indicated by the arrows: (a) albatross, fast gait; (b) pigeon, slow gait;
(c) horseshoe bat, fast flight; (d) horseshoe bat, slow gait; (e) blow fly; (f) locust; (g) June beetle; (h) fruit fly. Reproduced with permission
from Alexander (2002) c© Johns Hopkins University Press.

of biological wings can generate aerodynamic lift and thrust
efficiently.

2.1 Unpowered flight: gliding and soaring

When flying animals glide, they normally tilt their direction
of motion slightly downward relative to the air they move
through while stretching out their wings. Their wings actively
produce only lift but not thrust; the thrust is produced by
the gravity force while descending. By tilting downward, the
resultant force becomes vertical and balances the gravita-
tional force. The resulting angle between the motion direction
and the horizon becomes the gliding angle. The gliding angle
is determined by the lift-to-drag ratio, a parameter related to
the animal size and increase in flight speed, and in general
increases with the Reynolds number. The higher this ratio
is, the shallower the glide becomes. Large flying animals
fly at high Reynolds number and therefore typically have a
large lift-to-drag ratio. In addition to bats and larger birds,
such “gliders” can be found among insects, fish, amphib-
ians, reptiles, and mammals. When gliding animals take a
downward tilt to have the gravity-powered flight, many birds
can ascend without flapping their wings, and this is called
soaring. Instead of using gravity, soaring uses energy in the
atmosphere, such as rising air currents caused by buoyancy
(Alexander, 2002).

2.2 Powered flight: flapping

Birds, bats, and insects apply a variety of flapping patterns in
hovering and forward flight to generate lift and thrust. Large

birds have relatively simple wingtip paths (e.g., an oval tip
path is often associated with albatrosses) whereas smaller
flyers exhibit more complicated flapping patterns. Figure 1
illustrates the highly curved tip paths of locust and fruit fly,
figure-eight pattern of a pigeon, and more complicated paths
of June beetles and blow flies.

2.2.1 Hovering flight

Hovering flight is the most expensive flapping motion in
energy consumption because it involves no forward speed
component. Whether a flying animal can hover or not depends
on its size, moment of inertia of the wings, degrees of free-
dom in the movement of the wings, and the wing shape.
There are two kinds of hovering, symmetric or normal hov-
ering and asymmetric hovering. The symmetric hovering as
defined by Weis-Fogh (1972) is normally performed by hum-
ming birds and insects as active flight on the spot with wings
moving through a large angle and approximately in a hor-
izontal plane, and with the long axis of the body strongly
inclined horizontally (Figure 2a). Lift is produced during the
entire wing stroke, except at the reversal points. The wings are
rotated and twisted during the backstroke so that the leading
edge of the wing remains the same throughout the cycle. The
asymmetric hovering (Figure 2b) as described by Norberg
(1990) is observed in bats and birds in which the stroke plane
is usually tilted and the wingstroke is rather similar to the one
used in slow forward flight. For these animals, which cannot
rotate their wings between forward and backward strokes, the
wings are extended to provide more lift during downstroke,
while during the upstroke the wings are flexed backward to
reduce drag as a recovery stroke.
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Figure 2. Schematic presentation of hovering flapping wing kinematics: (a) symmetric hovering and (b) asymmetric hovering. Reproduced
from Norberg (1990) c© Springer-Verlag.

2.2.2 Forward flight

As illustrated in Figure 1, in fast forward flight insects and
birds make the stroke more vertical by increasing the up and
down amplitude of the wing movements; when decreasing the
forward speed they tend to flap their wings more horizontally,
similar to the way helicopters change their rotors. Aerody-
namic performance in forward flight can be described by the
reduced frequency (the ratio of flapping velocity to forward
velocity), such as

k = ωc

2Uref
(1)

where ω, c, and Uref are, respectively, the angular veloc-
ity of a flapping wing, the wing’s reference chord, and the
flyer’s forward flight velocity. Thus, the unsteady aerody-
namic effects increase with increase in the reduced frequency.
Evaluation of flying animals’ lift and thrust can be conducted

Figure 3. Mass versus reduced frequency for birds and insects.
Reproduced with permission from Shyy et al. (2008) c© Cambridge
University Press.

qualitatively, as depicted in Figure 3, by investigating the
correlation between a flyer’s mass and its reduced frequency.
Overall, the reduced frequency decreases as the size and mass
grow, indicating that small flyers employ more unsteadiness
in their flight than large flyers.

2.3 Geometric similarity and scaling

Geometric similarity works as a measure of the order of
magnitude of the inertial, gravitational, fluid viscous, and
dynamic forces, which may help in relating different phys-
ical quantities via the dimensional argument. If insects or
birds are assumed to be geometrically similar, the weight W,
lift L, and mass m, for a level flight at constant speed can be
expressed with respect to a characteristic length l as,

S ∼ l2, W = L = mg ∼ l3 (2)

Scaling of biological flight based on dimensional analysis
is insightful to assess the aerodynamic effects of different
parameters on the flight characteristics. Tennekes (1996)
present very interesting correlations to summarize the vari-
ous scaling laws for a variety of living and non-living objects
ranging from birds and insects to aircraft. He considered
the relations between cruising speed, weight, and wing load-
ing, and established The Great Flight Diagram as shown in
Figure 4. From Figure 4 one can compare and correlate rela-
tions between species with pronounced differences in size. By
using scaling analysis, it is possible to predict how a param-
eter such as wingspan varies with another parameter such as
the body mass for natural flyers in general or specific animal
groups.
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Wingspan (b) of flying animals (the distance between the
wingtips with extended wings and their leading-edge held
along a straight line) is usually related to the mass by using
the dimensional argument method.

Wing area (S) is the area between groups of animals,
and it shows larger variations than the wingspan (Norberg,
1990). Hummingbirds seem to have a larger wing area for a
given body mass compared to birds in general (Greenewalt,
1975).

Aspect ratio (AR) can give indications on the flight char-
acteristics for flapping animals, which is a relation between
the wingspan b and the wing area S:

AR = b2

S
(3)

In general, the agility and ability to maneuver improves with
a smaller aspect ratio, whereas the induced drag, which is
caused by the lift, tends to decrease with higher aspect ratio.
Similarly, with a large aspect ratio, the lift-to-drag ratio L/D,
the so-called glide ratio, increases with an increase in aspect
ratio. The largest aspect ratio for birds is found among species
that typically spend a substantial portion of their time in
soaring flight instead of flapping.

Wing loading (W/S): Consider the balance between lift and
weight during steady flight,

L = W = 1

2
ρU2SCL → W

S
= 1

2
ρU2CL (4)

where U is the air speed and ρ the air density. It is obvious
that the wing loading and cruising speed generally increases
with weight: the greater a flyer’s wing loading, the faster it
has to fly.

Wing-beat frequency: The main function of wing bones is
to transmit force to the external environment during flight.
However, this force cannot be too high in order to avoid
a risk for bone or muscle failure. These limitations, along
with the power available from flight muscles, settle the upper
and lower limits of wing beat frequency for flapping animals
(Pennycuick, 1996).

2.4 Power implication of a flapping wing

Larger animals oscillate their limbs at lower frequencies than
smaller ones of similar type. Pennycuick (1996), by assum-
ing there is a natural frequency imposed on the animal by
physical characteristics of its limbs and the forces they have

to overcome, has deduced a correlation for the wing beat
frequency:

f = (mg)1/2b−17/24S−1/3I−1/8ρ3/8 (5)

which can be used to predict the wing beat frequency of
species whose mass (m), wingspan (b), wing area (S), wing
moment of inertia (I), and air density (ρ) are known.

2.4.1 Upper and lower limits

Scaling arguments can provide any information about limits
on the size of birds or flapping animals capable of sustained
flight because flapping frequency f affects both power and
structural limits. Much effort has been made to determine
the power output and frequency levels, and to compare the
masses of these muscles with the mass of the whole specimen
(Pennycuick, 1996; Rayner, 1988; Norberg, 1990; Collins
and Graham, 1994). Pennycuick (1996) concluded that the
upper limit for flapping flight, based on actual sizes of the
largest birds with powered flight, is a body mass of about
12–15 kg. Larger birds do not have the capability to beat their
wings fast enough to generate lift to sustain horizontal flight.
Smaller birds have the advantage of being able to use different
flapping frequencies, but for animals with a weight of about
1 g, there is another upper limitation that their muscles need
time to reset the contractile mechanism after each contraction
(Norberg, 1990). This limitation results in a minimum mass
for birds of 1.5 g and for bats, 1.9 g.

2.4.2 Drag and power

Like an aircraft, a natural flyer has to generate power to pro-
duce lift and to overcome drag during flight. When soaring or
gliding without flapping, much of the power required is pro-
duced by converting the potential energy into kinetic energy,
and vice versa. When flapping, the power is the rate at which
work is produced by the flight muscles. The total aerody-
namic drag (Daero), acting on a flyer can be divided into three
different components: the induced drag (Dind), which is the
drag due to lift; the profile drag (Dpro), which is the drag
associated with form and friction drag on the wing; and the
parasite drag (Dpar), which is defined as the drag on the body
and only on the body. The total aerodynamic drag (D) of the
bird can be expressed as

D = Dind + Dpro + Dpar (6)

For forward flight, there exist three different power com-
ponents corresponding to these three drag components: the
induced power (Pind), which is the rate of work required to
generate a vortex wake whose reaction generates lift and
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Figure 5. Pectoralis power as a function of flight velocity. Compar-
ative mass-specific pectoralis power as a function of flight velocity in
cockatiels, doves and magpies. Bird silhouettes are shown to scale,
digitized from video. Reproduced with permission from Toblaske
(2003) c© Nature.

thrust; the profile power (Ppro), the rate of work needed
to overcome form and friction drag of the wings; and the
parasite power (Ppar), which is the rate of work needed to
overcome form and friction drag of the body. There is another
component called the inertial power (Piner), which is the
power needed to move the wings and only the wings. Thus,
the total power required (Ptot) for flight is the sum of the total
aerodynamic power and the inertial power:

Ptot = Paero + Piner = Pind + Ppro + Ppar + Piner (7)

This is only the power required for flight, and is not the same
as the power input (Goldspink, 1977). Since the flight muscles
are limited by their own mechanical efficiency η < 1, and all
living animals are regulated by their own metabolism, the
power input needed is higher than the total power required.
The most common powered flight speed curve is the U-shaped
curve, as shown in Figure 5, which is indeed observed in
natural flyers.

2.5 Modeling of biological flight

Aerodynamics associated with flapping wing flight in insects
and birds prominently features unsteady motions at moderate
Reynolds numbers ranging over O(101) to O(105), which is
normally characterized by large-scale vortex structures, com-
plicated flapping wing kinematics and flexible-wing struc-
tures (Shyy et al., 2007; Liu, 2009; Hedenström et al., 2007;
Lehmann et al., 2005; Muijres et al., 2008). A challenging
problem in uncovering aerodynamic mechanisms in bio-

logical flight is to answer a central question of how the
large-scale vortex dynamics and complicated wake topology
are generated and how they correlate to the force production.
Recent studies have revealed a diverse array but the impor-
tance of unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms during flapping
insect and bird or bat flights, which mainly include four lift-
enhancement mechanisms: clap-and-fling, pitch-up rotation,
wake-capture, and leading-edge vortices (More details can
be found in the Flapping Wing Aerodynamics of Shyy, Aono
and Liu.

While flows around flying animals can be described by the
Navier–Stokes equation, analysis of the flapping wing aero-
dynamics depends upon solutions of unsteady aerodynamics
about a multi-body system with consideration of dynamically
oscillating wing boundaries and complicated wing–wing and
wing–body interactions. Integrated modeling of morphology,
kinematics, and aerodynamics can be a feasible method to
study the physics in biological flights and can also provide an
effective tool for designing bio-inspired MAVs. In the follow-
ing subsections, we demonstrate a framework (Liu, 2009; Liu
and Aono, 2009; Aono et al., 2008) of modeling biological
flight, which allows integration of realistic wing–body mor-
phology, flapping-wing and body kinematics, and unsteady
aerodynamics associated with flapping-wing flight. Results
for three typical insect hovering flights (hawkmoth, honey-
bee, and fruit fly) over a wide range of Reynolds numbers
from O(104) to O(102) demonstrate its feasibility in accu-
rately modeling and quantitatively evaluating the unsteady
aerodynamic mechanisms in insect flapping flight.

2.5.1 Coordinate systems in modeling of biological
flapping flight

Three coordinate systems are defined, as depicted in Figure 6:
(i) a wing-fixed system (xw, yw, zw) with its origin at the pivot
point of the right wing and ‘flapping’ with the flapping wing;
(ii) a body-fixed system (xb, yb, zb) with its origin at the center
of mass of and moving together with the object; and (iii)
a global system (X, Y, Z) as an inertial system being fixed
horizontally. Body posture is described by the stroke plane
angle η and the body angle χ, relative to the horizontal; the
angles of pitch β, roll ψ, and yaw γ with respect to the body-
fixed system. Wing position parameters are defined within
the stroke plane: the wingtip path is indicated by the closed
circle composed of a solid line for downstroke and a dashed
line for upstroke; the positional angle φ is the angle between
the ysp axis and the projection y′

w of the yw axis onto the stroke
plane; the elevation angle θ describes the rotation about the
axis zw between the wing axis yw and the stroke plane y′

w; and
the angle of attack α is defined as the feathering (rotation) of
the wing axis yw.
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Figure 6. Definitions of (a) the wing-fixed system (xw, yw, zw ), the body-fixed system (xb , yb , zb ), and the global system (X, Y, Z); the
stroke plane angle η and the body angle χ; the angles of pitch β, roll ψ, and yaw γ with respect to the body-fixed system. (b) Wing position
parameters within the stroke plane: the wingtip path, the positional angle φ, the elevation angle θ, and the angle of attack α. Reproduced
with permission from Liu (2009) c© Elsevier.

2.5.2 Morphological modeling

The morphological modeling is based on a differential geo-
metric method for reconstructing wing–body geometry with
each cross-section approximated as an ellipse, a specific
structured-grid generator, and a multi-blocked overset grid
system in dealing with complex wing–body geometries
and complicated flapping movements (Liu, 2009). Figure 7

Figure 7. Morphological models and computational grids: (a)
hawkmoth, Agrius convolvuli, (b) honeybee, Apis mellifera, and
(c) fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Reproduced from Liu and
Aono (2009) c© Institute of Physics (IOP) Publ. Ltd.

illustrates realistic wing–body morphologies and computa-
tional models of three typical insects (a hawkmoth, Agrius
convolvuli, a honeybee, Apis mellifera, and a fruit fly,
Drosophila melanogaster).

2.5.3 Kinematic modeling

The kinematic modeling is capable of mimicking realistic
wing–body kinematics in terms of the body angle, the stroke
plane angle, and the positional-feathering-elevation angles,
which is combined with an analytical method for dynamic
regridding (Liu, 2009). Given the wing and body kinemat-
ics of a hawkmoth, a honeybee, and a fruit fly in hovering,
as illustrated in Figure 8 in terms of positional, feathering,
and elevation angles, and in Table 1 for wing stroke ampli-
tude, flapping frequency, stroke-plane angle, body angle, and
aspect ratio, the Reynolds number, and the reduced frequency
k can be calculated (Table 1). Note that the kinematic viscos-
ity of air is taken to be 1.5 × 10−5 m2s−1.

2.5.4 Reynolds number and reduced frequency

In hovering flight, the Reynolds number is, in general, defined
as

Re = UrefLref

ν
= 2�fRcm

ν
= �fR2

ν

(
4

AR

)
(8)
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Figure 8. Hovering wing kinematics: (a) hawkmoth, Agrius convolvuli. Reproduced from Liu and Aono (2009) c© Institute of Physics
(IOP) Publ. Ltd.; (b) honeybee, Apis mellifera. Reproduced from Liu and Aono (2009) c© Institute of Physics (IOP) Publ. Ltd. and (c) fruit
fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Reproduced with permission from Liu and Aono (2009).

Table 1. A summary of stroke plane angles, aspect ratio, Reynolds numbers, and reduced frequencies
for three insects (hawkmoth, honeybee, and fruit fly). Reproduced with permission from Liu and Aono
(2009).

Stroke plane Aspect ratio Reynolds number Reduced frequency
angle (β) (AR = 2R/cm) (Re = Uref cm/ν) (k = πfcm/Uref )

Hawkmoth 39.8◦ 5.28 6300 0.298
Honeybee 0◦ 8.12 1123 0.244
fruit fly 0◦ 6.13 134 0.212

where the reference length Lref is chosen as the mean chord
length cm and the reference velocity Uref is set to be pro-
portional to Uref = ωR, where R is the wing length and ω the
mean angular velocity of the wing (ω = 2�f, with � the wing-

stroke amplitude and f the flapping frequency). The reduced
frequency in hovering flight is further defined as

k = πfcm

U
= πcm

2�R
= π

�AR
(9)

Figure 9. Vortex structures in terms of leading-edge vortex (LEV), trailing-edge vortex (TEV), wing-tip vortex (TV), downstroke vortex
ring (DVR), and upstroke vortex ring (UVR) about a hovering insect: (a) hawkmoth, Agrius convolvuli, (b) honeybee, Apis mellifera, and
(c) fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Note that magnitude of iso-vorticity surfaces is 0.6 and color of iso-vorticity surfaces is normalized
by helicity density. Reproduced from Liu and Aono (2009) c© Institute of Physics (IOP) Publ. Ltd.
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Figure 10. Downwash wake topologies about a hovering insect: (a) hawkmoth, Agrius convolvuli, (b) honeybee, Apis mellifera, and
(c) fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Reproduced with permission from Liu and Aono (2009) c© Institute of Physics (IOP) Publ. Ltd.

3 SIZE EFFECTS ON INSECT HOVERING
AERODYNAMICS

Hovering is a specialty observed for all insect sizes. Sizing
effect in insect hovering aerodynamics can be characterized
by the Reynolds number. The near-field vortex dynamics are
illustrated in Figure 9 for the three insects: (a) a hawkmoth
(Re = 6300) (Liu and Kawachi 1998; Liu et al., 1998), (b)
a honeybee (Re = 1123), and (c) a fruit fly (Re = 134) (Fry
et al., 2005); and the wake structures and downwashes are
depicted in Figure 10. Many common features were observed:
specifically, a pair of horseshoe vortices formed from the
tip, and leading and trailing edge vortices evolving into a
vortex ring pair with two downward jets in its cores creating
downwashes. This vortex ring pair sheds at the end of each
half stroke, forming a lattice vortex wake. However, as the
Reynolds number varies, there also arise noticeable differ-
ences in vortex dynamics, wake structures as well as their
correlations with force production.

3.1 Vortex dynamics and wake structures

In the low Re case, for example, of fruit fly hovering, the
horse-shaped vortex from the leading-edge vortex (LEV),
the trailing-edge vortex (TEV), and the wing tip vortex
(TV) become weaker but more stable which results in rel-
atively two-dimensional or planar vortex rings at down-
and upstroke. The LEV turns to have its structure more
two-dimensional and remains stable without breaking down

throughout the half stroke. In the high Re cases of hawkmoth
and honeybee hovering, the LEV, however, concentrates its
vorticity into an intense, conically-shaped vortex, but breaks
down at approximately 70–80% wing length in the mid-
late downstroke, resulting in an enlarged complicated vortex
region at the wing tip. While the LEV is detected at all sizes
or Reynolds numbers (Birch and Dickinson, 2001; Elling-
ton et al., 1996; Srygley and Thomas, 2002; Van Den Berg
and Ellington, 1997), it behaves differently, which mostly
depends upon sizing rather than morphology and/or wing
kinematics. The LEV and the vortex ring are quite similar in
shape and strength in the cases of hawkmoth and honeybee
hovering, even though there exists a distinguished discrep-
ancy in the wing kinematics. However, in fruit fly hovering,
the LEV remains stable without breaking down throughout
the half stroke. While the LEV is very likely responsible
for the force-generation on flapping wings independent on
sizing or Reynolds number, the mechanism of its stability
still remains unclear yet. It may be fair to suggest that the
pressure-gradient force, the centrifugal force, and the Coriolis
force are together likely responsible for, but work differently
in enhancing, the LEV stability in terms of sizing effect (Shyy
and Liu, 2007a; Shyy et al., 2008).

The downwash wake structures also show pronounced
sizing or Re dependency. In Figure 10, front views show ver-
tically pulsed lattice downwash wakes, synonymous with the
shedding and diffusion of the vortex ring wake at downstroke;
top views further reveal that the cores of the momentum jets
(or the jet columns) oscillate horizontally. The hawkmoth
hovering shows two largely distorted momentum jet columns,
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Figure 11. Time courses of vertical force coefficient over a flapping cycle: (a) hawkmoth, Agrius convolvuli, (b) honeybee, Apis mellifera,
and (c) fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Orange and blue lines indicate vertical force acting on two wings and body, respectively.
Reproduced with permission from Muller c© (2001).

which, in fact, link together, resulting in a pronounced wider
downwash disc and hence a relatively narrower low-speed
zone right below the body. The jet stream columns are
observed to depart when the size or Reynolds number goes
down, for example, for honeybee and fruit fly, leaving a low-
speed or “dead-fluid” zone beneath the body.

3.2 Aerodynamic force production

In Figure 11, pronounced discrepancy in vertical force gen-
eration can be seen: in hawkmoth hovering two peaks are
observed at both down- and upstroke but in frutifly hovering
a single peak is seen, while honeybee hovering shows both.
Since a stable LEV is observed throughout a complete stroke
cycle in all the three cases, the LEV is very likely respon-
sible for most of the force generation at all sizes or Res.
The downstroke- and upstroke-vortex ring initiated from a
horseshoe-shaped vortex is observed for all the three insects,
which is very compact and stable throughout the half stroke.
In a sense, the stable vortex ring itself is very likely a key in
augmenting the force-generation of every half-stroke, which
further links to the force-generation at different Res. The twin

peak at high Res (hawkmoth and honeybee) or the single
peak at low Res (fruit fly) may be an integrated result of the
breakdown at late-half stroke and/or added mass effect due to
flapping wing kinematics. In hawkmoth hovering, it is found
that at early downstroke, when the LEV is still not sufficiently
strong, the starting vortex, that is, the shed TEV connect-
ing to the TV keeps its strength and results in a negative
pressure at the wing tip which corresponds to the first force
peak. This implies that not only the LEV but also the TEV
and TV can contribute to the force-generation in flapping
wing flight, which may depend upon wing kinematics and
size. In honeybee hovering, however, the time course shows a
prominent difference where two additional but smaller force
peaks are observed during the beginning and end of each
stroke, which as suggested by Altshuler et al. (2005) may
indicate the importance of additional an unsteady mecha-
nism at stroke reversal. This, however, seems to be Reynolds
number-dependent. At low Res, such as in fruit fly hovering,
the TEV and TV become much weaker and this mechanism
ceases to be effective; instead, a rapid rotation of the flapping
wing can result in a rapid increase in circulation, leading to
augmenting the force production.
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Calculation of mean forces over each half-stroke of down-
and upstroke further indicates that a down-stroke force
to upstroke force ratio decreases with decreasing size or
Reynolds number: approximately 6:4 to 7:3 in hawkmoth
hovering, 5:5 in honeybee hovering, 4:6 in fruit fly hovering.
For birds, Warrick, Tobalske and Powers (2005) reported that
this ratio becomes 7.5:2.5 in hummingbird hovering. This
obviously shows a strong size or Re dependence in the aero-
dynamic force generation, which implies that the flapping
wing kinematics should play a key role. Interestingly, while
fruit fly and honeybee hovering have almost the same stroke
plane angle and the body inclination angle during hovering,
their time courses of the vertical forces are very different,
apparently due to the fact that honeybees hover with low
stroke amplitude and high wingbeat frequency.

4 BIOINSPIRED AERODYNAMICS
FOR MAV APPLICATIONS

It is well noticed that aerodynamic mechanisms in biological
flights can inspire and offer insight for the MAV design. It is
clear that birds, bats, and insects use two specific mechanisms
to overcome the small-scale aerodynamic limitations of their
wings: flexibility and flapping. Birds, bats, and insects exploit
the coupling between flexible and flapping wings, such that
the unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms of a flapping wing
can be further enhanced by the aeroelastic wing deforma-
tions. Together they result in a considerable improvement in
aerodynamic performance;they also play a key role in facil-
itating maneuverability and flight control. With recent rapid
progress made in structural and material technologies, minia-
turization of power plants, communications, visualization,
and control devices, numerous MAVs have been developed
successfully, which employ alternative MAV concepts based
on fixed wing, rotary wing, and flapping wing (Figure 12). In
the following, we review the aerodynamics associated with
the fixed wing, the rotary-wing, and the flapping wing MAVs.

Figure 12. Airfoil performance in terms of maximum lift-to-drag
ratio.

4.1 Aerodynamics of fixed-wing MAVs

Aerodynamic efficiency of a fixed wing MAV is normally
defined in terms of the lift-to-drag ratio (Cl/Cd)max, which,
as shown in Figure 12 of an airfoil, deteriorates rapidly
when the chord Reynolds number decreases below 105 as
a function of Reynolds number. Hence, the airfoil section
and wing planform of the lifting surface occupy a central
position in all design procedures of the fixed-wing MAVs
because a stable and controllable MAV depends upon its max-
imal aerodynamic efficiency of the fixed-wing. Performance
of three-dimensional wings (i.e., finite wings), as measured
by (Cl/Cd)max, is less than that for airfoils except when the
aspect ratio is reduced below some specific value of around
2. Thinner airfoils with modest camber are preferable for
low Reynolds number less than 106 or lower because they
generate better lift-to-drag ratio and better power efficiency
(Muller, 2001).

The laminar-to-turbulent transition and laminar separation
bubble (LSB) play important roles in determining the airfoil
performance at a Reynolds number of O(104), where the wing
performance is normally sensitive to the free-stream turbu-
lence intensity and gust because of the formation and burst
of the LSB. As low Reynolds number aerodynamics of the
fixed-wing MAVs often exhibit hysteresis in a gusty environ-
ment the transition position varies with the instant Reynolds
number, and depending on the flow parameters, either drag
or thrust can be generated from the unsteady aerodynamics
(Shyy et al., 2007b).

On the other hand, fixed, flexible wings can facilitate stead-
ier and better controlled flight (Shyy et al., 2007b). In a gusty
environment, a flexible wing can provide a more consistent
lift-to-drag ratio than a rigid wing by adaptively adjusting
the camber in accordance with the instantaneous flow field.
More details can be found in Unsteady Aerodynamics and
Low Reynolds Number Aerodynamics of Fixed Wings.

4.2 Aerodynamics of rotary-wing MAVs

In the low Reynolds number regime of MAVs, a rotary-wing
vehicle may have advantages over fixed-wing ones because
it can easily take off and land vertically. A rotary-wing MAV
design with a maximal 15 cm wingspan and gross weight of
50 g can operate at a blade-tip Reynolds number less than
105. Aerodynamic efficiency of a rotary-wing MAV can be
defined in terms of the thrust-to-power ratio Ct/Cp, which also
deteriorates rapidly as a function of the Reynolds number
(Muller, 2001), as the lift-to-drag ratio (Cl/Cd)max of rotary
blades becomes lower as the Reynolds number is reduced.
The aerodynamic efficiency of a rotary-wing operated at
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a Reynolds number less than 104 may benefit from the
LEV-based high-lift enhancement mechanism as observed
in insect flapping flight (Muller, 2001). The LEVs can be
observed on rotary-wings, stably attached and continuing to
augment force generation even when the LEVs burst at the
wing tip over a wide range of Reynolds numbers (Usherwood
and Ellington, 2002; Dickson and Dickinson, 2004). This
LEV mechanism, however, fails at the turbulent Reynolds
number of MAVs when it exceeds 105, where more conven-
tional helicopter design would be better, based on established
thin airfoil profiles and two-dimensional attached flow. More
details can be found in the Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and
Autonomous Flight of Rotary Wing MAV Using Infrared and
Ultrasonic Sensors, Development of Centimeter-sized Aerial
Vehicles, and Flapping-Wing Propelled Micro Air Vehicles.

4.3 Aerodynamics of flapping wing MAVs

Flapping wing flight offers a power-efficient and highly
maneuverable basis for MAVs design at low speeds than fixed
and rotary-wing flyers. Besides aerodynamic efficiency and
agility (due to bank-to-turn maneuvers), there is a substantial
interest in developing MAVs capable of obstacle-avoidance
and hovering. The flapping wing MAV design therefore
requires an integrated evaluation of the unsteady aerodynam-
ics and control schemes in order to simultaneously meet the
needs for lift, thrust, and maneuverability. Several unsteady
fluid physics mechanisms associated with the low Reynolds
number flapping wings offer high-lift enhancement, includ-
ing leading-edge vortices, pitch-up rotation, wake-capture,
and clap-and-fling. Using the leading edge vortices as an
example, it is demonstrated that the flapping wing aerody-
namics is influenced by wing kinematics, wing shapes, and
physical sizing (Shyy et al., 2007b; Liu and Aono, 2009). In
addition, the wing flexibility can help to enhance the flap-
ping wing aerodynamics as well as controllability of a flight
vehicle. More details can be found in the Flapping Wing
Aerodynamics by Shyy, Aono and Liu.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Insects are the dominant group of animals on Earth – with
approximately one million named species, they far outnum-
ber all other terrestrial animals and occur on all continents
(Triplehorn and Johnson, 2005). One of the keys to their suc-
cess has been the evolution of flight, which led to a huge di-
versification of the primary structure associated with flight,
the wings. Insect wings have evolved over hundreds of mil-
lions of years to play a wide variety of roles, both related to
and independent from flight. This has resulted in numerous
design trade-offs, as well as constraints related to available
developmental pathways and phylogenetic history (i.e., each
species “inherited” a certain wing design from its ancestor,
and evolutionary modifications must start from this inherited
design).

The earliest insects had four wings (two pairs, with a
fore- and hindwing on each side), and some insects such
as dragonflies and damselflies have retained four indepen-

dently functioning wings that produce forces of comparable
magnitude (Figure 1a). In many orders of insects, however,
one pair of wings has become specialized to produce more
aerodynamic force than the other, such as the expanded hind-
wings of katydids and beetles (Figure 1b, e). Other groups
possess forewings that are specialized for force production,
and many of these insects have become functionally two-
winged by attaching the smaller, flexible hindwings to the
forewings (e.g., bees and butterflies; Figure 1f, h). A few
groups of insects (e.g., flies) have become truly two-winged,
with the hindwings modified into small sensory organs
(Figure 1g).

Although the primary function of most wings is to generate
aerodynamic forces, complex flight behaviors require more
than maximal force production, and the design of insect wings
may reflect trade-offs or specialization for other aspects of
flight performance, such as efficiency, versatility, maneuver-
ability, or stability. In addition, insect wings must function
over an extremely long functional lifespan, often flapping
millions of times or more, and must endure collisions and
tearing without experiencing structural failure. Wings tend
to deform readily and reversibly during collisions, because
of either their overall structure (e.g., wing corrugation, see
Section 2.2.2; Newman and Wootton, 1986) or special mor-
phological features, such as the transverse “crumple” lines of
craneflies (see Section 2.1.3).

It is also important to bear in mind that wings serve other
biological functions completely unrelated to flight, and their
design may include features that have no effect, or even
negative effects, on flight performance. For example, the
significance of butterfly wing characteristics such as tails,
scalloped edges, and surface ornamentation have been widely
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Figure 1. Diversity of insect wings. Forewings and hindwings are shown for each insect (top and bottom, respectively). (a) Helicopter
damselfly (order Odonata); (b) Katydid (Orthoptera); (c) Planthopper (Homoptera); (d) Stink bug (Hemiptera); (e) Scarab beetle (Coleoptera);
(f) Orchid bee (Hymenoptera); (g) Timber fly (Diptera); (h) Birdwing butterfly (Lepidoptera). Reproduced with permission from Dudley
(2000) c© Princeton University Press.

discussed, but it is still unclear whether most of these features
have any role in flight performance (Wootton, 1992). Some
wings are specialized for mechanical protection (Figure 1b, e)
or to camouflage insects, while others function in signaling
(via sound production or visual signals) or thermoregulation
(Figure 1h). Therefore, the assumption that any particular
insect wing represents the “optimal” design for flight perfor-
mance is almost certainly false, although particular features
of insect wings may enhance certain aspects of flapping flight
performance.

1.1 Insect wing motions and flight forces

Although insects occasionally employ steady aerodynamic
mechanisms (e.g., during gliding or fast, forward flight), it
is becoming increasingly clear that insects primarily use un-
steady aerodynamic mechanisms to produce forces during
flapping flight (see Aerodynamics, Flapping Wing Aerody-
namics). Unsteady aerodynamic forces can be generated dur-
ing wing translation via formation of a leading edge vor-
tex (LEV; Ellington et al., 1996), as well as during stroke
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reversals, via rotational circulation, wake capture (Dickin-
son, Lehman and Sane, 1999), and occasionally clap and fling
(Weis-Fogh, 1973; Miller and Peskin, 2005).

The major flapping motion of wings is driven by large
power muscles inside the thorax, which translate the wing
forward and/or down during the downstroke, then backward
and/or up during the upstroke, generally at an oblique an-
gle. Smaller muscles at the wing base control wing pitch
angle during translation and determine the shape of the wing
trajectory, often producing “U” or “figure-8” shaped wing
paths. All insects rotate their wings along the spanwise axis
to some degree between strokes, revolving backward (supina-
tion) before the upstroke and forward (pronation) before the
downstroke.

Wings are subjected to three primary types of forces while
flapping: intrinsic forces applied by muscles at the wing base
to drive wing motions, aerodynamic forces that provide lift
and thrust, and inertial forces due to rapid wing acceleration
and deceleration during each half-stroke. Although aerody-
namic forces tend to receive the most attention, inertial forces
caused by rapid flapping can be extremely high, and are of-
ten comparable in magnitude to aerodynamic forces (Ennos,
1989a; Bergou, Xu and Wang, 2007). Inertial forces are par-
ticularly high during stroke reversals and are thought to sup-
ply a significant portion, if not all, of the power required to
rotate the wing in preparation for the next half-stroke (Ennos,
1988; Bergou, Xu and Wang, 2007).

Wootton (1992) has described insect wings as being inter-
mediate between structures and mechanisms – functioning
at once as levers (transmitting forces from muscles at the
wing base to the air), oscillating airfoils (accelerating air to
generate and transmit aerodynamic forces to the body), and
cantilevered beams (accepting changing patterns of bending
and twisting forces without failure). While it could be argued
that their flexibility is an inevitable consequence of the prop-
erties of biological materials and the need to minimize wing
mass and inertial costs, it is becoming increasingly clear that
flexibility and controlled deformations are both beneficial and
necessary to many aspects of wing functioning.

1.2 Wing deformations and effects on force
production

Insect wings are primarily composed of tubular, supporting
veins joined by thin, deformable membranes (see Section 2).
Two-dimensional images of venation patterns (e.g., Figure 2)
are often used to demonstrate wing structure and diversity,
but these images can be misleading, as they suggest that
wings are flat and rigid. In reality, insect wings are complex,
deformable, three-dimensional structures that change shape

Figure 2. Venation patterns in insect forewings. (a) Dragonfly
and damselfly (Odonata); (b) Termite (Isoptera) and lacewing
(Neuroptera); (c) Wasp and bumblebee (Hymenoptera); (d) Cranefly
and hoverfly (Diptera); (e) Hawkmoth and butterfly (Lepidoptera).

dynamically as they flap back and forth up to several hundred
times per second. Insects have no muscles past the wing
base – thus, their wings are largely passive structures that
experience dynamic shape changes in response to the forces
exerted upon them during flight. Insect wing deformations
can vary enormously between species, during different types
of flight, and even from stroke to stroke, although general
patterns of bending during the stroke cycle can be identified.

During the downstroke, the wings of most insects are rela-
tively flat, often with a slight camber or twist. At supination,
the transition from downstroke to upstroke, the leading edge
comes to a halt and rotates to move backward and up. Most
insect wings display some degree of ventral flexion during
supination, with the tip or even the whole wing bending for-
ward and down (e.g., Figure 3a–c, h). Some wings twist ex-
tensively, and a torsional wave passes from the wing tip to the
base at supination (e.g. Figure 3c, e). This bending and twist-
ing is essential in order to move the wing into a beneficial
orientation for the upstroke (Wootton, 1992).

During the upstroke, both the direction and magnitude of
force production depends on the angle of attack that the wing
assumes – thus, the farther the wing twists, the closer the force
vector approaches the vertical. Insects capable of extensive
wing twisting are generally more versatile fliers, as the ability
to generate vertical force during the upstroke permits slower
flight and hovering; those that cannot twist as much are often
restricted to fast flight (Wootton, 1992). During pronation, the
transition from upstroke to downstroke, the wing rotates for-
ward for the downstroke, displaying less bending and torsion
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Figure 3. Dynamic wing bending in flying insects. (a–d) Bees and
wasps; (e–h) butterflies and moths. Reproduced with permission
from Nachtigall (2000)c©E. Schweizerbart’sche Verlagsbuchhand-
lung.

than during supination. Some insects occasionally clap their
wings together (or nearly together) at pronation, generat-
ing additional aerodynamic force via the unsteady “clap and
fling” mechanism first proposed by Weis-Fogh (Weis-Fogh,
1973; see Aerodynamics, Flapping Wing Aerodynamics).

Beyond these general patterns, however, the degree to
which insect wings deform during flight has not been well
documented. Obtaining precise, fine-scale measurements of

dynamic wing-shape changes occurring at high temporal
frequencies presents numerous technical challenges. Thus,
qualitative descriptions of wing bending based on high qual-
ity still photographs (e.g., Figure 3) dominate the litera-
ture, although precise, quantitative measurements have been
performed recently on hawkmoths, locusts, and hoverflies
(Mountcastle and Daniel, 2009; Walker, Thomas and Taylor,
2008a; see Section 2.2.3). Because instantaneous wing shape
is determined by the interaction between various flight forces
(i.e., intrinsic, aerodynamic, and inertial) and the complex ar-
chitecture of the wing, deformations are also difficult to pre-
dict or model – particularly when aeroelasticity, the mutual
interaction between aerodynamic forces and wing shape, is
considered. However, experimental studies suggest that in the
large wings of hawkmoths, inertial forces (which are easier to
predict) are actually far more significant in determining wing
deformations than aerodynamic forces (Combes and Daniel,
2003c). Theoretical studies suggest that this result may apply
to all wings flapping in air (Daniel and Combes, 2002), and
several studies show that the passive, tip-to-base torsional
wave seen in many insects at supination is driven partly, if
not entirely, by inertia (Ennos, 1988; Bergou, Xu and Wang,
2007).

The influence of flexibility and three-dimensional wing
shape on unsteady force production has been addressed in
only a handful of studies, with results that are often surpris-
ing. For example, while camber and spanwise twist are gen-
erally beneficial for steady aerodynamic force production,
two physical modeling studies suggest that these attributes
have little effect on unsteady translational forces (Dickinson
and G̈otz, 1993; Usherwood and Ellington, 2002a; see Sec-
tion 2.2.3). However, computational modeling studies sug-
gest that wing flexibility may enhance wake capture during
wing rotation (Vanellaet al., 2009), as well as force produc-
tion during clap and fling (Miller and Peskin, 2009). In ad-
dition, recent experimental work on hawkmoth wings shows
that wing deformations, particularly the torsional wave that
passes along the wing at supination, result in greater mean ad-
vective flows and shift airflow in a direction more beneficial
to force production (Mountcastle and Daniel, 2009).

2 STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMIC
FEATURES OF INSECT WINGS

2.1 Wing components

2.1.1 Material and structural properties of veins and
membranes

Wings are composed primarily of cuticle, a multi-layered ma-
terial consisting of chitin microfibers embedded in a protein
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matrix. Cuticle stiffness (E, Young’s modulus) can vary from
1 kPa to 20 GPa, depending on hydration, sclerotization (the
stiffening process that occurs after insects molt), and chitin
fiber orientation (Vincent and Wegst, 2004). In wings, the
cuticle is arranged into tubular, supporting veins and thin, de-
formable membranes. Membrane thickness ranges from less
than 0.5�m in small, thin wings to over 1 mm in the protective
forewings of beetles (Wootton, 1992), and can vary widely
within an individual wing (e.g., 1–6�m in craneflies and
locusts, 10–15�m in cicadas; Rees, 1975; Smithet al., 2000;
Songet al., 2004). The Young’s modulus of locust wing mem-
branes also varies widely throughout the wing (0.3–18.7 GPa;
Smithet al., 2000). Several studies suggest that wing mem-
branes may function as a stressed skin, contributing to flexu-
ral rigidity rather than acting as a purely deformable element
(Newman and Wootton, 1986; Kesel, Philippi and Nachtigall,
1998; Woottonet al., 2000

Wing veins are typically hollow tubes, with the main lon-
gitudinal veins (running from the wing base to the tip or
trailing edge) transmitting fluid, oxygen, and sensory infor-
mation (via nerves). Veins can be thin- or thick-walled, and
have round, elliptical, or bell-shaped cross-sections (Figure
4e, f), which affects their bending stiffness along particular
axes. Cross-veins connecting the longitudinal veins are rarely
fluid-filled, and serve diverse structural roles; for example,
cross-veins within the locust hindwing form flattened angle
brackets to strengthen some areas of the wing (Figure 4a),
and are annulated (ridged like a drinking straw) to promote
bending in other areas (Figure 4b; see Section 2.1.2).

2.1.2 Wing venation and flexural stiffness patterns

Insect wing venation is generally denser near the wing
base and leading edge (Figure 2), and vein diameter and

Figure 4. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a locust hindwing. (a) Corrugated leading edge spar reinforced by bracket-like
cross-veins; (b) flexible, annulated cross-vein; (c) longitudinal vein with parallel flexion lines and curving, annulated cross-veins; (d) detail
of the wing margin; (e, f) cross-sections of longitudinal veins in different regions of the wing; (g) longitudinal vein intersected by two
cross-veins bending along flexion lines parallel to the longitudinal vein. Reproduced with permission from Woottonet al. (2000) c© R.J.
Wootton.
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cuticular thickness taper from base to tip. This arrangement
reflects the distribution of bending stresses in flapping wings
(Ennos, 1989a), providing additional strength where bend-
ing stresses are highest, and also reducing mass toward the
wing tips to minimize inertial power requirements. Beyond
these general trends, venation pattern varies widely between
groups of insects (Figure 2). Surprisingly, these large differ-
ences in venation pattern do not significantly affect average
bending stiffness (flexural stiffness, orEI) in the spanwise or
chordwise direction (base to tip or leading to trailing edge);
rather, average stiffness displays a strong scaling relationship,
suggesting that overall stiffness is determined primarily by
wing size (Figure 5; Combes and Daniel, 2003b).

Venation pattern is, however, likely to affect regional vari-
ation in stiffness. Measurements of spatial patterns of flexural
stiffness in hawkmoth and dragonfly wings show that stiff-
ness declines exponentially from the base to tip and leading to
trailing edge in both species, although details of the stiffness
pattern (e.g., sharpness of the decline) differ. This exponen-
tial decline in stiffness localizes wing bending to particular
regions and contributes to the patterns of wing deformation
observed during flight (Combes and Daniel, 2003b).

2.1.3 Specialized features of insect wings

In addition to regional differences in wing venation pattern
and the material properties of veins and membranes, many
insect wings contain flexion lines – bands of flexible cuticle
that run along wing membranes and often interrupt support-
ing veins (veins may be annulated, flattened, or desclerotized

where the lines cross them), to promote bending along cer-
tain axes of the wing. These lines are sometimes clearly vis-
ible and at other times recognizable only by manipulation
(Wootton, 1992). Flexion lines can function as two-way
joints, or as one-way hinges that contain mechanisms to pre-
vent bending in one direction while promoting it in the other.
Many wings contain one to three distinct flexion lines that
run longitudinally or radially, facilitating chordwise bending
and twisting (Wootton, 1979). Wings may also contain trans-
verse flexion lines running from the leading to the trailing
edge, which often function as one-way hinges to promote ven-
tral bending at the end of the downstroke. Some wings pos-
sess creases that do not normally bend during flight, but may
prevent damage by crumpling reversibly during collisions
(e.g., near the tips of cranefly wings).

Fold lines are similar to flexion lines, running longitu-
dinally, transversely, and/or radially (e.g., forming pleats;
Figure 4) along the wing. Their primary function is to fold the
wings when they are at rest, but wings do bend along many of
these fold lines during flight as well. Resilin, a flexible, highly
elastic protein, has been found in the fold lines of some bee-
tles and earwigs, potentially assisting in wing folding, pre-
venting material damage, and/or contributing to wing defor-
mations and elastic energy storage during flight (Haas, Gorb
and Blickhan, 2000a; Haas, Gorb and Wootton, 2000b). Re-
silin has also been found in certain chordwise vein junctions
of damselfly wings (Figure 6a; Gorb, 1999), suggesting a
flight-related function, as damselfly wings do not fold at rest.
These flexible joints often contain spikes or other structures
that may limit wing flexion in one direction (Figure 6b, c).

Figure 5. Flexural stiffness vs. span/chord length in 16 insect species. (a) Spanwise flexural stiffness (EI) vs. wing span, for log-log trans-
formed data,y = 2.97x + 0.08,r2 = 0.95; (b) Chordwise flexural stiffness (EI) vs. chord length, for log-log transformed data,y = 2.08x − 1.73,
r2 = 0.91. Adapted with permission from Combes and Daniel (2003)c© S.A. Combes.
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Figure 6. Location and morphology of chordwise, resilin-containing joints in a damselfly wing. (a) Damselfly wing with locations of
flexible, resilin-containing joints indicated by black circles; (b, c) SEM images of a resilin-containing joint with spikes that may prevent
excessive bending. Images courtesy of James Crall and Seth Donoughe.

The mass distribution of wings has not been studied exten-
sively, although it is likely to have a significant effect on wing
deformations, particularly those caused by inertial forces.
The mass of insect wings generally tapers from wing base
to tip (Ennos, 1989a), but some groups (e.g., dragonflies and
bees) contain a pterostigma, a pigmented spot with greater
mass than the surrounding cuticle, located on the distal lead-
ing edge (Figure 6a). Adding mass near the leading edge of
these wings is thought to help balance the chordwise distribu-
tion of mass (which is otherwise located behind the torsional
axis), preventing excessive rotational torques and potentially
helping to regulate wing pitch during flight (Norberg, 1972).

Finally, many insect wings display diverse surface struc-
tures. Small spines project from dragonfly wing veins
(D’Andrea and Carf́ı , 1991), overlapping scales (flattened
hair cells) cover the surfaces of butterfly wings, cone-shaped
protrusions are distributed along the membranes of true bugs
(Heteroptera), and small hairs cover the membranes of fly
wings (Wootton, 1992). Some of these features have known
non-aerodynamic functions (e.g., sensory, signaling, ther-
moregulation), but the effects of most surface structures on
aerodynamic force production remain unknown. Removal of
scales from butterfly wings has been reported to decrease
steady lift production (Nachtigall, 1965), but the expected
changes in drag were not observed, so these results need to
be verified. The addition of perpendicular staples (represent-
ing hairs) projecting from the surface of a flat plate accel-
erated from rest had no effect on unsteady force production
(Dickinson and G̈otz, 1993). However, this model did not

reproduce the backward curvature of hairs on fly wings,
which may help direct flow over the wing surface (Wootton,
1992), and no other studies have addressed the influence of
realistic insect wing surface structures on force production.

2.2 Wing shape

2.2.1 Planform shape

The effect of wing planform (two-dimensional) shape on
force production has not been explored as extensively in in-
sects as in birds and bats. Generally, high aspect ratio wings
(long, skinny wings, typically with narrow tips) minimize
induced drag and provide high lift to drag ratios by reduc-
ing the three-dimensional flow effects associated with tip
vortices (see Aerodynamics, Flapping Wing Aerodynamics).
But these predictions may not apply to gliders at insect-sized
scales, where moderately broad wings (with intermediate as-
pect ratio) appear to minimize drag (Ennos, 1989b); indeed,
many of the insects that do glide display unusually broad
wings relative to their non-gliding relatives (Wootton, 1992).

Furthermore, predictions of optimal planform shape must
be modified when the flapping motions of wings are consid-
ered. Because local velocity is highest at the wing tips, distal
portions of the wing generate greater aerodynamic force per
unit area (Dudley, 2000). Quasi-steady analyses of flapping
flight therefore predict that distributing more area toward the
wing tips (i.e., increasingr2, the second moment of area)
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and/or increasing aspect ratio by extending the span (which
increases the relative velocity at the tips) should be beneficial
for force production. Theoretical models of flapping, com-
pliant wings confirm that higher aspect ratio wings produce
more force, but also suggest that particular combinations of
wing shape, flexibility and flapping frequency may produce
local optima in fluid dynamic efficiency (Combes and Daniel,
2001).

The formation of leading edge vortices and other unsteady
force production mechanisms in rapidly flapping wings may
further affect optimal shape predictions. Tripling the aspect
ratio of model wings rotating around the sweep axis (i.e.,
translating continuously with a base to tip velocity gradient)
had surprisingly little effect on unsteady force coefficients
(Usherwood and Ellington, 2002b). Two different computa-
tional models have recently confirmed these results (Ansari,
Knowles and Zbikowski, 2008; Luo and Sun, 2005), and have
shown that the predicted benefits of increasing aspect ratio are
less than expected during unsteady flight because as the span
is extended and distal parts of the wing travel further, LEV
shedding increases near the tip, reducing overall force gener-
ation. Increasing the proportion of area distributed toward the
tips (without increasing span) does increase unsteady force
production in these models, but this shape change would also
increase inertial power requirements. No work has been done
on the effects of planform wing shape on unsteady force pro-
duction during stroke reversals (e.g., rotational circulation,
wake capture, or clap and fling).

2.2.2 Corrugation

Dragonflies are well known for the extensive spanwise corru-
gation of their wings, but corrugation is in fact seen in many
insect wings to some extent, especially near the basal leading
edge. This corrugation clearly provides structural benefits, in-
creasing spanwise bending stiffness (Rees, 1975) while min-
imizing material expenditure (Kesel, Philippi and Nachtigall,
1998) and allowing wings to twist extensively (Sunada, Zeng
and Kawachi, 1998). For corrugation to be effective, wings
must contain structures to prevent chordwise flattening, such
as the serial angle brackets in the leading edge of dragonfly
and locust wings (Figure 4a; Newman and Wootton, 1986;
Woottonet al., 2000) or the stiff, cuticular bar near the wing
base in flies (Rees, 1975).

Measurements on physical models suggest that corrugated
wings in steady flow (i.e., gliding) produce as much lift
as technical cambered airfoils, but experience lower drag
(Kesel, 2000). However, CFD models accounting for un-
steady effects on sweeping wings show that corrugated and
flat plates at high angles of attack perform similarly, be-
cause the scale of corrugation is small compared to the

separated flow region and size of the LEV (Luo and Sun,
2005). Overall, these studies suggest that the aerodynamic
performance of corrugated wings is similar to that of either
flat or cambered plates, depending on the flow conditions.
Corrugated construction therefore provides wings with nu-
merous structural benefits without any apparent detriment to
force production.

2.2.3 Camber and twist

The wings of many insects exhibit some degree of camber
at rest, particularly near the base, with a convex upper sur-
face and a concave lower surface (Wootton, 1993). In ad-
dition, many wings undergo dynamic camber changes dur-
ing flight, displaying instantaneous camber of up to 10% of
chord length in locusts and up to 12% in hoverflies (Walker,
Thomas and Taylor, 2008a). Dynamic camber is thought to
be driven in some cases by “smart” structures, which auto-
matically depress the flexible trailing edge during transla-
tion in response to aerodynamic and inertial forces. In some
groups (e.g., dragonflies and flies), short, transverse veins or
triangular groups of veins near the wing base act as levers,
transmitting forces between the longitudinal veins they con-
nect via flexible hinges (Ennos, 1989c; Wootton, 1991). In
addition, Ennos (1988) has proposed that wings with a corru-
gated leading edge spar will automatically generate camber
by transmitting torsional forces generated at the leading edge
to veins that branch obliquely and curve backward toward the
trailing edge. In addition to camber, some insect wings dis-
play innate spanwise twist at rest (with the wing tip pitched
down), and many species exhibit significant dynamic twist-
ing during flight (e.g., up to 25◦ in hawkmoths, 30◦ in locusts,
and>50◦ in hoverflies; Walker, Thomas and Taylor, 2008a;
Willmott and Ellington, 1997).

The aerodynamic effects of wing camber and twist in fly-
ing insects remain unclear. Cambered insect wings perform
better than flat wings in steady flow (Ellington, 1984), and
dynamic twist may improve force production in sweeping
wings by providing a nearly constant angle of attack along the
span (Walker, Thomas and Taylor, 2008b). However, physical
models of unsteady, translational force production have not
provided any evidence for the aerodynamic benefits of cam-
ber or wing twist in rapidly flapping insect wings. Cambered
plates accelerated from rest (in pure translation) produce the
same amount of force as flat plates (Dickinson and Götz,
1993), and neither camber nor twist has any effect on un-
steady force production by sweeping model hawkmoth wings
(Usherwood and Ellington, 2002a). However, rigid three-
dimensional models may overlook some aspects of unsteady
force production in translating, flexible wings that change
shape continuously, and the effects of wing camber and twist
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on force production during stroke reversals have not yet been
explored.

Regardless of whether or not wing profile affects unsteady
force production, it is likely to have a substantial effect on the
mechanical behavior of wings. For example, cambered plates
twist and bend more easily when pushed on their convex sur-
face than on their concave surface (Ennos, 1995); thus, cam-
ber may contribute to the observed dorsal–ventral asymme-
try in wing flexural stiffness (Combes and Daniel, 2003b), as
well as to the pronounced ventral flexion that occurs in many
insect wings during supination (Figure 3; Wootton, 1992).
Wing camber also leads to asymmetric twisting behavior in
butterfly wings, permitting wings to twist extensively dur-
ing supination but restricting their motion during pronation
(Wootton, 1993).

3 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter highlights the need for further studies linking
insect wing structure, and particularly wing flexibility, to dy-
namic shape changes and force production during flapping
flight. Experimental work on the functional morphology of
insect wings has been limited primarily to static testing, due
to various technical challenges. These tests cannot accurately
reproduce the complex and often unpredictable deformations
of flapping insect wings in response to unknown and spatio-
temporally variable forces. Significant advances in physical
and computational modeling have been vital to uncovering
previously unknown mechanisms of unsteady aerodynamic
force production. However, incorporating wing flexibility
and complex morphological features into these modeling ap-
proaches remains challenging because of the fundamental
difficulties involved in scaling both material and fluid dy-
namics, and the computational expense associated with solv-
ing the Navier–Stokes equations for oscillating, compliant
structures. The development of new experimental platforms
capable of quantifying force production by real insect wings
moving through controlled, complex trajectories at insect-
like frequencies would allow us to begin exploring the many
unanswered questions surrounding the link between insect
wing structure, dynamic shape changes, and flight perfor-
mance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nature’s flyers, such as birds, bats, and insects have amazed
humankind for long with their remarkable flight charac-
teristics, which triggered the development of manmade air
vehicles. The study of flight can be traced back to the earliest
design of the manmade flying machine, by Leonardo da Vinci
in 1500s in the form a of flapping vehicle. However, the devel-
opment drifted ever since the successful powered flight using
fixed-wings by Wright brothers. More remarkable innova-
tions later followed this success, and they were all focused
on fixed wing aircraft.

Recently, active air vehicle research, inspired by nature’s
flyers, has led to the development of micro air vehicles
(MAVs). It is now a well-integrated research area in the devel-
opment of smaller flight vehicles for environmental monitor-
ing, surveillance, and assessments in hostile environments.
As the sizes of the MAVs are getting smaller, they have been

developed to mimic nature as closely as possible. They are
expected to have high maneuverability and very low speed ca-
pability, but at the same time, should be able to reach those ca-
pabilities with high power and high aerodynamic efficiency in
a low Reynolds number environment, from 50 000 to 150 000.
Consequently, MAVs will experience increasing drag and
loss of efficiency due to the low Reynolds number. Due to
the limitations of size, their wings also have a small aspect
ratio which will reduce the effective angle of attack and
induce the 3D flow structure created when they fly. Moreover,
they are also sensitive to wind gusts, and become more
difficult to control.

MAVs can be generally categorized into three kinds based
on their mechanism of producing lift: fixed, rotary, and
flapping-wing. Research on fixed-wing MAV is the most de-
veloped area among other categories. The second category of
MAV is rotary-wing. Compared to the earlier type, this MAV
has a relatively lower endurance due to its smallscale rotors
causing highly effective power requirements for the hover.
Next is the flapping-wing MAV, its research comes from
the inspiration of mimicking the mechanism and features of
birds and insects. The aerodynamics of this vehicle is highly
unsteady due to acceleration and deceleration of the wing dur-
ing its up and down movements, in addition to the highly rela-
tive viscous effect at low Reynolds number that already exists.

2 FLAPPING-WING MAV
DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Overview

MAVs with a 15 cm wingspan seem to have the characteristics
between the borders of two groups of nature’s flyers because
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Figure 1. Size of natural flyers. Reproduced from Pornsin-Sirirak
et al. (2000) c© IEEE.

it lies between these two groups as shown in Figure 1. Smaller
flyers, like insects and hummingbirds are able to hover yet
they cannot soar. On the other hand, bigger flyers like birds
and bats cannot hover but they can soar. The small-size flyers
use the flapping-wing mechanism to generate lift to overcome
their own weight.

Related to the development of MAV, the smaller the size of
the vehicle, the more it resembles the features of the nature’s
flyers, in this case, large insects. Then, it will be more effi-
cient to apply the flapping mechanism for this type of vehicle
compared to using the fixed-wing. The airfoil performance of
a fixed-wing MAV will reduce severely for Reynolds number
in this range. Since a lower lift coefficient will be obtained, the
wings will have lower loading capability. Moreover, due to
the higher drag coefficient resulting from the viscosity, higher
power input is necessary. Flow separation on the wing, which
causes stall at low angles of attack, will also reduce the per-
formance and maneuverability of the wings (Pornsin-Sirirak
et al., 2000). These reasons have encouraged more research
on flapping-wing mechanism to emerge.

One of the earliest developments of flapping-wing MAV
was Aerovironment Microbat, a palm-sized 10 g ornithopter,
capable of flying around for 5 minutes (Pornsin-Siriraket al.,
2000). Several research teams from different universities
also took part in the development of flapping-wing MAVs.
University of Arizona has been developing ornithopter since
2000, with its noticeable design, a 15-inch wingspan, and
47 g RC ornithopter (Olsonet al., 2005). TU Delft cre-
ated Delfly, inspired by the flight of a dragonfly, capable
of performing a straight and horizontal flight and transform
to a very slow, hovering flight (http://www.delfly.nl/?site=
DIII%26menu=home%26lang=en). MAV research team
in Konkuk University, Korea has also been developing

flapping-wing MAVs, since 2002 for the participation in In-
ternational Micro Air Vehicle Competition (IMAVC) and
European Micro Air Vehicle (EMAV) competition.

IMAV and EMAV flight competitions are two major MAV
competitions. The IMAVC consists of three major cate-
gories: (i) Ornithopter competition of the smallest radio-
controlled ornithopter, (ii) Surveillance, and (iii) Endurance.
On the other hand, EMAV competition is divided into indoor
and outdoor competitions, each section comprising flight
dynamics and autonomy categories.

Recent studies on MAVs cover various fields, from
aerodynamics to navigation and control. In aerodynam-
ics, the studies have been conducted to reveal the secrets
behind the flight mechanisms of both birds and insects. The
flight of birds is characterized by the capability of soar-
ing and gliding, whereas insects are more toward hovering.
Research conducted to analyze the unsteady flight mecha-
nism can be characterized into four categories: rotation cir-
culation (Dickinson, Lehman, and Sane, 1999), clap and fling
(Weis-Fogh, 1973), wake capture (Dickinson, Lehman, and
Sane, 1999), added mass (Ellington, 1984), and leading edge
vortex (Ellingtonet al., 1996). Each mechanism will be re-
lated to the performance of the main aerodynamic and power
source, particularly the wings. Hence, the development of
structural design of the wings becomes necessary.

The on-going researches of flapping-wing MAVs are be-
ing focused on reducing the size of the vehicle as a way to
mimic the natural flyers closely. Therefore, the development
and optimization of the structural design of the vehicle are
necessary. One important breakthrough is the minimization
of the weight of the MAV by using composite material for
the vehicle structure. The use of these advanced materials is
expected to reduce the weight of the MAV without signifi-
cantly affecting the flight performance of the vehicle. There-
fore, more studies on lightweight composite structures are
being conducted to demonstrate the possibility.

Due to the fast response of direct and reverse piezoelec-
tric effects, more research studies have also been conducted
to cover the needs of a high-density power source to re-
place the motor. Piezoelectric materials are promising can-
didates for this. One of the most significant works of insect-
mimicking MAV design was made at the University of Cal-
ifornia at Berkeley (Fearinget al., 2000). A micromechan-
ical flying insect (MFI) actuated by two unimorph piezo-
electric actuators produced a flapping angle of 80◦ at flap-
ping frequency of 275 Hz and average lift of 1400�N from
a single wing, including the inertia force (Sitti, 2001; Steltz,
Avadhanula and Fearing, 2007). Konkuk University has also
successfully demonstrated a flapping device actuated by a
unimorph actuator which can passively create wing rotation
and produce a 2.7 g vertical force and a 0.83 g forward force
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at a driven peak-to-peak voltage of 300 Vpp and a flapping
frequency of 9 Hz (Parket al., 2004; Syaifuddin, Park and
Goo, 2006; Nguyenet al., 2007). The latest development is a
60 mg flapping-wing system introduced by Harvard Univer-
sity which was actuated by a small unimorph piezoelectric ac-
tuator (Wood, 2007). However, even the latest breakthrough
in the use of piezoelectric actuator still cannot offer an inde-
pendent flight system. Therefore, embedding a lightweight
system in a part of the vehicle is also necessary, so that mini-
mization of the weight will be more effective. The structural
system of the wing as the main part of the MAV also needs
particular attention. By modifying the shape and structural
system to be similar to that of the biological counterparts,
the vehicle is expected to be lighter yet have a good flight
performance for a flight-capable flapping-wing MAV.

2.2 KU flapping-wing MAV development

With the aim to create an RC-controllable flapping-wing
MAV, the MAV research team in Konkuk University has been
developing different kinds of MAVs. The development of
those vehicles was first started to find out the best design of
MAV for the IMAVC. However, in the long run, the study
was also diversified to analyze the biomimetic structure of
flapping-wing inspired by birds and insects, to be applied to
the design of a flight-capable MAV. This is motivated by the
fact that the study for the wing structure of a flight-capable
flapping-wing MAV has not been specifically conducted in
any other research.

Figure 2 shows the shape of KU-Ornithopter with a 28 cm
wingspan developed in 2006. It could fly for more than 8
minutes by a remote-control at 2–3 m s−1 wind condition.
It was the primitive development of the flapping-wing vehi-
cle, and its wing was not particularly designed to follow any
specific biological insect or bird. Instead, it only focused on
keeping stiff leading edge and flexibility at the rest of the

wing. The vehicle was designed to complete the mission in
the 2006 International Micro Air Vehicles Competition. The
mission was to fly 8 or O shaped turns between two poles
12 m distance apart, as many times as possible in a limited
time period to get a high score. Since sharp and rapid turnings
were needed, the focus was also on producing high maneu-
verability. It was ranked 2nd for the ornithopter mission at
the 10th IMAVC in 2006.

Since then, the development of KU-Ornithopter has
continued. Many studies and experiments were conducted
to enhance the flight performance of the vehicle. Figure 3
shows the 36 cm flapping wing ornithopter developed in 2007
with an onboard micro-video camera. The tail structure of the
earliest development was still maintained, however it was
modified by a rudder and elevator to enhance the control of
the vehicle.

For out-of-sight control and guidance, the micro-video
camera was mounted at the front nose of the MAV with a
transmitter in order to collect the vision images and send it
to the ground station. It was placed pointing to the ground
30◦ downward from the flight direction, which intended to
capture the ground images during the level flight. Although
some fuzzy and vibrating images were received due to the vi-
bration from flapping motion, it could transmit the pilot view
real-time video image within 200 m remote control range,
which enables vision/image-based control. The landing gear
system was employed in the MAV for takeoff and landing
at flat ground less than 20 m without hand-launching assis-
tance. Three wheels were attached to the fuselage with 22◦

incidence angle from the horizontal plane. The indoor flight
demonstration for this vehicle was successfully performed at
the MAV07 in Toulouse, France in 2007.

Besides enhancing the vehicle’s flight performance for the
completion of IMAVC and EMAV flight missions, the devel-
opment was also made to the wing structure of the vehicle.
The 36 cm flapping-wing MAV was modified by mimicking
the structure of nature’s flyers. This study was carried out to

Figure 2. KU-Ornithopter-06 with 28 cm wingspan and 1st prototype composite wing structure.
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Figure 3. KU-Ornithopter-07 with 36 cm wingspan, biomimetic wing structure, and onboard camera.

Figure 4. 15 cm KU-Ornithopter-08 with biomimetic wing structure.

analyze the significance of biomimetic structure to the flight
efficiency. The wing of Cicada (Cicàdidae) was chosen as the
base for the artificial wing development. The main features
of Cicada were applied to the wings, such as the camber wing
in spanwise direction, thickness difference through wing root
to wing tip, and a cell-type wing structure. More details will
be given in the following section.

The development of the flapping wing vehicle contin-
ued further to reduce the size of the vehicle with an im-
proved design. In 2008, the 15 cm KU-Ornithopter was devel-
oped. Some changes were made to the altitude control, which
changed the flapping frequency by controlling the RPM of
the motor and tail structure and by removing the horizontal
stabilizer, as shown in Figure 4. The total force generated by
the wing was not sufficient to fly under wind velocity over
2 m s−1, so most of the flight tests were conducted indoor. It
was ranked 3rd in the indoor dynamic mission category at
the EMAV flight competition in 2008 held at Braunschweig,
Germany.

3 DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
BIOMIMETIC FLAPPING-WING MAV

3.1 Biomimetic wing development

Wings play the most important role in flapping wing flight
not only to change the direction of the movement, but also to
undergo deformation, which may lead to aerodynamic force
generation during the flight. More specifically, there is no
insect that flies by using only the simple flexural vibration
of the wings. Insects are able to fly only through complex
flight mechanisms, such as delayed stall, rotational circula-
tion, and wake capture. However, there is no report on a devel-
oped artificial flapping mechanism which can perform those
mechanisms at the same time. Modifying the wing structure
of a flapping-wing vehicle to resemble closely that of the
nature’s flyers, thus became the focus of this research. To
prove that such a modification will affect flight efficiency,
the biomimetic structure was applied to the vehicle and some
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Figure 5. Wing shape and structure of Cicada.

simplifications were made during the fabrication by main-
taining the main features of the insect’s wing.

By analyzing the wings of Cicada, three main features
of its wings were identified: camber in chord and span-wise
direction, thickness difference throughout the wing root to
wing tip, and cell-type membranes. These features are shown
in Figure 5. Camber in chord and span-wise directions is
important to efficiently control the wing deformation during
the flapping motion. The cell-type membrane was a result
of the wing vein structure throughout the whole wing area
and the vein thickness variation, which stiffens the insect’s
wings. By keeping these main features, the artificial wing was
created with modifications.

The thickness variation occurs as a result of the veins,
which surrounds the cell membranes; thickness is reduced
from the wing root to the wing tip. These features showed
that the insect wing has an efficient wing structure for un-
steady flight (Park and Yoon, 2008). Moreover, camber on
both spanwise and chord directions are also important to effi-
ciently control the wing deformation during flapping motion.
Keeping these features of insect wing in mind, attempts were
made to mimic the insect features.

The biomimetic wing development was done initially by
adding more frames to the original structure and adopting
camber in the spanwise direction. In order to compare the

Table 1. Dimension and properties of materials.

Thickness Width
Material Part (mm) (mm)

Carbon/epoxy Wing frame 1 (6 layers) 1.2 2
fabric frame Wing frame 2 (4 layers) 0.8 2

E1 = 59.1 GPa;E2 = 55.7 GPa;G12 = 4.7 GPa;

�12 = 0.06

Carbon/Epoxy Diameter (mm) 1.2

Rod E1 = 100 GPa;E2 = 7.0 GPa;G12 = 4.0 GPa;
�12 = 0.3

PET Film Thickness (mm) 0.02

E = 1.8 GPa;�12 = 0.3

flight characteristics between the artificial and normal wings,
we set two types of wings for the experiment. Both wings
were composed of carbon/epoxy frame for the main spar
and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) for the wing skin. The
dimension and properties of these materials are shown in
Table 1. Type A, the 1st prototype wing design is a flat wing
with one frame placed across the wing area as shown in
Figure 6a. Type B, the biomimetic wing, is a cambered wing

Figure 6. Wing structure and materials: (a) 1st prototype wing and (b) biomimetic wing. Reproduced from Park and Yoon (2009)c©
Springer.
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Figure 7. Airfoil EH3012 (modified).

along its chord direction divided into many cells by a number
of frames. To increase the stiffness through the wingspan
direction, additional carbon/epoxy fabric frame were added
to the main spar, as shown in Figure 6b.

The thin cambered airfoil similar to that of Cicada was
selected to adjust the low Reynolds number environment and
minimize the drag resulting from the flight. By using the
X-foil software, the EH3012 airfoil was cut from the leading
edge by 7.7% and only the airfoil with the upper surface was
designed, as shown in Figure 7.

A steel mold for the cambered wing frame fabrication
based on a previous design, was prepared. The manufactur-
ing procedure is summarized in Figure 8. To begin with, the
carbon/epoxy prepregs were placed on the cambered mold.
Then the mold and wing structure were vacuum-bagged to
be cured later in an autoclave at 125◦C. After curing, PET
was attached to the frame using cyanoacrylate adhesive to
perfectly bond the frame and skin.

Figure 8. Typical manufacturing process of wing composite fabrication. Reproduced from Park and Yoon (2009)c© Springer.

3.2 Fuselage structure development

Many attempts have been made for the development of ef-
ficient fuselage shape and material structure of the Konkuk
University’s flapping-wing MAV. There were four types of
structures with different materials ranging from balsa wood
to composite structure. The structure of the MAV should be
strong enough to withstand hard-landing, stiff enough for the
placement of the components but at the same time it should
also be lightweight. A lightweight material should be chosen
for the structure, since the weight issue will also determine
the performance of the MAV flight.

First, balsa plate was used for the fuselage to place the
electronic components. This type of wood is well known to
the airplane hobbyist, as the best material to construct model
airplane owing its high strength and low density characteris-
tics. It can also be easily shaped, glued, and painted. However,
due to small balsa thickness it is weak; as a result, on impact
it was easily broken into pieces or split in the middle during
hard-landing as shown in Figure 9a.

Next, in order to prevent the damage in landing, car-
bon/epoxy plate was used, as shown in Figure 9(b). Carbon/
epoxy plate has good characteristics to withstand tensile
and compressive strengths in longitudinal and transverse
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Figure 9. Fuselage structure and materials: (a) balsa plate, (b) carbon/epoxy plate without cut-out, (c) carbon/epoxy rod frame, and
(d) PET plate and carbon/epoxy rod.

directions. Thus, the damage decreased remarkably when
the vehicle experienced hard-landing. Since the structure had
much heavier weight compared to balsa, the overall MAV
weight increased, affecting the flight performance of the
system.

We then decided to build the mainframe solely with
carbon/epoxy rods, as shown in Figure 9c. This idea was

effective in solving the weight issues. Nevertheless, placing
all the entire components on the mainframe was more diffi-
cult. The components could not be placed firmly at a certain
position, so their positions during the flight were very much
affected. Moreover, the damage was not entirely solved since
the structure was still fragile for hard-landing. Thin PET plate
was then added to the carbon/epoxy rod structure to provide

Figure 10. Glass/epoxy fuselage: (a) cut-out shape of glass/epoxy plate parts and (b) assembled fuselage structure.
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enough placement area, as shown in Figure 9d. However, it
was still ineffective to secure the components and no change
occurred in its ability to withstand hard-landing.

The above-mentioned analyses of different structures and
materials led to the design of a gearbox. The gearbox structure
should be light and stiff enough for the placement of the
components, as well as solving the issue of hard-landing. For
this case, glass/epoxy plate was chosen as the material for the
fuselage frame. CATIA® was used for designing the gearbox
parts and CNC machine was used for cutting the structure, as
shown in Figure 10a and b. The cut-out glass/epoxy plate was
proven to be the most appropriate fuselage component, which
prevents direct impact onto the electric component and was
compatible due to its lightweight even after several flight tests
were conducted. Glass/epoxy was also used for the hinges.

4 PERFORMANCE TEST AND
EVALUATION

4.1 Wing kinematics measurement

Wing kinematics is considered as one of the significant
parameters in flapping wing flight because it plays a great
role in the flight mechanism of insects. After finishing all
procedures, including the assembly of the wing structure to
the body frame, performance test and evaluation of the wing

kinematics were conducted. The analysis was carried out by
observing the flapping angle and wing rotational angle of
the flapping vehicle compared to those of Cicada. To ana-
lyze those parameters, the motions of the wing from the front
view, side view, and top view were captured by a high speed
camera (Photron Fastcam APX 120K) operated at 2000 fps,
as shown in Figure 11. In this test, the wing kinematics with
phase calculations of the 36-cm flapping vehicle using the
two types of wings, were investigated. The references for the
calculation of the flapping angle and wing rotational angle
are shown in Figure 12a and b.

The wing kinematics results for the two different wings
are shown in Figure 13. Both wings made a pitch-down angle
during the downstroke and pitch-up angle during upstroke.
Although no mechanical link systems were attached to oper-
ate the pitching motion, the vehicle could perform pitching
motion due to the flexural and torsional coupling deformation
of the composite wing structure.

There were several differences in the performance of the
1st prototype and biomimetic wings compared to that of the
Cicada. Firstly, the 1st prototype wing has roughly the same
phase in the flapping motion, but the biomimetic wing has
some differences in the result, such as in its clear peak point
and sequence variations. Secondly, they differ in the wing
rotation point.

The 1st prototype wing showed its wing rotation after the
starting upstroke, while the biomimetic wing showed its wing

Figure 11. Schematic for capturing wing kinematics.
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Figure 12. Definitions of (a) flapping angle and (b) pitching angle. Reproduced from Park and Yoon (2009)c© Springer.

Figure 13. Wing kinematics of the 1st prototype and biomimetic wings. Reproduced from Park and Yoon (2009)c© Springer.

rotation at the end of the downstroke. In other words, the
biomimetic wing had the point of wing rotation between the
phase changing points of flapping, which is similar to that of
Cicada. These findings proved that cambered and cell-type
wing can perform better and similar to the Cicada compared
to the 1st prototype wing.

4.2 Aerodynamic force measurement

The aerodynamic force measurement for the two different
wings was conducted to observe the efficiency of applying
the biomimetic wing structures of insects to the flapping
vehicle. As mentioned earlier, the biomimetic wing has a
better performance in terms of its wing kinematics compared

to that of the 1st prototype wing. To assure that better effi-
ciency does exist, force generation test wasalso performed
(Figure 14).

Aerodynamic forces are the indispensable components
which support the flight. Most of the useful aerodynamic
force is generated in the middle of a downstroke during
the flapping-flight. However, in this type of flapping mech-
anism, the inertia force also plays an important role. This
type of force is relatively large mostly at the end of upstroke
and downstroke, which contribute to the significance of the
wing deformation effect. These phenomena may show that
the contribution of the aerodynamic force due to the wing
deformation by the inertia force can be neglected within a
cycle.
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Figure 14. Force measuring system.

Therefore, the aerodynamic measurement was conducted
by collecting the experimental data of the force measured in
the air and vacuum conditions as shown in Figure 15. The
aerodynamic force, then, can be calculated by subtracting
the inertia force, which is measured in the vacuum condition
from the total force. The experiment in the air condition was
conducted by preparing the two artificial wings to be tested
under the voltage 7.4 V. To adjust the flapping frequency and
amplitude during the flight in the vacuum condition, the input
voltage was adjusted such that the force calculated in the

vacuum condition can be regarded as the inertia force of the
vehicle in the air.

Average aerodynamic lift produced by the 1st prototype
wing was measured at the value of 0.075 N and thrust at the
value of 0.018 N. While for the biomimetic wing, the aver-
age aerodynamic lift and thrust were at 0.088 and 0.020 N,
respectively. These results showed that both the lift and thrust
generation of biomimetic wings are higher than those of
the prototype wing, with 17% improvement in the lift force
generation and 11% improvement in the thrust generation.

Figure 15. Experiment setup for aerodynamic force measurement: (a) vacuum chamber flapping test system and (b) experimental setup.
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5 SUMMARY

Experimental investigations were performed to improve the
flight performance of an ornithopter MAV and the aerody-
namic forces and flight parameters of MAVs of the 1st proto-
type wing were compared with those of the biomimetic wing
structure. Experimental verification showed that the lift and
thrust generations could be increased by 11 and 17%, respec-
tively, by replacing the 1st prototype wing by a biomimetic
wing. This was our first effort to mimic the wing of a Cicada.
Therefore, there seems to be sufficient scope to increase the
performance of the biomimetic wing.

For Reynolds number flight, particularly in the flapping-
wing MAV development, insect-mimicking mechanism and
structures have proven to shed some light on creating an in-
dependent flight system. Nevertheless, simplifications cannot
be avoided during its development. Moreover, creating an in-
dependent flapping-wing MAV will require more effort in
terms of providing the lightest material and the most efficient
mechanism that can fit into the small MAV structure.

The wing design based upon the coupling analysis
of aerodynamic and structural mechanics may contribute
to a great extent to the performance enhancement of
biomimetic flapping-wing MAVs. Further developments of
the biomimetic wing and an optimized system for ornithopter
may lead to a more sophisticated flapping–flying robot for
surveillance mission with stealth function, even smaller than
it is now.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Insects exhibit exquisite control of their flight – from the pre-
cise stability of a drone fly hovering to defend its territory, to
the extraordinary maneuverability of a dragonfly turning to
catch other insects on the wing. How insects achieve their sta-
bility and maneuverability in flapping flight is proving to be
of considerable interest to engineers hoping to emulate such
performance in flapping-wing micro air vehicles (MAVs) op-
erating in a similar Reynolds number regime. The remark-
able flight performance of insects arises from the interaction
of various sub-systems whose performance is optimized by
natural selection not at the component level, but rather at the
integrated level of the whole system (see Overview of Mi-
cro Air Vehicle System Design and Integration Issues). This
chapter considers the various interacting sub-systems in turn,
with the aim of providing an overview of the integrated func-
tionality of the insect flight control system. Section 2 outlines
the enormously rich sensory input that insects have evolved

to use for feedback control. Section 3 outlines how the actua-
tion and kinematics of their deforming wings lead to a highly
non-orthogonal control system. Section 4 discusses the un-
steady separated flows that result, and their consequences for
controlling force production.

2 SENSORY INPUT

Insects are sensor-rich, both in absolute terms, and in com-
parison with current manmade air vehicles (Żbikowski, 2004;
see Fundamentals of Micro Air Vehicle Flight Dynamics).
The locust shown in Figure 1 is a good illustration of this,
which being optimized for range and endurance rather than
maneuverability, is not unusually accomplished at flight con-
trol. Nevertheless, even this humble insect is equipped with
no fewer than five sensory systems involved in flight control
– each of which comprises on the order of 102 to 104 discrete
transducers.

Vision plays a central role in the flight control of insects
(see Biomimetic Optic Flow Sensors and Autopilots for MAV
Guidance and MAV Guidance Inspired by Principles of Insect
Vision). This is facilitated by two separate sensory systems:
the ocelli and the compound eyes (Figure 1). The ocelli op-
erate as underfocussed light detectors rather than true image-
forming eyes, but as they have a large number of individual
sensory cells associated with a single lens, they are never-
theless able in principle to detect changes in light intensity
across their field of view, albeit with low spatial resolution.
The ocelli usually occur in a trio, positioned in a triangu-
lar arrangement at the front of the head: some species have
fewer than three ocelli, but those who are good fliers always
have three, which assist in detecting pitch and roll motions
of the insect based upon the relative changes in luminance
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2 Micro Air Vehicles

Figure 1. Sensors used in flight stabilization and maneuver control
in the locust Locusta. With the exception of the antennae, only
sensors on the left hand side of the insect are shown. In the case
of the antennae, only the right hand antenna is shown. All of the
visible sensors are repeated on the other side of the body, with
the exception of the median ocellus, which lies at the midline of
the head. Modified from Taylor and Krapp (2007).

experienced by each ocellus. The compound eyes are true
image-forming eyes made up of many separate light-sensitive
units called ommatidia. The spatial resolution of the com-
pound eyes varies enormously across insects, with the num-
bers of ommatidia ranging from hundreds to tens of thou-
sands. This number is positively correlated with the flight
abilities of the species in question, which hints at the im-
portance of the compound eyes in flight control (Taylor and
Krapp, 2007).

The ocelli and compound eyes work in a complementary
fashion: the very high resolution of the compound eyes comes
at the cost of a relatively slow response, while the very low
resolution of the ocelli is compensated by a relatively fast
response. This allows the ocelli to detect very rapid changes
in luminance, and so enables them to detect fast changes in
attitude and orientation. The ocelli may also serve as horizon
detectors, which is an important function given that insects
lack inertial sensors suitable to provide information on their
pitch and roll attitude. The compound eyes, in contrast, are
well adapted to assess both the static structure of the envi-
ronment and the optic flow generated as the insect rotates
or translates with respect to it. The visual system thereby
provides insects with information about their orientation, ro-
tation, and translation with respect to the visual environment,
as well as with a host of other information useful in naviga-
tion, guidance, pursuit, and avoidance (see Biomimetic Optic
Flow Sensors and Autopilots for MAV Guidance and MAV
Guidance Inspired by Principles of Insect Vision).

Although the visual system is the most important source
of sensory information on angular motion, a few insects have

End knob

Stalk

Hinge

Strain sensors

Figure 2. Haltere of a blowfly, Lucilia. The haltere beats through
almost 180◦ in a near-vertical plane about its hinge. Rotation of the
body, to which the halteres are attached, results in a Coriolis force on
the oscillating end-knob, which causes it to deflect out of its plane
of oscillation. This deflection is sensed by fields of strain sensors
near the haltere base. Modified from Taylor and Krapp (2007).

rate-sensitive inertial sensors, of which the best known are the
halteres of flies (Taylor and Krapp, 2007). These dumbbell
shaped organs are the reduced remnants of the hindwings
(Figure 2), and are oscillated in antiphase to the forewings
through an arc of almost 180◦. Body rotations cause the os-
cillating mass to deflect with respect to the body as a result of
the Coriolis forces it experiences. This is detected by strain
sensors at the base of the haltere, which are thereby able to
encode angular velocity (Nalbach, 1993). In fact, the halteres
function in the same way as the vibratory gyroscopes used
in some strapdown inertial navigation systems. Although the
halteres provide similar information on angular motion to the
visual system, they are complementary to it, because their
bandwidth extends to angular rates an order of magnitude
higher than even the bandwidth of the ocelli. This high sen-
sory bandwidth is matched by a short time delay in signal
transmission, because haltere sensory neurons connect di-
rectly to motoneurons commanding the flight control mus-
cles, via a fast electrical synapse. The resulting latency of
O

(
10−3

)
s is fast by the standards of most nervous systems,

but still slow compared to the response times of electronic
hardware.

Most flying insects possess a pair of antennae (Figure 3),
which vary greatly in form but are usually sensitive to changes
in airspeed. The mechanism by which the antennae sense
changes in airspeed is complex, but depends upon measur-
ing their deflection by aerodynamic drag. Interestingly, mus-
cles at the base of the antennae pull them forward at higher
airspeeds. This reduces their projected area in a fashion
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4 ms−1
0 ms−1

Figure 3. Paired antennae of a locust Locusta. The antennae are
deflected backwards passively by the aerodynamic drag produced by
the oncoming flow, but this is opposed by muscles at the base of the
antennae, which pull the antennae forward as the airspeed increases.
The net result is that the antennae actually point further forwards at
higher airspeeds, but this serves to ensure that the sensors detecting
deflection of the antennae at the base are always kept within their
optimal operating range. Modified from Taylor and Krapp (2007).

appropriate to linearize the relationship between drag and
airspeed, and keeps the sensors measuring deflection within
their useful operating range. The antennae therefore act as
an adaptive sensing system detecting changes in airspeed
(Taylor and Krapp, 2007), although there is no clear evidence
to suggest that they are able to measure absolute airspeed as,
for example, a Pitot tube would.

Aerodynamic drag is also the basis of airflow sensing by
fields of tiny hairs that in locusts detect specific patterns of
airflow over the head (Figure 4). Superficially, these hairs ap-
pear to be similar in function to angle of attack or sideslip
vanes on an aircraft, but as the feedback signal they provide
is combined with the feedback signal from the visual system
before it even reaches the flight controller, they do not ap-
pear to provide state feedback in any straightforward sense
(Taylor and Krapp, 2007). In any case, it is clear that the an-
tennae and the wind-sensitive hairs on the head together pro-
vide information on the speed and direction of the oncoming
airflow.

Besides the sensors described so far, which respond to
changes in state associated with the insect’s rigid body de-
grees of freedom, insects also possess sensors that respond
to wing deformation (Taylor and Krapp, 2007). Insect wings

F4

F2

F1
F5

F3

Figure 4. Fields of wind-sensitive hairs on the head of a locust
Locusta. The hairs are arranged in five anatomically distinct fields
(F1–F5), each sensitive to a different direction of airflow. The di-
rection of airflow to which each field responds is marked by the
direction of the arrows. Modified from Taylor and Krapp (2007).

deform dramatically through every wingbeat, especially dur-
ing maneuvers, reflecting changes in their aerodynamic and
inertial loading (see Materials, Structure, and Dynamics of
Insect Wings as Bioinspiration for MAVs). These changes
are detected by strain sensors in the wing cuticle, which serve
partly to regulate the wingbeat but may also provide feedback
to the flight controller. These strain sensors may therefore be
providing some form of force feedback, although it is equally
possible that the salient physical information they provide re-
lates to the kinematic state of the wings, such as the progress
of torsion waves along the span. The wings are also cov-
ered with mechanosensory hairs that may provide informa-
tion on the local airflow, although there is no direct evidence
to support this hypothesis at present (but see Ai, Yoshida and
Yokohari, 2010). In any case, the small diameter – and hence
low conduction rate – of the sensory neurons associated with
the wing hairs suggests that they would be unable to resolve
changes in the airflow on the timescale of a single wingbeat.

In summary, insects are equipped with sensors detecting
motion or orientation in respect of visual, aerodynamic, and
inertial frames of reference. The frequency response char-
acteristics of the different sensors are quite different, and
they complement each other in this respect. Furthermore,
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as the measurement axes of the sensors are arranged in a
highly non-orthogonal fashion, they also have some degree
of redundancy, which may be important in providing robust-
ness in the event of loss of one or more sensors. However,
whereas we know a great deal about the physiology of the
sensory systems involved in insect flight, a detailed under-
standing of their functionality in respect of flight dynamics
and control is still lacking. Understanding this functionality
should in due course shed important light upon the principles
of sensor-rich feedback control, which could be of consid-
erable relevance to the design of MAV control systems (see
Fundamentals of Micro Air Vehicle Flight Dynamics).

3 KINEMATIC OUTPUT

The end-effectors of the insect flight control system are the
flight muscles. These are all internal to the thorax, and can
therefore only apply forces locally at the base of the wings.
The wings themselves are wholly passive structures, com-
prising thin areas of lightweight membrane suspended be-
tween thickened structural members called veins (Wootton,
1981). This structure ensures that the wings behave as smart
structures which deform in a specific and complex aeroelastic
fashion in response to the muscular loads applied (Combes
and Daniel, 2003; see also Materials, Structure, and Dynam-
ics of Insect Wings as Bioinspiration for MAVs). The thorax,
to which the wings and muscles are attached, also changes
shape considerably through the wingbeat, and recent work
has suggested that this thoracic deformation may be impor-
tant in determining the complex three-dimensional path fol-
lowed by the wing through its stroke (Wootton, 2006).

Insects can be categorized into two distinct groups ac-
cording to the structure and firing mechanism of their flight
muscles. In insects with relatively low wingbeat frequen-
cies (e.g., the locust), the muscles providing the mechanical
power for flight attach directly to the wings close to their
hinge points. Firing of these direct muscles is commanded
on a once-per-cycle basis by a neural oscillator, known in the
biological literature as a central pattern generator – the timing
of which can be modulated by feedback from the sensory
system. In insects with relatively high wingbeat frequencies
(e.g., flies), the muscles providing the mechanical power for
flight attach instead to the thoracic box from which the wings
emerge. Firing of these indirect muscles is commanded only
intermittently, and their periodic firing is driven in a semi-
autonomous fashion by mechanical resonance of the thorax,
which causes the muscles to fire automatically as they are
stretched (Josephson, Malamud and Stokes, 2000). In prin-
ciple, direct musculature may offer more scope for control
than indirect musculature, because whereas the firing of di-

rect muscles can be modulated directly, the firing of indirect
muscles has to be modulated indirectly by changing the
resonant properties of the thorax.

Regardless of how the main power muscles are attached, a
large number of accessory muscles always attaches directly
to the wings, and it is these accessory muscles which pro-
vide for fine control of flight (e.g., Balint and Dickinson,
2001). Approximately 20 separate muscle units are involved
per wing, although the exact number varies between species.
The arrangement of these accessory muscles is highly non-
orthogonal, with a high degree of redundancy. As a result,
the end-effect of any one muscle depends to a large degree
upon how its firing is phased with the firing of others. This
can make it hard to determine empirically which muscles are
actually being used, and to what end, in control: although
there are some muscles which only fire during maneuvers,
control is also effected by varying the phase of muscles that
fire on each and every wingbeat. This phenomenon implies a
rather tight control of muscle phasing on the part of the con-
troller, modulated at least partly by feedback from the strain
sensors in the wing. The extent to which it is important or
sensible to mimic any of this complexity in flapping-wing
MAVs is an open question, but it follows that the flight con-
trol systems of insects are inherently periodic and need to
be understood as such if their principles are to be applied to
MAVs.

The complex actuation of the wings is reflected in the com-
plexity of their kinematics. Insect wings do not merely beat
up and down: they twist, rotate and bend through precisely-
shaped trajectories. Figure 5 shows a photogrammetric re-
construction (Walker, Thomas and Taylor, 2009) of how the
wings move and deform through a single wingbeat of a hover-
ing drone fly Eristalis. The wing tip kinematics are complex,
and as well as oscillating in a root-flapping motion, the wing
itself can be seen to rotate rapidly about a spanwise axis at
the end of each half stroke. This ensures that the aerodynamic
angle of attack is appropriate to allow the wing to support the
insect’s weight through most of the wingbeat: in other insects,
especially in fast forward flight, the wing may provide little
or no weight support on the upstroke. Wing rotation is accom-
panied by the passage of a torsional wave along the wing, and
the strain sensors on the wing seem to be positioned appro-
priately to detect the passing of this wave. Marked changes
in wing camber can also be seen through the stroke, and in
the case of the drone fly, these appear to be produced as a
result of passive aeroelastic deformation.

In spite of this complexity, it has been possible to identify
certain key kinematic parameters that play an important role
in insect flight control (Taylor, 2001). These parameters re-
fer only to rigid-body motion of the wings, which reflects the
simplified kinematics measured by most studies to date. It
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Figure 5. Wing kinematics of a hoverfly Eristalis, showing how the wing deforms as it moves through a wingbeat, beginning with the
start of the upstroke (a) and ending with the finish of the downstroke (b). The grayscale shading is included to give a qualitative sense of
the local angle of incidence of the wing, and reveals the extensive deformation that occurs through the course of a stroke. The role of such
deformations in flight control is essentially unknown. Reproduced from Walker, Thomas and Taylor (2009) c©Royal Society Publishing.

may therefore be safest to treat them as summary parameters
which subsume many coupled changes in the wing de-
tailed motion and deformation, rather than as discrete control
parameters in themselves.

One of the most important control parameters is the stroke
amplitude, conventionally defined as the angular excursion
of the wing between the top and bottom of its stroke Fig-
ure 6. Even this simple control parameter has complex ef-

fects (Taylor, 2001). Other things being equal, decreasing the
stroke amplitude decreases the velocity of the wing, which
decreases the relative airflow and angle of attack and so re-
duces the total force production. However, usually only the
bottom half of the stroke is diminished in order to decrease
stroke amplitude, with the result that a decrease in stroke
amplitude also tends to move the line of action of the time-
averaged force in an aft direction. In combination, these ef-
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Figure 6. Schematic of the wing tip kinematics of a locust, show-
ing the stroke amplitude, defined as the angle (shaded dark gray)
between the lines (straight dashed lines) joining wing tip to wing
root at the top and bottom of the stroke. The dotted line shows the
wing tip path. Changes in stroke amplitude are important in flight
control in all insects studied to date. but even this simplest control
parameter has complex effects. Redrawn from Walker, Thomas and
Taylor (2009).

fects mean that a symmetric decrease in stroke amplitude
usually causes a nose-down pitching maneuver, whereas an
asymmetric change in stroke amplitude couples in to both roll
and yaw and is associated with banked turns. Such coupled
changes in the magnitude and line of action of the resul-
tant force bear some resemblance to the kinds of coupling
observed in the flap-lag dynamics of helicopter rotors.

Other key kinematic parameters include the geometric
angle of attack of the wings, the timing of wing rotation
with respect to stroke reversal, the inclination of the stroke
plane with respect to the body, and changes in the phasing of
the fore- and hindwings in functionally four-winged insects
(Taylor, 2001). All of these parameters can be varied symmet-
rically or asymmetrically, and so can be used in both lateral
and longitudinal flight control. Probably the only kinematic
parameter that cannot be varied asymmetrically is the wing-
beat frequency. Changes in wingbeat frequency can therefore
only be used directly to control symmetric maneuvers, al-
though they may be used to elevate the total power available
for lateral maneuvers. Doubtless there are many other more
subtle changes in wing kinematics that result from changes
in the firing patterns of the many different steering muscles.
However, these more subtle changes have been beyond the
resolution of the experimental techniques used to measure
wing kinematics to date, and it will be interesting to assess
their relative importance as experimental techniques improve.

Changes in flapping wing kinematics generally affect the
magnitude of the resultant aerodynamic force, as well as its
direction and line of action. Weight support, propulsion, and
control are therefore all tightly coupled, which makes for a
complex control problem, but has the advantage that insects
can exert strong control forces and moments by redirecting
their lift and thrust. Changes in wing kinematics are in this
sense more closely analogous to thrust vectoring than they
are to control surface deflection.

Besides changes in wing kinematics, insects also make use
of postural adjustments of their abdomen and appendages.
Postural changes are so ubiquitous and so basic to flight con-
trol that it seems likely they represent the remnant of a prim-
itive control system, perhaps used to steer a fall in the flight-
less precursors of winged insects. In modern insects, they are
used to effect slow maneuvers or extreme avoidance maneu-
vers. The latter can be quite crude: for example, a leg may be
extended so as to block the flapping of the wings on one side
of the insect. However, postural changes used in slow ma-
neuvers are more elegant, and seem to be used either to shift
the center of mass, in much the same way as a hang glider
pilot steers by moving his body, or to cause asymmetric drag,
much like the rudder of a ship.

4 AERODYNAMICS

The aerodynamics of non-maneuvering insect flight have
only become well understood within the last decade or so (for
reviews, see Dickinson, Lehmann and Sane, 1999; Ellington,
1999; Sane, 2003; Wang, 2005). Obtaining a similarly de-
tailed understanding of the aerodynamics of maneuvering
insect flight should now be a key goal of future research
(Taylor, 2001). Insects exploit a number of different aero-
dynamic mechanisms to generate useful force, and unsteadi-
ness is a ubiquitous feature of these mechanisms. This has
important consequences for flight control, because it means
that both the body dynamics and the aerodynamics used to
control them are time-variant: the former because of peri-
odic changes in the mass distribution of the insect; the latter
because of the intrinsic unsteadiness of the flow.

One mechanism of transient lift enhancement involves the
formation of a leading-edge vortex over the wing (Ellington
et al., 1996). It should be noted that there remains some con-
troversy in the biological literature over whether unsteadiness
is sufficient to explain the persistence of a leading-edge vor-
tex during the downstroke (i.e., whether the flow topology is
unstable, like a dynamic stall vortex; see Unsteady Aerody-
namics), or whether, in addition, spanwise flow is required
(i.e., whether the flow topology is stable, like a delta wing vor-
tex; see High Angle of Attack Aerodynamics). In any case,
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the leading-edge vortex is a transient phenomenon, and the
typical pattern is for a leading-edge vortex to be formed dur-
ing the downstroke and to be shed at the start of the upstroke.
Leading-edge vortex formation in insects seems to be con-
trolled primarily via changes in angle of attack – either as
the result of wing rotation or of changes in the stroke ampli-
tude (Thomas et al., 2004). This relates closely to a second
mechanism of transient lift enhancement, known as rota-
tional lift. Rapid wing rotation typically leads to the formation
of a leading-edge vortex, so it remains contentious whether
there is really a fundamentally different mechanism (i.e., the
Magnus effect) involved, or whether rotational lift is really
just dynamic stall in another guise.

A third important mechanism of aerodynamic force pro-
duction in many insects is the so-called clap and fling
(Weis-Fogh, 1973). This is a complicated mechanism, which
causes a jet of air to be expelled from between the wings as
they approach at the top of the upstroke. The primary effect
of this jet is to augment the thrust that is produced on the
upstroke, but by changing the angle of the wings on their ap-
proach, it is also possible for the insect to re-direct this jet –
and with it the resultant aerodynamic force. This is a clear ex-
ample of thrust vectoring in insects. The fourth major mech-
anism of aerodynamic force production is known as wake
capture (Dickinson, Lehmann and Sane, 1999), and involves
extracting energy from wake disturbances. In four-winged
insects, wake capture occurs as the hindwing intercepts the
wake of the forewing. In slow flight it is also possible for the
same wing to pass back through the wake it formed on the
downstroke, while it is making the next upstroke. A disturbed
flow can just as easily diminish the aerodynamic forces as en-
hance them, so it is important that the timing of the stroke is
just right. It follows that an insect may also be able to modify
wake capture by varying the phasing of the wingbeat, so as
to control the aerodynamic forces it produces.

5 CONCLUSION

The problem of controlling flapping flight is a difficult one,
but it is also rich with possibilities. In the absence of any
separate control surfaces, insects produce control forces and
moments using the same flapping wings that they use to pro-
duce lift and thrust. Other things being equal, insects are
therefore likely to be able to generate much larger control
forces relative to their body weight than any conventional
manmade aircraft. It follows that biomimetic flapping wing
vehicles may be able to exploit similarly large control forces
to achieve excellent maneuverability at small size, but only
if they have appropriate control of their wing kinematics. In-
sect wing kinematics are highly complex, and it is tempting

to assume that this complexity is important to their function.
However, before we attempt to mimic such complex kine-
matics in a flapping wing vehicle, it will be important to
understand the extent to which these complexities matter to
the function of the wing. Controlling such complexity will
be difficult without a correspondingly complex set of sensors
and actuators, which poses further problems of its own.

The apparent simplicity of the control system that sits be-
tween the many sensors and actuators of flying insects should
be an important source of inspiration to engineers in this re-
spect. Who would have imagined, for example, that nerve
impulses from the halteres signalling angular velocity would
be used to provide a direct command to one of the flight
muscles, without any intervening processing (Section 2), as
appears to be the case in flies? Understanding this simplicity
from the perspective of control engineering is an important
goal for future research. More generally, the simplicity of
the computation used to achieve useful feedback control in a
system rich in both sensors and actuators offers a potentially
useful sourcebook for inspiring new ways of doing control in
an engineering context.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft flight dynamics is the branch of aeronautical engi-
neering dealing with the analysis and prediction of vehicle
motion in the air (see Cook, 2007; Etkin and Reid, 1996;
Hancock, 1995). The core of the subject is the analysis and
prediction of aircraft responses (changes in translational and
rotational motion) to applied forces and moments (causes of
the motion changes). The emphasis in aircraft flight dynamics
is on the aerodynamic forces and moments, focusing on their
generation by the powered flight of a rigid body. The resulting
interaction between aerodynamics and rigid body dynamics
can be quite complex, but thorough understanding of that
interaction is essential for prediction (and hence systematic
design) of aircraft performance and attainment of the perfor-
mance by informed flight control design (see, e.g., Smetana,
2001).

The inherent complexity of flight dynamics finds its ex-
pression in the six-degree-of-freedom (6-dof) differential
equations of motion, together with an associated aerody-
namic model. The history of fixed-wing, see Abzug and
Larrabee (1997), and rotary-wing, see Chapter 1 of Leishman
(2000), aircraft flight dynamics and control shows that there
are no shortcuts which would allow avoiding analysis of
the 6dof equations and estimation of the relevant aerody-
namic parameters for the equations. Reliable derivation of
the parameters for the 6-dof equations is a non-trivial subject
of its own, called aircraft system identification (e.g., Klein
and Morelli, 2006; Jategaonkar, 2006), and will not be cov-
ered in this chapter. Instead, the focus here will be on the
generic form of the 6-dof equations, especially the neces-
sary aerodynamic modeling, and their practical meaning for
flight dynamics. This will be done in the context of fixed-
wing aircraft with comments, where appropriate, on pecu-
liarities of micro air vehicles (MAVs) due to their small size,
light weight, and mission profile. The fixed-wing case is
simpler than those of rotary wings and flapping wings (see
Żbikowski, Ansari and Knowles, 2006), and hence will be
used to illustrate the main issues and challenges of MAV
flight dynamics. Finally, all aircraft – large and small – are
only approximately rigid bodies, but (again for simplicity)
the often non-trivial consequences of elasticity of fuselage,
wings, and control surfaces (see e.g., Dowell, 1995), will not
be addressed here.

Aircraft flight dynamics enable quantifiable analysis and
design of flight control, because it is – and it must be – based
on the mathematics and physics of flight. However, flight
dynamics and control is an engineering subject which arose
from real-world demands of manned atmospheric flight. In-
deed, much insight into the practical meaning of flight dy-
namics and control can be gained from pilot manuals. For
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example, a mathematics-free, richly illustrated, yet qualita-
tively correct, exposition of flight maneuvers of propeller-
driven, fixed-wing aircraft can be found in Robson et al.
(2002), where interactions of aerodynamics and rigid body
mechanics are shown as they occur in real-world practice
(especially Chapters 10, 12, 18, 19, 21, 25, 28, and 44).

Another engineering aspect of flight dynamics and con-
trol worth keeping in mind, especially in the MAV context,
is that all the qualitative insights and quantitative designs
must be implemented using sensing, processing, and actuat-
ing hardware; see Collinson (2006) and also Raymond and
Chenoweth (1993). Such hardware must meet the perfor-
mance specifications while obeying weight, space, and power
constraints, often a challenge in aircraft design and definitely
so at the MAV scale.

None of the above theoretical and practical challenges
should be ignored or considered as unnecessary luxuries in
the MAV design, especially if a manoeuvrable MAV is re-
quired. Given the MAV size and weight, the extensive expe-
rience of model aircraft hobbyists should also be harnessed to
benefit from thorough, informed and pragmatic approaches
practised by seasoned hobby modelers (see, e.g., Lennon,
1996).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Funda-
mentals of flight dynamics are covered in Section 2, where
the rigid body theory point of view is adopted, and Section 3,
where the key issues of aerodynamic modeling are covered.
Conclusions on MAV flight dynamics are given in Section 4.

2 SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM (6-DOF)
EQUATIONS OF MOTION: RIGID BODY
MODELING

As a rigid body, a fixed-wing aircraft has six degrees of
freedom: three translations and three rotations, see Figure 1,
which also shows that the existence of six degrees of free-
dom is true for flying platforms not relying on fixed wings.
The aircraft is acted upon by gravity and its powered flight is
enabled by thrust which (through wings, tail and control sur-
faces) leads to generation of the aerodynamic force and mo-
ment. The aircraft dynamic response to disturbances (gusts,
turbulence) and control surface movements is described by a
system of six ordinary differential equations corresponding
to the six degrees of freedom. These equations are derived
under the following assumptions:

1. The aircraft is a rigid body with constant mass and fixed
mass distribution.

2. The air is at rest relative to the Earth (no steady wind,
gust, or wind shears).

Figure 1. Coordinate system and notation for flight dynamics equa-
tions. Linear (translational) velocity V components: u, v, w with
V 2 = u2 + v2 + w2; angular velocity ω components: p, q, r; aero-
dynamic force FA components: X, Y , Z; aerodynamic moment MA

components: L, M, N.

3. The Earth is fixed in inertial space.
4. Flight occurs close to the Earth’s surface, so the Earth’s

surface can be approximated as flat.
5. Gravity is uniform (centers of gravity and mass coincide)

and does not change with altitude.

Except for 2, these are not significantly limiting assump-
tions for fixed-wing MAVs. The main consequences of relax-
ing assumption 2 are addressed in Section 3.5.

2.1 Fundamental form of the equations

The general motion of an aircraft is described by Newton’s
second law of motion in translational and rotational
forms

d

dt

(
mV

) = F (1)

d

dt

(
Iω

) = M (2)

where mV is the linear momentum, F is the vectorial sum of
all applied forces, m is the mass, V is the translational veloc-
ity, Iω is the angular momentum about the center of gravity
(c.g.), M is the vectorial sum of all applied moments about
the c.g., I is the inertia matrix, and ω is the angular veloc-
ity. Equations (1) and (2) are vector equations describing the
translational motion of c.g. and the rotational motion about
the c.g., respectively.
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Equations (1) and (2) are valid in an inertial reference
frame, but it is more practical to express them in the body
axes, because the aircraft sensors are mounted on the body
and the form of the inertia matrix is simpler. The body axes
rotate with respect to the inertial axes, so they are a non-
inertial frame of reference; see Chapter 10 of Marion and
Thornton (1995). For any vector a the time derivatives of
the inertial (fixed) and non-inertial (rotating) frames are con-
nected through the following formula

(da

dt

)
fixed

=
(da

dt

)
rotating

+ ω × a (3)

Combining equations (1), (2), and (3) with the rigid body,
constant mass, and constant mass distribution assumptions,
and using a dot superscript notation for the rotating frame
derivative, gives

mV̇ + ω × mV = F (4)

Iω̇ + ω × Iω = M (5)

For fixed-wing aircraft, the sum of all applied forces and
moments on the right side of equations (4) and (5) arises from
aerodynamics, gravity, and thrust. Since gravity acts through
the c.g., and the gravity field is assumed uniform, there is no
gravity moment acting on the aircraft, so that equations (4)
and (5) can be written as

mV̇ + ω × mV = FA + FT + FG (6)

Iω̇ + ω × Iω = MA + MT (7)

Assuming that thrust FT from the propulsion system acts
along the x body axis and through the center of gravity yields

FT =




T

0

0


 (8)

Furthermore, the effect of rotating mass in the propulsion
system, for example, propellers or rotors of jet engines, is
neglected in this derivation, so that there is no propulsion
moment acting on the aircraft

MT = 0 (9)

The assumption expressed by equation (9) may not hold for
propeller-driven fixed-wing MAVs, if the propeller torque is
substantial.

For a rigid body with symmetry relative to the xz-plane in
body axes, the inertia matrix I is symmetric, and Ixy = Iyx =
Iyz = Izy = 0. The inertia matrix then reduces to

I =




Ix 0 −Ixz

0 Iy 0

−Ixz 0 Iz


 (10)

so that (see Tables 1 and 2 for notation)

m(u̇ − vr + wq) = mgx + X (11)

m(v̇ + ur − wp) = mgy + Y (12)

m(ẇ − uq + vp) = mgz + Z (13)

Ixxṗ + (Izz − Iyy)qr − Ixz(ṙ + pq) = L (14)

Iyyq̇ − (Izz − Ixx)pr + Ixz(p
2 − r2) = M (15)

Izzṙ + (Iyy − Ixx)pq − Ixz(ṗ − qr) = N (16)

Table 1. Kinematic variables used in 6-dof equations of motion.

Basic kinematic variables for 6-dof equations of motion

Linear velocity V = (u, v, w) Angular velocity ω = (p, q, r) Euler angles
components components (φ, θ, ψ)

u forward speed α angle of attack p roll rate φ bank (roll) angle
v sideslip speed β sideslip angle q pitch rate θ pitch angle
w vertical speed V air speed r yaw rate ψ heading (yaw) angle

tan α = w/u p = φ̇ − (sin θ)ψ̇
sin β = v/V q = (cos φ)θ̇ + (sin φ cos θ)ψ̇

V 2 = u2 + v2 + w2 r = −(sin φ)θ̇ + (cos φ cos θ)ψ̇
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Table 2. Dynamic variables used in 6-dof equations of motion.

Basic aerodynamic modelling for 6-dof equations of motion
using force Cx, Cy, Cz and moment Cl, Cm, Cn non-dimensional coefficients

Aerodynamic force Aerodynamic moment
FA = (X, Y, Z) MA = (L, M, N)

Component Coefficient Name Component Coefficient Name

X = q̄SCx Cx Longitudinal L = q̄SbCl Cl Rolling

Y = q̄SCx Cy Lateral M = q̄Sc̄Cm Cm Pitching

Z = q̄SCz Cz Vertical N = q̄SbCn Cn Yawing

Air flow parameters: Wing parameters:
q̄ = (1/2)ρV 2 dynamic pressure S reference area
ρ = ρ(h) air density, a function of altitude h b span
V 2 = u2 + v2 + w2 air speed c̄ mean aerodynamic chord

Gravity components in body axes gx, gy, gz depend on the
aircraft orientation relative to Earth (inertial) axes and can
be described using the Euler angles, see Table 1. Using the
sequence ψ → θ → φ, components of the gravity force in
the body axes are

FG =




−mgx

mgy

mgz


 =




−mg sin θ

mg sin φ cos θ

mg cos φ cos θ


 (17)

The rotational kinematic equations relate the rate of
change of the Euler angles (φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇) to the body-axis compo-
nents of angular velocity (p, q, r) as follows

φ̇ = p + tan θ(q sin φ + r cos φ) (18)

θ̇ = q cos φ − r sin φ (19)

ψ̇ = (q sin φ + r cos φ)/ cos θ (20)

Note that if θ = 90◦, then division by zero occurs in
the right side of equation (20). The relative orientation of
the rotating (body axes) frame with respect to the inertial
(earth axes) frame is better expressed, both conceptually
and computationally, using quaternions, see Kuipers (1999),
with no singularities. This is not pursued here for ease of
exposition.

The navigation equations, which are essentially kinemat-
ics of translational motion, are written by expressing the air-
craft velocity vector in Earth axes, with body-axis compo-
nents transformed by the Euler-angle sequence ψ → θ → φ,

resulting in

ẋE = u cos θ cos ψ + v(sin φ sin θ cos ψ − cos φ sin ψ)
+ w(cos φ sin θ cos ψ + sin φ sin ψ) (21)

ẏE = u cos θ sin ψ + v(sin φ sin θ sin ψ + cos φ cos ψ)
+ w(cos φ sin θ sin ψ − sin φ cos ψ) (22)

żE = −u sin θ + v sin φ cos θ + w cos φ cos θ (23)

2.2 Rotational motion and inertial data

From the point of view of the rigid body theory, rotational
motion has larger impact on the overall aircraft motion than
translational motion. Indeed, inspecting the left-hand sides
of equations (6) and (7) shows that existence of rotation,
ω /= 0, couples (6) with (7), while the existence of transla-
tion, V /= 0, does not couple (7) with (6). This asymmetric
coupling is not true if we include the aerodynamic effects,
because the airflow experienced by the aircraft always
couples both equations through FA and MA on the right side
of (6) and (7), respectively (see also Section 3). However,
from the point of view of the rigid body theory there is
strong influence of ω on V in the left-hand side of equation
(6), while V is absent from the left-hand side of (7). This can
be seen in the component-wise elaboration of equations (6)
and (7), that is, in equations (11)–(16). Indeed, the effective
acceleration measured by accelerometers mounted at the
aircraft’s center of gravity, aligned with the body axes, will be

ax = u̇ − vr + wq (24)

ay = v̇ + ur − wp (25)

az = ẇ − uq + vp (26)
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as per the left-hand side of equations (11)–(13), while sim-
ilarly mounted gyroscopes will directly measure p, q and
r, so that ax, ay, az and p, q, r are raw inertial data. The
sensors measuring rotational kinematics, that is, gyroscopes,
are important and, together with accelerometers and a dedi-
cated processor, form the aircraft’s inertial measurement unit
(IMU). An IMU is used not only for aircraft navigation, but
also for feedback control of flight and usually comprises three
orthogonal gyroscopes and three orthogonal accelerometers
(see Chapter 5 of Collinson, 2006). For simplicity, it will be
assumed that the inertial sensors have been mounted at the
aircraft’s center of gravity, aligned with the body axes.

A closer look at equations (14)–(16) also shows the self-
coupling consequences of rotation, that is, the effect of the
term ω × Iω from equation (7). The existence of terms qr and
pq in equation (14), pr, p2 and r2 in equation (15), pq and qr

in equation (16) means that any rotation which entails at least
two non-zero components of ω couples some of the equations
(14)–(16) and thus must be balanced by more that one com-
ponent of the aerodynamic moment MA = (L, M, N).

Finally, rotation changes aircraft orientation with respect
to gravity, see equation (17), and the relation between rotation
rates p, q, r and orientation angles φ, θ, ψ is not straightfor-
ward, see Table 1 and equations (18)–(20). The components
of rotational velocity ω are defined as infinitesimal changes of
angles over time (see Marion and Thornton, 1995, pp. 35–38,
431–435). As a consequence, the components of ω are quasi-
velocities, that is, the actual rotation angles φ, θ, ψ cannot,
in general, be obtained by direct integration of the angular
rates from the simple relations p = φ̇, q = θ̇, r = ψ̇, because
these simple relations do not hold in general, see Table 1 and
equations (18)–(20).

Knowing the initial (take-off, at time t0) orientation
of the aircraft (φ(t0), θ(t0), ψ(t0)), the aircraft orientation
(φ(t), θ(t), ψ(t)) at any time t > t0 can be computed by inte-
grating the differential equations (18)–(20), with p(t), q(t),
and r(t) in those equations provided by gyroscopes and p0(t),
q0(t), and r0(t) known at take-off. Equations (24)–(26) can
be rewritten as the system of ordinary differential equations

u̇ = ax + vr − wq (27)

v̇ = ay − ur + wp (28)

ẇ = az + uq − vp (29)

so that knowing the initial velocity V (t0) =
(u(t0), v(t0), w(t0)), equations (27)–(29) can be integrated
to give V (t) = (u(t), v(t), w(t)) for any time t > t0. In these
equations, p(t), q(t), and r(t) are provided by gyroscopes
while ax(t), ay(t) and az(t) by the accelerometers.

Hence, gyroscopic measurement of p, q and r gives the
aircraft orientation from (18)–(20), while the additional mea-
surement of ax, ay, and az by accelerometers gives the aircraft
body speeds u, v, and w from equations (27)–(29). Finally,
the aircraft position with respect to Earth is obtained by in-
tegrating the right side of equations (21)–(23). In practice,
however, inertial sensors suffer from biased measurements
and those biases, when integrated during solution of equa-
tions (18)–(20), (27)–(29), and (21)–(23), lead to error ac-
cumulation which continually grows with time t. This ever-
growing error accumulation can be remedied in two ways.
The first solution is to have highly accurate inertial sensors
so that the accumulated error is acceptably small. However,
high precision inertial sensors are expensive and are unlikely
to be small. The second solution is periodically to correct the
accumulated bias errors by obtaining accurate position xE,
yE, zE information from a separate navigation system. Such
a navigation “fix” is available from the Global Positioning
System (GPS), which is a practical option for MAVs.

3 SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM
EQUATIONS OF MOTION:
AERODYNAMIC MODELING

The key difficulty in flight dynamics modeling is finding a
correct and tractable relationship between the aerodynamic
force FA and moment MA and the body kinematics given
by V and ω, see equations (6)–(7). Practically all aerody-
namic flows are fundamentally described by the Navier-
Stokes equation of fluid dynamics, see Acheson (1990). How-
ever, the Navier–Stokes equation is a nonlinear partial differ-
ential equation (PDE), difficult to solve analytically and nu-
merically. Combining this PDE with the ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) of rigid body dynamics in equations (6)–
(7) would result in a correct, but impractical, mathematical
description. Hence, the approach worked out in engineering
practice, known as aerodynamic modeling, is to exploit sym-
metries of the flows occurring for aircraft, especially the ap-
proximately two-dimensional nature of such flows in steady
(non-maneuvring) flight.

Steady flight, that is, flight at an equilibrium (e.g.,
constant-altitude, constant-speed and rectilinear trajectory,
or level flight), is the fundamental reference mode of fly-
ing in aircraft practice. Most of the time, the flight control
task is to compensate for small deviations from the desired
steady flight condition and this action of aircraft’s controls is
known as trimming. The basic premise of trim is that, using
two-dimensional symmetries of the flow, the aerodynamic
force FA and moment MA will respond instantaneously to
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small changes in aircraft (rigid body) kinematics. These small
changes are best expressed not in terms of V and ω, but in
terms of V , α, β and ω (see Table 1), because FA and MA,
generated by lifting (e.g. wing, tail) and control (e.g. ailerons,
elevators, tabs) surfaces, depend on the air speed V and de-
flections α, β experienced by the surfaces. Effectively, instead
of the full complexity of the Navier–Stokes equation, an ap-
proximation by much simpler Bernoulli’s equation, involving
the dynamic pressure q̄ defined as q̄ = (1/2)ρV 2, is used (see
Table 2) together with the thin aerofoil theory and its exten-
sions (finite wing theory, boundary layer theory, etc.); see
Houghton and Carpenter (1993).

3.1 Aerodynamic modeling: Coefficients and
derivatives

The practice-motivated focus on basic aerodynamic model-
ing of deviations from steady flight is formalized by consid-
ering influence of α, β and also p, q, r on the components
X, Y , Z of aerodynamic force FA and the components L,
M, N of aerodynamic moment MA (see Table 2); note that
the influence of V is taken into account in dynamic pressure
q̄. The influence coefficients of the aircraft kinematics V , α,
β, p, q, r on the aerodynamic force FA and moment MA

are further represented in terms of non-dimensional stability
derivatives whose name comes from the fact that they largely
determine whether stable trim is achievable and, mathemat-
ically, they are partial derivatives (see Table 3). Finally, the
stability derivatives are non-dimensional to allow objective
comparison of different lifting and control surfaces designs.

Basic aerodynamic modeling of aerodynamic force FA

and moment MA for practical use in the 6-dof equations (6)–
(7) is based on the following representation

FA = q̄S




Cx

Cy

Cz


 MA = q̄S




bCl

c̄Cm

bCn


 (30)

where q̄ = (1/2)ρV 2 is the dynamic pressure, V is the air
speed, ρ is the air density, S is the wing reference area, b

is the wing span, and c̄ is the mean aerodynamic chord of
the wing, see Table 2. The force Cx, Cy, Cz and moment Cl,
Cm, Cn non-dimensional coefficients are, in turn, expressed
in terms of stability derivatives, as explained below. Before
that explanation, equations (11)–(16) are rewritten using the
influence coefficients representation of aerodynamic force
FA and moment MA as in equation (30), resulting in the
following form of the 6-dof equations equations.

Force equations

u̇ = rv − qw + q̄S

m
Cx − g sin θ + T

m
(31)

v̇ = pw − ru + q̄S

m
Cy + g sin φ cos θ (32)

ẇ = qu − pv + q̄S

m
Cz + g cos φ cos θ (33)

Moment equations

ṗ = (Iy − Iz)Iz − I2
xz

IxIz − I2
xz

qr
(Ix − Iy + Iz)Ixz

IxIz − I2
xz

pq

+q̄Sb
( Iz

IxIz − I2
xz

Cl + Ixz

IxIz − I2
xz

Cn

)
(34)

q̇ = Iz − Ix

Iy

pr − Ixz

Iy

(p2 − r2) + q̄Sc̄

Iy

Cm (35)

ṙ = (Ix − Iy)Ix − I2
xz

IxIz − I2
xz

pq − (Ix − Iy + Iz)Ixz

IxIz − I2
xz

qr

+ q̄Sb
( Ixz

IxIz − I2
xz

Cl + Ix

IxIz − I2
xz

Cn

)
(36)

where equation (17) was applied and, additionally, the equa-
tions were explicitly solved for u̇, v̇, ẇ and ṗ, q̇, ṙ for further
use in the chapter on MAV flight control. Recall that T is the
thrust as in equation (8).

As explained in Section 3.5, aircraft air data sensors mea-
sure air speed V , angle of attack α, and sideslip angle β rather
than body-axis velocities u, v, and w. Therefore, it is useful
to express the force equations (31)–(33) in terms of V , α, and
β, or in wind axes

V̇ = − q̄S

m
CDW

+ g(cos φ cos θ sin α cos β + sin φ cos θ sin β

− sin θ cos α cos β) + T

m
cos α cos β (37)

α̇ = − q̄S

mV cos β
CL + q − tan β(p cos α + r sin α)

+ g

V cos β

(
cos φ cos θ cos α + sin θ sin α

)
− T sin α

mV cos β

(38)

β̇ = q̄S

mV
CyW

+ p sin α − r cos α + g

V
cos β sin φ cos θ

+ sin β

V

(
g cos α sin θ − g sin α cos φ cos θ + T cos α

m

)
(39)
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Table 3. Non-dimensional dynamic moment stability derivatives after Orlik-Rückemann (1977, 1978, 1981, 1983).

Non-dimensional dynamic stability moment derivatives

Pure rotation (rotary derivatives) arranged by rotation type

Pure roll Pure pitch Pure yaw

Clp = ∂Cl/∂(pb/2V ) Clq = ∂Cl/∂(qc/2V ) Clr = ∂Cl/∂(rb/2V )
Cmp = ∂Cm/∂(pb/2V ) Cmq = ∂Cm/∂(qc/2V ) Cmr = ∂Cm/∂(rb/2V )
Cnp = ∂Cn/∂(pb/2V ) Cnq = ∂Cn/∂(qc/2V ) Cnr = ∂Cn/∂(rb/2V )

p = const /= 0, q = r = 0 q = const /= 0, p = r = 0 r = const /= 0, p = q = 0

Pure rotation (rotary derivatives) arranged by derivative type

Damping derivatives Cross derivatives Cross-coupling derivatives

Clp damping-in-yaw Clr yawing effects on roll Clq pitching effects on roll
Cmq damping-in-pitch Cnp rolling effects on yaw Cmp rolling effects on pitch
Cnr damping-in-roll Cmr yawing effects on pitch

Cnq pitching effects on yaw

Translational acceleration (acceleration derivatives)

Vertical acceleration ẇ _ α̇ Lateral acceleration v̇ _ β̇

Clα̇ = ∂Cl/∂(α̇c/2V ) Clβ̇ = ∂Cl/∂(β̇b/2V )
Cmα̇ = ∂Cm/∂(α̇c/2V ) Cmβ̇ = ∂Cm/∂(β̇b/2V )
Cnα̇ = ∂Cn/∂(α̇c/2V ) Cnβ̇ = ∂Cn/∂(β̇b/2V )

Oscillation around fixed axis (oscillatory derivatives)

Damping derivatives Cross derivatives Cross-coupling derivatives

Clp + Clβ̇ sin α Yaw Clr − Clβ̇ cos α Yaw/roll Clq + Clα̇ Pitch/roll
Cmq + Cmα̇ Pitch Cnp + Cnβ̇ sin α Roll/yaw Cmp + Cmβ̇ sin α Roll/pitch
Cnr − Cnβ̇ cos α Roll Cmr − Cmβ̇ cos α Yaw/pitch

Cnq + Cnα̇ Pitch/yaw

Moment aerodynamic model with static and dynamic stability moment derivatives terms

L = q̄Sb[Cltrim + Clα(α − αtrim) + Clββ +
Clpp(b/2V ) + Clqq(c̄/2V ) + Clrr(b/2V ) + Clα̇α̇(c̄/2V ) + Clβ̇β̇(b/2V )]

M = q̄Sc̄[Cmtrim + Cmα(α − αtrim) + Cmββ +
Cmpp(b/2V ) + Cmqq(c̄/2V ) + Cmrr(b/2V ) + Cmα̇α̇(c̄/2V ) + Cmβ̇β̇(b/2V )]

N = q̄Sb[Cntrim + Cnα(α − αtrim) + Cnββ +
Cnpp(b/2V ) + Cnqq(c̄/2V ) + Cnrr(b/2V ) + Cnα̇α̇(c̄/2V ) + Cnβ̇β̇(b/2V )]
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8 Micro Air Vehicles

where the wind-axes force influence coefficients CL, CD,
CDW

, CyW
are related to the body-axes force influence

coefficients Cx, Cy, Cz from (30) as follows

CL = −Cz cos α + Cx sin α (40)

CD = −Cx cos α − Cz sin α (41)

CDW
= CD cos β − Cy sin β (42)

CyW
= Cy cos β + CD sin β (43)

The moment equations (34)–(36) remain unchanged in wind
axes.

3.2 Expressing coefficients in terms of derivatives

The central modeling question is how to represent the force
Cx, Cy, Cz and moment Cl, Cm, Cn non-dimensional coef-
ficients appearing in equations (31)–(36), or (37)–(43), in
order to capture aerodynamic reactions of the aircraft body
to changes in kinematics u, v, w (or V , α, β) and p, q, r.
This must be done to account both for steady flight (small
deviations from trim) and maneuvers (large deviations from
trim). The key idea is to consider perturbations of Cx, Cy, Cz

and Cl, Cm, Cn in terms of α, β and p, q, r. Recall that the
influence of V is captured already through dynamic pressure
q̄ = (1/2)ρV 2, so V is not used as a deviation variable. Since,
for rotations, the interaction between aerodynamics and rigid
body dynamics is important for manoeuvrable flight, the key
idea is illustrated here for the case of rotational motion. Sim-
ilar reasoning will apply to translational motion and thus to
Cx, Cy, Cz.

The perturbations of Cl, Cm and Cn are defined with
reference to the level flight condition when α(t) = const =
αtrim /= 0 while β(t) = 0 and p(t) = q(t) = r(t) = 0 for all
t > t0. In other words, at the reference flight condition only
the angle of attack is non-zero, so deviations of α are mea-
sured from αtrim while for β and p, q, r the deviations are
measured from zero. The perturbations of Cl, Cm and Cn with
respect to α, β and p, q, r are known as non-dimensional sta-
bility moment derivatives. They are defined as partial deriva-
tives, see Table 3, they largely decide aircraft stability and are
non-dimensionalized for objective comparison of different
aircraft designs. In order better to understand representation
of coefficients Cl, Cm, Cn by derivatives, the pitching moment
M case will be explained; all cases are summarized in Table 3.

Stability derivatives for pitching moment non-
dimensionalised coefficient Cm are composed of partial
derivatives of Cm with respect to α and β, known as static

derivatives

Cmα = ∂Cm/∂α (44)

Cmβ = ∂Cm/∂β (45)

and also partial derivatives of Cm with respect to p, q, r,
known as (dynamic) rotary derivatives,

Cmp = ∂Cm

∂(pb/2V )
(46)

Cmq = ∂Cm

∂(qc/2V )
(47)

Cmr = ∂Cm

∂(rb/2V )
(48)

As explained below, there also are (dynamic) acceleration
derivatives which are partial derivatives of Cm with respect
to α̇, β̇

Cmα̇ = ∂Cm

∂(α̇c/2V )
(49)

Cmβ̇ = ∂Cm

∂(β̇b/2V )
(50)

Recalling from (30) that

M = q̄Sc̄Cm (51)

it can be seen why dynamic (rotary and acceleration) stability
derivatives are non-dimensionalised by c/2V for pitch rate q

and angle of attack rate α̇, and by b/2V for roll rate p, yaw
rate r, and sideslip angle rate β̇, see also Tables 2 and 3. The
full expression for pitching moment non-dimensionalized co-
efficient Cm in terms of static and dynamic non-dimensional
stability derivatives is

Cm =
trim value︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cmtrim +

static contribution︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cmα(α − αtrim) + Cmββ +

rotary contribution︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cmpp(b/2V ) + Cmqq(c̄/2V ) + Cmrr(b/2V ) +

acceleration contribution︷ ︸︸ ︷
Cmα̇α̇(c̄/2V ) + Cmβ̇β̇(b/2V ) (52)

see also the bottom of Table 3. Note that in trim only the
first term in the right side of equation (52) is left, that is,
Mtrim = q̄Sc̄Cmtrim is the contribution of the pitching mo-
ment (51) required for the trim flight condition at equilibrium
(no perturbations). Examination of the right side of (52) also
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reveals that, in general, the pitching moment coefficient Cm

depends on the aircraft kinematics and scaling parameters

Cm = Cm(α, β, p, q, r, α̇, β̇︸ ︷︷ ︸
kinematics

, V, b, c̄︸ ︷︷ ︸
scaling

) (53)

where the scaling variables are needed due to the non-
dimensional definition of the derivatives.

3.3 Physics of flight interpretation of dynamic
derivatives

Small perturbations of the level flight equilibrium (trim),
given by the deviations α − αtrim /= 0 and β /= 0, are captured
by static derivatives Clα and Clβ for the rolling moment L,
Cmα, and Cmβ for the pitching moment M, and Crα and Crβ for
the yawing moment N. These α- and β-derivatives are called
static, because deviation of α from αtrim and β from 0 are
small and slow – the aircraft is not maneuvring, but respond-
ing to gentle disturbances. For a maneuver, the angular rates
p, q, r and/or aerodynamic angles α, β change appreciably
which, for the angles, means that α̇ /= 0 and/or β̇ /= 0. Hence,
for a given trim condition – defined by α = αtrim and β, p,
q, r zero – the complexity (how many of α − αtrim, β, p, q, r

are non-zero) and rapidity (values of α̇ and β̇) of maneuvers
will determine the need for including appropriate dynamic
derivatives (see Table 3) in the aerodynamic model of the co-
efficients. The use of the full model (e.g., (52) for the pitching
moment) usually requires investing considerable time, effort
and expense to obtain the necessary dynamic derivatives and
such investment must be commensurate with the expected
extent of manoeuvrable flight. The physics of flight interpre-
tation of the dynamic derivatives is an important guide for
their appropriate use and an interpretation summary is given
now; see also Chapter 5 of Etkin and Reid (1996) and Parts
IV and V of Hancock (1995).

3.3.1 Damping derivatives

Damping derivatives express the aircraft resistance to the
components of rotational motion, that is, existence of damp-
ing in roll Clp, or the effect of roll p on rolling moment L;
damping in pitch Cmq, or the effect of pitch q on pitching mo-
ment M; and damping in yaw Cnr, or the effect of yaw r on
yawing moment N. A fixed-wing aircraft has wings in the xy-
plane which, in translational flight, are lifting surfaces, but
in roll also become dragging surfaces and hence damping-
in-roll non-dimensional stability derivative Clp quantifies the
roll p contribution to the overall rolling moment, see the ex-
pression for L in the bottom of Table 3.

3.3.2 Cross derivatives

Cross derivatives express aerodynamic coupling due to ro-
tational motion. For example, the yaw/roll cross derivative
Clr quantifies the aerodynamic contribution of yaw r to the
rolling moment L. This contribution is mostly due to air-
flow asymmetry on the wings, although there may be notice-
able contribution of the tail if the tail is large. Similarly, the
roll/yaw cross derivative Cnp quantifies the effects of asym-
metric flow on the yawing moment N occurring in roll p.
Each of the rolling wings will have a different angle of attack
producing additional (positive) yawing moment and the tail
side force will further enhance it by acting through the arm
equal to the distance between the tail’s mean aerodynamic
center and the aircraft center of gravity.

3.3.3 Cross-coupling derivatives

Cross-coupling derivatives (Clq, Cmp, Cmr, and Cnq) express
additional effects of aerodynamic coupling due to rotational
motion, not captured by damping (Clp, Cmq and Cnr) and cross
(Clr and Cnp) derivatives. These additional couplings are in-
significant for small amplitude rotations, but may become
more pronounced in severe maneuvers.

3.3.4 Acceleration derivatives

Translational acceleration derivatives express influence of
vertical (ẇ) and lateral (v̇) acceleration on the components of
the aerodynamic moment. Pure vertical acceleration ẇ can be
related to the air data V , α, β by differentiating w = u tan α

and remembering that u (and v) is constant and α is incremen-
tally (with respect to αtrim) small, so that ẇ _ α̇. Similarly,
pure lateral acceleration v̇ can be related to the air data by
differentiating tan β = vV/

√
V 2 − v2 and taking into account

that u and w are constant and β is small, so that v̇ _ β̇. Thus,
as pointed out in Orlik-Rückemann (1978), the aerodynamic
reactions to pure (u and v constant) vertical acceleration ẇ

are proportional to α̇ and the aerodynamic reactions to pure
(u and w constant) lateral acceleration v̇ are proportional to β̇.
Hence, the translational (vertical/lateral) acceleration deriva-
tives are equivalently defined as effects of α̇ and β̇ on the
components L, M, N of the aerodynamic moment MA.

Translational acceleration derivatives become important
if the aircraft has direct-lift or direct-sideforce controls,
but they also approximately capture unsteady aerodynam-
ics effects, as is now explained using the example of pure
pitch. The pitching moment M is assumed to depend lin-
early on the current value of the angle of attack α, that
is, M(t) = Cmα(α(t) − αtrim), where Cmα is constant for a
given αtrim (however, Cmα may have different constant values
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for different trim angles αtrim). In maneuver, that is, when α(t)
differs appreciably from αtrim, the pitching moment will not
change instantaneously in response to changes in the angle of
attack, due to the effect of the wing’s wake. This dependence
of time history (see Tobak and Schiff, 1978), is the essence
of unsteady aerodynamics and in this example is related to
the Wagner effect (starting vortex) (see Wagner, 1925 and
also Chapter 8 of Leishman, 2000). The coefficient Cmα will
not be a constant, but – for the range of values of α ensuring
incompressible attached flow – a function of time according
to the linear integral equation

Cmα(t) = C∞
mα

[
K(t)α(t0) +

∫ t

t0

K(t − τ)α̇(τ)dτ
]

(54)

where C∞
mα is the steady value attained at the end of the ma-

neuver. Assuming that the kernel K is known, substitution
of (54) into (35) would result in an integro-differential equa-
tion and the analysis would become involved. However, only
the recent time history has significant influence in forward
flight (faraway wake has little influence on the wing), so it is
feasible to approximate (54) as

Cmα(t) ≈ Cmαα(t) + Cmα̇α̇(t) (55)

where both Cmα and Cmα̇ are constant. Approximation (55)
arises from expanding the kernel K into Taylor series and
assuming that the terms beyond α̇ are negligible.

Formulae (54) and (55) are valid for small deviations from
αtrim. In severe maneuvers, when α(t) − αtrim becomes large,
the integral equation corresponding to (54) is nonlinear, that
is, kernel K depends on α and, possibly, also on α̇, so that
K = K(α(s), α̇(s), s) rather than K = K(s), as in (54) where
s = t − τ. Then Cmα and Cmα̇ in (55) are not constant, but
depend on α and α̇

Cmα = Cmα(α, α̇)
Cmα̇ = Cmα̇(α, α̇) (56)

Another way of looking at the dependence of Cmα and Cmα̇

on α and α̇ is that, during a severe maneuver, the wing moves
through a series of trim values and hence the procedure of
approximating equations (54) with (55) has to be repeated
with respect to each trim value and the result is tabularized to
obtain Cmα and Cmα̇ as functions of α and α̇. Such functions
can be established empirically; see AGARD (1990, 1991,
1996); or computationally, see Green, Spence and Murphy
(2004).

3.3.5 Oscillatory derivatives

Oscillatory derivatives are determined by oscillating the
aircraft (or its aerodynamically scaled model) sinusoidally
around one of the body axes. These derivatives are expressed
as combinations of pure rotation and translational accelera-
tion derivatives, see Table 3. Such combinations arise due to
different rigid body and aerodynamic effects of oscillation
around a fixed body axis. For example, oscillation around
the x-axis is achieved by forcing the aircraft (or its model)
to perform sinusoidal pitch q(t) = Aq sin νqt, p = r = 0 with
u = const /= 0 andv = w = 0. When the aircraft nose is up in
such a pitching oscillation, the rigid body effect is that the ver-
tical speed w points upwards at the nose, is zero at the center
of gravity, and points downward at the tail. Since u = const,
it means that the ratio w/u, determining the local angle of at-
tack, varies from nose to tail (in particular, it varies along the
wing chord) which is captured by Cmq. However, the aerody-
namic effects due to vertical acceleration ẇ depend on α̇, not
α, and these effects are accounted for by Cmα̇ and must be
added to Cmq, so that all aerodynamic consequences of pitch-
ing oscillation q(t) = Aq sin νqt for pitching moment M are
included. It should be noted that oscillatory derivatives are of
little intrinsic interest for aerodynamic modeling. However,
oscillatory, like for example, Cmq + Cmα̇, and rotary, like
Cmq, derivatives can be measured in well-understood wind-
tunnel experiments (see AGARD, 1990, 1991, 1996); and
free-flight experiments (see, e.g., Jategaonkar, Fischenberg
and von Gruenhagen, 2004). On the other hand, measuring
acceleration derivatives is rather difficult, but it is possible
to infer them from the oscillatory and rotary derivatives data
(e.g., Cmα̇), can be readily computed from measurements of
Cmq + Cmα̇ and Cmq.

3.4 Advantages and limitations of the derivatives
framework

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, aerodynamic
modeling is a compromise between mathematical/physical
accuracy and engineering practicality. The representation of
the force and moment coefficients in terms of the derivatives,
as described in Section 3.2, is well established in practice.
Popularity of the derivatives framework is due to additive
character of formulae like equation (52) from which one can
easily discern contributions of various types of motions to the
components of the aerodynamic force and moment; see also
Table 3. Intuitive interpretations of the derivatives in terms
of the physics of flight are available, see Section 3.3, and
there also are well-understood empirical and computational
methods for obtaining the necessary derivatives. Moreover,
the framework allows – to some extent – to capture the effects
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of unsteady, see equation (55), and nonlinear, see equation
(56), aerodynamics. Importantly, the derivatives framework
extends easily to the effects of control surfaces, that is, con-
tributions of control surface deflections to the aerodynamic
force FA and moment MA, through the corresponding con-
trol derivatives. Last, but not least, the derivatives framework
has worked well in the manned aircraft practice of airframe
and control design.

However, there are mathematical and physical limitations
of the derivatives framework in representing atmospheric
flight dynamics, especially for highly maneuvrable flight
(see, e.g., Greenwell, 2004). From the mathematical point
of view, the stability derivatives are defined as partial deriva-
tives, see equations (44)–(50) and Table 3, and this requires
that only one variable changes at a time which is not always
consistent with the physical reality. From the physical point
of view, discrete-event aerodynamic phenomena (e.g. flow
separation, vortex shedding, or bursting) cannot be easily and
transparently captured by equation (56), especially if the phe-
nomena exhibit hysteresis, that is, if they occur at some values
of α for α̇ > 0, but at different values of α for α̇ < 0. Since
vortical flows are important for delta-wing configurations for
a very wide range of Reynolds numbers (including the MAV
range), poor capture of aerodynamic discrete events by the
derivatives framework is the most notable deficiency of the
framework. However, there is a practical and intuitive way
around that difficulty, namely, state-space augmentation pro-
posed by Goman and Khrabov (1994) which means adding
an extra variable, for example, to capture the position of the
flow separation point on the wing. The first-order ordinary
differential equation for that variable expresses the existence
and evolution of the separation point; importantly, the coeffi-
cients needed for the equation can be determined empirically;
see Fischenberg (1996). A solution of that equation can then
be used as an additional variable on which the derivatives
depend, that is, there will be one more variable on top of the
kinematic and scaling ones, see equation (53). If more aero-
dynamic discrete events must be taken into account, then
more augmented states can be used, but it must be ensured
that definitions of the additional variables are plausible from
the physics of flight viewpoint, while the corresponding dif-
ferential equations have parameters which can be practically
measured and/or computed. Experience with engineering dy-
namic stall models, see Chapter 9 of Leishman (2000), may
be a useful guide here.

3.5 Translational motion and air data

As explained in Section 2.2, rotational motion of fixed-wing
aircraft is important from the rigid body theory viewpoint.

From the aerodynamics point of view, translational motion
is crucial: without forward motion no lift will be generated
and control surfaces will not produce any discernible effect.
Indeed, the discussion of aerodynamic modeling in Section
3.2 shows clearly that the key translational variables vari-
ables are V , α and β. Their measurement is performed by the
air data system (see Chapter 7 of Collinson, 2006), based on
the Pitot tube and/or rotating vanes. Pitot tube-based air data
systems measure directly three variables: total pressure, static
pressure and total air temperature, and the air speed V , angle
of attack α, and sideslip angle β are calculated from those
measurement (see, e.g., Cervia et al., 2006). Shaft-mounted
vanes, allowed limited rotation and connected to potentiome-
ters, measure the angle of attack α and the sideslip angle β

and are usually mounted on a nose boom or at wingtips.
It is important to realise that the air data system effec-

tively produces the true air speed, that is, the speed of the
aircraft with respect to the surrounding air. In the presence of
wind, the true air speed will differ from the ground speed, that
is, the aircraft speed relative to the ground. The ground veloc-
ity vector VE is calculated from equations (27)–(29) using
the inertial data from the aircraft’s inertial measurement unit
composed of three accelerometers and three gyros; see Sec-
tion 2.2. If VW is the velocity vector of the wind with respect
to the ground, then the true velocity vector V , that is, the air-
craft’s velocity relative to the air, is given by V = VE − VW .
Hence, in general, the velocity calculated from the air data, V ,
and the velocity calculated from the inertial data, VE, will be
different, V /= VE. Therefore, the corresponding speeds, air
speed V = ‖V‖ and ground speed VE = ‖VE‖, will differ:
V /= VE.

All the preceding derivations thus far have done under the
assumption of no wind, so that V = VE, but even then V was
referred to as ‘air speed’ where appropriate, e.g., in Tables
1 and 2, because the true air speed is the one which really
matters from the aerodynamic point of view. By convention,
V = (u, v, w) and V are used to indicate the true air velocity
and speed, respectively, while the subscript E is reserved for
the ground velocity and speed: VE = (uE, vE, wE) and VE.
Equations of translational dynamics (11)–(13) and navigation
equations (21)–(23) are affected by the presence of wind and
should be rewritten as follows.

Translational dynamics in the presence of wind

m(u̇E − vEr + wEq) = mgx + X (57)

m(v̇E + uEr − wEp) = mgy + Y (58)

m(ẇE − uEq + vEp) = mgz + Z (59)

Since equations (31)–(33) are a transformation of equa-
tions (11)–(13), they should also be rewritten in terms of
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equations (57)–(59), but remembering that the dynamic pres-
sure q̄ is expressed in terms of air speed V , not ground speed
VE, that is, q̄ = (1/2)ρV 2.

Navigation equations in the presence of wind

ẋE = uE cos θ cos ψ + vE(sin φ sin θ cos ψ − cos φ sin ψ)
+ wE(cos φ sin θ cos ψ + sin φ sin ψ) (60)

ẏE = uE cos θ sin ψ + vE(sin φ sin θ sin ψ + cos φ cos ψ)
+ wE(cos φ sin θ sin ψ − sin φ cos ψ) (61)

żE = −uE sin θ + vE sin φ cos θ + wE cos φ cos θ (62)

Also, equations (24)–(26) and (27)–(29) must be rewritten
in terms of uE, vE and wE, because those equations refer to
the inertial data.

Finally, if accurate air and inertial data are available, it is
possible to infer the wind velocity VW = (uW, vW, wW ) and
speed VW from them, because

uW = u − uE (63)

vW = v − vE (64)

wW = w − wE (65)

The thus obtained estimate of VW will give information
about air movement with respect to the ground at a single
point (the aircraft’s nose). That point estimate will be repre-
sentative of a wider (spatial) air movement only if the wind
is steady in the vicinity of the aircraft.

4 CONCLUSION

The starting point for systematic derivation of 6-dof equations
of motion for MAV flight dynamics is establishing the MAV
mass, center of gravity, and inertia matrix which should in-
clude the assumed geometric symmetries of the MAV. How-
ever, it is aerodynamic modeling which is the key issue in
a professional approach to the MAV design, especially for
performance analysis and automatic flight control design. In
essence, it is impossible reliably to predict performance and
safely to achieve controllable flight of MAVs without a firm
grasp of the underlying aerodynamics and without good un-
derstanding of the consequences of the aerodynamics for the
MAV flight dynamics.

Acquiring the necessary aerodynamic MAV design data,
that is, the appropriate derivatives described in Sections 3.2–
3.3, is possible by experiment (flight or wind tunnel testing),
computation, or a mixture of both. For the Reynolds num-
bers relevant to typical MAV size and speed, there is cur-
rently (2009) very little aerodynamic data available, even for

wing design. The extent of the necessary data acquisition, that
is, which derivatives listed in Table 3 are needed for a useful
MAV aerodynamic model, depends on the predicted flight
envelope of the MAV and the agility required. The larger the
flight envelope, the more trim points need to be considered,
and the more agility required, the more types of derivatives
must be identified, possibly including augmented states, as
described in Section 3.4. Reliable acquisition and judicious
interpretation of the derivatives is a non-trivial exercise in ex-
perimental and computational aerodynamics and should be
commensurate with the level of complexity of the MAV. This
is especially true for non-standard MAV configurations, for
example, quadcopter or insect-like flapping wing MAVs for
which the derivatives framework may need to be generalized.

Finally, an MAV flight dynamics model – however sys-
tematically derived – needs to be verified and validated.
Verification means checking whether the model met the spec-
ification, that is, whether all the required trim points and asso-
ciated derivatives have been obtained. Validation is establish-
ing that the verified model satisfactorily represents the actual
MAV flight dynamics, that is, whether the MAV responses
predicted by the model match, to within required accuracy,
the responses observed in flight and/or wind-tunnel testing.
A professional guide to flight dynamics model verification
and validation are Chapters 2, 10, 11 of Jategaonkar (2006)
while Kimberlin (2003) offers a wide range of practical ad-
vice. Hardware-in-the-loop testing is an attractive option for
MAVs (see Ali and Carter, 2008), and can be done on the
actual vehicle due to its small size.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In order to minimize the damages caused by disasters such as
earthquakes and typhoons, it is crucial to collect information
to warn the public before these catastrophes occur. Advisory
warnings and alerts are used to warn people to avoid the loss
of lives and properties. And information gathering and com-
munication are effective in preventing secondary disasters
and also for drawing up recovery plans.

Today, manned helicopters are widely used during disas-
ters since they have a wide field of view, high mobility, and
are ideal for rescuing people. However, a manned helicopter
has the limitation of flying at low altitudes due to regulations.
In addition, since they can cost over a million dollars each,
they are very expensive to deploy widely. Currently, there

are limited means of collecting disaster information at low
altitudes. However, the development of MAVs is expected to
enable low-altitude information gathering as MAVs become
widely deployed.

In previous research, our group studied external vision-
based autonomous control of 12.3 g coaxial-rotor helicopter
µFR by Wang et al. (2007) and external stereovision-based
autonomous control of coaxial-rotor helicopter X.R.B by
Ohira, Wang and Nonami (2008). However, in order to de-
velop a practical MAV, a quad-rotor MAV that can carry much
higher payloads was chosen as our research platform.

Recent research on quad-rotor MAVs by Bouabdallah,
Murrieri and Siegwart (2004) has developed a micro
quad-rotor helicopter. They built a model of the quad-rotor’s
attitude and succeeded in the control of altitude. Hoffmann
et al. (2004) have been developing a testbed of multivehicle
control systems in the STARMAC Project. Altuğ, Ostrowski
and Mahony (2002) have succeeded in a vision-based control
of height and yaw by an external vision system. Additionally,
a quad-rotor such as the X-3D BL, which was designed by
Ascending Technologies GmbH (see http://www.asctec.de),
and the Draganflyer, which was designed by Draganfly
Innovations Inc. (see http://www.draganfty.com), have both
been chosen for many studies because of their high flight
performance.

The key objective is to provide autonomous flight capa-
bility for MAVs beyond visual range operation in order to
collect information during disasters. Also automated take-
off and landing are needed, as well as obstacle avoidance
and obstacle detection; even self-charging of the MAVs may
be required depending on the situation. In addition, an-
other current key objective is to develop robots that can fly
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autonomously in an unknown indoor environment where GPS
is unavailable.

This research focused on developing an autonomous flying
robot that can help gather information during rescue efforts
after natural disasters including earthquakes and fires. In re-
lated work, Wang has succeeded in flying a quad-rotor MAV
outdoors using GPS. However, its position control includes a
few meters of errors (Wang et al., 2008), since it relies on the
limited accuracy of GPS feedback. In addition, GPS is unable
to detect obstacles. So if only GPS is used, it is impossible to
land on a specified target or search around objects including
buildings. This study proposed a range-finding system that
consists of four movable IR rangefinders and one ultrasonic
rangefinder. And it is capable of detecting objects in various
directions. This chapter describes a measurement algorithm
of this proposed sensor system. And it also describes the
experimental results of hovering control and the automated
landings of a quad-rotor MAV.

2 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

In this section, we describe the experimental platform, a pro-
posed movable range-finding system, and a block diagram of
the system configuration.

2.1 Description of the experimental platform

Our platform is based on a quad-rotor type helicopter from
Ascending Technologies GmBH, which is called the X-3D-
BL. This MAV, which is shown in Figure 1, is equipped with
our autopilot unit, a communication unit, and the proposed
range-finding system, all of which are mounted on the X-3D-
BL. Our MAV’s specifications are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. Autonomous quad-rotor flying robot for precise landing.

Table 1. Specifications of flying robot.

Item Value Unit

Mass of X-3D BL 275 g
Mass of equipment 316 g
Mass of battery 148 g
Total mass 739 g
Maximum width (with propellers) 540 mm
Maximum width (without propellers) 380 mm
Height 206 mm
Battery voltage 11.1 V
Battery capacity 2100 mA h

2.2 Movable range-finding sensor system

Figure 2 shows the proposed movable range-finding unit for
autolanding in this study. This unit consists of one ultrasonic
rangefinder and four IR rangefinders and the servomotors.
The IR rangefinder is able to move within a 120◦ range using
a servo-motor for each rangefinder and it has a measuring

Figure 2. The IR (on the left) and ultrasonic range finding units.
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Figure 3. Detection area.

range from 1 to 5.5 m. These IR sensors are installed on each
end of the MAV’s legs as shown in Figure 1. The measuring
range of the ultrasonic rangefinder is up to 6 m and the width
of its beam is 50◦. It is attached to the bottom of the MAV
and pointed downward. The resulting detection area of this
MAV is shown in Figure 3.

2.3 MAV operation system

Finally, Figure 4 shows the current system configuration.

3 PRINCIPLE OF POSITION
MEASUREMENT

By tilting the IR rangefinder in the horizontal direction, the
proposed range-finding system can measure the horizontal
position by using objects that are in the horizontal plane,
such as walls. These objects provide reference points to cal-
culate the MAV’s position. However, in these experiments,
no walls were nearby, so we assumed there were no objects
in horizontal plane. So we proposed an algorithm that would

Photo coupler

PPM signal (4ch control input )

Microcontroller  (AP-SH2A-0A)

Sensor
data

Sensor
dataCommand

IMU sensor

(MNAV100CA)
Wireless module

(X-Bee Pro)

Wireless module

(X-Bee Pro)

2.4 GHz radio wave

Monitoring

PC

Ground station

MAV

MAV embedded system

PWM pulse
(4 reference
angle)

Range finding unit

4 RC servo motors

4 IR rangefinders

Distance data (4ch)

Distance data Ultrasonic senor

Figure 4. Block diagram of the system configuration.
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measure the horizontal position by using the edge detection
of an object beneath the MAV such as a car or a table.

Recent studies on helicopter autolandings have focused
on single-rotor type helicopters (Saripalli, Montgomer and
Sukhatme, 2002; Saripalli, Montgomery and Sukhatme,
2003; Johnson, Montgomery and Matthies, 2005; Yu et al.,
2007) and some quad-rotor systems (Frietsch et al., 2008;
Herisse et al., 2008). These studies adopted vision-base ap-
proaches for autolandings, which used stereovision cameras.
However, the CPU capability and payload capacity of MAVs
are limited. Therefore, this study used lightweight rangefind-
ers and uncomplicated method for automatic landings of
MAVs. In this section, an algorithm of position measurement
for automated landings is described.

3.1 Basic principle

This automated landing system is designed for precision land-
ings without GPS on a rectangular-shaped target that could
represent a rescue vehicle.

In order to measure the MAV’s position, this algorithm
detects the edge of the object. Each IR rangefinder, which is
rotated by a servomotor, is used for edge detection. First,
we consider an MAV flying above the object. As the IR
rangefinder is tilted by the servomotor, the measured dis-
tance spikes downward when the IR beam strides the edge of
object such as in Figure 5. α̃ is defined as an angle between
the IR beam line and the Z-axis during this moment. Addi-
tionally, the ultrasonic rangefinder can measure the altitude
h between object and MAV at the same time.

The horizontal distance from edge to center of MAV, L, is
calculated as follows where the width of MAV is w and also
using the measured α̃ and h.

L = h tan α̃ + 1

2
w (1)

h

L

d

d

α~
α~

α
2
w

Tilt angle

Figure 5. Distance measurement.

3.2 Definition of coordinate system

At first, we must define a coordinate system that will also be
used for flight control. A local coordinate system MAV-frame
is defined for the MAV. The origin for these coordinates is
defined as the center of gravity of the MAV. The MAV’s-
fixed X-axis is defined as direction of the front rotor and
Y-axis is defined as direction of the right rotor. The Z-axis
is defined as the direction that is perpendicular to the X- and
Y-axis, and it points in the direction beneath the MAV. And,
the landing target frame is defined as the landing target as
shown in Figure 6.

In addition, the rotation about the X-axis is defined as
the roll angle, φ, the rotation about the Y-axis is defined as
the pitch angleθ, and the rotation about the Z-axis is defined
as the yaw angle ψ. Their angles are defined as the Euler

Landing target

z

4

3

z
2 y

X

Front

1

θ

φ

ψ

y

x

Figure 6. The coordinate system.
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angle between the MAV’s frame and the targeted landing
frame.

3.3 Edge detection

By tilting each servomotor in order to detect α̃, the angle is
made to converge at the edge where the measured distance
jumps. For example as shown in Figure 7, the servomotor tilts
the IR rangefinder to an upper point when an IR spots the land-
ing point. Otherwise, the servomotor tilts the IR rangefinder
to a lower position. If it is able to do this, it is able to hold
the motor motion around the edge.

In this study, a reference angle to the servomotor is defined
as follows:

αk
ref = αk−1

ref + VsTscos2α̂k

hk
sgn

(
dk

t − dk
)

(2)

where suffix k is a step number on the time axis. And Vs

is a given number about tilting speed, Ts is control cycle
(20 ms), α̂ is the estimated angle of the servomotor, sgn is
a sign function, dt is a threshold value for deciding a tilting
direction, and d is the measured distance by IR rangefinder.
In the case of a constant swing speed by servomotors, moving
velocity of the target spot depends on the altitude h of MAV
and the IR beam direction α. Therefore, equation 2 can be
compensated by cos2α̂k/hk.

There is no sensor for measuring the servo-motor angle
α in this system. Because of this, the system calculates an
estimated angle α̂ and uses it in place of the true value α. The

h
a

d
d

t

α

Figure 7. Edge detection.

following equation is an updating rule of α̂ that is used in this
system, and the servo dynamics is approximated to first-order
delay.

α̂k = Asα̂
k−1 + (1 − As) αk−1

ref (3)

The difference between dt as the threshold value and d

decides the rotational direction of servomotor. First, a parallel
plane to the ground is assumed in the bottom distance h + a

of the MAV as shown in Figure 7. Assuming dt is the distance
from the MAV to the cross-point of the IR beam and above-
mentioned plane, the value is as follows:

dt = h + a

cosα̂
(4)

A motor angle when it detected the edge is defined as α̃ and
used for the calculation of MAV’s position. It is updated as
follows:

α̃k =
{

α̂k sgn
(
dk

t − dk
)

/= sgn
(
dk−1

t − dk−1
)

α̃k−1 otherwise
(5)

Edge detection and tracking is enabled by the above rules.
Additionally, if 2 is replaced by

αk
ref = αk−1

ref + c
VsTscos2α̂k

hk
sgn

(
dk

t − dk
)

(6)

at the time of sgn
(
dk

t − dk
)

/= sgn
(
dk−1

t − dk−1
)
, the up-

dating speed of α̃ rises, where c is a given number.

3.4 Position calculation

This system executes the edge detection in four directions:
forward, right, backward, and left. Therefore, four variables
are calculated in each direction. And so, four suffixes from 1
to 4 are marked for each variable clockwise from the front of
the MAV as shown in Figure 2.

For example, by using (1), the center position of the MAV
is calculated as follows:

x = h

2
(tanα̃3 − tanα̃1) (7)

y = h

2
(tanα̃4 − tanα̃2) (8)

where the origin is the center of the landing point. This equa-
tion does not include the width of the landing point. That is,
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Table 2. Values of the edge detection algorithm.

Symbol Unit Value

Vs m s−1 0.87 Given value (>0)
Ts s 0.02 Equal to the control cycle
As 0.846 Depending on the servomotor and Ts

A m 0.6 Given value (>0)
C 2.0 Given value (>1)
W m 0.26 Depend on MAV size

the position calculation does not require the width of landing
point.

However, equations (7) and (8) did not include the attitude
of the MAV. This influence is not negligible if h is high. In
fact, the position control has a tendency to be unstable by
using this equation. And so, actual calculation of the posi-
tion includes this influence even though an actual equation
is simplified by assuming a low attitude. Because of this, the
equation becomes too complicated. In addition, a distance
measurement from the ultrasonic rangefinder is almost sta-
tionary if the attitude is low. Therefore, h is assumed to be
unaffected by attitude. For these reasons, the center position
of the MAV is calculated by the following equations:

x = 1

2

{(
h−wθ

2

)
tan (α̃3 − θ) −

(
h + wθ

2

)
tan (α̃1 + θ)

}

(9)

y = 1

2

{(
h+wφ

2

)
tan (α̃4+φ) −

(
h−wφ

2

)
tan (α̃2−φ)

}

(10)

Parameters for the edge detection algorithm and the position
calculation are shown in Table 2.

4 MODELING AND CONTROLLER
DESIGN

In this section, we describe the design of a position con-
troller and modeling. Additionally, we describe the altitude
and heading control in order to implement fully autonomous
control.

4.1 Configuration of the control system

In this study, we separate the MAV’s dynamics into four in-
dependent systems. These four systems are: (1) θ − x, the
position control system that includes attitude θ and position

Position
controller

Attitude
controller MAV

Angular velocity (θ
.
/φ

.
)

Attitude  (θ /φ )

Position  (x /y )

AHRS
algorithm

Edge detection and
position calculation

Angular velocity (θ
.
,φ

.
,ψ

.
)

Acceleration (ax,ay,az)
Magnetic field (Bx,By,Bz)

Distance by IR rangefinder (d1,d2,d3,d4)
Distance by ultrasonic rangefinder (h)

Attitude
reference

Control input
(PPM signal)

Figure 8. The block diagram of the x and y control loop.

x; (2) φ − y, the position control system that includes attitude
φ and position y; (3) the heading control system that includes
the attitude ψ; and (4) the altitude control system that includes
position z, where θ − x and φ − y control systems have the
same structure due to the quad-rotor’s symmetry.

For θ − x and φ − y control, first an inner-loop control
system with feedback attitude and angular rate is designed.
Next as shown in Figure 8, an outer-loop control system that
calculates the position, attitude, and angular rate is designed
outside the inner-loop system. Additionally, ψ and z are con-
trolled by a single control loop as shown in Figure 9.

In addition, attitude is calculated by the Attitude and
Heading Reference Systems (AHRS) (Autopilot MNAV, see
http://sourceforge.net/projects/micronav/) shown in Figure 8
and Figure 9a at this system.

4.2 Modeling

4.2.1 Attitude model (θ, φ)

The transfer functions between the control input (uθ, uφ) and
measured angular velocity (θ̇, φ̇) are assumed to be second-
order delay. And the transfer function from the angular ve-
locity to attitude is regarded as an integrator. So our attitude
model is as follows:

θ (s)

uθ (s)
= φ (s)

uφ (s)
= Kω2

n

s
(
s2 + 2ξωns + ω2

n

) (11)

In this system, θ, φ, θ̇ and φ̇ are measurable.

4.2.2 Position model (x, y)

At first, attitude of the MAV is assumed to be a stabilized sys-
tem by control of Figure 8. In addition, this output is assumed
to be able to follow the attitude reference in designing the po-
sition model. Since the order of this attitude closed system
is high, a transfer function from attitude reference to attitude
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Figure 9. Block diagram of yaw and z control loop.

is designed as the dominant poles. These dominant poles are
one pair of conjugate poles. Therefore, a transfer function of
attitude response is as follows:

θ (s)

θref (s)
= φ (s)

φref (s)
= Re2 + Im2

s2 + 2Res + Re2 + Im2 (12)

Next, a transfer function from the attitude to the position is
based on the following model where the horizontal thrust is
the horizontal component of the lift force mg (Bouabdallah,
Murrieri and Siegwart, 2004).

{
ẍ = −g (cosφsinθcosψ + sinφsinψ)

ÿ = −g (cosφsinθsinψ − sinφcosψ)
(13)

By linearization of their equation of motion, the actual model
is calculated as follows:

x (s)

θ (s)
= − y (s)

φ (s)
= − g

s2
(14)

where g is the acceleration of gravity. In this system, x, y, θ,
φ, θ̇, and φ̇ are measurable.

4.2.3 Altitude model (z)

The transfer function between the control input uz and the
measured acceleration is assumed to be first-order delay. And
the transfer function from the acceleration to the position is
regarded as double integrator. So our altitude model is as
follows:

z (s)

uz (s)
= Kz

s2 (Tzs + 1)
(15)

In this system, z and z̈ are measurable.

4.2.4 Heading model (ψ)

The transfer function between the control input uψ and the
measured yaw angular velocity ψ̇ is assumed to be a second-
order delay that has two real poles. And the transfer function
from the angular velocity to the attitude is regarded as the
integrator. So our heading model is as follows:

ψ (s)

uψ (s)
= Kψ

s
(
Tψ1s + 1

) (
Tψ2s + 1

) (16)

In this system, ψ and ψ̇ are measurable.

4.3 Parameter identification

The procedure of parameter identification is as follows:

1. Fly the MAV by manual operation and acquire the system
outputs and manual inputs.

2. Assume the parameter values. And simulate the system
output by using a system model, with parameters and
input series of 1.

3. Compare the simulated output and the acquired output.
If these do not match, try 2 and 3 again.

As a result of this procedure, the following parameters
were obtained as shown in Table 3. However, Re and Im are
given as the dominant poles of the attitude closed-loop system
such as Figure 10.

4.4 Controller

Each controller was designed for each model. Our controller
is based on the optimal state feedback. Additionally, in order
to create a servo system, an extended system is designed. In
order to design an extended system, we define a state variable
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Table 3. Values of identified parameters.

Symbol Value Symbol Value

K 3.94 × 10−3 Kz 1.90 × 10−2

ζ 1.01 Tz 1.15 × 10−1

ωn 15.4 Kψ 9.50 × 10−3

Re 3.94 Tψ1 1.00
Im 3.96 Tψ2 0.60

xr as the integral of the error of the difference between nth
output yn = Cnx and the reference r where the suffix n is an
index of the output vector that we want to follow the input,
and Cn is the nth row of matrix C. An extended system is
calculated as follows:

d

dt

[
x

xr

]
=

[
A 0

−Cn 0

] [
x

xr

]
+

[
B

0

]
u +

[
0

I

]
r (17)

By applying optimal control theory to this, a feedback gain
F , which is able to converge yn to r, is calculated.

The state feedback controller needs all state variables.
However, this system is unable to measure some state vari-
ables. Therefore, unmeasurable states are estimated by a
Kalman filter in this system.
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Figure 10. Pole zero placement of the attitude closed-loop system
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Figure 11. Experimental configuration.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In order to test the efficacy of the proposed sensor system,
a hovering experiment and automated landing experiment
were carried out. These experiments used a 52-cm2 table.
The relative positions of the table and MAV are shown in
Figure 11. The origin of the coordinate system is defined as
the center of table.

5.1 Autonomous hovering experiment

In this experiment, first the MAV was flown manually above
the center of table. And the heading of the MAV ψ was con-
formed to the table. For this, operator adjusted the MAV’s
heading in order that MAV’s X- and Y-axes are perpendicular
and/or parallel to each side of table such as in Figure 11. Next,
after checking that the movable range-finding system was
working, control was switched from manual to autonomous.
During autonomous control, the horizontal x and y positions
were controlled to keep them at zero, and the altitude z and
the heading ψ were controlled to keep the initial state at the
moment autonomous control began.

The results of these tests are shown in Figure 12 which
measured the horizontal position using the movable range-
finding system. There were from 5 to 6 Hz band noises in
this position measurement because the sensor system was
based on swing measurements. Since this controller filtered
this band’s noises using a Kalman filter, the influence on
the performance of this control was small. According to this
graph, hovering was accurate to ±20 cm; however, the time
variation oscillated. Its frequency was about 0.22 Hz, and was
difficult to reduce by tuning the horizontal position controller.
Unremoved attitude coupling in position measurement and
modeling errors caused this oscillation.

The horizontal trajectory of the MAV is shown in Fig-
ure 13. This is made from a horizontal position shown in
Figure 12 and the data are corrected using a Kalman filter. A
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Figure 12. Time variation of the position (raw data).

circle in this figure is drawn in order to include 95% of the
data, and its radius is 17.9 cm. An “*” mark is at the center of
the circle and it is the average of all data, where the position
is x = 5 mm and y = 8 mm. So this shows that autonomous
hovering successfully occurred near the center of table.

In addition, the relative altitude between the MAV and ta-
ble, which was measured by ultrasonic rangefinder, averaged
85 cm.

5.2 Automated landing experiment

In this experiment, autonomous control of the horizontal po-
sition and the heading were carried out the same as the hover-
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Figure 13. 2D plot of the position (with Kalman filter).

ing experiment. On the other hand, the altitude control used
the following rules.

Hold the altitude reference for an initial 20 s.
After the initial 20 s, descend the altitude reference with

0.001 m/step speed when an energy function is less than a
constant value varepsilon (1 step = 0.02 s).

If the altitude measured by the ultrasonic rangefinder is
less than 40 cm, then land the MAV by decreasing the control
input without feedback control.

The first step should be to wait for convergence of the
initial transient response. The second step is to improve the
landing relativity by waiting until convergence of the hori-
zontal motion where the horizontal motion was influenced
during the descent. Assuming the state variables are xx =
{ ˆ̇θ, θ̂, ˆ̇x, x̂, xr} and xy = { ˆ̇φ, φ̂, ˆ̇y, ŷ, yr}, an energy function
is defined as the following positive definite quadratic form:

V
(
xx, xy

) = xT
xL0xx + xT

yL0xy (18)

where xr and yr are the integrated value of deviation in equa-
tion (18), and other state variables are the estimated values
by a Kalman filter. L0 is defined as the following positive
definite solution, which satisfies that the time derivative of V

is always negative.

(Ai − BiF ) L0 + L0(Ai − BiF )T + I = 0 (19)

where Ai and Bi are A and B matrix in extended system
(equation (19)) of horizontal position control, and F matrix
is a state feedback gain of its extended system. The third step
is to prevent a fault measurement during low altitudes where
a measurement of IR rangefinder fails.

The procedures for this experiment are identical to the
hovering experiment. The condition of the descentvarepsilon

is chosen as 20, which was based on previous experimental
results.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 14 using
the measured horizontal distance from the movable range-
finding system. In the current landing algorithm, landing ac-
curacy depends on the position control accuracy. Therefore,
according to the results of this experiment, the landing ac-
curacy was about ±10 cm. Since hovering altitude in these
tests was lower than the hovering experiment, the accuracy
of horizontal position control is higher than the hovering ex-
periment.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 15 where
the MAV’s flying altitude was measured by the pressure
sensor and the ultrasonic rangefinder. The pressure altitude
was corrected using a Kalman filter, and the ultrasonic al-
titude was adjusted using a low-pass filter. Since these two
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Figure 14. Time variation of the position (raw data).

measurements have different mean values, an offset in pres-
sure altitude of this figure has been removed. Altitude control
is based on the pressure altitude, but the accuracy of the ul-
trasonic altitude is higher than the pressure altitude. Because
an altitude based on ultrasonic rangefinder might be some-
times affected by bump between table and floor, we chose the
pressure sensor for altitude control. According to the ultra-
sonic altitude, autonomous altitude control started at above
0.5 m high as the beginning of control. And after ascending
to 1 m altitude, the MAV began to descend. Since pressure
altitude decreased after 20 seconds, it indicates that attitude
of MAV followed the reference. Pressure altitude was over-
shooting after 34 s. This was due to the feed forward con-
trol input for altitude control, which is generated at the final
stage of landing. Since landing is completed immediately,
this overshooting is not a matter of concern for controlling the
landing.

An experimental result shown in Figure 16 is an energy
function value of horizontal position control. At 20 seconds,
the value of the energy function was well converged and
it remained small until the MAV landed. So the descend-
ing speed was constant because of so quiet behavior of the
MAV.
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Figure 15. Time variation of the altitude.
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Figure 16. Time variation of the energy function.

6 SUMMARY

In order to measure an MAV’s position without GPS, this
chapter presented a movable range-finding system, which
consists of servomotors, and IR and ultrasonic rangefinders.
And this chapter described this sensor system and its algo-
rithm for position measurement. In addition, it discussed the
design of a control system, and the hovering and landing ex-
periments that were conducted. Results are summarized as
follows.

In the hovering experiment, our MAV successfully flew
over the 52 cm × 52 cm table and maintained a horizontal
position within a 17.9-cm radius circle. The mean value of
the flying altitude was 85 cm.

In the landing experiment, our MAV could land on a table
that was about the same size as the MAV by maintaining
±10 cm horizontal position accuracy. During these landings,
the initial altitude was 50 cm and maximum altitude was 1 m.

The closed-loop system of the position control oscillated
at 0.22 Hz. Therefore for future research, we will design a
new controller that can more robustly handle the modeling
errors and also improve the measurement algorithms.

After solving this oscillating problem, our goal will be to
achieve high-altitude hovering and outdoor precision land-
ings using the combination of GPS and the movable range-
finding system. Moreover, utilizing the capability of our sen-
sor’s versatility could lead to obstacle avoidance, mapping,
and indoor localization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Manned or unmanned aircraft control systems often require
measuring state variables such as groundheight, ground-
speed, descent speed, and so on. Emissive sensors developed
for this purpose, such as radar- or laser-altimeters, Doppler
radars, forward-looking infrared sensors, GPS receivers, and
so on are too cumbersome for insects or even birds to
carry and to power. Natural flyers have developed different
approaches and they may teach us lessons for controlling
aircraft and spacecraft, in particular Micro Aerial Vehicles

(MAVs) and Micro Space Vehicles (MSVs). Recent high-
speed videos have revealed that fruitflies may execute an
Immelmann turn right after take off and a looping right before
landing on the ceiling – a sobering experience for aeronautic
engineers. Flies achieve dynamic stabilization, 3D naviga-
tion, ground avoidance, collision avoidance with stationary
and nonstationary obstacles, hovering, tracking, docking,
take off and landing, decking on movable substrates – all
what a MAV can dream of.

The last decades have provided evidence that flying insects
guide themselvesvisually by processing theoptic flow (OF).
In the insect’s frame of reference, thetranslational OF is
the relative angular speedω (rad s−1) at which contrasting
objects in the environment move past the animal as a conse-
quence of its translatory flight (Kennedy, 1951). In Section 2,
we give some flavor of the insects’ avionic sensors, the anal-
ysis of motion sensitive neurons and their transposition into
electronic OF sensors. In Sections 3 and 4, we describe an
OF-based autopilot for ground avoidance and demonstrate its
effectiveness on a micro-helicopter. In Section 5 we present
an OF-based autopilot for lateral wall avoidance of a hov-
ercraft “flying” in a corridor, which draws on behavioral
experiments on honeybees conducted in our laboratory and
elsewhere. We end up by discussing the potential applica-
tions of these insect-abstracted principles to aerospace. This
chapter is closely related to recent reviews in which the inter-
ested reader will find more extensive literature (Franceschini,
2009; Franceschini, Ruffier and Serres, 2009; Franceschini
et al., 2009).

Freely flying flies make pure translations alternating with
fast, saccade-like turns. This behavior makes flies turn away
from regions of high translational OF, as produced by
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nearby lateral obstacles (Collett, Nallbach and Wagner, 1993;
Tammero and Dickinson, 2002). To investigatehow a fly
could possibly navigate based on this principle, a biorobotic
project was launched in the mid-1980s. The prototype Robot-
Fly was a 50-cm high, fast running, and fully autonomous
wheeled robot. It was able to avoid contrasting obstacles
by relying on thetranslational OF sensed on-board by a
nonuniform curved compound eye driving an array of 114
electro-optic OF sensors (Pichon, Blanes and Franceschini,
1989; Franceschini, Pichon and Blanes, 1992). Detection of
an obstacle triggered a quick eye and body turn of a suitable
amplitude, which defined the new heading direction. Since
the Robot-Fly travelled at a constant speed (50 cm s−1), the
translational OF measured on-board easily gave the object
range, and the robot was therefore able to slalom to its target
lamp through a random array of posts. Flying insects, air-
craft, and spacecraft are not in mechanical contact with the
ground, however, and therefore cannot estimate their ground-
speed easily, raising a more difficult problem to using OF
cues (Mura and Franceschini, 1994). It is only recently that
one succeeded in figuring outhow an agent might fly on an
OF basiswithout explicit knowledge of groundspeed and alti-
tude (Netter and Franceschini, 1999; Srinivasanet al., 2000;
Ruffier and Franceschini, 2003), giving rise to the design
of aerial robots capable of ground or obstacle avoidance
though devoid of speedometers and rangefinders (Netter and
Franceschini, 2002; Ruffier and Franceschini, 2003; Green,
Oh and Barrows, 2004; Zufferey, 2008b; Serreset al., 2008;
Beyeler, Zufferey and Floreano, 2009; Conroyet al., 2009).

2 NEUROMORPHIC OPTIC FLOW
SENSORS

Each compound eye of the fly consists of an array ofomma-
tidia, each of which is covered by a facet lens that focuses
light on a small group of photoreceptor cells (Figure 1). The
fly retina has been described in great details, with its different
spectral types of photoreceptor cells, polarization sensitive
cells, and sexually dimorphic cells. There exists a typical divi-
sion of labor within eachommatidium, with the two central
photoreceptors devoted tocolor vision and the six peripheral
cells devoted, in particular, tomotion vision (Franceschini,
1985).

Animals’ eyes analyze the OF locally, pixel-by-pixel, via
localmotion sensitive neurons. In flies, part of the third optic
ganglion called theLobula Plate (LP) comprises approxi-
mately 60uniquely identifiable neurons, the LP tangential
cells (LPTCs) that analyze the OF-field resulting from the
animal’s walking or flying. Some of these neurons transmit

Figure 1. Left panel: Head of the blowfly with its two panoramic
compound eyes. Right panel: clusters of micrometer-sized photore-
ceptors in the focal plane of each facet lens, as observedin vivo
(natural autofuorescence colors). Six outer receptors R1-6 mediate
motion vision, while the two central cells (R7, prolonged by an R8
cell not seen here) are in charge ofcolor vision. Reproduced from
Franceschini (1985)c© Elsevier.

their electrical signals in a fly-by-wire mode to thoracic neu-
rons driving the wing-, leg- and head-muscles (Egelhaaf and
Borst, 1993; Hausen, 1993). Some of these (optical motion
related) signals are fused with (inertial) signals provided by
the two halteres, which act as high bandwidth vibrating rate-
gyros and sense the angular speeds of the body (see Taylor
and Krapp, 2008; Insect Flight Control). Most LPTCs are
large-field collator neurons: they pool the electrical signals
from many small-field elements called “Elementary Motion
Detectors” (EMDs).

To determine the functional principles underlying an
EMD, we took advantage of the micro-optical techniques
we had developed for analyzing the fly retinain vivo at
the single photoreceptor level (Franceschini, 1975, 1985).
The responses of an LPTC neuron (H1 in Figure 2b) were
recorded while single photoreceptors were being stimulated
using a high-precision instrument (Figure 2d), where the main
objective lens was a single-facet lenslet (diameter∼= 25�m,
focal length∼= 50�m) (Figure 2a).Sequential stimulation
of two neighboring photoreceptors (diameter∼= 1�m) in
a singleommatidium, amounted to producing an “appar-
ent motion”. H1 responded consistently to this apparent
motion by a burst of nerve impulses (“spikes”) whenever the
sequence mimicked motion in thepreferred direction (Figure
2c, top trace). The reverse sequence elicited hardly any spike
(bottom trace), attesting to the remarkabledirectional selec-
tivity of the EMD. From many experiments in which various
sequences of light-steps and/or pulses were applied to various
receptor pairs, an EMDblock diagram was established and
each block’s dynamics and nonlinearity were characterized
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Figure 2. (a–c) Principle of motion vision in flies analysed using optical microstimulation of two single photoreceptors behind a single
facet; (d) Triple-beam incident light “microscope–telescope” pointed at the fly’s eye and sequentially delivering 1�m light spots to two
neighboring receptor cells (here R1 and R6, see numbering in a, inset) within a single ommatidium. The microelectrode (c) records the
electrical response (nerve impulses or “spikes”) of the motion sensitive neuron H1 to this “apparent motion”. Reproduced from Franceschini,
Riehle and Le Nestour (1989)c© Springer.

(Franceschini, 1985; Franceschini, Riehle and Le Nestour,
1989). While not unveiling the cellular details of the EMD
circuit, this analysis allowed the EMD principle to be under-
stoodfunctionally, paving the way for its transcription into
another, man-made technology.

An EMD sensor inspired by the results of these elec-
trophysiological studies was designed in our laboratory
(Franceschini, Blanes and Oufar, 1986). The local OF is an
angular speedω proportional to the inverse of the time�t
taken by a contrasting feature to travel between the visual
axes of two adjacent photodiodes separated by an angle�ϕ

(Figure 3a). The EMD we designed measures this “travel
time” �t and processes it so as to generate an output growing
with the inverse of�t, and hence withω (Figure 3b).

ω = �ϕ/�t (1)

Short delays�t give high voltage outputs and vice versa.
Each photodiode signal is firstband-pass filtered (Figure 3b),
mimicking the analog signal measured in the large monopo-
lar neurons of the flylamina (which are directly driven by the

photoreceptors). The next step consists of hysteresis thresh-
olding and generating a unit pulse. In the original version
(Figure 3b and d), the unit pulse from the second channel
was sampling the long decaying exponential function trig-
gered by the first channel (via a nonlinear circuit called a
minimum detector), thus effectively measuring the value of
the exponent at the time�t when the second unit pulse
occurred, and therefore giving a monotonically increasing
output VEMD with the angular velocityω = �ϕ/�t (Figure
3b). The key point here is that the sensor’s output becomes
virtually independent of texture and contrast – unlike with the
Reichardt “correlator scheme” for motion detection – and
the circuit becomes a true “OF sensor” – which responds
equally efficiently to natural scenes (Portelliet al., 2010).
The circuit actually comprises two parallel EMDs, each of
which responds to either positive or negative contrast transi-
tions, as was observed in the housefly (Franceschini, Riehle
and Le Nestour, 1989, Figures 15 and 16). A very similar
EMD principle, the “facilitate-and-sample” velocity sensor,
was developed independently a decade later at CALTECH
(Kramer, Sarpeshkar and Koch, 1995). In our current OF
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Figure 3. (a, b) Principle of the neuromorphic OF sensor inspired by the results of our microelectrode studies on the fly’s EMDs. Reproduced
from Franceschini, Blanes and Oufar (1986); (d) purely analog implementation made for the Robot-Fly in the 1980s with SMD technology;
(c, e) hybrid version (mass 0.8 g) using a 3× 3 mm microcontroller. Reproduced with permission from Ruffier and Franceschini (2003)
c© SPIE; (f) smaller hybrid version (size: 7× 7 mm, mass: 0.2 g) built using LTCC technology. Reproduced from Pudaset al. (2007)
c© Elsevier.

sensors, for the sake of miniaturization the signals are pro-
cessed in part by a miniature microcontroller, where the time
�t is converted intoω via a look-up-table (Figure 3c, e, and f)
(Ruffier et al., 2003). These OF sensors are small and light
enough to be mounted on MAVs. They are tuned to respond
over a 10-fold range intranslational OF, from 40◦ s−1 to
400◦ s−1 (Pudaset al., 2007), a range commonly encountered
by free-flying honeybees (Srinivasanet al., 1996; Serreset

al., 2008a; Portelli, Ruffier and Franceschini, 2010). Several
OF sensors of this type can also be integrated into a minia-
ture FPGA (Aub́epart and Franceschini, 2007). A different
kind of OF sensor has been designed and mounted on MAVs
(Barrows, Neely and Miller, 2001; Green, Oh and Barrows,
2004). Optical mouse sensors used as OF sensors provided
a flying wing with autonomous flight (Beyeler, Zufferey and
Floreano, 2009).
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Figure 4. (a) Definition of theventral optic flow ω perceived by an insect, a pilot or a robot traveling a straight line above the ground;
(b) an EMD of the type shown in Figure 3 is able to measure the ventral OF, that is, the relative angular speedω (rad s−1) at which any contrast-
ing feature on the ground seems to move in the opposite direction. Reproduced from Franceschini, Ruffier and Serres (2007)c© Cell Press.

3 AVOIDING THE GROUND WITH OPTIC
FLOW SENSORS

The ventral OF experienced in the longitudinal plane by fly-
ing creatures – including aircraft pilots and MAVs – is the
relative angular velocity ω generated by a point below on
the flight track. As shown in Figure 4a, the ventral OF,ω

perceived vertically downward depends on both the ground-
speedVx and the groundheighth and is equal to the ratio
between these two variables:

ω = Vx/h (rad s−1) (2)

Flies and bees are able to react to the translational OFω

independently of the spatial texture and contrast, and some
of their visual neurons respond monotonically toω with
little dependence on texture and contrast (see MAV Guid-
ance Inspired by Principles of Insect Vision). Neurons facing
downward can therefore act as ventralOF sensors, and thus
assess theVx/h ratio (Figure 4).

According to Kennedy (1951), the insect’s strategy is to
maintain a “preferred retinal velocity” – that is, a preferred
OF – with respect to the ground below. While this hypothesis
has been repeatedly confirmed during the last 30 years (e.g.,
David, 1982; Srinivasanet al., 1996), the real problem is to
find out whichcontrol system may underlie this “strategy.”
Equation (2) shows that to holdω constant an insect may
adjust eitherVx (if it is able to measureh) or h (if it is able to
measureVx). Besides, there is an infinitely large number of
possible combinations ofVx andh that will give rise to the
same “preferred OF”ω·

In 1999, a simulated rotorcraft (or an insect) was shown to
be able to follow a terrain (Figure 5a) and to land (Figure 5b)
without measuring its groundspeed and groundheight (Netter
and Franceschini, 1999).

The principle was validated on-board FANIA, a minia-
ture helicopter having a single (variable pitch) rotor, an
accelerometer and a forward-looking eye with 20 pixels (and
therefore, 19 EMDs) arranged in the frontal meridian (Netter
and Franceschini, 2002). This 0.8-kg rotorcraft had three
degrees of freedom (surge, heave, and pitch). Mounted at
the tip of a flight mill, the robot lifted itself by increasing
its rotor collective pitch. Upon remotely inclining the servo-
vane located in the rotor downwash, the operator made the
helicopter pitch forward by a few degrees. It therefore gained
speed and, as a consequence, climbed to maintain a reference
OF with respect to the terrain below. FANIA was able to jump
over contrasting obstacles by increasing its collective pitch as
a function of the fused signals from its 19 EMDs (Figure 5c).

4 THE “OPTIC FLOW REGULATOR”
CONCEPT

In spite of this early success to explain how an insect could
navigate on an OF basis, we considered that Kennedy’s
insightful hypothesis was calling for a clear formalization
that would bring to light:

� the flight variables really involved
� the sensors really required
� the dynamics of the various system components
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6 Micro Air Vehicles

Figure 5. Optic flow based terrain following and landing of a miniature helicopter whose eye (20 pixels, 19 EMDs) covers a frontal FOV of
75◦ in the vertical plane, centered at 40◦ below the horizon. (a) Simulation of nap-of-the-earth flight (initial conditions: height: 5 m, speed
2 m s−1; iteration step 1 s); (b) landing was initiated by simply decreasing the rotorcraft horizontal speed at every iteration while retaining
the same request to maintain a reference OF value. Reproduced with permission from Netter and Franceschini (1999)c© SPIE; (c) actual
flight path of the tethered FANIA rotorcraft, which repeatedly jumped over a 30◦ rising terrain. Reproduced with permission from Netter
and Franceschini (2002)c© IEEE.

� the causal and dynamic links existing between the sensory
output(s) and the variable(s) to be controlled

� the point of application of the various disturbances that
an insect will experience in flight and the variables it will
have to control to compensate for these disturbances.

We formalized a model called OCTAVE that is little
demanding in terms of electronic (or neural) implementa-
tion (Figure 6a). A ventral OF sensor was integrated into
a feedback loop controlling the vertical liftL, and thus the
groundheighth, so as to compensate for any deviations of the
OF sensor’s outputωmeasfrom a given set-pointωset (Ruffier
and Franceschini, 2003, 2004, 2005; Franceschini, Ruffier
and Serres, 2007).

Figure 6b shows that controlling the mean flight force vec-
torF will affect not onlyL but alsoT. Thiscoupling is negligi-
ble, however, because the ensuing change inL is much greater
than the change inT (by a factor≥5.67= cotan 10◦, since a
10◦ pitch already generates the maximun speed of 3 m s−1).

As we will see, this simple autopilot enables a micro-
helicopter to perform challenging tasks such as take off,
terrain following, reacting suitably to wind, and landing.

The OCTAVE autopilot can be said to be anOF regula-
tor. The term “regulator” is used here as in control theory,
to denote afeedback control system designed to maintain an
output signal constantly equal to a given set-point. The Watt
flyball governor from the 18th century, for instance, is areg-
ulator maintaining the angular speed of a steam engine shaft

at a given set-point, whatever load disturbances may occur.
While the flyball governor is based on a rotational speed sen-
sor meshed to the output shaft, theOF regulator is based on
anoncontact angular speed sensor measuring the ventral OF
(again in rad s−1).

Specifically, the OF signalωmeasdelivered by the OF sen-
sor is compared with the OF set-pointωset (Figure 6a). The
comparator produces an error signal:ε = ωmeas− ωset, which
drives a controller adjusting the liftL, and thus the ground-
heighth, so as to minimizeε. All the operator does is to set the
pitch angle�, and therefore the airspeed. TheOF regulator
then attempts to keepω constant by adjusting the ground-
height h proportionally to the current groundspeedVx . In
the steady state (t = ∞), ωmeas

∼= ωset, and the groundheight
becomes proportional to the groundspeed.

h = KVx (with K = 1/ωSET = constant) (3)

The controller includes proportional and derivative (PD)
functions, which ensure closed-loop stability in the ground-
speed range of 0–3 m s−1.

4.1 A micro-helicopter (MH) equipped
with a ventral (OF) regulator

To test the possible relevance of anOF regulator for both
insects and MAVs, we implemented this autopilot on a
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Figure 6. (a) TheOF regulator OCTAVE is a feedback control system that essentially controls the vertical lift, and consequently the
groundheight, so as to maintain the ventral OFω constant and equal to the set-pointωset; (b) flies – like helicopters – pitch forward slightly
to increase their forward thrust, and hence their airspeed; (c) 100-g Micro-helicopter (MH) equipped with a ventralOF sensor (Figure 3e)
and theOF regulator shown in A; (d) The MH can be remotely pitched forward by a small angle� while keeping its roll attitude. It lifts
itself and circles counterclockwise at speeds up to 3 m s−1 and heights up to 3 m over a large arena (outside diameter: 4.5 m). The flight mill
is equipped with ground-truth azimuthal and elevation sensors with which the position and speed of the MH can be measured accurately
in real time. (a, b): Reproduced from Franceschini, Ruffier and Serres (2007)c© Cell Press; and (c, d): Reproduced with permission from
Ruffier and Franceschini (2003)c© SPIE.

micro-helicopter (MH) (Ruffier and Franceschini, 2003;
Franceschini, Ruffier and Serres, 2007). This robot (Figure
6c) is equipped with a minimalistic two-pixel eye driving a
single EMD (Figure 3e). The latter senses the OF produced by
the underlying arena covered by a richly textured, randomly
distributed pattern in terms of both the spatial frequency and
the contrastm(0.04< m < 0.3). The MH is tethered to the arm
of a flight mill driven in terms of its elevation and azimuth
by the MH’s lift and forward thrust, respectively (Figure 6d).
The slightest (operator mediated) forward tilting induces the
MH to gain speed.

Whenever the robot is commanded to pitch forward or
backward, the eye is actively counterrotated by a micro-servo
that keeps the gaze oriented vertically downward. This pro-
cess that mimics the head-pitch stabilization mechanism in

flying flies cancels the adverse effect of therotational OF and
therefore eliminates the need for any “derotation” procedures
(Zufferey, 2008).

4.2 Insects’ versus the micro-helicopter’s
behavioral patterns

Figure 7 shows the MH flight patterns over aflat arena.
Between arrowheads 1 and 2, the operator simply pitched the
MH forward rampwise by an angle�� = +10◦. The ensuing
increase in groundspeedVx (up to 3 m s−1, see Figure 7b)
automatically made the MH gain height, since the feedback
loop consistently increasedh proportionally toVx to comply
with equation (3).
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8 Micro Air Vehicles

Figure 7. Flight variables monitored during a 70-m flight of the micro-helicopter over the randomly textured pattern (shown at the bottom
of (a)), including take off, level flight, and landing. (a) Flight path consisting of about six laps on the test arena (Figure 6d) equipped with
a flat ground; (b) groundspeedVx ; (c) outputωmeasof the OF sensor; (d) actual OF,ω (calculated asVx /h) resulting from the behavioral
reaction. Reproduced from Franceschini, Ruffier and Serres (2007)c© Cell Press.

Once reaching a constant speed, the MH flew level at a
groundheight of approximately 1 m – the value imposed by
ωset= 3 rad s−1 = 172◦ s−1 (Figure 7c). After covering 42 m,
the MH was pitched backward rampwise by an opposite
angle�� = −10◦ (between arrowheads 3 and 4), and the
ensuing deceleration (see Figure 7b) effectively produced an
automatic descent and safe landing “under visual control.”

The actual OF (Figure 7d) is seen to have been held rela-
tively – but not perfectly – constant throughout the journey,
even during the takeoff and landing maneuvers where the
groundspeed varies considerably.

Figure 8 shows that the various robot’s flight patterns are
extremely robust and reproducible, including those over a
rising terrain and in the presence of wind.
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Figure 8. Performance and reproducibility of the micro-helicopter’s flight path in the longitudinal plane. (a) automatic take off obtained by
gradually pitching the rotorcraft forward (nose-down) by 10◦ from the vertical; (b) automatic terrain following over the rising terrain shown
in Figure 6d; (c) automatic descent and landing upon gradually raising the rotor axis back to the vertical; (d) a light headwind made the
rotorcraft loose height (dotted trajectory). A strong headwind forced the MH to land (continuous curve). Again landing is safe, as vertical
and forward speeds are negligible at touchdown (Ruffier and Franceschini, 2004c© IEEE).

TheOF regulator concept was found to account for a series
of puzzling, seemingly unconnected flying abilities observed
in various insect species, as summarized below (details in
Franceschini, Ruffier and Serres, 2007):

� Automatic terrain following. A gradual increase in relief
constitutes a “disturbance” that impinges on the system
at a particular point (see Figure 6a). The closed feedback
loop overcomes this disturbance by increasing the flight
altitude, resulting in a relatively constant groundheight
over the rising terrain (Figure 8b). This may account for

the well documented terrain and canopy following abili-
ties of migrating insects.

� Suitable reactions to headwind. Windspeed is a distur-
bance that impinges on the system at a different point
(see Figure 6a) and reduces the groundspeed. The feed-
back loop rejects this perturbation by forcing the robot
to descend (and even to land smoothly by strong wind)
(Figure 8d). Similar reactions were observed in locusts,
honeybees, dung beetles, and even on birds.

� Flying over a no-contrast zone. Here the OF sensor
fails to respond, which irremediably causes the robot
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to crash, just as honeybees crash into mirror-smooth
water.

� Landing on a flat surface. During the final approach,
which starts when the MH has regained its completely
upright position (arrowhead 4 in Figure 7a and vertical
line in Figure 8c), theOF regulator forces the MH to
land smoothly at aconstant descent angle, α which can
be calculated as follows:

α = −arctan
(

1

ωsetτ

)
(4)

whereωset (rad s−1) is the OF set-point, andτ (s) is the MH’s
surge time constant (τMH = 2.15 s).

Interestingly, honeybees were observed to land with a con-
stant slope on flat surfaces. The way they may achieve this
feat has been explained quite differently though. According
to Srinivasanet al. (2000) (see MAV Guidance Inspired by
Principles of Insect Vision), landing bees would need to fol-
low two rules: “(a) adjusting the speed of forward flight to
hold constant the angular velocity of the image of the surface
as seen by the eye, and (b) making the speed of descent pro-
portional to the forward speed”. OurOF regulator (Figure 6a)
automatically generates smooth landing with a constant slope
while adjusting neither the forward speed nor the descent
speed. Besides, it needs to follow a single rule: adjusting
the vertical lift in proportion to the current groundspeed by
servoing the measured OF to a set-point.

Taken together, these data show that anOF regulator suf-
fices to make an aerial vehicle take off, navigate over flat or
rising terrain, react sensibly to headwind, and land smoothly
on a flat terrain without ever measuring any groundheights,
groundspeeds, or descent speeds. A similar principle was
recently applied to a 0.4 kg flying wing, which by flying
at a constant airspeed (imposed by an extra airspeed regu-
lator) was able to maintain its altitude from its ventral OF
measurement (Beyeler, Zufferey and Floreano, 2009). We
therefore conjecture that this flying wing would automati-
cally loose altitude if it happened to face a headwind, as did
our micro-helicopter (Figure 8d).

5 A DUAL OPTIC FLOW REGULATOR
FOR JOINT SPEED CONTROL AND
LATERAL OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

5.1 Honeybees’ centering and wall-following
behaviors

Behavioral experiments on several insect species have long
shown that motion perceived by thelateral part of their com-

pound eyes affects the forward thrust, and hence the forward
speed (details in Franceschiniet al., 2007). When flying
through atapered corridor, honeybees slowed down as they
approached the narrowest section and speeded up when the
corridor widened (Srinivasanet al., 1996). The authors con-
cluded that bees tended to adjust their speed proportionally
to the local corridor width by regulating the image velocity.

Furthermore, when flying through astraight corridor,
honeybees tended to fly along the midline (see MAV Guid-
ance Inspired by Principles of Insect Vision). To explain this
“centering behavior,” the authors hypothesized that bees were
balancing the speeds of the retinal images (i.e., the lateral
OFs) of the two side walls. This hypothesis subsequently gave
rise to many wheeled or aerial robots capable of centering in
a corridor (details in Serreset al., 2008b).

Honeybees trained to fly along alarger corridor do not,
however, systematically center on the corridor midline. They
rather keepclose to one wall (Figure 9b, c), even when part
of the opposite wall is missing (Figure 9d). Distance from
the wall (DR or DL) and forward speedVx were on average
such that the speed-to-distance ratio (i.e., the unilateral OF)
was maintained virtually constant, at about 230◦ s−1, in our
95-cm wide corridor (Serreset al., 2008a).

5.2 LORA III autopilot

With a view to explaining the various honeybees’ behav-
iors observed in the various corridors, we came up with the
design of the LORA III autopilot, which is able to control
both the forward speedVx of an aerial vehicle and its lateral
distancesDR and DL from the two corridor walls,without
measuring any speeds or distances (Figure 10a) (Serreset
al., 2008b). A miniature hovercraft (HO) was used, which
can produce insect-like forward and sideward slips indepen-
dently, because the two added lateral thrustersLT1 andLT2
(Figure 10b, c) make itfully actuated. It travels at a constant
altitude (∼2 mm) and senses the environment with two later-
ally oriented eyes measuring the right and left OFs. The HO’s
heading is maintained along theX-axis of the corridor (Fig-
ure 10c) by a heading lock system, which compensates for
any yaw disturbances by controlling the two rear thrusters
differentially. This system mimics the honeybee’s heading
lock system, which is based on a polarized light compass and
gives the insect an impressively straight course even in the
presence of wind.

LORA III autopilot is based on only two OF sensors (one
looking to the right, one to the left). The forward speedVx is
controlled (via a proportional-integral controller) by the error
signalεFwd between thesum of the two OFs (right and left)
and the forward OF set- pointωsetFwd. The side slip speed
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Figure 9. Honeybees’centering andwall-following behaviors. Each bee was trained to enter a wide (width 0.95 m) 3-m long corridor
formed by two 0.25-m high walls lined with vertical white-and-gray stripes (period 0.1 m; contrastm = 0.41). Each bee was video-filmed
from above and her trajectory was reconstructed. The entrance (E) and the feeder (F) were placed either on the corridor midline (a) or on
one side (b, c, d). In (d), part of the left wall was removed during the trials. Mean distances distribution as shown on top. Reproduced from
Serreset al. (2008a) c© Springer.

Vy , and thus the lateral distancesDL and DR to the walls,
is controlled (via a proportional derivative controller) by the
error signalεSide between thelarger of the two OFs and the
sideways OF set-pointωsetSide. The HO’s behavior is entirely
determined by these two OF set-points:ωsetFwd= 300◦ s−1

andωsetSide= 230◦ s−1.
Simulation experiments where the HO navigated in a

straight or tapered corridor accounted for all the honeybees’
behaviors reported in Section 5.1 (Serreset al., 2008b). Fig-
ure 11 illustrates, for example, the HO’s behavior in a tapered
corridor. Whatever the position of its initial ordinatey0, the
HO automatically decelerated on approaching the narrow-
est section of the corridor and accelerated when the corridor
widened. It can be seen that theforward control system
succeeded in keeping thesum of the two lateral OFs mea-
sured nearly constant and equal to the forward OF set-point

ωsetFwd= 300◦ s−1 (Figure 11c). Likewise, theside control
system succeeded in keeping thelarger of the two lateral
OFs measured practically constant and equal to the sideways
OF set-pointωsetSide= 230◦ s−1 (Figure 11e). The result is
that the HO automatically tuned both its groundspeed and
its distance to the walls jointly, without any knowledge about
the current corridor width, the groundspeed and the clearance
from the walls.

The FOV of the eyes and the provocatively small num-
ber of pixels (four) and EMDs (two) will obviously need to
be increased for dealing with navigation in more sparsely
textured environments. It will also be necessary to con-
trol the heading direction to enable the HO to successfully
negotiate more challenging corridors including L-junctions
and T-junctions (Zufferey, 2008; Humbert and Hyslop,
2010).
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Figure 10. (a) LORA III autopilot enabling a hovercraft to navigate in a corridor by controlling its forward speed and its distance to the
walls jointly, without measuring any speeds or distances; (b, c) Fully actuated hovercraft (HO) equipped with two OF sensors looking
sideward at an angle of +90/−90◦. The corridor walls are randomly textured. Reproduced from Serreset al. (2008b) c© Springer.

6 CONCLUSION

6.1 From insects to insect-like MAVs

In studying the types of operations that insects may perform
to guide their flight on the basis of OF, we came up with sev-
eral bio-inspired autopilot principles that harness the power of
thetranslational OF parsimoniously and therefore offer inter-
esting prospects for MAV autonomous guidance. The micro-
helicopter’s outstanding visuo-motor performance (Figures 7
and 8) suggests how insects and MAVs may take off, follow
terrain and land if they are equipped with OF sensors facing
the ground and anOF regulator that servoes the measured
OF to a given set-point (Figure 6). The great advantage of
this autopilot is that it requires neithermeasuring nor com-

puting nor regulating (i.e., holding constant) groundspeed
and groundheight. The only variable it needs tomeasure and
regulate is the OF – a variable that can be accessed straight-
forwardly by dedicated sensors called OF sensors (Figure 3).
The recent finding that bees gradually descend when they
fly in a corridor the floor of which is moved in the same
direction as their flight is fully consistent with the OCTAVE
autopilot model (Portelli, Ruffier and Franceschini, 2010).
The OCTAVE principle differs markedly from another OF-
based control system that requires measuring not only the
ventral OF but also the groundspeed (e.g., from GPS), with
an aim to estimate the groundheight (equation (2)) (see, e.g.,
MAV Guidance Inspired by Principles of Insect Vision).

OCTAVE and LORA III autopilots consist ofinterdepen-
dent OF regulators, which control the lift, lateral thrust, and
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Figure 11. Simulated navigation of the hovercraft (HO) along a tapered corridor, requiring no data on the corridor width, tapering angle
α, nor any measurements of groundspeed and clearance from the walls. (a) Simulated trajectories of the HO moving to the right along the
corridor (tapering angleα = 7◦) with three initial ordinatesy0 (open dots:y0 = 0.90 m, crosses:y0 = 0.60 m, full dots:y0 = 0.30 m); (b)
Forward speed profile. (c and d) sum and maximum of the two lateral OFsmeasured, respectively; (e and f) sum and maximum of the two
actual OFs, respectively. Reproduced from Serreset al. (2008b) c© Springer.

forward thrust, on which the groundheight, lateral position,
and groundspeed, respectively, depend. The block diagrams
(Figures 6 and 10) show which variables need to bemeasured,
which ones arecontrolled and which ones areregulated, as
well as the point of application of the various disturbances.

In contrast with the control schemes presented by Conroy
et al. (2009) for a quad-rotor navigating a straight corridor,
OCTAVE’s task is not to hold a “desired groundheight” (see,
e.g., Figure 8d) and LORA III’s task is not to hold a “desired
forward speed” (see, e.g., Figure 11b) or a “desired position-
ing” in the corridor (see, e.g., Figure 11a). Before entering the
corridor, our hovercraft does not know how fast it will eventu-
ally fly and whether or not it will center or follow one wall: it
is the environment itself that constrains both its speed and its
distance to the walls, depending on the OF set-points (Figure
11). These explicit control schemes account for a series of fly-
ing abilities observed in numerous insect species, including
honeybees’ habit of landing at a constant slope (Section 4.2),

and their flight patterns along a tapered corridor (Section 5.2).
Our recent finding that bees do not center systematically in a
corridor but may follow a wall unilaterally (Figure 9b–d) can-
not be accounted for by the “optic flow balance hypothesis”
(Srinivasanet al., 1996; MAV Guidance Inspired by Princi-
ples of Insect Vision) but is convincingly accounted for by
the LORA III model, where “centering behavior” arises as
a particular case of “wall-following behavior” (Serreset al.,
2008b). OCTAVE and LORA IIIOF regulators were recently
combined into a comprehensive model, called ALIS, which
allows a simulated bee to travel safely along (horizontally
or vertically) tapered tunnels, by automatically controlling
both its speed and its clearance from the right wall, left wall,
ground and roof, without ever measuring or estimating any
groundspeeds or distances (Portelliet al., 2010). The simu-
lated bee navigates on the basis of two parameters alone: the
forward OF set-point and the positioning OF set-point. While
it is conceivable that on-board insects the OF set-points may
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Figure 12. OF-based automatic descent from 500 m down to 10 m above the Moon surface without using any altimeters and speedome-
ters. (a) Trajectory in the vertical plane (initial/final conditions: height 500 m/10 m, vertical speed 500 m s−1/4 m s−1 horizontal speed
150 m s−1/5 m s−1); (b) simulated lunar surface; (c) Horizontal and vertical speed profiles; (d) ventral OF profile that can be seen to
remain relatively constant (around the set-point: 0.3 rad s−1, that is, 17.2◦ s−1) throughout descent. Reproduced from Valetteet al.,
(2010) c© IEEE.

depend on either innate, internal or external factors, MAVs
could receive their OF set-points from the ground-based con-
trol station via a radio link.

6.2 Potential aeronautics and space applications

Once engineered further, the OF-feedback control systems
we have described here could serve to improve navigation
aids and automatic maneuvers. When measured on a large
aircraft, too large aventral OF would mean that the current
altitude is “too low for the current groundspeed”. Installed
on-board a MAV, the OCTAVEautopilot would enable it to
automatically take off, fly level at a groundheight propor-
tional to the groundspeed, follow shallow terrains, make it
react automatically to unpredictable headwind or tailwind
disturbances (by descending or climbing, respectively), and
land safely (Ruffier and Franceschini, 2004, 2005). Both
OCTAVE and LORA III could potentially guide MAVs

indoors or through complex terrains such as mountain or
urban canyons. Since these autopilots do not rely on GPS,
and do not require any bulky (and power-hungry) emissive
sensors such as RADARs, SONARs, FLIRs, or LASER
rangefinders, they can be of very small size, lightweight
and power-lean, and therefore meet the challenge of future
insect-scale MAVs (see Micro Air Vehicle-Motivated Aero-
dynamics and Mechanics and Actuation for Flapping-Wing
Robotic Insects). For the same reasons, these computation-
ally inexpensive autopilots could potentially be adapted to
nano- or micro-space vehicles (MSVs) landing on command
on other celestial bodies or performing rendezvous and
docking missions in space. Figure 12 presents a simula-
tion experiment conducted in our laboratory, showing an
OCTAVE-based descent to the Moon, in the last 2.6 km
before the actual landing maneuver (Valetteet al., 2010).

An aerial Martian rover equipped with more elabo-
rate OCTAVE and LORA III autopilots could take off
autonomously and explore an area, skimming the ground and
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hugging the walls of a canyon, and adapting its groundspeed
and clearance from the walls automatically to the width of the
canyon. With ground and obstacle avoidance at a premium,
the rover would perform its mission successfully in uncharted
environments, despite being unaware of its own groundspeed
and altitude at all times. The orbiter (or the Earth-based con-
trol station) would simply be required to send the rover a
set oflow bandwidth signals: the values of the OF set-points
(Franceschini, 2009).
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Acronyms

ALIS AutopiLot using an Insect-based vision Sys-
tem

LORA III Lateral Optic flow Regulator Autopilot, Mark
III

OCTAVE Optic Flow-Based Control SysTem for Aerial
Vehicles

Abbreviations

OF optic flow
EMD elementary motion detector
FOV field of view
FPGA field-programmable gate array
HO hovercraft
LP lobula plate
LPTC lobula plate tangential cell
LTCC low-temperature co-fired ceramics
MH micro-helicopter
SMD small mounting devices

Symbols

h groundheight
Vx groundspeed
ω optic flow

α descent angle (Figure 7) or tapering angle of
the tapered tunnel (Figure 11a)

DR distance from the right wall of the corridor
DL distance from the left wall of the corridor
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1 INTRODUCTION

Given their agility, maneuverability, rapidity of response, and
limited brain size, flying insects provide an attractive model
for studying principles of visual guidance during flight that
are simple, reliable, and computationally efficient, and for
implementing these principles in autonomous airborne vehi-
cles. Even a cursory glance at the eye of an insect will reveal
that insect vision differs from vertebrate or human vision in
a number of ways. Unlike vertebrates, insects have immobile

eyes with fixed-focus optics. Therefore, insects cannot infer
the distances to objects or surfaces from the extent to which
the directions of gaze must converge to view the object. Nor
can they gauge range by monitoring the refractive power
required to bring the image of the object into focus on the
retina. Furthermore, compared with human eyes, the eyes of
insects are positioned much closer together, and possess infe-
rior spatial acuity (Srinivasan, 1993). Therefore, the precision
with which insects could estimate range through binocular
stereopsis would be much poorer and restricted to relatively
small distances, even if they possessed the neural apparatus
that is required for this computation (Srinivasan, 1993). It
is not surprising, therefore, that insects have evolved alter-
native strategies for dealing with the problems of visually
guided flight. Many of these strategies rely on using image
motion, generated by the insect’s own motion, to infer the
distances to obstacles or surfaces, and to control various
manoeuvres (Horridge, 1987; Srinivasan, 1993; Srinivasan,
Zhang and Reinhard 2006b). Here we describe a few ways
in which flying insects use vision for guidance, especially
in the contexts of regulating flight speed, negotiating narrow
gaps, avoiding obstacles, and performing smooth landings.
We also describe tests of the effectiveness of some of these
strategies by implementation in small-scale flying vehicles.

2 NEGOTIATING NARROW GAPS AND
AVOIDING OBSTACLES

When a bee flies through a hole in a wall, it tends to fly
through its center, avoiding any collision with the rims. How
does the bee gauge and balance the distances to the two rims,
given that it does not possess stereo vision?
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Figure 1. Illustration of an experiment demonstrating that flying
bees infer range from apparent image speed. The shaded areas rep-
resent the means and standard deviations of the positions of the
flight trajectories, analyzed from video recordings of several hun-
dred flights. Reproduced with permission from Srinivasan et al.
(1996) c© The Company of Biologists Ltd.

One possibility is that the insect does not measure dis-
tances at all, but simply balances the speeds of image motion
on the two eyes, as it flies through the opening. To investigate
this possibility, Kirchner and Srinivasan (1989) trained bees
to enter an apparatus that offered a reward of sugar solution at
the end of a tunnel. Each wall of the tunnel carried a pattern
consisting of a vertical black-and-white grating (Figure 1).
The grating on one wall could be moved horizontally at any
desired speed, either towards the reward or away from it.
After the bees had received several rewards with the gratings
stationary, they were filmed from above as they flew along the
tunnel. When both gratings were stationary, the bees tended
to fly along the midline of the tunnel, that is, equidistant from
the two walls (Figure 1a). However, when one of the gratings
was moved at a constant speed in the direction of the bees’
flight – thereby reducing the speed of retinal image motion
in that eye relative to the other eye – the bees’ trajectories
shifted toward the side of the moving grating (Figure 1b).
When the grating moved in a direction opposite to that of the
bees’ flight; – thereby, increasing the speed of retinal image
motion on that eye relative to the other – the bees’ trajectories
shifted away from the side of the moving grating (Figure 1c).
These findings demonstrate that when the walls were station-

ary, the bees maintained equidistance by balancing the speeds
of the retinal images in the two eyes. A lower image speed on
one eye evidently caused the bee to move closer to the wall
seen by that eye. A higher image speed, on the other hand,
had the opposite effect.

When the gratings on both walls were stationary, bees
continued to fly through the middle of the tunnel even when
the gratings on the two walls different in their spatial peri-
ods by as much as a factor of four (Figure 1d). This finding
indicates that the bees were really measuring and balancing
image speeds on the two sides as they flew along the tunnel,
and not simply balancing the temporal frequencies produced
by the succession of dark and light bars of the gratings
(Srinivasan et al., 1991). With stationary walls, bees con-
tinued to fly through the middle of the tunnel regardless of
whether the gratings possessed square-wave intensity profiles
(with abrupt changes of intensity) or sinusoidal profiles (with
gradual intensity changes) and irrespective of whether the
contrasts of the gratings on the two sides were equal or con-
siderably different (Srinivasan et al., 1991). Thus, the honey-
bee’s visual system is capable of measuring the image veloc-
ities in the two eyes robustly and independently, and using
this information to steer a collision-free path through the gap.

The mechanism described above can also be used to avoid
collisions with obstacles. Consider an insect flying along a
straight line toward a goal. If an object on the left is dan-
gerously close to the intended trajectory, it will generate a
high image velocity in the left eye, causing the insect to
veer to the right (provided there isn’t an equally close object
on the other side, repelling it back). Thus, the “centering”
response described above will also mediate obstacle avoid-
ance. Indeed, it has been shown that flying bees strongly
avoid stimuli that present rapid movement (e.g., Srinivasan,
Zhang and Chandrashekara, 1993) and micro aerial vehicles
have been designed to use this principle to avoid obstacles
(e.g., Zufferey and Floreano, 2006).

3 REGULATING FLIGHT SPEED

Do insects control the speed of their flight, and, if so, what
visual cues do they use to achieve this?

Nearly thirty years ago, David (1982) observed fruit flies
flying upstream along the axis of a wind tunnel, attracted by
the odor of fermenting banana. The walls of the cylindrical
wind tunnel were decorated with a helical black-and-white
striped pattern, so that rotation of the cylinder about its axis
produced apparent movement of the pattern towards the front
or the back. With this setup, the rotational speed of the cylin-
der (and hence the speed of the backward motion of the
pattern) could be adjusted such that the fly was stationary
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(i.e., did not move along the axis of the tunnel). The apparent
backward speed of the pattern then revealed the speed that
the fly was choosing to maintain relative to the pattern, as
well as the angular velocity of the image of the pattern on the
flies’ eyes. In this setup, fruit flies tended to hold the angular
velocity of the image constant. Increasing or decreasing the
speed of the pattern caused the fly to move backward or for-
ward (respectively) along the tunnel at a speed such that the
angular velocity of the image on the eye was always clamped
to a fixed value. The flies also compensated for headwind
in the tunnel, increasing or decreasing their thrust so as to
maintain the same apparent ground speed (as indicated by
the angular velocity of image motion on the eye). Experi-
ments in which the angular period of the stripes was varied
revealed that the flies were measuring (and holding constant)
the angular velocity of the image on the eye, irrespective of
the spatial structure of the image.

Bees appear to use a similar strategy to regulate flight
speed (Srinivasan et al., 1996; Baird et al., 2005). When fly-
ing through a tapered tunnel, a bee decreases its flight speed as
the tunnel narrows, so that the angular velocity of the image
of the walls, as seen by the eye, remains constant at about
320◦ s−1 (Figure 2). This suggests that the speed of flight is
adjusted by monitoring and regulating the angular velocity
of the image of the environment, as seen by the eye. (If the
width of the tunnel is doubled, the bee flies twice as fast.) On
the other hand, bees fly through a tunnel of uniform width
at a constant speed, which does not change when the spa-
tial period of the stripes lining the walls is abruptly changed
(Srinivasan et al., 1996). Bees increase their flight speed when
the patterns on the walls are moved in the direction of flight,
and slow down when the patterns are moved against the flight
direction (Baird et al., 2005). This indicates that, like the cen-
tering behavior described above, flight speed is regulated by a
visual motion-detecting mechanism that measures the angu-
lar velocity of the image largely independently of its spatial
structure.

An obvious advantage of regulating flight speed by mon-
itoring image speed is that the insect will automatically slow
down to a safer speed when negotiating a narrow passage or
a cluttered environment. Another advantage of this scheme is
that it makes flight robust to headwinds or tailwinds. Because
of the tendency of the bee to hold the image velocity in the
eye constant at around 320◦ s−1, encountering a headwind
or a tailwind causes the bee to correspondingly increase or
decrease its thrust to maintain the target image velocity, and
hence the ground speed (Barron and Srinivasan, 2006).

The above findings offer simple strategies for vision-based
guidance of robots along corridors. By balancing the speeds
of the images of the two side walls, one can ensure that the
robot progresses along the middle of the corridor without

Figure 2. Experiment investigating visual control of flight speed.
Bees flying through a tapered tunnel decrease their flight speed when
the tunnel narrows, and increase the speed when it widens. The dots
and vertical bars represent means and standard deviations of flight
speed measured at various locations. The dashed line shows the
theoretically expected flight speed profile if the bees were to hold
the angular velocity of the images of the walls constant at 320◦ s−1

as they fly through the tunnel. The data indicate that bees control
flight speed by holding constant the angular velocity of the image
of the environment. Reproduced with permission from Srinivasan
et al. (1996) c© The Company of Biologists Ltd.

bumping into the walls. Furthermore, the speed of the robot
can be adjusted to a safe value by holding constant the average
velocity of the images of the two walls.

Following the publication of the bee studies, several lab-
oratories (including ours) have used these strategies to build
land-based robots that navigate through corridors by using
the principles of balancing lateral image motion to steer
through the middle of the corridor, and maintaining a con-
stant image velocity to regulate the speed of locomotion
(most recently Humbert, Hypsol and Chinn 2007; Serres et
al., 2008). Computationally, this approach is more amenable
to real-time implementation than methods that use stereo
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vision to calculate the distances to the walls. The principle
is, of course, equally applicable to the guidance of air-
borne vehicles through gorges, or streets lined with buildings
(e.g., Griffiths et al., 2006).

4 ORCHESTRATING SMOOTH
LANDINGS

The well-known studies by Gibson (1950) have highlighted
the optic-flow cues that can potentially be exploited to guide
the landing of an aircraft. Studies of landing behavior in
flies have revealed that, as a surface is approached in a
perpendicular direction, the expansion of the image of the
surface provides strong cues that are used to trigger deceler-
ation, and extension of the legs in preparation for touchdown

(rev. Srinivasan, 1993). There is also evidence that the rate of
expansion of the image is used to infer the time required to
contact the surface, even if the insect does not possess explicit
information about the speed of its flight or the distance to the
surface (rev. Srinivasan, 1993).

However, when an insect makes a grazing landing on a
flat surface, cues derived from image expansion are rela-
tively weak. This is because the dominant pattern of image
motion is then a translatory flow in the front-to-back direc-
tion. Given that flying insects often make grazing landings on
flat surfaces, what are the processes by which such landings
are orchestrated? Srinivasan, Zhang and Chahl (2000) inves-
tigated this question by video-filming trajectories, in three
dimensions, of bees landing on a flat, horizontal surface.

Two examples of landing trajectories, reconstructed from
the data, are shown in Figure 3a, 3b. A number of such

Figure 3. (a),(b) 3-D reconstruction of two typical landing trajectories, from video films. Vertical lines depict height above surface; (c)
illustration of some of the variables analyzed to investigate the control of landing. h (cm): height above surface; Vf (cm s−1): horizontal
(forward) flight speed; Vd (cm s−1): vertical (descent) speed; α (deg or rad): descent angle (α = (tan−1(Vf /Vd)). Reproduced with permission
from Srinivasan, Zhang and Chahl (2000) c© Springer.
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Figure 4. (a),(b) Variation of horizontal flight speed (Vf ) with height (h) above the surface, for two different landing trajectories. The
straight lines are linear regressions through the data, as represented by the equations. r denotes the regression coefficient. Reproduced with
permission from Srinivasan, Zhang and Chahl (2004) c© Springer.

landing trajectories were analyzed to examine the variation
of the instantaneous height above the surface (h), instanta-
neous horizontal (forward) flight speed (Vf ), instantaneous
descent speed (Vd), and descent angle (α). These variables
are illustrated in Figure 3c.

Figures 4a,b show the variation of flight speed with height
above the surface, analyzed for two landing trajectories.
These data reveal one of the most striking and consistent
observations of this study: Horizontal speed is roughly pro-
portional to height, as indicated by the linear regression on
the data. When a bee flies at a horizontal speed of Vf cm/sec
at a height of h cm, the angular velocity ω of the image of the
surface directly beneath the eye is given by

ω = Vf

h
rad s−1 (1)

From this relationship it is clear that, if the bee’s horizon-
tal flight speed is proportional to its height above the surface
(as shown by the data), then the angular velocity of the image
of the surface, as seen by the eye, must be constant as the bee
approaches the surface. This angular velocity is given by the
slope of the regression line. The angular velocity of the image
varies from one trajectory to another, but is maintained at an
approximately constant value in any given landing. An anal-
ysis of 26 landing trajectories revealed a mean image angular
velocity of ca. 500◦ s−1 (Srinivasan, Zhang and Chahl, 2000).

What is the significance of holding the angular velocity
of the image of the ground constant during landing? One
important consequence is that the horizontal speed of flight
is then automatically reduced as the height decreases. In fact,
by holding the image velocity constant, the horizontal speed

is regulated to be proportional to the height above the ground,
so that when the bee finally touches down (at zero height),
its horizontal speed is zero, thus ensuring a perfectly smooth
landing. The attractive feature of this simple strategy is that
it does not require explicit measurement or knowledge of the
speed of flight, or the height above the ground. Thus, stereo-
scopic methods of measuring the distance of the surface are
not necessary. What is required, however, is that the insect be
constantly in motion because the image motion resulting from
the insect’s own motion is crucial in controlling the landing.

The above strategy ensures that the bee’s horizontal speed
is zero at touchdown, but it does not regulate the descent
speed. How does the descent speed vary during the landing
process? Plots of descent speed versus height reveal a linear
relationship between these two variables, as well (Srinivasan
et al., 2000). This finding implies that landing bees (a) adjust
their forward (i.e., flight) speed to hold the image velocity of
the ground constant and (b) couple the descent speed to the
forward speed, so that the descent speed decreases with the
forward speed and also becomes zero at touchdown. These
two rules, operating together, ensure a smooth landing.

These results reveal what appears to be a surprisingly sim-
ple and effective strategy for making grazing landings on flat
surfaces. A smooth landing is ensured by following two sim-
ple rules: (a) adjusting the speed of forward flight to hold
constant the angular velocity of the image of the surface as
seen by the eye, and (b) making the speed of descent pro-
portional to the forward speed, that is, flying at a constant
descent angle. This produces landing trajectories in which
the forward speed as well as the descent speed decrease pro-
gressively as the surface is approached, both approaching
zero at touchdown. The attractive feature of this biologically
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Figure 5. View of one of the model helicopters used to test terrain following and landing algorithms. The helicopter, a radio-controlled
Hirobo Eagle X, was augmented for semi-autonomous flight by addition of the indicated items. Reproduced with permission from Srinivasan,
Zhang and Chahl (2004) c© American Society of Civil Engineers.

inspired landing strategy is its simplicity – it does not require
explicit knowledge of instantaneous height, or flight speed,
at any time during the landing process.

5 IMPLEMENTATION IN AIRBORNE
VEHICLES

Here we describe briefly how some of the above biologically
inspired strategies for visual guidance are being implemented
and tested in model aircraft.

5.1 Terrain following

Flying at a constant, low height above the ground is impor-
tant when there is a need to prevent detection by enemy radar,
or to carry out close-up photographic exploration of terrain.
If the ground speed of the aircraft is known (for example,
from measurements of airspeed, or from GPS information)
then the height above the ground can be computed from the
optic flow generated by the image of the ground (see equa-
tion (1)). This strategy can be used to control height above
the ground and achieve terrain following. This approach is
attractive because it only requires the presence of a small,
inexpensive, low-resolution video camera on board. It is thus

cheaper and requires a smaller payload compared to other
strategies for height measurement such as radar or ultrasound.
Terrain following has been, and continues to be implemented
and tested in fixed-wing as well as rotary-wing aircraft mod-
els (e.g., Barrows, Chahl and Srinivasan, 2003; Srinivasan,
Zhang and Chahl, 2004). Figure 5 shows an example of a heli-
copter (Hirobo Eagle X, 1.5 m fuselage length, 1.5 m rotor
blade diameter) equipped with a downward-looking camera
that is used to compute the optic flow generated by the ground.
The craft carries a suite of other sensors (gyros, accelerom-
eters) to augment stability. Video and mechanical signals
are transmitted to a ground-based control station. There this
information is processed in real time (at video frame rates)
to generate command signals that are transmitted back to the
helicopter via the radio link that would normally be used
to pilot the craft if it were being flown manually. Thus, the
ground station forms a part of the autonomous control loop. A
view of a flight test at 50 km h−1 is shown in Figure 6a. Here
the aircraft is followed by a truck that carries the ground-
based control station and moves at the same speed, so as
to maintain radio contact. The aircraft is taken off manually
(piloted under radio control), after which control of height is
passed on to the terrain-following controller. Ground speed
is measured from an on-board GPS receiver. Figure 6b shows
a view of the ground, as captured by the downward-looking
camera. Figure 6c shows height computed from ground speed
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Figure 6. (a) Terrain-following test of model helicopter at 50 km h−1; (b) image of ground as seen by a downward-looking camera;
(c) helicopter height, computed from ground speed and optic flow data. Reproduced with permission from Srinivasan, Zhang and Chahl
(2004) c© American Society of Civil Engineers.

and optic flow data. Optic flow is computed by using an
“Image Interpolation” algorithm developed in our laboratory,
details of which are given in Srinivasan (1994). In this par-
ticular example the loop was not closed. Closed-loop terrain
following has been achieved in fixed-wing as well as rotary-
wing machines. However, performance in terrain following
has not yet been evaluated accurately, owing to the difficulty
of obtaining the “ground truth” (the actual height profile of the
ground terrain). Other studies investigating the use of optic
flow to regulate flight altitude are described in, for exam-
ple, Barrows, Chahl and Srinivasan (2003) and Franceschini,
Ruffier and Serres (2007).

5.2 Landing

A completely autonomous landing, based purely on optic
flow information, has not yet been attempted. However,
autonomous landing approaches have been achieved on a
fixed-wing aircraft. As in terrain following, a downward-
looking camera is used to acquire ground images and compute

optic flow. It is difficult to implement the honeybee landing
strategy faithfully on a fixed-wing aircraft because the strat-
egy requires the ground speed to approach arbitrarily small
values (below stall speed) as the aircraft nears the ground.
Consequently, a modified landing strategy has been tested, in
which the throttle is cut and the elevator setting is adjusted
in closed loop to hold the magnitude of the optic flow from
the ground constant as the altitude drops. The result is that
altitude and forward speed decrease approximately linearly
with time as the ground is approached. An example of such a
landing approach strategy is given in Chahl, Srinivasan and
Zhang (2004).

6 FACILITATING ACCURATE
MEASUREMENT OF OPTIC FLOW

We have seen above that accurate measurement of optic
flow is critical in implementing several of the insect-based
strategies for visual guidance. When flying at low altitudes,
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Figure 7. Illustration of a system for visually guided terrain follow-
ing and landing. The optical system is shown on an enlarged scale
relative to the aircraft in order to illustrate its configuration. Repro-
duced with permission from Srinivasan, Thurrowgood and Soccol
(2006a) c© IEEE.

or during landing, the image of the ground can move very
rapidly, making it difficult to obtain reliable estimates of
optic flow. Here we describe a specially shaped mirror sur-
face that, firstly, scales down the speed of image motion as
seen by the camera, and, secondly, removes the perspective
distortion (and therefore the distortions in image velocity)
that a camera experiences when viewing a horizontal plane
that stretches out to infinity in front of the aircraft. Ideally,
the moving image that is captured by the camera through the
mirror should exhibit a constant, low velocity everywhere,
thus simplifying the optic flow measurements and increasing
their accuracy (see Figure 7).

The mirror profile maps equal distances along the ground
in the flight direction to equal displacements in the image
plane of the camera. The geometry of the camera-mirror con-
figuration is shown in Figure 8. A′ is the camera image of a
point A on the ground. We want A′ (the image of A) to move

A′
ή

Camera
nodal point

Mirror
surface

Ground plane

r

O

P

A

Camera
image
plane

f θ

β

Figure 8. Geometry of camera/mirror configuration for design
of mirror profile. Reproduced with permission from Srinivasan,
Thurrowgood and Soccol (2006a) c© IEEE.
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Figure 9. Example of computed mirror profile. Reproduced with
permission from Srinivasan, Thurrowgood and Soccol (2006a) c©
IEEE.

at a constant velocity in the image plane of the camera, inde-
pendent of the position of A in the ground plane. That is, we
require dη

dt
= L, where η is the distance of the point A′ from

the center of the camera’s image plane, and L is the desired
constant velocity. f is the focal length of the camera. The
derivation of a mirror profile that meets these objectives is
given in Srinivasan, Thurrowgood and Soccol (2006a). Here
we use an example profile to illustrate the performance of the
mirror.

Figure 9 shows one example of a profile of the reflective
surface, with the computed ray paths. In this example the cam-
era faces forward, in the direction of flight. The nodal point
of the camera is at (0.0). The image plane of the camera is to
the left of this point and is not included in the figure, but its
reflection about the nodal point (an equivalent representation)
is depicted by the vertical blue line to the right of the nodal
point. Parameters used in this design are: V = 1000.0 cm s−1;
h = 100.0 cm; r0 = 10.0 cm; f = 3.5 cm; L = 2.0 cm s−1,
where V is the speed of the aircraft, h is the height above
the ground, L is the image velocity, f is the focal length of
the camera, and r0 is the distance from the nodal point of the
camera to the tip of the reflective surface. If the camera was
looking directly downward at the ground, the image velocity
of the ground would have been 35 cm s−1; with the mirror,
the image velocity is reduced to 2.0 cm s−1. Thus, the mirror
scales the image velocity down by a factor of 17.5. The cur-
vature of the mirror is the highest in the region that images the
ground directly beneath the aircraft, because this is the region
of the ground that moves at the highest angular velocity with
respect to the camera, and which therefore requires the great-
est reduction of motion. We see from Figure 9 that equally
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Figure 10. (a) Illustration of imaging properties of mirror; (b) remapped version of image in (a). Reproduced with permission from
Srinivasan, Thurrowgood and Soccol (2006a) c© IEEE.

spaced points on the ground along the line of flight map to
equally spaced points in the camera image. This confirms the
correct operation of the reflective surface.

Figure 10a illustrates the imaging properties of the mirror,
positioned with its axis parallel to and above a plane carrying
a checkerboard pattern. Note that the mirror has removed the
perspective distortion (foreshortening) of the image of the
plane. The scale of the mapping depends on the radial direc-
tion. Compression is lowest in the vertical radial direction and
highest in the horizontal radial direction. Figure 10b shows a
digitally remapped view of the image in Figure 10a in which
the polar co-ordinates of each pixel in Figure 10a are plotted
as Cartesian co-ordinates. Here the vertical axis represents
radial distance from the center of the image of Figure 10a,
and the horizontal axis represents the angle of rotation about
the optic axis. The circle in Figure 10a maps to the horizontal
line in Figure 10b. Regions below the line represent areas in
front of the aircraft, and regions above it areas behind. Thus,
the mirror endows the camera with a large field of view that

covers regions in front of, below, and behind the aircraft.
A consequence of the geometrical mapping produced by

the mirror is that, for straight and level flight parallel to the
ground plane, the optic flow vectors in the camera image
will have a constant magnitude along each radius. This mag-
nitude will be largest along the vertical radius and smallest
(zero) along the horizontal radius. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 11, which shows the optic flow vectors that are generated
by a simulated level flight over an ocean. Figure 11a shows
the flow field in the raw image, and Figure 11b shows the
flow field in the remapped image. In the remapped image, all
flow vectors are oriented vertically. The magnitudes of the
vectors are constant within each column, and decrease pro-
gressively with increasingly lateral directions of view. These
vectors provide information on the height above the ground,
the topography of the ground, and the ranges to objects in the
field of view (which is quite large).

When the aircraft undergoes pure translation along its
optic axis, as in Figure 11, the magnitude of the optic flow

Figure 11. Optic flow field generated by simulated level flight over an ocean: (a) shows the flow in the raw image; (b) shows the flow in the
remapped image. Reproduced with permission from Soccol, Thurrowgood and Srinivasan (2007) c©Australian Robotics and Automation
Association.
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Figure 12. Illustration of collision-free cylinder mapping achieved
by the vision system. Reproduced with permission from Srinivasan,
Thurrowgood and Soccol (2006a) c© IEEE.

vector at each point on the unwarped image will be inversely
proportional to the distance of the viewed point from the
optic axis of the system. Thus, the flow vectors will provide
information on the profile of the terrain in a cylindrical co-
ordinate system relative to the aircraft. The mapping that is
provided by the mirror should be particularly useful for air-
craft guidance. If a cylinder of “clear space” is desired for
obstacle-free flight along a given trajectory, the maximum
permissible flow magnitude is determined by the speed of the
aircraft and the radius R of this cylinder (see Figure 12). This
simplifies the problem of determining in advance whether
an intended flight trajectory through the environment will be
collision-free, and of making any necessary adjustments to
the trajectory to ensure safe flight. The system will provide
information on the height above the ground, as well as the dis-
tance of any potential obstacles, as measured from the optical
axis.

7 DEALING WITH COMPLEX AIRCRAFT
MOTIONS

If the aircraft undergoes rotation as well as translation,
the optic flow vectors that are induced by the rotational
components of aircraft motion will contaminate the range
measurement. They must be subtracted from the total optic
flow field, to obtain a residual flow field that represents the
optic flow that is created only by the translational component
of aircraft motion. The rotations of the aircraft can be esti-
mated through gyroscopic signals. Since each component of
rotation (yaw, roll, pitch) produces a known, characteristic
pattern of optic flow that depends on the magnitude of the
rotation but is independent of the ranges of objects or sur-
faces in the environment, the optic flow vector fields that are
generated by the rotations can be predicted computationally
as a sum of the characteristic optic flow fields for yaw, pitch,
and roll, each weighted by the magnitude of the measured

rotation about the corresponding axis. This composite rota-
tional flow field must then be subtracted from the total flow
field to obtain a residual flow field that represents the flow
due to just the translational component of motion. The dis-
tances to objects and surfaces from the optical axis can then be
computed from this residual field. Details of this de-rotation
procedure are given in Soccol, Thurrowgood and Srinivasan
(2007). After de-rotation, the residual component of the optic
flow (the translation-induced component) provides informa-
tion on the range and profile of the terrain over which flight
occurs. Tests of this scheme in the laboratory, and the cali-
bration of a prototype vision system are described in Soccol,
Thurrowgood and Srinivasan (2007).

8 PRELIMINARY FLIGHT TESTS USING
THE MIRROR-BASED VISION SYSTEM

Flight tests are presently being conducted with the vision sys-
tem mounted on the underside of a model aircraft. Figure 13
shows views of the raw camera image (13a) and the unwarped
image (13b) with the computed optic flow vectors. The next
step will be to use the gyroscopic signals and the rotational
optic flow templates to de-rotate these real-world optic flow
patterns and to use the residual flow to estimate the range and
profile of the terrain, using the procedure outlined above and
described in detail in Soccol, Thurrowgood and Srinivasan
(2007). It should be noted that the horizon (in the raw image
as well as the unwarped image) distorts in predictable ways
depending on the roll and pitch attitudes of the aircraft. The
horizon profile can thus be used to estimate the roll and pitch
of the aircraft, when flying at high altitudes over reasonably
flat terrain.

9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of vision in simple natural systems, such as those
found in insects, can often point to novel ways of tackling
tenacious problems in autonomous navigation. This is prob-
ably so because insects, with their “stripped down” nervous
systems, have been forced to evolve ingenious and computa-
tionally efficient solutions to these problems. This chapter has
outlined a few ways in which insects use visual information
for guidance and navigation. The feasibility of these strate-
gies is being tested in computer simulations and in robots. In
constructing these robots, the aim is not to copy insect vision
in the literal sense. Rather, the intent is to embody and test
the principles of visual information processing that we have
gleaned from the biology, and to examine the extent to which
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Figure 13. Test flight of vision system, showing one frame of the raw camera image (a), and the unwarped image (b) with the computed
optic flow vectors.

these principles can be used to advantage in the design of
guidance systems for autonomously flying vehicles.
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATION

h height above ground
Vf horizontal (forward) flight speed
Vd vertical (descent) speed
α descent angle
ω image angular velocity
t time
V aircraft speed
L linear image velocity
f camera focal length
r0 distance from nodal point of camera to tip of reflec-

tive surface.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the 20th Century, a vehicle was just a transportation tool.
However, we believe that in the future, a vehicle will become
more than just a transportation tool; it will become a tool
used in our everyday lives such as a mobile phone and a per-
sonal stereo. When we can acquire visual information from
a high altitude with a vehicle, such ability will resemble that
of a bird. To use a vehicle as a tool in everyday life, it must
be small and lightweight. Slow flight is required. Recently,
MAVs have been developed all over the world. However, to
the best of our knowledge, no MAVs have been developed
that can fly outdoors with low flight velocity. In this section,
we consider cm-sized fixed-wing and rotary-wing UAVs with
small weight and low flight velocity.

In Sections 2 and 3, the development of fixed-wing and
rotary-wing UAVs is presented. In Section 4, the difficulties

of the development of a flight controller for a UAV are
explained, and some control methods are briefly introduced.
In Section 5, the wing characteristics at a low Reynolds num-
ber and their effects on the flight stability of a fixed-wing
UAV are stated as references for designing a centimeter-sized
UAV.

2 DEVELOPMENT OF A FIXED-WING
UAV

2.1 Overview of fixed-wing UAVs’ configuration

UAV’s design method has not been as sophisticated as
manned vehicles. A wide variety of missions exist for UAVs,
and such wide variation has caused many different kinds
of designs. Pines and Bohorquez (2006) showed the trend
of UAV and MAV designs and indicated that the relation
between the wingspan and the gross take-off weight is linear
on a log-log scale. Figure 1 shows the gross weight as a func-
tion of the wingspan of the fixed-wing UAV and was made by
the present authors using Wilson’s data (2007). In this figure,
the x- and y-axes are logarithmic scale, and the electric pow-
ered UAVs and the non-electric ones are distinguished. This
figure shows the followings: (a) When the wing span is larger
than 10m, the non-electric UAVs are heavier than the electric
UAVs. (b) When the wing span is less than 10m at the elec-
tric propulsion system is popular. The propulsion system of
small UAVs with wingspans less than 1m are mainly electric
because a non-electric propulsion system with low weight
and small size has not been developed. Therefore, an electric
propulsion system must be used for a centimeter-sized UAV.

Figure 2 shows the relation between the wingspan and the
wing loading of fixed-wing UAVs. We collected these data
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Figure 1. Wingspan-gross weight of UAVs. Reproduced with
permission from Wilson (2007).

from the data sheets of unmanned vehicles. In this section, we
use these figures to discuss the characteristics of fixed-wing
UAVs.

The function of the masses m (kg) and the wingspans
b (m) of the non-electric UAV were obtained from Figure 1
using the least mean square method by

m = 8.15 × b1.88 (1)

From this equation, wing loading mg/S and flight velocity V
of the non-electric UAV are expressed by

mg

S
= 8.15AR

b0.12
g, V =

√
16.3AR

ρCLb0.12
g (2)

Here, S, AR, g, ρ, and CL are wing area, aspect ratio,
gravitational acceleration, air density, and lift coefficient,
respectively. In both equations, AR/b0.12 is included.
The wing loading and forward velocity increase with the
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wingspan increase when b < 10m, as shown in Figure 2 and
by Pines and Bohorquez (2006). These relations are caused
by the relation that the AR/b0.12 increases with the increase
of b. Equation (1) leads to the following relation:

T

b1.88
= 8.15g

L/D
(3)

Here, T is the thrust, and L/D is the lift-to-drag ratio. When
L/D is constant, this equation indicates that the required thrust
divided by b1.88 is a constant. Figure 1 shows when the wing
span is larger than 10m, the non-electric UAVs are heavier
than the electric UAVs. This means the slope between weight
and span in Figure 1 is less than 8.15 in equation (3), which
is for the non-electric UAVs. And the thrust generated by the
electric propulsion system is smaller than that by the non-
electric system when they are mounted on an airplane with
a similar wing span. This is perhaps caused by the fact that
thrust per weight of an electric propulsion system is lower
than that of a non-electric propulsion system. And the flight
velocity of an electric powered UAV is less than that of a
non-electric powered UAV and the airframe of the former is
required to be lighter than that of the latter.

Now consider a situation where non-electric and electric
UAVs encounter a vertical gust whose velocity is wg. The
vertical acceleration of UAV, Z̈, divided by the wingspan is
as follows:

Z̈

b
=

1
2ρV 2Sa

wg

V

mb
= agwg

b

√
ρ

2CL(mg/S)
(4)

where a is the lift slope of UAVs. This equation indicates
that the smaller the wing loading, the larger the acceleration
caused by gusts when b, CL , and a are common. As shown in
Figure 2, the wing loading increases with the increase of wing
span when b<10m. And, as shown in Figure 1, the electric
power system is more popular than the non -electric sys-
tem when b < 10m. Then, small electric UAVs are strongly
affected by a wind gust. Careful design is required for a small
electric UAV to suppress the effect of a wind gust as much as
possible.

2.2 Fixed-wing UAV developed in Japan

In Japan, the main aim of UAVs is environmental and dis-
aster monitoring. A high-resolution camera with a sensor is
mounted on the UAV. To mount the payload and to decrease
the risk of crashes, fixed-wing UAVs have been developed
with wingspans between 0.6 and 1.5 m, which are larger than
MAVs. For example, Mitsubishi-Electric and the University
of Tokyo developed a UAV with a 1.43-m span and a weight of
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Figure 3. Fixed-wing UAV. Developed by Hitachi, Ltd and Kawada
Industries Inc.

0.85 kg. Hitachi, Ltd and Kawada Industries, Inc., developed
three UAVs of various sizes (Hitachi, 2003). The smallest has
a 0.6-m span and weighs 400 g (Figure 3), the middle one has
a 0.9-m span and weighs 1.3 kg, and the largest has a 1.51-m
span and weighs 3 kg. The flight speeds of these UAVs are
over 10 m s−1. An ordinary wind does not greatly affect them
because of their weights and flight speeds.

We developed a smaller and lighter fixed-wing UAV with
a lower flight speed to investigate the possibility of an
autonomous flight of a fixed-wing UAV with as little momen-
tum as possible. The UAV, shown in Figure 4 (Fujinaga,
Tokutake and Sunada, 2007, 2008), has a 60-cm wingspan,
an aspect ratio of 2.67, a cross section of airfoil CLARK-YS
with a tip chord of 0.15 m, and weighs 270 g. It is designed
to perform a slow flight with speed less than 10 m s−1 with
a small airframe constructed of foamed styrol. To shorten
its body length, it does not have horizontal tail wings. The
longitudinal stabilities were achieved by S-cambered airfoil,

Figure 4. Fixed-wing UAV to investigate autonomous flight with
as little momentum as possible.

Guidance control loop

Vehicle

Elevator deflection
 angle

Stabilizing
controller

Pitch rate

Thrust
command

Path angle
commandWaypoints

Guidance
controller

FF controller

Figure 5. Longitudinal controller.

and lateral-directional stabilities were achieved by vertical
tail wing and swept-wing. Its center of gravity was set as far
forward as we could manage. The sufficiency of the stabilities
was attained by the flight control system. The vehicle dynam-
ics are controlled using the elevon and thrust inputs. All the
functions required for autonomous flight were installed.

This UAV’s flight plan is given as waypoints, whose data
are composed of positions and altitudes. The navigation and
guidance controllers output the flight path and the bank angle
commands to the inner loop. These commands are input to
the stabilizing controller through the feed-forward filter. The
closed-loop system of the longitudinal dynamics is shown
in Figure 5. The longitudinal controller’s design results are
shown as an example.

The following are the linearized equations of the longitu-
dinal dynamics:

ẋ = Ax + B1w + B2δe, x = [
u α q θ

]T
,

w = [
αg wth

]T
(5)

Here, u is the forward velocity, α is the angle of attack, q
is the pitch rate, θ is the pitch angle, and δe is the elevator
input. The disturbance inputs are gusts in angle of attack αg

and disturbance derived from thrust input wth. The input to
the longitudinal stabilizing controller is the pitch rate.

This UAV model contains many uncertainties and dis-
turbances because it flies at low velocities. This model
is particularly affected by wind gusts. If a proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) controller is employed, the required
performances and stabilities must be attained by trial and
error. Therefore, � synthesis was used after precise model-
ing of the structured uncertainties. A generalized plant was
formulated from the following requirements and features:

1. stability derivatives contain uncertainties;
2. actuator dynamics are modeled as a second-order transfer

function, and multiplicative uncertainties are found on
the input side;

3. wind gusts are input;.
4. sensor noises are input;
5. longitudinal disturbances exist that were derived from

the thrust;
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Figure 6. Block diagram of avionics system.

6. the deflection angles of the control surfaces are restricted;
7. the pitch rate, the roll rate, and the bank angle are

restricted.

A controller is utilized to minimize the structured singular
values of the formulated generalized plant by MATLAB and
Robust Control Toolbox (The MathWorks, Inc., 2009).

The guidance system was constructed with a PID con-
troller. The desired path angle was calculated from the
positions and altitudes of the vehicle and the next waypoint.
The desired heading angle was calculated from the positions
of the vehicle and the next waypoint. The desired path angle
and heading angle error are input to the PID controller to gen-
erate outputs to the stabilizing controller. The control gains
were determined with numerical simulations. The guidance
system outputs are the path angle commands to the longitu-
dinal stabilizing controller and the bank angle commands
to the lateral stabilizing controller. By stabilizing the air-
plane around the commands, it reaches the desired waypoints.
The designed flight control system was implemented into
the avionics system, which was constructed from the con-
trol board (MAVC 1) and several devices (Figure 6). Flight
testing verified that the developed vehicle had the following
abilities when the wind measured on the ground was less than
5 m s−1: autonomous flight for passing the given waypoints
and auto landing.

3 DEVELOPMENT OF A ROTARY-WING
UAV

3.1 Cm-sized rotary-wing UAVs developed all
over the world

A ducted fan called GTSpy (Figure 7) has been developed
by the Georgia Institute of Technology (Johnson and Turbe,
2006) that weighs about 3 kg and has a 30-cm rotor diame-
ter. This ducted fan is based on Helispy developed by Micro
Autonomous Systems. Micro Craft (Lipera et al., 2001) has

Figure 7. GTSpy developed by Georgia Institute of Technology.
Reproduced with permission from Johnson et al. c© (2004).

also developed a ducted fan iSTAR that weighs about 2 kg
with about a 25-cm rotor diameter. Both ducted fans can make
autonomous flights. A quadro-rotor type UAV called MD4-
200 was developed by Microdrones (Microdrones GmbH,
2005) that weighs about 900 g with a 37-cm rotor diame-
ter. The MD4-200, which can fit in a box whose side length
is 1 m, can be utilized outdoors, and its flight duration is
20 min.

RMAX (Mettler, 2003) by Yamaha Motor Co. is a well-
known unmanned helicopter that weighs about 80 kg with
about a 3-m rotor diameter. This helicopter, which is used for
spreading agricultural chemicals, is too large and heavy to be
considered here. Since the cm-sized helicopters developed
in Japan are radio controlled for amusement, they have no
sensors except for a rate gyro. To the best of our knowledge,
our cm-sized helicopter with autonomous flight is the only
such model that has been developed in Japan.

Figure 8 shows the configuration of the rotary-wing UAV
(Sunada and Tokutake, 2007; Ito et al., 2006). The coaxial
rotor’s diameter is about 40 cm, and its total weight is about
400 g, which is much lighter than the small-ducted fans devel-
oped by other groups (Guerrero et al., 2003; Fleming et al.,
2003; Johnson and Turbe, 2006; Pines and Bohorquez, 2006;
Wilson, 2007). Moreover, the present UAV’s rotors are made
of foamed styrol and break if they strike a person, minimizing
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Figure 8. Configuration of rotary-wing UAV developed to elucidate
what is required not for injuring people. 1, stabilizer bar; 2, upper
rotor; 3, lower rotor; 4, 5, servomotor; 6, GPS antenna; 7, battery; 8,
altimeter; 9, flight controller; 10, 11, motor; 12, pitching propeller;
13 and 14, tails; 15, duct. Reproduced from Sunada and Tokutake
(2007) c© AIAA.

the risk of injury. This rotary-wing UAV was developed to
clarify the requirements for a rotary-wing UAV that does not
injure people.

The coaxial rotor was originally designed for XRB, a toy
model helicopter manufactured by Hirobo Co. Both its upper
and lower rotors have two blades made of foamed styrol,
which are driven by brushless motors. The cyclic pitch angle
of the lower rotor is controlled by connecting this rotor to the
two servomotors. The cyclic pitch angle of the upper rotor
is controlled by a stabilizer bar when the vehicle has pitch
and roll rates. The rotational speeds of the rotors are adjusted
to control the yaw moment and the magnitude of thrust. A
foamed styrol duct is attached to the vehicle below the center
of gravity (CG). The vertical and horizontal tails stabilize
the pitching and yawing motions for forward flight. The aft
propeller on the vertical tail called the pitching propeller is
about 13.5 cm in diameter and is driven by a DC motor. All
the motors in this vehicle are driven by an 11.1-V, 720-mAh
lithium-polymer battery mounted on it.

The following explains the significance of the duct and
pitching propeller. A smaller vehicle is more strongly affected
by the wind because the ratio of the parasite drag to the grav-
itational force generally increases with decreasing vehicle
size. So, a smaller rotary-wing vehicle requires a highly stable
attitude and the ability to generate sufficient thrust to con-
trol the position. To satisfy the first requirement, the present
vehicle has a duct below its CG. Theoretically, it can be
proven that the pitching and translational motions are sta-
bilized by an object below the center of gravity. Note that the
duct should surround the rotors if higher flight efficiency is
required (Pereira and Chopra, 2009). To satisfy the second
requirement, the tip path plane of the coaxial rotor should be
greatly inclined when the vehicle is either traveling forward
or hovering under wind gusts. Since the vehicle’s inclination
due to the cyclic pitch angles is not sufficient to overcome the
parasite drag, the present vehicle is equipped with a pitching

Waypoints

Guidance and
navigation
controller

Commands for altitude
yaw angle and forward

velocity

Stabilizing system
(stabilizing controller

and
airframe)

GPS antenna
Position

Figure 9. Guidance and navigation controller.

propeller to generate a larger pitching moment regarding the
CG to create larger forward thrust force.

The following sensors and actuators are connected to the
flight control board (MAVC 1), whose details will be given
in Section 4.3: global positioning system (GPS), altimeter,
geomagnetism sensor, receiver, speed controllers, servomo-
tors, modem. With this equipment, the flight control board
weighs about 50 g. Depending on the preprogrammed flight
plan, the flight duration is usually about 3–5 min. The flight
controller can be divided into an inner loop and an outer
loop. The outer loop consists of guidance and navigation con-
trollers (Figure 9), and the inner loop consists of a stabilizing
controller (Figure 10). The outer loop generates commands
for altitude, yaw angle, and forward velocity as follows. The
altitude command is preprogrammed. The yaw angle com-
mand is a heading angle for a preprogrammed waypoint. The
forward velocity command is proportional to the distance
between the waypoint and a position measured using GPS.
These commands are input into the inner loop, and then the
stabilizing controller executes the desired state. The prepro-
grammed altitude and waypoints can be changed from the
ground base during flight by a wireless modem. The stabi-
lizing controller comprises PID, PD, and P controllers. The
gains of these controllers were adjusted by trial and error. In
an emergency, the operator input can override the input of the
stabilizing controller.

Many autonomous flight tests (Figure 11) were carried out
to verify the flight control system. When the wind measured
on the ground was less than 2 m s−1, the rotary-wing UAV
was controlled to avoid straying from the programmed flight
path.

4 CONTROLLER DESIGN OF
CENTIMETER-SIZED UAV

4.1 Control theory

In the development of UAVs, one often faces problems due to
the constraint on the size and the weight of the equipments,
which can be overcome by selecting an appropriate con-
trol theory and a high-performance and lightweight avionics
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Figure 10. Stabilizing controller.

Figure 11. Photograph of developed rotary-wing MAV during test
flight. Reproduced from Sunada and Tokutake (2008) c© The Japan
Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences.

system. In the following text, we briefly describe the con-
straints on the controller design of UAVs that reflect their
size and weight.

� Low sensor accuracy: For UAV flight control, a small and
lightweight rate gyro is definitely required. The typical
micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS) rate gyro is
less than 1 g (Analog Devices, Inc., 2008). However, its
accuracy is lower than a fiber optic gyroscope that is used
in large airplanes. In addition, the natural frequencies of
micro aerial vehicle (MAV) flight dynamics are higher

than those of a large airplane. The faster dynamics must
be controlled with sensors of lower precision.

� Low Micro Processing Unit (MPU) performance: Due
to the constraints on size, weight, and the equipment’s
power supply, a high-performance Micro Processing Unit
(MPU) cannot be used. Low processing performance
causes calculation delay and results in the deterioration
of vehicle performance.

� Large modeling error of flight dynamics: The aero-
dynamics of centimeter-sized unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAVs) at low Reynolds numbers has not been adequately
investigated compared with those at high Reynolds num-
bers. The formulated vehicle dynamics, in general, have
uncertainties, an issue that must be addressed.

The flight control of a centimeter-sized UAV is chal-
lenging because an inadequate dynamical model and
low-performance equipment must be used. When flight
tests show bad performance or instabilities, the controller
should be able to be redesigned easily. In addition, the
order of the designed controller should be low because
the MPU performance is low. However, this presents
many significant challenges, including development of an
advanced sensor system, an actuator, and a controller design
method.

The flight control system of a fixed-wing UAV (Figure 4)
consists of a navigation controller, a guidance controller,
and a stabilizing controller (Figure 12). The navigation and
guidance controllers determine the commands given to the
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Figure 12. Flight control system.

stabilizing controller to ensure that the vehicle follows the
desired flight path.

Many controller design methods can be applied to stabilize
a vehicle controller (Magni, Bennani and Terlouw, 1997) that
attains several design criteria. The typical methods used for
flight controllers and their features are briefly mentioned in
the following. Please refer to other sections for greater detail.

4.1.1 Elementary feedback control (McRuer,
Ashkenas and Graham, 1973)

The advantage of such a controller is that the time response
and controller gain are directly related to each other and that
the controller can be adjusted to attain certain requirements.
Sometimes, the controller is designed without a dynamical
model of a vehicle, for example, in a trial-and-error manner
using a PID control method.

4.1.2 Eigenstructure assignments (Andry, Shapiro
and Chung, 1983)

In this method, the feedback gain is selected so that the eigen-
structure of the closed-loop system becomes the desired one.
Determining the desired eigenstructure is difficult because
the relations between the time responses and the eigenstruc-
ture are often unclear. In addition, attaining robust stabilities
is difficult with this method.

4.1.3 Linear quadratic regulator (LQR)/Linear
quadratic Gaussian (LQG)

Constant state feedback and observer gain are determined to
minimize the quadratic form cost function. A closed-loop
system with LQR has both large gain and phase margins
(Safonov and Athans, 1977). Using the design parameters
of LQR, the time histories of vehicle response and control
input can be shaped. However, designers encounter difficul-
ties of controller adjustments when flight testing shows that
the closed-loop system is unstable. In this case, the modeling

process should be repeated to obtain a more precise vehicle
model, increasing time and cost.

4.1.4 H∞ controller (Zhou, Doyle and Glover, 1995)

A full-order output-feedback controller is designed to
decrease the H∞ norm of a closed-loop system. The uncer-
tainties are formulated, and a generalized plant is constructed.
The robust stabilities are adjusted with the parameters of the
uncertainties model.

4.1.5 � synthesis (Zhou, Doyle and Glover, 1995)

Robust stabilities and performances are ensured for the struc-
tured uncertainties. Structured singular values are used to
ensure the stabilities and performances for individual uncer-
tainty blocks. Generally, the order of the obtained controller
becomes very high.

4.2 Equipment

Since a computer on a vehicle cannot make continuous
calculation, the controller needs to be discretized before
implementation. However, conventional controller design
methods usually depend on a continuous model, and the
robust stabilities and performances of the closed-loop system
cannot be guaranteed for the discretized controller. Therefore,
the sampling rate must be as high as possible. There are three
methods to obtain the discretized controller, that is, to dis-
cretize the continuous controller designed for the continuous
dynamics using zero-order (or higher order) hold, to design
the discretized controller with a digital control theory, and to
design a discretized controller for the sampled data system. In
digital control theory and control for the sampled data system,
the performances and stabilities of the discretized controller
are guaranteed. On the contrary, the discretized controller,
which was originally designed for continuous dynamics, does
not retain performance and stability. However, the control the-
ory for continuous dynamics is more sophisticated than the
others, and available examples are numerous. In addition, the
discretizing process does not decrease the performance and
stability very much if the sampling rate is sufficiently fast.
In many cases, the controller was designed for continuous
dynamics and was discretized and implemented.

The avionics system is a major weight component for
centimeter-sized UAVs. Even if the airframe is small, the sen-
sors and the flight computer must have the same functions as
those of a larger vehicle. The flight control system simul-
taneously performs many processes such as calculation of
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Figure 13. MAVC 1.

guidance, navigation, stability control, sampling sensor out-
put, transmitting flight data, and receiving commands from a
ground base. However, since the UAV payload is often very
small, all processes need to be performed by a single MPU.
Hence, we developed a generalized control board specified
for MAV control.

4.3 Flight control boards MAVCs 1 and 2

As examples, two flight controllers developed by the authors
collaborating with a company (Y’s Lab, Inc., 2008) are intro-
duced here. Each unit comprises of a small, lightweight cir-
cuit board called Micro Aerial Vehicle Controller 1 (MAVC
1) and 2 (MAVC 2) with dimensions of 75 mm × 55 mm and
40 mm × 35 mm and weights of 29 g and 4.6 g, respectively
(Figures 13 and 14). Table 1 shows the functions of the devel-
oped boards equipped with accelerometers and rate gyros
(for MAVC 2, additionally geomagnetism sensor) into which
many other devices can be connected. MAVC 1 is mounted
on the above fixed-wing and rotary-wing UAVs.

Figure 14. MAVC 2.

Table 1. Functions of MAVCs 1 and 2.

MAVC 1 MAVC 2

Size 75 mm × 55 mm 40 mm × 35 mm
Weight 29 g 4.6 g
PWM 8 ch 3 ch
Motor driver – 1 ch
CCP 10 ch 3 ch
A/D 6 ch 1 ch
D/A 2 ch –
I/O 16 ch 4 ch
UART 4 ch 2 ch
Rate gyro 3-Axis (onboard) 2-Axis (onboard)
Accelerometer 3-Axis (onboard) 3-Axis (onboard)
Geomagnetism sensor 1 ch 1 ch (onboard)
GPS 1 ch Enabled (UART)
Rotary encoder input 1 ch –
5 V output 3 ch 1 ch
Power supply 7.4–12 V 3.4–4.5 V

5 WING CHARACTERISTICS AT A LOW
REYNOLDS NUMBER AND FLIGHT
STABILITY OF A FIXED-WING MAV

Some fixed-wing MAVs have wings with rectangular plan-
forms and a low aspect ratio (AR ≈ 1) (Muller et al., 2006)
for the following reason. A gust relative to forward veloc-
ity, that is, a variation of the angle of attack, increases with
a decrease of the vehicle’s size. However, a lift acting on a
wing with a rectangular planform with AR ≈ 1 increases with
an increasing angle of attack between 0◦ and 45◦ at a low
Reynolds number (Re ≈ 105) (Muller et al., 2006). There-
fore, it does not stall over a wide range of angles of attack.
On the other hand, a high aspect ratio wing often benefits at
higher lift–drag ratios but has smaller power requirements.
As a result, some studies have also investigated a high aspect
ratio wing and an airfoil.

The CD of a three-dimensional wing can be expressed by

CD(α) ≈ CD0/CL=0 + �2(α − α0)2 (6)

where α0 is a zero-lift angle of attack. The increase of
CD0/CL=0 with the decrease of the Reynolds number (Re) is
mainly the increase of the skin friction drag. Laitone (1997)
and Sunada et al. (2002, 2004) concluded that �2 increases
with decreasing Re when AR is about 5. Torres and Muller
(2001) pointed out the increase when AR is about 1. Laitone
states that this is the increase of the induced drag. (At a high
Reynolds number, the term of �2 corresponds to the induced
drag because the increase of the profile drag with the increase
of the angle of attack is much smaller than that of the induced
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drag at a high Reynolds number. Laitone probably describe
the increase of �2 as an increase of the induced drag in the
same manner at a high Reynolds number.) On the other hand,
Sunada et al. (2002, 2004) assumed that the difference of
circulation distribution along the span from the elliptical one
does not become much larger with the decrease of Re. They
argued that the increase of�2 is mainly caused by the increase
of the profile drag, that is, the increase of the profile drag of
an airfoil. If the assumption by Sunada et al. is relevant, the
advantage of a high aspect ratio wing against a low aspect
ratio wing becomes smaller (Sunada and Kawachi, 2004). It
remains unclear which is dominant for the increase of �2

between the increase of the induced drag and that of the pro-
file drag. Measurements of the drag of wings with various
aspect ratios including two-dimensional wings will resolve
this issue.

The following is a similar problem with rotary wings: The
power coefficient of a rotor at a high Reynolds number is
given by (e.g., Bohorquez et al., 2003)

CP = κ
C

3/2
T√
2

+ σ
Cd0

8
(7)

where CT , Cd0, κ, and σ are the thrust coefficient, the zero-lift
drag coefficient, the induced power factor, and the rotor solid-
ity, respectively. The first and second terms are induced power
coefficient CPi and profile power coefficient CP0, respec-
tively. When the rotor performance at a low Reynolds number
(Re ≈ 104) is analyzed using equation (7), the value of κ is far
from 1 (Ramasamy, Johnson and Leishman, 2008). However,
using the blade element theory with the following drag coef-
ficient of an airfoil, induced power factor κ = CPi

C
3/2
T

/
√

2
is close

to 1 and the obtained power is close to the measured one:

Cd(α) ≈ Cd0/CL=0 + δ1(α − α0) + δ2(α − α0)2 (8)

Results by Bohorquez et al. (2003) and Ramasamy, Johnson
and Leishman (2008) suggest that the thrust and torque acting
on a rotor can be estimated approximately by the same man-
ner as at a high Reynolds number (by Blade element theory
and the momentum theory) when a drag coefficient expressed
by equation (8) is used. The collective pitch is not large, and
the Reynolds number was about 2 × 104. Tsuzuki, Sato and
Abe (2007) also shows the thrust and torque can be estimated
approximately by the same manner as at a high Reynolds
number using equation (4) when a collective pitch is roughly
less than 10 deg. However, they also show the method under-
estimates them at a large collective pitch and the maximum
figure of merit because of the leading edge vortex (Lentink
et al., 2009). In their experiments, the Reynolds number was
4 × 103.

Table 2. Effects of increases of CD0 and �2 on flight modes of a
gliding swallowtail.

Increase of CD0 Increase of �2

Lateral-directional motion
Spiral mode More stable More unstable
Roll mode Independent Independent
Dutch roll mode More stable More unstable

Longitudinal motion
Long period mode More stable More unstable
Short period mode Independent Independent

When an airplane becomes smaller due to its proportional
shape, its flight stability is varied, caused by both different
sizes and different aerodynamic coefficients as CD0 and �2

due to those of Re. Note that flight stability is varied just by
the variation of size even if the aerodynamic coefficients are
not changed. We can understand this fact by referring to the
equations of the motion of an airplane (e.g., Etkin, 1955).
Okamoto, Sunada and Tokutake (2009) focused the effects
of the variations of CD0 and �2 on the stability of each flight
mode of a gliding swallowtail. Their results are summarized
in Table 2, which shows that the effect of CD0 contradicts that
of �2. Therefore, the trade-off of these effects determines
the effect of the variation of CD due to Re on flight stability.
The differences in the wing characteristics due to smaller Re
might counter well-known qualitative data about meter-sized
airplanes regarding flight stability. This possibility might also
be observed in a future small aerial vehicle.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Early aeronautical pioneers were greatly inspired by the
seemingly effortless flight of birds. The most prominent pio-
neer was Otto Lilienthal (1992) in the last decade of the 19th
century. However, it soon became apparent that the imple-
mentation of flapping wings was a much more challenging
engineering problem than the adoption of fixed wings. The
success of the Wright Brothers in December 1903 therefore
soon deflected the emphasis from flapping to fixed wings.
Nevertheless, Knoller (1909) in Vienna and Betz (1912)
in Göttingen provided the first explanation for thrust gen-
eration by wing flapping in 1909 and 1912, respectively.
This was followed by an experimental verification of the
Knoller–Betz model a decade later by Katzmayr (1922) in
Vienna. At about the same time, the first comprehensive treat-
ment of incompressible two-dimensional flow past oscillat-
ing airfoils was given by Birnbaum (1924) in his Göttingen
doctoral dissertation under the guidance of Prandtl. It was
the objective of this work to understand and predict the
circumstances that may cause the dangerous wing flutter
phenomenon. However, Birnbaum also showed that flutter

excitation and thrust production are merely two sides of the
same flow problem. The development of monoplanes in the
following decades made the flutter danger of increasing con-
cern and therefore methods had to be found to predict this
phenomenon. Küssner (1936) in Göttingen and Theodorsen
(1935) at NACA Langley succeeded in the 1930s to present
a quite comprehensive incompressible inviscid solution for
the flow over thin oscillating airfoils, which is still in use
today for flutter predictions. Its availability, in turn, inspired
Theodorsen’s associate Garrick (1936) to apply it to the pre-
diction of the thrust generated by harmonically plunging or
pitching airfoils. At about the same time, von Kármán and
Burgers (1934) drew attention to the fact that the starting
vortices shed from oscillating airfoils arrange themselves in
a form that is the exact reverse of the well-known Kármán
vortex street shed from a stationary cylinder. A closer in-
spection of this flow field reveals the interesting fact that the
time-averaged velocity distribution induced by the harmoni-
cally plunging airfoil is that of a jet.

In the following sections we first provide a quick overview
of the fundamental physics of flapping-wing aerodynam-
ics, followed by a classification of flapping-wing designs
and a discussion of several existing flapping-wing micro air
vehicles.

2 THE PHYSICS OF THE
FLAPPING-WING PHENOMENON

The physics of the flapping-wing phenomenon can be un-
derstood by looking at Figure 1 where a visualization of the
vortical wake shed from the trailing edge of an airfoil (visi-
ble on the left-hand side) is shown. In (a) the airfoil is held
steady. Two vortex rows are seen to be shed from the airfoil
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Figure 1. Transition from normal to reverse Kármán vortex street with increasing hk, the product of the reduced frequency, k and the
nondimensional flap amplitude, h. (a) hk = 0.0; (b) 0.1; (c) 0.2; and (d) 0.4. Reproduced with permission from Lai and Platzer (1999)
c© AIAA.

trailing edge such that the upper row consists of clockwise
turning vortices and the lower row of counterclockwise vor-
tices. This type of vortex street is the Kármán vortex street,
which is well known to form in the flow over cylinders and
airfoils at low Reynolds numbers.

However, interesting changes in vortex street behavior
occur when the airfoil is being oscillated in a pure plunge
(up and down) motion. As the frequency and amplitude of
oscillation are increased, the mushroom-like vortices of (b)
are generated, which switch to the vortical wake shown in
(c), and finally to the vortex street of (d). The vortex street in
(d) is usually denoted as the reverse Kármán vortex street be-
cause the upper row of vortices is now counterclockwise and
the lower row turns clockwise, and where the Kármán vortex
street is indicative of drag production, the reverse Kármán
vortex street is indicative of thrust production.

The very fact that the upper vortices turn counterclock-
wise and the lower vortices turn clockwise makes it clear that
a higher velocity is being generated between the two rows.
Thus the time-averaged flow at a given station downstream
from the airfoil trailing edge resembles that of a jet flow,
as shown in Figure 2. We have measured this time-averaged
flow using laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV). Also, we found
that this effect could be predicted with an inviscid flow
analysis (unsteady panel code), and the agreement between
experiment and the inviscid analysis is surprisingly good.
Although it is not generally realized, birds employ the same
jet propulsion principle used for the propulsion of airplanes
and missiles. Wing flapping provides the energy needed to
obtain a momentum increase. A flapping wing therefore can
be regarded as a “rectangular” propeller that draws air (or
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Figure 2. Measured (LDV) and computed (panel code) time-
averaged velocity profile behind a flapping NACA 0012 with k = 15
and h = 0.04, resulting in hk = 0.60. The water tunnel experiment
used a 10 cm chord flapping wing, and had a chord Reynolds number
of 20 740.

water) into the propeller and gives it a momentum increase.
The recognition that inviscid flow analyses are sufficient to
predict the thrust and propulsive efficiencies of flapping air-
foils allowed us to study the effect of various parameters
and oscillation modes, such as the difference between pure-
plunge and pure-pitch oscillations, the effect of combined
pitch and plunge oscillation, and the dependence on the phase
angle between the plunge and pitch motion. It also allowed us
to investigate the interaction between two flapping airfoils.
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These studies led us to the recognition that it is advantageous
to use a combined pitch/plunge oscillation with a phase
angle of about 90◦ between the two motions and to use two
airfoils that oscillate in counterphase, arranged in a biplane
formation, essentially emulating a single wing flapping near
a ground plane, obtaining the benefits of ground effect. These
investigations are documented in more detail in (Jones,Young
and Lai, 2001). A recent review of flapping-wing aerodynam-
ics can be found in Platzer et al., (2008).

3 CLASSIFICATION OF FLAPPING-WING
DESIGNS

Many model airplane enthusiasts were inspired over the
years, dating back as far as the late 1800s, to develop a variety
of flapping-wing fliers. These designs are often classified as
either biomimetic (a design that mimics nature) or biomor-
phic (a design that is inspired by nature, but is not a copy of
nature).

3.1 Biomimetic designs

Already in 1872, a year after inventing the rubber-band torque
motor and the first rubber-band powered fixed-wing airplane,
Alphonse Penaud designed, built, and flew the first rubber-
band powered ornithopter. Since then, almost all success-
ful flapping-wing vehicles have been biomimetic. A recent
successful development in this category is the Microbat,
shown in Figure 3 developed by the AeroVironment
Company in California Keennon and Grasmeyer (2003).
Their design philosophy was to take a functional rubber-band
powered vehicle design and essentially substitute an elec-
tric motor drive-train for the rubber band and add a radio

Figure 3. The Microbat biomimetic flapping-wing vehicle from
AeroVironment Inc. Reproduced with permission from Keennon
and Grasmeyer (2003) c© AIAA.

for control. The model shown in Figure 3 uses a two-cell
Lithium-polymer (Li-poly) battery, a three-channel radio, and
with a span of 23 cm and a total weight of 14 g, it has an en-
durance of approximately 25 minutes. In trying to mimic bird
flight, the Microbat is an example of a biomimetic design.

3.2 Biomorphic designs

While for the first hundred years or so all successful flapping-
wing aircraft were biomimetic, in 1985, Frank Kieser
designed the X-wing flapper shown in Figure 4, which does
not look like any creature that we see in nature, but the pair of
wings emulates a wing flapping in ground effect, an adapted
behavior we often see in bird flight. Interestingly, Frank
Kieser’s model broke the endurance record for flapping-wing
aircraft with this design, and variants of this design have held
the record for many years. This suggests that following nature
too closely might not be the best approach.

Recently, a number of research groups pursued biomor-
phic flapping-wing MAVs with some success, and a few
are presented here. The Mentor, developed by Stanford Re-
search Institute (SRI) in cooperation with the University of
Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS) (Zdunich
et al., 2007), shown in Figure 5, has adapted Frank Kieser’s
design into a much more symmetric configuration, more suit-
able for hovering flight, but with no defined orientation for
cruise flight. The model shown weighed about 450 g and
used an internal combustion engine from the hobby industry
for power. The upper wings flap in a clap-and-fling fashion,
and the lower fins are used for attitude control. They demon-
strated controlled hovering flight and some cruise flight, but
the project ended before the difficult task of transition was
resolved.

The DelFly, shown in Figure 6, developed at the Technical
University of Delft, is another variation on Frank Kieser’s
design, moving the flapping wings to the front and adding
the empennage to the rear (de Croon et al., 2009; Lentink
et al., 2009). There are several DelFly models, some that take
off and land vertically, and hover nicely, and some as small
as 10 cm span, weighing a meager 3 g. The model shown,
the DelFly II, has a 28 cm span and 16 g weight, and can
hover for 8 minutes or fly fast for 15 minutes while streaming
video.

One of the most promising applications for this type of
vehicle is flight in confined places. GPS, the primary source
of positional data on most conventional autopilots, is unfor-
tunately not available in these indoor environments. Con-
sequently, optical and/or image-based solutions have been
proposed to provide navigational information as well as a
see and avoid capability. Designers of the DelFly II have
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Figure 4. Frank Kieser’s record breaking X-wing flapper design. Reproduced with permission from Jones et al. (2005) c© Royal
Aeronautical Society.

experimented using feedback from the onboard video camera
to provide information to navigate indoors.

In 1996 (in response to DARPA’s request for proposals
to develop micro air vehicles) the present authors decided to
examine the possibility of using flapping wings for propul-
sion only while generating lift by stationary (non-flapping)
wings, hence to pursue the concept of a biomorphic design.
Having investigated only two-dimensional flow problems, we
convinced ourselves that we should not try to imitate bird

Figure 5. SRI/UTIAS Mentor. Reproduced with permission from
Zdunich et al. (2007) c© AIAA.

Figure 6. TU Delft Delfly. Reproduced with permission from
Lentink et al. (2009). Photo courtesy of Jaap Oldenkamp.
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flight directly, but rather learn from bird morphology and be-
havior, keeping aspects that appeared to enhance flight per-
formance. We were further persuaded in this view by the
argument that wings that are flapping with constant span-
wise amplitude are more effective than wings whose am-
plitude diminishes to zero at the wing root. Birds have no
choice but to use variable amplitude from root to tip, but this
is clearly a design constraint for birds, not necessarily the
optimum configuration. Furthermore, we felt that the sepa-
ration of thrust and lift generation, following conventional
airplane design principles, would facilitate a rapid design
and development process. It remained to choose the type
of flapping-wing propeller and its location. These decisions
were greatly facilitated by our knowledge about the superi-
ority of flapping biplane wings and by the possibility of flow
separation control through a closely coupled wing-propeller
arrangement.

A key item in the development of our flapping-wing MAV
was the choice of flapping mechanism, which would make
it possible to build a sufficiently light-weight biplane flap-
per. The configuration that we selected is shown in Figure 7.
It consists of two swing arms that flap about a point sev-
eral chord lengths ahead of the biplane wings, driven by
a crankshaft that is connected to a geared electric motor.
Wind tunnel tests of this propeller provided us with in-
formation about the thrust developed by this flapping-wing
propeller in dependence of the flapping frequency and wind
speed.

As is well known, propellers located close to, but down-
stream of, a wing trailing edge are likely to have a favorable

Figure 7. MAV-sized biplane propulsion test model. The 15 cm
span model was powered by a very small geared stepping motor, and
could achieve flapping frequencies of more than 40 Hz. A critical
juncture in the design process was the development of the flexible
joints for attaching the wings, which provided for passive aeroelastic
pitching, an essential component of the design.

Figure 8. First MAV test model with fixed and flapping wings.
The 15 cm span/length model was too small at the time to include
radio gear and batteries. It was only tested in a wind tunnel or on a
radial-arm test stand.

effect on the flow over the wing upper surface. This consid-
eration is particularly important for low Reynolds number
flows due to their increased tendency toward flow separa-
tion. “Rectangular” flapping-wing propellers of high aspect
ratio have the advantage over conventional propellers that
the flow along the whole wing span can be entrained. For this
reason we placed the flapping wings (in biplane arrangement)
in close proximity downstream of the main wing as shown in
Figures 8 and 9. The effectiveness of this type of flow control
can be clearly seen in Figure 9. The flow over the wing (in
side view) is shown in the left image for the case where the
two smaller wings (in biplane arrangement) are stationary.
Flow separation over the wing upper surface is clearly visi-
ble. In the right image, the small wings are now flapping and
the flow separation over the upper wing surface is seen to be
greatly reduced due to the entrainment effect of the flapping-
wing propeller. Additional information about the lifting
effectiveness of this configuration was then obtained by
means of a rotating arm test stand. This test showed that
enough lift could be generated at speeds of 2–3 m s−1 to
support a 7 g weight.

These encouraging results together with the dramatic
advancements in battery and motor technology, stimulated
by the requirements of the cell-phone industry, then made it
possible to build and flight test a number of flapping-wing
MAVs whose size and weight could be gradually decreased
from wing spans of 30 cm to 23 cm and weights of 14.4 g
to 11 g. A few generations of our radio-controlled MAV are
shown in Figure 10. Further details can be found in Jones et al.
(2005).
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Figure 9. Flow visualization of separation control on the fixed/flapping-wing test model. In the left image the biplane wings are stationary,
and the flow separates from the leading edge of the main wing. In the right image the biplane wings are flapping in counterphase and the
flow has reattached to the main wing.

Figure 10. Left: first radio-controlled model with 30 cm span and 14.4 g weight. This model had only throttle control, with fixed pitch and
yaw trim. Flight speed was about 2 m/s with a flapping frequency of about 32 Hz. The longest flight was about 3 minutes before landing
high on a tree–one of the inherent risks of fixed yaw trim. Right: 3rd-generation model with modular construction, 25 cm span and 13 g
weight. This model had two-channel control, and flew for 15 min on a rechargeable battery.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Flapping-wing Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) aspire to a level of
agility achieved by natural flyers. In particular, there has been
substantial interest over the past decade in the development of
robotic insects due to the abundance and diversity of the asso-
ciated engineering challenges. These challenges include high
power density actuation, scalable manufacturing techniques,
understanding the coupled fluid–structure interactions of
flapping wings, efficient power and control electronics,
and control algorithms for under-actuated computationally
limited devices (see System Design, Overview of Micro Air
Vehicle System Design and Integration Issues). This chapter
will describe some of the physical components of the Harvard
Microrobotic Fly in the context of the following overarching

goal: the creation of a 100 mg robotic insect capable of sus-
tained autonomous flight.

Previous work on robotic insects includes the Berkeley
Micromechanical Flying Insect (Avadhanula, Wood and
Steltz, 2003) and the Harvard Microrobotic Fly (Wood,
2008, 2007a, 2007b). Both of these groups have put sub-
stantial effort into the practical aspects of a robotic insect.
These have included studies on actuation mechanisms (Wood,
Steltz and Fearing, 2005), thoracic transmission mechanics
(Avadhanula, Wood and Campolo, 2002), and scalable fabri-
cation techniques (Wood et al., 2008).

These efforts are guided by the goal of achieving hover-
capable micro air vehicles due to the extreme challenges for
propulsion and control but also because of the potential agility
of a small hovering vehicle. Therefore, such designs take
inspiration from two-winged insects (order Diptera) in hover.
This allows the engineer to narrow the scope of potential
designs with the following assumptions about the functional
aspects of these robots:

� The vehicles possess two wings, each with two degrees of
freedom (actuated flapping about the vehicle “shoulder”
joint and passive rotation about the spanwise axis of the
wing).

� The wing motions are nominally symmetric about the
mid-stroke.

� During hover, the stroke plane is approximately horizon-
tal.

� Wings flap at the coupled resonant frequency of the wings,
thorax, and actuators.

Given these assumptions, this chapter will describe current
progress with the Harvard Microrobotic Fly. This will start
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Figure 1. Recent version of the Harvard Microrobotic Fly and a typical wing motion. Reproduced with permission from Finio, Shang and
Wood (2009) c© IEEE.

with a description of the aerodynamics and the coupling be-
tween fluid forces and active and passive wing motion. It will
then give an overview of manufacturing techniques developed
to create articulated devices on “meso”-scopic scales. Fabri-
cation will be followed by a description of high energy den-
sity piezoelectric actuators that will form the basis for both
power and control actuators. This chapter concludes with a
description of the thoracic mechanisms designed to generate
thrust and induce bilateral asymmetries in the wing motions.
Figure 1 shows a recent version of the Harvard Microrobotic
Fly and a sequence from a typical wing motion.

2 AEROMECHANICS

Insect-like flapping-wing flight is characterized by low
Reynolds numbers (10–10 000), unsteady wing motion, and
laminar flow. Due to their computational efficiency, applica-
tion of an inviscid boundary element method is quite attrac-
tive. The difficulty in such an approach, however, is the deter-
mination of the proper boundary conditions. Flapping kine-
matics are characterized by large angles of attack and high
rates of rotation. These movements usually lead to massive
separation of the boundary layers, possible reattachment, and
strong vortex shedding at both the leading and trailing edges.
Although developing accurate models for these boundary
conditions is extremely difficult, trying to solve the Navier–
Stokes equations directly is no lesser challenge (see Flapping
Wing Aerodynamics and Wu and Sun, 2004). Such a direct
approach requires a complex cut-cell method, an overset grid
method, a pre-computed time-varying mesh, or a mesh distor-
tion approach. Obtaining results for one wing shape and one
kinematic trajectory can take days of supercomputer time.

Two-dimensional computations are somewhat less compli-
cated, and can be performed more quickly, but naturally they
preclude the study of tip losses, spanwise flow, and other 3D
effects (Wang, 2000). While these types of computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations provide a wealth of data
about the entire flow field, they are not fast enough to make
detailed optimization studies feasible.

Physical experiments, via scale models (Dickinson,
Lehmann and Sane, 1999) or at-scale microrobotic mech-
anisms (Avadhanula, Wood and Steltz, 2003), remain the
fastest way to collect large amounts of data for wing design
and kinematic optimization purposes. To identify the aero-
dynamic or aeroelastic mechanisms at work in an “optimal”
design, computational models must be revisited or advanced
diagnostics such as particle image velocimetry (PIV) must
be employed. Physical experiments, especially those done
at-scale, easily allow for the study of effects not usually cap-
tured by simulation, such as detailed wing shape (spars, sur-
face details and roughness), and the compliance and dynam-
ics of wing spars and membranes (more details can be found
in Aerodynamics, Micro Air Vehicle-Motivated Aerodynam-
ics and in Structures and Materials, Materials, Structure, and
Dynamics of Insect Wings as Bioinspiration for MAVs and
MAV-Motivated Structures and Materials).

Whether data comes from computation or experiment, it is
highly desirable to reduce them to a non-dimensional form. A
proper reduction will allow the data to be applied as broadly
as possible. Quasi-static “analysis” methods such as the so-
called “blade element method” are better thought of as good
methods for applying non-dimensionalized experimental or
computational results to other operating conditions. The suc-
cess of these methods is limited by the quality of the force
and moment coefficients that drive them.
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Figure 2. Key coordinates and dimensions for a generic insect wing
planform.

2.1 Wing morphology

The wing characterization work by Ellington (1984) provides
an excellent framework for describing the sizes and shapes
of insect wings, and will be used as a starting point. Figure 2
shows a generic wing planform. Passive rotation occurs about
the x-axis (typically coincident with the axis of rotation of a
flexure hinge for a robotic insect wing), and actuated flapping
is about the y-axis. Instances where the rotation axis and
flapping axis are not perpendicular are not considered. The
intersection of these axes (O′) is called the “shoulder”. The
wing may be offset from the shoulder. These offsets, xr and
yr, are the distances from the shoulder to the wing “root”.
The wing root is simply defined as the most inboard point on
the leading edge. For simplicity, from here on, the wing root
will be assumed coincident with the shoulder. For simplicity,
from here on, the radial offset xr is set to zero.

The wing length, R, is defined as the distance from the
wing root to the point farthest outboard. This point need not
lie along y = 0. The mean chord, c̄, is defined as the wing
area divided by the wing length, Aw/R. Aw is the area of
one wing. Ellington non-dimensionalizes the x′ coordinate
as r̂ = x′/R and the chord profile, c(x′) as ĉ = c/c̄. We can
similarly define a non-dimensional function for the leading
edge, ŷLE = yLE/c̄. A wing can now be fully specified by
R, c̄, ĉ(r̂), and ŷLE(r̂). Only ĉ(r̂), and ŷLE(r̂) are required to
specify the non-dimensional wing shape.

2.2 Flapping kinematics

Figure 3 shows coordinate systems and angles necessary for
a basic description of the flapping kinematics of most insects.
The X′Y ′Z′-coordinate frame is body attached, with origin O′

at the shoulder of the left wing. The X′ axis points along the

centerline of the insect’s body, out the head, with the Y ′ axis
pointing out the right wing. If the stroke plane is not inclined,
these axes are the same as the common choice for body-fixed
axes used in aircraft stability and control analysis. Because
stroke plane inclination only affects trim calculations, it is
ignored for clarity. If the wing is assumed to be a rigid body,
its position is fully specified by a flapping angle, φ, a rotation
angle, ψ, and a mean-stroke-plane-excursion angle, θ (not
shown). Deviations from a flat stroke plane are usually small,
and it is common to ignore them.

The flapping angle, φ, is defined relative to the wing hinge
line. The rotation angle, ψ increases as the wing plane tilts
away from the X′ axis. The xyz-axes are wing-fixed. This
is the same axis as that shown in Figure 2, although here it
is shown next to the wing hinge for clarity. It is important
to place the xyz-frame at O′ for mass properties purposes.
The p-axis (perpendicular) is attached to and moves with the
wing as it flaps, but it stays in the Y ′Z′-plane and does not
rotate with the wing. This axis is convenient for calculating
the drag component of the total aerodynamic force on the
wing.

For flapping-wing robots, passive rotation is commonly
allowed by attaching the wing to the driving arm with an
elastic hinge (Wood, 2007a). Figure 3 shows a hinge at the
base of the wing. Figure 4 details the pertinent dimensions of
such a hinge. Assuming that the stiffness of the central layer
is much less than the outer layers, the rotational stiffness is
given by

k = Eht
3
hwh

12Lh
(1)

which is simply an expression for the stiffness of a cantilever
beam subjected to pure moments and no external constraints,
where th,wh, andLh are the thickness, width, and length of the
central layer, and Eh is its modulus. To ensure that the rota-
tional motion is quasi-static, the flexure hinge stiffness is cho-
sen to place the natural frequency of rotation higher than the
actuated wingbeat frequency. The hinge must also be strong
enough to carry the inertial and aerodynamic loads of the en-
tire wing without tearing. Careful design of the wing hinge
is necessary to ensure optimal passive rotational dynamics of
the wing. Rigid polymers with high folding toughnesses are
commonly employed.

In hover conditions, there is no mean ambient air velocity,
so the local air velocity seen by each section of the wing is a
result of the wing motion1. Aerodynamic forces and moments
are not directly related to the angle of rotation ψ, but to the
angle-of-attack, α, which is the angle between the wing chord
and the instantaneous local velocity. The angle-of-attack and
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4 Micro Air Vehicles

Figure 3. Coordinate systems and angles used to specify wing kine-
matics, shown for a left wing. Note that the xyz-frame and the
X′Y ′Z′-frame share the same origin, O′. The xyz-frame is shown
offset here for clarity.

Figure 4. Compliant wing hinge.

its rate are found to be

α = �

2
− ψ sgn φ̇ (2)

α̇ = −ψ̇ sgn φ̇ (3)

2.3 Blade-element method

Lift and drag coefficients are ubiquitous in the design of air-
craft. They provide a convenient way to apply results from
wind tunnel tests to full scale predictions. The general form
of an aerodynamic force coefficient is

CF = F

qS
(4)

where F is the force in question, q is the dynamic pressure,
and S is a reference area. The dynamic pressure is defined
as 1

2ρV 2, where ρ and V are the reference air density and
velocity, usually the freestream values. The reference area is
usually the area over which the force acts, so a linear scaling
in area will result in a linear scaling of the force magnitude.
One force coefficient is not sufficient to predict forces for
all flight conditions. For example, aerodynamic force coeffi-
cients in low-speed flows are usually a function of Strouhal
number and Reynolds number. If the relevant forces are a
weak function of these quantities, using an off-condition co-
efficient can still give a reasonable prediction of force mag-
nitudes. These coefficients are also, naturally, a function of
geometry, such as vehicle shape and angle-of-attack.

The blade element method is simply the application of
equation 4 to chordwise strips along the wing. Figure 2 shows
a sample wing strip. The wing must be divided into strips
because the local velocity varies along the wing. For the de-
cidedly subsonic insect flapping regime, force coefficients
should only vary strongly with angle-of-attack and Reynolds
number. They can also vary with wing shape, although this
effect is weaker. From here on, xr and yr will be assumed
zero. The magnitude of an aerodynamic force component on
each chordwise strip can be expressed as

|dF | = 1

2
ρφ̇2x′2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q

CF (α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
CF

c(x′)dx′︸ ︷︷ ︸
dS

(5)

which is simply a rearranged form of equation (4). This equa-
tion is easily integrated along the wing to construct the total
aerodynamic force. The major aerodynamic force, sometimes
called the “translational” aerodynamic force, is not a function
of the instantaneous rotation rate. The influence of rotation
is felt only by the α-dependence of the force coefficients.
A similar expression exists for rotational forces (Dickinson,
Lehmann and Sane, 1999).

The translational aerodynamic force can be decomposed
into components normal and tangential to the wing. In the
absence of any experimental data, Dickinson’s scaled-model
experimental results (Dickinson, Lehmann and Sane, 1999)
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provide a nice placeholder until better device specific data are
available. His experiments lead to the following expressions
for the normal and tangential force coefficients, which are
based on the Reynolds number and geometry of a drosophila
wing,

CN(α) = 3.4 sin |α| (6)

CT(α) =

 0.4 cos2 2α −�

4
< α <

�

4
0 else

The proper signs for the normal and tangential forces are

FN = − sgn φ̇|FN|ez

FT = − sgn φ̇ sgn ψ|FT|ey (7)

Integrating equation 5 for the normal force leads to

|FN| = 1

2
ρφ̇2CN(α)

∫ R

0
x′2c(r)dx′

= 1

2
ρφ̇2CN(α)c̄R3

∫ 1

0
r̂2ĉ(r̂)dr̂︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡ r̂2

2

(8)

where r̂2
2 is the so-called second moment of area of the wing.

This quantity can also be thought of as the non-dimensional
normal force, F̂N. The tangential force expression is iden-
tical, with the only difference being the sign term and the
coefficient. The final equations for the normal and tangential
forces are

FN = −1

2
ρφ̇|φ̇|CN(α)c̄R3r̂2

2ez

FT = −1

2
ρφ̇|φ̇| ψ

|ψ|CT(α)c̄R3r̂2
2ey (9)

To analyze the passive rotation dynamics, the rotational aero-
dynamic moment due to the normal force must be considered.
The only additional piece of information needed is the loca-
tion of the center of pressure as a function of angle-of-attack
for each strip. Experimental data from Dickson et al. (2006)
provides a good starting point.

The aerodynamic forces and moments discussed to this
point do not provide any damping to the system. Aerody-
namic damping is very important in achieving smooth pas-
sive rotation, although it consumes power that will not be
recovered. The approach used in (Andersen, Pesavento and
Wang, 2005) in the study of tumbling cards works very well

and compares favorably with experiments when applied to
the motion of robotic insect wings.

2.4 Passive rotation dynamics

Wings in many insects flex and deform during flapping (see
Structures and Materials, Materials, Structure, and Dynam-
ics of Insect Wings as Bioinspiration for MAVs and MAV-
Motivated Structures and Materials). However, in many cases
these deflections are small, and assuming rigid body motion
of the wing greatly simplifies the analysis. In addition, assum-
ing that the wing is a thin, 2D body will simplify the equations
by cutting out cross terms in the inertia tensor that couple in
the thickness. Nothing is lost here, as the only instance when
there would be non-negligible thickness cross terms is dur-
ing instances of large camber, which are already excluded by
the rigid body assumption. These assumptions still allow for
arbitrary mass distributions in the plane of the wing.

As before, the wing is assumed to have two fixed, perpen-
dicular, rotational axes, meeting at the wing’s “shoulder”. The
intersection of these axes can be considered to be a fixed point
attached to the wing body, even if this point is not a material
point of the wing. By selecting the shoulder as a reference,
the relative kinematics of the rigid body wing are entirely
rotational. The case in which the shoulder is accelerating is
not treated here.

There are two ways to pose the passive rotation problem.
The first is to specify the flapping angle trajectory, φ(t). Such
an approach is useful when focusing on the design of a wing
hinge. Alternatively, a driving flapping moment can be spec-
ified, −MfeX ′ , where the negative sign enforces the conven-
tion that a positive Mf works to increase φ. This approach is
needed when modeling the wing dynamics as driven by an
actuator (e.g. the actuators described in Section 4) in reso-
nance with wing motion. A driving actuator can be modeled
as a force source, which is coupled by a transmission to the
wings. This allows the elastic response of the actuator to be
fully accounted for, and is useful in the design of a “matched”
actuator-wing system. The final assumption in this model is
to neglect gravity. In practice, the restoring moment gener-
ated by realistic wing hinges far outweighs the moment due
to gravity.

The equations of motion can be derived from Newton’s
second law (via the Euler equations for rigid body motion) or
from the Euler–Lagrange equations. Being an energy method,
the latter approach is somewhat simpler, and is presented
here. For a rigid body in pure rotation, the kinetic energy, T ,
is given by

T = 1

2
Ijkωjωk (10)
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where ωj is the angular velocity vector, and Ijk is the inertia
tensor. The inertia tensor is defined as

Ijk =
∫

V

ρ (r)
(
r2δjk − xjxk

)
dV (11)

where ρ is the density, and r is the displacement vector for
the (x, y, z) wing-fixed coordinate system2. The proper origin
for this coordinate system is at the wing shoulder point, O′.
The angular velocity vector can be decomposed as

ω = ωfeX ′ + ωrex (12)

where ωf and ωr are the flapping and rotation angular ve-
locities. The flapping and rotation angles, φ and ψ, are used
as the generalized coordinates in this Euler-Lagrange formu-
lation. The angular velocities are trivially expressed in the
generalized coordinates as

ωf = −φ̇ (13)

ωr = ψ̇ (14)

To expand the expression for the kinetic energy, the angular
velocity must be expressed in the xyz wing-fixed frame. Ex-
pressing eX ′ in unit vectors of the wing-fixed frame leads to
the following expression for the angular velocity,

ω = ψ̇ex − φ̇ cos ψey + φ̇ sin ψez (15)

With the assumption of a thin wing, the kinetic energy ex-
pression can be expanded in matrix notation as

T = 1

2

[
ψ̇ − φ̇ cos ψφ̇ sin ψ

]



Ixx Ixy 0

Ixy Iyy 0

0 0 Izz






ψ̇

−φ̇ cos ψ

φ̇ sin ψ




(16)

which is reduced to the final form,

T = 1

2

(
Ixxψ̇

2 + Iyyφ̇
2 cos2 ψ + Izzφ̇

2 sin2 ψ

− 2Ixyφ̇ψ̇ cos ψ
)

(17)

The Euler–Lagrange equations for this two degree of freedom
system are

d

dt

(
∂T

∂φ̇

)
− ∂T

∂φ
= Qφ (18)

d

dt

(
∂T

∂ψ̇

)
− ∂T

∂ψ
= Qψ (19)

where Qφ and Qψ are the generalized forces. These gener-
alized forces are the external moments exerted on the wing
about the flapping and rotation axes. This formulation of the
Euler–Lagrange equations is used because there is no restric-
tion for the generalized forces to be conservative, and the
external moment contributions of each axis can be summed
without worrying if they are conservative or not. The neces-
sary derivatives of equation (17) are taken to obtain

∂T

∂φ
= 0 (20)

∂T

∂ψ
= 1

2
φ̇2 sin 2ψ

(
Izz − Iyy

) + Ixyφ̇ψ̇ sin ψ (21)

d

dt

(
∂T

∂φ̇

)
= Iyyφ̈ cos2 ψ

+ Izzφ̈ sin2 ψ + φ̇ψ̇ sin 2ψ
(
Izz − Iyy

)
+ Ixy

(
ψ̇2 sin ψ − ψ̈ cos ψ

)
(22)

d

dt

(
∂T

∂ψ̇

)
= Ixxψ̈ − Ixyφ̈ cos ψ + Ixyφ̇ψ̇ sin ψ (23)

These equations can now be substituted into equations (18)
and (19). A bit of algebra will result in a pair of second
order differential equations. However, these equations are
fairly complicated, and the details are omitted here. As de-
scribed previously, if the driving input is taken as the flapping
trajectory, φ(t), instead of as an input moment, a single de-
gree of freedom system results. Substitution of equations (21)
and (23) into equation (19) leads to the final equation of
motion,

Ixxψ̈ = Qψ + Ixyφ̈ cos ψ + 1

2
φ̇2 sin 2ψ

(
Izz − Iyy

)
(24)

The first term on the right-hand side (RHS) includes aerody-
namic moments (translation, rotation, and damping) and the
elastic restoring moment from the wing hinge. These mo-
ments are all time varying and functions of the instantaneous
values of ψ, ψ̇, and φ̇. The second term on the RHS of equa-
tion (24) represents the “inertial” forces that result when the
wing hinge line does not pass through the center of mass of
the wing. This happens for any wing when it is fully faired
(ψ = 90o), and in this instance the term is seen to disappear.
The third term is a three-dimensional effect caused by cou-
pling of the flapping and rotational motions. For reasonably
uniform mass distributions, as the aspect ratio of the wing
gets larger, Iyy tends towards Izz, sending this term to zero.
Given φ(t), a quasi-static blade element model, and a model
for the elastic wing hinge, equation (24) is easily integrated
to yield the passive rotation response.
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Figure 5. Experimental and calculated passive rotation dynamics. Note the startup transients for the calculated rotation angle.

An example 1DOF calculation was performed using data
from the Harvard Microrobotic Fly (Wood, 2007a). These
data included hinge geometry, wing geometry, wing mass
properties, and φ(t) taken from high speed video of 110 Hz
flapping. Figure 5 displays the results of kinematics extracted
from high speed video and the passive rotation simulation.
The rotational damping coefficient was experimentally de-
rived. In the simulation, ψ is set to zero for the initial condi-
tion, so there is a transient period to set up the proper rotation.
The experimental data is a slice from a region of steady flap-
ping, so no transient rotation occurs. These data come from a
robot actuated by a PZT bimorph supplied with a sinusoidal
driving voltage, and the resulting flapping angle trajectory
at resonance is almost exactly a pure sinusoid. The rotation,
ψ(t), is composed of a sinusoidal motion with a small amount
of third harmonic and a tiny amount of fifth harmonic. For
sinusoidal flapping, only odd harmonic rotation modes are
seen on top of the fundamental in both simulations and ex-
periments.

This model also allows us to predict the resulting aero-
dynamic forces (both instantaneous and time-averaged). For
example, the average lift predicted by the wing motion in
Figure 5 is 1.85 mN compared to 1.14 ± 0.23 mN measured
from the robotic fly (Wood, 2007a).

3 FABRICATION

More traditional macroscopic articulated robotic components
are not appropriate for the creation of a robotic insect. Instead,
we have evolved a fabrication technique that utilizes the high
stiffness, low density properties of fiber-reinforced compos-
ites, and the resilience of thin polyimide films. The materi-
als are individually machined, stacked, and bonded together
such that the resulting structure consists of a quasi-planar ar-

rangement of rigid links separated by flexure joints. By using
flexures instead of more traditional bearing joints, we avoid
the adverse effects of scaling on surface forces. Furthermore,
by proper design of the flexure geometry (Avadhanula and
Fearing, 2005), we can analyze the resulting devices using a
pseudo-rigid-body model (Wood et al., 2008).

Laser micromachining is used to cut carbon fiber prepreg
and polyimide film for laminate structure mechanisms. Lead
zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramics are also diced and scored
for actuator fabrication. Several types of lasers are able to
cut these materials, but Q-switched 355nm frequency-tripled
diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) lasers have proven the most
successful. Nd:YAG or Nd:YVO4 gain crystals are pumped
by diode lasers and pulsed with a Q-switch. The 1064 nm fun-
damental is converted to 355 nm by a set of harmonic crystals.
Frequency quadrupling to 266 nm is possible, and the deeper
UV would be more highly absorbed by many materials, but
limited optics lifetime, lower power, and added cost present
diminishing returns to performance. Lamp pumped lasers or
UV excimer lasers do not have high enough pulse repetition
rates to be practical for high-speed vector cutting.

Metals, ceramics, semiconductors, and many polymers are
easy to cut with a UV laser, and the process parameters are
not difficult to optimize. In general, it is desirable to have
subsequent pulses overlap by as little as possible while still
maintaining an unbroken cut. This prevents excessive ther-
mal loading of the material. If high cutting speeds are to be
achieved, especially with a small spot size, high repetition
rates and high scan speeds are required. DPSS lasers operat-
ing at 355 nm usually make their peak average power between
10 and 40 kHz, depending on the type of gain crystal and
cavity design. At 10 kHz, a shot spacing of 10 �m implies
a scan speed of 100 mm s−1. When cutting small-featured
parts, acceleration and deceleration limits may preclude the
use of a fixed laser/moving sample arrangement that uses a
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Figure 6. Layered fabrication technique for the creation of rigid links and compliant flexure joints. Carbon fiber prepreg (a) is laser
micromachined to create a face sheet (b) and a polymer film is tacked on top with a light heat/pressure debulking step (c). The polymer is
patterned using different laser settings (d) and aligned to a second face sheet using kinematic mounts (e). This laminate is vacuum bagged
and cured (f). The quasi-planar structure is released (g) and subsequently folded into 3D shapes (h).

high-speed x-y stage. If this is the case, a moving beam/fixed
sample arrangement is preferred. The fastest scan speeds are
obtained using a galvanometer scan head (“galvo”), which
consists of two low-inertia mirrors on fast servos and a field-
flattening focusing objective. Such a setup usually has a small
cutting field in the 50–200 mm diameter range, limited by the
size of the objective. Telecentric objectives are preferred for
micromachining operations to eliminate angled cutting. Top
scan speeds above 1000 mm s−1 are easily achieved. Lower
scan speeds in the 100–500 mm s−1 range, however, can keep

Figure 7. An example component of the thoracic mechanics: a
transmission is shown both post-release and folded.

overshoots at sharp corners to less than a few microns, al-
lowing for rapid cutting of fine-featured parts. For vector UV
laser micromachining, spot sizes in the 10–20 �m range are
typical.

Laser micromachining of carbon fiber and glass fiber uni-
directional prepregs is a unique and especially demanding
operation. While easily cut, these materials are very delicate
in their uncured state. The fibers are held in place only by
the uncured resin, and when cutting small features, the cut-
ting force, though small, can lead to the ejection of fibers.
Low pulse energy densities of about 20 J cm2 (at 355 nm)
allow features down to 100 �m to be cut without fiber ejec-
tion. Larger energy densities can be used, but the minimum
feature size tolerated by the material will increase. Adverse
thermal effects may increase with increasing pulse duration,
so pulses that last less than 20 ns are preferred. Achieving
a low pulse overlap percentage is especially important with
fiber-reinforced composite materials.

Curing micro-scale prepreg composites presents new chal-
lenges not found at the macroscale. Most importantly, resin
flow must be controlled to prevent flexure gaps from being
filled. This requirement is in conflict with the need to cure
under sufficient pressure to achieve good interlayer bonds.
Composites are cured in ovens with digital temperature con-
trol to follow manufacturers’ recommended cure tempera-
ture profiles. Vacuum bags or flat elastomeric vacuum tools
are used to cure laminates under pressure. Vacuum regula-
tion allows the cure pressure to be carefully optimized. Of-
ten overlooked, successful cure pressure regulation requires
the establishment of an air path to all parts of the laminate.
Along with pressure and temperature regulation, selection of
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Figure 8. Notional geometry of the actuator showing piezoelectric layers.

an appropriate resin formulation is critical to achieving strong
bonds and controlled flow. Plasma etching of polymer lay-
ers can increase bond strength and reduce the required cure
pressure. An example of flapping-wing thorax is shown in
Figure 7.

4 ACTUATION

Due to unfavorable scaling laws, more traditional motors
and actuators become inappropriate for insect-scale robots
(Trimmer, 1989). Moreover, rotary motors do not lend them-
selves to oscillatory wing motions, since this would require
crank-rocker mechanisms that could introduce inefficiencies
at small scales. Therefore, our previous actuation studies have
focused upon induced-strain materials. These studies have
included the standard metrics of mechanical energy, band-
width, and efficiency. We have also placed a strong emphasis
on the ease of use, fabrication, and integration. Because of
the extreme energetic and scale requirements, we consider
a hovering robotic insect to be one of the most demanding
applications of any actuator technology.

The best actuator for such a high-performance device will
be a composition of a high-performance active material and
a well-designed morphology. For the case of our actuators,
the active material is polycrystalline piezoelectric sheets ar-
ranged in a layered structure to create a symmetric clamped-
free bending bimorph cantilever shown in Figure 8. The layer
arrangement, material selection, and three-dimensional ge-
ometry have been simultaneously optimized to maximize en-
ergy density. This is done by uniformly distributing strains
due to external loads along the entire piezoelectric layer,
thereby allowing each infinitesimal piezoelectric element to
contribute a maximal amount of mechanical work (Wood,
Steltz and Fearing, 2005). For brevity, the derivations are not
repeated here; however, this is accomplished in two ways: a
rigid extension and a tapered planform. The results are actu-
ators with energy densities on the same order as the fracture-
limited bulk strain energy density of the materials (Wood,
Steltz and Fearing, 2005). Furthermore, for resonant drives,
such actuators perform better for smaller scale devices (unlike

electromagnetic motors). This is due to the fact that the power
density is proportional to the drive frequency (for quasi-static
actuator operation), and the natural frequency will monoton-
ically increase with a decreasing characteristic length. For
drive frequencies around 200 Hz, these actuators have been
shown to produce greater than 400 W kg−1 (Steltz and Fear-
ing, 2007).

To predict the force and displacement of the actuators we
use a laminate plate theory approach. The most general model
for the static performance of a layered bending actuator is
given by the following:

[
ε0

κ

]
=

[
Aij Bij

Bij Dij

]−1 ([
Next

Mext

]
+

[
Np

Mp

])
(25)

Here the strain terms, ε0 and κ are a function of the compli-
ance matrix (Aij , Bij , and Cij) and the applied external and
piezoelectric forces and moments. The compliance terms are
functions of the layer stiffness matrices, Qij , and the layer
heights, zn:

Aij = ∑
n

[
Qij

]
n
(zn − zn−1)

Bij = 1
2

∑
n

[
Qij

]
n
(z2

n − z2
n−1)

Dij = 1
3

∑
n

[
Qij

]
n
(z3

n − z3
n−1)

(26)

The piezoelectric forces and moments are defined as follows:

[
Ni (E3)

]p = ∑
n

∫ zn

zn−1
[Qij]nd3jE3 dz[

Mi (E3)
]p = ∑

n

∫ zn

zn−1
[Qij]nd3jE3z dz

(27)

where d3j and E3 are the piezoelectric coupling coefficients
and applied electric field, respectively. Now the κ terms (i.e.,
beam curvature), combined with the boundary conditions for
a clamped-free beam, will fully describe the displacements
due to the converse piezoelectric effect (with or without an
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Figure 9. Using the fabrication techniques and tools described in
Section 3, we can create high performance piezoelectric bending
actuators of various sizes to suit a range of force and displacement
requirements.

external load), δ. Furthermore, by fixing the output displace-
ment to be zero, we can solve for the blocked force. Again, for
brevity, the derivations are not repeated here and the reader
is urged to see (Wood, Steltz and Fearing, 2005) for further
details.

Once the model is in place, we choose the actuator layup
and planform geometry that will maximize the product of
free displacement and blocked force. Note that the natural
frequency of the actuators alone is typically greater than 1
kHz, and therefore for quasi-static operation, we only need
to maximize the energy. The actuator layers are laser micro-
machined, stacked, and cured in a process similar to Figure 6.
Sample actuators are shown in Figure 9.

5 THORACIC MECHANICS

Up to this point we have assumed that a flexure-based trans-
mission would transform the (approximately) linear actua-
tor motion into the wing stroke. In previous designs both
wings were driven by a single power actuator (δ1 in Fig-
ure 10a) and symmetric 1-DOF four-bar transmission. The
DC value of the driving voltage signal could be shifted to
adjust the average stroke angle (and thus the average cen-
ter of lift over one wingstroke) for both wings forward or
backward, creating a torque about the pitch axis (Figure 11).
However, due to the symmetric transmission design, flap-
ping was always symmetric (barring any manufacturing de-
fects) and thus creating torques about the roll or yaw axes was
impossible.

To break this symmetry, we introduce two new “control”
actuators (δ2 and δ3 in Figure 10b) in addition to the primary
power actuator. The central link of the transmission is still
kinematically constrained to vertical movement and thus the
motion of either control actuator has no effect on the other
side of the transmission. Control actuator movement intro-
duces a kinematically coupled change in both mean and total
stroke angle, but the transmission geometry can be selected
such as to maximize the change in total stroke angle and
minimize the change in mean stroke angle (Finio, Shang and
Wood, 2009). Asymmetrically changing stroke amplitudes
creates asymmetric lift forces on each wing, generating a net
torque about the yaw axis (Figure 11). Increasing stroke am-
plitude while holding flapping frequency constant increases
wing velocity, since the wing must travel a longer distance in
the same time, thus increasing the average lift force over one
stroke.

The stroke angle φ can be written as a function of actuator
inputs δi and linkage geometry Li. Note the sign conventions
that positive φ corresponds to positive δ1 and that δ2 (or δ3)

L2

L3

(a) (b)

L4

L1

δ1

δ 3

δ1

δ 2

θ w
θ w, left θ w, right

L2

L3

L4

L1

Figure 10. The original 1-DOF transmission design with a single power actuator input δ1 (a), and the new 3-DOF design with control
actuator inputs δ2 and δ3 (b).
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Roll

(a) (b) (c)

Yaw

Pitch

Figure 11. In the first-generation design (a), the center of lift could be shifted forward or backward relative to the body’s center of mass to
create pitch torques (b). With the addition of control actuators, lift forces on each wing can be modulated asymmetrically to generate roll
torques (c).

is positive outward, away from the vehicle center of mass.

φ = �

2
− arccos

[ (
(L3 + δ2)2 + (L1 + L2 − L4 − δ1)2

+ L2
3 + (L2 − L4)2 − L2

1

) (
2
√

L2
3 + (L2 − L4)2

×
√

(L3 + δ2)2 + (L1 + L2 − L4 − δ1)2
)−1

]

− arctan
(

L3 + δ2

L1 + L2 − L4 − δ1

)

+ arctan
(

L2 − L4

L3

)
(28)

The forward kinematics can be used to predict wing motion
if it is assumed that the power actuator acts as a linear dis-
placement source. However, in order to account for system
dynamics and resonant effects, we again model the actuator as
a force source. We again use an Euler–Lagrange formulation
to find the governing differential equations for the system:

d

dt

(
∂L

∂q̇

)
− ∂L

∂q
= ∂Wext

∂q
(29)

where L = T − U, Wext is the work done on the system, and
q is a generalized position vector. In this case δ2 is held fixed,
reducing the system to 1-DOF where either δ1 or φ can be
selected as the generalized coordinate, since they are related
explicitly via equation (28). It will be seen later that it is more
convenient to work in the wing space than in the actuator
space due to the inclusion of aerodynamic terms, and thus
equation (29) will evaluate to a second-order, nonlinear ODE
in φ:

φ̈ = f (φ, φ̇, t) (30)

which necessitates writing the system kinetic energy, poten-
tial energy, and work terms as functions of φ and time. The
relevant dynamic terms are as follows: applied (harmonic) ac-
tuator force, elastic actuator deformation, wing inertia, and
aerodynamic damping.

As was alluded to in Section 2, the actuator is modeled as
a harmonic force source in parallel with a linear spring:

Fact = F0 sin ωt (31)

Fspring = −kactδ1 (32)

dWact = (Fact + Fspring)dδ1 (33)

where F0 is the actuator blocked force, ω is the frequency of
the driving voltage signal, and kact is the actuator’s equivalent
linear spring constant (derived implicitly from equation (25)).
There is a small amount of damping due to internal hysteresis
in the actuator, but this is negligible relative to aerodynamic
damping and therefore is omitted from the model. Rather than
inverting equation (28), in order to simplify the numerical
simulations, a quadratic fit is used to relate δ1 to φ:

δ1 = α2φ
2
w + α1φw + α0 (34)

where the αi terms are intrinsic functions of δ2.
The kinetic energies of the actuator and transmission link-

ages are negligible compared to that of the wing, which is
given in equation (16). Since we are limiting this discussion
to modulation of the wing stroke amplitude and mean stroke
angle by the control actuators, it is not necessary to include the
passive wing rotational dynamics in this discussion. Instead,
we relate the angle of attack, ψ to stroke angle φ explicitly
as follows:

ψ = �

2
− �

4
cos

(
arcsin

(
φ

φmax

))
(35)
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Figure 12. Wing trajectory as a function of time, solved numeri-
cally using equation (36). Actuator drive frequency is 80 Hz.

Finally, aerodynamic forces are considered. Assuming the
fly is in stationary hover, the lift force does no work against
gravity and is omitted. The drag force acts in the plane of the
transmission and works against the actuator; therefore, it is
included in the energy formulation. This force is calculated
using the blade element model described in equation 9.

The equations for the actuator forces, wing energy, and
aerodynamic drag can be inserted into equation (29) and eval-
uated to the form of equation (30), resulting in equation (36)
which can be solved numerically using Matlab.

φ̈ =
(

(F0 sin ωt − kactδ1)
∂δ1

∂φ
− Fdragrcp · sign φ̇

−�2φφ̇w cos ψ sin ψ

16ψφ2
max

(
Jyy − Jzz

) )

× (
Jyy cos2 ψ + Jzz sin2 ψ

)−1
(36)

A typical wing trajectory, for sinusoidal power actuator input
and constant control actuator position, is shown in Figure 12.

More importantly, the dynamic model (36) can be used
to predict the effects of control actuator position on wing
trajectory. This can be compared to both predictions from
the purely kinematic model equation (28), and experimental
results from a test platform (Figure 13). These results are
presented in Figure 14.

There are slight discrepancies between the kinematic, dy-
namic, and experimental results but the general trend ob-
served is the same in all three cases: positive δ2 decreases
stroke amplitude and negative δ2 increases stroke amplitude.
The fact that observed stroke amplitude is less than that pre-
dicted by both kinematic and dynamic models can likely be
attributed to over-estimation of the actuator tip displacement
and applied force.

The design presented here lays the groundwork for devel-
opment of autonomous MAVs capable of sustained, stable

Figure 13. The complete test setup.
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Figure 14. Kinematic, dynamic, and experimental results for mean
and total stroke angles as a function of control actuator position, for
a fixed power actuator input.

hover. The design does not give control of roll torques, as
this requires some degree of control over delayed or advanced
rotation of the wing at the end of each stroke, or completely
decoupled control of the wings (i.e., two separate power ac-
tuators). Work continues to develop a method to develop full
controllability of all three body torques while maintaining a
nonholonomic design approach for simplicity.

6 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our initial efforts have focused on the mechanics, actuation,
and aerodynamics of an insect-scale flapping-wing robot.
This has resulted in a new paradigm for rapid prototyping
of composite multi-functional structures with feature sizes
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ranging from micron to centimeter. This paradigm has cre-
ated new opportunities for high-performance microactuators
and articulated robotic components such as the components
of the Harvard Microrobotic Fly. Using a quasi-steady blade-
element model of flapping-wing aerodynamics coupled to the
dynamics of the wing hinge, we predict that effective rotation
can be accomplished without the need for direct actuation. By
careful design and fabrication of actuation and transmission
components, we have demonstrated the ability to both gener-
ate and modulate flapping motions of a robotic insect wing.

We consider these topics to be foundational for the even-
tual creation of a robotic insect. However, these results also
highlight the need for research in a number of related ar-
eas. We are currently working on a holistic design that will
combine the actuator, thorax, and aerodynamics models to
identify designs that maximize propulsive efficiency. We are
developing new sensing technologies to give body attitude in
simple and low-power ways. The highly unstable nature of a
robotic insect emphasizes the need for both effective meth-
ods to asymmetrically modulate wing motions, and hence
torques, and computationally efficient algorithms for under-
actuated control. We are continuing with measurement of
body torques to validate dynamic modeling and control actu-
ator approach. We are using these results to synthesize control
laws and feedback systems for altitude as well as roll, pitch,
and yaw control. Our piezoelectric actuators require har-
monic inputs as high as 300V. We are developing drive elec-
tronics, which boost 3 V (assumed battery voltage) to 200–
300 V while simultaneously resonating charge between both
halves of the bimorph actuator. Mass reduction (current pro-
totypes are ∼90 mg) and efficiency optimization are currently
underway. Finally, we will require significant integration ef-
forts to seamlessly merge all mechanical and electrical com-
ponents and minimize excess weight to achieve free flight.
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NOTES

1. There is a small induced downward velocity (think of the
area swept by the wings as a propeller disc), but it is ne-
glected for present purposes

2. Some texts use the opposite sign convention for product of
inertia terms, so care is needed when, for example, relying
on inertia tensors output by computer aided design (CAD)
software.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Beyond the national prestige and demonstration of engineer-
ing maturity that comes from being a spacefaring nation,
there are at least five compelling reasons for our activities
in space. First, space provides a global perspectivethat is
crucial to connect a flat world (see Figure 1). This global
perspective is enabling us for the scientific investigation of
Earth, but is also at the heart of navigation, communica-
tions, and intelligence operations with a global reach. To
date, almost 25% of people are connected by the Internet
(http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm) giving them
free access to images of their neighborhood, to maps and
directions to guide them to their destinations, and the ability
to pinpoint their current location and check the time where
they are or anywhere in the world provided by a set of inter-
national imaging, communications, and global positioning
system (GPS) assets.

Second, space provides a clear viewof nature in ways
impossible from Earth. Observations of our Sun, the plan-
ets, our galactic neighborhood, and the universe in infrared,

Figure 1. View of the Earth rising behind the Moon, as observed
by Apollo 8. The image is displayed in its original orientation. The
lunar horizon is approximately 780 km from the spacecraft. Image
courtesy of NASA.
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ultraviolet, X-ray, and gamma-ray are seriously hampered by
Earth’s atmosphere and its physical properties. But once you
get up into space, beyond the shielding of Earth’s magnetic
field, not only do you have a much clearer view, but also
you gain access to actual elements of the space environment.
Space has proven to be a wonderful platform for making the
measurements that lead to insights into some truly funda-
mental human questions, such as: What is the history of the
universe? Where did life come from? Are we alone in the
universe? What is our future in space?

Third, space provides a lab without gravity. This is of
interest to a wide range of disciplines ranging from fun-
damental physics to biological experiments that cannot be
performed anywhere else. Furthermore, gravity-free space is
also becoming interesting to an increasing number of tourists
who seek to significantly broaden their experiences.

Fourth, space can also be a destination for exploration.
Humans have always been, and hopefully always will be,
explorers. Exploration has not only found new lands for the
next generations to fill, but quite literally as well as figu-
ratively added spice to life. Spacecraft have visited all the
planets of our solar system, have landed on some of them,
and have imaged all of them. We have gotten as close to the
Sun as about a third of the Sun–Earth distance, and left it
112 AU behind, reaching out to the very edge of the helio-
sphere to measure for the first time how the galaxy interacts
with our solar system.

Fifth, space can also provide resourcesfor an increasing
Earth-bound population. These resources provide support for
our lives here on Earth and may eventually be used to sustain
life away from our home planet. After all, over the cen-
turies humans have explored and colonized some of the most
unlikely places. Our ability to get off our planet could also
help us protect ourselves from hazards coming at us from
deep space, hazards that can impact and even jeopardize our
lives.

During the past few decades, the major motivation for
space exploration has shifted. From the early military mis-
sions to Sputnik, the global perspective– and its related
political power and visibility – has been a key reason for space
technology. But the science results from Explorer 1 and other
free-flying satellites quickly demonstrated the power of the
clear view: Space offered a new view of nature and of the
Earth, and provided a staging ground for exploration,which
soon began.

Human space flight, initially developed to demonstrate
technical dominance between the two superpowers, the USA
and the USSR, provided the most obvious demonstration of
explorationof new worlds, and of the challenges and opportu-
nities associated with space as a lab without gravity. Although
the utilization of space as a resourceis on many people’s

minds and tongues, this motivation remains very much a part
of future space ambitions.

Over the decades, space engineering has developed into a
billion-dollar industry addressing the needs of governments
and industry customers alike. This transition from novelty
to a part of our everyday lives has been different for each
country.

In the United States, for example, the expenditures for
NASA went to nearly $25B (in constant 2004 $) around 1965,
or nearly 4% of the Federal Budget, and have decreased to
approximately $15B in 2005, or, nearly 0.7% of the Federal
Budget. NASA expenditures account for approximately half
of the total expenditures in the United States. Another ∼$17B
per year comes from the defense and reconnaissance budgets.
Another ∼$7B comes from commercial programs, such as
communication and other applications.

The Chinese program, on the other hand, is rapidly
expanding into space and now accounts for nearly 20% of
all launches. The Chinese program is almost entirely govern-
ment funded.

2 SPACE ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES

There are a number of technological challenges that are
specific to space systems. The first and most important chal-
lenge relates to launch systems to bring spacecraft out of
the gravitational well of the Earth. In fact, the large cost of
launch systems has remained the biggest bottleneck for space
technology becoming even more pervasive, especially for
applications funded by private entities. An overview of launch
vehicles is provided by James French (see Launch Vehicle
Design). Ulrich Walter (see Space Shuttle System and Flight
Mechanics) discusses the Space Shuttle, which has a unique
role among launch vehicles because of its reusability and
dominant role in US human space endeavors for over 30 yr.

A second set of natural challenges that have to be
addressed by all space vehicles are described by two comple-
mentary chapters of Joseph Mazur (see Space Environment
Interactions) and Allen Tribble (see The Effect of the
Space Environment on Spacecraft Technologies), respec-
tively. These chapters provide descriptions of the space
environment and its adverse effects on engineering sys-
tems, as well as mitigation strategies. The adverse effects
of the space environment have forced the development of
piece-parts and systems that are on a different evolutionary
trajectory than analogous engineering systems with broad
market applications.

The coming of age of space technology has led to a num-
ber of challenges that directly affect engineering systems,
but are driven by market forces and customer needs. First
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and foremost, space systems have become more complicated
and capable (NAS, 2007). There is a well-known correlation
between the complexity of a system and its overall cost, which
extends to well over two orders of magnitude of cost. Fur-
thermore, complexity also directly affects the development
time of space systems, which can be as long as 3–10 yr.
Finally, complex systems also have a tendency to become less
reliable – there are simply more reasons to fail. Space respon-
siveness, the speed at which a given system can be deployed,
and reliability of space systems are important design char-
acteristics, which are addressed by two chapters by Joseph
Saleh et al. (see Spacecraft Technologies: Satellite Reliability
and Space Responsiveness).

3 OVERVIEW OF SYSTEMS

The achievements of space engineering over the last 50+
years are truly remarkable. They have stimulated our imag-
inations, enlarged our horizons, and fundamentally changed
the way we live.

The global perspectiveprovided by space has connected
humanity and has led to the communication systems surveyed
by Christopher Hoeber (see Communication Satellites).
These systems, together with Earth observational platforms
for various applications (Kramer, 2002), have experienced a
tremendous broadening of their impact due to their natural
connection with Internet and mobile tools.

The clear viewprovided by space, together with its low
gravity, have led to spaceborne investigations that have trans-
formed our understanding of nature. Space has provided the
testing ground for some of the most advanced theories of
physical principles, as discussed by C. W. Francis Everitt (see
Fundamental Physics in Space), a pioneer of that research.

Ralph McNutt (see Science Satellites: Interplanetary
Spacecraft) and Richard Kornfeld (see Science Satellites:
Landers and Rovers) discuss applications that relate to space
exploration, describing some of the most stunning achieve-
ments of the space age, which today fill school books around
the world. Kornfeld specifically addresses landers and rovers,
which allow us to alight on new worlds and explore them.
Thus far, this exploration is performed robotically, but the
future exploration will certainly include humans as well.

Human exploration has thus far been limited to low-
Earth orbit and the Moon. The exploration of the Moon,
described by Madhu Thangavelu (see Living on the Moon),
and particularly the scientific experiments performed as part
of the Apollo program, have transformed our understand-
ing of the history of the solar system and the Earth, and
have demonstrated the power of humans being an active part
of exploration. Human space flight in low-Earth orbit, as

described by Florian Renk (see Space Stations), has focused
primarily on the variety of opportunities and challenges
caused by low gravity.

4 FUTURE CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES

The evolutionary track of space technology appears to follow
closely the trajectory described by Bower and Christensen
(1995): Systems tend to become more capable, more com-
plicated and more expensive as time goes on. This is driven
primarily by customer expectations: The next craft should be
at least as capable as the previous one, and preferably even
better. Without opposing forces, such as limited budgets or
strong competition, the craft therefore moves to a better, more
capable, and also a more complicated configuration.

In fact, there is an almost steady decrease in the number of
launches despite national budgets being constant, to within
10–20% or so. As of 2004 the launch numbers worldwide
have decreased to the pre-1970 level: As compared to the late
1960s, the number of launches has dropped to approximately
one third. An increase in the number of launches by emerging
space nations like China and India have not made up for
the general decreases by NASA, Russia, and even Europe.
In early 2000, the total number of space assets in operation
has decreased to the 1970 levels, again, below half of the
historically high levels (Isakowitz et al., 2004).

Meanwhile, the purpose and future of the manned space
program has been vigorously debated. After a very successful
start fueled mostly by political motivations, government-
funded manned programs tend to lose momentum due to their
comparatively large cost and technical difficulties. That has
been the case for the US program and also for the Russian
manned space program: Since the US–USSR space race, all
manned space programs have been stuck in low-Earth orbit.
In part, this lack of progress is caused by a confluence of three
factors: (i) The reliability requirements for human space are
much higher than robotic space, leading to a larger complex-
ity of systems, (ii) the costs of human space programs are
very high, and (iii) human space programs have traditionally
been funded by nations, not by the private sector. To drive
human space programs beyond the status quo, these issues
need to be addressed by a strategy that matches programmatic
aspirations with financial realities (NASA, 2009).

The final set of chapters summarizes approaches that have
the potential to be transformative, or even disruptive for space
engineering and also for human space flight. Such disrup-
tive applications create new and possibly unexpected markets
for different, often simpler and cheaper products. There are
three approaches with transformative and possibly disruptive
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potential that are being addressed as part of this volume.
The first disruptive idea, described by Owen Brown (see

Fractionated Spacecraft: Exploring Possible Futures of Space
Systems), relates to a novel way of building complicated
space systems. Instead of one complex platform, the system is
fragmented into multiple, much simpler systems that perform
as a whole. Such fragmented spacecraft have the potential to
substantially simplify space systems, particularly for human
space flight (see also A Modular, High-Fidelity Tool to Model
the Utility of Fractionated Space Systems).

The chapter by Richard Fleeter (see Low Cost Spacecraft)
focuses on small and low-cost space systems that have gained
visibility because of their simplicity, fast deployment, and
low cost, which enable a set of investigations and engineer-
ing experiments previously not accessible. They have the
potential to respond to new markets and a whole different
set of customers, building an entrepreneurial base for space
engineering.

The chapters by George and Loretta Whitesides (see
Human Space: Space Tourism) and David Livingston (see
Space Tourism) provide complementary descriptions of
space tourism, enabling common people – not national
heroes – to experience weightlessness and the breathtak-
ing views space offers. There has been tremendous progress
in this field on all fronts, as described by these chapters,
and there is a sense of optimism that new breakthroughs
can happen based on these novel technologies. If ultimately
successful, space tourism may provide an entrepreneurial
motivation to once again lift human space out of low-Earth
orbit.

There is therefore a sense that Space Engineering is a field
in transition, which offers tremendous opportunities for the

best and motivated workforce to bring it to the next level.
The achievements of Space Technology are plentiful, but
the opportunities are more. Above all, over its history, space
exploration has continued to deliver on the promise, so well
described by Carl Sagan, one of its pioneers: “Somewhere,
something incredible is waiting to be known”.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Development of simple spacecraft focused on a limited num-
ber of specific applications is not new. In fact, Sputnik may be
the best example of what we would label a “low-cost space-
craft.” It was dedicated to one purpose and one purpose only:
to send radio waves from low earth orbit. The engineering
systems to enable that application were designed as simple
as possible to support that single function.

Since Sputnik’s launch in 1957, space systems evolution
has focused on creation of increasingly complex systems at
ever increasing cost. This trend was analyzed for govern-
ment aerospace programs by Augustine (1997) who warned
that migration to ever larger systems resulted in fewer mis-
sions accomplished at ever increasing risk. This evolution has
occurred in an environment insulated from free market forces,
and thus without the natural balance that occurs between cost
and performance of a product.

A long and ongoing series of dedicated government,
academic, and amateur missions has demonstrated the signif-
icance of what began as a narrow niche market for low-cost
space activities and services. Given its tremendous growth,
now accounting for the majority of spacecraft launched, albeit
a small portion of resources consumed for space products,
small systems promise to play an ever increasing role in
overall space activities.

Promoters of low-cost space emerged from outside
the traditional civil and military aerospace activity. The
techniques and early missions were developed in small com-
panies including, among others, Surrey Satellite Technology
Limited (SSTL, Surrey, UK), AeroAstro (Ashburn, VA,
USA), and also the space division of Defense Systems
Incorporated (DI, McLean, VA, USA). Some new mission
technologies were adapted from Amateur Radio activity,
especially low earth orbit store and forward communications,
such as those used for DSI’s GLOMR (Global Low Orbit
Message Relay) spacecraft (Figure 1) and also the Orbcomm
constellation.

We will first discuss the basic technical and program-
matic conditions that enable low-cost missions. We will then
describe a few specific implementations of such small space
missions. Finally, we discuss future opportunities and chal-
lenges for this still emerging space technology.

2 ELEMENTS OF LOW-COST MISSIONS

The technological elements of lowering spacecraft cost can
be grouped according to the mission’s evolution: (i) require-
ments definition, (ii) program management, (iii) design,
construction, and testing, (iv) transportation to space, and
(v) operations.
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2 Space Vehicle Design

Figure 1. A GLOMR satellite mounted on the GAS release
mechanism.

2.1 Requirement definition

Low-cost spacecraft are not small versions of ambitious
missions accomplished with less time and resources (e.g.,
by imposition of cost ceilings, speeding up program calen-
dars or changing contract structures, working harder, paying
workers less, or giving up infrastructure support to lower
overhead). The most important single element in achiev-
ing a low-cost mission is selecting a mission defined by a
set of requirements that can be accomplished with low-cost
spacecraft. The low-cost mission is made possible by def-
inition of objectives compatible with the capabilities of a
smaller, less complex spacecraft. The technology of low-cost
space does not transform the cost of complex missions – it
is rather a suite of technologies appropriate for the develop-
ment of simpler, smaller spacecraft that are suited to specific
missions.

A simple mission is characterized by very few demand-
ing performance requirements. This can mean specifically,
compared to more conventional spacecraft, the following:

� low payload mass and electrical power requirement
� shorter on-orbit lifetime
� reduced pointing precision
� lower bandwidth communications

� reduced computing power
� smaller physical dimensions
� minimal temperature control
� small or preferably zero propulsive capability (�V).

Let us examine a few strategies for management of key
subsystem requirements to reduce the complexity of a space
system and thus make it low cost.

2.1.1 Power

The effect of the electrical power required is exemplary of
the role played by all systems performance specifications in
determining cost.

Size and mass are tightly coupled not to instantaneous
power requirement, but to orbit or seasonally averaged power
required. Two of the most massive and costly spacecraft com-
ponents – solar photovoltaic systems and batteries – scale
directly with this parameter. But the effect of power is not
limited just to these systems.

Large amounts of power made available to payloads
increase the thermal loads on the spacecraft, another sig-
nificant cost element. Often to achieve higher power,
more efficient, and thus more expensive, photovoltaics are
employed. Similarly, mechanisms to deploy larger solar panel
and radiator surface area are costly as is the assurance of
their reliability. Pointing deployed panels at the sun requires
expensive mechanisms, imposes structural requirements on
the panels and the spacecraft, and requires a more complex
attitude control system, itself another major systems cost
element. Increased power is generally the result of a more
capable, more complex payload that will create other require-
ments for the spacecraft, data rate, pointing, thermal control,
and software, each adding its own cost increment.

Realizing that a successful low-cost vehicle requires lim-
ited power focuses the requirement development effort to its
minimization. This requires that a dialogue be established
between the payload developers who are driving that require-
ment and the spacecraft system designers.

There are specific techniques that can be used to minimize
power requirements including the following:

Duty cycling. Many payload elements need to function
only during a small fraction of total mission time. They are
often specified to be continuous to maintain thermal stability.
Once the issue of limiting power requirements is elevated in
importance as part of the system design process, instrument
stability can be achieved in more power conservative ways
including standby modes where digital elements are unpow-
ered but some analog elements, usually sensors, remain at
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least at partial power through thermostating for thermal sta-
bility, through calibration, on board or preferably on the
ground, and through shortening the timescale of duty cycling
to decouple power and thermal fluctuations.

Design trades. Payload elements often have heritage in
ground-based systems or flight pre-prototypes developed in
an environment where functionality, cost, or other design ele-
ments are of greater importance. Detailed examination of
their designs will reveal opportunities to save power through
substitution of components with more power efficient ones,
through dynamic clocking to match capacity with throughput
requirements, and through changes in circuit design philoso-
phy. An example of the latter is replacing resistive voltage
splitters with more efficient DC to DC converters. Often
pre-flight hardware circuits are multipurpose and include
circuits not needed for flight. Custom designs for flight elim-
inating these unused features can cut power and enhance
reliability.

Operational analysis. Spacecraft produce more power at
the beginning of life because of degradation of photovoltaic
and battery systems over time. Thus, power required at the
end of mission drives the power system design. But often
some payload elements’ greatest value is early in flight and
once a body of data or operational experience is accumulated,
further use of that element may be unnecessary or reserved
for only exceptional circumstances. Payloads are often com-
prised of many discrete elements, some of which may not be
used for the full life of the mission, again reducing end of
mission power. A more careful analysis of how the payloads
will be used might indicate that they in fact do not draw full
power all the time. Sometimes they can be designed to have
lower power, lower performance modes that are selected as
operationally required. Usually there are a few weeks of the
year when power is most limited, and some sacrifice of oper-
ational capability during these “eclipse” seasons may reduce
power system requirements.

2.1.2 Attitude determination and control system
(ADCS)

ADCS choices play a major role in spacecraft cost. The most
basic method of reducing its requirements is separation of
attitude knowledge and attitude control early on. For many
missions, it is enough to know the attitude to high precision,
but to control to a much lower precision. The control ele-
ment generally drives mass, volume, power, complexity, and
development cost of the ADCS. If pointing at a particular
target is not required, but rather precise knowledge, and even

stability, of the attitude that was present during a particular
observation, most of the work can be done on the ground,
thus further reducing the demands on the spacecraft.

Simpler control architectures than full 3-axis control that
not only are the most obvious, but also the most complex
design should be considered. Many payloads can accommo-
date a slowly rotating platform, eliminating the cost, mass,
volume, power, reliability, and integration issues associated
with momentum wheels. A single larger wheel may also
yield adequate performance, a single wheel being much less
demanding on program resources than four smaller ones
while providing equal or greater control and reliability. In
LEO, exploitation of the magnetic field for managing angular
momentum, in wheels or in the spacecraft body, has become
the norm because of the low-cost, high reliability, and unlim-
ited lifetime of magnetic torque coils.

2.1.3 Mass and volume

Often overlooked during negotiations over other subsystem
requirements, the physical dimension and mass offer cost sav-
ings, particularly when the launch accommodation is fixed,
not priced by the unit mass or volume, often the case for
secondary launches. There may be substantial savings in
reducing, or in some cases increasing, either or both of these.

The case for increasing mass and volume is to enable
use of materials that are cheaper to buy and easier to work
with. A structure of thick structural aluminum solves sev-
eral problems for the developer, albeit at the expense of
mass and sometimes volume. It provides a good thermal
sink and eliminates thermal gradients. Aluminum is a good
radiation shield. It can be tapped where necessary to make
mechanical attachments. The cost of its production is min-
imal, and it is easy to make several copies of the structure
available so that while preproduction prototyping is going
on in one shell, another is undergoing structural qualification
that shortens development time and minimizes labor. Further-
more, a small spacecraft does not gain much from structural
efficiency because dimensions and mass are not large, and
hence neither are loads. Many secondary accommodations
are not priced per kg, but rather per slot. So if you are allo-
cated 100 kg, there is no savings associated with reducing
mass.

Similarly, volume is often granted in blocks and there is
no incremental saving for reduction of the external dimen-
sions. But the ability to easily assemble and disassemble,
without risking damage to internal components and connec-
tors, can be a significant source of savings. Avoiding small
problems of incompatibility – where one box is just a little
too close to another, and maybe under vibration loads they
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come into contact – reduces resource requirements through-
out the project’s lifetime, including engineering, assembly,
integration, and test. A larger structure is often more efficient
and hence lighter than a smaller one. And it is more likely to
find use in another mission with different payload elements. A
large structure may allow use of just body mounted solar pan-
els, a significant decrease in cost and complexity compared
to deployable arrays.

2.1.4 Data systems

Data systems are an area often productively scrutinized for
savings. A larger data rate means faster computing to feed that
data rate, and this means power. While memory is very small
and often low cost, it needs to be managed and this adds to the
computing load and subtracts from reliability. Enhanced data
rates can affect power or also attitude control to point higher
gain antennas at the ground station – a potentially significant
risk factor if the RF link can be lost because of an attitude
control system glitch. Reliability considerations then might
dictate addition of a low speed link using an omnidirectional
antenna system, adding the additional complexity and cost
of a second RF system. Also, a high gain and bandwidth
earth-based data system will add substantially to cost.

Downlink limitations may require data compression, often
reducing the quality of the data arriving on the ground. All
parties need to understand that a lack of flexibility, includ-
ing inability to accept some loss of fidelity, can result in a
mission not capable of being accomplished using small, low-
cost technology and management methods, endangering the
entire mission. The duty cycling and the reduction of usage
of payload elements discussed regarding power savings also
reduce the amount of information to be downlinked.

2.2 Program management

Small groups designing a low-cost spacecraft, between 15
and 25 members, differ fundamentally from teams that build a
large space system. Smaller teams have fewer leadership, per-
formance, and communication problems that are at the heart
of the complex management systems that have dominated
conventional space system designs. A highly efficient team
structure is incapable of accomplishing very large under-
takings and naturally limits the application space of small
spacecraft. But where it can be used, it can be highly effec-
tive, fast, and at the same time conservative of resources. The
focus of the small program manager is to minimize systems
requirements and demands on a team of very limited size.
It is to create a project that can be achieved in the environ-

ment of the small, adaptable, heavily cross-linked team. A
small, tightly integrated program team offers many advan-
tages, including reduction in documentation because all the
team members communicate with one another and the abil-
ity to fluidly and frequently make systems level trade-offs to
minimize overall project resource requirements.

The conventional emphasis on major reviews, for example,
the conceptual, preliminary, and critical design reviews, are
milestones that require generation of a large amount of docu-
mentation. These are also a part of small programs, but solely
to create milestones for the team, to facilitate adherence to
the program schedule. Most of the actual work of finding and
correcting technical issues is done in TIMs (Technical Inter-
change Meetings) that are smaller, limited to experts in the
subsystem under consideration, closed, and nonevaluative to
ensure the most open and productive technical exchange.

Members of a low-cost spacecraft development team
must be diverse and independent. Often only one individ-
ual will have responsibility for the RF communications
system, ACDS, structure, or software. Engineers and man-
agers who have been highly successful in developing much
more complex systems often fail in the microspace envi-
ronment because they are adept at orchestrating the rich
landscape of resources available to them in a large orga-
nization and large program, but not in taking these roles
independently. By contrast, microspace engineers and man-
agers live in a world of scarce or no outside support and
must be hands-on individuals who can carry a project from
requirements negotiation through design, build, integration,
and test, and then become a participant in early operations and
commissioning.

A key role for the team manager is control of communi-
cations between the team and the customer. A small team
cannot both communicate and build, and because the small
team cannot grow, lest it should lose its interactivity, the man-
ager must be the only point of contact with the customer to
minimize communications overhead to the team.

2.3 Design, construction, and testing

Most fundamental in design and construction of small space-
craft is the understanding and experience of the team in
building low-cost spacecraft. The ideal team is diverse,
including a few individuals who together have heritage and
facility spanning all the necessary technical disciplines, and
less experienced team members who will be learning for the
future while also able to see designs with fresh eyes to catch
errors and question cases where heritage solutions might be
replaced with more modern technologies.
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Terrestrial components are sometimes used aboard low-
cost spacecraft. They are available at much lower cost, more
quickly, and in smaller batch sizes than space components.
A spacecraft built in 10–15 months cannot tolerate delivery
times of 6–18 months. Nor can an overall budget of parts
comparable to the cost of a single conventional star tracker
be expected to be adequate to buy all the necessary compo-
nents of the mission without seeking out lower cost alternative
sources.

Space components, by the time they are qualified for space
and earn heritage, are several generations behind the best ter-
restrial alternatives. Thus, use of space components results
in designs with less capable, less integrated components
and hence larger parts count integrated into more complex
designs with accompanying increases in mass and volume
coupled with lower reliability. They may gain perceived reli-
ability via heritage but at a cost of systems reliability due
to complexity, greater cost, and larger packaging. A system
of 10 parts of a particular reliability is as reliable as a sys-
tem of 100 parts with ten times the reliability. In fact, the
smaller system is even more desirable because the systems
supporting it are also simplified and the overall risk of loss is
reduced.

Wherever possible, mechanical mechanisms of all kinds
should be avoided for low-cost systems. They add to com-
plexity, of themselves and of systems that must account for
changes in mass distribution and flexibility, as well as some-
times pointing deployed devices. They decrease reliability
and increase test time and cost. In the case of solar panels, it is
better to use the best panels available mounted on a spacecraft
body of the largest external dimensions allowed by the launch
envelope, and then trim payload and spacecraft requirements
to fit within the resulting power constraints. Elimination of
deployables includes doors covering instruments. Often these
can be substituted with manual covers that are removed just
before launch. The small risk of contamination during the
interval from close of the fairing to orbital insertion is com-
pensated by the elimination of software, switches, actuators,
sensitive mechanisms, wiring and harnesses, fusing, and the
testing these active devices require.

While production of large numbers of identical small,
low-cost satellites has not proven practical, the advent of
the Cubesat standard (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CubeSat),
discussed in more detail in the Section 3, has proven effec-
tive at lowering not just cost, but also the level of expertise,
experience, and effort required to build a flight ready, capa-
ble spacecraft. Compliance with the Cubesat standard has
made available numerous kits and modules that developers
often integrate with their own components to eliminate the
need for each developer to begin from scratch, while allowing

developers to offer other users the advantages of previously
developed and proven spacecraft elements, including their
associated lower cost and higher reliability.

Newer designs are considering wireless technologies to
eliminate harnessing, a major element of cost, both to build
and to test, and of risk. Meanwhile, the use of terrestrial
ribbon cables and of wire bundles and connectors built
into structures are being employed to simplify harnessing.
Low-cost spacecraft have also been quick to adapt to other
terrestrial technologies such as terrestrial microprocessors
and lithium ion batteries. These transitions from terrestrial
to space use are simpler for microsatellites, which are often
built for shorter duration missions in lower orbits (with less
radiation exposure). Their small development teams mean
that a systems level suitability decision on a case-by-case
basis is also practical.

Small systems are less complex than a single subsystem of
a more expensive spacecraft. Thus, low cost programs min-
imize subsystem tests except to demonstrate functionality.
Environmental testing is done at the systems level, and at
most informally for subsystems and individual circuit boards.
Rather than rely on analysis, small systems focus precious
resources on testing, including demonstration of long periods
of autonomous operation without human intervention, typi-
cally consummated in a test of at least 1000 h of autonomous
operation.

More testing over wider parametric range is not always
better, especially in a small program. It is not “conservative,”
for example, to enlarge the operational temperature enve-
lope much beyond that anticipated in operation, as the testing
subtracts operational lifetime particularly from batteries and
other sensitive components, adds work to the team and time
to the schedule, and increases the probability of damage to
the system. The best test strategy is to tailor a test plan care-
fully to the requirements of the flight, accomplish the tests
agreed upon in advance, address any issues immediately, and
conclude the phase.

2.4 Transportation to orbit

The concept of low-cost space systems cannot exist with-
out low-cost transportation to orbit. At present, while low
cost dedicated launch opportunities are rare, emphasis is on
sharing of launch capabilities.

The ASAP accommodation (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
AMSAT) developed for launch of amateur radio satellites
aboard Ariane IV (Figure 4 illustrates several small satel-
lites integrated for launch using the ASAP accommodation)
demonstrated the demand for low-cost small spacecraft
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launch, and it was one motivation for the Get Away Special
capability offered by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
aboard Shuttle until the mid 1990s. More recently, the US
Air Force developed the ESPA (EELV Secondary Payload
Adapter) accommodation that enables launch of spacecraft up
to 300 kg as secondary payloads on Delta and Atlas launches.
Cubesats are often launched from dispensers that consolidate
several cubes, the launchers themselves flown as secondary
payloads.

Low-cost launch opportunities are being promised for
small satellites. Yet, ride sharing may remain the launch tech-
nology of choice for small satellites. The cost to orbit for
small spacecraft on small launch vehicles including Scout
and Pegasus has been 10–100 times greater than the cost
of piggybacking on large launch vehicles. Furthermore, the
experience with Japan’s N-1 and the now emerging Italian–
ESA Vega is that small rockets, such as small jet aircraft, are
substantially more expensive per unit of payload than larger
vehicles.

2.5 On-orbit operations

While emphasis is usually invested in the cost of a space-
craft, the resources for most space missions are divided
approximately evenly among the spacecraft, its launch, and
on-orbit operations. Small missions have exploited several
techniques to reduce the cost of operations. Among them the
earliest were the use of dedicated ground stations, to elim-
inate the cost of compatibility with and rented time using
large, complex, and expensive facilities, and the automa-
tion of operations to eliminate the need for round-the-clock
staffing.

Dedicated ground stations are economical only for small
antenna apertures ranging from a few dB gain hemispherical
fixed antennas to modest parabolic antennas up to about 2 m
diameter. Coupled with a nondirectional spacecraft antenna
and limited transmit power, this has limited data rates to a
few megabits per second, which is in fact often more than
adequate for many missions. Higher rates are possible and
rates up to 1 Gbit s−1 have been demonstrated – in burst mode,
with a directed space antenna, or with higher ground station
antenna gain.

Particularly in low earth orbits employed by most low-
cost missions, contact opportunities, “passes,” occur around
the clock. Most small satellites are designed without the
need for constant updating of status and commands and
can function autonomously outside working hours at the
ground station. They often have task registers that they
can work through, or a stable operating mode they remain
in until the next operator intervention. AMSAT (Amateur

Radio Satellite Corporation) and Swedish Space Corpora-
tion both built autonomous ground stations that would call
an operator’s pager or cell phone if a scheduled contact
did not occur, or if during a pass a satellite exhibited any
anomalous behavior or a parameter outside a predetermined
range.

3 APPLICATIONS OF LOW-COST
SYSTEMS

Accomplishing interesting, important missions that are at the
same time suitable for a comparatively small team, a budget
of a few million dollars, and a timescale under 2 years relies
in large part on two key ingredients: the right application
and the right team to address this challenge. A number of
application spaces have been successfully demonstrated.

3.1 Multiple satellite missions

Constellations and swarms (randomly distributed groups of
spacecraft) are a natural application for systems with low per-
spacecraft cost. Another is inspection, assessing the condition
of a satellite, diagnosing the on-orbit anomalies, and deter-
mining the mission and capabilities of other spacecraft. To be
practical, an observer satellite of much lower cost and lower
mass than the satellite to be observed is required. Small space-
craft can also be sentries, watching approaching spacecraft
and space debris.

3.2 Responsive missions

In addition to servicing the part of the user community with
smaller budgets, and missions that by their nature require
smaller and lower cost solutions, another motivation for
small, low-cost spacecraft is constrained development time.
Low cost implies low complexity, and only a low complex-
ity spacecraft can be configured, checked, launched, and put
into service in a matter of hours or days. Missions such as
battlefield support and rapid deployment to observe natural
phenomena such as volcanoes or major weather events, or to
provide rapid data collection regarding an emerging military
threat, such as a newly discovered launch site or nuclear reac-
tor, require very short interval from identification of need to
on-orbit operation that only a small low-cost system can pro-
vide. This application is generally referred to as responsive
space.
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3.3 Education

Important among the motivations for smaller, low-cost space-
craft is education and research. The complexity, timescale,
cost, and resulting risk aversion characteristic of larger mis-
sions make them unsuitable for student experimentation and
education and for development and test of radical new tech-
nologies, despite their potential benefits. The recent rapid
increase in Cubesat missions – satellites 10 cm on a side
weighing about 1 kg, of which several hundred have been
built by university and amateur groups – demonstrates the
substantial demand for small, affordable, and relatively sim-
ple spacecraft.

The effectiveness and richness of low-cost space systems
is now demonstrated using three examples.

3.4 Example missions

3.4.1 GLOMR: defense applications

By the early 1980s, any use of microsatellites for operational
defense missions was 20 years old, mostly forgotten, his-
tory. Defense Systems Inc. of McLean, VA, was building
underwater listening devices called “sonobuoys” for tracking
submarines and other ocean vehicles. Large files of processed
acoustic data were uplinked to aircraft that overflew the buoys
once or twice per day and then returned to base. The cost of
maintaining a nearly constant air presence across much of
the Atlantic and Pacific was substantial, and nonetheless only
some of the buoys were ever read out because ocean cur-
rents would move them between sorties and they would be
lost.

DSI’s President, George Sebestyen, suggested the use
of amateur radio satellite technology – store and forward
messaging from a satellite in low earth polar orbit – as
an alternative to the aircraft sorties. Passing over earth’s
poles every 98 min, each of three satellites would carry as
its payload a readout transponder similar to those aboard
the aircraft. The satellites then passed over a ground station
in the United States, about four times per day, and down-
loaded the sonobuoy data. Because each spacecraft covered
the entire globe more than once per day, buoys could be
located and read out regardless of drift, and the data would be
delivered with less lag time than associated with the aircraft
sorties that were necessarily of limited frequency. Orbiting
at only a few hundred kilometers, a directional antenna was
not necessary and the spacecraft were not stabilized. Like
Sputnik, they were fitted with several antennas so that no
matter the spacecraft orientation, one would be visible to
earth.

Each GLOMR spacecraft (Figure 1) was a faceted sphere
built to fit inside the STS (Space Shuttle) GAS (Get Away
Special) container, about 17 in. (∼43 cm) diameter. Each
facet accommodated a solar panel, an antenna, or the launch
vehicle interface. Thus, there were no moving parts. To
maximize on-orbit lifetime in a high aerodynamic drag envi-
ronment, the spacecraft were built to the maximum mass
capability of the GAS system, of thick marine brass, and
used heavy but low cost and robust lead acid gel cell batteries,
proven in many years of ocean buoy application.

As an example of the low cost philosophy employed in
the program, to minimize cost and power required, simple,
robust microprocessor controllers were built in-house by DSI
using chipsets designed for television remote controllers. The
satellites were put to sleep when not over areas of operational
importance to conserve power. Commands were preloaded
into them so that contact with the ground station was limited
to minimize operational cost.

This unconventional mixture of maritime, amateur, and
defense technologies enabled construction of three identical
satellites in less than 1 year at a cost well below $1M each,
including their launch and initial operations. All the three
satellites performed successfully until drag decayed their
orbits and they reentered earth’s atmosphere to be destroyed
by aerodynamic heating. They were later replaced with more
sophisticated satellites using a dedicated (Pegasus) launch to
a higher and more stable orbit.

Despite its revolutionary nature, its low cost, and success,
measured operationally and in cost savings, GLOMR did not
trigger a resurgence in the popularity of microspace. Critics
pointed out that its mission was unique in its simplicity, and
hence few other applications could be performed with its
technologies. Also, as its mission was at the time classified,
it was unknown to the space community at large.

3.4.2 ALEXIS: pathfinder for science and
technology missions

The ALEXIS (Array of Low Energy X-Ray Imaging Sen-
sors) spacecraft (Figure 2) developed by AeroAstro for the
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in the late 1980s
demonstrated a much higher performance microspace capa-
bility in an open forum, and thus LANL played a key role
in expanding options for space missions. LANL wanted
to test on orbit a new technology for imaging in the soft
X-ray spectrum before committing a large mission to the
unproven technology. The budget was limited because the
program was funded by internal R&D funds, and it was
critical to implement immediately so that the new tech-
nology, if successful, could be transitioned to operational
status.
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Figure 2. ALEXIS being integrated to Pegasus launch vehicle.

Two technical innovations made possible a mission of
unprecedented performance in microspace. The sensors
needed significant power for a small bus, the spec was about
65 W continuously, and also needed to be protected from
direct sunlight. Both problems were resolved by selection
of an anti-sun pointing orientation, leaving the bus (nonpay-
load) part of the spacecraft pointing directly at the sun. The
four deployed solar panels were thus used to their maximum
effect. The spin and attitude were maintained with magnetic
torque coils. Thus, the satellite carried no expendables that
would limit its lifetime. The coils were made by an electric
motor armature winding company with no space experience
at a net cost of less than 1% of a conventional hydrazine or
cold gas-based attitude control actuation system.

To further avoid the high cost of space components, LANL
took the risk of in-house development of many on-board
components including the computer, radios, and sun sen-
sors and shopped for flight spares for antennas and other
smaller elements. Terrestrial components, including commer-
cial NiCd batteries similar to those flown by AMSAT, were
also exploited to achieve low cost and higher performance.

The ALEXIS bus was developed within 1 year for less than
$2M, yet provided 65 W of continuous power, a 1 Mbit s−1

data link to a ground station built from components made for

weather satellite signal reception, and stabilization to better
than 0.5◦ with attitude knowledge about five times better.
The spacecraft, built for a 3-month lifetime with a goal of 6,
operated over 12 years on orbit and was finally shut down
after having downlinked an extensive and very rich technical
and scientific body of data.

ALEXIS was quickly followed by the High Energy Tran-
sient Explorer (HETE) astrophysics satellite, of similar size
and capability as built by AeroAstro for MIT and NASA, and
its success demonstrated that what had been accomplished
in ALEXIS was repeatable by other organizations for other
missions.

In addition to LANL’s understanding of the small, low-
cost space system’s dependence on streamlined requirements,
and the creative blend of space and terrestrial components to
achieve unprecedented performance in a small package, the
ALEXIS program was also a pioneer in changing the orga-
nizational structure of space activity. Before ALEXIS, the
laboratory had been a developer of payloads, dependent on
USAF or NASA spacecraft to host them. In fact, the original
plan for the ALEXIS payload had been to install it in the
Space Shuttle Bay using STS power and data resources to
accomplish a few days of observation and test on orbit. With
ALEXIS, LANL demonstrated that nonspace organizations
could leverage the simplicity of microspace and eliminate
their dependence on expert space organizations for mission
support.

3.4.3 SurreySats

Though GLOMR demonstrated low cost and operational
capability, and ALEXIS added higher performance, both
lacked another requisite for wider adaptation of micro- and
low-cost spacecraft. Neither was a template that would allow
users access to space without development of a spacecraft
technology ab initio. HETE’s design, tightly integrating the
payload and spacecraft to achieve high performance in a
compact, lightweight system, made it even less accessible
for reuse. While ALEXIS was highly modular, the focus on
high power achieved through a particular stabilization mode
besides its mass without payload of 45 kg also put it out of
reach of many potential users.

AMSAT had developed their 14 kg, 22 cm on a side Pac-
Sat to enable users to insert single boards into the bus to fly
individual components, but in the 1980s the size was too
small to enable many important experiments, particularly
beyond the realm of narrow-bandwidth communications.
However, Surrey Satellite Technology Limited developed a
standard architecture that filled the Ariane attached payload
accommodation with a mass of 50 kg and dimensions about
45 × 45 × 60 cm3 (Figure 3 illustrates this design as adapted
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Figure 3. Joint Malaysian/SSTL TiungSAT-1 launched in Septem-
ber 2000 with a low-resolution imaging system.

to the Malaysian TiungSAT mission, and Figure 4 shows
both the SSTL and AMSAT designs integrated for launch on
the Ariane ASAP accommodation). The larger, standardized
design and use of slide-in boards and a standard backplane
accommodated a wide variety of payloads eventually includ-

Figure 4. SSTL UoSAT is visible sharing an Ariane ASAP
secondary launch accommodation with three AMSAT digital com-
munications satellites, beneath the first of the SPOT series of
imaging satellites.

ing color imagery. The so-called UoSAT or SSTL 70 series
flew 17 missions, successfully serving users around the world
in accomplishing often their first space mission, as well as
providing a platform for flying new technologies.

3.4.4 CubeSats

With the successful flights of the US and SSTL amateur
satellites, low-cost satellites could be used in a new niche
application – in educational environments. Low cost has
made the technology a tool for students to gain experience in
the full range of spacecraft development activities from mis-
sion specification to on-orbit operations. Bob Twigg’s group
at Stanford and Cal Poly created the Cubesat design specifi-
cally for student projects (Figure 5). The 10 cm cube standard
has become the most replicated satellite design in his-
tory, with several hundred designs accomplished and nearly
100 flown or scheduled to be flown.

While the small, 1 kg boxes were initially considered
too limited to accomplish significant missions, innovations
mostly at universities, and also at companies including
Boeing, have added features including propulsion, 3-axis
stabilization, and high-bandwidth communications to the

Figure 5. A Cubesat with its inventor Bob Twiggs from Stanford
University. In the background, simple Yagi antennas used for the
Cubesat’s low-cost ground station.
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standard. The Peapod launcher, developed at the Naval Post-
graduate School, has enabled many cubes to share a single
secondary launch slot. The cubes can now be grouped to make
satellites two or three times the size of the basic cube.

Besides its success in terms of low cost (many of the Cube-
sats are developed for between $10 000 and $50 000) and a
large number produced and launched, the Cubesat succeeded
in creating a set of mechanical and electrical standards that
have enabled companies and universities to offer standardized
modules for purchase and build-to-print use, thus eliminating
the need for each developer to begin from scratch and allow-
ing each developer to help in advancing the capability suite
of the so-called nanosatellites.

4 FUTURE CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES

For low-cost missions to become more prevalent in aerospace
industry, a few key challenges need to be addressed.

Small, low-cost satellites will benefit to the extent that
they can extend the success of the Cubesats in the develop-
ment of widely accepted standards. To enable more complex
missions, basic functions need to be modularized and used
“off the shelf” at the interface level, without understanding
the details of all their elements. This approach has suc-
ceeded in the Cubesats where many of the building blocks,
mechanical, electrical, and electronic, are now available as
products or kits, as are several subsystems including 3-axis
attitude control, complete duplex radio, computing platform
and power generation, and storage and management systems.
Also, some novel launching systems avoid the need for each
team to engineer launch interfaces.

The migration of programs beyond the confines of the tra-
ditional spacecraft development environments may become
enabling for a broadening of the use of small satellites. This
trend often marks the maturity of an industry, setting itself
up for a fundamental restructuring of the marketplace. For
example, the personal computer transitioned from a gadget
mainly for experimentation by skilled technical people and
hobbyists when its operating systems and interfaces made it
accessible to a less sophisticated, and less committed, user
community of people who could use the PC as a tool, not
as a goal in itself, and small companies could develop add-

on products, most of them software-based applications, to
extend the utility of the PC. Major spacecraft systems are
not likely to be put in the hands of casual users, though their
products, such as global telecommunications and navigation,
are. But in terms of new applications, and of hands-on expe-
rience with space, the diffusion of small satellites to colleges,
high schools, amateur groups with interest in astronomy or
professionals with an interest in specific, unserviced needs in
remote sensing is a promising trend.

Communications spectrum management for spacecraft
has not adapted to a world of larger numbers of less demand-
ing users. The system of dedicating spectrum to individual
satellites has forced small satellite developers to rely almost
entirely on the amateur radio spectrum, since spectrum allo-
cation is a process that takes much longer, and costs much
more, than the spacecraft and launch. A spread spectrum
system is needed analogous to the WiFi standards used for
terrestrial computing and communications so that individual
users can simply comply with the standard and go on the air.

The availability of launch systems or secondary launch
accommodations is absolutely crucial for the development of
a broader small satellite market. There are many promising
developments in this area, but accommodating small satellites
on major launch vehicles is still a hit or miss process, and just
as existence of a standard easily accessed mode of commu-
nicating with the satellites is necessary, so is a pipeline for
their transportation at least to orbit and beyond.

The author gratefully thanks Professor Thomas Zurbuchen
for suggesting the topic and for his support throughout all the
phases of the creation of this entry.
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1 LAUNCH VEHICLES

A large variety of vehicles fall under the rubric of “launch
vehicles,” ranging from modest sounding rockets all the way
up to the most powerful orbital/deep space launchers. Gen-
erally the discussion will exclude missiles, which have their
own peculiar needs, although clearly much of the technology
of launch vehicle design carries over into missiles. Typical
missions include vertical sounding, point to point payload
delivery, orbital, and deep space planetary launches. Missions
may involve automated payloads or launch of a human crew.

2 MISSION REQUIREMENTS

In general, sounding rocket launches are limited to near
vertical at speeds on the order of 1500 m s−1 (5000 ft s−1),
although on occasion much higher speeds have been seen.
High speed point to point travel on Earth involves veloci-
ties similar to those for orbital missions, about 7800 m s−1

(26 000 ft s−1), if truly intercontinental range, say 25% of the
earth’s circumference, is required.

The concept of delivery connotes survivable re-entry and
landing. This is one regime in which missiles (Interconti-
nental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) and Intermediate Range
Ballistic Missiles (IRBMs)) overlap with launch vehicles as
defined herein. Orbital launches to date have been one-way
trips for the launchers (with the exception of the partially
reusable Space Shuttle), although interest in reusable launch-
ers continues.

Deep space missions (which usually involve a parking
orbit phase) place even more stringent demands on the vehi-
cle. To simply escape from Earth requires a velocity on the
order of 1.4 times those of orbital missions. To actually reach
another planet or target in deep space, one must add enough
energy so that there is an excess above that needed to escape.
This extra energy is often called the “vis-viva” energy. (One
way to think of this energy is that it is the energy or velocity
which would remain when the vehicle had reached an infinite
distance from Earth. In practice, the effects of solar gravity
would begin to dominate long before this minimum remain-
ing energy would be reached. It is, however, a convenient
fiction for mission planning purposes, and interplanetary tra-
jectories are often characterized by the vis-viva energy.)

For preliminary design of launch vehicles, the required
velocity, obtained from orbital dynamics, with addition of
expected losses, yields an “equivalent deep space�V ,” that
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is, the velocity change which would occur if all the propel-
lant were expended in gravity-free, drag-free deep space. This
value is often used in the rocket equation for preliminary siz-
ing. There are a variety of loss mechanisms, with the most
prominent being gravity loss and drag loss. Gravity loss is the
equivalent velocity wasted by burning propellant to simply
support the vehicle’s own weight as it climbs. Drag loss is
the equivalent velocity lost by overcoming atmospheric drag.
Other losses include steering losses (the cosine losses due to
gimbal movement), inefficiency due to not thrusting parallel
to the velocity vector at all times, and other minor effects.
For preliminary design purposes, these losses are often sim-
ply estimated based upon experience but before any detailed
performance evaluation can be made accurate computer sim-
ulations are required.

The basic equations for the required velocities are given
in equations (1), (2), and (3). Equation (1) gives the required
speed (velocity vector directed horizontally by definition) for
a circular orbit around a primary body.

V 2
circ = µ

r
(1)

Equation (2) gives the escape velocity for a given distance
from the center of the primary.

V 2
esc= 2µ

r
(2)

Equation (3) gives the velocity at any point in an elliptical
orbit

V 2
ellipse = µ

(
2

r
− 1

a

)
(3)

whereV = velocity tangent to orbit,r = radius vector from
center of body to spacecraft,a = semimajor axis of ellipse,
µ = gravitational constant for the body in question. (Note: it
may sound obvious, but bear in mind always thatr is not the
orbit altitude; it is the distance from planetary center, that is,
altitude plus planetary radius.)

From these basic equations, the idealized velocity to orbit
at a given altitude and to change the orbit can be obtained.
These equations assume coplanar and co-tangent orbits.
Plane changes and non-tangential effects can be dealt with
separately.

3 STAGING

Because of the limitations on rocket engine performance,
staging is usually required. This requirement derives from

application of the “rocket equation” to the mission velocity
requirements, which, for orbital requires mass ratios which
are at best marginally achievable with modern technology.
Going to lunar transfer velocity or escape velocity dictates
mass ratios greater than is practical with modern structural
capability. The issues involve achieving the highest possible
mass ratio in the stages, optimizing the number of stages, and
defining the arrangement of stages.

The rocket equation is given in equation (4). It relates the
exhaust velocity of the engine to the velocity change capa-
bility of the stage through the mass ratio. The mass ratio is
often loosely (and erroneously) referred to as the ratio of the
fully loaded stage mass to the empty mass. A more correct
statement is that it is the ratio of initial mass to final mass for a
specific burn. The burn in question may be one of several and
considerable propellant may be reserved for later burns. Even
if the burn in question is to propellant exhaustion, there is still
unusable propellant on board, trapped by vortexing and other
effects. The final weight of the stage is the dry weight plus
pressurant gas weight, plus unusable propellant and possibly
other substances, plus the mass of the payload for that stage
which might be a spacecraft and/or one or more upper stages.
The initial mass is the above total plus all usable propellant
along with any consumable which may be used during the
burn(s). An example of these consumables might be purge
gases, hydraulic fluid (from an open-loop system), and so on.

�V = C ln
mi

mf
(4)

where�V = theoretical velocity change,C = exhaust veloc-
ity, mi = initial mass, andmf = final mass.

The difficulty in achieving high performance derives from
the exponential relationship of equation (4). A typical exhaust
velocity might be 2440–3050 m s−1 (8000–10 000 ft s−1)
for liquid oxygen and kerosene or nitrogen tetroxide and
hydrazine blends. Solid propellant motors generally have
slightly lower performance but higher density than the liq-
uids. Even with liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen, the
exhaust velocities are in the range of 3660–4270 m s−1

(12 000–14 500 ft s−1). The broad ranges represent the dif-
ference between sea level (SL) and vacuum operation. Low
Earth orbit (LEO) requires 7800 m s−1 (26 000 ft s−1) in orbit.
When the losses discussed above are factored in, reaching
orbit requires approximately an equivalent deep space�V of
9450 m s−1 (31 000 ft s−1).

When these velocity numbers are applied to the rocket
equation, it will be found that the single stage mass ratios for
the lower performing end of the spectrum are very high, on
the order of 48–22. Even with oxygen/hydrogen, the ratios are
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13 to 8.5. While the ratios for hydrogen seem nearly achiev-
able, they are sabotaged by the very low density of liquid
hydrogen which drives up the tank weight substantially. It
turns out in general, that achieving the required mass ratios
with the low density, high performance options are just as
difficult as achieving the required mass ratio with the lower
performing higher density propellant. Operational consider-
ations may drive the ultimate choice.

Staging allows the attainment of space flight even with the
limited performance of the available propellants. The mass
ratios multiply. Thus two stages of 3:1 mass ratio perform
the same as one stage of 9:1 mass ratio. Because the dead
weight of the expended lower stage is dropped after it has
done its job, the vehicle mass for a two-stage vehicle is sub-
stantially smaller than that of a single stage vehicle of the
same performance. The down side of staging, of course, is
that expensive hardware is lost with every staging event. This
plus the operational advantages of preparing a single vehicle
have led to continuing interest in single stage to orbit (SSTO).
A reusable SSTO could be operated like a high performance
airplane at great savings in operational costs. So far, the mass
ratio requirements have defeated attempts to develop such
vehicles.

4 PROPULSION

All launch vehicles flown to date (and likely to fly in the
foreseeable future) are based upon chemical rocket propul-
sion. Nuclear propulsion has many virtues but is precluded by
cultural bias. While airbreathing propulsion is often touted
as an approach to space launch, the technology has yet to
live up to the promise. Thus rockets have been the answer to
date and will continue to be for some time. Several options
exist for rocket propulsion: liquid, solid, and hybrid. There
are numerous variations within each of these basic types.
All have virtues and drawbacks. The choice of propulsion
depends upon velocity requirements, propulsion capability,
structural concepts, and so on. Operational considerations
also play a part.

Performance numbers for rocket propellants were dis-
cussed in general terms in the preceding section on staging.
Table 1 presents a more general set of values for various com-
mon propellants and operating conditions. Note that these
values are indicative only. Performance for a specific appli-
cation will depend upon many aspects of engine and stage
design. In addition, the values presented are theoretical, based
upon the thermochemistry of the propellants. Actual per-
formance will depend upon the efficiency of the engine in
converting the chemical energy of the propellants into a hot

Table 1. Typical rocket engine performance.

Chamber
pressure, Mixture Isp (Vac) Isp (SL)

Propellants MPa (psia) ratio m s−1 (s) m s−1 (s)

Liquid
oxygen/RP-1
(kerosene)

6.897
(1000)

2.6 3453
(352)

2860
(292)

Liquid
oxygen/liquid
hydrogen

6.897
(1000)

5.5 4503
(459)

3748
(382)

90% H2O2/RP-1 6.897
(1000)

7.0 3054
(311)

2580
(263)

Nitrogen
tetroxide/
50%hydrazine/
UDMH

6.897
(1000)

2.0 3314
(338)

2869
(292)

Solid HTPB/
AP/Al

6.897
(1000)

— 3074
(313)

2600
(265)

exhaust gas stream. The efficiency of the mixing and combus-
tion process is usually combined asC* efficiency, whereC*
is called the characteristic velocity of the combustion cham-
ber. The efficiency of the nozzle in converting the relatively
static hot high pressure gas into a well-collimated stream
is calledCf efficiency, whereCf is the thrust coefficient.
The most common figure of merit for comparing propellants
and engines is specific impulse (Isp). This parameter may
most easily be understood as the Newtons (pounds force)
of thrust generated by burning one kg (pound mass) of pro-
pellant per second. The units in metric are simply exhaust
velocity in m s−1 while in English units it is lbf s lb−1, often
presented as seconds for convenience.Isp efficiency is a
function ofC* efficiency andCf efficiency. Note thatC* effi-
ciency is independent of the ambient environment, whereas
Cf varies, based upon the ambient pressure. This is impor-
tant for ascent since conventional nozzles are only capable
of one pressure ratio. This means for a given nozzle area
ratio and chamber pressure, the exit pressure is defined. At
higher ambient pressure the engine performance is decreased,
while at lower pressure the performance improves. Optimiza-
tion of the nozzle expansion ratio for the vehicle trajectory
can be significant for performance of the vehicle. For vehi-
cle performance purposes, it is tempting to go to the highest
possible expansion ratio on all stages. However, the weight
of an extremely large nozzle eventually begins to overcome
the specific impulse advantage. In addition, fitting the nozzle
within existing airframe dimensions becomes a constraint.
Finally, it is impractical to go to an extremely high expansion
ratio nozzle on an engine which operates from or near sea
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level since extreme overexpansion can lead to asymmetric
separation in the nozzle. Such separation leads to extremely
large side loads on the engine which can cause damage and
quite possibly lead to loss of vehicle control.

5 STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Because of the criticality of mass ratio, structural efficiency is
of vital importance. Early designs used external load bearing
skins surrounding the propellant tanks but it quickly becomes
apparent that this skin costs weight. Integral (load bearing)
tankage has allowed achievement of remarkably good mass
ratios in modern vehicles. However, if reusable launch vehi-
cles are to be developed, some thermal protection for the tanks
will probably be required, making a difficult problem still
more complex. Numerous approaches to high mass fraction
have been used, including a variety of metals and compos-
ites, full and partial pressure stabilization. Some of these have
operational ramifications.

Pressure stabilization was first demonstrated in the Atlas
missile which was often referred to as a “stainless steel bal-
loon.” The nickname is apt because without internal pressure,
the Atlas could not support its own weight and would col-
lapse. The author had personal exposure to this when the
Atlas stage of an Atlas Centaur launch vehicle was inadver-
tently depressurized while a Mariner spacecraft was mounted
on it. Courageous action by two Atlas technicians prevented
total loss of both the launcher and the spacecraft. When it was
necessary to depressurize the stage, a mechanical stretch sys-
tem was employed. While the Atlas delivered a spectacular
mass ratio for its day, the operational headaches eventually
doomed it as more capable materials and sophisticated design
techniques allowed more conventional structures to become
competitive.

In fact, almost all liquid propellant launch vehicles today
depend upon internal pressure to help them withstand flight
loads, but they are capable of supporting their own weight in
a static situation.

A variety of inputs drive the design of launch vehicle
structure. The most obvious is the axial acceleration pro-
vided by the engines. Often however, this is not the major
design driver. Aerodynamic forces as the vehicle flies through
wind shears, which generate unwanted angle of attack, are a
major source of loads. Dynamic pressure caused by the speed
of the vehicle in the denser part of the atmosphere is also
significant.

Acoustic inputs caused by reflection of rocket engine
exhaust noise near the ground, and aerodynamically gen-
erated noise at high speeds are often critical input sources,

especially for thin lightweight structures. Finally, mechani-
cal vibration, generated by the engines and by aerodynamics,
is generally the most significant input. Structural elements
are often designed by using a combination of loads, usually
linear acceleration plus vibrations and sometimes acoustic,
with suitable margin and safety factors applied.

Often, no single load is critical but a combination of some
or all of those listed may be. To ease the problem, launch
vehicle operators often moderate thrust (the one thing over
which direct control is possible, at least in some vehicles)
during periods of maximum dynamic pressure. With liq-
uid propellant engines, it is often possible to throttle the
engines when desired; the Space Shuttle is an example. Solid
motors cannot be throttled in flight, but it is possible to
tailor the solid propellant grain in such a manner as to cre-
ate a “thrust bucket” in a predicted high load part of the
trajectory.

Steering loads are a major load input. Since vehicle steer-
ing is usually accomplished by deflecting engine thrust, it is
easy to see how a steering input at the bottom of the vehicle
can cause significant loads due to the side force itself, iner-
tial loads, sloshing of propellant, induced angle of attack, and
so on.

Transferring of thrust and steering loads into the vehi-
cle is an important consideration. The thrust, both axial and
side, must be taken through the engine thrust structure and
transferred into the vehicle structure (skin and tankage) in
a smooth uniform manner. Excessive concentration of the
loads can seriously complicate the issue. The nature of con-
ventional rocket engines makes them very localized sources
of thrust, thus requiring a complex thrust structure to effect the
transmission of force from engine to vehicle structure. Some
unconventional engine concepts such as plug nozzles, offer
promise of an easier integration with the vehicle airframe but
none have yet flown in large vehicles.

6 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

The simplest sounding rockets may not require any guidance
at all, depending upon launch towers and aerodynamic stabil-
ity to achieve the desired trajectory. In most cases however,
some guidance and control is required. Generally, the vehi-
cles are not aerodynamically stable, making control during
atmospheric flight essential. Direct control of attitude is also
essential outside the atmosphere. Several options exist for
achieving this control. These include auxiliary thrusters or
deflection of the engine thrust vector. Guidance in modern
vehicles is usually fully inertial, although other references
have been used in the past. GPS is making some inroads
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as a primary position reference in conjunction with inertial
attitude reference.

The inertial guidance system operates by sensing the
acceleration applied to the vehicle in all axes and integrating
those accelerations over time to obtain velocity. A second
integration provides location. In order to do its job, the iner-
tial system must not only sense acceleration very accurately,
but also the direction in which the acceleration is applied.
Accurate time is essential as well. It is also essential that the
vehicle know its attitude and location at launch and where
it wants to be (position and velocity vector) at the end of
powered flight.

Inertial guidance systems come in two types: the stable
platform type and the strapdown type. In the stable plat-
form type, a structure (platform) is mounted in the vehicle
on three-axis gimbals. Gyroscopes mounted on the platform
sense the attitude of the platform. Prior to launch, the guid-
ance system is provided with information as to its location
in a frame of reference and the platform is aligned to local
vertical. True north can be provided to the system or it can
determine the direction of true north by sensing the rotation of
the Earth. Information is provided to the system as to desired
state (velocity and position) at the end of powered flight. As
the vehicle ascends, it will begin to turn toward horizontal.
The stable platform will use actuators provided for the pur-
pose, to maintain the same inertial attitude as at launch. The
accelerometers are mounted on the platform and measure all
accelerations relative to the initial inertial reference frame.
Vehicle attitude (from the gimbal positions), location, and
velocity (from integrated acceleration) are computed in the
original inertial frame which can then be converted to “real
world” references as required. The stable platform system
is highly accurate and has the advantage that computational
requirements are less demanding. However, the hardware is
heavy, delicate, and expensive.

In the strapdown system, gyroscopes and accelerometers
are hard-mounted to the vehicle structure. All the required
information can be obtained by integrating the outputs of the
gyroscopes and accelerometers. However, since none of the
sensors are fixed in inertial space, the computational require-
ments are much more demanding. Each sensed acceleration
(for example) must be referenced back to the original frame
by knowing the attitude of the vehicle when the data were
taken. Strapdown systems began to replace stable platforms
when computational capability became such that the accuracy
of the strapdown system became competitive. The strapdown
is physically lighter and more robust, but computationally
more demanding.

Like any isolated reference system, an inertial guidance
system will accumulate errors as time passes and if accuracy

is to be maintained, position must be updated periodically.
This can be done by landmark observation, star sightings,
radio navigation updates, and most recently by inputs from
the GPS system.

7 POWER

Electrical power is, of course, essential in operation of a
launch vehicle. In most cases, the power to operate electron-
ics is supplied by batteries. In some long duration operations,
fuel cells may be used. If very high power system loads
exist during main engine firing (as for example, electrical
actuators), generators or alternators may be operated using
power takeoff pads on the turbopumps. Alternatively, aux-
iliary power units (APUs) operated by monopropellant gas
generators may be used. Hydraulic power may be required
as well, and may be supplied by pressurized accumulators
or from hydraulic pumps which may be operated by various
means, including APUs or by power takeoff from the main
turbopumps.

8 ENVIRONMENT

Environmental considerations drive vehicle structural design
as well as location and mounting of hardware. Among envi-
ronmental factors are linear acceleration, vibration induced
by engine operation, aerodynamics, and structural response
to steering inputs. Acoustic noise, especially when near the
ground, is a major input. Finally, thermal loads induced by
aerodynamic heating, exhaust heating, soak back from the
engines, the presence of cryogenic propellants, and expansion
of high pressure gases require attention.

The launch vehicle environment runs the gamut from at
or near sea level all the way to space. The transition through
the atmosphere at ever increasing speed together with the
acceleration, structural vibration, and acoustic input combine
to create a challenging environment for the vehicle. Each of
these environments will be discussed individually below.

8.1 Linear acceleration

Contrary to popular belief, the linear acceleration imposed by
the propulsion system is often not the primary design driver.
While acceleration might reach or exceed 6g at stage shut-
down in some cases, this is often not the major load generator.
It may, however, combine with other sources. For this rea-
son, some launch vehicles, notably the Space Shuttle, throttle
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Figure 1. Linear acceleration profile Delta IV-Medium.

down the engines while passing through the region of maxi-
mum dynamic pressure (cf) in order to reduce the total load
on the structure.

In many cases in which a stage has throttling capability
and/or multiple engines, the engine(s) may throttle down or
one or more may be shut down for the final part of the burn in
order to reduce peak ’gs. Often this is done to minimize loads
on the payload (particularly if the payload includes a human
crew). Reducing acceleration has the additional advantage of
improving the precision of the cutoff velocity, if that is an
issue for the stage in question.

For a fixed thrust vehicle, the acceleration increases as a
function of the propellant being consumed and the resultant
reduction in mass. Figure 1 shows a typical acceleration pro-
file, in this case from the Delta IV-Medium vehicle. Actually,
the term “fixed thrust” applies only to an upper stage operat-
ing outside the atmosphere. The initial stage, which starts at
launch pad elevation, experiences steadily increasing thrust
as it ascends to higher altitudes. This increase will amount to
10–25% of initial thrust depending upon engine design
details.

8.2 Acoustics

Rocket engines produce an enormous amount of noise. The
sound covers such a broad spectrum of frequency that it is
popularly referred to as “white noise.” In reality of course,
much of the energy peaks around a frequency regime which
is primarily a function of the engine size. Acoustic noise
is, by definition, transmitted through the air and therefore is
not a factor in extra-atmospheric flight. Close to the ground,

however, it may be the major vibrational input. This is espe-
cially true of large or thin sections such as nose fairings on
the launch vehicle or antennas and solar panels on payloads.

As the vehicle begins its ascent, the sound emanating from
the exhaust plume reflects from the surface back toward the
vehicle. It will probably reach peak intensity at some point
as the increasing noise from the lengthening plume begins to
be overcome by the increasing altitude. Design of the launch
facility is an important factor. It is essential to avoid surround-
ing structures which will tend to focus the sound on the vehi-
cle as it ascends. In many cases, the Shuttle is again an exam-
ple; the top surface of the launch pad is flooded with copious
amounts of water to help damp the noise reflection. As a side
benefit, the water helps cool and protect the pad structure.

For conventionally configured launch vehicles, the engine
noise environment is mitigated to some degree by the place-
ment of the payload at the top of the vehicle as far from the
engines as possible. The side-mounted configuration of the
Space Shuttle orbiter places the payload very close to the noz-
zles of both the solid rocket boosters and the main engines.
As a result, the Shuttle has the most severe payload noise
environment of any current or past launch vehicles.

There are other sources of acoustic energy, primarily aero-
dynamic noise, but these tend to be insignificant compared
to the engines.

While, in general, acoustics are not a major design driver,
they cannot be ignored, especially for susceptible structures
such as those mentioned above. Figures 2 and 3 present typi-
cal acoustic environments. Components or complete systems
are usually tested in simulated acoustic environments before
flight.

8.3 Vibration

Mechanical or structural vibration is often a major driver
in structural design, particularly of support brackets and the
like. The vibration is primarily generated by the engines,
although atmospheric turbulence, stage and nose fairing sepa-
ration shock, and other sources may be significant as well. All
rocket engines are subject to minor fluctuations in chamber
pressure which manifests itself as vibration in the structure.
Solid propellant motors tend, in general, to be slightly rougher
than liquid engines. In some cases, solid propellant motors
may exhibit significant vibration due to resonances generated
within the motor as the internal volume changes with propel-
lant consumption. Liquid systems are subject to sloshing of
propellant, which often becomes worse as the tanks empty.
Fortunately, sloshing can be mitigated by mechanical baffles
and other means. Components and in many cases, complete
structures, are subjected to preflight vibration testing to verify
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Figure 2. Acoustic environment Atlas V. Reproduced with permission from Isakowitz (2004)c© AIAA.

ability to withstand the environment. Figures 4 and 5 show
typical “simulated flight” vibration test profiles designed
to envelope expected flight conditions with a 3 dB (Flight
Acceptance) or 6 dB (Qualification) margin.

8.4 Atmospheric and dynamic pressure

During ascent, atmospheric pressure decays from the ambi-
ent for the launch site to effectively zero at orbital altitudes
and above. This is normally not a major problem for struc-
tures, except for the need to make sure that all cavities within
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Figure 3. Acoustic environment Delta II. Reproduced with permis-
sion from Isakowitz (2004)c© AIAA.

Figure 4. Vibration test environment Space Shuttle. Reproduced
with permission from Isakowitz (2004)c© AIAA.

the structure are adequately vented to allow the internal pres-
sure to vent down as the outside pressure falls (the obvious
exception being cavities which are supposed to remain pres-
surized).

Avionics however, are a different matter. As the atmo-
spheric pressure decays, a condition (sometimes called the
Paschen minimum) is reached at which the remaining atmo-
sphere is easy to ionize. Points which have a voltage
difference greater than the ionization potential may be sub-
ject to arcing or corona discharge. These phenomena, as a
minimum, generate undesirable electronic noise and at worst
can cause degradation and/or failure in electronic circuits. It
is imperative that circuits which carry enough voltage to be at
risk be adequately insulated, especially at any sharp points, or
be contained in a pressurized container. Such circuits should
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Figure 5. Vibration test environment Atlas V 400. Reproduced with
permission from Isakowitz (2004)c© AIAA.

be subjected to vacuum chamber tests simulating the launch
profile as part of the qualification procedure.

Dynamic pressure refers to the pressure generated by the
motion of the vehicle through the atmosphere. As speed
increases, the dynamic pressure goes up. As the vehicle
ascends, the local pressure drops even as vehicle speed builds
up. In such a situation, it is to be expected that dynamic
pressure will reach a maximum at some point and then
decay. While exact values are dependent upon the vehicle
and the flight profile, the maximum dynamic pressure (Max
Q) usually occurs as the vehicle approaches Mach1. For most
vehicles this occurs about one minute after liftoff at an alti-
tude of perhaps 10 000 m (30 000 ft) MSL.Qmax= 0.05 MPa
(1000 lb ft−2) is a typical value.

9 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The choice of propellants often has significant impact on
operations. The most obvious example is the choice of earth
storable versus cryogenic propellants. The construction of
the vehicle also may have significant effect upon operational
approaches. In the case of reusable vehicles, landing modes
and attitudes have major operational impact.

In the case of earth storable propellants, thermal condition-
ing is not generally a problem unless it is desired to maximize
density by keeping the propellants cool.

Cryogenic propellants, on the other hand, are a concern.
It is desirable to minimize boil off and important to keep the
propellants cold to maximize density and minimize the risk
of pump cavitation. Moderate cryogens such as liquid oxy-
gen and liquid methane tend to accumulate ice on uninsulated
lines, valves, and tanks. In the case of integral tanks which

are exposed as the skin of the vehicle, this may not be a sig-
nificant problem in that the ice simply cracks and falls away
as the engines ignite and the vehicle lifts off. This should not
be treated in a totally cavalier fashion, however, since falling
ice sheets could damage sensitive components. Ice that accu-
mulates inside the vehicle can be a problem if it interferes
with operation of mechanisms or if a sufficient weight accu-
mulates to impact performance. Liquid hydrogen lines and
tanks not only accumulate ice but can actually condense the
atmosphere, forming liquid air. Because oxygen condenses
at a slightly higher temperature than nitrogen, the condensate
tends to be oxygen enriched, making it potentially more haz-
ardous than normal liquid air. Because of this and to minimize
boil off of expensive liquid hydrogen, most hydrogen sys-
tems are insulated. It requires surprisingly little insulation to
prevent air condensation and some success has been obtained
with simply wrapping Teflon tape around lines. Internal foam
insulation for hydrogen tanks was pioneered by the former
Douglas Aircraft Company on the Saturn S-4B stage and
was used again on the experimental DC-X/XA vehicle by
McDonnell Douglas.

The unfortunate configuration of the Space Shuttle launch
assembly with the Orbiter mounted on the side of the external
tank made it necessary to completely insulate the tank to pre-
vent ice buildup and shedding. Unfortunately, it has proved
difficult to insulate the complex external interfaces com-
pletely and ice shedding can be a problem. The foam insula-
tion installed to prevent condensation has proved to be as bad
a problem as the ice it was supposed to prevent, with foam
shedding occurring on almost every flight. The results of this
shedding were fatal to the Columbia spacecraft and its crew.

Earth storable propellants make it possible to load pro-
pellants well ahead of launch, thus easing the operational
congestion during the final hours of countdown. In fact the
Titan II ICBMs stood fully loaded and ready in their silos
for years. Cryogens, however, demand loading shortly before
launch, which tends to increase the pressure on the launch
team. Not only is late loading advantageous in limiting losses
due to boil off but also it prevents excessive cold-soaking of
the vehicle which might be damaging to some components.

Launch vehicles are relatively delicate devices, despite
the rigorous environmental conditions they encounter. Often
shipping and handling is more hazardous to the vehicle than
launch. Any sort of impact by a sharp object may dent or
scratch a tank or structural member, creating a stress concen-
tration. This could lead to failure upon pressurization or the
imposition of launch loads. Tanks are designed to withstand
significant internal pressure but can stand very little external
pressure. If stages are shipped by air in unpressurized cargo
aircraft, care must be taken to insure that the internal pres-
sure normally maintained in the tanks does not leak down
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to something less than the pressure to be experienced at the
landing site. If this happens, the tank is very likely to crush
during descent. While, as noted elsewhere, the Atlas was an
extreme example of this issue, no launch vehicle is immune
to it.

10 PERFORMANCE

To give some idea of the performance of various launch
vehicles, Figures 6–10 show performance of some of the

leading vehicles in use today. This is not an exhaustive list-
ing but a sampling of the large variety of performance levels
available.

11 SYSTEM DESIGN

The design of a launch vehicle is a true system design opti-
mization task. The many considerations discussed above
interact with one another in complex and sometimes contra-
dictory ways. There often exists more than one satisfactory
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solution to the problem of launch vehicle design. Choos-
ing the correct one is sometimes difficult, given the multiple
possible solutions.

If the vehicle is required to wait fully loaded, perhaps in
a silo, for extended periods and then be ready to respond
quickly, the chosen propulsion system may be solid propel-
lant. Limitations on the solid option are that a single motor
provides a single burn. If multiple burns are required, mul-
tiple motors may be required or it may be desirable to go
to a storable liquid propellant option. Generally, the liquid
systems provide higher specific impulse but exhibit lower
density than solids. Vehicle performance will generally be
similar, as these factors cancel one another.

For higher performance, cryogenic propellants such as
liquid oxygen/kerosene or deep cryogens such as liquid oxy-
gen/hydrogen will probably be the choice.

The primary requisite of course, is to deliver the prescribed
payload to the prescribed orbit or trajectory. With the vari-
ety of options discussed above, it is obvious that there are
often numerous ways to do the job. In a sufficiently complex
mission, all the options might used. A case in point is the
Apollo lunar mission. Because of the complex nature of the
mission, Apollo used almost every option discussed herein.
The massive first stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle burned
liquid oxygen and kerosene, taking advantage of the higher
density of this propellant combination to keep the vehicle size
more reasonable. In any case, higher performance was less
important in the first stage than later. The second and third
stages, which contributed most of the�V required to achieve
orbit and then to insert into the lunar transfer trajectory, used
liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen to achieve the high total
�V required. Storability was not an issue since these stages
were done within about two hours after launch. The remain-
der of the mission: orbiting the Moon, landing on the Moon,
returning to lunar orbit, and finally returning to Earth made
use of nitrogen tetroxide and a hydrazine blend to achieve
the long storage time required while retaining good perfor-
mance. Solid propellants were not left out, as they provided
the propulsion for the astronaut escape system as well as stage
separation rockets and other utilitarian functions. This careful
utilization of the best characteristics of the various propulsion
approaches coupled with the cleverly conceived Lunar Orbit
Rendezvous presents launch vehicle systems engineering at

its best. Good, consistent system design engineering, well-
thought-out testing, and focus on the goals took mankind to
another world for the first time in history.

12 SUMMARY

Design of a launch vehicle is a true exercise in systems design
and engineering. Because of the high performance required
and the rigorous environment, the design must be carefully
thought out, with a good understanding of requirements
and capabilities or failure is almost a foregone conclusion.
This chapter delivered a brief discussion of requirements
development and of the applications of the appropriate
technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reliability is a critical design attribute for systems operat-
ing in remote or inhospitable environments such as satel-
lites or sub-sea installations. Since physical access to these
high-value assets is difficult or impossible, maintenance can-
not be relied upon to compensate for substandard reliability
(Rausand and Høyland, 2004). As a result, designing high
reliability into these systems is an essential engineering and
financial imperative.

For space systems, statistical analysis of flight data, in par-
ticular of actual on-orbit reliability and multi-state failures,

would provide particularly useful feedback to spacecraft
designers. For example, such analysis can help guide satellite
test and screening programs and provide an empirical basis
for subsystem redundancy and reliability growth plans.

How reliable are satellites? Do they exhibit infant mor-
tality? What subsystems are responsible for most satellite
failures? These are some of the questions addressed herein.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the data and database used in this study.
Section 3 provides a nonparametric analysis of satellite relia-
bility. Building on these results, Section 4 provides paramet-
ric analysis and Weibull fits of satellite reliability, first using
a single Weibull distribution derived with the maximum like-
lihood estimation (MLE) method and second using a mixture
of Weibull distributions. Section 5 identifies the subsystems
driving satellite failure and quantifies the relative contribu-
tion of each subsystem to the failure of satellites. Section 6
concludes this work and discusses some of the limitations of
the present statistical analysis.

2 DATABASE AND DATA DESCRIPTION

The satellite failure data used for in this study were derived
from the SpaceTrak database (online address available in the
reference list). This database is used by most of the world’s
launch providers, satellite insurers, satellite operators, and
manufacturers, and it provides a history of on-orbit satellite
failures and anomalies, as well as launch histories since 1957.
While this database is not necessarily “complete” in a statis-
tical sense, since, for example, some military or intelligence
satellites may not have their failures reported, it is neverthe-
less considered the most authoritative in the space industry
with failure data for over 6400 spacecraft.
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Table 1. Data collection template and sample data for our statistical analysis of satellite reliability (satellites are not arranged/shown in
chronological order).

Failure date Censored time
Sample unit number Launch date (if failure occurred) Culprit subsystem (if no failure occurred)

Satellite #1 6 November 1998 15 November 1998 TTC —
Satellite #2 1 March 2002 — — 2 October 2008
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Satellite #1584 26 April 2004 28 March 2006 Mechanisms —

The sample here analyzed consisted of 1584 Earth-
orbiting satellites successfully launched between January
1990 and October 2008. Class I failures were considered for
the reliability analysis, that is, the retirement of a satellite due
to failure. For each spacecraft in the sample, the database pro-
vides (i) its launch date; (ii) its failure date, if failure occurred;
(iii) the subsystem identified as having caused the spacecraft
failure, hereafter referred to as the “culprit subsystem”; and
(iv) the “censored time,” if no failure occurred. Censoring is
further explained in the following section. The data collec-
tion template and sample data for the statistical analysis are
shown in Table 1.

3 NONPARAMETRIC SATELLITE
RELIABILITY

A brief overview of censoring in statistical data analysis and
the Kaplan–Meier estimator of reliability are here provided
before the nonparametric satellite reliability results are de-
rived and discussed. “Nonparametric” means that the statis-
tical analysis does not presuppose any specific parametric
distribution (this is also referred to as distribution-free analy-
sis; more details can be found in Lawless, 2003; Meeker and
Escobar, 1998).

3.1 Censored data sample and Kaplan–Meier
estimator

Censoring occurs when life data for statistical analysis of a
set of items are incomplete. Statistical analysis of satellite
reliability is confronted with type IV censoring (also known
as random censoring), that is, right censoring with staggered
entry. This means the following: (i) satellites are activated at
different points in time (i.e., satellites are launched at different
calendar dates), but all these activation times are known, (ii)
failures dates and censoring are stochastic, and (iii) censoring
occurs either because a satellite is retired from the sample be-
fore a failure occurs or because the satellite is still operational
at the end of the observation window under consideration (for
the purpose of this study, the observation window extended

till the end of October 2008). This situation is illustrated in
Figure 1.

Censoring requires careful attention in statistical life data
analysis: deriving a reliability function from censored life
data is not trivial, and it is important that it is done prop-
erly if the results are to be meaningful and unbiased. The
Kaplan–Meier estimator (Kaplan and Meier, 1958) is a pow-
erful analytical tool best suited for handling right and type
IV censoring and is adopted for analyzing satellite reliability.
The derivation of the Kaplan–Meier estimator formula can be
found in Castet and Saleh (2009a). The Kaplan–Meier esti-
mator of the reliability function with censored data is given
by equation (1):

R̂(t) =
∏

all i such
thatt(i) ≤ t

p̂i =
∏

all i such
thatt(i) ≤ t

ni − 1

ni

(1)

where


t(i) : time toith failure (arranged in ascending time order)

p̂i = ni − 1

ni

ni = number of operational units right beforet(i)

= n − [number of censored units right beforet(i)]

−[number of failed units right beforet(i)]

(2)
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Figure 1. Censored data with staggered entry (type IV censoring).
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Table 2. Failure times (in days) of Earth-orbiting satellites successfully launched between January 1990 and October 2008.

1 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5
7 9 12 15 15 16 16 23 36 51 53
64 68 73 79 89 102 107 123 128 131 167
190 197 221 229 237 252 271 309 314 317 334
364 465 515 696 701 713 722 724 787 1053 1073
1122 1146 1167 1184 1233 1256 1347 1458 1551 1637 1778
1797 1836 1967 2009 2091 2097 2098 2181 2191 2237 2429
2434 2472 2577 2580 2624 2702 2917 2947 2963 3038 3077
3159 3268 3455 3684 3759 4192 4324 4909 5043 5207

Should there be coincidence of the failure times, saymi units
failing at exactlyt(i) – this situation is referred to as a tie of
multiplicity m – then equation (2) is replaced by

p̂i = ni − mi

ni

(3)

If a censoring time is exactly equal to a failure time, a conven-
tion is adopted in statistical analysis that assumes censoring
has occurred immediately after the failure (i.e., at an infinitely
small time interval after the failure).

3.2 Confidence interval analysis

The Kaplan–Meier estimator (equation (1)) provides a max-
imum likelihood estimate of reliabilitŷR(ti) but does not in-
form about the dispersion of the actual (unknown) reliability
around the estimated reliabilitŷR(ti). This dispersion is cap-
tured by the variance or standard deviation of the estimator,
which is then used to derive the upper and lower bounds for
say a 95% confidence interval (i.e., a 95% likelihood that the
actual reliability will fall between the two calculated bounds,
with the Kaplan–Meier analysis providing us with the most
likely estimate). The variance of the estimator is provided by
Greenwood’s formula (equation (4)):

vâr[R(ti)] ≡ σ2(ti) = [
R̂(ti)

]2 ·
∑
j≤i

mj

nj(nj − mj)
(4)

The 95% confidence interval is determined by equation (5):

R95%(ti) = R̂(ti) ± 1.96· σ(ti) (5)

3.3 Nonparametric satellite reliability results

Having covered the background information on censoring,
the Kaplan–Meier estimator, and the confidence interval

analysis, satellite failure data can now be analyzed. As a re-
minder, the sample analyzed for this study consisted of 1584
Earth-orbiting satellites successfully launched between Jan-
uary 1990 and October 2008. The data included 98 failures
times and 1486 censored times. The (ordered) failure times
are provided in Table 2.

The data are then treated with the Kaplan–Meier estimator
(equation (1)), and the nonparametric satellite reliability re-
sults are obtained. In addition, when equations (4) and (5) are
applied to the data, the 95% confidence intervals are derived.
The nonparametric satellite reliability results along with the
95% confidence intervals are shown in Figure 2.

The tabular data for Figure 2 are provided in the Appendix,
Tables A1 and A2. Vertical cuts across Figure 2 read as fol-
lows. For example, satellite reliability att = 1 year will be be-
tween 96.1 and 97.8% with a 95% likelihood – these values
constitute the lower and upper bounds of the 95% confidence
interval att = 1 year. In addition, the most likely estimate of
satellite reliability at this point in time iŝR = 96.9%.

The most likely estimate of satellite reliability drops to ap-
proximately 94% after 6 years on orbit. Past 12 years, satel-
lite reliability lies roughly between 90 and 91%. Figure 2
and Tables A1 and A2 are actual/observed satellite reliabil-
ity values (not reliability specifications or requirements), and
they constitute an answer to how reliable recently launched
Earth-orbiting satellites have been.

Several trends can be seen in Figure 2, the most noticeable
one being the steep drop in reliability during the first year of
operation. These trends are better captured in a parametric
analysis of reliability, as discussed in the next section.

4 PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF
SATELLITE RELIABILITY

Nonparametric analysis provides powerful results since the
reliability calculation is unconstrained to fit any particu-
lar pre-defined lifetime distribution. However, this flexibil-
ity makes nonparametric results neither easy nor convenient
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Figure 2. Satellite reliability with 95% confidence interval.

to use for various purposes often encountered in engineer-
ing design (e.g., reliability-based design optimization). In
addition, some failure trends and patterns are more clearly
identified and recognizable with parametric analysis. Several
possible methods are available to fit a parametric distribu-
tion to the nonparametric reliability results (as provided by
the Kaplan–Meier estimator), such as graphical procedures
and inference procedures. In the following, two such methods
are briefly reviewed, the probability plots and the maximum
likelihood estimation method. The former is used to justify
the choice of a Weibull distribution to model satellite reli-
ability, and the latter is used to calculate the parameters of
the Weibull distribution. Following these calculations, a more
advanced parametric fit is provided based on Weibull mixture
distribution, and it will be shown that this mixture distribution
properly captures all the trends in the nonparametric satellite
reliability results.

4.1 Weibull distribution

The Weibull distribution is one of the most commonly used
parametric distributions in reliability analysis. The reason
for its wide adoption is that it is quite flexible, and, with
an appropriate choice of one of its two parameters (the shape
parameterβ, as discussed below), it can model different kinds
of failure behaviors. More specifically, the Weibull distribu-
tion can model an increasing failure rate (wear-out) by setting
β > 1, a decreasing failure rate (infant mortality) by setting

β < 1, or a constant failure rate (i.e., an exponential distri-
bution) by settingβ = 1. The Weibull distribution has two
parameters: the shape parameterβ and the scale parameterθ.
Its failure rate can be written as follows:

λ(t) = β

θ
·
(

t

θ

)β−1

with θ > 0, b > 0, t = 0 (6)

The shape parameterβ is dimensionless, and the scale
parameterθ is expressed in time units. The resulting
reliability function is

R(t) = exp

[
−

(
t

θ

)β
]

(7)

4.2 Probability plot or graphical estimation
method

Probability plots constitute a simple and visually appealing
graphical estimation procedure for fitting a parametric dis-
tribution to nonparametric data. This procedure is based on
the fact that some parametric models such as the exponen-
tial or Weibull distribution can have their reliability func-
tion linearized using a particular mathematical transforma-
tion. Details about probability plots and more specifically
the Weibull plot can be found in Castet and Saleh (2009a).

The general idea of probability plots or graphical
estimation technique is the following: given nonparametric
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Figure 3. Weibull plot of the Kaplan–Meier estimated satellite
reliability.

reliability results,R̂(ti), as derived by the Kaplan–Meier esti-
mator, for example, one can easily test whether a parametric
distribution is an appropriate fit for these results or not. For
example, to test whether the Weibull distribution is an ap-
propriate parametric fit for the data, one plots ln

[−ln R̂(ti)
]

as a function of ln(ti). If the data points are aligned in the(
ln(t); ln

[−ln R̂(t)
])

space – the resulting graph is termed
the Weibull plot – then one can conclude that the data effec-
tively arise from a Weibull distribution, that is, the underlying
parametric distribution is indeed a Weibull. If the data points
are not aligned then the Weibull distribution can be dismissed
as an unfit parametric model for the data. Figure 3 shows the
Weibull plot of satellite reliability.

Figure 3 shows the data points are well aligned. The coef-
ficient of determinationR2 = 0.9835. This result provides a
good indication that the Weibull fit is indeed a good distribu-
tion to model the actual (nonparametric) satellite reliability.
Said differently, this result indicates that satellite reliability,
to a first-order approximation, is indeed Weibull distributed.

Probability plots or graphical estimation methods for para-
metric fit have a powerful advantage in their simplicity: they
are easy to set up, they do not require involved calculations,
and they give immediate (visual) information about the va-
lidity (or not) of the assumed parametric distribution. In addi-
tion, the parameters of the assumed distribution (in our case,
the Weibull distribution) can be calculated by a simple linear
least squares fit of the data on the probability plots. However,
probability plots have some disadvantages when used to cal-
culate the actual parameters of the distribution. For example,

1. With distributions requiring logarithm time transforma-
tions, such as the Weibull distribution, excessive weight
is given to the early failure times and not enough weight
to later failure times. As a consequence, the resulting

parametric fit is biased (towards more precision for early
failures).

2. As a consequence of (1), the least squares fit on the prob-
ability plot does not result in minimum variance estimate
of the actual distribution.

3. The estimation of the parameters may be poor if the fail-
ure times are not scattered properly across the data range.

If the objectives of a reliability study do not require overall
“precise” results, then probability plots or graphical estima-
tions are adequate for conducting parametric fits. Otherwise,
one should revert to the more precise, but analytically in-
volved, maximum likelihood estimation method discussed
next.

4.3 Maximum likelihood estimation

Maximum likelihood estimation addresses all the limitations
of probability plots and provides more precise parametric fits
than graphical estimation1. Conceptually, the MLE method
is based on the following: given a set of observed data and
assuming a parametric life distribution with unknown param-
eters (e.g., two parameters for the Weibull distribution), a
likelihood function is defined as the probability of obtaining/
generating the observed data from the chosen parametric dis-
tribution. When an exhaustive search is conducted over the
unknown parameters of the distribution, the values of these
parameters that maximize the likelihood function are termed
the maximum likelihood estimates and the method is known
as the MLE. Additional details can be found in Lawless
(2003), and the analytical derivation of the Weibull MLE
provided in Castet and Saleh (2009d).

The MLE Weibull procedure provides the following
results for the shape and scale parameters:

β = 0.4521

θ = 2607 yr
(8)

Thus, the associated MLE Weibull model for satellite relia-
bility is given by equation (9):

R(t) = exp

[
−

(
t

2607

)0.4521
]

for t ≥ 0 (9)

The resulting fit is shown in Figure 4a and will be discussed
and compared to the mixture distribution in the next subsec-
tion. The important result in equation (9) is that the shape pa-
rameter is less than 1. This result – equation (9) and the corre-
sponding fit shown in Figure 4a – indicates a clear propensity
for infant mortality in satellite reliability and failure behavior.
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Figure 4. (a) and (b). Nonparametric reliability and parametric fits.

4.4 Finite mixture distributions

Several distributions, such as the exponential, the Weibull,
or the lognormal, can be used as a basis for linear combi-
nations to generate a mixture distribution. To build on the
previous discussion and results, the Weibull distribution is
used in this subsection as the basis for the mixture distri-
bution. The parametric reliability model with a mixture of
Weibull distributions can be expressed as follows:

R(t) =
n∑

i=1

αiexp

[
−

(
t

θi

)βi

]
(10)

where


n is the number of distributions in the mixture

0 ≤ αi ≤ 1
n∑

i=1
αi = 1

(11)

In the following, a mixture with two Weibull distributions is
considered, and a nonlinear least squares method is used to
compute the value of the various parameters of the mixture.
Two Weibull distributions are sufficient to accurately cap-
ture the nonparametric satellite reliability results, and higher-
order mixtures did not yield improved accuracy to justify its
use. The best fit for the parameters of the 2-Weibull mixture
distribution are the following:

β1 = 0.2575 β2 = 1.9970

θ1 = 982 100.0 yr θ2 = 10.2 yr

α1 = 0.9484 α2 = 0.0516

(12)

The resulting reliability function is the following (equation
(13)):

R(t) = 0.9484 exp

[
−

(
t

982 100

)0.2575
]

+ 0.0516 exp

[
−

(
t

10.2

)1.9970
]

(13)

The two parametric fits of the satellite reliability, the sin-
gle Weibull and the 2-Weibull mixture, are shown in Fig-
ure 4a and b, alongside with the nonparametric reliability. It
is worth pointing out that the first Weibull element with a
shape parameterβ1 = 0.2575 captures satellite infant mor-
tality, whereas the second Weibull element with a shape
parameterβ2 = 1.9970 captures satellite wear-out failures.
The quality of fit of these two parametric distributions is
briefly discussed in the following section.

4.5 Comparative analysis of the single versus the
mixture distributions Weibull fits

Both parametric models provide relatively precise approxi-
mation of the nonparametric reliability as can been seen from
Figure 4a and b. However, a visual inspection of Figure 4b in-
dicates that the 2-Weibull mixture distribution follows with
a higher precision, the trends present in the nonparametric
satellite reliability. To quantitatively gauge the improvement
between the single Weibull and the 2-Weibull mixture dis-
tributions, the maximum and the average error between the
nonparametric reliability (the benchmark) and the parametric
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Table 3. Error between the nonparametric reliability and the para-
metric models over 15 years.

Maximum error Average error

Parametric fit Percentage point

Single Weibull 1.12 0.42
2-Weibull mixture 0.55 0.16

models are calculated. The results are shown in Table 3 and
provide a rough first measure of the quality of the fit.

Table 3 shows that both parametric models are quite accu-
rate with a maximum error of roughly 1.1 percentage point for
the single Weibull and 0.4 percentage point for the 2-Weibull
mixture distribution. In other words, by using equation (9),
for example, to model satellite reliability, the result will be at
most 1.1 percentage point off from the actual (nonparametric)
satellite reliability.

Although both parametric models may be considered ade-
quate, the 2-Weibull mixture distribution is significantly more
accurate than the single Weibull distribution in capturing the
actual nonparametric satellite reliability. However, if high ac-
curacy is not sought, then the single Weibull distribution with
its simplicity (only two parameters) is more convenient to use
and adopt as a parametric model for satellite reliability than
the five-parameter 2-Weibull mixture distribution.

In addition to the calculation of the maximum and av-
erage errors, a more detailed analysis of the error residuals
is conducted of both parametric models with respect to the
nonparametric reliability. The results are shown in Figure 5
in the form of two box plots for the residuals of the single
Weibull and the 2-Weibull mixture distributions. A box plot

Single Weibull – MLE 2-Weibull mixture
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Figure 5. Box plots of the residuals between the Weibull fits and
the nonparametric reliability over 15 years.

Table 4. 25th and 75th percentiles for the residuals of the parametric
fits.

25th percentile 75th percentile

Parametric fit Percentage point

Single Weibull −0.28 0.51
2-Weibull mixture −0.13 0.15

reads as follows: the lower boundary of the “box” is deter-
mined by the first quartile (25th percentile) of the residuals
and the upper boundary by the third quartile (75th percentile).
The linewithin the box corresponds to the median value, and
the “whiskers” outside the box represent the minimum and
maximum of the residuals.

Figure 5 confirms the higher precision of the mixture of
distributions over 15 years. The residuals of the mixture of
distributions have a smaller spread than those of the single-
function parametric fits:

1. The 25th and 75th percentile are less dispersed for the
mixture of distributions (i.e., smaller box), as shown in
Table 4.

2. The extreme values are less spread (i.e., shorter
whiskers). The actual values are provided in part in
Table 3.

3. The residuals of the 2-Weibull mixture distribution are
more symmetrically dispersed that those of the single
Weibull. In addition, the normal probability plot of the
residuals of the 2-Weibull mixture distribution shows that
these residuals are quasi-normally distributed. Hence, it
is reasonable to conclude that all the failure trends in
the data are properly captured by the 2-Weibull mixture
distribution (this is not the case for the single Weibull
model).

This last comment indicates that it is likely superfluous
to fit higher-order mixture distributions (n > 2), since the
2-Weibull mixture distribution properly captures the trends
in the nonparametric data, as shown by the quasi-random
dispersion of the residuals.

5 RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF EACH
SUBSYSTEM TO SATELLITE FAILURE

This section quantifies the relative contribution of each sub-
system within a satellite to the failure of satellites or their
unreliability. The analysis in this section is a first step to-
wards the identification of various failure modes leading to
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the loss of satellites. It should prove useful to the space indus-
try, in general, and satellite designers and program managers,
in particular, in helping them, for example, to focus attention
and resources on subsystems with high(er) propensities for
failure and guiding test and screening programs accordingly.

The following satellite subsystems are recognized in the
database2:

1. Gyro/sensor/reaction wheel (hereafter referred to
simply as gyro);

2. Thruster/fuel;
3. Beam/antenna operation/deployment;
4. Control processor (CP);
5. Mechanisms/structures/thermal (mechanisms);
6. Payload instrument/amplifier/on-board data/computer/

transponder (payload);
7. Battery/cell;
8. Electrical distribution;
9. Solar array deployment (SAD);

10. Solar array operating (SAO);
11. Telemetry, tracking, and command (TTC).

Descriptions of these subsystems can be found in Wertz and
Larson (1999). When the culprit subsystem that led to the
failure of the satellite could not be identified, the failure of
the spacecraft is ascribed to an “unknown” category in the
database. Only the beam/antenna operation/deployment sub-
system exhibits no class I failure in the dataset. Thus, the
following study is confined to the 10 remaining subsystems
plus the unknown category.

For each subsystemj identified in the database, its prob-
ability of leading to the failure of the satellite,̂Psubsystem,j , is
calculated based on the estimated reliability of the subsystem
obtained by applying the Kaplan–Meier estimator, as done to
satellite reliability in Section 3:

P̂subsystem,j = 1 − R̂subsystem,j (14)

Next is computed the probability of failure of a satellite as
follows:

P̂satellite = 1 − R̂satellite (15)

R̂satelliteis the estimated nonparametric satellite reliability ob-
tained with the Kaplan–Meier estimator (shown in Figure 2).

The percentage contribution of subsystemj to the failure
of a satellite is then given by

rj = P̂subsystem,j

P̂satellite
(16)

The full plot of the evolution in time of the relative con-
tributions of subsystems to satellite failure is available in
Castet and Saleh (2009b). For brevity and readability pur-
poses, snapshots of the subsystems’ contribution to satellite
failures are provided in Figure 6 at four discrete points in time,
after 30 days, after 1 year, after 5 years, and after 10 years on
orbit.

For clarifications, the percentages shown in Figure 6 here
are cumulative over time. For example, in Figure 6d, one can
read that the thruster/fuel subsystem is responsible for 13%
of the satellite failures over 10 years on orbit and not 13%
during the 10th year on orbit.

It is worth noting in Figure 6a that solar array deployment
and TTC account respectively for 17 and 22% of the failures
of the first 30 days on orbit. Thus, satellite infant mortality,
as discussed in Sections 3 and 4, is driven to a large extent
by these two subsystems. It can also be observed that the
gyro and TTC are the major contributors to satellite failures,
accounting for 18 and 19%, respectively, of satellite failures
over a period of 10 years. Careful analysis of their failure
modes as well as reliability growth programs for these sub-
systems would be particularly useful in improving satellite
reliability.

6 LIMITATIONS

A discussion is in order regarding the limitations of the anal-
ysis and results in this chapter; one limitation concerns the
statistical relevance of the sample and one the multistate fail-
ure analysis of satellites.

The results here provided represent the “collective” failure
behavior of satellites recently launched. It can be argued how-
ever that no two (or more) satellites are truly alike, and that
every satellite operates in a distinct environment (in different
orbits or even within the same orbit, where satellites, unless
they are co-located, are exposed to different space environ-
ment conditions). The situation of the space industry is dif-
ferent from that, for example, of the semiconductor industry
where data on, say, thousands of identical transistors operat-
ing under identical environmental conditions are available for
statistical analysis (or other industries with items for which
failure data can be easily obtained from accelerated testing
or field operation). The consequence is that in the absence
of “satellite mass production,” statistical analysis of satel-
lite failure and reliability data faces the dilemma of choos-
ing between calculating precise “average” satellite reliability
or deriving a possibly uncertain “specific” satellite platform
reliability. This dilemma is explained in the following two
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Figure 6. Subsystem contributions to satellite failures after (a) 30 days; (b) 1 year; (c) 5 years; (d) 10 years on orbit.

possible approaches. The first approach is to lump together
different satellites and analyze their “collective” on-orbit fail-
ure behavior (assuming that the failure times of the satel-
lites are independent and identically distributed (iid)). The
advantage of doing so is that one can work with a relatively
large sample, as done in this chapter, and thus obtain some
precision and a narrow confidence interval for the “collec-
tive” reliability analyzed. The disadvantage is that theiid as-
sumption can be challenged, and the “collective” reliability
calculated (with precision) may not reflect the specific relia-
bility of a particular type of spacecraft in a particular orbit.
The second approach is to specialize the data, for example,
for specific spacecraft platform or mission type or for satel-
lites in particular orbits. The advantage of doing so is that
the reliability analyzed is specific to the type of spacecraft
considered (it is no longer a “collective” on-orbit reliability).

The disadvantage is that the sample size is reduced, and as
a consequence, the confidence interval expands. Given the
available number of satellites (a few thousands), data spe-
cialization, which could reduce the sample size to say fewer
than a hundred data points, would result in significantly large
confidence intervals, and thus highly dispersed and uncer-
tain “specific” satellite reliability calculations. This chapter
provided results based on the first approach, the “collective”
failure behavior of satellites recently launched. Reliability
results based on data specialization by satellite mission type,
orbit type, and mass category can be found in Castet and
Saleh (2009c), Hiriartet al. (2009), and Dubos, Castet and
Saleh (2009).

The second limitation that should be noted is that statisti-
cal analysis and modeling here provided were confined to the
binary concept of reliability in which an item is considered
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to be either in an operational or failed state. When a finer
resolution on the failure behavior of a system is sought, mul-
tistate failure analysis should be conducted. Multi-state fail-
ure analysis accounts for “degraded states” or partial failures,
and thus provides more insights into the degradation behav-
ior of a system, and its progression towards complete fail-
ure. Multistate failure analysis is statistically and analytically
involved. However, by conducting such an analysis, one adds
finer resolution to the understanding of on-orbit failures and
anomalies than what is possible with the traditional reliability
analysis. Results of satellite multistate failure analysis can be
found in Castet and Saleh (2009f).

7 CONCLUSION

Reliability has long been recognized as a critical design at-
tribute for space systems. Since physical access to these high-
value assets is difficult or impossible, maintenance cannot
be relied upon to compensate for substandard reliability. It
is therefore imperative to design high reliability into satel-
lites. Statistical analysis of flight data, in particular of actual
on-orbit failure/reliability data, would provide particularly
useful feedback to spacecraft designers. For example, such
analysis can help guide satellite test and screening programs
and provide an empirical basis for subsystem redundancy and
reliability growth plans.

This chapter provided a nonparametric statistical analy-
sis of satellite reliability. Parametric fits using a Weibull and
mixture distributions were also provided and discussed. The
relative contribution of each subsystem to the failure of satel-
lites was quantified, and the “culprit” subsystems driving
unreliability were identified.

NOMENCLATURE

mi multiplicity of ties at timet(i)
n order of the mixture distribution
ni number of items functioning right beforet(i)
P̂satellite probability of satellite failure
P̂subsystem,j probability of satellite failure due to subsystemj
p̂i conditional probability of survivingt(i) + δt
R(t) reliability function, also known as the survivor

function
R̂(t) Kaplan–Meier estimator of the reliability

function from a censored dataset
R̂satellite Kaplan–Meier estimated nonparametric satellite

reliability

R̂subsystem,j Kaplan–Meier estimated nonparametric reliabi-
lity of subsystemj

R2 coefficient of determination in a regression
analysis

rj percent contribution of subsystemj to the
probability of satellite failure

t(i) ith failure time, arranged in ascending order
vâr estimated asymptotic variance ofR̂

β Weibull shape parameter (dimensionless
parameter)

λ(t) failure rate, also known as the hazard function
θ Weibull scale parameter (years)
σ estimated asymptotic standard deviation ofR̂

APPENDIX – TABULAR DATA

Table A1. Tabular data for the Kaplan–Meier plot of satellite reli-
ability in Figure 2.

Failure time Failure time Failure time
ti (yr) R̂(ti) ti (yr) R̂(ti) ti (yr) R̂(ti)

0.0027 0.9975 0.6899 0.9740 5.3854 0.9486
0.0055 0.9968 0.7420 0.9732 5.5003 0.9475
0.0082 0.9956 0.8460 0.9725 5.7248 0.9464
0.0110 0.9943 0.8597 0.9718 5.7413 0.9453
0.0137 0.9930 0.8679 0.9711 5.7440 0.9442
0.0192 0.9924 0.9144 0.9703 5.9713 0.9430
0.0246 0.9918 0.9966 0.9696 5.9986 0.9419
0.0329 0.9911 1.2731 0.9688 6.1246 0.9408
0.0411 0.9898 1.4100 0.9681 6.6502 0.9396
0.0438 0.9885 1.9055 0.9673 6.6639 0.9384
0.0630 0.9879 1.9192 0.9665 6.7680 0.9372
0.0986 0.9872 1.9521 0.9657 7.0554 0.9359
0.1396 0.9865 1.9767 0.9649 7.0637 0.9347
0.1451 0.9859 1.9822 0.9641 7.1841 0.9334
0.1752 0.9852 2.1547 0.9633 7.3977 0.9322
0.1862 0.9845 2.8830 0.9624 7.9863 0.9308
0.1999 0.9838 2.9377 0.9616 8.0684 0.9295
0.2163 0.9831 3.0719 0.9607 8.1123 0.9281
0.2437 0.9824 3.1376 0.9598 8.3176 0.9267
0.2793 0.9817 3.1951 0.9590 8.4244 0.9253
0.2930 0.9810 3.2416 0.9581 8.6489 0.9238
0.3368 0.9803 3.3758 0.9572 8.9473 0.9223
0.3504 0.9796 3.4387 0.9564 9.4593 0.9207
0.3587 0.9789 3.6879 0.9555 10.0862 0.9188
0.4572 0.9782 3.9918 0.9545 10.2916 0.9169
0.5202 0.9775 4.2464 0.9536 11.4771 0.9142
0.5394 0.9768 4.4819 0.9527 11.8385 0.9113
0.6051 0.9761 4.8679 0.9517 13.4401 0.9074
0.6270 0.9754 4.9199 0.9507 13.8070 0.9031
0.6489 0.9747 5.0267 0.9496 14.2560 0.8983
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Table A2. Tabular data for the confidence interval of satellite reliability in Figure 2.

95% Confidence 95% Confidence 95% Confidence
interval interval interval

Failure time Failure time Failure time
(yr) Lower bound Upper bound (yr) Lower bound Upper bound (yr) Lower bound Upper bound

0.0027 0.9950 0.9999 0.6899 0.9659 0.9820 5.3854 0.9366 0.9605
0.0055 0.9941 0.9996 0.7420 0.9650 0.9814 5.5003 0.9353 0.9596
0.0082 0.9923 0.9988 0.8460 0.9642 0.9808 5.7248 0.9340 0.9587
0.0110 0.9906 0.9980 0.8597 0.9634 0.9802 5.7413 0.9328 0.9578
0.0137 0.9889 0.9971 0.8679 0.9625 0.9796 5.7440 0.9315 0.9568
0.0192 0.9881 0.9967 0.9144 0.9617 0.9790 5.9713 0.9302 0.9559
0.0246 0.9873 0.9962 0.9966 0.9608 0.9784 5.9986 0.9289 0.9549
0.0329 0.9865 0.9958 1.2731 0.9600 0.9777 6.1246 0.9276 0.9540
0.0411 0.9849 0.9948 1.4100 0.9591 0.9771 6.6502 0.9262 0.9530
0.0438 0.9833 0.9938 1.9055 0.9582 0.9764 6.6639 0.9248 0.9520
0.0630 0.9824 0.9933 1.9192 0.9572 0.9757 6.7680 0.9234 0.9509
0.0986 0.9816 0.9928 1.9521 0.9563 0.9751 7.0554 0.9220 0.9499
0.1396 0.9808 0.9923 1.9767 0.9554 0.9744 7.0637 0.9205 0.9488
0.1451 0.9800 0.9917 1.9822 0.9545 0.9737 7.1841 0.9191 0.9478
0.1752 0.9792 0.9912 2.1547 0.9535 0.9730 7.3977 0.9176 0.9467
0.1862 0.9783 0.9907 2.8830 0.9525 0.9723 7.9863 0.9161 0.9456
0.1999 0.9775 0.9901 2.9377 0.9516 0.9716 8.0684 0.9145 0.9444
0.2163 0.9767 0.9896 3.0719 0.9506 0.9708 8.1123 0.9129 0.9433
0.2437 0.9759 0.9890 3.1376 0.9496 0.9701 8.3176 0.9113 0.9421
0.2793 0.9750 0.9884 3.1951 0.9486 0.9694 8.4244 0.9096 0.9409
0.2930 0.9742 0.9879 3.2416 0.9476 0.9686 8.6489 0.9080 0.9397
0.3368 0.9734 0.9873 3.3758 0.9466 0.9679 8.9473 0.9062 0.9384
0.3504 0.9725 0.9867 3.4387 0.9456 0.9671 9.4593 0.9043 0.9371
0.3587 0.9717 0.9862 3.6879 0.9445 0.9664 10.0862 0.9020 0.9356
0.4572 0.9709 0.9856 3.9918 0.9435 0.9656 10.2916 0.8997 0.9340
0.5202 0.9701 0.9850 4.2464 0.9424 0.9648 11.4771 0.8963 0.9321
0.5394 0.9692 0.9844 4.4819 0.9413 0.9640 11.8385 0.8926 0.9300
0.6051 0.9684 0.9838 4.8679 0.9402 0.9631 13.4401 0.8873 0.9275
0.6270 0.9676 0.9832 4.9199 0.9390 0.9623 13.8070 0.8813 0.9248
0.6489 0.9667 0.9826 5.0267 0.9378 0.9614 14.2560 0.8747 0.9219

NOTES

1. As long as the sample size is not exceedingly small
(e.g., in the single digits).

2. These categories are not necessarily spacecraft “subsys-
tems” in the traditional meaning of the word. For exam-
ple, the “Battery/Cell” and “Electrical Distribution” are
part of the spacecraft “power subsystem”, but they are
clearly identified in the database when they cause a space-
craft failure. As a result, we have in some of these cate-
gories, a finer resolution for causes of spacecraft failure
than the subsystem level (i.e., in some cases, it is the failure
at the sub-subsystem level that is identified). Notice also
that the “Solar Array Deployment” is a one-shot “subsys-
tem” or more precisely, a one-shot phase of the solar array
sub-subsystem. For convenience, all these 11 items in the
list are referred to as “subsystems.”
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1 THE ORIGINS OF FRACTIONATION

What is a spacecraft? Conventional thought would answer
this question in the context of typical space systems engineer-
ing: a payload or payloads are stationed on a space structure
that is capable of generating power, radiating unwanted
heat (or producing desirable heat), maneuvering, maintain-
ing some degree of required pointing control, providing
computing power for control and/or data processing, and
communicating to the ground (see, e.g., Wertz and Larson,
1999). All of these features are more or less housed onboard
the same vehicle. Around 2003, researchers at the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) began to con-
template the fundamental design principles of a spacecraft,

and more generally, a space system. At first, a wireless
spacecraft was hypothesized. Those who are familiar with
spacecraft design and integration know well the headache
of bulky wiring harnesses run like tangled spaghetti through-
out any satellite. Required to transfer power, data, and control
links within a spacecraft, a wiring harness consumes valuable
mass (typically around 5–10% of the total) and volume, is typ-
ically a critical path integration item, and is otherwise fraught
with potential open, shorted, and misconnected wiring. The
idea of a wireless spacecraft was not revolutionary. Groups
had been set up to define standards for such approaches, and
some small demonstration projects involving wireless pay-
loads had been developed. Mostly, typical Internet protocols
(IPs) were being considered, such as Bluetooth, 802.11(g)
and Zigbee. Although only capable of wireless data transfer,
other (but less mature) technologies were contemplated that
could transmit power wirelessly as well, such as microwave
or laser-based systems (Figure 1).

With this thought in mind, DARPA researchers then real-
ized that the spacecraft itself, if using wireless protocols
borrowed from personal electronics and the Internet, could
become a small network of subsystems. Although somewhat
obvious and mundane, this understanding was the mental
bridge to an even more radical notion: If indeed a satellite was
a network of components, and if that network could be a wire-
less one – why does one structure have to contain all of those
subsystems required for payload operation? Could instead a
variety of subsystem functions be physically separated onto
separate, free-flying modules (each their own spacecraft). So,
for instance, one could envision a computation module, a data
handling module, and a ground telemetry link interconnected
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Figure 1. A fractionated set of space systems in orbit.

among themselves and with the rest of the spacecraft through
a wireless data network. Power generation could likewise be
concentrated on a single spacecraft module and disseminated
wirelessly to the rest of the cluster through a variety of power-
beaming technologies. One can also imagine a single navi-
gation module responsible for inertial determination of its
attitude and position; the rest of the modules could derive their
inertial state by sensing only their relative state with respect
to the navigation module, or conversely, the navigation mod-
ule could determine the attitude of all other modules relative
to itself. Similarly, inertial station keeping can be centralized
on a single module equipped with thrusters. The rest of the
cluster could perform relative station keeping through, for
instance, electromagnetic force and torque transfer. In addi-
tion to all these free-flying bus elements, or resource modules,
it is not difficult to conceive flying each payload, for example,
a sensor, transponder, and so on, on an independent pay-
load module relying on the rest of the cluster for its resource
needs. DARPA termed this entire construct fractionation: the
decomposition of a space system into wirelessly interacting
functional elements (Brown and Eremenko, 2008).

Recall that this entire construct of fractionation began with
the concept of a spacecraft as a network-based information
system – both at a microscopic level (inside the satellite) and
at the macroscopic level (to include other spacecraft, as well
as ground systems). Thus, rather than talking about “mod-
ules” it is frequently more useful to talk of “nodes.” Here,
a node describes a basic space system functionality, which
can be addressed within the network. Thus, a given free-
flying module can be one or more nodes within the network.
The ground system itself is comprised of nodes. Each node

passes information among others, ultimately providing an
individual or a group of individuals the capability to collect
this information and utilize it to their benefit. This perspec-
tive raises many hypothetical questions. The first is, what
now is the distinction between “cyberspace” and “space?”
Interestingly, space here becomes a subset of cyberspace.
Spacecraft become inherent nodes in a more ubiquitous and
larger networked system, with their sole responsibility to
collect photons, aggregate them, process them (if required),
and ultimately to pass them to the ground. Other questions
include:

� Is fractionation worth the cost?
� What nodal functionality should be placed in a given

module, or on the ground? For instance, should com-
puting be done in space, or on the ground? Or, should
a single node responsible for downlinking data from mul-
tiple other nodes be placed into one physically disparate
module, or split up on multiple ones? In other words, if
fractionation is worth the cost, what is the “best” way to
fractionate?

� What technologies will be required to create fractionated
spacecraft?

� What other changes to space policy may be required to
allow fractionation to thrive?

It is the purpose of the remainder of this chapter to answer
the questions above.

2 FRACTIONATION DESIGN VARIABLES

Prior to entering a cost-benefits discussion of fractionation,
it is useful to first develop a basic construct to describe the
possible methods of fractionation. Indeed, the fractionation
approach opens up a multitude of design variables hitherto
unavailable to the space system designer. Conventional space
system design variables include, but are not limited to:

� spacecraft orbit
� lifetime
� reliability (single versus dual string, and so on)
� data downlink rate
� onboard processing capability
� onboard data storage capability
� spacecraft pointing knowledge and stability
� spacecraft cost

Again, this is not an all-inclusive list. Some, if not all, of
these variables are correlated and some may serve as con-
straints, not independent variables.
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Now, with fractionated spacecraft, a multidimensional
array of design variables becomes manifest. For each mod-
ule, all of the typical variables above apply, but in a much
less coupled way. New design variables include:

� The number of modules to compose a space system into
� The degree of heterogeneity and/or homogeneity within

the system (i.e., do the modules have distinct functionality,
or are modules very similar in functionality?)

� The level of computing performed in space versus that
performed on the ground.

� The network topology (e.g., hub and spoke and so on).
� The orbit of each module relative to the earth and relative

to other modules.
� The pointing requirements of each module.

It should be noted that in bringing together the con-
ventional design variables with the new ones, new design
paradigms appear. For example, consider a system in which
the onboard processing is provided by a unique, standalone,
“processing module,” and another module uniquely provides
data downlink. The lifetimes and reliability of these two mod-
ules may be very different: processing technologies advance
very rapidly. It may be decided that the processing module
has 2- to 3-year lifetime with single-string reliability. On the
other hand, data communications technologies do not dra-
matically change. Therefore, the downlink module may be
designed to have a 10- to 15-year life for the entire system.
Likewise, consider a payload with very stringent pointing
requirements. The module hosting that payload would need
to have such pointing capability. All other modules in the
system, on the other hand, could potentially have very coarse
pointing capability.

Figure 2 provides a very basic view of four different
approaches to fractionation. In this figure, all of the space
systems provide the same service of remote sensing. Three
different payloads are required (although not described, one
can imagine that they have unique sensing methodologies
and/or sensing wavelength bands). Because of the orbital
geometry and ground system design, it is assumed that some
sort of data storage and processing is required for each sen-
sor’s data stream, and ultimately that data is sent to the
ground. The first two designs are not new by any means.
The first design, Space System I, is a typical monolith carry-
ing all payloads. The second, Space System II, is a design of
three smaller monoliths, each carrying its own sensor. These
are conventional approaches, but are indeed unique subsets
of fractionated spacecraft. The last two space systems are
unconventional. In Space System III, the payloads are flown
on a single payload module, with a separate storage, process-
ing, and downlink module. In Space System IV, Payloads

Figure 2. A variety of approaches to fractionation to provide the
same remote sensing service.

are split onto separate modules, each with a storage capa-
bility, but then unique processing and downlink modules are
designed into the system.

Given all of the new design freedom that fractionation
provides, the question becomes “how does one best fraction-
ate?” More basically, why fractionate at all? At first glance, it
appears that fractionation will violate one of the fundamental
principles of space systems engineering which is to provide
a desired capability in a satellite with minimized mass. Frac-
tionation most probably has some mass penalty. With these
questions and issues in mind, one of the more significant
approaches developed in the fractionated spacecraft mind-
set is the use of value-based approaches that can be used as
measures of effectiveness in determining “optimal” design
architectures.

3 MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
FOR FRACTIONATED SPACECRAFT

In order to define what we mean by an “optimal” fractionated
architecture, it is necessary to discuss some of the attributes
of fractionated systems. Certainly fractionated space sys-
tems enable a whole array of new missions unattainable with
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monolithic satellites. These include, for instance, distributed
aperture sensing and observation, interferometry missions,
and missions requiring satellites beyond the capacity of the
largest single existing launch vehicle. This, however, is not
the main motivation for fractionation: fractionated architec-
tures are an enhanced paradigm for the implementation of
many, if not most, existing space missions.

3.1 Cost

The cost differences between traditional monolithic space-
craft and comparable fractionated versions must be
compared. Table 1 summarizes many of the elements of life-
cycle costs architectures, given the same mission. The most
notable cost penalty for fractionated systems is, of course, the
“overhead” associated with wireless connectivity between
modules (i.e., the transmitter and receiver equipment for data,
power, and so on) and the necessary duplication of some com-
ponents (e.g., thermal management, structure, propulsion,
and so on) across all modules.

Several cost elements clearly favor fractionated systems.
Likely most significant among these is the decoupling of indi-
vidual module requirements. The effect is threefold. First,
as previously discussed, stringent payload pointing, jitter,

isolation, and other requirements need only be imposed on
the module containing that particular payload – and not on
the rest of the spacecraft (including other payloads). This can
lead to a significant downsizing of attitude control systems;
one can even conceive that a computation or data storage
module could be gravity- or spin-stabilized (assuming omni-
directional wireless links and full body solar cell coverage of
course). Second, the integration, assembly, and test (IA&T)
problem for several smaller modules interconnected only
through a strictly defined wireless interface is significantly
simpler one than for a single larger spacecraft, which has
both technical and programmatic implications. Technically,
the larger spacecraft would include most of the contents of
the individual smaller modules, but their interactions – in
addition to the desirable data and power interfaces – would
also include undesirable ones such as vibrations, thermal
effects, and electromagnetic interference. Programmatically,
the implication is that a single module or payload element
does not lie in the critical path of the program. Thus, should
a payload module be delayed for one reason or another, the
entire program is not delayed. And third, but certainly not
least, is the decoupling of design reliability or design life-
time of the mission from that of individual modules. In other
words, each module can be designed for some optimal design
lifetime; multiple generations may be deployed throughout

Table 1. Lifecycle costs of fractionated architectures.

Phase Term Definition Favors

Development Requirements decoupling Pointing and jitter requirements for sensors/payloads are isolated
to individual modules reducing flywheel mass and IA&T
costs.

Fractionated

Systems engineering is at the individual module level reducing
IA&T costs

Design life and reliability can be treated as an independent
variable that can be optimized separately for each module
based on cost of reliability for various components

Fabrication Fractionation overhead Mass penalty due to wireless transceivers and some component
duplication on each module

Monolith

Production learning Learning curve effects due to the fabrication of multiple modules
of the same type

Fractionated

Commoditization Ability to transition to assembly line or other mass production
fabrication techniques

Fractionated

Launch Small launch vehicles Fractionated spacecraft favor (but do not require) the use of
small, responsive launch vehicles; the economic efficiency of
these vehicles is yet unknown

Ambiguous

Operations Operating complexity Operating a cluster of spacecraft versus a single spacecraft may
increase complexity; this may be moot with autonomous
cluster ops

Ambiguous

All Decoupling of classification Stringent classification requirements can be imposed on
individual modules – which would communicate to the ground
via virtual private network – and not the entire architecture

Fractionated
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the mission life of the system, and this may vary among mod-
ules. The ability to tailor design lifetime across the system can
potentially yield significant cost savings. The cost of attaining
a given level of reliability varies dramatically between differ-
ent subsystems and components. In a fractionated spacecraft,
each subsystem or group of components can be designed for
some optimal design lifetime specific to that subsystem or
components. Hardware with similar design lifetimes can be
aggregated on modules thus creating some short- and some
long-lived modules. Each can be replaced on its own time
frame. Such a design – effectively making reliability/design
lifetime an endogenous, independent design variable – is
likely to cost significantly less than an integrated monolithic
system built to some exogenously specified (and frequently
arbitrary) lifetime requirement.

Another facet of decoupling is the separation of security
environments between modules. In principle, for instance,
one can conceive of an architecture where a sensitive payload
is developed and launched separately from the other mod-
ules (which may include other, nonsensitive payloads). Once
on orbit, the sensitive payload could downlink to an appro-
priate ground facility over a shared link utilizing a properly
accredited virtual private network or comparable technology.
Confining security and classification requirements to a sin-
gle module can result in a tremendous cost savings in the
development of other payload and resource modules.

The standardization of resource modules across multiple
fractionated systems opens the door to (hitherto largely elu-
sive in the space industry) volume-based cost reductions. One
such effect is the learning curve. This curve is predicated on
the notion that individual and organization learning in the
course of fabricating multiple instances of the same item
reduces recurring labor costs. Somewhat distinct from the
learning curve, which is an artifact of experience, are the
potential cost savings due to the commoditization of produc-
tion, which is based on a fundamental change in fabrication
processes. While learning curve effects can be significant
over the production of just a handful of items, commoditiza-
tion requires volumes that have never – up to this point in time
– been attained in the space industry. Commoditization typ-
ically involves a significant reduction in the recurring labor
content of production at the expense of capital investment in
significant automation and a reduction in customization. The
automotive and personal computer industries are excellent
examples of commoditized manufacturing. Whether fraction-
ation will provide sufficient volumes to warrant a transition to
commoditized production is largely an unresolved question
of the breadth of its adoption. Should this happen, however, it
would be as profound and transformative event for the afford-
ability of space as the Ford Model T was for the affordability
of automobiles.

Also somewhat ambiguous in terms of its overall impact
on the cost-based merits of fractionation is the situation with
operating costs. Although conventional wisdom suggests that
operating a cluster of spacecraft would be a more complex
and costly undertaking than operating a single satellite, it is
precisely the complexity of operating a cluster and the need
to ensure collision-free trajectory planning that is likely to
force a significantly increased degree of autonomy in frac-
tionated spacecraft operations. Furthermore, the construct of
treating ground assets not as an entirely separate “ground
segment,” but simply as another node or set of nodes on
the network promises to simplify them and allow integra-
tion of multiple ground systems into a set of efficient, uniform
(yet distributed), command, and data distribution centers, and
could therefore reduce cost.

Finally, it is worthy to note that launch and operating
costs are two areas where fractionated architectures can either
suffer in comparison to their monolithic counterparts, or alter-
natively, are areas of great opportunity for them. Fractionated
modules certainly lend themselves to launches using emerg-
ing small, responsive vehicles such as the SpaceX Falcon 1
(to LEO) and the Falcon 9 (to GEO). The responsiveness and
flexibility of such vehicles is certainly a potential advantage
for fractionated satellites. Their promise of reduced cost per
kilogram to orbit, however, is widely regarded with skep-
ticism. This skepticism is frequently premised on optimistic
launch volume assumptions, which fractionated architectures
could go a long way toward realizing. Should these cost sav-
ings materialize, they will significantly strengthen the case
for fractionated systems based on cost alone. If they do not,
however, it is important to note that fractionated modules can
be launched in bundles on conventional launch vehicles or, if
the orbitology is favorable, can be individually launched as
secondary payloads on unrelated missions.

There are some certain cost penalties associated with
fractionation. There are also undisputable advantages. The
overall cost proposition is ambiguous until further develop-
ment and operational testing can be accomplished. But one
can say, with a reasonable degree of certainty, that if the frac-
tionated paradigm gains widespread acceptance, it is likely
to be transformative even on the cost basis alone. In order
to gain widespread acceptance in the first place, of course,
it must have other demonstrable advantages. Thus, we turn
our attention to the flexibility and robustness of fractionated
spacecraft.

3.2 Flexibility

Flexibility can be defined as the ability of a system to change
on demand. A flexible system is one that offers its owner,
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Table 2. Flexibility – ability of a system to change on demand.

Term Synonyms Definition

Scalability Incremental deployment Ability to add components or capability to a system throughout its lifetime
Evolvability Upgradeability Ability to replace components due to technology obsolescence
Maintainability Sustainability Ability to replace components that have failed or are near end of life
Adaptability Reconfigurability/ Ability to reconfigure existing system functionality to meet new needs or circumstances

versatility

developer, operator, or other interested party – whom one
can term the stakeholder – options to alter the system in some
way or leave it unchanged. Why is flexibility a good thing?
In a perfect and static – albeit rather boring – world, flexi-
bility would be worthless. The world we live in, however, is
uncertain. It is impossible to design a system from the out-
set that anticipates every possible occurrence throughout its
lifetime. So we design systems that possess attributes such as
scalability, upgradeability, maintainability, and adaptability –
all manifestations of flexibility and all are a way of delay-
ing architectural decisions about the system into the future.
A list of these “ilities” applicable to fractionated spacecraft
is provided in Table 2, along with working definitions for
each.

A useful construct for thinking about flexibility and its
various manifestations is options. A flexible system is one
that gives its stakeholder(s) an assortment of options that he
(or they) can choose to exercise throughout the life of the
system. Scalability is the option to add modules to a system.
Evolvability and maintainability are options to remove mod-
ules and add others (or vice versa). And adaptability is the
option to somehow modify the system. There is, of course,
always the fifth option at any given time, which is to do noth-
ing. Fractionated systems are significantly more flexible than
monolithic ones because they give the stakeholder a wider
array of options throughout the lifetime of the system, and
these options are easier for the stakeholder to exercise. So,
for instance, a fractionated system can be easily scaled up
in capability throughout its lifetime through the incremen-
tal addition of individual modules in response to changing
demand. Similarly, the capability of the system could be
scaled down during the acquisition, design, and build cycle
simply by completing fewer payload elements (and poten-
tially deploying fewer resource/infrastructure modules) than
originally planned. The only way to scale up the capabil-
ity of a traditional monolithic satellite is to launch another
one. Scaling down a monolithic system is also a difficult
proposition, which would have huge technical implications
if such a decision is made beyond the initial design stages
of the program. Likewise, as particular technologies become
obsolete throughout the lifetime of the system, individual

modules housing those components in a fractionated archi-
tecture can be replaced with newer ones. In a monolithic
system, the only option is to launch a new one. With main-
tainability, again, failed modules in a fractionated cluster
can be individually replaced; a monolith, in the absence of
on-orbit servicing, goes out of service and necessitates the
deployment of a new one. And fractionated systems are eas-
ily adaptable to unforeseen circumstances. So, for instance,
if a fractionated spacecraft module loses its on-board pro-
cessor, it would be able to utilize one on another module. A
traditional monolithic spacecraft in this situation – as count-
less real life examples have shown over the years – would be
doomed.

3.3 Robustness

While flexibility refers to the range of options that a stake-
holder has to alter the system in response to unforeseen
circumstances, robustness is the intrinsic ability of a system
to maintain functionality in response to unforeseen circum-
stances. The circumstances in this latter case tend to be
internal or external perturbations that impact the system’s
ability to perform its nominal mission. It is important to note
the distinction. Flexibility requires a stakeholder to take some
action to alter the system in response to an event. Robustness
refers to the system’s own intrinsic response to events.

Fractionated systems will be significantly more robust
than traditional monolithic satellites. To see why, it is helpful
to construct a taxonomy of failure types to further eluci-
date the forms that robustness can take. Table 3 provides a
summary of our taxonomic scheme. The most familiar form
of robustness is reliability. Reliability reflects the expected
design life of a system, or, for a fixed design life, the prob-
ability with which a system will last that length of time.
As a design variable, reliability reflects the designer’s cer-
tainty that a system will withstand some nominal operating
environment and nominal set of perturbations throughout its
life. There are two principal tools that a designer has for
effecting reliability in systems: redundancy and qualifica-
tion. Although redundancy can be accomplished somewhat
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Table 3. Robustness – retention of functionality in response to an internal or external stimulus.

Term Synonyms Definition

Reliability — Ability of a system to function under normal conditions
Survivability — Ability of a system to function off-nominal or unanticipated conditions
Resilience to fragility Robustness to fragility The (in)frequency with which a system succumbs to unmodeled, catastrophic,

cascading failures
Fault tolerance Graceful degradation Gradual loss of system functionality due to one or more failures

differently in fractionated architectures – by duplicating a
module delivering a particular functionality – this should
not impact overall reliability. Neither is the qualification of
fractionated components significantly different than that for
monolithic spacecraft. Thus, we see no fundamental reason
why the reliability of fractionated systems would differ sig-
nificantly from that of monolithic ones.

More interesting in the present context is another facet
of robustness – survivability. In contrast to reliability, sur-
vivability reflects the system’s response to future events or
conditions that were unanticipated (or at least not specif-
ically planned for) in the system design. These events or
conditions are typically ones that are severe and relatively
improbable, so that it is impractical to design the system to
be reliable to them. For instance, while a spacecraft is typi-
cally designed to be reliable to temperature fluctuations and
radiation, accommodation of a meteorite impact or an anti-
satellite attack is typically not an explicit design constraint;
a spacecraft that does not fail in these circumstances would
be termed survivable.

Fractionated spacecraft are likely to offer enhanced sur-
vivability.

First, fractionated systems have a spatial distribution
of components over a larger volume – target spreading,
in essence. Second, fractionation offers reduced fragility.
Fragility is the tendency of complex systems to experience
infrequent and improbable, but highly catastrophic failures
resulting from multiple cascading malfunctions. These have
been termed “black swans,” and have been attributed to
transitions of dynamical systems to chaotic regimes. Most
major catastrophes afflicting engineering systems are results
of fragilities – interactions of multiple unmodeled failure
modes. Modern examples include Apollo, Challenger, Cher-
nobyl, and Columbia.

The propensity of a system to experience such “black
swan” failure events appears to be related to the complex-
ity of the system. Fractionated spacecraft, by decomposing
what might be a highly complex space system into smaller
individual modules linked only via strictly enforced wire-
less interfaces, reduce the effective complexity of the overall
system to that of any individual module.

Fractionation is, in essence, analogous to the principal
mechanism for managing complexity in software systems:
abstraction, that is, defining and enforcing interfaces and
otherwise separating the whole into discrete, modular parts
which need not know anything about each other except at
the interfaces (interfaces in software systems are, of course,
not electromechanical in nature). And finally, one might note
that fault tolerance, which appears in Table 3, is not part
of our tripartite taxonomy for the forms or types of robust-
ness. It is simply an attribute that describes how a system
behaves in response to the various stimuli or conditions if
the system does not turn out to be robust to that particular
stimulus or condition. As a gross generalization, monolithic
systems are prone to step changes in functionality, while
appropriately designed fractionated systems should degrade
capability gracefully or incrementally.

3.4 Industrial based effects

While not attributes of specific fractionated architectures, the
paradigm as a whole would have some interesting – and
largely positive – effects on the structure of the aerospace
industry and the defense industrial base. Several specific
effects that are likely to result from the proliferation of frac-
tionated architectures; these are summarized in Table 4.

Note that most of the industrial-based effects discussed
here are positive externalities of fractionated systems. They
have no direct cost, value, or risk impact from architecture
to architecture or from mission to mission. In the aggregate,
however, we suggest that the proliferation of the fraction-
ated paradigm would significantly enhance the economics
and market structure of the aerospace industry.

3.5 The value paradigm

A variety of attributes that might differentiate fractionated
architectures from monolithic ones and may, in fact, differ-
entiate one fractionated architecture from another have been
noted. But how does one make decisions on the basis of these
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Table 4. Industrial base effects of fractionated architectures.

Term Definition

Reduced barrier to entry The splitting of a single large
spacecraft into smaller pieces
permits players outside of the large
traditional primes to participate in
development and fabrication

Increased number of
competitive
opportunities

With a standard open interface among
modules, a spacecraft mission or
program can be split up among
multiple contractors raising today’s
very small number of competitive
opportunities

Volume of responsive
spacelift

Launching fractionated spacecraft
modules may be a significant
market for small launch vehicle
payloads

Improved operator NPV If fractionated spacecraft really offer
an enhanced value proposition over
traditional monolithic ones, this
will enhance the NPV and
shareholder returns for commercial
operators

characteristics? How much should one be willing to pay for
a more flexible or more robust system? Is it possible to com-
pare to systems on the basis of their relative flexibility or
robustness?

The answer to these questions lies in the notion of value.
Value is a measure – wholly apart from cost – that reflects the
utility of a particular system to its owner or operator (whom
we term the stakeholder, as before). It will suffice to note that
outside the aerospace industry, the value metric (in the form
of net present value (NPV) is universally applied to evaluating
the merits of various systems, projects, products, and so on.

The term value here is used to refer to the total lifecycle
value delivered by a system. NPV, then, is the total lifecy-
cle value minus total lifecycle cost. NPV, a measure used in
making daily investment decisions in the business sector, is
simply the value of a project, less its cost, over the lifecycle
of the project. Inflows (value) and outflows (cost) are both
measured in dollar units. Out-year net values are discounted.
This technique accounts for a simple law of finance: a dol-
lar received tomorrow is worth less (now) than one received
today. This follows from the notion that there is a time value of
money. Put another way, there are opportunity costs for wait-
ing for a valuable commodity. The primary source of value
for any system – fractionated, monolithic, or otherwise –
is its mission; this is, after all, why we bother developing the
system in the first place. While the most significant source,

however, it is not the one that is of greatest interest to us
here. With the exception of several new missions enabled by
spatial distribution of payload components discussed supra,
one fractionated architecture will deliver the same mission
capability as another, differently fractionated architecture,
which is the same as the mission capability of a corresponding
monolithic system. The baseline mission value is, therefore,
identical for all of them.

What differentiates fractionated systems from one another
and from monolithic ones is the value of the derivative
attributes – flexibility, robustness, and so on – painstakingly
enumerated. These attributes are derivative because their
value is derived from the value of the underlying mission. In
the absence of an underlying value stream, the value of flexi-
bility and robustness is precisely zero. But, as one postulates
some nominal mission capability for all systems, it becomes
meaningful to compare the architectures on the basis of how
flexible, robust, and so on they are. Furthermore, if the value
of these attributes is quantified in units that are commensu-
rable with cost, meaningful cost-value tradeoffs for various
architectural options can be made, and programmatic risk for
various architectures can be traded against their expected net
value.

As we have noted in the taxonomic discussion of flexibil-
ity and robustness, both of these attributes become important
only in the presence of perturbing events or uncertainties.
Flexibility and robustness are both worthless in a world that is
static, certain, and a priori deterministic. For better or worse,
we do not live in such a (rather dull) world. In Table 5, some
of the lifecycle uncertainties or perturbations that affect space
systems are shown. Each of these perturbations can be mod-
eled as a probabilistic event with an appropriate distribution.
The distribution can be based on historical data (e.g., for
launch vehicle failures and development overruns) or on first-
principles or quasi-empirical analyses for the mechanism
underlying the perturbation (e.g., for component operational
failures and obsolescence). Given such perturbations, one can
then imagine a stochastic-based analysis (using Monte Carlo
techniques, and so on), in which possible futures are explored
in different fractionated systems. Such possible futures can
initiate some assumed response from the stakeholder, which
then results in some outcome in value (for that specific case).
Over many cases then, a probabilistic distribution of both cost
and value for a particular fractionated (or monolithic) design
can be determined.

An example is provided here to provide a better grasp of
the concept (Shah and Brown, 2008). Figure 3 provides a
notional depiction of a NPV comparison of two hypothetical
space architectures. The horizontal axis of the graph is cost,
in dollars. The vertical axis is value, also in dollars. Lines of
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Table 5. Lifecycle perturbations.

Perturbation Definition Example(s)

Development problem A problem arising during the development phase
leading to a workstream delay or budget overrun

Failure to mature a technology
Payload damaged during test

Funding fluctuation Volatility (usually, but not necessarily, a reduction)
in the available budget

Funding cut
Funding increase

Requirements change A change in program objectives subsequent to their
initial definition and commencement of
development

New threat identified during design
New stakeholder enters program

Launch failure Failure of launch vehicle payload to reach desired
orbit

Explosion of launch vehicle

On-orbit failure Component failure on orbit due to internal or
external event

Processor failure
Micrometeorite impact

Demand increase Demand for mission service exceeds original
expectations during development

Increased bandwidth needed in theater
New TV technology requires additional bandwidth

Obsolescence Emergence of new technologies favor newly
designed components over existing assets

Emergence of novel antenna or sensor technology
Moore’s law

equal NPV are shown as dashed lines for reference. The bold
line represents the points of zero NPV for all costs (the “break
even” solution); all points above the bold line have greater
value than cost, and all points below the bold line have greater
cost than value. Architecture 1 (A1) is representative of a
tightly coupled, complex (but typically “cheaper”), mono-
lithic system, whereas Architecture 2 (A2) is representative

Figure 3. Plot comparing the cost and value distributions of two
hypothetical space system architectures (A1 and A2).

of a distributed system. Both systems are designed to have
the same initial baseline capability. Uncertainty ellipses are
shown for A1 and A2 representing 1-sigma, 2-sigma, and 3-
sigma confidence levels (equivalent to 66%, 95%, and 99.7%
confidence levels, respectively). The first obvious behavior of
uncertainty profiles is that A1 has a much larger range of lev-
els in cost as compared to A2. This is a feature symptomatic
of the monolithic approach where all eggs have been placed
in one basket, and therefore all value is potentially spoiled
at once (e.g., a launch failure results in total loss of capabil-
ity). Next note that the uncertainty profile of A1 goes down
and to the right. In the case of total failures, the only path to
recovery is to start over, which adds costs, but delays avail-
ability. With discounting, the value decreases. The effect is
the same for delays in integration and test due to component
delays, and so on. Hence, as cost builds, value decreases. For
A2, the cost spread is reduced, and in fact, a large percent-
age of possible A2 costs lie in the same region of possible
costs for A1. Fundamentally, this is the result of distribution:
a loss or delay in one element does not result in total loss of
the system: it is more robust. A2 also demonstrates a behav-
ior in uncertainty profiles that as cost increases, so does the
value. This would be attributable to the value of flexibility.
For example, a distributed system can be scaled – elements
can be added as demanded to increase capability. Hypothet-
ically, new elements can be added much more quickly with
newer technologies. Is the increased value worth the added
cost? In this case, note that as more costly solutions are cho-
sen for A2, in general the NPV increases (as the solutions
move to higher NPV lines). Thus, in this case, flexibility is
worth the added cost. This approach is totally different from
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the conventional cost-centric deterministic approach: most
likely a specific cost for each architecture would be deter-
mined for a notional case, with A1 showing the least cost in
the “perfect world” scenario.

4 TECHNOLOGIES REQUIRED
FOR FRACTIONATION

Spacecraft fractionation is a complex systems engineering
endeavor, especially since in many ways the integration and
evaluation techniques are completely orthogonal to conven-
tional wisdom. A parallel and in some cases prerequisite
challenge will be the development of enabling technologies
that will allow fractionation to be made possible. A list of
such technologies, in rough order of their required sequence,
is as follows:

� Robust, self-forming networks: At a rudimentary level,
each spacecraft module in a fractionated system should
act as a uniquely addressable node on a network. From
this perspective, fractionation of a host of space systems
could be introduced in the near future. Although not meet-
ing the complete vision of breaking a spacecraft apart
into basic functions, this approach would have immediate
benefits, including flexibility and robustness in operations
and data dissemination. In this initial development, each
monolithic spacecraft itself would be a node on a wider
network to include all ground stations. In many ways, such
networks exist today, albeit in a less formal and more fed-
erated sense. What is eluded to here is, more formally,
an IP structure is developed for both telemetry, tracking,
and control (TT&C) and data downlink communication
between orbiting nodes and ground nodes. More aggres-
sive is the further development that then allows every
device on every spacecraft module in the cluster should
act as a uniquely addressable node on a network. Ideally,
in any state of progression, the network autonomously
accepts new spacecraft modules, reconfigures the network
to route around failed nodes, and adapts to unanticipated
events or the emergence of new capabilities.

� Secure, reliable, and interference-resistant wireless
communication: This technology will allow efficient
crosslinking of spacecraft nodes in orbit. This appears
immediately doable using existing spacecraft communi-
cation technologies. But, the question remains if such
technologies provide the most efficient and effective
means to transmit IP-based information. Possibly, the
adaptation of a variety of terrestrial wireless communi-
cations standards, as well as the development of entirely

new ones, to meet the stringent information assurance
requirements of national security space systems, will be
required.

� Scalable, adaptable, and fault-tolerant distributed com-
puting: In the context of the system abstraction borrowed
from the network stack, a distributed-computing layer,
operating just above the network layer, enables the shar-
ing of resources – for example, a data processor, a storage
device, a communications link, or a sensor – across the
network. Resources can be added to the network and uti-
lized by any distributed application. If a processor on
board one spacecraft module fails, that module will be
able to use a processor located anywhere else on the net-
work – even on network nodes located on other modules,
or on the ground.

� Autonomous, safe, and self-defending cluster navigation:
Spacecraft clusters require autonomous cluster man-
agement, station-keeping schemes, collision avoidance
strategies, and survivability features such as scattering
behaviors in the presence of external threats such as orbital
debris.

� Power beaming. The ability to distribute power by laser,
microwave, or other wireless transmission methods from
one space module to another could prove beneficial in the
future, especially if highly efficient end-to-end techniques
could be developed.

5 NEW PROCESSES AND POLICIES

Spacecraft fractionation will undoubtedly present many
technical challenges. Equally challenging will be the imple-
mentation of new processes and policies for space system
acquisition and operation:

� As discussed, value-centric methods provide the most fair
and equitable means in which to compare the trades-pace
of both monolithic and fractionated satellite architectures.
This approach is currently not used as fully as discussed
in commercial markets, and not at all in government
ones. Therefore, such approaches will require significant
changes in commercial business and government acqui-
sition philosophy.

� Equally challenging will be the mindset of space systems
becoming parts of a broader network. A clear distinction
remains between space systems and cyberspace systems
today, both administratively and operationally. The frac-
tionated philosophy blurs this distinction, which may lead
to friction between stakeholders and decision-makers in
the cyber and space communities. Ultimately, space sys-
tems will become a subset of cyberspace systems.
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� Cluster operations of spacecraft closely located together
(potentially) is not the norm today – the use of a variety of
highly autonomous strategies to allow safe cluster flight
will require new mindset in the operation of satellites for
a variety of users.

� Ultimately, fractionation will lead to a system of sys-
tems approach in which a variety of different users, each
with their own needs and mindsets, may share on-orbit
resources. This will require a level of interaction and inte-
gration across a vast number of organizations within the
space domain heretofore unseen or unheard of.

Regardless of the many challenges – whether technical
or political – fractionation will bring a level of flexibility,
robustness, and capability not available today. Indeed, many
unimaginable and new ways in which to use the power of the
network in the space domain will become apparent using the
approach of fractionation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Space stations are artificial structures designed for humans
to live in outer space. Until today, only low-Earth orbital
(LEO) stations, have been built and flown. Orbital stations
are typically large in size and therefore assembled on orbit.
They are intended to enable long-duration missions for dif-
ferent, mostly scientific disciplines and exploration-oriented
purposes. As a crewed system, a space station needs an envi-
ronmental control and life support system (ECLSS), which
specifically must respond to safety requirements. It is distin-
guished from other manned spacecraft by its lack of major
propulsion or landing systems – instead, other vehicles are
used to transport the crew to and from the station. Space

stations are designed for medium-term living in orbit, for
periods of weeks, months, or even years. The only space
station currently in use is the International Space Station.
Previous stations include the Salyutand Almazseries, Skylab,
and Mir stations.

Future missions for crew to destinations beyond low-
Earth orbit might need travelling space stations. These must
have large staged propulsion systems and are often named
Geospace Exploration Vehicles or Interplanetary Transfer
Vehicles, depending on their mission objectives. Common
features of manned orbiting stations and transfer vehicles are
pressurized modules, truss structures, large power and ther-
mal control systems. Our discussion will focus on orbital
space stations.

2 HISTORY

Perhaps the first but the most influential science fiction story
of space travel was Jules Verne’s De la Terreà la Lunein
1865. Roughly contemporary was Edward E. Hale’s short
story The Brick Moon, introducing the concept of a manned
station orbiting the Earth. Genuinely scientific thought about
space stations began with the Russian teacher and physicist
Konstantin Tsiolkovski, published in the beginning of the
last century. In the 1920s speculation about space flight was
popularized by the other two fathers of spaceflight – Hermann
Oberth and Robert H. Goddard. They described all of today’s
and potential future uses of space stations. The pioneering
thoughts and engineering designs by Noordung (1928), by
Pirquet (1928), and by Ross and Smith (1949) all provided
artificial gravity for their residents. This artificial gravity was
generated by a constant rotation of the stations. This idea
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Figure 1. Russian Salyutand the US Skylabspace stations.

was still being followed in 1952, when Wernher von Braun
designed a rotating wheel-shaped structure, powered by a
nuclear reactor. Nothing was known of the ability of humans
to live and work in zero gravity (Bekey and Herman, 1985;
Woodcock, 1986).

After the first landing of astronauts on the moon, the
inventory developed for the space race led to the first gen-
eration of space stations: the Russian Salyut-1(1971, see
Figure 1), Salyut-2(1973, first military Almaz-type), Salyut-3
(1974–75, second Almaz), Salyut-4(1974–1975) to Salyut-
5 (1976–77, third and the last military Almazstation), and
the US SkylabStation (1973–1974, de-orbited 1979, see Fig-
ure 1). The second generation of space stations, the Russian
Salyut-6(1977–82) and Salyut-7(1982–87, de-orbited 1991),
characterized by a second docking port to receive a second
visiting crew (Soyuz-capsule) or cargo (Progress-capsule)
vehicle had seen 16 crew/12 cargo and 10 crew/13 cargo
missions, respectively. The third generation of space sta-
tions began with the Russian Mir station (1986–2001) with
modular design, discipline-tailored modules each requiring
a separate heavy lift launch vehicle, extended servicing and
robotic capabilities including extravehicular activity (EVA)
by the crew. As a result of the end of the Cold War, initiated by
the Clinton administration in 1993, the assembly of the Inter-
national Space Station(ISS) started in 1998 as a merger of
the western Freedomstation design (1995–1993) and the Rus-
sian Mir station technologies and operational experience. The
utilization of the latter was shared with NASA by 8 Shuttle
servicing missions to Mir and long duration flights of NASA
and European astronauts. The ISS assembly complete is
expected in the time frame 2010–2011, with the latest Russian
research and power modules arriving not later than 2015. The
People’s Republic of China has publicized plans to create a
manned space station by 2012. Different approaches to open
space for tourists are currently studied (see Human Space:
Space Tourism and Space Tourism), for example, Bigelow
Aerospace is developing commercial inflatable habitat mod-
ules, derived from the earlier NASA Transhab concept. Gene-

sis I and Genesis II are 1
3 -scale unmanned prototype modules

placed into orbit to test the feasibility of inflatable structures.

3 SPACE STATION SYSTEMS

The most important characteristics that distinguish space sta-
tions from other space systems are (Messerschmid, et al.,
2009):

� Manned space system: A crew is permanently or tem-
porarily present and an exchange of crews can take place.
The presence of the crew requires a pressurized volume
as well as an enhanced environmental control and life
support system with a high degree of loop closure in
order to minimize re-supply masses. Safety standards are
also higher for crewed space systems. The crew must be
protected from the space environment, as for example,
radiation as well as micrometeoroid or debris impact. At
any time, a safe return to Earth, typically by a crew escape
vehicle, has to be possible.

� Size: A space station is a large space system that usu-
ally cannot be launched into orbit in one piece. Several
rocket launches and assembly and servicing missions are
required to build up the station. The assembly can be
either autonomous or assisted by astronauts. During the
assembly phase it must be ensured that the space sta-
tion is operational in all steps of the assembly sequence.
For example, attitude control must be guaranteed in all
different configurations occurring during assembly.

� Logistics: Regular visits of other spacecraft take place.
Those can be manned or unmanned spacecrafts for crew
exchange or re-supply of resources and experiment hard-
ware, and download of experimental samples and other
hardware.

� Lifetime: The lifetime of a space station is long compared
to other space systems. Stations are designed to last for
15 to 20 years.
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� Serviceability: The presence of the crew allows for main-
tenance and repair of the station. Parts with a limited
lifetime are exchanged through orbit replaceable units
(ORU) by the crew and defective components can either
be repaired or a replacement can be sent from the ground.

� Multi-purpose utilization: A space station can have sev-
eral purposes and serve, for example, as a laboratory for
different science disciplines, such as exploiting the spe-
cific space environments (e.g., micro-gravity, vacuum,
no atmosphere), astronomy or Earth observation, they
also function as refuelling station as well as an assem-
bly location for exploration spacecraft departing to other
destinations (see also Fundamental Physics in Space).

Some of the examples above only apply to stations orbiting
the Earth. However, the criteria are general enough for future
space stations at other destinations, for example, on low-lunar
orbit or close to one of the Earth–Moon or Sun–Earth Libra-
tion Points. Note that future manned interplanetary space
transportations systems will show some of the features of
a space station due to the long flight time required for such
transfers. While space stations exhibit all subsystems of other
spacecraft, they are significantly different in size and charac-
teristics, with additional subsystems present, as, for example,
the life support system. Due to the size of the subsystems,
synergies between different components help to reduce the
overall system mass while at the same time increasing the
safety by providing redundancies.

3.1 Space station concepts and configuration

As with aircraft, satellites, or any other space system, the
mission determines the system’s configuration. Therefore,
clearly articulating the mission by functions and parameters
brings a station concept closer to a realistic design suited be
developed, operated, and used. For instance, a station con-
figured to use microgravity differs from one for assembling
and integrating an interplanetary spacecraft. A station capa-
ble of both costs more to develop and uses more resources
to operate. Hence, crisply stating the station’s intended uses
benefits the station developer and the customers who pay
for operating it. Common space station missions use the
characteristics of low-Earth or other planetary orbits, or of
the stations themselves, to support typical space uses and
requirements.

The station’s capabilities have to be matched to the mis-
sion objectives in order to develop a clear profile for operating
the station most effectively. Often the integrated mission
objectives are not compatible with each other. For instance,
transportation or servicing operations may disturb the micro-
gravity environment, so more time is needed to allocate

both activities based on some sensible priorities. Note that,
especially for designs from scratch, objectives can be very
ill-defined – an interest in co-operating with another country
in a high-technology project, an available launch opportunity,
or the need to manage a scientific, technical, or commercial
task.

These objectives change quickly, and configurations
change with them, delaying, degrading, or even preventing
a design. Consider the relative merits of space-station con-
figurations presented in Tables 1 and 2. For example, in the
early 1980’s the so-called “Concept Development Group”
tasked by NASA conducted configurations studies for space
stations.

A number of “generic” types of architectures were defined
and analyzed. Their Delta configuration with its symmetric
shape flying with inertial attitude was shown to be best for
assembling an interplanetary spacecraft, whereas the Space
Station Dual Keel Freedom, like its precursors, Boeing’s
Space Operations Centeror Power Towerconcepts, was to
fly in a stable gravity gradient flight mode and thus better
in using microgravity for experiments. The latter, however,
need independent pairs of rotary α and β joints for solar
array tracking to allow efficient use of solar power and
minimum aerodynamic drag at the same time. Therefore,
as microgravity-driven experiments prevail, the Interna-
tional Space Stationderived there-of is operated in Local
Horizontal/Local Vertical and (unstable) gravity gradient
flight mode.

In the following the differences of the space station sub-
systems with respect to other spacecrafts will be discussed.

4 CHARACTERISTIC SUBSYSTEMS

4.1 Electrical power system (EPS)

The electrical power system of a space station is character-
ized by the large amounts of power needed in order to operate
it and to run experiments. This raises the question about the
availability and suitability of various power technologies for
space stations. For systems where continuous power gener-
ation is not possible, for example, photovoltaic systems, the
storage of energy can also be an important issue in the design
of the EPS. Especially for space stations flying in low-Earth
orbit, power storage can be a significant contributing factor to
the EPS mass: experiments and ECLSS must also run during
the regularly occurring eclipses. As it can be seen from Fig-
ure 2, an average value of the power consumption on a space
station is 0.25 kW t−1, less than half of this value is used for
payload operations.

All space stations built so far have used photovoltaic
units as their primary energy source. Photovoltaic generators
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Table 1. Space station architectures. NASA and industrial teams have studied various space station concepts. Some concepts have been
part of an evolving design and cannot stand alone. This is especially true for CDG Planar, Delta, Big “T” and Power Tower concepts
that had been part of the NASA Concept Development Group studies in 1983–1984. All four concepts included a similar cluster of four
pressurized modules, mounted on a large main truss structure, comprising station’s subsystems and onto which the radiators and solar
collectors are mounted. The only differences among these four concepts were to be found in the rigidity of their truss structures and in their
mode of attitude control and power supply. Detailed analysis lead to NASA’s power tower concept as a direct predecessor of the dual-keel
Freedomconfiguration (CDG = concept development group, PM = pressurized module, CM = center of mass, TEA = torque equilibrium
attitude, POP = perpendicular to the orbital plane)

CDG-Planar concept

+ Active solar tracking with de-spun truss tips (a-tracking) and solar arrays
rotating around the longitudinal axis (β-tracking)

+ Pressurized section in gravity gradient attitude
− PM arrangement in nadir direction less suited for microgravity
− Limited growth potential

CDG-Delta concept

+ High structural stiffness
+ Early symmetric configuration suited for inertial flight mode and fixed solar

array
+ Natural “hangar” for construction, servicing, and so on, inside the delta
− PM arrangement in nadir direction less suited for microgravity
− Limited growth potential
− Scaling problems lead to module cluster with resulting attitude stability

penalties

CDG-Big “Tee” concept

+ Gravity gradient stabilized flight mode
+ Fixed solar array without aerodynamic incidence area
− Lack of tracking leads to oversized collector area (factor 2.5 as compared to an

α /β-tracked array)
− PM cluster away from CM
− Limited field of view into space

CDG-Power tower concept

+ Gravity gradient flight mode
+ Active solar array tracking
+ PM location allows for TEA
+ Good growth potential
+ Good accommodations for Earth and space observation payloads
− PM sections away from center of mass
− Solar array tracking causes TEA oscillations

have the advantage that they have a long utilization his-
tory in spaceflight and apart from the tracking devices no
mechanical parts are involved. They can be considered to
be a safe and conservative option. A disadvantage of photo-
voltaic generators is the degradation over time and they have

to be replaced entirely after the end of their lifetime of 7
to 10 years. When considering a space station in LEO the
size of the solar arrays also produces a significant amount
of drag (for ISS about 0.1 to 10 N as function of solar
activity) and torque, which has to be compensated by the
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Table 2. Space Station Freedomconcept, the Russian Space Station Mir , and the initially planned configuration of the International Space
Station.

Space Station Freedom‘s “Dual-keel” concept
+ Gravity gradient flight mode
+ Active α - and β- tracking solar arrays
+ Very good external payload accommodations
+ PM close to the center of mass
+ Solar array’s center of pressure close to the center of mass
+ Good growth potential
+ PM in race-track pattern (dual egress/redundant access)
− Very ambitious in terms of hardware and EVA

Space Station Freedom “Revised Baseline” concept
+ Same as “Dual-keel”, except:
− No stable gravity gradient flight mode
− Less space for external payloads
− Dual egress/redundant access for US modules only

Mir space station
+ Highly flexible in configuration
+ Compact configuration allowing for different flight modes, including

gravity gradient
+ Good growth potential
− Strong limitations for electrical power (body-mounted collectors)
− Restricted space for external payloads

International Space Station
+ PM-backbone structure ensures early operational capabilities
+ Truss-backbone architecture in US orbital
Segment allows higher electrical power and heat rejection performance
+ Operational redundancy between Russian orbit
Segment and US orbital segment
+ Many PM aligned with the flight path direction (microgravity)
+ Dual egress and redundant access for some US and Russian modules
− No gravity gradient stabilization
− Mass distribution leads to significant pitch deviations from local

horizontal
− Solar array location leads to cyclic aerodynamic torque

attitude and orbit control system. Another factor when uti-
lizing solar power generation is shadowing. Dependent on
the configuration of the solar collectors and the space sta-
tion attitude with respect to the sun, parts of the station can
drop their shadow on the collectors, reducing the available
power.

Other systems, for example, nuclear reactors or solar
dynamics might be more beneficial with respect to the system
and re-supply mass, but political issues, limited technol-
ogy demonstration as well as safety issues can prohibit such
utilization. Due to the size of the EPS the influence on other

subsystems must also be considered as, for example, installa-
tion of a solar dynamic system might not reduce the required
EPS mass, however, due to the smaller collectors required,
the drag of the space station can be reduced significantly (due
to the higher efficiencies of the solar dynamic process and the
eclipse energy storage), thus also result in reduced propellant
re-supply demands. Unlike most other space systems defec-
tive parts or parts affected by the natural degradation can be
repaired or replaced in orbit. Thus, very large space stations at
low-Earth orbit would be rather operated with solardynamic
systems.
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Figure 2. Total electrical power of space stations (averaged over one orbit) and electrical power effectively available for experiments
(P/L = payloads) and comparison of drag area resulting from photovoltaic compared to solar dynamic power generation.

4.2 Thermal control system (TCS)

The high power consumption on board of a space station
leads to the requirement of a capable thermal control system
(TCS). During all phases of a space flight mission, the TCS
is responsible for providing and maintaining a thermal envi-
ronment as is required by the crew, equipment, subsystems,
and payloads. The TCS performs this task by collecting, dis-
tributing, transmitting, removing, and/or providing heat. In
this context, the most important parameters of influence and
control for a space station TCS are the following:

� The natural thermal environment varying during one orbit
(solar and albedo radiation; IR radiation of the Earth; deep
space environment)

� The induced environment (debris, docked space vehicles,
configuration, body shading)

� The boundary conditions of the mission (mission dura-
tion, tasks, attitude and orbit control)

� The power level of the station (housekeeping, payload
dissipation)

� The temperature and climate requirements of crew and
equipment

� Crew safety

The last point about crew safety can complicate the design
of the TCS, since, for example, some fluids for heat trans-
portation cannot be used within pressurized modules due to
their toxicity. Heat exchangers between different loops might

be required, increasing the system mass. Special to space
stations are also the larger deployable radiators required to
radiate the large amount of generated heat into space. Those
are usually mounted on the rotating part of a truss structure
perpendicular to the rotating solar arrays to ensure a minimum
sun incident angle.

4.3 Environmental control and life support
system (ECLSS)

The environmental control and life support system is a
subsystem specific for space stations. While rudimentarily
present on crew transportation spacecraft, for example the
Apollo or Soyuz capsules, the ECLSS on these types of
spacecraft is merely limited to carrying consumables for the
duration of the flight and ensuring the physiological boundary
conditions for crew survival. Such open systems are infeasi-
ble for the long duration presence of crews on board of a space
station and therefore the consumables must be recycled and
reused. A life support system of a space station has to fulfil
five main tasks (Eckart, 1996):

� Atmosphere management
� Water management
� Food supply
� Waste management
� Crew safety

The four mass flow loops are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Mass flows in an environmental control and life support system.

Due to the lack of gravity and therefore natural air con-
vection, the atmosphere management has to provide cabin
ventilation to avoid local build up of heat and CO2 pockets
and must ensure the correct gas composition and pressure. In
addition, control of temperature and humidity is required. To
avoid odors and respiration of particles, the air must be con-
stantly filtered. The CO2 produced by the crew must also be
absorbed. The concentration of CO2 is of particular impor-
tance since a concentration of more than 1% already leads to
a higher metabolic rate and concentration above 4 % immedi-
ately lead to symptoms of intoxication and crew performance
is significantly reduced.

In order to avoid high re-supply masses, the atmosphere
management should also contain systems with regenerative
functions. In the air cycle this mainly means recycling of
the oxygen contained in the CO2 removed from the cabin
air. To achieve this, the Sabatier and the Bosch process can
be used. The Bosch splits the CO2 under the presence of
hydrogen into water and elemental carbon. The Sabatier pro-
cess creates water and methane from CO2 and hydrogen. The

methane can then be further processed in a carbon formation
unit, where hydrogen and carbon are generated. The Sabatier
process seems to be better suited for the utilization on a space
station due to the higher efficiency and the lower process
temperatures required (Messerschmid and Bertrand, 1999).

The water management does not only treat the water con-
sumed by the crew, but also the water required in payloads,
for personal hygiene or for re-hydration of freeze-dried food.
The water consumption by the crew covers the largest part
of the mass flow requirements of a life support system. The
water can be supplied in different levels of purity to ensure
crew health. Potable water is required whenever it is con-
sumed by the crew, however, for other tasks as, for example,
cleaning or cooling, hygiene water is sufficient. Four basic
principles are available to process contaminated water:

� Filtration
� Phase change and removal of contaminants
� Osmosis
� Oxidation
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Figure 4. Example life support system (VPCAR: vapor phase catalytic amonia removal, CHX: condensing heat exchanger, TCCS: trace
contamination control system).

In all cases a fraction of highly concentrated waste water
will remain. This water must be replaced by re-supply.

The food supply must ensure that each crew member
receives the required daily energy. In average this requires
0.64 kg of dry mass per day and per person. In addition to
providing the energy for daily tasks, the food must also con-
tain supplements to counteract effects on the body caused by
weightlessness as the loss of calcium, bone mass, or mus-
cle tissue. With the exception of bioregenerative systems, the
food is prepared on ground and brought to the space station
for consumption.

Waste management is only a major problem for larger
space stations, because solid waste is only a small part of the
total mass balance. The daily CO2 production rate is about
four times higher than the generation of solid waste. The
ECLSS must provide facilities to collect, process, biologi-
cally stabilize, and store the waste. Figure 4 gives an example
of an advanced life support system with integrated waste man-
agement. On current space stations the waste is stored in the
emptied re-supply vehicles, which are later undocked and
burned up in the atmosphere during re-entry.

As mentioned before it is essential to close mass loops in
order to reduce the re-supply mass. The largest savings can
be achieved by waste water recovery, which will reduce the

re-supply mass by more than 50 % when compared to an open
life support system, followed by regenerative CO2 filtration
and O2 recovery from the CO2. While initial masses for such
systems can be rather high, the saving during the life-time of
a space station can justify the initially larger system masses
due to the overall reduced mass requirements. This is shown
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Achievable re-supply mass savings dependant on imple-
mented technology.
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While current space stations are mainly based on physico-
chemical ECLSS, future systems will contain more and more
bio-regenerative systems. Such systems still suffer from two
major points: The processes of an ecosystems are only par-
tially understood and the buffering ability of such a small
ecosystem is very limited, thus it will be very sensitive to
changes in the biological activity. Such systems will in the
first step provide redundancy to physico-chemical systems,
which have a much higher technology readiness level.

4.4 Attitude and orbit control

Space stations are large structures assembled in space. The
components are brought into space in separate launches. For
stations in LEO the orbit must be selected such that it is
accessible from all launch sites (e.g., the orbit of the ISS has
an inclination of 51.6◦ such that it can be reached from the
Russian Baikonur Cosmodrome). The selection of the orbit
attitude of a space station is made by trading of launch vehicle
performance, different altitudes, radiation protection of the
crew, and atmospheric drag. The latter one causes a constant
decay of the orbit altitude and therefore must be compen-
sated by either permanent acceleration or regular re-boost
maneuvers. Especially the large solar collectors contribute
significantly to the drag. Since the drag does not necessarily
act in the center of gravity, it can also cause a torque that
needs to be compensated in order to maintain the correct atti-
tude. Due to the large size of the space station the gravity
gradient torque is also a major contributing factor for the
attitude control. In principal there are two different attitudes
for space stations. Inertial pointing or local horizontal, local
vertical attitude, where the space stations keep its reference

attitude with respect to the local horizontal plane. The choice
depends on several factors such as mission requirements, ren-
dezvous and docking maneuvers, mechanical effort for solar
array tracking, and so on. During the entire build-up phase
of a space station the AOCS must be designed in such a way
that the attitude of the space station can still be controlled.
Adding or removing modules from the space station as well
as arriving and departing vehicles can significantly change
the torques acting on the station.

5 UTILIZATION

Space stations in low Earth orbit are multi-purpose facili-
ties. Similar to terrestrial laboratories for nuclear research
or elementary particle research, they are large and complex
experiment facilities. Assembly and operation take place
mostly through international cooperation. The time avail-
able for experiments and other resources is usually divided
among the numerous users according to criteria such as scien-
tific merit and special boundary conditions, which are either
technological, user-oriented, or political in nature. Another
typical characteristic is the fact that there are operators or
operational organizations to run the experiment facility on
one hand, and its users on the other. The latter usually have no
(or if so, a very limited) direct access to experiment operation.

A space station offers access to the special environ-
mental conditions in near-Earth space to the multiple
user disciplines, that space being characterized by terms
like weightlessness, vacuum, space radiation, and specific
observation opportunities. The different environmental and
operational characteristics and the users of those character-
istics are summarized in Table 3. The matrix shows how

Table 3. User disciplines and used characteristics of the space environment on and around a space station.

Space stations

To support certain users And certain missions

Micro gravity
physics and

material science
life science

Space
science

Earth
observation

Space
engineering

and
technology Telecom Servicing

Transportation
node

Use these
characteristics

Absence of gravity X X — X — — —
Vacuum — X X — — — —
Radiation environment X X X X — — —
Unperturbed view of the universe — X — — — — —
Permanent view of the Earth — — X — — — —
Crew presence X X X X — X —
Orbital facilities X X X X X X X
Logistics and return capability X X — X — — —
Operations support X X X X — X —
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certain features enhance or enable missions (Messerschmid
and Bertrand, 1999).

The history of the utilization of near-Earth space already
spans several decades, but it is only in this decade or even the
next that a broadening of the individual research areas will
begin. A space station, supported by astronauts, makes the
following activities possible simultaneously:

� Scientific research and practical application in the field of
physics, chemistry, astronomy, biology, geo sciences, and
so on.

� Investigation and testing of new technologies in the field
of engineering sciences, of devices and operational pro-
cedures for use in future space systems

� It serves as a starting point for further space exploration
and use beyond near-Earth orbits.

A space station as a scientifically operated research and
development “institute” offers laboratory conditions and
numerous observational opportunities both in pressurized
modules and at externally mounted experiment and obser-
vation platforms. The following conditions are either not
present on Earth at all, or they are not available at the same
level of quality over a long period of time:

� Weightlessness
� Vacuum
� Space radiation (particles, electromagnetic and/or thermal

radiation), Earth’s magnetic field
� Observation of space undisturbed by the atmosphere
� Permanent view of the Earth and its atmosphere.

Depending of the utilization priorities, conflicting require-
ments arise for attitude and orbit control, that is, inertial
attitude is preferred for astrophysical observation, whereas
gravity gradient orientation (Local Horizontal, Local Ver-
tical) is the choice for experiments using the microgravity
environment or for Earth observation. The consequences
using one or the other flight attitude translates into differ-
ent solutions for station configuration and subsystem design,
in particular the solar array tracking.

6 SYNERGISMS

Synergisms describe the collaboration of agents or units such
that their performance is larger than the sum of their indi-
vidual performances. When applied to a space station this
means the linking or partial merging of subsystems in order
to achieve one of the following objectives:

� Increasing the reliability through redundancies and there-
fore increasing system safety (Musgrave, Larsen and
Sgobba, 2009)

� Reduction of system and supply masses
� Greater operational flexibility
� Simplification of logistics (lower supply material diver-

sity)
� Reduced system complexity
� Reduced construction/reconfiguration expenditures

The objectives can lead to conflicting requirements, for
example, increasing safety by redundancy vs. system mass.
However, in spaceflight mass is often the most critical design
driver and therefore the main reason for employing synergies.
Implementing synergies on a real space station can be some-
what difficult due to the modularized assembly of the station
and the required operational functionality from the begin-
ning of the assembly phase. The synergetic systems require
a coupling between them, which can also be difficult. How-
ever, due to the presence of the crew such synergetic linkages
between subsystems can also be installed when the station
has reached a certain size. They can replace other systems
initially installed in the single modules.

An example how a single component can affect several
other subsystems is a regenerative fuel cell. In the EPS is can
be used as a second power source during peak power demands
and it can be used as an alternative energy storage device. In
this function it can use the tanks of the ECLSS for the Oxygen
storage, but in contingency situations the oxygen produced
can also be used for the crew, increasing crew safety. When
producing power, the fuel cell produces potable water for the
crew. The system can also be linked to the AOCS subsystem
by providing propellant for attitude or re-boost thrusters. Note
that the AOCS system is also influenced indirectly, since the
solar array area can be reduced, since peak power loads can
now buffered with the fuel cell. This reduces the drag area
of the station and thus also reduces the re-boost propellant
mass.

7 OUTLOOK

The development of future space station concepts will be
connected to the future exploration plans. Dependent on the
development of new launch vehicles space stations will be
required as, for example, assembly locations or fuel depots.
Space stations in the vicinity of the moon can also aid in
exploration endeavors by providing storage capabilities. For
such space stations further loop closures in the ECLSS will
be essential. The presence of the crew again has a signifi-
cant influence on the mission design. While science satellites,
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cargo, or infrastructure elements can travel towards a desti-
nation using fuel-efficient trajectories and accepting transfer
durations of months and years, a crew transfer has to balance
between transfer time and mass efficiency of a trajectory.
Transfer windows also have to be considered when it comes
to crew safety. In case of a contingency, an anytime return of
the crew to Earth should be guaranteed, which is automati-
cally given for a space station in LEO. The requirements and
constraints for a space station beyond LEO have intensively
investigated in Yazdi (2006) and the crew and cargo transfer
options as well as safety considerations are treated in (Renk,
2009; Renk et al., 2010; Messerschmid et al., 2009).
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes systems Design and Development
(D&D) of airborne Electronic Warfare (EW) systems, in par-
ticular the self-protection Defensive Aids Systems (DAS) that
are essential to military aircraft and aircrew survival when go-
ing “in harm’s way.” Whilst much of this chapter is equally
applicable to the individual components of EW systems and

DAS1, it primarily focuses on platform-level aspects of the
latter. For the remainder of this chapter the term “DAS,”
unless stated otherwise, is thus considered interchangeable
with “EW.”

EW definitions are provided, EW’s contribution to plat-
form and aircrew survivability is outlined, and EW systems
are described. The route from military user need, through
defense procurement agency (“customer”) requirements ex-
pression, to DAS and EW equipment specification is ex-
plained. System acceptance philosophy and methods are
described, and the EW test and evaluation (T&E) process
outlined. T&E capabilities required to support D&D, per-
formance verification and customer acceptance into military
service are described.

This chapter is written from the perspective of a military
air/sea/land platform Prime Contractor2 (PC) and systems
integrator. It provides a UK view and, whilst national varia-
tions are known to exist, the processes described are broadly
general and T&E facilities similar.

Caveats:
Many aspects of EW are nationally sensitive and some

are highly classified. Certain parts of this chapter are
thus less detailed than might otherwise be the case. In
particular:

� Directed Energy Weapons3 (DEW), besides Directed In-
frared Countermeasures (DIRCM), are excluded.

� Emitter databases that are essential to correct operation of
EW systems and associated T&E equipment are not dis-
cussed. For the interested reader, Howe (2009) provides
an unclassified view of this topic.
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2 Survivability

2 ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS

EW definitions are provided and the importance of EW to air-
craft and aircrew survivability is indicated. EW system types
are also described, with focus on those for the DAS subset of
EW, which are fitted to most military aircraft, whether fixed
wing or rotary wing (helicopter).

2.1 EW and survivability

Table 1 provides internationally accepted definitions of EW
and its components EW Support (ES), Electronic Attack
(EA), and Electronic Protection (EP), also called Electronic
Defense (ED) in the UK.

Table 2 shows how EW contributes to the air platform
combat survivability equation, whose components are threat
avoidance, attack evasion, threat elimination, and damage
tolerance. Optimized survivability arises from achieving the

best balance of these components. Damage tolerance, also
known as platform vulnerability, is excluded from Table 2 as
EW does not contribute – damage tolerance is the ability of
the airframe and systems to sustain weapon fragment damage
and continue the mission or return to base for repair (see
Design Aspects of Aircraft Vulnerability).

The increased survivability afforded by EW systems
equates directly to increased probability of mission success
and aircrew and aircraft safe return to base.

2.2 EW systems description

EW systems are a super-set of the generalized DAS shown
in Figure 1. Other EW components not usually part of DAS,
and thus which are not discussed further in this chapter, are

� Electronic Intelligence (ELINT) receivers, although
shown in Figure 1 to indicate how in recent years the

Table 1. EW definitions.

EW – Any military action involving use of electromagnetic and directed energy (EM, DE) to control and protect the own usage of the EM
spectrum or to attack an adversary and deny his access.

ES – That division of EW involving actions tasked by, or under direct control of, an operational commander to search for, intercept,
identify, and locate or localize sources of intentional and unintentional radiated EM energy for the purpose of immediate threat
recognition, targeting, planning and conduct of future operations.

EA – That division of EW involving the use of EM energy, DE, or antiradiation weapons to attack personnel, facilities or equipment with
the intent of degrading, neutralizing,or destroyingenemy combat capability.

EP – Actions taken to protectpersonnel, facilities and equipment from any effectsof friendly or enemy employment of EW that degrade,
neutralize, or destroy friendly combat capability.

Table 2. EW contribution to survivability.

Survivability component

EW Threat avoidance Attack evasion Threat elimination

ES Own & networked ESM/ELINT/COMINT, Emitter Locator System & RADAR/Missile/Laser Warners to:
• Optimize situation awareness • Cue own RF/EO/IR • Cue own weapons and countermeasures
• Inform preflight mission planning countermeasures • Cue support jamming
• Enable in-flight re-routing • Cue support ECM • Vector friendly weapon systems onto threat
• Feed friendly network-enabled capability – Stand-off

– Escort
– Close-in (e.g., UAV)

EA Deception and saturation jamming RF/EO/IR Jamming & DE Attack: • Stand-off/-in, self-protect & escort RF
• Deny threat sensors’ knowledge of own

platform position
• Deny opponent’s targeting and

firing solutions
jammers

• CHAFF/Flares
• Decoy incoming missile or fire • EO/IR jammers

• Antiradiation missiles
• DE attack

EP Own EW sensors Antijam (counter-countermeasure) capability provides own platform with continued passive Threats’ detection,
identification and localization
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Figure 1. Generalized DAS block diagram.

technical performance boundary between RWR, ESM,
and ELINT has become blurred.

� Stand-off and escort jammer pods.
� Antiradiation Missiles.
� Communications intelligence receivers.
� Communications frequency ESM and jammers.
� Jammers of Navigation/Global Positioning Systems and

Data Links.

A platform’s DAS is a function of platform type, role,
mission, and operational theatre, so not all platforms will
have all components and required component capabilities can
vary. For example a different DAS is likely for:

� Air-to-air defense fighter operating over hostile territory.
� Low-level bomber attacking heavily defended targets.
� Air-to-air refueling tanker, which generally remains in

“safe,” or at least “protected” air space.

Many DAS configurations exist, usually falling into one
of the three primary installation types:

� Fully integrated:Usually only possible when designed as
part of the platform during original development. Figure 2
indicates such a DAS, that on the Eurofighter Typhoon.

� Federated/partially integrated:Frequently the case where
function and/or performance of original DAS component
is enhanced and overall performance improved via bet-
ter integration with other DAS components and the plat-
form’s displays and controls subsystem.

� Stand-alone DAS:Often a podded solution, this is a way
to introduce a new, replacement, or upgraded DAS. Rela-
tively simple to integrate with the platform. When op-
erational requirements do not mandate DAS for every

mission, can be cost-effective. Such “role fit” DAS are
especially attractive for Unmanned Air Systems (UAS)4.

3 FROM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
TO EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION

Conversion of customer’s requirements into system, subsys-
tem, and equipment specifications is explained. Whilst show-
ing in some detail the process for EW equipments and DAS
for UK-purchased platforms, this chapter is not a topic ex-
position. The general process for aircraft systems is covered
elsewhere, for example Moir and Seabridge (2008) and its
references.

3.1 Levels of requirement complexity

Requirement statements vary dependent on a number of
things, for example, contracting method (individual EW
equipment or whole DAS), and customer’s wishes and level
of specialist EW knowledge. They are expressed in terms of
what function and performance is required of a platform, sys-
tem, subsystem, or equipment. “Function” is what is required
to be done, for example ESM shall measure frequency, “Per-
formance” is how well it must be done, for example ESM
shall measure frequency to an accuracy of 10 MHz, with a
resolution of 5 MHz.

Requirements lie in the range below:
� Simplest requirement:Fit single, customer-mandated EW

equipment on customer-defined platform. Not uncom-
mon, especially for Urgent Operational Requirements
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Figure 2. DAS equipment locations on Typhoon. BAE Systems c© 2009.

(UORs) and export customers. Usually the least techni-
cally complex task. Least risky for Industry, as the equip-
ment’s function and performance, when integrated to the
platform, is constrained by the mandate.

� Top level requirement:Provide adequate survivability for
a given platform against threats to be encountered in
specified geographical region(s), irrespective of time of
day, month, and weather conditions. Rarely contracted
on Industry at such a high level of requirement. Likely
to become common as Defense Ministries move toward
Integrated Survivability specification of platforms (UK
Ministry of Defence, 2006). This is the technically most
complex case and, for Industry, riskiest.

� Most common requirement: This is where:
– The customer specifies individual DAS equipment

types or states “solution shall (or is expected to) in-
clude list of DAS equipment types, for example Flares,
Chaff, ESM, On-board RF Electronic Countermea-
sures (ECM) and Towed Radar Decoy.”

– Threat scenarios are usually defined by the customer
and his Technical Advisors, for example Defense
Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) in the
U.K., and provided to the PC and thence to the
DAS/EW equipment suppliers.

– PC is responsible for DAS configuration and function
and performance specification of its EW equipments.

The PC has the freedom to choose which manufac-
turer’s DAS or EW equipments are to be fitted to the
platform, subject to meeting any customer-specified
function and parametric performance, for example
ESM frequency range “x to yGHz.”

3.2 Origin of requirements

The UK start point for a platform or upgrade requirement is
the military user’s top-level Single Statement of Need. This is
expressed in detail in the two-part User Requirement Docu-
ment (URD). Part 1 provides a General Description and Part 2
defines prioritized Key User Requirements. The URD is part
of the Initial Gate Business Case and enables development
of the System Requirement Document (SRD). The SRD:

� Defines the characteristics MoD require and expect from
an equipment-based solution to the URD and is part of
the Main Gate Business Case.

� Drives the Statement of Requirement sent to Industry,
which results in an equipment contract specification.

� Can also lead to a MoD-generated Equipment Con-
tract Specification, to enable procurement. The State-
ment of Requirement and Specification, whether MoD-
or Industry-produced, are measured against the SRD.
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� Is also required for the special case of requirements arising
from imminent or ongoing operations, the UORs.

URD, UOR, and SRD are solution-independent require-
ments statements. U.K. MoD’s Acquisition Operating Frame-
work (UK Ministry of Defence, 2009) provides a full expla-
nation of the above. SRD development is informed by Op-
erational Analyses, from which Concepts of Operation are
developed. These analyses consider the possible range of
mixes for Avoid, Evade, Counter, and Sustain for the plat-
form’s role, mission, and operational theatres. Other factors
initially considered are operational- and cost-effectiveness
and technology availability.

Example EW-related questions and trade-offs are:

� In what RF, Electro-Optic (EO) and IR/UV threat sce-
narios is the DAS required to provide survivability, to
underpin what level of mission success probability?

� Does high quality threat emitter parametric data, Elec-
tronic Order of Battle and information on own/opponent’s
tactics exist or how and by whom will this be defined or
estimated?

� Is a fully capable self-protect RF ECM necessary, or do
Stand-Off, Escort and UAS-based Stand-In Jammers have
a role to play in force package survivability trade-offs?

� What is the trade space for survivability adequacy versus
affordability versus technical/cost/schedule risk?

� What are the trade-offs between various factors affecting
the level of DAS complexity and how are they related?
Examples include Radar Cross Section (RCS) and IR Sig-
nature versus RF and IR ECM capability.

The reader interested in typical function and performance
characteristics of DAS component equipments is referred to
Adamy (2001, 2004) and their references.

As a closing note it is important to recognize that, through
the typical 20+ year operational life of an EW system, its re-
quirements will evolve way beyond those originally specified.
New and modified threats, new operational environments,
and elevated user performance expectations add a complex
dimension to requirements management.

3.3 Route from requirements through
specification to contract award

3.3.1 Requirements decomposition

Industry responds to a customer’s requirements by decom-
posing them into tender specifications and adjunct Inter-
face Control Documents (ICDs), against which a commercial

offer is made. Dependent on requirement scope, whether for
complete platform, a DAS or an EW equipment, the PC con-
ducts some or all of the following, with DAS/EW equipment
suppliers’ support.

� Platform Request For Proposal conversion into a Weapon
System requirement and thence into subordinate require-
ments for Air Vehicle, Avionic Systems, and Non-avionic
Systems.

� Requirements decomposition, using tools like DOORS5,
to a level suitable for conversion into unambiguous speci-
fication statements, with contractual qualifiers, for exam-
ple “shall,” “should,” and “must.”

� Generation of:
− System and Subsystem Specification(s) and ICDs
− Equipment Specifications and ICDs. Note: Hardware

and software system and component specifications are
not normally produced until the PC is on contract.

Two main approaches are used to ensure a full set of re-
quirements are captured and adequately expressed – “Top
Down” and “Bottom Up.” A mix of the methods is usual,
dependent on whether the platform, system, subsystem, or
equipment to be developed has any pre-existing component.
For example a “Top Down” approach would be used if the
required DAS did not exist and had to be developed from the
beginning. A “Bottom Up” approach would be used where
a DAS was required where four out of six equipments pre-
existed on the platform or were commercially available, thus
constraining what could be achieved at DAS level. Chap-
ter 11 System Design and Developmentof Moir and Seabridge
(2008) contains further information.

3.3.2 Assessments and trade-offs

For appropriately balanced, capable and affordable DAS so-
lutions, Industry conducts a range of investigations, includ-
ing:

� technology evaluation;
� cost-benefit trades;
� reliability, maintainability, and testability assessments;
� technical, schedule, and cost risk analyses.

In particular, for DAS areas where technology develop-
ment is required to meet a specification requirement, partic-
ular consideration is made of Technology Readiness Levels
(TRLs), see Figure 3, which are based on the original NASA
TRL Definitions by Sadin, Povinelli and Rosen (1989). TRLs
enable an assessment of capability insertion dates. A good
insight into this aspect can be gained by reference to the
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Figure 3. Technology readiness levels. (With acknowledgment to
NASA.) Reproduced from Sadin et al. (1989) c© Elsevier.

Generic Aircraft DAS Technology TreeFigure 2 of Annex
B of UK Ministry of Defence (2006), which gives a break-
down of DAS and its subsystem functions, equipments and
underpinning technologies, and shows the then (2006) view
of innovation and development contributions made by vari-
ous players. It is noted that the Technology Trees(UK Min-
istry of Defence, 2006) also highlight the integral role and
contribution of academia to research programs underpin-
ning technology innovation in support of military capability
development.

The importance of using Modeling and Simulation (M&S)
and Synthetic Environment (SE) tools as early as possible in
the D&D process cannot be overstated. These aid specifica-
tion robustness by simulating operational use of the system
being specified. An example is the Environment Generation
and Analysis tool, part of the CEESIM6 RF threat simulator,
which is widely used in EW T&E by Industry and military
agencies. Time-line RF emitter scenarios can be generated
that can be used to better specify EW receiver systems and
provide an agreed set of verification test scenarios to support
system acceptance.

3.3.3 DAS installation issues and trades

In the process of developing the DAS specification and in-
dividual EW equipment specifications there are a number of
platform installation issues that have to be addressed before
arriving at a robust installed performance solution.

Some are relatively trivial and tend not to cause many
problems during the D&D, performance verification, and cus-
tomer acceptance phases. Others, for example RF antenna
placement, can be costly and time-consuming to resolve if a
fully robust design scheme is not achieved precontract.

Some of the more notable installation issues are listed here.

� Platform environment: temperature and altitude ranges,
vibrations levels, and so on. These restrict placement op-
portunities for some EW equipments, for example IR/UV
Missile Warners.

� Structural strength at proposed platform attachment
points is a placement restrictor, for example the structure
must be capable of withstanding the appreciable forces of
simultaneous flare ejections from flare/chaff dispensers.

� Restrictions on required fields of view of:

– Optical sensors and effectors, caused by obscuration
by parts of own airframe. Relevant to IR/UV Missile
Warners, Laser Warners, and DIRCM systems.

– RF sensors and effectors, caused by obscuration
by parts of own airframe. Relevant to RWR, ESM,
ELINT, and on-board and towed RF jammers.
Figure 4 indicates this issue for RF transmit antenna
location.

Figure 4. Modeled obscuration effects. BAE Systems c© 2008–
2009.

� Inbound and outbound EM emissions’ multipath around
own platform, across the EM spectrum. Whilst generally
less of a problem for EO/IR/UV EW systems, these ef-
fects can be very problematic for RF EW systems when
complicated by the obscuration topic above.

3.3.4 Installed versus uninstalled performance

An important installation consideration not covered in the
previous subsection is the subtle difference between “unin-
stalled” performance, that is not fitted to the host platform,
and “installed” performance, which has been the root cause
of many RF and EW system problems worldwide.
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Figure 5. Uninstalled versus installed antenna performance. BAE
Systems c© 2009.

For many avionic systems without an interface outside the
platform, their performance in a laboratory or on a ground test
rig is no different to that when in flight and combat. For some
systems, or rather for their sensors, there is significant perfor-
mance difference between the uninstalled and installed cases.
One of the best examples is that of RF antennas (see Installed
Antenna Performance Design and Verification). Figure 5 ex-
emplifies the difference in antenna gain versus angle off bore-
sight for a RF antenna in isolation versus that when installed
in the aircraft. Failure to adequately optimize antenna place-
ment at the outset and ensure the EW receiver hardware
and processing can handle these differences can lead to sig-
nificant problems in achieving customer-required, platform-
level performance. Worse still, operational restrictions on the
EW system and platform can result, with adverse impact on
survivability.

Fortunately, computational power increases and improved
codes over the last decade have led to Computational Electro-
magnetics (CEM) capabilities that can significantly aid de-
sign and performance optimization for transmit and receive
RF and EW sensor and effector placement. Ongoing develop-
ments are expanding whole-aircraft CEM applicability from
the relatively mature sub-1 GHz region through to the high-
est EW frequencies. The use of such design optimization and
problem investigation tools have significant benefits to offer
customer, PC and EW equipment supplier alike, and have
applicability throughout the EW life cycle.

3.3.5 From tender to contract specifications

The Industry considerations outlined above culminate in ten-
der specifications and ICDs, part of a costed proposal for

a platform DAS fit and its implementation, integration, and
installed performance verification.

Defense procurement agencies take Industry propos-
als and input them into Balance of Investment models.
For example UK MoD’s Combined Operational Effective-
ness Investment Appraisal process (Great Britain. Ministry
of Defence, 2009) evaluates Industry proposals and solu-
tion options generated by their technical advisers. This al-
lows the Balance to be determined and informs solution
selection.

Once selection has taken place, the customer, PC and DAS
equipment suppliers work to arrive at “Contract” versions of
the specifications and ICDs. This usually involves further re-
quirements decomposition, predominantly on the PC-DAS
supplier interface, with careful attention to “nonattributable”
or “nonderived” requirements, that is, those not resulting
from the above decomposition. These are usually baseline
knowledge aspects in the PC and/or DAS supplier; ones that
the customer is reasonably justified in not having to explicitly
state in his bid requirements.

3.3.6 Benefit of joint customer-industry working

Over the last three decades many of the activities in Section
3 have been partitioned between defense ministries and their
technical advisors, PCs, platform providers, systems integra-
tors, and multiple DAS/EW equipment suppliers. Inevitably,
this led to a number of problems and risk impacts, some se-
vere. Some time ago defense ministries and industry jointly
recognized the potential benefits of closer working. It is now
usual for most of the relevant activities in this section to be
conducted in a joint customer–Industry “Integrated Project
Team” (“Project Team” in the UK) working environment,
which is conducive to reduction of requirement and specifica-
tion ambiguities that were often the root cause of difficulties
seen previously.

The greater involvement of the military end user and their
specialists in the requirements decomposition and specifica-
tion process for EW equipments has increased quality and
lowered program risk in recent years.

There is also now a wider recognition that Fit For Pur-
posedoes not mean, as was historically the case, Meets the
specification.The combination of specifications, ICDs, and
an associated Capability and Limitations’document provides
a clear view of what isand, as important, what is notbeing
provided under a contract. This enables proactive and early
resolution of any items that might not be acceptable to the
customer. Customer and military end-user agreement to this
latter document provides a consistent, all-stakeholder defini-
tion of Fit For Purpose.
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4 SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE

Methods used to achieve UK customer acceptance of EW
systems are described. These are similar to those used else-
where, for example USA and Australia. Methods include
EW systems testing in the laboratory, in the anechoic cham-
ber, on open air ground test sites and via flight test on
specialist ranges. An EW T&E process overview is also
provided.

4.1 Acceptance philosophy

Acceptance of defense products by UK MoD is well defined
and is comprehensively described in UK Ministry of De-
fence (2009) under Requirements and Acceptance. The set of
requirements and acceptance products include URD, SRD,
Integrated Test, Evaluation and Acceptance (ITEA) Plan,
and Verification and Validation (V&V) Requirements Ma-
trix (VVRM).

V&V is defined elsewhere, for example Section 5.1 of
Pywell (2007). Verification is PC-conducted, supported by
equipment suppliers, and Validation is conducted by mili-
tary end users. Verification seeks to confirm platform, sys-
tems, and equipments meet their specifications, as derived
from the SRD. When augmented by Certification, which
includes independent assessment of safety evidence (usu-
ally without further testing), this leads to Release To Ser-
vice and acceptance off contract. Validation is the process
by which the user evaluates the delivered solution’s fidelity
against the URD and assesses fitness for purpose, leading to
Operational Readiness. Although views differ on terminol-
ogy internationally and interagency, Verification in the UK
comprises:

� Equipment performance qualification against specifica-
tion, usually conducted by equipment supplier.

� Subsystem performance verification by the supplier or
PC, dependent on contracting arrangements.

� PC verification of system-/platform-level performance.

Within UK final Verification prior to customer acceptance
is usually all conducted by the PC, with equipment supplier
support during final acceptance testing. Final Certification,
usually consisting of a Statement of Design and Declara-
tion of Design and Performance, is also done by the PC and
provided to the customer, to satisfy national and destination
country certification requirements.

4.2 Acceptance types and methods

Industry elements of the VVRM are usually embedded in
equipment contract specifications as a Specification Ver-
ification Matrix, also called Verification Cross-Reference
Matrix/Index. They can also appear separately – still in line
with ITEA requirements – in Verification Test Methodology
Documents. These describe who will verify each specifica-
tion element, how (what verification type and method) and
with what T&E facilities. Construction of the VVRM is also
an important specification check – the question Is this re-
quirement testable?must be answered.

Key aspects are that:

� Customer requirements each map to specification item(s).
� An item is assigned one or more acceptance method and

type by which verification can be achieved (see Table 3).
T&E is subdivided into two categories. National defi-

nitions differ but these are generally understood:
– Developmental T&E (DT&E) covers development and

gathering of verification evidence. The PC (or EW equip-
ment supplier or DAS supplier, dependent on contracting
arrangement) is responsible for this testing.

– Operational T&E (OT&E) covers operational evaluation,
including tactics development, once the DAS is accepted
off contract. This is usually flight trials by the military
end user, often with PC and DAS supplier support.

Table 3. Verification types and methods.

Type Method

Inspection • Physical inspection, visual verification
• Document review
• Read-across by analogy, where prior evidence

alone is used to fulfill a requirement

Analysis • M&S, for example mathematical, statistical,
physical

• Read-across by evaluation, where prior
evidence is used to partly fulfill a requirement

• Technical evaluation of equations, charts,
reduced, and/or representative data

Test • Laboratory – software test, rig test (by
supplier), rig test (by PC)

• Anechoic chamber (specialist equipment)
• Aircraft ground test, for example EM

Compatibility and Interference (EMC/EMI)
• Flight test (local or dedicated range)

Demonstration Un-instrumented rig or aircraft test where
requirement is met by observation alone
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Figure 6. Top-level view of EW T&E process.

4.3 EW T&E process

Whilst there does not currently exist a universally accepted
EW T&E process, two related documents suffice to provide
a good view of what such a standard process might include.
These are US Department of Defense (1995), which is be-
ing updated, and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (2000),
whose update is due end-2011. Both cover techniques, facil-
ities, and goals of EW systems’ T&E.

Figure 6 gives a top-level view of the EW T&E process.
Both documents highlight the benefits to be had from opti-
mizing the balance of M&S (T&E without the System Under
Test (SUT)), ground testing (laboratory, chamber and open
air site) and flight testing on Open Air Ranges (OAR).

As for general systems development, the value of “learning
from experience” cannot be over-emphasized and the reader
is encouraged to benefit by not repeating preventable prob-
lems in the EW D&D and T&E processes. Such problem-
prevention knowledge is becoming more widely available
(e.g., Stadler, 2007; North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
2000).

5 EW TEST AND EVALUATION
CAPABILITIES

T&E capabilities required to support EW system design,
development, and subsequent customer acceptance are de-
scribed. T&E capabilities are defined thus: A Test and Evalu-
ation (T&E) capability is a combination of facilities, equip-
ment, people, skills and methods, which enable the demon-
stration, measurement and analysis of the performance of a

system and the assessment of the results. (UK Defence White
Paper, 2005).

Facilities and equipment are described with examples.
The range of facilities is depicted in Figure 6. A nonexhaus-
tive list of strengths and limitations, with further information
for the interested reader, is given in US Department of De-
fense (1995), North Atlantic Treaty Organization (2000), and
Pywell and Midgley-Davies (2009).

5.1 Modeling and simulation

M&S is a crucial element of EW D&D. It is increasingly
important as the defense community seeks to minimize cost,
time, and risk associated with EW development and upgrade
programs. Adamy (2006) provides a useful introduction to
the topic of EW M&S for the interested reader.

M&S is employed alongside SE throughout the EW D&D
process. M&S and SE have subtly different meanings across
nations and agencies, with the terms sometimes used inter-
changeably. It is generally accepted that both have much value
to add in pursuit of the above goals.

For this chapter the definitions in DoD 5000.59-M, DoD
Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Glossary, as referenced in
US Department of Defense (2007), are used:

� M&S: The use of models, including emulators, prototypes,
simulators, and stimulators, either statically or over time,
to develop data as a basis for making managerial or tech-
nical decisions. The terms “modeling” and “simulation”
are often used interchangeably.
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� SE: Internetted simulations that represent activities at a
high level of realism from simulations of theaters of war
to factories and manufacturing processes. These environ-
ments may be created within a single computer or a vast
distributed network connected by local and wide area net-
works and augmented by super-realistic special effects
and accurate behavioral models. They allow visualization
of and immersion into the environment being simulated.

EW M&S is used to:

� Demonstrate system performance for elements that are
either too complex or too expensive to verify by testing.

� Where test repeatability is difficult or where tests would
yield unacceptable error bounds.

� To supplement testing by interpolation between sparse
data points or to extrapolate from measured data.

� Prove design concepts prior to final testing.

Notable issues with EW M&S are:

� Simulation/emulation fidelity7 and model validation, that
is, how faithfully they represent real threats and EW
equipments and their performance.

� Modeling of EW antennas, systems, and intraplatform ca-
bling is not currently sufficiently robust to maximize con-
tribution to the EW systems’ acceptance process.

One area of M&S showing great promise for EW D&D
is CEM. Modern computing power and innovative codes
offer useful design optimization and risk reduction for RF
antenna installations on platforms (see Installed Antenna
Performance Design and Verification). CEM can aid prob-
lem prevention and focus sub- and full-scale testing in ane-
choic chambers and similar facilities. Where problems exist
with EW sensors and other RF systems, CEM can aid cost-
effective resolution.

Whilst M&S offers increasing benefit to EW D&D, it is
considered unlikely that systems will ever be fully cleared by
M&S alone, that is, without some residual element of SUT
ground test and flight trials.

5.2 System integration laboratories

Systems Integration Laboratories (SIL) are also called Sub-
system Integration and Avionic Integration Laboratories.
Typical DAS rigs fall into both SIL and Hardware-In-The-
Loop (HITL) facility category (the next subsection). Figure 7
shows EW equipment on a typical avionic integration rig.

Testing performed at subsystem level utilizes DAS equip-
ments in a laboratory environment on a ‘spread bench,’ with
all other aircraft data supplied via simulations generated by

Figure 7. EW equipment on avionics integration rig. BAE Systems
c© 2009.

Figure 8. RF threat simulator and ECM response measurement sys-
tem. Label 1: RF threat simulator; Label 2: ECM response measure-
ment system. BAE Systems c© 2009.

an external control computer, which also serves as master test
controller and provides non-RF data acquisition and analysis.
Once the DAS has reached suitable maturity it is integrated
by the PC with other subsystems, for example Displays and
Controls, on an avionic integration rig. System-level perfor-
mance verification testing is conducted using the EW equip-
ments once integrated with the other real aircraft equipment.

EW receiver stimulation is affected by threat simulators
such as the CEESIM. Spectrum, pulse domain, and other ana-
lyzers or an ECM response measurement system, for example
Amherst’s Signal Measurement System (SMS), are used to
capture, record, and analyze RF responses from the DAS’s
ECM element. Figure 8 shows CEESIM and SMS.

In “laboratory” mode, the SUT is usually RF-stimulated
and RF-measured “post-antenna,” that is, with no free-space
radiation. Integration rigs are continually utilized throughout
the platform’s life to prove software and hardware changes
and to retest system fixes prior to release to the aircraft.

5.3 Hardware-in-the-loop facilities

Although subsystem and avionic integration rigs include, by
definition, real avionics hardware in the loop, generally un-
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derstood HITL facilities are secure (usually screened or ane-
choic) indoor facilities that enable uninstalled testing of EW
techniques against simulation of threats or real threat hard-
ware. Whereas subsystem and avionic integration rigs gen-
erally do open-loop EW testing, HITL facilities have closed-
loop testing capability, where own EW system effectiveness
can be assessed and optimized against threat system sensor
systems, and the EP of own EW systems and sensors can
be assessed against hostile jamming equipment. An example
is the US Air Force EW Evaluation Simulator, which de-
velops and operates validated, high fidelity threat simulators
that evaluate US and Allied EW systems’ effectiveness in a
controlled laboratory environment.

5.4 Measurement facilities

These are used to provide data that cannot be modeled ade-
quately. In some cases, for example antenna pattern measure-
ment (see Electronic Warfare and Defensive Aids Systems
Design and Development), they provide data for validation of

M&S used in the V&V process. Platform-level measurement
facilities used during EW development include EM hazard
protection verification on open air test sites and in anechoic
chambers (see Electromagnetic Hazard Vulnerability Verifi-
cation), and RCS and IR signature measurement. Figure 9
shows typical examples.

5.5 Installed system test facilities

Installed System Test Facilities (ISTFs) provide an electro-
magnetically secure environment for the individual and end-
to-end evaluation of EW systems integrated with, or installed
on the host platform. They comprise:

� Aircraft-sized RF anechoic chambers, in which free-space
RF radiation is used to stimulate the SUT and its responses
are measured and evaluated. In chamber mode, the SUT
can be a whole aircraft with installed DAS or an unin-
stalled RF EW equipment, Data Link, or other RF trans-
mitter/receiver.

Figure 9. Measurement facility examples. BAE Systems c© 2009.
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� Shielded hangars, for example at Naval Air Station Patux-
tent River (USA). Although useful for much EM testing,
these are lower performance than aircraft-sized anechoic
chambers, restricting EW test capability.

Their main purpose is to evaluate integrated avionic sys-
tems in installed configurations to verify specific, platform-
level performance against specification. They are also useful
for problem investigations and technology experimentation.
Chamber cardinal features are indicated in Table 4.

There are relatively few aircraft-sized EW anechoic cham-
bers in the world. An example, the BAE SYSTEMS (Lan-
cashire, UK) EW Test Facility, is shown in Figure 10. Others
include the Benefield Anechoic Facility (CA, USA) and Ad-
vanced SIL, NAWC Patuxtent River (MD, USA).

These chambers can also be used:

� For IR/UV/Laser, EMC/EMI, Lightning Strike, RCS, and
RF Interoperability (including antenna isolation) testing
of EW and other RF transmit/receive systems.

� To support evaluation of closed-loop DAS performance
against threats in a free-space, EM-secure environment.

� For platform (EW/non-EW) susceptibility testing against
High-Power Microwave and other DE threats.

RF threat simulators are essential equipment for EW
D&D in SILs and ISTFs. Quantity of RF channels, a sig-
nificant cost driver, governs their ability to generate complex
threat environments. More details on capabilities of aircraft-
sized anechoic chamber ISTFs can be found in Pywell and

Figure 10. Example EW anechoic chamber. BAE Systems c© 2009.

Midgley-Davies (2009) and on RF threat simulators in Pywell
(2007).

5.6 Open air ranges

EW DT&E and OT&E are usually conducted on spe-
cialist OAR. All known OAR are owned and operated

Table 4. Cardinal features of EW chamber ISTFs.

Feature Comment

Chamber size Minimum size around 28 × 18 × 8 m. Largest known chamber: 80 × 76 × 21 m.

Shielding and quiet zones Usually ≥ 100 dB over at least 0.5–18 GHz. TEMPEST grade.
Quiet zones: one or more, dependent on chamber size.

Turntable & crane Typically in range 30–114 tonnes (turntable) and 30–40 tonnes (crane).

Below ground room Most have laboratory, data collection or services room below the chamber.

RF/IR threat simulators • All have RF threat simulators.
• Some have communications, navigation, IR scene simulator, radar target generator.

ECM response measurement and analysis All have some capability, from independent equipment (spectrum, vector network, pulse
modulation analyzers) to comprehensive systems like the SMS.

Data acquisition and simulation All have some capability, for RF, digital and other signal recording and to provide signals
to the platform to enable “flight” simulation.

Aircraft and other services • Cooling, hydraulics, pressurized air, ground power for aircraft.
• Fire suppression, control room, CCTV and video recording
• Radar Absorbent Material temperature monitoring.
• Enclosed aircraft preparation area (some).

Location Most facilities are adjacent to taxi-way, the flight line or a runway.
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by the military, some with civilian contractor support.
Most have a combination of multiple real-threat systems,
manned/unmanned high fidelity threat simulators (“emula-
tors”) and other (lower fidelity) simulators. EW T&E on
these ranges is widely agreed to be the next best thing to
war-fighting as this is the only “facility” which provides a
wholly realistic flight environment. Examples of these ranges
include Electronic Combat Range, China Lake (California,
USA), Polygone EW Range (Franco/German border), and
EW Training Facility, RAF Spadeadam (Northern England).

Although OAR testing can be “war-realistic,” there are
also a number of limitations and restrictions OAR when com-
pared to testing in chamber ISTFs, SIL, and HITL. OAR flight
testing alone is insufficient to provide all required V&V ev-
idence. Major benefits and drawbacks of OAR for EW T&E
are given in Pywell and Midgley-Davies (2009).

Even as EW ground test capabilities continue to improve,
especially in the area of RF threat simulation fidelity, there
will, however, always be a need for flight evaluation of EW
systems, especially for development of tactics and training in
support of operations and exercises.

6 CONCLUSION

This chapter has described the design and development of air-
borne EW systems, with emphasis on the self-protection DAS
that are essential to survivability. The requirements and spec-
ification process have been outlined. It has been shown that
robust design and development processes exist that can aid
cost-effective development programs for new and upgraded
EW/DAS equipments.

The importance of an optimized EW Test and Evaluation
process is highlighted, to maximize problem-finding capa-
bility whilst minimizing the time and cost of performance
verification trials. Modeling and Simulation and aircraft-
sized RF anechoic chamber facilities offer great potential
for the prevention of problems reaching aircraft and for re-
duction of expensive flight trials – leaving flight testing to
focus on those aspects of EW/DAS that can only be tested in
flight.
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NOTES

1. DAS is also known as DASS, Defensive Aids Subsystem.

2. Also called Platform Systems Integrator in the UK.

3. DEW is defined in NATO as a subset of EW.

4. UAS, which also means Unmanned AutonomousSys-
tems, include UAVs (Unmanned Air Vehicles) and UCAVs
(Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles).

5. Dynamic Object-Oriented Requirements System: IBM®

Rational® DOORS®.

6. Combat Electromagnetic Environment Simulator, by
Northrop Grumman Amherst Systems Inc. (‘Amherst’).

7. The terms “simulation” and “emulation” are often used
interchangeably, with differing views internationally as to
their precise meaning. The reader is referred to Pywell
(2007) for a discussion of this topic and its importance to
EW D&D.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The radiation pattern of an antenna is distorted when it is
installed on an airframe and the installed pattern is peculiar
to each airframe shape. Thus the radiation pattern on one
airframe is completely different on another airframe and the
pattern is also dependent on the electrical dimensions (the
dimension in terms of wavelengths) of the surface and the
electrical distance of the antenna from obstacles.

The antenna siting process has to interface with the other
disciplines, and trade-offs have to be applied to meet the de-
mands of aerodynamic, mechanical, stability, and other phys-
ical constraints associated with the installation of antennas on
airframes. Several iterations are usually required before ar-
riving at the final antenna layout. The optimum layout that is
finally achieved is a compromise due to the low priority af-
forded to the antenna sites compared with the considerations
of the other disciplines.

The cost of physically moving the position of an antenna
across an entire fleet of aircraft can approach a million pounds
sterling, since it entails undertaking a configuration process
involving all the disciplines and repair to the airframes as
well as the knock-on effect of rearranging other antennas
and system LRUs (Line Replaceable Units). It is therefore
essential that the entire antenna layout is validated before
any metal is cut, by undertaking a comprehensive process of
computational modeling, measurement on scaled models and
full scale mock-ups, and test rig simulations.

2 RF INTEROPERABILITY

The term RF Interoperability is used for operability between
systems, whereas the term intraoperability is used for op-
erability within a system, for example, between the different
LRUs or entities within the same system. Intraoperability will
not be addressed in this section. It is a matter for the manufac-
turer and/or supplier of the system. Radiated and conductive
emissions inside the airframe are part of the EMH discipline,
but radiated emissions outside the airframe are addressed as
part of the antenna siting process. For systems to interact,
the frequencies have to be above a specified power thresh-
old, and their spatial as well as their time domain charac-
teristics have to be overlapping. When any EM wave trans-
fers from one system to another the systems are said to be
“coupled.” RF interoperability between different systems due
to radiated emissions of antennas outside the airframe has
to be achieved by various methods including frequency and
time domain measures since interoperability cannot always
be achieved by merely using the spatial separation between
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Figure 1. Venn diagram showing the overlapping domains and
methods used to minimize the coupling between systems

the antennas, particularly at the lower frequencies where the
whole airframe is electrically small. For instance, at 2 MHz
the wavelength is 150 m and thus most airframes have lengths
and wingspans that are less than a quarter of a wavelength
and antennas cannot be separated by the rough rule of thumb
(of two to three wavelengths) used at the higher frequencies.
The entire airframe will act as the radiating element in these
instances.

The simplified coupling mechanisms between a transmit-
ting system and a receiving system due to radiated emissions
are depicted schematically by the Venn diagram of Figure 1.
The frequency domain applies to the amplitude of frequen-
cies at a threshold level that is likely to result in malfunction
of the receiving system. The problems occur when all the
three domains (time, frequency, and spatial) of a transmitter
and receiver overlap.

Whilst simple calculations can be used to derive the cou-
pling between LOS (Line of Sight) antennas, calculating the
coupling between antennas on opposite surfaces (upper and
lower fuselage) of an airframe, especially at the higher fre-
quencies, poses problems. This is because the spatial isolation
varies rapidly with frequency as well as with position. Ad-
ditionally, the empirically derived formulas currently used
do not make any allowances for the gains of the transmit
and receive antennas that vary with frequency and the angles
subtended between the antenna pairs.

2.1 Formulas used for calculating the coupling
between antennas

For LOS antennas such as cases when both antennas are on the
same side of the fuselage, Friis’ transmission formula (Friis,
1946) is used, whereas for antennas on opposite sides of the
fuselage the formulas currently used are Bull and Smithers
(Bull and Smithers, 1979) and Simple diffraction. Both the
latter formulas are variations of Friis’ formula with added
terms derived empirically but based on measurements.

2.1.1 Friis’ transmission formula

The power Pr received by the receiving system is a measure
of the coupling due to radiated emissions between the tranmit
and receive systems. In dB this is given by

10log10Pr = 10log10Pt + 10log10Gt + 10log10Gr

+20log10

(
λ

R

)
− 22 (1)

where

Pt is the power transmitted by the first antenna,
Pr is the power received by the second antenna,
Gt the gain of the first antenna,
Gr the gain of the second antenna,
R is the distance between the two antennas,
and λ is the wavelength

To calculate the loss due to spatial separation, without tak-
ing into account the gains of the antennas, the power transmit-
ted or the power received, just the last two terms in equation
1 are used.

When the antennas are a wavelength apart, R= 1λ and
20log10

(
λ
R

) = 0 thus the spatial loss is 22 dB. If the distance
is doubled to 2λ, 20log10

(
λ

2λ

) = −6 so that the spatial loss
is 28 dB. Every time the separation between the antennas is
doubled the spatial loss increases by 6 dB. This is a very
useful formula to mentally calculate the loss due to spatial
separation in the initial stages of antenna layout design.

2.1.2 Antennas on opposite sides of the fuselage

Two formulas are currently used – Bull and Smithers and
Simple diffraction.

In the case of Bull and Smithers, the coupling in dB be-
tween two antennas on opposite sides of the cylinder is given
by

−20 log10 k F 1.75 − 20 log10(D + L) − 28 + SA (2)

where

k= r/15 and r is the radius of the cylinder in m
F is the frequency in MHz
D is the distance along the circumference of the cylinder in

m
L is the distance along the length of the cylinder in m

SA is the Siarkiewicz and Adams factor that allows for
the gains of the antennas depending on their length compared
with a tuned monopole.
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Figure 2. Bull and Smithers coupling parameters for antennas on
opposite sides of a cylinder.
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rθ θ rθ
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Figure 3. Simple Diffraction coupling parameters for antennas on
opposite sides of a cylinder.

The relevant parameters are shown in Figure 2.
In the case of Simple diffraction, the coupling between

two antennas on opposite sides of the cylinder the relevant
parameters are shown in Figure 3, and the coupling in dB is
given by

20 log10(λ/4�R) + 10log10G1 + 10 log10G2 − SF (3)

where λ is the wavelength in m,

R is the distance between the antennas along the surface of
the cylinder in m,

G1 is the gain of the first antenna,
G2 is the gain of the second antenna, and
SF is a correction factor and is given by

SF = A/(ηA + ξ) (4)

where

A = rθ2
√

(2�/λ) (5)

r is the radius of the cylinder in m
θ is the angular separation between antennas in radians

If A ≥ 26, η = 3.34 × 10−3 and ξ = 0.5621

A < 26, η = 5.478 × 10−3 and ξ = 0.5083 (6)

2.2 Comparison with measurements

Under the EU Installed Performance of Antennas on
aeroStructures (IPAS) research project (IPAS, 2007a) mea-
surements were performed on a 1/12th scaled cylinder, whose
scaled-up diameter was 4.87 m. It was important for the
scaled-up diameter of the cylinder to be similar to that
of an aircraft fuselage, since the radiation pattern (gains
over the spatial sector) varies with the electrical dimensions
of the fuselage. The details of the cylinder are shown in
Figure 4.

When the above formulas were compared with measure-
ments on a scaled cylinder, the correlation for LOS anten-
nas was very good as shown in Figure 5a. However at the
high frequencies (corresponding to an aircraft frequency of
1090 MHz) the coupling between antennas on opposite sur-
faces, (such as 2 and 5) poor correlation was obtained as
shown in Figure 5b and c.

Based on the measured results, values for antenna gains
that varied with frequency as well as with the subtended an-
gles between antenna pairs were derived empirically and are
shown in Table 1.

The distance used in Friis’ formula was the shortest dis-
tance (through the cylinder) between the antennas. Better
correlation was obtained with the measured results on the
cylinder, as well on a scaled model of the Fokker 100 aircraft
as shown in Figure 6.

0.5m 0.75m 0.75m 0.5m

0.406m

654

28º 28º 15º

321

Figure 4. The scaled cylinder used in the IPAS project for measuring the coupling between antennas.
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Figure 5. Comparison between calculated and measured coupling between antennas on the cylinder shown in Figure 4.

Table 1. The gains in dBi used in Friis’ formula to obtain better correlation with measurements

Subtended angle in degree 90 28 15

Frequency in GHz 1.458 2.916 13.08 1.458 2.916 13.08 1.458 2.916 13.08
Gain in dBi −9 −12.5 −15 −6 −8.5 −12 −2 −5 −9
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Figure 6. The comparison of the coupling between antennas measured and calculated using Friis’ formula and the empirical values of gain
shown in Table 1. By kind permission of NLR.

3 COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING

Work undertaken under the EU funded research project IPAS
(IPAS, 2007b) involved computational predictions and mea-
surements on the same scaled models by different partners
using their own in-house facilities so that direct comparisons
could be obtained between the different codes, as well as be-
tween measured and predicted results. This has provided a
unique comparison between the different types of computa-
tional modeling software available, since normally predic-
tions are only performed by each aircraft Manufacturer with

a single suite of computational software and one set of mea-
surements for the airframe of a fleet.

Using computational modeling results in a large reduction
in time scales as well as the cost associated with the fabrica-
tion of scaled models and measurements. More user-friendly
software also enables the modeling to be undertaken by less
experienced personnel. Changes to the airframe can also be
implemented more cheaply and easily to the CAD model than
the physical scaled model.

The three most commonly used modeling tools are
boundary, volume, and asymptotic methods – Chapter 7
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of Macnamara (2010). These are implemented as MoM
(Method of Moments), FDTD (Finite Difference Time
Domain), and UTD/GTD (Uniform Theory of Diffrac-
tion/Geometric Theory of Diffraction), respectively. There
are also hybrid versions of software that combine two or more
methods.

3.1 Method of moments

Method of Moments (MoM) is one of the original and most
widely used modeling software used for predicting the radi-
ation patterns of antennas on structures. This involves mod-
eling the exterior surface using a wire grid that was manually
generated. Recent advances in automatic generation of the
wire grid from the CAD surface model, and GUI interfaces
that allow dropping and dragging nodes and increasing the
wire densities in areas of high illumination, etc., have resulted
in considerable reductions in time. Because the computation
time depends on the electrical dimensions of the wire grid
surface, unacceptably long durations has restricted its use
to low frequencies. The increase of the computing power of
desktop computers, accompanied by the reduction in size and
cost of the hardware, has resulted in larger problems being
undertaken on standalone computers, which a few years ago
could only be handled by larger Cray computers with paral-
lel processors. However, with the larger airframes and higher
frequencies used for aircraft systems, the problems have also
increased. Newer methods have been developed for combin-
ing the CPU resources of desktop machines thus reducing
the duration of the computational time required. GridSys-
tems have successfully linked standard desktop computers
and by using the idle resources of the computers have dis-
tributed the computational problems across the network. A

sevenfold reduction in time has been obtained using eight
Inner Grid Agents. Other methods such as the FMM (Fast
Multipole Method) used with MoM, group together interac-
tions between parts of the structure reducing the time by a
factor of 8.5 (Chapter 7 of Macnamara, 2010).

3.1.1 Comparison of MoM with scaled model
measurements

The radiation patterns predicted using MoM were compared
with the measurements performed at 2 GHz, for an antenna on
the upper fuselage of a scaled model aft of the wings (IPAS,
2007c). Since the model was a 1/18th subscale of a single aisle
airframe, the equivalent aircraft frequency was 111 MHz.
The three principal plane cuts are shown in Figure 7.

The correlation between the predictions using MoM and
the measurements is very good in the azimuth and roll plane
cuts. In the case of the pitch plane plot although the correla-
tion is very good in the upper hemisphere that in the lower
hemisphere shows more “beating” (ripples) than the mea-
sured pattern and the predicted levels are generally lower.
However this errs on the side of caution that the predicted
pattern is worse than the measured pattern. In the case of a
moving platform such as an aircraft, the angular change in the
radiation pattern will result in a filling-in of the nulls (since
the angular position of a fixed transmitter/receiver at a ground
station is continuously changing relative to the platform) and
may therefore not pose a problem.

3.2 Finite difference time domain

FDTD (Finite Difference Time Domain) involves modeling
the structure and the surrounding media as 3D cuboids. This

Figure 7. Comparison between MoM and measurements performed at 111 MHz, for an antenna on the upper fuselage of a scaled-model
aft of the wings. – Figure 7.10 of Macnamara (2010) by kind permission of EADS. (a) Azimuth plot; (b) pitch plane plot; and (c) roll plane
plot. Reproduced from Macnamara (2010) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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software is used for smaller problem spaces such as modeling
the antenna on the nose cone of the airframe, with the rest of
the airframe being omitted.

3.2.1 Comparison of FDTD with scaled-model
measurements

FDTD was used to model antennas at two positions on the up-
per surface of a 1/15th scaled model of a Fokker 100 aircraft.
The positions selected were on the front fuselage forward of
the wings and above/between the wings (IPAS 2007a). The
radiation patterns were compared with the measured ones as
shown in Figure 8. The correlation between the relative gains
for the azimuth plots is very good as manifested in the very

good comparison in the shape of the radiation patterns. There
are differences in the absolute levels that is quite common,
although the correlation with the absolute data is much better
for position 2, above the wings.

In the case of the roll plane plots the correlation in the
upper hemisphere is very good for both positions. However,
the correlation in the lower hemisphere is better for position
above/between the wings (where the lower fuselage is shaded
by the wings) than it is for the forward fuselage position. This
indicates that in the case of the forward fuselage position, the
predictions for creeping waves are not as accurate. The higher
levels of the predictions are not desirable since this gives a
more optimistic view of the coverage that can be achieved in
practice.

Figure 8. Fokker 100 scaled-model measured radiation patterns compared with computed patterns modelled using FDTD software at
positions 1 (forward of the wings) and 2 (between/above the wings) – Figure 7.11 of Macnamara (2010). Reproduced from Macnamara
(2010) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3.3 GTD/UTD

GTD/UTD involves modeling the exterior surface as a com-
bination of canonical or NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational
B-splines) surfaces. The low limit on a linear dimension
to not less than one wavelength restricts its use to high
frequencies.

3.3.1 Comparison of GTD/UTD with scaled-model
measurements

Measurements on a 1/15th scaled model of a Fokker 100
scaled-model aircraft were compared with the predicted re-
sults of the radiation patterns for positions on the upper fuse-
lage forward of the wings and above/between the wings (IPAS

2007a). The azimuth radiation patterns depicted in Figure 9
show differences in the rear sector because the tailfin is not
accurately modeled using canonical shapes. For the position
forward of the wings it appears that specular reflections off
the side of the tailfin combine with the direct rays to give
nulls either side of the tail. The same effect is not apparent
for the position above/between the wings, since the phase dif-
ferences in this case are not the same as those for the position
forward of the wings. In the roll-plane patterns the lack of cor-
relation in the lower hemisphere shows that the GTD/UTD
package called ALDAS, does not predict creeping waves ac-
curately. However, the less optimistic predictions err on the
side of caution. There always seems to be a discrepancy in the
case of absolute gains, between the measured and predicted
values.

Figure 9. Comparison between GTD/UTD and measurements performed at 1093 MHz, for an antenna on the upper fuselage of a 1/15th
scaled model of a Fokker 100 – Figure 7.20 of Macnamara (2010). Reproduced from Macnamara (2010) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 10. Comparison between measurements and predictions us-
ing FACTOPO.

3.4 FMM

The Fast Multipole Method (FMM) is not considered as a
distinct class of generic code, since it is basically a MoM
code as far as the governing mathematical model for the
physics is considered. It is an accelerated method for solv-
ing the boundary integral equations and hence decreasing
the computational run times. There are several implementa-
tions of FMM such as FEKO (by EM Software & Systems,
SA), FACTOPO developed by ONERA and Aseris-FMM de-
veloped by EADS. The IPAS project enabled these different
codes to be compared with each other and with measurements
using the same airframe. The correlation with measurements
had a mean error of less than 1 dB – section 5.1 of Ref. IPAS
(2007a). All three codes correlated very well with each other
despite employing different size meshes FEKO, FACTOPO,
and Aseris-FMM using 384 180, 526 357, and 1 198 022
unknowns, respectively.

The multidomain method FACTOPO used by ONERA
results in very good correlation with measurements at
240 MHz, as shown in Figure 10.

4 THE ANTENNA SITING PROCESS

When designing the antenna layout the sites for high priority
antennas are established first and then the other antennas po-
sitions are selected – Chapter 3 of Ref. (Macnamara, 2010).
The high priority antennas are listed below.

� ATC/TCAS antennas have to provide substantially om-
nidirectional coverage of the aircraft’s upper and lower
airspace and are dedicated for both Air Traffic Control
and Collision Avoidance. They are also required to be in
LOS of the ATC ground station, and are therefore usually
mounted near the front of the fuselage.

� DME (Distance Measuring Equipment) systems deter-
mine the distance to a selected way point. These are in-
stalled on the lower fuselage. For redundancy two DME
antennas are usually installed on most military aircraft.

� GPS (Global Positioning System) antennas have to be
on the upper fuselage near the INS (Inertial Navigation
System), which in turn have to be near the center of gravity
on the upper fuselage. For redundancy two GPS antennas
are usually installed on most commercial airliners and
military aircraft.

� ILS Glideslope and Localiser antennas have to get an un-
obstructed view forward when landing and are therefore
usually installed in the nose cone above the radar, on either
side of the tail fin or on the forward fuselage.

� The ILS Marker antenna has to be installed on the lower
fuselage. Aircraft with Category III landing must have
two ILS marker antennas.

� HF built-in shunt/notches have to be installed in areas
such as the dorsal or tailfin.

� HF towel rails have to be installed on the rear fuselage or
tail.

� HF wire antennas (are not widely used now) were usually
installed between the upper fuselage and tail fin, or the
wings and tail fin. Because of their longer lengths they
have higher gain than their shunt or towel rail counter-
parts.

� MLS antennas have to provide an unobstructed view for-
ward (when the aircraft is landing in nose-up attitude) as
well as coverage to the side when banking and coverage
to the rear during take-off or missed approaches. Three
MLS antennas may have to be installed.

� RadAlt antenna pairs have to be installed on the lower
fuselage. Two antenna pairs may be required for redun-
dancy especially on military aircraft or on the lower sur-
face of each of the wings of large commercial airliners
with a wide wingspan.

� The Radar (weather or search) antenna has to be installed
in the nose cone.

� SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) antennas have to be lo-
cated perpendicular to the direction of motion of the air-
craft and are therefore either installed on the port and/or
starboard side of the fuselage, or in a separate pod under-
neath the fuselage.

� SatCom antennas must be mounted on the upper surface
or dual phased conformal arrays on sides of the fuselage.

Most antennas at frequencies below 1.5 GHz are basi-
cally monopoles enclosed in an aerodynamic body made
of low permittivity material such as a polystyrene foam
and are called “blades.” For VHF/UHF communication and
VHF navigation these antennas must be installed to give
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Figure 11. The measured roll plane radiation patterns at three different frequencies for an antenna installed on the scaled cylinder, showing
the extent of the radiation in the lower hemisphere. The lighter plots are the inverted patterns.

substantially omnidirectional coverage in the azimuth plane,
as well as even coverage in the roll planes within the phys-
ical constraints. They are usually installed along the longi-
tudinal/vertical plane of the symmetry of the fuselage. At
the low frequencies an antenna placed on the upper fuselage
will radiate substantially into the lower hemisphere because
of the “creeping wave” phenomenon, as long as there are
no obstructions such as the wings, between the upper and
lower fuselages. This coverage is greatly reduced at higher
frequencies. Measurements performed on a scaled cylinder
demonstrate the effect of creeping waves. It is important that
the diameter of the cylinder when scaled up is the same as the
diameter of the full scale fuselage. In this case the cylinder
was scaled down by a factor 12 to 0.406 m, so that it cor-
responded to a full scale fuselage diameter of 4.87 m. Note
that the radiation pattern in the lower hemisphere has more
ripples due to interaction between the creeping waves trav-

eling in opposite directions. The heavier plots of Figure 11
show the roll plane radiation patterns obtained on a cylinder,
and the lighter patterns are the inverted ones that have been
superposed on the original patterns in order to compare the
extent of the radiation in the lower hemisphere with that in
the upper hemisphere. It can be seen that in the case of the
lowest frequency of 120 MHz, a large part of the radiation
appears on the side of the cylinder opposite to the antenna,
whereas at the higher frequency of 1090 MHz the radiation
into the lower hemisphere is much less.

The roll plane patterns for an antenna on the upper fuse-
lage forward of the wings on a Fokker 100 scaled model are
shown in Figure 12. The scaled-up diameter was 3.225 m. It
can be seen that the patterns have fewer nulls at 120 MHz
and 240 MHz. This is because the fuselage diameter (and
circumference) is electrically smaller, i.e., smaller in terms
of wavelength. Thus aircraft with smaller diameter fuselages

Figure 12. The measured roll plane radiation patterns at three different frequencies for an antenna installed forward of the wings on the
fuselage of a Fokker 100 scaled (1/15th) model.
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Figure 13. The measured roll plane radiation patterns at three different frequencies for an antenna installed on the upper fuselage between
the wings of a Fokker 100 scaled (1/15th) model.

have fewer nulls as well as radiating more into the lower
hemisphere. At the highest frequency of 1090 MHz, the spiky
pattern is due to multiple interactions between the direct wave
and waves reflected and diffracted by other parts of the air-
frame. The patterns at all frequencies are not as smooth as
those on the cylinder because of these interactions.

The fuselage positions between the wings are not suitable
locations for blade antennas, although these cannot usually
be avoided because of the lack of real estate on the airframe.
The patterns are not smooth and very little radiation occurs
in the lower hemisphere for these locations as can be seen in
the plots of Figure 13.

4.1 Design phase

The process of siting antennas on the aircraft would typ-
ically consist of a design phase, followed by a certifica-
tion/qualification phase.

Currently, the typical Design phase of placing antennas on
an airframe consists of:

� an initial paper design stage;
� an investigative and computational modeling stage, lead-

ing to a design freeze;
� a verification and implementation stage.

Each stage is an iterative process and may be looped
through several times before the first antenna is physically
installed.

4.1.1 Initial paper design stage

The process adopted in the initial paper design stage of the
antenna layout, is likely to be:

� collation of data;
� selection of antenna sites;
� positioning of neighboring antennas – spatial separation;
� spreadsheet analyses;
� computer modeling.

Initially the antenna spacing is set at a minimum separa-
tion of 2 to 3 wavelengths at the lowest operational carrier
frequency where this is achievable, and approximate values
are used for the systems data. A spreadsheet would normally
be set up to calculate coupling between antenna pairs with the
most optimistic values of antenna gains, transmitter powers,
cable losses, receiver sensitivity, etc., in order to obtain the
worse case results. The flow chart for the initial paper design
stage is shown in Figure 14.

4.1.2 Investigative and computational modeling
stage

During this stage decisions are taken on more exact position-
ing on the host airframe, whether antennas should be shared
between systems, if they should be suppressed, conformal or
frangible, the number of cable breaks between the antennas
and their systems, and more accurate calculations of the cou-
pling between systems. The CAD or canonical model of the
airframe would also be produced and the simpler forms of
computational modeling (such as GTD/UTD) may also be
undertaken at this point. The flow chart for the investigative
and computational modeling stage is shown in Figure 15.

4.1.3 Verification and implementation stage

Although the general trend is toward computational methods
for obtaining the radiation patterns of antennas, the use of
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Figure 14. The simplified flow chart for the initial paper design stage.

scaled models is still widely used. The radiation patterns are
measured at a few frequencies and for two or three principal
plane cuts and these are compared with the predicted patterns.
If good correlation is obtained between the measured and
predicted patterns then it is accepted that both methods are
accurate. The conputational methods are then used to obtain
the patterns over a large number of frequencies and cuts,
since this provides an enormous saving in cost as well as time
and effort, compared with a measurement programme. The

antennas may be physically installed on the airframe at this
stage. The flow chart for the verification and implementation
stage is shown in Figure 16.

4.2 Certification and qualification phase

Once the design phase has been undertaken and the de-
sign freeze implemented, the more detailed modeling can be
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Figure 15. The simplified flow chart for the investigative and computational modelling stage.

undertaken, before the metal is actually cut, to install the an-
tennas. The actual cutting of the metal can be part of the
certification/qualification phase although there is no clear
division between the design and certification/qualification
phases. There is also no clear cut distinction between
the certification and qualification phases. It is usually the
qualification phase that is undertaken in order to obtain
Certification.

Only one aircraft of the total fleet is required to be qualified
in order to obtain certification for the whole fleet. However,
in many cases there are many variants for the same airframe,

since different countries and organizations often require dif-
ferent systems for their particular fleet. This is particularly
the situation in the case of military aircraft. In these cases
the qualification may be required for the variations where it
cannot be shown that the qualification is transferable between
the variants.

Usually the whole system connected to the antenna has
to be tested, not just the antennas. The systems may often
be tested in laboratories using test rigs, but the actual signal
to and from the antenna could be inputted/outputted from a
simulator instead of the antenna.
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Figure 16. The simplified flow chart for the verification and implementation stage.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The final antenna layout is achieved by an iterative process
of modeling and scaled-model measurements, before physi-
cally installing the antennas on the aircraft. However, as the
computational tools and the hardware of workstations used
to compute the results improve, the verification of the com-
puted radiation patterns against scaled-model measurements
will result in better correlation. It is envisaged that the scaled
models will then be dispensable with the resultant savings in
costs and time scales.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a description of air platform Vulnera-
bility design. Vulnerability or ‘Damage Tolerance’ is defined,
in the context of this paper, as the susceptibility of airframe
and systems to threat weapon effects.

When implemented early enough in the aircraft and
weapon system design process, Vulnerability design aspects
can contribute significantly to the platform’s intrinsic re-
silience against airframe and systems damage caused by gun-
fire and missiles. Good Vulnerability design at best allows
mission completion after being hit; at worst it enables the
aircraft to return to base to be repaired. Inadequate attention

to Vulnerability design can lead to unnecessary mission, air-
craft, and aircrew loss.

An overview of the Vulnerability topic is provided, de-
sign requirements are identified, and threat types outlined.
Design aspects are then described: aircraft and systems con-
figuration, structural integrity, and detailed system design and
installation. Vulnerability design assessments are explained,
divided into qualitative, quantitative, and holistic.

This is an introductory text and focuses on man-made
threats, as vulnerability to natural threats is covered in other
Survivability chapters, for example, Lightning Strike (Air-
craft Design and Qualification for Resilience to Lightning)
and Electromagnetic Hazards (Electromagnetic Hazard Vul-
nerability Verification). Further reading is identified, espe-
cially Ball 2003, Pywellet al. 1999, and Alonze 1994, which
provide topic expansion and sets Vulnerability design in con-
text against other equally important topics of Survivability:

� Vulnerability verification, including Live Fire testing,
� Battle Damage Repair,
� Electronic Warfare (see also Electronic Warfare and De-

fensive Aids Systems Design and Development).
� Affordable survivability enhancement.

2 OVERVIEW OF VULNERABILITY

As outlined in chapter (The Survivability Balance), Surviv-
ability can be subdivided into Damage Avoidance, Damage
Tolerance, and Damage Repair. In the case of man-made
threats, the former concerns avoiding and evading threat
weapon systems and their guidance sensors. Once engaged by
a threat system’s sensors, then a subset of Damage Avoidance
comes into play, that of Evading and Countering the threat
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2 Survivability

by various means, usually via the use of Electronic Warfare
and its subset, self-protection Defensive Aids Systems (see
Electronic Warfare and Defensive Aids Systems Design and
Development).

In reality, for most combat situations, the Avoid, Evade,
and Counter methods cannot provide an absolute guarantee
of survival against the range of threats to be encountered in a
given military mission. Such missions include, for example,
an aircraft attacking a target or being engaged by an enemy
fighter. Under these ‘end-game’ conditions, where gunfire
and/or missile fragments hit the aircraft, Vulnerability of the
aircraft against those threats is key to whether mission success
can be assured and aircraft and aircrew safe return to base
guaranteed.

Low vulnerability yields high survivability – the ability
to complete a mission despite damage to the platform. High
vulnerability against a given threat means high risk of mission
and/or aircraft loss, should that threat successfully engage the
aircraft.

As discussed in preceding Survivability chapters (The
Survivability Balance and Electronic Warfare and Defensive
Aids Systems Design and Development), the most desirable
form of improving aircraft survivability is to effectively ad-
dress damage avoidance, that is, to ensure that the aircraft
platform does not sustain any damage that would therefore
reduce or deny its operational capability. Such damage avoid-
ance may be achieved by using appropriate operational tech-
niques (e.g., mission planning and tactics), flight profiles
(terrain masking), active and passive susceptibility reduction
(e.g., IR, radar stealth, optical and acoustic), together with ef-
fective counter-measures (e.g., flare, chaff, RF jamming, see
Electronic Warfare and Defensive Aids Systems Design and
Development). All of these techniques are aimed at ensuring
that no threat encounter is successful at causing damage to
the airframe.

However, whilst maximizing damage avoidance as much
a possible, complete protection of an aircraft platform can
never be assured. Even the most effective defensive aids
systems can be seen to be ineffective in certain combina-
tions of conditions and threats. Thus one further aspect of
aircraft design can provide a final ‘line of defense,’ that being
improved damage tolerance. Commonly known as ‘vulnera-
bility reduction’ this topic covers aspects of aircraft design
which aim to ensure that if hit by a hostile threat, the effects
and consequences of damage to the aircraft are minimized.

Vulnerability reduction has many aspects and can be con-
sidered at differing levels within the design, that is, aircraft
platform, system, subsystem, and equipment. It may also be
either active or passive in nature. Ultimately the extent to
which vulnerability reduction measures can be incorporated

within the design will depend on the requirements of the air-
craft program, the wide variety of design constraints, together
with operational and life-cycle maintenance considerations
and penalties.

3 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

In modern combat aircraft designs, the manufacturer has to
provide optimized overall platform survivability, balanced
within the constraints of the program design and consistent
with the expected operational use of the platform. In par-
ticular, overall platform design constraints including perfor-
mance and combat effectiveness must be taken into account
– this being particularly relevant to aspects of vulnerability
reduction, where additional mass penalties, often associated
with improving damage tolerance, must be avoided as much
as possible.

The need for an integrated approach to Survivability is
now generally agreed. In the U.K., the Defence Technology
Strategy (Great Britain. Ministry of Defence, 2006a) refers
to ‘Integrated Mission Survivability’ and defines Survivabil-
ity as having three components, Susceptibility, Vulnerability,
and Recoverability.

Dependent on the national Customer, there may be appli-
cable general design requirements specific to vulnerability
reduction. For example, such requirements are contained in
Great Britain, Ministry of Defence 2006b and USA. Depart-
ment of Defense 1997. The design requirements are comple-
mented with defined standards of testing, the results of which
are aimed at ensuring a minimum level of damage tolerance
within the overall design. Whilst such national standards may
be specifically identified as being applicable to a program,
typically they can be superseded by the specification of the
aircraft.

Typically, the aircraft specification will identify specific
aspects of vulnerability reduction required by the Customer –
these may be at platform configuration level, or even at de-
tailed equipment level (discussed later in this chapter).

Whilst it is possible to perform vulnerability assessment
analyses during the design process, these are generally only
suitable in determining relative ‘probability of kill’ (Pk). By
their very nature, absolute values ofPk are difficult to de-
termine, so are not typically found in aircraft specifications.
Instead, the Customer expectation is generally that a consid-
ered and balanced approach will be taken to ensure appro-
priate vulnerability reduction measures will be incorporated
wherever possible, with the overall aim of improving damage
tolerance as far as practicable, and supported by vulnerability
analyses as required.
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Figure 1. Threat type examples – Air-to-Air Missiles.

4 THREAT TYPES

The type of threat to which an aircraft will be subjected to is,
of course, a key issue when considering damage tolerance. In
general terms, there are a wide variety of threat types possible.

Firstly, the aircraft’s roles, anticipated mission scenarios
and mission profiles may be used to identify primary and
secondary threats. Such information may be readily deter-
mined from the Operational Analysis work contributing to
the overall aircraft design process.

Secondly, the detailed nature of threat types must be con-
sidered, whether localized damage such as that sustained
from Anti-Aircraft Artillery (AAA) and small arms fire are
applicable, for example, Figure 8 of Pywell 2004, or the more
dispersed warhead fragmentation damage from Surface-to-
Air and Air-to-Air Missiles (SAMs and AAMs).

Figure 1 provides an example of two types of AAMs. Sec-
tion 3 of Pywell 2004 contains unclassified images and further
information on these threat types and their capabilities.

AAA tends to result in only a few locations of damage to
the aircraft, as typically a small number of separate rounds
may be expected to hit the aircraft when damage is sustained
in an AAA volley. The rounds are typically 20–85 mm in
diameter. Each hit, however, may be expected to result in
severe localized damage, due to the use of high explosive or
incendiary shells.

SAM and AAM warhead fragmentation damage, however,
would be expected to result in a distribution of fragment im-
pacts, potentially very widely dispersed, across the airframe.
However, each fragment impact point would be expected to
result in quite localized impact damage, mainly to surface
structure and equipment items immediately in its direct tra-
jectory. Depending on the likely threats, the selection of the
vulnerability reduction measures described in Section 5 may
be tailored to provide protection against the damage types
expected.

5 DESIGN ASPECTS

There are three key aspects of vulnerability reduction to be
considered during the design process, these are aircraft con-
figuration, structural integrity, and detailed system design.

5.1 Configuration aspects

Where possible, this is the control of the general aircraft lay-
out to minimize weapon impact effects. The vulnerability of
critical systems can be reduced by optimizing the aircraft con-
figuration, including high-level redundancy, physical layout
separation, and change of dimensions.

The configuration aspects of the aircraft design can be the
predominant factor governing an aircraft’s damage tolerance.
Configuration adjustment can be very beneficial to alleviate
difficult detailed design problems. The following are impor-
tant considerations:

5.1.1 Engine location

By the fact of duplicated capability, multiple engines are
preferable to single engine configurations – subject to the re-
quirement that multiple engines should be located with phys-
ical separation and/or intermediate shielding to ensure that a
single hit is not capable of damaging both engines simulta-
neously. Designs should ensure that unconfined break-up of
one engine cannot result in severe damage to, or loss of the
other engine.

It should not possible for a fire in one engine bay to spread
into the other engine bay or destroy flight critical equipment.
A realistic fire protection philosophy needs to be considered
to cope with potential fire risks. It is advisable not to locate
fuel tanks adjacent to engine bays and in this respect pod-
mounted engines are advantageous.

5.1.2 Air intakes and fuel tanks

Engine air intake ducting should be routed to minimize the
coincidence of fuel tank and intake walls. If damaged, there
is a risk of fuel leakage into the duct, leading to fuel ingestion
and risk of engine overspeed and break-up risks. In addition,
debris due to the break-up of such structures (worsened by
hydraulic ram – see later) may lead to significant ingestion
damage.

Unavoidable areas of wetted intake walls should be com-
pensated for by low risk fuel management, which should en-
sure that critical tanks are drained first.
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In addition, where possible, engine intake mouths should
be separate to reduce or eliminate the risk of double ingestion
of spent gas from a missile burst or shell detonation into both
engines simultaneously.

5.1.3 Aircrew

Whilst clear all round visibility may be advantageous to the
pilot and other aircrew, the position of the former is highly
likely to be significantly exposed and unprotected. Rather,
it is advisable to locate the pilot down within the cockpit
area, providing natural shielding via surrounding nonessen-
tial cockpit equipment. Such natural shielding minimizes the
need for consideration of any parasitic protection, for exam-
ple, protective armor.

5.1.4 Flight control surfaces

There are two alternative concepts for improving the damage
tolerance of flight control surfaces.

� Firstly, by minimizing the number of control surfaces. By
reducing the area of such surfaces, so the probability of
them sustaining damage as a function of overall ‘presented
area’ to the threat is minimized. Although a net mass sav-
ing would be expected, the criticality of each remaining
surface is increased, with the likelihood that damage to
any part will result in the loss of aircraft control.

� Secondly, and contrary to the above, the alternative option
is to increase the number of surfaces. By introducing sur-
face ‘redundancy’ and lowering the criticality of a given
control area, any damage may be more tolerable.

Ideally, a combination of both of the above is desirable
together with an adaptive flight control system, giving suffi-
cient surfaces to provide redundancy, such that, if damaged,
a limited degraded capability remains.

5.2 Structural integrity

It is of primary importance that the structural integrity of the
airframe is maintained against the hostile threat. Structural
components should not fail following what should otherwise
be an acceptable level of damage.

To achieve this, a considered damage tolerant methodol-
ogy is to be identified and applied across the airframe, which
is enabled by an understanding of the expected structural fail-
ure mechanisms associated with the identified threat types.
Such an understanding comes from experimental investiga-
tions, ranging from material level studies up to Live Fire test-

ing against subassemblies and whole aircraft. An example of
this Live Fire methodology is provided for the F-22 aircraft in
USA. National Research Council 1995 and unclassified im-
ages of such testing (shoulder-launched missile fired at F-14
and C-130 aircraft) are contained in Ball and Atkinson 2005.

Only by dedicated testing can a comprehensive under-
standing be gained of the fundamental damage mechanisms
involved and the ways in which the damage propagates.

Currently, structural damage modeling toolsets exist, but
these should only be considered as giving indicative results
of the levels of damage to be expected – this is especially
true for new materials as well as novel combinations of exist-
ing types. In essence, vulnerability reduction activities must
be underpinned by a knowledge base of structural damage
characteristics.

As an introduction, it must be noted that, for aircraft, the
nature and extent of structural damage in a given area is sig-
nificantly affected by the presence of fuel tanks. In essence, if
the structure is ‘wet,’ that is, forming the boundary or internal
structure of an integral fuel tank, then the extent of damage
sustained can be expected to be significantly greater than that
found for ‘dry’ structure for a given gunfire round or missile
fragment. Typical damage characteristics are as follows.

For ‘dry’ metallic structure, a through hole can typically
be expected, depending on the mass and velocity of the pro-
jectile, and thickness of structural material. The hole can be
expected to have rough petalled edges, which depending on
orientation of the projectile, may be relatively circular and
similar in size to the projectile, or more jagged and greater in
size, see Figure 2. With the exception of the localized effects

Figure 2. Example of metallic structural damage. Reproduced from
BAE Systemsc© 2009.
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Figure 3. Carbon composite structural damage example. Repro-
duced from BAE Systemsc© 2009.

in the immediate area (typically subject to slight denting ef-
fects), the remainder of the structure is not unduly affected
by the impact.

Similarly, for ‘dry’ carbon composite structures, the ef-
fects of penetration damage tend to be highly localized with
delamination in the immediate area surrounding the hole. A
degree of surface ply splinters is also commonly observed,
see Figure 3.

Conversely to the above, when the structure is ‘wet,’ signif-
icantly greater damage is experienced across the local struc-
tural assembly. This is due to the effects of ‘hydrodynamic
ram,’ a phenomenon that acts as a significant damage am-
plifier. Whilst descriptions of hydrodynamic ram effects can
be found in many sources, for example, Ball 2003, effective
methods of reducing and mitigating the effects are few.

In essence, the significant projectile kinetic energy is trans-
ferred into the bulk of the fluid, causing an initial high pres-
sure pulse and longer term pressure rise (ultimately oscillat-
ing within the constraints of the tank), which causes signifi-
cant internal loading and structural displacement – typically
of such a level that the structure does not survive.

‘Wet’ metallic structures are seen to have similar hole sizes
and petalled edges at the impact point, but are often accom-
panied by massive tearing effects with deformation and dis-
placement of skin panels. Composite damage can be equally
destructive, but is typically less visually impressive. Rather
than the tearing and peeling-back of the skin, composites
will typically outwardly show only a relatively minor hole,
as per dry damage. Not visible to the eye will be the massive
and extensive multi-ply delamination through the thickness
of composite skin around, and extending some distance away
from, the impact point. This is caused by the large displace-
ments of skin due to the internal loading pressures resulting

Figure 4. Assembly fastener pull-through due to hydraulic ram
effects. Reproduced from BAE Systemsc© 2009.

from the displaced fluid. Typically, this will be accompanied
by the ‘pull-through’ of fasteners in the surrounding area and
extensive substructure damage, see Figure 4.

5.3 Detailed system design and installation

This is the control of system or subsystem vulnerability by
applying various techniques at system, subsystem, or compo-
nent level. Once the aircraft’s configuration has been defined,
improved damage tolerance may be incorporated within the
design by consideration of the principles in the following
subsections.

5.3.1 Duplication

The normal design practices of duplication provide a sound
basis for the duplication necessary to improve damage toler-
ance, for example, duplicated hydraulics and fuel tank group-
ings. However, these standard precautions only partly satisfy
the requirements of damage tolerance. The function of such
systems must be designed so that faulty operation of one du-
plicate, due to damage sustained, does not affect the correct
operation of the other. System design must ensure that effec-
tive duplication exists for the instances of battle damage –
particularly with respect to potential multiple hits. Aspects
of cross-comparative control systems must consider such as-
pects in particular.

The concept of duplication can be extended to compo-
nent level, where any duplex functionality can be separated
by adopting a good internal arrangement, and by the use of
suitable construction techniques for the equipment.
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In general, the degree of duplication must be consistent
across all essential systems and it is inadvisable to include
the use of singly critical equipment. However, where such
critical equipment are unavoidable and where these are es-
sential for flight, they should not be distributed throughout
the airframe as the chance of damaging any given one is
increased, possibly resulting in aircraft kill. Hence, for this
reason and for this type of component, the overall risk is re-
duced by grouping them together. The chance of hitting any
one of them is thus confined only to those cases of damage
to their specific location.

Since battle damage, of a degree that is potentially surviv-
able, tends to affect only a certain proportion of the aircraft
area, the benefits of duplication rely heavily on the relative
physical locations of the system functionality – such that ad-
equate physical separation must be achieved.

5.3.2 Separation

In general terms, the design aim must be to achieve ade-
quate physical separation. However, the definition of ‘ade-
quate separation’ must be carefully considered with respect
to the applicable threat types. Whilst maximum separation,
for example, separate sides of the aircraft, may be desirable,
other penalties of such a design may be severe (e.g., installa-
tion complexity and maintenance penalties).

It is therefore critical to adequately determine and define
the aircraft primary threat, and the corresponding damage
characteristics expected. Where extensive local damage may
be expected, for example, significant separation requirements
may be considered excessive and unnecessary. Conversely,
where dispersed fragmentation damage may be expected,
maximum separation requirements may be appropriate. Ge-
ometric arrangements also need to consider probable threat
approach directions to ensure effective separation.

It is important to note that effective physical separation
of duplicate systems is not just defined in terms of separa-
tion distance, but also the extent of shielding provided by
nonessential equipment. Both are required to minimize the
risk of coincident damage occurring (i.e., one hit damages
both).

Design integration activities must note and consider
which functions are considered essential (either duplicated
or singly), and also ensure adequate separation from po-
tential sources of secondary damage effects. The presence
of high temperature or pressure pipe work, fuel lines, and
the like may result in secondary effects such as fire or ex-
plosion damage, potentially resulting in the loss of crit-
ical functionality. Figure 5 illustrates possible pipe-work
damage. Duplicated hydraulic lines, if routed through the
same fuel tank area, could suffer coincident damage as a

Figure 5. Pipe-work damage example. Reproduced from BAE Sys-
tems c© 2009.

result of a single hit causing hydraulic-ram damage to the
tank.

5.3.3 Shielding

There are two main types of shielding, the first is known
as ‘natural shielding’ and involves the conscious grouping
and layering of components within the installation design of
the airframe. The second is a type of ‘parasitic protection’,
discussed in Section 5.3.4.

Natural shielding relies partly on sacrificing mission sys-
tem components in order to protect flight critical components.
This can be complemented by locating critical components
behind heavy structural items wherever possible.

It is useful, when organizing the installation layout, to list
components involved and rank them in order of flight criti-
cality or mission capability. The most important components
can then be located in the most sheltered positions, relying
on the protection from surrounding components. One of the
most useful shielding media can be fuel and, if specific tanks
can be considered as ‘expendable’ in terms of their content,
these could be used to provide natural shielding for essential
components – subject also to adequate tank fire and explosion
reduction techniques.

The concept of adequate shielding can also be extended
to component level. Internal arrangement and construction of
equipment can, in principle, enable incorporation of separate
duplex internal functionality.

5.3.4 Protection

Vulnerable components sometimes need to be protected by
adding armor plate between them taking into account prob-
able threat approach directions, but this should only be used
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in critical areas where natural shielding is considered inade-
quate.

The addition of armor protection is a crude and wasteful
method of ‘parasitic protection’ and should be considered
only as a ‘last resort.’ The term ‘parasitic protection’ relates
to the expected mass penalties associated with such a tech-
nique, however, dependent on the locations considered, the
mass additions may be offset against aircraft ballast require-
ments necessary to ensure correct aircraft center of grav-
ity range. In general, the incorporation of such protection
indicates that the aircraft design has a poor inherent dam-
age tolerance capability, typically due to inadequate consid-
eration of vulnerability aspects early enough in the project
design process. Early attention to the main vulnerability fea-
tures can ensure that adequate natural shielding is designed
in, making parasitic protection unnecessary.

Other types of protection may be necessary, depending on
the type of systems and the configuration adopted. Some ex-
amples are fire suppression, fuel tank self-sealing, explosion
suppression, and hydrodynamic-ram protection.

5.3.5 Isolation

Isolation is concerned with the containment of damage ef-
fects at a system level. In essence, it is the identification of key
functional aspects of a system and drawing a distinction be-
tween those which are considered to be ‘essential’ and those
deemed ‘desirable’ – in the context of post-damage aircraft
survival. Essential core functionality needs to be preserved
when damage occurs to the system in areas classed as only
‘desirable.’

A good example of this is a protected hydraulic system
whose essential capability is to maintain a minimum level of
flight control actuation, with an isolation function able to sep-
arate other desirable hydraulic circuits if damaged. Another
example is the addition of cross-feed and tank interconnect
to a basic fuel feed system. These are desirable functions, but
must not compromise the main feed functionality by adding
extra risks.

5.3.6 Component damage tolerance

Individual hits by rounds or warhead fragments can in them-
selves cause secondary damage mechanisms when they hit
aircraft components. It would be required that certain types
of potentially ‘high risk’ components have an inherent design
which minimizes any form of damage amplification.

For example, a high-pressure fluid reservoir should be de-
signed and tested to show a restrained break-up characteristic
when hit, rather than breaking up into a multitude of high-
speed fragments, each capable of causing further extensive
internal damage.

6 VULNERABILITY DESIGN
ASSESSMENTS

6.1 Assessments as part of the design process

As previously noted, aircraft specifications are not normally
specific in quantifying absolute ‘probability of kill’ (Pk)
requirements for an aircraft design. Rather, it is expected that
a balanced approach is taken, combining damage tolerance
considerations within the overall design process to reach a
suitable design solution which addresses key factors, as ap-
propriate to the program. To this end, vulnerability assess-
ments must be considered as an integral part of the overall
design process.

The primary aims of the assessments are to:

� identify and evaluate the inherent vulnerability aspects of
the proposed design,

� incorporate and assess detailed design changes aimed at
improving specific damage tolerance issues,

� assess improvements at an aircraft level, to determine their
overall effectiveness,

� determine associated penalties for subsequent design
trade-off studies.

The assessment methodology adopted and the degree of
design consideration will reflect the level of emphasis placed
on damage tolerance by the specification and program in
general. In principle, the approach taken may be one of a
qualitative or quantitative assessment. Typically, relative as-
sessments are undertaken, comparing two or more design
definitions to determine the value of damage tolerance char-
acteristics within the design. The analysis considers in detail
the final stage of a hostile encounter, such that the threat sys-
tem has engaged with the aircraft.

In the case of gunfire, a range of intercept trajectories
through the aircraft would be considered. For missile engage-
ments, weighted approach direction, fuzing distance, and
warhead fragmentation characteristics would be considered
to determine the likely fragmentation impact points across
the airframe.

When undertaking the assessment, a range of aircraft kill
types may be considered, determined primarily by the en-
gagement timeframe of the analysis. The analysis may con-
sider only an ‘immediate kill,’ say within 3 s, such that the
occupant is unlikely to have sufficient time to safely eject –
thereby assessing the survivability of the crew.

Alternatively, the assessment may consider a typical time-
frame to enable a successful return to a friendly airfield,
known as a ‘Return to Base.’ Such analyses take into account
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additional aspects of the design, such as maintaining engine
fuel supply, provision of navigation information, and landing
functionality.

6.2 Qualitative vulnerability analyses

Survivability engineers should carry out an independent as-
sessment of the aircraft design, taking into account type of
aircraft, specification requirements, mission threats, and de-
tailed design solution. More specifically, when undertaking
an assessment, the engineer should initially:

� Determine platform definition and configuration(s), the
primary and secondary threat mechanisms expected, and
acceptable levels of degradation.

� Construct a comprehensive dataset of aircraft design in-
formation. Ideally this should include the installation of
main flight critical systems and primary structure, func-
tional schematics for critical systems, summary of struc-
tural materials and their locations, and definition of any
incorporated protection measures.

� Determine threat characteristics, in terms of points-of-
strike within the mission profile, expected engagement
geometries, likely aircraft maneuver and fuel states at time
of strike.

� Collect relevant vulnerability test data relating to the be-
havior of structural materials and critical components.

Based on the above, a qualitative assessment can be un-
dertaken to identify those critical components most likely to
sustain damage, wherever possible assessing the likely extent
of damage based on estimated intensity of damage.

� Firstly, structural items should be considered, comparing
results gained to a range of pre-existing damage tolerance
assessments to assess the relative risk of aircraft loss.

� Subsequently, these items should be evaluated:

– Duplication and separation of essential systems
should be considered to determine if duplicated crit-
ical functionality are likely to receive coincident
damage, leading to aircraft loss.

– The approximate depth of structure and systems
around the critical systems and the evaluation of the
degree of shielding provided.

– The general layout of dry bays close to fuel tanks
should be examined, to assess the risks of fuel leak-
age and subsequent fire or explosion.

� The above should be followed by the identification and
assessment of potential secondary damage amplifiers, as
discussed previously.

Observations should be presented in an order that reflects
the seriousness of damage and the approximate probability
of damage occurring. Results should summarize the obser-
vations made in terms of the relative risk of the aircraft being
killed within the timeframe considered.

6.3 Quantitative vulnerability analyses

As with the qualitative assessment, the Survivability engineer
needs to compile the range of design data, but typically to a
greater level of detail. This is necessary as the quantitative
assessment usually employs an automated toolset to process
the analysis, considering the detailed layout of equipment ge-
ometries (see example in Figure 6), threat engagement con-
ditions, and system functionality within a detailed numerical
model.

A number of toolsets have been developed by a wide range
of institutions over many years, for example those at the
U.S. Survivability/Vulnerability Information Analysis Cen-
ter (SURVIAC) (USA. Department of Defense, 2010), some
relevant examples of which are listed here:

� COVART – Computation of Vulnerable Area Tool
� FASTGEN – Fast Shotline Generator
� FATEPEN – Fast Air Target Encounter Penetration Pro-

gram

Typically, such toolsets are restricted in nature due to
the confidential nature of the embedded damage-tolerance
datasets. However, a number of commercially available ap-
plications exist, for example, FASTGEN IVAVIEW® (visu-

Figure 6. Quantitative vulnerability modeling – example selection
of components. Reproduced from BAE Systemsc© 2009.
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alization tool for use with FASTGEN), and may be sourced
to perform such quantitative assessments.

Such toolsets can provide a robust statistical assessment
of damage cases, over a wide range of encounter conditions,
thereby improving the level of confidence in the results ob-
tained.

6.4 Holistic vulnerability analyses

Irrespective of the type of assessment performed, be it qual-
itative or quantitative, their primary value is to assess the
effectiveness of vulnerability reduction aspects of the design
at an aircraft level.

Due to the nature of threat types and inherent aircraft de-
sign issues, the incorporation of specific damage tolerance
techniques will no doubt provide individual benefits by ad-
dressing specific vulnerability issues. However, it is often
found that when one kill mechanism is addressed, another
simply replaces it as the primary cause of aircraft loss.

Thus by performing a full aircraft analysis the individual
vulnerability issues are not considered in isolation, but in-
stead are all considered in parallel, providing a holistic view
of susceptibility to threat weapon effects. The results gained
can provide clear guidance on the overall benefits, or other-
wise, to be gained from the incorporated vulnerability reduc-
tion techniques. Often it is found that damage tolerance has
to be applied in a consistent and holistic approach across the
airframe to gain any positive advantage at an aircraft level.

6.5 The importance of iterative analysis

As the design progresses and difficult compromises are re-
quired to achieve other requirements, it becomes more ap-
propriate to adopt a quantitative approach to vulnerability
analysis. It is also important to revisit a holistic whole air-
craft analysis from time to time through the design process
to ensure that one protection mechanism has not worsened
vulnerability in another area.

During the service life of a platform it is also important to
revisit, as appropriate, relevant parts of the preceding anal-
yses to ensure that the impact on Vulnerability is not unac-
ceptably degraded by proposed modifications to the airframe
and systems contained therein.

7 CONCLUSION

This chapter has provided an introduction to the specialist
topic of Vulnerability design. It has described the many com-
plex and interrelated design aspects and considerations nec-

essary to enable aircraft with appropriate and affordable lev-
els of resilience to man-made threats – Surface-to-Air and
Air-to-Air Missiles, Anti-Aircraft Artillery shells, and small
arms fire.

Key points made are:
� Vulnerability design and assessments must be conducted

early in the aircraft overall design process if that aircraft’s
Damage Tolerance is to be maximized and optimized.

� To be of most use, Vulnerability modeling and assess-
ments must make use of empirically derived data on actual
damage mechanisms.

� Gathering such underpinning data, especially as much is
platform type-specific, is a significant and ongoing task
and most of the data is confidential.

� Toolsets have been developed to conduct and aid Vulner-
ability design and assessments. Although many are re-
stricted access, there are now a number of commercially
available packages. Such packages, however, still need
the type-specific underpinning data to assure robust Vul-
nerability solutions and recommendations.

� Only by paying adequate attention to Vulnerability de-
sign at project outset can mission success probability and
aircraft/aircrew survival be maximized. Failure to do so
can lead to unnecessary and expensive mission failure and
loss of aircraft and aircrew.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The requirement for the clearance of aircraft to a specific
electromagnetic (EM) hazard or EM Environment (EME)
goes back to the early 1930s where the concern was the
effect of engine interference with communications systems
(Carter, 2003). Since that time there have been a number
of occurrences directly related to interference as a result of
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issues. One particu-
larly memorable occurrence was the severe loss of life as a
result of an un-commanded release of stores on-board the
USS Forrestal aircraft carrier in the 1960s (Leach, Alexander
and Editor, 1995).

Since then, the functional use of electronics has become
critical in all systems and as a result, the field of EMC has
become high profile. It has been suggested that the intro-
duction of digital avionics into flight critical functions in
aircraft has introduced susceptibilities to external transmit-
ters that exist in the environment (Fuller, 1990; Fuller, 1991;
Devereux, 1997; Sorenson, 1990; Gray et al., 2000). How-
ever, the inclusion of digital electronics is not necessarily

the issue but the failure mode of digital systems. Analog
systems tend to exhibit gradual degradation whereas digital
systems tend to exhibit step-change degradation. Historically,
it may have been possible for a pilot to observe the onset of
degradation and take the required action; digital systems will
exhibit the degradation with no indication of onset. Further-
more, the latest fighter aircrafts are inherently unstable to
enable greater agility and require several computer systems
to maintain the aircraft in flight (Eurofighter Typhoon, 2004).
If these systems are not electromagnetically compatible with
other electronics in close proximity, on-board communica-
tions transmitters and the EME, then loss of the aircraft could
result.

1.1 Susceptibility or vulnerability?

In the defense community, the response of an equipment to
an EM hazard broadly falls into three categories:

1. Immunity – the equipment exhibits no response to the
EME to which it is exposed.

2. Susceptibility – the equipment exhibits a response that
does not affect the mission.

3. Vulnerability – the equipment exhibits a response that
does affect the mission; this can be a temporary effect
observed only during the time of exposure to the EME
or a more permanent effect that lasts when the EME is
removed.

It is worth noting that the civil community does not use
the term vulnerability but immunity and susceptibility only.
In the civil context, susceptibility refers to an effect caused by
exposure to the EME that causes degradation in performance.
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Any effect observed that does not degrade performance would
not be labeled as a susceptibility.

2 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
ENVIRONMENT

The electromagnetic environment is made up of both uninten-
tional and intentional sources or transmitters. Unintentional
sources are those attributed to natural phenomenon such
as lightning, electrostatic discharge, and emissions from
electronic systems. Intentional sources include those that
generate high-intensity radiated field (HIRF) environments
(such as radar), nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP), and
radio frequency directed energy weapons (RFDEW) also
known as RF weapons (RFW).

It is necessary to have methods that allow the evaluation
of the aircraft without necessarily exposing the aircraft to
the actual environment. Continued exposure to these harsh
environments (as in the trials environment) can cause damage
to equipment as a result of cumulative effects.

3 LOW-LEVEL TECHNIQUES

Low-level techniques are used extensively throughout aircraft
EMC testing and are specifically used during the clearance of
aircraft for clearance through HIRF (Zacharias et al., 1993).
More recently, the technique has been applied to vehicles as
a tool for assessing the susceptibility of automotive products
(Willis, 1990). The main benefit of this technique is the use
of low-power RF to illuminate the system under evaluation.
Using low power to drive the illuminating antenna means
that these assessment techniques are not restrictive in terms
of assessment location. The use of low power also removes
any concerns over biological effects or damage to the sys-
tem. The purpose of this chapter is to examine the various
low-level aircraft EMC measurement practices as defined by
EUROCAE (EUROCAE, 2001) and SAE (AF, 2003) and to
identify their advantages and limitations.

3.1 Low-level direct drive (LLDD)

This procedure can be used to measure the transfer function at
low level between the skin current and individual equipment
wiring bundles. Providing the relationship between free field
external radiation and skin current is known for all illumina-
tion angles and polarizations, either by accurate modeling or
by measurement of transfer functions; this skin current can be
set up by direct injection onto the airframe. The modeling is
accomplished by the use of 3D Computational Electromag-
netics (CEM) codes.

Typically these currents are injected onto various points on
the aircraft – wing, engine, nose, or tail. The resultant currents
on the aircraft/equipment cables are measured with a current
probe and normalized to external unit field strength so that
they can be scaled to the appropriate EME. This technique
has previously been used on aircraft to assess the effect of
frequencies lower than that achievable by the low-level swept
current (LLSC) technique. An associated technique to LLDD
is direct current injection (DCI). During DCI, high-level RF is
injected onto the skin of the airframe where the skin currents
are reradiated onto the cable looms running throughout the
aircraft.

3.2 Low-level swept current (LLSC)

This assessment records the amount of current that can be
induced onto cables of interest as a result of the incidence
of low-level RF radiation. The field incident on the EUT is
kept as low as possible whilst meeting measurement dynamic
range requirements and is generally less than 1 V m−1. The
frequency range over which data is collected is 500 kHz to
400 MHz. This frequency range is where coupling to cables
is at a maximum.

The system to be evaluated is set up in the center of an
Open Area Test Site (OATS). Four antenna tripods are located
around the OATS such that the system can be illuminated
with RF from the nose, tail, left, and right positions. Figure 1
shows a typical LLSC setup.

The connecting cables to each of the transmit antenna are
located at the instrumentation van to allow for ease of change
over. In some cases, switches are used to swap between anten-
nas without the need to disconnect and reconnect cables.
A fiber optic link (FOL) is used to retrieve the data being
collected at the system under evaluation. The FOL is con-
nected to a FOL transmitter at one end and a FOL receiver

Figure 1. Typical LLSC setup.
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(controller) at the instrumentation van. The FOL transmitter
converts RF into an optical signal and the FOL controller
allows the user to control the FOL transmitter and collect
the data from any probes attached. Generally, the FOL trans-
mitter has four inputs allowing up to four measurements to
be taken in one run. A FOL has two limiting factors; firstly,
they are frequency-range dependent and, secondly, they have
a maximum input level. It is important that these two fac-
tors are considered to ensure that the data collected is of the
best possible quality. It is essential that the maximum input
of the FOL is not exceeded during an LLSC assessment and
consideration of the sensor voltage output is required. This
can become a serious restriction when measuring high levels
of induced current or incident field. In this instance, attenua-
tion is required to ensure that the measured waveform is not
clipped or distorted in any way.

To ensure that antenna efficiencies are optimized, vari-
ous antennas are used to cover the whole frequency range of
interest.

3.2.1 Measurement of the reference field

Before the system to be evaluated is placed in the center of the
OATS, the reference field is measured for the output param-
eters of the test equipment (amplifier and signal generator
source) which will be used during the assessment. The field
at the point that the system to be evaluated is to be located at
is measured via the use of an electric field sensor.

RF power is sent to each antenna in turn as controlled by
the signal analyzer and tracking source. The tracking source
sweeps an output over the frequency range of interest at the
same time as the signal analyzer is recording the amplitude
for the same swept frequency at the calibration point. The
end result is a plot of dB �V m−1 versus frequency, nor-
malized to a 1 V m−1 equivalent field. This calibration is
performed for each antenna in both horizontal and vertical
polarizations and a data file is recorded for each. The end
result is 32 calibration files (4 antennas ×2 polarizations ×
4 orientations).

This field calibration is used with current probe data to
enable the normalization of the measured induced current
in terms of dB �A per V m–1. A FOL is used throughout
this phase of the trial to collect the data from the current
probes. This is for two reasons. Firstly, the use of a FOL
allows transmission of the measured signal over distances
of 200 m with minimal loss (typically <1 dB across the
measurement frequency range). Secondly, the use of a FOL
prevents the induction of signal in the measurement path that
is not as a result of the response of the sensor at the end of
the FOL.

When the reference field has been recorded, the test equip-
ment parameters (tracking generator source output, antenna

location, etc.) for the measurement phase are set. Cables to
be measured are identified in sets of four and marked up as
test points. Current probes are then attached to the first set of
four test points with their output being sent to the FOL head.
RF power is sent to each antenna in turn using the same
parameters as for the calibration phase. The induced current
at each test point is measured and recorded by the instru-
mentation. This output is normalized to the incident field
measured during the calibration phase. The output is a plot
of normalized induced current (dB �A per V m–1) versus fre-
quency. After each antenna orientation and polarization has
been completed, there are 32 files for each test point (4 fre-
quency bands ×2 polarizations ×4 orientations). This data
is “tied” together resulting in eight files (4 orientations ×
2 polarizations). A generic coupling profile is then produced
by taking the worst case (i.e., highest level) induced cur-
rent for each frequency from an overlay of the eight files.
The civil aircraft community use a 95% generic curve for
critical display functions (EUROCAE, 2001). The generic
coupling profile is the final output of this phase and results
in the worst case coupling irrespective of polarization. The
process is repeated for each test point measured.

3.2.2 Data analysis

The generic profiles can be used to generate predicted induced
currents for in-band RF environments. This can include tran-
sient fields as well as continuous wave (CW) environments as
dictated by test standards or other requirements such as high-
intensity radio transmission area (HIRTA) levels. A typical
use for this part of the process is in the clearance of aircraft
for flight in HIRF.

A typical generic LLSC profile is given in Figure 2; the
values less than approximately 2 MHz are in the noise floor
of this measurement.

The generic profile can be extrapolated to required test
levels as defined by a specific environment. The output of
the extrapolation is a profile that is used for susceptibility
testing by bulk current injection (BCI). The BCI technique
uses a high-power current injection probe to induce/inject
current into the cable of interest. The system is monitored for
susceptibilities whilst the profile is worked through.

3.2.3 Bulk current injection

The generic profiles generated during the LLSC assessment
are used to generate BCI profiles for susceptibility analy-
sis as described by EUROCAE (EUROCAE, 2001) and SAE
(AF, 2003). The required environment, as defined by the rele-
vant standards (EUROCAE, 2001), determines the BCI limits
by using the transfer functions collected during the LLSC
assessment and extrapolating them up to the environment.
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Figure 2. Typical LLSC profile.

The HIRF Environment 1 (Certification) specified in ED107
along with the frequency range of interest to LLSC and BCI
is given in Figure 3.

A typical generic LLSC and an extrapolated BCI limit can
be seen in Figure 4.

This method of extrapolation only holds for frequency
domain environments. The extrapolated current is injected
onto the cable bundle of interest whilst the equipment or sys-
tem is powered and in a flight representative condition. The
initial injected current level is lower than the “target” current
level and this is increased at each frequency until either sus-
ceptibility is observed or the “target” current level is achieved.

Transfer functions of this type can also be used to predict
induced currents as a result of time domain environments
such as lightning or EMP.

3.3 Low-level swept field (LLSF)

This part of the assessment looks at the attenuation afforded
by the equipment enclosure or bay over the frequency range
200 MHz–18 GHz. The process follows a similar process to
the LLSC technique but involves measuring fields instead of
induced currents.
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Figure 3. HIRF certification 1 from ED107 – LLSC frequency range.
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As per LLSC, a variety of antennas are used to cover the
complete frequency range.

3.3.1 Measurement of the reference field

Sufficient power is generated to ensure that a field with good
dynamic range is achieved at the measurement point (receive
antenna). Both horizontal and vertical transmit polarizations
are measured by omni-directional horizontal and vertical
receive antennas. Generally, the field calibration phase results
in one file constructed by varying the height of the receive
antenna to eliminate the effects of ground reflection.

3.3.2 Measurement phase

The transmit antenna is located such that the bay or enclo-
sure to be measured is at a distance of between 4 and 7 m.
This ensures that far-field conditions and even illumination
is achieved (depending on the size of the bay under test). The
receive antenna is placed inside the enclosure. Precautions
are taken to minimize RF pick-up between 1 and 18 GHz
by using ferrites on connecting cables and/or using radar
absorbing material (RAM), where any connecting cables pen-
etrate the bay. A typical LLSF measurement is shown in
Figure 5.

A FOL, ensuring electrical isolation, is used at frequencies
below 1 GHz. It is important that the antenna is the only part

of the measurement system capable of affecting any signal
recorded by the digitizer.

The measurements taken during an LLSF assessment are
conducted over three bands; 400 MHz to 1 GHz, 1 to 8 GHz,
and 8 to 18 GHz. This is to allow for both the necessary
changes in antennas at 1 GHz and to ensure that sufficient
data resolution is achieved. The data is tied (as with LLSC)
resulting in a single attenuation profile for each orientation
and polarization. A generic worst case profile is then created
by taking the least attenuation across the complete frequency
range from an overlay of all data files relevant to the bay of

Figure 5. LLSF on a Boeing 747.
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interest. It is this single profile that is used for further analysis;
an example is given in Figure 6.

3.3.3 Localized HIRF testing

The generic profiles are linearly extrapolated to the required
environment resulting in the field levels required for testing
using a similar extrapolation method as for LLSC to BCI. For
example, if the measured attenuation is 20 dB, the incident
electric field will be reduced by a factor of 10 with the corre-
sponding power density reducing by a factor of 100. Figure 7
shows the HIRF Environment 1 (Certification) with the LLSF
frequency range of interest highlighted.

The attenuation profiles collected for each of the areas
during the LLSF are applied to the environment of interest

resulting in the required field levels for susceptibility assess-
ment of the equipment contained with the areas measured.
An example is shown in Figure 8.

These fields are generated so that they are incident on
open equipment bays (i.e., generating the field internal to
the aircraft) and susceptibilities are monitored for during the
test. A schematic picture of a typical localized HIRF test and
a picture of a typical test setup are shown in Figures 9 and
10, respectively.

These generic profiles can also be used with RFDEW
waveforms to predict the fields expected inside an enclosure.
Equipments contained within bays that have been subjected
to independent radiated susceptibility assessment can then be
evaluated for their susceptibility to RFDEW by considering
the frequency content of the RFDEW environment of interest.
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3.4 Application of LLSC to large aircraft

The LLSC technique has been applied to many aircrafts in
the 20+ years since its conception. Additionally, the tech-
nique has been successfully applied to land vehicles and naval
platforms to obtain coupling information. In fact, the tech-
nique can be applied to anything where coupling information
is required but careful consideration must be given to the
application of the technique such that useful data is obtained.

Failure to completely understand the technique may result
in coupling data that is not real, and subsequent susceptibility
testing may significantly overtest or undertest the system.

One particular area where careful consideration is required
is in the application of LLSC to large aircraft such as the new

Signal
source

Antenna

Hatch
Airframe

Equipment
bay

EUT

Figure 9. Typical Localised HIRF Test.
Figure 10. An Antenna inside an Aircraft Bay for a Localised HIRF
Test.
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Figure 11. Pictorial Representation of Airbus A380 undergoing
LLSC.

Airbus A380-800. This aircraft has a wingspan of 79.80 m
and a fuselage length of 72.25 m and can carry 555 passengers
(http://www.janes.com).

To ensure field uniformity over the aircraft, the distance
from the transmit antenna to the center of the aircraft must be
at least 1.5×the maximum dimension of the aircraft. Thus, for
an A380, a distance of 120 m is required. Figure 11 shows a
pictorial representation of an Airbus A380 undergoing LLSC.

As can be seen from Figure 11, a minimum test-site area
of 240 m × 240 m would be required to complete this assess-
ment. This is a requirement that most test sites would struggle
to meet.

Figure 12. Pictorial Representation of Airbus A380 undergoing LLDD.

3.5 Application of LLDD to large aircraft

The LLDD technique was developed to measure current
transfer functions in the lower part of the HF band. Various
transfer functions can be measured by including the airframe
as part of a circuit through which RF current can be passed.
The airframe may be connected in a number of configurations
such as from nose to tail or from nose to wing tip or wing tip
to wing tip or from tail to wing tip. From this data, the “worst
case” or maximum transfer functions can be derived.

The wiring loom-induced current data is normalized to a
single-point surface current measurement that is compared to
the same surface current point modeled with a free field exci-
tation. The induced loom current data can thus be overlaid
with the standard LLSC loom current data. This technique
provides much improved coupling data over the low part
of the HF band, employing modest (10–100 W) injection
powers.

This technique has been proved invaluable in the past in
determining current transfer functions for large aircraft at
frequencies from a few kHz to the first airframe resonance.

Figure 12 shows a pictorial representation of an A380
undergoing LLDD.

4 SUMMARY

The effect of electromagnetic hazards on aircraft has been
understood since the 1930s. Since then, aircraft steadily
became more dependent on technology and the risk of
loss increased significantly requiring techniques to assess
vulnerability and associated methods to protect aircraft sys-
tems. Today, the provision of evidence to show that an aircraft
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is safe to fly in EM hazards is a mandatory and important part
of the clearance process.

This chapter has discussed the methods used to assess
aircraft for their response in an EM hazard. The methods
discussed are used extensively by aircraft manufacturers to
provide evidence required to gain flight certification.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The key to survival is reliant on accepting that survivability
has three major elements, namely:

� damage avoidance
� damage tolerance
� damage repair.

The survivability of a platform must consider, in a bal-
anced manner, all three of these elements to reduce aircraft
loss (attrition) and achieve the required wartime performance.

Damage avoidance is a result of the performance charac-
teristics and mission planning for the weapon system. Al-
though, increasingly the new concepts of network-enabled
warfare have a significant impact on damage avoidance. In

the case of an aircraft, the characteristics of interest include:

� observability
� defensive aids (see Electronic Warfare and Defensive Aids

Systems Design and Development)
� maneuverability.

The mission planning must consider the concept of oper-
ation and tactics within the capabilities of the aircraft.

Design for damage tolerance must include the following
considerations:

� The vulnerability of the complete aircraft to potentially
fatal damage, which could result in loss of the aircraft.

� Significant damage resulting in a loss of performance
(possibly causing mission failure and significant out-of-
service time for repair).

� Slight damage resulting in a rapid repair not impacting on
availability.

Both systems and structure are of concern and the modern
tendency for criticality of the design and close integration
of each requires very careful consideration of the impact of
threats.

Damage repair has more recently become a vital part of
the support of the aircraft. Rapid but effective repairs are
essential to maintain valuable combat assets in theatre.

As discussed above, the survivability of a weapon system
must consider, in a balanced manner, all three of the ele-
ments to effectively reduce attrition and achieve the required
wartime performance as discussed by Alonze 1994.

New airframe materials (e.g., composites) and systems
technologies (e.g., wide-band data-buses), while offering
huge performance improvements, must not impact in a neg-
ative way on the ability to repair the aircraft.
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2 Survivability

The rapid increase in the use of commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) digital technology in systems has raised the specter
of “information warfare” as a potentially new threat and there-
fore vulnerability, which must be considered.

It can be seen that a holistic approach is essential to sur-
vivability in order to optimize the technological investment
and so achieve the survivability goal. This is made consid-
erably more challenging by the very wide range of technical
disciplines that must contribute to the end goal.

Modeling tools, test facilities, organizational design, and
integrated product development techniques all have an im-
portant role to play. However, it is vital that all projects must
have an appropriately expressed survivability requirement
and an agreed verification and qualification philosophy for
each stage of the development of the project. Such a focus is
essential in order that a requirement can be met despite the
fact that the overall survivability performance cannot be fully
validated – until the first days of combat use of the aircraft.

This introductory chapter considers the major elements of
the complete survivability picture.

2 DAMAGE AVOIDANCE

Figure 1 shows the major components or considerations upon
which the ability to avoid damage rests. Some of the compo-
nents contributing to damage avoidance are strengthened by
network enabling, which can improve situational awareness
and timeliness.

Placing full responsibility for these issues within the de-
fense industry in the UK has strengthened its capabilities and
clarified the costs associated with any particular property of
the air platform. This clarification of costs is important in the
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Figure 1. The major components contributing to damage avoid-
ance.

balance of investment decisions necessary across the surviv-
ability problem space.

In order to move the responsibility for a particular aspect
into industry, the customer must express his requirements as
a meaningful and demonstrable specification. At present, the
requirements are expressed as individual performance targets
(e.g., radar cross-section (RCS), electronic warfare (EW) sys-
tem performance, etc.). This reduces the ability of industry
to trade across the problem space of “damage avoidance.”
Furthermore, the requirements are often expressed in deter-
ministic terms, whereas the properties being specified have
more meaning as stochastic requirements. Developments in
the creation and casting of requirements are needed.

3 DAMAGE TOLERANCE

Figure 2 shows the major concerns for damage tolerance.
There is a grouping of man-made, intentional, hostile threats,
against which the aircraft must have battle damage tolerance.
There is also a connected set of peace-time, potentially dam-
aging threats (e.g., lightning strike), which, although beyond
the scope of this introductory chapter, have to be considered
in the design (see Electromagnetic Hazard Vulnerability Ver-
ification and Aircraft Design and Qualification for Resilience
to Lightning).

In the past, the quality of the design with respect to dam-
age tolerance and electromagnetic resilience was based on
following “good practice” as outlined in Defense or Military
Standards (e.g., US DoD publication Mil-Hdbk-2069, 1997).
These were written based on observations from past conflicts
in the case of damage tolerance. In the case of the latent be-
havior of systems, for example, electromagnetic compatibil-
ity (EMC), these were often based on an equipment-centered
viewpoint.

Understandably, procurement contracts have rapidly
moved toward performance-based specifications with associ-
ated routes to qualification, often involving a suitable mix of
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Figure 2. The major elements of concern in damage tolerance.
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component and whole platform testing and analysis resulting
in demonstrating performance to specification (verification).

In general, the philosophy of the design must address the
issues in the earliest concepts using modeling and engineer-
ing judgment in order to arrive at a suitable configuration to
satisfy the requirements.

4 DAMAGE REPAIR

In the past, damage repair schemes were based on generic
guidance. As designs became more optimized and critical,
more specific guidance was required and the concept of re-
pair manuals emerged. These were associated with a partic-
ular platform product. The emergence of highly optimized
composite airframes and extensive critical systems functions
has resulted in a need for intelligent, knowledge-based, re-
pair guidance. Furthermore, the damage mechanisms have
become more complex and the diagnosis of the extent of
damage is a more subtle and complex task, often requiring
nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques rather than relying
on visual inspection.

The philosophy of in-service repair must be considered
from the earliest design stages in order to create a platform,
which is as repairable as possible in the field. This is a difficult
area to specify precisely and as a result is difficult to review
in terms of progress toward meeting the requirement through
the project design life cycle.

A further difficulty arises from the fact that a civilian en-
gineering staff is possibly not ideally placed to determine the
philosophy of battlefield repairs. It is suggested that a joint
team of military and civilian personnel best determines this.

5 THE BALANCE OF INVESTMENT
ACROSS SURVIVABILITY

For some time, the balance of investment across the range of
properties that contribute to damage avoidance (see Figure
1) has been debated. There has been some progress in this
area although more refined work is necessary to achieve a
satisfactory answer.

A number of problems arise in attempting to come to an
answer. These include the sharing of very sensitive military
data across a team of analysts who necessarily must include
industrially based personnel who understand configuration
design, installed system performance, and most importantly
costs. The team must also include military personnel in or-
der to have a full understanding of practical military tactics
and usage. It can be seen that the difference in philosophy,
combined with sensitive data, both military and commercial,

makes a holistic treatment of the problem of balance of in-
vestment very difficult.

These problems are greatly exacerbated when attempt-
ing to achieve a balance across the three major elements
of survivability (avoidance, tolerance, and repair) in which
military philosophy must be mixed with industrial business
thinking, together with complex, multidisciplinary engineer-
ing and competition-sensitive data, often prior to bid compi-
lation and submission.

It has been mentioned earlier that some of the changes
that have occurred have caused a better understanding of the
costs involved. However, there is still a considerable way
to go, particularly in terms of rapidly assessing options and
achieving a balance across survivability in its entirety.

One way of easing this problem is to carefully consider the
procurement process from the viewpoint of establishing joint
industry/customer teams for those activities that would ben-
efit from this joint view, produce an output that could then be
studied competitively and a response made. “Smart procure-
ment” attempts to follow this philosophy; however, further
thought is needed in the field of survivability to address vis-
ibility of commercially and militarily sensitive information.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The chapter gives a brief introduction to the major issues and
considerations involved in survivability and indicates how the
approach to survivability is changing for the prime contrac-
tors (and customers) of air platforms.

In order to further improve the way in which survivability
is addressed, a number of further changes need to be made.

� Attainable and verifiable requirements need to be devel-
oped, often in joint military and industrial teaming envi-
ronments.

� Routes to qualification need to be agreed prior to contrac-
tual commitment.

� Through-life costs of survivability need to be understood,
once again from the dual perspective of industry and the
military users.

Finally, the added dimension of network-centric warfare
needs to be explored. This is an added complexity that could
provide some new approaches to improving survivability.
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An Introduction to Project Management
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This part of the encyclopedia was largely designed by Philip
Pugh (see Project Management: Cost Analysis and Project
Management: Cost Forecasting), who originally invited con-
tributors and specified the topics that he expected them to
cover. Unfortunately, he died suddenly in January 2009 and
David Faddy has deputized for him since then. Project man-
agement is a very broad topic. That is to say: it encompasses
everything necessary to bring together and effectively de-
ploy the diverse resources needed to carry a major aerospace
project through to a successful conclusion. Moreover, in this
context, “success” means much more than just ensuring that
the project meets a set of performance requirements. In addi-
tion, the project must be capable of being produced economi-
cally, be easy, and cheap to maintain as well as convenient and
economical to operate. A successful project manager must
have a great deal of experience of the many problems which
can arise during development. This experience can only be
acquired by practical involvement but what a book can do is
to make available to the aspiring project manager the wide
variety of techniques with which he needs to be familiar.

It is appropriate, therefore, to start the section with three
articles on human factors. It is an essential requirement for
success that the interface between the machine and those peo-
ple who operate, maintain, and otherwise use it should be at
the forefront of consideration. The first of these, by Group
Captain David Gradwell (see Physiology of the Flight Envi-
ronment), discusses the physiology of the flight environment,
in particular the effects of altitude, gravity, and acceleration
on the human body. This is followed by Dr. Simon Bennett’s

(see Human Factors for Maintenance Engineers and Others:
A Prerequisite for Success) account of the importance of hu-
man factors and team-working to maintenance engineering.
He argues that if similar efforts on team-working to those so
successfully applied to flight deck activity were also to be
applied to maintenance engineers and others, maintenance
errors would be dramatically reduced. The skill of team-
working needs to be learned in a structured environment away
from the shop floor in order that competencies can be cali-
brated and a consistent standard established. Finally in this
section, Dr. Rebecca Wilson (see Design Considerations for
Enhanced Passenger Aircraft Evacuation) and the late Pro-
fessor Helen Muir consider the factors that influence passen-
ger evacuation in the event of an aircraft fire, notably cabin
configuration, procedures, the environment, and passenger
behavior. Analysis has shown that the majority of accidents,
even the most serious, are survivable and, as new aircraft de-
signs are developed, there needs to be early engagement with
researchers to ensure that issues are systematically investi-
gated using experimental testing and computer modeling as
appropriate.

It is also vital that the machine should be capable of being
maintained in an operable condition; otherwise it will not
be available when it is needed. Thus, a discussion of the
essentials of reliability and maintainability is provided by Dr.
John Crocker. After considering what is meant by the terms,
he outlines the methods available for achieving an acceptable
level in practice.

All of the above, as well as the performance of the project,
are subject to the constraints (or possibly, the incentives) of
cost. It is therefore essential that, at each stage, designers
should have as accurate as possible an estimate of the cost
of the project. Therefore, articles on cost analysis and on
cost forecasting, by Philip Pugh, David Faddy, and Professor
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Richard Curran first describe the different types of cost esti-
mates and their place in project management. In their second
article, they go on to highlight the need to forecast the costs of
all phases of a project from inception to disposal as accurately
as possible and in a timely fashion. Moreover, they emphasize
that it is essential to do so from the very earliest stages of a
project in order to guide decision making, either at the strate-
gic level of deciding whether to continue with the project, or
at the tactical level of deciding between alternative compo-
nent designs or methods of manufacture.

A crucial issue related to the forecasting and management
of costs is scheduling, often a day-to-day occupation of man-
agement and essential to ensuring that the many and varied
contributions to an aerospace project come together when and
as required. An article on project scheduling has therefore
been provided by Dr. Tyson Browning (see Project Schedul-
ing). He identifies 10 general steps for project planning, each
of which can be accomplished using a variety of methods de-
pending on such factors as project size, novelty, dynamism,
complexity, resources, and risk. These are placed in an overall
context with references to sources of more detailed explana-
tion.

Finally, it is important that the economic aspects of all
stages of a projects life cycle should be appreciated, includ-
ing ownership costs as well as the much more usually avail-
able development and production costs. This section of the
encyclopaedia therefore concludes with two articles review-

ing life-cycle engineering. The first of these is an article on
economic theory by Professor Keith Hartley (see Lifecycle
Engineering: Economic Theory) in which he defines the life
cycle and explains that the role of economists is the identifi-
cation of costs and the trade-offs available between different
parts of the life cycle. Professor Hartley’s focus is on de-
fense aerospace projects and he explains the implications for
procurement, including the sources of cost growth and its fu-
ture impact on both defense forces and defense industries.
To complement this theoretical article, Dr. Daniel Schrage
(see Product Lifecycle Engineering (PLE): An Application)
describes a practical example of the application of product
life-cycle engineering to the redesign of the wing of an F-
86 Strato Sabre Vintage Jet Fighter by two industry student
teams as part of their professional education certificate pro-
gramme. In the interests of brevity, the results of only one
team’s efforts are described in detail. This team concluded
that the primary trade-off was between weight and produc-
tion cost and that a quantified increase in the cost of man-
ufacture could potentially lead to fuel savings, increases in
range, extended fatigue life, and a host of other cost savings.

In conclusion, this section attempts to provide the reader
with a review of the main skills required for the successful
management of projects. Readers requiring more detail are
directed to the references given at the end of the individual
articles and to the large number of textbooks that have been
written on the subject.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The evolution of man’s physiology has allowed him to live
in many parts of his world; from tropical rainforest to the
frozen icecaps. It has allowed populations of highlanders to
survive at altitudes in mountainous parts of the globe that a
lowlander would find intolerable. However, it is only through
engineering developments that it has become possible for hu-
man exploration to extend into the upper atmosphere. Today
many millions of people fly each year although relatively
few of them understand the hazards of the environment into
which they have travelled. For the aeronautical engineer it is
important to understand at the outset that the human body is
not a machine although sometimes we regard physiological
systems as if it were. Biological variation between individ-
uals must always be considered and the flight environment
remains hazardous as a result of its challenges to human phys-
iology.

In the following sections some of these physiological con-
sequences of flight will be discussed and the means to pro-
tect aircraft occupants against them outlined. It should be
remembered that the history of manned exploration of the
flight environment is older than powered flight and that the
development of the means to protect fliers from the physi-
cal challenges of flight started many years before the Wright
brothers first took to the air.

2 ALTITUDE

By definition all aircraft fly to some altitude above ground
level. The degree to which ascent poses a challenge to human
physiology is intimately related to just how high that flight
might be. To understand the physiological effects of exposure
to altitude it is first necessary to consider the physics of the
atmosphere itself.

2.1 Physics of the atmosphere

Although the chemical composition of air remains essentially
constant at the altitudes to which aircraft fly barometric pres-
sure falls on ascent to altitude in an exponential manner as
shown in Figure 1. Thus, even a modest ascent is associ-
ated with a fall in barometric pressure. Aviation physiolo-
gists generally use millimetres of mercury as their preferred
unit of pressure in this context and the International Standard
Atmosphere (ICAO 1964) defines sea-level barometric pres-
sure as 760 mmHg. Millions of passengers each year fly in
commercial aircraft in which the cabin altitude, their normal
flight environment, is limited to no higher than 8000 ft. At
that altitude the pressure has reduced to565 mmHg, a fall of
just over a quarter from sea level. Were the aircraft to suffer
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Figure 1. Taken from Figure 1.2 of Ernsting’s Aviation Medicine,
4th Edn. Reproduced from Ernsting (2006)c© Hodder Education.

a loss of cabin pressurization at its cruising altitude of per-
haps 35 000 ft the barometric pressure to which the occupants
would be exposed is just 179 mmHg, that is, a reduction of
more than 75% from its sea-level value.

Ascent to altitude is also associated with a fall in en-
vironmental temperature. The temperature lapse rate given
by the ICAO International Standard Atmosphere is 1.98◦C
1000 ft−1, beginning at 15◦C at sea level. So exposure to high
altitude produces two physiological challenges: low pressure
and low temperature.

2.2 Physiological effects of high altitude

All living cells require a virtually continuous supply of oxy-
gen to allow their metabolic functions to continue. An ab-
sence of an adequate supply of oxygen is termed hypoxia.
It can arise in a number of ways but ascent to high altitude
is a specific, hypobaric, form of hypoxic hypoxia. In mam-
mals neurological tissues are especially sensitive to even a
short period of hypoxia. Human oxygen requirements are in-
creased during exercise but even at rest a quite modest fall in
the partial pressure of oxygen in the lungs can produce effects
on higher mental functions. A more significant degree of hy-
poxia will induce profound deterioration in mental function
and eventually when exposed to a high enough altitude for
long enough, individuals become unconscious, suffer brain
damage, and ultimately death. Slow ascent to altitude can re-
sult in a degree of acclimatization but altitude exposures in
flight occur too rapidly for this to occur.

The principal causes of hypoxia in flight are:

1. ascent without oxygen,
2. failure of personal breathing equipment, and
3. decompression of the pressure cabin at high altitude.

2.3 Respiratory physiology

Upward and outward movement of the chest wall and the
downward movement of the diaphragm increase the volume
of the chest and reduce the pressure within it. Air is thus drawn
into the upper airways on inhalation and distributed through
the airways until it reaches the small, sac-like alveoli where
the gas comes into very close association with blood pass-
ing through the alveolar capillaries. Where the pressure of
oxygen within the alveoli is sufficient, molecules of the gas
diffuse across the alveolar membranes and initially into solu-
tion in the blood. From there it is quickly chemically bound to
hemoglobin molecules found within the red blood cells. Ow-
ing to the unusual chemical nature of hemoglobin its affinity
for oxygen increases once the first of four oxygen molecules
becomes bound to it, so that very rapidly approximately 97%
of oxygen carried in the blood is present in combination with
hemoglobin, rather than dissolved in the plasma. Oxygen is
then transported by the circulation to every living cell and
released from combination with hemoglobin where the local
tissue pressure (tension) of oxygen is low.

Although theconcentration of oxygen in inspired air is
unchanged on ascent to altitude, the fall in barometric pres-
sure is reflected in a fall in thepartial pressure of inspired
oxygen. So, therefore, the gradient for oxygen molecules to
cross the alveolar membrane is also reduced.

The relationship between oxygen and hemoglobin under
differing conditions of oxygen tension is described by the
oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve (Figure 2). The flat, upper
portion of the sigmoidal-shaped dissociation curve provides
the explanation of why ascent of a few thousand feet is well
tolerated by healthy, unacclimatized individuals but also why
further ascent, above about 10 000 ft, is associated with the
development of a significant degree of hypoxia.

The frequency and depth of breathing, that is, ventilation,
is responsive to the body’s demands for oxygen and both can
be increased to match metabolic needs. However, only that
part of each breath that reaches the alveoli is actually available
for gas exchange. The part of the respiratory tree that is not
able to support respiratory gas exchange is termed the dead
space. So an increase in the depth of breathing may have
advantages over an increase in frequency since the dead space
is an irreducible waste of ventilatory effort. Even at maximum
ventilation, increasing the normal tidal volume of 500 mls
by use of the inspiratory and expiratory reserves to reach
the Vital Capacity of approximately 4.8 l, does not exchange
all the gas in the lungs as there remains a residual volume
of approximately 1.2 l of gas (in the adult) that cannot be
exhaled.

Not every part of the lung is ventilated to the same degree
as gravity influences its expansion and alveoli in the upper
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lung (when the body is erect) are more expanded than those
lower down the lung. At the same time the distribution of
blood through the alveolar capillaries also varies down the
lung, with perfusion being better in the lower lung than the
upper. This matching of ventilation with gas to perfusion with
blood is of critical importance to the exchange of gas into and
out of the lungs and hence the body. The importance of this
will also be seen in flight when gravitational effects are either
removed (space-flight) or, more commonly, increased under
acceleration, that is, at high Gz (see below).

Oxygen is taken up from alveoli whilst carbon dioxide
(CO2), the breakdown product of metabolism, is removed
from the body in the expired gas. Unlike oxygen there are
significant body stores of CO2 and ventilation is normally
adjusted so as to maintain a normal level of CO2. Breathing
in excess of the amount required to maintain a normal level
of CO2, termed hyperventilation, will cause its own signs and
symptoms which can be confused with those of hypoxia.

2.4 Clinical features of hypobaric hypoxia

Initial signs and symptoms of hypoxia are subtle and often
pass undetected by the individual concerned. Higher men-
tal processes tend to slow, reaction times are prolonged and

the more complex the task the more significant the effect.
The factors influencing the degree of hypoxia suffered are
the maximum altitude reached, the rate of ascent, and the du-
ration of exposure but, in addition, so too are the levels of
physical activity, the ambient temperature, the state of health
of the individual, and the potential effects of any drugs taken,
including alcohol.

Ascents up to 10 000 ft are usually well tolerated with a
resting, healthy individual having no symptoms although the
performance of novel tasks may be impaired. Between 10 000
and 15 000 ft skilled tasks become more affected, although
the individual may be unaware of reduced performance. Co-
incident exposure to cold and exercise will induce more obvi-
ous signs of hypoxia. After a prolonged exposure headache
is a common symptom. From 15 000 to 20 000 ft, even at
rest the signs and symptoms of hypoxia, including now not
only higher mental processes but also neuromuscular control,
are apparent with loss of critical judgement. Mental calcula-
tions are slowed and unreliable, personality changes may be
seen with the development of euphoria or aggression. A po-
tentially significant degree of hyperventilation is stimulated
by this level of hypoxia, complicating the clinical picture
by the emergence of the signs and symptoms of co-existing
hypocapnia (reduced CO2 in the blood and thus a disturbance
of the acid–base balance in the body). Central and peripheral
cyanosis (inadequate oxygenated blood in arterial parts of
the circulation) develop, light-headedness occurs, decreased
sense of touch, and reduced muscular co-ordination means
small controls may be difficult to operate. Above 20 000 ft all
these effects are seen more rapidly and more floridly. Visual
symptoms of hypoxia, with reduced perception of light inten-
sity and of hyperventilation with tunnelling of vision can both
occur. Unconsciousness may supervene with little warning.
Unless rescued, sustained exposure to such altitudes leads to
permanent neurological damage or death.

2.5 The time of useful consciousness (effective
performance time)

The interval between a reduction in oxygen tension in the
inspired gas and the point at which a defined degree of im-
pairment of performance occurs is termed the time of useful
consciousness (TUC), otherwise called the Effective Perfor-
mance Time. The degree of impairment in practice in aviation
is the loss of the ability of an individual to act to correct their
own predicament. The TUC is influenced by many factors but
perhaps the most significant, after altitude, is exercise. Thus
whilst the TUC at 18 000 ft may be 30 min at rest, it shortens
to 20 min under moderate exercise. At 25 000 ft TUC at rest
can average 270 s but the standard deviation in one group
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studied was 96 s so some were affected much more quickly
than others. At 30 000 ft the TUC is, on average, 145 s (SD
45 s) and at 40 000 ft approximately 15 s. Above that altitude
TUC does not reduce further as it is oxygen already bound
to hemoglobin within the circulation that provides oxygen
molecules to the tissues for the brief interval before severe
hypoxia supervenes.

Recovery from hypoxia by the application of a breathing
gas that will correct the inadequate arterial pressure of oxygen
in the lungs is usually swift. It is commonly associated with
brightening of color vision and a degree of flushing, when the
individual may feel uncomfortably warm. In a small propor-
tion of cases, however, the symptoms of hypoxia may tran-
siently appear to worsen and even for the individual to lose
consciousness when previously they had seemed responsive.
The paradoxical response may be related to blood redistri-
bution as the circulatory challenge of hypoxia is abated. It is
important that aircrew are aware of this effect as they might
otherwise assume the oxygen being given to a colleague is
the cause of the apparent deterioration and remove it, giving
rise to potentially disastrous consequences.

2.6 Hyperventilation

Breathing in excess of that required to maintain a normal CO2

in the arterial blood will itself induce symptoms of light-
headedness, dizziness, anxiety, superficial tingling, muscle
spasms, and visual disturbances. When severe it can even
lead to loss of conscious although this is generally followed
by recovery as respiration rate and depth return to normal.
Hyperventilation can be caused by many factors, including
fear, motion sickness, highGz, vibration, and hypoxia. It can
also be caused by positive pressure breathing (see below).

2.7 Ebullism

At altitudes above approximately 63 000 ft ambient pressure
is so low that at the normal body temperature of 37◦C tissue
water can turn into vapor. This phenomenon occurs first as
vaporization of water in the lungs and the conjunctiva and
then the lower pressure areas of the body and will progress
to rapid generalized swelling of the tissues and then uncon-
sciousness. Rapid recompression will cause water vapor to
revert to the liquid state.

2.8 Subatmospheric Decompression Illness

Decompression illness (DCI) has been known for many years
in association with exposure to depth in divers and Caisson
workers. It can also occur in aviators on exposure to altitudes

above 18 000 ft, or lower if there has been exposure to hyper-
baric pressures in the 12–24 h preceding ascent. It is believed
to arise when ambient pressure falls to a point at which tis-
sues become supersaturated with nitrogen and bubbles are
formed which give rise to a range of symptoms related to the
site of their formation. Bubbles can be detected as venous gas
emboli in the circulation but the association with symptoms
is not precise.

The incidence of DCI only becomes significant at altitude
above 25 000 ft although prolonged exposures above 18 000 ft
can give rise to incidents unless the aviator has reduced the
nitrogen load in the tissues of the body by breathing 100%
oxygen for some time prior to exposure. When it does oc-
cur symptoms can range from joint pains and altered skin
sensations to serious respiratory, circulatory, or neurologi-
cal disturbances. Immediate treatment is by breathing 100%
oxygen and expeditious descent and may be continued with
recompressive therapy if symptoms persist or recur at ground
level. Protection is afforded by the avoidance of exposures to
such altitudes or by prior denitrogenation.

3 PROTECTION AGAINST HYPOBARIC
HYPOXIA

3.1 Oxygen requirements

Some aircraft are operated in such a manner as to limit the
risk of hypoxia. An example would be the normal mode of
operation of rotary wing aircraft. Although some military
helicopters are flown at altitudes at which hypoxia occurs
generally these types of aircraft are neither pressurized nor
designed with the expectation of an oxygen system being
installed. Many light general aviation aircraft are operated
below 10 000 ft although they are capable of flying higher.
Similarly gliders may be flown at altitudes at which hypoxia
becomes a significant hazard. Thus avoidance of altitudes
at which hypoxia may occur is the first form of protection
against its effects. However, as noted above, some degree of
higher mental functional impairment may occur even at an
altitude of 8000 ft.

In general, ascent to the altitudes at which most commer-
cial and military aircraft fly would expose the occupants to
a significant degree of hypoxia if they were breathing am-
bient air at that height. Protection against hypoxia can be
provided by delivering an increased proportion of oxygen in
the inspired gas to compensate for the fall in partial pressure
of oxygen in the ambient air or by pressurizing the cabin
or cockpit, so in effect, the occupants fly at a lower alti-
tude than the aircraft. The degree of pressurization offered
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Figure 3. Taken from Figure 4.1 of Ernsting’s Aviation Medicine,
4th Edn. Reproduced from Ernsting (2006)c© Hodder Education.

effects the degree of protection provided and the need for ad-
ditional means of protection. The amount of oxygen that must
be present in the inspired gas to protect against hypoxia is
inversely related to the ambient pressure to which the user is
exposed and is shown in Figure 3. At altitudes above 10 000 ft
oxygen is required in increasing proportion until, at about
33 000 ft, it is necessary to breathe 100% oxygen to provide
the same partial pressure of oxygen in the lung as would occur
when breathing air at sea level. Above 33 000 ft, even when
breathing 100% oxygen, the alveolar partial pressure of oxy-
gen will fall until at 40 000 ft it is the same as breathing air
at 10 000 ft. Above that altitude it is necessary to forcefully
increase the pressure at which oxygen is breathed to raise
the alveolar oxygen pressure. This positive pressure breath-
ing causes considerable circulatory and respiratory distur-
bance, as well as inducing discomfort in the head and neck.
However, it is used as a means of providing short duration
protection against severe hypoxia following a loss of cabin
pressurization above 40 000 ft whilst immediate descent to
less challenging altitudes is initiated. High-added breathing
pressures are not only fatiguing but also cause hyperventila-
tion and, in time, syncope (fainting). A degree of protection
against some of these adverse effects can be provided by the
application of counter pressure to the body. The degree of
coverage required is related to the breathing pressure applied

but is generally less of an encumbrance to aircrew than a full
pressure suit.

3.2 Provision of oxygen

When oxygen is provided in flight, it must be delivered to the
user in an appropriate manner. Thus, it must be sufficient in
concentration and pressure to prevent an unacceptable degree
of hypoxia, but also be delivered by a means that avoids dis-
turbances of respiration that occur if resistance to flow is too
high or inadequate in volume to meet respiratory demands.
Furthermore, the gas must be delivered at an appropriate tem-
perature to be tolerable to the user and the system should not
impose an unacceptable added dead space. This is necessary
to avoid re-breathing of expired carbon dioxide and to ensure
that in the event of a cabin depressurization a minimum of
gas containing an oxygen concentration inappropriate for the
altitude to which the user is now exposed is trapped in the
oxygen system itself.

Aviator’s breathing oxygen can be provided, usually on de-
mand through a regulator, from a number of sources. Gaseous
oxygen is available widely, although that used by aviators
must be pure and very dry, to reduce the risk of freezing
in the cold of high altitude. However, oxygen cylinders are
heavy and bulky. This has disadvantages for combat aircraft
but cylinders are still widely used in training aircraft and for
emergency oxygen on ejection seat equipped aircraft.

Liquid oxygen (LOX) has considerable operational ad-
vantages as each litre of LOX can liberate 840 l of gaseous
oxygen but considerable LOX is wasted in production and
transport and it is difficult material to supply. It may also
become contaminated with toxic compounds, especially hy-
drocarbons, and these may accumulate within the LOX flask
until released as a bolus to the user with potentially hazardous
consequences. The complexity and logistic requirements of
LOX has increased the movement toward on-board oxygen
generation systems.

Chemical oxygen generators (oxygen candles) have been
used for many years as the source of passenger oxygen for
emergency use. These contain materials which, when initi-
ated, engage in an exothermic reaction which produces oxy-
gen quickly. With a long “shelf-life” these systems are very
suitable for use in an emergency but once operated run to
exhaustion.

For sustained oxygen generation in flight entirely different
systems are used that by means of a molecular sieve can
produce breathing gas in which the oxygen concentration
has been increased, up to approximately 94%, by nitrogen
adsorption process. The balance is argon that is concentrated
along with oxygen in the same process. A separate supply of
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100% oxygen is required to address the provision of oxygen
when exposed to very high altitudes such as might occur
following a cockpit decompression, but this can usefully be
combined with a seat-mounted postejection oxygen system.

3.3 Delivery of oxygen

Although closed-loop oxygen systems can economize on the
use of oxygen the accumulation of expirate, including water
vapor, has significant disadvantages so most airborne oxygen
systems are open circuit, where the expirate is discharged to
ambient. The use of a demand breathing regulator, however,
does reduce the wastage of oxygen that would occur with a
continuous flow of oxygen and be more responsive to chang-
ing ventilatory demands. As far as possible the elements of an
oxygen system should be duplicated to provide redundancy
in the event of equipment failure since a failure of this critical
element of life support could have disastrous consequences.
So it is common practice in combat aircraft, where aircrew
use a personal breathing system throughout flight, for it to
incorporate a “duplex” regulator and for there to be a second,
back-up oxygen system, as described above.

Oxygen can be delivered into a breathing system at am-
bient pressure or at a small over-pressure to ensure that any
leaks are outward and do not result in inappropriate dilu-
tion of the breathing gas. At high altitude (above 38 000–
40 000 ft) the breathing gas pressure can be raised still fur-
ther to deliver positive pressure breathing. A close fitting,
leak-resistant mask is an essential element of the breathing
system.

A personal breathing system can also provide some protec-
tion against the inhalation of toxic fumes in the cockpit and
support the provision of communications through a mask-
mounted microphone and aid in helmet stability and reten-
tion.

4 ACCELERATION

Flight involves moving away from the surface of the earth and
overcoming to some degree the acceleration due to gravity.
However, it may also expose those on board to accelerations
outside the normal effects of gravity, in either a positive or
negative direction. The most commonly considered is the
exposure of aircraft occupants to accelerations measured as
multiples of the force of gravity, that is, asG. The three axes
along which these accelerations can be applied are termed:
X, the fore and aft direction;Y, lateral directions, andZ, the
head to foot direction. Each is given a+ or – term as shown in
Figure 4. Although it is possible to be subjected toG forces
due to solely linear acceleration, this is rarely of great phys-

Figure 4. Taken from Figure 8.2 of Ernsting’s Aviation Medicine,
4th Edn. Reproduced from Ernsting (2006)c© Hodder Education.

iological effect or sustained for more than a short period in
aviation but may be more significant in association with a
launch into space. NegativeGx accelerations (decelerations)
are associated with impacts and may have profound patho-
logical effects on the body but will not be considered further
in this section.

Thus, so-called long duration acceleration (by convention
lasting more than 2 s) in flight is commonly experienced by
those subjected to positive radial acceleration, “pullingG.”
As an aircraft turns inward the occupants are exposed to a
force that feels that they are being pushed down into the seat,
their arms become heavy and the effects of increased acceler-
ation in this axis, +Gz, becomes of increasing physiological
significance.

Pilots of fighter aircraft in the First World War observed
the effects ofG during tight turns and when pulling out from
dives. Second World War fighter pilots described greying out
during similar maneuvers and research into potential counter-
measures lead to the early development of raised rudder ped-
als and eventually to the introduction of lower body counter-
pressure via air filled anti-G trousers. Modern fast jet aircrew
can be exposed to sustained levels of +Gz up to nine times the
force of gravity. Aerobatic display aircraft may exert similar
levels ofG but do not have the reserves of engine thrust to
sustain them for more than a very few seconds.

4.1 Physiological effects of +Gz exposure

The first perceived effect of exposure to increased +Gz is
brought about by an increase in the weight of the arms, which
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become difficult to lift at accelerations greater than about
+3 Gz and impossible as thec approaches 7G. Similarly it
would be impossible to lift oneself from a seated position,
hence the need for assisted escape from the fast jet aircraft,
usually via an ejection seat.

Observation of the soft tissues of the face shows consid-
erable sagging, even at little more than +2 Gz. The weight
of the head, augmented by the mass of an aircrew helmet,
means that there is risk of injury to the neck underG, espe-
cially if the aircrew try to move their head under more than
about +4 Gz.

As increased acceleration is applied to the body its ef-
fects on the cardiovascular system become more significant,
first causing visual symptoms and then progressing to loss of
consciousness (G-loc). These arise from the redistribution of
blood within the vessels of the body and although some com-
pensatory mechanisms may be induced, these are often of
limited beneficial effect with modern aircraft when increased
G can be applied rapidly and to substantial levels.

When normally exposed to the 1 Gz of gravity there is a
hydrostatic effect within the body that influences profoundly
the distribution of blood within the arteries and veins. In-
creasedG exaggerates this effect so that vascular pressures
above the heart are decreased but the pressures below the
heart are considerably increased. These disturbances induce
reflex responses within the body to reduce, at least in part,
the magnitude of the effect of increased acceleration. How-
ever, such responses take a few seconds to be demonstrated
and the most modern military aircraft can increase +Gz lev-
els much more rapidly than any physiological response can
operate.

As examples of the effect of acceleration on the hydrostatic
distribution of blood one can consider the change in head
level blood pressure. At 1 Gz it is approximately 22 mmHg
lower that heart level blood pressure, but at 5 Gz the drop
will be 110 mmHg and so, in the absence of any cardiovascu-
lar response the blood pressure in the head will be abolished
through much of the cardiac cycle. The potential movement
of the heart underG may increase the head–heart distance,
further exacerbating the effect. Below the heart the effect is
reversed and arterial pressures increased. For example, the
femoral artery pressure can be increased from approximately
144 mmHg at 1 Gz to 300 mmHg at 4.5 Gz. Similar pressure
effects occur in the venous part of the circulation, with con-
sequences for the flow through these vessels.

In addition to the effects on intravascular pressures there
are substantial changes in blood volume distribution underG
with changes in peripheral resistance and on venous return
as well as a greatly increased volume of blood within the
dependent capacitance vessels. The overall effect of sustained
exposure to increased Gz is a fall in the arterial pressure,
redistribution of blood to the lower limbs, and transudation

of fluid from the intravascular to extravascular spaces, with an
effective loss of circulating blood volume. In practice in flight
G exposures are, however, too short for this last effect to be
of great significance although some swelling in unsupported
areas has been reported and the high intracapillary pressure
seen under Gz can cause petechial hemorrhages into the skin
causing a rash known as the “G-measles.” The effect on the
vasculature of sustained +Gz may also account for the arm
pain suffered by some aircrew operating the most agile types
of aircraft. This effect may be exacerbated by the use of full
coverage anti-G trousers and positive pressure breathing to
enhance protection against the effects of high +Gz.

Visual symptoms are the first to be detected by those
exposed to high +Gz, with, commonly, progressive loss of
peripheral vision known as “gray-out”. This is followed by
“black-out,” that is, complete loss of vision whilst still con-
scious. Aircrew may become so familiar with these effects
that they can use visual symptoms to adjust theG load being
exerted.

Once theG load is high enough, or sustained for long
enough, to produce visual symptoms it can progress toG-
loc. When this occurs there is complete loss of muscle tone
and the body slumps. There may be a period of 10–15 s of
complete incapacitation. During recovery there may be clonic
spasms of the muscles and a further period of approximately
30 s of relative incapacitation. The severe risk to flight safety
is obvious.

In addition to the circulatory effects of exposure to +Gz
there are a number of other physiological changes but pos-
sibly the most significant is the effect on the lungs. Under
high accelerations the distribution of the blood in the lungs is
altered with an exaggeration of the ventilation and perfusion
effects seen at 1 g, but the whole structure is also compressed
underG. If the lungs are filled with oxygen it is absorbed
through the pulmonary capillaries and where compression
between theG load pressing down and the opposing infla-
tion of anti-G trousers pressing the diaphragm up at the lung
bases is sufficient, little or no gas is left in the airways to
maintain their patency. Then areas of lung collapse can oc-
cur, a condition termed acceleration atelectasis. Breathing
gas containing at least 40% nitrogen will prevent this condi-
tion but such a gas concentration may be inappropriate for
the prevention of hypoxia when at high altitude and under
high +Gz.

4.2 Negative Gz

The so-called negative Gz is not tolerated well and discom-
fort is the limiting factor in performing aerobatic maneuvers
involving−Gz. There can be oedema of the soft tissues of the
face and neck, an unpleasant feeling of fullness in the head,
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petechial and subconjunctival hemorrhages, and a visual dis-
turbance termed red-out. Exposure to−Gz also reduces
tolerance of any subsequent immediate exposure to +Gz,
termed the push-pull effect.

4.3 Protection Against +Gz

The recognition of the symptoms of increased accelerations
by WW1 and WW2 aircrew led to the adoption by them of
voluntary maneuvers which had the effect of improving G-
tolerance. These include muscle tensing and performing the
Valsalva maneuver (forced expiration against a closed glottis
or an external obstruction, increasing intrathoracic pressure).
These can improve G-tolerance by about 2 Gz but are diffi-
cult and tiring to sustain. The development of specific anti-
G straining maneuvers (AGSM) effectively combines both
of these procedures. Muscle tensing should be maintained
throughout increased G exposure but with short inspiratory
efforts followed by longer expiratory efforts against some
restriction to exhalation.

The AGSM is used by many civilian aerobatic pilots and in
most military fast jet aircraft it is combined with inflation of
anti-G trousers, which apply external compression to the legs
and lower abdomen. A well-performed AGSM can improve
G tolerance by up to 4G and when wearing well-fitting anti-
G trousers most aircrew can tolerate +9 Gz for approximately
10 s.

4.4 Anti-G suits

The commonly used five bladder anti-G trousers are air filled.
When the controlling mass within theG valve is depressed
under acceleration a conduit is opened for compressed air to
enter the trousers rapidly. The degree of compression is re-
lated to the applied acceleration and acts to maintain periph-
eral vascular resistance, reduce venous pooling, and support
the diaphragm so that the heart–brain distance is not increased
under Gz.

Other forms of anti-G compression investigated in the past
have included liquid-filled garments that have a theoretical
advantage over air-filled suits but which require very close
fitting of the garment by the wearer to function adequately.
The most modern anti-G trousers have extended coverage of
the lower body, encircling the lower body and legs, including
feet, almost entirely. This increases the efficiency of their
mechanical action and thus provides an improved form of
circulatory support. In addition, this effect can be augmented
by the provision of pressure breathing, proportionate to theG
applied (PBG). This takes advantage of the effect of pressure
breathing to increase blood pressure and has the added benefit

of supporting the chest. UnderG, positive pressure breathing
is relatively transparent to the user yet when combined with
full or extended coverage anti-G trousers can offer substantial
and sustained improvements inG tolerance.

4.5 Seat angle

There are theoretical benefits toG tolerance in having the
pilot’s seat reclined. However this does have potential detri-
mental effects too, such as reduction in visibility of cockpit
displays and the need to lean forward out of the seat to check
behind. For these reasons this approach has not been followed
widely.

4.6 Ejection

Escape from a fast moving aircraft was already becoming
difficult by the end of World War II and further advances in
aircraft design made forms of assisted escape essential. The
most successful of these has been the use of ejection seats
which when initiated propel the seat and its occupant away
from a stricken aircraft. Ejection seats have now advanced to
highly sophisticated engineering devices combining ejection
guns and rockets which extend the escape path and provide
greater clearance, even when operated at ground level and
with no forward velocity. Seat stabilization and even variable
directional firing of the rockets will increase still further the
escape envelop available to aircrew. However, the seat must
not impose such high degrees of impact on the occupants as to
inflict serious injury. A full description of all the factors that
may minimize the risk of injury during ejection is beyond the
scope of this chapter but include limb restraint, seat position,
harness design, head box design, and its interaction with the
aircrew helmet.

Ejection from an aircraft necessarily occurs over very short
time periods. The risk of injury to the individual arises from
the forces imparted in the ejection sequence, that is, the gun
and the subsequent rocket assistance, if fitted, and exposure to
the environment. This includes air blast effects in high-speed
ejections and the potential consequences of sudden exposure
to high altitude and low temperature. Where a high altitude
ejection is possible the use of a seat-mounted oxygen sup-
ply triggered automatically during the escape sequence can
provide protection from hypoxia until man-seat separation
occurs. The clothing ensemble worn by the ejectee is the
primary protection against cold temperature exposure and
should include immersion protection if ejection may result in
descent into cold water. The vital contents of the seat borne
personal survival pack can provide equipment essential for
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the postejection survival of the victim and its weight and size
are critical elements of ejection seat design.

5 THERMAL PHYSIOLOGY

The environmental control systems (ECS) of an aircraft must
be designed to minimize the thermal challenges of flight to the
occupants. In large commercial aircraft a true shirt-sleeves
environment is essential. This requires, therefore, that the
cabin must be provided with air at the correct pressure and
temperature and refreshed sufficiently frequently as to avoid
depletion of oxygen or a build-up of carbon dioxide. In prac-
tice the cabin air is changed very frequently, even where re-
circulation systems feed 50% of cabin air back into the cabin,
mixed with fresh air drawn in through the engine compres-
sors. One consequence of this rapid refreshing of the cabin
air is that the humidity inside the cabin will fall at altitude
as the ambient air itself at that height has a low humidity.
The temperature within the cabin is controlled by suitable
mixing of warm air with air that has passed though a cold
air unit.

In military fast jet aircraft, with small cockpits and a differ-
ent cabin pressurization schedule, there is no requirement for
the recirculation of cabin air but the ECS must still provide
a suitable environment in terms of pressure and temperature.
The cabin altitude will commonly rise in a manner that ne-
cessitates the use of a personal breathing system but the tem-
perature control should ensure an ambient thermal condition
that is acceptable for occupants. Maintaining an appropri-
ate environment for the many electronic systems within the
cockpit will also drive the requirements for the performance
of the ECS.

6 SPECIAL SENSES

6.1 Vision

Eyesight is of very great importance to pilots. The eye be-
haves like a camera, with the cornea and lens focusing rays of
light onto the retina rather as the lens of a camera focuses light
onto film. The retina converts light into nervous impulses that
are transmitted to the visual cortex of the brain. The two dif-
ferent light sensitive cells of the retina operate at different
light levels. The rods, which are all of one type, operate in
low-light conditions and provide only a monochrome image.
Cones, however, occur in three distinct wavelength sensitive
forms and therefore can provide color vision but need higher
overall light levels to operate.

Although the eye can adapt quickly to different light levels
it is possible for too much light to reach the eye and at altitude
such high light levels do prevail. There is a risk of ultraviolet
light damaging the eye, especially the lens, although most is
filtered by the cockpit transparency. Even so aircrew should
take care to protect their eyes and may need to use effective
sunglasses or a tinted visor in the case of military fast jet
aircrew.

The ability of the eye to discriminate detail is termed acu-
ity. Acuity is not distributed evenly over the retina and only
the central part of the retina, the fovea, has the highest acuity.
As the retina has only cones in this region acuity in low-light
conditions is relatively poor. Moreover, items whose image
falls away from the fovea may not be seen unless their move-
ment attracts attention. Images that are relatively stationary
on the retina, that is, on a constant bearing may not be ob-
served and so absence of relative movement is associated with
a greater chance of collision.

The provision of head-up displays and increasingly
helmet-mounted displays in military combat aircraft are
means by which the pilot can be made aware of flight in-
formation whilst still being able to view the outside world.
However, the need to provide a stable image, visible when
the pilot is looking toward infinity in the outside view can
pose technical challenges to aircraft designers.

6.2 Hearing and balance

The ears provide not only hearing but also balance senses.
Sound waves pass through the external ear and cause the
eardrum to vibrate. This movement is passed via a series
of small bones to a fluid-filled compartment of the inner ear
where small hair like cells are stimulated to send nervous sig-
nals to the auditory cortex of the brain for interpretation. Pro-
tection of these delicate structures is important for the long-
term conservation of hearing. Noise-Induced Hearing Loss
(NIHL) is an occupational hazard of flying. It often affects
the higher frequencies, as does age-related hearing loss and
prebycusis. Therefore, provision of quiet cockpits or protec-
tion within noisy ones is of considerable importance. Aircrew
helmets with good sound protection over the ears, in some
cases aided by active noise reduction, are now common place.

The ears also serve the sense of balance through the
vestibular apparatus. Motion sickness arising from exposure
to real or apparent motion of an unfamiliar form is very com-
mon in aircrew under training. It causes nausea, vomiting,
hyperventilation, and sweating. Most adapt to the motion en-
vironment but some aircraft have flying characteristics which
are known to provoke motion sickness, especially in rear crew
where access to good visual references may be difficult.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, man has rapidly adopted aircraft as a means of
travel and as an instrument of warfare. However, the environ-
ment in which aircraft operate challenges his physiological

well being, requiring it to be designed with appropriate con-
sideration to his specific needs. Those charged with building
new aircraft would benefit from early consideration of those
requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to James Reason and Alan Hobbs (2003) main-
tenance, calibration and testing account for between 42
and 65% of human performance problems in engineering.
Maintenance errors can have serious outcomes. In 1974 a
maintenance error caused an explosion at the Nypro nylon
manufacturing plant near Flixborough on Humberside (UK).
According to Kirkwood (1997) the plant exploded with a
force of between 15 and 45 tons of TNT. Twenty-eight work-
ers were killed. Flaming debris started fires up to three miles
(4.8 km) away. Over 1 000 homes were damaged. Around
3 000 residents were evacuated. Brian Harvey, Inspector of
Factories, observed: “We are running instead of walking. We

Update based on the original article by Simon A. Bennett,
Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd

have to feel our way with these new technologies” (Harvey
cited in Kennett, 1982).

In 1976, a combination of poor design and a failed safety
valve led to a discharge of dioxin over the industrial town of
Seveso in Italy. About six square miles were affected. Dioxin
is one of the most deadly chemicals known to man. “Four
ounces in the water supply of a major city would be enough to
wipe out 8 million people”, notes Nigel Blundell in his book
Mistakes and Disasters. Animals and birds began to die, as
did Seveso’s vegetation: “[T]omato plants and maize fields
seemed burned, the vegetation dry and crumbling.” After a
couple of days “doctors’ surgeries in Seveso were crammed
with people – many of them children – suffering an abundance
of ugly rashes and weeping boils, complaining of backache,
sickness, and blinding headaches” (Blundell, 1993).

In 1984, a flawed maintenance procedure at a chemical
plant in Bhopal, India led to the deaths of thousands of
local inhabitants. They choked on a cloud of methyl iso-
cyanate (MIC) gas (Weir, 1987). In his book The Bhopal
Syndrome David Weir quotes one United Nations (UN) offi-
cial as saying: “There is a lack of awareness generally about
how dangerous pesticides are. There’s a lack of skilled reg-
ulatory personnel and controls. There is, in sum, a whole
syndrome of problems.”

The chemical industry’s “syndrome of problems” includes
poor design and maintenance. In 1988, a lax maintenance
regime aboard the North Sea oil and gas platform Piper
Alpha led to the deaths of 165 people. In December 2005
at the Buncefield oil depot in Hertfordshire (UK) a gauge
failed to register that a storage tank was full. Three hun-
dred tonnes of fuel spilled onto the site. The ensuing fire
destroyed more than 20 storage tanks. Forty three people were
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injured and 2 000 residents were displaced. Compensation
claims totalling hundreds of millions of pounds were filed.
In May 2008, a high court judge ruled that negligence by a
duty supervisor caused the conflagration.

In 1990, a windscreen blowout on a British Airways flight
nearly cost the life of the aircraft’s captain (Air Accidents
Investigation Branch, 1992). Almost all of the windscreen’s
90 securing bolts were smaller than the specified diameter.
At the time he fitted the new windscreen, the maintenance
engineer attributed the mismatch between bolts and holes
to very large countersinks (rather than his selection of the
wrong-sized bolts). The engineer, who had not been sleep-
ing well, did the work during his window of circadian
low (WOCL). Reasoning and judgment degrade during the
WOCL (Campbell and Bagshaw, 1999). A verification rou-
tine (a pressure-test and/or third-party check) might have
trapped the error (Baron, 2009). Better human factors aware-
ness might have prevented such a challenging job from being
scheduled over the WOCL.

These events suggest two things. First, accidents can arise
from human as well as technical failure. As academic Barry
Turner (1978) notes: “[I]t is better to think of the problem of
understanding disasters as a “socio-technical” problem with
social organisation and technical processes interacting to pro-
duce the phenomena to be studied”. Cox and Tait (1991)
concur: “The majority of accidents are, in some measure,
attributable to human as well as procedural and technologi-
cal failure”. Second, there is a positive correlation between
the likelihood of catastrophic failure and complexity. “Major
crises – from Challenger, Bhopal, Tylenol, or Chernobyl to
Exxon Valdez and Braer – are no longer exceptional events.
Indeed the risk of crisis is even becoming structural as large
networks become more complex, more vulnerable, and more
interdependent . . . [C]rises continue to become more fre-
quent and destabilizing”, says Lagadec (1993). Crisis, then,
may be a function of interactive complexity (Perrow, 1984).

It is plain to see that maintenance errors kill and maim.
They also cost money. The Piper Alpha disaster is estimated
to have cost £2 billion. On 24 August 2001 an out-of-fuel
airliner made a dead-stick landing in the Azores. Nine of
the 291 passengers suffered minor injuries. The operator was
fined $250 000. Meanwhile, the passengers filed a $50 million
class-action lawsuit for injury and alleged trauma. The trans-
Atlantic operator was subsequently required to keep within
90 min flying time of suitable en-route airports – a commer-
cial inconvenience. The root cause of the Azores incident
was maintenance error. General Electric estimates the cost
of an in-flight engine shutdown (often caused by mainte-
nance error) at half a million dollars. Given the potential costs
– financial, operational, and reputational – of maintenance
error, it is clearly important that engineers strive to reduce it.

“To err is human”, as someone once observed. Human
error is an unavoidable phenomenon. “[H]umans are fallible
and errors are to be expected” says the British Medical
Journal (2000b). Quite so; Human error is a universal
phenomenon. Consider, for example, Britain’s National
Health Service (NHS). According to the United Kingdom’s
Chief Medical Officer: “In NHS hospitals . . . adverse events
in which harm is caused to patients occur in around 10% of
admissions – or at a rate in excess of 850 000 a year. . . . [The]
cost to the service [is] an estimated £2 billion a year”. In
2001, the Institute of Medicine (IoM) stated: “Health
care harms too frequently and routinely fails to deliver its
potential benefits. Indeed, between the health care that we
now have and the health care that we could have, lies not
just a gap, but a chasm”. In the United States, medical error
is the eighth most common cause of death. According to
the Chief Executive Officer of the Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Centre in Boston: “The likelihood that a mishap will
injure a patient in hospital is at least 3% and probably much
higher” (Reinertsen, 2000). In 2000, the British Medical
Journal noted: “Roughly 100 000 Americans a year die
from preventable errors in hospitals. The annual toll exceeds
the combined number of deaths and injuries from motor
and air crashes, suicides, falls, poisonings, and drownings”
(British Medical Journal, 2000a). If errors can be made even
when tending to the sick, where the consequences of error
are so obvious, then errors can be made in other activities,
including maintenance.

2 CREW RESOURCE MANAGEMENT –
SAFETY DRIVER

As technological advances improved the reliability of com-
mercial aircraft during the 1960s and 1970s, aviators focused
on improving the reliability of the human component.
The implementation of more reliable aircraft systems (like
the turbojet engine and inertial navigation systems) had the
effect of foregrounding the fallibility of the pilot. By the
late 1970s human error stood out in sharp relief as a prob-
lem requiring urgent attention. As academic John Lauber
explains:

[There was] a general dissatisfaction with flight crew train-
ing. However this dissatisfaction was not directed toward
the technical side. . . . Rather. . . . concerns were directed
toward something a bit more difficult to pin down, but
which often included reference to leadership, command,
communications, decision making, and similar concepts
(Lauber cited in Wiener, Kanki and Helmreich, 1993).
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Having realized that no amount of training could eliminate
human error entirely, attention turned to creating an envi-
ronment in which it was alright to question the actions of
colleagues (fellow pilots, engineers, dispatchers, controllers,
etc.). Thus was born the discipline of crew resource manage-
ment (CRM). A CRM-compliant aircrew has the knowledge
and confidence to:

(i) Question where necessary,
(ii) Seek advice, and

(iii) Locate and exploit useful resources (both informational
and physical).

According to academic Shari Stamford Krause (1996) crew
resource management facilitates the use of “. . . all available
resources, information, equipment, and people to achieve safe
and efficient flight operations”. According to Lauber, CRM
gives flight crew the skills and confidence to “. . . identify
and utilize resources – the hardware, software, and live-
ware . . . readily available to them” (Lauber cited in Wiener,
Kanki, and Helmreich, 1993). As Krause explains in Aircraft
Safety: Accident Investigations, Analyses, & Applications:
“The core of the [CRM] programme is to create teamwork”.
It has been argued (by me and others) that effectively applied
CRM skills might have saved the British Midland Boeing
737 that crashed just short of the runway at East Midlands
Airport. Had cabin crew members (i) solicited passengers’
views on which engine was failing, (ii) verified passengers’
accounts and (iii) communicated this intelligence directly
and firmly to a receptive flight crew the accident might have
been avoided. There are many sources of information in a cri-
sis. While some may be less reliable than others, no source
should be dismissed out of hand. The degree to which a cri-
sis is successfully managed is a function of the quality and
rigor of subjects’ sense-making. The more accurate and rele-
vant crew members’ mental model, the better is their chance
of recovering from an adverse situation. Effective teamwork
played a part in saving the lives of all onboard US Airways
Flight 1549 in January 2009 when it lost both engines to a
bird strike. The Captain took control while the First Officer
actioned the engine re-start checklist. Effective communica-
tion was maintained between the aircraft, air traffic control,
and New York’s emergency services. When air traffic con-
trol lost radio contact with Flight 1549 as it descended below
building height a tourist helicopter was diverted to provide a
commentary. The Captain’s decision to use the Hudson River
as a “runway of last resort” proved correct. All of New York’s
airports were beyond his reach. In the circumstances (decay-
ing altitude and speed) Captain Sullenberger saw the river
as a resource. After ditching, all five crewmembers worked
together to evacuate the passengers. The Captain returned

to the aircraft twice to check no one had been left behind.
The episode demonstrates the benefits of utilizing all infor-
mational and physical resources. It also demonstrates that
teamwork and leadership need not conflict (Channel Four,
UK (2009) Miracle of the Hudson Plane Crash. Broadcast
22:00–23:10, 19 February 2009).

CRM does not eliminate hierarchy. Flying an aircraft in
a safe and efficient manner requires clear leadership. CRM
does, however, provide a means of getting the most out of
every crewmember and resource. CRM generates synergies.
It builds teamwork such that the whole is greater than the
sum-of-parts (a phenomenon identified in Gestalt psychol-
ogy). Teams that practice CRM are able to “punch above
their weight”. They are more capable and more resilient.
They are more efficient (a characteristic that pleases air-
line accountants). In his bestseller All Together Now Sir
John Harvey-Jones, former head of ICI, made a related case
for empowerment. Empowered employees, he said, were
more valuable and committed. Empowered workplaces were
demonstrably more efficient, claimed Sir John: “Nothing
affects the individual more than his perception of the degree of
organisational space he has to operate in. . . . There is no doubt
that an individual responds best to a situation in which they
feel that they have power as well as responsibility. . . . The
most effective organisational structure . . . is one where the
ownership of the responsibility has been transferred as far
down the line as is conceivably possible. . . . Experience in
organisations which have done this shows that an increased
level of responsibility creates a greater sense of commitment
to the success of the company” (Harvey-Jones, 1994). Sir
John warned, however, that companies must avoid the trap
of delegating responsibility to employees without also giving
them the power effectively to discharge those responsibilities:
Responsibility minus Power equals Frustration.

In domains where team working is underdeveloped the
consequences can be serious. Again, consider Britain’s NHS,
which has many analogies with maintenance or other engi-
neering activities where teams of people each bring one of
a set of diverse skills to the detection and correction of mal-
functions within complex systems. In the NHS around 10% of
patients suffer harm while in the organization’s care—a sharp
contrast to the safety record of aviation. Poor team working
is part of this problem. In a lecture to the Royal Academy
of Engineering, the National Clinical Assessment Author-
ity’s (NCAA’s) Tony Giddings (2005) observed: “[T]eam
working . . . contributes to patient survival, if it is an effec-
tive team. The reality is that most of the NHS staff think
that they work in teams but objective studies show that less
than half work in effective teams. . . . Dysfunctional teams are
common . . . and I have to tell you that successful remediation
is unlikely without new personnel (my emphasis)”.
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The analogy of aims but disparity of outcomes between
health-care and aviation has attracted attention and its study
has been found to yield lessons valuable for both. For exam-
ple, in March 2000 the British Medical Journal reported the
results of a cross-sectoral study of commercial aviation and
health-care provision. It found that team working was notice-
ably weaker in the NHS than in commercial aviation. The
British Medical Journal highlighted:

(i) A view amongst medical staff that “error is important
but difficult to discuss”;

(ii) A culture of condescension in the operating theatre. It
was seen that “senior theatre staff [were reluctant] to
accept input from junior members”;

(iii) A tendency amongst medical staff “to deny the effect
of stress and fatigue on performance”.

Evidently, it is important, when organizing activities such as
maintenance, to facilitate the ability to discuss error, to pro-
mote the willingness of senior staff to accept input from those
junior to them and to recognize the adverse effects of fatigue
upon performance. As to how this can be done, the same study
assists here also. It noted that while 26% of pilots denied
the impact of fatigue on performance, some 70% of consul-
tant surgeons denied the effects of fatigue on performance.
While 97% of pilots rejected steep hierarchies, only 55% of
consultant surgeons did so. The fact that 45% of consultant
surgeons (the “captains” of hospital operating theatres) were
hierarchist may explain why error was difficult to discuss
(see above) (Sexton, Thomas and Helmreich, 2000). Rigid
hierarchy can be a barrier to communication.

Further, regarding the quality of team working in the med-
ical profession researchers found that “Surgeons . . . perceive
teamwork and communication in the team to be of a higher
quality than the rest of the team [do]”. In other words, sur-
geons perceived there to be less of a problem than did other
team members, like anesthesia nurses and surgical nurses.
Low levels of teamwork were reported by 43% of anesthe-
sia nurses and 48% of surgical nurses (Sexton, Thomas, and
Helmreich, 2000).

In recent years, efforts have been made to improve team
working. Lessons have been applied from aviation. Patients
and staff within the American health care system have ben-
efited. In 2005 a report in The American Journal of Surgery
claimed: “[M]edical team training using crew resource man-
agement principles can improve communication in the OR
[operating room/theatre] to ensure a safer environment with
decreased adverse events” (Awad et al., 2005).

While engineers are entitled to feel that they have led other
professions in this respect, it is important for them to recog-
nize that the application of such principles is neither easy nor

assured of success. Although endorsed at the highest level, a
major error reduction initiative within the British health-care
system met with only limited success (Bennett and Stewart,
2007). Thus, in July 2007 The Times published an article
on medical error. Its author, David Rose, wrote: “Every year
about 13 million people are admitted to acute hospitals in
England and Wales. Estimates of the number of deaths due
to medical errors vary between 800 and 34 000 a year, but
the true scale is unknown because NHS staff are often reluc-
tant to report mistakes and close calls [near-misses]” (my
emphasis) (Rose, 2007). We return later and in more detail
to the difficulties of changing the culture of an organization.

Nevertheless, lessons are there to be learned. Team work-
ing skills, expressed in human-factors protocols like CRM,
augment safety margins. Engineers who communicate with
colleagues and other stakeholders, who seek intelligence and
question, are safer and more efficient. Teams that are inclusive
and corporatist are safer and more efficient (see the example
below). Teams that maintain a singular situation assessment
(mental model) are safer and more efficient. Teams that action
lessons from other departments and industrial domains (i.e.,
teams that pursue active learning) are safer and more efficient.
Definitions and examples of passive and active learning can
be found in Toft and Reynolds (1997).

Anyone who works in a high-risk industry has a duty to
question those in authority. Methodical skepticism boosts
safety and efficiency – a fact recognized, for example, by the
British Transport Police whose ABC mantra (Accept noth-
ing; Believe nobody; Check everything) helps investigators
get at the truth. When lives are at stake, one should assume
nothing (most particularly not assume that those in authority
know what they are doing ipso facto).

Leaders are as fallible as the rest. Anyone who doubts this
fact should reflect on the following words. They were spoken
by Captain E.J. Smith of the steamship Titanic:

When anyone asks me how I can best describe my experience
of nearly 40 years at sea, I merely say, uneventful. Of course
there have been winter gales and storms and fog and the like,
but in my experience, I have never been in any accident of
any sort worth speaking about. I have seen but one vessel in
distress in all my years at sea . . . I never saw a wreck and
have never been wrecked, nor was I ever in any predicament
that threatened to end in disaster of any sort.

In fact, just a year before assuming command of the Titanic
for her fatal maiden voyage, another large passenger liner had
been involved in a serious collision in the Solent while under
Captain Smith’s command. There are few limits to a person’s
ability to believe what they wish to believe, even to the extent
of gross self-deception.
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3 THE CASE FOR METHODICAL
SKEPTICISM – AN EXEMPLAR

The qualities needed to drive through cultural change in a
major institution can be illustrated by a military example.
While a digression from engineering, it is an instructive one.

In 1941/1942, the British and Chinese Armies were run
out of Burma by a rampant Japanese army. Historian Trevor
Royle (2002) describes the British retreat as “one of the
most disgraceful episodes in the British Army of the Second
World War”. The ejected soldiers, claims Royle, belonged
to “one of the most demoralized and unkempt armies that
Britain had had in the field for many years”. Something
had to be done. Perhaps in desperation General Archibald
Wavell, Commander-in-Chief India, summoned Major Orde
Wingate, a maverick officer whose Gideon Force of 3000
assorted regular soldiers and guerrilla fighters had defeated
some 36 000 Italians in Abyssinia. Wingate was a lateral
thinker who questioned everything and everyone – especially
his superiors. This is what Arthur Swinson said of Orde
Wingate: “Wingate saw himself as a boot up the back-
side of Man. The fact that most of his ideas ran directly
against those of his superiors did not worry him in the
slightest” (Swinson cited in History Learning Site, 2008).
Once in Burma, Wingate threw out the failed military doc-
trine of engaging the Japanese head-on and developed a new
tactic – long-range penetration (LRP). Two LRP expeditions
were mounted. The first – Operation Longcloth – involved
some 3 000 soldiers. The second – Operation Thursday –
involved around 20 000. Both were operations deep inside
Japanese-held territory. Both were successful. Infrastructure
was destroyed, supply routes were cut, native Burmese were
“turned” and the Japanese were kept guessing as to Wingate’s
intentions. Slowly he and his Chindits gained the respect of
the Japanese . . . and of the press. In his book Burma: The
Longest War military historian Louis Allen offers this sum-
mary of Wingate’s achievements:

[H]ere was someone who demonstrated that the Japanese
could be beaten at those things they were thought to be best at:
physical endurance, secret and swift movement, and inventive
use of jungle tactics. . . . What the press and world opinion
made of Wingate’s initial exploits infused a new spirit into
the affairs of Burma. . . . [Operation] Longcloth had panache,
it had glamour, it had cheek, it had everything the successive
Arakan failures lacked [the Arakan campaigns were conven-
tional assaults along the Bay of Bengal. They were repulsed
by the Japanese]. It was the perfect psychological medicine
for an Army sadly devoid of confidence in its methods, its
purposes and its ability to fulfil them (Allen, 2000).

As mentioned above the Japanese developed a grudging
respect for Wingate’s Chindits. As Royle (2002) explains,
“They couldn’t come to terms with the fact that Special Forces
were operating behind their lines in an attempt to try and cut
their lines of communication. They were also impressed by
the fighting qualities of the Chindit Forces. So from that point
of view the Chindits made a tremendous impression on the
Japanese High Command”.

Orde Wingate succeeded because he questioned
authority – sometimes to the point of insubordination – and
because he questioned established doctrine. He used his
imagination. He was receptive to new ideas and methods.
He was skeptical of precedent and praxis. He “thought
outside the box”. He did not worry that he might make
himself unpopular with his peers and superiors. He did
worry, however, about his mission – to drive the Japanese
out of Burma. He focused on what mattered: trumping the
Japanese at jungle warfare. Orde Wingate hit upon one of
the key attributes of what are today known as high reliability
organizations (HROs) – “mindfulness”. To be mindful is
to be skeptical of the status quo. To be mindful is to be
interested in novelty. Weick, Sutcliffe and Obstfield (1999)
explain the role of mindfulness in promoting reliability.

It is noteworthy that although Wingate cared little for
authority, he cared a great deal about his men. Royle (2002)
says: “He was an inspired leader who possessed physical and
mental energy. . . . Now he wasn’t an easy man . . . his out-
rageousness and rudeness were legendary, but as a wartime
soldier, as a soldier who took men into battle, he was exem-
plary. . . . [A]ll of [his men] felt that they had in Wingate
a man who was absolutely prepared to stick up for them
right to the limits, and although it was difficult, although
it was harsh . . . and although they had to fight a very tough
close contact war against the Japanese it was all worthwhile
because they trusted in him.” (See also Spartacus Educational,
2008).

4 THE CASE FOR INCLUSIVE WORKING
AND TRANSPARENCY

The human factors mantras of imaginative leaders such
as John Harvey-Jones and Orde Wingate – methodical
skepticism, innovation, communication, inclusion and
empowerment – resonate with some engineers.

In the May 2006 issue of Railway Strategies Metronet
Rail’s Roger Perkins described how inclusive working gen-
erated efficiency gains for his company (Perkins, 2006).
Metronet abandoned didactic management in favor of consul-
tation. Managers welcomed suggestions from the workforce
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and ensured employees were apprised of their inten-
tions (transparency). Productivity improved. Where London
Underground achieved a re-sleepering rate of 10 sleepers
per night, Metronet achieved a re-sleepering rate of 18. A
Metronet manager said: “It was crucial the men received very
detailed briefings from their charge hands each night, show-
ing them the whole plan so each individual understood how
important their contribution would be”. Workers’ input was
crucial, said the manager: “It’s been an absolute privilege
to work with such dedicated and talented people. Thanks to
them, we can do these jobs quicker, more cost-effectively,
safer and easier – it’s been a massive success”. A workforce
that feels valued is generally a happier and more produc-
tive workforce than one that feels patronized and exploited.
Industries in which workers are afraid to speak out (per-
haps because they fear sanctions or dismissal) run greater
risks than industries where workers are encouraged to speak
out if they see something wrong. Enterprises where didactic,
top-down management suffocates employees’ initiative and
feedback are less safe than they could be.

Unfortunately, as evidenced by the BA windscreen
blowout (see above), the role of reflexivity and methodical
skepticism in quality assurance is not universally understood.
In the case of BA’s BAC111 maintenance regime, a flawed
method of work (no verification) obtained until exposed by
a near-disaster. Nobody questioned the wisdom of allocating
a task with no room for error to a single, fatigued engineer.
Nobody thought it problematic to schedule the task over the
WOCL. Organisational mindlessness (see Langer, 1989) con-
tributed to the near disaster. It is worth remembering that for
commercial reasons BA had to get the maximum return from
its human and physical resources. Because aircraft only earn
money when in the air, airlines use twenty-four hour working
to minimise hangar time. Is there a link between commer-
cial pressure and risk exposure? This incident suggests there
might be.

However, even where the need for change is obvious it
is often very difficult to effect. Why is this? The reason may
well lie in the “stickiness” of organizational culture. Culture is
difficult to re-engineer for two principal reasons. First, those
who benefit most from the existing culture (both in terms of
money and status) will resist change. Why would someone
senior willingly share their power with more junior employ-
ees? Why would a professional who has taken decades to
acquire their knowledge and skills allow their judgment to be
questioned? Surely that would undermine their professional
standing – the very essence of their being? Second, beliefs and
habits, reified (expressed) in rituals and organizational folk-
lore, are difficult to manipulate. They are resilient to external
influences and to internal engineering. Because they exist in
multiple locales and at multiple levels they are (a) difficult to

identify and (b) when identified, difficult to modify. Even the
strongest exhortations to change can be attenuated by organi-
zational structure and vested interest. The more labyrinthine
the structure, the greater is its capacity thus to resist. Mes-
sages are either lost or so weakened by the time they reach
the shop floor that they have little effect.

It is important that well-intentioned reformers understand
the difficulties posed by professional and organizational cul-
tures. Organizational culture is a complex phenomenon. It is
difficult to map and even more difficult to manipulate. As I
and a colleague have written:

Organisational culture is seldom monolithic. Organisa-
tions often consist of numerous sub-cultures, constituted
in part through workers’ shared interests, beliefs, skills
and profession. . . . Other sources of cultural cleavage within
organisations include class, gender and work location (enter-
prises may encompass numerous outstations, both at home
and abroad). . . . Occupational groups with a strong self-
identity . . . may develop an organisationally transcendent
supra-culture (Bennett and Stewart, 2007).

In All Together Now Sir John Harvey-Jones highlighted the
inherent tendency of large organizations to frustrate reform:

Large organisations have been built on rigid hierarchical
models which . . . make team working difficult. . . . People are
difficult to involve if they are submerged by layers of super-
visors, each of whom acts as a filter, adjusting the message to
what they think their superiors will listen to. . . . Large organ-
isations have so many buffers between decisions and results
that it is difficult to engender passion (Harvey-Jones, 1994).

There are, of course, those who believe that it is possi-
ble to engineer cultural change. These functionalists (social
engineers) claim that culture can be manufactured through,
for example, exhortation, sloganeering and training. Others
disagree, however. Interpretavists “. . . assume that organ-
isational culture is an emergent . . . phenomenon of social
groupings, which serves as the prime medium for organi-
sational members to interpret their collective identity, beliefs
and behaviours” (Glendon, Clarke, and McKenna, 2006). An
interpretavist might argue that a dysfunctional safety cul-
ture is an emergent property of the professional elitism and
personal arrogance of senior staff within an organization. Cer-
tainly, personal arrogance should not be under-estimated as
a barrier to reform. As I tried to demonstrate in After Hubris,
Nemesis: Why Flag Carriers Fail (2006), ego can render even
the most rational human beings irrational. Ego suffocates
reflexivity (self-awareness) and makes us risk-blind. Ego is a
common problem in both the private and public sectors where
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it constitutes what James Reason (1995) termed a latent error,
that is, an embedded systemic weakness – an accident waiting
to happen.

Others have identified “blamism” as an organizational
pathogen – a major source of risk. Blaming people who intend
no harm is illogical and counter-productive. As Reason and
Hobbs (2003) explain in Managing Maintenance Error: A
Practical Guide: “Blaming people for their errors is emo-
tionally satisfying but remedially useless. Moral judgments
are only appropriate when the actions go as intended and the
intention is reprehensible. Blame and punishment make no
sense at all when the intention is a good one, but the actions do
not go as planned (my emphasis)”. Witch-hunts erode morale
and make people reluctant to admit to errors of judgment.
Opportunities to learn from mistakes (and augment safety
margins) are lost.A just culture is built on two dynamics: the
tolerance of failures where the prime movers believed they
were doing the right thing; the intolerance of failures where
the prime movers knew they were doing the wrong thing.
A just culture is predicated on thoughtful, discriminating,
high-fidelity management.

The politically inspired scapegoating of Captain Thain fol-
lowing the 1958 Munich air disaster served no constructive
purpose. Indeed, because it obscured one of the underlying
causes of the disaster (the impact of runway contamination
on take-off rolls), it subsequently exposed passengers and
employees to extra risk (Morrin, 2007). It was only through
the efforts of Thain’s own family (who, like Thain, were vic-
timised and bullied) that the risk was eventually understood.
It was too late for Thain, however, who never flew again and
died a disappointed man. (Does the Thain episode tell us any-
thing about the trustworthiness of the Establishment? Whose
interests are served by the State?).

5 THE WAY FORWARD

The benefits of team working in a non-jeopardy/just cul-
ture working environment are proven. Some engineers, like
John Turnbull, Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineer-
ing and co-ordinator of the Academy’s Risk Project, are firm
advocates of team working: “The importance of team work-
ing [is] frequently emphasized. Modern technology requires a
range of skills to implement and operate. In the past, a single
person could understand and be in total control of opera-
tions. Today that is not possible and much more co-operation
and sharing are required” (Turnbull, 2005). Rigid hierar-
chy frustrates change. It renders organizations less flexible.
Opportunities slip by because personnel are unable to react.
Staffs become dependent on their supervisors and managers.
They become passive. Their skills and imagination decline.

Team working promotes creativity and responsiveness –
a fact exploited by some military units. As John Harvey-
Jones explains: “If you look at the way in which Special Air
Service teams are organised and how they operate you can
see that hierarchy is forgotten and team roles are given to
those who are most suited to carry them out, irrespective of
rank. Decisions are taken together as groups and there is a full
understanding that what wins is the ownership of the plan,
rather than slave-like adherence to somebody else’s ideas”
(Harvey-Jones, 1994). I could not agree more.

The engineering branch of commercial aviation should
take a lesson from operations and implement CRM as soon
as possible. Inclusivity and flexibility make for safer and more
efficient working. Aside from the overriding importance of
minimizing risk to life and limb, in these days of spiraling
costs what manufacturer or airline or maintenance facility
can afford to take risks with investors’ money?
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1 INTRODUCTION

The growth in air travel over the last century has been
immense. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) us-
ing data from the International Civil Aviation Organisation
(ICAO) reported that throughout the world, 2.26 billion pas-
sengers were carried 4.2 trillion passenger kilometers by air
during 2007 (FAA, 2009). In parallel with the growth in air
travel, there has been an extensive development of safety
over recent decades. Over a 25-year period (from 1959 to
1996), Mathews (1997) identified that accidents that result in
the aircraft being destroyed have fallen from 27 to 1.5 acci-
dents per million departures (most of this reduction occurred
within the 1960s with the accident rate remaining fairly

stable since 1970). Although there have been widespread
advances in safety, aviation accidents do still occur. Acci-
dents are typically classified into one of three categories: fa-
tal/nonsurvivable (none of the occupants (passengers or crew)
survive), nonfatal/survivable (all the occupants survive), and
technically survivable (some (at least one) of the occupants
survive).

2 ACCIDENT STATISTICS

In 2001, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
reviewed the accidents that had occurred within the United
States between 1983 and 2000 involving aircraft operating
under Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 121. Part 121
operations are passenger-carrying and usually involve large
transport category aircraft. The NTSB review included 568
accidents involving 53,487 occupants. The most important
point to note is the survivability rate among these occupants,
which was 95.7% (NTSB, 2001). The NTSB acknowledged
that these statistics included a high proportion of accidents
that were not serious in terms of passenger survival, so a
subset of the data involving only the serious accidents (those
involving at least one fatality or serious injury, and consid-
erable damage or loss of the aircraft) was explored. While
the survival rate in the serious accidents was still 55.6%, the
NTSB (2001) noted that there were significantly more fatal-
ities attributed to impact than fire and that this was due to
the inclusion of accidents that were nonsurvivable. Although
some accidents are preventable they are not survivable, there-
fore the NTSB removed the nonsurvivable serious accidents,
which left 19 accidents that were survivable or technically
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survivable. The overall survival rate for the serious and
survivable accidents was 76.6%, demonstrating that the ma-
jority of passengers survived. In conclusion, the NTSB stated
that “the large number of people who survive even the most
serious accidents emphasises the importance of work aimed
at ensuring that crash survivors can safely remove themselves
from the accident aircraft” (NTSB 2001, p. 19).

3 AIRCRAFT EVACUATION

An emergency evacuation is an event where it is deemed
that there is a need for the occupants of an aircraft to leave
in a rapid manner due to a potential threat to survival. In
the event of an accident involving fire, it is important that
all occupants are able to evacuate as quickly and efficiently
as possible. Within Europe, aviation regulations for turbine
powered large aircraft fall within Certification Specifica-
tion 25 (EASA, 2003). For aircraft with a seating capac-
ity of more than 44 passengers, regulation 25.803 requires
an emergency evacuation demonstration to be conducted, to
show that all occupants can evacuate within 90 seconds us-
ing only half the available exits. The detailed criteria and
procedures for the demonstration are stipulated in CS-25;
Appendix J.

In 2000, the NTSB published a review of 46 aircraft evac-
uations that took place within the United States between
September 1997 and June 1999. Most of the evacuations in-
volving 2651 passengers and 195 crew were from narrow-
bodied aircraft (including regional aircraft), with one evacu-
ation from a wide-bodied aircraft. Of the occupants involved,
92% of the occupants were uninjured, 6% suffered minor in-
juries, and 2% suffered serious injuries.

Evacuations are typically defined as planned or unplanned.
If crew are aware of the need to evacuate the cabin in ad-
vance and have sufficient time (although this may only be
a few minutes) to review the emergency procedures and in-
form passengers of the actions they must take on landing, the
evacuation is defined as planned (NTSB, 2000). In unplanned
evacuations, neither the crew nor the passengers have much
time to prepare (NTSB, 2000) so more reliance is placed on
the instructions of the crew, the information from the safety
briefing, and the passengers’ knowledge. Of the 46 evacua-
tions in the NTSB review, 31 were unplanned, 14 occurred
after crew planning, with an unknown level of crew planning
prior to one evacuation. The NTSB analysis highlights the
high number of unplanned evacuations which emphasizes
the importance of appropriate cabin and equipment design
and passengers knowing what to do in advance of an evacu-
ation. Fortunately as shown by the NTSB review, the rate of
serious accidents each year is low. However scientific inves-

tigation must continue to ensure that all occupants are able
to evacuate.

4 PASSENGER EVACUATION AND CABIN
SAFETY RESEARCH

A number of strategies are employed to reduce and eliminate
aviation-related fatalities. These include measures and pro-
cedures to avoid the accident occurring and then to protect
occupants if such an event does arise (NTSB, 2001). Accord-
ingly, the focus of much cabin safety research has been into
impact protection, fire protection, and evacuation.

In some accidents, passengers evacuate in a fairly orderly
manner as a group, whereas in other accidents the orderly pro-
cess breaks down and blockages occur at points throughout
the cabin. Muir, Marrison and Evans (1989) suggested that
these differences were due to the motivation of the individ-
ual passengers. During some evacuations (and certification
trials) where conditions are not considered to be life threat-
ening, passengers will work together collaboratively in an
attempt to all evacuate as quickly as possible. In other evacua-
tions, where the conditions are such that passengers perceive
the situation to be life threatening (especially when smoke
and fire are present), passenger motivation turns to their own
escape and that of their close companions/family members
rather than the group as a whole. The orderly process breaks
down and passengers may compete with each other as they
make their way toward the exits (Muir, Marrison and Evans,
1989).

Any research involving human participants requires a bal-
ance between realism and safety (both physical and psy-
chological), with ethical and participant safety issues tak-
ing precedence. In order to research the range of behaviors
reported during aircraft evacuations, without putting partic-
ipants at an unacceptable level of risk, Muir, Marrison and
Evans (1989) developed a technique to manipulate the mo-
tivation to escape of the individual participants during sim-
ulated evacuations. Participants recruited to a collaborative
evacuation were paid a standard attendance fee and were in-
structed to evacuate as quickly as possible. Whereas, par-
ticipants who were recruited to attend a competitive evacu-
ation were informed that in addition to the standard atten-
dance payment, they would be offered a bonus payment of £
5 after each trial if they were within the first 50% of partici-
pants to evacuate the cabin (Muir, Marrison and Evans, 1989).
Muir, Bottomley and Marrison (1996) suggest that competi-
tive behavior is important to acknowledge as the behavior of
competing individuals may conflict with the objectives of the
overall group and influence the evacuation.
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5 RESEARCH INTO FACTORS
INFLUENCING PASSENGER SURVIVAL

Snow, Carroll and Allgood (1970) identified a number of fac-
tors that influence survival during an evacuation – configu-
rational, procedural, environmental and biobehavioral. Con-
figurational features of the cabin may include the number
and location of exits, aisle width, and exit operating mech-
anisms. Procedural factors are the procedures and processes
of the crew and any rescue workers who attend the scene.
Environmental factors include the presence of fire, smoke,
level of lighting, or the weather conditions. Finally biobe-
havioral factors are related to the individual passengers and
may include their age, sex, level of fitness, and previous ex-
perience. Muir (2004) expanded the factors suggesting that
crashworthiness and fire protection, and evacuation aids (such
as exit signs and emergency lighting) also influence passenger
survival.

Designers of the aircraft cabin and any equipment for use
by passengers need to take into account the factors that have
been shown to influence evacuation. Examples of the research
conducted into some of these factors (with the focus on con-
figurational research) are described below.

5.1 Configurational research in passenger
evacuation

5.1.1 Aircraft exits

Exits on commercial aircraft vary in size and location (e.g.,
Type A, Types I–IV). The largest exit is a floor-level Type A,
which must be at least 1.07 m in width and 1.83 m in height.
The smallest is a Type IV exit, which is a nonfloor level exit
and is at least 0.48 m in width and 0.66 m in height (CS-
25.807). Regulations state the type and minimum number of
exits that must be fitted, which is dependent on the maximum
passenger seating capacity of the aircraft (CS-25.807).

Regulations require emergency exit locations to promote
efficient evacuation (CS 25.813), with exit locations through-
out the aircraft being as consistent as possible, with due
consideration given to passenger seating distributions (CS
25.813). Emergency exits on the same side of the fuselage
must not be greater than 18.3 m apart (CS-25.807). Signage
to identify the exits, emergency lighting, and floor proximity
lighting to provide guidance toward an exit must be provided
(CS-25.811).

When developing new aircraft (irrespective of size), de-
signers need consider the type of exits and their location to
ensure passengers are able to move toward the exits and egress
through them in an effective manner.

5.1.2 Access to floor-level exits and aisle width

Regulations require passageways to Type A, Types I and
II exits to be clear from obstructions. The passageway to
a Type A exit must be at least 0.91 m in width, with other
access routes and cross aisles at least 0.51 m in width. For
aircraft with more than one aisle, a cross-aisle connecting the
passageway to the exit and the adjacent main aisle must be
provided (CS-25.813). For aircraft with at least 20 passen-
ger seats, the minimum aisle width is 0.51 m, at 0.64 m and
above from the floor, and 0.38 m if under 0.64 m from the floor
(CS-25.813).

During the accident at Manchester airport in the UK in
1985, problems were reported by passengers in accessing the
forward floor-level exits (Air Accidents Investigation Branch,
1988). As a result, Muir, Marrison and Evans (1989) investi-
gated changes to the width between the bulkheads leading to
the forward exits during competitive and collaborative evac-
uations (widths ranging between the regulatory minimum of
20 in to the removal of the port galley unit were tested). Dur-
ing the competitive trials, it was reported that as the passage-
way between the bulkheads was increased, the rate at which
passengers were able to exit the aircraft was increased as
blockages were minimized. It was noted that when the galley
unit was removed, the cabin crew had no protection from the
evacuation flow and experienced problems opening the exit
and during some trials the crew were ejected from the air-
craft. The findings led the authors to recommend a minimum
width of 30 in (Muir, Marrison and Evans, 1989).

Following these results, Muir, Marrison and Evans (1990)
and Muir, Bottomley and Hall (1992) investigated bulk-
head width when nontoxic smoke was introduced to ob-
scure the participants’ vision. In the collaborative trials, Muir,
Marrison and Evans (1990) reported that as the width be-
tween the bulkheads increased (prior to the point where
the bulkhead on one side was removed), evacuation times
were reduced. It was noted that when the distance be-
tween the bulkheads was such that there was only a unit
on one side, difficulties were experienced as participants
no longer had a tactile guide toward the exit. In the com-
petitive trials (Muir, Bottomley and Hall, 1992), a trend
was reported for the time at which passengers were able
to evacuate to decrease, as the distance between the bulk-
heads increased, although the results did not reach statistical
significance.

Cabin designers need to consider the location of monu-
ments, galleys, and other interior features and the impact they
may have on movement through the aircraft and accessing ex-
its. The internal layout should be considered in conditions of
limited visibility, as well as in clear air (Muir, Thomas and
Wilson, 2004).
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5.1.3 The Type III exit

The Type III exit is a nonfloor level exit that is usually located
in the center of the cabin either above (hence the term over-
wing exit) or below the wings. The minimum dimensions of
a Type III exit must be 0.51 m in width and 0.91 m in height.
The step up to the exit inside the aircraft must be no greater
than 0.51 m and if positioned over the wing the step down
outside the exit must be no greater than 0.69 m (CS-25.807).

Using the Aircraft Accident Statistics and Knowledge
database (AASK), the usage of Type III exits during evac-
uations was analyzed by Galea (2003). Using data from air-
craft with three pairs of exits, Galea (2003) found that a high
number of passengers were using the mid cabin exits (as this
was their nearest available exit), but also suggested this high
number “is a disturbing trend as the mid exits are the smaller
Type III passenger operated hatch exits” (Galea, 2003, p.
148). Thus designers need to be aware of the importance of
passengers being able to access these exits, operate them, and
evacuate through them effectively.

5.1.4 Access to Type III exits

Following the Manchester accident (AAIB, 1988), studies on
access to Type III exits were initiated at Cranfield University
in the UK and the Civil Aero Medical Institute (CAMI) in
the United States. A UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) ini-
tiated research program conducted by Muir, Marrison and
Evans (1989) investigated the space available in the access
row to the Type III overwing exit (in terms of vertical pro-
jection between the seat rows). This is the “distance between
the forward edge of the seat squab cushion or the most for-
ward extremity of the armrests and the most aft part of the
seat or fixed structure in front” (CAA, 2010, GR No. 2, p. 3).
Seven different seating configurations were tested, ranging
from a vertical projection of 3 in between the seat rows at
the exit, and the removal of a full row of seats resulting in
an exit row vertical projection of 34 in. The time taken for
the 30th person to evacuate was slower in the 3 in vertical
projection than any other seating configuration. During the
competitive evacuations, as the vertical projection between
the exit seat rows was increased up to 25 in, the time taken
for the first 30 passengers to evacuate was reduced, along
with the number of blockages. However when the vertical
projection went from 25 to 34 in via the removal of a full row
of seats, participants were slower in evacuating, as the in-
creased distance allowed more participants into the exit row
at the same time as each other, which subsequently resulted in
exiting delays (Muir, Marrison and Evans, 1989). Although
the rates at which the participants evacuated through the over-
wing exit when the seat rows were configured at 13, 18, or

25 in were not significantly different from each other, Muir
et al. (1989, p. 20) concluded that a vertical projection at
the passageway of 18 in “would appear to be the optimum.”
Following this study, the CAA commissioned further studies
into exit passageway configuration in conditions of poor vis-
ibility simulated via nontoxic smoke. The conclusion from
the initial collaborative trials was that a vertically projected
distance between the exit seat rows of 13 or 18 in appeared to
reduce evacuation time, but more trials were required (Muir,
Marrison and Evans, 1990). The competitive trials suggested
that for the most part, a wider vertical projection between
the exit seat rows was associated with faster evacuation rates
(Muir, Bottomley and Hall, 1992).

A CAMI study conducted by Rasmussen and Chittum
1989 revealed that egress through the exit was quicker
when there was a 20 in vertical projection, or the outboard
seat was removed (OSR) and there were two 6 in passage-
ways, compared to the single 6 in vertically projected pas-
sageway. The OSR condition was also significantly quicker
than the 10 in vertical projection (Rasmussen and Chittum,
1989). This work was then continued by McLean et al.
(1992) to further explore the pathway width and different
seating configurations at the Type III exit. McLean et al.
(1992) added to the evidence suggesting that the 20 in pas-
sageway with a single exit resulted in the quickest egress
time.

As a result of regulatory activity, another series of Type
III exit trials were commissioned by the FAA (McLean et
al., 1995). The research program investigated the influence
of different exit row passageway widths between 6 and 20 in,
the seat encroachment distance, and the age of participants on
egress. Participants were slower to evacuate when the vertical
projection between the seats was narrower (6 in or 10 in), as
well as when there was a greater seat encroachment. Across
all the configurations, the evacuation time for the older pas-
senger group was higher than for the younger group (McLean
et al., 1995).

Due to a range of findings in the area, in an attempt to
finally resolve the issues linked to access to Type III exits,
an extensive research program was conducted by McLean
et al. (2002). Exit passageway configuration was one of the
variables tested and reported to have only a “minimal” im-
pact on evacuation time “as long as ergonomic minimums
are respected” (McLean et al., 2002, p. 34), with McLean
et al. stating with a single passageway layout, only the 10 in
passageway width significantly restricted evacuation, with
the effects enhanced for “older, wider and taller” partici-
pants (McLean et al., 2002, p. 32). The findings identified
the importance of the individual characteristics of the pas-
senger in evacuation through the Type III exit, suggesting
that more should be done to ensure that research focuses on
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ensuring passengers understand what to do and can act on it
in the event of an evacuation.

Currently within the UK, for aircraft with at least 20 seats,
the exit row seat assembly must not be positioned further for-
ward than the center exit line and the passageway width must
be at least 10 in vertically projected or half the width of the
exit hatch (whichever is greater). An alternative configura-
tion can be used, with two exit row passageways, each with
a vertical projection of 6 in and the removal of the outboard
seat (CAA, 2010).

When designing the configuration adjacent to exits, de-
signers need to have regard for the factors that influence ac-
cess to Type III exits.

5.1.5 Type III exit operation

One area that has received a lot of research interest is the
operation of the Type III exit. Traditional Type III exits differ
in operation to floor-level exits in that once they are released,
the hatch plug is not attached to the fuselage and will fall
into the cabin (Wilson and Muir, 2010, p. 286). During exit
operation, the passenger first needs to check that it is safe
outside for the exit to be used. If the area is safe, “the oper-
ating process first requires the operator to release the hatch
by pulling the release handle located on the hatch. The hatch
[(which may weigh up to 29 kg (NTSB, 2000))] then has to
be brought inside the cabin, maneuvered and rotated in the
space adjacent to the exit and disposed of into a location ide-
ally where it does not impede egress” (Wilson and Muir, 2010,
p. 286).

During the NTSB review of evacuations, 13 events in-
volved the use of Type III exits, with 36 exits operated.
Physical difficulties with operating the exit, maneuvering
the hatch, and disposing of the hatch were reported. In ad-
dition to the physical difficulties, a lack of understanding
on the process of exit operation was also reported (NTSB,
2000).

5.1.6 Research into Type III exit operation

A number of evacuation studies have been conducted into
potential improvements to the physical aspect of exit oper-
ation, in an attempt to adapt the task to the operator and
reduce the physical difficulties associated with exit opera-
tion. These studies include Fennell and Muir (1993) whose
findings suggested that when the weight of the hatch was re-
duced to 12.5 kg (approximately half the weight of a standard
Type III hatch at the time), and the distance between the seats
in the exit row increased to 13 in, hatch operation time was
decreased. This finding was consistent whether or not an in-
capacitated passenger (simulated by a dummy) was adjacent

to the exit. The adjustments tested were shown to be of more
benefit to the female operators than the male operators.

Cobbett, Jones and Muir (1997) reported on a series of
individual Type III exit operation trials using an alternative
exit plug mechanism, the “upward sliding hatch.” This mech-
anism differed from the traditional Type III exit design in that
on the release of the exit operating handle, the hatch moved
slightly inwards into the cabin, but remained attached to the
fuselage. The passenger was then required to push the hatch
upward where it moved on tracks into the overhead locker
area toward the top of the fuselage, removing the need for
the operator to physically maneuver the hatch. Participants
operated the exit quicker when using the modified upward
sliding mechanism compared to when using the traditional
mechanism (Cobbett, Jones and Muir, 1997).

Although the majority of publicly available research has
been conducted on the operation of the Type III exit in large
single aisle cabins, many smaller transport aircraft are also
configured with Type III exits (either above or below the
wings depending on the aircraft design) and some research
has been conducted in this area at Cranfield University. The
lower passenger capacity in smaller transport aircraft is ac-
knowledged, with many aircraft having a favorable passenger
to exit ratio. However other factors such as a narrower fuse-
lage and, therefore, less cabin width (and number of seats
either side of the aisle) and lower headroom, make passenger
exit operation for smaller aircraft an important area of study.
In addition, full scale evacuation demonstrations are not re-
quired by the current regulations for aircraft with fewer than
44 seats; therefore, there is limited knowledge of the factors
influencing evacuation from these types of aircraft.

The potential influence of a change to the overwing exit
mechanism on exit operation time from a smaller transport
regional aircraft (with two seats either side of the main aisle)
was investigated by Wilson, Thomas and Muir (2004). The
“upwards sliding” Type III exit hatch design, as reported by
Cobbett, Jones and Muir (1997), was installed in the cabin
for half the trials and the traditional Type III exit was used
in the other half of the trials. Wilson, Thomas and Muir
(2004) reported that participants operated the exit quicker
when the “upwards sliding” automatically disposed hatch
(ADH) mechanism was in place, compared with the tradi-
tional Type III exit mechanism. The ADH exit mechanism
seemed to remove many of the difficulties associated with the
operation of the traditional Type III exit, supporting the find-
ings of Cobbett, Jones and Muir (1997). The upwards sliding
ADH mechanism was used in the study as a prototype to eval-
uate the concept of ADH within a smaller transport aircraft,
and following the results it was recommended that further
work be conducted on different ADH designs that may be
better suited to aircraft with smaller diameter fuselages.
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As a result of the issues surrounding Type III exits, the
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) in 2008 issued a
Notice of Proposed Amendment for aircraft regulated by CS-
25. The Notice covering access to Type III exits proposed that
in order to ensure the exit access is not compromised, all new
type-aircraft with at least 41 passenger seats configured with
Type III exits, would be required to install ADH mechanisms
(EASA, 2008a).

5.1.7 Exit hatch placement

Another area that has been explored in smaller transport air-
craft is the placement of the traditional exit hatch following
operation, due to the potential obstacle an inappropriately
placed hatch may have on evacuation. It is hoped that the
disposal location will be one that does not impede passenger
movement and egress. However as the location it is essen-
tially left to the passenger to decide (although it should be
shown on the safety card), the location of the disposed hatch
cannot be guaranteed.

Trials were conducted at Cranfield University to investi-
gate exit hatch placement in a smaller transport cabin. Three
hatch placements were tested – “no hatch inside the cabin (to
simulate hatch disposal outside the aircraft), the exit hatch po-
sitioned vertically on the floor in the exit row leaning against”
the seats, and the exit hatch placed horizontally on the exit
row floor extending beyond the seat row into the main aisle
(Wilson and Muir, 2010, p.289). The placement of the exit
hatch significantly influenced evacuation rates (in terms of
number of passengers per minute) from a smaller aircraft
cabin. The evacuation rate was “higher when there was no
hatch in the cabin, compared to when the hatch was placed
either vertically or horizontally in the cabin. In addition, the
evacuation rate was significantly higher when the hatch was
placed horizontally in the cabin compared to when it was
placed vertically in the cabin” (Wilson and Muir, 2010, p.
292). The study concluded that one way to ensure the hatch
did not end up in a location where it has the potential to im-
pede egress would be to have an ADH, so the placement of
the hatch is not determined by the operator and is removed
from the exit path by the exit design. Where the installation
of an ADH is not deemed possible, consideration should be
given to ways of assisting the exit operator to minimize the
chance of an inappropriate disposal location through design
and passenger education measures (Wilson and Muir, 2010,
p. 289).

Designers need to ensure that the physical requirements
of exit operation are such that an untrained member of the
public can complete the task with relative ease and the pro-
cess is intuitive and easy to comprehend without extensive
instruction.

5.2 Research into cabin crew related issues

5.2.1 Cabin crew behavior

Regulations specify the minimum number of cabin crew on-
board an aircraft (EASA, 2008b, OPS 1.990). The impor-
tance of cabin crew during an evacuation was highlighted by
Muir and Cobbett (1995) who manipulated the behavior of
the crew during trials with either two assertive cabin crew,
two nonassertive crew, or no crew present. It was reported
that the evacuation behaviors of the cabin crew had a signifi-
cant effect on evacuation rates, with assertive cabin crew pro-
ducing the fastest evacuation rates. Interestingly, there were
no significant differences when there were nonassertive crew
compared to when there was no crew in the cabin. The re-
search trials demonstrated the importance of assertive crew
during an evacuation (Muir and Cobbett, 1995).

5.2.2 Cabin crew location and direct view

During takeoff and landing, a member of cabin crew must be
located next to each Type A exit, and/in close proximity to
other floor-level exits (unless an alternative position would
be of benefit to evacuation) (CS-25.785). Cabin crew seats
should be in a location so that they do not impede evacua-
tion. The aircraft configuration must allow the crew member
an appropriate amount of space to assist passengers during
the evacuation and not obstruct the access route to the exit.
The regulations require the cabin design to provide the cabin
crew while seated with as much direct view as possible of
their allocated cabin, without compromising the nearness of
the cabin crew seats to the floor-level exits (CS-25.785). De-
signers, working with cabin crew and experts in passenger
behavior, need to consider cabin crew assist space and direct
view. With the introduction of novel interior configurations,
consideration should be given to the locations where posi-
tioning a member of cabin crew would be of benefit to an
efficient evacuation.

5.2.3 Communication

Effective communication between members of cabin crew
and between cabin and flight crew is crucial during emer-
gency and abnormal situations. The NTSB (2000) highlighted
the importance of “good” communication among crewmem-
bers and between crew and the passengers. Communication
difficulties may arise during abnormal or emergency situa-
tions and in-flight incidents, and may have significant im-
plications on the emergency situation. Crew may also expe-
rience communication difficulties during normal operations,
perhaps due to faulty equipment or the distance between crew
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members. With an increase in the size and complexity of the
cabin and the number of crew, there is the potential for an
increase in the number of communication-related incidents
and current practices may need to be reviewed (Muir, Thomas
and Wilson, 2004).There is also the potential for current com-
munication devices to become inoperable during an accident.
Accordingly alternative means of communication should be
investigated. Consideration by designers in conjunction with
researchers and operational personnel should be given to po-
tential communication issues and to procedural and techno-
logical solutions that could enhance communication. With
any technological systems, consideration would need to be
given to the uses/procedures of such system.

Consideration should also be given to command, control,
and coordination during an evacuation to assist crew in man-
aging and directing passengers to available exits. If an exit
is not available, the crew members need to redirect passen-
gers to the most appropriate available exit. However in sit-
uations where the crew are not able to visually locate or
hear each other or locate other exits, as might be the case
in complex cabins or very large transport aircraft, means
of assisting crew with this task should be considered (Muir,
Thomas and Wilson, 2004). Consideration should be given
to the current communication networks and communication
procedures and whether these are appropriate for all aircraft
configurations (Muir, Thomas and Wilson, 2004).

5.3 Research into passenger knowledge

5.3.1 Passenger education and safety information

As well as the design and procedural elements, passenger
knowledge and understanding of what they should do in the
event of an emergency and how to use safety-related equip-
ment is an area of importance. Aviation authorities regulate
that during the preflight briefing, the cabin crew must draw
passengers’ attention to specific safety-related procedures
and on-board equipment and must provide passengers with a
safety card (EASA 2008b, OPS 1.285).

The NTSB review (2000) revealed that significant num-
bers of passengers involved in the evacuations reported that
they had not attended to the safety information. The im-
portance of passengers attending to and comprehending the
safety information has been shown, with the FAA stating that
“an alert, knowledgeable person has a much better chance of
surviving any life-or injury-threatening situation that could
occur during passenger-carrying operations in civil aviation”
(FAA, 2003, p. 1). A range of research has been conducted
into passenger attention to and attitudes surrounding safety
information as well as comprehension of safety information
(e.g. Corbett, McLean and Cosper, 2008; Fennell and Muir,
1992; Parker, 2006).

Togher, Galea and Lawrence (2009) investigated passen-
ger knowledge of emergency exits on a narrow-bodied air-
craft with floor-level exits at the front and rear and a pair of
overwing exits. Four hundred and fifty-nine questionnaires
were completed, which assessed understanding on the num-
ber, size, and location of exits on the aircraft. Although 78%
of the sample knew the number of exits and 75% knew the exit
locations, only 37% knew about the exits being of different
sizes (Togher, Galea and Lawrence, 2009). When combining
all three knowledge elements, Togher Galea and Lawrence
(2009) reported that only 22% of the sample gave a full set
of correct answers, which was highlighted in the study as a
concern as it may have implications on exit choice during an
emergency evacuation. Additional analysis showed neither
recency nor frequency of air travel resulted in an enhanced
understanding of all three of the aspects tested. Togher, Galea
and Lawrence (2009, p. 431) concluded that more should be
done to educate passengers on the emergency exits including
the location and size of exits, via additional information on
the safety card and during the briefing, as well as lighting de-
sign features such as a “halo of lights” around the exits and
“an arch of lighting [. . .] in the aisle perpendicular to the exit
plane.” Based on these findings, designers should consider
means of making passengers more aware about emergency
exits.

Significant improvements into passenger safety and emer-
gency evacuation have taken place in some areas; however
there is still a need for ongoing work to educate passengers on
emergency procedures due to the importance of passengers
engaging with and comprehending the safety information.
The area of passenger education and safety information is
not one that should be dismissed by design engineers as the
cabin layout and configurational features, and any equipment
designed for passenger use will need to be such that their use
can be easily communicated to passengers. With any piece
of equipment designed for passenger use, the designer needs
to consider the end users, who are unlikely to have used the
equipment before. Therefore, it will need to be designed in an
intuitive way with minimal reference to instruction. With the
development of new technology, consideration should also be
given to using this to enhance passenger safety information
and training.

5.3.2 Exit operation briefings

As shown in past accidents, passengers are not always able to
operate the Type III exit effectively and as a result research
has been conducted into the briefings given to passengers
seated in the Type III exit rows (Cobbett, Liston and Muir,
2001 in a large narrow-bodied cabin and Wilson, Caird-Daley
and Muir (2007) in a smaller transport cabin). Both studies
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manipulated the amount of detail given to participants about
the operation of the exit. These studies concluded that pro-
viding exit operators with detailed information about the op-
eration of the exit assisted them with the task, in that the
more detail provided in the briefing, the quicker the exit was
made available for evacuation. These studies have shown the
advantages of providing an individual briefing to the exit op-
erator, which provides clear and detailed instructions prior to
them being asked to complete a complex task such as Type
III exit operation. Cobbett, Liston and Muir (2001) acknowl-
edged that the detailed briefing task took longer to deliver.
However the benefits of a reduction in exit operation time far
outweigh the additional time required, an observation also
made by Thomas (2003).

5.3.3 Hand baggage retrieval

Passengers evacuating the cabin with their hand baggage have
been witnessed, with accident reports citing the potential risks
and impediment this has on efficient evacuation. Delays may
occur as a result of passengers retrieving items from over-
head lockers or attempting to move along a congested aisle
with personal items. In addition, passengers may experience
problems when mounting slides with baggage, and for the
items to damage the slide.

Of the 36 cabin crew who responded to the NTSB review,
65% cited hand luggage as a problem during the evacuation,
with eight members of crew reporting disagreements with
passengers over the issue (NTSB, 2000). Of the passengers
who responded to the NTSB, 208 out of the 419 passengers
who reported having baggage inside the cabin stated that they
tried to retrieve their personal items during the evacuation.
Although the NTSB acknowledges that the passengers feel
the need to keep certain items with them (i.e., personal doc-
uments and medication), they highlighted that retrieval of
hand baggage during an evacuation has the potential to cause
delays and problems.

Work is currently being undertaking at Cranfield Univer-
sity to explore passenger knowledge regarding hand baggage
retrieval during an evacuation in order to determine whether
additional education is required. Cabin safety experts and de-
signers should consider means of minimizing the likelihood
of passengers retrieving their luggage and means of assisting
cabin crew in dealing with passengers who refuse to comply.

5.4 Computer-based mathematical modeling and
accidents databases

In addition to experimental studies, extensive research has
been conducted into evacuation and passenger behavior us-
ing computer modeling and survivor reports, predominantly

within the Fire Safety Engineering Group (FSEG) at the Uni-
versity of Greenwich through the development of airEXO-
DUS and AASK.

The airEXODUS model is computer based and designed
to simulate occupant evacuation for use in “aircraft design,
compliance with 90 second certification requirements, crew
training, development of crew procedures, resolution of oper-
ational issues and accident investigation” (Galea, Blake and
Lawrence, 2004, p. 2). The airEXODUS model has provided
important insights into these areas and has been shown to
effectively simulate passenger evacuation during conditions
similar to those observed in certification trials from narrow- or
wide-bodied aircraft, leading to the model designers propos-
ing its applicability to certification work “for derivative air-
craft” (Galea, Blake and Lawrence, 2004, p. vi).

As simulations require data from actual evacuations for
development and validation, where new cabin designs, inte-
rior configurations, and evacuation procedures are proposed,
it is suggested that experimental testing (which will generate
evacuation data to incorporate into the model) is required in
combination with computer modeling, a complementary mix
also acknowledged by model designers.

AASK (also developed by the FSEG) contains survivor re-
ports from accident investigations conducted by the NTSB,
the Air Accident Investigation Branch, and the Australian
Transport Safety Bureau (Galea et al., 2006). The current
database (Version 4.0) contains details relating to 105 acci-
dents, with 1917 passenger accounts, information from 155
cabin crew and data on 338 occupant fatalities. The current
analysis of the data has focused on “survival and reply rates
[the percentage of survivors providing information], age dis-
tribution, seatbelt difficulty, seat climbing reasons, direction
and distance travelled, exit usage, exit availability, and group
behavior” and subsequently cabin crew related issues (Galea
et al., 2006, p. 2), adding considerable knowledge on these
issues.

Computer modeling and accident analysis have added
greatly to our understanding of emergency evacuation and
passenger behavior, and in combination with experimental
testing continue to address relevant issues within cabin safety
and emergency evacuation.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Serious accidents where passenger survival is threatened are
rare. Based on the available analysis, the majority of acci-
dents, even the most serious, have been shown to be largely
survivable, highlighting the importance of work in the do-
main.
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Research has established many of the factors that influ-
ence passenger evacuation – notably configurational, proce-
dural, environmental, and biobehavioral (passenger) factors.
Research has highlighted the importance of the cabin configu-
ration on evacuation efficiency and with novel cabin layouts,
configurational factors should be considered by designers.
Research has shown the importance of cabin crew behavior
during evacuation, with issues such as communication, crew
location, and direct view areas for future design considera-
tion.

The importance of passengers attending to and compre-
hending safety information, and then being able to complete
safety-related tasks, has been highlighted. Further work into
passenger education measures (including the potential for the
use of new technology) is required.

The use of accident databases and computer modeling has
added to our knowledge in the domain. As new cabin designs
and configurations are developed, a combination of evacua-
tion experiments and modeling can be used to further enhance
understanding.

As new aircraft designs are developed – be they of dif-
ferent shapes or different sizes, new configurations, novel
interiors, or the incorporation of enhanced technology – the
factors shown to influence passenger evacuation during an
aircraft accident will need to be addressed by cabin design-
ers. Early engagement with researchers within aircraft cabin
safety, evacuation and passenger behavior, and operational
personnel is crucial to ensure that factors are given consider-
ation and systematically investigated via experimental test-
ing/modeling as appropriate.
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An aircraft in maintenance belongs to the enemy.
Ian Knowles, MBE

1 WHAT ARE RELIABILITY AND
MAINTAINABILITY

This chapter is concerned with what aircraft designers, oper-
ators, and maintainers do, or at least attempt to do, to reduce
the in-service costs of ensuring that aircraft are available to
fly when required. Emphasis will be on large commercial jet
aircraft but the principles apply equally to military, rotary-
wing, and smaller aircraft. There is also likely to be an undue
bias towards examples from the propulsion sub-system partly
because this is the area with which the author is most famil-
iar but also because this subsystem accounts for the highest
share of the in-service maintenance and support costs as well
as having some of the most advanced technology associated
with the reduction of those costs.

Aircraft are high-valued, repairable assets and, as such,
will only earn their keep for their owners and operators when

they are in the air carrying a payload. Operators do not buy
aircraft because they look nice; they buy them to transport
payloads (freight or munitions) to their required destinations.
They want to be confident that the aircraft will be able to carry
those payloads safely and securely day after day, year after
year with the minimum of cost. The initial purchase price,
high though it may be, will be only a fraction of the total in-
service costs. Maintenance costs will exceed the price of the
aircraft relatively early in its life. (Note: in the airline busi-
ness, passengers are often referred to as self-loading freight.)

“Maintenance is the management of failures and the assur-
ance of availability”, according to J. Hessburg, the Chief
Mechanic on the Boeing 777 project. Maintenance, or at least
invasive maintenance (the repair or replacement of compo-
nents) is necessary only if components are unreliable. That
is, if components fail or can be expected to fail during the
life of the system (aircraft). In many cases components will
be replaced before they actually fail but that is because the
likely consequences of their failure will be more expensive
than the cost of prematurely replacing them.

Reliability, maintainability, and supportability (RMS) are
inherent attributes of the design of an aircraft. They must
be duly considered during the design phase and at all times
thereafter. Unlike weight, length, lift, drag, seating capacity,
range, and speed, for example, they cannot easily be mea-
sured, calculated, or predicted. We talk about the “physics
of failure” but there are, as yet, no laws that can be used to
determine when a part or system will fail; the process appears
to be random and hence stochastic in nature.

While it is probably true to say that every aircraft is ini-
tially overweight, it is a relatively easy matter to determine
what that weight is and what proportion of that weight can be
attributed to each component on the aircraft. Unfortunately,
with reliability, in particular, even if one knew what the
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reliability of every component on the aircraft was, there is
still no way of knowing what the reliability of the aircraft
will be. We can make reasonable estimates of what the mean
time to first failure might be (for those failure modes that
we have recognized and taken into account) but after that it
will depend very much on what is done during the recovery
of the aircraft. Paradoxically predicting the time to first fail-
ure is becoming increasingly more difficult as the number of
on-board health and usage monitoring systems (HUMS) has
increased, because such equipment allows us to take avoid-
ing action with those failure modes that produce detectable
or measurable changes in those parts of the system being
monitored.

HUMS, also known as equipment monitoring systems
(EMS), comes at a cost. In most cases they are physical
devices, which, of course, add weight to the system. And,
like every other component on an aircraft, they have to be
certificated, which means they must not interfere with any of
the other parts of the aircraft (either physically or electron-
ically) when they are functioning, in a state of failure, or if
they become detached. This tends to make the fitting of even
the simplest of devices uneconomical except for a small num-
ber of key areas, of which the propulsion system is probably
the most significant.

If we were to take a rivet, fuselage panel, or turbine
blade, we could determine its physical properties such as
weight, dimensions, hardness, tensile, compressile and shear
strength, thermal and electrical conductivity, melting point,
and elasticity, but none of these (or indeed, any combination
of them) will tell us how long they will continue to remain
functionable or in a state of functioning. Knezevic’s diagram
(Figure 1) shows where Reliability and Maintainability fit
into the overall scheme of things related to man-made sys-
tems. He also produced a set of definitions for each of these
terms.

� Functionability is the inherent characteristic of a prod-
uct related to its ability to perform a specified function

Operation

Maintenance

Logistics

Function(s)

Performance 

Attributes

Functionability

Supportability

Reliability

Maintainability
Availability

Technical

Effectiveness

Operational

Effectiveness

Figure 1. The MIRCE diagram. Reproduced with kind permission
from J. Knezevic, Mirce Akademy.

according to the specified requirements under the speci-
fied operating conditions (Knezevic, 1993).

� Reliability is the inherent characteristic of an item related
to its ability to maintain functionability when used as
specified (Knezevic, 1993).

� Maintainability is the inherent characteristic of an item
related to its ability to be restored when the specified
maintenance task is performed as required (Knezevic,
1993).

� Supportability is the inherent characteristic of an item
related to its ability to be supported by the required
resources for the execution of the specified maintenance
task. (Knezevic, 1993)

R, M, and S, at one time, acquired the generic name
of “Logistics Engineering”; indeed, the author’s doctorate
(in 2001) is in that very discipline but the term has subse-
quently largely fallen into disuse due partly to its confusion
with the term “Logistics” and partly perhaps because these
three areas, if they exist at all within an organization, are
generally run largely in isolation from each other only being
brought together under the banner of “Integrated Logistic
Support.”

2 RELIABILITY

Of the three, it could be argued that reliability dominates.
There is little point in making a system quick, easy, and cheap
to maintain if it is so reliable that there is little chance of
it requiring maintenance during its working life. Alas, very
few such systems exist, at least not ones that are expected to
remain in active service for many years. Given that the sys-
tem will therefore need maintenance, part of the Reliability
Engineer’s role is to identify those parts of the system that
are most likely to require invasive maintenance but more on
that later.

2.1 Measures of reliability

In Statistics and Probability Theory, “reliability” is the proba-
bility that an event (failure) has not occurred or will not occur
by a given time (T). Mathematically, it is given by:

R(T ) = 1 −
∫ T

−∞
f (x)dx =

∫ ∞

T

f (x)dx (1)

where f(x) is the probability density function.
For most time to failure distributions f(x) = 0 for x < 0, in

which case, x is conventionally replaced by t and the integral
runs from zero to T.
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Failure mechanisms fall into two main categories: those
that are independent of the age of the system or compo-
nent and those whose probability of failure increases as age
increases, which for convenience will be referred to as non-
age-related and age-related failures, respectively. There is
a third important category known as “maintenance induced
failures,” which will be dealt with later.

Non-age-related failures, often confusingly referred to as
“random” failures (implying that age-related failures are not
random), typically result from external factors such as foreign
object damage (FOD), for example, bird strikes, runway
debris, ice ingestion, and forklift drivers not looking where
they are going. This category covers accidental damage and
could also include deliberate damage (due to enemy action,
for example). Because the probability of this type of damage
occurring is independent of the age of the component dam-
aged, the only distribution that can be used to describe it is
the (negative) exponential distribution given by

f (t) = λe−λt = η−1e−(t/η) (2)

where λ is the failure rate (FR) and η is the mean time to
failure.

R(t) = e−λt = e−(t/η) (3)

It will be noted that in this expression, there is only one con-
stant or parameter, viz., the failure rate or its reciprocal, the
mean time to failure (MTTF). The hazard function, defined
as

h(t) = f (t)

R(t)

= λe−λt

e−λt

= λ

(4)

for the exponential distribution.
The hazard function is often referred to as the failure rate.

It represents the expected number of failures per unit time.
For the exponential distribution, it can be seen that this is
independent of time so this distribution has a constant failure
rate.

The cumulative hazard function H(t) is given by

H(T ) =
∫ T

0
h(t)dt = λT (5)

This gives the expected number of failures by time T if the
system or component is recovered to a same-as-old condition.
Because this number is independent of the age of the com-
ponent or system, the T units of time could be spread over

N (N ≥ 1) identical systems or components. In other words,
the expected number of failures for 1000 identical systems
operating in an identical manner for 1 h each is exactly the
same as for one system operating for 1000 h. A million cars
can be expected to have the same number of failures in their
first mile as one car will have in 1 million miles.

The reliability function R(t) gives the probability a system
or component will survive to time t. It is a relatively simple
extension to this to determine the probability a system or
component will survive a further t units of time given it has
achieved an age T (in the same units). This is given by

R(t + T |T ) = R(T + t)

R(T )

= e−λ(T+t)

e−λT
= e−λt

(6)

for the exponential distribution.
This is independent of the initial age (T). For this reason,

it is sometimes described as a “memory-less” distribution –
the probability of a component failing in the next increment
of time (while in use, of course) is the same no matter how
old that component may be. One would not replace a car
windscreen (windshield) before embarking on a long jour-
ney in order to reduce the probability of it being hit by a
stone, a tyre (tire) to prevent it from picking up a nail or,
indeed, an engine to save it from being damaged by a flock of
birds.

In 1960, Drenick proved that for sufficiently complex and
unreliable systems, the times between failures asymptotically
approaches the exponential distribution. This is known as
the steady-state condition (Drenick, 1960). Some 22 years
earlier, Palm also proved that if the inter-arrival times are
exponential then the number of servers required can be deter-
mined using the Poisson distribution and is independent of
the type of distribution of the service times (Palm, 1938).
If we were to take a fleet of (identical) aircraft as a single
system and recorded the times of every failure, it is indeed
likely that the exponential distribution will provide a good
fit. Similarly, if the recovery times of each failure are inde-
pendent of the cause of the failure and the number of aircraft
out of service at the time then these two theorems could be
used to estimate how many spare aircraft would be needed to
ensure at least r out of the n would be available x% of the
time. If all failures of the system were due to external fac-
tors that were independent of the age of the system then
Drenick’s theorem is automatically satisfied so there is no
need to wait for steady-state conditions.

Although foreign object damage accounts for a large num-
ber of failures and hence is a major contributor to the costs
of invasive maintenance, it is by no means the only cause.
All physical systems and components will, if they survive
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long enough, suffer from deterioration through physical or
chemical processes. This deterioration will eventually lead
to failure and hence to the need for invasive maintenance. In
many cases, it is observable, detectable, and/or measurable.
Failure can often be prevented by replacing such components
prematurely either based on their age/usage or as a result of
some form of monitoring.

Monitoring may be intermittent such as via routine inspec-
tions or continuous. The bearings in engines, for example,
are often subjected to both types. The cooling oil that washes
over them will pick up particles of material rubbed off the
surface (debris). Analysis of this debris using spectroscopy
and electron scanning microscopes can identify its source and
estimates of the rate of wear can be obtained from measur-
ing the sizes and weights of these particles over a number of
such analyses. From this one can predict when failure might
occur. At the same time, it is recognized that as the physi-
cal properties of components change the vibrations emitted
will change, which can be picked up, recorded, analyzed, and
used to predict the onset of failure.

In cases of wear-induced failure, the Weibull distribution
(Weibull, 1951) has proved to be particularly useful. There
is some debate as to whether such times to failure are best
described by the log-normal distribution or the Weibull; in
most cases there is unlikely to be sufficient data to make a
clear case either way. The Weibull distribution is a generic
form of the exponential distribution (or, if you prefer it, the
exponential is the degenerate form of the Weibull). As with
many distributions, the Weibull is usually defined by two
parameters, although the general form does have three – it
is the author’s experience that the third parameter is very
seldom necessary and can, for the purposes of this treatise,
be ignored.

The two parameters are variously described as the shape
or slope (β) and the scale or characteristic life (η). The third
parameter (ζ) is sometimes called the shift. Its probability
density function is given by

f (t) = β(t + ζ)β−1

ηβ
e−((t+ζ)/η)β (7)

For ζ = 0, this simplifies to

f (t) = βtβ−1

ηβ
e−(t/η)β (8)

Occasionally, it will be given as

f (t) = λβtβ−1e−λtβ (9)

where λ = η−β

The reliability, hazard, and cumulative hazard functions
then become

R(t) = e−(t/η)β

h(t) = βtβ−1

ηβ

H(t) =
(

t

η

)β

(10)

The mean is not the same as the scale but is slightly less (up
to about 15% less) for β > 1 or more for β < 1 and is given by

µ = η�(1 + β−1) (11)

where � is the gamma function.
The gamma function can be calculated in Microsoft

ExcelTM by using EXP(GAMMALN(x)).
For failure modes that describe wear, the shape can be

expected to exceed 3 (β > 3). As the shape increases, the
distribution becomes increasingly more left-skewed, that is,
the tail to the left (of the mean) gets longer but that to the
right gets shorter. In geography, it could be described as an
escarpment with a gentle slope on the left side leading up to an
almost vertical drop on the right. What this means, in practice,
is that if the component survives up to the characteristic life
there is a high probability it will not last very much longer.
As can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, if β = 5, there is only a 1
in 1000 chance of a failure occurring at a time less than one
quarter (1/4) of the characteristic life and a similar probability
of one lasting more than 50% over the characteristic life.
(If β = 10, there is a 1 in 1000 chance of failure before 50%
of the characteristic life but 99.9% can be expected to fail
before 1.2 times the characteristic life.)

There is some evidence to suggest that the more resilient
the material and the more accurately and carefully it is
machined, the higher will be the shape of the time to fail-
ure distribution. Unfortunately, reliability engineering is not
an exact science and failures will often result from small
imperfections such as impurities in the material or surface
defects (e.g., scratches or oxidation) commonly referred to as
stress raisers. These are invariably caused by external events
such as poor handling during manufacture, transit, storage, or
installation. They could also be caused by events such as bird
strikes, ice ingestion (a common problem with rear mounted
engines), or even soot from the combustion chamber. Such
events are unpredictable, as, indeed, is the time from when
the initiating event occurred to the point of failure, although
in this case, there is likely to be a change in the vibration char-
acteristics of the component, which with the right equipment
and analytical tools should be both detectable and capable of
being monitored.
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Figure 2. Weibull probability density function for shapes 5 and 10.
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Figure 3. Weibull cumulative density function for shapes 5 and 10.

2.2 Reliability block diagrams

The reliability block diagram is very similar to an electric-
ity circuit diagram. It allows us to see very simply which
components or units in a system have to be in a state of func-
tioning for the system to be in a similar state or perhaps more
importantly, which ones are critical to the operation of the
system.

Figure 4 shows a simple system in which units A and B
are in series and C and D are in parallel. In order for the
system to remain in a state of functioning (or functionable)
it is necessary for both A and B plus either C or D (or both)
to be functionable.

Let the reliabilities of A, B, C, and D be RA(t), RB(t),
RC(t), and RD(t), respectively (i.e., the probability that unit X
survives to time t is given by RX(t)).
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A B

C

D

Figure 4. A simple reliability block diagram.

The probability that both A and B survive to time t is given
by

RAB(t) = RA(t)RB(t) (12)

The probability that either C or D survives to time t is given
by

RCD(t) = 1 − [1 − RC(t)][1 − RD(t)]

= RC(t) + RD(t) − RC(t)RD(t) (13)

Therefore, the probability that the whole system survives to
time t (without any failures) is given by:

RABCD(t) = RAB(t)RCD(t)

= RA(t)RB(t)[RC(t) + RD(t) − RC(t)RD(t)] (14)

The problem with this approach is what happens after one of
these components fails. If it is A or B then the system fails
and it then becomes necessary to recover it by either repairing
or replacing the component that failed. (It is assumed that
the system is too expensive to discard.) If C or D fails, the
operator has a choice to either repair it imminently or wait
until the other (D or C) fails and then repair either or both at
the same time.

If a unit is repaired, we will need to know how effective
that repair is in terms of whether it restores the unit to a
“same-as-old,” “same-as-new,” or somewhere between the
two. There are other possibilities: that it actually makes it
better than new or worse than old. It is also possible that
the maintenance activity introduces a new failure mode that
would not have been there had the system not been touched –
these generally go under the banner of “maintenance-induced
failures.”

2.3 Reliability centered maintenance (RCM)

Reliability centered maintenance (defined by standard
SAE JA1011) is a methodology for managing the risks of
equipment failure. It identifies ways in which system failure
can occur and what events have to happen to cause them
(see Section 2.3.1). It also looks at how each component

in the system can fail and what the effects might be, and
tries to quantify the risk (how likely and how serious)
(see Section 2.3.2). It then considers, for those with high
criticality, ways of reducing either the probability or the
severity (see Section 2.3.3).

2.3.1 Fault-tree analysis (FTA)

Identifying potential single-point and common-mode failures
is a critical part of designing safe aircraft. One of the tech-
niques used extensively is fault-tree analysis. Starting with
the top-level events, those that can result in a serious or catas-
trophic failure of the system (aircraft), FTA is used to break
these down into lower-level events, which are then broken
down still further until one can go no further. Each event at
a given level will be the result of one or more events having
happened at the next lower level. As far as is possible the
designers attempt to make sure no event at a given level can
be caused by a single event at the lower level, that is, that at
least two independent events must happen to cause it.

FTA works largely because of the lessons learned from
previous incidents. It requires an extensive knowledge of the
ways in which an aircraft can suffer catastrophic failures.
Ideally, the method would also be used to consider less serious
failures that might result not in fatalities or injuries but simply
in delays and cancellations, but there is seldom sufficient time
or resources with which to do such studies during the design
phase and there is generally little point afterwards as any
changes are likely to cost more to implement than the savings
that might ensue.

2.3.2 Failure modes effects and criticality analysis
(FMECA)

Another method used extensively by safety engineers is the
FMECA. Sometimes this will be done without carrying out
the criticality bit, which if it is done is invariably performed
after the main failure modes effects analysis (FMEA). By
contrast to FTA, this method is a bottom-up approach. It starts
by considering all of the possible ways in which a part can
fail. It then considers what the most serious consequences of
such a failure could be. For example, there are some seven
different ways in which a turbine blade can fail, ranging from
the relatively benign “aerofoil damage” to the most serious
“root failure.” The latter will cause the disc to become out
of balance, and it is likely to cause significant damage as the
detached blade passes back through the engine.

Having established what the failure modes are and what
their consequences might be, the next stage is to attempt to
rank them in terms of their criticality. This is a combination of
the severity of the possible consequences and its likelihood.
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If the consequences are minor or the probability is extremely
low then no further action is needed, but if the consequences
are serious or catastrophic and the probability is unacceptably
high then further action will be needed.

2.3.3 Risk reduction

A part that is deemed to be safety-critical, that is, has a high
criticality rating, will become subject of investigation. This
will look at whether the part can be redesigned to elimi-
nate the given failure mode, whether adding another similar
(redundant) part will make the system safer (less vulnerable),
whether the probability of failure can be reduced, or whether
some form of protection is needed to safeguard the rest of the
system should failure occur.

In the case of reducing the probability of failure, one way
might be to introduce routine inspections. The reason the pilot
does a quick check round the aircraft is not just to see that the
doors and hatches are shut and caps are on but also to check
for any obvious signs of cracking or fatigue.

Another possibility is to consider “life-limiting” the part.
This only applies to failure modes of parts that are age-related.
The time to failure parameters are estimated by running a
sample on test. The component or sub-system is taken through
a series of simulated flights. This could be by pressurizing and
de-pressurizing the fuselage (using a very large water tank)
thousands of times or taking an engine from idle to full thrust
and back to idle waiting maybe a few minutes to allow for
cooling and repeating until failure occurs. These results are
then used to determine for how long or for how many flights
the component can be used before it has to be replaced.

2.3.4 Monitoring systems

With modern technology, it is often possible to design moni-
toring systems that can effectively replace the need for limited
lives. Such equipment may also be used on components that
do not have predominant, strongly age-related failure modes
if it can be shown that there is a significant time from when a
component first exhibits detectable signs of failure to when it
finally breaks (sometimes referred to as the “P–F interval”).

Condition or health monitoring may be based on relevant
condition parameters (RCPs) or relevant condition indica-
tors (RCIs). The depth of tread, the weight of bearings (or
the weight of particles eroded from the surface of bearings),
and the thickness of brake pads are typical RCP. RCI might
include average fuel consumption, turbine gas temperature
(TGT) margin, and thrust at temperature. The rate of change
of the RCP can be used to predict when failure will occur, but
for RCI, there is generally a need to apply trending methods
such as Kalman filtering.

In many cases, failure may be initiated by an external event
but the time from when that happens to when failure finally
occurs may be a lot more predictable than the time to when
the initiating event happens. Once a crack starts, for exam-
ple, it will tend to grow or propagate at a fairly steady rate.
For ceramics, this time will generally be a few nanoseconds,
but for aluminum alloys, it could be tens or even hundreds of
hours. Cracks in components tend to change the natural fre-
quencies of vibration – a cracked bell does not ring. Vibration
monitoring equipment is first used to establish “normality” –
what the system “sounds” like when there are no faults in it. It
then monitors the “sound” against this measure of normality
to detect changes that may be indicative of physical changes
due possibly to cracks or other defects that will eventually
lead to component failure.

3 MAINTAINABILITY

If a subsystem, unit, or component fails, then given that the
system is capable of being repaired and it is cost-effective to
do so, the failed item will either be repaired or replaced with a
new one or replaced with a previously repaired one. Typically,
if an engine fails, it will be replaced with a spare engine (as
soon as one becomes available) and the failed one will be sent
to a Repair and Overhaul (R&O) facility to restore it to a state
of functioning. If a tyre punctures, the wheel will generally
be removed and a new one, complete with tyre, will be fitted.
In this case it is unlikely that the whole undercarriage system
will be removed.

Maintainability engineering is basically about designing
systems and their components in such a way that they can be
economically repaired or replaced with the minimum delay.
It is not just about performing maintenance quickly; it also
has to be effective, safe, and efficient. Part of the require-
ment is to minimize the risk of maintenance-induced failures.
Another is to ensure that the right maintenance is performed,
or more particularly, that the right components are repaired
or replaced.

3.1 Measures of maintainability

Defining “maintainability” as in Section 1, the measures of
maintainability are essentially the same as for reliability (see
Section 2.1). The only difference is that one is generally more
interested in knowing what the probability is of completing
a maintenance task by a certain time rather the probability it
will take longer than a given time.

Unlike reliability, the times to recover a system tend to be
right-skewed, that is, there is a very low probability that they
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will take less than a certain time; most will take a little longer
than the minimum but quite a lot may take a very long time
to complete. Given the equipment available, there will be a
physical minimum time to perform each of the tasks neces-
sary to accomplish a recovery. It may however take longer
than this because the equipment or replacement parts are not
available, the parts are damaged or corroded, the conditions
are far from ideal, or the mechanic is unfamiliar with the
system or just simply tired.

Although common mode failures may be undesirable,
commonality within and across aircraft types will improve
both maintainability and supportability. Air and ground crew
familiar with one aircraft may be able to switch to another
with minimal training. Pilots with a certificate to fly an Airbus
A320 require very little additional simulator time to switch to
an A319, an A321, or even an A330. Changing to an A340 or
A380 will take a little longer because of the different number
of engines, but in all other respects, the cockpits of these air-
craft are remarkably similar. All eight doors on a Boeing 777
are virtually identical, which means that there is no danger
of fitting the wrong door or doing the wrong maintenance
procedures, and, of course, it reduces the stock holding needs.

3.2 Diagnostics and prognostics

When a large commercial airliner lands, it often has less than
an hour before it is due to take off again. During this time, it is
necessary to get all of the passengers, their luggage, and their
waste unloaded and the new lot loaded. It is also necessary
to refuel the aircraft and carry out a whole series of checks
to ensure that everything that should be working is working
and that there are no hatches or latches left open, or that none
of the engines has dropped off.

The Gate Dispatch Mechanic (GDM) has to be satisfied
that all is safe before the aircraft is released to the pilot.
The aircraft certification will include a “master minimum
equipment list” (MMEL), which defines which of the four
million, or so, components have to be in a state of function-
ing. The turnaround time clearly makes it impossible for the
GDM to do this manually, so there has to be an electronic
system in place that removes most of the effort. Ideally, this
should tell the GDM if anything is not satisfactory rather that
there are 3 999 999 in good order. Much of this is accom-
plished by built-in test equipment (BITE), which monitor the
key components all of the time the aircraft is operating.

With modern aircraft the Aircraft Communication
Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) is used to send
signals to a “ground servicing stations” (GSS) while the air-
craft is flying, to give the destination ground crew advanced
warning of any (potential) problems. This may allow them

time to get replacements available at the gate or to start the
search for a replacement aircraft. It might also be used by
the airline to switch passengers from one flight to another to
avoid having to pay out the high compensation claims and
costs associated with a cancellation.

Most on-board monitoring systems provide only diagnos-
tics. That is, they only detect when something stops working
properly, so they give no advanced warning of impending
failure. There are, as yet, very few prognostic systems and,
with the possible exception of some electronics systems, none
with self-healing capabilities, at least, not on commercial air-
craft, although this may not be the case with military aircraft.
Although some health monitoring systems provide a short
period of advanced warning, none of these can predict the
actual time at which failure will occur so they are not true
prognostic systems.

3.3 Modularity

In 1969, or thereabouts, Rolls-Royce designed its first truly
modular engine called the “Gem,” which powered the Lynx
helicopter. Before this, the normal practice was to remove the
engine and send it to a maintenance facility where it would
have been recovered and returned. The concept of modularity
allowed line replaceable units (LRUs), for example, engines,
to be disassembled into a relatively small number of sub-
assemblies or modules (seven in the case of the Gem). Any
that were rejected would then be sent for recovery but, in the
meantime, they would be replaced with spare modules from
stock.

Modularity is, of course, not restricted to engines and is
now quite common throughout military systems. The main
benefits of this approach are that disassembly and reassembly
can be performed nearer to the front line and by less highly
skilled mechanics. The LRU can, in general, be recovered
by module exchange in a fraction of the time it takes to per-
form a conventional recovery, thus significantly reducing the
demand for spare engines in order to achieve a given fleet
availability. Offset against this, however, is the need to carry
spare modules, although, in theory, the total requirement of
“engine equivalents” is unlikely to be that much different than
in the conventional approach. It is also a lot more difficult to
keep track of the ages of the parts within these modules.

3.4 Target build life (TBL) and work-scope
optimization

When a “civil” engine enters the workshop, the maintainers
will typically decide which “work-scope” to apply in order
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to recover it. This is largely based on the age of the engine
or of certain key parts within it. The work-scope defines a set
package of work, over and above the minimum necessary to
recover the engine. This might range from an inspection of
critical components to replacement of all of those expected to
fail or require maintenance within a given time. The benefit of
this approach is that the cost and time for each work-scope is
fixed, thus making planning that much easier. Also, because
each work-scope involves replacing the same components,
the demand for spares becomes a lot more predictable. All
of this is possible because civil engines rarely fail – most
are taken off wing before any component fails owing to the
prognostic capabilities of health monitoring systems.

Military engines, by contrast, are much more likely to be
treated as individual recoveries. Normality (see Section 2.3.4)
is very difficult to define, so health monitoring systems are
far less successful. In fact, in most cases, they are really usage
monitoring rather than health monitoring systems. Without
the advantage of prognostics, engines are more likely to fail
and hence suffer damage resulting from such failures.

If all of the failure modes have been identified and their
respective parameters are “known” then it is possible to cal-
culate the expected time to failure (ETTF) from new. It is first
necessary to determine the cumulative hazard (see equation
(10) for the system (from new):-

Hs(t) =
N∑

i=1

Hi(t) (15)

where N is the number of failure modes.
Note that it is assumed that all of the failure modes are

competing and that the system is a series system. For each
individual module of a total system, the expected time to
failure will be when t = ‘η’ (the characteristic life), that is,
when the cumulative hazard function H(t) = 1. It therefore
follows that the ETTF for the system as a whole will be the
value of t that satisfies the equation Hs(t) = 1 (where Hs(t) is
the cumulative hazard function for the system).

ETTF = H−1
s (1) (16)

Unless all of the TTF are exponentially distributed, deter-
mining ETTF will require using numerical methods (such
as Newton–Raphson). Given that none of the components
have decreasing age-relatedness (i.e., get more reliable as
they age), ETTF from new represents the highest (best) value.
As components age, so the ETTF will decrease. It can only be
restored back to the original value if all components with age-
related failure modes are replaced with new ones. This will,
in general, be a very costly option, so it is usually necessary
to set one’s sights somewhat lower.

The target build life is set to some percentage (α < 100) of
the ETTF. By knowing the current ages of each component,
it is possible to calculate the (conditional) cumulative hazard
for that component surviving to time T where T = t + TBL
and t is the current age (recognizing that it will be the sum
of conditional cumulative hazards over all failure modes of
the given component). If the sum over all of the components
exceeds unity then one can expect the system to fail before it
achieves its TBL. However, one can reduce the value of the
conditional cumulative hazard of a component by replacing
it with a newer one (if at least one of its failure modes is
age-related). This then gives us a mechanism for deciding
which modules to fit – one simply selects those that reduce
the system conditional cumulative hazard to a value as near
to unity as possible (Crocker and Sheng, 2008).

4 SUPPORTABILITY

Although supportability is about ensuring the system is
not unduly delayed waiting for facilities, equipment, or
resources, this can take many guises. Knowing what spares
will be required and where best to hold them is one aspect
that is described in Section 4.1. Scheduling maintenance to
minimize delays and optimize utilization is covered in Sec-
tion 4.2 while Section 4.3 discusses the potential benefits of
choosing the right modules to refit to an engine.

4.1 Spares forecasting

One of the biggest problems of keeping aircraft available is
predicting when they will need maintenance and how long
they will be out of service as a result. This also applies to
the lower level sub-systems. A lot of maintenance done on
the aircraft is planned in so far as it is required to be done
within certain fixed intervals in order to satisfy its airworthi-
ness requirements. For large commercial aircraft, the timings
of these routine services and what has to be done during
them are established through Maintenance Steering Group 3
(MSG 3).

With engines, routine servicing is not mandated. Some
parts will be life-limited (see Section 4.3) but most will either
be condition-monitored or simply allowed to fail. Although
condition monitoring can give some advanced warning of
impending failure, the amount of notice is rarely sufficient
to allow the maintenance to be properly planned. Repair and
Overhaul facilities may give guarantees on turnaround times
if the engine is booked in sufficiently in advance but these
are less likely to apply if they get no such advanced notice.

Predicting when engines will require maintenance, what
form it will take, and what spares it will consume is a
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non-trivial exercise. At least one of the engine manufactur-
ers has been using discrete-event simulation to do this for
40 years (Crocker, 2009). Incidentally, the same program has
also been used to provide data to the life-cycle costing mod-
els. For sub-systems with times between maintenance actions
that can adequately be described using exponential distribu-
tions a method known as “marginal expected back orders”
has been widely used (Sherbrooke, 1992).

4.2 Fleet management

Although simulation models may be good at predicting the
likely numbers of engines requiring maintenance each year
for the next 20 years or more, they are not so good at pre-
dicting which engines will fail and on what dates or, for that
matter, for what reason. Unfortunately, no method will do that
with 100% accuracy, however, it may be possible to achieve a
reasonably acceptable level of accuracy for near-term events.

It was mentioned in Section 3.4 that the conditional cumu-
lative hazard for the system (in this case, the engine) can be
used to give an estimate of the expected time to next failure.
If this is combined with knowledge of when life-limited parts
will reach their limits or when “on-watch” engines will need
to be removed then it should be possible to get a better predic-
tion. (Engines are put “on-watch” if the condition monitoring
systems raise an alert.)

Knowing which engines are likely to require maintenance
in the near term, it may be possible to plan these removals
to make better utilization of the R&O facilities. Even if this
cannot be achieved, at least the aircraft may be allocated to
a schedule that ensures it will be spending some time at its
home base before the engine is expected to fail so that it
may be removed during this visit, thus reducing the need to
transport engines to and from remote sites.

4.3 Module matching

In Section 3.4, the concept of target build life was discussed.
This deals primarily with modules and parts that have age-
related failure modes and decides based on these when to
replace modules and, taken to its logical conclusion, what
level of maintenance should be done on them. Gas-turbine
aero-engines typically contain a number of parts that are
considered to be safety-critical and, as such, are life-limited
(see Section 2.3.3). In order to minimize the number of unnec-
essary engine removals to replace these parts, it also makes
sense to manage these in some way.

Given that removing an engine for maintenance, even
planned maintenance, is a relatively expensive activity that
carries a level of risk (rather like medical operations), it makes

sense to consider ways of reducing the number of these if, by
doing so, the costs incurred are also reduced. The simplest
way to do this is to introduce minimum issue service lives
(MISLs), sometimes called “stub lives,” particularly in the
United States. The lives of all safety-critical parts have to be
tracked (as a certification requirement) so it is very easy to
determine what the life remaining is on any given module
(as being the minimum of the lives remaining on each of the
safety-critical parts within it). If this life remaining is less
than the MISL for the given location then the module will be
removed and the part or parts replaced. Such parts may be put
into a quarantine store if it is thought likely that the life-limit
will be raised at some future date.

Module matching comes in when rebuilding an engine. At
this time, there may be a number of spare modules of each
type in stock with varying ages and hence lives remaining.
Choosing the newest modules each time may give a good
short-term solution but is likely to lead to problems later.
Removing and replacing modules will generally add cost but
this may be offset by allowing the engine to stay on-wing
longer. Building an engine with a high planned life remaining
may be pointless if there is a very high probability it will suffer
an (unplanned) failure well before reaching this life. Different
policies may also be applicable at different stages in the life of
the fleet. In particular, if the aircraft are being phased out (to
be replaced by a newer type) then the requirement is likely
to be to keep as many of the fleet flying as possible while
doing the minimum amount of maintenance so engines may
be built with short-life modules just to use up this life.

Again, it is generally quite impractical, if not impossible,
to try out different policies in practice but if one has access
to a simulation model with the right level of detail then it
should be possible to get a good comparison of the different
policies quite quickly and cheaply. As in many cases, with
modeling, it is not so much the accuracy (and certainly not
the precision) that is important as the ability to differentiate
between various options in an unbiased way.

5 CONCLUSION

Modern aircraft to a great extent are more reliable, main-
tainable, and supportable than their predecessors primarily
because designers are much more likely to listen to the needs
of their potential customers than they are to design a beautiful
engineering masterpiece which, alas, no one wants or can
afford. Many of the improvements, however, have been learnt
the hard way by studying the debris from accidents and
(sometimes anonymous) reports from near misses.

It is impossible to design and build an aircraft that is 100%
reliable over a life of 30, 40, or even 50 years of operation.
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Given this, it is important to make it easy, quick, and safe to
maintain and support. For a more in depth description of the
concepts, methods, and processes, see Kumar et al. (2000).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Costs are central to aerospace as they are to all other branches
of engineering. After all, an engineer has been well-defined
as one who can do for a cent what any fool can do for a dollar.
Virtually all decisions in the management of a project turn
ultimately on the balance of costs and revenues. This is as
true of decisions at the highest level, for example, whether to
start upon or to continue with a major project, as it is of the
multitude of choices made during the day-to-day conduct of
business, for example, selection of a manufacturing technique
or whether to make components in-house or to buy them in.
As is described in Project Management: Cost Forecasting,
the sums of money can be very large indeed. In consequence,

decisions based on cost can be vital to the futures of both
customer and supplier. It is important, therefore, that cost
information be collected carefully and analyzed rationally.

This chapter describes how costs are constituted and the
manners in which they are commonly accounted for and ana-
lyzed. Methods for forecasting costs then follow readily and
naturally as in Project Management: Cost Forecasting.

2 THE NATURE OF COSTS

We are concerned here with cost in the strict financial sense
of that word, that is that of monies disbursed. The so-called
nonfinancial “costs,” better termed “disbenefits,” are consid-
ered later in Lifecycle Engineering: Economic Theory. It is
sufficient here to note that even these are often best treated
in terms of financial expenditures required, if only hypothet-
ically, to restore matters to some prior state (e.g., equating
the disbenefit of pollution to the cost of returning the envi-
ronment to pristine condition). In all cases, if a supposed cost
(or revenue) is to be accounted valid then it must be traceable
ultimately to money being disbursed by someone, somewhere
at some time. Likewise, a saving is made only if there is a
reduction in money being disbursed by someone, somewhere
at some time.

This is important for three reasons. First, costs may well
be perceived differently by different persons or under differ-
ent regulatory regimes. An obvious example of this concerns
environmental impacts. An industrial enterprise may favor a
dirty manufacturing process because its immediate costs are
low. Those who have to clean up the consequent pollution will
see matters very differently. They will seek to have a “polluter
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pays” policy implemented. Thereby, costs of environmental
repair will be transferred to industry, its experience of costs
modified, and its choice of process amended.

Second, failure to identify how and where expenditure
is incurred (or saved) can lead readily to gross miscalcula-
tion and, hence, to poor decision making. It is all too easy
to compute a result in monetary units and then to suppose
that this represents a real cost. In particular, the product of
person-hours and pay per person-hour is not necessarily a
valid estimate of cost. For example, a modification to some
equipment may reduce markedly the number of person-hours
required annually for its maintenance and yet have little effect
on maintenance labor costs. This will be so if levels of staffing
are determined largely otherwise, for example, by the actual
or prospective peak needs of other duties such as intensive
operation and battle-damage repair in wartime. Again, fer-
rying high-ranking executives to meetings by personal jet
can save considerable numbers of person-hours at impressive
rates of pay. However, no cost is saved unless the saving in
times enables the duties of those executives to be discharged
despite fewer of their number being employed, a possibility
that they are unlikely to embrace with enthusiasm.

Third, different costs and revenues will be found to arise
at different times. Those arising early and those arising later
in time will be perceived differently and, hence, will have
different impacts upon decision making. This is discussed in
Lifecycle Engineering: Economic Theory.

3 RECURRING AND NONRECURRING
COSTS

Costs can be analyzed variously in order to understand how
they arise and how they are to be managed. The fundamental
distinction is between those elements that are recurring and
those that are nonrecurring.

Recurring cost elements are those which increase more-
or-less in proportion to quantity. What constitutes quantity
varies with context. Often, it is the number of units made,
but, where relevant, it can be number of hours used, years
elapsed, etc. In contrast, nonrecurring cost elements are those
that are incurred just once and are independent of quantity.

This distinction is illustrated in Figure 1. In fact the recur-
ring cost often varies somewhat nonlinearly with quantity
due to “learning” (described below). Nevertheless, the pic-
ture shown in Figure 1 is valid as a first approximation in
most circumstances.

When dealing with the costs of acquisition, nonrecurring
costs are usually those of development, while recurring costs
are those of production and quantity is the number of units
produced.

Cost Unit recurring cost
e.g., production cost

Recurring cost
e.g., production cost

Non-recurring cost
e.g., development cost

Quality
e.g., units made

Unit total cost
e.g., unit acquisition cost

0

Figure 1. Recurring and nonrecurring costs.

For many aerospace products, including complete military
aircraft, recurring and nonrecurring costs can be similar in
size. Hence, as Figure 1 shows, unit acquisition cost can be
as much as twice unit production cost and care is necessary
as to the definition of any unit cost (cost per unit quantity)
being quoted.

Further, total acquisition cost then varies much less rapidly
than in proportion to the number of units produced. So, a
reduction in quantity procured causes unit acquisition cost to
rise. That can make the product less attractive, leading to fur-
ther reductions in quantity, further increase in unit acquisition
cost, and so on in a vicious circle. Equally, a virtuous circle
is possible in which increase in quantity procured causes unit
acquisition cost to fall, making the product more attractive,
leading to further sales, further reductions in unit acquisition
cost, and so on. In these ways, small initial changes in per-
formance, cost, or economic circumstances can lead to the
commercial success or failure of major aerospace projects.

4 DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS

Another distinction of importance is that between direct costs
and indirect (or “overhead”) costs (Annon, 1999). Direct
costs are those costs which can be attributed directly and
unambiguously to the product or activity in question. Indirect
costs are costs associated with a range of products or activities
(including the one in question) and which have to be appor-
tioned between these in a more-or-less arbitrary fashion.

The utility of such a classification is by no means confined
to manufacturing, but that provides the most convenient illus-
tration. Figure 2 shows diagrammatically how costs incurred
at each of a number of production centers are attributable
unambiguously to the items manufactured at that center and,
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Head
office 

Production
centers

Products

Indirect (overhead)
costs 

Attribution

Direct
costs

Direct
costs

Direct
costs

Figure 2. Flows of direct and indirect costs.

so, are direct costs of those items. However, the concerns
of head office cover all of the production centers. Costs
incurred there have to be apportioned in some way between
the production centers and, thence, to the items manufactured.
They are indirect costs of those items, therefore.

Note that analysis into direct and indirect costs is not an
alternative to that into recurring and nonrecurring costs. In
the example shown, costs at both head office and within each
production center may comprise both recurring and nonrecur-
ring elements. It is quite possible to speak of “nonrecurring
direct costs,” for instance. The cost of tooling to enable man-
ufacture of a new product would be an example of this. On
the other hand, it is usual for indirect costs (e.g., those of head
office in the case of Figure 2) not to change immediately in
response to a change in activity at a production center and,
hence, many indirect costs include a substantial nonrecurring
element. How that affects the costs attributed to individ-
ual products depends upon the rules of apportionment. It is
quite possible that the cost attributed to one product becomes
thereby a function not only of demand for it but of demands
for other products made at other production centers, at least
in the short term. In the longer term, such effects are likely
to be much reduced. Head office will not remain unaffected
for long should a production center close, for example.

It will be appreciated, therefore, that the rules whereby
indirect costs are apportioned are a matter of some impor-
tance. If the costs attributed to products are to be useful in
decision making, those rules need to be realistic ones. Some
arbitrariness may be inevitable, but rules for apportioning
indirect costs should reflect a sound appreciation as to how
and why such costs are incurred. Engineering understanding
and judgment are essential. Apportionment rules must not

become unchangeable conventions. Rather, they should be
open to review and adjustment to reflect changing circum-
stances.

Good judgment is necessary also in designing systems
for the recording and collection of costs. Highly elaborate
systems for tracking activities and expenditures can affect
the attribution of a very high proportion of costs to individual
products and, so, leave little to be classified as indirect costs.
However, such systems are costly in themselves. All “costs”
are but estimates and need only to be accurate enough to
be fit for purpose. Judgment is needed as to where to cease
increasingly expensive efforts to track costs in detail, leaving
the remainder to be treated as indirect costs. A balance has
to be found between accuracy and the costs of costing.

5 MARGINAL AND FULLY
OVERHEADED COSTS

Similar to, but far from identical with, the distinction between
direct and indirect costs is that between marginal and fully
overheaded costs. The latter distinction can be illustrated
readily by considering the running costs of an organization
(e.g., an airline or an air force), which operates a fleet of
aircraft.

The addition of a single aircraft to that fleet will cause
the total running cost to increase by a certain amount.
This amount is known as the “marginal” cost of that air-
craft. It comprises primarily the costs of crew, maintenance
labor, spares and fuel consumed, and the like. Costs of
organizational infrastructure, administration, etc., will not
enter significantly into the marginal costs. Such provisions
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are essential to the organization, and thence to operation of
the aircraft but are unlikely to be changed appreciably by the
addition of just one more aircraft to the fleet. Hence, while
marginal costs are well-defined and can be ascertained with
some precision their summation over the entire fleet will not
account for the running cost of the organization as a whole.

Accounting for the total cost is achieved through the use
of “fully overheaded” costs. In the example just given, these
would be derived by taking the total running cost of the orga-
nization and apportioning that between the aircraft operated.
For the infrastructure and administrative elements there then
arise the same problems of attribution as described above
in the case of other indirect costs. Again, some degree of
arbitrariness and, hence, imprecision is unavoidable.

It is particularly important to be clear as to whether
marginal or fully overheaded costs are being quoted when
discussing the running costs of armed forces. The latter can
be several times the former for the same item of equipment.

6 ELEMENTS OF LIFE CYCLE COST

Finally costs can be analyzed in terms of the stage in the life
cycle of a project at which they arise.

There is no precisely defined and universally agreed set
of stages into which the project life cycle can be divided. A
variety of definitions are in common use. However, Figure 3
includes all that are required for cost analysis.

The life cycle begins with the nonrecurring costs of the
research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) and
production investment phases. The acquisition cost consists
of these together with the recurring costs of production. There
follows the costs, also recurring, of the in-service phase and,
finally, of disposal. Proportions of the costs of these vari-
ous phases are illustrated in Figure 3. However, it is to be

Figure 3. Elements of life cycle cost.

emphasized that these proportions, and especially the ratios
of recurring to nonrecurring costs, can vary greatly depend-
ing upon numbers produced and the duration and intensity of
in-service use. Each phase is now examined in turn.

The RDT&E phase comprises the establishment of the
necessary technology base, development of a specific design,
and demonstration that it meets performance requirements
established at the start of the project. Costs of this phase are
dominated by those of the “design-make-test” sequence, that
is, the design and manufacture of prototypes (or preproduc-
tion items) and the testing. Should, as is almost inevitable, that
testing reveals some deficiency then there follows redesign,
remanufacture, and retesting, iterations continuing until the
required performance is achieved fully.

The dominance of design-make-test costs is such that pre-
liminary activities to establish the technological feasibility
of the project constitute typically only circa 10% of the total
cost of the RDT&E phase. Hence, contrary to a common
assumption, RDT&E costs are insensitive to the degree to
which a design represents a technological advance over the
equipment that it is to replace.

The high RDT&E costs of modern aerospace projects
frequently prompt collaborative arrangements at either the
industrial or national levels with the aim of amortizing
these costs over larger production volumes. However, it is
usual to find the benefits of such arrangements being eroded
by increases in total RDT&E cost brought about both by
increased overheads and by demands for enhanced perfor-
mance and/or the concurrent development of a number of
design variants in order to meet the differing requirements of
the partners.

Production investment comprises the initial provision of
facilities, for example, tools, jigs, and test equipment, nec-
essary for volume production of the design in question.
(Sometimes “production investment” is extended to encom-
pass all tooling, including replacement of tools worn out
or otherwise consumed during manufacture. However, such
“sustaining tooling,” being a recurring cost, is better sub-
sumed into production cost.) Production investment increases
with the planned quantity and rate of production and with the
number of variants of the basic design to be produced.

Production comprises the manufacture of units to the final
design standard fit for routine use by a customer. Here, sub-
stantial economies of scale can be found. In particular, as
production goes on so opportunities to perform work more
efficiently are perceived. Commonly, this is quantified as a
value of “learner.” Thus, an element of cost is said to exhibit
80% learner if a doubling of the number of units produced
is accompanied by reduction in the cost per unit, averaged
over the total number made, to 80% of its former value.
Such a value of learner can often be found in respect of the
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direct costs of labor expended in manufacture. Less advanta-
geous values are found usually for the costs of components
bought-out from specialist suppliers and of raw materials.
The seminal work on this matter (Wright, 1936) put forward
typical values of learner of 80% for direct labor, 88% for
bought-out items, and 95% for raw materials. Much the same
values are found commonly today – albeit with substantial
variations from project to project for reasons set out below.
Lesser effects of “learning” for bought-out items and raw
materials than for direct labor are attributable to there being
usually several outlets for the goods in question. Thus, the
effect of a doubling of demand by one customer is diluted
and its benefits are diminished correspondingly. A learner of
around 90% on unit production cost is representative of the
generality of current manufacture of complete aircraft and
missiles.

There is nothing inevitable about learning. It depends
upon a workforce motivated to bring forward proposals to
improve the efficiency of the manufacturing process and upon
a management willing to make the investment (e.g., in jigs)
necessary to realize them. Few willingly bring their redun-
dancy forward in time. Rarely is investment made without
good prospects for its recovery by reducing the cost of work
yet to be done. Moreover, knowledge and skills are soon lost
following a break in production and the dispersal of those
engaged previously upon it.

Accordingly, little benefit of learning is to be expected
when products are ordered in small batches and when the
intervals between those orders are beset with uncertainty as
to if and when the next will come. Conversely, when continu-
ity of production is assured well into the future, there exists
the opportunity for economies of scale, through learning and
otherwise, that are well in excess of the norm, albeit that
these still require appropriate management if they are to be
realized.

In the civil sphere, the usual recourse of customers, seek-
ing to be assured that production is as efficient as possible, is
to invoke competition in meeting their requirements. Com-
petition is employed commonly in the defense field also.
However, its application is then moderated by fear that the
losers will be driven from the market with consequent loss
of national capabilities and/or leaving a monopoly supplier
for the future. Competition then operates not to obtain the
absolute minimum price in any one instance but as a guard
against grossly excessive charges generally.

In-service costs can be subdivided into costs of crew and
other (noncrew) costs of operating and maintaining equip-
ment. Crew costs are the costs of keeping persons available,
qualified, and fit to discharge the various duties required of
the crew, for example, of an aircraft. Such costs often much
exceed those for pay of the persons in post at any one time.

Additional costs include not only such pay-related costs as
employer’s contributions to social security payments, med-
ical and welfare costs, and cover for sickness and holidays,
but also initial and continuation training for both primary and
any secondary duties. Particularly for armed forces, costs of
accommodation, victualling, and the like are also important.

Noncrew in-service costs comprise those of consumables
(fuel, oil and, for armed forces, ammunition), preventative
maintenance, and “spares and repairs” (the replacement or
refurbishment of items becoming unserviceable during use).

Note that crew costs depend not only on numbers of crew
and their duties but markedly also upon their employer’s
policy as regards recruitment, retention, and career progres-
sion as well as upon other matters pertinent to pay and
conditions (e.g., general economic conditions, competition
for appropriately qualified personnel, and degree of union-
zation). Likewise, noncrew in-service costs are influenced
strongly by the intensity and pattern of use of the equipment
in question. Thus, the objectives and policy of the operator
are at least as important as the design characteristics of an
aircraft in determining its in-service cost. Accordingly, care
is necessary when, say, comparing the in-service costs of two
types of aircraft. Such comparisons can be very misleading
unless they are done on a strict like-with-like basis as regards
both the accounting for indirect elements of such costs, and
patterns and intensities of use.

Costs of disposal may be far into the future at the time
equipment is being designed. Nevertheless, design engineers
need to consider how products they have designed will be
disposed of eventually. The use of environmentally damaging
materials can impose high disposal costs in order to comply
with legal and ecological requirements, the demands of which
seem set to increase.

7 COSTS AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Much cost analysis is required by the periodic reviews of
projects conducted by both contractor and customer as part of
project management (Rene and Snider, 2008). The principal
review points required by the USA Department of Defense
and by the UK Ministry of Defence are shown in Figure 4
in relation to the stages of the life cycle just described. Most
other procurement authorities have similar schemes.

While the review points shown in Figure 4 may be laid
down at the start of a major project, they will be by no means
the only times in its life at which its technical maturity, fore-
cast life cycle costs, and its cost-effectiveness are assessed.
Usually, additional reviews will be triggered by increases in
forecast costs beyond some preset threshold. Again, those
involving substantial public expenditures will be examined
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Figure 4. Formal review points for major projects.

regularly by bodies with statutory powers of audit (e.g., the
Government Accountability Office and the Congressional
Budget Office in the USA, the National Audit Office in the
UK, and the Cour de Comptes in France). Such audits are
undertaken at regular intervals and also on request from legis-
lators. Preparation of information for such reviews and audits
can become a substantial part of the workload of a cost ana-
lyst. On the other hand, the reports of public auditors can also
be a most useful source of information for the analyst.

Much of this close attention to cost is prompted by so-
called cost growth – the chronic tendency of the forecast
costs of a project to increase, often substantially, between the
start of development work and entry into service. A great deal
of project management effort is directed toward controlling
or, ideally, eliminating “cost growth.” Many recent innova-
tions in project management methods and various reforms
of procurement practice have had this aim. Unfortunately,
such innovations and reforms are frequently based upon a
false premise. Much of “cost growth” is not the product of
wasteful procurement practices but derives from initial gross
underestimation of the true (minimum) expenditure needed
to complete a project, even given the most efficient approach
to procurement that is possible. Hence, much “cost growth”
is no more than the belated realization of what the true cost
must be (Treasury, 2003).

Initial underestimation of cost is attributable largely to
what has been termed by the UK Treasury the “conspiracy
of optimism.” Both customer and contractor are anxious to
get a project started and, so, incline toward mutually rein-
forcing excessively optimistic views of what can be achieved
with the resources available. Such excessive optimism can

extend to expectations of benefit from procurement reform,
thereby exacerbating, not ameliorating, “cost growth.” Cer-
tainly, retrospective analyses of the effects of major defense
procurement initiatives such as “design to cost” (Neang
et al., 1989) in the USA (US Government Accountability
Office, 2006) and, more recently, “smart acquisition” in the
UK show that these have had little effect on “cost growth.”

This is not to say that developments in project management
are without value. However, the cost analyst needs to be alert
to their limitations. Three current examples are as follows.

Firstly, “just in time” practices have undoubted benefit in
reducing the capital tied up in work in progress. However,
“just in time” can become too readily “just on the edge of
a crisis.” Cost analysts need to be aware of the asymmetry
of risk here. Modest reductions in the cost of capital have to
be balanced against the potentially much larger costs due to
production being brought to a halt by an interruption in sup-
ply of parts and material. Such interruptions are inevitable at
sometime, even with the best regulated procurement arrange-
ments.

A second example is provided by the use of “risk registers,”
that is, the systematic identification of risks to the timely and
economical completion of the project, the recording of these
and their regular review in association with assessments of
the probability of each risk eventuating and the consequences
should it do so. There can be no disputing that this is a good
project management practice, which can much assist the day-
to-day conduct of a project. However, excessive reliance upon
it needs to be avoided. As discussed further in Project Man-
agement: Cost Forecasting, there is always the risk of failing
to identify a risk. This is no minor quibble. As Figure 5
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Figure 5. The majority of risks are not identified at the start of a
project.

illustrates, a survey of UK defense projects (UK National
Audit Office, 1996) showed that, despite proper use of risk
registers, the majority of risks that did eventuate had not been
identified at the start of development.

Thirdly, there is now much emphasis on the evaluation of
the technological maturity of projects and on the attainment
of certain levels of this before passing review points such
as those described earlier in this chapter (US Government
Accountability Office, 2008). The idea of requiring defined
levels of technical maturity (“technology readiness levels”
(TRL) as they are now called) at specific points in the pro-
curement process began in the NASA space program with
the aim of minimizing technical risk. At the insistence of the
US Government Accountability Office, it was adopted subse-
quently by the USA Department of Defense. It is now being
applied by the UK Ministry of Defence to the procurement of
components and subsystems. In addition, the allied concepts
of system-readiness levels (covering the integration of com-
ponents and subsystems) and commercial readiness levels are
being introduced.

The basic idea is sound, but its efficacy in controlling
costs can readily be overstated. There is the probability that
not all technical problems will be identified in advance nor
does study of those that have been identified guarantee their
solution in ways that pass muster in subsequent testing. More-
over, even previously well-proven technology must still be
implemented competently in the present context and that, as
discussed earlier, takes time and money no matter how often
something similar has been done before.

One can expect further initiatives in future, both man-
agerial and technical in character. Experience suggests a
skeptical stance toward these until such efficacy as they may
had, has been proven by results. Nevertheless, cost analysis
can be expected to evolve in adaptation to coming challenges
that are likely to include, for example, increased difficulties
of overhead attribution brought out by increased automa-

tion as well as additional legislatively imposed costs such
as those associated with carbon trading. There are likely also
to be further efforts toward quantifying risks associated with
supply chains that stretch around the globe and into diverse
economies as well as those of volatility in the costs of energy
and fluctuations in global economic activity.

However, the fundamentals of sound cost analysis must
remain as set out here (and as they have been since the advent
of double-entry book-keeping facilitated the attribution of
costs, revenues and profits to specific activities within a com-
mercial enterprise). Only thus can one obtain the accurate
picture of costs now and in the past that is the sole basis for
sound decision making and for forecasting future costs as
described in Project Management: Cost Forecasting.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The analysis of costs is essential for successful project man-
agement. It is particularly important that the various elements
that together make up the total cost of a project are cor-
rectly identified at each stage and their potential uncertainties
appreciated. Only then can a best estimate of the total be
made, and methods of achieving this are discussed in Project
Management: Cost Forecasting.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Forecasts of costs are required at every stage of a project
and at every level of project management. They are central
to strategic decisions at the highest level of management, as
when deciding to initiate or to continue with a project. They
are essential also to everyday choices, for example, whether to
make in-house or to buy in a component and in the allocation
of resources between tasks.

The importance of accurate forecasts of costs is evident
when one considers the size of these for contemporary air-
craft. A typical fighter/strike aircraft – the first examples of
which entered service in the middle of the first decade of

this century – can well have a unit production cost of circa
$100 million at 2005 prices. To develop such an aircraft and
then to manufacture 200 examples would cost the order of
$40 billion at 2005 prices. That represents 3 years of total
expenditure by a nation such as Britain on the procurement
of new defense equipment of all kinds – sea and land as well
as air. So, a decision to embark on such a project is one with
major consequences for the defense of a nation. Small won-
der then that forecasts of such costs are the subject of intense
debate and prolonged scrutiny.

Nor are matters much different on the civil side of
aerospace. A passenger aircraft of transoceanic range – can
well have a unit acquisition cost of more than $200 mil-
lion at 2005 prices. This implies very large capital sums tied
up in assets in the course of construction. To these must be
added the nonrecurring costs of development and of financ-
ing these investments. Building large civil aircraft has become
inevitably the preserve of a very few giant companies. Even
for these, just the development of one new design of air-
liner will absorb the profits on all other activities for several
years. Civil aerospace has been well described as a “sporty
game” in which to launch an entirely new design is to “bet
the company” on the accuracy of forecasts of costs and sales.

2 METHODOLOGY

Common to all such applications is that the function of cost
forecasts is to assist decision making. Cost forecasts are use-
ful only in as far as they do so. In particular, if forecasts are to
aid the decision maker, they must be timely, unbiased, com-
prehensive, and balanced. There is no point to a forecast that
arrives on the desk of a decision maker after the decision that
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Figure 1. Users, scopes, and features of cost forecasts.

it was meant to guide has had to be made. Even worse is a
forecast that misleads through being biased toward an overop-
timistic (or pessimistic) view of the scope and difficulty of
work to be done. Comprehensiveness is essential since every
dollar, pound, euro, and so on, that is paid out hurts the bal-
ance sheet the same as any other. Caveats and exclusions do
not pay the bills; however justified, a forecaster may feel that
these are by want of relevant information. In order to be com-
prehensive, a forecast, and its preparation, must be balanced
in the sense that the attention given to each of its components
is proportionate to that component’s contribution to the total
cost. The forecaster must avoid the temptation to concentrate
on that can be defined in detail to the neglect of that can be
dealt with imprecisely at best.

It also follows that the nature of a cost forecast depends
on the purpose for which it is prepared, in other words, the
decision which is to be made. This is illustrated in Figure 1,
which sets out the requirements of different users of cost
forecasts.

The day-to-day management of work planned already in
some detail requires correspondingly detailed forecasts of
costs. Consistent with the information then available as to the
work to be done, such forecasts are usually prepared in what
is known as a “bottom-up” manner. That is to say, the work
to be done is broken down via a “Work Breakdown Struc-
ture (WBS)” into a large number of constituent elements.
The costs of each of these are then estimated on the basis
of the costs incurred for analogous elements of past projects.
Those estimated costs are aggregated, now working back up
through the WBS to derive a forecast of total cost.

However, the scope of work yet to be done is subject neces-
sarily to uncertainty. There are risks of additional work being
required, for example, that testing during development will

reveal the need for redesign and retest before performance
requirements are met. Senior levels of project management
need to recognize such risks and to hold corresponding con-
tingency allowances within their budgets.

It is usual, therefore, for project management to compile
a “risk register” as described in Project Management: Cost
Analysis, that is, to list all such risks as can be identified (the
“known unknowns”) along with estimates of the probability
of each eventuating and of the likely additional costs should
it do so. Thereby, a probable total additional cost can be
computed and added to that of planned work as obtained
working “bottom-up”.

This is the limit of the “bottom-up” approach. Even when
supplemented with allowances for known risks, it is inher-
ently incapable of allowing for the costs of elements of work,
planned or potential, that can not be identified at the time
of making the forecast. Yet, as described in Project Man-
agement: Cost Analysis, such unknown risks (“unknown
unknowns”) are, on average, a majority of risks that do even-
tuate and contribute to the total outturn cost. Hence, the
“bottom-up” approach cannot satisfy needs for cost forecasts
at the highest levels of decision making.

At such levels (e.g., those of the customer or at board level
in industry), the need is much more for comprehensiveness
than for detail. To know precisely where money will be spent
is much less important than it is that decisions are taken in the
knowledge of the totality of costs that are to be incurred, even
those of work presently unforeseen. To do this, a very differ-
ent “top-down” approach is required as illustrated in Figure 2.

This approach begins with the collection of data concern-
ing similar past projects already completed. Such data must
comprise the outturn costs of those projects together with
associated information such as technical characteristics of
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Figure 2. Top-down cost forecasting.

each project, the industrial facilities employed, and economic
conditions prevailing at the time. Statistical analysis of these
data then yields Cost-Estimating Relationships (CERs) link-
ing cost to technical and other features of a project. Input to
these CERs of corresponding information regarding the new
project gives a forecast of its cost. Should the data permit, it
may be also possible to derive “apportionment rules” describ-
ing how the total cost is likely to be apportioned between var-
ious systems. However, this is a secondary objective subordi-
nate always to the primary task of forecasting the total cost.

Working “top-down” is especially appropriate in support
of decisions whether or not to embark on a project and if to
start then in what form. Arguably, these are the most impor-
tant decisions to be made in the life of a project and, yet
have to be made when there is least information. “Top-down”
forecasting (known otherwise as “parametric estimating”)
has an important place in tackling the special difficulties
of this phase of project management (Williams et al., 2009;
Williams, Samset and Sunnevåg 2009).

As the project proceeds, it becomes possible and useful
to adopt an intermediate approach – one that may be termed
“middle-outward”. In this, a “top-down” approach is used but
at the level of major subsystems. Having forecast the costs of
these, they are both aggregated to obtain a total cost for the
project and also apportioned to lower levels within the WBS.
This gives greater detail than a pure “top-down” approach; but
caution is necessary on two counts. First, this method should
not be used in lieu of a pure “top-down” forecast. Pure “top-
down” forecasts of total cost are needed at least until the end
of development, if only as a check that forecasts made other-
wise are complete and account sufficiently for risk. Second,
premature descent into detail is to be avoided. Technical char-

acteristics of systems and subsystems remain open to doubt
until the satisfactory functioning of those systems and sub-
systems has been proven during development. Before that
has been done, descent into detail means basing forecasts not
on fact but on conjecture. At best, forecasts based thus are
unreliable. At worst, they are actively misleading. Figure 3
indicates levels of entry into a typical WBS that are likely to
be suitable at various stages of a project.

Estimates of future costs made later in the project and
at lower levels of entry to the WBS are a major part of the
workload of cost estimators working within both prime and
subcontractors. These are required routinely in support of
make/buy decisions, monitoring of likely outcomes vis-á-vis
target costs, and the like. Such forecasts look less far ahead,
and hence may be less affected by technological change since
the past examples on which they are based. They will be
concerned less with a world view and more with the particular
circumstances of a specific production center. Nevertheless,
essentially the same principles and methods apply as when
preparing forecasts in support of strategic decisions.

3 DATA

As have been evident from the discussion so far, all cost fore-
casts, however obtained, derive ultimately from the outturn
costs of past projects. Therefore, the first task of a cost fore-
caster is to assemble an extensive database of such costs as
are relevant to the work in hand.

It might be thought that such ample data would be to
hand within industry; but this is often far from being so.
Modern management systems and practices are disinclined
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to keep information once the work to which it relates has
been completed. In any case, a wider view, beyond one’s own
organization, is advantageous. Further, commercially sensi-
tive information is often unavailable, for example, as when
a customer is preparing forecasts independently either while
evolving their requirements preparatory to seeking offers or
when judging the reasonableness of prices offered by possible
suppliers.

On the contrary, the terms of contracts, including costs,
are reported frequently in trade journals at the times these
are awarded. Diligent compilation of these, ensuring com-
pleteness of information about each project, will yield much
useful cost data. Likewise, the reports of government audit
bodies are a valuable source of information concerning mili-
tary and other projects involving public expenditure. Reports
of the US Congressional Budget Office, the US Government
Accountability Office, the (UK) National Audit Office, and
the (French) Cour des Comptes are particularly useful in this
respect. All of these bodies and/or their predecessors have
long histories and past reports remain publicly available.
Finally, some reference works, published from time to time,
contain cost information in forms useful in cost forecasting
as compiled from open-literature news of sales (Pugh, 2007)
or from annual US defense budget allocations for aircraft and
weapons (Nicholas and Rossi, 2008a and 2008b).

If at all possible, data should be collected ahead of need in
order that they can be verified, for example, by comparison
with data of the same or similar kind, and so that any research
necessary to understand the data can be undertaken. The effort
of collecting and validating data constitutes a substantial total
overhead for any cost-forecasting organization. Nevertheless,

it is essential to the maintenance of the capability to undertake
such work and must not be neglected. Moreover, when this
overhead is spread over the large number of individual cost
forecasts provided usually by a specialist cost-forecasting
organization, it will prove to be only a modest charge on each.

Recourse should never be had to generalized expectations
or to forecasts for any project whose development phase has
yet to be completed. Only hard numerical facts concerning
the actual costs of products in their final forms provide a
reliable basis for cost forecasting.

Having assembled a database, the next task is to bring all
costs to a common set of economic conditions. Usually, this
involves two steps. First, all costs are converted to a common
currency. Next, all costs are brought to a common price date.

Ideally, conversion between currencies should use
exchange rates that preserve equality of purchasing power.
Such “purchasing power parity” exchange rates are the sub-
ject of current research in economics. However, methods for
generating these are still open to debate and no long-run series
exists. In lieu of this ideal, usual practice is to use exchange
rates prevailing in global financial markets at the times costs
were incurred. Such rates risk of deviation from purchas-
ing power parity due to short-term speculative pressures. At
present, the best available palliative against such distortion
is to use not spot rates but annual average market exchange
rates. Long runs of these are available in the publications of
central banks.

Costs are brought to a common price date on the assump-
tion that costs vary pro rata with an index of prices within the
economy served by the chosen common currency. The pri-
mary effect to be allowed for is that of inflation; but changes in
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productivity across the economy at large need to be accounted
for also if a cost incurred some years (or decades) ago is to
be translated meaningfully into today’s economic conditions.
For that reason, indexes of output costs are to be preferred
over indexes of input costs. On the other hand, output cost
indexes peculiar to the industrial sector in question are to be
avoided since their uses introduces some circularity of argu-
ment – in effect, of saying that the cost of widgets will have
grown up because the cost of widgets has grown up. Current
best practice is to use an economy-wide output price index,
for example, a Gross Domestic Product deflator or a retail
price index. Again, long runs of these are available in the
publications of central banks and other financial authorities.

A further normalization of data, needing to be carried out at
this stage, is the adjustment of production costs so to remove
any effects of varying production quantities. It is usual to
do this by putting all unit production costs onto a common
“cumulative average” basis. “Cumulative average” denotes
an average taken across all units produced from the first up to
some stated production quantity. Thus, for example, cumula-
tive average N (written often as CuAv N) for unit production
cost is the total cost of producing the first N items divided by
N. The number N can be chosen arbitrarily provided that it
is the same for all of the costs being normalized. However,
it is sensible to make it representative of typical production
quantities of the type of item in question. Hence, it is com-
mon to use CuAv 100 for the costs of aircraft and CuAv 1000
for the cost of missiles.

A common assumption here is that every doubling of pro-
duction quantity N reduces CuAv N to a fraction L of its
former value. (For further discussion of such “learning” and
for values of “learner” (L), see the preceding chapter.) Data
normalization then proceeds as follows.

Suppose that I units were produced. These were then fol-
lowed immediately by the further production of a batch of F
units at a cost T. It is required to calculate unit production cost
at CuAv N – denoted here as UPC. The requisite algorithm
is as follows:

1. Estimate a value for “learner” (L) – see above
2. Evaluate n = ln(L)/ln(0.5)
3. Evaluate E = Nn · {(F + I)(1−n) − I (1−n)}
4. Compute UPC (CuAv N) = T/E.

Note that any units produced prior to a significant break in
production should be ignored for the purposes of this calcula-
tion. If the batch of F units of cost T are the first to be produced
(or the first following a break in production) then the algo-
rithm as above remains valid but with I = 0, the evaluation of
E simplifies to E = N n · F (1−n).

Note also that, having normalized all costs to CuAv N, any
CER derived using costs thus normalized will yield forecast

costs also at CuAv N. These may need correction to the actual
quantity produced. The relevant formula is as below.

Production cost=UPC (CuAv N) Nn {(I+F )(1−n) − I(1−n)}
(1)

(Cost of a batch of F units followed on continuously from
production of I units.)

4 DERIVATION OF CER

Having assembled and suitably normalized a database of the
costs of past projects, a cost forecaster can move on to the
derivation of CER.

In this, a useful first step – a natural continuation of data
normalization – is the computation of “specific costs”, that
is the ratio of unit production cost to a measure of size of
the product. Mass is often a convenient measure of size, for
example, the launch mass of weapons, structure mass for air-
frames, and basic mass empty for complete aircraft. However,
specific cost should not be taken as being synonymous with
cost per unit mass. “Size” can be any measure of scale to
which cost may reasonably be expected to be proportional,
at least to a first approximation.

This is the basis of some widely used proprietary mod-
els for cost forecasting. In essence, the user sets a value of
specific cost by analogy with past projects. Multiplication
of that by the size of the new project then yields a forecast
of its cost. This is quick and convenient, but it leaves the user
with the problem of making (and justifying) their choice of
specific cost, unavoidably subjective as that often is.

Less open to objection on grounds of subjectivity is the
use of trends in specific costs over time, specifically with In-
Service Date (ISD), that is, the date on which the first example
of the design in question was received by any user in a state
fit for routine service. Almost always, a plot of specific cost
against ISD will reveal a pattern of exponential growth or
(much more rarely) decay in specific cost. Figure 4 provides
an example of this for fighter/strike aircraft.

The utility of this approach is not to be undervalued on
account of its simplicity. On the contrary, as Figure 4 also
shows, it is far from unknown for extrapolation of such trends
to yield more accurate forecasts than those prepared by much
more elaborate means (and, so, risking the premature descent
into detail against which the reader was warned earlier in this
chapter). Under the name “context modeling”, this approach
is finding increasing use as a check on more detailed fore-
casts (e.g., use by customers when validating offers made by
contractors).
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More complex CERs are derived usually via regression
analysis. First, a number of explanatory variables (“cost
drivers”) are postulated on engineering grounds. Next, regres-
sion analysis is employed to obtain a relationship linking cost
with those explanatory variable(s). In its usual form and with
one explanatory variable, regression analysis finds the best
straight line to be drawn through a plot of dependent vari-
able (y) against explanatory variable (x), that is, in the case
of cost forecasting a plot of cost or specific cost (y) against
a cost driver (x). The line found (y = mx + c) is the “best”
in the sense that it minimizes the mean square of the devia-
tions of data from the line. That is,

∑
d2 is minimized where

d = y − (mx + c).
This line of best fit or “trend line” passes through the

centroid of the data. Hence, the process can be restated as
being that of determining a value m such as to minimize
�d2 = �(y ′ − mx ′)2, where y ′ = y − mean(y) and x ′ = x −
mean(x).

This can be extended readily to more than one explanatory
variable. With explanatory variables x1, x2, x3, . . ., the process
is that of finding values of the slopes m1, m2,m3,. . . such as to
minimize �d2 = �(y ′ − m1x1

′ − m2x2
′ − m3x3

′ · · ·)2. Values
of dependent variable y corresponding to other sets of values
of the explanatory variables can then be forecast using the
relationship

y = m1x1 + m2x2 + m3x3 + · · · + C (2)

where

C = mean(y) − m1·mean(x1) − m2·mean(x2) (3)

−m3·mean(x3) · · ·

The basic techniques of regression analysis are not special
to forecasting costs. They can be found in any good textbook
on statistics (Moroney, 1951) and are implemented in numer-

ous statistical packages.1 Hence, they are not repeated here.
However, worth mention are three points bearing particularly
on the application of those techniques to forecasting the costs
of aerospace projects.

First, proliferation of explanatory variables is to be dis-
couraged. The number of data sets to be analyzed is often
modest and adding explanatory variables then leads quickly
to excessive loss of degrees of freedom. Moreover, even with
a large data set, the addition of explanatory variables brings
rapidly diminishing returns. It is in the nature of aerospace
design that, within any given class or era of product, design
or performance characteristics tend to be correlated closely.
Hence, if the first few explanatory variables have been chosen
properly, any that follow are then largely implicit their pre-
cursors and, so, they can be of little benefit to the explanatory
power of the CER.

Second, ISD is often a useful explanatory variable.
While there is no causal link between cost (once nor-
malized as described earlier) and ISD, the latter can be
a surrogate for technological change and/or the evolution
of secondary characteristics, for example, refinements in
quality.

Third, cost and performance or design variables are found
often to be related in power-law fashion. Likewise, cost is
found commonly to vary exponentially with ISD. Hence, a
CER in the following form is frequently sought:

ln(Cost) = m1·ln(V1) + m2·ln(V2) + m3·ISD + C (4)

where V1 and V2 are performance or design characteristics
and m1, m2, m3, and C are constants.

This is just the usual form of multivariant regression anal-
ysis save for the preliminary logarithmic transformations of
cost and of variables V1 and V2. (Note that it is prudent to mea-
sure ISD from some arbitrary datum close to mean (ISD).)
Otherwise, there may be a risk of errors due to rounding, the
effects of ISD being derived as a small difference between
two large numbers.

Figure 5 provides an instance of a CER derived via regres-
sion analysis. In this example, unit production costs of two
types of active sensor are presented as a function of two
explanatory variables. The first of these variables is detection
range. The second is a dummy variable used to distinguish
between sonar and radar systems (i.e., a variable given one of
two values according to whether the system was of the sonar
or of the radar type). Use of this variable enabled data for the
two types of sensors to be pooled, increasing the number of
data sets available for analysis and enhancing the explanatory
power of the CER.
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Figure 5. CER for the production costs of two types of active sensor.

5 ACCURACY OF CER

Once the CER has been derived, its predictive capability must
be assessed. If the CER was obtained via a (multivariate)
regression analysis as just described, then the assessment can
be done directly from the test statistics generated as part of
that analysis. However, it is often more illuminating to use a
“test correlation,” an approach that is applicable whatever the
manner in which the CER was derived. In this, ln (cost) as
predicted by the CER is evaluated for each of the past projects
whose costs were used in its derivation. A further regression
analysis (or “test correlation”) is then performed. In this, the
dependent variable (y) is again the actual value of ln(cost) for
each of the past projects. However, the (single) explanatory
variable (x) is now the corresponding value of ln(cost) as
obtained from the CER.2 For this “test correlation”, the slope
m should be found to be 1. The following test statistics should
be noted:3

� The sample size (n) – the number of data pairs analyzed
� The (product moment) correlation coefficient (r)
� The adjusted standard error of estimate (ASEE)
� The mean value of the dependent variable (mean(y))

(Note that in allowing for finite size of the data set analyzed
during the computation of ASEE, the number of degrees of
freedom lost in the analysis is that corresponding to the origi-
nal derivation of the CER, for example, for three explanatory
variables, the remaining degrees of freedom number is n − 4.)

The “test correlation” plot of y against x gives a good visual
impression of the utility of the CER, which is then quantified
by these test statistics.

Here, a note of caution is appropriate concerning much
textbook advice as to the interpretation of test statistics. Com-
monly, that advice is aimed at applications of regression

analysis such as in epidemiology. Then, the primary objec-
tive is to ascertain whether y and x are associated. Hence,
emphasis is placed on the value of the correlation coefficient
(r) and on whether the value found is arisen by mere chance.

However, in cost forecasting, the principal concern is
whether the CER offers a reliable means of forecasting the
outcome of an individual future project. Hence, emphasis
should be not on the correlation coefficient per se but on
obtaining a suitably small value of ASEE, that is, of a tight
grouping of data about the trend line in the test correlation. In
particular, should n be large then the absolute value of r may
be sufficiently close to unity for the value of r to be highly sig-
nificant statistically and yet insufficient close to make ASEE
small enough for the CER to offer accurate predictions of
future costs.

Two further points are relevant to the accuracy of CER.
First, use of CER often involves their employment beyond

the range of costs of past projects on which they are based.
Such extrapolation makes essential a full evaluation of uncer-
tainty in forecast values of cost. It is necessary not only to
allow for scatter of data about the trend line but also to account
for uncertainty in the derived slopes of that line (m1, m2,
m3 . . . above) and in location of the centroid of the data
(mean(x), mean(y)). Here, we quantify the uncertainty of a
forecast as the root-mean-square deviation of possible out-
turns from that forecast and denote that by SE (yf). With test
statistics for the “test correlation” denominated as above, SE
(yf) is given by the following equation.

SE(yf ) =
√

ASEE2

(
1 + 1

n

)
+ 1 − r2

r2

y
′ 2
f

n − 2
(5)

where yf is the value forecast for the dependent variable, that
is, for the common form of CER given earlier, it is the forecast

value of ln (cost), and y
′ 2
f = yf – mean(y).

Second, if a CER is developed following the logarith-
mic transformation of cost, then the value forecast is not
cost but ln(cost). Since ln(cost) is a stochastic variable and
exponentiation is a nonlinear transformation, deriving the
corresponding value of forecast cost is not just a simple mat-
ter of exponentiation. Rather, if the forecast of the (natural)
logarithm of cost has a (mean) value as obtained by eval-
uating the CER of yf and is subject to uncertainty SE (yf),
then the corresponding (mean) value of cost is given by the
following expression.

Mean forecast cost = (1 + SE(yf )
2/2)exp(yf ) (6)

The standard error of this forecast is then given by

Standard error of forecast cost = SE(yf ) × mean forecast
cost (7)
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6 CHOICE OF EXPLANATORY
VARIABLES

Two types of explanatory variables for use in a CER can
be distinguished. The first comprises what may be termed
“performance variables”. These characterize the performance
required of a product, for example, payload, speed, and range.
The second type, “design variables”, characterize how those
requirements are to be met, for example, structure mass,
engine thrust, lengths, and areas.

Performance variables are known from the earliest stages
of a project and are little subject to change thereafter. Cost is
more obviously a function of design variables than of perfor-
mance variables but the former can only be conjectured at the
very start of a project and they remain subject to uncertainty
until late into the development phase. Evidently, performance
variables are the more secure choice at the start of a project,
whereas design variables offer advantages later on. On the
contrary, the use of different explanatory variables at differ-
ent stages of a project raises the question of how to arrange a
seamless transition from early “performance-based” to later
“design-based” forecasts.

One route out of this dilemma, which has been used with
success in the defense field (Pugh, 2004), is illustrated in
Figure 6. There a user inputs both performance requirements
and design details. Both sets are input as they are known at the
time of making the estimate and with the state of knowledge
of each of the inputs being signified by it being given in
three-point (minimum, most-likely, and maximum) form.

Use is then made of “sizing rules”. These are relation-
ships developed from past projects in the same way as CER
but relate performance requirements to the design character-
istics used to achieve them. Those rules are applied to the
performance requirements to generate corresponding design
norms – again each being accompanied by a measure of their
uncertainty.

Inputs

Performance
requirements Sizing rules

Comparison and
Bayesian

combination

Design norms for
required performance

(with confidence limits)

Aid to assessment
of technical risk

Description of
project useful to
designers and

decision-markers

Forecast costs of
project

Outputs

Cost-estimating relationships
(design-based)

Refined description
of design

Design details
(as available

 and with 
confidence

limits)

Figure 6. Use of Bayesian techniques in cost forecasting.

Each design norm and the corresponding design charac-
teristic are then combined in Bayesian fashion to yield a
refined set of design characteristics. These are then input to
design-based CER from whence cost estimates are generated.

At the very start of a project, estimates of design character-
istics can only be imprecise. Through the Bayesian approach,
the model will then rely on the design norms that it generates
from the known performance requirements. As design and
development progress, more certain design information will
become available. Automatically, forecasts will be based pro-
gressively more on such data. When design and development
are complete, design characteristics will be known exactly.
The model will then rely on those alone, having evolved
seamlessly to that state from early reliance on its inbuilt
design norms. Thus, a single model is able to respond appro-
priately to all of the circumstances encountered throughout a
project.

7 LIFE-CYCLE COSTING

Thus far, discussion has been of the development of one CER.
In practice, a set of CER will be required with each phase of
a project (RDT&E, production investment, production, etc.)
being covered by its own CER.

A common tactic in devising such a suite of CER is to
aim first for a reliable CER (or set of CER) to cover (unit)
production cost. That has two merits. First, it is usually for
production cost that most data on past projects are available.
Second, unit production cost can then be used as a surrogate
for combined size and complexity when developing CER for
the costs of other parts of the life cycle.

Three instances of such use of unit production cost as an
explanatory variable are worth particular mention. First, it
will often be found useful to normalize RDT&E costs by the
unit production cost of the equipment in question. Commonly,
ratios of RDT&E cost to unit production cost will be found
to be similar across wide ranges of equipment of the same
general type. Likewise, it is usual to find correlations of the
ratio of production investment to (total) production cost with
production quantity and rate to extend across whole classes
of equipment. Again, annual costs for spares and repairs dur-
ing the in-service phase can often be represented adequately
as the sum of two terms – the first a constant accounting
for fixed costs, for example, of infrastructure and the second
proportional to the product of unit production cost and some
measure of annual usage (e.g., hours flown).

8 RISK

The root cause of the chronic tendency to underestimate
future costs is inadequate allowance for risk. Excessive
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optimism as to technological possibilities and the outcomes
of developmental testing is habitual, particularly at the early
stages of projects.

A particular merit of the approach illustrated in Figure 6
is that comparison of expected values of design variables
as input with design norms as calculated via the sizing
rules can prompt warnings of discrepancies between the two.
Thereby, possible technical risks and/or excessive techni-
cal optimism are thus highlighted. Whether this particular
approach is adopted, the cost forecaster has much to gain
from the development and use of sizing rules and/or the devel-
opment otherwise of a soundly-based independent opinion
concerning the technical feasibility and risks of the project
whose costs are under study.

Potential disparities between initial expectation and final
reality are especially large in the case of modification and
update programs. For these, recent experience is of the com-
monality between equipment in its original and its modified
states turning out to be far lower than was expected initially –
as is illustrated for several recent airframe programs in
Figure 7.

Given such a scale of possible excess of technical opti-
mism, success in cost forecasting requires that the forecaster
be more than simply fluent in the analytical techniques out-
lined in this chapter. They need also a wide engineering
knowledge, familiarity with the histories of an extensive
range of past projects, and the ability, when necessary,
robustly to defend the conclusions to which a dispassionate
analysis leads them. Correspondingly, project management
needs to be willing to listen to bad news as well as good.
No amount of “driving forward” of a project can repair
the results of inadequate initial analysis of its probable
costs.

It follows that the route to further improvements in the
accuracy of cost forecasting is likely to lie not through further
improvements in methodology but via better management.
Adequate techniques are already available; they are sim-
ply not used or if they are used then their results are not
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Figure 7. Overestimation of commonality before and after airframe
modification/update programs.

heeded. Thus, the fundamental difficulties to be overcome
are not ones of technique but of the environment within
which forecasts have to be made and the pressures on the
forecaster brought about by the “conspiracy of optimism”
that attends the launch of virtually every major project.
In this respect, aerospace may well have much of use to
learn from recent analyses of large infrastructure projects
and of how these are best evaluated in their earliest stages
(see Williams et al., 2009; Williams, Samset and Sunnevåg,
2009).

9 CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is not sufficient simply to identify the various contributions
to the total cost of a project as was described in Project Man-
agement: Cost Analysis. They must be aggregated to form
the total estimate in a way which preserves their relative reli-
ability. In order to achieve this, it is essential to accumulate
as large a data base of the costs of past projects as possible,
at common economic conditions, and develop suitable cost
estimating relationships.

NOTES

1. For example, Microsoft Excel performs regression anal-
ysis of the type discussed here very conveniently via its
LINEST function.

2. For simplicity, we discuss here the usual case of the CER
having been derived in terms of ln(Cost). In general, x
should be whatever function of Cost is predicted by the
CER while y should be the same function but of the actual
costs.

3. These may appear in different guises within commercially
available software. For example, the LINEST function of
Microsoft Excel gives not the correlation coefficient (r)
but a “coefficient of determination” (r2). Likewise, the
same LINEST function of Microsoft Excel denotes ASEE
as “sey” – terming this somewhat ambiguously as “the
standard error for the y estimate”. The two (ASEE and
sey) are identical.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A project is “a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a
unique product, service, or result” (PMI, 2008). Since each
project is more or less unique, simply knowing – let alone
scheduling – all of the work required to yield a successful
result can be a daunting task. Nevertheless, scheduling is an
important contributor to success since timely project com-
pletion is typically a significant attribute of stakeholder sat-
isfaction. Without valid schedules, project participants have
no basis for synchronized tasking and interactions. Indeed,
in many projects, the schedule provides the single most im-
portant tool for driving and monitoring progress.

This chapter provides an overview of key steps in project
scheduling, an essential component of project planning.
Rather than providing detailed explanations of scheduling
techniques, which would require an entire book, the chapter
puts these into an overall context and provides references to
sources of deeper explanation. The chapter focuses on practi-
cal considerations, which is especially important to practicing

managers and systems engineers, since most scheduling
methods make limiting assumptions that do not hold in real
projects, such as deterministic activity durations, acyclical-
ity (activities do not repeat), and completeness of the activity
set. Meanwhile, real projects are messy: managers and engi-
neers cannot always predict activity durations precisely, they
may have to rework or iterate some activities, and unexpected
work often materializes, just to name a few of the challenges.
Therefore, this chapter presents ten general steps that are
essential to the scheduling of any project. Schedulers may
accomplish the steps with more or less rigor, and with vary-
ing methods and tools, depending on such factors as project
size, novelty, dynamism, complexity, resources, and risk. In
determining the appropriate amount of rigor and investment
in scheduling, the reader should keep in mind the ultimate
goal of project scheduling and all of its steps: to reduce the
risk that the project will fail to provide the desired value to
its stakeholders (who include customers or clients, executive
management, the workforce, and any suppliers or subcon-
tractors), especially due to missing its deadline. The benefits
of the efforts expended on each step should outweigh their
costs. However, the benefits of good scheduling are farther
away in time and more difficult to quantify than its costs,
leading many projects to under-invest in proper scheduling.

2 TEN GENERAL STEPS FOR PROJECT
SCHEDULING

2.1 Step 1: Define project scope and final
deliverables

Ideally, the scheduler should begin with a clear and unam-
biguous understanding of the project’s scope and the final
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result desired by the project’s stakeholders. Unfortunately,
since projects are unique, and many seek to develop some-
thing novel, a perfect picture of the final deliverables and
what it will take to achieve them is almost always unattain-
able at the outset of a project, when planners must make
initial schedules. Nevertheless, recognition of this deficiency
is crucial, for otherwise the resulting schedules may fail to
acknowledge the uncertainties facing the project. Thus, to
the extent possible, a scheduler must first define the project’s
final deliverables to clarify what project participants need
to accomplish. Most deliverables can be broken down into
parts (e.g., a system into sub-systems and components), and
such decomposition is encouraged, since it will prompt more
specific identification of the necessary work.

2.2 Step 2: Define the activity set

The second step is to begin defining discrete activities (or
“work packages”). Potential sources of activities include:

� Knowledge of final deliverables: What needs to be ac-
complished informs what needs to be done. Where perfect
knowledge of final deliverables is absent, planners should
add activities to generate thelearning that will close this
gap, such as further market research or customer discus-
sions. (However, the inclusion of many such learning ac-
tivities will make the project’s downstream schedule much
less definite, since the results of the learning activities may
spark re-planning.)

� Standard activities and processes: If the organization has
accomplished similar projects, then it may have recorded
explicit knowledge (“lessons learned”) and efforts at
mistake-proofing in the form of standard processes. How-
ever, the organization should adapt or tailor these assets to
the circumstances and requirements of the project at hand.
Organizations with high capability and maturity include
in their assets guidance on techniques for such tailoring
and their limitations.

� Risk and opportunity management plans: Other project
planning efforts (besides scheduling) may identify “just
in case” or contingency activities, or activities that posi-
tion the project to mitigate risks or seize potential oppor-
tunities.

� Integration and verification activities: Not only must the
project include the activities required to produce each of
the neededcomponent deliverables, but also it must en-
sure the successful performance of the desired resultas a
whole, which is often compromised in unforeseen ways
despite the seeming adequacy of its parts. Planners must
insert activities at strategic points throughout the project

to verify, validate, and test quality and performance,
and to reveal any problems at the earliest possible stage
(Browninget al., 2002).

� Management activities: In addition to the activities re-
quired to do the “real work” of the project, it is important
to plan and schedule the activities necessary to maintain
confidence in its progress, such as data for status reports,
metrics, project analysis, and project reviews. These activ-
ities will not occur automatically; schedulers must address
them explicitly, lest they interfere with other activities by
occurring at inopportune times.

� Project stakeholder inputs: Those with a vested interest in
the project, especially those who will do the work, often
have important insights into what work will be required
for a successful project. Here is an opportunity to benefit
from the organization’s experience. In addition, it could be
valuable to have an external group of experts offer views
as to the activities required.

In summary, planners should draw upon any and all sources
to identify the required set of project activities. While com-
pleteness of this set is the ideal goal, it is almost impossible
to achieve for most complex or novel projects. Neverthe-
less, planners should make every effort to determine the work
likely to be required to do the job (with sufficient confidence
of success).

2.3 Step 3: Decompose activities and deliverables

The activities identified in Step 2 will require varied levels of
effort and duration. When a project planner understands the
necessary work very well, he or she may identify activities
in great detail. If the required work is less well-understood,
however, the planner may identify only a large, general activ-
ity. He or she should avoid this tendency because large, poorly
defined activities often conceal uncertainties and roadblocks.
Thus, it is important to decompose certain larger activities to
identify further activities within.

How deep should the decomposition go? The general an-
swer is, “To the level required to provide confidence in the
project plan and its control.” This answer implies that the level
need not be uniform across the project. The planner may not
need to decompose areas with few uncertainties to the same
extent as areas with more. Note that this answer implies that
decomposition is most important in the areas where it is most
difficult and least important in the areas where it is easy. An-
other guideline for decomposition is “rolling wave planning”,
which requires planners to define near-term activities more
carefully and precisely than more distant activities.
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Table 1. Example WBS for UCAV project.

Phase ID # Activity Name

Conceptual design A1 Prepare UCAV conceptual design requirements and objectives (DR&O)
A2 Analyze conceptual design
A21 Develop configuration
A211 Create configuration concepts
A212 Prepare 3-view drawing and geometry data
A22 Perform functional analyses
A221 Perform aero, propulsion, and stability and control (S&C) analyses
A2211 Perform aerodynamics analyses and evaluation
A2212 Perform propulsion analyses and evaluation
A2213 Perform S&C characteristics analyses and evaluation
A222 Perform mechanical and electrical analyses, and evaluation
A223 Perform weights analyses and evaluation
A224 Perform performance analyses and evaluation
A23 Perform multidisciplinary analyses and evaluation
A3 Review and decide on concept
A31 Make concept assessment and variant decisions
A32 Prepare and distribute choice configuration data set

Preliminary design A4 Prepare UCAV preliminary DR&O
A5 Analyze preliminary design
A51 Develop preliminary UCAV surfaced configuration
A511 Create UCAV preliminary design configuration
A512 Prepare and distribute surfaced models, and internal arrangement drawings
A52 Design preliminary UCAV structure
A521 Create initial structural geometry
A522 Prepare structural geometry and notes for finite element modeling
A53 Perform preliminary functional performance analyses
A531 Perform aerodynamics analyses and evaluation
A532 Perform weights and inertias analyses, and evaluation
A533 Perform S&C analyses and evaluation
A534 Develop preliminary balanced loads
A5341 Develop structural design conditions
A5342 Develop balanced freebody diagrams and external applied loads
A5343 Establish internal load distributions
A5344 Evaluate structural strength, stiffness, and life
A54 Do preliminary manufacturing planning and analyses
A541 Evaluate and plan manufacturing, and tooling
A542 Create resource tables and evaluate cost
A6 Prepare UCAV proposal

An important tool for recording the activity decompo-
sition is thework breakdown structure (WBS). A WBS is
an indented list or hierarchical diagram that shows the con-
stituent sub-activities of each larger activity. Hence, it indi-
cates two attributes of each activity: its “parent” activity and
its “children” activities (if any). Some organizations may have
standard WBSs (or portions thereof) for common projects or
processes, and if these exist then they can also be useful for
Step 2.

Table 1 provides an example WBS for a project to develop
an unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) at The Boeing
Company (Browning, 1998). The identification numbers and
the indentations of the activity names indicate the hierarchi-

cal level of decomposition. Some activities, such as A1, are
not decomposed, whereas others such as A2 are (to several
levels). Note that the planner names each activity with a verb-
object grammar, indicating the purpose of the activity to “do
something.”

2.4 Step 4: Determine the flow of deliverables

Each activity will produce certain results, which one can re-
fer to as interim deliverables or work products. To accom-
plish its work correctly, each activity also relies on certain
inputs, the work products of other activities. They may be
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Figure 1. Example SIPOC diagrams for three UCAV development activities. Reproduced from Browning, Fricke and Negele (2006),c©
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

tangible items, such as hardware or software, or they may
be simply information, data, results of decisions, authoriza-
tions, estimates,etc. This chapter will refer to all such activity
transaction items asdeliverables. In identifying and naming
deliverables, one must be specific enough to avoid ambigu-
ity. For example, it can be essential to differentiate between
partial and complete deliverables and preliminary and final
versions of deliverables. Each deliverable is both an input and
an output, depending on whether the perspective is that of the
customer or the supplier activity. The deliverables required

and subsequently produced by each activity, referred to as the
activity’s inputs and outputs, are therefore critical attributes
of activities.

Linking each activity’s inputs to other activities’ outputs
gives rise toactivity dependencies or precedence relation-
ships. Precedence relationships form the primary constraints
in project scheduling, since in many cases one activity can-
not do its job without first having available the output of
another. Determining the flow of deliverables can also help
catch missing or superfluous activities: if an activity’s input
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Figure 2. Three views of the process resulting from activity input-output relationships. (a) Flow chart; (b) Gantt chart; (c) design structure
matrix.

does not come from another activity in the project, then it
must come from a source external to the project or from a
missing activity; if an activity’s output does not have a cus-
tomer, then the project has no need for that output (or else
its customer activity has failed to recognize its need). Once
planners have established the deliverable flow, they can back-
chain from the project’s final deliverables (which have only
external customers) through all of the activities in the project.
The set of activities, now connected laterally by its input-
output relationships, is called anactivity network or aproject
process (hereinafter, simply “process”) and forms the basis
for most project scheduling methods (Browning, Fricke and
Negele, 2006; Browning and Ramasesh, 2007; Elmaghraby,
1995; Herroelen, 2005).

A good tool for capturing a rich picture of the deliverable
flow is thesupplier-input-process-output-customer (SIPOC)
diagram. A SIPOC diagram is a five-column table with each
column headed by one of the initials. To use a SIPOC dia-
gram, begin with column 4, listing the outputs of the process.
Then, in column 3, list the activities within the process (the
“children”). Then, in column 2, list the inputs required to
accomplish those activities. There need not be one-to-one
correspondence between the rows in columns 2–4; they are
independent lists. However, it can be helpful to use each col-
umn to help verify the completeness of the others. Finally,
complete column 1 by filling in where each input comes from
and column 5 by filling in where each output goes (in terms
of the name of another activity). Each input should ideally
have just one supplier, but each output can have more than
one customer. That is, there should be one-to-one correspon-
dence between columns 1 and 2, and there could be a one-
to-many correspondence between columns 4 and 5. Figure 1
provides examples of a SIPOC diagram for each of three

UCAV development activities. Each input has a single sup-
plier, and each output has one or more customers – for ex-
ample, the Conceptual Analysis Results from each activity
become inputs to activities A23, A31, and A4.

The completed SIPOC diagrams for each activity are like
the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, which, when put together,
provide a rich picture of the process. One can view this as-
sembled process model in many ways (Browning, 2009),
including a flowchart, a Gantt chart (Gantt, 1919), and a
design structure matrix (DSM) (Browning, 2002). Each of
these views represents certain activity attributes and omits
others, so each has advantages and disadvantages depend-
ing on the purpose at hand or the decision it supports
(Browning, 2010). Continuing with the UCAV example,
Figure 2 shows the orientation of the three activities in
Figure 1 in a flowchart, a Gantt chart, and a DSM. (Note
that these diagrams do not show the relationships with other
activities in the process and that the planner does not deter-
mine the activity durations until the next step in the schedul-
ing process, so it would not really be possible to construct
a Gantt chart at this point.) The conclusion of this step
in the scheduling process yields an initial set of activities
with the following attributes: parent and children activities
(which capture the WBS), inputs and sources, and outputs and
destinations.

2.5 Step 5: Determine activity modes and their
durations

Estimating the attribute of activity duration (d) involves many
considerations. One can accomplish this task by several meth-
ods, including the interpretation of historical data and the
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durations of similar activities in other projects, consultation
with subject matter experts, and discussions with those who
will do the work. Improving estimates often involves using
several of these methods. Note that, in general, proposal pre-
parers, upper management, and customers tend to underesti-
mate the time required to do work, while many who actually
carry out activities may seek to pad their time estimates. On
the other hand, novice workers may be naively optimistic
about how long a job will take. If the plan contains several
similar activities and/or will employ many workers with little
experience, then duration estimates should allow for the po-
tential benefit of experience using learning curves. For these
reasons and others, arrival at a reasonable estimate of the
standard duration for each activity may require some itera-
tion. For further discussion of topics pertaining to estimating
d, see Meredith and Mantel (2009).

It is important to assess standard duration estimates based
on clear and shared assumptions about activity priority, tech-
nology, and resources. Several options may exist for execut-
ing certain activities – for example, the “quick and rough”
mode or the “slow and methodical” mode, or the “high-tech”
mode or the “low-tech” mode. This chapter will discuss re-
source issues later. Meanwhile, if it is unclear whichactivity
mode the project will use, then planners should identify and
document each mode separately. Activity modes may also dif-
fer in their other attributes, such as inputs, outputs, and cost.
Thus, modes allow the modeling of time-cost and other trade-
offs at the activity level. See Ĺevárdy and Browning (2009)
for a further discussion on modes and their implications.

To account for the uncertainty and variation in many activ-
ity durations, a scheduler can solicit three duration estimates
for each activity mode: the optimistic or best-case scenario,
the typical or most likely scenario, and the pessimistic or
worst-case scenario. The scheduler can then use these three
points – designated by the variablesa, m, andb, respectively,
in many scheduling applications – to model the activity’s
duration as a random variable,d̃ – that is, as a distribution
of possible outcomes, each with an associated probability.
Figure 3 shows an example of using the three points to fit
a triangle distribution,̃d�. The beta distribution,̃dβ, is also
commonly used. The mean (expected duration),d̄, and stan-
dard deviation,σ, of these distributions are expressed (or, in
the case of the beta distribution, approximated) by:

d̄� = a + m + b

3
(1)

σ� =
√

a2 + m2 + b2 − ab − am − bm

18
(2)

d̄β ≈ a + 4m + b

6
(3)

Relative
probability

a m b
Activity duration

Figure 3. Example of a triangle distribution of potential activity
durations.

σβ ≈ b − a

6
(4)

Both the triangle and the beta distributions enable one to
model a common characteristic of activity duration distribu-
tions: they are often skewed to the right, like the example in
Figure 3. That is,b − m > m − a, meaning that the overall
probability of the task finishing late is greater than the proba-
bility of it finishing early. This phenomenon can be attributed
to several causes, including Parkinson’s Law (work expands
to fill the time available) and procrastination, which results
in a task being late if any problem materializes during its
execution.

2.6 Step 6: Sequence activities and events

With the basic process flow and activity durations established,
we can begin to determine activity timing, sequence, and crit-
icality and overall project duration. At a basic level, sched-
ulers often do this by using the Project Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT) and the Critical Path Method (CPM), as
follows:

1. For each activity without an internal predecessor (i.e.,
each activity that depends only on external inputs), set
its early start time (ES)= 0 and its early finish time
(EF) = ES+ d (or ES+ d̄). Exception: if the activity’s
external inputs are not available at project start, determine
ES based on the inputs’ availability.

2. Proceeding through the process, find each activity’s
ES= Max(EF of its predecessor activities, and availabil-
ities of any external inputs) and EF (as in the previous
step). Repeat to define ES and EF for all activities.

3. When considering all activities, use Max(EF) to deter-
mine the project’s duration,D.
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4. For each activity without an internal successor (i.e., each
activity that provides only external outputs), set its late
finish time (LF)= D and its late start time (LS)= LF − d
(or LF− d̄). Exception: if the activity’s external outputs
are due before the project’s end, determine LF based on
the outputs’ due date.

5. Moving backwards through the process, find each activ-
ity’s LF = Min(LS of its successor activities, and due
dates of any external outputs) and LS (as in the previous
step). Repeat to define LF and LS for all activities.

6. For each activity, determine the slack (or float) time,s =
LS− ES= LF − EF. (Either difference may be used.) If
s = 0 for any activity, that indicates a critical activity.
Collectively, the critical activities determine one or more
critical paths through the process.

7. Find the sum of the durations of the activities comprising
each critical path. The critical path has durationD (orD̄).
Elongating any critical activity by�t will consequently
increaseD or D̄ by �t.

8. Compute the standard deviation of the critical path du-
ration. It is commonly assumed that̃D can be repre-
sented by a normal distribution with mean̄Dand standard
deviationσ, which is given by:

σ =
√∑j

i=1 σ2
i

j
(5)

whereσ i is the standard deviation of each of thej activi-
ties along a critical path. If the previous step yielded more
than one critical path, then schedulers can use maximum
σ as a tie breaker. Note that schedulers can replace these
last two steps with more sophisticated techniques such as
Monte Carlo simulation (e.g., Grey, 1995) to determine
the characteristics of̃D.

Note that the above procedure assumes finish-to-start activity
relationships. While schedulers can use other types of activity
relationships (collectively referred to as “generalized prece-
dence relationships” and discussed by Elmaghraby, 1995),
in most cases they can convert these to finish-to-start rela-
tionships with appropriate activity, deliverable, and attribute
definitions and decompositions. Furthermore, explicit defi-
nition of the deliverable flow tends to minimize instances of
non-finish-to-start relationships.

Unfortunately, many process models fail to pay sufficient
attention to the deliverable flow. A casual approach to pro-
cess modeling omits many potentially critical interactions
and thus paves the way for unwelcome surprises later in the
project. For instance, if an activity really needs several inputs
to do its work properly, but a rough flowchart only shows one

arrow going into the activity, schedulers may start the activity
when that one deliverable (represented by the arrow) is avail-
able – not realizing until the activity cannot actually begin
that it is being held up by undocumented, unavailable inputs.

It is important to add another note about the identifica-
tion of deliverables and the sequencing of activities based on
input–output constraints. In project processes, many activi-
ties may actually start without having all of their inputs. In
such cases, the workers doing the activity make assumptions
as a proxy for the actual input. For example, if a design ac-
tivity needs the weight of another part of the product as an
input, the activity might proceed without this information by
assuming that the weight will fall within some range. This
possibility of using assumptions in lieu of actual deliverables
allows increased activity concurrency, which would seem to
speed up a project, but its ultimate effect on overall project
duration can be problematic. In many cases, assumptions turn
out to be wrong and cause rework for the activity. This rework
often changes the activity’s outputs, thus potentially causing
a cascade of rework through any successor activities that have
done work on the basis of the deliverable. Thus, a poor as-
sumption may ultimately lead to an increase inD (Denker,
Steward and Browning, 2001).

On the other hand, some projects would never be able to
make any headway without starting with some assumptions
to “seed” the process. The design of a complex product, for
example, requires many design iterations, each using more
refined information. In such processes, it becomes especially
important to distinguish different activity modes and versions
of deliverables (e.g., preliminary and final), so that the sched-
uler may anticipate the appropriate activity mode at the right
time. Unless the scheduler can explicitly “unroll” the iterative
cycles, he or she cannot use the above procedure for defin-
ing critical activities and paths. See Browning and Eppinger
(2002) and Ĺevárdy and Browning (2009) for discussions of
iteration and rework cycles and their effects onD andD̃. See
the procedure defined by Steward (1981) called “tearing” for
advice on how to identify the least problematic assumptions
for activities to make.

The distributionD̃ has many uses for project estimation
and risk assessment. For instance, ifD̃ is a normal distribu-
tion, then the probability of the project finishing by timeT is
given by the spreadsheet formula:

= NORMDIST(T, D̄, σ, TRUE) (6)

Similarly, to have (1− α)% confidence of finishing the
project on time, the deadline should be set to:

T = D̄ + σ(NORMSINV(1− α)) (7)
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2.7 Step 7: Load and analyze resources

In addition to the availability of its deliverable inputs (prece-
dence constraints), a lack of resources (resource constraints)
may hold up an activity. Since most projects have limited re-
sources, and a project may need certain resources (such as
subject matter experts) for multiple activities, it is important
to ensure that a schedule accounts for potential resource con-
flicts and shortfalls. For example, if five activities have all of
their inputs available and are thus eligible to begin, but the
same person is needed to do all five, then a schedule deter-
mined solely on the basis of precedence constraints will be
erroneous.

The first step towards managing resource constraints is
resource loading, which entails determining the additional
attribute of “resource requirements” for each activity mode.
Once a planner has determined the resource requirements of
each activity, he or she can make a graph to show the project’s
total resource requirements over time if each activity began
at its ES time and used its required resources until its EF
time. Such a graph is called aresource loading profile. Each
important type of resource has its own profile. For compar-
ative purposes, it is helpful to plot the available resources
on each profile. Resource constraints will occur when the
requirements exceed the amount available.

Figure 4 provides an example of a resource loading pro-
file. The profile depicts the project’s activities that require re-
source X, laying these out on a time line based on their sched-
uled ES and EF times (without any resource constraints). An
activity’s duration determines the width of its box on the pro-
file, and its need for resource X determines the box’s height.
When activities do not depend on each other, such as B and
C, then they are stacked on top of each other in the profile.
The dashed, horizontal line indicates the amount of resource
X available. Visual inspection clarifies that activity F cannot
begin at its scheduled start time because of a lack of sufficient
resource Xs. Unless the project can acquire an additional re-
source X, it must delay activity F. Fortunately, activity F has

some available slack, as shown by the width of the unshaded
box FS, meaning that, based on its precedence constraints
alone, activity F can be delayed until week 21 without delay-
ing other activities.

In some cases,resource leveling, which seeks to shift ac-
tivities to occur during times of excess resource availability,
can ameliorate resource constraints. To a point, a scheduler
can accomplish this procedure without increasingD by tak-
ing advantage of activity slack, which enables delaying an
activity without impacting the project’s overall duration. A
word of caution: many popular software packages for project
scheduling include a resource leveling feature, but their re-
sults may not be completely reliable (Meredith and Mantel,
2009). Also note that schedulers must perform resource load-
ing and leveling for each of several types of resources, and
solutions that suit one type of resource may create or exacer-
bate constraints on other types of resources – so the problem
is not a trivial one. When resource leveling is insufficient,
the scheduler faces a difficult problem, formally called the
resource-constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP).
Schedulers have tackled the RCPSP with various approaches
that seek to optimize an objective such as minimum increase
of D (Herroelen, 2005). For some recent research on these
issues in a multi-project context and guidance on appropriate
heuristics for managers, see the recent paper by Browning
and Yassine (2009).

2.8 Step 8: Adjust project duration and risk

Organizations propose and accept most projects on the ba-
sis of a presupposed deadline. Unfortunately, this deadline
is almost always sooner thanD or D̄. In such cases, the
project manager must try to renegotiate the deadline, com-
press the schedule, and/or weigh the consequences of miss-
ing the deadline versus compressing the schedule. It is im-
portant to consider schedule compression as part of a larger
time-cost-quality/performance tradeoff, since speeding up a
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252015105
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Figure 4. Example of a resource loading profile.
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project most often requires additional resources (cost in-
crease) and/or a sacrifice of quality or performance. Once
the planner determines the relative priority of schedule in
relation to cost and performance, it should become clearer
just how much schedule compression is required and what
resources are available to achieve it.

Project schedulers often address the time-cost tradeoff
problem through a procedure called activitycrashing, which
entails defining two or more modes (as defined in Step 5)
for each activity, each with differing duration and cost (but
identical quality). Typically, the shorter mode is more expen-
sive due to the added costs of expediting. By systematically
choosing the shorter activity modes for critical activities –
least expensive first – it is possible to ratchet downD with
incremental increases inC, the project’s total cost. Mered-
ith and Mantel (2009) further discuss this procedure, which
yields a time-cost tradeoff curve for the project.

As mentioned in Step 6, it may also be possible to decrease
D, at least at first blush, by increasing activity overlapping (by
removing certain precedence constraints, by replacing certain
activity inputs with assumptions). However, refer back to the
cautions presented with that earlier discussion. To those, I will
add that, since it is not guaranteed that any assumption will be
wrong, and for other reasons, it is important for the scheduler
to understand the project’s schedule risk.Schedule risk is
the uncertainty about a project’s ability to finish on time and
the consequences of any schedule overrun. Given constant
consequences of being late, as uncertainty increases, so does
risk. While making more assumptions increases uncertainty
(the possibility or probability of something going wrong), it
does not directly increaseD, but it does changẽD. For further
discussion of this approach and how to calculate a project’s
schedule risk index, see Browning (2008) and Browning and
Eppinger (2002).

To mitigate schedule risk, many projects employ implicit
or explicit schedule buffers, which are “just in case” time
reserves kept to compensate for internal overruns. Of course,
buffers are a luxury that many projects are unable to justify,
and where they are available, project planners must size
and defend them on the basis of the prevailing risk to the
schedule. For an alternative approach to adjusting activity
duration and buffer sizes, see Goldratt’s (1997) Critical
Chain methodology.

2.9 Step 9: Secure commitments to perform

As a result of the previous steps, the scheduler should now
have a tentative schedule for the project – that is, a start and
completion time for each activity that accounts for its prece-
dence and resource constraints and that enables the overall

project to finish on time. However, a schedule is not complete
unless the project’s stakeholders, including its participants,
agree andcommit to performing the work according to it and
can be held accountable for it. Planners can use aresponsibil-
ity assignment matrix (RAM) or a linear responsibility chart
– a table mapping activities and/or deliverables (in rows) to
people and/or teams (in columns) – to document such com-
mitments. A RACI chart provides a common format for a
RAM, where the relevant cells of the table are filled in with
either of “R” (for responsible), “A” (accountable), “C” (con-
sult), or “I” (inform). (Although conventions vary, “A” can
also stand for “approve” – that is, the person to whom the
“R” is responsible and who confirms the meeting of the com-
mitment made by “R”.)

2.10 Step 10: Iterate

While presented as a series of steps, the scheduling process
will usually be completed in an iterative fashion: the results
of some steps may prompt the reworking of some previous
steps. Schedulers should expect such revisions since the pro-
cess for completing a project (especially a complex, novel
one) contains some ambiguity that one discovers and learns
through project planning and execution. Often, one must se-
lectively refine a rough schedule at greater levels of detail.
Also, a planner must progressively elaborate schedules for
long projects, setting detailed work schedules for near-term
activities while leaving farther-term activities at higher levels
of detail.

3 THE “REAL WORK” BEGINS:
EXECUTE, MONITOR, CONTROL, AND
ADAPT

In many projects – especially large, complex, novel ones – the
baseline schedule might become obsolete very quickly. The
scheduler should be prepared to change the schedule when ap-
propriate. Ideally, the scheduler would have a system that al-
lowed the exploration and analysis of any proposed change in
relation to the overall project. If due diligence goes into plan-
ning the initial schedule, then the information needed to eval-
uate potential changes should be readily available (which is
perhaps why Eisenhower famously stated, “The plan is noth-
ing; planning is everything.”). Ironically, having a clear and
unambiguous baseline schedule in place can actually make a
projectmore flexible and adaptable, since the advantages and
disadvantages of potential changes will be more immediately
obvious, thereby facilitating quick decision making (Lévárdy
and Browning, 2009).
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Theearned value management system (EVMS) is a widely
used tool for monitoring project progress in terms of sched-
ule and budget (Meredith and Mantel, 2009; PMI, 2008).
By computing several metrics that compare the planned and
actual costs and durations of the activities performed, man-
agers get a helpful overview of project status. However, major
weaknesses of the EVMS include its total omission of quality
or performance and risk information (Browninget al., 2002).

4 CONCLUSION

Scheduling the work in a complex project is a project in it-
self. This chapter outlines ten general steps in this regard,
admitting that each step could be the subject of a chapter or
a book in itself. The remarks regarding each step are meant
to bring important matters to schedulers’ attention and to
prompt them to seek further information from the references
provided. The remarks are also intended to help a scheduler
orient material from other sources within the broader con-
text of project scheduling, since many sources unfortunately
treat the subject in a fairly narrow sense and as a purely com-
putational exercise. It should be clear from this chapter that
a good schedule requires some amount of art as well as sci-
ence, although research continues in an effort to move further
towards the latter.
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1 INTRODUCTION: THE ISSUES

Engineering, lifecycles, and economics are strange
bedfellows. Yet, through its focus on costs, the discipline
of economics has a contribution to make in any analysis
of lifecycle engineering. Put simply, lifecycle engineering
involves choices and all choices involve costs. Economics
defines costs in a specific way as the sacrifices involved
in alternative choices or alternative courses of action.
The economists’ concept of opportunity cost involves an
assessment of the alternative use value of resources or the
consequences of alternative courses of action. For example,
the cost of a modern combat aircraft such as the US F-22
or Eurofighter Typhoon is the sacrifice of the hospitals and
schools that could have been produced with the resources

*This chapter is dedicated to the memory of the late Philip G.
Pugh who made major contributions to defence costing analysis.

used to acquire and operate such aircraft. This is the
classic guns versus social welfare trade-off involved in
defense choices.

Trade-offs occur at all levels of public and private spend-
ing. Once the defense budget has been determined, further
choices are required between expenditure on the army, navy,
or air force; and then within each service, choices are required
between equipment and personnel and between different
types of equipment. Each equipment involves choices about
its operational performance: for example, extra speed for
a combat aircraft involves additional costs, which requires
something else to be sacrificed (e.g., less training or smaller
numbers of aircraft).

Lifecycle costing came to prominence in the US Depart-
ment of Defense in the early 1960s. This chapter focuses on
the economics of lifecycle engineering for defense aerospace
projects. The analysis can also be applied to civil aerospace
projects such as Boeing and Airbus airliners as well as to other
defense equipment projects. It will assess what is known,
what is not known, and what we need to know for sensible
decisions on the economic aspects of lifecycle engineering.

2 COST DATA: WHAT DO WE KNOW?

Lifecycle costs embrace all aspects of the costs of a project
over its lifetime. These comprise costs at the various stages in
the project’s lifecycle including pre-design, design, develop-
ment, production, operation, maintenance, mid-life updates,
and disposal. These capital and current costs extend over
many years. For example, work on the Eurofighter Typhoon
officially started with the award of a feasibility study con-
tract in 1984, followed by a development contract in 1988,
and then the first production contract in 1998. The UK
in-service date for Typhoon was June 2003 and the aircraft is
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likely to remain in service until 2055/2060. Support costs for
Typhoon are initially estimated at 50% of planned produc-
tion costs (Hartley, 2006). Overall, the lifecycle for Typhoon
might be some 76 years.1 Costs over such a long period need
to be expressed on the same basis, hence the need to discount
the future costs into present values so that all costs are on a
comparable basis.

Ideally, accurate estimates of lifecycle costs are needed
before sensible decisions can be made about project choices.
But inevitably, in the early stages of a project’s lifecycle,
estimates of future costs are highly unreliable. Development
work results in the acquisition of further information on the
likely costs of the project but uncertainties about future sup-
port costs will remain. For example, it is difficult to estimate
the costs of mid-life upgrades for an aircraft that has not
yet entered operational service. Thus, there are uncertain-
ties in predicting accurately the procurement costs of large,
complex, and high-technology defense systems and further
difficulties arise in predicting the associated costs of own-
ership for such systems (Kirkpatrick, 2000). Nonetheless,
lifecycle costing correctly focuses on reliability, maintain-
ability, and logistic support costs as well as development and
production costs (through life costs). A focus on acquisition
costs only often meant that the resulting equipment incurred
serious in-service cost penalties as well as unreliability.
Further difficulties arise in estimating lifecycle costs in that
different lifecycle costs are derived for different purposes
(e.g., different hierarchy levels ranging from, say, a com-
bat aircraft platform to the aircraft and its weapons to air
bases; Kirkpatrick, 2000). “There is no unique lifecycle cost
associated with a particular item of defence equipment, but
a range of lifecycle costs depending on the level in the
defence equipment hierarchy at which the costs are assessed”
(Kirkpatrick, 2000, p. 364). For example, lifecycle costs will
be considerably affected if they include the costs of main-
taining a national defense industrial base as well as including
any harmful externalities (e.g., noise, atmospheric pollution,
disposal costs of nuclear systems).2

Whilst economists have focused on opportunity costs, they
have given little attention to lifecycle costs, both in general
and in aerospace. However, there are data on development
and production costs for major defense equipments, includ-
ing aerospace projects. Thanks to the pioneering work of
Philip Pugh, much is known about the costs of defense equip-
ment for air, land, and sea forces (Pugh, 1986, 2007a, 2007b).
Philip Pugh stated that while there are reference books deal-
ing with details of the design and performance of most types
of military equipment, there is, “In marked contrast, little
concerning the costs of such equipment . . . and much of the
little that is available is unreliable and misleading.” He con-
cluded that “Without knowledge of defence equipment costs,

Table 1. Defense equipment production costs.

Unit production Cost trends
cost (£ millions, (annual rate

Project 2006 prices) of increase)

Combat aircraft 70 4%
Bomber aircraft 2500 10%
Advanced trainer aircraft 17 4%
Primary trainer aircraft 6 7%
Transport/tanker aircraft 40 4%
Electronic platform aircraft 65 2%
Reconnaissance UAV 5 6%
Cruise missile 4.5 8%
Attack helicopter 24 5%
Anti-submarine helicopter 65 6%
Utility helicopter 16 4%
Aircraft carrier 5500 (Ac) 3%
Air defense warship 640 (Ac) 2%
Nuclear-powered submarine

(SSN)
1300 (Ac) 1%

Fast patrol boat 25 (Ac) NA
Main battle tank 4 1%
Infantry fighting vehicle 4 4%

Notes: Ac is acquisition cost comprising a share of development costs plus
unit production cost; SSN is hunter-killer type of nuclear-powered submarine;
UAV is unmanned aerial vehicle. Cost trends are in constant prices.
Source: Pugh (2007b).

hitherto so difficult to acquire, neither can choices correctly
be made nor can the significance of those choices be properly
understood.” (Pugh, 2007b, p. 4).

Table 1 presents data on unit production costs for mili-
tary aerospace equipment and their cost trends. The costs of
alternative defense equipments show the trade-offs in acquir-
ing aerospace projects. For example, the unit production cost
of a modern combat aircraft is equivalent to eighteen main
battle tanks or some three naval fast patrol boats; but such
trade-offs are simplistic in that they lack lifecycle cost data.
The table also shows annual cost increases confirming the
rising costs of defense equipment (in real terms). For the
sample of military aerospace projects in Table 1, the median
annual cost increase is 5% compared with an annual cost
increase of 2% for the remaining defense projects shown
in the table. Estimates suggest that escalation in unit costs
of combat aircraft and many other military equipment will
mean a doubling in unit costs every decade (Kirkpatrick and
Pugh, 1983). Indeed, one commentator has suggested that
by 2054, the entire US defense budget will purchase just
one aircraft (Augustine, 1983). Overall, military aircraft have
shown long-run unit cost increases greater than the infla-
tion rate. A sample of US military aircraft for the period
1974 to 2005 showed annual cost escalation ranging from
some 7% to almost 12% (unadjusted for inflation) compared
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Table 2. Relationship between development costs and unit produc-
tion costs.

Ratio of development cost to
Equipment class unit production cost

Air-surface guided weapons 6500
Combat aircraft 100
Helicopters 120
Large fixed-wing aircraft 40
Armoured fighting vehicles 250

Note: Data are approximations and are for completely new designs. Lower
values apply where the design is a variant of an earlier type.
Source: Pugh (2007b, p. 86).

with an annual average inflation rate of some 4% (Arena
et al., 2008). These increases, mostly reflecting the desire for
greater capabilities, are likely to persist with adverse impacts
on the numbers to be acquired from relatively fixed defense
budgets.

The data in Table 1 are for production costs. Estimates of
acquisition costs require data on both development and pro-
duction costs. Development involves design, manufacture,
and testing of prototypes (on combat aircraft, test and eval-
uation might account for up to 25% of development costs).
For any class of equipment, development costs tend to vary in
proportion to unit production costs. Typical ratios of develop-
ment costs to unit production costs for different equipments
are given in Table 2. The total acquisition cost comprising
both development and production costs can be estimated by
the following equation where TC is total acquisition cost;
R is the ratio of development to unit production cost; N the
number to be produced; and P is unit production cost (Pugh
2007b):

TC = (R + N)P (1)

Nations and firms often seek to reduce the burden of high
development costs through both exports and international
collaboration. Exports allow “fixed” development costs to
be spread over a larger output but often competition leads
to lower prices (closer to unit production costs) and reduced
opportunities for the recovery of development costs. Interna-
tional collaboration leads to the sharing of development costs
between partner nations, as well as the combining of pro-
duction orders resulting in economies of scale and learning.
However, the work-sharing arrangements on collaborative
programs result in cost inefficiencies with development costs
increased by some 50% for each additional partner nation
(Hartley, 2008; Pugh, 2007b).

Development and production are part of lifecycle costs but
relatively little published data are available on the remaining

Table 3. Lifecycle costs.

Cost items Warships (%) Combat aircraft (%)

Development 2 5
Procurement 23 8
Operations 37 23
Maintenance 21 50
Updates 13 5
Fuel 4 9

Notes: Warships based on six ships in a class with 25-year life. Combat aircraft
consists of 250 aircraft produced over a 20-year life.
Source: Pugh (1986, p. 124).

elements of lifecycle costs. Table 3 shows examples of life-
cycle costs for warships and combat aircraft. Both examples
confirm the relatively small share of development and pro-
duction in lifecycle costs. Case study results for US combat
aircraft show ownership costs at some 60–70% of total life-
cycle costs (Boeing, 2003; Fiorello, 1975). Typically, most of
the lifecycle costs are committed early in the life of a project:
after design some 66% of costs are fixed and some 90% of
lifecycle costs may be committed by the production stage
(ANAO, 1998).

3 CONTRIBUTION OF ECONOMICS

Scientists and engineers often focus on advancing the fron-
tiers of science and engineering, aiming for “perfect” projects
whereas economists identify the costs of these choices.
Economists point out that some engineering solutions might
be both unaffordable and not worthwhile. For example, on a
combat aircraft, the extra costs of, say, an additional 100 mph
in speed might far exceed the extra benefits of such greater
speed (hence, not being worthwhile). Similarly, there are
trade-offs and substitution opportunities at the ownership
stage. For example, aircrew simulators can replace aircraft
flying time.3 For economists, the relevant costs are marginal
opportunity costs, namely, the additional (marginal) costs
involved in any choice or course of action. Lifecycle costing
aims to estimate the total cost of an asset over its lifetime,
thus allowing more informed procurement decisions.

The procurement of defense equipment involves a com-
plex set of choices about what to buy, from whom, how,
and when to buy (i.e., choice of project, contractor, type of
contract, and timing of the choices). Economists regard an
“ideal” project as one where additional benefits are equal to
extra costs (the optimality rule is to equate marginal costs and
benefits). Applying this rule involves assessing “trade-offs”
between, say, speed and range or speed and weapons capabil-
ity. However, these choices will not be made by economists
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but by procurement agencies, military staffs, and govern-
ments who will consider a range of information in making
their final choices. For example, government will assess the
vote-implications of any project choice, including its eco-
nomic benefits in terms of jobs, technology, spin-offs, and
exports (e.g., jobs in marginal constituencies).

Once a project has been chosen, a contractor has to be
selected involving choices between competition and direct
negotiation with a preferred supplier. National and foreign
firms might be involved in contractor selection. Where com-
petition is used, rivalry will determine efficiency, prices,
and profitability. With a preferred supplier, the procurement
agency has the task of providing efficiency incentives, deter-
mining prices, and the profits allowed on non-competitive
contracts. Here, the choice of contract type is crucial,
with the options ranging from firm/fixed prices to cost-plus
contacts with intermediate options of target cost incen-
tive contracts. Firm/fixed price contracts provide maximum
efficiency incentives compared with cost-plus contracts,
which are “blank cheque” contracts ensuring that contrac-
tors recover all their costs regardless of their level. Cost-plus
contracts provide the financial framework for cost escalation,
delays, and “gold plating” of projects (Tisdell and Hartley,
2008, Chapter 15).

Procurement agencies also need to determine the timing
of their project choices and the extent of competition. The
options range from decisions based on paper design com-
petitions, or a prototype competition (fly-before-you-buy)
leading to the award of a production contract; or the pos-
sibility of competition for “follow-on” production contracts;
and competitions for mid-life updates. Each choice involves a
mix of uncertainty and efficiency implications. Choices based
on paper designs involve considerable uncertainty about a
project compared with a prototype competition where the
uncertainties are reduced. There are efficiency implications
of the options, since early project choices mean that the
contractor is effectively a monopolist lacking any efficiency
incentives.

Competition is one mechanism for promoting efficiency
among contractors; but competition alone is not sufficient.
Its results need to be reflected in an efficiency-type con-
tract based on a firm or fixed price (fixed price contracts
allow for variations of prices in labor and material inputs).
However, contractors may adjust and play games and thwart
the efficiency aims of competition and fixed price contracts.
Competition leads to a culture of deliberate underbidding and
a “must win” philosophy with firms re-negotiating contracts
at a later stage. Once sunk costs become substantial, cancel-
lation is difficult and politically sensitive. Also, the losing
firm in a competition can acquire its successful rival; or in
a prototype competition, the rivals might agree to combine

and share the total contract. A fixed price contract can always
be “adjusted” by contract variations or by the possibility of
firm bankruptcy. Nor are the alternatives “perfect” and prob-
lem free. In the absence of competition, the procurement
agency has to determine prices and profitability and provide
efficiency incentives on a non-competitive contract.

4 CAUSES OF COST GROWTH

Within lifecycle costs, there are major cost increases during
the development phase of defense projects. US studies show
that compared with civil public works schemes, it appears
that defense systems’ cost growth is higher than that of rail
and road projects. These differences reflect major differences
in technology, with weapons systems requiring higher levels
of technology resulting in higher levels of cost and schedule
uncertainty. There arises the wider issue of the causes of cost
growth on defense projects. Here, cost growth refers to the
tendency of the costs of a particular project to increase as it
moves from the concept stage through development to pro-
duction. In contrast, cost escalation describes the propensity
of the outturn costs of successive generations of a given type
of defense equipment to increase.

A “trade-off” between time and cost provides a con-
ceptual basis for explaining cost growth. The development
of an advanced combat aircraft involves an initial set of
plans about its performance, its estimated development costs,
and the associated time scale with possibilities of substi-
tution between each of these variables. In this model, cost
growth arises when the project is required earlier than planned
(urgency leads to crash programs that are costlier). Or, project
modifications mean a higher level of technology is required
and hence greater uncertainty leading to cost increases and
longer development times (e.g., demands for greater aircraft
stealth and reduced aircraft weight). Or, contractor behav-
ior is a possible source of cost growth with contractors
deliberately underestimating costs to “buy into” an attrac-
tive new program by offering optimistic cost, time, and
performance estimates, thus establishing a monopoly. In non-
competitive markets with cost-based contracts, contractor
optimism will be financed by the purchasing government
so that the penalties for underestimation might be absent.
Contractor optimism could be part of a wider optimism bias
reflecting the budget-maximizing behavior of the Armed
Forces and Defense Ministries sponsoring the project sup-
ported by producer interest groups of scientists, engineers,
and technologists with a preference for new technology,
all with incentives to underestimate the total costs of the
project. Once started, projects are difficult to stop. After a
contractor has been selected, then cost-based contracts will
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Table 4. Cost growth and delays on US and UK defense projects,
2008.

Category US projects UK projects

Cost growth 26% 12%
Delays (months) 21 24

Note: US cost growth based on total acquisition cost growth. R&D cost growth
for these US projects was 40%.
Sources: GAO (2009); NAO (2008).

not deter ambitious technical proposals, project modifica-
tions, and contractor inefficiency (Tisdell and Hartley, 2008,
Chapter 15).

Cost growth during development and production is a com-
mon feature of major defense projects in the US and UK.
Table 4 shows examples of cost increases and delays on major
projects in 2008. The samples of projects differ in both size
and technical complexity, which might explain the higher US
cost growth, although delays are of a similar magnitude.

US studies have identified the causes of cost growth in
defense projects. Broadly, some two-thirds of cost growth
is due to customer-driven factors, mainly system complex-
ity, and one-third is due to economy-driven factors (costs of
labor, materials, and equipment). In more detail, the causes
of cost growth include overoptimism, estimating errors,
unrecognized technical issues, requirements creep, lack of
incentives to control costs, and schedule extensions. There
is also recognition that cost growth might reflect poor ini-
tial budget estimates and that better budget estimates would
provide decision-makers with improved information for mak-
ing project choices (Arena et al., 2008). But proposals for
better budget estimates also need to recognize the role of
interest groups and their optimism bias. Nor can the defense
budget situation be ignored. Often, Defense Ministries are
faced with the difficult task of managing an ambitious for-
ward equipment program that is seriously underfunded. In
such circumstances, procurement agencies reduce production
quantities, shift costs to other budget headings, and move the
new equipment program “to the right” reflected in further
delays.

5 CONCLUSION

Rising costs of defense equipment embracing all aspects
of the life cycle mean difficult choices for defense policy-
makers. Ideally, policy-makers need reliable information on
lifecycle costs of projects in order to make sensible informed
choices.Evidence suggests that unit cost escalation will con-
tinue: it has not been affected by changes in the world

geo-political situation, such as the ending of the Cold War
(Pugh, 2007a). Cost escalation reflects the continued pres-
sure from a nation’s armed forces for technical superiority
over its potential adversaries.

Rising costs have implications for defense forces and
for national defense industries. For defense forces, the
trend is towards smaller numbers of equipment in front-
line units, platforms remaining in service for much longer
than expected, and greater standardization of equipment, thus
reducing support costs. For national defense industries, there
will be fewer new programs and smaller production quanti-
ties. For example, the Typhoon combat aircraft is probably
the end of the line for the UK military aerospace industry:
it was just affordable but a successor could never be afford-
able for the UK (the USA is an exception: Pugh, 2007a). For
nations other than superpowers, the retention of a national
military aerospace industry probably involves being a “junior
partner” on a major US program (e.g., F-35 JSF) or becom-
ing part of a genuine federal Europe with a single European
market for defense equipment and an associated European
defense industrial base (Hartley, 2008).

NOTES

1. Another example is the US B-52 bomber, which entered
service in 1954 and is planned to remain in-service until
2040.

2. The UK spent £ 305 million on two major projects (Type
45 Destroyer and Astute submarine) to maintain industrial
capacity and capability (NAO, 2007).

3. For example, about 30% of military pilot training is under-
taken on simulators and the services are seeking to raise
this share from 50 to 70%. An average of 6 minute in an
aircraft can buy 1 hour in a simulator. Simulators provide
cost savings and allow the services to extend the life of
aging aircraft (Flight, 2008).
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1 A GENERIC PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT

The Product Lifecycle Engineering (PLE) environment for
complex systems varies for military and commercial systems,
but has many similar elements. A generic Product/System
lifecycle environment is illustrated in Figure 1. The lifecycle
phases start with strategic design and progress to opera-
tions and life cycle support. PLE and Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) are illustrated above and below the
phases. Those activities led by Systems Engineering (SE)
are identified in italics. Activities that SE has a significant
role in are also identified. The overall required approach for
the front end of the lifecycle is Integrated Product and Process
Development (IPPD) (Schrage, 1999), while the aft end is
designated as Deployment of the Product. Also illustrated
above PLE is Systems Design and Analysis which is used
for executing PLE. This overall lifecycle environment can be
illustrated as a Venn diagram in Figure 2 with the interac-
tion of four elements: Systems Engineering Processes, IPPD
by Integrated Product Teams (IPTs), Process Improvement
Methods, and PLM Environment.

2 INTEGRATED DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING TRADEOFFS

The key transition stage from product development to product
production and deployment is identified as a System Integra-
tion activity in Figure 1. System integration is the successful
putting together of the various components, assemblies, and
subsystems of a system, and having them work together to
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Figure 1. Systems engineering and the product lifecycle environment. Modified from Aero-Astro Systems Division (1998).

Figure 2. Venn diagram of PLE Intersection of four key elements.

perform what the system was intended to do. For software
systems it follows the coding phase in the development life
cycle, as shown in Figure 3 (GSAM Handbook, 2003), and
is intertwined with the testing.

While it may seem that system integration is the final
assembly of the parts of a system, successful system integra-
tion involves almost every aspect of the lifecycle and reaches
from the very beginning into and through the maintenance
phase of a system’s life cycle. Figure 4 shows the actual
integration where the system comes together, many of the
results of successful integration, and several of the activities
that are required for successful integration. Successful sys-
tem integration results from the proper implementation of
project activities shown on the left side of Figure 4. The pri-
mary requirement and driver is systems engineering. When
systems engineering is employed throughout product devel-
opment, successful system integration is one of the primary
outcomes. This includes requirements definition, functional
analysis, synthesis, trade studies, careful interface defini-
tion, true life cycle integration, and so on. In addition to
the activities associated with systems engineering, correct

Figure 3. Integration’s place in the product development lifecycle.
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Figure 4. System integration inputs and results.

employment of other activities such as configuration manage-
ment, design, risk management, and testing are essential to
ensuring all the pieces fit together during integration. Testing
goes hand-in-hand with integration because it is through
testing that we determine whether or not the assemblies, sub-
systems, and systems operate as they should after integrating
them. Testing and integration are part of the product devel-
opment process. If there was no testing, the results of system
integration would remain an unknown until acceptance
testing.

3 CHALLENGES IN MANUFACTURING
PLANNING

Improved productivity is a core goal in any aspect of an enter-
prise, particularly under strained economic conditions. It is
a goal that takes on considerably more weight in manufac-
turing planning processes. Waste and delays here can have
direct consequences on a company’s productivity, affecting
many things, including the ability to meet targeted product
launches. Many companies find that their ability to achieve
this goal is hampered by obstacles resulting from limited
resources and variations in employee knowledge and skill
among other issues (Aberdeen Study, 2008).

The simultaneous development of product and produc-
tion process is a common goal in manufacturing planning,
reported by 50% of participants in Aberdeen Group’s
September 2008 report, The Computer Integrated Manufac-
turing View. By starting manufacturing planning earlier in
the product development process, organizations stand to reap
the benefits of longer manufacturing planning lead times in a
number of ways, the most immediate being shortened time to
market. Defining the production processes for an unfinished
product is problematic at best. However, Aberdeen’s research

suggests that those who are doing it most effectively realize it
largely relies on providing engineering insight into the needs
of the manufacturing process. While this sounds similar to a
design for manufacturing initiative, it has much more to do
with collaboration.

Therefore, it can be seen from the above discussion that
Integrated Design and Manufacturing (IDM) trade studies are
required by Integrated Product Teams (IPTs) and the use of a
set of integrated Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) tools
can contribute to these trade studies. The systems design and
analysis emphasis in Figure 1 is then focused on an IDM trade
study through PLM. Thus, an emphasis on IPPD is required,
along with a systems engineering focus on system integration
and system verification and validation.

4 PLE APPLICATION: INTRODUCTION
TO THE CAPSTONE EXPERIENTIAL
PROJECT

The top five challenges from Aberdeen’s industry survey
responses have been identified as follows:

1. Employee skills and knowledge are varied: 38%
2. Engineering design changes until release: 25%
3. Engineering designs parts without regards for manufac-

turing or assembly: 24%
4. Product complexity is increasing: 22%
5. Facilities resources are fixed: 17%.

The PLM environment that aerospace and automotive
companies are using to support their PLE activities is based
on an integrated set of PLM tools.While CAD, CAE, CAM,
and PDM tools are being taught individually, IDM tradeoffs
and verification and validation of results need to be conducted
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Figure 5. IDM trade study through PLM from a PLE perspective.

using IPPD, along with an integrated set of PLM Tools by
Integrated Product Teams (IPTs).

As part of a professional education certificate program,
an experiential capstone project was implemented using
an experiential learning approach. Experiential education is
probably the oldest form of education. Simply stated, it is
learning by doing, which allows students to experience the
content of learning. At its highest level it is the seamless con-
nection of knowing, doing, and being. Some common phrases
that convey the essence of experiential learning are captured
in the following Chinese proverbs:

“Give me a fish and I can eat for a day; teach me to fish and
I can eat for a lifetime.”

“Tell me and I’ll forget; show me and I may remember;
involve me and I’ll understand.”

“I hear and I think; I see and I remember; I do and I know.”

The topic for the capstone experiential project was the
redesign of the wing for the F-86 Strato Saber jet fighter, a
legendary vintage fighter aircraft from the US Korean War.
The objective for the industry student teams was to conduct

an integrated design and manufacturing trade study through
the use of IPPD and PLM tools. The major objective of
the trade study was to assess the benefits and costs of three
wing alternatives: metallic, composite, and hybrid. The over-
all five step approach from a PLE perspective is illustrated in
Figure 5.

The first three steps in Figure 5 are addressed using the
Georgia Tech Generic IPPD Methodology (Schrage, 1999)
developed by the author and taught in formal graduate courses
and continuing education courses at Georgia Tech over the
past 15 years. The Georgia Tech Generic IPPD Methodology
is illustrated in Figure 6 and consists for four key elements:
systems engineering methods, quality engineering methods,
a top down design decision support process, and a computer
integrated environment.

The IPPD methodology provides the centerpiece for the
product-process tradeoff environment illustrated in Figure 7.

Executing the IPPD product-process tradeoff environment
requires product models (engineering models) and process
models (multi-level life cycle cost (LCC) models), along
with the integrated set of PLM tools. For an aircraft product-
process trade study, representative models and PLM tools
need to be utilized. For the Professional Education Certifi-
cate Program for IDM trades through PLM for redesign of
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Figure 6. Georgia Tech generic IPPD methodology for trade studies. Reproduced from Schrage c© (1999).

Figure 7. IPPD product-process tradeoff environment.
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Figure 8. IDM trade study through PLM for F-86 wing redesign.

the wing for the F-86 Strato Sabre vintage fighter aircraft, the
models and flow are illustrated in Figure 8.

5 RESULTS FROM THE PROFESSIONAL
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
EXPERIENTIAL CAPSTONE PROJECT

While the Professional Education Certificate Program was
a pilot program, its uniqueness was captured in the Experi-
ential Capstone Project, where two industry student teams
assisted by Georgia Tech IPLE Laboratory facilitators, con-
ducted a very realistic trade study, the type that takes more
substantial resources than could be contributed by part-time
students. While the collaborative virtual environment utilized
faced many problems, especially during the first course, these
problems were overcome and worked through by a very pro-
fessional support staff both from industry and from Georgia
Tech.

As was stated previously, the Georgia Tech IPLE team pro-
vided much of the system level and performance trades, for
example, airfoil selection and wing planform selection, along
with baseline modeling of metallic, composite, and hybrid

wings. This allowed the industry student teams to concen-
trate on the IDM trades of wing materials and manufacturing
processes selection at the wing level using the IPPD method-
ology and the integrated PLM tools. The trade study problem
presented to the industry student teams is presented in
Figure 9.

The baseline F-86 wing redesign alternatives with their
attributes presented to the two industry student teams is
described in Figure 10. They consist of the original F-86
metallic wing, a composite wing developed by the Georgia
Tech IPLE Laboratory, and a hybrid wing which combines
both composite and metallic elements. As can be seen, the
question that was posed to the two industry student teams for
the trade study is “Which wing material Alternative Concept
(AC) provides the Best Value, e.g. Benefit to Cost?” While
the industry student teams were not constrained to work com-
pletely within the baseline ACs, they were provided them as
a starting point for their baseline designs.

The two industry student teams used the Generic IPPD
Methodology, illustrated in Figure 6, to define the problem,
establish value (OEC), generate feasible alternatives, evalu-
ate the alternatives and make a decision. They accomplished
the steps in the trade study decision support process using
the set of integrated IPPD tools illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 9. Trade study environment for the industry student teams.

Figure 10. Baseline wing alternative concepts (ACs) for the trade study.

These tools consist of Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
matrices (Hauser and Clausing, 1988, see Appendix A),
morphological matrices (Twiss, 1992), a Pugh evaluation
matrix (Pugh, 1991, see Appendix B), and a Multi-Attribute
Decision Making (MADM) technique, designated the Tech-
nique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
(TOPSIS) (Hwang and Yoon, 1981, see Appendix C).

6 INDUSTRY STUDENT TEAM RESULTS

While both industry student teams (Bravo and Delta) per-
formed in an exemplary manner, results from the delta team
will be presented to keep this chapter to a reasonable length.
The title page for the delta team’s final report is illustrated in
Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Integrated set of IPPD tools.

Figure 12. Delta student team for IDM through PLM capstone project.

The delta team wing QFD is illustrated in Figure 13
and was used to identify the Key product and process met-
rics, set the target values, and identify their organization
difficulty.

The results from the wing level QFD in Figure 13 illus-
trates that wing weight and wing maximum G loading were
the most important product metrics, while Manufacturing
Technology Readiness Level (TRL), operations TRL, and
production cost were the most important process metrics.
These metrics, along with their weightings, were included
in an Overall Evaluation Criterion (OEC) and a spreadsheet
was developed to calculate a projected OEC value of 1.27 as
illustrated in Figure 14. This OEC became the target value
for completion of the trade study and verification with the
PLM tools.

The next step for the Delta Team was to generate feasible
Alternative Concepts (ACs), using morphological matrices,

for evaluation against the OEC: first in a subjective Pugh
Evaluation Matrix, and then in the MADM – TOPSIS quan-
titative method. The morphological matrix for the three ACs
selected is provided in Figure 15.

Once the ACs were selected, they were included in a Pugh
concept evaluation matrix which is presented in Figure 16.
The three ACs were compared against the original F-86
metallic baseline. The numbers: 1 for better, 0 the same,
and -1 for worse were used to compare the three ACs. The
results are provided on the bottom with the composite and
hybrid ACs tied with 53.1 points each, while the metallic AC
finished in third place with 12.8 points.

The next step before an initial decision can be made from
the IPPD methodology approach is to apply the MADM
method using TOPSIS. The steps and numerical results from
following and implementing the TOPSIS method are pro-
vided in Figure 17.
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Figure 13. Wing level QFD results.

Figure 14. IPPD Overall Evaluation Criterion (OEC) calculation.
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Figure 15. Alternative Concepts (ACs) selection morphological matrix.

Figure 16. Pugh concept evaluation subjective results.

The results from the TOPSIS evaluation are provided in
Figure 18. The TOPSIS results show that the hybrid AC has
a slightly higher score than the composite AC, that is, .92
to .90. Therefore, from conducting the IPPD methodology
evaluation, the hybrid AC was selected as the preferred wing
concept for redesign of the F-86 Wing.

The next step was to apply the integrated set of PLM tools
and the use of a bottoms-up wing manufacturing Process
Based Cost (PBC) model (ACCEM, 1976), as illustrated
schematically in Figure 8, for verification that the hybrid con-
cept is the best AC and to determine how close the target OEC
of 1.27 can be achieved.

7 PROCESS VERIFICATION OF DELTA
TEAM HYBRID WING CONCEPT
AND OEC

The following steps were followed to complete the process
verification.

� First, the hybrid concept selected and defined in
the morphological matrix (composite skin and spars;
metallic-aluminum ribs and tip cap, and titanium root
cap) had to be incorporated into the CATIA V5 model
baseline for the hybrid wing concept (see Figures 19, 20,
21, 22);

� Second, alternate manufacturing process steps had to be
identified using DELMIA DPE (see Figure 23);

� Third, the selected manufacturing process had to be mod-
eled in DELMIA DPM to simulate the factory floor and
assembly process (see Figures 24 and 25);

� Fourth, results from steps one to three had to be included in
the bottoms-up manufacturing process based cost model,
Figure 26, for refinement and update of the OEC calcula-
tion;

� Fifth, results of the process verification and recalculation
of the updated OEC had to be presented. The result from
this verification was an OEC of 1.12, less than the initial
estimate of 1.27, but a 12% improvement over the base-
line. Weight improvement of 355 lb relative to baseline
for a 3% cost increase was achieved.
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Figure 17. Application of steps in applying TOPSIS MADM method.

Figure 18. Results from the TOPIS evaluation.

The manufacturing processes and the design were eval-
uated concurrently. Feedback between the two categories
was made rapidly, thus shortening each iteration of analysis,
decision making, and changes.

For example, material selection was modified during the
design modeling as new insight was gained from manufac-
turing process discussions and analysis affected some design
parameters. For instance, the wing root end cap was changed
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Figure 19. CATIA design process, skin composite surface.

Figure 20. CATIA design process: spar composite stack up.
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Figure 21. CATIA design process: wing frame.

Figure 22. CATIA design process.

Figure 24. Selected manufacturing processes.

Figure 25. Shop floor layout: composite fabrication area.

Figure 23. DELMIA process engineer: process flow alternatives.
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Figure 26. Cost engineering: production cost estimates per wing.

from composite to titanium, as the final assembly process did
not complement the initial material selection.

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FROM
THE DELTA TEAM EXPERIENTIAL
CAPSTONE PROJECT

The Delta Team completed their trade study and concluded
from the results that:

� The primary trade-off that emerges in this analysis is
between weight and production cost.

� The trade-off balances at a weight reduction of 185 lb,
where only a weight reduction greater than this amount
would lead to an OEC benefit-to-cost ratio greater than 1.

� With the current design, there is a $46 per lb weight
reduction cost, which would be returned in fuel savings,
range increase, extended fatigue life, and a host of other
potential cost savings.

9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
FROM THE PLE APPLICATION

The following conclusions have been made concerning PLE
from the application provided:
� Early integrated design and manufacturing tradeoffs are

necessary for production of world class products such as
airplanes and automobiles.

� An Integrated Product and Process Development (IPPD)
approach was used by two student teams for conducting
tradeoffs for redesign of an F-86 wing.

� Integrated Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) tools,
along with a Process Based Cost (PBC) model, provided
the necessary environment for initial verification and val-
idation (V&V) for the selected concept.

� Experiential learning was evident by the time and effort
the student teams devoted to this project and results pro-
vided in their presentations.

� The value of this experiential learning to the students has
also been documented in their final reports.
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APPENDIX A: QUALITY FUNCTION
DEPLOYMENT

(From Open Sources)
Quality function deployment (QFD) is a “method to trans-

form user demands into design quality, to deploy the functions
forming quality, and to deploy methods for achieving the
design quality into subsystems and component parts, and ulti-
mately to specific elements of the manufacturing process” as
described by Dr. Yoji Akao, who originally developed QFD
in Japan in 1966, when the author combined his work in
quality assurance and quality control points with function
deployment used in value engineering.

QFD is designed to help planners focus on characteristics
of a new or existing product or service from the viewpoints
of market segments, company, or technology-development
needs. The technique yields graphs and matrices.

QFD helps transform customer needs (the voice of the
customer (VOC)) into engineering characteristics (and appro-
priate test methods) for a product or service, prioritizing each
product or service characteristic while simultaneously setting
development targets for product or service.

QFD is applied in a wide variety of services, consumer
products, military needs (such as the F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter), and emerging technology products. The technique
is also used to identify and document competitive marketing
strategies and tactics (see example QFD House of Quality
for Enterprise Product Development, below). QFD is con-
sidered a key practice of design for Six Sigma (DFSS as
seen in the referenced roadmap). It is also implicated in the
new ISO 9000:2000 standard which focuses on customer
satisfaction.

Results of QFD have been applied in Japan and
elsewhere into deploying the high-impact controllable fac-
tors in strategic planning and strategic management (also
known as Hoshin Kanri, Hoshin Planning, or policy
deployment).

Acquiring market needs by listening to the voice of cus-
tomer (VOC), sorting the needs, and numerically prioritizing
them (using techniques such as the Analytic Hierarchy Pro-
cess) are the early tasks in QFD. Traditionally, going to the
Gemba (the “real place” where value is created for the cus-
tomer) is where these customer needs are evidenced and
compiled.

While many books and articles on “how to do QFD”
are available, there is a relative paucity of example matri-
ces available. QFD matrices become highly proprietary due
to the high density of product or service information found
therein.

APPENDIX B: PUGH CONCEPT
EVALUATION MATRIX

(From Open Sources) Invented by Stuart Pugh the decision-
matrix method, also Pugh method, is a quantitative technique
used to rank the multi-dimensional options of an option set.
It is frequently used in engineering for making design deci-
sions but can also be used to rank investments options, vendor
options, product options or any other set of multidimensional
entities.

A basic decision matrix consists of establishing a set of
weighted criteria upon which the potential options can be
decomposed, scored, and summed to gain a total score which
can then be ranked.

The advantage of this approach to decision making is that
subjective opinions about one alternative versus another can
be made more objective. Another advantage of this method
is that sensitivity studies can be performed. An example of
this might be to see how much your opinion would have to
change in order for a lower ranked alternative to outrank a
competing alternative.

Morphological analysis is another form of a decision
matrix employing a multi-dimensional configuration space
linked by way of logical relationships.

A.1 Pugh method or decision-matrix method

This is a method for concept selection using a scoring matrix
called the Pugh Matrix. It is implemented by establishing an
evaluation team and setting up a matrix of evaluation criteria
versus alternative embodiments. This is the scoring matrix
usually associated with the QFD method and is a form of
prioritization matrix. Usually, the options are scored relative
to criteria using a symbolic approach (one symbol for better
than, another for neutral, and another for worse than baseline).
These get converted into scores and combined in the matrix
to yield scores for each option.

� Effective for comparing alternative concepts
� Scores concepts relative to one another
� Iterative evaluation method
� Most effective if each member of a design team performs

it independently and results are compared.

Comparison of the scores generated gives insight into the
best alternatives.
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A.2 Steps to use/construct Pugh matrix

1. Choose or develop the criteria for comparison. Exam-
ine customer requirements to do this. Generate a set of
engineering requirements and targets.

2. Select the Alternatives to be compared.
The alternatives are the different ideas developed dur-

ing concept generation. All concepts should be compared
at the same level of generalization and in similar lan-
guage.

3. Generate Scores. Usually designers will have a favorite
design by the time it comes to pick one. This concept can
be used as datum, with all the other being compared to
it as measured by each of the customer requirements. If
the problem is to redesign an existing product, then the
existing product can be used as the datum.

For each comparison the product should be evaluated
as being better (+), the same (S), or worse (−). Alterna-
tively, if the matrix is developed with a spreadsheet like
Excel, use +1, 0, and −1 for the ratings.

If it is impossible to make a comparison, more infor-
mation should be developed.

4. Compute the total score:
� Four scores will be generated, the number of plus

scores, minus scores, the overall total and the
weighted total.

� The overall total is the number of plus scores minus
the number of minus scores.

� The weighted total is the scores times their respective
weighting factors, added up.

� The totals should not be treated as absolute in the
decision making process but as guidance only.

� If the two top scores are very close or very similar,
then they should be examined more closely to make
a more informed decision.

5. Variations on scoring
A number of variations on scoring Pugh’s method

exist. For example a seven level scale could be used for
a finer scoring system where:
� +3 meets criterion extremely better than datum
� +2 meets criterion much better than datum
� +1 meets criterion better than datum
� 0 meets criterion as well as datum
� −1 meets criterion not as well as datum
� −2 meets criterion much worse then the datum
� −3 meets criterion far worse than the datum.

Use a Pugh Concept Selection Matrix to evaluate various
design alternatives against an existing baseline.

Here is a sample Pugh Concept Selection Matrix template
in the QI Macros for Excel SPC software.

A.3 How to create a Pugh concept selection matrix

1. Identify the criteria or requirements.
2. Identify the various design alternatives.
3. Rate each concept against each criteria as better than,

worse than, or the same as the baseline.
4. Select the optimum design alternative (more +’s).

APPENDIX C: MCDA, MADM, AND TOPSIS

(From Open Sources)
Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), sometimes

called multi-criteria decision making (MCDM), is a disci-
pline aimed at supporting decision makers who are faced with
making numerous and conflicting evaluations. MCDA aims
at highlighting these conflicts and deriving a way to come to
a compromise in a transparent process.

Unlike methods that assume the availability of measure-
ments, measurements in MCDA are derived or interpreted
subjectively as indicators of the strength of various prefer-
ences. Preferences differ from decision maker to decision
maker, so the outcome depends on who is making the decision
and what their goals and preferences are.

For example, the European Parliament may apply MCDA
to help assess whether the introduction of software patents in
Europe would help or harm the European software industry.
Since MCDA involves a certain element of subjectivity, the
morals and ethics of the researcher implementing MCDA
play a significant part in the accuracy and fairness of MCDA’s
conclusions. The ethical point is very important when one
is making a decision that seriously impacts other people,
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as opposed to a personal decision. Some of the MCDA
methods are:

� Analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
� Analytic network process (ANP)
� Inner product of vectors (IPV)
� Multi-attribute value theory (MAVT)
� Multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT)
� Multi-Attribute Global Inference of Quality (MAGIQ)
� Goal programming
� ELECTRE (Outranking)
� PROMETHÉE (Outranking)
� Data envelopment analysis
� The evidential reasoning approach
� Dominance-based Rough Set Approach (DRSA)
� Aggregated indices randomization method (AIRM)
� Nonstructural fuzzy decision support system (NSFDSS)
� Grey relational analysis (GRA)
� Superiority and inferiority ranking method (SIR method)
� Potentially All Pairwise RanKings of all possible Alter-

natives (PAPRIKA)
� Value Engineering (VE)
� Value analysis (VA)

Which model is most appropriate depends on the problem
at hand and may be to some extent dependent on which model
the decision maker is most comfortable with.

The New Approach to Appraisal (NATA), which is a
framework used to appraise transport projects and propos-
als in the United Kingdom, is a major practical application of
an MCDA-based approach to support government decision
making. Other applications of MCDA approaches used by
the UK Government are set out in its own MCDA manual.

The International Society on Multi-criteria Decision Mak-
ing is a professional society of researchers and practitioners
in the field.

A classification is often made, based on the size of the set
of strategies:

� MADM (multi-attribute decision making), concerned
with choosing from small, finite, or countable number
of strategies.

� MODM (multi-objective decision making), concerned
with choosing from a large, infinite, or uncountable num-
ber of alternatives.

MCDA’s are also often classified based upon the type of
aggregation or the nature of the input data.

A.1 TOPSIS

Rate and rank multiple user-defined design options against
multiple user-defined criteria using a quantitative approach.
TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity
to Ideal Solution) is a decision making technique that
fits between the qualitative Pugh and quantitative SDI
approaches. The basic concept of this method is that the
selected design options should have the shortest distance from
the ideal solution and the farthest from the negative-ideal
solution (in a geometric sense).

TOPSIS assumes that each design option wants to either
be maximized or minimized, so the positive-ideal solution
for a criterion that wants to be maximized is the maximum
value of all the design options considered and the negative-
ideal solution is the minimum values of all the design options
considered.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Avionics, or aviation electronics, are a critical and perva-
sive element of today’s Aerospace vehicles and networks.
Avionics systems sense, control, and communicate with vir-
tually every onboard system as well as with other vehicles
and ground-based controllers. From unmanned “flying toys”
to advanced fighters and transport aircraft, the mantra “avi-
ate, navigate, communicate” has matured such that the human
pilot or operator nominally supervises rather than directly
maneuvering flight vehicle controls. Even during manual
flight, electrical signals rather than mechanical linkages exist
between pilot and actuators in modern fly-by-wire cockpits,
while unmanned air and space vehicles are controlled or
monitored remotely. Today’s Aerospace platform operator
maintains awareness through a complex array of embedded
and remote sensors. The aircraft pilot is precisely guided

with navigation aids such as GPS supplemented by air traffic
management directives based on traffic data generated from
onboard transponders and ground-based sensors (e.g., radar).
Unmanned spacecraft necessarily operate autonomously with
support from Earth-based ground controllers given nontriv-
ial communication delays, blackout periods, and bandwidth
limitations. Manned space vehicles rely on a combination
of autonomous monitoring and control capabilities, remote
directives from mission control, and local commands issued
by the astronaut crew. All Aerospace platforms share a com-
mon goal: to conduct their missions safely and efficiently in
a harsh environment with limited sensor data.

Modern avionics are a network of distributed sensing
and processing elements supported by increasingly-complex
software that must be carefully validated and verified.
Automation aids have resulted in increased precision and
improved safety records, but cockpit automation has also
raised concerns over pilot situational awareness. We are
evolving toward an Aerospace network in which information
from a distributed suite of onboard and off-board sources
is necessary for efficient and safe mission accomplishment.
Below, we describe the factors that have driven the devel-
opment of the complex and sophisticated avionics systems
deployed today.

1.1 Motivation: missions and metrics

Aerospace systems are deployed for diverse purposes: to
transport people and cargo, to collect and disseminate data
from onboard sensors, and to serve as communication relays
or munitions delivery platforms. Missions may also be
“flight for fun”, an objective shared by aviation enthusiasts
worldwide and a nontrivial contingent of emerging compa-
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nies pursuing ambitious manned spaceflight goals. Air and
space platforms range in size from hand-held unmanned air-
craft systems (UAS) and low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites (e.g.,
CubeSat) to multi-ton platforms carrying people, cargo, and
crew. Aircraft range from traditional fixed-wing configura-
tions dominating the manned aviation sector to helicopters
and novel small-scale unmanned configurations focused on
high degrees of maneuverability and flexibility. Spacecraft
range from solar-powered Earth-orbiting configurations to
deep-space probes, remote planetary landers, and special-
purpose manned platforms including orbiters, landers, and
space stations.

Early powered aircraft systems served transport and mil-
itary roles. Starting in World War I, military forces learned
that air superiority was a key to mission success. This remains
true today, with manned bomber, fighter, reconnaissance, and
transport operations conducted by traditional platforms plus
an increasing number of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS).
Spacecraft, all unmanned, have also played an important
role in defense by supporting world-wide communication,
navigation, and surveillance requirements. Military avionics
technologies (Moir and Seabridge, 2006) have focused on
enabling missions that gain an advantage over adversaries
in the air and on the ground. Safety, cost, and efficiency are
important factors but have traditionally been secondary to
superior capabilities. In parallel with advancing navigation
and autopilot technologies common across all Aerospace
sectors, military avionics systems have also focused on
high-performance maneuvering capabilities, identifying and
intercepting targets, maximizing collected information value,
and accurately delivering munitions.

Passenger and cargo transport currently dominate civilian
aircraft operations. Safety, cost, and efficiency are the pri-
mary metrics by which aircraft systems are evaluated, with
safety providing the constraints over which cost is minimized
and efficiency is maximized. Demand is beginning to exceed
capacity in urban airportal environments (regions around
major airport runways) as well as along busy enroute corri-
dors. The need for safe, efficient high-density operations has
resulted in triply-redundant flight management systems that
precisely navigate, guide, and control an aircraft from origin
to destination airport under flight crew supervision. Next-
generation air transportation is anticipated to rely on a highly-
networked information sharing architecture relying on real-
time traffic and weather data shared among flight vehicles and
ground controllers to improve safety as well as support higher
traffic densities. This migration to a distributed architecture is
mirrored onboard, where embedded sensors and controllers
are networked with the central flight management computers
to reduce weight while increasing efficiency and improving
knowledge of potential problems and performance parame-

ters. A nontrivial number of general aviation, medical, law
enforcement, and surveillance (e.g., traffic monitoring) oper-
ations also exists, many of which have highly limited avionics
systems due to their cost and weight. Unmanned aircraft sys-
tems are proliferating in the military sector but are currently
kept in check in the civilian sector by regulations that more
highly prioritize airspace accessibility for manned aircraft
with little to no advanced avionics capabilities.

Once launch vehicles enabled routine (albeit costly) access
to space, the satellite industry grew quickly. Communica-
tion satellites have enabled global real-time multi-media
transmissions used by a large fraction of our population.
Satellite-based navigation such as the Global Positioning
System (GPS) has revolutionized our ability to precisely iden-
tify our location on or above the Earth. Scientists ranging
from astronomers to meteorologists, geologists, and climatol-
ogists have the ability to collect high-quality data from Earth
orbit and beyond. Avionics for these space systems must be
robust given that hardware repairs are difficult to impossible
in space, and electronics must be tolerant to the harsh radi-
ation and thermal conditions. Spacecraft must be deployed
long-term given exorbitant launch costs, driving the need for
efficient orbits and energy harvesting (e.g., solar). Software
and mission parameters must be reconfigurable, both to sup-
port evolving mission goals and to enable patches to work
around hardware or software issues discovered after deploy-
ment. The cost of carrying a spacecraft into orbit is high, and
the ability to fully test assembled hardware systems prior
to launch is limited. An extensive suite of simulation, com-
ponent, and benchtop tests are therefore critical to mission
success. Minimizing overall cost and maximizing robustness
are key factors for commercial spacecraft designs. Manned
spaceflight encounters the same challenges and costs, mag-
nified substantially by the need for crew support systems and
increased levels of redundancy and system validation and
verification to minimize risk to human astronauts.

1.2 Overview and section 8.2 roadmap

To provide perspective on current avionics design, this chap-
ter begins with a historic overview of avionics systems as
they evolved for aircraft and spacecraft. Next, an overview
of aircraft and spacecraft avionics components and system-
level design is presented. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of educational, research and development, and
technology transition challenges still to be addressed. This
chapter overviews avionics at the system level to provide
context for the remaining chapters in this subsection. The
remaining chapters in this Encyclopedia section are organized
to address four primary technology challenges cutting across
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air and space systems: communication and networking (see
Aircraft Communications and Networking and Space Vehicle
Communication and Networking), human factors and opera-
tor interfaces (see Aircraft Pilot and Operator Interfaces and
Space Human Factors and Operator Interfaces), unmanned
aircraft autopilot and manned aircraft flight management sys-
tems (see Embedded UAS Autopilot and Sensor Systems and
Modern Aircraft Flight Management Systems, respectively),
and the hardware and software design and development cycle
(see Computing Hardware Selection and Integration and
Flight Software for Space Systems, respectively).

2 THE EVOLUTION OF AVIONICS
FOR AIR AND SPACE SYSTEMS

Avionics systems for aircraft and spacecraft have evolved in
parallel with electronics and computer systems technologies.
Because aircraft were flown prior to the digital electronics
age, onboard avionics were originally comprised of ana-
log electronic and vacuum-driven instruments and radios.
Early spacecraft avionics were computer-based but with
highly-limited capabilities compared to today. While modern
avionics for air and space vehicles are digital and distributed,
their origins have influenced today’s designs and the process
by which components are tested and certified. A historical
summary of aircraft and spacecraft primary avionics systems
is included below.

2.1 Aircraft systems

Developed over a century ago, the earliest powered flight
vehicles had few avionics components. The Wright Flyer
was equipped with a stopwatch, engine rpm counter, and
anemometer. Through the World War I era, instrumenta-
tion was limited to pressure-based altitude and airspeed, a
compass indicating magnetic heading, and engine rpm and
temperature indicators. A typical instrument panel of this
period is shown in Figure 1. Vacuum-based radios provided
communication and navigation support. Early radios allowed
pilots to communicate several miles, enabling the relay of
information to and from ground stations. The need for flight
operations at night and in the clouds motivated the devel-
opment of radio-based navigation systems (Helfrick, 2009).
Aircraft radios were able to track ground-based radio signals
to facilitate flight “home” to a beacon so long as the aircraft
was pointed nearly at that radio, within range. This enabled
instrument flight navigation as a supplement to “visual flight”
in which pilots navigated by identifying ground-based land-
marks. Beacons were most commonly placed near airports

Figure 1. Sopwith Camel Cockpit (World War I era) (http://www.
wwi-models.org/Photos/Bri/SopCamel/Ottawa//3tbell/Sopwith
CamelCockpit 1.jpg). Reproduced with permission from Allan
Wright, WWI Models.

to guide pilots to the runway in low visibility conditions
or at night. The need to operate safely in all weather con-
ditions as well as with other traffic has motivated aircraft
instrumentation advances throughout aviation history.

By the World War II era, aircraft such as the DC-3
(Figure 2) were equipped with a more extensive instrument
panel including an airspeed indicator, altimeter, vertical speed
indicator (VSI), directional gyro, turn coordinator, and atti-
tude indicator. Fuel gauges, engine speed (rpm), exhaust gas

Figure 2. DC-3 cockpit (World War II era, 1950s) (http://
pcmuseum.tripod.com/dc3/dc3cockpit.jpg). Reproduced from
Daniel Lessard.
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temperature, electrical system indicators (e.g., battery volt-
age), and manifold pressure were also provided, along with
payload support as needed (e.g., weapons systems). Airspeed,
altimeter, and VSI indications are based on pressure mea-
surements, with altimeter calibration manually adjustable to
match ambient barometric pressure at a local weather sta-
tion or airport. The attitude indicator and directional gyro are
vacuum-driven gyroscopes. An artificial horizon on the atti-
tude indicator illustrates pitch and bank while aircraft heading
is shown on the directional gyroscope given that a floating
compass only indicates heading accurately during straight,
unbanked flight. The turn coordinator combines an electrical
gyroscope that measures rate of roll and rate of bank with a
floating ball inclinometer indicating turn coordination. Nav-
igation and communication radios were mounted between
pilot and co-pilot so either crew member could easily oper-
ate the controls and read navigation displays. Aircraft often
were and are today equipped with two (or more) radios to pro-
vide backup, and to facilitate communication over multiple
voice and data channels. Basic instruments were dupli-
cated along with the mechanically-linked primary flight
controls for pilot and co-pilot in transport aircraft to provide
redundancy and unobstructed views. Smaller (e.g., general
aviation) aircraft often contain only one of each primary
instrument but dual flight controls, while aerobatic or special-
purpose (e.g., agricultural) aircraft were equipped only with
basic air data and engine instruments to minimize weight and
cost, often flying with little to no radio equipment.

The traditional vacuum-driven instruments do not share
information. A flight crew is then fully responsible for “avion-
ics integration”, manually translating instrument indications
along with knowledge of aircraft systems into a more com-
prehensive understanding of real-time aircraft state (position,
attitude, air, and ground speed) and equipment performance.
Advance flight planning is therefore critical to keep cock-
pit workload manageable, with real-time activities focused

on flight control, navigation, engine and fuel management,
and coordination with air traffic control. Although the advent
of digital avionics has revolutionized the modern cockpit,
a nontrivial fraction of the aircraft operating today, partic-
ularly in the general aviation sector, still rely on the basic
instrumentation described above due to its familiarity, con-
tinuing availability, and the cost of upgrade to fully-digital
systems. In fact, aircraft originally equipped with vacuum-
driven avionics are often upgraded with digital avionics
components as a supplement to but not a replacement for
the legacy instrumentation. Air traffic control technology has
matured to enhance information and coordination functions,
maturing from visual traffic control from an on-airport tower
(Figure 3a) to digitally-enhanced radar-based flight tracks
(Figure 3b) enabling controllers to monitor the real-time
flight tracks of all aircraft in their sector.

In the years after World War II, aircraft became faster
and more maneuverable and were supported by improved
monitoring, navigation, and autopilot systems. A network of
ground-based navigation radio stations were built to facilitate
accurate all-weather flight operations (Helfrick, 2009; Moir
and Seabridge, 2006; Suren, 1997). The automatic direction
finder (ADF), one of the earliest established radio beacon
systems, enabled a pilot to identify the direction to a non-
directional beacon (NDB). Through use of two or more radio
signals, a pilot can determine approximate aircraft position
through triangulation. VHF (very high frequency) omni-
directional radio range (VOR) stations enhanced the ADF
capability by encoding the bearing to the radio station as part
of the transmitted signal. VOR sites equipped with distance
measuring equipment (DME) provide a distance as well as
a bearing to give two-dimensional position instantly from a
single navigation station. Airports equipped with instrument
landing system (ILS) approach stations provide precision
bearing and glide slope signals to guide aircraft through a
standard landing approach. A network of airways between

Figure 3. Air traffic control: from visual (a: 1936) to radar-based (b: 1974) (http://www.faa.gov/about/history/photoalbum/airtraffic control/).
Reproduced from the Federal Aviation Administration.
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navigation aids was developed to assist pilots and air traf-
fic controllers with navigation and route management; this
network along with named intersections can still be used.
LORAN (LOng RAnge Navigation) systems were developed
in the 1960s to provide a longer-range low-frequency naviga-
tion signal for use in both aviation and maritime navigation.
LORAN systems are being discontinued, however, deemed
unnecessary and costly given the advent of satellite naviga-
tion systems such as the Global Positioning System (GPS).
GPS, augmented where available by wide area augmenta-
tion system (WAAS), is becoming the standard for precision
navigation. Although the future of VOR and NDB stations
is uncertain due to the presence of GPS and the costs of
maintaining the ground-based radio stations, the ILS will be
maintained at least near-term as a precision approach navi-
gation backup to GPS-based systems.

Autopilot systems were first demonstrated in the post-
World War I era, using gyroscopes to independently stabilize
bank and pitch angles. Autopilot systems matured in the
post-World War II era to simultaneously incorporate mul-
tiple navigation signals, allowing an aircraft to automatically
maintain level flight or a designated climb rate as well as
flying at a designated magnetic heading or along a bearings
to/from a radio station (e.g., VOR). Digital avionics systems
were first integrated into advanced transport and military air-
craft in the 1960s and 1970s. Today’s digital avionics-based
flight management systems, the modern extension of early
autopilot technology, can rapidly and accurately guide an
aircraft from takeoff through landing (Suren, 1997; Spitzer,
2000; Moir and Seabridge, 2006; Helfrick, 2009). Signals are
shared across an onboard network, enabling the transition
from individual instruments to glass cockpit systems (e.g.,
Figure 4) capable of displaying most available information.
Complementary advances in sensor and communication tech-
nology provide a wealth of information to enhance efficiency
and safety, as will be discussed further below. All safety-
critical avionics hardware and software must be certified in
accordance with the RTCS/DO-178B standard in the United

Figure 4. Cessna 182 with Garmin glass cockpit displays (con-
temporary era) (http://www8.garmin.com/HiRes/Cessna182Panel.
jpg). Reproduced with permission from Garmin Ltd.

States (Maxey, 2003); analogous standards exist internation-
ally. For further information, please see Embedded UAS
Autopilot and Sensor Systems on small unmanned aircraft
autopilots and Modern Aircraft Flight Management Systems
on flight management systems of which the autopilot/flight
director is a core capability. Airborne communication sys-
tems are described further in Aircraft Communications and
Networking.

2.2 Space systems

Avionics for space applications are necessarily complex as a
result of both the complexity of the vehicle systems and the
more challenging environment. Space systems are typically
comprised of multiple components, each of which has its
own avionics system: a staged launch vehicle, a primary pay-
load (e.g., satellite), and potentially one or more secondary
payload(s) (e.g., lander, rover, and atmospheric probe). With
manned spaceflight, astronaut spacesuits themselves have
built-in electronics and sensor systems, and space vehicles
must be augmented with crew support and interface systems
in addition to the nominal payload and vehicle support sys-
tems. Although human spaceflight has received substantial
attention, the majority of space system launches have been
unmanned, ranging in type from new technology validation
to Earth-orbiting communication, surveillance, and science
satellites to deep-space and planetary orbiter and surface
probes. The first Earth orbiter, Sputnik I, was launched in
1957; the first human spaceflight followed in 1961. The gap
between aircraft and spacecraft proliferation enabled early
space missions to capitalize on advances in radio, sensor,
and early computing technology not available before the
1950s, and this led to a key difference in design philosophy
between aeronautical and space avionics systems. To ade-
quately manage onboard systems and communications, even
the earliest spacecraft, for example, Mercury and Gemini,
were equipped with relatively sophisticated avionics systems
(Kayton, 1989). Inertial measurement unit (IMU), radar, and
ground-based telemetry data were fed into an early digi-
tal computer responsible for displaying data and providing
automatic attitude control capability. The attitude controller
regulated the spacecraft thrusters, taking input from either
an automatic control law or from astronaut inputs. Launch
sequences were pre-scripted, with in-flight maneuvers (orbit
correction, de-orbit) computed on the ground and uplinked.
Over an orbit period, a typical spacecraft experiences periods
of communication blackout due to the limited set of ground-
based communication stations. For the early missions, radio
signals were noisy and transmission rates were low com-
pared to today’s systems. Missions ended in planned re-entry,
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Figure 5. Gemini (a) and Saturn (b) Computer Systems (http://www-03.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/space/space9208ph10.html). Repro-
duced with permission from IBM.

abandonment in orbit, or for manned missions terminating in
splash-down, after which antennas were deployed to broad-
cast signals enabling ships to locate the floating capsule.

Contrast this approach to space flight control with that of
typical aircraft operations. By comparison, minimum func-
tionality for even the early spacecraft systems required a
level of avionics integration far beyond that available in
early aircraft. In short, space mission success has always
been dependent on a computer to collect, process, and com-
municate data from all major spacecraft subsystems, while
human aircraft pilots were capable of manually assimilat-
ing the data required to operate an aircraft. This underlying
historical model persists despite the increasing complexity of
systems and flow of information in both air and space applica-
tions, although this is being addressed through human factors
research (see Aircraft Pilot and Operator Interfaces and Space
Human Factors and Operator Interfaces) and aviation edu-
cation as discussed below. To keep up with the mounting
complexity, avionics systems have undergone exponential
growth in both aeronautical and space applications.

Space system avionics have had the same basic functional-
ity since the early missions. The launch vehicle must execute
a burn sequence that inserts a payload into the designated
orbit, including staged booster activation and separation and
a mission termination option if the launch does not proceed as
expected. Once released a spacecraft must control its motion,
communicate with ground controllers, and manage onboard
systems including power and payload. Unmanned spacecraft
must be capable of initiating and maintaining contact with
a ground station despite anomalies to provide status reports,
downlink information, and accept software and command
sequence updates. Manned spacecraft must provide life sup-
port for its occupants as well as managing systems found in

unmanned space systems. Although the fundamental com-
ponents in today’s spacecraft avionics systems are similar
to those found in early platforms, improved avionics tech-
nologies have resulted in orders of magnitude improvement
in data acquisition, communication throughput, and mission
duration accompanied by a decrease in hardware volume and
weight. Because early space flights were conducted before the
personal computer existed, large, heavy onboard computers
such as those shown in Figure 5 for the Gemini and Saturn
platforms were necessary. Despite their size, total memory
and storage capacities were low by today’s standards, on
the order of kilobytes. Machine language software was care-
fully crafted to minimize the number of instructions needed
to successfully manage the mission. In contrast, spacecraft
are being flown today, for example, CubeSat platforms such
as the Radio Aurora Explorer (RAX) shown in Figure 6,
that have total spacecraft weight and volume an order of
magnitude less than the digital computer (Figure 5) used in
early space missions but with onboard processors operating
at megahertz to gigahertz clock speeds supported by giga-
byte + onboard storage capacity and megabit communication
link throughput. Spacecraft software, on the other hand,
has grown logarithmically in length throughout the space
age(Dvorak, 2009), with number of source code lines increas-
ing from on the order of one thousand in 1968 for the most
complex manned craft to over a million for even unmanned
twenty-first century missions. Earth-orbiting satellites now
dominate our communication and navigation networks, pro-
cessing large quantities of data at rates likely inconceivable to
early spacecraft designers. Despite these advances, spacecraft
avionics face unique challenges due to the harsh radiation and
thermal environment, resulting in substantial technology lag
behind Earth-based systems.
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Figure 6. Radio Aurora Explorer (RAX) CubeSat (<3 kg) (2010) (see http://rax.engin.umich.edu). Reproduced with permission from
University of Michigan.

3 MODERN AVIONICS SYSTEMS

Air and spacecraft avionics systems have followed a paral-
lel path of development, migrating from analog electronics
and early computational devices to highly-integrated sens-
ing, processing, control, and communication architectures.
To highlight the substantial commonality between air and
space avionics systems, this section begins with an overview
of the components found in contemporary platforms, with
discussion of similarities and differences. Specific discus-
sions on the functionality of aircraft and spacecraft avionics
subsystems are then presented.

3.1 Avionics components

Today’s aircraft and spacecraft of all scales and classes share
a common set of primary avionics subsystems, illustrated
in Figure 7.1 At the center, one or more processors collects,
processes, and disseminates data. Some data is stored locally;
other data is communicated through radios to the ground and
through displays and controls to the pilot. The vehicle payload
may contain separate payload avionics, as for a small UAS
carrying a camera with separate downlink radio or a plane-
tary surface lander delivering a rover. The vehicle processors
may alternatively control the payload directly, as for a science
satellite carrying a hyperspectral imager or a communication
satellite tasked with relaying messages while maintaining
a particular orbit and attitude. Processing elements include
embedded microprocessors, digital signal processors (DSP),
programmable array logic (PAL), and full processors with

real-time operating systems (RTOS) programmed in a man-
ner certifiable for flight (Parkinson and Gasperoni, 2002).
Small UAS can be flown with microprocessor autopilots
(see Embedded UAS Autopilot and Sensor Systems), while
large transport aircraft contain a complex network of micro-
processors and processors monitoring and comprehensively
managing all vehicle systems (see Modern Aircraft Flight
Management Systems). Aircraft engines generate electrical
power supported by battery backup, except for small UAS
that contain batteries with sufficient charge for each flight
or with [solar] energy harvesting capability. Both aircraft
and spacecraft possess datalinks and navigation radios or
receivers (e.g., GPS). Manned aircraft and spacecraft also
use voice communication. Manned aircraft and orbiters have
an array of displays and controls in the cockpit. Of course,
unmanned aircraft and spacecraft have no onboard user inter-
faces but instead rely on data display and control from remote
operator stations.

Radios

Processing
elements

Displays and
control

PayloadData
storage

Vehicle
sensors

Figure 7. Aerospace avionics components linked through the elec-
trical power and signal bus.
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Figure 8. Aircraft avionics subsystems.

3.2 Aircraft subsystems

Digital avionics for equipped aircraft range in complexity
from simple autopilots to full flight management systems.
Figure 8 illustrates the basic subsystems that would typically
be integrated through a single or distributed processor (flight
computer) network. A full flight management system found
on a commercial transport will have all the subsystems in Fig-
ure 8, with the loose translation of “payload” to “passenger
cabin support”. Conversely, a small UAS may only have a
microprocessor-based autopilot with little to no additional
“management” of onboard systems. As described above,
radios allow voice communication and receipt of naviga-
tion signals. Data links are also expected to become standard
equipment, allowing the aircraft to receive weather and traf-
fic data as well as broadcasting its position and flight data to
other aircraft such as via the ADS-B (automatic dependent
surveillance broadcast) protocol. Cockpit displays, mostly
LCD screens in a glass cockpit, provide a variety of infor-
mation ranging from traditional speed, altitude, and attitude
values to onboard system status, traffic, and weather. Fly-
by-wire controls have replaced mechanical linkages between
pilot and control surfaces. With fly-by-wire, movement of
controls generates electrical signals processed by the flight
computer(s), which in turn are used to generate the appro-
priate signals to the actuators. Fly-by-wire controls have
reduced mass of mechanical linkages and increased flexi-
bility in control input calibration and use. Inertial navigation
systems (INS) consisting of IMU and GPS units enable full
inertial position and attitude state estimation. The air data
system (ADS) or air data inertial reference unit (ADIRU)
generates a wind vector estimate typically including airspeed,
angle of attack, and sideslip measurements. The autopilot
computes a reference trajectory to follow the flight plan
(guidance) and outputs commands to the control surfaces
and engine(s) to track this trajectory. Onboard flight plan-

ners build waypoint-based plans and estimate associated time
and fuel requirements given enroute winds. Flight planners
require a designated destination or waypoint list, and in air-
liners company-preferred routes are also retrieved from a
database.

Weather data may be acquired either from onboard radar
or via data link. Avionics now support an onboard Traffic Col-
lision Avoidance System (TCAS) that automatically detects
and displays nearby traffic, advising pilots to execute a sim-
ple climb/descend avoidance maneuver as needed. Pilots may
elect to execute, ignore, or modify the TCAS solution, or
may follow alternate directives from air traffic control. Colli-
sion avoidance is viewed as a major technological challenge
in high-density airspace or airspace in which both manned
and unmanned aircraft are operating. Automated “sense-and-
avoid” systems are sought to guarantee unmanned aircraft
remain clear of manned aircraft that would find it difficult to
“see-and-avoid” the smaller unmanned vehicles.

Despite the apparent centralization of the “flight comput-
ers” box in Figure 8, modern flight management systems are
highly-distributed. Although redundant flight computers are
present in the cockpit, processors are distributed through-
out the airframe, typically located near the hardware they
are monitoring and controlling. A variety of “management”
modules are noted in Figure 8, including fuel, engine, electri-
cal power, and payload. Each such module will typically be
provided by the manufacturer of that component. An onboard
network then allows all processing modules to communicate.
In addition to validating and verifying software, underlying
processor real-time operating systems and network protocols
must be highly-reliable thus are standardized. RTOS were
discussed above. Onboard networking has historically been
wired, following standards such as ARINC 429 and later
1553B (Moir and Seabridge, 2006). Local embedded mod-
ules in emerging avionics are increasingly relying on wireless
or fiber links to minimize weight and integration overhead.

3.3 Spacecraft subsystems

Spacecraft have more centralized processing architectures
than those found in aircraft. Physical distribution of pro-
cessing elements in space is problematic given the need for
radiation and thermal protection in the space environment.
Processing technology for spacecraft also nontrivially lags
that found on Earth. On Earth we assume a computer will
never make a mistake in a basic math computation. In space,
radiation can induce “bit flips” known as single-event upsets.
When they occur, single-event upsets can generate incorrect
calculations or change numbers stored in memory. Software
engineers must account for this as they write their code, using
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Figure 9. Spacecraft avionics subsystems.

calculation redundancy and error checking methods to ensure
such events are detected and results appropriately corrected
or discarded.

As shown in Figure 9, avionics components are linked
through a spacecraft bus. Communications with Earth are
maintained so long as a line-of-sight is available to a relay
or receiving station on Earth or in orbit. Communications
must therefore be planned around blackout periods where
no receiving station is in view. Emerging protocols such as
disruption-tolerant networking (DTN) are expected to fur-
ther streamline communications by providing a mechanism
by which streamed data can be locally stored on relay stations
without requiring the full link to be available. The space-
craft manages onboard activities through the command and
data handling (C&DH) module. Traditionally, ground-based
operators generate and uplink command sequences with lim-
ited contingencies including a spacecraft “safe” mode in
which the system ceases most activities to maintain a safe
but dormant state when experiencing an anomaly. More
recently, command and data handling algorithms have been
extended to support onboard command sequence planning
based on uplinked mission objectives, as is described fur-
ther in Flight Software for Space Systems. Such extension
allows the spacecraft to be more responsive in real-time to sci-
ence opportunities (e.g., extra data acquisition when detecting
interesting events) and to unexpected anomalies (e.g., early
need to recharge, extra time needed to transmit data due to
packet losses). Spacecraft GNC focuses on precise attitude
control; most spacecraft as of this writing rely on ground
operators for orbit maneuver or adjustment instructions since
ground operators can better compute optimal burns and val-
idate them through redundant simulations difficult to host
onboard. Propulsion, electrical power, thermal, and payload
systems are all managed by the spacecraft processor, with
specifics dependent on the spacecraft configuration. Simi-
lar architectures have been used for planetary surface landers

and rovers, with GNC extended to include entry, descent, and
landing (for landers) and to include localization, mapping,
and locomotion control for rovers.

4 AVIONICS EDUCATION

Increasingly complex and pervasively-integrated avionics
systems have challenged both the engineers that design
the vehicles and the operators that use these systems. As
described above, avionics designs are represented as a com-
plex hierarchy of hardware and software, resulting in the
need to abstract detailed functionality to a level that focuses
the engineer’s or operator’s attention to an appropriate level
for the particular analysis or operation being conducted.
Below, we discuss the challenges of current and future avion-
ics systems in the context of engineering and operator/pilot
education.

4.1 Engineering education

In today’s industry, aerospace engineers focus on the design
and analysis of vehicle structure and materials, aerody-
namic and propulsion system properties, and physics-based
guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) laws. In parallel,
electrical engineers focus on electrical and power system
design and analysis, while computer scientists and engineers
focus on distributed processor, network, interface, and soft-
ware design, implementation, and validation/verification. As
monitoring and automation capabilities are advancing to sup-
port fault diagnosis and prognosis, engines/thruster control,
and vehicle GNC, an increasing demand is placed on tight
integration of traditional aerospace, electrical, and computer
engineering skill sets. The gap between the algorithm-
centric, object-oriented software engineering process and
the physics-based modeling community is not trivial and
impacts both cost and verification ability for avionics. The
traditional Aerospace Engineering curriculum focuses on
understanding and modeling the fundamental properties of
atmospheric and space flight. Physics and mathematics back-
ground is reinforced throughout. Avionics, however, remains
at the periphery, with minimal to no exposure to algorithms
and programming fundamentals in K-12 curricula leading to
entry-level college courses that must presume no background.
Conversely, computer science and engineering majors focus
primarily on algorithms and programming fundamentals.
Although they are exposed to traditional mathematics and
physics courses, they tend to migrate away from these con-
cepts in their upper-level courses. This cross-over problem
requires education in “cyber-physical systems” engineering,
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of which aircraft and spacecraft are a subset. These concerns
have been recognized by academia and industry, motivat-
ing persistent exposure of aerospace students to algorithm
and logic design and implementation, and motivating persis-
tent exposure of computer science students to physics-based
modeling and analysis applications.

In addition to inter-disciplinary education challenges, edu-
cation beyond computing and information theory is needed.
Comprehensive modeling as well as validation and verifi-
cation of complex networked hardware and software is still
an open problem that can only be solved by engineers with
substantial exposure to system-level problem solving. How
do we know design requirements capture all pertinent cases,
and how do we augment or modify certain requirements while
guaranteeing other specifications are not affected? How do
we know avionics system designs meet our requirements,
and that the implementation is a complete and correct instan-
tiation of the design? This is particularly challenging for
software where the combinatorial set of possible execution
paths and data input cases is impractical to fully test prior to
deployment. Given that hardware and software failures are
possible, what levels of redundancy are required, and what
components, hardware and software, must be unique versus
duplicated? These questions will require research as well as
increased system-level education to address fully, but edu-
cation beyond the physics-based model can at least expose
students to the fundamental methods we have developed to
address these challenges.

4.2 Pilot/operator education

Due to cost and the criticality of each mission, unmanned and
manned spacecraft are controlled by engineers and scientists
specializing in the systems or subsystems for which they are
responsible. Astronauts train for years not only to be phys-
ically prepared for space travel but also to gain an in-depth
understanding of the orbiter’s systems, including avionics.
Although most astronauts are also pilots, launch vehicle and
unmanned spacecraft operators have no such requirement.
Instead, trained engineers focus on understanding the hard-
ware and software systems, as well as understanding how
to analyze and specify command sequences to maneuver
the spacecraft and effectively operate its instruments. As
automation levels increase, multiple spacecraft can be man-
aged by a single operator who focuses on anomalous data
sets rather than comprehensive data analysis. The number of
deployed spacecraft is trivial compared to aircraft, however,
and the process by which their operation has evolved reflects
this statistic. As small satellites are launched (e.g., Figure 6
CubeSat) it is anticipated that operators will not have the level

of experience currently possessed by operators of more costly
satellites. Apprenticeship and collaboration with more estab-
lished spacecraft operators may be sufficient; predictions of
their performance are difficult since small satellite programs
are still in their infancy at this writing.

Those planning the future of highly-automated aircraft
operations may learn much from existing and emerging
spacecraft operations protocols. Aircraft were originally
flown with few instruments and no automation. Pilots there-
fore developed and still rely on a “stick and rudder” training
process, that is, feeling the response of the aircraft and man-
ually responding to close the control loop. Primary aircraft
control training is accompanied by education on airspace,
weather, and basic aircraft systems. Advanced ratings focus
on management of cockpit instruments for all-weather flight
as well as improving basic skills. Airline pilots are trained
on the equipment found in the aircraft they are certified to
fly, but pilots are not engineers thus their education focuses
on use rather than fundamental understanding of displayed
information. As discussed in article 8.2.08, pilots are becom-
ing flight managers rather than exercising stick-and-rudder
control as regular practice, and information is integrated and
abstracted rather than displayed directly by single stand-alone
instruments. It is therefore unclear whether current pilot train-
ing protocols are appropriate for the future. Intuition will be
needed about the avionics components and algorithms that
identify and address anomalies in sensor or datalink infor-
mation as well as mechanical systems, even more than the
intuition pilots now develop about bulk flight properties of
aircraft they fly. Such intuition will only be gained through
understanding of the information and its manipulation, an
area into which pilot training will need to extend.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

Avionics systems are revolutionizing our ability to
safely and efficiently operate Aerospace platforms in
increasingly-complex missions with increasing levels of
safety. Small-scale unmanned systems can operate reliability
and autonomously, able to be deployed by operators ranging
from students to law enforcement officers. Large-scale sys-
tems remain costly but have achieved unprecedented levels
of sensing, safety, and networking. This chapter has summa-
rized the evolution of avionics in aircraft and space systems,
describing paths that have converged in a manner that allows
the human operator to monitor and supervise rather than
directly control or fly the vehicle. A number of open ques-
tions remain as avionics systems continue to evolve. How can
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increasingly-complex systems remain safe in increasingly-
demanding environments? Automation is generally viewed
as rigid to unexpected states, and current certification stan-
dards require proofs of algorithm correctness not satisfied by
adaptive (machine learning) procedures. On the other hand,
data presented to humans “on the loop” will ultimately be
abstracted well above the lowest-level control algorithm or
embedded sensor, limiting their ability to maintain situational
awareness at all levels. Additionally, human reaction time
will be insufficient to maintain separation in super-density
terminal areas where sub-second response may be required.
Spacecraft are operated from the ground and communication
bandwidth is limited. As missions increase in number, data
collection capacity, and distance from Earth, communication
delays will increase and pressure will be placed on missions
to limit transmissions to high-value data obtained through
onboard processing and compression as well as acquisition.
These challenges motivate the continued advancement of
automation, not only as aids to an operator but also to move
Aerospace platforms toward becoming independent nodes in
a global Aerospace systems network. Such advancement will
require future engineers and operators to be educated not only
in the fundamentals for their field but also across the disci-
plines that must be understood to design, validate, and safely
operate these complex systems-of-systems.

NOMENCLATURE

ADIRU air data inertial reference unit
ADS air data system
ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance

Broadcast
GNC guidance, navigation, and control
GPS global positioning system
LEO low earth orbit
ILS instrument landing system
IMU inertial measurement unit
INS inertial navigation system
LORAN long range navigation
NDB non-directional beacon

RAX radio aurora explorer
RTOS real-time operating system
TCAS traffic collision avoidance system
UAS unmanned aircraft system
VOR very high frequency omni-directional radio

range
VSI vertical speed indicator
WAAS wide area augmentation system

NOTE

1. Aerospace systems can, of course, still be flown without
the full complement of avionics components. These sys-
tems are, however, becoming the exception rather than the
rule, even for small-scale unmanned operations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Unmanned air systems (UAS) are playing an increasingly
prominent role in military operations. Technology advance-
ments have enabled the development of large UAS like the
Northrop Grumman Global Hawk and the General Atom-
ics Predator, and also smaller UAS like the AeroVironment
Raven and the in situ ScanEagle. As recent conflicts have
demonstrated, there are numerous military applications for
small UAS’ including reconnaissance, surveillance, battle
damage assessment, and communications relays. Civil and
commercial applications are not as well developed, although
potential applications are extremely broad in scope. Possi-
ble applications for UAS technology include environmental
monitoring, forest fire monitoring, homeland security, bor-
der patrol, drug interdiction, aerial surveillance and mapping,

traffic monitoring, precision agriculture, disaster relief, ad-
hoc communications networks, and rural search and rescue.

The design of the autopilot system for a small UAS dif-
fers from manned aircraft in several ways. The first obvious
difference is that a human pilot is not in the loop. This
has several important implications. In particular, the pilot
is not able to set trim conditions which must therefore be
determined automatically by the autopilot. Additional func-
tions that are typically performed by the autopilot include
take-off and landing and waypoint navigation. The second
difference between small UAS and larger aircraft is the
type of sensors that are available. Large aircraft typically
have high quality inertial measurement unit (IMU), angle-
of-attack sensors, and GPS. For a small UAS, the sensor
suite is limited to global position system (GPS), microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS) gyros and accelerometers,
and differential and absolute pressure sensors. The implica-
tion is that estimates of the states of the aircraft will be of
much poorer quality with small UAS. Another difference
is that the airspeed and the wind speed are more closely
aligned for small UAS than they are for larger aircraft. The
implication is that navigation algorithms must be explic-
itly designed for high wind situations. Finally, small UAS
have much less payload capacity than larger aircraft and
can therefore not carry significant computational resources
on-board. The consequence is that the autopilot algorithms
must have relatively modest computational and memory
requirements.

There are several commercially available autopilots for
small UAS. These include the Kestrel Autopilot pro-
duced by Procerus Technologies (http://procerusuav.com),
the Piccolo Autopilot produced by Cloud Cap Technologies
(http://www.cloudcaptech.com), and the MP2128 Autopilot
produced by MicroPilot Inc (http://www.micropilot.com).
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2 Avionics System Integration

Figure 1. (a) The Kestrel autopilot (image courtesy of Procerus Technologies); (b) The Piccolo II (image courtesy of Cloud Cap Technology,
Inc.); (c) The MP2128 (image courtesy of Micropilot, Inc.).

Table 1. Size, weight, and power specifications for the Kestrel,
Piccolo II, and MP2128 autopilots.

Kestrel Piccolo II MP2128

(includes datalink)
Size (in) 2 × 1.37 × 0.47 5.6 × 1.8 × 0.24 1.5 × 4 × 0.5
Weight (g) 17 226 28
Power (W) 2 4 1

These autopilots are shown in Figure 1 and some of their
specifications are shown in Table 1.

The objective of this chapter is to describe autopilot tech-
nologies for small UAS. The principles will be common to all
autopilots in this size and weight class. In Section 2 we will
describe a general autopilot architecture. In Section 3 we will

describe low-level control design using successive loop clo-
sure. Section 4 describes sensors that are typically on-board
small UAS and sensor processing necessary to extract state
information, and Section 5 discusses GPS navigation.

2 AUTOPILOT ARCHITECTURE

A typical system architecture for a small UAS is shown in
Figure 2. The UAS is composed of a ground component and
an air component. The air system includes the autopilot and
a camera, which is often gimbaled. The autopilot communi-
cates to the ground component via two communication links:
one for telemetry and command and control, and the other
for video. Typically, a 900 MHz transmitter is used for the
command and control link, and a 2.4 GHz transmitter is used

Air 

Sensors:
GPS, gyros, etc.  

Actuators 

By-pass switch 

Autopilot 

900 MHz
transceiver

2.4 GHz
transmitter 

Ground 

RC controls 

Ground station 
• Telemetry 
• Path planner 
• Human interface 
• Video display
• Video processing 

900 MHz
transceiver

2.4 GHz
receiver

Frame grabber 

Serial 

On-board
camera

Gimbal

Servo loops State estimator 

Path following 

Figure 2. Autopilot architecture for small UAS. The architecture includes a ground component and an air component.
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for the video link. The autopilot software consists of a state
estimator, servo loops, and a path following module.

The ground system includes a ground station, the cor-
responding communication hardware, and a mechanism to
allow radio control (RC) override. The RC override is for
safety and regulatory requirements. The ground station typ-
ically includes telemetry recording, video display, a human
interface, and possibly a waypoint path planning module.

This chapter focuses primarily on the autopilot software.
In Section 3 we discuss the servo loops. The input to the
servo loops is the estimated state x̂ as well as the commanded
altitude hc, airspeed V c, pitch angle θc, and heading angle
ψc. The servo loops send commands to the actuators which
include a rudder δr, aileron δa, elevator δe, and throttle δt. The
path following module receives commands from the ground
station to go to a specified waypoint, or to orbit a specific
point on the ground at a certain radius and airspeed. Section 5
discusses the path following module. The autopilot and the
path following blocks rely on accurate state estimates which
are obtained by filtering the on-board sensors which include
accelerometers, rate gyros, pressure sensors, and GPS. The
state estimator is discussed in Section 4.

3 INNER-LOOP CONTROL STRUCTURE

The equations of motion for fixed-wing aircraft are
typically decomposed into lateral and longitudinal dynam-
ics (Blakelock, 1991; Nelson, 1998; Etkin and Reid, 1996;
Roskam, 1998). The lateral dynamics include the roll angle,
the inertial heading direction (measured from North), and the
inertial North–East position of the aircraft. The longitudinal
dynamics include the pitch angle, the airspeed, and the alti-
tude of the aircraft. Feedback loops are designed separately
for the lateral and longitudinal dynamics. While there is cou-
pling between lateral and longitudinal motion, the feedback
loops are designed to reject the disturbances that are due to
this coupling. Design of the feedback control loops for lateral
motion is discussed in Section 3.1 and for longitudinal motion
in Section 3.2. The autopilot design discussed in this chapter
would not be appropriate for highly aggressive maneuvers
where the coupling between lateral and longitudinal motion
must be directly addressed.

Figure 3 depicts the definitions of the variables used
throughout the rest of the chapter. The body frame x-axis
is out the nose of the aircraft, the y-axis is out the right wing,
and the z-axis is out the bottom. The rotation rates about the
body frame axes are denoted by p, q, and r, and are called
the roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate. The yaw angle ψ is
defined by aligning the body axis with the inertial North–
East-Down (NED) axes and rotating about the body z-axis

Figure 3. Definition of variables used throughout this chapter. The
angular rates are given by p, q, and r. The Euler angles are denoted
as φ, θ, ψ. The airspeed is V , the heading angle is χ and the flight
path angle is γ . The inertial position is (pn, pe), and the altitude is h.

(Down axis) by ψ. The pitch angle is defined by rotating
the resulting coordinate system about the body y-axis by θ.
The roll angle is defined by rotating the yawed and pitched
coordinate system about the body x-axis by φ. The North–
East-Down position of the aircraft is denoted by (pn, pe, pd).
The altitude is measured along the negative Down axis and is
denoted by h = −pd. The airspeed of the airframe, which is
defined as the speed of the aircraft relative to the surrounding
air mass, is V . The flight path angle, which is the angle that
the velocity vector makes with the North–East plane is given
by γ and is equal to the pitch angle minus the aircraft angle
of attack: γ = θ − α. The course angle χ is the angle of the
velocity vector from North and is equal to the yaw angle plus
the crab angle: χ = ψ + χc, where the crab angle is the angle
between the inertial velocity vector of the aircraft, and the
body frame x-axis which points out the noise of the aircraft.
Note that the crab angle is different than the sideslip angle,
which is the difference between the relative wind vector and
the body frame x-axis. The lateral dynamics involve the vari-
ables p, φ, r, ψ, χ, pn, and pe. The longitudinal dynamics
involve the variables q, θ, χ, V , and h.

3.1 Lateral autopilot

Figure 4 shows the block diagram for a lateral–directional
autopilot using successive loop closure. There are five gains
associated with the lateral–directional autopilot. The deriva-
tive gain kdφ

provides roll rate damping at the innermost
loop. The roll attitude is regulated with the proportional and
integral gains kpφ

and kiφ . The heading is regulated with the
proportional and integral gains kpχ

and kiχ . The idea with suc-
cessive loop closure, is that the gains are successively chosen
one at a time beginning with the inner loop and working out-
ward. In particular, kdφ

is usually selected first, kpφ
second,

kiφ third, kpχ
fourth, and kiχ last.

If a model of the dynamics is available, then the gains
can be selected analytically. From Figure 4, note that if the
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Figure 4. Control loops for the lateral autopilot using successive loop closure.

integrator gain kiφ = 0, then the transfer function from the
commanded roll angle to the roll angle is given by

Hφ/φc (s) = kpφ
aφ2

s2 + (aφ1 + aφ2kdφ
)s + kpφ

aφ2

(1)

If the desired response is given by the canonical second-
order transfer function

ω2
nφ

s2 + 2ζ
φ
ωnφ

s + ω2
nφ

(2)

then equating denominator polynomial coefficients, we
obtain

ω2
nφ

= kpφ
aφ2 (3)

2ζ
φ
ωnφ

= aφ1 + aφ2kdφ
(4)

Solving these expressions for kpφ
and kdφ

gives

kpφ
= ω2

nφ

aφ2

(5)

kdφ
= 2ζ

φ
ωnφ

− aφ1

aφ2

(6)

Therefore, selecting the desired damping ratio and natural
frequency fix the values for kpφ

and kdφ
.

Since the roll dynamics is a type one system, zero steady-
state tracking error in roll should be achievable without an
integrator (Franklin, Powell and Emami-Naeini, 2002). How-
ever, coupling from the longitudinal dynamics introduces a
disturbance that enters at the summing junction before δa

in Figure 4. Disturbances are also introduced into the roll
dynamics by gusts or turbulence. To reject these disturbances,
an integrator must be included. If aφ1 and aφ2 are known, then
kiφ can be effectively selected using root locus techniques.
The closed loop poles of the system are given by

s3 + (aφ1 + aφ2kdφ
)s2 + aφ2kdφ

s + aφ2kiφ = 0 (7)

which can be placed in Evans form as

1 + kiφ

[
aφ2

s
(
s2 + (aφ1 + aφ2kdφ

)s + aφ2kdφ

)
]

= 0 (8)

Figure 5 shows the root locus of the characteristic equation
plotted as a function of kiφ . For small values of gain, the
system remains stable.

The next step in the successive-loop-closure design of the
lateral–directional autopilot is to design the heading hold
outer loop. If the inner loop from φc to φ has been adequately
tuned, then Hφ/φc ≈ 1 over the range of frequencies from 0 to
ωnφ

. Under this condition, the block diagram of Figure 4 can
be simplified to the block diagram in Figure 6 for the purposes
of designing the outer loop, where the wind disturbance has
been transformed to the input of the plant.

The objective of the heading hold design is to select kpχ

and kiχ in Figure 6 so that the heading angle χ asymptoti-
cally tracks steps in the commanded heading angle χc. From
the simplified block diagram, the transfer functions from the
inputs χc and the input disturbance dχ to the output χ are
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Figure 5. Roll loop root locus as a function of the integral gain kiφ .
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Figure 6. Heading hold outer feedback loop.

given by

χ = (g/V )s

s2 + kpχ
(g/V )s + kiχ(g/V )

dχ

+ kpχ
(g/V )s + kiχ(g/V )

s2 + kpχ
(g/V )s + kiχ(g/V )

χc (9)

Note that if dχ and χc are constants, then the final value
theorem implies that χ → χc. The transfer function from χc

to χ has the form

Hχ = 2ζ
χ
ωnχ

s + ω2
nχ

s2 + 2ζ
χ
ωnχ

s + ω2
nχ

(10)

As with the inner feedback loops, we can choose the nat-
ural frequency and damping of the outer loop and from those
values calculate the feedback gains kpχ

and kiχ . Figure 7 shows
the frequency response and the step response for Hχ. Note
that because of the zero the standard intuition for the selection
of ζ does not hold for this transfer function. Larger ζ results
in larger bandwidth and smaller overshoot.

Comparing coefficients in equations (9) and (10), we find

ω2
nχ

= g

V
kiχ (11)

2ζχωnχ
= g

V
kpχ

(12)

Solving these expressions for kpχ
and kiχ gives

kpχ
= 2ζ

χ
ωnχ

V

g
(13)

kiχ = ω2
nχ

V

g
(14)

To ensure proper function of this successive-loop-closure
design, it is essential that the inner (roll) and outer (heading)
feedback loops are sufficiently separated. Adequate separa-
tion can be achieved using the rule of thumb

ωnφ
> 5ωnχ

(15)

Figure 7. Frequency and step response for second order system. (a) Body diagram; (b) step response.
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Figure 8. Flight regimes for the longitudinal autopilot.

Generally, more bandwidth separation is better. More
bandwidth separation requires either slower response in the
χ loop (lower ωnχ

), or faster response in the φ loop (higher
ωnφ

). Faster response usually comes at the cost of requiring
more actuator control authority, which may not be possible
given the physical constraints of the actuators.

The rudder is typically used to regulate the side-slip angle
β to zero in order to maintain coordinated turn conditions.
Because of space limitations we will not give the equations
for rudder control.

3.2 Longitudinal autopilot

The longitudinal autopilot is more complicated than the lat-
eral autopilot because airspeed plays a significant role in the
longitudinal dynamics. Our objective in designing the lon-
gitudinal autopilot will be to regulate airspeed and altitude
using the throttle and the elevator as actuators. The method
used to regulate altitude and airspeed depends on the altitude
error. The flight regimes are shown in Figure 8.

In the take-off zone, full throttle is commanded and the
pitch attitude is regulated to a fixed pitch angle θc using the
elevator.

In the climb zone, the objective is to maximize the climb
rate given the current atmospheric conditions. To maximize
the climb rate, full throttle is commanded and the airspeed
is regulated using the pitch angle. If the airspeed increases
above its nominal value, then the aircraft is caused to pitch
up which results in an increased climb rate and a decrease in
airspeed. Similarly, if the airspeed drops below the nominal
value, the airframe is pitched down thereby increasing the
airspeed but also decreasing the climb rate. Regulating the
airspeed using pitch attitude effectively keeps the airframe
away from stall conditions. Note however, that we would not
want to regulate airspeed with pitch attitude immediately after

take-off because after take-off the airframe is always trying
to gain airspeed but pitching down will drive the aircraft into
the ground.

The descend zone is similar to the climb zone except that
the throttle is commanded to zero. Again, stall conditions
are avoided by regulating airspeed using the pitch angle thus
maximizing the descent rate at a given airspeed. On some
airframes zero throttle may not be possible or desirable. In
these cases, the throttle is set to a minimum value.

In the altitude hold zone, the airspeed is regulated by
adjusting the throttle, and the altitude is regulated by com-
manding the pitch attitude.

To implement the longitudinal autopilot shown in Figure 8
we need the following feedback loops: (i) pitch attitude hold
using elevator, (ii) airspeed hold using throttle, (iii) airspeed
hold using pitch attitude, and (iv) altitude hold using pitch
attitude. The design of each of these loops will be discussed in
the next four subsections. Finally, the complete longitudinal
autopilot will be presented in Section 3.2.5.

3.2.1 Pitch attitude hold

The pitch attitude hold loop is similar to the roll attitude hold
loop and we will follow a similar line of reasoning in its
development. From Figure 9, the transfer function from θc to
θ is given by

Hθ/θc (s) = kpθ
aθ3

s2 + (aθ1 + kdθ
aθ3 )s + (aθ2 + kpθ

aθ3 )
(16)

Note that in this case, the DC gain is not equal to one.
If the desired response is given by the canonical second

order transfer function

KθDCω
2
nθ

s2 + 2ζθωnθ
s + ω2

nθ

(17)
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Figure 9. Pitch attitude hold feedback loop.

then equating denominator coefficients we obtain

ω2
nθ

= aθ2 + kpθ
aθ3 (18)

2ζ
θ
ωnθ

= aθ1 + kdθ
aθ3 (19)

Solving these expressions for kpθ
and kdθ

gives

kpθ
= ω2

nθ
− aθ2

aθ3

(20)

kdθ
= 2ζ

θ
ωnθ

− aθ1

aθ3

(21)

Therefore, selecting the desired damping ratio and natural
frequency fixes the value for kpθ

and kdθ
.

The DC gain of this inner-loop transfer function
approaches one as the kpθ

→ ∞. The DC gain is given by

KθDC = kpθ
aθ3

(aθ2 + kpθ
aθ3 )

(22)

which for typical gain values is significantly less than one.
For the design of the outer loop, we will use this DC gain to
represent the gain of the inner loop over its full bandwidth.
An integral feedback term could be employed to ensure unity
DC gain on the inner loop. The addition of an integral term,
however, can severely limit the bandwidth of the inner loop.

3.2.2 Altitude hold using commanded pitch

The altitude hold autopilot again utilizes a successive loop
closure strategy with the pitch attitude hold autopilot as
an inner loop. Assuming that the pitch loops function as
designed and θ ≈ KθDCθ

c, the altitude hold loop using the
commanded pitch is shown in Figure 10.

In the Laplace domain we have

h(s) =

 KθDCVkph

(
s + kih

kph

)
s2 + KθDCVkph

s + KθDCVkih


 hc(s)

+
(

s

s2 + KθDCVkph
s + KθDCVkih

)
dh(s) (23)

Figure 10. The altitude hold loop using the commanded pitch angle.

where again we see that the DC gain is equal to one, and
input disturbances dh are rejected for low frequencies. The
closed loop transfer function is again independent of airframe
parameters and is only dependent on the known airspeed. The
gains kph

and kih should be chosen such that the bandwidth of
the altitude-using-pitch loop is approximately five times less
than the bandwidth of the pitch attitude hold loop.

If the desired response of the altitude-hold loop is given
by the canonical second order transfer function

ω2
nh

s2 + 2ζ
h
ωnh

s + ω2
nh

(24)

then equating denominator coefficients and solving for kih
and kph

we obtain

kih = ω2
nh

KθDCV
(25)

kph
= 2ζ

h
ωnh

KθDCV
(26)

3.2.3 Airspeed hold using commanded pitch

The airspeed can also be regulated using the pitch angle as a
control variable since in level flight pushing the nose down
increases airspeed and pulling the nose up decreases airspeed.
The block diagram for airspeed hold using pitch attitude hold
as an inner loop is shown in Figure 11. Disturbance rejection
requires a proportional-integral (PI) controller.

Figure 11. PI Controller to regulate airspeed using the pitch angle.
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In the Laplace domain we have

�V (s) =




(
−KθDCgkpV2

) (
s + kiV2

kpV2

)

s+
(
aV1 − KθDCgkpV2

)
s − KθDCgkiV2


 �V c(s)

+
[

s

s2 + (aV1 − KθDCgkpV2
)s − KθDCgkiV2

]
dV (s)

(27)

Note that the DC gain is equal to one and that step distur-
bances are rejected. The angle of attack α enters into the block
diagram at the same location asdV . If we assume that the angle
of attack is constant, then the PI controller winds up the inte-
grator to reject α. Therefore, the output of the PI controller
can be used as the input to the pitch attitude hold loop.

The gains kpV2
and kiV2

should be chosen such that the
bandwidth of the airspeed to pitch loop is less than the band-
width of the pitch attitude hold loop. Following a procedure
similar to previous sections, we can determine values for
the feedback gains by matching denominator coefficients in
equation (27) with those of a canonical second-order transfer
function. Denoting the desired natural frequency and damp-
ing ratio we seek to achieve with feedback as ω2

nV2
and ζ

V2
,

matching coefficients and solving for the control gains gives

kiV2
= −

ω2
nV2

KθDCg
(28)

kpV2
= aV1 − 2ζ

V2
ωnV2

KθDCg
(29)

3.2.4 Airspeed hold using throttle

The closed loop system for the airspeed using the throttle as
an input is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Airspeed hold using throttle.

The transfer function is given by

�V =
[

aV2

(
kpV

s + kiV

)
s2 + (

aV1 + aV2kpV

)
s + aV2kiV

]
�V c

+
[

1

s2 + (
aV1 + aV2kpV

)
s + aV2kiV

]
dV (30)

where �V is the deviation of the airspeed from trim, �V c is
the commanded deviation from trim, where it is clear that the
DC gain is one and that input disturbances dV are rejected
for low frequencies. If aV1 and aV2 are known, then the gains
kpV

and kiV can be effectively determined using the same
technique we have used previously. Equating the closed-loop
transfer function denominator coefficients with those of a
canonical second-order transfer function, gives

ω2
nV

= aV2kiV (31)

2ζ
V
ωnV

= aV1 + aV2kpV
(32)

Inverting these expressions gives the control gains

kiV = ω2
nV

aV2

(33)

kpV
= 2ζ

V
ωnV

− aV1

aV2

(34)

Note that since �V
�= V − V̂ and �V c �= V c − V̂ , then

�V c − �V = V c − V (35)

Therefore, the control loop shown in Figure 12 can be
implemented without knowledge of the trim velocity V̂ .
Similarly, since the integrator will wind up to reject step dis-
turbances, and a constant error in δ̂t can be thought of as a
step disturbance, we can set δt = �δt.

3.2.5 Altitude control state machine

The longitudinal autopilot modes can be combined to create
the altitude control state machine shown in Figure 13.

In the climb zone, the throttle is set to its maximum value
(δt = 1) and the airspeed hold from commanded pitch mode is
used to control the airspeed and thus ensure that the airframe
avoids stall conditions. In simple terms, this causes the UAS
to climb at its maximum possible climb rate until it is close
to the altitude set point. Similarly, in the descend zone, the
throttle is set to its minimum value (δt = 0) and the airspeed
hold from commanded pitch mode is again used to control
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Climb zone 

Descend zone 

Altitude hold zone 

δ t = 0

θ c = kpV2

kpV2

k pθ

k iv2

k iv2

k iθ

k iθ

+ s (V c−V )

(V c−V )

(V c−V )

(h c − h)

δe = kpθ +
s

(θ c− θ)−kdθ
q

(θ c− θ )−kdθ
q

(θ c− θ )−kdθ
q

+ s

+ s

δ t =

δ t = 1

kpV

kph

kpθ
k iθ

+
k iV

k ih

s

θ c =

θ c =

+ s

δe =

δe =

+ s

h < hc + ∆h

h < hc + ∆h

h ≥ h c + ∆h

h ≥ h c + ∆h
























 




 




 



Figure 13. Altitude control state machine. The commanded altitude
is hc and δ̄h defines a small altitude window around hc.

airspeed. In this way, the UAS descends at a steady descent
rate until it reaches the altitude hold zone. In the altitude hold
zone, the airspeed from throttle mode is used to regulate the
airspeed around V c, and the altitude from pitch mode is used
to regulate the altitude around hc.

4 ON-BOARD SENSORS AND SENSOR
PROCESSING

One of the biggest challenges with small UASs is to
accurately estimate the dynamic states of the aircraft. Com-
mercially available autopilots like the Kestrel, Piccolo II, and
MP 2128 include the following sensor suite:

� Three-axis MEMS rate gyros
� Three-axis MEMS accelerometers
� Absolute and differential pressure sensors
� GPS.

Optional sensors that may be available include a two-axis
magnetometer and an ultrasonic range finder (for landing).
In Section 3 we saw that the low-level autopilot requires
knowledge of the following states:

� Roll rate p, pitch rate q, yaw rate r
� Roll angle φ, pitch angle θ
� Airspeed V , altitude h
� Heading angle χ.

The navigation algorithm discussed in Section 5 will also
make use of the North–East position of the aircraft, which
will be denoted by pn and pe. The objective of this section
is to describe how the available sensors are used to estimate
the required states.

4.1 Angular rates, airspeed, and altitude

The angular rates, airspeed, and altitude of the aircraft can
be estimated by directly inverting the sensor models. A brief
discussion of this process is described below.

A MEMS rate gyro contains a small vibrating lever. When
the lever undergoes an angular rotation, Coriolis effects
change the frequency of the vibration, thus detecting the
rotation. The output of the rate gyro is given by

ygyro = kgyro� + βgyro + ηgyro (36)

where ygyro is in Volts, kgyro is a gain, � is the angular rate in
radians per second, βgyro is a bias, and ηgyro is zero mean white
noise. The gain kgyro and the bias βgyro are strongly depen-
dent on temperature and need to be carefully measured. The
commercially available autopilots described in Section 1 have
preprogrammed firmware routines that include look-up tables
for the gain and bias as a function of temperature. Unfortu-
nately, this process does not completely compensate for the
bias term βgyro which drifts with time. Therefore, during the
preflight phase, it is necessary to calibrate the rate gyros.

If three rate gyros are aligned along the x, y, and z axes
of the vehicle, then the rate gyros measure the angular body
rates p, q, and r as follows:

ygyro,x = kgyro,xp + βgyro,x + ηgyro,x (37)

ygyro,y = kgyro,yq + βgyro,y + ηgyro,y (38)

ygyro,z = kgyro,zr + βgyro,z + ηgyro,z (39)

Therefore, assuming knowledge of the gain and bias, the
angular rates p, q, and r can be estimated by low-pass filtering
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as

p̂ =
[
Hlpf (ygyro,x) − βgyro,x

]
kgyro,x

(40)

q̂ =
(
Hlpf (ygyro,y) − βgyro,x

)
kgyro,x

(41)

r̂ =
(
Hlpf (ygyro,z) − βgyro,x

)
kgyro,x

(42)

where Hlpf (·) denotes the application of a low-pass filter, and
where the “hat” notation denotes an estimated quantity.

The airspeed is measured using a pitot tube attached to
a differential pressure sensor. If the pitot tube is oriented in
the direction of motion, then the output of the differential
pressure sensor is

ydiff pres = 1

2
ρV 2 + ηdiff pres (43)

where V is the airspeed, ρ is the density of air, and ηdiffpres is
zero mean white noise. A simple estimation scheme for the
airspeed is

V̂ =
√

2

ρ
H1pf (ydiff pres) (44)

The altitude of the UAS is measured using an static pres-
sure sensor, where the output of the sensor is given by

ystatic pres = ρgh + ηstatic pres (45)

where ρ is the density of air, g is the gravity constant, h is the
altitude of the UAS, and ηstatic pres is zero mean white noise.
Therefore, the altitude of the UAS can be estimated as

ĥ = H1pf (ystatic pres)

ρg
(46)

4.2 Roll and pitch angles

The most difficult states to measure are the vehicle roll and
pitch angles. The basic idea that we will discuss in this section
is to estimate the roll and pitch angles by integrating the rate
gyros and using the accelerometers to correct for integration
constants and biases and drift in the rate gyros.

A MEMS accelerometer contains a small plate attached
to torsion levers. The plate rotates under acceleration
and changes the capacitance between the plate and the

surrounding walls (http://www.silicondesigns.com/tech.
html). The output of a single-axis accelerometer is given by

yacc = kaccA + βacc + ηacc (47)

where yacc is in Volts, kacc is a gain, A is the acceleration in
meters per second, βacc is a bias term, and ηacc is zero mean
white noise. The gain kacc and the bias term βacc are strongly
dependent on temperature. Therefore the accelerometer must
be calibrated in a temperature chamber.

Accelerometers measure the specific force in the body
frame of the vehicle. A physically intuitive explanation is
given in (Stevens and Lewis, 2003, pp. 13–15). Additional
explanation is given in (Rauw, 1998, pp. 27). Mathematically
we have

[ax ay az]
T = 1

m

(
F − F gravity

)
(48)

where F is the total force acting on the center of mass of
the UAS, and F gravity is the force due to gravity. For a flying
vehicle, the total force is composed of four components:

F = F thrust + F drag + F lift + F gravity (49)

where F thrust is the thrust force, F drag is the drag force, and
F lift is the lift force. For a fixed-wing aircraft in unaccelerated
flight, the total forces on the UAS sum to zero. Therefore,
from equation (48) we have that the accelerometers measure
the direction of the gravity vector, which can be used to extract
the roll and pitch angles.

We note here that while accelerometers can be used effec-
tively to estimate roll and pitch for fixed-wing vehicles or for
hovercraft in the forward motion regime, they are not useful
for hovercraft in the hover regime. Near hover, the lift and
drag forces are essentially zero. Therefore, from Equation 48
the accelerometers measure the thrust vector and not the grav-
ity vector. Since the thrust vector is a body fixed quantity, the
orientation of the aircraft cannot be extracted.

The acceleration of any rigid body is given by

v̇ + ωb/i × v = 1

m
F (50)

where v
�= (u, v, w)T is the inertial velocity expressed in the

body frame, and ωb/i
�= (p, q, r)T is the angular velocity of

the body with respect to the inertial frame, expressed in the
body frame. Plugging equation (50) into equation (48), and
expressing the gravity vector in terms of the roll angle φ and
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the pitch angle θ gives

ax = u̇ + qw − rv + g sin θ (51)

ay = v̇ + ru − pw − g cos θ sin φ (52)

az = ẇ + pv − qu − g cos θ cos φ (53)

where a∗ is the specific acceleration along the ∗-axis of the
body. If the gains of the accelerometers are calibrated and
normalized to 1/g, and the biases calibrated and removed,
then the outputs of the accelerometers are given by

yacc,x = u̇ + qw − rv + g sin θ

g
+ ηacc,x (54)

yacc,y = v̇ + ru − pw − g cos θ sin φ

g
+ ηacc,y (55)

yacc,z = ẇ + pv − qu − g cos θ cos φ

g
+ ηacc,z (56)

The body frame velocity vector can be expressed as




u

v

w


 = V




cos α cos β

sin β

sin α cos β


 (57)

where α is the angle of attack and β is the sideslip
angle Stevens and Lewis (2003). Since α and β are typically
not measured on small UAS, and since for small fixed-wing
vehicles α and β are typically small, we assume that α ≈ θ

and β ≈ 0 to obtain




u

v

w


 ≈ V




cos θ

0

sin θ


 (58)

Approximating u̇ = v̇ = ẇ = 0, equation (55) becomes

yacc,x ≈ qV sin θ

g
+ sin θ + ηacc,x (59)

yacc,y ≈ rV cos θ − pV sin θ

g
− cos θ sin φ + ηacc,y (60)

yacc,z ≈ −qV cos θ

g
− cos θ cos φ + ηacc,z (61)

Therefore, a simple inversion scheme that does not include
the integration of rate gyros is given by

θ̂accel = sin−1


H1pf (yacc,x)

q̂V̂

g
+ 1


 (62)

φ̂accel = tan−1


H1pf (yacc,y) −

(
r̂V̂ cos θ̂−p̂V̂ sin θ̂

g

)
H1pf (yacc,z) +

(
q̂V̂ cos θ̂

g

)

 (63)

A fixed gain Kalman filter can be used to fuse the
accelerometer and rate gyro information. The relationship
between the angular rates φ̇ and θ̇ and the body fixed angular
velocities p and q is given by Stevens and Lewis (2003)

φ̇ = p + q sin φ tan θ + r cos φ tan θ (64)

θ̇ = q cos φ − r sin φ (65)

= q + [
q(cos φ − 1) − r sin φ

]
(66)

If we lump the nonlinearities into noise variables and make
the (admittedly bad) assumption that the noise will be zero
mean and Gaussian, then we have

φ̇ = p + ξφ (67)

θ̇ = q + ξθ (68)

where we assume that ξφ ∼ N (0, Qφ) and ξθ ∼ N (0, Qθ).
The accelerometers are used for measurement correction.

Therefore

yφ = φ̂accel = φ + ηφ (69)

yθ = θ̂accel = θ + ηθ (70)

where we again assume that ηφ ∼ N (0, Rφ) and
ηθ ∼ N (0, Rθ). The steady-state Kalman filter equations
are Dorato, Abdallah, and Cerone ( 1995)

˙̂x = Ax̂ + Bu + L(y − Cx̂) (71)

L = PCTR−1 (72)

0 = AP + PAT + GQGT − PCTR−1CP (73)

The Riccati equation for the roll angle simplifies to

Qφ − P2
φ

Rφ

= 0 (74)
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Therefore we have

Pφ = √
QφRφ (75)

and the Kalman gain becomes

Lφ = PφR
−1
φ =

√
Qφ

Rφ

(76)

We can calculate Lθ using similar reasoning. Therefore, the
steady state Kalman filters for roll and pitch angles, which
fuse rate gyro and accelerometer data, are given by

˙̂φ = p +
√

Qφ

Rφ

(
φ̂accel − φ̂

)
(77)

˙̂
θ = q +

√
Qθ

Rθ

(
θ̂accel − θ̂

)
(78)

4.3 Inertial position and heading

This section describes an estimation scheme for the inertial
position and heading using GPS as an input. GPS signals have
an inertial position bias due to timing and other errors that
will not not be corrected by the techniques discussed in this
section. We assume that position, heading, and groundspeed
are directly measured by the GPS unit.

The simplest technique for estimating position and head-
ing is to simply low-pass filter the GPS signals. However,
since the GPS update rate is on the order of one second, we
desire to estimate the states in between GPS updates.

The kinematic equations of motion for inertial position
and heading are given by




ṗn

ṗn

χ̇


 =




Vg cos χ

Vg sin χ

q sin φ

cos θ
+ r cos φ

cos θ


 + ξ (79)

where Vg is the ground speed of the UAS and ξ is a
zero mean Gaussian process with covariance Q. Obviously
equation (79) has problems as θ approaches ±π/2, and
as such the scheme described in this section assumes rel-
atively small pitch angles. If we let x = (pn, pe, χ)T and
u = (Vg, q, r, φ, θ)T, then we have

ẋ = f (x, u) + ξ (80)

GPS returns measurements of pn, pe, and χ directly.
Therefore the output model is

ygps =




pn

pe

χ


 + η (81)

where η ∼ N (0, R) and C = I. To implement the Kalman
filter we need the Jacobian of f which can be calculated as

∂f

∂x
=




0 0 −Vg sin χ

0 0 Vg cos χ

0 0 0


 (82)

The resulting Kalman filter is listed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Kalman filter for pn, pe and χ

1: Initialize: x̂ = 0.
2: Pick an output sample rate Tout which is much less than the

sample rates of the sensors.
3: At each sample time Tout:
4: for i = 1 to N do {Propagate the equations.}
5: x̂ = x̂ + (

Tout
N

)
f (x̂, u)

6: A = ∂f

∂x
(x̂, u)

7: P = P + (
Tout
N

) (
AP + PAT + Q

)
8: end for
9: if GPS measurement received, then {Measurement Update}

10: L = P(R + P)−1

11: P = (I − L)P
12: x̂ = x̂ + L

(
ygps − x̂

)
13: end if

5 GPS NAVIGATION

In this section we will describe guidance laws for tracking
straight-line paths and orbits. The primary challenge in track-
ing straight line segments and circular orbits is the constant
winds, which are almost always present. For small UAS, wind
speeds are commonly 20–60% of the desired airspeed. Effec-
tive path tracking strategies must overcome the effect of this
ever present disturbance. For most fixed-wing small UAS,
the minimum turn radius is in the range of 10–50 m, which
places a fundamental limit on the spatial frequency of paths
that can be tracked.
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Implicit in the notion of trajectory tracking is that the vehi-
cle is commanded to be at a particular location at a specific
time. For fixed-wing UAS, the desired position is constantly
moving (at the desired ground speed), which can result in sig-
nificant problems if wind disturbances are not accounted for
properly. If the UAS is flying into a strong wind (relative to
its commanded groundspeed), the progression of the trajec-
tory point must be slowed accordingly. Similarly, if the UAS
is flying down wind, the speed of the tracking point must be
increased to keep it from overrunning the desired position.
Given that wind disturbances vary and are often not easily
predicted, trajectory tracking can be challenging in anything
other than calm conditions.

Rather than using a trajectory tracking approach, this sec-
tion focuses on path following where the objective is to
be on the path rather than at a certain point at a particu-
lar time. With path following, the time dependence of the
problem is removed. A key insight is to use groundspeed
and heading as opposed to airspeed and yaw angle. By using
groundspeed instead of airspeed and heading instead of yaw,
asymptotic path following can be guaranteed, even in the
presence of constant wind disturbances. The path following
approach is discussed in more detail in Nelson et al. (2007),
Aguiar, Hespanha and Kokotovic (2005), Encarnação, and
Pascoal (2001), Skjetne, and Kokotović (2004), Rysdyk
(2003).

This section is limited to constant altitude motion. The
corresponding equations of motion are given by

ṗn = V cos χ + wn (83)

ṗe = V sin χ + we (84)

where we will assume that the input to the guidance law is
the heading angle χ, and where (wn, we) are the magnitude
of the wind vector in North–East coordinates. The objective
is to develop a method for accurate path following in the
presence of wind. For a given airframe, there is an optimal
airspeed for which the airframe is the most aerodynamically
efficient. Therefore, to conserve fuel, it is desirable that the
UAS maintain a constant airspeed. Accordingly, in this sec-
tion we will assume a constant airspeed V . The relationship
between airspeed, windspeed, and groundspeed are shown in
Figure 14.

The equations of motion for the North and the East direc-
tions can be written in terms of the heading and groundspeed
as

ṗn = V cos ψ + Vw cos χw = Vg cos χ (85)

ṗe = V sin ψ + Vw sin χw = Vg sin χ (86)

Yaw,ψ 

Heading, χ

North

East

Wind direction, χw

Ground track 

Vw

V

Vg

Figure 14. This figure shows the relationship between the airspeed
V , the windspeed Vw, and ground speed Vg, as well as the relation-
ship between yaw ψ, heading χ, and wind direction χw. The crab
angle is defined as heading minus yaw.

where the groundspeed Vg is given by

Vg =
√

V 2 + V 2
w + 2VVw cos(ψ − χw) (87)

and the heading angle χ is given by

χ = tan−1
(

V sin ψ + Vw sin χw

V cos ψ + Vw cos χw

)
(88)

Section 5.1 will develop a guidance strategy for following
straight line paths, and Section 5.2 will develop a guidance
strategy for following constant altitude orbits.

5.1 Straight-line path following

A straight line path is described by two vectors inR2, namely

Pstraight(r, q) = {
x ∈ R2 : x = r + αq, α ∈ R}

(89)

where r ∈ R2 is the origin of the path, andq ∈ R2 is a unit vec-
tor whose direction indicates the desired direction of travel.
Figure 15 shows a top down view of Pstraight(r, q).
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straight (r,q )

z = r + qq Tp p~

p~ = p − r

q

χq

r

 East

North

Figure 15. This figure shows the configuration of the UAS indi-
cated by (p, χ), and the configuration of the UAS relative to Pstraight

indicated by (p̃, χ̃).

The heading of Pstraight(r, q̂), as measured from North is
given by

χq
�= tan−1 qe

qn
(90)

The path following problem is most easily solved in a
frame relative to the straight-line path. Let

RP
i

�=
[

cos χq sin χq

− sin χq cos χq

]
(91)

be the transformation from the inertial frame to the path
frame, and let

p̃ =
[

p̃x

p̃y

]
�= RP

i (p − r) (92)

be the relative path error in the path frame. Therefore, the
relative dynamics in the path frame are given by

[
˙̃px

˙̃py

]
= RP

i (ṗi − ṙi) (93)

=
[

cos χq sin χq

− sin χq cos χq

] [
Vg cos χ

Vg sin χ

]
(94)

=
[

Vg cos(χ − χq)

Vg sin(χ − χq)

]
(95)

Our strategy is to construct a desired heading angle at every
point relative to the straight-line path that results in the UAS

P
~

y

Vg

χ∞

Pstraight (r,q )

χ~

Figure 16. Vector field for straight-line path following. Far away
from the waypoint path, the vector field is directed with an angle
χ∞ from the perpendicular to the path.

moving toward the path. The set of desired heading angles at
every point will be called a vector field because the desired
heading angle specifies a vector (relative to the straight line)
with a magnitude of unity. Figure 16 is an example of a vec-
tor field for straight-line path following. The objective is to
construct the vector field so that when p̃y is large the UAS
is directed to approach the path with heading angle χ∞, and
so that as p̃y approaches zero, the heading χ̃qχ − χq also
approaches zero. Toward that end, define the commanded
heading of the UAS as

χc(p̃y) = χq − χ∞ 2

�
tan−1(kp̃y) (96)

where k is a positive constant that influences the rate of the
transition from χ∞ to zero. Figure 17 shows how the choice
of k affects the rate of transition. Large values of k result in
short, abrupt transitions, while small values of k cause long,
smooth transitions in the desired heading.

If χ∞ is restricted to be in the range χ∞ ∈ (0, �
2 ] then

clearly

−�

2
< χ∞ 2

�
tan−1(kp̃y) <

�

2
(97)

for all values of p̃y. Therefore, since tan−1(·) is an odd func-
tion and sin(·) is odd over (−�

2 , �
2 ), we can use the Lyapunov

function W1(p̃y) = 1
2 p̃2

y to argue that if χ = χc(p̃y), then
p̃y → 0 asymptotically. Evaluating the Lie derivative of W1

under the assumption that χ = χc(p̃y) gives

Ẇ1 = −Vgp̃y sin
[
χ̃∞ 2

�
tan−1(kp̃y)

]
(98)
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Figure 17. Vector fields for various values of k. Large values of k

yield abrupt transitions from χ∞ to zero, while small values of k

give smooth transitions.

which is less than zero for p̃y /= 0. Asymptotic convergence
of this scheme in the presence of yaw and roll dynamics is
shown in Nelson et al. (2007).

5.2 Orbit following

An orbit is described by a center c ∈ R2, a radius R ∈ R, and
a direction λ ∈ {−1, 1}, as

Porbit(c, R, λ) = {
r ∈ R2 : r = c + λR(cos ϕ, sin ϕ)T,

ϕ ∈ [0, 2�)} (99)

where λ = 1 signifies a clockwise orbit and λ = −1 signifies
a counterclockwise orbit. Figure 18 shows a top down view
of an orbital path.

The guidance strategy for orbit following is best derived
in polar coordinates. Let

d
�=

√
(pn − cn)2 + (pe − ce)2 (100)

be the lateral distance from the desired center of the orbit to
the UAS, and let

ϕ
�= tan−1

(
pe − ce

pn − cn

)
(101)

Figure 18. Orbital path with center (cn, ce), and radius R. The dis-
tance from the orbit center to the UAS is d, and the angular position
of the UAS relative to the orbit is ϕ.

be the phase angle of the relative position, as shown in Fig-
ure 18. Differentiating d and using equations (85) and (86)
gives

ḋ = (pn − cn)ṗn + (pe − ce)ṗe

d
(102)

= (pn − cn)Vg cos χ + (pe − ce)Vg sin χ

d
(103)

Using Equation 101 gives

ḋ = Vg
(pn − cn) cos χ + (pe − ce) sin χ

d
(104)

= Vg

(
pn − cn

d

)
(cos χ + sin χ tan ϕ) (105)

= Vg cos ϕ (cos χ + sin χ tan ϕ) (106)

= Vg (cos χ cos ϕ + sin χ sin ϕ) (107)

= Vg cos(χ − ϕ) (108)

As shown in Figure 18, for a clockwise orbit, the desired
heading angle when the UAS is located on the orbit is given
by χo = ϕ + �/2. Similarly, for a counterclockwise orbit,
the desired angle is given by χo = ϕ − �/2. Therefore, in
general we have

χo = ϕ + λ
�

2
(109)

The control objective is to drive d(t) to the orbit radius R.

Defining the error variable d̃
�= d − R, the orbital kinematics
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can be restated as

˙̃d = −λVg sin(χ − χo) (110)

Our approach to orbit following is similar to the ideas
developed in Section 5.1. The strategy is to construct a
desired heading field that moves the UAS onto the orbit
Porbit(c, R, λ). When the distance between the UAS and the
center of the orbit is large, it is desirable for the UAS to fly
toward the orbit center. In other words, when d̃ >> R the
desired heading is

χ̃d ≈ χo + λ
�

2
(111)

and when d̃ = 0 the desired heading is χo. The proposed
guidance law is given by

χc(d̃) = χo + λ tan−1 (
kd̃

)
(112)

where k > 0 is a constant that specifies the rate of transition
from λ�/2 to zero. This expression for χc(d̃) is valid for all
values of d̃ ≥ −R.

Consider the Lyapunov function W1 = 1
2 d̃2. When χ =

χc(d̃), the Lie derivative of W1 is

Ẇ1 = −λVgd̃ sin
[
λ tan−1(kd̃)

]
(113)

= −Vgd̃ sin
[
tan−1(kd̃)

]
(114)

which is negative definite since the argument of sin is in
the set (−�/2, �/2) for all d̃, implying that d̃ → 0 asymp-
totically. Asymptotic convergence of this scheme in the
presence of yaw and roll dynamics is shown in (Nelson et al.,
2007).

6 SUMMARY

The objective of this chapter was to present basic principles
in the design of autopilots for small UAS. We presented a
basic architecture that is common to commercially available
autopilots for small UAS. We discussed in detail the design
of the feedback loops and how those loops are structured
to control the lateral and longitudinal modes of the aircraft.
Small UAS have a limited sensor suite. Common sensors
were discussed and simple techniques for extracting the state
of the system were described. We also presented a method
for tracking waypoint paths and circular orbits.
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NOTES

1. In this chapter, we will use the term “small UAS” to refer to
fixed wing aircraft with wingspan between 1 and 10 feet,
and payloads that may range from 0.25 to 10 kg. Operation
times may range from 15 min to 10 h.
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1 INTRODUCTION

At the core of any modern aerospace system is the computing
hardware. The amount of hardware and embedded soft-
ware, performance and control, and sensing functions have
increased in capability and complexity over the past several
decades and now represent a significant part of any aerospace
system development. Depending on the size and functions
involved, the computing hardware may be significantly dis-
tributed throughout the aerospace system. Selection of appro-
priate computing hardware for an aerospace system is often
as important as the more traditional aerospace disciplines of
propulsion, airframes, energy distribution, thermal and struc-
tural to the success, and utility of the aerospace system. There
is no one size fits all and most decisions are made based on
a number of factors both technical and programmatic.

Computing hardware selection is often distributed across
functions within an aircraft or spacecraft after system level

requirements are allocated to the functions. This selection
is typically part of the development process of the func-
tion’s subassembly or unit within the system being designed.
The integration of computing hardware usually follows the
same methodology as the function’s subassemblies or units
in which each element of computing hardware is developed.
These are then integrated into the higher level assemblies and
system as required. Techniques applicable to computing hard-
ware selection and its integration into the system, however,
are rather universal and applicable whether part of a large sys-
tem or small unit and may be iterative depending on the layers
of computing present. Recent examples of aerospace systems
with computing hardware content are Vladimirova, Wiu and
Bridges (2008), Bekker et al. (2008), Deininger (2009), and
Deutsch et al. (2008).

2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Selection of computing hardware begins with the right
requirements. These are typically derived from the per-
formance of the individual unit, subassembly or system.
These requirements are developed depending on the mission
requirements, operational scenarios, and operational con-
cepts such as “a day in the life of a system” and this derivation
has typically occurred at least to a preliminary level before
computing hardware selection takes place. Depending on
where the computing hardware resides and how extensive
its interconnections, there are many types of requirements
that affect the selection. These are shown in Table 1.

Requirements are seldom all perfectly aligned making an
obvious choice for the selection of computing hardware. The
requirements should be captured in a compliance spreadsheet
or a requirement management tool such as DOORSTM and
then managed as their effect on the computing hardware is
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Table 1. System requirements affecting computing hardware selection.

Requirement type Requirement scope Typical parameters

Performance Measure of processing to be achieved by
computing hardware

Operations per time period, calculations per
time period, amount of data processed per
time period

External interfaces: data Defines physical interfaces upon which data
will be received or transmitted

Standard interface name with personalizations,
amount of data to be transferred per operation

External interfaces: control Defines physical interfaces upon which
control and status is exchanged

Standard interface name with personalizations,
definition of controls and status to be
exchanged with external entity

External interfaces: human Defines operational scenarios, available
controls, and displays for human
interaction with computing hardware

Display frequency, response latency, and
flexibility

Real-time constraints Responsiveness of computing hardware;
determinism of computations and data
transfers

Time between operations; frequency of
computations; timelines for computations;
interrupt response time; and power on boot
time, priorities, and action utilization

Quality of service Guarantee of data processing or transfers Maximum latency of calculation; probability of
data transfer completing

Software Software development and support
environment, languages, and reuse

High order language efficiency, percent reserve
capacity, and reuse percentage of heritage
code

Fault tolerance and dependability Reliability, maintainability of hardware and
software; recovery coverage after error
detection

Failures per million or billion hours; mean time
between failures or repair actions; mean time
to repair; and down time

Physical Size, mass, and power envelopes in which
computing hardware must reside

Box dimensions; standard form factors, weight,
mass, power, power per square inch for
conduction cooling, air flow, and center of
gravity

Environmental Non-operational and operational environment
for computing hardware including
extremes and acceleration for testing

Radiation curves, thermal interfaces, shock and
vibration spectra, EMI/EMC, humidity,
pressure, and cleanliness

Programmatic Cost, schedule, and risk Development cost, development time, recurring
cost, off-ramps, and on-ramps

gauged. Key driving requirements are best identified and
notated first and then as the selection process continues,
detailed or less important requirements are checked and
verified that the developing solution will meet all the require-
ments. Conflicts, extensive costs of complying as compared
to other solutions or opportunities to find a better solution
are all excellent reasons for engaging the stakeholders from
whom the computing hardware requirements originated
to better understand (and document) the rationale and/or
modify the requirements to achieve a better overall solution.
The spreadsheet or database also provides an excellent
place to keep track of issues and actions involving each
requirement until a solution is reached that is compliant with
the requirements.

Once the driving requirements are initially identified,
multiple architectures should be developed that meet the
requirements. These architectures should explore the poten-

tial solution space and explore several alternatives opera-
tionally, physically and logically as time and resources allow.

3 COMPUTING ARCHITECTURES

Computing architectures are made up of three main com-
ponents: computing elements, memories, and noncomputing
devices. Each of these are very broad categories and with
more distributed and integrated computing solutions, bound-
aries between these are disappearing or being significantly
muddled. Data and control interconnections are overlaid
upon these as a separate dimension and may have electrical,
mechanical, and operational elements. Support devices pro-
viding power conversion, clocking and test functions form
separate dimensions to the computing architectures. Fig-
ure 1 shows these relationships. Additional discussion of
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Figure 1. Computing architectures.

computing architecture and design may be found in Stallings
(2009), Harris and Harris (2007), Hennessy and Patterson
(2006), and Patterson and Hennessy (2008).

The computing elements of a computer architecture are
implemented upon several types of devices. These include
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), structured-
ASICs (S-ASICs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs),
general purpose processors (GPPs) including microcon-

trollers (�Cs), and digital signal processors (DSPs). As a
general rule of thumb, most computing scenarios operate
upon broad analog inputs to reach decisions and then pos-
sibly reconstitute or generate broad analog outputs. This
flow is shown by the flow at the center of Figure 2. “Radio
frequency (RF)” in the figure represents any analog input
that is to be processed or produced by the computing hard-
ware. Typically, this input is wide, regular, and is repetitively
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Figure 2. Typical computing flow from input through the computing system to outputs. Data bandwidth and data to process range along
the curve from high to low back to high while the data processing complexity goes from the low to high to back to low.

processed to filter, de-multiplex, channelize or otherwise cut
the data down to its essence. At some point along this pro-
cessing, the data is converted from the analog domain to the
digital domain and further processing is digital. This leads
to more asymmetric processing with decisions made on each
piece of data. At some point in the middle the data begins
getting combined and coded and converted back into the
analog domain where it may be further expanded using up
conversions and multiplexing before being output from the
computing hardware (see also Signal Processing for Struc-
tural Health Monitoring).

The different types of computing elements are typically
best suited for certain stages of this processing as shown
in Figure 2. ASICs and S-ASICs, due to their high perfor-
mance, low power, and low degree of reprogrammability, are
best suited for processing data closer to its raw analog forms.
ASICs and S-ASICs may also be used to supplement GPP
and DSP elements through the creation of bridge elements
from the processors to input/output (I/O) devices, memory
devices and support devices. FPGA and ASIC designs are dis-
cussed in Kilts (2007) and Nurmi (2007). GPPs and DSPs are
best suited for working with data that requires large amounts
of decision processing as compared to raw and regular data
processing.

GPPs span a very wide set of capabilities. At the lowest end
today are 8-bit �Cs that use milliwatts of power and are best
as replacements for complex state machines when there is just

enough decision making responding to application needs or
external stimulus that simple FPGA solutions are not pos-
sible. These low-performance computing engines with their
standard tools and software support are easier to upgrade than
random logic and thus may be overkill for processing perfor-
mance but ideal for systems with many expected upgrades
of capability or mission. After 8-bit �Cs, GPPs are available
in 16-bit, 32-bit and 64-bit engines. Each is able to handle
more data per instruction and normally provide higher per-
formance at a given processing speed. Most GPPs stop at
64-bit engines increasing instead the number of central pro-
cessing unit (CPU) cores. Common today are dual-, triple-
and quad-core GPPs. The challenge of using these is splitting
the problem at the software level to avoid data bottlenecks
and get the multiplier effect of using multiple CPU engines.
State-of-the-art software is continuing to improve in this area.
�Cs and network components are described in Berger et al.
(2008), Marshall and Robertson (2006), and Marshall, Berger
and Rakow (2007a).

On the DSP side, there are also a variety of processors,
with the first decision area being between fixed point and
floating point engines. The bit width of the data is typically
larger than the engines for GPPs. Multiple cores have been
part of the DSP offerings for a longer time and due to the
specialization of the processing are easier to efficiently use
to divide a computing program up to each core. One still
has to pay attention to data bottlenecks as data is supplied to
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the engines and results are moved from/between the engines
as part of the computing solution. DSPs and signal process-
ing design is further discussed in Smith (2002), McClellan,
Schafer and Yoder (2003), Lyons (2004), and Hayes (1998).

One specialization of the DSP area that has gained in
recent years and is starting to find usage in aerospace embed-
ded processing is graphic processing units (GPUs). These
specialized engines are designed to process the large amounts
of video data present in personal computers and workstations.
Although the gaming industry is driving the technology, its
applicability to glass cockpits, ground station displays, test
equipment, flight simulators, and remote science processing
missions is apparent and will utilize this technology. GPUs
typically have 10 or more graphical cores with some solu-
tions reaching more than one hundred cores. Fernando (2004)
discusses the use of GPUs.

FPGAs are a hybrid solution that in many cases can do the
job of the processors or ASICs but not as efficiently. There
are two types of FPGAs: fuse-programmable one-time ele-
ments and memory based reprogrammable devices. FPGAs
are typically traded for their flexibility against the lower pow-
ered and more efficient ASICs and processors. As in the
areas of GPPs and DSPs, there is a full selection of differ-
ent sizes available. Most of these are selected by the number
of logic slices, internal memory, external I/O, and package.
Examples of reconfigurable space applications are dis-
cussed in Troxel, Fehringer and Chenoweta (2008), Marshall
(2001), Marshall and Robertson (2007), and Marshall et al.
(2007b) (see also Reconfigurable Flight Control and System
Reconfigurability).

Note that memory devices are shown as part of the flow
in Figure 2 at every stage of the processing. These allow
results to be staged or delayed as required for the comput-
ing being undertaken. Most memory elements are digital
although analog delay lines can be used for the same staging
effect when dealing with nondigital circuits. There are several
types of memory elements which are classed as nonvolatile or
volatile and static or dynamic. The former classification deter-
mines whether one has to pay attention to power sequencing
and their contents; the latter classification typically differ-
entiates between the highest density memory devices and
those that hold their value without refresh as long as power
is maintained. Nonvolatile memory is important for storing
register configurations, software, gateware and results to be
held between power cycles. Dynamic memory is typically
used when the largest amounts of data must be stored. Static
memory is used for most other cases. Size, latency, support
blockage, and access speed are key parameters when select-
ing a type of memory. Memory types are further discussed in
Jacob, Ng and Wang (2007).

To create the computing architecture and describe it
sufficiently, various views may be employed. The typical

first view is logical and takes the form of a block diagram
of the computing functions. Unless the computing function
is very extensive, this functional block diagram is normally
supplemented with an attempt at partitioning into known
physical elements. The elements are typically grouped first
at a box level, then an internal assembly partition and then
into individual computing elements and support circuitry.
Once again, the level of the system being developed (many
boxes, single box, multiple boards, board, daughter board,
and device) will determine how far physical groupings
are taken in order to have enough detail to compare
architectures.

As part of the physical view of the architecture, various
mechanical considerations may come into play. These include
the form factor and/or size of the box or boards, any type of
backplane involved, cables and connectors for interbox and
intrabox interconnects, and thermal pathways. Once again,
the amount of detail at this point is very dependent on the
size of the system and the amount of time being devoted to
making a decision. Interconnection approaches for the con-
trol and status and the various data paths are integrated into
the physical view of the architecture and produce many of the
variations that are considered in selecting computing hard-
ware as one balances data bottlenecks, performance with size,
weight, power, cost, and schedule.

An operational view of how the computing may take place
is also a common descriptive tool of the computing archi-
tecture. The operational view may have several scenarios
– steady-state operation, powerup and initialization of the
computer system, powerdown of the computer system and
sometimes major error scenarios.

Seldom is an architecture truly drawn on a clean sheet
of paper. Most architects/organizations will attempt to reuse
existing elements from previous projects. This saves devel-
opment time and usually is lower risk, as long as it is treated
as another potential source of error in any analysis. In mil-
itary and space applications, a second place to look for
elements to reuse are those created for commercial appli-
cations. Often these may be applied leveraging the larger
development expended in the commercial market. One has
to be treat these carefully and make sure all facets of what
they are applying will fit/work in the new system. A good
architecture will create elements that may be reused in the
future. This is always an epic battle between lowest price for
a single program versus for a family of programs, some of
which have not yet been envisioned.

At this point in the selection of computing hardware, mul-
tiple architectures should be created that meet the driving
requirements. Often the differences between solutions may
be (i) how distributed the computing elements are (ii) the
risk level between solutions (iii) the performance or through-
put of a solution, (iv) different interconnect topologies, and
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(v) different form factors. These solutions should span the
problem applying the apparent best elements in different ways
so that an optimal or near-optimal solution may be found.

4 SELECTING APPROPRIATE SOLUTION

Once a range of solutions have been postulated into architec-
tures for the computing problem being addressed, the driving
requirements should be reviewed. These should be restated
into comparison parameters for reviewing the architectures.
Some requirements, such as a maximum power or the use
of certain technology become gates – if a solution cannot
meet this requirement and there is no room for negotiation,
an architecture must meet that requirement or it must be elim-
inated or changed. Most driving requirements are more likely
to become comparison parameters. The architect must assign
weights between them so that solutions can be judged and
compared. For instance, cost, power, size, CPU performance,
and reliability may all be equally driving and thus each would
have 20% weighting. Each parameter is then judged to deter-
mine how a solution compares. The fidelity of these numbers
is dependent on how much effort is expended to define a
solution and measure its effect in an area. For instance, the
projected cost may be a gate above a certain number. Then
if the solution passes the gate, one may give different values
according to how much lower the solution costs. This does
not have to be linear since certain cost points may be more
difficult to obtain (Figure 3).

Since a computing architecture addresses a wide variety
of driving requirements, the selection must reduce a num-
ber of alternatives to a best answer. Often this is done in
stages, with just enough analysis done to quickly eliminate
obvious outliers with no hope of meeting the requirements.
Once a smaller number of architectures are under consider-
ation which appear closer to each other in value, then more
detailed design and analysis is applied to arrive at the final
answer. At this point it may be necessary to do more than sim-
ple logic analysis. Modeling, simulating, or even prototyping
may come into play to arrive at the right answer. A good archi-
tecture/design has to be produced from both extremes – top
down to cover all areas of concern and bottom up to provide
adequate detail to differentiate between solutions or identify
risks not obvious from the top down.

The simplest modeling may be done with spreadsheets.
Power and performance calculations may be possible using
rules of thumbs or examples from previous solutions that
apply. I/O counts, sizing estimates, and data latency may
also be calculated at a first order depending on the differ-
ent attributes and elements of a given architecture. More
advanced tools may also be applied at this point. Algorithms
may be modeled in a tool such as MATLABTM or run on a
simulator for a given processing engine noting results. Often
critical areas of the algorithm may be further refined and if
new logic is being contemplated (ASICs, FPGAs, etc.) actual
sample implementations designed and sized. I/Os, size and
power estimates can then be rolled up into the larger sys-
tem estimates. In the same way, critical areas or routines
of the algorithm identified for software may be prototyped

Requirements

Baseline

Candidate
architectures

Potential
architectures

Trade
parameters

Driving requirements
Gates (Go/No-Go)
Weights
Technical Performance
Measures (TPM) Processing elements

interconnects
Hardware/software mix
Technologies
Structural /packaging
Reuse and COTS
Operation
Top down analysis

2–4 Solutions
Prototyping
Modeling
Critical detail
Size and power
-ilities
Environment
Cost
Schedule

System design
Functional
Physical
Operational
TPMs
On/off ramps
Test approach

Figure 3. Computing hardware architecture selection.
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and sized in the computing hardware solution under con-
sideration to determine how much memory it will require
for code and data, what performance may be achievable in
throughput, latency and other embedded parameters. Hard-
ware and software modeling may be especially critical when
the architectures utilize different approaches to implement-
ing the algorithms for the computing, with the same function
being implemented differently in hardware or software in the
different approaches.

Reliability, availability or other dependability numbers
may be calculated taking advantage of Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of the elements in the architecture and capturing
results in a spreadsheet. There are also several tools avail-
able for reliability calculations that model redundancy and
failure rates in an element, subassembly or system. If avail-
ability is a key driving requirement, it may be necessary to
do initial allocations of availability to the computing func-
tions and spreadsheets or other tools used to confirm or
model these numbers. Every model utilized during the archi-
tecture selection helps to provide data that can be used to
determine what weight to give an architecture in response
to each of its driving requirements. If done with a little
foresight, the models can transition into the development
both to monitor the requirement as the design progresses
and to assist in the design process (see also Fault Detec-
tion, Isolation, and Recovery of Guidance, Navigation and
Control, Spacecraft Technologies: Satellite Reliability, and
Reliability and Maintainability and In-Flight Vehicle Health
Management).

The use of commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) elements in
the architecture requires special mention. Typically these are
used to leverage the development and testing in some other
part of the industry to apply to the aerospace problem. Com-
ponents may require special screening, a different package or
some other change to use within the target computing system.
That said, leveraging a COTS computing element with its
large number of users, software support, test environment and
equipment, and experience and debug base will typically pro-
vide an overall lower cost and risk solution than designing the
same from scratch. If used without change, one important part
of deciding to use a COTS part is to look at its total capabili-
ties, not just the parts one is going to use. Making sure there
are no functions that might interfere or cause incorrect opera-
tion or draw too much power is an important analysis. Creat-
ing a list of how each function will be used, both needed and
unneeded, can address this. Indicate how each function will
be powered or unpowered, enabled or disabled, terminated or
capped in the ultimate system. If the COTS element is going to
be used in an environment that is more extreme (commercial
versus industrial versus military versus space) it may require
planning for additional screening, repackaging or qualifi-
cation for the specific application. Often this has both cost

and schedule implications on the final computing system and
need to factor into the selection process. In systems requir-
ing extensive parts qualification (i.e., space), COTS parts can
become more expensive than parts designed and qualified
for that specific environment. If the costs and schedule work,
and no technical issues are expected, using the COTS element
instead of creating something new, will more often than not
come out the better choice. At this point, the total lifecycle
cost of using COTS and factoring support, access to the ven-
dor’s data and potential for obsolete manufacturing should be
considered compared to the application timeline. More dis-
cussion of using COTS especially for systems with mission
critical software is provided in Kohl et al. (2006).

Cost and schedule should always play a part in any
such trade (see also Project Management: Cost Analysis
and Project Management: Cost Forecasting). Nonrecurring
or development costs and recurring or manufacturing costs
should be developed for each architecture at whatever level
is appropriate to compare. For a single chip solution, this
may focus on the ASIC or FPGA while for a larger solu-
tion such as a processing payload, it may focus on the board
cost roll-ups that make up the payload. Schedule also comes
into play with the availability of components, development
times and/or the time to assemble and test all key contributors
to how long it will take to realize a computing architec-
ture. One needs to pay special attention to screening times
that may delay the availability of components, especially
those with very high reliability such as those for space-
craft embedded systems. Integration and test times and the
availability or development of any special testing equipment
also have a large effect on how long something will take.
One must account for the number of test stations needed to
handle the quantity being developed and tested. One also
must account for whether this is a one-time development that
will be produced afterward or whether it will be a series of
developments where architecture elements may be added or
enhanced with each new spiral development. In the latter
case, the interfaces are the most important part to get right
since they set the boundaries for each subsequent advance in
capability – otherwise, changes affect too much of the exist-
ing design structure. Even “one-time” developments must be
cognizant of the future use of their products – often they
will provide a springboard for future undefined or unrelated
programs that will, because of cost or risk concerns, try to
leverage the prior “one-time” development. If the comput-
ing design produced for such a development is very specific
to the problem or current application without any scalability
or flexibility, uses interfaces that have become obsolete or
were designed quickly just for this program, use parts that
have no margin or are very difficult to manufacture, or is
not documented sufficiently to understand, its value to the
organization for reuse is greatly reduced. This should always
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8 Avionics System Integration

be considered as one is selecting the best architecture for a
computing hardware solution.

Most architectures do not remain static during this process
of judging them. As deficiencies are noted, the architecture
may be tweaked to better address that parameter or require-
ment. Thus the candidates that remain and are fully evaluated
may look more like each other as the evaluation continues,
except for those items that truly differentiate them such as
topology or a technology used. At some point in the process,
one architecture becomes the baseline and others become
backups or mitigations for risks with the baseline. At this
stage in development, all the information developed to date
about the baseline should be collected along with the deci-
sions. It is especially useful to put together a presentation
or other expandable computer file with summary informa-
tion about the baseline from all views, operational, physical,
and logical with detail as it is decided. Technical perfor-
mance measures postulated for the system against the driving
requirements should be captured here as well. Many of the
diagrams, analyses, and models should contribute to this.
This computing hardware project baseline may be referred
to by others as they join the development team and this
forms a guide for specification development as well as shows
what areas were not focused on. Wherever reasonable, fig-
ures should be created separately from this presentation, so
they may be maintained in one place and inserted in various
documents (specifications, user manuals, presentations, test
procedures, etc.) that may require them. It should be noted
that in larger computing systems with significant complexity,
the baseline is more formally captured as a system design and
a system design review used as a milestone prior to detailed
development. The baseline described represents much of the
essence of the system design tailored to the size and breadth
of the individual computing hardware project. As the design
develops, high-level diagrams may be either kept up to date or
replaced with more detailed but equivalent drawings from the
design or integration teams. For instance, a high-level block
diagram and a simple mechanical fit check of a computing
hardware board could be replaced by the detailed block dia-
gram and an actual layout diagram that are developed and
typically briefed at a development item review.

5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTING
HARDWARE

Once the baseline is selected, development of the comput-
ing hardware becomes the focus. In its simplest form, this
is a one person effort, but more often this typically involves
many engineering disciplines including systems, electrical,
mechanical, software, manufacturing, and test. There are sev-
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System
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change

Incremental
change
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Figure 4. Different types of computing hardware development.

eral models for development that are used, the most common
for computing hardware being the V-shape where systems are
mapped onto subassemblies which are designed onto com-
ponents which are developed or obtained and then integrated
by bringing up components, then subassemblies and then
integrating them into the system. If the computing system
will utilize large amounts of previously designed or COTS
elements, the V may be flatter. A spiral approach for develop-
ment may utilize this by building systems quicker in smaller
steps, testing each step along the way. These are contrasted
in Figure 4.

The first step in all developments is to have a specification
for what is going to be developed. These take several names
including requirement specifications, interface control docu-
ments, and design specifications. Depending on the stages of
the specific program, this may have already been created dur-
ing the architecture selection process to capture and allocate
the requirements. Specifications may be as simple as a couple
page sheet or very detailed covering several hundred pages.
They must tell what needs to be developed. If a specifica-
tion is also being used as an interface control between teams
or disciplines, then it will require more detail. All groups
affected by a specification should have a chance to review the
specification and offer input to the final document. A com-
puting hardware specification should be personalized to the
mission and contain some subset of the sections as shown in
Figure 5 or as specified in a hardware specification standard.

Once a specification is in place and agreed upon by the
stakeholders and the implementation team, high-level or
preliminary design becomes the focus. Here the top level
detail that was not already developed during the architecture
selection and system design is fully filled in. Models and
measurements are updated. Preliminary bills of materials for
the computing hardware are completed at this point. If ven-
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Scope and objective
Referenced documents
Next higher assembly description
– where may this be used
I/O definition
– external interfaces: electrical
Form factor
– mechanical constraints/interfaces
Performance
– throughput, latency, startup,
  accuracy, quality, frequency, etc.
Data
– registers, memory maps, accessibility
Power
– voltages, current, telemetry, control
Fault tolerance
– behavior, reliability, power
sequencing
Environmental and testing  

Figure 5. Possible sections in a computing hardware specification.

dor and internal quotes for components indicate there may
be schedule problems in receiving parts in time for build and
integration, long lead material should be ordered. If the com-
puting hardware is totally based on COTS products, there may
be little actual design at this point. On the other hand, if there
are new subassemblies, boards, ASICs, FPGAs or other com-
ponents, the preliminary design will result in detailed block
diagrams, initial schematics, memory maps, updated sizings
for fit within a technology, and I/O lists. It may include spe-
cific testing of components within the environment to verify
they may be used if significant risks in that area are previously
identified. Often, limited prototypes of critical aspects of the
computing hardware may be assembled from existing evalu-
ation boards in order to benchtop test some specific function
or component that will be used in the design.

Another major focus at this point is the test and integra-
tion planning. The stakeholder specification or the developed
specification for the computing hardware should have called
out what type of testing is expected. For each element of com-
puting hardware to be utilized, the team must decide how it
will be brought up and proven operational, how much of it
will be tested to meet the specification, how much of it will

be verified for proper design breadth, and how much will be
postponed and tested at a higher level of integration. This
leads to the creation of a test plan for the system of which the
computing hardware typically has a major role. Either within
or as a derivation from the test plan, any general purpose test
equipment or special test equipment needed will be identified
and specified if it must be obtained or developed. Since most
test equipment is based on computing hardware, much of the
discussion in this chapter applies to its selection and develop-
ment as well; though often on a much more accelerated basis.
Wherever possible, test equipment that leverages COTS or
proven reused elements will have a shorter schedule and con-
tain less risk than developing new equipment in parallel with
the computer hardware elements under development.

Computing hardware logic devices (ASICs, FPGAs, etc.)
will require the creation of a test bench at this point that
will allow the designers to run test patterns against their
designs. All interfaces on the logic device that should have
been identified in the specification must have some form of
driver or other device design that can exercise that interface in
ways similar to the final design. For one-time programmable
FPGAs and ASICs, it is especially important that as many
errors are found prior to release; thus, a verification test plan
is usually required. This document typically describes the test
bench and its makeup and maps the requirements from the
specification to individual test cases that will be run against
the logic design.

These activities culminate in the preliminary design
review (PDR). Here the design team presents its results and
sizings to date to the stakeholders and/or other team mem-
bers that will be involved during integration or test. Many
preliminary analyses are shown here as well such as thermal,
structural, electromagnetic interference (EMI), electromag-
netic compatibility (EMC), radiation (if applicable), reliabil-
ity, availability, and so on. All materials and parts in the bill of
materials (BOMs) should be known and plans for any testing
or qualification in place or underway depending on schedule.
Results from any prototyping are typically reviewed here so
that changes in design direction may be updated. This is typi-
cally the last time that requirements are reviewed. Any that are
causing extra effort or are worded in ways that make them
difficult to meet should be discussed with the stakeholders
(see also Gas Turbine Fuel Control Systems, The Plasma and
Radiation Environment in Earth Orbit, and The Effect of the
Space Environment on Spacecraft Technologies).

After the PDR, the detailed or critical design of the com-
puting commences. All design elements are completed and
prepared to release to fabrication or manufacturing. All anal-
yses are completed so that it can be shown that the design
will meet its requirements. The BOM is typically finalized
and any vendor components not already ordered are placed
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on order. Special test equipment also completes its design,
and depending on when it will be needed, may be reviewed
earlier and released for build so that it will be ready when the
computing hardware is ready for test.

Logic elements (such as ASICs or FPGAs) will finish their
coding at the start of this phase. Their designs are then verified
using the test cases for the element within the test bench for
the device. Fixes are incrementally made until all test cases
pass. At this point, the logic element is then mapped and laid
out onto the specific technology it will be implemented in.
Clock trees and required diagnostic structures such as built in
self test or scan strings are added to the design. Delay values
are back annotated into the design and test cases are run again
this time with a focus on closing timing on all functional
paths. The coding typically takes a significant proportionally
smaller amount of time as compared to the verification and
physical design.

Computing hardware cards require worst case analysis on
all signal paths through the range of the environment and the
clocking and component tolerances to guarantee a design.
This is best completed here so that final tweaks may be made
to the design before its release. Printed wiring board designs
must specify the number of layers of signals, grounds and use
this to layout the board. Mechanical designers are involved in
the exact shapes, hole placement, and making sure that con-
nectors selected will actually attach reliably and with enough
length to go through the cards. Impedance of high speed sig-
nals needs to be controlled and properly routed so that the
signals are properly transported and isolation and signal path
shapes taken into account for EMI/EMC considerations. The
grounding scheme for the card must be chosen to be compat-
ible with other computing elements in the system so as not to
create ground loops or mix ground currents between analog
and digital circuits.

As part of critical design, various types of software need
to be developed or created in parallel including board support
for processing elements, application firmware for standalone
�Cs, infrastructure code for support equipment, and test soft-
ware for both any embedded special test equipment and for
running the test equipment during the integration and testing
scheme. Test procedures should be developed at a draft level
now to make sure all interfaces and elements will be testable
as needed according to the computing hardware test plans.
Flight software development is covered in Sections 6 and 7
and thus is not described further here.

Once the designs are complete and analysis concluded for
the computing hardware, a critical design review is held. This
reviews all the designs and analyses as well as the fabrication
and testing plans and provides the chance for the stakeholders
to have a final effect on the design. At this point an engineer-
ing model of the entire system is typically released for build

and the computing hardware efforts transition from the front
end design to the back end integration and test phase (see also
Flight Software for Space Systems).

6 BRING-UP, INTEGRATION, AND TEST

The computing hardware that has been selected, developed,
and released for fabrication must now come together to
form the elements that were specified and envisioned by the
stakeholders. This may happen at various levels and across
organizations depending on the size of the effort and the
amount of reuse or COTS elements at each level. Figure 6
shows how the various levels of bring-up, test, and integra-
tion interact. Expanded discussion of testing is provided in
Wunderlich (2009), Black (2009), and Jha and Gupta (2003).

At the lowest levels, when there are logic elements that are
being developed that are fully manufactured, the logic ele-
ments (such as ASICs or one-time programmable FPGAs) are
tested parametrically at the foundry before being delivered
for assembly on a board. This typically does not include any
significant functional tests since automatic test equipment
is mostly verifying that the part was manufactured and/or
programmed correctly.

Depending on the complexity of a computing hardware
board and whether the computing hardware system contains
more than one board, single board design verification and
testing may be utilized. This allows one to focus on the func-
tion of the board. Test interfaces that are not used functionally
(such as the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) interface also
known as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) standard 1149.1) may be present and utilized to load
the board’s volatile memories and/or direct the function of
the computing elements present. Functional external inter-
faces may be tested here but may also be delayed until this
board is integrated with other boards in the system. Often the
type of interface and the amount of test equipment required to
drive it will help determine whether each interface is checked
out at the single board level. It is more likely that an exter-
nal interface used to connect to other computing hardware
boards or elements within the computing hardware system
will be checked out so as to make the integration of the two
boards more likely to happen easily, especially if a standard
interface (such as peripheral component interface (PCI), uni-
versal serial bus (USB) or Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) Bus)
is being used.

If there is embedded software or firmware on a comput-
ing hardware board, some form or subset of test code will be
required as part of the board checkout. Once the interfaces
are shown as operational, loading this code through a test
interface should provide faster checkout of remaining func-
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Figure 6. Bring-up, integration, and test of computing hardware.

tions. If the ultimate code only resides on this board and is
part of the computing hardware development and the sched-
ule allows, more testing may take place on the computing
board. Software that has been unit tested within its develop-
ment tools may be loaded with external interfaces stubbed
out if no way to exercise them exists within the test setup.
The tested software then becomes part of the hardware board
as it is integrated with other boards. When all of the above
activities are complete and it is time to begin integration and
test, this is usually preceded by a Test Readiness Review
(TRR). This event allows the team to review the activities
that are ready to begin and make sure sufficient testing will
be accomplished. Often the TRR is held after integration and
bring-up but prior to any formal testing.

In building block fashion, computing hardware boards or
subassemblies are attached to each other, or plugged into
a backplane or motherboard and then the resulting collec-
tion is further tested for proper operation using the debug
software to exercise the elements. Networks connecting ele-
ments begin as external interfaces and by completion may
be totally contained as in a backplane of computing hard-
ware box. Utilizing standard interfaces allow greater choice
of test equipment that has already been developed to check
out an interface and it may be inexpensive enough to provide

to all designers who are utilizing that standard for checkout.
Special test equipment (STE) is often created to match any
unique interfaces and/or contain all of the equipment in a sin-
gle physical rack or box. At some point all of the elements for
the computing hardware system are in place, connected and
basically functioning. Also at this point, all test equipment
(general purpose and special) for stimulating and measur-
ing the hardware are attached. If functional software has not
already integrated at an earlier stage, it is usually loaded and
tested for proper operation at this point. When it operates as
specified, the computer hardware system is ready for testing.

An engineering model typically is first tested for design
verification. Requirements are tested to the full boundaries
and corners of the design looking for conditions that do not
meet the requirements. This may involve frequencies, full
memory access, all command variations, handling all pos-
sible errors, and so on. This is typically where software is
fully qualified by a combination of test cases and an analysis
of every path the software may take within the computing
hardware. This is normally, except when errors are found
and corrected, a one-time test and all involved are then
satisfied the system does what it was designed to do. The
engineering model and or its test equipment may have extra
instrumentation to verify that the design performs to all the
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limits it was specified.
Often engineering models are not built of the fully

screened components necessary for the final environment.
Thus the first production unit(s) are typically qualification
units where the proven design is subjected to the full envi-
ronment in an accelerated manner to make sure it operates
with sufficient margin for the life of the mission. Then, when
the computing hardware goes into production, the accep-
tance testing for each unit concentrates on whether the design
was built correctly. This typically requires a lot less test-
ing and only relies on functional interfaces to validate this
testing.

The test software for this testing may actually be more
complex than the functional software. Often modules are
actually loaded onto the computing hardware as part of the
testing program. Test procedures, which used to be very man-
ually intensive, are often reduced to computer scripts that run
in the workstation or instrument controlling the test equip-
ment. Wherever possible, one should “test it like you fly it,”
that is use the same computing hardware functional inter-
faces and internal resources for testing and recording data in
a manner similar to how the computer hardware will be used
in the final system. This also allows for reuse in lower level
support software that controls the hardware.

Each level of testing needs to be documented as it happens.
Logs are much simpler to create than in the past due to embed-
ded computing hardware in the test equipment. Photos should
be taken of any hardware as it is inspected and integrated so
that elements can be reverified without taking the hardware
apart. In larger programs, this becomes part of an end item
data package. It may also provide information that supports a
product for future reuse or any form of failure analysis. The
delivery of computing hardware to the user who requested it
or the marketing of a computing hardware product is a signifi-
cant milestone and represents the culmination of a significant
effort. Teams should always include in their concluding activ-
ities a chance to record lessons learned so that they may
complete the next computing hardware development more
effectively.

7 SUMMARY

We have documented how a computing hardware element is
specified, how it is architected into multiple approaches, how
one approach is selected as a baseline, and how that baseline is
designed, analyzed, prototyped, reviewed, released to fabri-
cation, brought up, integrated, and then tested. The approach
and areas of concern span from the smallest elements of com-
puting hardware logic to systems of computing hardware,
including any needed test equipment. Today’s embedded

aerospace systems rely on greater concentrations of comput-
ing hardware with higher complexity to perform the missions
asked of them than in the past. The selection and integration
of computing hardware documented in this chapter continues
to increase in its importance and contribution to the success
of today’s and future aerospace missions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and scope

From the earliest days of powered human flight, commu-
nication to and from the aircraft has been essential. This
communication is necessary, primarily for safety of flight,
but is also necessary, or at least very useful, for a number of
other functions. Example functions include relaying of recon-
naissance information for search and rescue operations, and
allowing ground-based operators control of remotely piloted
vehicles. For obvious practical reasons, any communication
to/from aircraft beyond very short distances must be wireless.
Our focus in this chapter is on radio communication to/from
aircraft.

As is widely known, terrestrial wireless communications
have made great advances in the past few decades, and this
is continuing. The same can be said of aeronautical com-
munications, although progress in that field is dramatically
slower, primarily for reasons of stringent safety requirements
and economics. As appropriate, we connect with terrestrial
communication systems when discussion of that is useful for
understanding. In this chapter we refer to communication
to/from aircraft as aeronautical communications. We are also
concerned in this chapter only with aeronautical communi-
cations that actually take place directly to/from an aircraft,
and not with any wired “relay” or “ground links” that may
be used in the transfer of messages from one aircraft to
another, or in transfer of messages from an aircraft to a distant
ground-based recipient unreachable by a direct aircraft-to-
ground-recipient communication link. The discussion in this
chapter pertains to the lowest three layers of the commu-
nication protocol stack: the physical, data link, and network
layers. Finally, we restrict our discussion to commercial aero-
nautical communications, and do not discuss the specialized
(yet fairly rich) field of military aeronautical communica-
tions. Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) which cover both
commercial and military applications are discussed in the
Technical and Policy Issues section.

1.2 Aircraft communication systems

In this chapter we consider two primary types of communi-
cation systems: air-to-ground (AG) and air-to-air (AA). For
the AG case, in most instances discussion applies equally to
communication in the opposite direction, that is, ground-to-
air (GA). Note that in many current and future aeronautical
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Figure 1. Air-to-ground and air-to-air communication links.

systems, a given message may traverse both these types of
links, for example, a message may be transmitted from one
aircraft to another (AA), then from the recipient aircraft to
a ground station (AG). Except when analyzing networking
performance, these links can be addressed separately. For
reasons of simplicity, most often communication systems
for AA and AG links employ common techniques, so that
from the perspective of the physical and data link (and some-
times network) layers, the AA and AG links can be described
simultaneously, with differences between the two identified
as needed. Figure 1 displays the air-to-ground and air-to-air
communication links.

1.3 Propagation basics for aircraft
communications

For the vast majority of aeronautical communications, an
optical line of sight (LOS) is present between aeronautical
transmitter and ground-based or air-based receiver. Some
frequency bands (e.g., high-frequency, 3–30 MHz) do not
require this, but for most current and future systems with
operation at very high frequency (VHF) bands and higher, a
LOS is preferred if not essential.

In the lower atmosphere, specifically the troposphere,
propagation of radio energy is via so-called “space waves,”
(Parsons, 2000) which include an LOS component and
reflected components. These reflections are commonly from
the ground, or from large structures on the ground, for exam-
ple, buildings. In this case, a good model for the wireless
medium is that of “free space.” In this environment, the sig-

nal energy spreads with distance, and this spreading causes
reduction of signal strength – attenuation – which is often
called path loss. This loss is a power loss, and is typically
expressed in decibels (dB) as

Lfs(dB) = 20 log10(4�d/λ) (1)

where d is the distance between transmitter and receiver, and
λ is the signal wavelength, λ = c/f, with c the speed of light
and f the signal frequency. As an example, for a link distance
of 166 km (∼103.6 miles, or 90 nautical miles) and a car-
rier frequency of 120 MHz, Lfs = 118 dB. This means that the
signal power at the receiver is reduced by a factor of 1011.8

from that at the transmitter. These path losses can ultimately
be the limiting factor in achievable link distances for a given
received signal quality. This is because most communication
system performance is a strong function of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR); the larger the SNR, the better the receiver’s
ability to reproduce the transmitted message accurately.

Another factor in system quality of service (QoS) for
aeronautical communications that results from wireless prop-
agation is channel dispersion. In short, this phenomenon most
often results when the signal traverses multiple paths in going
from transmitter to receiver and this is in general called mul-
tipath propagation. When the multiple replicas of the trans-
mitted signal that reach the receiver are spread (dispersed) in
time, this can cause severe distortion, which generally must
be compensated by some means. Even when a strong LOS
signal component is present, if the multipath components are
strong enough and delayed enough with respect to the LOS
component, system performance can be poor even if SNR is
very large. For most aeronautical communications, the multi-
path replicas emanate from ground reflections, but depending
upon location, large buildings can also produce them. As sig-
nal bandwidth increases, corresponding to larger data rates,
channel dispersion can be significant. For very narrowband
signals, distortion caused by dispersion is usually negligi-
ble except in cases where the path length difference between
the LOS and reflected signal is large, for example, a strong
reflection from a distant mountain.

1.4 Chapter contents

In this chapter we provide a brief introduction to the rich and
fascinating topic of aircraft communications and networking.
Section 2 provides an overview of the fundamentals of aircraft
communications, including analog voice communications, a
taxonomy of communication types, and aeronautical com-
munications spectrum. Section 3 covers current voice and
data link aeronautical communication systems. Section 4
describes future systems, including the use of data links in
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Next Generation communication, navigation, and surveil-
lance services. Technology and policy issues related to
bandwidth limitations, encryption and security, and required
communications performance are covered in Section 5.

2 FUNDAMENTALS OF AIRCRAFT
COMMUNICATIONS

2.1 Analog voice communications

As with terrestrial telephony, transmission and reception of
human voice was important in past aeronautical communi-
cations. This continues today. The prevalent transmission
technique for these systems was double-sideband amplitude
modulation (DSB-AM). Virtues of DSB-AM include sim-
plicity and its ability to operate with signals of multiple
bandwidths simply by adjustment of receiver filter band-
width (the modulated signal bandwidth is approximately
8 kHz). The original DSB-AM systems employed a 100 kHz
channel bandwidth (Stacey, 2008). In order to increase the
number of available channels in the limited aeronautical
VHF spectrum, reductions down to 50 kHz channels were
then made, and since the 1970s, a 25 kHz bandwidth has
been used in the United States. Most recently, a channel
bandwidth of 8.33 kHz has been employed in Europe. The
analog voice systems are still in use, worldwide, as of 2009,
and will continue to be used for the foreseeable future,
even as digitally-modulated VHF systems are deployed in a
(currently small) set of frequency channels.

2.2 A “taxonomy” of aeronautical communication
types

Aircraft communications can be separated into several cate-
gories related to air traffic control (ATC), airline operations
(AOC), and Flight Informational Services (FIS). ATC com-
munications are two-way communications used to provide
positive control to aircraft to ensure safe and orderly opera-
tion in the National Airspace System (NAS). Example uses of
ATC communications are to provide the aircraft with altitude
assignments, transponder codes (for active radar identifica-
tion), enroute routing, transfer of control to another ATC
facility, clearance to take off or land, and taxi instructions
on the airport surface. Facilities involved in ATC communi-
cations can include ground control, control tower, approach
and departure control, and enroute Air Route Traffic Con-
trol Centers (ARTCC). These ATC communications use
AM in the VHF aeronautical band, from 118–137 MHz
(Spence, 2007).

AOC messages are between an airliner and its oper-
ations center. AOC messages relate to aircraft and flight
crew information that allow the airline to operate more effi-
ciently. Typical AOC communications concern flight status,
maintenance issues, flight planning, fuel loading, and gate
assignments.

Flight Information Services (FIS) communications pro-
vide advisory information that assists the flight crew to
operate safely in the NAS. FIS data are relayed to the aircraft
via a broadcast or two-way VHF communication channel.
FIS data can include local and remote weather, airport status,
communication and navigation system status, and notices to
airmen (NOTAMs). Aircraft receive FIS data through two-
way communication with Automated Flight Service Stations
(AFSS) or from automated airport broadcasts (Spence, 2007).

2.3 Aeronautical spectrum allocations

As is the case with most other radio systems, spectral alloca-
tion is important to reliable, “interference-free” operation.
Current ATC aviation communication channels are in the
VHF frequency spectrum from 118.0 MHz to 137.00 MHz.
Each channel is allocated a 25 kHz (or 8.33 kHz) spectrum
“slice.” There are also aeronautical bands in the high fre-
quency (HF) range from approximately 2.85–28.35 MHz.
These bands are used for low-data-rate communications
when aircraft are over the ocean and poles; HF propagation
employs ionospheric “bounce” for trans-global signaling.
In addition, spectrum in the ultra-high frequency (UHF)
band, from 960–1215 MHz has recently been used for aero-
nautical communication. This band has traditionally been
used for navigation (and is shared with military use), but
several current systems, and a number of proposed sys-
tems, may employ this band. Similarly, spectrum formerly
allocated for airport landing systems in the 5 GHz band
has been authorized for communications on airport surface
areas. Finally, several aeronautical satellite bands (1544–
1545 MHz, 1645.5–1646.5 MHz, and 14–14.5 GHz) are also
used. As with the HF bands, these satellite services are mostly
used for oceanic and polar communications. Figure 2 illus-
trates the major aeronautical communications bands.

3 CURRENT COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS

3.1 Voice communications

Air Traffic Control (ATC) communications continue to use
analog voice communications (DSB-AM). Each ATC facility
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Figure 2. Major aeronautical communication frequency bands (in MHz).

or function such as an enroute center or approach control has
multiple frequency channels assigned for their use. As aircraft
transit their airspace control volume, the aircraft are assigned
a frequency channel. This may be thought of as frequency
division by spatial (airspace) volume. The number of aircraft
using a channel may be few or many, and the channel is
shared via a “manual carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)”
protocol, in which aircraft and ground controller listen before
speaking. This is sometimes called “listen before push-to-
talk.” In situations where there are many aircraft on a channel,
it may be difficult for a pilot to find an opening in which to
talk. This channel congestion is one of the major problems
with analog voice communications. Another problem with
analog voice communications is the available spectrum. In
Europe, the 25 kHz channel has been separated into three
8.33 kHz channels in order to nearly triple the number of
communication channels.

Airlines use voice communications as one method for the
flight crew to communicate with their AOC, or dispatch, as
well as airline operations at the destination airport. Each air-
line maintains its own unique frequencies and may also utilize
the nationwide VHF network provided by service providers
such as ARINC. The AOC frequency channels are in the same
118.0–137.000 MHz band as ATC communications, but are
assigned to specific (unique) frequencies.

Non-control, or advisory, FIS information is communi-
cated to the aircraft through continuous VHF broadcasts or
through two-way communications. Examples of broadcast
FIS information systems are the Automated Terminal Infor-
mation System (ATIS) or Automated Weather Observing
System (AWOS) broadcasts, whereas two-way communica-
tion with an Automated Flight Service Station (AFSS) or
Enroute Flight Advisory Service (EFAS) can provide pilot
requested FIS information. Local weather conditions, run-
way and taxiway status, the instrument approach procedure
in use, and NOTAMs can be broadcast to aircraft within 60
nautical miles (nm) via the Automated Terminal Information
System (ATIS). The AWOS, which is used at non-towered
airports, broadcasts real-time weather information to aircraft
within 25 nm. The AFSS can provide updates on enroute and
destination weather, open and close flight plans, and pro-
vide facility information based on the flight crew’s request.

EFAS or “Flight Watch” provides aircraft flying at least 5000
feet above ground level the capability of requesting weather
information (Spence, 2007). Both Flight Watch and AFSS
accept pilot reports (PIREPs) of weather that the aircraft is
encountering.

3.2 Digital data link communications

As digital data links appeared in aviation, initial systems con-
sisted of a digital radio that used a stand-alone digital Control
Display Unit (CDU) on an analog flight deck. With the advent
of the Boeing 757/767 in the 1980s as the first “digital” air-
liner, the aircraft flight deck incorporated digital technology
to handle flight controls, displays, and radios. This transition
from analog to digital provided the opportunity to use digi-
tal datalinks for aircraft communications and surveillance. It
also allowed the various systems to be integrated so that the
digital datalink messages can be transferred to other systems
such as the Flight Management System (FMS), (see Modern
Aircraft Flight Management Systems).

3.2.1 AOC datalink

The Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting
System (ACARS) was developed in the 1970s to allow
airliners to link information to their AOC. Typical infor-
mation sent over ACARS were aircraft out of the gate/off
the ground/on the ground/in the gate (OOOI) time reports,
updated estimated time of arrival, winds aloft measurements,
aircraft maintenance and fuel status (ARINC2010). Initially,
the ACARS system used a character-oriented protocol over a
2400 bit per second VHF communications channel. The com-
munications service provider, ARINC or SITA, was required
to maintain a network of VHF ground stations across the con-
tinents to communicate with aircraft. Later enhancements
allowed ACARS over the High Frequency (HF) and Satel-
lite Communications (SATCOM) channels, which allowed
transoceanic and over the pole flights to stay in AOC con-
tact. In an effort to relieve congestion on the slow ACARS
channels, the ACARS system is being transitioned to a VHF
Digital Link (VDL) “mode 2” (VDLM2) datalink that has
an increased data rate of 31500 bits per second (Roy, 1998).
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Modulation is differential 8-ary phase shift keying (D-8PSK),
and two levels of forward error correction are used (Helfrick,
2009). This scheme also uses a bit-oriented protocol instead
of a character-oriented protocol. The bit-oriented protocol
allows the airline industry to define new messages and appli-
cations that take advantage of the new technology. For airlines
that want to support legacy (character-oriented) messages
and applications, the communication service providers offer
ACARS over AVLC (Aviation VHF Link Control), or AOA.
AOA allows the character-oriented ACARS messages to be
transmitted across the VDLM2 datalink.

3.2.2 FIS datalinks

Aircraft preparing to depart most airports must receive a
departure clearance from Air Traffic Control. The departure
clearance details the flight path to the destination, the ini-
tial altitude, departure control frequency, and the transponder
code. It is possible that the routing may be “Cleared as Filed”
which means that the route in the filed flight plan (before
takeoff) was accepted. However, when the airport area is con-
gested or when weather is causing deviations, the flight path
or route may use many airways and intersections which make
the route very complicated to understand. In a non-datalink
(i.e., voice-only) environment, the flight crew requests and
receives the clearance over the voice communications chan-
nel, which can lead to errors if communication link quality
is marginal, or if the speech is simply unclear due to speech
rate, speaker accent, or listener experience level. With the Pre-
Departure Clearance (PDC) datalink system, the flight crew
sends a datalink clearance request through their Airline Oper-
ations Center via ACARS. Air Traffic Control then uplinks
the departure clearance to the aircraft using the ACARS. The
departure clearance is then entered into the FMS, either auto-
matically from the ACARS system or manually by the flight
crew.

The flight crew receives local airport information such
as weather conditions, the instrument approach in use, taxi-
way and runway closure information, and facility frequency
assignments through the Automatic Terminal Information
Service. Initially, ATIS was a continuous broadcast of infor-
mation over a VHF communications frequency. Each time
that the information is changed, the International Civil
Aeronautics Organization (ICAO) phonetic alphabet letter
assigned to the information is incremented. The first time that
communication is established with an air traffic controller at
the airport, the flight crew provides the ICAO letter assigned
to the information, for example, “with Information Tango”, to
ensure that the crew has the latest information. Many airports
are now using Digital ATIS (D-ATIS). The D-ATIS informa-
tion is datalinked to the aircraft where the flight crew is able

to read the information on a Control Display Unit (CDU). An
important advantage of D-ATIS over ATIS is that the flight
crew can request D-ATIS information for their destination as
well as for the departure airport; the ATIS system can only
broadcast the local information.

The Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Tower Data
Link Service (TDLS) consolidates weather, facility, and
clearance information provided in PDC and D-ATIS mes-
sages. The messages are relayed to the aircraft using a third
party communications service provider. The communications
service provider and associated datalink used for PDC and
D-ATIS messages can depend on the aircraft type. Airlin-
ers typically use their ACARS datalink through their AOC.
General aviation aircraft use a Flight Information Services
Datalink (FISDL). The FISDL is operated by an FAA con-
tracted service provider and uses two 25 kHz communication
frequencies in the 136.450 and 136.475 MHz spectrum.

3.2.3 Surveillance Datalinks

ATC surveillance of airborne traffic has historically relied on
enroute and terminal radar systems. The radar system is com-
prised of a primary radar which detects reflections from the
aircraft’s surface (“skin paint”) and secondary surveillance
radar (SSR) which interrogates a transponder on-board the
aircraft. The SSR uses a 1030 MHz interrogation signal and
receives a 1090 MHz reply signal. Early transponders replied
with the assigned ATC “squawk code” (Mode A) or with code
plus altitude (Mode-C). With the development of Mode-S
SSR, which allowed “selective” or addressable transmissions
to a specific aircraft, the SSR system incorporated a basic
datalink capability. The Mode-S has 56- and 112-bit mes-
sages that facilitate data exchange between ATC and the air-
craft. A use of the Mode-S datalink by ATC is to uplink posi-
tion information about other aircraft traffic in the area. This is
called Traffic Information Services (TIS). The TIS data is dis-
played on a Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI)
display to facilitate the flight crew’s “see and avoid” respon-
sibility. The Mode-S downlink capability allows aircraft to
transmit 24-bit ICAO address, flight identification, latitude,
longitude, altitude, heading, speed, and air/ground status.

4 FUTURE AERONAUTICAL
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Digital data link communications are the backbone for avi-
ation’s communication, navigation, and surveillance (CNS)
systems in the future. Modernization is critical to the contin-
ued success and safety of commercial flight, and aeronautical
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communications plays a key role in ensuring this. New aero-
nautical communications capabilities are needed in both the
near- and long-terms. One reason for this need is the high
demand for use of the civil aviation spectrum in the VHF
band from 118–137 MHz, but this is not the only motivation.
New communications requirements are expected for a num-
ber of other reasons, including (i) the desire for new services
for multiple applications, (ii) the need for airlines to increase
efficiency, and (iii) the need to manage the growing size and
complexity of the civil air transportation system.

The U.S. Congress and the Executive Office formed the
Joint Planning and Development Office (JPDO) in 2003 for
the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NGATS),
now referred to as “NextGen.” The JPDO has members
from multiple federal agencies, including the Departments of
Transportation (DOT), Homeland Security (DHS), Defense
(DOD), and Commerce (DOC), plus the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Agency (NASA), FAA, and White House
Office of Science and Technology Policy. Industry and private
sector members also participate in the JPDO. The JPDO’s ini-
tial charter identified eight key capabilities for which research
and development were cited as critical to modernization.
These capabilities are: network-enabled information access;
performance-based services; weather assimilated into deci-
sion making; layered, adaptive security; broad area precision
navigation; aircraft trajectory-based operations; equivalent
visual operations; and super density operations. The first
capability – network-enabled information access – pertains
to aeronautical communications in all phases of flight.

4.1 NextGen communications

In the realm of air traffic control (ATC) communications,
analog voice communications will be complemented by the
Data Communications data link system (DATACOMM). The
DATACOMM system will be used to handle non-time crit-
ical data between the aircraft and ground. The analog voice
channels will continue to be used to convey time critical infor-
mation. The DATACOMM system uses a VDLM2 datalink
channel to convey messages between ATC and the aircraft.
Controller-Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC) and
Tower Data Link Services are two services that will be pro-
vided by DATACOMM.

Many pilot-controller communications involve routine
messages such as altimeter setting, change of altitude, or
change of frequency channel instructions. The CPDLC sys-
tem was developed to handle these messages automatically
through a digital datalink instead of using voice, thus freeing
pilots for more important tasks. A set of pre-formatted mes-
sage codes were developed to handle the routine messages.

The VDLM2 data link allows messages to be “addressed” to a
specific aircraft. When a controller sends a CPDLC message
to an aircraft, the message is received and displayed, typ-
ically, on the aircraft’s Flight Management System (FMS).
The flight crew has the option to accept or reject the message.
If the flight crew would like to send a message requesting an
action, the FMS is used to send a request downlink to the
controller.

In NextGen, the Tower Data Link Services (TDLS) will
not operate through a third party service provider, but will
instead be direct from the FAA tower to the aircraft. The
Pre-Departure Clearance (PDC) service will be replaced by
Departure Clearance (DCL). The flight crew datalinks its
clearance request directly to the tower. The clearance will
be delivered directly to the aircraft and once the flight crew
accepts the clearance, it will be automatically programmed
into the Flight Management System. The TDLS will also
include a D-TAXI service which datalinks airport surface taxi
routes directly to the aircraft. The taxi route will be a sequence
of taxiways and intersections that the aircraft should follow
from the landing runway to the gate or from the gate to the
departure runway.

The NextGen FIS services will still include “weather to
the cockpit” which provides graphical and textual weather
information to the flight crew. The Digital Operational Ter-
minal Information Service (D-OTIS) will combine the current
ATIS and NOTAM systems together to provide on-demand
information for any airport.

The aeronautical band from 960–1215 MHz is used pri-
marily for navigation (distance measuring equipment, DME),
but with the recent need for enhanced communications, this
“L-band spectrum” is being planned for communications use.
A current navigation system (Universal Access Transceiver,
UAT, described subsequently) also employs this band, as do
secondary surveillance radar transponders. The latest propos-
als for new systems in this band are called L-band Digital
Aeronautical Communication System (L-DACS), and the
leading contender system, L-DACS1, employs a multicarrier
orthogonal frequency division multiple-access (OFDMA)
approach. This scheme, which employs multiple narrow
bandwidth subcarriers, can potentially avoid interference
with DME and other L-band transmissions. The L-band links
are envisioned to carry data (not voice), with rates from
approximately 200 kbps to 1.3 Mbps.

4.2 NextGen navigation

Even navigation will utilize datalink services in NextGen.
Until the late 1990s, aircraft navigation was conducted using
radio navigation signals from ground-based navigation aids
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(navaids). The navigation information was contained in the
radio signal. Even with the advent of GPS and the Wide
Area Augmentation System (WAAS) Differential Global
Positioning System (DGPS), aircraft continue to navigate
using the ground- or satellite-based radio signals. In the
NextGen system, the Instrument Landing System (ILS) pre-
cision approach systems will be replaced with Local-Area
Augmentation System (LAAS) DGPS which uses a datalink.
The VHF Data Broadcast (VDB) datalink conveys differen-
tial GPS corrections and approach path information to the
aircraft. The VDB uses the range 108.00 to 118.00 in the
navigation frequency spectrum.

4.3 NextGen surveillance

Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast (ADS-B) is
the NextGen surveillance system that relies on each aircraft
broadcasting its GPS position. ADS-B is automatic in that
pilot action is not required and it is dependent because it
relies on the aircraft to determine its position and commu-
nicate it. The ADS-B broadcast allows other aircraft in the
area and ATC to know the aircraft’s current position (lat-
itude, longitude, and altitude) as well as its heading and
velocity. ADS-B requires a digital datalink to communi-
cate for the air-to-air and air-to-ground communications.
In the FAA NextGen architecture, ADS-B uses both the
1030/1090 datalink defined for SSR transponders and the
978 MHz Universal Access Transceiver (UAT). UAT employs
a 1 MHz channel, and uses binary frequency shift keying.
Transmissions are synchronized by 1-second frames, and
aircraft listen to uplink broadcasts from a ground station,
and transmit (in CSMA fashion) on available “message start
opportunities.”

The 1030/1090 datalink is modified to add “Extended
Squitter” messages which contain the ADS-B data. The
term “squitter” refers to the capability of the transponder
to periodically transmit its information without receiving
an interrogation. Airliners and higher end business avia-
tion aircraft are typically equipped with 1030/1090 Mode-S
transponders, which minimizes the equipage needs for ADS-
B. Lower-end general aviation aircraft that do not have
Mode-S transponders are more likely to equip with the UAT
system. Because aircraft are not on the same datalink, the
FAA rebroadcasts any ADS-B messages that it receives on
the other datalink. For example, an ADS-B report on UAT is
rebroadcast on the 1030/1090 channel and an ADS-B mes-
sage on the 1030/1090 channel is rebroadcast on the UAT
channel.

Since not all aircraft may be equipped with ADS-B, ATC
uplinks traffic information on non-cooperative targets. The

traffic uplink through the ADS-B system is a derivative of
the TIS service provided by the radar system and is called
TIS-Broadcast or TIS-B. TIS-B collects traffic information
from the ADS-B and 1030/1090 radar system to generate the
traffic uplink.

The ADS-B system provides a tactical view of aircraft
position while the ADS-C (or Contract) service provides a
strategic view. Through ADS-C, the aircraft links to ATC its
current position and the future waypoints that comprise its
route. At the beginning of the flight, the aircraft negotiates
a “contract” with ATC that specifies when and where the
aircraft will make position reports. The position reports can
be automatic, such as passing a waypoint on the route, or
periodic, such as every 15 minutes. The initial use of ADS-
C is for transoceanic routes where ATC does not have radar
coverage. The transoceanic use of ADS-C combined with
the use of CPDLC for datalinking ATC instructions permit
aircraft to reduce their horizontal separation from 50 nautical
miles to 30 nautical miles. Both the ADS-C and CPDLC
systems will utilize satellite communication channels due to
the inability of VHF channels to operate over the ocean. In
the long-term, ADS-C will be used over continental areas that
currently have radar coverage.

4.4 NextGen airport surface operations

As identified in the Joint Planning and Development Office
(JPDO) “Integrated Plan,” enhancing airport operations is
essential for increasing efficiency, capacity, and safety of
the airspace system (JPDO, 2009). Wireless networking at
airports is clearly a critical contributor to enhancing airport
operations, as numerous applications could employ such an
airport network. This includes use of the network by pilots,
air traffic controllers, airport security, airport operations
and maintenance personnel, and many other entities. The
likely candidate technology for airport surface networking
is the IEEE 802.16e standard (dubbed WiMax by industry)
(Andrews, Ghosh and Muhamed, 2007). The airport system
will be a “tailored” version of 802.16. As with L-DACS,
802.16e uses OFDMA, and has multiple possible values
of channel bandwidth and data rate (up to approximately
40 Mbps).

5 TECHNOLOGY AND POLICY ISSUES

5.1 Bandwidth limitations

Ultimately, the capacity of any radio link is upper-bounded
by Shannon’s well-known capacity formula (Shannon, 1948).
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This formula for an additive white Gaussian noise channel
provides an upper limit to capacity in terms of signal-to-
noise ratio and bandwidth. With many types of services vying
for rights to spectrum, dedicated spectrum for aeronautical
communications will always be limited.

The channel bandwidth of 25 kHz is minute in comparison
to channel bandwidths for commercial systems (200 kHz–
5 MHz for cellular, 10–20 MHz for LANs), and the 8.33 kHz
allocation is likely the smallest of any allocation made in
decades for any communications use. Yet non-technical con-
straints will keep these allocations in place for the foreseeable
future. Due to technology limitations in terms of filtering and
out-of-band emissions, adjacent channel interference means
that the “full” band (VHF) cannot be filled with active chan-
nels in any one region. Hence the total capacity is less than
one can compute using the given value of bandwidth. Gains in
system capacity can thus be attained through spatial confine-
ment (directional antennas) and spatial re-use, higher-order
modulation and advanced error control coding, and advanced
signal processing (e.g., active interference cancellation), all
within the given bandwidth limits.

One additional area for bandwidth expansion is the optical
area, where free-space optics (FSO) can provide enormous
data rates, under conditions of line of sight (and no interven-
ing clouds). The DOD has demonstrated a hybrid aeronautical
radio/FSO system in its ORCLE program (Kenyon, 2004).
This may prove usable for some aeronautical communication
needs in the future.

5.2 Encryption and security

Existing aeronautical datalink technology does not use any
encryption or any other security measures. This leaves
the datalinks open, which allows third parties to listen to
transmissions (Adams, 2006). The current system is also
susceptible to spoofing, which is an unauthorized party pre-
tending to be air traffic control or airline operations and
sending false messages.

In the next generation of datalink services, security mea-
sures will be added to ensure that the message is authentic and
that the message content can be trusted. It will also prevent
unintended parties from eavesdropping on the communi-
cation. ARINC, RTCA, EUROCAE, and AEEC standards
organizations are currently working in collaboration to define
the future security technology and protocols.

5.3 Required communications performance

As the global air transportation system transitions to
performance-based operations, air traffic management

services and access to airspace will be provided to aircraft
that are adequately equipped. An aircraft will be designated
by its Required Total System Performance (RTSP) capability.
RTSP is comprised of Required Communications Perfor-
mance (RCP), Required Navigation Performance (RNP), and
Required Surveillance Performance (RSP).

The RCP will be determined by the aircraft’s communi-
cations capabilities. These capabilities include the ability to
communicate via voice and data links through various spectra
and media such as VHF, HF, and satellite. Communication
performance factors such as latency, availability, and integrity
affect the RCP value. Since the benefits related to RCP depend
on the communications performance to be operational, the
aircraft’s RCP value changes during flight if a failure causes
the loss of communication performance.

In 2007, the FAA and the European air traffic con-
trol organization (EUROCONTROL) published the second
version of the Communications Operating Concept and
Requirements (COCR) for the Future Radio System
(EUROCONTROL/FAA, 2007). This document establishes
communication requirements in support of global air traffic
management, and also identifies sets of the most appropriate
technologies to meet these requirements.

The COCR presents a timeline for achieving objectives,
divided into two phases, with phase 1 extending to near the
year 2030, and phase 2 to 2035 and beyond. The phases
overlap beginning around 2020. In addition to defining
operational concepts, environments, and key representative
“scenarios,” the COCR also presents specific perfor-
mance requirements for communication systems in multiple
domains of flight. These requirements include voice and data,
for broadcast and point to point modes, for a large number
of air traffic service types. The scope of the COCR and the
Future Radio System is shown in Figure 3. Key requirements
include message latency, reliability, and integrity.

5.4 Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)

Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are increasingly being
used for civilian, homeland security, and defense applica-
tions. Each UAS is operated by either a ground-based user
or an airborne user in another aircraft. A command and con-
trol communications channel is required to operate the UAS.
Depending on the application, the UAS may have data teleme-
try channels to download video and sensor data to remote
operators.

As UAS are approved to operate in the National Airspace
System, they will be required to equip with at least a subset
of the communication equipment mentioned in this chapter.
Communication equipment will be needed that allows the
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Figure 3. Illustration of scope of Future Radio System (based on
EUROCONTROL/FAA, 2007).

operator to communicate with the various enroute and termi-
nal ATC facilities. The UAS will need to carry transponder
and/or ADS-B equipment to interact with ATC surveillance
equipment. The UAS will be required to have its own surveil-
lance equipment sufficient for “see-and-avoid” operation.

6 SUMMARY

Early aircraft communications used analog radios to transmit
voice communications for air traffic control and airline opera-
tions. As technology advanced, digital radios began replacing
the analog communications radios. The digital radios allowed
both voice and data to be transmitted between the aircraft and
ground systems. The data channels, or datalinks, gave rise to
a host of applications such as weather, maintenance, traffic,
and airport operational information that could be transmit-
ted directly to the aircraft. Among the benefits provided by
the datalinks, the flight crew could request information when
needed and the information could be routed directly to the
flight management system or displays without having the
pilot manually listen and then enter the data.

In the Next Generation Air Transportation System, digital
datalinks are the enabling technology that allows new com-
munication, navigation, and surveillance systems to work.
Datalinks also enable uplink of Flight Information Services
(enroute weather, airport conditions, taxi instructions, and
pre-departure clearance).

NOMENCLATURE

AA air-to-air
ACARS aircraft communications addressing and

reporting system
ADS-B automatic dependent surveillance –

broadcast
ADS-C automatic dependent surveillance –

contract
AFSS automated flight service stations
AG air-to-ground
AOA ACARS over AVLC (Aviation VHF link

control)
AOC airline operations or airline operational

control
ARTCC air route traffic control centers
ATC air traffic control
ATIS automated terminal information system
AWOS automated weather observing system
CDTI cockpit display of traffic information
CDU control display unit
CNS communication, navigation, and surveil-

lance
CPDLC controller-pilot data link communications
CSMA carrier-sense multiple access
D8PSK differential 8-ary phase shift keying

modulation
DATACOMM data communications (data link system)
DCL departure clearance
DME distance measuring equipment
DSB-AM double-sideband amplitude modulation
D-OTIS digital operational terminal information

service
D-TAXI digital airport taxi route datalink service
EFAS enroute flight advisory service
FIS flight informational services
FISDL flight informational services data link
FMS flight management system
GA ground-to-air
GHz giga hertz
HF high frequency
ICAO International Civil Aeronautics Organization
JPDO Joint Planning and Development Office
kHz kilo hertz
LAAS DGPS local area augmentation system differen-

tial GPS
LDACS L-band digital aeronautical communica-

tion system
LOS line of sight
MHz mega hertz
NAS National Airspace System
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NGATS next generation air transportation system
NOTAM notice to airmen
OFDMA orthogonal frequency division multiple-

access
PDC pre-departure clearance
PIREP pilot report
QoS quality of service
RCP required communications performance
RNP required navigation performance
RSP required surveillance performance
RTSP required total system performance
SATCOM satellite communications
SNR signal to noise ratio
SSR secondary surveillance radar
TDLS tower data link service
TIS traffic information service
UAS unmanned aircraft systems
UAT universal access transceiver
UHF ultra high frequency
VDB VHF data broadcast
VDLM2 VHF data link – mode 2
VHF very high frequency
WAAS DGPS wide area augmentation system differen-

tial GPS

RELATED CHAPTERS

This section lists other encyclopedia chapters that may be of
interest.
Aerospace Avionics Systems
Modern Aircraft Flight Management Systems
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1 INTRODUCTION

Every spacecraft today must possess some form of commu-
nications due to its remoteness in order to serve its intended
function. Even the first spacecraft, Sputnik, carried two 1-W
radio transmitters and four whip antennas. The radios sim-
ply transmitted a signal that alternated between 20.005 and
40.002 MHz, spending 0.3 s at each frequency. Considerable
advancements have been made in communications avionics
since that momentous achievement on 4 October 1957. Early
“passive” communications satellites, notably the Echo satel-
lites in the 1960s, each consisted of a metalized balloon acting
as a reflector of microwave signals bounced from one point
on Earth to another. Other examples of spacecraft with no
onboard communications capability may also be found but
are rare.

Spacecraft are deployed for several uses. These include
the following types: communications relay satellite, weather
satellite, remote sensing satellite, science observation
spacecraft, reconnaissance/surveillance satellite, naviga-
tion satellite, space exploration spacecraft (manned and
unmanned, including lander, rover, and probe), space station
(manned), and research satellite. Other types are the booster
and the orbital transfer vehicle (upper stage) that will also
typically have their own communications requirements. It is
noted that a space vehicle may provide multiple functions, for
example, the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) simulta-
neously provides a science observation function as well as
a communications relay function on behalf of spacecraft on
the surface of Mars.

Generally, each spacecraft provides a telemetry, tracking,
and command (TT&C) function necessary to issue com-
mands to the spacecraft and to receive engineering (health
and status) information for the basic purpose of maintain-
ing its operation, as well as to support position and velocity
determination via ranging and Doppler radiometrics. Sepa-
rate from the TT&C function, a spacecraft will accommodate
a payload, which will give rise to its own communica-
tions requirements. For example, a weather satellite will
have a sensor payload that generates high bandwidth teleme-
try for downlink. Figure 1 illustrates the distinction of the
TT&C communications and the payload communications
in a simplified diagram of that presented by the Euro-
pean Corporation for Space Standarization (ECSS) standard
(ECSS-E-70, 2000). However, while this distinction defines
the data types that are exchanged with the spacecraft, these
data are often combined on a common shared communica-
tions system for the space vehicle.

The nature of the mission payload, the location or journey
of the spacecraft, and the expected duration of the mission
all contribute to requirements on the telecommunication
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Figure 1. Spacecraft communications interfaces to ground.

subsystems. Aspects of reliability, robustness, command
authentication, and so on will drive TT&C requirements.

The most common type of spacecraft is the communica-
tions satellite (comsat), and therefore particular attention is
warranted. In this case the payload consists of a system to
relay signals between geographically separated users. There
will be two types of ground systems: the control station,
which communicates with the spacecraft TT&C system, and
the comsat user ground system, which communicates with
(through) the spacecraft relay payload. A limited number
of control stations (as few as one) are required and will
issue commands for the vehicle as well as commands to
configure and operate the communications relay payload.
The satellite will also provide return telemetry of health and
status. This command and telemetry must be understood
by the spacecraft as recognizable information that gener-
ates operations on board. However, communications with
the other ground station type, supporting the comsat user
through the relay payload, might have limited communica-
tions processing on board. For example, the payload may
operate as a “bent-pipe” relay where a simple frequency
translation and amplification is performed. Typically, there
are a large number of user comsat terminals; INTELSAT
reports more than 500 000 ground stations at the time of this
writing. Engineering design of the level of spacecraft relay
payload onboard processing (OBP) depends on tradeoffs of
the overall system architecture, including what amount of
complexity/performance/processing the ground user termi-
nals should have. For example, the AmerHis “switchboard
in the sky” provides flexibility between uplink and down-
link channels; the Iridium satellite onboard functions include
dynamically switching intersatellite links with neighbors in
the 66-satellite constellation; and network-layer on-board
functionality promises a more efficient mesh architecture
with lower latency and higher bandwidth utilization. At the
same time, minimal-on-board processing comsat systems

such as the Globalstar and ORBCOMM constellation net-
works are finding success.

In the broader context of any type of spacecraft, such as
when the payload is for remote sensing, then the OBP is
part of that system but may also incorporate communica-
tions functions. This is pursued further in the material below.
An example is data compression, also known as source cod-
ing; a “lossy” technique is the well-known JPEG Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT). A variant of this block transform-
based compression method was used on the Galileo Jupiter
mission when the high gain antenna failed and the mission
was nevertheless successful due to transmitting compressed
data over the much lower bandwidth low gain antenna
link.

A challenge that often may arise in space communication
is that spacecraft cannot communicate at any time they want.
First of all, there may be no one listening. Ground antennas
or communication relay satellites must point to the spacecraft
in order to send or receive data. There are usually a limited
number of relay satellites shared among many users/space
missions. In addition, there cannot be anything obstructing
the communication. The spacecraft cannot be on the other
side of some other celestial body; the spacecraft must be
in view of Earth. Likewise, the antenna that is supposed to
be pointing at the spacecraft cannot be on the other side of
Earth.

There are also many operational reasons why a space-
craft may be unable to transmit or receive data. Not only
must an antenna be pointing to the spacecraft, but the space-
craft must point its transceiver at Earth (unless its antenna
is omnidirectional, or spatial constraints exist such as use of
a geostationary orbit (GSO)). If the spacecraft is taking an
image, it may not be able to orient itself to point the instru-
ments to their respective targets simultaneously. In addition,
the spacecraft may not have enough solar power or battery
energy to use the transceiver. A Mars Exploration Rover
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(MER) cannot use its transceivers during the Martian night
because it relies on solar energy.

Ground antennas compensate for this restricted ability of
spacecraft to communicate by having been designed with
increased precision, size, power, and number. Telecommu-
nication satellites such as those of the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) are similarly designed to
efficiently relay communications from other more restricted
Earth orbiting spacecraft. Use of relay communications has
proven to be highly effective in deep space exploration in such
cases as the 1976 Mars Viking orbiter-lander missions and the
Pioneer Venus, Galileo, and Cassini–Huygens probes. Inter-
national standardization of relay communications has taken
place and has been used by the highly successful MER rovers
to return 98% of the data via relay and the Mars Phoenix
mission which depended entirely on relay communications.
Further automation of store-and-forwarding relay functions
is being established by the delay/disruption tolerant network-
ing (DTN) architecture standard. Integration of conventional
Internet Protocol (IP) technologies onboard spacecraft is also
advancing and promises performance gains in modest prop-
agation delay environments such as Earth orbit.

There are also strategies a mission can take to operate its
spacecraft to more efficiently use a fixed amount of band-
width. As spacecraft have increased in complexity, they have
increasingly adopted onboard computing techniques for opti-
mizing the throughput of information value. These techniques
include efficient network protocols, data compression, image
processing, machine learning, and artificial intelligence.

Beyond just receiving commands and sending back
telemetry and scientific data, some spacecraft use commu-
nication equipment as science instruments. This is usually
done in conjunction with a ground antenna or another space-
craft. Communication between spacecraft may also serve to
coordinate their measurements, operations, and execution.

The rest of this chapter will describe how these different
resources and techniques have been developed for efficient
spacecraft communication and its alternative uses.

2 UNDERLYING COMMUNICATIONS
REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Electromagnetic spectrum

The radio frequency (RF) spectrum is regulated at national,
regional, and global levels. The spectrum is managed to opti-
mize for use and to avoid or minimize interference. At the
international level, certain RF bands have been allocated for
licensed use in space operations by the International Telecom-

munications Union (ITU); see, for example, Ashford (2003)
for further description. The Space Frequency Coordination
Group (SFCG) also achieves frequency management among
international space agencies at a somewhat less formal level.
Letter designations (e.g., L-band, S-band) are provided for
different RF spectrum bands although these are not always
in exact agreement among standards bodies. For example,
ITU designates Ka-band as 33.4–36.0 GHz, but IEEE Std.
521-2002, IEEE Standard Letter Designations for Radar-
Frequency Bands, designates Ka-band as 27–40 GHz. RF
spectrum allocations are also dependent on the regime of use;
for example, different conditions apply for the near-Earth,
Lunar, and Mars proximity areas of operations.

Several factors influence the RF band selection decision.
Lower frequency bands are typically less costly; for exam-
ple, at the extreme end, the amateur-satellite UHF/VHF
service bands are commonly used by CubeSats (CubeSat,
2009), which are very small and inexpensive satellites often
used in university settings for experimental research. The
ORBCOMM space segment is another example that uses
UHF/VHF frequencies. The lower frequencies also pro-
vide superior propagation resilience to multipath and fading,
which is important for a surface rover. However, lower fre-
quency systems are limited by bandwidth, require a larger
aperture to focus the beam, and are subject to heavy demand
by competing spectrum users. Higher frequencies offer use
of smaller diameter (hence smaller mass) antenna apertures
and focused beams, as well as less crowded spectrum and
higher bandwidth. However, this is traded against the need
for greater precision in pointing, attenuation and blockage
arising from precipitation/clouds, and higher speed elec-
tronics. Optical communications, where the electromagnetic
frequency is highest, are expected to come into use in space
as technological advances are made in order to achieve higher
data rates. Multiple radios supporting significantly different
frequent bands may be used in order that robust connectivity
is always guaranteed at the lower frequency while higher data
rates are realized at the higher frequency.

The supportable data rates in different bands depend on
capabilities of the antenna(s) and the spacecraft’s telecom-
munication subsystem, the spacecraft elevation and ground
antenna horizon mask during the track, and potentially
weather. The following describes a NASA example. Near
Earth communication (especially Space Shuttle and Inter-
national Space Station (ISS) communication by NASA) is
typically between 1.98 and 2.01 GHz for Earth to space and
between 2.17 and 2.2 GHz for space to Earth. These are
part of the S-band (2–4 GHz), which also includes some
radar bands, satellite radio, IEEE 802.11 wireless networks,
cordless phones, and microwave ovens. Because of demand
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arising from the ITU IMT 2000 mobile terrestrial 3G telecom-
munications systems, NASA is constrained on the use of
S-band by deep space spacecraft. There are bands set aside
for deep space communications around 7 GHz for Earth to
space and 8 GHz for space to Earth. This is part of the X-band
(7–12 GHz), which is also used for many different radar appli-
cations. Near Earth missions and satellites also use X-band
in different frequency ranges than deep space missions. Ku-
band (12–18 GHz) is used by satellites, including the TDRSS
to support Space Shuttle and ISS communication. Track-
ing stations are increasingly being built to support Ka-band
communication. However, weather can much more easily
disrupt communications in this band. Supporting services
with antenna arrays in the Ka-band is logistically challeng-
ing since performance is much more uncertain, and there are
many more options for allocating antennas, which may have
varying performance due to wear.

Two-way space communications are generally achieved
by dedicating a separate frequency channel for each direc-
tion, unlike, for example, IEEE 802.11 “WiFi” where medium
access control enables sharing a single “half-duplex” chan-
nel. Use of separate frequency bands allows continuous “full
duplex” repeater operation without interference between the
uplink/downlink channels. In addition, spacecraft tracking
is enabled: the received carrier is immediately translated to
achieve a known ratio and retransmitted onto the downlink
channel; the ground station may then determine the Doppler
shift and therefore the relative radial velocity. Ranging codes
may also be used for distance measurement.

2.2 Orbital geometry

Spacecraft will typically operate nominally in Earth orbit.
The orbit may be geosynchronous, having an orbit period
equal to a sidereal day, causing its orbital track to repeat
regularly (forming a figure “8”). A special case of this is a
GSO in which the orbit is circular and the satellite is in the
plane of the equator, and therefore the satellite appears as a
fixed point above the surface of the Earth; such a satellite
will have an altitude of 35 786 km. GEO, denoting geosyn-
chronous or geostationary Earth orbit, generally also refers
to this same GSO orbit. Lower orbits are medium (MEO)
and low (LEO, an altitude up to 2000 km). Selection depends
on the mission; for example, a reconnaissance satellite will
likely require LEO operation for its sensor payload to provide
maximum performance.

Other spacecraft are booster vehicles and deep space
vehicles. Consideration of deep space exploration illustrates
the principles of communications over distance. When a
spacecraft downlinks data, the rate of data transmission is

Figure 2. A signal’s strength from a transmitter or the Sun spreads
as a square function of distance traveled (R2), such that an antenna
or solar panel receives energy proportional to R−2.

proportional to the strength of the signal when it reaches
Earth. A communication signal’s arrival strength is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance it has traveled (Fig-
ure 2). Since transceiver power is supplied by solar panels
or fuel, the mass of the power system grows as a function
proportional to the power needed. The Sun’s solar power
is inversely proportional to the square of the spacecraft’s
distance to the Sun, so solar panel mass must grow as a func-
tion proportional to the square of the distance from the Sun.
Therefore, mass increases proportionally to the data rate, the
square of the distance to the Earth, and the square of the
distance to the Sun. In turn, the launch fuel grows as a func-
tion proportional to the square of the mass of the spacecraft.
Thus, the cost of communication is a function proportional to
the data rate (r) squared, the distance from Earth (dE) to the
fourth power, and the distance from the Sun (dS) to the fourth
power.

communication cost ∼ r2d4
Ed4

S (1)

2.3 Communications and tracking infrastructure

The spacecraft will typically communicate with and be
tracked by a ground station network. In the case of a geosta-
tionary satellite, a single ground station may be used and is
in permanent view. However, in general, network ground sta-
tions are usually spread around the world in order to increase
the opportunities for non-GEO spacecraft to be within view
of at least one station in the network. Also, high-precision
interferometric tracking services may be achieved using mul-
tiple antennas located far from each other, having very long
baselines.

Tracking services can alternatively determine a space-
craft’s speed, distance, or position with respect to Earth. The
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velocity of a spacecraft can be determined by the frequency
deviation of its downlink. The faster the spacecraft moves
away from the ground antenna, the lower the frequency of the
received signal. This stretching (or compressing) of the sig-
nal is called a Doppler effect. Ranging is the tracking service
for determining the distance of the spacecraft. The ground
antenna sends a ranging signal in the uplink at a recorded
time, and the spacecraft immediately resends this signal on
its downlink. The tracking station computes correlates on the
outbound and inbound signals to derive the round trip time.
After correcting for atmospheric effects, the distance is then
computed by multiplying by the speed of light, divided by 2.

Many nations have developed ground station net-
works for tracking Earth orbiting, lunar, and deep
space missions. There are also many proprietary sys-
tems for telecommunication satellite companies such as
Iridium and Intelsat. We will describe those of NASA, for
which much public information is available.

NASA manages three networks: the Deep Space Net-
work (DSN), the Near Earth Network (NEN), and the Space
Network (SN) (NASA’s Mission Operations and Commu-
nications Services, 2009). The NEN and SN customers are
typically near-Earth missions, and deep space missions pre-
dominately use the DSN. The DSN supports S-, X-, and
Ka-band communications. The SN supports S-, Ku-, and
Ka-band communications with low Earth orbiting (LEO)
satellites. NEN stations typically support near Earth S-band
and X-band communications; however, several are capable
of receiving signals from deep space missions as well.

The SN manages the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS), a network of geostationary telecommu-
nication satellites for relaying communications between
spacecraft and ground stations to which they communicate.
The SN space segment enables a LEO spacecraft to commu-
nicate with the ground through a TDRS via an inter-spacecraft
link rather than directly with a ground terminal. The TDRS
relays the LEO spacecraft’s information on through the
ground TDRSS. The geometric view of a geostationary satel-
lite provides much greater coverage than would a “pass”
over a ground station. Furthermore, by “handing over” from
one TDRS to another through scheduled beams/channels
and appropriate pointing, the LEO spacecraft (in nonpo-
lar orbit) may achieve essentially continuous coverage. For
example, such communications are achieved for the Interna-
tional Space Station and the Space Shuttle. TDRSS supports
S-, Ku-, and Ka-band communications. Newer TDRSs can
support data rates of 6 Mbps for S-band and 800 Mbps for
Ka-band.

The European Space Agency (ESA) operates the European
Space Tracking (ESTRACK) network. ESTRACK originally
supported only near Earth missions but has increased its role

in supporting deep space missions, such as Mars Express,
Rosetta, and Venus Express. ESTRACK supports S-, X-,
and Ka-bands. European deep space missions often use both
ESTRACK and DSN services.

Russia’s tracking network is OKIK (Otdel’niy Komandno-
Izmeritel’niy Kompleks) and supports the International
Space Station, Soyuz spacecraft, and other Earth orbiting
satellites. China also has tracking stations as well as ships
with tracking facilities. Some of these ground stations are
shared with France, Australia, Sweden, and Brazil. Several
other nations have their own space tracking stations, includ-
ing India and Japan.

Other space tracking networks include the United States
Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) and the com-
mercial Universal Space Network. Proprietary systems are
used by telecommunication satellite companies such as Irid-
ium and Intelsat.

These space communication networks provide other ser-
vices in addition to command uplink, telemetry downlink,
and tracking spacecraft position and velocity. Many of these
services simplify the interface to the network for a mis-
sion by helping them choose and plan their services, helping
them create data products for commanding, providing predict
information on the projected location of the spacecraft and
viewperiods for scheduling tracks on different antennas, and
processing downlink data.

3 SPACE VEHICLE COMMUNICATIONS
COMPONENTS

Figure 3 provides an overview of the spacecraft communica-
tions functions that may be present. This includes those for
both TT&C and a communications relay payload. The sub-
sections that follow provide a short description for each of
the components.

3.1 Spacecraft antennas

The choice of antenna will depend on the space vehicle, and
may be wire (generally UHF or VHF), horn (typically pro-
ducing a beam larger than 10◦), reflector (with a paraboloid
shape), or an array. The antenna may be fixed and body-
mounted, gimbaled, or conformally fitted to the spacecraft
body using an active electronically steered phased array.
Having a body-mounted antenna lowers the cost of imple-
mentation but considerably impacts operations costs. For
example, it may be required to roll the spacecraft to improve
the antenna pointing, but this implies propulsion costs as well
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Figure 3. Overview of spacecraft communications functions.

as operational considerations throughout the rest of the space-
craft (solar panel deployment, thermal distribution, sensor
systems, etc.). A conformal phased array provides simpler
operations but power, mass for wiring, and complexity can
drive costs.

Typically a single antenna is used for both the trans-
mit and receive channels, using a diplexer. (The property
of interchangeability of the same antenna for transmitting
and receiving is known as antenna reciprocity.) However, in
some applications transmit/receive isolation is critical and
separate antennas are employed. The INMARSAT 3 comsat
is an example (Evans, 1999).

The directivity of an antenna is defined as the ratio of
the radiation intensity in a given direction to the radiation
intensity averaged over all directions. The gain is the amount
of power that can be achieved in one direction at the expense
of the power lost in the others; it is generally specified in the
direction of maximum radiated power, known as the main
lobe. The antenna aperture area is related to the gain provided
by the following equation:

Antenna gain G = 4�Ae

λ2
(2)

where Ae is the effective area of the aperture and λ is the wave-
length of the signal. In practice, Ae is approximately 50% of
the physical area. The beamwidth is the angle subtended by
the half-power points of the main lobe. The beamwidth is
inversely proportional to the diameter of the reflector. TT&C
needs to use a low gain antenna to provide coverage over
a complete sphere during launch ascent and orbit transfer
maneuvers, in case the spacecraft begins to tumble. Often,

dual antennas are used, one low gain for emergency and/or
dynamic conditions, and the other high gain for nominal high
bandwidth communications under stable conditions.

Polarization refers to the orientation of the lines of flux in
an electromagnetic field. Spacecraft antennas are typically
circularly polarized, to cope with the relative motion and
geographically distributed positions; mismatched linearly
polarized antennas will lose considerable signal strength.
Agreement with the opposite end (usually a ground station)
regarding right or left circularity is predetermined. Linear
polarization may be used with geostationary satellites.

Relay payload satellites may use multibeam antennas.
These may have fixed spot beams or may have steerable (elec-
tronically or gimbaled) multispot beams. Onboard routing
may allow dynamic selection of the received information to
the downlink spot beam and its associated geographic area.

Engineering of the spacecraft antenna is fundamentally
dependent on the other communications entity it is commu-
nicating with, which is typically a ground station terminal, as
well as factors of power and flux density mask requirements
imposed by regulatory agencies.

3.2 RF front end

The “front end” of the spacecraft communications system
converts the received RF waveform into a baseband sig-
nal that may be further processed, and similarly converts
baseband signals to RF for amplification and transmis-
sion. If optical communications were used, this component
would be replaced accordingly, integrated with the acquisi-
tion/pointing/tracking mechanism.
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Consider the progression in the direction of a received sig-
nal. The antenna output would be filtered and applied to a low
noise amplifier (LNA). This would then be down-converted
to intermediate frequency (IF) where further filtering could
be applied. There are numerous design variants, including use
of software defined radio (SDR) in which analog-to-digital
(and digital-to-analog for the transmit side) processing is
applied and fast Fourier transform and other digital signal
processing/filtering and frequency synthesis techniques may
be used.

A communication relay payload may stop at the RF
stage, and perform a frequency translation for “bent-pipe”
transparent relay transmission. More generally, separate
channels may be handled and switched onto different out-
bound antenna beams, that is, the relay payload may provide
the means to select an uplink channel that transports the signal
to a geographic coverage spot. The uplink channel frequency
is generally higher than the downlink channel frequency,
since higher frequencies are attenuated more by atmospheric
weather and it is easier to generate power on the ground than
onboard a satellite to overcome it. A downconverter is used to
directly translate the received signal to the lower frequency
for downlink transmission. Alternatively, the received sig-
nal may be downconverted to a lower IF where filtering and
switching is performed prior to upconversion and transmis-
sion (Ashford, 2003).

3.3 Modulation/demodulation

The demodulator converts the input IF signal to a symbol
stream, and conversely, the modulator prepares a symbol
stream for radiation on the RF link. Because of high dynamics
in space vehicle motion, the carrier-acquisition and fre-
quency tracking loop may be required to accommodate
large Doppler effects. The Doppler phase measurement is
used in support of navigation. The signal symbol acqui-
sition and tracking loop derive symbol synchronization.
Modem design depends on the waveform. There are a
number of modulation techniques used for space commu-
nications; the following is an incomplete but representative
list of examples. Two common standards used are direct
carrier BPSK and subcarrier BPSK. Another standard is
the AFSCN, space-ground link system (SGLS), ternary
frequency shift keying (FSK). NASA TDRSS uses quadra-
ture phase shift keying (QPSK) and Spread Spectrum –
binary phase shift keying (SS-BPSK). The DVB-S2 digital
television broadcast standard provides for multiple modu-
lation formats: QPSK, 8PSK, 16APSK (16-level amplitude
and phase shift keying), and 32APSK. CCSDS recom-
mendations are provided (CCSDS, 2009) for bandwidth

efficient modulations for science missions in the Earth Explo-
ration Satellite Service (EESS) and Space Research Service
(SRS) band, specifying Gaussian minimum shift keying
(GMSK) and filtered OQPSK (offset QPSK) with various
options.

A modem may be capable of supporting multiple data
rates. For example, the Electra radio on the MRO implements
the CCSDS Proximity-1 standard and numerous data rates.
While these may be manually configured, the radio has also
implemented an Adaptive Data Rate function to continuously
monitor the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and adjust the data
rate to maximize total link capacity.

3.4 Spread spectrum

Spread spectrum signaling is used by the TDRSS system
in order that the LEO spacecraft crosslink transmission to
a TDRS maintains an adequately low flux density. While
spreading is not required on TDRS since these are bent-
pipe, it is required on the user LEO spacecraft. Spread
spectrum is also used in military satellite communications
(MILSATCOM) to achieve anti-jam (AJ) and low proba-
bility of intercept (LPI) capabilities. Spread spectrum may
also be used for code division multiple access (CDMA)
as it is for the TDRSS Multiple Access return link ser-
vice, although the receive processing is performed on the
ground. (This service uses the S-band 30-element phased
array on a TDRS; the phase shifting and combining oper-
ations are not performed on board but in the ground
terminal.)

3.5 Channel coding and block synchronization

Channel coding is also known as forward error correcting
(FEC) coding, or error correction coding (ECC). Channel
coding essentially adds redundancy into the transmitted bit
stream in such a manner that some amount of errors may be
detected and corrected. It has been proven that the amount of
redundancy added more than compensates the loss of band-
width (i.e., by brute force lowering of data rate so that the
signal energy per bit were increased); this is known as the
“coding gain.”

There are two basic methods for channel coding: convolu-
tional and block coding. Convolutional coding continuously
operates on the bit stream, while block coding operates
on discrete blocks of data with the coding and decoding
of each block treated independently. Viterbi decoding is
used for convolutional codes. Block codes include BCH
(Bose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghem), Reed–Solomon,
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turbo codes, and more recently, low-density parity-check
(LDPC) codes. LDPC codes are suitable for high data rates
because of their inherent low complexity, and, like turbo
codes (which operate at low code rates), approach the theoret-
ical Shannon capacity. The DVB-S2 standard may be applied
to satellite communications and adaptively adjusts the FEC
LDPC code rate to optimize link performance.

Block codes require block synchronization. This may be
achieved by inserting a known fixed bit string pattern at
the beginning of each block, which is pattern-matched and
known to recur periodically due to the fixed size of the blocks.
The CCSDS terminology for this is attached synchronization
marker (ASM).

Channel noise is not always temporally uniform and mem-
oryless, otherwise known as “white” since the power spectral
density is flat. Bit interleaving is applied to “whiten” the
channel where the channel codes operate best. In addition,
pseudo-randomization of the bit stream may be applied in
which each bit is XOR’d against a known pattern in order to
ensure that long gaps do not occur between adjacent transi-
tions (0–1 and 1–0). This will aid bit (symbol) acquisition. It
is noted that a randomizer is typically not used with convo-
lutional coding because the convolutional encoder possesses
an inverter to break long runs. The randomizer is used when
no convolutional encoding is used.

It has been found that multiple FEC codes may be used
simultaneously to benefit. These are known as concatenated
(“inner” and “outer”) codes. Typically, a convolutional code
is used as the inner code (applied last before transmission)
and a block code (e.g., Reed–Solomon) as the outer code.
The sequence of operations in the transmit direction would
be: block FEC encode, interleaving, attach synchronization
marker, and then apply convolutional code; the receive direc-
tion would be in reverse order.

3.6 Multiple access

In the case of a communications relay payload, users share
the resources by means of multiple access on the uplink.
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) assigns a dif-
ferent uplink channel to each user. Time division multiple
access (TDMA) requires the users to be synchronized so
that their transmissions arrive at precise times at the relay
satellite, and time slots are assigned to users that share a sin-
gle frequency channel. A combination of these techniques is
also used, called multiple frequency TDMA (MF-TDMA).
In CDMA, each narrow bandwidth signal is modulated with
a code to spread it over a wide bandwidth that is shared; cor-
relation with the appropriate code enables the signal to be
recovered.

In each of these multiple access cases, the relay payload
may simply transpond (downconvert, amplify, and trans-
mit the received signals), and therefore the multiple access
method is transparent to the spacecraft. However, if additional
OBP is present, the recovered individual user signals may be
multiplexed with another technique. For example, FDMA
may be used on the uplink, and time division multiplexing
(TDM) on the broadcast downlink.

3.7 Frame (data link layer) processing

3.7.1 Frame detection

If block FEC is used, it is common (as in CCSDS) to match
the code block one-for-one with the data link layer (medium
access control) frame. Therefore, synchronization of the code
block automatically provides frame synchronization. This
might be viewed as a “violation” of strict layering princi-
ples but has been argued as being beneficial in the wireless
and harsh environment of space. Not all spacecraft implemen-
tations follow the CCSDS method; for example, some have
used HDLC asynchronous from the FEC layer. In this case,
HDLC frames are detected and processed as an independent
layer from FEC.

3.7.2 Frame processing

Data are authenticated as being directed to this spacecraft.
Data may be checked with an error detecting code (such
as CRC) and bad frames dropped. Transmit frames may
have EDC added. Data may be marked as belonging to
different virtual channels (VCs). In this case, VC multiplex-
ing/demultiplexing is performed, such that the data pass via
the different assigned service access points. Queueing poli-
cies may be implemented that implement Quality of Service
(QoS) depending on VC.

3.7.3 Encryption/decryption

Security measures may occur at the frame layer and/or other
layers to ensure confidentiality, integrity, authentication, non-
repudiation, and access control of the data. Here at the data
link layer this has “one hop” scope, for example, space-
ground, while network layer methods (e.g., IPSec) would
provide end-to-end security.

3.7.4 Command decoder

A particular instance of uplink data is that directed at the hard-
ware command decoder. This basic functionality is present
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to enable primitive spacecraft operations such as hardware
reset when “safing” conditions have arisen.

3.7.5 Automatic repeat query (ARQ)

Some space data link protocols provide retransmission of
frames that are detected as having been lost. For example, the
CCSDS Proximity-1 protocol provides a simple “Go-Back-
N” type of ARQ protocol.

3.7.6 Switching

A communications relay payload may perform onboard
switching based on received information. For example, asyn-
chronous transfer mode (ATM) layer 2 routing has been
implemented.

3.8 Network layer processing

On board satellite network layer processing is being tested
and expected to be in use in the near future. The Internet
Routing In Space (IRIS) project, launched in late 2009, will
test Internet routing and multicast distribution reconfigured
on demand.

The DTN architecture (Cerf et al., 2007) was originally
designed for space communications, although it has been
extended for more general use. DTN provides automated
store-and-forward relay capability, as well as generalized
naming. It is implemented via the Bundle Protocol (Scott
and Burleigh, 2007). DTN was tested in deep space in 2008
and is planned for incorporation in NASA and in future
international space networking (the Solar System Internet-
work).

3.9 Application layer protocols

3.9.1 Space packet protocol

The CCSDS Space Packet Protocol standard provides a basic
capability to wrap data with an application process identi-
fier (APID) so that it may be multiplexed and disseminated
among applications both onboard the spacecraft and on the
ground. A QoS indication may optionally be included, to be
passed to lower layers for service differentiation.

3.9.2 CFDP

The CCSDS File Delivery Protocol is a method to transfer
files between entities. FTP is problematic in space due to its
dependence on underlying IPs that presume a continuously

connected path that has short light time propagation delay.
CFDP provides unacknowledged and reliable transfer modes.

3.9.3 Asynchronous message service (AMS)

The Asynchronous Messaging Service is an emerging
CCSDS standard that allows direct application-to-application
message transfer between spacecraft system processes. It
supports a variety of message exchange models, includ-
ing send/receive, publish/subscribe, synchronous query, and
announcements.

3.10 Implementation

The implementation of the communications functions is
divided between the transponder and the command and data
handling (C&DH) unit, depicted in Figure 4.

The transponder contains hardware to perform the
physical layer functions of reception and transmission. Tra-
ditionally, the C&DH performs higher layer communications
functions, as well as all the commanding functions for
the various spacecraft subsystems: attitude control system,
electrical power system, thermal control system, propulsion
system (if present), and the payload system (e.g., science
instruments). In particular, if the payload is a communica-
tions relay, then control functions could be reconfiguration
of data rates, TDMA parameters, spot beams, and so on.
The trend is to shift greater communications functionality
into the transponder, thereby achieving cost advantages par-
ticularly with respect to systems integration: standardized
functions/interfaces are incorporated into the transponder
unit reducing integration with other flight software in the
C&DH, and the interface with the transponder avionics
interface is at the frame rather than bit level, simplifying syn-
chronization and enabling sharing of the interface with mode
control and data.

To illustrate, consider the evolution of NASA space mis-
sion implementations. In the late 1970s (Tam and Winn,
1982) the transponder (“miniature transponder”) added the
command detector unit (CDU) due to advancements in
large-scale integration of digital circuitry; the CDU provides
demodulation (detection of subcarrier, bit sync, and data)
capabilities. In 1998, the Small Deep Space Transponder

Figure 4. Elements performing communications functions.
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(SDST) was validated as part of the Deep Space 1 mis-
sion (Chen et al., 2000). The SDST added the Telemetry
Unit (TMU), which includes a convolutional coder, subcar-
rier generator, and modulator. A high firmware content was
implemented in the SDST to enable tailoring to the mission.
Further advancements are seen in the design of the advanced
transponder (Cook et al., 2004), with an approach to “push
much of the functionality into the digital realm.” This includes
functions previously performed “in avionics” (the C&DH) of
command code block processing, hardware command decod-
ing, and downlink turbo and Reed–Solomon encoding. As
SDR technology becomes more infused into space systems,
such as the Electra radio (Satorius et al., 2006) currently in
use on MRO, even greater incorporation of communications
functions into highly capable transponder radio systems may
be expected.

For a communications relay satellite, a dedicated TT&C
radio may be integrated with the satellite bus and used for
deployment. Once the satellite is on station, TT&C commu-
nications may be performed using the relay payload radio
hardware and frequency bands (Smith and Sheriff, 2003).

4 ONBOARD SCIENCE PROCESSING

While the Space Networks provide relatively higher power
and larger transceivers to compensate for that of typical
spacecraft, there is much that is done onboard the space-
craft to maximize the use of its resources. Since the goal of a
mission is often to return scientific data, we can characterize
the efficiency of a mission based on the value of information
downlinked to Earth. So, to maximize information value, the
spacecraft can send more data (or data at a higher rate) and
better data. Better data may be more detailed, have fewer
errors, or more interesting to scientists. More interesting data
could be stronger evidence for a hypothesis, evidence for a
more important hypothesis, evidence for multiple hypothe-
ses, or unexpected information that leads to new scientific
questions. So how can a spacecraft improve communication
based on these criteria?

4.1 Quantization

Before this encoding, the spacecraft’s instruments or TT&C
system must modulate the analog science measurements. The
choice of quantization of the data determines the relative
quality and volume. Choosing too high could mean sending
unnecessary information – wasting bandwidth. Choosing too
low could mean unnecessarily sending poorer quality data –
ignoring valuable data.

4.2 Image processing and science analysis

There are higher application-level data processing techniques
that can also dramatically improve the amount of valuable
data downlinked. The basic idea is to give the spacecraft
some ability to characterize the data in order to make better
choices about how to communicate the information. Segmen-
tation is the process of isolating a part or parts of an image
of interest. If the goal is to send back pictures of craters,
then the craters can be automatically detected using com-
puter vision or machine learning techniques, pulled out as a
smaller image, and downlinked in isolation (or with relative
position information with other segmented data).

Vision and machine learning techniques can also be used
to classify data (e.g., as pictures of clouds, ocean, or land),
recognize patterns (e.g., a river’s width is expanding rapidly),
and extract important features (e.g., rock albedo, texture,
shape). Each of these techniques can be used as a filter to
discard uninteresting data or to send back more compact
descriptions of the data, as an evaluation to prioritize down-
link of the best data first, or as input to other software for
adapting operation of the spacecraft for quick response.

State estimation software can use these kinds of image
processing outputs to piece together and evaluate evidence
for higher level scientific hypotheses, such as the geologic
processes that created the landscape (Estlin et al., 2004).
The application of these techniques can be described as sci-
ence analysis. For the EO-1 satellite mission, science analysis
helped increased the number of captured events of interest by
a factor of 100.

4.3 Autonomous operations

In addition to prioritizing downlinks, science analysis can
be used to prioritize goals. With an automated planning or
scheduling system onboard, command sequences may be
regenerated to optimize operations for changing objectives.
Instead of waiting for new commands from ground opera-
tions, a spacecraft may capitalize on the new information
it has acquired to more efficiently achieve its goals. Like
images, goals can also be discarded. In addition, new goals
may be created on the fly for unexpected opportunities.

Automated planning and scheduling also serves an addi-
tional purpose to determine when it is safe to communicate.
When goals are rescheduled, any operation may be resched-
uled to ensure the safety of the spacecraft. For example,
downlinking science data may need to be postponed until the
battery has been recharged to a safe level. Communication
imposes constraints and effects on power availability, bat-
tery state of charge, available free memory, temperature, and
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attitude. Many spacecraft must schedule their communica-
tions periodically with constraints on the time gaps between
in order to keep from having to overwrite data when free
memory is exhausted. Also, the missions must make sure
that enough data have been collected to make full use of
their scheduled tracking from ground stations. Otherwise,
other missions competing for time on ground antennas will be
degraded because antenna time has been wasted. By adjust-
ing the schedule, automated planning optimizes the science
throughput of planned communications.

Thus, autonomous planning and scheduling enables a
spacecraft to adapt to changes in available communication
resources. At a basic level, a spacecraft can adjust its data rate
during ground station tracking (a track) based on changes in
signal strength to maximize the use of the available band-
width, or link budget. Like many missions, Cassini’s signal
strength increases during the pass to when it is most over-
head the ground antenna and then decreases as the antenna
goes out of view. As shown in Figure 5, Cassini increases and
decreases its data rate to fill out the link budget (the expected
net signal power received) to obtain greater data than if it
had to only use a single data rate. This adaptation has been
called a “wedding cake” because of the shape. There must be
a margin to be reasonably sure that the actual signal strength
can support the data rate. Otherwise, data may be lost.

Being able to adapt like Cassini during a track is especially
advantageous for Ka-band transmissions where weather can
greatly affect the signal. At a higher level, there can be similar
uncertainties about the availability of alternative antennas. If
another mission is unable to use its scheduled track, a space-
craft with autonomous planning can reschedule its operations
on the fly to take advantage of the free resource. This pro-
cess for flexible reallocation of network resources is called
demand access. Large arrays of weather-sensitive antennas
may be partitioned among different missions on the fly. The

Figure 5. Adapting data rates during a track based on the link
budget.

needs of a spacecraft may change within hours of a scheduled
track because of varying performance on a previous track.
These arrayed antennas will likely also have varying capabil-
ities for different services as they wear over time. Demand
access promises more efficient allocation resulting in greater
science throughput. Moreover, a spacecraft can more quickly
report an emergency to get a quicker response.

5 COMMUNICATION AMONG
SPACECRAFT

A spacecraft may need to communicate with another space-
craft for many reasons. Some of these reasons are the same
as for communicating with ground antennas. Spacecraft may
relay communications through a telecommunications satel-
lite, like a TDRS. At Mars, nontelecom orbiters (such as Mars
Odyssey and MRO) relay communications for the MERs.
This is why the spacecraft at Mars are often called the Mars
Network. The spacecraft act as a team to make more effi-
cient use of their collective bandwidth. Spacecraft may also
cross-link to perform radio science, as Odyssey and MRO
have (Mannucci et al., 2008). Likewise, a spacecraft may
use Doppler and clock synchronization techniques, includ-
ing Global Positioning System (Muellerschoen et al., 2001),
to perform tracking and navigation. For a team of spacecraft,
this navigation can be used for formation flying. For these
alternative uses of communications equipment, see Synthetic
Aperture Radar, Satellites in Formation Flight, and Global
Navigation Satellite Systems.

As a team sharing communication resources, the space-
craft may need to coordinate other aspects of their operations.
We can think about spacecraft from a command and control
robotics point of view to describe different kinds of coordi-
nated operations. Figure 6 shows a tiered control system of
a spacecraft ranging from moving physical actuators as part
of guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C) to the analysis
and management of goals (high-level commands, like “map
Antarctica”). In this example, the team must coordinate at
least execution and attitude control. In general, at each of
these levels, the spacecraft may use communication to coor-
dinate operations to more effectively act as a single virtual
spacecraft from the perspective of the ground station and
operations.

As a team, spacecraft can autonomously coordinate the use
of their collective communication resources to reap greater
rewards of autonomy (see Section 4.3) than they could as
individuals. At the level of GN&C, the spacecraft can locally
provide each other the same communication services offered
by ground stations. Navigation and command services to an
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Figure 6. An example tiered distributed control system for a sig-
nal separation mission such as Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF). The
arrows represent cross-links between spacecraft to coordinate at
specific levels of control.

individual spacecraft can serve the entire team with negligi-
ble overhead. At the level of execution, the spacecraft can
more flexibly and efficiently coordinate their collective com-
munication resources (transceivers, storage, power, etc.) and
additionally share the computational burden of data process-
ing to filter and compress data to maximize the throughput of
scientific information. By coordinating planning, the space-
craft can anticipate their collective future communications
needs, individually plan to take advantage of increased
availability of combined team resources, identify future over-
subscription of those resources, replan operations to avoid
these future resource conflicts, and thus, make better use of
their shared bandwidth and handle anomalies more flexibly
than they could individually (Clement and Barrett, 2003). At
the level of science analysis, the team can combine their mea-
surements into a broader perspective and awareness of the
studied phenomena and their environment, re-evaluate their
priorities, and re-allocate new goals to individual spacecraft
to balance resource usage across the individual spacecraft and
better react to anomalies and new opportunities (Estlin et al.,
2004).

6 SUMMARY

All spacecraft possess TT&C systems to enable com-
manding, return of telemetry information, and position and

velocity determination. In addition, the most common appli-
cation of spacecraft today provides relay communications to
ground/airborne/maritime users, owing to the advantages to
both fixed and mobile users of wide coverage including
to remote areas. Relay communications are also important
for space-to-space communications. A description has been
given of the communications functions for spacecraft TT&C
and (if present) communications relay payload, and avionics
systems integration issues.

Communications connectivity between the spacecraft and
ground depends on the geometry; for example, LEO satel-
lites have shorter distance and hence lower space loss in
radiated energy but the viewing time by a single ground ter-
minal will be brief. A sizable network of ground stations
may provide coverage (with handovers), or a GSO may be
used, or intersatellite relay communications may be used,
such as via TDRSS. Relay communications in deep space
exploration also offer numerous benefits to the user space-
craft (Edwards et al., 2009): increased data return because a
higher data rate may be used, reduced energy, reduced com-
munications systems mass since short-haul system need only
be used, increased communications opportunities to the relay
orbiter versus direct visibility with Earth, robust critical event
(e.g., entry/descent/landing) support, and highly accurate in
situ navigation.

Spacecraft communication is often limited by low power
and long distances, so it is important to send the most
valuable data at higher data rates while minimizing loss.
Large ground station antennas, communication relay satel-
lites, and channel codes are designed to compensate for the
relatively weak spacecraft signals. They also provide high-
precision navigation and radio science services as well as
the usual command and telemetry services. As spacecraft are
designed with greater and greater communication needs, new
ground stations are designed to have arrays of smaller anten-
nas, which can provide a greater service capability for the
cost. Because of the sensitivity of higher data rate Ka-band
communications to weather and the varying capabilities of
the cheaper and less maintained antennas due to wear, the
uncertainty in the QoS will be much greater. This uncer-
tainty together with the large increase in choices of how
to allocate a partitioning of arrayed antennas to missions
motivates more flexible communication based on demand
access.

This flexibility is only possible through greater automation
of spacecraft operations onboard the spacecraft. Artificial
intelligence and computer vision techniques have demon-
strated dramatic benefits of onboard flexible replanning and
scientific analysis to achieve this flexibility and intelligently
extract the important features for more efficient use of the
limited bandwidth.
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Spacecraft can use communication to coordinate with
other spacecraft in order to more efficiently exploit their
shared communication and computational resources by relay-
ing communications, processing science data in parallel,
diagnosing and recovering from problems as a team, coor-
dinating measurements, providing navigation for formation
flying, and being able to replan as a team when goals change
and commitments break.
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ACRONYMS

AFSCN Air Force Satellite Control Network
AJ anti-jam
AMS asynchronous message service
APID application process identifier
APSK amplitude and phase shift keying
ARQ automatic repeat query
ASM attached synchronization marker
ATM asynchronous transfer mode
BCH Bose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghem

block code
BP bundle protocol
BPSK binary phase shift keying
C&DH command and data handling unit
CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space

Data Systems
CDMA code division multiple access
CFDP CCSDS file delivery protocol
CDU command detector unit
Comsat communications satellite
CRC cyclic redundancy check
DTN delay/disruption tolerant networking
DSN Deep Space Network
DVB-S2 digital video broadcasting – satellite –

second generation
ECC error correction coding
ECSS European Cooperation for Space Stan-

dardization
EDC error detecting code
EESS Earth Exploration Satellite Service
EO-1 Earth Observing – 1 Mission
ESA European Space Agency

ESTRACK European Space Tracking network
FDMA frequency division multiple access
FEC forward error correcting coding
FSK frequency shift keying
FTP file transfer protocol
GEO geosynchronous or geostationary

earth orbit
GMSK Gaussian minimum shift keying
GN&C guidance, navigation, and control
GSO geostationary orbit
HDLC high-level data link control
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers
IF intermediate frequency
IMT 2000 International Mobile Telecommunica-

tions-2000 (3G)
IP Internet protocol
IPSec Internet protocol security
IRIS Internet Routing in Space Program
ITU International Telecommunications

Union
ISS International Space Station
JPEG DCT Joint Photographic Experts Group

Discrete Cosine Transform
LDPC Low-density parity-check block code
LEO low earth orbit
LNA low noise amplifier
LPI low probability of intercept
LTP Licklider transmission protocol
MEO medium earth orbit
MER Mars exploration rover
MF-TDMA multiple frequency time division mul-

tiple access
MILSATCOM Military Satellite Communications
MRO Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
NASA National Aeronautics and Space

Administration
NEN Near Earth Network
OBP onboard processing
OKIK Otdel’niy Komandno-Izmeritel’niy

Kompleks
OQPSK offset quadrature phase shift keying
PN pseudo-noise
QoS quality of service
QPSK quadrature phase shift keying
RF radio frequency
SDR software defined radio
SDST small deep space transponder
SFCG Space Frequency Coordination Group
SGLS space-ground link system
SN Space Network
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SNR signal-to-noise ratio
SRS space research service
TDM time division multiplexing
TDMA time division multiple access
TDRS[S] tracking and data relay satellite

[system]
TPF Terrestrial Planet Finder
TT&C telemetry, tracking, and command
UHF ultra high frequency (300–3000

MHz)
USB unified S-band
VC virtual channel
VHF very high frequency (30–300 MHz)
WiFi wireless fidelity
XOR exclusive or [binary operation]
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1 INTRODUCTION

The flow of this chapter is from challenges to solutions and
finally to roles of space flight software. We note that for the
remainder of this chapter we will refer to “space flight soft-
ware” as “flight software” with the understanding that all
flight software (e.g., aircraft flight software) in general is
outside our scope.

The scope of flight software is almost as wide as the scope
of software in general. We will focus on various exemplars
that highlight challenges, countermeasures, and roles specific
to flight software. Flight software is software used in flight
onboard a spacecraft. Some of our examples are of software
executing on the ground in control of vehicles, and thus are
not flight software by the strictest of definitions, but still sat-
isfy the spirit of our definition in that these software systems
operate without intervention by their human counterparts in
the control of the spacecraft.

The role of spacecraft flight software has evolved from
simple guidance systems to systems that are responsible
for nearly every aspect of decision making for the mission.
Sequence execution and fault management are the two pri-
mary roles in today’s flight software. This chapter will first
address challenges and solutions concerning flight software,
and then address the evolving roles of flight software.

Flight software is software, and thus the same challenges
with respect to quality and cost apply to the development of
flight software. Here we focus on the unique set of challenges
facing space flight software.

2 FLIGHT SOFTWARE CHALLENGES

Flight software is embedded in real-time systems, failure
of flight software is potentially highly expensive, the hard-
ware is remote, and, ironically, failure is nearly inevitable.
While these may appear to be overwhelming, every spacecraft
design has overcome these challenges.

2.1 Embedded: real-time software

One commonality between almost all flight software systems,
from the earliest to the most recent, is the embedded, real-
time nature of the systems the software control. Whether
performing guidance or executing commands for scientific
instruments, precise timing of execution and reaction in the
light of deadlines is core to many flight software systems. This
is due in part to the fundamental nature of spacecraft. Most
spacecraft are designed for specific purposes, for example, the
operation of scientific instruments, the transport of humans,
or the relay of communications. These tasks often require
pinpoint timing to achieve because the spacecraft is operating
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Table 1. Launched vehicle costs.

Family Model FY94 $M

Atlas IIAS 110–142
IIAS-Star 48B 126–158

Delta II-7325 55–60
II-7920 49–60
II-7925 55–60

Pegasus XL-C Start 24C and 27 14–14
Taurus XL Star 37XFG and FM 23–26
Titan IIG/Star 37 and 48B 33–38

IIS-SSPS, PAM D2,
4SRM-SSPS, 4SRM-PAM
D2, 10GEM

44–55

III/TOS 165–245
IV/Centaur and SRM/Centaur 435–475
IV/SRM/IUS 330–435

in space. Small deviations in the timing of the execution of
commands can cause scientific data to be lost, misaligned, or
otherwise corrupted. The same deviations can affect the orbit
of any spacecraft. In the worst case, this can lead to unplanned
deorbit. Even if the errors induced are not catostropic, scarce
resources (e.g., propellant) can be wasted recovering from
these errors.

2.2 Failure is expensive

The cost of putting even the most modest spacecraft into
orbit can be quite daunting. Table 1 shows a list of var-
ious launch vehicles and their associated cost. This does
not take into account the cost of the actual system being
launched, which can also be quite high. Also, some spacecraft
are fundamentally valuable due to their unique position to
gather information, for example, the Hubble Space Telescope
mission, or human lives are at stake, for example, the Inter-
national Space Station.

2.3 Remote operation

All spacecraft are remote. Some can be serviced by humans,
for example, the International Space Station or the Hubble
Space Telescope, but servicing by humans is exceedingly
costly, for example, the mission to repair the Hubble Space
Telescope’s primary mirror cost 1–2 billion dollars (Leary,
2005). Some spacecraft are so remote that light travel time
imposes limitations on what can feasibly be commanded.

Exec or human operator

Livingstone

Mode
reconfiguration

Mode
identification

State

Model

System under
control 

State
Desired

configuration
Suggested
command Actual

command

Discritized
observations

Figure 1. Livingstone processing cycle.

Remote agent

Mission
manager 

Planner/
scheduler

Mode
identification and
reconfiguration 

Smart
executive 

Remote agent experiment manager

Flight software

Flight hardware

Ground
system

Figure 2. Remote agent architecture.

2.4 Failure is inevitable

One interesting aspect of software in space flight is the
exceedingly dangerous environment space presents for
software. Software is fundamentally brittle. Even the smallest
corruption can send most programs into catastrophic behav-
iors. In space, the memory and processors that execute the
software are exposed to high-energy particles that can flip
bits or even damage the hardware. Such events can occur
in a register in a processor, a bit in memory, or even in a
timing signal. These errors cause the software to misbehave,
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Figure 3. Autonomous sciencecraft experiment (ASE) autonomy
loop.

with potentially disasterous results. The software needs to be
designed to handle these events.

3 SPACE FLIGHT SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS

Each of these challenges is addressable and has been
addressed in past and current space flight systems.

3.1 Embedded: real-time systems

Twenty years ago (and before), most flight software was writ-
ten in assembly language. The management of interrupts,
interprocess communications and coordination, and context
switching was handled by carefully crafting software and
building in margins to accommodate the expected operations
required. Since then, real-time operating systems (RTOS)
provide features that address these issues, including task
and interrupt management and message processing. These
systems also present standard Application Programmer Inter-
faces (APIs). RTOS examples include VxWorks, Versatile
Real-Time eXecutive (VRTX), Nucleus, and RTEMS. To
provide further real-time execution (sequence execution) and
event response, execution systems (executives) are used.

3.1.1 RTOS

Here we explore a sample of RTOS: VRTX, VxWorks,
Nucleus, RTEMS, and core flight executive (cFE).

VRTX is an RTOS developed by Ready Systems but
currently supported by Mentor Graphics and used on
several missions, including small and medium explorer mis-
sions (e.g., X-Ray Timing Explorer and Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission) and the Hubble Space Telescope. VRTX
supports the x86 processors (see http://www.mentor.com,
February 2010).

VxWorks is an RTOS developed by Wind River Systems
and used on MAP, Earth Observing 1, Triana, Swift/BAT,
SDO, LRO, Mars Polar Lander, Deep Impact, Mars
Sojourner, Spirit, and Opportunity rovers. VxWorks supports
the Mongoose 5, RAD6000 and RAD750 processors (among
others). It is the baseline operating system for all RAD750
missions. VxWorks is POSIX compliant (see http://www.
windriver.com/ products/vxworks/, February 2010).

Nucleus is developed by Accelerated Technology and was
used on the Hubble Space Telescope solid-state recorder and
Coldfire GPS applications. Nucleus supports the Mongoose
processors (see http://www.mentor.com, February 2010).

RTEMS is developed by OAR, Inc. and was used on ST-5,
Themis, and the Solar Dynamics Observatory. It provides
an executive for multiprocessor systems and supports the
Mongoose 5, Coldfire RH-5208 processors. Its kernal is very
similar to that of VxWorks and provides POSIX APIs (see
http://www.rtems.com/, February 2010 ).

It is not always the case that using an RTOS implies using
the set of OS API calls as a foundation for the flight software
system. For example, NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter (GSFC) has developed their own cFE to address issues
of portability between the operating systems (Wildermann,
2008).

3.1.2 Execution systems

Layered systems have been developed that abstract away
issues of synchronization, messaging, and response. Typ-
ically, these systems provide a means to characterize the
command dictionary, a means to characterize the telemetry
dictionary, scripting for composing response strategies, and a
sequencer to execute time-stamped commands received from
the ground or other systems. These are often called exec-
utives. Examples include Spacecraft Command Language
(SCL), Timeliner, and Virtual Machine Language (VML).

SCL provides command and telemetry dictionary mod-
eling, as well as procedural scripting and a rule-base for
composing response and execution (Buckley and Vangaas-
beck, 1994). SCL is in use on the Earth Observing 1 satellite,
among others.

Timeliner provides procedure scripting and a model-based
event detection for composing response and execution (see
http://timeliner.draper.com, February 2010). Timeliner was
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used on the Orbital Express mission and is in use onboard
the International Space Station.

VML provides procedure scripting and event detection/
triggering. VML has been used on Mars Odyssey, Stardust,
Genesis, the Space Infrared Telescope Facility, and the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (Grasso, 2002).

Each of these systems includes the capability to execute
scripts with various types of trigger mechanism. SCL and
Timeliner each provide systems for modeling trigger mech-
anisms that abstract away code and provide higher levels of
interface (rule bases for SCL and model-based monitors for
Timeliner). As of this writing, Timeliner has the most mature
development environment in the form of Auspice TLX (see
http://timeliner.draper.com, February 2010 ) and VML has
the fastest command dispatch rate.

3.2 Space is remote

To overcome the challenges presented by the remote nature
of spacecraft, software systems need to be remotely con-
figurable, inspectable, repairable, and controllable. These
requirements often trickle down to the telemetry systems used
on spacecraft. For example, most onboard computers can be
reset by sending special commands via telemetry. Some sys-
tems also provide software controllable timers to turn CPUs
on and off. Such timers are used on the Mars Exploration
Rovers to allow the rovers to sleep through the night and then
wake up in the morning when more power is available to
power the CPU.

The sequence execution systems also provide remote capa-
bility as commands can be stored onboard the spacecraft
for later execution. But even this level of abstraction is not
enough when timely response to uncertain events is required.
The general case of response to uncertain events is discussed
in more detail under our discussion of deliberation.

3.3 Failure survival

No amount of sound coding or testing can obviate the risk
of various environmental impacts on the hardware caus-
ing minor memory and register errors that are catastrophic
with respect to software execution. Strategies that have been
applied to this problem are supervisory systems, immunity
aware programming, and redundancy.

Supervisory systems monitor the execution of software
and evaluate it with respect to a model. When the software
does not fit this model, appropriate action is taken to obvi-
ate the problem. Examples of supervisory systems are traps,
watchdog timers, and software system models.

Many processors allow for the assignment of an instruc-
tion to be executed in the event that an illegal instruction is

attempted. Traps can also be set for memory access violations,
division by zero errors, and stack and numeric overflows.

Watchdog timers are designed to monitor the progress
and behavior of software and, if inappropriate behavior is
detected, take action. These are usually combinations of
hardware interrupt devices with software or firmware that
implements the appropriate response. The model of the soft-
ware is simple: code should continue executing.

The overall design is fairly simple. A timer is connected
to the reset input of a CPU. When the timer counts down,
the CPU is reset. All software to be run on the CPU is then
instrumented to occasionally restart the timer, an action that
is commonly referred to as “kicking the dog.” If the soft-
ware continues to execute, the CPU will never be reset by the
watchdog timer. If the CPU hangs, the watchdog will reset it.

This simple design can certainly fail when errors in mem-
ory or software design allow for timer resets without proper
execution of the software. If care is taken as to the location
of the watchdog timer restarts, then watchdog timers can be
more effective at detecting improper software execution. One
common technique for increasing the effectiveness of timer
restarts is to perform a sanity check at the time of the reset.
Checks would usually include buffers allocated, stack and
heap allocation, and other checks pertinent to the software
and controlled hardware.

Extensions to the design include more than simply reset
operations on the CPU. Information can be stored and context
dependent recovery can take place to recover from the failure.

Sometimes a watchdog timer is not enough to detect a fail-
ure in a system. For example, higher-level systems may fail
in ways that appear to be perfectly nominal due to their robust
design or complexity, yet still be detectably off-nominal. For
example, the lack of progress for executing a sorting algo-
rithm can be detected by timing how long the algorithm has
been operating on a given input. The upper-bound time com-
plexity of the implemented algorithm should be well known
[e.g., O(nlgn)], thus a context dependent timer can be used to
determine if the algorithm is failing to execute. Such systems
were in common use as early as 1981 (Ali, 2007).

Usually applied for writing firmware for embedded sys-
tems, immunity aware programming is a set of techniques that
are designed to make the system robust with respect to single
event upsets. Types of errors partially addressed by these tech-
niques include instruction pointer errors, I/O register errors,
and data errors (O’Hara, 2007).

In addition to such devices as traps and watchdog timers,
software can be designed to be less sensitive to instruction
pointer errors. Techniques include function token passing and
no-operation operand (NOP) filling.

Function Token Passing is a technique that is used to detect
when the instruction pointer has strayed into inappropriate
blocks of code. Every function that is to be called by the
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system is labeled with an ID. When calling a function, the
ID is stored in memory and inspected, both during execution
and upon return. If the stored ID fails to match the expected
ID, then an error is flagged and handled.

Like function token passing, NOP filling is used primarily
to detect when the instruction pointer is invalid and provide
the system an opportunity to take action under software con-
trol. Areas of memory that are not explicitly programmed are
filled with NOP operands, and the last address before execu-
tion code, data, or I/O space contains an executable operand
that signals an error. This is also referred to as a NOP sled.

Registers for I/O devices can suffer from single event
upsets and cause improper operation of the device being
controlled. The primary tool used to overcome this risk is
redundant register access. For output registers, we contin-
ually update the register value. This reduces the amount of
time that invalid data have been in the register. For input regis-
ters, we continually update and store the provided value. This
reduces the amount of time that our software and systems are
operating with invalid data.

Most memory has hardware parity checking that can detect
and correct single bit errors. But single event upsets can still
result in incorrect data being stored in memory and presented
on the bus for execution or evaluation. The use of cyclic
redundancy checks allows for detection of corrupted mem-
ory through software, and some microcontrollers provide this
in hardware. Another technique is data duplication. Impor-
tant registers and variables can be redundantly stored and
inspected for validity during execution.

4 FLIGHT SOFTWARE ROLES

Having looked at some of the issues with respect to flight soft-
ware design, we now turn our focus to flight software roles.
Two primary roles of modern flight software are sequence
execution (including monitoring) and fault management.
These can be decoupled, where the execution and monitor-
ing system is orthogonal to the fault management system, or
these can be tightly coupled, where the results of sequence
monitoring feed directly into fault management, and fault
management actions result in sequence execution.

4.1 Sequence execution and monitoring

One of the earliest examples of sequence execution and mon-
itoring was that of the Univac Athena system for Titan missile
guidance and the Burroughs Mod 1 for the Atlas guidance
system. These computers could not fly (each weighed in
excess of 9 tonnes), but each could perform guidance com-
putations and commanding for their respective vehicles. The

task was to calculate course corrections based on radar input.
These were programmed in assembly language.

Onboard missile guidance systems came into use primarily
due to the need to launch missiles from submarines, where
the infrastructure required was not available for ground-based
control. This can be seen as the beginning of “true” flight
software.

These are examples of closed loop control: a controller
compares actual results with expected results and makes
adjustments via some form of control channel. While it
is tempting, and arguably correct, to view all embedded
software systems as instances of closed loop control, more
specific models with respect to role help in creating a useful
architecture to frame both challenges and solutions.

4.1.1 Sequencer/monitors

The role of a sequencer is to execute commands accord-
ing to either temporal or environmental constraints. The
first sequencers were hard-wired, for example, the Pioneer
spacecraft. Later spacecraft stored the sequences in software,
for example, the Mariner spacecraft. Little decision making
capability was available on early sequencers, but subsequent
systems gained more and more capabilities, including parallel
execution and reactive response.

The provision of reactive response required sequencers to
monitor the state of the spacecraft, its subsystems, and its
environment. The combination of monitoring systems with
sequencers led to such systems as the SCL and Timeliner.
This in turn leads to more autonomous capabilities on board
spacecraft. The three-layer architecture of control, execution,
and deliberation helped define the boundaries between sys-
tems. This discussion continues under the topic of autonomy.

4.2 Fault management

Fault management detects and, if possible, corrects malfunc-
tions in the operation of the system. Note that we have already
discussed software fault management. The fault management
software we address here assumes that the software is oper-
ating correctly, and thus is outside the scope of our previous
exposition. These systems are also referred to as integrated
systems health management (ISHM) and integrated vehicle
health management (IVHM). Thus, fault management can be
seen as managing off-nominal conditions systems face.

Both SCL and Timeliner have either rule-based systems
(SCL) or model based systems (Timeliner) for identify-
ing off-nominal conditions, as well as scripting capabilities
that enable appropriate response. Other systems, for exam-
ple, BEAM and SHINE (Beacon-based Exception Analysis
for Multi-missions and Spacecraft Health Inference Engine;
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James and Dubon, 2001), use knowledge-bases as well
to diagnose faults where ambiguity exists. Livingstone
(Mikaelian, Williams and Sachenbacker, 2005) was a sys-
tem flown on Deep Space One as part of the Remote Agent
eXperiment (RAX). It provided state estimation and fault
recovery functions.

4.3 Autonomy

In some sense, a space science mission being operated from
Earth requires an engineer, a logistician, and a scientist. The
engineer is responsible for verifying correct commands for
achieving spacecraft and instrument parameterizations. The
logistician is responsible for keeping track of resources and
booking time with communications providers to accommo-
date data transfers. The scientist is responsible for analyzing
data and determining what new high-level goals to impose
on the mission.

In this light, autonomy can be seen as increasingly simu-
lating the roles typically filled by humans with software, and
flying this software onboard the spacecraft.

The engineer is typically flown onboard the space-
craft for many missions. That is, high-level instrument and
spacecraft modes are regularly commanded and appropri-
ate commands are decomposed, dispatched, and monitored
to ensure that the appropriate modes are achieved. Execu-
tives (Sequencer/Monitors) are quite capable, when correctly
configured, for this.

Flying the logistician has historically been more problem-
atic. Fundamentally, this requires flying a planner/scheduler
capable of reasoning about resources (e.g., memory, propel-
lant, thermal capacity) and time.

Rarest of all flight automation is the scientist. We must
capture the scientist’s ability to analyze and interpret data.
Following this, we must capture the scientist’s intent with
respect to the appropriate response to the interpretation.

What follows are descriptions of logisticians and scientists
in space.

4.3.1 The remote agent experiment

Probably the first true logistician in flight was part of the
RAX onboard the Deep Space One technology demonstra-
tion mission (Bernard et al., 1998). The Remote Agent (RA)
software was capable of decomposing high-level goals into
command sequences and verifying that the sequences were
safe by reasoning about resources. Typical plans required
50–90 minutes to generate using 45% of a RAD6000, or
105K–189K Millions of Instructions (MIs). Actual in flight
execution was limited to one 8 hour execution (ending in an

anomaly based on a race condition in RAX) and one 6 hour
execution (including one benign anomaly).

4.3.2 The autonomous sciencecraft experiment

Figure 3 depicts the Autonomous Sciencecraft Experiment
onboard Earth Observing One. This is an example of flying
the scientist, as well as the logistician. Typical plans require
2 min to generate using 45% of a Mongoose 5 or 648 MIs.
Actual in flight execution started in 2003 and is on-going.
ASE was promoted from an experiment to primary operations
software due to its success and the reduction in cost that was
realized during its operation. EO1 is currently fully lights-
out, with the primary input being science campaign requests
by scientists via the web, and scientists retrieving their fully
processed data, via the same web interface.

ASE consists of onboard science algorithms, robust
execution management software, and continuous activity
scheduling, planning, execution, and replanning (CASPER)
(Chien et al., 2000).

CASPER replans activities, including downlink, based
on science observations in the previous orbit cycles. The
onboard science algorithms analyze the images to extract
static features and detect changes relative to previous obser-
vations. Applied to EO-1 Hyperion data, these algorithms
automatically identify regions of interest including regions
of change (such as flooding, ice melt, and lava flows). Using
these algorithms onboard enables retargeting and search, for
example, retargeting the instrument on a subsequent orbit
cycle to identify and capture the full extent of a flood. On
future interplanetary space missions, onboard science analy-
sis will enable capture of short-lived science phenomena at
the finest time-scales without overwhelming onboard mem-
ory or downlink capacities. Examples include: eruption of
volcanoes on Io, formation of jets on comets, and phase transi-
tions in ring systems. Generation of derived science products
(e.g., boundary descriptions, catalogs) and change-based trig-
gering will also reduce data volumes to a manageable level
for extended duration missions that study long-term phenom-
ena such as atmospheric changes at Jupiter and flexing and
cracking of the ice crust on Europa.

The onboard planner (CASPER) generates mission oper-
ations plans from goals provided by the onboard science
analysis module. The model-based planning algorithms
enables rapid response to a wide range of operations scenar-
ios based on a deep model of spacecraft constraints, including
faster recovery from spacecraft anomalies. The onboard plan-
ner accepts as inputs the science and engineering goals and
ensures high-level goal-oriented behavior.

The robust execution system (SCL) accepts the CASPER-
derived plan as an input and expands the plan into low-level
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commands. SCL monitors the execution of the plan and has
the flexibility and knowledge to perform event-driven com-
manding to enable local improvements in execution as well
as local responses to anomalies.

4.3.3 Automating scientific collaboration

One level beyond individual scientific exploration is col-
laborative scientific exploration. The EO1 Sensorweb has
been operating an autonomous, integrated sensorweb linking
dozens of sensor nodes in 24/7 operations since 2004 (Chien
et al., 2007). Key to the successful lights out automation has
been flexible web-based tasking with back-end mission oper-
ations automation. This sensorweb has achieved a number of
impacts including:

1. Routine re-tasking based on sensor alerts and scientist-
defined campaigns with no additional operational
effort.

2. Rapid response within hours to changing requests based
on weather, science phenomena, and operational con-
cerns.

3. Integration of triggers from the EO-1 mission, other
space-borne assets, ground-based in situ instrumentation,
and composite synthetic sensors (automatically gener-
ated updates such as aviation advisories).

4. Dramatic reduction in operations costs (over $1M US per
year).

5 CONCLUSION

Software in space flight is exposed to many risks not usually
faced by software, and techniques have evolved to address
these challenges. Simultaneously, the roles fulfilled by this
software are ever increasing in scope. The future undoubtedly
holds even broader scope and more challenging environ-
ments in which future generations of space flight software
designers will rise to the occasion and deliver innovative
solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the modern-day air transport flight
management system (FMS) in the context of aircraft oper-
ations. This section briefly touches upon the components,
functions, and uses of the FMS; these are described in detail
in the following sections. The modern FMS is an integrated
set of avionics systems that provides flight crew with the
ability to operate an aircraft in compliance with the require-
ments of the air navigation service provider (ANSP) in a
manner that meets the expectations of the aircraft’s owner
for efficient operation. An FMS is an area navigation system
(RNAV) that in advanced forms provides navigation perfor-
mance monitoring and alerting (RNP RNAV). This chapter
provides a high-level view of the operation of the aircraft
discussing the characteristics of the airspace and the main
economic drivers of the owner as they relate to the FMS

Update based on the original article by Michael R. Cramer, Albert
Herndon, Daniela Steinbach, and Ralf H. Mayer, Encyclopedia of
Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

and its components. After having set the context, the chapter
describes the specific functions within the FMS, how they are
operated, and how they work together to make possible more
predictable, repeatable, and efficient movement of aircraft
and their contents throughout the airspace system.

1.1 Flight Management System Avionics
Components

Current production of FMSs is based on a unifying opera-
tion, which becomes possible through interfacing multiple
aircraft subsystems with the lateral and vertical navigation
(LNAV and VNAV) and flight plan management capability
of the flight management computer (FMC). The core of an
FMS consists of one or more FMCs and one or more multi-
function control display units (MCDU). An example of both
components is shown in Figure 1.

The FMC is usually mounted in the electronics bay of an
aircraft and the MCDU is mounted on the flight deck to give
the crew access to and control of the FMC operation.

In order for the FMC to “manage” the flight, it exchanges
data with other elements of the FMS on the aircraft prior
to and during flight. Typical elements of the FMS include
the flight control computer (FCC), including autopilot (AP),
and flight director (FD) functions; the mode control panel
(MCP) (in some aircraft this is flight control unit (FCU)) that
provides direct pilot control of the autoflight system for oper-
ations like manual heading control, manual speed control,
or engagement of the automatic modes; and an autothrot-
tle (A/T) that controls the engine power settings to maintain
a selected airspeed. The primary flight display (PFD) and
the moving map or the navigation display (ND) serves as
human machine interfaces to display information to the crew.
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2 System Engineering

Figure 1. Typical dual MCDUs and FMCs. Image courtesy GE Aviation.

Figure 2 shows an example of the avionics on a flight deck
as seen by the flight crew.

1.2 FMS Functions

An advanced FMS can perform the following functions:
pilot interface, flight planning, navigation, trajectory pre-
diction, lateral and vertical guidance and control, time of
arrival control (TOAC), navigation performance monitoring
and alerting, and air–ground data link processing. It is ini-

Figure 2. A typical flight deck with CDUs, PFDs, and NDs for
the pilot and copilot. Photo courtesy of Captain Al Herndon, Trans
World Airlines.

tialized by the crew before takeoff and exchanges data with
other avionics available on the aircraft during flight. Figure 3
shows a typical FMS architecture. With the exception of the
actual FMC described below, most of Figure 3 is what one
would see when sitting in a cockpit seat, similar to Figure 2
but with the interfacing between subsystems shown.

At the top of Figure 3 is the MCP, sometimes called the
FCU. This is where tactical control of the aircraft is main-
tained. Pilots may climb, descend, turn, and adjust speed
control on this panel. At the far left and right sides under-
neath the MCP are the PFDs showing aircraft attitude. These
are also known as attitude director indicators (ADI) and con-
tain altitude and speed tapes, course and vertical deviation
indicators, as well as annunciations for navigation modes.
Inboard of the PFDs are the NDs, also known as map dis-
plays for horizontal situation indicators (HSI). The center
screen and the one below it make up the engine indicat-
ing and crew alerting system (EICAS) and are the primary
(upper) and secondary (lower) engine displays (EDs). Below
the NDs, on either side are the MCDUs. These are pilot inter-
faces to the FMCs and, in simple terms, are similar to the
screen and keyboard of a personal computer. They would be
mounted on the center console of the aircraft to the left and
right of the pilot’s knees. Although the MCP is more tacti-
cal, the MCDU-entered flight plan is strategic. The MCDUs
also present aircraft performance monitoring and air–ground
data link processing. Below the MCDUs are various control
panels for the above-mentioned instruments, the FMCs them-
selves, the A/T switch, and the control wheels. Note that some
of the components are dual or even triple redundant, based
upon analysis of the impact of a component failure related to
safety of flight.
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Figure 3. Typical FMS architecture. Image courtesy of Al Herndon, MITRE Corporation.

1.3 FMS Uses

As stated previously, an advanced FMS provides the fol-
lowing functions: pilot interface, flight planning, navigation,
trajectory prediction, lateral and vertical guidance and
control, time of arrival control, navigation performance mon-
itoring and alerting, and air–ground data link processing,
however, it also has a primary function of providing benefit
to the operator and to the air traffic control (ATC) system.

The essential difference between the FMS and conven-
tional area navigation systems lies in the FMS’s ability to
provide optimal speed, thrust, and flight path guidance and
to provide navigation performance monitoring and alerting.

The benefits that the FMS is designed to provide aircraft
operators include savings in fuel or time through flight opti-
mization calculations and automatic guidance and the ability
to navigate and control to scalable performance standards
set by the ANSP. The FMS calculates an optimized trajec-
tory based on fuel or timesaving priorities, depending on
the operator choice made for a given flight. The choice is
made when the FMS is initialized before takeoff. Additional
benefits of an advanced FMS may be that an FMS-equipped
aircraft can be given preferential consideration by air traffic

control since the aircraft is following its trajectory more pre-
cisely. The recently manufactured FMS-equipped aircraft can
obtain their flight planning information from the airline via
the aircraft communication and reporting system (ACARS),
and future systems will receive standardized clearances via
data link. This would allow them to receive and acknowledge
ATC clearances in digital format without having to wait until
a voice communication channel becomes available.

More details on the use of an FMS relating to airline or
National Airspace System (NAS) operations are given in the
sections “Airline Operations” and “National Airspace System
Operations.”

1.4 Differences among FMSs

FMSs have been developed by private industry and became
commercially available in the 1980s. Their evolution was
driven by product marketability. ARINC, Inc. and RTCA have
provided standards for FMS functions and interfaces, and
some FAA advisory circulars (ACs) and technical standard
orders (TSOs) have been written to guide their certifica-
tion. Several FMSs have been developed independently by
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different companies. Honeywell and Lear Siegler produced
the first ones for Boeing commercial aircraft in the early to
mid-1980s. Later, Lear Siegler became Smiths Aerospace,
which in turn became GE Aviation; however, FMS remained
the same. Other companies such as Rockwell Collins, CMC
Electronics, Universal, Thales, Garmin, and others have also
lately created systems. Each company has several product
lines geared toward specific types of aircraft and specific
customer needs. Two companies may serve the same type
of aircraft each with their own unique product. The details
of FMS functions and algorithms are highly proprietary and
vary slightly from company to company and even within a
company by model and version. The primary differences are
evident in capability; some systems offer full performance-
based operation with vertical and lateral path construction and
control; others are not capable of full vertical path construc-
tion and control as they do not incorporate aircraft/engine
performance models internally. Two other capabilities that
distinguish FMS performance levels are the use of autothrot-
tle and the use of inertial reference systems as part of the
navigation. These differences dramatically affect how the
systems can be used in the NAS.

As the different FMS algorithms and operational solu-
tions emerged over time, the aviation community decided to
set some standards to govern FMS functionality, input, and
output on a high level. These standards allow manufacturers
to focus their development efforts on FMS features that will
be in demand while providing them enough freedom in the
detailed design and algorithms to differentiate themselves.
Collaborative industry standards may be found in RTCA Min-
imum Aviation System Performance Standards (MASPS) and
Minimum Operational Equipment Standards (MOPS) and in
ARINC, Inc. Specifications that define the “form, fit, and
function” of airline equipment. Regulatory material, usually
based on those RTCA and ARINC document, may be found in
FAA ACs and TSOs. There is no single source document that
describes all requirements to be met by an FMS; standards
have evolved as applications became apparent.

2 AIRLINE OPERATIONS

Airline operations and the associated flight scheduling and
planning required for efficient use of aircraft and crew are
extremely complex and much of it does not even involve the
aircraft avionics systems. Account marketing, yield manage-
ment, and sales get passengers and/or cargo to an airport for
travel to the airline’s destinations. Getting an aircraft and a
crew to the gate for departure includes considerations of air-
craft maintenance checks, minimum equipment lists (MELs),
and configuration deviation lists and work rules for pilots and

flight attendants. Once the aircraft and crew are identified for
the flight, planning begins and the capabilities of the aircraft’s
FMS and, in particular, the FMC become an integral part of
airline operations. During flight planning and dispatch, en
route flight monitoring and updating, and postflight analysis,
data are either entered into the FMS or are received from the
FMS.

2.1 Flight Planning

Once the flight is scheduled by the airline, the flight dispatcher
becomes the overseer of that flight from the preliminary plan-
ning stage to the completion of the flight. These individuals
are licensed professionals and are legally, along with the pilot,
responsible for the safety of the flight. Dispatchers are usu-
ally part of an airline operations control center (AOCC). Their
goal is to minimize the fuel- and time-based costs subject to
aircraft performance, weather, route, altitude, schedule, and
other operational constraints. This is accomplished by vary-
ing the route (lateral or ground track), vertical profile, speed,
and fuel on board. Almost all the planning information will
eventually find its way into the FMC.

2.2 Weather

The current and the forecast weather conditions play a very
important part in each flight. Therefore, weather conditions at
the departure airport, the en route weather, the weather at the
destination airport, and if necessary, the weather at an alter-
native airport must be considered. Departure and destination
weather minimums in terms of cloud ceiling and runway vis-
ibility minimums are regulatory and charted for each airport.
En route weather can also impact a flight because of excess
wind velocity and convective weather (thunderstorms).

All the accumulated weather data, including en route fore-
cast winds, is presented to the pilot. The forecast winds will
be entered into the FMC via the MCDU or radio uplink to the
aircraft. The forecast winds, typically attached to individual
points in the en route flight plan and to altitudes in descent,
will aid the FMC in predicting times of arrival at all points
in the flight plan.

2.3 Weight and Balance

The flight dispatcher extracts the aircraft’s operating weight
from the airline’s aircraft database and adds the estimated
payload (passengers and/or cargo) to make up the zero fuel
weight. This number will eventually be printed on the load
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data sheet and provided to the pilot before takeoff. Once the
fuel is added, the load data sheet will also reflect the taxi
weight that is the weight of the aircraft as it departs the gate,
the takeoff weight that is the weight at the beginning of takeoff
roll, and the estimated landing weight.

When the final load data with the correct weights are
received and the zero fuel weight is entered into the FMC, the
computer will automatically tally the zero fuel weight and the
total fuel for the takeoff weight. The computed takeoff weight
must match the latest load data from the AOCC. The FMC
will also compute the landing weight. Each of these weights
has a maximum that may not be exceeded.

2.4 Fuel Planning

Fuel planning is one of the most important jobs of flight dis-
patch because it is critical for the safety of the flight and at the
same time is an opportunity for the airline company to save
money. The required fuel on board is regulatory and includes
en route fuel, alternative fuel, and contingency fuel. This can
be modified by adjusting the load (weight) of the aircraft and
the route flown. The most fuel-saving route is not necessarily
the shortest, so fuel and route are actually planned in conjunc-
tion with one another. This information is used by flight crew
to guide the aircraft along the planned route at the optimally
planned speeds to provide the best economy to the airline.

2.5 Route Planning

Route planning, or the ground track, for a short flight can
be a simple company-defined route: one that the FAA has
approved, that seldom changes, and that can be extracted by
name from the navigation database in the aircraft. Longer
flights where an optimum flight path is desired require much
more planning. These routes contain economical climbs and
descents, optimum target speeds, cruise flight levels (includ-
ing step climbs), and optimal top-of-descent points. In these
cases, a flight dispatcher closely considers the winds, en route
weather, traffic congestion, available altitudes, and regulatory
airspace.

Aircraft may not arbitrarily fly just anywhere and must
abide by many regulatory constraints defined by states and
their ATC agencies. Most flights follow predefined airways,
predefined grid points, or fixes (latitude and longitude way-
points). A long-distance flight may travel more miles than a
direct flight, but with favorable winds the longer flight may
result in reduced flight time with less fuel burned. A flight
against a strong head wind may save fuel by actually flying
at a lower altitude or with a lower airspeed. The trade-offs

between fuel and time cost savings are performed by the FMC
as part of its predictions process. It will select an “economy”
speed for climb, cruise, and descent based upon a number
called the cost index (CI), which is set by the operator to
reflect the fuel and time cost relationship. Part of the calcula-
tion is based upon forecast flight conditions and the operator’s
definition of flight cost factors. These factors are combined
in the chosen CI that specifies the relative weightings of
fuel saving and time-of-flight saving. CI may be assigned
by the operator for every flight or may be a set standard value
for a type of aircraft. Climb, cruise, and descent optimiza-
tion that ensure the best possible return on trip cost can be
employed simply through the CI without increasing flight
crew workload. The FMS provides speed and thrust targets
for the selected flight phase and mode of operation and the
thrust limits to protect the engines. The speed and thrust target
and the thrust limit data are transmitted to the autopilot and
autothrottle systems to provide direct automatic control of the
aircraft’s flight path. The speed schedules are selected based
upon precomputed data for the aircraft/engine combination
that is programmed into the FMC.

2.6 En Route

Once airborne, the aircraft is expected to execute a perfor-
mance climb based on the weight data and adjustments by
the airline dispatchers. Upon reaching the top of climb (TOC)
point, the aircraft must transfer from the climb phase to the
cruise flight phase. During cruise, the pilot may be required to
make navigation changes, provide position reports, monitor
flight progress, change cruise altitudes, prepare for descent,
and approach to the destination airport. Route changes and
updated wind information may be data linked to the aircraft
or received via voice communication. A feature of the FMC
is lateral offset. With this capability, a pilot can, with a few
simple button pushes, execute a maneuver whereby the air-
craft turns off-course (either left or right) and flies to intercept
a parallel offset path that is a specified distance from the orig-
inal route. The original route may later be rejoined. In some
cases this can be preplanned, departing the parent path at a
prespecified fix and rejoining to the parent path at another
later fix.

Transition from the cruise flight phase to the descent flight
phase at the top of descent (TOD) point is determined by the
desire to fly a nearly idle descent. The vertical profile to the
destination runway threshold crossing height must comply
with geometric segments between all the known altitude and
speed constraints. If holding is required, the aircraft must
comply with the expected patterns, which may be modified if
necessary by the pilot. The approach phase starts at the initial
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approach fix (IAF) and ends at touchdown. If necessary, a
go-around is followed by a missed approach.

2.7 Datalink

Various datalink communications functions between an air-
craft and the airline AOCC are used when an ACARS
management unit for an air traffic service unit (ATSU) is
installed on the aircraft. In addition, some FMCs have an
ATC datalink (FANS A/B). Examples of data uplinks include
route data (initial or modification), required time of arrival
(RTA) points, wind information, performance data, supple-
mental navigation data, weather data, and so on. Examples
of data downlinks include current flight status, aircraft sta-
tus, and aircraft intent. Datalink will become a primary
functionality for the US Next Generation Air Transporta-
tion System (NextGen) and Eurocontrol Single European
Sky ATM Research (SESAR) implementations of airspace
operations in the next 10 years.

3 NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
OPERATIONS

This section describes the operations that aircraft are expected
to perform in the NAS. Air traffic controllers give clear-
ances to aircraft prior to takeoff and during departure, cruise,
descent, final approach, and landing phases of flight, as shown
in Figure 4. A clearance is a controller’s permission to exe-
cute a specified profile after the controller has coordinated
the aircraft’s profile with the airspace requirements, other
traffic, and environmental constraints. Controllers expect the
aircraft to comply with these clearances in a standardized
fashion, unless the pilot informs the controller that the aircraft
is unable to comply. This is essential to enable the controllers
to predict aircraft paths and to keep traffic safely separated
and efficiently flowing.

3.1 Predeparture, Takeoff, and Climb

Before takeoff, the pilot receives the planned route and the
takeoff performance data for the flight. These data include
takeoff weight, speed profiles, cruise altitude, and reserve
fuel information. The crew is expected to prepare the aircraft
to execute the profile and the airline dispatchers file a flight
plan with FAA. When the flight is ready, the controller clears
the aircraft for takeoff and the pilot executes the operation.

Typically, there is a standard instrument departure (SID)
procedure as part of the flight plan, which ATC expects
the aircraft to follow to avoid arrival traffic and/or terrain
or obstacles. A sample SID is shown in Figure 5 that pre-
scribes a three-dimensional path from each runway end to
the fix BRAVS. BRAVS is a fixed location in space that is
available in the FMS database. The fixes along the path, for
example, SNUPY, BDODD, and WEFOR, also available in
the FMS database, describe the lateral part of the path. The
text under “Takeoff minimums” in the figure describes the
required climb and therefore the vertical part of the path.
The maneuvers prescribed on a procedure chart can be direct
courses to an altitude or fix, headings, and specified turns that
get the aircraft from one point in space to the next in a prede-
termined fashion, such as on a great circle arc over the surface
of the earth or on a constant arc radius between the two points.
The aircraft has to be able to fly by, or in some cases over, a
fixed point on the flight plan to capture the next flight segment
as dictated by the flight plan or the procedure. The aircraft
will also be expected to meet speed constraints and altitude
constraints at given fixes or points along the departure route
while meeting fuel economy requirements.

3.2 En Route Operations

In the en route phase of the flight, ATC expects the air-
craft to stay on the assigned route and altitude range. The
operator expects the FMS to meet ATC requirements and
manage the flight to optimize fuel use. This means that on

Figure 4. Sample vertical profile of a flight.
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Figure 5. Example of RNAV departure.

longer flights, the cruise altitude may be increased for effi-
cient flight as the aircraft burns fuel and becomes lighter. If
clearances are updated, the aircraft is expected to adjust its
route accordingly.

ANSP may issue vectors, speed, or altitude restrictions,
a hold, or, in some systems, an RTA, if traffic or other con-
straints at the destination do not allow the aircraft to pursue its
preferred fuel-efficient descent. Vectors take the aircraft off
the planned route, often to add distance flown and delay the
arrival time of the aircraft, until other traffic has passed. Speed
and altitude clearances are often tactically engineered by the
controllers to add delay for merging or spacing and to guide
aircraft to pass each other safely. If vectors, speed, or alti-
tude restrictions are not sufficient, an ATC-issued hold will

require the aircraft to fly on a racetrack pattern in a reserved
area of airspace until ATC clears the aircraft to leave the area
and resume its descent.

3.3 Descent, Arrival, Approach,
and Missed Approach

If variable constraints such as traffic and weather at the des-
tination airport and the surrounding areas are favorable, ATC
may clear the aircraft to continue its descent from TOD as
calculated by the FMS for optimum fuel economy. As the
aircraft descends into lower altitudes, it may join a standard-
ized procedure. Many airports have standard terminal arrivals
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Figure 6. Example of RNAV arrival.

(STARs) as well as standard instrument approach procedures
(SIAPs) that enable aircraft to enter into terminal areas and
approach destination airports in a standardized fashion. An
aircraft has to be cleared on STAR or SIAP procedures before
being allowed to fly. Examples of a STAR (Figure 6) and a
SIAP (Figure 7) show the complexity of what ATC expects
the aircraft to conform to as it nears the airport. As shown in
Figure 5, the fixes are locations available in the FMS database
that define the lateral path the aircraft is expected to follow.
The vertical path is dictated by the numerous altitude restric-
tions that can be seen in the figures as four- or five-digit
numbers denoting the altitude in feet that is required where
it is shown on the path. Figure 6 shows an “at” altitude of
12 000 ft. at PECHY and an “at or above” altitude of 7000

ft. at NOFIV. The lines above and below the number denote
the “at” altitude and the aircraft is required to pass the point
at exactly 12 000 ft. in this case. A line below the number
but not above, as with the 7000 ft. at NOFIV, means that the
aircraft must be higher than 7000 ft. at NOFIV but may be at
any altitude above 7000 ft. in this case. Figure 7 shows glide
path restrictions in the vertical profile on the chart. Different
STAR and SIAP combinations will lead the aircraft to differ-
ent runway ends for safe landing. If a pilot decides that a safe
landing is not possible, the ATC requires the aircraft to exe-
cute a missed approach. Every SIAP has a missed approach
option that the aircraft is expected to execute in this event. The
missed approach procedure guides the aircraft over the run-
way without landing and enables it to arrive at a safe altitude
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Figure 7. Example of RNAV (RNP) approach.

and position from where another approach can be initiated
or from where it can re-enter en route airspace depending on
the clearance it receives.

4 SYSTEM OPERATION

The operation of the FMS in many ways parallels the opera-
tions it is supporting in the NAS and for the AOCC. However,
FMS operations also provide more capabilities to enhance
the crew’s ability to manage the aircraft in transitioning the
airspace in ways that benefit both the operator (airline) and
the airspace system. The FMS provides warning and alert for
operations that are not going as planned (or cannot be per-

formed as planned); it also provides for automatic operation
and interventions as needed and gives required information
to the crew to safely operate the aircraft. The following sec-
tions will provide an overview of the FMS operation in the
context of the cockpit and ground interactions.

4.1 Flight Planning

The flight planning part of the FMS can be crew operated
or crew approved, depending on how the particular opera-
tor has it enabled. Many airline operators use the ACARS
function to load the FMS during preflight directly from the
AOCC, transmitting the full flight plan via datalink to the
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aircraft for crew approval. Then follows the crew initializing
the FMS to the current airport (and sometimes gate) position
to align the inertial reference units and begin navigation. The
entry of the flight plan can also be entirely done by the crew
through MCDU entry of SIDS, STARS, airways, en route
waypoints, and approaches as defined by the NAS. Either
way, the flight plan is entered in terms of a lateral (2D) route
with some 3D points (altitude constraints) along the way,
and the FMS builds the route without vertical paths until the
crew (or AOCC through ACARS) adds the aircraft weight
and fuel data. The aircraft zero fuel weight is thus entered,
the fuel load is measured, reserve fuel amount is added, and
the cost index for the flight is entered. Once these parameters
are entered and verified by the crew, the FMS completes its
prediction of the entire flight plan, lateral and vertical, and
adds estimated time of arrival (ETA) to each point in the plan.
The FMS now contains, and can fly the aircraft to meet, a full
4D profile.

4.2 Flight Operations

During flight, more of the individual parts of the FMS (beyond
the FMC) come into play to guide the aircraft through the
flight profile. The FMC computes the full 4D aircraft tra-
jectory and provides the navigation (positioning) function,
which is used to determine if the path is being followed. Cor-
rections to flight to remain on the profile are effected through
the autopilot (or by the crew through the flight director) and
the autothrottle, with commands to these systems originating
in the FMC generally as roll and pitch commands to perform
lateral and vertical steering. Beyond the autoflight operation,
the FMS provides crew ability to manually fly the aircraft in
response to ATC-directed deviations from the planned pro-
file through the MCP. In general, this is the origin of the term
“management” in the FMS name; it “manages” all phases of
the flight: from takeoff to touchdown automatic operation.

If the time of arrival control function is actively controlling
an RTA for any point or fix, the FMS must adjust the speed of
the aircraft to try to meet the RTA. When it is not possible to
meet the RTA, which may happen due to a marked difference
between predicted wind and winds encountered or due to the
short remaining time to the RTA point, the FMS must display
an “UNABLE RTA” message to the pilot via the MCDU.

When reaching the TOD, the point that has been calculated
to be most advantageous for the start of the most fuel-efficient
descent, the FMS will command a fuel-saving idle thrust
descent to the destination airport if it is permitted to do so.
Permission is granted through a clearance to descend from an
air traffic controller, which the pilot enters into the automa-
tion by lowering the altitude restriction on the MCP that is

connected to the FMS. The FMS is able to comply with head-
ing changes entered by the pilot, updates in speed and altitude
restrictions, and a holding clearance, as needed.

The arrival phase is supported by the FMC guiding the
aircraft along the STAR and approach paths to the point where
the crew can land the aircraft. In the event of the need to
break off an approach (go-around), the pilot can start the
execution of a missed approach by pushing the TO/GA button
(takeoff/go-around) that activates the display of flight director
information to the pilot for immediate climb. Pushing TO/GA
also activates climb thrust if the A/T is armed or engaged.

4.3 Warning and Alerting

A very important operation of the FMS is the ability to gen-
erate warnings and alerts to the flight crew in the event of
system failures or underperformance. System failure annun-
ciation can be either a warning or an alert, depending on
severity, and will let the crew know if one of the avionics
parts of the FMS has faulted in some way. Navigation radios,
global positioning satellite (GPS) sensors, inertial reference
systems (IRS), and FMCs all are computer hardware and can
fail, which is why most are installed in pairs or even in triples
to allow the overall system to sustain a single failure and
remain operational.

More subtle are the types of warnings that the FMC can
generate: the types of issues that the crew may not even be able
to detect and identify on their own. For instance, as the flight
profile is being planned or executed, constraints may not be
achievable within the performance envelope of the aircraft
(speeds, load factors, etc.) but the FMC can predict these
types of fault. Messages like UNABLE NEXT ALT, STEEP
DESCENT AFTER XXX, VNAV DISCONNECT, and so on
alert the crew to difficulties with the planned profile and give
the crew a chance to correct the operation. Depending on the
level of the message (alerting, warning, or advisory), there
may be aural as well as special visual cues to ensure crew
attention to the problem.

Navigation is even more subtle; for example, when
the underlying required navigation performance (RNP),
expressed as both a 95% accuracy performance at 1xRNP and
a 99.999% value at 2xRNP, cannot be met, the system will
alert the crew through an UNABLE RNP message. The FMC
is also continually comparing navigation sensor inputs of
location; if the GPS, distance measuring equipment (DME),
or FMC estimates differ from each other by more than the
RNP value, a VERIFY POSITION message appears. The
crew can navigate to a page on the MCDU where they can
see and resolve the issue by overriding (excluding) a “bad”
sensor. Some of the most valuable operations of the FMS are
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in the warnings and alerts, particularly for items that the crew
could not evaluate on their own without automation.

5 SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

The functions of the FMS are distributed across multiple
avionics systems, with many residing in the FMC (Figure 3).
The following sections give an overview of how the engi-
neering side of the system is designed, as opposed to the
operational side.

5.1 Navigation

Navigation makes use of the navigation radios (DME, VOR,
and ILS), single or dual IRS, single or dual GPS, and in some
rare (military) cases such things as Doppler radar, a sextant
(for celestial navigation), LORAN, and even OMEGA. The
modern air transport typically does not use the more exotic
systems, but navigation radios appear in all, with the more
modern Boeing and Airbus fleets using IRS and GPS. Until
recently, regional fleets (Embraer and Bombardier) tended to
have no IRS. The more advanced navigation designs have a
Kalman filter process that is used to correct the IRS (exter-
nally to the IRS) by estimating the primary IRS error sources
(position, velocity, and misalignments) based on measure-
ments taken from the radios and GPS. The estimated errors
are applied to the navigation outputs of the IRS, and an aircraft
position and velocity are formed for use in the navigation of
the aircraft in the FMC. The estimated accuracy of the nav-
igation is also computed and used to inform the crew if the
required performance is not being met (i.e., the RNP value is
not being complied with).

In dual systems, as much independence as possible is kept
by using different sources for the sensor data for each of the
FMCs: dual radios, dual GPS, and so on. Scanning DME
radios are used in many newer aircraft, allowing as many as
10 individual DME ground stations to be tuned and used by
the FMCs. Two examples of the many layers of protection
involved here are for loss of signals and “goodness” of sig-
nals. The main point is that a high integrity, high-accuracy
solution is found based on multiple sources and multiple
levels of comparison and screening to form a very robust
navigation solution.

5.2 Path Construction and Predictions

Inside the FMC are all the path construction algorithms,
which combine the flight plan (lateral path with constraints)

and the performance characteristics of the aircraft (perfor-
mance data) to construct the vertical profile along the lateral
profile and to predict speeds and times along the profile for
display to the crew. The lateral and vertical profiles provide
the reference path that the system will follow in flight; it
is a continuous 3D path with time estimates at each point.
Predictions are complex sets of computations, having to com-
bine engine/airframe performance (fuel flows, thrust, drag,
lift, etc.) with the desired lateral path and cruise altitude.
Predictions provide an estimate of fuel optimal altitudes,
step climbs, and performance envelope margins ahead of the
aircraft and the flight planning function assembles the com-
pleted profile. Some systems do not fully integrate lateral
and vertical profiles in this way as they do not have the air-
plane/engine performance and thus cannot construct a good
vertical profile; they are controlled in climb and descent by
the crew through the MCP. Predictions are typically revised
based on events, for example, modification of the flight plan,
or elapsed time. Many systems update these predictions every
5 min during flight, with some doing it as often as every 15 s.

5.3 Guidance and Control

Combining navigation (present position and velocity) with
the 3D path provided by predictions allows computation of
steering commands. Lateral steering on autopilot or flight
director is based on a combination (proportional, integral,
and derivative control) of the lateral difference between nav-
igation position and the abeam track location (cross-track
error) and the difference between current navigation velocity
vector and the track at the abeam location on the path (track
angle error). The result is a roll command to the autopilot that
steers back to the path.

Vertical steering comes into play only in the descent phase
of flight where there can be a geometrically defined path. In
the climb phase, all systems use only speed schedules and not
vertically constructed paths to reach top of climb. In descent,
where a vertical path is defined and integrated with the lat-
eral, vertical deviation (difference between path and altitude)
drives the formation of either a vertical speed command or a
pitch command (to control vertical speed). If drag is needed
to control back to the path, most systems simply put up a mes-
sage to the crew for drag, integrated systems will use throttle
to slow the descent rate if needed.

Some systems support TOAC, that is, control to an RTA at
a single, specified waypoint in the flight plan. These systems
normally provide a time window (earliest/latest) at the spec-
ified point to allow the crew to determine if they can meet
a time requested by ATC. Once entered, the RTA overrides
all speed schedules that might normally be flown (economy,
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max range, etc.) to meet the RTA, and if flight plan changes
or other circumstances change the system ability to meet the
RTA, an RTA UNACHIEVABLE or equivalent message is
displayed to the crew for resolution.

5.4 Display and Human Machine Interface

The FMS is a system of systems in the aircraft and as such
has many ways for the human to interact with its functional-
ity. Situational awareness of the flight plan and its progress is
displayed on an electronic map display, control and guidance
information is provided on the PFD, and the crew controls the
system through panels that interface with the separate pieces
of avionics. There are control panels for scaling and control of
information on the map (navaids, fixes, tuned DME stations,
etc.). The FMC interface is the MCDU where many interac-
tive display pages are available for viewing and controlling
various aspects of the flight plan and navigation systems.
MCDUs can be seen in the system diagrams, and their use
is fairly evident. The autoflight system is controlled via the
MCP, which allows manual intervention and arming and
engaging automatic modes for lateral and vertical navigation
(LNAV&VNAV).

5.5 Supporting Data

In the advanced FMSs, the FMC generally contains three
loadable databases: navigation data, aircraft/engine data, and
configuration data. The navigation data must be updated
every 28 days (the Aeronautical Information, Regulation and
Control (AIRAC) cycle of navigation changes to charts, etc.),
but the other two are typically static once loaded. The air-
craft/engine database usually contains data for all models of
aircraft and engine on which the FMC will be installed, and
the data selection is effected by grounding certain pin com-
binations in the connector to the FMC in the electronics rack.
The configuration database controls availability of internal
software options for use by the crew, and will be updated
anytime the operator purchases a new option for use.

The navigation database contains a large amount of infor-
mation that is used not only for flight planning but also for
navigation itself. It is usually regional, such as the continen-
tal United States, Europe, and so on, and will contain all
fixes/waypoints and navigational aids (VORs, DMEs, Tac-
tical Air Navigation (TACANs), and ILSs) in the region. It
also contains definitions for airways, arrivals and departures,
and approaches, which are linked sets of fixes/waypoints and
reference navigational aids. The amount of information con-
tained requires that the data be compressed to fit into the

airborne system and unpacked when used in flight, and still
some systems cannot contain all necessary data. All data
are protected by cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to ensure
accuracy in the process.

Aircraft/engine data are compressed by fitting curves to
the raw data and storing the curve fits. There are thrust curves
based on engine pressure ratio (EPR) or engine rotation speed
(%N1) as well as parametric fuel flow versus Mach number
and N1 (or EPR) type curves for engines. In addition, the drag
polar for the aircraft is stored, along with derived parametric
curves that relate economy speeds to weight and altitude. For
any installation, the curves selected are fixed by the program
pins that were grounded in the connector.

Configuration options are many and varied. Operators
can choose to activate options like geometric descent pro-
files, abeam points (when performing a “direct-to,” the
abeam points to the eliminated original flight waypoints are
retained), speed and altitude intervention, runway remaining,
missed approach, engine out SIDs, quiet climb and others,
depending on the available options from the original equip-
ment manufacturer (OEM). These are generally purchase
options and typically set when the aircraft is ordered, but
they can be changed simply with a loadable disk when the
operator chooses to update.

6 FUTURE EXPECTATIONS

As the FMS concept evolves, it continues to adapt to chang-
ing operational demands and environments as its role changes
relative to the ANSP systems. Increases in traffic volume and
higher density flight operations in more complex airspace will
necessitate advances in both flight-deck and ATC automa-
tion. As future operational concepts mature, advances in FMS
capabilities may increasingly take on the role of enabler
of operational changes to enhance aviation system capac-
ity, improve reliability, and minimize the environmental
impact, while maintaining the required level of safety. Larger
reliance on monitored automation systems in all phases of
flight, improved navigation and surveillance accuracy, and
the sharing of traffic information between ATC and flight
crew are generally viewed to support reductions in aircraft
separation minima, increased system capacity, and airborne
separation concepts. Together with the transition from voice
communications to digital communications, FMSs are often
considered to enable a more dynamic trajectory management
approach, more efficient execution of climb and descent oper-
ations, and increased routing flexibility. The realization of
these future concepts and their application in routine flight
operations will likely hinge on the development of advanced
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FMS capabilities and solving the associated technical and
human computer interface challenges.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In 1907, the first instruments in a cockpit were introduced in
Wright aircraft because of the high numbers of crashes due to
stalls (the first documented cases of pilot error!) These crude
instruments included a vane-type incidence indicator for atti-
tude control, as well as manometric tubes used to indicate
speed (Coombs, 2005). As exemplified in Figure 1, a 1910-era
Boeing and Westervelt (B&W) floatplane cockpit illustrates
these early cockpit designs with just a crude airspeed rep-
resentation. Design of cockpits at this time was relatively
ad hoc in that gauges were added to cockpits through more
of a trial-and-error process than through principled design.
Cockpit design choices were made out of convenience and
often only added after critical events occurred, such as pilot

errors that lead to crashes. Even with the formalization of
human factors research by the Army Air Force in the 1940s,
which occurred primarily due to aviation mishaps in WWII,
as new missions and technologies were added (e.g., addi-
tional engines, radars, weapons, etc.), new instruments and
displays were also added. This increasing complexity caused
a significant increase in workload for pilots, which was often
managed by increasing the number of crew. In military and
commercial transport planes, this meant not just an increase
in the number of pilots, but also navigators and flight engi-
neers. Figure 2 shows a Boeing 377 1940s-era Stratocruiser
with five people on the flight deck.

The introduction of digital processors across a spectrum
of displays, controls, and subsystems, first with the Space

Figure 1. A Boeing and Westervelt 1910-era floatplane cockpit.
Reproduced with permission from The Boeing Co.
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2 Avionics System Integration

Figure 2. Boeing 1940s-era 377 stratocruiser. Reproduced with
permission from The Boeing Co.

Shuttle design of the early 1970s, and later with military
and commercial aircraft (in the late 1970s and early 1980s)
revolutionized cockpit design, leading to the introduction of
glass cockpits (Wiener and Nagel, 1988). Figure 3 shows a
1980s-era Boeing 737, which incorporates a few “glass” dis-
plays, but still retaining many more traditional, dedicated,
and hard-wired instruments that represent individual pieces

Figure 3. 1980s-era Boeing 737. Reproduced with permission from
The Boeing Co.

of information. The increased use of both digital processors
and glass displays allowed airplane designers to reduce the
physical space needed for individual instruments, by inte-
grating selected pieces of information into more “holistic”
views of aircraft/subsystem state and status, so that individual
instruments were no longer needed.

Another significant change that dramatically influenced
cockpit design was the increasing use of control augmenta-
tion. This trend started in the 1940s with the introduction
of hydraulic force augmentation of direct linkages between
cockpit controls and aerodynamic control surfaces (e.g.,
between the pitch control “yoke” of early cockpits and air-
craft elevators), and was accelerated with the introduction of
“fly-by-wire” controls. These electronic controls essentially
eliminated the earlier mechanical linkages, and replaced them
with controllers that transduce pilot forces/motions into elec-
trical signals that drive digital processor-based flight control
systems. These, in turn, drive the hydraulic actuators con-
trolling the aerodynamic surfaces. This “wire” is the pilot’s
only (virtual) linkage to the control surface, and the signal
transmitted across that wire is mediated by a flight control
system that can change the stability and handling qualities of
the entire aircraft. The ultimate result for both military and
commercial transport aircraft has been a dramatic reduction
in manning. What once required two pilots, a flight engineer,
and a navigator to effectively do the job as seen in Figure 2
was streamlined into something that could be handled by just
two pilots, such as most modern-day commercial airliners.

Accompanying the transition from mechanical gauges
to glass cockpit displays and fly-by-wire controls, aircraft
control generally began to shift from manual or “pilot-in-
the-loop” control to human supervisory control (often called
“pilot-on-the-loop”). Human supervisory control (HSC) is
the process by which a human operator intermittently
interacts with an on-board computer/processor, receiving
feedback from and providing commands to a controlled pro-
cess or task environment, which is connected to that computer
through actuators and sensors (Figure 4). Pilots of mod-
ern “fly-by-wire” aircraft, which constitute the majority of
commercial and military aircraft, are consequently supervi-
sors of highly complex systems. The introduction of modern
autopilots and flight management systems as was also a
major contributor to the manning reductions seen in the
cockpit.

For pilots, the move towards HSC means that controls, dis-
plays, and computers now separate the crew from the aircraft
and subsystems they are meant to manage. The implication
is that the design of these intermediary systems is critical for
safe and efficient operation. This is not a trivial point. Fly-
by-wire HSC systems must have virtual forces programmed
into them since pilots can no longer “feel” the forces on the
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Figure 4. Human supervisory control. Adapted from Sheridan (1992) c© The MIT Press.

flight surfaces. This is particularly the case for those aircraft
with side-stick controllers like those found in Airbus air-
craft and military aircraft like the US Air Force F-16. The
classic yoke controller can be replaced with a much smaller
side stick controller, since control has evolved from actuator-
augmented mechanical linkages to ones that are fully
electronic, computer-mediated, and hydraulically effected.

Complementing these dramatic advances in control and
actuation design are equally compelling advances in dis-
play and sensor design, typically manifested through “glass
cockpit” displays (Figure 5). All new commercial and mili-
tary aircraft today are built with some type of glass cockpit
display. Figure 5 illustrates the most recent advances in cock-
pit display technology, which include larger screens, dual
heads-up displays, and full-route vertical situation displays.
Glass cockpits are also found in spacecraft, railway cabs, ship
command centers, and even every-day consumer goods like
automobiles and the latest generation of smart phones.

While significant cost-reductions in design and mainte-
nance can be achieved in these domains as a result of glass
cockpits, such displays are not always guaranteed to pro-
mote optimal human performance. Moreover, because there
are many more sources of information, often hidden in many

Figure 5. The cockpit of the Boeing 787 dreamliner. Reproduced
with permission from The Boeing Co.

layers of hierarchical software menus, it can be difficult to
design displays to incorporate all the needed information in
a dynamic fashion that follows the changing needs of the
operator, while avoiding the “clutter” of unneeded infor-
mation. Lastly, the transition from manual to supervisory
control means that significantly more automation is intro-
duced, which directly impacts the information displayed to
the pilots. As will be discussed in the next section, embed-
ded automation and the associated displays that go with that
automation can add significant benefit in terms of workload
reduction and information “decluttering,” but there are also
potential negative consequences to be considered.

2 BASIC COCKPIT DESIGN

In current commercial and military aircraft, and increas-
ingly in the general aviation community, almost every aspect
of flying is controlled via a human computer interface, so
the need for seamless human-computer interaction (HCI)
is paramount. Given the primarily visual nature of pilot-
ing tasks, and the human innate ability for dealing with
exquisitely complex, dynamic, and detailed visual cues, most
of the information presented to a pilot is via the visual chan-
nel (as opposed to the auditory and tactile channels). Given
a pilot’s heavy reliance on visual cues, there are a number
of basic visual display considerations that must be taken into
account in the design process, some of which are listed in
Table 1. For a more extensive discussion of these parame-
ters, see (Boff and Lincoln, 1988; Tsang and Vidulich, 2003;
Wickens and Hollands, 2000; Wiener and Nagel, 1988).

While some of the visual design parameters listed in
Table 1 seem obvious (such as the need to reduce clutter), not

Table 1. Selected visual design parameters.

Density Display size
Clutter Screen resolution
Color Contrast
Highlighting Brightness
Grouping Font size
Graphics vs. text Field of view
Analog vs. digital Vibrations
Dual coding Dark adaptation
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all are so intuitive. Previous research has shown that aviation
displays tend to use too much color (Xing, 2006). If person-
nel in supervisory settings are required to remember more
than approximately six color categories, reaction time and the
number of operational errors can increase, in comparison to
performance seen under simpler coding schemes (Cummings
and Tsonis, 2006). Often, selecting values for many of the
different visual design parameters given in Table 1 requires
that the designer address competing objectives; as a conse-
quence, the design engineer must often perform some type of
trade space analysis to specify a final design. For example,
dual coding, the use of more than one visual cue for sym-
bol representation such as shape and color, is critical since
approximately 8% of the male population is color-blind (Boff
and Lincoln, 1988). However, this design choice could com-
pete with the just-mentioned design guideline that only about
six colors should be used. This conflict needs to be dealt
with via trade-off studies that are typical in any design effort,
cockpit, or otherwise.

In addition to basic visual design variables that should be
considered in any cockpit design, there are a few basic design
principles that are core to supervisory control applications,
particularly for aviation systems that are complex, conducted
under time-pressure and characterized by many uncertainties
(such as weather, other aircraft position, etc.) These include
the principle of pictorial realism, the compatibility-proximity
principle, and the principle of the moving part (Wickens
and Hollands, 2000), which will be illustrated in turn using
Figure 6, a Primary Flight Display (PFD), as an illustration.

For the principle of pictorial realism (Roscoe, 1968), the
idea is to design the display so that it is a relatively accu-
rate pictorial representation of the information it represents.
An example of this can be seen in the center of Figure 6,

Figure 6. A typical primary flight display. Reproduced with per-
mission from The Boeing Co.

where even non-pilots can easily determine that the blue,
upper area represents sky and the lower, brown area repre-
sents the earth. This allows the pilot to quickly determine
the orientation of the aircraft with respect to the horizon line
that serves as the blue-brown boundary separator. The pilot
can also quickly determine whether the plane is climbing or
descending, depending on the relative ratio of the blue and
brown areas in the display. By designing displays that can
graphically and accurately represent real-world relationships
in this manner, designers can provide pilots with affordances
(Norman, 1988) that enable them, without any conscious
thought or interpretation, to immediately understand what
is presented to them.

The Compatibility-Proximity Principle (Wickens and
Carswell, 1995), which essentially states that correlated
information across both task and time should be in close prox-
imity, is also critical to effective interface design, particularly
as the number of information sources continues to grow. An
example is given in the PFD in Figure 6, which essentially
integrates heading (lower section), airspeed (left side of dis-
play), altitude (right side of display), and attitude (center), as
well as a few status indicators which in older aircraft would
have taken more than four separate displays. Software-driven
glass cockpit displays like these make implementation of
the Compatibility-Proximity Principle easier than in older
aircraft, and information integration has lead to the devel-
opment of displays, which help reduce pilot workload. As a
consequence, the PFD has become a central instrument for
flying, with similar information often repeated on a Head-Up
Display (HUD), both of which reduce pilot workload due to
the information’s close proximity.

The last basic display design principle is the Principle of
the Moving Part (Tsang and Vidulich, 2003), which states
that those elements of the display which move, should move
in accordance with a pilot’s mental model of the associated
dynamics. So for example, in Figure 6 the altitude tape on
the right is vertically oriented because in our earth-bound
reference frame, we think of altitude as up and down. One
common violation of this principle is the use of the egocentric
aircraft symbol on the pitch ladder in the center of Figure 6
(as depicted, wings level). In western aircraft, the aircraft
symbol is static, while the “world” (the blue (top) and brown
(bottom) circular earth representation in Figure 6) moves, in
violation of the principle of the moving part. In many east-
ern aircraft, particularly those from the former Soviet Union,
the representation is in keeping with the principle of the
moving part, called an exocentric view because the aircraft
symbol moves in the PFD and the world stays static. Both
displays are effective (Johnson and Roscoe, 1972), which
demonstrates that training is a critical aspect of piloting, and
this point further underscores that while design principles are
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effective tools, they are not absolute, and some variations are
acceptable.

While the focus of this section thus far has been on visual
display of information, the other primary mode of informa-
tion “display” deserves mentioning, the auditory channel.
Audio displays in cockpits enable pilots to successfully divide
their attention so that they can listen for relevant audio signals,
while still attending to visual information. Audio displays
work best when the inputs are short, simple, do not have
to be remembered for long periods, and relate to an action
required immediately (McCormick, 1976), so they are pri-
marily used for alerts and warnings in the cockpit. Pilots
have been shown to respond faster to auditory alerts than
visual ones by up to 30–40 ms. However, auditory alerts have
problems in that they can be distracting, and if not integrated
into the overall cockpit in a holistic manner, they can cause
confusion. One example is the Helios Boeing 737 crash in
2005. At 10 000 feet, an alarm sounded, indicating a pres-
surization problem. The pilots confused this alarm with a
similar sounding alarm meant to alert pilots of an incorrect
takeoff configuration, which only sounded on the ground.
This alert confusion caused them to ignore the alarm, caus-
ing the pilots to succumb to hypoxia and ending with the crash
of the plane (Air Accident Investigation & Aviation Safety
Board (AAIASB), 2006). Since it is difficult for humans to
either remember or clearly distinguish alarms when multiple
alarms are present, it is critical that aircraft cockpit design-
ers take a systems engineering approach to all alerts and
warnings.

The least common information presentation modality is
through the haptic (i.e., touch) information-processing chan-
nel. However, one effective use of haptic alerts in many
cockpits is the use of “stick shakers”. As an aircraft detects the
onset of a stall, the stick/yoke column will shake, which simu-
lates the buffet that a plane would experience if approaching
a fully-developed stall. The shaking of the stick alerts the
pilot through vibrations and is an extremely salient cue,
which immediately informs the pilot that the attitude must
be decreased and the airspeed increased or a full stall could
develop. In everyday life, similar haptic alerts can be seen in
actual (or virtual) rumble strips, grooved or raised pavement
patterns on highway shoulders, which alert drivers to possible
departures from the roadway.

3 THE IMPACT OF INCREASING
AUTOMATION IN THE COCKPIT

As previously mentioned, automation has revolutionized
the cockpit design of all modern aircraft. However, while

automation brings with it many advances in terms of pilot
workload, it does not always reduce workload, and in most
cases, merely changes the nature of the work (Billings,
1991). In any system that is both highly automated but also
allows operator intervention during various phases of opera-
tion, there is a significant risk of operator “mode confusion”
(Billings, 1997; Sarter and Woods, 1994). As evidenced by
numerous airline crashes in the 1990s during the transition
to highly automated flight control and navigation systems,
mode confusion occurs when an operator attempts to take
control of a highly automated system, but does not understand
the current mode of automation (i.e., the goals or objectives
the automation is attempting to achieve). This lack of under-
standing can cause catastrophic human-system failure due
to confusion over who is in control (the human or system),
especially when the desired goal state of the operator differs
from that of the automation.

An example of mode confusion caused by poor interface
design is the fatal Airbus A320 crash near the Strasburg-
Entzheim Airport in France in 1992. The crew inserted 3.3
into the flight management computer (FMC) intending to
fly a 3.3◦ glide slope to touchdown. However, there was
confusion about the current operating mode of the FMC,
and the pilots inadvertently inserted the command while
the FMC was in the vertical descent mode instead of the
intended flight path control mode, which placed the aircraft
in a 3300 ft min−1 descent, causing it to crash in the surround-
ing foothills (Hughes, 2005). The single button that toggled
between these modes was not well designed, hard to read, and
had no independent mode presentation cue. The pilots were
highly trained with years of experience, yet they failed to
correctly interpret, or effectively communicate their intent to
the FMC, a situation which was exacerbated by poor interface
design.

Another critical consideration in the design of cock-
pit automation and interfaces is recognizing problems with
automation bias, or overtrust in automation, which occurs
when a human decision maker unconditionally accepts a
computer-generated solution, and disregards or does not
search for information that could potentially contradict the
“accepted” automation solution (Mosier and Skitka, 1996;
Parasuraman and Riley, 1997). Human errors that result from
automation bias can be further decomposed into errors of
commission or omission. Errors of commission occur when
humans erroneously follow automated directives or recom-
mendations, while errors of omission occur when humans
fail to notice problems because the automation does not
alert them (Mosier and Skitka, 1996). Many studies in
aviation have demonstrated the human tendency towards
automation bias, causing both errors of commission and
omission.
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One study that looked more closely at errors of commis-
sion during enroute flight planning found that commercial
pilots, when given a computer-generated plan, exhibited
significant automation over-reliance and complacency, lead-
ing them to accept flight plans that were significantly
sub-optimal. When presented with an automated solution
characterized by some uncertainty in the problem space,
40% of pilots reasoned little or none at all about the solu-
tion and deferred to erroneous automation recommendations,
even though they were provided with tools with which to
explore the solution space (Layton, Smith and McCoy, 1994).
In a similar experiment looking at automated assistance in
a military in-flight replanning task, pilots tended to accept
the computer’s solution without question, despite having the
ability to change and improve on the computer’s solutions
(Johnson et al., 2002).

One example of an automation-induced error of omission
occurred in 1972, with an Eastern L-1011 crash into the
Florida Everglades. Upon execution of the landing check-
list, the nose gear indicator signaled a potentially unlocked
nose gear, an unsafe condition. After engaging the autopi-
lot, the crew intently focused on the (potentially) unsafe nose
gear, failing to notice several minutes later that the aircraft
had begun gradually losing altitude, a situation, which was
likely caused by one of the pilots inadvertently bumping the
control stick and disengaging the autopilot. The crew mistak-
enly relied on the (now non-functioning) automation to both
keep the plane at the correct altitude and to warn them if the
autopilot failed, leading to a gradual descent into the Ever-
glades, and the subsequent deaths of 101 crew and passengers
(NTSB, 1973). An ironic postscript to this event is that the
nose gear indicator, which triggered the entire sequence of
crew errors, was faulty, and that the crew could have landed
safely without any intervention to “fix” the nose gear.

Neither the A320 nor L-1011 designers ever anticipated
that operators would make such mistakes, and as is often
the case in engineering, it is not until accidents occur that
engineers make important design changes (Petroski, 1992).
These accidents highlight a design consideration that is not
a formal design principle per se, but is a well-established
usability HCI design consideration: the critical importance
of providing adequate feedback to the human operators inter-
acting with the automation system (Nielsen, 1993). In both
cases cited above, pilots had some indication of the status of
the aircraft, but neither cue (the small glide slope FMC mode
indicator light on the A320 or the C-chord chime altitude alert
on the L-1011) was salient enough, and not designed with an
understanding of how the cue would have been interpreted
in noisy and cluttered visual and auditory environments. So
while proper design of each individual display element is
important, it is also critical to understand the context and

environment in which the displays will be used, so that crit-
ical pieces of information get transmitted to the crew at the
critical times needed. The need for proper feedback about
both aircraft status and external information has become even
more critical for pilots of “remote” aircraft, which is the focus
of the next section.

4 UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE
GROUND CONTROL INTERFACES

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are quickly becoming
ubiquitous, not just in military intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR) operations, but also in civilian applica-
tions like crop monitoring and border patrol. With reduced
radar signatures, increased endurance, and the removal of
humans from immediate threat, unmanned (also known
as uninhabited) aerial vehicles have become indispensable
assets to militarized forces and governmental agencies around
the world. Their future growth in all sectors is projected to be
nearly exponential (Bharat, 2007). Despite the absence of any
crew onboard UAVs, UAVs still operate as manned systems
(as illustrated earlier in Figure 4), and human operators are
still needed for supervisory control, (Erickson and Zacharias,
2004).

A very common misconception in the design of a UAV
ground control station interface is that it should be very sim-
ilar, if not nearly identical to, a traditional manned aircraft
cockpit. This naı̈ve assumption is problematic because a UAV
“pilot” does not have the ability to rely on an external, rich
set of physical cues, which a pilot of a manned aircraft has.
Such cues that UAV operators do not have include a signifi-
cantly larger visual field of view, ambient sounds, and a rich
array of vestibular and tactile cues signaling aircraft attitude,
motion, and system failures. However, because of the super-
visory control nature of the UAV flight task, there is often no
need for sensory augmentation or complicated cockpit repli-
cas that is a critical point often overlooked in the design of
UAV ground control interfaces.

Automated flight control and subsystems management
have advanced to the point that UAV operators can now
offload many or all of their “locomotion” tasks of flying
the aircraft, and associated “housekeeping” tasks of man-
aging the subsystems. As will be discussed in detail below,
UAV operators need to concentrate on higher level mission
management tasks (like waypoint planning and route modi-
fication) and critical payload management tasks (e.g., sensor
management, weapons use, etc), which are tasks that typ-
ically are very complex and cognitively demanding. As a
result, increasing the number of displays a remote pilot has
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Figure 7. Nested control loops for supervision of UAVs.

in order to replicate the “feel” of a real cockpit, or even adding
advanced sensory displays like spatial audio (i.e., the location
of an aural cues in three dimensions), is not only unneces-
sary, but potentially could lead to operator error. A study
examining human error rates for UAV operators found that
pilots using a traditional pilot-centric cockpit representation
to “fly” their vehicles made more mistakes than their lesser-
trained point-and-click counterparts who were not “flying”
their UAVs, but rather were managing them (Williams,
2004).

As illustrated in Figure 7, the concept of a human “pilot-
ing” a UAV is fundamentally flawed because of the embedded
control loops that occur in supervisory control of a UAV. The
inner loop shown represents the basic flight control loop,
which is the most critical loop that must obey the physical
laws of nature such as aerodynamic stability and control sur-
face effectiveness. In this loop, operator actions are focused
only on the short term and local control (keeping the air-
craft in stable flight). The second loop, the navigation loop,
represents the actions that some agent, whether human or
computer-driven, must execute to meet local geo-spatial con-
straints such as routes to waypoints or points of interest, time
on target, and avoidance of obstacles. The navigation loop
corresponds to the control of the path necessary to accom-
plish the mission. The outermost loop represents the highest
levels of control, that of mission management. It is this loop
where the actual mission requirements are typically met. For
example, for ISR UAV missions, sensors must be monitored
and decisions made en-route based on the incoming informa-
tion to meet overall mission requirements. Finally, the system
health and status monitoring loop represents the continual
supervision that must occur, either by a human or automa-
tion or both, to ensure all systems are operating within normal
limits.

From the human-in-the-loop and UAV mission perspec-
tive, if the inner loops fail, then the higher or outer loops
will also fail. The dependency of higher loop control on
the successful control of the lower loops drives the need

for high inner-loop reliability. If UAV operators must inter-
act in the guidance and motion control loop (i.e., fly a
UAV through traditional displays to control roll, pitch, and
yaw), the cost is high because this effort requires significant
perceptual, cognitive, and manual control resources. Con-
sequently, the chances for pilot error increase significantly,
especially because the UAV pilot is on the ground, deprived
of the many “in cockpit” cues he or she would normally
rely on for situation assessment. Additionally, UAV opera-
tors are subject to potentially destabilizing time delays due to
remote operations, which could be 4 or more seconds, making
inner-loop flight control impossible to achieve when dealing
with a responsive airframe. At best, such delays could lead
to severe pilot-induced oscillations. Given these issues, if a
pilot has to fly a UAV in the innermost loop, little spare mental
capacity is available for accomplishing objectives demanded
by the outer navigation and mission management control
loops.

The insistence that pilots hand-fly UAVs violates the pri-
ority scheme represented in Figure 7, in that human operators
are required to use most of their cognitive resources to fly the
plane. This manual control approach for a highly automated
system in combination with poor ground control station inter-
face design have led to numerous Predator crashes (the US
Air Force’s primary UAV) (Carrigan et al., 2008; Williams,
2004). When operators become saturated at either or both
the perceptual-motor or cognitive levels, or do not correctly
allocate their cognitive resources to the appropriate control
loops in the correct priorities, they fail to properly satisfy
the competing demands of the multiple control loop, poten-
tially causing catastrophic failure. As a result, the key to
successful UAV operations is twofold: (i) leveraging automa-
tion appropriately, so that operators can concentrate on the
“outer” mission management loop, and (ii) designing effec-
tive ground control interfaces that provide low cognitive
overhead, appropriate feedback on mission, platform and
payload status, a means for preventing mode confusion, and
some way to ensure appropriate trust in the system.
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While how much automation is appropriate for the super-
vision of UAVs is an ongoing debate (Cummings et al.,
2007; Dixon and Wickens, 2003; Ruff, Narayanan and
Draper, 2002), discussion typically revolves around how
much automation should be used in the navigation and mis-
sion management loops depicted in Figure 7. The innermost
flight control loop in all UAVs can be completely automated,
including automated takeoff and landing. Indeed this tech-
nology has existed for some time and has been proven in
actual operations, for example, by the Shadow 200, which
is an Army UAV flown through a point and click interface
by enlisted personnel who are not trained pilots. For exam-
ple, if an operator is told to go to a heading of 150, he can
simply command the vehicle through a point and click mech-
anism (i.e., click on a compass rose heading of 150) instead
of actually turning the aircraft through a joystick to the cor-
rect heading. By relieving the operator from these low-level
joystick actions, the operator’s cognitive resources are freed

to concentrate on the mission tasks, such as searching for
enemy combatants or clearing a convoy route.

The need to shift from the pilot-centric manual control
paradigm to the supervisory control architecture as depicted
in Figure 4 is not only critical for improvement of current
UAV operations where one UAV is typically controlled by
a team of personnel, but also to achieve the future vision
of one person controlling multiple UAVs. Such architecture
will allow agencies more flexibility in manning and missions,
as well as overall lower system costs (Johnson, 2003). This
move towards a future of one operator controlling many UAVs
will mean that the design of displays, particularly the inte-
gration of information, and advanced inter- and intra-vehicle
autonomy, will be even more critical.

Given then that the operator of a UAV is not faced with the
same tasks required of a traditional aircraft pilot (including
maintaining stick and rudder skills for “inner loop” control),
the question should then be asked, how and to what degree

Figure 8. A UAV ground control station interface. Reproduced with permission from CDL Systems.
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do the interface design variables, principles, and guidelines
change? The short answer is, not very much at all! All of
the basic principles and guidelines remain the same, since
these are applicable to all supervisory control systems. What
changes, however, in going from a set of traditional cockpit
displays to UAV ground control displays is what constitutes
the primary and secondary displays.

In the cockpits of Figures 3 and 5, the primary displays
were those displays that aided the pilot in maintaining stable
flight and navigating from point to point. Because a signif-
icant amount of this work can be offloaded to automation
in UAVs, the conventional instrument panel display is rel-
egated to a secondary display, where the primary display
becomes the map and/or the camera view as can been seen in
Figure 8. The primary interface in Figure 8, used to fly such
UAVs as the Army’s Shadow 200, is the map display for geo-
spatial awareness, and the camera view, which supports the
surveillance mission typical of the majority of current UAV
operations.

The most striking feature of the display for a UAV opera-
tor in Figure 8 is the secondary priority of the primary flight
display. Instead of the integrated PFD seen in Figure 6 that
is the central instrument used by pilots, the same informa-
tion is relegated to a minor panel (lower middle of Figure 8).
While the same attitude display is used, it is significantly
smaller, and the heading compass now represents an actual
compass, which the operator can click on to command new
headings. This same point-and-click approach is also used
for the altitude and airspeed “sliders”, which are similar to
the vertical tape representations in Figure 6, but in a UAV
display, they are interactive, (i.e., to fly an altitude of 1000 ft,
it is simply clicked on with a traditional computer mouse.)
This interactive point-and-click approach allows UAV oper-
ators to command the onboard autopilot quickly and easily,
so that they can allocate their attention to the most important
(and largest) windows for the camera image and the geo-
spatial location. Thus, displays such as the one in Figure 8
supports the outer two navigation and mission management
loops depicted in Figure 7, while offloading the basic inner
loop flight control tasks to the automation.

One critical display that is important in both UAV and
manned aviation in Figure 8 is the vertical display in
the lower right corner, which allows operators the abil-
ity to visualize possible vertical obstacles. While the use
of three dimensional (3D) displays may seem like a desir-
able option (i.e., the use of one 3D display instead of two
two-dimensional (2D) displays for horizontal and vertical
situation awareness as shown in Figure 8), research has
shown that 3D displays do not improve UAV operator perfor-
mance, and actually can cause problems due to the difficulties

in supporting detailed judgments (Smallman and St. John,
2005).

5 CONCLUSION

This chapter has been an introductory overview for both
manned and unmanned aircraft cockpit and ground station
interface design. While the purpose was not to provide a
comprehensive “how-to” checklist for design, this chapter
demonstrated that regardless of the supervisory control sys-
tem of interest, there are a set of variables, principles, and
guidelines that should be taken into account as early as
possible in the systems engineering design phases. Aircraft
systems, both manned and unmanned, are becoming increas-
ingly complex, with new cutting-edge display technologies
on the horizon such as tunnel-in-the-sky, embedded synthetic
views, helmet-mounted displays, retinal displays, and so on.
While these technologies show great promise, the responsi-
bility is that of the cockpit/interface design engineer to ensure
that such systems actually support operators’ needs in the
context of overall missions, and to be aware of the complex
interactions that can occur when humans interact with these
advanced automation technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Human factors, also known as human factors engineering,
is the branch of engineering that deals with understanding
and improving how humans and mechanical, electronic, and
software systems interact. Human factors engineering treats
humans and machines as an integrated system, and in design-
ing the system to either maximize overall performance or to
improve human psychological, cognitive, or physiological
performance. This chapter will focus on human factors as
applied to spacecraft mission control interface design and to
human and robotic space exploration, including human con-
trol of robotic spacecraft, design of space suits and astronaut
tools, and cooperative human/robotic systems.

Human factors engineering, also known as ergonomics
(Moray, 2005), is concerned with designing systems that

interact well with humans. The design of human-machine
interfaces, astronaut tools, spacesuits, and work tasks all fall
within the realm of human factors. A human factors engi-
neer who designs spacecraft operator interfaces will attempt
to design displays and interaction modes that help the oper-
ators easily understand the state of the spacecraft and the
consequences of operator decisions. A human factors engi-
neer who designs interfaces for teleoperated robotic space
systems will be concerned with all of these and in addition
will design interfaces for teleoperating the vehicle that assist
the operator in commanding the robot system to reliably
and accurately complete tasks; he/she will probably deter-
mine a variety of metrics for evaluating the performance of
the human/robot system and in light of these choose from
a variety of different controllers, such as joysticks, space
balls, master arms, and so on. A human factors engineer
who specializes in extravehicular activity (EVA) may be
interested in designing spacesuits that improve dexterity and
minimize fatigue, astronaut tools that are useful and easy
to use, and work environments (such as the Space Shuttle
cargo bay) and training regimens that maximize safety and
productivity.

2 HUMAN FACTORS AND SPACECRAFT
GROUND CONTROL SYSTEMS

Spacecraft ground control systems consist of electronics,
computers, and software that allow ground control person-
nel to command spacecraft and receive and interpret data
from spacecraft. Human factors engineers attempt to design
ground control systems that allow ground controllers to more
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easily and efficiently understand data streams from spacecraft
and to quickly and correctly generate and validate spacecraft
command streams. The aim of such efforts may be to improve
safety and reliability of spacecraft operations, to reduce the
number of personnel required to conduct mission operations
and thus reduce costs, or to enable complex space operations
that would not be possible using tradition numeric interfaces
and manual commanding.

2.1 History

In the early days of space exploration, ground control sta-
tions displayed data from spacecraft and launch vehicles
primarily using analog gauges. Mission controllers controlled
spacecraft via mechanical switches and dials. Figure 1 shows
an early blockhouse control station; notice the analog dials
and lack of computer data output. Later, when mainframe
computers became more widespread, data displays consisted
primarily of text-based numerical displays and control was
via text-based computer interfaces, usually with different
computer workstations dedicated to different spacecraft sub-
systems. Certain types of data, such as spacecraft ground
tracks, could be displayed using mechanical devices like
moving maps or servo-controlled models. Figure 2 shows
NASA’s Apollo Program mission control center; text-based
computer displays can be seen in the foreground, and a graph-
ical display in the upper right.

As personal computers became more widespread and
computer graphics and graphical user interfaces became
more capable, spacecraft ground control stations adopted
these technologies. Commercial products became avail-

Figure 1. Explorer 1 blockhouse control, circa 1958. Note analog
gauges and controls. Reproduced from NASA.

Figure 2. Apollo Mission Control Center, circa 1969. Note text-
based computer interfaces and 2D graphical display. Reproduced
from NASA.

able that were capable of receiving data from spacecraft
in real time and displaying this data using plots, graphs,
and three-dimensional graphic displays. These advances
allowed operators to more easily understand the data received
from the spacecraft improved decision-making, and often
allowed a reduction in the number of personnel required
to coordinate a mission (Bruca, Douglas and Sorenson,
2007).

2.2 Current practice

In modern mission control centers, computer graphics are the
primary means of presenting information to spacecraft con-
trollers. Mission controllers can select specialized displays
that correspond to spacecraft subsystems of interest, and can
configure displays on the fly to tailor the display of informa-
tion. For some spacecraft, control may be achieved through
the same computer workstations, with subsystem controllers
directly interacting with the spacecraft, but most spacecraft
control is performed via text-based command scripts. These
scripts are written in languages similar to computer program-
ming languages; the spacecraft command language (SCL)
is one commonly used example (Buckley and Vangaasbeck,
1994). Scripts for nominal mission operations may be writ-
ten and validated prior to flight; to perform unexpected or
off-nominal operations may be developed during a mission.

Overall spacecraft status is often shown on large shared
displays. These displays can often show either graphical rep-
resentations of the spacecraft or the output of sensors such
as cameras or LIDARs, and in some cases they can integrate
both simultaneously (Bruca, Douglas and Sorenson, 2007).
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Figure 3. International Space Station Mission Control Center, circa
2007. Note the extensive use of full-color 2D and 3D graphical
displays. Reproduced from NASA.

Figure 3 shows the current NASA International Space Station
control center. Note both the individual graphical displays
for each controller and the large shared display showing the
overall status of the space station.

2.3 Research

2.3.1 Current research

Research into ground control human factors largely mir-
rors computer interface research in general. This research
largely centers on reducing mental fatigue, improving speed
and accuracy when performing high-concentration tasks, and
improving the ability of human operators to visualize data
or understand the task being performed. Advanced com-
puter interfaces might make use of novel interface elements
– experimenting with ways of drawing attention to important
interface elements, novel windowing schemes, developing
new methods of data input (different keyboard layouts;
mouse or touchpad devices; multi-touch interfaces; eye and
head tracking – and can even utilize direct neural-computer
interfaces. Virtual reality (immersing the user in an environ-
ment that exists only inside the computer) (Craig, Sherman
and Will, 2009) and augmented reality (artificially modify-
ing the user’s experience of the real environment) (Bimber
and Raskar, 2005) are particularly active research areas in
advanced computer interfaces.

Research into three-dimensional (3D) graphics is also a
particularly active area, and several commercial products for
building spacecraft interfaces that incorporate 3D displays
are now available. Thus, 3D displays are transitioning from
research to standard practice.

An automated ground control system attempts to make
certain decisions without requiring human input. Exam-
ples include automated planning/scheduling algorithms that
attempt to generate sets of spacecraft commands that accom-
plish high-level goals set by mission controllers; fault
detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR) systems that
attempt to automatically detect and fix spacecraft faults; data
mining systems that attempt to find and highlight unique
aspects of spacecraft data, especially science data; and data
preprocessing systems that automate processing of data
before it is presented to the human (see Flight Software for
Space Systems for more information on spacecraft flight soft-
ware). Human factors engineers are concerned with making
these systems interact well with humans. Planner/schedulers,
for instance, can often generate plans that efficiently accom-
plish mission goals, but which use different strategies than a
human would use to accomplish the same goals; it can there-
fore be very difficult for the human to understand what the
automated system is doing and to work effectively with it.
Human factors engineers attempt to develop algorithms that
generate intuitive plans or to develop ways of giving humans
insight into the system’s decision-making process.

3 HUMAN FACTORS AND AEROSPACE
ROBOTIC SYSTEMS

Robotic systems are being increasingly used in space oper-
ations and space exploration. The first known robots in
space were the Soviet Lunakhod 1 and Lunakhod 2 rovers
that landed on the moon in 1970 and 1973. In 1980,
NASA’s Space Shuttle was launched with the Canadian
Shut–tle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS, aka Canadarm
(Figure 4)), the first robot used for orbital operations.

Figure 4. Shuttle Remote Manipulator System. Reproduced from
NASA.
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Other notable space robotic systems include NASA’s Mars
Pathfinder rover, the Spirit and Opportunity rovers, and the
special purpose dexterous manipulator (SPDM), a two-armed
robot used for servicing the International Space Station.

In a similar fashion to human factors engineering for
spacecraft ground control stations, human factors engineer-
ing for aerospace robotic systems attempts to improve the
ability of human operators to understand the state of a robot,
to increase the speed and reliability of human control of a
robot, and in many cases to allow the robot and the human
controller to accomplish tasks that could not otherwise be
performed. The challenges involved in controlling a robot are
different from controlling a spacecraft, however, and conse-
quently the issues confronted by a human factors engineer
are also different.

3.1 History

Most early robots were teleoperated, that is, a human directly
controlled each of the robot’s actuators. Control devices
ranged from mechanical switches or knobs for each motor
to joysticks that were used to specify the motion of the robot.
Operator feedback was primarily visual (Oberg, 2006). This
type of control has the advantage that the action of the robot
is easily understandable by the operator, it requires few com-
puting resources, and is very flexible: the operator can be
trained to perform an extremely wide variety of tasks. Direct
teleoperation has significant disadvantages as well, however,
particularly when the robot is operating in a very compli-
cated or unknown environment or when the operator is not
located in the immediate vicinity of the robot. When this is the
case, it can be very difficult for the operator to have enough
situational awareness to completely understand the relation-
ship of the robot to the environment. For instance, it is very
difficult to tell how close a robot arm is to a collision using
only cameras because the operator does not receive any depth
perception from the camera.

It can also be very difficult to teleoperate a robot when
there are significant communications delays; academic stud-
ies show that time delay of more than 1/4 second significantly
impede teleoperation (McGuire, 2002; Sheridan, 1992). Time
delay is always a concern when the robot is on another planet;
time-of-flight delays to the moon are approximately three sec-
onds and to Mars can vary between 15 and 45 minutes. Time
delay can also be a significant factor when the robot is in
earth orbit.

3.2 Current practice

Many robotic systems are still teleoperated: the Shuttle
Remote Manipulator (SRMS), the Space Station Remote

Figure 5. Shuttle Remote Manipulator System being teleoperated
from the Space Shuttle Aft Flight Deck. Hand controllers are visible
on the left. Reproduced from NASA.

Manipulator (SSRMS), and the Special Purpose Dexter-
ous Manipulator (SPDM), for instance, are all primarily
controlled via teleoperation with visual feedback. All of
these systems use two three-degree-of-freedom joysticks, one
controlling the position of the end effector and the other con-
trolling orientation. Ordinarily, these systems are operated
by astronauts who either directly view the robot or receive
feedback through cameras; however, the SSRMS and SPDM
are sometimes controlled from the ground as well. Figure 5
shows the control station for the SRMS, which is located on
the space shuttle aft flight deck.

Many other aerospace robots are controlled at a higher
level. The Mars rovers, Spirit and Opportunity (Squyres,
2006), are given hours-long commanded trajectories that are
partially generated on the ground. However, the rovers have
onboard trajectory planning sensors and algorithms that allow
them to deviate from a commanded trajectory if it detects a
collision hazard. Another aerospace robot, DARPA’s Orbital
Express (Friend, 2008) robotic servicing vehicle (Figure 6),
used visual servoing to autonomously grapple a host space-
craft and to replace electronics and fluids boxes. Operators
used 3D models of the robot to predict its performance prior
to performing an operation and to validate command loads.

3.3 Relationship to spacecraft interface design

Some of the challenges in controlling an aerospace robotic
system are similar to those involved in controlling any other
spacecraft. Operators must be able to quickly and accurately
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Figure 6. Orbital express. Reproduced from DARPA.

view and understand large amounts of data from a mechanical
system. They must be able to generate and validate com-
mands. Financial pressures to reduce staffing and hence to
improve the productivity of individual controllers are also
similar. As a consequence, many of the human factors inno-
vations used in spacecraft ground control systems are used in
aerospace robotic systems as well: 3D graphics, stereoscopic
displays, innovative windowing systems, virtual reality, and
augmented reality have all found use in controlling robotic
systems.

However, there are specific challenges in controlling
robotic systems that are not found in more typical space-
craft. Human controllers need some sort of interface device
to control a teleoperated robot. Joysticks are the most com-
mon such device, but other devices are also used. These
include Cartesian controllers, master arms, and space balls.
Human factors engineers try to design control devices that
improve the ability of the operator to control the robot and
to reduce fatigue. Human factors engineers also design tech-
niques to give the operator improved situational awareness,
such as choosing number and placement of feedback cameras,
designing improved computer interfaces, developing force
feedback or tactile feedback techniques, and so on.

The challenges in designing useful human interfaces for
more autonomous robots are also significantly different from
more traditional spacecraft ground control interface design.
Because the types of operations they perform tend to be
so complex, autonomous robots tend to be more capable
than typical spacecraft. Autonomous robots such as the
Mars rovers or the orbital express vehicle have very com-
plex decision-making software, and giving human operators
insight into the functioning of these systems is very chal-
lenging. Human factors engineers try to design computer
interfaces that help humans understand the functioning of the
autonomy software, try to understand ways of segmenting the
decision-making process to make better use of both humans

and computers, and to adjust the functioning of autonomy
software to align it with human cognitive processes.

3.4 Research

Research in aerospace robotic human factors focuses on
improving teleoperation interfaces or developing very high-
level collaboration techniques between humans and robots.

Research into robotic teleoperation focuses on developing
new control devices, techniques for dealing with time delay,
and techniques for improving operator situational awareness.

Experimental control devices include master arms –
miniature models of a robot that the operator can directly
manipulate, and which in turn control the robot – exoskele-
ton devices that strap to a user’s body, systems that track the
motion of a user’s body using cameras and optical reflectors,
and so on.

Techniques for dealing with time delay are of particular
concern for robotic systems. For the Mars rovers, for instance,
the typical time delay is between 15 and 45 minutes depend-
ing on the relative positions of Mars and earth; even on the
moon there is a three second time delay to the Earth. Time
delay can also be a significant factor when the robot is in earth
orbit, depending on the communications systems being used
to communicate with it. Even direct ground-to-spacecraft
communications can take seconds due to delays in the com-
munications equipment; communications that requires data
to be relayed through a secondary communications satellite
such as NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) can take much longer.

Studies show that teleoperation suffers significantly when
the time delay exceeds 1/4 of a second, and once a 1 second
time delay is reached the operator must change to a “move
and wait” strategy (McGuire, 2002; Sheridan, 1992). Also,
it becomes difficult or impossible for a teleoperator to con-
trol the forces being exerted by the robot on the environment
when the time delay exceeds more than a fraction of a sec-
ond. Some studies have shown that time delay can actual
desta - bilize the operator/robot control loop (Sheridan, 2003;
Henshaw, 2004); this is a similar phenomenon to pilot-
induced oscillation (PIO) (McRuer 1995).

Techniques for alleviating the effects of time delay often
center on predictive displays (Sheridan, 1993). A predic-
tive display is a computer simulation of the robotic system
and its environment that the user can manipulate in real
time. Once the user generates a satisfactory set of motions,
they are sent to the robot over the time-delayed communi-
cations link. Once feedback from the robot is received it
is used to update the simulation. Predictive displays allow
operators to specify longer sequences of motions than is pos-
sible through direct teleoperation. Predictive displays rely on
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having an accurate model of the robot and its environment,
and imperfections in the model limit the length of the com-
mand sequence that can be accurately generated. Predictive
displays usually assume the commands are executed on the
robot in open-loop fashion. Commanded displays are simi-
lar to predictive displays, but include a closed-loop control
system on the robot that attempts to ensure it accurately fol-
lows the commanded motions. Current research in predictive
and commanded displays (Lane, 2000) attempts to deal with
cases where the environment is very hard to model accurately,
as with a planetary exploration robot that manipulates pre-
viously unseen rocks, or a servicing robot that must contact
the surface of a spacecraft whose stiffness properties are not
well known.

Techniques for improving operator situational awareness
are similar to those mentioned in the section on spacecraft
ground control systems, and include advanced graphical dis-
plays, telepresence, virtual reality, and augmented reality.
Figure 7 shows a telepresence interface for NASA’s Robo-
naut project; the operator controls the robot by moving his
own arms and hands, and is given feedback from the robot’s
stereo camera pair via the head-mounted stereoscopic display,
which also serves as a head tracker that moves the robot’s
head. This provides an immersive experience to the operator
and makes the robot much easier to control.

Human factors research in teleoperated systems may also
focus on understanding the human/robot system as a control
system, and may attempt to model the human/robot con-
trol loop as mathematical equations to which control theory
can be applied. Human factors engineers can then attempt to
design control laws for the robot that make the system eas-

Figure 7. NASA Robonaut telepresence interface. Reproduced
from NASA.

ier for the human to control, eliminate possibly detrimental
closed-loop behaviors, or reduce the dynamic complexity of
the robot as experienced by the human operator (Sheridan,
1992).

Human factors research in autonomous systems focuses on
making autonomous robots easier to command, understand,
and collaborate with. Particularly active areas of research
include natural language interfaces, where the human and
the robot use English or another spoken language as the pri-
mary means of communication instead of more traditional
computer displays, and gesture recognition, where the robot
is equipped with a vision system and means of identifying and
understanding human hand gestures. Often implicit in either
of these interfaces is a cognitive model, where the robot is
programmed with a representation of the concepts used by
humans when cooperating. These concepts include frames
of reference (frames relative to the human, the robot, or the
workspace, which allows the robot to understand the terms
“left”, “right”, “up”, “down,” and so on); object pronouns
(which allows the robot to understand references like “it” or
“them”); concepts of time; logical sequences of actions; and
so on.

4 ASTRONAUT HUMAN FACTORS

Human factors engineering is particularly important in
human space exploration. Astronauts live and work in very
challenging environments, and the proper design that takes
their physiological and psychological abilities into account
is vital for mission success.

The design of spacesuits and astronaut tools is of par-
ticular interest to human factors engineers. Humans require
oxygen to breathe, a temperature that is not too hot or too
cold, and pressure against the skin in order to survive. The
design of spacesuits that provide these basic necessities is an
important part of human factors engineering. Early spacesuits
cooled the astronaut by passing cool air through the suit, but
this design was discovered to be inadequate. Later spacesuits
cooled astronauts by passing cool water through tubes built
into an undergarment.

To date, all fielded spacesuits have provided both breath-
ing oxygen and pressure by having their interiors pressurized
with breathing gas. However, operating inside a pressurized
spacesuit can be tiring. Working with pressurized gloves is
particularly strenuous, especially when performing repetitive
or highly dexterous tasks. Gloves also limit the sensitivity
of touch in the fingers. Considerable work has gone into
improving spacesuits and spacesuit gloves. One course of
research involves improving the function of standard pressur-
ized gloves and suits. Another involves developing alternative
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spacesuit technologies. Among these are mechanical coun-
terpressure suits, where breathing oxygen is provided to only
to the helmet, and skin pressure is provided by fabric or
other materials wrapped tightly around the limbs and torso.
In theory, mechanical counterpressure suits should be less
bulky and allow for greater flexibility than standard space-
suits. However, in practice it is difficult to design materials
that provide uniform pressure on the skin regardless of the
motion of the astronaut. In particular, pressure tends to fall
on concave areas, especially the palms of the hands.

Another experimental spacesuit design incorporates
power-assisted joints in order to reduce the effort required
to move in a spacesuit. Power assist gloves (Sorenson et al.,
1998), in particular, have received considerable attention as a
way of reducing hand fatigue. Other experimental designs
have focused on improving an astronauts ability to walk,
climb, and jump in a spacesuit, improving the data displays
available to the astronaut, and improving the ability of the
suit to regulate the astronaut’s temperature.

Another area of importance in astronaut human factors is
the design of tools to be used by astronauts. As mentioned
above, astronauts working in spacesuits have limited vision
and dexterity, and working inside a spacesuit can be very
tiring, especially in the hands and forearms. Human factors
engineers work to design tools that a suited astronaut can use
to accomplish necessary tasks in space without becoming
fatigued. Factors in tool design range from the very simple –
making sure the curve of the handles easily fits in the palm
of a spacesuit – to the very complex – making sure a power
tool cannot damage the user’s spacesuit under any conditions
(Eisenhower, 2008).

In addition, considerable effort is put into designing the
tasks the astronaut is to perform. The Hubble space tele-
scope servicing missions are a good example. The Hubble
Space Telescope was designed to be partially serviceable
by astronauts (Werneth, 2001): it was built with replaceable
instruments and astronaut handholds, for example. However,
the telescope was not designed to be completely serviceable:
some electronic components were installed behind hatches
that are attached with many small screws, which are difficult
for an astronaut to remove. When the telescope was designed,
replacement of these components was not envisioned. This is
an example of human factors engineering at work: designing a
part to be astronaut-serviceable sometimes requires planning,
so care was taken in designing the telescope so that only parts
which were likely to be replaced were serviceable. However,
as the telescope aged, some of these parts did degrade, and
were eventually replaced during a servicing mission. Human
factors engineers designed specialized tools and techniques
that astronauts could use to replace these parts safely and
reliably.

Finally, space exploration agencies are considering human
exploration of other planets. Such missions are envisioned to
take several years and are planned to be part of decades-long
campaigns. As a result, entire architectures for exploring the
planets using both humans and robots are being designed.
These systems constitute major challenges in human factors
design, because they must allow astronauts to function well
for years at a time under very challenging circumstances.
They must therefore take human psychological and physio-
logical needs into account as a primary part of their design.
In addition, humans and robots will cooperate during these
missions. Human factors engineers are concerned with how
astronauts and robots will cooperate, and several different
paradigms are being considered (Akin and Jacobs, 2007).
Some reference missions have robots acting as field assistants
to astronauts, in much the same way geology professors and
graduate students cooperate to explore a site. This assumes
that the robots will be capable of very high-level interactions
with the astronaut. In others, robots act more as very capable
tools: the robot would respond to simple voice commands,
such as “pick up that rock” or “carry this wrench.” In addi-
tion, some reference missions have astronauts traveling and
living in pressurized rovers, and the rovers themselves may be
robotic in that they can navigate across a planetary surface
without human drivers. These rovers may be accompanied
by convoys of other robotic vehicles that scout the area for
hazards or scientifically interesting features, that carry extra
equipment, and that break down and set up worksites with-
out human assistance. Human factors engineers are trying to
understand the most efficient ways for humans and robots to
cooperate in exploring planetary surfaces.

5 ASTRONAUT TRAINING

Training of astronauts has become an increasingly important
part of human factors engineering. The evolution of training
for extra-vehicular activities (EVA) makes this clear. The sec-
ond American spacewalk was performed by astronaut Eugene
Cernan during the Gemini 9A flight. During this EVA, Cernan
was to maneuver himself to the back of the Gemini space-
craft and don and test an experimental maneuvering device.
However, at the time there was no established technique for
training astronauts to perform EVAs, and as a consequence
Cernan was unable to practice the required task, there was
little understanding of how long the task would take, and
insufficient effort was devoted to designing the spacesuit
cooling system to handle the astronaut’s physical exertion
or to placing handholds around the spacecraft. As a result,
Cernan struggled to maneuver himself around the Gemini
spacecraft, his heavy breathing fogged his visor to the point
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that his visibility was restricted, and he ripped his spacecraft
on an experiment antenna. The EVA was eventually halted
before the maneuvering unit could be fully evaluated.

As a result of this experience, NASA instituted a rigorous
training program, which used neutral buoyancy to train astro-
nauts and supporting personnel for EVAs. Designing training
programs for complex tasks like EVAs, launching and land-
ing the space shuttle, or operating the SRMS now form an
important part of NASA’s human factors program.

Training techniques vary depending on the task. As men-
tioned above, EVA training makes extensive use of neutral
buoyancy simulation. In this type of simulation, the EVA
workspace is replicated in a water tank. Spacesuits and tools
are weighted so they neither sink nor float underwater. The
simulation allows astronauts and mission control person-
nel to practice EVA tasks both to familiarize them with the
tasks and to evaluate the difficulty of the tasks, the design
of tools, placement of handholds, and so on. Figure 8 shows
an example of neutral buoyancy evaluation of an astronaut

Figure 8. Astronaut Steve Smith evaluates 3D roller wrench during
neutral buoyancy laboratory training. Reproduced from NASA.

tool. Training for flying the space shuttle often uses computer
graphical simulations. These simulations can vary from rel-
atively simple flight simulator programs that can be run on
a personal computer to very realistic CAVE environments.
Astronauts also use an aircraft called the shuttle training
aircraft that has been modified to match the shuttle’s flight
characteristics to practice landings. Training for operating
the SRMS and SSRMS uses both computer simulations and
neutral buoyancy simulations. Training regimens for other
specialized tasks are designed on a case-by-case basis; train-
ing protocols for new payloads are a precondition for flight
approval.

5.1 Evaluating human factors designs

There are a number of ways in which a human factors
engineer can evaluate the effectiveness of a given design.
Ordinarily, he or she will be interested in determining the
speed and reliability with which the new design can be used;
amount of concentration required to use it; or mental or phys-
ical fatigue incurred after it is used.

Speed and reliability are usually the easiest factors to
determine. The engineer will perform an experiment where
users are asked to perform a given task a number of times
under a variety of conditions using the standard design and
the new design, and will then evaluate each design accord-
ing to performance measures of interest. For instance, if a
new astronaut wrench is being considered, the engineer may
divide a number of subjects into control and experimental
groups. Members of the control group may be asked to tighten
and loosen a nut several times using the standard astronaut
tool for the job; the control group will be asked to use the
new tool for the same task. The engineer will evaluate the
two designs by recording the time it took for each group to
complete the task, the number of times the tool slipped off
the nut, and so on. Figure 8 shows an experimental evaluation
of an astronaut tool.

If the engineer is interested in amount of concentration
required to use a design, he or she may perform an experi-
ment where the subjects are asked to perform several tasks
at once, one of which requires the new design. He or she
may then keep track of the subjects’ performance on all of
the tasks. Alternatively, a commonly use method for eval-
uating concentration is a post-experiment interview. Users
are asked to subjectively answer a series of questions about
how difficult it was to use the designs under consideration
(Roberts, 1999). A commonly used method for subjectively
evaluating amount of concentration and/or ease of user is the
Cooper-Harper rating (Table 1).
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Table 1. Modified Cooper-Harper rating (Sheridan, 1992). Reproduced from NASA.

Difficulty level Operator demand level Rating

Very easy, highly desirable Operator mental effort is minimal and desired performance is easily obtainable 1
Easy, desirable Operator mental effort is low and desired performance is attainable 2
Fair, mild difficulty Acceptable operator mental effort is required to attain adequate system

performance
3

Minor but annoying difficulty Moderately high operator mental effort is required to attain adequate system
performance

4

Moderately objectionable
difficulty

High operator mental effort is required to attain adequate system performance 5

Very objectionable but tolerable
difficulty

Maximum operator mental effort is required to attain adequate system
performance

6

Major difficulty Maximum operator mental effort is required to bring errors to moderate level 7
Major difficulty Maximum operator mental effort is required to avoid large or numerous errors 8
Major difficulty Intense operator mental effort is required to accomplish task, but frequent or

persistent errors persist
9

Impossible Instructed task cannot be accomplished reliably 10

If the engineer is interested in evaluating mental fatigue,
he or she may ask the subjects to complete a task using the
new design over a long period of time, and then ask them to
perform a different mentally demanding task. Performance
on the second task is evaluated, with the assumption that
higher levels of mental fatigue will result in poorer perfor-
mance. If the engineer is interested in physical fatigue, there
are a number of techniques that may be used. The subjects
may be instrumented with medical devices that measure heart
rate, respiration, blood oxygen content, or muscle electrical
activity, and then asked to use the design being evaluated
to perform a task (Ranniger, 1997). Alternatively, the sub-
ject may be evaluated for strength or stamina prior to and
after using the design under consideration. For instance, if
an astronaut tool is being considered for use, the experi-
menter may measure the subjects’ grip strength before and
after completing a series of tasks with the tool.

If a more complex system is being evaluated, design-
ing rigorous experimental protocols can become much more
challenging, time consuming, and expensive. For instance,
if a robotic field assistant is being considered for inclusion
in a planetary exploration mission, there may be insufficient
money or time to build different version of the robot and eval-
uate them during field tests with enough subjects to achieve
statistically significant results. Options for evaluating poten-
tial designs might include having a human mimic the func-
tioning of the robot, so different versions do not need to be
built, or limiting the number of subjects to only those persons
actually expected to use the proposed design on the mission,
and then accepting their subjective experience as valid in
lieu of statistically significant results. Figure 9 shows some
of the hardware evaluated during a NASA field test in 2008
(Romig and Kosmo, 2008). During these field tests, astro-

nauts or experienced stand-ins evaluate proposed hardware
and procedures. Due to the wide range of hardware being
tested, rigorous experimental protocols that evaluate different
combinations of hardware and procedures typically cannot be
used; instead, significant prior work is performed to tailor the
hardware and procedures evaluated during the field test.

Design of experiments for human factors research, and
statistical analysis of the results, has many of the same
challenges as other experimental regimes involving human
subjects; the statistical design of such experiments forms an
important part of both human factors and statistics (Box et al.,
1978). Humans vary significantly in their physical capabili-
ties, mental responses to stress, and so on, and very careful
consideration of experimental protocols must be given to

Figure 9. NASA Desert RATS (Research and Technology Studies)
field testing. Systems being evaluated include spacesuits, hand tools,
habitation modules, astronaut mobility platforms, and a variety of
robots. Reproduced from NASA.
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ensure that the results are valid. However, human factors
testing also has some unique aspects that make experimen-
tal evaluation even more challenging than other biological
testing. For instance, it may be difficult or impossible to
design a double-blind experiment for a new design, because
it will be immediately obvious to both subjects and experi-
menters whether the control or experimental design is being
used. For computer interfaces and hand controller designs,
prior knowledge is often a significant issue. There are some-
times generational differences in familiarity and comfort with
computers, windowing systems, and various types of hand
controllers. Younger users, for instance, may be more familiar
with gaming controllers that have many buttons and degrees
of freedom, whereas older users may be more comfortable
using joysticks. There are also often significant differences
from person to person in strategies used to complete a task,
and this may make evaluating broad trends difficult, because
a tool or design that works well for a person using one strat-
egy may fail for someone using a different strategy. Because
of the skill set of the end user (astronaut, robot operator, rover
pilot, etc.) it is often challenging to find enough test subjects.

6 CONCLUSION

Human factors engineering forms an important part of
aerospace systems engineering. Human factors engineers
concentrate on improving the design of spacecraft avionics,
control interfaces, spacesuits, and astronaut tools. Human
factors engineers also design training regimens and evalu-
ate tasks and procedures involving humans or human-robot
teams. Improved human factors are vital enabling technology
for complex spacecraft and human space exploration.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The global demand for unmanned aircraft systems (UAS)
continues to grow as militaries, law enforcement groups,
weather and climate researchers, emergency responders, cin-
ematographers, and others recognize the utility of UAS for
a wide range of applications. Airspace regulatory agencies
in countries around the world continue to struggle with the
pressure from these groups, and from UAS manufacturers to

begin the widespread integration of UAS into the airspace
systems of countries around the world. While military opera-
tions have seen tremendous growth in the deployment of UAS
in regional conflicts, where airspace safety is not a primary
concern, there has also been an increasing number of civil-
ian applications of UAS operating under strict constraints of
regulatory agencies such as the US Federal Aviation Admin-
istration (FAA).

This chapter focuses on UAS classification and regulatory
requirements for flight tests and operations in the National
Airspace System (NAS) of the US. UAS classifications, based
on measures of the airframe size and performance, and levels
of autonomy, are discussed. This is followed by an intro-
duction to the requirements for UAS operations, including a
discussion of the certification process for “public” UAS. An
exploration of military and civilian operations is presented,
including a discussion of the regulatory requirements that
enabled the Tempest UAS to be deployed for supercell thun-
derstorm research near populated areas in the central US.
Flight test procedures, including suggestions for facilities
appropriate for current UAS development and research, as
well as procedures to ensure flight safety are also investi-
gated. The chapter concludes with a presentation of recent
issues and challenges related to the public perception of UAS
operations.

2 UAS CLASSIFICATION

A UAS is composed of an airborne component, the unmanned
aircraft (UA) that operates without an onboard human pilot,
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and with a communication, command, and control (C3) sys-
tem that enables the UA to be remotely operated or managed.1

A growing number of countries have developed and deployed
UAS; however, the United States remains the leader in UAS
development and applications, and Israel is also recognized as
a leader in the development and deployment of UAS, primar-
ily for military applications. Comprehensive global surveys
of current UAS are published annually by professional orga-
nizations such as the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AIAA) (Wilson, 2011). The US Office of the
Secretary of Defense periodically publishes “roadmaps” that
provide a detailed, publicly accessible overview of UAS
employed by the US military and its allies. The most recent
roadmap (Office of the Secretary of Defense, 2009) is now
an overview of integrated systems that include unmanned
ground vehicles and unmanned maritime systems.

2.1 Levels of Autonomy

The degree to which a human pilot or operator has direct con-
trol of the UA in flight is determined by the level of autonomy
of the UAS. The minimum level of autonomy is for the UA
to be flown by radio control (RC) by a pilot with direct visual
sight of the UA, as demonstrated by RC hobbyist, where the
pilot moves the UA control surfaces and throttle in propor-
tion to the manual movement of joysticks on a hand-held
radio console. In this case, the remote human pilot is “in the
control loop” and relies on visual cues while maneuvering
the UA to maintain the appropriate heading, speed, altitude,
and attitude. UAS with the highest levels of autonomy are
commanded by a human operator to perform specific tasks
or missions. The operator then monitors the UAS as the tasks
or mission are carried out automatically, or autonomously
if the UAS is capable of independent decision making and
planning without intervention by the operator. In this case,
the human operator is “on the control loop” to monitor the
UAS and to re-task the UAS or make mission decisions, and
to ensure safety.

Increased levels of autonomy are achieved with increased
system automation. This begins with aircraft stability
augmentation where sensors (typically rate gyros and
accelerometers) onboard the UA are used to adapt the manual
control inputs from the RC pilot according to the predeter-
mined dynamic flight characteristics of the UA. An onboard
autopilot enables increasing levels of UAS operational auton-
omy by taking additional sensor inputs such as airspeed to
estimate the UA dynamic state, an instantaneous estimate
of the position, speed, and attitude of the UA and the rates
at which these quantities are changing. The autopilot then
automatically issues control surface and throttle commands

based on an attempt to maintain a desired vehicle state, or
seek some prescribed new state. This is the same function
as the autopilot in a manned aircraft. As the level of auton-
omy of the UAS increases, the automatic control functions of
the autopilot increase. This is usually accompanied with an
increase in the type and number of sensors, and the integra-
tion of a “flight computer” to process the increased demands
for state determination, maneuvering, and to manage sensors
for the autopilot and other onboard subsystems, and possibly
payloads. For these intermediate levels of autonomy, the UAS
operator is removed from the inner control loop associated
with low-level tasks, such as commanding control surfaces
and throttle, and is generally more focused on higher level
tasks such as path planning and navigation, typically accom-
plished by sending GPS waypoints to the flight computer,
or accomplished in advance with preloaded GPS waypoints.
For the highest levels of autonomy, the mission objectives
might be loaded into the flight computer, with all functions
associated with carrying out the mission performed automat-
ically by onboard or remote systems. In this case, the operator
might only issue commands to the UAS to change the mission
objectives, or to intervene for emergencies.

2.2 Airframe Size and Performance

The classification of UAS by some combination of phys-
ical characteristics, performance, and flight management,
remains a topic of debate. UAS are often classified as large,
medium, small, or micro, based on the physical size of the
UA. There is no consensus, however, for an official division
of UAS into those categories. With a physical size on the
order of a small wide-body airliner, the Global Hawk shown
in Figure 1 is unquestionably a large UAS. The MQ-1 Preda-
tor shown in Figure 2 is generally classified at the lower-end
of the large class or the upper-end of the medium class, with a
physical size on the order of a small general aviation aircraft.
Usually categorized on the lower-end of the medium UAS
with a maximum takeoff weight of about 250 lb (113 kg) the
US Army’s Shadow 200 is shown in Figure 3. The Scan Eagle
in Figure 4 is in the small size category, consistent with a large
hobby RC model, and the Raven shown in Figure 5 is small
enough to be launched by hand. The Wasp shown in Figure 6
is generally categorized as a micro aerial vehicle (MAV),
even though it is a bit larger than the original MAV definition
where no single dimension exceeds 6 inches (Masoud, 1999).

In 2009, a FAA Aviation Rulemaking Committee (ARC)
recommended that small UAS (sUAS) be classified as in
Table 1 in groups according to the physical characteristics of
the UAS that include weight, frangibility (ability to breakup
on impact), maximum speed, and type of flight control system
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Figure 1. An RQ-4 Global Hawk UAS soars through the sky to
record intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance data. Accessed
5 February 2012. Photo reproduced from U.S. Air Force. Avail-
able at http://www.af.mil/shared/media/photodb/photos/090304-F-
3192B-401.jpg.

(Small Unmanned Aircraft System Rule Making Committee,
2009). The classification by weight and speed accounts for
the kinetic energy of the airframe, and the flight manage-
ment system generally refers to whether the UA is flown
with an autopilot that provides some level of automatic con-
trol of the UA in flight. The weight classification for the
largest sUAS category was chosen consistent with that for the
maximum weight of the airframe according to the guidelines
established in the FAA Advisory Circular for unregulated
RC hobby aircraft (Department of Transportation Federal
Aviation Administration, 1981). The ARC provided no clas-

Figure 2. An MQ-1 Predator UAS (right) and F-16 Fighting Falcon
return from an Operation Iraqi Freedom combat mission. Accessed
5 February 2012. Photo reproduced from U.S. Air Force/1st
Lt. Shannon Collins. Available at http://www.af.mil/information/
factsheets/factsheet.asp?fsID=122.

Figure 3. The Shadow UAS has flown 505 000 combat flight
hours, making it a significant contributor to the Army’s unmanned
aircraft fleet surpassing 1 million combat flight hours. Accessed
5 February 2012. Photo reproduced from U.S. Army. Available at
http://www.army.mil/media/164647.

sification recommendations for lighter-than-air sUAS, and at
the time of this writing the ARC recommendations have yet
to be approved.

Advances in the miniaturization of sensors, micropro-
cessors, and high-performance computers, in terms of both
physical size and power consumption, have enabled sUAS
to be operated with levels of automation and sophistication

Figure 4. A Scan Eagle UAS is launched from a catapult.
Accessed 5 February 2012. Photo reproduced from U.S. Air Force.
Available at http://www.af.mil/information/factsheets/factsheet.
asp?fsID=10468.
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Figure 5. A US Army soldier preparing to hand-launch a Raven
UAS. Accessed 5 February 2012. Photo reproduced from Michael
Allison. Available at http://www.army.mil/media/108015.

comparable to that of large UAS. The physical size of a UA
is now determined almost entirely by performance require-
ments, cost, and the specific mission (e.g., speed, range, and
payload capacity) and not by the onboard control and pro-
cessing capabilities. Given these capabilities, sUAS are not
only used for missions where their size is determined by the
mission requirements, they now frequently serve as surro-
gates at test sites to explore missions and operations concepts
in place of larger, more expensive UAS with proportionally
larger logistical requirements.

Figure 6. The underside of the Wasp micro-air vehicle shows
the breakaway fins and rudder, control servos, skid plate, cam-
era payload, skid bar, and carbon-fiber leading-edge wings.
Accessed 5 February 2012. Photo reproduced from Gunnery
Sgt. Frank Patterson. Available at http://www.marines.mil/Pages/
PhotoDetails.aspx?ItemUrl=http://www.marines.mil/unit/hqmc/
PublishingImages/Wasp%204.JPG#.T6Gr99X0k8B.

Table 1. FAA Aviation Rulemaking Committee’s proposed classi-
fication of sUAS

Physical
characteristic Group I Group II Group III Group IV

Weight 2 kg 2 kg 9 kg 25 kg
(4.4 lb) (4.4 lb) (20 lb) (55 lb)

Frangibility Required Not Not Not
required required required

Max speed <30 kt <60 kt <87 kt <87 kt
(mph) (mph) (mph) (mph)

Manual flight � � � �
control

Automatic flight ⊗ � � �
management

�Allowed, ⊗ Not permitted

Small Unmanned Aircraft System Rule Making Committee (2009).

3 REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

3.1 UAS Certification

In the United States, as part of the Department of Trans-
portation, the FAA develops and administers airworthiness
standards, which must be satisfied for an aircraft to be
certified for flight. The FAA also develops and maintains
standards for pilot certification. Standards for the certifica-
tion of aircraft, pilot certification, and regulations for the
operation of aircraft in the NAS are codified in the Fed-
eral Aviation Regulations (FARs), Title 14 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR). As of this writing, there are
no FARs specific to the certification or operation of UAS,
nor for their remote pilots. Therefore, UAS must be oper-
ated according to the FARs developed primarily for manned
aircraft. The see-and-avoid rule in the General Operating
Rules of FAR Part 91 has presented the greatest challenge
for the operation of UAS in the NAS. Although there has
been progress in the development of sense-and-avoid tech-
nologies that often rely on non-vision-based sensing systems
and automatic decision-making systems, no sense-and-avoid
system is yet certified to satisfy the see-and-avoid rule. In
lieu of a certified see-and-avoid system, a UAS can only fly
in the airspace regulated by the FAA with special provisions
that compensate for the inability to directly satisfy the see-
and-avoid requirement from the UA. This might include an
observer in a chase plane, or a ground observer who can pro-
vide the visual function to an “equivalent level of safety”
of a manned aircraft. Currently, these observers must have a
class-2 medical certification, which is a greater requirement
than the class-3 medical requirement for conventional general
aviation pilots in a manned aircraft.
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The FAA does not regulate airspace in active Restricted,
Prohibited, or Warning areas (Davis, 2008). Operations in
these areas are conducted based on the rules of the test-range
manager. Similar to manned aircraft, UAS are broadly cat-
egorized as (U.S. Code 40102 Title 49, 2012) (i) civil UAS
that are operated for commercial purposes and (ii) public
UAS that are operated by the US or state governments, and
their associated agencies. Civil UAS require a special airwor-
thiness certificate in the experimental category for operation
in the NAS, and public UAS operations require a certificate
of authorization or waiver (COA). The COA enables a pro-
ponent to “self certify” a UAS with the submission of an
airworthiness statement prepared according to an accepted
standard as described in the reference Davis (2008). There-
fore, the certification/authorization process, and access to the
NAS, is currently simpler for public UAS. As of this writing,
there are few civil UAS operating with a special airworthiness
certificate; there are many public UAS operations currently
conducted by the Department of Defense (DoD), Department
of Homeland Security (DHS), the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), the National Atmospheric
and Oceanic Administration (NOAA), and several public
universities. Because they are under the oversight of state
governments, public (state) universities are allowed to oper-
ate public UAS with a COA. Private universities, however
cannot, unless they are contracted to work under a COA
obtained for a public UAS.

While most member states in the United Nations man-
age their airspace according to the accepted standards of the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), there are
no specific ICAO standards for UAS. As of this writing,
several ICAO countries have similar policies to the United
States, but generally pursue their own civil aviation interests
with processes developed for allowing UAS in their specific
airspaces.

3.2 The COA Application Process

Elston et al. (2011a, 2011b) describe the COA application
process for the Tempest UAS. As previously stated, in the
application process, the airworthiness statement is used to
establish that the UAS has been constructed according to
an acceptable standard (the Air Force Military Handbook
516B was used for the Tempest UAS) and that it can be
safely operated with acceptable risk. Figure 7 shows the anno-
tated aviation chart submitted as part of the WSA-2008-COA
application that shows the 20 mi × 20 mi (32 km × 32 km)
boundary of a COA for the tempest UAS located in the
Pawnee National Grasslands in northeast Colorado. Figure 8
is an annotated aviation chart that illustrates the process for

constructing COA boundaries. Victor airways (broad lines
designated by the letter “V” followed by a number) are cor-
ridors in Class E airspace for aircraft flying under instrument
flight rules (IFR) that extend from 1200 ft AGL to 18 000 ft
AGL. The victor airway labeled V160 is indicated by an arrow
in Figure 8. The victor airways are observed to establish the
situational awareness of the UAS flight crew for potential
air traffic. To minimize the risk of collisions with people or
property on the ground, the COA boundaries for this applica-
tion were chosen a minimum of 5 mi from population centers
and 1 mi from major highways and interstates. Other require-
ments for the airworthiness statement include a summary of
the airframe performance capabilities (rate of climb, turning
rate, etc.), an overview of the communications and control
systems including the autopilot systems, and a detailed list-
ing of emergency procedures and contingencies for situations
where communications or control of the UA is lost. This doc-
ument, along with additional information about pilot medical
and operational certification, and observer requirements, are
entered directly into the online COA application interface
(COA, 2012). The submitted application is then reviewed
by FAA safety and air-traffic offices, followed by coordina-
tion with any aviation facilities (e.g., airports) that might be
affected by UAS operations. The nominal turnaround time
from submission (assuming no corrections or modifications
are required) is 60 working days. The nominal duration of the
COA is 1 year, and it can be renewed for an additional year.

4 UAS PLATFORM DESIGNS

UAS airframes are usually manufactured with the materials
and construction techniques common to conventional air-
craft in their size and performance class. For example, the
Global Hawk (Figure 1) is constructed using aluminum and
carbon-composite materials with a structural design similar to
recently fielded military and commercial aircraft, while many
sUAS airframes are constructed with off-the-shelf materials
and components originally developed for RC hobby aircraft.
Because the physical appearance of some sUAS is indis-
tinguishable from a hobby aircraft, for example, the Raven
(Figure 5) and the Wasp (Figure 6), there continues to be a
lingering problem with illegal operation of UAS without a
COA or an experimental certificate; the FAA guidelines for
hobby aircraft (Department of Transportation Federal Avi-
ation Administration, 1981) are often mistakenly cited as
giving permission to fly sUAS. This has created persistent
tension between legitimate UAS operators, RC hobbyist, and
the FAA.

The physical size and performance of the UAS must
be considered in the certification process, for both special
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Figure 7. Annotated aviation chart submitted for 2008-WSA-82-COA. The shaded box in the center of the chart designates the COA
airspace (Elston et al. 2011a).

experimental certification and the COA, and are primary fac-
tors in the design of flight experiments. Figure 9 compares
the performance of “fixed-wing” UA from representative
UAS. Each plot shows the clustering of the UA according to
propulsion type. All but the smallest UA are powered by inter-
nal combustion (IC) engines (piston, rotary) or gas-turbine
engines similar to, or the same as, those used in manned
aircraft and RC hobby aircraft. Many of the smallest UA
employ electric propulsion systems powered by batteries,2

and fuel cell powered sUAS are becoming more common
(Flinn, 2006). A comparison using the traditional aircraft per-
formance metrics shows that the largest and fastest UA are
propelled by turbofans, although UA propelled by IC engines
flying at slower speeds can provide endurance comparable
to turbofans. Even the most efficient batteries have far less

energy storage capacity and propulsive-power per unit weight
compared to hydrocarbon-fueled IC and gas-turbine propul-
sion systems. This is reflected in Figure 9a–c by the clustering
of the small UA propelled by electric motors in the lower left
corner. Electric propulsion becomes more attractive for the
smallest UA in part because of the increased inefficiency and
relatively poor performance and reliability of small IC and
turbine engines.

An increasing number of UAS operators, particularly
university and industrial research groups, employ small rotor-
craft (helicopters) that include “multi-rotor” aircraft that use
more than one rotor to provide lift and directional control.
The ability to hover is the primary feature that distinguishes
rotorcraft from fixed-wing aircraft. This can be particularly
important, for instance, in applications that require a sensor
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Figure 8. Annotated aviation chart illustrating the procedure for establishing COA airspace boundaries (Elston et al. 2011a).

to “stare” at a target from some fixed location, or be able to
follow or track a target or phenomenon, and keep some fixed
distance when the target is moving or is stationary.

In recent years, the quadrotor (four rotors) has become one
of the most used rotorcraft configurations. They can generally
be flown in relatively small areas and indoors, usually with
quiet battery-powered motors. They have become the sUAS
of choice for many researchers because when flown indoors
they are not subject to FAA oversight, and they are particu-
larly useful as a test bed for multi-aircraft communications
and cooperative UAS teams.

5 MILITARY APPLICATIONS

Most large UAS currently in operation were developed for
military applications; each of the examples shown in Fig-
ures 1–6 have military origins. The ability of large UAS to
fly high, far, and fast, and to carry large and powerful sensor

payloads have made them an indispensable part of the current
US warfighting capability, and a growing capability of other
nations. With the ability to cruise above 60 000 ft, and with
an endurance of over 35 h, the Northrup Grumman Global
Hawk, shown in Figure 1, is in a performance class of its own.
In 2001, a RQ-4A Global Hawk made the first trans-Pacific
flight by a UAS, when it was launched from Edwards Air
Force Base in California, to land at the Royal Air Force Base
in Edinburgh, South Australia. The RQ-4B Global Hawk is
being developed with increased payload and endurance com-
pared to the RQ-4A to enhance its intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance (ISR) mission capabilities.

In addition to the traditional ISR mission, some medium-
to-large UAS have been armed to carry out lethal missions.
The MQ-1A Predator, manufactured by General Atomics
Corp., was originally deployed as an ISR platform during
the second Iraq War, it was armed with the Hellfire missile
and became the first armed UAS to carry out precise, lethal
missions that combined its persistent surveillance capability
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Figure 9. Comparison of UAS performance for representative UAS
grouped by propulsion type, (a) cruise speed (kt), (b) endurance (h),
and (c) range (nautical miles).

with the precise target engagement capability of the Hellfire
missile. Figure 2 shows an armed Predator MQ-1B with a
manned F-16 Fighting Falcon in the background.

The Joint-Unmanned Combat Aircraft System (J-UCAS)
program, terminated in 2006, employed UAS technologies
developed from the Boeing X-45A unmanned combat air
vehicle (UCAV) technology demonstrator that first flew in
2002. Technologies from these programs continue to be
developed as part of the X-47 N-UCAS program managed by

the US Navy. These UAS are being developed as large, heav-
ily armed, high-performance systems that will conduct the
most dangerous missions currently performed by manned air-
craft, particularly the suppression of enemy aircraft defenses
(SEAD) mission. Several of the medium and small UAS
discussed earlier have been deployed, some in large num-
bers, in Iraq and Afghanistan to conduct medium-range ISR
missions.

6 CIVILIAN APPLICATIONS

UAS are being applied in an increasing number of civilian
applications to cover a range of missions that include Arctic
sea-ice studies, border patrol, investigations of severe weather
phenomena, law enforcement, wildfire detection and mon-
itoring, and pollutant detection and tracking. For many of
these applications, a UAS is employed for the same reasons
that UAS have proven so useful in military applications. They
can operate in conditions and environments too dangerous or
risky for manned aircraft and they provide persistence for
targeted observations that is often superior to that of manned
aircraft.

In October 2007, the Symposium for Civilian Applica-
tions of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (CAUAS) was convened
in Boulder, Colorado. This meeting brought together major
stakeholders for civilian applications of UAS in the NAS
(Argrow, et al., 2009). Symposium attendees concluded
that the top three civilian applications areas for the decade
2008–2017, in order of priority are (i) disaster response, (ii)
homeland security, and (iii) climate change. As discussed
earlier, FAA policies make it more difficult to certify UAS
for civil operations in the NAS than for public applications.
Consequently, it was concluded that the federal agencies (e.g.,
NASA, NOAA, DHS) should lead the effort to integrate civil-
ian UAS operations into the NAS. Although there is great
demand for civilian applications of UAS, and manufacturers
are anxious to develop systems for a potential market, current
UAS cannot satisfy the FAA regulatory requirements devel-
oped for manned aircraft, as discussed earlier. Therefore,
actual deployments to conduct civilian missions continue to
be few in number.

Although most of the UAS plotted in Figure 9 were devel-
oped and deployed for military applications. Several military
systems have been “repurposed” for civilian missions, or a
variant of the original military design has been developed
for civilian applications. As an example, the characteristics
of the Global Hawk UAS that make it an unparalleled long-
range, high-altitude ISR platform for the US Air Force also
make it an ideal platform for a number of civilian remote-
sensing applications. Figure 10 shows a repurposed Global
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Figure 10. A NASA Global Hawk undergoes systems testing
while parked on the ramp at NASA’s Dryden Flight Research
Center. Accessed 5 February 2012. Photo reproduced from NASA.
Available at http://www.nasa.gov/centers/dryden/multimedia/
imagegallery/Global Hawk/index.html.

Hawk with the NASA logo being prepared for a civilian,
high-altitude remote sensing mission and Figure 11 shows
the flight plan for a NASA Global Hawk that overflew tropical
depression Frank during the 2012 hurricane season.

Derived from the General Atomics Predator B, the NASA
Ikhana is a medium-altitude, long-endurance UAS. Ikhana
is currently an experimental test-bed system that NASA has
deployed for a number of missions, including to image wild-
fires in the western United States. Figure 12 shows Ikhana
with an instrument pod clearly visible under the left wing
and Figure 13 shows infrared imagery captured by Ikhana
during the Gap Fire in Santa Barbara County, California on 8
July 2008 (NASA, 2008). Different shading in this rendering
corresponds to burned and unburned areas. The Department
of Homeland Security has also deployed fleets of Predator B
UAS to patrol large portions of the US borders with Mexico
and Canada.

Although the US Office of Naval Research provided initial
support starting in 1995, by the time it became operational in
the late 1990s, the Aerosonde UAS was being developed pri-
marily for civilian meteorological missions for the study of

Figure 11. Planned flight path of NASA’s Global Hawk high-altitude environmental science aircraft during its 28 August 2010 flight over
tropical depression Frank off the southwestern tip of Baja California. Accessed 5 February 2012. Photo reproduced from NASA. Available
at http://www.nasa.gov/centers/dryden/multimedia/imagegallery/Global Hawk/index.html.
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Figure 12. Ground crew prepares NASA’s Ikhana remotely piloted
research aircraft for a flight on 2 July 2008. The infrared imaging
sensor pod is visible under the left wing. Accessed 5 Febru-
ary 2012. Photo reproduced from NASA/Tony Landis. Available
at http://www.nasa.gov/centers/dryden/multimedia/imagegallery/
Ikhana/index.html.

severe weather (Holland et al., 1998). In 1998, the Aerosonde
Laima flew for 26 h 45 min, and more than 2030 mi (3270 km)
to become the first unmanned aircraft to cross the North
Atlantic Ocean. At about 30-lb (14-kg) take-off weight, early
versions of the Aerosonde are in the sUAS Group-IV cate-
gory of Table 1. Weighing up to 55 lb (25 kg) at takeoff, the

Figure 13. The Autonomous Modular Scanner carried aboard
NASA’s Ikhana unmanned aircraft captured this image of the Gap
Fire in Santa Barbara County, California, 8 July 2008. Accessed 5
February 2012. Photo reproduced from NASA/Google. Available
at http://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/ikhana images.html.

Figure 14. The Aerosonde unmanned aircraft is released from its
transport vehicle on the runway at the NASA Wallops flight Facil-
ity, Wallops Island, Virginia, to fly into and take measurements
of Tropical Storm Ophelia. Accessed 5/2/2012. Photo repro-
duced from NASA. Available at http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/
lookingatearth/aerosonde.html.

latest version of the Aerosonde, the Mark 4.7, pushes the max-
imum Group IV weight limit, with much of this growth in size
to accommodate military applications. In September 2005,
NASA and NOAA teamed-up to fly the Aerosonde (Figure
14) into Hurricane Ophelia, to conduct the first observations
of the near-surface, high-wind hurricane environment, flying
as low as 500 ft (152 m) above the waves (NASA, NOAA and
Aerosonde Team Up on Hurricane Observation Milestone,
2005).

A recent example of a low-cost sUAS used for severe
weather research is the 12-lb (5.4-kg) Tempest UAS
developed in the University of Colorado’s Research and Engi-
neering Center for Unmanned Vehicles (RECUV) shown in
Figure 15. The 59 COAs in Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska,
and Wyoming, obtained for the spring 2010 VORTEX23

field deployment are indicated by the light-colored polygons
shown in Figure 16. The smaller unlabeled boxes are the
locations for test flights conducted during the field deploy-
ment, and boxes designated by dates are the locations for
actual supercell-intercept flights. On 10 June 2010 near Last
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Figure 15. The tempest unmanned aircraft returns to base after a
supercell storm intercept mission in northwest Kansas. Reproduced
by permission of University of Colorado/Jack Elston.

Chance, Colorado, the Tempest UAS, flown by a team from
the University of Colorado Boulder and the University of
Nebraska Lincoln, made the first UAS intercept of a tornado-
producing supercell thunderstorm. During the design of the
airframe, supercomputer simulations were used in which a
simulated tempest UA was flown to establish the UAS per-
formance and design requirements for the supercell-intercept
mission. The 59 COAs that allowed Tempest UAS operations
over about 24 000 sq mi (62 000 sq km) of the western Great
Plains was considered a major accomplishment. A typical
flight required that a Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) be filed 2 h
before launch and a phone call to the local Area Route Traffic
Control Center (ARTCC) 30 min before launch. This large
area and short-time requirement allowed the fast-moving
storms to be targeted and tracked before each launch of the
Tempest UA.

The see-and-avoid rule required that the RECUV team
apply C3 and tracking technology derived from earlier

Figure 16. Fifty-nine COAs obtained for the VORTEX2 deployment of the tempest UAS, 1 May–11 June 2010.
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military applications. For the storm-intercept mission, the
UA was programmed to track a WiFi node (a conventional
2.4-GHz link to a laptop computer) located in a ground
“tracker vehicle” (a sport utility vehicle). The Tempest UA
was programmed to orbit the WiFi node on the tracker vehi-
cle to keep the UA within the observation distance prescribed
in the COAs. Inside the tracker vehicle, a mobile operator
could issue simple UAS commands to assist an observer who
scanned the skies to satisfy the see-and-avoid requirement. A
mobile ground station that was stationary during the flights
maintained a 900-MHz radio link directly to the UA so that
primary C3 could be maintained in case the less reliable WiFi
link was dropped. More details of the Tempest UAS mis-
sions, and an earlier storm research mission conducted in the
Pawnee National Grassland with the RECUV NexStar UAS,
are provided in Elston et al. (2011a, 2011b) and Houston
et al. (2012).

7 UAS FLIGHT TEST PROCEDURES

Flight test plans for UAS depend on several factors that
include the UA size and performance, the C3 infrastruc-
ture, payload, and the regulatory environment. While specific
details differ based on these factors, the overall proce-
dures for UAS testing are general and scalable from large,
high-performance systems, to battery-powered sUAS with
miniature payloads. This discussion will focus on flight tests
in the US NAS, so one must start with designing experiments
within the constraints of the Federal regulatory environment.
For instance, if operations are confined to a prescribed test
site, the COA will specify the rules for UAS operations, with
provisions that spell out additional operational constraints
not specifically articulated in the FARs. For example, there
might be specific language for the see and avoid require-
ment that might require either a manned chase aircraft, or
ground observers positioned to assist the pilot in command
of the UAS to meet the see and avoid rule. The provisions
will require the proponent to issue a NOTAM and might also
include a requirement to notify local airports, TRACON (Ter-
minal Radar Approach Control), and ARTCC facilities some
time in advance of the UA launch.

The aircraft size and performance must be taken into
account during the COA application process to ensure that
there is enough areal coverage inside the boundaries for the
UA to maneuver with minimal risk of crossing the bound-
aries. The size and performance also directly determine any
flight-termination plan. Even in the worst situation, a sUAS
constructed of foam and weighing a few ounces poses lit-
tle risk if its flight is terminated and it impacts a person or
property. However, the termination of the flight of a Global

Hawk or Predator B obviously could pose great risk to life
and property. These risks must be accounted for in the air-
worthiness statement and in the provisions and emergency
procedures articulated in a COA.

If communications are planned over licensed frequencies,
there must be some coordination with the Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC) for civilian radio frequencies. If
government frequencies are to be used, coordination with the
National Telecommunications and Information Administra-
tion (NTIA) might also be required. The application process
for FCC and NTIA permissions are carried out independently
of the COA application process.

Preflight checklists should include verification of the
weights and balances of the UA, particularly the location
of the center of gravity, and a sequential check of all UAS
subsystems. A sample of the preflight checklist is generally
required in a COA application. The preflight check should
include calibration of sensor transducers and connections,
and the GPS unit that deliver data to the autopilot system. If
the UAS will carry a payload that payload should be pow-
ered as part of a full-system check. It is good practice to
ensure that the payload power system can be isolated from
the critical propulsion and C3 subsystems to ensure that the
critical flight systems will remain operational after a payload
failure. It is also critical that the payload be fully powered
during the preflight check to verify that radio frequency (RF)
interference is not present. Interference can be generated by
RF emissions from computer components such as a mother-
board, so can be present even if there are no dedicated radio
transmitters in the payload or flight computers. If the UA will
fly with an onboard autopilot, hardware-in-the-loop simula-
tions are advised to discover and correct potential problems
that might not be otherwise detected.

A survey of current UAS research literature, for example,
the references Houston et al. (2012), Elston et al. (2011a)
Stachura (2011), and Ostler et al. (2009), shows that most
current UAS research is focused on networked C3 infras-
tructures, and mobile sensing and data collection. Therefore,
it is important that facilities are in place to record the flow
of data and information flow through the C3 infrastructure,
as well as autopilot flight data. An example of a flight test
range design, illustrated in the Figure 17 schematic, is at the
Table Mountain Test Site owned by the US Department of
Commerce and operated by the NTIA’s Institute for Telecom-
munications Science (ITS). RECUV developed and operates
the flight test site through a cooperative research and devel-
opment agreement (CRADA) with ITS. The site is located on
the Table Mountain mesa 8-mi (10 km) north of the University
of Colorado Boulder campus. The mesa top is approximately
oval, running about 2.5 mi (4.0 km) north to south and 1.5 mi
(2.4 km) east to west. The schematic highlights the C3 and
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Figure 17. Schematic of the University of Colorado Table Mountain Test Site.

data infrastructure that enables data collection to be routed
through the Internet, where it is archived on a server on the
Boulder campus. This Internet routing also allows real-time,
remote access to flight-test activities from any participant
with an Internet connection.

8 PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF UAS

Recent military activity in Iraq, and ongoing activities in
Afghanistan and Pakistan have brought attention to US mili-
tary operations employing UAS – images of the Global Hawk
and armed Predator UAS have become synonymous with the
global reach of the US military. At the 2007 CAUAS Sym-
posium (Argrow and Weatherhead, 2009), it was reported
that the US Armed Forces community has a very high opin-
ion of UAS, and that there is a building expectation that the
skills acquired by military personnel to operate UAS during
deployments will be valuable for those returning from war.
Because of the slow pace of regulatory reform to integrate
UAS into the NAS, the market for UAS to perform civilian
applications remains almost nonexistent.

An additional discussion at the Symposium was the pub-
lic perception of robotic aircraft. In addition to flight-safety
concerns, the potential for invasion of privacy is a major con-
cern. With their now well-known capabilities for surveillance,

many citizens are concerned about how this capability might
be applied.

Although automation, such as autopilots and collision
avoidance systems have unarguably increased the safety of
manned aircraft operations, there is some undefined thresh-
old above which the public, particularly aircraft pilots,
become uncomfortable with increased automation (Murphy
and Argrow, 2009). This sense of the potential loss of the
decision-making capability of a human pilot is not only a con-
cern of pilots and the general public, but also it is reflected in
the current regulatory policies of the FAA. Issues related to
human–machine interaction are at the forefront of research
to develop trusted autonomous systems, and will be a major
focus of UAS-related research for the foreseeable future.

9 CONCLUSION

The demand for UAS is already well established for mili-
tary applications. These systems are continuing to increase
the capability to conduct war remotely, which has raised
a number of ethical issues with the potential to constrain
future military development (Singer, 2009). The demand for
civilian applications is also great, and increasing. However,
regulatory constraints will continue to severely limit the num-
ber, type, and frequency of civilian missions. Even though
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a significant number of UAS have proven their ability to
be safely operated in the NAS, a few spectacular failures
remind us of the motivation for airspace regulatory agen-
cies to constrain UAS operations (Peck, 2003). One of the
problems of UAS compliance with current regulatory pol-
icy is the notion that UAS must be operated with a level of
safety at least equivalent to manned systems. Many of these
requirements are based on expected human capabilities, such
as vision requirements, where the standards are difficult to
define, and are therefore difficult to replicate for UAS. Such
requirements also often ignore that some systems can exceed
the capabilities of any human in detecting and tracking air-
craft. Some consider the detection and tracking problem as
the “easy” part of a flight safety solution, with the difficult
part in the requirement to develop reliable, FAA-certifiable,
decision-making systems that can operate with a high level
of autonomy to maneuver a UAS to maintain flight safety.

An additional technological challenge to the integration of
UAS into the NAS is the frequency and bandwidth demand for
communications. In many instances, a radio link between the
UAS control station and the UA must be guaranteed for safe
operations. Multiplying this requirement for a large number
of UAS operating simultaneously easily creates a scenario
where radio interference could disrupt missions and opera-
tional safety. This is currently an area of research that is being
funded, in part, by the FAA, and solutions to meet the radio
communications problem must be developed before there is
widespread integration of UAS into the NAS.

Regardless of the pace of airspace integration, UAS will
eventually become common occupants of the sky. An often
quoted example of the first widespread use of UAS in a com-
mercial application is that of large cargo transport aircraft that
fly long distances with no passengers other than the onboard
pilots, whose function is to essentially monitor the automatic
controls, except for takeoff and landing. Automatic takeoff
and landing has been a capability of some manned aircraft
for many years, so the use of onboard pilots to control the air-
craft during takeoff and landing is often viewed as an artificial
requirement, thus suggesting that the entire mission is suit-
able for a UAS. One of the most ambitious questions asked
at the 2007 CAUAS Symposium was “When can I expect to
have a UAS deliver a pizza to my door?”
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NOTES

1. Note that the C3 sequence begins with communication,
a necessary requirement for UAS command and control.
This is distinguished from the command, control, and
communication sequence used in military parlance.

2. As of this writing, there are no certified electric propulsion
systems for manned aircraft.

3. The second Verification of the Origin of Rotation in Torna-
does Experiment (VORTEX2) was funded by the National
Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association (NOAA) for field deployments
in the spring of 2009 and 2010.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The collection of vehicle systems is known by various names
in the aircraft industry, depending on the application. Exam-
ples of common usage include:

� General Systems
� Utility Systems
� Aircraft Systems
� Power and Mechanical Systems
� Vehicle Systems

Whatever their nomenclature, they exist to provide motive
power and energy to transform the basic airframe into a flying
vehicle. The common vehicle systems are shown in Figure 1,
grouped into categories for ease of reference. This grouping
is not definitive and there is an overlap between the nomen-
clature and classification of systems types in various projects;
it is provided merely to associate systems that serve a similar
or related purpose. It should be noted that though most sys-
tems are seen on both commercial and military types, there

will obviously be detailed differences in implementation, but
many of the design and certification philosophies are similar.

The systems are briefly described below, detailed descrip-
tions can be found in various sections of this Encyclopedia
and references are provided to facilitate the location of the
description.

2 BRIEF SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Power systems

This group of systems is concerned with providing motive
power to the aircraft and using the motive power source
to generate and distribute power to control equipment and
effectors as well as cabin equipment (e.g., lighting, galley,
entertainment systems).

2.1.1 Propulsion

To provide thrust for the vehicle and to provide a source of off-
take power for electrical power generation, hydraulic power
generation, and bleed air for pneumatic systems and envi-
ronmental cooling system (see An Overview of Gas Turbine
Engines).

2.1.2 Secondary power

A mechanism for providing hydraulic and electrical power
as well as cooling air to support aircraft operations on the
ground, whether parked on the ramp or undergoing main-
tenance. Starting of main propulsion system, provision of
air and electrical power during ground operations with no
engines operating to provide autonomous operation – rapid
turn around.
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Propulsion
Secondary Power
Emergency Power
Electrical Power Generation & Distribution
Hydraulic Power Generation & Distribution
Fire Detection & Protection

Flight Controls

Fuel Gauging 
Fuel Management
In-flight Refuelling

Environmental Control Systems
Canopy De/Anti-mist
Rain Dispersal
Pressurisation
Oxygen/ Life Support

Passenger Evacuation
Crew Escape
Canopy Jettison

Landing Gear
Brakes/Anti-skid
Steering
Arrestor Hook
Brake Parachute

Ice Detection
Ice Protection
Probe Heating
External Lighting
Cabin/emergency Lighting
Galley
Toilet & Water Waste

Utility Systems Management System

Common to Military and Commercial Types

Most usually seen on Military Types only

Figure 1. The aircraft vehicle systems.

2.1.3 Emergency power

A mechanism for providing hydraulic and electrical power
in order to maintain safe flight attitude in the event of main
propulsion system failure.

2.1.4 Electrical power generation and distribution

To provide a source of regulated AC and DC power to the
aircraft systems via bus bars and circuit protection devices.
AC generators powered by engine off-take, generator con-
trol units, batteries, bus bars and feeders, and load protection
devices (fuses, circuit breakers, and electrical power con-
trollers) (see Electrical Power Generation and Distribution).

2.1.5 Hydraulic power generation and distribution

A means of powering hydraulic pumps to provide hydraulic
power at a preferred pressure and providing a safe and effec-
tive means of distributing hydraulic fluid to user equipments
with suitable provision for isolation of circuits, cooling, and
filtration of fluid to assure users of a high quality uninter-
rupted source of power (see Hydraulic Power Generation and
Distribution).

2.1.6 Fire detection and protection

Since the power sources on the aircraft make use of volatile
fluids and high temperatures there is a risk of overheating,

hot gas leaks, or fire. For this reason, systems are provided
to detect a potential or actual fire and to provide a source
of warning and extinguishing. Overheat or UV detectors are
installed in susceptible bays to provide wide area coverage,
and fire extinguishers are provided to dispense fluid via spray
nozzles (see Aircraft Emergency Systems).

2.2 Flight control systems

2.2.1 Primary controls

A means of sensing aircraft altitude, rates of change of alti-
tude, external air data, and pilot or automatic pilot demand
inputs, and adjusting the position of control surfaces to main-
tain the appropriate flight altitude and maneuvers. To translate
pilot commands into a demand for power to drive primary
and secondary control surfaces and to respond to autopilot
demands for automatic control and stability. For unstable air-
craft, to ensure that demands are acted upon rapidly and to
limit demands to a safe operating envelope and constantly re-
act to aerodynamic conditions. Demand input sensors, com-
puting system, actuators, and position and rate feedback sen-
sors (see Fly-by-Wire Flight Control Systems).

2.2.2 Secondary controls

A means of reacting to the pilot or automatic system demand
inputs to operate the aircraft secondary flight controls (see
Fly-by-Wire Flight Control Systems).
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2.3 Fuel systems

2.3.1 Fuel gauging

The use of sensors to determine the height of fuel in the air-
craft tanks, to compensate for temperature and density and
to convert the fuel heights into fuel mass and/or volume for
individual tanks and for the total fuel load. A collection of
fuel tanks, fuel gauge probes, interconnecting pipes, and cou-
plings, together with pumps, valves, fuel gauge probes, and
level sensors (see Aircraft Fuel Systems).

2.3.2 Fuel management

To store fuel in tanks and to transfer fuel from tank to tank
while measuring the quantity of fuel on board, and to provide
a continuous flow of fuel to the engines. Fuel is often used as
a thermal sink for aircraft heat loads, for example fuel cooled
oil cooler. With knowledge of the fuel load and location, func-
tions are performed to transfer the fuel in a preferred sequence
from tanks to engines while maintaining the fuel center of
gravity within pre-defined limits, monitoring for leaks and
temperature limits and assuring fuel flow to the engines
at all times. A collection of fuel tanks, fuel gauge probes,
interconnecting pipes, and couplings, together with pumps,
valves, and level sensors. Inter-tank transfers, refuel/defuel,
venting, and engine feed (see Aircraft Fuel Systems).

2.3.3 In-flight refueling

A mechanism for enabling aircraft (usually military types) to
take on fuel in flight from a donor aircraft such as a tanker
(see Aircraft Fuel Systems).

2.4 Air systems

2.4.1 Environmental control systems

To provide heating and/or cooling air for passengers, crew,
and avionics equipment. Heat exchangers, cooling systems,
and air distribution (see Environmental Control Systems).

2.4.2 Canopy de/anti-mist

To prevent misting of the canopy or to remove misting. Flow
of hot air over the internal canopy surface.

2.4.3 Rain dispersal

To remove rain from the external windshield/canopy. Hot air
spray, distribution of rain dispersal fluid, or pneumatically
operated wipers as appropriate.

2.4.4 Pressurization

To maintain the cabin or cockpit pressure at a pressure that
represents a “cabin altitude” in which passengers feel com-
fortable and where there is no threat to life. This uses bleed
air to inflate seals and pressurize the cabin pressure vessel
(see Environmental Control Systems).

2.5 Crew and passenger systems

2.5.1 Oxygen/life support

To provide a source of breathable oxygen for crewmembers
and passengers. Commercial aircraft need to be able to de-
scend to a safe altitude in the event of pressurization loss;
bottled gaseous oxygen is provided for pilots with quick don
masks. Oxygen masks are automatically deployed for pas-
sengers using gaseous oxygen or candles. Military aircraft
use continuous pressure breathing from liquid oxygen or On
Board Oxygen Generation System (OBOGS).

2.5.2 Passenger evacuation

To allow safe evacuation of passengers from the cabin when
the aircraft is on the ground or has ditched in water. Emer-
gency exit doors, evacuation chutes, life vests, and fully
equipped rafts.

2.5.3 Crew escape

Used in military fast jet types to enable the crew to escape
from the aircraft under a wide variety of conditions with min-
imum risk of injury or death – range from high altitude to zero
speed, zero altitude. Rocket assisted seat or escape module
equipped with parachute and emergency oxygen .

2.5.4 Canopy jettison

Used by military fast jet types to provide a means of removing
or fragmenting the canopy material to provide a means of
exit for escaping crew. Rocket or explosive mechanism to
remove canopy, or embedded explosive cord to shatter or cut
the canopy material.

2.6 Landing gear and arresting systems

2.6.1 Landing gear

To enable the aircraft to be mobile on the ground, includes
nose wheel steering. Nose gear, main gear, oleos, retracting
mechanism, doors, locks, and position monitoring devices.
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2.6.2 Brakes/anti-skid

To allow the aircraft to be decelerated on the ground, to absorb
braking energy, and to prevent loss of wheel traction during
braking. Brake discs and pads, braking control system, anti-
skid control system, sensors

2.6.3 Steering

To provide a means of steering the aircraft under its own
power while being towed. Steering tiller or pedals, actuator
acting on nose wheel. Large aircraft may also include steer-
able main gear.

2.6.4 Arrestor hook

To stop the aircraft by engaging a runway arrestor gear wire
if the brakes fail, normal method of stopping naval carrier
borne aircraft. Arrestor hook stowed at rear of aircraft and
deployed in emergency.

2.6.5 Brake parachute

Used on military types and some commercial prototypes to
decelerate the aircraft for ultra-short stopping distances or on
short runways. Parachute normally stowed in a canister in the
aircraft rear fuselage so that the parachute or canister can be
jettisoned if required.

2.7 Miscellaneous utility systems

2.7.1 Ice detection

Sensors to detect the onset of icing conditions and to provide
a warning to the crew or as a demand for automatic selection
of ice protection (see Ice Detection and Protection).

2.7.2 Ice protection

To prevent the build up of ice and/or to remove ice already
formed. Electrically or hot air heated leading edge surfaces.
On some low speed types, inflatable rubber boots are used to
dislodge ice (see Ice Detection and Protection).

2.7.3 Probe heating

To provide a means of heating the pitot, static, and temper-
ature probes on the external skin of the aircraft to ensure
that they are kept free of ice. Electrical heater built into the
probes.

2.7.4 External lighting

To ensure that the aircraft is visible to other airspace users and
to provide lighting for landing and taxiing. Also to provide
lighting of company fin logos. Wing tip high intensity strobe
lights, fuselage strobe lights or anti-collision beacons, and
logo lights. Military users will include formation lights and
air to air refueling probe light.

2.7.5 Cabin/emergency lighting

To provide general lighting for the cabin and galley, reading
lights, exit lighting, and emergency lights to provide a visual
path to the exits. General light in the cabin ceiling, reading
lights with personal controls above each seat, and emergency
lighting.

2.7.6 Galley

The supply and protection of electrical power to the galley
equipment, as well as extraction of heat and fumes and fire
detection with appropriate warnings. To provide a safe and
hygienic method of food preparation and cooking for passen-
gers and crew. Storage, refrigeration, and cooking (heating
and microwave) appliances.

2.7.7 Toilet and water waste

To provide hygienic management of toilets and water waste.
Provision of flushing toilets, hot and cold water, and disposal.

2.8 Utility systems management system

2.8.1 Interfacing

A means of interfacing with all the various components of the
Aircraft System so that control and management functions
can be performed. This function includes the acceptance of
signals from different types of sensors, as well as the switch-
ing of electrical power to effectors. Data bus interfaces are
also catered for, data being provided to and accepted from
other systems, sometimes from different standards of bus.
An integrated processing and communication system for in-
terfacing with vehicle system components, performing built
in test, performing control functions, providing power de-
mands to actuators and effectors, and communicating with
cockpit display. A number of interfacing and processing units
geographically dispersed in the airframe to reduce wiring
lengths and a data bus to interconnect the units (see Vehicle
Systems Management).
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2.8.2 Functional control

The provision of multiple control units or a distributed com-
puting system to host the control and management func-
tions of the individual aircraft systems (see Vehicle Systems
Management).

3 SYSTEM INTERACTIONS

The systems described above are usually designed indepen-
dently but there are strong interactions between some of the
systems, between the systems and the airframe, and between
the systems and the avionic or mission systems of the vehi-
cle. Some of them are intentional, that is there is a need for
systems to communicate with each other to complete their
functions; some of them arise as a result of thermal or con-
trol interactions between systems.

Figure 2 illustrates this integration. In this figure, the air-
craft is considered as a system consisting of the airframe or
structure, the vehicle systems and the avionic or mission sys-
tems.

This integration takes a number of forms:

� Some systems are physically integrated with the
airframe – for example the fuel tanks and the propulsion
intake and exhaust and so on.

� Some systems interchange information about the state of
the systems or their components – for example valves
open or closed, landing gear extended or not extended
and so on.

� Some systems send information to be displayed to the air-
crew such as fuel mass and location, engine speed, tem-
perature and pressure ratio and so on.

� Some systems receive information in the form of demands
from the aircrew such as stick and throttle commands.

� On more advanced civil and military aircraft a strong
functional interaction exists between aircraft CG (con-
trolled by the fuel system) and the performance of the
flight control system – aircraft flight performance being
critically determined by the CG and flight control stability
margins.

� Some systems are interconnected by heat and energy in-
teractions between them, which influence their design and
their installation into the platform.

This latter phenomenon gives rise to inter-system inter-
actions which may affect the performance of the aircraft if
they are not managed correctly. An example of significant
interaction between systems is how various systems operate
together to reject waste heat from the aircraft. Heat is gener-
ated when fluids are compressed and also by energy conver-
sion processes that are not totally efficient. Figure 3 depicts
the interaction of several major systems within the context of
a civil aircraft. The diagram illustrates how a total of eight

An Aircraft

Vehicle Systems

Avionic SystemsAirframe/Structure

Fuselage

The major structural 
aspects of the 

aircraft:

Wings

Empennage

The systems that enable 
the aircraft to fulfil its 

usually operational role -
involves a transfer of data:

Sensors

Navigation

Mission Computing

Controls & Displays

Weapons

Aerodynamics

Structural Integrity

The systems that enable 
the aircraft to continue to 
fly safely throughout the 

usually involves mission -
a transfer of energy:

Propulsion
Flight Controls

Fuel System

Strong integration links - weight, 
installation, loads, low observable impact

Strong integration links -
demands for action, display data

Figure 2. An example of integration links.
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Figure 3. Example heat exchange between systems. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

heat exchangers across a range of systems use the aircraft
fuel and ambient ram air as heat sinks into which waste heat
may be dumped.

1. Air extracted from the engine fan casing is used
to cool bleed air tapped off the intermediate or
high pressure compressor (depending upon engine
type).

2. Air is used to cool engine oil in a primary oil cooler heat
exchanger.

3. Fuel is used to cool engine oil in a secondary oil cooler
heat exchanger.

4. The electrical Integrated Drive Generator (IDG) oil is
cooled by air.

5. The hydraulic return line fluid (subject to heat rejected by
the flight control system and the landing gear systems)
is cooled by fuel before being returned to the reservoir.

6. Aircraft fuel is cooled by an air/fuel heat exchanger.

7. Ram air is used in primary heat exchangers in the air
conditioning pack to cool entry bleed air prior to entering
the secondary heat exchangers.

8. Secondary heat exchangers further cool the air down to
temperatures suitable for mixing with warm air prior to
delivery to the cabin.

The vehicle systems are described individually throughout
the remainder of this section. The reader must remember the
effects of integration or interconnectedness between the sys-
tems when considering a total system solution. Throughout
the design process, it is vital to understand these dependencies
and to record them so that the final product is an integrated
entity.

The systems possess a number of characteristics that make
them an interesting and challenging design task. Some of the
systems, such as flight control with high rate closed servo
control functions, affect flight safety and must be designed
in a robust manner using multiple redundancy, dissimilar
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redundancy, and self-monitoring techniques to absorb fail-
ures and continue safe operation. Other systems also affect
flight safety but in a less catastrophic manner and can ab-
sorb failures with a permissible degradation in performance.
Examples of this are the fuel system and the environmen-
tal control system. Electrical and hydraulic power generation
and distribution systems employ diversity of supply of gen-
erators and pumps to assure continuity of supply.

Some emergency systems such as ejection, emergency
oxygen, and arrestor hook are essentially dormant, but must
work when activated. In yet other cases, manual reversion
can be used to provide an alternative to automatic operation,
for example a hand pump to lower the undercarriage.

These philosophies must be selected with care by system
designers for the system, the control system, and the human–
machine interface.

The system descriptions in this section will provide ex-
amples of such philosophies and more to ensure correct and
safe operation throughout the aircraft flight envelope under
all conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The primary function of the aircraft fuel system is to provide
a continuous source of fuel at the appropriate pressures and
temperatures to the propulsion system (engines) throughout
the aircraft flight envelope under normal operation and in the
presence of failures.

Since the modern aircraft fuel system can be complex and
highly integrated, comprising six basic subsystem groups,
as indicated in Figure 1, this chapter has been divided into
two main sections to provide a clear description of the issues
involved:

As indicated in Figure 1 there is, by necessity, considerable
interaction between these subsystem groups and this will be
addressed as the issues arise in the ensuing dialog.

Before proceeding with a description of the functional-
ity and equipment associated with Parts 1 and 2 outlined in

the Figure 1 (discussed subsequently in Sections 2 and 3
below), it is important to understand the wide variations in
environmental conditions and fuel properties that are imposed
by the aircraft flight envelope and the resulting variations
in local pressure and temperature that must be tolerated by
the equipment installed within the fuel tanks This is illus-
trated in qualitative terms in Figure 2 which shows the static
atmospheric temperature extremes that aircraft are routinely
exposed to and the corresponding fuel properties that have a
significant effect on the functionality of aircraft fuel systems
and must therefore be taken into account in their design and
certification.

Four of the most important parameters of today’s jet fuels
are fuel density (as it varies with temperature), vapor pressure,
viscosity, and freeze point.

Physical attributes
and fuel handling

Fuel measurement
management and control

Fuel storage

Fuel handling

Fuel tank inerting

Flight deck

Avionics

Sensors

PART 2PART 1

Figure 1. System technology groups.
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Figure 2. Fuel characteristics versus operating conditions.

Density variation means that fuel at high temperature will
take up more volume and therefore weigh less than the same
volume at low temperature. Thus, aircraft loaded with cold
fuel will weigh more and have a greater range than the air-
craft loaded with warmer fuel because the chemical energy
stored in the fuel is a function of its mass rather than its
volume.

Vapor pressure is a key factor in determining the limiting
operational flight envelope of an aircraft since high evapora-
tion rates and ultimately boiling can occur at high altitudes.

Viscosity is a measure of “pour-ability” which becomes an
issue at low temperatures and can result in critical flow losses
in piping and potentially result in an engine shut-down. This
characteristic which is typically specified as a design limit-
ing parameter is closely related to the freeze point discussed
below.

Towards the end of a long flight when the fuel quantity
remaining is low and ambient temperatures approach cold
day limits, the fuel bulk temperature can approach the freeze
point of commonly used jet fuels causing wax to precipitate
out of solution. This wax can create obstructions and block
filters and as a result may lead to an engine shut-down. For this
reason, the fuel bulk temperature is continuously monitored
and safe operating margins maintained. If safe operating fuel
temperature limits are approached the crew is required to take
action (descend and/or increase Mach number) to alleviate
the situation. This can be a serious problem when operating
in polar regions if operating Mach number margins are small
since descending may not necessarily locate any warmer air.

Specifications for jet fuels were first introduced in the early
1940s in order to establish and control limits to key proper-
ties including composition, volatility, specific energy, thermal
stability, lubricity, and corrosion characteristics.

The United States introduced the JP series of fuels in
support of military aircraft programs under the control and
oversight of the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM).

In 1951 JP-4, a gasoline/kerosene blend was introduced
and became the mainstay of US Air Force for many years. In
1952, JP-5 was introduced which had a lower flash point
and reduced volatility which were considered particularly
important parameters for use on US Navy ships.

Commercial (civil) aircraft fuels became available in the
1950s with the introduction of Jet A and Jet A1.

Jet A is a kerosene grade of fuel suitable for most turbine
engined aircraft. It has a flash point above 38 ◦C (100 ◦F) and
a maximum freeze point of −40 ◦C. It is widely available in
the United States and is supplied against the RSTM D1655
(Jet A) specification.

Jet A-1 is similar to Jet A. It is produced to a stringent inter-
nationally agreed standard and is widely available in Europe
and North America. It has the same flash point as Jet A but
with a lower maximum freeze point of −47 ◦C. Jet A-1 meets
the requirements of British specification DEF STAN 91-91
(Jet A-1).

Another commercially available jet fuel is Jet B which
is a distillate covering the naphtha and kerosene fractions.
It can be used as an alternative to Jet A-1 but because it is
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more difficult to handle (higher flammability), there is only
significant demand in very cold climates where its better cold
weather performance is important. In Canada it is supplied
against the Canadian Specification CAN/CGSB 3.23.

More recently, the US Military have introduced JP-8 jet
fuel which is a derivative of Jet A with the addition of a cor-
rosion inhibitor and an anti-icing additive. This fuel meets
the requirements of the US Military Specification MIL-DTL-
83133E. JP-8 also meets the requirements of the British
Specification DEF STAN 91-87 AVTUR/FSII.

Aviation fuel additives are compounds added to the fuel
in very small quantities, usually measurable only in parts per
million, to provide special or improved qualities. The quantity
to be added and approval for its use in various grades of fuel
are strictly controlled by the appropriate specifications.

Additives in common use include:

� Anti-oxidants to prevent the formation of gum deposits
� Static charge dissipaters
� Corrosion inhibitors
� Anti-icing agents
� Biocide additives to prevent microbial growth formation

An interesting new development in fuel additives developed
by the US Military is a thermal stability improver used with
the new JP-8 fuel designated “JP-8 plus 100” which prevents
carbon deposits formation when operating at high tempera-
tures.

The following text describes the system functions and
equipment associated with each of the subsystem groups
outlined above.

2 PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES AND FUEL
HANDLING

This section of the chapter addresses the fluid network and
tanks and the role that they play in the fuel handling aspects
of the aircraft fuel system. The fluid network facilitates
the movement of fuel during the refuel/defuel, fuel trans-
fer, fuel jettison, and engine feed (and APU feed) subsystem
functions.

Each of these subsystems is described in the following
subsections.

2.1 Fuel storage

Storing large quantities of fuel aboard an aircraft is a chal-
lenge to the aircraft designer and while fuel storage is not

in itself a “function” in the traditional sense, it nevertheless
imposes a number of functional constraints and requirements
on the design and certification of both the fuel system and the
aircraft as a whole.

The most common location used for fuel storage is within
the wing structure typically between the forward and aft wing
spars. This space is not readily usable for other aircraft func-
tions due to geometry and access considerations.

From an aircraft and fuel system perspective, there are
advantages and disadvantages associated with the use of wing
structure for fuel storage. On the plus side, the considerable
fuel weight which acts in opposition to the wing lift force
results in a lower the wing bending moment during flight than
would be the case if the same mass of fuel were stored in the
fuselage. In aluminum wing structures, this can provide a sig-
nificant positive contribution to the fatigue life of the aircraft
structure by reducing the magnitude of the stress cycle asso-
ciated with each take-off and landing. In some applications,
fuel is kept in outboard tanks until the end of the cruise phase
before transferring the fuel contents to the engine feed tanks
in order to maximize the fatigue life of the wing structure.

On the negative side of the equation, since the wing
internal cavity is typically very thin (especially towards the
wing tip) the challenge to the fuel quantity gauging system
designer is considerable. This point is covered in more detail
in Section 3 of this chapter. Figure 3 shows the fuel storage
arrangements for two contrasting commercial aircraft. On the
left is the Embraer 170; a small regional aircraft which has
only two fuel tanks and a total capacity of about 9500 kg. On
the right (not to the same scale) is the Airbus 340–600 long-
range transport. This aircraft has eight different fuel tanks
and a total capacity of about 160 000 kg.

Because of the large quantities of fuel carried by most
aircraft today, the location and geometry of the fuel stor-
age tanks play a critical role in the aircraft design and its
operational capabilities. One critical failure mode associated
with fuel tank location is the “Uncontained rotor burst” asso-
ciated with the engines, and, to a lesser extent the Auxiliary
Power Unit. These devices contain high speed rotating spools
containing enormous amounts of kinetic energy, which if
released due to some mechanical or control system failure,
have the potential to cause major structural damage to the
aircraft and in the process could result in penetration of the
fuel tanks with the resultant loss of fuel overboard.

In conducting an uncontained rotor burst evaluation, it is
required to assume that an uncontained rotor burst will result
in the emission of debris of infinite energy normal to the
engine rotational axis. This debris envelope expands from its
origin along a three degree conical plane. The outcome of the
rotor burst analysis can have far reaching implications on tank
structural boundaries as well as on system architecture and
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Figure 3. Fuel storage examples.

fuel handling equipment installation. This also involves the
routing of electrical supplies to key fuel system equipment in
order to allow operation after the event and hence continued
feed and transfer as needed to the remaining good engine(s).

The above commentary applies primarily to commercial
aircraft. Military aircraft, in contrast, typically exhibit more
complex fuel storage arrangements as is clearly illustrated
by Figure 4 which is a perspective view of the fuel tanks of
the Experimental Aircraft Program prototype which was the
forerunner of the Eurofighter now designated as the Typhoon.

To augment the operational range of military aircraft,
external tanks are used. These tanks are typically mounted
under the wing and connected to the aircraft’s fuel system via
quick disconnects. This allows the tanks to be dropped during
flight after the fuel has been used. Fuel is usually transferred
into the aircraft integral tanks using compressed air.

A more recent development is the conformal tank which
is designed to conform aerodynamically to the shape of the
aircraft. These tanks are not discarded during flight but can
be removed or installed depending upon the mission require-
ments. Conformal tanks are designed to have minimal impact
on the aircraft’s aerodynamic or stealth performance.

Figure 5 shows a photograph of an F-16 Fighting Fal-
con with drop tanks installed and Figure 6 shows an F-15
Eagle with conformal tanks. The latter photograph clearly
illustrates the aerodynamic superiority of the conformal tank
arrangement.

2.1.1 Tank venting

Open vent systems
All commercial aircraft have open vent systems. The pro-
vision of adequate fuel tank venting throughout the aircraft
operational flight envelope allows the tanks to “breathe” as
the aircraft climbs and descends. Without this provision, large
pressure differences would develop between the ullage and
outside air resulting in very large forces on the tank structure.
It is impractical to accommodate these forces via the wing
structural design because of the resultant weight penalty;
therefore, the design of the vent system plays a critical role in
protecting the tank structure from structural failure as the air-
craft transits between ground and cruise altitudes. The emer-
gency descent case following a loss of cabin pressurization
at altitude is usually the design case for vent system sizing.
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Figure 4. Fuel tank arrangement for a military fighter aircraft. Courtesy of BAE Systems.

During the refuel process, the up-lifted fuel displaces air
in the fuel tanks. For safety reasons, spillage of fuel to the
outside must be avoided. To accomplish this consistently and
reliably, a vent box (sometimes referred to as a surge tank)
is provided to capture any fuel that may enter the vent lines.
This box is connected to the outside airstream via a National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) scoop; also
known as a submerged air inlet. This scoop recovers some of

Figure 5. An F-16 with drop tanks. Courtesy of US Air Force
photo/Master Sgt. Andy Dunaway.

the dynamic pressure from the airstream providing a small
increase in ullage pressure above the prevailing ambient.

For most of the commercial aircraft the vent box is located
outboard of the wing fuel tanks towards the wing tip. During
flight any fuel that finds its way into the vent box is either
drained or scavenged back into the interfacing fuel tank.

Figure 6. An F-15E with conformal tanks. Courtesy of US Air
Force photo/Senior Airman Miranda Moorer.
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Right wing tankLeft wing tank

Climb vent

Dive vent
Center tank

Right vent boxLeft vent box

Figure 7. Simple three tank vent system schematic.

The positioning of the vent openings within each fuel
tank must account for the varying attitudes and acceleration
forces that can occur both on the ground and in flight. For-
ward acceleration and pitch-up attitudes will force fuel aft
and with swept wings fuel will be forced outboard. A vent
must therefore be located at the wing root near the forward
tank boundary.

Similarly forward deceleration and pitch down attitudes
will force fuel forward and for swept wings inboard. To
accommodate this situation a vent must be positioned out-
board and aft in the fuel tank. Figure 7 shows a simple
schematic of a vent system for a three tank aircraft.

In the example shown, each tank is vented such that there
is a breathing path to the outside air for all long-term flight
attitudes that occur during normal flight operations. In order
to prevent or minimize the opportunity for the vent lines to
become filled with fuel, float actuated vent valves are often
installed that close the vent lines when fuel is present.

Closed vent systems
The flight envelopes of most military aircraft involve opera-
tion at extremely high altitudes (e.g., above 60 000 ft. (1 ft. =
0.3048 m)) where local ambient pressures are below 1 psi
(1 psi = 6894.75 Pa) absolute. Even the best recovery pres-
sure in the fuel tank ullage space for an open vent tank of
an aircraft cruising at Mach 0.8 at 60 000 ft. will be less than
1.5 psi absolute.

This situation is aggravated by the fact that ambient
temperatures (and recovery temperatures during subsonic
operation) can be extremely low at these altitudes causing
fuel waxing concerns for traditional commercial fuels.

As a result, military aircraft fuels often have vapor pres-
sures that can be equal to or higher than the ullage pressures
at these operating conditions making it impossible to pump
the fuel to the engines. A closed vent system arrangement
is therefore employed to provide a means of increasing the
ullage pressure above the local ambient pressure when oper-
ating at very high altitudes.

2.1.2 Contamination

Within the aircraft fuel storage environment, fuel contamina-
tion is a major issue since it must be considered as a common
mode failure prospect. Fuel contamination can result in loss
of all propulsive power since the problem source affects all
engines. Perhaps the most common source of fuel contami-
nation is water. Even though water in ground-based hydrant
sources is aggressively controlled via coalescing filtration
systems, dissolved water can be present and undetectable
at concentration levels of up to 80 ppm at typical ground
ambient conditions. Also there remains a source of water
contamination that occurs during normal operation that must
be recognized and managed. In the operational environment,
both the fuel and wing tank structure can become extremely
cold during the high altitude cruise phase. During descent,
large quantities of outside air come into the ullage as the
pressure difference between the outside air and the ullage is
equalized. During descent into tropical climates, this air can
be particularly humid and as a result, water condenses onto
the cold structure.

Another common source of fuel tank contamination
involves microbial growth. This occurs as a result of spores
in the air from the vent system that can grow when the fuel
tank environmental conditions are favorable. This situation is
exacerbated by the fact that fuel tanks are expected to operate
without inspection for long periods.

Water management is perhaps the most challenging
contamination issue in the commercial aircraft industry today.
With the high utilization rates of today’s commercial aircraft,
there is typically not enough time between missions to allow
any free water to settle into the tank sumps from where it
can be drained via the water drain valves during routine
maintenance.

During operation, free water can freeze and affect the nor-
mal function of the fuel system components. The certification
of a new fuel system requires test evidence that the system
can operate safely under icing conditions, (SAE ARP 1401
Aircraft Fuel System and Component Icing Test).

2.2 Fuel handling functions and equipment

2.2.1 Refuelling and defuelling

Aircraft refuelling is performed prior to almost every flight
whereas defuelling is primarily performed during mainte-
nance actions which, ideally, are only required on an extended
schedule basis. Gravity, or over-the-wing refuelling is lim-
ited to very small general aviation aircraft where the time
to refuel the aircraft is not critical. All present day jet air-
craft, both commercial and military, use pressure refuelling
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with the possible exception of very small unmanned military
aircraft.

Typically the refuelling system must provide:

� Fast refuel times, usually between 15 and 40 minutes
depending upon the size and mission of the aircraft.

� Accurate loading of the required fuel quantity, often via
an automated system on board the aircraft that allows the
refuel operator to preset the total fuel load required at the
refuel station. This facility allows the airline to select a
fuel load that matches the upcoming flight requirements
thus avoiding the operational penalty associated with car-
rying the extra weight of unneeded fuel.

� Accurate location of the fuel on board to ensure compli-
ance with aircraft CG limits

� Protection against overboard spillage of fuel out of the
tank vent system.

The pressure source for the refuelling process is either via
a mobile fuel truck or, at most large airports, via an under-
ground hydrant system.

Most aircraft only require a single pressure refuelling point
since the flow rate required to meet the refuelling time is
easily achievable. Larger commercial aircraft may require
multiple refuelling points to meet the contracted refuelling
time. When multiple refuelling points are required, they are
typically located on both sides of the aircraft. An aircraft with
multiple refuelling points can, of course be refuelled from a
single point provided that the resulting additional refuel time
is acceptable.

The refuel station, usually inboard on the leading edge of
the wing, has a refuel adapter and, alongside, a refuel panel
indicator for use by the ground crew. Figure 8 below shows
the refuel station of an Embraer 190 aircraft in the refuel
process.

Figure 8. Embraer 190 refuel station.

Defuelling the aircraft is normally required only for main-
tenance of the aircraft although defueling of an in-service air-
craft may be required to reduce the amount of on-board fuel.

Defuelling is normally performed by suction applied at
the aircraft’s ground refuelling adapter or by using on-board
transfer and engine feed pumps to pump the fuel off the air-
craft. Suction defueling provides the fastest off load rates
whereas the use of on aircraft pumps will get more of the fuel
off the aircraft but at a much slower rate.

Defueling is also a necessary function following an acci-
dent where the aircraft is damaged and fuel must be removed
before it can be safely moved for repair. For this reason, con-
sideration must be taken during the design phase regarding
the location of the refuel/defuel points to allow access in the
unlikely event of a wheels-up landing.

2.2.2 Engine and APU feed

During flight the feed system must ensure that fuel pressure
at the engine interface (and to the APU when operating) is
maintained above the fuel vapor pressure (i.e., above the fuel
boiling point) by a predefined margin throughout the opera-
tional envelope of the aircraft for all possible combinations
of fuel types and fuel temperatures. The system must also
ensure that contamination of the fuel with air or water does
not exceed the limits set by the engine manufacturer.

Airworthiness regulations require that each engine has its
own dedicated feed tank. The location of the feed tank relative
to the engines can have significant impact on the design of
the feed system. For example, an aircraft with rear-mounted
engines having feed tanks located at the inboard section of
the wing will result in long fuel feed lines and therefore the
potential for more flow-related pressure losses. Large varia-
tions in fuel pressure at the engine interface can also occur
during aircraft pitch attitude excursions.

The traditional location of the engines below the wing is
therefore preferred by the fuel system designer since feed line
lengths can be kept short and the effects of aircraft pitch vari-
ations will be minimal. The location of the feed tank above
the engines will also provide a small but beneficial pressure
head.

Engine (and APU) feed pressure is provided by boost
pumps (also referred to as feed pumps) which fall into the
following two categories:

� Motor-driven pumps
� Ejector pumps (also referred to as “Jet pumps”)

Motor driven pumps comprise two main elements, an elec-
tric motor and a pumping element as shown in the schematic
diagram of Figure 9. The centrifugal pumping element shown
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Figure 9. Motor driven fuel pump concept.

in the figure is used almost exclusively in aircraft fuel boost
pump applications since it is ideally suited to the task which
requires high volume flow, low pressure rise and high relia-
bility.

For ease of maintenance, fuel pumps are usually of
the “Cartridge in canister” arrangement as indicated in the
schematic of Figure 9. Thus, the cartridge containing the
motor and pumping element can be removed without hav-
ing to gain access to, or drain, the fuel tank (see Karassik et
al. 2008 for more details on this subject).

Ejector pumps (see Figure 10) are often used to pro-
vide the primary fuel boost function in smaller transport
aircraft applications such as business jets and regional air-
craft. The attraction of this pump type is the fact that the
ejector pump has no moving parts and hence the reliability

of the device is extremely good. The ejector pump is also
inherently very good at pumping down to very low fuel inlet
levels.

In ejector feed pump applications, the motive flow high
pressure source must come from the engine and therefore
a separate motor-driven pump is required to provide boost
pressure for engine starting. Once the engine is running, and
motive flow is established, this “Boot-strap” type of feed cir-
cuit will be sustainable. The motor-driven start-up pump can
then be shut down.

Motive flow can be provided from two alternative
sources:

� A dedicated pump mounted on the engine gearbox
� A motive flow outlet on the engine fuel metering unit

Figure 10. The ejector pump concept.
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In order to minimize the unusable fuel, scavenge pumps are
often employed to suck up fuel from the remote corners of
fuel tanks and to discharge this fuel at the inlet to the main
feed pump(s). Ejector pumps are used for this purpose and
the motive flow for these scavenge devices may be taken from
the motor-driven boost pump outlet if other motive sources
are not available. In some cases the boost pumps may be
located in a “Collector cell” within the feed tank. The scav-
enge ejector(s) would then discharge into this cell. With this
arrangement, the collector cell is maintained full and, per-
haps slightly pressurized so that during negative g transients,
the main boost pump inlet remains submerged.

In multi-engined aircraft, an engine crossfeed system is
required to allow fuel from the feed tank of a failed engine
to be consumed by the other engine or engines. In some
of today’s long-range transport aircraft where ETOPS cer-
tification is required, a dual crossfeed valve arrangement is
employed so that the crossfeed function remains available
following a failure of any one of the two cross-feed valves.

2.2.3 Fuel transfer and jettison

A fuel transfer system is needed in applications where mul-
tiple tanks are used for fuel storage to ensure that fuel is con-
sumed from the various tanks in accordance with a predeter-
mined schedule. This schedule (or fuel burn sequence) takes
into account many operational considerations including:

� Aircraft CG variation with fuel burn
� Wing load alleviation requirements
� Feed tank maximum and minimum fuel quantities during

transfer

Control of the fuel transfer system can be either under the
direct control of the flight crew or via an automated Fuel
Management System (See Section 3 of this chapter).

The requirement for fuel jettison is brought about by the
difference between the maximum take-off weight (MTOW)
and maximum landing weight (MLW) which becomes more
and more significant as the size of aircraft increases. This
difference represents the worst case fuel jettison requirement
by assuming a fully loaded aircraft developing an emergency
situation immediately after take off that necessitates a need
for a “Soon as possible” landing.

Such events could be an engine failure, a fire either in the
engine or in a critical location of the aircraft, or any other
failure that threatens the safety of the passengers and crew, if
immediate action is not taken to facilitate a landing as quickly
as possible.

Typical worst case jettison times are in the range
30–45 min and even if this may seem to the reader as a

relatively long time, it is nevertheless a challenge to the fuel
system designer and for this reason must be considered early
in the system design trade studies that examine fuel transfer
requirements and solutions.

The design issue here is to minimize the weight, cost, and
maintainability issues associated with a system where the
probability of being used in service is very small. Therefore
additional equipment to support the jettison function will be,
for the most part, a weight and operational penalty that must
be borne by the fleet throughout its operational life.

2.2.4 Integrated fuel handling system solution

In order to better explain the functions and equipment associ-
ated with the fuel handling aspects of aircraft fuel systems, a
hypothetical twin-engine aircraft fuel handling system is pre-
sented here in schematic form as Figure 11. This schematic
depicts a three-tank fuel storage arrangement with only the
center tank and the left wing shown for clarity.

All of the equipment required to support the fuel handling
functions outlined above are included in the schematic. The
feed system is shown in solid black while the refuel and jet-
tison subsystems which share the same plumbing are shown
in gray. The transfer system piping is shown in shaded gray.

The aircraft is refuelled by connecting the refuel source to
the adaptor at the refuel station. Two refuel shut-off valves
connected to the main refuel gallery allow uplifted fuel into
each fuel tank. The fuel enters each wing tank in the outboard
compartment and flows into the inner compartment and the
collector cell via check valves installed at the compartment
boundaries. These check valves allow fuel to move easily
inboard while restricting flow in the outboard direction.

The feed system has two boost pumps mounted on the
lower skin of each collector cell. Each pump has an associ-
ated pressure switch to provide verification of function. These
switches and associated piping are not shown for clarity. The
feed pressure output from the boost pumps provides a motive
pressure source for the scavenge ejector pumps which main-
tain the collector cells full as long as there is fuel in the feed
tank. There is also a suction feed check valve in the collec-
tor cell to allow the engine to suck fuel from the tank in the
unlikely event of loss of both feed pumps. In this situation the
suction capability of the engine fuel system will be limited
to altitudes of about 20 000 ft (6096 m). The actual value of
this operational limit will be established during flight testing
of the aircraft as part of the certification process.

In the example shown the main boost pumps are needed
to provide boost pressure for engine starting which would
require the APU to be operating to provide AC electric power.
Alternatively, a small auxiliary DC pump could be provided
to allow engine starting on battery power.
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Figure 11. Generic fuel handling system for a twin-engine aircraft

A crossfeed valve connects the left and right engine feed
manifolds to cover the engine out case and to provide a
cross-flow lateral balancing function if there is a significant
difference between the left and right engine fuel consump-
tion.

The transfer system uses the transfer/jettison pumps
mounted in the center tank to keep the wing tanks topped
up as fuel is consumed.

These same pumps plus a dedicated pump in each wing
tank support the jettison function.

As indicated in the schematic of Figure 11, there are sev-
eral isolation valves used in the fuel system fluid network.

Two types of isolation (or shut-off) valves are in common
use in aircraft fuel systems:

(i) The motor-operated valve and
(ii) The hydro-mechanically operated valve.

Figure 12 shows examples of each of the above valve types in
schematic form. In the case of the hydro-mechanical valve the
control device allows fuel to bleed into the tank thus lowering

Figure 12. Shut-off valve schematics
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the pressure behind the piston. To close the valve this bleed
flow is shut off equalizing the pressure across the piston and
causing the valve to close. When used as part of the refuel
system, the control device itself can be a float valve that pro-
tects against tank overfilling or a solenoid valve activated by
the fuel gauging system.

2.2.5 Aerial refuelling systems

One key function of military aircraft fuel systems that must
be covered in this brief chapter is aerial refuelling. Aerial (or
in-flight or air-to-air) refuelling has become a major force
multiplier in the execution of modern day air warfare. A typ-
ical scenario in military air combat operations is to have attack
aircraft take-off with a full fuel and weapons load, usually
requiring the use of afterburners to ensure adequate take-off
margins, followed by a fast climb to operating altitude. At this
point a substantial portion of the on-board fuel has already
been consumed and the ability to rendezvous with a refu-
elling tanker and top up the fuel tanks allows the aggressor
aircraft to accomplish mission objectives, in terms of oper-
ating range, than would otherwise be impossible. In addition
to providing a substantial extension to the mission operating
envelope, aerial refuelling allows both fighter and ground
support aircraft to remain in a combat area for extended peri-

ods of time. Also by careful pre-planning the location of aerial
refuelling tanker aircraft, extremely long-range missions can
be accomplished using relatively short-range aircraft.

Two aerial refuelling standards are used today; one is the
flying boom system used by the US Air Force. Here the refuel
tanker deploys a “Flying boom” which is maneuvered using
small wings called “Ruddevators” by the boom operator so
that the nozzle at the end of the flying boom penetrates the
refuelling receptacle located on the receiver aircraft. The sec-
ond system is the “Probe and Drogue“ system used by the US
Navy and all other NATO countries. In this case the tanker
aircraft deploys a drogue coupling using a tension-controlled
hose. The receiver aircraft has a receiver nozzle which is
flown into contact with the drogue coupling.

Standardization is a key issue with aerial refuelling sys-
tems that are operated by many different armed services
throughout the world. Some of these systems are hydrauli-
cally powered, some electrically powered, and some operated
by fuel pressure. To support the inter-operability issue, the
Aerial refuelling Systems Advisory Group (ARSAG) was
formed to establish standards and guidelines for all future
systems. NATO standard STANAG 3447 also supports this
objective.

Figures 13 and 14 show photographs of these two different
refuel systems in action.

Figure 13. Probe and drogue aerial refuelling. Courtesy of US Air Force photo/Senior Airman Emily Moore.
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Figure 14. Flying boom aerial refuelling. Courtesy of US Air Force photo/Master Sgt Rick Starza.

2.3 Fuel tank inerting

Military aircraft have always had to consider the possibility
of battle damage causing fuel tank penetration. Obviously,
this can result in loss of fuel and possible fuel tank explosion
with an almost certain loss of the aircraft. For this reason,
fuel tank inerting systems are typically used to render the
space above the fuel (ullage) safe from potential explosion.
From a survivability perspective, it is the overpressure result-
ing from a fuel tank explosion that can destroy an aircraft.
Many different inerting techniques have been used by the
military community over the past 40 years including halon,
stored liquid nitrogen, and reticulated foam installed in the
tanks.

More recently, the On-Board Inert Gas Generation Sys-
tem (or OBIGGS) has become the standard approach to
tank inerting for both military and commercial aircraft
applications because of the significant improvements in air-
separation technology that have taken place in the past
10 years.

Figure 15 shows a schematic diagram for a generic
OBIGGS using engine bleed air as the air inlet source.

The bleed air must be cooled via a heat exchanger to tem-
peratures below about 95 ◦C prior to being fed to the air
separator subsystem. Filters are also necessary to protect the
air separators from contaminants that can cause functional
deterioration of the air separation process. Oxygen concen-
tration levels necessary to provide an ullage that is sufficiently
inert depend upon the application. Military aircraft typically
require oxygen concentration levels to be below 9% while the
commercial aircraft have established that 12% is adequate.

The challenge for the OBIGGS designs is the capacity to
deliver sufficient NEA to the tanks system when the aircraft
is in descent with low fuel volume (and hence high ullage
volume) and low power throttle settings on the engines. In
this situation, outside air, and hence oxygen, is rushing into
the tanks via the vent system to equalize the pressure between
the ullage and the outside air and engine bleed air available
for NEA generation is at significantly lower pressure at low
power throttle settings.
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Figure 15. Generic inert gas generating system.

3 FUEL MEASUREMENT,
MANAGEMENT, AND CONTROL

3.1 Measurement, management, and control
functional overview

In all aircraft fuel systems some form of control mechanism
is required to provide coordination, control, and monitor-
ing of all fuel system functions. This system is defined
as the “Fuel Management System” and it may be entirely
under the control of the flight crew or fully automated via
complex avionics and software as part of an automated
system.

In small regional aircraft with simple two-tank fuel sys-
tems, the fuel management task is typically limited to an
automatic refuel process. Here the ground crew working at
the refuel station can specify on the refuel panel, a fuel load
requirement. Following initiation of the automatic refuel pro-
cess, the fuel management system will stop refuel as soon as
the preset/required fuel quantity has been uploaded. In such
a simple two-tank fuel system, the only functions required
are to maintain lateral balance between the port and star-
board sections of the fuel system and to allow crossfeeding
of either engine, following an engine shutdown. In these sim-
ple applications, these fuel management functions are readily
provided using manual controls initiated by the flight crew. In

long-range transport aircraft and in military aircraft applica-
tions, the complexity involved in fuel management requires
the implementation of automatic control in order to relieve
the flight crew of what could be a significantly demanding
workload.

To illustrate this point, Figure 16 shows the aircraft fuel
system from an aircraft perspective showing how the fuel
system interfaces with the overall aircraft from the flight
deck avionics, power management, and in-tank hardware
perspectives. This example represents a fairly complex fuel
measurement and management system typical of today’s
modern long-range transports.

The following paragraphs describe the measurement,
management, and control functions using this example from
the perspective of both the flight crew, for in-flight operations
and the ground crew during the refuelling process.

As indicated by the figure, the fuel management and fuel
quantity gauging systems may be implemented as an inte-
grated fuel measurement and management system.

On the flight deck and in the avionics suite, the interfacing
functions and systems include:

� The Flight Management System (FMS) which keeps the
fuel management system advised as to where in the overall
flight plan the aircraft is and to allocate auxiliary fuel tank
contents appropriately.
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Figure 16. The fuel management system and its interfaces.

� The Flight Warning Computer (FWC) receives fuel sys-
tem status advisories and warnings for display to the crew.

� The display management computer (DMC) and Mul-
tifunction Displays (MFDs) receive fuel system status
information and present this information together with
a system synoptic display to the crew on a priority basis.
(See Figure 17 which shows the synoptic for the Airbus
A340-600 four engine commercial transport.) The synop-
tic displays are presented on large Matrix LCD flat panels
in multi-color format.

� The Overhead Fuel Panel (OHP) presents fuel quantity
information to the crew on a tank-by-tank basis as well as
the total fuel on board. In addition, the overhead panel typ-
ically incorporates switches that allow the crew to select
fuel system pumps and valves directly in the event of a
failure of the automated management system.

� The Inertial Navigation System (INS) information is
typically made available to the fuel system to provide
supplementary aircraft attitude information in support of
the fuel gauging system.

� Engine master switches (ENG 1and ENG 2) typically pro-
vide signals to the fuel system to open the low pressure
feed valves making fuel boost pressure available to the
engine(s).

� Finally, the landing gear status, Weight-On-Wheels
(WOW) advises the fuel system that the aircraft is either
on the ground or in flight. The ground status allows the
refuel panel and display to be powered.

Referring to the synoptic display of Figure 17 it is clear that
the crew can see at a glance all of the major fuel system
parameters including:

� The total Fuel On Board (FOB)
� The fuel used so far in the flight
� The fuel flow to each of the four engines
� The fuel quantity and fuel temperature in each wing tank
� The pump and valve status
� Static and total air temperatures (SAT and TAT)
� Flight time since departure
� Gross weight and CG information.

From the figure it can be seen that all four low pressure (LP)
shut-off valves are open while all the crossfeed valves are
closed. Also the feed pressure to each engine is provided by
the primary boost pump while the back-up pump is shown
de-selected.

In the event of a system fault, a system status page on
a separate display below the synoptic will provide warn-
ing, caution, and advisory messages. Warnings are presented
in red, cautions in amber, and advisories in white. At each
abnormal event occurrence, the “Fuel Page” is selected auto-
matically to ensure that the crew is immediately aware and
to demand action from the crew before the display selection
can be changed.

The electrical power management system also plays a key
role in the fuel management system since loss of electrical
power to feed and transfer pumps can incur system failures
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Figure 17. Airbus A340-600 fuel system synoptic display.

with a “Serious” functional hazard assessment. For example,
loss of boost pump power at high altitudes could result in
engine flame-out. This situation can be accommodated by
monitoring the status of the electrical power management
system regarding power bus availability and when the situa-
tion is reduced to the point where one additional failure could
result in a loss of boost pressure, the fuel management sys-
tem would select an auxiliary or standby pump on-line as a
back-up source of feed line pressure.

3.2 Fuel quantity gauging

The fuel quantity gauging system measures the fuel contents
of all feed and auxiliary tanks and provides this informa-
tion to both the flight deck and, when on the ground, to the
refuel panel display at the refuelling station. The challenge
for the in-tank sensing system is to provide accurate, contin-
uous information while coping with substantial variations in
the storage environment, for example:
� Variations in fuel properties as a result of having to take

fuel on board from many different locations around the

world. Even the same fuel type can vary significantly from
batch to batch.

� Stratification resulting from loading relatively warm fuel
on top of very cold residual fuel from the previous flight

� Variations in fuel surface attitude due to aircraft maneu-
vers

� Fuel quantity variation from empty to full
� Tank structural distortion (e.g., wing bending and twist-

ing) under the influence of aerodynamic loads.

Unusable or ungaugable fuel, which is largely dependent
upon tank geometry, inter-tank compartments, tank sumps,
and fuel transfer galleries, is also a major challenge in fuel
gauging system design. This can be a significant operational
burden for the aircraft and every effort should be made early in
the system design phase to minimize this fuel quantity since
credit for it cannot be included in the required fuel load.

In addition to the need for continuous gauging of tank
mass quantity, there is also a need for discrete volumetric
information. There is a requirement for a low-level warning
system that tells the crew that an immediate safe landing is
necessary. For integrity reasons, the low level warning system
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should be functionally independent of the primary gauging
system. High level sensing is also used to protect the fuel
tanks from overfilling into the expansion space during the
refuel process. However, this function may also be provided
by hydro-mechanical means.

The most commonly used sensor technology in aircraft
fuel quantity gauging systems today is that utilizing capaci-
tance sensors, commonly referred to as probes or tank units.
A capacitance probe typically comprises a pair of concen-
tric tubes designed for near vertical mounting at a specific
location within a fuel tank to act as an electronic “dip stick”.
The capacitance between each of the two concentric tubes
varies with the wetted length due to the permittivity difference
between fuel and air.

Fuel quantity gauging system accuracy is typically speci-
fied as a percentage of the full tank quantity ± a percentage
of the prevailing quantity. The highest accuracy level require-
ment specified today (primarily for use on long-range aircraft
applications) is 0.5% of full scale ±0.5% of point.

To achieve this degree of accuracy requires the use of the
following additional sensors:

� Probe compensators: These devices are fixed capacitance
probes, located near the bottom of the tank in order to
remain submerged, that compensate primarily for varia-
tions in the permittivity of the fuel due to installation and
environmental effects. A fully submerged probe can also
act as a compensator and has the advantage of minimizing
gauging errors from fuel stratification.

� Densitometers: Direct measurement of fuel density is
necessary to provide the highest accuracy in converting
volume information into mass. Accuracies of the order of
±0.2% can be achieved with the latest sensor technology.

� Temperature sensors: Temperature measurement provides
validation of the fuel properties derived from the other
sensors and can be used, together with permittivity data,
as a back-up for the determination of fuel density in the
event of a failed densitometer (although the accuracy
achievable via this method is limited). Fuel temperature
is also required to advise the crew when the bulk fuel low
temperature limits have been reached.

The number of probes and mounting locations required to
gauge a fuel tank depends upon the tank shape and the accu-
racy requirements for the range of specified fuel surface
attitudes. In order to provide independent, contiguous gaug-
ing of fuel quantity, the probe array must have a minimum
of three probes that cut the fuel surface over the full range of
surface attitudes and tank quantities. Three surface penetra-
tions identify the fuel surface plane location within the tank
from which fuel volume and hence mass can be determined.

Accommodation of failures will add to the probe count unless
some loss in gauging accuracy is acceptable. In flight, infor-
mation from the Inertial Navigation System (INS) can be used
to provide fuel surface attitude information in support of the
gauging system.

As a backup to the main (primary) gauging and level sens-
ing system, transport aircraft incorporate a secondary fuel
gauging capability. In the event of an on-ground primary
gauging failure, the secondary gauge enables the continued
safe dispatch of the aircraft, by providing an independent
means to determine the fuel quantity in a tank or tanks. Dis-
similar sensing technology to that of the primary gauging is
usually employed to offset the risk of a common mode tank
sensor failure.

A major issue for all fuel quantity gauging and level sens-
ing systems that should be mentioned here is the requirement
to provide an intrinsically safe implementation. Since the sen-
sors involved are electrical, the probability of the discharge
of electrical energy within the fuel tank at a level sufficient
to ignite an explosion must be demonstrated to be adequately
remote.

3.2.1 Architectural considerations

There are many considerations to be taken into account in
arriving at the optimum architecture for a fuel gauging sys-
tem. These considerations are not just limited to the fuel
gauging system itself but its degree of interface with, and
its role within, the fuel system and the overall aircraft.

The design of the architecture of a fuel gauging system
and its degree of robustness is fundamentally driven by the
necessary system safety, derived requirements in terms of
availability (continuity of function) and integrity (correctness
of behavior).

In order to meet the availability and integrity requirements
some level of functional redundancy is required. The most
common architectures used today are:

� the “Brick wall” architecture and
� the “Dual channel” architecture.

The “Brick wall” approach requires that each tank be inde-
pendently gauged so that no failure can propagate from its
tank of origin to the remaining tanks. This approach is prob-
lematic when a large number of fuel tanks are involved.

The “Dual channel” architecture employs two separate
channels (typically designated Primary and Standby) for
computation of fuel quantities in all tanks. In the most recent
gauging systems, each channel has two separate proces-
sor lanes; one designated as the “Command” and the other
as the “Monitor”. If the “Monitor” lane disagrees with the
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Figure 18. Schematic of a generic dual channel fuel gauging
system.

“Command” lane, the gauging function is switched over to
the Standby channel. In this arrangement, each channel is
said to employ a “dual–dual” architecture.

Figure 18 shows a dual channel gauging system arrange-
ment for a three tank aircraft. As indicated, the in-tank sensors
are interleaved so that loss of any sensor set will not result
in total loss of quantity gauging information for that tank
although some degradation in gauging accuracy may result.
Data concentrators are typically used to provide sensor exci-
tation and to digitize and transmit the return signals to the
gauging computers. Here the fuel quantity information is
computed and made available to the flight deck, the fuel man-
agement system, and during ground operations, the refuel
control and display panel.

3.3 Fuel management and control example

In order to better explain the tasks associated with fuel man-
agement and control, the A340-600 commercial transport is
used as a specific example. This aircraft, which is a stretched
version of the A340-300, wide body, four-engine transport,
first entered service with Virgin Atlantic in July 2002. This
latest version has a completely new wing and fuel system and
can carry more than 400 passengers up to 7500 nautical miles.

Referring back to Figure 3, this aircraft has eight fuel
tanks, four feed tanks (one for each engine), two outer wing
tanks, and a trim tank in the horizontal stabilizer at the rear
of the aircraft. Each inner engine feed tank has an inboard
compartment that is maintained full during cruise so that, in
the event of an outboard engine rotor burst failure, sufficient
inboard engine feed tank fuel remains to provide some four

more hours of flight time, if its main feed tank is penetrated
in the rotor burst failure event.

In this application, the fuel management avionics are com-
bined with the fuel quantity gauging system to form an
integrated fuel measurement and management system desig-
nated the “Fuel Control and Monitoring System” or FCMS.

The system architecture uses a “dual–dual” dual chan-
nel arrangement similar to that described in Section 3.2.1
above. In this application a second independent monitor is
included within each channel to provide a higher integrity
of the quantity gauging function and to ensure that com-
mon mode software error cannot result in erroneous quantity
information being displayed to the flight crew.

The following sub-sections describe each of the fuel man-
agement system control tasks for the A340-600 aircraft.

3.3.1 Refuel distribution

In large commercial transports typical of this A340-600
example, it is important to direct the up-lifted fuel into the
appropriate tank locations to ensure that safe balance is main-
tained throughout the refuel process. Of particular concern is
when the aircraft uses a trim tank well aft of the aircraft’s
longitudinal center of gravity (CG). The horizontal stabilizer
trim tank on the A340-600 is a good example of this situation.

If this issue is neglected, and trim tank fuel is loaded early
in the refuel process, it is quite possible, in view of the large
moment arm, to cause the aircraft to tip over onto its tail
section causing substantial damage. Similarly, lateral bal-
ance must be maintained to avoid asymmetric loading of the
landing gear.

For this reason, and to minimize the ground crew work-
load, an automatic refuel distribution function is provided via
the fuel management system.

Figure 19 shows the refuel distribution process for the
A340-600. Referring to the figure, the feed tanks are first
filled to three tonnes each making the total fuel upload 12
tonnes. Outboard wing tanks are then filled to about 95% of
capacity before the feed tank fill process is restarted. When
the total fuel on board reaches about 86 tonnes, the center tank
and trim tanks begin filling. Also at this point the outer feed
tanks (which are about five tonnes smaller than the inner feed
tanks) stop filling. At 110 tonnes, the outer feed tanks stop
filling and the center tank and trim tanks continue filling. At
144 tonnes of total fuel load, all tanks begin the final topping-
up to a maximum of 171.5 tonnes based on a fuel density of
0.88 km l−1.

For lower fuel densities, volume limits will stop refuelling
at some lower quantity.

Figure 20 shows the A340-600 refuel panel with displays
for each individual tank and total fuel on-board. A preselected
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Figure 19. A340-600 Refuel up-lift distribution.

fuel load requirement can be generated using the preselect
increment/decrement switch and its associated display prior
to selecting the “auto refuel” mode. In the event of a failure of
the automatic refuel system, direct control of the tank shut-
off valves is available to the ground crew to support dispatch
of the aircraft.

3.3.2 In-flight fuel management

In today’s two-person cockpit crew philosophy it becomes
important to minimize crew workload associated with util-
ities systems management so that maximum focus can be
maintained on flying the aircraft.

Figure 20. A340-600 Refuel Panel.
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Automatic in-flight fuel management is usually employed
to ensure that the fuel on board is located appropriately via
the control of pumps and valves in order to ensure continued
safe flight and engine operation and this is the case for the
A340-600.

Control of fuel burn sequencing
The main in-flight fuel management task is the control of the
fuel consumption process. In this example, the feed tanks
are maintained at or close to full as long as there is fuel
remaining in the other auxiliary tanks. The center tank is
consumed first by transferring fuel into each feed tank as
fuel is burned. Fuel in the trim tank is transferred forward
after the aircraft passes the last way-point as defined by
the flight plan in the Flight Management System. Finally,
the outboard wing tanks are transferred into the feed tanks
once predetermined minimum feed tank quantities have
been reached. Figure 21 shows this fuel burn sequence in
graphical terms.

Active CG control
The A340-600 FCMS provides active control of longitudinal
CG during cruise by transferring fuel between the trim tank
and the forward tank system. The destination tank(s) are the
center tank while fuel is present and the engine feed tanks
once the center tank fuel has been consumed. This process
reduces the aircraft trim drag in cruise thus providing more
optimum fuel burn and better range.

Lateral balance is also provided automatically if there is
some asymmetry in either the transfer system or the engine
fuel consumption.

Manual backup control
In the A340-600 application, all of the fuel network control
valves are motor-operated and in the event of valve failures,
a number of “work-arounds” are available to provide the
required transfer functionality. This may require the use of
certain valves and galleries not involved in normal (fault-
free) flight operation under the control of the automatic
fuel management system. In addition to these automatic
“work-arounds” the flight crew has the ability to control fuel
transfer manually via switches on the Overhead Fuel Panel.

Fuel jettison control
In view of the criticality of the fuel jettison function, ini-
tiation of the process can only be done by the flight crew.
To prevent inadvertent operation, the system typically uses
a two step selection process whereby the system must first
be armed and then selected via a guarded switch. The auto-
matic aspect of the jettison function is to allow the crew to
select a fuel quantity at which the jettison is stopped. This is
important since while jettison is proceeding the crew may be
extremely busy dealing with an emergency. The default fuel
remaining quantity will correspond to the maximum landing
weight. Following selection, the jettison system will auto-
matically stop when the maximum landing weight is reached
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Figure 21. A340-600 fuel burn/transfer sequence
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or, if required, a fuel remaining target can be selected by the
crew.

Typical jettison system designs arrange for jettison pump
inlets to become uncovered at some safe low fuel state thus
ensuring that a system fault cannot result in jettison continu-
ing beyond this point.

This chapter, in its brevity, merely scratches the surface of
a very complex system. The reader who would like to obtain
a more detailed knowledge of the subject, may refer to Moir
and Seabridge (2008) and Langton et al. (2009) in addition
to the other references cited in the paper.

ABBREVIATIONS

FMS flight management system
EWC flight warning computer
DMC display management computer

MFD multi-function display
OHP over-head panel
INS inertial navigation system
ENG engine
APU auxiliary power unit
WOW weight-on-wheels
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic systems made their appearance on aircraft in the
early 1930s when the retractable undercarriage was intro-
duced. Since then an increasing number of tasks have been
performed by the application of hydraulic power and conse-
quently the power demand has increased greatly. Hydraulic
power was seen as an efficient means of transferring power
from small low energy movements in the cockpit to high en-
ergy demands in the aircraft. Hydraulic systems now have an
important role to play in all modern aircraft, both military
and civil, to the extent that safe and continued operation is
dependent on fully functioning hydraulic systems.

The introduction of powered flying controls was an obvi-
ous application for hydraulic power by which the pilot was
able to move the control surfaces with ever increasing speeds
and demands for manoeuvrability. This application brought
hydraulics in the area of safety critical systems in which sin-
gles failures could not be allowed to hazard the aircraft. The
system evolved to take account of this using multiple pumps

to ensure a diversity of supply, accumulators to store energy,
and methods of isolating leaks.

The hydraulic system today remains the most effective
source of power for both primary and secondary flying
controls, and for undercarriage, braking, and anti-skid sys-
tems. However, it is clear that more-electric systems are be-
ing considered to replace hydraulically powered systems in
some areas, and recent military and commercial aircraft have
tended toward the more-electric concept.

In choosing any type of system, certain general character-
istics, often conflicting, are sought. The principal require-
ments are low weight, low volume, low initial cost, high
reliability, and low maintenance. The latter two are the cru-
cial constituents of low cost of ownership. Hydraulic systems
meet all these requirements reasonably well, and have addi-
tional attractions. The small pipe diameters lend themselves
to flexibility of installation, the use of oil as the working
fluid provides a degree of lubrication, and the system over-
loads can be withstood without damage. Within the limits
of their structural strength, actuators can stall and in some
cases actually reverse direction. They will return to work-
ing condition perfectly normally on removal of the overload.
Many mechanical engineers consider that these attractions
make the hydraulic system more flexible and more robust
than an electrical actuation system with the same power
demand.

2 HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT DESIGN

2.1 Hydraulic loads

The majority of aircraft in use today need hydraulic power
for a number of tasks. Many of the functions to be performed
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2 Aircraft Sub-Systems

affect the safe operation of the aircraft and must not operate
incorrectly, that is, they must operate when commanded, must
not operate when not commanded, and must not fail totally
under single-failure conditions.

These requirements, together with the type of aircraft, de-
termine the design of a hydraulic system. When starting the
design of any new hydraulic system, the engineer must first
determine the functions to be performed, and then assess their
importance to flight safety. A list of typical functions that can
be powered by hydraulics is illustrated in Figure 1.

Many other functions are carried out on various aircraft
by hydraulics, but those listed above may be used as a typical
example of modern aircraft systems. A wise designer will
always allow for the addition of further functions during the
development of an aircraft.

From the above list, the designer may conclude that all
primary flight controls are critical to flight safety and, con-
sequently, no single failures must be allowed to prevent, or
even momentarily interrupt, their operation. This does not
necessarily mean that their performance cannot be allowed
to degrade to some pre-determined level, but that the degra-
dation must always be controlled systematically and the pilot
must be made aware of the state of the system. The same

reasoning may apply to some secondary flight controls, for
example, flaps and slats.

Other functions, commonly known as “services” or “util-
ities”, may be considered expendable after a failure, or may
be required to operate in just one direction after a positive
emergency selection by the pilot. In this case, the designer
must provide for the emergency movement to take place in
the correct direction, for example, undercarriages must go
down when selected and flight refuelling probes must go out
when selected. It is not essential for them to return to their
previous position in an emergency, since the aircraft can land
and take on fuel – both safe conditions.

Wheel-brakes tend to be a special case where power is
frequently provided automatically or on selection, from three
sources. One of these is a stored energy source that also allows
a parking brake function to be provided.

The scope and scale of a hydraulic system must be de-
termined by analyzing the requirements of the users of the
system. These users will have different demands of integrity
and power depending on their application.

Some of these hydraulic demands will be continuous
closed-loop servo control systems, while others will be a
demand to move from one position to another – a discrete

Figure 1. Hydraulic system loads.
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or “bang–bang” demand. All of these will contribute in their
own way to the peak and continuous demand for hydraulic
power and to the system architecture. In order to understand
each requirement, the following parameters need to be quan-
tified:

� Pressure – What will be the primary pressure of the sys-
tem? This will be determined by the appropriate standards
and the technology of the system.

� Integrity – Is the system flight safety critical or can its loss
or degradation be tolerated? This determines the num-
ber of independent sources of hydraulic power that must
be provided, and determines the need for a reversionary
source of power.

� Flow rate – What is the rate of the demand, in angular or
linear motion per second, or in litres per second in order
to achieve the desired action? This must be determined
for each actuator, and for combinations of actuators to
determine the maximum or worst case flow rate.

� Duty cycle – What is the ratio of demand for energy com-
pared to quiescent conditions? This will be high for con-
tinuously variable demands such as primary flight control
actuation on an unstable aircraft (throughout the flight),
whereas it will be low for use as a source of energy

for undercarriage lowering and retraction (twice per
flight).

� Emergency or reversionary use – Are there any elements
of the system that are intended to provide a source of
power under emergency conditions for other power gener-
ation systems? An example of this is a hydraulic-powered
electrical generator. Is there a need for a source of power in
the event of main engine loss to provide hydraulic power
that will demand the use of reversionary devices?

� Heat lad and dissipation – The amount of energy or heat
load that the components of the system contribute to hy-
draulic fluid temperature.

Analysis of these aspects enables decisions to be made on the
number and type of components required for the complete
system. A simple hydraulic system is portrayed in Figure 2
in which the following components are shown:

� A source of energy – engine, auxiliary power unit, or ram
air turbine. A reservoir to store the hydraulic fluid

� A filter to maintain the cleanliness of the hydraulic fluid
� A multiple redundant distribution system – pipes, valves,

and shut-off cocks
� Pressure and temperature sensors
� A mechanism for hydraulic oil cooling

Figure 2. A Simple hydraulic system. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons.
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4 Aircraft Sub-Systems

� A means of exercising demand – actuators, motors, and
pumps

� A means of storing energy such as an accumulator.

The primary source of power on an aircraft is the engine, and
the hydraulic pump is connected to the engine gearbox. The
pump causes a flow of fluid at a certain pressure, through
stainless steel pipes to various actuating devices. A reservoir
ensures that sufficient fluid is available under all the condi-
tions of demand.

This simple system is unlikely to satisfy the requirements
for robustness and diversity of supply, and in practice, most
aircraft contain multiple pumps and connections of pipes to
ensure that single failures and leaks do not deplete the whole
system of power. A more complex system, although still not
adequate in practice, is shown in Figure 3 as a simple example
to describe the various components of a hydraulic system
before showing some real-life examples.

To achieve the levels of safety described above requires at
least two hydraulic circuits are required as shown in Figure 3.

The degree of redundancy necessary is very largely controlled
by specifications and mandatory regulations issued by the na-
tional and international bodies charged with air safety. The
requirements differ considerably between military and civil
aircraft. Military aircraft frequently have two independent
circuits, large civil transports and passenger aircraft invari-
ably have three or more. In both types, additional auxiliary
power units and means of transferring power from one system
to another are usually provided.

It is advisable to segregate sections of any single hydraulic
system in order to protect the essential systems in the event
of a leak in the system. This will be done by designing the
system with two or more runs of piping, segregated by shut-
off valves. To these runs will be connected, for example,
the primary flight controls in one run, the secondary flight
controls and landing gear in another, and low-level utilities
in the third. If a leak occurs and is detected by the system
or the vehicle management system, then the shut-off valves
can be used to isolate and protect the primary flying control
circuits.
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2.2 Hydraulic fluid

The working fluid will be considered as a physical medium
for transmitting power, and the conditions under which it is
expected to work, for example maximum temperature and
maximum flow rate, are described.

Safety regulations bring about some differences between
military and civil aircraft fluids. With very few exceptions,
modern military aircraft have, until recently, operated exclu-
sively on a mineral-based fluid known variously as:

� DTD 585 in the UK
� MIL-H-5606 in the USA
� AIR 320 in France
� H 515 NATO

This type of mineral fluid has many advantages. It is freely
available throughout the world, is reasonably priced, and has
a low rate of change of viscosity with respect to temperature
compared to other fluids. Unfortunately, being a petroleum-
based fluid, it is flammable and is limited to a working temper-
ature of about 130 ◦C. One of the rare departures from DTD
585 was made to overcome this upper temperature limit. This
led to the use of DP 47, also known as Silicodyne, in the ill-
fated TSR2.

Since the Vietnam War, much of the industry research
has been directed to the task of finding a fluid with reduced
flammability, hence improving aircraft safety following acci-
dent or damage, particularly battle damage in combat aircraft.
This work has resulted in the introduction of MIL-H-83282,
an entirely synthetic fluid, now adopted for all US Navy air-
craft. It is miscible with DTD 585 and, although slightly more
viscous below 20 ◦C, it compares well enough.

In real terms, the designer of military aircraft hydraulic
systems has little or no choice of fluid since Defence Min-
istries of the purchasing nations will specify the fluid to be
used for their particular project. Most specifications now ask
for systems to be compatible with both DTD 585 and MIL-H-
5606.Commercial aircraft make use of phosphate ester fluids,
which are fire resistant, for example:

� Solutia Skydrol LD-4, Skydrol 500B-4 or Skydrol 5
� Exxon Type IV HJ4AP or Type V HJ5MP

These fluids are not fire proof, there are certain combinations
of fluid spray and hot surfaces that will allow them to ignite
and burn. Industry standard tests are conducted to demon-
strate a level of confidence that ignition or fire will not occur
and the hydraulic system design is influenced by these test re-
sults. Hydraulic system design will, as far as possible, ensure

that the risk is minimized of a leak impinging onto hot sur-
faces such as brake packs, heat exchangers, or hot exhausts.

2.3 Fluid pressure

Similarly, little choice is available with respect to working
pressure. Systems have been standardized at 3000 or 4000
pounds per square inch (psi). These have been chosen to keep
weight to a minimum, while staying within the body of ex-
perience built up for pumping and containing the fluid. Many
studies have been undertaken by the industry to raise the stan-
dard of working pressure. Pressure targets have varied from
5000 to 8000 psi, and all the resulting systems studies claim
to show reduced system component mass and volume. Inter-
estingly, DTD 585 cannot be used above 5000 psi because of
shear breakdown within the fluid.

A detailed study would show that the optimum pressure
will differ for every aircraft design. This is obviously im-
practical and would preclude the common use of well-proven
components and test equipment.

2.4 Fluid temperature

With fast jet aircraft capable of sustained operation above
Mach 1, there are advantages of operating the system at high
temperatures, but the upper temperature is limited by the type
of fluid used. For many years, the use of DTD 585 has lim-
ited temperatures to about 130 ◦C, and components and seals
have been qualified accordingly. The use of MIL-H-83282
has raised this limit to 200 ◦C and many other fluids have
been used from time to time, for example, on Concorde and
TSR2, to allow high temperature systems to be used.

A disadvantage of operating at high temperatures is that
phosphate-ester-based fluids can degrade as a result of hy-
drolysis and oxidation. As temperature increases, the viscos-
ity of the fluid falls. At some point, lubricity will be reduced
to the extent that connected actuators and motors may be
damaged.

2.5 Fluid flow rate

Determination of the flow rate is more difficult. When the
nominal system pressure is chosen, it must be remembered
that this is, in effect, a stall pressure. That is to say that apart
from some very low quiescent leakage, no flow will be present
in the circuit. The designer must allocate some realistic pres-
sure drop that can be achieved in full flow conditions from
pump outlet to reservoir. This is usually from 20 to 25% of
nominal pressure.
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Having established this, the pressure drop across each ac-
tuator will be known. The aerodynamic loads and flight con-
trol laws will determine the piston area and rate of move-
ment. The designer must then decide which actuators will be
required to act simultaneously and at what speed they will
move. The sum of these will give the maximum flow rate
demanded of the system. It is important also to know at what
part of the flight this demand takes place.

It is normal to represent the flow demands at various phases
of the flight – take-off, cruise, and so on – graphically or as
a spread-sheet based load analysis. The maximum flow rate
does not necessarily size the pump to be used. It is frequently
found that the flow required on approach provides the design
case, when the engine rpm, and hence pump rpm, are low.

It may be found that the absolute maximum flow demand
is of very short duration, involving very small volumes of oil
at very high velocities. In this case, sizing a pump to meet this
demand may not be justified. An accumulator can be used to
augment the flow available, but care must be taken. An ac-
cumulator contains a compressed gas cylinder, and the gas is
used to provide energy to augment system pressure. There-
fore, the fluid volume and pressure available will depend on
the gas temperature. In a situation where the flow demanded
will exceed the pump capabilities, the system pressure is con-
trolled by the accumulator, not the pump. This case will in-
fluence the circuit pressure drop calculations if the necessary
pressure across the actuator piston is to be maintained.

The frequency of maximum demand must also be known,
and time must be available for the pump to recharge the ac-
cumulator if it is not eventually to become empty by repeated
use.

2.6 Hydraulic piping

When the system architecture is defined for all aircraft sys-
tems using hydraulic power, then it is possible to design the
pipe layout in the aircraft. This layout will take into account
the need to separate pipes to avoid common mode failures as
a result of accidental damage or the effect of battle damage
in a military aircraft. Once this layout has been obtained, it
is possible to measure the lengths of pipe and calculate the
flow rate in each section and branch of pipe. It is likely that
the first attempts to define a layout will result in straight lines
only, but this is adequate for a reasonably accurate initial
calculation.

If an allowable pressure drop of 25% has been selected
throughout the system, this may now be further divided be-
tween pressure pipes, return pipes, and components. The de-
signer will eventually control the specifications for the com-
ponents, and in this sense he can allocate any value he chooses

for pressure drop across each component. It must be appreci-
ated, however, that these values must eventually be achieved
without excessive penalties being incurred by over-large port-
ing or body sizes.

Once pipe lengths, flow rates, and permissible pressure
drops are known, pipe diameters can be calculated using the
normal expression governing friction flow in pipes. It is nor-
mal to assume a fluid temperature of 0 ◦C for calculations,
and in most cases the flow in aircraft hydraulic systems is
turbulent. Pressure losses in the system piping can be signif-
icant and care should be taken to determine pipe diameters
accurately. Theoretical sizes will be modified by the need
to use standard pipe ranges, and this must be taken into
account.

The piping is complemented by a range of standard con-
nections and seals in order to connect user equipments and
also to enable branches and connections to be made.

2.7 Hydraulic pumps

A system will contain one or more hydraulic pumps depend-
ing on the type of aircraft and the conclusions reached after
a thorough safety analysis and the consequent need for re-
dundancy of hydraulic supply to the aircraft systems. The
pump is normally mounted on an engine-driven gearbox. In
civil applications the pump is mounted on an accessory gear-
box mounted on the engine. For military applications the
pump is mounted on an aircraft mounted accessory drive
(AMAD) mounted on the airframe. Diversity of supply is
important, and examples will be found of aircraft having a
number of pumps driven by different mechanisms such as en-
gine gearbox, AC or DC electric motor, air motor, or a ram air
turbine.

The pump speed is therefore directly related to engine
speed, and must be capable of working over a wide speed
range. The degree of gearing between the pump and the en-
gine varies between engine types, and is chosen from a spec-
ified range of preferred values. A typical maximum contin-
uous speed for a modern military aircraft is 6000 rpm, but
this is largely influenced by pump size, the smallest pumps
running fastest.

The universally used pump type is known as variable de-
livery, constant pressure. Demand on the pump tends to be
continuous throughout a flight, but frequently varying in mag-
nitude. This type of pump makes it possible to meet this
sort of demand pattern without too much wastage of power.
Within the flow capabilities of these pumps the pressure can
be maintained within 5% of nominal except during the short
transitional stages from low flow to high flow. This also helps
to optimize the overall efficiency of the system.
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The pumps are designed to sense outlet pressure and give
the feed back of this signal to a plate carrying the recipro-
cating pistons. The plate is free to move at an angle to the
longitudinal axis of the rotating drive shaft. There are nor-
mally nine pistons arranged diametrically around the plate
to provide a ripple-free supply of fluid. The position of the
plate therefore varies the amount of reciprocating movement
of each piston.

A more detailed diagrammatic representation of a variable
displacement piston pump showing the working principle is
shown in Figure 4, together with a typical characteristic curve
and an example.

When the plate is at 90◦ to the linear axis, there is no lin-
ear displacement of the pistons. Up to its maximum limit, the
plate will move to displace the volume needed to maintain
nominal system pressure. When flow demands beyond the
maximum displacement are made, the system pressure drops
rapidly to zero. For short periods, pressure can be maintained

by means of an accumulator as described above. An exam-
ple of an accumulator used in the Challenger and RJ Series
aircraft can be seen in Figure 5 and an example of bootstrap
reservoir is also shown.

2.8 Fluid conditioning

Under normal working conditions, hydraulic fluid needs cool-
ing and cleaning. Occasionally, it is necessary to de-aerate by
the connection of ground equipment, although increasingly
modern systems are being produced with devices to bleed off
any air accumulating in the reservoir.

For cooling purposes the fuel/hydraulic heat exchanger is
used. This ensures that cooling on the ground is available.
Further, air/fluid cooling may be provided once the aircraft is
in flight. Since heat exchangers are low-pressure devices, they
are normally situated in the return line to the actuator/service.

Figure 4. A variable displacement pump. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons.
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Figure 5. Examples of hydraulic systems components.

When a pump is running off-load, all the heat generated by
its inefficiencies is carried away by the pump case drain line.
The heat exchanger should therefore be positioned to cool this
flow before its entry into the reservoir. Care must be taken
to determine the maximum pressure experienced by the heat
exchanger and to ensure that not only is adequate strength
present to prevent external burst but, in addition no failure
occurs across the matrix between fuel and hydraulic fluid.

The introduction of servo-valves with very fine clearances
emphasized the need for very clean fluids. The filter manufac-
turers responded to this by developing filter elements made of
resin-bonded paper supported by arrangements of metal tubes
and wire mesh. This produces filter elements of high strength
capable of withstanding differential pressures of one-and-a-
half times the system pressure.

These filters are capable, under carefully designed test
conditions, of stopping all particles of the contaminant above
5 �m in size, and a high percentage of particles below this
size. This characteristic has led to filter elements becoming
known by an absolute rating, the two examples above being
5 �m absolute.

More recent work is based on the ratio of particles up-
stream and downstream of the filter unit. This is referred to
as the “beta” rating. When specifying and choosing filter el-
ements, it is most important to specify the test method to be
used.

Several standards exist defining the cleanliness of the fluid
and these are based on a number of particles in the series of
size ranges. Typically, these are: 5–15, 15–25, 25–50, 50–
100, and above 100 �m, to be found in 100 ml of liquid. Un-
fortunately, there is no way of determining the relationship
between the absolute rating of an element and the desired
cleanliness level. The choice of elements rests entirely on past
experience and test results. In most of the cases, it has been
found that an adequate level of cleanliness can be achieved
and maintained by the use of a 5 �m absolute return line filter
in combination with a 15 �m pressure line filter. This combi-
nation also gives acceptable element life. Filters are not used
in the pump inlet line.

A further consequence of the demand for clean fluid has
been a need for a means of measuring the cleanliness levels
achieved. Electronic automatic counters are now available,
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which are capable of providing rapid counts with a repeata-
bility within 5% in a form suitable for rapid interrogation by
ground servicing crews.

2.9 Hydraulic reservoir

The requirements for this component vary depending on the
type of aircraft involved. For most military aircraft the reser-
voir must be fully aerobatic. This means that the fluid must
be fully contained, with no air/fluid interfaces, and a supply
of fluid must be maintained in all aircraft attitudes and g con-
ditions. In order to achieve a good volumetric efficiency from
the pump, reservoir pressure must be sufficient to accelerate
a full charge of fluid into each cylinder while it is open to
the inlet port. The need to meet pump response times may
double the pressure required for stabilized flow conditions.

The volume of the reservoir is controlled by national spec-
ifications and includes all differential volumes in the system,
allowance for thermal expansion, and a generous emergency
margin.

It is a common practice to isolate certain parts of the sys-
tem when the reservoir level falls below a pre-determined
point. This is an attempt to isolate leaks within the system
and to provide further protection for flight safety critical sub-
systems. The cut-off point must ensure sufficient volume for
the remaining systems under all conditions. The reservoir will
be protected by a pressure relief valve that can dump the fluid
overboard.

2.10 Warnings and status

Several instruments are normally situated in the hydraulic
power generation system to monitor its performance con-
tinuously. Pressure transducers monitor system pressure and
transmit this signal to gauges in the cockpit. Pressure switches
are also incorporated to provide a warning of low pressure
in the system on the central warning panel. Filter block-
age indicators show the condition of the filter elements to
ground servicing personnel, and a fluid temperature warn-
ing may be given to the aircrew. With the increasing use of
microprocessor-based system management units, more in-
depth health monitoring of all major components is possible
with data displayed to ground crew on a maintenance data
panel. The use of prognostics system enables comprehen-
sive predictions to be made of the need to replenish fluids
and replace filters, while measuring progressive degradation
in performance, which can be used to direct maintenance
operations.

As well as providing information to the crew, sensors are
used to provide system status to on-board prognostic and
health monitoring systems to locate faults and degradation in
the performance of system components.

2.11 Emergency power sources

All hydraulic systems have some form of emergency power
source. In its simplest form, this will be an accumulator. It
is mandatory for wheel-brake systems to have a stand-by ac-
cumulator capable of supplying power for a pre-determined
number of brake applications when all other sources of power
are inoperative. Military aircraft cockpit canopies are fre-
quently opened and closed hydraulically, and emergency
opening can be achieved by the use of stored energy in accu-
mulators.

Accumulators may also be used to provide sufficient flight
control actuator movement to recover the aircraft to a straight
and level flight into the engine re-light envelope, or into a safe
attitude so that the military crew can eject safely in the event
of total systems failure.

To supply emergency power for longer periods, an electric
motor-driven pump may be provided. Battery size and weight
are the main limitations in this case, and to minimize these
factors, the flow available is usually kept as low as possible to
operate only those devices that are considered indispensable.
Frequently, it is also possible to operate at some pressure
below the nominal system pressure, even so it is unlikely that
an acceptable installation can be achieved that will provide
power for more than 5 or 6 minutes.

Weight may be kept to a minimum by the use of a one-
shot battery. This allows the latest battery technology to
be exploited without any concessions being made to obtain
recharge capabilities. Selection will be automatic from a pres-
sure switch with additional cockpit selection also being avail-
able.

For continuous emergency supply, a ram air turbine (RAT)
may be used. This carries with it several disadvantages. Space
must be found to stow the turbine and carriage assembly, a
small accumulator is needed to deploy the turbine in emer-
gency, and because speed governing and blade feathering are
employed, the assembly is complicated. Hydraulic pumps
and/or emergency electrical generators can be mounted im-
mediately behind the turbine on the same shaft. It is, however,
more common to mount them at the bottom of the carriage
arm close to the deployment hinge axis. This involves the
use of drive shafts and gears. To keep the turbine blade swept
diameter at a reasonable figure, the power developed must be
kept low and it may be difficult to mount the assembly on the
airframe so that the airflow is not impeded by the fuselage at
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peculiar aircraft attitudes. Deployment of the RAT is as for
the electric motor-driven pump.

In spite of these drawbacks, ram air turbines have several
times proved their worth, particularly on civil aircraft, pro-
viding the only means of hydraulic power until an emergency
has been dealt with and the aircraft has been recovered to a
safe attitude.

In some cases, a wind-milling engine may in certain cir-
cumstances provide sufficient energy to power an emergency
generator. However, as the rates of rotation are relatively low,
∼18% for a military turbojet and ∼8% rpm for a large turbo-
fan, special measures and generation techniques need to be
taken to extract usable electric power under these situations.
Nevertheless, the F/A-18 cyclo-converter already in service
provides this capability and a more-electric technology is be-
ing developed to provide useable power for civil applications
in terms of fan-shaft-driven generation.

3 AIRCRAFT SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

Since the range of hydraulic system design is dependent on
the type of aircraft, it would not be sensible to give a single
example. The following applications cover a range of single
and multiple engine aircraft of both civil and military types.

3.1 Boeing 747-400

The B747-400 has four full-time independent hydraulic sys-
tems, each driven by a separate engine, to assure the supply
of hydraulic pressure to the flight controls and other users.
These are systems 1, 2, 3, and 4 serviced by a total of eight
hydraulic pumps. Figure 6 shows a simplified layout with the
connection of system.

� System 1 is pressurized by an engine-driven pump (EDP)
and an air-driven pump (ADP). An auxiliary ACMP may
also be connected if required.

� System 2 is pressurized by an EDP and an AC motor-
driven pump (ACMP).

� System 3 is pressurized by an EDP and an ACMP.
� System 4 is pressurized by an EDP and an air-driven

pump. The auxiliary ACMP for ground use is connected
to this system.

3.2 Boeing 767

The B767 has three full-time independent hydraulic systems
to assure the supply of hydraulic pressure to the flight controls
and other users. These are the left, right, and center systems
serviced by a total of eight hydraulic pumps.

No 1
EDP

No 4
EDP

No 3
EDP

No 2
EDP

ACMPACMP ADPADP

Aux
ACMP

(optional)

Aux
ACMP

(ground
use only)

System 4System 1 System 3System 2

Flight controls

Nose gear
actuation

Body gear
actuation

Steering

Alternate
brakes

Flight controls

Alternate
brakes

Flight controlsFlight controls

Wing gear
actuation

Steering

Normal brakes

Figure 6. Simplified B747 hydraulic system. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons.
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Figure 7. Simplified B767 hydraulic system. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons.

� The left system is pressurized by an EDP capable of de-
livering 142 litres per minute (l min−1) or 37.5 US gallons
per minute (gpm). A secondary or demand electric motor-
driven pump capable of delivering 26.5 l min−1 or 7 gpm
is turned on automatically in the event that the primary
pump cannot maintain pressure.

� The right system has a similar configuration to the left
system.

� The center system uses two electric motor driven pumps,
each with the capability of delivering 26.5 l min−1or
7 gpm as the primary supply. ADP with a capacity of
140.2 l min−1or 37 gpm is used as a secondary or de-
mand pump for the center system. The center system also
has an emergency RAT rated at 42.8 l min−1 or 11.3 gpm
at 2140 psi.

Figure 7 shows a simplified diagram of the B767 hydraulic
system. Primary flight control actuators, autopilot servo-
valves, and spoilers receive hydraulic power from each of
the three independent hydraulic systems. The stabilizer, yaw
dampers, elevator feel units, and the brakes are operated from
two systems. A power transfer unit (PTU) between the left
and right systems provides a third source of power to the
horizontal stabilizer.

A motorized valve (M) located between the delivery of AC
motor-driven pump ACMP #1 and ACMP #2 may be closed to
act as an isolation valve between the ACMP #1 and ACMP #2/
ADP delivery outputs.

Hydraulic systems status and a synoptic display may be
portrayed on the Engine Indication and Crew Alerting Sys-
tem (EICAS) displays situated between the Captain and First

Table 1. B767 Simplified hydraulic schedule. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons.

Pump Pump Operating
System continuous demand conditions

Left or right EDP ACMP Basic system pressure
Center ACMP #1 Basic system pressure – maintains isolated system pressure

ACMP #2 Basic system pressure – does not operate when one engine is out or left and right ACMPs are on
Center ADP Supplements ACMPs #1 and 2
Center RAT Operates when deployed
(emergency)
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Officer on the instrument console. A number of maintenance
pages may also be displayed. The supply schedule for the
different pumps is given in Table 1.

The RAT supplies emergency power in flight, once the
engine speed (N2) has fallen below 50% on both the engines
and the airspeed is in excess of 80 kts. The RAT may only be
restored on the ground.

3.3 Boeing 777

The aircraft is equipped with three continuously operating
hydraulic systems called left, center, and right as shown in

Figure 8. Each system has its own hydraulic reservoir as a
source of hydraulic fluid.

� The left system is pressurized by an engine-driven pump
(EDP) located on engine No. 1 and an AC motor driven
pump (ACMP).

� The center system is pressurized by two AC electric
motor-driven pumps driven by each engine generator. Two
air driven pumps also provide power. A ram air turbine
(RAT) can provide power in emergency conditions.

� The right system is pressurized by an EDP located on
Engine No. 1 and an ACMP.

Figure 8. Simplified B777 hydraulic system. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons.
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Figure 9. Simplified B787 hydraulic system. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons.

3.4 Boeing 787

The B787 has three full-time independent hydraulic systems
to assure the supply of hydraulic pressure to the flight controls
and other users. These are the left, right, and center systems
serviced by a total of eight hydraulic pumps as shown in
Figure 9.

� The left system is pressurized by an EDP capable of
delivering 148 l min−1 or 39 gpm. A secondary or de-
mand electric motor-driven pump capable of delivering
22.7 l min−1 or 6 gpm is turned on automatically in the
event that the primary pump cannot maintain pressure.

� The right system has a similar configuration to the left
system.

� The center system uses two electric driven motor-pumps,
each with the capability of delivering 121 l min−1 or
32 gpm as the primary supply. The center system also
has an emergency RAT rated at 49 l min−1 or 13 gpm at
2140 psi.

3.5 Airbus A 320

The aircraft is equipped with three continuously operating
hydraulic systems called blue, green, and yellow. Each sys-

tem has its own hydraulic reservoir as a source of hydraulic
fluid.

� The green system (System 1) is pressurized by an engine-
driven pump (EDP) located on Engine No. 1, that may
deliver 140 l min−1 or 37 gpm.

� The blue system (System 2) is pressurized by an elec-
tric motor-driven pump capable of delivering 23 l min−1

or 6.1 gpm. A ram air turbine (RAT) can provide up to
78 l min−1 or 20.6 gpm at 2175 psi in emergency condi-
tions.

� The yellow system (System 3) is pressurized by an EDP
driven by engine No. 2. An electric motor-driven pump
is provided that is capable of delivering 23 l min−1 or
6.1 gpm for ground servicing operations. This system also
has a hand-pump to pressurize the system for cargo door
operation when the aircraft is on the ground with electrical
power unavailable.

Each channel has the provision for the supply of ground-
based hydraulic pressure during maintenance operations.
Each of the main systems has a hydraulic accumulator to
maintain system pressure in the event of transients as shown
in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Simplified A320 family hydraulic system. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons.

Each system includes a leak measurement valve (shown
as L in a square on the diagram), and a priority valve (shown
as P in a square).

� The leak measurement valve is positioned upstream of the
primary flight controls and is used for the measurement of
leakage in each flight control system circuit. It is operated
from the ground maintenance panel.

� In the event of a low hydraulic pressure, the priority valve
maintains pressure supply to essential systems by cutting
off the supply to heavy load users.

The bi-directional power transfer unit (PTU) enables the
green or the yellow systems to power each other without the
transfer of fluid. In flight, in the event that only one engine is
running, the PTU will automatically operate when the differ-
ential pressure between the systems is greater than 500 psi.
On the ground, while operating the yellow system using the
electric motor-driven pump, the PTU will also allow the green
system to be pressurized.

The RAT extends automatically in flight in the event of
failure of both engines and the APU. In the event of an engine
fire, a fire valve in the suction line between the EDP and the
appropriate hydraulic reservoir is closed, isolating the supply
of hydraulic fluid to the engine.

Pressure and status readings are taken at various points
around the systems, which allows the composition of a
hydraulic system display to be shown on the electronic
centralized aircraft monitor (ECAM).

3.6 Airbus A380

Hydraulic channel 1 is pressurized by four EDP and one
EMP driven by engines 1 and 2, and hydraulic channel 2
is also pressurized by four EDPs and one EMP driven by
engines 3 and 4 as shown in Figure 11. In addition to this,
there are two electrical channels each containing three vari-
able frequency generators (VFG), providing a consolidated
source of power to the electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHA)
and electrical backup hydraulic actuators (EBHA).
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Figure 11. Simplified A380 hydraulic system. Reproduced from Moir and Seabridge (2008) c© John Wiley & Sons.
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1 THE AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM

The generic parts of a typical alternating current (AC) air-
craft electrical system are shown in Figure 1 comprising the
following:

� Power generation
� Primary power distribution and protection
� Power conversion and energy storage
� Secondary power distribution and protection.

2 POWER GENERATION

2.1 DC power generation

DC systems use generators to develop a DC voltage to sup-
ply aircraft system loads; usually the voltage is 28 V DC but
270 V DC systems are also in use. The generator is regulated
to supply 28 V DC at all times to the aircraft loads such that
any tendencies for the voltage to vary or fluctuate are over-
come. DC generators are self-exciting, in that they contain
rotating electro-magnets that generate the electrical power.
The conversion to DC power is achieved by using a device
called a commutator that enables the output voltage, which
would appear as a simple sine wave output, to be effectively
half-wave rectified and smoothed to present a steady DC
voltage with a ripple imposed.

In aircraft applications, the generators are typically shunt-
wound in which the high resistance field coils are connected
in parallel with the armature as shown in Figure 2a.

The natural load characteristic of the shunt-wound gen-
erator is for the voltage to ‘droop’ with the increasing load
current, whereas the desired characteristic is to control the
output at a constant voltage – nominally 28 V DC. For this
purpose a voltage regulator is used, which modifies the field
current to ensure that terminal voltage is maintained while
the aircraft engine speed and generator loads vary. The prin-
ciple of operation of the DC voltage regulator is shown in
Figure 2b.

2.2 AC power generation

An AC system uses a generator to generate a sine wave of
a given voltage and, in most cases, of a constant frequency.
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Figure 3. Principle of operation of modern AC generator.

The construction of the alternator is simpler than that of the
DC generator in that no commutator is required. Early AC
generators used slip rings to pass current to/from the rotor
windings; however, these suffered from abrasion and pitting,
especially when passing high currents at altitude. Modern AC
generators work on the principle shown in Figure 3, which is
known as a compound generator.

This AC generator may be regarded as several machines
sharing the same shaft. From left to right as viewed on the
diagram they comprise:

� A permanent magnet generator; (PMG)
� An excitation stator surrounding an excitation rotor con-

taining rotating diodes;
� A power rotor encompassed by a power stator.

The flow of power through this generator is highlighted by the
dashed line. The PMG generates ‘raw’ (variable frequency,
variable voltage) power sensed by the control and regulation
section that is part of the generator controller. This modulates
the flow of DC current into the excitation stator windings
and therefore controls the voltage generated by the excita-
tion rotor. The rotation of the excitation rotor within the field

produced by the excitation stator windings is rectified by
means of diodes contained within the rotor, and supplies
a regulated and controlled DC voltage to excite the power
rotor windings. The rotating field generated by the power
rotor induces an AC voltage in the power stator that may be
protected and supplied to the aircraft systems.

Most AC systems used on aircraft are three-phase systems;
that is, the alternator generates three sine waves, each phase
positioned 120◦ out of phase with the others. These phases
are most often connected in a star configuration with one end
of each of the phases connected to a neutral point as shown
in Figure 4. In this layout the phase voltage of a standard
aircraft system is 115 V AC, whereas the line voltage mea-
sured between lines is 200 V AC. The standard for aircraft
frequency controlled systems is 400 Hz.

The descriptions given above outline the two primary
methods of power generation used on aircraft for many years.
The main advantage of AC power is that it operates at a
higher voltage – 115 V AC rather than 28 V DC for the DC
system. The use of a higher voltage is not an advantage in
itself; in fact higher voltages require better standards of insu-
lation. It is in the transmission of power that the advantage of
higher voltage is most apparent. For a given amount of power
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Figure 4. Star connected three-phase AC generator.

transmission a higher voltage relates to an equivalent lower
current. The lower the current the lower are the losses such
as voltage drops (proportional to current) and power losses
(proportional to current squared). Also as current conductors
are generally heavy it can be seen that the reduction in current
also saves weight, a very important consideration for aircraft
systems.

2.3 Power generation control

The primary elements of power system control are:

� DC systems – voltage regulation, parallel operation, pro-
tection functions

� AC systems – voltage regulation, parallel operation,
supervisory functions

2.3.1 DC system generation control

Voltage Regulation: DC generation is by means of shunt-
wound self-exciting machines as briefly outlined above. The
principle of voltage regulation is outlined in Figure 2b. This
shows a variable resistor in series with the field winding such
that variation of the resistor alters the resistance of the field
winding; hence, the field current and output voltage may
be varied. In actual fact the regulation is required to be an
automatic function that takes account of load and engine
speed. The voltage regulation needs to be in accordance
with the standard used to specify aircraft power generation
systems, namely MIL-STD-704D. This standard specifies

the voltage at the point of regulation and the nature of the
acceptable voltage drops throughout the aircraft distribution,
protection, and wiring system. DC systems are limited to
around 400 amps or 12 kW per channel maximum for two
reasons:

1. the size of conductors and switchgear to carry the neces-
sary current becomes prohibitive, and

2. the brush wear on brushed DC generators becomes exces-
sive with resulting maintenance costs if these levels are
exceeded.

Parallel Operation: In multi-engined aircraft each engine
will be driving its own generator, and in this situation, it is
desirable that ‘no-break’ or uninterrupted power is provided
in cases of engine or generator failure. A number of sensitive
aircraft instruments and navigation devices, which comprise
some of the electrical loads, may be disturbed and may need to
be restarted or re-initialized following a power interruption.
In order to satisfy this requirement generators are paralleled
to carry an equal proportion of the electrical load between
them. Individual generators are controlled by means of volt-
age regulators that automatically compensate for variations.
In the case of parallel generator operation there is a need to
interlink the voltage regulators such that any unequal loading
of the generators can be adjusted by means of corresponding
alterations in field current. This paralleling feature is more
often known as an equalizing circuit and therefore provides
‘no break’ power in the event of a major system failure. A
simplified diagram showing the main elements of DC parallel
operation is in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. DC generator parallel operation.

Protection Functions: The primary conditions for which
protection needs to be considered in a DC system are as
follows:

� Reverse current. In a DC system it is evident that the cur-
rent should flow from the generator to the busbars and
distribution systems. In a fault situation, it is possible for
current to flow in the reverse direction and the primary
system components need to be protected from this eventu-
ality. This is usually achieved by means of reverse current
circuit breakers or relays. These devices effectively sense
reverse current and switch the generator out of circuit;
thus, preventing any ensuing damage.

� Over-voltage protection. Faults in the field excitation cir-
cuit can cause the generator to over-excite and thereby,
regulate the supply voltage to an erroneous overvoltage
condition. This could then result in the electrical loads
being subject to conditions that could cause permanent
damage. Overvoltage protection senses these failure con-
ditions and opens the line contactor taking the generator
off-line.

� Under-voltage protection. In a single generator system
undervoltage is a similar fault condition as the reverse
current situation already described. However, in a multi-

generator configuration with paralleling by means of
an equalizing circuit, the situation is different. Here,
an undervoltage protection capability is essential as the
equalizing circuit is always trying to raise the output of
a lagging generator; in this situation the undervoltage
protection is an integral part of the parallel load sharing
function.

2.3.2 AC power generation control

Voltage Regulation: As has already been described, AC
generators differ from DC machines; in that they require
a separate source of DC excitation for the field wind-
ings although the system described earlier does allow the
generator to bootstrap the generation circuits. The sub-
ject of AC generator excitation is a complex topic for
which the technical solutions vary according to whether
the generator is frequency-wild or constant frequency.
Some of these solutions comprise sophisticated control
loops with error detectors, pre-amplifiers, and power
amplifiers.

Parallel Operation: In the same way that DC generators
are operated in parallel to provide ‘no break’ power, AC
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Figure 6. AC generator parallel operation.

generators may also be controlled in a similar fashion. This
technique only applies to constant frequency AC generation
as it is impossible to parallel frequency-wild or Variable
Frequency (VF) AC generators. In fact, many of the air-
craft loads such as anti/de-icing heating elements driven
by VF generators are relatively frequency insensitive and
the need for ‘no break’ power is not nearly so impor-
tant. To parallel AC machines the control task is more
complex as both real and reactive (imaginary) load vec-
tors have to be synchronized for effective load sharing.
No break power transfer is also important during start
up/shutdown in the transition from/to ground power, and/or
APU generated power, to/from aircraft main generator power,
to avoid malfunction or resetting of electrically powered
equipment.

The sharing of real load depends upon the relative rota-
tional speeds and hence the relative phasing of the generator
voltages. Constant speed or constant frequency AC gener-
ation depends upon the tracking accuracy of the constant
speed drives of the generators involved. In practice, real
load sharing is achieved by control laws, which measure
the degree of load imbalance by using current transformers

and error detection circuitry; thereby, trimming the constant
speed drives such that the torques applied by all generators are
equal.

The sharing of reactive load between the generators is a
function of the voltage generated by each generator as for the
DC parallel operation case. The generator output voltages
depend upon the relevant performance of the voltage regula-
tors and field excitation circuitry. To accomplish reactive load
sharing requires the use of special transformers called mutual
reactors, error detection circuitry, and pre-amplifiers/power
amplifiers to adjust the field excitation current. Therefore,
by a using a combination of trimming the speed of the con-
stant speed drive (CSD) and balancing the field excitation
to the generators, real and reactive load components may
be shared equally between the generators as illustrated in
Figure 6. This has the effect of providing a powerful single
vector AC power supply to the aircraft AC system providing
a very ‘stiff’ supply in periods of high power demand. Per-
haps the biggest single advantage of paralleled operation is
that all the generators are operating in phase synchronism;
therefore, in the event of a failure there are no changeover
transients.
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Figure 7. Electrical power generation types.

Supervisory and Protection Functions:Typical supervi-
sory or protection functions undertaken by a typical AC
generator controller or GCU are listed below:

� Overvoltage
� Undervoltage
� Under/overexcitation
� Under/overfrequency
� Differential current protection
� Correct phase rotation

The overvoltage, undervoltage, and under/overexcitation
functions are similar to the corresponding functions described
for DC generation control. Under/overfrequency protection is
effectively executed by the real load sharing function already
described above for AC parallel operation. Differential cur-
rent protection is designed to detect a short-circuit busbar
or feeder line fault, which could impose a very high cur-
rent demand on the short-circuited phase. Differential current
transformers sense the individual phase currents at differing
parts of the system. These are connected so that detection
circuitry will sense any gross difference in phase current (say
in excess 30 amps per phase) resulting from a phase imbal-
ance and disconnect the generator from the busbar by tripping
the generator control breaker (GCB). Phase rotation checks
for the correct rotation: R > Y > G of the supply in case any
connections have been cross-wired.

2.3.3 Modern AC electrical power generation
types

So far basic DC and AC power generating systems have been
described: the DC system is limited by currents greater than
400 amps and the constant frequency AC method using an
integrated drive generator (IDG) has been mentioned. In fact
there are many more power generation types in use today.
A number of recent papers have identified the issues and
projected the growth in aircraft electric power requirements
in a civil aircraft setting, even without the advent of more-
electric systems. However, not only are aircraft electrical
system power levels increasing but the diversity of primary
power generation types is increasing.

The different types of electrical power generation cur-
rently being considered are shown in Figure 7. The
constant frequency (CF) 115 V AC, three-phase, 400 Hz
generation types are typified by the integrated drive gen-
erator (IDG), variable speed constant frequency (VSCF)
cycloconverter and DC link options. Variable frequency
(VF) 115 V AC, three-phase power generation – some-
times termed ‘frequency wild’ – is also a more recent
contender, and although a relatively inexpensive form of
power generation, it has the disadvantage that some motor
loads may require motor controllers. Military aircraft in
the United States are inclining toward 270 V DC systems.
Permanent magnet generator (PMG) are used to generate
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8 Aircraft Sub-Systems

28 V DC emergency electrical power for high integrity
systems.

Figure 7 is also interesting in that it shows the disposition
between generation system components located on the engine
and those within the airframe. Without being drawn into the
partisan arguments regarding the pros and cons of the major
types of power generation in use or being introduced to day
it is worth examining the main contenders:

� Constant frequency using an IDG
� Variable frequency
� Variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) options.

2.3.4 Constant frequency/IDG generation

The main features of CF/IDG power are shown in Figure 8a.
In common with all the other power generation types this has
to cater for a 2:1 ratio in engine speed between maximum
power and ground idle. The constant speed drive (CSD) in
effect acts as an automatic gearbox, maintaining the generator
shaft speed at a constant rpm, which results in a constant fre-
quency output of 400 Hz, usually within ∼10 Hz or less. The
drawback of the hydro-mechanical CSD is that it needs to be
correctly maintained in terms of oil charge level and oil clean-
liness. Also to maintain high reliability, frequent overhauls
may be necessary.

That said, the IDG is used to power the majority of con-
temporary civil transport aircraft. The main features are:

� Constant frequency AC is most commonly used on turbo-
fan aircraft today.

� The complexity of the constant speed drive means that
system is costly to purchase and maintain.

� There is a single company monopoly on the supply of
CSD/IDG machines.

� Alternate methods of power generation are being consid-
ered.

2.3.5 Variable frequency generation

Variable frequency (VF) power generation as shown in Figure
8b is the simplest and most reliable form of power genera-
tion. In this technique no attempt is made to nullify the effects
of the 2:1 engine speed ratio and the power output, though
regulated to 115 V AC, suffers a frequency variation typi-
cally from 380 to 720 Hz. This wide band VF power has an
effect on frequency-sensitive aircraft loads, the most obvi-
ous being the effect on AC electric motors that are used in
many aircraft systems. There can therefore be a penalty to
be paid in the performance of other aircraft systems such
as fuel, ECS, and hydraulics. In many cases variations in

motor/pump performance may be accommodated, but in the
worst cases a motor controller may be needed to restore an
easier control situation. Major airframe manufacturers such
as Airbus and Boeing place the burden upon equipment sup-
pliers to ensure that major electrical components perform to
specification throughout the anticipated frequency range and
the aircraft power quality – such as power factor – is not
adversely affected.

VF is being widely adopted in the business jet com-
munity as their power requirements take them above the
28 V DC/12 kW limit of twin 28 V DC systems. Aircraft such
as Global Express had VF designed in from the beginning.
Other recent VF power users are the Airbus A380 and Boeing
787. The main features are:

� The simplest form of generating power, cheap and reli-
able.

� Variable frequency has an impact on other aircraft sub-
systems.

� Motor controllers may be needed for certain aircraft loads.
� Beginning to be adopted for new programs as the gains

outweigh disadvantages.

2.3.6 VSCF generation

Figure 8c shows the concept of the VSCF converter. In this
technique, the variable frequency power produced by the
generator is electronically converted by solid-state power
switching devices to constant frequency 400 Hz, 115 V AC
power. Two options exist:

DC Link: In the DC link the raw power is converted to
an intermediate DC power stage – the DC link – before
being electronically converted to three-phase AC power. DC
link technology has been used on the B737, MD-90, and
B777 but has yet to rival the reliability of CF or VF power
generation.

Cycloconverter: The cycloconverter uses a different princi-
ple. Six phases are generated at relatively high frequencies in
excess of 3000 Hz and the solid-state devices switch between
these multiple phases in a predetermined and carefully con-
trolled manner. The effect is to electronically commutate the
input and provide three phases of constant frequency 400 Hz
power. Although this appears to be a complex technique, it
is in fact quite elegant and cycloconverter systems have been
successfully used on military aircraft in the United States:
F-18, U-2, and the F-117 stealth fighter. As yet no civil
applications have been used. The cycloconverter concept is
revisited later in the chapter.
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Figure 8. Types of AC power generation. (a) Constant frequency/IDG generation; (b) variable frequency generation; (c) VSCF power
generation.

As suggested earlier in Figure 7 each of these techniques
may locate the power conversion section on the engine or
in the airframe. There are implications in moving the VSCF
converter from the engine to the airframe in a civil aircraft
context (Bonneau, 1998). The main features are:

� Conversion of VF power to CF is accomplished by elec-
tronic power switching.

� DC link and cycloconverter options are available.
� Not all implementations have proved to be reliable or

robust – the cycloconverter show most promise.
� Still unproven in the transport market.

2.3.7 Switched reluctance machines

Most primary electrical AC power generators today are based
upon the compound generator concept described earlier.
These have proved to be reliable with a generator MTBF
∼25 000 hours, although the reliability of the generator

channel has to bear in mind the other elements in the
generation package. For example, in conventional constant
frequency (CF) applications the generator is combined with
a constant speed drive (CSD) unit that has reliability and
maintenance limitations. Alternatively, the generator may be
combined with variable speed constant frequency (VSCF)
electronics or may act as a variable frequency (VF) machine
with power electronics or motor controllers downstream to
control specific loads.

The compound generator is complex being effectively
three generators on the same shaft, and multiple sets of wind-
ings and rotating diode packs mean that there are limits to
carrying the technology further. Compound machines effec-
tively have an upper speed limit, as there comes a point
where it is not practicable to package the rotating elements
within speed or weight constraints. Furthermore, as the use
of starter/generators becomes a realistic option for larger sys-
tems and more-electric system generation demand increases,
there is a need to consider other options.
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Figure 9. (a) Switched reluctance machine – principle of operation; (b) switched reluctance machine – modes of operation.

A likely solution to these issues is the switched reluc-
tance (SR) machine, the principle of which is illustrated in
Figure 9a. SR machines have been subject to research and
development activities for a number of years and a num-
ber of demonstration programs have proved the concept on
both sides of the Atlantic. The SR machine has a solid rotor
so has none of the encumbrances of the compound gener-
ator; the stator is robust and has the only windings within
the machine. The machine is therefore easy to manufacture
and is robust. In the example shown, there are four pairs
of poles on the stator and four on the rotor. As the rotor
pole is driven past the stator pole, there is magnetic cou-
pling between the two, and if a winding is placed round
the stator pole then this may be used to generate electrical
power. This winding will be associated with another wind-
ing diametrically opposite – A to A as shown in the figure
and AC power will be generated. This power will be multi-
phase and the configuration depicted is called an 8/4 4-phase
machine.

Power electronics is needed to condition this power and
turn it into electrical power of a suitable quality for use in
aircraft applications. It is relatively easy to convert the power
into 270 V DC or ±270 V DC or even 540 V DC. These are
the typical voltages being explored in some of the advanced
more-electric aircraft and engine technology demonstration
programs presently under way. The simplicity and robustness
of the SR machine allows it to be considered for use within the
engine as opposed to being located on an aircraft accessory
gearbox.

The fact that the SR machine is relatively simple in
operation and that power electronics is available allows the

machine’s flexibility to be used to the full. Figure 9b illus-
trates how an SR machine may be configured to act as both
a starter and a generator.

SR Machine – Starter: The top half of the diagram shows
power being applied to a power controller embracing power
switching electronics. If the power is sequentially fed to
the various stator windings then the induced magnetic field
will cause the SR machine to motor. This mechanical
energy may be harnessed to the engine shaft during the
engine start cycle and cause the engine to spool up to a
speed where the combustion ignites and the engine becomes
self- sustaining.

SR Machine – Generator: In the SR machine generation
mode, the converse is true. Mechanical energy from the
engine is extracted and by switching and conditioning the
winding outputs the power conversion electronics can sup-
ply high-quality electrical power for the aircraft electrical
system. The same switching power electronics used for SR
start can be reconfigured to be used for power generation. A
270 V DC SR starter generator was demonstrated on the JIST
program and is now incorporated into the F-35 Lightning II
electrical system.

3 PRIMARY POWER DISTRIBUTION

The primary power distribution system consolidates the air-
craft electrical power inputs. In the case of a typical civil
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Figure 10. (a) Power contactor; (b) ELCU or “Smart contactor”.

airliner, the aircraft may accept power from the following
sources:

� Main aircraft generator, by means of a generator control
breaker (GCB) under the control of the GCU

� Alternate aircraft generator – in the event of generator
failure – by means of a bus tie breaker under the control
of a bus power control unit (BPCU)

� APU generator, by means of an APU GCB under the
control of the BPCU

� Ground power, by means of an external power contactor
(EPC) under the control of the BPCU

� Back-up converter, by means of a converter control
breaker (CCB) under the control of the VSCF converter
(B777 only)

� RAT generator when deployed by the emergency electri-
cal system.

The power switching used in these cases is a power con-
tactor or breaker. These are special high-power switches that

usually switch power in excess of 20 amps per phase. Also,
the power switching auxiliary contacts are included to pro-
vide contactor status – “Open” or “Closed” – to other aircraft
systems.

Higher power aircraft loads are increasingly switched
from the primary aircraft busbars by using electronic
load control unit (ELCU) or ‘smart contactors’ for load
protection. Like contactors these are used where
normal rated currents are greater than 20 amps per
phase, that is, for loads of around 7 kVA or greater. Figure 10
shows the comparison of a line contactor such as a GCB
with an ELCU or ‘smart contactor’ (Boyce). The latter
has in-built current sensing coils that enable the current
flowing in each of the three phases to be measured.
Associated electronics allow the device trip character-
istics to be more closely matched to those of the load.
Typical protection characteristics embodied within the
electronics are I2t, modified I2t, and differential current
protection.
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4 POWER CONVERSION AND ENERGY
STORAGE

This chapter so far has addressed the primary generation of
electrical power and primary power distribution and protec-
tion. There are, however, many occasions within an aircraft
electrical system where it is required to convert power from
one form to another. Typical examples of power conversion
are:

� Conversion from DC to AC power. This conversion uses
units called inverters to convert 28 V DC to 115 V AC
single-phase or three-phase power.

� Conversion from 115 V AC to 28 V DC power. This is
a much used conversion using units called transformer
rectifier unit (TRU).

� Conversion from one AC voltage level to anotherA typical
conversion would be from 115 V AC to 26 V AC.

� Battery charging. As previously outlined it is necessary
to maintain the state of charge of the aircraft battery by
converting 115 V AC to a 28 V DC battery charge voltage.

� In more recent military platforms such as F-22 and F-
35 utilizing 270 V DC, conversion to 115 V AC, three-
phase, 400 Hz AC, and 28 V DC is required to power
legacy equipments originally designed to operate using
these voltages.

4.1 Inverters

Inverters convert 28 V DC power into 115 V AC single-phase
electrical power. This is usually required in a civil application
to supply Captain’s or First Officer’s instruments following
an AC failure. Alternatively, under certain specific flight con-
ditions, such as autoland, the inverter may be required to
provide an alternative source of power to the flight instru-
ments in the event of a power failure occurring during the
critical autoland phase. Some years ago the inverter would
have been a rotary machine with a DC motor harnessed in
tandem with an AC generator. More recently the power con-
version is likely to be accomplished by means of a static
inverter where the use of high-power, rapid-switching, silicon
controlled rectifier (SCR) will synthesize the AC waveform
from the DC input. Inverters are therefore a minor though
essential part of many aircraft electrical systems.

4.2 Transformer rectifier units (TRUs)

TRUs are probably the most frequently used method of
power conversion on modern aircraft electrical systems. Most

aircraft have a significant 115 V AC, three-phase AC power
generation capability inherent within the electrical system
and it is usual to convert a significant portion of this to
28 V DC by the use of TRUs. TRUs comprise start primary
and dual star/delta secondary transformer windings together
with three-phase full wave rectification and smoothing to
provide the desired 115 V AC/28 V DC conversion. A typi-
cal TRU will convert a large amount of power; for example,
the Boeing 767 uses two TRUs, each of which supplies a
rated load of 120 amps (continuous) with a five-minute rating
of 180 amps. TRUs dissipate a lot of heat and are there-
fore forced-air-cooled. The Boeing 767 unit is packaged in a
6 MCU ARINC600 case and weights around 24 lb.

TRUs are usually simple, unregulated units; that is, the
voltage is not controlled to maintain 28 V DC as load is
increased, and accordingly, the load characteristic tends to
“droop”. In some specialist military applications this feature
is not desirable and regulated TRUs are used. TRUs are usu-
ally operated in isolation; however, when regulated they may
also be configured to operate in parallel in a similar way to the
parallel operation of DC generators. Johnson et al. describe
the development of a regulated TRU.

4.3 Auto-transformers

In certain parts of an electrical system simple auto-
transformers may be used to provide a simple voltage
step-up or step-down conversion. An example of this is the
115 V/26 V AC transformation used to provide 26 V AC air-
craft lighting supplies direct from main 115 V AC busbars in
the easiest way.

4.4 Battery chargers

Battery chargers share many of the attributes of TRUs and
are in fact dedicated units whose function is purely that of
charging the aircraft battery. In some systems the charger may
also act as a standby TRU providing a boosted source of DC
power to the battery in certain system modes of operation.
Usually, the task of the battery charger is to provide a con-
trolled charge to the battery without overheating, and for this
reason, battery temperature is usually closely monitored.

4.5 Batteries

The battery provides an electrical storage medium indepen-
dent of the primary generation sources. Its main purposes
are:
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� To assist in damping transient loads in the DC system.
� To provide power in system startup modes when no other

power source is available.
� To provide a short-term high-integrity source during

emergency conditions while alternative/back-up sources
of power are being brought on line.

The capacity of the aircraft battery is limited and is mea-
sured in terms of ampere-hours. This parameter effectively
describes a current/time capability or storage capacity. Thus
a 40 ampere-hour battery when fully charged would have the
theoretical capacity of feeding a 1 ampere load for 40 hours
or a 40 amps load for 1 hour. In fact, the capacity of the bat-
tery depends upon the charge sustained at the beginning of the
discharge and this is a notoriously difficult parameter to quan-
tify. Most modern aircraft systems utilize battery chargers to
maintain the battery charge at moderately high levels during
normal system operation, thereby assuring a reasonable state
of charge should solo battery usage be required.

The battery most commonly used is the nickel-cadmium
(Ni-Cd) type, which depends upon the reaction between
nickel oxide for the anode and cadmium for the cathode and
operating in a potassium hydroxide electrolyte. Lead-acid
batteries are not favored in modern applications due to corro-
sive effects. To preserve battery health it is usual to monitor its
temperature, which gives a useful indication of overcharging
and if thermal runaway is likely to occur.

5 SECONDARY POWER DISTRIBUTION

5.1 Power switching

In order to reconfigure or change the state of a system it is nec-
essary to switch power at various levels within the system. At
the high power levels that prevail at the primary power part of
the system, power switching is accomplished by high-power
electromagnetic devices called contactors. These devices can
switch hundreds of amps and are used to switch generator
power on to the primary busbars in both DC and AC sys-
tems. The devices may be arranged so that they magnetically
latch; that is, they are magnetically held in a preferred state or
position until a signal is applied to change the state. In other
situations a signal may be continuously applied to the con-
tactor to hold the contacts closed and removal of the signal
causes the contacts to open. Primary power contactors and
ELCUs have been described earlier.

For switching currents below 20 amps or so relays are
generally used. These operate in a similar fashion to contac-
tors but are lighter, simpler, and less expensive. Relays may
be used at certain places in the primary electrical system.

However, relays are more likely to be employed for switch-
ing of medium- and high-power secondary aircraft loads or
services.

For lower currents still where the indication of device
status is required, simple switches can be employed. These
switches may be manually operated by the crew or oper-
ated by other physical means as part of the aircraft operation.
Such switches are travel limit switches, pressure switches,
temperature switches, and so on.

5.2 Load protection

5.2.1 Circuit breakers

Circuit breakers perform the function of protecting a circuit in
the event of an electrical overload. Circuit breakers serve the
same purpose as fuses or current limiters. A circuit breaker
comprises a set of contacts that are closed during normal cir-
cuit operation. The device has a mechanical trip mechanism
that is activated by means of a bimetallic element. When
an overload current flows, the bimetallic element causes the
trip mechanism to activate, thereby opening the contacts and
removing power from the circuit. A push button on the front
of the unit protrudes, showing that the device has tripped.
Pushing in the push button resets the breaker, but if the fault
condition still exists, the breaker will trip again. Physically
pulling the button outwards can also allow the circuit breaker
to break the circuit, perhaps for equipment isolation or aircraft
maintenance reasons. Circuit breakers are rated at different
current values for use in differing current carrying circuits.
This enables the trip characteristic to be matched to each
circuit. The trip characteristic also has to be selected to co-
ordinate with the feeder trip device upstream. Circuit breakers
are literally used by the hundred in aircraft distribution sys-
tems; it is not unusual to find 500 to 600 devices throughout
a typical aircraft system.

5.2.2 Solid state power controllers

The availability of high power solid state switching devices
has been steadily increasing for a number of years, both in
terms of variety and rating. More recent developments have
led to the availability of solid-state power switching devices,
which provide a protection capability as well as switching
power. These devices known as solid-state power controllers
or SSPCs effectively combine the function of a relay or switch
and a circuit breaker. There are disadvantages with the devices
available at present; they are readily available up to a rating
of 22.5 amps for use with DC loads; however, the switching
of AC loads may only be carried out at lower ratings and with
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a generally unacceptable power dissipation. Another disad-
vantage of SSPCs is that they are expensive and costwise
may not be comparable with the relay/circuit breaker combi-
nation they replace. They are however predicted to be more
reliable than conventional means of switching and protecting
small- and medium-sized electrical loads and are likely to
become far more prevalent in use in some of the aircraft elec-
trical systems presently under development. SSPCs are also
advantageous when utilized in high duty cycle applications
where a relay may wear out.

Present devices are rated at 5, 7.5, 12.5, and 22.5 amps and
are available to switch 28 V DC and 270 V DC. A recent paper
summarizing the development and capabilities of SSPCs
and power management units embodying SSPCs to date is
described in Layton.

5.2.3 Circuit breaker vs. SSPC protection

It is generally accepted that the use of solid-state power
controller (SSPC) provides an enormous improvement over
conventional circuit breaker or circuit breaker plus relay
combinations. Apart from cost, a key consideration in using
SSPCs is also the fact that they offer improved trip accuracy
compared to conventional MIL STD (MS) circuit breakers.
The thing to note for any electrical protection device is that
there are certain (fault) conditions for which a device must
trip: shown above the trip characteristics in the diagram. Con-
versely, there are other conditions for which a device must
not trip, otherwise nuisance trips will occur when there is no
enduring fault: shown below the trip characteristics.

5.2.4 Military specification (MS) circuit breakers

Because of the fact that it is based upon the operation of a
simple bimetallic strip device, the circuit breaker is relatively
cheap. The disadvantage is that production tolerances will
lead inevitably to some dispersion between the device trip
point as shown in the diagram. In certain applications this may
lead the designer towards difficult compromises, especially
in a more complex system where trip co-ordination between
various protection devices has to be considered. In the event
that the circuit breaker status needs to be remotely provided
an additional monitor is required.

5.2.5 SSPCs

In an SSPC the trip curve is determined electronically and is
therefore more accurate; accordingly the trip tolerance may
be achieved within tighter boundaries as shown in the fig-
ure. Devices that embody electronic trip characterization have
other advantages. Different trip strategies other than I2R may

be implemented. For certain loads a modified I2R character-
istic may be employed, or for other loads with a high inrush
current on start-up, it may be necessary to increase the trip
current threshold for short durations as shown. SSPCs have a
further advantage that they more readily provide status infor-
mation and later advanced versions may be serial data bus
addressable.

6 TYPICAL AIRCRAFT DC SYSTEM

A generic distribution system is shown in Figure 11. In this
case a twin 28 V DC system is shown, which might be typ-
ical for a twin-engine commuter aircraft requiring less than
∼12 kW per channel.

The main elements of this electrical system are:

� Two 28 V DC generators operating in parallel to supply
No. 1 and No. 2 main DC busbars. These busbars feed the
nonessential DC services.

� Two inverters operate, one off each of the DC busbars to
provide 115 V AC 400 Hz to nonessential AC services.

� Both No. 1 and No. 2 busbars feed power to a center or
essential busbar, which provides DC power for the aircraft
essential DC services. An inverter powered off this bus-
bar feeds essential 115 V AC loads. A 28 V DC external
power source may also feed this busbar when the aircraft
is on the ground without the engines running.

� The aircraft battery feeds the battery busbar from which
are fed vital services. The battery may also be connected
to the DC essential busbar is required.

To enable a system such as this is to be afforded suit-
able protection requires several levels of power switching
and protection:

� Primary power generation protection of the type
described earlier, which includes reverse current and
under/overvoltage protection under the control of the volt-
age regulator. This controls the generator feed contactors,
which switch the generator output on to the No. 1/No. 2
DC busbars.

� The protection of feeds from the main buses, that is, the
protection of the feeds to the essential busbar. This may be
provided by a circuit breaker or a “smart” contactor may
be used to provide the protection. (Note: The operation of
‘smart’ contactors will be described later in the chapter.)

� The use of circuit breakers to protect individual loads or
groups of loads fed from the supply or feeder busbars.
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Figure 11. Typical twin 28 V DC system.

The cardinal principle is that fault conditions should be
contained with the minimum of disruption to the electrical
system. Furthermore, faults that cause a load circuit breaker
to trip should not cause the next level of protection to trip
also, which would be a cascade failure. Thus, the trip char-
acteristics of all protection devices should be co-ordinated to
ensure that this does not occur.

7 TYPICAL CIVIL TRANSPORT
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

A typical civil transport electrical power system is shown in
Figure 12. This is a simplified representation of the Boeing
767 aircraft electrical power system (Wall).

The primary AC system comprises identical left and right
channels. Each channel has an integrated drive generator
(IDG) driven from the accessory gearbox of the respective
engine. Each AC generator is a three-phase 115 V 400 Hz
machine producing 90 kVA and is controlled by its own gen-
erator control unit (GCU). The GCU controls the operation
of the GCB, closing the GCB when all operating parameters
are satisfactory and opening the GCB when fault conditions
prevail. Two bus tie breakers (BTBs) may be closed to tie both
buses together in the event that either generating source is lost.
The BTBs can also operate in conjunction with the external
power contactor (EPC) or the auxiliary power breaker (APB)
to supply both main AC buses power or the 90 kVA APU
generator may also feed the ground handling and ground ser-
vicing buses by means of changeover contactors. The control
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Figure 12. Simplified Boeing 767 electrical power system. Courtesy of Boeing.

of the BTBs, EPB, and the ground handling/servicing con-
tactors is carried out by a unit called a bus power control
unit (BPCU). The APU may also be used as a primary power
source in flight on certain aircraft in the event that either left
or right IDG is lost.

Each of the main AC buses feeds a number of sub-buses
or power conversion equipment. TRUs convert 115 V AC to
28 V DC to feed the left and right DC buses, respectively.
In the event that either main AC bus or TRU should fail,
a DC bus-tie contactor closes to tie the left and right DC
buses together. The main AC buses also feed the aircraft gal-
leys (a major electrical load) by means of ‘smart’ contactors.
The utility buses are also fed via contactors from each of the
main AC buses. In the event of a major electrical system fail-
ure, the galley loads and nonessential utility bus loads may
be shed under the supervision of the BPCU. Both main AC
buses feed 26 V DC buses via auto-transformers. Other spe-
cific feeds from the left main AC bus are: a switched feed to
the autoland AC bus (interlocked with a switched feed from
the standby inverter); and a switched feed to the AC standby
bus. Dedicated feeds from the right main AC bus are: via the
air/ground changeover contactor to the ground services bus
feeding the APU TRU and battery charger; and via the main
battery charger to the hot battery bus. The left DC bus also

supplies a switched feed to the autoland DC bus (interlocked
with a switched feed from the hot battery bus). The hot bat-
tery bus also has the capability of feeding the autoland AC
bus via the standby inverter.

To the uninitiated this may appear to be overly complex;
however, the reason for this architecture is to provide three
independent lanes of AC and DC conversion for use during
autoland conditions. These are:

� Left main AC bus (disconnected from the autoland AC
bus) via the left TRU to the left DC bus (which in this
situation will be disconnected from the autoland DC bus.

� Right main AC bus via the right TRU, to the right DC bus.
� Right main AC bus via the ground services bus and main

battery charger to the hot battery bus and thence to the
autoland DC bus (now disconnected from the left DC bus).
Also from the hot battery bus via the standby inverter to
the autoland AC bus (now disconnected from the left main
AC bus).

This provides the three independent lanes of electrical power
required. It might be argued that two lanes are initially derived
from the right main AC bus and therefore the segregation
requirements are not fully satisfied. In fact, as the hot battery
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is fed from the main aircraft battery. This represents an
independent source of stored electricity, provided that an
acceptable level of charge is maintained. This latter condi-
tion is satisfied as the battery charger is fed at all times; the
aircraft is electrically powered from the ground services bus
from either an air or ground source. The battery capacity is
such that all standby loads may be powered for 30 minutes
following primary power loss.

8 GROUND POWER

For much of the period of aircraft operation on the ground,
a supply of power is needed. Ground power may be gener-
ated by means of a motor-generator set where a prime motor
drives a dedicated generator supplying electrical power to the
aircraft power receptacle.

The usual standard for ground power is 115 V AC three-
phase 400 Hz, which is the same as the power supplied by the
aircraft AC generators. In some cases, and this is more the
case at major airports, an electrical conversion set adjacent to
the aircraft gate supplies 115 V AC three-phase power that has
been derived and converted from the national electricity grid.
The description given earlier in this chapter of the Boeing
767 system explained how ground power could be applied to
the aircraft by closing the EPC.

The aircraft system is protected from substandard ground
power supplies by means of a ground power monitor. This
ensures that certain essential parameters are met before
enabling the EPC to close. In this way the ground power
monitor performs a similar function to a main generator
GCU. Typical parameters that are checked are undervoltage,
overvoltage, frequency, and correct phase rotation.

9 EMERGENCY POWER GENERATION

In certain emergency conditions the typical aircraft power
generation system already described may not meet all the
airworthiness authority requirements and additional sources
of power generation may need to be used to power the air-
craft systems. The aircraft battery offers a short-term power
storage capability, typically up to 30 minutes. However, for
longer periods of operation the battery is insufficient. The
operation of twin-engined passenger aircraft on Extended
Twin OPerationS (ETOPS) flights now means that the air-
craft has to be able to operate on one engine while up to 180
minutes from an alternative or diversion airfield. This has
led to modification of some of the primary aircraft systems,
including the electrical system, to ensure that sufficient
integrity remains to accomplish the 180-minute diversion
while still operating with acceptable safety margins. The

three standard methods of providing backup power on civil
transport aircraft are:

� Ram air turbine (RAT).
� Backup power converters.
� Permanent magnet generator (PMG).

9.1 Ram air turbine

The ram air turbine or RAT is deployed when most of the con-
ventional power generation system has failed or is unavailable
for some reason. The RAT is an air-driven turbine, nor-
mally stowed in the aircraft ventral or nose section that is
extended either automatically or manually when the emer-
gency commences. The passage of air over the turbine is used
to power a small emergency generator of limited capacity,
usually enough to power the crew’s essential flight instru-
ments and a few other critical. Typical RAT generator sizing
may vary from 5 to 15 kVA depending upon the aircraft.
The RAT also powers a small hydraulic power generator for
similar hydraulic system emergency power provision. Once
deployed the RAT remains extended for the duration of the
flight and cannot be restowed without maintenance action on
the ground. The RAT is intended to furnish the crew with
sufficient power to fly the aircraft while attempting to restore
the primary generators or carry out a diversion to the nearest
airfield. It is not intended to provide significant amounts of
power for a lengthy period of operation.

9.2 Backup power converters

The requirements for ETOPS have led to the need for an
additional method of backup power supply, short of deploying
the RAT that should occur in only the direst emergency. The
use of backup converters satisfies this requirement and is
used on the B777. Backup generators are driven by the same
engine accessory gearbox but are quite independent of the
main IDGs.

The backup generators are VF and therefore experience
significant frequency variation as engine speed varies. The
VF supply is fed into a backup converter which, using the
DC link technique, first converts the AC power to DC by
means of rectification. The converter then synthesizes three-
phase 115 V AC 400 Hz power by means of sophisticated
solid-state power switching techniques. The outcome is an
alternative means of AC power generation that may power
some of the aircraft AC busbars, typically the 115 V AC trans-
fer buses in the case of the Boeing 777. In this way substantial
portions of the aircraft electrical system may remain powered
even though some of the more sizeable loads such as the gal-
leys and other nonessential loads may need to be shed by the
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electrical load management system (ELMS). A paper pre-
senting the entire Boeing 777 electrical system may be found
in Tenning.

9.3 Permanent magnet generators (PMG)

The use of PMGs to provide emergency power has become
prominent over the past decade or so. PMGs may be
single-phase or multi-phase devices. The backup converter
hosts PMGs, which may supply several hundred watts of
independent generated power to the flight control DC system
where the necessary conversion to 28 V DC is undertaken.
It has already been explained earlier in the chapter that AC
generators include a PMG to bootstrap the excitation system.
PMGs – also called permanent magnet alternator (PMA)
are used to provide dual independent on-engine supplies to
each lane of the FADEC. As an indication of future trends,
it can therefore be seen that on an aircraft such as the B777
there are a total of 13 PMGs/PMAs across the aircraft
critical control systems – flight control, engine control, and
electrical systems.

Andrade and Tenning is an early paper describing the use
of a PMG, and Rinaldi describes some of the work being
undertaken in looking at higher levels of PMG power gener-
ation.

10 SUMMARY

The provision of electrical power is of prime importance
to almost all systems on the aircraft, to power the avionic

equipment, to provide a source of power for actuation, and to
power electrical signals used for commands or monitoring.
This reliance on the electrical system determines the need
for a robust design and a high integrity system for power
generation and distribution.

This chapter describes the technology of power gen-
eration, both AC and DC, and describes typical power
distribution and protection networks giving examples of the
components used. Examples are given of different implemen-
tations in use and looks forward to the generations to come
of more-electric and all-electric aircraft.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the technical aspects of gas turbine
fuel system functional performance characteristics and im-
plementation technologies as they apply to commercial and
military aircraft applications.

To set the stage for the fuel control system discussion, the
first of the following sections is an overview of the propul-
sion gas turbine engine covering the fundamentals of op-
eration and the various design concepts that are in aircraft
service today including jet, propeller, and shaft propulsion
types.

The later sections describe the fuel control system tasks
and the design approaches adopted in order to address the op-
erational challenges that are fundamental to fixed and rotary
wing aircraft propulsion applications.

Implementation of the various control and fuel manage-
ment technologies are presented, showing how the technol-

ogy of aircraft fuel control systems has evolved over the past
50 years or so.

Finally, a brief coverage of the issues associated with en-
gine diagnostics and trend monitoring is included for com-
pleteness.

2 GAS TURBINE ENGINE OVERVIEW

Operation of the gas turbine engine is based on the basic con-
cept illustrated in Figure 1. This compressor–turbine “boot-
strap” arrangement becomes self-sustaining above a certain
rotational speed. As additional fuel is added, speed increases
and excess “gas horsepower” is generated. In some applica-
tions, gas generators with two concentric shafts (see diagram
(b) in the figure) are used. The low pressure (LP) compres-
sor/turbine can now run at a slower, more optimal speed than
the high pressure (HP) compressor/turbine.

In either case, the gas horsepower delivered by the gas
generator can be used in various engine design arrangements
for the production of shaft power or direct thrust, for example:

� use of a jet pipe and nozzle to provide direct thrust as in
a turbojet engine;

� use of a separate power turbine to provide shaft horse-
power for either
– a propeller as in a turboprop engine or
– a helicopter rotor transmission as in a turboshaft

engine;
� the power turbine arrangement is also used in the turbofan

engine in which the power turbine shaft drives a large fan,
which generates the majority of the engine’s thrust.

There are some exceptions to the engine concepts sum-
marized above. The Rolls Royce gas turbines for large
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Figure 1. Gas turbine basics: the gas generator.

commercial transport aircraft, for example, have a three-shaft
design arrangement in which an intermediate pressure (IP)
spool with its own compressor and turbine operates concen-
trically between the LP and HP spools.

In a new Pratt and Whitney engine design, the LP turbine
is connected to the fan via a high-power reduction gear. This
allows the fan to rotate closer to optimum speed resulting in
significant fuel burn improvements.

In small engine applications particularly associated with
auxiliary power units (APUs), the gas generator shaft may be
connected directly via a reduction gearbox to the air compres-
sor and electrical generator loads and the unit controlled to
operate at a constant speed. With this arrangement, changes
in power demand result in changes in turbine inlet tempera-
ture. Some early turboprop designs adopted the single-shaft
approach in which the propeller constant speed unit (CSU)
controls the engine speed; however, the separate (or free)
power turbine arrangement is preferred today.

3 GAS TURBINE FUEL CONTROL
SYSTEMS

3.1 Fuel control system responsibilities

The engine fuel control system is typically involved in a num-
ber of control functions not only in the delivery of fuel to
the engine but also in the management of airflow through
the compressor(s) depending upon the design specifics of

the engine. In military aircraft, thrust augmentation via af-
terburning (reheat) is often involved. Here, additional fuel is
burned in the jet pipe to increase the exhaust gas velocity,
which is recovered as thrust. The exhaust nozzle area must
then be controlled to maintain appropriate nozzle pressure,
since this determines the compressor operating point. In some
advanced engines, thrust vectoring is provided by modulat-
ing the direction of the exhaust plume to provide pitch and/or
rolling moments to the airframe directly to improve aircraft
handling performance.

Figure 2 is a top-level schematic showing the various con-
trol actions that may be provided by the fuel control system
for a gas turbine in a direct thrust application. Compressor
performance may be optimized by the provision of inlet guide
vanes (IGVs) and/or variable stator vanes (VSVs), which can
be positioned as a function of the prevailing engine operat-
ing condition in order to improve compressor surge margins.
Bleed valves (BVs) are also frequently used to improve the
compressor surge margin during acceleration from one power
setting to another. It is typical for the fuel control to utilize
high-pressure fuel as the actuation medium. This is often re-
ferred to as “fuel-draulics.” Exhaust nozzle actuators may
also be powered by high-pressure fuel.

In order to execute the various control tasks, the fuel con-
trol system requires inputs from the throttle, flight condition
information such as altitude, total air temperature, and total
air pressure, and various engine parameters such as rotational
speeds, internal pressures, and temperatures.

Inlet airflow and shockwave control are often an addi-
tional requirement in supersonic aircraft applications; how-
ever, this topic is considered to be outside the scope of this
chapter.

Secondary functions of the fuel control system include
cooling of the engine lubricating oil and, in some applica-
tions, providing a source of high-pressure fuel to the aircraft
fuel system for operation of fuel feed and transfer ejector
pumps (see Langton et al., 2009).

The following section discusses the challenges associated
with providing safe and appropriate control of fuel flow for
gas turbine engines in aircraft applications.

3.2 The control problem

The main control problem associated with gas turbine en-
gines in aircraft applications is related to the operational en-
vironment, specifically, the variation in air inlet conditions
brought about by the effects of altitude, temperature, and air-
speed. In order to manage this issue, engine performance is
usually expressed in terms of “corrected” parameters. Param-
eters such as rotational speed and fuel flow can be expressed
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Figure 2. Gas turbine fuel control system tasks.

as corrected variables that compensate for variations in en-
gine inlet pressure and temperature as indicated in the graph
of Figure 3.

The term “θ” is the ratio of actual temperature and the
nominal sea-level standard condition in absolute units, that
is, θ = T/520 ◦R.

“δ” is the ratio of actual atmospheric pressure and the sea-
level standard of 14.7 psia.

WF

δ θ Corrected
fuel flow

Compressor surge
boundary

Engine
steady running

line

Flame-out
boundary

N

θ
Corrected speed

Figure 3. Engine performance showing surge and flame-out bound-
aries.

Using these corrected parameters, the variations in the en-
gine steady running line and other critical performance fea-
tures come together as essentially single curves as shown in
the graph of Figure 3. The actual values of engine speed, fuel
flow, as well as other operational features such as surge or
flame-out boundaries are readily obtained by inserting the
values of � and � for the actual operating condition being
considered.

From the figure, it can be seen, therefore, that in order to
change engine power settings and avoid crossing the critical
boundaries associated with compressor performance (accel-
eration limiting) or combustor flame-out (deceleration limit-
ing), fuel flow must be controlled as a function of � and � for
the prevailing operating condition.

An alternative and popular control mode for fuel flow
scheduling is to use the ratio wF/Pc as the primary control
parameter; where wF is engine fuel flow and Pc is compressor
delivery pressure (the notation P3 is also sometimes used for
the same parameter). The benefit of using this ratio is that it
has a close correspondence to fuel/air ratio. It is also respon-
sive to engine performance, whereas engine inlet pressure P1

used in the definition of δ is not.
There are many other aspects of gas turbine engine control

issues that are also managed through the control of fuel flow
to the engine. The following are typical of today’s aircraft
gas turbine engines.
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Figure 4. Speed governor operation.

3.2.1 Mechanical speed governing and overspeed
protection

Engine shaft speed is the conventional method for control-
ling the power output of the gas generator. This is accom-
plished via a speed governor that operates in conjunction with
an acceleration- and deceleration-limiting system. The func-
tional behavior of the typical speed governor is illustrated in
Figure 4.

Referring to the figure, assume that the engine is operating
initially at idle speed (point A) on the engine steady running
line. Consider now a sudden change in throttle setting from
idle to maximum. As fuel is increased, causing the engine to
accelerate, the fuel control must limit the amount of overfu-
eling to prevent compressor surge.

As the engine accelerates, the fuel flow to the engine is
scheduled to follow the acceleration limit until it reaches
the maximum speed governor droop line. From this point,
any further increase in speed is now accompanied by a cor-
responding reduction in fuel flow until the engine steady
running line is reached at point B. Similarly, during a de-
celeration from maximum to idle, fuel flow is maintained
above the flame-out boundary by the fuel control’s decel-
eration limit. Upon reaching the idle speed droop line, the
governor takes over bringing the engine back to point A.

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a governing and
acceleration/deceleration-limiting scheme that may be used
to accomplish the engine response similar to that shown in
the previous figure. The control parameter used in this ex-
ample is wF/PC. As shown, acceleration and deceleration
limits in wF/PC terms are computed as a function of engine
speed and inlet temperature. The speed governor command is
prevented from exceeding the acceleration and deceleration
limits by the SELECT HIGH and SELECT LOW logic.

Governor gain
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low
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Acceleration limit
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high

N
T1

Deceleration limit
Decel

PC
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PC
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PCwF

PC

wF

PC

wF

PC

wF
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Figure 5. Fuel control block diagram showing governing and lim-
iting logic.

In the example shown, the governor gain, KG, together
with the engine response in terms of speed increase per unit
fuel flow, determines the slope of the governor droop line and
while it is shown as a constant in the control block diagram,
here it may be modified as a function of engine speed to
ensure good stability over the operating power range of the
engine.

The control logic output ratio wF/PC is converted to a
fuel flow command by multiplying by the prevailing value of
compressor discharge pressure PC.

In addition to speed governing as a control requirement,
some independent means of overspeed protection is typically
provided in order to ensure that a catastrophic mechanical
failure due to overspeed cannot occur.

In the above discussion, the problem of acceleration fuel
flow limiting in order to avoid compressor surge was ad-
dressed by generating an acceleration schedule from the pre-
vailing operating conditions and using this schedule to limit
the amount of overfueling.

One significant problem with this approach occurs during
repeated transients, the worst case being the “hot re-slam” or
“bodie” maneuver. This means cycling the throttle from max-
imum power to idle and back to maximum power very quickly
after a long period at maximum power. Not surprisingly, the
amount of overfueling required to cause a compressor surge
during the hot re-slam acceleration phase can be significantly
different from what would be required had the engine spent
a long period at low power before the sudden acceleration.

An alternative acceleration control mode that has been
adopted in some aircraft propulsion applications is described
as the “N-dot” acceleration technique. Here, the actual rate-
of-change of shaft speed is controlled directly as a function
of the engine operating condition. One such N-dot approach
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Figure 6. N-dot acceleration control example.

is referred to as the “slave datum” technique, which is illus-
trated in Figure 6. Here, a “slave” engine speed command
is generated, which is rate-limited as a function of the en-
gine’s operating situation (power level and flight condition).
The amount of overfueling (or underfueling) is thereby de-
termined as engine speed response is constrained to follow
the slave command.

In steady state, the outer speed governing control loop is
in control and, since there is an integrator in the loop, there
will be no speed error (droop). This type of speed governor is
called an “isochronous” governor. Some dynamic compen-
sation may be required (as indicated by the G(s) block) to
ensure good speed control stability.

3.2.2 Turbine gas temperature limiting

To prevent hot section temperature exceedance during all op-
erational conditions including starting and acceleration, tur-
bine gas temperature limiting is unusually provided by the
fuel control system. The intent is to limit the high pressure
turbine inlet temperature (TIT); however, this is difficult to
measure directly and, therefore, measurement is usually made
using thermocouples at some lower temperature stage, for ex-
ample, LP turbine inlet or exhaust gas temperature (EGT).

In some advanced military engine applications, optical py-
rometer technology is employed to measure turbine blade
temperature directly from the infrared radiation emitted by
the turbine blades.

3.2.3 Thrust or power management

Engine pressure ratio (EPR) is perhaps the most common
method used to measure and control thrust. In some large tur-

bofan engines, fan speed is used as an alternative approach.
Both these techniques are, nevertheless, only close approxi-
mations to the actual thrust being delivered at any given flight
condition.

Shaft power can be readily obtained from torque and speed
sensing and in free power turbine engines; the speed of the
gas generator high-pressure spool is commonly used as a
measure of the power delivered to the output load.

In aircraft applications, gas turbines spend most of their
time operating close to their mechanical and thermal limits.
This is by design in order to ensure that high cycle temper-
atures and hence high operational efficiency is maintained
during most phases of the flight. During the climb to altitude,
changes in air-inlet conditions can require constant throttle
adjustments to ensure that operational turbine gas tempera-
ture limits are not exceeded. The modern fuel control system
provides automatic thrust or power management, allowing
the pilot to select maximum continuous and maximum climb
or cruise power settings, allowing the fuel control system to
modulate the throttle settings automatically, thus minimizing
pilot workload.

3.2.4 Torque sharing in turboshaft applications

In many turboshaft (helicopter) propulsion applications, two
and sometimes three engines operate together to provide shaft
power to the rotor transmission system. In such applications,
it is important to ensure that the power delivered by each of
the gas generators is essentially the same, otherwise one of
the engines could routinely be carrying most of the load in
many operational situations to the detriment its operational
life. Torque sharing is usually accomplished by measuring
power turbine torque of each engine and using the difference
to trim the gas generator governor setting of each gas gen-
erator to bring them into balance. For stability reasons, the
torque-sharing system uses an essentially steady state (slow
response) trimming action to avoid dynamic coupling with
the primary speed governing system.

3.2.5 Engine synchronization

In multiengine applications, speed synchronization is
provided to ensure that during cruise operation each engine
operates at the same rotational speed in order to avoid the an-
noying “beat frequency” noise that can occur when small dif-
ferences in engine rotational speed are present. This function
is selectable by the pilot and operates by cross-connecting en-
gine speed information between each of fuel control systems
so that appropriate trimming action can be made.

In propjet applications, both speed and phase synchroniza-
tion is sometimes employed. This control feature ensures that
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the angular position of each propeller is maintained at some
predetermined constant relationship that results in minimum
cabin noise. This feature is again achieved by trimming the
fuel flow or governor settings of the fuel control systems in-
volved.

3.3 Fuel control system implementation

3.3.1 Review of fuel control technologies

The implementation of gas turbine engine fuel control sys-
tems has changed dramatically over the past half century.

Early control designs used mechanical interconnections
and mechanisms to provide the engine fuel control function
because of the criticality of the function itself. Early attempts
during the 1950s to use the obvious advantages of electronics
to provide some of the more complex fuel control and man-
agement functions were fraught with reliability problems due
to the inability of electronic components of the day (such as
thermionic valves/vacuum tubes) to withstand the hostile en-
vironment involved.

This temporary diversion brought with it some exceptional
hydromechanical technologies including “fluidics” that were
envisioned at the time as the answer to the environmental
reliability problems of electronic controls.

Hydromechanical control technology remained the pri-
mary means of control mode computation through the 1970s
with the development of highly complex devices that included
flyweight mechanisms, nut-cracker servomechanisms, three-
dimensional cams, pressure-ratio sensors, multiplying mech-
anisms, and so on. These mechanisms used high-pressure fuel
as the motive source. Figure 7 shows a typical example of this
approach, which, despite its complexity, was able to demon-

strate extremely reliable performance in the field. As shown,
the three-dimensional cam can also be used to generate a VSV
position schedule as a function of speed and inlet temperature
should this be required.

With the advent of the transistor and its miniaturization
leading to very large scale integration (VLSI) technology
and eventually single-chip microprocessors, a revolution in
the involvement of electronics in engine controls as well as
throughout the aerospace industry began that continues to
this day.

The ultimate accomplishment was the introduction of the
full authority digital electronic control (FADEC), which is the
equivalent of “fly-by-wire” in aircraft flight control systems.
In the FADEC-based control, the computations provided by
all of the complex mechanisms, three-dimensional cams, and
so on, can be implemented in software. Also, with this pow-
erful new approach, there is almost no limit to the complexity
of the control algorithms that can be implemented.

Today, almost all of modern gas turbine propulsion sys-
tems employ FADECs for the fuel control computation func-
tion, however, to give some perspective to this commentary;
Figure 8 shows some of the major technology milestones
regarding the application of electronics in engine and fuel
control systems.

3.3.2 FADEC architectures

The first FADEC-controlled engine in commercial service
was the Pratt & Whitney PW2037, which entered service
in the early 1980s on the Boeing 757 aircraft. This FADEC
design employed a dual-channel architecture in a “master-
standby” arrangement. A major objective for this first-
generation FADEC was to meet or better the reliability of
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Figure 7. Typical hydromechanical computation mechanism.
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Figure 8. History of engine controls technology.

the current hydromechanical controls, particularly with re-
gard to the in-flight engine shutdown rate, which at that
time was of the order of two engine shutdowns per million
flight hours. The dual-channel system fault coverage even
with extensive built-in-test and fault accommodation soft-
ware cannot be improved beyond about 95%, which, there-
fore, presented some significant risk to the success of this
new technology. In an effort to provide better fault coverage
with this architecture, the standby channel used a software
implementation that was dissimilar to that of the primary
channel.

As the cost of microelectronics reduced over time, the
FADEC architectures moved to the “dual–dual” arrangement,
which continues to be the architecture preferred today. The
reliability and engine shutdown rates achieved by today’s
engines with FADEC controls have proven to be excellent as
is demonstrated by the success of the ETOPS certification of
most twin-engine transports in service today. Figure 9 shows
the dual-channel and dual–dual architecture concepts in a
simplified schematic form.

Each of the channels of the dual–dual architecture has
two microprocessors: a command (COM) microprocessor
and a monitor (MON) microprocessor. Each microproces-
sor executes identical software based on inputs from both
sensor sets. A bit-for-bit comparison between each micro-
processor is done to verify the health of the channel. If a
difference is detected in the primary control channel, the
system automatically switches over to the standby channel.
This approach significantly improves the functional integrity
and fault coverage of the system relative to the dual-channel
approach.

3.3.3 FADEC installation

Even with modern, solid-state, microelectronics the instal-
lation of FADEC controls on aircraft gas turbine engines is
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Figure 9. Dual-channel and dual–dual architecture concepts.

extremely challenging because of the hostile environment in-
volved.

The primary task of the FADEC structural design is, there-
fore, to maintain as benign an environment as possible for the
internal electronics in order to provide operational reliabil-
ity, functional integrity, and safety. The following is a list of
installation challenges and design solutions that have been
adopted.

Temperature In commercial turbofan engine applications,
the FADEC is usually mounted on the fan casing in which
environmental temperatures are limited to between −40
and +250 ◦F. During the cruise phase that represents more
than 90% of operational life, the temperature environment
is between 0 and +100 ◦F, which is quite benign for elec-
tronic equipment.
Since military engines do not utilize the large fans typical
of the commercial turbofan, their FADECs are typically
mounted on the core section of the engine but require
fuel cooling to keep operating temperatures at reasonable
levels.

Vibration To avoid any degradation in reliability due to
vibration, FADECs are usually mounted on vibration
isolators, which provide excellent vibration attenuation
above about 100 Hz. Care must be taken with the in-
stallation design to prevent “short-circuiting” the isola-
tors through rigid pipe connectors (for internal pressure
sensors) or stiff wiring harnesses.

Lightning and High Incidence Radiated Frequencies
Lightning events can induce large current transients in
metal structures and wiring harnesses. Similarly high
incidence radiated frequencies (HIRF) can couple energy
into wiring harnesses, thereby accessing the electronic
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8 Aircraft Sub-Systems

equipment via their connectors. The FADEC environ-
ment is particularly challenging since in today’s modern
composite material engine nacelles there is no aluminum
fuselage to provide some inherent protection. FADEC
harnesses must be overbraded, with the overbrade care-
fully bonded to the connector backshells at each end.
The FADEC enclosure must also be fabricated so that
flange interfaces are designed with good surface finishes
and tight bolt spacing to prevent access from very high-
frequency EMI. The enclosure must be bonded to the en-
gine case, taking care not to compromise the vibration
isolators.

Structural Integrity The FADEC must meet structural in-
tegrity standards of engine-mounted equipment, which in-
cludes explosion-proof testing for electronic equipment.
Here, the structural integrity must be maintained after an
internal explosion to ensure that its effects do not prop-
agate from the explosion source. If core-mounted, the
FADEC design must demonstrate compliance with the
standard flame test by withstanding specified exposure
time and flame temperature requirements.

3.3.4 Fuel pumping and metering systems

Having determined the fuel flow required to support a partic-
ular situation, we must now address how fuel is metered to

the combustion chamber. When we consider that compressor
pressure ratios can be higher than 30 : 1 in some advanced
compressor designs, it becomes clear that the fuel pressure
required to provide both the flow and effective fuel nozzle
spray performance for combustion may be well in excess of
1000 psi above the prevailing inlet total pressure.

For this reason, positive displacement high-pressure fuel
pumps are usually employed. The most popular pump design
for the past several decades has been the gear pump, primarily
due to its ability to tolerate high levels of fuel contaminants,
which had proved to be a major reliability problem for early
variable displacement piston pump designs.

The fundamental problem with the gear pump–based fuel
metering system is illustrated by the pump performance graph
of Figure 10. As shown, the gear pump delivers flow in pro-
portion to the pump’s drive speed, which comes from the
engine HP shaft through a reduction gearbox.

As delivery pressure increases, leakage across the gear
faces results in a reduced flow for any given speed; however,
the basic flow/speed slope remains essentially the same. If
we superimpose typical engine performance curves onto the
pump performance graph, we can see that the engine start
flow requirement determines the pump size. Excess flow at
the higher engine speeds must be spilled back to the pump
inlet. Spill flow is a major generator of heat and is very high
at the altitude cruise condition.

Fuel flow

Max
Increasing pump
delivery pressure

Max
Engine start flow
requirement

Cruise altitude
engine running line

Engine (pump drive) speed 100% 

Seal-level
engine running line

Figure 10. Typical high-pressure gear pump performance.
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Today, a number of new, rugged, variable displacement
high-pressure fuel pump concepts are being evaluated in
an attempt to eliminate this power loss and heat dissipation
problem.

Fuel pumping and metering devices typical of today’s gear
pump-based designs are as shown in the overall fuel system
schematic of Figure 11.

As shown, the pumping system design comprises a cen-
trifugal backing pump that provides fuel to the gear stage after
the fuel passes through a fuel oil cooler heat exchanger and
high-pressure filter. This filter typically has a bypass valve
and an impending bypass indicator or delta-P switch, which
may be monitored by the FADEC. This is not shown in the
figure for clarity.

The high-pressure gear pump has an integral relief
valve (not shown) to prevent overpressurization of the fuel-
metering unit (FMU).

The FMU meters the correct amount of fuel to the engine,
spilling the excess flow back to the inlet of the fuel oil cooler.
The FMU also provides a high-pressure fuel source for any
servo-actuators required by the system. Metered fuel passes
through a mass flowmeter and a high-pressure filter on its way
to the fuel manifold and combustion nozzles. After engine
shutdown, the FMU allows the fuel manifold to drain into
an ecology tank where it is transferred to the backing pump
inlet following engine re-start using an interstage pressure
fed ejector pump.

In the example shown, a FADEC provides fuel flow com-
mand and fuel cutoff signals to the FMU. The VSV actuator

is also controlled by the FADEC. The flowmeter is used to
provide fuel flow information to the avionics and flight deck
and is typically not used in the engine fuel control function. In
the example shown, the flowmeter interfaces with the FADEC
and transmits fuel flow information to the aircraft via a digital
data bus.

A more detailed schematic of a typical FMU is shown in
Figure 12.

Referring to the figure, high-pressure fuel first passes
through a wash-flow filter, which provides clean high-
pressure fuel to any servo-actuators in the control system.

The metering valve shown is a simple spool valve con-
trolled by an electro-hydraulic servo valve (EHSV), which
uses high-pressure fuel as its pressure source. An LVDT
provides metering valve position information back to the
FADEC.

The pressure drop across the metering valve is held con-
stant by a pressure-drop regulator, which spills excess flow
back to the gear pump inlet (via the fuel oil cooler).

The output from the metering valve passes through a shut-
off and pressurizing valve, which remains closed during start-
ing until a certain minimum fuel pressure has built up. Dur-
ing normal operation, this valve remains fully open. If the
throttles are closed to the fuel cutoff position, the fuel cut-
off solenoid is energized selecting high-pressure fuel to the
right side of the pressurizing valve forcing it to close and
shutting off fuel to the engine. The manifold drain valve can
now open allowing the combustor manifold to drain into the
ecology tank.

Figure 11. Fuel system overview.
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10 Aircraft Sub-Systems

Figure 12. Fuel metering unit schematic.

The overspeed trip system may use the same hydro-
mechanical equipment; however, any sensing or electrical
signaling must be totally independent for functional integrity
reasons.

4 COMBUSTION

Metered fuel flow is fed to one or more fuel manifolds, which
are connected to as many as 20–30 nozzles inside the com-
bustor.

The design and implementation of the combustor/nozzle
arrangement is highly specialized and beyond the scope of
this chapter. Sophisticated design tools are used, including
computer fluid dynamics (CFD) to study airflow character-
istics, nozzle spray patterns, fuel droplet sizes, and so on,
over the complete engine operating range to ensure optimum
mixing of fuel and air. The goal is to achieve complete com-
bustion without hot spots that can lead to the generation of
oxides of nitrogen.

To accommodate the wide fuel flow range from starting to
maximum power, nozzles typically have two outlets: a starter
outlet and a main outlet. Figure 13 shows the start/main flow
characteristics indicating how flow is switched from start to
main as a predetermined nozzle pressure drop is met.

The technology associated with combustor/nozzle designs
continues to escalate in order to address the stringent engine

Pressure
drop

Main
characteristic

Start characteristic

Start / main
switch-over

Fuel flow

Figure 13. Fuel nozzle characteristics.

emission requirements that become more demanding with
each new generation of engine.

An igniter system is used to light off the engine during
starting. The igniters are also selected when flying through
bad weather where there is a possibility of a flame-out occur-
ring.

5 RESPONSE AND STABILITY

When in steady-state operation, the aircraft gas turbine is
controlled by a speed governor, which is a closed loop control
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Figure 14. Gas turbine speed/fuel flow sensitivity.

system. We are now going to discuss some of the engine
and control features that can have a significant effect on the
response and stability of the speed governor.

First, let us consider the engine. The sensitivity of the
engine, in terms of speed response, to a change of fuel flow
is illustrated by the graph in Figure 14.

As shown in the figure, engine speed is more sensitive to
fuel flow changes at idle speed than at maximum speed. The
slope of the line at any given operating point is called the
engine gain, KE.

Consider now the response of compressor discharge pres-
sure PC to a sudden change in engine fuel flow. There
are two components to the response: a fast path response
due to the change in the net mass flow into the combus-
tor and a slow path response caused by the subsequent
change in engine speed as it moves to a new steady-state
condition.

Let us now construct a simple block diagram of the com-
plete speed governing system using the wF/PC control mode
discussed in Section 3.

The diagram is shown in Figure 15. Only the speed govern-
ing function of the control system is shown; the acceleration
and deceleration limiting system has been omitted for clarity.

In this governor concept, compressor discharge pressure
is fed back to the fuel control and multiplied by the output
of the speed governor to generate the engine fuel flow. A
nice feature of this control mode is that the PC multiplier
effectively reduces the governor loop gain when PC is low
and engine sensitivity to fuel flow is high while increasing
the gain at high-power settings when PC is high and engine
sensitivity to fuel flow is low.

There is a problem, however, in the fact that the PC feed-
back is positive (i.e., fuel flow is increased as PC is increased),
which is dynamically destabilizing.

A dynamic analysis of the speed governor control system
is therefore necessary to ensure that the system behavior is
not oscillatory. This can be accomplished using small pertur-
bation techniques, whereby the engine gains and the fast and
slow PC derivatives are used to establish stability margins for
a number of operating points over the full power range (see
Langton, 2006 for a simple example of this process). More
complete full range, nonlinear analyses can be done using
computer modeling techniques.

Similar dynamic analyses are required for all of the closed-
loop functions including, for example, temperature limiting
as well as torque sharing and limiting.

A particularly challenging dynamic response problem is
that associated with helicopter rotor speed governing. Here,
the very large inertia of the rotor and transmission reflected at
the power turbine shaft results in very low-frequency, lightly
damped modes of oscillation that can interact unfavorably
with the rotor speed governing system.

Governor set speed

PC  feedback

+

wF

PC
PC

EngineKG
−

Governor gain

N

Fuel flow wF

Speed feedback

Engine speed governor

Figure 15. Speed governor with PC compensation.
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6 ENGINE DIAGNOSTICS

It is important to be able to monitor the performance of gas
turbines in service in order to take maintenance actions in
a timely manner and at a convenient location. This can be
challenging for airlines that fly all over the world. The cost of
having an engine failure thousands of miles from a convenient
maintenance base is prohibitive, since it means ferrying a
spare engine and maintenance crew to replace the engine on
site.

Many airlines, therefore, do performance trend monitor-
ing routinely. Information from dedicated sensors as well as
from transducers used in the fuel control system can be mon-
itored and “snapshots” taken at specific phases of a flight
(e.g., takeoff, climb, and cruise). This information is stored
in avionics units and transmitted automatically via the air-
craft communication and reporting system (ACARS) to the
maintenance base of the airline.

Trend monitoring is difficult because a sensor’s error band
is typically greater than the trend being sought, and there-
fore complex mathematical techniques are used that elimi-
nate random errors leaving the trend information from which
maintenance decisions can be made.

In military applications, there is a major shift in
maintenance philosophy taking place from “scheduled

maintenance” to “on-condition maintenance” in an effort to
reduce logistics and support costs. As a result, prognostic
techniques are being developed to predict remaining useful
life (RUL) for all major aircraft systems including the propul-
sion system. For single-engine aircraft applications, this is a
flight-critical issue, since loss of the engine means loss of
aircraft.

One important trend in engine monitoring that is becoming
a standard prognostic tool is the use of oil debris measure-
ment and capture. This technology replaces the traditional
“magnetic plug,” which can be examined for ferus partic-
ulate after each flight, with a system that can measure the
number and size of particles (both ferus and nonferus) in the
oil lubrication and scavenge system. From this information,
the potential failure of one or more of the engine shaft bear-
ings can be predicted. A more definitive examination of the
captured particulate using specialized flight line equipment
can also be used to support maintenance decision making.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An aircraft environmental control system is tasked with main-
taining on-board conditions suitable for equipment operation,
and comfortable for vehicle occupants. This chapter covers
systems in use today to provide environmental control on
aircraft. The major environmental control system (ECS) com-
ponents and sub-systems are then considered in more detail.
Oxygen provision systems are then considered. This chapter
is based on Lawson (2009).

2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
DESIGN

This section describes the various system architectures cur-
rently used to provide aircraft air conditioning, and their
principles of operation.

2.1 Ram air coolant based systems

Ram air cooling is a fairly simple system where aircraft heat
is rejected into the surrounding airflow. Such a system is
illustrated in Ram air cooling system schematic Figure 1. Air
is scooped from the aircraft boundary layer, passed through
one side of an air/air heat exchanger, and then rejected over-
board. The on-board air to be cooled is passed through the
other side of the heat exchanger. The flow rate of the ram air
is often increased by using a fan or a jet pump. The jet pump
introduces fluid bled from the engines.

Cooling
(ram) air

Cooling
(ram) air

Air from
cabin

Air to
cabin

Air from
cabin

Air to
cabin

Fan

Bleed air

Heat
exchanger

Heat
exchanger

Figure 1. Ram air cooling system schematic.
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2 Aircraft Sub-Systems

Ram air cooling has the disadvantage that it increases air-
craft drag, as the ram air is slowed as it is scooped and piped
through the heat exchanger. Ram air cooling is also quite lim-
ited. At high velocity the scooped air temperature is raised
due to skin friction. At low velocity, for example, when the
aircraft is taxiing, the mass flow rate of the scooped air is low.
Mass flow rate is also low at high altitude where the air den-
sity is low. These effects of high temperature and low mass
flow rate of the ram air compromise the effectiveness of the
heat exchange process.

2.2 Fuel coolant based systems

Fuel cooling systems use the aircraft fuel as the heat sink.
Fuel flowing from the tanks to the engine is passed through
one side of a heat exchanger. The aircraft heat load to be
cooled, such as engine oil, flows through the other side of the
heat exchanger. This type of system is shown in the schematic
diagram in Figure 2.

Such systems have limited applications. There are two
main reasons for this; the first is that the fuel flow rate varies
with engine throttle setting. Thus, when the engine is on a low
throttle setting the fuel flow rate is low, and consequently
the heat exchange process is not very effective. Also, this
scenario may cause the fuel temperature to rise too much.
Secondly, towards the end of the flight, when the fuel is almost
exhausted, the heat capacity of the fuel as a sink is low, again
causing the fuel temperature to rise too much. To mitigate
these effects the fuel itself is often cooled using ram air, as
illustrated in Figure 3.

2.3 Engine bleed

Engine bleed air is the power source for air conditioning sys-
tems in the vast majority of civil and military aircraft. Air is

Fuel

Hydraulic fluid,
engine oil and so on

To engine

Heat
exchanger

Figure 2. Fuel cooling system schematic.

Fuel

Fuel

Cooling
(ram) air

Heat
exchanger

Heat
exchanger

Hydraulic fluid,
engine oil and

so on

Figure 3. Fuel cooled with ram air fuel cooling.

bled from the engines compressor to provide power to sys-
tems that cool aircraft cabin air. Open loop type bleed air
systems are those that see widespread use in aircraft appli-
cations. Such ECSs continuously bleed pressurized air from
the engines and condition it in terms of temperature and pres-
sure. This cooled and pressurized air is fed to the inhabitants
of the aircraft, as well as equipment that requires temperature
conditioning. Finally, some of this air is usually re-circulated
through the system, while the remainder is dumped over-
board.

The engine bleed air is often of temperatures and pres-
sures far too high to be of practical use for environmental
control in its immediate form. For example, bleed air from a
military fighter aircraft may be in the region of 4000 kPa and
800 K. This is enough to make ECS components melt. There-
fore, the first task of the ECS is to reduce the pressure of the
bleed air, and to cool it. A pressure reducing valve (PRV) is
often used. Such a device maintains a constant pressure down-
stream of the valve, regardless of the upstream pressure. This
valve effectively controls the amount of bleed air, which flows
through the ECS. This principle works well on civil transport
aircraft, where engine speed variations are relatively small.

However, on supersonic aircraft, where speed variations
are relatively large, variable PRVs are used. This is due to the
fact that at high engine speed, a lot of cooling is required, and
in order to satisfy this requirement a fixed PRV would result
in a large excess in flow rate through the ECS at low operating
speeds. Therefore, on supersonic aircraft the amount of air
bled from the engine is speed dependent.

Once the pressure has been reduced using a PRV, the air is
then cooled, normally using a ram air cooled heat exchanger.
The temperature is lowered to approximately 100◦C, which
is the highest temperature of air required to be output by the
ECS for, for example, de-misting. Such a cooling system is
shown in Figure 4. This schematic also shows a bypass line,
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Figure 4. Bleed air temperature and pressure conditioning system.

where hot air can be mixed with the cooled air in order to raise
the temperature. This provision is made in the system for the
case when the heat exchanger is working very effectively, for
example, on a cold day.

2.4 Air cycle refrigeration

The simplest way to generate the air required for equip-
ment and cabin cooling and pressurization, is to use the
engine bleed air to drive an air cycle refrigeration system.
The penalty for the simplicity of the air cycle refrigeration
system is that large mass flow rates of engine bleed air are
required, compromising engine performance. This results in
large diameter ducts being required, taking up large amounts
of the valuable limited space on-board the aircraft.

The operating principle of air cycle refrigeration systems
is that high pressure (bleed) air is cooled by a ram air driven
heat exchanger, the air is then cooled further by dropping
its pressure across a turbine stage. The turbine drives a fan,
which blows coolant air through the heat exchanger.

In Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2 we will consider two
types of air cycle refrigeration system architectures, namely;
Turbofan and Bootstrap systems.

2.4.1 Turbofan refrigeration systems

Basic turbofan refrigeration system architecture is illustrated
in Figure 5. The operating principle is described in Sec-
tion 2.4. This type of system was traditionally used on civil
transport aircraft, where ram air temperatures are always
fairly low, and on subsonic military aircraft, due to the small
size and light weight of such systems. However, turbofan
refrigeration systems have largely been replaced by bootstrap
refrigeration systems.

In turbofan refrigeration systems, the “coolant air” for
the heat exchanger may be ram air, recycled cabin air, or a
mixture of both. The basic system uses ram air as the coolant

Cooling
(ram) air

Pressurized
(bleed) air

Air to
cabinTurbine

Heat
exchanger

Figure 5. Turbofan refrigeration system schematic.

(Figure 5), while the use of cabin air in a so-called regen-
erative turbofan refrigeration system is an improvement, in
that the drag penalty associated with scooping ram air is
circumvented (Figure 6). The heat exchanger efficiency may
be compromised when using cabin air rather than (cooler)
ram air.

A regenerative turbofan with ram air cooling system uses a
mixture of cabin air and ram air as the heat exchanger coolant
air, as shown in Figure 7. This re-introduces some of the drag
penalty. However, this will improve the performance of the
heat exchanger, when compared to using cabin air alone as
the coolant. It is also possible to use a combination of fuel
and cabin air as the coolant, regaining the advantage of not
scooping ram air.

Figure 8 shows temperature and pressure variations
through a typical turbofan refrigeration cycle. Relatively high

Pressurized
(bleed) air

Air from
cabin

Air to
cabinTurbine

Heat
exchanger

Figure 6. Regenerative turbofan refrigeration system schematic.
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Figure 7. Regenerative turbofan refrigeration with ram air cooling
system schematic.

pressure and temperature bleed air is fed to the system. Most
of the temperature drop occurs across the heat exchanger,
with a lesser, but nonetheless significant drop across the
turbine. Most of the pressure drop is across the turbine
stage.

Pressurized
(bleed) air
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Turbine

Turbine

Cooling
(ram) air

Heat
exchanger

Bleed air conditions

Heat exchanger

330 ºC

520 kPa 500 kPa

110 kPa
4 ºC

110 ºC

Figure 8. Temperature and pressure variations through a turbofan
refrigeration system.

2.4.2 Bootstrap refrigeration systems

Bootstrap refrigeration systems are often used for cooling
where high ram air temperatures are experienced, such as
supersonic aircraft. They have also largely replaced turbofan
refrigeration systems on airliners. Such a system is shown in
Figure 9.

Bootstrap systems are more complex than turbofan refrig-
eration systems. However, performance is improved over
turbofan systems as either lower pressures of charge bleed air
can be used, or a larger temperature drop across the turbine
can be achieved.

Such systems include a heat exchanger and a cold air unit
(CAU). The CAU consists of a compressor, turbine, and a ram
air-cooled heat exchanger. The CAU compressor increases
the pressure of the charge bleed air. The temperature of the
air is reduced both by expanding it over the turbine which is
driving the compressor, and by passing it through the CAU
heat exchanger. Condensation may form when cooling the
air; hence, water extraction is included in the system.

Assistance is often included to draw the ram air through
the heat exchanger. This may be achieved by using a jet pump,
which is typically the approach adopted on military aircraft.
Alternatively, a fan may be used. This fan is on the same
shaft as the turbine and compressor. Such a system is usually
adopted on large aircraft, including airliners, and is termed
a three-wheel (or three-rotor) bootstrap system, such as that
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 11 shows temperature and pressure variations
through a typical bootstrap refrigeration cycle. Lower pres-
sure, and consequently temperature air is required to supply
this type of system than that of the turbofan refrigeration sys-
tem (see Figure 8). There is a significant drop in temperature
across the heat exchanger. The temperature then rises to a
level a little below its original temperature across the com-
pressor stage. The temperature then falls significantly across
the CAU heat exchanger and the turbine. The pressure rises
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Cooling
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Primary
heat

exchanger

Secondary
heat
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Figure 9. Two-wheel bootstrap refrigeration system schematic.
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Figure 10. Three-wheel bootstrap refrigeration system schematic.

significantly across the compressor, falls significantly across
the turbine, and remains largely unchanged over both the heat
exchanger stages.

2.5 Electrically powered air cycle refrigeration

As an alternative to using engine bleed air to drive an air
cycle, it is possible to use an electrically powered compressor
to pressurize ram air and drive an air cycle machine, such as
those described in Section 2.4. The advantage of this method
over using engine bleed is that electrically compressed air will
be in the optimum condition (temperature and pressure) to
drive the air cycle machine, while the engine bleed air is likely
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Figure 11. Temperature and pressure variations through a bootstrap
refrigeration system.

to need pre-conditioning for temperature and pressure before
it can be used in an air cycle refrigeration system. However,
the electrically driven compressor may increase the weight
of the ECS compared to an engine bleed air driven system.
Electrically powered and bleed air driven ECS are compared
schematically in Figure 12, including typical temperature,
and pressures in the system.
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Figure 12. Electrically powered and bleed air driven air cycle refrigeration ECS.
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Figure 13. Vapor refrigeration system simplified schematic.

2.6 Vapor cycle refrigeration

Vapor refrigeration systems are closed-loop. Such a system
is shown in Figure 13. The heat exchanger coolant is a liq-
uid such as R-134. Heat load is consumed by the coolant
causing it to evaporate. Therefore, in this type of system, the
heat exchanger is an “evaporator”. The coolant must then
go around the closed loop cycle, returning to the evaporator,
ready to absorb more heat load. This is achieved by firstly
compressing the coolant vapor using an electrically powered
compressor. The vapor is then at a high pressure and tempera-
ture state, and it can be returned to liquid form in a condenser.
The condenser is cooled, typically this is achieved using ram
air. The refrigerant is finally expanded over an expansion
valve before flowing back to the evaporator.

Despite the fact that electrical power is required to drive
the compressor, such a cycle is much more efficient than the
open-loop air cycles commonly in use today. However, such
systems have seen limited applications so far, as they are
high in mass. Another drawback is the toxic nature of the
coolants used. Also, the maximum operating temperatures of
the refrigerants are too low at about 70◦C.

However, liquid cooled systems do see some applications
today, for example, in the cooling of avionics boxes. In these
systems, the evaporation and condensation is dispensed with
and the liquid coolant is pumped around a system includ-
ing a cool wall heat exchanger to transfer heat away from
the avionics equipment, and an air/liquid heat exchanger to
lower the temperature of the liquid coolant. Such a system is
illustrated in Figure 14.

Vapor cycle refrigeration systems are often applied to ther-
mal management in spacecraft. More information on such
applications and technology can be found in Spacecraft Ther-
mal Management.
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Figure 14. Avionics liquid cooling system schematic.

3 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SUB-SYSTEMS

The main sub-systems and components in a typical ECS
include humidity and pressure control, ozone conversion, fil-
tration, cold air units (CAU), and heat exchangers. In this
section, we consider these sub-systems in more detail.

3.1 Cabin pressurization and control

For aircraft that operate at medium and high altitudes, the
cabin must be pressurized so that the occupants can remain
comfortable. Cool, pressurized air is provided by air condi-
tioning systems such as those described in Section 2.

For an aircraft with occupants in fixed positions, such as
military fighter aircraft, a cabin pressure below 20 000 ft is
maintained. Such aircraft must provide the occupants with
oxygen supplies so that they can breathe normally.

For aircraft where the occupants are free to move around
the cabin, a cabin pressure below 8000 ft is maintained.
This allows the inhabitants to breathe normally without a
supplementary oxygen supply. This means that an aircraft
cruising at 35 000 ft with a cabin pressure of 8000 ft will
have a pressure differential across the cabin wall of about
50 kPa.

The cabin pressure is regulated by outflow valves in the
cabin wall. It is controlled to maintain the desired cabin
pressure automatically, without intervention from the pilot,
regardless of the atmospheric pressure. Additionally, valves
are in place to prevent an unacceptably high pressure differ-
ential occurring across the cabin wall in the event of a failure
of the pressure regulation achieved normally by the outflow
valve. Such a system is illustrated schematically in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Cabin pressure control system.

Although a sealed cabin is impractical, for the sake of
efficiency and emergency cases, the cabin is designed as a
pressurized vessel with minimum leakage. This minimizes
the work that the air conditioning system has to do to main-
tain cabin pressure. In the event of a pressurization system
failure, this minimal leakage also gives the pilot enough time
to descend to a safe altitude. To facilitate this, the inlet valves
must be non-return in design, such that the pressurized cabin
air cannot flow back into the air conditioning system piping.
If the reason for the failure in the pressurization system is
contamination, then the system may be purged by scooping
ram air once the aircraft has descended to a safe altitude.

3.2 Humidity control

The level of moisture in aircraft cabin atmosphere is regu-
lated. The air is kept fairly dry in order to protect electrical
equipment from moisture. This also minimizes the need for
de-misting. Humidity is not a problem at high altitude as the
water content of the atmosphere is low in this case. This is
apparent to most airliner passengers who will experience dry
skin and eyes on long-haul flights.

At sea level, particularly in tropical areas, where water
levels in the air may exceed 30 grams per kilogram of air, de-
humidifying of aircraft air is required. Two types of machine
are typically used in air refrigeration systems to coalesce the
fine water droplets that may then be filtered out.

This may be achieved centrifugally by using a turbine to
swirl the air, forcing the heavy water particles to the outer
casing, where it may by drained away. Alternatively, air may
be routed through a coalescer matrix, resulting in large water
droplets forming, which are blown onto plates and conse-
quently collected. A relief valve is included in such a system
to provide a bypass in case of icing of the coalescer.

In the case of vapor refrigeration cycles, moisture removal
is somewhat simpler than in air refrigeration cycles. This is
due to the fact that the conditioned air is cooled to its dew
point in the evaporator. Water consequently forms on the heat
exchanger walls and may be collected as it runs off.

3.3 Ozone conversion

Ozone (O3) is a colorless gas, most of which present in the
Earth’s is suspended in the stratosphere. However, ozone is
an irritant, even at low concentrations, and there are signifi-
cant concentrations present in the troposphere at the altitudes
where jet engined aircraft cruise. Therefore, ozone is con-
verted to oxygen by the ECS when aircraft are operating at
altitudes in excess of 26000 feet.

Acceptable ozone levels peak at 0.25 parts per million
(ppm) and average levels should not exceed 0.1 ppm. Aircraft
can encounter ozone concentrations in the atmosphere as high
as 0.8 ppm.

A fully functional ozone converter will maintain levels
well below the acceptable values. This is achieved by cat-
alytic conversion to oxygen, and further dissociation occurs
upstream in the (main engine or electrically driven) compres-
sor and downstream in the air conditioning packs when the
ozone comes into contact with components.

A catalytic ozone converter is a pressurized (by bleed or
ram air) vessel containing a palladium or palladium and metal
oxide catalyst. The catalyst is arranged in a fine honeycomb
mesh to maximize the surface are that the air passes over.
Thus, ensuring effective operation at air high mass flow rates
and low temperatures.

Despite the reaction being catalytic, the ozone converter
will need to be maintained since contamination and corrosion
of the honeycomb core may occur over time.

3.4 Filtration of re-circulated cabin air

A modern passenger transport aircraft ECS re-circulates up
to half of the cabin air. While the ECS fresh air is treated
to remove ozone, the recycled cabin air is filtered for many
unwanted contaminants, including:
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� Micro-organisms (bacteria and viruses)
� Dust (including fibers and skin flakes)
� Odors
� Volatile organic compounds (VOC) (including bio efflu-

ent, from food and drink, oil, fuel, hydraulic fluid and ice
protection fluids)

Such filtration is achieved using high efficiency particulate
air filters (HEPA) conforming to European standard 1822-1.
This standard defines efficiencies from 85 to 99.995%, and
filters on modern transport aircraft perform at the upper end
of this scale with efficiencies of at least 99.95%.

Bacteria (0.5–1.5 microns) and viruses (0.01–0.1 microns)
are extremely small. However, a typical HEPA filter on a
modern aircraft has the performance to ensure that the re-
circulated air has a micro-bacterial content as low as the fresh
outside air.

3.5 Heat exchangers

A heat exchanger consists of two fluids flowing parallel to
each other, and separated by a solid wall. Heat exchange
is best achieved by having the two fluids flow past each
other in opposite directions, in a counter-flow arrangement.
The counter-flow arrangement performs better, with a more
evenly distributed change in temperature across the whole
unit than that of the parallel-flow type.

Heat exchanger performance is measured by its effective-
ness or “thermal ratio”, which is the ratio of actual heat
transferred to the theoretically possible heat transfer for a
given configuration. The heat transfer can be improved by
increasing the transfer area. This can be done by making
the heat exchanger physically larger, or by increasing the
flow path length by adding bends to the pipes. Both of these
effects are undesirable since a larger heat exchanger takes up
more valuable space on-board the aircraft, while bends in the
pipes lead to clogging problems. This clogging may lead to
increased maintenance requirements. The heat transfer may
also be improved by increasing the coolant flow rate. This
is also undesirable on an aircraft, since the coolant is nor-
mally ram air. Increasing the flow rate of ram air scooped
also increases drag levels. More information on heat transfer
can be found in Engineering Analysis of Heat Transfer.

In order to minimize the space and weight taken up, mod-
ern aircraft heat exchangers are fairly compact and light-
weight units. As such they have small diameter pipes car-
rying the fluids, and as a consequence of this clogging can be
a problem, leading to high maintenance demands.

It is important to minimize the pressure drop across the
heat exchanger so that the pressure drop across the turbine

stage in the ECS is maximized. Thus maximizing the work
extracted from the turbine. This is an additional reason for
avoiding bends in the heat exchanger piping.

From the factors discussed in this section, it is reasonable
to conclude that the drive towards smaller and lighter heat
exchangers is often advanced by improvements in materials
properties and production techniques.

3.6 Cold air units

The CAU incorporates a heat exchanger, which is typically
ram air cooled. Also included are a turbine and a compressor
on a single shaft. Such a unit is used in a two-wheel bootstrap
air refrigeration system. The CAU in a three-wheel bootstrap
system additionally includes a fan on the same shaft, in order
to help circulate the ram air.

The CAU is essentially a piece of turbomachinery, and
as such, the great design challenge is stage matching of the
fan, compressor and turbine stages. The turbine operational
optimum is at a much higher rotational speed than the fan.
Additionally, the compressor is sensitive to changes in flow
conditions. These effects can be mitigated by adopting vari-
able geometry. However, this is rarely implemented, as it adds
weight and complexity to the CAU.

4 OXYGEN SYSTEMS

In aircraft where cabin pressure altitude is not maintained
below 8000 ft, oxygen must be supplied to the occupants as a
matter of course. There are two principles by which oxygen
may be supplied in normal flight circumstances.

1. Liquid storage of oxygen.
2. Oxygen concentration of outside air.

It is also possible, on aircraft, to supply oxygen from gen-
eration by chemical reaction and from high-pressure gaseous
storage. However, these systems are suited to providing oxy-
gen rapidly, and for short periods of time. As such, they
usually only see application in emergency oxygen supply
systems, and are covered in Aircraft Emergency Systems.

4.1 Liquid storage of oxygen

By reducing the temperature of oxygen to around −180◦ C, it
can be liquefied at low pressure, and hence stored in a small
volume. This increases the volume of oxygen that can be
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stored for a given mass and volume of cylinder, compared to
gaseous storage of oxygen.

So that the liquid oxygen (LOX) can be breathed, it must
first be boiled. This requires heat and time. LOX systems
require insulation (typically including a vacuum) around the
storage vessel to maintain the low temperatures required.
Some heat transfer will inevitably take place across the insu-
lation. As a result some boil-off will always occur, and this
oxygen gas will need to be either used or dumped. As a con-
sequence LOX systems require to be re-filled periodically,
since supplies will deplete even when not in use. LOX sys-
tems require a significant distribution system to supply the
oxygen to the occupants, which adds to the overall system
weight. Such a system is often used for normal oxygen supply
on military fighter aircraft.

4.2 Oxygen concentration of outside air

Oxygen molecules are smaller than most other molecules
present in air. Thus, by using a molecular sieve on an
airstream, such as that from an aircraft air conditioning
system, an oxygen rich gas stream can be produced. Such
systems are known as on-board oxygen generation systems
(OBOGS).

The by-product of the oxygen rich gas stream is an oxygen-
depleted gas. Systems, which produce such a gas stream are
known as on-board inert gas generating systems (OBIGGS).
Typically, OBOGS and OBIGGS are combined to produce
two gas streams. The inert gas may be used to pressurize the
aircraft fuel system or, in the event of fire, may be used as an
extinguisher fluid.

One advantage of using a molecular sieve based oxygen
system is that no on-board storage of oxygen is required.
Hence, a saving in weight is achieved and endurance is
unaffected by the oxygen supply. Such systems are used on
Eurofighter Typhoon and F-22 Raptor.

The disadvantages of OBOGS are that if the air condi-
tioning unit fails, then so too does the oxygen supply. Also,
OBOGS cannot be safely used if the outside air is contami-
nated.

5 TYPICAL AIRCRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

Figure 16 shows a generic system schematic diagram, which
is, representative of the ECS on many in-service civil trans-
port aircraft. The diagram includes one three-wheel bootstrap
air conditioning pack, although aircraft typically have one
pack per engine. The system also includes many compo-
nents described in the preceding sections of this chapter.
The system includes ozone conversion upstream of the pack,
and water separation downstream of the pack. The system
includes a manifold where hot pre-conditioned (cooled and/or
depressurized) bleed air that has not passed through the pack
for conditioning can be mixed in with air output from the
pack in order to provide temperature control. Additionally,
re-circulated cabin air can be mixed in, and typically 50–30%
of the air-flow will be re-circulated. This air is filtered prior
to mixing it with the fresh air.

The system also features non-return valves that ensure air
cannot flow backwards from the cabin through the system.
This reduces the rate that a cabin depressurization would
occur in the event of a failure of the ECS.
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Figure 16. Typical aircraft air conditioning system with three-wheel bootstrap and recirculation.
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6 SUMMARY

This chapter has covered systems and components that are
found on aircraft presently in service in order to provide envi-
ronmental control functions. This includes the provision of
conditions that allow safe and reliable equipment operation,
and also crucially, the safety, wellbeing and comfort of the
aircraft’s occupants.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As aviation has progressed through the years and become
an increasingly popular and reliable means of transportation,
expectations and measures have grown in parallel with re-
spect to safety. Although aircraft design is performed with
the utmost care, there will always exist the possibility that
something can go wrong.

This chapter describes a series of systems and processes
that are purposely designed to react to situations when some-
thing goes wrong, or more precisely, when the primary
provider of a service or function develops a fault and can
no-longer perform that function or deliver that service. This
type of situation could be defined as an emergency situation.

This chapter includes backup systems that do not normally
contribute to the functioning of the aircraft during routine

operation, as opposed to those that include multiple redun-
dancies, such as electrical, avionics, and hydraulic systems,
which will be detailed in their respective chapters.

In general, aircraft emergency systems can be seen as ful-
filling two main roles. The first is to inform or warn the oc-
cupants or operators of the aircraft that an emergency situ-
ation has occurred, and to provide the nature and location
of the situation. The second role is to activate a mecha-
nism or perform a function that is intended to mitigate the
emergency.

The first thing to examine should therefore be the topic of
warning systems in general. Then, we will get into some of the
specific functions performed by various types of emergency
systems.

2 WARNING SYSTEMS

In the case of very early aircraft, problems with the aircraft
were detected by the pilot’s human senses. For instance, an
engine problem could be found by seeing or smelling smoke
or fluid leaking out of the casing, or by hearing or feeling
unusual vibrations from the engine, gearbox, or propeller.

As aircraft became more sophisticated, electrical and me-
chanical devices were required to replace some of the func-
tions formerly carried out by the human. Sensors were placed
in areas where problems were more likely to occur, and warn-
ing lamps were installed in the cockpit to alert the pilot of a
given emergency condition. In addition, cockpit instruments
were designed with displays containing areas of hazardous
operation of a given instrument, such as a high RPM line
on an engine tachometer. In these situations, the pilot would
generally have to follow a procedure or take other types of
action to rectify the emergency.
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Figure 1. Typical cockpit multifunction display with sample warning panel and location.

More modern aircraft have seen a large increase in the
degree of automation for nearly all systems onboard, to the
point where many emergency situations are impossible for a
pilot to detect using human senses. The larger number of even
more advanced systems requires a considerable network of
sensors and processors to help the pilot determine whether
a given situation should be considered an emergency or not.
In many cases, the aircraft flight computers can detect the
faults, determine their severity, and take action to rectify the
fault without any input from the pilot. In this case, the pilot
would simply be informed of the situation that had occurred
via the cockpit multifunction display, and would be advised
if any further action is to be taken, as shown in Figure 1. In
other situations, the warning lamp or signal is integral with
a single switch that, when activated by the pilot, initiates the
action required to mitigate the emergency circumstances.

When designing warning systems, one must therefore be
very careful in the selection of parameters such as level of
automation, in conjunction with the whole of aircraft de-
sign team, to ensure that each emergency situation is handled
within the flight crew’s capabilities.

Typical warning indications in the cockpit are colored red,
whereas caution indications are amber in color. Additionally,
in situations requiring immediate action or attention from
the pilot, the visual alert will be accompanied by an audible
signal, such as a siren or prerecorded voice that sometimes
describes the nature or location of the emergency.

This chapter will consider various specific emergency sit-
uations and the detection and mitigating systems found on
aircraft to cope with such emergencies.

3 FIRE DETECTION AND CONTROL

It is arguable that the most alarming emergency situation in an
aircraft is the onset of a fire, mainly because fire can spread,
and as it does, will inflict increasing levels of damage on

structural integrity, system function, and crew and passenger
health, safety, and comfort. However, there are areas on an
aircraft where high temperatures and combustible materials
must be used to allow the aircraft to fly, namely, the engine and
APU bays. Furthermore, there are other areas, or fire zones, of
the aircraft where dynamic components, heat, or combustible
materials may be present and will also require protection,
such as the landing gear bay, baggage compartment, galley,
and lavatory.

3.1 Fire detection

There are many different characteristics of fire that will al-
low it to be detected in the different environments within
an aircraft. Therefore, different types of detectors have been
conceived to allow fire to be detected in any of its forms as
early and effectively as possible.

One of the most obvious characteristics of a fire is the
presence of a flame. Flames emit infrared (IR) and ultravi-
olet (UV) radiation, in addition to the obvious visible light.
While the human eye can be used to see a flame or smoke
in exposed areas, specific devices are required in the zones
where no visible access is achieved. The IR radiation from a
flame is normally detected by a photovoltaic or photoconduc-
tive device. For UV radiation, a photoelectric flame detector
will typically be used. In both cases, the detection system
must be enhanced by optical filters and electronic circuits for
amplification and further filtering. These enhancements are
critical such that the identification of the flame is assured,
and is not washed out or confounded with ambient daylight.

3.1.1 Smoke

Perhaps the most widely recognized method of fire detection
is by the presence of smoke, as is done in many households
throughout the world. Smoke from a fire is comprised of
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airborne or aerosol particles formed by the condensation of
gases or by the break up of solid materials. The detection of
these particles can be achieved in two ways. Much as humans
can detect smoke through sight and smell, the two types of
human-made detectors use optical properties or ionization
chambers.

Ionization chambers measure the changes in the electric
field properties of air due to the presence of smoke particles
to signal a fire in a given space. This is the type of device
used most commonly in household smoke alarms.

In an optical detector, radiation emitted from a light source
is collected and after being partially dispersed by smoke par-
ticles is collected on a sensor plate. The intensity of the col-
lected light is compared to that which was emitted to de-
termine the concentration of airborne smoke particles in the
test chamber. However, the particle size and wavelength of
light used are interdependent, and thus use of this type of
detector is limited to applications where the particle sizes are
reasonably well-known.

3.1.2 Overheat and temperature rise rate

One of the most obvious characteristics of a fire is that heat
is radiated or convected to its surroundings. This heat can be
used by a detection system in two different ways. First, the
heat from the burning materials can be measured and com-
pared to a reference level. Once the radiated heat exceeds the
preset reference, the alarm is triggered and the flight deck
warning system engages. This method can present some de-
sign challenges, especially in an aircraft, because of common
temperature fluctuations in the different areas of operation of
the aircraft. The alarm temperature must therefore be very
carefully selected to avoid triggering a false alarm.

The second method is by measuring the rate of rise of
temperature in a given area, as the fire heats its surrounding
compartment. A pair of thermal sensing devices is typically
used in this type of application, such as thermistors, where
one is connected to a heat sink and the other open to the am-
bient air. This way, the warning can be given more accurately,
since it can be triggered by a differential in temperatures be-
tween two devices, or an above-reference measurement from
the device on the heat sink.

The heat measurement can be achieved either by capturing
the IR radiation (similar to flame detection, but in a different
wavelength) or by a mechanical device that depends on a
change of material properties with temperature.

There are two common approaches for heat sensing using
this type of mechanical device. Point measurement is nor-
mally achieved using a thermal switch type of detector, which
is often made of bimetallic strip elements. The strips bend
under application of heat and once the temperature reaches a

predetermined value, they close or open an electrical contact
(show figure) in order to complete or break a circuit, thus
triggering the warning in the flight deck.

The second approach is a continuous loop detection sys-
tem where a fire wire type sensor is installed throughout a
compartment to monitor temperature rises in more-or-less
the entire space. The fire wire is actually an assembly of two
wires embedded in a core material that changes its resistiv-
ity beyond a given temperature. If any part of the wire, sur-
rounded by a heat-conducting tube, is heated above the alarm
temperature, the core material will allow current to flow from
one embedded wire to the other, and the warning signal will
be sent to the flight deck instrumentation panel.

3.1.3 Gas detectors

The gases that are of interest in case of fire or potential fire
are either the products of combustion or the elements of a
flammable mixture. Different types of devices can be used,
depending on what is to be detected, such as carbon monox-
ide. The principle of operation of these detectors is based on
either a catalytic element, an IR sensor, or a semiconductor.

3.2 Detection system characteristics and design
requirements

As discussed earlier on, the onset of a fire is an extremely
serious event in an aircraft. As such, the detection and warn-
ing must possess certain features that ensure that the situation
is managed as quickly and efficiently as possible. Therefore,
when designing a fire protection system, a few key features
should be highlighted and discussed (Lombardo, 1993):

3.2.1 False indications

The indication system must be sufficiently reliable that the
warning system will not receive any false indications of fire.
This would trigger a series of events that would not be ac-
ceptable to an aircraft operator, nor the passengers.

3.2.2 Extinction and relight

Once a fire warning signal has been received by the flight
crew and acted upon (i.e., extinguished), the system shall be
capable of indicating that the fire is no longer present. Further,
the system must be able to signal the reigniting of the fire
with the same degree of accuracy and timeliness. In other
words, the components of the system must be robust enough
to withstand the fire itself and return to normal working order
afterwards.
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3.2.3 Test function

The fire warning system on the aircraft must have the ca-
pability of being tested from the flight deck to ensure the
signaling circuitry will function in the event of a fire. The
test function will also show if a warning lamp has burned out
(older system) or if a display function is malfunctioning in a
multifunction display type of cockpit.

3.2.4 Location and reaction time

In order to combat the onset of a fire, the detection system
must be able to very accurately identify the location of the
fire, and the signal must be sent within a very short period.
Otherwise, the extinguishers might be emptied in the wrong
space, or the fire could be too large to contain.

3.3 Extinguishing systems

Now that we have detected and located the onset of a fire in
our aircraft, the next logical step is to suppress or extinguish
it. The extinguishing element of the fire protection system
must be designed with just as much care and attention as the
detection portion. Different classes of fire (depending on the
fuel type) require different means of extinction. Therefore,
a fuel leak fire in the APU bay may not be necessarily dealt
with in the same way as an electrical fire in the flight deck.
At the same time, the extinguishing material must be cho-
sen such that if it is used around passengers or crew, they
are not deprived of oxygen (such as when using a CO2 gas
extinguisher) or they have to inhale toxic chemical particles.

This discussion most often leads to the selection of a fire
extinguisher that contains a halogenated hydrocarbon mix-
ture, often referred to as halon. It can be used effectively on
all classes of fire and does not reduce the concentration of
oxygen in the discharge surroundings.

Recently, halon has been shown to be detrimental to the
environment, due to its high ozone-depleting potential, as
determined by the Montreal Protocol of 1987. Therefore, its
use in aircraft is currently being phased out. Newer materials
with lower ozone-depleting potential values, such as Novec
1230 produced by 3M company, are being introduced as sub-
stitutes, and are in the process of being certified for use in
aircraft.

4 EMERGENCY SECONDARY POWER

During normal aircraft operation, the use of electrical, hy-
draulic, and pneumatic power is common throughout the

Figure 2. Hydrazine EPU from an F-16 fighter aircraft. Reproduced
from TAT Technologies.

systems. In an emergency, different methods can be used to
generate the required forms of power. With modern aircraft
being designed with increasingly sophisticated electronics
and electrical systems, the generation of emergency electri-
cal power is of utmost importance. This topic is covered in
depth in Electrical Power Generation and Distribution.

4.1 Emergency power units

On some aircraft, constant hydraulic power availability is es-
sential. Such aircraft include low stability or unstable military
aircraft, such as the General Dynamics F-16. In this case, the
emergency electrical power alone is not sufficient to allow
the aircraft to survive. The F-16 is therefore fitted with an
emergency power unit (EPU), similar to the one shown in
Figure 2. Such a unit may be fueled by various means, such
as a hydrazine-powered turbine. In this case, the hydrazine is
stored in a sealed tank and is only released in emergency situ-
ations. The EPUs rotating turbine can then be used to drive an
aircraft gearbox that will allow at least one hydraulic pump
and generator to be used. The operating times of such sys-
tems are quite limited as the mass of emergency fuel carried
is minimized.

5 EMERGENCY OXYGEN SYSTEMS

In civil aircraft, the normal method of providing the suffi-
cient quantity of oxygen to the crew and passengers is by
maintaining the atmospheric pressure at or below 8,000 ft.
This can be done either by actually flying at or below 8,000 ft
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ASL, or, more commonly in large aircraft, by pressurizing the
cabin.

In military aircraft, two other methods for providing rou-
tine oxygen are also employed. The first is from liquid oxygen
that is cryogenically cooled and stored in a tank at low pres-
sure and is converted to gas form via a boiling element and
pressure regulation stage. The second method is called an
onboard oxygen generation system, and uses a specialized
material with a molecular structure that traps nitrogen, but
allows oxygen to pass through, thus supplying a gas stream
with a high oxygen concentration. A detailed description of
pressurization and liquid oxygen systems can be found in
Environmental Control Systems.

In the case of a pressurized aircraft that is certified to op-
erate above 7600 m (25 000 ft), an emergency oxygen sup-
ply must be provided to crew and passengers, as stipulated
in the FAA and EASA civil aircraft airworthiness require-
ments. Since people suffer from hypoxia at altitudes above
4500 m (15 000 ft), it is necessary to provide oxygen in the
event of cabin depressurization, Environmental Control Sys-
tem (ECS) failure, or contamination of the ECS conditioned
air.

5.1 Oxygen storage methods

In emergency situations, such as those described above, oxy-
gen is provided to crew and passengers via face masks, using
one of the two following methods:

5.1.1 High-pressure gaseous storage of oxygen

This method is the simplest way to provide a supply of emer-
gency oxygen. The gas is stored in cylinders at pressures of
around 1800 psi, but can reach as high as 3000 psi in cylin-
ders made from composite materials. Figure 3 shows such a
cylinder.

Often, cylinders and piping components used in oxygen
systems are colored green, so that they can be easily distin-

Figure 3. Compressed gaseous oxygen cylinder.

Figure 4. Portable crew oxygen mask and cylinder.

guished from other system components or other types of gas
streams.

On civil transport aircraft, this is often the method by
which emergency oxygen is supplied to the flight deck crew
by using a fixed system.

Cabin crew may be furnished with small portable cylinders
so that they are able to move around the cabin during the
emergency situation. Such equipment is shown in Figure 4.

A military fighter aircraft is likely to have an oxygen cylin-
der on-board for emergency use, as well as a small cylinder
on the ejector seat for high-altitude ejection capability.

The advantages of gaseous oxygen storage are its sim-
plicity and immediate availability. However, this method has
the disadvantage of requiring high-mass and -volume storage
vessels, and delivery pipes in the case of a fixed system.

5.1.2 Oxygen generation by chemical reaction

On large- and medium-sized civil transport aircraft, the most
common method of providing a supply of oxygen to pas-
sengers in an emergency situation is by means of chemical
reaction. A solid chemical, usually sodium chlorate, is heated
to effectively initiate combustion that produces oxygen.

The most dominant reason for this choice of system is a
mass savings of approximately 50% or more, in relation to the
equivalent volume of gaseous oxygen stored under pressure.
The chemical reaction takes place at fairly low pressure, and
no extra distribution pipe work is required for its delivery.
The weight of chemical that is stored on-board is also kept
low, since operation is only required for as long as it takes
the aircraft to descend safely from its cruising altitude to an
altitude below 4500 m (15 000 ft), where people can breathe
unaided. Chemical cartridges connected to masks typically
supply 15 min of oxygen to a passenger, giving ample time
for the aircraft to descend from 40 000 to 10 000 ft.
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic and (b) actual components of a typical chemical oxygen generation system.

This type of system is usually designed to deploy masks
automatically at cabin altitudes above 14,000 ft, although the
passenger is normally required to pull the mask in order to
initiate the flow of oxygen. A fixed chemical oxygen gener-
ator system is shown in Figure 5. Typically, the flow will be
regulated such that a higher volume is available to the user
during the initial stages following mask deployment, and then
progressively decreased to a lower flow rate as it is assumed
that the aircraft will be descending, thus reducing the need
for such high amounts of oxygen.

It is important to note that all types of systems described
above will also require some further design features, includ-
ing adjustable face masks and appropriate types of pressure
regulators. The regulator controls the flow to the user and
the type employed depends on the application of the particu-
lar system. The commercial aircraft passenger system would
typically employ a continuous flow regulation, whereas a
portable cabin crew system might use a diluter-demand reg-
ulator where the user’s breathing controls the flow rate. The
third common regulation method is pressure demand, which
normally has a manual pressure control feature; however, this
is obviously not practical for emergency situations.

6 EVACUATION

Should the emergency systems fail to sufficiently mitigate
a hazardous situation, then the final measure to protect the

safety of the crew and passengers is to evacuate the aircraft.
The method for achieving this varies significantly depend-
ing on aircraft type. While in the case of a transport aircraft,
the crew and passengers will evacuate once the aircraft has
landed, in the case of a military fighter aircraft, the crew
may evacuate in-flight using an ejector system. Some small
aerobatic aircraft and some larger military aircraft are also
equipped with bail-out parachutes, where the occupants must
don the parachute harness and jump out of the troubled air-
craft.

6.1 Passenger evacuation

Transport aircraft are designed such that all passengers can be
evacuated within a certain time. This determines the strate-
gic positioning of exits and emergency exits. Doors include
inflatable chutes to allow rapid escape. The chutes deploy au-
tomatically and can also be deployed manually. Additionally,
the chutes may detach from the aircraft and serve as rafts in
the event of an on-water emergency ditching. In this case, ad-
ditional rafts may be deployed by cabin crew and life jackets
are available to all passengers, normally stored under their
seats.

Testing and simulation are normally conducted to ensure
that the evacuation equipment can meet the airworthiness
requirements (see Figure 6). For instance, aircraft that carry
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Figure 6. Passenger cabin emergency aisle lighting.

more than 44 passengers must show that all passengers and
crew can exit the aircraft in less than 90 s. This test must
further be conducted with at least 50% of the exits blocked,
and with no exterior lighting.

6.2 Crew evacuation

In a commercial transport aircraft, the cabin crew is most
likely to evacuate using the same means as the passengers.
This way, they can operate the emergency doors and assist
passengers with the evacuation. The crew of the flight deck
have a further option of exiting via a cockpit window or es-
cape hatch in the forward fuselage. In these situations, an
escape rope or cable will be fastened inside the fuselage
structure, allowing the crew members to be lowered to the
ground.

Many military aircraft, fighter jets in particular, are
equipped with an ejection seat for each crewmember. The
ejection system is quite complex, but is initiated by a single
pull of the lever or handle. First, the canopy is explosively
ejected or shattered. Then, the seat and occupant are pro-
pelled out of the aircraft using ballistic charges and solid fuel
rocket motors. A small parachute called a drogue is deployed
to slow and stabilize the descent of the seat and its occu-
pant. The entire procedure may take less than 3 s. A pressure
sensor detects when the seat is below a certain altitude, typi-
cally 10 000 ft, and separates the occupant and the seat at that
stage. The occupant’s main parachute then opens. The seat is
also equipped with an oxygen supply and a survival pack that
includes dinghy and locating beacon, to maximize the occu-
pant’s chances of a successful ejection during and after the
process of leaving the aircraft. Figure 7 shows a Martin Baker
Mk 16 ejector seat, one of the most modern seats currently
available.

Figure 7. A modern military aircraft ejection seat.

6.3 Helicopters

Rotary-wing aircraft have special considerations for some
of their evacuation systems, due to the nature of some of
their operating conditions. Often there is very little space to
move around inside a helicopter, making it difficult to reach a
distant exit quickly. However, most helicopters have several
large doors and windows to mitigate this constraint.

One particular emergency situation that requires consid-
erable thought in helicopter design is operation over large
bodies of water and the possibility of emergency ditching.
Since these aircraft are top-heavy, they will often flip over
and quickly fill with water. The passengers and crew can be-
come disoriented, so the provisions for emergency escape
must be reliable and unmistakable.

To that end, emergency exits and operating handles are
color-coded with black and yellow striped markings. For
night time situations, a special type of lighting system is used,
which is described in Section 7.
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Figure 8. A helicopter evacuation simulation trainer

Organizations that fly helicopters over water such as mili-
tary ship-borne helicopters or companies that service offshore
oil platforms often train their personnel to react to such situ-
ations using simulators provided by specialized companies,
such as that shown in Figure 8 where escape scenarios are
practiced under controlled conditions.

7 EMERGENCY LIGHTING

During an aircraft evacuation, physical conditions will be
adverse at best. There may be smoke, darkness, water, or any
other obstruction that prevents clear vision and access to the
emergency exits.

The purpose of the emergency lighting is to guide pas-
sengers to exits. In a commercial aircraft, normally the floor
in the aisles is lit and a clear indication of the exit position

is given, such as a change in light color. Sufficient ambient
lighting must also be provided so that evacuees do not collide
with each other and can assist one another if necessary.

In helicopters, a special type of illumination system has
been designed specifically for the case of underwater evac-
uation, called Helicopter Emergency Egress Lighting Sys-
tem (HEELS). This system consists of a control and sensor
unit and a series of illuminating strips placed around the out-
line of each emergency exit. The system can be triggered
manually, by crash loads, by inversion, or by contact with
water. The illuminating strips are then lit, either by a chemi-
cal reaction or by small water-resistant lights (see Figure 9).
The system can either be self-powered using an integral bat-
tery pack or be connected to the aircraft emergency power
system.

The power source for the emergency lighting system must
be able to function in the event of a crash landing or loss of
primary aircraft power. This will likely require careful design
consideration when integrating it with the aircraft electrical
system.

8 CONCLUSION

Emergency systems are a critical part of aircraft systems de-
sign and integration. Although aviation safety has improved
tremendously in recent times, its evolution has not reached
a point where emergency situations and accidents can be ne-
glected. Designing a set of emergency systems for an air-
craft means repeatedly asking oneself, “what can go wrong?”
While this prospect can seem uncomfortable to some, it has
been shown above that these systems are worth just as much
consideration and attention as any other part of the aircraft.

Figure 9. Two types of helicopter emergency lighting: (a) Water Activated Emergency Lighting System (WAELS). Reproduced from
Wayout Inc. and (b) AD HEELS. Reproduced with permission from Stratus Systems Inc.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The protection of aircraft from the adverse effects of ice
accretion during flight has been a crucial design problem
since the very early years of flight. In the 1940s and 1950s,
significant experimental and flight test programs laid the
foundation for protection systems. Many of these concepts
are still in widespread use today. It is important to note
that as well as protecting the lifting surfaces (wing and tail
surfaces, or rotors in the cases of helicopters) and propulsion
systems (e.g., fan blades and propellers), air data systems
(e.g., the pitot system used for air speed, and total air tem-
perature (TAT) probe) and cockpit windscreens will also
need ice protection measures. This chapter deals only with
the “in-flight” icing hazard. Ice and snow accretion while
the aircraft is on the ground is considered to be a sepa-
rate topic, but it has significant flight safety implications
and inadequate ground de-icing has been the cause of many
“icing” accidents and incidents to date. “Ground de-icing”,
often using freezing point depressant de-icing fluids, is

routinely carried out at airports, which are subject to snow and
freezing rain/drizzle (ice storms) conditions during winter
months. Any reader interested in ground de-icing rather than
the in-flight icing hazard is recommended to consult other
documents such as that produced by the Canadian Defense
Department.

In terms of jet transport category aircraft, the strive towards
ultra fuel efficient propulsion systems in modern aircraft, and
the consequent reduction in the amount of engine bleed air
(hot gas) available to provide ice protection for the lifting
surfaces and the propulsion systems, means that all modern
aircraft designs must accept some ice accretion on tolerant
areas as part of a design compromise. Typically, wing tips,
wing roots, and winglets (if present) would be left unpro-
tected. The aircraft design engineer must demonstrate that
the aircraft can tolerate such accretion safely and without
undue performance penalty. In addition, the designer must
demonstrate the ability for continued safe flight for a defined
period in the event that the ice protection system has failed.
Again, satisfactory handling qualities and performance must
be demonstrated during this degraded mode of operation.

Rotorcraft operations in icing weather conditions have
significantly lagged those in the fixed-wing community.
The French Super Puma was the first helicopter to achieve
certification for flight in icing, although a number of military
helicopter clearances, often with significant flight restric-
tions, have existed for longer periods. Most recently, the
Sikorsky S-92 helicopter has achieved full FAA certifica-
tion. The fixed rpm of the main rotor(s) means that any
profile drag increase caused by ice accretion may lead to the
allowable torque limit being reached on unprotected rotors
in a very short time period, typically less than a few minutes.
The preferred method of Ice Protection System (IPS) for
helicopter rotors and for propellers is electrothermal.
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A crucial part of any icing clearance is the ability to detect
the onset of icing conditions. For many years, crew observa-
tion was regarded as “the best indicator”. Ice formation on
cockpit windscreens and wiper blades is a typical “early”
indicator of ice accretion on the aircraft. However, with
improvements in the reliability and accuracy of ice detec-
tors along with increased cockpit, workloads, as well as the
increased difficulties of night flying, ice detectors are now a
standard fit on many aircraft.

Section 2 provides a brief description of the in-flight icing
problem based on that produced by Gent, Dart and Cansdale
(2000). Means of ice detection are described in Section 3,
while Ice Protection Systems are described in Section 4.

2 IN-FLIGHT ICING

Water droplets contained in clouds can exist in the liquid state
at temperatures below the freezing point, known as super-
cooling. In the laboratory, this can be to temperatures as
low as −40 ◦C. In order to form ice, they must release their
latent heat of freezing, either to the surrounding air (the cloud
droplets turn into ice crystals), or to the surface of a body
onto which they impinge. Aircraft icing is defined as flight in
cloud at temperatures at or below freezing when super-cooled
water droplets impinge and freeze on the unprotected areas
on which they impact. However, with most types of engine air
inlet in which there is significant expansion of the air, the icing
risk may exist at static air temperatures up to at least +5 ◦C,
due to the adiabatic cooling produced within the inlet duct.

The maximum severity of the icing conditions which exist
in nature (the combination of ambient air temperature, cloud
droplet size, and liquid water concentration), which are used
in the certification of ice protection systems, is defined in
CFR 14 Part 25, Appendix C (EASA CS-25 in Europe).

The rate and amount of ice accretion on an unheated
surface depends on the shape, including surface finish, the
size, the speed at which the body is traveling, the tempera-
ture, liquid water concentration, and the size of the droplets
in the cloud.

It is convenient to consider ice accretion in two distinct
parts. The first part is the rate at which the water droplets are
intercepted by the body. This is the product of the efficiency
with which the body collects the water (usually referred to as
the water droplet collection or catch efficiency), the amount of
water contained in the cloud (the cloud liquid water concen-
tration, LWC), and the speed of the body through the cloud.
The water droplet collection efficiency of the body is con-
trolled mainly by the size (e.g., helicopter rotor blade chord
length) and shape of the body, including the incidence (angle
of attack), and in particular the diameter of the cloud droplets.
While airspeed is also important, the ambient pressure

(altitude) and temperature have only a limited effect on the
collection efficiency over the range of values appropriate to
aircraft (e.g., sea level to 6700 m (22 000 ft) and 0 to −40 ◦C).

The second aspect to ice accretion is the rate at which the
impinging water will freeze to form an ice accretion. This is
primarily governed by the heat transfer from the surface of
the body. This heat transfer includes kinetic heating, convec-
tive cooling, evaporative cooling, latent heat of freezing, and
a number of smaller contributions from sensible heating and
cooling mechanisms. Heat transfer by conduction can also
be significant for some metallic leading edge structures, for
example, the lip skin material used in wing slat construction.
For the impacting water droplets to freeze, their latent heat
of fusion must be dissipated. The primary mechanisms of
heat loss are normally convection and evaporation. The con-
vective heat transfer is in practice largely controlled by the
geometry and speed of the body in the airflow, the roughness
of the iced surface, and the ambient temperature difference
that exists between the surface and the local air temperature
(edge of boundary layer under compressible flow conditions).
The evaporative cooling is a function of the vapor pressure
of the water, which is itself a function of the temperature
and the pressure at the surface. The pressure effect is through
the enhanced concentration gradient that exists if the air is
expanded and cooled, as in the upper surface suction region
of an aerofoil or within an engine inlet.

When a forward-facing component of an aircraft such
as a wing leading edge passes through the super-cooled
droplet cloud, the impinging droplets will try to release
their latent heat and freeze to form an ice accretion. If the
droplets freeze completely on impact (trapping air), they
tend to form a white, opaque accretion that is relatively
streamlined, but with a surface roughness much greater than
that of the wing or other component on which they form.
This type of accretion is termed rime ice (Figure 1a). It
tends to form at combinations of low ambient temperature,
low speed (low kinetic heating), and/or a low value of cloud
water concentration. It is also defined as when the “freezing
fraction”, n, is 1. The freezing fraction is the fraction of the
incident water catch rate that freezes. If n = 0 at a location
on the surface then no icing occurs. If the icing encounter is
particularly long, and/or if the collection efficiency is large,
leading to a relatively large accretion, the rime ice profile
may become less streamlined and can sometimes take on
the form of a pointed or “spearhead” appearance and also
typically referred to as a “horn”.

At combinations of warm temperature (i.e., close to freez-
ing), high speed, or high cloud water concentration, not all
of the impinging water freezes on impact, the remainder run-
ning aft along the surface, that is, the freezing fraction is
0 < n < 1. It is possible for this so-called “runback” water
to freeze at aft locations, producing localized thickening of
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Figure 1. End-on photograph of rime (a) and glaze (b) ice accreted
on an aerofoil during an icing wind tunnel test. Direction of the
air/cloud is from left to right.

the ice profile into what appear to be a horn on each of the
upper and lower surface in the case of a wing. This accretion
tends to be translucent in appearance and is termed ‘glaze’
ice (Figure 1b). The surface roughness of glaze ice accre-
tion may range from fractions of a millimeter, up to localized
three-dimensional nodules several millimeters in height and
width. At transitional conditions between rime and the very
wet glaze accretions, it is possible for the translucent region to
be confined to a narrow band close to the air flow stagnation
point of the wing, with the accretion aft becoming opaque
and white in appearance like rime ice.

Finally, at warm temperatures and/or high speed, such as
exists in the tip region of a helicopter rotor in flight, the only
place conducive to ice accretion is in the low pressure (suc-
tion) region on the upper surface of the aerofoil close to the
leading edge, where cooling due to adiabatic expansion miti-
gates the effect of kinetic heating. A slushy ridge of ice termed
‘beak’ ice is observed to form. If the icing cloud is vacated,
or if the lift is reduced, say during a descent, the ridge of ice
sheds very quickly. Such accretions can be readily simulated
in icing wind tunnel tests and, on rare occasions, have actually
been photographed during flight. They tend to be self-limiting
in size, since their presence disrupts the aerodynamic flow and
hence the suction needed for ice formation.

Note that for highly swept wings (usually >40◦) a dif-
ferent shape of glaze ice may form known as “lobster tail”
or “scalloped” ice, due to its similarity with the interlocking
segments on the back of a lobster, Figure 2.

3 ICE DETECTION

A crucial part of any icing clearance is the ability to detect
the onset of icing conditions. For many years, crew obser-
vation was regarded as “the best indicator”. Ice formation
on cockpit windscreens and wiper blades provide a typical

Figure 2. Example lobster tail ice formation formed on a swept
wing test specimen. Reproduced from US Department of Trans-
portation (2006).

“early” indicator of ice accretion on the aircraft. However,
with improvements in the reliability and accuracy of ice
detectors along with increased cockpit workloads, as well
as the increased difficulties of night flying, ice detectors are
now standard fit on many aircraft. The detectors are used to
annunciate to the crew and/or activate Ice Protection Systems
(IPS) the presence of icing, and they are also used to indicate
exit from icing, hence when IPS may be switched off to save
fuel. These devices normally function to indicate only the
“ice” or “no-ice” state. Some types of icing detection sensors
also provide an indication of the cloud liquid water concen-
tration (LWC), measured in grams of water per cubic meter
of air (g m−3). While these are standard fit to meteorological
aircraft, the devices are more commonly fitted only to pro-
duction rotorcraft and the LWC signal (i.e., an indication of
severity or rate of ice accretion) is used in conjunction with
the measured static air temperature (also known as outside
air temperature (OAT)) to control the sequencing of heating
elements used in rotor de-icing systems.

3.1 Ice Detection System Options

For fixed-wing aircraft, three types of ice detection systems
architecture exist. These are: advisory ice detection systems
(AIDS), primary manual ice detection systems (PMIDS),
and primary automatic ice detection systems (PAIDS). The
definition of these three types of systems, taken from Jackson
and Goldberg (2007), is described below.
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AIDS – The flight crew activates ice protection systems
based on the standard flight manual criteria, typically total
temperature and signs of visible moisture. The ice detector
is used as a back-up indication that icing conditions have
actually been encountered.

PMIDS – The ice detector provides the primary indication
that actual icing conditions have been encountered. The IPS
are activated manually by the crew once the ice detector signal
is activated.

PAIDS – The ice detector provides the primary indication
that actual icing conditions have been encountered. The IPS
are activated automatically by the ice detection system. A
flight deck annunciation informs the flight deck crew that
IPS has been activated.

In comparison to fixed-wing aircraft, very few rotorcraft
have a clearance to fly in icing conditions. The Eurocopter
Super Puma, Sikorsky S-92, and the AgustaWestland EH101
helicopters all can be supplied with an option for a full icing
clearance. Of those helicopters with a clearance, it is standard
practice to fit an ice detection system that is aspirated (air,
containing the cloud droplets, is induced over the sensing
head), so that it will work at very low airspeeds, down to
and including the hover. In addition, due to the relatively
sophisticated heating sequences used in most rotor de-icing
systems, they tend to be combined ice detectors and severity
indication systems.

Experience shows that having an accurate ice detection
sensor, as determined from icing wind tunnel testing, is no
guarantee that the system will work effectively when installed
on the aircraft. Great care is required when positioning the ice

detector on the aircraft to ensure it is reading, as far as is rea-
sonably practicable, representative cloud conditions. When
located on the side of a fuselage, it is necessary to show
that the chosen position is not in a region that is excessively
depleted of cloud droplets, which can exist close to the body
surface. In the case of icing severity meters (cloud LWC mea-
suring devices), it is also necessary to show that the sensing
head is not situated in a region that has either an enrichment
or depletion of the cloud droplets, which can vary depending
on the size of the droplets encountered. A correction to the
LWC reading may need to be considered, if this is found to
be the case.

Finally, ice detectors can be either flush mounted or, as is
more common, “probe style,” which protrude a small distance
from the surface, and hence into the icing cloud. The former
are more likely to be used to indicate ice at a specific location,
for example, at a critical position on the surface of a wing.
The latter are intended to provide a more global indication of
the presence of ice forming conditions.

3.2 Current practice

For aircraft which are routinely required to operate in icing
conditions, such as large civilian jet transport aircraft and
many types of military jets, the current ice detector market
is heavily biased towards one (when fitted) from a single ice
detector product range. This product range is manufactured
by Goodrich Sensors and Integrated Systems (also known as
Rosemount Aerospace Inc.), and works on a vibrating probe
principle, as shown in Figure 3. In operation, the resonant

Figure 3. Images of the Goodrich (Rosemount Aerospace) vibrating probe ice detector. Image courtesy of Goodrich Sensors and Integrated
Systems. Sketch from Jackson and Goldberg.
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frequency (∼40 kHz, nominal) of a small probe protruding
into the air stream reduces as ice accretes on the surface due
to the increase in mass. The frequency of the probe has to
fall by a small pre-set amount before an ice detect signal is
annunciated, thus avoiding or at least reducing the chance of
a “false” ice detect signal being annunciated. Once the fre-
quency drops below a further pre-set lower limit (which can
be related to a thickness of ice that has formed on the probe),
the probe is heated to de-ice it and then the process is repeated.
An extension of this method is used in an aspirated form of the
Goodrich sensor in which the rate of probe de-icing is related
to the magnitude of the LWC and is used on rotorcraft such
as the Boeing Apache and Sikorsky Black Hawk helicopters.

3.3 Other types of ice detectors

Jackson and Goldberg (2007) provide a good review of the
other possible types of ice detection systems. Manufacturers
and researchers have for many years looked at development
systems using a varied array of detection concepts, but few
have made it all the way from concept evaluation, through
full qualification to selection for installation on an aircraft.
Hence there is a tendency for the market to be dominated by
a single ice detector type at present.

Other ice detector concepts include thermal (heat of
fusion), optical, and mechanicaly based systems. For the
thermal systems, an example is the change in temperature
gradient as ice melts (heat of fusion) as a surface is heated
that can be used to indicate the presence of ice, but none are
thought to be in production.

Of the optical devices, one successful product that has
been fully qualified is offered by Penny + Giles (part of the
Curtiss-Wright group) for rotorcraft. This device measures
the frequency with which a triple-redundant optical beam of
light is occluded by ice growing on a small sensing head
mounted inside an aspirated duct. Once a beam is occluded,
the sensing head is de-iced, and the measurement process
repeated. The rate at which the light beams occlude is a mea-
sure of the cloud LWC. The device is currently fitted to the
Sikorsky S-92 and AgustaWestland AW101 helicopters and
an earlier version with a single optical beam is fitted to the
Super Puma.

Of the mechanical devices, the rotating drum ice detector
(originally manufactured by Lucas Aerospace, now part of
GKN Aerospace) is still fitted to some older military trans-
port aircraft. The increased torque required to rotate a small
cylinder against a knife edge blade, once the ice forms on
it, is used to indicate the presence of ice. Unfortunately, salt
accretion on the cylinder, which can occur during a low-level
maritime flight, can lead to false icing indications, and hence
the systems are being phased out.

Finally, in terms of severity measuring systems, it is worth
noting that hot-wire devices are frequently used on meteo-
rological research aircraft. In operation, the “dry” electrical
power to heat a reference wire to a given temperature is sub-
tracted from the measured “total” electrical power, to give a
net “wet” power due to evaporation of cloud droplets. Know-
ing the air speed and the wet power, and using a number of
other terms, the power can be converted into an LWC reading.

4 ICE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Ice protection systems are primarily designed to work in one
of two modes; anti-icing, which prevents ice from forming,
and de-icing, which allows a small amount of ice to form but
which then is periodically removed from the structure. Poten-
tially, a system can be designed as anti-ice, but which can
have a reversionary mode, or degraded mode, which oper-
ates as a de-icing system, for example, in the event of a
single electrical generator failure. Anti-ice mode normally
produces the cleanest, least aerodynamically damaging, sur-
face, but usually requires considerably higher power than the
alternative de-ice approach. Consequently, anti-ice mode is
normally reserved for structures that cannot easily tolerate
the aerodynamic penalties or there is a risk of damage from
shed ice, while de-ice is often used where system power is a
constraint. In turn, anti-ice mode is normally considered in
two sub-modes: running wet and fully evaporative. A fully
evaporative anti-icing system, as the name implies, removes
all trace of water from the surface of the structure, normally
through some means of thermal heating (e.g., electrical or
hot-gas). It requires the maximum amount of energy. In con-
trast, a running-wet system aims to supply sufficient heat to
keep the surface of the structure at a temperature above the
freezing point, thus preventing ice from forming on the pro-
tected area. However, it is possible that the run-back water
created by such a system may freeze out aft of the protected
area, and thus is only acceptable in situations where a ridge
of run-back ice is permissible. It does, however, require con-
siderably less power than the alternative fully evaporative
system. Some ice protection systems may be designed to min-
imize the total system power by being fully evaporative on the
upper surface of the wing, which is the most aerodynamically
sensitive surface to ice accretion, while the lower surface may
be designed to run-wet, potentially generating run-back ice
aft of the protected area, which is nevertheless tolerable from
an aerodynamic perspective.

Guidance material for civil certification of aircraft for
flight into icing is given in documents such as AC 20-73a
(2006) and AC 25.1419-1 (1998) produced by the Federal
Aviation Administration.
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4.1 Ice protection system options

There is a wide-range of ice protection system (IPS)
technologies available today, although most have been around
for many decades. The most commonly employed are:

(1) Pneumatic consisting of

Hot gas – using thermal energy of bleed air taken
from bleed-air ports on gas turbine engines and

Cold gas – so-called “boot” systems, which are
inflated and mechanically expel the ice.

(2) Electrothermal – using electrical power in combination
with resistive heating element(s).

(3) Electromechanical – using various types of actuators to
promote mechanical shedding of the ice.

(4) Fluid – using a freezing-point depressant that is
distributed over the surface to be protected.

The type of ice protection system adopted on an aircraft, or
on an aircraft component, is usually dictated by the specific
design constraints. For instance, engine bleed air (hot gas
system) was more readily available on jet transport aircraft
and has been the “preferred” means of wing/tail surface ice
protection for many years. However, the drive to ever more
fuel-efficient systems, with lower mass flow bleed available
from the engines, has recently seen the re-emergence of elec-
trothermal ice protection systems. For an Airbus A330 or
Boeing B787 size jet transport, this will require in the region
of 150–200 kW of electrical power for wing ice protection
systems.

In contrast, ice protection of helicopter main rotor blades
are usually confined to using electrothermal de-icing systems,
since it is not practical to duct bleed air into the rotating
frame of the rotors and the glass and carbon fiber materi-
als used in modern blade construction have relatively low
safe working temperatures (normally <100 ◦C). There is nor-
mally insufficient electrical power to produce an anti-iced
rotor ice protection system. Indeed, a medium-class heli-
copter will normally require several tens of kilowatts, just for
de-icing. An exception is the smaller, tail rotor, which may
be anti-iced on some helicopter types to prevent ice shed in
a de-iced tail rotor being thrown up into the path of the main
rotor, potentially causing minor damage (but which is nev-
ertheless potentially expensive to repair) to the main rotor
blades. Similar arguments lead to electrothermal being the
“preferred” technology for use on propellers.

Engine nacelles often use hot-gas systems due to the
proximity of the available engine bleed air. Air intakes for
other types of propulsion system may use electrothermal,
particularly when the intake is highly three-dimensional

in shape, for example, in an S-shaped pitot duct type of
intake.

Fluid systems found widespread use in the early days of
ice protection systems, and are still used on a number of
small-medium sized General Aviation (GA) aircraft today.
Their potential drawback is that the protection system is only
available while fluid remains, and thus the fluid reservoir tank
needs to be sized correctly.

Pneumatic boot systems have typically been confined to
use on the wings of turboprop aircraft. They are only available
as de-ice systems. For turboprop aircraft, they represent
acceptable mass and have relatively low systems power
requirements, although the life of the typically neoprene
based boots is normally limited by rain erosion, and need
replacing after several years of service. Some systems may
have a surface treatment applied to reduce the adhesive
strength of the ice, and hence improve ice shedding capability,
but this coating will have a finite life also.

4.2 Pneumatic systems

There are primarily two types of pneumatic systems: hot gas
and cold gas, the latter more usually referred to as “boot”
systems.

4.2.1 Hot gas

Bleed air from the engines is directed along insulated
pipes from the engine bleed ports and ducted through pipes
mounted inside the wing leading edge or engine nacelle lip,
as shown in Figure 4.

The pipes contain a series of rows (usually three) of holes
drilled in a prescribed pattern (e.g., diamond pattern), known
as a piccolo tube (Figure 5). The pattern is normally chosen by

Figure 4. Example showing piccolo tube mounted close to the
leading edge of a wing slat. Courtesy Airbus SAS.
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Figure 5. Illustration of a typical piccolo tube arrangement (with cut-away leading edge).

the IPS manufacturer in order to maximize the heat transfer
to the internal surface of the lip skin and hence minimize the
mass of air bleed required. A rear bulkhead is normally used,
either to collect and re-direct the air into a region of wing
that has a double skin, and/or to prevent over-temperature of
critical components (e.g., a wing spar) which are mounted
behind the leading edge/nacelle. In turn, the need for over-
temperature protection and hence potentially an additional
failure warning to the crew will depend on where the bleed
air is extracted from the engine, which dictates the air supply
temperature. The exhaust air is usually ducted over-board
from either slots or an exhaust hole(s), slightly aft of the
leading edge, and usually on the lower surface of a wing
leading edge.

The design of this type of IPS is complicated by the need to
match the required and available bleed air mass flow and air
supply temperature, which will change with engine thrust set-
ting and aircraft altitude. The critical design point is often the
failure case when the pressure relief shut-off valve (PRSOV)
failed open during take-off from a runway during very hot
weather, and the undesired heating must not over-temperature
the metallic structure (often aluminum) used in the lip skin
construction. Several pressure and temperature sensors are
normally used to aid in system failure detection.

Often the system will use “conditioned” air (regulated tem-
perature and pressure) taken from the aircrafts’ Environmen-
tal Control System. Although the most frequent application
is anti-ice, some aircraft employ de-ice (pulsed) hot air, for
example, C130 Hercules wing IPS. Newer designs aim to
modulate the bleed air mass flow in order to match better

the flow required to the flight conditions. Such systems are
more complicated, but offer potential for fuel savings.

4.2.2 Boot

A pneumatic boot type of IPS consists of a series of tubes
running in either chord-wise or span-wise direction, which
are located in the region where the ice forms at the leading
edge. Traditionally, a small thickness of ice is allowed to
form (i.e., it is only available as a de-ice system), typically
0.25–0.5 inch, and then the tubes are inflated to fracture the
ice, as shown in Figure 6, which is then shed by the aerody-
namic forces. More recently, an FAA Airworthiness Directive
has advised that for some aircraft types, the IPS should be
activated immediately on entering icing conditions. This is
because there have been several reported incidents where the
aircrew have known they were operating in icing conditions
but had waited too long to activate the boot system, conse-
quently leading to flight control incidents, and in the extreme,
to the loss of aircraft. Due to the low air pressure at alti-
tude, the tubes often have to be “sucked” closed to ensure
they remain conformed to the wing surface, and are therefore
vented to atmosphere.

The traditional boot systems inflate over a period of a few
seconds, and inflation can be either automatically timed or,
more often, initiated by the crew.

Later development systems (Pneumatic Impulse Ice
Protection, see Charles and Putt, 1990) have looked at the use
of high-pressure, short-pulse, inflation cycles, with a view to
minimizing the drag penalty that arises through boot inflation,
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Figure 6. Pneumatic boot de-icing concept.

even when no ice is present. However, none are believed to
be in service at this time.

4.3 Electrothermal systems

Heat is generated whenever a current is passed through
a resistive load. Electrothermal IPS use various types of
resistive heating elements that are mounted either external,
internal, or integral with the part to be ice protected (Figure 7).
The system can be designed to provide either anti-ice or de-
ice mode of operation. Elements may consist of wires, coated
fibers, woven fabrics, etched foils, sprayed-metal, and even
carbon fibers. All have various pros and cons, and often the
key to achieving successful fatigue life is the provision of
adequate terminations for the supply wiring and any inter-
connection wiring required of elements. It is, nevertheless, a
clean and efficient means of IPS, and is often the preferred
means of protection for structures made from glass and/or car-
bon fiber composites, for example, helicopter rotors or some
types of lip skin on air induction systems (air intakes). Power
distribution and control (for heating element sequencing)

electronics are required as part of the IPS. Temperature
sensors may be used to either modulate the power and/or
to provide the means of over-temperature protection. The
Boeing Company has selected an electrothermal system for
the 787 wing IPS.

For rotor de-icing the leading edge will typically have
up to five elements laid span-wise along each rotor. This
reduces the system’s total electrical power requirement to
a manageable level. Each of the elements must be heated in a
pre-determined sequence. This heating “control law” (heat-
ing element “on-time” and “off-time”) is strongly dependent
on ambient temperature and the icing conditions. Too much
heat to a given element and the melt-water so generated can
freeze out further aft to form unwanted run-back ice. Too
little heat and the ice cap will not be shed. The design engi-
neer must therefore establish the optimum control law usually
using a combination of numerical analysis, rig (icing wind
tunnel), and ultimately, flight test.

Transparent (thin film) heaters are often used for cockpit
windscreen anti-icing. Pitot and other air data systems
normally employ electrothermal systems for ice protection.

Figure 7. Illustration of a typical electrothermal system installed external to the component.
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4.4 Electromechanical systems

There are several types of electromechanical ice protection
systems available.

The earliest was known as “electro-impulse de-icing”
(EIDI) (Zumwalt, et al., 1988), which used coil actuators
mounted in close proximity and below the wing/intake metal-
lic lip skin, as shown in Figure 8. A very large, very short
duration, current pulse is passed through the coils that pro-
duce an opposing eddy-current in the lip skin. Since the coils
are rigidly mounted, the surface is imparted with a mechanical
load, which aims to shed the ice by either causing an adhesive
or cohesive failure in the ice, or peel between the ice and the
substrate. The system requires electrical power distribution,
as with conventional electrothermal IPS, and an electrical
storage unit, normally consisting of a series of large capaci-
tors, which are charged to a relatively high voltage (for energy
efficiency reasons). However, the attractiveness of this type
of IPS is its very low total electrical power requirements.

The loads generated in the lip skin need careful attention,
and finite element modeling is normally required in order

Doubler plate 

Wire coil 

Surface to be 
protected 

Transient 
magnetic field 

Impulsive force
Induced field 

Rigid mounting plate 

Impulsive force

Figure 8. Illustration of EIDI concept of operation.

to ensure the fatigue requirements of the structure are met
and to optimize the placement of the actuators. EMC/EMI is
not reported to be an issue. The actuation typically causes a
distinctive, and potentially disconcerting, noise as the process
is akin to hitting the under-surface of the structure with a
hammer. Actuators are often coils of wire, but can also be
flat metallic strips.

The present-generation electromechanical systems aim to
reduce the fatigue requirements on the load bearing structure
by mounting the actuators external to the surface, producing a
so-called “Electro-expulsive de-icing system” (EEDS; Bond,
Shin and Mesander, 1991; Figure 9).

The newer EED systems are finding application on
unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) owing to the severe electrical
power limitations normally present on this class of aircraft.
Mass of the systems employed on drone aircraft need careful
attention (less so on manned aircraft) as a high-voltage sup-
ply needs to be created, and hence potentially there is a need
for “heavy” voltage transformers, in addition to the relatively
large mass of the capacitor bank.

The systems requiring the lowest power are said to be
achieved with designs that aim to promote “peeling” of the ice
from the surface, rather than to produce the more typical iner-
tial or compressive failure in the ice. Hence, a surface “ripple”
is produced, which travels along the lip skin, breaking the
bond with the ice.

All of the electromechanical systems appear to shed the
majority of the ice, which forms on the leading edge, but some
residual ice is frequently left at the flanks, which will cause
an aerodynamic penalty. The temperature of the ice is not too
critical for successful shedding (meaning relatively simple
actuation laws can be adopted), although cold temperature
ice is brittle and tends to be shed more cleanly. At warmer
temperatures, several, closely spaced in time, actuations may
be necessary to achieve shedding of the ice cap. The first “hit”
breaks the ice, while the second and subsequent “hits” shed
the remaining pieces of the ice cap.

Figure 9. Illustration of EEDS concept of operation: (a) normal, inactive state and (b) during activation.
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4.5 Fluid systems

The so-called “weeping wing” or fluid ice protection sys-
tem pumps a fluid freezing-point depressant FPD, (typically
glycol based) liquid through a porous leading edge structure,
as shown in Figure 10. The liquid is pumped from a storage
tank into the wing leading edges. The leading edges are typ-
ically metallic with micro-porous holes drilled in a narrow
region close to the air flow stagnation point, such that the
liquid will be driven by air shear over both the upper and
lower surfaces. The width of the porous region must be suffi-
cient to cater for the variation in the air flow stagnation point
with different flight phase, flight speed, and aircraft weight.
Electrical power requirements are low, as is the mass of the
supply ducting and the storage tank. The mass of the system
is driven largely by the capacity of the freezing point depres-
sant that must be carried. Accordingly, the systems usually

have several manually selectable settings that vary the rate
of supply of liquid, depending upon the severity of the icing
conditions. Complete systems typically weigh 45–70 kg on
light aircraft.

The system is intended to be utilized as an anti-ice sys-
tem; however, it can de-ice existing ice accretions resulting
from inadvertent encounters. Although some or all of the
impinging water melted by the FDP fluid will flow aft across
the surface (the proportion depending on whether the system
is operating in a de-ice or anti-ice mode), run-back ice
formations do not occur with this type of system due to
the entrained FPD fluid. The concept is particularly favored
on a range of GA aircraft manufactured by Beech (Hawker
Beechcraft), Cessna, Cirrus, Diamond, Piper, Mooney, and
others (see Figure 11). It is also still widely known and
referred to by a trade name of the sole manufacturer, “TKS”,
now part of CAV Aerospace Ltd.

Figure 10. Illustration of fluid ice protection system concept.

Figure 11. (a) A Cirrus SR22 and (b) Cessna 350–400 aircraft with fluid ice protection systems installed on the wings and tail (Image
courtesy CAV Aerospace Limited).
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4.6 Other systems/technologies

All of the previously described systems have found applica-
tion on actual aircraft and aircraft components. There are a
number of ideas that have been researched by various IPS
manufacturers and Research Agencies over the years, but
that have not yet found actual application. These include
ultrasonics, microwave, and electrolysis.

Hybrid electrical and electromechanical systems have
completed flight test; for example, Cox & Co has fitted a
hybrid system to the Hawker Beechcraft Premier I, horizontal
stabilizer. The potential of the hybrid systems is for a cleaner
surface at reduced system electrical power when compared
to conventional electrothermal IPS.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The individual vehicle systems described in this chapter
perform a diverse set of functions, of differing integrity,
and of differing complexity ranging from closed loop servo
functions to simple logical tasks. Their characteristics may
be summarized as follows:

� they are predominantly mechanical or electrical;
� their behavior usually involves a transfer of energy – elec-

trical, hydraulic, pneumatic.
� there is a diverse range of input and output characteristics.
� there is a lot of information exchanged with the aircrew.

However, as pointed out in Introduction and Overview, there
are interconnections that need to be considered and there is
one thing common to all systems – they need some form of
control function to be performed. This was once performed
by a collection of individual control units using discrete
hard-wired interconnections, the control function being per-
formed by relays, electro-mechanical devices, cams, springs,

and eventually by transistorized analogue units. It is now
more commonly performed by software in some form of
computing system with data bus interconnections. Current
implementations of this system are known variously as

� USMS – Utility systems management system (Experi-
mental Aircraft Programme (EAP) and Nimrod)

� UCS – Utilities control system (Typhoon)
� VMS – Vehicle management system (F-35 lightning II)
� IMA – Integrated modular architecture.

2 EVOLUTION OF VEHICLE SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT

The set of aircraft system contains a large number of
components to perform the various functions, as well as a
great many sensors in the system to measure parameters
such as motion, flow, position, temperature, attitude, rates
of change, etc. These components are widely distributed
throughout the aircraft and are often located in hostile envi-
ronment locations that are relatively difficult to reach for
maintenance purposes. Figure 1 gives an impression of the
spread of components in a typical aircraft.

All of the components need to be connected to a source
of control, and this requires a great deal of insulated wiring
and connectors. This makes a significant contribution to air-
craft mass, adds complexity to the design of the structure to
make space for the harnesses, and also poses a maintenance
issue from cable damage or, over a long period of time, in
degradation of the insulation.
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Figure 1. Location of aircraft systems components.

In earlier generations of aircraft, the systems were con-
trolled by relay logic, hydromechanical devices, or individual
controllers and connected to individual indicators and warn-
ings in the cockpit. Many of these control units had a low
utilization rate. An example was the landing gear controller,
which was used for about 30 s during take-off when the gear
was retracted and again on landing when the gear was low-
ered. During flight, it was unused or dormant. On an example
of a fast jet type of the 1970s, 25 control units were required,
each provided by a different supplier, often in non-standard
boxes, and specific to task (Moir and Seabridge, 1986). Each
of these units had associated with it an installation factor in
the form of shelving, hold-down mechanisms, cooling con-
nections, or heat sinks that contributed to the mass of the
item. In small fast jet military aircraft, the competition for
volume to install equipment is fierce, and weight is a severe
penalty. On larger aircraft, there may be more space to install
equipment, but weight is still an issue.

The emergence of digital avionics meant that control
units needed to be connected to emerging data bus-driven
avionic systems with electronic displays. The application
of new technologies to the control of aircraft systems in
the mid-1980s led to architectures based on digital comput-
ing systems with embedded software replacing the single
function control units. As well as simplifying the supplier

interface, this enabled functions to be implemented in soft-
ware and eased the interface with the avionic data buses and
electronic display systems, at the same time reducing the
amount of aircraft wiring.

The concept emerged from the application of a systems
engineering approach in which a holistic view was taken of
the aircraft systems in order to look for overall improve-
ments in performance, rather than considering the systems
individually. This was an important step as it enables generic
solutions to be developed without any hindrance of pre-
conceived notions.

An early example is the utility systems management
system, developed in the UK for the Experimental Aircraft
Programme. This implementation is described in more detail
in Section 3. It arose from research conducted in the UK
aerospace industry with Ministry of Defence funding to
examine methods of connecting the dispersed sensors and
effectors of the power and mechanical systems (or vehicle
systems) to a shared computing resource and establishing
connections with other on-board systems.

At the time when the work was performed, the aerospace
and commercial technological environment had made signif-
icant advances in a number of crucial areas that included
� readily available microprocessors that made digital

processing a feasible proposition for aircraft use;
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Figure 2. A top-level view of vehicle systems interconnections.

� the emergence of software programming languages
and design methodologies that made robust software
available;

� the introduction of data transmission systems, or data
buses, for both military and commercial aircraft appli-
cations;

� the emergence and acceptance by aircrew of “glass”
cockpits.

Figure 2 illustrates the nature of the system that emerged
from this work, which will be considered in more detail
below.

The resulting system architecture featured some impor-
tant elements that became the baseline for subsequent
developments, driving down system costs and leading to
improvements in control and maintainability:

� common processing and memory;
� common program language and software design method-

ology;
� standardized input and output types;
� common data bus standard;
� use of standard equipment enclosures.

In order to design such a system, it is useful to consider a
block diagram of a generic system as shown in Figure 3.

Most vehicle systems, no matter what their precise func-
tion is, generally contain one or all of the items described
mentioned in subsections below.

2.1 Inputs

Each vehicle system produces signals from a number of dif-
ferent sources within its individual components to denote
movement, position, or rates of change. It is important to
ensure that each input is correctly matched at the processor
in terms of impedance, range, rate of change, and resolution.
Input circuits are designed so that they achieve this, match-
ing each signal source correctly to ensure a true reflection
of the measured parameter. Typical inputs include demand,
sensor, other systems, feedback, and energy as discussed in
the subsections below.

2.1.1 Demand

It is usually a human–machine interface in which the aircrew
operate a mechanical device with an electrical sensor incorpo-
rated to demand an action somewhere in the aircraft systems.
Examples include the throttle lever or control column as
continuously variable demands; undercarriage selector, flap
selector, or toggle action or push button switch as examples
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Figure 3. A generic system block diagram. Reproduced with permission from Moir and Seabridge (2004)c© John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

of a discrete demand; direct voice input (DVI) that is usually
acquired via the avionic system.

2.1.2 Sensor

Physical conditions within a system are measured by a num-
ber of sensors and converted to an electrical signal. Examples
include pressure sensors, temperature sensors (thermistors or
platinum resistors), actuator position sensors such as linear
variable differential transformers (LVDTs) or potentiome-
ters, fluid level sensors such as fuel capacitance gauge probes,
or oil level sensors as examples of continuously variable sig-
nals and over-temperature switches, over-pressure switches,
and end-of-travel switches as examples of discrete signals.

2.1.3 Other systems

Interactions between systems are usually accomplished by
electrical signals on individual wires or by data exchange by
means of a data bus. These inputs may be a demand from
another system or may be information generated by some
function that is shared between the systems. Discrete signals
from relays or switches are common and may switch from
0 to 28 V or vice versa.

2.1.4 Feedback

It is provided by effectors driven by the vehicle management
system in order to achieve stability in a servo system or to

signify that an event has completed, for example, a switch
that declares that a hatch is closed or not closed.

2.1.5 Energy

This is required to power the vehicle systems processors and
is obtained from the aircraft AC and DC bus bars. It is also
used to power output devices and is converted to a suitable
voltage for this to take place by means of a power-switching
device.

2.2 Outputs

The vehicle management system provides outputs to a
number of different energy conversion devices within the
individual systems. These include pumps, valves, actuators,
or motors, all of which move fluids, move surfaces, or release
stores. Typical outputs include effectors, other systems, flight
deck, and waste products as discussed in the subsections
below.

2.2.1 Effectors

They react to a low-level electrical signal to use electrical,
mechanical, or fluid energy to perform work. Examples of
effectors include motor-driven pumps or actuators, hydraulic
actuators, solenoid-actuated valves to perform a number of
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differing functions. Typical outputs to effectors include low-
voltage analogue for actuator demand and low-current servo
drive for torque motors as examples of continuously variable
outputs and the control of AC or DC power for motors via
contactors, lamp load outputs for filament lamps, or light
emitting diodes (LEDs). Discrete signals are common and
may switch from 0 to 28 V or vice versa.

2.2.2 Other systems

Each system that is controlled needs at least some time to
send information to other systems or to receive information
from other systems. These systems include

� avionics
� mission system
� accident data recorder
� prognostics and health monitoring
� alerts and warning systems.

2.2.3 Flight deck

The flight or cockpit is the home of the human–machine
interface, which allows the pilots to interact with systems
to complement the automatic functions. This interface also
includes the mission deck on a multi-crew reconnaissance
military aircraft and the passenger cabin on a commercial
aircraft.

2.2.4 Waste products

The transfer of energy inevitably incurs waste products in
the form of heat or noise. Heat is generated by all items
of electronic equipment and by the effectors within indi-
vidual systems. The heat needs to be removed in order to
prevent damage to electronic devices and maintain efficiency.
A cooling system provides cool air circulation over electronic
equipments via their mounting trays (see Environmental Con-
trol Systems: Environmental control systems).

2.3 Function/process/control

The architecture of a control unit to manage these tasks is
illustrated in Figure 4. This shows the breadth of input/output
(I/O) conditioning that may be required for a typical aircraft.
As far as possible, the I/O conditioning should be designed
as a set of common modules connected to a standard back
plane bus. This allows for special interfaces to be developed,

if any connected sensors fall outside of the common mod-
ule standards. All connected input signals are converted to
digital format and stored in memory. All output signal stages
are driven by outputs from memory. In this way, software
performing various functions has access to all input and
output signals.

The system depends on embedded software to perform
the function of the individual systems. The processor and the
memory architecture are shown in Figure 5 to illustrate how
the software is partitioned.

2.3.1 Executive software

The executive is the software that has been designed to
schedule each of the tasks running in the processor – the
applications. For a robust system such as vehicle systems,
this will normally be a sequential, repetitive cycle of tasks
dealing with each system in turn. This ensures that the pro-
cess is free from interrupts and that the cycle of events is
deterministic.

2.3.2 Operating system

The operating system is inherent to the type of processor
selected and will normally be provided by the supplier of the
vehicle management system.

2.3.3 Processor/memory built-in test

To provide confidence that the system is operating correctly
at start-up, it will undergo a series of built-in tests (BITs) to
check that the processor and memory combination is func-
tioning correctly.

2.3.4 Application software

The application software consists of all the tasks to be per-
formed for each system. This will normally be defined as a
functional requirement by the designer of the system and will
be specified, coded, and tested by software teams.

2.3.5 Application built-in test

Each of the individual aircraft systems will have a need for
some form of BIT. This may be commanded at start-up
or power up (PBIT), performed continuously during sys-
tem performance (CBIT) to monitor input or output states
and to check for exceedances, or performed on demand
in an interruptive manner (IBIT). Because this may select
states that are undesirable in flight, IBIT is usually per-
formed as part of preflight checks or by maintenance crew
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to confirm system operation after a malfunction has been
repaired.

2.3.6 Bus control software

For data bus types that require a form of bus control, such
as MIL-STD-1553, it is usual for one of the processors
to be designated as bus controller. In such cases, the bus

control sequence algorithms will be embedded in software
or, alternatively, in an application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) containing a fixed sequence of events.

In summary, the system that has evolved over time:

� provides input conditioning from sensors and systems;
� provides a processor to perform system functions;
� provides a source of output power to effectors;
� provides a means of intercommunication (data bus);
� provides a means of measuring system performance.

2.4 Emerging systems architectures

The increasing cost-effectiveness, which system integration
using digital data buses and micro-electronic processing tech-
nologies offers, has led to a rapid migration of the technology
into the control of aircraft systems. The simple structure of
the EAP system has been developed by different project
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applications from the open architecture through closed to
integrated modular architectures. It is this latter architecture
that is most likely to be the preferred implementation for the
future.

Integrated modular avionics (IMA) is a new packag-
ing technique that could move electronic packaging beyond
the ARINC 600 era for transport aircraft line replacement
units (LRUs), and this is the packaging technique used by
many commercial aircraft types flying today. However, the
move toward a more integrated solution is being sought as
the avionics technology increasingly becomes smaller and
the benefits to be attained by the greater integration become
very attractive. Therefore, the advent of integrated modu-
lar avionics introduces an integrated cabinet approach where
the conventional ARINC 600 LRUs are replaced by fewer
units.

The IMA concept enables the functionality of seven
ARINC 600 LRUs to be installed in an integrated rack
or cabinet as seven line replaceable modules (LRMs).
In fact the integration process is likely to be more
aggressive than this, specifying common modules and inter-
leafing multiple processing tasks within common processor
modules.

The US military were the first to implement modular
avionics, starting with the Pave Pillar program and then
applying the principles to the F-22 Raptor integrated avion-
ics suite. In this implementation, dynamic re-configuration is
employed, which enables the remaining computer resources
to take over computational tasks should a computing module
fail.

There are a number of obvious potential advantages to
be realized by this integration, over and above the advan-
tages already gained by the implementation of a single vehicle
management system; these include:

� volume and weight savings;
� sharing of resources, such as power supplies, across a

number of functional module;
� more unified approach to equipment design;
� LRMs are more reliable than LRUs.

3 EXAMPLES

Several examples are described below, which highlight how
all-embracing this process has become. While the overall
concept remains similar, there are detailed differences in the
implementations brought about by technology, standardiza-
tion, project pressures, and the drive to achieve higher levels
of performance. Once obvious progression demonstrated in

the examples is the selection of data bus used for intercom-
munication.

3.1 Experimental Aircraft Programme

The first aircraft to demonstrate the use of vehicle man-
agement was the Experimental Aircraft Programme in the
UK. EAP was a technology demonstrator fore runner to the
Eurofighter Typhoon and the aircraft first flew in August 1986
and was demonstrated at the Farnborough Air Show the same
year, also being flown at Paris Air Show the following year.
Integrated control of utility systems, was only one of the
areas of technology that EAP was expected to provide which
included:

� the use of carbon fiber composite structure;
� an unstable aircraft configuration;
� the use of full-authority, fly-by-wire flight control;
� the use of a “glass cockpit”;
� computer control of aircraft systems (utility systems).

The “glass cockpit” and the full-authority flight control sys-
tem were critical companion technologies to vehicle systems
management. The system was named USMS on this project
and made use of MIL-STD-1553B or Def Stan 00-18 Part 2 as
a standard for the data bus to be used throughout the aircraft.
This system is believed to be the first integrated system of its
type given purely to the integration of aircraft utility systems.
The system encompassed the following functions:

� engine control and indication interfacing;
� engine starting;
� fuel management and fuel gauging;
� hydraulic system control and indication, undercarriage

indication and monitoring, wheel brakes;
� environmental control systems, cabin temperature con-

trol – and later an on-board oxygen generating system
(OBOGS);

� secondary power system;
� liquid oxygen (LOX) contents, electrical generation and

battery monitoring, probe heating, emergency power unit.

The system comprised four line replacement units, known
as systems management processors (SMPs), which also
housed the power-switching devices associated with operat-
ing motorized valves, solenoid valves, etc. These four units,
comprising a set of common modules or building blocks,
replaced a total of 20–25 dedicated controllers and six power-
switching relay units, which a conventional system would
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Figure 6. EAP utilities system architecture. Reproduced with permission from Moir and Seabridge (2008)c© John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

use. The SMPs were designed and manufactured by a sin-
gle supplier, which led to a high level of commonality in
the components and modules used in their construction. This
led to advantages in cost from economies of scale and also
a potential benefit in spares holdings and repair costs. The
aircraft prime contractor was responsible for the integration
of the system, which included the incorporation of software
written and delivered from a number of different sources
into the computing architecture. This architecture is shown
in Figure 6.

The USMS on EAP was an early example of an “open”
architecture. The SMPs were not dedicated to a single func-
tion but provided interfacing for a number of geographically
dispersed components and performed functions associated
with different systems in the same processor. The functions
were carefully segregated by robust software design and oper-
ated in a sequential systematic manner.

The technology and techniques applied to aircraft utilities
systems demonstrated on EAP were subsequently used as a
baseline for future designs, including a successful transition
to Eurofighter Typhoon and BAE Systems Nimrod MR4. The
lessons learned on each aircraft have been passed on through
the generations of utilities management systems, and are now
being used on a number of aircraft projects under the heading
of vehicle management systems.

3.2 Eurofighter Typhoon

The Typhoon started life as the Eurofighter, a four-nation
European project developed to meet the operational require-
ments of four nations. The aircraft was developed by
aerospace companies from each partner nation. This arrange-
ment was driven by the need to achieve work sharing in
the partner companies and in the aerospace suppliers from
each nation, which resulted in a system known as the util-
ities control system (UCS), which differed in detail from
its predecessor. In this example the processors became
more aligned to specific functions, and were allocated to
individual partner nations to develop. This architecture is
shown in Figure 7 and a description of the various parts
follows.

� The fuel computers deal with the functions of the fuel
system – fuel quantity measurement, fuel management,
fuel feed, fuel dump, and refuel/defuel. The fuel system
is treated as two separate entities in the way it is connected
and controlled to prevent common mode failures having
a drastic effect on fuel control. These computers also act
as the bus controller.

� The secondary power computers deal with all aspects of
secondary power such as starting the auxiliary power unit,
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Figure 7. The Eurofighter Typhoon UCS architecture.

starting engines, hydraulic system control, and monitor-
ing.

� The front computer manages the environmental control
system.

� The landing gear computer is responsible for tasks asso-
ciated with landing gear and door sequencing, brakes and
antiskid, and nose-wheel steering.

3.3 BAE Systems Nimrod MRA4

Nimrod MRA4 was designed and developed by BAE sys-
tem as a single-nation project. The resulting architecture was
much closer to the EAP solution but with the introduction of
remote input/output units (RIO). These units interfaced with
remote components, performed some local conditioning and
processing, and sent a stream of data to the utility comput-
ers using the data bus. This is a sensible solution in a large
aircraft, since it has the potential to reduce the size and mass
of cable harnesses considerably. The architecture is shown in
Figure 8.
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Utility
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Figure 8. BAE systems Nimrod MRA4 USMS architecture.

Table 1. A330/A340 typical aircraft system controllers.

Control Unit A330 A340 Remarks

Bleed air control 2 4 One per engine
Fuel control 2 2
Landing gear control 2 2
Flight control:

– Flight control primary
computer 2 2

– Flight control secondary
computer 2 2

– Flight control data
concentrator 2 2

– Slat/flap control
computer 2 2

Probe heat 3 3
Zone controller 1 1
Window heat control 2 2
Cabin pressure control 2 2
Pack controller 2 2
Avionics ventilation

computer 1 1
Generator control unit 2 4 One per engine
Full-authority digital engine

control (FADEC) 2 4 One per engine
Flight warning computer 2 2
Central maintenance

computer 2 2
Hydraulic control 1 1

3.4 Airbus A330/340

The two-engined A330 and four-engined A340 make exten-
sive use of A429 data buses to integrated aircraft system
control units with each other and with the avionics and dis-
plays. Table 1 lists some of the major subsystems and control
units.

3.5 Boeing 777

The B777 makes extensive use of the A629 digital data bus
to integrate the avionics, flight controls, and aircraft systems.
Figure 9 depicts a simplified version of a number of B777
aircraft systems that are integrated using the aircraft system
A629 buses. Most equipment are connected to the left and
right aircraft system buses, but some are also connected to
acenter bus. Exceptionally, the electronic engine controllers
(EECs) are connected to left, right, center 1, and center 2
buses to give true dual–dual interface to the engines. The
systems so connected embrace the following:
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3.6 Regional aircraft/business jets

The forgoing examples relate to the fighter and civil transport
aircraft. The development of regional aircraft and busi-
ness jet-integrated avionics systems is rapidly expanding to
include the aircraft utilities functions. The Honeywell EPIC
system as being developed for the Hawker Horizon, Dornier

728 family, and Embraer ERJ-170/190 is an example of how
higher levels of system integration are being achieved. This
system is shown in Figure 10.

This is a much more closed architecture than the ones
already described that utilize open, internationally agreed
standards. This architecture uses a proprietary avionics
standard communication bus (ASCB) – Variant D data bus
developed exclusively by Honeywell, originally for general
aviation (GA) applications. Previous users of ASCB have
been Cessna Citation, Dassault Falcon 900, DeHavilland
Dash 8, and Gulfstream GIV.

The key characteristics of ASCB D are

� dual data bus architecture;
� 10 Mhz bit rate – effectively a hundred times faster than

the fastest A429 rate (100 kbits/s);
� up to 48 terminals may be supported;
� the architecture has been certified for flight critical appli-

cations.

This example shows two modular avionics units (MAUs);
however, it is more typical to use four such units to host all
the avionics and utilities functions. It can be seen from this
example that the ambitions of Honeywell in wishing to maxi-
mize the return on their EPIC investment is driving the levels
of system integration in the regional aircraft and business jets
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Figure 10. Honeywell EPIC system. Reproduced with permission from Moir and Seabridge (2008)c© John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

to higher levels than the major OEMs such as Boeing and Air-
bus. For an example of a fuel system integrated into the EPIC
system, see Tully (1998), which describes the integration of
the Hawker Horizon fuel system into the Honeywell EPIC
system.

3.7 A380 avionics architecture

The A380 is the first civil aircraft to make large-scale use
of Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) technology for the
integration of avionics and aircraft systems. The A380 utilizes
the 100 Mbits/s AFDX as the central communications spine,
although aerospace buses such as A429 and COTS buses such
as CANbus are also used. The A380 architecture is divided
into a number of functional domains supporting the displays
suite; the key elements are

� displays suite – 8× color glass panel displays;
� cockpit domain-integrated cabinets;
� cabin domain-integrated cabinets;
� energy domain-integrated cabinets;
� utilities domain-integrated cabinets.

These domains are interconnected by a dual redundant
AFDX switch network that provides a high-capacity data
transmission system across the aircraft, as illustrated in
Figure 11.

The aircraft systems functions are hosted in the following
domains:

� cabin domain (integrated into the cabin domain-integrated
cabinets):

– overheat detection system;
– supplementary cooling system;
– engine bleed air system;
– pneumatic air distribution system;
– ventilation control system;
– avionic ventilation control system;
– cabin pressure control system;
– temperature control system.

� energy domain (integrated into the energy domain
cabinets):

– hydraulics control system;
– hydraulics monitoring;
– primary electrical power;
– secondary electrical power.

� utilities domain (integrated into the utilities domain
cabinets):

– fuel quantity indication system;
– fuel management;
– landing gear monitoring system;
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Figure 11. A380 top-level avionics architecture. Reproduced with permission from Moir and Seabridge (2008)c© John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

– landing gear extension and retraction system;
– brake control system;
– steering control system.
The split between the AFDX network and IMA computing

modules comprising the core of the avionics system is shown
in Figure 12.

The core computing function is provided by a total of
22 common processor input output modules (CPIOMs) of
3 MCU size. The CPIOM hardware set is comprised of a
total of seven different types that are distributed among the
functional domains as follows:

� CPIOM A – cabin (4);
� CPIOM B – cabin (4);
� CPIOM C – displays and energy (2);
� CPIOM D – displays and energy (2);
� CPIOM E – energy, dealing with electrical system (2);
� CPIOM F – utilities, dealing with fuel (4);
� CPIOM F – utilities, dealing with landing gear (4).

Although the CPIOMs are subtly different, they share a
common set of design and support tools and have a similar
form factor. The primary difference between them is in the
input/output (I/O) configuration that differs for different air-
craft subsystems.

Specific high-integrity systems are implemented outside
the common avionics core but interface with it. These systems
are partitioned for reasons of integrity, and typical examples
are:

� generator control units;
� flight control system;
� main engine full authority digital engine control units

(FADECs).

The advantages of this approach are:

� common set of core modules used across several func-
tional domains;

� standardized processing elements;
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Figure 12. A380 AFDX network core. Reproduced with permission from Moir and Seabridge (2008)c© John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

� common use of software tools, standards, and languages;
� dispenses with a multitude of dedicated and specialized

LRUs, although some LRUs remain as stand-alone;
� ability to accommodate specialized interfaces;
� benefits of scale across entire aircraft;
� improved logistics for OEM and airlines;
� scalable architecture with scope for implementation

across entire model range for future programs. The A380
AFDX/IMA approach has already been adopted for
A400M and may conceivably also be used for the
A350XWB.

3.8 Boeing 787 avionics architecture

The Boeing 787 aircraft, which is a follow-on to the
Boeing 757/767 family, has also adopted 100 Mbit/s A664
as the data transmission media for the avionics “spine” of
the aircraft. While similar to the Airbus A380 in terms of

selecting a COTS derivative data bus, Boeing has chosen a
different architecture to provide the integration of avionic and
aircraft functions.

The Boeing 787 architecture is shown in Figure 13. The
main avionics system and computation tasks are undertaken
by two common computing resource (CCR) cabinets. These
cabinets interface with the flight deck and the rest of the
avionics and aircraft systems and embrace the functions
undertaken by the Airplane Information Management Sys-
tem (AIMS) on the Boeing 777. Each contains four general
processing modules, network switches, and two fiber-optic
translation modules. Application-specific modules provided
by third-party suppliers may also be accommodated – an
example of these is the display processor modules supplied
by Rockwell Collins.

The Boeing approach differs in utilizing up to 20 remote
data concentrator (RDC) units situated throughout the aircraft
to perform a data-gathering function for analogue, discrete
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Figure 13. Boeing 787 top-level avionics architecture. Reproduced with permission from Moir and Seabridge (2008)c© John Wiley &
Sons Ltd.
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Figure 14. Vehicle systems management architecture.
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signals, and serial digital data from remote avionics and air-
craft systems sensors and effectors. In addition to the RDCs,
there are up to 20 remote power distribution units (RPDUs)
to distribute electrical power locally to the aircraft electri-
cal loads. The approach is therefore to distribute the sensing
and control loops and electrical power distribution. In some
cases, dedicated single-function LRUs are still used for func-
tions such as the electrical system generator control units
(GCUs).

The dual redundant central data network (CDN) uses
deterministic A664 capable of supporting both copper and
fiber-optic interfaces with connection speeds of 10 and
100 Mbit/s, respectively.

3.9 A future military aircraft solution

A recent development project in the military field in the
United States has developed a vehicle systsms management

architecture based on three identical vehicle management
processors located centrally in the aircraft and a number of
dispersed remote input/output units. A triple IEEE 1394 data
bus is used as illustrated in Figure 14.
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1 ASPECTS OF COMPLEXITY
AND INTEGRATION

Some aspects of integration are apparent when the aircraft is
considered holistically as an integrated system. It comprises
the airframe or structure (the vehicle), the vehicle systems,
and the avionics or mission systems.

There are very strong physical integration links between
the vehicle and the vehicle systems. The propulsion system
consisting of the engine, the intake, and the jet pipe are
a fundamental part of the aircraft, whether they are a part
of the structure as in a fast jet or helicopter, or installed
in pods beneath the wings of a commercial aircraft. The
fuel system tanks are also part of the structure, the landing
gear is designed to support the mass of the airframe and all
its installed systems and loads. The links between vehicle
systems and avionics are mainly information integration in
the form of data buses. In addition, all system components
and line replacement items must be installed in the vehicle,
with consequent implications on wiring, connectors, cooling,
and maintenance access.

There are, however, other forms of integration, which can
be interpreted in a number of ways, some of which will be

introduced in this chapter and will be described in more detail
in this Part. Some of the types of integration are described
below.

2 EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATION

2.1 Physical integration

The control elements of the vehicle systems in the past were
usually incorporated into a number of functions performed in
a large number of single-function items of equipment, into a
smaller number of multi-purpose equipments. This is typical
of the historical progression from legacy aircraft towards
modern aircraft using central computing resources and digital
data transmission systems to exercise control over aircraft
systems and avionic functions and this will be discussed in
Vehicle Systems Management. The driver for this integration
included the need to reduce mass and volume of equipment, as
well as a real need to interface aircraft systems to the cockpit
displays.

In the domestic arena, this form of integration is well-
illustrated by the trend away from multi-equipment audio
Hi-Fi systems into the single, and significantly smaller, MP3
player. This is an example of “purposeful integration”. The
result is a small and light unit containing all the facilities
of portable music reproduction that a customer would be
pleased to own. The example of the mobile telephone is
subtly different. In this case, a number of disparate functions
have been integrated – GPS, camera, video, MP3, Internet
access, games, etc. – which have little to do with the basic
task of voice communication. This contravenes the aircraft
engineer’s judgment not to include redundant or non-essential
functionality that may contribute to the failure rate of the
desired function.
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The need to compress functions into a smaller number of
equipments will no doubt be influenced by the development
of unmanned autonomous air systems, particularly small
platforms, the designers of which will be seeking low mass,
small volume and little or no cooling.

2.2 The data bus as an integration medium

The digital data bus has transformed the way in which data is
transferred between items of equipment. The point-to-point
discrete wiring has been replaced by the transfer of informa-
tion in digital format by the data bus. A number of types are
used for military and commercial applications. In the com-
mercial world, ARINC 429 (1977) has led to a world-wide
agreed set of interface definitions for data types, data names,
and electrical interfaces so that practically any ARINC 429
(1977) defined item of avionic equipment can be confidently
selected to fit into any commercial aircraft avionic system.
MIL-STD-1553 (1986) defined the standard for military
aircraft for many generations. These longstanding standards
are now being replaced by derivatives of the computing data
buses with the advantage of greatly increased data rates
and ease of interfacing. The net result is that system circuit
diagrams no longer exist in the traditional sense of boxes with
many interconnecting wires, now a block diagram suffices.
The diagram looks simple, but it is no longer possible to
understand the operation of the system from the diagram
alone, knowledge of data flows is required.

2.3 Integration in human factors

The aircraft cockpit or flight deck has traditionally been
the focus where all the functions requiring an action by the
aircrew have come together, whether they be demand inputs
requiring an action to take place somewhere in the aircraft
systems, or a need to read and register displayed informa-
tion. Previous generations of flight deck had a proliferation of
switches, handles, levers, rotary displays, and warning lights.
Crews of three or even four people were required on large air-
craft, while the single seat military pilot was confronted with
controls and displayed in a very densely populated cockpit.

Advances in display technology have resulted in flat screen
display surfaces which can make use of color and text to
present information on a small number of surfaces. The use
of “pages” allows information to be displayed in priority – the
information most relevant to a phase of flight being displayed
during that phase, other information is hidden but is able to
be retrieved by the crew as needed, although they need to
progress through a number of pages. Voice input and voice
output systems are used to complement the displays.

Gradually a number of the dedicated switches that were
installed on panels have migrated to the control column top
and the throttle lever top. Arranged in a pattern that is influ-
enced by the shape, dexterity, and strength of the human hand
and fingers, a collection of knobs and switches enables the
pilot to control the aircraft attitude and the engine thrust,
while also being able to control a number of systems. This has
become known as “hands on throttle and stick” or HOTAS.

The result is a clean and uncluttered human–machine inter-
face. It does need some training and familiarization to ensure
that the user does not make mistakes, e.g., press the wrong
switch, and that all actions are truly instinctive.

Another key area for integration is in the field of displayed
information, previously undertaken by a large number of indi-
vidual dials. Modern cockpits make use of full color glass
screen, often complemented by direct voice input and output
commands, to reduce the display clutter while providing the
crew with clear and unambiguous information. In the military
world, this integration is being taken even further by the incor-
poration of displays and target sighting mechanisms in the
pilot’s helmet.

2.4 Integrated systems architectures

The overall result of integration at all levels is a system
architecture or block diagram which represents the overall
aircraft, avionic, and mission systems in a single diagram.
The complexity of the system, its functionality, and data
interchanges is hidden in the apparent simplicity of the archi-
tecture diagram. While the subsystems can be identified, and
the overall system operation gleaned from scrutiny of the
diagram, it is impossible to determine exactly the overall
functional performance. There is a risk in this – the respon-
sibility for qualifying and certifying individual subsystems
is to be delegated to team leaders and their assurance that
their subsystems are fit for purpose is eventually provided to
a single signatory, who accepts their professional judgment
and accepts the overall aircraft as fit for purpose and safe to
fly. The risk is that there are emergent properties that have not
come to light during the system testing, raising the question –
can a system of such complexity be exhaustively tested?

2.5 Integration of the design data set

The design information for an aircraft project is contained
in many engineering tool sets in the form of “soft” informa-
tion or data. This includes 3D computer-aided design models
of the aircraft structure and the installation of its equip-
ment and wiring, aerodynamic and system models, software,
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architectures, and all the associated design and validation
analysis data. These data are available to all authorized stake-
holders in the project through their desk-top computer. The
system hosting all of this information must perform configu-
ration control and change management. There can be issues
where the design data are available to all users, and it is also
being worked on and changed in real time, thereby posing
the question of concurrent access to changing data.

2.6 Integrating or transverse functions

There are instances where integration appears from factors
that are not physical or functional, but may come about where
disciplines that are common to all individual system prod-
ucts. In this case, they appear as transverse specialisms in
which the application of principles or standards apply not
only to individual systems, but also to the whole product.
These principles are applied throughout the design phases of
the product. Verification that they have been applied must take
place, and qualification and certification evidence is gathered
for individual systems and for the whole product.

An aircraft tends to be designed by organizations with a
line management structure, in which individual systems are
developed by teams, working with focused objectives. The
teams will develop their requirements and work towards solu-
tions. There a number of classical functions or specialisms
that can be seen as operating across these lines in a transverse
manner, taking a broad approach to the aircraft as a total sys-
tem and transcending the requirements of individual systems.

These are important functions to identify in any major
project, especially as they usually relate to top-level measures
of whole product performance identified by the customer. An
organization must incorporate these elements into its struc-
ture and ensure that the practitioners of each engineering inte-
grating specialism have sufficient authority to apply standards
and to participate in the final product qualification process.

Examples of model transverse integration activities are
presented in Safety and Integrity in Vehicle Systems (Safety
& Integrity) and Electromagnetic Integration of Aircraft Sys-
tems (Electromagnetic Integration).

2.7 Summary of this section

The chapters in this Part deal with some of the issues of inte-
gration. The issues of transverse specialisms are discussed,
as they are important subjects, which have an impact on the
aircraft product as a whole.

Safety and integrity affects the certification of the product
and is a key customer requirement. Electromagnetic integra-
tion affects all systems on the aircraft, both individually and
as integrated systems. It also affects the assembled aircraft as
an integration of structure, systems, and inter-systems signal
communications that must operate in a potentially hostile
electromagnetic environment. Modeling and simulation is an
emerging subject that enables engineers to design and qualify
key systems, while reducing the reliance on costly test rigs.
The ultimate aim is to be able to emulate the entire aircraft
and its environment in one synthetic environment.

The more electric aircraft deals with the integration
of the power demands currently provided by hydraulic
and electrical power – is the all-electric aircraft a viable
concept?

Integration and complexity develops the argument at the
beginning of this chapter to examine in more detail some
aspects of integration and what leads to complexity. The
impact of operating the aircraft on the physiology of the crew
is examined and the implication of long-term operation on
health is discussed in the light of current regulations.

Air traffic management examines the integration of the
aircraft into the flying environment and the achievement of
controlled and safe air operations. Finally, the integration
of weapons onto military aircraft is discussed in terms of
physical integration with the airframe and integration with
the sensors suite to achieve weapon-aiming accuracy.
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A characteristic of the Vehicle Systems is that they affect
not only mission success, but also the safety of the entire plat-
form. Consideration must be taken in their design to ensure
that the quantitative aspects of system safety are clearly
understood by all stakeholders and that the appropriate anal-
ysis of design is undertaken, reviewed, and recorded as part
of the certification evidence. This Chapter will describe tech-
niques used to design safe systems, the safety review process
and techniques, and mechanisms used in design to ensure
system integrity and robustness.

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes how engineers and designers produce
an air vehicle that satisfies requirements to meet particu-
lar levels of safety. It deals with the safety (airworthiness)

of the product that is delivered into service and how some
of the specific safety regulatory requirements are satisfied.
During the development of the aircraft when engineers
consider safety, they not only have to consider what is
required to meet performance requirements, they also have
to consider the consequences of component failure and other
failure conditions. In particular, if an item fails or contains
a fault, they need to determine how likely this is and what
the consequences are on people, the aircraft, and the environ-
ment.

In the early days of aviation, aircraft flew at speeds that
were not much faster than a modern car can travel. Once flight
control and stability issues were mastered, the earliest aircraft
could be controlled manually by the pilot through a simple
rods and levers system. An understanding of aerodynam-
ics, flight mechanics, stability, loads, and materials (strength,
stiffness, fatigue, etc.) were required to produce safe air-
craft designs. As aircraft developed and became larger and
more capable it was necessary to introduce equipment, such
as, hydraulic and electric actuators to assist the pilot. These
hydraulic and electric actuators became safety critical com-
ponents, as did the hydraulic and electrical power systems
that supplied them. Engines in early aircraft were also less
safety critical. The slower aircraft could be made to glide to a
landing in an open field (say) following an engine failure. In
time, as aircraft became more capable, the propulsion system
also became more complex and safety critical. The number of
safety-involved components has continued to increase as we
continued to develop aircraft technologies, through high and
low altitude supersonic flight to present day active control
technologies and unmanned air-vehicle systems. This chap-
ter provides an overview of how engineers ensure that these
safety requirements are achieved during the development of
a new air-vehicle. It briefly explains how some of the safety
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evidence is generated to convince the aircraft certification
authorities that regulations have been satisfied and that the
vehicle will be acceptably safe to use in service.

2 SAFETY AS ONE OF MANY PRODUCT
DESIGN ATTRIBUTES

When designing an air vehicle, engineers have to con-
sider many system attributes (performance, cost, availability,
safety, etc.). Trade-offs have to be made between these
attributes to produce a successful product. As an example, let
us consider aircraft mass, cost of ownership, system avail-
ability, and product safety (airworthiness). Weight increase
has an effect on vehicle performance and a major effect on
the fuel required to achieve operational range requirements.
Fuel costs are a major contributor to the cost of ownership
in service. This cost of ownership also includes the cost of
unscheduled maintenance (the cost of repairing faults) and the
cost of scheduled maintenance (replenishments, equipment
overhaul, worn out item replacement, etc.). When consider-
ing the design of a new aircraft the customer is looking for low
cost of ownership, high system performance, and high levels
of safety. To increase availability and safety, redundancy is
built into the air-vehicles systems; this increases the vehicle’s
weight and cost of maintenance. Unscheduled maintenance
is increased because redundancy results in the carriage of
extra components that are not needed for most of the time but
which can fail, requiring maintenance, even if the component
failure has little immediate impact on the functioning of the
aircraft system. The trade-offs that have to be made, mean
that safety has to be balanced against performance and life
cycle costs during aircraft development. Too many accidents
will have an impact on the ability to market the aircraft. Too
much emphasis on safety, with unreasonable safety require-
ments, will result in systems that cannot satisfy performance,
life cycle cost, or regulatory requirements. Safety in the air-
craft industry should be seen as part of everyone’s “day job”
and not something that is extra or added on to the aircraft’s
development, maintenance or operation. However, to ensure
that safety requirements are achieved, they have to be specifi-
cally managed within the context of the aircraft development,
aircraft maintenance, and aircraft operation.

3 AIRCRAFT CIVIL AND MILITARY
SAFETY REGULATION

Safety relates to injury or fatality to people, destruction or
damage to property, or damage to the environment. In an

air-vehicle carrying crew and passengers, it relates to the con-
tinued flight and safe landing of the vehicle. In any air vehicle,
including unmanned aircraft, the safety of other air vehicles,
and the people over which the vehicle is flying also needs
to be considered. Mandatory product design requirements,
relating to the airworthiness of the air vehicle, are placed
on the development organizations by legislation and by the
aircraft safety regulators. These regulatory requirements are
contained in documents such as the EASA Certification Spec-
ifications CS 23 (EASA, 2009a), CS 25 (EASA, 2009b) and
the UK MoD standard Def Stan 00-970 (DStan, 2007a).
These standards have evolved over time and are based on good
practice and experience. The requirements for aircraft certi-
fication contain specific requirements relating to all aspects
of safe aircraft design. The requirements relating to aircraft
equipment, systems and installation include the following:
(i) the equipments are to be designed and installed so that
they perform as intended under the aircraft operating and
environmental conditions, and (ii) the systems and associ-
ated components are required to satisfy specific probability
(likelihood) requirements which relate to the severity of spe-
cific hazardous failure conditions. Compliance with the first
requirement is shown by the results of qualification (verifica-
tion) testing which is carried out on components, equipment,
systems and eventually, by flight-testing of the whole air-
craft. Compliance with the second requirement is shown by
the application of a system safety program, which includes
hazard analyses of the systems and the production of a sys-
tem safety assessment, before the vehicle enters service. The
methods used to carry out this assessment, which are consid-
ered acceptable to the regulators, are described in advisory
material associated with the mandatory requirements. An
example of these EASA Certification Specification’s Accept-
able Means of Compliance AMC 25.1309 (EASA, 2009a).
Other guidance material is also available in industry stan-
dards such as the SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice
ARP 4754 (SAE, 1996a) and ARP 4761 (SAE, 1996b).

Where a new or novel approach is being used, then advice
will be required from the regulator because the existing Certi-
fication Specification requirements may not be applicable or
even exist. New technologies and novel techniques are often
used on military aviation programs to give the user some
advantage over earlier generation (or competitor) military air-
craft. On these, a hazard risk management approach has been
used for a number of years to identify, analyze and control the
hazard risks. This approach is also used in space programs
and in civil aviation when dealing with new technologies
and the safety of complex, highly integrated systems. The
requirements associated with a US military System Safety
Program (SSP) are described in US DoD standard Mil Std
882D (US DoD, 2000) and those associated with a UK MoD
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program in Def Stan 00-56 (DStan, 2007b). Military aircraft
are regulated through a procurement contract, which includes
the specified safety requirements and calls up specific safety
standards. These requirements place emphasis on identify-
ing and reducing accident risks to acceptable levels during the
air-vehicles development. Hazard analyses carried out as part
of the system safety program (SSP) will also provides evi-
dence to support the military aircraft Release to Service (RTS)
documentation. A system safety program plan (SSPP) is pro-
duced early in a military aircraft’s development life cycle to
describe, in detail, the safety management and engineering
activities that need to take place. This plan includes:

� the project safety management organization and respon-
sibilities;

� hazard risk acceptance criteria for the project;
� hazard analyses to be carried out;
� safety program milestones and deliverables in relation to

project timescales;
� safety reviews and audits to be carried out; and
� safety verification activities that support the aircraft cer-

tification requirements.

The SSP deals with the hazard risk that is associated with
failure conditions to ensure the likelihood of hazards with
severe consequences is acceptably low. When an analysis
indicates that the hazard risk is not acceptable, the plan will
state the action to be taken during system development and
the order of precedence to be applied when taking action.

The hazard risk acceptance criteria and the project safety
management organization that have responsibility for these
activities during aircraft development must also be defined in
the SSPP.

Safety has to be managed and it is necessary to ensure that
this is done within the context of the parent company’s poli-
cies and the specific engineering management requirements.
Business management and responsibilities can be consid-
ered as flowing from requirements in the world environment
(legal/regulatory) through the wider company management
system, to a particular project. Safety regulation and man-
agement responsibilities are part of this flow down and can
be considered in a similar way. Within large design and man-
ufacturing organizations, independent safety program review
and reporting, at the various levels of project and engineer-
ing management, is important to ensure that safe products are
produced and that the project succeeds.

4 SAFETY IN CONTEXT OF PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLE

Moir and Seabridge (2008) describes six phases of a products
life cycle as: definition, design, build, test, operate and refur-
bish or retire. During product development the definition,
design, build and test phases can be described in terms of a
“V” model as shown in Figure 1. The aircraft development
process is considered “top down”, working from a functional
design that satisfies the requirements for the whole air vehicle,

Figure 1. Design and qualification testing (‘V’ model).
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through the development of the major aircraft systems to the
detailed equipment design. In practice, some of this work may
start at a lower level and makes use of existing “off the shelf”
components and sub-systems. The other leg of the “V” model
shows how qualification evidence is produced by testing from
the “bottom up”. Components and equipment are tested to
ensure that they will operate as specified in the intended envi-
ronment (making use of environmental test chambers in some
cases). The equipment is then built into systems, on ground
rigs, and then tested as complete systems. Eventually, the
systems are put together on development aircraft and flight-
tested. This testing forms part of the evidence to show that:
“. . . the equipments are designed and installed so that they
perform as intended under the aircraft operating and environ-
mental conditions”. Aircraft safety regulations also require
equipment, systems and installations to satisfy specific prob-
ability requirements relating to hazardous failure conditions.
This is done by carrying out hazard analyses and ensuring that
hazard risk management is applied during air vehicle devel-
opment to keep hazard risks (severity/probability) within
acceptable limits. Hazard risk management as it is applied
to military aircraft is outlined below.

5 CONTROL OF HAZARD RISK

Figure 2 shows what has become known as the “bow tie”
model and has been used to define a hazard in the context of
its causes and consequences. This model assumes that acci-
dents are caused by one or more failure conditions that can
propagate within the context of the system and its operat-
ing environment to cause particular consequences to people,
the aircraft, or the environment. The fault propagation and
operating conditions at the time of the failure produces a

consequence, which has a particular accident severity. The
hazard is the potential to cause harm and lies within the cause
- consequence chain (Figure 2).

The risk of an accident is considered in the context of
the accident’s severity and likelihood of occurrence, with
these being defined in a way that is relevant to the prod-
uct being developed. For example, CS-25 Book 2 (EASA,
2009b) defines these as shown in Tables 1 and 2. In a military
aircraft project (produced in accordance with standards such
as Mil Std 882 (US DoD, 2000)) these severity and proba-
bility classifications are combined into an hazard risk index
(HRI) matrix. Table 3 provides an example of what this might
look like based on Tables 1 and 2 classifications. The HRI
matrix is used to define the risk acceptance criteria as shown,
as an example, in Table 4. These criteria are used to manage
the hazard tracking and risk reduction process during system
development.

Figure 3 shows, in simplified terms, the process that is tak-
ing place iteratively throughout the concept, definition, and
design phases of the aircraft development and which is sup-
ported by the hazard analyses activities that take place. The
project hazard log (usually a computer database) is used to
manage the hazard tracking and accident risk reduction and
to provide an audit trail by recording the actions and deci-
sions taken. Hazard risk management is normally controlled
by a project safety committee (PSC), which is chaired by
a very senior engineer on the project (often the Chief Engi-
neer). Accident risk management involves difficult decisions,
often requiring changes to the design, which in turn have
financial and project timescale implications. It is important
that changes to the design to control hazard risks are identi-
fied and made as early as possible, because late changes will
cause delays and could add to the overall aircraft development
costs.

Figure 2. Causes – Hazards – Consequences (‘bow-tie’ model).
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Table 1. Failure condition classifications according to the severity of effects (taken from EASA, 2009b, CS-25 Book 2). The system
development assurance level is taken from SAE ARP 4754, Table 3 (SAE, 1996a).

Development
Severity definition Meaning assurance level

Catastrophic Failure conditions, which would result in multiple fatalities, usually with the loss
of the (large) aeroplane.

(A)

Hazardous Failure conditions, which would reduce the capability of the (large) aeroplane or
the ability of the crew to cope with adverse operating conditions to the extent
that there would be:

(B)

(i) A large reduction in safety margins or functional capabilities;
(ii) Physical distress or excessive workload such that the flight crew cannot be

relied upon to perform their tasks accurately or completely; or
(iii) Serious or fatal injury to a relatively small number of the occupants other

than the flight crew.
Major Failure conditions which would reduce the capability of the (large) aeroplane or

the ability of the crew to cope with adverse operating conditions to the extent
that there would be, for example, a significant reduction in safety margins or
functional capabilities, a significant increase in crew workload or in conditions
impairing crew efficiency, or discomfort to the flight crew, or physical distress
to passengers or cabin crew, possibly including injuries.

(C)

Minor Failure conditions which would not significantly reduce the (large) aeroplane
safety and which involve crew actions that are well within their capabilities.
Minor failure conditions may include, for example, a slight reduction in safety
margins or functional capabilities, a slight increase in crew workload, such as
routine flight plan changes, or some physical discomfort to passengers or cabin
crew.

(D)

No safety effect Failure conditions that would have no effect on safety; for example, failure
conditions that would not affect the operational capability of the (large)
aeroplane or increase crew workload.

(E)

In aircraft design work, the primary concern is to iden-
tify accidents that can be caused by failure conditions. These
are defined in civil aviation guidance document, for exam-
ple, CS-25 Book 2 (EASA, 2009b) as “conditions having an

effect on the aeroplane and/or its occupants, either directly or
consequential, which are caused or contributed to by one or
more failures or errors, considering flight phase and adverse
operational or environmental conditions, or external events”.

Table 2. Quantitative and qualitative probability terms to determine compliance with CS 25.1309 (taken from EASA, 2009B, CS-25 Book 2,
Para 7b and 7c).

Probability range (relating
to failure conditions) Average probability per flight hour Meaning

(i) Probable Greater than of the order of
1 × 10−5

Failure conditions are those anticipated to occur one
or more times during the entire operational life of
each aeroplane.

(ii) Remote Of the order of 1 × 10−5 or less,
but not greater than the order of
1 × 10−7

Failure conditions are those unlikely to occur to each
aeroplane during its total life, but which may occur
several times when considering the total operational
life of a number of aeroplanes of the type.

(iii) Extremely remote Of the order of 1 × 10−7 or less,
but not greater than the order of
1 × 10−9

Failure conditions are those not anticipated to occur to
each aeroplane during its total life but which may
occur a few times when considering the total
operational life of all aeroplanes of the type.

(iv) Extremely improbable Of the order of 1 × 10−9 or less Failure conditions are those so unlikely that it is not
anticipated to occur during the entire operational
life of all aeroplanes of one type.
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Table 3. Example – The type of hazard risk index (HRI) Matrix used in Mil Std 882D and based on
EASA (2009b), CS-25 Book 2, Safety criteria (Table 1 and Table 2).

Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor No safety effect

Probable 1 3 8 11 16
Remote 2 5 10 14 18
Extremely remote 4 7 12 15 19
Extremely improbable 6 9 13 17 20

Failure and error are also defined in the guidance documen-
tation as follows:

“Failure – an occurrence, which affects the operation of a
component, part, or element such that it can no longer func-
tion as intended, (this includes both loss of function and
malfunction). Note: Errors may cause failures, but are not
considered to be failures.”

Table 4. Example – HRI risk acceptance criteria (for use with Table
3 example).

HRI No Classification

Action required (and endorsed
by the Project Safety
Committee)

1–5 Unacceptable The probability and/or severity
of the consequence is
intolerable. Major design
action or other mitigation will
be necessary to reduce the
probability and severity of the
consequences associated with
the hazard.

6–12 Review The consequence and/or
probability is of concern;
measures to mitigate the risk
to as low as reasonably
practicable should be sought
in accordance with the hazard
risk mitigation order of
precedence. Where the risk is
still in the review category
after this action then the risk
may be accepted, provided
that the risk is understood and
has the endorsement of the
Project Safety Committee
(PSC)

13–20 Acceptable The consequence is so unlikely
or not severe enough to be of
concern; the risk is generally
tolerable.

“Error – an omission or incorrect action by a crewmember or
maintenance personnel, or a mistake in requirements, design,
or implementation.”

Component (hardware) failure is modeled using reliabil-
ity theory. This assumes failures occur randomly and that a
constant failure rate exists over the useful life of the item.
The reliability models assume that failures occur indepen-
dently of each other and that probability calculations can be
carried out using Boolean models, which represent the redun-
dancy that exists within the system. This redundancy and
independence within multi-channel systems can be compro-
mised by common causes. These are defined in EASA CS-25
(EASA, 2009b) Book 2 as “events or failures, which by pass
or invalidate redundancy or independence”. Common causes
can result from equipment failure, external (environmental)
events, or errors. Common causes need to be identified and
addressed using common cause analysis (CCA) techniques
during system development.

During aircraft development there is a need to protect
against errors (mistakes) in requirements, design, and imple-
mentation. How these common mode errors are addressed is
described later.

6 HAZARD ANALYSES AND SAFETY
ASSESSMENT

Mil Std 882C (US DoD, 1993)) defines a system as: “a
composite, at any level of complexity, of personnel, proce-
dures, materials, tools, equipment, facilities, and software.
The elements of this composite entity are used together in
the intended operational or support environment to perform
a given task or achieve a specific purpose, support, or mis-
sion requirement.” It defines a subsystem as: “an element of
a system that, in itself may constitute a system.” Using these
definitions an aircraft can be described as a system or one of
its sub-systems can be described as a system. Safety analysis
is carried out at system level which can include all levels of
design detail, however, the consequences of a hazard have
to be addressed in the context of the whole aircraft and its
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Figure 3. Hazards tracking and hazards risk reduction.

operating and support environment (consequences to people,
property, and the environment). Safety analysis and hazard
identification begins at the whole aircraft level and the air-
craft sub-system level (which may also be referred to as a
system, for example fuel system, electrical power generation
system, etc.). Figure 4 outlines the hazard analysis activi-
ties that are typically carried out as part of military aircraft
systems development. These start with the preliminary haz-
ard analysis (PHA) followed by more detailed system hazard

analyses (SHA) and the system safety assessment (SSA). The
timescales within which these activities are carried out can
be related to the development lifecycle phases (as shown in
the ‘V’ model of Figure 1).

The PHA starts at the concept definition stage with
functional failure analysis (FFA) at aircraft and aircraft sub-
system levels. The FFA considers system functions and
identifies and classifies the failure effects associated with the
functional failure modes according to their severity. FFA is a

Figure 4. System safety program – Hazards analyses.
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qualitative assessment that allows failure severity to be iden-
tified and later the quantitative safety objectives (using the
acceptable HRI criteria) that have to be applied to the system
architecture. Aircraft functions are allocated to systems by the
design process and each aircraft sub-system is re-examined
using the FFA process. The FFA process can be described
briefly as follows:

1. Define the system being analyzed; establish the system
boundaries, its interfaces with the wider system and the
level of detail that will be used in the analysis.

2. Produce a functional or physical decomposition (dia-
gram) of the system to the level of (component) detail
to be used.

3. List the system functions down to the component level
and provide a brief functional description at each level of
detail. Include descriptions of the interfaces with other
systems and the environment.

4. Produce a brief list of relevant functional failure modes
(e.g., function not provided, function provided at wrong
time, malfunction). Establish the effects on the whole
aircraft and the environment if these failure modes were
to occur.

5. Identify and list the safety critical functions (those with
catastrophic and hazardous severity) and the accidents
that the functional failure could cause.

6. Identify the safety requirements and or constraints placed
on the system and its components as a result of the hazard
severity that could be caused.

Care needs to be taken to ensure that the analysis is carried
out in a consistent way using functional models of the system
to a consistent level of detail at each stage of development. It
is important to ensure proper configuration management of
the emerging design to ensure that the ever-changing vehicle
design standard, which is being analyzed, is properly iden-
tified. The output of the FFA is used as the starting point
for conducting the system hazard analyses (SHA). The SHA
examines the emerging system architectures to determine
how failures can cause the hazards identified. The analyses
will determine if the proposed architecture can be expected
to meet the system safety objectives. Redundancy is required
to provide a fail-safe design and protection from catastrophic
failure effects. The SHA activities are conducted at a number
of stages throughout the system development and the results
often presented in the form of fault tree analyses (FTA). The
FTA provides a Boolean model of the faults that can cause
the identified hazard. This can be used to identify the fault
combinations that can cause the ‘Top Event’ hazard being
analyzed. It can also be used to establish the probability of
the ‘Top Event’ if quantitative data is included for the ‘Basic

Events’ within the fault tree. There are a number of text-
books and standards that describe in detail how to carry out
FTA. These include NUREG-0492 (Roberts et al., 1981),
SAE ARP 4761 (SAE, 1996b) Appendix D, Ericson (2005,
Chapter 11), and IEC 61025 (IEC, 2006a). There are also a
number of computer application programs on the market to
assist with the construction and analysis of fault trees.

There are other analysis techniques that can be used to
identify hazards and provide an indication of the possible haz-
ard causes and consequences. These include “brainstorming”
techniques carried out by a team of people who have experi-
ence of similar systems and their operating environment. An
example is a technique known as a “Hazard and Operabil-
ity” (HAZOP) study. The team works in a structured way to
establish the causes and consequences of possible failure con-
ditions to identify the hazards that will need to be addressed.
HAZOP considers “flows” that exist between system com-
ponents and uses “guidewords” associated with these flows,
to manage the teams “brainstorming” sessions. HAZOP is
described in detail in Redmil, Chudleigh and Catmur (1999)
and IEC 61882 (IEC, 2001).

Functional failure analysis (FFA) and fault tree analy-
sis (FTA) provide the framework for modeling (hardware)
faults that can result in hazardous situations but other analysis
techniques and controls need to be used to address poten-
tial “common causes”. These are single component failures
or errors that invalidate the redundancy arguments used in
the reliability models (FTA, etc) associated with the sys-
tem architectures. This includes errors that could be made
during development in specifying the system, equipment or
component requirements, or errors in design or made during
manufacture. One type of common cause is referred to as a
“common mode” fault or error. The potential for this type
of fault or error exists in any system that relies on architec-
tural features such as redundancy, monitoring, or partitioning
to eliminate, or reduce the degree to which a component can
contribute to a specific failure effect. Potential common mode
faults and errors include:

� software requirements, design, or coding error;
� hardware failure or design (specification) error;
� production process error;
� repair process error;
� installation error; and
� item environmental specification error.

To reduce the likelihood and control these common mode
faults and errors a development assurance level is assigned to
the functions and items that can cause the failure effects. The
last column of Table 1 shows an example of how these devel-
opment assurance levels are related to the associated hazard
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severity categories. The assurance level is used to ensure that
the highest levels of effort/resource and the most rigorous
processes are applied to the components of the system that
have the greatest hazard severity. For example, standards such
as RTCA-EUROCAE DO-178B/ED-12B (RTCA, 1992) use
these assurance levels when defining the software develop-
ment and production considerations that need to be applied
to airborne systems. Assurance levels are also applied to
more fundamental components such as aircraft structures.
For example, a safety critical undercarriage component will
undergo rigorous quality checking from the time the material
is produced and cast all the way through manufacturing to its
final production assembly.

Figure 4 shows that zonal hazard analyses (ZHA) is also
carried out as part of the SHA activities. The purpose of this
analysis is to address another potential type of common cause.
ZHA addresses the physical positioning of system compo-
nents that have (high energy release) failure modes, which
can impact on adjacent sub-system components. This anal-
ysis addresses: (i) particular risks that are common to many
aircraft, (ii) the installation of components to ensure they
satisfy design installation requirements, and (iii) the identi-
fication and control of potential maintenance errors. Design
installation requirements for aircraft are included in regula-
tions and design requirements for airworthiness. These have
to be addressed by the designers when producing detailed
aircraft drawings and by the manufacturing team during man-
ufacture and assembly of the components. A check is made
of the early production aircraft to ensure that these require-
ments have been implemented throughout development and
manufacturing. The ZHA also includes an inspection to iden-
tify potential errors and damage that could be caused during
maintenance. Particular risks are events which impact the sys-
tem from outside and which could invalidate independence
claims. These include such things as:

� the potential for fire and its ability to spread through the
aircraft;

� the cascade damage caused to adjacent components when
high energy devices fail (flailing shafts, turbine failure,
engine failures, pressure vessel failure, etc.);

� the consequences that could be caused by leaking fluids,
severe weather effects (lightning, hail, ice, snow, etc.);

� the consequences of bird-strikes;
� wheel tire and tread separation; and
� the potential consequences of high intensity E-M radiated

fields.

Each particular risk identified should be the subject of
a specific study to examine how it can be caused and the
potential consequences during each phase of operation. Tests,

models, and simulations of the failures may need to be pro-
duced to establish the extent of the damage that can be caused
and the effectiveness of any protection that is, or needs to be,
provided by design.

In civil aviation guidelines documentation, common cause
analysis (CCA) embraces three types of analyses. CCA
embraces: zonal hazard analysis, particular risks analysis,
and common mode analysis. SAE ARP 4761 (SAE, 1996b)
Chapter 4 and Appendices I, J, and K describe these analyses
in greater detail.

Two other analysis techniques are identified under SHA in
Figure 4. These are health hazard analysis (HHA) and failure
mode effect and criticality analysis (FMECA). These take
information from equipment suppliers and use it in support
of the aircraft safety program. The HHA identifies hazardous
materials to ensure that the necessary defenses are put in
place to protect personnel at work during support and opera-
tion. These are documented in the technical manuals that are
delivered with the aircraft.

FMECA is an inductive (bottom up) reliability analysis
technique that is used to establish the effects of each compo-
nent failure on its equipment, sub-system, and the aircraft. It is
used to establish the effects of single component failure and to
show that no single active component failure can cause catas-
trophic or hazardous condition (a regulatory requirement).
Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) and FMECA is
described in a number of standards documents and textbooks,
these include; SAE ARP 5580 (SAE, 2001), Ericson (2005),
and IEC 61812 (IEC, 2006b).

The system safety assessment (SSA) brings together the
analysis data carried out during development to provide ver-
ification that the system that is to be put into production
meets the specified and derived safety requirements. The
data from the hazard log is used to support the SSA and to
identify and quantify the remaining hazard risks. All hazard
log entries should be “closed off” by the appropriate engi-
neering design authority. Any operational limitations and
routine maintenance requirements are identified and refer-
enced to the official documentation that is delivered with
the production aircraft. The SSA and test verification data is
used as evidence to support the aircraft certification (safety
case).

7 FUTURE AIRCRAFT SAFETY

The ICAO safety management manual (ICAO, 2009)
Chapter 2 looks at the strengths and weaknesses of
established approaches to aircraft safety and looks at a con-
temporary approach to safety. It shows how system safety
thinking has evolved from considering only accidents caused
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by technical factors to consider also human factors and most
recently organizational factors. The model developed by Pro-
fessor James Reason, and described in his book (Reason,
1997), is used as the basis to describe how organizational
factors can cause, and protect against, aircraft accidents. The
model shows how defenses can be built into aviation organi-
zations to protect against active and latent accident causes.
Details of this organizational accident model are in the ICAO
SMM (ICAO, 2009) Chapter 2.

Professor Nancy Leveson has also developed accident
models that deal with the interactions within social and orga-
nizational structures. The systems-theoretic accident model
and processes (STAMP) model considers organizations as
dynamic structures that can be modeled by causal loop dia-
grams. The work has suggested that safety should be viewed
as a control problem with safety managed by a control struc-
ture embedded in an adaptive socio-technical system. The
goal of the control structure should be to enforce constraints
on system development (including both the development pro-
cess itself and the resulting system design) and on the system
operation in a way that results in safe behavior. More details
of the STAMP model by Professor Leveson can be found in
a number of papers including Leveson (2004).
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1 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

The electromagnetic integration of complete aircraft is a mul-
tidisciplinary activity, involving aerodynamic constraints,
structural design constraints, electrical installation, sys-
tems architecture, high-frequency electrical engineering, and
equipment design. It is not the intention of this chapter to
replicate the many excellent textbooks on electromagnetics
and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), rather to create
a way of thinking about the problem and challenges. Thus
ensuring that via good engineering management processes
and the wide variety of technical solutions (many of which are
published in the literature, although a small number remain

proprietary), the problem is treated appropriately. Often this
has to occur in large complex organizations with diverse cul-
tures sometimes dominated by the clearly, very important,
original aircraft concerns of aerodynamics and structures.

This chapter covers the technical considerations and man-
agement processes required in order to ensure that systems
within the aircraft work correctly without mutual interfer-
ence and continue to work in the external electromagnetic
environment in which the aircraft can be immersed.

There are a variety of detailed techniques which can be
used to ensure an absence of interference effects and these
will vary from one project to another, although as the subject
has matured over the last twenty years, there is a growing
consensus on the fundamental approaches.

The chapter does not cover the direct effects of light-
ning (see Aircraft Design and Qualification for Resilience
to Lightning) nevertheless this is an important part of the
airframe design, which has grown in importance enormously
with the growth in the use of carbon fiber composite (CFC) in
airframes. Reference will be made to the direct effects protec-
tion in cases where the necessary addition of metal would also
bring benefit to the electromagnetic integration of systems.

Similarly, the design of aircraft for low radar and infrared
signatures will not be covered, but once again there will the
occasional reference to conflicts between the desires of low
signatures and good electromagnetic integration.

In addition, the considerations of inadvertent emissions of
classified data will not be covered, although the mechanisms
described for EMC are applicable to these circumstances.

The success or failure of electromagnetic integration only
becomes very obvious when the aircraft is complete and
more or less ready to fly. This is a very late emergence of
risk and correction is extremely expensive. The management
processes described aim to enable risk mitigation earlier in
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the programme and also ensure that the full spectrum of
considerations across all the involved disciplines is consid-
ered and a truly balanced design is achieved.

2 THE REQUIREMENTS

Each military aircraft has a defined electromagnetic envi-
ronment in which it must operate without safe operation or
the mission being compromised. The environment will vary
somewhat depending on the operational requirements of the
aircraft.

The electromagnetic environment usually includes:

� High intensity radiated fields (HIRF).
� The electromagnetic environment arising from Lightning.
� The fields arising from exoatmospheric nuclear electro-

magnetic pulse (NEMP).
� The induced effects of electrostatic discharge (ESD)

In addition, clearly each aircraft system must be capable
of continuing to operate during the operation of all other
systems, including the onboard intentional transmitters.

Civil aircraft have an internationally agreed HIRF environ-
ment in which the aircraft must operate safely. In addition,
civil aircraft must be resilient to lightning strikes and the
induced effects of static charging. In the same way as military
aircraft, each aircraft system must be capable of continuing
to operate during the operation of all other systems, including
the onboard intentional transmitters.

A particular area of risk of incompatibility for both civil
and military aircraft of co-sited systems is the management
of radio frequency transmitting and receiving systems (i.e.,
using antennas) such that they can operate as required without
interference.

2.1 High-intensity radiated fields (HIRF)

As stated above each military aircraft will have a require-
ment to continue to operate in continuous or modulated high
intensity electromagnetic fields arising from ground-based
transmitters, ship-borne transmitters, and nearby aircraft
transmitters. The details of the requirements will vary
depending on the operational requirements of the aircraft.
However, a typical fixed wing requirement is given in UK
MOD Def Std 59-411 (2008) and is shown in Table 1.

Civil aircraft must conform to the requirements of Depart-
ment of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration,
Proposed Advisory Circular (AC) 20 which is the interna-
tionally agreed external HIRF environment.

This environment is shown in Tables 2(a)–(c).
It is worth noting that the environments are generally much

higher than those to which ground based commercial sys-

Table 1. Field strength for military strike aircraft not capable of
ship operation.

Frequency Peak field (V m−1) Average field (V m−1)

10–100 kHz 50 50
100–500 kHz 60 60
0.5–2 MHz 70 70
2–30 MHz 200 200
30–70 MHz 50 50
70–100 MHz 50 50
100–200 MHz 100 100
200–400 MHz 100 100
400–700 MHz 730 80
700 MHz–1 GHz 1400 240
1–2 GHz 3300 380
2–4 GHz 4500 850
4–6 GHz 7200 300
6–8 GHz 1100 350
8–12 GHz 8800 540
12–18 GHz 2300 680
18–40 GHz 3600 420

Table 2(a). HIRF Environment (Certification).

Field strength (V m−1)

Frequency Peak Average

10 kHz–2 MHz 50 50
2–30 MHz 100 100
30–100 MHz 50 50
100–400 MHz 100 100
400–700 MHz 700 50
700–1 GHz 700 100
1–2 GHz 2000 200
2–6 GHz 3000 200
6–8 GHz 1000 200
8–12 GHz 3000 300
12–18 GHz 2000 200
18–40 GHz 600 200

tems are qualified. This arises because aircraft fly through
and close to the main beams of radars and broadcast trans-
mitters. For a range of reasons, including health and safety,
close proximity of such powerful beams with the ground is
avoided.

2.2 The electromagnetic environment arising
from lightning

The most severe lightning environment and the one which
drives the design of the aircraft, is that occurring as a result
lightning attaching to the airframe. There is a radiated pulse
from the lightning channel and for nearby aircraft it will
induce noticeable current on systems cables. However, if the
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Table 2(b). HIRF environment (Normal).

Field strength (V m−1)

Frequency Peak Average

10 kHz–500 kHz 20 20
500 kHz–2 MHz 30 30
2 MHz–30 MHz 100 100
30 MHz–100 MHz 10 10
100 MHz–200 MHz 30 10
200 MHz–400 MHz 10 10
400 MHz–1 GHz 700 40
1 GHz–2 GHz 1300 160
2 GHz–4 GHz 3000 120
4 GHz–6 GHz 3000 160
6 GHz–8 GHz 400 170
8 GHz–12 GHz 1230 230
12 GHz–18 GHz 730 190
18 GHz–40 GHz 600 150

Table 2(c). HIRF environment (Rotorcraft).

Field strength (V m−1)

Frequency Peak Average

10 kHz–100 kHz 150 150
100 kHz–400 MHz 200 200
400 MHz–700 MHz 730 200
700 MHz–1 GHz 1400 240
1–2 GHz 5000 250
2–4 GHz 6000 490
4–6 GHz 7200 400
6–8 GHz 1100 170
8–12 GHz 5,000 330
12–18 GHz 2,000 330
18–40 GHz 1000 420

aircraft is designed to survive a lightning attachment then the
effects of nearby lightning are generally covered.

All civil aircraft suffer a lightning attachment on average
once per year as a result of the huge number of flying hours
compared to military aircraft and although civil aircraft pilots
will try and avoid lightning centers, in some phases of flight
this is impossible.

The standard lightning pulse that is internationally agreed
is stated in Mil-Std 1757A and shown in Figure 1.

This current waveform is of course an idealization for stan-
dardization purposes but it represents the possible current
which can flow through the airframe during a lightning strike
and is the two percentile case. Lightning strikes do occur
particularly in some parts of the World with peak currents
of 500 kA but the aerospace community have agreed on the
current waveform of Figure 1 which has a peak current of
200 kA (for Component A).

The current waveform with up to ten pulses (or repeats of
declining amplitude of Figure 1) is the current that flows in the
lightning channel and is seen as the “flash” of a single channel
between cloud and ground. It can be divided into four main
regions with quite different characteristics. These are impor-
tant to understand for the design of lightning direct effects
protection of the airframe. However, the indirect effects are
mainly concerned with the rates of change and time to peak of
component D of the lightning current. This can be represented
(with double the amplitude) for the purposes of analysis by:

i(t) = I0[exp(−αt) − exp(−βt)] (1)

where α = 11354 s−1, β = 647265 s−1, and I0 = 218810 A
The pulse in the time domain is shown in Figure 2a that

can be transformed into the frequency domain with a spectral

Figure 1. The various components of a lightning event.
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Figure 2. (a) The idealized waveform representing component A; (b) the idealized waveform representing component D; (c) the spectral
intensity of the waveform representing component A.

intensity as shown in Figure 2c. For completeness Figure 2b
is the idealized component D.

2.3 The fields arising from an exoatmospheric
nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP)

The main concern for military aircraft is the pulsed field
which can arise from a nuclear explosion outside the Earth’s

atmosphere. Such an occurrence causes energetic particles
to impinge on the low density of molecules of the upper
atmosphere, causing the ejection of electrons which spiral
around the Earth’s magnetic field, causing a huge pulse of
electromagnetic field as shown in Figure 3. This field prop-
agates over a very wide area as a result of interaction of
the interaction of the free charges with the Earth’s magnetic
field.
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Figure 3. The nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP).

There is a similar pulse that arises from a nuclear explo-
sion within the atmosphere (endoatmospheric NEMP), even
at ground level however, it does not propagate such huge dis-
tances and the blast and thermal effects at short enough ranges
to be in the emitted field are likely be more problematic to
the aircraft.

Hence, aircraft system design tends to only consider the
exoatmospheric NEMP. The idealized field pulse which is
used to drive design is shown in Figure 3 and can be quantified
in the double exponential of:

E(t) = E0[exp(−at) − exp(−bt)] (2)

where a = 4 × 106 s−1, b = 4.76 × 108 s−1, and E0 = 5 ×
104 V m−1
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Figure 4. The spectral intensity of the NEMP.

Such a pulse can be transformed into the frequency domain
with an envelope of spectral intensity as shown in Figure 4.

It should be noticed that the frequency components present
in the NEMP waveform are much higher than those present
in the lightning waveform, although the amplitudes in the
region of the spectrum where the majority of the energy is
contained are far less.

2.4 The induced effects of electrostatic discharge
(ESD)

Aircraft fly at significant velocities, through a variety of envi-
ronments (e.g., dust, ice, water, and lightning). The many
collisions with these particles over time produce a net charge
on the aircraft. Also flight through lightning conditions, even
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if the aircraft is not struck, causes charging of the aircraft as
a result of both the charged particles usually present in such
conditions and the induced charging arising from the extreme
static electric fields. In addition, the jet engine produces a
stream of charged particles in the plume. The continuous loss
of such charged particles to the atmosphere also produces a
net charge on the aircraft. These charging mechanisms can
build such that a huge potential exists on the aircraft which
at some potential will cause sharp points on the aircraft to
suddenly or steadily (via corona) discharge. These discharge
processes have significant high frequency content and as in all
the electromagnetic effects above, such high frequency cur-
rents flow on the airframe as pulsed currents with the potential
to induce pulsed currents on the cables of systems and create
a noise signal in the antenna systems of the aircraft.

2.5 The electromagnetic environment arising
from co-sited systems

Modern aircraft contain a huge number of electronic equip-
ment which is procured by the aircraft manufacturer from a
wide variety of equipment manufacturers. There are a number
of electromagnetically related risks associated with integrat-
ing such equipment on to an aircraft. These include:

� Coupling between wires in close proximity in cable
looms.

� Coupling as a result of the common power supply buses.
� Coupling as a result of common impedances in the power

and earth return system.
� Coupling between very sensitive receiver antenna ports

and transmitting antennas
� Coupling of fields, arising from currents on system cables,

to receiving antennas on the aircraft.
� Coupling of fields, emitted by transmitting antennas on

the aircraft, with cables and apertures of the systems.

These risks must be mitigated partly by a holistic assess-
ment of the overall aircraft system, suitable antenna place-
ment and the setting of appropriate electromagnetic (EMC)
requirements on the equipment combined with a complemen-
tary approach to systems installation and airframe design.

3 AN OUTLINE OF THE MECHANISMS
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
INTERACTIONS

The precise behavior of fields, currents, and voltages on
an airframe and therefore within a system contained in

the airframe, is extremely complicated and requires sig-
nificant computing power to predict with any accuracy.
However, a qualitative understanding can be deduced fairly
simply.

The external electromagnetic environment arising from
HIRF, onboard transmitting antennas or NEMP is an inci-
dent electromagnetic field which causes current to flow on
the skin of the aircraft, where it is electrically conducting
(e.g., aluminum or CFC) and penetrates with little or no loss
where the skin is a nonconducting material (e.g., canopies
and radomes).

The environment arising from lightning and ESD arises
as pulses of current directly flowing on the airframe. In both
cases, there is time-varying current flowing on the aircraft
skin.

As a result, the leakage mechanisms through the aircraft
skin to induce currents on the cables of the installed systems
and immerse the equipment in electromagnetic fields in the
equipment bays, operate in a similar way for all threats. The
transfer of electromagnetic energy from the outside of the
aircraft fuselage to the interior is entirely reciprocal, therefore
the emission of electromagnetic energy from currents and
voltages of internal systems emerge from the fuselage via the
same mechanisms.

These mechanisms are thoroughly described in detail in
many textbooks and academic papers. However, the mecha-
nisms can be summarized as follows:-

� aperture coupling;
� leakage through poorly conducting materials (diffusion);
� leakage through poorly conducting mechanical joints;
� leakage through penetrating conductors.

The leakage mechanisms are reciprocal and will allow
electromagnetic noise from systems within the aircraft to
leak out and induce noise on the antennas mounted on the
aircraft.

These mechanisms will now be discussed individually in
the context of imperfections in a totally surrounding shielding
shell, such that the fields internal to the shell are attenuated
compared to those external to the shell and visa versa. This
totally enclosed topology is the only practical approach to
shielding. Many academic analyses consider infinite planes
for mathematical convenience; however, the closest practical
arrangement which can be realized is a totally surrounding
shell, although the shape of the shell adds the complexity
of resonant behavior of the surface current, as a result of
a dominant dimension (e.g., a distinct length) and current
amplitude variations of surface currents, as a result variations
in curvature of the shell.
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3.1 Aperture coupling

Aperture coupling arises in cases where there are areas of
nonconducting material in surrounding conducting material,
often in the form of holes in the conducting material. The cur-
rent which is induced in the conducting material cannot flow
across the nonconducting region and as a result is distorted
and flows around the nonconducting area. At the edges of this
region there is “leakage” of the magnetic field component
through the “hole” as shown in Figure 5a and b. In addition,
electric field components are created across the aperture as
a result of the diversion of current around the aperture as
shown in Figure 5a. Finally, through areas of nonconducting
material electric field vectors which are normal to the surface
can pass through the aperture and “terminate” on conductors
beyond the aperture and incident surface. This is shown in
Figure 5b.

The size and shape of the aperture relative to the wave-
length of the incident electromagnetic radiation determine
the precise behavior of the aperture and the relative levels of
the three cited mechanisms and thus the nature of the field
beyond the shield. The fundamental properties of the aperture
are described by the electric and magnetic field polarizabil-
ity of the aperture, based entirely on the geometry of the
aperture. Many publications describe the derivation of polar-
izability for many different shapes for apertures which are
small (<λ/4) compared to the wavelength of incident radi-
ation. At wavelengths for which the aperture is equal to or
greater than λ/2, there is little or no attenuation offered by
the aperture.

Figure 5. The principle mechanisms involved in aperture cou-
pling. (a) Current flow is diverted around a nonconducting aperture;
(b) magnetic and electric field penetrates the aperture.

Figure 6. The decay of current (I) through a nonperfectly conduct-
ing material.

3.2 Poorly conducting materials (diffusion)

Time-varying current that flows on the incident surface of an
electrically conducting material diffuses through the mate-
rial, rapidly reducing through the thickness of the material.
On reaching the inner surface of the material, the current rera-
diates into the interior of the shell created by the material. This
is illustrated in Figure 6 where Pinc is the incident field and
Ptrans is the reradiated field into the interior. As a first-order
approximation the field components and associated current
decays through the material (region 2) exponentially. This
simplistic situation is described by equation (3) but is some-
what more complicated in practice as a result of internal
reflections within the material as a result of the material to
free space interface at the “inner” surface.

The decay of the amplitude of the current (and associate
fields) through the material is given to a first order by

I = I0sin(ωt − βz)exp(−αz) (3)
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where I is the current at position “z” through the material, I0 is
the initial amplitude of current at the illuminated surface, ω is
2�f, where f is frequency, β is 2�/λ where λ is the wavelength
in the material

α =
√

�fσµ (4)

where µ = µr × µo and σ is the electrical conductivity.
It can be seen that the rate of decay (α ) of field and hence

current is proportional to the square root of frequency and
conductivity therefore is at least 30 times lower rate of decay
of current through the same thickness of CFC as aluminum
as a result of over 1000 times lower conductivity. This is par-
ticularly important in the consideration of the induced effects
of lightning.

3.3 Mechanical joints

Mechanical joints, unless specially treated, are a disconti-
nuity in the conducting properties of the shield, with either
discontinuity of lower electrical conductivity than the sur-
rounding material or discontinuous electrical contact along
the length of the joint (e.g., via fasteners). This causes local

leakage mechanisms similar to either aperture leakage or
diffusion causing the overall joint to allow electromagnetic
radiation to pass through. The gross property of the joint is
termed the “joint admittance” which can be either measured
in samples or calculated using sophisticated and powerful
computer analysis. This can then be used to calculate the
leakage of the illuminating fields into the interior as a result
of current on the exterior surface.

3.4 Penetrating conductors

This mechanism is the strongest penetration mechanism for
frequencies for which any apertures are less than half a wave-
length in any dimension. It arises as a result of a length
of conductor, immersed in the illuminating field, having a
current induced. This current flows through the conducting
barrier of the shell more or less unattenuated as the conduc-
tor passes through, the shield, without contact. The conducted
current on the wire inside the shielding shell, reradiates an
electromagnetic field into the shielded volume, rendering the
attenuation of the shield greatly reduced. The situation is
illustrated in Figure 7. Furthermore, the conducted current
often connects directly to sensitive components within the
shielded shell.

Conducting penetration

Shielded
enclosure

Shielded
enclosure

Conductive coupling
becomes significant when
the length of the cable is
greater than λ/10 and at
frequencies below
~500 MHz

The conductor also
efficiently transports
the RF energy to
sensitive active
devics which either
react to the RF or the
modulation

Induced
current

Induced
current

Re-radiation

Incident E.M. energy

Incident E.M. energy

Figure 7. The leakage mechanisms arising from conducting penetrations of a shield.
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4 PROTECTION TECHNIQUES

4.1 The airframe

The means by which electromagnetic energy penetrates
shielded volumes and propagates around systems have been
described above. In summary, conducting objects immersed
in electromagnetic fields will have currents induced on them.
In the case of aircraft, the largest geometrical entity for which
this is a consideration is the airframe. Airframe design is
dominated by mechanical considerations, firstly to have a
particular shape for aerodynamic reasons and secondly the
assembly of components and material usage to have suffi-
cient strength for a minimized weight. Airframes are not
considered primarily as electrical components! However,
worthwhile advantage can be taken of metallic components
by careful electrical bonding strategies. In some cases, par-
ticularly where there is significant use of CFC or other
composite materials, it is worth adding metallic components
for electromagnetic purposes only. Such a philosophy is
entirely in line with the requirements of protection against the
direct effects of lightning, the provision of electrical power
system return current paths and the prevention of localized
static charge build up.

The most significant effects can be achieved by maximiz-
ing the metallic presence along the length of major airframe
components (e.g., root to wing tip or nose to tail of the fuse-
lage). Such metal will provide stable, low voltage drop power
return paths, providing there is sufficient cross section of
metal. A significant advantage from such metal can be gained
from conspiring to ensure that the metal is close to the cable
routes requiring protection. Further advantage can be gained
by the use of “concave-shaped” metal such that the cables can
be within the concavity, this is a low field region, thus min-
imizing coupling from currents induced or conducted along
the metalwork, particularly at lower frequencies (<30 MHz).

As indicated earlier, the airframe is not and can never be
a perfect electromagnetic/electrical component. As a result
it is unreasonable to expect too much in terms of shielding
performance. As indicative of what may be achievable, 10 dB
between 1 MHz to 1 GHz may be a reasonable aim in terms of
the ratio of currents induced on cables for unit field illumina-
tion, with and without the airframe present and 20 dB above
1 GHz in terms of fields within an avionic equipment bay
compared to the fields outside, depending on bay door design.

With that restricted performance in mind, only the thin-
ner CFC skin panels may need some additional metal in
addition to that almost certainly required for lightning direct
effects protection to enhance the inherent material perfor-
mance. The gaps and slots can be sufficiently treated by
including specially treated electrically bonded fasteners at

suitable spacing in a line of fasteners. This would deal with the
majority of access panels and avionic bay doors. Localized
cable shielding for cable routes through large open areas (e.g.,
under-carriage wheel bays) may be required to complete the
lower frequency performance (<1 GHz). In addition, a low
conductivity sealant (or seal) may be considered for joints
around access doors to achieve the avionic bay performance
above 1 GHz. All such design detail must be considered on
a case-by-case basis, supported by analysis. All such mea-
sures incur cost and weight and a through-life penalty of
maintainability.

4.2 System installation

From an EMC point of view the systems installation within
the airframe, is aimed at ensuring the maximum advantage is
taken of the electrical and electromagnetic features built into
the airframe as described above. The considerations include:

� systems architecture
� cable routing
� earthing and bonding
� cable system design

Additional considerations are required for intentionally
radiating systems utilising antennas mounted on the skin of
the aircraft. Such systems are covered in detail elsewhere in
this Encyclopedia (7.6), (MacNamara). However, such issues
should be mentioned. Antennas are placed on the airframe
to achieve the coverage required (i.e., the installed polar dia-
gram). Their placement relative to one another should then be
considered with regard to their tendency to interact as a result
of overlap of the frequency band of operation and frequencies
which are harmonically related, although appropriate place-
ment of the antennas is only one of the three mitigation of
coupling effects. The others are timing of transmissions and
filtering.

4.2.1 Systems architecture and cable routing

Considerations of the systems architecture could include:
sensor impedance and signal level, compared to cable length
(i.e., distribution of gains in the system), layout of replicated,
critical equipment and associated cables (i.e., avoid too much
similarity) the disposition of critical equipment, and cables
relative to known quieter areas of the airframe (e.g., deeper
inside bays).

Cable routing is influenced by many considerations (e.g.,
temperatures, redundancy), one of those considerations is
routing close to the metalwork which has been design and
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built into the airframe for electrical and electromagnetic pur-
poses as described in Section 4.1 above. The most attractive
routes from this point of view should be reserved for the
critical systems.

4.2.2 Earthing and bonding

In many ways this is also a systems architecture point of view;
however, it is worth separating the issue out because there is
a dependency on the internal arrangements of the equipment
and also there are other nonelectromagnetic safety reasons
for earthing and bonding of which the EMC design must take
account. The principle reason for the earthing and bonding
design of the systems installation is to ensure that in the event
of a fault of the form of an unintended connection between
the power supply and the airframe, the circuit protection will
operate to cut off power, thus avoiding a possible fire and/or
shock hazard. This is achieved by ensuring that via the earth-
ing system across the aircraft, the fault current is returned
to the power source and the resulting rise in current and/or
asymmetry between live and neutral is sensed and operated
on by the protection system.

The three situations which are available within equipment
are shown in Figure 8. These are:

� The internal electronics are connected to the equipment
case and the equipment case is earthed to airframe locally.

� The internal electronics are connected to the equipment
case and the equipment case is NOT earthed to airframe
locally.

� The internal electronics are not connected to the equip-
ment case and the equipment case is earthed to airframe
locally.

Many equipment are arranged such that the internal con-
nection can be chosen to be made or not depending on the
system design.

Suitable consideration for the safety aspects should com-
bine with the EM design to achieve a situation in which power
and signal return currents are routed as close as possible to
the metallic return path which has been engineered to be part
of that system and that where possible a single “star point” is
established for a particular system which consists of a num-
ber of equipment distributed across the airframe (e.g., a flying
control system). It should be noted that although power return
currents can utilize the airframe, where suitably engineered
with low resistance paths (i.e., metallic), it is inadvisable to
use the airframe as a return for signal currents unless these
are of low sensitivity and bandwidth (e.g., indicator lights
and relays). This is usually controlled by cable design (see
Section 4.2.3).

Equipment cabinet

Conncetor

To system
earth

Internal
electronics

To system earth

Local earth

(a)

(b)

(c)
Local earth

Figure 8. Three alternatives to systems earthing and bonding.

4.2.3 Cable system design

The cables of a system are significant importers and exporters
of electromagnetic energy for frequencies below 500 MHz.
This arises because of their relative length of conducting
material. They behave as unintended antenna from which
they radiate and receive electromagnetic energy efficiently.
Furthermore, they are connected to the active, internal elec-
tronics of the equipment. Therefore, when receiving the wires
conduct the interference right to the sensitive components and
also reradiate inside shielded boxes (i.e., as penetrating con-
ductors as described in Section 3.4 above). When radiating
they radiate the intended and unintended currents which are
flowing along their length from the equipment to which they
are connected.

Space considerations necessitate that cables are bun-
dled together, thus causing tight electromagnetic coupling
between cables of different systems. This problem is alle-
viated by classifying cables in to; sensitive (S), emissive
(E), and neither (or both) (X). Such simplistic approaches
must also be combined with other cable segregation rules
associated with tempest, vulnerability, and redundancy.

There is a considerable body of published information cov-
ering the detailed operation of cables in terms of the way in
which they behave for the intended signals they carry and
the protection mechanisms which operate as a result of their
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structure which prevents interference of the intended sig-
nals. Cable loom design for aircraft should be guided by four
simple rules:

(a) The cable screens should not be taken inside the shielded
equipment case.

(b) The cable screens should be connected to the shielded
equipment cases at both ends

(c) The cable screen should never be used as the signal
return for low-level, broadband signals.

(d) Cable screening is the only form of protection which
can be used in cases in which the wanted signal is in the
same frequency band as the interference.

(Note: Rules (a), (b), and (c) can be modified in the cases
of video cable protection.)

These rules should be followed by the use of the correct
cables for the signal paths, the correct configuration of the
electronic interface and the correct design of plugs and sock-
ets. Such issues are usually in the hands of the equipment
supplier, although in order for the aircraft manufacturer, or
system design prime contractor to design the cables cor-
rectly dialogue on the details of this interface is required.
Unscreened cables should be either filtered within the equip-
ment. Screened cables should have their screens suitably
connected to the equipment case. Thus prevent “penetrating
conductors” into the shielded equipment case.

5 THE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

It can be seen from the protection philosophies outlined above
that there are significant decisions to be made very early in
an aircraft project to avoid a situation in which there are no
palatable fixes. The evidence of success of the design is only
available once the complete aircraft, fully equipped and ready
for flight is available. This is very late in the program and
therefore a robust management process is required to control
risk throughout thus exposing risk as early as possible in
the programme. A possible management process is shown in
Figure 9.

There are a number of features of the process which should
be highlighted. The EMH specialist technical input at the
very earliest stages of the concept design is vital. This will
minimize the mass, cost, and volume penalties arising from
EMH protection.

The concept design should establish the means by which
metal is usefully utilized toward protection in the airframe.
This will start with the metal which is put in place for pro-
tection against the direct effects of Lightning, although this
metal will be on the exterior surface, some of it can be used for

electromagnetic protection of the systems. In addition, suit-
able electrical bonding should be established to maximize
the benefits of the structural metal which is in place. Finally,
additional metal may need to be added internally in order to
produce an internal environment which can be tolerated by
the equipment. Much of this design work should be supported
by low detail analysis.

Once the concept design is complete, the results of the
analysis can be used to determine the appropriate levels
required in the equipment and component specifications.
Design guides can be written which inform the whole engi-
neering team how to consider the topic. These are often in
three forms, namely:

� The electromagnetic design guide for the airframe.
� The electromagnetic design guide for the system installa-

tion.
� The electromagnetic design guide for the equipment inter-

faces.

These three design guides together with the equipment and
component EMH specification, ensure the correct flow-down
of technical requirements from the aircraft EMH require-
ments to the equipment EMH requirements.

In addition, there is a need for an “EMH Control Plan” that
sets out the broad protection philosophy linking approach to
requirements and most importantly describing the organiza-
tional responsibilities for creating compliant designs at all
levels and the signatory control to ensure correctness as far
as possible.

The next stage of the process is dominated by ensuring
requirements are met where possible, both within the supplier
community and within the airframe design organization. It is
unlikely that perfect compliance will be achieved and it is
important that a register of deviations and concessions is cre-
ated and maintained. In addition to this management control
activity some component test activity must be carried out.

As the airframe design “chills” it becomes worth devel-
oping a detailed electromagnetic model, first of the airframe,
then later, of the equipment and cable layout. The airframe
model alone is informative in predicting the environment
within the aircraft and the likely cable currents induced. This
provides early evidence of design suitability.

As the cable system settles, then these can be added and
the predicted cable currents become more reliable.

Finally, the aircraft testing takes place and the design of
such testing is informed by the modeling results and the reg-
ister of concessions and deviations. Modeling can also be
used to design any test rigs required and to extrapolate from
the testing over a ground plane to the results at operational
altitudes.
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Figure 9. A management process for electromagnetic hazard protection through the design and development life cycle.

The final clearance is based on a combination of design
correctness as guided by the design guides and controlled
as recorded in the concessions and deviations register. The
mutual validation between the test results and the model-
ing results provides further evidence of compliance with the
requirements.

The process shows that all these strands of evidence are
of value in the through-life support of the aircraft.

6 THE CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE

There are many challenges in the future to face in the field of
Electromagnetic Hazard Protection in the aerospace industry.
The following are worth some consideration:

� “more electric aircraft”
� obsolescence management
� modular systems

� support through service life
� aircraft clearance methods.

In no particular order, these are briefly discussed below.
The “more electric aircraft” will require high levels of spo-

radic current demand to flow around the aircraft. In addition
novel power systems will be required. The present approaches
to cable coupling and segregation will need to be reexam-
ined. Furthermore, power systems fault protection will need
to be carefully designed and specified to avoid spurious inter-
rupts and fire and shock hazards, particularly in nonmetallic
airframes.

Obsolescence management is a significant challenge
for EMH control. If a processor (say) becomes obsolete
equipment manufacturers will want to offer an upgraded
processor with completely different electrical characteris-
tics (e.g., increased clock speeds). Cost constraints will
discourage EMH requalification thus making judgment of
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the suitability of the change from an EMH point of view,
extremely difficult.

Modular systems are attractive constructs from a number
of points of view. However, it is possible that such systems
will break the traditional link between the electromagnetic
topological boundary of the equipment case and the respon-
sibility boundary of the equipment manufacturer. There is
a need for test methods and engineering management tech-
niques to be evolved to cope with this change.

The various parts of the aircraft protection system have
been described earlier in the chapter. There is a need to
establish methods for assessing the continuation of the effec-
tiveness of these contributing parts. Some technologies are
emerging; however, there is a need for further development
and greater awareness of design for support.

The methods used to achieve test evidence to support the
clearance of the aircraft against the very high field levels
shown in Tables 1 and 2a–c have changed little over thirty
years. There is a need for improved techniques with bet-
ter repeatability and improved efficiency (time and cost).
Ideas are emerging (e.g., direct current injection), however,
acceptance is not universal. The combined challenges of
development cost control and improved clearance evidence
will drive this area.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter provides a broad overview of the way in which
EMH protection of an aircraft should be considered. Recent
developments in airframe and systems technology have made
it essential that protection is deliberately built into the aircraft
from the start. This chapter guides the reader in how this
should be considered.

The use of modeling has emerged in the last ten years to be
of a quality and cost effectiveness that it is invaluable in air-
craft projects from concept through to verification. Also, it is
not universally accepted that the airframe should be designed
from an electromagnetic point of view. However, this author
believes that in order to minimize the cost, mass, volume
penalties of protection all three levels of airframe, systems

installation and equipment must be considered as an overall
electromagnetic system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Typical objectives of Modeling and Simulation (M&S) are,
as follows:

� to confirm the concept of system operation
� to understand the inherent functional mechanisms
� to predict system behavior
� to investigate parametric uncertainty and physical con-

straints
� to exercise control and monitoring functions
� to propose and refine design requirements
� to assess aspects of safety and interoperability.

“Modeling” collects and collates information about a
system and then expresses it in a form that allows compu-
tational experiments. “Simulation” then uses models in order
to generate dynamic performance and to explore modes of
interaction between systems, operators and environments.

The design of facilities is based on requirements for test and
verification and, to this end, the following distinctions are
drawn:

� Constructive M&S involving software-based simula-
tions only, representing functional principles of the
various systems of interest

� Hybrid M&S involving software-based simulations plus
equipment components and, representing a mix of func-
tional principles and physical embodiment

� Live M&S involving software-based simulations plus
equipment components, with so-called Human In The
Loop (HITL) operation.

M&S has become an integral feature of lifecycle plan-
ning for system development, as typified by Figure 1. This is
subdivided into mini-lifecycles that start with requirements
at top-left, proceed to the solution components at bottom-
center and conclude with an assembled product at top-right.
It must be shown at each stage that the product satisfies its
requirements so that the solution components can propagate
to the next stage. Effectively, the “solution” from one stage
provides the “requirements” for the next.

The creation of a hypothetical Air System (i.e., a complete
airborne capability) proceeds through design of an air vehicle,
its integrated systems and the constituent system components.
The complete system is then assembled to completion and
reaches operational readiness. Requirements can be imple-
mented in an operational simulation, which implies that the
operational capability of the end-product is completely pre-
dicted in advance and that performance can be confirmed
and refined during development. Each mini-lifecycle con-
tains integration and verification, performed via M&S as a
prediction supported by analysis. Thus, components can be
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2 System Integration

Figure 1. M&S within the system development lifecycle.

demonstrated in advance of their construction and assembly;
they can be placed in the context of the full system before the
full system exists. Early prediction will reduce the amount
of physical testing that is required and will allow that test-
ing to be targetted effectively. The underlying philosophy is
that design will be validated by M&S early in the lifecy-
cle and M&S will be validated by physical test later in the
lifecycle.

2 SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT

2.1 World geodetic system

The shape of the Earth can be approximated by various
reference ellipsoids, depending on the regional mapping
requirements. The standard ellipsoid for aerospace appli-
cations is taken from the World Geodetic System 1984
(WGS84). Its main parameters are given in Table 1.

The flattening parameter (or ellipticity) defines the rela-
tionship between equatorial radius (a) and polar radius
(c):

f = a − c

a
(1)

Table 1. WGS84 parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Earth rotation rate ω 7.292115 × 10−5 rad s−1

Flattening parameter f 1/298.257 223 563 —
Equatorial radius a 6 378 137 m

Thus, the polar radius can be derived as c = 6 356 752.3 m.
Alternatively, the shape can be defined using eccentricity,
where

First Eccentricity, e =
√

a2 − c2

a2

Second Eccentricity, ε =
√

a2 − c2

c2
(2)

Using WGS84 dimensions, e = 0.081 819 218 and ε =
0.082 094 465.

Positions are measured in cartesian coordinates relative
to Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) reference frame, as
shown in Figure 2. Surface positions are defined by latitude
(measured as an angle north or south of the equator) and

Figure 2. ECEF reference frame.
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Figure 3. Elliptical geometry.

longitude (measured as an angle east or west of the Prime
Meridian that passes through Greenwich).

The method for calculating positions can be illustrated
on zx-plane, as shown in Figure 3. The surface point below
P is defined along the so-called prime vertical that cuts the
ellipse with a right angle. The geocentric latitude is φ and the
geographical (or geodetic) latitude is µ. These two angles are
inter-related as follows:

tan µ =
(a

c

)2
tan φ (3)

When projected downwards, the prime vertical intersects
the z-axis at depth N, where:

N = a√
1 − e2 sin2 µ

(4)

Thus, the cartesian coordinates can be determined from
longitude, latitude and altitude:

X = (N + h) cos µ cos λ

Y = (N + h) cos µ sin λ

Z = [N(1 − e2) + h] sin µ

(5)

The inverse calculation of (λ, µ, h) from (x, y, z) can be
conducted using the following method (Bowring, 1976). This
is initialized, as follows:

tan φ = z

W
θ = tan−1

(a

c
tan φ

)
(6)

where W = √
X2 + Y 2. It then proceeds as an iteration:

µ = tan−1
[

z + (ε2c)sin3 θ

w − (e2a)cos3 θ

]
θ = tan−1

( c

a
tan µ

)
(7)

New values of µ are calculated repeatedly until con-
vergence is achieved, that is, until the difference between
successive values of µ is within a pre-defined threshold.
The method is simple and gives fast convergence. For many
applications, a single iteration may suffice.

Altitude can then be determined, as follows:

h = h1 cos2 µ + h2 sin2 µ (8)

where

h1 = w

cos µ
− N and h2 = z

sin µ
− N(1 − e2) (9)

The distance between the equator and a point at latitude µ

is the so-called meridian distance:

M = a(1 − e2)
∫ µ

0

1

(1 − e2 sin2 µ)3/2 dµ (10)

This is approximated by a series expansion:

M = a(M0µ − M2 sin 2µ + M4 sin 4µ − M6 sin 6µ + · · ·)
(11)

where

M0 ≈ 1 − 1

4
e2 − 3

64
e4 − 5

256
e6

M2 ≈ 3

8

(
e2 + 1

4
e4 + 15

128
e6

)
M4 ≈ 15

256

(
e4 + 1

4
e6

)

M6 ≈ 35

3072
e6 (12)

Navigation is undertaken routinely using rhumb lines,
which are lines of constant heading. This requires the def-
inition of isometric latitude:

ψ = ln

[
tan

(�

4
+ µ

2

)(1 − e sin µ

1 + e sin µ

)e/2
]

(13)
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4 System Integration

The rhumb line from point P1 to point P2 is determined as an
azimuth angle (α) (measured clockwise from North):

α = tan−1
(

λ2 − λ1

ψ2 − ψ1

)
(14)

where (λ1, ψ1) and (λ2, ψ2) specify the longitude and iso-
metric latitude of points P1 and P2, respectively. The distance
between P1 and P2 is determined as:

s = M2 − M1

cos α
(15)

where M1 and M2 are the meridian distances from the equator
to P1 and P2, respectively.

2.2 Earth motion

The motion of the Earth is characterized primarily by its rota-
tion about the polar axis and its orbit about the Sun. The
apparent motion of Sun relative to the Earth can be drawn as
an orbital path, called the ecliptic, that proceeds eastwards
relative to the celestial background. Viewed from the surface
of the rotating Earth, the Sun rises in the East and sets in the
West. Because the polar axis is inclined by 23.44◦ from the
orbital axis, the ecliptic is inclined by the same amount with
respect to the celestial equator. The points of intersection (or
nodes) correspond with Equinox events. The Vernal Equinox
corresponds with the ascending node, as the Sun apparently
moves into the northern hemisphere.

The Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) frame, as shown in
Figure 4, has a fixed orientation in space with its xy-plane
aligned with the Vernal Equinox and Mean Equator for Year
J2000. The chronological reference “J2000” is Greenwich
noon on 1st January 2000 and the prefix “J” refers to Julian
Years (of duration 365.25 days) that are used for astronomical
projections. The corresponding Julian Date is JD 2451545.0
(counting the number of days since 1st January 4713BC, that

Figure 4. ECI reference frame.

pre-dates all known astronomical records). Elapsed time is
currently measured in days or centuries since J2000.

The ECEF reference frame, introduced in Figure 2, rotates
with respect to the ECI frame. The approximate movement
of the Prime Meridian is:

ψ = 280.147 + �D (16)

where ψ is an angle measured from the ECI x-axis, D is the
number of Julian days after J2000 and � is the rotation rate
(defined as 360.98 561◦ day−1 in WGS84).

2.3 Gravitation

Gravitational field intensity (g) is expressed in terms of scalar
potential (U), where

U(r) = −GM

r
⇒ g = −∇U = −∂U

∂r
= −GM

r2
r̂ (17)

where r is the radial distance, G is the gravitational constant
and M is the mass of the Earth. WGS84 assigns the following
value for the product GM:

GM = 3.986 004 418 × 1014 m3 s−2 (18)

The boundary condition is set so that gravity tends to zero
as distance increases, that is

g → 0 as r → ∞ (19)

For points outside the Earth the gravitational field is
described by Laplace’s equation:

∇·g = 0 ⇒ ∇2U = 0 (20)

Using spherical coordinates, Laplace’s equation becomes:

∇2U = 1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂U

∂r

)
+ 1

r2 sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂U

∂θ

)

+ 1

r2 sin2 θ

∂2U

∂λ2
= 0 (21)

Assuming axial symmetry, the general solution can be
expressed in the form:

U = −GM

r

[
1 −

∞∑
n=2

Jn

(a

r

)n

pn(cos θ)

]
(22)
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where Jn is the nth gravitational moment and Pn is the
Legendre polynomial of degree n.

The first few gravitational moments (derived from satellite
measurements) are:

J2 = 1.082 635 × 10−3 J3 = −2.531 × 10−6

J4 = −1.600 × 10−6 J5 = −2.46 × 10−7 (23)

The dominant effect is J2 which relates to Earth’s rotation,
leading to its flattened shape. A secondary effect is seen in
J3, which indicates that the southern hemisphere contains
slightly more mass than the northern hemisphere.

For reference, the first few Legendre polynomials are given
below:

P0(x) = 1 P1(x) = x P2(x) = 1

2
(3x2 − 1)

P3(x) = 1

2
(5x3 − 3x) (24)

For aircraft flight, it is sufficient to apply the most approx-
imate gravity model:

U ≈ −GM

r

[
1 − 1

2

(a

r

)2
J2(3 cos2 θ − 1)

]
(25)

This is equivalent to MacCullagh’s Formula, in which

J2 − C − A

Ma2
(26)

where A and C are the principal moments of inertia about the
x and z axes, respectively; M is the mass and a is the equatorial
radius. Relevant parameter values are:

a = 6 378 137 m M = 5.98 × 1024 kg

A = 8.0 091 794 × 1037 kg m2

C = 8.0 354 872 × 1037 kg m2 (27)

Gravitational acceleration can be written using cartesian
coordinates:

g = −∇U = −x̂
∂U

∂x
− ŷ

∂U

∂y
− ẑ

∂U

∂z
(28)

where

∂U

∂x
= GM

r2

[
1 − 3

2

(a

r

)2
J2(5 cos2 θ − 1)

]
x

r

∂U

∂y
= GM

r2

[
1 − 3

2

(a

r

)2
J2(5 cos2 θ − 1)

]
y

r

∂U

∂z
= GM

r2

[
1 − 3

2

(a

r

)2
J2(5 cos2 θ − 3)

]
z

r

(29)

2.4 Atmosphere

The atmosphere is a body of air that envelops the Earth. It
extends up to extremely high altitudes, into what is normally
thought of as space, although the vast bulk of the air mass
is below 10 km. Below 80 km, the composition is an almost
uniform mixture of nitrogen (∼78%), oxygen (∼21%) and
argon (∼1%), with traces of other gases and variable amounts
of water vapour and particulate matter. Above 80 km, the
composition changes with altitude as the residual air tends
to stratify according to the molecular mass of the component
gases.

The International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) applies to
altitudes up to 50 km and provides a common basis for
calibrating aircraft instruments and for analysing aircraft per-
formance. It is a steady-state model that is averaged over a
full year. It considers the air mass as a single entity that rotates
with the Earth and it removes positional, diurnal and seasonal
variations. A selection of ISA parameters is given in Table 2.

The value of the gas constant R = R0/ma (where R0 is the
universal gas constant) is given by:

R = R0

ma
= 8314.32

28.96 442
= 287.05 287 J kg−1 K−1 (30)

The speed of sound (a) in a gas is defined as follows:

a = √
γRT (31)

Table 2. ISA parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value Units

Mean earth radius r0 6 356 766 m
Speed of sound a0 340.294 m s−1

Pressure p0 1.01 325 × 10−5 Pa
Temperature T0 288.15 K
Density ρ0 1.225 kg m−3

Molecular mass (dry air) ma 28.96 442 kg kmol−1
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where R is the gas constant, T is the gas temperature and γ is
the ratio of specific heat capacities at constant pressure and
constant volume. For dry air, γ = 1.4.

The relationship between pressure (p) and temperature (T)
is:

p = ρRT (32)

where R is the gas constant and ρ is the gas density.
The variation of atmospheric properties with altitude is

based on the principle of hydrostatic equilibrium. This pos-
tulates a thin block of air with thickness dh and with unit
horizontal area. Pressure p acts from below and pressure
p + dp acting from above. The difference in these pressures
is equivalent to the reduction in weight of the vertical col-
umn of air that results from subtracting that block of air. This
produces the hydrostatic equation:

dp = −ρg dh (33)

In order to avoid variations in gravity with altitude, this
can be re-cast in the form:

dp = −ρg0 dH (34)

where h is the geometric altitude and H is the so-called geo-
potential altitude.

Based on equation (17), the values of gravitational accel-
eration are:

g0 = GM

r2
0

and g = GM

r2
(35)

The equivalence between equations (37) and (38) is:

H =
∫ h

0

g

g0
dh =

∫ h

0

( r0

r

)2
dh (36)

The result is a simple relationship between geometric and
geopotential altitudes:

H = r0h

r0 + h
(37)

Atmosphere models provide parametric data as functions
of geopotential altitude. The vertical structure is based on
a multi-layered model with a linear temperature variation
within each layer. The general temperature–altitude relation-
ship is defined as:

T = Tn + Ln(H − Hn)

dT = Ln dH
(38)

This applies to the n-th layer with a base altitude Hn , a
base temperature Tn (defined at Hn) and a linear gradient Ln

(above Hn). Also, by implication, there is a base pressure pn

(defined at Hn). Relevant data are given in Table 3.
The fundamental relationships governing pressure are

given in equations (32) and (34). These can be combined
in order to give:

∫
dp

p
= −g0

R

∫
1

T
dH (39)

With reference to equation (38), when Ln = 0, the relation-
ship is:

p

pn

= exp
[
− g0

RTn

(H − Hn)
]

(40)

When Ln /= 0, the relationship becomes:

p

pn

=
(

T

Tn

)−g0/RLn

(41)

Table 3. Data for the International Standard Atmosphere.

n Hn Tn Ln pn g0/RLn g0/RTn

0 0 288.15 −6.5 × 10−3 1.013 250 × 105 −5.255 880 —
1 11 000 216.65 0 2.263 204 × 104 — 1.576 885 × 10−4

2 20 000 216.65 1.0 × 10−3 5.474 879 × 103 34.16 322 —
3 32 000 228.65 2.8 × 10−3 8.680 160 × 102 12.20 115 —
4 47 000 270.65 0 1.109 058 × 102 — 1.262 266 × 10−4

5 51 000 270.65 −2.8 × 10−3 6.693 853 × 101 −12.20 115 —
6 71 000 214.65 −2.0 × 10−3 3.956 392 −17.08 161 —
7 80 000 196.65 — 8.862 722 × 10−1 — —
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3 AIR VEHICLES

3.1 Generic architecture

In essence, an aerospace vehicle is a flying platform with
installed systems. Common concepts govern the motion of all
flying objects, namely distributed inertia, applied forces and
equations of motion. Additionally, powered vehicles need an
energy source (i.e., fuel), together with methods for propul-
sion and energy conversion, distribution and management.
Lift generation is necessary in order to overcome the force
of gravity. This requirement might be satisfied purely by
a propulsion system (e.g., rocket-propelled launch vehicle)
or take advantage of the atmosphere via the use of aerody-
namic lifting surfaces (e.g., conventional fixed-wing aircraft).
Propulsion and lift generation are combined in powered-lift
systems (e.g., rotary-wing aircraft).

The behavior of a vehicle in flight is entirely determined
by its energy. Actual dynamic response is determined by sys-
tem pathways and the rate of energy propagation, which give
rise to characteristic modes of energy re-distribution. Oper-
ability and safety of any system will depend on its response to
control inputs and environmental factors, as well as failures
and malfunctions in system components. The instantaneous
state of a system has a profound effect on the rate at which
energy is absorbed or dissipated. Ultimately this defines the
parametric boundary outside of which normal operation is
physically impossible, that is, the operational envelope. It
also defines how rapidly system parameters can vary within
that envelope. What is important is that the conversion rate

from stored energy has to be sufficient to acquire/maintain
a given flight condition, to manoeuvre the vehicle and
to power the on-board systems and services. The vehicle
has to be able to vary its potential energy and its kinetic
energy, as well as having excess power capability within
its normal operational envelope so that it can accelerate and
climb.

A generic vehicle architecture is shown in Figure 5.
This shows a platform with its embedded constituents and
pathways, laid out in a symmetrical pattern. Conceptu-
ally, the Platform holds everything else; it has position,
orientation and velocity and it is the collection point for
overall force/moment and mass/inertia calculations. The
Structure, Aerodynamics and Mechanisms denote a vehicle;
the Fuel System, PowerSystem and Thermal System denote
the installed utilities. Actuators are the main devices that
generate mechanical forces onboard the platform (e.g., mov-
ing control surfaces or extending/retracting landing gear).
Motion provides the equations of motion, covering accelera-
tions due to applied forces as well as the related kinematics.

This is extended by introducing control and management
functions. Utilities Control ensures optimal management
of platform resources with respect to the requirements of
other onboard systems. Flight Control stabilizes and steers
the platform by moving control surfaces, thereby chang-
ing the external aerodynamics around the platform. This
uses motion data from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
and atmospheric/airflow data from an Air Data System
(ADS). Propulsion Control regulates the combustion pro-
cess and modulates engine dynamics and thrust generation.

Figure 5. Generic air vehicle architecture.
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Table 4. States and co-variables for energy domains.

Energy domain Effort Flow Momentum Displacement

Translational Force Velocity Momentum Displacement
Rotational Torque Angular velocity Angular momentum Angle
Hydraulic Pressure Volumetric flow Pressure momentum Volume
Electric Voltage Current Flux Charge
Magnetic Magneto-motive force Flux rate undefined Flux
Thermal Temperature Entropy rate undefined Entropy

Mission Management provides network connectivity and
information resources that underpin operational capability.
Pilot–Vehicle Interface encompasses all cockpit devices and
control/display functions, as well as the dynamic environ-
ment that provides audible, visual and motion cues to the
pilot.

3.2 Energy states and causality

In essence, system dynamics is driven by energy being accu-
mulated, dissipated and propagated in different forms across
a network of physical components. An energy store is said to
have a state, which can be categorized generically as momen-
tum or displacement. Immediately this suggests a mechanical
interpretation that would appropriate to a moving inertia
or a compressed spring, respectively. However, these terms
have analogies in all energy domains, as summarized in
Table 4.

The interaction between components is two-way and
involves two complementary variables (or co-variables). It
is convenient to call these effort and flow and to maintain
these as fundamental concepts that apply to all forms of
energy. The complementary nature of these variables arises
from the fact that, when multiplied together, the product is
power.

Any given energy domain will be characterized by
momentum (p), displacement (x), effort (e) and flow (f ).
Their context is shown in Figure 6. Rates of change are

Figure 6. Relationships between states and co-variables.

expressed as follows:

dx

dt
= f (42)

dp

dt
= e (43)

In addition, the concepts of inertia, capacitance and
resistance (as intrinsic properties) allow the relationship
between standard variables to be described for particular
components:

p = If (44)

x = Ce (45)

e = Rf (46)

Resistance (R) is the standard mechanism for energy dis-
sipation. Inertia (I) and capacitance (C) are mechanisms for
energy storage.

Combining relevant equations, familiar relationships
between co-variables can be established, as follows:

I
df

dt
= e (Newton’s 2nd Law) (47)

C
de

dt
= f (Hooke’s Law) (48)

What these equations show is the derivation of ordinary
differential equations for a particular energy store and, for
the purpose of calculation, the variables on the right side of
each equation are construed as inputs and those of the left
are construed as outputs. The link between input and out-
put is interpreted as cause and effect. This is referred to as
“causality” and is dependent on how the modeler chooses to
arrange equations for the purpose of calculation. However,
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there is a preference that applies to energy stores, based on
the philosophical assumption that the natural world accumu-
lates the action of causal factors in order to determine an
aggregate effect that evolves over time. In other words, an
effect is obtained as the integral of cause:

f = 1

I

∫
edt (49)

e = 1

C

∫
fdt (50)

This way of assigning variables to the real world is called
“integral causality”. As well as lending itself to dynamic
simulation, it actually makes sense to look at the world
in the way. Applying a force to an object will cause it to
accelerate; the continuous application of a (varying) force
can handled simply by quantifying the velocity change over
a succession of time increments. Conversely, if the veloc-
ity profile were known over time, the applied force would
be found by differentiation, which would be altogether
unsatisfactory.

3.3 Equations of motion

There are six degrees of freedom; three translational and
three rotational. Applied forces are resolved to give com-
ponents of Axial Force (X), Side Force (Y) and Vertical Force
(Z). Applied moments are resolved into Rolling Moment (L),
Pitching Moment (M) and Yawing Moment (N). The cor-
responding components of linear velocity are labeled u, v

and w. Angular velocities are labeled p, q and r (otherwise
known as roll rate, pitch rate and yaw rate). These param-
eters are summarized in Figure 7. Velocity information can
be consolidated as a linear velocity vector v and an angular

Figure 7. Velocity and force components.

velocity vector ω, defined as follows:

v = ux + vy + wz (51)

ω = px + qy + rz (52)

The symbols x, y and z define basis vectors for the x-axis,
y-axis and z-axis, respectively.

The orientation of a vehicle is defined by a sequence of
rotations from an initial alignment of xyz-axes with North,
East and Down (which represents the local ground reference
frame with axes x0, y0 and z0, respectively). The universal
convention is, as follows:

� (ψ): Azimuth angle clockwise about the z-axis
� (θ): Pitch angle clockwise about the resulting y-axis
� (ϕ): Roll angle clockwise about the resulting x-axis.

This is illustrated in Figure 8. In this context, these angles
of rotation are called Euler Angles. The following angular
constraints apply:

−�

2
≤ θ ≤ �

2
− � < ϕ ≤ � 0 ≤ ψ < 2� (53)

The combined rotation is expressed as a direction cosine
matrix that resolves any vector with components (x0, y0, z0)
into air vehicle axes, giving components (x, y, z). This is

Figure 8. Euler angles.
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10 System Integration

constructed as follows:

A =




1 0 0

0 cos ϕ sin ϕ

0 −sin ϕ cos ϕ







cos θ 0 −sin θ

0 1 0

sin θ 0 cos θ




×




cos  sin  0

−sin  cos  0

0 0 1


 (54)

Note that the absolute orientation (with respect to the
ECI reference frame) is established by tracking the rela-
tive motion of the ECEF reference plane and then mapping
into the local ground plane. Consider a vehicle located at
point P in Figure 2, with longitude (λ), latitude (µ) and
altitude (h).

The orientation of the local ground plane (beneath P along
the prime vertical) is constructed, as follows:

G =




1 0 1

0 1 0

−1 0 1







cos µ 0 sin µ

0 1 0

−sin µ 0 cos µ




×




cos λ sin λ 0

−sin λ cos λ 0

0 0 1


 (55)

Vehicle velocity over ground is calculated simply (by anal-
ogy with equation (42)), as follows:

d

dt




x0

y0

z0


 = AT




u

v

w


 (56)

In this case, rotation of the vehicle is implicit in the instan-
taneous value of matrix A. Vehicle acceleration is measured
with respect to the vehicle reference frame, which rotates.
This invalidates Newton’s 2nd Law of Motion because a
constant velocity vector would be resolved with respect to
a rotating axis system, thereby showing accelerations along
each axis. In other words, the application of calculus only pro-
vides a partial derivative. In addition, the local ground plane
is rotating about the polar axis of the Earth. Thus, compen-
sation is required in order to account for (i) vehicle rotation
and (ii) Earth rotation.

The end result is an expression for velocity differentiated
with respect to the rotating vehicle reference frame (which is

analogous to equation (43)):

∂

∂t
µ = F + mAg0 − [�A + (AG)�E(AG)T]µ (57)

where µ is the linear momentum vector, F is the applied
force, and g0 is the gravity vector relative to the local ground
reference frame. Matrix A gives the orientation of the vehicle
relative to local ground and matrix G gives the orientation of
local ground to ECEF. In addition there are two compensation
matrices:

�A =




0 −r q

r 0 −p

−q p 0


 and �E =




0 −ω 0

ω 0 0

0 p 0



(58)

where (p, q, r) are the vehicle angular velocities and ω is the
Earth rotation rate (cf. Table 1). Noting that ω is small, it is
ignored in simulations of short duration.

For purposes of simulation, rotational motion is described
using quaternions, defined by:

e0 = cos
(

δ

2

)
e1 = sin

(
δ

2

)
cos α

e2 = sin
(

δ

2

)
cosβ e3 = sin

(
δ

2

)
cos γ (59)

Although not immediately obvious, their relationships
with Euler Angles are given by:

e0 = cos
ψ

2
cos

θ

2
cos

ϕ

2
+ sin

ψ

2
sin

θ

2
sin

ϕ

2

e1 = cos
ψ

2
cos

θ

2
sin

ϕ

2
− sin

ψ

2
sin

θ

2
cos

ϕ

2

e2 = cos
ψ

2
sin

θ

2
cos

ϕ

2
+ sin

ψ

2
cos

θ

2
sin

ϕ

2

e3 = sin
ψ

2
cos

θ

2
cos

ϕ

2
− cos

ψ

2
sin

θ

2
sin

ϕ

2

(60)

or, equivalently:

ψ = tan−1

[
2(e1e2 + e3e0)

e2
0 + e2

1 − e2
2 − e2

3

]

θ = sin−1[2(e3e1 + e2e0)]

ϕ = tan−1

[
2(e2e3 + e3e0)

e2
0 − e2

1 − e2
2 + e2

3

] (61)
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Using this formulation, the rate of change of orientation
is expressed, as follows:

d

dt




e0

e1

e2

e3


 = 1

2




−e1 −e2 −e3

e0 −e3 e2

e3 e0 −e1

−e2 e1 e0







p

q

r


 (62)

which is analogous with equation (42). This avoids the
numerical ill-conditioning associated with computational
schemes based on Euler Angles and, in particular, it avoids
singularities at θ = ±�/2.

Finally, in this section, the angular acceleration (recalling
equations (43) and (57)) is given by:

∂

∂t
h = M − (�A + A�EAT)h (63)

where h is the angular momentum vector, M is the applied
moment and, in addition, �A and �E are defined by
equation (58).

3.4 Force system

The principal components of the force system acting on air
vehicles is aerodynamics and propulsion. In models of fixed-
wing aircraft, these are treated separately because lift and
thrust are separate; adjustments are introduced to account for
aero-propulsion interaction (e.g., intake flow fields or pro-
peller wake). Forces on rotary-wing aircraft are inherently
coupled because lift is generated as direct thrust, that is, pow-
ered lift. This is shown schematically in Figure 9. The angle

of attack (α) is the angle between the aircraft datum and the
direction of the on-coming airflow; the airspeed (V ) is the
speed of the on-coming airflow. These parameters will be
calculated for all airfoils on the vehicle (noting that they can
vary across the airfoil span), taking in account vehicle rota-
tion, rotor speed and so on. These are critical parameters for
determining aerodyanmic lift.

For convenience (and brevity), this discussion will focus
on the relative simplicity of fixed-wing aerodynamics. Net
forces and moments are expressible in the form

X = 1

2
ρV 2SCX

Y = 1

2
ρV 2SCY

Z = 1

2
ρV 2SCZ

L = 1

2
ρV 2SbCL

M = 1

2
ρV 2ScCM

N = 1

2
ρV 2SbCN

(64)

where dynamic pressure ((1/2)ρV2), wing area (S), wing
chord (c) and wing span (b) are scaling factors that are applied
to a set of non-dimensional coefficients (CX, CY and so on).
Dynamic pressure depends on air density ρ and airspeed V
(i.e., the speed of the aircraft through the air rather than over
the ground).

Figure 9. Idealized force systems for air vehicles.
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12 System Integration

More commonly, longitudinal force calculations are based
on lift and drag.

L = 1

2
ρV 2SCL

D = 1

2
ρV 2SCD

(65)

Ideally, the lift coefficient CLvaries with angle of attack
(α ) in a linear relationship:

CL = a(α − α0) (66)

where a is the lift-curve slope and α 0 is the zero-lift angle of
attack.

The drag coefficient CD varies with lift according to the
following relationship:

CD = CDO +
(

kD

�A

)
(CL)2 (67)

where the first term represents profile drag (i.e. drag due to the
basic aircraft shape at zero lift) and the second term represents
drag due to lift (which is affected by the ratio of wing span to
chord length). There are many other sources of drag which
will not be discussed.

Knowing that lift and drag depend on angle of attack, the
corresponding forces are:

X = L sin α − D cos α

Z = −L cos α − D sin α
(68)

Essentially the same relationships apply to a horizontal
tail, except that the effect of aircraft pitch rotation needs to
be included, as well as downwash from the wing. For an all-
moving tail, the local airstream direction must be adjusted to
account for the tail rotation (η). What about wing flaps? They
increase the lift generated by the wing and so produce more
drag, more downwash and a nose-down pitching moment.

Forces and moments (aerodynamic, propulsive and oth-
erwise) are resolved at a pre-defined reference point on
the vehicle and summed together to give vectors F and M
(as they appear in equations (57) and (63)).

4 SIMULATION

4.1 Procedure

Having constructed mathematical models, it is necessary
to implement them in software and then exercise them in
computation. The procedure is laid out in three steps, as
discussed below.

Initialization establishes all data and functions that will be
used during the simulation as it iterates over time.

System configuration and parameters will be set and an ini-
tial condition established (e.g., aircraft trim for some flight
condition). This establishes the system in equilibrium, which
can be verified by running the simulation with constant inputs.
State and input vectors need to be defined, bearing in mind
that the initialization algorithms may apply data in a differ-
ent structure from that required for simulation. Typically, the
simulation will use ordinary differential equations for con-
tinuous dynamics (e.g., flight physics) and finite difference
equations for discrete processes (e.g., digital control).

Parameters are needed to control the simulation (in partic-
ular “time”). For real-time simulation, time is acquired from
the run-time clock in the computer and the time increment is
the difference between two successive clock values. For non-
real-time simulation, time is a variable that is incremented
after each iteration.

Iteration is the repetitive computation of system parame-
ters and the subsequent updating of system states.

Termination logic must be defined because there must
always be a means of stopping the simulation, e.g., after a
prescribed time, after a prescribed number of iterations or in
response to a user interface command.

Simulation proceeds within a control structure called a
loop. Loop counters are useful in order to trap infinite exe-
cution (due to logic errors) and to set array indices for
storing recorded data. The bulk of computation deals with
the constitutive equations, which are typically ordinary dif-
ferential equations or finite difference equations. This should
be structured using function calls, one for each major system
component with an underlying structural decomposition. The
art of simulation is assisted greatly by an ability to construct
readable code!

Rates and magnitude of change are aggregated at the end
of each loop. Termination logic is checked and the simulation
proceeds as appropriate.

Termination is the concluding portion of the simulation,
which mops up all final actions.
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The main purpose is to perform any processing that might
be required on the recorded data. Typically, this implies re-
structuring and re-scaling of data, together with analysis that
is convenient to perform in situ. For large simulations, it
might be desirable to run a set of diagnostics on simulation
performance and numerical accuracy . . . and so on.

4.2 Computation

The essence of the computational task is summarized by
constitutive equations of the form:

dx

dt
= f (x, u) y = g(x, u) (69)

where x is the state vector, u is the input vector and y is the
output vector. Initialization requires input and state vectors
such that

dx

dt
= 0 y = y0 (70)

Iteration is summarized in Figure 10, showing an integra-
tion of dx/dt in order to provide a state update. The integration
is performed numerically and the simplest method is for-
mulated as a summation over a time sequence defined at
instants tn :

x(tn+1) = x(tn) + (tn+1 − tn)x′(tn) (71)

where x′(tn) is dx/dt evaluated at time tn . Numerous other
methods can be applied but all methods are inherently approx-

Figure 10. Iterative simulation.

imate and give rise to rounding errors. Choice of integration
method is influenced by the nature and speed of the dynamic
behavior within the system of interest. This will involve the
choice of integration step-length, which can be fixed accord-
ing to the fastest dynamics or variable according to speed of
response encountered during simulation.

These principles are mechanized in software and typical
code structures are shown below:

Non-Real-Time Simulation 

dt = 0.01 ; 
t_stop = 100 ; 

y0 = define_initial_condition ; 
[x,u] = initialise_system(y0) ; 

t = 0 ; 

simulating = true ; 
while simulating 
    u = acquire_input ; 

    x_dot = f(x,u) ; 
    y = g(x,u) ; 

    record_output(y) ; 

    x = x + x_dot*dt ; 

    t = t + dt ; 
    if t>t_stop 
        simulating = false ; 
    end 
end 

Real-Time Simulation 

tic ; 
t_stop = 100 ; 

y0 = define_initial_condition ; 
[x,u] = initialise_system(y0) ; 

t0 = toc ; 

simulating = true ; 
while simulating 
    u = acquire_input ; 

    x_dot = f(x,u) ; 
    y = g(x,u) ; 

    record_output(y) ; 

    t = toc ; 
    dt = t – t0 ; 
    t0 = t ; 

    x = x + x_dot*dt ; 

    if t>t_stop 
        simulating = false ; 
    end 
end 
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The constitutive equations are highlighted against a light grey
background; the numerical integration is highlighted against
a dark grey background. The simulations are specified with
the same duration but one is real-time (driven by system
clock functions tic and toc) and the other is non-real-
time (with time being advanced at the end of each iteration).
Iteration is controlled by a logical variable called simu-
lating and termination is assured by the logical condition
t>t stop.

The system-specific features of the simulation are speci-
fied by a set of functions:

define initial condition
initialise system
f
g
acquire input
record output

While the nature and purpose of simulations will vary
enormously, the structure of simulation software will always
conform to a computational sequence similar to the ones
presented here. They are remarkably easy to construct, pro-
viding the mathematical modeling has been undertaken in
a clear and consistent manner. To this end, the thought
process that underpins the constitutive equations is very
important. The discussions on energy states and on equations
of motion should provide a philosophy that can be applied
generally.

5 CONCLUSION

“Modeling and Simulation” has become a major element
of aerospace product development, extending far beyond
the traditional activities of flight simulation to encompass
entire vehicles and embedded systems, as well as opera-
tional environments and interoperability with other vehicles
and systems. A range of subject areas have been sum-
marized in this chapter in order to show the diversity of
modeling tasks and to offer an indication of the inter-
faces that characterize current multi-system, multi-physics
simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are a number of factors originating in the environment
of an aircraft that can have an impact on the long-term health
of aircrew, cabin crew, and passengers as a result of prolonged
or habitual exposure. They may arise as a result of poor
design, but more often than not they are a fact of life, a result
of the physics that arises from the operation of a high-speed
machine and of the environment in which it operates. The
machine can be considered as the workplace, for aircrew
and cabin crew, in which long-term exposure and damage to
health may be inevitable unless action is taken to reduce the
exposure to specific hazards. In considering the machine in
this way – as the “office” or workplace – it is no different from
the ground-based office or factory in which many humans
go to work on a daily basis. Legislation exists to protect

them, and their employers must respect the law or pay the
consequences.

The occupants of a commercial aircraft are confined in a
relatively small volume. Some of them may be anxious about
flying; many may suffer from poor health or be predisposed
to certain kinds of ailment from their genetic makeup or from
recent illness. They breathe re-circulated air obtained from
the aircraft engines; they are exposed to noise, vibration, and
motion for long periods of time, and at the same time, the envi-
ronment subjecting the aircraft to solar and cosmic radiation.
Under these circumstances it is not surprising that a few of the
many millions of passengers complain about feeling unwell
after flying or frequent flyers claim to suffer from some kind
of occupation-related effect.

Typical conditions that may be experienced on an aircraft
are shown in Figure 1. Not all these conditions apply to all
types of aircraft, nor do they have a significant impact on
nonfrequent flyers, but they may have an impact on crews
who are subjected to the conditions in the course of their job.
They are, however, worthy of research by systems engineers
designing safe systems.

1.1 Military aircraft

Modern military aircraft are designed to perform in harsh
conditions and operate to demanding operational perfor-
mance criteria. For most of their life though, even in an
uncertain world, they rarely achieve the limits of their capa-
bility in peacetime operations. Nevertheless, the conditions
encountered in flight expose the aircrew to hazards that the
office worker would consider to be dangerous to health.
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Aerodynamic/
wind noise

Solar heating

Kinetic heating

Cooling system
noise 

Headset
noise 

Turbulence

Ride quality

Vibration

High g  maneuver

Engine noise

Cosmic radiation

Change of
attitude 

Restricted mobility

Pressurization
schedule 

Non-ionizing
radiation 

Ozone

Cabin air quality

Figure 1. Sources of conditions that may be injurious to health.

Military aircraft may be considered as two distinctly
different types:

� fixed wing or rotary wing, highly maneuverable types that
can exert stresses on aircrew for relatively short duration
missions;

� fixed wing or rotary wing, logistic or surveillance types
that may have more benign operational conditions, but of
long duration.

1.2 Commercial aircraft

Commercial aircraft generally operate in benign conditions
with predictable flight envelopes and from large airports
with facilities for servicing the aircraft and managing the
passengers. Commercial aircraft suffer from similar effects
to military with the obvious exception of g maneuvers. Noise
from engines is greatly reduced by the use of high-bypass
engines and good sound insulation. There is a danger of
biologic contamination as a result of recirculated air. There is
great variability in the response of passenger to environmental
conditions.

Commercial aircraft may be considered as three distinctly
different types:

� general aviation with low-altitude, short flights;

� regional or short haul aircraft with medium duration
flights;

� trans-oceanic or long haul aircraft with long duration
flights.

1.3 Rotary wing aircraft

Again rotary wing aircraft suffer from similar stimuli and are
especially prone to vibration and acoustic noise. They have
the added stimulus of abrupt changes of attitude.

2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The engineering teams designing these types aim at meeting
customer specifications for performance and logistic support
under demanding environmental and operational conditions.
Many of these conditions are also inflicted on the aircrew,
together with other conditions of operation resulting from
inhabiting and operating a complex military machine, most
often in peacetime. Aircrew, cabin crew, and passengers of
commercial aircraft also experience the same combination
of conditions, albeit at less extreme limits. Singly or in
combination, these conditions can have an impact on the
physical well-being of aircrew and passengers, which may
be apparent immediately, or may only emerge after a long
period of flying. In some cases the effects may appear after
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flying employment has terminated for those whose career has
been in aviation.

The good systems engineer needs to be mindful of these
effects and the conditions most likely to cause them. This
will enable the design of the aircraft to incorporate some
alleviating aspects wherever possible, and most certainly to
ensure that users of their products are aware of the risks and
their duty of care to aircrew in their employment. At the
same time organizations should be carrying out or supporting
research to understand the issues and the risk that they pose.

Mindful, in this case includes acquiring knowledge and
experience and applying it in the engineering design of the
aircraft and its systems:

� knowledge of legislation and its impact on design and
operation;

� awareness of research in the relevant field;
� awareness of how to merge engineering and aero-medical

or physiological aspects.

Mindful may not actually be the correct word. The designer
and manufacturer of military aircraft has a responsibility, a
duty of care to its own test pilots, and to its customers, to
ensure that long term use of the product does not hazard
aircrew health. Similarly, the operator of commercial aircraft
must take responsibility for the users of its aircraft. Therefore,
there is a moral as well as a legal duty of care to users of the
product. The operators of commercial aircraft have a similar
duty of care to their aircrew, cabin crew, and passengers.

Legislation is continuously being revised to cope with
differing workplace environments to protect workers. This
chapter briefly describes the aircraft environment and
identifies the sources of factors that can damage aircrew
health, and relates these to legislation, treating the aircraft as
the workplace of the aircrew. The responsible manufacturer
of aircraft and responsible operators do their utmost to reduce
the risk, but workplace legislation often advances faster than
the design life cycle of major aircraft products, which means
that there is often a difference between in-service products
and legislation.

Each of the factors that can affect health in some way is dis-
cussed in terms of its impact on aircrew and consequently on
working life and chronic ill-health. The impact of legislation
on legacy and new designs is discussed together with mecha-
nisms for reducing risk. The human organism is notoriously
variable in its response to external factors affecting health,
and many individuals do not fly for sufficiently long peri-
ods for them to represent a statistically significant sample.
Nevertheless, it is worth looking for trends in aircrew and
passenger comments and observations to see if there are any
underlying causes.

The initial viewpoint will be that of the systems engineer
whose responsibility is to designing the product to be safe
to operate. This view will be complemented by a medical
and human physiological viewpoint. The combination should
provide guidance for engineers and contracts managers in
aerospace in forming a view of the safe operation of their
products and their release to service.

Aircraft provide a dynamic environment that is the daily
working environment – “the office” – for aircrew and cabin
crew. Some aspects of this environment are particularly harsh,
especially for military aircrew. Prolonged exposure to these
conditions may lead to long-term damage to health unless
something is done to reduce the risk. This may be by design
of the aircraft and its environment or by control of flying
hours. This chapter will discuss the aspects of aircraft design
and operations that lead to exposure to risk, and will compare
these aspects to those of the ground-based office or factory
worker. This chapter will also set the scene by describing the
aircraft types and the roles that lead to the emergence of the
factors.

3 LEGISLATION

3.1 Legislative acts

Legislation exists to protect workers in their workplace.
This is often interpreted as protection of office and factory
workers, and their working environment is well regulated and
governed. The workplace for aircrew is the cabin or cockpit
of their aircraft and this is subject to a dynamic environment
that is less easy to regulate, but nevertheless contributes to
their health. This chapter examines existing and emerging
legislation and describes the difficulties of making the
airborne product comply with regulations. The relevant
legislation will be used as a baseline for comparison in each
of the following chapters. The difference in interpretation of
legislation by military operators will also be examined.

The Health and Safety at Work Act (1974) in the UK, for
example, outlines some general conditions that must be met
by law to safeguard the health of people in their place of work.
All employees have a statutory duty to observe the Act and to
demonstrate that they do so. In addition, there are regulations
that govern the exposure of worker to specific threats to their
health, for example, noise, vibration, ionizing radiation, etc.
All nations will have similar legislation in place.

The Act contains requirements that should be used as
guidelines for any aircraft design. It puts the onus on product
designers to undertake or to promote necessary research to
discover and, so far as is reasonably practicable, to eliminate
or minimize risks to health or safety to which the design
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or article may give rise. Furthermore, in the event of any
legal action, the designer must prove that they have taken
the necessary steps to eliminate risk, or that there was no
practicable or viable alternative.

There is a possibility that aircraft operators may be sub-
ject to litigation by their aircrew claiming damage to health
or impact on their career as a result of using manufactured
products in their work. The customer may then claim that
the aircraft manufacturer has made a contribution to this
condition as a result of limitations in the design of the product.

3.2 Summary of legal threats

In the event that products supplied by an aircraft manufacturer
are found to be unsafe or harmful to those operating them,
there are several potential sanctions that may apply:

1. Criminal prosecution is likely if it can be shown that
the manufacturer is in breach of relevant legislation,
particularly the Health and Safety legislation but also a
whole series of safety-related legislation. The penalties
that the aircraft manufacturer would suffer will gener-
ally be fines, ranging from relatively small amounts to
significant sums of money. There is also the possibility
of Corporate Manslaughter charges arising out of negli-
gence leading to the death of individuals. While at present
this is unlikely, changes in the law have been mooted and
could lead to prison sentences for company directors.

2. Civil law suits are a possibility if individuals suffer
injury as a result of the use of the products and that
injury can be shown to have been caused by a defect
within the product then aircraft manufacturers face the
prospect of being sued by that individual for damages.
The amount payable will depend on the severity of the
injury, but in any event if we are held liable, the aircraft
manufacturer will be required to pay the legal costs
of all parties involved. Customers may also take legal
action against the manufacturer if the products that are
supplied or maintained are defective. Again, the penalty
for this will be damages and significant legal costs.

3. Customer/public relations will suffer if the aircraft manu-
facturer receives a reputation for supplying products that
are inherently unsafe and lead to users suffering harm;
customers are less likely to purchase from them with the
consequent effect on profits and shareholder value.

Manufacturers need to ensure that the products they supply
are as safe as possible given all the circumstances, and that
they continue to evaluate and minimize risk wherever possi-
ble. Failure to do this can have significant and far-reaching
consequences.

4 FACTORS IN THE ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Noise and vibration

Sources of noise and whole-body vibration arise from a
number of factors which can combine to produce noise levels
in excess of those permitted in the workplace. Fast jets and
vertical lift aircraft may exacerbate these issues. The result
is a limitation to pilot flying hours or the appearance of
chronic hearing problems. Low-frequency, high-energy noise
can lead to organ damage. Legislation will limit the hours
for which people can be subject to noise at or above agreed
energy levels.

Noise in the cockpit arises from the combination of a
number of sources during normal operation:

� aerodynamic noise – wind, buffet;
� engine noise;
� environmental control system noise – fans, cooling air

duct noise;
� rotating machinery noise – pumps, rotary inverters;
� headset noise – 400 Hz, communications, static, alarms.

In addition, there is a possibility of excessive noise in the
headset from a failure of the communications system, in
which the system may go to full volume. Large military air-
craft crews can deal with this by taking off their headsets. Fast
jet pilots cannot remove their helmets. This is an exceptional
failure case, but can have a serious short-term impact.

Reduction of noise in the fast jet cockpit is difficult,
although designers make their best efforts to reduce internal
cockpit noise. The use of active, noise-canceling headsets has
been considered.

The aircraft environment subjects the whole body
to vibration, particularly low-frequency vibration. Stud-
ies in occupational populations exposed to long duration,
high-amplitude, low-frequency noise vibration (110 dB,
100 Hz) postulate that a number of symptoms can arise,
sufficient to identify a disease – vibroacoustic disease
(www.lowertheboom.org/trice/vad.htm; Alves-Pereira and
Castelo Branco, 1999). The symptoms include disorder of
joints and muscles, especially the spine, disorder of the
circulation (hand–arm vibration), impairment of vision
and/or balance. Some of these are similar to symptoms expe-
rienced in aircraft use, although the research currently does
not include pilots. Although there is some debate as to the
validity of the claim that this is an occupational disease, the
symptoms are interestingly similar to those experienced by
aircrew but attributed to other causes.

Regular exposure to hand-arm vibration can cause a
range of conditions known as hand-arm vibration syndrome
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(HAVS), which includes vibration white finger and carpal
tunnel syndrome. Similarly, whole-body vibration can cause
back pain or make this worse. Regulations will provide guid-
ance on exposure and may set limits in ms−2, as well as
guidance on how to avoid or limit the risk. They may impose
a daily action level and an exposure time limit.

4.2 Back and neck injury

4.2.1 Back injury

Back injury can arise from sitting in cramped conditions for
many hours strapped into a seat, especially for the military
fast jet pilot strapped tightly into an ejection seat and flying at
low level in turbulent conditions. The seat is designed to save
life on ejection, not as a comfortable seat, although efforts
have been made to make the seat acceptable for the short
duration of most military flights. Complaints of chronic back
pain have been made and there is evidence that this is a factor
in early retirements or reduced flying.

Back injury arises from long periods of sitting in a confined
position during normal operations – the seat lumbar support
is not optimized for comfort. The seat is adjustable for height
in order to obtain the correct eye line, but there is often no
adjustment for the backrest or the position of controls.

Back injury is also a potential problem for maritime patrol
aircraft (MPA) crew because of the duration of the mission
and the levels of ride quality at low level in high sea states.
Some members of the mission crew may be seated at their
workstations at an angle to forward motion. Instructors of
primary trainers are particularly at risk because of the high
number of lying hours relative to their students.

Injury to the neck and upper vertebra may be caused by
the effects of high-g maneuvering, especially with a helmet,
this situation being exacerbated by additions to the helmet
such as sights, night vision devices, and displays.

4.2.2 Neck injury

Head movements in the cockpit, combined with high-g
maneuvers, are associated with neck pain in the fighter pilot
community. A contribution to neck injury is made by the mass
of the helmet equipment assembly (HEA) and associated
equipment such as night vision goggles (NVGs) and helmet
mounted display (HMD) combined with high-g maneuvers.
Research has shown that neck injury incidents have increased
as primary trainer pilots are introduced to operational fast jet
training. A treatment protocol has been proposed that will
reduce the recovery time and help to reduce the incidence
of recurrence (Ross, 2009). However, this treatment does not
prevent the occurrence of the problem.

The Royal Norwegian Air Force has attempted to tackle
this issue by recommending specific physical training pat-
terns to reduce the incidence of neck pain (Hanssen, 2001;
Pelham et al., 2005).

4.3 g Susceptibility

Military fast jet aircrew are subject to very high g, and rapid
onset of g, during high-speed maneuvers. Despite the devel-
opment of garments to reduce the impact of g, there have been
complaints of severe pain in the arms and hands of pilots with
the arms stretched out to the stick and throttles. There is also
the risk of “grayout,” which impairs vision and behavior.

Fast jet operations subject the aircrew to high-g maneu-
vers, which, to some extent, are alleviated by suitable
inflatable clothing such as anti-g trousers or vests, which
maintain blood in the upper torso.

Even aircraft such as maritime patrol aircraft can subject
mission crew to g levels up to 2.5 while locating or attacking
a target. While this is considerably less onerous than the fast
jets, the mission crew in this type of aircraft have more free-
dom and may be moving in the cabin and, therefore, subject
to consequential injury. They may also be seated in a posi-
tion that may cause damage or discomfort; for example, some
mission crew operators are seated facing outboard.

4.4 Air quality

Breathing air is usually obtained from the aircraft engines. It
is usually tapped off from the intermediate- or high-pressure
stages of the engine and passed through heat exchangers
and refrigeration systems before being used to pressurize
and condition the cockpit or cabin. In passenger aircraft the
air is recirculated for economy reasons, passing through fil-
ters to remove biologic contamination sources. However, it
has been found that engine anti-wear additives in jet oil can
lead to contamination of the cabin air (Telegraph Travel,
14 February 2009; www.aerotoxic.org). Although the cabin
is conditioned, there is still the possibility that it contains
contaminants such as oil vapor or combustion products. This
may have a detrimental effect on the respiratory tract, partic-
ularly for aircrew with temporary or permanent respiratory
ailments. Recent research taking samples of cabin residue
found high levels of tricresyl phosphate (TCP). Exposure to
this can lead to symptoms of drowsiness, respiratory prob-
lems, and neurological illness. Passengers often complain of
“feeling unwell” after long duration flights, but recent expe-
rience shows that aircrew are suffering from illness that has
been said to lead to early cessation of flying duties. Work is
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being conducted in the UK by Cranfield University to track
“emission incidents”. Once the frequency of such incidents is
understood, work will be undertaken to identify contaminants
and measure their concentration.

There have also been incidents of smoke and fumes in
the cabin air as a result of oil or hydraulic fluid entering
the engine bleed air as a result of leakage in the lubrication
systems.

Aircraft such as the Boeing 787 are leading the field
in designing conditioning systems that use fan pressurized
ram air rather than engine bleed air to charge environmental
conditioning systems – this is essentially free of contaminants
from the engine.

Ozone is an irritant at high altitudes, and an ozone
converter is used above 26 000 ft to remove ozone from the
air before it enters the air conditioning pack.

4.5 Pressure oxygen breathing and hypoxia

Fast jet aircrew are supplied with pure oxygen or air with a
high concentration of oxygen under pressure that leads to very
high dissolved oxygen levels in the blood. On the other hand,
under extremes of maneuvering the brain may be deprived of
oxygen. These conditions may occur many times in a flight.

4.5.1 Hypoxia

Breathing at reduced atmospheric pressure results in a
reduction of alveolar oxygen pressure, which, in turn, leads
to an oxygen supply deficiency in the body and brain tissues.
This condition is termed hypoxia. If the condition persists,
then loss of consciousness can occur, and in the extreme long
term, oxygen deprivation leads to brain death.

A more insidious effect of hypoxia is a gradual onset
that can lead to performance degradation without the pilot’s
knowledge. This degradation includes poor visual and phys-
ical performance and loss of judgment, which may lead to an
accident (Payne Stewart Plane Crash Information; October
1999 from www.airsafe.com).

4.5.2 Decompression sickness

Decompression sickness in normal operations can occur
when an aircraft climbs to very high altitudes where the
cabin altitude departs from the nominal 8000 ft to as much as
23 000 ft, and then descends again to a nominal 8000 ft cabin
altitude position. An air superiority aircraft zoom climb to
65 000 feet is such an example. This can cause nitrogen to be
released into the bloodstream, which can cause joint pain. It

is similar to, but not as excessive as, “bends” suffered from
divers ascending too rapidly.

4.6 Exposure to radiation – cosmic and RF

Aircraft and aircrew can be subject to ionizing and
nonionizing radiation throughout their flight envelope. The
sources of radiation can be natural as in cosmic or UV radia-
tion, or man-made as in radio frequency radiation from radar
and microwave devices.

Cosmic radiation is a natural phenomenon for which there
are no practical engineering solutions to prevent its impact on
aircrew. The particles involved contain too much energy to
be absorbed by materials that are suitable for use in aircraft
construction – lead or concrete will provide some protec-
tion, but are clearly not suitable materials for aircraft use. It
is naturally occurring ionizing radiation that affects all peo-
ple on earth, but people have been deemed to be especially
susceptible if they spend significant periods of time above
26 000 ft or FL260 in aviation terminology. Legislation has
emerged to clarify the obligations of employers whose staff
operate in these conditions.

Radiation from RF sources is nonionizing, but can damage
human tissue, and legislation exists to limit exposure.
Radiations from radars, whether on the aircraft in question,
from close-flying aircraft, or from high-energy ground-based
radars, are potential threats.

4.6.1 Cosmic radiation

Cosmic radiation is the collective term for the radiation that
comes from the sun (the solar component) and the galaxies
in the universe (the galactic component). Cosmic radiation
is ionizing; that is, it can displace particles from atoms. This
can lead to the disruption of molecules in living cells (Hunter
2003). This type of cell damage has been identified as a con-
tributory cause of cancer. It has been estimated that the chance
of a fatal cancer occurring would be approximately 1% fol-
lowing 30 years of commercial flying at 1000 h per year;
hence, the risk is small. However, small doses of radiation
are known to start off chains of events that may lead to the
occurrence of cancer after an interval of many years.

Some studies have been carried out on commercial aircrew
(Blettner et al., 2003a, 2003b; Whelan, 2003). Epidemiolog-
ical studies of pilots and cabin crew suggest that pilots are at
an increased risk of malignant melanoma skin cancers. There
are also indications of raised risk of breast cancer among
female cabin crew. However, it is not clear whether these
observed excesses are due to occupational cosmic radiation
or to lifestyle, reproductive, or other nonoccupational factors.
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At present, there are some indications of a possible increased
cancer risk in commercial aircrew, and current US and Euro-
pean studies would provide a better understanding (Clarke,
2003).

Flying at high altitude exposes aircrew to ionizing radi-
ation arising from solar events. This is a well-understood
phenomenon that is regulated in the nuclear industry.
Legislation is in place to measure the impact on regular, high-
altitude flying aircrew in the commercial world. The situation
is less well regulated in the military flying community. This
chapter will describe the phenomenon, examine the prognosis
for aircrew subject to long exposure, and describe measures
to reduce or limit risk.

Cosmic radiation exposure occurs as a result of long dura-
tion, high-altitude flight (combat air patrol (CAP) or long
transit/ferry) with full transparency canopy, or frequent tran-
sitions to very high altitude.

In Europe, EU Council Directive 96/29 (Council directive
96/29 EURATOM) provides advice on basic safety stan-
dards for the protection of the health of workers and the
general public against the dangers arising from ionizing
radiation. Article 42 of the Directive is titled “Protection of
Air Crew” and declares that member states should ensure
that aircraft operators inform their workers of the health
risk, make continual assessment of exposure, and adjust
working rosters to limit exposure for relevant crews to no
more than 1 milliSievert (mSv) per year. There is special
provision for female crew members in Article 10, which
refers to pregnant women and delegation to the unborn
child of rights of protection equivalent to members of the
public. This means that, once the pregnancy is declared,
the female crew member must plan for future occupational
exposures to the fetus to be not greater than 1mSv during
the remainder of the pregnancy. This may be applicable to
female aircrew and mission crew of long-range surveillance
aircraft.

The 1 mSv trigger level is considered likely to affect all
aircrew of aircraft that regularly operate above 26 000 ft.
Aircraft operators are required to assess the exposure to
cosmic radiation of aircrew who are liable to be subject
to radiation in excess of this trigger level, and to maintain
records of the assessment.

The relevant content of Directive 96/29 has been
incorporated into the Air Navigation Order (ANO), 2003.
The following text has been extracted from ANO (2003).

The results of recent research have provided a measured
dose for each leg of each flight. Factoring this dose for
flight duration indicates that a dose of 4 �Sv per hour
can be used as an approximate measure of expected dose
for each hour spent above 26 000 ft. British Airways
have estimated the flight exposure in order to monitor

their crews and have produced the following indicators
(www.britishairways.com/travel/healthcosmic/public/en.gb):

� Concorde: 12–15 �Sv per hour;
� long-haul aircraft: 5 �Sv per hour;
� short-haul aircraft: 1–3 �Sv per hour.

Concorde average dose rate was high because of the alti-
tude at which it flew when in service. However, the speed
of its flight meant that exposure was of significantly shorter
duration.

The research above seems to indicate that a suitable dose
rate for comparison of exposure in different aircraft types
is 5 �Sv per hour for each hour spent at or above 26 000 ft.
The trigger point at which monitoring of aircrew dose rate is
required is 1 mSv per year in accordance with the ANO. This
equates to 200 h or more per year above 26 000 ft.

For the purpose of determining the risk to aircrew a number
of aircraft types were examined to determine how much time
each type was likely to spend above 26 000 ft each year in
normal operations. The following types were selected:

Fast jet: the sortie profiles do not include significant dura-
tions at 26 000 ft, other than combat air patrol, and the sortie
duration is short. It is unlikely that fast jet pilots will exceed
200 h above 26 000 ft.

Trainers: are similar to fast jets, but instructors may spend
many more hours in flight than students. Even so they are
unlikely to exceed 200 h above 26 000 ft.

Large military aircraft: such as reconnaissance, transport,
and tankers well exceed the prescribed limits, especially in
times of tension. Aircraft such as maritime reconnaissance,
battlefield surveillance, and airborne early warning aircraft
have long duration missions. Maritime patrol includes sig-
nificant time at low level looking for surface or sub-surface
assets. However, the other two types may spend significant
time at high altitudes in order to obtain maximum ground cov-
erage or early air target identification. These crews should be
considered at risk and their flying patterns examined.

High-altitude photoreconnaissance: may introduce risk if
a large number of missions or long duration missions are
normal.

Rotary wing: not likely to introduce an element of risk to
their crews.

General aviation: not likely to be at risk.

Regional/short haul commercial aircraft: not likely to be
at risk because of the very short time, if any, spent above
26 000 ft.
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Trans-oceanic/long haul: likely to be at a significant risk;
aircrew and cabin crew hours need to be monitored and their
rosters adjusted to avoid exceeding the legal dose rate.

It may be worth noting that cosmic radiation can affect dense
memory devices, causing transient change of state that can be
reset after powering down. This may affect passenger-carried
electronic devices. While this is fine for laptops or music
players, it may be harmful for medical equipment such as
heart rate monitors or diabetes blood sugar level monitors,
which may lead to passenger distress.

4.6.2 RF radiation

Nonionizing radiation can be expected from aircraft radar,
even though efforts have been taken to minimize side and
back lobes. It is normal to install radar absorbent materials
on bulkheads between the radar scanner and the crew. RF
exposure in flight can occur while flying in formation with
other aircraft using radar or flying close to large naval radars.
Tanker aircraft crew may also be illuminated by radar if the
recipient aircraft continues to transmit on approach to the
drogue.

This exposure can be reduced or eliminated by adherence
to procedures calling for the inhibition of radar transmission
during such operations.

4.7 Deep vein thrombosis (DVT)

Deep vein thrombosis is a well-described symptom of long
haul commercial flying, although there appears to be little
medical evidence to support its existence. Both commercial
and military aircrew spend long periods of time confined to
their seats with little opportunity to “stretch their legs”.

Deep vein thrombosis is a topical subject in the world of
commercial aviation with passengers considering litigation
against airlines, despite the fact that many passengers fly
relatively infrequently, there is freedom of movement on
commercial aircraft, and there is space for some form of exer-
cise. In the restricted cockpit environment of a fast jet there
is little or no opportunity for movement, and the professional
pilot or crew number can expect to do many hours of flying
each year.

The Select Committee on Science and Technology
recognized that there is a lack of data on this topic and
recommended that an epidemiological research program
should be commissioned by the Department of Health. This
recommendation was made in respect of commercial air
travel, but there is likely to be some correlation to the military
pilot situation.

The report from the Air Transport Medicine Committee
(Bagshaw, 2001) concluded that any association between
symptomatic DVT and air travel is weak based on current
evidence. The Committee supports the Select Committee rec-
ommendation to support a research program. This report also
presents a theory that suggests that hypoxia may be a factor in
DVT, although current research does not support this view.
There are other potential factors that can be the subject of
regular medical examination:

� blood disorders affecting clotting tendency;
� impairment of blood clotting mechanism, such as clotting

factor abnormality;
� cardiovascular disease;
� current or history of malignancy;
� recent major surgery;
� recent trauma to lower limbs or abdomen;
� personal or family history of DVT;
� pregnancy;
� estrogen hormone therapy, including oral contraception;
� increasing age above 40 years;
� prolonged immobilization;
� depletion of body fluid, causing increased blood viscosity

(note that this is not dehydration as a result of dry aircraft
cabin air);

� tobacco smoking and obesity are also noted as potential
factors.

4.8 Heat stress

The cockpit of a military fast jet aircraft subjects the crew to
high heat loads. Contributory factors include immersion suits,
anti-g clothing, exposure to sunlight through the canopy, hot
conditions during taxi after start-up in hot ground conditions,
and conditioning system extremes.

Aircrew can suffer from heat stress as a result of a
combination of their clothing (e.g., flying suit, inflatable gar-
ments, immersion suit, winter coverall, etc) and the need to
spend long periods of time in an enclosed cockpit in direct
solar radiation. This situation is exacerbated on the ground
during long duration pre-flight preparation, taxi, and holding.

This issue is complicated by the fact that customer selects
the clothing for operational aircrew.

4.9 Workstation use

Use of workstation display screen is covered by Health and
Safety legislation in the workplace, where the environment
is maintained at even temperatures and the office does not
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Understand regulations
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Maintain records

Action

Continuously monitor
regulations 

Figure 2. An example process for monitoring and applying legislation.

vibrate. Aircrew and mission system operators in aircraft,
especially long duration surveillance aircraft, are expected to
spend long hours in their airborne environment performing
high vigilance tasks. There is evidence that this pattern of
work exceeds that permitted by law for office workers. This
chapter will examine the conditions under which worksta-
tions are used in flight and will compare this with ground use.

Many aircraft are now equipped with display screens that
are used under conditions that are not optimum for “office”
equipment – wide range of lighting, wide vibration spectrum,
seating optimized for escape rather than comfort – and may be
in continuous use for long periods of time. This is especially
so in surveillance aircraft such as maritime patrol or airborne
early warning types in which aircrew and mission crew are
expected to work for up to 10 h, and longer with refueling.

5 CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that there are a number of different phenomena
to which aircraft inhabitants are subject, knowingly if they
are employed to operate the aircraft and unknowingly if they
are paying passengers. Operators are subject to these phe-
nomena for long periods of time, simply because they fly
more often, whereas the leisure and business traveler will be
only infrequently exposed. It is also clear that some inhab-
itants will be subjected to a number of these phenomena
simultaneously, that is, noise, vibration, g-maneuvers, hard

landings all in the same flight. It is, however, common to see
research reports and newspaper accounts applied to individ-
ual subjects. It is important to look at the integrated system –
the machine, the humans, and the combined effects of various
phenomena.

The wise systems engineer will try to resolve this issue
by taking into account all aspects of design of the vehicle.
It should be noted, however, that organizations often divide
their engineering teams into functional responsibilities and
that makes it difficult to take an integrated viewpoint.

The staff of a company designing and releasing to service
an aircraft need to be aware of the implications of the impact
of their design on the inhabitants of the aircraft. All staff
should be aware of legislation. The company should publish
procedures and processes that ensure that engineers are given
guidance on where to look for standards, how to apply them,
and how to deal with any deviations. Training should be made
available to ensure that engineering staff are fully briefed on
contemporary legislation.

Tracking and understanding legislation is an essential task
for all aircraft companies. The requirements of the immediate
customer and prospective customers must be included in the
design standards. The requirements of certification agencies
and government agencies mandating on health and safety
must also be understood. Figure 2 illustrates an example pro-
cess for monitoring and applying legislation and making a
contribution to a body of knowledge that can be used for
future updates of regulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is a fact of life that modern technological system projects
are becoming increasingly complex. Complexity is not a good
attribute – it is a major reason why complex systems fail.
Systems do not often fail catastrophically, although there are
examples of this, they more usually fail in more subtle or
insidious ways. There are many varied examples in public
life – public authority computer systems, air traffic control
systems, health service databases, buildings, public works,
military hardware as well as aircraft and ships.

There are a number of factors that contribute to the rise of
complexity in aerospace systems. Technology is a major driv-
ing force; it is being driven in certain key areas by domestic
markets, rather than merely aerospace. Hence, the pace of
change of computing hardware and software, which is a
major component of avionic and vehicle system architec-
tures, is leading to rapid obsolescence. In the lifetime of
a major project, which may be more than 40 or 50 years,
this is a significant factor and designers strive to make their
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solutions invisible or tolerant to obsolescence. Customers are
demanding more and better functional performance, availab-
ility, and reliability at reduced cost and platforms that
can last longer. The demand to reduce crew numbers and
improve safety is leading to the introduction of more
automation – sometimes resulting in conflicts between
manual and automatic operation. At the same time, systems
are becoming more interdependent as a result of shared func-
tions and interconnectedness, resulting in an increase of both
the physical and functional interdependence.

In both the military and commercial worlds, the require-
ments of the customer are under constant review, a situa-
tion that leads to change. The military threat is changing
from the well understood battlefield standoff scenario into
the need to deter a mobile and changing terrorist threat oper-
ating in a civilian environment in which the collateral dam-
age must be avoided as far as possible. Hence, there is a
demand for more accurate and effective weapon delivery
systems. The commercial world is subject to business and
leisure travel, both of these subject to the world economic
situation, which affect the choice between the long haul and
regional types.

Maier and Rechtin (2000) expressed their views on
complexity that paints an appropriate picture of the
situation faced by system designers of complex aerospace
projects:

� “When architects and builders are asked to explain cost
over-runs and schedule delays, by far the most common
explanation is that the system is much more complex than
originally thought.”

� “As systems become more complex, the inter-
relationships among the elements increase far faster than
the elements themselves.”
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� “It is generally accepted that increasing complexity is at
the heart of the most difficult problems facing today’s
architects and engineers.”

The various demands on system designers mean that a
solution to some of the conflicting issues is seen as reducing
hardware and software by integrating functions, combining
hardware solutions, and integrating tasks in both airborne
and ground-based systems and processes. Some examples
of complexity arising from integration are developed and
discussed in this chapter to give the reader an appreciation
of the topic. Reading through other chapters in this encyclo-
pedia will provide a detailed insight into individual system
complexity.

2 ASPECTS OF INTEGRATION

Some aspects of integration are illustrated in Figure 1, where
the aircraft is considered holistically as an integrated system.
It is comprised of the airframe or structure (the vehicle), the
vehicle systems and the avionic or mission systems.

There are very strong physical integration links between
the vehicle and the vehicle systems. The propulsion system
consisting of the engine, the intake, and the jet pipe is a funda-
mental part of the aircraft, whether it is a part of the structure
as in a fast jet or installed in pods beneath the wings of a
commercial aircraft. The fuel system tanks are also part of
the structure. The landing gear is designed to support the mass
of the airframe and all its installed systems and loads. The

integration links between vehicle systems and avionics are
mainly information exchange in the form of data buses. In
addition, all system components and line replacement items
(LRIs) must be installed in the vehicle, with consequent im-
plications on wiring, connectors, cooling, and maintenance
access.

There are, however, other uses of the term “integration”,
which can be interpreted in a number of ways, some of which
will be introduced in this chapter and will be described in
more detail in this section. Some of the types of integration
are described below.

3 EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATION

3.1 Physical integration

The desire to reduce the number of items of an equipment in
the aircraft is fuelled by the need to reduce cost, to ease instal-
lation, to improve maintainability, and to improve reliability.
Fewer line replacement items mean less volume in the fuse-
lage taken up with equipment, lower heat dissipation, hence
reduced cooling air flow, and a lower numerical reliability
figure. A number of factors that have facilitated functional
integration are as follows:

1. the availability of powerful computers;
2. the widespread use of data buses;
3. the use of software to perform functions.

An Aircraft

Vehicle Systems

Fuselage

The major structural 
aspects of the 

aircraft:

Wings

Empennage

The systems that enable 
the aircraft to fulfill its 

operational role − usually 
involves a transfer of data:

Sensors

Navigation

Mission computing

Controls & Displays

Weapons

Aerodynamics

Structural integrity

The systems that enable 
the aircraft to continue to 
fly safely throughout the 

mission − usually involves 
a transfer of energy:

Propulsion
Flight controls

Fuel system

Strong integration links − weight, 
installation, loads, low observable impact

Strong integration links −
demands for action, display data

Airframe/Structure Avionic Systems

Figure 1. The aircraft as an integrated system.
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Utility Systems 

Management System

(USMS)Previous generation aircraft solution

Figure 2. An example of physical integration.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the incorporation of
functions performed in a large number of single-function
items of equipment into a smaller number of multipurpose
equipments. This is typical of the historical progression from
legacy aircraft toward modern aircraft using central comput-
ing resources and digital data transmission systems to exer-
cise control over aircraft systems and avionic functions and
will be discussed in Vehicle Systems Management. The driver
for this integration included the need to reduce mass and vol-
ume of equipment, as well as a real need to interface aircraft
systems to the cockpit displays.

In the domestic arena, this form of integration is well illus-
trated by the trend away from multiequipment audio music
and entertainment systems into the single, and significantly
smaller, MP3 player (or even telephone). As in Figure 2, this
is an example of “purposeful integration”: the result is a small
and light unit containing all the facilities of portable music
reproduction that a customer would be pleased to own. The
example of the mobile telephone is subtly different. In this
case, a number of disparate functions have been integrated –
GPS, camera, video, MP3, Internet access, games, etc. –
which have little to do with the basic task of voice communi-
cation. This contravenes the aircraft engineer’s judgment not
to include redundant or nonessential functionality that may
contribute to the failure rate of the desired function.

The need to compress functions into a smaller number of
equipments will no doubt be influenced by the development
of unmanned autonomous air systems, particularly small plat-
forms, the designers of which will be seeking low mass,
small volume, and little or no cooling requirement. Since the
first experiments in this form of integration, equipment and
wiring mass reductions of more than 50% have been obtained.
This reduction has been assisted by the sharing of functions

between systems, functions, and data, which would once have
been performed by each system are now interchanged.

3.2 The data bus as an integration medium

When individual systems were controlled by their own
control units, all connected components such as position,
temperature, or flow sensors; relays, power contactors and
actuators were connected to that control unit by individ-
ual wires. Connections to other control units were similarly
made by wires. This led to the proliferation of large and
heavy wire harnesses in which wires were bundled, and the
bundles were physically separated in order to segregate
electromagnetic classes of signal and to separate redundant
control lanes for reducing battle damage susceptibility. These
wire bundles were a significant penalty to installation
designers in the confined space of the fuselage to provide
space and holes in the frames to allow them to be installed and
clipped.

The digital data bus has transformed the way in which
data are transferred between items of equipment. The point-
to-point discrete wiring has now been replaced by the trans-
fer of information in digital format by data bus in which
many thousands of items of data flow on a single twin-twisted
cable. A number of types of data buses are used for military
and commercial applications depending upon the speed of
transfer, integrity of data, and ruggedness of the hardware. In
the commercial world, ARINC 429 has led to a worldwide
agreed set of interface definitions for data types, data names,
and electrical interfaces that has led to the situation in which
practically any ARINC 429-defined item of avionic
equipment can be confidently selected to fit into any
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commercial aircraft avionic system. MIL-STD-1553 defined
the standard for military aircraft for many generations. These
longstanding standards are now being replaced by derivatives
of the computing data buses. These have the advantage of
greatly increased data rates and ease of interfacing as well as
experience from use by many users outside of the aerospace
community.

The net result is that the system circuit diagrams no
longer exist in the traditional sense of boxes with many inter-
connecting wires in which it was possible for engineers to
determine the behavior of the circuit and to find fault; now
a block diagram suffices. Because of this, the diagram looks
simple, but it is no longer possible to understand the oper-
ation of the system from the diagram alone, knowledge of
data flows and functions to be performed in software are
also required. An example top-level system architecture is
shown in Figure 3 to illustrate the way in which data buses
are used.

This figure shows how each major system has selected
its own data bus. This is not only to maintain segregation
between systems for integrity reasons, but also for the bus to
be directly pertinent to the type and nature of the data being
transmitted. It also makes a convenient clean break between
systems for design and testing purposes.

The weapons’ bus will generally be very specific for
the connection of explosive devices and munitions, MIL-
STD-1760, for example, whereas the other buses will
be determined by the data rates and the data integrity.

Interconnections between different bus types will usually be
through an appropriate computing system.

3.3 Integration in human factors

The desire to achieve a reduced workload for an aircrew can
be a stimulus for complexity in design of the human machine
interface. Striving to make the flying or operational task sim-
pler often leads to the introduction of automation or more
reliance on machines to perform or assist in the performance
of tasks. This can lead to conflicts between the machine and
the user. The application of sound human factor principles is
essential to reduce the opportunities for inadequate design.

The aircraft cockpit or flight deck has traditionally been
the focus where all the functions requiring an action by the
aircrew have come together, whether they be demand inputs
requiring an action to take place somewhere in the aircraft
systems or a need to read and register displayed informa-
tion. Previous generations of flight deck had a proliferation of
switches, handles, levers, rotary displays, and warning lights.
Crews of three or even four people were required on large
aircraft, while the single-seat military pilot was confronted
with controls and displayed in a very densely populated
cockpit.

Advances in display technology have resulted in flat screen
display surfaces that can make use of color and text to
present information on a small number of surfaces. The use of
“pages” allows information to be displayed in priority – the

AVIONICS
DISPLAYS & CONTROLS

MISSION COMPUTING

STORES MANAGEMENT

VEHICLE SYSTEMS

Avionics bus

Mission bus
Weapons bus

Vehicle system bus

Sensors

Weapons

Display bus

Figure 3. A top-level system block diagram.
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information most relevant to a phase of flight being displayed
during that phase – other information is hidden but is able to
be retrieved by the crew as needed, although they need to
progress through a number of pages. Voice input and voice
output systems are used to complement the displays.

Gradually, a number of the dedicated switches that were
installed on panels have migrated to the control column top
and the throttle lever top. Arranged in a pattern that is in-
fluenced by the shape, dexterity, and strength of the human
hand and fingers, a collection of knobs and switches enables
the pilot to control the aircraft attitude and the engine thrust,
while also being able to control a number of systems. This has
become known as Hands On Throttle And Stick or HOTAS.
An example is shown in Figure 4.

The result is a clean and uncluttered human machine inter-
face. This requires careful design to ensure that the use of the
control devices is “instinctive” and also requires considerable
familiarization and training to minimize the opportunities for
incorrect operation. This can be accomplished by a number
of means:

1. suitable spacing and spatial orientation of controls;
2. selecting a suitable shape for the control;
3. selecting a suitable operating force commensurate with

the strength of the finger performing the control
actuation;

4. by incorporation of guards, especially for weapon
release, that require more than one deliberate action to
initiate the function, for example, lifting the guard cov-
ering a switch, then pressing the switch to release a
weapon.

Another key area for integration is in the field of displayed
information, previously undertaken by a large number of in-
dividual dials. Modern cockpits make use of full color glass
screens, often complemented by direct voice input and output
commands, to reduce the display clutter while providing the
crew with clear and unambiguous information. In the mili-
tary world, this integration is being taken even further by the
incorporation of displays and target sighting mechanisms in
the pilot’s helmet.

In much the same way that controls are grouped to reduce
the amount of space taken up by switches and controls, dis-
play surfaces in the cockpit have been reduced in number.
It is possible to display a lot of information, but it is not
always possible for the pilot to assimilate all information.
This means that not all information is displayed at all times,
rather it is displayed as “pages” that are displayed when the
pilot needs to see the information. The format of text and
diagrams is complemented by the judicious use of color and
blinking or flashing of symbols.

Figure 4. Example of the HOTAS concept.
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Apart from automatic selection of pages and information,
switches may be provided to enable the pilot to select specific
pages. To reduce the number of switches, early implemen-
tations made use of “soft” keys around the screen, keys that
change their function depending on the screen selection.

The use of color displays is common on all modern com-
mercial airliners and military aircraft, the technology of glass
available allows the use of any shape or aspect ratio of display
to be manufactured. The devices are rugged and sufficiently
well lit to permit use even in high-altitude sunlight condi-
tions as experienced in high-flying military jets. As a result,
cockpits remain uncluttered and the operation of displays and
paged information is second nature to most pilots.

The pilot in a military fast jet is truly “integrated” into the
cockpit, using hand on throttle and stick for instinctive control
of the aircraft and its systems, receiving voice data through
headphones, and visual data from the displays (including a
head up display) and from a helmet-mounted targeting and
display system. This enables the pilot to receive information
about aircraft performance, information from own sensors,
and information from external sources by data link in order
to conduct difficult and taxing combat missions.

3.4 Integrated system architectures

The overall result of integration at all levels is a system archi-
tecture or block diagram, which is used to represent the over-
all aircraft, avionic, and mission systems in a single diagram.
The architecture defines the standards to be applied in
designing systems so that all the system designers use
the same principles for interconnecting data bus interfaces,
the same formats for data, the same bus protocols, and the
same electrical standards. The block diagram assumes that
all these architectural principles have been applied and pro-
vides a top-level functional representation of each system.
The complexity of the system and its functionality and data
interchanges is hidden in the apparent simplicity of this
block diagram. While the subsystems can be identified, and
the overall system operation gleaned from scrutiny of the
diagram, it is impossible to determine exactly the overall
functional performance by inspection of the diagram. There
is a risk in this – the responsibility for qualifying and certify-
ing individual subsystems will have to be delegated to team
leaders, and their assurance that their subsystems are fit for
the purpose is eventually provided to a single signatory who
accepts their professional judgment and accepts the overall
aircraft as fit for the purpose and safe to fly. The risk is that
there are emergent properties that have not been identified by
inspection of the drawings and have not come to light dur-
ing the system testing. This raises the question of whether

systems of such complexity be exhaustively tested. An
architecture block diagram is shown in Figure 5.

The block diagram shown in Figure 5 on the next page
shows just how difficult it is to read the diagram. Other factors
that make it practically impossible to understand the behavior
of the system include

1. the title on a block of the diagram is only the title of the
major function;

2. individual functions will be usually performed in the soft-
ware;

3. data between functions will be carried on a data bus or a
back plane bus;

4. individual wires and signals between functions or blocks
are not shown.

This means that the behavior of the system is much more
complex than the diagram implies.

3.5 Integration of the design data set

It is now common for all the design information for a project
to be incorporated into a single design data set hosted on
a corporate computing system with multiple user access.
This enables the design information to be made available
to all the project staff and enable configuration control of the
information to be implemented. This allows all changes to
be incorporated under strict discipline and allows versions of
information to be released. A number of commercial appli-
cations are available in order to set up and operate a project
database. Given the extended life cycles of many aerospace
projects, it is wise to invest in a system that will match the life
cycle or will allow portability between host platforms so that
design data are available for the mandatory period to support
aircraft in operation.

The design information for an aircraft project is contained
in many engineering tool sets in the form of “soft” informa-
tion or data. This includes 3D computer- aided design models
of the aircraft structure and the installation of its equipment
and wiring, aerodynamic and system models, software,
architectures, and all the associated design and validation
analysis data. These data are available to all the authorized
stakeholders in the project from their desktop computer.

The system hosting all of this information must perform
configuration control and change management. There can be
issues where the design data are available to all the users, and
it is also being worked on and changed in real time, thereby
posing the question of concurrent access to changing data.

In this data environment, management of the baseline
of the product is important. Change can emerge during the
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development process as a result of detected errors during
the design or test phases. It arrives from other sources, as
the product enters service as a result of in-service defects
and requested improvements. Each change detected within
any one system will have ramifications in many others and
will affect many people in the project. In the development
phase, it is not uncommon for a baseline to be declared in
order to prime the production process. In the worst cases,
this can lead to a number of different baselines being estab-
lished, each being committed to production and presenting
the customer with a number of different design standards to
operate.

3.6 Integrating or transverse functions

There are instances where integration appears from factors
that are not physical or functional but may come about
where disciplines that are common to all individual system
products. In this case, they appear as transverse specialisms
in which principles or standards apply not only to the individ-
ual systems, but also to the whole product. These principles
are applied throughout the design phases of the product.
Verification that they have been applied must take place, and
qualification and certification evidence is gathered for indi-
vidual systems and for the whole product.

Product 1

Product 1

Product 3

Product n

Product Specialist or Line Management Viewpoint

Collection of products that require integration

Integration
viewpoints

Safety

Human
factors

EMI

Support

Figure 6. Transverse integrating functions in an organization.

The ability to take a view of these transverse specialisms
is a skill that an engineering organization must develop. It
is a mechanism for verifying that common standards have
been applied with appropriate rigor within a project at least
and often within a range of projects to ensure consistency
of engineering excellence. These are the skills that the chief
engineer’s office must develop to apply some independence
of line management engineering skills.

An aircraft tends to be designed by organizations with
a line management structure, in which individual systems
are developed by teams working with focussed objectives.
The teams will develop their requirements and work toward
solutions. There a number of classical functions or
specialisms that can be seen as operating across these lines in
a transverse manner, taking a broad approach to the aircraft
as a total system and transcending the requirements of indi-
vidual systems. Some of these are illustrated in Figure 6.

The list of integrating viewpoints shown in this diagram
certainly should include the following:

1. safety
2. human factors
3. electromagnetics
4. supportability
5. reliability
6. testability
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7. maintainability
8. safety, health, and environment
9. system security

10. vulnerability.

These are important functions to identify in any major project,
especially as they usually relate to top-level measures of the
whole product performance identified by the customer. An
organization must incorporate these elements into its
structure and ensure that the practitioners of each
engineering integrating specialism have sufficient authority
to apply standards and to participate in the final product
qualification process.

A different view of integrating functions is shown in
Figure 7 in which the various functions associated with con-
trolling the aircraft attitude and providing for automatic flight
control are shown in a “classical” organizational view of
their design and development responsibilities. This is often
how individual systems are designed, tested, and qualified.
However, this is often an over-riding function of guidance and
control, which requires that the handling qualities are demon-
strated in manual and automatic modes. The usual line man-
agement viewpoint of individual systems is likely to overlook
the integrated function.

3.7 Integration testing

Another use of the term integration can be found in the
test and evaluation phase of a project. In this phase compo-
nents, subsystems and systems are individually tested before

being progressively connected to achieve a whole system test.
Typical examples include

1. avionic systems
2. mission systems
3. mechanical system and the “Iron Bird”
4. propulsion system.

This cautious, stepwise approach to progressive integration
is sensible because it enables interface errors and difficulties
of function and data timing to be identified and corrected
while the system under test is easy to visualize. As
integration progresses, the system under test becomes more
complex and its behavior more difficult to predict. This means
that the emergent properties resulting from system integra-
tion tend to be identified rather late in the test phase of a major
program.

Figure 8 illustrates this approach applied to an avionic sys-
tem. The components of the system will be tested by their sup-
pliers to demonstrate compliance to the specification. These
components are delivered to the subsystem suppliers who as-
semble them into complete subsystems, which are then tested
on a suitable test rig. Subsystems are then assembled into
major systems and tested, then delivered to the aircraft man-
ufacturer’s avionic system rig, which contains representative
wiring looms and power supplies. There follows a period of
testing in which the delivered major systems will be tested
individually, and then these will be assembled to complete
the system. The entire system is then installed in the aircraft
for ground testing in more realistic conditions of use. This is

Specialist or Line Management Viewpoint

Navigation &
nav aids

Flight
management

Landing
aids

Autopilot

Autothrottle

Flight
control

Integration
viewpoint

Guidance
&

Control

Air data Propulsion

Fuel
system

Avionics Aircraft systems

Figure 7. Transverse integrating functions – guidance & control example.
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Computing
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Aircraft
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supplies
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Figure 8. Integration testing.

followed by the incorporation of the engines into the aircraft
and the running of engines and generators so that the systems
are subject to fully realistic conditions of power supply and
electromagnetic environment. At this stage, dynamic testing
is performed for the whole aircraft under electromagnetic
environment.

This principle applies to all electrical, mechanical, and
avionic systems. In some instances, the structure is involved.
For example, in the Iron Bird example, the components of
the flight controls and the landing gear systems will be tested
individually and delivered to the respective manufacturers of
the flight control system and landing gear. These will again
be subject to tests before coming together on the Iron Bird
rig that will introduce a representative hydraulic system and
flight loads emulation to enable the systems to be subject to
full and free movement of control surfaces and gear move-
ments, measuring performance and endurance before their
installation in the aircraft. This is an important risk reduction
test.

4 ASPECTS OF COMPLEXITY

The human being is an excellent example of a tightly inte-
grated system with some similarities to an aircraft as shown
in Figure 9. Humans are able to perform many functions and
to process many external stimuli through their sensors and to
undertake complex decision-making processes – apparently

with little effort. Although the physiological and cognitive
processes of the human frame are well understood, there is a
great deal of variability and unpredictability. This is tolerable
because human beings are individuals and society continues
to flourish, indeed benefits from, with a degree of individual-
ity. It is less tolerable in a technological system resulting from
a production process in which all the products are expected
to behave in a predictable and consistent manner.

Complexity becomes a real issue when it begins to ob-
scure the outcome of a design process. This can lead to the
situation where it is not possible to check the operation of
a system in normal and abnormal modes of operation.
Abnormal operation includes the occurrence of random
failures and the recovery path. It also includes unexpected
situations or emergent properties that arise from interactions
between the systems that have not been exhaustively tested.
A failure to complete exhaustive testing can arise because of
the many permutations of function and data within a complex
integrated system.

There are implications of integration with each of the types
described above, these include

1. reduced visibility of the location of functions or data in
a system;

2. a need for multiple retesting on removal and replacement
of items;

3. a reduced ability to understand the behavior of the overall
architecture;
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Figure 9. The human being as an example of integration.

4. a reduced ability to exhaustively test all the combina-
tions of function and data with the risk of incomplete
testing;

5. the potential for aircrew to fail to understand the
behavior of the aircraft systems, especially under failure
conditions

Combinations of these properties may result in the system
exhibiting emergent properties (McConnell, 2000), which
may be detrimental. Despite the best intentions of the aircraft
manufacturer, it is likely that some emergent properties will
not be apparent until the aircraft enters service, being a

combination of operational scenarios, passenger and crew
interactions, maintenance operations, and environmental
conditions. A downside of large-scale integration is a
tendency towards complexity and reduced visibility of total
system behaviors under all conditions of use.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Air traffic management (ATM) is the process of ensuring the
safe and efficient flow of aircraft both in the sky and on the
ground. In practice, ATM processes are extremely compli-
cated and consist of the management of complex large-scale
interacting systems and subsystems on a global basis with
no overall system boundary unlike, for example, an indus-
trial manufacturing process. In more general terms, ATM
depends heavily on the smooth interaction of a highly skilled
labor force with increasingly advanced technologies for the
benefit of a diverse community of users with the ultimate aim
of operating a safe and efficient system while at the same
time having to cater for steadily increasing levels of aircraft
movements (De Neufville and Odani, 2003).

Who are the users? Aircraft generally include scheduled
and nonscheduled airline passenger and cargo operations,
general aviation (ranging from training aircraft to busi-
ness jets), and military flights, all within controlled airspace
(where a service is provided by an air traffic control (ATC)
unit). Other air traffic can also include gliders and general
aviation in uncontrolled airspace; military aircraft in des-
ignated military airspace training areas; hot-air balloons,
hang-gliders, and microlights.

In the early days of aviation, which has now been in exis-
tence in one form or another for nearly 100 years, the level
of air traffic was sufficiently low that it was possible for the
pilot to have sole responsibility for the safety of the aircraft
on the basis of “see and be seen”. It was up to the pilot to
ensure that measures were taken to avoid other aircraft and
obstacles on the ground and terrain. A lack of navigation aids
restricted such flights to daylight and good visibility. Never-
theless, aircraft development had been stimulated by World
War 1, and it became quickly apparent that the transition from
military to civil aircraft offered the opportunities for not only
commercial success but also to reduce global travel times
compared with the leisurely services offered by the shipping
companies. The world’s oldest continuously operated airline
KLM was founded in 1919, and from that date onward airline
development quickly grew, both in the United States and in
Europe, into what has now become an international industry.

As the industry was now becoming international by nature,
there were operational risks. There were no means of keeping
track of aircraft location; flights were conducted at low levels
and subject to the vagaries of weather and terrain constraints;
and nearly all flights were conducted by visual observation as
the use of en-route radio navigation aids was still in the future.
It was, however, realized that because of the international
growth of the industry, some form of standardization was
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required as to how aircraft were operated; this was particu-
larly important in Europe with many countries and languages.
This led to the Convention for Air Navigation (ICAN) being
signed by 19 countries, and, in turn, this led to the devel-
opment of “General Rules for Air Traffic” (Cook, 2007).
Nevertheless, with the growth of traffic, it was inevitable
that accidents would start to occur. The world’s first known
commercial mid-air collision occurred over France in 1922
(Cook, 2007); this led to measures being introduced includ-
ing the carriage of radio and setting up a visual route structure
for aircraft to follow.

At the same time, the growth in traffic at major airports
resulted in a step-change in operations. Initially, the duties of
airport aviation staff were to calculate aircraft arrival times
and assist with aircraft departures. In turn, additional respon-
sibilities included the sequencing of departures and signaling
to aircraft, using flags, that it was clear to take off or land.
Owing to visual difficulties with using flags and due to the
development of wireless communications, the first control
towers were constructed.

From these early beginnings, air traffic management has
progressed to the complex system today that controls aircraft
movements throughout the world. It is therefore useful to
now outline the services that are provided by the ATM sys-
tem. The overall aim of ATM is safety while at the same time
providing an efficient service for the benefit of all users. It
has already been noted that the users can vary from general
aviation to long-haul commercial operations with a variety
of aircraft types and aircraft performance. In addition, there
is a continuing trend in traffic growth throughout the world
notwithstanding short-term economic problems and environ-
mental issues. Although traffic growth in North America and
Europe is now comparatively modest, a typical sign of a
mature aviation market, traffic levels are expected to continue
to increase significantly in the developing aviation markets
of China, India, and South-East Asia in general.

2 THE DRIVE FOR SAFETY

The ATM system has to be operated in such a way that excep-
tional levels of safety are achieved, bearing in mind that the
aviation industry as a whole has always been under close
scrutiny of the general public and mass media. Thus, there
is a basic requirement for air traffic to be conducted in a
safe and orderly manner and recognition that air traffic can-
not be held en-route for prolonged periods of time and can
only be brought to a halt by the safe landing of the aircraft at
a suitable aerodrome. Hence, the regulatory requirement for
commercial airline operations to have sufficient fuel on board
the aircraft for the mission taking into account payload and

climatic conditions, additional fuel to allow for delays, and
additional fuel again for diversion to an alternative airport.

The pursuance of safety falls on the air traffic controllers
who have a responsibility to ensure the prevention of col-
lisions between aircraft in the air and the prevention of
collisions between aircraft (and with other vehicles) on the
ground. At the same time, the controllers are responsible for
maximizing, on an equitable basis, the number of aircraft that
wish to make efficient use of ATC services, to provide infor-
mation and advice for the efficient conduct of flights and to
be responsible for the initial coordination of search and res-
cue organizations in the event of an aircraft accident. In turn,
while in controlled airspace, a pilot has the responsibility to
adhere to all ATC instructions and procedures except in the
case of an emergency.

The separation of aircraft is achieved by applying vertical
and horizontal separation standards between each aircraft,
the degree of separation depending on radar coverage and
the navigation capabilities of individual aircraft.

Many aircraft now have collision avoidance systems
installed to act as a backup to ATC surveillance. The traf-
fic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS) is such an
aircraft collision avoidance system designed to reduce the
incidence of mid-air collisions between aircraft. It monitors
the airspace around an aircraft for other aircraft equipped
with a corresponding active transponder, independent of air
traffic control, and warns pilots of the presence of other
transponder-equipped aircraft that may present a threat of
mid-air collision. It is an implementation of the airborne
collision avoidance system mandated by International Civil
Aviation Organization to be fitted to all aircraft with MTOW
(maximum take-off weight) over 5700 kg or authorized to
carry more than 19 passengers.

In addition to their primary function, ATC can provide
additional services such as providing information to pilots,
weather and navigation information and NOTAMs (notices
to airmen). By such means, the skills of human air traf-
fic controllers, the procedures and regulations in place, and
appropriate use of modern communications, surveillance, and
navigation systems (both on the ground and on the aircraft)
have led to a safe air traffic management system being oper-
ated throughout the world. Accidents do, unfortunately, occur
often due to a combination of factors, and often such acci-
dents are attributed to human factors rather than technological
failures.

It would be useful at this point to reiterate that the world-
wide scope of aviation activities is dictated by considerations
of an international character more than any other form of
transport (with the possible exception of the maritime and
oil industries). The Convention for Air Navigation was fol-
lowed in 1944 by the establishment of the International Civil
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Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the signature in Chicago
of the “Convention of Civil Aviation”. The legal organization
of air traffic management derives from the Chicago Conven-
tion and gives sovereign states the right to decide over which
portions of their territory (including land, territorial waters,
and agreed oceanic areas) they wish to provide air navigation
services. The states have the responsibility to maximize the
uniformity of their air traffic management system to ICAO
standards and recommended practices and to other neigh-
boring states in region. The relevant ICAO standards and
recommended practices (SARPS) are published in Annexes
2 and 11 (2008a, 2008b); supplemented by ICAO Doc. 4444
(2007), The Procedures for Air Navigation Services – Air
Traffic Management. There is also the need for coexistence
between civil air traffic control services and military author-
ities, in particular, for joint use of airspace. ATC may also
play a security or defense role (as in the United States) or be
run by the military (as in Brazil).

3 AIRSPACE

Infrastructure associated with air traffic management comes
in a number of forms. First, there is airspace itself that is
divided up, worldwide, into several segments with differ-
ent levels of service provided under the ATM system. The
largest segment of airspace over continental areas (land-
mass) is the flight information regions (FIRs), which is a
term used to describe airspace with specific dimensions, in
which a flight information service and an alerting service are
provided. Apart from oceanic areas, it is the largest regu-
lar division of airspace in use in the world today, and was
set up according to national borders and the boundaries of
territorial waters. A small country may have a single FIR;
a larger country’s airspace may be subdivided into several
FIRs. Oceanic airspace is divided into oceanic information
regions and delegated to a controlling authority bordering that
region. The division of Oceanic airspace among authorities
is undertaken by international agreement through ICAO. For
example, North Atlantic Oceanic airspace is under the con-
trol of the United States, Canada, Iceland, Greenland, Ireland,
and the United Kingdom. In most countries, there may exist
a horizontal division of the FIR, in which case the lower por-
tion remains named as such, whereas the airspace above is
named upper information region, or UIR.

An information service and alerting service are the basic
levels of air traffic service, providing information pertinent
to the safe and efficient conduct of flights and alerting the rel-
evant authorities should an aircraft be in distress. These are
available to all aircraft operating within an FIR. Higher levels
of air traffic advisory and control services may be available

within certain portions of airspace within an FIR, according
to the ICAO classification of that portion of airspace (linked to
national regulations). For example, ICAO classifies airspace
in seven classes from classes A to G. Controlled airspace
includes classes A–E, in order of decreasing ATC regula-
tion of flights. Flights operating under instrument flight rules
(IFRs) are allowed in all airspace, controlled or uncontrolled;
flights operating under visual flight rules (VFRs) are per-
mitted in all airspace except class A. Pilots of aircraft need
to obtain an air traffic control clearance before they enter
airspace of classes A or B, while entering classes C or D only
requires being in communication with ATC. This airspace
classification may be adjusted by individual countries.

At this stage, it may be worth clarifying some terms used
above:

– Instrument flight rules are a set of regulations and
procedures for flying aircraft whereby navigation and
obstacle clearance is maintained with reference to aircraft
instruments only, while separation from other aircraft is
provided by air traffic control.

– Visual flight rules are the set of rules concerning aircraft
flight where the pilot is primarily or exclusively respon-
sible for the observation and avoidance of obstacles.

– Controlled airspace is a term used to describe airspace in
which traffic levels are sufficiently high such that air traf-
fic control must provide some form of separation between
aircraft.

– Uncontrolled airspace is an aviation term to describe
airspace where an air traffic control service is not deemed
necessary or cannot be provided for practical reasons. In
all cases, however, the pilot in command has final respon-
sibility for the safety of the flight, and may deviate from
ATC instructions in an emergency.

– Language: To ensure communication, all pilots and all
controllers everywhere are required to be able to speak
and understand English. While they may use any com-
patible language, English must be used if requested.

Throughout the world, and within controlled airspace, is a
network of airways or designated routes along which aircraft
fly. These could be considered as being equivalent to “high-
ways in the sky”. Historically, the airway route structure,
based on the main traffic flows, was set out between ground
navigation aids such as VHF Omni-directional range systems
(VORs) and Non-Directional Beacons (NDBs) (see later).
The airway route structure was also influenced by the require-
ments of the military and by national boundaries. Similar to
roads, each airway has a designator containing one letter and
one to three numbers. Major airports are linked to the airway
route structure by Standard Instrument Arrival routes (STAR)
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(Figure 1) and Standard Instrument Departure routes (SID)
(Figure 2). In Europe, airways are corridors 10 nautical miles
(18.5 km) wide within controlled airspace with defined upper
and lower limits.

The airway route structure system over continental areas
is likely to be radically changed in the future as the exist-
ing route structures rarely follow great circle routings (except
over oceanic areas), and therefore aircraft operating costs due
to extra distance flown and fuel consumption are higher than
theoretically necessary. In addition, with the use of Global
Positioning System (GPS) (see later), there is a reduced
dependency on ground-based navigation aids.

4 CONTROL TOWERS AND CONTROL
CENTRES

The previous section has described the “invisible” ATM
infrastructure. The following paragraphs will concentrate on
the visible infrastructure that includes the airport control
tower and control centers, followed by the communications,
surveillance, and navigation systems.

Most passengers passing through an airport are familiar
with the control tower, which is always the tallest building in
the airport. The height of the control tower is determined by
the requirement for air traffic controllers to have a view of
most, if not all, of the aircraft maneuvering and parking areas
including a view of the full length of the runway. Figure 3
shows the airfield layout for London City airport where the
control tower is located adjacent to the main aircraft parking
area.

Control tower structures usually have windows that circle
the entire top floor, providing a vantage point for the con-
trollers to observe most of the airfield under good-visibility
conditions aided by technology for low-visibility conditions.
Figure 4 shows a rather striking view of the control tower
at Bergen Flesland airport. The control tower is a necessary
piece of infrastructure at most airports with regular commer-
cial services, although not required at smaller aerodromes
with mostly general aviation operations. Smaller airports may
have only one controller staffing the control tower and may
not keep the tower open 24 h per day. Busier airports usually
have several controllers on duty, plus other support staff, and
operate 24 h per day, 365 days per year.

Tower controllers have several responsibilities including
the coordination of ground operations (ground movement
control) as well as the movement of aircraft on runways
and taxiways, and coordination and sequencing of arrival
and departing aircraft including clearance for take-off and
landing. Finally, coordination of aircraft movements with

other airside activities on the aerodrome, for example, ground
vehicles used to service the parked aircraft, can be a major
task.

Control towers typically contain the following equipment:

� radios for communication with aircraft and airport oper-
ations, linked to controllers’ headsets or to microphones
and speakers;

� a telephone system that connects dedicated voice lines
and public telephone lines via quick-dial systems to
controllers’ headsets, allowing them to talk to other con-
trollers and outside parties;

� a strip board allowing flight progress strips to be used
(however, at major airports, these are being replaced by
electronic strips);

� a light gun for communication with an aircraft using light
signals in the event of a radio failure; and

� wind and pressure gauges.

Modern control towers are also equipped with several
visual displays:

� a radar display for terminal airspace (arrival and departure
routes);

� weather displays showing rain, squalls, and thunder-
storms;

� a surface movement radar displaying aircraft and vehicles
on the airport to assist controllers at night and in poor
visibility;

� electronic/CCTV displays of hidden aircraft parking
areas;

� electronic flow management information on inbound and
outbound traffic including electronic flight strips and deci-
sion support systems for aircraft sequencing;

� alerting systems for runway incursions, closed runways,
and taxiways;

� computerized meteorological information, flight data, and
briefing systems; and

� ground navigation system control for runway and taxiway
lighting.

Associated with the activities of the control tower is
approach control (APP), which may be colocated within or
adjacent to the control tower or at the area control center
(ACC) (see below).

Responsibilities of APP include

� guidance and separation of aircraft within the terminal
control area (TCA);
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Figure 1. Standard Instrument Arrival Chart – London City via ALKIN (source: UK Civil Aviation Authority).
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Figure 2. Standard Instrument Departure Chart – Birmingham Cowly 2D1E (source: UK Civil Aviation Authority).
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Figure 4. External view of control tower at Bergen Flesland airport.
(Reproduced with permission of Rodney Fewings).

� approach planning for inbound traffic between the airway
route structure system and the radar vector area where
inbound aircraft are sequenced in preparation for final
approach;

� departure control, including the sequencing and coordi-
nation of outbound traffic to the en route system; and

� optimization of arrival and departure traffic flows to max-
imize the use of available runway capacity.

An area control center is a facility responsible for con-
trolling instrument flight rule aircraft on the airway route
structure, or, otherwise, in a particular volume of airspace
(flight information region or oceanic region). In the United
States, such a center is referred to as an air route traffic con-
trol center (ARTCC). Most centers are operated, directly or
indirectly, by the national governments of the countries in
which they are located. The general operations of centers
worldwide, and the boundaries of the airspace each cen-
ter controls, are governed by the ICAO and by national or
regional agreements. The responsibilities of controllers in
ACCs are to provide a radar or non-radar (procedural) service
in en route airspace taking account of the daily fluctuation in
magnitude and direction of traffic flows. The level of service
provided depends on airspace classification, and coordina-
tion is an essential element both with other ACCs and with
APP.

In terms of air–ground communications, air traffic con-
trollers, working within an ACC, communicate with pilots
via radio. ACC communication frequencies (typically in
the very high-frequency amplitude modulation VHF/AM
aviation bands, 118–137 MHz, for overland control) are pub-
lished in aeronautical charts and manuals and will also be
communicated to a pilot by the previous controller during

a handoff when the aircraft is transferred from one ACC
to another. In addition to radios to communicate with air-
craft, ACC controllers have access to communication links
with other ACCs and Terminal Radar Approach Control
(TRACON in the USA). In the United States, ARTCCs are
electronically linked through the National Airspace System,
which allows nationwide coordination of traffic flow to man-
age congestion. ARTCCs in the United States also have
electronic access to nationwide radar data.

Controllers use radar to monitor the progress of flights and
instruct aircraft to perform course adjustments as needed to
maintain separation from other aircraft. Aircraft with which
an ACC has made radar contact can be readily distinguished
by their transponders. Pilots may also request altitude adjust-
ments or course changes to avoid turbulence or adverse
weather conditions. Controllers can assign routings relative
to location fixes derived from latitude and longitude or from
radio navigation beacons such as VORs (see below). Nor-
mally, ACCs have advanced notice of a plane’s arrival and
intentions from its pre-filed flight plan.

To summarize, control towers, approach control, and area
control centers utilize a combination of systems allowing
them to maintain a safe and efficient flow of aircraft traffic.
These include

� automation systems (computers, displays, and special-
purpose software) that provide information to the
controllers on the status, location, and separation of air-
craft in the system and assist them (decision support) in
processing safely and expediting the flow of traffic;

� communications systems that enable air–ground, ground–
ground, and air–air voice communications and data
exchange and sharing (data-link); and

� surveillance systems (radar) that provide real-time posi-
tional information to air traffic controllers and to the flight
deck for tracking aircraft and hazardous weather.

5 NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Navigation systems are both ground and airborne infrastruc-
ture that provide real-time information to individual aircraft
on their own position so they can navigate through airspace.
It has been mentioned above that ground-based navigation
systems have provided positional information to aircraft and
formed the basis for the airway route structure for many years.
With the use of GPS, some of the older ground-based systems
face redundancy as does the traditional route structure sys-
tem. The following paragraphs briefly outline the navigation
systems that are currently used by the aviation industry.
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A Non-Directional Beacon is a radio transmitter at a fixed
location. The signal from two NDBs allows an aircraft to
“fix” its position. NDB signals follow the curvature of the
earth, so they can be received at much greater distances
at lower altitudes, a major advantage over VOR. However,
the NDB signal is affected more by atmospheric conditions,
mountainous terrain, coastal refraction, and electrical storms,
particularly at long range. Even with the advent of VHF
Omni-directional range systems and Global Positioning Sys-
tem navigation, NDBs continue to be a widely used radio
navigational aid worldwide.

VHF Omni-directional radio range is another type of radio
navigation system for aircraft. A VOR ground station broad-
casts a VHF radio composite signal including the station’s
identifier in Morse code and data that allow the airborne
receiving equipment to derive a magnetic bearing from the
station to the aircraft. This line of position is called the
“radial” from the VOR. The intersection of two radials from
different VOR stations on a chart allows for a “fix” or approx-
imate position of the aircraft.

Distance-Measuring Equipment (DME) is a transponder-
based radio navigation system that measures distance by
timing the propagation delay of VHF or UHF radio signals.
Aircraft use DME to determine their distance from a land-
based transponder by sending and receiving pulse pairs – two
pulses of fixed duration and separation. The ground stations
are typically collocated with VORs.

An Instrument Landing System (ILS) is a ground-based
instrument approach system that provides precision guidance
to an aircraft approaching a runway, using a combination of
radio signals to enable a safe landing during instrument mete-
orological conditions (IMCs) such as low cloud ceilings or
reduced visibility due to fog, rain, or blowing snow. Instru-
ment Approach Procedure charts are published for each ILS
approach, providing pilots with the information to fly with
an ILS approach during instrument flight rule operations,
including the radio frequencies used by the ILS components
and the minimum visibility requirements prescribed for the
specific approach. An ILS consists of two independent sub-
systems, one providing lateral guidance (localizer), and the
other vertical guidance (glide-slope or glide path) to an air-
craft approaching a runway.

The Microwave Landing System (MLS) is an all-weather,
precision landing system originally intended to replace or
supplement the Instrument Landing System. MLS has a num-
ber of operational advantages, including a wide selection of
channels to reduce interference, excellent performance in all
weather, and a small “footprint” at the airports. Although
some MLS systems became operational in the 1990s, the
widespread deployment initially envisioned by its designers
never became a reality.

The Global Positioning System is a Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) developed by the United States
Department of Defense. It is the only fully functional GNSS
in the world, although the Russian GLONASS system is being
enhanced and the European Galileo system and other systems
are expected to be operational within a few years. GNSS
uses a constellation of at least 24 medium earth orbit satel-
lites that transmit precise microwave signals, which enable
GPS receivers to determine their current location, time, and
velocity. GPS is used by civil aviation (and other users) as
a free-of-charge navigation system. A GPS receiver calcu-
lates its position by precisely timing the signals sent by the
GPS satellites high above the earth. Each satellite continually
transmits messages containing the time the message was sent,
precise orbital information and the general system health, and
rough orbits of all GPS satellites. The receiver measures the
transit time of each message and computes the distance to
each satellite. Many GPS units also show derived informa-
tion such as direction and speed, calculated from position
changes.

6 FUTURE CHALLENGES FOR AIR
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

6.1 Single European Sky

Air traffic management faces a number of continual chal-
lenges. The continuing growth in traffic levels has led to
delays and congestion due to a lack of system capacity
in some parts of the world. In part, the provision of air
traffic management services creates a number of problems
especially in Europe where the average size of a country is rel-
atively small resulting in a large number of service providers
in a relatively small geographic area. This may be compared
with the United States where a handful of ARTCCs provide
an ATM service over a geographic area of the size of Europe.
In addition, the airlines themselves are under continuous cost
pressures, and there is a strong move toward a reduction of
navigation charges, which in Europe are significantly more
expensive in Europe than in other parts of the world. Europe
is a particularly good example of where problems with one
particular subsystem may have a knock-on effect throughout
the continent. For this reason, a number of initiatives have
been launched not only to achieve a better balance between
system demand and system capacity, but also to reduce the
environmental impact of aviation.

As noted above, European air space is one of the busiest in
the world, and the current system of air traffic management
suffers from several inefficiencies, such as using FIR bound-
aries that follow national borders, and having large areas of
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airspace reserved for military use. In 2001, the European
Commission adopted proposals for the Single European
Sky (SES), an initiative by which the design, management,
and regulation of airspace would be harmonized throughout
the European Union. This is expected to benefit all airspace
users by ensuring the safe and efficient utilization of airspace
and the air traffic management system within and beyond
the European Union. Airspace management is planned to
move away from airspace based on national boundaries to the
use of “functional airspace blocks” (see below), the bound-
aries of which will be designed to maximize the efficient use
of airspace. Air traffic management, while continuing to have
safety as its primary objective, would then also be driven by
the requirements of the airspace users and the need to provide
capacity for increasing air traffic. The aim, therefore, is to use
air traffic management that is more closely based on desired
flight patterns, rather than national boundaries, leading to
greater safety, efficiency, and capacity.

At present, air traffic management in the European Union
is largely undertaken by member states, cooperating through
EUROCONTROL (2007, 2008a, 2008b), an intergovernmen-
tal organization that includes both the EU member states and
most other European states as well.

In 2008, a revision of the SES regulations was adopted,
called SES-II. The focus was on four areas:

� the existing Single Sky legislation was strengthened to
deal with performance and environmental challenges;

� the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) pro-
gramme (see below) was to provide guidance toward
future technologies;

� the competence of the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) was to be extended to aerodromes, air traffic
management, and air navigation services; and

� an “action plan for airport capacity, efficiency, and safety”
was to be implemented, thus providing additional ground
capacity. The SES-II regulation aims to implement func-
tional airspace blocks (FABs) as a means for providing
better airspace efficiency.

For completeness, it should be noted that a FAB is defined
in the SES-II legislative package, as follows: “An airspace
block based on operational requirements and established
regardless of State boundaries, where the provision of air nav-
igation services and related ancillary functions are optimized
and/or integrated”.

However, in the past, many initiatives aiming at improv-
ing the ATM system have been started but, for most of them,
the full benefits were not achieved mainly due to lack of
commitment by the existing ATM service providers. It is

intended that the Single European Sky ATM Research Pro-
gramme will be the answer to this issue, and for the first time
in European ATM history, an ATM improvement program is
involving the aviation players (civil and military, legislators,
industry, operators, users, ground and airborne) for defining,
committing to, and implementing a pan-European program,
and to support the Single European Sky legislation. The ulti-
mate objectives of SESAR are, therefore, to eliminate the
fragmented approach to ATM, transform the European ATM
system, and synchronize the plans and actions of the different
national partners.

6.2 Automatic Dependent Surveillance

In terms of global technical developments, Automatic
Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) is a surveillance
technique for air traffic control and related applications. An
ADS-B-equipped aircraft determines its own position using
the global navigation satellite system and periodically broad-
casts this position and other relevant information to potential
ground stations and other aircraft equipped with ADS-B
equipment. ADS-B can be used over several different data
link technologies. ADS-B provides accurate information and
frequent position updates to airspace users and controllers
and hence allows improved use of airspace, reduced ceil-
ing/visibility restrictions, improved surface surveillance, and
enhanced safety, for example, through conflict management.
With ADS-B, a vehicle periodically broadcasts its own track
and other information without knowing which other aircraft
might be receiving it. ADS-B is automatic in the sense that
no pilot or controller action is required for the information
to be issued. It is dependent surveillance in the sense that
the surveillance-type information so obtained depends on
suitable navigation and broadcast capability in the source
vehicle. A similar solution is the Automatic Identification
System (AIS), a system used by ships and vessel traffic
services.

6.3 Environmental initiatives

There are a number of environmental initiatives linked to air
traffic management. One of these is the introduction of con-
tinuous descent approach (CDA), which is a method by which
aircraft approach airports prior to landing, and is designed to
reduce fuel burn and noise compared with a conventional
approach. It involves maintaining a constant descent angle
until receiving the Instrument Landing System glide-slope
signal. Continuous descent approach starts ideally from “top
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of descent”, that is, at cruise altitude (typically 35 000 feet)
and allows the aircraft to fly its individual optimal verti-
cal profile down to runway threshold with engines at idle.
Some airports apply constraints to this optimal profile such
as imposing a constant descent angle (e.g., 3 degrees) or
starting the CDA only after having left the holding pattern
(e.g., London, at about 7000 feet) due to airspace constraints.
In theory, air traffic control can give a distance to run to
pilots, and with this figure and the aircraft’s altitude, the pilots
can calculate their rate of descent and perform a continuous
descent approach.

Critics of CDA claim that this procedure is impractical
at busy airports or crowded airspace. These criticisms have
been partially dispelled by the introduction of CDA at several
busy airports, including Los Angeles International Airport
(LAX), where new procedures introduced are called opti-
mized profile descent (OPD). The successful introduction
of CDA in such environments was made possible by study-
ing the descent characteristics of all common aircraft types
and defining upstream limits that result in the heterogeneous
arrival flows having a safe separation. In addition, training
given to air traffic controllers includes specific tactics for
early identification and deconfliction of arrival aircraft that
would otherwise result in insufficient separation.

In another development, Airservices Australia, Airways
New Zealand, and the Federal Aviation Administration
signed an agreement in 2008 to create the Asia & South
Pacific Initiative to Reduce Emissions (ASPIRE). The joint
venture is designed to lessen the environmental impact of avi-
ation across Asia and the South Pacific with each partner to
focus on developing ideas that contribute to improved envi-
ronmental standards and operational procedures in aviation
and with aviation activity increasing all the time; ASPIRE
is about raising the industry’s environmental performance
in reducing fuel burn and carbon dioxide emissions. The
agreement will showcase the region’s leadership in global
aviation emission reductions by exploring improvements to
operational procedures in all aspects of flight to improve
on current best practices and existing technologies, and it
is expected that ASPIRE will provide the means to mea-
sure the environmental performance of current air transport
systems in the region and guide the development of long-
term actions to minimize the aviation industry’s impact on
the South Pacific.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Air traffic management is a complex system operating on a
worldwide basis to a set of common standards and proce-
dures, while at the same time seeking to meet the airlines’,
and other user’s, requirements for a safe, efficient, and cost-
effective service. The air traffic management system does in
fact consist of a number of complex subsystems including the
human being, infrastructure (both airborne and ground), and
communications, navigation, and surveillance. At present,
the air traffic management system operates on a sovereign
state rather than regional basis, with the exception of oceanic
areas. However, pressures for further cost efficiencies, envi-
ronmental pressures, and the replacement of old technologies
by satellite navigation systems are leading to a gradual step
change in how air traffic management will be operated in the
future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the key differences between civilian and military air-
craft is that many military aircraft have the ability to carry
and release weapons. From the earliest days of aviation when
the pilot would drop simple bombs by hand, engineers have
striven to develop the capability to accurately deliver weapons
against targets reliably and safely. The integration of weapons
onto aircraft requires multidisciplinary capabilities. The re-
lease of a weapon whether it is a forward-fired missile or a

downward-ejected store, such as a fuel tank from either an
externally mounted pylon or from an internal bay, creates is-
sues such as the ability to achieve safe separation and the abil-
ity of the aircraft structure to withstand the imparted loads.
The complexity of weapons integration is increased when the
requirements for priming and aiming are considered.

This chapter will cover the various aspects of weapons
integration, primarily from the viewpoint of systems inte-
gration. This will be done by following a typical timeline
covering preparation, loading, selection, targeting, priming,
aiming, deployment and post-release actions for a number
of different weapon types of increasing complexity. Safety
considerations will also be addressed.

2 ISSUES FOR SYSTEM DESIGN AND
INTEGRATION

As with any system design, a structured, top–down approach
is essential. However, for weapons integration, the higher
level requirements will also include aeromechanical aspects
such as the desired launch envelope, carriage life, the number
of weapons that can be carried, influences of other weapon
and store types to be carried on the same sortie, and so on.

This chapter predominantly covers the system integration
aspects of weapons integration. Therefore, in relation to the
top-level requirements for the capability to be delivered, there
is a need to segment individual requirements to aircraft sub-
systems. The segmentation process may use software-based
requirements management tools, as these assist in validation
and verification of the system implementation against the
requirements. The actual segmentation will depend on the
system architecture and is therefore aircraft-specific. How-
ever, the requirements could be segmented into, for example,
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2 System Integration

mission-critical and safety-critical processes; navigation, tar-
geting requirements; aerodynamic requirements; and so on.

At the lower system design levels, there is a need to un-
derstand the operation of the weapon and the data exchanges
with the aircraft. This is documented in an interface con-
trol document (ICD), which is agreed between the aircraft
and weapon design organizations. The ICD defines all in-
formation relevant to the integration such as mechanical
attachments, electrical signal sets, data structures, timeline
(a detailed temporal sequence of data and state transitions re-
quired for the aircraft to operate the weapon), environmental
data, aerodynamic data, and so on. Negotiation of the ICD
can be a significant activity, particularly when a new weapon
is being developed in parallel with integration to the platform.

Following implementation of the requirements in the air-
craft subsystems, integration testing will be undertaken in
the systems integration laboratory. Employing either weapon
simulators or inert weapons with operational electronics, in-
tegration testing tests that all the subsystems are working to-
gether to control the weapon. Such testing identifies problems
that need to be corrected during an iteration of the subsystem
design and implementation.

Following successful systems integration on the ground,
the complete system will be flight-tested, leading to the even-
tual live firing of weapons against representative targets.

3 TYPES OF WEAPON

Many different types of weapon can be found in the inventory
of air forces around the world. These will range from ballistic
bombs, through bombs with added control mechanisms that
improve accuracy, to powered weapons having a greater range
(air-to-air and air-to-surface missiles).

Ballistic bombs are unguided. These weapons are inher-
ently inaccurate, since their delivery requires the launch air-
craft to perform complex aiming calculations to determine
the release point that will maximize the probability of hitting
the target.

Smart bombs, for example, those with laser guidance kits
or global positioning system (GPS) assisted inertial naviga-
tion systems, have a degree of maneuverability that can be
exploited to increase terminal accuracy. For these weapons,
the launch aircraft must align the weapon’s navigation system
prior to launch.

The standoff range of ballistic and guided bombs is dic-
tated by the kinetic and potential energy of the weapon at
release, which are, in turn, dependent on a number of fac-
tors, not least being the launch altitude and aircraft speed.
In order to increase the standoff capability, missiles contain
a source of propulsion such as a turbojet or rocket motor.

While increasing the effective range of the missile, a propul-
sion system can also reduce the time for the missile to engage
its target. This is a key factor for an air-to-air missile. Pow-
ered air-to-ground weapons also employ either a rocket mo-
tor (e.g., for a high-speed short-range weapon) or turbojets
(e.g., for a long-range cruise missile).

In addressing the weapon integration problem space, this
chapter uses these examples to explore the differences in the
integration of each weapon type.

4 BALLISTIC BOMBS

4.1 Physical preparation

All bombs are made up of a number of constituent parts, these
being the explosive warhead, the fuze (see STANAG 4187 for
bomb fuze design requirements), a tail arrangement, and pos-
sibly a height sensor that is used to detonate the bomb prior
to impact. The main body of the bomb comprises the war-
head to which various tail units can be fitted depending on
mission requirements (i.e., a slick bomb will have its aero-
dynamic drag minimized; a retarded bomb will have a high
aerodynamic drag).

When released, a slick bomb will follow a ballistic trajec-
tory until the fuze either detects an impact or is notified by the
height sensor that the air burst height has been achieved. The
bomb fuze is typically programmable by switches located on
the fuze for setting arming and initiation delays. Slick bombs
would typically be released from a medium altitude (around
3000 m) to maximize the standoff range.

Retarded bombs are used for low-level releases where the
retarding mechanism reduces the velocity of the bomb, so
that the aircraft can escape the debris zone when the bomb
detonates.

4.2 Aircraft attachment

NATO aircraft and bombs generally use common “hook-and-
eye” mechanical attachments defined by STANAG 3726. The
hook mechanism is part of a release unit or bomb rack op-
erated either by the initiation of a pyrotechnic cartridge (the
product of which is a high-pressure hot gas) or by the release
of compressed gas (usually purified air in a so-called cold gas
system). In both systems, in addition to opening the hooks, the
gas is used to operate pneumatic rams that push the weapon
away from the aircraft, so aiding aerodynamic separation.
Older systems or systems for very light stores may be oper-
ated by energizing a solenoid to open the hooks. On these
systems, the store falls away from the aircraft under the in-
fluence of gravity. Figure 1 shows a typical bomb rack.
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Figure 1. Example of a bomb rack.

The weapon is mechanically attached to the aircraft by
closing the hooks to grab the eyes fitted to the weapon
(bale lugs) and then lanyards are attached that will remove
locking pins from the fuzing mechanism when the bomb sep-
arates from the aircraft. Modern fuzes contain a thermal bat-
tery (a chemical device initiated by a pyrotechnic squib) that
is activated by a fuzing power supply switched through to the
fuze by the aircraft on release.

4.3 Targeting

Broadly, two types of targeting are employed; pre-planned
and Target Of Opportunity (TOO). With a pre-planned target,
the target type and location is known prior to the aircraft
sortie enabling the optimum method of attack to be devised.
During the mission planning stage, the approach route to the
target, the attack, and the egress route can be meticulously
planned and rehearsed such that the probability of destroying
the target can be maximized.

Targets of opportunity are targets that are identified while
the aircraft is in flight and therefore do not have a mission plan
to follow. The location of the target must therefore be fixed
using either onboard sensors or from a third party relaying
target co-ordinates to the aircraft. The aircrew must enter the
target co-ordinates into the attack system, so that the aircraft
can be steered to the weapon release point. Targeting using
only the aircraft’s own sensors to identify the target’s location
will inherently result in a Target Location Error (TLE – an
error expressed in three dimensions: latitude, longitude and
height). The navigation and attack systems need to be highly
accurate if TLE is to be minimized.

The accurate delivery of unguided ballistic bombs relies on
the accuracy of the aircraft’s navigation system to determine
the aircraft’s exact position, altitude and three-dimensional
velocities in order to minimize targeting errors. Modern air-
craft have multi-sensor systems where the navigation solution

is derived using techniques that may include a combination
of inertial sensors, radar, GPS, visual fixing systems, Kalman
Filtering (a mathematical approach to linear filtering and
prediction), etc. The aircraft’s weapon aiming system will
compute the impact point of a bomb if released from its cur-
rent location in the sky. This calculation will be repeated con-
tinually at a rate largely dependent on the processing power
available in the weapon aiming computer and any other tasks
that the system needs to undertake. The bomb is released
when the weapon aiming system determines that the Con-
tinually Calculated Impact Point (CCIP) overlays the tar-
get’s position. The system will have processing delays, data
transmission delays, and system latencies that must also be
accounted for in the aiming solution. The weapon aiming sys-
tem therefore needs to advance the release point to account
for these delays. However, as the weapon aiming calculations
are cyclic and take a finite time to complete, then the point
where the CCIP overlays the target exactly may in reality,
occur part way through a processing cycle. It is therefore
necessary for the designer of the weapon aiming algorithms
to undertake statistical analysis to determine the error in the
true release point and the calculated release point solution
so that this too can be factored into the overall calculation,
thereby minimizing system-induced errors.

4.4 Release

As a ballistic bomb is un-guided, when it is released from
the aircraft it will fall in accordance with the physical laws
of motion. While theoretically this provides a level of pre-
dictability, in reality there are many factors that influence the
bomb’s trajectory. These include the aircraft speed and at-
titude at the point of release, the downward ejection force
imparted by the aircraft bomb rack, wind velocity and direc-
tion (which itself will vary from the release point throughout
the trajectory), and the air density profile from release to
the target. The effects of aerodynamic drag will also influ-
ence the weapon aiming solution. Much effort is expended
during the design of the weapon aiming algorithms to ensure
that an approximation of the bomb’s trajectory can satisfy all
the variables such that miss distance is minimized. The actual
impact point of a weapon will have a Gaussian distribution
about the mean impact point with ideally, the mean impact
point coinciding with the target’s location. In practice it rarely
does.

For low-level releases of retarded bombs there is the added
complication that the aircraft must be clear of the blast debris
when the bomb detonates. Since bomb fragments could have
a velocity in the region of 1,000 ms-1 the maximum energy
boundary of such fragments will need to be included in the
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4 System Integration

weapon aiming computations so that the aircraft can remain
safe for the given set of release conditions.

At a pre-determined time after release the bomb’s fuze will
arm in readiness for the conditions required for detonation to
be achieved (e.g., height above the ground or impact).

5 SMART BOMBS

5.1 Physical preparation

A smart bomb consists of a guidance kit that is attached to a
ballistic bomb. The earliest bombs that could be considered
to be in this category are laser-guided bombs that were devel-
oped in the USA during the 1960s. Other early bombs such
as the GBU-15 employed a video sensor, movable control
surfaces and a radio link with the launch aircraft that enabled
the bomb to be steered onto its target. Following the 1991
Gulf War, the USA identified the need for higher-precision
weapons that would have improved kill efficiencies. These
truly smart bombs such as the Joint Direct Attack Munition
family of weapons use a relatively low cost GPS-aided iner-
tial unit coupled to a simple flight control system to guide the
bomb to a target’s GPS co-ordinates.

The inclusion of electronics means that the weapon has
to include a thermal battery power source. The battery is
initiated just prior to launch, either by an electrical fuzing
supply switched through to the bomb when the bomb rack
hooks are opened, or by the use of a smart weapon interface
such as that defined by MIL-STD-1760 (see Section 10).

When released, a smart bomb will initially follow a ballis-
tic trajectory. The guidance system enables the weapon to be
steered towards its target within certain constraints. The con-
trol surfaces can also provide a level of aerodynamic lift that
will provide some extension to the weapon’s range. Indeed,
some weapons can be fitted with wing kits to extend the range
still further. However, as most smart bombs are un-powered,
their range is limited by their potential and kinetic energy at
launch.

Fuzes used by a smart bomb are identical to those used in
ballistic bombs. However, as fuze technology develops, new
fuzes are being developed specifically for smart bombs.

5.2 Aircraft attachment

Smart bombs utilize the standard mechanical and fuzing
attachments used by ballistic bombs. However, as a smart
bomb is likely to contain electronics such as navigation and
flight control systems, the primary system interface will be as
defined in standards such as MIL-STD-1760.

5.3 Targeting

With the guidance capability of smart bombs it is possible
to trade energy at release with route to the target. Clearly,
if the weapon has sufficient energy at release and sufficient
maneuverability, then it is feasible to hit the target from a
variety of pre-defined direction and azimuth and elevation
angles. This complicates the mission planning activity but
does provide a greater level of flexibility for the attack.

Where the accurate delivery of unguided ballistic bombs
requires the aircraft to be in a specific location in the sky
with a defined attitude and speed, a smart bomb does not
have such stringent constraints. In effect the aircraft need
only be in a defined three-dimensional volume in the sky.
This volume will vary with altitude, speed, distance from the
target, and weapon performance. This overcomes the need
for the aircraft to calculate the CCIP. However, there is still
a need for the aircrew to know when the smart bomb can be
released such that it will hit the target. The volume in the sky
where, if released, the bomb will reach the target is known
as the launch basket or Launch Acceptability Region (LAR
– see Figure 2).

While Figure 2 shows the LAR in relation to a point target,
it can also be shown as a projected “footprint” on the ground
(in effect, an inversion of Figure 2). This would then show
all the possible impact points if the weapon was “launched
now”.

The LAR is dependent on the actual release conditions and
will change as these parameters vary. The LAR is therefore
dynamic, requiring continuous calculation that places greater
demands on the weapon aiming system’s processing power,
particularly if a number of smart bombs are to be released in
a single attack against dispersed targets.

The primary method of defining the LAR is to employ a
six-degree of freedom (6-DOF) model that can predict the
weapon’s trajectory from release to impact for a given set
of conditions. The 6-DOF model uses the dynamics of the
weapon movements (body rates, angles, etc), the environ-
mental conditions (temperature, air density, wind speed, etc),
and the weapon’s flight control system dynamics to predict
the weapon’s trajectory. The 6-DOF model is considered to
provide a true representation of the dynamics of the weapon.
However, the continuous processing of a 6-DOF model in an
airborne computer would be prohibitively complex. It is for
this reason that the models are simplified to give a good ap-
proximation of the true weapon performance. Two methods
are commonly used, these being the dynamic LAR and the
parametric LAR.

A dynamic LAR employs the equations of motion based
on the physical characteristics of the weapon in a similar way
to a 6-DOF model. However, the equations are simplified
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Figure 2. A launch acceptability region.

usually by considering a reduced number of degrees of free-
dom, typically a 3-DOF model. The parametric model is
matched to the output of the 6-DOF model but uses an ap-
proximation such as “least squares fit”.

LAR displays are often simplified as shown in Figure 3.
In this example, markers for the maximum and minimum In-
Range and In-Zone LARs are displayed to the crew. In the fig-
ure, the plane of the LAR is indicated to show how the markers

Target

In-zone LAR

In-range LAR

In-zone LAR
display markers

In-range LAR
display markers

Aircraft track

Cross-track
limits

Figure 3. Typical aircraft LAR display.

displayed to the crew are constructed. Here, LAR cross-track
limits may also be displayed to the crew (as shown) in order
to improve overall situational awareness.

When combining LARs for several weapons, the resulting
LAR will be of a significantly reduced volume. Here, the up-
date rate of the combined LAR may become critical as minor
changes in parameters for all individual LAR computations
can cause dramatic changes in the combined LAR. Display-
ing multiple LARs to the aircrew therefore places significant
demands on the display computer and graphics generator.

As weapons are developed in isolation then it is not un-
common for an aircraft’s weapon aiming computer to hold
several different LAR algorithms for different weapons. This
means that should a particular algorithm need to be modified,
it can be very expensive.

To address this situation the US Air Force tasked the
Society of Automotive Engineers to develop a common ap-
proach to LAR algorithms. The intention was to have a sin-
gle algorithm for all un-powered smart weapons that could
be changed simply by inserting different coefficients into the
weapon aiming computer. Such an approach is documented
in AIR5682, AIR5712, and AIR5788.
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5.4 Release and guidance

Smart bombs will guide themselves to their designated target
using a navigation solution produced by its own systems and
following a glide path dictated during mission planning. For
optimum performance, a smart bomb would be released when
inside the LAR. However, should there be a reason why the
launch aircraft cannot achieve the LAR required to satisfy
the desired impact conditions, then it may be possible to trade
reduced maneuverability with release from a greater stand-off
distance from the target. It is for this reason that two LAR’s
may be calculated (see Figure 3). The first is the so-called
“In Zone” LAR where the weapon, if released, will attack
the target with the desired impact conditions. The second is
the “In Range” LAR where the weapon, if released, will have
sufficient energy to reach the target but where the trajectory
contains the minimum of maneuvers, trading increased stand-
off range for reduced end-game maneuverability.

Smart bombs can be used to attack targets of opportunity
but their accuracy is dictated by the accuracy of precision
code GPS. This places a greater reliance on the sensors used
to locate the target to minimize TLE.

6 COMPLEX AIR-TO-GROUND
WEAPONS

One of the main shortcomings of smart bombs is that their
maximum range is limited to around 15 to 20 nautical miles
(depending on launch altitude). In certain scenarios smart
weapons with a greater stand-off range are required. This is
achieved in two ways:

i. With a range extension kit (normally a deployable wing
kit that provides additional lift, enabling a greater glide
range).

ii. With a source of propulsion such as a small turbo-jet or
rocket motor.

A smart bomb fitted with a wing kit is operated in an
almost identical way as the weapon without a wing kit. How-
ever, due to the greater stand-off range, the LAR algorithms
need to be modified to account for the greater footprint. The
weapon may also need to have an increased capacity energy
source to power weapon subsystems for the full duration of
the extended flight time.

A smart weapon with a propulsion system such as a turbo-
jet typically has a large stand-off range and is classed as a
cruise missile.

Once launched, a typical cruise missile is completely
autonomous guiding itself to the target using a range of tech-
niques such as GPS navigation and scene matching algo-
rithms. Scene matching uses a sensor to match the visible
scene during the end game with a digital image loaded into
the weapon’s guidance system. The error between the sensed
“real” scene and the stored image is used to make final course
corrections, thereby improving the terminal accuracy of the
weapon.

Weapons with a rocket motor have a limited range but are
able to prosecute target engagements quickly. Such weapons
would typically include a seeker based on either laser, optical,
or radar technology, depending on the target types being en-
gaged and the operation of the overall system (e.g. whether it
includes a human in the guidance loop or has an autonomous
“fire-and-forget” capability).

7 AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES

7.1 Aircraft attachment

Air-to-air missiles are designed for the specific purpose of at-
tacking airborne threats and typically consist of a body tube
housing a sensor, guidance electronics, fuze, warhead, and
rocket motor. They can either be launched by ejection from
the launcher or fired along a rail. For a rail-launched mis-
sile, the mechanical attachments are defined by STANAG
3842AA. For an eject-launched missile, there are currently
no standardized mechanical interfaces. Some missiles can
either be eject-launched or rail-launched.

Air-to-air missiles have traditionally employed bespoke
electrical interfaces, although the adoption of MIL-STD-
1760 is bringing a level of standardization to such weapons.
The analog interface of the AIM-9 missile family has also
been adopted by many short-range missiles in order to im-
prove interoperability and increase export potential through
commonality.

7.2 Targeting

There are two primary methods of targeting air-to-air missiles
that are defined by the type of target sensor employed, these
being infra-red (IR) and radar.

7.2.1 IR sensor

Early air-to-air missiles employed a single element IR sensor
to detect the heat emitted from an enemy fighter’s engines.
This relatively simple seeker technology suffered from the
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problem that it would detect any source of heat including
the sun or heat reflected from the launch aircraft’s fuselage,
thereby causing the missile to lock on to a false target. To
overcome this problem modern IR sensors use imaging IR
focal plane arrays. This enables the missile control algorithms
to discriminate between a real aircraft target and false or spoof
targets (e.g. IR countermeasure flares).

7.2.2 Radar sensor

Radar sensors have a significantly greater range than IR
sensors and therefore afford the ability for a fighter aircraft to
increase its stand-off distance from its target. The increased
use of jamming as a defensive mechanism has led to radar
sensors employing counter-countermeasures such as provid-
ing a “home on jam” capability where the sensor acts in a
passive mode to identify the relative bearing of the jamming
signal. This enables the missile’s guidance electronics to ma-
neuver, home in on, and attack the source of the jamming
signal.

7.3 Release and guidance

There are a number of engagement modes in which air-
to-air missiles can be used. These are “Lock-on-Before-
Launch” (LOBL) and “Lock-on-After Launch” (LOAL). For
a SRAAM with an IR seeker, a LOBL engagement could
be achieved by simply maneuvering the aircraft so that it is
pointing directly at the target (so-called boresight). This has
a major disadvantage against targets that are themselves ma-
neuvering, as the pilot has to use all his flying skills to keep
the target on boresight for a sufficient period to enable mis-
sile lock. However, with the advent of modern computers it
has been possible to set up scan patterns where the IR sensor
is moved in a defined pattern to search for a potential tar-
get. When a target is detected, missiles such as the AIM-9
Sidewinder generate an audio tone that is passed through the
aircraft’s communication system to the pilot’s headset. The
audio tone is then modulated to inform the pilot of missile
lock status.

With a highly agile and maneuvering aircraft target, the
boresight and scan pattern methods of aiming SRAAM’s is
no longer viable. Missiles such as the Sidewinder employ
an extended acquisition mode, whereby the IR sensor can
be slaved to the launch aircraft’s radar, enabling high off-
boresight target acquisition. However, the use of radar can
warn enemy aircraft that they are being tracked. Infra-red
Search and Track (IRST) systems passively detect and track
targets, with data produced by such systems used to point the
missile’s sensor at the target prior to launch.

Highly agile missiles such as the IRIS-T and the AIM-
132 ASRAAM can be targeted at off-boresight angles that
are greater than the sensor’s gimbal limits. To exploit this
capability, a helmet-mounted sight is used to detect where
the pilot is looking (at the target aircraft) and feeds this data
into the missile’s guidance computer. Post launch, the mis-
sile will then maneuver until the target is within its sen-
sor’s field of view. This gives modern SRAAMs a LOAL
capability.

Missiles with an IR seeker detect the heat signature of jet
engines and determine if there is an off-boresight error angle
caused by the missile not being pointed directly at the target.
Any error is used as an input to a closed loop control system
enabling the guidance electronics to alter the deflection of
control surfaces to maneuver the missile and to correct the
off-boresight error.

Radar guided missiles can operate in both LOBL and
LOAL modes. In a LOBL mode, as with IR-guided sensors,
the aircraft’s radar is used to detect a target and prime the mis-
sile’s radar so that it can acquire the target prior to launch.
After launch, the missile may receive target position updates
through a post-launch data link. Radar guided missiles may
also contain an inertial navigation system to enable a LOAL
mode to be employed. Here, the missile is given target co-
ordinates prior to launch. As the target may be travelling at
high speed and could be maneuvering, a post-launch data link
is used to update the missile with the target’s current position.
On nearing the target, the missile will then activate its radar
seeker to home onto the target. This method of operation en-
ables a relatively stealthy attack to be prosecuted with the
missile’s radar only being used for end-game guidance. This
provides a very high probability of kill (Pk).

In a modern military aircraft, the weapon aiming system
will also be calculating the Pk. To do this effectively, the
weapon aiming computer must employ a high-fidelity missile
fly-out model based on the real performance of the missile.
Fire cues will be given to the pilot in order to maximize the
Pk. The fly-out model must be run repeatedly during the en-
gagement and the fire cue updated in near real-time. As the
fly-out model could, in its purest form, be a 6-DOF model the
computer processing power required to provide a real-time
update of the fire cue can be very demanding. In addition,
in the modern air-to-air engagement, the window for a suc-
cessful prosecution of an attack can depend on split-second
timing. The overall Pk of the system therefore depends not
only on the performance of the missile but also that of the
aircraft sensor and computing systems.

The use of a helmet-mounted sight can reduce pilot work-
load during an engagement but can also increase delays in
the system, which need to be countered by high processing
speed.
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8 System Integration

It follows, therefore, that the integration of the components
of an air-to-air engagement system is a complex but essential
task if the aircraft is to have a leading edge capability.

7.4 End-game

It is likely that the target aircraft will be aware that it is being
attacked and so will be taking evasive action by maneuvering
and deploying countermeasures such as IR flares or radar
reflecting chaff. Modern missiles use complex algorithms to
counter such countermeasures and are themselves agile.

When the missile guidance system detects that it is closing
in on its target, a proximity sensor will be activated. Many
types of proximity sensor have been used ranging from sim-
ple radio frequency systems to more complex laser range
detectors. On detecting the target the warhead will detonate.

8 RELEASING WEAPONS FROM
WEAPON BAYS

With the need for low observability, several modern air-
craft have the provision to carry weapons in internal bays.
This increases the aeromechanical problems associated with
weapons release. Downward ejected weapons need to be
ejected with sufficient force to penetrate the air flow in and
around the bay. Forward-fired missiles need to be lowered
into the air flow before firing, and for a LOBL capability,
a means of transferring target data to the weapon over the
interface with the aircraft needs to be considered.

9 STORES MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

An essential element of the aircraft system is the Stores Man-
agement System (SMS). The SMS manages the weapon load-
out and controls the safe release and jettison from the aircraft.

From a safety and certification viewpoint it is essential that
an aircraft only releases a store when intended. This appears
to be an obvious requirement but it is the primary driver in
the design of the armament system and it is this requirement
that adds complexity to the design of the SMS.

The first electrical release systems were based on relays
that, when energized by the Bomb Aimer pressing the release
button, would switch current to the bomb rack, causing it to
open. To some extent, this provided a safe system as the relay
contact provided an air gap that would prevent the bomb rack
being operated. However, a short-circuit failure in the Bomb
Aimer’s button or a similar failure in the relay would mean

that the bomb could be inadvertently released. This drove the
design of systems with multiple breaks in the bomb rack firing
chain such that a single failure, on its own, could not cause an
inadvertent release. However, a significant drawback was that
there were more components that could fail in a safe manner
(i.e. open circuit) and therefore the system was less reliable.
Another significant drawback was that the accuracy of the
release point was determined by the skill of the Bomb Aimer
and his reaction time. For ballistic bombs, this increased the
release point error and therefore the terminal accuracy.

The introduction of a weapon aiming computer meant that
the Bomb Aimer was now committing to release a weapon
and it was the computer that was actually generating the signal
to close the fire relays. This basic concept has evolved into
the systems in today’s aircraft.

A modern SMS is required to control the firing and release
of many different types of weapons with varying release op-
tions and modes. This has driven the system design to in-
clude software, and for improved reliability and life, relays
have been replaced by semiconductor switches. However,
the same basic safety principle of “no single failure shall
cause an unintended release” and the availability principle
that “no single failure shall prevent a release when intended”
still hold true. These principles are captured, for example,
by the United Kingdom Defence Standard 00-970. Figure 4
shows how these design principles could be implemented.

This figure shows a simple twin-channel system operating
from dual power supplies. The release circuits are initiated
from a multiple-pole release button. When both release cir-
cuits are operating correctly, each circuit switches its own
upper switch in the channel’s fire supply (the power that is
used to operate the ERU) with the lower switch being con-
trolled by the other channel. However, if Built-In Test (BIT)
circuitry detects a fault in a channel, full authority to switch
the fire supply is handed to the good channel. This imple-
mentation is protected against a single failure either causing
an unintended release or preventing an intended release.

A modern SMS also has to determine its own weapon
inventory. Many smart weapons have the ability to tell the
aircraft what type of weapon they are. This simplifies the
logistics of preparing an aircraft for a mission and enables
the aircraft to know exactly what is loaded on which station.
This can be particularly important, as this information may
be required by the aircraft’s flying control system to alter per-
formance parameters. Also, as stores are released, it may be
important for continued controlled flight that the distribution
of heavy stores is controlled such that their release does not
impose an unstable condition on the aircraft (e.g., many heavy
stores loaded on one wing with very few loaded on the other).

The modern SMS may also be required to control the
safe (unarmed) jettison of stores from the aircraft under
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Figure 4. Simplified SMS architecture.

emergency conditions (e.g., an engine flame-out on takeoff)
when the mass of the aircraft may need to be quickly reduced.

All these demands make a modern SMS a complex system.
Multi-channel systems that are designed to maintain integrity
and availability are common. Such systems employ high-
integrity software and are generally designed to be immune
to electromagnetic interference (to ensure the system remains
safe at all times).

10 WEAPON INTERFACE STANDARDS

With the advent of smart weapons, the electrical interfaces
employed were often bespoke and usually optimized for the
specific weapon. This led to aircraft being required to pro-
vide many different interfaces. Aircraft pylons quickly be-
came congested with wiring, dictating the need for aircraft
to undergo a role change if a specific weapon type was to be
operated.

This situation led the US Department of Defense to de-
velop a common interfacing standard for future smart stores
(Military Standard 1760 (MIL-STD-1760)). MIL-STD-1760
defines an aircraft electrical interconnection system using a
standard connector and providing a flexible signal set that
contains various power supplies, media for transferring ana-
log signals such as audio and video, a dual-redundant data bus
for controlling the store, and a safety discrete signal. MIL-
STD-1760 is the primary interface standard used by current
smart weapons.

As current military requirements demand physically
smaller weapons, the MIL-STD-1760 connector has been
deemed to be too large and require too high a break force
during ejected stores releases. This led the US Air Force to
approach the SAE to develop a new standard for miniature
munitions (munitions in the 25 kg–100 kg class). The Minia-
ture Mission Store Interface is defined by AS5725 and main-
tains the principles of MIL-STD-1760 in that it provides a
standard signal set containing power, data, and GPS inter-
faces.

The prevalence of the Sidewinder missile has driven more
recent SRAAM designs to adopt the same analog interface
as a necessity to capture weapon sales to existing Sidewinder
customers and to reduce aircraft integration costs by en-
abling their operation on an unmodified system interface.
The Sidewinder analogue interface has therefore become a
de facto standard for SRAAMs, although the need for in-
creased capability means that it is now being supplemented
by a digital interface based on MIL-STD-1760.

11 FUTURE SYSTEMS

So what does the future hold for weapon systems?
Weaponization of Unmanned Air Systems (UAS) is be-

coming reality. While the “no single failure” principles are
still very much applicable, the removal of the pilot from
the aircraft brings new challenges for the safe integration
of weapons.
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10 System Integration

UAS are also driving the need for even smaller weapons
(in the sub 3 kg class), and for these, new interfaces are re-
quired. The SAE has developed AS5726 (Interface for Micro
Munitions).

Also, future weapons may not depend on kinetic kill. The
development of weapons employing high-powered lasers and
microwaves is being investigated and one system, the US
Airborne Laser Programme, is in advanced development.

While these new weapon types bring new challenges for
the weapons integrator, the basic principles for safe, available
systems that can deliver a military effect with high precision
still hold true.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the key issues involved in the choice
of engine for aircraft projects. The most important issues
are the number of engines per aircraft and the aircraft mis-
sion – its range, speed, maximum operating altitude, take-off
field length, payload, and consequent all-up weight. Safety is
also paramount. Important engine characteristics include the
engine thrust, the type of engine, the engine fuel consump-
tion, the engine weight, engine diameter, engine life, and
engine cost (initial and maintenance). Other factors affect-
ing engine choice include the operating environment, the
air and power off-takes required for aircraft services, stealth
requirements, customer perception, and maintenance facili-
ties (location and capability) and cost.

Although this chapter focuses mainly on subsonic trans-
port aircraft, a few comments are included regarding
supersonic military aircraft.

2 AIRCRAFT MISSION

Aircraft missions vary enormously, from small 2-seater heli-
copters with short range and low speeds, to large civil
transport aircraft that cruise at Mach 0.8 to 0.85 and carry
800 passengers over ranges exceeding 8000 nautical miles
at altitudes over 11 000 m (36 000 ft). Helicopters can take-
off vertically whereas the large civil transport aircraft need
runways in excess of 2 km.

3 SAFETY

Safety is paramount whatever the mission and this influences
the aircraft configuration, the number of engines per aircraft
and the choice of engine size.
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2 Propulsion Integration

The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) sets
out the rules, regulations, and requirements for certification
of aircraft and engines.

The Civil Aviation Act 1982 is the UK’s means of dis-
charging its ICAO responsibilities and this is carried out
by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). The CAA works
in collaboration with the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA). EASA works closely with ICAO and the US Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) with the aim of harmonizing
standards and promoting best aviation practice worldwide.

The CAA publishes Airworthiness Requirements (see
http://www.caa.co.uk, accessed 15th January 2010) that must
be met by new aircraft and engines before fare-paying pas-
sengers may be taken on board. There are clear rules about
mechanical design and materials; also stringent tests must
be completed successfully. In the past, prototype engines
have been supplied to the aircraft manufacturer for the flight
test phase of a new project; however, modern practice is to
achieve engine certification before the aircraft flight tests
start.

In the case of engines, certification tests include inges-
tion of rain, ice and birds; blade release tests must be done to
ensure the engine and also its debris do not hazard the aircraft.
Turbine and compressor discs must be spun on rigs at rota-
tional speeds that are well over operational values; last but
not least a rigorous 150 h “Type Test” must be completed
at combustion temperatures and rotational speeds signifi-
cantly higher than the planned operational levels with no
damage to the engine. The Type Test sets the engine “rat-
ings” (power levels) that are safe – ratings are discussed
below. The engine power levels are clearly critical to the
performance of the aircraft. Although military aircraft are not
obliged to meet civil airworthiness requirements, current mil-
itary practice is usually to meet them, especially for transport
aircraft.

Aircraft safety on flights over water affects the number of
engines chosen. In the early days of jet airliners, long-range
aircraft invariably had four engines; this was a throwback to
the piston engine days, when engine in-flight failures were
relatively frequent. The advent of the gas turbine, which has
a much lower failure rate, has allowed aircraft with only two
engines to fly long distances over water routinely under the
extended-range twin engine operational performance stan-
dards (ETOPS) (http://wikipedia.org/wiki/ETOPS, accessed
15 January 2010) rules. With only two engines, it means that
at take-off, the failure of an engine at the critical take-off
point (just after rotation) means loss of half the engine power
rather than a quarter. In these circumstances, therefore, it is
essential that the thrust of the remaining engine is sufficient
to permit safe continuation of the take-off and a return to the
airport. This affects the engine maximum “rating” and the
choice of the size of the engine.

4 OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

Aircraft and engines are required to operate in a variety of
environments; high altitude clean air, low-level sandy desert
atmospheres, salty marine air, high humidity, clouds, rain,
hail, and a wide variation in atmospheric temperature. Take
off and landing grounds can vary from rough grass to smooth
runways. High “g” loads, gyroscopic loads, heavy landings,
and other problems add to the designer’s headache. The gas
turbine generally copes very well with all this, although in
some cases precautions have to be taken: two examples are
as follows.

Helicopters operating in sandy environments are usually
fitted with an inlet filter, which sometimes takes the form of
a shaped duct that centrifuges the sand away.

Engines operating in salty environments – such as in oper-
ations off carriers – have materials and coatings to resist
corrosion.

5 TYPES OF ENGINE

5.1 Piston engines

Piston engines were the first types to be used in aircraft
propulsion; the famous Wright Brothers used a piston engine;
piston engines continued to be the sole engine type used
for aircraft propulsion until the very end of World War II,
when gas turbines first started to appear in military fighters.
Thereafter, gas turbines gradually superseded piston engines
because they could operate at high flight speeds and because
of their smoothness. These days, piston engines are only used
for very small aircraft of the general aviation type. Such air-
craft are often privately owned or used in limited commercial
roles such as air taxis.

5.2 Turbo jets

The first aero gas turbines were turbo-jets; these are the
simplest form of gas turbine and consist of a compressor,
combustor, turbine, and propelling nozzle. The Avon turbo-
jet (Figure 1) powered the first civil airliner, the de Havilland
Comet (Figure 2). A two-shaft turbo-jet powered the Con-
corde supersonic airliner. Turbo-jets are not now chosen, even
in military fighters, because of their high fuel consumption,
and their very high jet noise.

5.3 Turbo props

The turbo-prop is a turbojet with an extra turbine, which takes
energy out of the exhaust jet to drive a propeller through a
reduction gearbox. After World War II, thousands of such
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Figure 1. Rolls-Royce Avon turbojet. (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Rolls-RoyceAvon accessed 15 January 2010). Reproduced
from Wikipedia (2009).

engines were used in transport aircraft. A prime example
is the Dart engine (Figure 3) in the Viscount civil airliner
(Figure 4); this 1950s design is still in service. Turbo-prop
engines are used on military heavy lift aircraft because of their
high fuel efficiency. They cannot operate well at flight Mach
numbers above about 0.65, which makes them unattractive for
commercial use but this is not a problem for military transport
applications. The C130 aircraft, produced in large numbers,
is an example of a military heavy lift aircraft (Figure 5); it is
powered by four ALLISON T56 turboprop engines each of
about 4900 HP.

5.4 Turbo-shaft

Turbo-shaft engines are like turbo-props in that they consist
of a turbojet with an extra turbine. However, this type of
engine is used in helicopters, where the extra turbine is used

Figure 2. Comet aircraft – the first jet powered civil air-
liner (North East Aircraft Museum, 2008). (BOAC, http://www
.edcoatescollection.com, accessed 5 February 2010). Reproduced
from Ed Coates (2010).

Figure 3. Dart turbo-prop engine in fokker F27 (http://en.wikipedia
.org/wiki/Rolls-RoyceDart, accessed 12 May 2008). Reproduced
from Wikipedia (2008).

Figure 4. Viscount airliner. (http://www.vsp.org.uk via google.
co.uk, accessed 5 February 2010). Reproduced from VSP (2010).

to drive the rotor and the tail rotor. Such engines are generally
small; of the order 1000–2000 HP. Key engine requirements
are reliability (many small helicopters have only one engine)
and low weight.

Figure 5. C130 heavy lift military transport aircraft. (http://www
.theboom.com/v/vspfiles/V4Backup/images/c130852.jpg, acces-
sed 15 January 2010). Reproduced with permission from UmeVoice,
Inc. c© 2010.
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4 Propulsion Integration

Figure 6. Rolls-Royce Trent turbofan engine. (www.rolls-royce
.com.civil aerospace/products/airlines/trent800, accessed January
2008). Reproduced with permission from Rolls Royce Group plc.
c© 2008.

5.5 Turbofan

The turbofan is by far the most common form of aero gas
turbine. It is a turbojet with an extra turbine, which is used to
drive a large single stage compressor at the front of the engine
(known as the “fan”). It is therefore just like a turboprop
except that the “propeller” is enclosed in a tubular casing.
Only a small part of the air entering the fan passes through the
turbojet (also known as the “core”). The rest (80–90%) passes
through the tubular duct (the “bypass duct”) to a propelling
nozzle which produces typically 75% of the engine thrust –
the rest of the thrust comes from the core jet. The ratio of the
bypass flow to the core flow is known as the “bypass ratio”.
An example of this form of engine is the Rolls-Royce Trent
(Figure 6).

Turbofans are very efficient and quiet compared with the
early turbojets. Their fuel consumption per unit of thrust is
about half that of the early engines and the noise is of the order
20 dB lower. They are capable of reliable operation at flight
speeds in excess of 0.8 Mach number in commercial trans-
port operation. There are many examples of modern airliners

Figure 7. Boeing 777 civil airliner (Aerospace International, April
2008). Reproduced from Royal Aeronautical Society (2008).

Figure 8. GE “UDFR” experimental propfan mounted on a test
aircraft. Reproduced from Hager and Vrabel (1988) NASA.

with turbofan engines; Figure 7 shows a Boeing 777 powered
by two Rolls-Royce Trent engines (bypass ratio 6) of about
400 kN take-off thrust each (Figure 6). At the current date
(2010) bypass ratios have risen to over 8. Optimization of
bypass ratio is discussed below.

In the military field turbofans routinely operate in excess of
Mach 2; military turbofans usually have relatively low bypass
ratios – around 1.0 – to reduce their diameter and hence the
aircraft drag at high speed.

5.6 Propfan

The propfan is a later form of turboprop. Currently (2010)
no propfans are in service. Their attraction is that they offer
lower fuel consumption than turbofans and can operate at
Mach numbers up to about 0.8. The advance in flight speed
over conventional turboprops is due to their propeller design,
which has thin supersonic blades and high strength resulting
from use of modern materials. The downsides are their noise
level and their weight; the noise has hindered them entering
service. As fuel prices increase, the pressure to reduce prop-
fan noise will intensify. High-speed blade sections are already
in use on some modern propellers. Figure 8 shows an experi-
mental propfan, the GE UDFR, which flew in the 1980s. It has
a two-stage counter-rotating propeller arrangement. Propfan
“bypass ratios” are of the order 30–80.

6 ENGINE FUEL CONSUMPTION

The fuel used in a mission can be a considerable fraction of the
take-off all-up weight of the aircraft. For example, on a flight
from London to Los Angeles a typical airliner consumes fuel
equal to about 40% of its take-off weight. Although this seems
a great deal, it amounts to about the same fuel per seat-mile as
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a car. Fuel also is a major constituent of the direct operating
cost (DOC) of an aircraft; the precise fraction is a function of
the cost of fuel, but on the flight just described it can be of the
order 30–40% of the DOC. On shorter ranges, the fuel cost
is proportionately less but is still a significant factor in the
capability and the operating cost of any aircraft. On shorter
ranges, the engine weight becomes more significant, but fuel
weight is still paramount.

Therefore there is enormous pressure to reduce turbofan
engine fuel consumption; and since engine fuel use is a func-
tion of aircraft drag, (drag= thrust in cruise) there is also
much pressure to reduce aircraft drag. In consequence, the
competitiveness of civil transport aircraft is strongly influ-
enced by the engine fuel consumption and this parameter
is very powerful in campaigns by engine companies to sell
their products. Engine fuel consumption is usually expressed
as specific fuel consumption (SFC), which is fuel weight used
per unit of thrust. Typical turbofan figures in 2010 are 15 g per
second per kilo-Newton of thrust (g s−1 kN−1) at 11 000 m,
0.8 Mach on a standard day (ambient temperature 216.6 K),
for the basic uninstalled engine.

Engine manufacturers continuously spend much research
effort on improving SFC of their turbofans. Correct engine
bypass ratio and high combustor pressure must be chosen; the
highest safe combustor exit temperature and the best avail-
able component efficiencies are essential. The Avon turbojet
of the 1950s had zero bypass ratio, had a combustion pres-
sure of about 8 atm and a combustion outlet temperature less
than 1200 K. Modern turbofan engines have a bypass ratio in
excess of 6, combustion pressure of over 40 atmospheres and
combustion exit temperatures in excess of 1600 K at cruise. In
the same period, component efficiencies have increased from
the low 80% region to well over 90%. SFC has been halved as
a combined result of these changes. Optimization of bypass
ratio is under perpetual scrutiny because optimum bypass
ratio increases as technology advances (Jackson, 1975). This
is discussed further below. The technology of gas turbine
performance is addressed in textbooks (Cohen, Rogers and
Saravanamuttoo, 1998; Walsh and Fletcher, 2001).

7 OPTIMIZATION OF BYPASS RATIO

For any given standard of technology (combustor exit tem-
perature, combustor pressure, component efficiencies, duct
losses, cooling flows, intake loss, and cowling drags) there is
an optimum bypass ratio for best SFC. Associated with this
bypass ratio is an optimum value of the pressure ratio of the
fan outer (bypass) span. Choosing a non-optimum bypass
ratio costs SFC; so it is critical to get it right. The higher
the technology standard, the higher is the optimum bypass

Jet velocity, Vj

Air flow
rate W

Flight speed
V0

Figure 9. Simple jet engine thrust.

ratio. The matter is discussed in textbooks (Cohen, Rogers
and Saravanamuttoo, 1998; Walsh and Fletcher, 2001) and is
summarized here.

Consider a simple jet engine flying at a speed ofV0 and
delivering a net thrust, Fnet, by accelerating an airflow rate of
W to a jet velocity (relative to the engine) ofVj . Let it use a
fuel mass flow rate of FE (Figure 9).

Hence, the net thrust equals the rate of change of momen-
tum of the air:-

Fnet = W(Vj − V0) (1)

SFC is defined as the fuel mass flow rate divided by the
net thrust:

SFC= FE

Fnet
(2)

SFC is related to two important efficiencies of any engine,
namely the thermal efficiency,ηth and the propulsive effi-
ciency,ηp.

Thermal efficiency is the increase in kinetic energy of the
air (�KE) as a fraction of the fuel energy.

ηth = �KE

FE× CV
= 0.5W

(
Vj

2 − V0
2
)

FE× CV
(3)

CV is the calorific value of the fuel (lower heating value) so
the fuel energy input rate to the engine is FE× CV.

Propulsive efficiency is the ratio of the thrust energy to the
kinetic energy increase of the air-flow.

ηp = Fnet × V0

�KE
= W

(
Vj − V0

)
V0

0.5W
(
Vj

2 − V0
2
) (4)

From these equations it is easy to show that

SFC= V0

ηp × ηth × CV
(5)

So the engine designer must consider each of these effi-
ciencies in seeking to improve fuel consumption.

Thermal efficiency is improved by increasing combus-
tion exit temperature and component efficiencies. It is also
improved by reducing drags and duct losses and by correct
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6 Propulsion Integration

choice of combustion pressure. This all arises from consid-
eration of the engine thermodynamics, which are based on
the well-known Froude cycle. This is well covered in the
literature.

The above equation for propulsive efficiency can be sim-
plified to the following:

ηp = 2(
Vj

V0
+ 1

) (6)

The obvious conclusion is that jet velocity,Vj , must be
reduced as far as possible for best propulsive efficiency. In the
limit, 100% propulsive efficiency is obtained whenVj = V0.
Regrettably this means that the engine gives no thrust. How-
ever, propulsive efficiencies have risen considerably in recent
decades and are around 80% at subsonic cruise in modern
(2010) engines.

So how is jet velocity lowered? The answer is by adding a
fan and bypass duct to a basic turbojet core. The fan is driven
by an extra (low pressure) turbine that takes energy out of
the core stream and so reduces the core exit jet velocity. The
fan (bypass) flow is at relatively low pressure – say around
1.5 to 1.7 times the engine inlet total pressure – so the jet
velocity from the bypass stream is also quite low (the opti-
mum is to have it about 80% of the core jet velocity). Modern
jet velocities are in the region 350 m s−1 compared with the
1000 m s−1 of the turbojets of the 1950s.

The concept is best envisaged as an “aft fan” (Figure 10).
Qualitatively, a fixed core – fixed combustor exit tem-

perature, combustor pressure, efficiencies and flow – may
be considered. This means that the energy and flow at the
entrance to the fan turbine is fixed. At any fixed bypass ratio,
the fan outer pressure ratio is a design choice.

Assume in the first instance that a (ridiculous) fan outer
pressure ratio value of 1.0 is chosen. This is tantamount to
there being no fan, and the core acts like a turbojet, with
high jet velocity and hence poor propulsive efficiency. As fan
outer design pressure ratio is increased, the core jet velocity
falls because more and more energy is being transferred from
the core stream to the fan stream. The jet velocity from the
bypass stream rises. For a while, the propulsive efficiency

Core
Fan

Fan turbine 

VB

VC

Figure 10. Diagram of turbofan showing core definition.

increases (this is, of course why the turbofan was invented).
However, the pressure downstream of the fan turbine falls
and eventually would fall below atmospheric pressure. This,
too, is ridiculous as the core flow would fall to zero. So
there must be an optimum choice of fan outer pressure
ratio.

It can be shown that for any given bypass ratio, best SFC
occurs when:

VB

VC

∼= ηfan × ηLPturbine (7)

VB is the bypass jet velocity andVC is the core jet velocity. The
fan and LP turbine efficiencies areηfan andηLPturbine, respec-
tively, and if each is 0.9 (i.e., 90%) the optimumVB/VC is 0.81.
SinceVB is directly controlled by the choice of fan outer pres-
sure ratio, it is clear that for each bypass ratio (assuming a
given core) there is an optimum fan pressure ratio.

So, how is the optimum bypass ratio found? Engine per-
formance calculations are done using a fixed core and varying
the bypass ratio, using the optimum fan pressure ratio for each
bypass ratio. Optimum fan pressure ratio falls as bypass ratio
increases, all else being equal. It is important to include all
the engine installation losses (intake loss, off-takes, bypass
duct loss, and cowl drags) because without these, the opti-
mum bypass ratio approaches infinity. The result is a graph
of the following form (Figure 11).

Installed
SFC

Optimum
fan

pressure
ratio 

Bypass ratio 

Best choice
region (best fuel
burn and DOC)

Engine
weight 

Jet
velocities
and jet
noise 

Figure 11. Bypass ratio optimization – fixed core - cruising flight
condition.
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Choice and Sizing of Engines for Aircraft7

Bypass ratio is nearly always chosen at a value lower than
that giving the lowest SFC because this gives best fuel burn
and DOC. This is because engine weight increases as the
bypass ratio increases, because of increase in fan diameter.
Jet noise and, usually, fan noise both reduce as bypass ratio
increases.

8 ENGINE WEIGHT

Gas turbines are fundamentally lighter and more compact
than piston engines because they have continuous airflow
rather than the intermittent airflow of piston engines. Even
the early gas turbines competed with the best piston engines
in terms of take-off thrust-to-weight ratio. Thrust-to-weight
ratios have progressed from around 1.0 in the 1950s to values
in excess of 5.0 in 2010, despite the large increases in bypass
ratio (which imply larger fans and outer cowl diameters).
This has been made possible by improvements in materi-
als, increases in combustor exit temperatures, improvements
in engine efficiency and reductions in numbers of turbo-
machinery stages required to achieve target performance.

9 ENGINE DIAMETER

If engine diameter is large in relation to its thrust, there are
clearly penalties due to weight and the external “pod” drag of
the engine. However, during recent decades, engine diameter
has increased for a given thrust as a result of the adoption
of the turbofan over the turbojet and the steady increase
in engine optimum bypass ratio. Increased bypass ratio has
given huge benefits in SFC and noise and these benefits more
than outweigh the extra weight and pod drag. So choosing an
engine for subsonic transport use by considering its diameter
in relation to its thrust in isolation is ill-advised. However,
for military engines for supersonic flight, diameter is impor-
tant since it influences the aircraft diameter and this in turn
affects the aircraft drag at supersonic speeds. The diameter
of engines used for supersonic flight applications therefore
tend to be small in relation to the engine thrust.

10 ENGINE LIFE

Engine life (the time on wing before removal) clearly affects
flight operations of all kinds. Modern civil turbofans rou-
tinely have lives on wing of 10 000–20 000 h and more, and
some have achieved over 40 000 h (there are 8760 h in a non-
leap year). Military combat engines have lower lives but are
expected to be durable during times of peace and in train-
ing roles. When new engine designs first enter service they

are carefully monitored to establish their safe lives; it usually
takes a few years for the full life capability of a new design
to be realized in service. Airframe lives are generally signifi-
cantly longer than those of engines and can exceed 100 000 h.

The life of any engine is affected by its design and how it is
operated and maintained. In the design phase, the durability
of every component is carefully considered; material choices,
vibrations, stress levels, and other matters influence the
design for life. The components that usually have the lowest
lives are the “hot end” components, namely the combustion
chambers and the high-pressure turbines. This is inevitable
because the combustion exit temperatures, and hence the tur-
bine temperatures, are pushed to their limits to obtain high
thrust and good thermodynamic efficiency. High combus-
tion exit temperature means that metal strength is reduced
and so special nickel-based alloys and sophisticated cool-
ing arrangements are needed to give adequate life. A 20◦K
increase in combustion exit temperature gives about 3% more
thrust in a given engine but approximately halves the consum-
able life at that operating condition (takeoff, climb, etc).

Engine life is affected by the way the engine is operated. In
many cases much of the engine life is consumed on the climb
segment. This also affects the engine climb rating – defined
in a later paragraph – and choice of engine size. For civil
transport aircraft the climb thrust must be sufficient to achieve
the desired cruise altitude with a climb rate of 300 ft m−1, to
meet air traffic requirements.

Engine size is also affected by the cruise thrust require-
ments. At cruise ratings that can be sustained for long periods,
the thrust must be sufficient for the aircraft to achieve its
mission – its speed and altitude. Cruise rating must be low
enough to give the engine adequate life.

Thus engines that look competitive in weight, in thrust at a
size and in performance may have limited life if their hot end
temperatures have been pushed too far. Engine life affects the
frequency with which overhauls are needed and hence affects
maintenance costs and direct operating cost (DOC).

11 ENGINE FIRST COST

Initial purchase cost of an engine clearly affects the choice
of engine; however, it is usually a relatively small element of
the DOC. The initial cost is often influenced by management
policy regarding pricing.

12 ENGINE RATINGS

“Rating” is a term used to describe engine maximum thrust
levels. Take-off thrust and power is a “rating”. Other ratings
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8 Propulsion Integration

include maximum continuous rating, maximum climb rat-
ing, and maximum cruise rating. In some military engines
there is a combat rating. In helicopters there is sometimes an
emergency rating above take-off rating.

Ratings are usually set by a given combustor exit
temperature – they do not represent a given thrust. So, take-
off rated thrust will vary with airport altitude, forward speed
(on the runway), and ambient temperature. Maximum contin-
uous, climb and cruise rated thrusts will all vary with altitude,
flight speed, and ambient temperature. In some cases the rat-
ing is not quite a constant combustor exit temperature in order
to meet special needs of a customer – for example, if there
is to be occasional operation at hot and high airfields, extra
combustor exit temperature may be certificated to use for
short periods.

There is some flexibility in the relationship between the
various ratings of an engine. The engine manufacturers dis-
cuss thrust requirements with the aircraft manufacturers and
can adjust the engine rated thrusts to suit. There are implica-
tions in the certification of the engine and in the contract
between the engine manufacturer and the customers. The
choice of ratings also affects the size of the engine needed
for the mission – the hotter the engine rating, the smaller it
can be to give the required thrusts.

So, before engine size is set, it is essential to select the
rated combustor exit temperatures. Typical ratings are shown
in the table below (Table 1), but note that there can be
much variation from these figures. For example, if the engine
size is set by the cruise rating and required thrust, the field
length can be altered by changing the take-off rating, within
limits.

Take-off and maximum continuous ratings must meet
requirements of the certificating authority (CAA in UK). The
maximum combustion exit temperatures at these two ratings
are “cleared” by the certification testing of the engine type.
More temperature is cleared than required in service to allow
for engine deterioration, engine-to-engine scatter, instrument
variation, and transient overshoot on acceleration.

Climb and cruise ratings are a contractual matter between
the engine manufacturer and the customers; these ratings do

Table 1. Typical subsonic transport engine ratings

Rating Maximum combustor
exit temperature, K

Thrust at sea level,
static, ISA

Takeoff SAY 1800 DATUM
Maximum

continuous
1725 −5%

Climb 1650 −10%
Cruise 1500 −20%

not require certification testing but they do affect engine life
and this influences the maintenance arrangements and costs;
this must be taken into consideration at the aircraft design
and evaluation stage.

13 FLAT RATING

Although maximum ratings are defined by a limiting com-
bustor exit temperature this temperature in fact only comes
into use on hot days. The reason is due to one of the char-
acteristics of gas turbines; at constant altitude, flight speed
and combustion exit temperature, thrust increases as ambient
temperature falls. Thus on cold days very high thrusts would
be experienced if combustor exit temperature were held con-
stant. Not only would thrust rise considerably (about 1% for
every degree K day temperature) but combustor pressures
would rise as would Mach numbers of the internal engine
flows, and this would cause unnecessary design problems and
increase engine weight. To counter this, it is normal practice
to “flat-rate” the engine thrust on cooler days. This means that
below certain day temperatures (say ISA+ 10 or ISA+ 15 K)
the rated thrust is held constant rather than the combustor
exit temperature. This is illustrated in Figure 12. Any aircraft
company making an engine choice must be fully aware of
these engine characteristics.

Thrust 

Ambient temperature

Constant
thrust

Combustor
exit temp

Constant
combustor exit
temperature,
falling thrust

ISA ISA + 15C

Figure 12. Typical “flat rating” of thrust on cooler days.

14 AIR AND POWER OFF-TAKES

Engines are required to produce auxiliary air and power for
a range of aircraft services. Air is required to pressurize and
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condition the cabin for the passengers and crew. Power is
required to drive hydraulic pumps, electrical generators, fuel
pumps, and oil pumps. The engine must also provide air-
craft anti-icing when needed. The effect of these off-takes
is to worsen the engine thrust and SFC (see also the next
paragraph).

15 INSTALLED SFC

Care must be taken when quoting values of specific fuel con-
sumption (SFC) to ensure the definition is clear. SFC of the
basic engine does not usually include the effects of intake
loss, air and power off-takes, bypass duct loss, and cowl
drag. Inclusion of all these losses can worsen the quoted SFC
significantly; for example, a modern (2010) typical turbo-
fan of bypass ratio 6 on a medium range airliner will have
a fully installed SFC approximately 11–12% worse than the
basic engine. This is made up of the following, approximately
(Table 2).

Table 2. Typical SFC increases from installation
losses – subsonic airliner turbofan engine.

SFC loss %

Intake 0.2
Air off-take 4.0
Power off-take 0.4
Bypass duct loss 1.0
Cowl and after-body drag 5.9

Total (approximately) 11.5% SFC

16 FUEL BURN (FB)

The fuel burned in any mission affects the aircraft DOC and
also affects the environment.

Aircraft fuel is mostly of the kerosene type (CnH2n+2).
Each kilogram of kerosene burned produces 2.8 kg of CO2.
Nitrous oxides (NOx) are also produced and in 2010 these
amount to about 500 parts per million of the engine exhaust
of large modern turbofans. Older engines actually produce
less NOx because they have lower combustion tempera-
tures and pressures. NOx is powerfully affected by the
level of the highest temperature in the combustor (Lefebvre,
1983).

For subsonic transport aircraft the FB has a strong influ-
ence on the DOC and is therefore carefully evaluated in

the engine selection process. FB is affected by the engine
installed SFC, its weight and its size.

To show, approximately, how FB affects the engine sizing,
a short exercise is given below. Simplifying assumptions are
made for clarity.

17 ENGINE SIZING AND FUEL BURN

When an aircraft is designed for any particular mission (pay-
load and range) both direct operating cost (DOC) and fuel
burn (FB) are, of course, affected by the specific fuel con-
sumption (SFC) and the weight of the engines selected.
For a fixed mission, it is reasonable to assume that the
fuselage size and weight are fixed for the fixed design
payload.

However, the engine installed SFC affects the fuel used
and hence the wing tank weights, wing structure weight and
aircraft weight; this in turn affects the lift required (assuming
a fixed lift/drag ratio) and hence the drag and hence the thrust.
This means a further change to the fuel used and hence to the
tank weights and so on, in a snowball effect, which of course
has an end point.

Likewise, the engine weight affects the wing structure
weight, the aircraft weight, the lift required, the drag, the
thrust, the fuel, and the tank weight and so on – another
snowball effect, again with an end point.

Therefore, the objective of the simplified exercise shown
below is to assess the approximate effects of engine SFC and
weight on FB, for a typical medium to long-range mission.

Fuel burn for a fixed mission is affected not only by engine
size, installed SFC and weight, but also by the aircraft lift-to-
drag ratio, and the aircraft structure weight. For the present
purposes, lift-to-drag ratio is assumed constant. Fuselage
and payload weight are assumed constant; it is assumed that
changes to fuel weight and engine weight only affect the wing
weight (includes the undercarriage).

The bulk of the fuel used in a medium to long-range mis-
sion is burned during the cruise phase. For present purposes it
is assumed that all the fuel burn takes place at the cruise flight
condition. In reality, the rate of fuel burn per kilometre during
the takeoff and climb is higher than at cruise, because kinetic
and potential energy are being added to the aircraft as it accel-
erates and climbs. However, the rate of fuel burn per kilometre
in the descent is much lower than during cruise because the
aircraft speed is maintained by consuming potential energy.
Therefore the assumption being made, that the total fuel
burn takes place at the cruise flight condition, over the full
range of the mission, is a reasonable approximation. The
fuel burn is calculated using the well-known Breguet range
(equation (8)).
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10 Propulsion Integration

17.1 Datum aircraft and mission chosen

The starting point for assessment of DOC and FB is a defini-
tion of a datum aircraft and mission. For the present exercise,
a typical modern medium range airliner (based approxi-
mately on the Boeing 777-200ER) is used as the basis; it has
301 seats and the mission chosen for this exercise is a range
of 5000 nm (9260 km) with full payload. Its characteris-
tics are assumed as follows (Airinvestor Guide April 2007,
www.airfinancejournal.com).

Maximum take-off
weight

298 tonnes

Seating 301
Fuel capacity 171 000 litres= 137 tonnes
Maximum range 14 000 km
Flight condition chosen= 0.83 Mach, 10670 m, ISA; (flight

speed 246.1 m s−1)
Lift/Drag ratio (L/D) of aircraft= 18 (held constant)
Weight breakdown (tonnes) assumed for the 5000 nm

flight considered:
Total (“all-up”) 250.0 (100%) Less than maximum

fuel load
Fuel 90.0 (36%) Not maximum range
Payload 40.0 (16%) 301 pax + 10

crew + cargo
Structure

Fuselage 52.8 (21%) Kept constant
Wings 52.8 (21%) Varies with engine

changes
Engines 14.4 (6%) 2× typical turbofan,

bypass ratio 6
Total structure 120.0 (48%)

The above figures are used in the following analysis for
the assessments of changes to FB due to changes in engine
installed SFC and thrust-to-weight ratio. The FB calculation
is performed at the cruise condition only.
Assumptions:
Fuselage and Payload

92.8 tonnes – held constant

Wing
Lift is assumed proportional to the wing area and also the
wing weight is assumed proportional to the wing area.

Powerplant Weight
Aircraft drag= powerplant thrust
Aircraft Lift/drag (L/D) is constant= 18
Aircraft weight= lift ( L)
Therefore (Aircraft weight/powerplant thrust) is constant

= (All up weight)/(Cruise net thrust)
Power plant weight to thrust ratio variation is explored

Fuel
Fuel used is proportional to the required average cruise thrust
and the power plant average installed (power plant) SFC for
a given range and speed and hence duration of flight. Power
plant SFC variation is explored.

17.2 Fuel burn and engine size assessment

The well-known Breguet range equation (8) relates major
engine and aircraft parameters to the mission range and to
the weights of the aircraft at start and finish of the mission.
So the difference between starting weight, mstart, and finishing
weight, mend, is the weight of fuel burned. The expression for
mission range,R is:

R = −V0
L

D

1

SFC

(
ln

mend

mstart

)
(8)

Using this and the assumptions above, the following
results for fuel burn are obtained (Table 3). The effects of
changes to engine weight and powerplant installed SFC are
demonstrated.

It is clear that the quality of an engine affects the air-
craft design. The most significant effect (last column) is that
5% change in SFC will alter the aircraft weight for a mis-
sion by 4% despite the fuel load being only 36% of the
aircraft all-up weight, due to the snowball effect on the wing
and other structure weight. This means that the aircraft lift,
and hence its drag will increase by 4%; in consequence the
engine thrust will need to increase by 4% so its diameter
will need to increase by 2% to provide that extra thrust;
the effect of this scaling up of the engine is included in the
assessment.

In all aircraft designs these effects apply, although the size
of the numbers will differ according to the mission.

18 DIRECT OPERATING COST (DOC)

The DOC is of course affected by many matters other than
engine installed SFC and weight. There is no single definition
of DOC (Jenkinson, Simpkin and Rhoder, 1999), but items
such as airframe and engine prices, the price of fuel, crew
costs, landing fees, the cost of maintenance, insurance and
depreciation are usually included.
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Table 3. Fuel burn assessment for various engines – fixed mission (payload and range).

Engine weight increased
by 10% at fixed thrust

Engine installed SFC
increased by 5%

Case Datum Same fuel load Same fuel reserves Same fuel load Same fuel reserves

Relative engine
weight/thrust

1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0

Relative
installed SFC

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.05 1.05

Relative fuel
burn

1.0 1.008 1.015 1.041 1.084

Fuel reserves
(fraction of
fuel load)

Datum 0.95 1.0 0.75 1.0

Thrust per
engine

Datum 1.008 1.015 1.000 1.041

Engine size
(diameter)

Datum +0.4% +0.7% 0.0 +2.0%

Aircraft all-up
weight,
tonnes

250 252 253.8 250 260.3

19 CUSTOMER PERCEPTIONS

The perceptions of the customer affect choice of engine for
any new project. The end customer for the engine is the air-
line or other operator of the aircraft; however, the aircraft
manufacturers are also customers in a sense. In large pro-
grammes the aircraft manufacturer may offer a choice of
engines for a particular aircraft to attract the widest range
of customers. Thus the engine manufacturer must woo the
prospective operator as part of the sales campaign. The
aircraft manufacturer ensures that each engine on offer is
correctly sized and that the aircraft is competitive what-
ever engine is chosen by the operator. Operators will seek
the most suitable and competitive aircraft they need; engine
manufacturers do all they can to ensure that their engine
offering is as attractive and competitive as possible. Often
there is little difference in performance between the aircraft
with different engines so the operator makes a choice based
on other considerations such as cost, maintainability, and
perception of the engine manufacturer. Since engine man-
ufacturers chosen by the aircraft manufacturer are usually
fully capable of providing the offered product to specifica-
tion and on time, the choice of engine will sometimes also be
affected by such matters as loyalty and the operator’s previous
experience with engine manufacturers. The engine manu-
facturer’s past performance on matters such as reliability,
engine life and maintenance arrangements will be consid-
ered. Loyalty to an engine manufacturer may arise for various

reasons, including a desire not to have a mix of engine man-
ufacturers in the fleet. Loyalty may also extend to national
loyalty.

These points are especially strong in the commercial trans-
port arena but do also apply to a lesser extent in the military
case. In the military case, national loyalty can arise for logis-
tical reasons, such as spares provisioning.

20 MAINTENANCE

The maintainability of any engine is a factor in the engine
choice. Efficient maintenance is crucial to economic com-
mercial operation and to effective military campaigns.
Maintainability is influenced by the engine design and by
the maintenance facilities available to the operator.

Modern engine designs have some degree of modularity;
this means that they can be assembled and disassembled in
several large units, or “modules”. The fan and its casing com-
prise a typical module. Modules are interchangeable so faulty
modules can be changed overnight and the engine can be
tested and back on the wing the following morning. Faulty
modules can be repaired on site or, if necessary, returned
for repair to the original manufacturer. Three-shaft engines
lend themselves to modular design especially well. Routine
overhauls are facilitated by modularity. Routine overhauls are
combined with on-wing condition monitoring to determine
when an engine should be removed.
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Maintenance facilities are located globally and are big
business. Engine manufacturers sometimes provide mainte-
nance facilities at their home base as a business enterprise.
However, operators usually have a choice of maintenance
facilities and in choosing an engine will ensure that there is
an adequate facility near their centre of operations.

Engine manufacturers sometimes offer maintenance deals
called “power by the hour”. The airline pays a fixed small
charge per engine operating hour and in return the manufac-
turer undertakes to maintain the engine in operating condition
free of further charge for the duration of the agreement, what-
ever befalls the engine – rather like an insurance arrangement.
This is satisfactory for all parties because it is then in the
financial interests of the engine manufacturer to ensure that
the engine is durable, which is also beneficial to the oper-
ator and is also a contribution to safety. The airline takes
no risks regarding maintenance costs and knows the engine
will be designed to last the contracted number of hours with
minimum attention.

21 STEALTH

Stealth is a military requirement to make aircraft “invisible”
to ground based radar and to missiles. Providing “stealth” is
largely a matter of the design of the aircraft as the engine is
usually enclosed in the aircraft. The hot exhaust of an engine
is sometimes the “homing” target for hostile missiles. Reduc-
ing engine exhaust temperature is not a realistic option so to
avoid heat-seeking missiles the exhaust must be “shielded”
in some way, such as by bending the exhaust pipe.

22 CONCLUSION

It is clear that engine selection for a project is a complex mat-
ter involving not only choosing the correct size of the engine
but also many other factors such as number of engines, engine
type, safety, operating environment, engine life and reliabil-
ity, initial cost, maintenance cost, maintenance arrangements,
manufacturer’s past record, and customer perceptions. The
aero engine business is highly competitive and all manufac-
turers need to continuously improve their products to remain
in business.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The concepts of lift, thrust, drag, and weight are fundamen-
tal to the design of aerospace vehicles, and on any project
there will be a need to achieve an acceptable balance of these
properties during the design phase so that performance tar-
gets can be met. Estimating or measuring forces on sub-scale
models in a wind tunnel may be straightforward enough for
simple unpowered geometries, but it becomes considerably
more complex when a propulsion system is introduced. The
propulsion system cannot be easily scaled to fit in the wind
tunnel, plus for the majority of jet and propeller powered
craft there will be a level of aerodynamic interaction between
the airframe and the power plant, which needs to be consid-
ered. Correctly, accounting for all forces and moments acting
on an aircraft is essential to ensure that performance and
handling projections are accurate. Due to cost, complexity,

and timescale constraints, however, the forces and moments
must be built up from a range of models, computational, and
empirical estimates. Therefore, the challenge is to find a way
to measure and account for all the contributing force and
moment elements in an accurate and consistent way, so that
the simulations closely match the flight vehicle. Unpleasant
surprises discovered in flight test will be costly!

Much like financial accounting, force and moment
accounting requires some type of reliable book-keeping
framework to ensure accuracy and consistency. Some of the
issues that need to be considered include:

Consistency: All the forces and moments acting on the
vehicle must be estimated but there should be no double
accounting.

Separation of propulsive and unpowered aerodynamic
forces: The power plant and airframe are usually supplied
by separate manufacturers, and so it is desirable to be able to
specify the requirements in a manner that allows both parties
to optimize their systems with a level of independence, and
allows robust specifications to be generated for each.

Limitations in testing or modeling capability: The break-
down of forces should consider how each of the elements can
be determined to sufficient accuracy within the limitations of
available testing or predictive techniques.

Force interactions and configuration control: If forces are
to be obtained from a variety of sources or through separate
models it is essential to understand any significant interac-
tions that may occur. For example, in a design with podded
nacelles or similar close coupled inlet and exhaust system it
is likely that any changes to the inlet arrangement will also
impact the exhaust system. It would therefore, be inappropri-
ate to try and optimize both elements entirely independent.
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2 Propulsion Integration

Reconciliation with flight test data: Will the chosen force
breakdown structure facilitate like for like comparison with
data obtained during the flight test programme? Ultimately,
any force and moment database generated from sub-scale data
and prediction will need to be updated to reflect measured
flight test behavior, and how this will be achieved must be
considered from the outset.

In general, there are some fairly well-established principles
that have been developed to address these issues, although
there are a number of configuration-unique considerations.
This section will introduce the framework most commonly
used for combat aircraft where the gas turbine is embedded
within the airframe. The means of obtaining the data to pop-
ulate the framework is discussed followed by consideration
of some of the issues unique to different configurations.

2 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

In order to explore the challenges of establishing a reliable
force and moment framework let us now consider the sim-
plified representation of a combat aircraft with an embedded
gas turbine propulsion system as shown in Figure 1.

At the simplest level we know that the force acting on
the aircraft is the integration of all the pressures acting on the
internal and external surfaces as indicated by the dotted lines.
Unfortunately, determining all these forces through a single
test is impractical, not least because much of the internal force
contribution is acting on the internal surfaces of the engine
and cannot easily be replicated in a sub scale wind tunnel test.
Fortunately, we can exploit Newton’s second law of motion,
which states that the net force on a particle is proportional
to the rate of change over time of its linear momentum and
can use this knowledge to simplify the problem. This can be
demonstrated if we consider the stream tube in Figure 2.

The stream tube with mass flow W has a mean static pres-
sure Ps0 and velocity V0 at the upstream end and Ps1 and V1

at the downstream end. We can equate the pressure forces
acting on the element of fluid to its change in momentum as

Figure 1. Body forces on a simplified combat aircraft.

Figure 2. Force balance on a stream tube.

follows:

Ps0A0 − Ps1A1 +
∫

surface
psdA = WV1 − WV0 (1)

So ∫
surface

psdA = (WV1 + Ps1A1) − (WV0 + Ps0A0) (2)

Note that the two terms in brackets on the right hand side
are effectively thrust terms at the exit and entry stations also
known as ‘stream force’ and so we can just as easily express
this as:

Internal stream tube force = FG1 − FG0 (3)

This allows us to express the complex internal force distri-
bution within our propulsion installation as the difference in
the stream force at the nozzle exit plane (typically designated
station 9) and the inlet capture plane (typically station 1)
a term known as ‘intrinsic net thrust’ this is illustrated in
Figure 3.

The next consideration is how to reliably separate the
propulsion related forces from the external aerodynamic
forces acting on the airframe. In Figure 3 the red dashed
lines indicate forces considered in the internal drag account,
and the blue represents the external forces.

The stream force at station 9 is generally known as gross
thrust and can readily be determined by the engine manufac-
turer. Unfortunately, the stream force at station 1 cannot easily
be determined, not least because the variation in velocity dis-
tribution and flow angularity across this area can be quite
marked and would be difficult to sample accurately in sub-
scale tests. In addition, the flow at this location can be strongly
influenced by any design changes made to the airframe in the

Figure 3. Internal and external forces: intrinsic net thrust account-
ing.
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Figure 4. Internal and external forces: standard net thrust account-
ing.

vicinity of the inlet and would not make a suitably stable
interface against which to agree performance with the engine
manufacturer. In fact, making use of the stream force con-
cept again it is more convenient to consider the inlet capture
stream tube as an imaginary extension of the aircraft body as
shown in Figure 4.

There is no net force acting on the streamtube as the exter-
nal force �pre is balanced by an equal and opposite internal
force. The internal and external forces acting on the stream
tube are added in to the internal and external force accounting
respectively, giving the following two expressions

Internal forces(net thrust) = FG9 − FG0

External aerodynamic forces = �pre + Fext
(4)

The summation of these two terms represents the ‘net propul-
sive force’ experienced by the vehicle and forms the basis
of the most widely used ‘standard net thrust’ accounting
framework:

Net Propulsive Force(NPF) = (FG9 − FG0) − (�pre + Fext)

(5)

which can be used with Newton’s second law of motion to
determine vehicle motion in response to the force.

3 IDEAL FLOW CONCEPTS

At this point it helps if we take a step back from our real
aircraft problem and consider what would happen in ideal

flow. If we consider a nacelle similar to our combat aircraft
geometry with its attendant inlet and exhaust stream tubes
we can exploit d’Alembert’s paradox which states that for a
closed non-lifting infinite body in infinite potential flow there
is no net force. For the simple nacelle shown in Figure 5 this
means that under such conditions:

�pre + �ext + �post = 0 (6)

Prandtl later demonstrated that this principle could be
extended to show that semi-infinite bodies also had no net
force in the stream wise direction. So for our nacelle we can
break down our �ext into two components one representing
the forebody and another the afterbody:

�pre + �cowl = 0 and �aft + �post = 0 (7)

Changes in flow on the forebody are effectively de-coupled
from those on the afterbody. In reality, for real flow fields with
viscous forces present on closely coupled inlet and exhaust
installations, such as those found on a civil airliner nacelle,
there will be some level of interaction. For typical embed-
ded combat aircraft installations, however, assuming mutual
independence is still a reasonable assumption and permits the
airframe designer to account for the inlet and exhaust forces
separately. It also leads to the important observation that in
ideal flow changes to the pre-entry force due to changes in
inlet mass flow are equal and opposite to the cowl forces,
and the post exit forces are equal and opposite to those act-
ing on the afterbody. This is covered in some detail in the
findings of the Ministry-Industry Drag Analysis Panel Study
(MIDAP) group (1979).

The ratio of stream tube cross sectional area at station 0 to
that at station 1 is known as the Mass Flow Ratio (MFR). We
can also note that there is an inlet condition where �pre = 0,
namely when MFR = 1, where the cowl force would be zero
in ideal flow. If we could reduce mass flow passing through
the nacelle whilst maintaining the same speed through the
fluid then the area of the capture stream tube would decrease
at station 0, the pre-entry force would increase, but it would
be balanced out by an equal rise in the cowl suction force.

Figure 5. Simple ducted body in ideal flow.
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If we now consider the post-exit stream tube there is a
condition where �post = 0 that occurs when the exhaust exits
the nozzle at a condition where it is fully expanded (i.e., the
static pressure in the plume at this station matches that of
the surrounding air). If we increase the mass flow of the noz-
zle at a constant speed the exit stream tube area at station 00
increases and the post exit force on the exit stream tube would
increase but would be opposed by an equal and opposite force
on the afterbody surface. In general, the exit streamtube is
not included in most force and moment accounting systems,
not least because the engine manufacturer can readily deter-
mine the stream thrust at station 9 whereas that at station 00 is
dependent upon mixing in the jet plume and would be difficult
to measure directly. We should note, however, from equation
(7) that the post exit stream tube force due to over or under
expansion of the jet plume will have an impact on the after-
body force which will be captured in our force accounting.

In real viscous flows we would find that even with
MFR = 1 and a fully expanded exhaust plume the external
force on the nacelle or our aircraft will not be zero. The pre-
entry streamtube force will be zero and the throttle dependent
inlet forces will; therefore, generally be at a minimum, and
so this condition is often targeted as the reference condition.
For the exhaust system the significant boundary layer thick-
ness and generally adverse pressure gradients associated with
the afterbody close out mean that significant viscous forces
will be present at all mass flow ratios and there is a less clear
cut choice of reference condition. The choice of reference
conditions is; therefore, often based upon other criteria for
example, typical operating conditions, repeatability, etc.

It is helpful at this point to remind ourselves of the
difference between force and drag. We have noted that there
is no net stream wise force on our infinite body although any
given portion of the body may experience a force in the stream
wise direction. When we place the body in real viscous flow
a boundary layer will form which leads both to a shear force
at the surface of the body, and also to a modified static pres-
sure distribution. This delta in the stream wise force between
ideal and real flows is termed ‘drag’, and always has a positive
value acting to pull the body aft in the stream wise direction.
This is an important point to note when accounting forces,
since the term ‘drag’ is often incorrectly used to describe
rearward acting forces, which are not truly drag terms.

4 CONSTRUCTING THE FORCE AND
MOMENT DATABASE

We will now return to equation (5). Effectively this equation
looks very simple requiring only inlet momentum F0, gross

thrust F9, streamtube pre-entry force �pre, and the external
body forces Fext. It is of course a good deal more complicated
since Fext represents the summation of the unpowered terms
and is in reality a function of a large number of variables. It
will vary with velocity, incidence, sideslip, geometry (under-
carriage, doors, external stores, excrescences, control surface
deflections), altitude, inlet mass flow, nozzle pressure ratio,
etc. The detailed build up of the unpowered forces is beyond
the scope of this section and we will confine ourselves to the
generation of the clean unpowered aerodynamic reference
forces, and the propulsive and throttle dependent aerody-
namics. For further detail the reader is referred to Covert
(1985).

Equation (5) can be expanded as follows:

NPF = (FG9 − FG0) − (�pre + Fext)MFR=ref

−�(�pre + Fext)MFR=operating − �Faft (8)

Or simply put:
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(9)

The following sections explain how datasets representing
each of the elements of equation (3) are generated.

4.1 Gross thrust

Gross thrust is generally provided by the engine supplier
to the airframe designer as an output from a computational
model generally referred to as the engine deck. Other out-
put will include any other customer delivered parameters
such as power extraction at the accessory drive shaft and
any customer bleed. The engine deck is a thermodynamic
representation of the engine, and in order to provide these
outputs it also requires inputs of conditions at the aerody-
namic interface plane or planes. These planes are usually
defined as the interface between the inlet duct owned by
the airframe manufacturer and the propulsion system, and
in most accounting systems they do not represent boundaries
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of the force accounting framework. This means that when
generating the data required to populate the force accounting
database the designer must also consider how to obtain addi-
tional data to characterize the flow field at the aerodynamic
interface plane. This can be achieved through computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) or through subscale testing. In practice
most of the data is obtained through an inlet compatibility
wind tunnel model, due to the large number of operating
points which need to be considered. This type of model does
not measure body forces but only the pressure and swirl distri-
butions using instrumentation located at the engine interface
plane. (this technique is described further in Basic Principles:
Gas Turbine Compatibility – Intake Aerodynamic Aspects. In
order to correctly model the inlet flow characteristics the fore-
body and details around the inlets are correctly reproduced,
usually with at least a partial representation of the wing (to
capture any downwash influence). The rear of the model is
usually of little concern to the designer and will be taken up
with pipes providing the suction to the inlet duct or ducts.

So although data at the aerodynamic interface plane is not
strictly required for a standard net thrust force and moment
accounting system, the information effectively influences the
gross thrust provided by the engine manufacturer (or at least
the work input required to achieve it). As part of the con-
tractual split between the airframe and powerplant designer
the latter will usually be required to provide a guaranteed
level of gross thrust based upon certain inlet performance
(total pressure recovery) and acceptable distortion limits at
the aerodynamic interface plane.

During the development cycle gross thrust will be deter-
mined by the engine manufacturer through calibrating the
engine deck using estimates of component performance (fan,
compressor, turbine, nozzle, etc.) obtained from detailed
computational models, rig testing, and later through full
propulsion system ground testing. Thrust is generated from
the engine by accelerating the air through the exhaust
nozzle. We can recall from Section 3 that the post-exit
streamtube shape (i.e. exhaust plume shape) will also impact
the afterbody forces. The engine manufacturer may choose
to optimize his system independently through selection of
a nozzle design and control parameters to maximize thrust
coefficient, but more recent practice is for the airframe manu-
facturer to supply afterbody drag tables as a function of nozzle
geometry to allow net propulsive thrust to be optimized.

4.2 Inlet ram momentum

Inlet ram momentum is clearly one of the easier terms to com-
pute requiring knowledge of only the inlet mass flow and the
free stream velocity. The challenge with ram momentum is to

understand its point of action and the implications. General
convention for aircraft with inlets where the capture plane
is approximately normal to the flow is to assume the inlet
momentum acts at the centroid of this plane. This is a rea-
sonable assumption if the inlet stream tube curvature and
distortion is not significant, although it should be noted that
this force generally acts ahead of the centre of gravity and
is therefore a de-stabilising influence. For V/STOL aircraft
where low speed control power may be limited, or which
incorporate inlets that are flush this may not be appropriate
and we will return to this case in Section 5.1.

4.3 Unpowered aerodynamic force

Typically, for a combat aircraft with an embedded propulsion
system, the core of the unpowered aerodynamic database will
be based upon a flow-through model of the entire configura-
tion to which increments can then be applied to account for
additional effects. Since the focus of this reference aerody-
namic force model is to provide accurate force and moment
measurement for the basic clean configuration over the full
range of incidence and sideslip, care is taken to ensure the
external geometry is as complete and accurate as possible.
Clearly there are some areas where compromises must be
made. The model needs to be mounted in the tunnel, and this
is often achieved through a sting arrangement leading to some
level of distortion around the rear end. The aim of the model
designer will be to minimize both distortion and the possi-
bility of unintentional flow separation in this area as far as
possible. A second compromise has to be made around inlet
mass flow. It is desirable to have a flow-through capability
as blocking or fairing the inlets may lead to unrepresenta-
tive flow around the inlet and nacelle area and may influence
the accuracy of the forces and moments obtained. Ideally this
flow-through capability should allow mass flow ratios that are
close to normal design operating conditions, typically close
to unity. Significantly lower mass flow ratios indicate that
the inlet stream tube is narrow in the far field and expanding
rapidly as it approaches the inlet. This leads to a stagnation
point on the inside of the cowl and forces flow outside the
stagnation point to accelerate rapidly around the outside of
the cowl and may lead to separations as the intake ‘spills’ air
as illustrated in Figure 6. The presence of such separations is
unlikely to lead to an accurate or repeatable reference set.

On the unpowered reference model there is no need to
represent the internal detail of the inlet duct with great preci-
sion, and the internal duct can therefore be simplified to give
as clean a flow path as possible. This improves the chances
of getting mass flow ratios close to unity. Mass flow ratios at
or above unity cannot usually be achieved on the reference
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Figure 6. Intake spillage.

force model unless some form of inlet suction system is uti-
lized which then adds additional complexity and geometrical
compromises.

An additional difficulty arises because the mass flow ratio
obtained on the model will vary with incidence, sideslip, and
tunnel velocity. It is therefore common practice to run the
model with a range of internal screens to allow a limited range
of mass flow ratios to be represented. The data can then be
interpolated to achieve data at one or more reference mass
flow ratios. At higher incidences the MFR will tend to drop
and the engineer will need to consider whether an adjustment
in the reference value or a correction from the powered inlet
model is appropriate.

Taking a look at the simplified force model arrangement
shown in Figure 7 it is clear that the balance will record not
only the external aerodynamic forces �pre + Fext but also the
internal duct forces FG9 − FG0. The latter need to be removed
from the final data and so a means is required of computing
the model exit thrust and duct mass flow. This is usually
achieved either by prior calibration of the duct losses against
a reference pressure tapping located inside the duct or through
an exit pressure rake and associated static taps.

(�pre + Fext)reference MFR = Corrected balance force

−(FG9 − FG0) (10)

4.4 Inlet throttle dependent force increment

Since the reference aerodynamic force model is typically lim-
ited in the range of mass flow ratios that can be represented

it is necessary to obtain the force variations related to inlet
mass flow variation through a separate means. As the inlet
mass flow reduces below 1, the pre-entry stream tube force
increases, but this is offset by an increase in suction on the
cowl. As the mass flow ratio reduces further, viscous effects
start to limit the cowl recovery and the delta between ideal
and actual cowl recovery is termed ‘spillage’ or ‘spill’ drag.
For a subsonic design with rounded lip section this will lead to
a modest increase in viscous losses around the outside of the
cowl and downstream region. For a supersonic inlet design
with relatively sharp lips, or as mass flow decreases further on
a subsonic design, flow around the cowl may separate either
due to the formation of shock waves, or basic geometrical
and adverse flow limitations. When this condition occurs,
drag (the deficit between cowl suction and pre-entry force)
can rise rapidly. So fundamentally we need a way to capture
this variation as a delta to the aerodynamic reference force
model.

�Fspillage = (�pre + Fext)operating MFR

−(�pre + Fext)reference MFR (11)

Spillage drag can be estimated through a number of means
including through a dedicated wind tunnel model, use of
screens within the reference force model, data tables, or
potentially CFD based increments. If high fidelity is required
then it is likely a dedicated model will be used. Since the
key requirement here is to be able to capture the external
and pre-entry stream tube force variation due to mass flow
ratio the model should accurately represent any external fea-
tures likely to influence or be influenced by inlet mass flow.
It should also be capable of modulating mass flow across the
range of mass flows anticipated for the aircraft. A typical
set-up is illustrated by Figure 8.

As with the reference force model, the balance forces also
capture the inlet duct forces and these need to be removed
in order to compute the change in external body and stream
tube force due to variation in mass flow.

Figure 7. Schematic of typical reference force model arrangement.
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Figure 8. Schematic of inlet force model arrangement.

4.5 Afterbody force increment

Just as flow into the inlets of the aircraft can affect the external
aerodynamics then the exhaust system and changes to the
nozzle geometry and jet plume characteristics also have an
impact. In general most embedded gas turbine installations
found in military aircraft will have a variable area nozzle
as one of the primary engine control effectors. As well as
throttle and throat area variations the nozzle may have other
features that affect the development of the plume shape (e.g.
convergent or convergent-divergent design).

If we consider subsonic flow around the back end of a
typical embedded installation as shown in Figure 9 then it
is clear that this is a region of considerable complexity and
there are a number of factors affecting the aerodynamics.
Firstly, this is usually a region of reducing cross sectional
area and therefore the flow over the after body experiences
an adverse pressure gradient as it approaches the rear of the
aircraft. Secondly, nozzle exit area required to control the
engine will tend to dictate the closure angle at the tail end of
the afterbody. Small exit areas lead to steep closure angles,
the potential for flow separation and a larger rearward facing
area on which base pressures can act. Finally, the jet plume
itself may be over or under-expanded. The latter effectively
results in an expanding post-exit stream tube, and is seen
as additional blockage by external flow on the nozzle flaps,
raising the local static pressure. For high performance combat

Afterbody close out
leads to adverse

pressure gradients  

Variation in nozzle flap angle due
to throat area changes impacts
close out angle and base area  

Plume expansion state at
nozzle exit impacts static
pressure seen by external

afterbody flow   

At transonic speeds shock
boundary layer interaction

 can lead to significant drag
increases   

Figure 9. Flow features in the nozzle/afterbody region.

aircraft the drag related to the afterbody can account for more
than 30% of the total at cruise conditions.

The aerodynamic reference flow-through model generally
operates at a low pressure ratio and may require some level
of distortion at the rear end in order to mount it in the wind
tunnel. For combat aircraft there may also be more than one
mounting arrangement for the reference model. Typically lift
and drag estimates for moderate incidences may be obtained
with the model mounted on a smaller sting to minimize inter-
ference. In order to generate stability and control data with
the full range of control surface deflections and across the full
incidence, sideslip and Mach number range it may be nec-
essary to use a larger and stiffer mounting device. Whatever
the mounting arrangement, aerodynamic increments must be
generated to take account of the difference between the dis-
torted back end and the true flowing nozzle configuration.
Unlike the inlet there is no convenient datum to use as a ref-
erence condition so this can be chosen to suit the accounting
build up. The designer might choose to select the max after-
burner condition where the nozzle exit area is at a maximum
and therefore, afterbody drag is likely to be close to the mini-
mum. An alternative might be to choose an important design
point for the aircraft such as a cruise point where minimum
drag may be important. In either case this approach will allow
the designer to have one set of increments to correct the ref-
erence force model to a single reference operating point, and
a set of increments to account for throttle dependent effects.

The design of the afterbody model can be complex. In
order to measure the impact of changes in the flow around
the aft end of the aircraft it needs first to be able to develop the
representative flow field. This means that as far as possible the
external lines at the forward end should be correct. The model
should also have the capability to represent both the back
end of the reference force model configuration and a range of
flowing configurations. It requires a mounting arrangement
that not only minimizes disturbance to the flow around the
afterbody but also has the capacity to deliver sufficient high
pressure air to power the nozzle or nozzles. For simplicity
this air is usually unheated.
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Accurately determining the force increments from the
model can also be challenging. The model by definition incor-
porates a representative flowing nozzle, which will generate
large force contributions compared to the external aerody-
namic drag increments which are required for the force
accounting system. It is therefore common practice to design
the model in such a way that only the external shell is on the
balance, removing the need to subtract the large nozzle inter-
nal force contribution. An alternative approach is to dispense
with the balance and use pressure tappings on the surface of
the model to measure the local pressure distributions. These
can then be integrated to give forces in much the same way as
from a CFD solution. The problem here is that it will always
be difficult to get sufficient resolution to capture the pressure
distribution accurately, and this becomes particularly acute
when shock waves are present on the aft end in transonic and
supersonic flow.

5 CONFIGURATION SPECIFIC ISSUES

5.1 Jet powered V/STOL aircraft

For many combat aircraft the inlet capture plane will be for-
ward of the centre of gravity. This means that whenever the
aircraft is at incidence or sideslip the inlet momentum drag is
contributing a de-stabilizing force that has to be countered by
the aircraft control surfaces. For most conventional take off
aircraft where minimum flight speeds will be well in excess
of 100 knots the control power provided by the horizontal
and vertical control surfaces will be more than adequate. The
problems arise for V/STOL aircraft in transition. When hov-
ering, the inlet ram momentum is effectively zero. As the
nozzles are vectored aft and the aircraft starts to build up for-
ward velocity then inlet ram momentum increases rapidly. In
the 50–100 knot range often termed transition between jet
borne and wing borne flight, the aerodynamic control power
available from the control surfaces is relatively low and the
aircraft will also be reliant on the control provided by its reac-
tion control system. In the early days of Harrier development
aircraft were lost when, during transition, sideslip increased
to a point where the de-stabilizing effect of inlet ram momen-
tum could no longer be counteracted. This was compounded
by the fact that at sideslip the wing would generate higher lift
on the windward side causing the aircraft to also roll into the
direction of sideslip.

On STOVL aircraft the use of lift engines or lift fans
oriented vertically in the airframe leads to the need to con-
sider what happens to the inlet momentum point of action
for an inlet that is not oriented normal to the flow. On the

F-35B Joint Strike Fighter for example, the Lift Fan takes
its air through an inlet with an aft-hinged door on top of the
aircraft. This means that depending upon the aircraft inci-
dence the air must pass over the cockpit or around the forward
fuselage before turning through 90 degrees to enter the fan.
Clearly in this case the point of action cannot be assumed to
be the centroid of the inlet capture plane. The simplest solu-
tion is to assume that the inlet momentum acts at some fixed
position above the inlet, for example 0.5–1 streamtube diam-
eter above the inlet. While this approximation may be true for
a single angle of incidence, it may introduce errors at other
incidences. With the very high mass flows associated with
Lift Fan type arrangements this can lead to significant errors
in predicted pitching moment. The alternative is to determine
the inlet momentum drag point of action through the use of
CFD or subscale test.

V/STOL inlet force and moment testing is performed in a
manner similar to that used for spillage drag testing, although
a high level of complexity is involved in providing suction to
multiple inlets, incorporating the balance, metric breaks, and
related instrumentation. The model is designed with exter-
nal lines as close as possible to that of the aircraft design.
The designer needs to be aware of the fact that upper sur-
face mounted inlets could have significant influence on the
fuselage pressure distribution and aerodynamic control sur-
faces downstream. Much like a spillage drag model inlet ducts
ideally need to be sufficiently representative to generate the
correct flow distribution at the aerodynamic interface plane.
At the duct metric break an exit rake or other means to com-
pute the stream thrust will be required. This ensures that the
duct forces can be removed in a manner akin to spillage drag
testing. Assuming that both forces and moments can be deter-
mined from the corrected balance forces then these can be
incorporated into the force and moment accounting system
as required.

5.2 Civil/transport nacelle installations

So far we have confined ourselves to a configuration where
the exhaust and inlet flows are essentially de-coupled and
therefore, their force and moment contributions due to mass
flow variations can be determined separately. Clearly for civil
transport type installations this is not the case and the inlet
and exhaust are closely coupled. In addition, the nacelle may
be mounted in close proximity to the wing or fuselage such
that the inlet and exhaust flows are likely to impact the exter-
nal aerodynamics of the aircraft. Essentially, we still want
to determine net propulsive force through equation (8), but
we must now ensure that the inlet and exhausts are modeled
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simultaneously so that any interaction is captured. In practice
this means that the separate spillage and afterbody models
are not required, but additional complexity must be added
into our reference force model through the introduction of a
turbine powered simulator (TPS) unit or ejector system.

A TPS is similar to a miniature high bypass turbofan but
with the turbine fed using high-pressure air rather than a
combustor. An ejector is a much simpler device using high-
pressure jets of air introduced within the duct to generate
through flow. Assuming these parts are installed within the
metric shell of the model then the thrust of the units must be
carefully calibrated regardless of which option is selected to
ensure it can be removed from the measured balance forces.
In both cases, it may be difficult to match full-scale exhaust
conditions at all test conditions and the designer must give
some consideration as to how the data can be extrapolated
to cover the full flight envelope. Achieving target lift to drag
ratios and hence, payload/range targets is critical to the civil
airliner designer and great care will be taken to ensure that
sources of error are minimized by testing with large mod-
els to improve fidelity and reduce scale effects. Some of the
complexities in testing with TPS units are outlined by Decher
and Tegeler (1975).

5.3 Propeller installations

For propeller powered aircraft there is a need to assess the
interactions between the propeller and the airframe. For trac-
tor installations although the flow into the propeller may be
close to freestream conditions, the proximity of the nacelle,
fuselage and/or wing acts as a blockage and tends to raise
the static pressure behind the propeller. There is therefore an
increase in the thrust produced and torque absorbed by the
propeller for a given advance ratio, but this is more than offset
by the increased drag incurred due to the viscous shear and
pressure distribution on the static structure downstream.

For pusher arrangements the propeller ingests the wake
produced from boundary layer growth along the surface of
the nacelle. This again results in increased thrust for a given
advance ratio, at the penalty of increased drag caused by a
lowered static pressure on the nacelle forward of the pro-
peller plane. The drag penalty is lower than that incurred in
tractor arrangements but this apparent benefit is offset by the
potential for drag and performance penalties associated with
non-uniform flow entering the propeller.

For force accounting purposes it is general practice to
establish a ‘free-air’ or uninstalled thrust performance for
the propeller, assess the drag of the static airframe structure,
and any through flow contributions (turboshaft installation)

in the absence of the propeller and then assess the interference
contributions through an iterative process. The interference
contributions will generally take the form of thrust deltas
to account for the installed performance of the propeller,
and drag deltas to account for the slipstream effects on
the static structure. ESDU data items 85015 (ESDU, 2006)
and 85017 (ESDU, 1985) and the associated references:
Wolowicz and Yancey (1972), Bencze and Smith (1978),
Rohrbach and Wainanski (1981), Smith and Levin (1981),
can provide a more detailed summary.

5.4 Hypersonic installations

For hypersonic vehicles the boundaries of propulsion and
aerodynamics can become increasingly blurred. Many of
the concepts involving embedded air breathing propulsion
systems involve significant contributions to thrust occurring
through compression occurring on the forebody surface and
expansion on the aft surfaces and imply a close coupling
between the propulsion system and airframe aerodynam-
ics. The challenges are documented by Lehrach (1987),
and Sullins and Billig (1987) with the alternative strategies
detailed by Numbers (1991).

6 SUMMARY

This chapter has outlined the need for a workable accounting
system for forces and moments in order to accurately predict
the performance and handling requirements of modern air
vehicles. One critical aspect is to find an acceptable way for
the propulsion and airframe suppliers to be able to optimize
their systems against individual specifications with a degree
of independence. A common approach to force and moment
accounting for embedded gas turbine installations has been
outlined together with some of the issues involved in gen-
erating the associated component datasets. Clearly there is
a wide range of air vehicle configurations and each presents
different challenges. A key message from this chapter is that
a rigorous force and moment accounting approach will be
required in each case and at minimum it must be accurate,
consistent, and practical.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are two aspects that are important at the engine/intake
interface. For an optimum propulsion system the intake must
deliver the air at the highest total pressures ensuring high
engine thrust or shaft power and as uniform as possible (both
spatially and time wise) to allow stable engine operation at all
flight conditions within the flight envelope. It is this second
aspect, that is, the compatibility aspect, this chapter deals
with.

During the design phase of an aircraft and its engine it is
important that the compatibility aspects at the aerodynamic
interface between the aircraft intake and the engine expe-
riences sufficient consideration because of the implications
failures in this area may have. There are examples in the his-
tory of aircraft development where design expansion beyond
the state of the art of engine and intake resulted in compati-
bility issues previously unknown. In some cases, extensive
and expensive redesigns in order to deliver the specified

performance resulted from this lack of knowledge. Lessons
learnt from these experiences dictate that mutual understand-
ing of intake and engine characteristics is essential for an
efficient development process, requiring early coordination
of design efforts between aircraft and engine.

2 COMPATIBILITY ASPECTS OF INTAKE
DESIGN

2.1 The task of an intake and its performance
descriptor

The task of an intake is to transport the air mass flow required
by the engine with as little total pressure losses as possi-
ble to the agreed-upon interface plane (AIP). Depending on
the flight Mach number this requires either acceleration or
deceleration of the air inside the intake in order to match
the engine flow condition demands. (There exists only one
aircraft that was built in large numbers for which no intake
has been necessary, that is, the C-141 Starlifter transport air-
craft.) In addition, the flow entering the engine should be as
uniform as possible in order to ensure stable engine oper-
ation. Because other design aspects for the intake usually
require compromises on its geometric design (see Gas Tur-
bine Engines: Inlets) the intake flow of an aircraft can never
be ideal for all flight and propulsion conditions with respect
to both the efficiency of the intake and the uniformity of the
intake flow.

In Gas Turbine Engines: Inlets the performance parame-
ters generally used for the intake of a propulsion system have
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2 Propulsion Integration

Figure 1. Dependency of pressure recovery and distortion on intake
mass flow at supersonic flight Mach number.

been defined. Two parameters are of interest for this chapter,
that is, the total pressure recovery defined as

η = pt AIP

pt0
(1)

and distortion (which will be defined in the following). η is
a measure for the efficiency of the Ram compression of an
intake and is the mean value of the total pressure at the engine
entry plane (or an agreed-upon interface plane AIP) divided
by the total pressure of the freestream flow. The dependency
of total pressure recovery and distortion on intake mass flow
is shown in Figure 1. In this example at supersonic flight
Mach number distortion exhibits exceedingly high values
at both low and high intake mass flows, indicating unstable
intake flows and propulsion performance. Usable working
range is limited to the intake mass flows between these two
boundaries.

2.2 Flow non-uniformity – intake distortion

The intake flow can be non-uniform in the AIP plane in
total pressure, or static pressure, or total temperature or
in a combination of some/all of these parameters. These
non-uniformities are usually described by “intake distortion”
parameters. In addition, flow angularity in the AIP, that is, the
deviation of the flow direction from the axial engine direction,
is a further distortion parameter called swirl.

Static pressure distortion in general is a result of vortices
entering the intake. The most prominent example is the so-
called ground vortex. Because those vortices depend, among
others, on the engine mass flow they can be prevented by
engine handling procedures on engine mass flow and will
not be dealt with here.

The more important distortion parameters are the total
pressure distortion and swirl for all aircraft and, in addition,
total temperature distortion for fighter aircraft.

2.3 Sources of intake distortion

Although experience exists on the distortion behavior of dif-
ferent types of intakes for various aircraft projects, even
today the compatibility situation of a new aircraft cannot
be predicted with certainty at the start of the design cycles.
This is mainly due to the fact that the selection of an intake
type, its position on the fuselage, and its cross-section vari-
ation and longitudinal shape are not only defined by flow
physics arguments. Aircraft performance strongly influences
this selection as does the internal fuselage structure and avail-
able space, for example, inside the fuselage. Aircraft stealth
requirements seem to demand highly curved intake ducts that
are prone to more or less heavy flow separations. The mag-
nitude of these steady or unsteady flow separations depends
on intake/engine mass flow. Today’s very stringent cost and
weight requirements have led to very compact intake designs
exhibiting new risks of possible distortion problems.

2.3.1 Total pressure distortion

The main sources for total pressure distortion are flow sepa-
rations and wakes. Intake lip and/or sidewall separations can
occur especially for thin, drag optimized shapes depending
on the intake mass flow, which produce varying local flow
angles/conditions around the lip/sidewall.

For subsonic passenger aircraft with optimized engine
nacelle geometries on the wing (or top of the aft fuselage)
this risk is usually small except for take-offs/landings at high
angles of attack and take-offs with strong sidewinds.

This risk is much higher for an agile fighter aircraft
whose flight envelope encompasses very high angles of
attack and sideslip. Other disturbances for these aircraft with
highly integrated intakes could be swallowed wakes from
excrescencies or fuselage boundary layers that become sep-
arated due to interaction with intake shocks or due to intake
mass flow throttling. At supersonic flight Mach numbers
shock/boundary layer separations on the walls or ramps of
intakes pose a high risk of excessive distortion. Although this
risk can be reduced by the use of wall bleed, passive bleed
systems cannot always remove the separated air completely
due to configuration limitations (e.g., space). Even relatively
straight but very short intake diffusers can be prone to flow
separation because the pressure increase from the throat to
the AIP can become rather large such that the intake boundary
layer cannot handle it for certain mass flows.
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Engines of aircraft with a twin-duct intake do not only see
distortion as created in two single-duct intakes but have to
cope with a thick layer of low-energy air originating from
boundary layer on both sides of the splitter between the two
ducts. In addition, for those intakes twin duct instability can
be a problem.

At supersonic Mach numbers the total pressure down-
stream of the external intake shock system of axisymmetric
intakes at angles of attack depicts a gradient from the lower
surface to the upper surface of the compression cone/half-
cone because the strength of the oblique shock compression
is weakened on the upper surface and strengthened on the
lower surface. Depending on the quality of the subsonic
diffuser this gradient can become the reason for total pres-
sure distortion at AIP even without any additional flow
separations.

Stealth considerations have led to the selection of intakes
with triangular cross-section for unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs). Together with the straight lips this creates extremely
small acute angles on the sides of the intake. Boundary layers
in these corners are prone to thickening and separation.

All these examples of flow separation can be unsteady
to some degree. However, there are disturbances that are
inherently unsteady like the wakes of the propeller enter-
ing the intake of a turboprop propulsion system. Another
unsteady phenomenon is the organ-pipe type fluctuations of
the intake/compressor air column during intake buzz (at small
intake mass flows). In this case planar pressure waves travel
inside the intake affecting the compressor periodically.

2.3.2 Swirl

Flow separations result in areas of low flow energy, which in
curved intakes will lead to flow angularity according to the
same mechanisms that produce rotating flows in pipe bends.
Depending on the location of the separation (top or bottom)
and the curvature of the intake duct the flow can enter the com-
pressor in either rotation or counter-rotation direction (see
Figure 2), that is, either decreasing or increasing the angle of
attack of the compressor blades (or compressor guide vanes) –
see Section 2.3.3 in Basic Principles: Gas Turbine Compat-
ibility – Gas Turbine Aspects. This deviation from the axial
flow is called swirl. Because highly integrated and compact
intakes depict some sort of duct curvature their total pressure
distortion is nearly always connected with swirl. Extremely
large swirl values must be expected in serpentine intakes.
These are the preferred intakes for stealthy vehicles. Intakes
for Turboprop engines, auxiliary power units (APUs), heli-
copters, and even tanks and marine vehicles are prone to
produce large swirl angles due to their compactness and duct
curvatures.

2.3.3 Total temperature distortion

Total temperature distortion does not depend on the flow
inside the intake but is a disturbance entering the intake
from the outside. An example is hot exhaust gas that may be
re-ingested under certain conditions on the ground. V/STOL
aircraft hovering on their efflux are notorious for swallow-
ing their own exhaust, especially under tailwind conditions
(see Introduction to Propulsion Integration). Other possi-
ble sources of temperature distortion, especially for combat
aircraft, are ingestion of missile exhausts, jet efflux from
preceding aircraft during formation flying or steam ingested
during aircraft carrier take-offs. Entering of a prohibitive mix-
ture of total pressure and temperature distortion due to gun
firing into the intake can usually be prevented by carefully
positioning the gun exit with respect to the intake entrance.

2.4 Distortion descriptors and state of the art of
distortion evaluation

The description of the non-uniformity of the flow at AIP
depends strongly on the way the basic data are measured.
A natural way to do this in the circular AIP is by radial rakes
on which measuring probes at the center of equal-area rings
are positioned. With this configuration area weighting of the
data is accomplished without extra mathematical efforts. It
results in a denser clustering of the probes closer to the intake
wall. A rake arrangement with eight arms on each of which
five sensors are positioned is depicted in Figure 3.

2.4.1 Total pressure distortion

In Figure 2c total pressure isobars are plotted at the AIP. A
picture like this visualizes the flow non-uniformity a blade
of a compressor will experience during one revolution. The
total pressure defect region can have negative effects on the
flow inside a compressor possibly leading to surge or non-
recoverable rotating stall (see Basic Principles: Gas Turbine
Compatibility – Gas Turbine Aspects). For the determination
of surge boundaries of an engine due to distortion, simple
and easy-to-handle descriptors are needed, which can be cor-
related with the distortion sensitivity of the jet engine. These
descriptors depend on the specific engine (geometry, com-
pressor design, rotational speed, etc.) and cannot be specified
in general. They must describe the sensitivity of the compres-
sor to

� the magnitude of the total pressure defect distinguishing
between circumferential and radial defects,

� whether circumferential and/or radial defects occur in the
hub, mid-span, or tip regions,
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Figure 2. Creation of swirl in curved intake duct. (a) Secondary flows in intake at supersonic Mach numbers and high ramp angles;
(b) flow angles at engine/intake interface; (c) isobars at engine/intake interface. Reproduced with permission from Stocks and Bissinger
c© (1981).

� the time a single compressor blade would spend in the
defect region, and

� the number of defects which are encountered by a blade
in one revolution.

Historically distortion descriptors differ from engine com-
pany to engine company. Next three types of classical
distortion parameters, which have been successfully used in
various aircraft projects in the past and present, should be
described. The three are examples for simple and involved
distortion parameter definitions.

DC60. This distortion parameter has been derived by Rolls
Royce and used extensively in the European fighter programs
TORNADO (Stocks and Bissinger, 1981) and Eurofighter
(Bissinger and Jost, 2000).

DCθ = ptAIP − ptθ

q2
(2)

ptθ is the minimum mean total pressure of all sectors of
extent � in the AIP, and pt AIP and q2 are the mean total

and dynamic pressures, respectively, at AIP (see Figure 4).
The critical extent � of the low total pressure region depends
on the engine design and can be 60◦ or larger. This distortion
parameter is limited to one-per-revolution, circumferential
total pressure non-uniformities.

KDA. This is also a relatively simple but radially weighted
circumferential distortion parameter. Its definition (AGARD,
1991) also reflects the ring-based geometry of the total pres-
sure instrumentation.

KDA = 100

m∑
i=1

{(
�pti

pt,i

)
max

rAIP

ri

θ−
i

}
m∑

i=1

rAIP

ri

(3)

where �pti = (pt − pt min)i and pt,i, pt min,i are the mean and
lowest total pressure on a ring i, respectively, and θ−

i is an
extent factor for the low total pressure section on that ring.
The number of rings in the AIP is m.

IDC and IDR. In this case, the circumferential and radial
distortion is calculated separately (LTH-AT 41 130-01, 1983).
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Figure 3. Possible rake and pressure sensor arrangement in AIP.

Figure 4. Total pressure distribution in AIP – definition of critical
sector angle θ.

The engine distortion sensitivity must be specified using
combinations of the two parameters.

For each ring i in the AIP a factor

IDCi = pti − pt min,i

pt AIP
Fθi (4)

is calculated where Fθi is an empirical weighting factor that
is a function of the circumferential extend of the low total

pressure on a ring. The value of the distortion parameter IDC
is the largest value of the mean of the IDC ring values of two
neighboring rings.

IDC = max
[

1

2
(IDCi + IDCi+1)

]
(5)

The radial distortion parameter is calculated by considering
the inner ring (hub radial) and the outer ring (tip radial).

IDRi = pt AIP − pti

pt AIP
(6)

With i = in or out follows

IDR = max(IDRin, IDRout) (7)

Proposal in reference SAE AIR1419 (1999). Large
efforts have been undertaken to collate the state of the art
in distortion descriptors and engine stability analysis with
respect to surge in reference SAE AIR1419 (1999). A method
for the derivation of distortion intensities and distortion sen-
sitivities of a compressor together with the specification of
basic experimental requirements for the measurement of both
can be found in the reference.

Distortion descriptor elements are derived from the mea-
surements of total pressure on a rake and probe array
in the AIP. Circumferential and radial distortion elements
are described on a ring-by-ring basis. (Here only steady
state one-per-revolution distortion is considered. Details for
instantaneous multiple-per-revolution distortion are given in
the reference.)

For a ring i the circumferential distortion intensity for a
one-per-revolution total pressure defect region is calculated
as

(
�PC

P

)
i

= (PAV)i − (PAVLOW)i
(PAV)i

(8)

with

(PAV)i = 1

360

∫ 360

0
Pt(θ)i dθ

≡ Ring average total pressure
(9)

and

(PAVLOW)i = 1

θ−
i

∫ θ−
i

0
P(θ)i dθ

≡ average total pressure in defect

region of extent θ−
i

(10)
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For the same ring i the radial distortion intensity is given
as

(
�PR

P

)
i

= (PFAV) − (PAV)i
(PFAV)

(11)

with

PFAV = area-weighted face-average total pressure
(PAV)i = Ring average total pressure
θ−
i = angular extent of defect region on ring i, that is, extent

of the region with total pressures below PFAV.

This reference does not define one specific distortion
parameter (called screening parameter) because it is “impos-
sible at this time to develop an inlet flow distortion screening
parameter that is universal and quite independent of engine
sensitivity parameters”. Instead three examples of possible
screening parameters are presented.

The first example uses the loss of compressor surge pres-
sure ratio.

Screening parameter = �PRS

Allowable �PRS
(12)

where

�PRS =
m∑

i=1

[
KCi

(
�PC

P

)
i

+ KRi

(
�PR

P

)
i

+ Ci

]
× 100

≡ loss in compressor surge pressure ratio due

to distortion (13)

with

m = number of rings in AIP
KCi = circumferential distortion sensitivity (empirically

determined)
KRi = radial distortion sensitivity (empirically determined)(

�PC
P

)
i
= circumferential distortion sensitivity as defined

above(
�PR

P

)
i
= radial distortion sensitivity as defined above

Ci = an offset term (empirically determined)

For compressors that are most sensitive to circumferential
total pressure distortion (usually downstream compressors)

an equation for a family of “screening parameters” is
given:

Screening parameter =
S∑

i=R

(
�PC

P

)
i

f (θ−
i )f (MPRi)

(14)

with

f (θ−
i ) = extent function (empirically determined)

f(MPRi) = multiple-per-revolution function (empirically
determined) – is equal to one in case there is only one
defect region on a ring

Both functions may be different for each compressor. The
summation in this equation should be performed over the
rings that measure the total pressure of the air that passes
through the particular compressor and not necessarily over
the whole AIP. R and S are the relevant ring numbers.

Another equation is given for a family of compressors
that are sensitive to both circumferential and radial intake
distortion:

Screening parameter =
S∑

i=R

{(
θ−
i

MPRi

)2(
�PC

P

)
i

+ b

[(
�PR

P

)
i

+ Ci

]}
(15)

with

MPRi = multiple-per-revolution number. For definition see
reference

θ−
i = angular extent of defect region. For multiple defect

regions see definition in reference
b = superposition factor describing the ratio of radial distor-

tion sensitivity to circumferential distortion sensitivity
Ci = offset term

The summation again depends on the specific compressor.
For example, for hub or tip sensitive fans the summation
would be performed over the inner or outer rings only.

General remarks. The distortion parameters above can
be calculated for steady state and instantaneous total pressure
data. Instantaneous distortion can exceed steady-state distor-
tion drastically and therefore defines the surge-free limit for
a propulsion system.

Testing time in a wind tunnel at one data point usually is in
the order of 0.5 to 1 seconds. It must be assured that this test-
ing time is sufficient to capture the maximal distortion value
(Lotter and Scherbaum, 1992), for example, by statistical
analysis of all distortion peaks measured during a test point.
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Recommendations concerning instrumentation, data
acquisition, data processing, and data scaling (full-scale
engine test via large-scale intake model tests) are summa-
rized in references (SAE ARP1420, 2002; SAE AIR1419,
1999). The most sensitive task for the designers of intake and
engine is the definition of an interface plane (AIP) at which
data from intake model tests and full-scale engine tests can
be matched. It has to be assured that at that plane both in the
intake of models and in the full-scale vehicle flow conditions
are the same and that the engine does not modify the intake
flow at this station. This has been easily possible for relatively
long fighter intakes. However, the situation is totally different
for very compact configurations like in intakes for helicopter,
turbo-prop engines, or auxiliary power units (Lotter and Jörg,
1982; Chamay and Zelazny, 1998). In these cases it is very dif-
ficult to design an intake model including its instrumentation
that does allow realistic tests. Sometimes full-scale testing
together with the engine is the last resort. (The same problem
exists for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods for
which relevant intake exit boundary conditions have to be
found for calculations of such an intake.)

It has become known in the propulsion community that
the rake with 40 probes as recommended in references SAE
ARP1420 (2002) and SAE AIR1419 (1999) is not always
adequate. In some cases this rake would not catch significant
flow details. This could be the case, for example, for a twin-
duct intake in which the boundary layer on the splitter plate
between the two ducts spans the complete duct height. The
wake originating from the splitter plate can only be deter-
mined by extremely high effort of scanning it. A fixed rake
would not be able to produce sensible data.

Because of the complexity of total pressure distortion mea-
surements several attempts have been made to estimate total
pressure distortion descriptor values from turbulent root mean
square (RMS) data of a limited number of pressure probes
(Jacocks, 1972; Borg, 1981; Sedlock, 1984; Liang and Zhang,
1992). The results of these methods are good only as long as

the distortion level is small and can be applied during early
design stages for exploring boundaries of high total pressure
distortion flow areas.

2.4.2 Swirl

Up to today no agreed-on methodology exists that deals with
effects of swirl distorted intake flows. One reason for that
is that the engines of the big American fighter programs did
not show sensitivity to swirl, mainly because their inlet guide
vanes seem to be able to reduce swirl to an acceptable level.
In contrast, European engines without guide vanes show sen-
sitivity to swirl and large efforts have been undertaken on
company basis to investigate and quantify swirl effects as
well as assure by design and stage matching that sensitivity
to swirl distortion is minimized.

Swirl, as considered here, is a circumferential cross-flow
velocity in AIP. If this cross-flow velocity is contra-rotating
to the engine then stability can be reduced. Experience in the
past has indicated that an engine can be more unstable when
subjected to total pressure distortion in combination with
swirl than when running with total pressure distortion alone.

The cross-flow velocity distribution in the AIP of the TOR-
NADO project (Stocks and Bissinger, 1981) in general looked
like in Figure 2b. Plotting the angle between the circumferen-
tial and axial velocity (swirl angle) around the circumference
at constant radius (see Figure 5) it can be seen that this swirl
pattern can be decomposed into a mean swirl (called bulk
swirl in Figure 5) and a 1/Rev Paired Swirl (see Figure 6)
called Twin Swirl. It was found that the engine sensitivity
was dominated by bulk swirl at a constant tip radius. Because
of its simple flow angle pattern, bulk swirl can be simulated
rather easily whereas the full cross-flow pattern requires
much more effort (see Section 2.7.2 in Basic Principles: Gas
Turbine Compatibility – Gas Turbine Aspects).

For some intakes, for example, in APUs, this simple bulk
swirl parameter can no longer be used. For those intakes

Figure 5. Local swirl angles at constant radius and definition of bulk swirl.
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Figure 6. Generic paired swirl patterns.

swirl can manifest itself in 1/Rev Paired Swirl or even as
2/Rev Paired Swirl and bulk swirl is zero (see Figure 6).
For these cases SAE Committee S-16 is discussing this
subject and will publish a report that will in the future
supplement the reports on total pressure and temperature dis-
tortion (SAE ARD50015, 1991; SAE ARP1420, 2002; SAE
AIR1419, 1999). At the moment this report does not cope
with combined total pressure and swirl distortion (although
mentioning it). Also, swirl is considered to be steady state.
Unsteady swirl measurements would be extremely involved
and costly. There are no data available today that would
support the request for dynamic swirl investigations.

One proposal for a standardized description of swirl flows
and their effects on engine performance is given in Bouldin
and Sheoran (2002). A report on a numerical investigation
of the effects of twin swirl, bulk swirl, and combined total
pressure and swirl distortion on compressor stages has been
published in Davis and Hale (2007).

Flow angles can be measured with five hole-probes. These
probes need careful calibration. In small- to medium-scale
intake models a drawback of these probes can be their rela-
tively large size. So blockage at AIP could become a problem.
However, due to progress in technology optical measuring
methods like Doppler global velocimetry (DGV) are now
available (Schodl et al., 2002), which do not require measur-
ing probes in the intake flow. All three velocity components
can be measured with this system. Total pressure and total
pressure distortion could then be derived from the measured
velocity data.

2.4.3 Total temperature distortion

Whereas total pressure distortion and swirl are quite
often the result of processes originating within the intake,
total temperature distortion is caused by external factors

(see Section 2.3.3). In the past, negative effects of total
temperature distortion (e.g. surge, flameout) have been either
avoided or minimized by aircraft configuration design or
design modifications or/and operational procedure changes
or/and desensitization of the engine by modifications of the
engine control laws. Very often such modifications resulted
in performance degradations.

With the highly agile aircraft and missiles of today the sit-
uation has changed because ingestion of hot gases is highly
probable and can be severe enough to lead to engine surge and
flameout even with some risk of loss of aircraft. A possible
approach of the plume ingestion problem could be a combi-
nation of numerical methods for the determination of worst
plume ingestion cases (Gleissl and Deslandes, 2005) and
engine tests simulating the worst-case temperature conditions
(Breuer, 2006) for the determination of the surge boundaries
with respect to total temperature distortion. As a conservative
approach the maximum increase of the mean total tempera-
ture and the temperature rise time at the entrance of the intake
during the plume ingestion can be used for the description of
the temperature distortion at AIP. Flight tests with exact repli-
cation of the total temperature distortion and determination of
the derived surge boundary are prohibitively expensive if pos-
sible at all. A few in-flight missile firings specially designed
to surge the engine are difficult enough for the confirmation
of the surge prediction capability of the approach selected
and the proof that possible engine palliatives are working
correctly.

The same approach could be used for the case that an
engine plume is being swallowed during formation flying of
several aircraft. It is the safety aspect of engine surge and not
the performance that is of interest here.

Especially for cases for which the performance degra-
dation due to total temperature is of importance, like for
hovering/landing vertical and/or short take-off and landing
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(VSTOL) aircraft, the SAE S-16 Committee has collected
(SAE ARD50015, 1991) in order to start discussions on this
subject with the aim to publish an Aerospace Information
Report (AIR) or Aerospace Recommended Practice (ARP)
report in the future. At the moment the committee is of the
opinion that there are “insufficient test data in the available
literature to entirely substantiate the guideline procedures”.

The guidelines to be discussed for the definition and
measurement of the total temperature distortion parameter
follows the same route as for the total pressure distortion
parameter applied in references (SAE ARP1420, 2002; SAE
AIR1419, 1999). It is proposed that total temperatures are
measured on radial rakes at the center of equal area rings.
A circumferential parameter is calculated on a ring-by-ring
basis using the difference between the ring mean and the mean
of that ring sector whose total temperatures are higher than
ring average. Up to two sectors on a ring can be considered. A
radial parameter is calculated on each ring based on the dif-
ference between the ring-average and AIP-average total tem-
peratures. Small-scale model tests have to be designed very
carefully. It is not always possible to exactly scale all param-
eters from full scale to model scale. One example is the tem-
perature of the hot gas entering the intake of a VSTOL aircraft
during hovering, which can be limited by the test set-up and
model instrumentation. Small-scale testing of missile plume
ingestion in a wind tunnel can hardly be accomplished at all.

With further advances of numerical methods complicated
maneuvers like landing of a VSTOL aircraft will be dupli-
cated at correct flow conditions without the need of scaling
(Richardson, Dawes and Savill, 2006). Attempts have been
made to not only calculate the distorted flow inside an intake
but numerically evaluate the effect of distortion on the engine,
for example, in Hale, Davis and Sirbaugh (2004). These meth-
ods allow the study of the creation and the effects of total
pressure, total temperature, and swirl distortion and combi-
nations of these distortion phenomena.

2.5 Reduction of intake distortion effects

A jet engine propulsion system always requires compromises
between vehicle configuration, intake design, and engine
design. Appreciable distortion will always occur within the
flight envelope of an aircraft at least in some boundary areas
of the flight envelope (except maybe for a vehicle flying at
one design point only). Therefore, it is necessary very early
during the design that both intake and engine engineers care-
fully evaluate the distortion critical flight regimes and find
ways to minimize possible incompatibilities.

Temperature distortion was usually coped with by the
engine. Palliatives to desensitize the engine (e.g., by bleeds
etc. – see also Basic Principles: Gas Turbine Compatibility

– Gas Turbine Aspects) have worked quite well. If those are
not sufficient and if, for example, changes in flight procedures
during missile firing do not help, flight envelope restrictions
will result.

Because the main source for total pressure distortion and
swirl are flow separations or wakes it is natural that modi-
fying the intake flow has the largest potential for relieving
an incompatibility problem. Fences have reduced swirl in the
TORNADO program (Stocks and Bissinger, 1981). In addi-
tion to conventional ramp/wall bleed vortex generators, micro
jets, mesoflaps, wedges, ramps, bumps, and recirculating
flow control devices (grooves) have been investigated for the
reduction of separations and unsteadiness (Loth et al., 2004;
Young, Jenkins and Miller, 2005; Holden and Babinsky,
2004) in shock-boundary layer interactions. Aggressive ser-
pentine intake ducts have become of interest in programs like
VAATE (Versatile Affordable Advanced Turbine Engines)
and UEET (Ultra Efficient Engine Technology) in the USA.
These intake ducts need active carefully optimized bleeds
(Gorton et al., 2004; Florea et al., 2005) or arrays of vor-
tex generators (Anderson, Baust and Agrell, 2003; Jirásek,
2006). Problem areas like icing/deicing, bleed hole blockage
by dirt, and material life and strength (mesoflaps) need to be
evaluated.

By locally modifying the duct geometry and creating
suitable pressure gradients it is possible to accomplish a redis-
tribution of the flow such that at AIP the flow is more uniform
(smaller distortion) and/or swirl is reduced. An early report
on this was given in Lee and Boedicker (1985). The necessary
duct changes can be found by numerical optimization meth-
ods (Lee, Kim and Rho, 2005; Zhang and Lum, 2006). The
validation of such approaches is a topic of current research.

Moveable intake lips have proven to be successful in keep-
ing distortion low even at very high angles of attack (Bissinger
and Jost, 2000).

The rule of thumb of older intake handbooks that a long
subsonic diffuser with little curvature would damp out all
disturbances from upstream can no longer be applied due to
configurational restrictions.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Symbols

A area
P pressure
Pt total pressure
q dynamic head, q = Pt − P
r radius

η intake pressure recovery = Pt intake exit

Pt freestream
θ sector angle/circumferential extent
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Subscripts

0 freestream

Abbreviations

AIP aerodynamic interface plane (at engine inlet)
AIR Aerospace Information Report
AOA angle of attack
AOS angle of sideslip
ARD aerospace resource document
ARP Aerospace Recommended Practice
DGV Doppler global velocimetry
HPC high-pressure compressor
IGV inlet guide vane
I/B inboard
LTH Luftfahrt Technisches Handbuch
LPC low-pressure compressor
Mach Mach number
O/B outboard
RMS root mean square
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
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1 INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamic integration of the propulsion system is
the leading activity of the multidisciplinary task of overall
propulsion system integration. It is directly linked to the air-
craft configuration and the capability to meet the objectives of
performance, economics, and environment, including guar-
antee commitments, for modern transport aircraft. Stringent
international requirements for “More Green aircraft” with
targets for substantial reductions in fuel consumption and
emissions are leading to engine developments with higher
bypass ratios (cold flow/hot nozzle flow), and even with
advanced turbo-machinery, to larger external dimensions for

a given cruise thrust. This makes the integration task more
challenging. Figure 1 highlights this scenario for a typical
subsonic transport aircraft. The trend of dimension to bypass
ratio is for a given engine technology standard.

In this chapter, the term “Propulsion System” represents
the complete package of the engine (bare engine) with the
nacelle including thrust reverser, the exhaust system, and
all additional equipment ready for flight. In actual industrial
practice it also includes a full oil tank and fluids in all pip-
ing. This is important for weight bookkeeping and structural
loads.

In current subsonic transport aircraft, the propulsion sys-
tems are externally mounted. On rare three-engined aircraft
the center engine is installed in the rear end of the fuselage,
for example, Lockheed Tristar. The “bare” engine is embed-
ded in a nacelle. The complete propulsion system includes
all the other subsystems and engine mounts to ensure safe
and reliable operation and maintenance of the engine. Thus
the aerodynamic design must take account of all systems
installation requirements, for example, heat exchangers, inlet
anti-icing, engine/airframe systems interfaces, and design of
the pylon which is the attachment to the rest of the aircraft.
Failures of critical components of the propulsion system or
probable combinations shall not cause a hazard for the air-
craft, for example, flow around the nacelle with a failed
engine or even in the remote case of non-retained compressor
or turbine blade release.

Typical propulsion system configurations are shown in
Figure 2a and b.

Overwing installations have been selected for jet-powered
transport aircraft in the past, for example, VFW 614 of
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Figure 1. Overall scenario for propulsion system integration.

Figure 2. (a) Underwing installation; (b) rear fuselage installation.

VFW-Fokker in Bremen, Germany and the experimental YC-
14 in the United States.

The main criterion for the VFW 614 was to protect the
engine from debris when operating from unprepared run-
ways. In the case of the YC-14 augmentation of lift through
the engine exhaust blowing over the upper surface of the wing
was of prime interest.

The interaction of key aircraft design parameters involved
in the optimization process of engine sizing and the definition
of the engine installation for externally mounted propulsion
systems for current subsonic transport aircraft is shown in a
simplified interactive process in Figure 3.

The current generation engines are the high bypass ratio
type with separate exhausts for the hot core jet and the cooler
bypass air from the fan. The ratio of the bypass air to hot core
air in cruise conditions is about 6:1. Further development of
these engines will have bypass ratios of about 8:1 in order
to achieve significant reductions in fuel consumption, noise
and emissions in line with the very challenging objectives of
the future. Smaller engines for short and medium range have
currently smaller bypass rations, but these will be increasing
as well. Design and experimental work is already underway
for possible “open-rotor” concepts for the future with tar-
gets for market readiness in the time period 2016–2020. For
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Figure 3. Optimization process of engine and nacelle in early project work. Reproduced from Smyth (1977).

further developments for future aircraft reference is made to
Basic Principles: Thrust, Drag and Induced Forces.

The nacelle type is strongly influenced by the definition
of the selected exhaust system:

� Separate exhaust nozzles for fan and core flows, result-
ing in a short external nacelle, with free jet expansion
of the bypass stream on the nacelle between the separate
exhausts.

� Mixing of fan and core exhaust flows for low noise.
� Intermediate solutions.

Long-Duct nacelles with a single exhaust and different
degrees of mixing in the common nozzle offer the possibility
of reduction of exhaust system noise, which is critical for air-
craft noise at takeoff. In the overall configuration selection
process the additional weight penalty of the longer bypass
duct must be counterbalanced by clearly identifiable benefits

in aircraft operation like external noise, and where applica-
ble, reduced interference drag (see Figure 16), indirect weight
saving of a shorter pylon by installation closer to the wing.
Latest fan design technologies with wide-chord high flow
fan blades and smaller hub-to-tip ratios can achieve higher
bypass ratios with a modest increase in external dimensions
compared to previous standards. This allows exploitation of
the noise or other installation benefits of longer-duct nacelles
at even higher bypass ratios. Current industrial practice shows
examples of bypass ratio 5:1 to 6:1 engines with advanced
high-flow fans and nacelles with longer bypass ducts, sep-
arate and mixed flow, exhibiting competitive weight and
performance through a good overall integrated design of the
complete propulsion system.

Figure 4 shows options for different nacelle/exhaust con-
cepts including an intermediate 3

4 length bypass duct.
Close cooperation between engine manufacturer, nacelle

designer, and airframe manufacturer is a prerequisite in
achieving the best nacelle definition and installation.
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(mixing nozzles)
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(mixing nozzles)
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Fan casing

Fan casing

Fan casing

Long-duct Nacelle (LDN)

Short-duct Nacelle (SDN)

Bare engine

Power unit = bare engine + Nacelle*)

*) Including nacelle systems (thrust
reversers, piping, instrumentation, etc.)

Figure 4. Nacelle configuration options.

2 DEFINITION OF INSTALLED
PROPULSION SYSTEM AND MAJOR
COMPONENTS

The installed Propulsion System comprises the Bare Engine
(front flange on the fan casing to the core exhaust flange)
+ Nacelle with Fan Exhaust assembly (and/core exhaust)
including Thrust Reverser, Core Nozzle, and additional
equipment.

See Figures 5 and 6 or the breakdown of the major com-
ponents.

3 NACELLE DESIGN AND AIRFRAME
INTEGRATION

3.1 Overview of the integration process

The outline of a Nacelle Definition and Integration Pro-
cess from current practice with major steps is shown in

Figure 5. Propulsion system in under-wing installation.

Figure 7. The starting point is the Bare Engine as shown in
Figure 8.

The nacelle definition and aircraft integration must take
account of the practical aspects of Nacelle Build-Up and Crit-
ical Design Features of the Bare Engine and major nacelle
components. All must be included within the external nacelle
geometry.

A guideline based on current standards for Nacelle Build-
Up around the Bare Engine taking account of industrial
and maintenance aspects is summarized below (see also
Figure 6):

� Forward flange of the fan casing for the inlet attachment.
� Rear flanges on the fan casing and turbine casing for the

attachment of the exhaust systems.
� Accessory drive gearbox on fan casing or core engine

casing.
� Engine mounts (front mount on the fan casing or on core

engine casing) and the rear mount on the turbine casing.
� Fan thrust reverser aerodynamically part the fan exhaust

but attached to the pylon.

A typical set of Critical Design Features for the major
nacelle components are listed below. In a given aircraft pro-
gram a detailed agreement between engine supplier nacelle
and aircraft manufacturer must be contractually established
in the early definition phase.

� Air flow into the inlet and exhaust system flows in design
critical conditions with pressures and temperatures of the
exhaust flow. Engine casing temperatures, and so on.
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Figure 6. Major nacelle system components.

� Space allocation between engine casing and nacelle inter-
nal structure for installation of subsystem equipment,
piping ducting, and so on.

� Thrust reverser type, activation and control system
(hydraulic, pneumatic, or electrical).

� Pylon structure and dimensions with space allocation for
engine mounts and ducting, and so on. Note: The pylon
profile enters the fan exhaust and locally “disturbs” fan
nozzle flow. Potential thrust penalty. Max pylon width in
the fan exhaust is critical.

� Position of the engine relative to the wing leading edge
and safety aspects in case of rear stage turbine rotor burst.

� Inlet ground clearance of inlet lower lip in case of under-
wing engine installation Risk of foreign object damage
(FOD).

3.2 Geometrical requirements for the nacelle and
exhaust system

The overall geometry of the complete nacelle is determined
by the design and resulting geometries (so-called “lines”) of
the nacelle and exhaust system components as shown in Fig-
ure 9 below and taking into account of Nacelle Build-Up and
Critical Design Features as discussed in Section 3. This geo-
metrical data builds the basis for the structural design of the
nacelle and the production tooling and production process.

Inlet sizing and exhaust nozzle areas are highly critical.
Late changes after production release can be very costly and

may invoke production delays. Design criteria and guidelines
for these critical components including thrust reverser and
pylon are presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Early teaming
between aircraft and engine manufacturer is of paramount
importance. Design Freeze must be based on agreed and val-
idated data. Validation must be based on model testing and
on an actual engine test.

3.3 Inlet design

The main elements of inlet design are shown in Figure 10.
Requirements for good inlet design are: Low internal pres-
sure losses at Takeoff, Climb and Cruise, minimum drag in
cruise, minimum/acceptable flow distortion into the engine to
avoid fan blade flutter and compressor instability. Sufficient
length of the inlet duct is necessary for noise suppression lin-
ers. Throat area of the inlet must allow a mean throat Mach
number of not more than 0.75. At higher mean Mach numbers
local Mach numbers along the curvature of the internal lips
tend to become supersonic and lead to additional pressure
losses and distortion.

In high speed flight, typical for cruise, the inlet flow around
the external surface of the inlet is a critical design parameter.
Flow separation will lead to an increase in Spillage Drag (see
Basic Principles: Thrust, Drag and Induced Forces) and can
also lead to rear-end drag (boattail-drag, see Basic Principles:
Thrust, Drag and Induced Forces) of the fan cowl. Additional
interference drag from the complex flow between fan upper
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Figure 7. Proposed nacelle definition and integration process.
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Figure 8. Typical bare engine with core nozzle. Reproduced with
permission from Ewald and Smyth (1985) c© NATO Research &
Technology Agency.

cowl surface, pylon, and wing will need to be checked (see
Figure 11).

Critical cases to be taken into account at low forward
speeds and high angle of attack with extended slats and flaps
are highlighted in Figure 12.

Further points to be taken into account for the inlet:

� Ground clearance for under-wing nacelles: Sufficient
clearance to avoid foreign object suction due to ground
vortex at high power and static to very low forward speeds
(take-off initiation).

Inlet length

External contour

1/4
Ellipse

Ath
throat
areaAC

capture area

Capture
plane

Y = YO
COS (       )[           ]

−
II

Y ∈
X

x
xO

− 1

Internal contour

Figure 10. Key geometrical parameters for inlet sizing and layout.

� Cross-wind capability: Mainly a problem of engine/inlet
compatibility due to flow distortion in the inlet. Engine
manufacturers to define their requirements

Figure 9. Main elements of nacelle and exhaust system design.
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Figure 11. Flow conditions at inlet entry with effect on internal losses at take off and external inlet cowl drag in cruise.

Figure 12. Complex interaction of external and internal flow.

� Installation of noise reduction liners in the inlet: Ensure
sufficient length and depth for liners in the inlet from
throat to engine attachment flange. Late modifications are
extremely costly.

3.4 Exhaust system, pylon interference, and
thrust reverser

Exhaust nozzle design produce maximum thrust (relative to
the ideal thrust) for the given engine exhaust conditions of
flow, pressure, and temperature and minimize the external
interference drag in low-speed (takeoff, approach) and in

Cruise at different engine power settings. For industrial and
cost reasons all nacelles on the aircraft are similar and inter-
changeable. There is thus normally one definition of exhaust
system on an aircraft (Figure 13).

The exhaust system of the engine constitutes the rear part
of the nacelle. Nozzle exhaust areas and the internal contour
of the exhausts have to be adapted to nozzle pressure ratios
and exhaust profiles for optimum performance. Validation of
correct nozzle exhaust areas is done in engine test. Math-
ematical flow modeling can be used for early validation of
internal nozzle lines.

Core flow exhaust nozzles with or without an external cen-
ter plug (see Figure 14) must be adapted to flow conditions,
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Figure 13. Different exhaust and nacelle configurations. Reproduced with permission from Ewald and Smyth (1985) c© NATO Research
& Technology Agency.

Figure 14. Exhaust nozzle configurations and design options.

pressures, and temperatures at the exit of the last turbine stage
(low pressure turbine) for optimum performance.

The pylon, sometimes called Strut, affects not only the
external flow but also the internal exhaust flow in the bypass
duct and nozzle. Pylon layout inside the bypass exhaust and
externally in the exhaust stream must take into account com-
plex flow conditions to avoid drag increase and degradation
of the exhaust performance, particularly in cruise conditions
with supersonic flow out of the bypass exhaust.

Pylon sizing and internal volume must take into account
the internal supporting structure for the engine mounting, the
systems conduits for air, hydraulics, fuel, electrical circuits,
and in some installations additional air-coolers. A critical
load case the fan blade out at maximum engine speed. Addi-
tional items are fire-protection, and heat shielding from the
hot exhaust gases.

Thrust reversers are a means to decelerate the aircraft
on the runway. Although today’s aircraft certification rules
do not allow any allowance for reverse thrust for the certi-
fied stopping and landing distances, they are the only means

controlling the aircraft on slippery runways and provide an
additional means of slowing down the aircraft during ground
operation.

� High bypass-ratio engines (typical of current modern
transport aircraft) only install reversers for the fan flow.
Reversers for the core (hot) engine flow are not used due
to the very little reverse thrust and weight, complexity and
cost of a reverse system for the hot exhaust.

� Current thrust reversers either of the cascade type (turn-
ing flow through cascades and blocking the flow into the
exhaust nozzle by blocker doors) or of the pivoting door
type (pivoting doors replace cascades and blocker doors)
can only produce a reverse thrust in the order of 20–22%
of the forward thrust.

� Reverser operation on the runway shall not cause hot-gas
re-ingestion from the inlet.

� The thrust reverser is an integral part of the over-all nacelle
aerodynamic and systems definition and must be taken
into account early in the design process to ensure optimum
nacelle design and airframe integration.

4 PERFORMANCE AND THRUST–DRAG
BOOKKEEPING

4.1 Thrust–drag bookkeeping rules

Thrust–drag bookkeeping rules are an essential element of
a reliable performance assessment of a given Propulsion
System and Airframe combination. The methodology to be
applied must be consistent from early design, development
up to ground and flight testing. All major elements must be
clearly identifiable and repeatable under agreed and defined
methods of calculation, test, and evaluation between all
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Figure 15. Drag of the isolated nacelle, without interference effects from the installation and aircraft operation.

parties concerned, mainly between the air framer, the nacelle
manufacturer, and the engine manufacturer.

The method shown here is to be taken as “Best Practice”
for subsonic transport aircraft using a consistent set of test
methods in ground tests (engine in the nacelle), wind tunnel
facilities, and instrumented flight tests.

The objective: No surprises when the aircraft flies with
the agreed configuration and standard of aerodynamics for
airframe and nacelle and the engine is to the target standard
or clearly defined with respect to inlet and exhaust flows, fuel
consumption, and weight.

Reference is also made to Basic Principles: Thrust, Drag
and Induced Forces as well for the basic principles of the
bookkeeping procedure and application.

4.2 Nacelle drag

The basic elements of the nacelle drag without interference
from the aircraft installation is shown in Figure 15.

Nacelle drag is for that part of the nacelle up the exit of
the fan/bypass nozzle. Drag of the nacelle surface between
the fan and core engine exhaust exit is book kept in the
thrust of the fan nozzle. This methodology is used for all
performance calculations; exhaust system model tests, pow-
ered engine simulators in wind-tunnel tests, and for flight
test.

The derivation of interference drag on the aircraft due to
the presence of the nacelle with powered jets is shown in
Figure 16 on the basis is drag coefficients.

4.3 Computational modeling

Mathematical models based on computational fluid dynamics
for the complex flow phenomena of the nacelle–wing–
pylon configuration with inlet and exhaust system flow
been developed. A computational fluid dynamics model with
symmetrical nacelle geometry for use in early stages of
investigation is shown in Figure 17. More complex mod-
els supporting 3D geometries and higher fidelity of exhaust
nozzle flow have been developed in collaboration between
industry, research institutes, and universities.

4.4 Experimental methods for test and validation

Development, test, and validation of the different tasks are
conducted in accordance with the different responsibilities
of engine manufacturer and the aircraft manufacturer in
line with contractual and technical agreements. The basis
is a common development and integration plan, which
must include the abovementioned thrust–drag bookkeeping
methodology and the milestones for relevant tests and results
from initial definition to validation in flight test.
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∆CD (CD)Total

(CD)Total  Total drag of wing + fuselage + nacelle + pylon

(CD)W+F  Drag of wing + fuselage alone

(CD)Nacelle  Drag of nacelle alone less pylon drag coefficient

(CD)Pylon  Pylon skin-friction drag coefficient

∆CD  Pylon skin-friction drag coefficient

(CD)W+F (CD)Nacelle (CD,F )Pylon= − − −

Figure 16. Interference drag due to the nacelle.

Figure 17. Mathematical model for aerodynamic interaction.
Reproduced with permission from Haberland, Göde and Sauer
(1980) c© AIAA.

An example of the different responsibilities is shown in
Figure 18. This may vary according to the individual air-
craft program, where the work-sharing may be different. An
agreed approach is essential in order to efficiently manage the
increasing sensitivity of interaction between the individual
aerodynamic components in the wide scope of operating con-

ditions. Scaled down models with simulated jet-flows are
complex, test facilities need special power supply for jets
simulation and special test instrumentation. Preparation for
test set-up needs to be planned well in advance with the appro-
priate funding secured. Dedicated engine tests with the final
nacelle and thrust reverser for development and final qualifi-
cation testing must take place early enough in order to obtain
flight clearance for flight test.

Model testing with simulated jets to investigate the effect
of exhaust flows on the complex configuration of nacelle,
pylon, and wing need to conduct early in the development pro-
gram. Experience with the current generation of high bypass
engines with large quantities of high energy flow from the
exhausts can have an influence on the wing aerodynamics
even in low-speed flight. An overview of some current meth-
ods for wind tunnel tests, engine tests, and some of the key
performance related tasks in flight test are shown in Figure
19. Turbine powered simulators (TPS) for the simulation of
inlet and exhaust flow within the external geometry of the
nacelle, pylon, and wing configuration are now available in
different sizes and can be tailored to meet the necessary model
scales (see Figure 20). Testing with TPS is now state-of-the-
art for the validation of nacelle, pylon, and wing configuration
in wind tunnel testing. Major wind tunnel test facilities are
already experienced and equipped for the installation, special
force balances, power supply, and supporting instrumentation
of TPS powered aircraft models. Calibration of the TPS and
thrust–drag bookkeeping are of prime importance for suc-
cessful testing. More details are given in Basic Principles:
Thrust, Drag and Induced Forces.
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Figure 18. Different responsibilities up to flight test and certification.

Figure 19. Test and validation methods by engine manufacturer and aircraft company.

5 FINAL REMARKS

The development of computational fluid dynamics modeling
of complex propulsion system integration tasks supported
by new digital modeling techniques, virtual interactive dis-
plays, and the rapid progress of high performance computing
will provide a new and efficient tool for propulsion sys-

tem airframe integration from early concept definition up to
advanced installation and functional modeling. It is expected
that this will form the basis of a common Visual Engineer-
ing Platform for a common and interactive collaboration
between all parties working on the multidisciplinary over-
all integration of the propulsion system and particularly the
aerodynamic integration as an important complement to the
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Figure 20. Turbine powered simulators for model testing. Reproduced with permission from Ewald and Smyth (1985) c© NATO Research
& Technology Agency.

common development and integration plan as indicated in
Section 4.4.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The success or failure of the propulsion integration design
has a significant impact on the overall performance of any jet
aircraft. There is a rule of thumb according to which a 1%
loss of subsonic intake aerodynamic efficiency reduces the
payload by 1%. The situation is much worse on a supersonic
transport. A single percentage point loss of intake efficiency
on takeoff will reduce the payload by 5%, while a 1% lower
supersonic intake cruise efficiency can cost 2.5% of payload
capability (Rettie and Lewis, 1968). This is not very surpris-
ing if one considers that the propulsion system and the fuel
account for at least 50% of the maximum take-off weight of a
typical supersonic transport, with the payload usually being
less than 10% (Taylor, 1971).

Of particular importance is the drag reduction aspect
of careful propulsion system integration, considering the

dramatic fall in lift-to-drag ratios at supersonic speed – as
much as 50% in the case of Concorde (Strack and Morris,
1987).

The mission profile of a supersonic transport generally
comprises a mixture of low-altitude, low-speed maneuver-
ing, medium- and high-altitude subsonic cruise (e.g., Con-
corde had to cruise subsonically over land), and supersonic
cruise. One of the great challenges of propulsion integration
is that optimizing for one mission segment will always lead to
a design that is sub-optimal in the other segments of the mis-
sion (Mattingly, 1996). Consequently, an over-arching goal
(objective function) has to be found that encompasses the
entire mission and the optimization of which yields the best
compromise.

Here we review the fundamental aspects of propulsion
integration that are specific to Mach 1 to 2.5 high-speed
transports. We begin by looking at the specific requirements
of such an application, followed by a discussion of the key
propulsion system integration design decisions that have to
be made at the conceptual and preliminary design stage of
the development of a supersonic transport. We then discuss
a specific case: Concorde, the only supersonic transport to
have seen commercial service. We conclude the chapter with
a brief discussion of the design technology used in supersonic
transport propulsion integration design.

2 SPECIFIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The vast majority of supersonic propulsion integration de-
sign work and design experience available in the aerospace
industry is related to combat applications. Caution must be
exercised, however, when applying any of this body of knowl-
edge in the transport aircraft sector, as the design require-
ments here are often quite different. For instance, the ability
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to operate the aircraft in contaminated environments (which
has, historically, played an important role in combat aircraft
propulsion integration, in particular in the design bureaus of
the former Soviet Union) and stable performance in sustained
high-g turns are of little relevance in transport aircraft design.
Combat and transport propulsion systems do share a number
of design goals, but the relative importance of these can be
significantly different – this can lead to substantial differ-
ences in the final products in such a highly multi-objective
and multi-disciplinary design problem.

Here is a list of design requirements that are stricter in
supersonic transport aircraft propulsion system design than
in the design of similar combat aircraft:

� Noise, particularly approach and take-off noise, must be
minimized. This influences both the design of the intake
and that of the nozzle.

� The sonic boom must be minimized overland – the shape
and the positioning of the nacelle may have an effect on
the intensity of the sonic boom of the aircraft.

� Long-duration supersonic cruise (or super-cruise, for
short) is always a requirement (as opposed to the case
of fighter aircraft propulsion systems often designed for
subsonic cruise and short episodes of very high speed
flight).

� Reliability requirements are usually higher – this is partic-
ularly relevant in the case of variable-geometry propulsion
integration solutions and their complex control systems.
Similarly, maintainability is usually expected to be higher
than in military applications.

� The need for long range and economical operation gen-
erally demands a minimization of cowl drag in cruise.

� The risk of inlet unstart (that is, the terminal shock spilling
out of a mixed compression inlet, usually causing a surge)

is generally expected not to exceed one occurrence per 106

hours of operation (in the case of external compression
inlets the equivalent metric is surge probability, as these
do not have unstarts).

� The total pressure recovery should be at least 93% (P&W
and GE Aircraft Engines, 2005).

3 LAYOUT AND INLET TYPE

The first and most important decision in the propulsion
integration design process relates to the location of the en-
gines. This is generally considered in conjunction with an-
other major decision: the choice of engine inlet type. There is
very little historical data to go on here, as the Concorde, the
Tupolev Tu-144 (see Figure 1), and the Rockwell B-1 Lancer
all had pairs of two-dimensional (rectangular) external com-
pression intakes mounted under each wing, in line with the
engines.

In spite of its popularity (based on the very small sample
available), this type of arrangement is not without failings.
The major drawbacks are:

� Noise: The engines are shielded ‘the wrong way’ – that
is, the large delta wing provides no noise shielding when
viewed from underneath – even in the early days noise
was one of the major obstacles in the path of Concorde’s
export success.

� Interacting surges: Placing the rectangular intakes side
by side has the disadvantage that if the flow into one of
them breaks down, the stability of the other is also likely
to be affected.

� Containment: An uncontained failure of one engine is
likely to affect its pair.

Figure 1. Tupolev Tu-144 – pairs of 2D intakes mounted under the wings. Image reproduced from NASA.
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Additionally, the inherent disadvantages of the external
compression inlet have to be considered in comparison with
a mixed compression inlet. The latter is generally seen as
a better solution, especially above Mach 2.2.1 The design
philosophy of a mixed compression transport aircraft inlet is
usually to stop the external compression process at the point
where the flow deflection relative to the freestream direction
is relatively small and complete the orientation and expansion
internally via further shock waves. This process can reduce
cowl drag dramatically: reductions of an order of magnitude
may be possible at higher Mach numbers, when compared
to a Concorde-style external compression design (Leynaert,
Surber and Goldsmith, 1997).

Nonetheless, mixed compression inlets have their own dis-
advantages. More boundary layer bleed is needed than in the
case of external compression systems, in order to avoid detri-
mental shock/boundary layer interactions (see Shock Bound-
ary Layer Interactions) leading to separation (Strack and Mor-
ris, 1987). Another set of disadvantages stems from their in-
creased complexity. As the aircraft accelerates towards the
mixed operation speed, the oblique shocks that turn and de-
celerate the flow have to be established (the intake has to be
started). This generally requires some form of variable ge-
ometry, such as a translating, bullet-like centerbody, which,
in turn, tends to increase cost, weight, and complexity, and
reduces maintainability. The greatest challenge, though, is to
design the mixed compression inlet to maximize its unstart re-
liability. This was one of the goals of the NASA High Speed
Research (HSR) program, which ran in collaboration with
over 40 industrial partners (including the Boeing Company,
General Electric, and Pratt & Whitney) between 1990 and
1999. Three mixed compression concepts were considered
by the HSR program (see Figure 2):

� The translating centerbody. A single, axially translating
cone generates the oblique shocks – it is in the fully aft po-
sition at supersonic cruise and fully forward in transonic

operation. The main advantage is a comparatively low
part count. Disadvantages are high compressor face dis-
tortion and relatively high probability and severity of
unstart.

� The two-dimensional bifurcated. It has been known
since the 1940s (Oswatitsch, 1947) that a shock system
will reduce the speed of the freestream air with the max-
imum pressure recovery if the strength of the shocks is
equal. The variable curvature bifurcated ramp of this de-
sign goes a long way towards achieving this, thus having
high pressure recovery. While the rectangular cross sec-
tion is not as efficient structurally as the circular sections
of the other solutions (the shape also making the matching
with a circular cross section engine more difficult), this
2D intake is more resistant to unstart loads than the other
two.

� The variable-diameter centerbody. The centerbody
comprises a set of overlapping leaves, whereby the diam-
eter is varied. It is shorter than the translating centerbody
inlet. Its good overall aerodynamic characteristics (best
of the three) are counterbalanced by the high mechan-
ical complexity (see the work by Saunders and Linne,
1991) for a more detailed account of NASA work on the
variable-diameter centerbody concept.

The inlet group of the HSR program (whose initial assessment
of the comparative merits of these three potential solutions
is summarized in Table 1) eventually recommended the 2D
Bifurcated concept for further development (P&W and GE
Aircraft Engines, 2005).

The selection of the inlet type for a particular application
(see Gas Turbine Engines: Inlets for more detailed guidance
on this) always has to be made in conjunction with the next
major integration decision, that of selecting a propulsion sys-
tem layout. To date, as we have seen, the dominant layout has
been to have four engines mounted in pairs with direct under-
wing attachment, although other solutions, such as podded,

Figure 2. Mixed compression inlets (from left to right): (a) Translating centerbody; (b) the two-dimensional bifurcated; and (c) the variable-
diameter centerbody. Reproduced from P&W and GE Aircraft Engines (2005) NASA.
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Table 1. Conceptual analysis of three mixed compression inlet types (courtesy, P&W and GE Aircraft Engines, 2005)). More stars indicate
greater merit.

Criterion Translating centerbody 2D Bifurcated Variable diameter centerbody

Pressure recovery ** *** **
Distortion ** * ***
Bleed ** * ***
Drag *** * **
Transonic flow capability * *** **
Noise *** ** **
Operability * ** ***
Unstart severity * *** **
Weight *** * **
Producibility *** ** *
Maintenance *** ** *

individual installations, have been investigated, particularly
on concepts featuring axi-symmetric nacelles. Figure 3 de-
picts such a concept, designed by Boeing.

While this Boeing HSCT (High Speed Commercial Trans-
port) never made it into production, the development process
certainly yielded a number of interesting results in terms of
propulsion layout design. It was found that the relative chord-
wise positioning under the wing and the shaping of the na-
celles had a massive impact on the overall airframe drag. Tak-
ing the sum of the isolated drags of the nacelles, the wing, and
the body as a baseline, it was found that unfavorable interfer-
ence (intersecting shocks between adjacent nacelles) could
result in greater drag, while optimized positioning leading to
favorable interference could reduce the drag coefficient by up
to nine counts. This reduction of about six percent of the total

Figure 3. Podded engine installation on the wind tunnel model
of “Reference H”, a 300-passenger Mach 2.4 commercial transport
concept designed by Boeingm in the early 1990s. Image reproduced
from NASA.

drag, in terms of the higher level parameters, meant a gross
take-off weight reduction of 90 000 lbs and fuel savings of
67 500 lbs: gains equivalent to a structural weight reduction
of 18 000 lbs (Kulfan, 1980, 2007).

4 NOZZLE INTEGRATION

While in the past the nozzle was seen as an unquestioned
element of the engine design and therefore would not have
even featured under the Propulsion Integration heading, we
mention it here briefly, as the modern trend is towards a more
integrated approach, especially in supersonic aircraft design.
High-speed transport aircraft nozzle design and integration is
a highly multi-objective problem due to the variety of flight
conditions in which the propulsion system must perform
well: there are objectives and constraints related to takeoff,
subsonic cruise, and supersonic cruise. Moreover, these ob-
jectives are often competing: Strack and Morris (1987) re-
ports that experimental tests on an ejector nozzle showed
that while good take-off and supersonic performance was
achieved, the subsonic cruise performance was disappoint-
ingly low because of flow separation over the inlet doors of
the ejector.

The fundamental problem is that the optimum exit area
depends on speed, altitude, and throttle setting. In supersonic
aircraft this optimum area can change by as much as 300%
between subsonic, low thrust operation and supersonic, re-
heated operation. Once again, just like in the case of the in-
take, the problem lies in the varied nature of the segments of
the mission of a supersonic transport. Some form of variable
nozzle geometry is usually required.

In terms of the choice of fundamental nozzle type, most su-
personic transports feature of con-di (convergent-divergent)
nozzle with a variable exit area, designed to leave the
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operating conditions of the engine unchanged when the af-
terburner is operating (Mattingly, 1996).

The nozzle design has a great impact on the take-off noise
footprint of the aircraft too, in terms of the noise radiated
through the rear arc, which comprises fan, turbine, and com-
bustion noise propagating through the exhaust (see Propul-
sion System Noise: Turbomachinery), as well as jet noise
generated by the formation of large eddies in the turbulent
shear layers downstream of the bypass and core exhausts (for
more details see Propulsion System Noise: Jet).

The noise minimization requirement makes the ejector
type nozzle a good candidate. The ejector draws in air to re-
duce noise during takeoff and climb-out, the phases of flight
where noise standards are hardest to meet (CHSR, 1997).
Non-circular cross-section nozzle geometries (see Figure 4)
also furnish a general noise reduction advantage over circu-
lar ones (Seiner and Krejsa, 1989) and they may facilitate
airframe integration.

For a much more detailed treatment of the issue of nozzle
design the interested reader is invited to consult Gas Turbine
Engines: Nozzles. Here we merely emphasize the importance
of considering the nozzle design in conjunction with that of
the airframe, in particular in terms of the engine layout. We
have seen the importance of the chordwise location of the
nacelles (see Kulfan, 1980) – clearly, the positioning of the
nozzles with respect to the trailing edge, as well as the intake
duct length, has to be considered carefully in the context of
the design of the wing planform.

5 CONCORDE

The British Aircraft Corporation – Aérospatiale Concorde is
the only commercial supersonic transport ever to have entered

Figure 4. NASA High-Speed Civil Transport concept from 1998.
Image reproduced from NASA.

regular airline service. It is therefore worth reviewing its de-
sign briefly from the perspective of propulsion integration. As
we have already seen, the Rolls-Royce/SNECMA Olympus
Mk 610-14-28 engines are mounted in pairs under the large
delta wings. They all rotate in the same direction. The in-
stallation stretches from just behind the highly swept leading
edge of the wing (intake upper lip) to just aft of the trailing
edge (nozzle assembly) and the intakes are toed in slightly
for better alignment with the airflow coming off the leading
edge (Trubshaw, 2006).

The final design of the inlet was the result of a comparative
study between the relative merits of an external compression
design (i.e., one where the shock system is entirely outside
the intake) and a mixed compression design. Ultimately, the
former solution was chosen for the following reasons (Rettie
and Lewis, 1968):

� No shocks inside the intake, therefore no risk of unstart
� Generous buzz margin at most flight conditions (inlet buzz

is the generic name for self-sustained shock oscillations
that can appear in a supersonic inlet, leading to high-
amplitude variations of the inlet mass flow and pressure;
it is most often associated with low mass flow conditions)

� Natural handling of bleed flows
� Relatively simple to control – the low gain control system

eventually implemented was dormant most of the time (in
fact, prototype 001 was to fly for nine months of its test
programme with no control system at all, Trubshaw, 2006)

� The available timescales precluded a full design study on
a mixed compression intake.

The air intake system was optimized for Mach 2.0 cruise,
with safe operation guaranteed in upsets up to Mach 2.2. The
three main moving parts of the intake are the dump door (on
the underside) and two internal hinged ramps (see Figures 5
and 6). The role of the dump door is to spill excess airflow
in cases where more air is presented to the engine than re-
quired, for example when throttling back or shutting down the
engine at high Mach numbers. Conversely, in certain flight
conditions the amount of available air needs to be maximized
(e.g., on takeoff) – an auxiliary inlet door (also on the under-
side of the duct) serves this purpose, along with the raising
of the hinged ramps.

Each pair of intakes is separated by a splitter plate. The
main role of this is to maximize the independence of the en-
gines, that is, to reduce the probability of the breakdown of
the flow into one engine (generally as a result of a surge)
affecting the flow into the other. Nevertheless, on a number
of early test flights the crews recorded very heavy interact-
ing surges, leading in one case to the loss of one of the front
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Figure 5. Pair of external compression intakes on ex-Air France
Concorde F-BVFA. The two hinged ramps are clearly visible. The
front ramp, which bears the warning notice, has its hinge just
above the word “DANGER”; the hinge of the rear ramp is near the
line where the transition begins from the rectangular cross section
of the intake to the circular cross section of the engine.

intake ramps, which damaged the lower intake lip as it was
spat out. On another occasion a simultaneous surge was ob-
served on all four engines. These surges often occurred dur-
ing deceleration – eventually, a ‘surge-proof’ deceleration
method was developed, whereby initially the airbrakes were
used to decelerate at the same throttle setting from Mach 2
to around Mach 1.7 (Trubshaw, 2006).

Figure 6 is a conceptual sketch of an axial section of the
intake and the wing, showing its major components. It also
shows that the flow is decelerated by three shocks (depicted
by the dotted lines). The first shock originates from the lip of
the fixed ramp. This is followed by a near-isentropic system
on the variable (hinged) ramp, finishing with a normal shock

reaching part of the way across the duct. The bleed duct (top
right) serves as a natural solution to the problem of engine-
intake matching at various flight conditions. The pressure
recovery depends on the bleed flow ratios, reaching around
95% at Mach 2.0 cruise (for details of the automatic matching
mechanism see the seminal text by Seddon and Goldsmith,
1999).

The Rolls-Royce/SNECMA Olympus Mk 610-14-28 tur-
bojet engines produce a maximum take-off static thrust of
31 350 lbs without reheat. They are fitted with an afterburn-
ing system, which increases the thrust by 18% to 37 080 lbs,
such operation being permitted for a maximum of 5 minutes
(the maximum take-off weight of the aircraft is 408 000 lb)
(FAA, 1979). The afterburners are used on takeoff and, later
in each flight, for accelerating the aircraft past Mach 1. Each
engine is equipped with a variable primary and secondary ex-
haust nozzle. The secondary exhaust nozzle also incorporates
the thrust reverser.

The engine installations are fitted with a front and a rear fire
sensing assembly. Simultaneous triggering of these sensor
subsystems will close

� the air conditioning bleed valve,
� the hydraulic shut-off valves,
� the high pressure (HP) and low pressure (LP) fuel valves,
� the reheat fuel valves,
� the secondary air inlets,
� the auxiliary ground running flap (BEA, 2002).

A secondary function of the nacelle assembly is to protect the
engine, in particular from foreign object damage (including
shreds of the aircraft’s own tires). During certification it was
shown that damage suffered by the nacelles in case of impact
by four pounds of tire debris at a speed of 217 kt was not
liable to compromise engine function (BEA, 2002).

Fixed
ramp

B.l. diverter

Wing airfoil section

Front hinged ramp
Bleed exit

Rear hinged ramp

Dump door
Lower lip

Figure 6. Conceptual sketch of the Concorde air intake. The dotted lines indicate the approximate locations of the shocks present in
supersonic cruise.
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6 MODERN DESIGN METHODS

Propulsion integration in supersonic transport design is in-
evitably an integral part of the earliest stages of the design
process (yet another reflection of its importance). In fact,
some design decisions result almost directly from the com-
putational analysis of the requirements – see, for example,
Mavris, Kirby and Qiu (1998) for a recent treatment of this
conceptual/preliminary phase of the design process.

Like most other areas of air vehicle design, supersonic
transport propulsion integration has benefited from recent
advances in Computational Fluid Dynamics (see Introduc-
tion to Computational Fluid Dynamics) – of particular im-
portance are Computational Fluid Dynamics-based optimal
design techniques (see Optimization Methods in Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics). The work of Reuthera et al. (1999)
illustrates the use of such technologies on the design of a
high speed transport. Makino, Iwamiya and Lei (2003) pro-
vide another recent example, focusing on the modeling of the
nacelle-fuselage interaction.

As the computational expense of the multidisciplinary
evaluation of the comparative merits of various integration
solutions can be quite high (the computation of these merit
functions is often based on high fidelity simulations), surro-
gate model-based design technologies can also be employed.
These are based on the replacement of the expensive physics-
based model with a cheap surrogate based on a number of
smartly chosen instances of the physics-based analysis.

NOTE

1. Up to a Mach number of about 1.4, a simple, normal shock
intake is usually sufficient. These are of a fixed geome-
try and they generate a single shockwave, normal to the
freestream direction, just upstream of the inlet lip. Exter-
nal compression intakes are a reasonable choice between
about 1.4 and 2.2, above which a mixed compression de-
sign is generally preferable.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Tactical aircraft propulsion aerodynamic integration is
defined as the integration of jet engine air inlet and exhaust
systems, as opposed to the physical/functional integration of
the engine itself. For tactical aircraft (also known as combat
or fighter/attack aircraft), aerodynamic integration demands
very close coordination between the air system contractor
(ASC) and propulsion system contractor (PSC).

Propulsion aerodynamic integration state-of-the-art has
evolved significantly since design of legacy transonic air-
craft currently in the military force structure, exemplified
in the United States by the F-14, F-15, F-16, and F-18.

New air system-level requirements derived from a systems
engineering approach, in particular, survivability and afford-
ability, must now be considered on at least an equal basis as
traditional aero-performance parameters such as installation
losses, net thrust, operability, maneuverability, and maxi-
mum design speed. To satisfy evolving requirements in a
multi-disciplinary design environment, new inlet and exhaust
technologies have emerged, including stealth-compliant
highly integrated shaping and multi-axis thrust vectoring.
Further technology advancements, including structural inte-
gration and active flow control, are currently in development.
These technologies have been enabled in part by the growth in
computational power available to both design and test com-
munities. Emerging combat air systems such as the F-22 and
F-35 characterize the advanced inlet/exhaust designs driven
by these new requirements, technologies, and development
techniques.

This section addresses aerodynamic integration of tacti-
cal aircraft jet engine inlet and nozzle systems from an air
vehicle system-level viewpoint. For more fundamental infor-
mation on jet propulsion inlet and exhaust systems, refer
to Gas Turbine Engines: Inlets, Gas Turbine Engines: Noz-
zles, Choosing and Sizing the Propulsion System, and Basic
Principles: Gas Turbine Compatibility.

2 CLASSIC TACTICAL AIRCRAFT
AERODYNAMIC INTEGRATION

Tactical aircraft are generally defined as those military air-
craft employing weapons directly in support of ground troops,
and include fighters and attack aircraft. Their performance
requirements are characterized by high subsonic cruise speed,
supersonic dash, air-to-air combat (which requires high
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2 Propulsion Integration

Figure 1. F-15 Propulsion aerodynamic integration features. Left part of this figure is reproduced by permission of Mike Freer – Touchdown-
Aviation. Right part of this figure is reproduced by permission of Lee Jangsev-Korea Air Photos.

maneuverability), survivability (i.e., stealth), moderate range
(1000 to 2000 km), and a wide range of payload. With the
exception of hypersonic vehicles, tactical aircraft propul-
sion system aerodynamic integration requirements are more
demanding than for any other class of aircraft.

For legacy systems such as the F-14, F-15, F-16, and
F-18, inlet and exhaust integration were driven primarily
by aeroperformance requirements, with weight an impor-
tant but secondary consideration. These aircraft feature either
two-dimensional (F-14 or F-15) or conformal (F-16 and
F-18) inlets, and axisymmetric, non-vectoring engine-
mounted exhaust systems. Engine inlet and nozzle designs of
this era were based on geometry that could be analyzed with
simple textbook equations and empirical design guidelines.
Example design guidelines are provided in Crosthwait (1967)
for inlets and Gamble, Terrell and DeFrancesco (2004) for
nozzles, and a thorough historical perspective for inlet design

is provided by Sobester (2007). Huenecke (1987) gives an
overview of both inlet and nozzle integration for the F-15
and F-16. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate key propulsion integration
features for these two aircraft.

Propulsion integration has more recently evolved to a bal-
ancing of aerodynamic and survivability needs based on air
system-level performance requirements. In the case of the US
F-117 Stealth Fighter, survivability was the primary design
driver and propulsion aerodynamics was secondary. Surviv-
ability characteristics, which include alignment of inlet and
nozzle edges with vehicle planform edges, 2-D nozzles, duct
shaping, and full obscuration of the engine, complicate the
propulsion system aerodynamic integration. Recently, sys-
tems engineering derived requirements, including weight
and life cycle cost (LCC), have played a primary role in a
multi-disciplinary design environment for inlet and exhaust
integration.

Figure 2. F-16 Propulsion aerodynamic integration features.
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2.1 Inlet integration

Tactical aircraft typically spend most of their life at subsonic
conditions. For instance, based on historical usage data, the
F-16 exceeds Mach 1 less than 1% percent of flight time.
Subsonic inlet aerodynamic design is driven primarily by
duct losses, form and spillage drag, and cowl lip separation
at static or takeoff conditions. The requirement for super-
sonic dash, even though it may rarely occur, can increase
design complexity substantially, and therefore must be con-
sidered in the propulsion aerodynamic integration. Above
Mach 1.4, shock losses and spillage drag begin to domi-
nate the inlet performance. Fixed-geometry inlets, as with
the F-16 and F-18, can have adequate pressure recovery at
the aerodynamic interface plane (AIP, the analytical inter-
face between the inlet and engine) and low enough spillage
drag to achieve limited supersonic flight conditions. Higher
Mach or extended supersonic requirements may lead to vari-
able geometry multi-ramp inlets, such as the 2-D F-14 and
F-15 inlets or the conical F-111 translating 1/4 cone inlet.
These variable geometry and multi-ramp designs are mechan-
ically scheduled to reduce shock losses (thereby improving
pressure recovery) and spillage drag across a large range
of supersonic flight conditions. Variable geometry can also
be used to improve inlet performance at maneuver condi-
tions. Cawthon, Truax and Steenken (1973) provide a general
approach for optimizing an inlet design with these consider-
ations, and Imfeld (1974) provides a specific example for the
F-15 inlet.

2.1.1 Inlet sizing

Inlet size is another key design parameter that affects cowl lip
losses, duct losses, and form and spillage drag. Generally, the
inlet minimum flow area (known as the “throat”) is usually
sized for a Mach number of 0.65 to 0.75 at the maximum
inlet airflow condition. While larger throat area is desired to
minimize pressure loss and distortion, and to provide airflow
growth margin, smaller throat area leads to designs that are
physically smaller and easier to integrate with lower drag and
lower weight. While the original F-16 inlet was designed for
a throat Mach number of 0.72, subsequent aircraft versions
incorporated a higher airflow engine, and a growth inlet was
sized for near critical operation (M = 1) at maximum engine
airflow (see Hagseth, 1987). Trade studies are required to
optimize inlet size and balance pressure losses, spillage drag,
consideration for distortion and engine/inlet compatibility,
and physical integration. Additional discussion of inlet sizing
is provided in Gas Turbine Engines: Inlets.

2.1.2 Boundary layer control

Legacy tactical aircraft inlets incorporate a boundary layer
diverter as identified on the F-15 in Figure 1. The bound-
ary layer diverter offsets the inlet from the fuselage and
provides a passage for the forebody boundary layer to
spill between the inlet and forebody. The diverter pre-
vents the low energy boundary layer from entering the
inlet and degrading aeroperformance, and, during super-
sonic flight, it isolates the inlet shock from the boundary
layer to improve aerodynamic stability. Tactical aircraft inlets
may also contain variable bleed and bypass systems. The
bleed system prevents significant boundary layer buildup on
compression ramps to improve aerodynamic stability and
aeroperformance. Bypass systems may be necessary to match
inlet airflow to engine demanded airflow. At high super-
sonic speeds, engine demanded airflow decreases to prevent
exceeding engine internal aerodynamic and/or material tem-
perature limitations. However, inlet characteristic airflow
may be significantly greater than the demanded airflow. A
bypass system provides a means to spill the excess airflow
efficiently without impacting the inlet aerodynamic stability.
Bleed and bypass systems typically exhaust the air on the
upper surface of the vehicle in a location with a favorable
local pressure. On occasion, diverter, bleed, or bypass air-
flow is utilized as a secondary air source for heat exchangers,
ejector nozzles, or other such functions.

2.1.3 Cowl integration

Tactical aircraft inlet cowl edges are often characterized by a
relatively sharp profile to minimize supersonic drag. In some
cases the edges may also be swept. While sharp edges are
desired for supersonic flight, they create additional perfor-
mance penalties at static or low-speed conditions. Typically,
a vortex will form and be ingested along the cowl lip at high
engine airflow and static conditions. The vortex strength is a
function of inlet sizing, lip cross-section shape, and lip sweep.
These design parameters can be adjusted to mitigate the vor-
tex, but this may also affect other considerations such as
spillage drag. Other approaches to mitigate lip vortex effects
include tailoring the engine control system to tolerate static
distortion characteristics or the use of actuated or blow-in
auxiliary inlets, which can be very useful in reducing inlet
distortion and increasing pressure recovery.

2.1.4 Inlet duct integration

The internal subsonic duct length of an inlet is derived from
inlet and engine relative placement, and the overall internal
arrangement of the aircraft. Duct lengths are characterized
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by L/D (length to engine face diameter ratio) and typically
range from 4 to 7. Long, straight ducts of gradual cross sec-
tional shape and area change provide the best balance of
aero-performance parameters. However, to navigate around
other systems such as the landing gear, crew station, internal
weapons bays, and fuel tanks, the duct may be serpentine in
nature, with substantial offset in the vertical and/or horizontal
planes. Rapid turning can introduce adverse pressure gradi-
ents, pressure recovery loss, or spatial distortion increase due
to boundary layer growth or flow separation.

2.1.5 Inlet maneuverability

Maneuverability is driven by air-to-air combat resulting in
extreme attitudes, which introduces severe pressure recov-
ery and spatial distortion challenges for the inlet system.
A typical tactical aircraft may maneuver up to 30◦ (and
more in some cases) angle-of-attack and 15◦ angle-of-sideslip
at subsonic conditions. As speed increases, the maneuver
requirements will decrease but could be up to 20◦ angle-
of-attack and 5◦ angle-of-sideslip even at supersonic speeds.
Since these conditions are transient, distortion effects are usu-
ally the first consideration for engine/inlet compatibility, and
recovery effects on thrust are secondary. Extensive guide-
lines for inlet and forebody integration for maneuverability
considerations were developed during the 1970s and can be
found in Cawthon, Truax and Steenken (1973).

In some cases, such as the F-16 or Eurofighter Typhoon
(see Philpot, 2000), the inlet is located below the forebody,
which provides favorable local flow conditions at high angle-
of-attack. However, this under-fuselage location may not
provide beneficial local flow conditions at angle-of-sideslip.
In other cases, such as the F-14 and F-15, the inlets are located
on the side of the fuselage. The side-mounted inlets provide
shielding at angle-of-sideslip for the windward inlet but not
the leeward inlet. In addition, the side-mounted integration
may not provide any benefits at high angle-of-attack. The
F-18 blends these techniques by utilizing side-mounted inlets
shielded by a wing leading edge strake. Other approaches may
also be employed to address maneuver effects such as cowl
lip shaping or tailoring the engine control system to tolerate
maneuvering distortion characteristics.

2.1.6 Structural design impacts on aerodynamic
design

Structural integration and manufacturing must also be con-
sidered in the inlet aerodynamic design, since aerodynamic
surfaces may be constrained by structural design limitations.
A good example is provided by Hagseth (1987) for the
increased airflow inlet for the F-16. The F-16 was originally

designed for the Pratt & Whitney F100 engine, but with the
introduction of the General Electric F110 engine and later
versions of the F100 engine, the inlet was re-designed to
provide increased airflow capacity. The F-16s modular inlet
structure facilitated the re-design without impact to the over-
all airframe structure, but this also imposed constraints on
the inlet aerodynamic surfaces. Additionally, inlet structure
has been classically composed of machined aluminum bulk-
heads with formed sheet metal skins requiring labor-intensive
installation of thousands of fasteners. Aluminum skins were
eventually replaced with composite skins for weight consid-
erations or to improve aerodynamic design flexibility.

2.2 Nozzle & exhaust integration

Tactical aircraft exhaust integration is a partnership between
propulsion system and air system contractors. The exhaust
nozzle is typically designed and manufactured by the PSC,
and furnished as engine-mounted hardware. Nevertheless,
since exhaust nozzle design and aftbody integration are
important factors in propulsion system performance and aero-
dynamic drag, the air vehicle manufacturer has a large role in
specifying the nozzle shape, size, and functionality. It is the
air vehicle manufacturer’s responsibility to ensure the nozzle
and aftbody are integrated with minimum drag.

2.2.1 Axisymmetric convergent-divergent nozzles

Most classic tactical aircraft exhausts systems are axisym-
metric for structural efficiency with variable geometry for
afterburning. The exhaust nozzle contains a convergent-
divergent (CD) internal flow path of overlapping flaps to
achieve variable throat and exit areas. Overlapping external
flaps provide a fairing between the nozzle exit and the air
vehicle aftbody. In addition, the exhaust system for tactical
aircraft is typically designed to allow afterburning, which
requires a large variation in the minimum nozzle flow area
(the “throat area”, or A8) for operability. In non-afterburning
mode (known as “dry power”) the throat area is sized to main-
tain stable, efficient engine operation. In afterburning, the
throat area must be substantially increased to compensate for
decreased flow density. Nozzle exit area, A9, is also varied
with afterburning to optimize installed performance. In most
cases, A9 and A8 are mechanically linked and scheduled with
power setting according to an A9/A8 ratio.

2.2.2 Nozzle jet-induced drag

Aftbody and exhaust integration are critical to maintaining
low drag. There is a trade between nozzle length and aftbody
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boattail angles and the resulting drag and weight. Finding
the optimum length and external shape is important to net
propulsion performance. For example, Catt, Welterlen and
Reno (1993) demonstrated that exhaust nozzle shaping and
length for the F-16 axisymmetric nozzle are critical to mini-
mizing drag and jet effects, and Schnell (1974) demonstrated
aircraft minimum drag reductions through nozzle shaping for
the F-14. Additionally, the aftbody is typically not axisym-
metric, and integration of an axisymmetric exhaust may result
in large aftbody boattail angles and base regions, which intro-
duce drag. This is evident in twin engine configurations such
as the F-15 where a base region is required between the two
closely spaced nozzles. These base regions can be used as
an exit for secondary flow systems, since they typically fea-
ture low local pressure. For example, the F-16 base regions on
either side of the exhaust are used for nacelle ventilation exits.

Other integration approaches include 2-D or more highly
integrated exhausts for survivability as with the high aspect
ratio F-117 exhaust (a non-afterburning design). Such con-
formal exhausts can provide a better integration with lower
drag or survivability benefits, but they are less efficient struc-
turally, and therefore heavier, than axisymmetric designs.
These types of exhausts are typically avoided due to com-
plexity and weight.

2.2.3 Thrust vectoring

The exhaust system can be used to enhance air vehicle
maneuverability through the use of thrust vectoring (TV) –
deflection of the exhaust jet relative to the airframe to produce
a non-axial thrust component and a net control moment on
the aircraft. TV typically requires mechanical variation of the
exhaust system to accomplish either single axis (pitch or yaw)
vectoring, or a combination of both pitch and yaw, known
as multi-axis thrust vectoring (MATV). Thrust vectoring
schemes have been pursued for many years, with numer-
ous concepts proposed, investigated, and brought through
various stages of development. Several MATV approaches
using axisymmetric nozzles have been demonstrated through
flight test maturity, including the F-18 High-Alpha Research
Vehicle (Asbury and Capone, 1995) and the F-16 Multi-Axis
Thrust Vectoring configuration (Small and Bonnema, 1994).
Regardless of the approach, TV has been demonstrated to pro-
vide substantial benefits in maneuverability. However, due to
weight, complexity, the application-specific desire for close
air combat maneuvering, and the potential redundancy of TV
with aerodynamic control services, thrust vectoring has not
been implemented in production for legacy US tactical sys-
tems. The recently developed F-22 proves an exception to
this rule, however, as it employs 2-D nozzles with pitch axis
vectoring (discussed in more detail in Section 6.1.2).

2.2.4 Ejector nozzles

Integrated ejector capability is another example of an exhaust
nozzle feature for which very close coordination is required
between PSC and ASC. Ejector nozzles (in which a sec-
ondary flow is “pumped” by the primary jet flow) are typically
used for exhaust system cooling, pumping secondary flow,
or airflow matching. For example, the TF30 engine for the
F-111 employed an ejector nozzle with air supplied from the
freestream for aerodynamic area control.

During the 1990s, several efforts were undertaken to
demonstrate the viability of an ejector system for cooling the
F-16 nozzle to improve nozzle flap durability and thus reduce
support cost and logistics footprint. In these efforts, both Pratt
& Whitney F100 and General Electric F110 engines were
modified to incorporate an ejector slot on the internal flaps
slightly downstream of the nozzle throat. Ejector cooling flow
was supplied by an external secondary air inlet supplying the
nacelle ventilation system. A major challenge with ejector
design is matching the supply air pressure to the ejector slot
pressure to provide adequate airflow pumping over a wide
range of flight conditions. While each F-16 design worked
as planned, the benefits of nozzle cooling were not shown to
outweigh the added weight and complexity of the system, and
it was never adapted for a production version of the aircraft.

3 SYSTEM ENGINEERING
REQUIREMENTS

Recent practice in the United States has moved to a
performance-based specification (PBS) approach in which
key performance parameters (KPPs) are specified at the air
system level. This approach allows for much greater interpre-
tation by the air system contractor as to how the air vehicle
is configured, and how systems are balanced to provide
an overall optimization. Systems engineering requirements
allocation techniques have thus become critical to correctly
decompose KPP requirements to the system, subsystem,
and component level. In this section, some of the more
important requirements related to tactical aircraft propul-
sion aerodynamic integration are discussed. Of particular
note, survivability and affordability have emerged as leading
design drivers.

3.1 Classic aeroperformance: Net installed thrust,
TSFC and operability

While inlet and nozzle aerodynamic performance met-
rics such as inlet pressure recovery and nozzle thrust
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coefficient remain as important measures of component per-
formance, the concept of net installed propulsive thrust
(Fnet) is more useful in judging the overall performance
of the installed propulsion system and in allocating per-
formance requirements to lower-level components. Fnet
includes consideration of uninstalled engine thrust, free
stream momentum (known as “ram drag”), inlet pressure
recovery, inlet spillage and/or bypass drag, inlet bound-
ary layer control drag, nozzle internal performance, nozzle
jet-induced aftbody drag, and the associated secondary air
system drag components. Fnet also often accounts for a nom-
inal level of power take-off from the engine, be it in terms
of compressor bleed or mechanical horsepower extraction.
It must also be noted that the propulsion system integration
will have an impact on overall non-throttle dependant air-
craft drag, Cdmin . This dependency becomes more entwined
as design of inlets and nozzles become more integrated; thus,
it is critical early in the development process to identify a
rigorous aero/propulsion bookkeeping scheme. Likewise, as
propulsion and power/thermal management systems become
increasingly integrated, similar bookkeeping issues are
introduced.

Net installed thrust has a first-order impact on air
vehicle-level performance metrics such as acceleration time,
maximum speed, and specific excess power. In achieving
the highest performance levels, the ratio of Fnet to aircraft
weight will exceed 1.0. To optimize Fnet, it is critical to
achieve an efficient inlet and nozzle aerodynamic integra-
tion, since installation losses can reduce uninstalled engine
gross thrust on the order of 30–50% or more. Thrust specific
fuel consumption (TSFC), defined as the ratio of fuel flow
rate to net installed thrust, is likewise of first-order impact on
air vehicle-level performance metrics such as range. Addi-
tional discussion on these parameters can be found in Basic
Principles: Thrust, Drag and Induced Forces.

The installed propulsion system configuration must also
maintain engine operability across the entire range of air-
craft operation. Inlet distortion (spatial, temperature, planar
wave, etc.) and low airflow instabilities are the primary oper-
ability concern driven by aerodynamic integration; see Basic
Principles: Gas Turbine Compatibility.

3.2 Survivability

Incorporation of survivability (also called “stealth” or “Low
Observable”) techniques is now recognized as a key require-
ment for current and future tactical aircraft designs, with
consideration of radio frequency, infrared, visible, and acous-
tic regimes all of some level of emphasis. Survivability
considerations have created a dramatic shift in propulsion

integration techniques as well as overall air vehicle design.
While aeroperformance is still the most dominant require-
ment for the propulsion system and overall air vehicle,
certain fundamental survivability features are evident as
state-of-the-art on many modern military platforms. These
techniques include edge alignment, sloped/faceted surfaces,
engine obscuration, etc. The F-117 Stealth Fighter and B-2
bomber exemplify how the entire air vehicle design can be
dominated by survivability considerations, resulting in non-
traditional propulsion concepts and air vehicle shaping. Since
specific design techniques and related performance are tightly
protected by aircraft and engine manufacturers and their
sponsoring organizations, a thorough discussion is out of
scope of this article. Nevertheless, it can be stated that there is
a substantial and unprecedented design challenge incorporat-
ing survivability features while retaining high aerodynamic
performance and simultaneously improving affordability.

3.3 Weight

Weight has always been a parameter of high concern in
any tactical aircraft design, since it has first-order impact
on both vehicle performance and procurement cost. Inlet
weight is somewhat difficult to quantify, since much of the
inlet is highly integrated with the overall airframe. It is typ-
ical to look at inlet weight on a “delta from baseline” basis
and consider those discrete parts that can be severed (e.g.,
dedicated aperture or duct structure, mechanical actuation
components, ducting, doors, screens, etc.). Inlet weight is
driven by physical cross-sectional size (as determined from
engine and secondary airflow requirements and the sizing
approach), length (which falls out from the overall integra-
tion scheme), mechanical complexity, and structural loads.
While steady-state operating pressure and aircraft maneuver
loads are important, it is the “hammershock” load that results
from an engine stall that is usually the structural sizing case.

Tactical aircraft engine exhaust systems are usually pro-
vided as part of the engine, and as a result, their weight is
bookkept and optimized at the engine system level. However,
air vehicle system level requirements, including survivability,
functionality (i.e., thrust vectoring or ejector cooling), mold
line integration and drag reduction, and mechanical control
range and rates, can have a first-order impact on weight.

3.4 Affordability and life cycle cost

Life cycle cost (LCC) is defined as the summation of devel-
opment, acquisition, and operation and support (O&S) costs
for a given system. LCC is a critical element in the concept of
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affordability, which is loosely defined in terms of a capability-
to-cost relationship, or more simply, as the cost of obtaining
a certain combat capability. In recent years, affordability has
become a dominant consideration for tactical aircraft, and
this requirement has flowed to the propulsion system. As
with weight, it is difficult to separate the LCC contribution
for a propulsion component or subsystem from that of the sys-
tem as a whole. Furthermore, while development cost itself
may represent only a small portion of the total LCC, both
acquisition and O&S costs are to a large extent defined by
the propulsion configuration features selected early in devel-
opment. Acquisition cost is a strong function of physical
size, shape, weight, material selection, mechanical complex-
ity, and manufacturing difficulty, all of which are determined
in the design phase. O&S cost for inlet or nozzle components
is even harder to quantify, but in general trends with mechan-
ical complexity and reliability, vulnerability and damage
tolerance (including foreign object damage, FOD), material
reparability, etc. Since fuel cost is part of support cost, fuel
consumption characteristics of the propulsion system also
influence LCC. As an example trade, a variable-geometry
inlet with mechanical actuation might provide better aerody-
namic performance leading to better TSFC and lower fuel
cost, but at the same time, it will weigh more, cost more to
build, and require more maintenance events and hours per
event to keep all its moving parts in repair.

3.5 Noise, emissions and
operational/environmental robustness

Excluding stealth considerations, propulsion noise (jet noise
and engine/fan noise) and CO2 and NOx emissions have not
been of high concern for tactical aircraft as other parame-
ters described herein. Few compromises to either legacy or
modern air vehicle systems were made with these parame-
ters in mind. However, as civilian communities become more
involved regarding peacetime basing options for fighter air-
craft, noise is becoming more important. Also, as a result of
both rising price of fuel (and thus O&S cost) and the “Green”
movement to reduce aircraft emissions, fuel efficiency is
becoming of greater interest to military customers.

Inlet and nozzle systems must also be robust against a
host of operational/environmental considerations. Such con-
siderations include bird strike; ice accretion, shedding, and
ingestion; salt water, aircraft fluids, and other corrosive
substances/chemical agents; electro-magnetic interference
(as applied to electronic control systems); armament
exhaust or other hot gas ingestion; foreign object debris
including sand/particulate matter ingestion and resultant ero-
sion/fouling potential; extremes of temperature (especially

the impact on actuation fluid systems); maintenance,
repair, and overhaul actions (maintainer access, dropped
tool impacts, seal degradation); structural loads; vibra-
tion/acoustic loads (especially external turbulence), etc.
Design response to these requirements is typically based on
legacy techniques and best practice.

4 ADVANCED INTEGRATION
TECHNOLOGIES

During the last 20 years many advanced aerodynamic inte-
gration technologies for tactical aircraft application have
been identified, researched, developed, and demonstrated.
Throughout the 1980s, the primary objective was improve-
ments in aerodynamic performance and/or functionality
(such as thrust vectoring) and stealth capability. As the Cold
War ended and defense acquisition budgets were reduced, the
emphasis shifted to decreased weight and life cycle cost while
maintaining aerodynamic performance and stealth capabil-
ity. While many viable advanced technologies have been
matured over the past two decades, there have been limited
opportunities to integrate those technologies into production
systems due to the limited number of new or derivative tacti-
cal aircraft programs. Although an advanced technology may
clearly improve air vehicle capability and LCC, it also intro-
duces additional development risk and cost. Consequently,
advanced technologies typically require substantial demon-
stration and evaluation to reduce risk prior to introduction
into a production program. Flight demonstration is typically
viewed as the culmination of a technology development pro-
gram (Moorehouse and Hamstra, 2003).

Even with adequate risk reduction, any given technology
must justify inclusion into a production system based on merit
shown through system-level trades on that specific applica-
tion. Some of the technologies discussed in this section have
been incorporated on production tactical systems; others may
demonstrate benefits for future systems, may have utility for
strategic, mobility, reconnaissance or other systems, or may
simply remain “on the shelf.”

4.1 Inlet technologies

Advanced inlet shaping/integration concepts such as the
caret inlet and diverterless inlet are excellent examples of
approaches to achieve high aeroperformance with shaping
for survivability. Other inlet technologies of particular note
include compact, full-obscuration inlet ducts, inlet flow con-
trol, and structurally integrated inlets.
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4.1.1 Caret inlet

The caret inlet technique has been understood as an academic
concept for many years (Seddon and Goldsmith, 1985), but
was not matured to a realistic engineering design until the
1980s. The primary trait of caret inlets is a pair of oblique
compression ramps that generate a 2-D flow field and co-
planar shock waves at the supersonic design point. Primary
advantages of the caret inlet are efficient supersonic flow
compression (as with the F-14 or F-15) and swept inlet edges
that can be aligned with the aircraft planform. The challenge
with the caret inlet lies at supersonic, off-design conditions
where the shocks generated by the two ramps are no longer
co-planar, resulting in shear layers and potential distortion
and inlet instability. The caret inlet concept was adopted for
both F-22 and F/A-18E/F. Design and development of the
F/A-18E/F inlet is discussed in Hall et al. (1993).

4.1.2 Diverterless inlet

Another advanced inlet integration approach investigated
and developed during the 1990s was the “bump” inlet. This
approach was of interest due to its potential to allow elimi-
nation of boundary layer diverters. Whereas the caret inlet is
based on a 2-D flow field, a bump inlet is derived by stream-
line tracing through a three-dimensional flow field (Seddon
and Goldsmith, 1985).

Boundary layer diverters have traditionally been cru-
cial for most tactical aircraft inlet integration approaches.
The diverter serves to improve performance and maintain
supersonic inlet/engine compatibility by preventing bound-
ary layer ingestion and physically isolating the inlet shocks
from the forebody boundary layer. However, diverters may
introduce undesirable survivability characteristics and inhibit
physical integration of the inlet cowl and forebody, which is
desirable from a weight reduction standpoint.

Various research efforts were undertaken to mature the
bump inlet concept into a practical design, including a flight
test effort on an F-16 that lead to incorporation of such an inlet
on the JSF X-35 concept demonstrator aircraft and production
F-35 aircraft (see Hamstra, McCallum and McFarlan, 2003;
and Hehs, 2000). This particular design, known as the divert-
erless supersonic inlet, integrated a highly three-dimensional
bump compression surface with a forward-swept cowl. This
combination produces a pressure gradient that diverts the
majority of the boundary layer and provides a stable interac-
tion between the inlet shocks and remaining boundary layer,
eliminating the need for both boundary layer diverter and
bleed systems. A diverterless inlet concept was also employed
on the JSF X-32 demonstrator.

4.1.3 Compact inlet ducts

As tactical aircraft design evolved in the 1990s, compact
inlet ducts became another technology of emerging inter-
est due to the desire to enable lower cost through lower
inlet length. In this context, “compact” refers to short
inlet ducts (L/D ∼ 4) that achieve full line-of-sight obscu-
ration of the engine, which is necessary for survivability
compliance. Unfortunately, achieving full obscuration in a
compact design requires high rates of duct curvature and flow
area/shape change, all of which traditionally introduce unac-
ceptable pressure loss and distortion. However, through the
use of modern design techniques, researchers were able to
develop and validate with wind tunnel experiments compact
designs that achieved excellent performance (see Philhower,
Robinson and Brown, 1998).

4.1.4 Inlet flow control

In the 1990s “flow control” began to emerge as a technol-
ogy with many aircraft applications. In the context of jet
engine inlet systems, flow control refers to the manipula-
tion of large-scale flow phenomena (such as inlet distortion)
with relatively small-scale perturbations to the flow enacted
in highly-receptive zones within the inlet. Flow control tech-
niques may be active or passive and involve open loop or
closed loop controls.

One example of inlet flow control is for reducing adverse
secondary flows in “ultra-compact” inlet ducts (full obscura-
tion designs of L/D < 4), suggested by Anderson et al. (1999)
and continued by Miller, Anderson and others (see Hamstra,
Miller and Truax, 2000). These efforts showed that as duct
curvature increases, the secondary flow increases to a point
where a vortex will lift off the duct surface, thereby decreas-
ing pressure recovery and increasing distortion at the engine
face. Studies found that localized placement of microvanes
or airjets could control the secondary flow and prevent vortex
lift off. Inlet flow control research continues and has matured
through full-scale demonstration of a representative advanced
inlet coupled to a turbofan engine.

4.1.5 Structurally-integrated inlets and probabilistic
loads

Structurally integrated inlets, including unitized, fastener-
less structure based on probabilistic design loads, were also
developed to reduce weight and LCC. As mentioned pre-
viously, one of the primary design loads for inlet structure
is the pressure load (hammershock) due to an engine stall.
For legacy fighters such as the F-16, structural sizing was
based on a “worst case” stack up of conditions that would
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give the highest possible hammershock load. The worst-case
hammershock loads occur at high dynamic pressures, super-
sonic speeds, and low altitude. However, the vehicle residence
time and probability of a stall at these conditions is very low.
For more modern designs, research has shown that a “prob-
abilistic” hammershock load is more appropriate (Gridley,
Sylvester and Truax, 1999). For the case studied and based
on an acceptable risk of occurrence of 1 in 10 million, this
approach reduced design loads from 70 to 44 psid, which
resulted in an estimated inlet duct weight reduction of 40%.

Inlet structural design and manufacturing technologies
similarly evolved to consider structurally integrated concepts
to further reduce weight and LCC. Modular legacy inlet
system components, which were bolted to the airframe or
assembled as part of a fuselage section, were replaced with
unitized components sharing airframe bulkheads and loads.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.6, inlet structure for legacy
fighters consisted predominantly of aluminum bulkheads and
frames and multi-piece aluminum or composite duct skins
attached with thousands of fasteners. In the most advanced
approaches considered, the multi-piece aluminum and com-
posite skins are replaced with single-piece, fiber-placed
composite ducts. Metal inlet duct bulkheads and frames are
replaced with composite webs with preformed, bonded joints,
which reduce/eliminate fasteners and integrate directly with
airframe bulkheads. This approach reduced cost substan-
tially by eliminating the labor-intensive fastener installation.
However, these concepts required expensive tooling for the
single-piece duct, and repairs could become problematic in
the event of extensive damage to inlet structure.

4.2 Nozzle technologies

Since the early 1980s, R&D efforts continued to improve the
classic convergent-divergent (CD) axisymmetric nozzle in
terms of affordability, survivability, and aftbody drag reduc-
tion. Engine manufactures have made enough incremental
progress in these areas such that the engine-mounted axisym-
metric CD nozzle remains as the “dominant architecture” for
the most modern tactical aircraft.

At the same time, however, structurally integrated,
conformal exhaust systems were investigated to increase
survivability and reduce weight. “Conformal shaping” in this
context refers to exhaust systems that are highly integrated
with the natural shape of the vehicle planform, such as those
on the F-117 and B-2. Conformal shaping and partially or
fully fixed internal and external geometry simplify aftbody
integration and allow elimination of gaps, seals, and visible
moving parts, but introduce enormous challenges regarding
throat area and thrust vector control. As an ultimate goal,

nozzle technologists have desired to combine the shaping fea-
tures of F-117/B-2 nozzles with the vectoring/afterburning
functionality of the F-22 but to do so at the cost and weight of
a traditional axisymmetric nozzle. This goal remains elusive.

4.2.1 Advanced vectoring techniques

Requirements for thrust vectoring complicated the task of
developing fixed-geometry exhausts. While pitch/yaw vec-
toring was investigated, the primary approach was yaw
vectoring for control of tailless aircraft. Two successful
approaches emerged from multiple investigations: the noz-
zle throat disc and fluidic injection (or nozzle “flow control”,
see Section 4.2.3). The nozzle throat disc (Garret and Zilz,
1992) employed a rotating disc at the throat station to skew
the sonic line, thus creating vectored thrust. This approach
achieved high levels of vectoring, but, due to the variable
geometry throat, weight was still an issue. The fluidic vector-
ing approach (Miller et al., 2000; Miller, Yagle and Hamstra,
1999) employed fluidic injectors (using engine bleed) in the
nozzle expansion section to either skew the sonic line or
create a weak oblique shock and thus vectoring, while simul-
taneously controlling effective jet throat area. This approach
achieved high levels of vectoring and is lighter, since it is
compatible with a physically fixed geometry throat. However,
fluidic approaches require a high-pressure airflow source that
must be powered and controlled, thereby introducing a new
set of issues. Many other mechanical and fluidic approaches
remain under investigation.

4.2.2 Exhaust structural integration

Structurally integrated exhaust systems have been inves-
tigated to reduce weight and LCC through load sharing
between airframe and exhaust structure. Such load shar-
ing is challenging due to non-uniform thermal expansion
and high thermal loads. Various approaches, including
engine-mounted, airframe-mounted, and structurally inte-
grated nozzles, have been utilized for advanced aircraft with
varying degrees of success. Despite significant advancement
in state-of-the-art, structural integration of hot exhaust struc-
ture with airframe structure remains a very difficult problem.

4.2.3 Nozzle flow control

Active flow control has been an area of significant investiga-
tion, with the desire to provide both throat area (A8) and/or
thrust vector control (see Section 4.2.1). Flow control has
also been shown as applicable to aftbody drag reduction (see
Haid and Gamble, 2004) and jet noise reduction. For nozzle as
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well as inlet systems, a major issue is the penalty introduced
for extracting mechanical, pneumatic, or electrical power to
drive the flow control technique. As mentioned in Section 3.1,
power extraction results in an adverse impact on net installed
propulsive force, and must therefore be justified at the vehicle
system level. Active flow control may also involve routing,
valving, insulation, software controls, and failure mode con-
siderations, all of which must be factored into affordability
and survivability improvements.

5 EVOLVING DEVELOPMENT
TECHNIQUES

In the time period between legacy and modern tactical air-
craft, numerous advancements have been made in the design
engineer’s ability to produce, analyze, and harness informa-
tion describing the physical and performance characteristics
of inlet and nozzle systems. Most of these improvements
resulted from advancements in information technology pow-
ered by gains in computer processing hardware and the
associated software and infrastructure. Four specific areas of
advancement were computer-aided design (CAD), computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD), computer-aided manufacturing
(CAM) and rapid prototyping, and high-speed experimental
data acquisition and analysis. A detailed perspective on these
techniques can be found in Raj (1998).

5.1 Computer-aided design

Three-dimensional CAD tools, often coupled with structural
or aerodynamic analysis tools, have provided the ability to
craft complex geometries with little effort, and to store and
redesign those items with ease. As an example, modern CAD
tools allow lofting of engine inlet ducts in 3-D space follow-
ing specified centerline, flow area, and cross-sectional shape
distributions. The duct contour can become very sophis-
ticated when short, compact full-obscuration designs are
required. Some of these designs would be difficult if not
impossible to loft without computer methods. Additionally,
parametric models allow the designer to quickly explore and
modify designs in minutes instead of hours or days.

5.2 Computational fluid dynamics

Perhaps the most drastic change regarding inlet and nozzle
design involves the use of CFD methods (see CFD). While
CFD has advanced in terms of solver accuracy, user inter-

face, hardware cost, graphical output, and so on, it has been
solution speed (e.g., turn-around time) that has the most sig-
nificant impact. “Speed” in this context implies more than
performance indices obtained in a laboratory environment.
Rather, speed is measured by the solution throughput achiev-
able on a day-to-day basis by design engineers with access to
typical, non-exotic computing resources – for example, the
number of solutions of a given size that can be converged
overnight on an individual engineer’s workstation. Various
studies have shown that this trend follows a “Moore’s Law”-
like exponential improvement with time. With improvements
in solution speed and results analysis capability, the aerody-
namic designer is able to derive increasingly sophisticated
insights into the flow field phenomena and harness that
knowledge for design improvements.

5.3 Computer-aided manufacturing

CAM techniques, in particular, numerically controlled (NC)
machining, have contributed to development of advanced
inlet/nozzle integration schemes by providing improvements
in wind tunnel model mold line accuracy, parts interchange-
ability, rendition of sophisticated contours, and so on. In
the 1990s, rapid prototyping techniques, such as laser stereo
lithography and direct manufacturing, also became popular
as a low-cost, rapid turn-time method for manufacturing wind
tunnel model parts or even complete models.

6 MODERN TACTICAL AIRCRAFT CASE
STUDIES: F-22 AND F-35

The two most recent examples of clean-sheet tactical aircraft
development in the United States, the F-22 and F-35, are
discussed as state-of-the-art case studies. The F/A-18E/F, an
evolutionary upgrade to the F/A-18C/D, is also noteworthy
and is discussed in detail by Hall et al. (1993). One can see
that with the F-22 and F-35 inlet and nozzle designs, top-level
systems engineering requirements such as stealth compati-
bility, weight, and procurement and support cost had a major
impact on the overall system design.

6.1 F-22 Advanced tactical fighter

The F-22 is a twin-engine air superiority aircraft featuring
a classic wing/body/tail configuration shaped with stealth
requirements in mind. A prototype YF-22 first flew in 1990
and the first production version flew in 1997. The F-22 was
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Figure 3. F-22 Propulsion aerodynamic integration features.

designed to replace the F-15 as the front-line fighter for the
United States Air Force. The F-22 incorporates twin Pratt &
Whitney 35 000 lb (160 kN) thrust class F119-PW-100 twin
spool afterburning turbofan engines. With these engines, the
F-22 is able to sustain supersonic cruise speeds without the
use of its afterburners. Additional details on the evolution
of the F-22 aircraft and F119 engine can be found in Hehs
(1998) and Deskin and Yankel (2002), respectively. Key F-22
propulsion integration features are shown in Figure 3.

6.1.1 The F-22 engine inlet

The F-22 inlet system features twin side-mounted inlet aper-
tures, each feeding a single engine through a long (L/D ∼ 6),
full-obscuration S-duct. The apertures are highly swept for
stealth compatibility and utilize a two-dimensional, external
compression “Caret” design (see Section 4.1.1). Bound-
ary layer control is provided with a classic boundary layer
diverter and bleed system. The inlet design provides an
inherent angle-of-attack shielding function, enabling full
engine/inlet compatibility across a wide range of operating
conditions. Due to stealth, weight, and mechanical reliability
(i.e., maintenance cost) considerations, the F-22 inlet geom-
etry is fully fixed, and does not have the variable geometry
features of previous air superiority systems such as the F-14
and F-15.

F-22 inlet development was aided by significant advance-
ments in wind tunnel test data processing, specifically, the
ability to produce near-real-time analysis of dynamic distor-
tion data. Prior to the F-22 timeframe, dynamic distortion data
was recorded during the test but processed and analyzed post
test. With improvements in computer power, by the late 1980s
hardware was available to acquire and analyze dynamic data
at the test site, allowing engineers the ability to make design

decisions based on this data in near-real time. While CFD
analysis was used on F-22, solution throughput in the late
1980s/early 1990s had not yet reached the rate required to
base major decisions on CFD-produced information (in the
absence of supporting test data). The role of CFD was to add
information to a knowledge base derived primarily from test
data.

6.1.2 The F-22 engine nozzle

Supplied as part of the twin F119 engines, the F-22 noz-
zle features a stealth-compliant, 2-D, convergent-divergent,
thrust vectoring design. The nozzles are highly tailored to the
F-22’s requirement for optimum performance (net installed
propulsive thrust (Fnet)) at minimum weight. In-flight thrust
vectoring enables an enormous Mach/angle-or-attack/angle-
of-sideslip operating range, which in turn creates a maneuver
compatibility requirement for the engine inlet system. With
the mechanism in place for thrust vectoring, added capabil-
ity for thrust reversing was also studied early in the program,
but this feature did not trade favorably with cost and weight
impacts, and thus is not present on the production system.

6.2 F-35 Joint strike fighter

The F-35 is a single-engine tactical aircraft featuring a
wing-body-tail configuration layout similar to the F-22. A
demonstrator X-35A version flew in October 2000 and the
first production version flew in 2006. From inception, the air-
craft was designed with three specific “variants” in mind to
meet the needs of US and allied Air Force, Navy, and Marine
customers – Conventional Takeoff and Landing (CTOL),
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Figure 4. F-35 Propulsion aerodynamic integration features.

Short Takeoff Vertical/Landing (STOVL), and aircraft carrier
variant (CV). Each variant is designed to unique require-
ments, yet features high commonality with the other variants
to enable overall affordability. The F-35 is thus designed to
replace the F-16, F-18, and AV-8B and numerous other air-
craft. Two interchangeable 40 000 lb (180 kN) thrust class
afterburning turbofan engines can power the F-35, either the
F135 offered by Pratt & Whitney or the F136 offered by the
General Electric/Rolls-Royce Fighter Engine Team. CTOL
and CV propulsion systems are identical; the STOVL variant
incorporates a shaft-driven lift fan in the forward fuselage,
a vectoring engine nozzle, and other special systems to pro-
vide thrust augmentation and aircraft control necessary for
STOVL operation. Key F-35 propulsion integration features
are shown in Figure 4.

6.2.1 The F-35 engine inlet

F-35 engine inlet design considerations included stealth com-
patibility, cost and weight, transonic cruise and maneuver
performance, and amenability to low-speed performance
enhancement for STOVL operation. The engine inlet sys-
tem features twin side-mounted external compression inlet
apertures and a bifurcated inlet duct. All three variants have
identical engine inlet systems except for incorporation of a
top-mounted auxiliary inlet on the STOVL aircraft. A twin
side-mounted inlet arrangement was chosen for compatibil-
ity with the overall aircraft configuration, in particular, the
centerline-mounted STOVL lift fan. The inlet aperture uti-
lizes a highly 3-D compression surface and forward-swept

cowl to provide both flow compression and boundary layer
diversion functionality. These features allow elimination of a
discrete boundary layer diverter and/or boundary layer bleed
system, thereby improving stealth compatibility and reduc-
ing inlet weight, manufacturing complexity, and cost while
maintaining required performance (total pressure recovery
and drag) and compatibility (distortion and airflow match-
ing) levels (see Section 4.1.2). The primary engine inlet is
fully fixed with no moving parts. A very short bifurcated
S-duct fully obscures direct view of the engine.

Advanced CFD techniques played a critical role in devel-
opment of the F-35 inlet system. The highly contoured
design of the inlet compression system cannot be assessed
by conventional analytical techniques. Similarly, the com-
pact inlet S-duct features complex flow characteristics that
are sensitive to subtle changes in duct area, offset, shape,
and inflow distortion pattern, and thus require computational
means to model. Advancement in wind tunnel test techniques
was also required by the F-35. With both lift fan and main
engines supplied by closely coupled inlets, a standard 40-
point instrumentation rake was shown to be inadequate to
render distortion patterns to necessary resolution, and new
instrumentation designs thus had to be developed.

6.2.2 The F-35 engine nozzle

Key F-35 engine nozzle design considerations included
stealth compatibility, cost and weight, STOVL compatibility,
and traditional nozzle performance. As part of the aircraft’s
engine interchangeability requirements, both F135 and F136
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engines utilize identical nozzle hardware manufactured by
Pratt and Whitney. The CTOL and CV nozzles are common
and feature an axisymmetric convergent-divergent design
with a serrated trailing edge; the STOVL nozzle is shaped
similarly but is shorter in length. The F-35 nozzle does not
vector in up-and-away flight as the F-22 nozzle does. Thrust
vectoring was evaluated several times during nozzle devel-
opment, but for F-35, the performance benefit of this feature
did not trade favorably with cost and weight impacts as it did
on F-22.

6.2.3 F-35 STOVL inlet/nozzle systems

In addition to the primary inlet/nozzle systems described
above, the F-35 STOVL variant incorporates other features
to enable efficient aerodynamic integration of the STOVL
propulsion system. Specific features include a dedicated lift
fan inlet, an auxiliary engine inlet, a variable-area lift fan
nozzle, and a three bearing swivel duct (3BSD) feature on
the engine. The lift fan inlet is very close-coupled to the
waterline-oriented lift fan face, and significant development
effort was required to minimize inlet lip separation through-
out the transition from takeoff to conventional flight. The
auxiliary inlet is similarly closely coupled to the engine fan
face. The lift fan nozzle is a variable-area vane box design
that provides both exhaust area control and lift fan thrust vec-
toring. The 3BSD feature on the engine allows downward
vectoring (to over 90◦) and some side-to-side yaw motion of
the engine jet exhaust during STOVL operation.

7 SUMMARY

Propulsion aerodynamic integration state-of-the-art has
evolved significantly since design of legacy transonic com-
bat aircraft currently in the military force structure. These
changes have been driven by a more holistic view of
tactical air system development, increased emphasis on sur-
vivability and affordability, revolutionary improvements in
computer-based design tools and methods, and incorporation
of advanced components and integration technologies.

SYMBOLS/NOTATION

2-D Two-dimensional
3-D Three-dimensional
3BSD Three-bearing swivel duct
ASC Air system contractor
A8 Nozzle minimum (throat) flow area

A9 Nozzle exhaust plane flow area
AIP Aerodynamic interface plane
ATF Advanced tactical fighter (F-22)
Cfg

Nozzle gross thrust coefficient
Cdmin Aircraft minimum drag coefficient (non-throttle

dependent)
FOD Foreign object debris/foreign object damage
Fnet Net installed propulsive force
JSF Joint strike fighter (F-35)
KM Kilometer
KPP Key performance parameter
LCC Life cycle cost
L/D Length to diameter ratio (inlet duct)
MATV Multi-axis thrust vectoring
O&S Operations and support
PBS Performance-based specification
PSC Propulsion system contractor
STOVL Short takeoff and vertical landing
TV Thrust vectoring
TSFC Thrust-specific fuel consumption
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1 INTRODUCTION

For the purposes of this article vertical and/or short takeoff
and landing (VSTOL) vehicles are those which are able to
sustain controllable flight at speeds below which their fixed
aerodynamic surfaces would allow. This eliminates those
short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft that are able to
fly extremely slowly by use of large and efficient high lift
systems, but includes those that use their propulsion system
to directly provide the lift and control they need to achieve
flight. At speeds where the propulsion system is used in
this way, that is, at very low speed, it also has to generate
the control power to enable the vehicle to be stabilized and
maneuvered.

This requirement is an extreme example of the integration
of the airframe and the propulsion system, and is one that

becomes more difficult and complex as the aircraft’s required
maximum speed increases. The F-35B Lightning II, which is
capable of both hovering and supersonic flight, is the most
highly integrated airframe and propulsion system of any cur-
rent aircraft. Most of the article deals with the challenges
inherent in this particular class of vehicle.

At the low end of the speed range are rotary wing aircraft:
helicopters and autogiros. Increasing forward speed leads on
to tilt-wing and tilt-rotor vehicles, with their combination of
rotary and fixed wings, and then finally fixed wing, jet lift
aircraft.

Efficient hovering depends on the disc loading of the air-
craft, which is the thrust generated divided by the area of
the rotor or lift jet nozzles. The power required to hover is
directly proportional to the disc loading, so a large rotor heli-
copter requires much less power to hover than a fixed wing
jet lift aircraft of the same weight.

In forward flight the requirement is for the propulsive
jet, provided by propeller or nozzle, to exceed the speed
of the aircraft in order to provide a net thrust. The faster
the aircraft speed, the higher the required jet velocity. This
is, of course, the opposite of that needed for efficient
hovering.

Some form of variable geometry or variable cycle can be
used to improve hovering efficiency while retaining good up
and away capability. One proposal for a tilt-rotor aircraft is
to have variable diameter rotors. Sleeved rotor blades would
extend in the hover regime and contract in the forward flight
regime. There is obviously a complexity and safety issue
to be resolved for such an approach. Another option is to
use the main engine to drive one or more lift fans. Vari-
ous gas driven lift fans have been designed, with the aim
being to place large diameter fans in the wing. This solu-
tion certainly reduces the disk loading, but creates structural
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2 Propulsion Integration

difficulties for the wing and has very limited thrust vector
capability.

The Lockheed Martin/BAE Systems/Northrop Grumman
F-35B Lightning II uses its lift fan as a form of variable
cycle engine. The lift fan is driven from the main engine via
a drive shaft and clutch. In normal up-and-away mode the
clutch is disengaged and the engine cycle is that of a normal
low by-pass turbofan for a fighter aircraft, giving the per-
formance needed for supersonic operation. Once the clutch
is engaged the lift fan more than doubles the air mass flow
through the propulsion system, while the energy extracted
from the engine to drive the lift fan significantly reduces
the pressure and energy from the rear nozzle. The overall
effect is a very significant reduction in the disk loading of the
aircraft, down to similar levels to that for the subsonic and
much smaller BAE Systems/Boeing Harrier. In thrust terms
the Harrier has 23 000 lb thrust in the hover while the F-35B
has 40 000 lb.

2 VSTOL AIRCRAFT PROPULSION
INLETS

Air inlets for VSTOL aircraft need to work adequately
throughout the flight envelope of the aircraft, or that por-
tion of the envelope for which they are open. Thinking of a
transonic or supersonic aircraft, one of the main differences
between the VSTOL aircraft and the conventional takeoff
and landing (CTOL) aircraft is the required efficiency at zero
speed. The CTOL aircraft can tolerate an inefficient inlet at
zero speed as the speed fairly rapidly increases during the
take-off run, and the efficiency with it. There is a penalty in
requiring a longer runway than would otherwise be the case,
but this is not usually mission-critical. For the VSTOL air-
craft, where vertical thrust must be sufficient for hover, the
efficiency must be as high as possible. Efficiency in this con-
text is the total pressure recovery of the inlet system, and a
rough rule of thumb for a turbofan class of engine is that a
1% loss of total pressure recovery will lead to a 1.5% loss of
thrust.

Conventional engine inlets point forwards in the line of
flight. At very low speeds the air is not so much rammed
into the inlet as the inlet sucking the air from all around.
Prevention of flow separations from the inlet lips is essential
for maintaining pressure recovery, so the optimum shape in
the hover is one with a bellmouth entry, which gives the best
pressure recovery at zero forward speed. The bellmouth has
low curvature from the inlet highlight to the duct throat, which
gently accelerates flow into the inlet duct, and is consequently

very wide. The contraction ratio, or the ratio of maximum
entry area to minimum duct area, is typically greater than
two, and would lead to very high drag at even quite low flight
speeds. Hence, the bellmouth inlet is impractical for anything
other than hovering or very slow flight. However, with careful
shaping of the inlet lip it is possible to inhibit flow separations
at contraction ratios of 1.3 or slightly lower. This is typical
of the lip geometry for podded engines on airliners, giving
acceptably low drag for transonic cruise conditions along
with good zero speed pressure recovery.

A subsonic transport VSTOL aircraft would therefore not
have to compromise its main engine inlet design for the
VSTOL mission. For combat and supersonic aircraft the issue
is not so clear. At supersonic speeds a sharp lipped inlet gives
the lowest drag solution, although contraction ratios up to
about 1.1 can be accommodated. Combat aircraft also tend
to have the main engine installed in the fuselage, rather than
being podded, and the proximity of the fuselage modifies the
flowfield entering the inlet. The need to reconcile these con-
flicting demands leads to the adoption of variable geometry
inlets.

The simplest form of variable geometry is the blow-in door
auxiliary inlet, as used on the Harrier. This is misnamed, as
it is really a suck-in door. The doors work by reducing the
flow through the main inlet and thus unload the inlet lips,
reducing their tendency to separate. If the doors are placed
reasonably close to the engine face they have the added ben-
efit of reducing the flow through the rest of the inlet duct,
and thus reducing the pressure loss associated with this. The
doors respond to the pressure differential across them, so
will open when the inlet is sucking, that is, static pressure is
lower in the duct than outside, and will close when the inlet
is spilling.

Modern stealth demands mean that simple blow-in doors
are not acceptable. Auxiliary inlets, like all other doors, need
to be tight, flush fitting and electrically bridged. The auxil-
iary inlet for the F-35B main engine has actuated doors that
open and close according to schedule in the flight control
system. The actuation system adds weight and complex-
ity to the aircraft, but the stealth requirement cannot be
traded.

Another actuated variable geometry system that has been
successfully used is the translating cowl. In this concept,
the front portion of the inlet lip and cowl slides forward to
open a slot around the cowl. The geometry of the slot can be
made to give a bellmouth-like entry for the flow, and is thus
highly efficient. The VJ-101C aircraft featured translating
cowl inlets on its wing tip mounted, swiveling engines, while
the Boeing X-32B aircraft had a similar concept for its chin
inlet.
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Figure 1. F-35B in VSTOL configuration.

Lift engine and lift fan propulsion system concepts typ-
ically have their inlets mounted flush on the top surface of
the fuselage or wing. This presents no problem in the hover,
but in forward flight the inlets are at right angles to the flow.
The inlets are closed during normal flight, but need to open
for the transition between wing-borne and jet-borne flight,
when the engines or lift fan are started. At the start of this
decelerating transition, when the inlets first open, the cross-
flow can be as high as 200 knots. The inlet design must turn
the flow into the inlets while preserving adequate flow quality
for both the aerodynamic and structural requirements of the
turbomachinery. The chapter on flow requirements (see Basic
Principles: Gas Turbine Compatibility – Intake Aerodynamic
Aspects) gives more detail on the measures of quality and the
consequences of failing to meet them.

The standard solution to turning the flow at higher speeds
has been to have an aft-hinged door that opens into the
flow, as used on the Yak-38, Yak-141, and VJ-101C aircraft.
This effectively channels the flow into the inlet at the higher
speeds, but causes a blockage to the inlet at the hover. The
X-35B aircraft did not have this arrangement for the lift fan
inlet, rather having a side-hinged bifold arrangement that pre-
sented no blockage to the flow, but the production F-35B
reverted to the aft-hinged door of the other mentioned air-
craft. It reduces the blockage problem by opening to different
angles depending on the aircraft speed. At higher speeds it
is open 30◦, as seen in Figure 1 and at very low speeds it
opens 60◦.

A general description of air inlet design can be found in
Seddon and Goldsmith (1999), while more specific VSTOL
intake descriptions and analysis are available in Chapters 7
and 8 of Goldsmith and Seddon (1993).

3 VECTORING NOZZLE INTEGRATION

One of the considerations of VSTOL aircraft design is
whether to have separate lift and propulsive jets, or to
combine them in a variable vector installation. The vector-
ing nozzle installation requires less overall thrust from the
propulsion system, but usually demands a more complex and
difficult installation, and can compromise the efficiency of
the main nozzle during in-flight conditions.

Consider the requirement for a 45◦ aft vector during semi–
jet-borne flight. With separate lift and propulsive jets, the
two jets will have equal thrust, or a total of 2 F, in order to
achieve this vector. With a vectoring nozzle the same resultant
is achieved for a total of

√
2 F. This reduction in required total

thrust means that most VSTOL aircraft designs use a fully
vectoring nozzle (or nozzles) at least for their main propulsive
jet, and generally incorporate some limited vector in lift jets
where full vector is not possible.

The F-35B has a three-bearing swivel duct, as seen
in Figure 2 developed and produced by Rolls-Royce, that
enables the main propulsive nozzle to vector through more
than 90◦ and move from side to side for yaw control, while
retaining the ability to fully vary nozzle area. Compared to
a conventional installation there is a weight and complex-
ity penalty. An alternative installation might have been to
block the flow to the main nozzle and divert it to relatively
simple vectoring nozzles, perhaps stowed either side of the
jet-pipe. This is similar to the Boeing X-32 solution. In this
case, however, there is the weight and lost volume of the short
take off and vertical landing (STOVL) nozzles being carried
around during conventional flight. In both cases the designers
ensured the STOVL lift nozzles had full vectoring capability.
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Figure 2. F-35B propulsion system.

4 CONTROL IN THE HOVER

Control in the hover covers all aircraft speeds below which
the aerodynamic controls give insufficient control power.

In the hover, the absence of forward speed means that none
of the traditional control effectors will produce any moment
to either stabilize or maneuver the aircraft. The control must
be provided through the propulsion system, using either the
main lift jets or supplementary jets placed as close to the
extremities of the aircraft as possible. The supplementary jets
are referred to as reaction control jets and their integration
can be a significant factor in the design of the aircraft.

The control power required by the aircraft is typically
defined in the specification for the aircraft and will state a
vertical acceleration requirement; pitch, roll, and yaw accel-
eration requirements; and a bandwidth requirement; that is,
how fast it takes to achieve these maximum accelerations. The
thrust needed to achieve the accelerations depends upon the
inertia of the aircraft and the positioning of the jets. The fur-
ther from the center of gravity the lower the required thrust,
hence the placement at extremities.

Before adding extra hardware to the aircraft in the form
of a reaction control system (RCS), opportunities for using
the main lift jets should be explored. Although these jets
are typically clustered about the center of gravity with small
moment arms, their high thrust enables them to generate the
required moment. If the lift jets are placed laterally then they
may be able to provide the roll control, and if placed longitu-
dinally they can provide the pitch control. If there are three
or more lift jets they may be able to provide both pitch and

roll. The bandwidth requirements (or response rates) usually
mean that control is not possible by varying engine speed, as
a gas turbine simply does not respond fast enough throughout
its operating range. Other means of varying thrust are needed.

The optimum solution depends on a number of different
factors, and it is not possible to simply state that one way is
better than another. As an example of this, three of the designs
that went into the early Joint Strike Fighter assessments had
completely different methods of control. The McDonnell
Douglas gas-coupled lift fan (GCLF) STOVL Strike Fighter
(SSF) of the mid-1990s had three main lift jets and no reac-
tion control jets at all, shown in Figure 3. The Boeing X-32
direct lift aircraft had a full reaction control system and no
control from its lift jets, akin to the Harrier aircraft; while the
Lockheed Martin X-35 (and now F-35B) had a composite
solution.

For a laterally spaced pair of lift jets that are fed by a com-
mon source, for example a single engine feeding a split jet
pipe, an option would be to alter the areas of the two noz-
zles while maintaining a constant total area. The response
rates of the nozzles would be high enough for the required
accelerations and the constant total area would not change
the operating point of the engine. This scheme was proposed
for the McDonnell Douglas SSF, using the rear mounted twin
nozzles from the main engine. The Boeing X-32, while hav-
ing laterally spaced jets, had simple and light fixed area lift
nozzles, shown in Figure 4. The design teams had to trade-
off between the weight, complexity and life cycle cost of
complex lift nozzles or that for simple lift nozzles plus an
RCS. That they came out with different answers does not
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Figure 3. Gas-coupled lift fan propulsion system requiring no reaction control system.

necessarily mean that one was wrong, just that they had dif-
ferent constraints and weighting factors within their trade
study.

The X-35 achieved roll control with small jets in the wing.
Although similar to a traditional reaction control system the
jets are permanently powered, contributing about 10% of the
thrust, and the control is achieved by varying the individual
nozzle areas while keeping the total area constant.

Both the X-35 and the SSF controlled pitch by differential
thrust between the main engine and the lift fan. The required
response rate was achieved by using variable angle vanes. In
the X-35, and F-35, they are placed upstream of the lift fan
to control the angle of attack seen at the lift fan blades. In the
SSF the vanes were in the nozzle exit, splayed slightly out
most of the time and controlling thrust by either increasing
or decreasing the splay. The X-32 used its reaction control
system.

Figure 4. X-32B propulsion system.

Yaw control was different for all three aircraft. The X-32
used its reaction control system. The SSF used post-exit flaps
on the rear lift nozzles to deflect the jets laterally. The X-35
used its swiveling rear nozzle to physically point the nozzle
from side to side.

All three aircraft had quite different solutions to the issue
of hover control, and in each case the designers believed they
had found the optimum solution within the constraints they
had to work with.

5 SUCKDOWN

A key element in the design of a VSTOL aircraft is the con-
sideration of propulsion-induced lift loss during jet-borne, or
semi–jet-borne, flight, often referred to as suckdown. Suck-
down can significantly reduce the available lift at critical
points in the flight envelope if it is not understood and miti-
gated.

In the simplest case consider a single jet pointing vertically
down in still air. The mixing of the jet with the air leads to the
jet slowing down and spreading. Momentum is conserved,
but energy is dissipated. This entrainment of flow into the
jet affects the whole flowfield around the jet, illustrated in
Figure 5 as more air is needed to feed the mixing process.
In free air the entrainment flow is angled towards the jet and
along the jet axis at approximately 45◦, and the velocity varies
inversely with distance from the jet. When the jet hits the
ground Figure 6 the surface area of the ground-jet, or wall-jet
as it is often referred to, is much higher than the free-jet, and
the entrainment flowfield is correspondingly much stronger.
The entrainment flow in this case is angled towards the impact
point of the jet on the ground, that is, opposing the direction
of the wall-jet outflow.
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Figure 5. Entrainment flow in free air.

From the above, it can be appreciated that when hovering
in nominally still air the jet or jets create a downward velocity
flowfield in which the aircraft sits. This creates a drag force
acting downwards on the airframe. For a wide range of jet-lift
aircraft this drag force is typically around 2.5% to 3% of the
jet thrust Out of Ground Effect (OGE) that is, no wall-jet.
Once In Ground Effect (IGE) the increasing strength of the
entrainment flowfield can give suckdown values of 20% of
jet thrust or even higher.

The downward velocity caused by the lift jet entrainment
also affects the standard flowfield during low speed, semi–jet-

Figure 6. Jet impingement and fountain flows.

borne flight. This has the effect of reducing the angle of attack
of the wing, and thus reducing the lift. It should be remem-
bered that the entrainment flowfield is relatively localized,
with the strength diminishing quite rapidly away from the jet
itself. Thus, the reduced angle of attack is unlikely to be felt
across the whole wing.

The placement of the lift jet(s) has an effect on the value
of the lift loss. An obvious way of reducing the influence of
the entrainment flowfield is to separate as far as possible the
airframe from the jet, such as by having a high wing with the
jet nozzles as low as possible. The converse of this is also
true, so that having the jets emerging flush from the center
of the wing gives very high lift loss. Having lift jets placed
at the wing tips, such as on the VJ-101 aircraft, is another
way of minimizing the lift loss, although this does bring a
number of other complications, principally the safety hazard
of losing an engine.

Fore/aft placement of the lift jets can also have a big effect.
Jets that are close to the leading edge of the wing maximize
the localized reduction of angle of attack, giving lift loss
values of 20% of the jet thrust and higher. On the other hand,
jets close to the trailing edge of the wing help to increase the
circulation and actually increase the lift. The presence of the
jet energizes the local flow and improves flap performance.
The effect needs careful optimization of the wing flap to gain
the best performance, and lift gains are not quite as high as
the lift losses from the jets near the leading edge.

Carter (1969) performed parametric investigations into
this effect using a simplified wing/body configuration and
a pair of lift jets either side of the fuselage. The approximate
shape of the model and the positions of the jets are shown in
the bottom right of Figure 7. The jets in this case are vertical
and the jet velocity is five times the freestream velocity.

A further element of the lift loss picture is the effect of
multiple lift jets when in ground effect. When two separate
wall jets meet the flow is turned away from the wall in what
is known as a fountain flow. If there are three or four wall jets
the fountain flow is much stronger than for just two jets. For
a jet lift aircraft at low heights the fountain flow will strike
the aircraft and will offset, to a greater or lesser degree, the
increased entrainment caused by the presence of the wall jets.

5.1 Case study – the Harrier

The BAE Systems/Boeing Harrier aircraft is perhaps the best
known jet lift aircraft, and certainly has the highest produc-
tion numbers at the time of writing. The Harrier has four lift
jets, which are fed from the single engine through vectoring
nozzles. The front nozzles are fed by the three-stage low-
pressure compressor and rear nozzles by the core flow that
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Figure 7. The effect of lift jet longitudinal position.

passes through the high pressure compressor, combustor and
turbine system. Front and rear each produce about the same
thrust, and they are grouped around the aircraft center of
gravity. The center of thrust must pass through the center
of gravity in the hover, so any discrepancy from the main lift
jets must be trimmed out using the reaction control system. In
addition, the center of lift from the wing must also be close
to the center of gravity in normal flight. This arrangement
naturally places the front nozzles close to the leading edge
of the wing, which we have seen is bad, and the rear nozzles
close to the trailing edge and the flap system, which we have
seen is good. The vertical placement of the wing is almost
entirely for structural reasons, but does increase the sepa-
ration of the jets from the wing. The four lift jets produce
a strong fountain that almost entirely offsets the increased
entrainment IGE.

When the Harrier was developed from the original version
to the Harrier II standard a good deal of work was put into
optimizing the rear nozzle and the flap system. The Harrier
II therefore has a very large flap that makes full use of the
presence of the rear jets. The under-fuselage strakes and cross
fence were also optimized to capture more of the fountain
flow close to the ground. This led to the aircraft actually
developing a lift gain very close to the ground, rather than
the small lift loss from the original Harrier.

The need to have the centers of gravity, thrust, and wing lift
close to each other tends to force any practical configuration
to have lift jets in nonoptimum positions. This is one of the
reasons why a wide range of concepts all show a hover lift
loss of around 2.5–3% of thrust.

Kuhn, Margason and Curtis (2006) give much more detail
on the subject of suckdown.

6 HOT GAS INGESTION

Hot gas ingestion (HGI) for a VSTOL aircraft is the tendency
to suck its own exhaust gases back into the engine during
vertical maneuvers. Although mostly of concern to jet lift
aircraft it can also be experienced by helicopters and tilt-
rotors. The immediate effect of raised temperature on the
engine is to reduce the thrust or power output if no other
action is taken. Engine control systems, however, are able to
manage this, and overcome the reduction by increasing the
fuel into the engine. Although this does indeed restore thrust
levels it is at the expense of fuel burn, increased engine speed
and, most importantly, temperature at the turbine entry. This
turbine entry temperature (TET) or turbine gas temperature
(TGT) is a critical aspect for any gas turbine and takes a
double hit due to HGI from the raised inlet temperature and
the increased fuel flow. When the maximum TET is reached
the control system reduces fuel, and thrust, to keep the TET
within bounds. So HGI acts to reduce the maximum available
thrust from the engine. For most jet lift aircraft the engine is
usually close to maximum thrust most of the time it performs
vertical maneuvers, and HGI can severely limit maximum
hover weight at high ambient temperatures.

Another aspect of HGI is the spatial temperature distor-
tion it can generate. This is analogous to the spatial distortion
of total pressure discussed in Basic Principles: Gas Turbine
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Wind
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Figure 8. Ingestion flowpaths.

Compatibility – Intake Aerodynamic Aspects, having a sim-
ilar effect on the engine surge line.

HGI is typically generated by either the wall-jet flow from
the aircraft being blown back to the aircraft, or by fountain
flows finding their way into the aircraft inlets, illustrated in
Figure 8. The “far-field” HGI generated by the former phe-
nomenon tends to be relatively low temperature and blankets
the whole inlet, so not really raising the distortion levels.
Direct ingestion of fountain flows is usually referred to as
“near-field” HGI. This can give extremely high temperature
levels, of the order of 50 ◦C to 60 ◦C, quite often accompanied
by high levels of distortion. This is due to relatively low mix-
ing in the short flowpath from the nozzles to the inlet. These
levels are completely unacceptable and need to be mitigated.

A third form of ingestion, know as “midfield” HGI, is also
generated by fountain flows, but not through direct ingestion.
Often it is due to an interaction between the fountain flow and

the ambient wind, or the fountain takes a circuitous path to
the inlet after striking the airframe. The ingestion levels are
lower than those from near-field ingestion, but still usually
unacceptable. This form of ingestion is normally the hardest
to identify and cure.

To mitigate HGI the design team needs to either manipu-
late the fountain strength and direction, or to physically block
the fountain flow. An obvious example of the latter is the
strake and cross dam arrangement used on the Harrier II air-
craft, seen in Figure 9. Manipulation of the fountain depends
on making detail changes at the nozzle.

For equal pairs of lift jets the fountain will be stronger
if the jets are angled towards each other and weaker if they
are angled away, compared with them pointing vertically
down. Also, the closer the jets are together the stronger
the fountain, until the point where the jets merge before
impinging on the ground. Because the two jets are equal

Figure 9. Strakes and dam on Harrier aircraft.
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strength the resultant direction of both the lift vector and
the fountain is vertical. If, however, the wall-jets are of
unequal strength then the stronger and deeper of the two will
dominate and the resultant direction of the fountain will be
angled away from the strong jet.

In the above examples it is assumed that the wall-jet
strengths are directly proportional to the jet thrust. This is
the case for simple circular jets, but the presence of elbows
just upstream of the nozzle exit and noncircular nozzles
can present cases where the wall jet strength is azimuthally
nonuniform around the impingement of a perpendicular jet.
Sometimes the design team can actively use these character-
istics to mitigate HGI. Other times the nozzle characteristics
cannot be changed and the design team must use other means
to mitigate the HGI caused by such undesirable traits.

As a generalization, strong fountains are usually good for
offsetting IGE lift loss, but cause HGI problems, and vice
versa. Aft inclination of the fountain, away from the inlets,
can be particularly effective for widely spaced jets where the
fountain establishes at a high aircraft height above the ground.

Kuhn, Margason and Curtis (2006) give much more detail
on the subject of HGI.

7 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

The higher disk loading and jet velocity of jet lift aircraft,
as discussed earlier, has consequences for the environment
around the aircraft. This affects the airframe, people and equi-
pment around the aircraft, and the surface of the landing pad.

Jet noise is caused by the shear layer between the edge
of the jet and the fluid around the jet; and the strength of the
shear layer is proportional to the velocity differential between
the two. Furthermore, for a given thrust a hotter jet will have a
higher velocity than a cooler jet, so will generate more noise.

The combination of high disk loading and high exhaust
temperatures means that jet lift aircraft generate very high lev-
els of jet noise. Anyone who has witnessed a Harrier hovering
at an airshow can attest to this. The lift jets tend to be in close
proximity to airframe structure, meaning that high acoustic
levels can be experienced on the underside of the airframe.

Heating of the aircraft structure is also an issue, particu-
larly IGE where fountain impingement can lead to locally
high temperatures on the lower surface. Although static
strength has to be considered, and this reduces with elevated
temperatures for most materials, it is the resistance to fatigue
that tends to drive the design.

The demands of coping with high acoustic levels and tem-
peratures can usually be accommodated by using expensive
and exotic materials, or by increasing panel thickness. Nei-
ther of these options is popular as they increase the cost and

the weight of the aircraft, so considerable work is required to
define the acoustic and temperature levels and their extent, in
order to minimize their impact.

Away from the aircraft itself the effect of the wall-jet out-
wash is felt by people and equipment in the near vicinity,
both for vertical maneuvers and short takeoffs. The major
concerns are the dynamic pressure of the wall-jet, which can
blow a person off their feet, and the acoustic environment
experienced, while the temperature of the wall-jet is usually
less of an issue.

The dynamic pressure of the wall-jet away from the imme-
diate impingement point is largely proportional to the overall
thrust of the aircraft, irrespective of the disk loading, although
there are factors which vary this statement. An outcome of this
phenomenon is that heavy lift helicopters, being the highest
thrust VSTOL aircraft, have the highest outwash dynamic
pressures. Two factors that change the outwash are non-
perpendicular impingement and reinforcements caused by
colliding wall-jets. Rubel (1982) shows that even 5◦ of incli-
nation of the impinging jet increases outwash strength by
20%, while Miller and Wilson (1993) show that peak velocity
and wall-jet depth can be doubled in a reinforcement region.

Acoustic levels are largely driven by the velocity of the jets
rather than their thrust. These are of concern for the safety
and health of ground crew and others in the vicinity. Tem-
perature levels in the wall-jet reduce very quickly away from
the nozzle due to the high levels of mixing involved. Entrain-
ment rates in a wall-jet are far higher than a free-jet due to
the increased surface area, thus diluting the temperature very
rapidly.

The area where temperature is important is at the point
of impingement, where surface erosion can take place. One
of the key attributes of VSTOL aircraft, namely their basing
flexibility, is removed if they can only operate from specially
prepared pads that will not be destroyed by the aircraft’s lift
jets.

The failure mechanism leading to surface erosion depends
upon the surface in question. Grassland is eroded by the
scrubbing action of the jet independent of temperature, with
peak erosion occurring where the dynamic pressure is high-
est. Asphalt has a similar failure, but the temperature of the
jet is important in softening the bitumen binder. The hotter
the jet, the faster the asphalt will erode.

Concrete erodes in a rather different manner. The high
energy put into the surface of the concrete leads to significant
stresses between the different constituents of the concrete,
the cement and the aggregate, due to their different thermal
expansion coefficients. These stresses lead to local cracking
of the concrete, which is exploited by the dynamic pressure of
the jet to eject small chunks of the surface. The phenomenon
is known as spalling. Combinations of high pressure and
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high temperature can lead to surface failure in very short
times.

Other surfaces of note are ship deck anti-skid coatings
and expeditionary landing pad materials. Anti-skid coatings
are usually epoxy based and have low thermal conductivity.
This helps protect the steel deck on which they are applied,
but builds up high stresses in a thin layer close to the sur-
face, leading to an ablation failure. The ablation means that
the coating slowly reduces in thickness with use, rather than
having a catastrophic failure event.

Expeditionary pads are usually made of aluminum plank-
ing. Although the thermal conductivity is high, a very high
temperature and high pressure jet can weaken the material
enough to buckle a plank or even punch a hole through it. This
is an extremely dangerous failure as once the jet gets under
the pad it will be able to lift and break up the whole pad.

Kuhn, Margason and Curtis (2006) give much more detail
on the subject of environmental issues.

8 OTHER MECHANICAL INTEGRATION
ISSUES

The provision of a reaction control system (RCS), and the
heating associated with it, is an issue that requires careful
integration with the whole airframe. In order to have small
diameter ducts yet provide adequate thrust, the pressure in
the RCS needs to be as high as possible, which results in
very high temperatures. These high temperature ducts are
then distributed from the source of the high pressure flow,
the engine, to the extremities of the airframe. The pressure,
temperature and weight constraints mean they need to be
constructed of unusual materials, such as nimonic or titanium,
which are typically quite difficult to work with. Welding is
particularly difficult.

The temperature of the flow means the ducts need to
be lagged to protect the airframe through which they pass.

Lagging takes up precious volume and increases weight,
and the material also needs to be flame resistant. Advanced
ceramic coatings may offer more efficient lagging in the
future and a lower weight penalty.

The high temperature range experienced by the ducts,
ranging from cold soak under high altitude loiter conditions,
when the RCS is not activated, through to very hot temper-
atures in the VSTOL regime, leads to considerable thermal
expansion. This has to be built into the ductwork, usually in
the form of bellows, at various points in the duct run.

An additional consideration occurs with signature con-
trolled aircraft, that is, stealthy, where the reaction control
valves and nozzles have to be sealed inside the airframe in
normal flight. With little or no natural cooling inside the noz-
zle bays the overheating of the structure has to be carefully
considered by the design team.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An important step in the process of solving a design prob-
lem is to formulate it properly as an optimization problem.
The final solution for the problem depends heavily on the
problem formulation. If the formulation is inaccurate, the fi-
nal solution will most likely be unacceptable; or, there may
not be a solution for the problem. Therefore, it is important
to follow well-defined steps to formulate the problem. This
formulation process is described in the present chapter using
example problems. Then a general model for design opti-
mization problems is defined. Various types of optimization

problems that can be represented by the general model are
discussed. Several concepts and terms associated with the so-
lution of optimization problems are explained. Most of the
material for the chapter is derived from author’s book (Arora,
2004). Several other sources are also available on the subject;
for example, Haftka and Gurdal (2002).

Many engineering design problems require numerical
methods to simulate their response to the inputs. Formula-
tion of such optimization problems involves implicit func-
tions of the variables. Such formulations are also described
and discussed. In addition, there are formulations that simul-
taneously use the design variables, the analysis variables, and
some other variables as unknowns of the optimization prob-
lem. These are known as alternative formulations and are also
briefly discussed.

To solve practical optimization problems, numerical meth-
ods that are reviewed later in this volume must be used. Many
good programs are also available that incorporate modern
computational algorithms to solve the problem once it has
been formulated. Excel is a widely available program that
has such capabilities; it is used later in this chapter to solve
some of the example problems.

In Section 2, steps to be used in formulating a design prob-
lem as an optimization problem are described and illustrated
with an example problem. In Section 3, a general mathe-
matical model that can describe different types of optimiza-
tion problems is defined. Some concepts and terms associ-
ated with the solution of optimization problems are defined
and explained. Section 4 contains formulation of a torsion
rod design optimization problem. Solution of the problem is
obtained using the Excel Solver. In Section 5, formulation
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of a two-member design optimization problem that has im-
plicit functions of the design variables is presented and dis-
cussed. The problem is solved using the Excel Solver. Section
6 describes some alternative formulations for the design opti-
mization problems, and finally some concluding remarks are
given in Section 7.

2 STEPS TO FORMULATE AN
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Formulating an optimization problem means transcribing a
descriptive statement of the problem into a mathematical
statement. Once the mathematical statement is available, it
can be subjected to analytical as well as numerical analyses.
Since problem formulation is a critical step in the process
of solving the problem, well-defined steps must be followed
to accomplish this task. The problem formulation process is
described and illustrated with an example problem using the
following five steps (Arora, 2004).

2.1 Step 1: Problem description

The first step in the formulation process is to develop a de-
scriptive statement for the problem. This needs to be done in
consultation with the sponsor of the project. The statement
should be as detailed as possible, giving objectives of the
project and various constraints that need to be met. This is
also sometimes called the statement of work.

Example. To illustrate this step, we consider the design of
a cantilever beam of rectangular cross section to support a
load of 10 000 N. The beam, made of steel, is 1 m long as
shown in Figure 1. The beam material should not fail under
the action of the load and the deflection of the free end should
not be more than 1 cm. The depth of the beam should not be
more than 1.5 times the width. A minimum mass beam is
desired. The depth and width of the beam must be within the
following limits

60 ≤ depth ≤ 300 mm (1)

40 ≤ width ≤ 200 mm (2)

d

w

L

P

Figure 1. A cantilever beam.

2.2 Step 2: Information collection

Before a mathematical formulation for the problem is de-
veloped, certain background information about the problem
needs to be collected. For example, the following information
for a structural design problem is needed: material to be used,
material properties, cost of the material, loads and load com-
binations for the structure, performance requirements for the
structure, and other such data. In addition, since the optimiza-
tion methods require selection and analysis of trial designs,
the analysis models, procedures, and tools need to be iden-
tified. That is, modeling of the structures (linear or nonlin-
ear) needs to be determined, and the method to determine
the response of the system to the given inputs needs to be
identified.

Example. For the cantilever beam design problem, the
information that needs to be collected includes expressions
for bending and shear stresses, and the expression for the
deflection of the free end. To develop these expressions, we
define the following notation and data:

A cross-sectional area, mm2

d depth of the section, mm
E modulus of elasticity, 21 × 104 N mm−2

G shear modulus, 8 × 104 N mm−2

I moment of inertia, mm4

L length of the member, 1000 mm
M bending moment, N mm
P load at the free end, 10 000 N
q vertical deflection of the free end, mm

qa allowable vertical deflection of the free end, 10 mm
V shear force, N
w width of the section, mm
σ bending stress, N mm−2

σa allowable bending stress, 275 N mm−2

τ shear stress, N mm−2

τa allowable shear stress, 165 N mm−2

Some useful expressions for the beam are:

A = wd, mm2 (3)

I = 1

12
wd3, mm4 (4)

M = PL, N mm (5)

V = P, N (6)

σ = Md

2I
, N mm−2 (7)

τ = 3P

2wd
, N mm−2 (8)
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q = PL3

3EI
, mm (9)

2.3 Step 3: Definition of design variables

The next step in the problem formulation process is to de-
fine a set of variables that describe the system. These are
called design variables, optimization variables, or simply,
variables. We shall use the term design variables in this
chapter. These are the unknowns of the optimization prob-
lem whose values are determined at the end of the solution
process. For a design problem, there is a minimum number
for design variables to describe the system, such as the physi-
cal dimensions for the cross section of a member. The number
of independent design variables is called the design degrees
of freedom for the problem. We shall represent all the design
variables in a vector x of dimension n.

The design variables are quantities that facilitate the for-
mulation of the problem. These variables should at least de-
scribe the system being designed. For example, if it is a
structural system, cross-sectional dimensions of the mem-
bers, thickness of the members, shape variables for the mem-
bers, length of the members, and the like can be chosen as
design variables. Sometimes it is convenient to designate
more parameters as design variables than the apparent design
degrees of freedom. This sometimes simplifies the problem
formulation process. Certain intermediate variables, such as
cross-sectional and material properties of members, are can-
didates for additional design variables. However, some of
the additional variables may not be entirely independent, and
relationships between the variables must be imposed as con-
straints; for example, the cross-sectional area expression in
terms of dimensions of the cross section. Note that it is al-
ways possible to assign a fixed numerical value to any of the
design variables, if desired, during the solution process and
thus eliminate it from the problem formulation.

It is also possible to designate the response/analysis
variables for the problem as design variables, such as dis-
placements, member stresses, and internal forces. This way,
the design of the system and its response are determined
simultaneously. Such alternative formulations are called
simultaneous analysis and design (SAND) approaches.
These formulations are also illustrated later in this chapter.

Example. For the cantilever beam design problem, since
all other parameters are specified, only dimensions of the
cross section are identified as design variables:

w width of the section, mm
d depth of the section, mm

2.4 Step 4: Objective function

Usually there are many acceptable designs for a system. Ob-
viously, some designs are better than the others. The question
is how to compare different designs and designate one design
as better than the others. The answer is that we must have
a mathematical criterion that can associate a number with
the given design. This way, the merit or the quality of a de-
sign is quantified. The mathematical criterion that quantifies
a design is called the objective function for the optimization
problem. As an example, a lighter aerospace structure is better
than a heavier structure. Therefore for such problems, weight
(or mass) of the structure is a good objective function.

A valid objective function must be influenced directly or
indirectly by the variables of the design problem (it must de-
pend on at least one design variable); otherwise, it is not a
meaningful objective function. This is a scalar function that
can be evaluated once a design is specified, that is, it must
be a function of the design variable vector x. The objective
function needs to be optimized as a part of the solution of the
optimization problem; that is, it needs to be maximized or
minimized depending on the problem requirements. A crite-
rion that is to be minimized is usually called the cost function
in the engineering literature.

Some examples of objective functions are: dollar cost of
the system, life-cycle cost of the system, profit on the invest-
ment, weight/mass of the structure, energy expenditure, ride
quality of a vehicle, and fundamental frequency of a structure.
In many situations an obvious function can be identified, for
example, we always want to minimize the life-cycle cost of
a system, or minimize the weight of an aerospace structure.
In other situations, identification of an objective function is
not so obvious. There may be two or more objective func-
tions that should be optimized. For example, we may want to
minimize the weight of a structure and at the same time max-
imize its fundamental frequency. Such problems with many
conflicting objective functions are called multi-objective or
multi-criteria optimization problems. Most of the methods
for solving such problems aggregate various objective func-
tions using a weighting parameter for each function to define
a composite scalar function (Arora, 2004). Then optimization
techniques for solving single-objective function problems are
used to solve the problem.

Example. For the cantilever beam design problem, the ob-
jective is to minimize the weight of the beam which is pro-
portional to the cross-sectional area of the member. Therefore
the objective function for the problem is taken as the cross-
sectional area:

f (w, d) = wd, mm2 (10)
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2.5 Step 5: Formulation of constraints

All systems must be designed to satisfy the performance,
safety, and other requirements. As a final step of the for-
mulation process, all constraints for the problem need to be
identified and expressed as mathematical expressions. Some
examples of the constraints are: structural members must per-
form their functions safely, structural vibration frequencies
must not coincide with the operating frequency of the ma-
chine they support, member sizes must remain within their
allowable ranges, and the structures must not deflect beyond
certain limits. It is important to note that all the constraints
must depend directly or indirectly on the design variables;
only then they can be enforced in the optimization process.

A constraint function can be linear or nonlinear, depend-
ing on its form. The form of the cost and constraint functions
can dictate the method to be used for solving the problem.
For example, if all the functions of the problem are linear,
then linear programming methods can be used to solve the
problem; otherwise, nonlinear programming methods must
be used.

If a design meets all the constraints of the problem, it is
called a feasible design; otherwise, it is an infeasible design.
Clearly, an infeasible design is not useful, whereas a feasible
design, even if it is not the best one, can be put into opera-
tion. The basic optimization problem is to determine the best
design among all the feasible designs for the system.

There are two types of constraints: equality and inequal-
ity. The requirements stated in the problem description
dictate whether a constraint should be formulated as an equal-
ity constraint or an inequality constraint. There is consider-
able difference between equality and inequality constraints
in the process of solving the optimization problem. This is
explained later with an example problem. The feasible re-
gion for the equality constraint is much smaller than that for
the same constraint expressed as an inequality. Therefore the
problem statement should be studied carefully to determine
which requirements need to be formulated as equalities and
which need to be formulated as inequalities. Numerically, it
is easier to find feasible designs with respect to the inequality
constraints than it is with the equality constraints.

For many practical design problems, some of the con-
straint functions are implicit in terms of the design variables.
This happens when the system is large and complex, requir-
ing advanced numerical methods for its analysis. In such a
case, an explicit expression for the analysis variables in terms
of the design variables cannot be derived, making them im-
plicit functions. For example, displacements of a structure
cannot be expressed explicitly in terms of the cross-sectional
properties of the members of the structure; therefore, stress
and displacement constraints for the problem are implicit

functions of these properties. The implications of the implicit
functions in the problem formulation are that the gradients
of the functions cannot be calculated directly. Special pro-
cedures must be developed and implemented to accomplish
this task (Haftka and Gurdal, 2002).

Example. As an example of formulation of constraints,
consider the cantilever beam design problem. Using various
expressions given in the equations (3)–(10), we formulate the
constraints for the problem as follows:

Bending stress constraint: σ ≤ σa

6PL

wd2
− σa ≤ 0 (11)

Shear stress constraint: τ ≤ τa

3P

2wd
− τa ≤ 0 (12)

Deflection constraint: q ≤ qa

4PL3

Ewd3
− qa ≤ 0 (13)

Depth–width restriction: d ≤ 1.5w

d − 1.5w ≤ 0 (14)

Dimension restrictions:

60 ≤ d ≤ 300, mm (15)

40 ≤ w ≤ 200, mm (16)

Thus the optimization problem is to find d and w to min-
imize the cost function of equation (10) subject to the eight
inequality constraints of equations (11)–(16). Note that the
constraints of equations (11)–(13) are nonlinear and others
are linear functions of the design variables. There are eight in-
equality constraints and no equality constraints for this prob-
lem. All functions of the problems depend explicitly on the
design variables.

3 GENERAL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
MODEL

3.1 Standard design optimization problem

A general mathematical framework is needed to describe vari-
ous types of design optimization problems and to discuss gen-
eral concepts, analytical results, and numerical algorithms.
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Such a mathematical model can be defined in several differ-
ent but equivalent ways. Here, it is defined as minimization
of a cost function while satisfying all the equality and in-
equality constraints. This will be called the standard design
optimization model:

Find an n-vector x = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn) of design
variables to minimize a cost function

f (x) = f (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn) (17)

subject to the p equality constraints

hj(x) : hj(x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn) = 0; j = 1 to p (18)

and the m inequality constraints written in the “≤” form as

gi(x) : gi(x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn) ≤ 0; i = 1 to m (19)

The simple bounds on design variables, such as xi ≥ 0
or xiL ≤ xi ≤ xiU, where xiL and xiU are the lower and upper
bounds for the variable xi and they are included in the inequal-
ities of equation (19). In numerical calculations, advantage
is taken of the simple form of these constraints.

Various design problems can be transcribed into the stan-
dard form quite easily. For example, if the objective is to
maximize F(x), it is multiplied by −1 to transform it into
minimization of f (x) = −F (x); if there is a “greater than
type” inequality constraint G(x) ≥ 0, it is also multiplied by
−1 to transform it into a “less than type” inequality constraint
g(x) = −G(x) ≤ 0.

Several points must be clearly understood about the stan-
dard design optimization model:

i. All the functions of the problem f(x), hj(x) and gi(x) must
depend, explicitly or implicitly, on some of the design
variables; only then they are valid problem functions.

ii. The number of independent equality constraints must
be less than or at the most equal to the number of de-
sign variables, that is, p ≤ n; otherwise, there will be
an over-determined system of equations that may not
have a solution. There is no restriction on the number
of inequality constraints. In any case, the total number
of active constraints (satisfied at equality) at the opti-
mum point must be less than or at the most equal to the
number of design variables.

iii. If the cost function is scaled by multiplying it with a
positive constant, the optimum design for the problem
does not change. In addition, any constant can be added
to the cost function without affecting the optimum de-
sign. Similarly, the inequality constraints can be scaled

by any positive constant and equality constraints by
any constant. This will not affect the feasible domain
or the optimum point for the problem. All the forego-
ing transformations, however, affect the values of the
Lagrange multipliers for the constraints discussed later
in this volume.

As discussed earlier, some practical applications require
optimization of several objectives functions simultaneously.
In such cases, the objective function of equation (17) is not a
scalar function but a vector function as

F (x) = [
F1(x) F2(x) · · · Fk(x)

]T
(20)

where Fi(x) is the ith objective function and k is the total num-
ber of objectives that need to be optimized. Several methods
are available to treat multi-objective optimization problems
(Arora, 2004, 2007). Weighted sum is a popular approach to
treat multiple objectives where each objective is scaled by a
weighting parameter and all the objectives are added to define
a scalar function as

f (x) =
∑k

i=1
wiFi(x) (21)

where wi are the weighting factors. It is clear that the optimum
solution for the problem depends on the values of the weight-
ing factors for each function. Therefore multi-objective op-
timization problems have infinitely many optimum solutions
(called the Pareto optimal solutions) from which an appro-
priate solution needs to be selected using some user-defined
criterion.

3.2 Types of optimization problems

If there are no constraints for the problem, it is called
an unconstrained optimization problem; otherwise, it is a
constrained optimization problem. If all the problem func-
tions are linear in design variables x, then it is called a linear
programming problem. If any of the functions is nonlinear, it
becomes a nonlinear programming problem. Different com-
putational methods are available to solve these two classes of
problems.

If all functions of the problem are continuous and dif-
ferentiable, and the variables are continuous as well, then
we get a continuous optimization problem. Such problems
can be solved by using any of the available gradient-based
optimization methods. If any function of the problem is non-
differentiable, then the methods that can treat such functions
must be used, or the methods that do not require gradients of
the functions may be used (Arora, 2007).
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6 Aerospace System Optimization

A design variable is called continuous if it can have any nu-
merical value within the feasible domain. However, many ap-
plications require some of the variables to have either integer
values or values from a discrete set. These are called integer
programming or discrete programming problems. Different
numerical methods are available to solve such optimization
problems.

3.3 Concepts related to design optimization
problems

A feasible set is defined as a collection of design points that
satisfy all the constraints. If all the constraint functions are
continuous and all the boundary points are included in the fea-
sible set, then it is called a closed and bounded feasible set.
For example, if the problem formulation has a strict inequal-
ity constraint gi(x) < 0, then the boundary points for this
constraint given by the condition gi(x) = 0 are not feasible.
Such a feasible set for the problem is not closed. Therefore
strict inequalities need to be avoided in the problem formu-
lation. If the cost function is also continuous on a closed and
bounded feasible set, then the optimization problem has a
global minimum point. However, locating that point can be
an altogether different story requiring a large number of cal-
culations (Arora, 2004, 2007).

The terms constraint set and feasible design space are also
used to represent the feasible set of designs. Generally, the
letter S is used to represent the feasible set, defined mathe-
matically as

S = {
x|hj(x) = 0, j = 1 to p; gi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1 to m

}
(22)

It is noted that the feasible set usually shrinks when more
constraints are added in the problem formulation and expands
when some constraints are deleted. When the feasible region
shrinks, the number of feasible designs that can optimize the
cost function reduces. In this event, the minimum value of
the cost function is likely to increase. The effect is opposite
when some constraints are deleted from the feasible set.

An inequality constraint gj(x) ≤ 0 is said to be active at a
point x∗ if it is satisfied at equality, that is gj(x∗) = 0. This is
also called a tight or binding constraint. An inequality con-
straint gj(x) ≤ 0 is inactive at a point x∗ if it is strictly sat-
isfied, that is, gj(x∗) < 0. It is said to be violated at a design
point x∗ if its value is positive, that is, gj(x∗) > 0. An equality
constraint is either active or violated at a given point.

To illustrate the foregoing concepts, let us consider a
problem formulation with the following four inequality
constraints:

Figure 2. Feasible set for an example problem.

g1 : 2x1 + x2 − 6 ≤ 0 (23)

g2 : −x1 + x2 − 2 ≤ 0 (24)

g3 : −x1 ≤ 0; g4 : −x2 ≤ 0 (25)

The constraint boundaries are plotted in Figure 2 where the
feasible set S is identified as the polygon ABCD. Since all
the boundary points are included in the feasible set and all
constraint functions are continuous, the feasible set S is closed
and bounded. If any of the inequality constraints is expressed
as a strict inequality, this would not be the case. If the optimum
point happens to be at point C, then inequality constraints g1

and g2 would be active; if it happens to be at the point D
then inequalities g1 and g4 would be active. If constraint g1 is
to be formulated as an equality constraint, then the feasible
set would be only the line segment CD. Thus we see that
the feasible set changes drastically if an inequality constraint
needs to be formulated as an equality constraint. It is also
noted that if a current constraint is deleted or a new constraint
is added to the problem formulation, the feasible set for the
problem would change.

4 OPTIMUM DESIGN OF TORSION ROD

4.1 Step 1: Problem statement

Torsion rods are commonly used in automotive, aerospace,
mechanical, and civil engineering applications. The prob-
lem is to design a minimum mass torsion rod to satisfy the
following requirements:
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di

do

Torque 

L

Figure 3. A torsion rod.

(i) The calculated shear stress τ shall not exceed the allow-
able shear stress τa under the normal operating torque
T0, N m.

(ii) The calculated angle of twist θ shall not exceed the
allowable twist θa, rad.

(iii) The rod shall not buckle under a short duration torque
surge of Tmax, N m.

The length of the rod is 1.5 m and the material is 4140 alloy
steel. The outer and inner diameters do and di may be used as
the design variables for the rod (Figure 3). The limits on the
outer diameter and the ratio of the inner and outer diameters
are given as

0.02 ≤ do ≤ 0.50; 0.60 ≤ di

d0
≤ 0.90 (26)

4.2 Step 2: Information collection

To formulate the problem of designing the torsion rod, the
information that needs to be collected includes expressions
for the shear stress, angle of twist, the critical torque, cross-
sectional area, and mass of the rod. In addition, various data
for the problem such as the material properties and constraint
limits are needed. To achieve these objectives, the following
notation and data are defined:

A area of cross section, m2

c distance from rod axis to the extreme fiber, m
di inside diameter of the rod, m
do outside diameter of the rod, m
E modulus of elasticity, 210 × 109 N m−2

G modulus of rigidity, 80 × 109 N m−2

J polar moment of inertia, m4

L length of the rod, 1.5 m
M mass of the rod, kg

Tcr critical buckling torque, N m

Tmax maximum torque, 40 000 N m
To normal operation torque, 30 000 N m
θ angle of twist, rad

θa allowable angle of twist, 2◦

ρ mass density of the material, 7850 kg m−3

τ shear stress, N m−2

τa allowable shear stress, 275 × 106 N m−2

ν Poisson’s ratio, 0.3

Useful expressions for the rod are:

A = π

4
(d2

o − d2
i ), m2 (27)

J = π

32
(d4

o − d4
i ), m4 (28)

M = ρLA, kg (29)

τ = c

J
To, N m−2 (30)

θ = L

GJ
To, rad (31)

Tcr = πd3
oE

12
√

2(1 − ν2)0.75

(
1 − di

do

)2.5

, N m (32)

4.3 Step 3: Definition of design variables

Since the length and the material for the rod are specified,
only the cross-sectional dimensions need to be determined to
complete its design. Therefore, the two design variables for
the rod are identified as

do = outer diameter of the rod, m
di = inner diameter of the rod, m

Note that several other choices for the design variables are
also possible depending on the designer’s preference. For ex-
ample, the following sets of variables can be chosen as design
variables: inner and outer radii, inner radius (or diameter) and
wall thickness, outer radius (or diameter) and wall thickness,
outer radius (or diameter) and ratio of the inner to outer radii
(or diameters), and inner radius (or diameter) and the ratio
of inner to outer radii (or diameters). It is important to note
that the expressions for various quantities in the formulation
depend on the selected design variable set.

4.4 Step 4: Objective function

The objective is to minimize the mass of the hollow rod:

f (do, di) = ρLA, kg (33)
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8 Aerospace System Optimization

Note that since ρ and L are constants for the problem, they
can be dropped from the cost function expression.

4.5 Step 5: Constraints

From the given requirement in step 1, the calculated shear
stress τ from equation (30) shall not exceed the allowable
shear stress τa to avoid material overstressing under the nor-
mal operating torque To that is expressed as

τ ≤ τa (34)

From the given requirement 2, the calculated angle of twist
θ from equation (31) shall not exceed the allowable twist θa,
which is expressed as

θ ≤ θa (35)

Also, from the given requirement 3, the maximum torque Tmax

should not exceed the calculated critical buckling torque Tcr

(from equation (32), which is expressed as

Tmax ≤ Tcr (36)

Finally, the upper and lower limits on the outer diameter and
the ratio of inside/outside diameter that are expressed in equa-
tions (26) need to be imposed.

Now, substituting the foregoing expressions in various
constraints, the problem formulation is written in the stan-
dard form as: find the design variables do and di to minimize
the mass of the rod

f (do, di) = ρL
π

4
(d2

o − d2
i ) (37)

subject to the constraints

g1 :
16doTo

π(d4
o − d4

i )
− τa ≤ 0 (38)

g2 :
32LTo

Gπ(d4
o − d4

i )
− θa ≤ 0 (39)

g3 : Tmax − πd3
oE

12
√

2(1 − ν2)0.75

(
1 − di

do

)2.5

≤ 0 (40)

g4 : 0.02 − do ≤ 0 (41)

g5 : do − 0.50 ≤ 0 (42)

g6 : 0.60 − di

do
≤ 0 (43)

g7 :
di

do
− 0.90 ≤ 0 (44)

It is important to note that in numerical calculations all
constraints and design variables are normalized with respect
to their limit values. This, sometimes, helps in obtaining more
stable calculations, especially when the problem has many
design variables and constraints that differ by orders of mag-
nitude, such as the shear stress and angle of twist constraints
in equations (38) and (39), respectively. For example, the
constraint of equation (38) is normalized as

g1 :
16doTo

π(d4
o − d4

i )τa
− 1.0 ≤ 0 (45)

4.6 Optimum solution of torsion rod using Excel

Excel Solver has the capability to solve constrained and
unconstrained optimization problems. Use of the program
for solving optimization problems is explained by Arora
(2004). To solve a problem, an Excel worksheet is prepared
by entering cost function and constraint function expressions
in different cells. Design variable cells are identified, and
the Solver is invoked, which produces the optimum solution
along with the constraint activity sheet (active/inactive con-
straints and Lagrange multiplier for each constraint). Using
the formulation and the data given earlier, the optimum solu-
tion is obtained using Excel as

do = 0.1478 m, di = 0.1330 m, f = 38.39 kg

τ = 137 585 378 N m−2, θ = 0.034907 rad

Tcr = 426, 061 N m,
di

do
= 0.9

The angle of twist constraint and the upper limit on the ratio
of diameters constraint are active at the optimum point with
their Lagrange multiplier values as 550 and 221, respectively.

5 OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS WITH
IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS

Many applications require large analysis models to accurately
predict the response of the system to inputs. For example,
analysis of structures encountered in aerospace and other
structural engineering applications requires the use of finite
element models and computational procedures to determine
displacements, stresses, and strains at various points of the
structure. For a given design of the structure, numerical val-
ues for these quantities can be calculated. However, closed-
form expressions for the displacements cannot be obtained in
terms of the design variables. Therefore these functions and
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thus the constraint functions associated with them become
implicit functions of the design variables. This also means
that the gradients of the functions with respect to the design
variables cannot be calculated directly. Special procedures
must be developed for this purpose and implemented into the
software. These are called design sensitivity analysis meth-
ods and are discussed elsewhere in this volume.

Here, we use a simple example to formulate the optimiza-
tion problem that uses the finite element procedure to per-
form an analysis of the structure. The five-step procedure of
Section 2 is used to complete the problem formulation.

5.1 Design of a two-member frame

5.1.1 Step 1: Problem description

A two-member frame subjected to an out-of-plane load is
shown in Figure 4 (Bartel, 1969). Such structures are en-
countered in automotive, aerospace, mechanical, and other
structural engineering applications. It is desired to design a
minimum weight frame whose members have a hollow rect-
angular cross section. The members should perform their
function safely, that is, the material should not fail when the
load P1 is applied. In addition, the frame should be symmetric,

1

y

L

z, q1

2

P1

L

x

3

q2
q3

dt

w

Figure 4. A two-member frame subjected to out-of-plane load.

implying that members 1 and 2 have the same cross section.
The cross-sectional shape for the members is shown in the
figure with d as its depth, w as width and t as its wall thickness.

5.1.2 Step 2: Information collection

To formulate the problem of designing the two-member
frame, the information that needs to be collected includes
the procedure for analysis of the structure, expressions for
stresses, and cross-sectional properties. In addition, various
data for the problem such as the material properties and con-
straint limits are needed. To achieve these objectives, the fol-
lowing notation and data are defined:

A cross-sectional area, mm2

As area for calculation of torsional shear stress, mm2

d depth of the section, mm
E modulus of elasticity, 21 × 104 N mm−2

G shear modulus, 8 × 104 N mm−2

I moment of inertia, mm4

J polar moment of inertia, mm4

L length of the member, 2000 mm
M1 bending moment at Point 1, N mm
M2 bending moment at Point 2, N mm
P1 load at node 2, 40 000 N
q1 vertical displacement at node 2, mm
q2 rotation about line 3–2, rad
q3 rotation about line 1–2, rad

t thickness of the section walls, mm
T torque in the member, N mm
w width of the section, mm
σ1 bending stress at end 1, N mm−2

σ2 bending stress at end 2, N mm−2

σa allowable stress, 275 N mm−2

σe effective stress, N mm−2

τ torsional shear stress, N mm−2

Some useful expressions for the members are:

As = (w − t)(d − t), mm2 (46)

A = 2dt + 2(w − 2t)t, mm2 (47)

I = 1

12
[wd3 − (w − 2t)(d − 2t)3], mm4 (48)

J = 2t(w − t)2(d − t)2

(w + d − 2t)
, mm4 (49)

To develop expressions for the cost and constraint func-
tions, considerable background information is needed. First,
we need to calculate stresses in the members, which requires
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10 Aerospace System Optimization

analysis of the structure. The members are subjected to both
bending and torsional stresses, and these stresses need to be
combined to obtain the effective stress. Since there are no
external loads on the members away from the end points, the
maximum effective stress occurs either at end 1 or at end 2 of
the member. To be safe, the effective stress constraint is im-
posed at both points. Based on the von Mises yield criterion,
the effective stress is given as

σe =
√

σ2 + 3τ2 (50)

The bending stresses at points 1 and 2 and the torsional stress
at any point along the length of the member are given in terms
of moments and torque as

σ1 = M1d

2I
, N mm−2 (51)

σ2 = M2d

2I
, N mm−2 (52)

τ = T

2Ast
, N mm−2 (53)

The torque and bending moments at points 1 and 2 in the
members are given in terms of the nodal displacements as

T = −GJ

L
q3, N mm (54)

M1 = 2EI

L2
(−3q1 + q2L), N mm (55)

M2 = 2EI

L2
(−3q1 + 2q2L), N mm (56)

In order to calculate the moments and then the stresses, gen-
eralized displacements q1, q2, and q3 need to be calculated. In
the present two-member frame, several methods can be used
to calculate these moments and obtain explicit expressions
for them in terms of the variables. However, since the finite
element method is a general approach that can be used to an-
alyze more complex structures, it will be used here to solve
for the displacements in order to illustrate the problem for-
mulation with implicit constraints. This way, the procedure
presented here for the two-member frame can be generalized
to optimize more complex structures.

Using the finite element procedure, the matrix equilib-
rium equation for the structure in terms of the displacements
assuming a linear analysis model is given as (since the two-
member frame has three degrees of freedom, this is a 3 × 3

system of linear equations)

EI

L3




24 −6L 6L

−6L
(
4L2 + GJ

EI
L2

)
0

6L 0
(
4L2 + GJ

EI
L2

)






q1

q2

q3




=




P1

0

0


 (57)

Once the cross-sectional dimensions, material properties,
member length, and loading are known, the displacements are
calculated from equation (57). Note, however, that the expres-
sions for the displacements in terms of the variables cannot
be derived because they require inversion of the coefficient
matrix in equation (57) in terms of the cross-sectional dimen-
sions. Note also that, for the present problem, it is possible to
symbolically invert the 3 × 3 coefficient matrix and thus ob-
tain explicit expressions for the displacements in terms of the
design variables. However, this is not possible when the fi-
nite element model has a large number of degrees of freedom.
Therefore, the displacements and all the functions associated
with them are implicit functions of the design variables.

5.1.3 Step 3: Definition of design variables

Since the length of members and the material for the structure
are specified, only the cross-sectional dimensions need to be
determined to complete its design. Therefore, the three design
variables for the rod are identified as

d depth of the section, mm
w width of the section, mm
t thickness of the section walls, mm

5.1.4 Step 4: Objective function

The objective is to minimize the mass of the structure, which
is proportional to the cross-sectional area of the members.
Therefore, we define the cross-sectional area as the cost func-
tion:

f = A = 2dt + 2(w − 2t)t, mm2 (58)

5.1.5 Step 5: Constraints

The main constraint for the problem is material failure, which
is written as σe ≤ σa. Substituting for σe from equation (50)
and squaring both sides, we obtain the stress constraints for
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points 1 and 2 as follows:

σ2
1 + 3τ2 ≤ σ2

a (59)

σ2
2 + 3τ2 ≤ σ2

a (60)

Other constraints for the problem are the simple bounds on
the variables:

50 ≤ d ≤ 500, mm (61)

50 ≤ w ≤ 500, mm (62)

2.5 ≤ t ≤ 25, mm (63)

Substituting the various quantities into equations (59) and
(60), the final form for the stress constraints is obtained. Thus
the formulation of the problem is stated as follows: find the
design variables d, w, t to minimize the cost function of equa-
tion (58), subject to the stress constraints and the explicit
design variable bound constraints of equations (61)–(63):

g1(x, q) :
[
Ed

L2
(−3q1 + q2L)

]2

+3
[−G(w − t)(d − t)

L(w + d − 2t)
q3

]2

− σ2
a ≤ 0 (64)

g2(x, q) :
[
Ed

L2
(−3q1 + 2q2L)

]2

+3
[−G(w − t)(d − t)

L(w + d − 2t)
q3

]2

− σ2
a ≤ 0 (65)

It is seen that the stress constraints are explicit as well as
implicit functions of the design variables since the displace-
ments cannot be eliminated from equations (64) and (65).
In a gradient-based optimization algorithm, these constraints
require special procedures to calculate their gradients. Al-
though such methods have been extensively developed and
studied, their implementation into existing analysis software
is not that simple for most of the applications.

5.2 Optimum solution for two-member frame

An Excel worksheet is prepared to describe the problem for
the Solver, and the optimum solution is obtained as

d = 245.64 mm, w = 136.78 mm, t = 2.5 mm,

f = A = 1887.06 mm2

q1 = 12.94 mm, q2 = 0.00895 rad, q3 = −0.00895 rad

σ1 = −269.72 N mm−2, σ2 = −39.00 N mm−2,

τ = 30.95 N mm−2

T = 5 052 685 N mm, M1 = −34 947 315 N mm,

M2 = −5 052 685 N mm

At the optimum point, the stress constraint at point 1 and
the lower limit on the member thickness are active with the
Lagrange multiplier values as 0.0062 and 383, respectively.
When the constraints are normalized with respect to their
limit values, their Lagrange multipliers become 470 and 383,
respectively.

6 ALTERNATIVE FORMULATIONS
FOR DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

In the example problems presented in the previous sections of
this chapter, the number of design variables for the problems
is set to the number of design degrees of freedom. This leads
to complicated problem functions and implicit functions of
the design variables. However, there are alternative formu-
lations where more variables are treated as design variables
(e.g., the two-member frame design problem in Section 5).
This leads to a simpler form of the problem functions, and
implicit dependence of the functions on the variables is elim-
inated. Derivatives of the problem functions with respect to
the design variables can be calculated explicitly and quite
easily, thus eliminating the need to develop and implement
special methods to calculate derivatives of the implicit func-
tions with respect to the design variables. However, the size
of the problem increases because there are more design vari-
ables and constraints. Considerable work has been done re-
cently to study these alternative formulations to gain insights
regarding their advantages and drawbacks. A detailed review
of the formulations has been presented by Arora and Wang
(2005) and Arora (2007).

Here, we present alternative formulations where displace-
ments at the key points of the model and other intermediate
variables are also treated as design variables.

6.1 Alternate formulation for design of torsion rod

As an alternate formulation for the problem given in Section
4, we use A, J, τ, θ, and Tcr as the design variables in addition
to do and di. The cost function for the problem is to minimize

f = ρLA (66)
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Equality constraints between the variables must be imposed
as follows:

h1 : A − π

4
(d2

o − d2
i ) = 0 (67)

h2 : J − π

32
(d4

o − d4
i ) = 0 (68)

h3 : τ − c

J
To = 0 (69)

h4 : θ − L

GJ
To = 0 (70)

h5 : Tcr − πd3
oE

12
√

2(1 − ν2)0.75

(
1 − di

do

)2.5

= 0 (71)

The inequality constraints for the problem become just the
simple bounds on the design variables and are given as:

g1 : τ − τa ≤ 0 (72)

g2 : θ − θa ≤ 0 (73)

g3 : Tmax − Tcr ≤ 0 (74)

In addition, the explicit design variable bound constraints of
equations (41)–(44) must also be enforced.

It is seen that the formulation in terms of the expanded
design variable set is quite simple. There are five additional
equality constraints and five more design variables. Note that
all inequalities are just simple bounds on the variables that are
treated quite efficiently in computational algorithms. Also,
all constraint functions are explicit in terms of the design
variables, and their derivatives can be readily calculated.

The alternative formulation is also solved using the Excel
Solver. The optimum solution obtained for the problem is the
same as reported earlier.

6.2 Alternate formulation for the design
of a two-member frame

As an alternate formulation for this problem, several other
variables can also be treated as design variables, such as cross-
sectional properties, displacements, stresses, and moments.
Therefore, A, As, I, J, σ1, σ2, τ, q1, q2, q3, T, M1, M2 are treated
as the design variables in addition to the cross-sectional di-
mensions. The cost function is used to minimize the cross-
sectional area of the members, given as

f = A (75)

All the expressions defining the cross-sectional properties
and analysis equations become equality constraints for the
problem:

h1 : A − 2dt − 2(w − 2t)t = 0 (76)

h2 : As − (w − t)(d − t) = 0 (77)

h3 : I − 1

12
[wd3 − (w − 2t)(d − 2t)3] = 0 (78)

h4 : J − 2t(w − t)2(d − t)2

(w + d − 2t)
= 0 (79)

h5 : σ1 − M1d

2I
= 0 (80)

h6 : σ2 − M2d

2I
= 0 (81)

h7 : τ − T

2Ast
= 0 (82)

h8 : T + GJ

L
q3 = 0 (83)

h9 : M1 − 2EI

L2
(−3q1 + q2L) = 0 (84)

h10 : M2 − 2EI

L2
(−3q1 + 2q2L) = 0 (85)

h11 : P1 − EI

L3
[24q1 − 6Lq2 + 6Lq3] = 0 (86)

h12 :
EI

L3

[
−6Lq1 +

(
4L2 + GJ

EI
L2

)
q2

]
= 0 (87)

h13 :
EI

L3

[
6Lq1 +

(
4L2 + GJ

EI
L2

)
q3

]
= 0 (88)

The inequality constraints for the problem are on the failure
stress at points 1 and 2:

g1 : σ2
1 + 3τ2 − σ2

a ≤ 0 (89)

g2 : σ2
2 + 3τ2 − σ2

a ≤ 0 (90)

In addition, the explicit constraints on the design variables
given in equations (61)–(63) must be imposed.

As the application where the structure is to be used requires
that node 2 is not deflected too much, a constraint on the
vertical deflection is also imposed as q1 ≤ q1a, where q1a is
the allowable deflection. Since the deflection can be positive
or negative, this constraint needs to be treated carefully in
numerical calculations. One way to treat the constraint is to
square both sides of the equation and write it as q2

1 ≤ q2
1a.

However, this makes the constraint nonlinear. Another way
is to treat the constraint as two inequalities: q1 ≤ q1a and
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−q1 ≤ q1a. Here we follow this second approach and define
the deflection constraints as

g3 : q1 − q1a ≤ 0 (91)

g4 : −q1 − q1a ≤ 0 (92)

It is seen that all the constraint functions are explicit in terms
of the design variables in this alternative formulation of the
problem. Their derivatives with respect to any variable can
be calculated quite easily. However, the numbers of variables
and constraints are increased. It is noted that, if desired, some
of the equality constraints can be substituted into the remain-
ing expressions, thus reducing the numbers of design vari-
ables and constraints. For example, equality constraints h2 to
h4 and h8 to h10 can be substituted into constraints h5 to h7,
thus reducing the numbers of variables and constraints.

It is important to note that most of the functions depend
only on a few design variables in the alternative formula-
tions. Therefore the Jacobian matrix for the constraints (ma-
trix of partial derivatives) is quite sparsely populated. Thus,
for large-scale problems, optimization algorithms that take
advantage of this sparsity must be used for efficiency of cal-
culations (Arora and Wang, 2005; Arora, 2007).

The data for the problem is taken as

L = 2500 mm,

E = 21 × 104 N mm−2, G = 8 × 104 N mm−2

σa = 275 N mm−2, P1 = 50 000 N, q1a = 10 mm

At the optimum point, the deflection constraint and the lower
limits on the member width and thickness are active. The
solution using Excel is given as

d = 484.91 mm, w = 50.00 mm, t = 2.50 mm,

f = A = 2649.55 mm2

q1 = 10.00 mm, q2 = 0.00595 rad, q3 = −0.00595 rad

σ1 = −246.28 N mm−2 σ2 = −3.78 N mm−2

τ = 8.24 N mm−2

T = 943 889 N mm, M1 = −61 556 111 N mm,

M2 = −943 889 N mm

This solution is different from the one reported earlier since
an additional constraint on the displacement of node 2 is
imposed, and the member length and the load on the structure
are different.

It is noted that for the optimum point, the width of the
section is much smaller than its depth (width is approximately
one-tenth of the depth). This is not desirable for stability of
the member. Therefore, an additional constraint is imposed
on the depth of the section: depth cannot be more than twice
the width of the section. This constraint is expressed as

d ≤ 2w (93)

With this additional constraint, a new optimum solution is
obtained as

d = 369.31 mm, w = 184.65 mm, t = 2.5 mm,

f = A = 2744.82 mm2

q1 = 10.00 mm, q2 = 0.00558 rad, q3 = −0.00558 rad

σ1 = −199.22 N mm−2, σ2 = −26.18 N mm−2,

τ = 21.73 N mm−2

T = 7 258 116 N mm, M1 = −55 241 884 N mm,

M2 = −7 258 116 N mm

At the optimum point, the deflection constraint, the lower
limit on the member thickness, and the depth-to-width ratio
constraint are active.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter, a procedure to formulate the design opti-
mization problem is described and discussed using example
problems. A general mathematical model that can describe
different types of optimization problems is presented. Basic
concepts and terms used in the design optimization process
are defined and explained. Most of the practical problems of
structural design require numerical procedures to simulate
their response to the applied loads. Such problems lead to
a formulation of the design optimization problem that has
implicit functions of the design variables. These formula-
tions require special procedures to calculate derivatives of
the problem functions with respect to the design variables.
Such a formulation is described using a simple example prob-
lem. It turns out that there are alternative formulations of the
optimization problem that simultaneously perform analysis
and design of the system. In these formulations, some of
the response variables, such as nodal displacements of a fi-
nite element model, are also treated as design variables. The
governing analysis equations become equality constraints in
the optimization formulation. Although the size of the op-
timization problem increases (design variables as well as
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constraints), all the problem functions become explicit in
terms of the variables; thus, their derivatives can be calcu-
lated quite easily without the use of any special procedure to
calculate derivatives of the functions. These formulations are
also illustrated with examples.

Finally, it is noted that proper formulation of a design
problem as an optimization problem is of critical importance
because the optimum solution of the problem is as good as the
formulation is. Therefore, considerable time and resources
have to be spent at the formulation stage of the process of
solving a design problem.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Before starting a review of the available optimization tech-
niques, it is useful to present the standard form of the
general optimization problem that will be solved by these
techniques. The standard form for a single-objective, non-
linear, constrained optimization problem is provided in
equation (1).

Minimize: f (x)

Subject to: gj(x) ≤ 0 j = 1, m

hk(x) = 0 k = 1, p

xiL ≤ xi ≤ xiU i = 1, n

(1)

In equation (1), f (x) represents the objective (or goal) func-
tion, gj(x) an inequality constraint, and hk(x) an equality
constraint function. The x vector represents the n design
variables that are modified to obtain the optimum. The search-
able design space is defined by the upper and lower bounds,

xiU and xiL, of the design variables, referred to as the side
constraints. In the general case, the objective and constraint
functions can be linear or nonlinear and can be explicit or im-
plicit functions. Implicit functions commonly appear when,
for example, a numerical simulation (e.g., a finite element
simulation) is used to evaluate a response function (e.g., a
stress value). Also, the design variables need not be continu-
ous. Optimization problems having some or all of the design
variables restricted to integer or discrete values are not un-
common and are referred to as integer or discrete optimization
problems. Generally, the local algorithms have difficulty in
solving optimization problems with integer and/or discrete
variables, while several global algorithms are well adapted
to this class of problems.

Most of the optimization algorithms consider the side
constraints separately from the equality and inequality con-
straints. The side constraints can be handled efficiently by
direct implemention in the algorithm. A good algorithm will
never violate any of the side constraints. An unconstrained
optimization problem thus has no equality or inequality con-
straints, but may have side constraints. A constrained opti-
mization problem has one or more equality and/or inequality
constraints, with or without side constraints. For a constrained
optimization problem, an equality constraint can either be
violated or satisfied, while an inequality constraint can be vi-
olated, active or satisfied. An active inequality constraint is
one for which gj(x) = 0.

Optimization techniques, or algorithms, are used to find
the solution to the problem specified in equation (1). The
procedure consists of finding the combination of design vari-
able values that results in the best objective function value,
while satisfying all the equality, inequality, and side con-
straints. Note that for many problems, more than one opti-
mum (referred to as local or relative optima) may exist. There
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are many options for classifying the available optimization
techniques. A short overview of the available algorithms, us-
ing a broad classification as either local or global algorithms,
is presented. Where appropriate, a representative algorithm
is discussed briefly in more detail to aid the discussion of that
particular class of algorithms.

2 LOCAL OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

Most of the local optimization algorithms are gradient-based.
As indicated by the name, gradient-based optimization tech-
niques make use of gradient information to find the opti-
mum solution of equation (1). Gradient-based algorithms are
widely used for solving a variety of optimization problems
in engineering. These techniques are popular because they
are efficient (in terms of the number of function evaluations
required to find the optimum), they can solve problems with
large numbers of design variables, and they typically require
little problem-specific parameter tuning. These algorithms,
however, also have several drawbacks which include that they
can only locate a local optimum, they have difficulty solving
discrete optimization problems, they are complex algorithms
that are difficult to implement efficiently, and they may be
susceptible to numerical noise. In general, the algorithms are
well established and are thoroughly covered in a number of
textbooks, a small selection of which include the work by
Haftka and Gürdal (1993), Arora (2004), Snyman (2005),
and Vanderplaats (2007). The interested reader is referred to
these textbooks for additional references.

2.1 Background

Gradient-based algorithms typically make use of a two-step
process to reach the optimum. This two-step process can be
explained using the following picture (Vanderplaats, 2007)
of a blindfolded boy on a hill. The boy has to reach the high-
est point on the hill (the objective function), while staying
inside the fences (the constraints). The design variables are
the x and y coordinates of the boy. Note that the boy can
actually start outside the fences, illustrating an important
use of optimization techniques, which is to find a feasible
design.

In an analogy to gradient-based optimization, the blind-
folded boy can reach the top of the hill by taking a single
step in the x direction and another step in the y direction.
Based on the information gained from these two steps, he
can estimate a direction that would take him uphill. The boy
can then start walking in this direction until no more progress
is made, which may include reaching a fence. At this point
the boy can again take two small steps to determine a new
direction that will take him uphill, while staying inside the
fences, and continue the process until he reaches the top of
the hill (Figure 1).

This two-step iterative process of finding the optimum can
be mathematically summarized as

xq = xq−1 + α�Sq (2)

where the first step is to use gradient information for finding
a search direction S in which to move. The second step is to
move in this direction until no more progress can be made.

Figure 1. Gradient-based optimization. Reproduced with permission from Vanderplaats (2007).
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The second step is known as the one-dimensional or line
search, and provides the optimum step size, α�. Note that
there are also gradient-based algorithms that do not rely on a
one-dimensional search.

For most of the optimization problems, the gradient in-
formation is not readily available and is obtained using finite
difference gradient calculations. Finite difference gradients
provide a flexible means of estimating the gradient informa-
tion. However, when used, they typically dominate the total
computing time required to complete an optimization study.
When the designer has access to the source code, automatic
differentiation (e.g., Griewank and Walther (2008)) can be
used to obtain the required gradient information. Automatic
differentiation has the benefit of providing gradient informa-
tion that is accurate to working precision. In contrast, finite
difference calculations provide only an approximation to the
gradient, with the accuracy depending on the selected step
size. Finally, some numerical simulations can provide ana-
lytic or semi-analytic gradient information directly. For ex-
ample, analytic and semi-analytic gradient calculations can
be implemented for linear finite element codes to provide
computationally inexpensive gradient information for struc-
tural optimization applications. Similarly, semi-analytic gra-
dient calculations can be implemented efficiently in compu-
tational fluid dynamics codes. The general rule of thumb is
to use the gradient provided by the analysis program, if it is
available. The gradient information obtained from the anal-
ysis code is typically obtained at a significant reduction in
computation cost and is often more accurate than performing
finite difference gradient calculations.

Depending on the scenario, different search directions
are required in equation (2). For unconstrained optimiza-
tion problems, or constrained optimization problems with
no active or violated constraints, a search direction that will
improve the objective function is desired. Any search di-
rection that will improve the objective function is referred
to as a usable direction. For constrained optimization prob-
lems with one or more violated constraints, a search direc-
tion that will overcome the constraint violation is desired. For
constrained optimization problems with one or more active
constraints and no violated constraints, a search direction
that is both usable and feasible is required. A feasible di-
rection is any direction that will not violate the constraint
bounds.

The different gradient-based algorithms that exist, differ
mostly in the logic used to determine the search direction.
For the one-dimensional search, there are many algorithms
that will find the best step size, and generally any of these
techniques can be combined with a particular gradient-based
algorithm to perform the required one-dimensional search.
Some of the popular one-dimensional search algorithms in-

clude the Golden Section search, the Fibonacci search, and
many variations of polynomial approximations.

When gradient information is available, the Karush–
Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions can be used to determine if
a constrained local optimum has been found. The KKT con-
ditions provide the necessary conditions for a local optimum
and can be summarized as

1. The optimum design point x� must be feasible.
2. At the optimum design point, the gradient of the Lagra-

nian must vanish

∇f (x�) +
m∑

j=1

λj∇gj(x�) +
p∑

k=1

λm+k∇hk(x�) = 0 (3)

where the Lagrange multipliers λj ≥ 0 and λm+k are
unrestricted in sign.

3. For each inequality constraint λjgj(X) = 0, where j =
1, m.

Note that, for unconstrained problems, the KKT conditions
only require the gradient of the objective function to vanish
at the optimum design point. The KKT conditions are useful
for identifying a local optimum, but cannot indicate whether
a global optimum has been found.

2.2 Newton’s method

One of the classical gradient-based optimization algorithms is
Newton’s algorithm. Newton’s algorithm is an unconstrained
algorithm that is derived from a second-order Taylor series
expansion of the objective function about an initial design
point x0

f (x) ≈ f (x0) + ∇f (x0)T (x − x0)

+ 1
2 (x − x0)T H(x0) (x − x0) (4)

where H(x0) is the Hessian matrix that contains the second-
order gradient information of the objective function. Differ-
entiating equation (4) with respect to x and setting the result
equal to zero according to the KKT conditions results in the
following update formula for the current design point:

x = x0 − H(x0)−1 ∇f (x0) (5)

Note that, in this classic form, Newton’s method makes use of
a fixed step size of 1 (no one-dimensional search is required)
and the search direction is provided by −H(x0)−1 ∇f (x0).
Newton’s method has a quadratic rate of convergence, re-
quiring only a single step (with step size equal to 1) to obtain
the optimum for any positive definite quadratic function. In
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practice, the method is modified to include a one-dimensional
search that improves both the efficiency and robustness of the
method.

Although the method has a quadratic convergence rate
which is highly desirable, the computational cost associated
with obtaining the second-order gradient information in the
Hessian matrix makes the method impractical in most cases.
As a result, most of the gradient-based methods make use of
first-order gradient information only.

2.3 Unconstrained optimization

For unconstrained problems, two very popular methods are
the Fletcher–Reeves and the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–
Shanno (BFGS) methods. The Fletcher–Reeves method
makes use of conjugate search directions (the method is re-
ferred to as a conjugate gradient method) to reach the opti-
mum. The conjugate search directions are created using in-
formation gained from the previous design iteration. This
method works very well and will theoretically minimize a
quadratic function in n or fewer iterations. It has the added
advantage of having a small computer memory requirement.

The BFGS method is part of family of methods, known as
the variable metric methods, that makes use of information
gained from the previous n iterations to find a new search
direction. Numerical experiments indicate that the BFGS
method is the most efficient variable metric method. The
BFGS method creates an approximation to the inverse of the
Hessian matrix, H(X0)−1, in equation (5). This approxima-
tion is updated after each design iteration with the first-order
gradient information from that iteration. Since only an ap-
proximation to the inverse of the Hessian matrix is used,
the method is known as a quasi-Newton method. Mathe-
matically, the BFGS method is considered superior to the
Fletcher–Reeves method, but has the drawback of requiring
substantially more computer memory to store the approxi-
mate inverse of the Hessian matrix.

2.4 Constrained optimization

For constrained optimization problems, two approaches are
considered here. The first is known as the Sequential Uncon-
strained Minimization Techniques (SUMT) approach (a com-
prehensive overview of the approach is provided in Fiacco
and McCormick, 1968), and the second as direct (or con-
strained) methods. The SUMT approach solves the general
constrained optimization problem by first converting it to an
equivalent unconstrained problem. This equivalent uncon-
strained problem is then solved using any one of the uncon-

strained algorithms already discussed. The SUMT approach
obtains an equivalent unconstrained problem by penalizing
the original objective function for any constraint violations.
The penalized objective function is obtained from

fp(x, rp) = f (x) + rpp(x) (6)

where fp(x) refers to the penalized objective function, rp

to the penalty parameter, and p(x) to the penalty function.
The classical approach is to keep rp constant for a complete
unconstrained minimization cycle of fp. Once the uncon-
strained optimum solution is found, the value of the penalty
parameter rp is increased and the unconstrained optimization
cycle is repeated. The result is sequential progress towards
the constrained optimum. The process is terminated when
the objective function value converges between successive
unconstrained optimization cycles. There are many different
penalty functions (see the already mentioned text books for
more detail). One popular function is the exterior quadratic
penalty function, defined as

p(x) =
m∑

j=1

(
max[0, gj(x)]

)2 +
l∑

k=1

hk(x)2 (7)

The exterior penalty function approaches the constrained op-
timum from the infeasible region of the design space. There
are also interior and extended interior penalty functions avail-
able that approach the constrained optimum from the fea-
sible region of the design space. The biggest drawback of
these methods is related to the value of the penalty param-
eter. The penalty parameter has a significant influence on
the performance of the algorithm, but is problem dependent
and often must be set extremely large to obtain satisfac-
tory results, which may lead to numerical ill-conditioning.
The Augmented Lagrange multiplier method is one method
that overcomes this limitation by creating a penalty func-
tion based on the Lagrangian and defines penalty param-
eters based on estimates of the Lagrange multipliers. The
Augmented Lagrange multiplier method has the advantage
of achieving exact constraint satisfaction for a finite value of
rp and is less sensitive to the selected rp value.

The SUMT methods have become less popular as the
direct (or constrained) methods became more mature and
efficient. Today, the gradient-based technique of choice for
constrained optimization problems is the direct methods,
which will be discussed next. There is one interesting area
where the SUMT methods are making a comeback, and
that is for very large-scale (in terms of numbers of design
variables) optimization problems. An example is the com-
mercially available BigDOT algorithm from Vanderplaats
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Research and Development, Inc. (Vanderplaats, 2004) which
can be used to solve constrained optimization problems with
hundreds of thousands of design variables.

The direct methods directly solve the nonlinear con-
strained optimization problem of equation (1). Many differ-
ent constrained optimization algorithms are available. In en-
gineering, three algorithms that are commonly encountered
are the Sequential Linear Programming (SLP) algorithm, the
Modified Method of Feasible Directions (MMFD) algorithm,
and the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm.

The SLP algorithm simplifies the general nonlinear con-
strained optimization problem to an equivalent linear prob-
lem by creating linear approximations to the objective and
constraint functions about the current design point. Using an
appropriate algorithm, the optimum solution for these lin-
ear approximations is found and the resulting design point is
evaluated. A new set of linear approximations is constructed
about this newly evaluated design point, and the process is
repeated until convergence. The method is very sensitive to
move limits and may not always find a feasible solution. As
a result, it is generally considered inferior to the MMFD and
SQP algorithms.

The MMFD algorithm is based on a modification of the
original method of the feasible directions algorithm. The
modification provides a search direction that follows the ac-
tive constraint bounds (rather than moving inside the feasible
region) towards the optimum. The MMFD algorithm is ex-
tremely robust, has the property of quickly finding the feasible
design space, and is widely used in structural optimization.

The SQP algorithm is probably the most popular direct
algorithm for engineering optimization applications. This al-
gorithm finds a search direction by solving an approximate
problem based on a quadratic approximation of the objective
function and linear approximations of the constraint func-
tions. Once the new search direction is determined, a penalty
function is typically used to determine the step size in the
obtained search direction. The new design point obtained
from combining the search direction, and the optimum step
size (using equation (2)) is then evaluated as the new de-
sign point, and the process is repeated until convergence.
Although a penalty function is typically used to perform the
one-dimensional search, a new algorithm by Fletcher and
Leyffer (2002) provides an interesting alternative, where a bi-
objective formulation is used to replace the one-dimensional
search with a filter.

Other direct methods that may be encountered, but that
will not be discussed here, include gradient projection and the
generalized reduced gradient methods. There are many other
gradient-based algorithms, but too many to mention here. An
interesting collection of relatively new gradient-based algo-
rithms by Snyman and his co-workers is contained in Snyman

(2005). These algorithms were developed specifically to deal
with real-world problems, where expensive function evalu-
ations, numerical noise, discontinuities, local minima, areas
in the design space where the functions are not defined, and
large numbers of design variables are encountered. The col-
lection consists of algorithms that require only first-order gra-
dient information and that do not rely on a one-dimensional
search. Algorithms for constrained and unconstrained opti-
mization, approximation methods, and methods for global
unconstrained optimization are presented.

2.5 Non-gradient based methods

The discussion of local search techniques would not be com-
plete without also mentioning the existence of non-gradient
based local search algorithms. Popular examples are Powell’s
method and the Nelder–Mead simplex algorithm. Both algo-
rithms are capable of solving nonlinear, unconstrained opti-
mization problems. Powell’s method is based on the concept
of conjugate directions, while the Nelder–Mead algorithm
makes use of a simplex and a set of simple rules that reflects
the worst vertex through the centroid of the simplex.

3 GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHMS

The issue of local versus global optimization has already been
discussed briefly in previous sections. Many problems have
multiple optima, with a simple one variable function shown
in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the minima at x ≈ ±1 represent local (or rel-
ative) minima, while the minimum at x = 0 represents the
global (or absolute) minimum. All these three points satisfy
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Figure 2. One-dimensional multi-modal function.
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the KKT conditions. The local algorithms discussed so far
will converge on any of these three points, depending on
which one is encountered first. When using local optimization
algorithms, a simple approach for dealing with multiple lo-
cal minima in the design space is to use a multistart approach
(e.g., Haim et al., 1999; Cox et al., 2001). In a multi-start ap-
proach, multiple local searches are performed, each starting
from a different starting point. Often, a design of experiments
(DOE) approach is used to generate the set of starting points.

Global optimization algorithms provide a much better
chance of finding the global or near global optimum than
the local algorithms discussed so far. It is important to note
that no algorithm can guarantee convergence on a global opti-
mum in the general sense, and it may be more accurate to refer
to these algorithms as having global properties. Global opti-
mization algorithms may be classified as either evolutionary
algorithms or deterministic algorithms.

3.1 Evolutionary algorithms

Evolutionary optimization algorithms have become very pop-
ular in the last decade or two. Unlike the local techniques,
where a single design point is updated (typically using gra-
dient information) from one iteration to the next, these al-
gorithms do not require any gradient information and typi-
cally make use of a set of design points (generally referred
to as a population) to find the optimum design. These meth-
ods are typically inspired by some phenomena from nature
and have the advantage of being extremely robust, having
an increased chance of finding a global or near global op-
timum, being easy to implement and being well suited for
discrete optimization problems. The big drawbacks asso-
ciated with these algorithms are high computational cost,
poor constraint-handling abilities, problem-specific param-
eter tuning, and limited problem size.

Currently, two of the most popular evolutionary algo-
rithms are the more established Genetic Algorithm (GA)
(Holland, 1975), which was inspired by Darwin’s princi-
ple of survival of the fittest, and Particle Swarm Opti-
mization (PSO) (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995), which is
based on a simplified social model. Other algorithms that
fall into this category include evolutionary programming
(Fogel, Owens and Walsh, 1966), genetic programming
(Koza, 1992), differential evolution (Storn and Price, 1997),
simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt and Vecchi, 1983),
tabu search (Glover, 1977), ant colony optimization (Dorigo,
Maniezzo and Colorni, 1996), harmony search (Geem, Kim
and Loganathan, 2001), etc.

The basic steps of a GA are illustrated in Figure 3. The
first step is to create a random initial population. Typically,

Population

Create Initial
Population

Calculate
Fitness

Select
Parents

Create
Children

Rank
4

1

3

2

Children

Figure 3. Overview of a basic Genetic Algorithm.

the population size does not change during the optimization
study. The population is then ranked, based on the fitness (ob-
jective function) of each individual, and parents are randomly
selected for reproduction. The parent designs are selected in
such a way that the higher ranked (fitter) individuals have a
higher probability of being selected. The next generation is
then filled with children designs, created by randomly mixing
the selected parent designs in a process known as cross-over.
The new generation is again ranked, and the process is re-
peated until convergence. Figure 3 illustrates the process for
an initial population consisting of only four individuals. By
looking at the children designs, it should be clear which par-
ents were selected to create each child design. In Figure 3 the
children are created using one point cross-over, where both
parent designs are split at a random position and the child is
created by taking one part of the split from one parent and
the other part from the other parent.

In contrast, PSO models the behavior of, for example, a
swarm of bees searching for a food source. The population,
or swarm, converges on the optimum by using information
gained from each individual, referred to as a particle, as well
as from the information gained by the swarm as a whole. The
algorithm starts with an initial population that is randomly
distributed throughout the design space. The position of each
particle is then updated from one design iteration to the next,
using the following update formula:

x
q+1
i = x

q
i + v

q
i �t (8)

where i refers to the ith individual in the swarm, q refers to
the qth iteration, and v

q
i refers to the velocity vector of the

ith individual at the qth iteration. The time increment �t is
typically taken as unity. Initially each particle is assigned a
random velocity vector that is updated at each iteration using

v
q+1
i = wv

q
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(
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q
i

)
�t
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(
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q
i

)
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(9)
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where w is known as the inertia parameter, r1 and r2 are
random numbers between 0 and 1, and c1 and c2 are known
as trust parameters. Additionally, pi is the best point found
so far by the ith particle, while pg is the best point found
by the swarm. The inertia parameter w controls the search
behavior of the algorithm, with larger values (in the region
of 1.4) resulting in a more global search and smaller values
(in the region of 0.5) resulting in a more local search. The c1

trust parameter indicates how much the particle trusts itself
(also referred to as the cognitive memory), while c2 indicates
how much the particle trusts the group (also referred to as the
social memory). The literature recommends values of c1 =
c2 = 2. Finally,pg can be selected to represent either a “local”
topology, where the best point is obtained from only a small
subset of particles, or a “global” topology, where the best
point is obtained from the swarm as a whole.

In terms of parameters, the user needs to tune the val-
ues of w, c1, and c2 and decide on the number of particles
in the swarm, as well as how many iterations to perform.
Even for this most basic variation of the algorithm (there are
many variations that are much more complicated), there are
five problem-dependent parameters that must be tuned by
the user. Problem-dependent parameter tuning is common to
all evolutionary methods and is one of the major drawbacks
associated with these methods.

The PSO algorithm is inherently an unconstrained opti-
mization algorithm. This is a common characteristic of most
of the evolutionary algorithms and is another major drawback
associated with these methods. Many different constraint-
handling techniques have been investigated by researchers
to deal with this problem. Constraint-handling techniques
for evolutionary algorithms are classified by Koziel and
Michalewicz (1999) as: (1) techniques that preserve feasibil-
ity, (2) techniques based on penalty functions, (3) techniques
making a clear distinction between feasible and infeasible so-
lutions, and (4) other hybrid techniques. More recently, Sienz
and Innocente (2008) classified constraint-handling strate-
gies for PSO as: (1) strategies that reject infeasible solutions
(also known as a death penalty approach), (2) strategies that
penalize infeasible solutions (also known as a penalty func-
tion approach), (3) strategies that preserve feasibility, (4)
strategies that cut-off at the boundary, (5) strategies based
on a bi-section approach, and (6) strategies that repair infea-
sible solutions.

Of these approaches, one of the most popular is to make
use of a penalty function approach, where the objective
function is penalized for any constraint violation. Penalty
functions are popular because they have traditionally been
used with gradient-based optimization algorithms, are
general in nature, and are easy to implement. Static penalty
parameters like that of equation (6) are typically employed,

but more advanced techniques in which the penalty param-
eters are dynamically tuned during the optimization have
also been developed (e.g., Poon and Joaquim, 2007; Hamida
and Schoenauer, 2000; Barbosa and Lemonge, 2003). A
recent technique for constraint handling is a bi-objective
approach similar to that used by Fletcher and Leyffer (2002)
for gradient-based optimization. A bi-objective optimization
problem that minimizes both a measure of the constraint
violation and the objective function is considered (e.g., Surry
and Radcliffe, 1997; Venter and Haftka, 2008).

3.2 Deterministic algorithms

There are also many deterministic algorithms developed
specifically to solve global optimization problems. An ex-
cellent survey of global optimization algorithms is provided
by Neumaier (2004). Many of the global optimization al-
gorithms are specialized to solve only a narrow class of
problems. One popular general purpose deterministic global
optimization algorithm is the DIRECT algorithm by Jones,
Perttunen and Stuckman (1993). The DIRECT algorithm
makes use of Lipschitzian optimization to locate promising
subregions in the design space. Each of these subregions is
then further explored using a local search technique. An in-
teresting comparison of using multistart techniques versus
the DIRECT global optimization algorithm is provided by
Cox et al. (2001).

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter provided a short overview of optimization tech-
niques typically encountered in engineering optimization ap-
plications. The techniques were classified as either local or
global algorithms and both constrained and unconstrained
optimization problems were considered.

The designer should be aware that no single optimiza-
tion algorithm exists that will solve all optimization prob-
lems. Some knowledge of the different algorithms available
will help to select the appropriate algorithm for the problem
at hand. A few guidelines for algorithm selection are as
follows:

1. Local algorithms are well suited for optimization prob-
lems with many design variables (more than 50), in cases
where the analyses are computationally expensive, when
numerical noise is not a severe problem, when gradients
are readily available, and when local minimum is not an
issue.
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2. Global algorithms are well suited for optimization prob-
lems with fewer design variables (less than 50), where
the analysis is computationally inexpensive, for discrete
and combinatorial optimization problems, when numer-
ical noise is severe, in cases where the gradient does not
exists, when the objective and/or constraint functions are
discontinuous, and when a global optimum is required.

In general, a rule of thumb is to consider the global methods
only in cases where it is not viable to use an efficient local
search.

The optimization algorithms discussed here are generally
widely available to the designer. The availability range from
open source software like SciLab, Octave, and Python, to
name only a few, to optimizers included in commonly avail-
able software packages like Microsoft Excel and Matlab, to
specialized commercial software e.g., DOT and VisualDOC
from Vanderplaats Research and Development, iSIGHT from
Dassault Systèmes, modeFRONTIER from Esteco and Op-
timus from Noesis Solutions. In addition, the non-gradient
based algorithms are often fairly straightforward to imple-
ment and a designer who is comfortable with computer pro-
gramming can easily create a custom implementation that is
tailored to his or her particular problem.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In surrogate-based optimization, the designer’s full precision
computer (or even physical) models are replaced by curve
fits – the surrogates. Optimization is then carried out using
these curve fits, which by their nature are much quicker and
simpler to use than the full models. Care needs to be taken to
ensure that the surrogates used to replace the full analyses are
suitably accurate, at least in the areas of interest, but provided
they are, a significant speedup in the design optimization pro-
cess can be achieved. The surrogates can also be used in a
variety of supporting roles such as visualization and system
integration tasks. This topic has an extensive research litera-
ture – for a more detailed coverage, the reader is referred to

the dedicated text by Forrester, Sobester and Keane (2008).
Here, we refer to a more limited number of publications on
the subject – the cited text contains a much more extensive
bibliography.

All search and optimization processes (except pure ran-
dom search) work by attempting to build up some internal
representation of the problem space being searched: in a
manual process, this will lie in the head of the designer;
in classical-gradient-based methods, it will be in the form
of a matrix of local-gradient-related information and so on.
Surrogate-based approaches build on this fact and lead the
designer to directly construct a (surrogate) model of the prob-
lem being dealt with by a combination of data collection and
model building. This approach can be adopted for a variety of
reasons: to speed up the design process by achieving a given
level of optimization accuracy with fewer function calls and
greater parallelization of those function calls; to provide a
model that can be used in visualization and interpretation
studies or, less commonly, to build a surrogate that can be
used as a lightweight representation of the full physics in
some other off-line or online system such as an aero-elasticity
code, a large multi-discipline analysis system, or a real-time
control system.

To illustrate the basic process, consider Figure 1a – this
shows a simple two-dimensional objective function with
eight sample points (shown as solid black circles). Figure 1b
shows a curve fit to these eight points, which forms an approx-
imation to the true function – here, the curve fit passes through
all the data, that is, it interpolates it (it is also possible for a
surrogate to simply pass near the data points and provide
a degree of smoothing or regression). A simple optimization
(maximization) search of this surrogate allows a ninth point to
be added (shown hollow in Figure 1a) – this point can then be
incorporated into the curve fit to give an improved surrogate
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as shown in Figure 1c. This process can be repeated, grad-
ually improving the quality of the surrogatein the region of
interest, that is, near its maximum – the new point is already
closer to the location of the true optimum than any of the
original eight samples.

Figure 1. (a) Two-dimensional test function with sample points, (b)
a surrogate (curve fit), and (c) a second curve fit after adding one
update point – initial data points shown solid; update point shown
hollow.

1.1 Speeding up search on expensive problems

The most common use of surrogate models is to speed up
and/or improve the quality of optimization-based search. This
is possible because surrogate models are much simpler than
the physics-based simulation codes they replace and thus may
be run at a fraction of the cost of the principal code being sub-
stituted for. This enables tens of thousands of function calls
to be made in affordable time, permitting the most extensive
searches to be made of the surrogate – Figure 2 (which is
discussed more in subsequent sections) illustrates this pro-
cess (Keane and Nair, 2005): an initial sample set of designs
are analyzed with the user’s simulation code (using formal
Design of Experiment – DoE – approaches, see Section 2.1),

Build 
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construct

Surrogate 
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surrogate 

Best 
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Sim. Sim. Sim. …Sim. 
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Figure 2. A surrogate-based optimization process wrapped around
a simulation code.
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usually in parallel and then a surrogate is chosen, constructed,
and tuned to the resulting data; the surrogate is next searched,
and the resulting point of interest analyzed, again with the
user’s full simulation code; at this point, the search may be
stopped or an iterative scheme adopted to gradually refine
the surrogate while at the same time hopefully improving
the design. Provided the cost of constructing the surrogate is
small compared to that of carrying out a direct search on the
underlying problem code and assuming the surrogate is, or
becomes, a suitably accurate model (at least in the regions of
interest), the result is a faster search process. If the sampling
process can be run in parallel, this also helps speed up things.
Working in this way also makes the search more tolerant of
any failed or aborted computations since they can be dealt
with quite easily when building the surrogate. Most of the
research and development effort that has been undertaken in
the use of surrogate approaches has focused on the two key
issues of model construction: cost and modeling accuracy.
The actual search of the resulting surrogates can be carried
out with any of the commonly available search methods dis-
cussed elsewhere in this work – typically, a fast downhill
method for simple problems or a multi-start or stochastic
approach for those with many peaks and troughs (see, e.g.,
Review of Optimization Techniques). Note also that if the
search of the surrogate reveals multiple points of interest then
these can all be analyzed in parallel – another key advantage
of this approach.

1.2 Enabling interpretation of fitness landscapes

A less common, but nonetheless important use of surrogates is
in the interpretation of fitness landscapes – given the ability to
rapidly calculate the outputs of interest at arbitrary combina-
tions of design variables, surrogates may be used to support
visualization and interpretation schemes. For example, the
tile plot shown in Figure 3 (see Holden and Keane, 2004)
has been derived from three surrogates: one for the objective
function (drag coefficient – to be minimized, to provide the
color contour map), one for an inequality constraint (pitching
moment – to be kept in manageable bounds, used to blank
out non-feasible regions), and one for an equality constraint
(lift coefficient – set equal to weight, used to provide the
triple of lines showing the constraint and a±5% violation
band). The problem is one of wing design in four dimensions
(camber, angle of attackα, and two planform controls) and
here the variation inside each tile shows the effects of two
variables, while the position of the tile in the frame indicates
the effects of the other two variables. The crosses show the
underlying full simulation sample points used to construct
the surrogates – here 67 in all, while the tile plot is based on
164 =65 536 surrogate evaluations. The user can study the tile
plot and gain an immediate impression of problem variations
and indeed locate the optimal design that satisfies both con-
straints while minimizing the objective simply by inspection.
The behavior of the two constraints is also directly apparent.

Figure 3. Fitness landscape constructed from a surrogate model for four variables (courtesy, C.M.E. Holden) – the best design lies in the
tile in row 6, column 13 where the black line crosses from the colored area into the unshaded area.
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Clearly, such an approach would not be possible if all 65 536
results used in the plot had been calculated via expensive
CFD – 67 simulations, possibly carried out in parallel, is a
much more realistic proposition. Surrogates are also useful
in interactive systems where users wish to manually explore
problems, and there is a need for virtually instant return of
results to changing inputs.

1.3 Use in larger frameworks for either
multi-domain search or real-time
decision-making aids

Another use for surrogate models is for embedding in other,
larger systems. Since surrogates are always based on rel-
atively compact and well-structured systems of equations,
they can commonly be set up as subroutines, functions,
plug-ins, web-services, dynamic link libraries, etc., which
can then be simply invoked by some over-arching scheme
or suite of software. Three common uses are (i) when a
complex multi-physics model is being constructed and a
full-fidelity-physics-based simulation cannot be afforded to
represent each domain of interest – the classic example being
aeroelasticity – a surrogate might well be used to model the
aerodynamic loads on a structure as it flexes without recourse
to solution of the Navier–Stokes equations via some expen-
sive CFD simulation; (ii) in multi-disciplinary trade studies
where they can be used to model some of the disciplines of
interest, possibly allowing a greater number of disciplines to
be coupled together than might otherwise be possible; and
(iii) when it is necessary to represent the behavior of some
system in a real-time control environment where approx-
imations of likely behavior are used to predict responses
to control inputs allowing forward planning to take place
– usually such systems require very fast function evalua-
tions and only the most rapid of predictions will then be
acceptable. In all these cases, it will be necessary to pro-
vide compact and self-contained models that can be operated
without recourse to the full-fidelity simulations that were
used to source the data on which the surrogates have been
built.

2 THE BASIC PROCESS OF BUILDING
A SURROGATE AND ADAPTING
IT FOR USE

As will already be clear, surrogate-based approaches require
the user to distinguish between full model sampling, surro-
gate construction, and surrogate use. Perhaps less obviously,

two other stages also need consideration: surrogate model
selection and surrogate updating. There are a great many
surrogate types that a user can select from, and some of these
work best if they are adapted in an iterative fashion to the
user’s problem as a search progresses or as a result of error
assessments following model construction. It is also possible
to use combinations of surrogates, either to take averages or
to use different forms in different regions of the search space.
It is wise to review carefully all these steps before commenc-
ing a surrogate-based approach since the best combination of
tactics will vary on a case-by-case basis.

2.1 Sampling plans

All surrogate methods begin by sampling the underlying full-
fidelity problem in some way – these are the first eight points
in Figure 1 – here, it is assumed that these results come from
an expensive computer code, although it could be an exper-
imental system for example. The best places to make these
samples will depend to some extent on what the designer
wishes to achieve as well as the likely surrogate types that
may be used.

The problem of where to place difficult or expensive
experiments has been studied for at least 75 years, and a con-
siderable body of statistical literature exists on this topic (see
Myers and Montgomery, 1995; or Statnikov and Matusov,
1995). Suffice to say it is rarely affordable to simply vary all
variables in a simple grid-like pattern, changing one variable
at a time – rather it will make sense to use some Design
of Experiments scheme that seeks to maximize the infor-
mation retrieved with the fewest number of samples – all
are based on the notion that the function being sampled will
have some underlying pattern or shape that can be exploited.
Having accepted this, the main task the analyst faces is on
deciding just how few samples can be used to build an accept-
able model. This will depend on the number of variables in
play (the fewer the better of course) and the class of model
desired (a local unimodal model with a single minimum or
maximum versus a wide ranging multimodal one with lots of
peaks and troughs – the former being used primarily for local
searches and the latter for global ones – see Review of Opti-
mization Techniques for a discussion on local versus global
search).

In the case of unimodal problems, a simple quadratic poly-
nomial surrogate may be planned in which case at least
(n + 1)(n + 2)/2 samples will be required in ann-
dimensional problem (since there will be this many unknown
coefficients in the model), and these will be best laid out
following a D-optimality criterion (see, e.g., Myers and
Montgomery, 1995) that will ensure good conditioning of
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Table 1. A D-optimal experiment design and an optimal Latin Hypercube experiment for three variables.

D-Optimal experiment Optimal Latin Hypercube experiment

Variable 1 2 3 1 2 3

Experiment 1 1 −1 1 −0.3 −0.3 −0.3
Experiment 2 1 1 −1 0.3 −0.1 0.7
Experiment 3 1 0 1 0.1 0.5 −0.9
Experiment 4 0 1 −1 0.5 −0.9 0.1
Experiment 5 1 1 1 −0.9 0.1 0.5
Experiment 6 1 −1 −1 −0.1 0.7 0.3
Experiment 7 −1 1 0 −0.7 0.9 −0.5
Experiment 8 0 −1 0 0.9 −0.5 −0.7
Experiment 9 −1 −1 1 0.7 0.3 −0.1
Experiment 10 −1 −1 −1 −0.5 −0.7 0.9

Note: To be precise, these designs are both onlylocally optimal in that other better designs with similar properties might exist.

the numerical behavior of the model construction (equation
solution) process. Even this many samples may prove too
expensive if the dimensionality of the problem is too great,
in which case a simple linear model using at leastn + 1
samples will have to suffice.1 Table 1 (second, third, and
fourth columns) gives a typical D-optimal design for three
variables needing 10 experiments – in each case the vari-
ables are set to either their extreme values (−1 or +1) or
mid-level – this is common in such designs since the greatest
changes in a quadratic model will then be captured, that given
here comes from the Matlabcordexch function.

If a multimodal response is expected, with significant
changes of curvature throughout the space being sampled, a
more complex surrogate will be required, and in the absence
of any prior knowledge, some kind of space-filling Latin
hypercube or orthogonal array/sequence will be best. Space-
filling designs attempt to place samples throughout the space
being dealt with while avoiding overly repeated sampling
that may be confounded by systematic patterns in the prob-
lem. Consider sampling a simple sine wave function over
two cycles (720◦). If samples are placed at 90◦ intervals
then only values of−1, 0, or 1 are returned and nothing
of the underlying shape of the curve is returned. A purely
random sample will not be fooled in this way but will be
wasteful since some samples will probably lie too close
to each other to give the greatest amount of information.
Space-filling plans attempt to lie between these two extremes
and are based on the assumption that the problem being
sampled will be smooth but possibly with quite strongly vary-
ing curvature. Latin hypercubes break the search space up
into a regular grid of cells and then place points randomly
within each cell; orthogonal sequences such as LPτ arrays
(Statnikov and Matusov, 1995) use predetermined number
sequences to decide the positions of each point and are thus
repeatable.

The number of samples to take is difficult to assess at
the outset, but a commonly used rule of thumb is to aim
for at least 10 times the number of dimensions in the prob-
lem or perhaps the number of dimensions squared, although
this is probably going to lead to issues when there are more
than, say, 10 dimensions since then hundreds of samples are
needed (costly) and their density in such high-dimensional
spaces is even then still woefully sparse. The curse of dimen-
sionality (i.e., the exponential rate at which a search volume
increases with the number of dimensions) makes it difficult
to build multimodal surrogates in more than 30-dimensional
space because of the very large data samples needed to give
even approximately accurate results. If faced with such prob-
lems, the designer is generally forced either to scale down
the number of dimensions in some way or to restrict their
ranges so as to bring likely responses back to essentially
unimodal behavior where simpler surrogates can be used.
Table 1(fifth, sixth, and seventh columns) shows an optimal
Latin Hypercube based on the Morris–Mitchell criterion
(Morris and Mitchell, 1995) – notice that now the variables
are never set to their extreme values, and effort instead focuses
on infilling the space; that given here comes from the Matlab
code of Forrester, Sobester and Keane (2008).

If a model with complex curvature is being constructed, it
is good practice to check its accuracy after construction and
then to use additional samples so as to refine it in areas of poor
accuracy or particular interest. For simple problems, it will be
sensible to reserve at least 10% of the available sample runs
for model updating, while for complex multimodal problems,
it will be better to plan to use around 30–60%.

Finally, the computational architecture in use may influ-
ence sampling and updating choices if parallel runs can be
accommodated – it makes sense for the number of samples
or updates to be a multiple of the number of independent
computational threads in use.
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2.2 Surrogate selection and construction

Once the full problem code has been sampled, a poten-
tial surrogate type or types must be selected and built. The
initial choice will probably be made on the basis of past
experience and the surrogate modeling codes available. A
number of the basic types are introduced shortly: quadratic
polynomials are useful for unimodal models with modest
numbers of variables, linear models can deal with very large
problem dimensions albeit with limited accuracy, Krigs are
good for multimodal models when there are fewer than say
20 variables and not too much data, simpler radial basis func-
tions can cope with the larger data-sets needed to sample
bigger problem spaces, and so on. In addition to this basic
model selection, many approaches also permit a degree of
data regression to allow for any lack of smoothness in the
underlying simulation process (perhaps because an iterative
solver is in use, or discretization effects occur as geome-
tries are changed2). Finally, consideration must be given to
any surrogate construction or tuning costs – some surrogates,
such as Krigs or support vector approaches, require a training
or tuning phase to best fit the surrogate to the sample data,
which can be quite computationally demanding and perhaps
even more expensive than a single full problem simulation.
Moreover, surrogate training can form a bottleneck in an oth-
erwise efficiently parallel approach since all the data from
multiple computational threads then needs to be available for
a single process.

In all cases, the primary function of the surrogate is to
modelaccurately the available data making due allowance
for any noise present – various quality and accuracy checks
(described next) can help reveal how well a surrogate is work-
ing in this respect, and these can aid in making a good choice.
If no single surrogate can be decided upon as being suitable
for the problem in hand, it is also possible to use multiple
surrogates and select between them at run time based on
error estimates or even to average between surrogates perhaps
using some form of weighting. Certainly it is good practice
to review surrogate choice from time to time to see if the
current approach is still the best, given the data available and
the performance of the variant in use. For an in-depth survey
on model types, see Forrester, Sobester and Keane (2008).

2.3 Quality/accuracy metrics

Having constructed the surrogate, it is good practice to check
its quality/accuracy and, if necessary, to update it to suit
both the problem being modeled and the aims of the ana-
lyst. Assessment of quality and accuracy essentially needs to
cover a range of different aspects:

� if the model is meant to interpolate the data, just how
accurately is this achieved;

� if the model regresses, by how much do data points differ
from the curve fit;

� does the model show excessive curvature and wrinkling
or is it too rigid and flat to correctly reflect any curvature
in the data;

� are there areas of the sample space, which lie so far from
data points that the accuracy of the curve fit must be open
to question in these regions – this will arise if the problem
has significant curvature and the sampling used is very
sparse; and finally

� if one uses the curve fit to predict points not in the data
set, how accurate are such predictions.

A simple plotting and inspection of the curve fit will
help deal with the first three of these issues, and design-
ers are always well advised to make such plots – if there
are more than two dimensions to the problem, a number of
cross sections should be taken or HAT plots like Figure 3
made. Additionally, a number of surrogate types inherently
generate estimates of how accurately they have been able to
curve fit the available data, and, in some cases, these mea-
sures can show regions of poor accuracy. They are, however,
indirect approaches; direct accuracy checking can be carried
out in essentially two ways: (i) the surrogate can be used to
make predictions at unsampled locations and then the full
analysis run at these locations to see how well the surro-
gate reflects the real problem or (ii) the surrogate can be
rebuilt with some data samples missing (but with any tuning
parameters fixed) and then used to back predict the miss-
ing items – so-called “cross-validation” leading to the Self
Cross-Validating Residual (SCVR) metric used later. In the
first case, a clear distinction exists between the data used
for surrogate construction (the training data) and accuracy
assessment (the testing data), but this leaves the analyst won-
dering if it is not wasteful to use some of the expensively
garnered full simulation results only for testing and not in
surrogate construction. In the second case, it is not clear how
many samples to leave out when cross-validating (see, e.g.,
Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman, 2001) – the literature is not
clear on this point and advice seems to vary from single point
cross-validation up to five or even 10 points if sufficient data
are available. In either case if an error model is available for
the surrogate (as provided for example by Kriging), it is then
possible to calculate a standardized residual by dividing by
the standard error and highlighting any points where this is
greater than, say,±3.

If the curve fit shows excessive wrinkling or large flat areas
that are not expected or many validation points that are badly
predicted, the user should seriously consider revisions before
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making use of the surrogate. Three obvious changes can be
recommended: (i) try a different surrogate; (ii) try a differ-
ent or enlarged sampling plan (though this is expensive); or
(iii) change the problem either by reducing the number of
variables in use or perhaps by changing the way the cur-
rent variables or codes are deployed – for example, working
with the inverse or logarithm of a response quantity can often
be beneficial as can using the inverse of a design variable
(stress for example will often be inversely related to physical
dimensions). If the user has prior knowledge about the rela-
tionship between inputs and outputs, then making use of this
information by suitable problem manipulation is to be highly
recommended. It is also assumed here that suitable steps have
been taken to scale the problem variables and responses in
use to sensible values at the outset. Ideally, all the quanti-
ties of interest should have magnitudes lying lie in the range
0.01–100.0. Constructing surrogates with very small or very
large quantities often leads to numerical instabilities, so many
packages automatically scale all quantities in use, but this is
not universally the case.

2.4 Surrogate use and updating

Once the user is happy that a suitably accurate surrogate has
been constructed, it can then be used in earnest. Here, we
focus mainly on design optimization and consider also the
question of model updating – if we search the surrogate and
find a promising set of design points, we must certainly run
these through the full simulation code to check that a design
improvement is really achieved. Quite commonly doing this
reveals that the surrogate and the newly evaluated design do
not agree – when this occurs, the natural approach is toupdate
the surrogate with the new points and repeat the search for a
better set. Such updating will generally have two fundamen-
tally conflicting aims: (i) to exploit rapidly the surrogate by
placing additional samples in those places of most interest
to the analyst – typically where design improvements seem
most likely and (ii) to improve the accuracy of the surro-
gate by adding fresh data where validation shows there to
be quality issues, that is, further exploration of the problem.
This second aspect is particularly important when dealing
with global searches – balancing exploration and exploita-
tion lies at the heart of surrogate-based approaches to global
design optimization. If exploitation begins too early then the
most useful areas of the design space may never be sam-
pled and thus represented in the surrogate; if it is left too
late, there may be insufficient effort available to gain the best
from the process –appreciating this point is the single most
important aspect in effective use of surrogates for this class of
problems.

Because updating is so important, a good deal of research
has been carried out into how best to carry this out. The most
obvious, but rather naı̈ve, approach is to thoroughly search
the surrogate for the best design performance and use this
point to initiate a new run of the full problem code. While
this approach is simple to understand and implement, it is
only to be recommended if the user is sure that the problem
under study has been sufficiently well sampled at the outset
that the basin of attraction3 containing the global optimum
has been adequately modeled in the range spanned by the
surrogate. Given such an assurance, a greedy exploitation of
this form should fairly rapidly close out the required goal4.

When carrying out a global search, it is assumed that the
user’s problem will have multiple minima, and it is likely that
the initial sampling and surrogate will not capture these with
great accuracy – after all global surrogate-based approaches
are normally only invoked when tackling ‘difficult’ problems.
It is therefore necessary to use strategies that will cope with
these limitations. These tend to fall into two general cate-
gories: (i) those that seek to infill the initial DoE so as to
continue global exploration and (ii) those that start with a
much more localized DoE that can be modeled well with a
simpler surrogate and then seek to move the surrogate cen-
ter as the search proceeds – so-called ‘trust region’ methods.
Infill methods work either with explicit error metrics that
show where the current surrogate lacks accuracy or multi-
ple result search tools that can return the predicted locations
of many, possibly all, local optima in the surrogate or some
combination of the two. In either case, updates can be added
in batches and the surrogate rebuilt and searched in an itera-
tive fashion. Trust region methods focus more on the region
being searched, abandoning earlier less promising points and
adding new ones as the area being studied slowly moves
through the search space. Under certain circumstances, both
approaches can be shown to be provably convergent to the
desired optimum, and indeed the two approaches can be com-
bined in various ways – complex surrogates can be used in
trust region searches and older/less promising points can be
abandoned in complex surrogate models during updating.
What must remain absolutely clear, however, is that in global
search, the first surrogate should never be the final one – some
form of updating shouldalways be allowed for, even if only
one or two update points are used.

3 A BRIEF SUMMARY OF SOME
POPULAR TYPES OF SURROGATES

In surrogate-based approaches, the user-selected inputsx are
assumed to be related to the output (response, goal, or con-
straint)y by an expensive functionfe(x). To begin with, the
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response of the expensive code is evaluated for combinations
of inputs and used to construct an approximation

ŷ = f̂ e(x) (1)

The function̂f e(x) is the surrogate in use and can take many
forms. We next briefly describe the three most popular ones
but note that many others are possible – the text by Forrester,
Sobester and Keane (2008) gives a much more complete
coverage of these and a good many others.

3.1 Polynomial schemes

The simplest surrogates still commonly in use are based on
polynomials: in one-variable problems, we get

ŷ = w0 +
m∑

i=1

wix
i (2)

where thewi are the coefficients of the polynomial in use
and are selected to minimize the sum of the squares of the
errors between the computed data and the surrogate predic-
tions (assuming there are more samples than weights) – if the
polynomial is limited to a linear term (m = 1), this becomes
a simple straight line linear regression familiar from basic
statistics. To extend this to multiple dimensions, we use sim-
ilar series in each variable plus a selection of cross product
terms such aswx2

1x
3
2 – when more than two or three dimen-

sions are involved, the number of cross terms rises rapidly
and must often be restricted, since we need at least as many
samples as individual terms in order to be able to solve for the
unknown weightswi. There are two main limitations with this
approach: first the surrogate only passes through the data if
the number of data points and weights are equal, and secondly
if higher-order terms are used, the fit can show significant
oscillations and snaking. Figure 4a shows a typical polyno-
mial curve fit in one dimension to six data points – in this
case using linear and quadratic terms. Note the significant
regression taking place – if, in fact, the user believes that this
is desirable, this is fine (if, e.g., there is significant noise in
the data due to changes in mesh discretization as the design
geometry changes); if, however, the user knows that the true
function is being predicted without any noise the regression
is misleading and unhelpful. Sometimes when dealing with
very many variables and limited data, such regression may
even so be warranted as it may better indicate the overall
trends in the data than a strongly oscillatory curve fit through
too few points.
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Figure 4. Typical surrogate types: (a) polynomial regression, (b)
interpolating radial basis function, and (c) Krig with regression.

3.2 Basis function methods

Basis function methods produce curve fits by assembling a
model from a library of user-chosen functions:

ŷ =
m∑

i=1

wiψi(x) (3)
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whereψi(x) is a basis function of the design vector. One of
the most popular are the radial basis function schemes where
we chosem basis function centersci located at the sample
points and use the Euclidean distances from these centers as
the function variablesri = {x − ci} with functions such as

(1) linear,ψi(ri) = ri,
(2) cubic,ψi(ri) = r3

i ,
(3) thin-plate splines,ψi(ri) = r2

i lnri,
(4) Gaussian,ψi(ri) = e−ri

2/(2σ2),
(5) multiquadric,ψi(ri) = (r2

i + σ2)
1/2

.

We then use the data we have to solve for the unknown
coefficients as before – if we place the basis function centers
at the sample points, we get an interpolating model, since
n = m – Figure 4b shows a cubic model through the same
six data points as in Figure 4a – now a significantly curved
surrogate results. Note that in these functions, we sometimes
have hyper-parameters (σ) that are chosen to suit the problem
in hand, often based on past experience, trial and error or via
cross-validation schemes. If fewer basis functions are used
than the number of sample points then a regressing model
results (see, e.g., Keane, 2004).

3.3 Maximum likelihood schemes

Maximum likelihood schemes are essentially basis function
methods but with hyper-parameters that are tuned to the
available data based on formulations coming from maximum
likelihood theory. In use, they thus have a tuning or training
phase whereby alternative sets of hyper-parameters are con-
sidered and some quality of fit metric used in an optimization
process. The most well known of these approaches is Kriging,
named after the South African mining engineer Danie Krige
who first developed the method. In the most straightforward
form of Kriging, the response at anyx is approximated by

ŷ = µ + ε(x) (4)

whereµ is the mean of the responses andε(x) is a Gaussian
radial basis function with zero mean and varianceσ2. The
distance measure used is

d(x(i), x(j)) =
n∑

h=1

θh(x(i)
h − x

(j)
h )

ph
(5)

whereθh andph are hyper-parameters tuned to the data in
hand. The correlation between pointsx(i) andx(j) is given by

R(x(i), x(j)) = exp[−d(x(i), x(j))] + �δij (6)

where� is a regularization constant that governs the degree
of regression in the model (when set to zero the Krig strictly
interpolates the data supplied), andδij is the Kronecker delta
function. When the response at a new pointx is required, a
vector of correlations between the point and those used in
the DoE is formed,r(x) = R(x, x(i)). The prediction is then
given by

ŷ(x) = µ + rTR−1(y − 1µ) (7)

where the meanµ is found from

µ = 1TR−1y

1TR−11
(8)

The hyper-parametersθh, ph , and regularization constant�

are all obtained by maximizing the likelihood, defined as

1

(2π)
n
2 (σ2)

n
2 |R| 1

2

exp

[
−(y − 1µ)TR−1(y − 1µ)

2υ2

]
(9)

where the varianceυ2 is given by

υ2 = (y − 1µ)TR−1(y − 1µ)

N
(10)

N is the number of points used in the DoE. The mean squared
error of the prediction is

s2(x) = υ2

[
1 + � + rTR−1r + (1 − 1TR−1r)

2

1TR−11

]
(11)

which gives a measure of the accuracy of the Krig atx. One
of the attractions of Kriging is that theθ hyper-parameters
produced may be used to screen the variables in the data for
relative importance if the input variables are normalized to
a unit range before the Krig is tuned. Once correctly tuned,
and assuming the surrogate is reasonably accurate, the hyper-
parameters simply rank the significance of the variables they
represent. Another key feature is that the degree of regression
in use now has a statistical basis. Figure 4c shows a Krig
through the same six data points as for Figures 4a and b; in
this case, the regularization in use suggests a modest degree
of regression and the curve does not exactly pass through the
data, although it is still multimodal. It is worth noting that
the cost of constructing any surrogate that needs tuning to
the data will be significantly higher than, say, a polynomial
or radial basis function model where a single matrix solution
is needed to establish the unknown coefficients in the model.
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4 A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

4.1 Objective function and DoE data

To demonstrate the process of surrogate construction and
search, consider the simple objective function

maximisey = {cos4(x1) + cos4(x2) − 2cos2(x1)cos2(x2)}√
x2

1 + 2x2
2

(12)

within the limits 1.5 ≤ x1 ≤ 3.5 and 2≤ x2 ≤ 4. This is the
function already plotted in Figure 1a. We first sample this
function by selecting eight points from the standard LPτ

sequence (Statnikov and Matusov, 1995), which yields the
results in the first three rows of Table 2 and which are shown
plotted as solid circles in Figure 1.

4.2 Surrogate model

Using the data from Table 2, a Krig is built according to the
previous equations, and this is tuned by searching the log-
arithm of the likelihood (equation (9)) first using a genetic
algorithm and then using a simple gradient descent search to
ensure a well tuned result. This givesθh, ph , and� values
of (3.195, 0.0845), (1.9994, 1.9993), and 0.00006, respec-
tively; with the large value ofθ1, indicating thatx1 is the more
important of the two variables, a smooth curve fit is possible
(the p values are nearly 2) and with very little regression
(� is very small). Sampling the resulting Krig gives the
surface shown in Figure 1b. The accuracy of this model can
be tested by examining the leave-one-out (LOO) self cross-
validation residual of the data, see again Table 2 – here the
largest SCVR is−0.8815 while the mean SCVR is 0.6374.
The table also shows the predicted values at the data points
when carrying out this leave-out-one process and the esti-
mated errors. The data show the model is of reasonable
quality as none of the points is close to the normal SCVR
threshold of±3, although noticeable errors are still present
– the use of only eight samples is the problem here – the use
of say 20 points would give a much tighter model fit.

4.3 Search and update

Searching the initial response surface with a long run of a
genetic algorithm followed by a gradient descent method
results in a best point on the response surface of 0.2199 at
(1.546, 2.725) – this is shown as the hollow point in Figure 1.
In fact at this point, the actual function being modeled returns
a value of 0.1681, which further demonstrates the lack of
accuracy in the Krig, although this new point is close to the
true optimum. So although the predicted value at this first
update point is (erroneously) predicted as being better than
any of the original eight sample points, the need for further
updates to ensure the RSM is accurate in the region of the
global optimum is obvious. If this new result is added to
the data set and the Krig re-sampled, the refined surface in
Figure 1c results, which better models the true function. This
response surface could be further refined by re-tuning the
Krig and could also be searched again to find further update
points.

5 MORE ADVANCED TOPICS

5.1 Constraint surrogates

Many optimization problems of practical interest contain
design constraints (see, Formulating Design Problems as
Optimization Problems). This can require the construction of
constraint surrogates that must then be used in conjunction
with any objective function surrogates – Figure 3 shows just
such an example. A key point to understand in such schemes
is that any errors in the constraint surrogate can lead the
predicted boundary between feasible and infeasible designs
to move significantly as a model is updated. It is therefore
wise to treat any such predictions with some caution and to
allow a wider than normal tolerance band when assessing
constraint satisfaction. Alternatively fully probabilistic con-
straint treatments can be used (see Forrester, Sobester and
Keane, 2008).

5.2 Multi-objective schemes

It is also common in design work to have multiple objec-
tives to consider. While these can all be treated quite

Table 2. Example DoE data obtained using an LPτ sequence and Krig leave-out-one (LOO) cross-validation results.

1.5 ≤ x1 ≤ 3.5 2.5000 2.5000 2.0000 3.0000 1.7500 2.7500 2.2500 3.2500
2 ≤ x2 ≤ 4 3.5000 3.0000 3.5000 2.5000 3.2500 2.2500 2.7500 3.7500
y 0.0100 0.0232 0.0928 0.0247 0.1860 0.0503 0.0470 0.0160
LOO Esty 0.0072 0.0261 0.1130 0.0398 0.1190 0.0395 0.0375 0.0121
LOO Est error 0.0077 0.0045 0.0229 0.0404 0.0990 0.0146 0.0125 0.1648
LOO SCVR 0.3642 −0.6457 −0.8815 −0.3732 0.6774 0.7351 0.7613 0.0236
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Surrogate-Based Optimization11

independently, with each having their own surrogate, it is
also possible to combine objectives into single composite
objective functions. This can be done after the surrogates are
built in the normal way via some form of additive or multi-
plicative weighting. It is also possible to use fully statistical
approaches such as multi-objective expected improvement
(see Keane, 2006; Keane and Scanlan, 2007).

5.3 Multi-fidelity schemes

Sometimes when carrying out analysis, it is possible to do
this with varying levels of fidelity, with simpler simulations
yielding faster but less accurate results than more expensive
and detailed approaches. It is possible to use surrogate models
to take the data from judicious combinations of simulations
to build better surrogates than would be possible using either
level of simulation on its own. This can be done for exam-
ple by constructing a surrogate that models the difference
between the two simulation codes or perhaps their ratio. In
use, the surrogate is then used to correct the cheaper and faster
code so that it gives more accurate results without recourse
to the more expensive simulation (see, e.g., Keane, 2003).
While such an approach is quite simple to set up, it does
require the cheaper simulation code to be run at every point
where the analyst or optimizer wishes to evaluate a design,
something that may only be possible if the cheap simulation
is very fast to run. Alternatively, dual surrogates can be built,
with that for the cheaper model containing additional points
and therefore better fitting the simulation concerned. A more
sophisticated approach is via the formulation of co-Kriging
where all the available data are built into a single surrogate
that can then be used to predict performance at any point in
the design space (see Forrester, Sobester and Keane, 2007).

6 SOME OF THE COMMON PITFALLS
IN USING SURROGATE METHODS

Surrogate-based approaches are very powerful but come with
a number of health warnings (some of which apply to all
optimization tools!):

(1) Surrogate methods place high demands on the user –
they are not readily made foolproof and, like most com-
plex tools, require patience and time to get the best
performance – in particular, the choice of surrogate
and the ranges of design variables critically impact on
success.

(2) In common with all global search schemes, if the initial
sample used to start the process does not reach any par-
ticular basin of attraction in the search space, special

steps need to be taken to ensure convergence towards
the global optimum (such as expected improvement
schemes – see Forrester, Sobester and Keane (2008)) –
what this means in practice is that the initial sample
needs to be of a good size.

(3) Any surrogate based solely on an initial sample is
unlikely to be accurate enough in the regions of inter-
est to the designer – what this means is that some form
of validation and updating process is generally crucial
to good performance – more than half the available
computing budget may be needed for this.

(4) The more complex surrogates, which are tuned to the
available data, give the best performance but at the cost
of this additional training phase – moreover, such train-
ing is difficult to do well, and many published studies
do not pay enough attention to this aspect; nor do many
freely available software packages, where simplicity is
often chosen over reliability.

(5) Any sampling plan that contains a random element turns
the subsequent surrogate-based search into a stochastic
process that will give different results depending on how
well the samples capture trends – therefore, before com-
paring the outcomes of such methods, it is crucial to take
averages (this point applies to almost all global search
methods).

NOTES

1. Note that if there are more data samples than unknown
polynomial coefficients, a regression surrogate results
with the curve fit passing near, but not through, the
available data – this can be very useful if there is any
computational noise in the underlying simulation process
but not if the true function shows significant curvature.

2. Despite numerical schemes being repeatable, they often do
not show completely smooth variations in results as inputs
are varied – this is commonly referred to as computational
noise.

3. The term basin of attraction stems from the geographical
concept of river basins – imagine dropping a ball into a
typical geographical landscape – it will roll downhill in
one of the basins, eventually ending at the lowest point
in that basin. Optimization can be thought of as a similar
process, and clearly if no sample is placed in the basin
containing the global optimum, the search will never know
of its existence.

4. If the model in use is a quadratic polynomial, the problem
is one-dimensional and only the last three points are kept in
the surrogate; it is simple to see that this approach amounts
to a classical inverse parabolic search.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As discussed in Review of Optimization Techniques, the nu-
merical optimization techniques are classified as either local
(typically gradient-based) or global (typically nongradient-
based or evolutionary) algorithms. Advantages and disad-
vantages of each algorithm are discussed in Review of Op-
timization Techniques. In the viewpoint of this chapter, the
former requires both function values and gradients, while the
latter only requires function values. This chapter focuses on
how to calculate the gradients during optimization. Although
the optimization can be applied to any engineering applica-
tion, we will explain the calculation of gradients in structural
applications.

In optimization problems, the objective and constraint
functions are called performance measures. Sensitivity, or
gradient, is the rate of performance measure change with re-
spect to design variable changes. With structural analysis, the
sensitivity analysis provides critical information, the gradi-
ent, for optimization. Obviously, the performance measure is
presumed to be a differentiable function of the design, at least

in the neighborhood of the current design point. For complex
engineering applications, it is not simple to prove a perfor-
mance measure’s differentiability with respect to the design.
In this chapter, we assume that the performance measure is
continuously differentiable with respect to the design.

In general, a performance measure depends on the design.
For example, a change in the cross-sectional area of a beam
would affect the structural weight. This type of dependence
is simple if the expression of weight is known in terms of the
design variables. For example, the weight of a straight beam
with a circular cross section can be expressed as

W(r) = ρ�r2L (1)

where ρ is the density of the material, r the radius, and L the
length of the beam. If the radius is a design variable, then the
design sensitivity of W with respect to r would be

dW

dr
= 2ρ�rL (2)

This type of function is explicitly dependent on the design,
since the function can be explicitly written in terms of that de-
sign. Consequently, only algebraic manipulation is involved,
and no expensive computation is required to obtain the sen-
sitivity of an explicitly dependent performance measure.

However, in most cases, performance measures do not ex-
plicitly depend on the design. For example, when the stress
in complex frames is considered as a performance measure,
there is no simple way to express the sensitivity of stress ex-
plicitly in terms of the radius x = r of the cross section. In
a linear elastic problem, the stress of the structure is often
determined from the displacement, which can be calculated
using finite element analysis. In such a case, the sensitivity
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of stress σ(q) can be written as

dσ

dx
= dσ

dq

T dq

dx
(3)

where q is the vector of displacements of the beam. Since the
expression of stress as a function of displacement is usually
known, dσ/dq can easily be obtained. The only difficulty is
the computation of dq/dx, which is the state variable (dis-
placement) sensitivity with respect to the design variable x.

When a design engineer wants to compute the design sen-
sitivity of performance measures such as stress σ(q) in equa-
tion (3), the structural problem has presumably already been
solved. One of the most common approaches in solving struc-
tural problems is to use the principle of virtual work, which
is convenient for formulating the equations of equilibrium,
as ∫ ∫

V

δεTCε dV =
∫ ∫

V

δuTb dV +
∫ ∫

A

δuTh dA (4)

for all δu that belong to the space of kinematically admissible
displacements. In equation (4), δε is the virtual strain, C the
elasticity matrix, ε the strain vector, b the external load per
unit volume, and h the tractions acting on the outer surface
A of the structure.

Since the structural equation (4) is difficult to be solved
analytically, numerical methods are often employed. Finite
element analysis is one of the most popular numerical meth-
ods to solve the structural equation (4). After discretizing the
structural equation with a set of finite elements and applying
the principle of virtual work in each element, the following
linear algebraic equation can be obtained:

K(x)q = F (x) (5)

Equation (5) is a matrix equation of finite elements if K and
F are understood to be the stiffness matrix and load vector,
respectively. Suppose the explicit expressions of K(x) and

F (x) are known and differentiable with respect to x. Since
the stiffness matrix K(x) and load vector F (x) depend on the
design x, solution q also depends on the design x. However,
it is important to note that this dependency is implicit, which
is why we need to develop a methodology for sensitivity
analysis. As shown in equation (3), dq/dx must be computed
using the governing equation (5). This can be achieved by
differentiating equation (5) with respect to x, as

K(x)
dq

dx
= dF

dx
− dK

dx
q (6)

Assuming that the explicit expressions of K(x) and F (x) are
known, dK/dx and dF/dx can be evaluated. Thus, if solution
q from equation (5) is known, then dq/dx can be computed
from equation (6), which can then be substituted into equa-
tion (3) to compute dσ/dx. Note that the stress performance
measure is implicitly dependent on the design through state
variable q.

In this chapter, it is assumed that the general performance
measure ψ depends on the design explicitly and implicitly.
That is, the performance measure ψ is presumed to be a func-
tion of design x and state variable q(x), as

ψ = ψ(q(x), x) (7)

The sensitivity of ψ can thus be expressed as

dψ(q(x), x)

dx
= ∂ψ

∂x

∣∣∣∣
q=const

+ ∂ψ

∂q

∣∣∣∣
T

x=const

dq

dx
(8)

The only unknown term in equation (8) is dq/dx. Various
computational methods to obtain dq/dx are introduced in the
following sections.

From the sensitivity analysis point of view, design vari-
ables are often classified as either shape or non-shape design.
In general, a structural equation is represented by an integral
form as in equation (4). When a design variable changes the

Figure 1. Example of shape design variables in a plate with a hole. (a) Initial design; (b) perturbed design.
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Sensitivity Analysis 3

integral domain, it is called a shape design. Otherwise, the
design is referred to as a non-shape design. Since a non-shape
variable appears as a parameter in the structural equation, it is
relatively easy to differentiate the structural equation with re-
spect to the non-shape design. However, in the case of shape
design, the change in design variables modifies the integral
domain, which is more difficult to differentiate. When finite
element analysis is used to solve the structural equation, the
shape design variables change the finite element mesh. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates how the shape design variables (Cx, Cy, and
r) change the structural domain. In the initial design (Fig-
ure 1a), Cx and Cy describe the location of the center of a
hole and r denotes the radius of the hole. When these vari-
ables very (Figure 1b), the finite element mesh needs to be
modified.

2 METHODS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
FOR LINEAR STATIC STRUCTURES

Various methods employed in sensitivity analysis are listed
in Figure 2. Four approaches are used to obtain sensitiv-
ity: the global finite difference, discrete, continuum, and au-
tomatic derivatives. In the finite difference approach, the
sensitivity is obtained by either the forward finite differ-
ence or the central finite difference method. In the discrete
method, the sensitivity is obtained by taking derivatives of
the discrete governing equation (5). For this process, it is
necessary to take the derivative of the stiffness matrix. If
this derivative is obtained analytically using the explicit
expression of the stiffness matrix with respect to the de-
sign variable, it is the analytical method, since the analyt-
ical expressions of K(x) and F (x) are used. However, if
the derivative is obtained using a finite difference method,
this is called the semi-analytical method. In the continuum

Forward finite difference 
Finite difference 

Central finite difference 

Semi-analytical method 
Discrete derivative 

Analytical method 

Continuum–discrete method 
Continuum derivative 

Continuum–continuum method 

Source code transformation 
Computational derivative 

Operator overloading 

Figure 2. Approaches to design sensitivity analysis.

approach, the derivative of the structural equation (4) is
taken before it is discretized. If the structural problem and
sensitivity equations are solved analytically, then it is called
the continuum–continuum method. However, only very sim-
ple, classical problems can be solved analytically. Thus, the
continuum sensitivity equation is solved by discretization in
the same way that structural problems are solved. Since dif-
ferentiation is taken at the continuum domain and is then fol-
lowed by discretization, this method is called the continuum–
discrete method. Finally, computational, algorithmic, or
automatic differentiation refers to a differentiation of the
computer code itself.

Except for the global finite differences option, the other
three come in direct and adjoint methods (called the reverse
mode for automatic derivatives). In the direct method, one
obtains the derivatives of the entire structural response and
often of intermediate quantities as well. The sensitivities of
performance measures can then be obtained from the chain
rule of differentiation. In the adjoint method, one defines an
adjoint problem that depends on the performance measure.
The sensitivities of performance measures can then be ob-
tained using the structural and adjoint responses. Thus, the
entire system response sensitivities are not required, which
is particularly an advantage in cases with many design vari-
ables, but few performance measures of interest.

2.1 Global finite difference method

The easiest way to compute sensitivity information of a
performance measure is to use the global finite difference
method. Different designs yield different analysis results
and, thus, different performance values. The global finite dif-
ference method computes the sensitivity by evaluating per-
formance measures at different values of design variables.
Although the given optimization problem may have many
design variables, a single design variable is considered in the
following explanation. If x is the current design then the anal-
ysis results provide the value of performance measure ψ(x).
In addition, if the design is perturbed to x + �x, where �x

represents a small change in the design, then the sensitivity
of ψ(x) can be approximated as

dψ

dx
≈ ψ(x + �x) − ψ(x)

�x
(9)

Equation (9) is called the forward difference method since the
design is perturbed by +�x. If −�x is substituted in equation
(9) for �x, then the equation is defined as the backward differ-
ence method. Additionally, if the design is perturbed in both
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directions, such that the design sensitivity is approximated
by

dψ

dx
≈ ψ(x + �x) − ψ(x − �x)

2�x
(10)

then the equation is defined as the central difference method.
The advantage of the finite difference method is obvious.

If structural analysis can be performed and the performance
measure can be obtained as a result of structural analysis, then
the expressions in equations (9) and (10) become virtually
independent of the problem types considered. Consequently,
this method has been popular in engineering design.

However, sensitivity computation costs become the domi-
nant concern in the design process. If n represents the number
of designs, then n + 1 number of analyses have to be carried
out for either forward or backward difference methods, and
2n analyses are required for the central difference method.
For modern, practical engineering applications, the cost of
structural analysis is rather expensive. Thus, this method is
infeasible for large-scale problems containing many design
variables.

Another major disadvantage of the finite difference
method is the degree of accuracy of its sensitivity results.
In equation (9), accurate results can be expected when �x

approaches zero. Figure 3 shows some sensitivity results us-
ing the finite difference method. The tangential slope of the
curve at x0 is the exact sensitivity value. Depending on per-
turbation size, the sensitivity results are quite different. For a
mildly nonlinear performance measure, relatively large per-
turbation can still provide a reasonable estimation of sensi-
tivity results. However, for highly nonlinear performances, a
large perturbation yields completely inaccurate results. Thus,
the determination of perturbation size greatly affects the sen-
sitivity result. Even though it may be necessary to choose a

ψ

x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x

dψ4/dx

dψ3/dx

dψ2/dx

dψ1/dx

Figure 3. Influence of step-size in forward finite difference method.

very small perturbation, numerical noise becomes dominant
for a too small perturbation size. That is, with a too small per-
turbation, no reliable difference can be found in the analysis
results. The most obvious source of this type of error is from
computational errors associated with arithmetic operations
with finite number of digits and possibly ill-conditioning in
the problem. For example, if up to five digits of significant
numbers are valid in a structural analysis then any design per-
turbation in the finite difference that is smaller than the first
five significant digits cannot provide meaningful results. As
a result, it is very difficult to determine design perturbation
sizes that work for all problems. One of the other potential
sources of error is the discretization of both the spatial and
temporal domains. A typical example could be numerical
noise induced by re-meshing.

Computational efficiency, accuracy and consistency, and
implementation effort for global finite differences depend to
a large extent on the type of solvers used for the linear system
of equations (5). The main issue is whether computational in-
vestments associated with solving equations for the nominal
structure can help reduce the effort associated with solving
these equations for a perturbed structure.

When the matrix equation (5) is solved by factorizing the
matrix K, there is an array of methods that provide fast re-
analysis of the perturbed structure. A disadvantage of many of
these techniques is that accuracy is generally compromised,
that is, certain inaccuracies will be introduced. When the per-
turbation leads to a low rank modification of K, for exam-
ple, because only a single finite element is modified, then an
exact analysis of the perturbed structure can be performed
using the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formulas (Akgün,
Garcelon and Haftka, 2001). The main computational cost of
this approach is the solution of equation (5) for a number of
right-hand sides equal to the rank of the perturbation in K.
Akgün, Garcelon and Haftka (2001) discuss several variants
of this approach including the method of virtual distortions.
When the perturbation in the matrix is more extensive, as in
shape design, it is still possible to use a binomial series solu-
tion (Yoon and Belegundu, 1988) or a similar approximation
of the inverse of K using the Neumann series (Oral, 1996).

2.2 Discrete method

A structural problem is often discretized in finite dimen-
sional space in order to solve complex problems. The dis-
crete method computes the performance sensitivity of the
discretized problem, where the governing equation is a sys-
tem of linear equations, as in equation (5). If the explicit
form of the stiffness matrix K(x) and the load vector F (x) is
known, and if solution q of matrix equation K(x)q = F (x) is
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obtained, then the sensitivity of the displacement vector can
also be obtained from equation (6), as

K(x)
dq

dx
= p (11)

where the pseudo-load vector p is defined as

p = dF

dx
− dK

dx
q (12)

It is clear from equation (11) that the sensitivities require the
solution of the same set of equations as solved for the response
functions, but for different right-hand sides (compare with
equation (5)), the latter being the pseudo-load vector, as in
equation (12).

Once dq/dx is calculated, the sensitivity of a performance
measure can be obtained from equation (8) as

dψ

dx
= ∂ψ

∂x
+ ∂ψT

∂q
K−1

(
dF

dx
− dK

dx
q

)
(13)

In practice, it is unnecessary to calculate the inverse of the
stiffness matrix, K−1. Instead, dq/dx is solved from equation
(11) and substituted into equation (8).

Since the sensitivity equation (11) uses the same stiff-
ness matrix K(x) as the original structural problem, it can
be solved very efficiently if the direct matrix solver is used.
The direct matrix solver first decomposes the stiffness ma-
trix into lower- and upper-triangular portions (L-U decom-
position), which is independent of the right-hand side. A
forward- and backward substitution process is then employed
to solve equation (5). Since the L-U decomposition takes the
most computational time and since it is independent of the
right-hand side, the sensitivity equation (11) uses the already-
decomposed stiffness matrix to efficiently solve for dq/dx.
This process is similar to the multiple right-hand side solution
process in finite element analysis.

In calculating the pseudo-load vector, it is unnecessary to
differentiate the global load vector and stiffness matrix, but to
differentiate only those finite elements that are affected by the
design variable. The evaluation of the pseudo-load vector is
then carried out by an assembly of all individual nodal points
and finite element contributions. These contributions are ob-
tained by differentiating the finite element stiffness matrices
with respect to the design variables and following a similar
procedure for all load contributions. The fact that the pseudo-
load vector only depends on elements that are affected may be
exploited to make the computation of the pseudo-load vector
more efficient. For shape design variables, this requires some
additional attention. For that purpose, one often tries to link

the design variables to boundary elements only, which means
only the boundary layer of elements is affected by the shape
design variables.

The analytical differentiation process may become te-
dious. This especially holds true for shape design variables.
Additional procedures must be implemented for each ele-
ment used within the sensitivity analysis. The procedure must
account for all possible design variables and particularly for
shape design variables as they are usually more complex than
the original finite element routines. This type of discrete de-
sign sensitivities are referred to as analytical discrete design
sensitivities.

It is not difficult to compute dF/dx, since the applied force
is usually either independent of the design or it has a simple
expression. However, the computation of dK/dx in equation
(11) depends on the type of problem. In addition, modern ad-
vances in the finite element method use numerical integration
in the computation of K. In this case, the explicit expression
of K in terms of x may not be available. Moreover, in the
case of the shape design variable, computation of the analyti-
cal derivative of the stiffness matrix is quite costly. Because of
this, approximations are frequently accepted for the pseudo-
load vector that reduces this effort. These approximations par-
ticularly involve finite difference schemes for evaluation of
the pseudo-load vector. Forward and central finite difference
schemes are most popular. This type of design sensitivity is
commonly denoted as semi-analytical discrete design sensi-
tivity. However, Barthelemy and Haftka (1988) show that the
semi-analytical method can have serious accuracy problems
for shape design variables in structures modeled by beam,
plate, truss, frame, and solid elements. They found that ac-
curacy problems occur even for a simple cantilever beam.
Moreover, errors in the early stage of approximation multi-
ply during the matrix equation solution phase. As a remedy,
Olhoff, Rasmussen and Lund (1993) proposed an exact nu-
merical differentiation method when the analytical form of
the element stiffness matrix is available.

For shape design variables, design perturbation involves
both the size of the perturbation and its distribution over the
domain. For the choice of perturbation size, similar consid-
erations as discussed for global finite differences play a role.
Unfortunately, the semi-analytical formulation may be ex-
tremely sensitive with respect to this choice. We do not ex-
plain this aspect in detail, but we only note here that this
drawback may negate all advantages of a semi-analytical for-
mulation and motivates modifications to the semi-analytical
method.

The method of calculating sensitivity using equation (13)
is called the direct method in which the derivatives of the
state variables, dq/dx, are calculated first, after which the
derivative of the performance measure is calculated using
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the chain rule of differentiation. There is another way of
calculating the sensitivity of performance measure without
explicitly calculating the sensitivity of state variables. Note
that the term (∂ψ/∂q)TK−1 is independent of design in equa-
tion (13). Thus, we can solve for this term first by defining
the following adjoint equation:

Kλ = ∂ψ

∂q
(14)

where the symmetric property of stiffness matrix, K = KT, is
used. Note that the above adjoint equation uses the same stiff-
ness matrix as the structural equation. The only difference is
the right-hand side term ∂ψ/∂q, which is called the adjoint
load. The adjoint solution, λ, is not dependent on design but
the performance measure. Thus, the adjoint solution is re-
quired per performance measure. Once the adjoint solution
is available, the sensitivity can be calculated from equation
(13) as

dψ

dx
= ∂ψ

∂x
+ λT

(
dF

dx
− dK

dx
q

)
(15)

Calculating the sensitivity using equation (15) is called the
adjoint method. The direct method in equation (13) is more
closely related to the design variables, whereas the adjoint
method is more closely related to the performance measure.
When the number of design variables is much greater than
that of performance measures, the adjoint method has a com-
putational advantage.

2.3 Continuum method

In the continuum method, sensitivity is obtained by differ-
entiating the continuum equations that govern structural be-
havior. Most commonly, these consist of partial differential
equations or an integral form, for example, derived from the
principle of virtual work. The differentiation leads to a set of
continuum sensitivity equations that are then solved numeri-
cally, usually but not necessarily, with the same discretization
as used for the original structural response. For shape sensi-
tivities, the two main approaches for continuum derivatives
are the material derivative approach (Choi and Kim, 2004)
and the control volume approach (Arora, Lee and Cardoso,
1992). Profound mathematical proofs are available regarding
the existence and uniqueness of the sensitivity (Haug, Choi
and Komkov, 1986).

In the continuum approach, sensitivity can be understood
as a variation of a function. Let us consider that the design
variable x is perturbed to x + τη in which τ is the scalar that

measures the perturbation size and η is the direction of design
change. For simplicity, it is assumed that the structural design
variable x does not affect the domain. The variation of field
response u with respect to x can then be defined as

u′ ≡ lim
τ→0

{
u(x + τη) − u(x)

τ

}
= ∂u

∂τ

∣∣∣∣
τ=0

η (16)

Since the direction of design change η can be arbitrary, equa-
tion (16) must be linear with respect to η and the coefficient of
η is called the sensitivity of field response u, which is equiv-
alent to the derivative in the context of other approaches.

Using equation (16), the principle of virtual work in equa-
tion (4) can be differentiated to obtain the following contin-
uum sensitivity equation:

∫∫
V

δεTCε′ dV =
∫∫

V

δuTb′ dV +
∫

A

δuTh′ dA

−
∫∫

V

δεTC′ε dV (17)

for all δu that belong to the space of kinematically admis-
sible displacements. The left-hand side of equation (17) is
the same as that of equation (4) if u is replaced by u′. The
right-hand side of equation (17) defines a pseudo-load (or fic-
titious load), which explicitly depends on the design. Thus,
solving the sensitivity equation is the same as solving the
original structural equilibrium equation with different load
terms. The major advantage of the continuum approach is
that the sensitivity formulation is independent of the discrete
model and numerical schemes. Once the continuum sensi-
tivity equation is obtained, it can be discretized in the same
manner as the original analysis equations in order to obtain
a system of matrix equations similar to equation (5).

When the design variables affect the shape of the domain,
the differentiation of the equations of equilibrium is much
more complicated because the integral domain depends on
the design. Interested readers are referred to Choi and Kim
(2004) for the material derivative approach and Arora, Lee
and Cardoso (1992) or Phelan and Haber (1989) for the con-
trol volume approach.

One frequently asked question is: “Are the discrete and
continuum methods equivalent?” This comparison is only
possible when the two methods use the same finite element
equation. In the case of non-shape designs, it is well known
that the two methods yield equivalent sensitivity results if the
same discretization (i.e., the same finite element method) is
used. However, in the case of shape design variables, the two
methods can yield different results based on how the domain
is changed according to the shape design variables. Choi and
Twu (1989) showed that both methods are equivalent when
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they have (i) identical discretization (shape function), (ii)
exact integration (not numerical integration), (iii) analytical
(not numerical) finite element solutions, and (iv) linear
velocity field and consistent mesh perturbation. It was shown
that the sensitivity results of both methods are different
when quadratic and cubic design velocity fields are used. In
the practical point of view, the requirements in (i) and (iv)
are reasonable, but the requirements in (ii) and (iii) can be
significant. Akbari and Kim (2010) further showed that when
a linear design velocity is used, the two methods are equiv-
alent without requiring (ii) and (iii). Thus, in many practical
cases, both methods may yield the same sensitivity results.

2.4 Automatic differentiation

Even if the finite element programs are composed of many
complicated subroutines and functions, they are basically a
collection of elementary functions. Automatic differentiation
method defines the partial derivatives of these elementary
functions from which the derivatives of complicated subrou-
tines and functions are computed using propagation and the
chain rule of differentiation. The arguments of elementary
functions can be either one or two. Without loss of generality,
let us assume that an elementary function has two arguments,
defined as

a = felem(zi, zj) (18)

where felem(•, •) represents (++, sin(•), . . .) operators for
the single argument and (+, −, *,/, . . .) operators for a double
arguments.

In the direct differentiation method, the derivative of equa-
tion (18) can be defined as

∂a

∂x
= ∂felem

∂zi

∂zi

∂x
+ ∂felem

∂zj

∂zj

∂x
(19)

This derivative can propagate through complicated functions
and subroutines using the chain rule of differentiation. This
propagation eventually produces the derivative of the struc-
tural response.

In the reverse mode, which corresponds to the adjoint
method in the previous sections, the derivatives are computed
backward. Due to the reverse procedure, this approach re-
quires saving entire function evaluations, which also requires
a significant amount of memory.

Computer programs that calculate the derivatives of out-
put of other computer programs are now available and are
applicable to ever-growing programs. The largest program
that we found had about 800 000 lines (Bischof et al., 2003).
Both first- and higher-order derivatives can be obtained. Ap-
plication of automatic differentiation to coupled systems is

discussed by Wujek and Renaud (1998). This approach was
initially called automatic differentiation, but, after a while,
it was realized that human intervention in the process is re-
quired in many cases in order to obtain a reasonably efficient
code. Thus, it is often referred to as computational differen-
tiation.

In order to achieve better performance, automatic differ-
entiation may only be used with certain parts of the program.
This consequently leads to higher labor investment compared
to automatic differentiation of the entire program.

There are several automatic differentiation tools widely
available today, notably ADIFOR (Automatic Differentiation
of Fortran (Bischof et al., 1996)) and ADOL-C for C/C++
programs (Griewank, Juedes and Utke, 1996). In terms of
implementation, there are two basic approaches to automatic
differentiation – source code transformation and operator
overloading. Source code transformation can be viewed as
a pre-compiler that adds code for computing the derivatives.
Operator overloading is available in modern computer lan-
guages, such as C++ and Fortran 90, which provide the abil-
ity to redefine the meaning of elementary operators (such as
multiplication) for various classes of variables. By defining
new variable types that have gradient objects associated with
them and overloading the elementary operators to also pro-
duce gradients, the code can be transformed without increas-
ing its size substantially. ADOL-C and ADOL-F (Shiriaev
and Griewank, 1996) are examples of operator-overloading
tools for automatic differentiation.

3 EXAMPLES

3.1 Cantilevered beam

Consider a cantilevered beam shown in Figure 4 with E =
2.9 × 104 ksi. The cross-sectional dimensions are given as
w = 2.25 in and h = 4.47 in. The sensitivity of the tip de-
flection is to be determined with respect to the height of the
cross section. The discrete method is used to calculate the
sensitivity. In this simple example, the analytical expression
of the tip deflection is available as

vtip = 4FL3

Ewh3
(20)

By differentiating the above expression with respect to the
height, the exact sensitivity expression can be obtained as

dvtip

dh
= −12FL3

Ewh4
= − 12 × 2000 × 1003

2.9 × 107 × 2.25 × 4.474

= −0.921 (21)
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Figure 4. Cantilevered beam and finite element.

Note that the negative sensitivity means that if the height of
the cross section increases, the tip deflection decreases.

When one beam finite element is used to model the prob-
lem, as shown in Figure 4, the finite element matrix equation
before applying boundary conditions can be written as

EI

L3




12 6L −12 6L

6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L

6L 2L2 −6L 4L2







v1

θ1

v2

θ2


 =




R1

C1

F

0


 (22)

where R1 and C1 are the supporting force and couple at the
wall, respectively. In matrix notation, the above equation can
be written as

K(x)q = F (x) (23)

For the cantilevered beam, the deflection and slope at the wall
are fixed. In finite element analysis, these boundary condi-
tions can be applied by deleting the first and second columns
and rows. Then, the final form of finite element matrix equa-
tion becomes

EI

L3

[
12 −6L

−6L 4L2

] [
v2

θ2

]
=

[
F

0

]
(24)

The solutions of the above equation become

v2 = 4FL3

Ewh3
, θ2 = 6FL2

Ewh3
(25)

Note that the tip deflection, v2, is identical to that in equation
(20). Thus, the solution from finite element analysis is exact
in this case.

The sensitivity of nodal displacements can be obtained by
differentiating the finite element matrix equation (22) with
respect to the design. Consider height x = h of the cross

section as a design variable. The sensitivity equation is given
in equation (6). In order to solve the design sensitivity equa-
tion, we need to calculate the RHS of equation (6). Since
the applied load F is independent of the design, the first term
dF/dx = 0. The stiffness matrix in equation (22) depends on
design through the moment of inertia I = wh3/12. Thus, it
can be differentiated with respect to design. After multiplying
with nodal degree of freedoms (DOFs) q, we have

dK

dx
q = F

4Lh




12 6L −12 6L

6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L

6L 2L2 −6L 4L2







0

0

4L

6




= F

4h




−12

−12L

12

0


 (26)

Thus, the RHS of equation (6) can be computed as

dF

dx
− dK

dx
q = F

4h




12

12L

−12

0


 (27)

Then, the sensitivity equation can be obtained as

EI

L3




12 6L −12 6L

6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L

6L 2L2 −6L 4L2







dv1

dx
= 0

dθ1

dx
= 0

dv2

dx
dθ2

dx




= F

4h




12

12L

−12

0




(28)

The first two rows and columns are deleted due to zero dis-
placement boundary conditions. Note that this part is the same
as the original finite element analysis. When a displacement
is fixed, the sensitivity is also zero. After applying displace-
ment boundary conditions, we have

EI

L3

[
12 −6L

−6L 4L2

] 


dv2

dx
dθ2

dx


 = F

4h

[
−12

0

]
(29)
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The above equation can be solved for the unknown nodal
DOFs. Now we have,

dv2

dx
= −12FL3

Ewh4
,

dθ2

dx
= −18FL2

Ewh3
(30)

Note that dv2/dx is the same as in equation (21). Thus, the
sensitivity we calculated is exact. Note that in differentiating
the stiffness matrix in equation (26), only the moment of iner-
tia I was differentiated. The basic form of the matrix remains
unchanged. This is because the design variable appears as a
parameter in the structural equation (non-shape) design.

In the adjoint method, the adjoint load must be calculated
first. Since the performance measure is the tip deflection, ψ =
v2, the adjoint load becomes ∂ψ/∂q = { 0 0 1 0 }T. Thus, the
adjoint load is applying a unit force at the tip. The adjoint
equation, Kλ = (∂ψ/∂q)T, becomes

EI

L3




12 6L −12 6L

6L 4L2 −6L 2L2

−12 −6L 12 −6L

6L 2L2 −6L 4L2







λ1

λ2

λ3

λ4


 =



R̄1

C̄1

1

0


 (31)

After applying the same boundary conditions, the reduced
adjoint equation becomes

EI

L3

[
12 −6L

−6L 4L2

] [
λ3

λ4

]
=

[
1

0

]
(32)

Thus, the adjoint solution becomes

λ3 = 4L3

Ewh3
, λ4 = 6L2

Ewh3
(33)

From the sensitivity expression in equation (15), there is no
explicitly dependent term; that is, ∂ψ/∂x = 0. In addition, the
applied load is independent of design; that is, dF/dx = 0.
Thus, the sensitivity expression becomes

dψ

dx
= −λT dK

dx
q

= − L2

Ewh3

{
4L 6

} Ewh3

12L3

[
12 −6L

−6L 4L2

]
FL2

Ewh3

{
4L

6

}

= −12FL3

Ewh4

(34)

Note that the result is identical to that of equation (30). It
would be a good exercise to calculate the sensitivity of θ2. In
that case, the adjoint load will be ∂ψ/∂q = { 0 0 0 1 }T.

x

y

1000 N

L

L

1

23

21

3

Figure 5. Three-bar truss for fully stressed design.

3.2 Three-bar truss

A three-bar truss with length L = 1 m and Young’s modu-
lus E = 80 GPa in Figure 5 is under a vertical load of F =
1000 N at Node 2. Design variables are the cross-sectional
areas of each truss member. The current design variables are
x1 = x2 = x3 = 10 mm2. The discrete method is used to cal-
culate the sensitivity of the vertical displacement (v2) at Node
2 with respect to x2. In addition, the accuracy of the calculated
sensitivity is compared with the forward finite difference sen-
sitivity with a 1.0% perturbation size.

The element table is shown below where � and m are
direction cosines of the element.

First Second
Element node i node j AE/L l m

1 1 2 Ex1 1 0
2 2 3 Ex2/

√
2 −1/

√
2 1/

√
2

3 1 3 Ex3 0 1

Using the above element table, the global element equa-
tions can be obtained after applying displacement boundary
conditions:

105




10.83 −2.83 2.83

−2.83 2.83 −2.83

2.83 −2.83 10.83







u2

v2

v3


 =




0

−1000

0


 (35)

By solving the above equation, we have the following nodal
DOFs:

u2 = −1.25 mm, v2 = −6.04 mm, v3 = −1.25 mm

(36)

In order to build the sensitivity equation, the RHS of equa-
tion (6) needs to be calculated. Since the applied load F
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is independent of the design, the first term vanishes: that is,
dF/dx = 0. Out of three element stiffness matrices, only k(2)

depends on design x2. Thus,

dk(1)

dx2
= dk(3)

dx2
= 0,

dk(2)

dx2
= E

2L(2)




1 −1 −1 1

−1 1 1 −1

−1 1 1 −1

1 −1 −1 1




u2

v2

u3

v3

(37)

These three matrices are assembled in the same way as the
stiffness matrix and then multiplied by the vector of nodal
displacements to obtain

dF

dx2
− dK

dx2
q = −2.828 × 1010




0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 −1 −1 1

0 0 −1 1 1 −1

0 0 −1 1 1 −1

0 0 1 −1 −1 1




×




0

0

−.0013

−.0060

0

−.0013




=




0

0

−108

108

108

−108




(38)

Then, the design sensitivity equation, after applying displace-
ment boundary conditions, becomes

105




10.83 −2.83 2.83

−2.83 2.83 −2.83

2.83 −2.83 10.83







du2

dx2

dv2

dx2

dv3

dx2




=




−108

108

−108


 (39)

The solution of the above sensitivity equation yields

du2

dx2
= 0,

dv2

dx2
= 353.55,

dv3

dx2
= 0 (40)

Thus, the change in the cross-sectional area of member 2 will
change only the vertical displacement of Node 2.

Let us compute the sensitivity of v2 by using the finite
difference method. The original displacements in equation
(36) are saved as v2(x2) = −6.036 mm. And then, design x2

is perturbed by 1.0%; that is, x2 + �x2 = 10.1 mm2. A new
global matrix equation is produced with new design, as

105




10.86 −2.86 2.86

−2.86 2.86 −2.86

2.86 −2.86 10.86







u2

v2

v3


 =




0

−1000

0


 (41)

Note that the matrix is slightly different from the one in equa-
tion (35). By solving the above equation, we have the follow-
ing unknown nodal DOFs:

u2 = −1.25 mm, v2 = −6.00 mm, v3 = −1.25 mm

(42)

Note that u2 and v3 did not change, which is consistent with
the zero sensitivity in equation (40). With the vertical dis-
placement at Node 2, we have the performance at the per-
turbed design, v2(x2 + �x2) = −6.001 mm. From the finite
difference sensitivity formula in equation (9), we have

dv2

dx2
≈ v2(x2 + �x2) − v2(x2)

�x2

= −6.001 × 10−3 + 6.306 × 10−3

0.1 × 10−5 = 350.05 (43)

Note that the finite difference sensitivity in equation (43) is
slightly different from the one in equation (40). This is due to
the influence of finite perturbation size. When 0.1% perturba-
tion is used, the finite difference sensitivity becomes 353.2,
which is much closer to the one in equation (40). However,
as we can see in equations (36) and (41), the difference in
stiffness matrix is small. Thus, it is required to maintain high
accuracy in matrix solutions in order to have a small pertur-
bation size.

3.3 Road arm model

A road arm structure, as shown in Figure 6, transfers a force
and torque from a road wheel to a suspension unit for a com-
bat vehicle. The road arm model is discretized with 4365
DOFs. The road arm is made of steel with E = 206 GPa,
and ν = 0.3. At the center of the right hole, a vertical force
of 3736 N and a torque of 44 516 N m are applied, while the
displacement on the left hole is fixed. As was illustrated in
Figure 6, the stress concentration appears in the left corner
of the road arm. If the highest stress level in the left corner
is considered as a reference value, then the dimension of the
right corner cross section can be reduced because this region
has a large safety margin.

Since two holes are connected to the road wheel and tor-
sion bar, the dimension and geometry of the holes are fixed.
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Figure 6. Discrete road arm model and simulation results (stress).
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x1,x3

xj, i = 1,2,5,6

Intersection 1

Intersection 2

Intersection 3

Intersection 4

+

Figure 7. Design parameters for the road arm model.

The design goal is to determine the dimension of the cross
sections of the arm. The heights and widths of four sections
are selected as design parameters (see Figure 7). Thus, a total
of eight design variables are considered in this example.

As the design variables vary, the boundary surface of the
structure changes. At the same time, the discrete model also
needs to be moved according to the design variable’s change.
Even if the design variable changes the boundary surface, it
is recommended to move the interior nodes too. Otherwise,
the accuracy of the perturbed model may deteriorate. The
relation between a design variable and the motion of each
node is denoted by the design velocity field. Figure 8 shows
the design velocity field for two different design variables x2

and x4, respectively. The arrows denote the magnitude and
direction of nodal movement according to the corresponding
design variable’s change.

For a given design variable, the design sensitivity coef-
ficients of various performance measures can be calculated
using the design velocity field. Table 1 shows the design sen-
sitivity coefficients compared to the global finite difference

Figure 8. Design velocity field vectors: (a) design x2; (b) design x4.
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Table 1. Design sensitivity results compared with finite difference method.

Design Performance Finite difference Continuum method Ratio (%)

ux4 7.985E − 04 6.640E − 11 6.640E − 11 100.00
uy8 −1.740E − 04 −1.505E − 11 −1.505E − 11 100.00

x1 σx10 1.384E + 01 −3.251E − 06 −3.260E − 06 99.72
σy14 1.255E + 01 −1.408E − 05 −1.408E − 05 100.00
σz18 −3.113E + 00 −1.798E − 06 −1.800E − 06 99.85

Volume 4.689E + 02 −4.538E − 05 −4.538E − 05 100.00

ux4 7.985E − 04 2.136E − 10 2.136E − 10 100.00
uy8 −1.740E − 04 −7.769E − 11 −7.769E − 11 100.00

x5 σx10 1.384E + 01 4.835E − 07 4.839E − 07 99.91
σy14 1.255E + 01 −4.811E − 06 −4.811E − 06 100.00
σz18 −3.113E + 00 −4.004E − 06 −4.006E − 06 99.95

Volume 4.689E + 02 −7.249E − 06 −7.249E − 06 100.00

results. Displacement, stress, and volume of the structure are
considered as performance measures. For example, ux4 rep-
resents the x-directional displacement at node 4 and σx10 is
the x-directional normal stress at element 10. Good agree-
ments are observed between the continuum and global finite
difference sensitivities. However, several trial and errors are
required to find an appropriate perturbation size, �x = 10−4,
for the global finite difference method. In addition, the struc-
tural analysis requires accurate numerical calculation in order
to capture very small changes in the responses. This sensitiv-
ity information will be provided to the design optimization
algorithm to obtain the optimum design for given constraints.

NOMENCLATURE

A cross-sectional area
b body force vector
C elasticity matrix
E Young’s modulus
felem elementary operator with single/double arguments
(• ,•)
F (x) load vector
h surface traction
K(x) stiffness matrix
L length of a beam
p pseudo-load vector
q vector of nodal DOFs
r radius of a circular cross section
u continuous displacement field
x design variable
vi nodal deflection at node i of a beam element
W weight
ε strain

λ adjoint variable
ρ density
θi nodal rotation at node i of a beam element
σ stress
ψ performance measure
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1 INTRODUCTION

Designers intuitively make decisions regarding the choice of
material, the shape of the design space, and the distribution
of the material in it in order to realize efficient and robust
designs that are light and strong as required in the aerospace
industry. This experience-based approach has worked well
over the decades. But it is not satisfactory anymore for
advanced solutions in demanding applications; human intu-
ition might simply miss out on interesting, better designs.
Engineering design optimization aims to overcome this by
efficiently searching the design space in an automatic and
systematic manner for optimal design solutions employing
various mathematical, engineering, and computational tools
in one framework.

Structural engineering design optimization aims to mini-
mize a measure or a combination of measures of a structure’s

performance, such as the weight, stiffness, compliance,
frequency, for a given set of design variables. Different
parameters can be chosen as design variables, such as geo-
metrical properties, material properties, or loadings. Such
variables are mathematically adjusted during the automatic
design process and are constrained to satisfy physical and
manufacturing requirements.

A general simulation-based optimal design process is built
around the synthesis of several disciplines as described in the
three-column concept by Braibant and Fleury (1986) (see
Figure 1). This process consists in the choice of (i) a (design)
optimization model (ii) an analysis model, and (iii) the opti-
mization algorithms.

The optimization model represents the link between
the structural model and the optimization algorithms. This
enables the transformation of the design optimization prob-
lem into a parametric optimization problem. Such link is
realized through the design parameterization process, which
involves mainly two steps: the geometric modelling and the
design variable definition. First, one builds a geometric model
with the definition of all of its dimensions. Then, one identi-
fies the design variables as a subset of the geometric/physical
parameters that characterize the structure. The analysis model
refers to the mathematical determination of the physical
behavior of the structure. It represents the structure in terms of
a system of ordinary and/or partial differential equations with
unknown structural responses such as displacement, veloc-
ity, and stress fields. Numerical methods are usually used to
obtain approximate solutions to a given accuracy, such as the
finite element method (FEM). The optimization algorithms
denote the suite of numerical procedures that solve the actual
optimization problem, such as mathematical programming or
discrete optimality criteria methods (see Review of Optimiza-
tion Techniques). The algorithms can be classified in various
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2 Aerospace System Optimization

Figure 1. Simulation-based optimal design process: The three-column concept: (a) Design problem: given the loads and the supports, what
is the “best” structure?; (b) three-column concept; (c) detailed aspects.

manners, such as local/global, gradient-based/gradient-free
or deterministic/probabilistic-stochastic methods.

Further aspects are the sensitivity analysis (see Sensitiv-
ity Analysis) for gradient-based optimization (see Review of
Optimization Techniques) and an interactive graphical user
interface. In Hörnlein and Schittkowski (1993), some early
implementations of the three-column concept or variations
of it in computer codes such as CARAT, SAPOP, CAOS, and
OASIS, are described. Later, Sienz and Hinton (1997) added
accurate FEM incorporating error estimation (see Error Esti-
mation and Quality Control) and adaptive mesh generation
(see Adaptive Mesh Generation and Visualization). Some
aspects can also be found in Keane and Nair (2005).

The objective of this section is to illustrate a practical real-
ization of an optimization problem in structural engineering
design, which includes the selection of the design variables,
the mathematical formulation of the problem, the parameter-
ization and finally the optimization algorithms available for
the resolution of that specific type of problem. With that aim,
different optimization techniques including topology, size,
and shape optimization are carefully formulated in their con-

tinuous and discrete approaches. Advanced technologies usu-
ally involved in the resolution of practical problems are also
briefly reviewed, such as modelling, analysis by the FEM,
mesh generation, error estimation, and adaptivity. Finally,
several illustrative examples concerning structural engineer-
ing design optimization in the aerospace industry are given.

The reader is referred to Computational Optimization for
details on computational optimization.

2 TOPOLOGY, SHAPE, AND SIZE
OPTIMIZATION

Structural optimization problems are generally classified as:

� Topology optimization: The best performance of a struc-
ture is obtained by finding the optimal material and shape
connectivity for a structure within a specified region. For
continuum structures this could mean to optimally place
a given amount of material in a given domain to form a
structure with outer boundaries and inner openings. For
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truss type structures it could mean adding/removing mem-
bers between joints. Topology optimization is particularly
useful in the conceptual design phase (Figure 2a–b).

Figure 2. Structural optimization. Topology optimization for a con-
tinuum structure: (a) Original layout; (b) optimized topology. Size
optimization for a discrete structure; (c) original layout; (d) opti-
mized structure. Shape optimization for a continuum structure: (f)
original layout, (g) optimized shape.

� Size optimization: The best performance of a param-
eterized structure is obtained by updating geometrical
variables, such as the thickness of a continuum structure,
or the diameter of the members of a discrete structure. Size
optimization is generally used to find the optimal cross-
sectional area of beams and stringers, or the thickness of
plates and shells (see Composite Laminate Optimization
with Discrete Variables) (Figure 2c–d).

� Shape optimization: The best performance of a structure
is obtained by looking for the best shape of the domain
by simply modifying the existing boundaries of the ini-
tial domain (Allaire, 2007). Shape optimization is, for
instance, used to optimize the shape of a given (or sug-
gested) rib structure that would give the minimal mass
under some specified loading conditions and constraints
(Figure 2f–g).

Aircraft components are structurally often designed based on
stability requirements. In this case, the use of the FEM for
the optimization of such components usually follows a two-

phase design process. First, an initial design is obtained by
performing topology optimization. This is then followed by
detailed sizing/shape optimization techniques, where stabil-
ity, stress and manufacture constraints can easily be included
(see Section 5.5).

2.1 Topology optimization

For structures, topology optimization involves search-
ing for the optimal connectivity within a given design
space. For continuum structures this typically means
adding/removing/redistributing material within a specified
region generating layouts with outer boundaries and inner
openings, whereas for truss structures the problem consists
in finding the optimum configuration and spatial sequence of
members and joints.

This section exemplifies the method for continuum struc-
tures, with focus on the material distribution method. In this
method we are interested in the optimal distribution of a given
material in space by determining which points of space should
be material points and which points should be voids.

Mathematically, the problem is formulated as follows.
Given a design domain � ⊆ Rd (d = 2, 3), a classical problem
of topology optimization consists of finding the subdomain
�mat ⊆ � that yields the minimum compliance of the struc-
ture, that is, the minimum value of the external work, assumed
as a measure of the global rigidity of the structure. Other
objective functions can also be used in engineering applica-
tions, such as the weight, the cost, or the maximum stress in
a point. The design domain � can then be described in terms
of the characteristic function χ = χ(x) that is equal to one
at the points of the reference space that should be material
points, and is equal to zero at those points that should be voids
(no material). Denoting by t the traction force applied on a
fixed part �N of the boundary of the domain � and by g the
specified displacement along the boundary �D, the classical
topology optimization problem can then be formulated as

Find χ(x) for x ∈ � such that minimize∫
�N

t·uds (Compliance)

subject to the constraint on the volume

∫
�

χ(x)dx ≤ ϕ|�| (1)

with ϕ = |�mat|/|�| ∈ [0, 1] the assigned volume frac-
tion, |�| the volume of the domain � and u solution of the
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equilibrium equation

∫
�

σ(u) : ε(ũ)dx =
∫

�N

t·ũ ds for any ũ = 0 on �N

u = g on �D

σ(u) = χD : ε(u)

where D is the material stiffness and ε(u) is the strain.

Equation (1) is an integer optimization problem that can be
transformed into a continuous optimization problem (Allaire,
2007) using either the homogenization method (Bendsøe and
Kikuchi, 1988; Hassani and Hinton, 1999) or the penalization
method (Bendsøe and Sigmund, 2003; Zhou and Rozvany,
1991) or the relaxation method (Strang and Kohn, 1986)
or some heuristic methods, such as the evolutionary method
(Xie and Steven, 1997; Hinton and Sienz, 1995). Regardless
the optimization method used to find the optimum layout of
the structure, the result is usually a distribution of material
density (see Figure 3) in terms of a grey scale geometrical rep-
resentation of the structure, where typically black is assigned
to a finite element when χ = 1, that is, it is solid, white

when χ = 0, that is, it is void, and the different grey intensity
for 0 < χ < 1. The optimal topology is afterwards discerned
using some kind of image processing or intuitively using engi-
neering judgement. In the following, only the homogeniza-
tion and the penalization method will be described, referring
to the cited literature for other approaches, such as those men-
tioned above and further methods for topology optimization,
for example, level set methods (Wang, Wang and Guo, 2003).

Following original development of the classical formula-
tion as given in equation (1), it is now possible and common
practice to employ more commonly used engineering design
specifications, such as, weight minimization subject to stress
constraints.

2.1.1 Topology optimization by homogenization

Materials with a spatially varying microstructure (e.g., Figure
4b) can be introduced to describe the varying material prop-
erties in space. That is, at the microscopic level, the material
model is considered to have a periodic structure with unit cell
Y made of voids (χ = 0) and the given material with its elastic-
ity tensor D (χ = 1). At the macroscopic level, the material
model is then described by a homogeneous material with

Figure 3. Topological design using the material distribution method.

Figure 4. Topology optimization by distribution of a pre-defined type of composite material: (a) global problem; (b) unit cell Y with
definition of the geometric variables (a,b,θ).
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density 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 and homogenized elasticity tensor DH. To
exemplify the method, consider the fixed reference domain
� ⊆ R2 as shown in Figure 4a. The design variables of the
optimization problem are, for the chosen periodic microstruc-
ture depicted in Figure 4b, the geometric variables a, b, and
θ. The (pseudo-) density of the unit cell will then be given by
ρ = 1 − ab with ρ ∈ [0, 1] where ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 represent
the state of void and solid, respectively.

By using the FEM for the solution of the equilibrium equa-
tion (1), the type of interpolation functions for the design
variable fields (a(x), b(x), θ(x)) and for the homogenized dis-
placement field u = u(x) needs to be selected. In one of the
early implementations of this concept, realized in Bendsøe
and Kikuchi (1988), it is assumed that each finite element
has a specific cellular type of microstructure. This means
that in this case the field of the design variables is approx-
imated by piecewise constant functions � = (�1, . . . , �N)
with �i = (ai, bi, θi) and N the number of finite elements.
The finite element based topology optimization in this case
then can be formulated as

Find � = (�1, . . . ,�N) such that minimize

f (�) = FTU0 (Compliance) (2)

subject to the constraints

o ≤ a ≤ 1 o ≤ b ≤ 1
N∑

i=1
PiVi ≤ ϕV with Pi = (1 − aibi)

and U solution of the discrete homogenized equilibrium
equation

P(σ) − F = 0

σ = DH : ε(U)

U = g on �D

with DH evaluated at the Gauss point of the finite element.

A numerical algorithm based on the optimality criteria
of equation (2) has been proposed by Hassani and Hinton
(1999). Inherent in the homogenization method, the structural
analysis requires a two-step analysis: the solution of the cell
problem in order to evaluate the effective elasticity tensor DH

for each FE, and the solution of the homogenized problem.
An interactive on-line MATLAB implementation of an FEM
solution based topology optimization formulation for the case

of compliance minimization of statically loaded structures
can be found in Sigmund (2001).

2.1.2 Topology optimization by penalization

The penalization approach introduces a penalty in order to
replace the integer variables of equation (2) with continuous
values. This is for instance, realized by the so-called solid
isotropic material with penalization model (SIMP) (Bendsøe
and Sigmund, 2003) that introduces a continuous variableρ ∈
[0, 1] that resembles the density of a fictitious material of
stiffness tensor D defined as follows

D(ρ) = ρpDo (3)

with D0 the stiffness tensor of the solid material and p
the penalization factor (see Figure 5 for a graphical rep-
resentation of this function). The shape of this function
helps to achieve the goal of finding a design consisting
mainly of void or solid areas by penalizing intermediate
solutions. The optimal topology problem is therefore con-
verted into an optimization problem on a fixed domain � as
follows

Find ρ(x) for x ∈ � such that minimize

∫
�N

t·uds (Compliance) (4)

subject to the constraints

∫
�

ρ(x)dx ≤ ϕV 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1

and u solution of the equilibrium equation

∫
�

σ(u); ε(ũ)dx =
∫

�N

t·ũds for any ũ = 0 on �N

u = g on �D

σ = ρpDo : ε(u)

The density bound, ρmin, is introduced to avoid a singu-
larity in the FE equations whereas a sufficiently big value
of p, that is, p ≥ 3, makes the stiffness tensor less than
proportional to ρ. Considering an FE discretization of the
reference domain with N FEs, the density ρ is approximated
as element-wise constant and represented by the vector: ρ =
ρ1, . . . , ρN. The discretized topology optimization problem
becomes
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p = 1

p = 2

p = 3

p = 10

ρ       1

1 

ρp

Figure 5. Graphical representation of the function ρp for different
values of the penalization factor p.

Find ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρN) such that minimize

f (ρ) = UTF = Compliance (5)

subject to the constraints

∑N

i=1
Viρi ≤ ϕV 0 ≤ ρmin ≤ ρi ≤ 1

and U solution of the equilibrium equation(
N∑

i=1

ρ
p
i Ki

)
U = F

where Ki is the (global level) stiffness matrix of the element i.
For other forms of penalization, see Allaire and Kohn (1993).
The heuristic iterative procedure, proposed in Bendsøe and
Sigmund (2003), to solve such a problem transforms the first
order optimality conditions of equation (5) into a fixed-point
equation of the form

ρi = ρi(Bi)
η for i = 1, . . . N (6)

with Bi = −(∂f/∂ρi)/αVi, α the Lagrange multiplier associ-
ated with the volume constraint and, ∂f

∂ρi
= −pρ

p−1
i UT

i KiU i

the sensitivity of the objective function. Note that an optimum
is reached when Bi = 1 and ρmin < ρi < 1. The numerical
procedure is described in equation (7), and Figure 6 shows a
flow chart of the structural topology optimization procedure.

(a) k = 0 ρk
e = 0.5 for e = 1,. . . N

j = 0 α j = l = 10 000 m “move limit” with m = 0.2
as suggested value

(b) For e = 1,. . . N, evaluate ρk+1
e = ρk

e (Bk
e)

η
with Bk

e =
−p(ρk

e )
p−1

UT
e KeUe

αjVe

ρk+1
e =




max(ρmin, ρe − m) if ρk+1
e ≤ max(ρmin, ρ

k
e − m)

ρk+1
e if max(ρmin, ρ

k
e − m)

< ρk+1
e < min(1, ρk

e + m)

min(1, ρk
e + m) if min(1, ρk

e + m) ≤ ρk+1
e (7)

(c) If
∑N

ε=1ρ
k+1
e Ve > ϕV

α j = α j /2, j = j + 1, GO TO (b)

(d) Compare ρk+1
e with ρk

e TO STOP

Otherwise SET k = k + 1 and GO TO (b)

START 

Define the reference domain 

Generate the FE mesh

Construct FE spaces for  U
and for the design variables

(e.g. ρ , α)

Update optimality criteria
scheme for the new ρ,α 

Compute the optimal
distribution of ρ (table 2.) DH 

FE analysis

Optimum? 

CAD representation

STOP 

No 

Figure 6. Flow charts of the numerical algorithms for topology
optimization problems.
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Figure 7. Typical numerical instabilities in finite dimensional topology optimization: (a) Checkerboard. Reproduced from Hassani and
Hinton (1999) c© Springer-Verlag; (b) local minima Reproduced from Sigmund and Petersson (1998) c© Springer-Verlag; (c) Reproduced
from Sigmund and Petersson (1998) c© Springer-Verlag and (d) mesh dependence for 600 and 5400 elements, respectively. Reproduced
from Sigmund and Petersson (1998) c© Springer-Verlag.

2.1.3 Numerical instabilities in finite element based
topology optimization

The finite dimensional topology optimization problem, in
general, can be solved using different methods of nonlin-
ear programming such as: optimality criteria methods (e.g.,
SIMP method in Section 2.1.2), sequential linear program-
ming methods, or other methods for constrained optimization
(see Review of Optimization Techniques). However, one
must be aware of the common numerical instabilities that
appear in topology optimization. These can manifest as (see
Figure 7):

� checkerboard: formation of regions of alternating solid
and void elements ordered in a checkerboard fashion;

� mesh dependence: qualitatively different solutions for dif-
ferent mesh-size or discretizations;

� local minima: different solutions to the same discretized
problem when choosing different methods.

Different methods have been proposed to cure these prob-
lems. Among others, these are: the use of higher-order FE for
the displacement function to avoid the checkerboard problem
(Hassani and Hinton, 1999); the perimeter control method
(Haber, Jog and Bendsoe, 1996), which limits the number of
holes that can appear in a domain; filtering techniques, which
limit the variation of the densities that appear in the set of
admissible stiffness tensors (Sigmund and Petersson, 1998),
relaxation by homogenization method to avoid mesh depen-
dency (Bendsøe and Kikuchi, 1988), and the continuation
method to avoid local minima (Allaire and Kohn, 1993).

2.2 Size optimization

This type of structural engineering design optimization prob-
lem is the best exemplified by the design of the optimal
thickness distribution of an elastic plate that occupies a

domain � with boundary ∂� and yields the minimum weight,
for such structures or the cross section optimization of trusses.
Concentrating on a plate, let h(x) denote the plate thickness
representing the design variable, a size design optimization
problem can be then formulated as follows (Allaire, 2007).

Find h(x) for x ∈ � such that minimize

∫
�

gρ dx (Weight) (8)

subject to the constraints

σν < σ∗

∫
�

h(x)dx = h0|�| hmin ≤ h(x) ≤ hmax

with h0 a given average thickness and u solution of the
static equilibrium equation

∫
�

h(x)σ(u) : ε(ũ)dx =
∫

�

t · ũdx for any ũ = 0 on ∂�

σ = D : ε(u)

In equation (8), ρ denotes the material density, g the grav-
itational acceleration, σν the von Mises equivalent stress,
which is a function of the current stress state, whereas σ∗

is the prescribed maximum stress.
Size optimization is widely used in the aerospace industry,

where h(x) can represent not only the structure’s thickness,
but also the frame height, the stringer height, or the cross
section area. For continuous composite material structures,
sizing optimization is used to determine the thickness of each
layer. Additionally, the ply angle should be optimized for such
structures (see Composite Laminate Optimization with Dis-
crete Variables for further details). The problem given above
is generally augmented by additional constraints, which are
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related to the control of displacement, buckling, fatigue, flut-
ter, and manufacturing constraints.

For stability requirements one can have constraints in the
form of

λ1 > 1 (9)

where λ1 is the smallest positive eigenvalue for compression-
loaded structures, and is given by solving the following
generalized eigenvalue problem:

(K − λKG)U = 0 (10)

where K denotes the stiffness matrix of the whole structure
or of the structural component, according to whether a global
or local buckling analysis is carried out, respectively, KG

the geometric stiffness matrix, λ an eigenvalue, and U the
corresponding eigenvector. The matrix KG is a component
of the global stiffness matrix K that arises from the nonlinear
form of the strain-displacement equations (Zienkiewicz and
Taylor, 2005; Bazant and Cedolin, 1991). If KG is replaced
by the mass matrix, equation (10) represents the undamped
free vibration equation and equation (9) would correspond to
a constraint on the frequency.

It is worth noting that when a large number of design vari-
ables and constraints are involved in the optimization process,
such as for the size optimization of the skin, stringers, frames,
longerons, and doors of the rear fuselage shell structure
shown in Figure 8, extremely large computational resources
are required (Stettner and Schuhmacher, 2004). In this case,
the large optimization problem can be broken into a series
of smaller problems but this involves some approximations.
The decomposition process identifies groups of design vari-
ables and constraints that interact closely with each other

Figure 8. Finite element model of a rear fuselage shell structure.
Reproduced with permission from Stettner and Schuhmacher (2004)
c© Altair Engineering, Ltd.

within the same group, but interact weakly with the rest of
the design variables. In this case, the original problem can
be broken down into a series of problems that can be solved
independently (for further details on the topic refer to Haftka
and Gürdal, 1992).

2.3 Shape optimization

Shape optimization can be defined as an optimal design prob-
lem where the design variable is the shape of the domain
�mat. To better illustrate the problem at hand, let an initial
domain � with volume V0 and boundary ∂ � = � ∪ �D ∪ �N

be given. The part of the boundary � is the one that can vary,
whereas �D and �N are respectively where displacements u

and traction forces f are prescribed. Using weight minimiza-
tion as an example, the shape optimization problem can then
be formulated as follows:

Find �mat ⊂ � such that minimize

∫
Vmat

gρ dV (Weight) (11)

with V (�mat) = V0 and u the solution of the equilibrium
equation

∫
�mat

σ(u) : ε(ũ)dx =
∫

�N

t · ũds for any ũ = 0 on �D

u = g on �D

σ = D : ε(u)

where �matis obtained by only “moving” the free boundary �.
Note that one of the main difficulties here is that the domain
�mat is variable. The most common approaches proposed in
the literature to solve shape optimization problems are (see
Figure 9): the boundary parameterization method (BPM) and
the Hadamard boundary variation method (Sokolowski and

(a) (b)

(Id +θ ) Ω

Ω

θ .n

Figure 9. Shape optimization approaches: (a) Boundary parame-
terization method; (b) Hadamard boundary variation method.
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Zolesio, 1992) or the so-called continuous based differentia-
tion approach.

2.3.1 Boundary parameterization method (BPM)

In the BPM the first step is to discretize the domain � into a
finite number of elements. The boundary is therefore charac-
terized by the mesh nodes, which are called control nodes and
will be moved in the optimization process. Common practice
is not to use all the boundary nodes in order to describe or
modify the shape of a given structure, but an interpolation
of the control nodes using splines, polynomial functions, and
so on, (for further details, see Airfoil/Wing Optimization).
Since a set of real parameters z are needed to describe such
functions, for example, the position of the control nodes of
splines, such parameters are used as the design variables of
the shape optimization problem and equation (11) can be
written as follows:

Find z ∈ Rd such that minimize

f (z) =
∑N

i=1
gViρi = Weight (12)

with: V (z, X(z)) = V0 and U(z) the FE solution of the
discrete state equations over �mat(z)

K(X)U = F

where, X(z) gives the position of the FE nodes related to
the position of the boundary control nodes.

A design sensitivity analysis (see Sensitivity Analysis) is
then performed by differentiating the discrete form of the
structural governing equations (12).

2.3.2 Hadamard boundary variation method

The Hadamard boundary variation method, on the other hand,
is based on the idea that the boundary moves along its normal
and the admissible domain � is parametrized in terms of a
given class of functions. Considering an initial smooth open
set � ⊂ Rd for d = 2, 3 and a map θ: � → R

d , the domain
�mat in equation (11) can be expressed as

�mat = (Id + θ)� (13)

where for a small vector field θ, (Id + θ) is an admissible
deformation of �. The domain �mat can be now interpreted
as an image of a one-to-one mapping of � and equation (11)
can be reformulated as follows

Find θ such that minimize∫
V
gρdV (Weight)

with V ((Id + θ)�) = V0 and u solution of the equilibrium
equation

∫
(Id+θ)�σ(u) : ε(ũ)dx = ∫

�N
t · ũds for any ũ = 0 on �N

u = g on �D

σ = D : ε(u) (14)

In view of the application of the gradient method (see
Review of Optimization Techniques) to solve equation (14),
the notion of shape derivative f ′(�) at � is introduced as

f ((Id + θ)(�)) = f (�) + f ′(�)θ + o(θ) (15)

where limn→0
|o(θ)|
||θ|| = 0 and f ′(�)θ is called the directional

derivative of f in direction of θ. By the Hadamard structure
theorem (Sokolowki and Zolesio, 1992), f ′(�)θ is a scalar
quantity defined on the boundary � that depends only on the
normal trace θ·n as follows

f ′(�0)θ =
∫

�0

(t·u)(θ·n)ds (16)

A physical interpretation of equation (16) is that the
domain needs to be reduced (i.e., θ · n < 0) to minimize the
compliance. For more details on the subject, the reader is
referred to Allaire (2007).

The discrete equation (12) and the discrete form of
equation (14) – obtained, for instance, by introducing
an FE approximation of θ - have the form of a classical
finite dimensional constraint optimization problem (see
Formulating Design Problems as Optimization Problems)
and can therefore be solved by standard techniques of
mathematical programming. Mathematical programming
consists basically of the calculation of the objective function
value and its gradients with respect to the design variables for
a feasible solution (i.e., sensitivity analysis, see Sensitivity
Analysis) and the calculation of a locally feasible change
of the design variables. These two steps are repeated until
a local minimum is reached. A flow chart of the shape
optimization procedure with adaptivity, as proposed in Sienz
and Hinton (1995, 1997), is then depicted in Figure 10.

In the course of a shape optimization process, the design
may change considerably and the initial domain discretiza-
tion (FE mesh) can lead to non-optimal designs. Adaptive
procedures are then necessary to adapt the domain discretiza-
tion to the current state in the optimization process. This
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START

Define initial design

Generate the FE mesh

Estimate error

Generate new shape

Evaluate new
mesh density

FE analysis

Optimum?

STOP

Yes

No

Evaluate sensitivities

Error?

Yes

No

Figure 10. Flow charts of the numerical algorithms for shape opti-
mization with adaptivity.

includes both the adaptation of the discretization of the shape
to the optimum structure and the adaptation of the discretiza-
tion of the state variables (such as displacements) to the
structural response.

2.3.3 Algorithmic details in shape optimization

Several algorithmic difficulties can be met when running a
shape optimization problem, such as:

� oscillating boundaries, which can be solved by regulariz-
ing the mesh, that is, smoothing the mesh at each iteration;

� singularities on the displacements, usually at the shape
corners or changes of boundary conditions, for which the
shape gradient can be set to zero near the corners;

� volume constraint oscillations, when the volume con-
straint is not exactly enforced before convergence.

3 GEOMETRY MODELING AND GRID
GENERATION

Engineering design optimization develops solutions that are
at the limits as defined by the constraints. It is therefore essen-
tial to ensure that the underlying analysis is accurate and it
correctly represents the behavior of the optimized structure –
error estimates together with adaptive mesh generation can
be used to achieve this.

By applying the FEM, the continuous constrained opti-
mization problem is transformed into a finite dimensional
one by introducing an FE approximation of the continuous
variables (see Formulating Design Problems as Optimization
Problems). The construction of such approximations requires
a partition of the continuous physical domain � ⊂ Rd for
d = 2, 3 into simpler geometric elements, which is called
mesh, whereas the process of constructing the mesh is called
mesh generation.

The main objective of a mesh generation procedure is to
obtain a good quality mesh, that is, the mesh conforms to the
geometry of the physical problem one wishes to model, and
it also delivers the best possible numerical accuracy with the
least number of elements. In general, this is obtained with
grids composed of elements of appropriate sizes, possibly
varying throughout the domain, and being of good quality
shape as given by a quantitative definition of the quality of a
mesh (Loehner, 2008; Frey and George, 2000).

The mesh quality measures account indirectly for the
parameters that influence the accuracy of the discrete solution
whereas a-posteriori error estimates provide an estimate of
the error of the discrete solution in terms of only known quan-
tities, that is, mesh element size and shape, problem data and
the computed discrete solution. If one denotes by T h a mesh
of size h on �, u the exact solution, uh the discrete solution,
and ||u − uh|| the distance between the two functions, that is,
the exact error, one says that e(T h, problem data, uh) is an
a-posteriori estimate of the error if a bound of the following
type, called reliability estimate, holds

||u − uh|| ≤ e(T h, problem data, uh) (17)

with e(T h, problem data, uh) required, for instance, to
approach zero for h → 0 and uh → u. By iterating such pro-
cess, one can then envisage a mesh adaptive algorithm, which
consists of successive loops (Morin, Nochetto and Siebert,
2002; Carstensen and Orlando, 2005). Sienz et al. (1999)
integrated adaptive FEM into an overall shape optimization
algorithm (see Figure 10) ensuring that the optimal design
solution is based on accurate analyses.

For further details on error estimation and adaptive mesh
generation the reader is referred to Error Estimation and Qual-
ity Control and Adaptive Mesh Generation and Visualization.

4 STRUCURAL ANALYSIS BY THE
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

The performance of the structure and the constraint functions
limiting the design in an engineering design optimization
loop is typically evaluated using the FEM. The discrete
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equations of the FEM are obtained by using FE interpolations
of the displacement and strain in the form

u = NU and ε(u) = BU (18)

with U the time dependent nodal displacement vector, N

the matrix of the element shape functions and B the one
containing the derivative of the shape functions.

The discrete form of the balance of momentum over the
domain �, is written then as follows

MÜ + P(σ) − F = 0 (19)

where M = ∑
eM

(e), P = ∑
eP

(e) and F = ∑
eF

(e). The
element arrays are defined by

M(e) =
∫

�e
NTρN d� P (e) =

∫
�e

BTσd� and

F (e) =
∫

�e
NTb d� +

∫
�Ne

NTt d� (20)

with �e the element domain, �Ne = ∂�e ∩ �N the part of the
boundary where the external traction forces t are prescribed
and b is the body forces vector.

In the case of linear elasticity the constitutive equations
is given by σ = De, with D the material modulus tensor,
obtaining the elemental stress force

p(e) =
(∫

�e
BTDB d�

)
U = K(e)U (21)

with K(e) is the global element level stiffness matrix. For
more details on this topic the reader is referred to Fundamen-
tals of Discretization Methods, Finite Element Analysis of
Composite Plates and Shells, Meshfree Discretization Meth-
ods for Solid Mechanics, Extended Finite Element Methods,
Error Estimation and Quality Control, Adaptive Mesh Gener-

ation and Visualization, Computational Methods in Buckling
and Instability, Thermal Analysis, Computational Dynamics.

5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

5.1 Influence of optimization problem definition
on outcome

The optimal design of a given square plate is here analyzed
by slightly modifying the original definition of the problem.
The initial design is shown in Figure 11 where an orthogonal
tensile load with a ratio of 2:1 on opposite sides is applied
to the plate. Note that only a symmetric quarter of the plate
is modelled. For the base line optimal design, there are five
design variables, which can move along radial lines to mod-
ify the internal boundary. The objective is to minimize the
volume of the structure subject to a constraint on the equiva-
lent stress. Figure 12 contains the base line optimal design and
also the different solutions that can be obtained by modifying
one parameter of the base line optimization problem.

The second problem looks at the volume minimization of
a connecting rod subject to a limit on the equivalent stress
as given in Figure 13. The aim is to demonstrate the influ-
ence of the analysis parameters and design parameters on
the optimal design. There is a tensile load modelled as a lin-
early varying line load in the bold hole. The design model
makes use of quarter symmetry. Figure 14 shows the best
solutions obtained employing different FE models, while Fig-
ure 15 shows the best solution obtained for this problem. The
importance of employing an accurate underlying FEM for
engineering design optimization is highlighted when compar-
ing Figure 14a with Figure 14b. Although the final volume is
lower for the former and the stress constraint seems to be sat-
isfied, the former solution is infeasible: a subsequent adaptive

Figure 11. (a) Shape optimization problem definition of square plate with five design variables; (b) original square plate geometry; and (c)
equivalent stress distribution.
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Figure 12. Various solutions to the square plate problem obtained by modifying one parameter of the baseline optimization problem. (a)
Base line optimal design; (b) starting geometry modified to a central square cut-out, rotated by 45◦; (c) reduced stress constraint; (d) stress
levelling on the surface of the circular cut-out as objective function; (e) 3 radial design variables; (f) loading modified to 3:1 ratio.

Figure 13. (a) Shape optimization problem definition of a connecting rod with five design variables, (b) original square plate geometry and
equivalent stress distribution.

η = 8.428% η = 0.838% η = 0.404% η = 0.944%

σ max =1198.9Nmm−2σ max =1202.1Nmm−2σ max =1199.9Nmm−2σ max =1086.6 Nmm−2

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Vfin = 346mm3Vfin = 332mm3 Vfin = 344mm3 Vfin = 368mm3

Figure 14. Various solutions to the connecting rod problem obtained by adjusting analysis model parameters or a design constraint. (a)
Base line optimal design; (b) with accurate, adaptive FEM; (c) with accurate, adaptive FEM and quadrilateral elements; (d) with accurate,
adaptive FEM and relaxed side constraint.
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Vori = 2904mm3 Vori = 2904mm3

σmax = 1198.9Nmm−2σmax = 668Nmm−2

(a) (b)

Figure 15. (a) Initial design of the connecting rod; and (b) best
optimal solution.

FEM of the final shape revealed a 7% violation of the stress
constraint.

5.2 Topology optimization

In this example topology optimization by the penalization
method is employed to find the optimum supporting struc-
ture of an aircraft, which interconnects a pair of fixed, solid
components for the design domain shown in Figure 16a. The
optimization problem is formulated as a volume minimiza-
tion problem with a constraint on the compliance value. Once
the design with a minimum volume is obtained and due to
the presence of grey zones, a final “cleaning up” of the opti-
mized model is performed by choosing the elements with
a material density higher than 40%. The optimum design is
finally depicted in Figure 16b. Large scale problems currently
solved in the aerospace industry have two million FEs and
include up to 40 load cases while minimizing the structural
mass subject to stress and buckling constraints.

5.3 Size optimization

A preliminary design of a composite hat-stiffened skin panel
is considered here, it is an upper cover of a typical passenger

Figure 17. (a) Hat-stiffened skin panel; and (b) single module design variables.

Figure 16. Topology optimization of an aircraft structure with fixed
components. (a) Initial design. (b) Optimum design (example pro-
duced with Hyperworks v9.1).

bay in a BWB transport airplane. This panel is made of lami-
nated composite material with identical stiffeners running in
the x direction, as shown in Figure 17a and as inspired by
the work done by Vitali et al. (2002). The loading conditions
assumed for the panel are: an internal pressure and a compres-
sion along the x direction. A linear elastic orthotropic material
is assumed for the panel. Considering the thicknesses ts and
tf, tw, tc as design variables (see Figure 17b), a size opti-
mization problem can then be formulated using the panel
mass as objective function, together with stress and buckling
constraints.

Buckling modes for the initial and optimum designs are
shown in Figure 18, depicting in detail the location and the
deformation of the structure for the lowest buckling mode.
The buckling occurs only in the web of the profile on the sym-
metry plane. Localization of the instabilities can be observed
in both designs. Nevertheless, the optimum design shows a
qualitative change of the buckling mode with respect to the
initial design shown in Figure 18a.
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Figure 18. (a) Buckling modes contours for the initial; and (b) optimized panel.

5.4 Shape versus topology optimization

The classical, so-called “MBB beam” problem is considered
here in order to compare the BPM shape optimization method
and topology optimization by the penalization method. The
optimization problem is first formulated as the minimiza-
tion of the structure’s volume with a maximum vertical
displacement and von Mises stress as constraints. Due to

symmetry, computations are performed in only one half of the
domain.

The initial domain and the boundary conditions used for
the topology optimization are shown in Figure 19a. An opti-
mum layout of the structure with intermediate dense elements
is obtained, which is subsequently enhanced by discarding
the elements with a density lower than a certain value. This
leads to the optimum design shown in Figure 19c.

Figure 19. Initial and final design by means of topology (a,c) and shape (b,d) optimization (example produced with Hyperworks v9.1).
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Applying the BPM shape optimization method to the ini-
tial design shown in Figure 19b, with the control points
of B-splines governing the shape of the holes chosen as
design variables, the optimal design shown in Figure 19d is
obtained.

Both designs meet the same displacement and stress con-
straints. However, it can be observed that, the volume of the
structure obtained with the topology optimization method
is considerably less than the one obtained with the shape
optimization method. This is due to the ability of the for-
mer methodology to find the optimum load path of a given
structure, but with a non-smooth definition of the boundary
curves as drawback. Since the shape optimization method
allows finer details of the boundary to be controlled, it is thus
common practice to integrate both methods. This is shown in
the next two examples.

5.5 Fully integrated engineering design
optimization

5.5.1 Rib design using topology, shape, and size
optimization techniques

The design of the leading edge droop nose rib shown in Figure
20a is a complex process as a large number of design variables
are involved. Upscaling previous design solutions proved
to be unsatisfactory. Therefore, the topology optimization
method was selected as the first step in the design process
to give a rational basis for a designer to select the initial
domain for subsequent size and shape optimization. In this

Figure 20. Fully integrated design optimization of an aircraft com-
ponent. Reproduced with permission from Krog et al. (2004) c©
Altair Engineering, Ltd.

first step, the objective function is chosen as the compliance.
The optimal load paths of Figure 20b are then obtained with
considerable mass reductions. Since the image obtained from
the topology optimization design is not very distinct, image
extraction techniques are used and the geometric model of
Figure 20c is obtained. For the size/shape optimization step,
the design variables are chosen as the height/thickness of the
vertical stiffeners, and the thickness of the horizontal seg-
ments. The rib’s mass is taken as an objective function, with
both stability and stress constraints, together with a reduction
factor for fatigue applied to the von Mises allowable stress.
The results are depicted in Figure 20d with a further reduction
in mass.

5.5.2 Fly-wheel design using topology optimization
and shape optimization with adaptivity

This section describes the fully integrated design optimiza-
tion process of a fly-wheel structure, which includes mesh
adaptivity based on a-posteriori error estimation of the FE
solution. The fly-wheel is subjected to a centrifugal load, as
volume force, resulting from its rotation, and a Neumann
boundary condition over the external boundary. The opti-
mization process starts with the initial design shown in Figure
21a. The optimum layout of the fly-wheel is obtained by
applying topology optimization. Considering a set volume
fraction, the fly-wheel’s normalized compliance is consider-
ably reduced and the structure’s layout, shown in Figure 21b,
is found. Next, the set of key points depicted in Figure 21c
are identified and used for the boundary representation of a
new design with a cubic B-spline interpolation. Shape opti-
mization with adaptive FE is then performed starting from
the initial mesh depicted in Figure 21d. Adopting the total
mass of the fly-wheel as objective function, together with the
maximum principal stress value and a maximum error of the
FE solution as constraints, the final design shown in Figure
21e is obtained.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter has introduced continuous optimization built
around the three-column concept. Depending on the selec-
tion of the design variables, the mathematical formulation of
the problem, the parameterization and the available optimiza-
tion algorithms, different types of optimization problems
have been illustrated. Finally, a set of examples highlighting
achievements and also difficulties have been carefully devel-
oped with the aim of illustrating the practical application of
such techniques.
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Figure 21. Fully integrated design optimization of a fly-wheel. (a) Initial design; (b) optimum topology; (c) boundary detection; (d) Initial
mesh for shape optimization; (e) Optimum shape w/mesh adaptivity. Reproduced with permission from Sienz et al. (1999) c© Saxe-Coburg
Publications.

The topology optimization method gives a rational basis
for a designer to select the initial domain. This is due to its
ability to find the layout for a structure, but with a non-smooth
definition of the boundary curves as drawback. Size and
shape optimization techniques instead allow already existing
boundaries to be controlled in more detail. Fully integrated
methods, where topology, size, and shape optimization tech-
niques are included, are common practice in the aerospace
industry. Accuracy of the discrete solution of the underlying
analysis is essential; error estimates together with adaptive
mesh generation can be used to achieve this.

Most of the concepts described above can be found in com-
mercially available computer-aided engineering (CAE) tools
commonly used in the industry, such as ALTAIR HYPER-
WORKS, ANSYS, and NASTRAN. Typically, they have
a wide range of tools within one software framework or
workbench to solve large scale optimization problems by
combining performance data management, process automa-
tion, good data exchange facilities with robust, reliable
meshing tools and general purpose, accurate FE solvers for
structures, fluids, thermal, acoustic, electromagnetic, and/or
multiphysics problems. Various optimization technologies
for automated, optimal engineering design complement the
CAE tools, using topology, size or shape methods, or a combi-
nation of them, to simultaneously satisfy objectives and meet
constraint targets for stiffness, strength, durability, crashwor-
thiness, noise and vibration, mass, cost, manufacturability,
and reliability. These powerful tools for solving engineering
design problems with increasing complexity are very helpful

for lesser-experienced design engineers, but exploiting their
full potential needs extensive experience so that the results
are always optimal and feasible solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION TO COMPOSITE
LAMINATE OPTIMIZATION

Laminated composite materials are the material of choice in
many thin-walled aerospace structural applications because
of their favorable specific stiffness and specific strength com-
pared to metals. They are typically constructed by placing
layers of fiber reinforced polymeric composite materials to
form a laminate. Although layers exist in different forms, such
as woven and random or oriented short-fiber layers, the most
common form is unidirectional, continuous fiber reinforced
layer, commonly referred to as lamina (pl. laminae). Depend-
ing on the type of reinforcing fiber material used (e.g., carbon,

glass, boron, etc.), elastic stiffness and strength properties of
a unidirectional, continuous fiber reinforced layer differ sub-
stantially from one another in two mutually perpendicular
directions called principal material directions or principal
material axes. For example, carbon fiber reinforced layers
are typically more than an order of magnitude stiffer along
the fiber direction, E1, compared to their transverse stiffness,
E2. They are also substantially stronger in the fiber direction
compared to the direction transverse to the fiber. In contrast
to homogeneous metallic materials that have directionally in-
dependent (isotropic) elastic properties, such unidirectional
layers are called orthotropic and display anisotropic proper-
ties that are directionally dependent in the plane of the layer.

It is the anisotropic stiffness and strength of laminae that
makes the design of a laminated composite material a unique
design optimization problem. Even though placing all the
layers such that fibers are aligned along the primary loads
appears to be a good solution, laminates are constructed such
that the orientation of the layers is varied through the thick-
ness of the laminate. Reasons for this are the weak strength
transverse to the fiber direction, and stiffness and strength
requirements in directions other than the primary load direc-
tion. Definition of the placement of different layers with dif-
ferent orientation angles from a prescribed coordinate axis
is referred to as the stacking sequence of a laminate. The
primary design variables of a composite laminate optimiza-
tion are, therefore, the number of layers of a given unidirec-
tional lamina (which determines the total laminate thickness)
and through-the-thickness orientation angle distribution (the
stacking sequence).

There are two significant features of the nature of design
variables associated with laminate optimization problems.
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2 Optimization Techniques and Applications

First is their numerical nature. Since off-the-shelve fiber rein-
forced layers come in prescribed thicknesses, the total lami-
nate thickness is no longer continuously variable, but changes
in discrete steps as integer multiples of layer thickness. For
the stacking sequence definition, even though theoretically
the orientation angle of a given layer can be any continuous
value between 0◦ and 90◦, in practice the laminae are tradi-
tionally placed in predefined discrete orientation steps, such
as 45◦ or 15◦ steps. Hence, both design variables are dis-
crete in nature and require discrete optimization algorithms.
It is noteworthy that advances in automated fabrication tech-
niques may eventually eliminate the need of placing the fibers
in discrete steps allowing use of continuous fiber angle def-
initions, but current fabrication and material certification re-
quirements preclude continuous fiber angles for stacking se-
quence definition.

The second significant feature of the nature of the design
variables is associated with their influence on stiffness and
strength. The effect of the material thickness variable on over-
all in-plane and bending stiffness of a thin metallic structure is
well recognized. What is not so obvious perhaps is the effect
of stacking sequence. Because of the anisotropic nature of
the fibrous layers, their placement with respect to a reference
(structural) axis can change the in-plane material stiffness
substantially without changing the thickness. For example,
if all the layers are aligned with the structural axis, say x,
the effective material stiffness will be same as Ex = E1. If,
on the other hand, fibers are all perpendicular to the x-axis,
then Ex = E2. Of course any general laminate stacking se-
quence can yield effective stiffness values between E1 and
E2. More interesting is the effect of stacking sequence on
bending stiffnesses. For exactly the same fiber orientation
angles, shuffling the relative through-the-thickness position
of layers would yield different bending stiffness values. For
example, for a laminate with four layers made of two 0◦ and
two 90◦ layers, placing the two 0◦ layers to be on the out-
side of the laminate would result in higher bending stiffness
in the x-direction than a laminate with the 90◦ layers placed
on the outside, for exactly the same in-plane stiffness value
Ex. Hence, the stacking sequence design allows us to change
material stiffness values as design variables, allowing the de-
signer to “optimize the material” properties - a feature that
will not be possible with traditional monolithic materials.

In addition to the unique nature of the design variables,
composite laminates display rather specific stiffness cou-
pling properties that enable designers to achieve structural
response characteristics that are also unique. As such, new
avenues can be created for design optimization. In the follow-
ing, first derivation of the mechanical response of a laminate
will be presented to demonstrate the various stiffness cou-
pling terms, and their relation to the stacking sequence de-

sign. Next, algorithmic nature of the design variables along
with different types of design optimization algorithms for
specific composite optimization problems will be discussed.
Some simple laminate optimization problems that are com-
monly used as benchmark problems, demonstrating structural
design problems with in-plane stiffness matrix, bending stiff-
ness matrix, and coupled in-plane and bending matrix terms,
are presented in Section 4. More complex optimization prob-
lems are presented in the following two sections where, in
Section 5, design optimization of multiple connected lami-
nate regions with different stacking sequences are discussed.
And finally Section 6 focuses on the design optimization of
complex structural components that require more rigorous
analysis procedures based on numerical tools.

2 MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF
LAMINATED COMPOSITES

Since optimization of a laminate stacking sequence with fixed
thickness is purely optimization of material stiffness proper-
ties, it is important that the link between the stacking sequence
design variables and the laminate stiffness terms be fully un-
derstood. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 1, laminated
composites display rather unique deformation characteristic
because of certain stiffness coupling terms. It is important
for the designers to understand the nature of these terms.
Existence of these coupling terms not only influence the re-
sponse characteristics of the optimization problem substan-
tially, but will also have an impact on the formulation of the
problem. In this section, the fundamental formulation of the
laminate stiffnesses is presented along with a discussion of
their design-related features.

2.1 Classical lamination theory

Classical lamination theory (CLT) is the basis of laminate
stiffness formulation, and assumes thatN orthotropic (and/or
isotropic) layers are perfectly bonded together by an infinitely
thin, non-shear-deformable bondline. Bending of the lami-
nate follows the classical Kirchhoff-Love pure bending as-
sumptions, that a straight line perpendicular to the mid-plane
before deformation remains straight and perpendicular to the
same plane. Also the length of that line remains unchanged.
Hence, through-the-thickness deformations in the laminate
are zero, and the strains in the out-of-plane direction z are
neglected. The layers are also thin compared to the in-plane
dimensions of the layers, and the stress components in the z

direction are assumed to be negligible so that an approximate
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state of plane stress prevails. With the previous set of as-
sumptions, in-plane stresses of the kth layer positioned at a
through-the-thickness location zk−1 < z < zk is given by




σx

σy

τxy




k

=




Q11 Q12 Q16

Q12 Q22 Q26

Q16 Q26 Q66




k




ε◦
x + zκx

ε◦
y + zκy

γ◦
xy + zκxy




where zk−1 < z < zk (1)

where Qij’s of the kth layer is given by

Q11 = U1 + U2 cos 2θ + U3 cos 4θ

Q12 = U4 − U3 cos 4θ

Q22 = U1 − U2 cos 2θ + U3 cos 4θ

Q66 = U5 − U3 cos 4θ

Q16 = 1
2U2 sin 2θ + U3 sin 4θ

Q26 = 1
2U2 sin 2θ − U3 sin 4θ

(2)

The Ui’s in the above equation are completely described
by the material properties (Gürdal, Haftka and Hajela, 1999)
of the kth layer, and are invariant with respect to the ori-
entation angle of that particular layer, θ. From equation (1)
it is clear that through-the-thickness distribution of in-plane
stresses are either constant (when laminate curvature κi are
zero) or linear in each layer. However, even if all the layers
are made of the same basic material with same Ui’s, because
of discontinuity of the orientation angle from one layer to an-
other stresses make jumps at the layer boundaries zk. Hence it
is difficult to write stress–strain relations for the entire lami-
nate. That is, even though there exists a spatial distribution of
strains (ε0

i and κi) resulting from deformation of the laminate,
there is no stress-like quantity corresponding to those strains.
A remedy to this situation is to define a set of stress-like
quantities that are obtained by integrating the layer stresses
throughout the laminate thickness as shown in the first part of
equation (3). The N’s in the equation are often referred to as
the stress resultants. Similarly, by through-the-thickness in-
tegration of the moments of the stresses, we define moment
resultants, M’s.

Nx = ∫ h
2

− h
2
σxdz Ny = ∫ h

2

− h
2
σydz Nxy = ∫ h

2

− h
2
τxydz

Mx = ∫ h
2

− h
2
σxzdz My = ∫ h

2

− h
2
σyzdz Mxy = ∫ h

2

− h
2
τxyzdz

(3)

By substituting layer stresses from equation (1) into the
above definitions, one obtains the constitutive relations for

the laminate, given by
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where

Aij =
N∑

k=1

(
Qij

)
k

(zk − zk−1)

Bij = 1

2

N∑
k=1

(
Qij

)
k

(
z2
k − z2

k−1

)
(6)

Dij = 1

3

N∑
k=1

(
Qij

)
k

(
z3
k − z3

k−1

)

The A and D matrices are the extensional and flexural
(bending) stiffness matrices, respectively. The A matrix re-
lates the in-plane stress resultants to the mid-plane strains,
and the D matrix relates the moment resultants to the curva-
tures. The B relates the in-plane stress resultants to the cur-
vatures and the moment resultants to the mid-plain strains.
Hence, it is called the bending-extension coupling matrix.

For certain structural applications this coupling can be
very useful. Commonly, however, the coupling is considered
to be undesireable, and the B matrix can be avoided by a sym-
metric placement of the layers with respect to the midplane of
the laminate. Besides symmetry there are other ways to avoid
coupling, as noted by Caprino and Crivelli Visconti (1982).

2.2 Lamination parameters

The constitutive relations presented in the previous section
include the design variables in the Qij terms, which include
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the layer orientation angles via equation (2), and thicknesses
of layers as difference of layer boundary locations, zk − zk−1.
In many engineering problems elements of the A, B, and D
matrices appear directly in either the objective function(s) or
constraints. Hence, what is typically designed is the individ-
ual elements of these matrices. A more convenient form of
representing these matrices is based on the use of lamina-
tion parameters introduced by Tsai and Hahn (1980), which
are defined as non-dimensional through-the-thickness inte-
gration of the layer orientation angles

(V1A, V2A, V3A, V4A) =
∫ 1

2

− 1
2

(cos 2θ, sin 2θ, cos 4θ, sin 4θ) dz

(V1B, V2B, V3B, V4B) = 4

∫ 1
2

− 1
2

z (cos 2θ, sin 2θ, cos 4θ, sin 4θ) dz

(V1D, V2D, V3D, V4D) = 12

∫ 1
2

− 1
2

z2 (cos 2θ, sin 2θ, cos 4θ, sin 4θ) dz

(7)

Of course, the layer orientation angles do not vary con-
tinuously but are piece-wise linear (constant in each layer).
Hence, the integral can be replaced by summations. Regard-
less of their form, these four scalar quantities defined for
each of the stiffness matrices allow us to write those stiffness
matrices in the following form

A = h (�0 + �1V1A + �2V2A + �3V3A + �4V4A)

B = h2

4
(�0 + �1V1B + �2V2B + �3V3B + �4V4B) (8)

D = h3

12
(�0 + �1V1D + �2V2D + �3V3D + �4V4D)

where the �i’s are matricies of material invariants defined
in terms of the Ui’s mentioned earlier. Since the designed
quantities are generally the stiffness matrices, the lamination
parameters may be used as design variables. The representa-
tion shown above then leads to linear dependence of the ABD
matrices on these variables that may be beneficial for design
optimization.

2.3 Uncoupling the stiffness coupling terms

The in-plane, bending, and coupling stiffness matrices de-
rived in the previous section are sufficient to fully describe
the elastic response characteristics of a laminate under com-
bined in-plane and bending loads, and by designing them ap-
propriately unique response characteristic may be achieved.

However, in some cases it may be desirable to eliminate some
of the coupling terms either to eliminate unnecessary defor-
mation coupling or to reduce the number of design variables.
Therefore it is important for the designers to understand the
significance of these terms and know how they may be elim-
inated.

We mentioned that there is coupling (B /= 0) between in-
plane and bending deformations of a laminate, unless the
lamination sequence is symmetric with respect to the lami-
nate mid-plane. For example, from equations (4) and (5), it
can be observed that existence of a B11 term implies cou-
pling between in-plane stress resultant Nx and the laminate
curvature along the x axis κx, as well as between moment
resultant Mx and the mid-plane strain ε0

x. A more intricate
coupling is due to the B16 and B26 terms. These terms may
induce twisting deformations in laminates even if there is no
applied twisting action. Laminates loaded by in-plane loads
inducing uniform in-plane Nx and Ny stress state will experi-
ence twisting curvatures κxy. The terms B16 and B26 are often
referred to as the extension-twist coupling terms, and are due
to existence of off-axis layers that are not symmetric with
respect to the laminate mid-plane. If the laminate is made of
isotropic layers, then B16 = B26 = 0 even if the laminate is
not symmetric.

Even if the B matrix is eliminated using symmetric lami-
nates, there is nothing simple about the composite laminate
deformation characteristics. There are still terms in the in-
plane and bending stiffness matrices that display nonclassi-
cal material behavior. For example, in the case of bending
stiffness matrix, the stiffness terms D16 and D26 couple the
moment resultants Mx and My with the twisting curvature.
The resulting effect is the tendency of the laminate to curl un-
der applied uniform bending moments. Thus, the terms D16

and D26 are commonly referred to as the bending-twisting
coupling terms. These terms exist for all laminates that have
layers with off-axis orientations. Their relative magnitude
compared to the other bending stiffness terms may be made
small by manipulating the stacking sequence (as mentioned
in the next paragraph), but unless the off-axis layers are re-
moved from the laminate they will have a finite value.

Similarly, the existence of the A16 and A26 terms in the
in-plane stiffness matrix yields a coupling behavior termed
shear-extension coupling. The net effect of these terms on the
laminate response is the induction of shearing deformation
under in-plane normal stress resultants Nx and Ny. Although
the primary reason for the existence of these terms is the
presence of layers with off-axis fiber orientations, unlike the
bending-twisting terms, these terms may be eliminated quite
easily by enforcing a balanced condition of the off-axis layers.
Balanced laminates have a layer with a negative θ orientation
for every layer with a positive θ orientation. The positive and
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the negative parts of the pair do not have to be placed adjacent
to each another, but can be at separate through-thethickness
locations. However, the distance between them has direct in-
fluence on the D16 and D26 terms. Balanced laminates with
adjacent layers of plus and minus θ orientations will have
smaller bending-twisting terms compared to the ones that
have the layers with same orientations grouped together and
separated from the layers with the negative angle.

3 ALGORITHMIC REPRESENTATION OF
LAMINATE OPTIMIZATION

Early approaches applied existing gradient-based continuous
variable optimization methods to the discrete problems. As
stated earlier, however, the laminate optimization problem is
a discrete problem due to the discrete nature of the design
variables. An excellent overview of optimization tools that
can be used for the optimization of laminated composites is
provided by Ghiasi, Pasini and Lessard (2009). In the follow-
ing, salient features of the different algorithms applied to the
laminate optimization problem will be discussed.

3.1 Gradient-based optimization

Gradient-based optimizers, as discussed in Review of Opti-
mization Techniques, use the gradient of the objective func-
tion and constraint function(s) or their approximation if math-
ematical closed form is not available. In comparison to heuris-
tic search methods, which will be discussed later, these meth-
ods show fast convergence. However, they are also more
likely to converge toward a local, rather than a global op-
timum. In their basic formulation, the gradient methods use
continuous design variables. As such, in the early composite
laminate optimization problems the stacking sequence of a
laminate was fixed, defining the design variables to be the
thicknesses of 0, ±45, and 90◦ layers, for example, with the
limitation of a balanced symmetric laminate with specified
stacking sequence, [45i/0j/90k/0l/ ± 45m]s, where the in-
dices i, j, k, l, and m can be used as continuous variables
to control the thickness of the associated orientation angles.
Once the continuous optimal values are determined, one can
round off the variables to their nearest integer values. There
are several difficulties with this approach, though. First, find-
ing a rounded-off design that satisfies all the problem con-
straints may not be simple. Considering rounding-off to the
nearest lower or higher integer values, for a problem with n

design variables there are 2n possibilities. For problems with
more than 8 to 10 design variables, there will be too many

possibilities to analyze, sometimes more than the number of
analyses required to find the optimal continuous solution. A
more serious disadvantage of the approach, however, is the
possibility that none of the nearest discrete designs is a feasi-
ble and/or an optimal solution. In fact, it is known that in the
case of including layer by layer stress constraints, the contin-
uous optimizer will not steer the design to eliminate a certain
layer orientation because the constraint would become active
and prevent eliminating that particular layer, whereas the op-
timal solution would not have that layer orientation to be in
that location in the first place.

For those problems with fixed laminate thickness, one can
resort to enumeration, which is a systematic evaluation of all
possible combinations of the laminate stacking sequences of
given orientation angles. Though effective, this is a very ex-
haustive and cumbersome way, and can become prohibitive
for a large number of layers. In one particular situation, in
which the design objective and the constraints are linear func-
tions of the design variables, there is a formal algorithmic way
of evaluating an “enumeration tree” with the least possible
function evaluations. This is the branch-and-bound algorithm
applied to the integer linear programming problems (Gürdal,
Haftka and Hajela, 1999).

3.2 Integer linear programming — ILP

With the lamination parameters introduced earlier, it is possi-
ble to show that the elements of the in-plane stiffness matrix
are all linear function of the number of plies of a given ori-
entation angles. For example, consider a balanced symmetric
laminate that contains only 0, ±45, and 90◦ layers. The in-
plane lamination parameters are given by

V ∗
1 = V1A

h
= 2t

h
(no − nn), and

V ∗
3 = V3A

h
= 2t

h
(no − 2nf + nn) (9)

where no is the number of 0◦ layers, nn is the number of 90◦

layers, and nf is the number of ±450 layer groups in half of
the laminate. The thickness of the laminate may be written as

h = 2t(no + 2nf + nn) (10)

Substituting this expression into equation (9) we see that the
in-plane stiffness parameters V ∗

1 and V ∗
3 are no longer linear

in the numbers of layers of distinct orientation angles. How-
ever, the coefficients of the stiffness matrix are still linear
functions of the number of layers. Substituting the in-plane
lamination parameters into equations (7) yields the following
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expressions, for example, for the A11 stiffness coefficients.

A11 = 2 t
[
(no + 2nf + nn) U1

+ (U2 + U3) no − 2U3nf + (U3 − U2)nn

]
and (11)

A12 = 2 t
[
(no + 2nf + nn) U4 − U3(no − 2nf + nn)

]
(12)

Similar expressions can be written for the remaining coef-
ficients (Gürdal, Haftka and Hajela, 1999). Since the weight
of a laminate is proportional to the total laminate thickness
h, which we have seen is a linear function of the number of
layers, we can formulate as ILP any in-plane design prob-
lem that involves the weight and linear expressions for the
elements of the A matrix.

A more elegant use of ILP for laminate design problems
was first introduced by Haftka and Walsh, who defined 0/1
ply identity variables for stacks of two layers of specified ori-
entations. By using flexural lamination parameters, they have
shown that the buckling load of a rectangular laminate can be
expressed as a linear function of the ply-identity variables.
The approach was then expanded to the design optimization
of laminates with buckling and strain constraints, in which the
strains that are nonlinear in terms of the ply-identity variables
are linearized and the problem is solved sequentially.

3.3 Genetic algorithms – GAs

GAs are the most popular optimization tool for stacking se-
quence design of composite laminates (Ghiasi, Pasini and
Lessard, 2009). We have seen that practical composite lam-
inate design can be reduced to determining the number of
layers in a laminate, their respective orientation (chosen from
a discrete set), and their stacking sequence. All of these fea-
tures can be easily caught in the integer coding of a GA. To
give an example of such encoding, let us consider a laminate
with only angles between 0◦ and 90◦ with 15◦ increments.
In terms of genetic encoding this set could be represented
simply by the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. In a GA an individual
represents one of the possible designs. For this example, a
possible individual could look like 4713542637. There are
multiple ways to interpret this coded individual.

Without any assumptions about the laminate build-up the
given string would encode the laminate:

[
45/90/0/30/60/45/15/75/30/90

]
This laminate is neither symmetric nor balanced, and thus

may exhibit an undesired mechanical response. In order to

balance the laminate a solution could be to add a minus sign
to every second time an orientation is encountered in decod-
ing the string (going from left to right). This results in the
laminate:

[
45/90/0/30/60/ − 45/15/75/ − 30/90

]
Still this is not a balanced laminate. The balanced condi-

tion can be enforced more strictly by treating all the layers
that are not in the 0- or 90-degree orientation to be cross-ply.

[±45/90/0/ ± 30/ ± 60/ ± 45/ ± 15/ ± 75/ ± 30/90
]

The resulting laminate now is balanced, although if, due
to genetic operations, a 0◦ or 90◦ orientation layer is changed
into an angle-ply the thickness of the laminate changes. This
effect will have a negative impact on the convergence of the
GA. It can be prevented by doubling all 0 or 90◦ orienta-
tion layers, effectively doubling the number of layers in the
laminate compared to the simplest decoding scheme.

[±45/902/02/ ± 30/ ± 60/ ± 45/ ± 15/ ± 75/ ± 30/902
]

Now it is only a small step to a symmetric laminate. By
default the laminate is mirrored about the most right entry of
the coded individual.

[±45/902/02/ ± 30/ ± 60/ ± 45/ ± 15/ ± 75/ ± 30/902
]
s

The number of layers in the laminate is now the quadruple
of the number for the most simple case of decoding, that
is, each location in the coded individual corresponds to four
layers in the actual laminate.

More notable disadvantages of the use of genetic algo-
rithms are the large number of function evaluations associated
with them and the computational time involved. A method to
alleviate this issue is to use a surrogate model for the objective
function as will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.

4 BENCHMARK LAMINATE DESIGN
PROBLEMS

Traditionally laminate design problems are set up using
closed-form solutions available for rectangular plates and
cylindrical shells. The reason is twofold. Firstly, the structural
response can be derived analytically allowing for intuitive in-
terpretation of results. Secondly, the models are inexpensive
to evaluate and hence are well suited to validating design
algorithms. In many cases the models allow flexural and ex-
tensional properties to be treated separately simplifying the
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design problem considerably. Even though the closed-form
solutions represent a simplification of reality, they still pro-
vide the designer with valuable insight into the change in
structural behavior due to laminate design changes.

In this section the problem formulation of several impor-
tant laminate design cases is presented. Further examples can
be found in Gürdal, Haftka and Hajela (1999) and Abrate
(1994). Thin-walled plates and cylindrical shells, typical of
aerospace structures, are considered here. Laminates are as-
sumed to be symmetric and balanced; hence, extensionbend-
ing coupling is not present and both extension-shear cou-
pling and bending-twisting coupling are considered negli-
gible. In most cases laminates are subject to only in-plane
loading.

4.1 Design for maximum in-plane stiffness

There are a multitude of structural applications for which
laminate design depends primarily on in-plane stiffness, and
hence it has been the subject of numerous design studies.
In practical design situations, stiffness is also often used as
a surrogate for laminate strength due to the complexity of
predicting laminate failure. Another advantage of studying
in-plane stiffness properties is that they are independent of the
stacking sequence. This considerably simplifies both discrete
and continuous problem formulations, as only the number of
layers in a given direction need to be determined.

Traditionally stiffness maximization is achieved by mini-
mizing a predefined (maximum) displacement or by minimiz-
ing the strain energy. Considering the plane stress problem,
strain energy per unit area of a linear elastic material can be
expressed as;

U = 1

2
εT · N = 1

2
NT · A−1 · N (13)

where ε is the strain vector, N is the vector of in-plane forces
per unit length and A is the in-plane stiffness matrix. The
stiffness maximization problem can therefore be formulated
as to minimize U. Since the stacking sequence has no in-
fluence on the in-plane stiffness, design variables need only
capture the relative ratio of layer orientations present in the
laminate.

Early design studies used the thickness of predefined lam-
inae orientations as continuous design variables, resulting in
the stiffness being linearly dependent on thickness. The prob-
lem can subsequently be efficiently solved using a continuous
optimizer such as those presented in Section 3. Once the op-
timal thicknesses are determined the continuous values are
rounded up to the nearest discrete thickness. In the discrete

optimization problem, the encoded GA string therefore need
only account for the number of layers for a given fiber angle
orientation. Sacchi-Landriani and Rovati (1991) studied the
optimal stiffness based design of unidirectional composites
subjected to in-plane loading. It is shown that, in this case, the
material principal directions must coincide with the principal
directions of stress and strain, which makes intuitive sense.
In other words, for an uni-axially loaded plate, one would
align the fibers with the load.

4.2 Design for maximum buckling load

In several aerospace application, thin-walled structures are
subject to in-plane compressive forces and are therefore sus-
ceptible to elastic instability or buckling. The equilibrium
equation in the direction normal to a plate loaded by in-plane
forces that are introduced via uniform in-plane stress resul-
tants Nx, Ny and Nxy, is given by:

D11
∂4w

∂x4
+ 2(D12 + 2D66)

∂4w

∂x2∂y2
+ D22

∂4w

∂y4

= Nx

∂2w

∂x2
+ 2Nxy

∂2w

∂x∂y
+ Ny

∂2w

∂y2
(14)

where w is the out-of-plane displacement and Dij are the
terms of the flexural stiffness matrix. For a simply supported
plate with no shear load, the buckling mode is sinusoidal and
the critical buckling load multiplier, λcr is given by:

λcr(m, n)

= π
[
D11(m/a)4 + 2(D12 + 2D66)(m/a)2(n/b)2 + D22(n/b)4

]
(m/a)2Nx + (n/b)2Ny

(15)

where m and n represent the number of half-waves along
the length (a) and width (b) of the plate, respectively. For
small aspect ratios (a/b ≤ 3) and reasonable ratios of the
Dij’s (particularly D11/D22 ≤ 3), the number of half waves,
mand n, will be small. When considering plates or shells with
more elaborate boundary conditions and loads, the buckling
load can be efficiently approximated using Galerkin’s method
or Ritz method (see Finite Element Methods of Structural
Analysis).

From equation (15) it can be seen that the critical buckling
load is a linear function of flexural stiffness, and hence a cubic
function of thickness. The flexural stiffness terms are a func-
tion of both the lamina orientation and its respective location
within the stack. For simple problems, graphical methods
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using lamination parameters (Miki and Sugiyama, 1993) can
be implemented. However in practical design cases, discrete
optimization methods are best suited to solving the optimiza-
tion problem. Le Riche and Haftka (1993) presented a lami-
nate optimization framework maximizing panel buckling us-
ing a genetic algorithm.

It can be shown that for bi-axially loaded simply supported
symmetric plates the optimal solution for buckling will be an
angle-ply laminate (G¨urdal, Haftka and Hajela, 1999). In
the case of a simply supported square plate under uni-axial
compression the optimum is known to be a [±45n]s laminate.
Even though this design is optimal for buckling, it has poor
in-plane stiffness properties. It is therefore often necessary to
include constraints on the minimum in-plane stiffness when
designing panels for buckling.

4.3 Design for maximum natural frequency

Similar to buckling, an analytical expression for the natural
vibration frequencies of a simply supported symmetric plate
can be derived. The natural frequency, wmn, is given by;

ωmn

= π2

√
ρh

√
D11(m/a)4 + 2(D12 + 2D66)(m/a)2(n/b)2 + D22(n/b)4

(16)

where ρ is the mass density and m, n are the number of half
waves in the x and y directions, respectively. The fundamental
frequency is associated to m = n = 1. Design for optimal
natural frequency is analogous to that for maximum buckling
load.

4.4 Design for maximum strength

The strength of a composite laminates is generally difficult to
predict due to the existence of several complex failure modes.
This is attested by the numerous failure criteria that have been
developed over the years. These range from relatively simple
maximum principal stress or maximum principal strain cri-
teria to quadratic failure criteria such as Tsai-Hill and Tsai-
Wu to more complex formulations including multiple failure
modes such as the Hashin and Puck criteria (Hinton, Kaddour
and Soden, 2004).

Optimizing the strength of composite laminates is there-
fore no straightforward task, both due to the complexity of
predicting strength and because of the local nature of fail-
ure phenomena. It has therefore been common engineering
practice to transform strength criteria to equivalent stiffness
criteria and to subsequently design for stiffness such as defin-
ing maximum allowable strains. It should however be kept

in mind that this is a simplification and that stiffness and
strength cannot be considered strictly equivalent. This was
demonstrated by Brandmaier (1970), who proved that the
principal material axes of an optimum strength-based design
do not necessarily coincide with the principal stress direc-
tions, as is the case for maximum stiffness. Gürdal, Haftka
and Hajela (1999) present a more elaborate discussion on
including strength as an objective as well as a constraint in
laminate design.

4.5 Coupled optimization problems

In all optimization problems treated till nowit has been possi-
ble to express the objective function in terms of either in-plane
stiffness or flexural stiffness. However, in many practical de-
sign cases the objective function will be dependent on both
in-plane and flexural stiffness. It is therefore of interest to
propose a benchmark problem that considers the aforemen-
tioned stiffness coupling. This is best achieved by studying
the buckling load of a simply supported circular cylinder un-
der an axial compressive load. The critical buckling load can
be expressed as Jones (2006):

λcr(m, n) = 1

β2

[
D11β

4 + 2(D12 + 2D66)β2η2 + D22η
4

+ (β2/R)2

a22β4 + (2a12 + a66)β2η2 + a11η4

]
(17)

where Dij are the flexural stiffness terms, aij are compliance
terms with a = A−1, and R is the radius of the cylinder. The
wave-dependent terms, β and η, are given by;

β = mπ

L
and η = n

R
(18)

where m is the number of half waves along the length, L,
and n is the number of full waves along the circumference.
A properly encoded genetic algorithm is well suited to maxi-
mizing the buckling load as it inherently takes both the layer
orientation and stacking sequence into account.

5 MULTI-SEGMENT BLENDED
LAMINATE DESIGN

For large structures it is often desirable to split them into seg-
ments with each segment having a different lay-up. The main
reason to do so is that in most practical applications mag-
nitude and direction of loads vary throughout the structure.
For each combination of loading and boundary conditions the
optimum laminate design is likely to be different, something
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that can be addressed by dividing the structure into segments.
In doing so however, the problem is created that a lay-up that
is optimal for one segment might be entirely different from
those of the other segments in the structural domain. This
would result in a structure that is, at best, expensive to manu-
facture but, in the worst case, will have stress concentrations
or even lack any form of structural integrity. Avoiding these
issues requires designing the structure such that layers from
one segment continue into adjacent segments, an activity that
generally is referred to as blending.

It should be understood that laminate blending is a purely
discrete problem. Therefore, almost all work on blending
makes use of genetic algorithms (GA). Several approaches
to the implementation of blending have been studied. They
range from the use of continuity constraints to design vari-
ables zones and sub-laminates, and to the application of guid-
ing stacks. Several approaches will be briefly discussed in the
following.

5.1 Continuity constraints

Liu and Haftka (2001) used what they called continuity con-
straints to enforce stacking sequence blending. In their work
they define two measures of continuity between adjacent
laminates, material composition continuity and stacking se-
quence continuity, the first of which is defined as the fraction
of common layers of two laminates, using the thinner of the
two as a reference. The stacking sequence continuity con-
siders the number of layers that can actually be continuous
between the two lay-ups.

In order to achieve a predefined degree of continuity the
mentioned continuity measures can be used as a constraint in
the optimization problem, for instance in weight minimiza-
tion. Results obtained using a two-level optimization pro-
cedure showed that a substantial increase in continuity can
be obtained for only a small weight penalty. However, this
appears no longer to be the case for designs that are nearly
completely continuous.

5.2 Design variable zones and sub-laminates

Weight penalties associated with blending can be signifi-
cantly reduced by applying an approach using design vari-
able zones and sub-laminates (Soremekun et al., 2002). De-
sign variable zones (DVZ) by definition model geometrically
identifiable sections of a structure. As such DVZs contain in-
formation like design constraints and a structural model. In
turn sub-laminates (SL) contain all the information to de-
scribe a composite laminate, like number of layers, their ori-
entation angles, and stacking sequence. In the work of Sore-
mekun et al. (2002) a DVZ can contain one or more SLs and

an SL can be shared by multiple DVZs. This feature can be
used in designing a blended structure. Number of layers, ori-
entation angles, and stacking sequence can be designed per
SL, after which structural performance can be evaluated per
DVZ. Thisway the designer has full control over the blending
procedure.

5.3 Guiding stack

A guiding stack can be used in conjunction with GA (Adams
et al., 2004; IJsselmuiden et al., 2009) to reduce the compu-
tational effort involved in the blending process. The idea is
simple; a guiding stack is defined from which all laminates in
a structure can be derived by deleting a contiguous set of out-
ermost or innermost layers. This is also called outward and
inward blending, and is illustrated in Figure 1. The result is a
perfectly blended laminate, since all segments in a structure
share a basic set of orientation angles. And the optimization
problem is reduced to determining the layer orientations of
the guiding stack, and the number of layers to be retained in
each segment of the structure. Because of the reduced compu-
tational cost, more recent work on composite laminate blend-
ing focused mostly on the use of guiding stacks.

To demonstrate the procedure, we will use the genetic en-
cryption as described in Section 3 to encode the laminate’s
guiding stack, or guide. Letting weight minimization be the
primary objective of the optimization, the number of lay-
ers per segment can then be determined by removing layers
from the guide until removal of one more layer for the lo-
cal segment results in violation of the design constraints, for
example, local buckling, after which the total number of lay-
ers per segment can be used to evaluate the weight and thus
the fitness of the guide. For example, a three-panel balanced
symmetric structure subject to outer blending with a ten-layer
guide and, respectively, a minimum allowable number of five,
seven and two layers per panelwould look like

Guide:4751362517 ⇒ [±45/902/ ± 60/02/ ± 30/ ± 75/

±15/ ± 60/02/902
]
s

with which by maintaining inward blending the following
panel laminates may be defined.

Panel 1:
[±45/902/ ± 60/02/ ± 30

]
s

Panel 2:
[±45/902/ ± 60/02/ ± 30/ ± 75/ ± 15

]
s

Panel 3:
[±45/902

]
s

It is very important to note that outward and inward blend-
ing may exclude a whole range of possibly optimal and man-
ufacturable structures.
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Figure 1. Inner- and outer blending using a guiding stack. Reproduced from IJsselmuiden et al. (2009) c© Elsevier.

6 DESIGN OF BUILT-UP COMPOSITE
STRUCTURES

Designing built-up composite structures is more challenging
than laminate design both due to the increased number of
design variables as well as increased model complexity. In
addition to having more design variables, it may no longer
be possible to express the objective function or constraints
in terms of variables of the same type. For example, the core
thickness of a sandwich structure may be considered as a
continuous design variable, whereas the laminate design vari-
ables remain discreet. The same complication holds when de-
signing stiffened panels where it may be necessary to define
stringer area and pitch in terms of continuous variables.

Since closed-form solutions are generally no longer avail-
able, the computational expense of evaluating the structural
response increases. The above discussion is particularly rel-
evant for composite design with genetic algorithms for three
reasons. Firstly, genetic algorithms require many hundred
function evaluations before a converged solution is found.
Secondly, increasing the number of design variables gener-
ally results in more iterations being required to find a con-
verged solution. Finally, genetic algorithms are usually not
well suited to continuous design problems.

Therefore, to efficiently apply genetic algorithms to
builtup structural design problems it is important to mini-
mize the number of required structural evaluations as well
the expense of evaluating the structural response. These top-
ics have been studied extensively over the past decades and
several different solutions have been proposed ranging from
developing specialized analysis models to response surfaces
methods to multi-level optimization schemes, which take ad-
vantage of several optimization techniques. In the following

section design methods for laminate plates and shells will be
discussed.

6.1 Design of stiffened plates and shells

A significant portion of aerospace structures are built using
stiffened panels. In order to reduce the computational effort,
a frequently used modeling simplification is to incorporate
the influence of stiffeners in the stiffness properties of the
panel directly, or use specialized analysis techniques. For ex-
ample, several specialized codes have been developed over
the years to analyze and design composite stiffened plates
and shells, which include VIPASA, PASCO, PANDA, and,
VICONOPT. The codes were developed to compute buckling
and natural frequencies response of prismatic structures sub-
ject to various load conditions as well as to design both the
stiffeners and the skin. Due to the relative efficiency of the
aforementioned analysis codes, they can also be successfully
coupled to external optimizers such as GAs.

The advantage of using GAs for composite optimization
is that several design criteria can be integrated into the prob-
lem formulation. For example, instead of designing stiffener
dimensions, it may be advantageous to simply select stiff-
eners from a database of available stiffeners. Since this is a
discrete design decision, it fits well into the GA framework.
A similar procedure could be included for material selection.
Available manufacturing and cost data can also be linked to
the optimization process, such that designs are selected based
on their total cost. Kassapoglou (1997) presented a method
of simultaneously minimizing both the weight and cost of
stiffened panels. In many cases this leads to solutions that are
significantly different from those designed purely based on
performance criteria.
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6.2 Design of complex composite structures

For more general class of structures finite element analysis
has made it possible to study a much larger range of design
problems. In essence it is possible to couple any finite element
model to an optimizer. This allows more intricate structures
as well more complex analysis methods to be implemented;
however, the computational cost may still be limiting in a
design environment. Therefore, for practical purposes it is
necessary to develop efficient optimization routines that limit
the required number of finite element runs.

Several authors have explored methods of developing sur-
rogate models that can be coupled to GAs to improve compu-
tational efficiency. Response surface methods have become
increasingly popular over the past decade. Response surfaces
use a sequence of design experiments to generate an ap-
proximation of a response. The optimization is subsequently
carried out using the approximation; however, constructing
accurate global response approximations remains challeng-
ing (Roux, Stander and Haftka, 1998). Bisagni and Lanzi
(2002) demonstrated how a system of neural networks could
be trained using finite element analysis to construct an ap-
proximate response in order to optimize the post-buckling
behavior of stiffened panels. Another method of improving
computational efficiency is to use continuous design variables
to obtain an initial design, and subsequently use a discrete op-
timizer to obtain the final stacking sequence. For example, the
lamination parameters described earlier in Section 2.2 may be
used for this purpose to determine the laminate stiffnesses in
different sections of a structure. Once the optimal lamination
parameters are determined, a second step optimization may
be used to determine the stacking sequence that will produce
stiffnesses as close to the ones determined in the first step.

7 SUMMARY

The first part of this chapter is focused on the specific prop-
erties of laminated composite materials setting them apart
from more classical engineering materials. As has been ex-
plained, the directionality of laminae offers the freedom to de-
sign the mechanical response of the overall laminate. As pri-
mary design variables the number of layers and the through-
thethickness distribution of the orientation angles (the stack-
ing sequence) were identified, making it a discrete design
problem. Moreover, composite laminates were shown to dis-
play rather specific stiffness coupling properties that enable
designers to achieve structural response characteristics that
are also unique.

In the second part of the chapter, two algorithmic repre-
sentations of composite laminates have been discussed and

illustrated with a number of example problems. These exam-
ples consider laminated plates with one lay-up throughout
having simple response characteristics that can be expressed
with simple analytical formulation, and can be considered as
benchmark problems for design optimization. This discus-
sion was followed by the design of structures featuring mul-
tiple lay-ups and the term blending was introduced, meaning
preserving as much continuity of the laminae as possible from
one stack in one section of the structure to another stack in
another region in order to preserve structural coherence. To
conclude, built-up composite structures were discussed last,
which require more rigorous analysis procedures based on
numerical tools and surrogate modeling.

Over the recent years a substantial number of design and
optimization strategies have been applied to this special case
of composite laminate design. For brevity, in this chapter
only an overview has been given of the most used and most
significant design and optimization procedures and and their
applications in contemporary composite laminate design. As
the field of composite laminate design is still under develop-
ment, the number of applications for laminated composites
and their specific optimization strategies is expected to in-
crease continuously. One particular area that is worth watch-
ing will be inclusion of realistic automated fabrication related
constraints during design optimization, as the aerospace in-
dustry has started adopting such fabrication techniques as
automated fiber placement and tape laying machines in pro-
duction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on techniques for improving the aerody-
namic characteristics of an aerospace vehicle through refine-
ment of the vehicle’s shape. Methods for aerodynamic shape
optimization have progressed through increasingly complex
aerodynamic analysis tools – roughly speaking, for linear
aerodynamics (e.g., panel methods), transonic small distur-
bance equations, and full potential equations in the 1970s; for
linear aerodynamics with boundary-layer corrections in the
1980s; for Euler equations from the 1980s through the mid-
1990s; for Navier–Stokes equations on structured meshes
in the 1990s; for Euler and Navier–Stokes equations on
unstructured meshes from the late 1990s onward; and for

time-dependent flows, most recently. Although the discus-
sion in this chapter is confined to external flows, most of
the discussion is equally applicable to internal flows, such
as those through aircraft engines. Readers interested in sum-
maries of the important developments (and contributors) in
this field should consult review articles such as those by
Labrujère and Slooff (1993), Newman et al. (1999), Reuther
et al. (1999), and Mohammadi and Pironneau (2004), as well
as the hundreds of references therein.

Figure 1 illustrates the key processes and variables for
aerodynamic shape optimization. (The gradient variables are
shown in parentheses, as they are only relevant for gradient-
based optimization methods.) The Optimization process
feeds a set of design variables x (a vector of length d) to
the Shape Definition component, which provides a mathe-
matical description s of the surface. The surface description
is used by the Mesh Generation process, which produces the
computational mesh y used by the Aerodynamic Analysis
component. The analysis output is the state variable q (and
its gradient ∇q). The Objective and Constraint Evaluation
process supplies the objective function f , the inequality and

Objective
and constraint

evaluation

Shape
definition

Aerodynamic
analysis

Optimization
x

y

q 

f, gj, hk

(∇f, ∇gj ,∇hk)

Mesh
generation

s

(∇q)

Figure 1. Key processes and variables for aerodynamic shape
optimization.
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2 Aerospace System Optimization

equality constraints g and h (perhaps along with their gradi-
ents) back to the Optimization process.

Those components of the optimization process that are of
special importance to aerodynamic shape optimization are the
optimization formulation (objectives and constraints), shape
definition, mesh generation, and gradient computation (for
those methods that utilize gradient information). These top-
ics are covered in that order. The initial expository material
on the optimization formulation is given in the context of
linear aerodynamics. Thereafter, the emphasis is on the im-
portant considerations for aerodynamic shape optimization
using the Euler or Navier–Stokes equations, that is, what are
commonly called computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools.
The chapter concludes with some considerations for the use
of CFD in aerodynamic shape optimization. The discussion
is restricted to use of optimization for improving an existing
design, that is, optimization that starts from an existing base-
line design and is constrained to maintain the same topology
for the shape.

2 OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION

The state variable q is a function of the spatial coordinate,
which is denoted by the vector x̂. (The spatial variable has
the unusual hat because in this volume the symbol x – with-
out the hat – is reserved for the vector of design variables.)
The state variable is a solution of the governing equations for
an appropriate conceptual model for the flow (compressible
or incompressible, viscous or inviscid, turbulent or laminar,
nonlinear or linear). We write the governing equations gener-
ically as

r(q(x̂), x̂) = 0 (1)

The optimization problems that are considered in this
chapter have the form

min
x

f (x; q(x̂; x), x̂) (2)

subject to

gj(x; q(x̂; x), x̂) ≤ 0 , j = 1, . . . , m (3)

hk(x; q(x̂; x), x̂) = 0 , k = 1, . . . , p (4)

xiL ≤ xi ≤ xiU , i = 1, . . . , n (5)

where x is the vector of design variables, f is the objec-
tive function, gj and hk are inequality and equality constraint
functions, respectively, and xiL and xiU are upper and lower

bounds on the i-th design variable. The design variables x

have been added to the argument list of the state variable to
emphasize its parametric dependence upon them. Likewise,
we now write the state equation (1) as

r(q(x̂; x), x̂; x) = 0 (6)

We necessarily have hk = rk for k = 1, . . . , dimension of r,
as each component of r yields a constraint. Because the state
vector is defined implicitly, as in equation (6), the objective
and constraint functions in equations (2)–(3) have a depen-
dence upon q and x̂. For aerodynamic shape optimization, the
design variables characterize the shape of the airfoil, wing or
aircraft.

To illustrate the basic principles, we consider optimization
of airfoils in the four-digit NACA series (see, e.g., Abbott and
von Doenhoff, 1959, Chapter 6). These airfoils are described
by the maximum camber (m), the distance of the location
of the maximum camber (p) from the leading edge, and the
maximum thickness (t); all of these are given as fractions of
the chord c. These parameters are illustrated in Figure 2a.
For a four-digit NACA airfoil, say, a NACA d1d2d3d4 airfoil,
the first digit d1 is m (in hundredths), the second digit is p

(in tenths), and the last two digits are t (in hundredths). Thus,
a NACA 2416 airfoil has a maximum camber of 0.20c located
at x = 0.10c, and a maximum thickness of 0.16c, where c is
the airfoil chord. Figure 2b is indicative of internal structures
that constrain the geometry; such important constraints are
ignored in the present illustration.

The conceptual model used for the airfoil analysis in this
example is inviscid, irrotational, incompressible, constant-
density flow. The velocity potential φ can be used as the
(scalar) state variable. The mathematical model is given by
the Laplace equation

r = ∇̂ · ∇̂φ (7)

where ∇̂ denotes the gradient operator (with respect to x̂).
The Laplace equation is subject to a homogeneous Neumann
boundary condition (∇̂φ · n = 0, where n is unit vector nor-
mal to the surface) on the airfoil surface, an homogeneous
Dirichlet condition (φ = 0) at infinity, and a Kutta condition
(upper and lower surface pressures match) at the trailing edge
The computational model is based upon a panel (boundary-
element) method1. This very simple model ignores many im-
portant effects such as viscosity, compressibility, vorticity,
and nonlinearity but provides a useful illustration of some
basic concepts of aerodynamic shape optimization.

For this example, the design variables x = (m, p, t), with
these three NACA airfoil parameters treated as continuous
variables; their upper and lower bounds are taken to be
xL = (0.0, 0.1, 0.0) and xU = (0.1, 0.5, 0.2), respectively. In
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Figure 2. (a) National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) four-digit airfoil parameters; (b) representative internal structures
(courtesy of J. A. Samareh).

all cases, the angle of attack is chosen to be α = 1◦. The key
performance outputs are the (section) lift, drag, and pitching
moment coefficients, cl, cd and cm, respectively. (The mo-
ment reference center is the quarter-chord point.) Four rep-
resentative cases are considered: (i) maximize lift (f = −cl)
with no constraints, (ii) maximize lift with inequality con-
straints on the pitching moment (g1 = −cm − 0.04) and drag
(g2 = cd − 0.02), (iii) minimize drag (f = cd) with inequal-
ity constraints on the pitching moment (g1 = −cm − 0.04)
and lift (g2 = cm − 0.30), and (iv) minimize lift/drag (f =
−cl/cd) with inequality constraints on the pitching moment
(g1 = −cm − 0.04) and lift (g2 = cl − 0.30. (There are no
equality constraints in these examples.) The gradient-based
optimizations employ Sequential Quadratic Programming,
using finite differences to compute the gradients and the
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) method to ap-
proximate the Hessian2. The starting point for the optimiza-
tions is x0 = (xL + xU)/2.

The optimal solutions to these four problems are given in
Table 1. The pitching moment constraint is active in cases (ii)
and (iv). The drag constraint is also active in case (ii). The lift
constraint is active in case (iii). The corresponding airfoils are
shown in Figure 3. The key performance parameters are also
included in the table. The impact of constraints is especially
dramatic in the contrast between the results for the first two
cases (maximization of lift). The conceptual model for this
simple example has neglected several important physical ef-
fects, most noticeably those of viscosity and compressibility.
The resulting “optimal” designs are by no means representa-
tive of airfoils that would be useful in practice.
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Figure 3. Optimal shapes for the NACA four-digit airfoil example.

Another widely used objective function is the difference
(in the least squares sense) between the surface pressure
distribution and a target pressure distribution:

f (x) =
∫

S

|| p(x̂; x) − ptarget(x̂) ||2 (8)

where the integral is taken over the airfoil or wing surface
S of interest, p is the pressure in the flow produced by an
airfoil described by the design variables x, and ptarget is the
target pressure. The basic concept is illustrated in Figure 4.
The solid line is the pressure coefficient (Cp) for the present
(baseline) airfoil. The dotted line is the desired (target) pres-
sure distribution. Many rules have been built up over the

Table 1. Design variables and optimal solutions for the airfoil examples.

Case f gi m p t min f cl cd cm

1 −cl — 0.10 0.50 0.20 −1.53 1.529 0.0030 −0.321
2 −cl cm and cd 0.029 0.10 0.15 −0.44 0.436 0.0020 −0.040
3 cd cm and cl 0.016 0.30 0.10 0.0010 0.300 0.0019 −0.036
4 −cl/cd cm and cl 0.028 0.11 0.10 −369 0.403 0.0011 −0.040
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Figure 4. Baseline and target pressure distributions (courtesy of
R.L. Campbell).

years for choosing target pressure distributions to achieve
desired performance measures. Methods for matching partic-
ular flow-field characteristics rather than directly minimizing
a global objective function such as drag are referred to as
inverse design methods; the more conventional alternative is
called a direct optimization method. One could apply formal
optimization to the inverse problem with the objective func-
tion given by equation (8). However, there is a wide variety
of inverse design methods that “minimize” the objective in
equation (8) much faster than direct optimization methods.
An example of one such method is provided in Section 6 (see
Labrujère and Slooff, 1993 for descriptions of many others).

In practical applications, numerous geometric constraints
are needed for obtaining an acceptable result, for example,
requiring the external shape to accommodate internal struc-
tures (see Figure 2), minimal radius of curvature of the lead-
ing edge, and minimal angle of the trailing edge. Furthermore,
aerodynamic shapes are required to operate over a range of
conditions, especially in Mach number. This is addressed
with a multi-objective optimization formulation (commonly
referred to as multipoint optimization in the aerodynamic
optimization community) (see Drela, 1998 for an extensive
discussion of constraints and objectives for airfoil optimiza-
tion).

The NACA airfoil family used for the example above was
convenient for this demonstration because the parameteriza-
tion guaranteed a simple airfoil shape. Furthermore, the de-
sign variables corresponded directly with physical quantities
for which experienced aerodynamicists have considerable in-
tuition. However, the optimization problems of interest for
many decades now require consideration of a much broader
range of shapes than those covered by the NACA airfoil fam-
ilies. In the following section, we cover the fundamentals of
parameterizations that can represent a more general range of
shapes.

3 SHAPE DEFINITION

Aerodynamic shape optimization methods using nonlinear
analysis tools are faced with significant challenges in shape
parameterization, volume mesh generation, and sensitivity
analysis. Although these components are routine for many
optimization problems in other disciplines, they are nontriv-
ial for aerodynamic shape optimization methods that yield
realistic shapes robustly and efficiently. The surface of an
aircraft, a wing, or even an airfoil is an infinite-dimensional
object, but it must be parameterized as a finite-dimensional
object. (The parameters of the shape correspond to the design
variables for aerodynamic shape optimization.) The shape
parameterization should compactly cover the design space
of interest while presenting no undue difficulties. In partic-
ular, parameterization-induced waviness and discontinuities
in (the slope and curvature of) the surface are undesirable.
These features are undesirable because they present manu-
facturing and CFD analysis difficulties (since flow fields are
quite sensitive to such discontinuities). Sometimes, optimiz-
ing the shape of the entire surface is desired, but other times
optimization is only applied to a portion of the surface. The
alternatives summarized below apply in both cases.

The usual custom for aerodynamic shape parameterization
is to represent the surface as a baseline surface plus a pertur-
bation expressed as an expansion in terms of basis functions.
Consider the case of airfoils. The surface S is one dimen-
sional, and the basis functions bk(ξ) depend upon a single
coordinate ξ. The expansion is given by

s(ξ; x) =
d∑

k=1

xkbk(ξ) (9)

with the coefficients xk in the expansion serving as the de-
sign variables. The perturbation s(ξ; x) may be applied to
whatever functions are used for the surface definition, for
example, upper or lower airfoil surface, mean camber line,
airfoil thickness. A variety of basis functions have been used,
some global and some local. Since the leading and trailing
edges of airfoils are fixed in most design problems, having
basis functions that vanish at both end points is desirable.

The sine functions are one option for a complete set of
global basis functions. Drela (1998) recommends using them
in the form

bk(ξ) = 1

k
sin(πkξ) (10)

They form an orthogonal set for ξ ∈ [0, 1]. The sine basis
functions are illustrated in Figure 5a. Suitable combinations
of orthogonal polynomials can also be chosen to ensure that
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Figure 5. Examples of global basis functions: (a) sine; (b) Legendre.

the basis functions vanish at the end points. For example, one
can use

bk(ξ) = 1

2
√

(k + 1)
(Lk−1(ξ) − Lk+1(ξ)) for k ≥ 1 (11)

for ξ ∈ [−1, 1], where Lk(ξ) is the Legendre polynomial of
degree k. The set of basis functions given by equation (11) is
nearly orthogonal – the inner product of bk and bl vanishes
except for l = k − 2, k, k + 2. The Legendre basis functions
are illustrated in Figure 5b. These form a complete set of
basis functions. They are advantageous for approximating
functions with a high degree of smoothness (more than, say,
four continuous derivatives), because they exhibit much faster
convergence than the sine functions in such cases (see Canuto
et al., 2006, Chapter 2).

A noteworthy set of local basis functions specifically
chosen for airfoil parameterization are the Hicks–Henne

(Hicks and Henne, 1978) functions, which are defined by

b(ξ) = {sin[πξlog(1/2)/ log(t1)]}t2 (12)

with the domain now again normalized to ξ ∈ [0, 1]; t1 con-
trols the location of the peak and t2 its width. Figure 6a
illustrates some of these functions. Although these functions
lack the completeness property possessed by the sine func-
tions and the orthogonal polynomials, they have proven very
useful in the hands of skilled designers.

A more conventional choice of local basis functions are
splines, which are piecewise polynomials. Figure 6b illus-
trates the case of cubic B-splines on uniformly distributed
knots (denoted by the dots on the x̂-axis); the curves are la-
beled by the x̂ coordinate of the center of the spline. Unlike
the global basis functions shown in Figure 5, the underly-
ing B-spline basis functions effect only local changes in the
shape. On the other hand, they have only a finite number
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Figure 6. Examples of local basis functions: (a) Hicks–Henne; (b) B-spline.
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Figure 7. NURBS-based perturbations for (a) airfoil camber; (b) thickness.

of continuous derivatives, namely, p − 1 continuous deriva-
tives for splines of order p. Hence, if p > 2, then the shape
perturbation, along with its first and second derivatives, is
continuous. This includes the cubic B-splines (p = 3) shown
in Figure 6b. A generalization of B-splines, called nonuni-
form rational B-splines (NURBS), has become a fairly widely
used parameterization, particularly for complex shapes, such
as full aircraft configurations. NURBS represent functions
(in this case surfaces) as a rational function, with both the
numerator and denominator consisting of B-spline expan-
sions. Piegl and Tiller (1996) provide a comprehensive de-
scription of NURBS. See Samareh (2001) for a summary of
their mathematical description and a short survey of vari-
ous uses in aerodynamic shape optimization. An important
advantage of a NURBS representation for the shape is that
they are compatible with most computer-aided design (CAD)

systems. Figure 7 illustrates airfoil deformations based on
NURBS expansions of the airfoil camber and thickness.

Using the locations of the surface mesh points as design
variables is yet another approach. The main challenge here
is picking appropriate geometric constraints and/or filtering
procedures to ensure a smooth surface. See Li and Krist
(2005) for one among many approaches to surface smooth-
ing.

For the parameterization of wings, the same approaches
apply, but, of course, there are now additional types of design
variables. Some representative wing parameters with a direct
aerodynamic interpretation are illustrated in Figure 8. The
symbols indicate locations where the parameters are defined.
The root chord, tip chord, semi-span, and leading edge
sweep angle are planform variables; these are usually fixed
early in the design process. The airfoil section parameters

Camber and thickness

Twist and shear

Leading edge 
sweep angle

Root chord

Tip chord

Semi-span

ŷ

x̂

Figure 8. Typical design variables for wings.
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(camber and thickness) as well as the wing twist and shear
are often the focus of wing shape design. The twist angle at
a given airfoil section is the difference between the airfoil
section incident angle at the root and the incident angle of
that airfoil section. Similarly, the shear (dihedral) is the dif-
ference between the airfoil leading edge ẑ coordinate for the
root and the ẑ coordinate for the particular airfoil section.

4 MESH GENERATION

Unlike panel methods, for which a surface mesh is sufficient,
CFD methods require a volume mesh for numerical solution
of the state equation. For compressible flow, the state variable
q is given by

q = (ρ, ρu, ρE)T (13)

where ρ is the density, u the velocity, and the (specific) total
energy E = e + 1

2u · u , where e denotes the (specific) inter-
nal energy. For steady, inviscid flow described by the Euler
equations, we have

r(q(x̂), x̂) = ∇̂ · F (14)

where the flux F = (ρu, ρuuT, ρuE + pu)T. The Navier–
Stokes equations have the same form as equation (14) but
with additional terms in the flux function. Figure 9 illustrates
the surface and symmetry plane portions of an unstructured

Figure 9. Surface mesh for wing optimization in the presence of
the fuselage. Reproduced with permission from Nielsen and Park
(2006) c© AIAA.

CFD volume mesh for a wing–fuselage configuration. The
coordinates of these volume mesh-points are denoted by y in
Figure 1.

For aerodynamic shape optimization, changes to the sur-
face of the airfoil resulting from design variable changes
require adjustments to the volume mesh as well, and these
adjustments need to occur automatically. Nowadays, com-
putational meshes suitable for even viscous CFD analysis
can be generated automatically from the surface shape defi-
nition for airfoils and wings, but this state has proven to be
very elusive for complex aircraft configurations subjected to
Navier–Stokes analyses – some type of user intervention is
typically needed if the mesh generation must be performed
ab initio. Thompson, Soni and Weatherill (1998) provide an
extensive description of methods for CFD mesh generation.
Moreover, as discussed in the next section, analytically based
gradients are highly desirable, and these are not generally
available from ab initio mesh generation packages. Hence,
many aerodynamic shape optimization processes use special
processes that lend themselves to analytically based gradi-
ents for obtaining the volume mesh as a perturbation upon
the mesh associated with the baseline shape. Samareh (2001)
contains an overview of the various approaches to volume
mesh generation.

5 GRADIENT COMPUTATION

For gradient-based optimization methods, the derivatives of
the objective and constraints with respect to the design vari-
ables (terms in parentheses in Figure 1) are needed. For non-
linear CFD methods, computation of the gradients3 using
finite differences has several disadvantages: (i) computation
of each gradient requires another full CFD solution since
the equations are nonlinear; (ii) extensive trial and error is
necessary to choose the appropriate step size for each de-
sign variable; and (iii) for some difficult CFD problems, the
analysis code may be simply unable to converge to the level
needed for accurate finite-difference gradients. Computation
of these derivatives through quasi-analytical means is pre-
ferred. (The adjective quasi-analytical is used because the
equations for the gradients are derived analytically but solved
numerically.) In order to distinguish the state variable and the
state equations, which are functions, from their discrete rep-
resentations, which are vectors, we use the symbols q̃ and
r̃, respectively, for the latter; similarly ỹ is the vector of the
mesh-point coordinates. For a problem with N mesh-points,
the length of q̃ and r̃ is 5N since q has five components at
each point, and the length of ỹ is 3N. (Boundary conditions
may slightly alter these lengths.)
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Recall that a change in a design variable is propagated
through the shape definition and mesh generation processes
(Figure 1), with the computational mesh y depending upon
x. In particular, the gradient of, say, the objective function
with respect to the particular design variable xj is given by

df

dxj

= ∂f

∂xj

+
5N∑
k=1

(
∂f

∂q̃k

∂q̃k

∂xj

)
+

3N∑
l=1

(
∂f

∂ỹl

∂ỹl

∂xj

)
(15)

Evaluation of this requires determination of the three explicit
partial derivatives of f plus the ∂q̃k/∂xj and ∂ỹl/∂xj terms.
The first term on the right-hand side is usually straightfor-
ward to compute. (For the airfoil example in Section 2, all
these derivatives vanish, as the design variables do not appear
explicitly in the expressions for the lift, drag, and pitching
moment.) Likewise, an analytical expression can typically
be derived straightforwardly and then evaluated numerically
for ∂f/∂q̃k and ∂f/∂ỹl. The ∂ỹl/∂xj terms represent the influ-
ence of the design variables upon the computational mesh.
The surface definition techniques illustrated for airfoils in
Figures 5–7, as well as some mesh perturbation techniques,
lend themselves to analytical evaluation of these terms.

Computation of the ∂q̃k/∂xj terms is more involved. Con-
sider the state equation given by equation (6). Its solution
q, considered as a function of the design variables x, satis-
fies dr/dx = 0. Hence, implicit differentiation of the state
equation yields the following expression:

5N∑
k=1

(
∂r̃i

∂q̃k

∂q̃k

∂xj

)
= −

(
∂r̃i

∂xj

)
−

3N∑
l=1

(
∂r̃i

∂ỹl

∂ỹl

∂xj

)
(16)

Equation (16) is linear in the desired ∂q̃k/∂xj term. The size of
the linear system is 5N × 5N. CFD computations for wings
typically use O(106) mesh-points, and complex configura-
tions can easily take upwards of 108 mesh-points. Hence, the
linear system is extremely large in three dimensions – so large
that direct solution methods are impractical. An efficient it-
erative solution method is surveyed in Newman et al. (1999)
and described in detail in Korivi et al. (1994).

For most aerodynamic shape optimization problems, the
number of design variables far exceeds the number of ob-
jectives and constraints. Hence, the adjoint approach for ob-
taining the gradients is much more efficient than the direct
approach described above. Details may be found, for exam-
ple, in Newman et al. (1999) and Reuther et al. (1999). Both
continuous and discrete adjoints have been used in aero-
dynamics. (The phrase continuous adjoint refers to one in
which the continuous adjoint equations are first derived from
the governing partial differential equations (PDEs) and then
discretized; a discrete adjoint is one in which the adjoint

equations are derived from the algebraic equations resulting
from the discretization of the PDEs.) See studies by Newman
et al. (1999) and Reuther et al. (1999) for extended lists of
references to the early experiences of various groups with
both approaches. Some of the subtle issues that must be ad-
dressed for consistent aerodynamic gradients are the treat-
ment of boundary conditions and mesh gradients (see Giles
et al., 2003; Nielsen and Park, 2006 for detailed recommen-
dations). An approach to obtaining second-order derivatives
by combining direct and adjoint techniques is described by
Sherman et al. (1996).

Yet another alternative to computing the gradients is the
use of complex variables, which we illustrate on a simple
real-valued scalar function f . In this method, the function is
evaluated at the complex point x + iε, where i denotes the
imaginary unit, for small ε. A Taylor expansion yields

f (x + iε) = f (x) + (iε)
df

dx
+ O(ε2) (17)

Thus, for small ε, the real part of f (x + iε) is a good ap-
proximation to f (x), and the imaginary part divided by ε is
a good approximation to the gradient df/dx. Note that this
approach does not involve the subtraction of nearly equal
quantities, as occurs for gradients computed via finite dif-
ferences. Hence, round-off errors are not a concern for the
complex variable approach. Provided that the source code is
available, implementation of this approach can require little
more than changing the type of variables from real to com-
plex. A prototypical use of this approach for aerodynamic
shape optimization is given by Nielsen and Kleb (2006).

6 OPTIMIZATION USING CFD

Over the past several decades, a broad assortment of direct
optimization and inverse design methods has been applied to
aerodynamic shape optimization using CFD. The principal
distinctions between the approaches are (i) use of global per-
formance measures such as lift, drag, and pitching moment in
the objectives and constraints versus inverse objectives such
as matching a prescribed pressure distribution, (ii) gradient-
based methods versus methods using only function values,
and (iii) having the optimizer invoke the aerodynamic anal-
ysis tool itself versus having it rely upon surrogate models
constructed off-line.

Most of the review articles cited in Section 1 concentrate
on direct optimization of global performance measures using
gradient-based methods that directly call CFD analysis tools.
Several difficulties with this approach can arise. For exam-
ple, the analysis code may produce solutions that result in
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objective functions and constraints that are contaminated by
numerical noise. Such noise gives the appearance of many
local extrema and can render gradient-based methods un-
workable. Another potential difficulty is that there may be
portions of the desired design space for which the mesh gen-
eration or the analysis process simply fails. At an even more
fundamental level, the problem formulation (objective and
constraints) itself can omit important considerations with the
result that the optimization produces a design that is unreal-
istic from the perspectives of other disciplines. See the cited
review articles for extensive discussion of these issues.

Nevertheless, many groups have used gradient-based
optimization of global performance measures without re-
course to surrogate models to produce impressive CFD-based
optimization results for multi-element airfoils, wings, wing–
fuselage configurations, and even more complex shapes.
Figure 10, from Nielsen and Park (2006), shows the objec-
tive function convergence for unconstrained maximization of
the lift-to-drag ratio of the vehicle illustrated in Figure 9 at
transonic conditions using a Navier–Stokes CFD code. The
optimum was achieved in a few dozen function evaluations.
The surface definition for the wing utilized NURBS rep-
resentations of the camber, thickness, twist, and shear (see
Figure 8) perturbations from the baseline shape. (The fuse-
lage was taken as fixed.) Gradients were computed with a
quasi-analytical adjoint method.

One particular approach to inverse design that has
seen considerable use in industry applications is based on

Function evaluation

L
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∆L / D  =  +32%

Figure 10. Lift/drag convergence from a wing optimization.
Reproduced with permission from Nielsen and Park (2006)
c© AIAA.

Figure 11. Design improvement regimes for an aircraft (courtesy
of J. Hooker and A. Agelastos (Lockheed-Martin) and W. Milholen
and R. Campbell (NASA)).

modifying the surface curvature in proportion to the desired
change in surface pressure. The surface geometry is modified
at the same time that the flow solver is converging; hence, this
method costs little more than a single CFD analysis. Details
can be found in the study by Campbell (1992). Figure 11,
taken from joint Lockheed-Air Force-NASA work, illustrates
the various regions of the aircraft to which this inverse de-
sign method was applied. (PAI refers to propulsion-airframe
integration.) Collectively, these improvements in the local
aircraft shape enabled the design to meet its performance
goals.

The most common non-gradient-based optimization
methods that have been applied to aerodynamic shape op-
timization are genetic algorithms (see Holst, 2005 for an ex-
ample). These have exhibited the customary advantage of
greater likelihood of finding the global optimum, as well as
the accompanying disadvantage of taking significantly more
computational time for convergence than gradient-based
methods.

In aerodynamics, as in other disciplines, surrogate models
are extensively used in optimization. In some cases, these are
used to deal with noisy analysis results. Linear aerodynam-
ics methods are particularly prone to producing noisy results.
(Some surrogate models such as quadratic or cubic response
surfaces smooth the noise, but some other surrogate models
do not.) In other cases, surrogates are used to deal with por-
tions of the design space that cause difficulties for the analysis
code, since the surrogate model enables the optimization to
proceed even in the face of occasional analysis failures. Yet
another use is to permit efficient searches for global optima
using, say, pattern-search or genetic algorithm techniques.
For the relatively expensive Euler and Navier–Stokes mod-
els, use of surrogates entails the usual compromise between
accuracy (relative to the CFD model) and speed. All types of
surrogates – design of experiments, kriging, neural networks,
radial basis functions – have been fruitfully employed on this
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application. These types of surrogates all suffer from the curse
of dimensionality, limiting the number of design variables in
practice to O(10).

Of course, one would like optimization using a surrogate
to converge to the optimum corresponding to that for the
underlying analysis code. Several optimization methods that
judiciously mix calls to the surrogate with calls to the actual
code have been proven mathematically to converge to the
true optimum. See Booker et al. (1999) for discussion of one
method in a general setting, and see Alexandrov et al. (2001)
for another method with an aerodynamic shape optimization
application; in practice, the latter seems to reduce the overall
cost by a factor of 3–5 compared with always invoking the
CFD code. When the surrogate is just a lower fidelity model,
for example, using an Euler code instead of a Navier–Stokes
code or a coarse-grid solution in place of a fine-grid solution,
then the number of design variables is not limited as it is for
generic surrogates.

In addition to the considerations mentioned above, one
needs to weigh the computational costs of the various meth-
ods, at least for CFD. (Linear aerodynamics methods are
so fast on desktop computers that CPU time is rarely an
issue, regardless of the choice of optimization method.)
Roughly speaking, in terms of the cost of a single CFD anal-
ysis, an inverse design method takes O(1) analysis time,
gradient-based optimization using the adjoint formulation
takes O(10) analysis time, and non-gradient-based methods
(including surrogate ones) take O(100 − 10 000) analysis
time. All these methods have their niches. Non-gradient-
based methods and surrogate models enable exploration of
large regions of the design space. Gradient-based methods
facilitate refinement of a local optimum, and inverse design
methods help fine-tune performance in local regions of the
surface.

7 DISCLAIMER

This chapter is declared a work of the U.S. Government and
is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
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NOTES

1. The underlying computations are performed with a
Matlab

TM
code of L.N. Sankar, found on-line at

http://www.ae.gatech.edu/people/lsankar/AE3903/.

2. Performed with the MatlabTM routine fmincon.

3. These gradients are often called sensitivity derivatives.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Fluid machines are devices where energy is transferred ei-
ther to or from a fluid by dynamic action. Turbomachinery
where the energy transfer is caused by rotating blade rows
is a major part of fluid machinery. Turbomachines are el-
ementary components in a variety of engineering systems
including aircraft engines, gas and steam turbines, etc. Al-
though importance of the optimization is not restricted to the
turbomachinery, the applications of optimization techniques
introduced in this chapter are mainly for the turbomachines
due to their importance in the fields of aerospace engineering.

Due to highly complex flow patterns in turbomachinery,
design optimization of turbomachinery based on the anal-
ysis methods for three-dimensional viscous flows, such as

Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) analysis method,
has become a reality today owing to the development of
high-speed computers. Implementation of optimization tech-
niques to design the turbomachinery systems has reduced
the computational and experimental expenses. Turbomachin-
ery design is a difficult task to optimize the problem involv-
ing several different disciplines such as fluid dynamics, solid
mechanics, heat transfer, material science, vibration, etc.

In the aspect of fluid dynamics, the designs of turboma-
chinery generally require enhancement of performance in
terms of efficiency, pressure ratio, weight, etc. These parame-
ters are considered to be objectives of designs, and, generally,
the geometric parameters are employed as design variables.
If the geometry is deduced from the objectives, the design is
called inverse design. Although the inverse design offers the
designs with low computational cost, it is difficult to specify
the target flow field that requires the designer’s experience
and insight. If the geometrical change is used to predict the
objectives, the design is called direct design. The present
chapter is concerned with this direct design. The direct de-
sign methods are classified into gradient-based methods and
statistical methods.

The gradient-based methods need calculations of gradi-
ents of objective function and are classified into the finite
difference method, the linearized method, and the adjoint
method depending on the way to calculate the gradients. Since
the computational time is dependent on the number of de-
sign variables for both the finite difference and the linearized
methods, they are not recommended for turbomachinery ap-
plications that generally have a large number of design vari-
ables. On the other hand, the computational time with the
adjoint method is independent of the number of design vari-
ables, but this method is not so popular due to its complex
and counterintuitive natures (Wang and He, 2008).
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The statistical tools for optimization are being used in
optimization area for single as well as multidisciplinary de-
sign optimization. The surrogate-based approaches have been
extensively used in the design of structural and multidisci-
plinary optimizations for turbomachinery due to their easy
implementation and affordable computing time. A major is-
sue in surrogate-model-based design optimization is the mod-
eling fidelity. The surrogate models (Queipo et al., 2005)
include polynomial response surface approximation (RSA),
Kriging (KRG), and radial basis neural network (RBNN),
and, in addition, weighted average models based on global
error measures are also implemented in shape optimization
and design. Weighted average modeling is an effective ap-
proach to employ multiple surrogates, based on the same
training data, to offer approximations from alternative mod-
eling viewpoints (Goel et al., 2007). The genetic algorithm
and the simulated annealing also have been used for turbo-
machinery optimizations, but their applications are relatively
restricted due to the large computing time.

Performance analysis and parametric geometric modeling,
which are major elements of turbomachinery optimization,
are introduced in following sections of the present chapter.
And multidisciplinary and multi-objective nature of the de-
sign optimization of turbomachinery is explained in the sub-
sequent section, and finally the applications of the optimiza-
tion techniques to the design of turbomachinery components
are introduced.

2 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In order to evaluate aerodynamic or hydrodynamic perfor-
mance of turbomachinery, it is necessary to analyze the in-
ternal flow field of turbomachinery. In last decades, owing
to the rapid development of high-speed computers and com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFDs), numerical analysis of the
complex three-dimensional flows in turbomachinery became
more practical. The exact governing equations for evaluation
of aerodynamic/hydrodynamic performance of turbomachin-
ery are three-dimensional unsteady compressible continuity,
Navier–Stokes, and energy equations with varying fluid prop-
erties. However, it takes impractical computing time to cal-
culate directly these equations for complex turbulent flows in
turbomachinery. Therefore, there have been many levels of
approximations for these equations; large eddy approxima-
tion of Navier–Stokes equations, Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes equations, thin-layer RANS equations, parabolized
RANS equations, stream function-vorticity formulation for
two-dimensional viscous flows, boundary layer equations,
three-dimensional Euler equations, equations for inviscid ir-
rotational flows, and Laplace equation for two-dimensional

potential flows, etc. Lakshminarayana (1996) described some
of these analysis methods as follows:

1. Inviscid flow: The viscous terms are neglected, and the
resulting equations are solved by any of the following
techniques; panel method (incompressible, irrotational,
two-dimensional flow), potential equation (irrotational,
2-D, 3-D), Euler equation (2-D, 3-D).

2. Boundary layer approximations: In this technique,
streamwise diffusion terms are neglected and the pressure
field is assumed to be imposed by the inviscid layer, and
this is prescribed from an inviscid analysis. This assump-
tion is valid when the viscous layers are thin compared
to blade spacing. It is not valid in the endwall region of
the blade row or in the presence of vortices or separation.

3. Parabolized Navier–Stokes equation/space marching
techniques: The assumption made in this technique is
similar to the boundary layer assumption, but the tech-
nique allows for transverse and normal pressure gradi-
ents. The streamwise pressure gradient is prescribed from
an inviscid code, and it can be continuously updated to
capture the flow physics. All of the techniques that uti-
lize single-pass spatial marching are included in this cat-
egory. A second type of inviscid approximation (with the
same viscous approximation as above) does not employ
any approximations for the pressure gradient term and
instead approximates the convective terms in the cross
momentum equations by decomposing the velocity into
potential, rotational, and viscous components.

4. Thin-layer Navier–Strokes/reduced Navier–Strokes
equation: The thin-layer Navier–Stokes equation, where
the viscous and the turbulent diffusion terms in the
main stream direction are neglected, is valid for thin
viscous layers. It is also a consistent simplification on
computational grids that are too coarse to resolve the
streamwise diffusion terms.

5. Full Navier–Strokes and Euler solutions: There are two
types of solutions. In the first type, the entire equation
is solved in either the steady or unsteady form. In the
second approximation, parabolic assumptions are made
initially, and the pressure is updated by using an iter-
ative procedure. The latter technique is not the solution
of parabolized Navier–Stokes equation described earlier,
but rather an initial approximation to this pressure field,
which is updated to satisfy the entire Navier–Strokes
equation. Therefore, the converged solution satisfies the
full Navier–Strokes equation, even though the final stage
was achieved through several intermediate approxima-
tions.

6. Zonal technique: The solution of the full Navier–Strokes
equation in the entire domain can be prohibitively
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expensive. Hence, we use zonal techniques, where sev-
eral zones are identified and the corresponding (inviscid,
boundary layer, parabolic) solutions are obtained and
patched and integrated to obtain a composite solution.
These are described in detail later and are very accurate
but are much less expensive techniques.

RANS equations are recently being used most widely in a
variety of turbomachinery applications. The RANS equations
are derived using Reynolds decomposition with ensemble av-
erages of fluctuating quantities and thus contain Reynolds
stress components that require turbulence modeling. Despite
the differences that still exist between numerical simulations
and reality, it is possible to predict many of the flow charac-
teristics and the losses due to the non-isentropic features of
the flow, for example, shocks, viscous layers, tip clearance
effects, passage vortices, etc. The accurate flow prediction
inside a transonic axial compressor rotor is difficult due to
its extremely complex features: three-dimensional, unsteady,
and vortical nature in the blade passage. However, the RANS
analysis has obvious advantages over the traditional experi-
mental analysis. It helps us to analyze the effects of individual
feature more easily as compared to the experimental method.

Turbulence modeling is a key issue in RANS analy-
sis since virtually all engineering applications are turbu-
lent. Turbulence closure requires modeling strategies for
the Reynolds stress components included in the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes equations. There are many kinds of
turbulence closure models, which are classified into two cat-
egories: one is lower-order closure employing eddy viscos-
ity concept and the other is second-order closure where the
Reynolds stresses are obtained by solving their own transport
equations. And, the lower-order closure models are classi-
fied again as zero-, one-, and two-equation models depending
on the number of additional transport differential equations
that are required to calculate the eddy viscosity. Considering
both computational time and accuracy of prediction, zero-
and two-equation models are most popular in the analyses
of turbomachinery flows. The algebraic turbulence model of
Baldwin and Lomax (1978) is one of the mixing length mod-
els, which belongs to the zero-equation models. This model
is suitable for high-speed flows with thin attached bound-
ary layers, typically present in aerospace and turbomachinery
applications. It is commonly used in quick design iterations
where robustness is more important than capturing all details
of the flow physics. It is a low-Re model and as such it requires
a fairly well-resolved grid near the wall. On the other hand,
the k-ε model, one of the two-equation models, has been most
widely used in the engineering applications including the tur-
bomachinery applications. However, these lower-order clo-
sure models have some problem in predicting complex flows

Figure 1. Computational domain around a rotor blade. Reproduced
with permission from Samad and Kim (2008) c© Professional En-
gineering Publishing.

involving large streamline curvature that induces extra pro-
duction of turbulent kinetic energy. Thus, these models may
cause large error in calculation of the turbomachinery flows
at off-design conditions.

Flow analysis for NASA rotor 37, a transonic axial com-
pressor rotor, has been discussed in details by Reid and Moore
(1978) and in AGARD advisory report (Dunham, 1998).
As the test data are available in these references, many re-
searchers have made efforts to validate their computational
results in comparison with these data. As an example, Samad
and Kim (2008) performed a flow analysis in the computa-
tional domain for the NASA 37 shown in Figure 1. Steady-
state simulation with air as ideal gas was considered. The
three-dimensional finite element-based finite volume method
was used to discretize the 3-D RANS equations. Approxi-
mately, total 300 000 nodes were used for computations for
a blade passage consisting of a single blade out of 36 blades
of the compressor considered. The grid resolution was made
near wall region in such a way that the empirical wall func-
tion could work with k-ε model. Validation of the results of
numerical analysis with experimental data (Reid and Moore,
1978) has been performed as in Figure 2. The numerical re-
sults for total pressure ratio agree well with experimental
data. But, the results for adiabatic efficiency are underesti-
mated within maximum 3% relative error. The other compu-
tations (Dunham, 1998) for NASA rotor 37 also reported the
underestimated results for the efficiency.

3 DESIGN PROCESS

A general process for aerodynamic design of turbomachinery
blades is represented in Figure 3. And, each step is explained
briefly as follows:
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Figure 2. Validation of computational results. Reproduced with
permission from Samad and Kim (2008) c© Professional Engineer-
ing Publishing.

Design specification

Design parameter determination at meanline

Meanline performance analysis

3-D Blade design

3-D flow analysis/optimization

Quasi 3-D through flow analysis

Figure 3. Process of turbomachinery development.

1. Design specification: As the first stage of turbomachinery
design, design requirements and operating conditions of
turbomachine are given by the following parameters as
flow capacity, pressure rise, efficiency, noise level, RPM,
inlet atmospheric and flow conditions.

2. Design parameters determination at meanline: The sec-
ond step of turbomachinery design determines the design
parameters as free design variables, for example, tip di-
ameter, hub-to-tip ratio, chord length, and pitch, which
can be selected at the meanline radius as representative
turbomachine’s dimension and on the basis of the specific
speed charts.

3. Meanline performance analysis: The meanline perfor-
mance analysis is conducted by combining thermo-
dynamic equations, flow deviation, and pressure loss

models and gives the preliminary estimation for the ef-
fects of design variables on fan performance and effi-
ciency. From the parametric studies by the performance
analysis method, proper fan design variables and their
feasible ranges can be selected for high performance and
efficiency.

4. 3-D blade design: 3-D blade shape can be defined by
generally proven methods for vortex distribution, cam-
ber line determination, blade thickness distribution, and
blade element section stacking along spanwise distance.
With given turbomachinery design requirements and de-
sign variables, the baseline of each blade cross section
is formed by mean camber line curve. A distribution of
points is defined as a fraction of camber line length, and
the points are used as base point to build thickness dis-
tribution with specific airfoil type. The final 3-D blade
construction is realized by stacking each blade element
section along spanwise distance considering sweep and
lean angles and by performing a conformal mapping of
the planar blades sections to the cylindrical surfaces.

5. Quasi-3-D through-flow analysis: With the designed 3-
D fan geometry, the through-flow method calculates the
performance and the efficiency by combining Euler’s
work equation, flow deviation, pressure loss models, and
the motion equation for radial equilibrium. The through-
flow analysis gives the prediction results for spanwise
and blade-to-blade flow distributions and computes fan
performance and efficiency through the mass-averaging
of predicted flow field data. This method is originally
based on the combination of 2-D flow surfaces, so it has
the difficulty in predicting 3-D flow phenomena such as
secondary vortex, leakage flow, and endwall boundary
layer.

6. 3-D flow analysis/optimization: More realistic predic-
tions for fan flow field and performance can be made
by the fully 3-D CFD method that requires very com-
plicated grid generation and reliable turbulence model
dealing with the complex 3-D flow phenomena on the
curved surfaces of the designed turbomachine. With re-
cent advances in computing power, numerical methods,
and models, these kinds of 3-D CFD methods are linked
with optimization algorithm. Before linking any analysis
method as the evaluation tool for the objective function
in optimization algorithm, the validation of the analysis
method should be conducted with the experimental data
of several turbomachines of the same kind.

Optimization algorithm used in turbomachinery de-
sign is search method and process with multivariables
and multi-constraints for finding the optimum point of
objective function. Objective function is set to the per-
formance, the efficiency, or even the weight according
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to industry’s developmental needs. Design variables can
be selected as all the turbomachinery design parameters
or the part of those that are used in constructing 3-D
blade shape. The constraints in optimization problem
are equality and/or inequality constraints for consider-
ing geometrical, fluid dynamic, and mechanical limits
of a turbomachine such as 0.4 < hub/tip ratio < 0.8,
rotor diffusion factor < 0.6, and hub centrifugal stress
< 105 Pa. The feasible range of design variables should
be also considered as the constraints.

4 PARAMETRIC GEOMETRY
MODELING

In order to optimize shape of a turbomachinery component or
a flow path, the geometry of the flow boundaries must be mod-
eled. As mentioned by Lieber (2003), simple geometries such
as axisymmetric duct and hub surfaces can be treated with
reasonably unsophisticated techniques such as tabular rep-
resentations of flow-path coordinates at selected streamwise
locations. However, as flow-path geometry becomes more
complex and as multiple objects are introduced into the anal-
ysis, the process of defining the configuration becomes more
involved. Thus, the technique selected for the geometric de-
scription of components and flow paths should offer sufficient
generality to accommodate complex configurations. He also
suggested that the transfer of consistent information to other
functional groups during the design process is another issue
that must be considered in the description of flow-path geom-
etry. Particularly in a concurrent engineering environment, it
is essential that all functional organizations have access to and
work with the same ‘master’ geometric model of an object
or flow path.

Therefore, parametric modeling of turbomachinery shape
is essential in optimizing the shape. In many cases of turbo-
machinery optimization, the Bezier curves or B-spline curves
are utilized to parameterize the shape, and corresponding con-
trol points are used as the design variables. B-spline curve is a
kind of piecewise collection of Bezier curves. B-spline curve
is used in the cases where the shapes are too complicated to
be fitted by a single Bezier curve. The parameterization of the
blade by Bezier and spline polynomial curve gives two advan-
tages: limited number of points can control the curves, and,
thus, these produce limited number of design variables and
these produce smooth and discontinuity-free blade profile.

For example, in the optimization of axial compressor ro-
tor (NASA rotor 37) by Samad and Kim (2008), the vari-
ables from blade thickness and lean were collected from
Bezier control points. Blade stacking line was modified by
third-order spline curve that was used to connect the stacking
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Figure 4. Definition of blade thickness. Reproduced with permis-
sion from Samad and Kim (2008) c© Professional Engineering Pub-
lishing.

from hub to tip. The blade shape could be changed by mov-
ing the control points of Bezier curve. The control points of
Bezier curve were considered variables. In this optimization,
to reduce the number of designs, some control points were
kept fixed, and only five control points were defined each for
camber line and thickness distributions. The blade tip con-
trol points are moved equally normal to the chord line so that
blade can be leaned. Hence, a single variable was considered
for blade tip-leaning. Similar movement of control points of
mid-span camber line produces one more variable. Therefore,
two design variables are produced among 10 control parame-
ters: the variables at tip and mid-span of blade to define lean.
The blade sections from hub to tip were interpolated by cu-
bic spline curve. The airfoil thickness was defined by Bezier
curve, and the definitions of variables from thickness are
shown in Figure 4. The multiple circular arc (MCA) profile of
blade was defined by Bezier polynomial of five control points;
P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5. As similar curves were used for hub
and tip, total control points were coming to be 10. The point
P3 is moved normal to the chord line (α) and along the chord
line (β), and P3 at hub produces two design variables. Other
control points (P1, P2, P4, and P5) were kept fixed. Simi-
larly, P3 at tip produces two more variables with other control
points kept fixed. Hence, among the 20 control parameters,
6 design variables were selected for optimization. Variable α

was considered positive if the control point P3 is moved from
chord line, and variable β was considered positive if the con-
trol point P3 is moved towards the trailing edge of the blade.

5 MULTIDISCIPLINARY AND
MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATIONS

Turbomachinery design generally involves multiple disci-
plines and simultaneous optimization of multiple objectives
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related to each discipline. For example, the design of turbine
blades in gas turbine stages is a multidisciplinary problem
involving strong coupling between several disciplines such
as aerodynamics, heat transfer, material, structure, etc. Since
the performance and efficiency of the gas turbine engines
highly depend on the inlet temperature of turbine stages, the
recent gas turbines have been designed to work at high tem-
perature for high heat efficiency. Therefore, the development
of an appropriate cooling technique is recognized as a criti-
cal part in the gas turbine research. Cooling of turbine blades
is performed by both internal and external cooling. For the
internal cooling, coolant air is circulated through internal pas-
sages in the blades. To enhance heat transfer in the blades,
the internal passages utilize several devices and techniques
for heat-transfer augmentation, such as pin-fins, ribs, dim-
ples, impinging jets, etc. Optimization of the geometry of
these internal passages has improved the efficiency of the
cooling of turbine blades remarkably. External cooling of the
surface of the turbine blade has been performed by film cool-
ing, which is done by injecting coolant air along the blade
surface through discrete holes on the blade surface. Geom-
etry of the cooling holes, blowing ratio, etc. are important
factors affecting the film-cooling effectiveness on the blade
surface. Therefore, aerodynamic performance and cooling
efficiency are two major considerations in the design of
turbine blades.

The multidisciplinary problems require simultaneous con-
sideration of multiple objective functions and constraints to
optimize the system with a large number of design vari-
ables. There are numbers of solution methods and algo-
rithms available for solving multi-objective optimization
problems. In multi-objective optimizations of turbomachin-
ery blade, efficiency, total pressure, static pressure, pressure
loss, weight, stress, etc. are used as objectives, and variables
related to blade profile and/or stacking line are employed
as design variables. There are some different approaches
to treat these multi-objective problems. The simplest ap-
proach is weighted-sum-of-objective-functions method that
is also known as ‘naive approach’ to multi-objective opti-
mization, which is generally used for multi-objective op-
timization problem to make a mono-objective function by
combining multiple objectives linearly with weighting fac-
tors. On the other hand, multi-objective approach gives a set
of optimal solutions instead of a single optimal solution. A
multi-objective optimization problem consists of many op-
timal solutions called Pareto-optimal solutions; therefore, a
designer’s aim is to find as many optimal solutions within
the design range as possible. This helps the designer to find
a global Pareto-optimal front. Each design set corresponding
to optimal solution represents a compromise of design ob-
jectives. Elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm

(NSGA-II) given by Deb (2001) generates Pareto-optimal
solution using evolutionary algorithm.

Rajadas (2003) suggested that the main areas that need to
be addressed in establishing a multidisciplinary optimization
procedure for gas turbine application are (i) disciplines to be
addressed, (ii) appropriate design objectives, (iii) relevant de-
sign variables, (iv) constraints, (v) optimization algorithm(s),
(vi) analysis tools (available or to be developed), (vii) geom-
etry specifications (e.g., Bezier–Bernstein polynomials for
blade geometry), (viii) computational resources and strategy,
(ix) sensitivity analysis, and (x) validation of the procedure.

6 APPLICATION TO DESIGN OF FLUID
MACHINERY COMPONENTS

As mentioned in the previous section, the design optimiza-
tion of turbomachinery has the feature of multidisciplinary
and multi-objective optimization. However, complete mul-
tidisciplinary and multi-objective optimization of a whole
turbomachine using three-dimensional RANS analysis is still
impractical due to the limited computational resources. How-
ever, applications of various optimization techniques to the
design of turbomachinery components are increasing rapidly.
The present section deals with the applications of design op-
timization techniques to aerodynamics performance of turbo-
machinery blades and heat transfer in blade cooling systems
among many disciplines concerned to the design of turboma-
chines.

As for the aerodynamic performance, the use of sweep,
lean, and skew of blade stacking line has become a matter
of interest in the design of turbomachinery blades. Figures 5
and 6 show the definition of blade sweep, lean, and skew. The
blade shape parameters for a three-dimensional stacking line
are generally introduced to reduce shock losses, corner sep-
aration in the blade hub, and tip clearance losses in transonic
compressor rotor. The pioneer study on blade sweep in com-
pressors has been done by Bliss (1976). The main objective
in this study was to reduce the noise level induced by shock
waves. Gallimore, Bolger and Cumpsty (2002) introduced
three-dimensional blade designs using a sweep and a lean
in an axial flow compressor rotor for engine. They showed
that the positive lean reduced a hub corner and tip clearance
losses excepting near the mid-span region. The improvement
in the compressor performance as well as the large reduction
in the cost and timescales associated with a rig test was also
obtained together with CFD calculation. Hah, Puterbaugh
and Wadia (1999) studied both forward- and backward-
swept compressor blades and showed that a backward-swept
blade could suppress the intensity of the shock loss, and a
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forward-swept blade can suppress secondary flow and tip en-
tropy generation. Watanabe and Zangeneh (2003) reported
that the blade sweep in the design of a transonic turbo-
machinery blade was an effective parameter to control the
strength and position of the shock wave at the tip of the tran-
sonic rotors. Denton and Xu (2002) investigated the effects
of sweep and lean on the performance of a transonic fan and
showed that the stall margin was significantly improved with
the forward-swept blade, although a very little change in the
peak efficiency was produced by the blade sweep or lean.

A number of investigations contributed to optimizations
of turbomachines to enhance the performance. Most of these
works reported on the blade shape optimizations considering
stacking line modification in terms of sweeping, leaning, or
skewing and airfoil shape modification in terms of thickness,
leading edge, trailing edge modification, etc.

The surrogate models being used widely in multidisci-
plinary optimizations should be evaluated in two important
aspects: computational economy that requires as few data
points as possible for constructing a surrogate model and ac-
curacy in representing the characteristics of the design space.
Response surface approximation method as one of the sim-
plest surrogate models has been applied to many single- and
multidisciplinary optimization problems.

Samad et al. (2008) compared the performances of several
surrogate models in optimizing an axial compressor blade
(NASA rotor 37). The basic surrogate models such as RSA,
RBNN, and Kriging models, as well as the multiple surrogate
model (PRESS-based averaging (PBA)) (Goel et al., 2007),
were evaluated for their efficiency in predictions. The multi-
ple surrogate model, that is, PBA (PRESS-based averaging)
model, is defined as a weighted average of the three basic
surrogates. The adiabatic efficiency (1 − F1) was employed
as one of objective functions. Three design variables were
selected in these optimizations: one (α ) for sweep, another
(β) for lean, and the other (γ) for skew. Table 1 compares
the predictions of the optimal values for objective function
F1 predicted by different surrogate models against the actual
RANS calculation at the corresponding points. RBNN gave
the most accurate prediction of optimal objective function
value, followed by PBA. This table also shows that RBNN
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Table 1. Results of optimization for NASA rotor 37. Reproduced with permission from Samad et al. (2008) c© AIAA.

Surrogate model PBA RBNN RSA KRG

Optimal design variables αopt (sweep) 0.442 0.411 0.401 0.465
βopt (lean) 0.905 1.000 0.748 0.971
γopt (skew) 0.651 0.615 0.632 0.635

Fsurrogate 0.0995 0.0994 0.0993 0.0990
FRANS 0.1010 0.1008 0.1015 0.1018
FRANS − Fsurrogate 1.50E−03 1.40E−03 2.20E−03 2.80E−03
Freference 0.1135
FRANS − Freference −0.0125 −0.0127 −0.0120 −0.0117
Reduction in F1 (%) 11.01 11.19 10.57 10.31

found the optimum point that gives the largest reduction in
F1, 11.2% (about 1.43% improvement in efficiency) in com-
parison with the reference shape. And, PBA predicted the
optimum point with the second highest efficiency. The mul-
tiple surrogate model, PBA, did not show the best perfor-
mance, but it gave satisfactory results in most of the other
cases and protected against the worst surrogate (Samad and
Kim, 2009). Figure 7 shows limiting streamlines on the blade
suction surface for both reference and optimized blades. In
this figure, three solid lines are drawn to present the 10, 75,
and 90% span of the blade. The separation and reattachment
lines are generated near the mid-chord. This separation line
appears due to interference between the passage shock and
the suction surface boundary layer. Here, it can be seen that
the separation line is moved downstream in the optimized
blade. The outward radial flow caused by the centrifugal ef-
fect also moves downstream of separation line.

As for the applications of optimization techniques to blade
cooling problems, Samad et al. (2007) reported on the perfor-
mances of several surrogate models in optimizing a dimple

array that is usually used in internal cooling of turbine blades
for heat-transfer augmentation. And, Lee and Kim (2009)
performed an optimization of a film-cooling hole that can
be used for external cooling of turbine blades. The shape of
the cylindrical film-cooling hole shown in Figure 8 is opti-
mized in this work to enhance film-cooling effectiveness (ηs)
with two geometric design variables: L/D and α. Weighted
average models WTA1, WTA2, and WTA3 (PBA) proposed
by Goel et al. (2007) are adopted along with the basic sur-
rogate models, RSA, KRG, and RBNN in the optimization
based on three-dimensional RANS analysis of the convective
heat transfer. The results of the optimizations with the basic
and the weighted average surrogates are shown in Table 2,
where the results with WTA2 are same as those with KRG
since these two models are the same. Among six surrogate
models, RBNN predicts the optimum point with the high-
est objective function value (Fsurrogate = 0.1874), but RANS
calculations at the optimum points show that the optimum
point predicted by KRG (WTA2) gives the highest actual
value (FRANS = 0.1876), and RBNN predicts a similar but

Figure 7. Limiting streamlines on the blade suction surface. (a) Reference blade, (b) efficiency optimized blade. Reproduced with permission
from Samad and Kim (2008) c© Professional Engineering Publishing.
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Figure 8. (a) Computational domain; (b) geometric parameters for
single film-cooling hole. Reproduced from Lee and Kim (2009) c©
Taylor and Francis Group.

slightly lower value, 0.1870. From the aspect of predictive
accuracy, WTA1, WTA3, and RBNN give the lowest rela-
tive errors (|Fsurrogate − FRANS|/Fsurrogate), around 0.2%, while
RSA gives the highest, 2.8% error. Since the value of the ob-
jective function is 0.1810 for the reference geometry, a max-
imum 3.6% improvement of the objective function, that is,
the spatially averaged film-cooling effectiveness, is achieved
by the optimization with KRG (WTA2). The level of im-
provement is modest, since the reference design was also
obtained through many experimental tests. Figure 9 shows
three-dimensional plot of the surrogate model, KRG (WTA2)
for the objective function. In Figure 10, where normalized
streamwise vorticity contours on a x–z plane at y/D = 0.1 are
shown, the optimum geometry gives definitely weaker kid-

Figure 9. Three-dimensional plots of Kriging model for film-
cooling hole. Reproduced from Lee and Kim (2009) c© Taylor and
Francis Group.

ney vortices than does the reference geometry downstream
of the film-cooling hole. These vortices reduce film-cooling
effectiveness by causing the detachment of coolant jet from
film-cooling surface.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Due to the multidisciplinary and multi-objective feature of
turbomachinery design and also due to the complex flow
structures in the turbomachines, design optimization of tur-
bomachines using sophisticated flow analysis methods has
been a difficult task. However, with development of optimiza-
tion and performance analysis techniques as well as the high-
speed computers, design optimization of turbomachinery is
becoming more practical. Especially, as for the design of rotor
or stator blades, optimization of blade stacking line based on
three-dimensional viscous flow analysis greatly improved the
performance of the blade in the last decade. Among a variety

Table 2. Results of optimizations for film-cooling hole. Reproduced with permission from Lee and Kim (2009) c©Taylor and Francis.

Design variables Objective function

Model L/D α FRANS Fsurrogate Fsurrogate − FRANS

RSA 7.222 31.19 0.1798 0.1850 0.0052
RBNN 6.031 26.62 0.1870 0.1874 0.0004
KRG 7.219 23.96 0.1876 0.1839 0.0037
WTA1 5.502 29.83 0.1841 0.1838 0.0003
WTA2 7.219 23.96 0.1876 0.1839 0.0037
WTA3 5.492 29.99 0.1833 0.1837 0.0004
Reference 6.000 30.00 0.1810
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Figure 10. Normalized streamwise vorticity (ωx D/U∞) contours
around film-cooling hole on x–z plane at y/D = 0.1. (a) Reference;
(b) KRG opt. Reproduced from Lee and Kim (2009) c© Taylor and
Francis Group.

of optimization algorithms, surrogate modeling approaches
are being widely used in multidisciplinary design optimiza-
tion of turbomachinery due to their easy implementation and
affordable computing time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Trajectory optimization is the process of determining the in-
puts to a system that optimize (i.e., minimize or maximize) a
specified performance index while satisfying any constraints
on the motion of the vehicle. Trajectory optimization (which
is frequently interchangeable with optimal control (Athans
and Falb, 1966; Anderson and Moore, 1990; Stengel, 1994;
Lewis and Syrmos, 1995; Hull, 2003)1, is a subject that per-
vades aerospace engineering. In particular, trajectory opti-
mization is an essential part of atmospheric flight and space
flight mission planning, guidance, navigation, and control. A
trajectory optimization problem is posed formally as follows.
Determine the state (equivalently, the trajectory or path),
x(t) ∈ Rn, the control u(t) ∈ Rm, the static parameter pRq,
the initial time, t0 ∈ R, and the terminal time, tf ∈ R (where

t ∈ [t0, tf ] is the independent variable) that optimizes the per-
formance index

J = �[x(t0), x(tf ); p] +
∫ tf

t0

L[x(t), u(t), t; p]dt (1)

subject to the dynamic constraints (i.e., differential equation
constraints),

ẋ = f [x(t), u(t), t; p] (2)

the path constraints

Cmin ≤ C[x(t), u(t), t; p] ≤ Cmax (3)

and the boundary conditions

φmin ≤ φ[x(t0), x(tf ); p] ≤ φmax (4)

The state, control, and static parameter each can be written
in component form as

x(t) =




x1(t)
...

xn(t)


 ; u(t) =




u1(t)
...

um(t)


 ; p =




p1

...

pq


 (5)

The differential equation of equation (2) describes the dynam-
ics of the system while the performance index is a measure
of the “quality” of the trajectory. When it is desired to min-
imize the performance index, a lower value of J is “better”;
conversely, when it is desired to maximize the performance
index, a higher value of J is “better.” In some aerospace en-
gineering problems it may be desired to minimize the perfor-
mance index (e.g., minimize time to complete a maneuver,
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2 Aerospace System Optimization

minimize fuel consumed by a maneuver) while in other prob-
lems it may be desired to maximize the performance index
(e.g., maximize final altitude, maximize final velocity).

A common feature of many vehicle dynamics problem in
aerospace engineering is that the performance index of equa-
tion (1) is sensitive to changes in the inputs. For example, in
the ascent to orbit of a launch vehicle, changes to the com-
mands used to steer the vehicle can greatly affect the amount
of payload that can be placed in orbit. Because rocket fuel is
one of the most costly commodities in any space mission, the
ability to determine the particular set of inputs that maximize
the payload mass (i.e., minimize the amount of fuel consumed
during ascent) can greatly reduce the overall mission cost. As
a result, solving trajectory optimization problems has great
utility in aerospace engineering.

2 METHODS FOR SOLVING
TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEMS

With the exception of extremely simple problems, trajectory
optimization problems must be solved numerically. The need
for solving trajectory optimization problem numerically has
given rise to a wide range of computational methods for solv-
ing trajectory optimization problem (Betts (1974)). Numeri-
cal methods for solving trajectory optimization problem fall
into two broad categories: (1) indirect methods and (2) direct
methods. These two methodologies are now described.

2.1 Indirect methods

In an indirect method, the calculus of variations (Weinstock
(1974)) is used to determine the first-order optimality con-
ditions of trajectory optimization problem given in equa-
tions (1)–(4). Unlike ordinary calculus, the calculus of vari-
ations is the subject of determining functions that minimizes
functionals (where a functional is a “function of a function”).
Applying the calculus of variations to the trajectory optimiza-
tion problem given in equations (1)–(4) leads to a boundary-
value problem whose dynamics have the form

ẋ = ∂H
∂λ

λ̇ = −∂H
∂x

(6)

and whose boundary conditions have the form

ωmin ≤ ω[x(t0), x(tf ), λ(t0), λ(tf ), t0, tf ; p] ≤ ωmax (7)

where λ is the adjoint or costate, H = L + λ
T
f − µ

T
C is

the augmented Hamiltonian, and the boundary conditions of
equation (7) are obtained from the transversality conditions
(Kirk, 1970) that arise from the calculus of variations. Be-
cause the boundary-value problem of equations (6) and (7)
involves a Hamiltonian, it is often referred to as a Hamilto-
nian boundary-value problem (HBVP). The HBVP is solved
by an appropriate numerical method.

2.1.1 Simple Shooting Method

The oldest and most basic indirect method is the simple
shooting method (Keller (1992)). In a typical simple shooting
method, a guess is made of the unknown initial conditions.
Using this guess, together with the known initial conditions,
the Hamiltonian system of equation (6) is integrated numeri-
cally (Stoer and Bulirsh (2002)) from t0 to tf . Upon reaching
tf , the terminal conditions obtained from the numerical inte-
gration are compared to the known terminal conditions given
in equation (7). If the integrated terminal conditions differ
from the known terminal conditions by more than a speci-
fied tolerance ε, the unknown initial conditions are adjusted
and the process is repeated until the difference between the
integrated terminal conditions and the required terminal con-
ditions is less than some specified threshold. A schematic of
the steps used in a shooting method is shown in Figure 1.

One can visualize the simple shooting method as follows.
Suppose it is desired to determine the initial angle of a cannon
so that, when a cannonball is fired, it strikes a desired target
(see Figure 2). An initial guess is made for the angle of the
cannon and the cannon is fired. If the cannon does hit the
target, the angle is adjusted (based on the amount of the miss)
and another cannon is fired. The process is repeated until the
target is hit.

Guess unknown initial conditions

Compute error in terminal conditions

Error below specified threshold?

Update unknown initial conditions

Integrate trajectory from t0 to tf

Yes

Yes

Quit

Figure 1. Schematic of the steps used in a shooting method.
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Angle of cannon is adjusted
until cannonball hits target

Target

Figure 2. Schematic of the shooting method using the analogy of
a cannon firing a cannonball to strike a target.

2.1.2 Multiple-Shooting Method

While a simple shooting method is appealing due to its
simplicity, it presents significant numerical difficulties due
to ill-conditioning of the Hamiltonian dynamics. This ill-
conditioning is particularly present when the time interval
over which the problem is to be solved is sufficiently large.
In order to overcome the numerical difficulties of the simple
shooting method, a modified method, called the multiple-
shooting method, has been devised. In the multiple-shooting
method, the time interval [t0, tf ] is divided into M + 1 subin-
tervals. The shooting method is then applied over each subin-
terval [ti, ti+1] with the initial values of the state and adjoint
of the interior intervals being unknowns that need to be
determined. In order to enforce continuity, the following
conditions are enforced at the interface of each subinterval:

x(t−i ) = x(t+i )

λ(t−i ) = λ(t+i )
(i = 1, . . . , M) (8)

The continuity conditions of equation (8) result in vector root-
finding problem where it is desired to drive (x(t−i ), λ(t−i )) −
(x(t+i ), λ(t+i )) below a specified threshold. It is seen that the
multiple-shooting method requires extra variables be intro-
duced into the problem (i.e., the values of the state and adjoint
at the interface points). Despite the increased size of the
problem due to these extra variables, the multiple-shooting
method outperforms the simple shooting method because
the sensitivity to errors in the unknown initial conditions is
reduced because integration is performed over significantly
smaller time intervals. A schematic of the multiple-shooting
method is shown in Figure 3 where y(t) = (x(t), λ(t)) is the
combined state-adjoint vector.

t0 t1 t2 t3 tM t f.  .  .

y (t )

Shooting performed
over each subinterval y (t ) Must be continuous

accross each interface
(i.e., y (t −

i  ) =y (t +
i )

Figure 3. Schematic of the Multiple-Shooting Method.

Other Indirect Methods: Other indirect methods (beyond
the shooting method and the multiple-shooting method) have
been developed. These other methods are, however, some-
what specialized to particular problems and do not have
the general applicability of shooting and multiple-shooting.
Some excellent references that discuss other indirect methods
include Kirk (1970) and Bryson and Ho (1975). The reader
is encouraged to consult these references as further reading
on the topic of indirect methods.

2.2 Direct Methods

Direct methods are fundamentally different from indirect
methods in that the solution is not found by applying the
calculus of variations and solving the HBVP. Instead, in a di-
rect method, the state and/or control are parameterized using
a basis of known linearly independent functions. Typically,
such approximations have the general form

y(t) ≈
N∑

k=1

akqk(t) (9)

where y(t) may be the state, the control, or both the state
and the control, qk(t), (k = 1, . . . , N) is a set of known
basis (test) functions (e.g., polynomials) and (ak, bk), (k =
1, . . . , N) are unknown coefficients. When equation (9) is
used to parameterize only the control, the direct method is
called a control parameterization method. On the other hand,
when equation (9) is used to parameterize both the state and
the control, the direct method is called a state and control
parameterization method. In both control parameterization
and state and control parameterization methods, the trajectory
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optimization problem is transcribed to a nonlinear optimiza-
tion problem of the following form. Optimize the function

f (z) (10)

subject to the algebraic constraints

g(z) = 0

h(z) ≤ 0 (11)

where the optimization vector z is a column vector, that is,

z =




z1

...

zp


 (12)

Control parameterization and state and control parameteriza-
tion methods are now described.

2.2.1 Control parameterization methods

When only the control is parameterized, equation (9 is used
to replace the control with the approximation

u(t) ≈
N∑

k=1

ckqk(t) (13)

where the coefficients ck (k = 1, . . . , N) are unknown pa-
rameters. Moreover, the dynamics of equation (2) are in-
tegrated explicitly (using a well-known integration method
such as Runge–Kutta) and the performance index is approx-
imated by a quadrature approximation (Stoer and Bulirsh,
2002). The control parameterization technique leads to a non-
linear optimization problem where the optimization vector z

is obtained via a concatenation of the unknown coefficients
ck.

The most common control parameterization methods are
direct shooting and direct multiple-shooting.2 In a direct
shooting method, an initial guess is taken of the parameters
ck (k = 1, . . . , N) and the dynamics are integrated from t0 to
tf . The optimal values of the parameters, cost, and trajectory
are then obtained using well-known nonlinear optimization
solvers [such as NPSOL (Gill et al., 2001) or SNOPT (Gill,
Murray and Saunders, 2006)]. Direct multiple-shooting is
similar to direct shooting with the main exception that the in-
tegration is performed over smaller intervals and continuity
of the state is enforced at the interfaces (see Figure 3, where
y(t) is replaced by x(t)).

2.2.2 State and control parameterization methods

State and control parameterization methods are by far the
most powerful methods for solving trajectory optimization
problems. As mentioned earlier, in a state and control pa-
rameterization method both the state and the control are pa-
rameterized. Adding the state parameterization to the control
parameterization given in equation (13) gives the additional
condition

x(t) ≈
N∑

k=1

bkqk(t) (14)

where now the coefficients to be optimized are both bk (k =
1, . . . , N) and ck (k = 1, . . . , N). This time, however, the
state is not integrated explicitly. Instead, the differential equa-
tions are integrated implicitly as follows. First, a set of points
(t1, . . . , tM) on the interval t ∈ [t0, tf ] are chosen and the in-
tegral is computed on the subinterval [ti, ti+1] as

x(ti+1) = x(ti) +
∫ ti+1

ti

f [x(s), u(s), s; p]ds (15)

Next, the integral from ti to ti+1 is approximated using a
quadrature as

∫ ti+1

ti

f [x(s), u(s), s; p]ds ≈
Q∑

l=1

βilf [x(τl), u(τl), τl; p]

(i = 1, . . . , M) (16)

where τl (l = 1, . . . , Q) are the nodes of the quadrature ap-
proximation and the function approximations given in equa-
tions (13) and (14) are used in equation (16). The cost func-
tion is approximated via quadrature in a manner similar to that
used to approximate the integral of the differential equations,
that is,

∫ ti+1

ti

L[x(s), u(s), s; p]ds ≈
Q∑

l=1

βilL[x(τl), u(τl), τl; p]

(i = 1, . . . , M) (17)

where we recall that L is obtained from equation (1). Typical
quadrature approximations include Euler methods (forward
and backward), the midpoint method, Hermite–Simpson
methods, and implicit Runge–Kutta methods. The key dif-
ference between these methods is the order of their accuracy
and whether or not the collocation conditions include one
or both of the endpoints of the interval. In order to maintain
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continuity at the ends of the subintervals, we enforce the com-
patibility conditions (also known as check-point constraints)

x(t−i ) = x(t+i ) (18)

If a method collocates the dynamics at both ends of each
subinterval, then the additional compatibility constraint of
maintaining continuity in the control is added, that is,

u(t−i ) = u(t+i ) (19)

It is noted that quadrature approximations such as the mid-
point method do not collocate at either endpoint and, thus,
equation (19) is not enforced for such methods.

At first glance one might think that state and control pa-
rameterization methods are inefficient because the number of
variables is potentially very large (e.g., thousands to tens of
thousands), leading to a large optimization problem. While
it is true that the nonlinear optimization problems using state
and control parameterization are, indeed, large, it also turns
out that such problems can be solved very efficiently be-
cause the Jacobian and Hessian of the constraints and ob-
jective functions are sparse (i.e., a very large percentage of
the derivatives in these Jacobians and Hessians are zero). In
fact, modern nonlinear optimization software such as SNOPT
(Gill, Murray and Saunders, 2006), SPRNLP (Betts, 2001),
and KNITRO (Waltz and Plantenga, 2008) have been devel-
oped due in large part to the sparsity of nonlinear optimiza-
tion problems that arise in collocation methods for solving
trajectory optimization problems.

3 SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR
TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION

Due to the enormous need for trajectory optimization in
aerospace engineering, over the past several decades many
software programs have been developed for solving various
types of trajectory optimization problems. One of the earliest
trajectory optimization programs is the direct shooting soft-
ware Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST)
(Brauer, Cornick, and Stevenson, 1977) which was developed
at NASA in the 1970s and has been used primarily to optimize
launch vehicle ascent trajectories. A nearly parallel develop-
ment to POST is the trajectory validation software General-
ized Trajectory Simulation (GTS) (Meder and McLaughlin,
1976) which was developed at The Aerospace Corporation
and has capabilities similar to that of POST. One of the first
aerospace trajectory optimization software using collocation
methods was Optimal Trajectories by Implicit Simulation

(OTIS) (Paris and Hargraves, 1996). Unlike POST or GTS,
OTIS was designed to handle more general trajectory opti-
mization problems, particularly those that arise in hypersonic
entry and interplanetary trajectory optimization. In the 1990s,
more sophisticated collocation software such as Sparse Op-
timal Control Software SOCS (Betts and Huffman, 1997)
was written. SOCS is an extremely powerful program that
incorporates state-of-the-art nonlinear programming solvers
such as SPRNLP (?) and is capable of solving extraordinarily
complex trajectory optimization problems. Finally, in more
recent years direct collocation software programs written in
MATLAB r© such as PROPT (Rutquist and Edvall, 2008) and
Gauss Pseudospectral Optimization Program GPOPS (Rao
et al., 2009) have been written. Both PROPT and GPOPS
use global orthogonal collocation methods and are capable
of solving a wide of range of trajectory optimization prob-
lems while keeping the optimization problem significantly
smaller than is possible with other types of direct collocation
methods.

4 AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
APPLICATIONS OF TRAJECTORY
OPTIMIZATION

While the applications of trajectory optimization in aerospace
engineering are too vast to describe in this article with any
completeness, some of the high points are touched upon.
Robert H. Goddard, known as the Father of Modern Rock-
etry, posed one of the first trajectory optimization problems
as follows: given a rocket with a specified amount of fuel on-
board, determine the trajectory and the thrust for the rocket
to reach maximum altitude. The Goddard Rocket Problem
has been in many variations over the years (see, e.g., Bryson
and Ho, 1975) and has a somewhat non-intuitive solution that
involves a feature known as a singular arc (where the optimal-
ity conditions break down and cannot be used to determine
the optimal control). The optimal trajectory to the famous
Goddard Rocket Problem is shown in Figure 4, where h(t) is
the altitude, v(t) is the vertical velocity, m(t) is the mass, and
T (t) is the thrust. It is seen in Figure 4d that the singular arc
is present in the middle of the trajectory where T is neither
at its maximum nor at its minimum value.

While the Goddard Rocket Problem is an early example of
trajectory optimization, the subject itself did not become an
integral part of aerospace engineering until the 1960. In par-
ticular, the Apollo program that sent astronauts to the moon
and the great work done in the subject of supersonic air-
craft flight spawned a need for advanced methods in optimal
control. An example of important trajectory optimization
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Figure 4. Optimal values of altitude (a), velocity (b), mass (c), and thrust (d) vs. time for Goddard rocket problem.

problems in supersonic aircraft flight is the famous Mini-
mum Time-to-Climb of a Supersonic Aircraft (Bryson, Desai
and Hoffman, 1969). For many years, the minimum time-to-
climb problem was considered one of the most challenging
trajectory optimization problems. In fact, many researchers
believed that this problem was the “litmus test” to see if a
newly proposed numerical method was “worthy contender”
against previously developed methods. Formally, the mini-
mum time-to-climb problem for a supersonic aircraft as given
in (Bryson, Desai and Hoffman, 1969) is posed as follows.
Minimize the time, that is minimize

J = tf (20)

subject to the dynamic constraints

ḣ = v sin γ

v̇ = T cos α − D

m
− µ

r2
sin γ

γ̇ = T sin α + L

mv
+ cos γ

(v

r
− µ

vr2

)
(21)

ṁ = − T

g0Isp

and the boundary conditions

h(0) = 0 km, v(0) = 1.293 km s−1

γ(0) = 0 deg, m(0) = 19050 kg

h(tf ) = 20 km, v(tf ) = 2.951 km s−1

γ(tf ) = 0 deg, m(tf ) = free

where h is the altitude, v is the speed, γ is the flight path angle,
m is the vehicle mass, α is the angle of attack, r = Re + h is
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the geocentric radius, Re is the radius of the Earth, T is the
magnitude of the thrust force, D is the magnitude of the drag
force, L is the magnitude of the lift force, g0 is the sea level
acceleration due to gravity, µ is the gravitational parameter
of the Earth, and Isp is the engine specific impulse. The thrust
and aerodynamic coefficients are computed using the thrust
tables provided in Bryson, Desai and Hoffman (1969), but
the details are not provided here.

The solution of the minimum time-to-climb of a super-
sonic aircraft is shown in Figure 5. One of the most interesting
things about the problem is that the solution is highly counter-
intuitive. In particular, aircraft mission designers originally
believed the minimum-time path would be a “direct” route
(i.e., the shortest distance route). As it turns out, however, the
minimum-time solution looks nothing like the “direct” route.
Instead, the minimum time solution is to divid approximately
into the following segments: (1) a climb to approximately

10 km (at t = 100 s); (2) a rapid dive from 10 km to approx-
imately 8 km (at t = 150 s), follow at a near constant Mach
number of approximately unity; (3) a “slow” climb (from
approximately t = 150 s to t = 250 s), then climb rapidly to
meet the terminal condition. In fact, the difference in time
between the “direct” route and the optimal route are stagger-
ing. Following a direct route takes over 600 s while following
the minimum-time route takes 320 s (nearly half of the time
of the direct route!). This problem is an excellent example
of where trajectory optimization pays off because the opti-
mal solution is significantly better than a solution one would
obtain simply by using intuition.

In today’s world, trajectory optimization is used in an
incredibly wide range of aerospace applications. Examples
of complex aerospace trajectory optimization problems be-
ing solved today include optimal orbital transfer of sin-
gle and multiple spacecraft missions, hypersonic entry, and
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unmanned aerial vehicles. These modern applications are sig-
nificantly more complicated when compared to problems of
the past, but, as mentioned earlier, the numerical techniques
available to solve them are equally more sophisticated. Be-
cause of the continually expanding problems that arise in
aerospace engineering, it is highly unlikely that trajectory
optimization will ever become an obsolete subject.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter provided an overview of the subject of trajectory
optimization in aerospace engineering. Methods for trajec-
tory optimization fall into two categories: indirect methods
and direct methods. A description and history was then given
for each of these method classes. A brief history of appli-
cations of trajectory optimization was then provided, with
details given of two famous aerospace trajectory optimiza-
tion problems.

NOTES

1. In this chapter, we treat the terms trajectory optimization
and optimal control as equivalent and use one term or
another as is most convenient in the discussion.

2. It is noted that direct shooting and direct multiple-shooting
differ substantially from the indirect shooting methods de-
scribed earlier because these direct methods are optimiza-
tion problems whereas the indirect shooting methods are
root-finding problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Safeguarding against system and component malfunctions
and failures is one of the most important challenges facing
aviation safety today. System and component malfunc-
tions and failures rank as the third leading cause of fatal
in-flight aircraft accidents and are underlying factors in
many others (Aviation Safety Boeing Commercial Airplanes,
2009). This is because hardware/software faults and failures

are very difficult to detect, diagnose, and mitigate in-
flight. Consequently, they can lead to catastrophic accidents
when they occur. In next generation aircraft, these safety
risks may increase due to the complexity that comes with
more sophisticated capabilities and the greater reliance on
automation.

Integrated Vehicle Health Management (IVHM) is a com-
plex, multidisciplinary approach to detect, diagnose, predict,
and mitigate adverse events during the operation of a sys-
tem. As operational costs rise for modern aerospace systems,
health management technologies are becoming more critical
from both safety and maintenance perspectives.

From a health management perspective, system-level inte-
gration of subsystem health management capabilities is
critical to the overall effectiveness of the final implemen-
tation. More often than not, the health management system
design is sometimes an afterthought rather than an inte-
gral part of the design process. This can lead to a situation
where mismatch or lack of appropriate sensing technologies,
computational environments, and information management
systems results in suboptimal performance.

The approach to IVHM research and development at major
R&D institutions such as NASA is to divide the task of health
management into four key themes: detection, diagnosis, prog-
nosis, and mitigation. This chapter describes a systematic
approach to the development of IVHM technologies and sys-
tems.

2 BACKGROUND

Data on fatal accident occurrence in the worldwide commer-
cial jet fleet from 1999 through 2008 indicate that system
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and component failures or malfunctions caused 9% of the
onboard fatalities. Approximately 41% of onboard fatalities
are caused by loss-of-control during flight and about 20% of
onboard fatalities are due to controlled flight into or toward
terrain. System and component failures play a role in some
of these. These three accident groups account for 70% of the
4717 onboard fatalities in this time period as reported by the
Commercial Aviation Safety Team/International Civil Avia-
tion Organization (CAST/ICAO) Common Taxonomy Team.
The data also show that fatal accidents occur throughout the
flight regime, from 20% at takeoff and initial climb, 10%
during climb, 8% at cruise, 4% during descent, 10% at initial
approach to 36% during final approach and landing (Aviation
Safety Boeing Commercial Airplanes, 2009). The remaining
12% are fatal accidents occurring during ‘taxi, load/unload
parked, tow’ and do not apply to in-flight accidents.

Other information, such as accident and incident investi-
gation reports, provides invaluable insights on the probable
causes or factors in aircraft accidents. These data sources
may contain precursor information on developing problems
that can lead to significant safety issues. One example is
the September 2006 incident of Qantas Flight 68, where
Air Data Inertial Reference Unit (ADIRU) related problems
were exhibited but did not cause any disruption to the flight.
The crew received numerous caution and warning messages,
but the messages changed too quickly to be dealt with in
sufficient time. After landing, the ADIRU manufacturer’s
recommended maintenance procedures were carried out and
system testing was conducted. No further fault was found.

Later (October 2008), another incident occurred on Qantas
Flight 72 which caused injuries to 115 passengers and crew,
as well as damage to the aircraft, due to two forced dives
attributed in part to a malfunctioning ADIRU. The incident
started with the autopilot disengaging and sending angle-of-
attack spike and ADIRU failure messages. Incorrect airspeeds
were indicated, followed by two sudden uncommanded pitch-
down maneuvers. The crew was able to recover from the
mishap and make an emergency landing without further
injuries (Australian Transport Safety Bureau, 2008). Later
it was discovered that this same aircraft and ADIRU were
involved in the earlier September 2006 incident on Qantas
Flight 68.

The June 2009 accident, Air France 447, also had incon-
sistencies in the airspeeds reported. There were no survivors
in this accident (228 fatalities). The investigation is ongoing
and the cause of the accident is still unknown. The estab-
lished facts, based on analysis of the automated messages
broadcast by the aircraft, are that there are inconsistencies
between the various airspeeds. It would have been unclear to
the pilots what the airspeed of the aircraft was. If the aircraft
was under-speed, it can lead to a stall. If over-speed, it “can

lead to the aircraft breaking up because it is approaching the
speed of sound and the structure of the plane is not made for
resisting such speeds” (Bremner, 2009).

There are equally serious risks associated with computer
software. These risks are a growing concern, especially for
NextGen aircraft, because of the increased complexity of
the aircraft and the higher reliance on automation. As an
example, in the October 2008 accident, Qantas 72, the Aus-
tralian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) indicated that a
faulty onboard computer system was behind the midair crisis.
The ATSB said incorrect information from a faulty com-
puter triggered a series of alarms and then prompted the flight
control computers to put the jet into a nosedive.

Accidents such as these indicate how complex and diffi-
cult it is to determine the cause of aircraft malfunctions and
failures. New technologies, such as vehicle level reasoning
systems, are needed to provide more accurate and better reso-
lution to these types of problems. Such technology will need
to actively interrogate the subsystem in order to disambiguate
conflicting health state information.

In summary, the critical issues that face aviation safety in
today’s and NextGen aircraft reside in both the hardware and
software domains. New aircraft technologies will bring new
potential failure modes that will require new detection and
mitigation strategies.

3 APPROACH

Without loss of generality, we consider a large commercial
transport aircraft as the system for which we are developing
the health management capability. While it is the case that
other systems, such as small manned and unmanned aircraft
as well as spacecraft, rockets and other hypersonic vehicles,
deep space probes, and other complex systems pose their own
unique challenges, the methods and approach discussed here
would also be suitable for use in such systems. In fact, non-
aerospace systems such as nuclear power plants, automobiles,
sea-faring ships, complex networked computer systems, and
submarines would also be appropriate candidate systems for
the approach described here. We focus on large commercial
aircraft due to the fact that most readers will be familiar with
the basic subsystems of the aircraft.

One approach to the development of health management
capabilities is to create component or subsystem-level tech-
nologies that are effective for the specific mechanism in
question. This approach matches standard engineering design
practice and also is well-suited for the structure of many
aerospace research and development organizations. However,
in order for the full potential of IVHM subsystem tech-
nologies to be realized, the focus must be shared with the
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integrated system-level health management capability. Sub-
system interactions, for example, will not be captured by an
independent subsystem but can be at the system level.

Another approach to IVHM technology development is
to view the health management technology from the point
of view of its end goal, that is, to detect, diagnose, predict,
and then mitigate adverse events during the flight of the air-
craft. This approach encourages concurrent subsystem and
system-level consideration and shifts the focus of the health
management technology from the subsystems and their func-
tion in the aircraft to the specific tasks required to make
a functional health management system. It is assumed that
the subsystems will have some degree of health management
capability, such as sensors, algorithms, and reasoning tech-
nology. However, combining the data and information arising
from these subsystems is critical for a true system-level health
management (HM) capability.

Thus, the design of the overall system-level HM capability
can parallel the design and development of the aircraft and
its constituent subsystems and components. One significant
issue in the development of a true integrated health manage-
ment system is the lack of data of faults and failures from real
systems. This can cause significant modeling and verification
and validation issues.

Each theme – detection, diagnosis, prognosis, and miti-
gation – relates to the ultimate goal of health management.
The purpose of the first theme, Detection, is to develop sens-
ing and anomaly detection capabilities that are operational
across all the subsystems of the aircraft. Thus, for an air-
craft, the Detection theme would include all sensing and
anomaly detection methods that would be required to detect
off-nominal behavior in the Structural Subsystem, Propulsion
Subsystem, Aircraft Systems Subsystem (avionics, electron-
ics, actuators, etc.) and also the Software Subsystem.1

The technologies developed in the Diagnosis theme area
are designed to isolate the root-cause of a fault or failure in any
subsystem or component of the aircraft. The diagnostic tech-
nology on an aircraft must be able to rapidly disambiguate
among a large number of potential sources of the fault or
failure and must also be able to produce confidence bounds
on its diagnosis. These requirements precipitate two types of
approaches for diagnostics: model-based diagnosis and data-
driven diagnosis. We will explore the trade-space between
these two approaches in the context of an overall IVHM sys-
tem. Clearly, the diagnostic technology relies heavily on the
sensing and anomaly detection technologies described in the
Detection theme area.

Suppose that an adverse event due to a mechanical fault
or failure occurs during the flight of an aircraft. The detec-
tion and diagnostic technologies on board could, in concert,
identify and disambiguate the root-cause of the fault or fail-

ure. However, a critical need for the safety and mission
assurance of the aircraft is that we know the effect that the
adverse event will have on the flight of the aircraft. Many
faults may have no significant impact on the overall success
and safety profile of the mission because of redundancy in the
system design or other engineering considerations. However,
some faults or failures can lead to catastrophic consequences.
It is therefore essential to be able to calculate, with confidence
bounds, the remaining useful life (RUL) of an affected sub-
system or component given that a fault has been detected and
its root-cause has been diagnosed. This area, Prognostics, is
our next theme. It is important to point out, however, that
while RUL calculations are usually done at the component
or subsystem level, the ultimate goal of prognostics must be
the estimation of RUL with confidence bounds on the system
as a whole and its effect on the safety and completion of the
mission of the aircraft.

Under certain circumstances, the prognostics technologies
on an aircraft may indicate that the remaining useful life is
adequate and the subsequent impact on the mission of the
aircraft is minimal, thus requiring no immediate action. How-
ever, in other cases, the calculations may reveal that there is
a significant risk to the current mission of the aircraft. In
these cases, it becomes necessary to either reconfigure the
aircraft so that other subsystems compensate for the fault,
or, if the prediction from the prognostic technology indicates
that the risk to mission safety is very high, it may be necessary
for the pilot or automation to take actions to prevent loss-of-
control of the aircraft. Because of the control-centric issues
involved in the latter type of situation, we briefly describe
those mitigation strategies that can be employed in situa-
tions where the system can recover through component-level
and system-level adaptive reconfiguration. These technolo-
gies fall under the theme of Mitigation, which is the final
theme in IVHM.

Other than the four themes described above (Detection,
Diagnosis, Prognosis, and Mitigation), there are several other
areas that are required for successful research, development,
and implementation of IVHM technologies. These include
the development of capabilities to study large, heterogeneous
data sets that arise from fleets of aircraft, multiple flights,
tests of spacecraft or other systems in both online and offline
settings.

In many cases, it is possible to collect data from the oper-
ation of systems over a long period of time under different
operating conditions. For example, fleets of large commercial
transport aircraft generate significant amount of data during
their operational phases. For some carriers, these data are
stored in a flight-data recorder which is then downloaded to
a storage site for later processing. Many automobiles also
process hundreds of parameters regarding the vehicles health
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and control signals. These are not usually stored onboard but
can often be accessed through a data bus. In addition, there
are several hundred-thousand safety text reports available that
describe possible safety incidents which are written by flight
crews (for more information see Aviation Safety Reporting
System, n.d.). These reports, analyzed and tracked by human
experts, offer a wealth of information about potential safety
issues from a variety of perspectives.

The data mining capabilities that are broadly relevant to
health management activities include clustering, classifica-
tion, regression, and various aspects from the field of text min-
ing such as topic detection and tracking, and automatic topic
construction (for more information, see Blei, Ng and Jordan,
2003). The creation of algorithms that can process heteroge-
neous data that lead to actionable information is at the fore-
front of research in the intersection between data mining and
health management. The impact of data mining is pervasive
in IVHM and techniques and associated results are described
throughout the IVHM theme sections of this chapter.

The technologies for Integrated Vehicle Health Manage-
ment necessarily fall into the area of automated systems,
which must make decisions without direct human interven-
tion. In most real-world cases, however, they must be robust
enough to allow for human intervention when warranted. A
minor sensor failure on an aircraft may not warrant direct
action from the pilot. It could be deferred to the next sched-
uled maintenance visit. However, other types of faults or
failures may require direct intervention from a pilot. Robust
IVHM systems must be able to accommodate both situations
with the appropriate level of automation and human-in-the-
loop interaction.

The remainder of the chapter discusses each theme in
detail and introduces the topic of architecture and integra-
tion. It is important to note that IVHM is a very broad and
multidisciplinary activity. As such, for the sake of brevity,
in this chapter we are not discussing challenging issues such
as human-in-the-loop simulation (see Cognitive Engineer-
ing and Aviation Safety), design methodology, methods to
verify and validate health management systems, on- and
off-board information management technologies (see Air-
borne Network Security and Information Assurance), aircraft
safety certification (see Aircraft Safety Certification), or other
related areas.

4 SYSTEM-WIDE DETECTION
OF A FAULT

The task of detecting a fault or failure in a particular sub-
system or component relies on two capabilities: sensing
capabilities that are appropriately placed to identify potential

faults, and anomaly detection algorithms, which automati-
cally characterize nominal behavior and detect changes from
nominal behavior. We begin with a discussion of sensing
technologies and then discuss anomaly detection methods
which are relatively agnostic to the type of sensor used and
the subsystem or component.

Sensing technologies can be very specific to the subsys-
tem or component in question. However, there are some issues
regarding sensor design and development that are indepen-
dent of the specific implementation. Consider, for example,
an in-situ sensor system designed to detect a potential fault
or failure in a composite wing or fuselage of an aircraft.
Such a sensor is exposed to significant and rapid changes
in temperature, humidity, pressure, and other environmental
variables. The sensing system must also withstand signifi-
cant high-frequency vibration. Because any sensing system
adds weight and complexity to the overall design, the sensors
that are ultimately incorporated in the final design are usu-
ally used for control purposes. There are notable departures
from this approach such as with Boeing 777/787 and Airbus
A320/A380 aircrafts that have external cameras to enhance
pilot vision during ground maneuvering and taxiing. These
cameras are also used to provide passengers with a pilot’s-
eye view of the take-off and landing as well as the landscape
they are flying over (Boeing, 2009; Behind the A380, 2009).

A critical aspect of sensing systems for health manage-
ment applications is maintaining an appropriately high signal
to noise ratio under a wide variety of environmental condi-
tions and, in some cases, spatial positioning and orientation.
While these factors may not directly affect noise levels in the
signal, they can affect the quality and utility of the sensed
signal. Significant research developments have been made in
the area of sensor design and placement for structural health
monitoring (Ihn and Chang, 2008).

In some cases, sensors can fail in a way that can create an
ambiguity to diagnostic systems. For example, if zero read-
ing or a flat, high reading is taken from a sensor it could be
due to the fact that the sensor itself failed or due to a fault or
failure in the sensed component. In many cases, redundancy
can help to disambiguate such issues. However, redundancy
can lead to increased weight and complexity. New hardware
sensor designs, which allow for easier sensor/component fail-
ure disambiguation, can help alleviate this issue. In some
cases, these sensor designs will need to deliver not only the
sensed value but a confidence interval associated with that
value. These confidence intervals can be used for further
disambiguation of root-cause in the diagnostic systems.

Another important approach in the design of new sen-
sor systems for health management applications is in the
area of active sensing (Dove, Park and Farrar, 2006). Active
sensing refers to sensing systems which can actively query
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the subsystem or component in order to either disambiguate
a sensor failure from a system or component failure, or to
gather more information regarding the fault or failure from
the affected component. For example, consider a situation
with an active piezoelectric transducer (PZT) sensor. These
sensors can act as actuators to provide a vibratory signal to the
structure. The vibratory signal can be used by the sensor itself
or by other sensors in the vicinity to determine the health sta-
tus of the structure. This type of active sensing can be critical
to achieving required diagnostic system performance.

Given a robust sensor design, it is often possible to deter-
mine whether or not it is measuring nominal or off-nominal
performance of the sensed system. These are often indicated
by an envelope (or red-line threshold) that is tuned so that
if the sensor reading crosses the envelope, a fault or fail-
ure is indicated. For a single measured parameter, such an
approach works very well and has predictable statistical prop-
erties. In this case, the detection of an anomaly is relatively
straightforward.

However, many systems can exhibit nominal performance
on a variety of individual sensors but still be off nominal when
the totality of the sensor readings is considered. In this case, a
multidimensional anomaly detection approach is necessary.
Such approaches do not model individual variation with a sin-
gle red-line threshold. Consider for example a set of d sensors,
each producing a time-synchronous reading. In this case, one
can construct an anomaly detection algorithm that models the
position of the totality of sensors as a point in a d-dimensional
space. The movement of the point as a function of time can
be modeled using a purely data-driven approach. In this way,
the totality of sensor readings can be taken into account to
identify potentially more complex faults, failures, and trends.
The following papers contain more information on anomaly
detection (Iverson et al., 2009; Bay and Schwabacher, 2003;
Das et al., 2009; Srivastava and Das, 2009).

In our discussion, we have so far focused on sensors which
provide continuous measurements as a function of time. How-
ever, there are other sensors, such as those in the cockpit
of a plane, which measure the on/off position of different
switches. These sensors do not provide continuous mea-
surements. Instead, they provide discrete, or more generally,
multi-valued (categorical) data.

Anomaly detection for these types of sensors is much
more difficult than for continuous sensors because there is
no red-line threshold that can be set to determine nominal or
off-nominal behavior. As such, an important area of research
is to develop technologies to identify anomalies in multivari-
ate discrete signals (for more information, see Budalakoti,
Srivastava and Otey, 2009; Chandola, Banerjee and Kumar,
2009). The sequenceMiner algorithm, for instance, models
known nominal switching sequences and then computes the

Figure 1. The photograph shows four custom-packaged NASA SiC
test chips mounted on a custom high-temperature circuit board.

distance of observed sequences from the nominal sequences.
If those distances are large, it considers the observed sequence
off-nominal. Note that the distance metric used is not based
on Euclidean-distance. Rather, it is based on the longest-
common-subsequence definition.

A third area of anomaly detection concerns itself with the
identification of anomalies in data streams that arise from
both discrete and continuous sensors. This is an active area
of research. In all cases, however, whether the anomaly is
detected directly at the sensor level, or through an algorith-
mic approach, information from such a system must pass
through to a diagnosis system that has the capability to detect
the root-cause of the fault or failure. In some cases, this is
straightforward. In other cases, however, it is very difficult.

Figure 1 shows high temperature semiconductor inte-
grated circuits that would be appropriate for use in the
hot-section of an engine or other harsh environment (Neudeck
et al., 2009). Circuits of this type have been shown to operate
for thousands of hours at 500 ◦C with little change in their
operating characteristics. Figure 2 shows a sensor appropriate
for use in structural health management applications. Fiber
Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors, placed at regular intervals
along an optical fiber, can be used to determine temperature,
pressure, and strain measurements. When used in a multi-
core optical fiber (three or more channels in a single fiber), the
strain measurements from each core can indicate the direc-
tion and amount of bend in the fiber. The amount of strain in
each core is proportional to the bend radius and to the position
of each core relative to the center of the bend curve. Using
commercially available software to enhance the processing
of these directional measurements, this new method gives a
highly accurate depiction of how the fiber is positioned.
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Figure 2. This figure shows a sensor appropriate for use in structural health management applications. Fiber Bragg Grating sensors can be
used to determine temperature, pressure, and strain, and, in some configurations, can be used to detect bending in three dimensions.

5 DIAGNOSIS AND DISAMBIGUATION

Diagnostic systems can take information directly from the
sensing and anomaly detection algorithms described in the
previous section. The diagnostic system in the aircraft must
be able to rapidly discriminate between hundreds or thou-
sands of potential root causes, which can be accomplished
through approaches such as rule-based expert systems, case-
based reasoning systems, model-based reasoning systems,
learning systems, and probabilistic reasoning systems. With
any approach it is critical that the diagnostic system deliver
both a list of potential root-causes as well as a measure of
confidence in each root-cause.

The estimation of uncertainty is critical not only for suc-
cessful diagnostics but for prognostic purposes as well. For
both model-based and data-driven diagnostic methods, the
diagnostic system must correctly model and propagate uncer-
tainty regarding the root-cause of a failure.

Even for simple configurations or designs, disambiguation
can be a difficult task because it can be difficult to determine
whether an anomaly is due to a fault in a subsystem or a sen-
sor, unless there is sufficient sensor redundancy or the sensor
is self-diagnosing. For example, consider an electrical circuit
which has a bank of parallel switches and a light bulb in par-
allel to the switch bank. If any of the switches are closed,
the light would shut off. The light would stay on only if all
the switches are in the open position. Thus, in this circuit, a
failure corresponds to one of the switches being closed and
causing a short circuit. If there are N switches in the switch
bank, the disambiguation question becomes one of determin-
ing which switch has closed. In the event that there is only

information on whether the light is on or off, disambiguation
is not possible without further information. Thus, additional
sensors and the placement of the sensors in the circuit can help
to disambiguate the root-cause of the failure in the circuit.

The model-based approach to diagnostics requires the
development of a detailed model of the system or compo-
nent that includes models of the sensors and the physical
system. Depending on the nature of the underlying system,
the model could take the form of a linear dynamical sys-
tem and related regression techniques, Bayesian probabilistic
model (Mengshoel et al., 2009; Chavira and Darwiche, 2007;
Pearl, 1988), or a bond-graph. The linear dynamical sys-
tem approach to diagnosis has been extensively explored in
control theory literature. In this approach, a dynamic model
known as an observer is developed that estimates a measured
quantity as a function of time. There are numerous traditional
methods to address these sorts of models based on Kalman
filtering and other least squares estimation techniques.

A new approach to model-based diagnostic systems has
been proposed by Boyd et al. that is extremely efficient,
and scales to very large problem involving thousands or
more possible faults and measurements (Zymnis, Boyd and
Gorinevsky, 2009). This approach is based on compressed-
sensing techniques (closely related to the lasso method in
statistics) and can produce excellent results.

Boyd further shows that even under high noise condi-
tions, it is possible to identify the true fault pattern even
when the number of observations is far less than the number
of dimensions. The solution to the problem requires one to
solve a convex optimization problem. This methodology does
not currently allow for the quantification and propagation
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of uncertainty. However, it has been shown that under sit-
uations of high noise and model mismatch due to model
misspecification, the approach can still give very accurate
results.

Another approach to addressing the model-based diag-
nosis problem while maintaining uncertainty estimates is to
use a Bayesian Network (BN). In the Bayesian methodology,
each node is assigned a probability distribution and corre-
sponds to a physical entity (either subcomponent or sensor)
in the component or subsystem that is being modeled. The
underlying structure of the BN allows for probability dis-
tributions to be computed and propagated using Bayesian
probability theory. Recent innovations have shown how to
convert BNs into arithmetic circuits that can be solved on
the microsecond timescale thus enabling their suitability for
real-world on-board diagnostic systems.

Using this approach, several Bayesian network (BN) mod-
els of the ADAPT electrical power system (EPS) testbed have
been developed and compiled to arithmetic circuits. While
these BNs contain several hundred random variables and are
too complicated to discuss here, Figure 3 shows a scaled-
down BN that illustrates several key points (Mengshoel et al.,
2008). This BN represents a simple EPS with these four com-
ponents: a battery, a circuit breaker, a relay, and a load that
generates heat. In addition, current and voltage are measured
immediately downstream of the battery, and there is a tem-
perature sensor attached to the load. Thus, there are a total
of three sensors. In order to perform diagnosis of this simple
EPS, we execute probabilistic queries over the BN’s seven
health nodes (or random variables) to find out which health
variables, if any, are in non-healthy states.

Diagnostics based on bond-graph theory also allow for
a model to be built based on the underlying physics of
the mechanism being modeled. The bond-graph encodes
the physical laws (such as Kirchhoff’s Voltage and Current

Laws) to efficiently model a system’s structure and behavior.
Moreover, the bond-graph provides a systematic and formal
way for modeling dynamic systems. This method simpli-
fies and enables more complex cause-effect reasoning, and
as a result a more robust diagnostics system can be devel-
oped. Many early approaches to fault diagnosis are inherently
rule-based, which are likely to be inflexible, incomplete, and
require comprehensive prior knowledge of fault characteris-
tics (Mukherjee, Karmakar and Samantaray, 2006).

Data-driven diagnostics, in contrast to model-based meth-
ods, rely on data to be gathered that are indicative of the
operation of the subsystem or component in question. In many
cases, the anomaly detection method can also provide diag-
nostic information. Figure 4 shows the output of an anomaly
detection algorithm known as IMS (Iverson et al., 2009) for a
recent study done on the flow control valve of the Space Shut-
tle. The algorithm analyzes a data stream of 13 variables and
emits a single score indicating the degree of the anomaly of
the combined set of variables based on an internal data-driven
model that is built automatically using nominal training data.

IMS shows that an anomaly occurred at 93.6 s and per-
sisted through the remainder of the flight. It should be noted
that all flights show transient effects early in the launch
sequence; these subsequently drop to a low value when the
flight becomes stable. This algorithm also gives diagnostic
information as shown in Figure 5. In this figure, the trace
indicates that the MPS-GH2-Press-Outlet-Press (with a value
around 25) is the root cause of the anomaly. Other candidates
are given but the scores are much lower.

Ultimately, regardless of the methodology used for diag-
nosis, at minimum the diagnostic system must emit a list of
potential causes of the adverse event. Confidence values for
each element in the list are useful for disambiguation and for
further reasoning about the state of health of the system under
study.

Figure 3. The Bayes Net shown represents a simple electrical power system (EPS) with these four components: a battery, a circuit breaker,
a relay, and a load that generates heat.
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Figure 4. This figure shows the IMS output for STS-126 which experienced a flow control valve failure. The straight gray line indicates a
3-sigma threshold calculated from a nominal mission; IMS shows that an anomaly occurred at 93.6 s.

Figure 5. This figure shows the contribution of each input variable to the IMS anomaly score for STS-126. The MPS E2 GH2 Outlet
Pressure sensor is the main driver of the anomaly score, thus providing diagnostic information.

6 PROGNOSTICS: PREDICTING
REMAINING USEFUL LIFE

In many ways, prognostics or the estimation of remaining
useful life is one of the most critical tasks in real-world
applications of health management, particularly in situations
where significant loss could occur due to a fault or failure.
As is the case with diagnostics, there are two broad methods
for addressing the estimation of remaining useful life: those
based on models and those based on data-driven approaches.

Additionally, a hybrid approach, where both physics-based
models and data-driven approaches are used in tandem, can
produce excellent results.

Model-based prognostics rely on developing detailed
physical models that describe the physics behind a fail-
ure. These so-called physics of failure models may start
from fundamental principles such as quantum mechanical
properties for structures and materials or other principles
such as Paris’ Law. For batteries, the underlying physics
could come from electrochemical theory; for actuators, from
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Figure 6. This figure illustrates two new methods designed to evaluate the effectiveness of prognostics algorithms: (a) prediction horizon;
(b) α −λ accuracy.

mechanical engineering theory; etc. For some components
such as electronics, such laws may not be known and are
under development (Lall et al., 2009).

Based on these principles, once a sensor detects that a
fault has occurred, the initial conditions, based on the sensor
output, can be set in the physics of failure model. The model
is then propagated forward in time to estimate the remaining
useful life. This approach is taken for prognostics of many
subsystems of an aircraft including the structure, propulsion,
and avionics.

In the event that a well-developed physics-based approach
is not available, one must rely on data driven techniques. For
a purely data-driven approach, as in the case of diagnostics, a
machine-learning model such as a neural network or Gaussian
process can be used to learn the input–output dynamics of the
system. When new data arrives from the sensors, it can serve
as input to the model to estimate the next value of the sen-
sor readings. Depending on the model used, it is possible to
iterate the model forward in time to produce a forecast of
future values of the sensor readings. If those estimated future
readings deviate beyond preset bounds, it can indicate that an
anomaly is occurring. The estimation of remaining useful life
is computed based on known physical models of the propaga-
tion of the failure. In simple cases, it can be estimated based
on the rate at which the true system output diverges from
the estimated system output. The uncertainty estimates from
diagnostic systems can be used to inform the prognostic mod-
els and, depending on the nature of the prognostic model, can
be incorporated into the ultimate estimate of RUL.

Recent work has occurred in the area of developing metrics
for prognostics (Saxena et al., 2009). Traditional measures

of model accuracy such as mean squared error, correlation
coefficient, and cross-entropy are not always appropriate for
prognostics. New methods based on ideas of convergence,
long-term bounds between the actual and estimated obser-
vations, and the extent of the prediction horizon, have been
made. These innovations will help practitioners and algo-
rithm designers evaluate algorithms based on metrics relevant
for the task. Figure 6 shows two new methods to evaluate the
quality of prognostic algorithms (Saxena et al., 2009). Pre-
diction horizon indicates whether an algorithm predicts with
enough time left to take corrective action, and α −λ accuracy
evaluates the prediction accuracy at a given time instant of
interest λ.

7 MITIGATING THE EFFECTS
OF A FAULT

Once an estimate of remaining useful life has been generated,
depending on the system in question and the severity of the
fault (i.e., the urgency and amount of remaining useful life), it
may be necessary to take (semi-) automated actions to ensure
the success of the mission.

During flight, the most critical aspect of mitigation is to
avoid a loss-of-control event where the aircraft rapidly enters
an unanticipated flight regime. In these circumstances, it is
critical that the mitigation strategies employed be able to
adaptively reconfigure the control surfaces, propulsion sys-
tems, and actuators to maintain stability and maneuverability
and ensure a safe landing. Although it is out of the scope of
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this chapter, the interested reader is referred to a large body
of research in adaptive control and recovery.

For certain structural health management applications,
self-healing materials may be deployed which allow for auto-
mated healing (with external application of energy) of micro
cracks in composite and metallic materials. This form of
reconfiguration could be conducted during the operation of
an aircraft but preferably during maintenance visits.

Other approaches to automatic reconfiguration are being
pursued in which an agent-based game theoretic framework is
used to automatically adjust multiple components of a system
in the event that one fails (Wolpert and Bieniawski, 2008).
This work is still in its early stages but has shown promising
results in simulations.

8 ARCHITECTURE, INTEGRATION,
AND COLLABORATIVE SYSTEMS

Currently, most health management technologies, if imple-
mented, reduce to residing in a single component or
subsystem. Reasoning about the health of the entire system is
an important goal of a truly integrated solution. This requires
research and development in the areas already described
but also in data management, information integration, and
vehicle-level reasoning systems. These issues can be criti-
cal to the success of the overall health management activity
because they can provide the necessary “glue” to ensure that
OEM-provided health management capabilities are useful in
ensuring overall mission success and safety and reducing
maintenance costs. Although they can add weight, cost, and
complexity to design, the benefits of an integrated system can
be very significant and may outweigh the cost. An appropri-
ate integration can lead to better disambiguation of faults,
better prognostic reasoning, and ultimately higher mission
assurance.

One significant issue in the development of detection,
diagnosis and prognosis capabilities and true integrated
health management systems is the lack of data with faults
and failures from real systems. Moreover, many faults and
the associated data only become known and available after
commissioning of the system. As a result, significant effort
must be made in the development of new benchmark data
sets for use by researchers and practitioners to test various
algorithms, methods, and integrated systems. This poses sig-
nificant modeling and verification and validation challenges.

The architecture of the IVHM system has many challeng-
ing issues and remains an open problem area. It must address a
myriad of factors including cost, weight, complexity, and the
aspects of verification and validation of the health manage-
ment technology. The true cost of a new technology, whether

it is for health management or another purpose, must include
the cost of design, implementation, and the impact that these
factors have on other components in the system. This provides
a true assessment of the cost of the new capability. The ben-
efits of the system, safety and other factors measured using
a variety of metrics including dollars, flight hours, mainte-
nance visits, and so on must be taken into account in order
to make a business case to justify the system in the design
process.

In addition to the costs and benefits of a specific approach,
some aspects of the design must be considered that have over-
arching engineering implications. These include weight and
associated complexity of the system. In many cases, the addi-
tional weight and complexity of the system must be justified
based on the overall performance of the system, over and
above the monetary considerations.

A critical factor in the adoption of the health management
technology, particularly for flight systems, is the verification
and validation process. While verification and validation is
an entire field unto itself, it has several critical aspects when
it comes to health management technologies and their asso-
ciated architectures. One approach to address this issue is
to develop open architectures through which manufacturers,
researchers, and component designers can check the validity
and the correctness of aspects of the architecture during any
phase of the design cycle. In some cases, this ability could
significantly benefit the overall community and increase the
adoption of these technologies in the marketplace.

One aspect of the science of IVHM that makes it particu-
larly challenging is the fact that it is a highly interdisciplinary
science and technology development activity which cuts
across multiple disciplines, technologies, funding programs,
organizational structures, and programmatic boundaries. The
need for effective collaborative tools to enable research,
development, and validation of health management systems
is critical to their success.

Engineers, researchers, and business people in relevant
areas from many different backgrounds must be able to col-
laborate, communicate, and disseminate information in these
fields.

One approach to such a system is DASHlink (dash-
link.arc.nasa.gov). DASHlink fulfills a unique role because
it simultaneously creates a social network of people with
related interests regardless of their affiliation to a particu-
lar discipline, organizational entity, or professional ranks,
while enabling the rapid dissemination of results for valida-
tion from the broader community. DASHlink now serves as
a platform for interdisciplinary collaboration, hosting mem-
bers worldwide, and providing the infrastructure to enable
interdisciplinary research. Many of the algorithms and papers
discussed here are available on DASHlink.
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Although it is possible to bring together multidisciplinary
teams through organized meetings, conferences and collab-
orations, this approach fosters and facilitates collaboration
and innovation by taking advantage of powerful features and
functionality available in Web 2.0.

9 SUMMARY

Health management is the science of making hardware and
software systems to detect, diagnose, predict, and mitigate
adverse events during the operation of a complex system.
Models derived from physical laws coupled with data-driven
techniques are likely to yield significant value in understand-
ing the way faults and failures arise in systems and the way
they propagate through a system to eventually reduce its
remaining useful life. The ability to perform large-scale data
mining on data from multiple systems, subsystems, or com-
ponents is critical for assessing system-level issues. Because
of the complexity of these tasks, it is important to have robust
collaborative tools to make the technologies successful.
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NOTE

1. This chapter treats the Software in an aerospace system
as a subsystem which is a departure from the traditional
hardware-centric paradigm that is usually taken in the
aerospace industry. Due to the fact that health manage-
ment for software systems is a relatively new area with its
own complexities, issues specific to this subsystems will
not be addressed in this chapter. For more information see
Gabor Karsai’s workshop proceedings at (IWSHM, 2009).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Safety is a system concept; only systems can be judged
(acceptably) safe or unsafe. Normally, safety engineering is
structured around the notion of hazards. A hazard, in this con-
text, means a situation with the potential to give rise to loss of
life, or damage to the aircraft. Examples of aircraft hazards
are deployment of reverse thrust in cruise, and asymmetric
deployment of landing gear. If a hazard does arise, then it can
progress into an accident, perhaps resulting in a hull (aircraft)
loss and injuries or fatalities. Should an accident not arise,
the occurrence of the hazard is referred to as an incident.

Software is of relevance to safety where it has a potential
role in contributing to hazards, or in controlling them. Note
that software can both be a causal factor in hazards, for exam-
ple, commanding thrust reverse when the aircraft is airborne,
or a factor in mitigation, for example, advising the pilot that

there is an asymmetrical deployment of the landing gear, or
that a landing gear lock has not engaged, enabling recovery
action to be taken. In the latter case, the software may help
prevent the occurrence of a hazard (a hazardous event) from
progressing to an accident.

It is common to draw distinctions between safety related
and safety critical software (SCS). However these distinctions
are often quite subtle, and not always obviously sound, so the
term SCS is used in this chapter generically for any software
that has a potential role in causing or controlling hazards.

Software can contribute to hazards in one of two primary
ways:

� Incorrect control of a physical system (action or inaction).
� Provision of misleading information to operators, who

then take unsafe actions (or make unsafe decisions).

A secondary means for software to contribute to hazards
is to provide information to other systems, so they provide
incorrect control or misinform operators. For brevity the dis-
cussion here focuses on the primary contributions, but any
analysis of a complex avionics system should address the
secondary contributions as well.

Perhaps surprisingly, given the widespread use of soft-
ware in modern systems, there are relatively few clear-cut
examples of software contributing to hazards or accidents.
Nevertheless, some examples can be given.

The Therac-25 radiation therapy system gave excessive
doses of radiation to a number of patients, causing sev-
eral fatalities (Leveson and Turner, 1993). These accidents
involved both incorrect control and situations where the oper-
ators believed that the radiation doses they were giving were
much lower than those actually being administered.
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In 2005, a Boeing 777 flying out of Perth underwent a
substantial departure from the intended flight path when the
software selected a failed accelerometer (ATSB, 2011). This
is an example of incorrect control (the accelerometer data
fed through to an autopilot). This was an incident, not an
accident, as the pilots eventually managed to regain control
of the aircraft and landed it safely.

These two simple examples illustrate three points. First, it
is essential to use the term “potential” in referring to the role
of software in hazard and accident causation. In the 777 case
there certainly was a problem in the software, but no accident
arose; however if the event had occurred at lower altitude,
then the aircraft would almost certainly have crashed (there
were significant uncommanded altitude fluctuations). Sec-
ond, although there is a distinction between erroneous control
and misleading operators, they can both occur at once, as was
the case with the Therac-25 accidents. Third, problems gen-
erally arise when there is a mismatch between the software’s
model of the system and environment, and the actual state of
the system and environment. This is an important observa-
tion, albeit rather more subtle than has been explained here,
and is one which will be discussed in more detail later.

In designing SCS it is necessary to understand the system
and the potential role that software may have in the safety
of the system. This is termed a “top-down” view of the soft-
ware; this aspect is considered first. However, there are also
“bottom-up” issues, where low-level problems in the soft-
ware can potentially be causes of hazards; these issues are
considered second. As well as achieving safety, it is also nec-
essary to show that the system and software is safe; the issues
of demonstrating safety are addressed third. Fourth, there is
a brief consideration of the appropriate depth of rigor for
demonstrating safety, given a particular hazard severity. In
such a short overview of a complex issue it is not possible
to address all the “live” issues in software safety, so the final
section of this chapter briefly indicates some of the trends
and other concerns.

2 A “TOP-DOWN” VIEW

The term “top-down” means the way in which the role of
software in the safety of the broader system is determined.
It is assumed here that a “classical” form of hazard analy-
sis is used at a system level – for example, functional hazard
analysis (FHA) (SAE, 1996) or energy trace and barrier anal-
ysis (ETBA) (Benner, 1985). These analyses will both help
to determine potential hazards, and to identify their poten-
tial causes. For example, FHA considers what happens if
functions:

� do not occur when they should (omission);
� occur when they should not (commission);
� occur incorrectly (erroneously), for example, wrong val-

ues or wrong timing.

The 777 incident described above is an example of
erroneous behavior – incorrect inertial data was fed into
the autopilot, and an incorrect trajectory was chosen. The
Lauda Air accident (AAIC, 1993), in which a thrust reverser
deployed in flight, is an example of a commission failure (a
“normal” action occurred at an inappropriate time). In FHA
potential functional failures are assessed to see if they are
credible, and how serious they might be if they arose, for
example, could they cause aircraft loss, or will they sim-
ply increase pilot workload, through making him or her use
secondary instruments?

Where hazards could be caused by software, and are suffi-
ciently serious, then action will need to be taken to reduce the
likelihood of this happening (see the discussion of “bottom-
up” issues below). Also, in many cases, software will be
called upon to help to prevent the hazard evolving into an
accident – and this is true even where a hazard has no poten-
tial software cause. For example, there is now a requirement
in the relevant civil aircraft design standards to detect uncom-
manded movement of a thrust reverser, and to restow it;
this function is software controlled (although, of course, it
involves hardware, for example, movement sensors and actu-
ators, as well).

Techniques such as ETBA consider what happens in the
event of inadequate control of energy; for example assessing
the impact of a tire burst. For software, techniques such as
FHA are the main focus, but a complete safety process would
need to include techniques such as ETBA, and it is possible
that ETBA would identify events where software could be
used to provide some form of mitigation.

In system and software development, control or mitigation
of hazards is addressed through the introduction of derived
safety requirements (DSRs); in practice, these are identified
and articulated in a hierarchical manner. The initial anal-
ysis would be done at a system level. If FHA determined
that a commission failure was a possible cause of a “deploy
thrust reverser in cruise” hazard, then a DSR – loosely “avoid
commission” – would be assigned to the system. For later
reference, the requirement is made explicit, slightly reinter-
preting it for generality:

DSR0: prevent deployment of thrust
reverser when aircraft is airborne

If, in designing the system, it becomes clear that the soft-
ware can directly give rise to the commission failure, and
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hence the hazard (nothing else needs to go wrong before the
hazard arises) then a similar DSR is allocated to the software.
Note that this may seem superfluous as this is the normal func-
tional requirement – the software is not expected to operate
the thrust reverser except when the aircraft is on the ground –
but it is important to “tag” it for safety significance, see the
discussion on assuring safety (especially traceability) below.

The top-down approach continues into the software
design, and is again supported by analyses of potential causes
of hazards. FHA and variants can be applied to software
requirements, but it is perhaps more common to use variants
of HAZOP (CISHEC, 1977) such as SHARD (McDermid
et al., 1995) and Deviation Analysis (Reese and Leveson,
1997) at the level of software architecture. These flow-based
analyses are generally thought to be effective as they cast
light on the flow of information through programs – and lack
of input, or transmission of erroneous data, can be a potential
cause of a hazard, just as much as a functional error. Anal-
ysis of the software design, particularly at the architectural
level, can identify further DSRs – perhaps for a “handshake”
to ensure that data has been transmitted, or for initialization.

For example, continuing with the thrust reverser control
case, to provide a running example, assume that our focus is
on the software in the electronic engine controller (EEC) that
is part of a full authority digital engine controller (FADEC).

Assume that the system has three sensor inputs:

� RS: reverser stowed (binary);
� RD: reverser deployed (binary); and
� RP: reverser position (continuous, assume range 0–100

from stowed to deployed).

It can further be assumed that the EEC receives command
inputs:

� DS: deploy or stow (messages on a databus from the
aircraft).

If the FADEC and actuators are simple, there could be a
single output command to the actuator, plus a signal (reverser
response) back to the aircraft:

� OC: open or close (assume here there is no control over
rate, etc.)

� RR: open, closed, opening, closing (assume there is no
benefit in signaling the actual degree of deployment).

Note that, for RR, open is taken to mean deployed and
closed to mean stowed. The software designers might propose
the following simple software design.

RS

RD

RP

DS

OC

SO SC EP

RR

Position
control

Position
sense

Figure 1. Simplified software architecture.

In Figure 1 there are the following internal binary vari-
ables:

� SO: sensed open
� SC: sensed closed
� EP: erroneous position data

The flow-based analyses consider deviations from intent,
using various guidewords to prompt considerations of pos-
sibilities; the concept is illustrated here using the SHARD
guidewords:

� Omission
� Commission
� Early
� Late
� Detectable value
� Undetectable value

It can be seen that this amplifies on the FHA concept. These
analyses are usually represented in tabular form; the follow-
ing fragment (Table 1) relates to the architecture diagram
above in Figure 1.

The analysis gives insight into the software’s potential
contribution to hazards, and identifies new DSRs. To realize
these DSRs requires some change to the design (as outlined)
adding the signals, as illustrated in Figure 2 below:

� AG: air ground transition (true means aircraft is on the
ground).

� MM: maintenance message if sensors fail.
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Table 1. Fragment of FHA table for thrust reverser.

Flow Deviation Interpretation Effect Cause Recommendation

DS Omission Reverser does not
deploy when
intended

Reduced deceleration Databus failure Can be detected by
aircraft; not an issue
for the EEC

Asymmetric braking . . .

DS Commission Reverser deploys
when not intended

Asymmetric
deployment induces
loss of flight control

Fault in aircraft
system . . .

DSR1: crosscheck
(with AG) to
prevent single point
of failure

DS . . .

RD Omission Reverser full
deployment not
signaled

Excessive force on
reverser mechanism

Sensor failure DSR2: crosscheck
with RP and take
power off actuator

DSR3: flag sensor for
repair

RD . . .

RS

RD

RP

DS

OC

MM

SO SC EP

RR

AG

Position
control

Position
sense

Figure 2. Revised software architecture.

The RR output will also need to be extended to include
fault codes. To illustrate, the DSRs it is shown how they might
be represented in pseudo-code, with allocation to software
components identified, as follows:

DSR1: (Position Control)

IF DS = deploy AND AG = true
THEN OC := open;

RR := opening
ELSE IF DS = deploy AND AG = false

THEN OC := close;
RR := command error

END IF

Here “=” is used to mean a comparison for equality and
“:=” to mean assignment.

DSR2: (Position Sense)

IF RS = false AND RD = true AND RP = 100
THEN SO := true;

EP := false
ELSE IF RS = false AND RD /= true

AND RP = 100
THEN SO := true;

EP := true

Three further points are worth making here. First, DSR1
is a lower level requirement intended to implement DSR0,
and this relationship should be recorded in the requirements
documentation. (Traceability linking is described in further
detail below.) Second, DSR2 probably should be more com-
plex, sampling the value of the sensors several times before
flagging the failure and there are, of course, other conditions
to consider, for example,

ELSE IF RS = false AND RD = true
AND RP /= 100 ...

Third, some further fault reporting is needed for this situ-
ation, so the simple EP binary variable needs to be modified
to flag the sensor at fault, and the error reporting function
in Position Control needs to be extended (or the capability
added to Position Sense). The point to note here is that “the
devil is in the detail” and it is likely that an effective safety
process will lead to rework of the software design to meet
DSRs, to ensure that it is robust against predicted failures.
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Proceeding further into the software design, it will become
necessary to deal with hardware failures and software–
hardware interaction. For example, using hardware failure
modes and effects analysis (FMEA) (Dhillon, 1992) it may
be determined that it is possible for the reverser to move with-
out being commanded (this is, in essence, what happened in
the Lauda Air case through mechanical malfunction). At this
point the system has to deal with the problem; let us assume
that the responsibility for handling the situation is allocated
to the software. This would lead to a further DSR:

DSR4: (Position Control)

IF DS = stow AND SC = false
THEN OC := close;

RR := closing

with some suitable analysis and maintenance messages
and cockpit warnings.

In this case, the top-level DSR (DSR0) was essentially the
same as the functional requirements. By the time lower levels
are reached, the additional DSRs represent new information –
not apparent from the top level – of how the low-level design
and implementation must be managed to control hazards. In
some cases, these DSRs are mainly of the form of “detect
and respond” to low-level events, and this form of DSR is
quite common. However, it is possible to think of DSRs more
generally.

From one perspective, there are two types of DSR:

� Those concerned with reduction of the likelihood of a
hazard arising, for example, detect command to deploy
reversers when aircraft is still flying and preventing it
(DSR1).

� Those concerned with mitigating potentially hazardous
failures (reducing the likelihood that they give rise to
harm), for example, check that mechanical failure of the
thrust reverser is managed (DSR4).

As with the distinction between incorrect control and mis-
leading operators, this distinction is not always completely
clear-cut, but it is a useful viewpoint.

From a different perspective, three types of DSR can be
identified:

� Functional, for example, receives commands, but only
acts on them when it is safe to do so (DSR1).

� Event-response, for example, detects unintended move-
ment of thrust reverser and corrects it.

� Invariant (a property that should always hold), for exam-
ple, the thrust reversers should never be deployed whilst
the aircraft is in the air.

The first two have been illustrated; the third (invariant)
can be thought of as the “top-level” safety requirement for
the hazard. If this property is met then a hazard should never
occur. Indeed the other DSRs, such as DSR4 can be thought of
as functional requirement that preserves the invariant, so far
as is practicable (depending on the cause of uncommanded
actuator movement, DSR4 may not have the desired effect –
but it is all the software can do).

In summary, the top-down part of the process uses safety
analysis to identify the potential impact of system and soft-
ware behavior, including hardware failures, to assess their
contribution to hazards, and to identify requirements on the
software to control these contributions (and hence the haz-
ards). As noted above, the problems arise when the software’s
model of the environment differs from physical reality. Tech-
niques such as FHA and HAZOP identify situations where
this (and other problems) could occur, and help to iden-
tify derived safety requirements, for example, DSR1, which
addresses the consequences of errors in the software state
in the computer in the aircraft that sends commands to the
engine. The DSRs should be traceable from system level,
down to low-level designs or software code. However, at
this point, the top-down approach needs to be complemented
by bottom-up analysis, as the top-down approach may not
identify all possible causes of hazards.

3 A “BOTTOM-UP” VIEW

The top-down process described above is intended to influ-
ence the design as it evolves; this is good practice, as it is
more cost-effective to influence the design than to wait until
an implementation has been produced, and then to analyze
and modify it. However, it is possible to introduce problems
in low-level design that are not “controlled” by the top-down
process, and which also need to be addressed. For example,
if code contains an infinite loop then it may lead to an omis-
sion of all functions in that software module or subsystem;
this might even include disabling the mitigation for a fail-
ure of one of the other functions. Other code-level issues, for
example, divide-by-zero, or indexing outside an array, are
also potentially problematic.

Some potential low-level impairments to software are con-
sidered, in order to identify ways in which these problems can
be addressed. Here no distinction is made between low-level
design and source code, taking the view that there is essen-
tially no creative step between the two, so analyzing either
has the same effect (but also see the discussion of assurance).
There is no widely accepted way of classifying these low-
level issues, but the following may help to understand the
issues:
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� Initialization – Software does not start in an appropriate
state (it may not be immediately unsafe, but the state could
become so, given credible inputs, without any further
error).

� Gaps in coverage – Some situations can arise that are not
addressed by the software, for example, a set of input val-
ues that is logically possible, but thought to be physically
impossible, may not be catered for in the design (the first
safety critical software the author saw had a “hole” like
that: two people died as a consequence, as the hardware
could generate inputs that the software designer thought
impossible, and the software “did nothing” (waited for
valid inputs) which allowed unsafe actions).

� Resource mismanagement – Errors in use of memory
(e.g., ever-growing data structures) or timing (time is a
resource) that may give rise to omission failures in other
parts of the software.

� Loss of integrity – Design that leads to errors in data val-
ues, for example, divide by zero, or failure to manage
buffers properly, or errors in data conversion, or corrup-
tion to produce an invalid message format, and so on.

� Functional errors – Mistakes in algorithms or data struc-
tures that can give rise to erroneous outputs (usually value
domain failures, in the terminology used by deviation
analysis techniques), or commission failures (executing
a function when it was not appropriate to do so).

It should be noted that these cases are not always disjoint,
but they do give a useful perspective to think about possible
(low level) causes of potentially unsafe behavior.

The last case will not be considered in much detail, as
computer science and software engineering focus on just such
issues, and it is where classical testing and review is most
effective. It is, however, instructive to review the others:

� Initialization – In the case of thrust reverser control the
obvious thing to do is for the software to initialize with the
thrust reverser commanded to close (OC:=close). How-
ever, this assumes initialization is on the ground, prior
to the start of flight – what about in flight reset? It may
be that reset occurs when the aircraft is landing and the
reverser is deployed, so perhaps the software should rein-
force the “current state.” That implies that the software
should start by reading the sensed values, however it also
needs to know what the command was; if this is sent by
a message, then it could have been lost. Thus, there may
be a requirement for a design change – either to have
a dedicated link for this (critical) command, rather than
using the databus, or to have a nonvolatile memory (NVM)
to store the command; in either case these observations

may result in DSRs on the hardware, to realize the overall
system safety properties.

� Gaps in coverage – The DSRs given above are fragmented
and (deliberately for illustrative purposes) mix genuine
safety requirements with normal functions. Given what
has been specified, it is difficult to see whether or not
the set of DSRs is complete, or there are “gaps” where
it is not determined what should happen. More precisely,
there may be logically possible circumstances for which
the (safe) behavior of the software is not specified. Tech-
niques for representing requirements, and also ways of
analyzing requirements, are needed to ensure that any
gaps in coverage are identified. Candidate approaches
include Parnas’ software cost reduction (SCR) approach
(Parnas et al., 2002) that endeavors to make omissions
obvious through tabular representations, and automated
analysis techniques, for example, model checking (Clarke
et al., 2008).

� Resource mismanagement – The resources of concern are
generally memory (usually primary memory, not discs or
secondary memory), processor time, and bus bandwidth.
Resources are “mismanaged” if there are insufficient
resources to enable the software to execute so as to meet
its requirements (including DSRs). Note that it is quite
possible for analysis and testing to show that functional
requirements (including DSRs) are met, only for these
results to be invalidated by resource mismanagement –
for example, that the critical code does not run as other
parts of the software over-run their time allocation, or the
busses are so heavily utilized that messages are lost. There
are techniques for timing and memory analysis (Rapita,
2011) and databus utilization analysis and control (Grigg,
2002) that can address these issues, but note that these
techniques are becoming harder to apply as processors
(and other aspects of computer architecture) become more
complex.

� Loss of integrity – This can arise from many sources, but
it is common to concentrate on programming language
issues – and it is perhaps surprising to note that essentially
all languages (certainly all in widespread use) have “inse-
curities,” which mean it is quite easy to have a program
“malfunction” due to side effects of execution that are
not necessarily obvious to the programmer. These are not
really disjoint from the resource mismanagement issues
as, for example, inappropriate uses of memory manage-
ment functions, such as alloc and malloc, in C can
lead to memory exhaustion. One of the best analyses of
the problems of modern languages is an assessment of C
(Hatton, 1995); the SPARK Language and associated
toolset (Barnes, 2003) illustrates what can be done in
terms of defining a language and analysis capabilities
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that reduce or eliminate these impairments to integrity.
These issues can be managed, and there are analysis tools
for languages such as C, but this remains a costly part of
demonstrating the safety of software in its system context.

Note that integrity can be lost due to rather higher level
program design issues, and careful analysis of programs will
be needed, especially relating to hardware–software inter-
action. For example, if the software for the thrust reverser
position sensor in the above example writes into a shared
data area, so that the data is overwritten (destructive write)
and is read nondestructively, then the reading software will
see the “old” value repeatedly if the sensor fails so that it
does not send new values (omission). Thus, the software will
change the hardware’s “fail silent” failure mode into stale
data – giving apparently valid but out of date information. In
general, it is necessary to understand how failures are modi-
fied (transformed) as they propagate through the software; the
failure propagation and transformation notation (FPTN) and
derivatives (Fenelon and McDermid, 1993; Wallace, 2005)
were developed for this purpose. This information about fault
propagation helps the designers to place “traps” in the most
effective places for detecting and correcting erroneous data
flowing though the system.

In general, the sorts of program impairments discussed
above (including functional problems) are referred to as sys-
tematic errors. The term systematic is used as a contrast to
random (hardware) errors. With random errors it is possible to
estimate the probability of occurrence, or failure rate, often
based on historical data (and knowledge about the operat-
ing environment of the components); thus one might be able
to say, for example, that the probability of a specific hard-
ware failure is 1% in a 10 h flight. In contrast, systematic
errors do not occur randomly, but will be repeated if the same
circumstances arise; for example, in the expression:

x := y / (z - 10)

the value of x will be undefined (there will be a divide by
zero) whenever z has the value 10. Of course it may be pos-
sible to estimate how likely it is for z to have the value 10 –
and hence devise a failure probability – but it is generally
difficult to do this with complex programs, and for low fail-
ure rates. A full analysis is outside the scope of this chapter,
but it is generally accepted that it is not possible to produce
statistically valid estimates of software failure rates, for SCS,
prior to deployment.

In summary, the bottom-up approaches are seeking to
avoid, eliminate, or reduce systematic errors that could under-
mine evidence that the software meets its safety requirements,
including DSRs. Arguably if the DSRs were “fully complete”

there would be no need for the bottom-up approaches, as
all the possible low-level causes of problems would be cov-
ered by the DSRs. However, doing this would “clutter” the
DSRs with lots of implementation detail (which probably
would not be known at the time of analysis), and would make
the DSRs very sensitive to changes in low-level design deci-
sions, for example, encoding of data. Instead, the top-down
approach and bottom-up approach can be thought of as being
complementary, by analogy with fault-tree analysis (FTA)
(Roberts et al., 1981) and FMEA (Dhillon, 1992). FTA works
top-down, seeking to identify possible causes of hazards;
FMEA works bottom-up from known failure modes, seeking
to identify other causes of hazards, or common mode failures
that can undermine the results of the FTA; the combination
is much more effective than either one on their own. The
same is true for software: the combination of the top-down
approach, setting DSRs, and the bottom-up approach assess-
ing the impact of (possible) systematic errors (or removing
them) is more powerful than either on their own.

4 ASSURING SAFETY

It is very important to achieve safety – to design SCS so it
plays its proper role in system safety. However, it is also
important to assure software’s role in system safety. An
approach to this, reflecting the principles underlying the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) software standard SW01 (CAA,
1998), is illustrated here. Assurance of software’s role in
contributing to system safety is based on demonstration (evi-
dence) of the following:

� Requirements validity – The soundness and completeness
of the requirements placed on the software, including the
DSRs. Requirements validity is largely a systems safety
engineering issue, showing how DSRs are derived, and
that they are allocated to software, where relevant. How-
ever, validity must include the analysis of the software
architecture, for example, by using SHARD, the analy-
sis of initialization, partitioning (if present), and so on, to
determine and allocate DSRs at all levels of the design.
The evidence in support of requirements validity will be
in the form of records of the safety analysis activities.

� Requirements satisfaction – The establishment that the
software does what it is required to do (and no more),
including meeting DSRs. This will be demonstrated
through a combination of testing, automated static analy-
sis, and manual review.
� Static analysis assesses a program without execution

and can give very high levels of coverage (in princi-
ple exhaustive) and can address parts of programs that
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testing cannot, for example, due to the difficulty of
generating test cases.

� Testing runs the program on real hardware, this will
have lower coverage by comparison with static analy-
sis but will be representative of the behavior of the real
hardware; fault injection can be carried out to check
DSRs that involve responses to failures.

� Manual review helps to identify implicit assumptions
“made by the code” (which might not hold in the real
world), or dealing with unusual situations, for exam-
ple, memory mapped input–output, which might not
be well handled by tools.

The evidence in support of requirements satisfaction will
be the results of the analyses, tests, and reviews.

� Requirements traceability – The establishment that all
requirements trace to some part or parts of the code (or
hardware, if appropriate) and that all parts of the code
trace to some requirements (this is therefore both top-
down and bottom-up). This complements requirements
satisfaction as it deals with showing that the software does
no more than it is intended to and that some part of the code
is allocated responsibility for meeting each requirement.
Requirements traceability can be addressed “manually”
with clerical tool support, for example, through using
spread sheets, or more specialist requirements tools such
as DOORS (DOORS, 2011). The evidence is likely to be
either matrices that show the links from level-to-level in
documentation, or exports from the database that underlie
tools such as DOORS.

� Freedom from interference from nonsafety-related
functions – If a system or a processor supports multi-
ple programs, or one program with partitions of different
criticality, then it is necessary to show that the noncritical
elements do not impair the critical ones. Where there is no
partitioning, this may require detailed program analysis,
for example, to ensure that all references to data are within
the scope of the relevant program, which is a specialized
form of analysis or test. Where there is explicit partition-
ing, the application of an analysis method derived from
HAZOP, for example, LISA (McDermid and Pumfrey,
1998), may be appropriate. The evidence is likely to be
test or review results focused on issues such as address-
ing errors, or the results of applying a technique such as
LISA.

� Basic integrity – See the discussions of loss of integrity
and of resource mismanagement above. The evidence in
support of basic integrity is likely to be a combination
of automated static analysis, and the results of tests and
human review, for example, for conformance to language

subsets, and the avoidance of known problems, for exam-
ple, divide-by-zero.

� Configuration consistency – The establishment that the
evidence collected relates to the same version of the soft-
ware that is deployed, to the appropriate set of tests,
specifications, and so on; in other words that all the
evidence is consistent and coherent with the system as
shipped. This is particularly challenging for complex
programs, and for programs that change substantially dur-
ing development. Configuration consistency is essentially
quality assurance (QA), but focused on coherence of the
programs and associated specifications and assurance evi-
dence. This is achieved largely by implementation of good
principles and practices, supported by “clerical” tools for
cataloguing versions of the source code and other arti-
facts, such as requirements, and managing changes to
these. The evidence to demonstrate that this principle is
met will largely be information on the constitution of soft-
ware baselines, the results of the change control process,
QA records, and so on.

The provision of evidence is necessary, but would nowa-
days not be viewed as being sufficient, in some industry
sectors. There is a growing recognition of the need to produce
safety cases, which include an argument (rationale) explain-
ing why the evidence is appropriate and sufficient to show
that the system is adequately safe. The arguments in the soft-
ware aspects of safety cases will link the evidence to show
how it discharges the overall safety responsibilities. There is
insufficient space here to detail how safety cases are devel-
oped, but it is worth noting that the goal structuring notation
(GSN) (GSN, 2011) is one of the most widely used notations
for presenting safety arguments.

5 STANDARDS AND DEVELOPMENT
ASSURANCE

It is common for the requirements for evidence, for example,
in terms of quantity and rigor, to vary with the criticality of the
safety requirements. The civil aerospace software guidelines,
DO178B (RTCA, 1992), use the term development assurance
level (DAL) to indicate the variation of rigor with hazard
severity.

For example DAL A (the most demanding level) applies
where the failure modes may prevent continued safe flight
and landing, that is, are likely to give rise to aircraft loss;
here there are 66 objectives that the developer must meet.
These can be viewed as more specific versions of the general
objectives outlined above, for example DAL A:
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� Requires independence in verifying that requirements are
met.

� Specifies the level of test coverage on complier output
(executable code) not just source code (however, source
code coverage is sufficient at level B).

These two examples relate to showing requirements sat-
isfaction. At lower DALs (D is the lowest with safety
significance), there are fewer criteria to meet and there are,
for example, reduced requirements for independent checks.
DO178B is the result of a consensual process, and it is the
consensus that these four DALs define the degree of rigor
appropriate for the different levels of criticality or risk asso-
ciated with potential unsafe failures.

It is generally accepted that the higher DALs are more
expensive to meet, for example, DAL A software costs more
to produce than DAL B. Intuitively this is reasonable, as it
is sensible to invest more to address (control) higher risks.
Although DO178B has its critics, there is evidence that soft-
ware developed to DO178B DAL A has a very low unsafe
failure rate (Shooman, 1996), better than one in a million fly-
ing hours but, of course, it is hard to “prove” that this is a
consequence of the use of the guidance document.

DO178B is shortly to be updated to DO178C; the core will
remain much as it is, but it will include annexes dealing with
some new technology, for example, formal methods (Wood-
cock et al., 2009). It also makes an allusion to safety cases
and safety arguments, although it does not fully espouse the
ideas of argument and evidence set out above. However, in
the author’s view there would be merit in adopting a safety
case approach with DO178B – this would enable rationale to
be presented for the methods and techniques used in devel-
opment, and arguments to be used to justify any shortfall in
evidence – which almost inevitably occurs in any real-world
development.

6 OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In developing SCS, and getting approval from the relevant
authorities, standards such as DO178B play a significant role.
However, the standards present a rather static view of what
needs to be achieved which is the reason for adopting rather
more of a “narrative” of how SCS is developed, highlighting
three main elements.

First, the “top-down” part of the process involves assessing
potential hazards in the broader system, for example, engine
or landing gear, and allocating requirements to software to
either make the occurrence of the hazard less likely, or to
mitigate hazardous failures if they occur. Thus, this part of the

process defines the requirements on the software to perform
its role in the system; it addresses the “big picture.”

Second, by contrast, the “bottom-up” part of the process
is concerned with control over the detail, including the way
in which the processing hardware works and can fail, and
issues that can arise in programs, for example, indexing out
of an array, and causing unanticipated failures. These two
parts of the process are complementary, in the way that FTA
and FMEA are, and should result in high integrity software.

Third, as well as achieving high integrity it is necessary to
assure third parties, for example, airworthiness authorities,
that requirements have been met. This is often done directly
against standards – but what has been outlined here is some
rather broader principles for safety demonstration that should
give a stronger basis for assurance. Ideally, this evidence
should be complemented with an argument – the rationale
why the evidence should be viewed as being sufficiently com-
pelling that the SCS is safe to use in its system context. The
use of safety cases, which integrate argument and evidence,
is common in some industries, and may become an important
tool in civil aerospace, over time.

A crucial issue underlying all of the process is that soft-
ware can be a contributory cause to unsafe behavior when its
“model” of the state of the world diverges sufficiently from
reality. Thus, for example, deploying air brakes when the air-
craft is at 50 ft will cause a hard landing, and may even be
catastrophic. However, the key word here is “sufficiently.”
Software reads sensed values and there will inevitably be a
delay between reading a value, and processing it; in some
cases sensors integrate, so what is being read is an average
over, say, 0.5s, not an instantaneous value. Techniques such as
FHA, HAZOP, and so on, are intended to help to identify the
situations where software could contribute to unsafe behavior
– but engineering judgment is needed to identify those situa-
tions that are really significant, in safety terms, from those that
are not. Automation, for example, model checking of specifi-
cations, is helpful in handling complexity. However, there is
evidence that greater care is taken with more critical elements
of systems, beyond the requirements of standards (Reinhardt
and McDermid, 2010), so it is important to ensure that the
processes enable engineering judgment can be applied.

The incidence of unsafe failures of aircraft systems where
software is a clear cause is remarkably low; in this sense the
industry can be seen to be doing a good job, however two
words of caution are needed. First, it is common for the sys-
tem design to reduce dependency on software. For example,
in thrust reverser control, it may be that the EEC commands
the reverser to move, but the aircraft will independently put
power on the actuator, so both have to independently agree
to the action before it occurs; thus a failure of the EEC
software, by itself, will not give rise to an accident. The
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general principle is to avoid software being a single point
of failure to a hazard, and this is a very powerful design rule.
However, as software is more pervasive, it becomes harder
to adhere to. For example, in the Boeing 777 incident near
Perth, the fault management software in one of the avionics
systems was effectively a single point of failure to hazard –
but it is very unlikely that this would have been apparent while
doing the safety analysis (the errors were in fault management
and maintenance software, which is not directly involved in
providing the acceleration data that the system uses).

Second, there are incidents that, under other circum-
stances, could have been accidents – for example, the Perth
777 incident would almost undoubtedly have led to a hull loss
if it had occurred at a significantly lower altitude. It is not
clear if it is possible to get accurate data on software-related
incidents, but enough of them get reported, for example, the
failure of US fighters to deal correctly with the International
Date Line (F22, 2011), that the industry cannot afford to be
complacent.

In conclusion, the disciplined approaches to developing
and assuring SCS in the aviation sector have proven effective
over many years. However, the industry is facing challenges
as systems become more complex, and aircraft become more
dependent on software for safe operation. Further, there is a
desire to adopt more commercial technology, to use (self-)
adaptive software, to build systems of systems (SoS) where
there is no overall control over system development or oper-
ation, in which case security may be more of an issue than
hitherto in airborne systems, and so on. These trends mean
that there is a need for further research in development
and assessment of SCS, as it is unlikely that the current
approaches will cope adequately with the next generation
of aviation systems.

ABBREVIATIONS

CAA Civil Aviation Authority
DAL Development assurance level
DSR Derived safety requirement
EEC Electronic engine controller
ETBA Energy trace and barrier analysis
FADEC Full authority digital engine controller
FHA Functional hazard analysis
FMEA Failure modes and effects analysis
FPTN Fault propagation and transformation notation
FTA Fault-tree analysis
GSN Goal structuring notation
HAZOP(S) HAZard and OPerability Studies
NVM Nonvolatile memory
QA Quality assurance

SCR Software cost reduction
SCS Safety critical software
SHARD Software hazard analysis and resolution in

Design
SoS System of systems
US United States (of America)
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1 INTRODUCTION

An air navigation service provider manages flight traffic
on behalf of a country, region, or company. Air navigation
service providers are either government departments/state-
owned companies, or private organizations. They are respon-
sible for air traffic control (ATC) within their respective flight
information region assigned by international agreement.

The US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) imple-
ments the most complex air navigation operation in the world,
the US National Airspace System (NAS). The NAS con-
nects with 29 other air traffic regions run by 18 different
countries. This chapter uses the US NAS to examine air
navigation automation systems, the facilities in which they

operate, information networks interconnecting them, and
their airborne communications with aircraft. This provides
a specific, complex context for our discussion of present and
future aviation information systems, network security, and in-
formation assurance, with attention to airborne information
management.

For discussion of other subjects relevant to information
network security in aviation (see Aircraft Regulatory Envi-
ronment and Air Traffic Management).

2 US NAS FACILITIES

The NAS comprises US airspace; air navigation facili-
ties, equipment, and services; airports; aeronautical charts,
information, and services; rules, regulations, and proce-
dures; technical information; and manpower and material.
Included are system components shared jointly with the
military.

There are from 4000 to 6000 aircraft operating in the NAS
during peak periods. In a single day, there are as many 50 000
aircraft operations. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the actual
positions of 5000 aircraft operating in the system during a
representative peak period.

In 2008, more than 821 billion passenger miles were
flown in US airspace. To make that happen, more than
15 000 air traffic controllers provided service to America’s
590 000 pilots, who flew 239 000 aircraft in and out of 20 000
US airports. Overall, more than 46 million aircraft oper-
ations were safely aided by 59 000 pieces of communica-
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Figure 1. Air traffic in the NAS.

tions, weather, and navigational equipment that were main-
tained by more than 7000 FAA technicians (FAA, 2008a). The
NAS, illustrated in Figure 2, consists of thousands of people,
procedures, facilities, and pieces of equipment in a vast,

multi-layered operation enabling safe and expeditious air
travel in the United States and over large portions of the
world’s oceans.

Networked and interconnected automation systems are
located in over 41 000 NAS operational facilities, includ-
ing Air Traffic Control Towers, Terminal Radar Approach
Controls (TRACONs), the Air Traffic Control System Com-
mand Center (ATCSCC), Air Route Traffic Control Centers
(ARTCCs), Automated Air Flight Service Stations (AFSSs),
and Oceanic Control Centers (Figure 3). Also connected to
the NAS are aviation partners such as airline operations cen-
ters, the Department of Defense, and the National Weather
Service.

Table 1 gives a descriptive summary of the primary ATC
facilities constituting the functional core of the NAS. (Refer
to FAA, 2009a, for definitions of aviation and NAS terminol-
ogy used in this chapter.)

Continued dramatic growth in air traffic will press the
NAS to the scalability limits of the radar-based traffic con-
trol procedures on which the current NAS was developed
five decades ago. The technologies of the information revo-
lution that are fueling robust national economic growth – and

Figure 2. National airspace system facilities.
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Figure 3. NAS facilities and automation systems.

the vigorous air traffic growth integral to it – provide the
capabilities to transform the technical infrastructure un-
derpinning our present air transportation system into one
that is fundamentally more agile and responsive to stake-
holder needs (Mettus and Meserole, 2005). During the
past decade, a tremendously complex undertaking has been
formed to transform the infrastructure of the NAS into what
is called the Next Generation Air Transportation System
(NextGen).

In the foreseeable future, the roles of the air navigation
service provider, pilot, and airline operations center must
evolve substantially to provide the capacity, efficiency, and
predictability of air transport needed for continuing eco-
nomic growth. Underlying that evolution will be a growing
integration and a shifting balance among the airspace man-
agement, strategic flow management, traffic management,
and separation management functions of the ATC system.
Network communications are a key enabler; complemented
with standards and over-arching enterprise architecture, they
will enable widespread information sharing across the NAS,
including the aircraft.

In the NAS today, the evolution of operating procedures
and airspace design is sometimes constrained by require-
ments for the physical proximity of decision makers, airspace
managed, and the enabling automation systems. The scope
and accuracy of air situation analysis is often limited by hu-
man cognitive ability in the face of real-time performance
demands. To re-route aircraft around a rapidly developing
severe weather system, for example, we resort to a playbook
of a priori defined alternative routes that match the unfolding
situation only in a very general sense.

Network-enabled flight operations in the airspace made
possible by network communications and advanced aircraft
data communications and applications will transform ATC
performance by more than doubling airspace capacity and
controller productivity. They will also make the system highly
robust in its response to weather disruptions, security events,
emergencies, and other disturbances. Nearly a decade age,
early demonstrations showing the potential of information
sharing combined with air-ground data communications were
at the forefront of the nascent development of NextGen
(Loynes et al. 2003).
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Table 1. Traffic control facilities in the US National Airspace System.

Facility Description

Air traffic control
tower

A terminal facility that uses air/ground communications, visual signaling, and other devices to provide ATC
services to aircraft operating in the vicinity of an airport or on the movement area. It authorizes aircraft to land
or takeoff at the airport controlled by the tower or to transit the Class D airspace area regardless of flight plan
or weather conditions. A tower may also provide approach control services (radar or non-radar).

Terminal radar
approach control
(TRACON)

An airport terminal ATC facility that uses radar and other non-radar surveillance to provide approach control
services to aircraft arriving, departing, or transiting airspace controlled by the facility. A TRACON is usually
located within the vicinity of a large airport. Typically, the TRACON controls aircraft within a 30–50 nautical
mile (55 to 90 km) radius of the airport between the surface and 18 000 feet. TRACONs normally have their
own radar systems that allow air traffic controllers to track aircraft.

Air route traffic
control center
(ARTCC)

A facility established to provide air traffic control service to aircraft operating on instrument flight rules (IFR)
flight plans within controlled airspace and principally during the overland cruise, or en route, phase of flight.
There are 20 ARTCCs in the continental United States and two servicing Alaska and Hawaii.

Oceanic control
center

Oceanic air traffic control uses procedural separation to maintain separation and sequencing of aircraft over the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans where there is no radar. To achieve this, the aircraft must fly on specified tracks
(e.g., eastbound at night and westbound in the day across the Atlantic) with large separation distances (e.g.,
100 miles). Pilots must radio their position every hour as they cross the ocean and controllers ensure that safe
separation is maintained. The main oceanic centers are located at the New York, Oakland, and Anchorage
ARTCCs, but use different equipment and procedures than domestic en route controllers. Smaller oceanic
operations are located at the Miami and Houston en route centers to provide services to the Caribbean and the
Gulf of Mexico.

Air traffic control
system
command center
(ATCSCC)

The ATCSCC regulates air traffic when weather, equipment, runway closures, or other impacting conditions place
stress on the NAS. In these instances, traffic management personnel at the ATCSCC take action to modify
traffic demands in order to remain within system capacity. This is accomplished in cooperation with airline
personnel, traffic management personnel at affected facilities, and air traffic controllers at affected facilities.
This helps minimize delays and congestion, and maximizes the overall use of the NAS, thereby ensuring safe
and efficient air travel within the United States.

National
operations
control center
(NOCC)

The NOCC was established to provide national coordination of facility restoration activities and to provide status
information on NAS equipment. The NOCC monitors critical situations as they evolve and notifies, mobilizes
or directs key organizations while coordinating these events with air traffic and airway facilities. The NOCC is a
conduit to the regional maintenance control centers for restoration of key NAS facilities and services, and
communicates electronically with FAA technicians responsible for maintaining the NAS.

Automated flight
service station
(AFSS)

An FAA facility that provides pilots with weather briefing and flight-plan filing by radio, telephone, and in person.
An AFSS also monitors flight plans for overdue aircraft and initiates search and rescue services. “Automated”
refers to telephone call handling equipment and computer information systems aiding pilot briefers.

Navigation aids For navigation purposes, the FAA maintains a highly redundant, overlapping system of VHF omni-directional
ranges (VORs), instrument landing systems (ILSs), distance measuring equipment (DME), navigation data
bases (NDBs,) marker beacons, and numerous lighting systems. The FAA global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) (see Global Navigation Satellite Systems) program office provides satellite-based positioning,
navigation, and timing (PNT) services in the United States (using the Global Positioning System (GPS)) to
enable performance-based operations for all phases of flight: en route, terminal, approach, and surface.

Weather observing
station

Weather observing stations are automated sensor suites, which are designed to serve aviation and meteorological
observing needs for safe and efficient aviation operations and weather forecasting.

3 US NAS INFORMATION AND
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

Integral within the NAS facilities are many systems for pro-
ducing, managing, and conveying data and information about
the NAS and the aircraft traffic within it. Some are automated
decision support tools that are crucial aids to the air traffic
controllers. This automation provides key information for
directing traffic efficiently and for maintaining safe separa-

tion distances among aircraft. Table 2 describes the FAA’s
principal systems that support the air traffic controllers and
that communicate and manage the information those systems
need.

The most critical information for safe operations is timely
data about aircraft locations, direction, and speeds and the
weather they will be encountering (see Meteorology). Table
3 describes the FAA’s surveillance and weather systems that
provide this information to the automated support systems
and the controllers.
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Table 2. FAA operations and information systems. Reproduced from Department of Transportation (2006).

Name of System Description

Display system replacement
(DSR)

The display system replacement program modernized the air route traffic control center equipment by
completely replacing 20–30 year-old display channels, controller workstations, and network
equipment.

Terminal automation
replacement system
(STARS)

STARS is an ongoing, joint FAA/Department of Defense program to modernize the facilities for air
traffic control in the terminal areas around airports. It is a state-of-the-art, digital, radar, and flight data
processing system with color displays.

Enroute automation
program: host and oceanic
computer system
replacement

The host computer is at the center of the automation system used to control en route air traffic. This
program continually upgrades the Host hardware in accordance with end-of-service dates.

En route communications
gateway (ECG)

The ECG investment is an infrastructure program comprising commercial off-the-shelf equipment that
provides distribution services for critical air traffic data at air route traffic control centers. ECG
replaced equipment that was obsolete and expensive to maintain.

Oceanic automation system:
advanced technologies and
oceanic procedures
(ATOP)

ATOP integrates flight and radar data processing, detects conflicts between aircraft, provides data link
and surveillance capabilities, and automates the manual processes used today.

En route automation
modernization (ERAM)

ERAM will replace the Host computer system hardware and software, direct access radar channel (the
backup system) hardware and software, other associated interfaces, communications, and support
infrastructure.

Terminal automation
modernization and
replacement (TAMR)

The TAMR program will provide funding for modernization and replacement of the automation systems
used by controllers at 9 out of 115 of the FAA’s air traffic control towers and terminal radar approach
control (TRACON) facilities.

Traffic flow management
(TFM)

TFM provides a technical refresh of hardware, re-engineers the software architecture to support future
enhancements, and implements new functions to increase NAS capacity and efficiency.

Traffic management
advisor-single controller
(TMA)

TMA is an automated decision support system that allows air traffic controllers to sequence aircraft
approaching an airport for landing.

User request evaluation tool
(URET)

URET is a decision support aid that automatically notifies air traffic controllers of potential conflicts
among aircraft and between aircraft and special use airspace.

System-wide information
management (SWIM)

The SWIM program provides the policies, standards, infrastructure, and tools for information and data
sharing among NAS systems.

FAA telecommunications
infrastructure (FTI)

The FTI program is replacing most FAA-owned and leased telecommunications systems and services
and consolidating the telecommunications functions under a single service provider.

Voice switching and control
system (VSCS)

VSCS is modernizing the current operational air-ground and ground-ground voice communications
infrastructure at FAA air route traffic control center facilities.

NAS infrastructure
management system
(NIMS)

NIMS supports the FAA’s plan for modernizing the operations and maintenance of the National
Airspace System.

4 AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
INTERCONNECTIONS

4.1 Current NAS interconnection environment

Today’s NAS comprises a myriad of automation systems de-
signed for specific purposes, and they communicate using
point-to-point connections, either physical or logical. (See
Figure 4.) These are typically unique interfaces with custom
designs. Each interface is defined by custom interface con-
trol documents and interface requirements documents. Each
interface is designed, developed, and maintained separately,

resulting in technical complexity that introduces consider-
able technical risk. The large number of interfaces creates
high costs for maintenance and configuration management.
The point-to-point paradigm drives new development, test,
and implementation costs and risks every time a new inter-
face is required.

4.2 Current NAS security

NAS application security is the responsibility of the individ-
ual FAA programs implementing each automation system.
Login security is required for each application, and systems
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Table 3. FAA surveillance and weather information systems. Reproduced from Department of Transportation (2006).

Name of system Description

Long range radar Primary radars with a range of 200 nm that are used to detect azimuth, slant range, and altitude of all
aircraft transiting between arrival and departure areas. These radars also provide weather intensity
data.

ASR-9 & -11/Mode S The airport surveillance radar-9 and mode-select surveillance systems provide for the safe and efficient
separation of aircraft at the highest activity airports. These are secondary radars, which use
transponders on aircraft to provide coded return signals containing aircraft identification, its altitude,
and other pertinent data.

ATC Beacon interrogator
replacement

This program, ATCBI Replacement, will ensure aircraft positional information and identification
remain available to support air traffic control services, including separation assurance, traffic
management, navigation, and flight information.

Airport surface detection
equipment - Mode X
(ASDE-X) surface
surveillance

ASDE-X is designed to prevent accidents resulting from runway incursions. It provides air traffic
controllers with a visual representation of airport surface traffic. Increased awareness is essential in
reducing runway collision risks.

Terminal radar digitizing,
replacement, and
establishment (TRDRE)
[ASR-11]

The mission of the ASR-11 program is to replace the aging analog ASR-7/8 and ATCBI-4/5 (20 to 30
years old) radar systems with a single integrated digital primary and secondary radar system.

Wide area augmentation
system (WAAS)

The wide area augmentation system (WAAS) is a very precise navigation system for aviation, which
provides the additional accuracy and reliability necessary to enable pilots to rely on the global
positioning system (GPS) for all phases of flight.

Automatic dependent
surveillance-broadcast
(ADS-B)

Automatic dependent surveillance broadcast is the leading technology opportunity to meet the FAA’s
initiative to transform the NAS into the Next Generation air transportation system.

Integrated terminal weather
system (ITWS)

The integrated terminal weather system will provide products to terminal aviation system users that
characterize the current terminal weather situation and a forecast of anticipated weather conditions for
the next 30 minutes.

Weather and radar processor
(WARP)

WARP provides enhanced and integrated weather and radar information to FAA air-traffic controllers
and meteorologists. WARP provides integrated, real-time, accurate, predictive and strategic weather
information for the NAS.

Automated surface
observing
system/automated weather
observation system

The FAA has developed a long-range equipment strategy for improving automated surface weather
observations. Five primary weather systems comprise the automated surface weather observation
network.

Corridor integrated weather
system (CIWS)

CIWS products range from current weather depictions, including growth and decay trends, to
convective weather forecasts, including precipitation and echo tops, out to two hours. CIWS products
are made available to traffic managers and area supervisors where the products are used to support
traffic management decisions during convective weather events. CIWS products have also been made
available to some airline operation centers to provide common situational awareness among users.

and networks are physically secure. Wide-area networking
and communications are cryptographically authenticated and
secured. With the FAA Telecommunications Infrastructure
(FTI) program, the FAA’s wide-area networking and its se-
curity are transitioning from individual program, facility, and
line-of-business responsibilities to a standardized FAA-wide
function under enterprise management.

4.3 Future system wide information management

NextGen requires programs and technologies that provide
more efficient operations, including streamlined data com-

munications capabilities. System wide information manage-
ment (SWIM) is a foundational part of the NAS transforma-
tion to NextGen. (See Figure 5.) It provides the platform to
manage effective and timely information sharing among all
users and systems of the NAS. It is a network-centric system,
capable of flexible growth, with the ability to communicate
large amounts of complex information. In a fast, efficient,
robust and safe manner, it connects the many stand-alone
networks of the NAS that today operate with single point-to-
point connections.

SWIM refers to both an architectural approach to in-
tegrating software components and a program within the
FAA, whose objective is to realize such an approach. As an
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Figure 4. Current NAS automation system interconnections.

architectural approach, SWIM embodies a service-oriented
architecture in which individual software components offer
discrete, well-defined information services that may be or-
chestrated in a variety of ways to provide desired functional-
ity. As such, SWIM employs mechanisms commonly associ-
ated with service-oriented architectures implemented via core
services (Erl, 2007) and SWIM program-mandatory software
standards and governance.

Implementation of service-oriented architecture requires
breaking down the system, system of systems, or enterprise
into a collection of service providers and consumers and pro-
viding the necessary interoperability between them. This set
of service providers and consumers is expected to behave as a
community sharing information among them. This commu-
nity ultimately provides the benefits of reuse of services and
the elimination of duplicative functionality across traditional
organizational boundaries, enabling greater agility of enter-
prise to adapt to changing business requirements. Therefore,
interoperability and reuse are key goals of the governance
effort to enable the information sharing community.

4.4 SWIM security within a service-oriented
architecture

SWIM includes service design- and run-time security con-
trols to enforce security policies at the service and mes-
sage level, including providing authorization-based access
to data and services. SWIM security embraces the standard
security model of confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
The SWIM security functional architecture includes func-
tions that enforce security policies at the NAS service level
and the core SWIM services level, including authentication,
authorization, and access controls. It includes security con-
trols that span the overall information sharing architecture
that is envisioned for SWIM services.

Standard data interfaces

Enterprise information distribution

FAA systems

Government
systems

SWIM core
capabilites

International
community

Figure 5. NAS future with SWIM
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SWIM security ensures both service consumers and ser-
vice providers can verify identities, authenticate themselves,
and assert access privileges via authorization. It ensures in-
tegrity and confidentiality of information exchanged while
invoking and consuming services. SWIM security is focused
on application-level interfaces and messages consistent with
enterprise service-oriented architecture principles (Stephens,
2006).

SWIM security controls are selected in the process of se-
curity certification and authorization. By federal policy, Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) FIPS
200 is the overall “parent” for SWIM security requirements
(NIST, 2006). NIST Special Publication 800-53 provides
lower-level security requirements (NIST, 2007a), and NIST
Special Publication 800-95 contains web services guidelines
for security (NIST, 2007b).

Each SWIM implementing data producer provides their
own information assurance and security, and their own web
service and messaging capabilities. The SWIM program
objective is for those core services to be implemented consis-
tently. The SWIM program defines specific standards-based
elements to ensure interoperability and increase service
reuse. These standards include web services, extensible

markup language (XML), simple object access protocol
(SOAP), web service security, Java-based message brokers,
mediation routers, and enterprise service bus. Josuttis (2007)
gives a detailed treatment of these information management
elements; they are not specific to aviation. Ayhan, Comitz
and LaMarche (2008) describe an example aviation appli-
cation that produces time-critical information for pilots and
traffic controllers alike using these standards.

Table 4 presents an overview of the security service func-
tions incorporated in SWIM (FAA, 2008b).

4.5 Information infrastructure security

Information infrastructure security encompasses the support
functions described in the following paragraphs. This group
of functions represents capabilities and services that are not
specific to SWIM though are needed to support higher-level
SWIM services. The infrastructure security functions also
support general information infrastructure needs outside the
context of SWIM. (See Kaufman, Perlman and Speciner,
2002 for an in-depth discussion of the principles of network
security.)

Table 4. SWIM security service functions.

Security service
function

Description

Message
confidentiality

Only intended parties in a message exchange can view messages. This includes functions such as encryption and
decryption, digital signatures, data origin authentication, and authorization.

Message integrity Messages are not unintentionally altered or damaged in transit. This assures that received NAS system data can be
trusted to be the same data that was sent. Message integrity also includes controls to prevent message replay attacks.

Transport-level
protections

Institute protections at the transport and session layers, instead of providing message-level confidentiality and
integrity services. Secure sockets layer (SSL) and transport layer security (TLS) are examples of transport-layer
protection functions.

Identity
management

Establish identities and roles of services providers and consumers. An entity asserts its identity by presenting a set
of claims backed by credentials like a paired username and password. This function includes trust management,
which establishes the validity of credentials across domains and thus enables secure communication among NAS
programs or with a non-NAS entity (e.g., see Traw, Yang and Comitz, 2008).

Data access
management

Control access to data, based on identity, role, transaction, or application. This limits the access to information
system resources to only authorized users, programs, processes, and systems.

Security policy
management

Establish and maintain rules that allow and limit access privileges to NAS systems and information. This provides
the tools for defining security policies, configuring policy enforcement points, and managing identities, roles, and
permissions.

Security policy
enforcement

Enforce security policies and rules for access privileges. This validates messages and message attachments to ensure
that they contain appropriate data along with security credentials and that they do not introduce attack vectors such
as viruses or worms, or compromised content, such as invalid parameters.

Security
monitoring

Detect and examine possible security breaches or fraudulent uses, and alert administrators to violations. This
monitors for attempted exploitation of known system vulnerabilities, analyzes potential threats, assesses
performance degradations, and searches for correlations among events.

Security auditing Ensure efficiency and effectiveness in stopping unauthorized access. This comprises analyzing system logs,
monitoring security alerts to ensure adherence to security policy, and reviewing security controls and policies.
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� Secure IP Network Connectivity. This function allows the
components of the SWIM architecture to communicate
with one another using the Internet Protocol (IP). It may
include network layer security services; for example, tun-
nels, encryption, network layer access control, and so
forth, as needed.

� Incident Detection and Response. This monitors the sys-
tems and networks of the SWIM architecture for indica-
tions of information system intrusions or incidents, and
supports corrective action when such intrusions or inci-
dents are detected.

� Identity and Credential Management. This provides man-
agement of, and access to, identity information and cre-
dentials as needed to support authentication, authoriza-
tion, and access control decisions that are made within
the SWIM service security function.

� NAS Boundary Protection. This prevents malicious con-
tent or attacks from being passed among NAS application
systems and non-NAS systems. Allocation of appropriate
security controls to the boundary protection function is a
result of a properly conducted risk analysis. Threats orig-
inating from compromised or misconfigured components
within the NAS may lead to allocation of those security
controls to the end system run-time environments in order
to authenticate and authorize all transactions regardless of
the source. The boundary protection mechanism may best
serve to limit protocols and destination addresses and to
provide early detection of denial of service attacks before
their effects can be propagated to the internal network and
systems.

5 AIRCRAFT DATA COMMUNICATIONS
ARCHITECTURE

The FAA’s NextGen Implementation Plan (FAA, 2010) calls
for steadily increasing use of advanced capabilities provided
by integration of ground and airborne systems. The NAS
concept of operations and vision for the future of aviation
(RTCA, 2002) and the DOT/DOD/DHS/NASA Joint Plan-
ning and Development Office (JPDO) NextGen concept of
operations (JPDO, 2009) require transmission of complex tra-
jectory clearances, weather information, and air traffic advi-
sories between aircraft and ATC on the ground. As the trajec-
tory clearances become more complex and the weather infor-
mation more extensive, air-ground wireless datalink must be-
come the primary means for communicating this information.

In the future ATM environment, it will no longer be possi-
ble to rely on voice to exchange information and ATC clear-

ances. The NextGen Implementation Plan identifies as a key
goal the transition from voice to datalink for controller-pilot
communications, with voice retained as a critical adjunct and
back up.

5.1 Purpose of data communications

Data communications will:

� Provide efficient air-ground information exchange, col-
laborative decision making, and trajectory clearance
delivery;

� Reduce operational errors and flight crew deviations
resulting from misunderstood clearances and read-back
errors;

� Expand significantly the quantity of communication
between controllers and flight crews;

� Remove congestion on the voice channels;
� Enable trajectory-based operations;
� Improve airspace use and capacity;
� Reduce controller and flight crew workload.

Figure 6 shows a typical flight profile and the ATC func-
tions supporting the user in each domain. A standardized data
link between ATC and the aircraft is intended to improve com-
munications throughput, assurance, and security for airspace
operations.

Data communications increases efficiency by providing
routine and strategic information to the pilot and automat-
ing certain routine tasks for both the pilot and controller.
Controllers can focus on providing more preferred and di-
rect routes and altitudes, which save both fuel and time. A
decreased amount of voice communication also reduces ra-
dio congestion and eliminates verbal miscommunication –
a great safety improvement that reduces operational errors.
Providing changes to radio frequencies and other informa-
tion, such as local barometric pressure and required weather
advisories, by data link also reduce errors. When weather im-
pacts numerous flights, clearances for data-linked aircraft are
sent all at once, increasing controller and operator efficiency.
Controllers send the pilot the proposed change in a data link
message, and when pilot and controller have agreed on the
change, the change is loaded into both the ground and aircraft
systems.

Figure 7 outlines the current architecture for aviation data
communications and Table 5 describes the primary elements
in the architecture.
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Figure 6. Data communications ATS functions by flight phase. Reproduced from Federal Aviation Administration (2009).

5.2 Data communications systems

Air-ground data communications are available worldwide,
but are so far quite limited in capacity and are rather expen-
sive. Most are used for airline operations communications,
and only a little for ATC communications. Deployment of
new capacity is slowly occurring, and the US and Europe are
planning robust networks for ATC communications. The data
communications currently in use are:

� Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting Sys-
tem (ACARS). ACARS is a low-bandwidth data com-
munications system for transmitting messages through
VHF/HF and SATCOM systems to and from aircraft.
ARINC, Inc. and SITA, Inc. operate two ACARS net-
works that are fully deployed worldwide. Most of the use
of ACARS is for airline operations communications.

� Future Air Navigation System (FANS). FANS is an air-
craft avionics systems introduced in the 1990s that

Flight
management
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CPDLC
application

Electronic flight
bag

Core network
Communications

management
function

VHF/HF Satcom Broadband

Air-ground
communications

Gatelink

Broadbank
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Figure 7. ATC data communications architecture.
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Table 5. ATC data communications elements.

Element Description

Flight management
computer

An essential component of the aircraft that holds the flight plan and controls navigation. It allows the
pilot to modify the flight plan as required, and it guides the aircraft along the flight plan.

Controller-pilot data link
communications (CPDLC)

Generic descriptor for methods by which air traffic controllers communicate with pilots over an
air-ground data communications system

Electronic flight bag General-purpose computing platform that is a digital replacement for some of the documents in a
traditional pilot flight bag. It performs electronic information management that helps the crew
perform flight management tasks more easily and efficiently.

Communications
management

Airborne communications router that supports data communications service between aircraft data
applications and their corresponding ground service providers. This provides message delivery
functions and includes CPDLC, aeronautical operational communication (AOC), and automatic
dependent surveillance (ADS).

Core network An onboard network and router that supports ATC and AOC functions
VHF/HF Very high frequency and high frequency communications
SATCOM Satellite communications
Gatelink Wireless aircraft communications while at the gate at an airport. It uses 802.11 wireless network

technology. Currently it is not used for ATC; however, some view it as a future possibility as a backup
data link based on AOC service history.

Data link networks Terrestrial communications interconnecting air-ground radio and satellite terminals with airlines for
AOC functions and air navigation service providers such as the FAA for ATC functions.

Broadband networks Service providers for very high capacity communications to the aircraft for AOC and passenger use as a
primary function. ATC use is a future application. Typical communications may be via satellite
systems or ground-based radio networks.

ATC automation Computing systems in ATC facilities for enabling complex, integrated air traffic procedures, especially
trajectory-based operations. It will generate trajectories and provide decision support for controllers.

provides direct data communications between ATC and
the aircraft for clearances, pilot requests, and position re-
porting. ACARS is used as the communications medium.
In time, a newer data link standard called VHF data link
mode 2 will be used as well.

� Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN). ATN
is an International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
internetwork specification for integrated ground-ground
and air-ground communications. ATN is an architecture
independent of ACARS and is based on the OSI protocols
and functional interfaces. Work is underway to transition
the ICAO ATN specification from OSI protocols to Inter-
net Protocol.

� Link 2000+. This is a EUROCONTROL program that
packages a set of en-route controller-pilot data link com-
munications (CPDLC) services into a beneficial and af-
fordable set for implementation in the European Airspace
using ATN and VHF data link mode 2. LINK 2000+ im-
plements three basic services automating routine tasks:
ATC communications management (routine frequency
changes), ATC clearances (e.g., “climb to flight level
350”), and ATC microphone check.

� Broadband. Broadband data communications to the
aircraft are being introduced by commercial service
providers. Systems may be based on terrestrial station de-

ployed in a cellular manner or they may be satellite-based.
Service providers include Inmarsat, AirCell, Row 44,
Panasonic, ViaSat, AeroSat, ARINC, and others. Broad-
band is used for airline operations communications and
for airline passenger communications, such as internet
and email access. There is currently no use of broadband
for ATC; however, some view it as a future possibility as
a backup data link based on AOC service.

� XM Radio and Sirius. Commercial weather service
providers use XM and SIRIUS satellite radio to trans-
mit graphical in-flight weather data to the cockpit, under
subscriptions held by business and general aviation oper-
ators, not by commercial airlines.

5.3 Automatic dependent surveillance – broadcast

Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) is a
data link technology that uses satellite-derived positioning
and navigation information. ADS-B transmits aircraft loca-
tion and altitude to air traffic controllers and other nearby air-
craft. For controllers, it is an alternate to radar surveillance,
and it will enable pilots to determine the position of con-
flicting traffic and the traffic’s direction, speed, and relative
altitude. Pilots can also use the ADS-B data link to receive
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flight information services such as graphical weather radar
and textual flight advisories. Deployment of ADS-B ground
stations and networks and installation of ADS-B transmitters
on aircraft just recently began. Standard specifications for
ADS-B receivers on aircraft are in development.

5.4 FAA data communications network service

The FAA data communications program is defining require-
ments for the envisioned data communications system that
will provide the future air-ground data link for traffic control
in the NAS. The FAA will complete a competitive procure-
ment in 2011 to select a contractor to deploy and operate the
data communications network service. The contractor will
also provide integration and engineering services and will
assist the FAA with industry coordination and outreach to
airspace users. The objectives are a well-integrated and ro-
bust end-to-end communications service that economically
balances the needs of all stakeholders as well as a timely
national service rollout that provides early user benefits.

The evolution of data communications in the US Air
Transportation System is projected to occur in three seg-
ments. The first segment will facilitate data communications
deployment and introduce initial 4D (four-dimensional lat-
itude, longitude, altitude, and time) routes and trajectory-
based operations. The second segment will introduce con-
formance management and initial 4D agreements. The third
segment will expand 4D agreements and provide an opera-
tional environment that allows the transfer of some separation
assurance tasks from the ground to the air. (FAA, 2009b)

5.5 Data communications security

There are three objectives for data communications security:
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. (NIST, 2004) Con-
fidentiality results from enforcing authorized restrictions on
information access and disclosure, including means for pro-
tecting personal privacy and proprietary information. A loss
of confidentiality is the unauthorized disclosure of informa-
tion. Integrity is achieved by guarding against improper in-
formation modification or destruction and by ensuring infor-
mation non-repudiation and authenticity. A loss of integrity
is the unauthorized modification or destruction of informa-
tion. Availability is continual and timely connectivity to and
use of information. A loss of availability is the disruption of
access to or use of information or an information system.

Confidentiality and integrity are usually achieved using
security controls involving authenticated end-to-end crypto-
graphic security associations between the aircraft end system

(flight management computer, CPDLC application, or elec-
tronic flight bag) and the ground-based operations center or
ATC automation system. The end-system-to-end-system se-
curity association protects against threat agents or equipment
failures on the communications path. Only the end-systems
need to be certified for confidentiality and integrity, and the
intermediate systems in the communications path can have
low or no certification.

Availability is maintained by security controls that imple-
ment contingency and disaster recovery operations and that
protect against denial of service attacks. Availability of air
traffic control services (e.g., separation assurance) is based
on the service as a whole and not just the data communi-
cations link availability. Air traffic control procedures can
fall back to voice communications for basic operations in the
event of data communications unavailability.

To date, specific implementations of data communications
security are the following:

� ACARS integrity check. ACARS functionality was ini-
tially used for administrative tracking of airline opera-
tions, such as the “OOOI” times - Out (from gate), Off
(runway), On (runway), and In (at gate). It has evolved to
support AOC and ATC applications that are certified as
RTCA DO-170B Level D and classified as a minor hazard.
The FAA has recently classified some ACARS messages
as a major hazard class and has provided technical and
procedural mitigation. Most ACARS communications to-
day use a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) as a means of
detecting unintentional modifications of data communi-
cations messages, such as might be caused by equipment
failure or noise in the communications channel.

� ATN Security Architecture. ICAO has extended the ATN
Standards and Recommended Practices to provide secu-
rity for ATN air-to-ground and ground-to-ground com-
munications. Technical security controls include authen-
tication, integrity, key establishment, and access control.
Authentication is based on X.509 Public Key Infrastruc-
ture (PKI). The ATN security approach uses state-of-the-
art elliptic curve cryptography for authentication of ATN
communications in a constrained bandwidth environment.

� Secure ACARS. Secure ACARS has been developed to
satisfy the need for an ACARS security solution based
on recognized industry standards. Secure ACARS lever-
ages the ATN security services cryptographic framework
and public key infrastructure to provide a cost-effective
migration path to ATN. The operational benefits of se-
cure ACARS are (1) confidence in the sender’s identity,
through authentication of the message source; (2) con-
fidence in the received data, by use of message digests,
which better ensures data integrity than CRC does; (3)
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protection of the data using encryption; and (4) reduced
data communications costs, due to data compression that
reduces the transmitted ACARS message size by up to
35% in the aggregate.

6 THE PATH AHEAD

The global airspace system is undergoing the second major
transformation it has had in the hundred-year history of air
transportation. The first followed the introduction of surveil-
lance radar in the 1950s and transformed air traffic manage-
ment from procedural control to surveillance-based control.
The current transformation follows from the introduction of
information technology and network-centric operations and
transitions the system from a control-by-radar paradigm to
one that is essentially management by trajectory. This tran-
sition will take from 2010 until 2025 or later. It is a tremen-
dously complex undertaking that requires a new level of sys-
tems engineering spanning all global partners. New for avia-
tion are extensive, critical needs for network security and in-
formation assurance both on the ground and in the air, driven
by the most stringent safety-of-life considerations. It will nec-
essarily be evolutionary, but will nonetheless produce in the
end a complete transformation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

What needs to be created as part of the design of an
aviation system? Given that the entire aviation system
spans multiple aircraft, multiple persons in the air and
on the ground, and multiple supporting air, ground, and
space components (including communication, navigation,
and surveillance technologies), design should start with an
overall concept of operations or “ConOps” articulating how
operations will happen. As this description is progressively
detailed, several other design activities follow – the design
of detailed operating procedures, of technologies providing
required capabilities, and of enabling processes including
maintenance, ground handling, air traffic control and flow
management, airline dispatch, and training for pilots, con-
trollers, and the myriad other personnel who contribute to
aviation safety.

Likewise, how to ensure a high level of safety? Three
implications arise from modern civil aviation being the safest
complex system ever: first, improvements to efficiency or
airspace throughput will almost certainly raise new safety
concerns; second, these safety concerns cannot be identi-
fied by examining one component in isolation; and, third,
safety concerns will likely arise from phenomena that are
unexpected or not-yet captured in our engineering models.
Thus, aviation system design needs to be viewed not just
as the assemblage of individual components, each tested
for their nominal functioning and reliability, but also as
a broader system which may allow isolated perturbations
to grow into big problems, or may have the resilience to
identify, capture, and resolve problems fluidly and organi-
cally.

Humans are a unique and vital component of aviation.
Unlike technologies, their functioning cannot be strictly pre-
determined and cannot be predicted in comparative isolation.
Instead, human operators can adapt, even completely chang-
ing their behavior in response to new circumstances. This
implies some variation in their behavior, which sometimes
pops up as “human error” – and which sometimes provides
safe recovery from the unexpected.

Cognitive engineering – sometimes also termed “cogni-
tive systems engineering” – is the discipline of designing
complex, safety-critical systems recognizing that the system
is inter-connected and depends on effective human perfor-
mance (Rasmussen, Pejtersen and Goodstein, 1994). Given
that humans are not designed per se (trained to a certain
degree, but not re-wired), the design challenge is to enable
human performance that establishes desired system perfor-
mance. This requires coordinating the human’s requirements
in the design of the general ConOps, detailed operating
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procedures, and specific technologies, so that they all work
together.

This chapter starts by discussing how humans adapt many
facets of their behavior to achieve required system perfor-
mance. Then, general implications for design are described.
Finally, this chapter steps through the particular considera-
tions of maintaining the highest levels of safety, in which acci-
dents are rare events precipitated by multiple concurrent and
latent factors and maintaining safety is an on-going process.

2 THE HUMAN AS AN ADAPTIVE
SYSTEM COMPONENT

Many aspects of human performance have been studied
extensively (e.g., Wickens and Hollands, 2000). The earliest
studies sought to characterize human behavior in the same
terms used for describing mechanical systems and informa-
tion processing, such as an algebraic representation of output
(behavior) when given a specific input (displayed informa-
tion). This approach led to several important insights. For
example, early research in perceptual and motor skills in
aviation contributed to models of choice reaction time (e.g.,
the time to identify which signal “lights up” out of several
possibilities) and response time (e.g., the time to move a
given distance to press a button of given size). These insights
subsequently developed into the Hicks-Lyman and Fitts
Laws which are broadly applicable today (see Wickens and
Hollands, 2000, for a review).

However, human performance spans many “levels” of
behavior, some of which are less predictable. While designs
of a flightdeck display can promote quick reaction time if the
pilot chooses to make that his/her only task, less predictable
is when (or whether) a pilot will choose to look at it, how its
information will be interpreted and acted upon given com-
peting tasks, and how the human controls his or her response
to context.

Take, for example, the task of manual control (physically
and continuously controlling the aircraft by “stick and
rudder”). As an entity examined separate from the aircraft,
human behavior in flying different aircraft is not consistent
with a single algebraic representation: in different aircraft
the same human pilot will act differently. However, the
combined behavior of the aircraft and pilot is invariant within
a specific operating range; that is, the human adapts his
or her control behavior to the aircraft until their combined
performance is the same for different aircraft (as long as the
aircraft is controllable!). This operating range is centered
upon the crossover frequency, and hence this effect is often
called the crossover model. The closed-loop combined

behavior comprises an effective time delay largely deter-
mined by human information processing delays, a control
gain established by the human to create a stable system
dynamic, and a first-order lag or integration of error in the
signal. This model is best suited to compensatory tracking
(i.e., where the human attempts to zero an error signal), but
also describes well pursuit and predictive tracking behavior
(where the human is tracking the input directly, and where
the human is tracking the input signal with some predictive
indications, respectively). Thus, the field of manual control,
rather than isolating the human component, has focused
on the “handling qualities” of the vehicle facilitating this
adaptive performance.

Such metaphors of “control” and “adaptation” have also
been proposed for cognitive functions, including information
search and sampling, decision making, and communication
and coordination. For example, Hollnagel’s Cognitive Con-
trol Model describes the organization of cognitive behaviors
as a response to immediate resources (including subjectively
available time, information availability, and knowledge) and
demands (including task demands) (Hollnagel, Gaines and
Monk, 1993). Hollnagel describes a continuum from the un-
stressed strategic mode (with full information search, team
coordination and optimal decision making strategies), to the
progressively more-stressed tactical mode (with rule-based
information search and team coordination, and satisfying
decision strategies) and opportunistic mode (dominated by
naturalistic behaviors relying on intuition and effective cue-
utilization), reaching the extreme at the scrambled mode (also
called “panic”).

3 DESIGN OF AVIATION SYSTEMS FOR
TOTAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The ability to adapt to the situation is the mark of an expert – a
hallmark of aviation. Thus, cognitive engineering approaches
differ from that used by human–computer interaction meth-
ods to describe the interaction of comparative novices with
technology. Instead, in aviation and within the constraints of
feasibility, the human’s behavior is assumed to mirror their
environment. Thus, examining the environment allows for
“reverse-engineering” the work required of them – and exam-
ining the work required of them enables predictions of the
behaviors they will likely choose to achieve that work. Thus,
the following sections describe considerations in designing
concepts of operation (including organization and team con-
structs), operating procedures, and the human interactive
technology by which they receive information and use it to
control aircraft, often by commanding automation.
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3.1 Design of concepts of operation,
organizations, and teams

In aviation, a concept of operations (ConOps) describes how a
set of people and technologies will work together to achieve
mission goals. For example, current ConOps for air trans-
port aircraft define flight along airways to arrival routes to
approach and landing paths; at all points, the roles and inter-
actions of the pilots and controllers are defined, as are the
intent for maintaining safety and smooth traffic flows. Thus, a
concept of operation starts by answering the questions “what
needs to happen?” and “who is responsible for what?”

A key aspect of a concept of operations is establishing
authority. True authority is achieved when accountability for
an outcome (in a procedural, regulatory, or legal sense) is
assigned to the agent (human or automated) with the capa-
bility to achieve that outcome. Ultimate authority may be
assigned to one agent who can then delegate specific activi-
ties to subordinates. Delegation is itself a task that requires
effort and, without trust that the subordinate will execute the
work reliably, significant supervision.

The assignment and delegation of authority is a signifi-
cant design choice that should be made early and rigorously.
If done well, true authority will be established for all required
outcomes without ambiguity or gaps. However, conflicts can
occur when multiple agents have the capability to perform the
same actions and it is unclear who has accountability, espe-
cially in dynamic situations where accountability is actively
shifted between agents. On the other hand, where multiple
agents have the same capability, they can provide some error
checking and redundancy for each other. So, a safe and effi-
cient organization is itself a construct to be formally examined
for clear assignment of authority in all situations, including
establishing redundancy without conflicts.

A related perspective is that of the “team,” a construct
focusing more on interactions within the group. Team interac-
tions are generally something humans are good at, involving
social behaviors such as verbal and non-verbal communica-
tions, setting expectations, responding with shame if they fail
to meet expectations, and maintaining “team awareness,” that
is, an on-going appraisal and understanding of how each team
member is performing. Such team maintenance itself adds
workload, sometimes demanding a supervisor to monitor the
team and adjust duties, an important function of the supervi-
sor at an air traffic facility and of the captain conducting crew
resource management in the aircraft. Team maintenance then
provides the basis for effective teams to provide information
and support each other as needed.

Where does technology fit in the team? Dumb systems
– for example, a hammer – are described as “tools” in
terms of their utility to human team members. In contrast,

“automation” is increasingly being created, defined as “tech-
nology assuming functions normally attributed to humans”
(Sheridan, 1992). By assuming such functions, automation
is often taking on functions requiring coordination with the
team (Miller and Parasuraman, 2007). However, automation
is generally a poor team member, with no social skills and no
shame, and also with no explicit capability for the supporting
team maintenance functions.

“Adaptive automation” seeks to adjust which activities it
performs based on the needs of its human operator, as inferred
by the volume of tasks assigned to the human, or physiologi-
cal measures inferring workload or stress. However, building
automation capable of commanding such changes within
the team requires significant improvements in our ability to
understand and formalize team maintenance activities. For
example, a comparison to sports teams has suggested artic-
ulating “play-books” to provide common knowledge to both
human and automation of distinct distributions of activity
(Miller and Parasuraman, 2007). With this shared knowledge
base, the human can request “plays” from the automation
using simple commands, keeping control over function allo-
cation and limiting it to those points in time where he or she
finds it useful.

3.2 Design of operating procedures

Procedures are sets of prescribed activities, often described
via checklists (e.g., “Do the following things before land-
ing”), and proscribed activities, often mandated in regulations
(e.g., “Don’t do the following things!”). In aviation, proce-
dures are generally designed professionally and their use is
mandated – for example, an airplane comes with an operat-
ing handbook, and air traffic procedures and regulations are
established by civil aviation authorities.

Good procedures can (and should) be rigorously designed.
They can be tested analytically, through computational mod-
eling and through human-in-the-loop evaluation. Once in
operation, they can be monitored – issues with them can
be reported and fixed the same as for technology. When
done well, procedures mirror the inherent patterns of work
in the environment and thus they provide an efficient guide
for behavior. For example, in a small aircraft the checklist
following an engine failure starts with the things needing
immediate attention (e.g., apply heat to the carburetor while
the engine is still hot, in case ice has formed inside) and take
the longest to effect, and ends with those that can be applied
instantly and at anytime (e.g., cycling the electrical current
to the ignition).

From an individual’s point of view, procedures pro-
vide several benefits. In the process of building expertise,
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procedures provide a “scaffold,” that is, they get the human
started on an effective sequence of behaviors. Similarly, in
emergencies even the most experienced pilot benefits from
having an appropriate procedure at hand, given the need for a
swift and correct response to a situation he or she may never
have seen before.

Procedures are also useful from a team and organization
point of view. Team members may not explicitly know the
responsibilities of others – but if they follow procedures, they
will meet each others’ needs. Likewise, following procedures
prevents the need to re-negotiate duties with every new person
they interact with. Thus, a captain can board an airliner and
interact fluidly with everyone involved, from the first officer
assigned to that flight (in a large airline perhaps meeting for
the first and last time), to the signalers in the ground crew and
a sequence of air traffic controllers as they progress through
many airspace sectors.

Historically, many procedures were presented as “check-
lists,” that is, a static list printed on a page. However, this
obscures much of the knowledge underlying them. For exam-
ple, the goal of the overall procedure, and the intention of each
step within, may or may not be shown. Electronic check-
lists can provide a knowledge base helping the human reason
about best applying the procedure to their immediate situa-
tion. For example, if a step cannot be completed at that time,
an electronic checklist with appropriate “procedure con-
text” knowledge can identify which other steps can be done
immediately, and which must wait. Likewise, “boundary con-
ditions” can be presented to describe the operating conditions
appropriate to the procedure overall, and each step within.

3.3 Design for information management and
decision making

Consider the two cockpits shown in Figures 1 and 2. Which
one is more complex? In early aviation information was
scarce, as aircraft had few sensors and simple systems. Thus,
for several decades the addition of instruments was gener-
ally considered a good thing until the accumulation of dials
and knobs created the potential for pilot overload. In con-
trast, even the smallest aircraft now can have computerized
flightdecks which look much simpler – at a limit, imagine
one large touchscreen in a cockpit – but the potential for pilot
overload is increased by that one display being able to dis-
play thousands of bits of information via tens or hundreds of
display formats!

Good designs need to support humans in having good
“situation awareness,” commonly defined as “the percep-
tion of elements in the environment within a volume of
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the

Figure 1. Concorde Cockpit. Photo courtesy of the author.

Figure 2. Modern “Glass” Flightdeck. Photo reproduced with per-
mission of Boeing Management Company.
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Figure 3. “Basic T” arrangement of cockpit instruments, with engine and navigation instruments surrounding on the right and bottom.
Photo courtesy of T. Pritchett.

projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1995).
Historically situation awareness was limited by information
starvation – now information overload is the more preva-
lent concern. In a complex environment an expert “knows”
what they need to know, and where to find that informa-
tion. However, even expertise cannot provide perfect situation
awareness: experts do not always know to look for the unex-
pected or unfamiliar, and experts interpret data relative to
their expectations, contributing to “expectation bias” when
events do not match their predictions.

Thus, an enduring challenge is effectively managing infor-
mation and presenting it in a manner that supports good
decision making. As noted earlier, a good design supports
adaptation to the structures driving the human’s work. Con-
sider the task of aircraft control. The stick and rudder directly
control aircraft attitude (pitch, roll, and yaw), which can
change quickly; thus, the pilot must frequently check the
attitude display. Over a slightly longer interval pitch atti-
tude integrates into vertical speed and altitude, and roll
attitude integrates into heading; thus, display of aircraft verti-
cal speed, altitude, and heading should be positioned around
the attitude display. Over an even longer interval, aircraft

heading and speed establish a track over the ground; thus,
navigation displays need to further surround the central clus-
ter. This structure is represented in the “Basic T” layout of
flightdeck instruments shown in Figure 3 in older flightdecks
with individual dials. This layout is now mimicked on a com-
puterized “primary flight display (PFD).” An expert pilot’s
“instrument scan” starts from (and constantly returns to) the
central attitude display, glancing to surrounding displays in a
pattern mirroring the changes of information resulting from
aircraft dynamics.

Many cognitive engineering techniques formally or
systematically model fundamental constraints within the
physical environment to identify these structures and build
them into displays and information management. For exam-
ple, cognitive work analysis starts by itemizing the physical
form of the environment, and then analyzes at successive lev-
els of abstraction the “physical,” “abstract,” and “general”
functions that they will perform relative to the high-level
goals of the system (Rasmussen, Pejtersen and Goodstein,
1994; Vicente, 1999).

From understanding of inherent structures in the work
environment, cognitive engineering can develop an integrated
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view of the current situation and available courses of action.
Applying such new displays is not just the simple matter
of providing photo-realistic portrayals of the outside envi-
ronment. For example, in aviation the horizontal resolution
required is rarely finer than a few hundred feet, while the res-
olution required in the vertical plane is typically within 50
feet, preventing equal scaling in displays of the horizontal and
vertical planes. Likewise, equal treatment of all information
on ego-centric spatial displays allows important features in
the distance to be obscured by unimportant features nearby.
Finally, the attributes required of the display vary widely;
for example, different flightdeck tasks may want an exocen-
tric versus egocentric viewpoint and different fields of view
depending on whether fine control around straight and level
is desired, or the aircraft is rapidly maneuvering, or the pilot
is planning a future flight segment.

New flightdeck displays can also provide a “better-than-
visual” capability by portraying information not seen by pilot
when looking out the window. The display may provide
information by integrating multiple aspects of the immediate
situation, such as including airspace boundaries and visual
markers of “invisible” phenomena such as turbulence on an
“out-the-window” view of traffic and terrain. An “intelligent”
display may more directly aid decision making by helping
interpret the information and select a course of action. For
example, the same flightdeck display may cue maneuvers
and highlight when terrain or traffic avoidance maneuvers
are needed, such as the vertical profile display with integrated
terrain and traffic shown in Figure 4 which also indicates the
aircraft’s maneuvering envelope and the zones of flight in
which an aircraft conflict can occur. The “correct” presenta-
tion can be selected by the human based on their situation; for
example, the navigation display on air transport aircraft may

Figure 4. Example of a vertical profile display integrated with ter-
rain and traffic (triangle with velocity arrow and text block noting
flight number DS102 and altitude 5200 feet above own aircraft).
Specific overlay is provided to illustrate route of flight programmed
in autoflight system (flight to waypoint “way9”), immediate vertical
velocity (arrow), maneuvering envelope, and zone in which conflict
will occur with other aircraft. Schematic courtesy of C. Borst and
M. Mulder, TUDelft.

Figure 5. Primary flight display integrated with portrayal of ter-
rain, maneuvering limits, and terrain alerting. Schematic courtesy of
C. Borst and M. Mulder, TUDelft.

have display modes, each suited to a task (general naviga-
tion, course tracking, flight planning, etc.), with the additional
capability to select overlay of information such as traffic,
weather, and so on.

Intelligence can also be built into the system to identify and
flag information needing to be shown in a specific situation.
For example, alerting systems are intended to direct a per-
son’s attention to information believed to affect their course
of action, such as the terrain alert shown on the integrated
PFD-terrain display shown in Figure 5. A good alert goes off
only when there actually is a problem – goes off before the
human starts resolving the problem – and provides enough
lead time that the human can do something about it. This
implies that the system is built around an understanding of the
problem’s dynamics, and the human’s needs in responding to
it. These also require that all the displays of information and
alerts are coordinated so that they do not all demand attention
at the same time in the event of a major disturbance such as,
for example, an engine failure also leading to shutdown of
hydraulic and electrical systems.

3.4 Design of automated systems

“Automation” generally describes machines providing func-
tions normally attributed to humans (Sheridan, 1992). The
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term is also often applied to novel machine functions that
go beyond current human functions, such as automatic opti-
mal global organization of traffic flows instead of air traffic
controllers working individual sectors.

The term “automation” evokes a machine – but from a cog-
nitive engineering viewpoint the most interesting aspect is
the interaction expected between human and machine, which
may vary from no interaction (the machine does everything
with no supervision) to a machine intimately supporting on-
going human behavior. For example, new forms of flightdeck
automation were introduced in the 1980s with “autoflight sys-
tems.” In theory, the pilot of a modern jet transport need only
taxi to the runway, turn control over to the autoflight system,
and move the flap and gear levers to “up” after take-off; the
system will fly the entire flight, with the pilot required to
lower the flap and gear levers before landing and taxi after
landing. The flight plan can be entered onboard the aircraft
and, in some cases, downloaded from computers in the ter-
minal as part of the pre-flight briefing. Sheridan 1992 notes
that these aircraft may be categorized as “telerobots” where
the pilot happens to be onboard the aircraft (indeed, the only
additional technology required to fly from a ground-based
simulator is a datalink with the aircraft; this capability is now
being considered for freighters, and is the basis for many
Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)).

While automated systems have many benefits, they have
also had problems attributed to unrealistic expectations for
how they would fit into operations. As noted earlier, automa-
tion tends to be a poor team member. Given that the human
retains ultimate responsibility for the safety of flight, automa-
tion must be viewed as a “subordinate”: Its operator asks it to
do something and hopefully it follows through – but in case
of a problem, the human must intervene. Human interaction
with automation is formalized according to the automation’s
interface, too often in a manner that has not always fit with
operating procedures and other aspects of the human’s work
environment.

Effective human supervision of automation requires two
things: an ability to observe what the automation is doing,
and an ability to comprehend it well enough to control it.
For example, autoflight systems can command hundreds
of control behaviors or “modes”; the differences between
some behaviors may be subtle in both outcome (e.g., does
the elevator control speed and the throttle pitch, or vice
versa?) and in the feedback to the pilot (e.g., pilots may
only have direct indication of flight control mode through
Flight Mode Annunciators (FMAs), typically two or three
letter abbreviations). The interaction mechanisms generally
include an autoflight control panel and control display unit
with alphanumeric keyboard, requiring pilots to translate
air traffic commands and desired flight path into specific

sequences of system commands. Dealing with this complex-
ity can be difficult: pilots can no longer be thoroughly trained
on each mode and may find their sheer number overwhelm-
ing. Thus, pilots have reported being confused by transitions
between modes, and being unable to predict future aircraft
behavior. Pilots have reported relying heavily on on-the-job
training to understand the FMS, and feeling comfortable with
it only after months of operation.

Two coping mechanisms have been demonstrated by
which pilots attempt to comprehend autoflight behav-
ior: inferential simplification and frequential simplification
(Javaux, 2002). Inferential simplification occurs when the
pilot assumes that a mode acts like similar modes – for exam-
ple, that all modes used to climb the aircraft act the same.
Likewise, frequential simplification occurs when some aspect
of a mode is rarely observed – for example, some modes
cannot be triggered in certain infrequent conditions. This sim-
plification can lead to surprises when usual modes are used
or rare conditions are experienced.

Dealing with system complexity can also be difficult
because of the amount of feedback commonly provided to
operators about system functioning. Again using autoflight
as an example, while approximately 90% of system modes
control aircraft speed and vertical movement, few indications
are provided in the cockpit as to the current mode and future
behavior in these dimensions beyond the FMA on the PFD
(shown in Figure 5, with the FMA in the upper left) and the
autopilot control panel. Thus, methods of providing feed-
back in the vertical plane are currently being examined, such
as magenta indication of the waypoint at which the autopilot
would level off the aircraft overlaid on the vertical profile
display shown in Figure 4.

These studies suggest that there are limits on system com-
plexity – even the best interface cannot explain something that
is unnecessarily complex. One method of reducing complex-
ity is to ensure the automation mirrors the inherent structure
of work in the physical environment and operational proce-
dures. For example, Rileyet al. (1998) examined a “Cockpit
Control Language’ by which pilots could interact with the
autoflight system; rather than needing the pilot to “translate”
air traffic control commands into different terms and across
multiple interface screens, their system instead “understands”
air traffic control commands and allows them to be entered
directly using the same vocabulary and grammar.

4 ESTABLISHING SAFETY

The previous section talked about general cognitive engineer-
ing considerations in the design of aviation systems. This
section focuses specifically on three approaches to address
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safety: (i) predicting risks, (ii) examining for resilience and
flexibility in the face of the unexpected, and (iii) mitigating
risk by distributing it between technology, procedures and
personnel.

4.1 Predicting risks

One approach to system safety is to ask and re-ask two
questions throughout the evolution and implementation of
a design: “How should the system work?” “What could go
wrong, and how should the system respond?” The result
is a description of how the system will work in ideal cir-
cumstances, and the “hazards” that could cause “risk” by
deviating from the ideal. This facilitates several processes:
evaluating for risks, considering whether procedures and
technology can handle all conceivable hazards, and training
the humans for all conceivable situations.

Examining the first process in more detail, a number of
reliability-based methods seek a mathematical representation
of probability of failure or accident accumulated from the
combined potential mechanical faults and human errors. The
probability of machine faults can often be well estimated.
However, not only are probabilities of human error difficult
to predict with certainty (especially for new operations), but
actual human performance is generally much more complex
than can be captured in a simple action sequence. For exam-
ple, pilots may detect (and resolve) a potential aircraft conflict
long before the sequence in a fault tree analysis of a collision
avoidance system; actions may be iterated upon in a cycle
not captured in a linear sequence; and multiple, interacting
actions may occur simultaneously.

Instead, such mechanistic modeling may be “turned on its
head”: rather than predicting risk as a single number calcu-
lated from a combination of failure and error probabilities,
examine the sensitivity of final outcome to predictable varia-
tions in human behavior. Such insights about expected human
performance enables verifying whether these expectations
are realistic – and as the system is implemented and operated,
the truth of these expectations can be monitored.

4.2 Examining for resilience and flexibility in the
face of the unexpected

While the thorough analysis of conceivable hazards just
described isnecessary for high system safety, it is not
sufficient. As described by Reason’s “Swiss Cheese” model
(1997), in very safe systems accidents occur when mul-
tiple barriers breakdown. Any particular accident may be
prevented by any “level” being strengthened, but no-one com-

ponent can ever be free of faults – overall safety is enabled
when all of them are evaluated and coordinated.

Likewise, an operating environment that is optimized
for ideal conditions can be remarkably brittle in response
to disturbances – and there can be many disturbances in
aviation operations! Thus, resilience focuses on the entire
organization maintaining control, even in the face of unex-
pected disturbances (Hollnagel, Woods and Leveson, 2006).
Such resilience demands flexibility in the system, providing
humans with several potential strategies for its operation to
select as appropriate. Likewise, resilience builds on humans’
ability to adapt to changing situations not only individually
within their normal tasks, but also collectively to changes
in the team and their environment. Thus, new approaches
to safety seek to identify and improve corrective mecha-
nisms that improve safety. These corrective mechanisms may
include organizational structures that inherently help detect,
catch, and contain the effects of any isolated fault or failure,
operating procedures that promote safe human performance,
and technologies that monitor for or correct problems.

4.3 Distributing risk and safety between
technology, procedures, and personnel

In designing a system to be safe, both risks (things detrimental
to safety) and safety-improving behaviors can be strategically
built into technology, procedures and personnel selection and
training, such as the corrective mechanisms just noted. The
general principles of each have been discussed earlier – here
let us examine specially the aspects of each relative to very
high safety levels.

A simple technology, for example, uses “forcing func-
tions,” that is, features that encourage less error-prone
behavior. For example, an engine start/shut-down switch may
have a hard cover that prevents inadvertent bumps. However,
forcing functions tend to slow down interaction, and can only
be used for those few, most important things that need special
attention. In addition, when forcing functions obstruct work,
humans generally adopt “work-arounds” that can create other
safety concerns.

A more complex technology solution uses automation.
When such automation is demonstrated to provide safe,
reliable behavior over all relevant operating conditions, it
mitigates risk. For example, automation can reliably exe-
cute numerical algorithms, and its use prevents human errors
due to fatigue, boredom and complacency during routine
task execution. However, in many cases the automation is
only functional within a bounded set of operating condi-
tions. Then automation may improve performance in good
conditions, but from a safety point of view the automation’s
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functioning in unexpected conditions is a risk left, explicitly
or implicitly, to its human operator: he or she is expected
to supervise the automation (perhaps for very rare failures)
and yet promptly intervene in the case of a problem. Repeated
research has shown that humans are poor monitors of reliable
automation. Even worse, as noted before, some automation
is becoming too complex for the human to comprehend and
thus second-guess whether he or she should intervene!

From the point of view of safety,robustness andflexibility
may be better definers of improved automation. Flexibility is
the machine’s ability to operate in (and, if necessary, adapt to)
a wide range of operating conditions. Robustness is the ability
to not only perform a task (no matter how simple) but also to
report back in the face of any obstruction or limitation. Such
robustness removes the need for constant monitoring, truly
freeing up the human.

Examining procedures, they, like technology, are defined
ahead of time and are limited according to the designers’
ability to predict operational conditions. As noted earlier,
aviation operators are explicitly trained on procedure fol-
lowing and, correctly applied, procedures can act as useful
guides. However, “meta-skills” are also needed to recognize
when procedures are inappropriate. These require the explicit
presentation of “procedure context” and “boundary condi-
tions” to help identify their appropriateness, and ensuring
organizational and cultural factors allow for non-procedural
behavior is when necessary (Reason, 1997; Vicente, 1999).

Finally, humans in aviation are often the ultimate source
of risk mitigation – the ones in the flightdeck or operations
center who must figure out what to do in an emergency.
A conscious decision to rely heavily on humans must also
ensure they have the knowledge (including training), imme-
diate information and control authority to maintain safety.
Conversely, a conscious decision to rely on technology and
procedures needs to recognize that they are designed accord-
ing to assumptions that may be violated in operations – and
again ensure that humans are supported to step in accordingly.
Finally, supporting systems need to be built around prin-
ciples of good human-interactive-system design to prevent
predictable forms of human error and poor performance.

Ideally, this distribution of risk-mitigation and safety-
enhancement between technology, procedures and humans
should be consciously articulated early in design. However,
these three elements are typically handled disparately, by dif-
ferent groups at different times. In many cases, technology
designers lead off and procedures and training come after-
wards. Unfortunately, as technology becomes more complex
the human ability to supervise is degraded. Similarly, while
technology cost may drive design decisions, recurring oper-
ational costs (e.g., the need for inefficient procedures or
additional pilot training) can limit technological innovation.

More positively, articulating strategies for maintaining safety
during technology design can better inform the procedure and
training design.

5 CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

This chapter has reviewed human performance in aviation.
Some aspects – such as reaction time to clearly defined tasks –
can be modeled in isolation. Other aspects are instead pre-
dicted as a response to their situation, in which they will
adapt to maintain “control” and achieve the desired combined
system performance. Cognitive engineering, then, seeks to
design “the system” to foster effective human control and
adaptation. “The system” includes several elements which
must be coordinated – not just the physical technology that
is immediately apparent, but also the ConOps, organization
and operating procedures within which they work.

Aviation’s particular concern for an extremely high level
of safety additionally flavors all aspects of system design.
Humans are the most sophisticated, adaptable components
of aviation. In working with their capabilities – by designing
technology, procedures, and training to support their adapta-
tion to the inherent dynamics of aviation operations – they
can serve as the greatest contribution to aviation safety. On
the other hand, a mechanical approach to design creates an
inflexible system in which they are a cog required to exe-
cute a rigid sequence of tasks, and their very flexibility and
dynamism will be seen as the source of error and faults.

Thus, an important aspect of design is to ensure, in addition
to formal reviews of everything that might go wrong, that the
system also provides the flexibility and structures by which
humans can return things to right. This is especially important
with regards to system responses to the unexpected, which by
definition are not built into technology and procedures. This
requires explicit, conscious choices in distributing respon-
sibility for risk mitigation and safety between technology,
operating procedures, and human performance, recognizing
that automation brings with it risks that are difficult for people
to handle.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The first powered, manned, heavier-than-air flight took place
on 17 December 1903 when Orville Wright flew the Wright
“Flyer 1” on a flight that lasted 12 s and covered about 120 ft
(Figure 1), which is less than half the wingspan of an Air-
bus A380 aircraft (262 ft) (Airbus Industries, 2010). Wilbur
Wright piloted the first passenger on 14 May 1908; with Mr.
Charles Furnas as his passenger and the first recorded sched-
uled air service was a flight, from St. Petersburg, Florida to
Tampa, Florida by the Tampa Airboat Line on 1 January 1914
(Anon, 2003a). During World War I, 1914–1918, more than
200 000 military aircraft were built by the nations involved
in that war (Anon, 2003b). Whole industries were created

Update based on the original article by Daniel P. Salvano,
Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.

to supply and maintain them. Airplane technology improved
significantly due to military necessities. At the war’s end,
the airplane had proven its effectiveness as a weapon of war
and gone from an adventurer’s lark to an industry. After
the war additional uses for airplanes were found. In 1918,
the Post Office began to offer airmail service, and in 1919, the
Department of Agriculture began testing airplanes for the
application of pesticides.

Early aviation was a dangerous business. It was more
like entertainment than a means of transport. There were
no national standards for the design, construction, and
maintenance of airplanes as well as no standards for pilot
qualification. In the early 1920s, flying conditions were diffi-
cult since the only navigation aids were a magnetic compass
and a map. Airplanes flew at very low altitudes, 200–500 ft
above the ground, so they could navigate using roads and
railroad tracks. Low visibility and night operations were
treacherous. Fatal accidents were routine.

By the end of 1925, the United States was one of the
few major national powers that did not have a civil aviation
national policy. Several bills had been previously introduced
in the U.S. Congress, but due to a combination of general
indifference of the general public, ego, suspicion of the avia-
tion lobby, and political ineptness, none had been made into
law (Komons, 1978). But the pressure was building. Pas-
sage of the Airmail Act, on 20 February 1925, authorized
the postmaster general to contract with private individuals
and corporations for the purpose of transporting airmail.
Many companies that had been waiting for a national deci-
sion jumped into the aviation field. A joint congressional
committee recommended the formation of an advisory board
to make recommendations concerning the possible extent
of federal involvement in the aviation industry. In Decem-
ber 1925, the “Morrow Report” was issued recommending,
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Figure 1. 17 December 1903 – first heavier than air manned pow-
ered flight.

Figure 2. Buhl Airster granted Type Certificate Number 1 in May
1927.

among other things, the Department of Commerce be given
the responsibility for the promotion and regulation of the civil
aviation industry (Komons, 1978). President Calvin Coolidge
endorsed the recommendations, Congress subsequently
approved, and on 20 May 1926, he signed the Air Commerce
Act. The first civil pilot certificate was issued on 6 April 1927
to William P. MacCracken, Jr.; Orville Wright declined the
honor. Type Certificate (TC) Number 1 was issued to the Buhl
Airster, shown in Figure 2, a three-place open biplane. This
started aviation safety regulation that exists today.

2 LEGAL BASIS FOR SAFETY
REGULATION

The Air Commerce Act of 1926 was the cornerstone of
the U.S. government’s regulation of civil aviation. The act

charged the Secretary of Commerce with fostering air com-
merce, issuing and enforcing air traffic rules, licensing pilots,
certificating aircraft, establishing airways, and operating and
maintaining aids to navigation (Kraus, 2008). In the subse-
quent 80 plus years since enactment, the regulatory mission,
now carried out by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) remains essentially unchanged. A history of this legis-
lation can be found in “The Federal Aviation Administration,
A Historical Perspective, 1903–2008” (Kraus, 2008). The
current statutory authorization for the FAA is Title 49 of the
United States Code (USC). There are several sections of Title
49 that directly pertain to the duties of the FAA with respect
to safety and certification. Title 49 USC Section 40101(d),
states

“. . . the Administrator shall consider the following mat-
ters, among others, as being in the public interest:

1. Assigning, maintaining, and enhancing safety and secu-
rity as the highest priorities in air commerce.

2. Regulating air commerce in a way that best promotes
safety and fulfills national defense requirements. . .”

Several interesting concepts are brought up in that sec-
tion of the statute. First, that it directs the administrator to
regard safety and security as being the highest priorities of
the FAA, and second, to regulate air commerce in such a way
as to promote safety and security. The language introduces the
term “air commerce.” Air commerce means foreign air com-
merce, interstate air commerce, the transportation of mail by
aircraft, the operation of aircraft within the limits of a Fed-
eral airway, or the operation of aircraft that directly affects,
or may endanger safety in, foreign or interstate air commerce
(Komons, 1978). This requirement applies to most aircraft
operations in the National Airspace (NAS).

Further, Title 49 USC, Section 44701, general require-
ments states

(a) Promoting safety – The administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration shall promote safe flight of civil
aircraft in air commerce by prescribing

1. minimum standards required in the interest of safety
for appliances and for the design, material construction,
quality of work, and performance of aircraft, aircraft
engines, and propellers;

2. regulations and minimum standards in the interest of
safety for
a. inspecting, servicing, and overhauling aircraft, air-

craft engines, propellers, and appliances;
b. equipment and facilities for, and the timing and man-

ner of, the inspecting, servicing, and overhauling; and
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c. a qualified private person, instead of an officer or
employee of the administration, to examine and report
on the inspecting, servicing, and overhauling;

3. . . . reserve supply of aircraft, fuel, oil . . .;
4. . . . maximum hours or periods of service for airmen . . .;
5. regulations and minimum standards for other practices,

methods, and procedure the administrator finds necessary
for safety in air commerce and national security.

Section 44701, General Requirements, subsection (d),
mandates that the administrator, when prescribing a regu-
lation or standard, shall consider the duty of an air carrier to
provide service with the highest possible degree of safety in
the public interest and to consider the differences between
air transportation and other air commerce when promulgat-
ing standards and regulations. An air carrier means a citizen
(or a corporation) undertaking by any means, directly or indi-
rectly, to provide air transportation (Komons, 1978). This is
commonly termed common carriage or air transportation for
hire. Title 49 gives the administrator discretion in promul-
gating standards or regulations that are appropriate to those
differences.

This is confirmed in Section 44702, Issuance of Cer-
tificates, subsection (a), authorizes the administer to issue
“. . . airman certificates, type certificates, production certifi-
cates (PCs), airworthiness certificates, air carrier operating
certificates, . . .” Under this section, the statute authorizes
the administrator to “consider” the following when issuing
certificates:

1. Consider the duty of an air carrier to provide service with
the highest possible degree of safety in the public interest.

2. Consider the differences between air transportation and
other air commerce.

3. Classify a certificate according to the differences
between air transportation and other air commerce.

The FAA spot checks industry compliance with the stan-
dards exercising its discretionary prerogative in deciding
what areas it wants to check. This role of the FAA was upheld
by the Supreme Court in a landmark aviation case that was
decided in June 1984 (United States Supreme Court, 1984).
The case was initiated after a crash of a VARIG Airlines
707 near Paris, France. The implications of the decision are
the FAA will not dictate design but will evaluate industry
compliance to approved standards. The decision confirmed
that

1. the FAA has a statutory obligation to “promote safety”
in air transportation, not “ensure” it;

2. under the certification process, the duty to ensure that
an aircraft conforms to FAA safety lies with the manu-
facturer or operator. The FAA is responsible for policing
compliance.

3 FAA IMPLEMENTATION OF
AUTHORITY FOR CERTIFICATION

Within the FAA, the Aircraft Certification Service (AIR) has
the responsibility for implementing the requirements of Title
49 USC Section 44701, to promote safety of flight of civil
aircraft in air commerce by prescribing and revising mini-
mum standards and Section 44702, to issue certificates. To
accomplish this mission, AIR established the Aircraft Certi-
fication Regulatory Program (ACRP). As part of the ACRP
AIR administers the type certification program to

1. develop and codify those minimum safety standards,
called “airworthiness standards,”

2. determine compliance with the airworthiness standards
during certification, and

3. ensure continued operational safety.

The airworthiness standards are published in the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 14 – Aeronautics and Space,
Chapter 1 – Federal Aviation Administration, Department of
Transportation. These Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR),
among other things, spell out the procedural and airworthi-
ness (technical) standards for certification. Table 1 describes
those procedural and technical FAR with the office of pri-
mary responsibility and Table 2 summarizes the technical or
airworthiness standards.

14 CFR Part 21 (known as “Part 21”), “Certification Pro-
cedures for Products and Parts,” implements the requirements
under Title 49 USC and establishes aircraft safety certificates
and the procedures for acquiring them. For design approval,
Part 21 is the procedural “umbrella” for applying the technical
standards through which the applicants qualify for certificates
by showing compliance.

There are three different types of “certificates” all of
which have their roots in Title 49 USC. These were needed to
address the different aspects of aircraft development because
different entities may be responsible for the product at
different stages. These stages are design, production, and air-
worthiness, which is the condition of the individual product
at the time of delivery or sale. In accordance with 14 CFR Part
21.1 (b), the “products” that generally receive certificates are
aircraft, aircraft engines, and propellers.
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Table 1. Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR).

Federal Aviation FAA Office of primary
Regulation parts Subject responsibility

1 Definitions and
abbreviations

Office of rulemaking

21 Procedures for
certification of
aircraft, engines,
propellers, and
aircraft parts

Aircraft Certification
Service (AIR),
Washington
headquarters

23–35 Airworthiness
(safety)
standards

Appropriate directorate
within AIR

34, 36–45 Nonsafety
standards

34 Emissions Office of Environment
36 Noise Office of Environment
43 Maintenance and

alteration
Flight standards (AFS)

45 Identification and
marking

Flight standards (AFS)

39 Airworthiness
directives

AIR and AFS

Table 2. Airworthiness standards.

Federal Aviation Airworthiness
Regulation parts standards for

23 Normal, utility, acrobatic, and commuter
category airplanes

25 Transport category airplanes
27 Normal category rotorcraft
29 Transport category rotorcraft
31 Manned free balloons
33 Aircraft engines
35 Propellers

The first of these certifications and usually the most dif-
ficult to achieve is approval of the “TC.” The issuance of a
TC approves the type design that consists of the drawings
and specifications necessary to define the configuration and
the design features of the product shown to comply with the
airworthiness rules, information on dimensions, materials,
and processes necessary to define the structural strength of
the product, and the products airworthiness limitations and
operating limitations. Appendix B contains a sample type
certificate data sheet (TCDS).

When a manufacturer receives a TC, the next step is nor-
mally, within 6 months, to seek a “PC.” The purpose of the
PC is to ensure that every product produced conforms to its
approved type design and allows the applicant to manufac-
ture the product, for sale, without having an FAA inspector

physically inspect each aircraft or product produced. The PC
is a one-page document, accompanied by a Production Lim-
itation Record (PLR). The PC identifies the facility/facilities
that has/have been approved, and the PLR identifies the prod-
ucts and their associated TCs that have been approved for
production at that facility/facilities. Subsequent new models
are added to the PLR after a TC and PC have been issued for it.

The PC covers

1. a new aircraft, engine, or propeller,
2. modified or redesigned aircraft or component, and
3. parts.

To qualify for a PC, an applicant must document that it has
all the elements of a quality control and inspection system that
will enable it to ensure that each product will conform to the
type design. That system must include, among other things,

1. a quality control system specifically tailored to the prod-
uct being produced,

2. inspection of raw materials and parts supplied by others,
3. production inspections of parts assemblies,
4. a material review system that dispositions nonconform-

ing parts,
5. test procedures for the completed product,
6. inspector notification of any changes in engineering

drawings and in the quality control system,
7. an inspection system that includes written procedures and

designated personnel,
8. supplier inspection and control, and
9. a traceable set of records.

After the PC is issued the holder is responsible for contin-
ued compliance with the approved procedures and the FAA
is responsible for a surveillance program to ensure the PC
holder’s continued compliance.

Airworthiness certification is the third major certification
program. Unlike the previous two certifications, TC and PC,
airworthiness certification is an approval of an individual
aircraft. An airworthiness certificate means that an aircraft

1. conforms to its approved type design and
2. is in a condition for safe operation.

An individual aircraft must have an airworthiness certifi-
cate in order to be flown in the United States. This includes
the following:

1. New aircraft ready for delivery.
2. An aircraft not yet completed or certified, but needing to

be flown, that is, flight testing.
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3. An aircraft that has been modified by a supplemental type
certificate (STC) or other FAA approved means.

4. An aircraft that was in an accident, and no longer in
conformance with the type design, and needs to be flown
to a repair facility.

5. An aircraft that has been registered and operated in
another country and has been brought into the United
States.

6. A military aircraft that is being converted for civilian use.

In order to ensure an aircraft’s suitability for an airworthi-
ness certificate you must first determine its conformity to its
approved type design, using technical data and actual inspec-
tion of the aircraft. The aircraft must be properly registered
and marked. If a flight test is needed, a special (temporary)
airworthiness certificate can be issued to perform the test.
Finally, the aircraft must have all the required documentation,
to include current flight manual, inspection, test, and main-
tenance records. Table 3 summarizes these three certificates
and their value and transferability.

There are two special cases that cover design changes after
a TC has been issued. They are the “amended type certificate”
and “STC.” These methods can be used to produce a new
model or modify an individual aircraft or series of aircraft.
The differences between the two are as follows:

1. Only the TC holder can apply for an amended TC.
2. Someone who is not the TC holder can apply for a STC

to modify one or multiple aircraft.
3. Once the applicant receives STC approval they can sell

the entire STC or the STC data for someone to do the
actual modification. An amended TC cannot be spilt.

Table 3. Relationship of certain FAA certificates.

Certificate type Transferability/legal value

Type certificate A saleable commodity
Purchaser acquires all rights and

responsibilities
When certificate is sold buyer

accepts all liability
When a licensee is added, liability

may be negotiated between TC
holder and the licensee

Airworthiness certificate Usually transferred with aircraft
Purchaser assumes all rights and

responsibilities
Production certificate Not transferable

Owned by TC or STC holder

To conclude this section, we will discuss other documents
the FAA uses in its certification program beyond 14 CFR.

Orders and notices: Orders and notices are documents the
FAA uses to issue policy and instructions to FAA employees
or designees of the administrator. While they do not have the
force of a regulation it is expected that employees will fol-
low them. Since they spell out how the FAA expects to do
business, in certain areas, they are publicly available in case
that information may be useful to applicants. Orders are per-
manent detailed directives that exist until they are canceled.
Notices are temporary guidance and usually remain effective
for not more than 12 months.

Advisory circulars (AC) are guidance to applicants and the
general public. This guidance may be of a general nature such
as AC 00-44, “Status of the Federal Aviation Regulations,”
which provides the publication status of current 14 CFR,
prices, and ordering information. ACs may provide guidance
on how to show compliance with 14 CFR. AC33-5, “Turbine
engine rotor blade containment/durability,” provides guid-
ance on a method, but not the only method, that may be used
to show compliance with the turbine engine rotor blade con-
tainment requirements of 14 CFR Part 33. ACs are used to
encourage standardization, and if an applicant follows an AC,
the FAA will automatically accept that compliance proce-
dure. An applicant always has the freedom to submit another
method of compliance. Figure 3 shows the relationships of
these documents.

All the FAA directives and AC can be viewed on the FAA
web site, www.faa.gov.

4 THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS

Now as the legal authority and policy/guidance infrastructure
for certification of aviation products have been established let
us discuss how the process actually works. First, the FAAs
certification process is highly complex, technical, and an
extremely dynamic process. No two certification programs
are alike; therefore, FAA staff and the applicant work closely
together to establish general programmatic timelines, work
breakdown expectations, and identify compliance deliver-
ables.

The type certification process can be considered to contain
five consecutive stages as shown in Figure 4.

1. Phase I1 – Conceptual design: This phase starts when
a company establishes a design concept for a prod-
uct that may require future certification. The company
and FAA will jointly hold familiarization meetings to
discuss any new design, technology, materials, and pro-
cesses of the potential product. Supplier relationships and
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Figure 3. FAA authorizing legislation allows the use of standards developed by industry and the military. The RTCA and Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) are examples of industry standard setting bodies the FAA has used. ∗U.S. law – mandatory; ∗∗Federal
Aviation Regulations – mandatory; ∗∗∗Policy – acceptable practices to show compliance with the FAR. (i) An acceptable means, but not the
only means to show compliance; (ii) FAA directive used to issue policy, instructions, and work information to its own personnel. It spells out
how the FAA intends to carry out its responsibilities; and (iii) minimum performance standard for specified article – usually incorporates
industry standard.

proposed certification basis and means of compliance
can also be discussed. This phase is intended to ensure
early FAA involvement that can uncover critical design
issues as well as related regulatory issues. Within phase
I there are four tasks that need to be accomplished. The
company seeking TC approval (Applicant) should con-
tact the local FAA Aircraft Certification Office (ACO)
before submitting a TC application. A Process Orien-
tation meeting, formerly called a Familiarization Type
Certification Board Meeting, will be held. This meeting
establishes a partnership with the applicant and provides
a venue to discuss the TC process, for the proposed prod-
uct, the FAA’s role, and the applicant’s responsibilities.
Depending on the previous certification experience of the
applicant, the process orientation may be anything from
a formal meeting to a phone call. At this stage, the FAA
limits access to its resources but will provide preproject
guidance.

2. Next, the applicant should provide familiarization brief-
ings to the FAA. These briefings can cover design
features, major suppliers and any unusual vendor rela-
tionships, use of designees, and project schedule. Finally,
the applicant should prepare a certification plan to
accompany the actual TC application. Depending on the
complexity of the product and the subsequent program
complexity, the certification plan may be incomplete. The
applicant should annotate what information is missing for
FAA review and action. It is understood that the plan will
be dynamic and will change as the project proceeds.

3. Phase II – Requirements definition: The applicant will
submit an application for type certificate; using FAA
Form 8110-12 (see FAA Order 8110.4, type certification
and 14 CFR 21.15, application for type certification). The
application package must include the draft certification
plan developed in phase I. After the application for TC
is received, the FAA will establish a formal TC project,
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Figure 4. Five phases of the certification process.

create a Certification Project Notification to determine if
it is significant or not, form a certification project team
and Type Certification Board (TCB), develop a certifi-
cation project plan (CPP), and schedule a preliminary
TCB meeting. The CPP defines the working relation-
ship between the various FAA offices that will work the
TC project. It is the principal coordination tool of the
FAA project manager and will be updated throughout
the project. The CPP sets the proposed project sched-
ule, as well as the resources and responsibilities to be
allocated between FAA offices. It is the FAA’s plan to
support the applicant’s schedule. The FAA’s CPP and
the applicant’s certification plan are combined to form
the basis of the project-specific certification plan (PSCP),
which becomes the principal project management tool for
coordinating activities between the FAA and the appli-
cant. The preliminary TCB meeting is the initial formal
meeting used to establish the basis for all integrated
certification planning that will combine the interests of
engineering, manufacturing, flight test, and maintenance
and operations. It is also used to determine if the FAA
and applicant are adequately familiar with all aspects of
the project and determine if the project is mature enough
to begin defining requirements. The key outcome of this
phase is to begin establishing the certification basis as
part of the discussions by the FAA and the applicant.
The certification basis includes the applicable airworthi-
ness standards for the product and the noise, fuel venting,
and exhaust emission requirements contained in 14 CFR.

4. Phase III – Compliance planning: FAA personnel limit
their involvement in certification activities, based on risk

factors, to a small fraction of the whole project. When a
particular decision or event is critical to safety or to the
finding of compliance, the FAA will be directly involved.
The FAA project team members make this decision based
on their experience and FAA directives. Certain key
issues that always require FAA personnel are determina-
tion of the need for special conditions, equivalent level
of safety determinations, and compliance findings con-
sidered unusual or typically reserved for the FAA such as
bird ingestion testing for turbine engines or emergency
evacuation tests of transport category airplanes. Once
the FAA has determined those findings requiring FAA
involvement all other compliance should be considered
acceptable for delegation. The FAA team will then deter-
mine the level of designee oversight required based on the
value of that review versus the risk of not reviewing the
delegated finding. Findings are usually divided into three
classes: First, those that will need no further FAA review.
The FAA accepts that the designee is solely responsi-
ble, under the terms of their delegated authority, to make
the finding. Second, findings that will benefit from FAA
review. This can be done for the purpose of project over-
sight or designee oversight. The degree of oversight is
at the FAA’s discretion. Third, findings requiring FAA
ACO review. A designee may recommend approval with
FAA ACO personnel actually making the finding. This
has benefits with respect to total FAA workload. During
this phase the PSCP should be completed.

5. Phase IV – Implementation: In this phase, the FAA and
the applicant conduct the certification project by imple-
menting the negotiated certification plan. This phase
can be broken into three subtasks. First is compliance
data generation activities. This consists of finalizing
test plans, performing conformity inspections to validate
the configuration of the test article, parts, assemblies,
installations, conform to the type design, performing
engineering analysis, and conducting flight testing as
required. Second is compliance substantiation activities.
The applicant submits the necessary design data, test
reports, and computations to show the product being cer-
tified complies with the applicable airworthiness, noise,
and emissions of 14 CFR. A claim to have a compli-
ant type design is not the only requirement of 14 CFR,
part 21.21(b). It is the FAA who determines whether or
not the applicant has shown compliance. Adequate com-
pliance reports present appropriate evidence to convince
the FAA of the overwhelming likelihood of the claim.
The substantiation case presents and explains the inter-
relationship of the evidence in a logical order leading
from requirement to the claim. Evidence is certifica-
tion data collected from FAA documents, certification
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testing, analysis, engineering examinations, similarity,
and software design assurance, and any other data
deemed acceptable to the FAA. Third, the FAA reviews
the applicant’s compliance data and finds compliance
with specific paragraphs of the airworthiness standards.
The data are approved after all inspections, analysis,
and testing, both ground and flight, are accomplished
with satisfactory results. The instructions for continued
airworthiness (ICA) are prepared including the airwor-
thiness limitations section and an aircraft flight manual
(AFM) is approved. A final TCB meeting is held to do
a final review of the AFM, ICA, and any outstanding
compliance issues. If the FAA concurs that the applicant
has complied with the appropriate standards it must then
issue a TC.

6. Phase V – Postcertification activities: The FAA project
manager prepares a certification summary report that
is used as a means of retaining corporate knowledge
and lessons learned that could be of use for future type
certification programs. The FAA also prepares a Type
Inspection Report as a record of all the inspections and
ground and flight tests conducted. This documents the
configuration of all test articles and shows how they
conform to the type design data. Part of the FAA’s
postcertification activities is the continual monitoring the
changes to the design made after certification and the
product’s service history. A Special Certification Review
(SCR) may be performed to evaluate potential unsafe fea-
tures on certificated products. In 2008, a team of experts
was called to form an SCR to review the certification
of the Eclipse-500, a very light jet that received FAA
certification on 30 September 2006. Eclipse Special Cer-
tification Review Team (2008) had eight findings and
made six recommendations concerning the certification
process.

5 INTERNATIONAL SAFETY
CERTIFICATION

By its very nature civil aviation is an international enter-
prise. Aircraft manufactured in one country are operated
and maintained by many other countries. Aircraft may be
manufactured by consortia of manufacturers in different
countries. The vast preponderance of expertise in the design,
manufacture, maintenance, and operation of civil aircraft
exists in the United States and Europe. For many coun-
tries, aircraft certified to those standards are accepted by
that country’s civil aviation authority. In 2003, the European
Union established the European Aviation Safety Authority

(EASA) with the responsibility for the airworthiness certifi-
cation of all aeronautical products designed, manufactured,
maintained, or used by persons under their regulatory over-
sight (www.easa.europa.eu/ws prod/c/c main.php). EASA
was fully implemented in 2008 and subsumed the respon-
sibilities of the Joint Airworthiness Authority (JAA). The
JAA was established in 1970 to develop and harmonize with
the U.S. FAA safety certification standards. Regulation was
done by individual member countries. The JAA ceased this
function in June 2009.

6 CONCLUSION

Air transport lies at the heart of modern globalized
economies: an average of 2.5 billion passengers and approxi-
mately 50 million tons of freight are flown annually (Aviation
The Real World Wide Web, 2009). Aviation supports 8%
of the world’s economies (Aviation The Real World Wide
Web, 2009). The continued development and implementa-
tion of modern and effective safety certification standards
will help to promote aviation safety and result in ensuring
the continued growth of the air transportation industry.

APPENDIX A. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Accountable
directorate

An aircraft certification directorate
with final authority, accountability,
and responsibility for type
certification programs and
airworthiness standards for an
assigned product and specific part of
14 CFR (see Table 1).

Administrator The Federal Aviation Administration
Administrator or any person to whom
he/she has delegated authority in the
matter concerned.

Air carrier A person who undertakes directly by
lease, or other arrangement, to engage
in air transportation.

Air commerce Interstate, overseas, or foreign air
commerce or the transportation of
mail by aircraft or any operation or
navigation of aircraft within the limits
of any federal airway or any operation
or navigation of aircraft, which
directly affects, or which may
endanger safety in, interstate
overseas, or foreign air commerce.

Aircraft A device that is used or intended to be
used for flight in the air.
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Aircraft
Certification Office
(ACO)

The aircraft certification directorate’s
engineering operational element.

Airplane An engine-driven fixed-wing aircraft,
heavier than air that is supported in
flight by the dynamic reaction of the
air against its wings.

Air transportation Interstate, overseas, or foreign air
transportation or the transportation of
mail by aircraft.

Approved Unless used with reference to another
person, it means approved by the
administrator.

Amended TC An approval for a change to a TC,
made by the TC holder. Only the
holder a TC may apply for an
amended TC.

Category

1. As used with respect to the certification, ratings,
privileges, and limitations of airmen, means a broad
classification of aircraft. Examples include airplane,
rotorcraft, balloon, glider, and lighter than air.

2. As used with respect to the certification of aircraft, means
a grouping of aircraft based on intended use or operating
limitations. Examples include transport, normal, utility,
acrobatic, limited, restricted, and provisional.

Certification
Improvement Plan
(CPI)

An initiative to improve safety by
fostering better communications,
project management, and
accountability between design
approval applicants and the FAA, set
forth by a job aid titled, “The FAA
and Industry Guide to Product
Certification.”

Certification plan The applicant’s intended means for
showing that a product complies with
the applicable regulations.

Certification
Project
Notification (CPN)

A form used by the FAA project
manager to notify the FAA
accountable office of a new project.

Certification
Project Plan (CPP)

A living document used to coordinate
schedules, responsibility, and
personnel resources between the FAA
accountable office and the FAA
project office.

Interstate air
commerce

The carriage by air of persons or
property for compensation or hire, or
the carriage of mail by aircraft, or the
operation or navigation of aircraft in
the conduct or furtherance of a
business or vocation, in commerce
between a place in any state of the
United States and a place in any other
state of the United States.

Interstate air
transportation

The carriage by aircraft of persons or
property as a common carrier for
compensation or hire, or the carriage
of mail by aircraft in commerce
between a state and another place in
another state.

Intrastate air
transportation

The carriage of person or property as
a common carrier for compensation
or hire, by turbojet-powered aircraft
capable of carrying 30 or more
persons, wholly within the same state
of the United States.

Partnership for
safety plan

An agreement between a design
approval applicant and the FAA
describing how they will work
together to certify and maintain
integrity of the design approvals.

Product For type certification it is a aircraft,
an aircraft engine, or a propeller. The
word has other meanings in different
context, such as exporting U.S.
product (see 14 CFR Section 21.1
(b)).

Production
certificate (PC)

An approval by the FAA to
manufacture a product after having
shown compliance with an approved
type design. The FAA issues a PC to a
TC/STC holder or a licensee of a TC
holder.

Project-Specific
Certification Plan
(PSCP)

An integrated planning and project
management tool combining the
information from the applicant’s
certification plan, the FAA’s CPP, and
other information recommended in
“The FAA and Industry Guide to
Product Certification.”

Public aircraft An aircraft used only for the U.S.
government, or owned and operated
(except for commercial purposes), or
exclusively leased for at least 90 days,
by a government (except the U.S.
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government), including a state, the
District of Columbia, or a territory or
possession of the United States.

Supplemental type
certificate (STC)

A form of TC the FAA issues to an
applicant, either the TC holder or
another entity, who alters a certified
product by introducing a major
change in the approved type design.

Type

1. As used with respect to the certifications, ratings, privi-
leges, and limitations of airmen, means a specific make
and basic model of aircraft including modifications
thereto that do not change its handling or flight charac-
teristics. Examples include DC-7 and DC-7C and F-27
and F-27F.

2. As used with respect to the certification of aircraft
engines, means those engines that are similar in design.
For example, JT8D and JT8D-7 are engines of the same
type, as well as JT9D-3a and JT9D-7.

3. As used with respect to the certification of aircraft, means
those aircraft that are similar in design. For example, the
Boeing B747-100 and the B747-200.

Type certificate
(TC)

A design approval issued by the FAA
when an applicant demonstrates that a
product complies with the applicable
regulation.

Type Certification
Board

An FAA management team
responsible for acquainting the
applicant with the certification
process, resolving significant
problems, and establishing a schedule
for the overall accomplishment of the
type certification process.

Type Certification
Board Meeting
(TCBM)

Any formal meeting between the
TCB and the applicant to coordinate
the move to the next project phase or
resolve issues preventing progress to
the next phase.

Type design The engineering definition of a
particular product as defined by 14
CFR Section 21.31.
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NOTE

1. More details on this process can be found in FAA Order
8110.4C, dated 28 March 2007.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Stability, maneuverability, and safe landing in the presence of
adverse conditions need an integrated approach for address-
ing various flight control aspects of resilient aircraft control.
Adverse events include loss of control caused by environ-
mental factors, actuator and sensor faults or failures, and
expand toward more complicated damage conditions. The
application focus of the technologies presented is for cur-
rent and next generation subsonic civil transports. However,
a majority of the challenges addressed by these technologies
are general in nature, and therefore, the solutions will apply to
a large class of aviation vehicles. The flight control technolo-
gies specifically addressed for resiliency include inner-loop
adaptive control, integrated flight and propulsion control, and
outer-loop intelligent guidance and planning. These ideas are
expanded further in Sections 3 and 4.

Integrated resilient aircraft control (IRAC) technologies
will have a direct impact on adverse conditions associated

with vehicle impairment due to damage, failures, and upsets
in the following ways:

1. For subsonic civil transport aircraft, which have built-in
control redundancy, resilient control will provide stable
flight in the midst of an adverse event. In addition to
providing stability, intelligent flight planning and guid-
ance will enable the pilot to maneuver the aircraft to safe
landing within constraints dictated by the adverse event.

2. For next generation aircraft, such as blended wing
designs and tail-less configurations, in addition to safe
response to adverse events, adaptive control will be an
enabler for optimum performance throughout the flight
envelope. Also, adaptive control along with intelligent
planning and guidance will provide an excellent way to
test designs without excessive avionics cost associated
with new control-law developments.

The outline for the rest of the chapter is as follows: first
we define the flight control architecture that integrates various
aspects of flight and propulsion control; next we present the
technical challenges associated with resilient aircraft control;
the final section presents the technical solutions that address
some of these challenges.

2 IRAC ARCHITECTURE

To achieve safe flight in the presence of adverse events, both
inner-loop (stabilizing) and outer-loop (path management)
functionalities have to respond in a manner consistent with
the constraints posed by the adverse events. The ultimate
goal of the pilot in such situations is to land the airplane
safely as soon as possible. The control architecture presented
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Figure 1. Resilient flight control architecture.

in Figure 1 captures the technologies proposed for resilient
flight control.

3 IRAC TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

The goal of IRAC is to arrive at a set of validated multidisci-
plinary integrated aircraft control design tools and techniques
for enabling safe flight in the presence of adverse conditions
(e.g., faults, damage and/or upsets). In a general sense, a
control design for an adverse event can be stated as:

Given the airplane system,

ẋ(t) = f {x(t), u(t), η[θ(t), �(t), t], t} (1)

the flight and engine controller need to arrive at a control,
u(t) such that the system (in the order of priority): is locally
stable, follows closely the desired trajectories (includes
handling quality of the system), and reacts to changing envi-
ronments by properly adapting the guidance and planning
functionality.

In equation (1), x is the state vector, u is the control vec-
tor, and η(t) = η(θ(t), �(t), t) is the unknown change caused
by the adverse event. The change could be both paramet-
ric uncertainties (θ(t)) that could be updated in real-time via
system identification and/or unmodeled uncertainties (�(t)),
with µ = sup||�(t)|| as the upper bound of the unmodeled
uncertainties �(t).

The control u(t) can be further broken down into its sub-
components as follows:

u(t) = g{u0[x(t), t], uad[w(t), µ, x(t), δ(t), �],

uc[θ(t), x(t), xg(t), p(t), t]} (2)

where

u0(t) = nominal control
uad(t) = adaptive inner-loop control
uc(t) = commanded outer-loop control
w(t) = control parameter vector that is adapted
δ(t) = vector of commanded signals such as for trajectory
management
� = represents adaptation gains and filter parameters
xg(t) = trajectory guidance function
p(t) = emergency planning function.

The flight control focus is on arriving at uad(t) and uc(t) for
handling a myriad of adverse events. To do this successfully,
we need advances in both inner-loop and outer-loop control
methodologies that exhibit inherent capability to be resilient.
Next we address the challenges associated with three such
technologies.

3.1 Adaptive flight control

Recent adaptive control approaches have shown great
promise in handling certain classes of adverse conditions
(Bosworth and Williams-Hayes, 2007; Rysdyk and Calise,
1998; Nguyen et al., 2008). Uncertainty due to an adverse
event is a function of both model-parametric uncertainty and
unmodeled uncertainty. For example, uncertainties in CL, CD,
and so on will fall under the first category. These uncertain-
ties can be represented by the set H(θ, λ), where θ is the
parametric space and λ denotes bounds on this uncertainty
(spherical, rectangular, etc.). Good flight dynamic models
will provide an estimate for the set H(θ, λ) and adaptive
control laws that will accommodate these uncertainties can
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be derived. This problem is complicated by the presence
of unmodeled uncertainty. For the uncertainty vector η(θ(t),
�(t),t), the relationship between the geometry of H(θ, λ),
characterization of µ, and bounds on �(t) is a foundational
research topic. The current approaches for adaptive control do
not provide a precise characterization of µ that can in turn be
related to preferred stability and performance margins. There
have been some preliminary results in relating the adaptive
controller free parameters to an optimal µ value (Naren-
dra and Annaswamy, 1989; Jain et al., 2006). In addition to
this important issue of relating the uncertainty magnitude to
achievable stability metrics, there are several complex issues
related to implementation of adaptive control that need to be
addressed: These include: (i) adaptive control in the presence
of static and dynamic saturation; (ii) cross-coupling between
longitudinal and lateral axes due to failures, damage, and
varying time constants for adaptation; (iii) on-line reconfigu-
ration, especially achieving attitude control using propulsive
forces and moments; and (iv) adaptive control theory that
can effectively address inherently nonlinear systems as well
as effectively the issues of time-scale separation which is
important for systems with different time latency such as
engines.

Another challenge is to arrive at suitable metrics for sta-
bility and performance for both modeled and unmodeled
uncertainties. The research will require concepts from lin-
ear and nonlinear systems theory, Lyapunov methods, and
robust control theory. These metrics will be useful in evalu-
ating and comparing adaptive controllers and adaptive control
approaches.

3.2 Integrated flight and propulsion control

Aircraft directional stability is provided by the vertical sta-
bilizer. When this aerodynamic surface is damaged and
becomes separated, an aircraft will become directionally
unstable. This was a causal factor for the American Flight 587
fatal accident in 2001 (National Transportation Safety Board,
2004). There are instances in aviation history of aircraft sur-
viving by using engines as flight path control effectors. The
recent example is the DHL A300 cargo flight over Baghdad
(Anon, 2003).

These accidents and incidents showcase the potential of
using aircraft engines to regain aircraft stability in an existing
flight control system. As a control actuator, aircraft engines
are generally slower than the traditional control surface actu-
ators. The response time of a typical aircraft engine can be
characterized by the engine lag time and the engine time con-
stant. Since the transient dynamics upon the loss of a vertical

stabilizer can be rapid, aircraft engines may not be able to
respond quickly to changes in aircraft states in order to regain
aircraft stability.

Using differential thrust as an emergency substitute for
failed control surfaces has been a research topic after the
development of propulsion-controlled aircraft (PCA) system
at NASA, which was first evaluated on a piloted B-747 sim-
ulation (Burcham, Maine and Burken, 1998). The objective
of the PCA system is to provide a necessary thrust command
for each engine for emergency flight control in response to
pilot’s flight path input, assuming that each engine can be
controlled individually. In all these cases the engine dynam-
ics are ignored, despite the fact that the engine response has
a significant lag, especially in low thrust levels.

3.3 Intelligent trajectory guidance and planning

Intelligent guidance and planning focuses on generating xg(t)
and p(t) in real-time such that safe landing can be achieved
via pilot-in-the-loop control. Some of the tools to assist pilots
in safely landing a damaged aircraft include: (i) automated
planning techniques that can assist pilots in generating, evalu-
ating, and choosing a flight path to an emergency landing site;
(ii) trajectory planning algorithms that can accommodate off-
nominal constraints placed on aircraft maneuverability and
control; and (iii) a guidance system architecture that can work
with (inner-loop) adaptive controllers to provide (outer-loop)
autopilot control and flight director guidance, while operat-
ing within and exploring the stable and stabilizable regions
of the maneuvering envelope under off-nominal conditions.
Figure 2 presents a flight envelope example for a transport
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Figure 3. Example scenario.

aircraft showing the stabilizable regions (Tang, Atkins and
Sanner, 2007). These envelopes can be computed a priori
and some instances might have to be determined in real-time
after the adverse event. This is another significant challenge
for resilient flight control.

The concept is to have these technologies working
together, along with adaptive flight and integrated propul-
sion control, to assist the pilot in achieving a safe landing
under degraded aircraft conditions (Figure 3). For example,
if an aircraft were to incur damage and/or failures, adaptive
flight control and/or integrated propulsion control technolo-
gies would be utilized to stabilize the aircraft and compensate
for the resulting aerodynamic changes. Maneuvering enve-
lope identification algorithms would be used to identify the
boundaries of the remaining maneuvering envelope, while
working with the adaptive guidance system to navigate within
and explore (as necessary) the maneuvering envelope. Tra-
jectory planning algorithms would generate robust flyable
trajectories that comply with the maneuvering envelope con-
straints. These trajectories would then be used by automated
planning techniques to construct a prioritized list of flight
plan options to potential landing sites. Finally, the adaptive
guidance system would provide (outer-loop) autopilot control
and/or flight director guidance to assist the pilot in following
the desired trajectory.

4 TECHNICAL APPROACH

4.1 Adaptive flight control

4.1.1 Model-reference adaptive control

Model-reference adaptive control (MRAC) is a potentially
promising technology that can improve performance and sta-
bility of a conventional fixed-gain controller. In recent years,
adaptive control has been receiving a significant amount of
attention. NASA had recently conducted a flight test of a neu-
ral network based adaptive flight control system on board a
modified F-15 test aircraft (Bosworth and Williams-Hayes,
2007). The ability to accommodate system uncertainties and
to improve fault tolerance of a control system is a major sell-
ing point of adaptive control since traditional gain-scheduling
or fixed-gain control methods are viewed as being less capa-
ble of handling off-nominal operating conditions outside of
a normal operating envelope.

The majority of MRAC methods may be classified as
either direct or indirect. Indirect adaptive control methods
are based on identification of unknown plant parameters
using parameter identification techniques such as recur-
sive least-squares and neural networks (Eberhart and Ward,
1999). Direct adaptive control methods directly adjust control
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Figure 4. Hybrid adaptive flight control architecture.

parameters to account for system uncertainties without iden-
tifying unknown plant parameters explicitly. MRAC methods
based on neural networks have been a topic of great research
interest (Rysdyk and Calise, 1998; Nguyen et al., 2008; Cao
and Hovakimyan, 2008). Rysdyk and Calise described a neu-
ral net direct adaptive control method for improving tracking
performance (Rysdyk and Calise, 1998).

A hybrid direct-indirect adaptive control is an approach
that combines both direct and indirect adaptive control to
provide a more effective and flexible adaptation strategy
(Nguyen et al., 2008). The indirect adaptive law will perform
parameter estimation of the unknown plant model, which will
be used to update the computed output of a dynamic inver-
sion controller. As a result, the control command will result
in a smaller dynamic inversion error so that the effect of the
direct adaptive controller can be reduced.

Figure 4 illustrates the hybrid adaptive flight control archi-
tecture that comprises: (i) a reference model that translates
rate commands into desired acceleration commands, (ii) a
proportional-integral (PI) feedback control for rate stabiliza-
tion and tracking, (iii) a dynamic inversion controller that
computes actuator commands to achieve desired acceleration
commands, (iv) a direct MRAC to augment the acceleration
commands, and (v) an indirect adaptive control that updates
the plant model for the dynamic inversion controller.

Consider an aircraft model

ẋ = (A1 + �A1) x + (A2 + �A2) z

+ (B1 + �B1) u + f (x, z) (3)

where

A1, A2, and B1 are known;

�A1, �A2, and �B1 are linear parametric uncertainty
due to damage and/or failure;
x = [

p q r
]T

is the rate vector;

z = [
�φ �α �β �V �h �θ

]T
is the “outer-loop”

state vector;
u = [

�δa �δe �δr
]T

is the control surface deflection
vectors;

and f (x) is a nonlinear parametric uncertainty which can be
approximated by some suitable basis function β(x, z) such as
sigma-pi, sigmoidal, and radial basis function on a compact
set in x as

f (x, z) = WTβ(x, z) + ε(x, z) (4)

where W is an unknown weight matrix and ε (x, z) is a small
approximation error.

A second-order reference model to provide desired han-
dling qualities is specified as

ẋm = −Kpxm − Ki

∫ t

0
xmdτ + Bmr (5)

where

Kp = diag
[
2ζpωp 2ζqωq 2ζrωr

]
is the proportion gain

matrix specified by the damping ratios ζp, ζq, and ζr;
Ki = diag

[
ω2

p ω2
q ω2

r

]
is the integral gain matrix; Bm is

the pilot input gain matrix; and r = [
δlat δlon δrud

]T
is

the pilot input vector.

The dynamic inversion controller is designed to replace
the plant model with the reference model by computing the
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actuator command uc as

uc = (
B1 + �B̂1

)−1
[
−

(
Kp + Ki

s

)
x + Bmr

− (
A1 + �Â1

)
x − (

A2 + �Â2
)
z − uad

]
(6)

where �Â1, �Â2, and �B̂ are estimated by the indirect
adaptive control and uad = WTβ (x, z) is the direct adaptive
signal.

In the above equations, the control vector is limited to the
control surface deflections and does not include the throttle as
an actuator. Given our interest is in adaptive inner-loop con-
trol, throttle control is not fast enough to provide the enhanced
stability needed for resilience. The requirements for faster
throttle actuation and its implication on engine designs are not
completely understood. Section 4.2 presents further discus-
sion on integrated flight-propulsion control and faster engine
response requirements for enhanced stability.

The weight matrix W is computed by a direct adaptive law
with the e-modification scheme (Narendra and Annaswamy,
1987) to improve robustness as follows:

Ẇ = −�
(
βeTPB + µ||eTPB||W)

(7)

where e =
[ ∫ T

0 (xm − x) dτ (xm − x)
]T

is the tracking error,

� > 0 is an adaptive gain or learning rate, µ > 0 is a tuning
parameter, B = [

0 I
]T

, and P = PT > 0 is a positive-
definite matrix that solves the following Lyapunov equation:

PAm + AT
mP = −Q (8)

where Q = QT > 0 is a positive-definite matrix and

Am =
[

0 I

−Ki −Kp

]
(9)

The indirect adaptive law updates the plant model in the
dynamic inversion controller by estimating �Â1, �Â2, and
�B̂ according to

�Â1 = −�xxeTPB

�Â2 = −�zze
TPB

�B̂1 = −�uueTPB

(10)

where �x > 0, �z > 0, and �u > 0 are corresponding learn-
ing rates, and the actuator output u is assumed to be available
as an input to the indirect adaptive control. If not, then the

actuator command uc can be used, and the actuator command
uc can be shown to have a fixed-point solution.

Other suitable parameter estimation methods can also be
used in lieu of the indirect adaptive law (Nguyen et al., 2008).

The combination of both direct and indirect adaptive laws
in the hybrid adaptive control architecture can provide a more
effective adaptation strategy than either direct or indirect
adaptive control alone. By choosing suitable adaptive gain
and covariant matrices, the hybrid adaptive control allows
the direct adaptive control to handle rapid changes in system
dynamics while the indirect adaptive control estimates the
plant model to further reduce the tracking error.

4.1.2 Robust modification

It is well-known that model-reference adaptive control lacks
robustness in the presence of small disturbances and unmod-
eled dynamics (Rohrs et al., 1985). Instability of adaptive
laws can be caused by a number of factors such as parame-
ter drift, use of a large adaptive gain, high-frequency inputs,
noise, and so on (Ioannu and Sun, 1996). Robust modification
schemes are designed to introduce a damping mechanism into
the adaptive law in order to ensure that the adaptive parame-
ters remain bounded during the adaptation. Some well-known
modification schemes are dead-zone (Ioannu and Sun, 1996),
σ-modification (Ioannu and Sun, 1996), and ε-modification
(Narendra and Annaswamy, 1987) which is shown in Equa-
tion 7.

There has been a recent development in new robust
modification schemes for model-reference adaptive control.
One such robust modification scheme is the optimal control
modification which combines optimal control with adaptive
control to minimize the L2-norm of the tracking error with an
infinite-time horizon cost function (Nguyen, Krishnakumar
and Boskovic, 2008).

J = lim
t→→∞

1

2

∫ tf

0
(e − �)TQ (e − �) dt (11)

subject to a constraint by the tracking error dynamics

ė = Ame + B
(
W̃Tβ + ε

)
(12)

where W̃ = W∗ − W is the variation in the weight matrix.
Using the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle with the

Hamiltonian approach, the optimal control modification
adaptive law is obtained as

Ẇ = −�β
(
eTP − νβTWBTPA−1

m

)
B (13)

where ν > 0 is a design parameter.
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For a second-order model given in equation 5, an alternate
form of the optimal control modification adaptive law is

Ẇ = −�β
(
eTPB + νβTWK−2

i

)
(14)

The optimal control modification adaptive law can be
shown by the Lyapunov analysis to be stable and result in
uniformly ultimately bounded signals.

The key feature of the optimal control modification is that
the damping mechanism in the adaptive law is related to the
persistent excitation property of the input signals which is
defined as (Ioannu and Sun, 1996).

1

T0

∫ t+T0

t

β (x (τ) , z (τ)) βT (x (τ) , z (τ)) dτ ≥ α0I, ∀t > 0

(15)

In general, a persistent excitation is needed for a
parameter convergence. However, large amplitude of a per-
sistently exciting input can adversely affect the stability of a
closed-loop adaptive system since it may excite unmodeled
dynamics. With the optimal control modification, as the per-
sistent excitation increases, so is the damping mechanism that
counteracts the adverse effect of the persistent excitation.

4.1.3 Adaptive control metrics

A major feature of adaptive control is nonlinearity. Owing
to its nonlinearity, adaptive control systems are inherently
more complex than linear time invariant (LTI) control
systems. While the certification process for LTI control sys-
tems is well established, the same is not true for adaptive
systems. There are well-accepted metrics for LTI control
systems that quantify performance and stability of these sys-
tems such as overshoot, settling time, and phase and gain
margins.

Performance metrics. Transient performance and steady
state performance are two important requirements for any
control system design. In a LTI control system, classical
metrics of overshoot or undershoot are used to bound the
exceedance of the transient response of a control system
to a specified command. With a large transient response,
the system may behave differently from the assumed model
or move to a different operating point that could invalidate
the control system design. One approach is to define the
transient performance metric as a L∞-norm measure of the
overshoot (or undershoot) of an adaptive control system rela-
tive to the ideal response of the off-nominal reference model
to a specified command. This metric could be expressed as

(Stepanyan et al., 2009)

||x(t) − xm(t)||∞
||xm(t)||∞

= maxt∈[t0,tf ]||x(t) − xm(t)||
maxt∈[t0,tf ]||xm(t)|| (16)

where the metric is normalized from 0 to 1 and the L∞-norm
is evaluated over a time interval from t0 to tf which could
be the final simulation time or the settling time at which the
response of an adaptive system is within a specified tolerance
of the reference model.

A steady state performance metric is designed to provide
a measure of the time duration for the response of an adaptive
control system to reach a specified level of the expected ideal
response of the reference model. This is equivalent to the
settling time in classical control. One such metric could be
defined as a L2-norm measure as (Stepanyan et al., 2009)

||x(t) − xm(t)||2
||xm(t)||2

=
√∫ tf

t0

∑n
i=1

∣∣xi(t) − xm,i(t)
∣∣2

dτ√∫ tf
t0

∑n
i=1

∣∣xm,i(t)
∣∣2

dτ

(17)

The steady state performance metric in equation (17) also
measures the high frequency response of the adaptive con-
trol system relative to the ideal response since an oscillatory
signal generally results in a larger L2-norm.

Stability metrics. Phase and gain margins can be used as
stability metrics in adaptive control systems under some cir-
cumstances. One possible use would be when an adaptive
control process is terminated by switching off the adapta-
tion, essentially freezing the adaptive parameters, or when
the adaptive signal converges to a steady state value. Some
methods of approximate phase and gain margin analysis for
adaptive control systems have been proposed that could be
used without turning off the adaptation. One method for
analyzing stability margins is based on a LMI approach by
transforming the nonlinear form of adaptive control into a
linear parameter varying form (Yang et al., 2009).

Time delay margin has been viewed as a more readily
accepted metric for relative stability of nonlinear control. A
current challenge is that there is no well-established analyti-
cal tool for computing the time delay margin for an adaptive
control system. One proposed method is based on a Pade
approximation to transform the time-delay adaptive control
system into a higher order system without the time delay
that can be analyzed by the Lyapunov method (Annaswamy,
Jang and Lavretsky, 2008). This method tends to yield a
very conservative estimate of the time delay margin even
for a simple scalar adaptive control system (Annaswamy,
Jang and Lavretsky, 2008). Despite new theoretical meth-
ods under development for computing the time delay margin,
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the most direct way to compute the time delay margin is by
simulations.

Bounded linear stability analysis method is a new method
that has been developed to compute approximately the time
delay margin and hence phase margin of an adaptive control
system (Nguyen et al., 2009a). The method approximates an
adaptive control system for a weakly nonlinear (almost linear)
structured uncertainty by a locally bounded LTI control sys-
tem that can be analyzed using standard LTI analytical tools.
The approximation is shown to provide a more accurate esti-
mate of the time delay margin than the Pade approximation
approach in Annaswamy, Jang and Lavretsky, 2008.

4.2 Integrated flight-propulsion control

As a control actuator, aircraft engines are generally slower
than the traditional flight control surface actuators. The
response time of a typical aircraft engine can be characterized
by the engine lag time and the engine time constant. Since the
transient dynamics upon the loss of a vertical stabilizer can be
rapid, aircraft engines may not be able to respond quickly to
changes in aircraft states to regain aircraft stability and con-
trol. In order to integrate aircraft engines into the flight control
loop, certain requirements on the engine responsiveness must
be met.

4.2.1 Differential engine thrust control with current
engine capability

The current engine capability could be used in situations
involving less severe damage to the vertical stabilizer-rudder
system. With the engines as slow acting actuators operating
in conjunction with traditional fast flight control actuators,
the differential engine thrust control can be integrated in the
inner loop of the flight control system. A technique for deal-
ing with control systems with time-scale separation involving
slow acting actuators is the singular perturbation approach
(Nguyen et al., 2009b). Another approach is based on a pre-
dictor model (Stepanyan et al., 2009).

The general conclusions of these studies indicate lim-
ited applicability of state-of-the-art aircraft turbofan engines
towards stabilizing an aircraft for large deviations in initial
side-slip response after an adverse event pointing to faster
engine response requirements.

4.2.2 Fast engine response requirements

Engine dynamics are quite complex and the engine thrust is
generally a nonlinear function of altitude and airspeed. The
control input to an engine is provided by an engine throttle,

Figure 5. Typical aircraft engine thrust response for step TRA
input.

which is measured by a throttle resolver angle (TRA). At a
given altitude and airspeed, engine dynamics may be approx-
imated by time-delayed second-order system as

T̈ + 2ζωnṪ + ω2
nT = bδT (t − td) (18)

where ζ = 1 is the critical damping ratio, ωn is the frequency
bandwidth of the closed-loop engine dynamics, δT is the TRA
command, and td is the engine time lag. The engine time con-
stant is computed as τ = 1/ωn. Both the engine time constant
and engine lag are functions of the engine trim thrust, mach
number, altitude, and whether the engine accelerates or decel-
erates. Figure 5 is a typical turbofan engine thrust response
curve.

For a twin-engine aircraft, both the engine left and right
throttles can be controlled individually to provide a collec-
tive thrust to control pitch motion and a differential thrust to
control roll and yaw motions. If the yaw damping is severely
reduced due to damage to the vertical stabilizer–rudder sys-
tem, individual engine thrust control can possibly be used for
a directional stability augmentation.

The closed-loop system with engine thrust as an attitude
feedback controller has a form

ẋ(t) = A(τ)x(t) − BKx (t − td) (19)

The stability of the closed-loop system can be estimated by
a matrix measure approach for time-delay systems as

ω < µ̄ (−jA) + ||BK||
td <

1

ω
cos−1 µ̄ (A) + µ̄ (jBK)

||BK||
(20)
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where µ̄ is a matrix measure value, A determines the open-
loop lateral-directional characteristics and K is the loop gain
matrix that gives desired stable closed-loop poles as deter-
mined from

det
(
sI − A + BKe−jωtd

) = 0 (21)

To obtain desired closed-loop characteristics, the loop gain
matrix K must be large enough to stabilize the closed-loop
system in an event of damage to the vertical stabilizer–rudder
system. However, a large loop gain can destabilize the closed-
loop system in the presence of the engine lag, which acts as
a time delay. In general, the closed-loop poles can be placed
at desired locations by suitably decreasing the engine time
constant and engine lag (Nguyen et al., 2010).

For a typical transport aircraft, the rudder actuator sys-
tem typically has a bandwidth in the range from 4 to 6 Hz.
This actuator response provides sufficient yaw damping aug-
mentation for a stable Dutch-roll mode. For a worst-case
damage to the vertical stabilizer-rudder system that results
in an unstable Dutch-roll mode, the bandwidth of the engine
will have to come close to the rudder actuator system to pro-
vide the required stability properties (Nguyen et al., 2010). In
some instances, the engine response might have to be faster
than even the rudder actuator system to provide the same
desired closed-loop yaw damping. These requirements may
be quite demanding and perhaps even unachievable for the
current engine design. Alternatively, the requirements can
be relaxed by reducing the desired yaw damping character-
istics, which in turn can adversely affect the aircraft flying
qualities.

4.3 Intelligent guidance and planning

Intelligent guidance and planning in the presence of adverse
events will enable the pilot to concentrate on the manual con-
trol of the aircraft down to a safe landing. Generating the plans
and the corresponding trajectories require a good knowledge
of many factors, such as available flight envelope, availabil-
ity of compatible runways, and environmental conditions.
The next paragraphs outline studies underway to answer
the intelligent guidance and planning challenges outlined
earlier.

4.3.1 Emergency planning technologies

There has been considerable research on automated planning
techniques in AI, but much of this work has been limited to
problems that are largely discrete in nature – that is, where
there are few continuous variables involved, or where such

choices can be discretized. Finding a viable and safe route to
the final approach course is more closely related to problems
such as 3D robotic path planning. To tackle these problems,
a constraint-based search throughout the space of landing
sites/runways that are reachable and obey hard constraints
associated with aircraft capability have been investigated
(Tang, Atkins and Sanner, 2007). For each such possible land-
ing site/runway, a search is conducted for a coarse spatial
path to a final approach fix, taking into account weather and
terrain obstacles, and aircraft descent and turning capabilities.
This path is then used as input to the more detailed trajec-
tory planning algorithms to evaluate path feasibility. Once
a feasible plan is found, evaluation of the robustness of the
plan with respect to aircraft capabilities and the possibilities
of further degradation in capabilities or weather conditions
is conducted.

There are several challenges in this approach. First,
although it should be relatively easy to evaluate the risk or
robustness of a specific plan, it is considerably more diffi-
cult to focus the search on finding low risk plans in the first
place. This will require the development of heuristics that
can guide the search for a landing site, runway and path by
assessing risk of an abstract plan – one that is not yet worked
out completely. A second problem is that of improving the
robustness of a generated plan by improving the path, or by
considering and planning for the possibility of additional fail-
ures or contingencies. Fundamental research is underway to
extend techniques for planning under uncertainty to deal with
the continuous variables in this domain, to focus search on
finding robust plans, and to further improve the robustness of
plans that have been generated (Meuleau, Plaunt and Smith,
2008).

4.3.2 Trajectory planning algorithms

The flight plans produced by conventional flight manage-
ment systems are composed of “waypoints”, and the “legs”
connecting these waypoints. These legs incorporate standard
turn rates and predicted climb and descent performance in
order to define the lateral and vertical trajectories that are
used to guide the aircraft, and to meet the airspeed and alti-
tude constraints that can be placed on various waypoints.
However, in cases where the aircraft is unable to meet these
constraints, it is left to the pilots to resolve the situation.
As a result, intelligent trajectory planning algorithms will
be used to (i) accommodate additional constraints such as
asymmetric bank angle limits, (ii) create specialized legs that
are capable of bleeding off excess energy to comply with
approach and landing constraints under conditions such as
in cases where the aircraft is no longer capable of achieving
level flight, (iii) assess the performance of the aircraft such
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Figure 6. Precessing a sequence of turning arcs.

as changes in lift/drag characteristics, and (iv) re-plan when
necessary. Furthermore, when constraints are not achievable,
the trajectory planner may request a change either in lat-
eral path or in aircraft configuration. For example, when the
aircraft has excessive energy a lateral leg can be extended,
a sequence of helical segments can be added, or drag may
be increased, by using a combination of speed breaks, flaps
or landing gear. If the aircraft has insufficient energy, some
lateral legs can be eliminated (assuming such a change is
allowed), therefore resulting in a shorter path and a higher
energy at a given waypoint.

In cases involving in-flight failures, certain trajectory
planning assumptions may no longer be valid. One such
assumption is the ability to maintain wings level flight. For
example, if an aircraft encounters a nose-up out-of-trim con-
dition, a bank angle may need to be maintained to achieve a
stable trim state. For these types of situations, special case
extended solvers can be used to generate flyable legs, which
can then be used to construct corresponding trajectories down
to landing. For example, in the case where an aircraft can-
not fly straight, but can control flight path angle, a sequence
of spirals can be used to follow a “reference arc” with a
radius adjusted to accommodate an integer number of “max–
min radius” turning cycles (Figure 6) (Choi and Atkins,
2009).

4.3.3 Adaptive guidance system

The adaptive guidance system architecture will augment
(outer-loop) control gains and rate limits in order to work
with the adaptive (inner-loop) control system. This is accom-
plished by taking advantage of the consistent handling
qualities provided by the adaptive control system in terms

of natural frequency responses and pitch and roll rate
limits.

The adaptive guidance system is also responsible for
ensuring that the guidance modes and targets are valid for
the known maneuvering envelope. This means that the guid-
ance system will need to ensure that the desired trim state is
valid, as well as the transition to that trim state. In some cases,
the transition may require a sequence of guidance mode and
target transitions (Kaneshige and Krishnakumar, 2007). For
example, if the aircraft were to encounter a partial loss of one
wing, the aircraft may need to increase speed before turning,
followed by a deceleration once the turn is complete. In some
maneuvers, such as flare, the final aircraft state may not need
to be a valid trim state.

In cases where the aircraft may need to fly outside the
known maneuvering envelope, the adaptive guidance system
may need to explore the boundaries in order to discover addi-
tional valid trim states (Yi and Atkins, 2010). In this case, the
guidance system must navigate within the allowable trim-
state region, while also proceeding in the direction of the
“unknown” regions of the trim-state space. To accomplish
this, the guidance system must ensure that it proceeds in such
a manner that a valid trim state region is verified prior to
“taking the next step”.

5 CONCLUSION

The work presented in this chapter covers mostly the flight
control aspects of resiliency. A successful IRAC study also
requires improved models that include system interactions
between structures, flight controls, and/or the propulsion sys-
tem. These modeling efforts need to achieve dynamically
representative interactions to allow for control law design
and evaluation. An example is the need for improved depar-
ture and post-departure dynamic modeling of a civil transport
class aircraft. Details of the dynamics involved in loss of
control are required to better understand how the resilient
system can best regain control without further exacerbating
the situation. Another example includes the enhancements to
propulsion modeling for situations requiring effective inte-
grated flight and propulsion control. In addition to improved
modeling, the success of realizing the benefits of the tech-
nologies outlined in this chapter rely on overcoming the
barriers of certification of adaptive and intelligent system
technologies. One important aspect of this realization is the
need for verification and validation (V&V) methods that
address the complexity of the IRAC technologies proposed.
NASA Aviation safety program is focused both on the model-
ing aspects as well as the V&V needs for the future of aviation
safety.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In most places, and through most of history, aircraft have
been protected from collisions by the “big sky.” The space
in which aircraft operate is many orders of magnitude larger
than the aircraft themselves, so the chance of two aircraft
passing dangerously close to one another is usually small.
However, there are exceptions to this general case. On the
airport surface, aircraft are very close together. In the air just
before landing and just after takeoff, aerodynamic constraints
on flight performance can force aircraft into close proximity.
As aviation has grown in importance to society, the number
of aircraft flying at the same time has increased. This area
of close proximity has expanded quite a distance from the
airport, and the areas of proximity for different airports can
overlap. There are even some areas at high altitude where
aircraft would be in close proximity without some regulation

of their flight paths. The need to maintain safety under such
conditions has led to the creation of air traffic control orga-
nizations that assure safe separation. In the airspace where
aircraft densities are highest, separation assurance is most
important.

1.1 Definitions

Separation assurance is the service provided by air traffic
control that keeps aircraft apart from one another through the
use of regulatory minimum distances between aircraft at any
given time or minimum times between aircraft at the same
place. Note that “separation assurance” is an engineering
term, not an air traffic control term. The US Federal Avia-
tion Administration (FAA) Order on air traffic control FAA,
2009a), uses phrases like “provide separation,” or “separa-
tion is established” instead of “separation assurance.” The
phrase “separation is assured” is always in the context of
“before and after visual separation” is applied. The NAV
Canada Air Traffic Control Manual of Operations (NAV
Canada, 1999) includes the phrase “separation is assured,”
usually in the negative. The air traffic control order in the
United Kingdom (Civil Aviation Authority, 2009) does not
use “assured” for separation. Therefore, a certain amount of
translation must be done when applying real world air traf-
fic control experience to engineering requirements, and vice
versa.

Separation must be assured from three things: from other
aircraft, from obstacles on the ground, and from designated
regions of the airspace. Separation from airspace is necessary
when the airspace in question is used by military activities,
non-aviation airspace users such as rockets, or other uses of
an airspace that would conflict with civil air traffic. Aircraft
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2 Safety Engineering and Mission Assurance

must also remain separated from temporary restrictions on
airspace, such as those for national security or for special
events.

High-density airspace is a volume in which the number of
aircraft is high enough that active effort is required for sepa-
ration. In high-density airspace other desirable features of a
system, such as flexibility in routing or user-preferred altitude
profiles, are of secondary importance to maintaining a safe,
orderly, and expeditious flow of traffic, and are only granted
as controller workload permits. This occurs most commonly
near one or more busy airports.

Communication, navigation, and surveillance capabilities
are important elements in determining the capacity of any
volume of airspace. As new technology improves these capa-
bilities, the number of aircraft that causes airspace to be
operated in “high-density” fashion increases. Especially near
major airports, there will be many cases in which the airspace
must handle high-density traffic regardless of technological
advances.

1.2 Conventions

This chapter will use US civil-aviation conventions, such as
altitudes measured in feet. At finer levels of detail, differences
appear among countries. In places, Canadian and UK regu-
lations are mentioned to provide a measure of the range of
variation in requirements. Consult documents from the local
air navigation service provider for the exact rules pertaining
in any particular place.

2 LAYERED MODEL OF AIR TRAFFIC
SAFETY

In order to understand separation assurance, it must be seen
in context. Air navigation service providers use a defense-in-
depth strategy to keep aircraft safe, which may be thought of
as nested layers. These layers are diagrammed in Figure 1.
Inner layers are those concerned with the shortest time from
identification of a problem until its projected occurrence;
outer layers are progressively longer times. The shortest time
layers are the responsibility of the pilot. Longer-time layers
are the responsibility of the air traffic control or air traffic
flow management. The longest time scales are handled by
policy decisions and dispatch offices. The needs of the inner
layers are more important than the needs of the outer layers,
and can override them.

Figure 1. Layered model of air traffic safety.

2.1 See-and-avoid

“. . . the pilot is responsible to see and avoid other traffic. . .”
(FAA, 2009b, 5-5-8a)

Ultimately, the pilot is responsible for the safety of the
aircraft, so the innermost layer of this model is controlled
by the pilot. However, collision-avoidance maneuvers can be
drastic, and the workload on the pilot can be very high (Cog-
nitive Engineering and Aviation Safety). A safe, orderly, and
efficient flow of traffic would be impossible to maintain in
high-density airspace when these maneuvers are common.
Therefore, the outer layers are the preferable means of ensur-
ing safety. See-and-avoid separation from other aircraft is
doubly redundant; both pilots are involved. There is no min-
imum distance involved in visual collision avoidance; the
separation being protected is zero.

The see-and-avoid layer of separation has three limita-
tions. First, the pilot cannot see all azimuths and elevations.
Second, it works only in visual meteorological conditions. In
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fact, visual flight rules are defined by the ability of pilots to
see and avoid other traffic. Third, as of this writing, unmanned
airborne systems cannot participate.

See-and-avoid is the primary means of avoiding obstacles.
It cannot be used for separation from airspace. It is the backup
for all outer layers of the safety model.

2.2 Collision avoidance systems

Collision avoidance systems, such as the Traffic alert and
Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) on board all passenger
aircraft, improve the pilot’s awareness of surrounding traffic.
They use a radar system that queries other aircraft transpon-
ders in the vicinity to increase the breadth of azimuths
and elevations in which other aircraft can be detected.
The pilot’s situational awareness therefore improves, and
last-second maneuvering is reduced. TCAS suggests maneu-
vers to resolve conflicts. These “resolution advisories” are
coordinated between aircraft, so inconsistent maneuvers are
not undertaken. In level flight, altitude changes are recom-
mended, because TCAS altitude information is very precise.
For aircraft that are climbing or descending, adjustments to
the vertical speed are also possible. Lateral maneuvers are not
used, since sufficient precision of lateral position information
is not available. TCAS gives aural instructions to the pilot.
At very high densities, multiple aural warnings can interfere
with one another, which places a limit on TCAS utility in
high-density airspace. A collision avoidance system protects
a small separation that is a parameter in its design.

2.3 Air traffic control

Air traffic control is the heart of separation assurance. This is
the first layer of safety that is required to protect a regulatory
spacing around each aircraft. The separations to be protected
can be measured in: distance, as in the case of longitudinal,
lateral, or vertical separation; time, as in timed approaches or
time-based metering; geographic location, in cases where the
aircraft’s position is known within very generous tolerances;
or specialized separations based on the presence of particu-
lar navigation aids. The last two, geographic separation and
navaid separation (Federal Aviation Administration, 2009a,
Section 6-4-2), are generally used in low-density airspace and
will not be treated further.

Separation in any one dimension, vertical, lateral, or longi-
tudinal, is sufficient. Aircraft separated in one dimension may
be arbitrarily close in the other two without reducing safety.
Vertical separation is always possible, but lateral and lon-

gitudinal separation depend on the available infrastructure.
As detailed below, radar surveillance permits lateral separa-
tions of 3–5 nautical miles. In the absence of surveillance,
longitudinal separations of 2–10 min are required. Separa-
tions in time are almost always larger than separations in
distance. They vary according to airspeeds, windspeeds, and
wind direction. For example, between two transoceanic jets
at cruise, 10 min could be 80 nautical miles. When such large
separation requirements are in force, as more flights request
use of the airspace the separation assurance problem quickly
becomes unmanageable. The airspace and procedures and
traffic flow management layers of the safety system become
the primary tools for separation assurance.

2.3.1 Visual separation

Around airports, the efficiency of high-density operations is
improved by the use of visual separation. If the pilot of the
trailing aircraft can see the leading aircraft, and has informed
air traffic control of that fact, visual separation can be applied.
No minimum distance is necessary in this case, but the pilot
must avoid the wake of the preceding aircraft. In effect, the
innermost layer of the safety model is used as a primary means
of separation assurance. Visual separation on final approach
is possibly the most important factor in arrival runway effi-
ciency.

2.3.2 Flight plans

All airspace above 18 000 feet is under “positive control.”
To enter this airspace, a pilot must inform the air naviga-
tion service provider of the intended path of the aircraft. This
intended path is in the form of a flight plan. This plan con-
tains an origination and destination airport, departure route,
intermediate positions (fixes), airways, cruise altitude, and
arrival route. In general, the flight plan is the main indication
to air traffic control as to the pilot’s intent.

2.3.3 Clearances

Air traffic controllers issue clearances to pilots. The clearance
is an incremental agreement with the controlling facility, stat-
ing how and when the aircraft can proceed safely according
to its flight plan. A clearance means that the controller has
ascertained that no other traffic will be in the way, and the
aircraft may proceed without interference. Clearances have
limits; examples include clearance to a runway, on a proce-
dure, or to a particular point in space (“fix”). Clearance limits
are important in the case of lost communications: the flight
path is contained, and the controller can continue to keep
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this aircraft clear of others. An air traffic instruction is not a
clearance. It is a specific action, such as changing speed or
direction of flight, that the pilot is required to undertake for
reasons of safety.

2.4 Airspace and procedures

The salient factor distinguishing high-density airspace is the
necessity of structured routing in three dimensions. Aircraft
converging from opposite directions have very high closing
speeds, which leave little time for tactical resolution of con-
flicts or spacing aircraft into flows. The frequency of these
situations is minimized by limiting the freedom of aircraft
operators to file their flight plans.

Structured routing allows procedural separation. Proce-
dures are predefined paths for flights to use in two or three
dimensions. They simplify the process of delivering a clear-
ance, since there is no need to name all the points, altitudes,
and speeds that comprise the procedure. (In severe weather,
when aircraft change their flight plans en route, and ad hoc
clearances must be created to avoid dangerous turbulence, the
largest part of pilot–controller workload is communicating
the new flight path, point by point, over the radio.)

Aircraft are procedurally separated from obstacles and
airspace when they are established on a procedure. To some
extent, they are also protected from other aircraft. They are
almost always laterally separated, as on an air traffic service
route. Sometimes they are also vertically separated, as on a
Standard Terminal Arrival Route. Longitudinal separation is
still to be assured by the controller.

2.4.1 Air traffic service routes

Air traffic service routes, or airways, are established to sim-
plify the flows of traffic and thereby increase the maximum
safe density of aircraft. The responsible air traffic controller
has information about the distance between airways. When
two airways are sufficiently far apart, aircraft established on
two different airways are procedurally separated. Airways
are classified on the basis of the navigation system used to
define them.

Conventional navigation routes, for example Victor and Jet
airways in the United States, are formed by connecting radio
navigation aids (FAA, 2009c). The precision of the navigation
aid determines the lateral distance needed to separate airways,
since it relates directly to the likely lateral dispersion of flights
on each airway. Near a navigation aid, an airway is typically
cleared for 4 nautical miles to either side of the centerline.
The precision of a radio navigation aid is expressed in degrees
of arc, so as the aircraft gets farther from the navigation aid

the lateral uncertainty in the aircraft position gets larger. The
airspace that must be cleared around the airway gets larger if
a nearby navigation aid is not available.

Some aircraft and crews are capable of area navigation
(RNAV), which permits them to navigate reliably between
arbitrary points in space. Routes designed for these aircraft,
for example Tango and Q routes in the United States, are not
required to track directly from one radio navigation aid to
another, and do not suffer from the same kind of uncertainty
in position as conventional navigation routes. RNAV routes
are usable only by aircraft that declare themselves capable of
area navigation in their flight plan.

Required Navigation Performance (RNP) routes add to
this certain constraints on the ability of the aircraft to stay
within a certain distance of the route centerline. They are
classified by lateral distance. An RNP-2 route, for example,
open to aircraft certified as capable of RNP-2 operations,
has two 2-nautical-mile buffers on either side of the route
centerline, and is therefore roughly equivalent in spacing to
a conventional route. As of this writing, RNP routes are not
eligible for procedural separation that is less than that applied
to conventional-navigation routes. Ultimately, RNP routes
are expected to be procedurally separated from one another,
with a minimum of controller attention required for aircraft
on the route.

2.4.2 Sectors

Air traffic control sectors serve the critical function of limiting
the size of the separation assurance problem any particular
team of controllers must resolve. A sector is composed of a
group of contiguous volumes with flat floors and ceilings. In
high-density airspace, a sector ideally is designed to make a
single task very efficient. On the arrival side, such tasks might
include merging two or more flows, meeting a procedural
altitude restriction, or spacing traffic to prevent overloading
a merge point later in the flow. On the departure side, the
tasks might include monitoring climbs to make sure aircraft
are separated from arrival airspace, or creating a linear flow
of departures from several airports to the same jet airway. In
high-density en route airspace, the tasks include safely merg-
ing or crossing two airways, or blending climbing aircraft into
an overhead stream.

A sector will ideally be built around a few procedures, with
boundaries drawn so there is enough airspace around each
merge or restriction point to allow the controller to maneuver
aircraft to assure separation and build the required spacing.
Anything outside those boundaries is not the responsibility
of the control team.

Sector boundaries are an invaluable tool for reducing the
separation assurance task to manageable proportions, but they
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come at a cost. Separation must be assured from the boundary
itself. In airspace where the lateral separation minimum is 5
miles, each control team must keep aircraft 2.5 miles from the
sector boundary. Unlike other separation tasks, however, this
one is not mandatory. If the team controlling airspace on the
other side of the boundary is made aware of the situation, and
agrees that it is safe, a controller can direct aircraft close to,
or even across, the boundary. This process is called a “point-
out.” Where the need for point-outs is common, pre-arranged
coordination of a particular maneuver may be codified in the
standard operating procedures.

2.5 Flow management

Separation assurance takes effort on the part of air traffic
controllers and pilots, and when maneuvers are involved, the
maneuvering aircraft may require sole use of airspace that
might be needed for other purposes. A situation in which
many maneuvers are required can easily become unmanage-
able. Flow management is used to prevent unmanageable
separation-assurance workload in another place by taking
action at a time from tens of minutes to several hours in
advance.

Tactical traffic flow management begins with the recog-
nition that two streams of aircraft with minimum separation
cannot be merged. Therefore, the traffic on each upstream air-
way must be spaced to a larger standard than the minimum.
The exact value of this larger standard depends on the relative
amount of traffic on other airways, which may be far from
the sector in question. The spacing standard is determined by
traffic flow managers, who have no responsibility for separa-
tion so they can have a larger scale view of the traffic situation.
Flow management is not expected to resolve the whole sep-
aration assurance problem, merely to avoid overloading the
downstream controller, so traffic management initiatives are
most effective when they are not too tightly constraining.

Strategic flow management works on longer time scales,
when the number of aircraft forecast to demand a resource
exceeds the capacity of that resource. Left unattended, such
a situation would lead to an impossible separation-assurance
task. Strategic flow management relieves controller work-
load by changing the times at which aircraft take off, the
routes they fly, and the altitudes and speeds they may
use (FAA, 2009d, Chapter 17). Strategic traffic-flow man-
agement decisions are irrevocable: a ground delay once
taken cannot be undone. Therefore, the interests of the
airspace users should be taken into account by the flow
managers, in a process called Collaborative Decision Mak-
ing in the United States (Bianco, Dell’Olmo and Odoni,
2001).

2.6 Demand management

At the longest time scale, a congestion problem can be
identified months or years in advance, which may lead to
administrative or regulatory actions that limit the number
of aircraft using the airspace. To date, demand management
is almost exclusively applied to airports, since limiting air-
port traffic necessarily reduces demand for the surrounding
high-density airspace (De Neufville and Odoni, 2002).

3 VERTICAL SEPARATION

Between two aircraft in level flight, vertical separation is the
easiest way to assure separation. If two aircraft have been
assigned altitudes 1000 feet apart, and have been observed
to be conforming to the assigned levels, they are separated.
Aircraft operating under visual flight rules are assigned alti-
tudes ending in 500 feet. In this way, they will be separated
from all aircraft under positive control, which are assigned
altitudes in round thousands. Vertical separation can be used
in any airspace, regardless of available surveillance. Vertical
separation is the most common means of assuring separation
from obstacles.

This description assumes that both aircraft are equipped
for reduced vertical separation minima, which is the case for
most commercial aircraft likely to use high-density airspace.
If one is not, a 2000-foot vertical separation requirement
applies at altitudes above 29 000 feet, and flight levels of
even thousands of feet are not available to the unequipped
aircraft.

The vertical separation minimum of 1000 feet is much
smaller than the separation minimum in other dimensions.
This is in part because pressure altimetry is the most accu-
rate dimension of measurement of an aircraft’s position. It
is closely related to an aircraft’s performance, and pressure
differences in the atmosphere are very stable. As atmospheric
properties such as pressure, temperature, density, and humid-
ity change, all aircraft will respond identically, and though
they may all move up or down, their separation stays the
same, with one exception. In the terminal airspace around an
airport, all aircraft calibrate their altimeters to the air pressure
reported by the dominant airport weather station. In en route
airspace, far from any dominant airport, at or above 18 000
feet, all aircraft set their altimeters to a common, standard
pressure setting (FAA, 2009b, 7-2). This conventional pres-
sure setting is particularly important at the interface between
the high-density airspace and the high-altitude strata. In cases
where the air pressure at the airport is particularly low, the
17 000-foot level, as measured from the airport, will be higher
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than usual. The 18 000-foot level, defined by the standard
altimeter setting, will be less than 1000 feet above it, so
altitude separation fails at the interface. In cases where this
matters, procedures will be written with the notation “lowest
usable flight level” in place of a specified altitude.

When aircraft are not flying level, altitude separation
becomes more difficult. In the interest of safety, a climb or
descent instruction is always given with a limit. Safe opera-
tions do not assume that the communication link to the pilot
will be working when the time comes to stop the climb. There-
fore, a climb is always given in the form, “Climb and maintain
X thousand feet.” In the event of lost communications, the
pilot will stay at the assigned altitude, and other aircraft can
be maneuvered around it safely. When the cleared altitude is
not part of a procedure or a flight plan, they are called “interim
altitudes.” Interim altitudes are frequently used when an air-
craft approaches a control boundary. For example, the last
instruction a tower gives to a departing aircraft usually ends,
“maintain three thousand,” where a channel of airspace up to
3000 feet is reserved by the terminal movement area for that
departure. Usually, the pilot will have established commu-
nication with the departure controller in the terminal before
reaching the specified altitude, and the aircraft will be re-
cleared to a higher altitude with no perceptible break in its
rate of climb. In the rare occasions when communications
have not been established, however, safety is maintained by
keeping the aircraft level, below the floor of the departure
controller’s airspace.

The essential point in altitude separation of climbing or
descending aircraft is that an aircraft cleared to an altitude
is considered to occupy not only the cleared altitude, but
also all the altitudes between the one it has reported leaving
and the one to which it has been cleared. Figure 2 shows
an example. Aircraft “A” cannot be cleared to the original
altitude of aircraft “B” until B has been observed or reported
leaving its original altitude. The reverse situation applies for
descending aircraft. Stepping aircraft upward like this creates
a lot of work for both pilots and controllers, so departure
procedures rarely use altitude separation.

Figure 2. Vertical separation between two climbing aircraft.

This difficulty in altitude separation is the main reason that
continuous-descent arrivals are not yet in widespread use.
In a terminal movement area, arriving aircraft and descend-
ing aircraft are constantly crossing paths. Lateral separation
of crossing paths is not possible (by definition), altitude
separation is difficult, and longitudinal separation requires
long times between successive operations. In high-density
airspace, where procedures are widely used, the crossing is
most efficiently handled by putting a level segment in one
of the procedures. Since arriving aircraft need to slow down
and departing aircraft wish to accelerate, the arrival proce-
dure usually contains the level segments. Arrival procedures
without these level segments, sometimes called continuous-
descent approaches, are desirable for environmental reasons
but pose a difficult problem for separation assurance (Clarke
et al., 2004). Optimized-profile descents are a compromise
that adds some altitude restrictions to facilitate separation
assurance.

4 SEPARATION ASSURANCE WITH
SURVEILLANCE

High-quality surveillance is critical to the separation assur-
ance task in high-density airspace. Currently, “surveillance”
almost always means “radar.” In fact, the US and Canadian
air traffic control orders have entire chapters entitled
“Radar” or “Radar Procedures.” Surveillance, with support-
ing automation at the controller’s workstation, gives the
controller near-real-time information about the positions and
velocities of aircraft. It can be used for separation assurance
directly, by measuring the distance between two aircraft posi-
tions, or indirectly, by using it to monitor conformance of the
aircraft to its cleared procedure or trajectory.

Radar separation can be applied laterally or longitudinally.
Without surveillance, longitudinal separation requirements
are expressed in time, usually 2–10 min between operations
in any one place.

As mentioned above, aircraft are procedurally separated
when the controller has observed that the aircraft is estab-
lished on a procedure. The time it takes to do this is dependent
on the accuracy and update rate of the surveillance system.

4.1 Lateral separation

Radars return azimuth and distance information directly, and
altitude information from the target aircraft’s transponder.
Measurement errors in azimuth angle imply larger dis-
tance uncertainties at longer ranges, so the lateral separation
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Figure 3. Protected volume around an aircraft (radar separation).

minimum has two values. Within a specified distance from a
single radar sensor, 40 miles in the United States or 60 miles
in Canada, 3 miles between radar returns are sufficient for
lateral separation. Outside that range, 5 miles are required. In
effect, a ring is established around each aircraft (Figure 3).
No other aircraft may be inside that ring unless they are
separated in some other way.

The 3- or 5-mile separation standard is from other air-
craft. The lateral radar separation from airspace is half the
aircraft-to-aircraft distance, so either 1.5 or 2.5 miles must
be maintained. This is the same standard that is applied to a
sector boundary (above).

4.2 Diverging separation

In the high-density airspace near an airport, two aircraft are
separated if they are observed to be on diverging headings
and both have passed the crossing point of the two trajec-
tories (Figure 4). A 15◦ difference in heading is sufficient
to establish divergence, so 3 miles need not be maintained
between the aircraft.

One particularly important application of diverging-
course separation is at the departure end of a runway. The
tower controller assigns a heading to an aircraft before it
begins takeoff, to which the pilot will turn as soon as the air-
craft is airborne. If two or more headings are available, then

Figure 4. Aircraft on diverging courses.

the second aircraft does not have to wait until the first aircraft
is 3 miles away before it departs, which can provide a sub-
stantial increase in runway departure efficiency. At airports
where there are two parallel departure runways, the availabil-
ity of multiple departure headings means the two runways can
operate independently.

Use of this form of separation is very common at low
densities. In high-density airspace, by contrast, the available
headings off the runway may be limited by the require-
ments of other approach and departure procedures. Care must
be taken, in designing procedures for high-density termi-
nal airspace, not to preclude the use of diverging-heading
departure separation.

4.3 Longitudinal separation

In high-density airspace, most aircraft will be cleared on
procedures, which greatly simplifies the task of lateral and
altitude separation. Assuring longitudinal separation, the
remaining dimension, forms the majority of the controller’s
work. Longitudinal separation is needed between aircraft
bound for the same place on the same (or a dependent) pro-
cedure.

Longitudinal separation of departures is usually simple.
The natural separation of aircraft that depart from the same
runway is sufficient to assure separation later in the flight. The
task becomes more difficult where there are many airports in
a small area, each of which may launch an aircraft bound for
the same point in space.

Departing aircraft are frequently leaving an area with a
3-mile lateral separation minimum, bound for an area with a
5-mile minimum. If the departing aircraft can be sequenced
so the faster one is in front, separation is assured in the sector
downstream. If not, altitude separation, by interrupting the
climb of the leading, slower aircraft, is preferable. The least
efficient way to assure separation, from the point of view of
both the controller and the pilot, is to issue lateral maneuvers
so that the trailing aircraft takes longer to reach the common
fix.

Longitudinal separation of arrivals is more difficult. The
primary complicating factor is that aircraft are slowing down
from their cruise speed to their landing speed. The leading
aircraft will naturally be slower than the trailing aircraft,
which leads to compression of the initial longitudinal spacing.
Therefore, extra spacing must be built into the longitudinal
separation early in the arrival route. In many cases, this is
a consideration for all controllers handling the aircraft from
the time it begins its descent until it touches down.

The preferable technique for longitudinal separation assur-
ance of arrivals (or cruising aircraft) is speed control. By
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Figure 5. Vectoring techniques: dog-leg, S-turn, and trombone.

assigning the same speeds to the leading and trailing aircraft,
the controller can restrict compression to a few specific points
in the flight, which reduces monitoring workload. When the
possibilities of speed control have been exhausted, the next
option is to change the flight path of the trailing aircraft so
it flies a longer distance. This process is called “vectoring”
(examples are in Figure 5). It is sometimes possible to accom-
plish the same objective by vectoring the lead aircraft onto
a shorter path. This is most common during times of low
demand in high-density airspace. In high-density airspace,
the close proximity of different procedures means that pro-
cedures are usually not direct paths. During times of low
demand, there may be no other aircraft to separate from, so
a vector that cuts short part of the procedure may not lead to
a problem.

Vectoring trades lateral control for longitudinal spacing.
It requires airspace to be available transverse to the aircraft’s
path, so the need for vectoring places a limit on how close
together arrival procedures may be located.

5 FUTURE CONCEPTS

The next decade is expected to bring about substantial
changes in the current separation assurance task. Programs
such as the Single European Sky and the Next Generation Air
Transportation System in the United States are bringing mod-
ern technology to bear on the inefficiencies of the process.
These programs have many differences, but four com-
mon themes: improved information sharing; improvements
to communications, navigation, and surveillance (CNS);

closed-loop control; and changes to roles and responsibili-
ties. As of this writing, these concepts are all at early stages
of development; many still require basic research.

5.1 CNS improvements

CNS improvements work together. The current system relies
on voice communications, which limits the amount of infor-
mation that can easily be exchanged between pilots and
controllers. Digital data communications will enable con-
trollers to know much more about a pilot’s intent, and pilots
to receive much more complex clearances. Global naviga-
tion satellite systems mean that procedure design need not
be confined by the locations of ground-based radio naviga-
tion aids, and aircraft can follow instructions and procedures
much more precisely. Dependent surveillance, in which the
aircraft avionics communicate their own estimate of the posi-
tion of the aircraft, means that the concept of distance from
a radar sensor loses its importance.

The distinction between airspace with a 3-mile separation
minimum and a 5-mile separation minimum vanishes when
dependent surveillance is used. This means that en route
airspace can be designed to closer tolerances, but also that
a large portion of the problem of separation assurance for
departures from high-density airspace is no longer relevant.

Reduced separation minima are widely anticipated in a
system with modern CNS. Particularly near airports with
closely spaced parallel runways or crossing runways, reduced
separations can have substantial benefits to efficiency. How-
ever, the relationship between infrastructure and separation
minima is not well understood. Without such a cause-and-
effect relationship, it is difficult to establish the safety level
of reduced separation.

With improved navigation and procedures designed to take
advantage of it, time-based separation loses its disadvantages
relative to distance-based separation. Clearances that require
an aircraft to pass a specific point at a specific time can be
used more extensively, which brings tactical traffic-flow man-
agement techniques to bear on separation assurance. Area
navigation or RNP procedures, with smaller required spac-
ing, can help to achieve maximum throughput during peak
demand or to support fuel-efficient vertical profiles during
non-peak periods.

5.2 Four-dimensional trajectory-based operations

As mentioned above, procedures simplify the separation
assurance task in two or three dimensions. Adding the
time dimension to a procedure enables many more uses
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of the limited airspace available in the high-density ter-
minal. Four-dimensional trajectory-based operations imply
that aircraft do not have to be separated from airspace, just
because that airspace may be needed for another purpose.
The containment area around the four-dimensional trajec-
tory becomes the only airspace that needs to be protected,
which would allow shorter paths or better speed and altitude
profiles.

The key to this kind of operation is a closed-loop clearance,
with automated conformance monitoring. Instead of a vec-
tor off of an arrival procedure, which obliges the controller
to return to the aircraft to give another turn back onto the
intended flight path, a closed-loop instruction contains both
turns in a single clearance. This removes the uncertainty in
the time at which the aircraft will return to its intended flight
path. When the whole future trajectory of the aircraft is known
to the controller’s automation system, all trajectories in the
vicinity can be probed for conflicts well in advance. Upon
receipt of the pilot’s response, the aircraft is considered estab-
lished on the new trajectory, and the current need to observe
the aircraft for several revolutions of the radar antenna is no
longer necessary.

Improved conformance monitoring and conflict probe, in
essence, expands the idea of procedural separation to almost
all operations except emergencies. Procedural separation
with minima no larger than those required for distance-based
radar separation has the potential to greatly simplify the work-
load imposed on the controller by high traffic densities.

5.3 Roles and responsibilities

The two innermost layers of the model in Figure 1 are the
pilot’s responsibility. Outer layers are the responsibility of air
traffic controllers and traffic flow managers, with one excep-
tion: visual-separation clearance, where the pilot is involved
in the air traffic control layer. Many proposals for the future
system involve broadening this exception.

5.3.1 Cockpit-centered separation assurance

Airborne collision avoidance systems contain a display of the
traffic around each aircraft (Figure 6). Improvements to this
display may support the use of delegated separation respon-
sibility, like a visual clearance, in many more situations. One
use may be to support visual separations in weather condi-
tions that do not currently permit it, with the cockpit display
serving as an enhancement to visual identification of other
traffic. Another use is in the form of relative clearances, where
a trailing pilot is instructed to maintain a given spacing behind
a leading aircraft.

Figure 6. Cockpit display of traffic information.

5.3.2 Ground-based separation assurance

With more-reliable navigation and surveillance, and time-
based procedures making sure trajectories are free of conflicts
with airspace or other aircraft, the focus of the air traffic
controller’s attention changes. Much less work is associated
with the routine tasks of delivering radio frequency changes,
issuing procedural altitude restrictions, and watching to make
sure instructions are carried out. Far more attention can be
dedicated to handling exceptions to the standard procedures.

In the current system, when a difficult situation is caused
by one or more aircraft out of conformance with standard
procedures, the situation is handled by traffic flow manage-
ment initiatives that limit the traffic into the congested area.
These are not flexible, and can lead to deviations from sched-
ule that are much larger than necessary. In a system with
automated conformance monitoring and conflict resolution,
complicated separation-assurance situations may be handled
with much smaller, targeted trajectory changes.

5.4 Information sharing

Many of the rules governing separation assurance are based
on the assumption that information about system status is
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limited. Modern communication networks make this assump-
tion unnecessarily constraining. If every air traffic controller
has the same information, then solutions to congestion prob-
lems need not be confined to a single sector. When more
space is available to resolve a problem, smaller maneuvers
suffice.

The quality of problem resolutions can also be improved
by information sharing. An aircraft currently has a flight plan,
which is amended by controllers as the situation changes. A
more flexible concept would be to distinguish three versions
of the flight plan: the aircraft operator’s preference; the air-
craft intent; and the current clearance. Digital communication
would enable the automation system to capture the essence of
the agreements between controller and pilot (currently made
verbally), and update the system’s projections appropriately.
When the user’s preference and intent are known, maneuvers
or delays to avoid a congestion problem can be ranked accord-
ing to their desirability to both controllers and users, and
thereby reducing the chance that a solution to one congestion
problem is the cause of another problem elsewhere.

6 CONCLUSION

The layered model of aviation safety has made air carriers
the safest of all modes of passenger transportation (Bureau
of Transportation Statistics, 2008). Near the busiest airports,
where many aircraft contend for a small volume, the full
power of the model is brought to bear. The key to safety in
this high-density airspace is separation assurance – main-
taining space between an aircraft and its neighbors, the
ground, or airspace needed for other purposes. This chap-
ter has described the layers of safety and the techniques by
which separation is assured. As demand for air transportation

grows in a fixed volume, its punctuality may suffer, unless
advances in technology can improve the efficiency of limited
resources. The concepts in Section 5 are an overview of the
ways in which separation assurance may evolve to realize this
potential in the air transportation systems of the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As of March 2010, 515 people have left Earth intending to
travel above the 100 km boundary that internationally defines
the edge of space. Eighteen (3.5%) died performing their mis-
sions. Four more died during ground-based mission testing.
Four of 279 human spaceflight (HSF) launches (1.4%) have
ended in death of the crew. Close calls1 include two boost
phase aborts, a severe pitch–roll coupling during powered
boost, one liquid rocket engine mechanical failure, a lightning
strike after launch, severe erosions of solid booster rocket gas
containment, one onboard explosion, several onboard fires,
one collision that caused depressurization, an electrical short
causing a stuck-on thruster, two entry sensor or program

value errors, four module separation failures, poison gas
ingestion during entry, loss of thermal protection system
integrity, a hydrazine fire in two adjacent hydraulic power
units, and two spacecraft that sunk during water landings.

While some of these deaths and close calls happened in
the early development phases of HSF programs, many oth-
ers occurred during mature operations phases. This chapter
will discuss some of the theory behind successful risk man-
agement, a number of the methods used in risk management
for HSF, and conclude with observations on organizational
structures that support risk management, since it is organiza-
tional structures that are the source of a disturbing number of
HSF risks.

2 RISK MANAGEMENT BEGINS WITH
CONSTRUCTING “COMPLETE”
PROBLEMS

To be “complete,” a problem must contain:

1. A performance space: the set of attributes to be used in
determining the performance of the artifact.

2. A precisely stated set of goals: constraints that determine
the feasible region in the performance space, and objec-
tives that determine the Pareto surface in the feasible
region.

3. A decision space (the space of all the possible solutions
to the problem): the set of variables whose values are to
be determined.

4. Two sets of tests: one for the search for solutions and the
other for the verification of solutions.
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A critical element of risk management, for HSF as well as
for other resource-intensive endeavors, is understanding that
if there are no tests to verify proposed solutions, or if such
tests exist but are not performed, the problem is not complete.

An example may serve to motivate this discussion. The
flight of Soyuz 1 in April 1967 was the first piloted test
of a completely new spacecraft. Colonel Vladimir Komarov
became the first person killed during a spaceflight after the
main parachute failed to exit its cylindrical canister and the
backup deployed into the drogue parachute, fouling them
both (and causing a 90 mph crash landing). During manu-
facture, the spacecraft had been baked at high temperature
to seal the resin in the heat shield. During this process the
parachute container was not covered, and resin likely coated
its walls (Shalyer, 2000); no test of parachute deployment
was performed on a spacecraft that had undergone the same
procedure. No test of the drogue-plus-backup parachute con-
figuration had been performed.

As an example from another field, consider the problem
of eliminating cascading electric failures in the power grid
infrastructure of a region (an infamous such failure caused the
blackout in the northeastern United States and parts of east-
ern Canada on August 14, 2003). Predicting the evolution and
effects of cascading failures has proven difficult for a number
of reasons, including that the evolution of any cascading fail-
ure depends on the initial conditions of the network, and there
are a great many possibilities for these conditions. Consider
the problem of “eliminating cascading failures.” This is not a
complete problem because any proposed solution would be
impossible to test. Consider initial conditions. The space of
these conditions isS× C, whereS is the space of possible
initial states of the grid andC is the space of its possible
initial configurations. Since a grid can contain over 100 000
devices, and each can be either “off” or “on,” the size ofC
alone is about 2100 000, far too big to be checked thoroughly
(Talukdaret al., 2003).

The successful design of engineering and policy artifacts is
a closed-loop process: specify performance and constraints,
formulate specific goals, design and optimize a solution,
develop verification tests, test to verify the design, and repeat
until the tests are passed. The design must be verifiable by
tests, and the tests must be planned both in concept and in
the schedule so that their results can verify or alter the final
design of the artifact (Figure 1).

The performance and constraints are the set of attributes
to be used in determining the performance of the artifact.
Examples include thrust, mass, mean time between failures,
reliability, floating point operations per second, and power
consumption.

Formulation of specific goals might result in goals such as
“produce 712 000 pounds of thrust for 500 s with a specific
impulse of 485 s” (for the Space Shuttle Main Engine), or

Figure 1. Design and testing process.

“carry a pilot and the weight of two simulated passengers
above 100 km and repeat the flight within 2 weeks” (Ansari
X-prize), or develop a new artifact on time and on budget.

During design and optimization, metrics are chosen to
quantify decisions, the metrics are scrutinized to ensure they
are appropriate ones for the specific goals, and a constrained
optimized design is performed.

Development of tests is a crucial phase. A problem in
which the design cannot be verified to meet the design goals
and constraints is not a complete problem. The objective func-
tion of the design optimization must be directed to meeting
the goals and constraints. A design that cannot be verified
to meet the goals is a failure. Tests must be appropriate and
complete.

Continuous reformulation of the design, the closed loop
depicted in Figure 1, is invoked if (as usually happens) the
tests show that the goals and constraints cannot be verified
and the design must be changed (Figure 2).

3 METHODS OF RISK ANALYSIS USED
IN HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT

Risk analysis is performed to support decision making. There
is always a balance that must be struck between concerns such
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A Model of the Design Process

1. Develop a complete problem description:
 G: goals
 X: decisions
 C: operating conditions (values of the exogenous variables)
 T: tests (a mapping from X and C to G) 

2. Find a promising design, x ∈ X

3. Verify x, that is, check to see if x meets the goals,
 that is, find whether the following statement is true or false:
 {T(x, c) ∈G, ∀ c ∈C}

4. Optimize the design
 (using a promising design as an initial starting point)

5. Re-test (step 3)

6. Repeat as necessary from step 2 if verification (step 3) fails

Figure 2. Design process model algorithm.

as reliability and cost. The reliability goal (Ertelet al., 1966–
1974) for the Apollo system was 0.99, and it has been said
that the nation could not have afforded a program with 0.999
reliability. Of course, of the nine missions that traveled to the
moon only eight achieved mission success. Thus, the as-built
reliability was an order of magnitude lower than the goal.
While the numeric value produced by the Apollo risk analy-
sis was worse than the target, the risk analysis was of great
use and supported decision making throughout the design and
operations phases of the program. Reliability was assigned
for both mission success and crew safety to each component
(e.g., those for the Lunar Module were 0.984 for mission
success and 0.9995 for crew safety (Ertelet al., 1966–1974),
allowing designers to make choices. We will see in the discus-
sion of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) that the utility of
risk analysis often lies in the identification of relative risk con-
tributions from system components, rather than the absolute
value of the calculated risk.

There is not much point in detailed analysis if the results
arrive too late to affect decisions. The choice of a risk analysis
method takes into account both the initial estimate of the risk
and the resources available. The following are commonly
used categories of analysis.

Simplified risk analysis is a qualitative, informal proce-
dure. It may involve brainstorming and group discussions.
The risk is then presented on a coarse qualitative scale, with
risks that are low, moderate, or high.

Standard risk analysis may be quantitative or qualitative.
It employs a chosen method, such as Hazard and Operabil-
ity Analysis (HAZOP) (Swann, 1995), Structured What-If
Technique (SWIFT) (Khan and Abbasi, 1998), Failure Mode
Effects Analysis (FMEA) (McDermott, Mikulak, and Beau-
regard, 2008), or (if the ranked criticality of the risk is added
to FMEA) Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA) (Bouti and Kadi, 1994). Results are usually pre-
sented in a risk matrix that has rows and columns representing
likelihood and seriousness of the risk. An example of def-

initions of such a matrix is MIL-STD-882B. Many of the
methods used in standard risk analysis have been codified in
standards such as IEC 61882 (HAZOP), SAE J1739 (FMEA),
AIAG FMEA-3 (FMEA), and MIL-STD-1629A (FMECA).

FMEA and FMECA are widely used in HSF. They con-
sider the question, “for all components, what happens if
the component fails?” Only observable failure modes are
included (failures that are not observable are considered
causes). FMEA and FMECA force a systematic overview of
the important failures, require the designer to evaluate relia-
bility, and provide a good basis for fault tree and event tree
analysis (discussed below). However, there is no guarantee
that all critical failure modes are revealed. These analyses
can be also problematic in systems with a great deal of
redundancy. FMEA and FMECA analyses require much anal-
ysis work on components with failures of little consequence.
Finally, most FMEA/FMECA analyses have focused atten-
tion almost exclusively on technical failures, overlooking
human failures, and the design choices (both hardware and
organizational) that encourage human failures.

NASA safety documents now specifically require that
human rated space systems “shall be designed to tolerate
inadvertent operator action (minimum of one inadvertent
action), as identified by the human error analysis, without
causing a catastrophic event (NASA, 2008).” Here “opera-
tors” does not mean only the flight crew, but also their ground
team. Most space agencies perform both low- and high-
fidelity simulations of some portion of the planned spaceflight
to put into practice classroom knowledge of systems and
procedures, to help build teams, and to reduce operator
errors in both normal spaceflight and conditions of system
failures. By and large these simulations have been effective.
However, simulation planners are reluctant to introduce
some classes of failures. The Apollo–Soyuz Test Program
US crew (Apollo 18) ingested toxic nitrogen tetroxide fumes
during entry as the result of a delayed switch throw that was
likely due to crew distraction from a very loud squeal in the
communications headsets (Shayler, 2000); such failures are
almost never introduced in simulations. Very few simulations
address situations such as in-flight fires, relying instead
on the assumption that the team built during less dramatic
simulations can function well in catastrophic situations.

Fault tree analysis was developed in 1962 by Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories to analyze the Minuteman missile control
center, and was later widely adopted in the aerospace indus-
try (Ericson, 1999). Fault trees are logic block diagrams that
describe failures in terms of their possible initiating events.
For example, an electric garage door may fail to open because
the motor failed, the helper spring broke, ice jammed the
door, power was lost, or the control signal failed to reach the
controller. For the top-level event to happen, one (or more) of
these must happen. A second level event (failure of the control
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signal, for example) may be due to a number of causes (low
battery, bad switch, operator error, failed radio antenna, etc.).
The AND, OR, and NOR logic gates that connect the tree ele-
ments are excellent tools not only in the design of the system,
but also in developing operations procedures and training.
Fault trees are easy to understand and explain. The analyst is
forced to understand the system quite well, and that knowl-
edge can be an asset in operations and training. Fault trees
make it relatively straightforward to identify design errors.
On the other hand, common-mode failures may be ignored by
fault tree analysis. A typical error is to fail to consider physi-
cal proximity of redundant systems (all three DC-10 aircraft
hydraulic systems were severed by engine debris in the United
Flight 232 Sioux City crash in 1989). Some dynamic prop-
erties of systems are difficult to capture by static logic flow.

Reliability block diagrams are the “success space” com-
plement of “failure space” fault tree diagrams. Suppose three
redundant, independent systems exist to fulfill a function
(e.g., generating oxygen on a space station). In a reliability
block diagram, the three would be shown in parallel, while
in a fault tree, they would be inputs to an AND gate leading
to a top-level event (failure to supply oxygen).

Cut set analysis is based on either a fault tree or a reliability
block diagram. In the fault tree definition, a “cut set” is a set
of basic events the occurrence of which ensures that the top
event occurs. In the reliability block diagram definition, a
cut set is a combination of components the failures of which
ensures the system fails. A minimum cut set cannot be further
reduced and still ensure that the top event occurs. The number
of events in a cut set is called the order of the set, and one then
speaks of single failure systems, dual failure systems, and
so on. Quantitative analysis can then be performed: for each
minimal cut set, the probability of system failure is computed,
and a sum of these is performed over all minimal cut sets.

Event tree analysis is used to study the consequences of
an initiating event. An example is a short circuit in a reaction
control thruster circuit (of the type that occurred on Gemini
VIII). Event tree analysis can be qualitative or quantitative.
In the former case, the events are described, while in the latter
probabilities are attached. In both cases the barriers to conse-
quences of the events are discussed. In general, such barriers
(that are often called “inhibits” in spacecraft design) are ana-
lyzed by making a barrier block diagram and constructing
fault and reliability trees for the barriers. The barriers can
be placed so that they protect either the occurrence of the
event or its consequences. After the Gemini VIII failure, the
design was changed so that the crew could interrupt power to
the thrusters, preventing thrust even if the short-circuit failure
in the control system that happened in orbit recurred. Event
tree analysis is inductive logic, and can provide a very useful
complement to the deductive logic of fault trees.

Probabilistic risk assessment recognizes that each compo-
nent of a fault tree has an uncertain failure probability and/or
a distribution of parameters of interest. An example of the
former is the time to failure after introduction into service
of a piece of equipment. An example of the latter is body
mass of crew members exposed to a dose of toxin. Once dis-
tributions are established, Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube
(McKay, Beckman, and Conover, 1979; Iman, Helton and
Campbell, 1981) techniques are used to sample from the dis-
tributions for each component that makes up a branch of the
tree. Commercial software packages are widely available2.

First developed in 1975 for nuclear power plant risk anal-
ysis (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1975), PRA was
used by NASA in 1988 to analyze the Space Shuttle main
propulsion system. In the mid-1990s, the NASA Administra-
tor required that PRA be used in the Space Shuttle program
as a method to allocate resources to upgrade the highest
risk components of the Shuttle system (Seife, 2003). NASA
recognizes that the utility of PRA is in determining the rel-
ative risks of various components, rather than the absolute
value of the risk for low probability events. NASA has now
implemented a well-designed procedure for PRA (NASA,
2004) that states that PRA “directs the decision-maker to
areas where expenditure of resources to improve design and
operation may be more cost-beneficial.” NASA’s procedure
requires that major PRAs be reviewed by an independent
panel of peers, a very useful requirement since assumptions
of both failure modes and probability distributions in PRAs
are subject to legitimate differences of opinion.

In order to systematize the use of PRA results for resource
allocation, techniques must be employed to determine the
inputs that most significantly affect the results. Simple sensi-
tivity analysis is part of many commercial software packages,
and ranks the contribution to total risk by component. NASA’s
procedure document specifically recommends risk ranking
procedures such as Fussell–Vesely (F-V) importance mea-
sures, Risk Reduction Worth (RRW), and Birnbaum, and Risk
Achievement Worth (RAW). F-V is the fractional contribu-
tion to risk of the components containing the failure, and
RRW is the decrease in risk if the feature is made completely
reliable. F-V= 1−(1/RRW); RAW is the increase in risk if
the component is considered to be failed in any scenario.

Model-based risk analysis finds wide application in envi-
ronmental risk management. Suppose one is considering
adding particulate filters to diesel generators used for standby
power at a mission control complex data center. To calcu-
late the health effects to employees and nearby residents,
a Gaussian plume model of the dispersion of the pollutant
emissions must be coupled with an exposure model of peo-
ple in the plume and a health model of the effects of the
pollutant at the modeled concentrations. Models, like other
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risk analysis methods, often have assumptions and simpli-
fications that define their range of applicability. They lend
themselves well to sensitivity analysis to identify the critical
assumptions and their uncertainties.

Models depend critically on the values and ethics of the
team that requests their development. To illustrate, consider
the radiation risks of long-duration HSF outside the pro-
tective Van Allen belts. Long-duration stays on the surface
of the Moon or chemical rocket transit times to Mars pose
significant health risks to astronauts (Danielet al., 2006).
Some in NASA are concerned with only acute effects that
compromise mission success or the safety of the crew dur-
ing the mission (including prodromal radiation syndrome
and early tissue injuries). Models that support that goal are
strikingly different from models that support a goal of pro-
tecting the flight crew from excess risk of long-term delayed
effects such as cancer and noncancerous late effects (cataracts
are an example of delayed noncancerous soft-tissue effects,
but these may include much more serious disease). As one
example of the model differences implied by the two goals,
protection from very large solar flares is likely to achieve
the acute effects goal. However, routine solar radiation dur-
ing the high parts of the solar cycle or galactic cosmic rays
(GCR) radiation during the low part of the solar cycle may
very well lead to serious delayed effects. Both risk manage-
ment and risk communication (to astronaut applicants at the
time of astronaut selection and to the public) are quite dif-
ferent under the two sets of assumed goals. One solution
may be to reformulate the problem so that a goal is much
shorter duration transits, for example, using continuous-
thrust propulsion.

To summarize this section, methods of risk analysis
include simplified, standard, and model-based. Each has
strengths and limitations, and a portfolio of methods is gen-
erally required during the design, training, and operations
phases of HSF programs.

4 PROBLEM DEFINITION FOR HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT ORGANIZATIONS

In HSF, the problem definition is to create an HSF system
that can access space at predictable cost with a predictable
schedule at reliability and safety levels that are acceptable to
funders and astronauts (Figure 3).

Both the Presidential Commission that investigated the
Challengercrash and the Columbia Accident Investigation
Board (CAIB) emphasized that the structure of the system
that designs and operates HSF is as important for risk analysis
as the HSF hardware. This organizational structure is also an

Problem
Reliability
Predictable cost
Predictable schedule

Verification
Reliability
Predictable schedule
Predictable cost

Design Space
Committees and labs, replaced by projects 
Reliability and quality assurance

Inspection and verification of all processes
Systems engineering

Interfaces
Configuration control

Link management to working groups 
Progressive design freezes
Systems management

Cost, schedule for all changes
Schedule awareness tools
Problem awareness tools

Figure 3. Problem definition for human spaceflight.

artifact that must be subject to the design process described
above.

The initial design space for the artifact that is the HSF
design and operations system in the USA was the Space
Task Group at Langley Research Center in Virginia and the
laboratories at the Marshall Spaceflight Center in Alabama
(transferred in 1960 from the US Army’s Redstone Arsenal).

As will be discussed below, verification in the early years
of HSF in the United States showed that the system failed to
meet any goal. Reformulation of the design (of the manage-
ment system, not just of the hardware) was clearly required. In
unpiloted spacecraft management, the disciplines of reliabil-
ity and quality assurance had been added to the design space
(which initially consisted of graduate students and engineer-
ing committees at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, andad hoc
committees in the US Air Force). These were quickly adopted
in the HSF program, including inspection and verification
of all manufacturing processes. However, it was not until
the mid-1960s that systems engineering was formally added
to the design space, with concentration on interfaces (with
interface control documents and interface control boards).
Configuration and progressive design freezes were not added
to the design space until after the Apollo 1 fire had killed three
astronauts. Systems management (that tied cost and sched-
ule estimates to design changes) was also adopted part way
through the Apollo program.

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA) technical committee structure was retained when
the 35 people of the Space Task Group grew to 350 from
October 1958 to July 1959. Engineers took immediate action
to solve problems without management review, as they often
had done in simpler times, and left others to clean up the
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paperwork. This risk management design was flawed. Shortly
after the inception of the Mercury spacecraft program, NASA
headquarters realized that the Space Task Group and the
prime contractor (McDonnell) had seriously underestimated
both cost and schedule. The Mercury spacecraft cost grew
more than sevenfold from 1959 to 1963. Hardware test fail-
ures in July and November 1960 led to a reformulation of
the management design. Interface control documents, loads
specifications, and vibration tests were mandated.

4.1 The Apollo fire

At the time the spacecraft contract for the Apollo command
module was awarded in November 1961, the prime contrac-
tor (North American Aviation) had never seen the system
design specifications. General Electric was brought on as a
systems integration contractor late in 1962, but its oversight
was never accepted by NASA’s field centers (Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum Space History Division
Interview of Dr. Robert Gilruth, March 2, 1987. Avail-
able http://www.nasm.si.edu/research/dsh/TRANSCPT/
GILRUTH6.HTM). Development of the Apollo interface
control document was not begun until July 1963. Schedules
were not met. Engines took 470% longer than initially
estimate and piloted spacecraft 280% (Johnson, 2002).

NASA’s Associate Administrator of the Office of Manned
Space Flight attempted to force field centers to strengthen
their project organizations and weaken their laboratory orga-
nizations, with mixed success. It was not until NASA
headquarters brought General Sam Phillips, along with over
200 experienced officers who had instituted systems man-
agement in the ballistic missile development program that
the first firm Apollo requirements were laid down. Phillips
began a daily analysis of schedules and problems, and insisted
that the field centers link their own analyses to a central
station. Contractors were slower to change their own manage-
ment structure to allow all levels of management to identify
impending problems and resolve resource constraints. It was
not until after a large structural test failure of the Saturn V’s
second stage that North American Aviation adopted such a
design for risk management.

After a second test failure of the same component in
May 1966, NASA adopted a management design called
work package management that decomposes a project into
parallel efforts with measurable milestones and resource
requirements, with a single person responsible for each task’s
cost and schedules under well-defined specifications. Upper
management became overloaded with configuration change
requests, so some senior managers were detailed to run
second-level configuration control boards that had authority
to review changes that did not require agency-wide approval.

When NASA headquarters implemented systems manage-
ment (that requires every design change be accompanied by
cost and schedule effect estimates), it was met with stiff
resistance from Marshall Spaceflight Center (Huntsville) and
the Manned Spacecraft Center (Houston). Their engineers
wanted to improve their hardware, but did not appreciate
the effects on other hardware, nor the change’s implications
for cost and program schedule. Systems management was
fully implemented only late in 1966, a few months before
the Apollo 1 fire, and was not applied to the first-generation
Apollo spacecraft in which that three-person crew burned
to death. The Apollo 1 investigation board’s report (NASA
History office, 1967) stated in part

“FINDING:
Deficiencies existed in Command Module design, work-

manship and quality control, such as:

� Components of the Environmental Control System
installed in Command Module 012 had a history of many
removals and of technical difficulties including regula-
tor failures, line failures and Environmental Control Unit
failures. The design and installation features of the Envi-
ronmental Control Unit make removal or repair difficult.

� Coolant leakage at solder joints has been a chronic prob-
lem.

� The coolant is both corrosive and combustible.
� Deficiencies in design, manufacture, installation, rework

and quality control existed in the electrical wiring.
� No vibration test was made of a complete flight-

configured spacecraft.
� Spacecraft design and operating procedures currently

require the disconnecting of electrical connections while
powered.

� No design features for fire protection were incorporated.

FINDING:
An examination of operating practices showed the follow-

ing examples of problem areas:

� The number of the open items at the time of shipment of
the Command Module 012 was not known. There were
113 significant Engineering Orders not accomplished at
the time Command Module 012 was delivered to NASA;
623 Engineering Orders were released subsequent to
delivery. Of these, 22 were recent releases that were not
recorded in configuration records at the time of the acci-
dent.

� Established requirements were not followed with regard
to the pre-test constraint list. The list was not completed
and signed by designated contractor and NASA personnel
prior to the test, even though oral agreement to proceed
was reached.
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� Formulation of and changes to pre-launch test require-
ments for the Apollo spacecraft program were unrespon-
sive to changing conditions.

� Non-certified equipment items were installed in the Com-
mand Module at time of test.

� Discrepancies existed between NAA and NASA MSC
specifications regarding inclusion and positioning of
flammable materials.

� The test specification was released in August 1966 and
was not updated to include accumulated changes from
release date to date of the test.

DETERMINATION:
Problems of program management and relationships

between Centers and with the contractor have led in some
cases to insufficient response to changing program require-
ments.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Every effort must be made to insure the maximum clar-

ification and understanding of the responsibilities of all the
organizations involved, the objective being a fully coordi-
nated and efficient program.”

Only the Block II Apollo Command Module followed the
full systems management process. It was not until Febru-
ary 1968 that software changes were included in systems
management.

4.2 The Columbia crash

Especially at the Marshall Space Flight Center, teams
were organized around disciplines (such as materials) ori-
ented toward low-level subsystem engineering, rather than
organized by projects. This system was able to function dur-
ing Apollo because the senior team members had worked
together for 30 years and had adequate communication of
problems and corrective actions. After Apollo, their succes-
sors generally continued to vest the organization power in
laboratories rather than projects. This had consequences for
Skylab, both Shuttle failures, Spacelab, and the Hubble Space
Telescope mirror. In these programs, knowledge of serious
issues remained compartmentalized, and the upper manage-
ment of the agency was unable to direct resources sufficient
to manage the risks involved.

Once hardware design and development transitions to
operations, new risk management requirements emerge. It is
still required to ask whether the operations problem is com-
plete. That is, the organization must ask, “is the management
and operations system design space appropriate?” and “is
the verification appropriate?”Columbia’s crew died because
debris from the external fuel tank punctured an element of the
thermal protection system. The relevant sections of the Shut-

tle system design requirements (NASA, 1973) read [emphasis
added]:

� 3.2.1.2.1.4 Debris Prevention: The Space Shuttle Sys-
tem, including the ground systems, shall bedesigned to
preclude the shedding of ice and/or other debrisfrom
the Shuttle elements during prelaunch and flight oper-
ations that would jeopardize the flight crew, vehicle,
mission success, or would adversely impact turnaround
operations.

� 3.2.1.1.17 External Tank Debris Limits:No debris shall
emanate from the critical zone of the External Tank on
the launch pad or during ascentexcept for such material
that may result from normal thermal protection system
recession due to ascent heating.

Debris had been shed, and many gouges in the thermal
protection system larger than one inch occurred. Despite this
violation of requirements, no analysis of the potential impact
sites on the orbiter or the kinetic energy of the debris was
performed. At least 7 missions shed debris from the same
structure that was the source of the 51

2 in.× 111
2 in.× 19 in.

piece that doomedColumbia.
Flights on which the spacecraft had been damaged but not

destroyed were viewed not as lucky, but rather as verification
of the design even though requirements had been violated.
The key misunderstanding was that verification involves a
much more complete and rigorous process than extrapolat-
ing from several fortunate flights. The abetting cause was the
absence of a tradition of respect for rigorous physics-based
studies of anomalies observed in operating the Space Shuttle
system. As in theChallengerloss, NASA had come to a group
decision that the observed anomalies could not be dangerous.
The close calls were interpreted not as near-losses but as ver-
ification that the system was able to withstand the shedding
of debris from the external fuel tank.

The greatly increased management-induced risk brought
on by this sort of group decision was examined (in the con-
text of foreign policy decisions) by Yale University’s Irving L.
Janis in his 1972Groupthink: Psychological Studies of Policy
Decisions and Fiascoes(Houghton Mifflin Company). Janis
defines groupthink as a mode of thinking in which highly
cohesive groups tend to limit their ability to recognize alterna-
tive courses of action. He finds that the antecedent conditions
for groupthink are:

� A homogeneous environment (cohesive group)
� Insulation of the policy makers

– No chance to obtain expert information and critical
evaluation from others

– A culture of not challenging assumptions
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� No tradition of impartial leadership

– Use of power to approve the leader’s alternative
� Lack of norms requiring rigorous analysis.

There was, in the transcripts of NASA’s Mission Manage-
ment Team duringColumbia’s last mission, a clear indication
that expert information, critical evaluation, and challenging
assumptions were not welcome. “It had become a matter of
faith within NASA that foam strikes – which were a known
problem – could not cause mortal damage to the shuttle
(Langewiesche, 2003).”

A simple but incorrect assumption had been made that the
foam dropped onto the Shuttle’s wing. In fact, the light foam
came to rest quickly in the dense air, and the Shuttle ran into
it at roughly 500 miles per hour. The incorrect assumption
was prevalent throughout NASA, and was not questioned.
The NASA administrator testified before the U.S. Senate on
12 February 2002, 11 days after the loss ofColumbia

“The piece came off, dropped roughly 40 feet at a rate of
something like 50 miles an hour. So it’s the functional equiv-
alent, as one astronaut described to me, of a Styrofoam cooler
blowing off of a pickup truck ahead of you on a highway (New
York Times, 23 Feb. 2003).”

Since kinetic energy is proportional to the square of the
velocity, and the relative velocity was ten times higher, the
assumption was a factor of one hundred off.

As late as several months after the accident, “many people
at NASA continued stubbornly to believe that the foam strike
on launch could not have caused theColumbia’s destruction
(Langewiesche op. cit., p.77). It required a $3.4 million test
firing of a piece of foam debris onto the wing from another
Space Shuttle to convince many at NASA that the foam and
the loss of the spacecraft were related.”

The lead flight director for landing turned down a request
from a structures engineer who was convinced that imaging
from satellites might show damage to the wing, writing in
an email, “I consider it to be a dead issue.” The Columbia
Accident Investigation Board report contains (CAIB, 2003)
the following statement:

“At every juncture of STS-107, the Shuttle Program’s struc-
ture and processes, and therefore the managers in charge,
resisted new information. Early in the mission, it became
clear that the Program was not going to authorize imaging of
the Orbiter because, in the Program’s opinion, images were
not needed. Overwhelming evidence indicates that Program
leaders decided the foam strike was merely a maintenance

problem long before any analysis had begun. Every man-
ager knew the party line: ’we’ll wait for the analysis – no
safety-of-flight issue expected.’ Program leaders spent at least
as much time making sure hierarchical rules and processes
were followed as they did trying to establish why anyone
would want a picture of the Orbiter. These attitudes are
incompatible with an organization that deals with high-risk
technology.”

Shuttle managers ran meetings with an iron hand, allow-
ing little room for spontaneous exploration. The head of
the Mission Management Team was tough and intimidat-
ing, made wrong assumptions and was intellectually arrogant.
She moved the meetings along, dealing with reports of foam
strikes as “just another item to be efficiently handled and then
checked off the list (Langewiesche op. cit., p. 77).”

An example from another technical field may serve to
illustrate the utility that different points of view bring to a
risk management decision. In 2005, the President’s Commis-
sion on Critical Infrastructure Protection studied the risks
presented by software attacks on data and control systems
(SCADA, or supervisory control and data acquisition, sys-
tems). The Commission assembled four teams, each with 15
experts. The groups were attackers and hackers, operators
and owners of the systems, engineering developers and ven-
dors, and government and industry associations. Each was
asked to identify risks. There was less than 10% overlap in
the specific risks identified by the groups (NRC, 2007). It is
essential to obtain views of risk from groups with different
backgrounds and points of view.

The requirements for debris protection cited above vio-
late the definition of a complete problem: the combination of
loads, airflow, temperature, pressure, vibration, and acoustics
in the launch environment were and are impossible to test.
The philosophy adopted was to test the foam insulation under
as many severe combinations as could be simulated and then
interpolate the results. While extensive materials properties
tests were performed on the foam, these tests concentrated
on strength, ablative properties, and insulation, The materi-
als tests did not identify that the foam has different properties
in different directions, and has large variability in properties
depending on the hand-spraying operation. Wind tunnel tests
were performed to test whether the foam would stay on the
fuel tank, but the tests were done on solid blocks of foam that
did not replicate the hand-sprayed and shaved installation
process.

A recognition that the debris problem was not complete
might have lead to use of tools such as computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) and nondestructive evaluation characteriza-
tion of the as-applied characteristics of the foam, as well as
sounding rocket and other tests that might have examined the
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as-applied structural integrity during the years of operations
prior to theColumbiafoam strike.

4.3 Ariane 5

I do not wish to leave the impression that it is NASA alone
that has these sorts of issues.

The first flight of the French Ariane 5 heavy lift cargo
rocket (originally designed as a carrier rocket for the crewed
Hermes spacecraft) failed because of what the official inves-
tigation board (Ariane 5 Flight 501 Failure Inquiry Board,
1996) called “specification and design errors in the software
of the inertial reference system.” A more general explanation
is that the Ariane 5 software was produced and tested
according to incomplete goals, based on incomplete capture
of requirements (Le Lann, 1996). The inertial reference
system processor code was re-used from a previous program
(Ariane 4), but the early flight phase horizontal velocity of
Ariane 5 is nearly an order of magnitude larger than for
Ariane 4, and caused a software overflow during conversion
of a 64-bit floating point number to a 16-bit signed integer.
The flight failed due to a problem formulation error: the
requirements passed to the subsystem design teams were
neither complete nor unambiguous. Testing to an incomplete
set of requirements gave a false sense of security, but did not
verify the design.

4.4 Soyuz

The Russian Soyuz crewed spacecraft suffered three failures
of its guided entry system between May 2003 and April
2008. The first of these (Soyuz TMA-1) was initially blamed
on crew error, but later was determined to be caused by a
control system software error. TMA-10 and TMA-11 both
suffered failures of the orbital module to separate from the
descent module in a controlled manner. The last two were
close calls, similar to Soyuz-5’s separation failure in 1969.
In all three separation failures, the spacecraft entered in
unplanned orientations that exposed unprotected surfaces
to entry heating for some periods of time, but the orbit
module broke free prior to peak heating, the descent module
re-oriented, and the crews lived. The Russian investigation
commission found that the TMA-10 and -11 incidents were
“a failure of the 8× 55 explosive bolt, caused by combined
long-term exposure, under space flight conditions, to elec-
trical discharges resulting from the difference in potential
between the station hull and the surrounding plasma, which
increased in magnitude after the electrical power capacity
of the ISS was augmented (http://www.nasaspaceflight.com/
2009/04/soyuz- investigation-findings-backed-by-nominal-

soyuz-tma-13-return/).” The bolts had not been tested to
conditions that were different from those experienced on the
smaller Mir Space Station and the early International Space
Station.

5 CONCLUSION

Space travel takes place in an unforgiving environment with
many unknown factors. In any HSF system, ongoing risk
management must take into account both the experimental
evidence of system performance and the changing conditions
during the life of the program that may require new analysis.
Risk management in HSF programs can be done only in an
open and honest organization where people feel encouraged
to question assumptions and apply the best tools to rigor-
ously analyze the systems that we design to carry humans
into space. When changes are made to goals, organizational
structure, or personnel, a rigorous analysis must be made to
determine if risk is being managed to avoid deaths and close
calls in HSF.

NOTES

1. Often referred to as “near misses” although many risk
professionals prefer the term “near hit”.

2. Examples of packages include Analytica, @Risk, and
Oracle Crystal Ball. Integrated packages that combine
fault tree analysis, event tree analysis and PRA are
available, and include Relex Reliability Studio (Relex
Software), QRAS (University of Maryland), SAPHIRE
(Idaho National Laboratory), and GoldSIm (GoldSim
Technology).
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1 OVERVIEW

As a winged aerospace vehicle, the primary function of a
Space Shuttle orbiter is to deliver for more than 100 flights
heavy payloads into low Earth orbits (200–500 km altitude)
and return payloads such as a space laboratory or malfunc-
tioning satellites safely back to Earth.

The Space Shuttle System was designed in the 1970s as
the prime element of the US Space Transportation System
(STS) for space research and applications for many decades.
Satellites of all types should be deployed and recovered by the
Shuttle. Carrying payloads weighing up to 29.5 t to a maxi-
mum circular orbit of 400 km with 28.5◦ inclination, and with
less payload to about 600 km altitude and/or higher inclina-
tions, the Space Shuttle could replace most of the expendable
launch vehicles used until the 1970s. With its inertial upper
stage (IUS) it was capable of launching missions into geosta-
tionary orbits or into deep space. It was also the first system
capable of returning payloads from orbit on a routine basis.

Update based on the original article by Ulrich Walter,
Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd

Shuttle crews should be able to retrieve satellites from Earth
orbit and repair and redeploy them or bring them back to
Earth for refurbishment and reuse.

The maiden voyage of the Space Shuttle system was on 12
April 1981, and the last flight took place on 8 July 2011 to the
ISS which was the 135th Shuttle flight. No Shuttle Orbiter
then had performed more than 40 flights, much less than the
anticipated 100 flights.

In the beginning, the flight numbering system was straight-
forward: STS-1, STS-2, . . .. Due to the triskaidekaphobia of
NASA Administrator James M. Beggs and his unwillingness
to number the thirteenth flight as STS-13, NASA in 1984
switched to a different numbering system, such as STS-51-L.
Here the first digit indicates the federal fiscal year beginning
in October the year before, the second digit indicates the
launch site (1 was Kennedy Space Center and 2 was Vanden-
berg Air Force Base, which was never used), and the letter
indicating the scheduling sequence in that fiscal year. After
STS-51-L, which was the catastrophic Challenger flight in
January 1986, and the 25th Shuttle flight in total, NASA with
STS-26 switched back to the earlier consecutive numbering
system. Note that a given flight number is necessarily not
the actual flight sequence number but the initially scheduled
flight sequence number. Nevertheless, STS-135 was the last
Shuttle flight.

1.1 Flight operations

The Space Shuttle takes off like a rocket, maneuvers in Earth
orbit like a spacecraft, and lands like an airplane. To achieve
this, the Space Shuttle has three main units (see Figure 1):
the orbiter vehicle (OV, or just orbiter for short), the external
tank (ET), and two solid rocket boosters (SRBs). This design
makes it a parallel-staged launch vehicle.
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Figure 1. The main units of the Space Transportation System.

In a typical Shuttle mission, which could last from 7 to
30 days, the orbiter’s main engines attached to the OV (for
details see below) and the SRBs ignite simultaneously to
rocket the Shuttle from the launch pad at John F. Kennedy
Space Center in Florida into low-inclination orbits −39◦ <

i < 57◦. (It initially was also intended to launch it from
Vandenberg Air Force Base in California into polar orbits,

i > 57◦, but this was never done.) After 2 min into ascent
flight, the two SRBs separate from the orbiter and parachute
to the sea where they are recovered for reuse. The orbiter con-
tinues its flight into space and jettisons the external propellant
tank after MECO (main engines cutoff), that is, after 8.5 min
into ascent flight just before orbiting. The external tank enters
the atmosphere breaks and burns up over the Indian Ocean.

In orbit, the orbiter uses its Orbital Maneuvering System
(OMS; for details see below) to adjust its orbit, to conduct ren-
dezvous operations, and, at the end of the mission, to deorbit
for the return to Earth. The orbiter does not follow a ballis-
tic path to the ground as a space capsule such as Mercury,
Gemini, Apollo, and Soyuz. It can maneuver to the right or
left of its entry path as much as 2030 km. This cross-range
capability and an adjustable gliding path ensure to encounter
any landing strip on Earth furnished for Shuttle landing.

The orbiter touches down like an airplane on a runway
at Kennedy Space Center in Florida (primary landing site),
Edwards Air Force Base in California (secondary), or White
Sands Space Harbor in New Mexico (tertiary). The landing
speed is 335 km h−1.

1.2 NASA’s orbiter fleet

NASA’s orbiter fleet comprised five orbiters flown in space:

1. Columbia (OV-102, first flight 12 April 1981, lost on 1
February 2003)

2. Challenger (OV-099, first flight 4 April 1983, lost on 28
January 1986)

3. Atlantis (OV-104, first flight 3 October 1983, last flight
8 July 2011)

4. Discovery (OV-103, first flight 30 August 1984, last flight
24 February 2011)

5. Endeavour (OV-105, replacement for Challenger, first
flight 7 May 1992, last flight 16 May 2011)

2 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM

2.1 Solid rocket boosters and external tank

2.1.1 Solid rocket boosters

With 71.4% of the total Shuttle thrust at liftoff and during the
first-stage ascent, the two SRBs provide the main thrust to
lift the Shuttle off the pad up to an altitude of about 45 km.
Each booster rocket is 45.46 m long, 3.71 m in diameter,
weighs approximately 590 t, has an Isp of 242 s and a thrust of
12 500 kN at sea level. It mainly consists of four fuel segments
tailored for rail transportation. The solid fuel grain has an
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11-point star cylindrical geometry in the upper segment and
transitional to cylindrical to the lower segments burning from
inside out. The fuel grain is composed of 16.00% aluminum,
12.04% polybutadiene-acrilic acid-acrylonitrile (a rubber),
and 1.96% epoxy curing agent as fuel, 0.40% iron oxide as
burn rate catalyst, and 69.6% ammonium perchlorate as oxi-
dizer. The upper segment incorporates the flight avionics,
range safety system, and the parachutes for a safe descent
into the Atlantic Ocean for recovery, while the cone segment
incorporates the nozzle and the thrust vector control system.

By gimbaling the nozzle (thrust vectoring) by maximum
8◦, and in accord with a main engines’ gimbaling, the Shuttle
is steered along its ascent trajectory, including turns around
the vertical axis, the latter of which are performed right after
liftoff to turn the system, into the mission’s orbit inclination.
Note that the thrust magnitude of solid rocket boosters cannot
be controlled. Thrust control therefore relies exclusively on
the Shuttle’s main engines.

The entire Shuttle system, the Shuttle orbiter and the exter-
nal tank, is mounted to the mobile launcher platform via the
SRBs, which in turn are attached via their aft skirts by two
times four bolts and nuts at the support/hold-down posts. The
eight hold-down nuts are blasted at liftoff thus releasing the
Shuttle system from the launcher platform.

2.1.2 External tank (ET)

The Space Shuttle system is a fully reusable system except
for the external tank. For the three Shuttle main engines it
stores the liquid hydrogen (LH2) fuel in a 1500 l aft tank
and liquid oxidizer (LOX) in a forward 550 l tank. The inter-
tank segment, which is the structural connection that joins the
forward and aft tank, contains most of the electrical compo-
nents. The ET is made of the aluminum/titan alloy AL 2195
(super lightweight tank) and is 3200 kg lighter than the ETs
used before 1998. Since ET mass directly trades with Shut-
tle payload mass, the payload mass increased by the same
amount since then. The ET is 46.9 m long, has a diameter
of 8.4 m, a gross liftoff weight of 760 t, and thus is by far
the biggest component of the STS. Its brownish color derives
from a sprayed-on foam insulation and premolded ablator
materials, which keeps the tanks at the temperatures where
the LOX (−119 ◦C) and LH2 (−253 ◦C equals 20 ◦C above
absolute zero) stay liquid.

2.2 Orbiter vehicle

The orbiter vehicle is a winged spacecraft carrying cargo plus
crew into a low Earth orbit and has the capability of returning
them with spot landing at g-forces below 1.5g.

2.2.1 Orbiter structure

The orbiter’s specifications are: length 37.24 m, wingspan
23.79 m, height 17.25 m, empty weight 68.6 t, gross liftoff
weight 109 t. The orbiter structure, mainly made from con-
ventional aluminum, is divided into nine major elements (see
Figure 2): the forward fuselage, which consists of upper and
lower sections that fit clamlike around a pressurized crew
compartment; forward reaction control system; wings; mid-
fuselage; payload bay doors; aft fuselage; vertical tail; orbital
maneuvering system/reaction control system pods; and body
flap. The cargo fits in a cavernous payload bay 18.3 m long
and 4.6 m in diameter.

Crew compartment. The three-level crew compartment –
flight deck, middeck, equipment bay (lower level) – is sup-
ported within the forward fuselage at four attachment points
and is welded to create a pressure-tight vessel. It can accom-
modate a crew of eight, flown once on STS-61-A, though
regularly only up of seven (four on the flight deck and
three rather than four in the middeck). The flight deck is
the place where the orbiter is controlled and operated from
including orbital payload operations. The middeck provides
crew accommodations: four bunk sleep stations, galley, waste
management system (toilet), modular lockers (storing the
flight crew’s personal gear, mission-necessary equipment,
personal hygiene equipment and experiments), and contains
three avionics equipment bays. If, depending on the mission
requirements, the airlock for EVA does not fit into the pay-
load bay it is located in the rear middeck. The middeck floor
contains removable panels that provide access to the lower
equipment bay, which houses the ECLSS equipment with
the major components of the waste management and air revi-
talization systems, such as pumps, fans, lithium hydroxide,
absorbers, heat exchangers, and ducting.

Midfuselage, payload bay door, and wings. The wings
constructed from conventional aluminum and each furnished
with an inboard and outboard elevon provide lift and orbiter
flight control during ascent and reentry. The payload bay
doors covered with reusable surface insulation close the pay-
load bay upon ascent and reentry, but on its inside also allow
exposure of the ECLSS radiators for heat rejection of the
orbiter’s systems. The doors and the wings interface with the
U-shaped midfuselage, housing the half-cylindrical payload
bay.

Aft fuselage, body flap, and vertical tail. The aft fuse-
lage supports the two orbital maneuvering system/reaction
control system pods (description see next section), the wing
aft spar, midfuselage, orbiter/external tank rear attachments,
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4 Space Vehicle Design

Figure 2. The orbiter’s structural elements.

Space Shuttle main engines, aft heat shield, and two T-0
launch umbilical panels. It interfaces with the body flap and
vertical tail. The body flap covered with a reusable thermal
protection system and the vertical tail, with its split halves of
the rudder/speed brake panels, provide orbiter control upon
reentry and landing.

2.2.2 Propulsion systems

The orbiter has three different types of propulsion systems
(see Figure 3):

1. Main propulsion system (MPS) consisting of the major
subsystems: three Space Shuttle main engines (SSMEs),
three SSME controllers, the external tank, the orbiter
MPS propellant management subsystem and helium sub-
system, four ascent thrust vector control units, and six
SSME hydraulic servoactuators.

2. Orbital maneuvering system (OMS), two engines.
3. Reaction control system (RCS) with 38 primary thrusters

and 6 Vernier thrusters.

SSME. Assisted by the two SRBs the three SSMEs (man-
ufacturer name RS-25, see Figure 4) provide the velocity
increment from liftoff to MECO, that is, a predetermined

velocity increment before orbit insertion. The SSMEs are
reusable, high-performance, liquid-propellant rocket engines
with variable thrust. The propellant fuel is liquid hydrogen
and the oxidizer is liquid oxygen, which are stored in the
ET and supplied to the main engines under pressure. Each
engine can be throttled over a range of 65–109% of their
rated power level – the minimum power level being estab-
lished by the flow separation in the nozzle at sea level. A
value of 100% corresponds to a thrust level of 1.67 MN
at sea level and 2.13 MN in vacuum (space). The engines
have a specific impulse Isp = 455 s in vacuum, or 363 s at sea
level, corresponding to exhaust velocities of vex = 4460 m s−1

and 3560 m s−1, respectively. Overall, a Space Shuttle main
engine weighs 3.065 t, can be gimbaled ±10.5◦ in both the
yaw and pitch axis for thrust vector control, and is designed
for 7.5 h operation time equaling 55 ignitions.

The SSME works in a staged combustion cycle (a.k.a. pre-
burner cycle) which, besides the Soviet RD-0120 cryogenic
engine, has with 73.5% the highest internal efficiency today.
In the staged combustion cycle (see Figure 5) the cryogenic
LH2 fuel is first cooling (regenerative cooling) the nozzle
(expander cycle 2) and chamber (expander cycle 1) thereafter
via expander cycle 2 mixed with in the two preburners with
some LOX to be partly burned. This powers turbo pumps,
which in turn press with 225 bar the fuel-rich exhaust into
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Figure 3. The orbiter’s propulsion systems in the aft fuselage.

Figure 4. SSME at display at Kennedy Space Center.

the thruster chamber, where it is mixed and finally burned
with the remaining LOX. The low-pressure pumps 1 and 11
provide an 18-bar prepressure to prevent cavitation at the
turbo blades of the preburners.

OMS. The two OMS engines, located together with the
RCS in two independent pods in the aft fuselage (see
Figure 6), provide thrust for any orbital maneuver such as for
orbit insertion (OMS-1 burn), orbit circularization (OMS-2
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Figure 5. SSME flow schematic.

burn), orbit transfer, rendezvous, and deorbit. Each engine
produces 26.7 kN thrust at Isp = 316 s in vacuum. The fuel is
monomethyl hydrazine (MMH), and the oxidizer is nitrogen
tetroxide (N2O4) pressurized by helium. They are stored in
tanks that are located in the OMS/RCS pods (see Figure 6).

RCS. The reaction control system (RCS) is responsi-
ble for orbiter attitude control and three-axis translation
in orbit and during reentry and serves as a backup to
the OMS for the deorbit burn. It is also located in the
two OMS/RCS pods, each containing 12 primary thrusters
(PRCS: 3.925 kN, Isp = 281 s) and 2 Vernier thrusters (VRCS:
110 N, Isp = 272 s). A third RCS module, which has 14
primary and 2 Vernier engines, is positioned in the forward
fuselage nose area (see Figure 7). The forward module can
give pulses of minimum width of 80 ms in the ±Y (sideways)
and −X directions (back), the aft modules in the ±Z (up and
down), ±Y and +X (forward).

2.2.3 Thermal protection system

The gliding reentry of the orbiter takes about half an hour
in order to gently radiate away the excessive heat gener-
ated by the high orbital velocity upon descent through the

atmosphere. Due to the high orbiter mass the maximum tem-
peratures occurring on the orbiter critical heat spots (nose,
leading edges of wings, and vertical tail) still can reach nearly
1650 ◦C. The thermal protection system (TPS) is a passive
system to protect the orbiter structure from heating. It con-
sists of materials selected for stability at high temperatures
and weight efficiency, and makes up 8% of the gross net
weight of the orbiter. As seen from Figure 8 there are four
different materials for temperature protection:

� Reinforced carbon–carbon (RCC). These are hard shells
for areas where temperatures exceed 1260 ◦C, that is, on
the wing leading edges and the nose cap. Gray RCC con-
sists of rayon cloth graphitized and impregnated with
phenolic resin, which on its outer layers is converted to
silicon carbid by pyrolysis.

� High-temperature reusable surface insulation tiles
(HRSI). The about 23 490 black HRSI tiles are used in
areas on the upper forward fuselage and the entire under-
side of the vehicle where T < 1260 ◦C. The HRSI tiles
are 1–5 inch thick and made of a low-density, high-purity
silica 99.8% amorphous fiber insulation that is made rigid
by ceramic bonding.
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Figure 6. One of the two OMS/RCS Pod in the aft fuselage.

Figure 7. The RCS system in the forward fuselage.
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Figure 8. The orbiter’s thermal protection system.

� Low-temperature reusable surface insulation tiles (LRSI).
The 699 LRSI white tiles are of the same construction and
have the same basic functions as the HRSI tiles, but they
are thinner (0.2–1.4 inch) than HRSI tile. They are used
in selected areas of the forward, mid-, and aft fuselages;
vertical tail; and upper wing, where T < 650 ◦C.

� Felt reusable surface insulation (FRSI). White FRSI is a
Nomex felt that is bonded by silicon adhesive directly on
all other areas of the orbiter’s surface where T < 370 ◦C.
A white-pigmented silicon elastomer coating is used to
waterproof the felt and provide required thermal and opti-
cal properties.

2.2.4 EPS and ECLSS

The electrical power system (EPS) consists of three fuel cell
power plants to generate 28 V DC from launch to landing.
Each fuel cell provides 7 kW continuous and 12 kW peak
power. They are fueled by up to (depending on the mission

requirements) five sets of hydrogen and oxygen tanks. They
and the power plants itself are located in the space between
the U-shaped midfuselage and the half-cylindrical payload
bay. The power distribution subsystem distributes 28-V DC
electrical power and generates and distributes 115 V, three-
phase, 400 Hz AC electrical power to all of the Space Shuttle
systems via three independent DC and AC buses.

The environmental control and life support system
(ECLSS) consists of an air revitalization system (ARS), water
coolant loop systems, atmosphere revitalization pressure con-
trol system (ARPCS), active thermal control system (ATCS),
supply water and waste water system, waste collection sys-
tem, and airlock support system. The ARS controls CO2 and
CO to stay at nontoxic levels, controls temperature, rela-
tive humidity, and ventilation in the crew compartment. The
ARPCS in addition controls cabin air pressure at 1 bar and
maintains standard atmosphere composition. The ATCS pro-
vides orbiter heat rejection by two Freon-21 coolant loops,
cold plate networks for cooling electronic avionics units,
liquid/liquid heat exchangers for cooling various orbiter sys-
tems, and four heat sink systems.

2.2.5 Communications and avionics

Communication. The Space Shuttle orbiter communi-
cation system transfers telemetry information (including
voice and video) about orbiter operating conditions and
configurations, systems, and payloads. Payloads and EVA
astronauts communicate with the orbiter on UHF and S-band
frequencies, while communication with ground is performed
on S band (w/o video) or Ku band (w/video). The latter
only in the orbit phase when the payload doors are open
and the parabolic Ku-Band antenna is deployed. Figure 9
depictures the relevant communication links. Communica-
tion takes place through Air Force Satellite Control Facility
remote tracking station sites, also known as space–ground
link system ground stations, for military missions and through
Space Flight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) for NASA
missions. STDN includes 10 ground tracking stations world-
wide working in UHF and S band, and the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) in geostationary orbit with
White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT) for nearly continu-
ous transmission in the Ku band. The Ku-band system can be
used as a sensor that provides target angle and range informa-
tion to track satellites or payloads in orbit to facilitate orbiter
rendezvous with them.

Avionics system. The system central to the on-board data
processing system (DPS, shown in Figure 10) are the five
general-purpose computers (GPC) AP-101S manufactured
by IBM.
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Figure 9. Space Shuttle orbiter frequency links.

DPS software is divided into two major groups, the oper-
ating system (system software) and applications software.
The software programs are written in HAL/S (high-order
assembly language/Shuttle) especially developed for real-
time space flight applications. The applications software
contains

1. specific software programs for vehicle guidance, navi-
gation and control required for launch, ascent to orbit,
maneuvering in orbit, entry and landing on a runway;

2. systems management programs with instructions for
loading memories in the Space Shuttle main engine
computers and for checking the vehicle instrumentation
system, aiding in vehicle subsystem checkout, ascer-
taining that flight crew displays and controls perform
properly and updating inertial measurement unit state
vectors;

3. payload processing programs with instructions for con-
trolling and monitoring orbiter payload systems that can
be revised depending on the nature of the payload; and

4. vehicle checkout programs needed to handle data man-
agement, performance monitoring, special processing,
and display and control processing.

The central part of the operating system is the flight com-
puter operating program (orbiter flight computer software)
depicted in Figure 11. At a given flight mode n, say entry, it
is loaded with the corresponding operational sequence OPS
n (here OPS 3) application software. Therefore, at a given
time only the OPS n software package, that is, a single col-
umn in Figure 11, is resident in a GPC. Since the ascent
and entry phases of flight are so critical, four of the five
GPCs are loaded with the same Primary Avionics System
Software (PASS) and perform all guidance, navigation and
control (GN&C) functions simultaneously and redundantly.
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Figure 10. Data processing system.

As a safety measure, the fifth GPC contains a different set
of software, programmed by a company different from the
PASS developer, designed to take control of the vehicle if a
generic error in the software or other multiple errors should
cause a loss of vehicle control. This software is called the
Backup Flight System (BFS). In the less dynamic phases of
on-orbit operations, the BFS is not required.

The four GPCs running all the same OPS n PASS soft-
ware send their output to the three other GPCs such that they
compare their results and vote against each other. Whenever
a GPC receives two or more failure votes from other GPCs,
it resets any failure votes that it made against other GPCs,
causes a master alarm, and displays a fault message on the
display.

An essential task of the orbiter flight computer software
is to provide GN&C of the orbiter. A set of eight different
sensors, in orbit most importantly the inertial measuring units
(IMUs), provide position, altitude, and attitude, which is used
to constantly determine position and velocity, the so-called

state vector, of the orbiter. According to this state vector and
its propagation into the future the orbiter’s flight is controlled
by auto-steering commands acting on the orbiter’s propulsion
systems.

2.3 STS improvement programs

After the Challenger catastrophe in January 1986 and begin-
ning with Discovery’s return to flight mission in September
1988, more than 200 safety improvements and modifications
were ushered in. Most importantly a new crew escape system
that allows the Space Shuttle crew to bail out if the orbiter
has to make an emergency return descent and a safe runway
cannot be reached (see also Section 3.2).

Challenger was replaced by the new orbiter Endeavour
in 1992. When built, Endeavour featured new hard-
ware designed to improve and expand orbiter capabilities
including a 40-foot-diameter drag chute that reduces the
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Figure 11. Orbiter flight computer software.

orbiter’s rollout distance by 300–600 m; extended dura-
tion orbiter (EDO) modifications to allow up to 28-day
missions; updated avionics systems that include advanced
general purpose computers; and many other hardware
improvements.

In the wake of Endeavour’s improved and expanded orbiter
capabilities and starting in 1991, the other orbiters were
retrofitted including the EDO modifications to allow them to
support up to a 16-day mission (Endeavour: 28-day missions).
The upgrades include the EDO pallet, which holds a set of liq-
uid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks to provide additional
fuel for the orbiter’s electrical power generation system; a
regenerating system for removing carbon dioxide from the
crew cabin atmosphere; two additional nitrogen tanks for
cabin air; an improved waste collection system; and addi-
tional middeck lockers for storage.

Starting in April 2000, two more upgrades on the orbiters
were the installation of the “glass cockpit” (see Figure 12) and

improved Space Shuttle main engines. The orbiters received a
full-color, flat, 11-panel multifunction electronic display sub-
system. The new system improves crew/orbiter interaction
with easy-to-read graphic portrayals of key flight indicators
such as attitude, altitude, and speed. Until 2005 four major
main engine overhauls were performed. The third and most
important redesign, the so-called block II main engine config-
uration, includes a new Pratt & Whitney high-pressure fuel
turbopump, which results in a more reliable and safer engine
due to increased pump robustness.

ISS assembly. As part of the Shuttle–Mir program start-
ing with the first docking of a Shuttle with the Russian Mir
space station in February 1994, changes were made to the
Shuttles. To allow docking with Mir and later with the Inter-
national Space Station, the Shuttle’s airlock was relocated
from inside the cabin to the cargo bay on all orbiters except
Columbia.
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Figure 12. The new Shuttle glass cockpit.

3 SHUTTLE ASCENT

3.1 Nominal ascent

The Space Shuttle system (Shuttle for short) launches from
either of the two Shuttle launch pads at Kennedy Space Cen-
ter: Pad 39A or Pad 39B. The Shuttle takes off vertically. This
is for two reasons: (i) the static load to the Shuttle system due
to gravity is lowest if it is oriented vertically (this is why it
is also assembled and rolled out in a vertical position) and
(ii) due to drag and gravity loss problems the Shuttle has to
traverse the atmospheric layer as quick as possible.

After liftoff, the Shuttle faces two problems: (i) Due to
the fact that the launch pads were built for the axially sym-
metric Saturn V rockets, the orientation of the launch pad
is far from the anticipated flight direction into orbit. There-
fore, the first action of the Shuttle just 10 s after liftoff
(see Figure 13) is a roll maneuver performed by gimbaling
the SRBs of about 120◦, which brings it on the trajectory
with the right orbit inclination. (ii) Although the Shuttle
lifts off vertically, the final flight direction is horizontally
around Earth. Therefore, the Shuttle has to perform a long,
stretched 90◦ turn. How is this turn accomplished? Rather
than steering with the engines the Shuttle makes use of two
effects:

Gravity turn. Gravity pulls the Shuttle system down, the
magnitude of which depends on the so-called flight path angle

(FPA) γ , which is the measure of the flight direction relative
to the local horizon. If the flight path is not strictly vertical
but tilted somewhat horizontally (γ < 90◦) gravity curves the
flight path down and hence decreases the FPA without any
steering. It is like throwing a stone forward and upward. Grav-
ity bends its path until it flies horizontally at its apex. Now,
accelerate the stone in flight, which will shift the apex into
space and the increasing centrifugal force will prevent it from
falling back. Thus, you have the gravity-turn maneuver of an
ascending rocket. Neglecting lift, the flight path angle rate
can be described mathematically by the following equation

γ̇ = −
(g

v
− v

r

)
cosγ (1)

where g = 9.798 m s−1 is the earth gravitational constant, v

is the Shuttle velocity and r is the radius from the center of the
earth to the Shuttle’s center of gravity. We see that the initial
rate and hence the gravity turn is big at low speeds, but zero
for vertical ascent. This is why after liftoff the Shuttle steers
an initial kick-angle (a.k.a. pitch angle), which reduces the
FPA to just below 90◦, making the Shuttle subject to gravity
turn.

The second effect that tilts the Shuttle horizontally is the
wings’ lift. After liftoff the Shuttle orients itself such that the
orbiter is below the external tank: The orbiter seems hanging
on the system. In this orientation the wing’s lift pulls the
system down, thus decreasing the FPA.

Thrust phase. In this state of attitude the Shuttle rockets
into orbit. In the beginning of this so-called thrust phase,
the Shuttle picks up speed fast so that the aerodynamic
drag increases rapidly. At an altitude of 3.3 km the Shuttle
approaches its maximum aerodynamic pressure, the so-called
qmax (a.k.a. Max Q), and therefore the Shuttle starts to throttle
down its SSMEs to about 70% performance (see Figure 14).
At 10.6 km altitude the aerodynamic pressure has decreased
to a level at which the Shuttle can throttle up back to full power
(104% performance). Lift and gravity turn are now sufficient
to force the Shuttle into a more and more horizontal flight
direction, thereby reducing steering losses. After exactly
2 min into the flight, the SRBs have their fuel expended and
are jettisoned. The Shuttle continues its smooth ascent with
just its three SSMEs. About 3 min after SRB separation,
the Shuttle achieves its highest altitude while still acceler-
ating. After 7 min into flight the acceleration reaches the
structural limit 3g of the orbiter so that the Shuttle throt-
tles slowly down keeping the acceleration at a constant 3g

level. Note that in this final part of ascent flight phase the
orbiter reaches orbital speed v ≈ √

gR = 7.92 km s−1 which
implies γ̇ = g/v − v/r = 0, so there is no more gravity turn.
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Figure 13. STS-122 ascent timeline.

This and because above 100 km altitude atmospheric den-
sity and hence lift tends to zero, the Shuttle needs to fire
engines at a certain steering angle to turn into the final flight
direction.

Coasting phase. After exactly 8.5 min into ascent flight,
the ET is empty and MECO is commanded, leaving the orbiter
in a powerless flight at initially 26 870 km s−1. The orbiter yet
is not in the final orbit. Rather it drifts for another 35.5 min on
a weakly elliptical orbit with eccentricity e = 0.0230 to its
apogee to touch there its final orbit. If, for some reason, during
the thrust phase the injection into this elliptical transfer orbit
was not perfect, the Shuttle can perform an adjustment burn,

a so-called OMS-1 burn to bring it on the right trajectory.
Having reached the apogee, the Shuttle fires its OMS engines,
so-called OMS-2 burn, to transfer the Shuttle into the circular
target orbit at typically 350 km altitude.

3.2 Abort modes

If during the ascent phase a situation occurs that puts the
mission in jeopardy – for instance, the loss of one or
two SSMEs – the mission may have to be aborted. There
are two basic abort modes: contingency aborts and intact
aborts.
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Figure 14. STS-122 ascent profile.

3.2.1 Contingency aborts

The contingency abort becomes necessary if in a severe sys-
tem failure the vehicle will be lost, in which case the damaged
vehicle would fall toward the ocean, and the crew would exer-
cise escape options that were developed in the aftermath of
the Challenger accident.

3.2.2 Intact aborts

Intact aborts (see Figure 15) permit the safe return of the
orbiter and its crew to a preplanned landing site. There are
four intact abort modes:

� Return to launch site (RTLS)
� Transoceanic abort landing (TAL).
� Abort once around (AOA)
� Abort to orbit (ATO)

There is a definite order of preference for an abort. In
cases where performance loss is the only factor, the preferred
modes would be ATO, AOA, TAL or RTLS, in that order. In
the case of an extreme system failure – the loss of cabin pres-
sure or orbiter cooling systems – the preferred mode would

be the one that would terminate the mission as quickly as
possible. This means that the TAL or RTLS modes would be
more preferable than other modes.

No abort mode (contingency or intact modes) can be ini-
tiated until the SRBs have completed their normal burn and
have been jettisoned. Until that point in time, the Shuttle
System can only be blasted by the so-called Flight Termi-
nation System (FTS). FTS was employed once to terminate
Challenger’s accidental ascent flight STS-51L.

RTLS abort. The RTLS abort is a critical and complex
one that becomes necessary if a main engine failure occurs
after liftoff and before the point where a TAL or AOA is pos-
sible. The orbiter with the external tank still attached will
use its remaining operational SSMEs to reverse the direction
of flight and return for a landing at KSC. A “pitch-around”
maneuver is then performed to place the Shuttle system in
an attitude pointing back toward the launch site. OMS fuel
is dumped to adjust the orbiter’s center of gravity. When
altitude, attitude, flight path angle, heading, weight, and
velocity/range conditions combine for external tank jettison-
ing, MECO is commanded, and the external tank separates
and falls into the ocean. After this, the orbiter should glide to
a landing at the launch site landing facility.
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Figure 15. STS abort modes.

TAL abort. The TAL abort mode is designed to permit an
intact landing after the Shuttle has flown a ballistic trajectory
across the Atlantic Ocean and lands at a designated land-
ing site in France or Spain. A TAL would be made at one
of three designated sites: Istres Air Base, France; Zaragoza
Air Base, Spain; or Moron Air Base, Spain. Landing occurs
about 45 min after launch. The TAL capability provides an
abort option between the last RTLS opportunity up to the
point in ascent known as the “single-engine press to MECO”
capability, meaning that the orbiter has sufficient velocity to
achieve main engine cutoff and abort to orbit, even if two
main engines are shut down.

AOA abort. This abort mode becomes available after SRB
separation, up to the point just before an ATO is possible.
AOA normally would be called for because of a main engine
failure. This abort mode allows the Shuttle to fly once around
Earth and make a normal entry and landing at Edwards AFB,
California, or White Sands Space Harbor, New Mexico.

ATO abort. The ATO mode is the most benign of the var-
ious abort modes. ATO is usually necessary because of a

late main engine failure that allows the orbiter to achieve
a temporary orbit that is lower than the planned. It gives
ground controllers and the flight crew time to evaluate the
problem. Depending on the seriousness of the situation, one
ATO option is to make an early deorbit and landing. If there
are no major problems, other than the main engine one, an
OMS maneuver is made to raise the orbit and the mission is
continued as planned.

4 SHUTTLE REENTRY

4.1 Reentry principles

If a Shuttle orbiter with a high mass of about 100 t would
reentry on a ballistic flight path such as Mercury or Apollo,
it would at its stagnation points achieve surface tempera-
tures of 3680 ◦C, far beyond the 1750 ◦C the RCC at the
nose cap and at the wings’ leading edges are designed for.
By rather gliding nearly horizontally the Shuttle drastically
increases the reentry time through the atmosphere, thereby
also increasing the time of maximum heat generation to about
10 min (equals blackout time, see Section 4.2 “Deorbit and
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Figure 16. Shuttle deorbit burn and entry interface.

Blackout Phase”), which reduces the maximum temperature
to 1600 ◦C.

The crucial gliding condition is achieved by the lift of its
wings and body. The so-called angle-of-attack (AOA, angle
between the axis of symmetry and flight direction) and the roll
angle (a.k.a. bank angle) is adjusted such that the vertical lift
force balances the gravitational force and centrifugal force.
This equilibrium glide condition keeps the flight path angle
constantly at γ ≈ 1◦.

4.2 Deorbit and blackout phase

A Shuttle orbiter usually is in a circular obit at an altitude
between 250 and 500 km above Earth. Reentry is the flight
phase where, due to enhanced atmospheric drag below about
80 km, the velocity is reduced to nearly zero such that the
orbiter is able to touch down. In order to decline to drag
altitudes the orbiter has to perform a deorbit burn. In an aft-
forward flight attitude it fires it OMS thrusters for 3 min to
reduce its velocity by just 1.1% (see Figure 16). This maneu-
ver brings the orbiter on a slightly elliptic orbit, which touches
the so-called entry interface at 400 000 ft (equals 122 km)
altitude. From here the reentry flight steadily becomes aero-
dynamic (see Figure 17).

In order to make drag as big as possible, the orbiter is
placed at an AOA of 40◦. This, however, causes also an
upward lift that would bring the equilibrium glide out of

balance and skipping would result. This is why the S/C is tem-
porarily rolled sideways so that at an unaltered AOA the bank
angle is 80◦. Roll reversals to the left and right sides allow
the orbiter to steer laterally, which increases the cross-track
to 2030 km to reach the landing site.

In this sloping lateral attitude with very low vertical lift,
the orbiter flies down to 80 km altitude where the blackout
phase begins. At these altitudes the thermal shield of the Shut-
tle heats up so much that the impacting air around the Shuttle
ionizes and makes it impermeable for electromagnetic waves.
For about 15 min there is no radio communication with mis-
sion control. That is why this phase is called the “blackout
phase”. The drag is now so strong that velocity is fiercely
reduced.

4.3 Aerodynamic flight phase

At an altitude of about 50 km, the Shuttle leaves the black-
out phase with a velocity of Mach 11. Because of the further
increasing atmospheric density, the Space Shuttle comes now
into a fully aerodynamic state. The angle of attack is contin-
uously ramped down to keep the deceleration at a constant
−1.5g. In this constant-deceleration mode the Shuttle flies
down to an altitude of about 25 km, Mach 2.5, and AOA
14◦ where it reaches the so-called entry terminal area energy
management (TAEM) interface, 95 km away from the landing
runway.
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Figure 17. Reentry phases.

During the remaining 6 min, the Shuttle undergoes flight
maneuvers with changing AOA = 4–10◦ to align velocity and
heading to the approach cone of the landing strip. At Mach 1,
about 4 min prior to touchdown, the commander takes manual
control of the spacecraft’s approach. The glide path angle of
17–19◦ in the landing phase is six times bigger than that of
a commercial aircraft, and the touchdown velocity of about
350 km h−1 is about twice as high.

5 LESSONS LEARNED

The Space Shuttle System is said to be the most complex
technical system built by mankind. In view of this it is amaz-
ing that it was as reliable as the most reliable rocket system
in those days, Soyuz, that is about one fatal failure in 100
launches. In addition, when it was mothballed in 2011 the
Shuttle was not outdated as most people thought. In fact, it
turned into a mature system not until the many improvements
and upgrades in the aftermath of the two Shuttle accidents.
It was a working horse for what it had been designed for:
to shuttle payload to and from low Earth orbits such as the
International Space Station. And it did it in an almost perfect
way. There were, however, two design flaws that deserve a
second thought.

Payload and crew shared the same spacecraft. Due to the
enhanced security demands of the crew the entire space-
craft therefore needed to be human-rated. However, having

a human-rated spacecraft for payload definitely is a waste
of effort. It is therefore sensible to decouple humans from
payload, as anticipated for the canceled Ares I (crew vehi-
cle) and Ares V (payload vehicle) proclaimed as the Shuttle’s
successor by President George W. Bush.

Upon ascent, the safety-critical orbiter housing the crew
was located downstream the Shuttle system. Thus, chunks of
ice or foam that fell off the top of the external tank quickly
picked up speed in the airstream and hit and damaged the
orbiter’s critical leading edges of the wings or the HRSI tiles
on the underside of the orbiter. This happened in almost
all the Shuttle flights with a critical damage of RCCs on
Columbia’s left wing leading edge, which led to its destruc-
tion upon reentry on 1 February 2003. Therefore the critical
crew compartment should always be on top of the launch
vehicle.

There is a general design law to enhance the safety of
technical systems: If possible do not design from scratch
(as done with the Shuttle system), but reuse legacy subsys-
tems whenever possible. This is why the reuse of Shuttle
(SRB, ET), Saturn V (J-2X), and Delta (RS-68B engine)
subsystems would have boosted the safety of Ares 1 from
a 1-in-100 chance of a launch disaster (Shuttle system) to a
calculated 1-in-1000 chance.

What are the technical directions for future reusable
winged spacecrafts? First, one does not need wings in the
vacuum of space. The requirement of wings (lift) comes
in only for a high crossrange capability upon reentry.
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However, the Shuttle’s L/D ≈ 1.3 implies a crossrange capa-
bility of � = 2030 km would have been useful only if
from any point in space any point (landing strip) on ground
needed to be reached. This demanding requirement, how-
ever, usually is not justified. Rather, it suffices to have the
reduced cross-range capability of a lifting body (e.g., X-38,
L/D ≈ 0.9, � = 1300 km) or even that of an aeroshell such
as a capsule (L/D = 0.3, � ≈ 50 km), with the additional
benefit that they touch down without complicated landing
maneuvers, but just by parachutes, and that they are more
compact, robust, and hence more reliable.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The possibility that aviation could contribute to climate
change was considered in the earliest assessments of the
climate impact of human activity (Matthews, Kellogg and
Robinson, 1971; SMIC, 1971). In the subsequent period,
considerable attention focused on examining the impact of
possible future supersonic fleets on the stratospheric ozone
layer; aviation’s impact on climate change took a back seat.
The European assessment by Brasseur et al. (1998) gave
renewed vigor to the appraisal of the climate influence. This
assessment was followed by a wider-ranging special report
on “Aviation and the Global Atmosphere” by the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 1999), which
remains a basic reference. Lee et al. (2009a, 2009b) have
provided updated assessments.

2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Radiative forcing

The energy balance of the planet can be characterized, sim-
ply as a balance between two components: solar radiation
(i.e., which is mostly at wavelengths less than 4 �m) that is
absorbed or reflected back to space by the Earth and its atmo-
sphere, and longwave (thermal infrared) radiation (i.e., which
is mostly at wavelengths greater than 4 �m) that is emitted
and absorbed by the Earth’s surface and atmosphere.

At the top of the atmosphere, averaged over the globe and
over a year, there is a close balance between the absorbed
solar radiation (ASR) by the Earth system and the outgoing
longwave radiation (OLR), so that the net radiation (NET)

NET = ASR − OLR ≈ 0 (1)

Satellite observations show that the global and annual mean
ASR and OLR are both about 240 W m−2 (e.g., Hartmann,
1996).

The main mechanisms that drive climate change perturb
either or both the ASR and the OLR so that NET /= 0.
Although more precise definitions are available (e.g., Forster
et al., 2007), the size of the initial perturbation of NET, say
following a change in CO2 concentration, is a useful working
definition of the radiative forcing (RF) of climate change. RF
provides a useful first-order indication of the size of different
climate change mechanisms and it will be a major focus here.

Unless otherwise stated, RF will be taken here to refer
to its global average value. RF can refer to the change in
NET resulting from, for example, a change in CO2 concen-
tration over any specified period of time. Often, forcing due
to human activity is reported as the total change since some
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2 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

“pre-industrial” time, for example since 1750 or 1850. In the
context of aviation, the total present-day forcing has occurred
over a much shorter period, as emissions were negligible prior
to 1940 (e.g., Lee et al., 2009a).

2.2 Temperature response and climate sensitivity

When RF is positive, the planet as a whole absorbs more
energy than it emits (and vice versa if RF is negative);
the climate system responds by warming, leading to more
infrared emission and hence a higher OLR. Given sufficient
time (and assuming that RF itself is not time varying), the
system will reach a new equilibrium, so that NET is once
again, close to zero.

The simplest representation of the response of the climate
system to a radiative forcing is given by Hartmann (1996)
and Fuglestvedt et al. (2009)

C
d�T (t)

dt
= RF(t) − �T (t)

λ
(2)

where t is time, C is the heat capacity of the climate system
(most of which is contained within the ocean) (JK−1m−2),
�T is the global mean surface temperature change (K) and λ

is the climate sensitivity parameter (K(W m−2)−1).
A useful special case is when RF is independent of time.

The solution to equation (2) is

�T (t) = λRF
[

1 − exp
(

− t

λC

)]
(3)

so that as t tends to infinity, the equilibrium surface temper-
ature change �Teq is given by

�Teq = λRF (4)

Hence, equation (4) tells us that �Teq resulting from a
(constant) radiative forcing is simply the product of that
forcing and the climate sensitivity parameter. This equation
provides much of the justification for using RF as an indicator
of climate change.

Equation (3) shows that the product of λ and C defines
a time constant for the climate system to respond to an RF.
Reasonable values yield a time scale of a few decades; a
precise number cannot be given because of uncertainties in
the value of λ (see below) and the value of C that is not well
defined, as it depends on the rate at which heat is transferred
from the surface layers of the ocean to the deep ocean.

2.3 Climate feedbacks

The reason why �Teq itself is not used is principally because
the value of λ is a chronic uncertainty in climate change sci-
ence. If the Earth and the atmosphere emitted to space as a
simple black body, Stefan’s law would give the OLR as σT 4

e
where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant and Te is some
effective emitting temperature of the climate system. In this
case, the first derivative of Stefan’s law is 4σT 3

e , and its recip-
rocal would give λ. For an OLR of 240 W m−2, λ would be
about0.3 K(W m−2)−1, indicating that theplanetwould warm
up by 0.3 K for each W m−2 of forcing. This is sometimes
referred to as the “black body” or “no feedback” response.

However, as the Earth warms (or cools) a number of feed-
back processes occur that alter the radiative properties of
the atmosphere and surface. For example, in response to a
positive RF, a warmer atmosphere can contain more water
vapor; water vapor is a greenhouse gas and hence this further
enhances the warming, giving a positive feedback. Similarly,
a warmer planet would be expected to have a decreased extent
of snow and ice; this would decrease the amount of solar radi-
ation reflected back to space (i.e., decreasing the planetary
albedo), leading to a further warming. These two feedbacks
are believed to be relatively well understood (e.g., IPCC,
2007); together they approximately double the value of λ

from its black body value.
Since the late 1970s it has been recognized that numeri-

cal climate models developed in different laboratories gave
significantly different values for λ. It is now understood that
the prime reason for this is the way that these models rep-
resent the response of clouds to climate change. A principal
difficulty is that cloud processes occur on very small scales
whereas climate models represent the Earth’s climate on a
horizontal grid of order of 100 km spacing; many important
climate processes, including those that control clouds, occur
on much smaller spatial scales, and these have to be related in
some way to the variables (such as temperature and humidity)
representing the larger scale climate. An additional difficulty
has been that many important parameters describing clouds
(such as the amount of ice) have not been observed glob-
ally, so it has been difficult to verify the quality of a climate
model’s representation of clouds.

Clouds strongly influence the OLR and ASR and have
the potential to be a powerful feedback mechanism. Many
factors in clouds influence the OLR and ASR – for exam-
ple, cloud amount, height, thickness, and the proportion that
is ice or water. Any or all these could change as climate
changes; even if climate models have a faithful present-day
representation of clouds, this does not guarantee that they
can faithfully represent the changes in properties in a future
climate. The most recent IPCC scientific assessment (IPCC,
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2007) reports that λ is likely to lie in the range from about
0.54 to 1.2 K (W m−2)−1; this indicates that climate models
vary from having a weak to a strong positive cloud feedback.
IPCC (2007) concluded that λ is very unlikely to be less
than the lower limit, but substantially higher values could not
be ruled out. One great challenge for climate science is to
decrease the uncertainty in λ; this problem is being tackled
via a mixture of novel modeling and observational (especially
satellite-based) research.

There are many other possible climate feedbacks (IPCC,
2007) – for example, climate change can impact on the way
the oceans and land take up CO2. The so-called carbon-
climate feedbacks are an important focus of current research,
and they may be a significant positive feedback.

2.4 Limitations in the use of radiative forcing

Several caveats are necessary in using equation (4) (see also
Forster et al., 2007). It was originally thought that the value of
λ was approximately independent of the nature of the climate
change mechanism. So, for example, if RF was due to a
change in the output of the Sun (which influences the ASR)
the value of λ would be the same as for a change in CO2

(which mainly influences the OLR). More recent climate
model calculations, for a greater range of climate change
mechanisms, now show that λ may vary significantly among
climate change mechanisms. This factor is characterized by
the “efficacy”, defined as the ratio of the λ for the given
climate change mechanism, to the λ for a doubling of CO2

concentrations. See, for example, Forster et al. (2007) or,
specifically in the context of aviation, Ponater et al. (2006).
To be confident that λ deviates from unity, and to be confident
in the size of that deviation, careful comparison of results
from similar experiments with different climate models is
necessary – at the time of writing, no consensus exists; it is
assumed here that all climate change mechanisms possess the
same value of efficacy. Once a consensus emerges, it would
be more robust to compare climate change mechanisms using
the product of efficacy and RF.

A second caveat is that equation (4) refers strictly to
global-mean quantities. This is important, for two reasons.
First, equation (4) cannot be applied locally – the value of
RF at a given geographical location cannot be used to infer
the temperature response at that location. This is because
winds and ocean currents transport heat around the planet
and ensure that the local response often bears little relation-
ship to the local forcing – the geographical pattern is more
strongly determined by the nature of the feedbacks than the
distribution of the forcing (e.g., Boer and Yu, 2003; IPCC,
2007). For example, snow/ice feedback leads to a greater

response at higher latitudes. Second, it is easy to conceive of
cases where the global-mean RF is zero (due to a chance com-
pensation between mechanisms causing positive and negative
RF) – even though the global-mean temperature change may
indeed be close to zero, significant local climate change could
still occur.

The final caveat discussed here is that there are manyother
dimensions to climate change beyond RF and surface temper-
ature change – for example, changes in precipitation, extreme
storms, sea-level rise, which are as, if not more, important in
terms of impact on society, as temperature change.

Nevertheless, most of the work on aviation and climate
change has focused on RF and hence the focus will be on RF
here.

3 RADIATIVE FORCING DUE TO
AVIATION

In this section, the RFs due to the accumulated emissions
from aviation are presented. They are summarized in Figure 1,
from Lee et al. (2009a). The total size of each bar in Figure 1
gives the best estimate RF for 2005, relative to pre-industrial
times, with the numerical value shown in the first column on
the right-hand side. The white line shows the value estimated
in Forster et al. (2007) (which is repeated in parentheses in
the first column on the right-hand side). The error bar repre-
sents the 90% likelihood range, which comes from a mixture
of the range of published values and expert judgment. The
middle column on the right-hand side indicates the spatial
scale of the forcing. The final column gives the level of scien-
tific understanding (LOSU), again based on expert judgment,
taking into account the difficulties in calculating the forcing.
Figure 2 illustrates typical latitudinal distributions of many
of these forcings.

It would, of course, be desirable if these RFs could be
observed directly. It is rarely the case that this can be done
(the exceptions being the effect of large volcanic eruptions or
changes in the output of the sun, and these have only become
possible relatively recently with the advent of satellite-based
observations). There are various reasons for this. First, the
deviations in NET due to RF are relatively small and their
detection would require a long sequence of well-calibrated
satellite observations. Second, any observed variation in NET
includes both the RF and the response of the climate to that
forcing and it is difficult to untangle these. Third, in this
context, even if the changes could be observed, it would be
difficult to unravel how much of the changes are due to avia-
tion and how much are due to other human activity – as will
be shown, the effects of aviation are only a small percentage
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Figure 1. Global-mean radiative forcing components due to aviation for 2005, relative to pre-industrial times. Shaded bars represent best
estimates (except for the case of aviation-induced cloud changes (AIC) where a best estimate cannot be given). Values indicated by the
white lines within the bars are from Forster et al.(2007). The induced cloudiness (AIC) estimate includes linear contrails. Numerical values
are given on the right for both Forster et al.(2007) (in parentheses) and for Lee et al. (2009a). Error bars represent the 90% likelihood range
for each estimate. The best estimate value of total radiative forcing from aviation is shown with and without AIC. The spatial scale of each
radiative forcing and its level of scientific understanding (LOSU) are shown in the columns on the right. Reproduced from Lee et al.(2009)
c© Elsevier.

of the total. As a result, RF calculations are generally heavily
dependent on computer simulations and we lack the obser-
vations to rigorously verify many of these simulations.

It is also important to note that the changes in abundance
of different aviation-induced effects in 2005 originate from
a wide variety of different time scales. In the case of CO2, a
significant fraction (several 10’s of %) of any perturbation of
CO2, as a result of an aviation (or any other) emission, per-
sists in the atmosphere for many thousands of years (Archer
and Brovkin, 2008; IPCC, 2007); this is because of the
way changes in CO2 concentration lead to changes in the
ocean component of the carbon cycle. Hence, the CO2 RF in
Figure 1 results from emissions from aviation over the entire
time period aircraft have been emitting CO2. At the other
extreme, contrails persist in the atmosphere for typically two
hours. Hence the entire RF due to linear contrails is a result
of very recent aviation activity. One consequence of these

different time scales is to consider the hypothetical case in
which all aviation emissions suddenly cease. The RF due to
linear contrails would disappear almost immediately; the RF
due to CO2 would persist for centuries. These issues of time
scale will be considered again in Section 4.

3.1 Carbon dioxide

CO2 is an effective greenhouse gas in the atmosphere, as it
possesses strong absorption bands at thermal infrared wave-
lengths, notably near 15 �m. On a per molecule basis, CO2 is
relatively weak, partially because of its large natural concen-
trations in the atmosphere. However, this relative weakness
is compensated by the fact that the absolute changes in CO2

concentrations are much higher than those of other green-
house gases influenced by human activity.
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Figure 2. Radiative forcing as a function of latitude for global
aviation in 1992, relative to pre-industrial times, for a number
of aviation-induced forcings. Note that the global mean of these
values will not correspond to those in Figure 1, as they are for a
different period and because of improvements in understanding.
Reproduced from Penner et al. (1999) c© Cambridge University
Press.

In many ways, CO2 is the easiest of all aviation forcings
to consider; its lifetime in the atmosphere (decades to millen-
nia) is so long that there is essentially no climate difference
between CO2 produced as a result of burning kerosene in
a jet engine and CO2 produced by burning any fossil fuel,
anywhere else in the globe. The time scales over which the
winds spread out any CO2 emission over the whole globe
(many months) are much shorter than the lifetime of the CO2

in the atmosphere.
Figure 1 shows that the CO2 RF from aviation emissions

is estimated to be about 28 mW m−2, with a high LOSU and
it is clearly one of the largest single components. Figure 2
shows that the forcing is global in extent.

3.2 Oxides of nitrogen

The emission of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) by aviation leads to
a complex chain of effects (see Chemistry of the Atmosphere
and Impacts from Global Aviation), making the evaluation of
the net RF challenging. NOx leads to an increase in ozone.
Ozone absorbs ultraviolet and visible radiation and has ther-
mal infrared absorption bands, notably near 10 �m. This
ozone forcing is positive; Figure 1 shows this forcing is,
within the uncertainty bars, the same size as the CO2 forcing.

However, the change in ozone has a knock-on effect in
increasing the concentration of the OH radical. The OH radi-
cal plays a key role in controlling the concentrations of many

atmospheric species. In the context of climate change, the key
one is methane (CH4), which is a powerful greenhouse gas
(about 24 times CO2 on a per molecule basis) – more OH
means that CH4 is more readily destroyed, and hence the
concentrations of CH4 are reduced. (Methane concentra-
tions have increased since pre-industrial times (see Forster
et al., 2007), due to increased emissions, but NOx emissions
are believed to have reduced that rate of increase.) Hence
the CH4 loss causes a negative RF that Figure 1 shows to
be around 50% in size, but opposite in sign, to the ozone
forcing.

There are several knock-on consequences of the CH4

reduction (see, e.g., Forster et al., 2007). One of these is
that methane itself is important in the formation of ozone;
the loss of methane leads to ozone reduction, which offsets
the ozone increase induced by the NOx increase.

There are two particular complications with the NOx forc-
ing. First, the impact on ozone depends strongly on the
altitude and latitude where NOx is emitted. The values in
Figure 1 refer to the present-day fleet, concentrated as they
are in the northern mid-latitudes in the upper troposphere and
lower stratosphere. If future fleets flew higher in the strato-
sphere, NOx emissions would catalyze ozone destruction.

The second complication is that while the O3 and CH4

forcings cancel to some extent in the global mean, they do
not do so locally. Figure 2 shows that the ozone forcing,
for the present-day fleet, is concentrated in northern mid-
latitudes; by contrast, because CH4 is relatively long-lived
(around 10 years) in the atmosphere, the reduction is spread
across the globe, and the Southern Hemisphere forcing is
similar to the Northern Hemisphere forcing. Hence, in one
hemisphere, the positive ozone forcing dominates, while in
the other, the negative CH4 forcing dominates. This is an
example of where an apparently small global-mean forcing
may still lead to a significant regional climate impact.

3.3 Water vapor

Burning kerosene leads to water vapor being emitted by avi-
ation. Water vapor is a strong greenhouse gas and the main
contributor to the natural greenhouse effect absorbing and
emitting over almost all infrared wavelengths. Aviation water
vapor emissions within the troposphere are not believed to
lead to any significant concentration changes – the vigor of
the natural hydrological cycle is such that the lifetime of
water vapor molecules is around seven days, and it is not
possible to accumulate large changes in concentration. How-
ever, in the stratosphere, the lifetime is considerably longer
(many months); hence, it is possible for more marked changes
to occur. The tropopause, which separates the troposphere
from the stratosphere, varies with location, time of year, and
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particular weather systems; it broadly varies from around
8 km in high latitudes to 16 km in the tropics. The civil avia-
tion fleet spends a considerable amount of time in the lower
stratosphere (Gauss et al., 2003) especially during Northern
Hemisphere winter when, on average, the tropopause is lower.

Figure 1 shows that the water vapor RF is believed to be
modest (3 mW m−2) and an order of magnitude smaller than
CO2. However, as discussed in IPCC (1999), were future
fleets of supersonic aircraft to fly in the stratosphere, H2O
might become the dominant forcing mechanism, as most of
the emissions would occur at altitudes where the lifetime is
long.

3.4 Aerosol

Aerosol particles emitted by the aircraft engine, or forming
within the exhaust plume, have the potential to influence RF
by absorbing and/or scattering solar radiation; they are gen-
erally too small (being sub-micron in size) to significantly
influence thermal infrared radiation.

Sulfate aerosols are generally non-absorbing, especially
at visible wavelengths; they cause an RF by scattering solar
radiation, and hence exert a negative RF. Figure 1 shows a
small negative forcing (−5 mW m−2), about one-fifth of (and
opposite in sign to) the RF from CO2.

By contrast, soot particles are highly absorbing at visible
wavelengths, and hence they act to absorb solar radiation that
would otherwise have been scattered to space. They exert a
positive RF that is roughly equal in size (3 mW m−2), but
opposite in sign, to the sulfate forcing.

This indicates that aerosols are not a major contributor to
aviation RF. Nevertheless, they play an important role in the
formation of contrails (see Contrails and Contrail Cirrus) and
may significantly alter the properties (for example, the sizes
of ice crystals) of natural high-altitude (cirrus) ice clouds.
These topics are covered in the following two sub-sections.

3.5 Contrails

Aircraft contrails are, arguably, the most obvious visible sign
of a human activity on the composition of the atmosphere,
especially for those living beneath busy flight tracks. Of inter-
est here are so-called persistent contrails, which form when an
aircraft flies through a sufficiently cold layer that is supersat-
urated with respect to ice (see Contrails and Contrail Cirrus).
These contrails may last for a few hours.

There are formidable difficulties in estimating the RF due
to contrails. First, although contrails can often be clearly seen
in satellite images, reliable global climatologies of their hor-
izontal coverage have not yet been developed. This requires

pattern recognition techniques that can reliably distinguish
contrails from other clouds. To date detailed analysis of
satellite images are available over more restricted areas and
time periods. These are then used together with modeling
techniques (which combine meteorological data and flight
inventories) to provide a global estimate of contrail occur-
rence. Typical estimates are that about 0.05% to 0.1% of the
sky is covered by contrails at any one time (e.g., Myhre and
Stordal, 2001; Rädel and Shine, 2008).

A second difficulty is that calculations of RF require
additional information on contrail properties, such as the
thickness, the amount of condensed water, and the size and
shape of the ice crystals that make up the contrail. Data are
available only for a limited number of case studies, and many
assumptions must be made for global calculations.

The final difficulty discussed here concerns the fact that the
net RF due to contrails is a small residual of the longwave and
shortwave RF. Contrails reflect solar radiation, causing a neg-
ative RF, and also trap thermal infrared radiation, decreasing
the OLR and causing a positive RF.

On an annual and global average, it is believed that the
thermal-infrared RF dominates. Figure 1 indicates a global
and annual mean RF of around 12 mW m−2; a number of other
recent studies have deduced values smaller than 10 mW m−2

(see, e.g., Fichter et al., 2005; Rädel and Shine, 2008). This
forcing is likely to be between one-quarter and one-third that
of CO2.

Because contrails are so short-lived, they persist only in
areas of high aircraft traffic, and hence the resulting forcing
is also very inhomogeneous (Figure 2); locally; the forcing
can be many W m−2. Also, the contrail forcing varies sig-
nificantly during the day, as the compensation between the
thermal-infrared and the shortwave RF depends on the avail-
ability of sunlight (Myhre and Stordal, 2001; Stuber et al.,
2006). Thus at night, the thermal-infrared RF is the only com-
ponent, while during the day, the net forcing can be negative,
if the shortwave RF dominates. It has not yet been established
whether this day–night difference has a significant influence
on the climatic effect of contrails.

One study (Ponater et al., 2006) has indicated that contrails
may be less effective at causing a surface temperature change
than is indicated by the value of RF, as their efficacy (see
Section 2.4) may be significantly less (0.6) than that of CO2.
It will be important to see whether studies using other climate
models find a similarly low value.

There were claims of a clear climatic effect, as a result
of the absence of contrails, following the grounding of civil
aircraft in the USA, after the 9/11 terrorist attacks (Travis,
Carleton and Lauritsen, 2004). These conclusions have been
robustly challenged by a number of studies (Kalkstein and
Balling, 2004; Dietmuller et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2008).
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3.6 Aviation-induced cloud changes

Aviation-induced cloud (AIC) changes are probably the most
uncertain aviation RF but have the potential to be one of the
most important.

Following Lee et al. (2009a), two distinct AIC effects
are discussed. First, persistent contrails (see Section 3.5) can
spread to form cirrus-like clouds that seem indistinguishable
from natural cirrus clouds – this is referred to here as the direct
AIC forcing. There is clear evidence that contrails do evolve
into cirrus-like clouds (Minnis, Young and Garber, 1998).
The many difficulties in quantifying this forcing include the
problem of knowing whether natural cirrus clouds would
have formed in any case, scaling up local observations to
the global scale and defining the properties of the AIC. Sev-
eral studies have tried to deduce trends in cloudiness due
to aviation by using the geographical patterns of observed
changes in cloudiness and correlating these with the aircraft
flight patterns, although there are many difficulties in doing
this (see, e.g., Forster et al., 2007). The mid-range estimate
for this RF is 30 mW m−2 (see Figure 1), which would make
it the largest single aviation-induced RF. However, there is
at least a factor of three uncertainty in this estimate and the
level of scientific understanding is given as “very low”. The
effect is so uncertain that is common to present estimates of
the total RF excluding it.

Second, it is known that sulfate aerosols due to surface-
based emissions may cause a significant negative RF by
influencing the properties of low-altitude clouds (e.g., Forster
et al., 2007). Sulfate and black carbon aerosols due to avia-
tion could have a related effect on high-altitude clouds, but
there is little or no direct evidence. One difficulty is that there
are many more uncertainties in understanding the physics of
nucleation of ice crystals in natural high clouds, and these
uncertainties are magnified when calculating the changes due
to additional ice nuclei from aviation emissions (see Contrails
and Contrail Cirrus). Some preliminary modeling studies
indicate that the effect might be substantial (Hendricks et al.,
2005; Penner et al., 2009) but much further work is necessary.
Since this subject is still in its infancy, and it is not even clear
what sign the resulting RF is, no attempt is made to present
even a rough estimate here.

3.7 Summary and comparison with the total
impact of human activity

Figure 1 shows the total RF due to aviation both excluding
(55 mW m−2) and including (78 mW m−2) the central esti-
mate for the direct AIC RF. This indicates that the total
aviation RF is between two or three times the RF due to

aviation CO2 alone, although the level of scientific under-
standing is low for the total forcing.

These numbers can be compared to estimates of the total
RF due to human activity (Forster et al., 2007) for the year
2005 relative to pre-industrial times. The total CO2 RF is
estimated to be 1.66 W m−2 (±10%, with high level of sci-
entific understanding), with the total RF only slightly lower
(1.6 W m−2) due to a chance cancellation of the various non-
CO2 components; the uncertainty in this value is at least 50%.

Lee et al. (2009a) estimate that aviation CO2 currently
contributes around 1.6% of the total anthropogenic CO2 RF,
while the total aviation RF is 3.5% without or 4.9% with the
direct AIC RF. Lee et al. (2009a) present results from Monte
Carlo simulations using estimates of the uncertainties and
calculate that the 90% uncertainty ranges of the contribution
of total aviation RF to total anthropogenic radiative forcing
are from 1.3% to 10% if direct AIC RF is excluded, to 2% to
14% if the direct AIC RF is included.

No attempt is made here to provide projections of the
future contribution of aviation to total RF. Many factors
inhibit a confident prediction. The total anthropogenic RF
depends heavily on future changes in population, economic
growth and technological developments, and the extent to
which any international treaties on climate change influence
emissions. The aviation RF also depends on these devel-
opments and the decisions on whether any changes to the
operation of the present and future fleets (e.g., cruise altitude)
are made.

4 EMISSION INDICES

4.1 General considerations

The diverse range of aviation emissions leads to questions
about whether they can be placed on a common scale for com-
parison. There are several possible reasons for doing this. One
is a technological one – if there is a change in the design or
operation of an aircraft, does this change its climate impact?
So, for example, contrails could be avoided by flying lower
in the atmosphere, but this would likely entail an increase
in fuel use and CO2 emissions. Is this desirable? A second
purpose might be in a legislative context, where the effects
of non-CO2 emissions of aviation (or any other sector) are
required to be taken into account to provide a fuller picture
of the total impact. A related purpose is where companies
provide consumers with the potential to pay towards some
scheme to offset the climate impact of their air travel and the
fuel use is increased to account for the non-CO2 emissions.

This subject has been recently assessed by Fuglestvedt
et al. (2009). There are a number of difficulties in constructing
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a robust index. These include: (i) exactly what climate
parameter should be compared? The radiative forcing, the
temperature change, or perhaps some time integral of these
effects? (ii) Over what period should the parameters be calcu-
lated? Is it the climate impact over the next 20 years or some
longer-term impact that should be considered? (iii) How are
the deep uncertainties in the atmospheric science of the effect
of emissions taken into account? As will be shown, answers
to (i) and (ii) have a profound influence on the perception of
the relative importance of the CO2 and non-CO2 emissions.
There is as yet no widely accepted way of comparing the cli-
mate effect of aircraft emissions and some choices, such as
the time period of calculation, are value-laden decisions that
must be made by policymakers.

Radiative forcing is one potential index for making com-
parisons. Indeed, one index that has been used is the ratio
of the total forcing to the CO2-only forcing; this is some-
times called the Radiative Forcing Index (RFI) or, simply,
a CO2 multiplier. In this usage, the climate impact of the
CO2 is then multiplied by the RFI (which, according to Lee
et al.’s (2009a) estimates, would be of order 2 to 3) to get a
total climate impact. However, the use of the RFI has been
heavily criticized (see, e.g., Fuglestvedt et al., 2009), as it
fails to take into account the different lifetimes of the emis-
sions (ranging from hours for contrails to millennia for much
of the CO2 emitted); also it represents a fixed tax on fuel
use (and hence CO2 emissions), which might encourage per-
verse behavior whereby attempts are made to decrease CO2

emissions regardless of the impact on the non-CO2 emissions.

4.2 The global warming potential and the global
temperature change potential

IPCC has, since its early assessments, presented an emissions
index, called the Global Warming Potential (GWP). If a pulse
emission of, say, 1 kg of a gas is emitted into the atmosphere,
the pulse decays (often exponentially) over some time period,
as it is removed from the atmosphere. The GWP represents
the time integral of the RF due to this decaying pulse; this
means that the lifetimes of the gas, as well as its radiative
strength, are taken into account. It is normally presented as the
ratio of a gas’s GWP to that of CO2. The GWP (integrated over
a 100-year “time horizon”) was adopted for the Kyoto Proto-
col to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change, to allow signatories to the Protocol to decide which,
of a range of greenhouse gases, to control in order to meet its
commitments. So, for example, the mass of methane emitted
in a given year can be cast in terms of its “CO2-equivalence”
by multiplying it by 21, which is the current estimate for the
100-year GWP for methane (Forster et al., 2007). There have
been a range of criticisms of the GWP as a concept and recog-

nition of particular difficulties in calculating its values for
short-lived species such as NOx (see Fuglestvedt et al., 2009
and references therein), but nevertheless it is widely used.

An alternative index, called the Global Temperature
Change Potential (GTP), has been more recently proposed;
this gives the temperature change at some specified time after
a pulse emission into the atmosphere. The GTP has yet to
achieve the level of acceptance of the GWP, but it may be
more suited to certain types of climate policy (see Fuglestvedt
et al., 2009); at the very least its use illustrates the influence of
different choices in the design of emission indices. Because it
looks at the temperature change some time after an emission,
rather than integrating the effect of an emission over time, in
general it indicates a lesser impact for the short-lived non-
CO2 emissions from aviation. The actual values of the GTP
depend on the assumptions about the value of the climate
sensitivity parameter and the uptake of heat by the oceans
(see Section 2).

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the typical values of the GWP and
GTP for aviation emissions, based on values in Fuglestvedt
et al. (2009). It is emphasized that the values here refer to
the average effect of the present day global aircraft fleet.
They cannot be applied to the effect of a single flight (for
which, for example, the meteorological conditions may not
be suitable for contrail formation) and also if there are sig-
nificant changes to, for example, the altitudes or latitudes
at which the global fleet flies – the effects of, for example,
NOx and contrails are highly dependent on where the emis-
sions take place. Some information on the height and latitude

Table 1. Estimates of the Global Warming Potential (GWP) for
three time horizons for aviation emissions, relative to CO2 for the
present-day aviation fleet for each kg of fuel burnt. The bottom four
rows show how much the CO2 effect, for each kg of fuel burnt,
should be multiplied to account for the non-CO2 effects.

Time Horizon (years)

20 100 500

NOx (high estimates) 0.68 0.10 0.03
NOx (low estimates) 0.17 −0.003 −0.001
Contrails 0.74 0.21 0.064
Aviation-induced cloud

(AIC)
2.2 0.63 0.19

Water vapor 0.27 0.078 0.023
CO2-multiplier (NOx

high, no AIC)
2.7 1.4 1.1

CO2-multiplier (NOx

high, including AIC)
4.9 2.0 1.3

CO2-multiplier (NOx low,
no AIC)

2.2 1.3 1.1

CO2-multiplier (NOx low,
including AIC)

4.4 1.9 1.3
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Table 2. Estimates of the Global Temperature Change Potential for
three time horizons for aviation emissions, relative to CO2 for the
present-day aviation fleet for each kg of fuel burnt. The bottom four
rows show how much the CO2 effect, for each kg of fuel burnt,
should be multiplied to account for the non-CO2 effects.

Time Horizon (years)

20 50 100

NOx (high estimates) −0.29 −0.09 0.01
NOx (low estimates) −0.85 −0.30 −0.01
Contrails 0.21 0.04 0.03
Aviation-induced cloud

(AIC)
0.64 0.11 0.09

Water vapor 0.08 0.01 0.01
CO2-multiplier (NOx

high, no AIC)
1.0 1.0 1.1

CO2-multiplier (NOx

high, including AIC)
1.6 1.1 1.1

CO2-multiplier (NOx low,
no AIC)

0.4 0.7 1.0

CO2-multiplier (NOx low,
including AIC)

1.1 0.9 1.1

dependence can be found in Grewe and Stenke (2008), Köhler
et al. (2008) and Rädel and Shine (2008). Finally, the val-
ues presented in Tables 1 and 2 are likely to be subject to
significant revisions as scientific understanding increases.

Each Table shows the values relative to CO2. The GWP is
presented for three time horizons (20, 100, 500 years, which
are the conventional values) presented by IPCC. The GTP is
presented for 20, 50, and 100 years, as this is felt to be more
appropriate for such an index; in any case, for longer time
periods, the non-CO2 emissions from aviation would quickly
decay to zero, as they are so short-lived compared to CO2.

The values are presented as the effect of burning 1 kg of
fuel, relative to the effect of the CO2 from burning this 1 kg
of fuel. It is assumed here that for each kg burnt, 3.16 kg of
CO2, 1.23 kg of H2O, and 0.015 kg of NO2 are emitted – the
NO2 number is the most uncertain, as it is dependent on the
way kerosene is burnt. Values are presented for “high NOx”
and “low NOx” to reflect the range of RF values currently in
the literature. The bottom four lines in the tables show how
much the CO2 effect has to be multiplied to incorporate the
non-CO2 effects; it is given for the two NOx cases, and with
and without AIC, because of the particularly high uncertainty
in this. These rows could be considered as an analog for the
RFI, but posed in terms of the future effect of emissions.

Table 1 shows that for all components, the GWP decreases
with time horizon; this is because the values are referenced to
CO2, a significant component of which remains in the atmo-
sphere for much longer than 500 years; hence the part of the
CO2 pulse that remains in the atmosphere even at 500 years
continues to contribute to (the integral of) radiative forc-

ing, whereas the RF from the short-lived components has
long since decayed to zero. It can be seen that the sign of
the NOx component changes, as this is determined by the
relative balance of the effect of the created ozone and the
destroyed methane. The CO2 multiplier rows show different
combinations of the total effect. This clearly illustrates that
the multiplier to be applied to CO2 to account for the non-
CO2 emissions varies greatly depending on the chosen time
horizon, and which effects are considered, from 1.1 to 4.9.

Table 2 shows the GTP drops off much more quickly with
time horizon than the GWP (compare the 20- and 100-year
values in Tables 1 and 2) because the nature of the GTP
means that it retains less memory of short-lived effects than
the GWP. NOx values are generally negative because the cool-
ing of the methane effect dominates over the warming due to
the initial ozone effect. Fuglestvedt et al. (2009) discuss the
reasons for the behavior of these values. In general, the CO2

multiplier values are much smaller than those for the GWP
and, indeed, can be less than unity for some cases where
the methane-induced cooling has a stronger influence. In the
cases given, the multiplier ranges from 0.4 to 1.6.

5 CONCLUSION

Aviation causes climate change as a result of its emission of
CO2 and because of a number of other shorter-lived aviation-
induced changes in atmospheric composition resulting from
emissions of oxides of nitrogen, aerosols, and water vapor.
While the radiative forcing due to changes in CO2 is as
well characterized as those from any other source due to
human activity, there are formidable difficulties in estimat-
ing the non-CO2 forcings – this is particularly the case for the
aviation-induced changes in cloudiness (AIC). The best esti-
mate of total radiative forcing to 2005, from aviation, using
values from one recent assessment (Lee et al., 2009a), are
55 mW m−2 without AIC and 78 mW m−2 with AIC. The avi-
ation CO2 radiative forcing represents about 1.6% of the total
CO2 forcing from all human activities. It is estimated that,
including the non-CO2 effect, aviation contributes between
1.3% and 14% of the total radiative forcing due to all human
activities.

Two distinct methods for comparing the future impact of
present-day aviation emissions are presented – the Global
Warming Potential and the Global Temperature Change
Potential. The perception of the relative importance of the
non-CO2 emissions, relative to CO2, depends considerably
on the chosen method and the parameters chosen within that
method. Of particular importance is the choice of the time
scale over which the effects are compared – in general, the
longer the time scale that is chosen, the more important the
CO2 becomes, relative to the non-CO2 emissions.
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Improvement in our estimates of radiative forcing will
require advances in our understanding of atmospheric pro-
cesses, better techniques for numerical modeling of these
processes, and more detailed, and sustained, observations,
using both in situ and remote sensing techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Interest in aviation’s effect on atmospheric composition and
climate dates back from the start of the jet age and has
increased with reduced costs and increased passenger num-
bers. From WWII the impact of contrails on clouds has been
recognized. Concern over the potential impact of NOx emis-
sions on stratospheric ozone were raised with the design and
operation of a supersonic fleet in the 1970s. Later this inter-
est moved towards tropospheric ozone production. The first
complete assessment of the aviation on the atmosphere was
undertaken by the International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) in 1999 and was published as special report “Aviation
and the Global Atmosphere”. Since then scientific knowledge
has improved and aviation’s revenue passenger kilometre too
has continued to grow strongly (∼ 5.2% per year). The impact

of the present aircraft fleet was re-evaluated in 2005 (Sausen
et al., 2005) and reassessed in 2009 (Leeet al., 2009).

The emissions from the aircraft engine are split between
CO2, non-CO2 gases and aerosols. The impact on the atmo-
spheric composition and the climate of the present fleet has
been presented in the previous chapters of this section of the
encyclopedia. CO2 is a well-known long-lived green house
gas. The other emissions (non-CO2) consist mainly of NOx,
water vapor, unburned hydrocarbons, sulphates and black car-
bon. On a short time scale the NOx emissions increase the
ozone production in the troposphere. Ozone is a strong green
house gas itself and also a strong oxidant. This last char-
acteristic induces a change in the oxidizing capacity of the
atmosphere when ozone increases and as consequence NOx

emissions also reduce the methane concentration in the tropo-
sphere. Methane is a strong green house gas and as such any
reduction to the atmospheric concentration will reduce the
increased green house effect due to additional ozone. Water
vapor emitted at cruise altitude under certain atmospheric
conditions (super saturation with respect to water for short-
lived contrails or ice for persistent contrails) will contribute
in contrail formation and may change the characteristics of
cirrus clouds. These two effects will directly increase the
green house gas effect from aviation emissions. The effects
of aerosols (sulfur and black carbon) are less well-known
and seem of less importance on climate in the case of aviation
emissions. In 2005 it was calculated that aviation was causing
an additional radiative forcing of 0.055 W m−2 (without tak-
ing into account the very uncertain impact of aviation induced
cirrus). The impact on cirrus clouds could reach 0.03 W m−2.
This represents around 3–3.5% of the total antropogenic RF
change in 2005 (Leeet al., 2009).
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2 Emissions and Atmospheric Impact

This chapter will consider the possible impact of future
fleet development during the twenty-first century and the
possible mitigation options for the aeronautic industry or
stakeholders in order to reduce the impact of aviation on the
atmosphere. Future growth is expected for aviation during
this century in terms of passenger revenue. The growth is a
function of GDP and population variations. Climate change
policy adopted as well as petroleum availability may also
modify the growth in demand. With no radical changes in the
aviation technology from the aeronautical industry the CO2

and other emissions from aviation will increase in accordance
to the demand. We will present, in the first part, the RF change
calculation for the year 2050 due to conventional aviation
evolution under strong demand growth. We will then discuss
the results of alternative fuel use in aviation (synthetic, bio-
fuels or hydrogen), the possible development of new aircraft
technology (supersonic, blended wing body) and finally the
impact of possible regulation (taxation or pricing) on aviation
emissions and their impact on the atmosphere.

2 FUTURE GROWTH

Future scenarios of aviation have been produced by var-
ious sources (NASA, EDF, ANCAT, QUANTIFY). They
take into account in general the growth in demand, the
change in fleet composition, the size of the aircraft, and
assumed (projected) technology improvements (overall fleet
fuel-efficiency improvements are assumed at 1% per year to
2020 and 0.5% thereafter). The demand is based on GDP
and population changes projections, with the technology
development based on past trends. Some of these future sce-
narios have been calculated during the QUANTIFY project.
The four emission inventories plotted in Figure 1 follow
the description of the IPCC AR4 scenarios A1 to B2 (two
extreme scenarios). For simplification the A1 scenario could

be considered as “business as usual” with strong GDP and
population growth during the century and as such presents
a mean increase fuel use over the century of 2.5% per year.
The B2 scenario corresponds to a less developed world with
slower GDP increases and strong environmental concern. The
B2 scenario shows a weaker yearly growth of CO2 emissions
from aviation due to the lower growth and stronger regula-
tions. Other emissions (NOx, CO; not shown) follow the same
temporal pattern.

Clearly the impact of the aviation on climate will depend
on the scenario followed. The results of calculations on radia-
tive forcing changes for 2050 due to aviation have been
assessed by Leeet al., 2009. The total RF change due to avia-
tion (excluding aviation induced cirrus) in the A1 scenario is
0.194 W m−2 in 2050 when the B2 scenario is 0.147 W m−2.
These results can be compared to the 2005 fleet impact of
0.055 W m−2. The aviation contribution to climate change
is projected to growth by a factor of 3–4 by 2050 for sce-
nario A1. Aviation’s impact will also become an increasing
proportion of the total anthropogenic RF as other anthro-
pogenic sources (such as industry and domestic) are reduced.
In these results the future of aviation essentially depends on
the growth rate of demand and less on the rate of technological
and fleet improvements by only considering past trends.

3 ALTERNATIVE FUELS

Present day civil aviation uses kerosene or jet fuel. The
kerosene is a product of petrol refining, with a high energy
density per volume. Alternatives to kerosene have been used
in the past (primarily synthetic jet fuel). The rarefaction of
petrol supply and the increase in price have made alternative
fuels for transport (including aviation) a popular research sub-
ject recently. Three alternatives to conventional jet fuel are
presented in the following section: synthetic fuel, hydrogen,

Figure 1. Evolution of CO2 emission from aviation between 2000 and 2050 according to different IPCC TAR scenarios (emission in Tg
of C) as calculated during the QUANFITY project. Reproduced from Hooret al (2009) Copernicus Publications.
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and biofuel (biodiesel or alcohol). They have been chosen
due to security concerns, the likelihood of production and
current technical knowledge.

3.1 Synthetic fuel

Jet fuels produced from synthesis processes are somewhat
different from petroleum based jet fuel and are currently
being investigated by commercial and military aviation. They
are produced following the well-known Fischer-Tropsch-
type process (Dry, 2004). The positive attributes of these fuels
include the removal of sulfur emissions and lower particulate
engine emissions due to a low aromatic content compared
to standard jet fuel. The negative attributes include a possi-
ble increased CO2 emission during its manufacture, as seen
in Figure 2. Jet fuel can be produced from different feed-
stock: coal, natural gas, or methane gas. In all the cases
considered the production is energy intensive and requires
the capture of the CO2 emitted during the production in
order for there to be any beneficial effect on the environ-
ment. Coal and natural gas are not renewable feed stocks
and methane needs to be produced in a sustainable manner
in order to improve its environmental credence. Synthetic
fuel is potentially a better supply of jet fuel for security rea-
sons rather than as an answer to climate change (in that it
needs CO2 capture during production). The study in synthetic
fuel for aviation is strategically important for the mili-
tary industry as world reserves of gas and particularly coal
(possible feedstocks for the production) are larger than
reserve of petroleum.

3.2 Liquid hydrogen

Hydrogen (H2), usually presented as the most environ-
mentally benign alternative to petroleum for transportation

systems, has its own drawbacks and is not a source of energy
in itself. H2 production needs an abundant source of energy,
such as electrical power, and a large source of clean water
or fossil fuels as feedstock (coal or natural gas for example).
Although hydrogen is lightweight, its volumetric heat of com-
bustion is so poor that it would require substantial aircraft
design changes. Its production, handling, infrastructure, and
storage offer significant challenges too. The use of liquid
hydrogen (LH2) will also require entirely new and more com-
plex ground transportation, storage, and distribution systems.

To use hydrogen as fuel not only will the engines need
to be redesigned but so would the entire airframe to pro-
vide larger storage and to carry the cryogenic devices. The
EU project Cryoplane finished in 2003 and is the most up-
to-date project on the use of hydrogen fuel for civil aviation.
In an aero-engine powered with LH2 the production of NOx
is reduced due to a low flame temperature and high burning
velocity (Ziemmanet al., 1998). Moreover, there is no pro-
duction of carbon or sulfur aerosols when using hydrogen as
they are absent entirely from the fuel. For the same reason the
air quality around an airport is greatly enhanced in the case
of hydrogen fuel for aviation. However water vapor emis-
sions are increased by a factor of 2.6 compare to conventional
fuel. The impact of water vapor can be (i) an increase in the
direct radiative forcing due to water vapor in the stratosphere
(cf discussion later concerning stratospheric supersonic
flight) or (ii) an increase in the contrail occurrence and cirrus
formation. While the CO2 impact is eliminated (as long as
there is no emissions from the production of the hydrogen),
the O3 and CH4 impacts show a strong reduction due to lower
NOx emissions; however, the potential impact of contrails and
their transformation to cirrus will be enhanced.

The production, transport, and delivery of the hydrogen to
the aircraft may also cause an environmental impact by direct
leakage. Hydrogen produced from coal shows a net increase

Figure 2. Relative CO2 emissions for alternative jet fuels: synthetic, hydrogen (from different feedstock/without carbon capture) and
biofuels compared to jet kerosene. Adapted from Daggettet al. (2006) NASA.
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in carbon cycle emissions (as for the fischer-Tropsch pro-
cess), however a better ratio is obtained using methane as
feedstock. Only hydrogen produced using electricity from
nuclear power or renewable sources shows an improvement
from the use of conventional jet fuel in terms of CO2 emis-
sions (Figure 2). A study by Haglind, Hasselrot and Singh,
2006, shows that hydrogen aviation could reduce the rela-
tive global warming potential due to aviation in 2050 by
16–39% depending on the speed of the transition between
conventional planes and cryoplanes within the fleet.

3.3 Bio fuel

Bio fuels are increasingly discussed as a means of mitigating
climate change (Marsch, 2008). Bio fuels are combustible
liquids that are manufactured from renewable resources such
as plant crops or animal fats. Alternative jet fuels produced
from plants have the potential to decrease the life-cycle emis-
sions of CO2 from aviation (Figure 2). This is not because
their combustion produces no emissions but because it relies
on only producing CO2 that has recently been removed from
the atmosphere by growing biomass. As with the Fischer-
Tropsch synthetic fuel, sulfur is not present in bio fuel,
however other emitted species are produced in differencing
quantities (e.g., aromatics or NOx are mainly reduced, Eiff,
Putz and Moses, 1992). As the biofuels have approximately
the same energy density as oil-produced jet fuel their use in
aviation would not challenge the aircraft design or the engine
technology.

Alcohols are produced by the fermentation of glucose
(from the hydrolysis of starch). Performance properties of
alcohol fuels (e.g., ethanol) make them unattractive for single
use in aviation but they can be blended with jet kerosene. The
blended ethanol jet fuel gives a marked reduction in CO2 and
NOx emissions and soot formation. The reduction increases
with the ratio of ethanol, however at low power conditions
(e.g., taxiing) the alcohol combustion produces organic acids
and aldehydes that are considered a health hazard. Airport
air quality (which greatly affects ground workers, passen-
gers, and local communities) would be degraded from the
use of alcohol in aviation.

Crops with high oil content such as soybeans, rapeseed
(canola), and sunflowers are the starting materials used to
produce biofuels or bio-blending components that can be
mixed with petroleum fuels. Ignoring the difficulties asso-
ciated with its increased freezing point (and safety in flight),
the main impact of biofuel is to reduce the carbon cycle
emissions, as for ethanol. Other emissions such as NOx and
carbonaceous species are reduced compare to jet fuel and the
reduction is dependent of the type and the quantity of mix-

ing of biofuel used as for the Fischer-Tropsch-type synthetic
fuel.

On long timescales of more than 100 years, CO2 is the
dominant contributor to radiative forcing (see Radiative Forc-
ing and Climate Change). As such, LH2, biodiesels, alcohols,
and synthetic fuels (with CO2 capture, a technology not avail-
able currently, during the production where necessary) could
be beneficial to reduce the emissions of anthropogenic green-
house gases in the atmosphere. A tradeoff however needs
to be made between the reduction in CO2 and (i) the local
air quality degradation from the use of alcohols (synthetic
or biofuels) or (ii) the increase in water vapor production
at cruise altitude from liquid hydrogen. The remaining prob-
lems include the availability of land to produce the feedstocks
for the alternative biofuels or the acceptance of new nuclear
power plant construction to produce the electricity for LH2

production. New proposals also look at the possible produc-
tion of feedstocks from algae that could bypass the important
problem of land availability to produce biofuels instead of
human foodstuffs.

4 NEW PLANE TECHNOLOGY

4.1 Blended wing body

A new concept of a blended wing body aircraft has been
considered for civil aviation (the concept has been in use
in the military since the 1950s). Achieving a reduction in
noise and fuel consumption (and consequently cost) are key
components of recent research. Reducing fuel consumption
usually reduces CO2 emissions and may have an impact on
others emissions such as NOx. Blended wing body (BWB)
aircraft are powered by similar engines and operate at similar
altitudes to conventional planes. As with standard fuselage
planes they can be fuelled with conventional jet fuel or in
the future with new alternative fuels as presented above. The
concept suggests a strong reduction in drag and noise. The
drag reduction reduces fuel consumption and emissions. A
study was conducted between MIT and the University of
Cambridge to examine further the impact of a blended wing
plane (Figure 3). Results show that a reduction in emissions
of 25% (CO2 as well as NOx and other species) is achiev-
able (Hall, 2009). NASA is currently testing a BWB aircraft
concept that has a 20% reduction in fuel consumption (and
in emissions) compared to a classic design (Kleiner, 2007).
The industry is unsure if airlines and passengers will how-
ever accept such a design when considering comfort, lack of
windows and important difficulties in evacuation scenarios. It
is obvious that a decrease in fuel burned will be an improve-
ment in terms of climate change over present day operational
aircraft.
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Figure 3. Blended wing-body technology, as tested in the
Cambridge/MIT silent aircraft initiative. Reproduced from Hall
(2009) Royal Aeronautical Society.

4.2 Supersonic planes

Supersonic technology is not new however the concept of a
fleet of supersonic aircraft has recently been revisited. Only
two supersonic civil aircraft have been produced to date
(Concorde and Tupolev144), both of which were developed
in the 1960s and are now withdrawn from service.

A major difference between subsonic and supersonic air-
craft is the cruise altitude at which they operate. In order
to reduce the atmospheric drag, a supersonic aircraft flies
higher than a conventional aircraft. The cruise altitude is
loosely related to the Mach speed of the plane: from 16 km
for Mach 1.6–20 km for Mach 2.0. At these altitudes flights
occurs within the stratosphere and the chemical transforma-
tions resulting from engine emissions are different from those
occurring lower in the troposphere. The two main character-

istics of the stratosphere are its dryness and high ozone con-
centrations, protecting the Earth’s surface from high levels of
ultra-violet radiation. Water vapor emissions impact signifi-
cantly on the dry stratosphere and NOx emission contribute,
at these altitudes, to a reduction in ozone. Therefore the
introduction of a fleet of supersonic aircraft will reduce strato-
spheric ozone and increase stratospheric water vapor.

IPCC, 1999 concentrated upon subsonic aviation although
supersonic aircraft were briefly considered. More recently the
European project SCENIC has studied the possible atmo-
spheric impact of a new supersonic civil aircraft fleet of
500 planes carrying 200 passengers. The ISAC project con-
centrated on the impact of a possible supersonic private jet
fleet to replace current subsonic aircraft (private business jets
carry 8–10 passengers). The conclusion of these studies was
that the main contribution of supersonic flights (civil or busi-
ness jet) to climate change occurs as a result of water vapor
emissions and the impact on radiative forcing. The CO2 emis-
sions and the contribution from NOx emissions resulting in
ozone destruction in the stratosphere are minor in compari-
son. For example, the SCENIC supersonic fleet creates a RF
of 23 mW m−2 from water vapor, 3.3 mW m−2 from CO2 and
−2.8 mW m−2 from ozone (Greweet al., 2007). The same
study also found that the impact is dependent on the cruise
altitude and as consequence the Mach number.

In comparison to the civil subsonic flights, which they
would replace, the supersonic flights have an increased RF
impact of between 6–13 times more (Figure 4), depending
on the fleet considered. The IPCC supersonic fleet exhibits
a stronger impact than that calculated in SCENIC due to
the fact that supersonic planes are cruising at 19–20 km alti-
tude (flying at Mach 2.4) in the IPCC and only 16–18 km
in the SCENIC case (flying at Mach 2.0). Conventional sub-
sonic business flights are currently flying at higher altitudes
than commercial flights to avoid air traffic restrictions, the

Figure 4. 2050 radiative forcing ratio of the supersonic fleet with respect to the subsonic part of the fleet they replaced calculated from
different research projects (the subsonic part is scaled to 1; the value of the RF from the subsonic part is given on the figure). Adapted from
Greweet al. (2010) c© Royal Aeronautical Society.
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Figure 5. Reductions in CO2 emissions from air transport compared to reference scenarios (CO2 emissions from reference scenarios are
equal to 1). Reproduced from Anger and Kohler (2010)c© Elsevier.

impact of switching to supersonic business jets flying at
Mach 1.6–1.8 only gives a factor of 3 increase in terms of
RF change (Figure 4). In consequence, the supersonic flights
appear to only be a viable possibility for small business jets.

5 REGULATION AND POLICIES

There are currently no binding policies in place to tackle
the climate change issues related to international air trans-
port. For example, the Kyoto Protocol (1997) targets do not
include aviation emissions from international flights. There
are three possible economic incentives to internalize environ-
mental externalities: fees (tax), liability rules and emissions
trading (quantity rationing). The theory of emissions trading
is to find a socially desirable amount of yearly emissions (for
a country, region, world) and fix it – set a cap – divide this
amount between polluters (give property rights to companies)
and let them trade.

The EU has decided to tackle the problem unilaterally,
and in December 2006 a proposal for including the avia-
tion industry (all domestic and international flights) in the
EU ETS was released. In July 2008 the European Parlia-
ment decided to include aviation to the scheme from 2012.
The current technology in the aviation market is argued to be
mature (Kroo, 2004), so dramatic improvements in fuel effi-
ciency require fundamental changes to airframes or engines.
Observed studies assume that the aviation sector is not able
to reduce its emissions by more than 1–1.5% per kilometer
flown per annum. CO2 emissions from aircraft, therefore, will
continue increasing and the industry is expected to cover its
increasing emissions by purchasing allowances from other
sectors covered by EU ETS (e.g., the power sector), and
by using credits from the other Kyoto flexible mechanisms.
However, modelling carried out with an energy-environment-
economy model (Anger and Kohler, 2010) suggests that

total CO2 emissions in 2020 from the air transport sec-
tor will diminish in response to increasing ticket prices by
0.3% in response to an allowance price ofD5, but 3.4% and
7.4% to an allowance price ofD20 andD40, respectively
(Figure 5). In conclusion, inclusion of aviation in the EU ETS
is not expected to impact growth in the air transport sector
significantly, and seems unlikely to reduce carbon emissions
substantially. However through engagement in the EU ETS,
the aviation industry will ‘pay’ for emission reductions in
other sectors.

6 CONCLUSION

Demand for air transport will increase in the future and envi-
ronmental concerns will oblige the aeronautical industry to
reduce their impact on the climate and local air quality. The
life time of an individual aircraft is∼30 years and its devel-
opment takes∼10–15 years. As such, the timescale needed to
significantly modify aircraft emissions by utilizing new tech-
nologies is long. Furthermore, the actual rate of technological
improvements in the aeronautical industry is unlikely to be
sufficient to compensate the growth in demand. Some one off
improvements may be provided from air traffic management.
For example, using smooth continuous descent approach or
continuous routing updates as a function of weather will
achieve only small green house gas reductions.

In the medium term only a few options are available to min-
imize the environmental impact of aviation. Using a blend of
normal jet fuel with biofuel appears a reasonable near future
approach by which to reduce green house gas emissions from
aviation. The reasons for this reduction are the “zero” net
CO2 cycle of the biofuels and the reduction in NOx emissions
from the blended kerosene (reducing atmospheric ozone pro-
duction). Switching to these alternative fuels does not create
extreme technological challenges for the aviation industry.
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In the long-term technological changes toward blended
wing body aircraft and cryoplanes may be the options that
will give the greatest reduction in the impact of aviation
on the climate. These two options would require a com-
plete change of aircraft and engine technology together with
complete reorganization of airport facilities to accommodate
these aircraft. Blended body aircraft (provided airlines and
passengers accept new cabin configurations) could reduce
fuel consumption (thereby CO2 emissions) and NOx emis-
sions. The result would be to decrease the climate impact
aviation. The cryoplane, using LH2 fuel) does not produce
CO2 emissions (LH2 is a non-carbon fuel) and has a reduction
in NOx emissions. On the other hand, by burning LH2 more
water vapor is produced compared to jet fuel. This increase
in water vapor at cruise altitude may increase contrail occur-
rence and water vapor concentrations within the stratosphere,
thereby impacting significantly on the environment. It has
however been calculated that a switch to a cryoplane aircraft
could reduce the climate impact from aviation despite the
water vapor impact (Haglind, Hasselrot and Singh, 2006).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Propulsion Integration (PI) is by its nature the combination
of a range of different disciplines, most of which are covered
individually in other parts of the encyclopedia, most notably
within Volume 2, Propulsion and Power, Volume 7, Vehicle
Design, and Volume 8.4, System Integration. The Systems
Engineering approach to PI is to take the individual aspects
of good design and to combine them in such a way as to
optimize the whole, rather than the parts of the system.

Modern simulation and modelling tools are making the
optimization of disparate parts of the aircraft more amenable,
leading to some changes in long held rules of thumb that
were devised to avoid problems, but which inevitably build
in unwanted weight or drag.

2 CHOOSING AND SIZING THE
PROPULSION SYSTEM

The first aspect of PI during the design of a new aircraft is to
select the most appropriate overall propulsion system, and to
size it correctly. The design team has to fully understand the
aircraft mission, and the range of critical design points. The
most obvious of these are factors such as the payload require-
ment, the maximum speed, the range, and so on. However,
there is a wide range of further considerations that need to be
taken into account.

A major consideration is the field length requirement. If
the aircraft needs very short take-off or landing length then
the propulsion system may need to provide some of the lift
and a portion of the control power. This could be from direct
vector of propulsive nozzles or augmentation of flaps and
control surfaces by high pressure air blowing, with obvious
implications on the whole airframe design.

The balance between initial purchase price and through
life costs can be an important consideration. For propulsion
integration this usually comes down to a trade-off in the level
of engine technology. Older technology engines are gener-
ally cheaper to buy, but usually are less fuel-efficient and
need more maintenance. The former will reduce either range
or payload for a given size of aircraft or change the sizing cal-
culation, while the latter will directly influence the ongoing
operating costs.

The overall operating environment for the aircraft needs
to be considered. If sand ingestion is likely to be an is-
sue, for example, then the propulsion system needs some
sort of filter to prevent rapid engine deterioration. This will
add weight and volume, and most likely reduce the per-
formance of the system slightly. Making sure this is taken
into account at the initial design stages allows the design
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2 Propulsion Integration

team to keep overall system performance at an acceptable
level.

The available infrastructure for the target mission is impor-
tant. Aircraft designed to be operated from rough field strips
need more self-sufficiency and ruggedization than those op-
erated from major airports. This factor will affect many of
the choices made during the design.

For military aircraft the target signature of the aircraft will
have a big impact on the PI solution. The two main areas of
signature control are the radar cross-section and the InfraRed
emissions. Metal propellers give a very large radar return,
while for jet engined aircraft the engine inlet and duct are
major players in forward arc radar cross section. Signature
controlled jet aircraft ensure that the engine front face is hid-
den from direct line of sight, while the inlet is configured not
to give direct radar wave “bounces” back in a prescribed for-
ward cone. Hot exhaust from the engine is clearly the main
source of Infra-Red signature for the aircraft, so means are
needed for shielding the nozzles from view and reducing the
temperature of the jet.

Finally, part of the choice for the propulsion system is to
understand the customer perception. The market might de-
mand a particular solution, even if it is not the optimum one.
A clear example of this was the move to jet power for small
regional aircraft in the 1990s. The jet powered aircraft were
more expensive to buy and own than similar size turboprop
regional aircraft, and the cruise speed advantage really didn’t
give any worthwhile decrease in journey time, but the fare
paying customers, and hence the airlines, demanded jet air-
craft for their relative quietness and smoothness. As the oil
price skyrocketed the airlines went back to fuel-efficient tur-
boprops.

3 BASIC PRINCIPLES

When assessing the performance of the aircraft and the
propulsion system it is important to be able to understand the
build up of forces acting on the aircraft, what is the thrust,
what is the drag attributable to the propulsion system, and
what is the basic aircraft drag. Put another way, how can the
airframe and engine companies apportion the blame between
them!

This often-overlooked discipline is extremely important
for optimizing overall aircraft performance. Some design fea-
tures, such as boundary layer diverters for inlets, increase the
thrust from the engine, but also have the negative aspect of
increasing the airframe drag. Whether the net effect is posi-
tive or not, can require very careful assessment and a rigorous
thrust/drag accounting methodology is absolutely essential.
This topic is covered in Basic Principles: Thrust, Drag and
Induced Forces.

The design of the propulsion system requires a good
knowledge of the compatibility requirements of the engine.
This is more important for turbojet and turbofan aircraft,
but cannot be ignored for other propulsion systems. Two as-
pects need to be assessed, the aerodynamic compatibility and
the aeromechanical compatibility. Aerodynamic compatibil-
ity principally concerns the quality of the air entering the
compressor, and its ability to cause the compression process
to break down, known as compressor stall or surge. Engine
surge leads to a loss of thrust and can damage both the engine
and the inlet, so is to be avoided. The inlet and duct system
of the airframe needs to deliver flow of an acceptable qual-
ity, although what is acceptable differs from engine type to
engine type.

Aeromechanical compatibility is also concerned with the
quality of flow entering the engine, but in this instance the
concern is whether the forcing function of variable pres-
sure around the circumference can cause the fan blades into
some structural response that adversely affects the fatigue
life of the blades. Such high cycle fatigue can consume the
life of a fan blade in a small number of minutes in extreme
cases. More treatment on inlet flow quality, compatibility, and
engine response to distorted inflow is given in Basic Princi-
ples: Gas Turbine Compatibility – Intake Aerodynamic As-
pects and Basic Principles: Gas Turbine Compatibility – Gas
Turbine Aspects.

4 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
AERODYNAMIC INTEGRATION

Subsonic transport aircraft may be thought to have the sim-
plest forms of propulsion integration. Although on the surface
this is true the benefits and penalties of very small changes in
efficiency can be very large indeed. For an underwing nacelle
installation for a typical airliner the basic problem of getting
an engine to deliver thrust throughout the flight envelope is
relatively straightforward. However, fractions of a percent
change in efficiency, through optimization of the nacelle po-
sition relative to the wing, and the shaping of the pylon, can
have a significant impact on range/payload and fuel costs for
the operator. In the highly competitive airliner business this
can be the difference between commercial success and fail-
ure. Transport Aircraft Aerodynamic Integration: Subsonic
gives more detail on airliner propulsion integration.

For turboprop aircraft the integration of the engine with
the wing is more obvious and extreme, with the propwash
changing the local angle of attack across the span. Most multi-
engined propeller driven aircraft have had propellers turning
the same way on both wings, leading to an asymmetry in the
wing flows and wake regions. The Airbus A400M has gone
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against this trend by having handed engines, and therefore a
symmetric pattern. It is fair to say that the optimization of
the wing aerodynamics to make best use of the propwash is
at a fairly immature level, as the tools to work at the detail
required are only now becoming practical at an engineering
level.

Looking ahead to future advances in engine architectures
for enhanced fuel efficiency there will be significant propul-
sion integration challenges. Inter-cooled and recuperative
engines require more volume for the advanced heat exchang-
ers needed to realise the potential gains. There will be a chal-
lenge to install and integrate these engines without incurring
a drag penalty that will negate the uninstalled performance
advantage.

A more extreme PI challenge will come from counter-
rotating open rotor engines. These are a cross between
turbofan engines and turboprops, with significantly higher
rotor speed than traditional turboprops in order to attain flight
speeds close to those of turbofan aircraft. These engines are
significantly noisier than turbofans and will probably require
some form of shielding by the airframe to be acceptable in
the airport environment.

The PI issues increase when increasing cruise speed into
the supersonic regime. There have only been two supersonic
transport aircraft to date, both of which had a similar lay-
out, Concorde and the Tupolev-144. The propulsion systems
of these aircraft, that is, the intakes and nozzles as well as
the basic engines, leaned heavily on technology developed
for military aircraft, but developed it to the peak efficiency
possible for the time. The time spent in supersonic cruise by
these aircraft far exceeded that for any fighter aircraft and ev-
ery scrap of efficiency was needed to keep fuel burn down to
as low as possible. The problems and solutions of supersonic
cruise are described in more detail in Propulsion Integration:
Supersonic Transport Aircraft.

5 TACTICAL AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC
INTEGRATION

Jet fighter and ground attack aircraft generally have their en-
gine(s) buried within the fuselage, which leads to the issue
of how to get air to the engine and exhaust from the engine.
These aircraft also tend to have a very wide speed and ma-
neuver envelope over which the propulsion system must op-
erate effectively. Inevitably, this leads either to compromises
within the propulsion system to meet the diverse demands,
or to a complication of the design. For example, the lowest
drag solution for supersonic cruise requires a sharp inlet lip
and slender cowl, but such a shape will tend to produce flow
separations at high angles of incidence or at low speed. The
compromise for high angles would be in the positioning of

the inlet to shield it from the extremes of incidence, for ex-
ample, the underfuselage positioning of the F-16 inlet. For
improving low speed performance the compromise would be
a thickening of the lip, while the complication would be to in-
troduce some variable geometry into the system. A traditional
and simplified form of variable geometry is to fit blow-in aux-
iliary doors, which have the benefit of reducing the mass flow
through the main inlet, and thus unloading the flow over the
lip. The doors need no actuation, as they respond to the pres-
sure differential between the free stream and the inlet duct,
but they are not acceptable for a low observable design. If
stealth is required then a different means of unloading the
main lip is needed.

Another form of variable geometry is the moveable ramp
supersonic inlet, as found on Tornado, F-14 and F-15 aircraft,
and so on. These inlets are used to maximize the total pressure
recovery at the engine face, and hence the gross thrust, by de-
celerating the flow from the free-stream through a series of
oblique shock waves, rather than a single normal shock wave.
The optimum angle of the ramps depends on the flight Mach
number, hence the need for them to be moveable. However,
the additional weight and complication of these inlets has to
be carried with the aircraft all the time. Unless the aircraft
spends significant lengths of time at high supersonic speeds
it is unlikely that moveable ramp inlets are worthwhile.
More recent supersonic tactical aircraft, such as Typhoon,
Rafale, F-22 and F-35, have moved away from having such
inlets.

Nozzle and afterbody integration is equally as important
as the inlet and duct integration for the propulsion system.
Twin engine aircraft need particular care in this area as there
can be significant interaction between pairs of nozzles, either
in the form of acoustic interactions leading to fatigue damage
to structure, or as high drag caused by flow separations and
shock waves in the gulleys between the nozzles. The recent
demands of low observability have significantly complicated
the afterbody integration. There is, in particular, a significant
materials science issue in making radar absorbent materials
that can survive the environment of a hot engine nozzle.

Tactical aircraft are dealt with in more detail in Tactical
Aircraft Aerodynamic Integration.

6 HIGH SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC
INTEGRATION

High supersonic, or hypersonic, that is, greater than Mach 3,
propulsion integration takes the integration of the airframe
and propulsion system to the extreme if an air breathing
propulsion solution is required. Rocket propulsion is an
option for hypersonics, but the requirement to carry your
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own oxidizer makes rocket propulsion inefficient for sus-
tained flight in the atmosphere.

Ramjets have no moving parts, using the ram pressure of
the free stream to compress the flow into the subsonic region
of the combustion chamber. Scramjets are similar, but have
supersonic flow in the combustion chamber. Vehicles utiliz-
ing either form of propulsion tend to use the whole of the
airframe as elements of the propulsion system. The forebody
becomes the compression surface of the inlet and the after-
body becomes the divergent wall of the propelling nozzle.

7 VSTOL INTEGRATION

Vertical/Short Take-Off and Landing (VSTOL) aircraft are
also extreme examples of aerodynamic propulsion integra-
tion. During hovering or very low speed flight the propulsion
system has to directly provide a proportion of the lift of the
aircraft and a proportion of the control of the aircraft. In
hovering flight that proportion is obviously 100%. Control of
the aircraft depends on the propulsion system being able to
generate appropriate moments in pitch, roll or yaw with ad-
equate response rates. Options for this are to use the main
propulsion nozzles, with appropriate controllability, or to
have dedicated control nozzles, usually placed at the airframe
extremities in order to generate the required moments.

In addition to the complication of integrating the propul-
sion control as part of the aircraft flight control system, the
standard propulsion integration issues of inlets and nozzles
are complicated by the need to operate at zero forward speed
with high efficiency. This has to be achieved with minimum
impact to the up and away performance of the aircraft. Noz-
zles have to be able to achieve vector of the resultant thrust
through a significant proportion of the arc between horizontal
and vertical, which has usually been achieved by physically
vectoring the whole nozzle.

A further complication for VSTOL aircraft is to under-
stand the environmental impact of the propulsion system. An
aircraft with such a severe environment that it digs a hole in
the landing surface each time it operates will not be widely
sold! VSTOL Integration describes the issues of propulsion
integration for VSTOL aircraft.

8 OTHER PROPULSION INTEGRATION
ISSUES

Some further issues for the integration of propulsion systems
are noted in this section. The topic of low observability has

been mentioned in a number of the previous sections and is
obviously very important for military aircraft. The issues sur-
rounding radar and infrared signature are understood, if not
completely solved, but visual and aural signature also need
to be addressed in varying measure. Aural signature becomes
very important for unmanned reconnaissance vehicles. The
quieter they can be made to be the less likely they are to draw
attention to themselves for instance.

A future propulsion integration issue is that of electric
propulsion. How will fuel cells and solar panels be most ef-
ficiently integrated into the overall aircraft? These are not
solely propulsion issues, but are likely to be driven from
propulsion integration departments of the aircraft design
team.

The standard mechanical aspects of propulsion system
integration must also be considered. Items such as engine
mounting points able to withstand fan blade off forces; ac-
cess for inspection and maintenance; designing for ease of
removal; efficient design of engine bay venting and cool-
ing, particularly for stealth designs, where secondary in-
lets and exhausts are highly compromised by the require-
ments of radar returns. Many of these mechanical inte-
gration issues are considered unexciting and are often not
treated in the literature. They are, however, extremely impor-
tant in terms of producing a design that meets the require-
ments for reliability, maintainability, low cost of ownership,
and so on, in addition to the more traditional measures of
performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wind-tunnel testing of full/model-scale components is a
widely employed technique that guides detailed design de-
cisions in thermal-fluid systems and allows for fundamental
research of fluid phenomena. Many instances occur where
theoretical and/or computational techniques are inadequate,
either due to the complexity of the problem or the lack of
suitable computational resources. Wind-tunnel testing often
serves as the most cost-effective approach for these reasons,
as well as the expenses involved in many forms of full-scale
testing (which can be related to wind-tunnel tests through
appropriate parameter matching).

Wind tunnels are extensively used in research institutes,
universities, industry, and governmental agencies for a wide
variety of applications and can be classified in many ways.

From a fundamental viewpoint, one can look at the dimen-
sionless form of the governing equations of fluid motion,
which contain various dimensionless parameters: Strouhal
number St, Reynolds number Re, Euler number Eu, and
Froude number Fr. When the energy equation is considered,
additional dimensionless parameters appear, such as the Eck-
ert number Ec, Mach number M, and Prandtl number Pr. Ad-
ditional dimensionless parameters also appear due to bound-
ary conditions, etc.

Wind tunnels can also be classified based on their opera-
tional flow regime and corresponding relevant dimensionless
parameters. It is common to characterize an incompressible
gaseous flow, such as air, primarily by its Reynolds num-
ber. Compressible gaseous flow is primarily characterized by
its Mach and Reynolds numbers. Liquid flows are character-
ized primarily by the Reynolds and Froude numbers. These
parameters are critical, as one of the key, though often unre-
alizable, goals of wind-tunnel testing is dynamic similarity,
where all relevant dimensionless parameters match between
model and full scale.

From a practical viewpoint, wind tunnels are often clas-
sified according to size. For example, low-speed (M < 0.3)
wind tunnels vary from small tunnels (i.e., test sections with
dimensions less than approximately 1 m × 1 m) to large tun-
nels capable of testing full-scale automobiles and trucks and
large models of aircraft components. High-speed transonic
and supersonic wind tunnels are also fairly common, but due
to power requirements, these tunnels are typically relatively
small in size compared to their low-speed counterparts.

Wind tunnels are also classified according to application.
Some examples include tunnels with moving ground planes
for automotive testing, icing tunnels for studying the effects
of ice formation on aircraft wings, climate tunnels for sim-
ulating various environmental conditions, smoke tunnels for
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flow visualization, propulsion tunnels for the evaluation of
aircraft engines, spin tunnels to study the spin recovery of
an aircraft, and stability tunnels to study flight dynamics
(Barlow, Rae and Pope, 1999).

As mentioned above, the key dimensionless parameter
of interest in low-speed wind-tunnel tests is usually the
Reynolds number, which is the ratio of inertial to viscous
forces. For models exhibiting dynamic similarity, the forces
and moments on full-scale models can be obtained by scal-
ing the force and moment data. However, achieving Reynolds
number similarity is a difficult task, even in incompressible
flows. Since tunnel power scales with ρV3ATS, restrictions
on power consumption and available space often limit ATS.
Blockage constraints, in turn, limit model size. Assuming
an air medium near standard conditions, the only way to
match Re is to increase the tunnel velocity. In some cases,
either a limit on maximum tunnel speed or the introduction
of compressibility effects precludes Re matching. Thus, one
is forced to accept the largest Re that can be achieved in the
test section. Depending on the experiment of interest, this
limit may or may not harm the validity of the results. This
scenario is commonplace in small-scale aeroacoustic wind
tunnels (Mueller et al., 1992; Mathew, 2005).

A quality aerodynamic wind-tunnel facility should pro-
vide a reasonable Re range, flow uniformity, and low tur-
bulence intensities. In addition, aeroacoustic (Duell et al.,
2002) and laminar-to-turbulent transition tunnels (Choi and
Simpson, 1987) should also provide low background noise
and vibration levels.

2 FACILITY CHARACTERISTICS

The following sections discuss several primary wind-tunnel
characteristics that define a facility. Essential references for
these characteristics and the ensuing design process can be
found in the following: Barlow, Rae and Pope (1999), Pope
and Goin (1965), and Mehta and Bradshaw (1979).

2.1 Drive system

A defining characteristic is the tunnel drive system, which
determines how the working fluid is moved through the test
section. Different drive systems have distinct optimum oper-
ational modes, whose selection is dependent on the medium
and the operational regime.

For an air tunnel, two primary drive systems are a compres-
sor and fan. In the former, pressurized air is supplied from
a compressor (usually from storage tanks) through a con-
trolled valve or regulator to the tunnel. In the latter, axial or

centrifugal fans or blowers either push or pull air through the
test section. Fans/blowers can be either shaft- or belt-driven,
depending on acceptable costs and desired performance
characteristics.

Compressor-driven facilities can provide large pressure ra-
tios for relatively little cost and are often preferred for high-
speed facilities that require high stagnation pressures. The
trade-off is the fixed amount of air available for a test. Since
typical compressors cannot supply the continuous mass flow
necessary, these tunnels often limit the duration of an ex-
periment to a few minutes or less, depending on the initial
pressure, storage tank volume, and mass flow rate. Fan-based
systems can operate continuously, but the cost scales dra-
matically with volume flow rate and power requirements.
Fans tend to work best with low-speed facilities. An exam-
ple compressor-driven facility is NASA Langley Research
Center’s 20-inch Supersonic Wind Tunnel (NASA Langley
Research Center, 2006). NASA Langley’s 14′ × 22′ Subsonic
Tunnel is a larger, fan-driven facility (NASA Aeronautics Test
Program, 2007b).

2.2 Operating fluid

When dynamic similitude is difficult to achieve, several op-
tions are available. First, the working fluid of the tunnel can
be changed from that of the full-scale application. However,
when the working fluid is not the ambient fluid or matched
to ambient conditions, for example, pressurized air, or water,
a closed-circuit facility must be used and properly sealed to
avoid leakage.

Another option is to use a pressurized gas as the working
fluid. For a given temperature, this leads to a density increase
that facilitates Reynolds number matching. Allowances must
be made for the increased dynamic loading, proportional to
dynamic pressure 0.5ρ∞V 2

∞, when density is dramatically
increased. NASA Ames’ 11′ × 11′ Transonic Wind Tunnel is
an example of a pressurized air tunnel (NASA Aeronautics
Test Program, 2007a).

Alternatively, flow properties can be altered by cooling the
gas medium. This can be done using a cryogenic system to
increase fluid density and reduce the viscosity. Such facilities
require significant thermal insulation, as well as large-scale
refrigeration systems. NASA Langley’s National Transonic
Facility is an example of such a wind tunnel (NASA Aero-
nautics Test Program, 2007c).

For experiments involving two-phase flow, cavitation phe-
nomena, or general maritime interest, a water tunnel can be
used. Water tunnels must again be sealed against leakage
and generally use pumps for operation. Maintenance costs
may be significantly higher, depending on the ability to iso-
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late contaminants from the flow reservoir. As with the pre-
vious alternative-fluid-facility-types mentioned, water will
dramatically increase model loading for a given flow speed.
The Garfield Thomas Water Tunnel Facility at Penn State
University is an example of a large-scale water tunnel (The
Pennsylvania State University, 2007). Free-surface wind tun-
nels are used to study air–water interfaces, and consist of both
an air tunnel and a water tunnel, with a joined test section be-
tween the two (Rasmi, 2002). Tow-tanks are used for a vari-
ety of maritime applications and consist of large water tanks
through which models can, as the name implies, be towed
(Naval Warfare Center Carderock Division, 2009).

2.3 Duct circuit

Wind tunnels can be designed with two primary types of duct
circuits: open or closed (Figure 1). An open-circuit facility
ingests air from ambient at one end of the tunnel circuit,
passes it through the tunnel, and exhausts to ambient. Closed-
circuit tunnels retain a fixed mass of air, not accounting for
leakage, and circulate flow in a loop through the various wind-
tunnel components.

Open-circuit tunnels have generally lower fabrication
costs and occupy less space. Since they constantly cycle in
fresh fluid, localized seeding for flow visualization in the
test section is straightforward. Purging injected seed parti-
cles is simple. One disadvantage is that, for a given speed, an
open-circuit tunnel usually requires more energy for opera-
tion (Barlow, Rae and Pope, 1999). Also, significantly more
flow conditioning may be required to reach flow quality com-
parable to an equivalent closed-circuit tunnel. The tunnel inlet

Figure 1. Schematic of (a) open-; (b) closed-circuit wind
tunnels.

and exhaust regions must be free of any obstructions. More
seeding material is required for flow visualization as there is
no simple mechanism to recycle the seeding particles. De-
pending on tunnel design and location, operation is depen-
dent on local weather conditions. An alternative to controlling
the flow conditions (temperature and relative humidity) is to
house the wind tunnel in a large closed room with an HVAC
system that has a larger capacity than the load imposed by
the wind tunnel.

Closed-circuit facilities, while having additional construc-
tion expense, have lower operating costs than open-circuit
facilities under similar operating conditions. While purging
seed material requires more effort, less material is required
for a given experiment. On the other hand, the seed quickly
creates a homogeneous “fog” in the tunnel, allowing for uni-
form but global (as opposed to localized) seeding. The tunnel
in most cases operates independently of local weather, and
flow conditioning is simpler as the input flow conditions are
regulated to a greater extent. However, due to the recycling
of air through the drive system, which is often located “in
line” with the flow passage to provide cooling, thermo-
dynamic properties can change with air heating unless a flow
cooling control system is employed.

2.4 Operational flow regime

A final major distinguishing characteristic of wind-tunnel fa-
cilities is the regime of operation. This is determined by the
desired experimental niche of the facility and plays a strong
role in the design.

Supersonic facilities (M > 1) have high energy and devel-
opment costs. The facility must be designed to sustain large
internal loads from high-pressure differences across the walls
and (for hypersonic flow) potentially high temperature, as
well as forces generated by both stationary and moving shock
waves. The test section must be designed with an appropriate
converging–diverging nozzle for the supersonic Mach num-
ber of interest to minimize shock wave generation and sized
such that reflected shocks from a test model do not interfere
with any experiments (see Complex Internal Compressible
Flows). Instrumentation must be selected to withstand a large
variety of conditions. Often tunnel size is reduced for larger
Mach numbers to reduce energy costs.

Transonic facilities (M ∼ 1) simulate cruise conditions for
many civil and military aircraft. The flow around the model
under test may reach local supersonic conditions, but the over-
all flow field in the test section may still exhibit subsonic,
elliptic behavior. Slotted walls are usually used to accommo-
date shock waves with steep angles. Model scales are often
significantly increased compared to supersonic facilities due
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to the desire to achieve Reynolds number similarity. Thus,
energy costs are still significant. Ejector systems are used to
get the test section into the transonic range, as conventional
inlet schemes for both subsonic and supersonic wind tunnels
do not perform well (Bradshaw and Mehta, 2003).

Subsonic facilities are used to simulate flight by slower
aircraft or examine take-off or landing configurations for
larger aircraft. Ground vehicle facilities also fall in this cat-
egory. Some facilities operate at or close to full scale, while
smaller tunnels are necessarily restricted to small-scale test-
ing. As mentioned above, for sufficiently low operational
speeds (M = 1), the flow is essentially incompressible and
M similarity is not required.

3 WIND-TUNNEL DESIGN

Wind-tunnel design is a process where research goals are first
set, which then establishes the design criteria. Because the
design typically involves fabrication, cost, space, and other
conflicting constraints, the process is iterative.

3.1 Design criteria

Wind-tunnel design should be tailored to meet the specific
research goals and is subject to budget and facility space lim-
itations. Guidelines for the detailed design of wind-tunnel
components are provided in this section, including flow con-
ditioners, contraction, test section, diffuser, tunnel driver,
and optional components. Interested readers should refer to
dedicated texts on this topic (Barlow, Rae and Pope, 1999;
Bradshaw and Mehta, 2003).

3.1.1 Research goals

A good wind tunnel should enable measurements of accurate
steady or unsteady data, depending on the desired applica-
tion. The turbulence intensity in the test section should be
low enough to facilitate study of the physical phenomena of
interest. For example, boundary-layer transition experiments
(Saric, Reed and White, 2003) often require extremely low
turbulence levels. Aeroacoustic experiments of trailing edge
noise require low turbulence levels to minimize the effects
caused by the impingement of freestream turbulence on the
leading edge of a model (Mueller et al., 1992). The test sec-
tion flow should be uniform and devoid of any unintended
unsteadiness, while secondary flow effects should be mini-
mized in the contraction. Flow separation should be avoided
inside the tunnel circuit to prevent flow unsteadiness and as-

sociated noise, as well as to minimize losses. Blockage effects
due to the test section model and the corresponding stream-
line curvature should be minimal to emulate freestream con-
ditions. Vibrations generated by the drive system should be
damped to minimize its influence on the experiment. In the
case of aeroacoustic facilities, acoustic treatment is essen-
tial to minimize disturbance noise from contaminating the
acoustic measurements.

3.1.2 Design process

The design of a wind tunnel is usually constrained by bud-
get, operational and maintenance costs (see Project Manage-
ment: Cost Analysis), and the overall size of the facility. A
flow chart for the design of a low-speed, low-noise facility
is shown in Figure 2. In low-speed facilities, Reynolds num-
ber considerations typically drive the test section size to its
maximum value, subject to cost and size constraints. Test
section size and desired flow quality determine the size of
the flow-conditioning section. Trade-offs are often required
between the desired inlet contraction ratio and contraction
length in order to approach the required test section flow con-
ditions while remaining within allowable dimensions. The
inlet size determines the size of the settling duct that houses
flow conditioners such as the honeycomb and screens. The
honeycomb affects the flow uniformity, and the screens and
subsequent settling duct length dictate the turbulence inten-
sity in the test section. The diffuser should be designed to
maximize pressure recovery from the losses incurred by the
test section, contraction, and flow conditioners. Although a
longer diffuser provides greater pressure recovery, size lim-
itations often constrain the diffuser length and height. Some
tunnels may require multiple diffusers connected by turning
sections to fit within facility constraints, as assumed in Figure
2. Care must be taken to ensure no flow separation occurs in
the ducts, which may also require acoustic treatment to min-
imize flow noise. The drive system must provide the desired
flow rate and pressure drop requirements while maintaining
reasonable energy efficiency. In a closed-circuit tunnel, the
flow ultimately is routed back to the flow conditioners in front
of the contraction, while in an open-circuit the flow exhausts
to the ambient.

3.2 Component design guidelines

This section describes the design of various tunnel com-
ponents, including the flow conditioners, contraction, test
section, diffuser, and wind-tunnel drive. Optional compo-
nents such as a turning section, vibration isolator, and jet
collector for open-jet test sections are also discussed.
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Figure 2. Flow chart for low-speed, low-noise, wind-tunnel design.

3.2.1 Flow conditioners

In most tunnels, the flow-conditioning section contains a hon-
eycomb, screens, and a settling duct. An example honeycomb
section is shown in Figure 3. The honeycomb aligns the flow
with the axis of the tunnel and breaks up larger-scale flow
unsteadiness. The screens cascade large-scale turbulent fluc-
tuations into smaller scales. These decay in the settling duct,
which must be sufficiently long to allow for sufficient de-
cay while minimizing boundary-layer growth (see Turbulent
Boundary Layers).

Figure 3. Schematic of a hexagonal honeycomb section.

Honeycomb removes swirl from the incoming flow and
minimizes the lateral variations in both mean and fluctuat-
ing velocity (Mehta and Bradshaw, 1979). The yaw angle
for the incoming flow should be less than 10◦ to avoid
stalling of the honeycomb cells. Honeycomb comes in differ-
ent shapes such as circular, square, and hexagonal cross sec-
tions. Among these, hexagonal is usually the cross-sectional
shape of choice, as it has the lowest pressure drop coeffi-
cient (Barlow, Rae and Pope, 1999). Honeycomb cells have
been shown to have the best performance with a length-to-
diameter ratio of between 7 and 10 (Mehta and Bradshaw,
1979). Mehta and Bradshaw (1979) also state that the cell
size should be smaller than the smallest lateral wavelength of
the velocity variation. The honeycomb section should have
sufficient structural rigidity to withstand applied forces dur-
ing operation without significant deformation. Special con-
sideration may be required if the incoming Mach number to
the honeycomb section is high enough that flow choking is
possible.

Tensioned screens are placed in the settling duct for the
reduction of turbulence levels of the incoming flow. Screens
break up the large-scale turbulent eddies into a number
of small-scale eddies that subsequently decay. Schubauer,
Spangenberg and Klebanoff (1950) state that the Reynolds
number based on the screen wire diameter should be less
than 60 to prevent additional turbulence generation due to
vortex shedding.

The spacing between the screens should be of the order of
the length scale of the large energy-containing eddies (Mehta
and Bradshaw, 1979). Placing multiple screens in the settling
duct with varying porosity, with the coarsest screen being
closest to the incoming flow and the finest screen being closest
to the test section, has been shown to provide lower values of
test section turbulence (Watmuff, 1998). A settling chamber
is necessary after the screens so the smaller-scale fluctuations
generated by the wires can decay before accelerating through
the contraction.

3.2.2 Contraction

The inlet contraction plays a critical role in determining
the flow quality in the test section. The contraction accel-
erates and aligns the flow into the test section. The size and
shape of the contraction dictate the final turbulence inten-
sity levels in the test section (Derbunivich et al., 1987). The
contraction stretches vortex filaments, which reduces axial
but intensifies lateral turbulent fluctuations (Tennekes and
Lumley, 1972). The length of the contraction should be suf-
ficiently small to minimize boundary-layer growth and cost
but long enough to prevent large adverse pressure gradients
along the wall, generated by streamline curvature, which can
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Figure 4. Schematic of the contraction shape with matched poly-
nomials.

lead to flow separation. While CFD may be used in modern
design schemes, Morel (1975) suggested a simple analytical
method of matched polynomials. A schematic of the con-
traction shape polynomial is shown in Figure 4. The entrance
height of the contraction is Hi, and the exit height is He. The
total length of the contraction is L, and the two polynomials
are matched (location, slope, and curvature) at a specified lo-
cation x = xm. At the exit of the contraction, any remaining
“free” higher-order derivatives of the polynomial are set to
zero to obtain a straight section.

In particular, Su (1992) recommended matching a cubic
polynomial at the contraction entrance with a higher-order
polynomial at the contraction exit. Contractions with mini-
mal flow nonuniformities can be designed by iteratively se-
lecting the entrance height, contraction ratio, match point,
and length of the contraction. Techniques using 3-D poten-
tial flow simulations inside the contraction followed by the
application Stratford’s (1958) separation criteria for turbulent
boundary layers affected by adverse pressure gradients can
be applied to develop optimized contractions meeting design
criteria for test section flow uniformity (Mathew, 2005).

3.2.3 Test section

The test section can be of the closed-wall or the open-jet
type. The test section design should allow for ease of ac-
cessibility and installation of wind-tunnel test models and
instrumentation. Aerodynamic performance of the models
can be better matched to full-scale performance in a closed
test section; however, an open jet permits far-field acous-
tic measurements at the cost of potential test section jet
deflection, jet/collector interactions, and shear layer refrac-
tion (Amiet, 1978). In a closed-wall test section, acoustic
measurements suffer from poor signal-to-noise ratios due to
[usually] turbulent boundary-layer pressure fluctuations and
acoustic reverberation. The facility’s primary design purpose

should determine which test section type is used. For 2-D
studies, the chord should not exceed 1

3 ∼ 2
3 span (Barlow,

Rae and Pope, 1999). It is also essential to have a blockage
ratio of <10% based on the frontal area of the model (Barlow,
Rae and Pope, 1999). A common rule of thumb in test section
sizing is to have rectangular dimensions with a ratio of about
1.4–1 (Bradshaw and Mehta, 2003).

3.2.4 Diffuser

The diffuser decelerates the high-speed flow from the test
section, thereby achieving static pressure recovery and re-
ducing the load of the drive system. The flow field within
the diffuser is influenced by the nature of the flow leaving
the test section. The orientation, size (blockage), and wake
development of the airfoil models are some of the factors
that affect the diffuser entrance flow. The area of the diffuser
should increase gradually along its axis, so as to prevent flow
separation. As with contraction sections, diffuser geometry
can be optimized.

Barlow, Rae and Pope (1999) state that for a conical dif-
fuser, the divergence half angle of the diffuser walls should
be less than 3.5◦ for a “good” design. Mehta (1977) states that
the diffuser-included angle for a conical diffuser should be
between 5◦ (for best flow steadiness) and 10◦ (for best pres-
sure recovery). Klines’ flat diffuser curves (Runstadler, Dolan
and Dean, 1975) are generally used for the (non-CFD-based)
design of diffusers, as shown in Figure 5. The area ratio AR
between the exit and entrance of the diffuser is plotted versus
the ratio of diffuser length to the entrance height of the dif-
fuser. Three regions are shown on the plot. The design of the
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Figure 5. 2-D diffuser design curves. Adapted from Runstadler,
Dolan and Dean (1975) c© Creare, Inc.
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diffuser is conducted by selecting a length for the diffuser,
that is, within facility size constraints. Given L/Hi (where the
height is dictated by the test section size), the corresponding
value of AR is selected from the no-stall regions. Although
a greater pressure recovery can be achieved by operating in
the “unsteady flow” regime, this can contribute to unwanted
noise, as well as poor performance at off-design flow condi-
tions. If facility constraints limit the length of the diffuser or
a closed-circuit design is used, a turning section with guide
vanes can be used, and the diffuser can be broken into mul-
tiple sections.

3.2.5 Drive system selection

The drive system generates a volume flow rate and com-
pensates for the remaining pressure losses. The driver can
be a fan, blower, or a regulated compressed gas source.
The relative advantages and disadvantages are discussed in
Section 2.1.

Fans are rated by the volume flow rate and the static pres-
sure drop they can overcome. Barlow, Rae and Pope (1999)
provide a procedure for estimation of the losses incurred in
the tunnel circuit, aiding in fan selection.

Fan performance is characterized by fan load curves that
are plots of fan efficiency and pressure loss as a function of
flow rate (Figure 6). Load curves are estimated for various fan
rotational speeds. The pressure loss calculation (Barlow, Rae
and Pope, 1999) leads to the wind-tunnel performance curve,
which is an estimate of the static pressure loss for various
values of volume flow rates. The points where the pressure
loss curves intersect the tunnel performance curve determine
the operating points of the wind tunnel. Fans provide optimal
performance when the tunnel operating points fall near the
maximum efficiency of the fan, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Fan load curve.

One of the main components of background noise comes
from the fan or drive system. When designing a low-
disturbance facility, fan noise must be attenuated. The blade
passage frequency (BPF = R · Nblades) and its harmonics
appear as discrete tones in the test section background noise
spectra at a fixed tunnel speed and may contaminate sensor
measurements and affect flow physics. A spectrogram (con-
tour plots of sensor signal power vs. frequency) obtained via
short-time discrete Fourier transforms as the tunnel speed is
increased is an effective tool to reveal blade passage con-
tamination (Duell et al., 2004). Such contamination can be
reduced via acoustic treatment of the tunnel circuit and other
acoustic paths (in open-circuit case) between the fan and test
section.

3.2.6 Optional components

For an open-jet test section, a collector is required at the
downstream end of the test section to capture the jet. The
resulting flow pattern is highly dependent on the room
characteristics and the test configuration/conditions. The
area of the collector is a design parameter that is best de-
termined via CFD. The negative aspects of the collector
include noise due to boundary-layer “scrubbing” and tur-
bulent shear layer impingement on the collector. The col-
lector is acoustically treated in an acoustic wind tunnel. Its
effect on flow and acoustic measurements requires careful
assessment.

In closed-circuit tunnels where the ducts are joined to-
gether by 90◦ bends, flow separation will occur, leading to
significant pressure drop, flow unsteadiness, and noise gen-
eration. Turning vanes are installed in corner sections to mit-
igate these adverse effects. Collar (1937) and Salter (1946)
developed some early designs for turning vanes. Gelder et al.
(1986) developed turning vanes with a low loss factor. The
chord, thickness-to-chord ratio, shape, and the number of
turning vanes determine the efficiency, as defined by flow
losses, of the turning section. Modern CFD can now be used
to design advanced turning vanes that function well over the
entire speed range of the tunnel. In addition, the turning vanes
offer the possibility for cooling (or heating) the flow via heat
transfer between the tunnel flow and fluid passing through
the vane interior.

Mechanical vibrations generated by the drive system can
propagate into the test section through ductwork and the
ground. These vibrations must be minimized if aero-optic,
transition, or acoustic measurements will be conducted.
Vibration isolation devices consist of passive and active
mounts, as well as a flexible bellows section (Beranek and
Vér, 1992; Mathew, 2005).
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4 FACILITY CHARACTERIZATION

A wind tunnel must be characterized to determine if the de-
sign criteria are satisfied. The most obvious test is to check
that the facility operates safely at desired flow speeds, but be-
yond this a series of careful experiments are recommended.
Some of the most common characterization experiments are
in the text below.

4.1 Flow uniformity

Clearly, uniform velocity in the test section is desired. The in-
viscid core of the test section flow should have as little devia-
tion from a plug profile as possible. There are a large number
of experimental techniques available to measure the mean
velocity profile (Tavoularis, 2005), including traversing a
pitot-static or pitot probe through the test section (see Pres-
sure and Velocity Measurements). This is a proven, inexpen-
sive, but time-consuming technique. A rake may be used as
an alternative, so multiple spatial locations can be measured
simultaneously. Single or multiple hot wires configured for
constant-temperature anemometry (CTA), particle image ve-
locimetry (PIV), and laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) can
also be used. The flow uniformity is usually characterized as
either as a min–max or an rms deviation from the mean veloc-
ity in the inviscid core flow of the test section (Mathew, 2005).

4.2 Turbulence characterization

For many facilities, low turbulence levels in the test section
are critical. While many full-scale applications may have sig-
nificant incoming turbulence levels, wind-tunnel tests often
seek to isolate the effects of incoming freestream turbulence.
For example, in boundary-layer transition studies, signi-
ficant levels of incoming turbulence can alter the behavior of
the boundary-layer transition location. In aeroacoustic stud-
ies, ingested turbulence can interact with model components
and generate additional “leading edge” noise, contaminating
measurements of other components of interest, such as airfoil
trailing edge noise (Brooks, Pope and Marcolini, 1989).

As an unsteady velocity measurement, test section turbu-
lence levels are well suited for evaluation using constant-
temperature hot wire anemometry (Bruun, 1995). A single
hot wire can be traversed through the core of the test sec-
tion, and the bridge signal measured and analyzed at each
spatial location. Note that a single hot wire will resolve a
velocity magnitude normal to the wire line, with ambigu-
ous angle of incidence, while rejecting velocity fluctuations
along the axis of the wire. It should also be noted that in most
wind tunnels, test section turbulence is anisotropic (Bradshaw

Figure 7. Single-, dual-, and triple-wire CTA configurations.
Reproduced with permission from Dantec Dynamics (2009).

and Mehta, 2003), meaning the axial and lateral fluctuations
can be drastically different. As such, a measurement scheme
should be used to resolve these two different velocity com-
ponents. In the simplest configuration, a measurement can be
conducted with a single wire normal to the incoming flow,
and then the wire can be rotated such that the test section ax-
ial fluctuations would be rejected in a repeated experiment.
However, if two simultaneous velocity components are de-
sired, a dual-wire probe configuration is usually used. For
complete velocity steady and unsteady vector decomposi-
tion, a triple wire assembly is required. These configurations
are shown in Figure 7. An array of hot wires can be used
if spatial–temporal data or wave number spectra are desired.
Turbulence intensity (TI) is typically computed as in equa-
tion (1) (expressed as a percent of the local mean velocity).
When computing TI, it is common to high-pass filter the data
at some cut-on frequency related to the mean flow speed and
test section size to separate true turbulence from large-scale
facility unsteadiness, such as f > V∞/(2LTS) (Bradshaw and
Mehta, 2003). Velocity spectra can be evaluated. An alterna-
tive method uses LDV, although it requires flow seeding that
must faithfully follow the turbulent flow (Tavoularis, 2005).
LDV can be used in single-, dual- (as shown in Figure 8),
or triple-beam configurations to resolve one, two, or three
components of velocity. PIV provides 2-D or 3-D (if stereo)
data in a plane, enabling the computation of time-averaged
statistics. For more information on CTA, LDV, and PIV, see
Thermal Anemometry: An Introduction and Special Topics,
Laser Doppler Velocimetry, and Particle Image Velocimetry.

TI = u′

V
(1)

4.3 Acoustics and vibration

If the facility is used for acoustic measurements, background
noise should be assessed. Ideally, an aeroacoustic flow facility
should have background noise levels at least 10 dB below
the acoustic source of interest in a test (Duell et al., 2002),
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Figure 8. Two-beam LDV configuration for two-component veloc-
ity measurements. Reproduced with permission from R. Holman
(2006) c© University of Florida.

but this is rarely the case. Many measurement techniques
are available for analyzing acoustic sources contaminated by
background noise (Soderman and Allen, 2002), but all ben-
efit from minimizing background noise levels as much as
possible.

Background noise levels are commonly measured using a
single free-field microphone. This microphone can either be
placed in the inviscid core of the test section (using a nose
cone), flush mounted in the wall of a closed-wall test section,
or outside of the flow in an open-jet test section facility. The
selection is typically based on where the majority of acous-
tic measurements will be made. If the overall sound pressure
level (OASPL) is the quantity of interest, appropriate fre-
quency bounds should be selected for the power integration.
For common applications where frequency shifts to full scale
are not a concern, A-weighting is often used (Duell et al.,
2002).

Vibration measurements can be conducted using single- or
multi-axis accelerometers (Beranek and Vér, 1992). Absolute
vibration levels can be evaluated. If any steps have been
taken in the facility design and fabrication to mitigate vi-
bration transmission through duct treatments, a transmission
loss factor can be measured. This relates the vibration from
a source, such as the tunnel drive system, to the vibration
in the facility test section through correlation and coherence
analysis.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Wind tunnels are an essential tool used by experimentalists to
complement analytical and computational methods. A wide
variety of wind-tunnel facilities exist, since tunnel design is
highly dependent on the application of interest. Tunnel design
is an iterative process that must address various competing

constraints and requirements. Completed facilities must be
carefully characterized to determine their characteristics.

RELATED CHAPTERS

The Role of Wind Tunnel Experiments in CFD Validation
Flow Visualization by Direct Injection Technique
Optical Flow Visualization
Shear Stress Measurements
Spectroscopic and Scattering Techniques
Temperature and Heat Transfer Measurements
Measurement of Aerodynamic Forces and Moments in Wind
Tunnels

NOMENCLATURE

A cross-sectional area (m2)
a isentropic speed of sound (m s−1)
BPF blade passage frequency (Hz)
cp constant pressure specific heat (J kg−1 K−1)
Ec Eckert number V2/cp�T
Eu Euler number (p − p∞)/ρV 2

f frequency (Hz)
Fr Froude number V2/gL
g gravitational acceleration (m s−2)
He duct exit height (m)
Hi duct inlet height (m)
k thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
L reference length scale (m)
M Mach number V/a∞
Nblades number of fan blades
p pressure (Pa)
Pr Prandtl number �cp/k
R fan rotation rate (Hz)
Re Reynolds number ρVL/µ
St Strouhal number fL/V
V reference velocity magnitude (m s−1)
x streamwise location in contraction (m)
�T temperature difference (K)
TI turbulence intensity
U local mean velocity magnitude (m s−1)
u′ local root mean square fluctuating velocity magni-

tude (m s−1)
µ dynamic viscosity (kg m−1 s−1)
ρ density (kg m−3)

SUBSCRIPTS

TS test section property
∞ freestream conditions
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1 INTRODUCTION

Control is a frequently used word and the Oxford dictio-
nary gives several definitions but the most appropriate is ‘to
regulate or operate (a machine). Engineers are involved in
the application of control principles in many fields and our
concern here is with the control of variables in continuous
dynamical systems. That is, the control of quantities, such as
the output voltage, known as the controlled variable or out-
put, of a dc electric generator. The requirement may be to
keep the voltage constant or move it through a defined pro-
file of magnitude changes. This could be done by varying the
speed, the input, at which the generator is driven. In many
industrial applications and in aerospace control it may be
necessary to control several quantities or variables and often
it is not possible to find a variable to adjust which will alter
only one of the quantities to be controlled. A simple example
of the control of two variables would be the frequency and
voltage of an ac generator. This could be done by varying the

speed and the field excitation, but varying the speed affects
both the magnitude and frequency of the generated voltage.
Such situations are known as multivariable control but this
introduction to control will be restricted to control of a single
variable, often known as single-input single-output (SISO)
control.

If one has knowledge of what input produces a particular
output from a device then in principle it is possible to control
the output based on this knowledge. This is referred to as
open loop control but has the major disadvantage that if the
knowledge is incorrect due to say environmental changes or
aging the output will not be as expected for the given input.
Thus, if one wishes to control a quantity accurately then its
value must be known, that is measured, so that action can
be taken to adjust it to the required value. This leads to the
concept of feedback illustrated in Figure 1 where the mea-
sured value of the output, C, the controlled variable has its
value compared with the required or reference value, R, and
the difference used to adjust C. Ideal operation of the loop
would correspond to this difference, or error, being zero at all
times, but even then it should be noted that C will only have
the required value if the measurement device is accurate. In
order for the SISO feedback loop to perform satisfactorily
a controller, as shown, has normally to be included. It is the
purpose of this chapter to briefly cover some analytical meth-
ods for studying the behavior of the feedback loop and the
controller design.

A feedback control system such as Figure 1 may con-
sist of a variety of components or devices and to understand
how the system will behave to specific inputs some form of
mathematical model of the various components is required.
Mathematical models of components can be obtained from
either physical modelling or identification tests, where
information is obtained from measurements of the input and
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Figure 1. Basic feedback control structure.

output signals of the component. It will further be assumed
that a linear mathematical model can be used. This is never the
case in practice as control valves typically have dead zones,
friction is nonlinear and outputs from devices, for exam-
ple the torque from a motor, saturate. However, a complete
analytical theory exists for linear systems whereas for nonlin-
ear systems no such situation exists. There are theories that
may answer specific problems, some that are approximate
and others that are rigorous but may fit the problem def-
inition poorly, so that only very conservative results can be
obtained. Powerful simulation methods exist today so that lin-
ear theories together with simulation provide excellent design
and analysis tools. Most modern control systems employ
microprocessor controllers so although many measurements
are provided as continuous signals they are digitized in the
control system. Unlike the early days of digital control suf-
ficiently fast sampling rates can be obtained so that the use
of continuous system analysis methods produces negligible
errors. Thus, in summary our concern will be with the analysis
and design of linear continuous SISO systems.

Control engineering has changed greatly since some of
the early textbooks, often using the word servomechanisms
in the title, were written around sixty years ago. The hard-
ware for doing a particular task has in general become much
cheaper, smaller, more robust, and more versatile. In the same
way the tools for mathematical analysis and design have
changed from the slide rule, mechanical calculator, and vac-
uum tube analogue simulator to powerful analytical special
purpose software and simulation tools, which are available on
desk-top and portable computers to students and practicing
engineers. This introduction to control engineering is written
from this viewpoint so it will make use of MATLAB and try
to reduce the theoretical content.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODELS

If the model is linear and continuous, then excluding the pos-
sibility of a time delay, it will be a linear differential equation
with the form:-

A(D)y(t) = B(D)u(t) (1)

where D denotes the differential operator d/dt. A(D) and B(D)
are polynomials in D with Di = di/dti, the ith derivative, u(t)
is the model input and y(t) its output. So that one can write

A(D) = Dn +an−1D
n−1 +an−2D

n−2 + · · · +a1D+a0 (2)

B(D) = Dm +bm−1D
m−1 +bm−2D

m−2 + · · · +b1D+b0 (3)

where the a and b coefficients will be real numbers. The
orders of the polynomials A and B are assumed to be n and
m, respectively, with n ≥ m.

Control engineering analysis methods normally use one of
two versions of this differential equation, namely the trans-
fer function or the state space representation. These may be
obtained from equation (1) or possibly obtained directly in
one of these forms. If the Laplace transform of the differ-
ential equation (1) is taken assuming zero initial conditions
then one obtains

A(s)Y (s) = B(s)U(s) (4)

or simply,

A(s)Y = B(s)U (5)

with the assumed notation that signals as functions of time
are denoted by lower case letters and as functions of s, which
has units of s−1, by the corresponding capital letter.

If equation (5) is written

Y (s)

U(s)
= B(s)

A(s)
= G(s) (6)

then this is known as the transfer function, G(s), between the
input and output of the ‘system’, that is whatever is modeled
by equation (1). B(s), of order m, is referred to as the numer-
ator polynomial and A(s), of order n, as the denominator
polynomial and are from equations (2) and (3), respectively

A(s) = sn + an−1s
n−1 + an−2s

n−2 + · · · + a1s + a0 (7)

B(s) = sm + bm−1s
m−1 + bm−2s

m−2 + · · · + b1s + b0 (8)
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Since the a and b coefficients of the polynomials are real num-
bers the roots of the polynomials are either real or complex
pairs. The transfer function is zero for those values of s, which
are the roots of B(s), so these values of s are called the zeros of
the transfer function. Similarly, the transfer function will be
infinite at the roots of the denominator polynomial A(s), and
these values are called the poles of the transfer function. The
general transfer function (7) thus has m zeros and n poles and
is said to have a relative degree of n-m, which can be shown
from physical realization considerations cannot be negative.
Further for n > m it is referred to as a strictly proper transfer
function and for n ≥ m as a proper transfer function. If the
roots αi and βj are known then the transfer function may be
written in the zero-pole form

G(s) = K
∏m

j=1(s − βj)∏n
i=1(s − αi)

(9)

The state space representation puts the differential equation,
which is said to be of order n, the degree of A(s), into n first
order differential equations. There are several ways of doing
this, so that a differential equation does not have a unique
state space representation, but whatever state space represen-
tation is used it must have the same transfer function. One
common approach, for B(s) = 1, that is the transfer function
has no zeros, is to take the output y and its derivatives as state
variables, yielding the phase variable form. For the more gen-
eral form of B(s) the same state equation can be used and the
b coefficients will be in the output equation, so that the state
representation, known as the controllable canonical form, is

ẋ =




0 1 0 . . . . 0

0 0 1 0 . . . 0

0 0 0 1 0 . . 0

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . 0 1 0

. . . . . . . 1

−a0 −a1 −a2 . . . . −an−1




x +




0

0

0

.

.

.

.

1




u

(10)

y = [
b0 b1 · · · bm−1 1 · · · 0

]
x (11)

In matrix form the state representation has state and output
equations, which can be written

ẋ = Ax + Bu y = Cx (12)

where the state vector, x, is of order n, the A matrix is n × n, B
is a column vector of order, n, and C is a row vector of order, n.

Because B and C are vectors for a SISO system they are often
denoted by b and cT, respectively. In this representation, as
in other specific cases, the A matrix and the B and C vectors
take on specific forms. Sometimes there is a direct transmis-
sion between the input and output and if multiple inputs and
outputs are also considered, the state representation takes the
general form

ẋ = Ax + Bu y = Cx + Du (13)

where D is a scalar for a SISO system. A state space repre-
sentation can be used for a mathematical model of a system
with multiple inputs and outputs, denoted by MIMO, and in
this case B, C, and D will be matrices of appropriate dimen-
sions, which accounts for the use of capital letters. Thus,
the matrices A, B, C, D provide a state space mathematical
model.

When doing analysis, using MATLAB the mathematical
model of a device is an object, say G, and its model can be
entered in any one of the above-mentioned forms. A transfer
function representation for G takes the form G = tf(num,den)
where num and den contain a string of coefficients describing
the numerator and denominator polynomials, respectively.
Thus the transfer function G(s) = 2s+1

s2+5s+4 , can be entered by
typing:

� num = [2 1];

� den = [1 5 4];

� G = tf (num, den)

(14)

MATLAB responds to the last command with the transfer
function

2s + 1

sˆ2 + 5s + 4
(15)

The� is the MATLAB prompt, the ˆ denotes ‘to the power of’
and the semicolon at the end of a line suppresses a MATLAB
response. Alternatively, the entry could have been done in
one expression by typing:

� G = tf ([2 1], [1 5 4]) (16)

The roots of a polynomial can be found by typing roots before
the coefficient string in square brackets. Thus typing:

� roots(den)

ans =
−3

−1

(17)
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Figure 2. Feedback connection of blocks.

A transfer function can also be entered in zero, pole, gain form
where the command is in the form G = zpk(zeros,poles,gain)

A state space model is entered with the command
G = ss(A,B,C,D). Thus for the same example by entering the
following commands one defines the state space model

� A = [0, 1; −4, −5];

� B = [0; 1];

� C = [1, 2];

� D = 0;

� G = ss(A, B, C, D)

(18)

The corresponding transfer function is then obtained by
typing tf (G)

MATLAB also provides a facility for computing the trans-
fer functions of systems obtained from the interconnection
of transfer functions. Thus the resultant transfer functions
of cascade and parallel connections of transfer functions are
given by G = G1 * G2 and G = G1 + G2, respectively, and
for the negative feedback connection shown in Figure 2 by
T = feedback(G,H).

3 STEP AND FREQUENCY RESPONSES

Early work in control engineering, beginning around 1940,
primarily used knowledge of the step and frequency response
properties of transfer functions for analysis and design, and
is often referred to as classical control. The use of state space
descriptions and analysis and design methods based on these
did not start until the 1960’s. This section therefore gives an
overview of the basic concepts relating to these features of
transfer functions.

The Laplace transform of a unit step is 1/s, so that the
Laplace transform of the output, Y(s), of a transfer function
G(s) to a unit step input is Y(s) = G(s)U(s), which can be put

into partial fractions to give

Y (s) = C0

s
+

n∑
i=1

Ci

s − αi

(19)

Taking the inverse Laplace transform yields

y(t) = C0 +
n∑

i=1

Cie
αit (20)

The first term is a constant C0, sometimes written C0u0(t)
because the Laplace transform is defined for t ≥ 0, where
u0(t) denotes the unit step at time zero. Each of the other
terms is an exponential, which provided the real part of each
αi is negative will decay to zero as t becomes large. In this case
the transfer function is said to be stable, as a bounded input
has produced a bounded output. Thus, a transfer function is
stable if all its poles lie in the left hand side (LHS) of the s
plane. The larger the negative value of αi the more rapidly
the contribution from the ith term decays to zero. Since any
poles which are complex occur in complex pairs, say of the
form α1,α2 = σ ± jω, then the corresponding two residues C1

and C2 will be complex pairs and the two terms will combine
to give a term of the form Ceσtsin(ωt + ϕ) in equation (20).
This is a damped oscillatory exponential term where σ, which
will be negative for a stable transfer function, determines the
damping and ω the frequency (strictly angular frequency) of
the oscillation. Thus it is seen that the shape of the responses
contributing to the total response is defined by the poles and
the weights of their contributions by the zeros, since they
affect the values of the C’s.

A step response in MATLAB can be obtained by the com-
mand step(G). The step response for a single pole transfer
function, often written in the time constant form

G(s) = K

1 + sT
(21)

is a simple exponential rising to a final value of K, that is G(0).
Figure 3 shows the step response for the transfer function with
K = 1 on a normalized time scale.

The transfer function with two complex poles and no zeros
is usually written in the form

G(s) = ω2
o

s2 + 2ζsωo + ω2
o

(22)

Its step response, when plotted on the normalized time scale
ωo t, depends on the value of the damping ratio, ζ, and is
shown in Figure 4

The step response for any other transfer function, as seen
from equations (19) and (20), will be a combination of the
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Figure 3. Normalized step response for a single time constant trans-
fer function.

Figure 4. Normalized step response of second order system for
different ζ.

responses of the above two transfer functions plus possibly
the second one of equation (20) with a single zero, which also
has a response of the form Ceσtsin(ωt + ϕ). A way of evalu-
ating the effects of zeros, which is not often mentioned, is to
recognize that s may be interpreted as differentiation. Thus,
if one considers again the general transfer function G(s) =
B(s)/A(s) and also G0(s) = 1/A(s), that is G(s) with B(s) = 1,
then if the unit step response of G0(s) is y0(t) that of G(s) is

y(t) = dmy0(t)

dtm
+ bm−1d(m−1)y0(t)

dt(m−1)

+ · · · + b1dy0(t)

dt
+ b0y0(t) (23)

where the b’s are the coefficients of B(s). This also means
that since the unit impulse, δ(t), is the derivative of the
unit step, the response of any G(s) to a unit impulse is the
derivative of its response to a unit step.

The Laplace transform of the unit amplitude sinusoid
sin ωt is ω/(s2 + ω2), so that when the partial fraction expan-
sion is used to get Y(s), as per equation (19), it will now be
of the form

Y (s) = C01 + sC02

s2 + ω2
+

n∑
i=1

Ci

s − αi

(24)

For a stable transfer function, G(s), all the exponential
terms from the summation will eventually go to zero and the
inverse Laplace transform of the first term will be expressible
as M sin(ωt + ϕ), a sinusoidal signal of magnitude (or ampli-
tude) M and phase lagϕ relative to the input sinusoid, where M
and ϕ will be functions of ω. This is known as the steady state
frequency response of G(s), often simply shortened to fre-
quency response, and it can be shown that it can be obtained
from the complex number G(jω), where M is the modulus
and ϕ the argument of G(jω). This is a very basic property of
a linear system that for a sine wave input the output will also
be a sine wave of the same frequency with the magnitude and
phase shift dependent on the frequency. As G(jω) is a com-
plex number with a magnitude and argument (phase), then if
it is required to show its behavior over a frequency range then
one has three parameters to deal with the frequency, ω, the
magnitude, M, and the phase ϕ. Engineers use three common
ways to plot the information, which are known as Bode dia-
grams, Nyquist diagrams, and Nichols diagrams in honour of
the people who introduced them. All portray the same infor-
mation and can be readily drawn in MATLAB for a system
transfer function object G(s). One diagram may prove more
convenient for a particular application, although engineers
often have a preference. In the early days when computing
facilities were not available Bode diagrams, for example, had
some popularity because of the ease with which they could, in
many instances, be rapidly approximated. These techniques
are still very useful, as for example, they allow one to check
data errors have not been made in entries to MATLAB, but
will not be discussed here.

A Bode diagram consists of two separate plots the mag-
nitude, M, as a function of frequency and the phase ϕ as a
function of frequency. For both plots the frequency is plot-
ted on a logarithmic (log) scale along the x-axis. A log scale
has the property that the midpoint between two frequencies
ω1 and ω2 is the frequency ω = √

ω1ω2. The magnitude
is plotted either on a log scale or in decibels (dB), where
dB = 20 log10M. The phase is plotted on a linear scale.
Bode showed that for a transfer function with no right hand
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side (RHS) s-plane zeros the phase is related to the slope of
the magnitude characteristic by the relationship

ϕ(ω1) = 1

�

∫ ∞

−∞

dA

du
log coth

|u|
2

duS (25)

where ϕ(ω1) is the phase at frequency ω1, u = loge(ω/ω1)
and A(ω) = loge|G(jω)|.

It can be further shown from this expression that a rela-
tively good approximation is that the phase at any frequency
is 15◦ times the slope of the magnitude curve in dB per octave,
a useful concept for estimating the phase characteristic from a
given magnitude characteristic. The above method of plotting
also means that for two transfer functions in series the resul-
tant Bode plot can be obtained from the summation of their
individual plots. The instruction in MATLAB to obtain the
Bode plot of a transfer function object G is simply bode(G).
MATLAB assumes a default frequency range for ω but a user
defined range can be used with the instruction bode(G, ω). ω
is typically defined by the instruction ω = logspace(a, b, n),
which generates n points on a log scale between 10a and 10b .
If n is omitted the default is 50 points.

Since

G(jω) = M(ω)ejϕ(ω) = X(ω) + jY (ω) (26)

every choice of ω gives a point in a complex plane, either
plotted in polar coordinates for the M, ϕ form or in rectangular
coordinates in X, Y form. Joining the points together as ω

is varied produces a locus with ω as a parameter which is
known as a polar or Nyquist plot. The Nyquist plot of the
object G is obtained with the instruction nyquist(G) or nyquist
(G, ω).

The Nichols plot is similar to the Nyquist plot in that it is
a locus as a function of ω, the difference being the chosen
axes. On a Nichols plot these are the magnitude in dB on the
ordinate and the phase in degrees on the abscissa. The origin
is chosen, for reasons which will be explained, later as 0 dB
and −180◦. The Nichols plot for the object G is obtained
by the instruction nichols(G) or nichols(G, ω). Additional
instructions can be used with all the plots to put appropriate
grids on the graphs.

4 THE BASIC FEEDBACK LOOP

The basic feedback loop with model objects for the individ-
ual elements of controller, process or plant being controlled,
and measurement device is shown in Figure 5. Included apart
from the reference are a disturbance signal, D, and measure-
ment noise, N, which often have to be taken into account in

Gc G

H

R C

D

N

++
+

+
+

_

U

Figure 5. Basic block diagram of feedback control system.

a design. The dynamic response of the measuring device is
often much faster than that of the other loop elements, so H
is often just a number corresponding to any change in units.

It is easy to show that for this closed loop

C(s) = Gc(s)G(s)R(s)

1 + Gc(s)G(s)H(s)
+ G(s)D(s)

1 + Gc(s)G(s)H(s)

+Gc(s)G(s)H(s)N(s)

1 + Gc(s)G(s)H(s)
(27)

Since the loop is linear this equation shows that the effects
of each input on the output can be assessed independently.
In each of the three terms the numerator term corresponds
to the forward elements of the loop from the specific input
to the output C(s), and the denominator term in all of them
is the same and equal to 1 plus the product of the transfer
functions in the loop. The latter is known as the open loop
transfer function, Gol(s) That is

Gol(s) = Gc(s)G(s)H(s) (28)

The negative feedback is always assumed so in actual fact
if the loop were opened and a signal, V(s), injected, it would
return as −Gol(s)V(s).

The closed loop transfer function from R to C, often
denoted by T(s), is given by

T (s) = C(s)

R(s)
= Gc(s)G(s)

1 + Gc(s)G(sH(s)
(29)

Its poles are the roots of

F (s) = 1 + Gc(s)G(s)H(s) = 1 + Gol(s) = 0 (30)

which is known as the characteristic equation of the closed
loop system, and as we have seen the closed loop will
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be stable if all its roots are in the LHS of the s-plane.
Denoting each of the individual element transfer functions
in terms of their numerator and denominator polynomials,
that is

Gc(s) = Nc(s)

Dc(s)
, G(s) = N(s)

D(s)
and H(s) = Nh(s)

Dh(s)

(31)

then the closed loop transfer function

T (s) = Nc(s)N(s)Dh(s)

Nc(s)N(s)Nh(s) + Dc(s)D(s)Dh(s)
(32)

The important point to note is that the zeros of T(s) are the
zeros of Gc(s) and G(s), but the poles of H(s)

The designer of a closed loop control system will be
given specifications, which the resulting system has to meet.
Invariably the procedure will be iterative with components
selected, modelled, analysis of the closed loop performance
calculated and the controller parameters adjusted, or com-
ponents changed, remodeled and more analysis done until
the required specifications are met. The prime specification
is usually to ensure stability of the feedback loop although
some control systems using nonlinear devices are designed to
have the controlled variable oscillate, strictly speaking limit
cycle, about the desired value. Specifications for the refer-
ence input, R, and the disturbance, D, may relate to the form
of response achieved to a step change, such as the overshoot
and settling time, and whether a steady state error is pro-
duced. Further considerations with respect to R may relate
to steady state errors for a ramp input or the frequency of
signals, which need to be followed. The latter involves con-
sideration of the frequency response of the closed loop, as
typically would be the case with respect to the effects of any
noise, N.

4.1 Stability

The requirement for stability of the closed loop is that all the
poles of the closed loop transfer function T(s) of equation
(29) lie in the (LHS) s-plane. This was a difficult problem to
ascertain before the advent of modern computational tools,
which can quickly compute the roots of a high order poly-
nomial. MATLAB does this with the function roots (poly),
where poly is entered like num or den as a string of coef-
ficients with the highest power of s first. As the result of
research in the late nineteenth century the Routh Hurwitz
criterion was produced, which is detailed in most textbooks

Im

Re

Locus

Figure 6. Illustration of Mikhailov criterion for stable fourth order
F(jω).

on control engineering. This shows how, from setting up a
table of the coefficients, f, from the polynomial

F (s) =fns
n + f(n−1)s

(n−1) + · · · f1s + f0 with f0 > 0

(33)

the number of roots in the rhs s-plane can be found.
Results based on frequency response properties were very

useful in the early days of control since models of devices
were often obtained from frequency response tests. A crite-
rion mentioned in Russian textbooks but rarely elsewhere is
the Mikhailov criterion which uses the frequency response,
F(jω), of the above polynomial. When F(jω) is plotted for ω

increasing from zero on a complex plane, then all its roots
will lie in the lhs s-plane if from starting on the positive real
axis at f0 it moves in a counter clockwise direction passing
successively through the positive imaginary axis, negative
real axis, and so on, in turn until it cuts no further axes but
“heads” for infinity as illustrated in Figure 6. The number of
axes cut will be n − 1.

The Nyquist criterion, also a frequency response method,
has a further advantage in that to assess the closed loop sta-
bility it uses the open loop frequency response. Since the
controller is inside the loop its effect on the open loop fre-
quency response is easily assessed, so any procedure that can
predict closed loop performance from open loop properties
is very useful. The criterion, which is proved using Cauchy’s
theorem for functions of a complex variable, states that ‘the
number of roots of F(s) in the rhs s-plane is equal to the num-
ber of clockwise encirclements by the open loop frequency
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response locus Gol(jω) of the (−1, 0) point plus the num-
ber of rhs s-plane poles of Gol(s)’. This should, of course,
be zero for the system to be stable. Here the Nyquist plot is
required for positive and negative frequencies to allow the
encirclements to be found. The plot for negative frequencies
is the mirror image in the real axis of that for positive fre-
quencies and MATLAB provides this plot. However, it can be
shown that when the Nyquist plot starts from infinity for zero
frequency, due to the presence of an integration term, the clo-
sure of the Nyquist plot involves an infinite semicircle, which
a MATLAB plot does not show.

4.2 Loop analysis methods

Having answered the question of how to determine whether
a feedback loop is stable the next question to be answered
is; is its performance acceptable for the required specifica-
tions? This might concern the response to a step change in
the reference input. If, after evaluation it is found to be unsat-
isfactory then the next question is; can changes be made to
the controller to achieve the required performance? Since
the controller is within the loop this question is concerned
with how changes in the transfer function, Gol(s), affect the
closed loop transfer function T(s). Based on analysis for sim-
ple transfer functions, Gol(s), many qualitative concepts have
evolved based on (i) the shape of the frequency response,
Gol(jω), and (ii) where the chosen, Gol(s), places the closed
loop poles. Obviously from the Nyquist criterion if a system
is stable then the nearness of the Gol(jω) locus to the critical
(−1, 0) point, the origin on a Nichol’s plot, the less stable
in some sense the closed loop would be expected to be. It is
possible when the feedback transfer function, H(s) = 1, to
plot on a Nyquist diagram M circles, which can be done in
MATLAB by using the right hand mouse button and selecting
grid from the resulting options. These show the magnitude of
the closed loop frequency response, as illustrated in Figure 7
for Gol(s) = 3

s(s+1)((s+2) . The largest M value circle, which
the plot reaches is seen to be approximately 10 dB at the
point P. The closed loop frequency response will thus have
a maximum magnitude Mp of 10 dB at the frequency of the
point P, which is approximately 1 rad s−1, which can easily
be checked by getting the closed loop frequency response
plot. Correspondingly, a more oscillatory step response to
the input R normally results the higher the resonance in the
closed loop frequency response.

Two measures which have been adopted to show the near-
ness of, Gol(jω), to the (−1, 0) are the gain and phase margin.
These are illustrated in Figure 8 for the same Gol(s). The gain
margin is the amount by which the gain needs to be increased
for the closed loop to become unstable. It is usually given in

Figure 7. Nyquist plot with M circles.

Figure 8. Nyquist plot illustrating gain and phase margins.

dB’s and is 20 log10(ON/OP). In the example plot the nega-
tive real axis is cut at −0.5, so for the locus to pass through
N the gain has to be increased by a factor of 2, which is 6 dB.
As the phase shift is −180◦ the frequency at this point is
usually known as the phase crossover frequency, denoted by
ωpc and is 1.414 rad s−1. in the example. The phase margin is
the amount by which the loop phase needs to be changed for
the loop to become unstable. The point G on the frequency
response has a gain of unity, that is OG = 1, so for this
point to pass through N the phase needs to be changed by the
amount of the angle GON marked in the figure. Mathemati-
cally, the phase margin is 180◦ + arg(G(jωgc), where ωgc is the
frequency at G and is known as the gain crossover frequency
since |(G(jωgc)| = 1. In the example ωgc = 0.969 rads/s. and
the phase margin is 20.0◦.
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Figure 9. Bode plot illustrating gain and phase margins.

These measures can also be found from a Bode diagram as
illustrated in Figure 9 for the same open loop transfer func-
tion. Another important factor in the closed loop response is
its speed and this can be increased by increasing the band-
width of Gol(jω).

Pole placement for variations in an open loop parameter,
typically the loop gain, K, can be studied using the root locus.
The loop characteristic equation is

1 + KGol(s) = 0 (34)

and to show how its roots vary with K it can be written as

Arg(Gol(s)) = −180◦ (35)

and

K|Gol(s)| = 1 (36)

Based on these two equations it is possible to sketch the paths
of the roots as K is varied but this is now easily done in MAT-
LAB with the command rlocus(G), with the object G equal to
Gol(s). By rearrangement of the characteristic equation it is
possible to show how its roots vary with respect to any other
parameter of Gol(s).

Since sometimes transfer functions may be included in
H(s) as well as Gc(s) to adjust the closed loop performance
a point which must be made, when considering closed loop
performance from changes in open loop dynamics, is evident
from equation (32). That is, moving a transfer function from
Gc(s) to H(s) or visa versa will not change either Gol(jω)
or the location of the closed loop poles but will change the
closed loop transfer function T(s).

5 CONTROLLER DESIGN

Many classical control methods for controller design use
‘standard’ types of transfer function for the controller, so
the design problem becomes one of selecting appropriate
controller parameters. These approaches produce satisfactory
results for many systems and have the advantage that with typ-
ically few controller parameters their values can be adjusted
on commissioning. However, with the almost universal use
of microprocessors in controllers, which can be programmed
to do various tasks, there is a significant shift to controllers,
which can automatically perform an identification test and
use the resulting data to set their own parameters. Three
common controllers are the phase lead controller, the phase
lag controller and the Proportional, Integral, and Derivative
(PID) controller. Since many system specifications require
no steady state error to a reference step input, R, the first
two controllers are normally used with plant transfer func-
tions with an integral term. Many plant transfer functions
in process control, for example temperature control, do not
include an integral term so that PID controllers are frequently
used.

5.1 Phase lead and lag

Most textbooks discuss the design of phase lead and lag con-
trollers using both frequency domain and root locus methods
but here only frequency domain methods will be covered.
This involves modifying or ‘shaping’ the open loop frequency
response, Gol(s), typically based on qualitative concepts of
what is required of the open loop frequency response to
achieve the desired closed loop performance. Phase lead and
lag controllers have a transfer function of the form

G(s) = 1 + sT

1 + sαT
(37)

which produces a lead when α < 1 and a lag when α > 1. A
common frequency domain approach for selecting the param-
eters α and T for both these controller types is to design for
a preselected phase margin, ϕ◦. Here results are presented
from possible ways of doing this for each controller. The
plant transfer function is taken as

G(s) = 6

s(1 + 0.5s)(1 + 0.1s)
(38)

and the design requirement is to achieve a phase margin of
around 40◦.

The resulting Bode plots for the lead and lag net-
work designs are compared with that for the plant alone
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Figure 10. Open loop frequency responses for the plant alone and
lead compensated systems.

(uncompensated system) in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.
If after doing the Bode plots the command margin(G) is given
in MATLAB then the values of the gain and phase margins
will be shown on the Bode diagram as indicated in Figure 10.

The values ofα and T, respectively, for the lead network are
0.200 and 0.472 s, and for the lag network are 3.12 and 6.62 s.
It will be noted that the lead design, which may not always
be possible for a specific plant transfer function, increases
the open loop bandwidth but the lag design decreases it. The
closed loop step responses are shown in Figure 12 from which
it can be seen that the overshoots for the two compensated
systems are roughly the same but the speed of the response
for the lead compensated system, because of the increased

Figure 11. Bode diagrams for the plant alone and the lag compen-
sated system.

Figure 12. Step responses for lead and lag compensators.

open loop bandwidth, is significantly higher. As the relative
degree of the transfer function of equation (37) is zero, its
initial output in response to a step input is 1/α . Thus, for
the phase lead compensator, the initial input to the plant,
known as the derivative kick, becomes significantly greater
than the input step magnitude for small α . This accounts for
the faster rise time but also means that the control signal may
cause saturation for large step inputs. If, on the other hand,
the lead compensator is placed in the feedback path this does
not occur and the response is quite satisfactory, as is also
shown in Figure 12. On the other hand, however, use of the
lag compensator in the feedback path results in a very slow
response with a very high overshoot.

5.2 PID control

There are various ways in which the controller may be mod-
eled but most academic papers consider its representation by
the ideal transfer function

Gc(s) = Kc(1 + sTd + [1/sTi]) (39)

with the loop error as input.
An alternative form with real zeros only which is also

frequently used is

Gc(s) = K′
c(1 + sT1)(1 + [1/sT2]) (40)

The above can be converted to the former using, KcT2 =
K′

cTi, Kc = K′
c(T1 + T2)/T2, and KcTd = K′

cT1. Some-
times the derivative term is fed from the output rather
than the error, which can be denoted PI-D. This avoids the
“derivative kick” discussed earlier with respect to the phase
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lead compensator. Also in practice the derivative term has an
additional time constant being of the form sTd/(1 + sα Td),
with α typically around 0.1.

Many papers on PID control refer to the early work of
Ziegler and Nichols, 1942. Ziegler and Nichols suggested
two methods for setting the parameters of PID controllers,
often called tuning, based on two possible identification
methods. One used the open loop step response of the plant
and the other a so-called loop cycling method. Then using a
plant transfer function model of a first order plus time delay
(FOPDT), which fits many process control applications, they
suggested suitable controller parameter values. The most
relevant of their contributions with respect to today’s technol-
ogy is the loop cycling approach. This technique consists of
putting the controller into the P mode and adjusting the gain
until the loop oscillates. It is difficult to perform satisfactory
in practice but in principle the results yield the frequency
and gain of the plant when it produces 180◦ phase shift. This
is the point, which is known as the critical point, ultimate
point or phase crossover point, where the Nyquist locus of
the plant cuts the negative real axis. Only this bit of informa-
tion is then used to set the controller parameters. If one has
a mathematical model for the plant there are many design
approaches, based on frequency response shaping or pole
placement methods, to obtain suitable controller parameters
to meet realistic design specifications. On the other hand,
the loop cycling method is a very suitable procedure to use
in a microprocessor controller with the facility to set its own
parameters. By replacing the requirement for gain adjustment
of the proportional term by a relay action the amplitude of the
limit cycle can be controlled and the measured data can still
be used to obtain approximate values for the critical point.
The controller then contains information on how to set its
parameters, which can be determined by many procedures,
based on this knowledge of the critical point. This approach
can also be used for other types of controller, such as phase
lead, provided that safe limit cycle operation is possible.

5.3 State feedback

As mentioned earlier a state space model is not unique as
different choices are possible for the state variables. It can be
shown, however, that if a system is controllable, which will be
true if the matrix X = (

B AB A2B · · · An−1B
)

has rank n,
it can be put into the controllable canonical form of equations
(10) and (11). It can further be shown that by state feedback as
indicated in Figure 13, where the bold line represents the state
vector x, the poles of the closed loop transfer function can be
placed in any chosen locations. This in principle provides an
elegant way to design a closed loop system, however, there

Kc C yuv +
_

A, B

K T

System

Figure 13. Block diagram for state variable feedback.

are several limitations. The three major ones are that (i) the
state variables need to be measured, or estimated, that is a
numerical approach using a mathematical model of the plant
and measurements of u and y which can be incorporated in
the controller software (ii) there are limits, if linear operation
is to be maintained, to the gains that may be used in the
feedback path, and (iii) any forward path zeros in the plant
transfer function remain unchanged.

There are several approaches to state feedback type
designs and the approach can also be used if an integral con-
troller needs to be added to the forward path to eliminate any
error to a step input. MATLAB provides many facilities for
using state space design methods and good explanations are
provided of the various functions available.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has provided a very abridged introduction to
basic analysis and design methods used in feedback control
systems. Many books have been written on control engineer-
ing basics but there are few which have really addressed the
question of how the presentation should be altered with the
availability of modern software. A selection of a few books
is given in the following bibliography.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This is about the practicalities of flight control systems for
helicopters. We shall restrict the treatment to the single rotor
helicopter used for civil or military operations, but not small
one/two seater aircraft popularly used for sports flying.

2 SETTING THE SCENE

In setting the scene for the subject of rotorcraft flight control,
we shall first consider what must be achieved in order for a
pilot to be able to fly safely and effectively. We shall then con-
sider the control problem, without mathematical rigor, yet in
terms that reflect the magnitude of the fundamental problem.
Following this, we must look at examples of best practice –
if this is what current practice represents. Next we shall look
at issues that can be best defined as fitness for purpose. If the
augmentation of a helicopter moves problems of the flying
task somewhere else such that the pilot’s workload is fraught
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with other difficulties, then the main objective of the exercise
is missed. But why have an AFCS in the first place?
� To compensate for lack of inherent stability. Most heli-

copters exhibit instabilities within their flight envelope.
Later we shall conduct a simple analysis of a disc tilt
model of a helicopter, trimmed for straight, and level
flight over a range of airspeeds. From this a feel for the
variability of basic stability can be deduced.

� To improve handling or ride qualities. Good handling and
ride qualities impact positively on pilot workload and
hence on mission effectiveness. This is especially the
case if the helicopter is used in a role that necessitates
aggressive maneuvering and precision flying.

� To enable maneuvers not otherwise possible. There are
some maneuvers that are very difficult to perform safely
and effectively in poor cueing environments. An appro-
priate autopilot mode may enable them to be performed
more easily and consistently.

� To reduce pilot workload. A pilot who is relaxed and has
good situational awareness is a much more effective pilot.

� To enable IFR certification. For full effectiveness, a heli-
copter is required to fly in all weather, day and night. To
achieve IFR certification, an AFCS is an absolute neces-
sity in order to achieve appropriate, good flying qualities.

It is universally held that achieving all of the above by
appropriate design of the basic flying vehicle is impossible.
There will always be design compromises and consequent
deficiencies which can be addressed through an AFCS.

2.1 An operational perspective

The perspective we must take here is that of the professional
pilot.
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In assessing workload and effectiveness, we first consider
the wider objectives. The pilot has to make decisions about
the progression of the mission – considering what needs
to be done in order for successful completion. The term
“mission”, at first glance, has a military connotation. How-
ever, the concept is equally applicable to civil operations. For
the civil pilot, the “mission” may be to deliver passengers
safely to their destination, without giving them any cause
for concern, or discomfort. However, these considerations,
military or otherwise, must be balanced against the need
to survive and continue flying under adverse conditions –
hostile activity in a combat situation, adverse atmospheric
disturbances, degraded visual cues, precipitation or icing, or
system failures, for example.

To this end, we must consider the pilot’s “office environ-
ment” and the importance of the sensory and other “cues”
received to promote mission effectiveness. The cues support
situational awareness. This can be defined as a pilot’s contin-
uous cognizance of some key factors, discussed below, plus
an appreciation of the capabilities of the helicopter at that
instance and, importantly, the physical environment. In some
critical operating conditions, mostly associated with wind
speeds and directions, available movement of flying controls,
especially aft and lateral cyclic and rudder pedal, may become
restricted. A pilot’s awareness of these control margins must
come from a familiarity with the limits of the primary flying
controls, aided by the control feel system. In some condi-
tions, such as near-hover flight, when power settings can be
particularly high, the margin between available and required
power can be severely eroded. Similarly, in adverse ambient
conditions (such as hot and high), with a maximum take-off
weight, or after a critical engine failure, the pilot must be able
to demonstrate good airmanship.

From an engineering viewpoint, limitations on torque
applied to the transmission system “trump” power levels.
Engine power is usually under closed loop control to meet
constant rotor speed demands. However, if the total power
demanded by the rotor system exceeds that which is avail-
able, rotor speed will droop. If the engine control system
attempts to maintain the power output, transmission torque
increases. Prescribed over-torque limits may permitted only
transiently, and only for exceptional circumstances, with con-
sequent inspection of the transmission system.

In this busy environment, it is essential that any control
system does not mask or distort cues that inform situational
awareness or misdirect the pilot. Many of the above fac-
tors are prone to the effects of a poorly designed control
system.

Moving closer to a specification for a flight control system,
we can identify key attributes a pilot requires from the flying
controls themselves. There should be logical, or instinctive,

relationships between control movements and forces, and
the sense and magnitude of the helicopter responses, with
a smooth, progressive build up of forces with displacement.
Necessarily small break-out forces, such as those required for
self-centering and grounding in displacement control runs,
and force gradients should be well-matched. Irreversible con-
trol runs should remain so, with no objectionable control
forces felt, or tendency for a flying control to move when
any other control is moved, for example as a result of con-
trol interference or control mixing. The cyclic pitch channels,
at least, should return to their trimmed preset (datum) posi-
tions when released from a transient displacement against
a spring-feel system. There should always be harmonization
between the control forces and displacements in all channels,
and the associated helicopter responses. Responses to pilot
commands should be such that maneuver about a given flight
path should be a natural flying process.

2.2 A systems perspective

We now turn to the plant, itself. What is the magnitude of
the control problem? It is oft-repeated that the unaugmented
helicopter is unstable, non-linear, and highly cross-coupled.
Taking as an example, a single-rotor utility helicopter with
starboard advancing main rotor blades and a port-side pusher
tail rotor. Using a simple, non-linear, disc-tilt rotor based
model that has been trimmed for straight and level flight1 at a
range of airspeeds from the hover up to 126 knots (233 km per
hour or 145 miles per hour), Figure 1 shows the migration
of the fuselage motion poles of the resulting linearizations
at these operating points. In fact, the helicopter is unstable
throughout the speed range.

At higher speeds, a mildly unstable oscillatory mode dom-
inates – a longitudinal pitch mode akin to the fixed-wing
Phugoid in nature, but with very different flight mechanics.

At lower speeds, lateral instabilities also occur, giving
rise to what is sometimes termed the “falling leaf” mode –
a divergent oscillation coupling translational velocities with
fuselage rotations. The period of the oscillations primarily
increases with increasing speed instability, but is decreased
by increased rate damping. These are affected by forward
airspeed. The mode can be reduced by reducing static speed
stability, and increasing rate damping. From the viewpoint
of the primary design of the helicopter, this can be effected
by increasing blade inertia, effective flapping hinge offset,
rotor height above the centre of gravity, and reducing
the total helicopter moment of inertia. If an increase in
pitch damping at speed is required, it may be achieved by
increasing tailplane size. However, there is a potential cost,
in terms of weight, vibration, and compromised low speed
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Figure 1. Pole migrations for a single rotor utility helicopter as a function of airspeed.

handling. The alternative is to employ a control strategy,
such as appropriate rate feedback.

But what are the major issues in adopting an AFCS
appropach?

2.3 Fitness for purpose

A major challenge in procuring an AFCS is in defining the
requirements in such a way that will ensure that what is pro-
duced will be fit for purpose. A requirements specification
will define all the required attributes of a system but this may
still not guarantee a system which is fit for purpose. The con-
trol laws and the operation of the inner loop stabilization, in
particular, will greatly affect the way in which the aircraft
performs.

The employment of a flight control system should not
detract from the pilot’s natural flying of the aircraft, which
would otherwise impinge upon cockpit workloads. Autopilot
mode selection, and control channel engagement switches,
should be logically grouped, with unambiguous indications
of which modes and channels are engaged at any particular
time. Crucially, the pilot must be able to override the auto-
matic system through the use of flying control system, at any
time, without any conscious switching action to disengage
any part of the system. So, from an operational perspective,
the design of a good flight control system for a helicopter is

particularly non-trivial – especially when considered against
traditional fixed-wing aircraft.

2.4 Approaches to flight control

Pilot workload is high for two main reasons.
Firstly, the effects of each of the three controls, cyclic,

main rotor collective and tail rotor collective, are not normally
restricted to one particular axis. For example, an increase of
collective induces a heave response while, at the same time,
causing the fuselage to yaw. Therefore, the pilot needs to
apply an appropriate amount of tail rotor collective, via the
pedals, to compensate for this torque reaction and prevent
the aircraft from rotating in yaw. A common alternative way
to compensate for this effect in a helicopter is to employ an
appropriate control interlink. In the example above, this inter-
link will automatically move the yaw pedals as the collective
is raised in order to increase the tail rotor pitch. Control inter-
links are common in all but the most basic helicopters, with
collective/yaw and collective/pitch being the most common
forms of mixing. It can be considered as a form of feed-
forward control.

Secondly, the helicopter is fundamentally unstable, so the
pilot would be continually required to make adjustments to
the controls to maintain the flight condition, without the
aid of a flight control system. Automatic stabilization of
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the helicopter is effected by sensing the aircraft motion and
making adjustments to the flying control demands. A basic
stability augmentation system (SAS) uses feedback of fuse-
lage angular rates (predominantly roll and pitch) to improve
stability, disturbance rejection and basic response charac-
teristics. As part of an automatic stabilization equipment
(ASE) body attitude and heading are additionally used within
feedback loops. The ASE allows a pilot to fly with hands
off the controls for extended periods of time. However, the
pilot is still required to control the helicopter flight path. An
autopilot system reduces the pilot workload further by con-
trolling the flight path as required. A basic autopilot could, for
example, hold the aircraft on preselected combination of air-
speed, height, and heading. An AFCS, therefore, will consist
of the SAS or ASE for basic stabilization and the autopilot
for flight path control.

2.4.1 SAS

A SAS provides rate damping. It can also provide short term
attitude stabilization. However, it reacts to pilot input, so
requires some care in design. In simple fixed wing form,
the yaw damper is a SAS, and is used to improve Dutch roll
characteristics (Figure 2).

A wash out filter ensures that transient behavior, sensed
by a rate gyro, is transmitted through the feedback path of the
yaw damper, whereas persistent pilot command responses are
washed out. The characteristics of the washout filter are best
seen by considering the transfer function and the frequency
response.

The transfer function is:

H(s) = s

s + a
(1)

The frequency response for H(s), where a = 2 is shown
in Figure 3.

Note that the low frequency gain is small, so signals with
low frequency content, such as pilot commands, are blocked,
whereas higher frequency components, such as, in this case,
Dutch roll oscillations are subject to the effects of the yaw
damper, and are damped out as appropriate.

Rudder
actuator

Aircraft
dynamics

Rate
gyro

rcomm (s) r(s)

+
+

Washout
filter

Figure 2. The fixed-wing yaw damper as an SAS.
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Figure 3. The frequency response for a washout filter.

Some advantages can be claimed for a SAS:
� SAS control laws are simple and robust. All that is

required is a rate sensor which is simple and reliable
(although sensor drift must be addressed).

� A SAS is able to cope with changes of flight conditions
and/or center of gravity location – there is no requirement
to provide trim inputs.

� When there is no body rate, SAS outputs tend to zero –
whatever the attitude of the helicopter.

� A SAS will not affect long term relationships between
stick position, attitude, and speed – the system is trans-
parent to the pilot.

Strategies have been adopted that are flavors of SAS. In
the main, these employ mechanisms to reduce the impact of
the SAS on pilot inputs. Others allow for improvements in
hands off performance. A SAS will retain attitude as long as
rate gyro drift is negligible – which is not a practical reality.

If the integral of the rate signal is also incorporated into this
simple control law, attitude holding is moderately improved.
To ensure that any attitude error term is short term, the integral
action must be short term. This may be achieved by the simple
expedient of using a relatively long time constant first order
(low pass) filter. To ensure that this does not “fight” the pilot
commands, it must be disabled when triggered by a stick
displacement switch.

This all requires some mode logic and switching, which
complicates the system. An alternative is to apply a feedfor-
ward signal, proportional to stick displacement which shaped
by passing it through a washout filter with appropriate time
constant and gain tuning.

2.4.2 ASE

SAS use rate feedback as the primary sensor input to augment
stability. Rate gyros are prone to long term drift, which is the
primary reason why a SAS is only able to hold attitude for a
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relatively short term. For longer term attitude hold, a system
with an attitude sensor as its input, such as a vertical gyro,
is sensible. However, without appropriate augmentation, the
system changes the helicopter behavior, resulting from pilot
inputs, from a rate response to an attitude response2. In terms
of good handling qualities, for up and away flight, a rate
response is mandatory. Therefore, it is necessary to switch
out the attitude signal and retain a stabilizing rate feedback
signal under larger pilot-initiated maneuvers. This may be
done by, for example,

� shaping (scheduling) the attitude gain with stick input or
hard limiting the gain output.

� using a signal proportional to stick input to “back off” the
term generated by the attitude gyro (sometimes termed a
stick-canceller).

Also, we must also consider the concept of datums. A heli-
copter, flying in a particular trim configuration, if maneuvered
under pilot command, will either return to its original attitude
under attitude feedback, or will be required to retain a new
attitude at the completion of the maneuver. A datum is, in
control parlance, a set-point. Under some circumstances, the
pilot may wish to maneuver and return to datum (attitude); at
others, the datum is changed either during the maneuver, or
once the new flight condition is attained. Whatever the case,
an ASE requires some means to manage datums, and to cope
with pilot inputs which would otherwise be treated as system
disturbances.

If properly designed, the main benefits of an ASE system
can be summarized as follows:

� An ASE enables long term attitude hold, which is retained
independently of time and maneuver history.

� During a maneuver, if the pilot becomes disoriented, an
ASE will tend to return the helicopter to datum, if the stick
is released.

2.4.3 Autopilots

With artificial stability and short term hands off flying capa-
bility established through the SAS and/or ASE, the pilot’s
task is eased. We now consider the role of Autopilots. They
can be considered to provide three kinds of functionality:

� long term stabilization with respect to, for example, air-
speed or height (hold modes).

� automation of a specific flight path maneuver such as the
transition between forward flight and hover at a datum
height, or turn co-ordination.

� navigational modes such as automatic ILS/MLS approach
or VOR, TACAN, and GPS navigation.

2.5 Hold modes

Autopilots provide a control function, which goes beyond
the stabilization action of SAS and ASE. They often function
alongside them. With an autopilot hold mode engaged, the
pilot may fly hands off in that axis, but may select and adjust
appropriate datums, via a control unit or via switches on the
collective and cyclic controls. Hold modes may be engaged
at the desired flight condition (e.g., airspeed, height, and/or
heading), or through an acquisition or capture process. In
both cases, the nature of the helicopter creates choices for
the AFCS designer. We consider height hold as an example.

Height hold may be implemented using barometric (nor-
mally away from the ground and under non-terminal air traffic
control) or radio height (for prolonged precise control close
to the ground) and it may be controlled through main rotor
collective or fore-aft cyclic. The range of possible air speeds
(hover to high speed forward flight with the complications
of low speed lateral or backwards flight) coupled with lat-
eral maneuvers and a desire for additional features to reduce
further the pilot’s workload, can necessitate complications to
the implementation:

� Vertical speed and/or vertical acceleration can be used to
improve heave damping or improve the precision and tran-
sient behavior of the helicopter under controlled vertical
maneuver.

� Introducing bank angle into a height hold control law
can compensate for the variation in normal acceleration
and consequent height variations, while the helicopter is
rolling into and out of turns.

� It may be a requirement to enable the height datum to be
altered via a beep button, usually on the collective lever.

Height control while flying over water, especially in higher
sea states, can induce degraded performance and ride qual-
ities. It is then necessary to smooth out the height measure
ment – a compromise between ride quality and low level per-
formance. Similarly, barometric measurements suffer from
manometric lags and high frequency noise. Complementary
filtering, Kalman filters and other data fusion techniques are
often used to combine low frequency height measurements
with higher frequency inertial acceleration measurements to
produce smoothed height measurements.

2.6 Transition control

Transition modes are important types of mode that provide
flight path control. They enable the automatic transition down
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from forward flight to the hover and transition up from
a hover to forward flight. Transition modes are primarily
naval modes, used for example in the repetitive dipping of
sonobuoys in anti-submarine operations. However, they have
been adapted for search and rescue operations. There are good
operational arguments for the transitions to be as fast as pos-
sible; but safety and crew comfort put constraints on this.
Other issues that would have to be addressed include risks
of entering autorotation, compromised recovery from engine
failure, entering the vortex ring state, and actuator saturation
due to excessive control demands from the control laws.

2.7 Navigation modes

With hold modes available in height, heading and airspeed,
navigation modes usually operate through the roll axis. They
can provide automatic routing along a track or via way points,
with navigation data from, for example, VOR, TACAN,
DME, ILS, MLS or GPS. The relationship between steering
(AFCS) and navigation (typically a flight management sys-
tem (FMS)) is not consistent across the aerospace industry.
However, there are some important issues that must be
addressed in the design and implementation of all autopi-
lots. They can be summarized as mode availability, mode
compatibility, display, and transparency.

Availability depends upon whether the helicopter is in
an appropriate flight state (flight envelope), if the appropri-
ate flight data is available (sensor status), if the actuators
have the necessary capacity (authority), and if the autopilot
itself that is in a serviceable state (error status). Compati-
bility requires the entry conditions for a mode or sub-mode
(perhaps a hold) are consistent and non-contradictory, and
the correct sequence for their engagements can be met. The
pilot should be given, in a clear and unambiguous manner, the
complete picture of what modes and sub-modes are engaged
at any time. This can be through illuminated button captions,
on the main instrument displays (EFIS) or on separate annun-
ciator panels. Finally, transparency is the ability of the AFCS
to handle pilot interventions in a manner that enables the air-
craft to return to the original flight condition or retain a new
flight condition following stick release, and does not interfere
with the pilot’s stick cues during the intervention maneuver.

3 CONCLUSIONS

The steps taken in designing the actual flight control laws
for a helicopter are just the start of a much wider and major
process. This process has been introduced through the enunci-
ation of some fundamental implementation issues. We have

looked at the motivations for any AFCS on a helicopter –
a fundamentally pilot-unfriendly air vehicle if flown with-
out augmentation and one which is characterized by high
workloads, wide operating conditions with equally wide
variations in potentially adverse flying characteristics. Insta-
bilities, non-linearity, and significant cross-couplings make a
strong argument in favor of the AFCS. However, from such a
remote starting point, it is absolutely essential to construct a
consistent and transparent system to manage the modification
of these characteristics and enable a safe product. In this chap-
ter, some of the more pressing issues that exercise the mind
of the flight control design engineer have been identified.
Full exploration of these alone would necessitate many more
chapters, and even more issues would need to be addressed.

NOTES

1. To hold this trim condition in the hover, the helicopter will
have to adopt starboard roll attitude to balance the tail rotor
thrust and often a nose-up pitch attitude to accommodate
any main rotor shaft tilt and an aft center of gravity. At
low speeds, the pilot will trim for zero side slip and accept
a small roll attitude. Above about 50 knots, the pilot will
adopt a ‘wings level’ attitude and endure a small side slip
angle.

2. Unaugmented fixed wing aircraft have a rate response. So,
for example, a longitudinal stick input will generate a pitch
rate the magnitude of which increases with stick input size.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A missile, like an aircraft or submarine, is a dynamic object
that is able to move with six degrees of freedom (three lateral,
three rotational).

In Figure 1 above, the six variables (one for each degree
of freedom of movement) that describe the dynamic motion
of a missile body are all velocities in the body axis reference
frame. U, v, w are linear velocities and p, q, r are rotational
velocities.

U is the current speed of the missile in the longitudinal
direction (the rocket thrust would ordinarily be along this
axis) the other five velocities are perturbation velocities, that
is, small velocity variations or deviations from “trimmed” or
nominal flight conditions.

To ensure stable and satisfactory flight, some or all of
these body movements may need to be controlled (that is to

say their behavior monitored and any variation in the free
variables from required values corrected in some way).

It is perhaps worth noting at this point that the six equa-
tions that represent missile dynamic behavior are non-linear
and interactive. That said, it is usual and acceptable to
neglect non-linear behavior in the first instance so that well-
established linear design methods based on linear transfer
function models can be used during initial investigations.
Moreover, many missiles are symmetric about their longi-
tudinal axis and this allows designers to ignore interactions
that would otherwise couple motion, in say the vertical plane
into the horizontal plane.

The body variables are not the only parameters that need
to be controlled. A missile is required to fly from the point of
launch to its designated target (perhaps arriving at a particu-
lar dive angle). To achieve this, a number of other variables
such as altitude, which is in a navigation rather than body ref-
erence frame, may also need to be observed and controlled.
Moreover, knowing the path the missile needs to fly, or the
attitude (e.g., roll angle) required of the missile at any point
during its flight is not enough.

Figure 1. The six degrees of freedom (DOF) missile.
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2 Flight Control

For example, if the missile heads off-course we need to:

� Know about it (using information from gyros, accelerom-
eters).

� Issue correction commands to the missile control surfaces
(e.g., fins).

� Ensure that the missile responds appropriately to such
commands.

� To achieve the above, autopilots need to be designed and
incorporated into the missile.

2 THE ROLE OF MISSILE AUTOPILOTS

The design of a missile autopilot will need to ensure that
the missile moves quickly and efficiently in response to the
commands issued while at the same time reject any unwanted
disturbances that might try to push or turn the missile off-
course, for example, side wind. Autopilots are not only found
in missiles of course, they are required to control the dynamic
behavior of aircraft and ships, and are even found in cars in
the form of “cruise control” sub-systems.

As suggested, the variables or “states” of the missile that
need to be controlled depend upon the mission flown. For
example, it may be necessary to control any or all of the
following variables:

� Altitude (e.g., in sea skimming terrain following missiles).
� Direction (in cruise missiles).
� Rate of climb (e.g., surface-to-air missiles).
� Turn radius (e.g., in dog-fight air-air missiles that need to

“pull g”) (Note that a constant turn radius is achieved by
applying a constant lift force sideways, or at right angles,
to the missile body. This force, through Newton’s law
results in acceleration in the direction the force is applied,
i.e., in the sideways or “lateral” direction. This force is

called LATAX and is favored in many missiles as it is the
quickest way to reduce an off-track error).

� Roll or bank angle (in cruise missiles and many other
airbreathing missiles that change direction by banking like
an aircraft – see later).

� Roll rate (some missiles are allowed to spin but at a fixed
rate).

Separate autopilots are usually needed to control each of
the above independently. Autopilots are feedback control sys-
tems with a structure similar to that shown in Figure 2 where,
for instance, a command for an increase in the speed of a
turbine-propelled cruise missile will activate (actuate) the
throttle control. The speed achieved by the missile needs to be
monitored by, say, a true air-speed indicator (or, more prob-
ably, by measurement of longitudinal acceleration using an
onboard accelerometer which, if integrated, yields speed).
Speed achieved is subtracted from speed demanded (in a
device called a comparator) and if any difference is detected
corrective action is computed and applied until the error is
zero, indicating that the missile is flying at the correct speed.
Similar arguments can be put forward for the control of any
of the other variables shown. In summary, an autopilot is a
feedback structure that includes the monitoring, corrective,
and actuation processes together with the airframe dynamics
appropriate to the channel being controlled.

It should be clear from the above that the output response to
a new command is important to know. The response must be
neither too sluggish nor too oscillatory. Issues concerning the
design of autopilots will be discussed later. Figure 3 shows an
under-damped output response to a unit step demand. This,
for example, might relate to the pitch angle motion (output)
of a pitch autopilot in response to a command to pitch up
instantaneously, by 1◦ (input). The response shown oscillates
a little but decays rapidly with time, that is, it converges to the
required level. This indicates stable behavior. The response
of most autopilots would follow just such a template.

Figure 2. A basic feedback control loop.
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Figure 3. A typical output response of an autopilot to a unit step input demand.

In summary, autopilots fulfil a number of roles, the fun-
damental ones being:

1. To ensure that commands are obeyed, that is, to ensure
that the airframe responds appropriately to orders (com-
mands) received.

2. To ensure that unwanted influences are rejected. Such
influences (e.g., side wind) are called “disturbances.”
Here the autopilot acts in a regulatory mode where, for
example, any tendency for a roll-stabilized missile to roll
is countered.

3. To ensure that the response of the airframe is the same,
or acceptable, throughout flight, that is, across the speed
range and altitude range of a missiles flight envelope.
Dynamic behavior will vary in flight due to parameter
changes such as a shift in the center of gravity (the point
about which a missile rotates) or in the center of pressure
(the point at which the lift forces are deemed to act. The
former may arise through the burning of fuel, the latter
due to the need to vary the angle of attack (incidence) of
a missile in order to create lift.

Elaborating the argument further, a basic structure for a
classical roll-control autopilot is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 illustrates the elements found in most classical
autopilot structures, namely:

� The input or command signal (a voltage ordinarily)
� The comparator (or error measuring device) that com-

putes the difference between the input and the output
(or a function thereof)

� The actuator (or servomechanism) for example, an electric
motor.

� The control surface, for example, a moveable tail fin
(or thrust vector mechanism where appropriate).

� The airframe to be controlled.
� The sensor needed to measure the output variable of

choice.
� A compensator block (not always in the feedback path)

chosen by the designer in order to “shape” the response,
for example, make an otherwise unstable system stable.

A disturbance input is also shown. Such inputs enter the
loop at different point to the true input and are not to be
followed. Well-designed autopilot loops will counter such
unwanted signals. For further discussion of feedback control
methods see Fundamentals of Control Engineering.

3 GUIDANCE LOOPS

The objective of any missile is to “kill” a given target. Missiles
need to be guided from launch to impact in order to achieve
this purpose. The guidance system generates commands to
the missile that ensure that it flies along an appropriate path
to the target. The position on the path (or trajectory) needs to
be monitored, and should the missile be in the wrong place
(or heading in the wrong direction), corrections need to be
applied to the missile flight path.

The guidance system is also a control loop, just as the
autopilot has been seen to be. The two work together in that
the guidance system issues commands to the autopilot (which
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4 Flight Control

Figure 4. Candidate structure for a roll control autopilot.

is a loop nesting inside the “outer” guidance loop).
Guidance comes in three forms:

� Command guidance
� Homing guidance
� Navigational guidance.

These topics are covered further in Flight Performance,
Guidance, Navigation, and Control of Missiles and also in
Zarchan (2002) and Yanushevsky (2007).

4 CONTROL STRATEGIES

Before delving more deeply into autopilot issues, it is impor-
tant to understand the control policies that are most often used
to move a missile that is off-course onto the correct course.

The two policies that are used most commonly in tactical mis-
siles are first, Skid-to-Turn (STT), and second, Bank-to-Turn
(BTT). These are discussed in more detail below.

4.1 Control policy one: cartesian control
or skid-to-turn

Consider a non-rolling missile, commanded from the ground,
viewed in an optical sight as shown in Figure 5. The missile
is at point m and the target at the center of the cross wires. To
make the missile coincide with the target, one of two policies
could be adopted. The first of these is to tell the missile to
move both up and right simultaneously by an appropriate
amount until the missile appears on top of the target, that is, is
also at the center of the cross wires. The method is frequently
used in those tactical missiles that have four control fins and

Figure 5. Cartesian control.
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four wings organized in a cruciform pattern. It can be shown
that it is the quickest way to get a missile back on track. Most
agile “dogfight” missiles (SAMs and air-air) use this strategy,
for example, the Soviet SA3 shown.

4.1.1 A note on roll control

The question arises as to whether a missile needs to have its
roll motion controlled or not. There are three options:

1. Freely rolling
2. Roll position controlled
3. Roll rate controlled.

The cheapest option is to allow the missile to roll freely.
However, this means loss of information as to where it is in
the “roll cycle.” This might be acceptable for guided shells
or in some anti-tank guided missiles, but ordinarily it is not
acceptable since, for example, a missile flying close to the
sea needs to point a height sensor (e.g., laser) down at the
sea surface. If the missile is spinning then this will not hap-
pen for most of the spin cycle. Similarly, a freely spinning
missile commanded from the launch platform will not under-
stand what the command “up” means. It will not know which
control surface to adjust at any given moment (e.g., the rud-
ders rotate with the airframe and hence become elevators 90◦

into the spin cycle, etc. Confusion rapidly develops).
The latter point can be alleviated if the missile knows

where it is around the 360◦ rotation that it makes cyclically.
Methods exist (e.g., resolvers) that ensure that the “up” signal
(and others) are sent to the appropriate control surface (or to
a combination thereof) at all times thereby overcoming the
confusion.

Rolling airframe missiles may introduce other complica-
tions such as smear when using imaging seekers, additional

drag, and an increased miss distance in the case of command
controlled systems (as a result of coupling between spin and
lateral acceleration (latax) commanded motion that results in
helical motion of the missile as it disappears down range).

For the above reasons, missiles that are allowed to roll
are usually rate controlled (spun at say 2–3 rad s−1). Roll rate
control is required only when spin is of use (re-entry vehicles)
but spin rate needs to be precise rather than random. Missiles
that use STT may be allowed to roll depending upon the
application.

Cruise missiles and Anti-Ship Missiles (ASMs) adopt full
roll position control, also known as Bank to Turn (BTT). This
strategy is described in the next section.

4.2 Control policy two: polar control
or bank-to-turn (BTT)

A BTT control policy requires that:

1. The missile rotates (or banks) by an angle ϕ (Figure 6)
such that its wings are at right angles to the target line
MO.

2. Generate lift in the direction MO such that it moves up
the line MO until it overlays the target at the center of
the cross wires.

This policy is used by aircraft and by some airbreathing
missiles, for example cruise, the reason being that it requires
less of an angle between flight path and body (incidence) to
achieve the objective. Too much incidence in an airbreather
can cause flame out due to lack of air flow into the engine
intake. The Cartesian policy is faster in response than BTT.

For further discussion on the above policies see Sparks
and Lee (1997).

Figure 6. Polar control.
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5 FURTHER REFLECTIONS
ON THE AUTOPILOT

5.1 Command signals

The cue for change in any of the missile motion comes from
one of two sources. First, guidance commands ordering the
missile to respond to a pre-programmed schedule: for exam-
ple, during the mission planning phase for cruise missile flight
waypoints (or direction changes) are often scheduled. The
direction change will be initiated when the missile reaches a
particular point in space while travelling towards its target.

Second in response to target motion where, if a target
moves unexpectedly, the missile will need to alter course
accordingly in order to meet the target at a new intercept
point. In a homing missile, the command signals that demand
such movement are initiated by the seeker and are refined by
the guidance law within the missile before being sent to the
autopilot for action. In a command guided missile system,
the commands are sent to the missile from a command post
over a communication link.

5.2 Measuring the output (instrumentation)

Autopilots need to measure the output variable of interest, and
may also need to measure the rate of change of the output if
velocity feedback damping is required to help stabilize the
airframe. Angle is usually measured by angular gyroscopes,
and angular rate by rate gyros. Acceleration is measured
using accelerometers. Height can be measured actively, using
lasers, or barometrically (to a lower accuracy). The choice of
a specific instrument for a given purpose is complicated by
the great variety available. Some have moving parts (spinning
wheel gyros and force balance moving mass accelerometers),
most modern missiles use solid state devices (e.g., ring laser
gyroscopes to measure angular rate and strain-gauge devices
to measure acceleration). For more detail see Titterton and
Weston (2004).

5.3 Generation of aerodynamic lift

The aerodynamic lift required to move or to keep a missile
airborne is created by any or all of the following:

� The missile’s wings/strakes.
� The missile’s body.
� The missile’s control surfaces.

With reference to Figure 7, missiles will fly in bal-
anced (or trimmed) flight until commanded to do otherwise

(e.g., change direction). Such a change will usually be ini-
tiated by altering the lift forces developed locally at the
aerodynamic control surfaces, namely the tail or canard (or
other) moving control surfaces. This will result in a change
from the balanced, trimmed flight condition, the missile body
will rotate, additional body (and wing) lift will result from
the missile encountering a change of direction of airflow due
to the new angle of rotation (incidence or angle of attack).
The total lift generated will be the sum of all contributions;
the total lift vector is said to act, collectively, at the Center
of Pressure (COP). The missile will continue to turn until the
control system, which monitors and controls its movement,
recognizes that the missile has achieved its new purpose. We
now need to consider more fully the control surface options
available to a missile designer.

In some missiles, means other than aerodynamic ones are
needed instead of or in conjunction with the above. This will
be covered later.

5.4 Aerodynamic control surfaces

In an aerodynamic missile any of the body variables listed
previously can be altered on demand (ordinarily), by chang-
ing the attitude (angle) of the appropriate moving control
surface. The control surfaces appropriate to the variables
listed above are the:

� Rudders (for yaw or directional control).
� Elevators/Elevons (to control for pitch or climb).
� Ailerons (for roll control using the rudders/elevators dif-

ferentially).

Forces must be generated to keep a missile in balanced
flight (e.g., straight and level or a given maneuver). The forces
may be generated aerodynamically (assuming that the missile
is in the atmosphere and travelling with speed).

Lift is a force, and force = mass × acceleration. Lift, at
right angles to the body, is therefore termed lateral acceler-
ation (latax). To achieve lift, a missile (e.g., cruise) must fly
with incidence.

By altering the angle of the control surface, the air flow
local to the control surface is disturbed, generating a lift
(or force) that, in turn, creates a turning moment about the
missile’s Center of Gravity (COG). The nose of the missile,
for example, will turn as a result of applying a new rudder
demand. The missile flight path will alter in response. The
response will vary from missile to missile and is also a func-
tion of the speed and altitude, among other things. We would
not wish a missile to continue turning in circles so we will
need to monitor the heading and stop the turning motion once
the required heading has been reached.
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Figure 7. Balanced flight.

Once the control surface has turned the missile, the wings
and body (and other surfaces such as strakes) will also expe-
rience additional lift forces. The sum of all of the lift sources
is said to act, collectively at the Center of Pressure (COP).
The COP will, in a stable missile be a distance behind the
Center of Gravity (COG). The separation between the two is
referred to as the static margin.

Example: To fly at constant altitude, a missile must pro-
duce sufficient lift to balance gravity. To create such lift the
body needs to fly at incidence as shown in the second dia-
gram. To climb to a new height, the incidence needs to be
increased by flying at an even greater incidence (angle of
attack).

Note that aerodynamic theory means that the lift a given
missile produces will depend not only on the missile’s size
and “layout” but also on factors such as:

� The missile’s speed.
� The density of the air (a function of altitude, therefore

different for example at sea level than at 10 km altitude).
� The position of the missile’s COG (which often varies

with time due to the burning of the solid rocket motor
with resultant shift in the distribution of weight within
the missile).

� The position of the missile’s COP (that varies with inci-
dence).

The speed of a missile will vary between launch and
impact. In some cases (e.g., SAMs) the missile will be
launched at ground level (often at sea level) and will climb
to higher altitudes where the atmosphere is thinner and the
air pressure drops. Aerodynamic missiles require both speed
and air pressure in order to generate the forces (lift) that are
needed to change the missile’s behavior, for example, direc-
tion of travel. From the above it follows that it is easier to
generate aerodynamic lift in a missile travelling at a sus-
tained high speed near to the Earth’s surface than is the case

for a tired missile (one in which the rocket propulsion unit
has expended itself i.e., the missile has “burned out” and is
“coasting” with ever decreasing forward speed) that is fly-
ing at high altitude where the air pressure is low. The flight
envelope of a missile will vary between launch and impact.
In some cases the variation is great.

As a missile flies it will experience changing forces or
turning moments. Some of these need to be followed (e.g.,
commands or instructions to change the direction of travel or
height at which the missile is to fly). Some need to be fought
against (e.g., any tendency of the missile to turn into the wind
as would a weathercock or unguided projectile). Other effects
might require a change in control policy (akin to the need to
shift gear in a car), an example of this being the alteration
of a missile’s dynamic behavior as its center of gravity shifts
due to weight loss as rocket fuel is burnt.

5.5 Positioning the control surfaces

A turn is initiated by applying a demand to the control sur-
faces which may be at the back (tail control), front (canard
control), or middle (moving wing control) of the missile.
These are illustrated in Figure 8.

5.5.1 Tail control

Tail control is the most common form of missile control. It
has a number of advantages:

� It can provide great agility (in concert with the STT policy
seen previously), albeit less than the alternative (canard
control – see next).

� The actuators, being at the rear of the missile can be fitted
around the tail pipe and do not compete for space with the
seeker (where fitted) or warhead that are normally located
at the front.
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Figure 8. Control surface positioning.

There are two variants on moving fin tail control surfaces,
namely:

� Fixed tail fins with movable flaps (aircraft controls), for
example, Brimstone.

� Grid fins (less likely to stall at high angles of attack), for
example, Soviet AA-12.

5.5.2 Canard control

Canard control is also common, especially on short range
“dog-fight” missiles such as Sidewinder or Python (but also
on Very Low Level (VLL) air defense missiles such as the
United Kingdom’s Javelin and its replacement the Starstreak.
They offer:

� Highly maneuverability at low angles of attack (less effec-
tive at high angles however, unless “split canards” are
used).

� A faster initial response than tail controlled missiles.
� A greater total lift than tail controlled missiles.

Against the above advantages there are a few disadvan-
tages:

� Downwash onto wings or the body can induce roll.
� Fixed tail fins are usually needed for stabilization.
� They compete for space, up-front, with any seeker and

with warheads

An alternative, and fairly recent, variant on the above is the
use of “split canards,” being a fixed set of fins with a moving
canard set directly behind. The configuration gives greater
performance at high angle of attack than do single canards.
An example of a split canard system is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Python 5 (showing split canards).

5.5.3 Dynamic motion: tail versus canard control

The dynamic behavior of tail controlled missiles differs from
that of canard controlled missiles, particularly during the
early part of their transient response to new input demands.
Figure 10 below (plotting lift, hence latax, against time)
shows the responses of both a tail controlled missile and a
canard controlled missile to the same sudden “step change”
of input, for example pull 1g.

Note that on application of the control surface command
the nose of the tail controlled missile moves in the wrong

Figure 10. Dynamic step response behavior of canard versus tail
control.
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Figure 11. Non-aerodynamic control methods.

direction (the direction of the tail lift) before correcting itself
as the body and wing lift build up, act in the required direc-
tion, and “swamp” the tail lift contribution. Such behavior is
referred to as “non-minimum phase” behavior (the reason for
which lies outside the remit of this introduction).

By contrast, the canard controlled missile – both the
control surface lift and the subsequent body and wing lift
components – act in the same (required) direction from the
outset.

This results in both a faster initial response and a greater
total lift (being the sum of all contributions acting together).
While this appears to be an advantage, there are disadvantages
to using canard control as previously discussed.

5.5.4 Moving wing control

Many early missiles, such as Sparrow, HARM, and Sea Skua,
used moving wing control. The advantages usually cited are:

� Less body motion (angle of incidence) is required to
achieve given latex. This is particularly useful in air-
breathing missiles whose intakes cannot operate at high
body incidence (risk of “flame-out”).

� While the wings require heavier motors to turn them and
they also need larger diameter shafts or stubs, the latter
means that the wings can be more readily removed without
damage to the robust stubs. This is a useful feature for
stowage in confined magazine spaces (e.g., onboard ship).

� As with canards, roll can be induced by downwash,
and the moving wings need to be larger than normal,
leading to a heavier missile than might otherwise be
necessary.

5.5.5 Non-aerodynamic control methods

Aerodynamic control requires both air and dynamics (i.e.,
missile speed). Non-axial thrust control offers an alternative

when at least one of the above is missing. Example scenarios
include:

� At launch when speed (dynamic) is too low for aerody-
namic forces to be generated or towards the end of flight
when the missile is becoming “tired” (the propulsion sys-
tem having long burned out).

� In space, or at high altitude, where the air is rarefied and
dynamic pressure is consequently low.

Two methods exist (see Figure 11):

� Thrust Vector Control (TVC) being a method of deflecting
the exhaust in order to rotate the airframe.

� Jet reaction control, a method that employs gas jets from
ancillary gas generators, to deflect the missile.

This can be achieved in a variety of ways that include
the use of semaphores or spoilers, liquid injection, hot gas
injection, jet vanes, and maneuverable nozzles.

Reaction jet control is sometimes referred to as “bonking.”
The Aster missile, for instance, uses this technique in its ter-
minal stage of flight. For further discussion on missile layouts
see Missile Configuration and Design and Special Features
of Guided Weapon Stability and Control.

5.6 Actuators

Actuators are servomechanisms that are needed to turn both
the nozzles or jet vanes in TVC systems and the fins in
aerodynamic systems. Dependant on the power and speed
requirements of the system, the fins, nozzles, and so on can
be moved (actuated) by a number of means of:

� Electric motors.
� Hydraulic rams (for best power to weight ratio).
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Figure 12. Influences that lead to the need for an autopilot.

� Pneumatics (hot or cold gas).
� Solenoids (electrical force).
� Special (e.g., shifting weights).

Moving the fin or nozzle is only part of the problem. The
second part is when to stop moving it. Recall that to know
this we must monitor the variable of interest, for example:

� Roll or heading angle: using a position or “free” gyro.
� Roll rate: using a rate or “constrained” gyro.
� Latax: using an accelerometer.

For example, the position (angle) of a fin or nozzle is mon-
itored locally and compared with the requirement. Any error
between the two is corrected by a “feedback loop” in the
“actuator servomechanism.” The actuator feedback loop is
nested inside the autopilot control loop.

5.7 Disturbances and parameter variations

Figure 12 shows some of the additional influences that dictate
the need to apply closed loop control to ensure that a missile
flies as intended.

5.8 Airframe motion (equations of motion,
models)

The autopilot is the essential element in the control of a
missile. Before an autopilot can be designed a model of the

airframe is required. Different models may be needed for dif-
ferent phases of missile flight (e.g., launch from the ground
with high acceleration, mid-course flight at constant speed at
high altitude, the terminal phase where speed is dropping, i.e.,
the aerodynamic parameters vary between phases). It may be
necessary to design separate autopilots for each phase and to
arrange smooth switching between each.

As previously stated, and with reference to the six degrees
of freedom diagram shown earlier (Figure 1), the variables
of interest in a missile (with directions defined for positive
body rates) are:

� roll rate p
� pitch rate q
� yaw rate r
� surge rate U (in the x direction)
� sway rate v (in the y direction)
� heave rate w (in the z direction).

Lower case letters are used to denote small perturbations
about steady (trimmed) flight. The exception will be seen
to be U (the dominant forward velocity, which can only be
actively controlled in airbreathing missiles by the use of throt-
tling. Rocket motors burn in a preordained manner and, until
liquid gels become a viable option, the forward speed of these
are not able to be actively varied, i.e., controlled, in flight).
The equations that follow are for the rocket propelled case.
The complete set of equations for a missile (six in all) is
shown in equations (1) and (2):
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First, force equations (rigid body) where U is actual
missile speed (as opposed to a perturbation):

Fx = X = m (u̇ + qw − rv)

Fy = Y = m (v̇ + rU − pw)

Fz = Z = m (ẇ − qU + pv)

(1)

where m is the missile mass.
Second, moment equations (rigid body):

Mx = L = Aṗ − (B − C)qr + D(r2 − q2)

−E(pq + ṙ) + F (rp − q̇)

My = M = Bq̇ − (C − A)rp + E(p2 − r2)

−F (qr + ṗ) + D(pq − ṙ) (2)

Mz = N = Cṙ − (A − B)pq + F (q2 − p2)

−D(rp + q̇) + E(qr − ṗ)

where A, B, C are moments of inertia and D, E, F are
products of inertia.

For a fuller development of these equations the reader is
referred to Blakelock (1991).

If a rigid missile is symmetric about its longitudinal axis
some of the terms in equations (1) and (2) can be sensibly
ignored and the complexity of the equations may be reduced.
Hence for such a symmetrical missile that is not rolling, that
is, for which p = 0 and where products of inertia D, E, F are
negligible, the equations that may be used to model missile
dynamic behavior become:

FX = X = m (u̇ + qw − rv)

FY = Y = m (v̇ + rU)

FZ = Z = m (ẇ + qU)

(3)

L = Aṗ

M = Bq̇

N = Cṙ

(4)

5.8.1 Other modeling assumptions

The effectiveness of a control system design will depend on
the validity of the model used in the design process. It is usual
to simplify the problem initially and to introduce greater com-
plexity as and where it is necessary. Initial design is usually
based on linear systems analysis (transfer functions or linear
differential equations). The linear systems analysis approach
ignores:

� Hard non-linearity, for example, saturation and backlash.
� Soft non-linearity, for example, square law terms.
� Channel cross-coupling.
� Variation of parameters with time (a spot model, for a

particular part of the flight regime is used).

The approach will also seek to simplify the order of equa-
tion used. If second order equations capture the essential
dynamic feature, why go for a seventh order model? At the
end of the day, the designer must be able to justify his deci-
sions and his design must work in practice (e.g., be robust to
model variation).

5.8.2 Inputs to the missile equations

The RHS of the equations (3) and (4) represent missile motion
variation as a function of time varying parameters u, v, w

and p, q, r. The LHS of the equations represents the sum of
the forces (X, Y, Z) and moments (L, M, N) acting on the
airframe in each degree of freedom. The forces and torques
are of two types:

� Desired, for example, rudder or TVC inputs.
� Undesired, for example, center of gravity shifts or side

wind disturbance.

Since the effect of each varies with flight condition, then
the dynamic behavior will vary with such parameters as:

� Missile speed.
� Missile altitude.
� Missile incidence.

The control system must be able to cope with such varia-
tion, which of course, must be known. NB: In body axes, the
convention is that control inputs use the following symbols:

� Rudder ζ (zeta)
� Elevator η (eta)
� Aileron ξ (xi).

The differential equations met so far have variables and
inputs but will also have parameters (e.g., M, B, K for a
mass spring damper system). Mass and inertia are the only
missile parameters involved so far. The full equations of a
missile have parameters, additional to mass and inertias, that
translate disturbance (e.g., side wind in m s−1), and control
surface movement (e.g., rudder angle, rads), into forces or
moments acting on parts of the airframe.
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Consider the simplified equation in FY :

FY = m(v̇ + rU) = Y (5)

The force Y could result from three influences:

� A sideslip velocity v resulting from a lateral disturbance.
� An airframe rotation rate in yaw r due to disturbance or

intended motion.
� The application of an intended rudder movement angle ζ.

Each of these effects is translated into a force in the y

direction by multiplying the influence by an appropriate gain
(known as an aerodynamic derivative, from graphs). For the
case being considered, equation (5) now becomes:

FY = m(v̇ + rU) = Y = Yvv + Yrr + Yζζ (6)

The terms Yv, Yr, Yζ are the aerodynamic derivatives.
Since these derivatives will vary over most flight envelopes,
the equations will also vary. It is usual to divide the flight
envelope into regions (e.g., launch, sustain phase) and to
employ an appropriate set of constant coefficient equations
with “mid-range derivatives,” one set for each regime.

5.8.3 Aerodynamic derivatives

Aerodynamic derivatives are parameters that enable trans-
fer functions, relating the response of a missile variable to a
given input (stimulus), to be formed. The graph in Figure 13
plots roll moment against aileron angle for a rear control mis-
sile for a number of angles of incidence θ. The plots, taken
from Garnell and East (1980), are for a particular cruciform
missile, flying at M1.9, at sea level.

The roll derivative (ignoring the sign in the vertical axis
of the graph for now) is given by the slope of the appropriate

Figure 13. An example plot of aerodynamic derivative variation.

graph:

Lξ = ∂L(ξ)

∂ξ
(7)

The derivative is a sensitivity coefficient (signifies how
much roll moment results for a given small aileron pertur-
bation for this missile in this regime of flight). Damping
derivatives will be negative (opposing forces or moments)
for example, Lp.

5.8.4 Pitch and yaw axis derivatives

Aerodynamic theory shows that the normal force acting on a
body due to yaw incidence is given by:

F = 1

2
ρU2SCY (8)

Where:

�

ρ is the air density;
�

U is the missile speed (longitudinally);
�

S is the reference area (e.g., main body cross-section);
�

CY is the normal force coefficient (a function of inci-
dence).

Note that if the airframe is symmetrical the value of CZ

(pitch plane) is equal to CY (yaw plane). The graph shown in
Figure 14, taken from Garnell and East (1980), shows, for a
particular missile, the variation of the derivative CY against
incidence for varying Mach numbers.

Figure 14. Variation of the yaw plane derivative with incidence and
speed. Reproduced from Garnell and East (1980) c© Elsevier.
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Figure 15. A gain scheduled autopilot structure.

Derivatives for sideslip angles α and β (Garnell and East,
1980) are given by:

Zα = ∂CZ

∂α

1

2
ρU2S

Yβ = ∂CY

∂β

1

2
ρU2S (9)

Hence, for example, the force acting on the missile is Yββ.

5.8.5 Missile transfer function

Consider yaw only. Simplifying the equations and using
derivatives normalized to mass (m) or inertia yields the fol-
lowing set:

aY = v̇ + rU

aY = FY

m
= yvv + yrr + yζζ

ṙ = N
C

= nζζ + nrr + nvv

(10)

There are three equations, with three unknowns, enabling
two to be eliminated (e.g., r and v, if we wish to obtain latax
aY as a function of ζ).

First:

r = (aY − sv)

U
(11)

Then, neglecting yr (as usually small):

v = (aY − yζζ)

yv

(12)

With a little algebra leading to the transfer function (see
also (Garnell and East, 1980)):

aY

ζ
= yζs

2 − nryζs − (
nζyv − nvyζ

)
s2 − (yv + nr) s + (yvnr + Unv)

(13)

Equation (13) relates the output latax acceleration aY to
rudder movement ζ for a particular missile. This model is
an open loop model, which is to say that it represents the

behavior of an as yet uncontrolled airframe of a tail controlled
missile.

Transfer Function (TF) models such as equation (13) are
commonly used as a starting point for control system design.
The dynamic block labelled “airframe” in the autopilot struc-
ture (Figure 4) will usually contain such a representation.
State equations (the state space approach) are equally com-
mon and useful, but for reasons of lack of space cannot not
be pursued here. A full discussion of missile dynamics and
modeling is given in Garnell and East (1980) and Siouris
(2004).

5.9 Autopilot design (compensation)

The open loop airframe model is unlikely to respond to inputs
as required. Moreover, feedback has been seen to be useful
as it performs a monitoring role. However, the addition of
simple unity feedback is unlikely to make things better; in
fact it might destabilize otherwise stable airframe dynam-
ics. To design a feedback system (autopilot) that ensures that
the required behavior occurs (design specifications are met
in terms of accuracy, stability, and speed of response) is a
topic in itself. The reader is referred to Ogata (2009) should
a fuller understanding of the TF or state space approaches be
needed. The texts also cover the design tools, such as Bode
or Root Locus techniques, commonly used by control system
designers.

It has been stated previously that the dynamic performance
of a missile can vary over the flight envelope due to speed,
altitude, center of gravity shifts, and so on. In some instances,
for example, short range ATGW applications, a single fixed
autopilot structure will provide satisfactory performance over
the whole flight regime. More often than not however, the
gains in the autopilot or even the structure itself may need to
be changed to ensure constant dynamic performance despite
large variations in the aerodynamic parameters.

In the simplest case this can be achieved by “gain
scheduling” (Figure 15), like shifting gears in a car, but in
a preordained manner.

For further discussion of advanced and non-linear autopi-
lot design methods, see Adaptive and Robust Flight Control
and Nonlinear Flight Control Systems.
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6 SUMMARY

This chapter presents an introduction into the complex field
of missile flight control and autopilots. The design of a
guided missile autopilot involves the correct selection of
control strategy, control surface positioning, actuator lay-
out, and so on. These areas are covered in this chapter but
it must be remembered that these factors cannot be chosen
in isolation and are very much influenced by other system
parameters such as required range, speed, propulsion sys-
tem (see Aerodynamics, Propulsion, and Heat Transfer of
Missiles), guidance strategy, performance (see Flight Perfor-
mance, Guidance, Navigation, and Control of Missiles), and
so on.

By its very size this article can only give a brief intro-
duction to this subject and for those wishing a deeper
understanding of this and related topics the reader is referred
to such authors as Garnell and East (1980), Sparks and Lee
(1997), and Siouris (2004).
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1 INTRODUCTION

In 1995 John Parnaby, Technical Director of Lucas and the
President of the Institution of Electrical and Electronic Engi-
neers opened his inaugural address (Parnaby, 1995) with
the line “An organization which operates using a systems
approach delivers better engineering”. The implications of
his statement are quite profound. Firstly he believed many
organizations were not operating a systems approach: they
were doing Non-Systems Engineering. Secondly he believed
that adopting a systems approach to engineering (or Systems
Engineering) is superior because it provides significant bene-
fits with limited drawbacks. Table 1 presents a brief summary
of the benefits and drawbacks of the two approaches that led
to Parnaby’s claim.

Assuming Table 1 to be true, it is clear that it presents a
compelling case for Systems Engineering yet its full adop-
tion is scant. The evidence for this can be found in every

newspaper, aerospace journal and magazine. For example at
the beginning of the twenty-first century there were a num-
ber of major aerospace programs, some of these are given in
Table 2.

Table 2 presents a sample and like all samples it is not
complete, it is possible to argue bias and that it is not fully
representative. However, it is remarkable that so few of these
programs are on-time and budget. If the aerospace sector itself
is treated as black-box system and the input–output moni-
tored, the conclusion would be that, on average, it delivers its
outputs late and over budget. There is a number of possible
responses to this last statement:

� It’s the nature of the beast – it’s what happens. These
systems are incredibly complex and therefore difficult to
build. There are bound to be problems and we just have
to live with it

� Someone is to blame and they should be made to pay for
it

� The data is not complete and not showing the true picture.
Actually everything is fine and we should do nothing.

These responses are natural, but originate from a non-
systems viewpoint, typically from the viewpoint of a specific
stakeholder in the aerospace sector. A systems viewpoint
would argue that this is the way the aerospace sector cur-
rently behaves. It is not the way it should behave and therefore
changes have to be made.

It is important to be clear at this point that all of the pro-
grams given in Table 2 are concerned with the design and
development of artifacts we can call a system. However, the
fact that delivered artifacts can be considered to be systems
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2 Perspectives on Aerospace Engineering

Table 1. The benefits and drawbacks of the Non-Systems and Systems Engineering approaches.

Benefits of a Non-Systems Engineering approach Benefits of Systems Engineering approach
�

Delivers an initial solution concept to the customer quickly and
consequently the customer feels good progress is being made

�

Faster delivery of the correct solution because more work is
done up front, in the early stages, to avoid fire-fighting later at
the back-end

�

Better solution because the solution space is fully populated
and systematically explored leading to greater innovation and
robust designs

�

Lower overall costs because the approach proactively looks for
issues resolving them before they are designed-in

�

Better communication and information maturity through:
− a logical and systematic approach, with traceable and visible

decision making and an abundance of shared information
leading to better corporate learning.

− building generic system models which are reusable in future
designs. This ultimately leads to better control of the system
development and its evolution thereby reducing risk.

− the use of tools that aid true multi-disciplinary team-working
leading to
◦ a greater consensus in decision making.
◦ early identification of errors

�

Promotes a life-cycle view making systems less expensive to
operate and easy to upgrade

Drawbacks of a Non-Systems Engineering approach
�

The delivered solution is not based upon a complete
understanding of the customers’ problem and therefore does not
always provide a right first-time solution leading to redesigns

�

Because the problem is not fully understood issues with the
solution are not identified until very late, resulting in a
fire-fighting approach to problem resolution

�

Piecemeal approach leads to uneven information maturity
resulting poor decision making

�

Due to the redesign and “fire-fighting”, the final system is often
delivered late and at a higher cost than planned

�

Due to the piecemeal approach and “fire-fighting” subsequent
system upgrades are difficult and costly

Drawbacks of the Systems Engineering approach
�

Takes time to deliver the initial solution concept to the
customer giving the impression progress is not being made

does not mean a systems approach was used to create them.
Indeed, the evidence suggests that although systems are ubiq-
uitous, very few of them were designed following a systems
approach. The evidence for this claim is simply that these

things are over cost, over budget and don’t meet the cus-
tomer’s expectation. As Table 1 makes clear, if a systems
approach had been used then delays and so on would have
been less likely.

Table 2. Selection of programs on-going at the start of twenty-first century (this list is not complete as there are Chinese, Russian
and other programs for which data is not available).

Project Country On time On budget

International Space Station Russia, US, Europe, Japan N N
Galileo GNSS Europe N N
Typhoon Europe N N
ASTOR UK N N
A400M Europe N N
JSF F35 US/other N N
FSTA UK N ?
Commercial Derivative Air

Refueling Aircraft
US N N

Rafale France N N
Super Hornet US Y Y
Sonic Crusier/787 US N It is hard to measure budget for commercial aircraft

since the “price” is largely fixed by the market.
However, there is no doubt that the delays have
cost Boeing and Airbus a great deal of money

A380 Europe N
A350 Europe N
F22 US N N
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It is perhaps important at this stage to qualify the last sen-
tence. It is too easy to treat this at face value and blame
the prime contractor for the woes of a particular system –
“they are the ones who must change!” A systems view of
the aerospace sector would note that the prime contractor is
only a component in the bigger aerospace sector system. The
whole system comprises many components and all of them
have to adopt a system approach and organize themselves
as a system whose purpose is to deliver programs on-time,
on-cost and meeting the customers expectation.

Part of the problem is understanding the phrase “a systems
approach”. On one level, a systems approach is about tangi-
ble processes and tool sets, on another level it’s an intangible
state of mind. It is the failure to appreciate and understand
this latter aspect that results in an over bureaucratic collection
of processes and reviews combined with costly and inappro-
priate software tools that cause delays and overruns. Some
of the blame for this must lie with the Systems Engineer-
ing community. Indeed, the community’s inability to explain
clearly and concisely what Systems Engineering, Systems
Approaches and Systems Thinking are, what they deliver and
how to actually do them, does not endear them to the hard-
pressed project manager or director. Moreover, the fact that
good Systems Engineering practice can be counterintuitive
and goes against aspects of human behavior causes tension
and the inevitable retreat to the old tried and tested ways that
with a liberal dose of fire-fighting will get there eventually.

The purpose of Tables 1 and 2 are to make it clear that
the aerospace sector cannot continue in the way it does
presently: it needs to change. That change is across the board:
the customer must change, industry must change, academia
must change, consultants must change and politicians and
their voters must change. The correct application of Systems
Thinking, Systems Approaches and System Engineering can
provide the necessary change. This introductory chapter to
theEncyclopaedia of Aerospace Engineeringaims to:

� introduce the concepts and benefits of Systems Thinking
and of a Systems Engineering approach to the develop-
ment of complex aerospace systems

� show how Systems Engineering is the systematic appli-
cation of Systems Thinking to the creation of a system

� show that Systems Engineering demands the integration
of people, processes and tools.

Section 2 will introduce the concepts and ideas behind
Systems Engineering and show it to be the application of
Systems Thinking to the specific problem of creating a sys-
tem. It introduces the systemic characteristics and properties
of a system which form the basis of Systems Thinking and
the foundation of Systems Engineering.

Section 3 builds upon Section 2 to define Systems Engi-
neering in more detail. The approach adopted is to treat
Systems Engineering as a system itself. Indeed Systems Engi-
neering is nothing more than a system for creating systems.
This view provides a unique insight, allowing the exploration
of a consistent set of purposes together with the recognition
that the output of Systems Engineering is information and our
concern is one of producing the right information at the right
time in order to manage risk in a holistic way. This section also
introduces the notion that Systems Engineering comprises
three major sub-systems: people, processes and tools.

2 ABOUT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING,
SYSTEMS THINKING AND SYSTEMS

One of the difficulties in getting people and organizations to
do proper Systems Engineering is that it is actually very hard
to explain what it is. Consequently, organizations believe they
are doing Systems Engineering when actually they are not.
The fact that an organization designs and builds complex sys-
tems does not mean that it has used Systems Engineering. It
has engineered a system, of that there is no doubt, but it may
have done so without any recourse to Systems Engineering.
One of the underlying reasons is that both Systems Engineer-
ing and Non-Systems Engineering are attempting to do the
same thing: to find a solution to a customer’s problem. In other
words the purpose is the same. Where they differ, however, is
in the approach. Non-Systems Engineering approaches adopt
“solutioneering” as the approach – they attempt to go from
the problem straight to “the” answer. Solutioneering is not
particular to engineering; it is a human trait that giving a
quick answer to a problem positive quality. It does, however,
cause us to provide solutions even if we only have a partial
understanding of the problem. A true Systems Engineering
approach will follow what appears at first glance to be a more
convoluted path of:

� analysis and exploration of the problem to gain a profound
understanding of what is required

� identification of all possible solutions to the problem
� evaluation of the possible solutions to determine the

“best” solution
� verification and validation that the solution solves the

problem.

These two approaches are shown diagrammatically in
Figure 1.

Customers have an important role to play here. Non-
Systems Engineering predicated on solutioneering very
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Systems Engineering
Approach: Systems Thinking 

Non-Systems Engineering
Approach: Solutioneering

Problem Solution Problem

SolutionUnderstand
problem Solution

Solution Solution

Check

Figure 1. Non-Systems and Systems Engineering approaches.

quickly offer the customer an answer to their problem. How-
ever, experience shows that this is often not the best answer,
requiring redesigns and a consequent delay in the even-
tual delivery of the system. Systems Engineering predicated
on Systems Thinking does not provide an answer quickly
because it puts effort into understanding the problem at a
profound level before identifying all possible solutions and
searching for the best. Experience shows this to be correct,
requiring no redesigns and therefore puts the finished system
in the hands of the customer much earlier. The role that cus-
tomers have to play here is one of encouraging the system
provider to “understand their problem” first.

The problems highlighted in Table 2 are not peculiar to
aerospace. Box 1 presents two situations where again a Non-
Systems Engineering approach is evident.

Both of the situations described in Box 1 are typical of a
Non-Systems Engineering approach because:
� The situation was avoidable
� The problem emerged late in the project.

Systems thinkers and engineers call the latter point “unde-
sirable emergent behavior” and is the reason why adopting
a systems approach is important now. Emergent behavior
can also be desirable. Indeed systems are designed to have
emergent behavior. This property of emergence is central to
Systems Thinking and states:

The properties and behaviour of a system cannot be
deduced by studying the properties and behaviours of the
components in isolation

An excellent example of this comes from the Open Uni-
versity (Hughes, 2003). It is an everyday object we take for
granted and perhaps would not treat as a system. Figure 2a
and b shows this system as respectively the components and
the system.

The properties of the pen as a whole are not found in
any of the individual components. Only when the compo-
nents are assembled in the right sequence and the right place
does the desirable behavior of being able to make marks on

paper emerge. At first glance emergent behavior or properties
can be seen as stating the obvious. Emergence, however, can
be undesirable like the lateral oscillations of the millennium
bridge or the inertial cross-coupling that emerged with the
early supersonic fighter aircraft. Just like desirable emergent
behavior, undesirable emergent behavior cannot be predicted
by consideration of the components in isolation.

Space does not permit a detailed analysis and description
of the problems and causes that resulted in the projects, given
in Table 2, being late and over budget, but from a systems
point of view they are all examples of undesirable emergent

Box 1

The London Millennium Footbridge

The London Millennium Footbridge was the first new
bridge across the Thames in London since 1894. The
bridge was completed at a cost of £18.2 million
(£2.2 million over budget) and opened on 10 June 2000
(2 months late). Unexpected lateral vibration caused the
bridge to be closed 2 days later. It was nicknamed the Wob-
bly Bridge after users felt an unexpected swaying motion.
The bridge was closed, modified and reopened in February
(2002) having had a number of dampers added. The engi-
neers, had, as required by law, developed a math model to
demonstrate that the bridge would be vibration free. This
model, however, could only predict vertical and torsional
vibrations. It was inadequate to predict the lateral vibra-
tions actually experienced and the behavior only became
apparent when it was too late.

South Ferry Subway Station

The planed January 2009 opening of the $530 million
South Ferry station in Manhattan was delayed at the last
minute after it was discovered that the distance between
the platform and the train was up to an inch greater than
federal regulations allow. The opening was postponed for
several weeks until 16 March 2009 while a plastic strip,
known as a “rubbing board”, was fitted along the platform
edge. The extra cost was estimated at about $200 000.
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Figure 2. (a) The components of a system. (b) The system – a Pen!

behavior and if a full Systems Engineering approach had been
adopted they could have been avoided. Perhaps more impor-
tantly such problems will continue to arise unless humankind
decides to do things differently.

Emergence is a consequence of bringing together the com-
ponents of a system (product, process or service). Therefore
to understand and predict emergence we need to consider
the whole and how the components interact with each other.
When undesirable emergent behavior appears, hindsight
shows the actual cause to be “obvious” – so why were they
not spotted earlier? There are several interrelated reasons but
complexity lies at the heart of the problem. In order to satisfy
customer needs and expectations, organizations are design-
ing increasingly more complex products and services. This
complexity increases the opportunity for an error and makes
errors more difficult to find. These errors, if undetected, may
well result in undesirable emergent behavior.

The only known way to handle issues of emergence,
caused by complexity (and the other reasons) is to view the
situation (the product, process, or service) as a system and to
apply Systems Thinking in an organized and disciplined way
and do it early. The beauty of Systems Thinking is that it pro-
vides a very powerful framework for understanding complex
situations by:

� simplifying situations to understand the key issues
� allowing different aspects and perceptions to be portrayed

and considered simultaneously to understand and predict
emergent behavior

� looking for dependencies and influences between ele-
ments to understand and predict emergent behavior

� bringing experience to bear upon a situation to understand
and predict emergent behavior.

Systems Thinking is:

Applying the concept of a system to a situation in order to
gain insight and understanding

Systems Thinking is not the preserve of engineers, any-
body can apply and use it. Indeed, much of the pioneering
work of systems theory and thinking was not done by engi-
neers but by biologists and management scientists. It is a
tremendously powerful and universal framework that can be
used in many situations:

� To gain understanding of a complex situation
– For example, biologists use Systems Thinking to help

understand a complex bio-system
� To gain sufficient understanding to make predictions of

future system behavior
– For example, economists (and perhaps politicians

should) use Systems Thinking to understand the
dynamics of the world’s economies in order to predict
behavior when aspects are changed

� To solve a problem
– Scientists and Engineers use Systems Thinking to solve

problems
� To create a new or modified system

– Engineers, System Designers or Architects use Sys-
tems Thinking to design better systems – in this context
it is called Systems Engineering

These different uses for Systems Thinking allow us to
present a set of linked definitions that explain the relationship
between Systems Thinking, Systems Approach and Systems
Engineering thus:
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There are many other definitions of Systems Engineer-
ing. This may be part of the reason that people struggle to
understand what it actually is. For example:

� International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE,
2007)
1. “Systems Engineering is an engineering discipline

whose responsibility is creating and executing an
interdisciplinary process to ensure that the cus-
tomer and stakeholders’ needs are satisfied in a
high quality, trustworthy, cost efficient and sched-
ule compliant manner throughout a system’s entire
life cycle”

2. “Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary
approach and means to enable the realization of
successful systems”

� NASA (NASA, 1995)
1. “Systems Engineering is a robust approach to the

design, creation, and operation of systems. In sim-
ple terms, the approach consists of identification and
quantification of system goals, creation of alterna-
tive system design concepts, performance of design
trades, selection and implementation of the best
design, verification that the design is properly built
and integrated, and post-implementation assess-
ment of how well the system meets (or met) the
goals”

On one level there is nothing wrong with these defini-
tions: they introduce some of the critical attributes of Systems
Engineering. On another level, however, they fail to distin-
guish Systems Engineering from Non-Systems Engineering.
In fact they permit people to classify Non-Systems Engi-
neering approaches as Systems Engineering! What makes
Systems Engineering different is that it applies a Systems
Approach to the engineering. A Systems Approach is apply-
ing Systems Thinking in a systematic and repeatable way.
Hence Systems Engineering is applying Systems Thinking
in a systematic and repeatable fashion to the engineering
of a system. It follows, therefore, that in order to do good
Systems Engineering it is necessary to understand Systems
Thinking.

In Systems Thinking the situation, (the problem, issue,
scenario, product, service, etc.) is declared to be a system.
Systems have a number of properties and characteristics
and therefore the situation under investigation will adopt
these. By consideration of these systemic properties and
characteristics in the context of the situation allows for a
greater understanding. Being able to apply Systems Think-
ing requires an understanding of the systemic properties and
characteristics of a system. The next section will provide

definitions and descriptions of the systemic properties and
characteristics that build a set of Systems Thinking concepts.
The starting point is to define a system.

A System is an assembly of components, connected
together in an organized way to achieve something that
is a consequence of the whole.

This is not the only definition of a system; there are
many more (see e.g., http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems
engineering; INCOSE, 2007; NASA, 1995; US DoD, 1994).
The fact there is no universally agreed definition of a system is
irritating but on a practical level it makes little difference since
it is what these definitions imply that is important. Indeed,
they all agree that a system has 3 key elements:

1. Components
2. Interconnections
3. Purpose.

This definition at first glance may appear to be too general
to be useful. However, it is the general nature of the definition
that has value because it allows human activities and artifacts
to be considered as a system. This makes Systems Thinking
universally applicable.

The idea of a system as defined above is useful but Sys-
tems Thinking becomes really useful because of the systemic
properties and characteristics that logically follow from the
formal definition of a system. Declaring something as a
system implies that it takes on the systemic properties and
characteristics and exploring these provides the understand-
ing and insight that is sought. It may be found after such an
analysis that the “something” is not a system but if insight
and understanding has been generated then the exercise was
worthwhile.

2.1 The characteristics and properties
of a system

2.1.1 Components, holism and emergence

The behavior of a system is not found in any of the com-
ponents in isolation; it emerges as consequence of the
integration of the components. Components are affected by
being in the system and the behavior of the system is changed
when a component is added to the system or when one leaves
it. In order to understand the behavior of a system it is neces-
sary to consider the whole of the system throughout its entire
life: it is necessary to be holistic.
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2.1.2 Systems have purpose

All systems seek to achieve a purpose. Whether human made
or natural, all systems strive to do something. When creating
a new system or modifying an existing one, it is done in order
that the resultant system does something “useful”. The reason
useful is in quotation marks is that “usefulness” of a system
depends upon the viewpoint of the observer.

The purpose of a system is a property of the whole and
not in any of the components. Some systems have more than
one purpose.

PURPOSE

SUB-PURPOSE 1

SUB-SUB-
PURPOSE 1.1

SUB-PURPOSE 3SUB-PURPOSE 2

SUB-SUB-
PURPOSE 1.2

SUB-SUB-
PURPOSE 2.1

SUB-SUB-
PURPOSE 2.2

SUB-SUB-
PURPOSE 3.1

SUB-SUB-
PURPOSE 3.2

The purpose often requires the achievement of lower level 
purposes which in turn require even lower level purposes which in 
turn …. and so on but the relationships between the various 
purposes are rarely a simple hierarchy.

Interestingly, people who use, or are part of a system are
often totally unaware of its purpose. Moreover, when pressed
different users have different, and even sometimes conflict-
ing, views as to the exact nature of the purpose. For example
what is the purpose of a pen? This is such an everyday artifact
that what it does is rarely questioned. A pen is used to write
and draw diagrams to communicate an individual’s thoughts
to other humans. Pens are also used to record thoughts. Fun-
damentally the purpose of a pen is:

to turn thoughts into marks on paper

Describing a pen in this way may appear a little perverse
and indeed unnecessary. Nevertheless, it does result in a more
profound understanding of a pen. Humans are OBJECT ORI-
ENTED. All of us are brought up from an early age to talk
and think about things and not what they do! Systems Think-
ing, however, demands determination and consideration of
the purpose.

Determining the purpose of a system is not easy because
individuals are used to referring to the object, but thinking
about the purpose of a system allows a profound understand-
ing of a situation permitting objectivity while increasing the
potential for innovation. For example, if a team of engineers

were challenged to design a new pen, they would indeed
design a new pen. But if asked to design a new system for
turning thoughts into marks on paper! This is a subtly differ-
ent problem, that allows for many different solutions apart
from the pen and hence the potential for innovation. This
aspect of Systems Thinking is particularly useful in Systems
Engineering.

It is also important to be careful about and differentiate
system purpose and stated goals. The purpose of a system is
determined from the way it behaves, not from its stated goals.
For example, the fact that an organization has a written goal to
lessen its environmental impact or develop its staff, yet allo-
cates no money or effort towards these goals, is not, in fact, the
organization’s purpose (Meadows, 2008)! This point presents
an interesting analysis of the current aerospace industry. It is
perfectly reasonable to treat the current aerospace industry
as a system. The way that system is behaving is detailed in
Table 2, therefore its purpose is to:

deliver aerospace systems late and over budget

This, of course, is not its stated aim, but it is its behavior.
An alien observing planet Earth would conclude from the
behavior of the aerospace industry that its purpose was to
do this because that is what it consistently achieves. If the
aerospace system of the twenty-first century wants its goals
and behavioral purpose to align it has to change something; if
it carries on designing aerospace systems the way it currently
does it will carry on exhibiting the behavior stated above.

2.1.3 Systems have a life cycle

All systems have a life. That is to say they pass through many
phases and stages as time elapses. A full understanding of a
system will therefore only emerge if consideration is given to
the life-cycle of a system. In particular, the potential impact of
upstream activities on downstream ones. This recognition of
the life cycle contributes to the concept of holism. Every sys-
tem will have a different life cycle. It is possible, nevertheless,
to generalize these for categories of system. As an example
the International Standards Organization in one of the ver-
sions of ISO 9000 series (ISO, 1994) introduced a generic
product life-cycle which is adapted here as Figure 3. Taking
account of the life cycle implies we need to design the system
for disposal, design the system for maintenance, design the
system for operation, design the system for, and so on.

2.1.4 Systems have context

All systems have context and the understanding of a sys-
tem requires us to understand the context in which a system
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Figure 3. The ISO9000 generic product life cycle.

is placed. The context of the system depends upon the:

� purpose of the system
� application of the system (the bigger task or activity for

which the system is part of)
� environment.

To illustrate the importance of context, consider the three
situations given in Figure 4. Can the same pen shown in
Figure 2 be used in all these situations? It can certainly be
used in situation (a), it will not work in situation (b) because
of the lack of gravity and finally depending on the mate-
rials used it may not be allowed in the submarine shown
in situation (c). The context of a system can therefore help
in selecting the best possible solution to a given system
purpose.

2.1.5 Systems have a boundary and environment

Figure 4 clearly demonstrates that what happens “outside”
the system will affect it. In general, what happens outside the
system, in the system’s environment, is of vital importance.

Figure 4. Context of the pen system. (a) In the office; (b) in space; (c) in a submarine.

Environment
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System
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Figure 5. System boundary and environment.

Firstly the system can affect the environment, and secondly
the environment can affect the system. One of the reasons for
the failure of many technically brilliant engineering prod-
ucts is due to the lack of attention, by the designers, to the
environment. This is not only the environment in terms of the
operating conditions but the wider one that includes life-cycle
aspects, politics, fashion or just human beings.

A key aspect of Systems Thinking therefore is to identify
and establish what is inside the system and what is outside
in the environment. This requires us to define the system
boundary, an interface which separates the system from its
environment as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 portrays some important system characteristics:

� the boundary separates the system of interest from its
environment

� the environment contains those elements and further sys-
tems that interact in some way with the system of interest.
Typically the environment of a system provides its inputs
and consumes its outputs

� any element or system that does not interact with the
system of interest lies outside the environment in the
universe.

Deciding what is and what isn’t part of a system is not
easy. For example consider the situation given in Figure 4(a).
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What is the system here? The purpose of the system is to
turn thoughts into marks on paper. The context is the office.
Clearly the pen is part of the system. However, to turn
thoughts into marks on paper demands the human and the
paper to be part of the system. But, what about the desk?
Without the desk the paper will not be supported at the
correct height. Therefore, it is possible to argue the inclusion
of the desk as part of the system. If we accept the desk
is it necessary to include the office floor? In which case
what about the building, the street, the town – and so on.
The choice of what is and what is not the chosen system
of interest depends upon the observer and their reason
for examining that system. For example if the reason for
examining the “turn thoughts into marks on paper” system
is to select a pen, then the pen would constitute the system
of interest and the human and the paper would be in the
environment of that system. If, however, my intent is to
design a new pen the system would include the user and the
paper and the desk, and so on would be in the environment.

2.1.6 Systems within systems

The examination of anything that is defined as a system will
show it to be made up of smaller systems. Equally any iden-
tified system will be a sub-system of a bigger system. Figure
6 shows a simplified Systems Map for a commercial aircraft
system. The aircraft system comprises many sub-systems,
while it is a sub-system of a bigger air transport system.

The concept of “systems within systems” is highly use-
ful and is one of the cornerstones of Systems Thinking and
Systems Engineering since it allows complex systems to be

simplified through the use of abstraction to hide unnecessary
detail. Figure 6 is a relatively simple diagram to under-
stand, yet it shows an exceedingly complex situation. This
is because the diagram is an abstraction of reality in which
the detail has been hidden. It has not been lost, since it can
be introduced as and when required. In order to apply the
concept of information hiding through sub-systems it is nec-
essary to define what the sub-systems are and some choices
are significantly better than others. In Systems Thinking sub-
systems are chosen to help understand the situation under
investigation. In Systems Engineering sub-systems are cho-
sen such that they can be engineered (designed and built) and
subsequently integrated to form the system. Badly chosen
sub-systems can make them difficult to design and integrate,
typically because the various sub-systems are too dependent
upon each other. A good choice of sub-system minimizes
the interfaces between the sub-systems making them easier
to design, develop and build independently and ultimately
making them easier to test and integrate.

2.1.7 System as a transformation

Many systems can be viewed as transformations, particularly
human designed systems. Indeed all human designed prod-
ucts and processes are transformation type systems. Such
systems receive inputs and transform them into outputs. This
provides a common framework for what appear potentially
to be completely different situations but all can be visualized
generically as shown in Figure 7.

For example a commercial aircraft is a transformation
system which can be visualized as shown in Figure 8.
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Power system
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Figure 6. A Systems Map for a commercial aircraft.
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Figure 7. The generic transformation system.

2.1.8 Systems are dynamic

What is clear about transformational systems is that if the
inputs change then the outputs will also change. That is, sys-
tems display dynamic behavior (some systems either react
so fast or so slowly that they can be treated as static, but in
reality there is no such thing as a static system). The behav-
ior of a system manifests itself in several ways as events and
patterns:

“Events are things that happen at a certain point in time. For
example a commercial aircraft retracting its undercarriage
can be treated as an event, so can a mid-air collision, or the
launch of a rocket.”

“Patterns are an accumulation of events that display a recur-
ring trend over time. For example a commercial aircraft
taxis, accelerates down the runway, rotates, becomes air-
borne, retracts its undercarriage, and so on is a series of events
that defines a pattern repeated by most commercial aircraft.”

To fully understand a system it is necessary to examine its
behavior over time. Although systems can display complex
dynamic behavior this is a consequence of just two forms of
feedback:

Commercial
aircraft system
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Figure 8. A commercial aircraft as a transformation system (This
is an incomplete example of an input–output diagram.).
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Figure 9. The inflationary spiral.

Reinforcing (positive) feedback is where successive
changes add to the previous change in the same direction.
A classic example of “pure” positive feedback is the infla-
tionary spiral, a version of which is shown in Figure 9. In this
simple model an increase in prices will lead to an increase in
wage demands which will lead to an increase in wage settle-
ments which will lead to an increase in costs that will lead to
an increase in prices and so on. This type of system dynam-
ics if left unchecked will lead to hyper-inflation such as that
experienced in Germany in the early part of the last century
(see Table 3).

Reinforcing or positive feedback is often considered to
be a “bad” thing. Indeed, pure positive feedback will lead to
exponential behavior as shown in Figure 10. It can, however,

Table 3. German wholesale price index.

Date Whole price index

July 1914 1.0
January 1919 2.6
July 1919 3.4
January 1920 12.6
January 1921 14.4
July 1921 14.3
January 1922 36.7
July 1922 100.6
January 1923 2785
July 1923 194 000
November 1923 726 000 000 000
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Figure 10. The exponential growth of positive feedback.

be useful. In fact in some systems it is essential. For example
in electronics, positive feedback is employed in certain types
of oscillator.

Balancing (negative) feedback is where change in one
direction is opposed by producing change in the opposite
direction. A simple example of this is a yaw damper
employed on many aircraft. The lateral motion of an aircraft
comprises typically the Dutch roll, roll subsidence, and
spiral divergence. The damping and natural frequency of the
Dutch roll vary with aircraft and flight conditions, and may
become objectionable due to light damping. It is possible to
improve Dutch roll damping by changing the physical shape
of the aircraft. However, this is usually done at the expense of
reducing the time constant of the roll subsidence mode, thus
making it unsatisfactory. To overcome this problem most
modern aircraft have low Dutch roll damping, and acceptable
damping is achieved artificially using a yaw damper. Funda-
mentally these devices employ negative feedback. The yaw
rate of the aircraft is sensed and used (feedback) to drive the
rudder in a direction that opposes the direction of the yaw.
Pictorially we can draw the yaw damper as a loop as shown in
Figure 11.

Most systems are a complex combination of both reinforc-
ing and balancing feedback loops. For example Figure 12
presents a model of the principles of lean manufacturing.
In this model, reinforcing behavior is shown with the full
arrows and balancing behavior with the dotted arrows. This
particular model is not complete but has sufficient detail to
explain how reducing set-up times will result in customer
delight.

It is interesting to note that irrespective of the level at
which we conduct our investigation, higher level feedback

Yaw
damper Rudder Aircraft

Other
rudder

demands
Rudder
demand

Rudder
side force

Yaw rate 
sensor

Yaw rate signal 

Yaw rate

Atmospheric
disturbances

Figure 11. Feedback loop of an aircraft yaw damper.

chains can be found. In the case of Figure 12, an increase in
customer delight will result in increased sales and therefore
profit. That profit can be spent on further set-up reductions
and so on.

The combination of reinforcing and balancing loops
within a system will naturally determine how that system
behaves. Of critical importance here is the concept of system
stability. The stability of a system concerns its time-related
behavior following some disturbance. There are three possi-
ble behaviors:

1. The system returns to its starting condition. This is a
stable system

2. The system comes to rest at a new condition. This is a
marginally stable system

3. The system continues to move away from its starting con-
dition in an increasing manner. This behavior is unstable
and can be so large as to destroy the system.

When engineering a new system having the right degree
of stability is critical. Stable systems can be “sluggish” and
unresponsive but ultimately safe. Unstable systems can be
very responsive but potentially unsafe. The behavior of the
Millennium Bridge was verging on instability, but not so
bad as to destroy the bridge. This can happen! The infa-
mous Tacoma Narrows Bridge in the USA was destroyed
due to wind induced torsional oscillations. It was certainly not
designed to behave in this manner and is yet another example
of unexpected (and undesirable) emergent behavior.

System Stability is determined by the interconnectedness
of the system elements and can be changed by increasing or
decreasing (removing or adding) “connections”

� A stable system can be made less stable by reduc-
ing/removing balancing feedback or by increasing/adding
positive feedback
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Figure 12. A causal model displaying some of the principles of lean manufacturing.

� An unstable system can be made more stable by reduc-
ing/removing positive feedback or increasing/adding
balancing feedback.

How a system is put together and how the elements inter-
act is critically important. The observed behavior of a system
is a consequence of how all elements in that system interact.
Change those elements or interactions and the system will
change the behavior. The behavior of a human-made sys-
tem is purely the consequence of the choice of elements (the
technologies) and the way in which they are organized (the
architecture). It is interesting to note that people believe that
changing the technology will have the biggest impact upon
a system’s behavior. In practice changing the elements or
technology of a system usually has the least effect. Donella
Meadows provides an excellent example of this by consid-
ering a football team as a system (Meadows, 2008). The
elements of this system are the players, the interconnections
are the rules of football. If you change the players in a foot-
ball team it will be still be recognizable as a football team
(it might perform better). If the rules change then the system
may be greatly altered!

2.1.9 Systems change (adapt and evolve)

All systems adapt and evolve over time either because of
changes in their environment or because of internal changes.
For human-made systems they either change because of tech-
nology push or because of a changing environment leading a
technology pull. Natural systems are superlative adaptors, but
often survive as an evolved system at the expense of some of

the components. Extinctions can also happen in human-made
systems but these can occur at the component level and at the
organizational level. A classic example of this is concerned
with providing an internal combustion engine with the correct
air-fuel mix. The dominant solution to this problem up to the
1980s was the carburettor. Fuel injection had been available
since the 1920s, but could not compete with the carburettor in
the mass production market. Fuel injection became the domi-
nant technology in the early 1980s once it was integrated with
digital electronics to give startling performance at the right
price. The leading carburettor manufacturers believed their
market was safe (they failed to pay attention to their systems
environment) and attempted to develop the better carburettor
rather than a system for providing the right air/fuel mix. The
once famous names of Webber, SU, Zenith, Solex just don’t
exist anymore. Not only is the carburettor effectively extinct
(carburettors are still manufactured mainly to serve the classic
automobile market and for small engines) so are the organi-
zations that produced them. Could these organizations have
survived? Perhaps they could if they had adopted a systems
approach. As Edward Deming (Deming, 1986) succinctly
said “it is not necessary to change, survival is not mandatory”.

2.1.10 Summary and conclusions

In summary a system has the following properties and char-
acteristics:

� A system seeks to achieve a purpose
� A system can affect its environment, and its environment

can affect the system – context is important
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� The behavior of a system cannot be determined by con-
sideration of its components in isolation

� Components are affected by being in the system and the
behavior of the system is changed when a component is
added to the system or when one leaves it

� The examination of anything that is defined as a system
will show it to be made up of smaller sub-systems

� Any identified system will be a sub-system of a bigger
system

� A system will exhibit dynamic behavior (although there
are cases when it is possible to treat the system behavior
as static)

� The dynamic behavior of a system depends upon the
structure and interconnectedness through reinforcing and
balancing feedback

� An understanding of a system depends upon the percep-
tion of the observer and their reason for looking at the
system

� A system can change and evolve during its life cycle.

The beauty of Systems Thinking is that we can take any
situation and declare it to be a system and thereby assume it
has the above properties and characteristics. Examination of
those will permit a greater understanding and provide insight
not found in a non-systems approach.

3 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

The previous section has provided an overview of Systems
Thinking. It is the foundation of Systems Engineering which
uses Systems Thinking to create a new system. The key ques-
tion is; how is Systems Thinking used to create a new system?
And what makes Systems Engineering different?

The starting point perhaps is to recognize that Systems
Engineering itself is a system (or can be treated as a system
in order to understand what it is). Assuming it has all the sys-
temic properties and characteristics outlined in the previous
section a series of statements follow that can be investigated:

� Systems Engineering has a purpose
� Systems Engineering has a context
� Systems Engineering is a transformation
� Systems Engineering comprises sub-systems and is itself

a sub-system of a bigger system.

Examining each of these points can help formulate a
framework for undertaking Systems Engineering. The order
in which these are written is logical but investigating some of
the later characteristics will require a return to the earlier ones.
What is important to realize is that the purpose will be

informed by the context and the nature of the transformation
and so on. In other words the understanding of the Systems
Engineering system will emerge and mature through succes-
sive iterations. Iteration is a principle of Systems Thinking
and one that often hides the real intellectual effort that is nec-
essary to gain a good understanding. The output from all this
hard work is often blindingly obvious but arriving at it meant
blood, sweat and tears. What follows has that neat and tidy
feel about it but it started as a messy or foggy problem and
crystallized after several iterations.

3.1 Purpose of Systems Engineering

Determining the purpose of a system is rarely easy and often
varies according to who is observing the system. For example
from the viewpoint of the customer who is purchasing the
eventual system, the purpose of Systems Engineering is:

1. to find the best system solution to the customer’s
problem.

From the viewpoint of engineer responsible for
designing the system solution, the purpose of Systems
Engineering is

2. to provide the necessary information that will allow
for the delivery of defect-free systems that satisfy the
“customer” and the organization

This definition is entirely consistent with the first but
provides that extra context from the designers’ viewpoint.
There are many other viewpoints we could take that will
lead to different but consistent statements of purpose for
Systems Engineering. At this point one worth consid-
ering is from the viewpoint of the design organization.
From the organization’s viewpoint creating a new system
can be perceived as a number of decisions. In order to
make those decisions information is required, but, par-
ticularly during the early stage of system design and
development, decision will have to be made on insuf-
ficient or immature information. In other words there are
associated risks. These risks can be minimized by hav-
ing the right information at the right time – which is one
of the purposes of Systems Engineering – and therefore
from the organization’s viewpoint the purpose of Systems
Engineering is:

3. to manage the risk to the organization.
Again this definition is entirely consistent with the

other two but provides that organizational context. It
is the fact that different observers will envisage differ-
ent (but consistent) purposes for Systems Engineering
that leads to the large number of definitions as described
early in this chapter. It is not that any of these definitions
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Figure 13. A Systems Map of the Systems Engineering system.

are wrong; they just portray a different view of Systems
Engineering. This can be confusing to the uninitiated.

3.2 Context of Systems Engineering

Understanding the context of a system is always an impor-
tant aspect of a systems approach. Context is important
since it can influence the purpose of the system of inter-
est, but it often helps define the system of interest. The
purpose here is to understand the boundary of the Systems
Engineering system, those elements inside the system and
those elements in its environment. A very simple but powerful
systems tool, the Systems Map, can help here. A Systems Map
of Systems Engineering is shown in Figure 13. When look-
ing at this figure it is important to recognize and remember
that:

� It represents one perspective (different peoples’ versions
would be similar but also contain some differences)

� It is not complete but represents a state of knowledge at
this point in time (this is related to the concept of iteration).

The Systems Map in Figure 13 shows those other super-
system elements that the Systems Engineering system may
have to interact with. In drawing this system map it was

considered “interesting” to consider the environment of the
Systems Engineering system as two “layers”.

The Systems Map clearly shows that Systems Engineering
is part of the enterprise or organization, but not necessarily the
part that will deliver an output to the customer of the organiza-
tion. The direct customer of Systems Engineering is another
system within the organization. This has some interesting
philosophical corollaries:

� Since the organization’s customer does not touch the Sys-
tems Engineering system, they may not have any interest
in it

� Since the purpose of Systems Engineering is to reduce
risk, it must have influence over the other components.

This latter corollary raises further questions that relate to
the representation of the “design” element which could be
viewed as a sub-system of Systems Engineering, however,
many organizations have a design organization that con-
tains Systems Engineering. Moreover, Systems Engineering
should be involved with customer support, operations, logis-
tics and so on. Perhaps a better Systems Map is the one shown
in Figure 14. Here the Systems Engineering system is shown
overlapping those elements in its immediate environment and
leads to an important corollary:
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Figure 14. Revised Systems Map of the Systems Engineering system.

� Systems Engineering is NOT a department but a way of
working.

3.3 Systems Engineering as a transformation

Treating Systems Engineering as a system has enabled the
identification of a set of consistent purposes and elements
in its environment. This investigation has been fruitful but
the boundary is still not clear and a further perspective is
sought. This perspective is to consider Systems Engineering
as a transformational system. This will enable the investiga-
tion of the inputs and outputs and their associated sources
and destinations. To achieve this, a simple tool called Sup-
plier Inputs System Outputs Customer (SISOC) diagram can
be used. Figure 15 represents the output from a SISOC anal-
ysis. It shows all the potential suppliers and their inputs to the
system and the outputs and their destinations or customers.
It is a very powerful tool for identifying systems inputs
and outputs. In this instance, however, the SISOC confirms
something very important about the Systems Engineering
system:its output is information. This view reinforces the
purpose statements given earlier and in particular that the
Systems Engineering system generates and matures infor-
mation and knowledge about the system being created
such that risk can be managed and the system successfully
built.

3.4 Systems Engineering comprises sub-system
and is itself a sub-system of a bigger system

The bubble labeled “Systems Engineering” on Figure 13 is
a birds-eye view of the Systems Engineering system. This
bubble will comprise a number of sub-systems. There are
many possible divisions and sub-systems but following on
from the fact that the output of the Systems Engineering
system is information clearly demand people to generate and
mature that information. The generation and maturation of
the information must allow for a balanced understanding of
the system to evolve in a controlled and logical fashion in
order to manage the risk associated with emergent proper-
ties and behavior. It is evident therefore that process plays
a critical role. The final, logical, sub-system of the Systems
Engineering system are the tools used by the people in order
to carry out the tasks defined by the process. In summary the
sub-systems of the Systems Engineering system are:

� People
� Processes
� Tools and techniques.

There is potentially a fourth which is concerned with the
infrastructure, although it is possible to argue this as an input
to the Systems Engineering system.
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Figure 15. A SISOC diagram for Systems Engineering as a system.

3.4.1 The people sub-system

People are essential to Systems Engineering since they
generate the information required. Teams are better than indi-
viduals because of the sharing of knowledge and expertise
as well as the knowledge generated by working together.
Moreover, system design and development does involve
many disciplines, for example, marketing, engineering design
(mechanical, electronic, software and others), manufactur-
ing, support and so on. Hence for complex multi-disciplinary
systems we have to form highly skilled multi-disciplinary
teams. This is almost self evident, but, sticking a group of
people together and calling them a team is not enough.

Good Systems Engineering demands that the people work
as a team together (a system of people is not a bad descrip-
tion). This means getting people to literally stand round a
white-board or similar device to collectively work on aspects
of the system design. There will be occasions when the team
members can work individually, but it is absolutely essential
for the system to be designed by the team in unison.

In general, people are not good at this type of team-
working with individuals preferring to work in isolation.
Systems can be designed in this way. Indeed, the aerospace
sector (and the general public) still retains the romantic

picture or R.J. Mitchell working alone to design the Spitfire.
The chief engineer determines a concept and gets various peo-
ple to work on aspects of this concept. Everybody is working
very hard and rapid progress is made. That is – up to the
point that it becomes evident that the concept was flawed and
some form of redesign is needed. There will of course be the
odd voice, heard for the first time, saying “I knew this would
happen”. If this scenario is familiar, then the organization is
not really practising team-work.

The need to work together is an obvious statement that
organizations struggle to put into practice. They fail on sev-
eral counts. Firstly, they assume that well-defined processes
are the only ingredient and develop increasingly more com-
plex and complicated processes and procedures. Secondly,
they believe the only way to ensure quality and progress is by
checking and holding endless reviews that demand increas-
ingly complex deliverables. Remember, “You don’t fatten a
pig by weighing it!” Reviews are an important tool but not
the only tool. Thirdly, organizations believe that having a
team standing round a white-board discussing the various
design choices in a highly visible and transparent process is
not cost effective. It is far better to let one person decide – at
least then there is somebody to blame! Finally, organizations
believe their projects are either too big or too small for true
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team-working to happen. “We only employ 5 designers, we
can’t have them standing around a white-board all day”, or
“our design team includes some 130 engineers, they all can’t
be involved”. The answer is “yes they can” to both situations;
it is just a question of understanding:

� How to organize the team
� What needs to be decided by the team collectively
� How are they going to decide.

The last two bullet points here lead on to the need for both
process and tools.

3.4.2 The process sub-system

Teamwork is essential to good Systems Engineering. How-
ever, whenever people work together they use their abilities
in two ways:

� TASK – dealing with the job at hand – what’s got to be
done

� PROCESS – the people and the way they co-operate –
how it’s to be done.

Achievements in terms of TASK are influenced by what
happens in terms of PROCESS. In general, the efficacy of
the processes will dictate how quickly an organization can
deliver the “right” system. The use of the word “right” here
is very important: it means the customer gets the system they
wanted.

When conducting Systems Engineering there are two pro-
cesses in operation. The processes involved with the actual
engineering of the system or in simple terms the perform-
ing or doing processes and the processes that manage those
performing processes. This is shown in Figure 16.

The performing processes are concerned with such activ-
ities as:

Performing
process

Managing
process

Managing tools

Performing tools

Inputs

Outputs Information
processes
products

Outputs
Management
information

Figure 16. Systems Engineering performing (engineering) and
management processes.

� Gathering requirements
� Generating system concepts to meet the requirements
� Evaluating and selecting the “best” system concept, and

so on

The managing processes are concerned with:

� Planning the engineering of a system
� Reviewing progress
� Configuration control
� Allocating design resource
� Training staff, and so on

There is an intimate relationship between the performing
processes and the managing processes. Both are necessary,
but well designed and implemented performing processes
will make the management much easier. What is important to
realize here is that the performing processes are value adding,
while the managing processes are generally non-value adding
(in some sectors of the aerospace industry the customer is pre-
pared to pay for some of the management processes – in such
cases they can be considered to be valued adding).

The performing process. The ultimate output of the per-
forming process is an operational system in the hands of the
user. How we go about achieving this is driven by one over-
arching aspect; complexity. Most systems are too complex to
be understood, created and built by an individual. The only
recourse is to divide the problem up into smaller manageable
elements. Caution is essential here, because a Non-Systems
Engineering approach would also divide the problem up but
into a number of elements that are solved individually. These
solutions are brought together to create the “system”. There
is no doubt that this approach works because it has been
used in the development of many aerospace systems. Its
potential pit-fall is a greater occurrence of undesirable emer-
gent behavior. The fundamental issue is how the problem is
divided. It is necessary to have a rational and logical basis for
dividing the system into its sub-systems that ensures that it
will achieve the requirements expressed by the various cus-
tomers. It must be remembered or noted that a sub-system
is fundamentally an arbitrary choice and for any system
there are potentially an infinite number of sub-system allo-
cations. Within the aerospace industry the sub-systems have
evolved as technology has evolved. The problem has been
divided based on the technologies employed. For example,
electrical systems, hydraulic systems, the airframe, the radar
system, and so on. This division is logical and rational but it
is unlikely to ensure that the resultant system achieves the
requirements expressed by the various customers because
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Figure 17. The fundamental Systems Engineering process.

undesirable emergent behaviors appear resulting in delays,
cost overruns and performance shortfalls. The word “divided”
has been deliberately chosen because that is what happens.
In a systems approach the system is not divided up it is
DESIGNED as a set of cooperating sub-systems. These sub-
systems are in turn designed as a number of sub-sub-systems
and ultimately down to the design of individual components.
These components once realized can be integrated to form
the lowest level of sub-system, the lowest level sub-system
can be integrated to form higher level sub-systems which ulti-
mately can be integrated to form the system. Common sense
dictates that as the various sub-systems are built they should
be checked to ensure have been built correctly and the cor-
rect thing has been built. This build or integration checking
continues up to the final system check.

What has just been described in words can also be drawn
as a simple diagram to model the fundamental Systems
Engineering process. This is shown in Figure 17.

It is important that we fully understand the implications
of Figure 17. Indeed, it is easy to misunderstand this dia-
gram and return to division. The key point is that in order to
specify the sub-system requirements it is necessary to design
the system. This requires a clear understanding of what con-
stitutes a system design. A system design comprises two
elements: the technology to be deployed and the architecture
to be employed. System architecture means how the system is
going to be organized into sub-systems and how these cooper-
ate and work together to deliver what the various stakeholders
have asked for. System architectures are synthesized, they are
designed they just don’t happen.

If a systems approach is being followed the engineering
of the sub-systems cannot begin until a system design is
available. It is, however, possible to follow a non-systems
approach where a few quick (that appear to be easy and
sensible) decisions are made and begin sub-system design
without a proper system design. For example, it will have an

electrical system and a hydraulic system. This latter approach
is fraught with risk. It can lead to sub-optimization where
what appear to be a number of optimal sub-systems lead
not to the optimal system but a sub-optimal one. It can lead
to integration issues because the interfaces are not designed
but assumed. It can lead to undesirable emergent behavior
because there is no system-level analysis.

These two approaches present an interesting dilemma:
“The customer can have the wrong system today or the right
system tomorrow” (except today is a few weeks and tomor-
row can be several months). Unfortunately experience shows
customers (and providers) prefer to have the wrong system
today, it appears to feel more comfortable.

Figure 18 shows what happens inside the design system
block of Figure 17.

Figure 18 shows a formalization of the systems approach
to design given in Figure 1. It starts by ‘understanding the
problem’ through determining system requirements. Here the
concern is interpreting the ambiguous, incomplete, incon-
sistent and incorrect requirements expressed by the various
stakeholders into a set of measurable system design require-
ments.

The second activity is concerned with identifying all pos-
sible solutions to the system design requirements, exploring
those requirements to identify a number of complete system
concept designs. These candidate system concept designs are
subsequently evaluated to determine the one worthy of system
optimization and refinement. The aim of this activity is to find
the place in the solution space which simultaneously satisfies
the stakeholder’s performance requirements yet is robust to
likely sources of variation. This concept is illustrated in Fig-
ure 19 where performance of a system is affected by just two
system parameters.

Using Figure 19 it is possible to determine the values for
the two system parameters that give the global optimum per-
formance indicated by A. Many engineers would see this as
a good design because the customer’s required performance
level has been comfortably exceeded. It is however, a very
sensitive design. In practice achieving and maintaining the
two system design parameters at this optimum is impossible
because there will be variation. The critical question is by
how much will the system performance be affected by the
variation? Figure 20 shows what could occur.

Figure 20 shows that the customer/user of the system will
experience significant (and totally unsatisfactory) variation in
performance because of the variation in the two parameters
X andY. The classic solution to such a problem is of course
to set tighter tolerances thereby reducing the variation inX
andY. This typically comes at a cost. Tightening tolerances
and limits, in general, causes an exponential increase in cost.
The Systems Engineering approach to Figure 19 is to find the
robust optimum indicated by B. Here the system performance
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System
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design

Sub-system
requirements

Integration
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requirements

Design system 

Understand the problem. 
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Make the system concept as 
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Has the system been designed 
right and has the right system 
been designed

Figure 18. What happens inside the design system block.

Figure 19. Finding the robust optimum.

still exceeds what the customer expects but if the nominal
settings for the parametersX andY are subject to the same
variation as given in Figure 20, the variation in performance
is significantly less as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 20. Effect of parameter variation on system performance in
a sensitive design.

The benefits of a robust optimum design are manifold.
They are typically cheaper to design and build because they
are insensitive to build variation. They perform better in the
hands of the user because they display less variation in per-
formance. Finally, they are easier to develop because they
do not fail their qualification tests. This results in the system
being ready on-time.

The last design activity in Figure 18 is the verification and
validation of the design. The concern here is:

� has right system been designed
� has it been designed correctly.

Demonstrating this demands checking the system design
against the requirements of all stakeholders.

Figure 21. A robust optimum design.
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The outcome of the system design process is a system
design comprising the technology that is to be used together
with the architecture that defines how this technology is to be
organized and managed as a set of cooperating sub-systems.
The system design should contain sufficient detail to specify
the sub-system requirements and integration and test require-
ments that are used to build the system.

Describing the system design process is easy; doing it
however requires a great deal of work.

This overall system design process is repeated at all lev-
els. In other words sub-systems are designed according to
Figure 18, sub-sub-systems are designed according to Figure
18, and so on. The key issue still remains – what are the sub-
systems? A sub-system is nothing more than the division
of a system into smaller (and hopefully more) manageable
chunks. Given any system, there are almost an infinite num-
ber of possible divisions. None are right and none are wrong
but some are better than others. Moreover, this division may
change during the development of a system. In other words,
the division used to help understand the requirements of the
system may not be the same division used to build the system.
However, a rational basis is required if not demanded in both
situations.

In Section 2.1.2 the notion that all systems seek to achieve
a purpose was introduced. It was also made clear that this sys-
tem purpose often requires the achievement of lower level
purposes which in turn require even lower level purposes
ad infinitum. The division of purpose into sub-purpose is
driven by logic. In Section 2.1.6 the idea that a system com-
prises sub-systems was introduced. The division of a system
into sub-systems is arbitrary – it is up to the system designer
to decide what the sub-systems are! It naturally follows from
the breakdown of purpose into sub-purpose that the division
of the system into sub-systems should be aligned. In other
words, the selection of the sub-systems should be based upon
the logical division of purpose into sub-purpose as shown in
Figure 22.

System
purpose

Sub-
purpose

Sub-
purpose

System

Sub-
system

Sub-
system

Sub-sub-
purpose

Sub-sub-
system

Logic and common sense suggests that the obvious and sensible way to 
define sub-systems is through the sub-purposes of the system etc 

Achieves

Achieves

Achieves

Figure 22. The logical division of a system into sub-system through
purpose.

Figure 23. The classic ball-point pen.

In Systems Engineering the term purpose is replaced by
functionality. There is one crucial point to make at this junc-
ture: the way in which a system is divided into sub-systems
does not have to be the way in which the function of system is
divided into sub-functions. This is important because a great
deal of traditional Non-Systems Engineering pre-supposes
certain sub-systems based on an existing solution. The func-
tional approach does not pre-suppose solutions. This can
be illustrated with a simple example. Consider the classic
ball-point pen as shown in Figure 23.

The ball-point pen in Figure 23 has four identifiable sub-
systems:

� The body sub-system
� The ink reservoir sub-system
� The ball-point sub-system
� The cap sub-system.

Note that these are not the only possible sub-systems.
A functional view of the ball-point pen identifies five basic

functions:

� Store ink
� Control ink flow
� Dispense ink
� Direct ink path
� Prevent ink leakage.

There is a mapping between the sub-systems and the func-
tions – there has to be, there always will be, because this is
what a pen has to do. Indeed, by choosing the “right” sub-
systems the mapping could be one-to-one, but a different
selection of sub-systems will give a different mapping.

Figure 24 shows a different type of pen. This pen has
the same functionality as that in Figure 23 but different sub-
systems.
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Figure 24. A different pen.

� Retraction sub system
� The body sub-system
� The ink reservoir sub-system
� The ball-point sub-system.

This argument can be taken a stage further by returning
to the purpose of the system which is “to turn thoughts into
marks on paper”. Systems other than a pen can accomplish
this task for example a typewriter or computer and printer.
Moreover these systems have the same basic functionality of
the pen!

Function Pen Typewriter
Computer and

printer

Store Ink Plastic tube Ribbon Printer cartridge
Control ink

flow
Gravity and

orifice
Ribbon speed Bubble jet

Dispense ink Ball Golf ball
mechanism

Nozzle Matrix

Direct ink path Human
hand/arm

Human
hand/arm

Human/computer/
software

Prevent ink
leakage

Cap Ribbon Surface tension

It is this ability to move away from a specific solution
that makes functionality so important since it increases the
potential to innovate by asking “what is to be done?” rather
than “how it is to be done?” There is one final point to make
that follows from our “turn thoughts into marks on paper”
example.

Every engineered system has an underlying set of func-
tionality that enables it to achieve its purpose (top-level
function). Similar systems will have similar functionality;
indeed, systems that have the same purpose will have a set of
functionality that is identical. For example the functionality
of a F15 Strike Eagle is not going to be that different from that
of a Tornado GR4 because they carry out similar roles. This
functionality is the Generic System Functionality (GSF) and

is time invariant (providing the purpose does not change the
GSF does not change). While the Generic Systems Function-
ality is a consequence of the system purpose and is fixed, it can
be implemented in many ways which change as technologies
evolve and emerge. The generic system functionality of a B29
will again be similar to that of a B2, but how that functionality
is implemented has changed dramatically. The GSF therefore
provides a basis for efficient innovative systems development
as well as providing a method for technology management.

Perhaps the most critical aspect of functionality is that
it provides an invariant (in fact the only truly invariant) and
rational way to divide and rule – a method for determining the
best sub-systems. In Systems Engineering each function does
not necessarily become a sub-system but rather appropriate
groupings of functions are found that minimize interfaces,
maximize reliability, and increase supportability, to name but
a few objectives.

Functionality therefore provides the backbone to a systems
approach to systems design. Figure 25 repeats the Systems
Engineering approach of Figure 1 but includes how system
functionality enables its achievement in practice.

Systems Engineering uses functionality (system purpose,
sub-purpose, and so on) to understand the stakeholders’
requirements at a profound level in a measurable way. By
definition system functions are always measurable and by
deducing the system functionality demanded by the stake-
holder requirements permits the translation of potentially
un-measurable stakeholder requirements into a set of measur-
able technical design requirements. The system functionality
is also used as a design framework by determining the var-
ious means by which any function can be implemented. A
complete set of functionality will lead to a complete set of
potential design solution choices which can be subsequently
integrated to form a whole system concept. In practice it is
always possible to identify several whole system concepts
and these can be evaluated using the stakeholder requirements
to down-select to the “best” solution. Finally the functional-
ity provides a rational framework for checking the selected
solution will deliver the stakeholder expectations and needs.

As part of selecting the “best” solution, functionality lends
itself nicely to the robust design concept explained earlier. In
order to explore the design space, as illustrated by Figure 19,
to find the robust optimums it is necessary to determine in
some way the transfer function of the system or sub-system.
Determination of the transfer function can be accomplished
in several ways; from first principles, empirically or experi-
mentally. If the system can be characterized in this fashion
it allows a move away from the pass–fail demonstration
testing approach to concept of determination testing where
measurement of inputs provides evidence of conformance as
illustrated in Figure 26.
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Figure 25. The role of functionality in the systems approach to systems design.

3.4.3 The tools and techniques sub-system

The process and people sections have outlined what has to
be done, when and by whom. The tools and techniques sub-
system of Systems Engineering provides the “how it is to be
done”. Tools and techniques are a vital and essential element
of Systems Engineering (just as people and process are) yet
most engineers do not have the basic systems tools in their
personal tool box. Consequently they struggle to complete the
tasks demanded by the Systems Engineering process. More-
over, they end up working in isolation not as a team because
they do not have a common tool set by which they can explore
the aspects of a new system. What is needed is a set of tools

that can perform the basic design tasks set out in Table 4
and this is what Systems Engineering tools do. Most of the
tools and techniques improve and aid communication, they
allow different disciplines to talk, discuss and THINK about
the system they are working on, often by building abstract
models. The use of models helps the design team to look for
structures, relationships and dependencies at an abstract level
to help predict behavior at the real level. There are good Sys-
tems Engineering tools and bad ones. Good ones are scalable,
universal and above all simple – bad ones are not. To describe
even a few of the tools would require a whole volume of the
encyclopaedia. Instead Table 5 provides a list of some of the
tools that are scalable, universal and simple.

Demonstration testing

Demonstration testing

X1

X2

Demonstration testing checks the output against some criteria to assess
“pass” or “fail”. Good news is a pass but if a fail!

Determination testing aims to characterise the system in terms of the input
output relationship (the transfer function). The output is now known if the

system parameters are known
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Systemparameter x
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Figure 26. A systems approach to testing.
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Table 4. Basic system design tasks.

�

Determine systems requirements
◦ elicit, capture and communicate stakeholder requirements
◦ translate a set of incomplete, inconsistent, ambiguous and
possibly even incorrect stakeholder requirements into a set of
measurable system design requirements

�

Create system design concept
◦ generate alternative system concept designs that meets the
requirements

◦ determine the best architecture
�

Optimize and refine concept design
◦ find the robust optimum and specify design parameter values

�

Verify and validate the system design
◦ Ensure the system design is

�

operable
�

reliable
�

realisable
�

supportable

Table 5. Selection of Systems Engineering tools that are scalable,
universal and simple.

Systems Engineering Task Tools and Techniques

Determine Systems Requirements

Elicit, capture and
communicate stakeholder
requirements

Requirements Elicitation Plan
Stakeholder Influence Map
Site (Gemba) Visits
Focus Groups
Interviews
Questionnaires
Use Cases
Tree Diagrams

translate a set of incomplete,
inconsistent, ambiguous
and possibly even incorrect
stakeholder requirements
into a set of measurable
system design requirements

Needs Means Analysis
Systemic Textual Analysis
Viewpoint Analysis
Functional Modeling

�

Yourdon
�

Unified Modeling Language
(UML)

�

System Modeling Language
(SysML)

Flow Sensitivity Analysis
Functional Failure Model and

Effects Analysis
Quality Function Deployment 1

(QFD 1)

Create System Design Concept

generate alternative system
concept design that meets
the requirements

Creative Thinking Tools
Function Means Analysis
Evaluation Tools

�

Decision Matrix
�

Pugh Matrix
�

Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP)

determine the best
architecture

Logical System Architecting
Design Structure Matrix
UML/SysML

Optimise and refine concept design

find the robust optimum and
specify design parameter
values

Parameter Diagrams
What Why Table
Parameter and Tolerance Design
Design Failure Mode and Effects

Analysis
Design of Experiments
Sensitivity Analysis

�

Monte Carlo
�

Design of Experiments
Quality Function Deployment 2

(QFD 2)

Verify and validate the system design

Ensure the system design is Fault Tree Analysis
◦ Reliable Reliability Block Diagrams
◦ Realisable Capability Analysis
◦ Supportable Quality Function Deployment

3 & 4
Supportability Analysis

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has shown that Systems Engineering is a
transformational system for creating systems. Its output is
information in the form of analyses, system data and specifi-
cations that allow the system to be realized while minimising
risk. The benefits of Systems Engineering are “faster, bet-
ter, cheaper”, but only if it is done correctly. The fact that
many aerospace projects are late, over budget and often fail-
ing to deliver their design intent presents a compelling case
for Systems Engineering as the approach in the twenty-first
century.

Systems Engineering comprises three key sub-systems of
people, processes and tools. Central to Systems Engineering,
however, is the adoption of Systems Thinking in creating
the system. This is accomplished by consideration of the
functionality of the system as an invariant basis for:

� a profound understanding of the problem
� managing complexity through division
� generating holistic solutions
� developing architectures
� defining interfaces
� finding robust optimums
� verification and validation
� innovation.

The use of Systems Thinking as the approach to cre-
ating systems is unfortunately not natural to humans who
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are generally object oriented rather than functionally ori-
ented. Encouraging people to adopt Systems Engineering
does demand a change of mind set at many levels. The indi-
vidual has to change, the organization has to change, the
customer has to change and ultimately the human race has to
change. Change is not something that humans find agreeable.
Systems Thinking can help. To change the behavior a system
requires changes to:

� an element of the system
� the interconnections in the system
� the purpose of the system.

The aerospace community excels in changing elements
of the system. The progress it made in the twentieth cen-
tury is outstanding by any measure. The vast majority of this
progress has come about by changes elements of the system
with specific technological advances at a sub-system level
providing step changes in performance at the system level.
That rapid technological advancement is now slowing and it

now perhaps time to explore change at the next two levels of
interconnections and purpose.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The capabilities and applications of digital methods in exper-
imental mechanics have evolved substantially over the past
decade, facilitated in part by a rapid growth in available com-
puting power. An experimental method that has benefited
from the period of intense growth in computer-based analy-
sis is Digital Image Correlation (DIC), which has emerged as
a leading technique for surface deformation measurements of
materials and solid structures. DIC is a non-contact optical
correlation method used to measure full-field displacements
on the surface of an object by tracking a random pattern on
the sample surface. The surface deformation is obtained by
optimizing a cross-correlation or a least-squares function to
determine the matching accuracy between the local grayscale
intensity values in an image of the undeformed specimen
and in the subsequent images of the deformed specimen.
The technique is a fast, robust, highly scalable, and accu-
rate method for determining both the surface profile of a

three-dimensional object and the displacements (Lagrangian
strains) on the surface of the object.

The DIC method was first developed by a group of
researchers from the University of South Carolina in the early
1980s (Peters and Ranson, 1982; Sutton et al., 1983; Peters
et al., 1983). In its initial stages, DIC was created to mea-
sure in plane deformation on the surface of a planar object by
using one camera to image the object (two-dimensional DIC).
As the methodology developed, the technique was improved
and expanded to three-dimensional DIC in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, which uses two or more synchronized cam-
eras to track the three-dimensional position of each point
on a non-planar object. Although three-dimensional DIC has
obvious advantages, two-dimensional DIC remains a valu-
able and often used tool to measure nominally planar samples
under in plane deformations.

2 PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL IMAGE
CORRELATION

2.1 Basic principles

The basic concept underlying digital image correlation is the
comparison of two digitized images of a surface, taken at dif-
ferent times, in order to obtain a quantitative, point-by-point
mapping of the surface deformation during that time period.
The image of the undeformed surface is commonly referred
to as the “reference image,” and the image of the surface
after it has undergone an arbitrary deformation is commonly
referred to as the “deformed image.” In most experimental
tests, several images are captured and correlated in order to
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obtain the spatial evolution of inhomogeneous deformation
on the object surface as a function of time.

The sample surface must be covered by a natural or an arti-
ficially applied pattern, which is digitized into a distribution
of pixel intensities to apply a correlation function. The images
are not compared point-by-point, but rather by matching local
distributions of pixel intensity (“subsets”) in images of the
undeformed and the deformed specimen. The optimal match
between subsets can be achieved by minimizing a chosen
correlation function, S. An S function that is commonly used
to obtain the displacement field by measuring how well two
subsets match is the normalized cross-correlation criterion:

S

(
x, y, u, v,

∂u

∂x
,
∂u

∂y
,
∂v

∂x
,
∂v

∂y

)

= 1 −
∑

[F (x, y)·G(x∗, y∗)][∑
F (x, y)2· ∑ G(x∗, y∗)2]1/2 (1)

Here, F(x,y) represents the gray value at position (x,y) in
the undeformed (reference) image and G(x*,y*) represents
the gray value at position (x*, y*) in the deformed image.
F(x, y) and G(x*, y*) are assumed to be in unique, one-
to-one correspondence. The goal of the matching algorithm
is to find values of u, v, ∂u/∂x, ∂u/∂y, ∂v/∂x and ∂v/∂y that

minimize the correlation coefficient (S), where u and v are
the subset displacement along the x and y axes respectively.
Thus, u and v represent a measure of the subset displacement
and the gradients represent a measure of the subset distor-
tion. The Newton-Raphson method is an effective and widely
used means to determine displacements and displacement
gradients, and constitutes a significant improvement over
the computationally intensive coarse-fine search methodol-
ogy used during the initial stages of the development of DIC
(Sutton et al., 1986; Bruck et al., 1989). Modeling work has
demonstrated that the main parameters affecting the accuracy
of the Newton-Raphson based DIC-2D method are the num-
ber of quantization levels in the digitization process, the ratio
of the sampling frequency to the frequency of the intensity
signal, and the use of interpolation functions to reconstruct
the intensity pattern at sub-pixel locations (Sutton et al.,
1988; Sutton et al., 2000). Recent use of the Levenburg-
Marquardt nonlinear parameter estimation scheme has also
shown promise as a fast and accurate optimization method.

In order to increase the displacement resolution, gray level
intensity values and their derivatives between pixels are inter-
polated to reconstruct image intensity patterns prior to corre-
lation. Examples of interpolation functions used to obtain
subpixel intensities are shown in Figure 1. Higher order

Figure 1. Four representations of the intensity values over the 10 × 10 pixel region. Reproduced from Sutton et al. (2000) c© Springer.
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interpolation schemes increase the accuracy of the correlated
displacements. The most dramatic error reduction is found
when going from a linear to a cubic interpolation, with a quin-
tic interpolation showing a less pronounced improvement
over a cubic (Schreier, Braasch and Sutton, 2000).

2.2 Two-dimensional and three-dimensional DIC

Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional DICs calculate
surface displacements and their gradients and from these val-
ues calculate the Lagrangian strains, velocities, accelerations,
and strain rates. The use of 2D DIC necessitates a planar sur-
face under primarily in plane deformation, which is imaged
by one camera oriented perpendicular to the surface. In real-
ity, out-of-plane displacements are very difficult to avoid.
When using 2D DIC, the error introduced by out-of-plane
motion can be minimized by either increasing the distance
between the camera and the object when using a standard
lens, by using a telecentric lens, or by estimating a func-
tional form of the strain error (specific to the camera system
in use) from measurements of out-of-plane displacement at
three points on the specimen (Sutton et al., 2008).

Starting in the late 1980s, three-dimensional digital image
correlation was created and developed by McNeill, Luo,
Faugeras, Chao, Sutton, and Helm, among others (Luo et al.,
1993; Fagueras, 1993; Helm, McNeill and Sutton, 1996).
The three-dimensional method utilizes two or more cam-
eras that simultaneously image the specimen from multiple
viewpoints, thus capturing the out-of-plane motions. DIC is
used to determine point correspondences between the two
images acquired from the cameras at the same instant. In
order to measure both the initial shape and the deformation
of an object, the relative positions and operating charac-
teristics of the two cameras must be determined through a
calibration procedure. Calibration is performed using a series
of images of a grid with a known pattern. The calibration
parameters of the camera model for each camera and their
relative orientation in space are determined, following which
the specimen shape can be reconstructed from point corre-
spondences using triangulation. The point correspondences
between the “reference” and the “deformed” stereo pair
images can be determined using DIC, and the displacement
field can then be calculated using the calibration parameters
and triangulation (Schreier, Garcia and Sutton, 2004).

2.3 Experimental procedure

Figure 2 shows typical experimental setups where three-
dimensional DIC (Figure 2a) or two-dimensional DIC

Figure 2. Experimental setup for simultaneous (a) stereo-vision
measurements using outside cameras and (b) two-dimensional mea-
surements using center camera. Reproduced from Sutton, Orteu and
Schreier (2009) c© Springer.

(Figure 2b) are used to obtain deformation fields on the
surface of the specimen. The three-dimensional DIC setup
shown in Figure 2a consists of two cameras secured at a
fixed angle and focused on the specimen and connected to a
computer with image acquisition software. The images are
converted to a digitized form prior to correlation. In order to
obtain accurate deformation mappings when using DIC, it is
necessary to correlate high-quality images. Image quality can
be improved by a high pixel resolution CCD, high bit A/D
converter, and by amplifying the CCD signal to utilize the full
dynamic range of the A/D converter if needed. It is important
to oversample the intensity pattern and to use a sufficiently
accurate subpixel interpolation scheme (see Section 2.1).
Using a combination of oversampling, accurate interpolation
between pixels and image quantization with at least 8 bits
can produce displacement fields with an accuracy of ±0.02
pixels or better (Sutton et al., 2000).
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When using three-dimensional DIC, the camera-lens
system must be optimized to balance depth-of-field and
field-of-view for the specific test under consideration. The
specimen must stay in the cameras’ field of view and in focus
for the entire testing period. Assuming a fixed lens size, a
reduction (increase) in aperture size will lead to an increase
(decrease) in the depth of field and require an increase
(decrease) in object illumination. An increase (decrease) in
the focal length of a lens will result in an increase (decrease)
in the depth of field and a decrease (increase) in the angular
field of view (Sutton, Orteu and Schreier, 2009). An insuf-
ficient depth of field can cause pattern defocusing due to
out-of-plane motion and introduce substantial error in the cal-
culated displacement fields. Other sources of error can arise
from poor pattern quality, poor specimen illumination, lens
distortions, environmental disturbances, and complex testing
environments (e.g. submerged specimens, high temperature
testing). Sizeable error can also be introduced by the incor-
rect choice of speckle size and subset size. The selected subset
must be small enough such that the deformation within the
subset can be assumed as linear, yet it must be large enough
to encompass an area that has a statistically different pattern
from the neighboring subsets. Computations show that if the
signal contains a dominant frequency, the subset size should
encompass at least half of this local wavelength in order to
avoid misregistration (Knauss, Chasiotis and Huang, 2003).
As general “rules of thumb,” the image plane speckles should
be sampled by at least a 3 × 3 pixel array and each image plane
subset of size N × N should contain at least 3 × 3 speckles
(Sutton, Orteu, and Schreier, 2009).

2.4 Pattern application and evaluation

An important factor in the accuracy of the DIC measure-
ments is the quality of the surface pattern. The surface pattern
must be sufficiently non-periodic, isotropic, and of high con-
trast in order to guarantee the uniqueness of the tracking
signature within each subset. Prior work has shown that a
smooth transition between black and white is preferable for
accurate measurements and that the pixel-to-speckle ratio
must be sufficiently large to enable oversampling (Chu et al.,
1985; Schreier, Braasch and Sutton, 2000). In addition, the
pattern application should not alter the mechanical or chem-
ical characteristics of the sample. The pattern should have
minimal local areas of reflection, which can introduce sig-
nificant errors. This effect can be mitigated by the use of
non-reflective matte paints and diffuse lighting. If there are
persistent reflective or otherwise corrupted pixels in the
image, the user should consider removing these points from
the correlation analysis.

Optimal pattern application methods vary, depending on
the required magnification. For microscale measurements,
high-quality patterns can readily be obtained through tech-
niques such as airbrushing. In many experiments, the pattern
is applied by lightly coating the sample surface with a light
(dark) paint and letting this dry, then spraying the coated
specimen with a dark (light) mist of paint. Airbrushes can be
purchased with different nozzles depending on the desired
size of the pattern, where a smaller nozzle diameter will result
in smaller paint droplets (speckles). Figure 3a and b shows
the variation in pattern that can be achieved through the use
of different quality airbrushes and nozzles. When investigat-
ing the surface deformations of materials where paint does
not adhere well, such as on certain polymeric materials, ink
can be used to dye the specimen surface.

Obtaining a robust pattern at small length scales can
be challenging. UV photolithography has been successfully
used to deposit thin metallic patterns with feature sizes rang-
ing from 2 to 20 microns on polymeric and metallic materials
(Scrivens et al., 2007). Similar feature sizes can also be
obtained by combining e-beam and contact lithography to
fabricate and transfer a random pattern onto the specimen
surface, or by applying filtered toner powder to a polished
surface (Sutton et al., 2000). For nanoscale displacement res-
olution, smaller feature sizes can be obtained by coating the
sample with a thin film of metal and subsequently subjecting
the sample to heated chemical vapor (Scrivens et al., 2007)
or by a solution deposition of fluorescent silica nanoparti-
cles (Berfield et al., 2007). DIC has also been combined with
AFM and STM imaging by using the surface roughness pro-
file of the material as a tracking pattern (for examples, see
Chasiotis and Knauss, 2002; Vendroux and Knauss, 1998).
Pattern application techniques for DIC at the small-scale are
under active development.

To date, less work has been performed on pattern appli-
cation and quality for structural investigations of large-scale
objects with dimensions on the order of meters. DIC patterns
on large-scale structures have been created using randomly
shaped magnet plates, sprayers, perforated stencils, and
stamps (Yoneyama et al., 2007; Helm et al., 2008).

A problematic issue during dynamic testing, particularly
under large strains or when paint is used to apply the track-
ing pattern, is the tendency of the pattern to debond from the
surface of the specimen. Recent experiments show that both
the maximum surface strain and the strain rate are important
factors when determining if a tracking pattern will de-adhere
from a specimen surface (Reu and Miller, 2008). Debonding
effects can be mitigated by cleaning and lightly roughening
the surface prior to painting, and by applying the paint imme-
diately prior to the experiment. Another pattern application
option for high-strain rate testing that has been demonstrated
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Figure 3. Speckle pattern tailored for the specific magnifica-
tions required. (a) A pattern created by a low-quality airbrush
(Badger 250), (b) a pattern created by a higher-quality airbrush
(Iwata Custom Micron B) and (c) a pattern created by fluorescent
nanoparticle surface deposition are shown at similar magnifications.
Reproduced from Berfield et al. (2007) c© Springer.

using aluminum is the use of anodizing as the contrasting
surface.

Speckle pattern quality can be evaluated through grayscale
statistics and baseline translation/rotation testing in which no
deformations are applied (see Berfield et al., 2007; Sutton,
Orteu and Schreier, 2009; Schreier, Braasch and Sutton,

2000c; and references therein). An image intensity profile
plots the grayscale intensity of a pixel on the x-axis, and
the number of pixels at that grayscale intensity value on
the y-axis. A typical CCD stores 8 bits per sampled pixel,
allowing 28 possible shades of grey to be recorded. Thus the
x-axis of an image intensity profile typically runs 0–255. A
non-Gaussian (bimodal or otherwise skewed) image inten-
sity profile can indicate a poor quality pattern, areas of local
reflection, or other issues that can compromise correlation
results. However, note that a Gaussian distribution alone
does not indicate a high quality pattern for digital image
correlation, as shown by a simple gradient pattern and its
corresponding image intensity profile in Figure 4a and b.
Baseline translation and rotation testing is another important
indicator for pattern quality. A known rigid body displace-
ment is applied to the specimen and plotted against the
DIC-measured displacement, which is calculated from the
entire DIC-produced vector field of correlated points. Error
can be estimated from the deviation of the DIC-measured
displacement from the applied displacement, as well as from
the variability in the DIC vector field directionality.

3 APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL IMAGE
CORRELATION

Recent advances in computational capabilities and DIC
schemes have greatly expanded the applicability and use-
fulness of DIC in experimental mechanics. DIC has been
used to measure the geometry, displacements, and plane
strains on the surfaces of aerospace structures such as flex-
ible wings (Stanford et al., 2008; Albertani et al., 2007a),
adhesive bonded joints (Colavito et al., 2008), composite
wing structures and panels (McGowan et al., 2001; Gonzáles
and Knauss, 2003), and super-pressure balloons (Vialettes
et al., 2006), with higher displacement resolution and ease of
use over stereo photogrammetry, projection moiré interfer-
ometry, and other non-contact, full-field methods. Another
advantage of the DIC method is the relative simplicity of
specimen preparation for most applications (see Section 2.4).
Photoelasticity and interferometric techniques exist which
can also measure surface deformations in real time, but
usually involve time-consuming and delicate surface prepa-
rations like the transferring of gratings (Moiré), preparing a
specularly reflective surface (CGS), or preparing birefringent
coatings (reflection photoelasticity) (Kirugulige, Tippur and
Denney, 2007).

Use of the DIC method enables a direct comparison
between the experimentally determined displacements and
surface strains of an aerospace structure or material and those
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Figure 4. (a) A computer-generated gradient pattern and (b) its corresponding image intensity profile. Although the image intensity profile
is pseudo-Gaussian, the gradient pattern has no discernable speckles and a horizontal symmetry axis.

calculated by numerical or theoretical means. A compar-
ison of experimental DIC measurements and a numerical
simulation of shear strain on the surface of a speckled
micro air vehicle wing under loading in a wind tunnel is
shown in Figure 5. Because DIC can be used to calculate
the three-dimensional surface profile of complex structures
that would otherwise be difficult to determine, it is also
an accurate means for surface profiling. The position vec-
tors of surface points, as well as their motion under applied
thermo-mechanical loads, can be exported into finite element
software for further analysis. The DIC data characterizing
the movement and mechanical response of the structure can
be combined with numerical, theoretical, or experimental
flow data around the structure to give valuable insight into
flow-structure coupling.

The DIC method has no inherent length scale and there
has been substantial progress in improving the spatial and
temporal limits of DIC to view deformations at small length
scales and high speeds. The application of DIC to micro-
graphs and high-speed images are discussed in Sections 3.1

and 3.2, respectively. Researchers are also working on
extending DIC to moving field of view applications, such
as missile tracking and missile performance characteriza-
tion (Miller et al., 2008), though there is significant method
development that still needs to be done in this regard.

3.1 Microscopy and digital image correlation

DIC can be combined with optical microscopy, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), or atomic force microscopy
(AFM) to create a powerful, non-contact means for measur-
ing structural and material properties on the length scale of the
microstructure and smaller. The ability to apply DIC to small
length scales is useful in the on-going endeavor to reduce
the dimensions of aerospace components, including the cur-
rent development of MEMs devices such as accelerometers,
deformable mirrors, and pressure sensors. The small-scale
mechanical properties of these and other microdevices need
to be accurately determined for their practical use and in

Figure 5. Baseline BR (batten-reinforced wing design) shear strain (εxy), angle of attack α = 15◦. Reproduced from Stanford et al. (2008)
c© Elsevier.
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order to guide their design and development. Another driving
force behind the combination of DIC and microscopy is the
long-standing need to characterize the effect of local material
properties, for example, those produced by secondary phases
inside a composite (see for example Chen et al., 2008; Cho
and Chasiotis, 2007) or around a crack tip, which continue
to be vital to our prediction and control of material behav-
ior. The combination of DIC with microscopy techniques is
complex, and only a very brief overview is provided in this
section.

The application of DIC to micrographs poses unique
challenges. Combining DIC with optical microscopy can
introduce complicated image distortions due to a combina-
tion of lens, mirror and prism aberrations, and the imperfect
alignment of lenses (Sutton, Orteu and Schreier, 2009). For
example, the direct application of the standard methodology
of three-dimensional correlation to stereo microscopy, with-
out special consideration of the underlying optics, will result
in large artificial strains (Schreier, Garcia and Sutton, 2004).
There are a variety of schemes that have been developed to
correct for the optical aberrations introduced by light and
stereo microscopy. In contrast to optical microscopy, SEM
images are obtained by rastering an electron beam across a
specimen surface. Accurate correlation results from scanning
electron micrographs require the correction of the spatial and
drift distortions that are inherent to SEM images. Success-
ful SEM correlations have been achieved using a series of
in plane rigid body motions and a generated warping func-
tion for spatial distortion removal, and multiple time-spaced
images to extract the time-varying relative displacement field
for drift distortion removal (see Sutton et al., 2006; Sutton
et al., 2007; and references contained therein). AFM has
also been successfully combined with DIC to obtain in situ
local mechanical deformations with spatial resolution on the
order of 2 nanometers, using natural surface roughness fea-
tures as distributed markers (see Chasiotis and Knauss, 2002;
Chasiotis, Cho and Jonnalagadda, 2006; and references con-
tained therein). In addition to analysis errors, the accuracy
of the correlation will be affected by the quality of the nat-
urally occurring surface pattern and the resolution of the
AFM tip.

3.2 High-speed digital image correlation

The use of combined DIC and high-speed imaging to quan-
tify the full-field response of a material or structure under
dynamic loading is an invaluable tool for characterizing
the local dynamic behavior and for validating and improv-
ing model predictions. Parallel growth in the popularity of
DIC and in the capabilities of high-speed cameras have

spurred substantial progress in surface deformation mapping
at speeds from one thousand frames to millions of frames
per second. Recent high-speed experiments have included
dynamic testing of material properties using the Kolsky bar
(Barthelat et al., 2003; Gilat, Schmidt and Tyson, 2006),
fracture (Kirugulige, Tippur and Denney, 2007), blast load-
ing tests (Tiwari et al., 2009), burst testing of composite
pressure vessels (Revilock et al., 2007), submicron scale
measurements in thin films (Jonnalagadda et al., 2009) and
measurements of unsteady wing vibration (Albertani et al.,
2007b). The full-field transient sheet displacement during a
blast-loading test, calculated by digital image correlation, is
shown in Figure 6 (DOB refers to the depth-of-burial of the
explosive charge in the sand pit). The successful implementa-
tion of high-speed DIC poses several challenges, which are all
related to the principal problem of obtaining the best quality
images under extreme conditions.

Many experiments utilize two-dimensional DIC due to
its relative ease of use over three-dimensional DIC at high
speeds. Two of the main disadvantages to three-dimensional
high-speed DIC are the somewhat prohibitive costs of the
cameras and the difficulty of accurately synchronizing mul-
tiple cameras to take images at the same instant in time. One
recent synchronization approach used a 40 GHz oscilloscope
to create a coincidence trigger for an explosion, lighting, and
camera imaging from the rising edges of two clock camera
pulses (Reu and Miller, 2008). Equipment cost and camera
synchronization difficulties become particularly problematic
when using ultra-high-speed cameras.

3.2.1 High-speed (HS) and ultra-high-speed (UHS)
imaging

High-speed digital cameras can be broadly classified as either
“high-speed” (HS) or “ultra-high-speed” (UHS). A 2008
survey of commercially available HS and UHS imaging tech-
nologies, shown in Figure 7, shows the large gap that currently
exists for imaging speeds between HS and UHS. This gap
arises from two distinct development directions in high-
speed imaging that have resulted in fundamentally different
technologies for HS versus UHS cameras. Commercially
available single channel HS cameras typically incorporate a
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) detec-
tor and are optically similar to most scientific-grade CCD
digital cameras. Most HS-CMOS cameras are configured
to allow the user to trade between image pixel resolution
and higher image acquisition rates. The achievable resolu-
tion and frame acquisition rate depend on the manufacturer
and camera model, but a high end model can provide nom-
inally 1 MPixel resolution at 5000 frames per second (fps)
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Figure 6. Full-field transient out-of-plane acceleration profile for shallow DOB = 7.6 mm. Reproduced from Tiwari et al. (2009) c©Elsevier.

Figure 7. Survey of HS imaging technology (maximum resolution along with record length and rates are shown). Reproduced with
permission from Reu and Miller (2008) c© Professional Engineering Publishing.
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and 0.1 MPixel resolution at 50 000 fps. Although HS-CMOS
cameras can achieve frame capture speeds on the order of
50 0000 fps, the resolution at these frame rates is not sufficient
for DIC. In multi-channel image intensified (UHS-ICCD)
cameras, a limited number of images with pixel resolutions
of 1–4 MPixel can be captured at millions of frames per sec-
ond by relaying the image to multiple separate detectors. To
minimize differences between images captured with a UHS
camera, a set of images can be taken of the specimen at rest
and another set of images can be taken during deformation
with the cameras settings and position kept exactly the same.
Each image from the deformed set can then be correlated
against its undeformed counterpart. UHS-ICCD imaging
requires extra components and is significantly more optically
complex than HS imaging. Integrating UHS-ICCD imaging
and DIC is difficult because of increased optical uncertainties
like intensity variability, blurring, and non-radial distortions
(Tiwari, Sutton and McNeill, 2007; Reu and Miller, 2008).
Additionally, UHS cameras are difficult to synchronize and
can capture a very limited total number of frames. A compre-
hensive study of UHS and HS high-speed imaging systems for
two-dimensional and three-dimensional deformation mea-
surements determined that HS-CMOS camera systems can be
synchronized within ±1 �s and UHS-ICCD systems within
±2.5 ns (Tiwari, Sutton and McNeill, 2007).

3.2.2 Additional considerations when using
high-speed digital image correlation

In addition to considering the tradeoff between spatial res-
olution and frame rate when using HS-CMOS imaging, the
optimal exposure time must also be determined. If the expo-
sure time is too long, blur will be introduced into the images
and increase the calculated displacement error. The minimum
exposure time in HS-CMOS cameras is on the order of 1 �s
and is largely independent of the frame rate. Thus, a typ-
ical exposure range for HS-CMOS imaging at 2500 fps is
1–40 �s, since the maximum exposure time cannot be longer
than the frame duration itself. Although selecting a shorter
exposure time reduces blurriness, it reduces the light sensitiv-
ity of the CMOS camera and can make it difficult to achieve
lighting that is uniform and bright enough to produce a high
contrast pattern. To optimize images for correlation, the expo-
sure time on a HS camera should be set to the largest possible
value that still produces a crisp image.

Certain dynamic tests, such as explosions or combus-
tion experiments, can produce intense flashes of light during
image capture. Because DIC relies on the grayscale val-
ues of local pixel subsets to determine displacements,
this can introduce unacceptable error into the correlated
results. Experimentalists have taken various approaches to

mitigate this effect, including blocking the light from reach-
ing the cameras and discarding images affected by lighting
irregularities. Ground vibrations from explosions or other
shaking events can also introduce error into the test results
by shifting the pre-calibrated cameras during the experiment.
Correction schemes available to mitigate this error are still
under active development. For many three-dimensional DIC
applications using HS cameras, the out-of-plane displace-
ment accuracy can be estimated by Z/50 000, where Z is
the distance along the viewing axis from the camera to the
specimen (Tiwari et al., 2009). High-speed and ultra-high-
speed DIC are under continuing research and development,
as researchers continue to push the resolvable spatial and
temporal limits of this method.

4 SUMMARY

Digital image correlation, or DIC, is a valuable exper-
imental technique for surface deformation measurements
of materials and solid structures. The technique is very
appealing for experimental mechanics because of its robust
nature, scalability, and accuracy. Both two-dimensional and
three-dimensional DICs are currently in use, the choice of
technique being dependent on the parameters of the investiga-
tion. The use of the method requires a thorough understanding
of the correlation algorithms that underlie the deformation
calculations and the optimal methods for experimental setup.
There is active use and on-going development of DIC in high-
speed applications and in combination with optical scanning
electron and atomic force microscopy techniques for small-
scale applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The aerothermodynamic processes in the supersonic com-
bustion chamber are complex and closely related. The
comparable time scales lead to a closely coupled turbulent
mixing and chemical reaction rates. Combustion cannot be
initiated until mixing has been achieved at a molecular level,
and in turn, in regions where combustion has taken place the
temperature rise and the chemical composition changes mod-
ify the parameters responsible for mixing. This close coupling
cannot be, in general, separated in the supersonic combus-
tion chamber. Along with the turbulent mixing and finite rate
chemical reactions there are significant three-dimensional
flow features. In particular, in the high speed regime when
shock waves may be present and subsonic flow regions may
be imbedded in the generally supersonic flow, real-gas effects
must be included and large temperature and gas composi-
tion gradients exist. The complexities of the scramjet engine
can seldom be studied through simplified analyses which
would separate the major processes involved. Yet, a sub-

stantial amount of understanding has been achieved through
independent studies of turbulent mixing and combustion and
the factors that influence these processes. The following dis-
cussion refers to turbulent mixing associated with molecular
mixing, which is a precursor to initiating chemical reactions.
Mixing under both conditions of parallel and transverse or
angled fuel–air systems are reviewed, and several practi-
cal solutions are offered to enhance and accelerate mixing.
Combustion with particular emphasis on finite rate chemical
kinetics processes are described next. The issue of flame-
holding is particularly acute in a high speed flow and as of
yet, it is not understood sufficiently so designers can offer
reliable solutions for the entire flight regime. Some rele-
vant issues related to flameholding are, therefore, further
included.

2 FUEL–AIR MIXING

The fluid residence time is only of the order of milliseconds in
a scramjet engine of reasonable length, therefore the mixing
processes are a determinant factor in the complex ensemble
of physical processes that ultimately lead to heat release and
thrust generation. All conceivable mixing mechanisms exist
in the scramjet flow field, including simple diffusion, mixing
of parallel streams of different velocities, densities and chem-
ical composition, and bulk mixing resulting from non-parallel
streamlines which is accompanied by large vortical structures
and considerable momentum exchange. Mixing between par-
allel flows due to the development of the shear layers at the
flows’ boundaries is a process that may take place with rel-
atively low momentum loss but requires long distances to
result in complete molecular level mixing. Therefore, in a
practical device this type of mixing would require a long
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2 Airbreathing Engines

combustion chamber which leads to weight and heat transfer
penalties. Injection of the fuel into the airstream transverse
or at a certain angle results quickly in a substantial convec-
tion of bulk fuel mass into the airstream and, accompanied by
additional three-dimensional effects such as swirling motion,
achieves mixing within a shorter distance. This type of mix-
ing results, however, in considerable momentum losses and
sometimes, generation of strong shock waves. Both cases
are met in the supersonic combustion chamber and therefore
deserve attention. The simple model of diffusion between
two co-flowing streams in the absence of velocity difference,
thus with zero shear, and under laminar conditions is not typ-
ical for flows in a scramjet engine and will not be addressed
here. Instead, turbulent flow with large differences in velocity
between adjacent flow streams is discussed in this chapter.

2.1 Parallel, unbounded, and compressible flows

Parallel flows of dissimilar properties appear in the scram-
jet engines at the boundary of a recirculation region or of
a jet injected at low angle into the main high speed airflow.
The difference in the streams’ velocity can be large; densities
and gas composition at the interface are generally different,
as well. Momentum is transferred to the slower flow and
mass is exchanged between the two streams at their interface.
The turbulent small scales are responsible for the momentum
transport ultimately leading to the molecular level mixing
required for the initiation of chemical reactions. Analysis of
high-speed, chemically reacting mixing layers, which are of
interest in hypersonic applications, requires in-depth study
solving all of these small length and time scales. This contin-
ues to remain a considerable challenge both for experimental
and theoretical studies (Warnatz, Maas and Dibble, 1996;
Oran and Boris, 2001).

A simplified schematic of the shear layer development
for unbounded flows of different initial velocities is shown
in Figure 1. When the two streams, assumed in this case of
having negligible thin boundary layers, coalesce, the differ-
ences in velocity, density, and transport properties result in
the development of a shear layer in which the two fluids mix.
For large relative Reynolds numbers, defined in relation to the

u2

u1 > u2

Shear layer
thickness, δ (x)

x

Figure 1. Schematic of shear layer thickness development.

Figure 2. Fluid entrainment along the large structures developing
in a two-dimensional shear-layer. The two initially separated layers
are identified by color. Across the boundary of the large turbulent
structures fluid is entrained from the initially separate streams; dif-
fusion, then, results in the formation of a layer of molecular-level
mixed fluid, identified in the figure by the gray shades, within which
chemical reaction can take place. Reproduced from Atsavapranee
and Gharib (1997)c© Cambridge University Press.

characteristic dimensions and velocity of the shear layer as

Re ≡ δ�u

ν
(1)

which is based on the relative velocity,�u = u1 − u2, an
interface between the streams ensues across which rapid
mixing takes place as a result of the entrainment of the two
streams into the large fluid turbulent structures developing
in the mixing layers. Thus, even when molecular diffusivity
has small values, the diffusive flux across this interface can
be large (Dimotakis, 1991).

Figure 2 (visualization by Atasavapranee and Gharib,
1997 using Dimotakis, 1991) schematics and nomenclature)
identifies the large vortical structures in a two-dimensional
shear layer which result from the onset of an instability at
the coalescence of the two flow streams. Fluid from the two
streams is entrained along the regions in which some degree
of mixing has occurred and which, in turn, bound a narrow
region of molecularly mixed flow. Within this region chemi-
cal reactions can take place and progress at rates that depend
on the local thermodynamic conditions. In a reference frame
moving with the vortical structures with a velocityuc , the
velocities of the fluids on the two sides of the interface are
u1 − uc anduc − u2.

Macroscopic processes, rather than microscopic diffusion,
dominate the compressible mixing process. For example, dif-
fusion increases expected with an increase in fuel stagnation
temperature do not materialize in purely shear layer mix-
ing tests. Increasing the stagnation temperature of one of
both layers prior to mixing results in velocity increases that
reduces compressibility, hence shear forces. This reduction
in shear force and macroscopic turbulence more than offsets
any diffusion increase from increased temperature. The major
roles in the development of the shear-layer and, implicitly, the
mixing process, are played by the fluids’ velocity, density, and
compressibility. These effects have been studied extensively
(for a summary, see Segal, 2009).
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2.2 Mixing of angled or transverse flows

Rapid mixing requirements in the scramjet engine favor injec-
tion of the fuel at large angles relative to the airstream. The
strong momentum and mass exchange lead to rapid mixing,
but also to non-negligible viscous losses. Many injections
configurations can be conceived, including sonic or super-
sonic gaseous jets, liquid jets, or dual-phase injectants, with
various injection orifice shapes, sizes, orientation, and pres-
sure ratios. For simplicity, a schematic of a particular case,
represented by a single under-expanded, transverse jet in a
supersonic flow is shown in Figure 3 (Portz and Segal, 2004).
Significant shock and viscous interactions occur in this case,
enhancing mixing but at the same time contributing to pres-
sure losses which reduce engine thrust. The under-expanded
jet forms a barrel shock that represents a blockage for the
incoming supersonic flow, thus resulting in the generation of
a bow shock which leads to boundary layer separation and the
formation of a recirculation region in front of the jet. Axial
vortices spill around the barrel shock which bends in a down-
stream direction a short distance after the injection location.
An additional recirculation region forms at the jet down-
stream stagnation point. These recirculation regions may play
a significant role in chemically reacting flows because they
represent regions of low speed where flames can be sustained.
Cool air passing through the oblique shocks curving around
the bow shock extends the time required to complete chemical
reactions beyond the fluid residence time, and a flame cannot
be sustained in these regions although the equivalence ratio
may otherwise be within flammability limits. As the ratio of
gas-to-air dynamic pressures decreases, the injectant angle

Figure 3. Model of a transverse, under-expanded jet in a supersonic
airstream. The injected plume forms a barrel shock, generating a
bow shock which leads to separation and the formation of a recircu-
lation region in front of the jet. Vortices spill around the barrel shock
which bends in a downstream direction. An additional recirculation
region forms at the jet downstream stagnation point. Downstream
the injectant angle relative to the supersonic airstream decreases and
a turbulent shear layer forms in which mixing continues facilitated
by the streamwise vortices spilling off of the turned injectant plume.

relative to the supersonic airstream is reduced and the vor-
tices’ axis of rotation aligns more nearly with the airstream.
A turbulent shear layer forms as illustrated in Figure 3 in
which mixing continues, facilitated by the streamwise vor-
tices spilling off of the turned injectant plume.

This model presumes a boundary layer thickness smaller
than the injector diameter so that the gas jet penetrates
through the boundary layer, forming the strong bow shock
in the supersonic freestream. In the body integrated scram-
jet design, considered for many aerospace vehicles, a long
inlet ramp with a continuous strong adverse pressure gra-
dient is likely to result in a thick boundary layer in the
combustor at the fuel injection location. High stagnation tem-
perature, intrinsic to hypersonic flight, does not facilitate
bleeding this boundary layer, so the simplified assumption
of thin boundary layer at the injection site may not mate-
rialize in practice. The extent of the separation in front of
the jet and, implicitly the position and strength of the bow
shock associated with it, depends on a number of factors,
including the boundary layer thickness, the jet fluid-dynamic
characteristics, the local interaction between the airflow and
the heat released via chemical reactions, and the local wall
heat transfer. All of these factors result in a complex fluid
structure which, furthermore, is subject to changing condi-
tions by both the supersonic flow upstream and the subsonic
regions which may develop downstream of the jet due to heat
release.

The jet penetration into the supersonic airstream, usually
defined as the distance from the wall reached by the injectant,
is directly related to the bulk transport of fuel in the air, and
therefore it is an important precursor in the mixing processes.
In a first approximation, the normal momentum exchange at
the jet injection station is the strongest among the physical
interactions and heat transfer (Billig, 1996), shear or mix-
ing can be neglected until the jet has undergone through the
Mach disk and has begun to turn in the axial direction. This
approximation leads to an analysis based on conservation
of average air and injectant properties, which can include
either the assumption of jet Newtonian drag or by the isen-
tropic jet momentum to obtain a correlation for the Mach disk
height above the injection wall. This correlation, developed
by Billig (1996) emphasizes that penetration based on the
Mach disk distance from the wall scales with the square root
of the dynamic pressure ratio

z

D
∼

(
qj

qa

)0.5

(2)

where z is the distance above the wall,D is the jet ori-
fice diameter, andqj,a are the dynamic pressures of the jet
and the supersonic airstream, respectively. The penetration
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dependence on the dynamic pressure ratio has also been
maintained in models that define the jet penetration as
the boundary of the region that contains injectant within
a selected molar concentration, usually 99–99.5% (Rogers
1971; Povinelli and Povinelli, 1971).

The power coefficient in equation (2) which describes how
the penetration depends on the dynamic pressure ratio varies
from study to study with values ranging from 0.3 to 0.56 and
has the greatest effect on the jet penetration among the phys-
ical features usually selected in the penetration correlations.
These parameters include the boundary layer thickness at the
injection location, the injectant molecular weight, and Mach
number. In some cases, certain parameters are left out of the
analysis and the penetration correlation is simply related to
the dynamic pressure ratio.

Several mixing correlations have been formulated for
different airflow Mach numbers as in Leuchter’s formula
(Falempin, 2000; Hersch, Povinelli and Povinelli, 1970;
Rogers, 1971; Povinelli and Povinelli, 1971), or Portz and
Segal, 2004). All agree well when cast in a generic jet pene-
tration equation written as

z/D = A
(
qj/qa

)B
( x

D
+ C

)E
(

δ

D

)F(
Mj/Ma

)G
(3)

wherez is the penetration height,x is the axial distance from
the jet injection centerline, andMj,a are the molecular weights
of the jet and air, respectively. Here, the constant A and the
exponentsB,C,D, E, F, andG must be taken as functions
of the Mach number; Portz and Segal (2004) suggested the
following relations:

A = 1.05Mair − 0.192

B = −0.0803Mair + 0.615

C = −2.34/Mair

E = 0.406Mair(−0.823)

F = −0.067Mair + 0.325

G = −0.0251

(4)

2.3 Mixing enhancement

Since the scramjet is mixing limited, solutions have been
sought to speed up the process. Ramps showed promise
through the generation of vortical structures that pro-
vide longer residence times within shorter axial distances
(Northamet al., 1992;Hartfield, Hollo and McDaniel, 1994;
Riggins et al., 1995; Owens, Segal and Auslnder, 1997).
Increasing the mixing length can be further achieved by
injecting part of the fuel in the inlet. Here, additional mixing

enhancement mechanisms are present, such as shock-jet
interactions. If liquid fuels are used, additional processes are
present, such as jet break-up and vaporization, which may
lead both to degradation or improvement of the inlet starting
and operational changes, depending on the fuel type, rate,
and the flight conditions. Several practical issues arise in the
case of liquid fuel pre-injection in the inlet duct including:
(i) balancing mixing efficiency, flow deceleration, and inlet
performance, and (ii) the ability to avoid flashback by elim-
inating the residence of the fuel on the inlet/isolator walls.
A detailed discussion of fuel pre-injection is included in the
review by Vinogradovet al. (2007).

3 CHEMICAL KINETICS – REACTION
MECHANISMS

If hydrogen is the selected fuel, detailed reactions mecha-
nisms for ignition and the combustion zone are sufficiently
well-developed to provide accurate species concentration
and temperature temporal description, see, for example, the
33 reaction mechanisms proposed by Jachimowski (1988).
These mechanisms are manageable with today’s computa-
tional capabilities. Hydrocarbon fuels continue to represent a
challenge. As the number of carbons in the fuel molecule
increases, the number of chemical reactions required to
describe accurately the combustion process becomes exceed-
ingly large. Detailed mechanisms for even C7 hydrocarbon
fuels reach thousands of elementary reactions, yet most of the
candidate fuels include larger hydrocarbon systems. These
mechanisms must be validated against experimental data over
a range of initial pressures, temperatures, and equivalence
ratios. Reduced mechanisms are needed but they can only
be developed once a detailed mechanism has been estab-
lished and verified against experimental data because the
reduced mechanisms can only be an approximation of the
detail mechanism. The studies by Varatharajan and Williams
(2002) and Linstedt and Maurice (1995) are examples of the
large effort dedicated to developing reduced mechanisms for
hydrocarbon combustion. A more detailed extended discus-
sion is given by Segal (2009). Despite significant analytical
effort made to date, considerable work remains to develop
reliable reaction mechanisms for complex compounds.

3.1 Reduced mechanisms for hydrogen–air
combustion

Some chemical reactions can be eliminated from the detailed
reaction mechanism to reduce the stiffness of the set of
equations, assuming that particular reactions are in partial
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equilibrium or under species steady-state assumption. Partial
equilibrium appears when the net forward rate of an equa-
tion is essentially zero. The differential equations for species
assumed in partial equilibrium are then replaced by algebraic
constraints. The steady state assumption indicates that the rate
of production or consumption of certain species is negligible
for given ranges of pressure and temperature. This assump-
tion is valid as long as the convective and diffusive terms are
small compared with the production/consumption terms, and
thus some elementary reactions can be eliminated from the
detailed mechanism based on separate reactions’ timescale
calculation. As an example, a four-step reaction mechanism
has been suggested to include the following reactions:

H + O2 ↔ OH + O

O + H2 + M ↔ H + OH + M

OH + H2 ↔ H + H2O

H + H + M ↔ H2 + M

(5)

Here, the reaction rates are determined from algebraic
combinations of elementary reactions from the detailed
mechanism. Once the reduced reaction mechanism is verified
against the results produced by the detailed mechanism, it can
be used successfully within certain limitations. These include
the selection of temperature, pressure, and strain rate range
when some reactions can be assumed at steady state with
a reasonable degree of accuracy. The four reactions mecha-
nism shown by equations (5) has been successfully tested in
the main reaction zones or for high temperature ignition. For
other thermodynamic conditions, such as the wings of diffu-
sion flames, the same reduced reactions mechanism may not
accurately reproduce the radical concentrations and differ-
ent reactions have to be selected for the reduced mechanism.
In that regard, there are still large differences between the
various reactions mechanisms from one study to another. For
example, a recent compilation of forward reaction rates of the
chain branching O+ H2 → OH+ H reaction indicated that
the results from different studies may exhibit more than 20%
variation in the 2000–2500 K range.

3.2 Reaction mechanisms for hydrocarbons

The chemistry of hydrocarbon systems includes significantly
more equations than for hydrogen combustion, which is in
fact, a subsystem of the former. In general, the hydrocar-
bon fuels are complex systems with many carbons in the
molecules. Detailed reactions mechanisms can be extensive
and difficult to manage computationally.

The oxidation of large hydrocarbon compounds is
assumed to contain consecutive steps that lead to the for-
mation of the stable methyl and ethyl groups, which are
then oxidized through reaction mechanisms that have been
substantially verified (Warnatz, Maas and Dibble, 1996).
A general scheme that contains successive hydrocarbon
decompositions reactions would include the following steps
(Chomiak, 1990):

1. Free radical (H, O, or OH) attack on the hydrocarbon
breaks a CH bond and creates an activated radical,Ṙ:

H, O, OH + RH → H2, OH, H2O + Ṙ (6)

2. Decomposition of the radical,Ṙ, by a C C scission form-
ing a lower hydrocarbon:

Ṙ → RH + CH3 (7)

or reaction ofṘ with O2 to form a lower hydrocarbon or
other oxygenated products:

Ṙ + O2 → RH + HO2

Ṙ + O2 → ṘO2
(8)

3. Decomposition oḟRO2 via isomerization to form RȮOH:

ṘO2 → ROȮH (9)

or to form lower hydrocarbons

ṘO2 → RH + OH, H, etc. (10)

4. Chain-branching decomposition of ROȮH:

ROȮH → ṘO+ OH (11)

5. Continuous reactions leading to lower hydrocarbon sys-
tems.

It should be noted that this generalization is, in itself, a
substantial simplification, because recombination reactions
can be present, leading to formation of higher hydrocarbon
systems than those in the initial mixtures. This includes not
only linear higher systems but also aromatic and polyaro-
matic rings which, as precursors to soot formation, have
been observed in many flames of relatively low hydrocarbon
systems, in particular in rich flames withφ > 1.
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Several examples of reduced hydrocarbon oxidation
mechanisms are briefly described below.

3.2.1 Reduced reaction mechanism for methane

As an example, a reduced reaction mechanism for methane
(Williams, 1998) is shown below:

CH4 + H → CH3 + H2

CH4 + OH → CH3 + H2O

CH3 + O → CH2O + H

CH3 + H + M → CH4 + M

CH2O + H → CHO+ H2

CH2O + OH → CHO+ H2O

(12)

These reactions include O, H, and OH radicals which must
be formed from additional elementary steps involving hydro-
gen and oxygen chemistry which has been discussed before.
In the mechanism given by equations (12) the first two reac-
tions correspond to the H-atom abstraction described in the
general scheme suggested by Chomiak (1990) followed by
methyl, formaldehyde, and formyl consumption. The ter-
molecular reaction listed in equations (12) is encountered
in low pressure systems and becomes a bimolecular reaction
in high pressures. The reaction rate must then be adjusted to
correspond to the pressure conditions (Williams, 1998). The
reaction rates for the other reactions derive from steady state
assumptions and are discussed in detail by Williams (1998).

A further simplification is the four step reaction mecha-
nism which includes consumption of methane to CO followed
by the water-gas shift reaction and two other reactions that
represent O2 consumption leading to formation of H and the
possible recombination of H:

CH4 + 2H + H2O → CO+ 4H2

CO+ H2O → CO2 + H2

3H2 + O2 → 2H + 2H2O

2H → H2

(13)

In fact, for drastically simplified reaction mechanisms for
alkanes, the first reaction in the list shown in equations (13)
above could be replaced with a generic fuel consumption step,

CnH2n+2 + αH + nH2O → nCO+ (
2n + 1 + 1

2α
)

H2

(14)

whereα is determined from the hydrogen atom conservation.
As the hydrocarbon compounds become more complex there

are additional paths for their decomposition along with the
hydrogen abstraction characteristic for methane decomposi-
tions. They appear via the CC bond break characteristic to
step 3 in Chomiak’s (1990c) model.

3.2.2 A mechanism for ethylene ignition

Ethylene chemistry is of interest for scramjet related studies
(Kay, Peschke and Guile, 1990) because it is an impor-
tant constituent in the thermal decomposition of several
liquid hydrocarbon compounds such as JP-10. The studies
by Varatharajan and Williams (2002) proposed an extended
reaction mechanism for ethylene ignition with 148 elemen-
tary reactions. The reaction rates in this mechanism are based
on measured ignition times in a number of shock tube stud-
ies spreading over three decades. The applicability of this
mechanism and of the reduced mechanisms derived from it
lies within 0.1–10 atm, 1000–2500 K and equivalence ratios
of 0.5–2, which cover a broad range of conditions met in the
scramjet engine. Based on this mechanism’s predictions of
temperature and species concentration time history and using
steady state and partial equilibrium approximations, further
simplifications reduced the mechanism first to 38 reactions
and then to only the 12 elementary reactions for ethylene
ignition.

4 SUMMARY

Although mixing cannot be uncoupled from combustion in
a scramjet engine given the relatively similar timescales,
independent studies of mixing reveal considerable knowl-
edge regarding these processes. The main features of parallel
or transverse fuel injection have identified the parameters
that mostly affect mixing. It is clear that neither the long
lengths required by parallel mixing nor the considerable pres-
sure losses induced by transverse injection can be accepted.
The combination of injection configuration will be dictated
in the practical engine by the application, the interaction
with the entire system, and the designer talent. Flameholding
remains a key issue for the stable operation of the scram-
jet, and the predictive tools are still illusive at this time.
Considerable work remains.

If hydrogen is the selected fuel for the scramjet appli-
cation, detailed reactions mechanisms for ignition and the
combustion zone are sufficiently well-developed to provide
accurate species concentration and temperature temporal
description. Hydrocarbon fuels continue to represent a chal-
lenge. As the number of carbons in the fuel molecule
increases, the number of chemical reactions required to accu-
rately describe the combustion process becomes exceedingly
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large. Detailed mechanisms for even C7 hydrocarbon fuels
reach thousands of elementary reactions, yet most of the
candidate fuels include larger hydrocarbon systems. These
mechanisms must be validated against experimental data over
a range of initial pressures, temperatures, and equivalence
ratios. Reduced mechanisms are needed, but they can only
be developed once a detailed mechanism has been estab-
lished and verified against experimental data because the
reduced mechanisms can only be an approximation of the
detail mechanism. In that regard, despite significant analy-
tical effort made to date– of which only several studies have
been mentioned here– much work remains ahead.

NOMENCLATURE

D jet diameter
Ma Mach number
Mj,a Molecular weight or the jet or air
q dynamic pressure
Re Reynolds number
u x-component of velocity
z direction perpendicular to the flow

Greek Symbols

δ boundary layer thickness
ν kinematic viscosity
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1 AIR TRANSPORT: SETTING
THE SCENE

The two decades after the first powered flight in a heavier-
than-air machine by the Wright Brothers in 1903 saw the
inception of the air transport system. Initially old World War I
planes were mainly used for the carriage of mail. The age of
aviation arrived after pilot Charles Lindbergh first crossed the
Atlantic Ocean in 1927 and aviation became a more estab-
lished industry almost overnight (Air Transport Association,
2010). But it took until 1936 with the introduction of the DC-3
to enable airlines to make money out of carrying passengers.

Today’s airline industry has changed radically since 1978.
Previously, the industry resembled a public utility, because a
government agency determined the routes each airline flew
and the fares that it could charge. Today, the market drives the

industry, with customer demand and airline network compe-
tition determining prices and the level of service. The turning
point was the US Airline Deregulation Act, approved by
Congress on 24 October 1978 (Air Transport Association,
2010), which ended federal regulation of passenger airline
routes and rates, following the deregulation of cargo airline
routes and rates previously in 1977.

As is shown in Figure 1, since deregulation in 1978, the
number of passengers has grown on average 5.3% per year,
which means that air traffic doubled in size every 13 years
over the last 30 years. For clarity, the highest to lowest in 2005
were North America, Europe and Central Asia, East Asia and
Pacific, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North
Africa, South Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa, respectively, for
both charts shown in Figure 1. Due to the nature of the aviation
industry, a rule of thumb, traffic grows by around double the
pace of Gross Domestic Product growth (GDP).

Airport Council International (ACI) member airports, rep-
resenting approximately 98 percent of global airport traffic,
report that the total number of passengers rose marginally in
2008 to 4.9 billion passengers (ACI, 2009). In 2008 aircraft
movements worldwide reached 77 million, which includes
cargo, military, general aviation, combi-flights, and passen-
ger aircraft movements (Wensveen, 2007).

1.1 Impact of aviation

As with all business activities, the impact of aviation can
be indicated by looking at economic, environmental, and
social aspects. The social impact of aviation was initially
celebrated at the beginning of the twentieth century as a pio-
neering endeavor that ultimately resulted in man landing on
the moon. However, the 1950s saw the real impact of aviation
begin to rise and then be accelerated through deregulation in
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Figure 1. Changes in passenger traffic flows and GDP in the world’s regions (Ishutkina and Hansman, 2008).

the 1970s. The world witnessed passenger transport connect-
ing all kinds of people from all different backgrounds and
cultures to the rest of the world; with the associated flow
of knowledge, goods, employment skills, and so on. That of
course led to great opportunities for economic exploitation.

1.1.1 Economic impact

There are basically two types of economic impacts of the
air transport system (Graham, 2008). First, there is income,
employment, capital investment, and tax revenues, which
air transport operations can bring by nature of the fact that
they are significant generators of economic activities. Sec-
ond, there are the wider catalytic or spin-off benefits, such
as inward investment or development of tourism, which is
facilitated as the result of the presence of the air transport
system. The air transport system has a role to play both
by being a significant economic activity in its own right
and by supporting business and tourism activity. However,
Graham (2008) expands the economic categories to direct,
indirect, induced and catalytic impacts. Indirect effects can be
thought of as those relating to entities living off air transport
while induced effects are related to opportunities that are cre-
ated through air transport. All in all, aviation is often looked
on as an economic engine that can influence towards 10% of a
country’s economic productivity when the multiplier effects
are taken into account.

1.1.2 Environmental impact

Aviation has a number of local environmental impacts that
are experienced by local residents in the vicinity of airports
and under flight paths. Noise has been the focus of concern
over the last 20 years of growth in aviation and more recently

air pollution and the associated health effects have begun to
cause concern (Whitelegg, 2000). Local air quality (LAQ)
is about the air quality at and around airports and primarily
relates to human health and welfare. The International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) has regulated the emissions
from engines during the so-called landing and take-off cycle
(LTO) which includes the operations below 3000 ft. Engine
manufacturers have to comply with standards set by ICAO.
Apart from the emissions from aircraft, the LAQ also includes
emissions, which are due to ground supporting activities, aux-
iliary power unit (APU) usage, and ground transport at or near
airports.

At a more global level, carbon dioxide (CO2) is seen as
the main manmade greenhouse gas, which induces climate
change. Although aviation only contributes 2% to the global
man made CO2 emissions, this share is expected to increase
due to rapid growth. Besides CO2, there are other greenhouse
gases emitted by aviation, which induce climate change. By
the combustion of fuel, various products are formed depend-
ing on the completeness of the reaction: CO2, NOx, H2O,
SO2, and soot. The quantities of the pollutants emitted by air-
craft are solely dependent on the fuel consumption for CO2

and H2O, that is, for CO2 the mass of combustion product
per unit mass of fuel is 3.153. Furthermore, while the effect
of emitting one ton of CO2 at ground level is the same as for
that at altitude, the effect from other pollutants may well be
a function of altitude, for example, contrails.

Certain pollutants emitted by engines are dependent on the
equivalence ratio, which is used to indicate the fuel-air mix-
ture, that is, lean, stoichiometric or rich, and therefore the
quantity emitted by the engines is dependent on the thrust
setting. Further, the level of scientific understanding of the
radiative forcing of these substances is hotly debated, and
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is recognized as limited for the cirrus clouds developed from
contrails but more developed for the effect of CO2 emissions.
In addition, there are trade-offs between the environmental
issues, that is, decreasing CO2 emission of an engine may
increase the NOx emissions, and more quiet engines can be
heavier and therefore result in higher CO2 emissions. The
CO2 emissions of an airline can be divided into CO2 emission
due to ground supporting activities (catering, fuel vehicles,
etc.) and air operations (caused by the power source of the air-
craft itself); equaling 1% and 99% respectively, for a typical
flight range.

2 STAKEHOLDERS AND LEGAL
AGREEMENTS

Infrastructure is treated as the basic facilities, services, and
installations needed to operate the air transport system by
the different groups of actors or stakeholders as shown in
Figure 2.

Air transport demand primarily consists of the people that
use the air transport system for their travel, along with the
service providers who transport freight (air cargo) or mail.
Then, there are the actors that operate the system: the airlines,
airports, and Air Traffic Management/Air Traffic Control
(ATM/ATC). There is then the local and central government
that create policies to regulate the system operations at local
and regional level, as well as the local communities who are
directly affected by airport operations.

At a more indirect level then there are the various avia-
tion organizations, like ICAO, IATA, FAA, and EASA that
coordinate the system development at an international level;
aerospace Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) that
produce and deliver aircraft (airframe, engines, avionics,
etc.), and ATM/ATC and airport facilities for system oper-
ators. Finally, various lobbies and pressure groups actively
pursue or oppose expansion of air transport operations, while

Users Air transport
operators

Local/
central

government

Local/
community
members

Passengers Airports

Aviation
organizations

Aerospace
manufacturers
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pressure groups

Business

Public

Airlines

ATM/ATC
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Mail

Figure 2. Air transport system actors. Reproduced from Janic,
2002. c© Elsevier.

business/commerce and the public at large tend to take a keen
interest given the potential impact of air transport.

The system is made up from a range of aviation sources
(Air Transport Association, 2010):

� General aviation: all non-military and non-airline.
� Business aviation: non-airline civil aircraft operations,

including fractional and corporate flying.
� Civil aviation: all non-military flights.
� Commercial aviation: scheduled and nonscheduled

passenger and cargo airlines (and service), aviation man-
ufacturers, airport and aircraft service providers.

� Corporate aviation: owned and operated by a corporation.
� Essential air service: government-subsidized airline ser-

vices to rural areas.
� Personal aviation: recreational and not using IFR.

2.1 Legal agreements

Air transport has moved from a regulation driven frame-
work to a more liberalized approach that resulted in
de-regularization (Haanappel, 2003). Naturally there are
many imposed constraints in terms of relevant organizations
(e.g., EASA, ICAO, FAA) demanding certain operational or
technological standards (e.g., FARs and JARs). However, it
is the most interesting to consider some of the broad industry
agreements and conventions (Air Transport Association,
2010) that have been formulated to help guide at a systems
level. The first international convention pertaining to liability
in international air transportation was the Warsaw Conven-
tion of 12 October 1929, which prescribed rules for air carrier
liability in case of death or injury to passengers, destruction,
loss or damage to baggage, and losses resulting from delay
of passengers, baggage, and cargo. On 25 September 1975, a
number of nations, including the United States, signed a num-
ber of Protocols, which amended the Warsaw Convention,
according to Montreal, The Hague and Guatemala Protocols.
The US Government ratified Montreal Protocol IV, and it
entered into force for the United States on 4 March 1999.

The Chicago agreement was a bilateral international
air transport agreement that was drafted at the Chicago
Convention in 1944 to establish a multilateral arrangement
for international civil aviation. Such an agreement provided
a general operating framework, but did not include pricing or
capacity arrangements. It was made up of general principles,
standards, and recommended practices for international civil
aviation, and a natural evolution was the associated estab-
lishment of the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO). The Sabotage Convention and Montreal Protocol
(Montreal, 23 September 1971) went beyond the Hijacking
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Convention by containing separate definitions of what con-
stitutes an offense onboard aircraft, and specifying when that
aircraft is “in service.” The first Bermuda agreement that gov-
erned scheduled air transport services between the United
States and the United Kingdom was signed on 11 February
1946. The term is now commonly used for any agreements
that address fulfilling commitments in terms of: (i) capacity
principles; (ii) designation principles; (ii) pricing principles.
The Agreement specifies what consultative procedures are to
be followed if a Party is dissatisfied with a price proposed
by an airline, and ultimately allows that Party to exercise
unilateral control if agreement is not reached. Following
British denunciation of the Bermuda I Agreement in 1976,
the Bermuda II Agreement was negotiated and approved on
23 July 1977, to govern air services between the United
States and the United Kingdom. Subsequent amendments or
annexes to the Bermuda agreement date to 1986.

The Open Skies agreement was initiated to open and
liberalize markets further and increase carrier flexibility,
according to US government policy in 1992 between the
United States and the Netherlands. The most significant pro-
visions of the Open Skies agreement included: unlimited
designations, unrestricted capacity and frequencies, totally
open route descriptions, unrestricted operational flexibility,
fair and equal opportunity to compete, double disapproval
pricing, open cooperative marketing arrangements, and lib-
eral charter arrangements.

3 THE SUSTAINED VALUE OF AVIATION

3.1 Challenges recognized

The air transport system is becoming ever more congested and
stretched due to continuous growth for the last sixty years,
especially in the United States and Europe but increasingly
now in Asia. Figures from the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, 1999) predict further increases of
2.5–4.5 times the passenger kilometers flown in 2000, see
Table 1.

Table 1. Projected growth in air travel according to IPCC.

Passenger kilometres Passenger kilometres
Year flown (% of 1990) flown (% of 2000)

1990 100 74
2000 136 100
2015 215 158
2030 339 250
2050 624 460
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Figure 3. Air transport safety relative to other modes of transport.

Although there tends to be much bad press concerning
the air transport sector, it surprise many people still when
comparing with other means of transport that for example
fatalities per million passenger kilometer are the lowest for
air transport (see Figure 3) or even that the CO2 emissions in
the 400 km journey sector are the same as those for a car (see
Figure 4).

Naturally all this also has to be achieved in a manner
that is economically sustainable and this raises the issue of
low profitability airlines. Even with the rise of budget air-
lines and their introduction of quite new business models to
the aviation world with extremely lean and competitive cost
(Curran, Raghunathan and Price, 2004) and pricing structure,
airlines are still finding it difficult to survive. Consequently,
the rise of alliances was seen where consortia group together
to gain from increased market control and capability and cer-
tain economies of scale. Finally, this all seems impossibly
set against the rise in the earth’s population and the associ-
ated massive increases in demand for air travel, relative to
the uncertain availability of oil and highly accepted impact
its burning as a propulsion fuel makes to global warming.
Even before starting to look for technological, operational
and utilization solutions, it is the first good to consider what
the criteria are for coming up with a feasible solution, as
addressed in the following Section.

3.2 A value engineering and operations approach

Not surprisingly, various key performance indicators (KPI)
have been identified by the industry in order to make sure
that it continues to add value while meeting recognized chal-
lenges. For example ACARE first identified a number of
concept scenarios for air transport of the future that included:
highly time efficient, highly cost efficient, ultra green, and
ultra secure. They also set goals of reducing CO2 by 50%
in 2020 by innovations in engine technology (15–20%),
airframe technology (25%) and ATM/operations (5–10). Sub-
sequently, SESAR JU have set 11 KPI that range from safety,
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Figure 4. Air transport emissions relative to other means of transport.

to economics, to capacity, to efficiency, to environmental
impact (Graham and Young, 2006). Their goals for ATM are
set at handling three times the traffic, improving safety by a
factor of ten, reducing environmental impact through ATM
by 10% and cutting ATM costs by 50%.

For the more developed countries, the contribution to gross
domestic product (GDP) of aviation may range from 1.5–2%
but there is a multiplier effect of up to 4 times on that. If one
considers the catalytic effect of aviation on a country’s eco-
nomic, social, and political standing it is immediately obvious
that this a very complex and multifaceted challenge for the
future, one that will be the best solved by taking a value engi-
neering and operations approach. Such an approach dictates
that technological associated operational advancements must
be driven according to a balanced view of what will add the
most value.

3.3 SESAR/NextGen

One of the biggest problems faced today in ATM is the
regional fragmentation of airspace and the uptake in new
state of the art technologies in delivering significant improve-
ments. Consequently, there are well known initiatives that
have been set up to address these issues such as the SESAR
Joint Undertaking in the EU and NextGen in the US. Both
identify performance goals, recognize long-term constraints
and recognize the multi-stakeholder nature of the problem.
Two aspects are clear: the renewal and advancement of the
technology platform quickly and the agile introduction of
new operational concepts. ATM will evolve towards Network
Centric Operations (NCO) or Network Enabled Capability
(NEC) as it is terms in the United States and Europe with

the use of mutually agreed 4D trajectories (spatial and time
based!) that are controlled through system wide information
management (SWIM) facilitated by enhanced communica-
tion, navigation and surveillance (CNS) systems. However,
the sharing of a common vision amongst the airline, airport,
and ATM stakeholders is less clear. All parties will welcome
precision and optimized trajectories but according to who’s
benefit (the so called business trajectory); airline will look
for more autonomy with the ATC/ATM provider wants to
maintain control and the airport wants to maximize their rev-
enue on slots and gate allocations; while everyone will have
a certain desire for improved information sharing and col-
laborative decision making (CDM) as long as it does not
compromise their current position or authority.

3.4 ATM innovation

The steps required to meet many of the challenging goals
set rely very much on the adoption and collaborative man-
agement of a much improved appropriate communications
systems, for example, with controller pitot data-link com-
munications (CPDLC), airborne traffic situational awareness
(ATSAW), visual separation on approach (VSA) or in-trail
procedures (ITP). These are examples of systems that SESAR
expects to be embedded in the year 2013 while the next
more progressive step working towards 2020 and beyond is
to establish improved aircraft-airport communications (e.g.,
using a high speed wireless technology), improved positional
precision (e.g., using a satellite based augmentation system),
and increased autonomy for precision (e.g., using an Airborne
Separation Assistance System – ASAS). The goal therefore is
to see early applications based on 4D trajectories up to 2020,
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after which operations will be fully based on 4D contracts
facilitated by ASAS.

One can also project the potential for operational
innovations that are enabled through technical and pro-
cess improvements. Take, for example, continuous decent
approach (CDA) as an alternative to the stepped airport
approach that begins many miles from the airport and requires
more than necessary flight-time at low altitude. Currently, air-
craft descend in altitude steps that require unnecessary time
at lower altitudes and additional thrust for leveling off. With
CDA, an aircraft is positioned at its most efficient cruise alti-
tude until it is relatively close to its destination airport, as
which point the aircraft reduces engine thrust to idle and
begins a gentle descent trajectory to land on the runway.
Some of the obvious benefits to CDA and extended self-
separation (aircraft given the freedom to organize themselves
within the system rather than being governed) could easily
lead to significant reductions in noise, fuel burn and emis-
sions, and shorter flights. This may also open up new business
models and opportunities for new-unthought-of potential that
might lead to completely new value propositions that may
well reflect an altered balance of the economical, social, and
political dimensions.

3.5 System integration: the single european sky
example

It is interesting to consider the single european sky example
as an original reason for the establishment of EUROCON-
TROL, not least since the relevance of this ideal has only
intensified given a doubling in air traffic over the last decade
along with an 80% increase in airspace capacity since 1990.
It is recognized that in Europe, the air traffic management
system remains safe and functional but fairly costly. How-
ever, compared to the federal but still more national based
system in the United States, Europe is restricted by heteroge-
neous operational practices and procedures. Essentially, the
European airway has a massive potential to be managed as
one large unified system, rather than being constrained by
a disparate collection of air route networks that are based
primarily on national borders instead of being designed and
managed according to air traffic flows. Consequently, the Sin-
gle European Sky initiative was launched by the European
Commission with the following objectives:

� to restructure European airspace as a function of air traffic
flows, rather than according to national borders;

� to create additional capacity; and
� to increase the overall efficiency of the air traffic manage-

ment system.

3.6 The emission trading scheme (ETS)

Due to the emissions trading scheme (ETS) the European
Union will include aviation in its calculations from 2012;
where airlines will be capped at 97% of the average of
their annual 2004–2006 emissions in 2012 and 95% from
2013. If an airline wants to emit more than the cap they
will then have to purchase allowances from other indus-
tries that have managed to reduce emissions and therefore
have surplus allowances to sell. The bar in 2010 was set
at a level that required airlines to purchase 15% of their
allowances at auction in 2012. Notwithstanding, there are
concerns that the EU ETS could lead to “carbon leakage”;
whereby long haul airlines may choose to “hub” outside the
EU. In this scenario most governments will question the right
of the EU to impose charges on CO2 emitted outside EU
airspace.

The introduction of EU ETS has a significant impact on an
airline as suddenly additional forces are thrust upon that air-
line. To be compliant with the directive, the airline must be in
possession of the emission rights but can acquire these rights
in three ways: part of the air transport sector allowances will
be allocated freely based on historical (2010) tonne-kilometre
(RTK) benchmarking. All allowances can be traded on the
market at any time.

4 AIRLINES

4.1 Airline structure and organization

An airline can be defined as a business that provides sched-
uled or chartered air transport of passengers and/or cargo
(Clark, 2007; Doganis, 2002; Hanlon, 2007; Holloway, 2008;
Holt and Poynor, 2006; Shaw, 2004; Taneja, 2004; Butler
and Keller, 2000). Unscheduled services refer to the revenue
flights that are not operated as part of the normal scheduled
service, such as the aforementioned charter flights and all
non-revenue flights incident to such flights. Not surprisingly,
the airline industry is characterized as a global industry with
high-continued growth that is very dependant on cyclical eco-
nomic fluctuations and unstable fuel prices. In terms of the
value proposition offered, there is marginal profitability for
very high investment/capital, and in addition this is set against
high safety concerns in a highly regulated industry with
increasingly dominant environmental concerns. Currently,
the industry is seeing much consolidation in the joining of air-
lines into alliances (i.e., Oneworld, Star, or Skyteam) or even
mergers and total acquisitions, etc. However, there are a num-
ber of key business models that, for example, may include
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the scheduled airline, low cost carrier, air-taxi, regional and
charter options.

4.2 Airline operations and performance

In terms of flight operations and scheduling the flight plan
covers the expected operational details of the flight in terms of
destination, route, fuel on board, and so on. Subsequently, this
is filed with the appropriate regulatory authority, for example,
the FAA ATC facility. Flight time typically refers to the block
time, that is, chocks-away to chocks-under, which includes
taxi time plus airborne time, that is, wheels-off to wheels-
on. Stage length typically refers to the distance traveled by
an aircraft from takeoff to landing, where the average stage
length is computed as the ratio of aircraft miles/kilometers to
aircraft departures. Ground operations and servicing refers to
activity that begins when the aircraft is stopped and available
to be safely approached by ground personnel for the purpose
of securing the aircraft and performing the duties applicable
to the arrival of the aircraft, aircraft maintenance, and so on.
Ground service completion refers to all of the duties applica-
ble to the departure of the aircraft or when the aircraft is no
longer safe to approach for the purpose of ground servicing,
for example, prior to crew initiating the “taxi-out” phase.

Airline ticketing is facilitated by a computer reservation
system (CRS) or global distribution system. The system
provides the capability for electronically collecting and dis-
playing information about commercial flights, as well as
the associated passenger reservations on them. Obviously,
the goal of the airlines is to maximize the operating rev-
enues from air travel and its related incidental services and
auxiliary revenues. Operating revenues include: (i) trans-
portation revenues from all classes of traffic in scheduled
and nonscheduled services, and (ii) non-transportation rev-
enues consisting of federal subsidies and services related to
air transportation. This is then counter-balanced by the oper-
ating expenses incurred. This will include, for example, the
maintenance demands that relate to those actions required
for restoring or maintaining an item in serviceable con-
dition; including servicing, repair, modification, overhaul,
inspection, and determination of condition. For inspection, an
examination against a specific standard, for example, for an
airframe, aircraft engine, propeller, appliance, or component
part (new or used) by means of visual or test procedures to
establish conformity with acceptable data. Ultimately, repair
refers to making an item serviceable by replacing or process-
ing failed or damaged parts.

An airline hub-and-spoke system offers the potential for
utilizing aircraft that enables a carrier to increase their service
options at all airports encompassed by the relevant system. It

entails the use of a strategically located airport (the hub) as
a passenger exchange point for flights to and from outlying
towns and cities (the spokes). The other operational concept
is the point-to-point model; where demand is directly satis-
fied directly though distributed point-to-point provision. The
hub-and-spoke model seems to offer wiser and more efficient
options given that the efficiency and opportunity within the
system is being promoted over and above individual pref-
erence. Some general performance factors that are used for
airlines include:

� The available seat mile (ASM); relating to one seat trans-
ported one mile.

� Available ton mile (ATM); for passenger and/or cargo.
� Load factor or loads (LF): percentage of seats/freight

capacity filled.
� The average amount of revenue received per revenue pas-

senger mile (RPM) or revenue ton mile (RTM), net of
taxes, that is, yield.

� Unit cost (Curran, Raghunathan and Price, 2004): average
amount of operating expenses incurred per unit of out-
put, typically measured in cents per available seat mile or
available ton mile.

� Unit revenue: the average amount of revenue received by
the airline per unit of capacity available for sale.

� Revenue passenger miles (RPM) or Revenue passenger
kilometers (RPKs).

� Revenue (per) ton mile (RTM) or Revenue ton kilometers
(RTKs).

In terms of an airline’s revenue management the goal is
to optimize revenue across its full activity and determine the
optimal mix of prices (yield management) and seats (inven-
tory management); the goal being to maximize revenue per
flight, or per network of flights, rather than per person.

5 AIRPORTS

5.1 Airport structure and organization

According to the Federal Aviation Regulations Part 1, an air-
port can be defined as “an area of land or water that is used
or intended to be used for the landing and takeoff of aircraft,
and includes its buildings and facilities, if any” (De Neufville
and Odoni, 2003; Wells and Young, 2004, p. 503). It consists
of the landside area and the airside area, with the former
embracing the surface transport access systems that connect
to the airport within the catchment area serviced by the air-
port, along with the passenger and freight terminal facilities.
The airside area comprises the airspace around the airport
called the airport zone, along with the airport terminal area,
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the runway system, the apron/gate complex, and the control
tower that is typically located close to the airport terminal and
handles aircraft in close proximity to the airport. Whereas
many airports tended to be in public ownership there is now
a tendency for privatization, that is, the transfer from public
to private ownership and/or transferring the management of a
service or activity from the government to the private sector.

Airports resemble small cities and are often referred to as
“airport cities”. Consequently, they are often organized sim-
ilarly with functional departments that include purchasing,
engineering, finance, legal, operations, personnel, admin-
istration, security, immigration, and public relations. In
addition, similar to any city, they have police, fire and waste
departments, as well as specific service departments such as
de-icing and snow removal. Typically, an airport’s financial
structuring is not based on government support but may still
rely on a variety of public and private funding sources to
finance capital development; whether national, regional, fed-
eral, state, or local. Airports tend to be funded either directly
or indirectly out of aviation revenue generated from the air-
lines and their passengers, or airport vendors in the form of
direct payments or through earmarked taxes collected from
aviation system users. Over 80% of commercial service air-
port revenues are generated via the aeronautical activities on
the airports.

5.2 Airport operations and performance

Much of the ground handling operations associated with
an airport can be divided into terminal operations and
airside operations (Ashford, Stanton and Moore, 1997). Ter-
minal operations include: ticketing and check-in; baggage
checking, handling, and collection; passenger loading and
unloading; transit passenger handling; along with such facil-
itating operations such as information systems, government
controls, load control, security, and cargo services. The key
airside operations tend to be seen as ramp services, on-ramp
aircraft services, onboard servicing, and external ramp equip-
ment (where a ramp is the aircraft parking area at an airport
that usually adjacent to the terminal). Finally, there is the pro-
cess of optimally taxiing to the runway so that the route and
timing maximize the capacity of the airport within safety and
environmental constraints.

Landside airport capacity relates to the number of pas-
sengers per year that the airport’s roads, parking lots, and
terminals can handle. Airside airport capacity, relates to the
number of aircraft operations that the airport’s runways, taxi-
ways, and gates can accommodate safely. The landside effort
is geared towards the movement of ground traffic (people

and packages) into and out of the airport, while the airside
effort focuses on the movement of air traffic into and out of
the airport. An airport’s airside capacity is estimated with a
formula that takes into account runway utilization relative to
operational factors dictated by wind and weather conditions,
and is typically expressed in aircraft operations per hour. In
order to create capacity, airport enhancements often face stiff
opposition from the residents of the surrounding communi-
ties. Typically, the residents from the immediate caption area
often want to see the airport operations scaled back because
of the impact on their quality of life in terms of either noise
or emissions related issues. In the extreme case, building
entirely new airports in less densely populated areas is a more
expensive and heavy environmental footprint option relative
to the expansion of existing facilities.

Figure 5 shows a percentage breakdown for airport rev-
enue sources in the United States to give a rough idea of the
breakdown between revenues and what might be considered
as core business; note that over 65% of airport revenue is asso-
ciated with commercial activities! Airline revenue is 15%,
passenger facility charge (PFC) is 12%, airport improvement
program (AIP) is 19%, landing fees is 14%, other revenue is
7%, while non-aero revenue is 30%. The PFC is a tax autho-
rized by Congress in United States approved by FAA and
assessed by airports, but collected by airlines (on behalf of air-
ports) as an add-on to the passenger airfare. In United States,
PFCs are used by airports to fund FAA-approved projects
that enhance safety, security or capacity; reduce noise; or
increase air carrier competition. The PFC program authorizes

Passenger
facility charges

12% Airline rents
15%

Non-aero
revenue

30%

Other
1%

Interest
2%

Other revenue
7%

Landing fees
14%

Airport 
improvement

program
19%

Figure 5. Percentage breakdown of airport revenue in the United
States.
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the collection of fees of up to $4.50 for every enplaned pas-
senger at commercial airports controlled by public agencies
at 2010 rates.

Capital improvements to an airport such as the construc-
tion of a new terminal or parking garage are sometimes
funded privately (for example, by an airline if the new facility
is for its exclusive use), but more often is facilitated through
the sale of revenue bonds by the airport operator. Revenue
bonds are repaid, with interest, from the future revenue the
new facility generates, for example, they are sold for a new
terminal and would be repaid with the rent the airport collects
from the airlines and other airport terminal tenants. Typi-
cally, an airport owns all of the facilities built on its own
property, regardless of how their construction was financed,
although facilities that were built for exclusive use of a tenant
are potentially leased out for a long period of time.

In terms of the airside revenues, airlines do not pay gross-
receipts fees, but typically pay recurring flight fees that are
based on the weight of each aircraft that lands and/or departs.
In some instances, they also pay aircraft parking and fuel-
ing fees, or make direct payments on long-term airport debt.
There are two common methods for computing air-carrier
fees: the residual and compensatory approaches. In a resid-
ual agreement, the signatory airline/s accept the financial risk
and guarantee the airport sufficient revenues to meet its oper-
ating costs and debt-service costs. Consequently, after an
airport deducts all non-airline revenue from its total annual
expenses, the airlines are responsible for the remaining (resid-
ual) amount, and rates are set accordingly. Alternatively,
compensatory agreements are generally utilized at mature
airports that have a stable business model with appropri-
ate revenue generation. Under the compensatory method, an
airport is divided into various cost centers (e.g., airfield, ter-
minals, parking areas), and airlines pay a share of those costs
based on the amount of space they occupy, aircraft that they
land/depart and other measures of airport use. While the fees
airlines pay to airports represent a small portion of overall
airline operating costs (approximately 5%), they have been
one of the industry’s fastest-rising costs.

6 AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT/AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROL (ATM/ATC)

6.1 ATC structure and organization

Air traffic control (ATC) refers to the service provided under
an appropriate authority to promote the safe, orderly and
expeditious flow of arrival and departure air traffic close to

and at airports. Air traffic management (ATM) refers more
typically to the dynamic, integrated management of air traffic
and airspace through the provision of facilities and seam-
less services in collaboration with all parties for efficient,
safe, and economic air transport. The role of a public or
privately owned air navigation service provider (ANSP) is
then to provide separation assurance, traffic management,
infrastructure management, aviation information, navigation,
landing, airspace management or aviation assistance services
for airspace users. In addition, at a system level there are Air
Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC), or “en route cen-
ters”, that manage “en route” traffic, for example, identifying
and directing traffic based on instrument flight plans as the
aircraft move across the United States. In general then, Air
Traffic Flow Management (TFM) refers to the regulation of
traffic so that an airport or airspace capacity for handling is
not exceeded and indeed is used efficiently.

There are a wide range of associated systems and pro-
cesses that are used to actually implement ATM although it
is notoriously difficult to organize this at a system level due
to political, technological, safety and inter-operability chal-
lenges. Area navigation (RNAV) is an aircraft-based system
that allows navigation on any desired flight path, if navi-
gation is not being dictated by ground-based fixed airways.
An aircraft’s computer-based RNAV determines the aircraft’s
position by referencing relative to ground- or space-based
navigation aids, such as the global positioning system (GPS).
The use of visual flight rules (VFR) is based on good visi-
bility conditions and the pilot’s ability to fly and navigate by
sight; requiring no contact with air traffic controller. Alterna-
tively, the use of instrument flight rules (IFR) is widely used
to govern a flight using an aircraft’s instruments and naviga-
tion aids, and enable it to maintain flight in certain limited
visibility and cloud conditions when VFR is not appropri-
ate. In addition aircraft utilize an airborne Traffic Alert and
Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) through a display in
the cockpit that alerts pilots to the dangerous proximity to
other aircraft traffic or hazards. The separation minima or
spacing is set relative to acceptable risk and safety levels
and is highlighted by TCAS through the identification of
“potential” conflicts where the separation minima may be
compromised.

The ideal descent path to a runway is known as the
glideslope. It can be electronically defined by radio signals
transmitted from the ground so that aircraft with appropriate
radio receiver equipment can detect this electronic glides-
lope or glidepath and follow it down to the runway. The
instrument landing system (ILS) provides radio-based hor-
izontal and vertical guidance on approaching the runway
and is used during low visibility conditions. At that point
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ground control takes over and handles the aircraft after they
have landed, or before they are cleared to takeoff, typically
from the gate to the runway or vice versa. Once an aircraft
is airborne there is the opportunity to use various types of
management, for example, trajectory-based operations has
been identified as the method for the future and refers to the
use of four-dimensional (4D) trajectories (spatial and tempo-
ral positioning) as the basis for planning and execution of the
flight operations supported by the ANSP. Performance-based
navigation is based on optimizing the aircraft’s RNAV sys-
tem performance requirements for an aircraft operating on
a given route, on an instrument approach procedure. Here,
performance requirements are defined in terms of accuracy,
integrity, continuity, availability and functionality, while the
navigation sensors and equipment needed for the proposed
operation will need to be confirmed in the context of a par-
ticular airspace concept.

6.2 ATM operations and performance

As suggested by the aforementioned use of 4-D trajec-
tory management, or performance-based navigation, and so
on, there are many initiatives and technologies that can be
implemented to improve ATM operations and performance.
In Europe, the focus is on SESAR, the Single European
Sky ATM program launched by EUROCONTROL and the
European Commission in 2006. In the United States it is
NextGen. If one considers the SESAR example, which is rec-
ognized as the technological arm of the Single European Sky
(SES), it aims to achieve a high-performance European air
traffic control infrastructure by 2020, which will enable the
safe, environmentally friendly, and sustainable development
of air transport. Its performance assessment framework aims
to support the safety, political, social, economic, and envi-
ronmental expectations of SESAR’s stakeholder community
by addressing today’s system bottlenecks in a performance-
based approach. This is all structured into key performance
areas (KPA) defined by SESAR and aligned with ICAO’s 11
top level KPA:

� KPA 01 access and equity
� KPA 02 capacity
� KPA 03 cost effectiveness (Curran, Raghunathan and

Price, 2004)
� KPA 04 efficiency
� KPA 05 environment
� KPA 06 flexibility
� KPA 07 global interoperability
� KPA 08 participation by the ATM community
� KPA 09 predictability
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Figure 6. ATM key performance areas relative to concept definition
and granularity.

� KPA 10 safety
� KPA 11 security.

One approach to reducing the complexity of the assess-
ment procedure is to organize the KPAs into a series of sets.
This approach (Kinchin, 2006) suggests that a top level or
threshold Level 1 KPA (Set 1: Safety, Environment, Secu-
rity and Access) provide targets in their own right which
are supported by enabler Level 2 KPA (Set 2: Predictabil-
ity and Flexibility) while a third set, Level 3 KPA, represent
the solution space (Interoperability; Participation). It is clear
that there is a need to deliver capacity and the trade-off with
the composite costs and environment” and consequently the
problem/solution space in terms of KPA, levels of granularity
and concept elements is highlighted in Figure 6.

7 SUMMARY

The air transportation system in terms of its current structure,
key components, and future challenges has been considered.
It has been seen that sustained growth, environmental impact,
and economic benefits are all deeply intertwined in evolving
into the next phase of air transportation that is being nurtured
by initiatives such as SESAR and NextGen in the EU and
United States respectively. It has been seen that each of the
key system components, that is, airlines, airports, and air traf-
fic management, are all evolving in their own right in terms
of technology and organization, and that their operations and
performance is critical to meeting some of the key perfor-
mance indicators identified by the stakeholders; including
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cost, capacity, efficiency, environmental impact, safety, and
security.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
has embarked on a program, entitled System F6 (Future
Fast, Flexible, Fractionated, Free-Flying Spacecraft united
by Information eXchange) to develop, mature, and demon-

strate on orbit the key enablers of spacecraft fractionation
(see Fractionated Spacecraft: Exploring Possible Futures of
Space Systems).

The basic idea of a fractionated spacecraft is to allow
the deployment of individual functions on separate space-
craft (Brown, 2004; Brown and Eremenko, 2006a; Brown
and Eremenko, 2006b; Brown, Eremenko and Roberts, 2006;
Brown et al., 2007; Brown and Eremenko, 2008; Mathieu and
Weigel, 2005; Shaw, 1998). Compared with a monolithic
spacecraft on which all functions reside in a single space-
craft, the advantages are considerable. Such a fractionated
architecture allows for upgradability, scalability, incremental
deployment, graceful deterioration, agile response, decou-
pling of requirements among many other advantages. While,
the initial cost of such a system is expected to be higher than
that of a monolith due to the duplication of some functions
and hardware, the lifecycle cost is expected to be lower. In
finance terms, the F6 system is a Real Option, and as such
its value must be computed. Due to the extreme complexity
of this system, a value-centric design methodology (VCDM)
called system value modeling (SVM) was developed.

The study advocates the premise that the success of the
mission is enhanced through fractionation by the decoupling
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of payload requirements so that unplanned changes in
payload accommodation requirements or uncertainty in
development timelines have a smaller to no impact on the
program’s ability to achieve an initial operational capability.
In addition, changes to the payload manifest are localized to
a specific subset.

SVM therefore allows for each subsystem’s physical prop-
erties, performance, costs, timelines, and benefits to be
modeled dynamically. Large number of architectures can be
analyzed automatically and high-level complex trades can be
performed. In the end, the methodology allows for the com-
parison of many architectures, and select the optimal one for
a particular customer.

2 OVERVIEW OF THEORY

At the core of the Lockheed Martin system value model
(SVM) lies the generalized information network analysis
(GINA). GINA represented the spacecraft formation as an
information transfers network. While the original tool was
developed by the MIT Space Systems Laboratory for the anal-
ysis of distributed satellite systems (DSS) it can be used to
provide a Systems Engineering and Architecting Framework
for a variety of systems. The most significant advantage of
the tool is its ability to compare different design architectures
and analyze a large trade space.

Another unique characteristic of the GINA methodology
is the path to the final architecture. While most engineering
systems start with the specifications for each system and sub-
system, the methodology employed here starts with the final
requirements for the entire system. The capability require-
ments are then defined, followed by the metrics evaluating
the final architecture. The top-level architectures are then
derived and evaluated, leading to a final architecture consid-
ered superior based on the demands of a particular customer
set. Along the way, each subsystem undergoes its own opti-
mization based on the inputs from its connected subsystems.
In the end, the entire system undergoes and optimization for a
particular architecture. Therefore, while each individual sub-
system may not end up at its optimal specifications, the entire
architecture does. The specifications for each subsystem can
then be read from the resulting individual values.

The individual subsystems are connected to each other
using and N2 diagram. The diagram is used to systemati-
cally define the interfaces (logical, software and hardware)
between subsystems. Data flows clockwise between subsys-
tems, with inputs represented on top and bottom and outputs
to the left and right. Therefore, decisions at each subsystem
level are performed based on outputs derived from decisions
based on optimizations performed at previous subsystems.

As can be inferred, the system-wide optimization involves
running individual subsystems optimizations several times
since an optimal output from one subsystem may result in a
highly suboptimal solution at another subsystem.

In order to arrive at the final optimal architecture, the archi-
tecture optimization is performed at each step of the lifecycle,
so that a cradle-to-grave optimal solution is obtained, rather
than an architecture that is optimal at only a single point
in time. This time optimization is performed using time-
expanded decision network. The TDN methodology involves
identifying and quantifying switching costs, creating an opti-
mization model based on the concept of a time-expanded
network, and running this model under probabilistic or man-
ually generated demand scenarios to identify optimal designs
(Silver and de Weck, 2006). TDN is, in effect, a method to run
“quantitative scenario planning” for system design, in which
system responses are encoded through a time-expanded net-
work. The crux lies in identifying how and where switching
costs are incurred and how these can be lowered in order to
maximize adaptability and, perhaps more importantly, deter-
mining exactly how much one should be willing to spend to
lower these switching costs at the development stage. At each
step, chance and decision nodes are present. This is different
than a simple net present value (NPV) model in that the NPV
model assumes that all the possible paths will be take, albeit
each with a different probability (all add adding up to 1).

Lastly, stochastic events are inserted in the simulation in
order to obtain the optimal architecture in the presence of
uncertainty. These events may include failures, delays, cost
variations, technology developments, and operator decisions.

To summarize, we start by generating a set of architec-
tures, which contain the high-level decisions. Within each
architecture, each subsystem is optimized based on low-level
decisions and inputs received from the other subsystems,
value of information generated and costs associated with each
decision. An N2 diagram links all the subsystems in a par-
ticular architecture, which in optimized at a point in time
by running through the N2 diagram until no changes occur
at any of the subsystems (or exit if no optimal solution is
found). The architecture in simulated through an entire life-
cycle based on a TDN methodology. For each architecture,
internal and external uncertainties are introduced and Monte
Carlo simulations are performed by generating several hun-
dred outcomes. A new architecture is selected and the above
steps are performed again. Finally, the most optimal archi-
tecture is selected based on a particular stakeholder’s criteria.
Figure 1 shows graphically how the simulation is performed.

If all possible combinations in the design vector are
allowed to be explored, over 21 million architectures would
have to be explored. Even if some of the design vector choices
are frozen, the number of architectures to be analyzed is still
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Figure 1. System value modeling simulation diagram.

higher than 45 000. However, if design of experiment theory
is employed, we can take advantage of orthogonal vectors and
reduce the number of simulations considerably. In particular,
if the Taguchi methodology is used, only 112 architectures
need to be analyzed (Schmidt and Launsby, 2005). Following
a sensitivity analysis, some variables can be eliminated and a
redirection and refocus in the vector space can be performed.

This allows for the exploration of the entire space without
an exhaustive investigation of all the architectures in the
space.

Table 1 shows a typical Taguchi array. The columns list the
parameters in the design space, while the rows indicate the
experiment number. The array cells indicate the value index
each parameter in a particular experiment must take.

Table 1. Taguchi array.

Experiment P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
4 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
5 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
6 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
7 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
8 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2
9 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

10 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
11 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
12 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
13 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
14 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
15 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2
16 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1
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3 SYSTEM VALUE MODEL
ARCHITECTURE

The philosophy in developing an SVM for a complex sys-
tem such as spacecraft fractionation was to develop a highly
modular simulation architecture. Thus, there are over a dozen
modules, each one of them a mathematical representation
of that particular subsystem’s function. Each SVM module
provides relationships between traded parameters, internal
variables, external variables, and derived values. Trades
can be performed at the module and/or system level. As
mentioned earlier, each architecture arrives at its optimal con-
figuration though an iterative process. Figure 2 shows the
interconnection between these modules.

The modules included in the fractionation simulation are:
design vector, constants, operator, scenario, payload, space-
craft, launch, cluster ops, distributed computing, networking,
wireless communications, ground, wireless power transfer
and value. Table 2 shows a summary of these modules.

3.1 Design and constant vectors

In any system of this complexity, trades can be performed
among hundreds, if not thousands, of variables. In order to
directly assess the impact of some critical independent vari-
ables on the F6 architecture, they are placed in the design vec-

tor. A set of values is assigned to each of the independent vari-
ables in the design vector. The architecture generator selects
a value for each of the variables thus defining a particular
architecture. Trades are then performed inside each module
among the local variables. For example, for wireless commu-
nications, the Intra-Cluster MAC is set in the design vector
as “distributed” or “centralized”, while the antenna size and
power are traded in the wireless communication module.

The complete selection in the design vector is listed
below.

Number of spacecraft (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
Wireless power transfer (Magnetic resonance,

Microwave, Laser)
Distributed computing (Yes, No)
Propulsion system (Chemical, EMFF)
Cluster topology (Linear, Ring)
Routing mode (Proactive, On-demand)
FEC mode (Payload only, All)
Encrypt mode (None, All)
Retransmit mode (Communication, Network)
Intra-cluster PER (0.1, 0.001)
Wireless communication

technology
(802.1 g, 802.11 n)

Intra-Cluster MAC (Distributed, Centralized)
Launch anticipatory

development
(Yes, No)

Wait time to pair (1 period, 3 periods)
Ground communications (Distributed, Single link)
Number of ground links (1, 2)

Design
vector

Constants

Operator

Scenario

Payload

Launch
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computing

Spacecraft
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Ground

WPT
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Figure 2. N2 diagram and simulation modules.
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Table 2. Modules listing.

Model Functionality Approach

Operator “Voice of the stakeholder” Decisions based on mission manifest and current
conditionsPayload development decisions

Spacecraft development decisions
Spacecraft integration decisions
Launch decisions

Scenario Payload development delays and cost overruns Stochastic events based on previous data, TRL
and learning curveSpacecraft development delays and cost overruns

Spacecraft integration delays and cost overruns
Launch failures
Data model (data demand, priority and timing)
Program funding model

Payload Individual model for each payload: Identifies payload power requirement, health
status, schedule and costDevelopment status, cost, timing

Integration status, cost, timing
Operation status, output, operating cost, health

Spacecraft Individual model for each spacecraft: Determine schedule, health status, power, mass,
size and pointingDevelopment status, cost, timing

Integration status, cost, timing
Operation status, capabilities, operating cost,
health

Launch Selects launch vehicle Select vehicle from database and determine
launch cost and successSpacecraft integration status cost and timing

Maintains state

Ground Location and availability of ground stations Models links QoS, availability, and operating
and capex costsUplink and downlink QoS

Maintains state

Cluster Configuration Determine cluster topology, relative position,
delta V, fuel usage, GN&C architecture,
operation and maintenance cost and failure
probability

Technology employed
Propellant usage
Reliability

Distributed computing Mission data processing Model resource allocation and physical
quantities (power, mass, mass)Distributed control

Wireless communications Inter-Module
Intra-Module

Capabilities: frequency, antenna size, number of
channels

Connectivity: maximum rates, delays, powerGround

Networking Throughput Calculates throughput, delay, overhead, CPU
usageIntegrity

Latency

Wireless power transfer Technology employed
Availability
Efficiency
Power

Determine the excess or deficit of power
available

Determine power transmitted based on position,
pointing

Determine mass and power required
Calculate NPV based on costs, benefits and

discount rate

Value Payload cost
Spacecraft cost
Launch cost
Ground stations cost
Operating cost
Performance (VARG Curve, E[NPV])
Risk & Opportunities
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Table 3. Modified Taguchi array.

Experiment NS WPT DC PS CT RM FEC EC XM PER WT MAC ANT TP GND

1 1 MR Yes Chem Lin Pro PL None Comm 0.1 g Dist Yes 1 Dist
2 1 MR Yes Chem Lin Pro PL All Netw 0.01 n Cent No 3 Sing
3 1 MR Yes EMFF Ring OnD All None Comm 0.1 g Cent No 3 Sing
4 1 MR Yes EMFF Ring OnD All All Netw 0.01 n Dist Yes 1 Dist
5 1 MW No Chem Lin OnD All None Comm 0.01 n Dist Yes 3 Sing
6 1 MW No Chem Lin OnD All All Netw 0.1 g Cent No 1 Dist
7 1 MW No EMFF Ring Pro PL None Comm 0.01 n Cent No 1 Dist
8 1 MW No EMFF Ring Pro PL All Netw 0.1 g Dist Yes 3 Sing
9 3 MR No Chem Ring Pro All None Netw 0.1 n Dist No 1 Sing
10 3 MR No Chem Ring Pro All All Comm 0.01 g Cent Yes 3 Dist
11 3 MR No EMFF Lin OnD PL None Netw 0.1 n Cent Yes 3 Dist
12 3 MR No EMFF Lin OnD PL All Comm 0.01 g Dist No 1 Sing
13 3 MW Yes Chem Ring OnD PL None Netw 0.01 g Dist No 3 Dist
14 3 MW Yes Chem Ring OnD PL All Comm 0.1 n Cent Yes 1 Sing
15 3 MW Yes EMFF Lin Pro All None Netw 0.01 g Cent Yes 1 Sing
16 3 MW Yes EMFF Lin Pro All All Comm 0.1 n Dist No 3 Dist
17 5 MR Yes Chem Lin Pro PL None Comm 0.1 g Dist Yes 1 Dist
18 5 MR Yes Chem Lin Pro PL All Netw 0.01 n Cent No 3 Sing
19 5 MR Yes EMFF Ring OnD All None Comm 0.1 g Cent No 3 Sing
20 5 MR Yes EMFF Ring OnD All All Netw 0.01 n Dist Yes 1 Dist
21 5 MW No Chem Lin OnD All None Comm 0.01 n Dist Yes 3 Sing
22 5 MW No Chem Lin OnD All All Netw 0.1 g Cent No 1 Dist
23 5 MW No EMFF Ring Pro PL None Comm 0.01 n Cent No 1 Dist
24 5 MW No EMFF Ring Pro PL All Netw 0.1 g Dist Yes 3 Sing
25 7 MR No Chem Ring Pro All None Netw 0.1 n Dist No 1 Sing
26 7 MR No Chem Ring Pro All All Comm 0.01 g Cent Yes 3 Dist
27 7 MR No EMFF Lin OnD PL None Netw 0.1 n Cent Yes 3 Dist
28 7 MR No EMFF Lin OnD PL All Comm 0.01 g Dist No 1 Sing
29 7 MW Yes Chem Ring OnD PL None Netw 0.01 g Dist No 3 Dist
30 7 MW Yes Chem Ring OnD PL All Comm 0.1 n Cent Yes 1 Sing
31 7 MW Yes EMFF Lin Pro All None Netw 0.01 g Cent Yes 1 Sing
32 7 MW Yes EMFF Lin Pro All All Comm 0.1 n Dist No 3 Dist

As mentioned earlier, the entire design variable space will
not be analyzed. Instead, design of experiment techniques
will be employed, and in particular the Taguchi orthogonal
vectors will be employed. While most variables have only
two possible values, the number of spacecraft variable has up
to seven (7) possible values. Therefore, a modified Taguchi
array was employed.

Table 3 shows a typical modified Taguchi array used in
the simulations.

There are a number of constants, which do not change
value with the architectures. The main constants defined are
listed below.

� Spacecraft 1 always has the highest number of
payloads.

� The last spacecraft carries the ground communications.
� There is no on-orbit refueling for chemical propulsion.

� Partial spacecraft failures have not been considered for
this analysis.

� Failed spacecraft and payloads are replaced with identical
spacecraft and payloads (although a learning factor is used
in reducing their cost).

� Maximum five spacecraft launched on the same launch
vehicle.

� Both existing and developmental launch vehicles avail-
able in the database have been used.

� The spacecraft closest to the payloads requirements was
selected and, if needed, scaled higher or lower in terms of
mass, volume, and power.

� Cost basis fiscal year was 2008.
� Inflation was assumed to be 2.6% per year.
� Discount factor was 4.9% per year.
� Spacecraft learning factor is 0.77.
� Launch vehicle learning factor is 0.85.
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3.2 Architecture generator

The architecture generator is responsible for selecting the
values for each of the variables in the design vector from the
Taguchi array and for pairing payloads with their respective
spacecraft. Therefore, for each experiment in the Taguchi
array there will actually be several architectures based on the
pairing of payloads and spacecraft. The architecture generator
also allows for the forced pairing between certain payloads
and the replacement of payloads and spacecraft in case of
on-orbit failure.

As an example, assume that there are four (4) payloads and
two (2) spacecraft in a particular scheme. Further assume that
payload 1 (PL1) must always be paired with payload 4 (PL4).
In this case, four architectures are possible:

Spacecraft 1 Spacecraft 2

Architecture 1: [1 2 3 4] [ ]
Architecture 2: [2 3] [1 4]
Architecture 3: [1 3 4] [2]
Architecture 4: [1 2 4] [3]

In the case of Architecture 1, the second spacecraft does
not carry any payload. It is however part of the constellation
as a support spacecraft as it may carry a CPU, which can
be used in distributed computing, a ground link or wireless
power transfer.

As on-orbit failures occur, the spacecraft are replaced with
identical replacements. For example, payloads 1, 5, 9, and
so on, are identical. Therefore, if spacecraft 1 in Architec-
ture 2 fails, it will get replaced with spacecraft 3 containing
payloads 6 and 7.

3.3 Operator model

The Operator model performs two main functions: time keep-
ing and decision-making. As the time keeper, it maintains
the timing for the entire simulation. As the decision-maker, it
is designed to emulate the decision-making activities of the
stakeholders/customers during each time-step. These activ-
ities may be divided into three types of outputs, including
programmatic decisions, housekeeping tasks, and operational
orders (see Lifecycle Engineering: Economic Theory). Inputs
are the reported states of various system elements (e.g., space-
craft and payload models) and their levels of readiness for
deployment or health, and the outcomes determined by the
scenario and launch models. Decisions taken by the operator
model developed for system F6 include:

Programmatic:

� Drive development decisions based on budget
and schedule (priority) constraints

� Reaction to program budget overruns
� Reaction to schedule slippage
� Rebaseline/End development due to sched-

ule and cost overrun (e.g., Nunn-McCurdy
provision-related breach)

� Start development based on external inputs (pre-
dicted demand)

Housekeeping:

� Transition to integration state once development
of the spacecraft or payload is complete

� Integration of payloads and their host spacecraft
based on critical-path node analysis

� Payload and spacecraft on-orbit health monitor-
ing

Operational:

� Reactions to launch success or failure (start on-
orbit calibration or order replacement if allowed)

� Replace lost/failed units
� Launch multiple spacecraft on the same launch

vehicle to reduce costs
� Support spacecraft wait in ready-to-launch state

for payload spacecraft

Figure 3 shows the inputs and outputs related to the oper-
ator module. Figure 4 shows the Markov state diagram for
the decision making process.

3.4 Spacecraft and payload models

The spacecraft model determines the complete rollup of mass,
power, and performance using inputs from all subsystems.
Just like a real spacecraft design process, several iterations
of design are used to refine initial estimates and update values
based on interdependencies of subsystems. A combination of
a bus database and parametric estimation methods is used to
produce the design specifications. Many parameters and con-
figurations can be picked at the start such as thruster Isp, solar
array degradation, component reliability, and design margins.

In the first iteration, the spacecraft model uses scenario
inputs such as design life, orbit altitude, and payload power, as
these are known before SVM starts. Additionally, the scenario
architecture determines the number of spacecraft and to some
extent, the distribution of mission and spacecraft functions.
Based on rough power, pointing, and payload mass require-
ments, the initial buses (typically more than one spacecraft
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   launch mode

• Monitor spacecraft development
• Command state transitions
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• Bus customization

Spacecraft

Payload

Launch

Scenario

Figure 3. Operator module.

is used in the design architecture) are picked from a mod-
ified rapid spacecraft development office (RSDO) catalog.
The RSDO catalog is a NASA catalog of small spacecraft
buses with pertinent performance specs. We have modified
this catalog to include some Lockheed Martin buses.

From this initial bus pick, overall power capability, dry
mass, pointing or line of sight (LOS) capability, and size specs
are passed to each subsystem as inputs. On subsequent itera-
tions, modifications to the requirements for pointing, power,
and subsystem mass are updated in the spacecraft model. At
this point, a new bus may be picked from the catalog and in all

cases, the total mass and power are parametrically stretched
smaller or bigger to match the actual spacecraft design.

Another output of the model is estimated design times
and integration times. The integration time is based on the
payload estimate and number of payloads to be integrated
and is multiplicative, not additive. The design time is taken
directly from the bus catalog. Along with the final design,
reliability estimates for subsystems are computed and used
by the scenario model to determine failures.

Finally, the spacecraft model computes cost in two meth-
ods. The default, simple approach, uses a parametric model

Not
started
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develop-

ment

In
integra-

tion

Ready to
launch

Operating
on orbit

5 9

11

Failed
on orbit

End of
life

Deorbited10876 Failed
launch
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integra-
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ment

Operator decision
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Figure 4. Markov state diagram.
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based on payload mass and design life to get a rough esti-
mate. A second, more accurate method utilizes the Aerospace
Corporation’s small satellite cost model (SSCM) tool. The
SSCM tool utilizes a combination of many parametric rela-
tionships based on inputs such as mass, power, LOS accuracy,
attitude control system type, design life, and so on. It
outputs cost broken down by subsystems, systems engineer-
ing/management, integration, assembly and test, and launch
operations. This tool is used when the most accurate cost
solution is required.

After the spacecraft model has computed several iterations
of design, it flags itself as ready for simulation. Simulation
of the mission steps through time zero starting with devel-
opment. The model will note any random delays in schedule
and any deletions or additions of spacecraft. For example, a
payload may be terminated so one spacecraft is thus termi-
nated from development. Likewise, spacecraft may be added
in anticipation or following a failure of an on-orbit asset.

Once a spacecraft has launched, the spacecraft model
keeps track of fuel spent for maneuvers and cluster main-
tenance (and thus total mass), power loss due to solar array
degradation, and capability of key subsystems. This infor-
mation is used by other models and ultimately determines
when a spacecraft is no longer operational. Figure 5 shows
the spacecraft module inputs and outputs.

The Payload model uses a predefined set of sensors and
instruments and provides stochastic models of the develop-
ment, deployment, and operational phases in terms of their
associated costs, timescales, and technical complexity. The
model is designed to be modular and scalable, allowing the

user to define the mission and science objectives of the pro-
gram through the appropriate choice of the sensor suite.

During the simulation, operator-driven decisions on pay-
load selection and phasing of their development are used to
provide stochastic models of the sensors’ development in
terms of cost and time expended. Each sensor in the suite is
treated separately. The stochastic model leverages the sen-
sor’s stated complexity and technology readiness level of
the sensors to provide variances from the initially projected
costs and time of the development. Requirements creep is
also modeled, so that changes in expected accommodation
requirements – such as mass, power, and size – are flowed
to the host spacecraft in the middle of its development to
simulate the knock-on effects of design changes. The space-
craft’s on-orbit deployment can thus be affected by delays
and complications in payload development, much like some
multi-payload spacecraft today are experiencing.

The payload model also provides outputs to the simulation
for sensors that have been successfully deployed and are in
operation on orbit, including information on health status,
data rate output, and operations costs.

Figure 6 shows the payload module inputs and outputs.

3.5 Scenario models

The scenario model simulates internal and external uncertain-
ties as they may occur during the lifecycle of a mission. These
include variations in spacecraft development time and bud-
get, payload development time and budget, integration time
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Figure 5. Spacecraft module.
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• Update payload health during operations
• Calculate and report operations cost per quarter
• Stochastic changes in payload health
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Constants

Figure 6. Payload module.

and budget, launch failures, on-orbit failures, and technology
obsolescence. Variations in time and budget were described
using log-normal distribution based on the spacecraft and
payload TRL. The distribution mean was adjusted based on a
learning curve for subsequent identical items. Launch failures
were modeled on as discrete stochastic events, again with a
learning curve based on the results of previous launches of
identical vehicles. Lastly, each spacecraft and payload com-
ponent failure was modeled based on its expected MTBF.

These on-orbit failures were modeled based on Hazard func-
tion using Weibull probability. The model includes infant
mortality and end of life probability. The actual design life can
be varied in the Design Vector so that various life expectan-
cies, with their implication on cost and reliability, can be
analyzed. Depending on the type of failure that occurs, the
spacecraft module declares the entire spacecraft failed or
operating at reduced capability. Figure 7 shows the Scenario
Model inputs and outputs.

Operator

Initialization:
• Instantiate chosen instruments from payload database
• Add the instantiated instrument into the payload structure

Payload

State

Power

Accommodation

Development time

Program health

Payload health

Cost

Development:
• Update program health if payload is in development mode
• Calculate and report additional development cost per quarter
• Stochastic changes in requirement
• Additional accommodation design drivers

Operational:
• Update payload health during operations
• Calculate and report operations cost per quarter
• Stochastic changes in payload health

Scenario

Constants

Figure 7. Scenario module.
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Spacecraft
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Figure 8. Wireless communications module.

3.6 Technology pillar models

Each of the main technology pillars (wireless com-
munications, networking, distributed computing, cluster
management and wireless power transfer) were modeled as
individual modules. The description for each one of them is
presented below.

3.6.1 Wireless communications

The Wireless Communication module is in turn divided into
RF, Rate, Load, MAC and Physical models. The RF model
determines the size, power and type of antennas used in order
to achieve a particular QoS based on the expected distance,
geometry and cluster dynamics. The Rate model computes
achievable link rates from link budget, antenna gain, and
antenna type. A distributed or centralized MAC architecture
with bandwidth reuse and contention is described by the MAC
model. The MAC model also models retransmissions based
on link bit error rate. The load model computes instructions
per second and RAM used for processing intra-cluster pack-
ets. Lastly the Physical (PHY) models the intra-cluster and
intra-spacecraft wireless communication (Bergamo, 2005).

The intra-cluster wireless communication was based on
an 802.11 g or 802.11 n protocol. The intra-spacecraft wire-
less communication model was based on an ultra-wide band
(UWB) architecture. Additionally, a wired model based on
Spacewire was incorporated. The module output includes
maximum throughput rate, antenna size and type and system
power and weight requirements. Figure 8 shows the wireless
communications module inputs and outputs.

3.6.2 Networking

The main function of the networking module is to describe a
topology model (routing protocols capacity approximation).
Two models are defined: spanning tree is used to approximate
a proactive (OLSR-like) network and full mesh is used to
approximate an on-demand (AODV-like) network. The sim-
ulation allows tradeoffs among throughput, reliability and
delay and autonomous mediation of competing demands for
resources. A computational load model calculates the storage
requirements based on neighborhood size and includes incre-
mental complexity of forward error correction. Lastly, error
correction, information assurance, and retransmission mod-
els are implemented. Figure 9 shows the networking module
inputs and outputs.

3.6.3 Distributed computing

One of the advantages of fractionated spacecraft architecture
is the ability to transfer computing load from one processor
to another even when these processors are physically located
on different spacecraft. This type of distributed computing
allows for the ability to balance load among all the avail-
able processors so that individual CPUs must not be specified
for peak load. It also provides increased reliability through
system-wide redundancy while operating single-string at the
spacecraft level. The distributed computing model takes care
of these aspects of the simulation and it also computes the
required power and achievable QoS for a particular network-
ing scheme. Figure 10 shows the distributed computing inputs
and outputs.
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Figure 9. Networking module.

3.6.4 Cluster management

The Cluster Management module addresses the geometry
and dynamics of the entire cluster. Once a geometry (ring
or linear) is selected, the appropriate delta V for the nomi-
nal formation is calculated. The inter-satellite distances and
variations are then obtained and the propulsion system sized
depending on whether chemical or EMFF technology is used

(see Propulsion System Cycles). The communication quality
of service (QoS) is then calculated based on geometry, dis-
tances, occlusion, and antenna types and power. Similarly,
payload availability is calculated based on cluster geometry.

Once the nominal architecture is defined, the cluster man-
agement module addresses additional aspects such as delta V
for insertion and removal of spacecraft, delta V for tumbling
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Constants
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Figure 10. Distributed computing module.
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Figure 11. Cluster operations module.

and non-tumbling spacecraft and probability of collision.
Delta V is minimized by allowing J2 perturbation induced
tumbling and by selecting an optimal orbital plane. Figure
11 shows the cluster operations module inputs and outputs.

3.6.5 Wireless power transfer

The wireless power transfer module optimized among several
technologies including laser, microwave, solar concentra-
tors, and magnetic resonance (McSpadden, 1996; Karalis,
Joannopoulos and Soljacic, 2008; Kurs et al., 2007; Haus,
1983; Brickmore and Hansen, 1959; Borgiotti, 1966; Adane
et al., 2004; Kay, 1960; Ding, Zhang and Luo, 1998; Heikki-
nen, Salonen and Kivikoski, 2000; Howell, O’Neill and Fork,
2004; Williams and Conway, 1981; Choi, 2000;Kare, Mitl-
itsky and Weisberg, 1999). The technology selection was
based on the distance between spacecraft in a cluster, point-
ing requirements, cluster geometry, end-to-end efficiency of
a particular technology and power, weight and size required.
The model is able to select the most appropriate technology
for a particular situation or it can be forced to analyze the
implications of a particular technology. Figure 12 shows the
wireless power transfer module inputs and outputs.

3.7 Ground

The ground module computes the cost to develop and operate
ground stations and it simulates the availability and QoS of

the data to ground based on the physical location of these
stations and the spacecraft position and number of ground
links. It also computes the signal delay based on the QoS and
distance to spacecraft. Figure 13 shows the ground module
inputs and outputs.

3.8 Launch model

The function of the launch model is to select the launch vehi-
cle or vehicles that will result in the best value. The main
inputs in determining the selection are the spacecraft num-
ber, mass, cost, launch schedule, and orbit. To determine
an optimal selection, one approach is a brute force method
of selecting every combination of capable launch vehicles
and then running a Monte Carlo analysis of the entire SVM
simulation for each combination to see which results in the
best value. Another option is to attempt to select the optimal
combination before the simulation begins using input param-
eters and reliability of each launch vehicle as a risk measure.
The former method will result in the optimal solution at the
expense of time, while the latter solution will allow a quicker
simulation but might not be optimal.

The approach implemented here is the selection before
simulation. The assumption is that design, schedule, and cus-
tomer constraints will greatly limit the selection space and
leave the launch model only a few vehicles from which to
pick. As more analysis is performed in SVM, the parame-
ters can be adjusted as necessary so that selection prior to
simulation becomes more optimal.
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Spacecraft Initialization

• Calculates WPT generation
• Calculates system properties
   (mass, volume, etc)
• Calculates cost function based
  on mass, cost, TRL

Witricity model

• Power required
• Power transmitted
• Efficiency
• Position requirements
• Pointing requirements
• Mass, volume
• Time, cost
• Failure
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Microwave model
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• Efficiency
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• Mass, volume
• Time, cost
• Failure

Laser model
• Power required
• Power transmitted
• Efficiency
• Position requirements
• Pointing requirements
• Mass, volume
• Time, cost
• Failure

WPT model

• WPT usage
• System load
• Failure simualtion

ClusterOps

Scenario

WPT Database

Figure 12. Wireless power transfer module.

A launch vehicle database is used as the starting point and
includes each vehicle’s mass/orbit capability, cost, and relia-
bility based on actual launches and parametric prediction of
future success. The selection process begins with computing

the delta-V required to reach the design orbit. The launch
database lists the nominal orbit and any deviation from that
orbit in inclination and altitude is computed and typically
deducted from the listed mass capability.

Design vector Link availability

• Pre-calculated visibility
   matrics from STK based
  on various input
   parameters
• Determine %
  availability of system

Quality of service

• Downlink/uplink
   capability for comm nodes
• Signal delay in both
  directions
• Design of comm node
  (SWaP) based on
  requirements
• Assign functionality to
  replacement spacecraft

• Instructions per second
  needed for procesing*
• Amount of memory
  required to store
  software/data

CPU and RAM

Cost

• Initial capital spending
  for facilities and hardware
• Adjust ground segment
   cost based on number of
  spacecraft

Ground

Actualized DL/UL data rate per link

Actualized DL/UL delay per link

CPU capacity per SC

RAM capacity per SC

Ground segment cost

Ground availability

DL/UP power

DL/UP antenna size

DL/UP mass

Spacecraft

Constant vector

Figure 13. Ground module.
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Next, a first cut at the spacecraft pairings is computed
based on when they will be ready for launch, and input param-
eters such as maximum number of spacecraft per launch
vehicle and maximum time span between pairings. For exam-
ple, if the maximum Time to Pair is 6 months, two spacecraft
with development timelines of 18 and 27 months could not
be paired on the same launch vehicle.

Next, based on these spacecraft to launch vehicle com-
binations, capable launch vehicles are selected based on
mass capability. The SVM tool does not estimated stowed
spacecraft dimensions so fairing volume constraints are not
considered. Once the list of capable launch vehicles is nar-
rowed down, combinations of spacecraft to launch vehicle
arrangements are considered and cost computed for each.
For example, if four spacecraft are to be launched using two
vehicles, the possible combinations are:

[1,2], [3,4]
[1,3], [2,4]
[1,4], [2,3]
[1,2,3], 4
[1,2,4], 3
[1,3,4], 2
[2,3,4], 1

A risk-adjusted cost is computed for each combination.
The adjustment considers the nominal launch vehicle cost
then factors in its predicted reliability coupled with replace-
ment cost if a failure occurs (equation (1)).

Costa = (2 − Ps) · Costnominal + (1 − Ps)Costpayload · k (1)

where Ps = probability of success, Costpayload = total cost of
all spacecraft, k = rebuild factor

The result of this adjusted cost is a value always greater
than the nominal cost scaled by Ps. A constant rebuild factor,
k, is applied to all combinations to account for greater cost
of rebuilding the spacecraft after a failure.

The best combination of spacecraft and launch vehicles
is selected and the estimated cost (not risk-adjusted cost) is
assigned to that final arrangement prior to simulation. After
the SVM simulation begins, new launch manifests may occur
(due to launch failure, new procurement, or on-orbit replace-
ment) and the same process will take place to pick new launch
vehicles. Figure 14 shows the launch module inputs and out-
puts.

3.9 Cost and revenue models

The main function of the value model is to collect the costs
and revenues from all the other modules. Therefore, as the
some of the modules incur costs, the value model collects
these costs. As the data is received to the ground, a particular
value is assigned to the amount of data reached the ground and
is collected as revenue by the value model. As these events
occur at various points in time, a discount rate is applied and
the net present value (NPV) of the entire lifecycle is calcu-
lated. Also calculated is the value at risk and gain (VARG),
a measure of the largest amount of loss or gain that could be
incurred throughout the lifecycle of a particular fractionated

Design vector Link availability

• Pre-calculated visibility
   matrics from STK based
  on various input
  parameters
• Determines %
   availability of system

Quality of service

• Downlink/uplink
   capability for comm nodes
• Signal delay in both
   directions
• Design of comm node
  (SWaP) based on
  requirements
• Assign functionality to
  replacement spacecraft

CPU and Ram

• Instructions per second
  needed for processing*
• Amount of memory
  required to store
   software/data

Cost

• Initial capital spending
  for facilities and
  hardware
• Adjust ground segment
  cost based on number
  of spacecraft

Actualized DL/UL data rate per link

Actualized DL/UL delay per link

CPU capacity per SC

RAM capacity per SC

Ground segment cost

Ground availability

DL /UP power

DL /UL antenna size

DL /UL mass

Ground

Spacecraft

Constant vector

Figure 14. Launch module.
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Spacecraft
Initialization

• Calculates budget NPV
• Costs and revenues
• Estimate burn rates
• Cost-basis year
• Discount rate
• No uncertainties

Value model

• Collects development and integration costs
• Calculates operation costs based on burn rates
• Computes revenues based on data value
• Data rate from distributed computing
• Improved ground station development and operation cost
• Handles addition and removal of spacecraft (ghosts)
• Additional spacecraft states
• Dynamics number of launches
• Cumulative and per-period present value
• Consistent unit usage

Value

Budget NPV

Actual NPV

VARG

State history

Payload

Operator

Scenario

Launch

Ground

Distributed
computing

Constants

Figure 15. Value module.

architecture. Figure 15 shows the value module inputs and
outputs.

4 SVM F6 ARCHITECTURE STUDIES

Several thousand architectures were simulated and analyzed.
As first step, a subset of the architectures space was used.
Sensitivity analysis (see Sensitivity Analysis), then indicated
the independent variables in the design vector which had the
largest impact in the architecture NPV. A typical result is
shown in Figure 16. A Taguchi array was then implemented
to systematically reduce the number of test runs.

For each architecture simulated, we also obtained the costs
and revenues associated with each time period and the state
history associated with each system element such as launch
vehicles, payloads, and spacecraft. Again, typical results are
shown below in Figures 17 and 18.

Based on extensive simulations, several rules of fraction-
ation have been derived and are summarized below. These
rules should be considered as a starting point for analyz-
ing the viability of fractionating any complex future mission.
However, it should be noted that these rules are dependent
on the details of the particular mission analyzed. In addition,
the life cycle of a mission is a highly nonlinear and complex
system. As explained in the previous sections, the individual

parameters studied are not linearly independent, thus some
rules will give different results when combined with other
rules. Furthermore, no one answer is the right answer for all
customers. The risk aversion of any particular customer must
be considered in evaluating the meaning of the above results.

1. Increased launch costs due to fractionation can be offset
by decreased payload coupling in terms of development
and integration.

2. Each spacecraft should host payloads with similar TRL
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Figure 16. Sensitivity analysis results.
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Figure 17. Typical cash flow results.

3. Consider the use of EMFF as a propulsion system if the
customer is a risk-taker.

4. Consider anticipatory development if the customer is
willing to incur higher costs in exchange for much
higher revenues.

5. If anticipatory development is employed, use a short
maximum wait time to pair spacecraft for launch.

6. If anticipatory development is not employed, use a
longer maximum wait time to pair spacecraft for launch.

7. Exploit distributed computing by using a single-string
architecture.

8. If distributed computing is not used, employ a redundant
architecture.

9. Design for longer life to maximize NPV either though
single-string and distributed computing or hardware
redundancy.

10. Take into account the customer’s risk aversion before
making a recommendation (one size does not fit all).

EOL
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Failed on orbit

Failed launch

Failed integration

Failed development

In orbit

Ready for launch

Integration

Development

Not started
0          10          20         30         40          50          60         70         80         90
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State history

Failure

On-orbit

Build and
launch

Build
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Figure 18. Typical state history results.
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11. Successful fractionation requires inter-module wire-
less communications and networking within the cluster;
however, the exact implementation (i.e., wireless com-
munications and networking design choices) make little
difference to the system NPV.

5 CONCLUSION

The SVM tool developed by Lockheed Martin is a complex
simulation allowing for complete trades among many inde-
pendent variables and architectural choices. SVM extends
proven methodologies to provide powerful tool for stochas-
tically identifying programmatic hurdles and bottlenecks.
General rules of fractionation can be defined, or particulars
of individual architectures can be investigated.

NOMENCLATURE

AODV ad hoc on-demand distance vector
DSS distributed spacecraft system
EMFF electromagnetic formation flight
GINA generalized information network analysis
LOS line-of-sight
NPV net present value
OLS operational linescan system
OLSR optimized link state routing
PoR program of record
QoS quality of service
SSMIS microwave imager and sounder
SSULI ultraviolet limb imager
SSUSI ultraviolet spectrographic imager and nadir

airglow-photometer
SVM system value modeling
TDN time-expanded decision networks
UWB ultra-wide band
VARG value at risk or gain
VCDM value-centric design methodology
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1 INTRODUCTION

In general, system reconfiguration implies a change in the
system. In the technical context of aerospace systems, the
notion of reconfigurability is usually associated with form
and/or functional changes that are in response to new needs.
The needs maybe related to performance, evolution, or sur-
vival of the system.

Traditionally, reconfigurability has mainly been of focus in
computing and communication systems, morphing aircraft,
spacecraft architecture, and robotic applications for space and
planetary exploration. A common underlying feature is that
the changes are usually not one-time transformations. Rather,
the system can repeatedly (and often reversibly) change
from one state or configuration to another in the operational
phase of their life cycle. Reconfigurable systems can then be
more generally defined as “those that can repeatedly and/or
reversibly achieve distinct configurations (or states), through
alteration of system form or function, in order to achieve a

desired outcome within acceptable reconfiguration time and
cost.” These systems can adapt to events or scenarios that
can be determined in advance or react to situations that were
not anticipated at the time of design. For example, consider a
morphing unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that can reversibly
change its wing geometry during flight (see Figure 1). It can
achieve an in flight area change of 40%, a span change of 30%,
and a wing sweep variation of 15–35◦. Prototypes of such air-
craft with large wing planform changes have been developed
(Gandhi et al., 2009) in which the reconfigurable wings opti-
mize the aircraft for dramatically different flight conditions –
for instance, from an efficient, high-altitude loiter shape to
an efficient, high-speed attack mode.

Systems that can undergo changes have been actively
investigated from an engineering systems perspective for

Figure 1. NextGen morphing UAV. Reproduced from Lawlor
(2006) c© Lockheed International.
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some time (Saleh, Mark and Jordan, 2009). Based on how
reconfigurability is commonly understood in the aerospace
domain, it is reasonable to categorize reconfigurable systems
as a special subset of changeable systems (Ross, Rhodes and
Hastings, 2008) in which the transformations are during the
operational phase and are mostly reversible and repeatable.

It should be noted that there is subjectivity regarding what
systems are referred to as “reconfigurable” in literature. It can
be argued that there are many systems that undergo repeated
transformations while in service (or operation) but are not
always categorized as “reconfigurable.” The classification of
a system as “reconfigurable” has typically been relative to
its traditional design. If a new design offers a higher degree
of changeability, than what had been previously possible, the
new architecture or design gets labeled as “reconfigurable.”
For instance, trains in which an engine maybe paired up with
different configurations of passenger coaches and cargo cars
in varying capacities exhibit a high degree of variability.
Yet, trains are typically not labeled as reconfigurable sys-
tems. Perhaps this is because these systems have long had
this design. Now consider the example of spacecraft, which
are traditionally monolithic systems carrying out one specific
mission. There are now new concepts, called fractionated
architectures, in which a collection of spacecraft collectively
function together as a larger, more capable system. These
fractionated or physically distributed systems are labeled as
“reconfigurable” since they introduce an ability to change that
previously did not exist in these systems, that is, of swapping
out, adding, or removing modules (in the cluster) during the
operational stage of the deployed system. Similarly, the tra-
ditional design of an aircraft wing was one of fixed geometry
(see also Fixed-Wing Civil Transport Aircraft Design). There
were few changes that could be made (e.g., F-14 with variable
sweep). New wing concepts and prototypes that are capable of
larger scale changes (Bowman et al., 2007) are however clas-
sified as “reconfigurable.” So theoretically while any system
that is capable of repeated configuration changes is “recon-
figurable,” its architectural legacy often also plays a role in
its categorization as a reconfigurable system.

1.1 Drivers for reconfigurability

Reconfigurability in systems is generally motivated by three
factors:

1. The system needs to be multi-functional, that is, it can
exhibit different capabilities at different times during its
operation (or service).

2. The system needs to be able to add new capabilities over
time, that is, it can evolve to respond to new functional
needs.

3. The system needs to sustain its functionality through
configuration changes in response to either external dis-
turbances or in the event of internal failures.

These three broad requirements either uniquely or in a
combination envelope almost all cases for which reconfig-
urability may be desired.

The need for multi-functionality can be due to resource
efficiency considerations, that is, in order to save financial or
material resources or even to overcome volume constraints,
a single set of elements (that undergo some necessary recon-
figurations) are used to carry out different tasks at different
times. Multi-functionality can also allow for performance
enhancement by allowing the system to operate in the most
suitable configuration necessary for the new task at hand
or for changed environmental conditions. Examples include
morphing aircraft that can be resource efficient (a single air-
craft can allow for reduction in fleet size; Roth, Peters and
Crossley, 2002), or more effective due to the ability of car-
rying out different tasks (reconnoiter and attack) in a single
mission.

Reconfigurability is also an enabler of change over time,
or system evolution. The future configurations may be known
a priori at the time of system design, or they may be unpre-
dictable in which case the evolvability helps to manage future
uncertainty. For example, a reconfigurable communications
payload on a satellite can allow the operators to change
the spacecraft capabilities over time as different protocols,
standards, and more efficient algorithms emerge over the
spacecraft’s lifetime.

Reconfigurability can also be a means for enhancing a
system’s survivability. In the event of partial failure, recon-
figurable systems can potentially configure to a state in which
some level of functionality is maintained. Furthermore, they
can enhance the safety margins (through reconfigurations),
and thus effectively reduce the probability of experiencing
failure. A relevant example for this is fractionated spacecraft
(Brown and Eremenko, 2006) concept in which a number
of spacecraft cooperate together so that the collective clus-
ter exhibits new/enhanced functionality. In such systems, the
cluster topology can undergo rapid and radical reconfigu-
ration to avoid collisions with other spacecraft (reducing
directed threats) or orbital debris (accidents). Similarly, in
case of a specific spacecraft failure the failed spacecraft can
be more easily replaced in the cluster thus allowing the overall
system to continue its mission.
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2 RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS

Research and development for system reconfigurability has
largely been focused in the following groups of systems.

2.1 Reconfigurable computational systems

These systems include field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) and other such devices in which the user (rather
than manufacturer) is able to implement different computing
and information processing applications. FPGAs are a col-
lection of identical logic cells interconnected with a matrix
of programmable switches. The specific computation func-
tion of each cell along with its interconnectivity to other cells
can be changed through software. Thus a user can implement
different computing applications as many times as desired.
The traditional, nonreconfigurable counterpart of the FPGA
was the application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) in
which once the computing application had been implemented
(through a series of hard-wired specialized components), no
changes could be made in the operational phase.

In spacecraft applications, radiation hardened FPGAs can
allow for a number of new capabilities such as improved
uplink jamming combat abilities through reconfigurable
interference nulling algorithms (Marino and Chau, 1999), and
improved fault-tolerance (Nishinaga, Takeuchi and Suzuki,
2004).

2.2 Reconfigurable communication systems

Reconfigurability in space communications has been through
advances in antenna technologies and payloads capable of
on-orbit reconfigurations.

2.2.1 Reconfigurable antenna technology

Traditionally, GEO communication satellites were designed
to serve particular geographic regions. The antenna reflector
shapes or arrangement of feed arrays was optimized for a
desired pattern that would provide optimal coverage of des-
ignated areas. In such systems, however, the radiation pattern
could not be changed once the satellite had been deployed.
The need to respond to changing coverage and traffic require-
ments has driven the development of reconfigurable antennas.
There are a few main approaches: mechanical steering of
the main reflector, reshaping of reflector surfaces through
optimally placed actuators (Yoon and Washington, 2005),
electronic phase tuning of the wave that illuminates the

reflector, and direct radiating arrays that handle reconfig-
urable multi-beam coverage and allow for exchanging power
between beams (Angeletti, De Gaudenzi and Lisi, 2008).

2.2.2 Reconfigurable repeater technology

In communications, there is rapid evolution of digital
hardware technologies, software, modulation and coding
standards, communication protocols, and formats.

Transparent “Bent-Pipe” transponders or “Digital Bent-
Pipe” transponders (where analog signals are digitized but
are not demodulated/modulated on board) are able to cope
with these technology evolutions. Bent-pipe transponders
have therefore been widely used for satellite applications
that are typically designed for 15-year lifetimes. Regenera-
tive transponders, capable of on-board data processing, offer
better performance. The traditional handicap, however, had
been that once a satellite had been deployed its transponder
application could not be changed. With the advent of software
defined radio (SDR), regenerative payloads based on SDR
technologies, can be adopted for space applications (Mondin,
Presti and Scova, 2002). An ideal software radio transceiver
is a programmable device wired to a minimal radio frequency
(RF) front end. The programmable device carries out the bulk
of the functions (that include the physical layer, data-link
layer, and network layer) in the digital domain. The soft-
ware implementation of previously hard-wired functionality
can thus easily be changed, and the transceiver can be recon-
figured to function with different communication standards,
protocols, and algorithms. While the concept for SDR has
been of great interest since the mid-1990s (Mitola, 1995), its
applications have mostly been in terrestrial systems. There is
growing interest in its applications for space systems and it is
expected that its adoption will increase in space exploration
missions and in commercial satellite systems.

2.3 Morphing aircraft

Aircraft reconfiguration has been usually in the form of
discrete surfaces such as flaps and slats or variable-swept
wings such as those on the F-14 or B-1 aircraft. Since
the early twenty-first century there has been research and
development in unmanned aircraft with significantly greater
wing reconfiguration (Roth, Peters and Crossley, 2002).
These aircraft (see Figure 1) are capable of large changes
in wingspan, sweep angle, and area so that the same aircraft
is able to effectively perform loiter/reconnaissance missions
(requiring high-aspect ratio) and attack missions (requiring
shorter delta wings).
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Figure 2. Performance comparison of a fixed and morphing wing
aircraft. Reproduced from (Bowman) 2007.

The ideal goal of a morphing aircraft is to obtain near-
optimal performance for several dissimilar mission roles.
Figure 2 illustrates how the performance of a morphing
aircraft compares against that of fixed wing aircraft under dif-
ferent flight conditions. The comparison, based on first-order
calculations, quantifies the impact of greater reconfigurability
in wing geometry on aircraft performance (Bowman, et al.,
2007).

2.4 Reconfigurable robotic systems

In aerospace applications, reconfigurable robotic systems are
mostly homogeneously modular systems developed for rad-
ical shape and functional reconfigurability. These systems
can assume different configurations for changing their loco-
motive abilities (e.g., rolling vs. crawling, see Figure 3)
(Mackenzie, 2003). The different configurations also allow
for carrying different tasks and functions such as that of
inspection or repair. Many of these systems have been proto-
typed for planetary surface exploration applications (where

Figure 3. PolyBot – A reconfigurable robot made with similar
modules. Reproduced from Yim et al. (2003) c© Springer.

the different locomotive configurations can be especially use-
ful for traversing unknown terrain) and potential spacecraft
maintenance and assembly operations (Yim et al., 2003).

2.5 Reconfigurable spacecraft

Reconfigurable spacecraft are mostly concepts in which a set
of smaller spacecraft (each performing a specific core func-
tion) cooperate to act as a single system with greater overall
capabilities. The missions for such concepts span from earth
observation (Brown and Eremenko, 2006), planetary explo-
ration (Clark and Rilee, 2004), to astronaut assistance (Dong
et al., 2008). These systems have been investigated for some-
time under different programs sponsored by the US airforce
(Martin and Stallard, 1999), NASA, and DARPA (Brown and
Eremenko, 2006).

One such system was the distributed satellite systems
(DSS) concept in which a cluster of spacecraft collectively
form a “virtual satellite” with capabilities much greater than
that of each individual spacecraft. An example was the
TechSat 21 program for which the reference mission was
a Space Based Radar (Martin and Stallard, 1999). Interfer-
ometric imaging applications requiring large baselines (Jilla
and Miller, 2001) also become possible that could not be
previously conceived from structurally connected monolithic
systems. The reconfiguration of the cluster geometry permit-
ted for carrying out new and different missions altogether, or
to adjust to a particular mission application (e.g., new target
characteristic or revisit requirement).

Another more recent effort in reconfigurable spacecraft
architecture is the fractionated spacecraft concept (see Fig-
ure 4) (see also A Modular, High-Fidelity Tool to Model
the Utility of Fractionated Space Systems). In order to make
the expensive (and often long lifetime) spacecraft systems

Figure 4. Modular, distributed spacecraft architecture with small
spacecraft in a cluster forming a larger reconfigurable system.
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more responsive to changing needs (such as new mission
requirements or adoption of new technologies), DARPA has
promoted the fractionated spacecraft concept. The vision is
to shift from large monolithic spacecraft (designs that are
prevalent today) into networks of small spacecraft clusters
(Brown and Eremenko, 2006). The distributed and phys-
ically disconnected modules (spacecraft) thus allow for a
degree of changeability that is impossible to achieve with
monolithic designs. Some potential capabilities include con-
figuration changes to avoid collisions from directed threats
or debris, joining up with other deployed modules/clusters to
collectively achieve new or enhanced functionality, and so on.

Another set of concepts regarding reconfigurable space-
craft is based on using identical polygon modules to form
large structures that are capable of topological and functional
changes. One proposed concept envisions these kinds of
spacecraft to function as in-space flight vehicles that can later
reconfigure on planetary surfaces to form antenna reflectors
or even surface traversing vehicles (Clark and Rilee, 2004).

3 RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEMS
MODELING

The modeling and analysis of reconfigurable systems varies
in approach depending on the nature of the system. For the
class of systems that can be described through a finite set of
discrete configurations, Markov processes are well suited for
modeling and analysis. This section describes methods and
applications of Markov modeling for reconfigurable systems.

3.1 Markov models

A Markov process is a probabilistic model of a system, which
employs the concepts of states and state transitions. Reconfig-
urable systems can therefore be studied with Markov models
in a very natural way. Markov theory has been fairly well
developed since its first introduction by the Russian math-
ematician A. Markov in 1907 (Howard, 1971). The basic
assumptions and important results are as follows.

3.1.1 Discrete-time Markov chains

A discrete-time Markov Chain is a process in which the sys-
tem’s state changes at certain discrete time instants. Suppose
a system can exist in N finite and discrete states, that belong to
a set S = 1, 2, . . . , N. A time ordered set, T = [t1, . . . , tn , . . . ,
tf] can be defined and the system state at a time instant tn can
be denoted as Xn . Then, for a Markov process the following

assumption holds (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 2002):

pij(n) = Pr {Xn+1 = j | Xn = i} , i, j ∈ S (1)

where pij(n) is the probability of transitioning from a state i to
j at time tn . The probability law of the next state Xn+1 depends
on the past only through the present value of the state Xn . In
other words, the Markovian property refers to a condition
where memory of previously visited states between t1, . . . ,
tn−1 is irrelevant. The pij(n) are also called the single-step
transition probabilities since they define the transition prob-
abilities for one time step only. The transition probabilities
from a state i to a new state j sum to 1

N∑
j=1

pij(n) = 1 ∀i (2)

It should be noted that pii is the probability that the system
remains in state i. Using the transition probabilities between
each state pair, the complete system can be described by
defining a single-step transition probability matrix, P(n)

P(n) =




p11 · · · p1N

...
. . .

...

pN1 · · · pNN


 (3)

The matrix provides full information regarding the behav-
ior of the system at a particular time instant. In order to
determine the individual state probabilities, a vector �(n),
is defined where �(n) = [�i(n)]1XN , and �i(n) is the proba-
bility of being in state i at time tn . The state probabilities at
time tn+1 are then simply

�(n + 1) = �(n)P(n) (4)

For a case where pij are constant and do not vary with time,
it can be shown that

�(n) = �(0)Pn (5)

where �(0) is the initial state probability vector. This case is
known as the Time-Homogeneous Markov Chain.

For systems whose state probabilities reach a limiting
value as n gets larger (which is when the system is not periodic
and is homogeneous), the asymptotic or steady-state behavior
of � is (Howard, 1971)

�(∞) = lim
n→∞ �(0)Pn (6)
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Since at steady state, the relation � = � P has to hold
true: �(∞) can be computed by solving the simultaneous
equations given by

�j (∞) =
N∑

i=1

�i (∞) pij, j = 1, 2, . . . , N (7)

Since these N equations are linearly dependent, in order to
get a nontrivial solution, only N − 1 equations are used, and
the Nth equation is the property that all state probabilities
should sum to 1

N∑
i=1

�i (∞) = 1 (8)

It can be seen that using homogeneous Markov chains the
state probabilities can be predicted for any future time given
an initial state. This allows for calculation of useful statistics
such as average time spent in a particular state, mean time
before a certain state may be reached for the first time, and
so on (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 2002).

In the case of reconfigurable systems, the homogeneous
model is applicable if the single-step transition probabilities
are the same over the system’s operational time.

A general model of a reconfigurable system can be con-
structed, with two types of states: operational states and
reconfiguration states. Operational states are those in which
the system operates and carries out its useful function. In
Figure 5 they are States A and B (that are shaded). The
reconfiguration states are those in which the reconfiguration
processes are carried out, and the system may be (but not
necessarily) fully or partially disabled.

Figure 5. Markov model of a reconfigurable system.

For the most general case, it can be assumed that each oper-
ational state can configure into every other operational state
after passing through a specific reconfiguration state. Thus,
State A can transition to State AB (which is a reconfigura-
tion state in which the system reconfigures from A to B), and
then State AB goes on to State B (which is the state in which
the system is in operational configuration B). A similar path
is shown for B to BA to A. The self-transition probabilities
PAB−AB and PBA−BA in the reconfiguration states can be used
to account for factors such as reconfiguration delay or fail-
ure in any particular reconfiguration attempt. In essence, they
capture the expected delay in moving from one operational
state to the next. In many systems, it may not be possible
to enter each operational state from every other operational
state. However, the most general case is considered here for
completeness.

An example of a reconfigurable UAV will be used to illus-
trate the discussion. Figure 6 shows a Markov model that
describes the states of the UAV along with some notional
transition probabilities (which in reality would be based on
military strategic scenarios, likelihood of finding attack tar-
gets in an area, etc.). It is assumed that the aircraft can exist
in two operational states – a swept low aspect ratio wing con-
figuration for dash (D) and an unswept high aspect ratio wing
configuration for loiter (L). The aircraft also has reconfigura-
tion states that correspond to the two operational states along
with a nonrecoverable failure state (F).

The evolution of state probabilities in this case was com-
puted for 400 steps using equations (3) and (5), and the first
80 iterations are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Markov model of a reconfigurable aircraft. Reproduced
with permission from Siddiqi and de Weck (2008) c© ASME
International.
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Figure 7. State probabilities of reconfigurable aircraft.

An understanding of the different distinct functional states
of the system (a simple case of which is shown in Figure 7)
can better allow system architects and designers to formulate
detailed designs and operational plans.

In many applications, determining the appropriate values
for transition probabilities can be difficult. Furthermore, the
applicability is limited to a class of systems in which no active
decision rule is used to determine the state to which the sys-
tem should reconfigure (the probabilities are assumed to be
fixed and known). There are many types of systems in which
the reconfiguration to a state will depend on some exogenous
variable that will make some states desirable and some unde-
sirable as a function of time. For these cases, time-varying
Markov models can be used.

3.1.2 Time-varying Markov-based models

A more general case is the one in which the single-step tran-
sition probability matrix P is not the same for every time
step. This is known as the nonhomogeneous Markov chain
(Howard, 1971). In this case, equation (5) does not hold, and
analytical solutions to the asymptotic behavior of the sys-
tem are not possible (except for the periodic cases). Indeed
the system may not have a steady state as is possible for
the case of homogeneous systems. The multistep transition
probabilities matrix between time m and n, denoted as �(m,
n), is computed by taking a complete product of each P(n)
(Howard, 1971):

� (m, n) = P (m) P (m + 1) · · · P (n − 1) , m ≤ n − 1

(9)

Many reconfigurable systems can be better described
through nonhomogeneous models, with a further assump-

tion that the state transition probabilities at each time instant
are conditioned on some external time-varying process, u(n).
Thus, for any state-pair i and j:

pij (n) = f (u(n), i, j) (10)

This u(n) can be mapped to a corresponding behavior of
the system such that some objective J is achieved (Siddiqi,
Iagnemma and de Weck, 2006). From a given set of finite
states that the system can attain in one step, there will be
a state i* that is most desirable for the system to have for
a particular u(n) and a particular formulation of J (see also
Formulating Design Problems as Optimization Problems and
Review of Optimization Techniques). In fact each state will
have an associated Ji for the given u(n) and the state transition
probabilities will be according to this Ji . The optimal state i*

will have the highest probability for the system to transition
into, followed by the next best state and so on. For a given
input u(n) the optimal operational state is

i∗ = argmax J(u, S) (11)

where J is some function that needs to be maximized, and S
is the set of system states. Also as described above,

pmj > pmk, Jj > Jk > Jm (12)

where pmj is the probability that system transitions from state
m to j and so on.

3.1.3 Application: planetary surface vehicles (PSV)

The application of nonhomogeneous Markov chains is illus-
trated through an example of a planetary surface vehicle
concept that was evaluated for drawbar pull and torque perfor-
mance with reconfigurable wheels (Siddiqi, Iagnemma and
de Weck, 2006).

For wheel motion, the drawbar pull (DP) and torque (T) are
the main quantities of interest from a performance and energy
(cost) perspective. While the DP accounts for the tractive abil-
ity, the torque is directly related to the energy consumption,
E, of the vehicle. A wheel’s diameter and width affect the DP
and T. Thus, by altering the wheels dimensions it is possible
to affect the resultant DP and T in order to improve perfor-
mance in terms of DP, and at the same time improve energy
consumption.

A notional PSV was therefore considered to have wheels
with reconfigurable, rather than fixed, dimensions in which
the width and diameter could be altered. It was assumed that
the various dimensions of the width and diameter were dis-
crete and defined the “state” of the wheel at any given time.
It was assumed that as the PSV moves over terrain of varying
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soil characteristics, the wheels try to achieve a configuration
that maximizes an objective J where

J = α DP − (1 − α) T (13)

here α is a constant and determines the weight for two
opposing objectives of maximizing drawbar pull DP and
minimizing required torque T. It should be noted that J is
a function of the soil conditions that act as an exogenous
input u to the system. The DP and T are dependent on soil
conditions. These conditions can be described by a number
of parameters such as soil cohesion, frictional modulus of
deformation, soil internal friction angle, and so on (Wong,
2001). Thus depending on the soil type, a particular state
(wheel diameter and width configuration) will maximize J.

A model that computes the DP and T of a driven wheel
under a set of given soil conditions was employed to assess
the performance of a reconfigurable wheel. The expected
performance was computed as

J̄(k) = J(k)�T (k) (14)

for varying values of α (that put different emphasis on DP
and T).

The results were compared with that of a vehicle with fixed
wheels (and are shown in Figure 8). The bold dashed lines
show the performance of the fixed dimension wheel which is
the lowest in the plot (indicating lower performance).

These kinds of quantitative comparisons can be used to
trade between the mass, cost, complexity, and other factors
against the performance gains through reconfigurability.

Figure 8. Performance comparison between fixed and recon-
figurable wheels. Reproduced with permission from Siddiqi,
Iagnemma and de Weck (2006) c© The British Interplanetary
Society.

4 RECONFIGURABLE SYSTEM DESIGN

Reconfigurable systems, as described in Section 2, can be
broadly categorized into two classes based on the differ-
ences in form between their various configurations. The first
kind is one in which the reconfiguration alters the way in
which constituent parts are arranged or inter-related. These
systems undergo transposition, that is, a re-arrangement of
their modules, to achieve new functional configurations.
Reconfigurable robots and distributed spacecraft systems
belong to this category. The second category is one in
which the change in form is more specific to the compo-
nents of the system, and that change can be loosely termed
as transformation. Aircraft with morphing wings, reconfig-
urable antenna, and FPGAs can be grouped in this category.
Depending on whether a system undergoes a transposition or
a more general transformation, there are architectural and
design implications that will be discussed in more detail
below.

4.1 Modularity and self-similarity

Reconfigurable systems that undergo transposition are mostly
dominated by modular, and in many cases self-similar archi-
tecture. Self-similar architecture (see Figure 9), in which the

Figure 9. Self-similar architecture.
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system consists of a collection of identical (or nearly identi-
cal) modules (Fricke and Schulz, 2003), is particularly suited
for this kind of reconfiguration.

Most robotic system concepts for space applications
have this architecture since it allows them to assume radi-
cally different shapes and thus functional capabilities. The
self-similarity is also a key enabler of self-assembly and
self-reconfiguration – both of which are desirable in these
systems.

In case of reconfigurable spacecraft, the proposed archi-
tectures are increasingly based on collection of similar or
different modules (spacecraft). The fractionated spacecraft
concept is a system that offers a high degree of reconfigurabil-
ity due to its modular and physically distributed architecture.
There are other concepts that are modular and also self-
similar. These concepts are based on identical, repeating units
of polygons (truncated octahedrons, tetrahedrons, etc.) that
form large functional systems capable of undergoing major
reconfiguration in overall topology and consequently func-
tional capability (Clark and Rilee, 2004).

4.2 Software accessibility

In many reconfigurable systems the range of technologies that
can be reconfigured under software control has expanded and
is continually growing (Lyke, 2002). In some cases “recon-
figurable” essentially means software-accessible. SDR is one
such example. The software implementation (especially in
transponder applications, see Figure 10) allows for changes
and modifications that were never possible with traditional

physical circuitry. FPGA is another example in which the tra-
ditional hard-wired connections between elements in a chip
and the custom computational elements are now software
programmable.

4.3 Principle of reconfigurability

A good rule for designing and evaluating reconfigurable sys-
tems concepts can be based on the following principle:

For every configuration of a reconfigurable system, there
exists a corresponding dedicated system that is at least equal
in performance. A good reconfigurable design is thus one
in which the performance of each configuration approaches
that of the corresponding dedicated system.

This can be easily proved by comparison of an ASIC and
an FPGA (Hauck, 1998). An ASIC solution can be imple-
mented on an FPGA and then if the extra (unused) elements,
that is, interconnects, logic blocks, and so on, are removed,
the resulting system will be one that uses less power, is
more dense and is even cheaper when produced in vol-
ume. This analogy may be extended to any system. For
instance, consider the case of a morphing UAV. For every
configuration that the UAV can assume for a particular mis-
sion/role, a corresponding fixed aircraft can be built that
would at least be equal and probably be even better in per-
formance for that particular singular role. This principle can
thus be a basis for evaluating the goodness of reconfigurable
designs.

Figure 10. Reconfigurable satellite transponder. Adapted from Mondin, Presti and Scova (2002) c© John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

With advanced computing power and machine intelligence, it
is expected that self-reconfiguration in systems will become
more pervasive. A system that is fully capable of making con-
figuration changes on its own is self-reconfigurable. Such
systems have been developed in computing, robotics, and
have also been conceptualized for spacecraft. There have
been particular advances in computing, where evolvable
hardware systems have been prototyped. Evolvable hardware
(EHW) refers to self-reconfiguration of electronic hardware
by evolutionary/genetic reconfigurable mechanisms. EHW
concepts include sensors and antennas to complete evolvable
space systems that can self-adapt to changing environments
(Stoica et al., 2002). It is expected that future designs of
reconfigurable systems, including aircraft and spacecraft,
will increasingly be on the trajectory of self-reconfigurability.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Everyone is looking for a way to benchmark the effective-
ness of various processes and organizations. One of the most
scrutinized areas of an airline is line maintenance effective-
ness. Someone, somewhere, decided the best measure would
be the “no fault found” NFF rate of components removed
during the resolution of a system problem (Mobley, 2008).
And it sounds logical, if the maintenance process were effi-
cient, they would remove only the components that actually
have a fault. At “Utopia Airlines,” the sky is always blue
and the flights depart on time, the mechanics work on per-
fect problems utilizing perfect troubleshooting, and the repair
facility performs the perfect bench test and repair of the faulty
components. Life is simple and straightforward, so NFF mea-
surement is perfect for determining the effectiveness of line
maintenance. However, at “Real Life Airlines,” the sky is
not always blue and the flights are often late, the problems
and troubleshooting are very much imperfect, and the repair
facility’s bench test and repair processes are lacking. Life is
very complicated at this and every other airline in the world.

The Aircraft Maintenance Engineering’s sections layout
follows.

1.1 Airworthiness and its regulation

1.1.1 Maintenance philosophies and concepts

Any airline or organization that operates aircraft for trans-
porting passengers or cargo has the prime responsibility to
maintain its aircraft in safe and airworthy condition. Aircraft
maintenance programs vary from one operator to another. The
airlines develop their maintenance programs in accordance
with their operational, commercial, and technical require-
ments. Government regulations, route structures, availability
of manpower, and facilities are also taken into consideration
(King, 1985; Friend, 1992; Kinnison, 2004). Aircraft mainte-
nance is divided into line and base maintenance depending on
where it is performed, and into minor and major maintenance
depending onhow long it takes to perform it.

Line maintenance: Line maintenance is performed at line
stations or at the flight line of an airline’s base station.
Line maintenance normally consists of routine tasks with
low intervals like servicing, cleaning, refueling, and light
inspections. Nonroutine line maintenance may range from
the replacement of a black box to an engine change. Line
maintenance is “departure-oriented.” It will be restricted as to
the work that has to be performed and tend to defer any time-
consuming items to the next base visit. The manpower and
facilities at line stations are usually limited, so maintenance
tasks must also be accordingly limited.

Based maintenance: Based maintenance is performed at
an airline’s maintenance base. It is “fix-oriented” because the
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Figure 1. Airline maintenance base facility.

base has the manpower and facilities to perform all kinds of
aircraft maintenance work, as shown in Figure 1.

Minor maintenance: Minor maintenance can be performed
in 24 h or less. It normally includes the routine maintenance
work up to the A-check and the resulting nonroutine tasks.
Depending on the maintenance program in use, minor mainte-
nance may also include some “C-check” tasks. It is performed
at line stations or at a maintenance base.

Intermediate maintenance: Intermediate maintenance
comprises tasks of a “C-check” nature requiring ground times
of up to seven days. Lower or higher interval tasks may be
included to optimize task accomplishment and the available
ground time.

Major or heavy maintenance: Maintenance work that
requires an aircraft downtime of more than seven days is
considered major or heavy maintenance. It includes structural
inspections and repairs, repainting, cabin refurbishment, and
major modifications. Heavy maintenance is performed at a
maintenance base.

1.1.2 Maintenance program development

Maintenance theory: Current maintenance theory can best be
understood by taking a brief look at the historical develop-
ment of aircraft maintenance theories.

During the 1930s, it was believed that mechanical parts
wear out, that wear-outs cause failures, and that failures
degrade safety. This belief led to the periodic disassembly
of everything from engines to structures and radio sets. The
operating time of the aircraft controlled all maintenance activ-
ities. Scheduled overhaul “hard-time, HT” (as it is called
today) was the only recognized primary maintenance process
(PMP).

Shortly after World War II, a second PMP was recog-
nized. It was called “on-condition, OC” maintenance because
it permitted the use of periodic condition checks instead of
scheduled overhauls. This process was mainly applied to
known wear items like brakes and tires.

Neither of the two processes fully accommodated the new
components which were introduced on the jet aircraft during
the 1960s. The airlines analyzed the behavior of hundreds of

components during millions of flight hours and finally discov-
ered that the reliability of complex assembles (as opposed to
burn-cell items) does not decrease with increasing age. Pre-
ventive maintenance processes like HT and OC, therefore,
could not be used as a means to ensure their continued reli-
ability. The right way to maintain these complex assemblies
turned out to be a third PMP called “condition-monitoring,
CM”.

Primary maintenance process (PMP): The three PMPs
recognized by the EASA and Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA) are HT, OC, and CM. In general terms, the first
two both involve actions directly concerned with preventing
failure, whereas CM does not. However, the condition moni-
toring process would be expected to lead to preventive action
if shown to be necessary (Civil Aviation Authority, 1990).
These categories of component maintenance are defined as
follows:

Hard-time (HT): This is defined as a preventive process in
which known deterioration of an item is limited to an accept-
able level by the maintenance actions carried out periodically
according to time in service. This time may be calendar time,
the number of cycles, or the number of landings. The pre-
scribed actions normally include servicing, full or partial
overhaul, and/or replacement according to the instructions in
relevant documentation so that the item is restored to suitable
condition for use for a further specified period. HT requires
that a component be overhauled after a preset usage time,
regardless of the component’s condition, and assumes a rela-
tionship between failure and age. Today, HT items rarely
make up more than 2% or 3% of all scheduled maintenance
tasks. Engine disks, flap links, and landing gear parts are typi-
cal HT replacement items. The individual HT are determined
by the manufacturer during endurance tests or by the airline
as a result of its operational experience. The HT intervals
usually apply to the total life of the parts or until the overhaul
of the units.

On-condition (OC): This is also a preventive process, but
one in which the item is inspected or tested at specified peri-
ods to an appropriate standard to determine whether it can
continue in service. The inspection or test may reveal a need
for servicing action. The fundamental purpose of OC is to
remove an item before its failure in service. It is not a philos-
ophy of “use until failure.” OC requires checks and tests of
components at fixed intervals, with parts such as wires, bulbs,
brackets, covers, bearings, etc., being replaced during over-
haul. Typical examples of OC applications are nondestructive
testing (NDT) tests for hydraulic and pneumatic systems,
borescope checks on internal engine parts, and visual inspec-
tions on structural items. It is important that these inspections
are repeated at regular intervals. The length of the intervals is
fairly short at the beginning and then gradually increasing as
service experience becomes available. Some people wrongly
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refer to units without inspection or overhaul interval as being
“on-condition” when they are not. Such units are part of the
CM process. OC maintenance is like HT, a preventive main-
tenance process and depends on a fixed inspection interval.

Condition monitoring (CM): This is not a preventive pro-
cess, having neither HT nor OC elements, but one in which
information on items is collected from operational experi-
ence, then analyzed and interpreted on a continual basis as a
means to implement corrective procedures. It is convenient
here to classifyinformation, z, into two classes; namely, direct
information and indirect information. Direct information is
wherez measures a variable that directly determines failure,
for example the thickness of a brake pad, or the wear in a
bearing. Indirect informationz on the other hand provides
associated information that is influenced by the component
condition, but is not a direct measure of the failure process,
for example, an oil analysis or a vibration frequency analy-
sis. In both cases, the point of concern is to predict, given
information z, the subsequent and conditional failure time
distribution as an input to modeling maintenance practice.

CM is accomplished by appropriate means available to
an operator for finding and resolving problem areas. These
means range from notices of unusual problems to special
analysis of unit performance. All electronic components
and most of the complex electrical or mechanical units are
normally part of the CM process. Table 1 summarizes the
overhaul control category.

1.1.3 The development of a maintenance steering
group (MSG)

In mid-1968, representatives of various airlines developed
the Handbook MSG-1, Maintenance Evaluation and Pro-
gram Development, which included decision logic and

inter-airline/manufacturer procedures for developing a main-
tenance program for Boeing 747 aircraft. It was subsequently
decided that experience gained on the 747 project should be
applied to all newly developed aircraft. To do this, the deci-
sion logic was updated and certain procedures specific to the
747 were deleted. That universal document resulted in MSG-
2. In mid-1979, the Air Transport Association (ATA), with the
intention of further updating procedures, formed a task force
to analyze MSG-2 and make recommendations for change
and improvements. These revisions were published by the
ATA and approved by the FAA in late 1993 as an acceptable
method for developing scheduled maintenance requirements
for new model transport-category aircraft (Rosenberg, 1998;
Nakata, 1984; Brett, 1984). This is known as MSG-3.

MSG-2 decision logic: Airline/Manufacturer Mainte-
nance Program Planning Document MSG-2, dated March
25, 1970 shows in detail how the maintenance theory is
being used to determine the essential scheduled maintenance
requirements for a new airplane. Systems, components, struc-
tures, and engines are put through the MSG-2 decision logic
to find:

1. Which taskscan be done?
2. Which tasksmust be done to prevent adverse effects on

operating safety and to assure the availability of hidden
functions.

3. Which tasksshould be done for economic value?

The final result is a list of preventive maintenance tasks
divided into HT and OC tasks, and another list of those items
that require no scheduled maintenance and therefore included
in the CM process.

MSG-3 decision logic: Airline/Manufacturer Mainte-
nance Program Planning Document MSG-3, dated October

Table 1. Overhaul control category summary.

Category Maintenance action Requirements/restrictions

Hard-time Overhaul/replace item at specified time interval Overhaul will “zero time” the item

On-condition
�

OC checks at specified time intervals
�

OC check must give reasonable assurance of
satisfactory operation until the next check

�

Regularly scheduled collection of OC data.
Overhaul required when item exceeds specified
limits for OC check or OC data

�

OC data must ascertain continuing airworthiness
and/or show reliability degradation – failure
imminence

Condition-monitoring (No
overhaul control)

�

No scheduled overhaul or repair
�

Failure must have no direct adverse effect on
flight safety

�

Item is operated to failure
�

Hidden functions must have regularly scheduled
verification tests

�

Data collection/evaluation program required for
overhaul surveillance
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1980, is the present-day standard to determine the essen-
tial scheduled maintenance requirements for new airplanes.
MSG-3 includes detailed decision logic for assigning tasks
and task intervals to all aircraft systems and components.
Quite often, airlines operate a fleet of aircraft that are divided
between both MSG-2 and MSG-3 decision logic programs.
Generally, all new aircraft manufactured today will follow
the MSG-3 concept in contrast to older aircraft continuing
with the older philosophy of MSG-2. Implementation of the
recommendations generated through MSG-3 analysis is the
major role of an airline operator in developing a maintenance
program. The accuracy and clarity of the MSG-3 process
provides a smooth transition for the airline to determine
its manpower, parts, tooling, ground equipment, and other
related requirements. MSG-3 is based on a consistent and
rigorous application of questions for each aircraft compo-
nent. It is decision tree analysis at work. The first question
MSG-3 asks is: “What’s the consequence of a specific hard-
ware/component failure for the entire aircraft?” Once this
consequence is assessed, MSG-3 offers a choice of appli-
cable tasks and evaluates each one’s effectiveness. Once a
task is chosen, its frequency is patterned after frequencies
adopted for similar hardware. If no comparison can be made,
a conservative frequency is initially adopted and adjusted as
experience is gained.This work resulted in the recognition of
a third, PMP calledcondition-monitoring, a process apply-
ing to components with specific design characteristics but not
involving hard-time or on-condition checks.

MSG task descriptions: The MSG-3 assigned task cate-
gories are shown in Table 2.

1.1.4 Aircraft maintenance scheduled programs

After the MSG-2 and MSG-3 decision logic has been used
to determine all preventive maintenance tasks and their
intervals, the maintenance program itself can be developed.

At this point it must be remembered that the maintenance
requirements are only one of several factors which shape
the form of a maintenance program. Commercial, opera-
tional, and economical needs must also be considered. The
aircraft maintenance workload is generated through a contin-
uous airworthiness maintenance program. These programs
include: aircraft inspections that deal with routine inspec-
tion, minor services and tests performed on the aircraft at
prescribed intervals; scheduled maintenance that includes
replacement of life-limited items, periodic overhauls, and
special inspection; and unscheduled maintenance which is
usually generated by inspections, pilot reports, and failure
analysis.

Classes of maintenance stations: From the standpoint of
the maintenance function, a major carrier normally divides
its many stations served into different classes of stations. For
example, in descending order of capability, they include:

� Maintenance base
� Major stations
� Service stations
� Other stations

Maintenance base is generally conceded to be the largest,
most adaptable (versatile), and best-equipped facility in the
system. It is the overhaul and modification center for the
carrier’s entire fleet, and it has the capability of repairing
nearly all of the components. Few components must be
returned to the manufacturer or sent to outside agencies for
reconditioning.

Major stations include the carrier’s large hub cities. These
stations have relatively large numbers of maintenance peo-
ple and extensive facilities. They also maintain the largest
assignments of spare parts, mainly supplied by the mainte-
nance base. In general, these stations are capable of rendering

Table 2. The MSG-3 assigned task categories.

Lubrication and servicing To maintain the inherent design capabilities to reduce rate of functional deterioration

Operational check Verification/certification of operation that does not require quantitative tolerances (acceptance)

Functional check Verification of an item against quantitative standard within specified limits

Restoration Replacement or restoration of an item to specified standard on or off the aircraft by cleaning or up
to overhaul. Item must show functional degradation at an identifiable age of same components

Discard Removal from service of an item at a specified life limit. The item must show functional
degradation at an identifiable age and a large proportion of the units must survive to that age

No-task Items that have no safety effect. These items follow the condition-monitoring logic per MSG-2

Combination For items that functional failure has a safety effect. When any of the previous tasks does not fulfill
requirements, a combination of tasks must be used in analyzing the proper maintenance
prerequisites
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complete line maintenance requirements of specific types of
equipment.

Service stations are large stations served by the carrier but
not located at major hub cities with large banks of connecting
flights. These stations are well equipped and well staffed
with line maintenance personnel, but less so than the major
stations.

Other stations throughout the system might be designated
Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3.

Class 1 stations might have only sufficient numbers of
licensed people to assure maintenance coverage for each
flight before departure. Minimal facilities and spare parts
for performing the assigned work would be provided.

Class 2 stations might have just enough mechanics and facil-
ities to do routine servicing, such as engine heating,
de-icing, aircraft moving, and the lightest of maintenance
on specific equipment.

Class 3 stations might include smaller cities where there
are no licensed maintenance people. They are, therefore,
never scheduled to perform maintenance work and their
aircraft servicing is limited to work that has no effect
upon airworthiness, mainly cargo and passenger han-
dling. Ordinarily, they deal only with through trips or
turnaround flights.

Types of maintenance: A carrier generally divides aircraft
maintenance and servicing work into different levels of inclu-
siveness and intensity, arranged in ascending order. Fueling
is a separate operation, and while it can be done at the time
of a check, it is not a part of the check.

1. En route service is performed whenever a flight operates
through any of the major, service, or Class 1 stations.
It involves a visual check of the exterior (external) with
particular attention to indications of fuel or oil leaks and
obvious discrepancies, such as worn or flat tires, low
shock struts, or fuselage or wing damage. It may also
include interior and exterior cleaning, depending upon
need and available ground time.

2. Terminating preflight checks are performed as scheduled
when a flight terminates at a major, service, or Class
1 station, at least every 24 h. This check encompasses
the same work as en route service and also such addi-
tional items as checking of engine oil supply; checking
of engine inlet and exhaust areas for signs of deteri-
oration; checking of landing gear and tires (for wear,
inflations, fluid quantities, and so forth); checking of
exterior lighting; and checking and servicing of cabin
water system, lavatories, oxygen systems, flight recorder,
and batteries and auxiliary power units, as necessary. This

check is a 6-12-man-hour job, depending on the type of
aircraft.

3. Service checks are performed at major, service, or desig-
nated Class 1 stations (those that are qualified to handle
them) at predetermined frequencies. The stations per-
forming this check must be approved by the EASA for
the type of aircraft involved. A service check might be
performed after an aircraft logs up to 150 h’ flight time.
A service check encompasses the items included in the
terminating preflight checks and en route service and
also a considerable volume of more intensive mainte-
nance. This includes inspection and servicing of cabin
compressors, hydraulic units, seat installations, restroom
installation, buffet installations, cockpit equipment, inte-
rior lighting, windows, and so forth. It also includes
examination of certain structural members, checking of
fuel sumps1 for water or contamination, and any special
work that might be deemed necessary by the line service
engineering and line maintenance organization. A ser-
vice check may require as much as 35–60 man-hours, as
shown in Figure 2.

4. A maintenance check is the most lavish attention an air-
plane gets between overhauls. Each maintenance check
requires a full day to complete and it consumes from
400 man-hours on the smallest jet to 1300 man-hours on
the biggest. It covers virtually every system and com-
ponent of the aircraft. Generally only the major stations
are equipped to perform maintenance checks. Maximum
times between maintenance checks might be as high as
875 flight hours for a B-727 or 500 flight hours for a
B-737. Maintenance checks for each type of aircraft are
planned so that the workload involved in each particular
check is about the same. The bulk of the jobs are repeated
during every check. Some, however, are required less
frequently and thus are scheduled only for certain checks.

Figure 2. Line maintenance service check.
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Overhaul of airframes: The basic document used in for-
mulating the overhaul plan of a major carrier’s jet fleet is the
work report prepared by the engineering department for main-
taining the structural integrity of the particular aircraft. When
this document is approved by the EASA, it becomes a part of
the operations specifications, which detail the requirements
for continuous airworthiness. Compliance is not only desir-
able but also mandatory. A separate work report covers the
entire structure, the landing gear, and all control surfaces of
each jet aircraft type by zones. It spells out the kind of inspec-
tion each item is to receive and designates the frequency or
interval of inspections.

Overhaul of engines and other components: In general,
overhauls of engines, their accessories, and other compo-
nents are handled in much the same manner. Components are
brought in when either operating time or condition requires
it, and the overhaul returns them to specifications laid down
by engineering and the manufacturer. A large part of engine
overhaul is made up of repair and reconditioning operations,
as it is usually beneficial, both economically and from the
standpoint of reliability, to reuse seasoned/tested components
when they can be reworked to approved specifications. Sched-
uled engine changes are planned so as to minimize shipping
costs and transit times and avoid special routing of aircraft.
All scheduled big-jet engine changes are handled at the car-
rier’s major base, and all others at compromise locations
where routing is convenient and labor is available. When
practical, engine changes are made during maintenance check
or airframe overhaul.

Type of aircraft overhaul checks: To conform with EASA
and FAA guidelines, some companies have adopted mainte-
nance policies that call for routine inspections at least every
four days. The first major check (denoted as “A” check), man-
dated by the EASA, occurs every 200 flight hours, or about
once a week. “A” checks involve a visual inspection of all
major systems such as landing gear, engines, and control
surfaces. “B” checks are performed every 600–1500 flight
hours, and entail a thorough visual inspection and also lubri-
cation of all moving parts such as horizontal stabilizers and
ailerons. “C” and “D” checks are done about once every one
to four years, respectively, and require taking the aircraft out
of service for up to a month at a time. Starting with an “A”
check, each higher check type demands more ground time
and is performed less frequently, as shown in Table 3. Inter-
vals and ground time vary considerably depending on the
type of aircraft and the type of operations involved.

“D” check or heavy maintenance visit: After a number of
years of operation, some major work needs to be done on
transport aircraft. During a downtime of anywhere from four
to eight weeks such major tasks as paint renewal, cabin refur-
bishment, control surface removals, and internal structural

Table 3. A, B, and C checks intervals.

Interval Flight hours Ground time

“A” check 200 to 500 8–16 h
“B” check 600 to 1500 16–36 h
“C” check 2000 to 5000 48 h and more

inspections are performed. The total package is called a “D
check” or if the package content is varying, a “heavy main-
tenance visit.”

Nonroutine maintenance: There is rule of thumb that
claims that each hour of routine maintenance generates one
hour of nonroutine maintenance. While this is not always
true, it is true enough to serve as an indication of how many
nonroutine maintenance hours can normally be expected.
Nonroutine maintenance results from malfunctions, pilot
complaints, and maintenance squawks/complain. Aircraft
modifications are another source of nonroutine maintenance
work. Depending on the size and the urgency of the modifi-
cations, they will be performed together with any scheduled
check or in some case during an extended special aircraft
downtime.

Modification to aircraft: “Modification” means the alter-
ation of an aircraft/aircraft component in conformity with
an approved standard. Modifications are changes to aircraft
and their equipment or substitution of parts. All modifica-
tions affecting airworthiness must be approved by the EASA.
Modifications often involve design changes; aircraft opera-
tors possess limited design authority, so the modification is
usually devised by the manufacturer. The European EASA
classes modifications as either minor or major:

Minor modifications regarded by the EASA as relatively
unimportant may be designed, embodied, and certified
by an approved organization or licensed aircraft main-
tenance engineer. Minor modifications, which are more
important, require approval by the EASA directly or by
an approved design organization. Modification approval
requires a form detailing the modification, its applica-
bility, and relevant drawings or specifications. A civil
modification record or work done must be kept; the
EASA may inspect this as required.

Major modifications require a more extensive approval
process by the EASA including a certificate of design
(modification) and the issue of an airworthiness approval
note (AAN) by the EASA. A civil modifications record
of these must also be kept.

Contract maintenance: Many of the newer carriers do not
have a maintenance base capable of performing major aircraft
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overhauls. Maintenance by their own personnel is often lim-
ited to en route service and terminating preflight checks. All
major maintenance is contracted with a major or national
carrier and performed at the latter’s maintenance base or at a
major station where equipment and personnel are available.
Also, it is not uncommon for carriers of all sizes to contract
maintenance service work either with another carrier or with
a private maintenance firm at those stations that receive a
limited number of flights.

Subcontracting maintenance: Many airlines contract out
work, which may be more economically performed either by
manufacturers, other airlines, or overhaul agencies – because
the capital investment in test facilities, manpower, and accom-
modation may not be justifiable within the airline for the
volume of components in the fleet and those held as spares.
Equally, when justifiable, airlines may set up such facilities
as required, and perform the work for other airlines.

Contract and pool maintenance: Maintenance and pool
contracts refer to agreements between airlines to do mainte-
nance for each other. Airlines with low frequency of flights
into some of their stations should consider contract or pool
maintenance for these stations. Although the cost per main-
tenance man-hour and material will be higher for contracted
maintenance, the total direct maintenance cost per airplane
flight hour may be lower. This is especially true for smaller
airlines and airlines with a lengthy/infrequent route structure.
Currently some airlines have agreements whereby one air-
line may do the entire engine overhaul, another airline will
overhaul most of the components, and a third airline will
accomplish all the structural inspection.

1.1.5 Aircraft maintenance certificates

Certificate of airworthiness (C of A): An aircraft must have a
current C of A to fly; this is issued under the law of the country
in which the aircraft is registered. The C of A becomes invalid
if the aircraft is “repaired, replaced, removed, overhauled, or
modified in manner not approved by the regulator, or any
inspection, or modification classified as mandatory by the
regulator that ensures the aircraft remains airworthy has not
been carried out. When the C of A is issued, the category of
use is also specified. For large civil aircraft this will normally
be transport category (passenger/cargo); thus a cargo aircraft
is not allowed to carry passengers.

The air operator’s certificate (AOC): Air operator’s cer-
tificate is granted by the EASA/FAA. This signifies that the
holder is considered to be capable to secure the safe operation
of the specific aircraft detailed on the AOC. For this purpose,
the local regulator evaluates the organization, staff, training,
equipment, and maintenance practices of the operator (Civil
Aviation Authority, 1992).

Certificate of maintenance review (CMR): A valid cer-
tificate of maintenance review states the date on which the
review was carried out and the date on which the next review
is due as specified in the approved maintenance schedule or
associated approved document. The certificate records the
current maintenance status of the aircraft against the mainte-
nance schedule and any modifications or inspections required
by EASA/FAA. The issue of certificates of release to service
and all technical log defects, including the rectification or
deferment of these defects, are also noted.

Certificate of release to service (CRS): An aircraft regis-
tered in the local authority and issued with a C of Ashall not
fly without a certificate of release to service being issued the
following:

� Overhauls, repairs, replacements, modifications, and
mandatory inspections.

� Work on radio equipment or survival craft done on the
aircraft.

The CRS as issued must be signed in all the relevant
work categories for the work done. Those signing must be
satisfied that all work has been properly carried out using
the correct and up-to-date manuals, drawings, specifications,
recommended tools and test gear, and in a suitable working
environment.

Authorized release certificate (form EASA 1): This is an
internationally recognized import/export parts release docu-
ment issued by organizations specifically approved for the
purpose. The certificate signifies that the part has been man-
ufactured or overhauled in compliance with the requirements
and specifications called for by the aircraft constructor. It is
the duty of an operator to verify that all parts received have
the appropriate release documents.

Certification of modifications: All modification incor-
poration work must be supervised either by an approved
organization or by a licensed aircraft maintenance engineer
in the appropriate category. Before a certificate of release to
service is issued, it should be confirmed that the correct draw-
ings and literature for the modification have been used and
that the modification has been correctly carried out, tested,
and inspected.

1.1.6 Applications of European aviation safety
agency (EASA)

EASA Part-OPS: Operator’s responsibility is to ensure the air-
worthiness (Joint Aviation Authorities, 1991) of the airplane
by:

� Accomplishment of preflight inspections
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� Rectification to an approved standard of any defect and
damage affecting safe operation

� All maintenance in accordance with approved program
� Analysis of the effectiveness of the maintenance
� Accomplishment of operational or airworthiness direc-

tives and mandatory requirements
� Embodiment of modifications in accordance with an

approved standard and for nonmandatory modifications,
the establishment of an embodiment policy

� Ensure that the C of A for each airplane operated remains
valid

Approved maintenance organizations, EASA Part-145 is
to specify the requirements for organizations that maintain
commercially used aircraft and components of such air-
craft. Many maintenance organizations have already obtained
EASA Part-145 approval from their local EASA authority.
Quite often this was not a simple process. The requirements
are not always clear and they need to be translated to the prac-
tical situation within the company. Also, the requirements
change regularly.

Approved of maintenance training organizations, EASA
Part-147: It specifies or prescribes the requirements to be
met by organizations seeking approval to conduct approved
training/examination of certifying staff, as specified in EASA
Part-66.

Approved of certifying staff EASA Part-66 (engineer
licensing): EASA rule introducing qualification requirements
for certifying staff. Certifying staff are those personnel autho-
rized to release an aircraft to service after maintenance work
in EASA Part-145 approved maintenance organization.

1.1.7 Aircraft parts management

Maintenance inventory systems: Service parts are a major
expense for companies in all sectors, one that often
exceeds annual profits. The commercial aviation industry,
for instance, holds an estimated $45 billion in spare parts
worldwide. A conservative estimate for the cost of holding
this inventory is $6.1 billion per year, more than four times
the combined profits of the world’s airlines between 1995 and
1997, and even this is probably understated. A reduction in
inventory by operators could free up huge amounts of capital
and reduce operating expenses.

Maintenance and inventory control problems have been a
focus area for many who work in the area of airline operations
research; of particular interest is the application of quantita-
tive techniques to control the cost of component maintenance,
or repairable parts, and to improve overall equipment utiliza-
tion.

Figure 3. Airline spare parts warehouse.

When focusing research efforts on aircraft component
maintenance, airlines must determine the method of repair
required to lower cost, maintain quality, and keep aircraft
utilization high. Quite simply, when an aircraft component
is removed for maintenance, it will usually be replaced on
the aircraft by a like component taken from stock. Hav-
ing the component in stock will allow the aircraft to be
returned to service quickly but will cause measurable cost
to be incurred. Whether from an in-house shop or a mainte-
nance vendor, the quicker and more predictably the spares are
repaired and returned, the fewer the component spares that
need to be carried in stock while at the same time not incur-
ring the probability of an out-of-stock situation as shown in
Figure 3.

The aircraft spare-parts industry is unsure of itself. While
some companies enjoy growth, others face uncertain futures
and many no longer see the sense in sitting on huge invento-
ries of spare parts when they can turn those assets into cash
or task out storage and upkeep to others. The airlines indus-
try, having risen rapidly in the last few years from the floor
of recession, has been seeking alternative ways to manage
its spare parts and overhaul shops, whereas start-up airlines
have been seeking a complete service in this area. There is a
huge, pent-up demand by airlines who want their spare-parts
inventories managed in a more efficient way. Most airlines
have far more inventory than they need. The past view of “if
we need it, get three,” became extremely expensive and in
their effort to be masters of their own destinies, and in their
over-riding fear of an aircraft being late, the airlines built up a
10-year supply of spare parts. However, overheads like pay-
ing for property taxes, storage costs, heat, lighting, together
with their management, just to keep spares on the shelf prob-
ably add 30% a year to the price of the part; so all airlines are
now focused on reducing their inventory stock. For this rea-
son there are several challenges facing the airline industry that
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Figure 4. The implementation of MRP and ROP systems by continent.

make the use of more sophisticated inventory control systems
essential. The chronic unreliability of historical data, rapidly
changing products, equipment, fleets of aircraft that are aging
and the introduction of regulatory changes are all impacting
on the reliability of traditional data.

For various reasons however, most manufacturers, espe-
cially smaller ones, have clung to older methods of reordering
component-parts. The method favored is usually some form
of the traditional reorder point system (ROP) (Ghobbar and
Friend, 1996), in combination with a bill of materials explo-
sion (BOM. ROP plans for routine replenishment of parts,
whereas the BOM explosion is performed for the purpose
of generating parts-shortage lists for components needed in
support of the current master schedule (MS). Since ROP con-
tinues to be in wide use in the aviation industry, it warrants
the attention we give it, yet the deficiency of ROP for plan-
ning dependent-demand inventories has been demonstrated
by many operators. The ROP is deficient in that it results in
an unnecessary excess of parts or stockouts.

Few companies can boast that they achieve the maximum
benefits from their parts investments that are notoriously dif-
ficult to manage. Demand is variable and hard to predict, lead
times for replenishment parts are often erratic, stockout costs
are difficult to measure, and the lot size of part inventories
usually requires large order quantities.

Unpredictable parts (Ghobbar and Friend, 2002), which
form sporadic or intermittent2 demand patterns with highly
skewed distributions, are common in parts inventory, and
much available inventory control methodology is not appro-

priate for such items. The issue of intermittent (Williams,
1984; Campbell, 1963) demand in inventory management
is too often neglected. Handbooks describe ROP based on
normal demand distribution. Many other standard software
packages for inventory management and control also take
normality of demand for granted. We take issue with this.

With inventory problems arising when periodic overhauls
are scheduled, how many spare parts should be stocked at
the aircraft maintenance center to meet demands, and as
the demand requirement becomes intermittent, how effec-
tive is it to use such classical inventory methods as the ROP
method? Of late, we have seen airlines start moving toward
a system preferred by many aerospace manufacturers, the
materials requirements planning (MRP) system (Ghobbar
and Friend, 2004; Friend and Ghobbar, 1999), as shown in
Figures 4 and 5.

Parts classification: Before computers, paying equal atten-
tion to all inventory parts was not feasible. The focus would
be on a few expensive and fast-moving parts. Parts were cat-
egorized into homogeneous groups based on their particular
characteristics. This is the principle of selective inventory
control. Several procedures for classifying parts into homo-
geneous groups are available, a few of which have been listed
in Table 4.

Several noncost criteria have been identified as important
in the management of maintenance inventories. Among them
are lead-time, obsolescence, availability, substitutability, and
criticality. In discussions with managers, this final concept of
criticality seemed to sum up their feelings about most aspects
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Table 4. List of selective inventory control procedures.

Technique Description Basis for formulation

ABC Pareto rule Annual usage value of
the parts

VED Vital, essential and
desirable

Criticality of the parts

FSN Fast, slow and
nonmoving

Usage rate of the parts

HML High, medium, low Unit price of the parts
SDE Scarce, difficult, and

easy to procure
Procurement

lead-times

of maintenance items. It takes into account such factors as
the severity of the impact of running out, how quickly the
item could be purchased and whether there was an available
substitute. It remained to be seen whether it would be feasible
to distinguish degrees of criticality in practice.

The purpose of spares classification is to provide quick
identification of aircraft spares either within a single airline or
in conjunction with other airlines (Smith and Golden, 1991).
To provide material support for the maintenance and over-
haul of such a variety of equipment, over a million items
are stocked (Pfunder, 1986). These items are classified under
rotables, (Class A), Repairables, (Class B), and expendables,
(Class C). The inventory parts classifications are shown in
Table 5.

Master minimum equipment list (MMEL): This is a list of
items that are permitted to be temporarily inoperative on an

Table 5. Inventory types and classifications.

Class Type Description

A Spares Aircraft rotables (serialized and
life-controlled)

B Spares Aircraft repairables, ground
equipment, components

C Spares Aircraft expendables, ground
equipment, consumables

C Maintenance
stocks

Standard items (bolts, nuts, washers,
etc.)

C Maintenance
stocks

Sealants, paints, oils, and greases

C Raw materials Bulk items (carpets, sheet metals,
vinyls, etc.)

C General supplies Commercial items (rags, detergents,
inspection fluids)

C Tools Aircraft tools, commercial tools

aircraft while still maintaining the desired level of safety at
the time of despatch on revenue operations while operating
within a controlled and sound program of repairs, replace-
ment, and servicing.

The MMEL is a list that may be produced by the aircraft
manufacturer or by the airworthiness authority (CAA/JAA)
and covers all aircraft of a specified type. This is described
more fully in CAP-549 (Civil Aviation Authority, 1990).

For an operator to develop a MEL applicable solely to his
or her own operation, he or she must use MMEL. The MEL
must be no less restrictive than the applicable MMEL but may
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include additional advisory material and define any additional
or modified operational procedures. MEL determination is
regarded as a matter principally for flight operation depart-
ments with engineering input. Engineering has responsibility
for ensuring that aircraft are kept to MEL standards. This may
be known to some operators ascriticality and/oressentiality
that can be categorized into three codes as follows:

1. A flight cannot be dispatched for commercial service
with the part inoperative.

2. A flight can sometimes be dispatched for commercial
service with the part inoperative.

3. A flight can always be dispatched for commercial service
with the part inoperative.

There are several ways by which the criticality of a part
can be defined. A part may be called critical if the loss of
operation caused by nonavailability of the part is very high.
If a substitute part is readily available, then the part may be
less critical.

Components maintenance forecasting: Demand forecast-
ing is one of the most crucial issues of inventory management.
Forecasts, which form the basis for the planning of inventory
levels, are probably the biggest challenge in the repair and
overhaul industry, as the one common problem facing air-
lines throughout the world is the need to know the short-term
part demand forecast with the highest possible degree of accu-
racy. The high cost of modern aircraft and the expense of such
repairable spares as aircraft engines and avionics constitute
a large part of the total investment of many airline operators.
These parts, though low in demand, are critical to opera-
tions and their unavailability can lead to excessive downtime
costs. Most airline materials managers deal with intermittent
demand, which tends to be random and has a large propor-
tion of zero values. This topic has received extremely limited
study within the aviation industry (Ghobbar and Friend, 2003;
Salamanca and Quiroz, 2005; Adams, Abell and Isaacson,
1993).

Forecasting the demand for parts with highly variable
demand patterns is one of our main objectives because some
of the traditional forecasting methods generate results with
such large error margins that, in many cases, as they cre-
ate too many stockouts managers find them useless. Airline
operators and maintenance service organizations have sev-
eral common problems that were mentioned in relation to
developing service part forecasts. Firstly, it showed that most
companies felt the service part forecasts they received were
never realistic and as such they tried to outguess the forecast.
Secondly, for those companies that did implement the MRP
system, the service part forecast was loaded directly into the
system without any review; and finally, firms most commonly

cited problems in the development of reliable forecasts owing
to the relatively high percentage of items that experienced
erratic or lumpy demand.

1.1.8 Aging aircraft maintenance

Structural integrity evaluation methods for aging aircraft are
surveyed. Design approaches and programs adopted by the
aircraft industry to ensure structural safety are reviewed.
Corrosion fatigue is the major failure mechanism affect-
ing airframe integrity. Therefore, corrosion fatigue reliability
analysis and life prediction methods are emphasized in detail.
Probabilistic methods to simulate the total corrosion fatigue
damage process and to estimate the reliability, considering
both single-site and multiple-site damage, are implemented.
In recent years, a number of research studies have been con-
ducted worldwide in the field of aging aircraft and their
attendant problems. Statistics analysis showed that 31% of
the US aircraft fleet exceeded the design goals, and that by
the year 2000 about 60% of the worldwide fleet of US manu-
factured aircraft would be 20 or more years old (Mahadevan
and Shi, 2001). It, therefore, became necessary to reevalu-
ate the service life of the large fleet of aging aircraft, based
on their condition and service environment. To ensure air-
craft safety, the aircraft industry has developed several design
philosophies, such as the safe-life design approach, fail-safe
approach, and damage tolerance approach. Some programs
have also been developed to ensure the structural integrity
from the maintenance and management perspective. From the
perspective of the failure mechanism of the aircraft structures,
fatigue, and corrosion are of serious concern (Goranson,
1997). Corrosion leading to fatigue crack nucleation and
crack growth is considered to be among the most signifi-
cant degradation mechanisms in aging aircraft. Especially,
widespread corrosion pits on the surface and hidden within
the fuselage joints are an important cause for multiple-site
damage, because fatigue cracks are observed to nucleate and
propagate from these corrosion pits. Some mechanics-based
models for the crack nucleation and propagation initiated
from corrosion have been developed for corrosion fatigue
life prediction.

Many design considerations are involved in ensuring
structural integrity of Boeing and Airbus jet transports,
which have common design features validated by extensive
analyses, tests, and service performance. Designing for con-
tinued structural integrity in the presence of damage such
as fatigue or corrosion is an evolutionary process. Perfor-
mance demands, increasing structural complexity, and aging
fleet reassessments have required development of standards
suitable for application by large teams of engineers. New
developed methods and with special emphasis on practical
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fatigue reliability considerations shown to be an effective tool
to monitor fatigue and corrosion at earlier stage (Yanjie and
Zhigang, 2003). Durability evaluations are based on quan-
titative structural fatigue ratings that incorporate reliability
considerations for test data reduction and fleet performance
predictions. Fatigue damage detection assessments are based
on detection reliability estimates coupled to damage growth
and residual strength evaluations. Data are presented to air-
line operators on detection check forms that permit efficient
maintenance planning to achieve required fatigue damage
detection reliability levels.

Criteria and procedures used in commercial jet trans-
port design and manufacture over the last four decades have
resulted in fail-safe/damage-tolerant structures with a credi-
ble safety record. Advancements in the capability to charac-
terize structural performance by analysis have spurred adap-
tation of traditional fatigue and fracture mechanics technolo-
gies with large test and service databases to achieve develop-
ment of technology standards over the last two decades.

2 SUMMARY

Maintenance of aircraft is a complex process that has consol-
idated over the past decades significantly. This complexity
combined with all the safety and reliability issues related
to it have made this process difficult to modify. However,
this complexity should not prevent one from continuously
questioning the different steps performed with respect to
advanced technology being provided. The variety of activities
mentioned in this chapter with regard to designing, moni-
toring, and managing fatigue or deterioration in general of
aircraft and specifically their structures show that structural
integrity combined with aging issues is a major concern. A
broader thinking in terms of life-cycle cost has become highly
important. Advanced sensing, materials, and data processing
technology are possibly the biggest challenges to be seen
in revolutionizing the inspection process and in automating
the procedure leading to the most common information of
“no failure found.” The life profile of an aircraft is a unity
of opposites. It can be thought of as a conflicting process
between failure process and maintenance process, and the
end of this contradiction always means the end of life for
the aircraft. Statistical analysis to find out maintenance ratio
curve, expecting to recognize macroscopically the basic law
of maintenance process, and then to proceed to the next step
with the aim of controlling the consumption of maintenance
man-hours resources so that it will play a positive role in
raising the level of maintenance and management of modern
aircraft. Thus it makes our new recognition of the aircraft
maintenance and management.

The fact that nearly every influential textbook on air-
craft’s maintenance management embodies the Bath-Tub
Curve indicates that there is an enigmatical trust in the rela-
tion between failure and life. However, seen from the angle
of maintenance, these models are full of practical difficul-
ties and contradictions. What exactly is the relation between
maintenance and product life? This makes professionals
obscure and puzzled, because there lacks a typical main-
tenance model, which reveals product’s life features from
the point of view of maintainability. Modern aircraft and
most industrial undertakings consist of thousands of differ-
ent components, accessories, and equipment, whereas each
component, accessory, and equipment is assembled with dif-
ferent basic elements. Different components, accessories, and
equipments of an aircraft have different reliability perfor-
mances. The combination of such complicity and variety
means that it is not possible at all to make a whole analyt-
ical account of the whole aircraft, or even of the reliability
performances of its main equipment. The optimum inspec-
tion frequency is determined by minimizing the expected
cost while the constraint on the specified fleet reliability is
satisfied. It has been shown that the optimum inspection fre-
quency increases as the relative importance of the cost of
inspection compared with the cost of failure becomes smaller,
thus increasing the fleet reliability more significantly. Though
great progress has been made in the area of aging aircraft,
the continued desire to maintain aircraft in revenue service
beyond their design service objectives will almost certainly
result in new structural integrity and systems reliability prob-
lems. It is the mission of the FAA and EASA’s Aging Aircraft
Program (or perhaps more appropriately the Continued Air-
worthiness Program) to ensure that age-related problems are
predicted and eliminated or mitigated before their having a
major impact on safety.

NOTES

1. A hole or container, especially in the lower part of an
engine, into which a liquid that is not needed can flow.

2. Intermittent demand is synonymous with terms such as
lumpy, sporadic and erratic demand. Throughout the the-
sis, we come across these words.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Value-Driven Design methodology grew from a col-
laboration of three Technical Committees of the American
Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA): the
Economics Technical Committee, the Systems Engineering
Technical Committee, and the Multidisciplinary Optimiza-
tion Technical Committee. The goal of the collaboration was
to use economic value modeling tools as a method to integrate
multidisciplinary optimization into the systems engineering
framework. The Value-Driven Design movement was sub-
sequently initiated in 2005, although it was born of a large
body of previously evolving work and effort going back even
to the work of Sage 1977, Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, James
and Riley 1987, Keeney 1992, Hazelrigg 1998 Simon 1981;
and see also Collopy and Hollingsworth 2009 for further
details. The Value-Driven Design Program Committee was
established within AIAA in 2006 and subsequently, the Value

Driven Design Institute of Collopy (ref). The stated mission
of the VDD Program Committee is to:

“develop, mature, document, and release a design method
that identifies and optimizes the attributes of the product or
system of highest value to its stakeholders. Value-Driven
Design (VDD) integrates optimization methods with sys-
tems engineering, economic analysis and value management
methods. When developed, VDD promises a superior and
robust approach to affordability that uses economics as a forc-
ing function, balancing cost, performance, and other design
attributes to provide the best design to a wide variety of
stakeholders. By using the VDD scorecard, everyone in a pro-
gram has the perspective to execute the vision of the program
leaders.”

Consequently, value-driven design (VDD) is an improved
design process that uses requirements flexibility, formal
optimization, and a mathematical value model to balance per-
formance, cost, schedule, and other measures important to the
stakeholders to produce the best outcome possible. Require-
ments flexibility is ensured by opening up the entire design
space, so that formal optimization can be used to allow system
and component design engineers to discover the best design
in that solution space, whereas traditional design focuses
on point requirements that are flowed down and which tend
to promote disaggregated suboptimization. A mathematical
value model is used to express all identified stakeholder val-
ues (customer, business, society), and their interactions, in
a single measure that conveys the needs of the project to
every member of the design team. Subsequently, the VDD
methodology ensures the optimization all the stakeholder
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values expressed in that single mathematical function. Opti-
mization is seen as a breakthrough tool for the design of large
systems, which leads to the design of the best possible system
rather just an acceptable system. For the past 20 years and
more, scholars have extensively developed the theory of mul-
tidisciplinary optimization applied as a design tool; however,
optimization is not used for the design of most system com-
ponents because it has not been integrated into widely used
systems engineering methods. Value-Driven Design creates
a context for applying optimization in the design of large sys-
tems such as aircraft, launch systems, ships and vehicles, as
well as at a local level.

2 THE VALUE-DRIVEN DESIGN
METHODOLOGY

Value-Driven Design is a methodology that ensures that the
correct decisions are taken leading to the best possible design,
rather than selecting any design that meets requirements or
even is most likely to meet requirements (Hazelrigg, 1998).
The cycle illustrated in Figure 1 implies that a design results
from multiple passes at the design problem and therefore
that this is an iterative process typical of the optimization
process. The design team picks a point in the design space
in order to select theDesign Variables that parameterize the
design and constitute a rough outline of the design. In the
Definition phase, designers elaborate this rough outline into a
detailed representation orConfiguration (also called a prod-
uct definition or part definition) of the object or system to
be designed. In theAnalysis phase, engineers estimate the
Attributes of the object, often using physics-based predictive
modeling tools such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA) or
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models. TheAnalysis
produces a second description of the design instance that can
be thought of as a vector of attributes of the design. In this
respect Simon 1981 describes the lower quadrants as a map-
ping of the design from internal substance that is described
in engineering terms, to the external function which is the
perspective that is most relevant to the user or customer.

Given that the lower quadrants in Figure 1 are relatively
standard, it is theEvaluate phase that explicitly differentiates
Value-Driven Design from the traditional Systems Engineer-
ing process. In the latter method, theEvaluate phase is used to
determination whether the attributes meet requirements and
if so, the cycle is then complete or at least at the designers’
discretion so that another round is attempted, or the indeed
the team then capitulates. Under VDD, theAttributes are
assessed with an objective function orValue model toEval-
uate the best possible solution, which gives a scalar score

Figure 1. The value-driven design process.

to any set of attributes. Naturally, theConfiguration with
the bestValue score is the preferredConfiguration and the
design team is required to produce the best design by enter-
ing into theImprove phase which mobilizes the optimization
phase. During theImprove phase, optimization algorithms
use vectors of design variables (points in the design space)
and the resulting score orValue from theEvaluation phase
in order to orientate within the design space toward the best
design. VDD is not an optimization process in this sense
but rather, VDD is a framework that enables the use of
optimization, even if not compelling designers to use a for-
mal optimization methodology. Designers are equally free to
guess and use their best engineering judgement to select the
new design variables at each iteration stage throughout the
design cycle. Consequently, it is clearly seen that the pro-
motion of Value analysis and the flexible formality of the
Evaluate andImprove phases within VDD explicitly differen-
tiates it from multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO).
Therefore, it should also be clearer why indeed that the VDD
methodology grew from a collaboration of the three AIAA
Technical Committees of Economics, Systems Engineering
Multidisciplinary Optimization.

The cycle in Figure 1 applies at any level of design hier-
archy, from detailed design of a system component to the
conceptual design of the overall system. However, VDD is
essentially a top-down customer oriented approach in that
the ultimateValue assessment associated with the operation
of the product is always used to measure the impact of any
decision. The designer is free to deploy theValue assessment
at any level with the design hierarchy as long as there is an
established method of coupling theAttributes to the Value
through theEvaluate phase, whether formalized or infor-
mal. Apart from this challenge of how to assessValue, is
the associated challenge of generating the objective func-
tion (the function that inputs attributes and outputs value)
within the VDD framework. The benefits of VDD (see the
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following section) can only be achieved if every component
has a consistent objective function and therefore, the sys-
tem must have an overall system objective function which
Keeney 1992 refers to as a value model, or a system value
model in the engineering domain. The current state of sys-
tem value modeling is discussed in Collopy 2009 and can
be seen to ensure that a system value model inputs system
attributes and outputs a system score. However, it is now
clear that VDD is tending to impose a top-level customer
orientedValue assessment of the product or system in ques-
tion. Essentially, the design process is being driven by the
assessment of the impact of decisions on the overallValue
that has been identified as most relevant to the stakeholders.
Consequently, it is also clear that VDD is entirely consis-
tent with Design for Operations in that the product or system
Value is realized through its use by an operator to provide
services to their customers within a societal context. This
reiterates the point made previously that VDD utilizes math-
ematical value models to express all identified stakeholder
values (customer, business, society) in a single measure that
conveys the needs of the project to every member of the design
team. Subsequently, the VDD methodology ensures the opti-
mal trade-off between all the stakeholder values expressed
in that single mathematical function so that ultimately, the
maximum operational value is achieved, whether in terms
of business, service provision and customer satisfaction, or
indeed societal enhancement.

3 VALUE-DRIVEN DESIGN FOR
OPERATIONAL VALUE

VDD is entirely consistent with a Design for Operations
approach or more correctly a Design for Operational Value
approach and there are a number of important characteristics
of the VDD methodology which enable this. VDD helps the
designer to deconflict the myriad of seemly mutually exclu-
sive design decisions and outcomes, all having their own
individual benefits and drawbacks. It also enables optimiza-
tion as a way of implementing the process of improvement
toward the best solution without succumbing to cost growth,
project overrun, and performance erosion. Ultimately, these
all contribute to enable the delivery of the best product or
service to the customer in terms of true operational value and
excellence.

3.1 Deconfliction of design level trade-offs

During the design trade-off process there is often conflict in
that the design engineers make rational decisions in respect

to meeting component requirements, but when the outcome
is reviewed at a collective level the results are often clearly
irrational. For example, one component design team can
be busy sacrificing cost in order to achieve a small weight
reduction, while another team on the same program is sacri-
ficing even more weight to realize a small reduction in cost.
Consequently, it is not unusual for teams to be working at
cross-purposes so that they can each meet their allocated
requirements for weight, cost, reliability, performance, and so
on. The result is what economists refer to as a dead loss, a net
increase in weight and cost, and decrease in performance and
reliability, that, on the whole, clearly degrades the total sys-
tem (Collopy, 1997). Requirements-induced dead losses tend
to reduce the value of large systems by tens of percent. VDD
prevents dead loss trades by providing each component with
an objective function that implicitly contains all the trade fac-
tors among all extensive attributes, and ensures that all these
trade factors are consistent across all components. Therefore,
it is impossible for two separate trades that improve two sep-
arate components to combine into a dead loss. Relative to
the example above concerning weight and cost, the Direct
Operational Cost would be reduced to a minimum through
VDD as the fuel burn and acquisition cost are minimized.
This is a very good example of a trade-off that is also not
self-evident to the design engineer, that is, at what stage does
the increase in acquisition cost incurred by trying to further
reduce weight return too small a reduction in fuel burn costs
to no longer justify the additional effort (see also the worked
example later in Section IV). Once again, the Systems Engi-
neering approach is already happy if the design is within the
acquisition cost and weight requirements that were set before
the aircraft was even designed and actually before the true
potential of the design was known. Of course, the require-
ments are typically based on historical achievements for like
aircraft which where also design to guesstimates of what is
truly possible. VDD is explicit in balancing and optimizing
the design trades relative to the one consistent objective value
function so that traditional conflicts are solved properly rel-
ative to which design configurations and resultant attributes
achieve maximum overall value.

3.2 Enablement of design integration through
optimization

It follows on from the previous section on deconflicting
design trade-offs that VDD addresses the engineering of com-
plex systems with a simple scalable process that enables
design optimization. In essence, optimization is a simple
design rule that says, “Find the best design solution accord-
ing to this goal,” whereas as we have amply illustrated,
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today’s systems engineering process says, “Find a design
that does not contradict any of the set point requirements.”
Consequently, it can be easily seen that the latter directive
gives up a certain amount of value, namely, the difference
between a selected design that meets the requirements and
the value associated with the best design. The question is:
how large has this “lost potential value” become, especially
since aircraft for example are designed according to require-
ments that have been set on the past generation of aircraft
and those realized historical achievements. How does this
requirements approach even begin to accommodate and fully
exploit new materials, processes, and technologies by looking
back at often dissimilar historical examplars? In this regard,
VDD advocates the understanding and modeling of the design
being considered so that we do not end up with black metal
designs (composite aircraft made according to metal rules!)
but rather designs that fully exploit the different potential of
composite materials over metal, so as to return maximum
value.

As a further illustrated example, consider Figure 2 where
2(a) illustrates the current process in a case with only two
requirements, cost and weight. Any design inside the yellow
box meets the requirement, so all are equally good. How-
ever, most are not feasible (such as an airplane at zero costs
and weighs). On the other hand, Figure 2(b) shows the same
design problem from the perspective of optimization. Here
the region of feasible design is shaded in green. A scoring
function (called an objective function in optimization theory)
is used to search for the best design within the illustrated
design space, where a higher score indicates that a design
is better. The purple vector is the gradient of the objective
function, and the yellow-centered square shows where the
best design is found, relative to the objective function. Since
the yellow box is the best feasible design, it is better than
any design that meets the requirements. Moreover, without
using optimization, a design team has little chance and no

motivation to find the best design within the requirements
box. Of course, Figure 2 has simplified the attribute space
to only two dimensions for illustration purposes but typical
system designs (and component designs) have 10 to 20 impor-
tant attributes. In these higher dimensional design spaces,
the impact of optimization is therefore much greater while
also truly enabling in terms of the full exploration of the
design options, to minimize the “loss potential value” we
mentioned earlier (now illustrated visually in Figure 2). It
is also shocking to consider that in a 10-dimensional design
space, requirements, on average, remove 99.9% of the rel-
evant design space while in a 20-dimensional space, the
corresponding figure is 99.9999%, and therefore, it is not
unreasonable to say that allocated requirements have a one-
in-a-million chance of finding the best design, and sometimes
not at all as for the case shown in Figure 2. Of course, the
optimal result identified in Figure 2(b) had not even been
deemed acceptable or else possible by the requirements allo-
cation people and/or even the customer. However, the design
engineers who understand their product need to be given
the opportunity to find the best design through the VDD
approach. Of course, as stated previously optimization is not
perfect and has inherent challenges, but it can easily beat
requirements allocation by several orders of magnitude, when
we look at it this way. According to Hazelrigg 1998, “Values
tell engineers what you want. Requirements only tell them
what you don’t want.” By the way, the optimal VDD solu-
tion in Figure 2(b) could easily be an aircraft that has lower
fuel burn due to other design innovations or even one for
which the additional cost of fuel burn is still lower than the
savings accrued in the acquisition or associated financing of
the aircraft. Again, this helps illustrate that optimization has
enabled design integration and resulted in the best (holistic)
design according to all the value levers that have been iden-
tified and formulated into the objective value function within
the VDD approach.

Figure 2. Optimization chooses directly the best design.
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3.3 Avoidance of cost growth, overrun and
performance erosion

Collopy 2007 has shown that if a design team works to
maximize the probability of meeting requirements then the
resulting attributes are skewed. When tested with a repeated
probabilistic exercise the resulting distribution returns a tight
grouping on the slightly improved side for each attribute and
a much longer tail on the negative side, people being naturally
risk adverse. For example, if a requirement dictates that a par-
ticular component should weigh less than 10 pounds, much
of the distribution of the resulting weight (from numerous
repeats of the experiment for example using Monte Carlo
analysis) will be grouped between 9.5 and 10, with most of
the remaining results spread between 10 and 15. As a result,
even though the median and the mode of the distribution may
be less than 10 (on the good side of the requirement), the
mean is typically greater than 10. Subsequently, this is fur-
ther compounded as the components are aggregated into the
whole system, and it is the mean that is more predictive of the
system performance. Furthermore, the bulk of evidence from
project management studies suggests that even when most
of the components do even meet their requirements that it is
likely that the system will fall short of the aggregate system
requirements. This skewed effect is an artefact of the require-
ments process and somewhat ironically contradicts the very

effort to maximize the probability of meeting component and
system requirements in the first instance. On the other hand,
VDD is goal seeking in nature and therefore is not skewed
by that same nature, greatly improving system attributes rel-
ative to the magnitude of the lost value potential mentioned
earlier but dictated by the formulation of the objective value
function.

All of the above issues are exacerbated by the complexity
of the large systems that are typical within aerospace. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates the hierarchical organization of an aircraft
design, but falls far short of indicating the actual hierarchical
complexity. A typical military fighter aircraft or commercial
airliner would have anything from 10 to 20 levels in this tree
with hundreds and thousand of components, depending on
the design stage. All these levels obscure the system design
intent from the component design teams, most of who work
for a different firm than the lead systems integrator. With
more layers and increased complexity, the gap between the
results of optimization and the results of striving to meet
requirements builds up from a few percentage points to tens of
percent. With the first roll up of component attributes into sys-
tem attributes, which usually occurs late in detailed design,
the project inevitably finds that the system is too heavy or
too inefficient or too costly to be useful. The common solu-
tion is a redesign, or a series of redesigns, to correct the
excess weight or performance shortfall. In these redesigns,

Figure 3. Hierarchical organization of an aerospace design system.
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Figure 4. Performance erosion, cost growth and redesign.

the offending attributes are typically traded for more cost.
The result is a cost growth of about 50% on average and a
schedule delay, or series of schedule delays, to accommo-
date the redesign. As far as performance, weight, and other
attributes, the inevitable result is that these attributes barely
meet requirements or fall slightly short, as shown in Figure 4.
The upper trend line shows performance being eroded from
the initial estimations as the initial design emerges, at which
stage redesign iterations are carried out leading to increasing
program and product cost so that ultimately the performance
has only been eroded by 5%, but at a 50% cost increase. It
is this shortfall and destructive cycle of redesign more than
anything else that VDD strives to correct.

3.4 Delivery of true operational value potential

Ultimately then we come to the operational phase of the live
cycle when the value of the product is realized by the operat-
ing customer and their customers who receive a service. The
value of a product or service is simply understood as a ratio
of benefits to costs or drawbacks and therefore we can say
that cost is formulated as shown in equation (1), whereValue
can be positive or negative and the weighted components of
performance and associated cost are used in a general sense.

Value=
∫ /= ∞

0

Weighted Performance

Total Weighted Cost
(1)

Furthermore, the aircraft as a product has a value to many
stakeholders, from the producer to the operator and even the
global economy, etc., as shown in equation (2).

VAircraft =
/= ∞∑
0

(
VTo Producer, VTo Airline, VTo Passenger,

VTo Airport, VTo ATM, VTo Supply Chain,

VTo Nation, VTo World) (2)

and for each stakeholder, there are value metrics, drivers or
levers which can be identify and incorporated in the value
model implemented through VDD as shown in Figure 1. For
example, the value of a particular aircraft to an operator might
be expressed as shown in equation (3)

VTo Airline =
/= ∞∑
0

(
VTicket Revenue, VAnsillery Sales,

VAquisistion Cost, VSupport Cost
)

(3)

The VDD approach endeavors to capture the value added
within the value model and to us that as the main criteria
for assessing the current design and instigating improve-
ment through optimization. As already stated in Section 2,
it is this aspect in particular that sets it apart from MDO
and when we take a much broader view of the term value,
as illustrated in equation (2), it can be seen that it is lead-
ing to an explicit integration of life-cycle requirements as
the operational potential to add value is used as the ulti-
mate criteria for design decisions. The case study in Section
4 explicitly uses this approach to base design decisions on
the reservation price, which is the maximum amount of
potential revenue to be generated from a particular aircraft
and is a theoretical limit on price. When Direct Operating
Costs (DOC) and Manufacturing Costs (MC) are subtracted
we start to see the true economic value of the product
which the producer and operator have to agree on dividing
through the setting of their own individual required profit
margins.

However, the VDD philosophy is not necessarily restricted
to economic value but yet does require a quantitative measure
of value added by any other identified lever. This is a very
attractive element currently given the degree to which new
requirements from the environmental and societal domains
start to become actual design drivers, even if at an informal
level but well beyond the level of legislative compliance. For
example noise and emission performance are becoming key
performance variable in the development of aircraft engines
and airframe. Methods such Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP) can be used to make design decisions using a variety
of very dissimilar value levers in a differential-additive valua-
tion manner as shown in equation (4) from Curranet al. 2010;
including: CostingC (revenue/cost), UtilizationU, Maintain-
ability M, Environmental QualityE, Passenger Satisfaction
P with their corresponding weighing factors, with SafetyS
as an additional potential value lever as well as including an
errorεcomponent (although not incorporated in the presented
work).
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�V = αC(C1/C0) + αU(U1/U0) + αM(M1/M0)

+ αE(E1/E0) + αP (P1/P0) + (αS(S1/S0) + ε)

(4)

Curran (2010) introduces (1) theDifferential Value Prin-
ciple, which is the nature of the dependant variable, and (2)
theAdditive Value Principle, which is respected by the aggre-
gation of the independent variables. These are presented as
the fundamental principles of value analysis where (1) value
is relative and therefore can be best related to an alternative,
that is, not being absolute in nature, while (2) values originat-
ing from sources of a different nature do need to be weighted
and aggregated in order to capture true added value. Apart
from the challenge already noted in Section 2 in terms of
the identification of the components in the value model, the
other fundamental challenge is in how to integrate the dis-
parate and un-unified elements in such an equation as shown
in equation (4). Notwithstanding that some obvious difficul-
ties with accepting, for example, AHP (Collopy, 2009) as
the integration methodology do exist, perhaps the potential
benefits from gaining a massive competitive advantage over
a supplier by using a value model such as that in equation
(4) fully justify its utilization, if not a total reliance on the
figures as suggested by theDifferential Value Principle. In
order to deal with this we can introduce (3) theSubjective
Value Principle that advocates a typical 3-point estimate in
terms of the (a) bottom-line short-term economic estimate
based on profitability for one of the stakeholders, (b) softer
mid-long-term economic estimate with broader indirect eco-
nomic effects, and (c) more idealistic longer term systemic
estimate of total value based on scenarios based reasoning.
Essentially, theSubjective Value Principle respects that the
Differential Principle is necessary due to the subjective nature
of value assessment and that the Additive Value Principle is
necessary due to the disparate nature of value assessment, and
that both of these are consequently bound to change, whether
subjective, objective, or environmental.

4 DETAILED AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
CASE STUDY

This section sets out a case study that presents the explicit
integration of some life-cycle requirements, namely prof-
itability, in order to drive the VDD process relative to the
operational potential to generate value for the supplier and
customer. Cost has long been recognized as a key attribute
of any product and highly relevant to the engineering design
process, linking to customer affordability and the associated

Figure 5. Section of the panel.

financial value and competitive advantage (Wierda, 1990;
Hoult et al., 1996;Sheldon, Huang and Perks, 1991; Curran,
2004; Collopy and Curran, 2005). However, the following
VDD example specifically advocates using the economic
impact on profit as the guiding rational for structural design
considerations for a 50 passenger seat regional jet aircraft.
The profitability is also a function of manufacturing cost
and operational cost and this is considered in the design of
fuselage stringer-skin panel that is the specific application
to be addressed, as shown in Figure 5 (Curran, Rothwell and
Castagne, 2006; Castagne, Curran and Collopy, 2009; Curran
et.al., 2009). Aircraft structure design is typically driven by
a minimal weight approach whereas a VDD approach may
identify a more fundamentally correct goal, that is, directly
maximizing true value as a primary goal rather than satisfy-
ing some secondary criteria (minimal weight) that is assumed
to deliver value for money.

4.1 The VDD definition and analysis phases

The first phases proposed in Figure 1 for VDD wereDefi-
nition andAnalysis. This referred to the establishment of a
configuration that could be analyzed in order to determine the
magnitude of key attributes. Consequently, in this case study
that included the analysis of structural integrity, manufactur-
ing costs, and Direct Operating Costs. The modeling of costs
utilized the Genetic-Causal approach (Curran, Raghunathan
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Figure 6. Modeling of the panel for structural analysis.

and Price, 2004) while the structural analysis was driven by
numerical expressions for appropriate failure modes that uti-
lized standardized Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU)
reference data. The panel was modeled as shown in Figure 6,
whereb was the stringer pitch,h the stringer height,t the skin
thickness,ts the stringer thickness, andrp the rivet pitch.

The active design variables are chosen to be: number of
stringersns , stringer heighth, skin thicknesst, stringer thick-
nessts , and rivet pitchrp . The rivet pitch is included as it
makes a major contribution to the cost of manufacture while
the other four are, of course, primary variables in the design of
a stringer-skin panel, as well as having significant influence
on manufacturing cost. The analysis of weight or manufac-
turing cost is relatively straightforward as the weight and
manufacturing cost of a square meter of fuselage panel can
be directly calculated.

4.2 The VDD evaluate phase

The next step in the VDD approach from Figure 1 is the
Evaluate phase and it is closely associated with the need
to establish what “Value” the design is going to be mea-
sured against. Previous work on the case study (Curran, 2006)
focused on maximizing value to the operator by minimizing
DOC but that evaluation of “Value” was revised to consider
the profitability for the producer as a more realistic objective
function. Essentially, this can be achieved by using the con-
cept of Surplus Value (SV) so that in a competitive market,
the manufacturer’s profit can be related to DOC, manufac-
turing cost, and airline revenue using the following equation
(Collopy, 1997):

π =
Aircraft life∑

i

[
(R − DOC) (1 + r)−i

] − MC − SV2 (5)

whereπ is the manufacturer’s profit,R the airline’s revenue,
DOC the Direct Operating Cost (excluding Manufacturing
Cost or Investment, since this is addressed explicitly),MC
the Manufacturing Cost,SV2 the second largest surplus value
among the competing aircrafts, andr the airline’s discount

rate, that is, a measure of the relative value that the airline
places on money over time. The Reservation Price (RP) is
the present value of the profits from the aircraft operation that
corresponds to the upper limit on the price that the airline will
pay in the absence of competition (i.e., without the MC and
SV components in equation (5)), and the Surplus ValueSV
for an aircraft is then the difference between the RP and the
total manufacturing cost (i.e., without the SV2 component in
equation (5)). An analysis of the competition model shows
that optimizing surplus value will automatically optimize unit
profit. Therefore, a design that optimizes surplus value can
be assured of producing the most profitable product within
the capabilities of the manufacturer.

The analysis for profit was less obvious than that for weight
or manufacturing cost as it requires the combination of sev-
eral terms as shown in equation (5), each of which having
to be reported to the same unit, that is, one meter square of
fuselage panel; the aim being to analyze the variations in the
structural configurations between the panels optimized for
different objectives. The solution adopted was to relate the
terms of equation (5) to the variations (deltas) in weight and
manufacturing cost that result from the different configura-
tions to be generated. Subsequently, it was then possible to
analyze the impact of the structural configuration on profit so
that in the subsequentImprove phase, it would also be possi-
ble to analytically optimize for maximum profit. To achieve
this, the variations or partial differential of the profit was used
so that it was not necessary to calculate an absolute value for
the profit that relate to the whole aircraft but to use the Dif-
ferential Value Principle. As stated this can easily support
the optimization approach to come in the Improve phase as
it is the gradient that is used in optimization to get to a zero
gradient that would be associated with a maxima or minima.

4.3 The VDD improve phase

The final step in the VDD approach from Figure 1 is the
Improve phase and it ultimately exploits the optimization
principle to establish the optimal “Value” solution with a min-
imal lost potential value that can be sizable within traditional
design approaches. The following is split into two subsec-
tions: the first considering the implementation of equation (5)
with profitability as the driver lever and the second presenting
the results gained with the VDD approach.

4.3.1 Implementing profitability as the value driver

The main goal of theImprove phase was to analyze the impact
of the structural configuration on profit so that it would also
be possible to optimize for maximum profit. To achieve this,
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the variations or partial differential by weight were used so
that it was not necessary to calculate an absolute value for
the profit that relates to the whole aircraft but to use the Dif-
ferential Value Principle. As stated this can easily support
the optimization approach to in theImprove phase as it is the
gradient that is used in optimization to get to a zero gradient
that would be associated with a maxima or minima. Conse-
quently, it was possible to consider the gradients ofR, DOC,
andMC from equation (5) relative to weight so that the total
impact of a change of configuration on profit can be found
by modifying equation (5) into the differential form shown
in equation (6):

�π
(
$ m−2) = −�M

(
lb m−2) × 180

(
$ lb−1)

−�MC
(
$ m−2) (6)

where�π is the variation of profit in $ per square meter of
aircraft fuselage panel,�M the mass variation, and�MC

the manufacturing cost variation of a square meter of aircraft
fuselage panel due to a configuration change. By maximizing
�π, the model assures that the maximum profit is realized.

The change in DOC relative to weight is a result of the
increase in fuel consumption. In determining what this will
be we can estimate that the amount of fuel consumed “per
year per available seat” is approximately 148,000 lbs for a 50
passenger regional jet used at full load factor. If the operating
weight of the aircraft is estimated at 75,000 lbs, this gives
an impact of operating weight on annual fuel consumption
equal to148,000×50

75,000 = 98.7 lbs yr−1 lb−1 of aircraft weight. If
a gallon of fuel weights 6.77 lbs, this corresponds to a cost of
98.7
6.77 × 2 = 29$ lb−1 of weight per year for a fuel cost of 2$ per
gallon. Considering a discount factor of 17%, the discounted
value is

∑∞
i=1

[
29× (1 + 0.17)−i

] = 29
0.17 = 170$ lb−1 over

the “infinite” life of the aircraft.
The change in revenue relative to weight is subject to two

considerations:
1. assuming 100% load factor, when the cargo hold is full,

aircraft weight displaces addition cargo weight and revenue
potential;

2. for flights that exceed the design range of the flight,
passengers can be displaced to increase range.

As regional jets almost never fly routes that use their full
range, all the impact of weight on revenue is considered to
be of the first type only in this study. Furthermore, earlier
we assumed 100% load factor so that revenue gain could
be envisaged if weight could be reduced. A typical value
for cargo revenue is 0.18$ per ton-mile and assuming that
a regional jet does 44 flights of 428 nautical miles each per
week in average and as there is roughly 2000 lbs ton−1, one
lost pound of cargo costs428×44×52×0.18

2000 = 88$ yr−1. How-

ever, earlier studies have shown that regional jets tend to
only have a full hold for 2% of the time, relating to the time
when cargo revenue could be increased with weight reduc-
tion. Therefore, the impact of weight on cargo revenue is only
88× 0.02 = 2$ lb−1 − year. On the “infinite” life of the air-
craft this corresponds to

∑∞
i=1

[
2 × (1 + 0.17)−i

] = 2
0.17 =

10$ lb−1 at a discount rate of 17%.
The complete impact of weight on surplus value is given

by the sum of the impact on DOC and on revenue, that is,
a loss of 170$+ 10$= 180$ lb−1 at a discount rate of 17%
and for a fuel cost of 2$ per gallon. Once again it should be
noted that a 100% load rate was assumed and which is more
reasonable in the US for example where overbooking is a
common practise into to try and achieve a full load factor.
However, we might substitute a 70 seat passenger regional
jet used at a 70 load factor, that is, for 50 seats, and calculate
the same DOC impact relative to weight but then there is
additional cargo weight anyway from the empty seats so that
cargo revenues are now not being limited by the airframe
weight. Likewise we are assuming that the seat number is at
a maximum and is physically restricted by space and therefore
cannot be increased due to airframe weight loss.

4.3.2 Results quality from the VDD case study

In the implementation of the VDD approach in this case study,
two types of improvement were assessed using the value
optimization model. Firstly, the impact of the choice of the
objective function was assessed by comparing the structural
configuration obtained in each of the cases, and secondly,
the sensitivity of profit to the fuel cost and discount rate was
assessed. For the first set of optimizations in terms of struc-
tural design variables, three objective functions were tested,
including: minimum weight, minimum manufacturing cost,
and maximum profit, as shown in Table 1. Compared to the
minimum weight configuration, the panel optimized for min-
imum manufacturing cost contained less stringers of bigger
size riveted on a skin that was 75% thicker, that is, the panel
comprised of a smaller number of bigger parts. Due to the
increase in the stiffness of the individual parts, the rivet spac-
ing could also be increased, which together with a smaller
number of parts reduced the assembly cost. The maximum
profit configuration lay in between the minimum weight and
minimum weight configuration in terms of stringers number
(also linked to the assembly cost), stringers and panel sizes
and weight and offering a compromise that suits both the
manufacturer and airline operator.

In association with Table 1, Table 2 indicates the impact
of the choice of the objective function on weight, manufac-
turing cost, and profit. The minimum weight configuration is
chosen as a reference so that the values in the table are the
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Table 1. Design variables after optimization.1

Panel optimized for: B ns h T ts rp

Minimum weight 81.8 26 22.54 1.72 1.72 46.5
Minimum

manufacturing
cost

167.0 12 34.00 3.04 3.04 96.6

Maximum profit 116.3 18 23.38 2.27 2.27 65.3

1 All dimensions in mm, fuel cost= 2$ gal−1, discount rate= 17%.

differentials between the studied (either minimum manufac-
turing cost or maximum profit) case and the minimum weight
case. Analyzing the table globally, it can be seen that the
maximum profit solution is achieved by increasing slightly
the manufacturing cost compared to the minimum manufac-
turing cost solution but without having such a huge impact on
weight. By optimizing the structural configuration, it is possi-
ble to realize savings in manufacturing cost that compensate
the loss of revenue and the increase in DOC so that the profit
or surplus value as defined by equation (5) is increased. The
improvement in profitability of 344$ m−2 for a regional jet
with some 500 m2 of thin walled structure in the airframe
therefore returns some additional 172,000$ in profit for the
producer. For an estimated basic unit price of 25 M$ and a
profit margin of 2.5%, that is, 625,000$, the improvement in
profit from the VDD approach is a massive 27.5%, rising to
797,000$! It is interesting to perform a sanity check relative
to the operator’s position to see first if the profitability seems
to be in balance and how much impact the increased weight
might have. If we take the 44 flights per week and estimate
46,640 flights over 20 years for a maintenance downtime,
etc., of say 5%, the 50 seats at 150$ per flight (including
auxiliary revenues) would return some 35 M$ over the life,
with an estimated profit margin of 2.5% returning profit of
875,000$. This is a purely academic consideration to show
that the share of profit between supplier and operator has

Table 2. Variation of the possible objectives after optimization.2

Panel optimized for: M (lb/m−2) MC ($ m−2) �π ($ m−2)

Minimum weight – – –
Minimum

manufacturing
cost

4.94 896 51

Maximum
profit1.08

527 344

2 Fuel cost= 2$ gal−1, discount rate= 17%.

matured to a point where there are not necessarily huge dis-
parities but that the VDD approach can massively influence
these tight margins, in this case impacting a 27.5% increase
in profitability for the supplier, with a minimal anticipated
impact on the customer, due to slightly increased weight.
In addition, regarding the latter point on the cost impact
of weight, this may even be offset by reduced maintenance
costs for the operator. The optimal ‘profit’ panel design that
has been the focus of the case study, as opposed to minimal
weight design, resulted in fewer stringers spaced wider apart
and with a wider rivet spacing, with the consequence that the
thickness of the skins and stringers was increased by approx-
imately 60%. The point is that this is a much more robust
design that may well result in reduced Maintenance Repair
and Overhaul (MRO) costs that could offset the increased
costs due to slightly higher fuel burn from the slender weight
gain.

The second part of the chapter investigated the sensitiv-
ity of profit to the fuel cost and discount rate, whereas the
initial analysis was carried out using a fixed fuel cost and
discount rate. The calculation of the impact of weight on sur-
plus value as presented earlier was easily calculated in the
analysis program by just running a range of fuel cost and
discount rate levels. The reference fuel cost (2$ gal−1) corre-
sponded to an average fuel cost for 2006 whereas the second
value (3$ gal−1) simulate an increase of 50% of the fuel cost,
with current values running at 4$ gal−1 or a 100% increase
in 4 yr!

Figure 7 illustrates that the tendency was for the optimal
number of stringers to be reduced when the discount rate
increased. This can be explained by the fact that when the
discount factor increases, the discounted fuel cost becomes
lower which implies that the weight can be slightly increased
without impacting too much on profit. A lower number of
stringers corresponds to a lower manufacturing cost and is
usually also associated with a higher weight penalty.
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On the other hand, Figure 8 shows that the profit increase
will be reduced if the fuel costs increase. In the case of fuel
cost increase, the airline DOC is higher and this is reflected
directly on the surplus value and profit. The revenues are
lower and the VDD approach in using SV automatically
adjusts the share of value between the supplier and the oper-
ator to a fair level.

5 SUMMARIZING VALUE-DRIVEN
DESIGN AND OPERATIONS VALUE

The basic methodology for a Value-Driven Design (VDD)
approach within life-cycle-oriented context has been pre-
sented in terms of the generic VDD steps of:Definition,
Analysis, Evaluation, andImprovement. It is concluded that
VDD presents a deeper conceptual quality over Systems
Engineering, and offers a step improvement, in that VDD
optimizes toward an optimal solution rather than finding one
that fits into a broad box of potential solutions that are all
equally good – but not! And secondly, VDD focuses MDO
on the need to actually maximize value rather than losing site
of the original goal due to the infinite complexity in deepen-
ing the analysis of independent variable, over and above the
main issue of predicting and influencing the dependant vari-
able that is identified through the objective value function.
In addition, the fundamental need to integrate value analysis
(sanity check!) comes first over and above the desire to be
able to model value to thenth degree.

Certain positive and defining characteristics of VDD were
also presented, relative to current industrial design practice,
in terms of the deconfliction of tense lower level conflicts
that have traditionally evolved through the flow-down of
largely uncontrolled requirements. Furthermore integration
is encouraged and enforced through VDD, whether formal
or informal, and naturally all the attributes of VDD were

considered relative to cost, project delay, and performance
erosion; what economists term: a “dead loss.”

However, in terms of VDD delivering true operational
value potential, the most important insight related to the
establishment of three clear principles, including: (1) the Dif-
ferential Value Principle, (2) the Additive Value Principle,
and (3) the Subjective Value Principle. These three Value
Principles were proposed in order to help in the formulation
of Value Models that truly capture the nature of value analysis
and VDD.

The case study demonstrated the application of the VDD
approach in terms of an aircraft manufacturers’ profit. This
was presented in terms of the main steps presented for the
VDD process, namelyDefinition, Analysis, Evaluation, and
Improvement.

The case study addressed the detailed structural config-
uration for an aircraft fuselage panel. Major changes in the
optimal structural variables settings and ultimate configura-
tion were observed depending on the implementation of the
chosen VDD objective function. Ultimately, the case study
is shown to strongly validates the massive impact of VDD
in enforcing a value analysis through an objective function
that tests the quality of any given design definition through
optimization. It was found that for the VDD design solution
there was a massive 27.5% improvement in the profit margin
for the aircraft supplier, with little change in the profit margin
for the operator.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The obstacle avoidance is one of the prime objectives of path
planning. The obstacle avoidance is in general applicable to
anything the autonomous system wants to avoid, for example,
threats, no-fly zones, restricted zones, or other autonomous
systems in its group. Here, the term ‘vehicle’ is used to re-
fer to the autonomous system. The obstacle avoidance pro-
vides the safety both to the obstacle and vehicle. The obstacle
avoidance would be a small algorithm under the path plan-
ner. Hence, the discussion of obstacle avoidance is closely
associated with the path planning. Also, the outcome of the
obstacle avoidance would be collision-free path between the
places of interest. Consider an environment E filled with ob-
stacles whose space is represented by Cobst, while the remain-
ing space will be Cfree = E \ Cobst. Finding a connectivity be-
tween two desired points Ps, and Pf avoiding the obstacles in

a given space will be given by a path r in Cfree is a continuous
map

r : [0 1] → Cfree (1)

and

Cfree

⋂
Cobst = ∅ (2)

where r(0) = Ps and r(1) = Pf , where Ps is the initial posi-
tion and Pf is the final position.

The avoidance is required to avoid collision and hence safe
navigation of the vehicle. A collision between two objects oc-
curs when they try to occupy the same point at the same time.
The method of avoidance would be based on the available in-
formation about the obstacles. The knowledge of size, shape,
and mobility are important to handle the obstacles. Also, it is
important to know the these parameters are known a priori or
not. For the static obstacles, the first two characteristics are
play a major roles in the path planning. The formulation of
configuration space significantly simplifies the path planner
by reducing the size of the vehicle to a point by enlarging the
obstacle proportionately. Handling polygonal obstacles are
widely studied by the robotics community for obstacle avoid-
ance. Path planning among convex polygonal obstacles is is
an ongoing research in the area of computational geometry.
Producing curvature constrained path among the polygonal
obstacles is NP hard (Reif and Wang, 1998; Agarwal et al.,
2002). The problem becomes complex following the evolu-
tion of cooperative/coordinated path planning where multiple
vehicles are used.

The popular approaches for handling static obstacles
are roadmap methods and potential field method. A
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comprehensive treatment of these methods can be seen in
(Latombe, 1991 and LaValle, 2006). Though these methods
are proposed as path planning methods, they generate either
the path by forming free configuration space Cfree and, hence,
by isolating the obstacles space Cobst. First, we discuss a brief
review of these methods.

2 AVOIDING STATIC OBSTACLES

The case of static known obstacles is normally handled by
a global path planner like Voronoi diagram, cell decomposi-
tion, and potential field, or global optimization techniques.
This problem is relatively easy to handle as the obstacles are
fixed with respect to time, whereas in the case of dynamic ob-
stacles the trajectories are to be estimated prior to planning.
However, in both cases, the presence of obstacles not only
causes re-planning of paths, but also communications, task
assignment, resource allocation, and other functions depend-
ing on the mission. Furthermore, planning among static ob-
stacles is a hard task as the number of vehicles are increased.

2.1 Voronoi diagram

The Voronoi diagram isolates the obstacles by forming polyg-
onal cells around them such that any two obstacles are at
equal distance from each other. As shown in the Figure 1, the
Voronoi diagram forms cells of isolated places. The cells are
polygons sharing edges with other cells. The resulting dia-
gram forms a network of nodes connected by straight lines.

0 100 200 300 400 500
0

100

200

300

400

500

Ps

Pf

Figure 1. Path planning using Voronoi diagram: Ps is the start po-
sition, Pf is the goal position. Triangular dots are obstacles/threats.

Ps

Pf

Figure 2. Path planning using cell decomposition: Ps is the start
position, Pf is the goal position. Eliminating cells of obstacles and
connecting the empty cells form the path/route.

A search algorithm such as A* can be used to find a route/path
between the start point Ps and goal point Pf .

2.2 Cell decomposition

The cell decomposition approach divides the given map into
a number of cells. As shown in Figure 2, a polygonal path
is formed by connecting the cells which are not occupied by
the obstacles, while the cells occupied by the obstacles are
eliminated.

2.3 Visibility graph

The visibility graph produces connectivity between the de-
sired points by forming a network connecting the edges
of polygonal obstacles. This provides visibility in an envi-
ronment of obstacles. Again, a path is found by a search
algorithm. A schematic sketch of this approach is shown in
Figure 3.

2.4 Potential field and sampling-based methods

The potential field method is first proposed in (Khatib, 1985).
This method treats the goal position as an attractive poten-
tial while the obstacles/threats as the repulsive potential. An
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with attractive potential will
naturally be dragged toward the goal position. Represent-
ing the position of the vehicle p(x, y), the field where the
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Pf
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Cobst

Cobst

Cobst

Ps

Figure 3. Visibility graph: network of all possible visible route.

vehicle would be moving will be represented by a scalar
function U(p) = Ua(p) + Ur(p), where Ua is the attractive
potential, and Ub is the repulsive potential. This approach ini-
tially suffers from the local minima, however, later modified
approach have been proposed. The rapidly exploring random
trees (RRT) method generates a tree of trajectories by ran-
domly selecting a point in the given space. Each branch in
the tree is tested for collision avoidance before adding into
the tree until a connectivity is formed between the start and
goal points. The probabilistic road map (PRM) method (Hsu,
Latombe and Kurniawati, 2006) forms a connectivity by ex-
panding the database graph/tree. The growth of the graph is
done by adding a collision-free neighbor sampled from the
given space.

3 RESEARCH ON OBSTACLE
AVOIDANCE

As mentioned in the previous section, the obstacle avoid-
ance algorithm is closely associated with the path planning
because the former results in re-planning of paths. This is
applied in a different context in the literature, for example,
minimizing risk of aircraft detection by radars, sensors, or
surface air missiles (SAMs) (Chan and Foddy, 1985; Hebert
et al., 2001; Vian and More, 1989; Zabarankin, Uryasev and
Pardalos, 2002), minimizing risk of submarine detection by
sensors (Washburn, 1990), maximizing the probability of tar-
get detecting by a searcher (Assaf and Sharlin-Bilitzky, 1994;
Benkoski, Monticino and Weisinger, 1991; Eagle and Yee,
1990; Koopman, 1980; Mangel, 1984; Stone, 1975; Thomas
and Eagle, 1995; Washburn, 1983), airborne collision avoid-
ance system (Williams, 2004).

The principle of configuration space (Lozano-Pérez, 1983)
in robotics shrinks the size of the robots to point masses in

proportion to enlarging the size of the obstacles. This ap-
proach enables efficient use of algorithms such as Voronoi
diagram (Li et al., 2002; Beard et al., 2002; McLain, 2000;
Bortoff, 2000), visibility diagram, and probabilistic methods
to model the given map of landmarks and obstacle locations
into a searchable database. The databases are graphs and trees
forming a network of nodes and edges isolating the obstacles.
A search algorithm is used to connect the start and finish
points through the nodes of the network.

Obstacle avoidance methods are studied using potential
field where attractive and repulsive forces are generated,
respectively, by the goal and obstacle (Kim and Khosla,
1992). The potential field is used to avoid the obstacles in
path planning of multiple UAVs, where the obstacles are as-
sumed to be circular in shape with lethality described by its
radius (Eun and Bang, 2006).

Most of the cases for aerial vehicle collision avoidance is
done by assuming flight in a constant altitude. An analytical
and discrete optimization approaches is used in Zabarankin,
Uryasev and Pardalos (2002) for optimal risk path generation
in two-dimensional (2D) space, with an arbitrary number of
sensors and a constraint on path length. Mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) is used in Richards and How (2002)
for the collision avoidance. The resulting path from these ap-
proaches does not provide a flyable path. Taking this point as
initiation and in contrast to these approaches, flyable paths
are used here to solve the problem of collision avoidance.
Avoidance circles are used for obstacle avoidance of multi-
ple mobile robots in Fujimori, Ogawa and Nikiforuk (2002),
where two robots in avoidance circle cooperate to occupy the
same place at the same time, while others have to wait out-
side the area. However, it is feasible in mobile robots, it is
not feasible for aerial robotics applications.

Optimization and search algorithms are used to find the
path in the cluttered environment. A branch and bound op-
timization used to avoid obstacles in 2D space is discussed
in (Eele and Richards, 2009). Evolutionary optimization ap-
plied to find a route among the obstacles is studied in Zheng
et al. (2005). A∗ algorithm is used in Yang and Zhao (2004)
to find the path in the midst of known obstacles and con-
flicts. The obstacles are modeled as solid objects such as el-
lipsoid, cuboid, cube, or pyramid. Optimal control would be
a good choice for path finding problems. However, the com-
putational load and complexity will be enormous with the
number of obstacles and vehicles and constraints (Sasiadek
and Duleba, 2000).

Path planning with obstacle avoidance in 3D is more com-
plicated. The complication arises because there are more di-
rections for maneuvers for both the UAV and the obstacle.
Also, other constraints especially shortest length criterion
is complicated in 3D space. Hence, most of the obstacle
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avoidance algorithms seek simplicity in maneuvering away
from the obstacles. One more factor is preparation of the 3D
space for the path planner. An octree representation is pro-
posed in Kitamura et al. (1995, 1996) where the space is
divided into searchable regions or cells and a collision-free
path is generated by applying potential field to each cell of the
octree.

Another direction in this research is use of UAVs in civil-
ian airspace, which requires collision avoidance algorithm
equivalent to those available in commercial aircrafts. The ex-
isting system uses traffic alert and collision avoidance system
(TCAS), which issues resolution advisory (RA) based on the
the position and altitude data from the transponder-equipped
aircraft and from the ground if available. The safety aspects
of using the UAVs in civilian airspace is discussed in Zeitlin
and McLaughlin (2007). Generation of cooperative trajec-
tories for air traffic with collision avoidance is discussed in
Bicchi and Pallottino (2000).

4 AVOIDANCE OF STATIC OBSTACLES

Before avoiding the threats, it is necessary to detect it. In
practice the threat is detected by sensor. There are several
types of sensors available for obstacle detection, for example,
ultrasonic, infrared, vision, and laser. The sensor is modeled
with range. It is the distance at which a sensor can detect a
threat. Once a threat is detected for possible collision, the
path has to be replanned. If the vehicle is surrounded by
an imaginary safety region Rsafe, the intersection between
Rsafe and Cobst should be empty for collision avoidance. If
it is not empty, the replanning has to be done by the path
planner.

Cobst

⋂
Rsafe = ∅ (3)

Besides knowing the mobility of the obstacles (static or
dynamic), it would be advantageous to know their locations
a priori. For a known map, it is normally given in latitude
and longitude. The position information will help to choose
the direction of maneuver with respect to obstacle location.
Irrespective of the size, shape of the static obstacles and the
possible direction of collision avoidance in 2D is: (i) either to
left or (ii) right of the obstacle as shown in Figure 4. The num-
ber of choices are more in higher dimensions. For example,
if we extend the circle into a sphere in three dimension, the
number of choices are infinite. However, only a finite num-
ber of possibilities are available considering the kinematic
constraints of the vehicle.

Obstacle

Right tu
rn

Left turn

Figure 4. Obstacle avoidance in 2D: Only two possibilities are
available for obstacle avoidance in 2D – either fly on left side or on
right side.

5 REACTIVE PLANNING

The collision avoidance for known static obstacles is best
handled by the offline methods. Suppose the obstacles are
not known a priori, then a reactive algorithm has to used to
avoid the collision. Potential field method is a type of reactive
algorithm where the vehicle is repelled from the obstacle once
in its proximity. Another approach is the “sense-and-avoid”
concept, which is one of the high priority research subjects
for the use of unmanned air vehicles in civilian airspace. As
mentioned in the previous section, the simple case of colli-
sion avoidance involves either turning left or right. An im-
plementation of reactive collision avoidance is presented in
Shanmugavel et al. (2009). The the avoidance is achieved by
producing a way-point M midway between the current po-
sition and next waypoint, as shown in Figure 5, where the
point M is assumed to lie on a safety circle around the obsta-
cle. The re-planned trajectory passes through M to reach the
next waypoint. The selection of the point M is based on the
minimum area of a triangle formed by lines connecting the
current position, intersection point X1 or X2, and the center
of the obstacle C. The points M and N on the safety circle are
generated by intersection of the normal to the line segment
X1−X2. If the center C is left to the line X1−X2, M is selected
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Figure 5. Threat handling by intermediate pose.

on right to the obstacle region and vice versa. The initial path
is r(t) and the re-planned path is made of r1(t) and r2(t).

6 SUMMARY

This chapter discusses the path planning in an environment
of threats. Two methods are explained: detection by intersec-
tion and by measuring the distance. The threats are avoided
by re-planning the flyable path. The re-planning is done ei-
ther by increasing the curvature of the path or by creating an
intermediate waypoint. Both these approaches are illustrated
with simulation results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Aerospace engineering today is the discipline of creat-
ing aerospace systems, primarily various types of aircraft,
rockets, missiles, satellites, space ships, aerodynamic decel-
erators, lighter-than-air platforms, and other airborne and
spaceborne systems. Since its inception with the advent of
powered flight at the beginning of the twentieth century,
aerospace engineering has been presented with repeated chal-
lenges and undergone remarkable transformations. During
its earliest years, the emphasis was primarily on under-
standing the aerodynamics and control principles needed to
develop increasingly safer and more capable aircraft config-
urations, and on the development of improved reciprocating
engines. The years following the First World War saw aircraft
increasingly used for commercial applications, including
mail delivery and the first circumnavigation of the world.
The six-day-long continuous flight of the “Question Mark”

in 1929 demonstrated that aerial refueling could allow aircraft
to remain aloft almost indefinitely. That same year, Lt. Jimmy
Doolittle’s flight in a blind cockpit showed that instrument-
only navigation and control was possible. The Second World
War focused attention on aerodynamic developments needed
to enable supersonic flight and the development of gas turbine
engine technologies in the United Kingdom and Germany.
At the same time, German development of the V-2 intro-
duced large liquid-fueled rocket flight that subsequently led to
development of intercontinental ballistic missiles. A decade
later, the Russian launch of Sputnik introduced satellites that
led to numerous orbiting space systems and the civilian space
race, and eventually saw spaceflight become a near-routine
occurrence. During the same period, intercontinental com-
mercial air travel also became increasingly common and
accessible. Airline deregulation during the late 1980s led to
rapid growth of low-cost air travel that presented new chal-
lenges for the world’s air traffic management systems. At the
same time, fuel economy and environmental considerations
grew in importance to become prime factors driving techno-
logical developments. Now, at the beginning of the twenty-
first century, aerospace engineers are faced with yet a new set
of challenges requiring innovative applications of technology
in airborne and spaceborne systems to meet the demands that
society is placing on this field, as well as opportunities for
providing entirely new options to society for systems and
capabilities that most today cannot even yet envision.

Two overarching observations can be made from even
this brief historical summary. The first is that aerospace
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engineering has never remained static, and instead has under-
gone a continuing series of transformations each enabled
by major technology advances. The second is that since its
inception aerospace engineering has been distinguished by
an extraordinarily close coupling of military and commer-
cial developments. In numerous cases, initial developments
in the national defense arena have enabled subsequent com-
mercial uses that have driven the field toward new and broader
markets often reaching far beyond flight-related activities.

Over time as aerospace engineering projects became
more complex, they became influenced by factors not tra-
ditionally associated with the core elements of the field.
In response, to help ensure project success larger programs
became increasingly multidisciplinary, incorporating busi-
ness and socio-environmental elements in addition to diverse
elements of mathematics, science, engineering, and many
other fields. This, in turn, created new interdisciplines that
spanned across these elements or existed in the gaps between
them. In recent years, aerospace engineering has spawned
entirely new superdisciplines as these ever more complex and
adaptive systems led to emergent behaviors not evident in any
of the subsystems alone. Today, these emergent behaviors are
themselves increasingly amenable to engineering design, in
part through the use of relatively new disciplines such as
system concepts of operation, swarm behavior, and certain
aspects of socio-robotics.

A further distinguishing mark of aerospace engineering is
the highly developed and disciplined form of project manage-
ment that has been conceived to create systems that are often
immensely complex, can involve astonishing amounts of
resources, and may inherently lead to one-off or low-volume
productions. This approach is based on detailed system-level
analyses and simulations that lead a design through a series
of recognized cycles, beginning with a notional design that
may lead to an initial baseline conceptual design and suc-
cessive subsequent generations of refined baselines, until a
preliminary design emerges that may eventually culminate
in a detailed design, from which production drawings may
be developed. This system design process is paralleled or
followed by development of a manufacturing process and
the fabrication of one or more system demonstration units
for subsequent proof-of-concept tests. Where appropriate,
this may lead to low rate initial production, and after further
operational testing may then ramp up to full rate production.
However, it is a further distinction of aerospace engineering
that the complex challenges which such systems must over-
come inherently lead to remarkably low survival rates from
original notional designs into full rate production.

This introductory chapter examines some of the key chal-
lenges and opportunities in the aerospace engineering field
during the next two decades. The topics presented here are

necessarily limited and do not seek to be fully comprehen-
sive. Rather, they aim to highlight some of the most likely
and substantial hurdles that aerospace engineers will need to
overcome in order to advance the field in ways that can satisfy
the most urgent demands our society is placing on it. By con-
tinuing to evolve to meet these challenges and develop these
opportunities, aerospace engineering will continue its long
history of using technologically-rooted advances to transform
our society in ways that have, over time, consistently served to
inspire the most innovative minds of successive generations.

2 AIRBORNE SYSTEMS

2.1 Vehicle performance, flight operations, and
environmental impacts

The single greatest challenge facing airborne systems over
the next two decades is the development and implementation
of technologies for providing dramatically reduced aircraft
fuel consumption. Fuel costs today have already grown to
become comparable to labor costs for most commercial air-
craft operations, and are likely to rise substantially over the
next 20 years. Military aviation faces even greater pressures,
exacerbated by the substantial multiplier that results from the
need to ferry much of its aviation fuel in airborne tankers for
mid-air refueling, and thus seeks similarly to reduce its fuel
costs. In parallel with reducing fuel consumption will be an
increasing need to develop alternate fuels, especially those
that are carbon-neutral with respect to their overall cycle of
production and use. Although aviation currently accounts for
only 2–3% of man-made hydrocarbon emissions, the pro-
jected 5% annual growth in worldwide air traffic over the next
two decades will create additional challenges for minimiz-
ing its environmental impact. Alternate fuels will be needed
not only for environmental and cost reasons, but also for
increased assurance of an available supply beyond traditional
petroleum-based sources. At the same time, modifications to
existing and future propulsion systems will be needed to allow
them to operate with these alternate fuels over an acceptably
long service life.

While it may be natural to think first of the propul-
sion system when seeking to reduce fuel consumption, fuel
savings over the next 20 years will be gained by a vari-
ety of other means as well. Improved aerodynamics that
provide increased lift-to-drag ratio, especially at cruise con-
ditions, can be equally effective in reducing fuel use. Modest
increases in lift-to-drag ratios are already being gained
by the increasingly widespread use of winglets on large
commercial transports, which achieve lower induced drag
without the ramp space impacts that result from horizontal
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wingtip extensions. Beyond incremental improvements such
as winglets, significantly new vehicle designs are needed to
achieve major gains. For example, hybrid wing-body con-
cepts based on blending the wing-body interface have evolved
to the point that we may see commercial and military trans-
ports as well as aerial refueling tankers and other types of
platforms make use of this approach for achieving even larger
reductions in fuel consumption. Recent subscale flight tests
with the X-48B have largely verified the aerodynamic perfor-
mance advantages achievable with such blended wing-body
(BWB) vehicles. A challenge over the next 20 years will
be to identify suitable opportunities for implementing such
vehicle designs, though the emphasis on achieving substan-
tially lower fuel consumption may help overcome hesitation
to embrace this departure from the traditional tube-and-wing
design for commercial transports. Even with conventional
aircraft designs, formation flying offers potential to achieve
reduced fuel use by exploiting interactions among the trail-
ing vortex structures of multiple aircraft. Contrary to popular
belief, aircraft need not fly wingtip-to-wingtip, or even in
very close proximity, to gain substantial reductions in their
induced drag via formation flying. Moreover, the formation
can be composed of the same or dissimilar aircraft, and all
aircraft in the formation benefit, though not equally. Appli-
cations will be primarily in multi-aircraft cargo flights and
coast-to-coast or intercontinental commercial flights. Pri-
mary technical challenges are in alleviating pilot fatigue
associated with keeping an aircraft in its “sweet spot” within
the formation, possibly by automated flight control based on
the aircraft trim adjustments, or even by direct detection of the
vortex wake structure. Even for single aircraft of conven-
tional designs, morphing wing technologies may provide for
reduced drag over a wide range of flight conditions, and active
L/D enhancement is also possible using various flow con-
trol devices. Such approaches for reducing fuel consumption
will require the effective coupling of actuation technologies,
structural considerations, and aerodynamics, and resulting
benefits will need to more than offset the additional weight
that such technologies may incur.

Beyond aerodynamics, lighter-weight structures reduce
the lift that must be generated for a given carrying capacity,
and thereby can achieve further reductions in drag and fuel
use. Lightweight composite materials, formed by embedding
finely drawn filaments of glass, carbon, and more recently
metals in organic plastic thermosets or other matrix materials,
already account for most of the structural weight in new air-
craft. Such man-made materials offer anisotropic structural
performance that may require new structural design concepts
and new manufacturing processes. Continued increases in the
employment of composites for aircraft structures will pro-
vide further weight reductions and attendant fuel savings.

Developers of manufacturing technologies have enabled
cost-effective fabrication of seamless complex parts with
structural and other desired properties tailored to each por-
tion of the part in precise accordance with computer-based
loads analyses and structural element designs. The recent
advanced composite cargo aircraft (ACCA) demonstration
further showed that large, complex, composite structures can
be fabricated without autoclave curing, and demonstrated
dramatic reductions in total part count that can result as
an additional benefit from the use of composite structures.
Engineers are embedding microsensors in these materials
to provide prognostics on the life, fatigue, integrity, and
safety of the structure, and to make this information avail-
able to depot maintenance sites. The next 20 years will see
increasingly multi-functional uses of composite materials,
potentially including development of “self-healing” compos-
ite structures able to repair internal delaminations and other
flaws. Moreover, the continued development of technologies
that permit multi-functionality in structures – whether com-
posite or not – will serve to further lighten aircraft structures
and thereby enable reduced fuel consumption.

In addition to structural weight reductions and improved
aerodynamics, factors such as improved flight planning
and ground operations can provide significant reductions in
total fuel consumption. Airlines already routinely use meth-
ods such as single-engine taxiing to reduce ground fuel
usage. Improved scheduling of ground operations to properly
account for fuel costs that result when minimal ground crews
are unavailable to meet incoming flights, or to allow flights
to depart at scheduled times, can have substantial benefits for
reducing the ground component of fuel use. Especially on
short haul routes, where ground operations are a larger portion
of the total, this can be a significant contributor to overall fuel
use, and one in which an engineered system-level approach
to scheduling could provide significant benefits. On longer
haul routes, flight planning and air traffic control are greater
contributors to total fuel use. Improvements in the next-
generation air traffic management system (NextGen) will
need to include better accounting for the cascading effects
of weather and other interruptions in planned flight oper-
ations. Technologies based on probabilistic approaches may
provide greater resilience to unexpected occurrences as future
aircraft operations become increasingly dense. Collectively,
such improvements in ground operations, flight planning, and
air traffic control can contribute to significant reductions in
fuel use.

2.2 Propulsion systems

Propulsion system improvements provide direct means for
reducing aircraft fuel consumption. In the United States, the
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current industry-government collaboration to develop new
gas turbine propulsion system technologies is the Versatile
Affordable Advanced Turbine Engines (VAATE) program.
This includes numerous efforts phased over several years
to achieve lower thrust-specific fuel consumption. Although
many of these efforts are framed in the context of embedded
engines for high-performance military aircraft, the under-
lying technologies being developed in them are in many
cases equally applicable to future improved high-bypass
commercial aircraft engines. Most notable among these are
the Adaptive Versatile Engine Technologies (ADVENT) and
Highly Efficient Embedded Turbine Engines (HEETE) pro-
grams. ADVENT is developing constant mass flow engines
that use a “third-stream architecture” involving two bypass
streams and a core flow. As the engine is operated over a
range of flight speeds, the airflow split between the fan-driven
outer bypass stream, the low pressure compressor-driven
inner bypass stream, and the core flow is adjusted to keep the
total airflow through the engine constant. This can provide
efficient operation over a range of subsonic and supersonic
flight speeds, and also has important benefits for improved
thermal management of platform-level heat loads. The
HEETE program seeks to develop technologies for achiev-
ing dramatic increases in the overall pressure ratio (OPR) of
gas turbine engines, since OPR is the single most important
factor that determines the thermal efficiency of a Brayton-
cycle engine. The increases being sought are substantially
above most current commercial and military engines, and the
resulting effects can be realized in reduced fuel consumption
or increased range and loiter times. Such high-OPR engines
will present new challenges for cooling not just the traditional
turbine stages, but also the final stages of the compressor
section.

In addition to the VAATE program, the next 20 years are
likely to see significant efforts in geared turbofan engines
and ultra-high bypass engines, including possible implemen-
tations of open-rotor engine systems such as propfans for
gaining dramatic improvements in propulsive efficiency. Ear-
lier research on propfan systems suggests improvements of
20% or more in fuel efficiency over traditional turbofans. Key
engineering challenges for such systems include achieving
noise reductions, most likely using highly swept fans, contra-
rotating arrangements, and possibly active noise cancellation
and suppression schemes. Engines over the next 20 years will
also see wider use of built-in sensors and diagnostics, in part
to support operation closer to optimal fuel consumption over
a wider range of conditions, but also to permit reductions
in maintenance times via prognostic health management and
“high velocity maintenance” approaches.

Beyond gas turbine engine propulsion, the feasibility of
fuel cell technologies to propel aircraft has made important
advances in the past several years. In general, fuel cell systems

that can be operated with liquid hydrocarbon fuels are prefer-
able to those fueled directly by liquid or gaseous hydrogen,
or by hydrogen stored in metal hydrides, since the former are
better suited to long-duration airborne applications. Develop-
ment of small-scale fuel processors to extract hydrogen from
such liquid hydrocarbon fuels has advanced significantly.
Recently, such a fuel cell system based on a liquid propane
powered solid oxide fuel cell allowed the SolarBubbles
“Endurance” aircraft to set a world record by remaining aloft
continuously for over ten hours. Advances in further reducing
the size and weight of such fuel cell systems will allow their
use to power certain types of aircraft in the next 20 years.

2.3 Unconventional aircraft

Manned or unmanned airships over the next 20 years may
change significantly to include hybrid airships that derive
most of their lift from buoyancy but involve substantial
lift derived aerodynamically from forward flight. Recent
demonstrations have shown that such systems can potentially
operate as large-scale cargo lifters in areas with unprepared
landing sites, making them potentially attractive for many
military resupply operations, and some commercial uses
for long haul and remote sites as well. Alternatively or in
conjunction with such airships, the potential for extending
current precision air-drop of supplies to remote sites via GPS-
navigation and steerable parafoils or other means opens new
avenues for resupply of remote sites and high-threat areas.
Pseudosats and aerostats provide another potential emerg-
ing application for lighter-than-air technologies, permitting
satellite communications to be maintained even in the event
of satellite outages or failures for any of a variety of reasons.

Development of supersonic aircraft for the executive jet
and commercial transport markets will continue to be ham-
pered by the increasing emphasis on fuel economy during
this time. However, potential applications may exist for cer-
tain limited, time-critical, commercial users, though sonic
boom suppression will be a key challenge over the next
20 years that must be overcome to enable overland flight.
In general, emphasis on noise suppression methods for all
commercial aircraft will be a growing concern, especially
for aircraft engine noise. Recent high-performance military
aircraft engines have renewed interest in aero-acoustic meth-
ods for reducing noise emissions, which can be substantial
especially on takeoff.

2.4 Unmanned aerial systems

The next greatest set of engineering challenges facing air-
borne systems over the next 20 years will come from the
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increasingly widespread use of unmanned aerial systems
(UAS) and their integration into national and international
airspace operations. Early experience with such systems in
the military has shown that referring to these as “unmanned”
is a significant misnomer, since the crew requirements needed
for remote piloting and ground operations are substantial
and sometimes comparable to those of traditional “manned”
aircraft. The growth in military use of remotely piloted
vehicles has been rapid, as their utility for operations far
beyond surveillance has come to be understood. Obvious
extensions in the civilian sector to homeland defense and
drug interdiction roles are already underway and will also
grow significantly. Beyond these, commercial applications
for inspection of remote sites and monitoring of operations
in the oil and gas industries, logging, and numerous other
fields will grow as well. Future remotely piloted air vehicle
platforms themselves in many cases will look substantially
different than those we know today, including fixed and
rotary wing systems as well as hybrid aircraft, airships, and
other approaches. Some of these systems will be substantially
larger, such as ISIS-derived 450-ft long airships capable of
remaining aloft at altitudes above 65 000 ft for ten years at a
time, containing radars that can provide resolution and con-
tinuity of coverage well beyond that of current smaller-size
systems.

Many of these “unmanned” systems will have varying
degrees of autonomy, allowing remote pilots to declare their
overall mission intent but permitting the vehicle to adapt
autonomously in the local environment to best meet those
objectives. Some such systems, especially smaller ones, may
operate in large numbers as “swarms” to increase their sur-
vivability and deliver effects that could not be achieved
individually. Moderate to larger-size systems may operate
collaboratively in multiple-craft mission packages, exchang-
ing data on their respective states and situations to adjust
their mission planning and adapt to their changing environ-
ment. Technologies to allow enhanced cooperative autonomy
and scale-up to larger collaborative cells will be essential
to enable these capabilities. At the same time, larger-size
remotely piloted military systems will also need autonomous
aerial refueling capability to support long-range and long-
endurance operations. Methods to enable automatic stable
closing into the refueling position behind a tanker are being
developed and have been demonstrated in early tests. Addi-
tionally, as remotely piloted but substantially autonomous
systems are increasingly used in dense airspace, their
flight operations must be deconflicted with other unmanned
systems and with traditional manned aircraft. Methods devel-
oped to date such as automated “sense-and-avoid” will need
to be advanced to permit safe operations in dense airspace
with minimal likelihood of degradation in mission func-
tions. As such systems are increasingly used in national

and international airspace, autonomous safety procedures
will need to become an essential part of the next-generation
air traffic management system (NextGen). In general, meth-
ods to develop increased trust in autonomy will be needed
to gain full use of the potential that such systems can
offer.

Other unmanned aerial systems will be far smaller than
those currently in use, including “micro” air vehicles (MAVs)
potentially suitable for various urban operations. Some of
these may be bio-inspired systems such as ornithopters, capa-
ble of hovering and forward flight. The small sizes and low
flight speeds of MAVs cause them to operate in substantially
different aerodynamic regimes than conventional manned or
unmanned systems. For example, the low Reynolds numbers
associated with such aircraft can lead to reduced lift-to-
drag ratios for fixed wings, and wind gust effects can be
fundamentally different as flight speeds are comparable to
gust speeds. These factors have motivated flapping and
rotary wing approaches, which involve close integration of
aerodynamics, flexible structures, and highly adaptive and
robust control strategies, all constrained by very low payload
capabilities.

2.5 Airbreathing hypersonic systems

Air-breathing hypersonic flight has been a long-standing
technical challenge, but is seeing some remarkable advances
that could enable such systems over the next 20 years. Hyper-
sonic technologies including scramjet propulsion systems
can in principle enable three types of systems, includ-
ing high-speed strike systems such as cruise missiles,
airborne platforms for global, on-demand, time-critical intel-
ligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), and reusable
air-breathing access-to-space systems. Two key technical
challenges that must be overcome to enable hypersonic
flight are development of scramjet combustors that can oper-
ate stably over the range of Mach numbers at which such
platforms would fly, and development of thermal manage-
ment technologies to deal with the high temperatures in
the combustor and the high surface temperatures that can
result at these flight speeds. Interest in liquid hydrogen or
other cryogenic fueled systems, which greatly assist in both
these challenges, is largely limited to space access systems,
whereas primary interest in the next 20 years will be on
non-cryogenic hydrocarbon-fueled systems. For the cooling
capacity available in such hydrocarbon-fueled systems, the
maximum achievable Mach number based on aeroheating
considerations is below 8, and even this will require on-board
deoxygenation of the fuel to avoid coke formation at these
high temperatures. Fuel cooling of the combustor in scramjet
propulsion systems can be accomplished by flowing fuel from
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the tank through the combustor walls, where the fuel cracks
as it absorbs large amounts of heat to cool the combustor.
The cracked fuel is then injected in the combustor, where
it provides for greater combustion stability than would be
possible with uncracked fuel. In addition to combustor cool-
ing, thermal management of the high surface temperatures
encountered in hypersonic flight is essential to enabling such
systems; this will likely be achieved with a combination of
advanced high-temperature materials and fuel cooling of key
parts of the vehicle surface.

The X-51A program has four hypersonic flight exper-
iments planned beginning in early 2010 that each will
demonstrate 300-sec of continuous, scramjet-powered hyper-
sonic flight at Mach 6+ with a JP-based hydrocarbon fuel.
After underwing launch from a B-52 at roughly 50 kft alti-
tude, a solid rocket motor will accelerate the vehicle to near
Mach 4.5, where the scramjet engine will be lit and the vehi-
cle will accelerate to Mach 6+ at 80–100 kft and cruise at
that speed continuously for 300 seconds, after which it will
glide unpowered for an additional 500 seconds. These exper-
iments are expected for the first time to achieve full thermal
equilibrium in a hypersonic air-breathing system and show
in-flight fuel cooling of the combustor. In principal, this will
enable subsequent development of systems such as hyper-
sonic cruise missiles. Further challenges faced in developing
hypersonic airborne ISR systems include scale-up of scram-
jet combustors to substantially larger size. Fuel penetration
in such larger systems will likely necessitate substantially
different combustor geometries from the X-51A, possibly
including axisymmetric arrangements with fuel injection
near the centerline, which can also aide in cooling of the
combustor walls. Managing shock losses from struts in such
arrangements will be a key to successful scale-up to practical
systems.

Propulsion systems that enable the Mach gap to be bridged
between turbine engines and scramjet propulsion also repre-
sent a key challenge for the next 20 years. Such systems
are needed to enable horizontal take-off horizontal land-
ing (HTHL) air-breathing hypersonic ISR vehicles based on
turbine-based combined cycle propulsion. High-speed tur-
bines in use today cannot operate at speeds above about
Mach 3, yet the transition to efficient scramjet operation
occurs around Mach 4. Constant-volume combustion (CVC)
systems may provide a bridge between these two regimes,
with various wave-driven approaches potentially allowing
practical embodiments of the Humphrey cycle that can oper-
ate effectively in this Mach range. Developing such systems
during this period will be a key challenge to enable HTHL
approaches for future air-breathing hypersonic ISR vehicles.
Achieving mode transitions between the turbine and CVC
systems, and at higher Mach numbers between the CVC and

scramjet systems, is a further key to enabling such future
systems.

2.6 Component integration and thermal
management

Propulsion system integration will present additional chal-
lenges to airborne systems over the next 20 years. Inlets and
exhaust flow paths in particular will increasingly be driven to
serpentine geometries while needing to maintain acceptable
total pressure losses and provide high flow quality at the com-
pressor inlet. Boundary layer bleed is currently used to avoid
flow separation that leads to performance losses in inlets,
however such bleed itself has a significant adverse impact on
the overall engine efficiency. With increasing emphasis being
placed on achieving high installed propulsion system effi-
ciency for fuel economy and increased range and endurance,
development of methods for designing bleedless inlets will
become essential. Passive methods using boundary layer
control elements are likely to be of the greatest interest, espe-
cially for managing shock-boundary layer interactions that
occur in supersonic inlets. Additionally, streamline-traced
inward-turning inlets can provide significant advantages for
high-speed systems, but present their own boundary layer
control challenges that may be addressable with similar
passive control elements.

Thermal management will play a much greater role over
the next 20 years than it has in the past, and will extend
to far more than just the hypersonic vehicle systems noted
above. As commercial and military aircraft increasingly use
electromechanical actuation systems, local heat loads are pro-
duced both by dissipative losses during the actuation stroke
and from power generated during the relaxation stroke that
must be shunted. Both create thermal loads that can be chal-
lenging to manage. Because electric power systems become
more efficient as they are scaled up, electric actuation has
less of an overall weight impact than do fluid or pneumatic
systems, so the trend is likely to continue. At the same time,
most microwave systems being contemplated for radar, com-
munications, data links, and other uses are less than 20%
efficient in terms of RF power out to electric power in. As sub-
stantially greater electrical loads are used on-board aircraft,
for example in military systems as radar and other sensor
systems increase and especially if airborne directed energy
systems are implemented, the heat loads created by compo-
nent inefficiencies, and by the power generation system itself
will become formidable. Increased maneuverability demands
have also further increased heat loads, as in the case of fuel-
draulic actuators used for thrust vectoring. At the same time,
decreased availability of openings in vehicle surfaces for ram
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air heat exchangers to reject heat from the platform have
caused the fuel to become a primary heat sink. This in turn
significantly complicates the management of thermal loads,
and over the next 20 years these challenges could become a
limiting factor for some types of systems.

2.7 Modeling, simulation, and software

In all of these systems, the role of modeling and simula-
tion has grown substantially and will become increasingly
important over the next 20 years. During this time, pro-
cessing power will increase by several orders of magnitude,
and both computing and data storage will further become
inexpensive and plentiful. The ability to simulate even com-
plex physical processes will increasingly become limited
more by the fidelity of the physical submodels involved in
the simulation than by the sufficiency of computing power
available to direct at the simulation. Aeroscience modeling
and simulation will increasingly couple computational fluid
dynamics with thermo-mechanical and even electromagnetic
simulation codes to provide true multi-physics simulation
capabilities. Aerospace engineering problems accessible to
such simulations will move further from the component scale
to the subsystem and whole-vehicle level. Analysis tools
needed to extract engineering-level insights from the enor-
mous amounts of data generated by such simulations will
continue to develop and be more readily accessible. Main-
taining sufficient test facilities in the form of wind tunnels,
test ranges, and other physical assets to allow for validation
of these simulation capabilities will become an increasingly
difficult but essential challenge.

The ready availability of computing power on airborne
systems will continue to drive the trend toward increas-
ingly complex and adaptive aerospace systems. High levels
of adaptability and reconfigurability, such as by coupling
reconfigurable control effectors with an integrated vehicle
health monitoring system, will allow systems over the next
20 years to be increasingly capable of sensing their own
state and adapting themselves to maximize their remaining
functionality. Failure or degradation in one or more parts
of the system will be compensated by automatically recon-
figuring the control software. The reconfiguration will be
increasingly adaptive in the sense that it does not follow pre-
determined rules for a limited set of anticipated failure modes,
but instead the system will experiment with itself to gauge its
degraded state and determine how best to react. Such systems
approach a near-infinite number of possible states that can
make direct verification and validation (V&V) approaches
wholly impractical. As a result, software assurance for flight
control systems is today done by a heuristic testing process

that may be referred to as “testing to exhaustion”; that is,
testing until repeatable stability is achieved and budgets are
exhausted. V&V of system software has become a major cost
component in the development of aircraft and spacecraft, and
can be the dominant component of their lifecycle cost. Yet
beyond documenting the testing procedure and the degree to
which those procedures comply with customary norms, there
are no metrics for software safety with any basis in science
or logic. Developing fundamentally rooted and more effec-
tive means for performing V&V of increasingly complex and
adaptive systems over the next 20 years is one of the greatest
challenges facing aerospace engineers.

3 SPACEBORNE SYSTEMS

The next 20 years hold several key challenges that will need
to be met by spaceborne systems and the launch vehicles that
carry them to low, medium, geosynchronous, and highly ellip-
tical orbits, or to other parts of the Solar system. In the public
sector of the space domain, applications principally consist
of manned and unmanned spaceflight, planetary and space
exploration, Earth observation and monitoring, and meteorol-
ogy. The commercial domain currently focuses on satellites
for telecommunications and Earth imagery, while the national
security domain involves systems for a wider variety of uses,
including secure and non-secure satellite communications,
precision navigation and timing (PNT), intelligence, surveil-
lance, and reconnaissance (ISR), missile warning systems,
terrestrial mapping, meteorological, and space weather sys-
tems.

There has been substantial growth and commercialization
of space capabilities during the past several years. Today there
are thirteen nations that have placed satellites in orbit, and
there are several international commercial satellite builders
and launch service providers. Many countries have developed
and deployed their own satellite communication infrastruc-
tures, and some have deployed their own civil and military
remote sensing satellites. The continuation of this trend over
the next 20 years will have a profound impact on the space
enterprise. In part as a result of this growth, the world has
become dependent on space-provided services for communi-
cation, navigation, weather forecasting, and numerous other
uses. This has placed a premium on ensuring the continuity,
robustness, and sustainability of these services. The result-
ing commoditization of space services has created additional
pressures to sustain robust constellations, and to repair and
replenish them in an affordable manner. At the same time,
the past decade has seen significant crowding of the RF spec-
trum as a result of the proliferation of communication devices
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and competition among nations for precious and limited
spectrum.

3.1 Space launch systems

The single greatest challenge facing aerospace engineers
working on space systems over the next two decades will
be reducing the current high cost per unit mass of placing
payloads into space. Fundamentally changing the economics
of space launch will require developing substantially new
approaches for launch systems. A number of commercial ven-
tures are currently undertaking such efforts and are at various
stages of development, and a handful of others currently offer
launch services. At the same time, recent business failures
in this sector reveal how difficult this challenge can be. All
current approaches are, however, still based on expendable
or reusable rockets, including NASA’s recent Constellation
plan. The next 20 years may see implementation of a spacelift
plan that could seek to move through a series of successive
technology stages from traditional expendable rocket-based
approaches toward air-breathing access-to-space systems.
Currently, most US military space system launches are done
with rockets from the family of Evolved Expendable Launch
Vehicles (EELV), comprising the Delta IV and Atlas V
systems. These systems have been successful in delivering
capabilities to orbit, but have not dramatically impacted the
economics of space access. Over the next 20 years substan-
tial reductions in launch costs are likely to come from the
use of two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) approaches that initially
may involve a reusable-rocket first stage having a winged
design capable of flyback or boostback to return and land
at the launch site, and a relatively small expendable upper
stage. Such approaches are expected to provide significant
reductions in launch costs owing to the comparatively small
expendable upper stage and the reusability of their large first
stage. Even such an intermediate reusable-rocket first stage
approach will require significant engineering advances to
realize the reductions in launch costs that it offers.

Beyond reusable-rocket first stage approaches, further
development of affordable launch capabilities is likely to
involve the use of air-breathing hypersonic access-to-space
systems. These systems could use either turbine-based or
rocket-based combined-cycle propulsion in a reusable first
stage that operates from launch to such high altitudes that
the air becomes too thin for further air-breathing propulsion.
At this point an expendable solid rocket second stage sepa-
rates and boosts the payload to its orbital altitude and speed,
while the first stage flies or glides back to the launch site
for reuse. This system could dramatically reduce the cost
per pound placed in orbit by using air-breathing propulsion

for much of the flight, thereby eliminating the need to carry
the massive oxidizer weight required for rocket propulsion.
Turbine-based combined-cycle (TBCC) approaches may use
advanced high-speed turbine engines that can operate up
to about Mach 4, and light ram/scramjet engines around
Mach 3 so that both the turbines and the ram/scramjets
operate in combination between about Mach 3 and 4, and
then operate in scramjet-only mode between Mach 4 and the
maximum cruise Mach number. This first-stage air-breathing
hypersonic TBCC accelerator then separates high in the
atmosphere from a solid-rocket second stage that carries the
payload the remainder of its way into orbit. By compari-
son, rocket-based combined-cycle (RBCC) approaches may
use liquid-fueled rocket engines as a first-stage accelerator
instead of the high-speed turbine engines used in TBCC
systems. The reusable rocket first stage would operate up
to about Mach 4, with ram/scramjet engines in a second
stage being lit around Mach 3 so that the combined rock-
ets and air-breathing ram/scramjets operate between Mach 3
and 4. Beyond this, the second stage separates and operates
in air-breathing scramjet-only mode between Mach 4 and
the maximum air-breathing cruise Mach number. At higher
altitude, internal rocket engines that share the same nozzles
with the air-breathing scramjet engine would carry the pay-
load the rest of the way into its orbit. Regardless of whether
these TBCC, RBCC, or some other related combined-cycle
approach is used for TSTO access-to-space vehicles, enor-
mous weight savings result from the fact that the air-breathing
parts of the propulsion system burn oxygen that is available in
the atmosphere, rather than having to carry this oxygen. The
resulting massive reduction in launch system size and weight
can give dramatic reductions in the cost of putting payloads
into orbit.

TBCC systems have potential advantages over RBCC sys-
tems, since in principle they allow horizontal take-off and
horizontal landing (HTHL) in aircraft-like fashion. By con-
trast, RBCC systems require vertical take-off and horizontal
landing (VTHL), which necessitates a launch tower and thus
could potentially limit the number of sites from which launch
is possible. In practice, however, both approaches are likely to
require sufficient launch and landing infrastructure to prevent
routine launches from most airfields in the case of TBCC sys-
tems. Moreover, RBCC systems represent a somewhat lower
technology risk, since they do not require development of
the advanced high-speed gas turbine engines that are needed
in TBCC systems. In principle however, CVC systems of the
type described in the previous section could be used to fill the
Mach gap between more conventional lower-Mach turbines
and scramjet engines.

While two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) systems dominate
nearly all plans for future space access, recent studies suggest
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that it may be possible to develop single-stage-to-orbit
(SSTO) systems. SSTO systems were largely eliminated from
serious consideration after the X-30 NASP program of the late
1980s, which was based on a turbine-based combined-cycle
approach for achieving an HTHL configuration. However by
moving to a VTHL rocket-based combined-cycle configu-
ration and making use of the performance offered by more
recent inward-turning supersonic/hypersonic inlets, it may
be possible to close the aerodynamic design of an SSTO
launch vehicle for access to space. Such systems may need
to be examined over the next decade to assess if technology
advances since the NASP effort can in fact permit such an
approach.

3.2 Launch/boost engines and spacecraft
propulsion

The reusable-rocket and rocket-based combined-cycle
access-to-space systems noted above all require develop-
ment of advanced liquid-fueled rocket engines. The recent
NASA Ares V rocket uses a modified RS-68 hydrogen-fueled
engine developed in the 1990s for the Delta IV rocket in
the EELV family. More advanced hydrogen-fueled engine
technologies developed under the Air Force Research Lab-
oratory’s integrated powerhead demonstrator (IPD) program
include the first US-designed full-flow staged combustion
cycle engine. However, hydrocarbon-fueled engines using
RP-1 or RP-2 are of particular interest since they allow
more responsive launch than do cryogenic hydrogen-fueled
systems. The hydrocarbon boost demonstrator engine being
developed by the Air Force Research Laboratory may provide
some of the key technologies for future liquid-fueled rocket
engines that may be part of an overall spacelift development
plan. Current efforts by commercial space launch ventures
are also developing RP-fueled engines and associated engine
technologies. One of the key challenges over the next 20 years
will be to ensure the availability of the liquid-fueled rocket
engines needed to enable the access-to-space systems being
envisioned for lowering the cost of placing payloads in Earth
orbit.

Developing reliable and reusable liquid-fueled rocket
engines requires improved understanding of the flow, mix-
ing, combustion, and heat transfer processes at work in the
thrust chamber, and an ability to reliably model these at the
engineering level. These processes are responsible for local
hot spots in the combustion chamber that can severely limit
engine life, and can also lead to various thrust chamber insta-
bilities that over the history of liquid-fueled rocket engines
have led to several catastrophic failures. Modeling and simu-
lation capabilities over the next 20 years are likely to advance

to the point that large segments of a thrust chamber can be
simulated with usefully high fidelity. Such a capability will
greatly reduce the time, cost, and risk of developing future
reusable liquid-fueled rocket engines.

With regard to supporting technologies for launch vehi-
cles, orbit insertions, and orbital maneuvering, while solid
rocket motors have reached a largely mature state, hybrid
rockets using solid fuels with a liquid oxidizer stream are
likely to see significant advanced development over the next
20 years. Orbit transfers can be achieved with propulsion
systems based on chemical or electric approaches. The for-
mer provides for substantially greater thrust while the latter
gives higher specific impulse. For non-time-critical systems
where maximizing on-orbit operating lifetime is the primary
concern, electric propulsion may be preferable. Numerous
approaches for implementing electric propulsion are already
in use today for orbital station-keeping and orbit transfers,
and may see further refinement over the next 20 years. How-
ever, when rapid access to the desired orbit is the principal
objective, orbit transfers via chemical propulsion are gen-
erally preferable since the far greater thrust allows transfer
times to be far smaller.

3.3 Responsive space access and space system
architectures

Operational responsiveness of space system launches will
become increasingly important for several key types of sys-
tems over the next 20 years. Particularly for national defense
applications, the ability to rapidly reconstitute failed or oth-
erwise lost on-orbit capabilities can be critical. Additionally,
there is a rapidly growing need to make on-demand special-
ized satellite capabilities available on short notice for national
defense purposes. The needed response time scales in such
cases may be as short as a few days or less. This requires
alternatives to the exceedingly long time that is currently
required to design, build, launch, position, and test most satel-
lites before they can achieve on-orbit operation. In particular,
such “operationally responsive space access” will demand a
departure from the large, complex, long-life satellites that
have been developed for many previous applications. The
advent of small satellite capabilities, including an increasing
array of “nanosats” and “picosats” that can be launched from
available slots on commercial satellite buses, may play an
important role in such applications. Development of “plug-
and-play” modular components that will allow a complete
small-scale satellite to be custom designed and inexpensively
assembled in a matter of hours from standard, pre-stocked,
mass-produced parts will be essential to achieve this respon-
sive space vision. Recent early examples of such an approach
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can be found in the TacSat series. Such rapid-response satel-
lites will play an increasingly important role over the next
20 years.

Yet a further fundamental change from current satellite
system architectures will come by increasing “fractionation”
of traditional large satellites into many smaller and simpler
satellite elements. In such an approach, each of the individ-
ual elements performs one or more functions needed for the
whole system, and all the elements orbit in sufficient prox-
imity to allow short-range communication between them to
provide full system functionality. This approach, currently
being pioneered in the DARPA F6 program, can provide
cost efficiencies as well as risk reduction, since failure of
any one element can be rapidly reconstituted at compara-
tively small expense to return to full system functionality.
Note that such fractionated systems are distinguished from
“distributed” systems, in which multiple but largely iden-
tical elements coordinate to perform the same function in
a coherent fashion across a distributed aperture. Such dis-
tributed systems may be suitable for RF applications, for
which the relatively long wavelengths allow the position-
ing accuracy of the elements needed to maintain coherence
over the distributed aperture to be achieved with GPS-level
tolerances. Distributed systems also provide risk reduction
because they are resilient to failure or loss of one or more
elements, with the remainder of the system continuing to
function with only slightly degraded capability. The func-
tional redundancy inherent in such a distributed architecture
thus also provides for increased system survivability from
impacts by orbital debris or other loss mechanisms.

3.4 Space environment

Space debris will be a growing concern over the next 20 years,
as evidenced by the recent collision between the Irridium-
33 and Kosmos-2251 satellites, as well as by the Chinese
kinetic-kill anti-satellite (ASAT) demonstration against their
Fengyun-1C satellite in relatively high orbit. Space objects
have long been tracked in their orbits, though the uncertain-
ties in conjunction predictions are far too large to provide
decision-quality information that satellite operators need to
justify the fuel costs for most satellite movements. Today
there are estimated to be some 30 000 objects having equiv-
alent diameters of 2 cm or larger in Earth orbit, and 100 000
objects with diameters of 2 mm or larger. Even the latter
is sufficient to cause substantial damage from impacts at
orbital speeds of the order of 10 km s−1. A further concern
is the possibility of an avalanche effect that could occur
as the amount of debris in orbit increases due to further
collisions or other factors. A key challenge over the next

20 years will be improving orbital debris detection capabili-
ties to reduce the uncertainties in conjunction predictions to a
level at which satellite movements can be justified. This will
also require improved ionospheric drag models to allow con-
tinuing orbit predictions of space objects between periodic
detection updates.

Beyond the threats posed to space systems by orbital
debris and on-orbit systems, the effects of space weather
on space systems is a growing concern. Satellite usage for
telecommunications, navigation, and other critical purposes
has become so widespread and technological societies have
become so dependent on them that even temporary out-
ages caused by the effects of coronal mass ejections could
have dire consequences. Geomagnetic storms resulting from
such events have already caused widespread electrical power
outages and interference with ground and airborne com-
munications. The recent launch of the Air Force Research
Laboratory’s communications/navigation outage forecasting
satellite (C/NOFS) has demonstrated the ability to provide
substantially improved advance warning of space weather
events that could interfere with global communications and
other space-based utility functions. Improved understanding
of the space environment will enable satellite designers to
effectively shield their sensitive electronics against severe
events, while minimizing the size and weight of the satellite.
However photovoltaic solar arrays and some other parts of
satellites cannot be readily shielded because of their func-
tions, so radiation resistant materials and electronics will
continue to be a challenge for the space community.

4 CONCLUSION

The discussion above has identified some of the key chal-
lenges and opportunities that will be faced by aerospace
engineers over the next two decades. These differ substan-
tially from those of past decades, reflecting the demands that
today’s society is placing on this field, and continuing a pat-
tern in which the field has throughout its history stepped up
to address a constantly changing set of priorities to create
airborne and spaceborne systems that provide essential yet
otherwise unobtainable societal benefits.

Examining the past century of aerospace engineering sug-
gests that tomorrow’s aerospace engineers will again rise to
meet this new set of challenges, often doing so by using
emerging technologies from a broad range of fields. Indeed,
more than any other engineering discipline, the aerospace
field has been inherently integrative, drawing on new tech-
nologies that might have first appeared in widely disparate
fields, and then advancing these, integrating them, and using
them to develop improved air and space systems. In doing
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so, aerospace engineering requires a uniquely system-level
focus, since the problems it is asked to solve are more
often than not constrained by extreme requirements for
light weight, small size, and exceedingly high performance.
This in turn requires an unusually multidisciplinary, inter-
disciplinary, and superdisciplinary approach to meet these
challenges and opportunities. It is this same system-level
focus that also creates the historically low survival rate of
initial notional system designs into full-rate production, as
successive analyses of alternatives during the course of a
program continually seek to identify yet better technical
approaches and to clarify the ultimate business viability of
systems whose production may, at the soonest, be a decade
or more away in an increasingly uncertain market future.

This arguably unique framework within which aerospace
engineering must operate is a result of the fantastically chal-
lenging nature of the problems it is routinely asked to take

on, and the correspondingly enormous financial investments
that are in many cases needed to develop viable solutions to
these challenges. In turn, this requires aerospace engineers
to continually develop and use many of the most sophisti-
cated tools and state-of-the-art methods for addressing the
most challenging technical issues found anywhere in the engi-
neering profession. Supporting these tools and analyses is an
increasingly sophisticated set of program management meth-
ods, which seek to minimize program risk while maximizing
the likelihood of successful technical solutions. These same
technical tools and program management methods often later
end up being broadly diffused into other engineering disci-
plines to support their activities. To the rest of the engineering
profession, aerospace engineering is as much associated with
the development of such advanced tools and methods as it
is with the delivery of successive airborne and spaceborne
systems that meet increasingly demanding societal needs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Space tourism has gone from a long held dream to being a
marketplace since the turn of the twenty first century. In 2001,
Dennis Tito became the first person to pay his own way into
space. A NASA Jet Propulsion Lab veteran, Tito left NASA
and used his expertise in risk management to make millions
on Wall Street. Tito paid an estimated $20 million to launch
on the Russian Soyuz rocket, visit the International Space Sta-
tion and spend nearly 8 days in space. Since that time six oth-
ers have also paid their own way to fly into space on the Soyuz.

Since then, with the investment of hundreds of millions
of dollars as capital, space tourism is set to play an enabling
role in the broader space launch industry as well as in making
many people’s personal dream of space flight come true.

1.1 Early history

The idea of space tourism first came to prominence in the
1960s with the release of “2001: A Space Odyssey” and the
success of the Apollo moon landings. Pan Am, a major air-
line then, created a waiting list for the first Moon flights that
included 93 000 people. They issued “First Moon Flights”
Club cards to interested customers that indicated their place
in line.

Russia first started flying non-professional cosmonauts
into space as part of its “guest cosmonaut” program in
1978. The then Soviet Union invited representatives from
communist countries to fly with them into space. In 1990,
Japanese journalist Toyohiro Akiyama flew to the Russian
Mir space station at the expense of his broadcasting company.
The following year, a contest winner from the UK, Helen
Sharman flew to Mir also on a corporately sponsored flight.
In 1994 and 1995, Russia flew two European Astronauts on
behalf of the European Space Agency as part of the Euromir
program.

The United States also started programs to fly non-
professional astronauts, including US Senator Jake Garn of
Utah in 1985 and then US Congressman (now Senator) Bill
Nelson of Florida in January 1986. NASA was flying the first
member of their Teacher in Space program and was looking
into a Journalist in Space program when the Space Shuttle
Challenger exploded 73 seconds after launch on 28 January
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1986. After the disaster, NASA effectively ended those pro-
grams as they no longer felt the benefits outweighed the risks.

2 PRIVATE SUBORBITAL SPACEFLIGHT

In 1996, Peter Diamandis launched the $10 million dollar
Ansari X Prize for the first privately built, reusable subor-
bital spacecraft. Diamandis was inspired by reading Charles
Lindbergh’s, “Spirit of St. Louis” which describes the avia-
tors’ epic flight across the Atlantic to win the $25 000 Orteig
Prize. He felt that a space prize could similarly spur space
vehicle development. Technology entrepreneur Anousheh
Ansari and her family put up the money needed to finance
the cash purse. The prize was to be awarded to the first team
to build an 80% reusable spacecraft capable of carrying three
people above 100 km and to do so twice within 2 weeks. One
hundred kilometers was selected because it was the boundary
of space recognized by the Fédération Aéronautique Interna-
tionale, the international governing body that oversees all
aeronautic and astronautic world records. It is also known as
the Karman line, where the Earth’s atmosphere becomes too
thin for aeronautical purposes. Figure 1 gives you a relative
scale for airline cruising altitude, the Karman line and Space
Station orbital altitude.

Figure 1. This diagram shows the relative altitudes of passenger air-
craft, sub-orbital and orbital vehicles. Reproduced with permission
from X Prize Foundation.

Microsoft millionaire and science fiction fan, Paul Allen
and his company Vulcan Inc. funded Burt Rutan’s entry into
the competition at a cost of approximately $26 million. The
joint venture between Allen and Rutan’s company, Scaled
Composites was dubbed Mojave Aerospace Ventures. On
4 October 2004, just 3 months before the prize was set to
expire, they succeeded. Both the prize winning suborbital
flights were from the Mojave Air and Space Port, located in
Mojave, California.

The suborbital trajectory offered the pilots of the two
flights, Mike Melville and Brian Binnie, 5 minutes of weight-
lessness, the silence of flying through a vacuum, and a view
of the blackness of space and the curvature of the Earth. Asso-
ciate Administrator of the FAA’s Office of Commercial Space
Transportation, Patricia Grace Smith awarded each of them
a set of astronaut wings for traveling above the United States
definition of space (50 miles or 80 km). In addition to all of
the flown US astronauts, the five military test pilots who flew
X-15 flights above 50 miles in the 1960s were awarded astro-
naut wings through their branch of service. In 2005, after the
flight of SpaceShipOne, NASA retroactively awarded astro-
naut wings to the three civilian pilots who also flew above
50 miles during the X-15 program.

The Mojave Aerospace Ventures’ suborbital system
consists of a carrier airplane with a spaceship mounted under-
neath. The two ships take off horizontally from a conventional
airport runway and climb together to 15 000 m in roughly
1 hour. At 15 000 m, the carrier plane releases the rocket ship,
which then lights its hybrid rocket engine for 75–85 s, boost-
ing the rocket to over three times the speed of sound. After the
engine stops, the ship is in freefall, though still climbing to its
apogee of over 100 000 m. While in this thin part of the atmo-
sphere, the pilot folds the wings of the spaceship straight up
to allow the spacecraft to have a “carefree re-entry,” meaning
that no matter what angle the ship first hits the atmosphere
again, it is designed to right itself, much the way a bad-
minton birdie will always right itself to fall rubber nose down.
Once the vehicle has fallen far enough into the atmosphere,
typically at about 25 000 m, the pilot folds the wings back
into their horizontal position for a glider landing back at the
airfield.

The ship’s fuselage is built completely from composite
materials making it light, strong, resilient and fuel-efficient.
The hybrid rocket engine uses solid fuel and liquid oxidizer
– hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) and nitrous
oxide, which is essentially rubber and laughing gas (Linehan,
2008). Unlike a completely solid rocket motor where the oxi-
dizer is embedded in the solid fuel, in a hybrid rocket the flow
of the external oxidizer can be shut off allowing the rocket
engine to be shut down if need be. Hydroxyl-terminated
polybutadiene (HTPB) is the same compound used in JAXA’s
M-5 satellite launcher’s solid rocket motors.
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Figure 2. SpaceShipOne, built by Scaled Composites in a joint
venture with Paul Allen, hangs in the Air and Space Museum as
the first privately built spacecraft to carry a human into space on 4
October 2004. Reproduced from Wikipedia.

Figure 2 shows the history-making spacecraft now on per-
manent display in the Milestones of Flight Gallery at the
Smithsonian Air and Space Museum, between Charles Lind-
bergh’s Spirit of St. Louis and Chuck Yeager’s Bell X-1, the
first vehicle to break the sound barrier.

2.1 Virgin Galactic is launched

Sir Richard Branson, Founder of Virgin Group, had been
looking for an investment opportunity in commercial space
since the late 1990s when the Galactic name was registered.
He knew of Rutan from their work on the Virgin Global
Flyer, which was the first solo non-stop flight around the
world. Virgin struck a deal just before the official X Prize
flights in 2004 with Allen and Rutan to develop and construct
a second-generation suborbital system that Virgin Galactic
would operate for commercial passengers.

Virgin Galactic ordered five SpaceShipTwo’s and three
carrier aircraft that are to be manufactured by The SpaceShip
Company, a joint venture between Scaled Composites and
Virgin Galactic.

As of 2009, Virgin had sold over 300 seats on this
new vehicle. The new system will be capable of flying six
customers above 110 km and the carrier airplane, Virgin
Mothership Eve (or VMS Eve), has already begun its test
flight program. The vehicle made its public debut flight at the
Oshkosh Airshow in 2009 with Richard Branson on board.
The SpaceShipTwo rocket ship, dubbed the VSS Enterprise,
was unveiled in December 2009 and will begin test flights
in 2010.

SpaceShipTwo uses the same basic technology, construc-
tion and design as SpaceShipOne. It is twice as long and is
designed to carry six passengers and two pilots. The cabin
is approximately the size of a Falcon 900 executive jet with
each of the six seats being both a window and an aisle seat.
The center aisle between the seats is sunken, allowing pas-
sengers to walk easily down the 2.3 m diameter fuselage in
the passenger cabin. Large round windows are positioned at
eye level and straight overhead for views from every seat
throughout the 3.7 m cabin. The seats are designed to recline
during the zero gravity and re-entry portions of the flight pro-
file to both maximize cabin volume while in space as well as
to allow for passengers to take the re-entry g’s laying down.
Passengers will be able to float freely around the cabin during
the weightless portion of the flight before returning to their
seats for re-entry. The spacecraft has a wingspan of 12.8 m,
a length of 18.3 m and a tail height of 5.5 m.

The landing gear are in a tri-cycle configuration with
two wheeled main gear coupled with one nose gear skid
with abrading shoe, just as the SpaceShipOne had. The
SpaceShipTwo will utilize the same feathered wings for
re-entry developed for SpaceShipOne, but will incorporate
some improved aerodynamic designs. The flight simulator
for SpaceShipTwo has been completed and is being used for
pilot training and as a design refinement tool.

Figure 3 shows the overall design for VSS Enterprise, as
well as the feather mechanism, nose skid, and cabin/window
configuration.

Environmentally responsible spaceflight operations has
also been central to the Virgin Galactic vision. The company
is currently working with Pratt & Whitney, the manufactur-
ers of the Mothership’s jet engines towards the goal of flying
the aircraft entirely on a renewable jet aviation fuel. Virgin
Fuels has been working on this effort and the first partially
bio-fueled flight of a Boeing 747 was carried out successfully
by Virgin Atlantic early in 2008. Virgin Galactic has said that
the carbon footprint of a suborbital flight would be the same
as a business class seat from New York to London.

Virgin Galactic plans to operate commercial flights from
Mojave until the Spaceport in New Mexico is completed. The
company has also discussed flights from Sweden, Scotland
and Abu Dhabi once the relevant licenses are obtained (Kemp,
2007).

In 2009, Virgin Galactic announced that Abu Dhabi’s
Aabar Investments had invested $280 million into Virgin
Galactic. The deal gives Aabar exclusive regional rights, sub-
ject to regulatory clearances, to host Virgin Galactic tourism
and scientific flights. Plans for the future include building a
spaceport facility in Abu Dhabi, within the United Arab Emi-
rates. The firm will also potentially invest an additional $110
million to develop a small satellite launcher capability from
VMS Eve.
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Figure 3. Virgin Space Ship ‘Enterprise’ was unveiled in Dec 2009 and will begin test flights in 2010. It is the second stage of the Virgin
suborbital launch system and is designed to carry 6 commercial passengers above 110 km. Reproduced with permission from Virgin
Galactic.

2.2 Other suborbital ventures

2.2.1 Blue Origin

Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon.com, has also been investing
in the development of a private suborbital space rocket. His
concept, dubbed the “New Shepard” in honor of the first
American in space, Alan Shepard, takes off and lands ver-
tically. Although Bezos’ company, Blue Origin, keeps much
of what it is doing secret, it is known that they have held at
least three test flights of their prototype vehicle “Goddard” at
their test flight range in West Texas – the most recent being
in 2007.

2.2.2 Armadillo Aerospace

John Carmack, the computer genius behind the popular video
games Doom and Quake also has been working on a concept
for a vertical takeoff, vertical-landing suborbital spacecraft.
His company, Armadillo Aerospace, has performed numer-

ous test flights of their tanks and thrusters prototype vehicles
that are capable of climbing up to 2000 m.

In late 2009, Armadillo Aerospace won $500 000 from
NASA as part of the Lunar Lander Challenge for flying their
Scorpius Super Mod vehicle in 180 s and traversing from
one landing pad outside their hangar to the other and back
within 135 min. The Mod consists of two stacked tanks and
is designed to be modular to allow many tanks to be packed
tightly together to increase the capability of the vehicle.

One of the company’s conceptual designs includes a
transparent bubble above six pairs of stacked tanks to accom-
modate one or two people. The flyers would be strapped in on
their backs on take-off, be released to float around the bub-
ble at apogee and then strap back in for the powered vertical
descent.

2.2.3 XCOR

XCOR, an aerospace company based in Mojave, California,
has announced plans for a vehicle to be used for commercial
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suborbital flights. The company’s design, called the Lynx,
is roughly the size of a two person airplane. The spaceship
would take off and land from a runway, and use a liquid
rocket engine. The passenger would sit in the cockpit next to
the pilot.

2.2.4 Rocketplane

Rocketplane is also marketing suborbital flights on their vehi-
cle, dubbed the Rocketplane XP. The vehicle is designed to
carry five passengers and use a LOX/Kerosene rocket engine
it is vertical takeoff, vertical-landing and has proposed using
its suborbital flights for transportation between Hawaiian
islands.

3 PRIVATE ORBITAL SPACEFLIGHT

3.1 Flights to the International Space Station:
Space Adventures

Private orbital spaceflight was pioneered by American rocket
scientist-turned-Wall Street mogul, Dennis Tito in 2001. His
estimated $20 million deal with the Russians was originally
to fly to the Mir space station, but after Mir was de-orbited,
Tito asked to if he could fly to the International Space Station.
Although the United States initially barred Tito from training
at NASA, he was eventually allowed to train and visit the ISS
as part of a 10-day mission. This set an important precedent
and a young South African internet millionaire Mark Shuttle-
worth, followed in 2002 becoming the first African in space
at age 27 (Anderson and Piven, 2005).

After the breakup of the Space Shuttle Columbia on
1 February 2003, space once again became the realm of only
professional astronauts. All Soyuz seats went to keeping the
ISS staffed with a minimal crew of one astronaut and one
cosmonaut until the shuttle resumed flying.

In 2005, Greg Olsen, a technologist from New Jersey,
flew to ISS, followed by Iranian-American technology
entrepreneur Anousheh Ansari in 2006. Ansari used her flight
to inspire young women, especially in the Middle East. In
2007, Microsoft engineer Charles Simonyi flew into space
and then became the first person to pay to fly twice when
he launched again in 2009. In between Simonyi’s flights,
Richard Garriott, whose father had been a NASA Skylab
astronaut and who himself is known for his Ultima video
games, flew to ISS. Guy Laliberté, the French-Canadian cre-
ator of Cirque du Soleil, flew his “poetic social mission” to
space in the fall of 2009 to bring attention to the cause of
clean drinking water. He hosted a two hour webcast from
space that included performances from 14 cities around the

world with U2, Shakira, Peter Gabriel, Salma Hayek and Al
Gore participating.

With the ISS crew size expanded to six permanent crew
members in 2009 and the Space Shuttle being retired, it is
expected that only career astronauts and cosmonauts will be
launching to the International Space Station. However, Space
Adventures, the Virginia-based company that has arranged
all of the commercial flights on the Soyuz, has indicated that
they will charter an additional Soyuz each year for a non-ISS
orbital mission that will allow two customers to fly starting in
2012. All seven private space explorers completed 6 months
of training in Star City, Russia. On a charter Soyuz, one of
the two private astronauts is required to train an additional
year to be certified as the Soyuz Flight Engineer.

3.2 NASA’s Commercial Orbital Transportation
Services Program: Space Exploration
Technologies and Orbital Sciences
Corporation

Although suborbital ships can fly into space, they are not
traveling fast enough to go into orbit. To achieve orbit, a
spacecraft needs to be traveling 7000 m s−1. For suborbital
carriers this poses a significant challenge, at apogee their
velocity is near zero. Scaling up a vehicle to orbital velocity
also adds additional weight and complexity to thermal re-
entry systems, which will experience higher thermal loads
due to increased atmospheric friction at higher velocities.

There are some commercial operations that are work-
ing towards human orbital vehicles today. Space Exploration
Technologies founder, PayPal millionaire Elon Musk, started
SpaceX in 2002 with his own money to bring down the
cost and increase the reliability of rockets. He started with
a modest Falcon 1 rocket that can boost 420 kg to orbit. After
failing to achieve orbit on its first three launch attempts, the
Falcon 1 went on to execute two successful orbital missions
in a row in September 2008 and July 2009. Although the
Falcon 1 is not large enough to carry people, the company’s
newest vehicle, the Falcon 9 is designed to lift 10 450 kg. The
Falcon 9’s maiden flight is scheduled for Mid 2010. In addi-
tion to designing Falcon 9, SpaceX has also designed a
capsule named ‘Dragon’ that fits atop the Falcon 9 that can
ferry crew or cargo to low Earth orbit.

Both the Falcon 1 and Falcon 9 use SpaceX’s Merlin rocket
engine, which is only the second orbital class engine of any
type to be developed in the United States in the last 25 years.
The Falcon 1 uses a single Merlin for its first stage, while
the Falcon 9 uses nine in its first stage and one in its second.
The latest generation of Merlin engines, the Merlin 1C, is
regeneratively cooled and uses RP-1 (rocket grade kerosene)
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Figure 4. The Dragon capsule as configured here will be able to
transport pressurized cargo to and from the International Space Sta-
tion. Space tourism proponents are hopeful that with the addition
of advanced life support and a crew escape system Dragon could be
used to get passengers to and from orbit as well. Reproduced with
permission from SpaceX.

and liquid oxygen. Its thrust at sea level is 556 kN and sea
level Isp is 275 s.

The Dragon capsule pressurized for crew has a capac-
ity of 3600 kg and 14 m3. It will utilize 18 Draco thrusters
for on-orbit maneuvering and burn monomethylhydrazine
(MMH) and nitrogen tetroxide (NTO). In order to dock with
the International Space Station, the Dragon capsule, pictured
in Figure 4, will be outfitted with a Low-Impact Docking
System (LIDS) or the current APAS docking system. The
capsule is designed with a parachute and a water recovery
landing system.

NASA’s Commercial Orbital Transportation Services
(COTS) program has been instrumental in providing devel-
opment funding for the work of SpaceX. The COTS program
is designed to support commercial companies in developing
private vehicles that will be able to re-supply the ISS after
the retirement of the Space Shuttle. NASA set aside $500
million for companies to fly demonstration missions to show
that they could safely bring pressurized and unpressurized
cargo to, and in some cases from, the Space Station.

In August 2006, NASA completed a Space Act Agreement
with SpaceX, allowing it to earn funds (up to $278 million
total) for each successful milestone completed in the devel-
opment of their Falcon 9 rocket and Dragon capsule. As
of June 2009, SpaceX had met 14 out of 22 milestones. In
February 2008, NASA created a similar $170 million agree-
ment with Orbital Sciences for work on their Taurus II rocket
and Cygnus capsule. At a briefing to NASA in June 2009,
Orbital reported having completed 10 of their 21 milestones.

SpaceX and Orbital are both making progress towards their
first orbital demonstration flights currently scheduled to be
in 2010 and 2011 respectively.

The COTS funding is only to demonstrate cargo transfer
capability. In December 2008, NASA additionally awarded
actual contracts for eight cargo flights valued at about $1.9
billion for Orbital and 12 flights valued at about $1.6 billion
for SpaceX.

Although both companies are building capsules, Orbital’s
Cygnus is designed to take cargo to the station and then burn
up on re-entry like a Russian Progress Vehicle. SpaceX’s
Dragon is outfitted with a heat shield, parachutes and re-
entry avionics and is designed for re-entry aerodynamics.
Accordingly, they have the ability to bring pressurized cargo,
like research experiments, back from Station.

The Dragon capsule is also equipped with windows.
SpaceX CEO Elon Musk points out, “You don’t really need
windows for cargo.” With additional funding and time to
design, test and include an upgraded life support system and
a launch abort system, SpaceX says the vehicle would also be
able to launch people. They could have a viable crew trans-
port capsule using the very same system they are designing,
building, and test flying to bring pressurized cargo to and
from the ISS.

This opens up an exciting possibility for the public’s com-
mercial access to space. The Dragon capsule in its crewed
configuration can seat up to seven people. NASA has the
option of paying additional funds for a demonstration flight
of Dragon in its crewed configuration to look at using this
system for ISS crew transfers. If NASA took that step, com-
mercial orbital services for people willing to pay the price tag
might not be far behind. The company quotes of per seat costs
on Dragon for NASA astronauts are less than $20 million
(NASA currently pays Russia more than $50 million per seat
for Soyuz flights).

3.3 Commercial orbital facilities: Bigelow
Aerospace

Robert Bigelow, a millionaire who made his money run-
ning Budget Suites, has now turned his attention to Bigelow
Aerospace. Bigelow Aerospace is working on using NASA’s
now-cancelled Transhab program designs for large inflatable
space station modules to provide human-rated commercial
facilities on orbit.

Bigelow Aerospace has already launched and is operat-
ing two smaller-scale inflatable test articles in low Earth
orbit, Genesis I and Genesis II. The company is building
its first human-rated module, Sundancer, for launch in 2011.
Although mostly intended to be leased out as commercial
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space for orbital research, an operator could lease or buy a
Bigelow module to create an on-orbit destination for future
space tourists.

The 180 m3 Sundancer module would form the back-
bone of a larger commercial station, which would include
the full-size BA 330 modules, which have 330 m3 of vol-
ume for visitors and researchers to utilize. Sundancer would
be equipped with a Soyuz-style docking port on one end and
a NASA LIDS on the other.

Still, the biggest issue facing Bigelow Aerospace is find-
ing a spacecraft capable of transporting potential customers
to its new on-orbit destination. Although SpaceX and Dragon
may fill that need, Bigelow’s chief counsel Micheal Gold has
said, “it’s vital from both a practical and business perspective
to ensure that SpaceX and Dragon aren’t the only options
available to us.” Therefore, Bigelow is in pre-system design
review for an “Orion-lite” capsule. Although based on the
NASA/Lockheed Martin Orion design, the capsule trades
the heavier heat shield and tanks needed for lunar opera-
tion for the minimum systems needed for low Earth orbit.
Gold says the capsule would be ready before Orion and pre-
sented the idea to NASA in 2009 as an option to ISS crew
transfers.

4 LUNAR TOURISM AND BEYOND

Space Adventures is offering a mission to fly around the back-
side of the moon, much like Apollo 8 did in 1968. The cost is
quoted at $200 million, or $100 million per seat, and would
rely on the Russians modifying their Soyuz hardware. The
customer and crew mates would launch on a Soyuz booster,
rendezvous with a second rocket booster without crew that
will provide sufficient propellant to get to the moon. The
crew capsule would jettison the booster after it is spent, and
proceed on a 6-day journey to the moon and back.

In the future, commercial flights to the lunar surface, Mars
and the outer planets will be available. Perhaps some opera-
tions will take advantage of designs like Buzz Aldrin’s Lunar
or Martian Cycler that continually cycle between Earth orbit
and Lunar or Martian orbit like a bus that local travelers can
jump on and off of. It is unclear when such systems will
become technically and economically feasible.

Ultimately, many people still hope to see large city-scale
open volumes in space, as they read about in books like
O’Neill (1977). Figure 5 shows an example of an extremely
large toroidal space city complete with pine trees and an
alpine lake. These people want to visit the spaceport depicted
in 2001: A Space Odyssey, and even be able to travel to galax-
ies far, far away. Although these goals are not feasible now,
the fuel of these dreams will help the next generation of

Figure 5. This artists rendition of a toroidal space colony is the type
of image that many people saw in the 70’s and 80’s that inspired
their visions for the future. Reproduced from NASA.

engineers and entrepreneurs make these visions reality as
engineers have been doing for decades.

5 RECREATIONAL SPACE ACTIVITIES

One of the great attractions to space and lunar tourism is the
reduced gravity. Many postulate that reduced-gravity sports
and lunar gravity “flying” will be exciting pastimes for future
space tourists. With a large enough pressurized volume in
free space, a person could fly around using a set of wings
to maneuver. One can also imagine zero gravity swimming
(with supplemental oxygen), dunking a basketball on a 4-m
rim, or zero gravity love-making as big draws.

Future space travelers can also look forward to doing their
first Spacewalk, or Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) and seeing
the view of the Earth from outside the confines of a space-
craft or space habitat. Although Space Adventures does offer
EVA’s to their orbital clients for an additional $15 million,
no private explorer has yet ventured outside the ISS.

Another high thrills space activity may be space diving.
Like skydiving, space diving involves jumping out of your
vehicle with a parachute to slow your descent. Space diving,
however, must be done with oxygen, a specially designed
spacesuit and thermal shielding against the heat of re-entry.
Once in the atmosphere and at terminal velocity, divers can
pull their chutes as normal. Excitement about space diving has
been heating up, having been on the cover of Popular Science
in 2007 and featured in J.J. Abrams Star Trek movie in 2009.

Some people want to travel into space to experience the
Overview Effect. The Overview Effect is a term coined in
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a book by Frank White (1987) about the profound shift that
many astronauts and cosmonauts have described in how they
view themselves, their world and the future. For many space
explorers, seeing the beautiful, fragile Earth is a powerful and
inspiring experience.

6 TRAINING

All of the people who have paid to fly on the Soyuz have
trained in Star City, Russia for 6 months, studied Russian, and
passed a battery of medical exams. They had to be physically
fit, ride in the centrifuge and spend many long hours in sim-
ulators practicing not only their roles on launch and landing
but also what to do in the event of an emergency. Emergency
training includes being dropped from a helicopter into water
and survival training in the Russian forests.

Future spaceflight providers are looking to make the train-
ing experience much easier to fit into a busy schedule. The
goal is to make a training program that can fit into 3 days, thus
allowing the whole experience to be the length of a typical
vacation.

In the Virgin Galactic model, the space flyer would fly
aboard the Virgin Mothership the day before their spaceflight
to get accustomed to the interior (the cockpits of the Mother-
ship and SpaceShipTwo are identical on the inside for training
purposes). Flyers may even do a mock run of the g-forces they
can expect in flight or get a chance to experience some zero
gravity parabolas to get them accustomed to the experience
of weightlessness as well. Classroom work will help orient
flyers to the vehicle and its emergency procedures and offer
an opportunity to ask questions and get to know their pilot,
co-pilot and crew mates.

Training would also give customers a chance to get famil-
iar with their spacesuit, the various commands and calls,
floating etiquette and what they can expect to see out the
window during the flight.

7 MEDICAL ISSUES OF SPACE TOURISM

Although being in a reduced-gravity environment will be eas-
ier for many people, current launch systems involve high
g-forces as the rocket accelerates and decelerates to and from
space. Depending on the orientation of the ship and the seats
relative to the velocity vector people onboard will either expe-
rience those g’s through their chest, gz – relatively benign,
or down from their head, gx – which can lead to draining of
blood from the brain and loss of consciousness. Both types
of g-loads can be seen graphically in Figure 6. In addition
to being uncomfortable, g-forces can also be dangerous for

Figure 6. Gz forces are felt down through the head and can lead to
black out as your brain looses blood flow, Gx forces are felt pushing
you back into your seat and are more easily tolerated.
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people with heart conditions or other existing conditions,
which is why future spacelines will screen for basic health
information.

Virgin Galactic has already done some preliminary med-
ical screening with its founder astronauts, the first 100 they
will fly. The group traveled to the NASTAR centrifuge outside
of Philadelphia that provides a high fidelity simulation of the
g-profile that the customers will experience aboard Space-
ShipTwo (a few seconds of 3 gx upon rocket ignition on
ascent and a transient pass through 6 gz on descent). Most
of the 100 founders were able to make it to the facility for the
runs including Richard Branson, his son, and environmen-
tal scientists Dr. James Lovelock. Lovelock, who was born in
1919, is the oldest of the founders. Of this group, which repre-
sents a cross section of ages and health conditions, over 93%
of them were able to complete the full 6 gz runs. Although
SpaceShipTwo’s return profile only has less than a second at
6 g’s, it was useful to overtrain the founders at 6 g’s (through
the chest) for multiple seconds.

Although orbital flights will be decelerating from much
higher speeds, in a nominal landing they can modify their
return profiles to keep their g-loads low. Under nominal con-
ditions, the Shuttle experiences 1.6 g’s during re-entry (gx

since they are sitting up in the Shuttle) and the Soyuz experi-
ences 4 g’s (which are the easier gz-type since cosmonauts are
lying in their re-entry couches). The Soyuz’s back-up ballis-
tic re-entry trajectory can raise the g-level up to 8.5 or even
9, which the crews of TMA-10 and TMA-11 experienced
in 2007 and 2008. The future human-rated SpaceX Dragon
capsule is designed to keep g-forces below 5 g’s.

Once in space, the body begins to adapt to weightlessness
and people experience what is called “upper body fluid shift.”
At this stage, gravity no longer pulls blood and other bodily
fluids down, but the heart still pumps as it is leading to puffy
faces and skinny legs in weightlessness. Sinus pressure has
also been reported.

In addition to the fluid shift, people’s backbones also tend
to stretch. Although this leads to backaches for some, it can
make astronauts a half inch taller while in space.

About a third of space travelers also report feeling motion
sick on orbit. In extreme cases, they are given an injection
of an anti-motion sickness drug. Most people, like on boats,
report feeling better after the first few days of acclimatization.

Reduced gravity may also be a positive environment for
people who have various medical issues, from weak bones, to
paraplegia. Assuming that they can be transported to space
safely, the reduced-gravity of low Earth orbit, or even the
lunar surface may provide them with increased mobility,
comfort or independence.

Zero Gravity Corporation has flown a number of
wheelchair-bound flyers, starting with the scientist

Dr. Stephen Hawking who suffers from Lou Gehrig’s
disease, with positive results. Hawking’s flight was to be
declared a success if they were able to do just one parabola
and allow Dr. Hawking to float free. Hawking did so well
that the company flew a total of eight parabolas. Other
wheelchair-bound flyers reported being relieved of spinal
compression pain for the first time in their life and of the joy
of being able to float freely.

7.1 Radiation

Radiation is also an important issue when designing for
human spaceflight. The average annual dose of radiation in
the United States from background sources (soil, outer space,
air travel, smoke detectors, T.V.s and X-rays) is about 3 mSv.
On a suborbital flight, the radiation dose during 30 min above
20 000 m would be about what a patient would receive from a
set of dentist bite-wing X-rays (0.028 mSv). On longer orbital
flights, radiation doses will be higher. Crews aboard the Space
Shuttle receive an average of 8 mSv for a 2-week stay, a little
more would be received on the ground over 2.5 years.

Designing for missions that will leave the Van Allen
Belts will require a storm shelter covered in hydrogen-rich
material (usually polyethelene, water or food) for people
on board to take refuge in during a solar storm. Dr. Tony
Phillips of NASA describes the density of shielding mate-
rial used on its missions: “The hull of an Apollo command
module was rated 7–8 g cm−2. A modern space shuttle has
10–11 g cm−2. The hull of the ISS, in its most heavily shielded
areas, has 15 g cm−2. Future moonbases will have storm shel-
ters made of polyethelene and aluminum possibly exceeding
20 g cm−2” (Phillips, 2005). Although no solar storms hap-
pened during any of the human missions beyond the Van
Allen Belts (Apollo missions 8, 10 and 13, that circumnavi-
gated the moon, and the six that landed), an unusually large
solar storm did happen in August 1972 between the Apollo
16 and 17 mission that would have been lethal within 10 h.

8 SPACEPORTS

Mojave Air and Space Port, about an hour north of Los
Angeles is the only spaceport to have successfully launched
private crewed spaceships. Mojave is the home of Scaled
Composites and XCOR Aerospace. The facility has the
advantage of being remote from population centers (since
it is a test flight facility), dry weather, and proximity to
Edwards and China Lake test ranges, including the supersonic
corridors. It has been called the Silicon Valley of personal
spaceflight.
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Spaceport America, just north of Las Cruces, New
Mexico, broke ground in mid-2009. When complete, it will
become the hub for Virgin Galactic’s suborbital flights. Vir-
gin is currently the Spaceport’s anchor tenet having signed
a 20-year lease at the end of 2008. The sleek manta ray-
like building was designed by Foster + Partners and is a
sustainable environmental design. The spaceport marks an
investment by the state of New Mexico to attract companies
in this burgeoning sector to locate in New Mexico. The area
also boasts dry sunny weather and open airspace.

Numerous other locations are also working to bring space-
ports to their areas, such as Oklahoma, Alaska, Virginia,
Australia, Sweden, Hong Kong, Singapore, Scotland, the
Caribbean and United Arab Emirates. Although these deci-
sions are not attracting a lot of attention now, the location of
future spaceports may have a big impact on business travel of
the next century. The work being done now by local people
campaigning to bring spaceports to their areas may have a
huge impact on the future of transportation infrastructure.

9 SUBORBITAL POINT TO POINT
TRANSPORTATION

Building a suborbital space system that can transport a person
to any airport in the world in 90 min will open up new markets
and change the face of business and recreational travel. In low
Earth orbit, about 200 km up, the Space Shuttle is traveling
Mach 25. At this speed, it orbits the Earth every 90 min. It
means that any vehicle that can climb out of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere and travel fast enough, can get anywhere on the globe
in less than 90 min.

The challenge is that suborbital point-to-point trips require
traveling about as fast and handling about as much re-entry
heating as an orbital spaceship. At present, this means that
the trips would cost as much as an orbital flight, which is still
in the tens of millions. At that cost suborbital flights would
be uncompetitive with conventional airplanes, even if it can
cut down significantly on the travel time.

Future designers may be able to take advantage of new
materials, technologies or economies of scale that could bring
suborbital travel routes into the marketplace. Given those
potentialities, there are a few factors to consider in designing
such a system.

The first is how high you want your suborbital point-to-
point vehicle to go. Although the higher you go the farther
downrange you can fly, adding altitude to your suborbital
trajectory creates a few challenges. The first is space debris.
As you go above 200 km, the risk of impacting a paint fleck or
piece of metal traveling 7 km s−1 increases with altitude. The
second is that the higher you go the more g-forces passengers
will experience on decent and the more thermal strain on the

Figure 7. Although radiation makes it undesirable to fly above 500
km and a ballistic trajectory big enough to get you around the planet
would take you above 500 km, the skip trajectory, or a succession
of mini-parabolas, may help enable point-to-point transportation
without requiring orbital speeds.

vehicle. It is therefore beneficial to use a ship design with
a high lift to drag ratio, utilize a de-orbit burn, or re-enter
as a very shallow angle to burn off some of your vehicle’s
potential energy. Another concern is radiation, 500 km is the
lower edge of the Van Allen radiation belts and flying higher
than that would increase radiation exposure.

Thus, most crewed purely ballistic trajectories would be
limited to 500 km in altitude and thus 7000 km in distance
(approximately Sydney to Los Angeles). However, there is
a modified ballistic trajectory called a “ricochet trajectory”
that could extend your suborbital flight up to 20 000 km, the
maximum needed to reach any point on Earth (since the
Earth’s circumference is 40 000 km). A ricochet trajectory,
shown in Figure 7, involves executing an additional rocket
burn on descent to skip the vehicle a little further over the
atmosphere. By doing a series of rocket burns, it is possi-
ble to stay below 500 km in altitude while ‘skipping’ up to
20 000 km downrange. It is possible that such a trajectory
may subject more passengers to motion discomfort than a
simple ballistic trajectory, so more work needs to be done to
determine the feasibility of these maneuvers (International
Space University, 2008).

It is also important to develop ways to silence sonic booms
during re-entry. Such a development will increase the loca-
tions willing to support local suborbital operations.

Once such a system has successfully been developed and
implemented, a whole new era of transportation and its ensu-
ing challenges and opportunities awaits.

10 CONCLUSION

The coming era of space tourism promises to be full of oppor-
tunities, excitement and challenges. This unique space market
may prove critical to the development of a mature space
launch industry and provide engineers with customers for
new aerospace designs. The attention brought to space as
more people travel there and bring back their stories and pic-
tures will help make this remote place seem more a part of our
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lives. Indeed as people begin to see that space is important
for our survival and our cooperation as a species they will
embrace the idea that we must continue to explore and learn
how to work with the precious resources of outer space.

Just as on Earth, people traveling in space creates new
connections and spurs new ideas. Space tourism, especially
beyond suborbital flights, holds tremendous potential for
shifting life as we know it. Aerospace engineers will play
an important role in ensuring that the challenges of this new
era do not put out of reach the benefits to be gained from
space for our planet and our species.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the first one was launched in 1958, communications
satellites have come to touch many parts of our lives, world-
wide. This chapter provides a historical overview of their
development from the dawn of the space age until 2009, the
services which they provide today, and the technologies they
currently employ.

Today, the story of communications satellites is largely
the story of the Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO), but history
did not have to play out that way. The first communications
satellite, SCORE, launched in1958, and the first satellites
with commercial objectives were launched into Low Earth
Orbit (LEO). Telstar I, developed by ATT Bell Laboratories,
was launched into an elliptical LEO orbit in 1962 and demon-
strated live television transmission from the United States to
Europe.

The early 1960s saw a period of intense technical and
policy debate between commercial interests and advocates
for both LEO and GEO systems. The advantage of geosta-
tionary satellites is that they remain in view 24 hours a day
and stay at a fixed point in the sky relative to the ground
antenna, reducing the latter’s complexity. This advantage is
gained at the expense of complexity in the design and launch
of the satellite. Conversely, a LEO satellite is simpler and
easier to launch, but it passes overhead in a short period
of time and requires expensive ground antennas designed
to rapidly acquire and track the satellite. Providing contin-
uous uninterrupted coverage from LEO requires launching
and maintaining a large constellation of spacecraft.

While the history of satellite communications revolves
around GEO, there are today at least three operational com-
mercial systems that were developed in the 1980s. Their
goals were to provide ubiquitous worldwide mobile service:
Orbcomm, Iridium, and Globalstar. All three systems have
been technological successes but have demonstrated only
tenuous commercial viability and are operational today after
restructuring of the original business ventures.

2 HISTORY

In October of 1945, Arthur C. Clarke published an article
in which he described a system of three satellites in orbit at
an altitude of 35 786 km, which would leave them stationary
over a point on the equator. Three satellites would provide
nearly global coverage and allow near instantaneous radio
communications worldwide (Clarke, 1945). The article must
have seemed wildly futuristic to the reader at the time, but a
mere 14 years later, a team led by Harold Rosen at Hughes
Aircraft Company, began the design of the first geostation-
ary communications satellite (Sachdev, 2009). Less than four
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years later, in NASA’s second attempt on 26 July 1963, Syn-
com 2 was launched. The only difference between Syncom
and the satellites envisioned by Clarke 18 years earlier was
due to the development of the transistor and integrated cir-
cuits. Clarke had assumed that the satellites would be tended
by humans who would replace the vacuum tubes when they
wore out. The only development that he failed to envision in
the 18 years between his article and Syncom was the devel-
opment of transistors and integrated circuits that would make
this service unnecessary (Whalen, 1962).

While the Syncom satellites were being constructed, Pres-
ident Kennedy signed the Communications Satellite Act of
1962, which established the framework for a worldwide inter-
national system.

The Act reads in part:

. . . it is the policy of the United States to establish, in conjunc-
tion and in cooperation with other countries, as expeditiously
as practicable a commercial communications network, which
will be responsive to public needs and national objectives,
which will serve the communications needs of the United
States and other countries, and which will contribute to world
peace and understanding.

When he signed the bill, President Kennedy envisioned
a new world. The communications satellite industry that he
described in his signing remarks on 31 August 1962 has more
than lived up to this vision:

The benefits which a satellite system should make possible
within a few years will stem largely from a vastly increased
capacity to exchange information cheaply and reliably with
all parts of the world by telephone, telegraph, radio and
television. The ultimate result will be to encourage and facil-
itate world trade, education, entertainment and new kinds
of professional, political and personal discourse which are
essential to healthy human relationships and international
understanding.

At the dawn of the communications satellite era, only the
United States had the technology to make it happen, and no
one could conceive that any entity other than national gov-
ernments could succeed in such an audacious undertaking.
An international intergovernmental organization, the Interna-
tional Communication Satellite Organization (Intelsat), was
established to operate the system, and the Intelsat space seg-
ment was managed by the quasi-governmental-US company,
Communications Satellite Corporation or COMSAT (Alper
and Pelton, 1984).

When the worldwide communications satellite systems
were being developed, they provided one essential service,
telephony, and they were simply used for point-to-point

communications over broad expanses of water. Large100-
foot diameter antennas at each end of the point-to-point link
were used to connect the voice signals to the phone system of
whatever country they were located in. In the late 1980s and
early 1990s, the introduction of highly reliable undersea fiber
optic cables, with nearly unlimited bandwidth, reduced the
importance of this service, and the question of the day was:
will this development put satellites out of business. This was
not the end of the communications satellite industry, how-
ever, as the world’s voracious appetite for video consumed
satellite transponders as soon as they could be launched. In
1996, the first direct-to-user service, television, was intro-
duced (Primestar and DIRECTV). This was soon followed by
mobile services and subscriber radio. Today there are more
than 300 communications satellites operating in the Geosta-
tionary Orbit (usually referred to as GEO and sometimes as
the Clarke Orbit or Clarke Belt).

At the turn of the century, all of the intergovern-
mental satellite services, including Intelsat, the European
Telecommunications Satellite Organization (Eutelsat), the
International Maritime Satellite Organization (Inmarsat), and
the Intersputnik International Organization of Space Commu-
nications (Intersputnik), were privatized. This development
was spearheaded by Rene Anselmo, the founder of PanAm-
Sat, whose dog Spot, wrote constantly, including taking out
strong full page advertisements in a number of publications,
raging against governmental privilege. The company’s motto
was “Truth and Technology Will Triumph Over Bullshit and
Bureaucracy.” Ironically, in 2006, PanAmSat merged with
the newly privatized Intelsat.

3 SERVICES

3.1 Fixed satellite services

When communications satellites were first being developed
they filled an important void, providing bandwidth point-
to-point over broad coverage areas. The worldwide Intelsat
system simply provided connectivity to head end stations in
each country it served. Satellite capacity was measured in
the number of 4 kHz voice circuits that could be provided
(by the 1980s, much of this voice capacity was transmitting
trans-oceanic faxes). Typically, telephone exchanges were
collocated with the satellite ground antennas to connect the
user to the local public switched telephone network (PSTN).

This type of satellite service pioneered by Intelsat is usu-
ally referred to as Fixed Satellite Services (FSS). Today, FSS
satellites provide infrastructure services to phone companies,
television companies for video distribution and news gather-
ing, Internet service providers, financial institutions for trans-
action authorizations, corporate communications, and so on.
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Frequencies and orbital assignments for these satellites
are assigned by the International Telecommunications Union
(ITU) to countries, not to individuals or corporations. In
turn, each country has a government organization respon-
sible for coordinating frequencies and allocating commercial
licenses. In most countries this is the Post and Telecommuni-
cations department, and in the United States it is the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC).

3.2 Military services

The spectrum allocations by the ITU include frequencies
dedicated to governmental use, and these have been used
primarily for military communications. Military needs are
similar to those of all other users, except that they have a
greater need for “protection.” Military satellites are designed
with encrypted links, and they contain added features to
prevent the interception, and even the detection, of trans-
missions, features to prevent jamming, and some are even
designed to ensure communications in the event of nuclear
war. As a result, military satellites are considerably more
expensive than commercial satellites. There are fewer of
them, and their evolution has actually been slower than their
commercial counterparts.

3.3 Direct to user services

For the first thirty years of their existence, the power produced
by the solar arrays of GEO satellites doubled every five or
six years and by the mid 1990s satellites were being orbited
with enough power that the signal could be received by
small affordable ground terminals on consumers’ homes and
cars. The immediate killer application was television, pro-
vided by Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) companies such
as DIRECTV and EchoStar since 1994 and 1996, respec-
tively. In 2000, XM and Sirius Satellite Radio began Digital
Audio Radio Service (DARS). The key to the success of both
types of service is ubiquitous coverage of millions of poten-
tial subscribers with an appetite for content from a wide menu
of broadcast information. Note that these dominant services
provide only one-way satellite communication.

Providing interactive, two-way service via satellite is a
much more difficult technical and commercial problem. First
of all, such two-way services are private, between two enti-
ties, and are not intended to be received by millions of people,
so the cost of the communications must be borne entirely by
the entities at both ends of the line. In order for service to be
affordable, a very large number of subscribers is needed and
thus these systems must generate many beams in which the
allocated frequency spectrum is reused many times. This adds

significant complexity to the satellite payload. Some systems
use very large satellite antennas, currently up to 18–22 m in
diameter, which can generate hundreds of narrow beams on
the ground.

The second problem is that while higher downlink power
from a satellite allows smaller and smaller earth terminals,
the satellite’s receive sensitivity for the uplink is limited by
the temperature of the Earth, which the satellite sees as back-
ground to the transmitted RF signal. This is especially an
issue when the consumer ground terminal has limited trans-
mit power, such as a lightweight satellite phone. The only
way that this sensitivity can be increased is through the
use of very large satellite antennas, which fortunately drives
the design in the same direction as the need for frequency
reuse.

3.3.1 DBS

Direct Broadcast Service (DBS) is a prime example of how
advancement in satellite technologies has helped establish
and grow an entire industry built around the delivery of
video and audio content directly to millions of consumers
via satellite. The space segment of today’s DBS services is
characterized by high power satellites with a high gain wide
beam payload broadcasting nationwide programming and an
advanced high gain spot beam payload broadcasting local
programming for many individual markets.

The term direct-to-home (DTH) was initially meant to dis-
tinguish the transmissions directly intended for home viewers
from cable television distribution services that sometimes
carried on the same satellite. The term predates DBS satel-
lites and is often used in reference to services carried by lower
power satellites which required larger dishes (1.7 m diameter
or greater) for reception.

The space segment of successful DBS services is char-
acterized by a high power satellite with advanced high gain
broad beam payload (for national programming broadcast),
and advanced high gain spot beam payload (for local pro-
gramming broadcast).

In North America, PrimeStar first used satellites to
transmit television signals directly to households in 1991.
DIRECTV started broadcasting in 1994 and this became
the most successful consumer electronics debut in Amer-
ican history. With high power DBS satellite signals and
advanced digital set top boxes, the service worked with a
small satellite dish (0.67 m in most areas) and delivered more
programming than its competitors. In 1996, EchoStar’s Dish
Network started its competing service and achieved simi-
lar success. Both companies acquired some of their smaller
competitors and of the nine companies receiving high-power
DBS licenses in the United States in 1981, DIRECTV and
EchoStar are the two successful survivors.
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As of November 2009, DIRECTV owns or leases 11 satel-
lites with one more under construction, and Dish Network
owns or leases 14 satellites with four more under con-
struction. The companies have 18 million and 13.5 million
subscribers, respectively. With more than 30 million house-
holds served, this is a highly successful communications
satellite application.

3.3.2 DARS

The first satellite Digital Audio Radio Service (DARS) com-
pany, Worldspace, was founded in 1990 with the goal of
providing services to the underdeveloped world. Today, it
provides service to more than 170 000 subscribers in eastern
and southern Africa, the Middle East, and Asia. It is the first
ever satellite radio network. The service, which broke with
conventional wisdom by providing services to those with the
greatest needs, and not those with the greatest wealth, has not
been commercially successful.

DARS came of age with the start of service in 2001 of XM
Satellite Radio, an offshoot of the American Mobile Satel-
lite Corporation (AMSC). Sirius Satellite Radio followed in
2002. The two companies merged in 2008 and today they have
more than 20 million subscribers. The Sirius satellite constel-
lation is unique, consisting of three satellites in 24-hour (thus,
Geosynchronous) highly elliptical orbits. Each satellite pro-
vides service for 16 hours (±8 hours around apogee) and goes
out of service for 8 hours (±4 hours around perigee). This
ensures a high elevation angle for users in North America,
reducing the possibility of signal blockage by buildings, trees,
and so on. Both Sirius and XM are, however, augmented by
terrestrial repeaters to provide signals in hard to reach “urban
canyons.”

A similar service was offered in Japan by the Mobile
Broadcasting Service Co. (MBSAT), but it was unsuccess-
ful, and in Korea by SK Telecom. Systems are in the planning
stages in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia.

3.3.3 Mobile

Mobile satellite services were inaugurated by Inmarsat,
founded in 1979, following the successful Intelsat model.
As the name implies, the original intent was to provide ser-
vices to ships at sea, but as terminals have become smaller
and smaller the distinction between land, sea, and even air,
has become blurred. Compared to other satellite services, the
service is very narrow band and was used exclusively for
voice until data applications became more common in the
last decade.

Recognizing that communications from small hand held
devices to GEO satellites would be very difficult, two

businesses were established in the 1990s to develop con-
stellations of LEO satellites to provide mobile services. The
first, Iridium, which was founded by Motorola, went into ser-
vice in 1998, and the second, Globalstar, founded by Space
Systems/Loral and four European partners went into service
in 2000. Today, both services are struggling, having gone
through financial reorganization, and are planning their sec-
ond generation constellations.

Two other GEO-based service providers are currently pro-
viding mobile services, the Asia Cellular Satellite system
(ACeS), based in Indonesia and Thuraya, based in the United
Arab Emirates. ACeS service began in 2000, but by 2006 the
service was combined with Inmarsat. Thuraya, which is suc-
cessful today throughout the Middle East, began service in
2001.

In 2006, the FCC authorized a new type of hybrid satel-
lite/terrestrial service, which would allow a satellite mobile
service provider to also operate an Ancillary Terrestrial Com-
ponent (ATC). The ATC would operate as a cellular phone
system, with the satellite segment coming into play only if an
ATC station was not available. Three satellite systems began
construction of satellites to provide this service in North
America. The first, ICO, launched its satellite in 2008, and
the second, TerreStar, launched its first satellite in 2009. The
third, SkyTerra, remains under construction. All three satel-
lites employ a novel technique called Ground Based Beam
Forming, in which ground computers calculate a complex set
of antenna coefficients which are broadcast to the satellite.
In this way, the satellite can produce hundreds of very high
gain, very narrow, antenna beams on the ground, without the
complexity of additional hardware on the satellite.

Figure 1 illustrates a GEO mobile satellite. Its external
configuration is dominated by the large unfurlable antenna
reflector.

Figure 1. Mobile satellite illustrating the very large (up to 22 m)
antenna required for communication with hand held devices from
GEO.
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3.3.4 Broadband

When the iPSTAR-1 (renamed Thaicom 4) satellite was
launched in 2005, it was the largest commercial satellite ever
launched at that time in terms of size, mass, and total pay-
load capability. Its advanced Ku/Ka-band spot beam payload
together with its ground system and user terminals deliv-
ers more than 45 Gbps of broadband services over Asia.
WildBlue 1 was launched in 2006 and was the first commer-
cial satellite with a dedicated Ka-band payload to provide
broadband services over the continental United States. The
WildBlue 1 system can deliver more than 10 Gbps of broad-
band Internet access service, and as of June 2009, it has
approximately 400 000 rural US customers.

The ViaSat-1 and Hughes Jupiter satellites, currently
under construction, represent the current generation of
Ka-band spot beam satellites. Compared to earlier gener-
ations, they have a larger number of smaller spot beams,
higher degree of frequency reuse, and more advanced payload
electronics. Together with their respective ground systems
and user terminals, these satellites will each deliver more
than 100 Gbps of throughput and are poised to take broad-
band service via satellite within North America to dramatic
new levels. Providing broadband access to many remote
customers over a huge area is another example of communi-
cations satellite technology doing what it does best.

4 TECHNOLOGY

What drives communication satellite technology? On the
payload side, it is more transponders, more power per
transponder, and more data capacity per transponder, along
with high-gain antenna systems to receive very weak signals
and transmit very strong and directed ones, more and more in
multi-beam configurations. These factors determine the infor-
mation throughput capacity of the satellite. The spacecraft
bus or platform consists of all the subsystems that support the
payload through the severe launch environment, bring it to its
assigned orbit location and keep it there, deploy its antennas,
power and command it, give it a proper thermal environment,
and point it very accurately all of the time. A leverage technol-
ogy for the bus is anything that supports ever more capable,
larger and heavier payloads and helps maximize the ratio of
payload mass to total launch mass.

4.1 Architecture evolution

Efficiency in every subsystem is the name of the game. For
the overall satellite, this means that we want to put as much

RF power as possible on the Earth’s surface, but only exactly
where it is needed. This requires spacecraft stabilization and
pointing that drives the overall spacecraft architecture. The
first communications satellites were spin-stabilized, a simple
technique in which the satellite is kept stable by rotation about
its axis of maximum moment of inertia. The spinning body
was covered with solar cells to generate power, and antennas
were carried on despun platforms connected to the rest of the
spacecraft by complex, motor-driven rotary joints through
which power and signals were transmitted. This worked well,
but by the mid-1970s this architecture began to constrain
growth in power as well as antenna size and quantity. The
Syncom spin stabilized satellite is illustrated in Figure 2.

This prompted the transition to box-shaped body-
stabilized (or 3-axis-stabilized) spacecraft, in which fine
control of body attitude is provided by momentum storage
devices or momentum wheels. Power is no longer a big lim-
itation, as large flat solar arrays can be folded against the
body for launch and deployed once in space. Antennas now
can be mounted on a relatively spacious Earth-facing or nadir
panel and stowed on side panels and deployed to aim at the

Figure 2. The Syncom spin-stabilized spacecraft.
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Figure 3. Modern 3-axis communication satellite. Courtesy of
Space Systems/Loral.

Earth. Body stabilization required advances in every subsys-
tem and enabled further dramatic growth as new paths for
major technology improvements became available in every
subsystem. Figure 3 shows the external features of a mod-
ern communications satellite. Note the solar panels extended
from the north and south faces of the satellite, the deployed
antenna reflectors on the east and west faces of the satellite.
The Earth-facing deck is also used for antenna mounting, the
east, west, Earth, and anti-Earth faces of the cubical body are
all covered in multilayer thermal insulation, and the north
and south faces are covered with thermal radiating surfaces
designed to reflect (i.e., not absorb energy from) sunlight, and
small attitude control and stationkeeping thrusters are visi-
ble on the corners of the main satellite structure. All of these
features will be described in the paragraphs which follow.

These improvements, also supported by increased launch
vehicle capabilities, have evolved the 1 kW spacecraft of the
late 1970s into the 25 kW behemoths being offered in 2009.
The deployed solar array and antenna surfaces are now so
large that the pressure exerted on them by sunlight is a real
factor in attitude control design, as is the recoil effect of the
high levels of RF energy being bounced off the larger antenna
reflectors.

Figure 4 is an exploded view of a typical modern
telecommunications satellite. The example used is Space
Systems/Loral’s high power 1300 model spacecraft. Other
manufacturers use similar overall architectures but there are
many differences in the details.

The satellite is essentially a box, supported by a central
cylinder as a structural core. The north- and south-facing pan-
els are used for the high-dissipating payload equipment, as
these panels receive only limited seasonal solar input which
makes them the most efficient thermal radiators. The Earth-
facing or nadir panel typically carries a tower with various

antennas that are pointed at the Earth. The anti-Earth or zenith
panel carries a large propulsion thruster used to raise the
satellite to its GEO orbital location starting from the geo-
stationary transfer orbit (GTO) in which it is placed by the
launch vehicle.

The east and west panels carry additional deployable
antennas and sometimes also high temperature capable parts
of the payload such as high power RF filters.

Solar arrays are stowed against the north and south panels
for launch and are deployed outward once in orbit. Batteries
are mounted inside near the base of the east and west panels.
Attitude sensors are arrayed in various locations where they
have the needed view. They include Earth sensors, Sun sen-
sors, and in some cases star trackers. Momentum wheels and
gyroscopic rate sensors are located inside the body. Propul-
sion components include large propellant tanks inside the
central cylinder, small chemical thrusters on the corners and
edges of the nadir and zenith decks, and sometimes elec-
tric propulsion engines near the base of the north and south
panels.

With this architecture overview as introduction, the best
way to describe the technology of a modern communication
satellite is by breaking it into payload and bus subsystems
and describing each of those in turn.

4.2 Communications payload

The communications payload is normally simplified by
breaking it into two parts: the repeater and the antenna sub-
systems. The repeater subsystem in its simplest form simply
translates the frequency of the received signal and then ampli-
fies the signal before re-transmission from space to ground.
The amplification factor can be greater than 1010 and if
frequency translation were not done, the tiniest amount of
leakage from the transmit antenna into the receive chain
would instantly overwhelm and saturate the system.

4.2.1 Repeater

The repeater subsystem of a communications satellite can be
first thought of as a high power amplifier (HPA) which takes
the weak uplink signal transmitted from earth and received
by the spacecraft receive antenna, and provides the amplified
high power downlink signal transmitted from the satellite to
the earth (see Figure 5). This simplified high gain amplifier
repeater model will be subject to a number of practical real
world engineering considerations, which result in the more
complex repeater architecture in use today.

The first consideration concerns uplink and downlink
frequency and bandwidth. Standard allocated uplink and
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Figure 4. Exploded view of modern communications satellite.

Receive
antenna

Transmit
antenna

HPA

Figure 5. The High Power Amplifier (HPA) is the heart of the
communications repeater.

downlink frequencies are separated to mitigate uplink and
downlink signal interference, using the lower frequency for
downlink to minimize rain attenuation in the link. The result-
ing frequencies and bandwidths are coordinated through the
ITU, and in the United States, the FCC for all satellite
applications. Typically, 500 MHz of spectrum is allocated,
with C-Band frequencies at 3.7–4.2 GHz for downlink and

5.925–6.425 GHz for uplink, and Ku-Band at 12.0–12.5 GHz
for downlink and 14.0–14.5 GHz for uplink.1 The repeater
subsystem thus typically incorporates a wideband receiver
with an integrated down converter (mixer) to convert the
received uplink signal frequency into the desired downlink
signal frequency to be transmitted.

Since the uplink signal received at the satellite has some
dynamic range of operation, the satellite repeater must be
able to increase or decrease its gain on command. This is
realized within the HPA chain, using a channel amplifier
(CAMP) to control the gain and provide the intermedi-
ate amplification stage and a traveling wave tube amplifier
(TWTA) to provide the highest power amplification stage
(see Figure 6). Solid state power amplifiers (SSPAs) have
also been used but, counter-intuitively, the TWTAs developed
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Figure 6. Addition of wideband receiver and HPA preamplification
to the transponder design.

specifically for space applications have proven to be more
reliable.

The second consideration is amplifier design. With ampli-
fication needed across a significant bandwidth, there are
distortion characteristics which must be managed, such as
linearity and intermodulation products. To minimize these
distortion elements, the band is segmented into transponder
channels. Typically a 500 MHz bandwidth is subdivided into
12 36 MHz channels with 4 MHz guard bands between use-
able channels.2 These twelve channels on 40 MHz centers
utilize 480 MHz total bandwidth, leaving space for command
(uplink) and telemetry (downlink) signals.

The repeater subsystem incorporates an input multiplexer
(IMUX), a series of cascaded low power filters which sepa-
rates the wideband signal from the receive antenna into the
desired individual 36 MHz transponder channels. There is
also the reciprocal output multiplexer (OMUX), which re-
combines the individual high power transponder channels
into a single wideband high power transmit signal to feed the
transmit antenna.

The result is a typical communications satellite repeater
architecture comprising a wideband receiver, input filtering,
a high power amplifier, and output filtering for each of the
transponders within the payload, as shown in Figure 7.

The next consideration is redundancy for each active
unit to ensure reliability over the satellite lifetime (typically
defined as 15 years, today). For active units, we incorpo-
rate redundant units and redundancy switches to be able to

TWTA

TWTA

Receive
antenna

Transmit
antenna

CAMP

IMUX

RCVR

GS =
Max

Min

OMUS

CAMP

Figure 7. Addition of frequency splitting (IMUX) and combining
(OMUX) functions to the repeater.

switch to the redundant units. This is shown schematically as
switch rings before and after the active components, namely
a receiver redundancy ring, and a CAMP + TWT redundancy
ring, as shown in Figure 8.

Most communications satellites reuse the same spectrum
multiple times through spatial frequency reuse and polar-
ization frequency reuse. Spatial frequency reuse utilizes
multiple antenna beams, providing coverage to spatially iso-
lated regions on the Earth. This can be provided with multiple
receive/transmit antennas, up to the capacity which can be
accommodated on the spacecraft exterior. In addition to the
antenna subsystem being accommodated on the spacecraft,
associated repeater subsystem and transponder components
also need to be accommodated within the spacecraft.

Polarization frequency reuse utilizes the same antenna
reflector system, but incorporates dual polarization into
the feed element. This provides for the ability to double
the transponder channels provided by utilizing the oppo-
site polarization, for example, left and right hand circular
polarization, or horizontal and vertical linear polarization.
The antenna subsystem reflector system is reused, but the
repeater subsystem and transponder components also need
to be accommodated within the spacecraft.

We now have a repeater architecture comprising of a wide-
band receiver, input filtering, high power amplifier, and output
filtering for each of the transponders. The same architecture
is repeated for multiple frequency reuse. Figure 8 illustrates
a twelve channel payload that uses orthogonal horizontally
and vertically polarized antenna beams.

4.2.2 Antenna

The antenna subsystem of a communications satellite pro-
vides a radiation pattern over the coverage area on the Earth
for both the receive uplink signals and the transmit downlink
signals. The coverage area may vary from full Earth coverage,
contoured coverage of a certain geographic area, or multiple
spot beams over an area, which in turn dictates the type of
antenna subsystem to meet the coverage area requirements.

From the geostationary orbital position, the earth is approx
18◦ in diameter, and the Contiguous United States (CONUS)
is about 3◦ by 6◦, whereas spot beams have been typically 1◦

in diameter. The antenna gain varies inversely with beam area,
and we can estimate the gain using the following relationship:

G ∼ 27 000n p−2 (1)

where p is the average diameter of the circular coverage
area and n is the aperture efficiency for the realized antenna
functionality.

This antenna functionality can be realized with an appro-
priate horn, parabolic reflector, offset parabolic reflector,
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Figure 8. Incorporation of redundancy into the repeater architecture.

shaped offset reflector, array fed reflector, and deployable
reflector antenna subsystems. In order to package the antenna
apertures efficiently on the spacecraft, folded antenna optics
(Cassegrain or Gregorian) are often used.

As identified in the previous section, to increase payload
capacity we can utilize polarization frequency reuse and/or
spatial frequency reuse. In polarization frequency reuse, the
antenna subsystem may be required to provide the orthogo-
nal polarization, with associated polarization isolation being
a critical specification parameter. For spatial frequency reuse,
additional antenna subsystems may be realized for each
spatial reuse or new coverage area required, and spatial (side-
lobe) isolation becomes a critical performance parameter.

The horn antenna provides a directional antenna pattern,
particularly suited for broad area coverage. At C-Band 4 GHz,
the 18◦ earth coverage requires a horn aperture diameter of
about 30 cm, approaching the limits of what can be readily
accommodated on the spacecraft. Horns at higher frequen-
cies, such as Ku and Ka bands, have proven to be very
effective, as well as being the preferred feed element for
reflecting antenna subsystems.

The reflector antenna is most commonly used for shaped
and spot beam coverage areas. The hyperbolic subreflector
Cassegrain design can be used. It is a symmetric mount-
ing and it also results in blocking radiation from the main
reflector. An offset fed design is therefore preferred; a design
with a parabolic subreflector (Gregorian geometry) is often
used. In this design, secondary beam blockage is eliminated
and accommodation on the spacecraft is easier. The trade

however is with cross-polarization isolation, where the asym-
metrical design has reduced performance in comparison with
the symmetrical design.

A shaped beam antenna may be realized in one of two
ways. Early spacecraft antennas achieved shaping by utilizing
multiple antenna feeds, an array of radiating elements used
to set the appropriate phase and amplitude offsets, thereby
obtaining the desired shaped beam. However, the mechan-
ical design of the multifeed antenna is complex and lossy
and today’s shaped beam antennas usually physically dis-
tort the main reflector surface from its base parabolic shape
using complex coefficients known as Zernike Polynomi-
als. The computing power required to optimize this shaping
was beyond the capabilities of all but the most powerful
supercomputer when the first spacecraft were designed. This
shaping can effectively “move” gain from non-critical regions
into the more desired coverage areas.

Shaped beams with linear polarization can also use a dual
grid antenna design to improve polarization performance,
with a front surface reflector employing a wire grid which
reflects one polarization and passes the orthogonal polariza-
tion. This allows for the two orthogonally polarized reflectors
to be packaged together for easier spacecraft accommodation,
while also providing better polarization frequency isolation.
The dichroic antenna may be used to achieve compact pack-
aging, with a subreflector employing a substrate with an
array of frequency selective elements, passing one frequency
band and reflecting the other. This allows for two spa-
tial frequency isolation antenna subsystems to be integrated
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Figure 9. Typical spacecraft power subsystem implementation.

together, thereby allowing for more compact spacecraft pack-
aging.

The early FSS and broadcast satellites all generated shaped
beams to provide global, regional, or national coverage. Mod-
ern satellites, however, also require much smaller spot beams
to cover individual metropolitan areas (local television) or
simply to reuse the spectrum over and over again for two-way
mobile or broadband communications. In the latter appli-
cation, a grid of circles is normally laid over the desired
coverage region. The available frequency band is split into
three or four sub-bands, each of which is assigned to a spot
beam circle so that no two adjacent beams use the same fre-
quency (this is referred to as “three-color” or “four-color”
frequency reuse, as the coverage is usually illustrated by
assigning a color to each frequency sub-band). Each spot
beam is normally generated by a horn illuminating a parabolic
reflector. Several reflectors are usually required, because an
optimally designed feed requires more space than would be
available to it in a grid of feeds associated with a single
reflector.

4.3 Spacecraft bus

The communications satellite bus, or platform, exists only
to support the communications payload. It weighs consid-
erably more than the payload, especially when loaded with
propellants at launch. There is constant competitive pressure
to reduce bus mass so that more payload mass can be flown,
to point the bus better so the payload can be more power
efficient, and so on. Through the discipline of systems engi-
neering, the bus systems described below are made to work

together to create the best possible conditions for maximum
payload performance.

4.3.1 Power

The modern communications satellite uses large deployable
solar arrays for power generation, lithium-ion batteries for
energy storage, and power control and conditioning equip-
ment. The power subsystem derives all its needed energy
from the sun, conditions some of that to charge the batteries,
and provides a regulated power bus to the payload and the
supporting bus equipment. The batteries come into play for
only 44 days around both the vernal and autumnal equinoxes,
when the Earth shadows the satellite for up to 70 minutes
per day. They are also a critical power source during launch
and orbit raising. Figure 9 is a simplified diagram showing a
typical spacecraft power subsystem.

Solar arrays. Solar arrays consist of a number of hinged
flat panels covered with solar cells on one side. When fully
deployed, they are extended as much as 25 m from the north
and south faces of the spacecraft body and rotate once per
24-hour day so that they always face the sun (reference
Figure 10). The solar array power is transmitted through a
rotary joint to the interior of the spacecraft.

Today, the largest communications satellites generate and
consume up to about 20 kW of power at End-of-Life (EOL)
and 25 kW satellites are available. This is largely enabled
by the development of multi-junction Gallium-Arsenide (MJ
GaAs) solar cells, which use a carefully tailored stack of semi-
conductor junctions, each utilizing a different part of the solar
frequency spectrum. In the late 1980s, the industry started
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Figure 10. Deployment test of a large solar array.

to move from silicon solar cells to single-junction GaAs
and dual-junction GaAs were introduced in the mid-1990s.
Now, advanced triple junction cells using an InGaP/GaAs/Ge
junction stack are standard and 30% efficient solar cells are
imminent. Figure 11 illustrates the amazing progress in solar
cell conversion efficiencies in the past 30 years.

Solar cells degrade over time due to space radiation and
are covered by a transparent cover glass to provide some
protection. The cover glass is tailored for low reflectivity
and high capability to radiate waste heat, which is what
the unconverted 67–70% of the Sun’s incoming radiation
becomes.

Solar arrays use multiple strings of solar cells in series,
which are connected to the spacecraft power bus through
isolating diodes. In the 1990s as spacecraft power increased,
solar array and bus voltages were increased to 70 V or 100 V
to maintain manageable current levels. This led to discovery
of a new regime of electrostatic discharge phenomena which
can and did damage the arrays (Hoeber et al., 1998). Since
then, various protective insulation and separation techniques
have been used to combat this serious degradation problem,
and extra design margin is included to allow for the loss of
an occasional string.

Batteries. From 1960 through the early 1980s, communica-
tions spacecraft relied on nickel cadmium (Ni–Cd) batteries,
a well-known, proven and compact technology, but relatively
heavy and prone to several performance degradation mecha-
nisms. In 1983, the first commercial communications satellite
was launched with nickel-hydrogen (Ni–H2) batteries which
saved mass and provided higher life capability by eliminating
key Ni–Cd degradation modes. However, they were less com-
pact, as the hydrogen needed to be stored in pressure vessels.

In the late 1990s, development began of space versions
of the lithium-ion batteries that were becoming ubiquitous
in cell phones and laptop computers and which are targeted
for electric cars. Lithium-Ion batteries, shown in Figure 12,
first launched on a commercial communications spacecraft
in 2004, are now the mainstay of the commercial communi-
cation satellite industry.

Figure 11. Progress in space solar cell conversion efficiencies (beginning-of-life numbers).
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Figure 12. (a) Typical GEO power control unit; (b) lithium-ion battery cell.

Lithium-Ion systems have much higher cell voltages than
the nickel-based batteries, in the 3–4 V range versus 1.2–
1.5 V. These voltages would break down aqueous electrolytes,
but are enabled in lithium batteries by the use of non-aqueous
electrolytes composed of organic liquids and lithium salts.
The higher voltage is a key factor in the higher specific
energy of 130–160 Wh kg−1 for Lithium-Ion versus about
55–60 Wh kg−1 for nickel-hydrogen at the cell level. Other
benefits provided by lithium-ion are improved volumetric
efficiency, low maximum heat loads and thus radiator area
requirements, high charge retention, virtually 100-percent
current efficiency, simplified launch base operations, and
inherently lower material costs.

Power control and conversion. The often unsung heroes
of the power subsystem are the power electronics that control,
regulate, and convert tens of kilowatts of power with high effi-
ciency in a very small volume. A 1-cubic-foot power control
unit handles the equivalent of the combined average power
used by 10 typical homes, continuously for 15 or more years
without a break. Very high power conversion and regulation
efficiencies mean that there is little waste heat generation,
which represents waste energy.

4.3.2 Structure and mechanisms

A GEO communications satellite’s structure design is dom-
inated by the need to withstand the launch environment,
including acceleration, severe vibration, acoustic noise above
140 dB, and high levels of shock. Shock comes from launch
vehicle fairing separation, separation of the spacecraft from
the launch vehicle, and deployment of appendages such as
the solar arrays and antennas on the spacecraft itself.

Once in orbit, the stiffness of the structure becomes a key
factor in ensuring that antenna optics stay precisely pointed
on their intended ground coverage for optimal collection and
transmission of energy. On-orbit, the structure must remain
highly stable in spite of widely varying thermal exposures on
daily (diurnal) and seasonal cycles. From the satellite’s per-
spective, the sun circles it each day, hitting its east, zenith,
west, and nadir surfaces in succession, and when each one
is in full sun, the opposite surface looks at cold space. The
seasonal eclipses with zero solar input for more than an hour
pose similar challenges. The structure and its thermal pro-
tection are designed to mitigate and withstand the resulting
large thermal gradients to minimize antenna pointing errors.
Distortions of just 0.1◦ would point a beam more than 60 km
off-target on the ground.

Graphite-epoxy composite materials are lightweight and
have strength, stiffness, and thermal expansion properties that
make them ideal for these challenging requirements. Today
they are used for the vast majority of satellite structural ele-
ments, such as the structure shown in Figure 13. By choosing
particular graphite fiber types and by appropriately orienting
the fibers in the matrix, the structure elements are tailored for
their dominant function such as strength, stiffness, or ther-
mal stability. High-strength hardware made of titanium and
other metals is used to join the composite elements. Precise
alignment of critical locations is performed on the integrated
structure to register the attachment positions of antennas and
attitude sensors.

Mechanisms provide vital functions in stowing, deploy-
ing, positioning, and pointing spacecraft appendages such
as antennas, solar arrays, and electric thrusters. Hold-down
mechanisms hold the solar arrays and antennas tightly to
the spacecraft body for launch support. Once on-orbit, hold-
down rods are cut or released to allow deployment, using bolt
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Figure 13. Graphite-epoxy satellite central cylinder structure.

cutters driven by an electro-explosive device via other cap-
ture devices that release the rods more gently. Once released,
solar arrays deploy in a controlled manner, using mechanisms
that moderate the deployment speed and carefully sequence
the release of side panels. Antenna reflectors deploy pas-
sively on hinges, or actively through the use of motor-driven
positioning mechanisms that place the reflector precisely
where needed in the optical path and can fine-steer them
throughout the mission for certain applications. Examples
of space-qualified mechanisms are shown in Figure 14.

Failure to deploy, properly position antennas, or point
the solar arrays is fatal to a satellite mission. The materi-
als, designs, and workmanship of these mechanisms must
eliminate all possibilities of failure. Expertise in electrical
and mechanical design, torque, inertia, tribology, clearances,
thermal expansion, design and manufacturing tolerances, and
kinematics is brought to bear on these critical devices to make
sure they work every time.

4.3.3 Thermal

The thermal design of a large communications satellite must
reject a lot of waste heat generated in the on-board elec-
tronics and mitigate the solar energy input and its diurnal
and seasonal variations. One main objective is to maintain
the payload and bus electronics in a temperature regime that
allows them to operate continuously and reliably for 15 or
more years. For most spacecraft electronics, this means that
the mounting surface should be kept between 40◦C and 55◦C
over life. Another objective is to minimize distortion of the
antenna attachment points, hinges, booms, and reflector sur-
faces, so that required communications performance can be
maintained.

Figure 14. Typical spacecraft mechanism: (a) solar array drive; (b) antenna deployment and positioning.
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Figure 15. Direct radiating TWTA; about half of the waste heat is
radiated at a very high temperature from the fins on the left. The
rest is conducted out of the communications equipment pane at a
temperature of 55◦C or below.

One form of waste heat rejection is to minimize it in the
first place through continuous improvements in electronics
efficiency, and significant strides have been made in this area.
Another good strategy is to take components that generate
a lot of heat and place them outside the spacecraft body if
possible. This is frequently done with the collector end of
TWTs (see Figure 15) and with high-power output multi-
plexers, both of which contain no electronics and can thus
operate at high enough temperatures to make them effec-
tive direct radiators. Almost all remaining heat is rejected
via radiation from the large north- and south-facing equip-
ment panels, which use aluminum honeycomb construction
with aluminum face sheets. Black body radiation is propor-
tional to the fourth power of temperature, so the higher the
temperature (TWTAs and OMUXes) the smaller the radiator
required. Similarly, the size of the surface required to keep the
spacecraft electronics at a cool temperature is the limitation
to the thermal capacity of any spacecraft design.

Those equipment panels are covered on the inside with all
the payload and bus components that handle significant power
and on the outside with optical solar reflectors (OSRs) which
look like and in fact are mirrors. The OSRs are engineered
with special optical properties that give them low absorp-
tion of incoming sunlight but high emission of heat radiation
at infrared wavelengths. Between the equipment panel face
sheets is a network of aluminum-ammonia heat pipes. Heat
pipes are self-contained devices, highly efficient at passively
transporting heat by evaporating liquid (usually ammonia)
at warm locations, condensing the resulting vapor at colder
locations, and then wicking the liquid back via grooves on
the heat pipe inner surface as shown in the cross-section in
Figure 16. Their net effect is that the heat generated by the
electronics gets spread out quite evenly over the large panel

Figure 16. (a) Heat pipe cross-sectional view; (b) multi-layer
insulation blanket.

so that no component gets too hot, and that the entire panel
OSR surface contributes to radiating the waste heat to space.
Heat pipes are also frequently used to cross-connect the
north and the south panels for improved overall heat rejection
capacity.

Additional variants of heat pipes are used on communica-
tions satellites, especially loop heat pipes, which are designed
with a specific evaporator (heat input) section and a specific
condenser (heat output) section. They can transport heat to a
radiator panel from specific hot spots, like an antenna feed
that is located away from the panel. They are also used to
make deployable radiators that increase the satellite’s thermal
capacity.

The satellite’s non-radiating surfaces are covered in ther-
mal blankets (Figure 16) to protect the satellite from the
heat of the sun and the cold of space. Thermal blankets
are constructed with multiple layers of aluminized Kapton®

or Mylar®. The aluminized surfaces have low emissivity,
thereby radiatively isolating the layers of the blankets. Spe-
cial white or black paints are applied to surfaces that cannot
be blanketed. Heaters are used to maintain minimum accept-
able temperatures in areas that get too cold when there is no
sun exposure or where components may be turned off for
extended periods.

Communications satellite thermal engineers have a big
toolkit full of devices and designs that control tempera-
ture globally, locally, daily, seasonally, intermittently, and
on demand. The success of their designs and extensive ther-
mal models is carefully verified on the ground in large
thermal/vacuum chambers that simulate the conditions of
space.

4.3.4 Command and data handling

Satellites are remotely operated vehicles. All information
needed for the operation of the spacecraft must be measured
by on-board electronics and either fed into a flight computer
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for autonomous processing and control, or transmitted to the
ground. Likewise, all actions requested by the ground must
be transmitted to the spacecraft in the form of commands
and validated, processed, and executed by the spacecraft.
The Command and Data Handling subsystem (C&DH) con-
sists of the hardware and software used to gather, distribute,
and store messages between the ground and the spacecraft,
and between the on-board flight computer and the rest of the
spacecraft.

Command requests from the ground are transmitted to
the spacecraft through a radio frequency (RF) link at a data
rate that ranges from hundreds of bits per second to several
thousand bits per second. On board the spacecraft, a com-
mand receiver detects the signal and processes it to a binary
data stream that is fed to an on-board flight computer. The
computer validates the binary pattern using the satellite ID
embedded in the command binary packet header. This pre-
vents satellites from reacting to noise or to messages intended
for another vehicle. Once validated, the flight computer exe-
cutes the function of the command. The function may range
from setting an internal software variable or state to sending
a pulse to throwing a switch or reconfiguring other hardware
on the spacecraft. Typically, hardware actions are processed
through electronics separate from the flight computer. Note
that computers in space are susceptible to corruption from
radiation (cosmic rays) and thus must be specially designed
to withstand radiation for many years. Thus the computers on
board spacecraft have typically lagged behind those available
on the consumer desktop by several years. The most sophis-
ticated computers in use today are equivalent to PowerPCs
from the early 2000s.

Data gathered for ground use is referred to as teleme-
try. Telemetry data are gathered over internal spacecraft data
buses to the flight computer. The computer arranges the data
in a manner that can be interpreted by the ground and attaches
a header to the raw data so that the ground can identify the
contents, usually through a pre-defined packet ID, and with
the satellite ID. Since Low Earth Orbiting spacecraft are only
in view of the satellite control center for a fraction of each day,
telemetry data are often buffered on-board in a data recorder.
When the satellite is in view of the ground station, the ground
sends a command to dump the contents of the recorder to the
ground. GEO satellites are always in view of the ground, so
they usually rely entirely on a real-time telemetry link and do
not typically utilize on-board data storage.

Since spacecraft are in view of very large areas of the
ground, they are vulnerable to interference from unwanted
sources. To prevent unauthorized commanding of the vehicle,
many spacecraft include encryption of the command patterns.
Some spacecraft also encrypt or encode the telemetry data as
well.

4.3.5 Attitude and orbit control

GEO communications spacecraft often have highly shaped
antenna patterns to cover just the area of interest to make
full use of available power. For these systems, maximum
pointing errors of 0.10–0.15◦ are the norm, requiring sophis-
ticated active control schemes implemented in the Attitude
and Orbit Control Subsystem (AOCS). Most spot beam satel-
lites require even tighter pointing approaching 0.05◦. This
is best achieved by an RF autotrack system which continu-
ously measures antenna attitude relative to an RF beacon or
uplink from the ground and corrects errors by fine steering
the antenna reflectors.

The AOCS takes control of satellite attitude after sepa-
ration from the launch vehicle and maintains it during the
maneuvers that take the satellite to its final orbit position and
continuously thereafter. It also controls safe modes, triggered
when the on-board computer detects certain fault conditions,
by automatically orienting the satellite relative to the sun such
that the solar arrays stay illuminated. This leaves the satellite
in a stable configuration while ground controllers correct the
fault and place the spacecraft back into service. Such events
are extremely rare, but the AOCS is always prepared for them.

Attitude control relies on a suite of sensors to measure
orientation of the spacecraft and its antennas relative to the
Earth’s centroid, and a suite of actuators to adjust the attitude
based on that sensor data, all controlled by a flight computer
which implements the control laws to convert sensed attitude
errors into actuation requests. Satellites are also designed to
minimize the effects of, or take advantage of, natural dis-
turbance torques that arise from solar pressure, the radial
gradient in the Earth’s gravitational field, and the Earth’s
magnetic field.

The sensor suite typically is some combination of Earth
sensors, Sun sensors, and/or star trackers to sense attitude,
and Inertial Rate Sensors (or Gyros) to sense attitude changes.
Earth sensors continually scan the Earth’s east and west limbs
to maintain the satellite pointed between them. A star tracker
recognizes patterns of bright stars to determine exactly where
it is pointing and thus can provide even tighter satellite point-
ing so long as the orbit and time are accurately known.
The flight computer ingests the attitude errors and rates and
determines the actuator actions needed to make appropriate
corrections.

The best way to make immediate attitude corrections is
with multiple momentum wheels, oriented to provide control
in all three axes. Each wheel is a high-inertia spinning mass
controlled by a motor. The AOCS accelerates or decelerates
the wheels to create a balancing torque to the external envi-
ronment, creating an attitude disturbance. While this averages
out oscillating torques, uni-directional torques will eventually
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Figure 17. (clockwise from top center) Earth sensors, inertial reference unit, momentum wheel with control electronics, and star tracker
(cutaway view to show baffle which protects unit from sun intrusion).

cause the wheels to spin up to their maximum operating speed
and some technique is required to de-saturate them. These
“wheel unloads” are done with thrusters or with solar array
articulation to use solar torques.

The AOCS must also maintain the satellite’s position
within its orbit and in most cases also maintain the shape and
inertial orientation of that orbit. Key forces acting to disrupt
the orbit are irregularities in the Earth gravity field (caused
primarily by the oblateness of the Earth itself), gravitational
attraction of the Sun and Moon, and solar pressure. Orbit
determination is done typically every few days with support
of the satellite’s ranging subsystem. Orbit control maneuvers
for north-south and east-west stationkeeping are done on a
planned basis using either the chemical or electric propulsion
subsystems described next. Figure 17 shows typical AOCS
sensors and actuators.

4.3.6 Propulsion

A typical spacecraft propulsion subsystem has three tasks:
move the spacecraft to its intended orbit and longitude, keep
it within its stationkeeping box, and help maintain it in its
intended attitude, including periodic dumping of accumu-
lated momentum in the momentum wheels. To do this, the
propulsion subsystem employs thrusters which expel pro-
pellant at high velocity in order to generate thrust. The
propulsion system includes tanks, propellant lines, filters,
and valves that supply propellant to thrusters at the intended
pressure and temperature.

Note that most launch vehicles do not inject the space-
craft into its final desired orbit, particularly if that orbit is at
GEO. Launch vehicles use the well-known technique of stag-
ing to eliminate excess dry mass as they go, and of course the
“stage” required to position the spacecraft in its final orbit is of
necessity, attached to the satellite. Therefore, most communi-
cations satellite designs incorporate the final “orbit raising”
stage as part of the satellite, sharing fuel and tankage with
the on-orbit system. The launch vehicle leaves the satellite
in a Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO). In all cases, the
apogee of this orbit is near GEO, but the eccentricity and
inclination of the standard orbit varies as a function of the
launch vehicle and the launch site. Final orbit is achieved
with a series of Hohmann transfers, firing the main satellite
thruster (usually bipropellant) at perigee to raise apogee, or
at apogee to raise perigee. Electric propulsion can also be
used. This is very mass efficient, but this efficiency comes at
the expense of time (weeks or months) due to the low thrust
of these systems.

Propellant is consumed during every propulsive maneuver
and each spacecraft is launched with a finite amount of pro-
pellant on board, which is often the life-limiting item. It is
now a legal requirement to reserve enough propellant at end-
of-mission that the satellite can be placed into the “graveyard”
orbit 300 km above the Clarke orbit, freeing up space for new
satellites in the geostationary arc.

Propulsion subsystem architecture is integrally entwined
with other spacecraft subsystems. For example, the size of
the tanks may dictate the size of the structure. The efficiency
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of the thrusters dictates the maximum spacecraft mass or
spacecraft lifetime. The effects of thruster plumes may dictate
thruster placement away from spacecraft appendages (solar
arrays and reflectors), which in turn affects the attitude control
strategy.

All thrusters operate by expelling propellant at high veloc-
ity. When a thruster fires, the momentum of the expelled
propellant is matched by an equal amount of momentum
imparted to the spacecraft, thereby conserving momentum
(Newton’s third law). Thruster efficiency can be described
by the ratio of thrust to propellant flow rate (i.e., specific
impulse), which is denoted Isp.

There are several types of thrusters in common use on
today’s spacecraft.

Monopropellant thrusters typically operate by passing a
single liquid, usually N2H4 (hydrazine), across a catalyst,
which causes the liquid to decompose into gaseous products.
The energy of the hot high-pressure gases is converted to
velocity by exhausting the gas through a supersonic nozzle.
Compared to other technologies, monopropellant thrusters
are simple and inexpensive, but have a low Isp of around
220–230 s.

The bipropellant systems commonly used on communi-
cations satellites take advantage of the fact that chemical
reaction between a fuel and oxidizer releases more energy
than simply decomposing a single propellant. Typical space-
craft bipropellant systems use N2O4 (nitrogen tetroxide or
NTO) as oxidizer and N2H4 or CH3N2H3 (hydrozene or
monomethyl hydrazine (MMH)) as fuel. The need to store,
manage, and safely react two propellants makes these sys-
tems more complex than monopropellant systems but at a
significant gain in Isp, typically 280–330 s.

Using electrical power, additional thermal energy can be
supplied to a monopropellant before it is expanded through
the nozzle. Arcjet thrusters heat the propellant by sending
the gas past an electrical arc. The arc generates ions and elec-
trons, which accelerate in the electrical field and collide with
neutral propellant molecules, converting the kinetic energy
into thermal energy and further heating the propellant before
it exhausts through the thruster nozzle. Typical arcjets have
an Isp of 500–600 s which is achieved at the cost of about
1 kW of electrical power.

True electric propulsion systems use a completely dif-
ferent physical process to accelerate propellant to high

Figure 18. (a) Main satellite thruster used for orbit raising (110 N); (b) Hall Effect thruster (83 mN); (c) bipropellant thruster used on-orbit
for stationkeeping and attitude control (22 N).
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velocities. Instead of sending a hot gas through a thruster
nozzle, the propellant is accelerated by applying electrical
and magnetic field to charged ions. The overall Isp is in the
range of 1000–4000 s, several times higher than that of arc-
jets. However, the process is energy-intense and the amount
of momentum imparted is limited by the amount of electrical
power available. This means thrust levels are typically very
low, around 10–200 mN for current spacecraft.

There are two main technologies in common use today.
Hall-effect thrusters operate by shaping a magnetic field to
trap electrons in a specific region. The electric field from the
electrons accelerates positively charged ions.3 These are also
known as Stationary Plasma Thrusters. Gridded Ion thrusters
have closely spaced metal grids with a large difference in
electrical potential. The electric field caused by potential dif-
ference accelerates the positively charged ions. In both cases,
there is a wide range of potential propellants. However, xenon
is typically used because it is nonreactive, relatively easy to
ionize, and can be stored densely in small tanks.

Figure 18 shows some of the propulsion equipment in
common usage today.

5 CONCLUSION

Communications satellites have become an integral part of
life for individuals and businesses around the world. This is
due in part to their inherent characteristic of being able to
cover large regions of the world, in part to many forward-
thinking, courageous and creative business leaders, and in
large part to the spacecraft engineering and manufacturing
community which has made tremendous leaps in capabil-
ity in five decades. Communications satellite architectures
have converged on a few relatively stable and very effective
system designs, but within that framework both payload and
bus technologies are being evolved continually to enable new
applications, higher performance, and greater capacity. After
each big leap in capability there is a temporary sense that
further major improvements will be very difficult to achieve,
but communications satellite engineers have found ways to
increase capabilities roughly tenfold each decade and are
likely to keep doing so for the foreseeable future.
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NOTES

1. These are the frequencies used for most FSS spacecraft. In
some regions of the world, additional C-Band frequencies
are available, and the Ku-Band frequencies vary between
Region 1 (Europe and Africa), Region 2 (Americas) and
Region 3 (Asia).

2. This frequency segmentation was first used on Intelsat
IV in 1976, and it was based on the fact that TWTAs
were limited to 5 W (today TWTAs can be over 200 W).
For reasons primarily of backwards compatibility, most
systems today use the same 36 MHz transponder band-
width, although bandwidths of 27, 54, and 72 MHz are also
common.

3. Although research was performed in the United States on
Hall Effect Thrusters in the 1970s, they were never flown.
Interestingly, they were flown on Soviet spacecraft since
the 1970s, although there was very little power available
for their operation and most Soviet geosynchronous space-
craft were allowed to drift in inclination (i.e., they did not
perform “North-South Stationkeeping”) so the Hall Effect
thrusters got very little workout.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Numerous surface missions, both successful and unsuccess-
ful, have been conducted since the dawn of space exploration
more than 50 years ago. Within a few years of launch-
ing Sputnik and Explorer 1, both the United States and
the Soviet Union engaged in a fierce competition of solar
system exploration. Flyby probes, orbiters, impactors, and
ultimately landers and rovers to the Moon and our neigh-
boring planets Mars and Venus were boldly attempted in the
course of the next two decades. As expected, mission fail-
ures dominated early exploration attempts. Landed missions
in particular posed great and new challenges because in addi-
tion to launch, cruise, and possibly orbital insertion around
the target body, the planetary probe had to function properly
during the challenging phase of landing on another celestial
body. However, persistence and learning from past mistakes
eventually led to success and the surfaces of the Moon, Mars,

and Venus have since been successfully visited numerous
times. More recently, probes have entered the atmospheres
of Jupiter, landed on Saturn’s moon Titan, and touched down
on the surfaces of asteroids. In the past six years, rovers have
explored the surface of Mars and continue to downlink stun-
ning new science results. The future holds equally exiting
missions. At the time of writing this chapter, new generation
of Mars rovers and a Russian Phobos sample return mission
are being readied for launch. Moreover, a European comet
lander is en route to its target.

This chapter starts out with a survey of all landed missions
to date, continues with a discussion of design considera-
tions for landers and rovers, and closes with three brief case
examples.

2 SURVEY OF LANDED MISSIONS

Table 1 lists all surface missions attempted to date includ-
ing atmospheric probes and the manned Apollo missions.
However, a full discussion of the latter is beyond the scope
of this chapter. The list excludes impactors, that is, hard-
landers, which neither were designed to survive nor actually
did survive their impact. The entries in italics indicate mission
failures. For more information on many of these missions,
see Ball et al. (2007), Harvey (2006), Harvey (2007) and
Huntress, Moroz and Shevalev (2003).

2.1 Moon

The surface exploration of the Moon was closely tied to the
ongoing space-race between the Soviet Union and the United
States. In 1962, the United States unsuccessfully attempted
to hard-land three Ranger capsules carrying seismometers.
After 11 unsuccessful attempts to land on the surface of the
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Figure 1. Surveyor 3 with the Apollo 12 Lunar Module in the
background. Image courtesy NASA.

Moon, the Soviet Moon program finally succeeded with the
landing of Luna 9 on 3 February 1966. The probe transmit-
ted the first images from another celestial body. The United
States followed four months later with Surveyor 1, the first
in a series of 7 Moon landers to follow. The Surveyor lan-
ders will be discussed in Section 4 in greater detail. With
the United States in the lead for the manned lunar landing,
the Soviets focused on the unmanned exploration of the lunar
surface. Starting in 1969, both unmanned lunar sample return
missions as well as a lunar rover mission were unsuccess-
fully attempted. By that time, the United States succeeded
with landing humans on the Moon during the Apollo 11
and Apollo 12 missions (Figure 1). However, in 1970 the
Soviet Union succeeded in performing the first unmanned
lunar sample return mission (Luna 16) and in landing the first
automated lunar rover, called Lunokhod 1 (Figure 2a). At the
end of its mission, the rover traversed a total of 10.5 km on the
lunar surface. Meanwhile the US lunar program was in full
swing and four more manned lunar landings were performed
with the last three missions using a lunar rover to transport
the crew. Apollo 17 concluded the manned lunar program in
December 1972. The Soviet Union conducted two additional
unmanned lunar sample return missions and landed a second
lunar rover, Lunokhod 2, with a total odometer of 37.5 km at
the end of its mission, before the end of their lunar surface
program.

2.2 Venus

Similar to the exploration of the lunar surface, it took the
Soviet Union 11 attempts before successfully landing a probe

on the surface of Venus. The Venera 4, 5, 6 probes, launched in
1964 and 1969, respectively, descended through the Venusian
atmosphere and collected atmospheric science, but failed
before reaching the surface. The Venera 7 probe, finally,
landed on the surface of Venus on 15 December 1970 and con-
stituted the first successful landing of a spacecraft on another
planet. The surface mission lasted 23 min after which the
probe succumbed to the intense pressure and temperature on
Venus. Seven additional landings (Venera 8–14) succeeded
as part of the Soviet Venera program between 1972 and 1981.
Venera 13 extended the surface operations time to 127 min
and provided the first color panoramic views of the Venusian
Surface (Figure 3). The Venera landers will be discussed in
Section 4 in greater detail. The United States landed its first
(and only) surface mission in 1978 as part of the Pioneer
Venus 2 mission. Four probes were deployed and entered
the atmosphere. Designed as atmospheric probes only, one
probe, the Day probe, survived the impact and transmitted
for 67 minutes from the surface. The last landing on Venus to
date occurred in December 1984 as part of the Soviet Vega
missions.

2.3 Mars and its moons (Phobos and Deimos)

On their third attempt, the Soviet Union succeeded in land-
ing a spacecraft on Mars. The Mars 3 probe touched down
on 2 December 1971 and transmitted 15 seconds of video
data before failing. The probe also carried the first rover
(Prop-M), but it was not deployed due to the lander fail-
ure. The next successful landings were the US Viking 1 and
2 Landers in July and September of 1976, respectively. A
Soviet attempt to land the first spacecraft on Phobos failed in
1988, so did the last Russian attempt to land multiple probes
on Mars in 1996. After a hiatus of more than 20 years, the
United States continued the exploration of Mars with the suc-
cessful landing of the Mars Pathfinder mission on 4 July
1997. The lander carried a small rover named Sojourner,
which for the next 83 days explored the surface in the vicin-
ity of the lander (Figure 2b). Mars Pathfinder successfully
employed the concept of an airbag landing, in which the
lander is entirely encapsulated with airbags to cushion the
impact of landing. The next US missions, Mars Polar Lander
and the Deep Space 2 probes, failed in December 1999 and
so did the first European landing attempt with Beagle 2 in
December 2003. In January 2004, the United States success-
fully landed Mars Exploration Rovers (MER), named Spirit
and Opportunity, within three weeks of each other (Figure
4). Originally designed for a 90 Sol (Martian day) mission,
the rovers still operate more than six years after their landing.
The Mars Exploration Rovers will be discussed in more detail
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Figure 2. (a) Soviet Lunokhod 1 rover; (b) Sojourner imaged by Mars Pathfinder; (c) surface of Asteroid 433 Eros imaged by the NEAR
spacecraft from a range of 1.15 km; (d) surface of Titan imaged by the European Huygens probe. Images courtesy NASA.

Figure 3. Surface of Venus imaged by the Soviet Venera 13 spacecraft. Image courtesy NASA.
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Figure 4. Spirit’s landing site in Gusev Crater imaged by Spirit’s
Panoramic Camera. Image courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.

in Section 4. In 2008, the Phoenix Mars Lander successfully
touched down on the northern plains of Mars and confirmed
the presence of subsurface water ice.

2.4 Other celestial bodies

In the past twenty years, the focus of various space programs
shifted from the Moon and the nearest planets to targets in
the outer reaches of the Solar System. In December 1995,
after catching a ride on the US Galileo orbiter, the Galileo
probe entered the atmosphere of Jupiter and provided data for
61.4 min after passing the entry interface. On 28 February
2001, the US NEAR Shoemaker spacecraft performed the
first controlled descent to the surface of an asteroid. While
the spacecraft was not designed to land, the spacecraft con-
tinued to operate for 16 days on the surface of Asteroid 433
Eros (Figure 2c). The European Huygens probe caught a ride
to the Saturnian system on the Cassini spacecraft. On 14
January 2005 it separated from Cassini and landed success-
fully on Saturn’s moon Titan. After touchdown it transmitted
for 120 min scientific data including the first color images
from the surface of Titan (Figure 2d). Finally, on 19 Novem-
ber 2005, the Japanese Hayabusa Asteroid Sample Return
spacecraft touched down on asteroid 25143 Itokawa to collect
a sample. The results of the sampling collection are unknown
and the spacecraft is currently en route to Earth with a landing
expected in June 2010.

2.5 Future missions

At the time of writing, a number of surface missions are
being readied for launch or en route to their target. The US

Mars Science Laboratory (aka Curiosity) constitutes the next
generation of Mars rovers and is scheduled for a 2011 launch.
The Russian Phobos-Grunt Sample Return mission is readied
for launch in the same time frame and aims at returning, for
the first time, a sample from the surface of Phobos. The first
European Mars rover, named ExoMars, is currently planned
for a 2018 launch. Finally, the European Rosetta mission is
currently en route to comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko
for a rendezvous and landing of its Philae lander in November
2014.

3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This section briefly outlines the most important engineering
design considerations as they apply to landers and rovers.
The discussion is intended as a starting point only and should
help the interested reader identifying the driving engineering
aspects in designing landers and rovers. For more in-depth
discussions on most of these topics, see Ball et al. (2007).

The goal of a landed mission may be the surface of an
airless body such as the Moon, a body with a tenuous atmo-
sphere, such as Mars, or with a very dense atmosphere, such
as Venus. Moreover, a mission may aim at landing on a
planetary and/or lunar body with significant gravity or on
a small body where gravity effects are minimal. Finally, the
target of interest may be in the inner part or at the farther
outreaches of the Solar System. These drastic differences
in the environment profoundly influence the mission and
spacecraft design as explained in more detail throughout this
section.

The selection of the actual landing site on a given celes-
tial body is a fundamental choice tied to both science and
engineering aspects of the mission. In addition, because all
surface missions need to go through some form of approach
and landing event before they can proceed with their respec-
tive surface missions, both approach and landing as well
as surface operations strategies need to be considered. To
this end, the following design considerations are partitioned
into three sections: landing site selection, entry descent and
landing, and surface operations.

3.1 Landing site selection

Both scientific and engineering factors drive the landing site
selection process. The science objectives are defining the
beginning stages of the landing site selection process. A set
of landing sites that are deemed to be of scientific interest
are identified first and then assessed against detailed science
criteria. In addition, a number of technical constraints have
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to be taken into account when ultimately selecting a specific
landing site.

When selecting a landing site, the landing uncertainty, that
is, the accuracy with which the spacecraft can be landed
at the desired landing site, needs to be taken account. The
uncertainty is typically described in terms of a probabil-
ity of landing within an error ellipse. For example, the
Phoenix Mars Lander had a 99% probability of landing within
a 55 km by 19 km ellipse after the last trajectory correc-
tion maneuver. The size of the landing ellipse is driven by
uncertainties and errors in navigating and maneuvering the
spacecraft, and, in case of an atmospheric entry, uncertainties
in the atmospheric conditions on landing day and the associ-
ated aerodynamic performance of the spacecraft. If scientific
objectives mandate landing at a very specific landing site
(i.e., a pin-point landing) then a number of approaches can
be taken as briefly discussed in subsequent sections. One
example of a pin-point landing, albeit with a human-in-the-
loop, was Apollo 12’s landing in the Ocean of Storms less
than 200 m from the Surveyor 3 lander, which landed there
2.5 years earlier.

Astrodynamic aspects such as arrival direction, arrival
speed, and flight path angle differ as a function of the landing
site and, in turn, drive the design of the delivery mechanism.
The entry flight path angle is typically constraint to a narrow
range. Too steep of an entry angle, may lead to large peak
deceleration loads and peak heating rates. Too shallow of an
angle, may result in a larger than desired total heat load and
in extreme cases may lead to the spacecraft skipping out of
the atmosphere again. For bodies with an atmosphere, the
landing site altitude (above a reference ellipsoid) is directly
impacting the level of deceleration the atmosphere can offer
and ultimately affects the landed mass. The geological fea-
tures of the landing site have a paramount influence on the
design of the landing mechanism and on the probability of
a successful landing. Factors such as rock sizes and distri-
butions, the presence of craters and other hazards as well
as slopes need to be taken into account during the landing
site selection process. The time of day at landing may also
be a factor to contend with since in some cases sufficient
daylight to recharge the batteries after the landing may be
desired.

Another consideration in the landing site selection is the
resulting communications geometry both during the actual
landing event as well as during the surface mission. For
NASA missions, it is now required that the landing be moni-
tored either by assets in the vicinity of the lander (e.g., relay
orbiters) or directly from Earth. Similarly, once on the sur-
face, the landing site drives the frequency, and/or times relay
assets, or Earth may be visible. The landing site latitude may
affect the amount of solar energy available and potentially the

overall mission life. For example, the Phoenix Mars Lander’s
landing site in the Martian northern plains limited its mission
life to a single Martian summer (about 150 Sols) whereas the
equatorial landing sites of both MER rovers allowed them to
survive multiple Martian winters.

3.2 Entry, descent and landing

3.2.1 Arrival strategies

A spacecraft can be delivered to the surface of another celes-
tial body directly from an interplanetary trajectory, or it can
first enter into orbit around the celestial body, and then use its
orbit as a staging point to descent to the surface. Examples of
the direct approach include MER, which entered the Martian
atmosphere directly from their interplanetary trajectory, or
the Lunar Surveyor probes which landed on the Moon directly
from their trans-lunar trajectory. Entering orbit around the
celestial body of interest first may be required or desired for
a number of reasons. In the case of the Viking Mars Landers,
for example, the lander was attached to the orbiter for their
interplanetary cruise. Once in Mars orbit, the accompanying
orbiter performed reconnaissance to locate and certify safe
landing sites before releasing the Viking landers. Similarly,
when exploring small bodies such as asteroids, the spacecraft
may rendezvous with and enter into orbit around the body first
in order to study the target body’s shape, spin, topography,
and gravity field before attempting to land. This was also
the case for the NEAR and the Hayabusa Asteroid Sample
Return missions.

3.2.2 Landing strategies

Landing strategies vary greatly depending on the make-up
of the target body and the respective science objectives. For
celestial bodies with an atmosphere, such as Mars, the fric-
tion experienced during atmospheric entry can be used to
remove most of the vast interplanetary speed of an arriving
probe. To survive the intense heat experienced during entry,
the spacecraft has to be protected with a heatshield. Similarly,
parachutes or other drag enhancing devices can be employed
to further reduce the spacecraft’s speed with respect to the
planetary body’s surface. If landing accuracy is important,
such as for a pin-point landing, the entry vehicles’ lift vec-
tor can be controlled to follow a guided entry profile. The
Apollo crew modules used this approach during their entry
and descent through the Earth atmosphere upon their return
from the Moon. Similarly, the MSL spacecraft plans on using
guided entry during its Martian entry, descent and landing
(EDL).
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Landing on an airless body such as the Moon, on the
other hand, requires the spacecraft to zero out its velocity
using propulsive maneuvers and thus requires the spacecraft
to carry a propulsion system and adequate fuel. In some cases,
the atmospheric entry itself is the mission and the explo-
ration objectives dictate that the spacecraft spend as much
time as possible in the atmosphere. This was the case for
the Galileo probe that entered Jupiter’s atmosphere and for
the early Venera entry probes to Venus. For some surface
missions, the opposite is true and they are designed to pass
through the atmosphere as quickly as possible while main-
taining safe descent speeds. The later Soviet Venera missions
aimed at landing on the surface of Venus before succumbing
to Venus’ intense heat and pressure.

Finally, when exploring small bodies, landing might more
resemble an actual rendezvous. Due to the small gravita-
tional pull exerted by these bodies, landers need only minimal
maneuvering to land and/or take-off from the surface. The
challenges for these missions are the significant rotation
and non-uniform gravity fields that the small bodies exhibit.
Another challenge is to remain on the surface while perform-
ing the in-situ exploration or sample collection given the low
gravity field on these bodies.

3.2.3 Terminal descent strategies

There is a spectrum of approaches for landing on the surface
of another celestial body. At one end of the spectrum are “hard
landers” or impactors. They impact the surface at large speeds
(tens or hundreds of meters per second) and are thus designed
to survive the large g-forces upon impact. (Impactors, such
as the recent Deep Impact mission, where the actual impact
constituted the end of the planned mission are not considered
here). From a design point, no effort is expended to zero
out the residual velocity during terminal descent. Instead, the
impactor’s structure and electronics are made robust to the
impact. This delivery method may be an attractive choice
for missions with significant subsurface science. The Deep
Space-2 mission flew 2 impactors, but unfortunately failed
during landing on Mars.

At the other end of the spectrum are “soft landers” that
reduce any residual vertical and horizontal velocity to a mini-
mum (typically between 1 and 10 m s−1), essentially touching
down softly on the surface. For large bodies (and thus a notice-
able gravity field) with no or only a tenuous atmosphere, a
soft landing is typically achieved with a propulsive maneuver.
Examples of the latter are the Surveyor Lunar Landers, the
Viking Mars Landers and more recently, the Phoenix Mars
Lander. These missions used retro-rockets to reduce their
vertical and horizontal velocity to a few meter per seconds

before cutting off their engines a few meters above the sur-
face. The spacecraft then free-falls the last few meters to the
surface. Landing legs with crushable shock absorbers dampen
the impact. Issues such as lander stability and the size of
footpads need to be considered when using landing legs. A
scientific concern with firing thrusters close the surface is
that the impingement of exhaust plume may alter or -in more
severe cases- even contaminate the surface at the landing
site. An additional concern is that dust and particles that are
kicked-off by plume-ground interactions get deposited on the
lander interfering with its operation. For celestial bodies with
a significant atmosphere, such as Venus, the use of a speed-
breaking device may be sufficient to achieve a soft landing.
For example, the Venera 13 lander used a disk-brake during
the terminal descent and achieved a touch-down velocity of
7.5 m s−1. The impact was further dampened with a shock-
absorbing crushable ring at the bottom of the spacecraft.

An approach that adds significant robustness is the use
of airbags to cushion the impact upon landing. For example,
the Soviet Luna 9 as well as the US Mars Pathfinder and
MER missions used this approach. In case of MER, after the
parachute and retro-rockets eliminated any residual velocity,
the lander, was cut from the parachute and free fell for the last
few meters. The lander, safely encapsulated in the airbags,
then bounced on the surface for a number of times before
coming to a rest fully intact. See Section 4.3 for more detail on
the MER landings. The drawback of the latter delivery system
is that it is not easily scalable for much heavier landers. For
the much heavier Mars Science Laboratory (MSL), currently
slated for launch in 2011, a new and innovative approach
to soft-landing is implemented. The rover is attached to a
propulsive descent stage. After separation from the parachute,
the descent stage fires and continuously reduces vertical and
horizontal speed. Once 20 m above the surface, the descent
stage lowers the rover on a tethered bridle while continuing
to descend. Once the rover touches down, the bridle is cut and
the descent stage flies away and crashes at a safe distance.
Finally, additional considerations would need to be given for
missions where the lander might impact on a liquid surface,
such as on a liquid hydrocarbon lake on Saturn’s moon Titan
or for an Earth return vehicle.

Other aspects of terminal descend that need consideration
are targeting and hazard avoidance. Achieving a pin-point
landing typically relies, among other things, on terrain-
relative navigation techniques. Images of the landing site
taken during the descent are thereby compared against an
onboard model of the target and flight path corrections are
applied in real-time. Onboard imagery can also be used as a
means to determine horizontal velocity, which in turn con-
trols the braking shortly before touchdown. This approach
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was also adopted for MER. Hazard avoidance is best dealt
with by choosing a landing site that is free of hazards (such
as large boulders or craters) and by designing a landing sys-
tem that is robust to these hazards. However, in many cases,
the mission teams do only have limited information about
a landing site (i.e., low resolution imagery), or the scien-
tific objectives mandate to land in a particularly hazardous
area. In such cases, adding a hazard avoidance system greatly
increases the chance of surviving the landing. These systems
rely on active and passive sensors to determine the presence
of hazards and provide real-time corrections to the landing
position.

3.2.4 Landing communications

The scientific and engineering data collected during the
landing need to be transmitted back to Earth, preferably in
near real-time. For missions where the passage through the
atmospheric is the main mission segment (e.g., Galileo) or
missions that have an extremely short life on the surface
(Venera on Venus or Huygens probe on Titan), transmitting
the data during the descent and the short surface mission is
a key requirement. But even for missions that have extended
surface operations, transmitting the data collected during the
landing events in real-time is typically a necessity. For most
landed missions, the landing events constitute the most com-
plex and challenging phase of the entire mission. Obtaining
engineering data as the landing unfolds allows the ground
team to identify probable root cause should any mission fail-
ure occur. To that end, NASA now requires all its missions
to provide communications coverage during critical events,
a requirement that sometimes even drives what landing sites
can be considered! Fundamentally, there are two commu-
nications architectures employed, direct-to-Earth, and via a
relay spacecraft. With the direct-to-Earth (DTE) approach,
the spacecraft transmits directly to terrestrial stations albeit
at a low data rate because of the large distances and the
resulting space loss. Communicating via a relay spacecraft
that is nearby typically greatly increases the amount of data
that can be returned but requires close coordination among
all the spacecraft involved. In some instances, the visibility
of the relay spacecraft, be it in orbit or flying by, is actu-
ally the mission limiting factor. For example, it is believed
that some of the later Venera missions were still operat-
ing on the surface of Venus by the time the fly-by relay
spacecraft reached the end of its viewing period. Finally,
when entering a planetary atmosphere at hypersonic veloci-
ties, the spacecraft may be enveloped by a sheath of ionized
particles possibly resulting in a temporary communications
blackout.

3.3 Surface phase

3.3.1 Thermal and power considerations

Power and thermal aspects of surface missions are heav-
ily coupled. In extreme temperature environments (cold or
hot), significant energy needs to be expended to heat or cool
the spacecraft’s electronics and/or mechanisms to an opera-
ble temperature before they can be used. In some cases, the
temperature environment is driving the life of a surface mis-
sion. Surface temperatures on Venus, for example, exceed
400 ◦C. The Soviet Venera probes were cooled to −10 ◦C
before entry into the Venusian atmosphere, were heavily
insulated and carried thermal ballast (phase-changing heat
accumulators) to increase their heat capacitance. Throughout
its descent and surface mission, the probe’s internal temper-
ature gradually increased as heat flowed in from the outside
eventually leading to overheating and the expected end of the
mission.

For missions with an extended surface life, the thermal
subsystem needs to control the spacecraft to an acceptable
temperature range throughout the mission. For example,
spacecraft electronics and mechanisms are typically tem-
perature controlled. Some elements of the spacecraft, such
as external sensors, may need to be designed to operate
at extreme temperatures since they may be more exposed
and cannot easily be thermally controlled. For surface mis-
sions on an airless body, such as the Moon or asteroids,
radiative heat transfer is the dominant thermal factor. For
missions on a body with an atmosphere, such as Mars or
Venus, thermal convection and conductance, as well as the
optical depth of the atmosphere (i.e., the level of absorption
and scattering), need also to be taken into account. Typical
temperature control designs include a combination of sur-
faces finishes, insulation, radiators, internal heat dissipation,
dedicated electrical heaters, radioisotope heater units (RHU),
louvers, heat pipes, thermo-electric coolers, or pumped fluid
loops. Thermal control often is a significant part of a space-
craft’s energy budget and can create operational constraints
on when certain spacecraft functions can be used.

The energy needs of surface missions can vary widely. For
short missions that last a few hours, such as the entry probes
to Venus, the spacecraft’s energy needs can be supplied
from a single charge of its battery. However, for missions
with extended surface life, the required energy needs to
be extracted from the environment, such as solar power,
and/or an energy source has to be carried along, such as a
radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG).

Photovoltaic cells typically are used to convert solar power
with efficiencies of 15–25%. The Lunar Surveyor Landers,
Mars Pathfinder, MER rovers, and Phoenix Lander all used
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solar arrays to power the spacecraft. The use of solar power
is obviously tied to the presence of the Sun. On Mars, with
a similar rotation rate and tilt as Earth, solar energy needs
to be stored in batteries in order to power elements of the
spacecraft during the night (e.g., survival heaters). Given the
potentially limited battery capacity, using solar power may
impose significant operational constraints on mission activ-
ities during the night. Another limitation is the deposit of
dust and particles onto the solar arrays over time thereby
reducing the efficiency of the cells. Interestingly enough, the
MER rovers experienced a solar array cleaning by dust dev-
ils that swept across their solar arrays. For Lunar missions,
the Lunar day and night each last approximately 14 Earth
days and poses significant challenges for missions lasting
multiple Lunar days. Missions to the outer solar system can-
not rely on sufficient influx of solar energy to power their
spacecraft. They rely instead on RTGs, which convert the
heat generated by the decay of radioactive material (usually
Plutonium-238) using thermo-electric converters. RTGs pro-
vide a source of continuous power with a half-life of tens of
years, thus allowing significant operational flexibility. How-
ever, the use of RTGs as well as RHUs requires White House
approval for launch. The Viking Mars Landers used RTGs
and the Mars Science Laboratory plans on using a newly
designed Multi-Mission RTG (MMRTG) as its power source.

3.3.2 Surface operations and communications

Surface operations and communications with the lander
or rover are heavily intertwined, with the former heav-
ily dependent on the latter. The frequency and duration of
communication passes and the amount of data that can be
transmitted to and from the spacecraft greatly drives how
the mission control teams interact with the spacecraft. For
short missions that last a few hours, such as the Venera
probes to Venus or the Huygens Lander to Titan, all space-
craft sequences are typically autonomously executed and no
ground interventions are planned or possible. Instead, the lan-
der transmits its science and engineering data to relay and/or
terrestrial assets, and in some cases, the mission is complete
when the lander is no longer in view of these assets. For
missions with an extended surface life, regular communica-
tion sessions are scheduled to downlink the science data and
uplink new spacecraft commands. As discussed in preceding
sections, landers can communicate with the ground control
teams via relay spacecraft in its vicinity and/or direct-to-Earth
(DTE). DTE allows for greater flexibility in scheduling the
communication session albeit at a lower data rate, whereas
communication via relay offers higher data rates, but limits
the communication sessions to the times the relay asset is in
view. MER, for example, has the capability to communicate

both via DTE (using X-Band to the Deep Space Network)
and through relay assets (using UHF to the Mars Odyssey
or Mars reconnaissance orbiter). The Phoenix Mars Lander,
on the other hand, was a relay mission only (using UHF to
Mars Odyssey and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter). Another
important aspect in operating a surface mission is the latency
with which data is received from or commands sent to the
lander. The latency, together with the frequency of available
communication passes, determine how often the ground can
intervene, and the level of autonomy required to accomplish
the mission. The one-way-light-time from Earth to the Moon
(and vice versa) is on the order of a second. However, it takes
several minutes for a signal to reach Mars and several hours
to reach the outer planets. In addition, if relay assets are used,
the latency can go up to several hours because the relay assets
may temporarily not be in view of Earth and/or the lander,
respectively. The Soviet Lunokhod lunar rovers, for exam-
ple, communicated via DTE and the low latency allowed the
mission control teams to tele-operate (i.e., remote control)
the rovers. Consequently, Lunokhod 2 covered 37 km in its
short four-month mission. Finally, using the available com-
munication infrastructure on the lander and relay spacecraft
(or DTE), the lander’s location on the surface can be
determined using one-way or, better, two-way Doppler
measurements.

3.3.3 Surface mobility and sample acquisition

Surface missions can include a mobile element, be all together
stationary or can entail a combination of fixed and mobile
elements. Obviously, having the capability to move on the
surface affords significant flexibility in reaching scientifically
interesting features (in order to avoid the “so close yet so far”
effect). This is even more important if areas of scientific inter-
est are not necessarily areas where it is safe to land, or if the
landing uncertainty exceeds the area of scientific interest. In
these cases, having surface mobility is needed to cover the
distance between landing site and areas of interest. If, on the
other hand, the area of interest is largely homogenous and
landing anywhere within the landing ellipse is acceptable,
then a stationary lander is sufficient. An example of the latter
is the Phoenix Mars Lander that touched down in the northern
plains of Mars to search for and confirm the presence of sub-
surface ice covering a large area. Mobile surface elements
were already introduced in early Soviet missions to Mars
(e.g., Prop-M rover on Mars 2) but were never successfully
deployed due to the missions failing before the deployment.
These early rovers were tethered to the lander. The first suc-
cessful lunar rover missions were the eight-wheeled Soviet
Lunokhod 1 and 2 rovers. They were un-tethered and covered
47 km of distance between them. The first successful rover on
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Mars was the six-wheeled Sojourner. It used for the first time
the rocker-bogie suspension affording it great stability and
an enhanced ability to negotiate large rocks nearly as high
as the rover itself. It was controlled via the Mars Pathfinder
Lander and thus constrained to stay in the general vicinity
of the lander for its entire mission duration. The next gen-
eration of rovers, the MER rovers Spirit and Opportunity,
were significantly larger and entirely self-contained. Not all
surface-mobility needs to be wheel based. The Soviet Prop-M
rover on the Mars 2 and 3 missions used actuated skids. More-
over, due to the low gravity of small bodies, other mobility
mechanisms, such as hopping, can be considered to explore
their surface. Where tele-operations is not feasible, such as on
Mars, a number of technologies are needed to autonomously
and safely navigate the surface including, for example, haz-
ard avoidance using stereo cameras, path planning, and visual
odometry.

Acquiring a sample or conducting in-situ surface sci-
ence can be accomplished in numerous ways and for various
reasons. Examining soil mechanics was the driver for the pen-
etrometer on the Venera and Lunokhod probes and the Soil
Mechanics Surface Sampler (SM/SS) on the Lunar Survey-
ors. For contact science, instruments are being placed next to
the object of interest. For example, MER is using its Instru-
ment Deployment Device (IDD) arm to place the Athena
science suite next to the geological feature of interest (see
Section 3.4). Similarly, the Phoenix Mars Lander used its
robotic arm to place its Thermal and Electrical Conductivity
Probe on the desired target.

In many cases, the scientific objectives call for acquiring
a sample and delivering it to onboard analysis instrument.
The latter is significantly more complex and challenging than
the other two investigations. Issues such as the amount of
sample needed, the delivery mechanisms, and how to con-
firm successful delivery need to be addressed in the design
phase. Moreover, because the make-up and properties of the
soil, rocks, and surface material to be sampled are not known
ahead of time, testing the sampling system under a realistic
environment poses a special challenge. However, a number of
missions have successfully acquired and delivered samples
to date. The Viking Mars Landers used the surface sampler
arm to deliver soil samples to an onboard biological analy-
sis experiment. Similarly, the Phoenix Mars Lander used its
robotic arm to deliver icy samples to its onboard instruments.
It thereby used a drill on the arm to acquire samples from the
hard ice surface. The Soviet Venera missions acquired sur-
face sample and delivered them to their instruments by going
through three chambers with decreasing pressure and temper-
ature. An especially impressive feat is the use of a coring drill
on the Soviet Luna 24 sample return mission, which acquired
samples at a depth of 2 m.

Sample acquisition on small bodies has a number of addi-
tional challenges. Due to the minimal gravity force small
bodies exert, other approaches need to be employed to keep
the spacecraft and its sampling mechanisms in the vicinity of
the surface to be sampled. One proposed sampling method
relies on lowering two counter-rotating brush wheels to the
surface using a robotic arm. Upon contact with the ground,
the brush wheels would kick soil up into a collection chamber.
Throughout the sampling the spacecraft would fire thrusters
to keep itself in position. The Hayabusa Asteroid Sample
Return mission planned on firing a projectile while hovering
over the surface and capturing some of the dust flying off
as a result of the impact. The spacecraft landed on its target
asteroid in 2005, however due to a malfunction the projectile
was not fired. Still, it was believed that some sample may
have been collected when the spacecraft touched down. The
Rosetta mission, slated to arrive to Comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko in 2014, will release the Philae lander to the
comet surface. Immediately after touchdown, a harpoon will
be fired to anchor the lander to the ground and prevent it from
escaping from the comet’s extremely weak gravity. Its Sam-
ple and Distribution Device will then drill more than 20 cm
into the surface to collect and deliver samples to different
ovens or for microscope inspection.

3.3.4 Sample return strategies

Returning acquired samples to Earth for analysis adds another
layer of mission complexity. For bodies with significant grav-
ity, the samples need to be lofted using a propulsive stage.
If there is a significant atmosphere, such as on Venus, the
aerodynamic losses in the lower atmosphere are significant,
and using a balloon to carry the return rocket into the higher
atmosphere first may be more efficient. An ascent vehicle
containing the samples could be inserted either directly into
an Earth return trajectory or into orbit first to then ren-
dezvous with the Earth Return Vehicle. The latter approach
has the advantage of not having to land and then loft the mass
associated with the Earth Return Vehicle. The Soviet Luna
Sample Return missions successfully used direct-to-Earth
return trajectories, whereas the manned Apollo missions used
the lunar rendezvous option. In both cases, the respective
landers served as launch pads for the ascent stages. For
a potential future Mars Sample Return mission, numerous
options have been studied to date, and the in-orbit rendezvous
option is currently being favored. The ascent from small
bodies can typically be accomplished with the spacecraft’s
onboard thrusters due to the small gravitational pull. Once a
sample return capsule reaches Earth, it has to safely enter,
descend through the Earth’s atmosphere, and land before
being retrieved by ground crews.
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3.3.5 Planetary protection

Many surface exploration missions focus on the search for
past or present life. This is particularly true for current
missions to Mars and potential future missions to some
of Jupiter’s and Saturn’s moons, including Jupiter’s moon
Europa, where a subsurface ocean is believed to exist. Plan-
etary protection deals with preventing or minimizing the
unintentional delivery of living or dead organic matter to
other celestial bodies (“forward contamination”). Introduc-
ing terrestrial organisms to other worlds jeopardizes the
scientific return of future missions and might lead to false pos-
itives from onboard instruments designed to detect existing
and/or past live. Planetary protection also deals with pre-
venting contamination of Earth with hazardous material or
organisms from a non-terrestrial biosphere (“backward con-
tamination”). The United Nations Outer Space Treaty of 1967
established a legal foundation for planetary protection upon
which the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) issued
its planetary protection regulations.

Mission targets are classified into five categories depend-
ing on the level of relevance to the study of life. Mars Landers,
for example, typically fall into category IV, and are required
to meet stringent sterilization levels. To achieve this, a suite of
methods is applied including air filtration, the use of assem-
bly garb and clean-room assembly procedures, heating and
radiation of the spacecraft or parts thereof, and the applica-
tion of sterilizing chemicals. In some cases, components of
the spacecraft that interact with the soil have more stringent
sterilization requirements than the rest of the spacecraft. For
example, the robotic arm on the Phoenix Mars Lander was
cleaned to more stringent requirements than the rest of the
spacecraft and was subsequently protected with a bio-barrier
until Phoenix safely landed on Mars. Sample return missions
fall into Category V, with restricted Earth returns being the
most stringent category. In this context, any sample should be
contained using a verifiable and fail-safe method after sam-
ple acquisition before returning to Earth. This is commonly
referred to as “breaking the chain.”

4 CASE EXAMPLES

Given the numerous design considerations discussed above, it
is no surprise that a variety of mission approaches and space-
craft designs have been employed to accomplish the lunar and
planetary surface exploration to date. While it is beyond the
scope of this chapter to cover all possible approaches, it is the
intent of this section to briefly highlight three very different
cases of lunar and planetary exploration: the Lunar Surveyor
3 Moon Lander as an example of a successful lunar lander,

the Soviet Venera 13 Lander as an example of a successful
mission to the surface of Venus, and finally the Mars Explo-
ration Rovers (Spirit and Opportunity) as case of a successful
Mars surface mission. The reader is encouraged to consult the
references at the end of this chapter for more information on
other surface missions.

4.1 Lunar Surveyor 3

The Surveyor project was designed to explore the moon and
provide basic data about the Moon (as well as demonstrate
new technologies) in support of the Apollo project. A total of
seven spacecraft were launched, five of which successfully
landed on the surface of the Moon. For more information on
Surveyor 3, see NASA/JPL (1967).

4.1.1 Spacecraft

The spacecraft used a tubular aluminum spaceframe for basic
structural support (Figure 5). Three landing leg assemblies,
the high-gain antenna, and solar panel positioner mechanisms
as well as the propulsion systems were directly attached
to the spaceframe. The propulsion subsystem consisted of
a bipropellant vernier engine system and a solid-propellant
main retrorocket motor. The latter removed the major portion
of the spacecraft approach velocity during terminal descent
while the former performed midcourse maneuvers, attitude
control during main retrorocket burning, and velocity vector
and attitude control during terminal descent. The Surveyor
3 spacecraft weighed 1035 kg (2281.3 lb) at separation and
298 kg (657 lb) at final touchdown, and stood about 3 m tall.

Thermal control over the extreme temperature range of
the lunar surface (+127 ◦C to −162 ◦C) was accomplished
by a combination of passive controls such as super-insulation
and special surface finishes, active heater systems, and semi-
active thermal switches. The S-Band telecommunications
subsystem allowed Surveyor 3 to communicate direct-to-
Earth with up to 4400 bits s−1 using two omni-directional
antennas for up/downlink, and a high-gain directional pla-
nar array for downlink only. The electrical power subsystem
was fed by single solar panel capable of generating con-
tinuous unregulated power at 90 to 55 W, depending upon
environmental temperature and sun incidence angle. Energy
was stored by the two spacecraft batteries (main and auxil-
iary), though only the main battery could be recharged to an
energy storage of 3520 W h.

Surveyor 3 carried a survey television camera, engineering
instrumentation including strain gauges and temperatures,
and, for the first time, a Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler
(SM/SS) arm. The latter had a total reach of 1.6 m and
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Figure 5. Surveyor 3 spacecraft. Image courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.

was primarily a soil-mechanics experiment to provide data
based on picking, digging, and handling of lunar surface
material.

4.1.2 Mission

Surveyor 3 launched from Cape Canaveral on 17 April 1967
from Pad 36B at Cape Kennedy on a Atlas Centaur AC-12
vehicle. During launch, the legs were folded for stowage
under the shroud, but shortly before spacecraft separation
the legs were extended. After coasting on a trans-lunar tra-
jectory the probe reached the Moon on 20 April 1967. At a
slant range of 97 km (60 miles) from the surface of the Moon
the Terminal Descent was initiated.

The spacecraft altitude marking radar provided a mark
signal that initiated the automatic descent sequence. After
a delay of 5.1 s, the three liquid-propellant vernier engines
ignited, followed (after an additional 1.1 s delay) by ignition
of the solid-propellant main retromotor at a lunar slant range
of about 82 km (270,000 ft) and velocity of about 2.6 km s−1

(8600 ft s−1). Main retro burnout occurred at a range of 11 km
(36 000 ft) after the spacecraft had been decelerated to a
velocity of 150 m s−1 (492 ft s−1). After the solid motor case

was ejected, the radar altimeter and Doppler velocity sen-
sor (RADVS) became operational and controlled the final
descent by throttling the vernier engines. Initial touchdown
occurred at 00:04:17 GMT on 20 April 1967, 65 h after
launch, with a velocity of about 1.8 m s−1 (6 ft s−1). Figure 6
shows the nominal events of the terminal descent.

The vernier engines remained on through the first two
touchdowns but then were turned off by ground command
about 1 s before the third touchdown. The landing site was in
the Ocean of Storms at 2.94◦S latitude and 23.34◦W longi-
tude, within a crater that is about 200 m in diameter and 15 m
deep.

Spacecraft operations were conducted through the end of
the lunar day, providing extensive engineering and scientific
data. The SM/SS experiments included eight bearing tests
in which the scoop was pushed into the surface, 14 impact
tests in which the scoop was dropped from different heights,
the digging of four trenches with depths up to 18 cm, and the
handling and dumping of various surface materials, including
the clamping of a small rock. A total of over 6300 pictures
were received including panoramas of the lunar surface out
to the horizon, which is the rim of the crater in all direc-
tions, and pictures taken in coordination with operation of the
SM/SS.
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Figure 6. Surveyor 3 terminal descent (nominal events). Image courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.

As the lunar day came to a close, the spacecraft was
secured for the lunar night in a configuration which was
believed most favorable for its reawakening the second lunar
day. On 4 May 1967, 14 days after touchdown, a com-
mand was sent turning off all spacecraft power (except to
the receiver-decoders, which cannot be turned off). Starting
on the second lunar day, from 23 May to 2 June, commands
were sent repeatedly to revive Surveyor 3, but all attempts
were unsuccessful.

Apollo 12, the second lunar manned mission, touched
down in the Ocean of Storm on 20 November 1969, within

200 m from Surveyor 3 and returned parts of the spacecraft
(including the television camera) for analysis of the effects
of space on the hardware.

4.2 Venera 13

The Venera 13 mission was the 8th successful Venus landing
of the Soviet Venera program. It was the first to obtain color
images of the Venusian surface. For more details on this mis-
sion, see Harvey (2006), Johnson (1979), Reeves (1994) and
Clark (1985).
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Figure 7. Soviet Venera 13 model of lander (foreground) and entire spacecraft (background). Image courtesy NASA.

4.2.1 Spacecraft

Venera 13, like its predecessors Venera 9–12, was a second
generation Venera probe (Figure 7). It consisted of a fly-by
spacecraft and lander. The latter was contained within a spher-
ical aeroshell mounted on top of the fly-by spacecraft. The
spacecraft was powered by two solar arrays mounted on the
sides. The entire spacecraft stood about 5 m tall, had a span
of 6.7 m, and a launch mass of about 4700–5000 kg.

The spherical aeroshell had a diameter of 2.4 m and a mass
of about 1700 kg. It was designed to enter the atmosphere at
a shallow angle of 18–21◦ thereby limiting the deceleration
levels to 150–180 Earth gravity.

The lander had at its base a sphere with a diameter of 1 m
containing much of the scientific instruments. At the bottom
of the lander, it had a shock-absorbing crushable ring to cush-
ion the impact upon landing as well as razor-shaped teeth to
smooth the flow during descent. The upper part of the lander
was a cylindrical structure, containing the antenna, and a disk-
brake used for the later part of the landing. It is believed that
the lander could communicate up to 3000 bits s−1 with the
fly-by spacecraft (based on Venera 11 and 12 performance).
A set of pipes was used to cool the lander before atmospheric

entry. The overall lander stood about 2 m tall and had a mass
of 760 kg.

The payload included a set of atmospheric instruments,
panoramic cameras, a penetrometer, a drill, and sampling
device in conjunction with an X-ray fluorescent spectrome-
ter, an electrical/acoustic experiment (Groza 2), and pressure
and temperature indicators among other instruments. The
cameras were located under the disc brake, angled in such
a way that each could take a 180◦ panorama. Between the
two cameras, a full 360◦ panorama could be obtained.

4.2.2 Mission

Venera 13 was launched on 30 October 1981 from Baikonour
aboard a Proton booster and upper stage. After traveling 130
million km, the Venera 13 lander separated from the fly-by
spacecraft on 27 February 1981 at a distance of 33 000 km
from Venus. The lander’s interior was cooled to −10 ◦C
to extend its surface life once landed. Two days later, on
March 1, the lander entered the atmosphere at a speed of
11.2 km s−1 and a flight path angle of 18–21◦. Similar to
previous Veneras, the Venera 13 fly-by spacecraft served as
relay between the lander and Earth. However, it did not carry
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enough fuel to enter orbit around Venus, but instead flew-by
the planet thereby increasing the time it would be in view of
the lander.

The lander, encapsulated in its spherical aeroshell, under-
went aerodynamics deceleration as it descended through the
atmosphere. Some of the lander’s atmospheric instruments
started collecting data at an altitude of 110 km above the
ground. Next, a first breaking parachute opened to reduce
the speed to 250 m s−1. At an altitude of 63 km, the upper
half of the protective sphere and the breaking parachute were
released, followed by the deployment of the main parachutes.
During this phase the lower half of the protective sphere was
dropped. At an altitude of 47 km, the main parachutes were
jettisoned. The lander now free fell towards the ground, but
the disk-brake and the dense atmosphere prevented the lander
from accelerating to its destruction. Sixty-two minutes after
entering the atmosphere, the lander impacted the ground at a
speed of 7.5 m s−1 cushioned by a shock-absorbing crushable
ring at the bottom of the lander. Figure 8 shows the nominal
events of the entry, descent and landing.

Figure 8. Soviet Venera 13 entry, descent, and landing (nominal
events). Image courtesy NASA.

The landing site was 7.5◦S and 303.5◦E. The outside sur-
face temperature and pressure were 457 ◦C and 89 atm, and
initial wind speed was 0.3–1 m s−1. However, the inside tem-
perature and pressure at landing was 30 ◦C and 1 atmosphere.

After the camera lens covers were ejected, the spacecraft
took eight panoramas using red, green, and blue and clear
filters allowing the ground to generate a color image. Within
32 s after landing a mechanical ladder extended onto the sur-
face and started to drill a rock. The drill penetrated 3 cm
into the surface and retrieved 1–2 cm3 of samples. The sam-
ples were transferred through three chambers with decreasing
pressure and temperature, the last one being at a tempera-
ture of 30 ◦C and a pressure of 1/2000th of that of Venus’
normal surface pressure. Once transferred, the samples were
analyzed by the X-ray fluorescent sprectrometer. Meanwhile,
the Groza acoustic experiment detected the falling of the lens
caps, the drilling sound and the laboratory at work and the
wind blowing lightly in the background. The drilling and
initial scan was completed within 4 min. The entire sample
measurement took 32 min since in the original planning it was
assumed that the duration of transmission lasted only 32 min.
However, the lander operated and sent signals for 127 min,
almost four times longer than expected.

4.3 Mars Exploration Rovers

The Mars Exploration Rover (MER) project’s objective was
to determine whether the environment in two Martian regions
might once have been capable of supporting life. The mis-
sion consisted of two rovers, Spirit and Opportunity. For
more details on MER, see NASA/JPL (2004) and Desai and
Knocke (2004).

4.3.1 Spacecraft

For the journey to Mars, the spacecraft consisted of the cruise
stage and the entry aeroshell (Figure 9a). The cruise stage
provided all the spacecraft functions needed for the journey
from Earth to Mars. The aeroshell consisted of the backshell
and the heatshield both protecting the lander during the atmo-
spheric entry. The backshell contained the parachutes as well
as solid-fuel retro-rockets to be used to reduce velocity just
before landing. Nested inside the aeroshell was the lander that
had three folded-up petals forming a tetrahedral box. On the
outside of the lander petals were the airbags and nested within
the lander was the snuggly folded rover. In its cruise configu-
ration, the spacecraft was 2.65 m in diameter and stood 1.6 m
tall. The total mass at launch was 1062 kg.

The rover itself is 1.5 m tall, 2.3 m wide, and 1.6 m long and
has a mass of 174 kg (Figure 9b). The rover is equipped with
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Figure 9. (a) MER spacecraft; (b) rover. Image courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.

six-wheel drive and a rocker-bogie suspension system. The
latter allows the rover to roll over rocks bigger than the wheel
diameter of 26 cm. Its mechanical configuration enables the
rover to tolerate a tilt of up to 45◦ in any direction without
overturning, and independent steering of the front and rear
wheels lets the rover turn in place or drive in gradual arcs. The
rover has navigation software and hazard-avoiding capabili-
ties. They rely on two pairs of hazard-identification cameras,
one pair mounted at the front of the rover and the other at the
rear, as well as on a pair of navigation cameras mounted on
a mast rising from the rover’s deck.

The power system consists of the rover’s solar array and
two lithium-ion batteries inside the warm electronics box.
The energy generated by the solar arrays is used to recharge
the batteries and drive the daytime activities. The total daily
energy available varies over time because of accumulating
dust and the change in season. Nighttime temperatures at
the landing sites may fall as low as −105 ◦C (−157 ◦F).
The batteries need to be kept above −20 ◦C (−4 ◦F) for
when they are supplying power, and above 0 ◦C (32 ◦F) when
being recharged. To this end, heat inside the warm electron-
ics box comes from a combination of electrical heaters, eight
radioisotope heater units, and heat given off by electronics
components.

The rover can communicate either direct-to-Earth via its
X-band radio or via relay orbiters using its UHF radio.
When using X-band, the rover can transmit up to 28 kbits s−1,
though the actual data rate is heavily dependent on the range
to Earth and whether the High or Low Gain Antenna is used.

When communicating through UHF, the rover can transmit
up to 256 kbits s−1 using its monopol antenna to either Mars
Odyssey or Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.

The rover’s payload resembles the toolbox of a terrestrial
field geologist. Central to the rover’s payload is its robotic
arm, called the Instrument Deployment Device (IDD). The
IDD holds two spectrometers, a microscopic imager, and a
rock abrasion tool. The latter is the rover’s equivalent of
a geologist’s rock hammer. The arm with its instruments
extends forward when the rover is in position to examine a
particular rock or patch of soil, and is stowed under the front
of the rover while the vehicle is traveling. In addition, a pair
of panoramic cameras, and a thermal emission spectrometer
are located on top of the rover mast.

4.3.2 Mission

Spirit launched on 10 June 2003 from Cape Canaveral’s Space
Launch Complex 17A aboard a Delta II (7925). Opportunity
launched on 7 July 2003 from Launch Complex 17B. After
a 8-months cruise to Mars, Spirit landed on 4 January (UTC
time) 2004 near the center of Gusev crater, which may have
once held a lake. Opportunity followed three weeks later and
landed on 25 January (UTC time), 2004, on the Meridiani
Planum, a region containing minerals that usually form under
watery conditions.

MER used the same airbag-cushioned landing scheme
that successfully delivered Mars Pathfinder and its rover
Sojourner to Mars in 1997. Figure 10 shows the nominal
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Figure 10. MER entry, descent, and landing (nominal sequence). Image courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech.

Entry, Descent, and Landing sequence with the actual time-
line for Spirit and Opportunity slightly varying. Fifteen
minutes before arriving at the atmospheric interface point, the
cruise stage separated. After a successful cruise from Earth
to Mars the latter was no longer needed. At the entry point,
the spacecraft entered the atmosphere at a planet-relative
velocity of 5.4 km s−1 and flight path angle of −11.5◦. The
spacecraft experienced a peak deceleration of 6.3 Earth g,
and 4 min after Entry, after having slowed down to about
430 m s−1, the parachute deployed at an altitude of 9.5 km.
20 s later the spacecraft jettisoned its heatshield, and 10 s later
the backshell still attached to the parachute started lower-
ing the lander on a bridle about 20 m long. At an altitude
of 2.4 km above the ground, the radar altimeter acquired
the ground and shortly thereafter the onboard camera took
three pictures of the ground to estimate the landers horizon-
tal velocity. Eight seconds before touchdown the lander’s
airbag inflated. Two seconds later, at an altitude of about
134 m, deceleration rockets mounted on the backshell fired
to zero out any vertical and horizontal velocity. Three sec-
onds later, when the lander was about 10 m above the ground,
the bridle was cut, and the airbag-protected lander free fell
to the ground while the retro-motors carried the backshell
and parachute to a safe distance away from the lander. The

lander then bounced for up to 1 km before coming to a
rest. Throughout the EDL sequence, the MER spacecraft
transmitted X-Band tones direct-to-Earth and sent teleme-
try via its UHF radio to the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS)
spacecraft.

After deflating and retracting the airbags and opening the
landing petals, the rovers were prepared for surface oper-
ations over the course of a few sols (Martian days). Since
their arrival on Mars, both rovers have conducted countless
geological and atmospheric investigations, have down-linked
thousands of images and, most importantly, have found signs
of past water. They relied on their X-band radio systems to
transmit and receive data directly to/from Earth using NASA’s
Deep Space Network (DSN), though the majority of sci-
ence and engineering data was returned via their UHF radios
through the Mars Odyssey Orbiter currently in orbit around
Mars. Both Spirit and Opportunity had an original goal of
operating for at least 90 Martian sols (92 Earth days) on the
surface of Mars. At the time of writing this chapter, Spirit
operated for 2204 sols and Opportunity for 2183 sols, that
is, more than six Earth years. It is believed that some of the
contributing factors in extending their life were the fact that
dust devils cleaned their solar array when sweeping across
them, and the use of RHUs to warm critical electronics parts
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of the spacecraft. Their current odometer reading is 7.7 km
for Spirit, and more than 19.8 km for Opportunity.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Missions to the surface of other celestial bodies constitute
some of the most complex endeavors undertaken in the explo-
ration of the Solar System to date. When designing a surface
mission, both science and engineering aspects have to be
addressed in an integrated manner as outlined in this chapter.
Moreover, a great deal of robustness needs to be built into
the mission and the spacecraft executing it. The last 50 years
of space exploration have seen numerous astonishing suc-
cesses in exploring the surfaces of other celestial bodies and
the future promises to be equally exciting with numerous
landers and rovers currently on the drawing boards.
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1 INTRODUCTION

From the beginning of the Space Age, most satellites have
been launched into, and operate in, orbits around the Earth.
During the first 50 years, beginning with the launch of Sputnik
I on 4 Oct 1957 and concluding with the launch of Dawn
(a scientific, interplanetary spacecraft) on 27 Sept 2007, 8458
objects have been launched during 4898 launches. Of these,
591 objects were on failed launch attempts. Correspond-
ing numbers for interplanetary spacecraft are significantly
smaller: a total of 303 objects launched on 196 missions, of
which 27 suffered launch failures. This mission count also
includes the nine US missions to the Moon (no landings on
Apollo flights 8, 10, and 13). If missions beyond both Earth
and Moon only are counted, then there are only 98 missions
out of the 4898 total, all of which are robotic (McNutt, 2009).

Details for many of these missions can be found in (Siddiqi,
2002).

2 INTERPLANETARY MISSION
CONSTRAINTS

2.1 Launch vehicles

Following the Sputnik launch, simple probes were launched
both to the Moon and to the planets Mars and Venus by both
the United States and Russia (then the Soviet Union) in a
de facto competition that was formalized by US President
Kennedy’s “Moon speech” (25 May 1961). Initial attempts
focused on the Moon, using simple payloads designed for
either flybys or impact. All of these probes faced challenges
not unlike those faced today, and for the same reason: the
need to escape the gravitational field of the Earth using avail-
able rockets launchers. All launch vehicles had originated
with military programs. Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
(ICBMs) were seen as a means of providing the ultimate
retaliatory strike force by using non-Earth escaping ballis-
tic trajectories. In the United States both the Atlas and Titan
were developed to fulfill this requirement (see Figure 1). The
less-powerful Thor was developed as an Intermediate Range
Ballistic Missile (IRBM), a stopgap prior to ICBM deploy-
ment. Thor gave way to the Delta series. Both the current
Delta IV and Atlas V were developed by the US Air Force
as part of the Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELV)
program and are the United States’ primary launch vehicles
for interplanetary missions.

A similar situation held in the Soviet Union. Initial devel-
opments of the launch vehicle for Sputnik-1, the R-7 ICBM,
led to the Soyuz launch vehicle, the main workhorse of
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Figure 1. (a) Atlas ICBM test launch from Cape Canaveral on 20 Feb 1958. (Reproduced from United States Air Force, 1958); (b)
Atlas V 551 launches the New Horizons mission to Pluto 19 Jan 2006 (see http://mediaarchive. ksc.nasa.gov/imageviewer.cfm?mediaid
=27775&mr=l&w=0&h=0&fn=06pd0102&sn=KSC-06pd-0102, accessed 9 January 2010). (Reproduced from NASA, 2006); (c) Titan II
missile launch from underground silo in 1960s (US Air Force, History Office, 2004). (Reproduced from Wikipedia, 2009); (d) Titan IV
Centaur with solid rocket motor units (SRMUs) launches Cassini on 15 October 1997. (NASA, 1997). Reproduced from Wikipedia, 2009.
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Table 1. Characteristics of launch vehicles and comparisons with aircraft.

Launch Vehicle Country Gross Mass (MT) Height (m) Mass to LEO (MT) Gross Mass/Mass to LEO

Saturn Va US 3038.50 102.00 118.00 25.75
Nova MM 1C (concept)a US 11 516.80 119.00 444.00 25.94
Space Shuttlea US 2029.63 56.00 24.40 83.18
Atlas V 551a US 433.00 59.70 20.05 21.60
Delta IVHa US 733.40 70.70 25.80 28.43
Ariane 5a ESA 777.00 59.00 16.00 48.56
H-2Aa Japan 406.00 52.50 17.28 23.50
GSLVa India 402.00 49.00 5.00 80.40
Protona Russia 712.80 53.00 21.00 33.94
Soyuz/Fregata Russia 305.00 46.10 5.50 55.45
CZ-3a China 241.00 52.50 7.20 33.47

Max Takeoff Weight Max Payload Takeoff Mass/
Aircraft Country (MT) Length (m) (MT) Payload Mass

747-400e US 412.77 70.67 67.18 6.14
777-200LRf US 340.195 62.94 61.689 5.51
A380-841b Airbus 560 72.571 83.524 6.70
Concordec UK/France 185.07 61.66 13.38 13.83
SR-71d US 63.56 32.74 0.2 317.80
Wright Flyer (1903)g US 0.3405 6.4262 0.06583 5.17
Saturn V to trans-lunar trajectorya US 3038.5 102 47 64.65
Space Shuttle/747-400 US 4.92 0.79 0.36 13.54
Atlas V 551/747-400 US 1.05 0.84 0.30 3.51

a Wade (2010).
b www.content.airbusworld.com/SITES/Technical Data/docs/AC/DATA CONSULT/AC A380.pdf (accessed 19 January 2005).
c www.concordesst.com (accessed 29 January 2003).
d Department of Defense (1987).
e Boeing (1994).
f Boeing (1998).
g National Air and Space Museum (2010).

the current Russian program. Similarly, the current Russian
Proton launch vehicle had its origins in Cold War ICBM
requirements.

Interplanetary probe launch vehicles now in use include
the Atlas V and Delta IV (United States), Ariane V (European
Space Agency, ESA), Proton and Soyuz (Russia), H-2
(Japan), GSLV (India), and CZ-3 (People’s Republic of
China). Table 1 provides some of these and other vehicle
characteristics, including the fueled mass (in metric tons,
MT; 1 MT = 1000 kg), height (meters, m), the mass that can
be delivered to low-Earth orbit (LEO; altitudes and orbital
inclinations vary), and the ratio of the gross mass to the mass
to LEO. At the bottom of the table there are included for
comparison similar characteristics for various aircraft. The
final column on the right (also referred to as the “growth fac-
tor” or “growth ratio” (Koelle, 2001) varies from ∼20 to ∼80

(the Shuttle carries both a 24.4 MT payload as well as itself,
at ∼100 MT, one could argue that the “real” ratio should be
∼16). Subsonic passenger aircraft (even including the Wright
Flyer) are only ∼5 to ∼7; the ratio increases for supersonic
craft. This ratio directly ties back to the speed and the physics,
chemistry, and technology of the various propulsion systems.
These scalings are fairly universal and provide limits on how
much propellant is required to reach LEO. For lunar or inter-
planetary missions, the propellant required to leave Earth’s
orbit and initiate the interplanetary trip must also be included.
The ratio grows by another factor of ∼2.6 if one considers
masses injected to a trans-lunar trajectory. It grows even more
if one considers the mass landed on the Moon or another
planet as that propellant must be accounted for as well.

To reach interplanetary distances from Earth, additional
energy must be imparted to the spacecraft over and above
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the 11.18 km s−1 required for Earth escape (Cox, 2000). The
corresponding additional requirement is usually expressed
as the C3, a measure of the additional energy per unit mass
required (units of km2 s−2). Launches to Mars and Venus
require relatively small (but positive) C3s (Gurzadyan, 1996).
The highest C3 achieved to date was 157.7 km2 s−2 for the
New Horizons mission to Pluto (Guo and Farquhar, 2008).

Rocket capabilities, as well as those on the spacecraft
themselves, are driven by the physics and chemistry of
rocket engine and propellant materials. The search for good
bipropellant combinations has been a long and costly one
(Sutton, 2006), and rocket engines are costly to develop as
well (Sackheim, 2006). Once an engine has been success-
ful, changes tend to be made in an evolutionary rather than
revolutionary way (Sutton, 2006).

It follows from the Tsiolkovsky equation (the “rocket
equation”) that for optimal performance the exhaust velocity
(expressed in m s−1, equals 9.81 times the specific impulse
Isp, expressed in seconds) is comparable to the speed change
required of the vehicle (Sutton and Biblarz, 2001). High-
thrust, lower stages typically have Isp ∼ 300 s and those using
liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen (LH2 and LOX) reach
∼420 to 460 s. Solid rocket engines have specific impulses
that typically range from the mid-200 s up to ∼300 s. Hence, a
typical chemical rocket stage can provide a speed increment,
approximately one-third of escape speed from the Earth, and
this is grounded in chemistry and physics.

It is now clear why typically multistage rockets are
required to accelerate payloads to orbital speeds and beyond.
In the United States, large craft such as Cassini, rely upon
the Centaur upper stage while smaller craft, such as New
Horizons, make use of upper stages that use solid rocket
motors, for example, the Star 48B (see Figure 2). In Russia,
the Fregat stage has been the workhorse for upper stage use
for the Soyuz vehicles, and the Briz for the larger Proton
launch vehicle, both using storable, that is, non-cryogenic
propellants.

2.2 Missions and mission design

Targets for interplanetary spacecraft reside throughout the
solar system. While reaching Mars and Venus are relatively
“easy” (and about equally so), the transport of large masses
to those places remains technically challenging. All planets
in the solar system have, at one time or another, been consid-
ered as venues for scientific exploration. Comets have also
been considered as objects for exploration, as have the moon
systems of the outer planets and asteroids of all different
types.

Figure 2. Atlas V 551 showing shroud and location of New
Horizons “launch stack.” The solid upper stage was used to pro-
pel the spacecraft to the highest speed of any spacecraft leaving
Earth.

Detailed calculations of trajectories must be made numer-
ically, although some insight into the nature of possible
trajectories and their requirements can be estimated analy-
tically (Gurzadyan, 1996). Use of low-thrust propulsion as
on Deep Space 1 (DS1) or the Dawn mission to the asteroids
Ceres and Vesta are tractable numerically, but do increase the
complexity of mission-design exercises. Following the suc-
cessful use of a gravitational assist at Venus that enabled
Mariner 10 to fly by the planet Mercury, the application
of gravity assists to trajectories has become commonplace
(Mintovitch, 1997). Such trajectories had been explored in
the mid-1960s (Niehoff, 1966) and had been studied for
fast, solar-system escapes (Ehricke, 1972). Such maneu-
vers have been key enablers of multiple missions, including
Pioneer 10 and 11, Mariner 10, Voyager 1 and 2, Galileo,
Cassini, Near-Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR), MErcury
Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging
(MESSENGER), and New Horizons.

3 INTERPLANETARY OBSERVATIONS

At the beginning of the Space Age there was a concerted
effort in the United States to lay down a scientific basis for
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robotic exploration in the solar system (NAS-NRC, 1962).
Plans for the International Geophysical Year (Stoneley, 1960)
had led to the inclusion by James Van Allen of a simple
Geiger tube on Explorer 1, which, along with subsequent
such instruments, led to the discovery and confirmation of
the “Van Allen radiation belts.”

From the earliest initial interplanetary probes through the
present, the high cost of interplanetary missions combined
with the absence of a corresponding driving economic incen-
tive has left these missions government funded. The coupling
of science with national and technical prestige has been insep-
arable from the beginning of such missions, although the
emphasis has shifted back and forth. Against this backdrop,
the scientific rationale for such missions requires compelling
arguments for why one must go to the expense of traveling
far beyond Earth’s orbit. Such travels must enable measure-
ments that can be made in no other way and that have the
potential to shift scientific paradigms.

4 REMOTE SENSING VERSUS IN SITU
MEASUREMENTS

Measurements made from interplanetary spacecraft fall into
two categories: remote sensing and in situ measurements.
Here “remote” typically refers to measurements not affected
by the medium intervening between the object and the space-
craft. Originally confined to imaging, remote sensing has
become hyperspectral, extending from the ultraviolet through
the infrared. X-ray, gamma-ray, and neutron spectroscopy
have also been implemented in order to provide global ele-
mental information, as well as radar to view subsurface
geological features, and laser altimetry to deduce topography.
Finally, “radio science” provides fundamental information
via observed changes to the spacecraft trajectory caused by
the details of the gravity fields, from which the underly-
ing mass distributions can be deduced and/or constrained,
observed deflection of paths traveled by radio signals, from
which line-of-sight atmospheric and ionospheric characteris-
tics can be deduced, and occultation of radio signals by airless
bodies, from which limits on shape can be deduced.

For imaging and spectroscopy, interplanetary spacecraft
provide resolution and perspectives not obtainable from
Earth’s orbit. The “dark side” of the Moon, first imaged by
the Soviet Luna 3 (see Figure 3) is the earliest example. One
modern example is imaging by the High Resolution Imaging
Science Experiment (HiRise) camera on the Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (MRO) (see Figure 4). At the other extreme,
the Long-Range Reconnaissance Imager (LORRI) on New
Horizons will begin to provide images of Pluto better than
those obtainable with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

Figure 3. “Far side” of the Moon, imaged by Luna 3 on 7 Oct 1959.
The first of 29 photographs, the far side is seen to be very different
from the Earth-facing side (Soviet Union, 1959). Reproduced from
NASA (1959).

Figure 4. The 10 km diameter Heimdal crater on Mars. The high
resolution inset shows the Mars Phoenix lander some 20 km in front
of the crater and about 13 km in altitude during its final descent phase
(see http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/tiff/PIA10705.tif, accessed 4
January 2010). Reproduced from NASA.

when the spacecraft is still about three months from its closest
approach to Pluto (see Figure 5).

Fly-by missions can be “light-starved” and/or subject to
smear due to high relative speeds at close distances. X-ray,
gamma-ray, and neuron spectrometers are even more photon-
and neutron-starved. Practical levels of signal to noise for
such instruments typically require orbital missions or lan-
ders/rovers, with multiple passages over the same terrain at
slower speeds or long exposure times, as appropriate.

In situ measurements focus on measuring conditions at
the spacecraft that are due to phenomena changed sig-
nificantly in character from that at their point of origin.
Such measurements include magnetic and electric fields
and their fluctuations, as well as characteristics of energetic
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Figure 5. (a) Triton and Pluto highest resolution from the Hubble
Space Telescope in orbit about the Earth; (b) A global color mosaic
of Triton acquired by Voyager 2 during its close flyby in August
1989.

particles, plasmas, and neutral particle environment. From
the early days of magnetospheric and interplanetary-medium
measurements in near-Earth space, the richness of the phe-
nomenology associated with magnetized planets has been
appreciated. However, interactions of the magnetized solar
wind with unmagnetized bodies such as Venus, Titan, comets,
and (we currently believe) Pluto, also gives rise to large-scale
electromagnetic effects on solid bodies and the plasmas and
particles in their near environments. In situ observations of
neutral atoms, molecules, and dust particles are also now
known to provide important clues to the evolution and current
state of planetary bodies.

4.1 Solar system exploration, heliophysics,
and astrophysics

Most interplanetary spacecraft have missions that directly
derive from the exploration of the solar system. Nonethe-
less, both the fields of heliophysics (study of the interaction
of the Sun with the Earth and the “local” environment) and
astrophysics (study of the properties and science of objects
and phenomena located outside of the Sun’s gravitational
influence) have, and continue, to benefit from interplanetary
spacecraft.

Heliophysics observations typically require in situ mea-
surements. Hence, the spacecraft must travel to the location
of the phenomena and/or unique vantage points from which
such phenomena can be observed. Most such observations
have been at the location of about 1 AU from the Sun, but
remote from the Earth. These include measurements of the
properties of the interplanetary medium from 11 spacecraft
to date: Pioneers 5–9, the International Sun-Earth Explorer
(ISEE-3)/International Comet Explorer (ICE) (Farquhar,

1998), the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE), in orbit
at the L1 Lagrange point of the Earth-Sun system (Farquhar
et al., 2003), Wind (in orbit about the L1 point), the Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), in orbit at L1, and the
twin Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO A and
B) spacecraft, that lag and lead the Earth in orbits at ∼1 AU
from the Sun. Studying the properties of the solar wind and
solar energetic particles has also led to some of the most
trying thermal and propulsion requirements. To probe prop-
erties of the solar wind close to the Sun, the German Helios 1
and 2 spacecraft were launched with US Titan IIIE/Centaurs
to reach inwards with perihelia of ∼60 solar radii (RS). To
combat the extreme thermal conditions, the twin spacecraft
rotated rapidly ∼60 rpm to spread the heat while using a vari-
ety of mirrored surfaces to combat the thermal input. Even
more extreme conditions are being dealt with in the design
of a Solar Probe, designed to reach as close as 9.5 RS from
the center of the Sun and now scheduled for launch in 2018
(McComas et al., 2008). The joint NASA/ESA Ulysses probe
for studying the interplanetary medium at high latitudes used
a three-stage solid rocket to launch to Jupiter after being
deployed from the Space Shuttle. The high-energy launch
and subsequent Jupiter flyby rotated the orbital plane to ∼90◦

from the plane of the ecliptic.
Astrophysical observations have been conducted to date

from various Earth orbits. However, the upcoming James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is planned for deployment
at the Earth–Sun L2 Lagrange point. Other infrared-based
missions, notably the Space Interferometry Mission (SIM)
have been proposed for deployment in solar orbit beyond
∼3 AU to minimize noise produced by the relatively “hot”
interplanetary dust responsible for the zodiacal light.

The Pioneer 10 and 11, Voyager 1 and 2, and New Horizons
spacecraft all deserve some special mention. The five space-
craft, of which Pioneer 10 and 11 are no longer operational,
are the only spacecraft with escape velocities (Stone et al.,
2008) from the solar system. Both the Pioneer and Voyager
missions have concentrated on measurements of the particle
and fields environment of interplanetary space following their
final planetary flybys. Both Voyagers have crossed the termi-
nation shock of the solar wind and entered the heliosheath,
the region of shocked solar wind that marks the beginning
of the transition to the interstellar medium (Stone et al.,
2005, 2008; McComas et al., 2008). New Horizons also car-
ries a plasma and energetic particle detector as part of its
payload.

All five spacecraft are powered with radioisotope thermo-
electric generators (RTG), decoupling their power supplies
from the distance to the Sun. The radioactive decay of the
plutonium-238 (238Pu), which provides the RTG power, does
limit the lifetime of the Voyagers and New Horizons, as it did
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those of Pioneer 10 and 11. Current expectations are that with
power sharing of the remaining Voyager fields and particles
instruments, heliosheath measurements may remain possible
through the decade of the 2020s.

4.2 Stages of scientific investigation

As the interplanetary segment of space exploration has
matured, so have many of the needed technologies. New
investigations are either more detailed or approach previously
“known” problems in a new way. The formulation from the
early 1990s had a “reconnaissance” phase that was a “first

look” made with flyby missions and an “exploration phase”
that was a more detailed look only obtainable with orbiter
missions. The “intensive study” phase was envisioned as
focusing on addressing– and hopefully answering– detailed
questions that arose during the first two phases (Table 2)
(SSED, 1991). Means to be employed, in order of increas-
ing implementation difficulty (technical and cost), included
landers, rovers, and sample returns.

The “highlighted missions” are those that were still to
be accomplished at that time. These tables show what had
been done (by the United States) and suggested what should
be done but the “why” and “how” are not discussed. How-
ever, the last 15 years have witnessed a decided shift for a

Table 2. How past and planned missions were spread across these categories in planning in 1991.a Reproduced from NASA (1991).

Outer Planets Other Planetary
Systems

Jupiter Saturn Neptune Uranus Pluto Extrasolar

Reconnaissance Pioneer 10 Flyby Pioneer 11 Flyby Voyager Flyby Voyager Flyby Flyby Toward other
Pioneer 11 Flyby Voyager 1 Flyby Planetary systems
Voyager 1 Flyby Voyager 2 Flyby (Keck III)
Voyager 2 Flyby

Exploration Galileo Cassini Orbiter/Probe Orbiter/Probe
Intensive Study Jupiter Grand Tour

Inner Planets

Mercury Venus Moon Mars

Reconnaissance Mariner 10 flyby Mariner 2 flyby Ranger 7 Photo Mariner 4 flyby
Mariner 5 flyby Ranger 8 Photo Mariner 6,7 flyby
Mariner 10 flyby Ranger 9 Photo

Exploration Orbiter Pioneer 12 Orbiter Lunar Orbiter 1-5 Mariner 9 Orbiter
Pioneer 13 Probes Surveyor 1,3,5-7 Viking 1,2
Magellan

Intensive Study Atmosphere/Surface Probe Apollo 11-17 Mars Observer
Lunar Observer Mars Network

Mission from Planet Earth

Small Bodies

Asteroids Comets

Reconnaissance Galileo Flyby International Cometary Explorer
Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby
Cassini Flyby

Exploration Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby
Intensive Study Comet Nucleus Sample Return

a From SSED (1991) Table 2.
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more cogent justification than sufficed in the past. This is
precisely the need that the community consensus documents
have attempted to fill, especially those from outside NASA,
that is, from the National Academy of Sciences (NRC, 2003a,
2003b, 2008).

5 SPACECRAFT HARDWARE

5.1 Science payloads

Interplanetary spacecraft are expensive undertakings with
many stakeholders in both the scientific and outside com-
munities, so an appropriate payload that makes significant
measurements is required to justify such missions. Table 3
shows a variety of recent interplanetary missions and mass
statistics for the spacecraft and their payloads.

The number of included instruments in this table runs from
a low of three (Mars Odyssey) to twelve (Cassini), but these
are not extremes and do not necessarily correlate well with
system mass. The Magellan radar mission to Venus had only
one instrument (the radar), while the relatively low mass Pio-
neer 10 mission (258 kg) carried 15 science investigations.
Even with the payload masses of Table 3 running from 45–
274 kg, the payload mass fraction only varies by a factor ∼2
(∼7.5% to ∼15%) of the dry mass. Larger spacecraft tend to
have larger payload-mass fractions, but the trends also depend

Table 3. Recent interplanetary science missions and payloads.

Payload
Number of Payload Spacecraft mass

Spacecraft instruments mass dry mass fraction

Galileo orbitera 10 111.30 1291.00 8.62%
Cassini orbitera 12 273.96 2150.00 12.74%
Voyagerb 10 104.32 721.90 14.45%
NEARc 5 56.00 468.10 11.96%
MESSENGERd 7 47.30 507.80 9.31%
New Horizons 6 28.43 385.00 7.38%
ACEe 10 167.74 590.00 28.43%
Ulyssesf 9 54.92 333.20 16.48%
Mars Odysseyg 3 45.00 376.30 11.96%

a Rocket and Space Technology (2010) (see also http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
database/MasterCatalog?sc=1989-084B&ex=* and http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.
gov/database/MasterCatalog?sc=1997-061A&ex=*, accessed 11 January
2010).
b National Space Science Data Center (2010a).
c Cheng (1997), Table 4.
d Solomon et al. (2007), Table 1.
e APL (1998).
f Wikipedia (2010).
g National Space Science Data Center (2010b) and JPL (2010).

on other details, such as the onboard propellant requirements
(to produce a velocity change or �v to carry out the mission
design).

Indirectly, the payload mass also drives the power require-
ments. In general, a “rule-of-thumb” is that instruments
require ∼1 W per kg of mass. This ratio continues to hold
quite well over a number of years and a wide variety of
instrument masses.

5.2 Spacecraft systems

Spacecraft are typically divided into subsystems by func-
tion, and interplanetary spacecraft are no exception. Many
of these subsystems are similar for any mission, regardless
of requirements (in addition to reaching orbit and operat-
ing in space). However, interplanetary spacecraft do require
additional features- or differences in features- from those
operating in Earth’s orbit. While spacecraft tend to follow
classes and evolutionary design changes, more recent inter-
planetary craft with more focused scientific, and sometimes
accompanying environmental, requirements have become
specialized to the extent that a generic carrier (“spacecraft
bus” or “bus”) for a specialized instrument payload has
become more and more problematic. Early on, common bus
designs were employed for different targets (see Figure 6),
but this is now less and less the case. In the United States,
two “lines” of spacecraft were the simpler Pioneers (derived
from the interplanetary fields and particles missions) and the
more complex Mariner spacecraft (derived from the Lunar
Rangers).

The European Space Agency (ESA) provided the third
national Mars-orbiting spacecraft (after the United States and
Russia) with its Mars Express (launched 2 June 2003). Echo-
ing the 1960s, ESA built a near-duplicate, christened Venus
Express and launched to Venus 9 November 2005. Both of
those missions have been successful.

NASA, drawing on the Voyager experience, looked to
the design of a generic, outer-planets spacecraft. Dubbed
the “Mariner Mark II,” one model was slated for the Comet
Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) mission, another for a
Saturn Orbiter/Titan Probe, a third for a Neptune Orbiter, and
a fourth for a Pluto Flyby (see Table 2). Budget concerns and
technical problems ended the program, although the Cassini
Orbiter was essentially a scaled-back version of an evolved
Mariner Mark II.

To enhance the probability of mission success from the
1960s through the 1970s, spacecraft for interplanetary mis-
sions were typically developed in pairs, one being a backup in
case the primary unit failed. This has evolved into redundant
units on the spacecraft themselves (a “side A” and a “side B”)
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Figure 6. (a to d) Soviet Venera 3 and Mars 1 had comparable designs. The US Mariner 2 spacecraft from the same era was derived from the
US Ranger (lunar impactor) spacecraft ((a) to (d): National Space Science Data Center 2010c, 2010d; JPL, 2002; National Space Science
Data Center 2010e). Reproduced from NASA.

that are either switched between automatically using onboard
autonomy or can be switched by ground command. Only indi-
vidual instruments and spacecraft systems for which a backup
cannot be accommodated for technical reasons, for example,
high-gain antenna (HGA), are flown as “single-string” sys-
tems, that is, if they fail, there is no system available for taking
over that function.

Dual spacecraft approaches were used for Pioneer 10 and
11 (a third flight unit is actually on display in the National Air
and Space Museum, NASM), but most multiple-spacecraft
redundancy was used in the higher value Mariner line:

Mariner 1 and 2 to Venus, Mariner 1 lost, Mariner 3 and
4 to Mars, Mariner 3 lost, Mariner 6 and 7 to Mars– both
successful, Mariner 8 and 9 to Mars, Mariner 8 lost, Mariner
10 to Venus and Mercury – a “cheap” mission with no
backup, and Mariner 11 and 12, which became Voyager 1
and 2. In addition, the Viking 1 and 2 Orbiters and Landers
to Mars were both flown to ensure the operation of the
first long-lived, soft lander on Mars. Both missions were
successful and surface operations continued well past the
design lifetimes with power supplied by RTGs similar to
those on Pioneer 10 and 11.
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The Voyagers had derived from the “Grand Tour” mis-
sion, a mission to use a unique alignment of the outer planets
that occurs roughly every 176 years to use gravity assists
at the planets Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus to fly by all of
those planets as well as Neptune in 12 years (Flandro, 1966).
The original mission was canceled and replaced by Mariner
Jupiter Saturn with a mission lifetime requirement of five
years because the proposed cost of a spacecraft designed to
last for 12 years was too large (Rubashkin, 1997). With Voy-
ager 1 fulfilling all mission objectives, Voyager 2 was sent on
the original grand tour trajectory. Both spacecraft continue to
transmit in situ data from the region of space beyond the ter-
mination of the supersonic solar wind (the heliosheath) after
more than 30 years each of operations. Use of power sharing
can extend the lifetimes of both spacecraft potentially for an
additional 20 years.

The Soviet Union had also adopted the dual spacecraft
approach for many Venus missions. The last dual Soviet mis-
sions were Phobos 1 and 2 launched to Mars. A software error
led to the failure of Phobos 1 before achieving Mars orbit.
Phobos 2 entered orbit, but that mission also terminated early
due to a computer problem.

The last dual-mission set were the US Mars Exploration
Rovers A and B, later renamed “Spirit” and “Opportunity.”
These rovers were launched to Mars on 10 June and 8 July
2003, respectively, and landed on 4 January and 25 January
of 2004. Both rovers have far exceeded their design lifetimes
of 90 Martian days and continue to operate more than six
years since their landings.

5.3 Subsystem components

Subsystem components for interplanetary spacecraft are
shown for the representative cases of NEAR and MESSEN-
GER in Table 4, along with the mass breakdown and power
breakdown for operational cases.

Both NEAR and MESSENGER are on the low side for the
payload specific mass; most spacecraft payloads are closer
to the nominal value of 1 kg W−1 (Figure 7). Other dif-
ferences by subsystem, especially for power, reflect both
mission differences and operational differences in the space-
craft themselves (some differences in the power numbers for
the propulsion and thermal subsystems reflect how heater
power is kept more than true subsystem differences). The
telecommunications, guidance-and-control, and command-
and-data handling masses and powers are comparable for
the two spacecraft and reflect common requirements for
interplanetary missions. These include the requirements
to be commanded to, and downlink data from, distances

Table 4. NEAR and MESSENGER spacecraft subsystems.

NEARa MESSENGERb

Mass Power Mass Power
Subsystem (kg) (W) (kg) (W)

Payload 56.00 93.50 47.20 95.10
Propulsion 118.20 0.00 81.70 74.60
Power 64.40 6.80 93.90 105.60
Telecommunication 24.90 60.60 31.60 110.50
Guidance and

control
33.90 70.40 34.10 119.70

Command and data
handling
(Avionics)

18.70 25.30 11.60 33.50

Mechanical
(Structure)

102.20 0.00 129.40 0.00

Thermal 11.00 187.00 52.20 58.40
Harness 38.80 4.50 26.10 12.00
Total dry

mass/Total
power

468.10 448.10 507.80 609.40

Propellant 319.7 599.4
Total wet mass 787.80 1107.20

a Cheng (1997) Table 4.
b Leary et al. (2007), Tables 1 and 2.

larger than 1 AU, locate the spacecraft position and con-
trol it during cruise, perform powered maneuvers well away
from the Earth and deal with spacecraft health and anoma-
lous spacecraft states at varying levels of autonomy. The
later are exacerbated by the command and knowledge lags
imposed by the finite speed of light over interplanetary
distances.

MESSENGER and New Horizons were both competed
scientific missions in the ∼1000 kg class. The two are shown
in Figure 8. New Horizons has similar subsystem masses
to those of MESSENGER in spite of obvious differences in
the physical layout of the two. MESSENGER takes advan-
tage of its environment to be powered by solar arrays, but
that same environment produces a thermal input that is dealt
with by using a large thermal shield and arrays that can be
canted away from the Sun and also are two-thirds optical
solar reflectors (OSRs, basically mirrors). The bus contains
three large propellant tanks to provide the large �v required
to set up the planetary gravity assists. New Horizons’ dis-
tance from the Sun drives the requirement for power to
be provided with an RTG and the use of a large HGA to
downlink data. Only a small monopropellant propulsion sys-
tem is required due to a much simpler required mission
design.
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Figure 7. Payload specific mass (payload mass/payload average power) for a variety of interplanetary and Earth-orbiting spacecraft. As
built, the specific masses are all close to unity for a wide range of payload masses. The large circle at the bottom indicates the allocations for
the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO), a Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) spacecraft studied under Project Prometheus. TIMED, Terra,
Aqua, and Aura are Earth-orbiting spacecraft and ACE is in orbit about the Sun-Earth L1 libration point. Voyager is an interplanetary flyby
spacecraft and the others, Galileo, Cassini, Voyager, MESSENGER, Mars Odyssey, and NEAR are interplanetary orbiters. Payload data
has been compiled from multiple sources, including Space Science Reviews articles, the NSSDC database, and mission web pages.

Figure 8. (a) MESSENGER in launch configuration being prepared for vibration testing. The thermal shield is opposite; the folded solar
arrays interspersed with OSRs for thermal control dominate the spacecraft view. (APL, 2004.) (Reproduced from NASA.); (b) New Horizons
at the processing facility at Kennedy Space Center (NASA, 2005). Reproduced from Wikipedia (2009).

6 THE FUTURE AND OUTLOOK

In many countries of the world robotic interplanetary space-
craft continue to be planned and built for carrying out scien-
tific missions. In both the United States and Europe, so-called
strategic missions are developed along with competitive
missions, with some mix between the categories. Various sci-
entific panels, in the United States via the Decadal Surveys,
are used to help define the programs for strategic missions
and set guidelines for the more expensive competed missions,
the New Frontiers “line.” The US Discovery program is fully
competitive, as are several Earth-orbital programs. Mission

concepts for the coming decade are now under study in the
current decadal survey effort (NRC, 2009a).

In Europe, strategic missions fall in the “Cornerstone” cat-
egory, such as the BepiColombo mission now in development
as a Mercury orbiter mission. Other missions are competed
as part of ESA’s Cosmic Visions program.

On both sides of the Atlantic, all missions are facing rising
technical and implementation costs, as scientific questions
become more focused as well as more technically chal-
lenging to answer and launch vehicle costs remain high or
escalate. As has been true historically throughout the Space
Age there are more scientific targets for observation and
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exploration– and difficult ones to reach– than there are funds
to realize fully the desires of the scientific community. Con-
tinued deep space missions beyond Jupiter, besides being
technically challenging, now face the additional crisis that
the world supplies of 238Pu, required to power RTGs or any
other advanced Radioisotope Power Supply (RPS) are almost
depleted, and restart of production in the United States is
currently on hold (NRC, 2009b). The only substitute, the
use of nuclear reactors, is cost-prohibitive and massive, as
well as having lifetime issues for multi-decade autonomous
operation that are far from resolved (Taylor, 2005).

How these issues and the associated one of required new
technology developments will play out will depend upon
programmatic decisions and national agency budgets in the
coming decade. There are many unanswered scientific ques-
tions that only interplanetary spacecraft can provide, but the
new missions will require adequate technical development
and support to come about.
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1 INTRODUCTION: SPACE AND
FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS

Seen from the engineering view, experimental physics
advances in three ways. It can move into a new arena as
happened in the 1890s with the discovery of radioactivity.
It can increase the magnitude of some known process as
with the ever-growing size of particle accelerators and detec-
tors. Or, it can reduce the magnitude of disturbing effects as
Henry Cavendish so brilliantly did in his experiment to deter-
mine the gravitational constant two centuries ago. The third,
especially if augmented by low-temperature techniques, was
called by William Fairbank the Near Zero frontier. Enlarging
that phrase, we might call the first way New Arena Physics,
the second Near Infinity Physics, and the third Near Zero
Physics. Space brings opportunities for each. Equally, each
depends on and stimulates advances in engineering.

Identified below are eight paths to new physics, but first,
two defining remarks, one to contrast two modes of discovery,

observations, and controlled physics experiments, and the
other on the loaded word fundamental. An observational
mission is one where space reveals phenomena not visi-
ble from the ground, as when data from the HEAO-1 High
Energy Astrophysics Observatory led to the identification of
an object in Cygnus X-1 as a black hole. Controlled exper-
iments include NASA’s Gravity Probes A and B, each of
which subjected effects of Einstein’s General Theory of Rel-
ativity to strict quantitative tests. They were controlled in
having numerous variables under the experimenter’s direct
command, allowing detailed treatment of systematic errors.
Others include the Lambda Point and CHeX condensed mat-
ter physics missions. As for fundamental, any science has a
core of problems thought of as that, yet often a continuing
debate on what makes them so. In physics, with its many sub-
disciplines, different physicists claim it for different reasons.
A NASA Roadmap for Fundamental Physics in Space has
defined two quests: (i) to discover and explore fundamental
physical laws governing matter, space, and time; and (ii) to
discover and understand organizing principles of nature from
which structure and complexity emerge. Missions within it
come from four areas: gravitational physics, particle physics,
condensed matter physics, and laser-cooling/atomic physics.
The first two match Quest 1; the second two, Quest 2. As
ideas evolve, new areas and even new quests will emerge.

Table 1 lists the eight paths. Some missions use just
one; others such as the proposed LISA Laser Interferomet-
ric Space Antenna link several together. With three drag-free
satellites 106 km apart in coordinated orbits 20◦ behind the
Earth, LISA exploits space in four ways: clear light paths,
large distances, reduced gravity, and reduced “seismic-like”
disturbances by its remoteness from the Earth–Moon system.

Seldom is it enough to take some prebuilt laboratory device
and mount it in a spacecraft. For the LPE, a new kind of
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Table 1. The eightfold way of fundamental physics in space.

Above the
atmosphere

Eliminates “seeing” (optical telescopes),
radiation absorption (x-ray and γ-ray
telescopes), and particle annihilation
(antimatter searches)

Remote
benchmarks

Lunar retroreflectors and radar transponders
on Mars vastly improve ranging data in
gravitational experiments

Large distances A gravitational antenna with masses
5 × 106 km apart (LISA) opens a new
world of discovery over 4 km
ground-based ones

Reduced gravity “Microgravity” (∼10−4 g) and even more
“drag-free operation” (10−10 g or lower)
enable many new experiments

Isolation from
seismic noise

Drag-free can also make a far quieter
“seismic” environment than any
ground-based laboratory

Varying φ Some physical effects vary with φ, the
gravitational potential. In space, the
change in φ can be much greater than in
any ground-based experiments

Varying g Other effects vary with the magnitude or
direction of g, the gravitational
acceleration. It can greatly exceed values
accessible in ground-based tests

Separation of
effects

Choice of orbit can separate, both spatially
and spectrally, effects hopelessly
entangled in corresponding ground-based
experiments

thermometer had to be invented. Gravity Probe B required
13 new technologies. The AMS 02 antimatter spectrometer
has many novelties. In realizing new physics, we face new
questions on how technology in space evolves.

2 GRAVITATIONAL PHYSICS

Experiments in gravitational physics aim to test Einstein’s
theory of gravity, general relativity (GR), or some extension
of it. In 1916, Einstein knew only of three tests to set off
his theory from Newton’s: redshift, light deflection, and the
tiny anomalous advance of Mercury’s perihelion. Improv-
ing these or conjuring new tests calls for detectors of three
kinds: (i) electromagnetic waves (light beams, γ-rays, radar);
(ii) clocks (masers, cavity oscillators, cold atom clocks); (ii)
masses (planets, falling bodies, gyroscopes). A key is scal-
ing. The scaling parameter governing departures of GR from
Newton’s theory is the Schwarzschild radius Rs = 2 GM/c2

where G is Newton’s constant, M the mass of the source, c
the speed of light. How large any effect will be depends on
Rs/R, R being the distance to the detector. For the Sun, Rs

is 2.9 km; for the Earth, it is 8.6 mm; for the largest plausi-
ble laboratory source, a 1 m diameter tungsten sphere, it is
10−25 m. Relativistically, the Sun and Earth are small bodies;
a tungsten sphere has almost inconceivable minuteness.

In an engineering view, this bringing of a scaling parameter
into gravitational theory is Einstein’s most profound con-
tribution, more fundamental even than his vision of curved
space-time. Should this statement sound extreme, consider
the following. Long before Einstein, there was known to be a
∼0.4 arc-s yr−1 discrepancy between the actual motion of the
perihelion of Mercury and the Newtonian value. Among pos-
sible explanations, one of the more promising was a minute
deviation from Newton’s law, with the gravitational force tak-
ing the form F = GM (1/r2 − α /rn), where n is 3 or 4. By 1900,
this conjecture had been refuted. E. W. Brown’s investigation
of the Moon’s motion had shown that Newtonian gravitation
works there to high order (Brown, 1899; Newcomb, 1911).
The refutation was interestingly wrong. When GR is put in
linear form, the force acting on Mercury has indeed an addi-
tional α/r3 term with α exactly the Schwarzschild radius
2GM/c2. Pre-1916 studies failed to consider any scaling. Rel-
ativistically, the Moon is 2000 times further from the Earth
than Mercury is from the Sun.

The standing of GR almost a century on is curiously mixed.
One of the great reaches of the human mind, it is fundamen-
tally incompatible with the other great twentieth century leap,
quantum mechanics. During the long experimental desert
from 1916 to 1960, many rival theories appeared, nearly
all forced to agree with Einstein’s three tests. This phase
of inquiry culminated in the 1970s with the Parameterized
Post-Newtonian (PPN) framework for comparing in the weak
field limit all consistent “metric” theories, that is, theories
that treat gravity geometrically as a curvature of space-time.
Many were eliminated, some by exposing internal flaws, oth-
ers by the surprising discovery that in certain places where
GR and Newton’s theory agree, the alternative theory yields
non-null effects which do not occur. Of those investigated
the most interesting remains Jordan’s scalar-tensor theory
(Jordan, 1955) with its extensions by Fierz (1956) and then
by Brans and Dicke (1961).

Central to Einstein’s interweaving of space, time, and
gravity is a fact first seen by Newton which marks off grav-
ity from all other forces. Consider his two laws F = ma and
F = GMm/r2. Mass enters both, but in different roles; first as
the receptacle of inertia and second, the source of gravitation.
Picture glass and iron balls dropped first in a gravitational
field then in a magnetic field. Under gravity, they will fall with
the same acceleration; under magnetism, the iron ball will fall
faster. Taking this unexplained “equivalence” of gravity and
inertia as fundamental, Einstein made it one of the two found-
ing assumptions of GR, finding with it the great surprise that
gravity must obey a tensor rather than a scalar potential.
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Could this vision of physics as geometry be extended? In
the 1920s, Kaluza (1921) and Klein (1926) neatly added a
rolled up cylindrical fifth dimension embodying the elec-
tromagnetic potentials. The unification was in one sense
impressive but in another disappointing with no new con-
sequences either for gravity or electromagnetism. Within
the five-metric, however, was one unengaged term, a scalar,
which allowed it to be rewritten as a four-dimensional
Einstein-like theory with an additional scalar field. The ques-
tion then is what this new field couples to. If, like Kaluza
and Klein, one aims to unify gravity with some other force,
it will be to a property of matter such as charge or baryon
number. Alternatively, as Jordan and then Brans and Dicke
realized, it might serve to deepen gravitational theory itself;
the connection then is to the metric.

Brans and Dicke began from an argument due to Dirac
which made Newton’s “constant” G vary as the universe
expands (Brans, 2008). The added scalar gave both that and
a global interpretation of inertia (Mach’s principle) with two
intriguing consequences. First, with Dicke’s guess for the
scalar term, the predicted perihelion shift and light deflec-
tion were ∼8% less than the Einstein values. Second, the
Earth-Moon system violates equivalence in a peculiar way.
From E = mc2, both bodies have in addition to their New-
tonian mass a field-mass from gravitational self-energy. In
scalar-tensor theory, this field-mass amounting for the Earth
to 4 × 1012 tons violates equivalence; glass and iron balls fall
with equal accelerations, the Earth and Moon do not.

As one unification languished, particle physics brought
another, the Standard Model, linking electromagnetism with
the two short-range nuclear forces. The Model has great
power, but with 20 set constants and three only partially
intersecting theoretical symmetries, it can hardly be an ulti-
mate theory. Worse, it has no tie to gravity or hint of any
solution to the breach between GR and quantum mechanics.
String theory, loop quantum gravity, and other adventures
aim at remedying these defects. Results so far are meager, but
one has weight. String theory may be seen as an enhanced
Kaluza-Klein with 11 rather than five dimensions. Gravity
enters via a higher symmetry, including one or more long-
range dilaton fields coupling to matter not the metric violating
equivalence.

Well-conceived experiments combine new technologies,
known sources, and insight into the conceptual status of dif-
ferent theories. Take “strong field” versus “weak field” GR.
Solar system tests are necessarily weak-field (Rs/R � 1), but
can be exact because the masses and moments of inertia of
the source bodies are known. The next step might seem to
be a strong-field test (Rs/R → 1) with a pulsar. In fact, tim-
ing measurements of binary pulsars have yielded among other
brilliant results, the only quantitative check so far of an effect
from gravitational radiation. Important as this is, it is not a

strong field test. The quantity determining it is not Rs/R at
the surface of the star (∼0.2) but at the distance between
the two orbiting bodies (∼3 × 10−4). The most likely – or
least unlikely – path to strong field relativity is through
astrophysical observations of collapses near black holes via
LISA.

The gravitational attraction between two electrons is 1042

smaller than their electrostatic repulsion (forty-two orders of
magnitude equal the ratio of the mass of the Sun to the mass
of the eye of a flea). This amazing fact adjoins a wider puz-
zle, the baffling character of mass in physics, one but only
one aspect of which is equivalence. Einstein in GR legiti-
mately took equivalence for granted, but in no way claimed
to understand it. His farewell comment was, “Mass is defined
by the resistance that a body opposes to its acceleration (inert
mass). It is also measured by the weight of the body (heavy
mass). That these two radically different definitions lead to
the same value for the mass of a body is, in itself, an astonish-
ing fact.” The Jordan–Brans–Dicke theory with its universal
scalar field may be taken as “explaining” inertial mass but
then makes field-mass behave strangely.

Comparing theories, Kaluza–Klein is elegant but predicts
nothing; Jordan–Brans–Dicke has testable consequences but
is problematical; then there are theories designed to prove a
point. Thus, ∼20% of neutron-star mass is field-mass. Sup-
pose it violates equivalence. A theory can be constructed
giving results identical with GR in solar system tests but not
in binary pulsar tests. True, but that does not make pulsar
measurements a strong-field test of GR, nor do such theories
take physics into new territory. Against them may be set that
triumph of intellectual engineering, the Standard Model, not a
theory at all in the traditional sense, but brilliant in organizing
phenomena and predicting new particles. We referred ear-
lier to EP violations in extensions of the Model. Three ways
of estimating them exist: (i) dimensional, (ii) from dimen-
sionless ratios in treatments of dark energy, (iii) by a theory
where an initially large long-range dilaton is cosmologically
attracted to values where it nearly decouples from matter
(Overduin et al., 2009). All point to violations below the
2 × 10−13 limit of ground-based tests but accessible on-orbit
to STEP.

Proceeding, we take ranging experiments, then clock
experiments, and then a variety of experiments involving
massive bodies.

2.1 Ranging experiments

2.1.1 Radar: Shapiro time delay

Radar signals reflected from planets or spacecraft passing
behind the Sun experience a delay resulting in an apparent
bump in the orbit. This test of GR, conceived in 1964 by
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I. I. Shapiro, is similar to but not identical with the Einstein
light deflection. Ranging to the Viking Lander on Mars
in 1976 reached ∼0.1% accuracy, setting a limit on any
scalar term far below Dicke’s 8%. Measurements to the
Cassini spacecraft on its way to Saturn have brought further
refinements. The most accurate “light deflection” results are
also radar-based through Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) studies of quasars.

In the PPN framework for metric theories, the four-
dimensional space-time metric is expanded in a set of
coefficients β, γ , and so on, β and γ being time-gradient and
space-curvature terms, both 1 in GR but less in other theo-
ries. Time delay and light deflection both vary as (1 + γ); the
geodetic precession of a gyroscope varies as (1 + 2γ). Within
PPN therefore, we have three experimentally distinct esti-
mates of γ , two electromagnetic and one with massive bodies.
In the larger theoretical space extending to non-metric theo-
ries, they constitute fundamentally independent tests of GR.

2.1.2 Lunar laser: equivalence

As the Earth and Moon orbit each other in their motion around
the Sun, the gradient of the Sun’s field causes a 150 km oscil-
lation in the distance between them. It was Newton’s genius
to notice alongside this, a test of equivalence. If the two ratios
(mi/mg)Earth and (mi/mg)Moon differ, the amplitude of the 29.5-
day oscillation is altered. Confirmed to 10−3 by Newton and
then to 10−7 by Laplace, this remained the most accurate
of all EP tests until Eötvös’s torsion-balance experiment in
1890.

With the planting of US and French retroreflectors on the
Moon came improved ranging and hence after decades of
averaging, a 2 × 10−13 EP result, along with data on lunar
motions, Earth tides, and so on. This result implies determin-
ing the mean 29.5-day variation in Earth–Moon distance to
0.1 mm and the 150 km gradient effect to 5 parts in 1010. Rel-
ativistically, it may be stated in two ways, first as an EP test
for the 4 × 1012 tons of field-mass, and second in terms of
PPN. The PPN quantity governing the Earth-Moon distance
is (4β − 3γ − 1) which vanishes for GR.

2.2 Clock experiments

2.2.1 Gravity Probe A

The redshift �ν/ν = �φ/c2 relating frequency changes in
clocks or light signals to changes in gravitational poten-
tial was the last of Einstein’s three tests to gain support.
Early checks of redshifts in stars were muddied by extra-
neous effects. The magnificently thorough Pound-Rebka
experiment (1960) based on Mössbauer γ-ray measurements

Figure 1. Results from Gravity Probe A redshift measurement.

in the 22 m high Jefferson Tower at Harvard was the first true
test (Pound and Rebka, 1960; Pound and Snider, 1964).

Gravity Probe A (1976) utilized a “tower” 10 273 km
high – a sub-orbital Scout rocket – to perform a clock com-
parison between a hydrogen maser in space and two others on
the ground (Vessot et al., 1980). The total �φ/c2 between the
ground and 10 273 km is 4.3 × 10−10, but the useful changes
seen by the space-borne maser were 2.94 × 10−11 on the way
up from the point of separation at 8602 km and 1.13 × 10−10

on the way down to the effective end at 5559 km. The total
observation time was 77 min. To remove errors from the
different responses of the up and down link telemetry to
atmospheric refraction, two up-link and one down-link sig-
nals were used, with frequencies chosen to compensate for
dispersion. With clocks having Allan variances over an hour
of 5 × 10−15, the data confirmed the Einstein formula to 70
parts per million (Figure 1).

2.2.2 An engineering implication

The Einstein redshift brings GR squarely into the realm
of applied science. The clocks for the GPS constellation
of satellites, orbiting at 20 200 km, have frequency shifts
of ∼5 × 10−10. Their Allan variances are ∼10−14. Only by
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taking �ν/ν into account can GPS provide correct navigation
information.

2.2.3 Second order redshift

Redshift stems from principles wider than GR. It can even
be deduced from the quantum relationship E = hν. As clocks
improve, the prospect arises of a second order test which
would check part of the PPN structure of GR (the β

term). Since 1976, Allan variances of hydrogen masers have
advanced ∼10–6 × 10−16 in a day. Cold atom clocks promise
more. A cold atom clock in a spacecraft going to within four
solar radii of the Sun could, in principle, measure the first
order redshift to 5 parts in 1010 and the second order to a part
in 1000.

2.3 Tests with massive bodies

2.3.1 Gravity Probe B

A gyroscope orbiting the Earth will undergo in GR two pre-
cessions with respect to a distant inertial frame: (i) geodetic,
due to the local curvature of space-time; (ii) frame-dragging,
due to the Earth’s rotation. In polar orbit, the two are at right
angles (Figure 2).

The geodetic term matches the one given by W. de Sit-
ter in 1916 for the Earth–Moon system around the Sun; its
predicted value at 642 km altitude is 6606 marc s yr−1. Fol-
lowing custom in the field, we use Babylonian rather than
SI units, 1 marc-s yr−1 (milliarc-seconds per year) equals
1.536 × 10−16 rad s−1 (radians per second). The frame-
dragging term (Schiff, 1960) is related to but not identical
with the dragging of the orbit plane of a satellite around a
rotating planet (Lense and Thirring, 1918). It depends on the
declination of the guide star. With IM Pegasi, the guide star
for GP-B, its predicted value is 39 marc s yr−1.

Figure 2. Gravity Probe B.

Figure 3. The Gravity Probe B instrument and flight Dewar.

A star, a telescope, a spinning sphere (the gyroscope);
that is Gravity Probe B (2004). For history, see seven papers
by Fairbank et al. (1988). For current status, see five papers
in Everitt et al. (2010). The challenge is the numbers: (i)
a gyroscope six to seven orders better than the best iner-
tial navigation gyroscopes, (ii) a telescope approximately
three orders better than the best prior star-trackers, (iii) a
guide star whose absolute proper motion is known to be less
than 0.5 marc s yr−1, (iv) orbit data sufficiently accurate to
calibrate the signal and calculate the effects.

The payload (Figure 3) is a 2440 l superfluid helium dewar
containing a magnetically shielded chamber, within which is
a Cassegrainian telescope bonded to a quartz block containing
four gyroscopes: two spinning clockwise and two counter-
clockwise with axes aligned to the star to within a few arc-s,
each measuring both relativity effects. It stayed cold on orbit
for 17 months and 9 days. Boil-off gas vented through pro-
portional thrusters provided attitude, translational, and roll
control with the spacecraft rolling at 77.5 s period around the
line to the star.

The gyroscope (Figure 4) is a fused quartz sphere coated
with superconducting niobium, suspended electrically and
spun initially to 60–80 Hz by helium gas through a channel

Figure 4. Gravity Probe B gyroscope.
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in one half of the housing. The 1/e spin-down times after
pump-out ranged from 7000 to 26000 years. Readout was
by the London moment, a magnetic moment aligned with a
rotating superconductor’s instantaneous spin axis, measured
by a SQUID magnetometer connected to a superconducting
loop on the parting plane of the housing. The limiting readout
accuracies after 353 days ranged from 0.14 to 0.35 marc-
s yr−1. The overall limit on the experiment is expected to be
∼2 marc s yr−1.

Torques on a not quite round, electrically suspended
sphere scale as the square of the voltage. Suspension on Earth
took 700 V over the 32 �m gap. The normal operating con-
dition in space was 0.2 V. Pre-launch analyses of all known
torques gave absolute drift-rates <0.5 marc s yr−1. On-orbit,
two terms causing much larger drifts appeared, along with
equally unexpected changes in the polhode motions of the
gyroscope. All three were traced to patch potentials; round
as the rotor and housing were mechanically, they were
electrically out of round. Rescue came from a process of on-
orbit “trapped flux mapping,” where the tiny component of
trapped magnetic flux superimposed on the London moment
allowed detailed determinations of the torques and polhode
phase, from which finally the results from all four gyroscopes
were brought into excellent agreement. The current status
(Everitt et al., 2010) is a 0.1% measurement of the geodetic
effect and ∼10% measurement of frame-dragging, both so
far consistent with GR.

Crucial to GP-B was a novel technology, drag compen-
sation, independently suggested by G. E. Pugh in 1959 and
B. O. Lange in 1960. The mean cross track acceleration was
reduced from the ∼10−8g typical for satellites at this alti-
tude to ∼10−11g with a corresponding reduction in support
torques (DeBra, 1997; Bencze et al., 2006).

2.3.2 Twin satellite and LAGEOS experiments

An ideal drag-free satellite follows a perfect gravitational
orbit. In 1975, R. A. Van Patten, stimulated by the success of
the DISCOS controller for the US Navy’s TRIAD satellite,
revived Thirring’s idea of determining �LT from orbit-plane
measurements. The predicted �LT at 640 km altitude is
164 marc s yr−1, four times the Schiff effect. Against this, the
Earth’s oblateness causes truly formidable Newtonian drifts:
4 × 109 �LT in a 45◦ orbit, and even in polar orbit a result
uncertain by 〈6 �LT〉 from errors in determining the orbit
inclination. The idea emerged (Van Patten and Everitt, 1976)
of an experiment with two counter-orbiting satellites passing
each other over the poles, tracked not from the ground but by
Doppler ranging between them. Each sees the same �LT, but
the Newtonian effects cancel. A 1% result appeared feasible.

LAGEOS, launched in 1976, is a laser-tracked geodesy
satellite whose dense mass and high altitude (5958 km)
make it quasi drag-free. In 1986, I. Ciufolini suggested
another twin satellite test combining data from LAGEOS
(inclination 109.8◦) and a proposed LAGEOS II in com-
plementary orbit (inclination 70.2◦). The effect is five times
smaller (31 marc s yr−1) and the oblateness drifts enormous
(1.1 × 108 �LT), but one merit of the Van Patten experiment
remains: uncertainties in the oblateness coefficient J2 cancel.
The actual LAGEOS II (launched 1992, inclination 52.6◦) is
not in the desired orbit, but ingenious alleviations exist. The
status is controversial. While advances in satellite geodesy
since 1976 have eased some concerns, the models remain
dauntingly complex. Estimates of 〈�LT〉 by different authors
(Ciufolini and Pavlis, 2004; Iorio, 2006) range from 10%
to 60%.

2.3.3 STEP and MICROSCOPE

The Satellite Test of the Equivalence Principle (STEP) aims
to advance EP testing from its present 2 × 10−13 limit to
10−18 through differential measurements on four pairs of
test masses in a cryogenic drag-free satellite (Worden, 1988;
Mester et al., 2001). Centered on each other to 1 nm, the
masses float on superconducting bearings with stiff lateral
support but free to move along their common axis (Figure 5).
Superconducting circuits based on those used in GP-B read
the displacements. Fixed in inertial space or rolling slowly
in the orbit-plane, the experiment looks for periodic motions
between each pair of masses as they simultaneously experi-
ence gravitational and orbital accelerations.

With all honor to Galileo and the Leaning Tower, the
first true test of equivalence was Newton’s famous pendu-
lum experiment of 1686. Figure 6 traces the history since
then, with the huge advance expected from STEP. A turning

Figure 5. STEP accelerometer.
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Figure 6. Three hundred years of equivalence principle testing.

point was Eötvös’s method, conceived in 1890, where test
masses mounted on opposite ends of a torsion balance were
subjected to opposed horizontal accelerations, either from the
Earth’s motion around the Sun (0.6 cm s−2) or the balance of
the Earth’s centrifugal acceleration against local gravity in a
laboratory at 45◦ latitude (1.4 cm s−2).

The gain from space can be seen from two view-
points. Compared with Galileo’s free-fall test, STEP with
its 7000 km tower and balanced accelerations has three mer-
its: a periodic signal, long observation times, and freedom
from the worst bias of all – unequal release of the masses.
Compared with torsion balance tests, STEP has a much
larger driving acceleration (840 cm s−2) and much quieter
seismic environment. As with GP-B, the key to realiz-
ing this gain is a combination of cryogenic and drag-free
technologies.

During the 1990s, STEP received extensive support as a
joint NASA-ESA mission, including ESA-led studies of the
space vehicle. Thanks to earlier NASA support, the main
technologies are flight-ready. In 2005, NASA funding for
STEP, as for so many other fundamental physics missions,
was abruptly terminated. Meanwhile, in 2000, French mem-
bers of the STEP team, dismayed by the delays, proposed a
simplified room-temperature mission, MICROSCOPE, with
two pairs of masses and electric rather than magnetic read-
out and support (Touboul et al., 2001). Funded by the French

space agency, CNES, with ESA and German DLR support,
this is now approaching completion. The aim is an EP test at
the 10−15 level. The expected launch date is 2012.

2.3.4 LISA

Designed to image the Universe gravitationally, the first pic-
ture not based on the electromagnetic spectrum, LISA is three
drag-free spacecraft in triangular array in heliocentric orbit
20◦ behind the Earth (Figure 7). The 5 × 106 km baseline

Figure 7. The three LISA spacecraft in orbit around the Sun.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the regions of sensitivity for the orbiting
LISA and ground-based LIGO gravitational wave detectors.

allows for the detection of much lower frequency signals than
ground-based observatories. The varying tilt of the LISA con-
stellation in orbit around the Sun brings a 1◦ determination of
source location. Because the interferometers must work with
much less light than ground-based ones, the light received at
each spacecraft drives a transponder locking the local laser
to the incoming beam and sending back a sufficiently bright
beam. The useful bandwidth is between 0.03 mHz and 0.1 Hz
with a strain sensitivity goal of 4 × 10−21 Hz− 1

2 at around
3 mHz (Figure 8). At low frequency, the limit is drag-free
performance; at intermediate frequency, displacement sensi-
tivity; at high frequency, arm length.

LISA will operate in a range of frequencies where a wealth
of astrophysical sources is predicted to exist. Among the
many targets are gravitational waves from binary systems
of supermassive black holes formed during a galaxy merger,
and the signal from a stellar-mass black hole spiraling into a
supermassive one. The waves emitted during the latter pro-
cess probe the very high intensity field around the black hole
and probably constitute the only realistic chance for studying
the physics of gravitation in the strong-field regime.

LISA is an ESA Cornerstone mission with preliminary
agreements between NASA and ESA for a 50–50 cost shar-
ing scenario. A launch in 2020 is under consideration. LISA
Path Finder (LPF), a technology demonstrator aimed to verify
critical systems to within one order of magnitude of require-
ments, is scheduled for 2011.

3 PARTICLE AND ASTROPARTICLE
PHYSICS

For particle physics, space is best seen opportunistically,
a source of particles and γ-rays of higher energy than
ground-based accelerators. Whereas in gravitational missions

concept has preceded technology, here are ready technolo-
gies: time projection chambers, semiconductor detectors,
high performance photomultipliers, bolometers, cryogenic
particle detectors, and much more. The question is how best
to exploit them, and that requires further reflection on the
Standard Model and the questions it brings.

The Model describes the structure of matter down to
10−19 m via two sets of particles, quarks and leptons, and two
forms of interaction between them, strong and electroweak.
While the particles are many, the interactions all follow a
single principle, local gauge invariance, which suggests that
a more complete unification may be effected. How is more
problematical, especially since many effects are tied to the
Planck scale (10−35 m), 16 orders beyond present reach. Cen-
tral is the dynamical structure of the vacuum, which behaves
in two ways like a superconductor, opaque to certain fields as
superconductors are to magnetic fields, but also like them in
having critical temperatures: ∼200 MeV for the concept of
color governing the confinement of quarks within hadrons,
and ∼200 GeV for the breaking of electroweak symmetry
and the appearance of masses. The parameters of CERN’s
Large Hadron Collider were chosen to allow these vacuum
structure problems to be tackled with high chance of success.

How is this line of inquiry, likely the backbone of particle
physics for the next 20 years, related to astro particle physics
and space? In part, it is a return. Mesons, “strange particles,”
and many other early discoveries came not from accelera-
tors but balloon flights and high altitude observatories. Now,
with new openings and greater theoretical understanding, the
aim must be a three-way linkage of cosmology, astrophysics,
and particle physics. Already, there are convergences. Fluc-
tuations in the microwave background seen in COBE and
WMAP give information about the very early universe. The
deconfinement of quarks brings us to 10 �s after the Big
Bang. If events on Earth are governed primarily by electro-
magnetic forces and those in the interior of stars by nuclear
ones, then violent events such as γ-ray bursts would seem to
be the natural arena of particle physics. Not forgetting under-
ground and underwater neutrino studies, we focus on two
space-based missions: AMS and Fermi-GLAST.

3.1 AMS

A baffling feature of the Universe is its charge asymmetry.
Some chance excess of matter over antimatter must have
occurred, after which the antimatter then present annihilated
against matter as the Universe cooled. Evidence that this pri-
mordial asymmetry happened well before nucleosynthesis
(∼100 s after the Big Bang) lies in the knowledge that it
now contains ∼109 photons for every proton or electron. One
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Figure 9. The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer search for anti-
helium.

could ask whether the early annihilation was fully global. If
not, clumps of antimatter might persist out of reach of the mat-
ter we know. If antihelium or heavier antinuclei were detected
in space, one might conjecture the existence somewhere in
the Universe of antistars.

The AMS 01 Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer comprising a
1.9 ton Nd-Fe-B ring-shaped magnet and suitable detection
equipment, flown on STS-91 in June 1998, addressed this
question. Figure 9 shows data (Alcaraz et al., 1999) from the
10-day flight with 2.86 × 106 incoming protons in the rigidity
range 1–140 GeV, but no antiprotons at any rigidity, yielding
a limit of 1.1 × 10−6 on the flux ratio of antihelium to helium,
a factor of 3 below the limit set by earlier balloon flights. The
AMS 02 on ISS is expected to reach a limit of 10−9.

3.2 Fermi

The objective of the Fermi Gamma Ray Space Telescope
(formerly GLAST), launched on June 11, 2008 following the
highly successful GRO, COS-B, and Italian SAX missions,
is to extend γ-ray astronomy in the 20 MeV–300 GeV range
with larger effective area (∼0.8 m2), improved angular reso-
lution, and a larger field of view (2.4 sr). Fermi observes the
entire sky every three hours, vital to studying variable γ-ray
sources, particularly active galaxies and high-energy γ-ray

bursts. It also surveys the diffuse emission of the Milky Way
and nearby galaxies, and pulsations from rotating neutron
stars (pulsars). The science is not limited to astrophysics;
key also is the search for signatures from the annihilation or
decay of the dark matter particles that constitute most of the
mass of the universe. Gamma rays are a path to aspects of the
universe dominated by particle physics, and Fermi is provid-
ing, among much else, data for the fundamental physics of
blazar activity in galactic nuclei around supermassive black
holes.

Technologically, Fermi depends on devices invented by
particle physicists and is an international collaboration by
NASA, the US Department of Energy, and European agen-
cies. The baseline science operations phase is scheduled to
last five years with possible extension for another five years.

4 CONDENSED MATTER PHYSICS

If fundamentality in gravitational physics is macroscopic
connecting matter, space and time, and in particle physics
microscopic (particles and the forces between them), in
condensed matter physics, it takes yet another form, the
emergence of simple exact laws from processes of deep com-
plexity. The appearance at low temperatures of the wholly
unforeseen phenomena of superfluidity and superconductiv-
ity is just one example. To discover and understand innate
organizing principles of this kind is truly a fundamental task
to which space has already contributed much with novel
studies of second-order phase transitions and critical point
phenomena, especially in superfluids.

On Earth, hydrostatic pressure over the height of a 1–2 cm
sample chamber is now often a limit in such measurements
with compressed fluid below and uncompressed fluid above at
different points on the phase diagram. Since 1985, there have
been four German DLR and two ESA missions on critical
point phenomena; and four from NASA, two on critical point
phenomena in Xe and two on superfluid 4He.

Helium becomes superfluid at 2.17 K where its specific
heat CHe exhibits a sharp upward spike often likened to the
Greek letter lambda λ. Two factors make this “λ-transition”
special: (i) samples can be near-perfect, free of strains
except for the induced strain of gravity, all impurities frozen
out except for the controllable one of 3He; (ii) a concep-
tual framework exists (renormalization group theory) which
provides a set of hyperscaling laws relating parameters deter-
mined in different experiments. Thus, measurements of CHe

around the λ-temperature Tλ yield a parameter α related
through renormalization group theory to a further parameter
ν fixed from other experiments. Testing the specific relation
(α = 2 − 3ν) has been one key result of the LPE.
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4.1 LPE (Lambda Point Experiment)

By 1959, the λ-variation had been shown to be very nearly
logarithmic to within 1 µK of Tλ, albeit with unequal ampli-
tudes above and below Tλ. More exact studies revealed
deviations describable in renormalization group theory by
a power law with a small negative α . Further progress met
two obstacles: the rounding of the λ-point under gravity and
a limit in resolution of thermometers. Space solves the first;
the second required a new kind of thermometer based on
measuring the magnetic susceptibility of a paramagnetic salt
surrounded by a superconducting coil connected to a SQUID.
As the temperature changed, so did the susceptibility of
the salt, and hence the field measured. The resolution was
astonishing, δT/T ∼ 10−11, requiring in turn a new kind of
calorimeter with a sample chamber surrounded by five stages
of shielding, three with active temperature control.

The mission (STS - 52) in 1992 was brilliantly suc-
cessful (Lipa et al., 1996). Gravitational rounding of the
λ-point, clearly visible in ground-based tests (Figure 10),
was eliminated. The behavior determined further away from
Tλ continued to within 10−9 K of Tλ. Detailed analysis gave
for α a value - 0.0106 ± 0.0004, and this when combined
with ground-based data from second sound measurements
provided strong confirmation of the renormalization group
model.
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Figure 10. Measuring the Lambda point of 4He to within 10−9 K.
• = on-orbit LPE data, ◦ = ground-based data.

Figure 11. Heat Capacity Data from CHeX near the 4He Lambda
Point. Dots, CHeX data; Solid line, predicted; Dashed line, on-orbit
results from the LPE.

4.2 CHeX Confined Helium Experiment

CHeX (Lipa et al., 2000), flown in 1997, explored boundary
effects on the specific heat of 4He near the λ-point in liquid
constrained by parallel plates 50 �m apart. In most circum-
stances, fluid behavior near solid boundaries acts only at very
short distances of the order of atomic dimensions. Near phase
transitions the range is extended. There is a correlation length
over which the properties vary only slowly in space, and this
length diverges as TC is approached. Figure 11 presents three
curves: the CHeX experimental data (dots), results from the
LPE (dashed curve), and the prediction for CHeX geome-
try based on renormalization group theory. The agreement
verifies expected scaling laws over unprecedented lengths.

4.3 ZENO (1993, 1996) and CVX (1997)

The ZENO Critical Fluid Light Scattering experiment deter-
mined the relaxation rate of density fluctuations in Xenon
near its critical point; the CVX Critical Velocity Xenon
(Berg, Moldover and Zimmerli, 1999) experiment yielded
a greatly improved value for the critical exponent γ con-
necting viscosity and temperature. Figure 12 compares
ground and space-based CVX measurements. Microgravity
increased the range and therefore the resolution of undistorted
measurement leading to a greatly improved value for γ .

In 2005, NASA abruptly cancelled the LTMPF Low Tem-
perature Microgravity Physics Facility for ISS. If the LTMPF
can be revived, several well-advanced missions become
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Figure 12. The Critical Velocity Xenon viscosity measurements.

possible: (i) DYNAMX Critical Dynamics in Space Experi-
ment to study nonlinearities in the conductivity of 4He above
Tλ; (ii) MISTE Microgravity Sealing Theory Experiment to
provide the most exact test to date of RGT scaling laws near
a liquid-gas critical point by measuring the density and heat
capacity not of 4He but of 3He; (iii) SUE Superfluid Univer-
sality Experiment to extend the LPE λ-point measurements
to an ultimate 10−11 K accuracy. We reach another form of
low temperature physics, laser cooling.

5 LASER COOLING AND ATOMIC
PHYSICS

The ability to collect atoms in large numbers at �K tem-
peratures came in the mid-1980s with the invention of
magneto-optical traps where beams from three orthogonal
sets of lasers act both to cool atoms and hold them in place.
From this came cold-atom clocks, cold atom interferometry,
measurements of the electron’s electric dipole moment, and
studies of Bose–Einstein condensates. With the reduction in
radiation needed to keep atoms in the trap, space aids in two
ways: (i) atoms can be cooled to within ∼1 pK rather than
∼0.1 �K; (ii) cold-atom clocks can be improved.

5.1 Cold-atom clocks

Atomic clocks function by probing the hyperfine splitting of
the ground state of some suitable atom passed through a pair
of microwave cavities, with accuracy depending on the time
of flight between them. Cold-atom clocks surpass conven-
tional atomic clocks by increasing the time of flight and only

using a single cavity. A cooled ensemble of atoms is projected
upward through the cavity by impulse from a pair of verti-
cally mounted lasers and then falls back down through the
same cavity. Besides reducing the size, this arrangement elim-
inates various systematic efects and provides much longer
integration times, typically 0.5 s as compared with ∼10 ms
in a standard atomic clock. Times in space can be far longer
with gains of 10 to 20 for Cs clocks and 200 to 500 for Rb
ones. Allan variances of cold-atom Rb clocks on Earth are
typically 2 × 10−15. In space, they may be expected to reach
10−17 as compared with the 6 × 10−16 quoted earlier for the
best hydrogen maser clocks.

Such advances open the way to an improved version of
GP-A and other fundamental clock experiments, besides pro-
viding global frequency standards good to parts in 1016 and
time transfer from space to Earth with 30 ps accuracy. In con-
junction with GPS data, these can yield orbital positioning
with millimeter precision.

5.2 ACES and PARCS

The Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES) is an ESA
mission to be installed in the European Columbus Labora-
tory on Space Station, comprising the PHARAO Cs cold
atom and SHM hydrogen maser clocks with microwave and
optical links to ground (Salomon et al., 2001). Together,
the two clocks provide an onboard time scale combining
the short-term stability of SHM and long-term stability
of PHARAO, with overall variance in the 10−16 range.
PHARAO has been successfully tested in 20 s parabolic
flights. The PARCS Primary Atomic Reference Clock in
Space, one of several NASA missions suspended in 2005,
if revived will result in a Cs clock with 10−16 stability tied
to a high performance dual frequency GPS antenna as an
external payload.

ACES will improve the GP-A redshift test by a factor of 30
to 100. Also interesting is to compare how far different clocks
yield identical redshifts. In 1978, J.P. Turneaure and R.F.C.
Vessot ran hydrogen maser and Superconducting Cavity Sta-
bilized Oscillator (SCSO) clocks side by side during the 10
days around vernal equinox when the Earth–Sun distance –
and hence the Sun’s gravitational potential φ – is changing
most rapidly (Turneaure et al., 1983). The two clocks held to
the Einstein formula to within 1%. An on-orbit comparison
of a space-borne SCSO and a cold-atom clock could reach
10−5.

The significance of such comparisons lies in the different
dependence of different clocks on the atomic fine-structure
constant α . For a test of the variation of α with φ, an SCSO–
PHARAO comparison would be five times as sensitive as the
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SHM–PHARAO one. The space experiment would bring an
improved test of the isotropy of the speed of light, a 10 to
20 times better measurement of the time variation of α , and
a large advance in testing one of the hidden assumptions of
GR, Local Position Invariance (Will, 2006).

5.3 Bose–Einstein Condensation

Bose–Einstein condensation is a phase transition in a gas of
identical bosons when the inter-particle spacing approaches
the de Broglie wavelength. Statistically, the condensate rep-
resents the macroscopic occupation of a single state. The
physics of Bose-condensed vapors involves new states of
matter and new superfluids closely linked to the physics
of the quantum liquids 3He and 4He described earlier. The
realization of Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute atomic
vapor was a dramatic achievement of laser cooling physics
in the 1990s with samples at ∼20 �K loaded into a magnetic
trap and evaporatively cooled, condensation beginning at
∼170 nK.

In a magneto-optical trap, the static field is combined with
a three-dimensional “optical molasses” to provide both cool-
ing (lower atomic velocities) and trapping (a restoring force
about some fixed point in space). In ground-based experi-
ments, the trap-force can significantly perturb the sample,
giving rise to frequency shifts and distortions of the atomic
cloud. In fact, the lowest temperature achievable is set by
the curvature of the trapping potential. In space, the support
force and therefore the curvature can be reduced. Space also
overcomes limitations on the accuracy of ballistic expansion
measurements, which on Earth limit the efficiency of all deep
cooling techniques. A proposed NASA mission to carry this
research forward on ISS is Condensate Laboratory Aboard
Space Station (CLASS).

5.3.1 CLASS

The Condensate Laboratory Aboard Space Station is an
autonomous, self-contained, Bose-condensation apparatus to
perform a variety of condensate studies. Its objectives include
demonstrations of: (i) Bose–Einstein condensation in micro-
gravity with full evaporative cooling; (ii) adiabatic expansion
into very weak traps to reach pK temperatures; (iii) free prop-
agation over “long” distance in a microgravity atom laser; (iv)
quantum reflection; (v) collapse and revival in a “trampoline
cavity”; and (vi) high resolution three-dimensional matter-
wave holography. CLASS builds on technology developed for
PARCS and other laser-cooled missions, and for three reasons
all six experiments can only be done in space, first because
very low temperature is needed, second because coherent

matter waves can propagate freely there, and third because
microgravity allows much longer interaction times.

5.4 Cold-atom interferometry

As atoms are cooled, their de Broglie wavelength increases,
and their wave nature emerges more clearly. From this have
come new kinds of atom interferometers which, taken to
space, open yet another way to new physics.

In concept, cold-atom interferometers resemble opti-
cal interferometers. An input beam is divided into two
components which propagate through space and are then
recombined. If the path lengths differ, there will be a phase-
shift between the beams, and interference will occur. Several
techniques have been used to affect the necessary splitting
and recombination. For beam-splitters, use has been made
both of nanofabricated structures to act as amplitude gratings
and standing-wave laser fields as phase gratings. Another
approach exploits pulsed light fields. With such devices, it
has been possible to fabricate precise accelerometers and
also rotation-sensors based on the atomic counterpart of
the Bryan–Sagnac effect in sound and light. Acceleration
sensitivities of 8 × 10−9g Hz− 1

2 and rotation sensitivities of
7 × 10−6 rad s−1 Hz− 1

2 have been reported. No actual cold-
atom interferometer has been flown. Two proposed missions,
the ESA HYPER and NASA AITEP, illustrate the potential
of measuring, respectively, rotations and accelerations.

5.5 HYPER

Selected in 2000 for an ESA study, HYPER aims to mea-
sure rotation and acceleration in two orthogonal planes by
four cold-atom interferometers in a drag-free satellite, with a
rate resolution of 10−14 rad s−1 in 1000 s. Proposed measure-
ments include: (i) to determine the doubly-periodic orbital
component of the Earth’s gravitomagnetic field; (ii) an inde-
pendent study of the dependence of the fine structure constant
α on φ; and (iii) search for macroscopic consequences of
space-time granulation due to quantum gravity. These are
bold objectives.

5.6 AITEP

The Atomic Interferometer Test of the Equivalence Principle
(AITEP), conceived in 2000, was an EP test at the 10−16 level
with Cs and Rb atoms rather than solid bodies. As with STEP,
acceleration noise and scale factor matching are critical. The
intent was a mission on ISS, but the ultimate resolution may
require a drag-free spacecraft.
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6 RETROSPECTIVE

The wide range of experiments and variety of approaches
give fundamental physics in space a special charm. Even
now, it is only at a beginning. The opportunities of space
combined with the need for new tools draw physicists and
engineers alike into a process of interdisciplinary invention.
The physicist’s dismissive phrase, “Oh, that’s just an engi-
neering detail,” no longer holds. In tasks such as the invention
of new thermometers, new gyro readouts, and drag-free tech-
nology, engineering details are the very heart of the creative
process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The operational environment imposes design constraints on
any system, whether it is a ground, air, or space system. This
chapter will examine the effect of the space environment upon
spacecraft systems. In particular, we will examine the vari-
ous interactions that spacecraft systems may be susceptible
to, and will discuss the mitigation techniques that spacecraft
designers must take to ensure successful on orbit operation.
These interactions are categorized as being related to the: vac-
uum; neutral; plasma; radiation; and micrometeoroid/orbital
debris (MMOD) environments (Tables 1 and 2). Each of
these categories, and interactions, is discussed briefly in the
paragraphs below. They are examined in more detail in the
sections that follow.

The environment of space is a near-perfect vacuum. The
absence of a significant atmosphere means that there is no
protection from the solar ultraviolet and extreme ultraviolet
radiation, which may degrade the optical properties of many
surface materials. Operating in vacuum-like conditions will

also cause many materials to outgas, creating a concern for
on orbit contamination by molecular films. The presence of
particulate contamination is also a great concern for space-
craft with optical sensors. Both concerns may drive the need
for a rigorous contamination control plan to address selection
of materials, handling procedures, and on orbit operations.

The tenuous neutral environment found in low earth orbit
will exert a noticeable drag force at orbital velocities on the
order of 8 km s−1, forcing the designer to include additional
drag makeup fuel. The chemical composition of the envi-
ronment, atomic oxygen, will also erode some materials,
decreasing their lifetime or forcing the designer to include
protective coatings.

In low earth orbit, approximately 1% of the ambient
molecules are ionized – stripped of an electron – which ex-
poses the spacecraft to a low energy plasma that is capable
of charging spacecraft surfaces. If large enough potential dif-
ferences exist between, or through, materials the result may
be an arc discharge that is capable of damaging materials or
systems. As such, the designer may need to implement an
electrostatic discharge control program to ensure successful
on orbit operation. The concern for on orbit discharges is
greater if the spacecraft has a higher voltage solar array, like
the International Space Station. Higher altitude, or higher lat-
itude, orbits expose a spacecraft to more energetic particles,
such as those found in the geosynchronous environment or in
the auroral regions, which also increases the risk of arcing.

Although most of the plasma environment is composed
of particles with keV energies, some particles – mostly pro-
tons and electrons – are found with MeV energies. These
particles are referred to as the radiation environment. Many
of these MeV energy particles are “trapped” by the Earth’s
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4 Space Vehicle Design

magnetic field and form the radiation belts that pose a hazard
to spacecraft systems. Other particles, having energies up to
GeV or higher, may come from coronal mass ejections or
galactic cosmic rays. Particles with these energies can pen-
etrate surfaces and damage materials and electrical systems.
For example, solar arrays are subject to total dose effects,
which may reduce power output and eventually lead to an in-
ability to fulfil the specified mission. Other electrical devices
may be susceptible to single event effects which can generate
faults in systems (e.g., corrupt data stored in memory, gener-
ate false signals, . . .) requiring elaborate error detection and
correction techniques to ensure successful operation.

Finally, there is a small, but significant concern for col-
lisions with larger objects – typically micrometer sized, but
occasionally larger – that would result in significant hyper-
velocity impact damage on surfaces, and could potentially
lead to the penetration and damage of internal systems as
well. These particles could be the naturally occurring mi-
crometeoroid environment or the man-made orbital debris
environment. To minimize the problem, spacecraft design-
ers must take proactive steps to minimize the production of
orbital debris during launch and on orbit operations.

This chapter will provide a brief overview of these effects,
and will highlight the type of mitigation techniques that must
be budgeted for and included in spacecraft design activities.
For a more comprehensive discussion of these topics, see
Tribble (2003) or Hastings and Garrett (1996).

2 MAIN TEXT

2.1 Vacuum environment effects

The operational environment in space is quite different from
that found on the surface of the Earth where the spacecraft
is constructed. Before even leaving the launch vehicle, the
spacecraft will be subjected to a near vacuum like environ-
ment. At 100 km altitude, the pressure is six orders of mag-
nitude below that found at sea level. If the spacecraft must
maintain a pressurized compartment, to host a crew for exam-
ple, the spacecraft designer must ensure that structures are ro-
bust enough to withstand the pressure differential imparted by
normal atmospheric pressure of 101 kN m−2. More typically,
unmanned spacecraft are left to vent to the vacuum of space.

Although low Earth orbit (LEO) is not a perfect vacuum,
what little atmosphere remains is so tenuous that it offers
little protection from the ultraviolet rays generated by the
Sun. The Sun outputs the majority of its energy in the visi-
ble part of the spectrum, but also generates noticeable energy
in the ultraviolet and infrared regions of the spectrum. The
ultraviolet energies, loosely defined as any photons with a

wavelength less than about 0.4 �m, are of concern in that the
energy carried by a single photon, (E = hν), is about 3 eV,
which is the same order as the binding energy of many molec-
ular bonds. As such, UV light may break chemical bonds and
damage materials. The materials used on all Sun facing sur-
faces should be examined for their ability to withstand the
cumulative exposure to Solar UV that is anticipated over the
life of the mission.

In addition, all organic materials used on the spacecraft,
whether on the surface or not, should be examined as a
possible contamination source. When exposed to vacuum,
most organic materials “outgas” – they release volatile
chemicals that may re-deposit on other surfaces. Since
this process tends to happen one molecule at a time this
process is called molecular contamination. The details
of the outgassing process are examined by Tribble et al.
(1996) and Tribble (2000), and will not be discussed here.
Suffice it to say that all organic materials may be a source
of outgassed contaminants, and standard testing to assess
materials suitability for use in the space environment is often
conducted, with the two most popular tests being ASTM E
595-2007 (2007) and ASTM E 1559-2009 (2009).

Outgassing is a concern because outgassed molecules may
re-deposit on other surfaces, where they act as a contaminant
layer, altering the properties of the surface. Contamination
on Sun facing surfaces is possible as the solar UV is seen to
stimulate photochemical deposition of contaminants on even
very warm surfaces such as solar arrays (Tribble and Haffner,
1991). It is typical to budget for contamination related degra-
dation of many surfaces, with optical surfaces (e.g., mirrors
and lenses) being the most sensitive. Contaminant films as
thin as 0.1 �m may be sufficient to cause noticeable degra-
dation. Spacecraft carrying an optical payload often must
budget for a full time contamination control engineer who is
tasked with determining the cleanliness level required of all
“sensitive” surfaces, and with predicting the total build up of
contamination at end of life. If there is risk that the cleanliness
level is exceeded, the design must be re-examined, choosing
different materials, altering the line of sight between con-
tamination sources and sensitive surfaces, or re-designing
the sensitive elements to tolerate additional contamination.
In general, spacecraft carrying ultraviolet or infrared optics
are considered very sensitive to contamination, Table 3. Most
contaminant films are very absorptive in the ultraviolet, so
even small layers of contaminant may obscure the UV sig-
nals the sensor is trying to acquire. Infrared sensors typically
require cryogenically cooled surfaces, and the residence time
of contaminant molecules on cold surfaces is typically very
long, meaning that any contaminant molecule that hits the
surface may remain permanently. Both are very unforgiving
of contamination build-up.
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Table 3. Summary of molecular contamination concerns. Reproduced with permission from Tribble (2003) c© Princeton University Press.

Required cleanliness

Element Affected parameter Operational criteria If single surface If 5 optical surfaces

UV sensora Signal strength <10% Absorption (0.2–0.3 �m) ∼0.05 �m (level B) ∼0.004 �m (∼level A/20)
Solar arraysb Power production <2% Power loss ∼0.015 �ma (level A) N/A
Thermal control αs/ε Ratio �αs < 2.0 initial αs ∼0.2 �m (level H) N/A

surfaces (initial OSRd αs = 0.06)
Visible sensor Signal strength <10% Absorption (0.35–0.90 �m) ∼0.2 �m (level H) ∼0.04 �m (level D)
IR sensorc Signal strength <10% Absorption (1.0–2.0 �m) ∼1.5 �m (� level J) ∼0.3 �m (∼level J)

a Assumes nominal contaminant absorptance profile – highly absorptive in the UV.
b Assumes darker, photochemically deposited contaminant absorptance profile.
c Requires cryogenic surfaces that retain contaminants.
d Optical solar reflector.

Particulates, the normal bits of debris that are common
in the atmosphere, are also a concern. Small pieces of dust
or fibers on optical surfaces may scatter light into unwanted
areas, reducing the signal to noise ratio or obscuring pix-
els on the focal plane. Particulates are typically generated
on the ground, before launch, but may redistribute on orbit.
To minimize problems, sensitive optical elements are typi-
cally constructed in a “clean room” environment where the
number of particulates per unit volume of air may be tightly
controlled. The contamination control engineer would also
examine sensitivity to particulate contamination, and would
define air cleanliness values and exposure times necessary to
ensure end of life surface cleanliness levels.

2.2 Neutral environment effects

The atmospheric density in LEO is approximately ten orders
of magnitude below that found near the Earth’s surface. At sea
level the density is on the order of 1025 m−3, and in LEO the
density is on the order of 1015 m−3. In order to get into orbit
the spacecraft must be moving at a velocity of about 8 km s−1.
Even though the atmospheric density in LEO is quite low,
at these speeds the interaction between the spacecraft and
atmosphere is still significant, with aerodynamic drag being
a primary concern.

The aerodynamic drag force is dependent on velocity and
atmospheric density, which in turn is dependent mainly on
altitude. At lower altitudes, where the density is greater,
the drag force is greater. Orbital altitudes lower than about
200 km are rarely used because the drag force is so great.
This drag force will cause the spacecraft orbit to slow,
and the spacecraft will drop to lower altitudes, eventu-
ally re-entering the atmosphere. To increase the lifetime on
orbit, spacecraft typically have a propulsion system capable
of exerting a force to counter the drag force. The propulsion

engineer must calculate the amount of fuel required over the
life of the mission to maintain orbit, and the concept of oper-
ations must allow for periodic re-boosting of the spacecraft
to higher orbits. In LEO, drag makeup fuel may be signifi-
cant, over 10% of the mass of the spacecraft. Conversely, at
altitudes above several hundred km the drag force is so small
it may be neglected completely.

Drag forces may be estimated with the help of numer-
ical models of the atmosphere. These models account for
the fact that the Sun’s output varies slightly over an 11 year
cycle, Figure 1. In periods when the Sun’s energy output is
slightly greater (Solar Maximum) the atmosphere receives
more heat input, and expands. The result is a higher at-
mospheric density for a fixed altitude. At times when the
Sun’s energy output is less (Solar Minimum) the atmo-
sphere contracts, and atmospheric density at a fixed alti-
tude decreases. Several different models of the neutral atmo-
sphere (e.g., Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter (MSIS);
Marshall Engineering Thermosphere (MET); and COSPAR
International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA)) are avail-
able from the NASA Community Coordinated Modelling
Center (CCMC), http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/, with each model
having its own pro’s and con’s depending on the intended
application.

In addition to the aerodynamic drag force, which is a
kinetic interaction between the atmospheric molecules and
spacecraft surfaces, chemical reactions are also possible. On
the Earth’s surface, nitrogen (N2) is the most dominant con-
stituent in the atmosphere. The oxygen that is present is pri-
marily molecular oxygen (O2). As we travel up in altitude the
composition of the atmosphere changes, and between roughly
150 and 900 km altitude the dominant molecule is atomic
oxygen (O). Atomic oxygen is very reactive chemically, and
will interact with many surface materials. Some materials
may be physically eroded, and some optical surfaces may be
darkened. In addition to confirming the behaviour of surface
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6 Space Vehicle Design

Figure 1. The Sun’s Output is seen to vary over an 11-Year Cycle. Image Courtesy of NASA.

materials under exposure to the Solar UV, the designer must
also confirm their behaviour under exposure to atomic oxy-
gen. Depending on the life of the mission some surface mate-
rials may need to be protected with coatings to increase their
lifetime, or ensure their optical properties.

Note that the typical speed of LEO molecules is about
1 km s−1. Since the spacecraft orbital velocity is about
8 km s−1, erosion by atomic oxygen is only a concern on
surfaces facing the direction of travel.

2.3 Plasma environment effects

In LEO, about 1% of the ambient neutral atoms are ionized
by the Solar UV. That is, the electrically neutral molecule is
stripped of an electron, leaving the resulting ion with a pos-
itive charge. These ions and electrons have sufficient kinetic
energy to overcome the electrical force seeking to make them
re-combine into a neutral atom, so both ions and electrons are
found in the atmosphere. If these particles strike an object, or
surface, in unequal numbers the object may develop a non-
zero electrical charge. This, in turn, may give rise to problems
such as arc discharging.

In LEO the plasma may be of relatively high current
(mA m−2), but is typically of low energy (eV). As a re-
sult, charging to high potentials is rare. However, the pres-
ence of a solar array, which generates a potential difference
in its own right, may alter things significantly. The space-
craft chassis usually serves as the electrical ground for all
electronic elements on the spacecraft, with the solar array
being no exception. The electrical power system designer
may choose to ground either the positive, or negative, end of
the array to the chassis. Historically, grounding to the neg-
ative end (negative ground or positive array) has been the

most frequent choice as this is the convention preferred by
n-channel devices, which have been more plentiful and more
reliable than p-channel devices. Regardless of the ground-
ing convention chosen, the entire spacecraft system (solar
array + exterior surfaces + · · ·) will collect current from the
environment as a result of its exposure to the ambient plasma.
In addition, the solar UV may cause photocurrents to be gen-
erated by some materials, and the impact of high-energy par-
ticles in the radiation environment may stimulate secondary
electron emission as well. If the sum of all of these currents
is non-zero, the system will develop a non-zero electrical po-
tential. If the potential is negative (positive), the system will
start to repel electrons (ions) and attract ions (electrons) so
that further charging is minimized as the system approaches
a constant “floating potential” where the net current to the
system is zero.

As shown in Figure 2, the choice of grounding convention
determines whether the spacecraft chassis floats below the
solar array (negative ground), above the solar array (positive
ground), or independent of the solar array (floating ground).
It can be shown (Tribble, 2003) that in a worst-case sce-
nario in LEO, a negatively grounded spacecraft could find
its chassis floating almost 90% of the array voltage neg-
ative. For typical spacecraft solar array voltages of 28 V,
this would be approximately −25 V. A noticeable excep-
tion is the 160 V arrays used on the International Space
Station (ISS), which could force the chassis to float as much
as −144 V.

When dealing with voltages, the question is rarely the
absolute value of the potential, but potential differences.
The concern for spacecraft charging is that if potential
differences between, or through, surfaces are great enough,
arc discharging may result. Discharging through the vacuum-
like environment of space from a surface at one potential
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Figure 2. Spacecraft charging in low earth orbit. Reproduced with permission from Tribble (2003) c©Princeton University Press.

to a surface at a different potential is called Electrostatic
Discharge (ESD). Discharging through a dielectric material
that has an outer surface at one potential and an inner surface
at a different potential is called Dielectric Breakdown (DB).
Both are of concern in that they may physically damage
materials. The result may be sudden and dramatic, such as
an ESD event that severs the thin wires connecting two solar
cells, resulting in a noticeable, and irreversible, drop in power
output. Alternatively, the result may be a slow and gradual
change in surface properties, such as numerous DB events
that crater the surface of a dielectric, causing it to darken
and absorb more heat, altering the thermal balance of the
spacecraft.

If the potential differences were always related to the solar
array voltage, they were be easy to minimize, but when mov-
ing beyond LEO to higher altitudes the environment changes
and the solar array voltage becomes much less important. In
the geosynchronous environment, for example, the plasma is
much less dense, but much more energetic. It changes from
the low energy, high current, plasma found in LEO, to a
high energy (100’s to 1000’s of eV), low current (�A m−2

to nA m−2) plasma. As a result, the higher energy plasma can
charge spacecraft surfaces to much higher potentials, with
surface charging levels of several thousand volts being docu-
mented (Olsen, McIlwain and Whipple, 1981). At those lev-
els, ESD between different surface materials is likely, since
the materials differing electrical characteristics would likely
cause them to charge to different potentials, with potential
differences of hundreds of volts possible.

To minimize the possibility for arc discharging, it may be
necessary to develop an Electrostatic Discharge Control plan
for the spacecraft, with proactive steps taken to minimize

potential differences, and to make electronic systems robust
enough to deal with the Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
that ESD, or DB, events could generate.

Dozens of models of the plasma environment are
available (e.g., International Reference Ionosphere (IRI);
Parameterized Ionospheric Model (PIM); Fully Analytical
Ionospheric Model (FAIM), . . .). In addition, several tools
are available to assist with spacecraft charging analysis, (e.g.,
Electronic Propulsion Interactions Code (EPIC); NASA/Air
Force Spacecraft Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP);
and Interactive Spacecraft Charging Handbook).

2.4 Radiation environment effects

In space engineering generally, the term plasma is used to
describe the keV energy particles found in the natural space
environment. These particles contribute mainly to surface
charging because they do not penetrate far into most ma-
terials, (�m or less). The environment also contains smaller
amounts of more energetic particles in the MeV or GeV range.
These particles can penetrate past the surface and deposit en-
ergy deep inside of materials or systems. These particles form
the radiation environment.

The radiation environment was “discovered” during the
first US space mission, Explorer I, in 1958 (McDonald and
Naugle, 2008). A particle detector carried on board de-
tected the presence of far more energetic particles than were
expected. It was realized that once these particles made
their way into the region of space controlled by the Earth’s
magnetic field they would become “trapped” by the gradient
magnetic forces and would bounce from north to south along
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Figure 3. Charged particles trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field. Reproduced with permission from Tribble (2003) c©Princeton University
Press.

the magnetic field lines. That is, as a particle moves north
or south along a magnetic field line, the magnetic field in-
tensity increases in the polar regions and conservation of en-
ergy and momentum requires that the particles be reflected
back toward the opposite pole. As shown in Figure 3, these
particles encircle the Earth’s equator (and higher regions)
much like a belt encircles ones waist, so the term “radi-
ation belts” was born. They are more formally called the
“trapped radiation belts”, or sometimes the “Van Allen” belts
in honor of the investigator who gathered the first data on their
existence.

In addition to the trapped radiation belts, which are mainly
MeV energy particles, the space environment is also seen to
contain many GeV energy particles that are not trapped by the
Earth’s magnetic field, but originate from either the Sun or
outside of our solar system entirely. The Sun periodically is
seen to emit large numbers of energetic protons and electrons,
see Figure 4. This emission is termed a Solar Particle Event
(SPE) or a Coronal Mass Ejection (CME). The frequency and
severity of the emission cannot be accurately predicted, but
it is agreed that SPEs are usually more numerous and more
severe during the years close to Solar Maximum, and are usu-
ally less numerous and less severe during Solar Minimum.
Predicting the frequency and severity of these SPEs, and re-
lated events, such as magnetic storms, X-Ray bursts, and so
on, is one objective of the NOAA Space Weather Prediction
Center, (http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/).

In addition to the SPEs, there are a very few GeV energy
particles that do not appear to come from the Sun, but from
outside our solar system. These are called Galactic Cosmic
Rays (GCRs). In general, GCRs can be thought of as the

“noise floor” – the very lowest level of radiation that never
goes away.

The particles that form the radiation environment are very
damaging to a crew (if present) and electronic systems. The
radiation environment is often responsible for a gradual de-
crease in solar array power output. This is an example of a
“total dose” effect in that the decrease in power depends on
the cumulative amount of radiation received (e.g., the num-
ber of particles absorbed, their energies, . . .). Other devices,
such as memory elements, are susceptible to momentary in-
terruptions in their behavior due to the passage of a single
particle. These effects, such as flipping of bits from ones to
zeros, are termed “single event” effects. As electronic devices
continue their migration towards lower voltages and smaller
critical dimensions, it is believed that single event effects may
increase.

The effect of the radiation environment on spacecraft sys-
tems is generally the largest concern of all the environmental
interactions. Total dose effects cannot be avoided, and single
event effects can cause issues at any point in time – though
they are more likely during SPEs when more energetic par-
ticles are present.

To protect against both total dose and single event effects
the designer must incorporate a number of mitigation tech-
niques, such as: shielding – to prevent the particles in the
radiation environment from reaching sensitive devices; parts
selection – to incorporate parts that can withstand more radia-
tion without malfunctioning; and fault tolerance – to continue
operation even in the presence of operational anomalies.

As with the other environments, several models of the
radiation environment are available (e.g., Shieldose, Radbelt,
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Figure 4. A widely spreading coronal mass ejection (CME), as seen by the SOHO LASCO C2 imager on 08 January 2002. Image Courtesy
of NASA.

AE/AP Trapped Particle Flux Maps, . . .). Many of these tools
also provide the capability to predict total dose as a function
of shielding depth. Other tools are available to assist with
single event effects analysis (e.g., Transient Radiation Effects
on Electronics (TREE) and Cosmic Ray Effects on Micro-
Electronics (CRÈME)).

2.5 Micrometeoroid/orbital debris environment
effects

Finally, the environment of space is seen to contain a small
number of macroscopic particles, typically �m to mm sized
but sometimes larger. At spacecraft velocities of 8 km s−1, a
collision with one of these particles would generate a large
amount of kinetic energy, cratering surfaces or even penetrat-
ing them. This hypervelocity impact damage is an on going
concern, but is greatest for manned spacecraft containing a
crew. Penetration of a space suit or a habitation compartment
is an ongoing risk of space travel.

If the particle in question is part of the natural environ-
ment it is termed a micrometeroid. If the particle in question
is man made, it is termed Orbital Debris (OD). OD is the
flotsam and jetsam left behind by previous space missions.
Unfortunately, after 40 years of space travel, in the 1990s
the OD problem became as bad as the MM environment
in the more popular orbits. Recent efforts to minimize the
production of OD through various means have been some-
what successful, but these on going efforts have been dwarfed
by the increases in OD that were generated in the recent
years. Specifically, the Chinese government conducted an
anti-satellite test on 11 January 2007 with the Fengyun-1C
spacecraft. This was the worst on-orbit breakup event in his-
tory, and the damage to the environment was severe (Liou,
2009). In 2009, the first ever accidental collision between two
spacecraft occurred (Cosmos 2251 and Iridium 33), adding
a great deal more debris. NASA maintains an Orbital Debris
office that makes models of the OD environment available
(e.g., ORDEM2000, Evolve, and Legend). These models
have not yet been updated to reflect these two events because
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their effect is still being quantified. However, it is clear that
these events generated the most significant amounts of OD
yet produced in over 50 years of space travel.

While the risk of a hypervelocity impact, and subsequent
damage, is real, there is no cost effective way of mitigating the
risk. Because the risk is still relatively low, most unmanned
spacecraft simply live with the risk. It is only on manned
spacecraft, like the ISS, that additional shielding to minimize
the possibility that a collision with an MMOD particle will
penetrate a pressurized vessel, is added.

3 CONCLUSION

It is seen that the environment of space poses real, and signif-
icant, challenges to the spacecraft designer. Given the unfor-
giving nature of a system, or subsystem, failure on orbit, the
designer often relies on tried and true approaches, rather than
risk incorporating the latest technologies which may not have
as proven a track record. The radiation environment tends to
get more attention than the other environments, but any single
interaction may be of concern depending on the spacecraft
orbit and its payload. The best approach to ensuring a suc-
cessful design is to become familiar with the interactions that
may affect the various subsystems, and to assess the design
for susceptibility to the various interactions as part of the
spacecraft systems engineering process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Space systems operate in conditions that are much differ-
ent from terrestrial weather. The space environment, just as
any environment on the Earth’s surface, contains phenomena
that are potentially hazardous to human and technological
systems. However, many of the space-based hazards involve
plasmas and higher energy electrons and ions that are rela-
tively uncommon within the Earth’s atmosphere. The descrip-
tion of the space environment requires new terminology for
both the hazards and where they occur. In this overview we
are not considering the hazards of satellite drag, impacts from
meteoroids or space debris, or satellite collisions.

The hazards we are considering exist in broad spatial
regions that often move with time. Most typical satellite orbits
cross many of these regions and spend a variable amount of
time in each (Figure 1).

We will consider the roles of electrons and atoms (most
often ionized), collectively called particles, in the hazards of
the space environment (Table 1). The unit of kinetic energy

for these particles is the electron volt (eV). At their highest
energies (millions of eV) the particles themselves have suffi-
cient energy to ionize (i.e. strip orbital electrons) from atoms
in materials through which they propagate. At lower ener-
gies (below thousands of eV) their effects range from charge
accumulation on surfaces to surface degradation. Even neu-
tral atoms such as oxygen in low-Earth orbit are a hazard to
surfaces. In that case, the spacecraft’s orbital motion supplies
the kinetic energy involved in the interaction of the atoms and
materials.

The interaction of space particles with spacecraft materials
and electronics is complex to describe and difficult to simu-
late with ground-based test facilities. It is also not currently
possible to adequately specify the entire space environment
for a given mission because of unknowns in mapping it
and unknowns in the processes that generate it. The space
environment also changes with time, often in unpredictable

Figure 1. The Van Allen belts and typical satellite orbits. Key:
GEO – geosynchronous orbit; HEO – highly elliptical orbit;
LEO – low Earth orbit.
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2 Space Vehicle Design

Table 1. Space environment hazards.

and undiscovered ways, making it a challenge to completely
assess the hazards in any orbit.

2 SPACE ENVIRONMENT IMPACTS

Any space mission involves risk, ranging from the launch
vehicle, to the workmanship of the spacecraft, to part selec-
tion. The impact of a problem such as a failed launch is
immediately clear, but what about the space environment?
Has it ever had any significant impact on missions flown to
date? Is there really a clear need to measure the environment
and to understand its extremes? One way to tell is to sur-
vey the past records of problems encountered during satellite
operations, otherwise known as satellite anomalies.

The Space Sciences Department at Aerospace Corpora-
tion compiled a database of spacecraft anomalies from many

different sources. The survey included commercial, scientific,
and other satellites, both foreign and domestic. Most space-
craft do not have onboard environmental sensors, so there
is often little confidence in the exact diagnosis of many of
the anomalies. This is a common problem: the space envi-
ronment can be extremely localized in its effects, and other
hardware problems might mimic the effects due to space haz-
ards. Experts in anomaly diagnosis did perform some of the
assessments, so the collection of records has widely vari-
able quality. Nevertheless, the survey had value because it
brought together many anomaly databases into one set for
further analysis.

Out of 299 anomaly records, the Aerospace survey found
that effects from electrostatic discharge occurred most often.
Problems due to single event effects and radiation damage
together accounted for∼33% of the cases. Even within the
limitations of the survey, it is clear that the environment has
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had an impact on space systems. It is not possible in gen-
eral to predict the impacts on future space systems because
they will depend on the use of relatively unexplored orbits,
new technologies, their sensitivity to the environment, and
evolving engineering practices.

2.1 Interplanetary space

The Sun and most planets in the solar system (Mercury, Earth,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune) generate magnetic
fields. Interplanetary space is defined as the region outside
the local effects of the planetary magnetic fields. For most
planets, this corresponds to a distance on the order of 10 times
the planet’s radius. For the Earth, this distance is∼60 000 km.
Spacecraft such as the Pioneers and Voyagers have traversed
great distances of interplanetary space, and several scien-
tific satellites near the Earth now continuously monitor the
state of the particles and electromagnetic fields in interplan-
etary space. These and other space probes have found that
the radiation environment everywhere in the solar system is
variable, but the consistent locations of intense radiation are
the planetary magnetospheres.

The space between the planets is not a vacuum, but it is
essentially a vacuum compared to most places and substances
with which people are familiar. At about 10 particles per
cubic centimeter, the particle density in interplanetary space
is many orders of magnitude below the typical densities of
materials on Earth. However, what counts for radiation effects
is not only the particle density, but also how the energy is
distributed among the particles.

By combining measurements from a large number of space
particle instruments as well as ground-based detectors, we
are able to show how the particles in interplanetary space are
distributed in energy. There is a tremendous range in both
particle intensity and energy, with fewer and fewer particles
at higher and higher energies.

2.1.1 Solar wind

Most of the particles in interplanetary space are in the
form of a hot ionized gas that the Sun continuously emits
called the solar wind. It flows radially outward from the
Sun with a speed at Earth that varies from∼300 to more
than 1000 km s−1 and represents a mass loss from the Sun of
∼1015 kg per year. The mechanism that heats the solar atmo-
sphere to roughly 1 million degrees is unknown, but may
originate in constantly reorganizing magnetic fields. At low
altitudes in the solar atmosphere, the gas glows in x-rays.
The brightest and hottest regions with temperatures at sev-
eral million degrees lie above sunspots. The darker areas

are coronal holes: large cooler volumes of the atmosphere
filled with magnetic field lines that extend into interplanetary
space. In the coronal holes the solar wind speed is about two
times faster than the solar wind from regions on the Sun with
magnetic fields that loop back to the surface. Coronal holes
may last several solar rotations and were the dominant fea-
tures in the solar atmosphere during 2003 to 2005 as the Sun
approaches its activity minimum.

Further from the Sun, the solar wind draws out complex
loops of magnetic field into interplanetary space. The mag-
netic field’s direction and strength are important for how
energy from the solar wind gets transferred into the planetary
magnetospheres.

2.1.2 Solar energetic particles

Many highly variable sources that produce the interplan-
etary particle environment between∼0.01 MeV nucleon−1

and above∼100 MeV nucleon−1. These energetic particles
originate in acceleration processes that take place in the
solar atmosphere, sometimes close to the Sun and some-
times beyond the orbit of the Earth. The transient nature
of these particle populations is directly linked to the Sun’s
activity.

When the most intense solar energetic particle events
occur, so does a wide range of solar and interplanetary phe-
nomena. The energetic particles are only one manifestation of
a complex sequence of events that begins with a large energy
release at the Sun.

While they have been called “proton events,” and it is the
case that protons are the most abundant ion in the energetic
population, ions up to and beyond iron in the periodic table
also are present in all of the proton events. In fact, the more
ionizing heavy ions are most important for single event effects
while the more abundant protons dominate the total radiation
dose in interplanetary space.

2.1.3 Galactic cosmic rays

Galactic cosmic rays are the highest energy particles in the
solar system. They are always present at Earth. Depending on
the energy, even the Earth’s magnetic field is not sufficient to
deflect them. They are galactic because they originate some-
where outside of the solar system (possibly in supernovas
shocks) and they probably represent the accumulated output
of a number of particle sources and acceleration processes.
They consist of about 87% protons, 12% helium nuclei, and
1% heavier ions. They are enigmatic because at their extreme
energies they represent the highest energy ever observed for
a particle.
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Figure 2. Earth’s magnetosphere is a teardrop-shaped cavity
formed by the interaction of the solar wind with Earth’s mag-
netic field. The solar wind becomes subsonic at the bow shock.
The magnetosphere contains the Van Allen belts and other particle
populations beyond 200Re.

In the several years around solar maximum, the Sun
is more likely to eject disturbances into the interplanetary
medium. As these disturbances propagate outwards, they
carry tangled magnetic fields that scatter the lowest energy
galactic particles. Hence, the galactic particle intensity at
Earth varies inversely with the solar cycle. It also varies with
radial distance from the Sun and latitude above the ecliptic
plane, although these effects are smaller than the changes
from the 11-year cycle of solar activity. Because of the solar
cycle, one even might consider a long duration mission to
Mars at solar maximum rather than at solar minimum because
the galactic radiation – which is impossible to shield against –
is at lower levels at solar maximum.

2.2 The Earth’s magnetosphere

The Earth’s magnetic field establishes a volume of space
within which the magnetic field dominates charged particle
motion. Close to the Earth the magnetic field is roughly a
magnetic dipole that is tilted∼11.5◦ from the rotation axis
and offset from the center of the Earth. However, the dipole
approximation is poor, and there are more sophisticated mod-
els that account for the steady changes of the central field as
well as the dynamic outer boundaries.

The magnetosphere is complex and dynamic because of
its interaction with the variable solar wind and the transient
phenomena from the Sun. On the sunward side, the magne-
tosphere extends∼10 Earth radii (Re; 1Re = 6370 km) from
the Earth, and on the opposite side the magnetotail extends
beyond 200Re. The sunward dimension can change by more
than a factor of two, depending on the interplanetary magnetic
field and solar wind upstream of the Earth (Figure 2).

The magnetosphere contains a mixture of plasmas with
incredibly diverse sources. Some populations of charged
particles are trapped within the magnetosphere while oth-
ers vary on many time scales. The magnetosphere has its
own weather, with complex processes of particle transport
and acceleration during geomagnetic storms that lead to the
hazards of surface and internal charging.

A charged particle in a constant magnetic field experiences
a force perpendicular to its motion. The resulting trajectories
of ions and electrons in the magnetosphere are a complex
superposition of a spiral around a field line, a bounce between
hemispheres, and a drift around the Earth with electrons drift-
ing to the east and protons to the west (Figures 3 and 4).

There are combinations of particle charge, energy, and
magnetic field strength that lead to stable particle trapping. As
the particles are trapped on time scales of days to years, they
execute their gyration, bounce, and drift motions around the

Figure 3. Influenced by the Earth’s magnetic field, charged particle motion consists of a superposition of gyration, bounce,
and drift.
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Figure 4. Diagram of Earth’s Van Allen radiation belts.

Earth, resulting in spatial zones of trapped radiation: the Van
Allen radiation belts. The inner zone is often called the proton
belt (peak intensity near 3000 km) and the outer zone the
electron belt (peak intensity from about 12 000 to 22 000 km).

There are really electrons throughout the magnetosphere,
including in the inner zone, as well as protons in the outer
magnetosphere. However, in practice, the division into two
zones is reasonable because these are the regions within
which the radiation dose from trapped particles is usually
the highest. The particles that contribute most to the radia-
tion dose in the inner zone are protons and those contributing
most in the outer zone are electrons (Figure 5). There are
also occasional new radiation belts that form between the
inner and outer zones when interplanetary shock waves from
coronal mass ejections impact the magnetosphere.

The galactic cosmic rays that continually impact the
Earth’s atmosphere collide with the atoms in the atmosphere

Figure 5. Measured radiation dose versus distance from Earth
reveals the inner and outer radiation belts.

and produce showers of secondary products. Some of the
collision products are neutrons that subsequently decay into
energetic protons, thus the cosmic rays are the most signifi-
cant source of energetic particles in the inner zone. The key
indicator of the decay source is the dominance of protons over
other ions. Another clue is the relative stability of the inner
zone that results from a combination of the long lifetimes on
these field lines and the slowly varying cosmic ray input.

The offset of the Earth’s magnetic dipole from the geo-
metric center of the planet causes a weaker field region over
the South Atlantic Ocean and an opposing region of stronger
field over northern Asia. As the trapped inner zone parti-
cles execute their bounce motion along field lines, they can
reach lower altitudes in the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA)
(Figure 6). Thus all spacecraft in low Earth orbit penetrate
the inner zone in the SAA even if their altitude is below the
belt at other positions in the orbit.

While relative stability is one key property of the inner
zone, variability is the outstanding characteristic of the outer
radiation belt. The solar wind and interplanetary magnetic
field affect this weaker field region of the magnetosphere
more than the inner zone, leading to shorter lifetimes of
trapped particles and more dynamics (Figure 7). Details of
how the magnetosphere accelerates electrons to multi-MeV
energies on the time scale of seconds have been recently
glimpsed. However, the mechanism that accelerates the elec-
trons more routinely in geomagnetic storms has not been
established even after approximately 40 years of research.
It is only with observations over many years with well-
understood space environment instruments that one can begin
to document the outer zone’s variability and its extreme
behavior.

3 EXAMPLES OF CURRENT RESEARCH

Several factors continually press the need for a better spec-
ification and understanding of the space environment. One
is the increase of spacecraft lifetimes, leading to questions
about longer-term exposure than have been tested in the past.
Another is the research into using uncommon orbits where
the residence time in different hazard areas is unlike what has
been experienced. A third is the use of new materials that are
directly exposed to space.

3.1 Plasma effects on surfaces

Space plasmas can change the physical properties of sur-
faces that are exposed to these low energy particles near
the Earth. For example, the optical coatings used to increase
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Figure 6. Count rates of protons and electrons greater than 0.5 MeV in low Earth orbit measured by the NASA/SAMPEX satellite.

Figure 7. Typical variability of outer-zone electron intensity measured from low Earth orbit on the NASA/SAMPEX satellite, shown for
the entire year 1997. The intensity is the logarithm of the electron count rate.

the efficiency of solar arrays depend on their transmittance
which can change after a long exposure to the space plasma
environment.

The Space Sciences Department is beginning to derive
preliminary specifications of the low energy plasmas around
the Earth based on data from previous and active science

missions. As is often the case, the measurements from instru-
ments designed in the past were not optimized to answer the
new questions because of a lack of sensitivity and coverage
in the orbits of interest. These new questions pose a challenge
as we try to quantify and understand a relatively unexplored
regime of space particles.
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3.2 Extreme value analysis

Any database of environment measurements contains a
worst-case event. For example, the highest intensity of outer
belt electrons in the past 16 years occurred in a geomagnetic
storm on 28 March 1991. Two questions important for space
systems design are how likely is it that an event like March
1991 will occur during a future mission, and what are the
chances of a more intense event?

Aerospace has used mathematical tools known as the
statistics of extreme events as one approach to answering
these questions. The analysis says that 28 March 1991 was
equivalent to a 20-year storm, so the likelihood is high we
could see those levels again in the next few years. In fact, the
time period from about 2003 to 2005 will have intense outer
belt events due to high-speed solar wind, as usually occurs
during this upcoming phase of solar activity. The analysis
also suggested that a 100-year storm could be about twice as
intense. This mathematical approach does not predict when
the extremes will occur, but it has potential to specify the
extreme environment, thereby satisfying a key engineering
requirement.

4 FUTURE NEEDS

The space radiation environment is complex with unknown
extremes. Just as every terrestrial flood or hurricane is dif-
ferent, so too are the events in the radiation environments
of the Earth and interplanetary space. Averaging the rainfall
in southern Florida can reveal long-term weather trends, but
it could never describe the effects of a single hurricane. In
a similar way, a many-year average of the intensities in the
Earth’s electron radiation belt reproduces the average envi-
ronment appropriate for a total dose estimate, but it could
never describe a single geomagnetic storm. Longer duration
missions with more capable instrumentation, augmented with
theories of the phenomena, will not only better specify the en-
vironment but will also better characterize its extreme events.

Space systems must meet their performance requirements
regardless of the space weather, so the specifications that
affect the engineering on the ground are crucial to their suc-
cess. This is especially true as we explore the use of different
orbits, the use of different materials and technologies, and as
satellite lifetimes increase. While not as scientifically com-
pelling as other areas of research, the development of new
space environment specifications and models based on mod-
ern and more comprehensive data sets needs support.

Current missions are expanding databases of trapped radi-
ation, Earth plasma, solar energetic particle, and galactic
cosmic ray measurements. The combination of better data
and theories will yield better models, but the models will
only be useful to the engineering of space systems if their
focus from the start is on their application to actual missions.
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1 THE PAST

1.1 Introduction – A Brief History of Visions

Humans have long dreamt of visiting and exploring the Moon.
Astronomers like Kepler and visionaries like Jules Verne and
H.G. Wells depicted vivid visions of such adventures in their
imaginative science fiction stories. Around the turn of the
twentieth century, Konstantin Tsiolkovskii, who is widely
attributed to have laid the foundation of modern astronautics
based on classical physics and engineering, also pondered
the exploration of the Moon in his book Na Lune (On the
Moon), published in 1893. Thus followed, in the first half of
the twentieth century, visionaries, engineers, and artists, all
joined together, to portray humanity’s future in space, and the
Moon became the focus for many futurists and imagineers.

Sir Arthur. C. Clarke, a member of the British Interplan-
etary Society, collaborated with artist extraordinaire Ralph.

Update based on the original article by Madhu Thangavelu,
Encyclopedia of Aerospace Engineering © 2010, John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd

A. Smith to produce a small book with detailed illustrations
of people and lunar activities in The Exploration of the Moon
published by Harper in 1953. People are seen construct-
ing large settlements, building observatories, erecting solar
power generators, tending to commercial agriculture farms,
and commuting on an extensive network of monorails. Even
leisurely activity in a lunar gymnasium is depicted (Clarke,
1954).

There is wide consensus that it is only a matter of time
before humans settle on the Moon and then use the expertize
to move outward into the solar system and beyond. The Moon
is poised to become the seventh and only “visible” continent
for all of humanity in an Earth–Moon biplanetary economy
in the twenty-first century (Augustine, 2009; Stafford, 1991;
Ehricke, 1984).

1.2 Project Horizon

The first detailed system engineering effort to build an out-
post on the Moon was undertaken by a group at the Army
Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA) within the US Department
of the Army in 1959. Under the direction of Von Braun and
coordinated by Herman Koelle, Project Horizon laid out the
plans for a military outpost on the Moon, the ultimate “high
ground” (US Army, 1959). While Project Horizon was not
realized, the effort is said to have laid the groundwork for the
civilian Apollo manned lunar landing program that followed
at a quick pace in the next decade.

1.3 The Apollo Program

Since October 1957, when the Soviet Union orbited Sputnik,
and after the 14 April 1961, orbital mission of Yuri Gagarin,
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2 Vehicle Design

Figure 1. The Apollo 11 Lunar Excursion Vehicle Eagle provided a 6.65-m3 habitat for two crew during their lunar surface stay of 21 h,
while they emplaced experiments on the lunar surface.

a race between the US and the USSR for dominance in space
activity had begun. A goal to send people to the Moon and
return them safely was promptly articulated by the Kennedy
administration in the United States in May of 1961. This
extraordinary feat of modern engineering was accomplished
when Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin set foot on the lunar
surface in the Sea of Tranquility on 20 July 1969 (Logsdon,
1970, 2008). In the following years, up until the end of 1972,
six Apollo missions landed on the moon, and a dozen astro-
nauts explored the equatorial regions on the nearside of the
Moon. The Apollo program management, systems evolution,
and engineering development, and flight operations are con-
sidered one of the finest examples of system architecting by
engineers (Rechtin, 1990).

The Moon has been visited by both robotic vehicles and
crewed landers. The Apollo 11 crew touched down in a small
spacecraft called the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) nick-
named the Eagle (Figure 1). This is the first lunar habitat.
In a spartan habitable volume of 6.65 m3, the LEM success-
fully and safely provided for two crew for a period of 21 h on
the lunar surface. A physicochemical environmental control
and life support system was used. Lithium hydroxide canis-
ters scrubbed the CO2 from the air. Prepackaged freeze-dried
food and water from fuel cells as well as water tanks in the
LEM provided crew sustenance.

The Apollo 11 mission was followed by others, Apollo 12–
17, using a similar architecture. The Apollo 17 mission that
ended on 19 December 1972, the last in the series, achieved
surface stay of just over 3 days and total mission duration of

12.5 days. Mobility proved to be the key to greatly expanded
lunar exploration, and the crew and rover conducted three
excursions, each lasting over 7 h, and covering a range of
34 km in the Taurus Littrow valley in the Mare Serenitatis
region of the Moon.

2 THE PRESENT

2.1 Physical Characteristics Affecting
Engineering on the Moon

The Moon is the most prominent celestial object in our night
sky. The fifth largest satellite in our solar system, the Moon
is 3476 km in diameter and poses one-sixth of the gravity of
planet Earth. The Moon goes around the Earth in an orbit
with a mean radius of 384 400 km. The Moon has a sideric
period of 27.3 days, and a synodic period of 29.5 days. The
synodic period is referred to as the lunar day. In a tidally
locked orbit, the Moon always points the same face toward
the Earth. The Moon has practically no atmosphere, 14.75
Earth days of intense unfiltered sunlight, followed by a simi-
lar period of night-time. Without an atmospheric blanket, the
Moon is constantly bombarded by meteorites. This continu-
ous pummeling and tilling action, referred to as “gardening,”
along with severe diurnal thermal cycling, has created a fine,
talc-like top layer of lunar dust. This lunar surface dust is
very abrasive and electrostatically charged through interac-
tion with the solar wind. Solar particle radiation and galactic
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cosmic radiation (GCR) reach the surface unhampered as
well. So structures, especially habitats need to be protected
against large temperature swings, micrometeorites, and radi-
ation (Benaroya and Bernold, 2008). With a spin-axis aligned
nearly orthogonal to the ecliptic, the Moon has no seasons.
At the equator, the temperature varies from around 390 K at
noon to 110 K at predawn. Temperatures within permanently
shadowed craters in the polar regions remain as low as 40 K.
Lunar surface regolith is a thermal insulator. Therefore, the
temperature of the lunar subsurface remains at a constant
240 K, while the surface is subject to severe lunar diurnal
thermal cycling (Heiken et al., 1991). Furthermore, tempera-
tures in lunar lava tubes, remnants of volcanic activity, several
meters below the surface, are expected to be even milder at
between 250 and 280 K.

The moon is seismically quiet, and without an atmosphere,
tall lightweight structures may be safely erected and serviced,
especially since there are no lateral wind loads to deal with.
However, the large 250 ◦C temperature differential between
the sunlit side of such structures and that in the shade will
require compensation measures such as thermal blankets.
Minimal seismic activity will allow the emplacement of sen-
sitive facilities such as optical interferometers. The Moon, by
virtue of mass concentrations (mascons) around the globe,
does not possess a uniform gravitational field. This causes
orbital degradation, especially in low-orbiting satellites. The
Moon does not exhibit a strong magnetic field either; though
a few weak local fields are reported.

The lunar surface is mainly classified as the newly formed,
dark-colored, magma plains called “Mares” (because they
looked like seas to early astronomers) and the light-colored
“Terrae” or lunar highlands that are much older, more heavily
cratered, and present a very rugged terrain. All the smooth
mares are on the nearside, and the far side presents highly
cratered terrain, as shown in Figure 2.

Apollo missions landed mostly in the smooth mares, pri-
marily for crew and vehicle safety during descent approach
and lift-off, but Apollo 16 sampled material from the high-
lands. Apollo 17 drill sampled down to 3 m. Apollo missions
indicate that it should be possible to work the lunar surface
regolith (excavate and grade) easily to a depth of 0.5–1.0 m,
which may be sufficient for digging light-rail trenches, build-
ing the landing pad, the habitat, and hangar platforms as well
as access roads.

There is not a more environmentally unforgiving or
harsher place to live than the lunar surface. And yet, since
it is so close to the Earth, there is not a better place to learn
how to learn to live, away from planet Earth. If we can suc-
cessfully manage to sustain ourselves for long periods on
the Moon, humanity will find it much easier to settle distant
planets and prepare for voyages beyond our solar system.

2.2 Lunar Resources: Minerals and Water

The lunar surface is scattered with minerals and compounds
that may be readily accessed to produce metals, glass, bricks,
paints, and other materials that are necessary for the con-
struction of permanent settlements and infrastructure (Heiken
et al., 1991).

There had been a long debate about whether the Moon is
barren and dry or if it has water (Arnold, 1979). Several space-
craft flybys have shown enigmatic signatures in the past but
none had provided conclusive evidence regarding the pres-
ence of water ice. The Clementine mission, followed by the
Lunar Prospector, provided fresh evidence.

In September 2009, data from the Indian lunar orbiter
spacecraft Chandrayaan-1, equipped with the Moon Minero-
logical Mapper, an instrument built by NASA, clearly pointed
to the evidence that water exists all over the Moon, and indi-
cated that repositories are viable in the polar regions. Data
also pointed that water formation is perhaps an ongoing pro-
cess (Pieters et al., 2009). Shortly thereafter on 9 October
2009, NASA’s LRO/LCROSS mission directly verified it by
sampling the ejecta plume of an impactor in the perma-
nently shaded crater Cabeus in the south polar region, and
reported findings on 13 November 2009. The data indicated
the presence of other volatiles and carbon compounds as well
(Colaprete et al., 2010a, b). The LRO mission is ongoing, and
the entire lunar topopgraphy has been mapped in high resolu-
tion using the LROC and LOLA suite of cameras (Robinson
et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2010) and latest data from vari-
ous instruments onboard such as the LAMP, DIVINER, and
LEND confirms substantial water ice deposits in the polar
regions (Gladstone et al., 2010; Hayne 2010; Colaprete et al.,
2010a, b; Mitrofanov et al., 2010).

If water is abundant, then water ice may be quarried and
used for a variety of purposes including production of potable
water, oxygen for atmosphere production, and hydrogen for
rocket fuel. If other volatiles are present in substantial quan-
tity, as some of the data from recent missions show, chemical
compounds necessary for life sustenance including agricul-
tural fertilizer and hydrocarbons for a variety of uses may
be produced on site. Water would also make a good bind-
ing agent for making lunar concrete (Lin et al., 1982; Lin
et al., 1987), allowing straightforward regolith stabilization
and dust suppression, for lunar development in permanently
shadowed areas. Sulfur has also been proposed as a binder.

2.3 Building Structures on the Moon

Habitat structures on the Moon may be broadly classified as
temporary and permanent structures. Temporary structures
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Figure 2. The dark-colored regions are the Mares or seas and the light-colored regions are the Terrae or plains. The bright crater toward the
bottom with rays radiating from it is Tycho. Farside (right) shows few mares. Note the large dark Aitken basin in the southern hemisphere,
the largest depression in the entire solar system.

such as the Apollo landers fall in the preintegrated class.
They arrive fully equipped and ready for human activity. No
additional work is required before commencing operations.
Larger lunar surface structures that require assembly on-site

using components that are flown in from Earth fall under
the prefabricated class. Structures built employing exten-
sive use of local materials fall in the third class. Tools and
heavy equipment flown as cargo from Earth are proposed
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to build large, spacious permanent settlements on the
Moon.

There are two schools of thought regarding lunar settle-
ment buildup. One suggests that the initial settlement be built
entirely using robots teleoperated from Earth, and the other
proposes that crew be involved directly on-site during the
process.

Earth-based lunar teleoperations will entail a roundtrip
time delay of 2.77 s caused by the distance between the Earth
and the Moon and will be compounded by communication
and robotic end-effector system latencies as well. This delay
may hamper certain operations, and may not be effective for
those events requiring swift response in aberrant situations
or anomalies, and will require redundancies and fall back
options that are not fully predictable. Robots respond poorly
to unpredictable situations.

On the other hand, if crew are directly involved in the
buildup on-site, they will have to be monitored closely dur-
ing risky extra vehicular activity (EVA) operations involving
large structures and components as well as heavy tools and
robotic equipment. Crew-time and time limitations imposed
by factors such as maximum permissible radiation dosage
will affect duration of tour-of-duty (Allen et al., 2003). Intro-
ducing crew into the process chain also has the disadvantage
of an end-point dictated by consumables such as air, water,
food, and departure vehicle system characteristics that cannot
be extended at will.

A hybrid architecture employing crew for supervision and
robotic buildup employing real-time telerobotics from the
lander cabin on the lunar surface near the settlement buildup
activity site might be the happy medium strategy. Such a
lander would be outfitted with a teleoperations cabin from
which the crew would direct a variety of robotic equipment
to complete required tasks. EVA would be used sparingly
to correct anomalies, thus helping to hold to schedule as
much as possible. The Cabin for Teleoperations (C-TOPS)
is a candidate lunar lander for fielding such an architecture
(Thangavelu and Mekonnen, 2009). Larger lunar habitat site
office concepts have also been proposed involving space-
station-derived modules and technology, and the MALEO
is one such lander capable of larger crew and longer mis-
sions (Thangavelu and Dorrington, 1988), as shown in
Figure 3.

Initially, when there is a paucity of crew and infrastructure,
lunar settlement buildup crew will depend on prefabricated
habitats, which do not require any additional work in order
to initiate operations. Just like the Apollo LEM, such landers
will be operational upon touchdown. These lander habitats
will be used as site offices from which to supervise lunar
settlement buildup. Settlement buildup activities such as con-
structing a lunar landing pad for handling cargo sorties or

a service road between the pad and habitat location could
be accomplished by a small crew-operating equipment teler-
obotically, from the cabin of the lander-based habitat. This
technology of employing robotic agents to extend human
abilities and performance to tasks requring high fidelity
manipulations in extreme environments in real time is called
co-robotics and is an area that is seeing tremendous progress
due to the rapid advances in reliability and simultaneous cost
reduction in sensors, end effectors and communication and
control components and systems integration. (Christensen
2009; NSF, 2011; Thangavelu et al., 2012)

Different kinds of landing spacecraft are proposed for
initiating lunar settlement buildup. They may be broadly
classified into cargo landers and crew landers. Cargo lan-
ders would precede crew to the site of buildup operations,
carrying initial building systems and components as well as
vehicles and tools needed for construction. Crew follow in
piloted vehicles, landing in the proximity of cargo landers.
Crew then commence construction activity after unloading
deployable systems and tools from cargo lander.

Even though permanent lunar structures may be built deep
under the lunar surface, habitats for initial operations may
be deployed quickly in the proximity of the lunar landers.
Inflatable structures are being studied for this purpose. Such
habitats are not designed for permanence, but to provide
larger volumes for crew as they expand their base of opera-
tions during their tour of duty. A recent prototype was tested
in the Antarctica at McMurdo Station (Toups et al., 2009).

2.4 Utilization of Enabling Resources

Power is the key to lunar infrastructure establishment. If abun-
dant, reliable, and uninterrupted power can be made available,
accelerated and sustainable development is possible. Cur-
rent candidates for lunar power generation include advanced
solar photovoltaics, solar dynamic systems, a variety of heat
engines utilizing the large temperature differential that can
coexist between the sunlit and shaded surfaces, as well as
nuclear power that can be commissioned without long setup
procedures. Fuel cells and kinetic systems such as flywheels
have been proposed for energy storage through the long lunar
nights.

Nuclear power has the added benefit that such systems
can generate power through the long lunar night; negating
the need for large power storage systems. Portable, modu-
lar radio isotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) systems are
considered efficient for early missions. Nuclear fission ther-
mal systems might be a suitable choice to provide energy
for permanent settlements. Recent developments in traveling
wave reactor technology offer promise for compact reactors.
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6 Vehicle Design

Figure 3. (a) Landers like the C-TOPS and (b) the MALEO are the first, fully preintegrated structures that would serve both as habitats
and site offices, while multiple crew and robots build the permanent settlement employing as much in situ resource utilization (ISRU) as
possible. (c) Physical model of the MALEO lander. Reproduced from Thangavelu (1988, 2008).

However, radiation shielding and handling of nuclear waste
need to be addressed.

Current philosophy holds that in order to minimize the
materials needed to be flown in at great transportation cost,
strategies that maximize the use of locally available resources
must be adopted. This area of study is often referred to as
in situ resource utilization (ISRU). In the case of the Moon,
ISRU may be effectively used for several crucial solutions to
safe and reliable habitation (Duke, 1998).

Roads and landing pads, habitat platforms, and shade walls
may all be built from lunar rock and other ISRU materials.
Microwave sintering of lunar soil can create a hard, dust-free
surface for vehicles (Taylor and Meek, 2005). Accordingly,

tools and robotic equipment such as excavators, graders, rock
crushers, and aggregate sorters are proposed to be flown in
from planet Earth during the first phase of cargo missions.
The use of rocks for building is an ancient yet sturdy tech-
nology. This technology, called “dry-packing,” could be used
effectively and extensively in permanent lunar settlement
development (Thangavelu, 2000).

ISRU methods have been proposed for generating atmo-
sphere from water, and also for producing cryogenic fuels
such as liquid hydrogen and oxidizers such as LOX that
are currently used for spacecraft propulsion. Prototypes for
LOX manufacture have been evolved by companies such as
Carbotek.
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Figure 4. This pit in Mare Ingenii, the “sea of cleverness,” is about 130 m (427 ft) in diameter! Image width is 550 m (1805 ft), illumination
is from the upper right, LROC Frame: NAC M128202846LE. Reproduced from NASA/Goddard/Arizona State University.

2.5 Site Selection

The Moon offers a variety of locations that may be natu-
rally safer for human habitation. They include polar locations
where the Sun shines throughout the year without set-
ting, allowing the use of solar photovoltaics to generate
power (Burke/Mendell, 1985). Lava tubes, those cavernous
remnants of lunar volcanism, exist all over the Moon.
They might offer large voluminous spaces to build habitats
(Horz/Mendell, 1985). Naturally protected from radiation
and solar storms as well as from meteorites and dust and
debris associated with overflying service vehicles, lava tube
interiors might also offer a steady −20 ◦C throughout the
lunar day, avoiding the extreme diurnal thermal cycling expe-
rienced on the lunar surface.

Recent missions have indicated that collapsed roofs of
lunar lava tubes may have large openings on the surface that
may allow access without the need for deep drilling equip-
ment, and characterization of lunar lava tubes is therefore
high on the list of future exploration priorities (Figure 4).

Recent literature points to polar locations for building
the first permanent settlements on the Moon. Merits include
continuous solar power, permanently shaded regions may
hold large reservoirs of water ice and other organic volatiles,
lava tubes, and other natural features, which may provide
safety from the elements, and the high relief terrain could
house relay stations for communications, obviating need for
erecting towers. Malapert mountains (Figure 5, in direct line-
of-sight of the Earth-disc low in the horizon, have been
suggested as a potential candidate site in the south polar
region for further exploration.

2.6 Moon Suits

EVA suits are small personal spacecraft, complete with life
support, communications systems, and food, allowing crew
to do productive work for many hours before needing sys-
tem replenishment. The Apollo mission experience clearly
points to the need for advanced spacesuit design that is more
amenable to ease of movement and tolerant to electrostatic
dust effects. Malfunction of pressure seals, locked joints, and
connections, and visor abrasion and visibility impairment
were all attributable to ubiquitous lunar dust. Undesirable
thermal property changes due to dust buildup can lead to
spacesuit malfunction, putting EVA crew at risk. Back track-
ing lunar dust into the habitat and inhalation of lunar dust
could lead to pneumoconiosis, commonly known as black-
lung disease, found in coal mine workers.

The suitport and other concepts such as styrofoam bead
showers and other electrostatic repellent systems including
woven tungsten fabric are all being explored to keep the dust
from adhering to suits, or polluting habitat and vehicle inte-
riors. Perhaps, nanotechnology will play an important role in
spacesuit dust mitigation.

Current space suit technology uses an actively cooled
undergarment and an outer shell that is builtup from several
layers of fabric intended to resist radiation, provide a pres-
surized and thermally stable environment, as well as protect
the crew from micrometeoritic punctures. As the garment
is pressurized, inflation tends to restrict flexibility and crew
movement. Therefore, the current practice is to operate the
suit between 30% and 50% of nominal, sea level cabin pres-
sure in a pure oxygen environment.
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Figure 5. The polar regions of the Moon have attracted interest for further exploration to locate the first lunar settlement. The Malapert
mountains in the south polar region is a candidate in recent literature. Reproduced from The Moon: Resources, Future Development, and
Settlement, 2nd edn, 2007, Schrunk, D., Sharpe, B., Cooper, B. and Thangavelu, M. With kind permission from Springer Science and
Business Media.

Transitioning to such a low pressure requires the crew to
undergo a prebreathing protocol that is essential to purge the
nitrogen in the body, which is the cause for decompression
sickness, commonly referred to as “the bends.” This is an
elaborate and time-consuming procedure.

While this is acceptable for nominal preplanned EVA,
such a procedure is not suitable for intervening in an emer-
gency. Therefore, it is desirable to advance more suitable
technologies that circumvent this prebreathing protocol.

Hard shell, fixed-volume space suits are designed to oper-
ate at cabin pressure, allowing the crew to avoid prebreathing.
However, their joints have a tendency to lock, and they are
heavy and require larger stowage space.

Specialized lunar surface EVA suits are essential and new
designs are being explored. Current strategies include vari-
able pressure suits that start operation at higher pressure and
slowly decrease as mission proceeds, tight fitting, mechan-
ical counter-pressure suits hybrid suits that include the best
features of both the hard shell and the more flexible fab-
ric designs. An advanced variable pressure suit designed for
lunar application undergoing tests in the Arizona desert is
depicted in Figure 6.

Recent advances in nanotechnology allow nanowires of
boron carbide to be grown directly on cotton fabric, using

cotton fibers/weave as both a template and carbon source.
Since boron is a good neutron absorber and boron carbide is
the material of choice for armor, perhaps multiple, compos-
ite layers of boron carbide fabric sandwiched between high
hydrogen content aliphatic polymers may be a material to
consider for future spacesuit outer garment.

2.7 Lunar Surface Transportation

A whole range of moon vehicles have been proposed for lunar
activity, both for transport of crew and cargo. Vehicles and
system concepts that have been effectively used and evolved
on Earth for various construction tasks may be modified and
adopted for the Moon. Lunar settlement buildup operations
could benefit from a variety of vehicles including bulldoz-
ers, excavators, bucket trucks, mobile cranes, and drill jigs.
Traction in low gravity is an issue and will need compen-
sation measures. Lunar dust mitigation is also a factor that
is foremost in the minds of lunar surface activity mission
planners and designers alike (Stubbs et al., 2005). NASA is
currently studying concepts such as LOTUS and SPARCLE,
which employ intentional electrostatic charging of lunar dust
particles in order to repel them from habitat windows and
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Figure 6. Advanced spacesuits for lunar surface activity are in development and testing phases at NASA. They are undergoing rigorous
testing in simulations such as habitat building operations at the Desert Research and Test Studies (DRATS) in Arizona.

sensitive surfaces of exposed equipment and vehicles (Clark
et al., 2010).

Crew vehicles fall broadly under two classes, namely,
pressurized and unpressurized. Unpressurized rovers are sug-
gested for short range and short duration missions as those
required in and around the lunar settlement proximity in the
1–100 km range, while the much larger pressurized vehi-
cles are proposed for long traverses in the 100–1000 km
range (NASA, 1988). Figure 7 shows an unpressurized
lunar electric rover prototype presently in development and
test phase.

Sharing a common chassis with the unpressurized rover,
small pressurized rovers are being prototyped to carry two
crew on medium-range exploration sorties. Such a small elec-
tric rover may be capable of carrying two crew on 14-day
geological traverses (see Figure 8). Crew are able to do most
of the geological work from within the rover using remote
manipulator system and an assortment of end effectors.

Large rovers have been proposed as mobile lunar bases
(Cohen, 2003). Since they are equipped with all the systems
and tools for long missions, this strategy holds that these
rovers, supported by efficient logistics, can explore much
larger regions quickly and thus converge on ideal locations

for setting up a permanent settlement. Pressurized rovers may
also congregate to form larger habitat volumes.

2.8 Potentially Enabling Character of Rapid
Prototyping and Manufacture (RPM) and
Nanotechnology

A computer-aided technology that is quickly transforming
the way physical 3D models are created and prototyped,
evolved, and eventually inserted into the production line
manufacturing, might also be critical for lunar settlement
activity.

Rapid prototyping and manufacture (RPM) is a fast-
developing field that employs 3D additive layering machines
to create artifacts from CAD and other industry-wide com-
puter application packages.

Using raw lunar materials and compounds including lunar
dust, it may be possible to build spacecraft system compo-
nents to replace broken parts or replicate spares, on demand
this way, obviating the need for expensive shipment from
Earth or for large lunar warehouses for storage. Tools and
related hardware for lunar settlement applications may also
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Figure 7. Astronauts in evolved hybrid spacesuits practice lunar surface EVA scenarios onboard an unpressurized lunar rover prototype in
the Arizona desert.

be manufactured in situ using RPM. Contour Crafting (CC)
is a trademarked and patented RPM-derived technology that
employs unique computer programmable methods to erect
large structures such as walls, towers, and even habitats. The
process is fully automated and the entire system may be
builtup from a kit of parts, which may be deployed robotically
or with EVA support (Khoshnevis et al., 2005). NASA has
awarded a highly competitve contract and is currently pursu-
ing this technology aimed at demonstrating robotic building
capability in the short term at their simulation site at DRATS
(NASA, 2012) Figure 9 depicts a lunar landing pad built using
Contour Crafting technology. (Khoshnevis et al., 2012) Nan-
otechnology, which seems to have diffused into many fields
including RPM, is expected to play a prominent role in the
evolution of lunar robotic systems.

2.9 Crew Health Monitoring and Telemedicine

As missions grow longer, it is necessary to prepare for pri-
mary care in the event a crew member becomes sick or
incapacitated from a variety or potential illnesses that are
hard to screen out before the mission. Accidents may also

require emergency surgical intervention, followed by appro-
priate care. Astronaut crew without medical background are
being trained in procedures that they can do themselves (Ball
and Evans, 2001; Allen et al., 2003).

Telemedicine is a technology that allows an expert to
examine a patient and conduct procedures remotely and is
being introduced presently in general medical practice. Doc-
tors have been evolving this technology to access patients
located in remote regions of the world. The Zeus telemedicine
system is an example. The space agency has tested this tech-
nology on simulators and analogs such as the NEEMO-7
experiment in the Aquarius underwater facility in Florida,
and plans to insert it onboard the ISS and on endurance class
missions to the Moon and beyond.

2.10 Earth-Based Analogs and Simulators

Lunar analogs are those facilities here on Earth that resemble
lunar settlements in physical and operational environments.
Simulators are specially designed facilities that allow crew
to train and rehearse in a mock lunar environment, in order to
study the merits and limitations of both design and operations.
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Figure 8. A pressurized rover undergoing simulation tests at the DRATS site in Arizona.

In this way, problems can be addressed and issues resolved
to evolve satisfactory habitat and system architectures, well
in advance of lunar deployment.

High-fidelity simulation of lunar settlements on Earth
offers the best way to speedily evolve the tools and techniques
needed for lunar settlement buildup. Even though there are
substantial environmental differences, lessons learned in such
analogs can help shape initial operational capabilities. Exist-
ing facilities such as the Antarctica Base and other remote
facilities such as deep sea oil rigs such as Chevron Tahiti are
providing valuable input for Moon settlement logistics, crew
support, and operations. Long-duration missions in closed
environments like those of aircraft carriers and nuclear sub-
marines can also inform how to operate a lunar settlement.
Simulator setups and studies being conducted by NASA such
as the Haughton Mars Project and the NEEMO Project in the
Aquarius underwater facility, the Mars Station Analogs oper-
ated by the Mars Society, Moon Analogs proposed by Moon
Society, Hesperia Moon Mars Prototype at the Calearth Insti-
tute, and others are also useful in shaping the designs for
lunar settlements. Closed ecosystem simulations such as the
Biosphere 2 project and space mission simulations also offer
insight into crew needs and behavior.

2.11 Lunar Agriculture

Fully prepared food and drink may be brought in during the
early phases of initial capability operations. While earlier
missions depended on packed freeze-dried food for crew sus-
tenance, technology has evolved to the point that it is now
possible to provide fresh food and better nutrition for the crew.
While the Biosphere project provided some input in how to
manage farm produce and nutrition in closed ecological sys-
tems, and NASA’s Bioplex and genetically modified crop
such as Apogee wheat and Super Dwarf rice from the Utah
State University show possibilities for enclosed cultivation,
the effort of groups such as the Controlled Environment Agri-
culture Center (CEAC) at the University of Arizona points
toward a bright future for intensive, high-density cultivation
of vegetables in artificially lit food chambers using hydro-
ponics and allied technologies. Systems developed there are
now operational in the South Pole Food Growth Chamber at
the new McMurdo Station, providing fresh salads and other
vegetables on a routine basis and in a reliable manner (Sadler
et al., 2009). Once aquaculture is successfully introduced
into the loop, it will be possible to provide crew with com-
plete nutrition while also recycling waste products through
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Figure 9. A robotic building technology called Contour Crafting may be suited for building structures on the Moon like this landing pad
complex.

the system. Work is progressing on commissioning a lunar
green house (LGH) at the CEAC (Giacomelli et al., 2012) and
the team is presently entering production monitoring phase
in the test facility depicted in Figure 10.

Lunar soil, amended with proper nutrients, may be also
used for growing plants. While piped sunlight may be an
option to save energy, artificially lit growth chambers may
allow better control.

3 THE FUTURE

3.1 Lunar Science, Lunar Observatories

The Moon, formed in the very early period of our solar sys-
tem, by virtue of its own dormant physical environment and
the surroundings in which it evolves today, is considered the
time capsule of the origin of our solar system. We think the
Moon holds an unblemished and unique record of solar activ-
ity over the past 3 billion years, as well as a treasure trove
of information about the evolution of planet Earth over that
period. The Apollo and Luna programs brought back sam-
ples for study. Lunar geologists, astronomers, astrophysicists,
astrobiologists, and scientists from many other disciplines

all agree that there is a lot of science that could be done on
and from the Moon that would provide precious informa-
tion about the Sun, the Moon, and the Earth and the rest of
our solar system by sampling lunar materials and conducting
experiments on and from the lunar surface (Neal, 2009).

Orbiting so close to planet Earth, the Moon will con-
tinue to be our foothold to expanding human presence into
the vast reaches of our solar system and beyond. Although
hotly debated, the Moon offers a naturally protected and
stable platform for a variety of large astronomical observato-
ries. They include polar solar telescopes that could monitor
the Sun continuously, uninterrupted by the terminator, polar
infrared astronomy aided by the cold ambient environment,
Earth-looking high-resolution hyperspectral imaging facili-
ties. Shielded from the electromagnetic noise of the Earth,
the lunar farside offers the best location for radio observato-
ries engaged projects such as SETI, requiring high sensitivity.
A variety of telescopes spanning the entire electromagnetic
spectrum have been proposed. Aided by the quiet seismology
and the slow spin of the Moon, long integration periods are
possible. Projects to cast monolithic optical primary mirrors
20–100 m or more in diameter using raw materials from the
lunar surface have been proposed. Such large apertures may
be able to directly optically resolve Earth-like planets around
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Figure 10. It shows current status of the Lunar Green House (LGH) module being tested at the CEAC at the University of Arizona. The
LGH will provide a crew of six fresh greens and vegetables during their 6-month tour of duty.

stellar systems light years away (Angel, 2003). A novel con-
cept to locate a lunar supercomputer to process very large
amounts of data from lunar observatories and other devel-
opmental activities while also easing the load on NASA’s
aging Deep Space Network has been put forward. (Chang
and Thangavelu 2012).

3.2 Power From the Moon?

In the pursuit of clean energy, renewable power sources and
efficient systems are being sought on Earth and off Earth.
In a concept variation of the solar power satellite (Glaser,
1968), the Moon has been suggested as a platform to har-
vest solar energy for use on the Moon, and also to beam
it back to Earth. Large photovoltaic arrays built from local
lunar materials would convert solar energy into electricity
and microwaves for transmission back to Earth, where large
rectennas would convert it back to power and hook up to
the grid. Microwave power transmission experiments have

shown the viability of this technology. As nuclear fusion
reactor technology matures, helium-3, deposited on the lunar
surface by the solar wind, has been proposed to be mined
and used as fuel in Earth-based fusion reactors (Schmitt,
2006). A visionary architectural concept, LPS:2069, depict-
ing harvesting solar power from the Moon and beaming it
back to Earth using microwave technology was awarded the
first place in an international architectural design competi-
tion sponsored by the American Institute of Architects, in
Boston, Massachusetts. Figure 11 shows the winning design
(Anderson, 2010).

3.3 Future Transit Vehicles and Landers

While the earlier crew vehicles operate under free fall
conditions, commercial operators may choose to provide sim-
ulated gravity for cislunar transit. Simulated gravity may be
achieved by spinning tethered spacecraft about their cen-
ter of mass. Such vehicles will routinely ply between the
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Figure 11. LPS 2069, the award winning design for a lunar power system, designed to beam microwave power back to the Earth from the
lunar surface.

Earth and the Moon, transporting crew and tourists in a very
comfortable setting. Such cycling spaceships have been pro-
posed to evolve for longer expeditions in interplanetary space
to the asteroids and planets. An Earth–Moon Cycler would
continually move between the Earth and the Moon, ferry-
ing shuttlecraft that rendezvous with it. This cycler provides
simulated gravity through centrifugal forces generated by
spinning the entire assembly end to end (Aldrin et al., 2002)
(see Figure 12).

As lunar activities gain momentum, it will be important
to switch to propulsion systems that pollute less in order to
preserve the fragile lunar surface environment. Vehicles oper-
ating on chemical propulsion may be phased out in favor of
nonreaction-based systems such as orbital tethers. Eventu-
ally, a lunar space elevator may transport crew and cargo
from the cislunar orbital transportation hub possibly located
at the Earth–Moon Lagrangian point L1, shown in Figure 13.
The lunar space elevator promises several advantages over
one based on Earth, including lesser stresses on the system
as well as those forces caused by atmospheric disturbances,
which are absent on the Moon (Pearson et al., 2005).

The Earth–Moon Lagrangian point, EML-1, has been pro-
posed as a location for situating assets such as fuel depots, and
interplanetary transit spaceship assembly facilities. Space
stations, telescopes, and other historically valuable systems,

after their useful life, instead of being destroyed by deorbit-
ing in a fiery Earth reentry maneuver (the preferred option
used to decommission Skylab and MIR), could instead be
flown and parked there for future generations to appreciate
(Figure 14). A concept to operate a breeder reactor, using
EML-1 as the staging area, for producing nuclear fuel from
fertile material shipped from Earth, has been proposed. This
novel strategy circumvents accidental release of fissile mate-
rials in case of launch failure proposed in conventional plans.
(Dodd and Thangavelu 2012).

3.4 Evolved Infrastructure

Civil architects have a long and rich tradition of imagining
future cities and dwellings. They often predict, and project
with uncanny precision, future trends in building structures.
The works of Corbusier and Wright influenced skyscrap-
ers. Buckminster Fuller, the inventor of the geodesic dome,
envisioned a world using energy and materials frugally and
efficiently, and Cook and Herron dreamed of modular plug-in
cities. Soleri imagined extremely dense populations in com-
pact settings and even visualized habitats in the interior of
asteroids. The current works of Calatrava, Rogers, Kikutake,
Piano, and Foster all show a cellular, modular incremental
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Figure 12. Earth–Moon cycling spaceships in a tethered configuration could provide simulated gravity, and may evolve into vehicles for
interplanetary expeditions.

Figure 13. Earth–Moon Lagrangian points (EML) are regions of interest to park large facilities such as fuel depots and for assembly of
large spacecraft structures.
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Figure 14. The Earth–Moon Lagrangian point, EML-1 could become an international museum for space stations, telescopes, and other
historically valuable systems, after their useful life

evolution approach such as the international space station,
and perhaps, extendable and applicable to lunar cities. Per-
manent settlements and infrastructure differ from temporary
ones in that they are evolved over long periods of time.
Since the lunar surface environment poses lethal hazards, the
current strategies have focused on establishing permanent
settlements deep beneath the surface, safe from the extreme
diurnal temperature swings, micrometeoritic showers, and
GCR and solar particle radiation including those anomalously
large solar particle events (ALSPEs) associated with solar
coronal mass ejections (CMEs).

Once large cislunar vehicles start routine operations, car-
rying crew and cargo to the Moon, and once lunar products
ranging from fuel and He3 and other products begin to be
shipped back to Earth, we may expect to see more and more
people engaging in a variety of professions on the Moon.
Large cities may develop within craters, around crater rims,
and in lava tubes, safe from the harsh surface environment,
and ISRU will provide most of the consumables, thereby
reducing dependency on Earth logistics for support. Large
settlements are imagined to support thousands of people.

Part of such settlements would also be advanced trans-
portation infrastructure. As activities increase, it will be

necessary to transit to dust agitation and pollution-free
systems, in order to preserve the environment as well as
maintain the reliable operations of facilities, especially those
observatories and science payloads exposed to lunar vac-
uum. One strategy is to lay down tracks and operate a lunar
railroad system. Such a concept would be capable of trans-
porting crew and cargo from the landing zone to habitats as
well. Such a system, linking the lunar poles, may also be
an ideal architecture for lunar tourism (Schrunk et al., 2007)
(Figure 15).

4 CONCLUSIONS

The Moon is our closest celestial neighbor. We have success-
fully conducted human exploration missions there. A new
wave of spacecraft is currently providing new information
in order to proceed with lunar development and settlement.
Nations are preparing their own projects and programs to
return people to the Moon in longer missions, eventually
leading to permanent settlements. It will involve advanced
technologies and new methods in operations. Analogs and
simulators on Earth offer insight into such activities. This
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Figure 15. As lunar surface activities become routine, a lunar railroad would protect the environment by eliminating dust effects associated
with rockets and other conventional modes of crew and cargo transportation.

section presents an overview of some of the systems and
technologies that are being utilized and studied for return to
the Moon missions.

From the scientific viewpoint, the Moon offers a stable
and protected platform from which to observe the celestial
sphere, unhampered by the Earth’s atmosphere or radio noise.
Concepts suggesting harvesting solar energy on the Moon
and beaming it back to the Earth could one day provide
clean energy. Helium-3 on the lunar surface is more abundant
than on Earth and could be a future fuel for fusion reac-
tors on Earth. The Moon, once populated by such facilities,
will be maintained and evolved by crew. Eventually, a large
population with diverse activities and interests, propelled by
commerce as on Earth, may reside there in permanent settle-
ments, giving rise to a biplanetary civilization.

Our Moon presents a harsh and totally alien extraterrestrial
environment. Once we master the art and science of living on
the Moon, we will be able to extend our species outward into
our solar system and beyond. Of course, as we extend outward
and open new vistas, using those same skills and technolo-
gies, we will add a newly refined sensitivity and dimension
to our civilization here on Earth, by applying lessons learnt
on the Moon and beyond.

When will all this happen? As the famous physicist Neils
Bohr remarked, “Prediction is very difficult, especially about
the future.” But, as aerospace engineers bestowed with a rich
heritage of marvelous creations that make modern civilization
possible, nay, enjoyable and even exciting, we might also be
reminded by the saying attributed to computer scientist Alan

Kay that, “the best way to predict the future is to invent it.”
From that latter perspective, and following the history and
current trends of modern science and technology, aerospace
engineers appear to have the upper hand in determining the
future of humanity, especially since their projects are inter-
disciplinary in nature, seeking creative problem solving and
synergetic solutions from disciplines as diverse as the law,
policy, business and international relations and medicine,
architecture, and the fine arts. “Imagination is more important
than knowledge,” to quote Albert Einstein, and astronauti-
cal engineers tax both faculties to arrive at and realize their
visions and designs.

Space activity in general and human space activity in
particular are rooted in eternal optimism about our future,
and directly address the noblest aspirations of humanity.
The Moon, once portrayed as the ultimate “high ground” to
project the military might and defense capabilities of nation
states, has now been transformed into the arena of choice
for peaceful and progressive international collaboration and
development using human space activity. The Moon beckons
humanity toward a glorious future for all.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the design phase of an aircraft and its engine it is
important that the compatibility aspects at the aerodynamic
interface between the aircraft intake and the engine is given
sufficient consideration because of the implications failures
in this area may have. There are examples in the history of air-
craft development where design expansion beyond the state
of the art of engine and intake resulted in compatibility issues
previously unknown. In some cases extensive and expensive
redesigns in order to deliver the specified performance re-
sulted from this lack of knowledge. Lessons learnt from these
experiences dictate that mutual understanding of intake and
engine characteristics is essential for an efficient develop-
ment process, requiring early coordination of design efforts
between aircraft and engine.

Depending on the type of intake distortion, different
engine responses are to be expected. A common feature,
however, is an expected loss of engine surge margin and hence
increased risk of loss of engine performance due to engine
surge. In the following text the effects of various flow non-
uniformities (distortions) on the engine compressor will be
described. Analytical, numerical, and experimental methods
for the evaluation of engine distortion tolerance are high-
lighted.

2 COMPRESSORS AND THEIR
REACTION TO INTAKE DISTORTION

2.1 Basic compressor aerodynamics

The component of a gas turbine engine that is basically suffer-
ing from inlet flow non-uniformities (or intake distortion) is
the compressor. In order to understand how intake distortion
affects compressor operation, it is instructive to remember
how gas turbine compressors process the air. Compressors,
as the name implies, compress air by a repeated sequence of
first adding kinetic energy to the flow and then converting the
kinetic energy to pressure by a process of flow deceleration.
The elements within a compressor achieving this process are
a number of airfoils, either rotating or stationary. Work input
to the flow by a rotor row is achieved via change of the an-
gular momentum of the flow, and these properties are related
to each other via the following equation

ht,2 − ht,1 = u2cu,2 − u1cu,1 (1)
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2 Propulsion Integration

Figure 1. Velocity triangles.

Especially for axial compressors where rotor angular ve-
locities at rotor inlet and exit are very similar to each other, it
is evident that an increase in total enthalpy requires changing
the angular velocity of flow. Velocity triangles at rotor inlet
and exit exemplified in Figure 1 show how angular flow ve-
locities, rotor inlet flow angles, and rotor exit flow angles are
related to each other. The symbol “c” denotes velocity in the
absolute frame of reference. Due to the rotational speed “U”
of the rotor, rotor blades experience flow velocities within
their rotating (or relative) frame of reference, denoted by the
symbol “w”. The different velocities “c” and “w” are related
to each other via the following equation

c = w + U (2)

For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the flow at rotor
inlet has no angular component (cu,1 = 0), and the exit flow
angle of the rotor blade remains unchanged (in the rotor frame
of reference). With these assumptions, an increase in work
input according to equation 1 can only be achieved by an
increase of cu,2. According to the dependencies shown in
Figure 1, this requires reducing the axial velocity component
of the flow behind the rotor. Because of conservation of mass
flow through the rotor, also the axial velocity at rotor inlet will
be reduced, leading to an increased incidence of the flow to
the rotor blade. Translating the state of flow behind the rotor
from the rotating frame of reference into the stationary one,
Figure 1 also shows that an increase of work delivered to the
flow by the rotor increases the incidence to the subsequent
stator row as well. Therefore, an increase of work input to
the flow means increasing incidences to both rotor and stator
airfoils. Very much like aircraft wings, these airfoils have
certain operating limits in terms of airfoil angle of attack or

incidence. With increasing incidence, rotor airfoils provide
for a larger work input and hence pressure rise, but at the
same time, the aerodynamic loading increases, up to a point
where the flow separates.

There are two parameters useful to describe the term “aero-
dynamic loading” as used in this context. An obvious param-
eter already mentioned is airfoil incidence i, defined as angle
between actual flow direction and some design flow angle,
usually the flow angle with minimum losses of a cascade. The
second parameter is better suited to describe the achieved
pressure rise of a cascade and is called diffusion factor D,
being defined as

D = 1 − W2

W1
+ Wu,2 − Wu,1

2σ·W1
(3)

The diffusion factor considers both conversion of velocity
into pressure (expressed as velocity ratio between cascade
inlet and exit) and cascade geometry such as its solidity. Cas-
cades usually operate satisfactorily up to a certain limit value
of diffusion factor D, above which they start to separate.

On a larger scale, the pressure rise capability of a com-
pressor is typically depicted using a compressor map where
pressure rise is depicted as a function of compressor mass
flow for different rotational speeds. An example map is pro-
vided with Figure 2, and for the sake of illustration, it also
relates different regimes of compressor operating range to
an aircraft operating at different angles of attack. At low
pressure ratios, the airfoils operate with negative to small
incidence, and usually elevated losses. When the pressure ra-
tio is increased, airfoil incidences now approach a condition
with minimum losses. Further increasing the pressure ratio
is equivalent to further rise of airfoil aerodynamic loading
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Figure 2. Compressor operating map.

and losses increase due to formation of regions of separated
flow. At the upper end of a speed line, there is a point where
regions of separated flow have enlarged to an extent where
no further pressure rise is achievable, in analogy to aircraft
wings reaching the stall limit where no further increase of lift
can be provided.

The upper operational limit of a compressor map is called
the surge line, representing a condition where large flow sep-
aration prevents further pressure rise. The surge line repre-
sents an operational limit for engine operation, since the oc-
currence of compressor surge (sometimes also referred to as
compressor stall) leads to a highly unsteady flow field within
the engine, quite often also entailing periods of reversed flow,
that is, air flowing in the “wrong” direction through the com-
pressor. Surge is associated with large fluctuations of power
output. Furthermore, it is accompanied by increased struc-
tural loads caused by the rapid changes of flow field state.

Compressor maps are usually established (either numeri-
cally or by means of testing) for a standard set of inlet condi-
tions. These inlet conditions are typically derived from sim-
plified installation assumptions and assume a simplified inlet
profile with radial variations only, but uniform in circum-
ferential direction. Intake distortion considerations deal with
conditions that deviate from these design assumptions and
aim to identify the consequences of these deviations with
regard to engine operation.

2.1.1 Surge margin stack-up

Because of the detrimental effects of engine surge on propul-
sion provided to the aircraft, compressors are always designed
such that they feature a sufficiently large margin between their
operating condition and the surge line. Various aspects that
may occur during operation of the installed engine have an
influence on the available stability margin. A typical method
to account for all of these effects is a surge margin stack-up
that aims to provide for a quantitative capturing of all effects

Figure 3. Illustration of elements affecting the stability margin of
a compressor.

affecting the stability margin. These include aspects that tend
to raise the pressure rise demand of a compressor (depicted
as so-called working line in the compressor map), but also
those that negatively affect the position of the compressor
surge line. An illustration of elements affecting the stability
margin is given in Figure 3.

Among others, intake distortion is shown as an element
that lowers the compressor surge line. For reasons outlined in
subsequent paragraphs, intake distortion affects compressor
operation because the compressor usually responds to intake
distortion by locally increased airfoil incidences. Since an
increase in airfoil incidence increases airfoil aerodynamic
loading, intake distortion implicitly reduces the surge line
position and hence stability margin between operating line
and the surge line.

2.2 Aerodynamic response to intake distortion

Nothing has been said so far as to why gas turbine engine
compressors are susceptible to intake distortion. A compres-
sor feeds compressed air into the combustion chamber, and
the amount of compression needed to establish and maintain a
certain engine operating condition is dictated by the demands
of the downstream system, consisting of combustion cham-
ber and turbines. The nozzle guide vane of the high-pressure
turbine following the combustion chamber typically is
aerodynamically choked and sets a downstream boundary
condition, strictly speaking for the combustor (and not com-
pressor) exit. However, since the combustor from an aero-
dynamic point of view can be regarded as an element with
energy input and pressure losses, but fairly uniform other-
wise, it simply propagates a back pressure demand towards
the compression system exit. In simple words, the compres-
sion system experiences a demand for spatially uniform (and
this is the important aspect) exit static pressure, and it is
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really essential to understand that the need for the compres-
sor to achieve a uniform exit pressure is the reason why non-
uniform inlet conditions may have an impact on compressor
flow stability. The ratio between exit static pressure and inlet
total pressure can be regarded as measure for the work de-
mand required by the compressor, and as mentioned before,
work demand or work input can be translated into airfoil
incidence and/or diffusion factor.

Now let us consider that inlet conditions are not uniform,
that is, there is an intake distortion present. Details of com-
pressor reaction in response to a particular type of intake dis-
tortion (pressure, temperature, swirl) will be discussed later,
but a very simple consideration is to subdivide the compres-
sor into different elements, each of them having uniform inlet
conditions. These elements are assumed to extend through the
compressor from inlet to exit, and in summary, they represent
the compressor in total (see Figure 4).

Segmenting the compressor in the proposed way now as-
sures that each of the segments has uniform inlet conditions,
but inlet conditions vary between segments. Bearing in mind
that the compressor as a whole is forced to deliver a uni-
form pressure at exit, this means that individual segments
of the compressor are required to respond differently to the
common exit boundary condition by means of different work
input, depending on their specific inlet condition. Naturally,
there will be one of all of these segments that has to deliver
more work input than the others. This segment, therefore, will
operate with highest aerodynamic loading and hence will be
closest to its operational limit. Once it has reached its limit, it

will no longer be able to contribute to any further increase of
work input (or pressure rise) demand and flow will separate.
At this point, the assumption of segments working individu-
ally without interference with their neighbors no longer holds
true; the process of flow separation will spill over to them and
flow through the compressor as a whole will break down. In
summary, the fact that one of these segments has reached its
operating limit prevents other segments from achieving their
full pressure rise capabilities. The perception is that the com-
pressor as a whole has stalled at a pressure rise level below its
limit established for uniform inlet conditions, giving rise to
the notion that the compressor has lost part of its surge mar-
gin. In reality, the compressor still has capability to achieve
its designed pressure ratio at stall, but this capability has been
exhausted in certain segments and denies further functioning
of the rest of the compressor.

2.3 Types of distortion

In case of spatial non-uniformities, it needs to be considered
that rotor blades passing through a non-uniform flow field
experience a temporal non-uniformity in their frame of refer-
ence. Since the rotor blades need a finite period of time to ad-
just to new flow conditions, they may also temporarily tolerate
flow conditions, which they would not accept at steady-state
flow. This particular feature helps to increase the tolerance of
compressors to circumferential distortion, as demonstrated
first by a series of experiments reported in Reid (1969).

Figure 4. Segmented compressor.
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The following paragraphs will address in detail the re-
sponse of a compressor to different types and shapes of
intake distortion. For illustrative purposes, it is in all cases
assumed that the engine face area is subdivided into two seg-
ments, one of them having nominal inlet conditions whereas
the second segment featuring a deviating state. This allows
for a very simple model of a compressor operating with non-
uniformities at its inlet. Although any real distribution of the
aforementioned parameters is likely to be much more com-
plex in case of distorted inflow, this simple assumption serves
well to explain compressor response to the different types of
intake distortion.

It remains to be mentioned that apart from the direct
impact of distortion on compressor flow, there are also ef-
fects resulting from the interaction of components within the
engine. In a multi-spool compression system, distortion is
passed through and shared between the compressors. Even if
the first or low-pressure compressor (LPC) sees a pure total
pressure distortion, the non-uniform work input across the
LPC translates into a combined total pressure/temperature
distortion for subsequent compressors. The exact split
between resulting total pressure distortion and temperature
distortion for any subsequent intermediate pressure compres-
sor (IPC) and/or high-pressure compressor (HPC) depends on
the exit pressure boundary condition imposed on the LPC by
the downstream system. Struts within the duct between LPC
exit and downstream compressor may hinder the restoration
of pressure balance in the circumferential direction. The re-
sulting pressure imbalance is in favor of the LPC, which needs
to provide less work input within distorted sectors. As a con-
sequence, there is more total pressure distortion left for the
downstream compressor, but less temperature distortion gen-
erated. On the other hand, an intermediate duct with large
axial gaps requires the LPC to achieve a uniform exit pres-
sure. The result is reduced total pressure distortion for the
IPC/HPC, but increased temperature distortion.

In any case, a temperature distortion has developed at the
exit of the compression system, which is conserved through
the combustion chamber. Therefore, even the turbines expe-
rience temperature non-uniformity with local hot spots that
need to be considered with regard to thermal loading of ma-
terials and structures of the turbines.

A comprehension of different aspects of inlet distortion
as well as the development of methods to deal with them is
given in Cousins (2004).

2.3.1 Total pressure distortion

Considering the requirement that the compressor as a whole
has to deliver a certain pressure level at its exit, this means
that different pressure rise requirements exist for different

segments of a compressor, and segments with the lowest inlet
pressure naturally demand a higher work input to achieve
the same exit pressure as their neighbors. As stated before,
this translates into increased aerodynamic loading of these
segments, and compressor stall occurs if one of these highest-
loaded segments reaches its stability limit. At the stall point,
the overall surge pressure ratio �surge of the compressor is
derived as the average of pressure ratios over all segments
“k”

�surge,distorted =
∑

k

Ak

Atotal
·�k (4)

For the highest loaded segment, �k is equal to the maximal
pressure ratio already depicted in the compressor map for
undistorted flow. However, since only one segment achieves
this peak level of pressure ratio, the average pressure ratio is
lower than the peak value defined in the compressor map, and
the compressor apparently stalls at a lower average pressure
ratio due to intake distortion. Figure 5 provides for a graphical
representation of such conditions. For the sake of simplicity,
only two segments with different inlet pressure are consid-
ered. The segment with the highest inlet pressure needs to
provide less pressure ratio than the other segment (labeled
“pressure distortion”). Both segments are assumed to work
on the same speed line, which is a reasonable assumption in
the case of a pure circumferential distortion. Figure 5 rep-
resents a condition where the distorted segment has reached
the stability limit. The average achieved pressure ratio, re-
sulting from area averaging of conditions as indicated above,
is also shown, and since the distorted segment limits any fur-
ther increase of pressure ratio, the surge pressure ratio of the
compressor under intake distortion is defined by the aver-
age pressure ratio, being situated below the undistorted surge
line. The difference between undistorted and distorted surge
line constitutes the surge pressure ratio loss due to intake
distortion.

2.3.2 Temperature distortion

Whereas the connection between a deficit in pressure over
some portions of the compressor inlet face and correspond-
ing increase in aerodynamic loading to achieve the same exit
pressure is apparent, the dependency between inlet temper-
ature variations and effects on aerodynamic loading is less
obvious.

Work input and aerodynamic loading were previously re-
lated to each other via parameters like incidence or diffusion
factor, but they can also be depicted in a different way that will
be useful to understand the impact of temperature distortion
on compressor operating range. As stated before, compressor
enthalpy rise is related to flow turning and hence aerodynamic
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Figure 5. Compressor map (total pressure distortion).

loading. The dependency between enthalpy rise and pressure
rise (which is the property presented in the compressor map),
on the other hand, can be illustrated in the h-s diagram (see
Figure 6).

Temperature increase results in raised entropy levels and
the h-s diagram shows that a larger work input is required
at increased entropy levels (representing increased inlet tem-
perature levels) to achieve the same amount of pressure rise.
Therefore, an increase of inlet temperature means that the
compressor has to provide more work input to generate the
same pressure ratio. In general, segments of increased inlet
temperature, like segments of reduced inlet pressure, have a
destabilizing effect on compressor flow.

If the compressor is again subdivided into two segments
with different inlet temperatures prevailing, the effect of

temperature distortion can also be interpreted in another way
(see Figure 7). At a given shaft speed of the compressor, the
segment with increased inlet temperature is operating at lower
aerodynamic speed Nred, which means that the achievable
pressure ratio at surge is lower than for the undistorted seg-
ment. Yet, remember that both segments still have to achieve
the same pressure at compressor exit, which is broadly equiv-
alent to generating the same pressure ratio. Conditions de-
picted in Figure 7 represent a condition where the distorted
segment is operating at its stability limit, running on a speed
line of lower aerodynamic speed. The undistorted segment
still has margin towards its stability limit, but again, the com-
pressor as a whole is limited by conditions within the distorted
segment, and the average compressor features a lowered surge
line.

Figure 6. h-s diagram.
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Figure 7. Compressor map (temperature distortion).

2.3.3 Swirl distortion

The effect of flow angle deviation within a segment is compa-
rable to the effect of changing flow angle by means of an inlet
guide vane (IGV) in front of the compressor. As is known, this
re-matches the stages within the compressor, and the speed
line of a compressor as a whole changes. Whether the impact
on surge line is positive or negative depends on the origi-
nal stage matching. If the compressor is already optimized
for surge margin, any inlet flow angle change is likely to re-
duce surge margin. Stage matching for optimum efficiency,
on the other hand, may suffer from altered inlet flow angle
with regard to efficiency, but may benefit with regard to surge
margin.

In any case, a change in inlet flow angle modifies the speed
line of a compressor. An increase in angular velocity in direc-
tion of rotor rotation is termed co-swirl; it reduces compres-
sor mass flow at constant speed. Changing angular velocity
in the other direction is termed as contra-swirl, with opposite
effects on mass flow at a speed. Turning again to the simple
model of a compressor being segmented into two parts with

different inlet conditions, the aforementioned effects translate
into the two segments running on two different speed lines
(Figure 8).

The requirement to achieve a uniform exit static pressure
again means that both segments broadly have to deliver the
same pressure ratio, but on different characteristics. This is
similar to the behavior observed for temperature distortion,
but the difference is that the two characteristics are a re-
sult of altered stage matching at the same aerodynamic shaft
speed and, therefore, the surge line vs. speed relationship may
change, as mentioned before. Whether and to which extent
the average compressor surge line is affected, very much de-
pends on how the surge line of the distorted segment changes
with altered inlet flow angle.

2.4 Spatial distortion

Inlet flow non-uniformities may spatially vary in circumfer-
ential as well as radial direction, and compressor response
will be different in most cases.

Figure 8. Compressor map (swirl distortion).
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In the case of a purely radial distortion, compressor
response to intake distortion is very much dictated by the
radial redistribution of local flow conditions within the com-
pressor. Flow conditions are governed by the requirement to
achieve radial pressure equilibrium, and aerodynamic load-
ing of individual blades/vanes is a function of not only ra-
dial distortion, but also streamline distribution within the
meridional plane. Since radial pressure equilibrium must be
maintained at any meridional position, re-balancing of flow in
response to intake distortion takes place throughout the whole
compressor. In general, radial distortion leads to radial (and
subsequently also axial) re-matching of the compressor com-
pared to undistorted conditions. Because of this mechanism,
radial distortion may shift the location of highest aerody-
namic loading within the compressor. Effects of pure radial
distortion with regard to both flow redistribution and stabil-
ity limit may be assessed with standard streamline curvature
methods.

In the case of purely circumferential non-uniformities, on
the other hand, there is no efficient mechanism within the
compressor to allow for local re-balancing in circumferential
direction. The blades effectively shield passages from each
other, and only axial gaps between blade rows allow for some
redistribution. Therefore, circumferential non-uniformities
will usually persist through the compressor, and a final equi-
librium condition will only be achieved at the compressor
exit, owing to a uniform static pressure at compressor exit.
Because of this perceived impermeability in the circumferen-
tial direction, the compressor may fictitiously be divided into
individual circumferential segments, each of them operating
individually. As a consequence, the matching of stages within
a segment will only be marginally affected by intake distor-
tion, and segments differ from each other only because they
operate at different aerodynamic loading, but with identical
stage matching, otherwise. The principle of segments operat-
ing individually (or in parallel) led to the development of the
so-called parallel compressor model, where each segment’s
performance is described by the same compressor map with
different operating conditions only.

Some complication is introduced in case of a circum-
ferential distortion because rotor blades travel through seg-
ments with differing flow conditions during a revolution.
Flow around the rotor blades needs to adjust to the vary-
ing conditions, and this process of adaptation requires some
time. Therefore, the flow within rotor blades lags behind its
assumed steady-state condition. Especially in the case of in-
creased aerodynamic loading within regions of distortion,
this helps to endure a state of elevated loading even beyond
steady-state operating limits and contributes to increased
tolerance to circumferential distortion.

2.5 Time-dependent distortion

Although not always being obvious, almost any flow carries
some amount of unsteadiness with it, because of flow turbu-
lence, unsteady separation effects, or other. Therefore, any
total pressure distortion typically features not only a spatial
non-uniformity, but also a temporal variation. The temporal
variation may manifest as a time-dependent change of spa-
tial non-uniformity (in which case the compressor is likely
to respond to the most pronounced spatial pressure distor-
tion within a time period, if it persists long enough), or as
a superimposed fluctuation of average inlet pressure. In any
case, very much like flow unsteadiness experienced by rotor
blades passing through a circumferential non-uniformity, the
compressor blading as a whole needs time to adapt to time-
varying inlet conditions. Because of the finite response time,
the important parameter to consider flow unsteadiness is the
frequency of the time-dependent fluctuation. In the case of a
slow (low frequency) variation of inlet conditions, the engine
as a whole is able to follow the altered inlet conditions in a
quasi-steady manner. In this case, low-frequency spatial non-
uniformities are considered on the basis of the worst-case
condition experienced over a time series, but no additional
consideration of unsteadiness is required. In the case of a
very fast (high frequency) variation, temporal changes of in-
let conditions occur too quickly to be followed at all. Again,
the compressor will not be affected by the time-dependent
variation, but only by possible (time-averaged) spatial non-
uniformities. However, there is a frequency range, ranging
from approximately a few percent of rotor shaft speed fre-
quency to approximately rotor shaft speed frequency, where a
response of the compressor to unsteadiness is to be expected.
In this frequency range, a time lag (or phase difference) is
observed between change of inlet conditions and correspond-
ing change of compressor exit pressure. As a consequence,
there are portions over an oscillation cycle of inlet condi-
tions, where unfavorable (“low”) inlet conditions pair with
high exit pressure demand. During such periods, the pres-
sure ratio demand for the compressor is increased and surge
margin is reduced.

A special case of distortion is a purely time-dependent dis-
tortion (sometimes also called planar-wave distortion), where
no spatial non-uniformity exists. Although unlikely to occur
in reality, certain flow phenomena like intake buzz have a very
strong temporal non-uniformity that is much larger than the
superimposed spatial non-uniformity. Because of the domi-
nance of the time-dependent variation, a simplified approach
to assess their impact on compressor stability is to neglect
the spatial non-uniformity and consider the time-dependency
only.
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2.6 Aeromechanical effects of intake distortion

2.6.1 Aeromechanical interaction – blade forcing

In addition to aerodynamic (and usually detrimental) ef-
fects resulting from intake distortion, there is also an aspect
with regard to mechanical loads that needs to be considered.
Spatial non-uniformities due to intake distortion translate into
time-dependent non-uniformities for rotor blades, which pass
through the spatial non-uniformity. In response to the time-
varying inlet conditions (in the rotor relative frame of refer-
ence) and because of the need to deliver different pressure
ratio as a function of local inlet conditions, incidences and
hence blade pressure distributions change, resulting in time-
dependent blade forces. These changes repeat with each rotor
revolution; therefore, frequencies of blade force changes are
an integer multiple of the rotor shaft speed frequency, the
actual contents being dependent on the prevailing spatial dis-
tribution.

Distortion-induced blade forces need to be considered dur-
ing mechanical blade design, especially where resonances oc-
cur between blade mode shape eigenfrequencies and periodic
forcing due to inlet flow non-uniformities. These crossings
are identified in the Campbell diagram, and forced response
calculations are typically performed at these points in order
to determine mechanical blade response to distortion-induced
forcing.

2.6.2 Descriptors for blade forcing

Similar to descriptors that describe the aerodynamic im-
pact of intake distortion on compressor stability, parameters
exist that relate inlet total pressure distortion to the expected
amount of blade forcing. It is to be noted that distortion de-
scriptors for blade forcing are defined only for total pressure
distortion, although the concept described below could in
principle be extended also to temperature and swirl distor-
tion.

The periodicity and strength of time-dependent blade forc-
ing is typically defined in terms of amplitudes at so-called
“engine orders,” representing multiples of rotor shaft speed
frequency (being the inverse of rotor rotational speed). In fact,
this is equivalent to performing a spectral analysis (by means
of a Fourier transform) of the time-dependent signal repre-
senting blade forcing, and translating frequencies into en-
gine orders. In the case of intake distortion, time-dependency
of blade forcing in the rotor relative frame of reference re-
sults from spatial non-uniformities of total pressure along
the circumference. Therefore, the Fourier transform is to be
performed on the total pressure distribution in the circumfer-
ential direction. Furthermore, the impact of forcing on blade

movement is dependent on the radial distance from the hub
where the blade is rooted. Because of this, Fourier transforms
are usually performed for a number of radii (or rings) between
blade root and tip. Typical blade forcing descriptors take the
form

Fn
i = An

i

q

An
i = amplitude of harmonic function

(derived from Fourier transform)

n = engine order

i = index of radius (5)

Limit values for these forcing descriptors should be mutually
established between engine and airframe supplier during the
early phase of a development program. These limits enable
the engine designer to account for distortion-induced blade
loads and provide the airframe manufacturer with additional
guidance with regard to intake flow quality.

2.7 Demonstration of distortion tolerance and
carefree handling

2.7.1 Analytical methods

Focus of the majority of these tools was and still is to assess
the impact of intake distortion on surge line.

Among the oldest and simplest models is the parallel com-
pressor model, whose concept has already been used in this
chapter to explain compressor response to intake distortion.
Extensions of this model aim to account for unsteady effects
resulting from rotor blades passing through a time-varying
flow field (in their frame of reference), as mentioned in sec-
tion 2.2. This approach requires providing full compressor
characteristics in terms of pressure ratio or efficiency vs.
mass flow. Though simple, these models achieve a reason-
able accuracy with regard to surge margin losses in cases
where intake distortion is steady state and dominated by cir-
cumferential non-uniformities (Mazzawy, 1977; Davis, 1991;
Longley, 1990).

Pure radial distortion effects can be addressed with proce-
dures allowing for the calculation of the flow in the meridional
plane of a compressor, using streamline curvature methods.
These codes consider effects resulting from the need to satisfy
the radial pressure equilibrium within the compressor and
predict the impact of radial non-uniformities on radial and
axial matching of blade rows. Streamline curvature methods
usually rely on the provision of loss and deviation charac-
teristics, and prediction accuracy at off-design conditions is
strongly dependent on the quality of these correlations.
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Both mentioned approaches are limited to calculating dis-
tortion effects for either circumferential or radial distortion
only. It was obvious to combine both concepts to enable as-
sessment of general shapes of spatial flow non-uniformities,
ultimately even coupled with modules to calculate the intake
flow as input to the compression system module. A promi-
nent example of such a procedure is Turbine Engine Analysis
Compressor Code (TEACC) (Hale, Davis and Sirbaugh,
2004).

Numerical assessment of intake distortion effects on en-
gine behavior requires considering the three-dimensional, un-
steady flow within the compression system, including zones
of massively separated flows, which in summary represents
the ultimate complexity with regard to numerical methods.
Despite all advances in terms of calculation methods and
computational power, this is still a time-consuming and de-
manding effort that is currently not applicable during the
standard design process of an engine. Therefore, simplified
methods have been developed over the years, which allow
for addressing the important aspects of intake distortion and
related engine response. Despite these drawbacks of detailed
numerical analysis of the flow by means of unsteady (time-
accurate) Navier–Stokes calculations, some examples exist
to show that this approach is viable in principle (Yao, Gorrell
and Wadia, 2008a, 2008b).

2.7.2 Experimental investigation – distortion
generators

Any experimental investigation into the effects of intake dis-
tortion with regard to compressor response requires defining
devices that are capable of generating the required type/shape
of flow non-uniformity. In case of spatial total pressure dis-
tortion, the efforts are manageable. Total pressure distortion
can “easily” be generated by means of devices that create a
total pressure loss. Standard devices are gauzes and/or perfo-
rated plates that cover part of the inlet area. They should be
installed in a cylindrical section upstream of the compressor
in order to preserve the shape of the wanted distortion pat-
tern, and should be located approximately 1.5–2 diameters
upstream of the compressor inlet face in order to avoid inter-
actions. Depending on the flexibility wanted during the tests,
these devices may be static, which means for any new distor-
tion pattern a new distortion generator needs to be installed.
More sophisticated devices use, for instance, elements such
as flaps distributed across the whole flow area, which can be
flapped into or out of the flow as required to produce almost
any shape of total pressure distortion pattern. Furthermore, if
the device can be operated transiently, unsteady total pressure
distortion patterns can also be produced.

Simple swirl distortion patterns are producible by means
of devices similar to inlet guide vanes. They allow generating
radial distributions of flow angle, but care must be taken to
consider flow development between distortion generator and
engine face because of radial pressure gradients induced by
the swirling flow. Generation of circumferential distributions
is a much more complex task and may also require more
exotic devices such as “delta wings” in order to use shed
vortices to generate swirl.

Realistic levels of total pressure and swirl distortion can
also be achieved by attaching the relevant intake geometry
to the compressor/engine and to simulate the effects of flight
condition (Mach number, angle of attack, sideslip angle) by
appropriate loss generators within the intake itself.

Both total pressure and swirl distortion generators are pas-
sive devices that take and dissipate energy from the flow. The
generation of temperature distortion, on the other hand, re-
quires active devices that are able to raise the energy of the
flow. Therefore, much more effort is required to generate
temperature distortion.

2.7.3 Instrumentation

The amount of intake distortion produced by any distortion
generator needs to be measured with appropriate instrumen-
tation that is equivalent to that used for intake model instru-
mentation. Guidelines set out in SAE ARP1420 (2002) and
SAE AIR1419 (1999) for measurement of intake distortion
should be used for definition of engine intake instrumentation
as well. For more details see “General Remarks” in Section
2.4.1 of the companion Basic Principles: Gas Turbine Com-
patibility – Intake Aerodynamic Aspects.

2.7.4 Rig tests

Because of the complexity associated with the analytical as-
sessment of distortion-induced effects, experiments are still
a fundamental element to demonstrate capabilities, but also
deficits of a compressor design. Compressor rig tests are quite
often the first step to investigate dependencies between inlet
flow non-uniformities and compressor behavior. Compres-
sor rig tests provide the flexibility to operate the compressor
steadily above the operating line and to approach surge in
a very controlled manner, thereby allowing mapping of the
surge line with high accuracy.

These tests require producing non-uniformities within
the test bed inlet section to the compressor. Intention of
these tests can be to investigate basic dependencies between
pure circumferential and/or radial total pressure distortion
and compressor response. Resulting data can be used to
derive sensitivities between distortion and surge line loss,
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which are useful to state distortion descriptors and limits
(following the guidelines set out in SAE ARP1420, 2002),
but also to validate accounting for inlet distortion within the
surge margin stack-up for known levels of intake distortion.
Furthermore, tests with more realistic patterns derived from
intake design/testing can be performed to investigate related
compressor response.

2.7.5 Bench engine tests (sea level static (SLS),
altitude test facility (ATF))

Similar to compressor rig tests, distortion generators installed
in front of the engine can be used to investigate related effects.
Here, the focus is twofold.

First of all, effects of distortion transfer can be studied, for
instance, the impact on downstream compressors (IPC, HPC)
within a multi-spool compression system. Only by means of
engine tests can the exact inlet conditions for downstream
compressors be generated.

Second, only tests with the engine can provide for realis-
tic installation and operating conditions of the compressors.
Carefree handling characteristics of the engine with realis-
tic distortion pattern will be explored. Surge line mapping
with an engine is necessary in order to demonstrate sufficient
surge margin under realistic installation conditions and vali-
date distortion-related elements of the surge margin stack-up
for subsequent clearance of the engine for surge-free opera-
tion.

2.7.6 Flight test

Ultimately, part of the flight tests performed to qualify the
propulsion system serve to demonstrate that carefree han-
dling is achieved across the operating envelope of the aircraft
at relevant aircraft attitudes and engine power settings. These
flight tests also include proof of concept for possible engine
palliatives like compressor bleeds, fuel dips, temporal nozzle
opening, etc., which might have been included into the engine
control software. Those palliatives can help overcome rare
high distortion events by moving either the surge or working
line in order to increase the surge margin of the engine.

3 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Symbols

A area
c flow velocity (absolute frame of reference)
D diffusion factor
h specific enthalpy

ht total specific enthalpy
i cascade incidence
l blade/vane cord length
Nred aerodynamic (or reduced) shaft speed (Nred =

Nmechanical/
√

T/Tref )
P pressure
Pt total pressure
q dynamic head, q = Pt − P

r radius
s entropy
σ solidity, l/t
t blade pitch
U angular velocity of rotor
w flow velocity (relative or rotor frame of reference)
α flow angle (absolute frame of reference)
β flow angle (relative or rotor frame of reference)
� total pressure ratio Pt,2/Pt,1

Subscripts

0 freestream
1 inlet
2 exit
u angular direction
x axial direction

Abbreviations

AIP aerodynamic interface plane (at engine inlet)
AIR aerospace information report
ARP aerospace recommended practice
HPC high-pressure compressor
IGV inlet guide vane
LPC low-pressure compressor
Mach Mach number
NGV nozzle guide vane
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
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1 INTRODUCTION

Customers’ needs are dynamic: they emerge in time and
evolve stochastically, prompted by unfolding environmental
(political, economic, and/or technological) uncertainties and
network externalities. The ability of an industry to address
these needs in a timely and cost-effective manner is indica-
tive of its responsiveness. In the space industry, a systemic
discrepancy exists between the time constants associated
with the emergence and change of customers’ needs, and
the response time of the industry in delivering solutions to
address these needs. The needs can consist of a new capa-
bility on-orbit for a military or a commercial customer, or a
modification and repositioning of an existing on-orbit asset.
When a new capability is required, from the moment when the
need is identified and requirements are formalized to the time
when an operational asset is delivered on-orbit, several years
would typically elapse. Although different in details, other

industries have struggled with conceptually similar issues,
and management approaches such as just-in-time were devel-
oped in part to address the discrepancy between the rate of
change of customers’ needs and the ability of the industry to
deliver timely solutions (better inventory management also
played a role in the just-in-time emphasis).

Space responsiveness was first conceptualized in a military
context, where needs can emerge as a result of an unexpected
threat, and require the rapid deployment of space assets to
ensure communications between allied forces, as well as
surveillance of regions of interest. The time needed to respond
to these new needs can therefore be critical to ensure swift
tactical advantage. Conversely, important penalties can result
from the late delivery of a needed capability to the battle-
field. To tackle this challenge, the US Department of Defense
(DOD) issued in 2007 a report outlining the steps required to
establish an operationally responsive space program office to
improve “the Nation’s means to develop, acquire, field and
employ space capabilities in shortened timeframes” (DOD,
2007).

The need for space responsiveness extends however
beyond the defense community and is equally relevant in
the commercial space sector (see Communication Satel-
lites for commercial satellites). In a commercial context,
responsiveness is helpful to gain and sustain a competitive
advantage, for example, by securing the first-mover advan-
tage against a competing or alternate technology. Conversely,
lack of responsiveness can result in an opportunity loss and
hence, loss of potential revenue and value to shareholders.
In addition, satellite manufacturers may be (contractually)
obligated to pay penalties, “liquidated damages,” if they
experience schedule slippage (the opposite of responsive-
ness) and miss satellite delivery dates. Responsiveness is
also important for science (see Science Satellites: Landers
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Figure 1. Average time-to-delivery of spacecraft and correspond-
ing standard deviation bars as a function of mission class.

and Rovers, Science Satellites: Interplanetary Spacecraft, and
Fundamental Physics in Space for science satellites). In the
case of interplanetary missions, launch windows offer very
little schedule flexibility and only occur every few months
or years. “Responsive missions” could also allow scientists
to observe and study transient phenomena (e.g., atmospheric
or astrophysical) whose duration is uncertain, shortly after
they appeared. In short, improving space responsiveness is
important for military, commercial, and science applications
in the space industry.

In the current space industry, various degrees of respon-
siveness are achieved depending on the purpose of the space
mission. Figure 1 shows the average time-to-delivery for
a sample of spacecraft launched since the 1990s, orga-
nized by mission class: commercial communication satellites
(29 spacecraft), military missions (15 spacecraft), and civil
scientific missions (29 spacecraft). While commercial com-
munication satellites are typically delivered in 2 or 3 years
following the contract award, the development of defense
and science spacecraft often takes longer, typically 5 years
(or more). Furthermore, the delivery schedule of military and
science spacecraft exhibit a higher variability than that of
commercial communication satellites. Various factors that
can explain such differences in responsiveness are discussed
extensively in this chapter.

It is however important to note that space responsiveness
is a broader issue than the sole time-to-delivery of a space-
craft as shown in Figure 1. For example, in a commercial
context, much time can elapse between the identification of a
new need or market opportunity and the award of a contract
to develop a new satellite. Similarly, the instant at which an
asset is operational may not directly coincide with the instant
of the launch (or the modification) of said asset. From the per-
spective of the end-customer or the stakeholder with the need
for the space asset,responsiveness is related to the total time

τ0 elapsed from the instance when the need for a given on-
orbit capability is identified and formalized to the time when
the asset is ready and operational on-orbit. Improving space
responsiveness therefore requires a thorough understanding
of the schedule structure of a space asset, that is, the temporal
breakdown of each activity in the space industry following
the issuance of a request for proposal (RFP) for a new or
modified on-orbit capability, as well as an assessment of how
much time each activity contributes to the total timeτ0 . This
“time accounting” is traditionally performed internally by
each stakeholder for technical activities (e.g., design, manu-
facturing, integration, and testing) in the schedule documents
developed for a given space project (see Project Schedul-
ing). Other activities that should also be considered in this
“time accounting” include legal, organizational, and proce-
dural activities (presented in Section 4).

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces a conceptual framework for thinking
about issues of space responsiveness and defines three lev-
els of responsiveness, which clarify who/what is responsive
in the space industry. Section 3 presents tools for identifying
and prioritizing responsiveness-improvement efforts. Finally,
Section 4 discusses the levers of responsiveness, or means for
improving space responsiveness, including spacecraft design
and operational levers, launch levers, and “soft” levers of
responsiveness (e.g., acquisition policies).

2 THREE LEVELS OF RESPONSIVENESS

Responsiveness, unlike reliability for example, is not a
characteristic of an item, but a higher-level attribute of an
industry’s value-chain or an industry’s set of customers and
suppliers. Although the technical characteristics and design
of the space system under development are key drivers of
the space industry’s responsiveness, or lack thereof, they are
not its sole determinant. Other aspects as will be discussed
in this chapter have an impact on responsiveness and can be
usefully tackled, along with design aspects of a spacecraft,
to improve space responsiveness.

If beauty is in the eye of the beholder, responsiveness is in
the eye of the “customer”; it characterizes the reaction time
of “suppliers” to an external stimulation (e.g., a new order for
product X). Figure 2 provides an illustrative representation
of an industry value chain. Si in Figure 2 are the various
stakeholders in this industry and are affected when the end-
customer issues a new order for a product or a service.1 As
the end-customer identifies a new need or opportunity and
issues an RFP for a new asset, that RFP stirs the industry
and propagates upstream its value-chain. Figure 2 illustrates
the fact that there are multiple sets of “customers–suppliers”
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Figure 2. Illustrative representation of an industry value-chain. End customer and various stakeholders (Si ). Not all links are represented.

in an industry. Furthermore, one stakeholder’s customer is
often another stakeholder’s supplier. For example, S22 is the
“customer” of S221 and S222, but S22 is also the “supplier” of
S2.

Since responsiveness is relevant for “customers” (or stake-
holders with needs), and it characterizes the reaction time
of “suppliers” (or stakeholders addressing those needs, in
whole, or in part), different levels and types of responsiveness
can be defined:

1. A “global industry-wide responsiveness,” as seen from
the perspective of the end-customer;

2. A “local stakeholder responsiveness,” as seen from the
perspective of a “local” customer;

3. An “interactive” or “inter-stakeholder responsiveness.”

2.1 Global responsiveness

The global or industry-wide responsiveness is seen from the
perspective of the end-customer who issues the RFP for
a given space capability and “pays the bill” for the space

End-customerΣ(Si)
Σ(Si )i

RFP
issued

Asset
operational

on-orbiti

τ 0

Figure 3. Global responsiveness, end-customer, and block diagram.

asset. This is a “macro-level” attribute of the whole industry.
Regardless of how the industry is structured, whether there
are hundreds of suppliers or just a couple of them, from the
perspective of the end-customer, what matters is the timeτ0

elapsed from the issuance of the RFP for a space asset until the
asset becomes operational on-orbit. Figure 3 provides a sym-
bolic representation of this relationship as a block diagram in
which the “black box” contains all the suppliers (�(Si)) that
interact with the end-customer. Improving global responsive-
ness of an industry implies among other things reducing or
compressingτ0 as shown in Figure 4.

Conceptually, compressingτ0, and consequently improv-
ing global responsiveness, can be achieved by three different
types of actions: (i) eliminating bottlenecks in the value-
chain and minimizing waiting periods, (ii) maximizing
overlap, to the degree possible, between different streams
of activities at different suppliers, and (iii) compressing the
“response time” of each supplier. In practice, in order to
identify levers for improving responsiveness, lower levels
of responsiveness – the constituents or components of this
global responsiveness – must be defined, to identify areas
where practical improvement actions can be taken. Two
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Figure 4. Conceptual improvement of global responsiveness.

additional levels are introduced to this effect, local stake-
holder responsiveness, and interactive or inter-stakeholder
responsiveness.

2.2 Local stakeholder responsiveness

In addition to the global responsiveness, responsiveness can
be defined at a local level in an industry value-chain, by
local customers instead of the “end-customer”. For example,
in Figure 2, the local responsiveness of S11 is seen from the
perspective of its customer, S1, and is related to the total
time τS11 elapsed from the instance when S1 formalizes its
needs with respect to a given supplier, here S11, to the time
when S11 delivers the required product and/or service and
fulfills its customer’s needs. Improving local responsiveness
implies among other things reducing or compressing this
total timeτS11.

2.3 Interactive or inter-stakeholder
responsiveness

Each stakeholder, by improving its own local responsive-
ness (τSi

), contributes to improving the responsiveness of
its own customer(s), and ultimately the global responsive-
ness. However, the responsiveness of a local customer is not
only dependent upon and determined by the responsiveness
of its suppliers, but also by how well (or efficiently) the cus-
tomer interacts and works with its suppliers. For example in
Figure 2, the responsiveness of S22 is not only determined
by the intrinsic responsiveness of its suppliers, S221 and S222,
but also by the time-efficiency of the interaction between S22

and its two suppliers. This can be referred to as “interactive”

or “inter-stakeholder responsiveness” and characterizes the
time-efficiency of the interaction between any two stakehold-
ers in an industry value-chain. The time constant associated
with this interactive responsiveness is noted asτ inter resp. For
example, a customer that can finalize procurement agree-
ments with its suppliers in a few weeks has a better interactive
responsiveness than one requiring several months to set up
such agreements.

2.4 Formalization

The time constant associated with the responsiveness of a
local stakeholder,τLS, can be expressed as a function of the
response times of all its suppliers Si (i = 1 to n) plus the
interactive responsiveness and the intrinsic responsiveness of
the local stakeholder as shown in the symbolic representation
of equation (1):

τLS = f
(
τS1; τS2; . . . ; τSn

; overlaps
)

+ τinter resp + τintrinsic(LS) (1)

τ intrinsic(LS) is a time component ofτLS that captures the speed
and efficiency by which a local stakeholder (LS) can address
its own customer’s needs irrespective of, or following its sup-
pliers’ responsiveness and the interactive responsiveness, as
shown in equation (1).τ intrinsic(LS)can be termed the local cus-
tomer’s “self-responsiveness,” and is function of the internal
technical skills within the company as well as the managerial
skills and organizational structure that facilitate or hamper
lean operations and decision-making. The functional depen-
dence ofτLS on various parameters (equation (1)) will be
further discussed in Section 4.
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3 SCHEDULE COMPRESSIBILITY
AND RESPONSIVENESS MAPS

Improving space responsiveness requires identifying the
activities ai contributing to the overall development and readi-
ness of the system, and assessing the extent to which the
duration of each activityτai

can be reduced. These tasks can
be performed via the time compressibility metric along with
the responsiveness maps, which are presented next.

3.1 Schedule compressibility

As the time dimension of responsiveness is related toτ0 for
the global responsiveness, andτSi

for the local stakeholder
responsiveness, improving a company’s or an industry’s
responsiveness implies among other things compressing
these time scales. By analogy with the notion of compress-
ibility in fluid dynamics, a time compressibility metric can
be defined as the relative change inτ0 per unit increase in
effort or resources, or symbolically:

β ≡ − 1

τ0

∂τ0

∂r
, or β ≡ − 1

τ0

�τ0

�r
(2)

When expressed for every activity ai in the space industry
that follows the issuance of an RFP for a new or modi-
fied on-orbit capability, this time compressibility metric can
help the analyst and decision-maker to think explicitly about
the functional dependence of the schedule for developing a
spacecraft on the resources that can be allocated to the vari-
ous activities in the development and manufacturing process.
This metric need not be considered with the analytic rigidity
that equation (2) may suggest, but can be assessed qualita-
tively (e.g., low, medium, and high) through the solicitation
of experts’ opinion and judgment of engineers and program
managers.

3.2 Responsiveness map

Given all the activities{ai,j | j = 1 tom} performed by a given
space industry stakeholder, Si , to satisfy its customer’s needs,
andτai,j the duration of each activity, a “responsiveness map”
can be constructed as follows (Figure 5): thex-axis is consti-
tuted by the compressibility of each activity undertaken by
stakeholder Si , and they-axis is the normalized duration of
each activity with respect to the total response time of the
stakeholder. Each activity undertaken by Si is then placed on
this responsiveness map.

High

Medium

Low

High
βa i, jMediumLow

 

 
  

ai,2 ai,1

ai,4ai,3

τai, j
τSi

Figure 5. Responsiveness map for a given stakeholder Si .

Figure 5 can be interpreted as follows:

1. The “upper-right corner” contains activities that are
highly compressible (e.g.,ai,1), that is with limited addi-
tional effort or resources (people and/or money) their
time to completion can be dramatically reduced. Further-
more, these activities are major contributors to the total
response time of the stakeholder, that is, they constitute
important bottlenecks. Therefore, these activities in the
upper-right corner should be tackled first in a responsive-
ness improvement effort.

2. The “upper-left corner” of Figure 5 contains activities
that cannot be easily compressed even if they were allo-
cated additional resources, yet these activities constitute
important bottlenecks for the company (e.g.,ai,2). In
other words, the time reduction sought in tackling these
activities are more difficult to obtain than in streamlining
the activities in the upper-right corner.

3. The “lower-left corner” contains activities that are neither
easily compressible nor do they constitute bottlenecks
in the overall workflow to deliver a product or service
(e.g.,ai,3).

4. The “lower-right corner” contains activities that are eas-
ily compressible but that do not constitute bottlenecks
in the overall workflow to deliver a product or service
(e.g.,ai,4).

Responsiveness maps can be developed for every stake-
holder in the space industry, and multiple layers or levels
of detail can be included on these maps. Once such maps
are developed, a company can prioritize its responsiveness
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Figure 6. Responsiveness map and prioritization of improvement
efforts.

improvement efforts by tackling activities in the higher
priority sectors as shown in Figure 6.

The time compressibility metric, as defined in equa-
tion (2), captures one important functional dependence of the
development schedule of a complex system, namely the rela-
tionship between schedule and resources. The development
schedule however, and more generallyτLS andτ0, are not only
dependent on resources, but also on other “structural” con-
siderations: for example, a change in development process,
a modification of program reviews, a change in the archi-
tecture of the system under development, or a change in the
procurement practices can significantly impactτLS andτ0, by
modifying or eliminating some of the activities{ai,j | j = 1
tom}. Responsiveness can therefore be improved by acting on
various “levers of responsiveness”, which are presented next.

4 LEVERS OF RESPONSIVENESS

In a broad sense, improving the responsiveness of the
space industry can be achieved by improving each or any
local stakeholder’s responsiveness (i.e., having more respon-
sive satellite manufacturers, launch providers, and/or launch
ranges, and in general more responsive “suppliers”).

It is important to note however that the objective of com-
pressing delivery times and improving space responsiveness
is quite ambitious, given that many past and current space
programs have experienced, and continue to experience sig-
nificant schedule slippage. In other words, keeping space
programs on schedule continues to prove challenging for the
industry. When exploring ways to improve responsiveness,

it is therefore essential to recognize the dual nature of this
problem: the prevention of responsiveness deterioration or
schedule slippage as one side of the coin, and the schedule
compression as the other side of the coin. These two com-
plementary tasks can be achieved by acting on “levers of
responsiveness”2 described next.

4.1 Design and architecture levers

Providing additional resources for a given task is not the only
way, and sometimes not the most efficient way, by which
said task can be accomplished more rapidly. In addition to
resources, the development and manufacturing schedule of a
system also depends on the nature and characteristics of the
system under development such as its complexity, heritage,
and more generally its architecture.

4.1.1 Complexity

Engineers and program managers are interested in design
complexity, its measures, and implications on schedule, cost,
and risk among other things. In general, design complex-
ity is indicative of: (i) the total number of subsystems or
components used in an engineering system; (ii) the num-
ber of different kinds of subsystems used (i.e., degree of
heterogeneity); (iii) the number of interfaces and connections
between these subsystems (i.e., organizational complexity). It
is commonly accepted that design complexity dramatically
impacts the development and assembly time of a product
(Bashir and Thomson, 2001).

In the case of spacecraft, complexity influences all the
parameters identified in equation (1), (in which the local
stakeholder (LS) is the spacecraft manufacturer) in at least
three ways:

� Component-centric: A decrease in system complex-
ity can be reflected by a reduction of the number (and
diversity) of subsystems and payload instruments to be
developed, as well as their connections and interfaces.
As a consequence, lower complexity results in shorter
design and development times for the different “parts” of
a spacecraft.

� System-centric: A decrease in spacecraft complexity
reduces the amount of time required to integrate and test
the whole spacecraft.

� Organizational: A reduction in spacecraft complexity
is likely to result in fewer stakeholders and suppliers
involved in delivering “parts” to the spacecraft. Fewer
suppliers are likely easier to be managed than scores of
them, thus reduced spacecraft complexity has also the
potential to improve the interactive responsiveness.
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For example, the number of instruments on-board a space-
craft is a proxy for the spacecraft size and is one possible
indicator of the system’s complexity. As a design choice, this
number of instruments carried on board will influence a space
program’s schedule and can therefore significantly impact
responsiveness. Reflecting the “system-centric” impact of
complexity discussed previously, Figure 7 shows the aver-
age duration of the Integration and Testing phaseTint, for a
sample of 21 NASA spacecraft as a function of the number of
payload instruments (Dubos and Saleh, 2010). The average
duration of I&T exhibits an increasing trend as the number
of instruments increases.

When other factors contributing to complexity (such as
design lifetime, power, or propulsion type) are taken into
account, more complex missions tend also to take longer to
be developed (Bearden, 2003).
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Figure 8. Heritage and learning effects (R = 80%).

4.1.2 Heritage, learning curve, and technology
readiness level (TRL)

The three terms,heritage, learning curve, and TRL, cover
closely related concepts in engineering design. The idea
of improvement in cost resulting from repetitive tasks was
formalized by T.P. Wright in 1936, and its adaptation for
development and assembly times (Boothroyd, Dewhurst and
Knight, 2002) can be written as follows:

Tnth = T1 × nb (3)

and

b ≡ ln(R/100)

ln(2)
< 0 (4)

where Tnth is the development and assembly time of the
nth unit, T1 the development and assembly time of the first
unit, andR is referred to as the learning rate. The applica-
tion of equation (3), and the schedule advantages – or time
compressibility – resulting from heritage and learning curve
effects are illustrated in Figure 8, where the cumulative pro-
duction time forn identical units is plotted with and without
learning effects.Heritage, as shown in Figure 8, is the “depth
of the past” or the amount of experience in producing iden-
tical units (n), whereas what is traditionally referred to as
the learning curve, or learning rate,R is another parameter
that determines the improvements (in terms of production
time or cost) between two identical and consecutive units
produced3.

In addition toheritage andlearning curves, the aerospace
community has also developed and widely adopted the con-
cept of Technology Readiness Levels, or TRL: “TRL is a
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systematic metric/measurement that supports: (i) the assess-
ments of the maturity of a particular technology, and, (ii) the
consistent comparison of maturity between different types of
technology” (Mankins, 1995). For example, a TRL 2 refers
to a technology concept that has been formulated but no
hardware has yet been built or tested; a TRL 6 refers to a
system/subsystem that is in prototype stage, its functions,
and technology concepts having been demonstrated in and
outside the laboratory environment; and a TRL 9 refers to
an actual system that has been “flight proven through suc-
cessful mission operations” (Mankins, 1995). TRL has been
traditionally used to assess the development (and cost) risk
of a spacecraft. For example, whether only in-flight proven
technologies should be admitted in response to an RFP, or
not, has potential implications on the design and develop-
ment schedule of a spacecraft. In Dubos, Saleh and Braun
(2008), an empirical model of the average relative schedule
slippage (RSS) as a function of TRL was derived from a
dataset composed of past NASA spacecraft, as follows:

〈RSS〉 = α·e−λ·TRLsys (5)

where the variable TRLsys is a weighted-average of the TRL
of the spacecraft components. Figure 9 shows the average
RSS of the missions in the dataset, along with the resulting
exponential model. The average schedule slippage is mono-
tonically decreasing as the average TRL of the components
of the spacecraft increases.

TRL, learning curves and heritage, bundled under the
single heading of “technology heritage”, have therefore sig-
nificant implications on the design of space systems in
general and are likely to impact all the parameters identi-
fied in equation (1), which determine the local and global
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Figure 9. Relative schedule slippage as a function of average TRL
of the spacecraft.

responsiveness. In short, the use of higher technology her-
itage in space programs is likely to result in faster delivery
times and hence improved responsiveness.

4.1.3 Modularity, plug-n-play (PnP), and
standardization of interfaces

The many definitions of modularity (Gershenson, Prasad and
Zhang, 2003) derive from the notion ofmodule. In product
design, a module is a component or group of self-contained
components that: (i) has well-defined interfaces to a platform,
a system, and/or other modules; (ii) provides a specific self-
contained function within the system in which it is embedded;
(iii) can be removed (or interchanged) from a product non-
destructively as a unit; (iv) can be easily “plugged” into a
system, and both its presence and the function it provides are
directly recognized by the system and put to use accordingly.
Modularity acts as a lever of responsiveness by operating at
least on two levels:

� System-level impact: In an integral design (the
“opposite” of modularity), components are tightly cou-
pled, physically and functionally. Because of the lack of
physical and functional separation, the system’s develop-
ment cycle is constrained to a large extent to be sequential,
with limited, or no possible overlap between different
development phases. By contrast, decoupling of func-
tions between different modules allows a certain degree of
parallelism among the tasks performed during the devel-
opment of a modular system (Gershenson, Prasad and
Zhang, 2003). Since modules are separate, providing spe-
cific and self-contained functions, they can be designed,
assembled and tested separately and simultaneously,
offering potential time-savings and thus responsiveness
improvements. The total development time of a mod-
ular spacecraft can be symbolically expressed as in
equation (6):

τmodular= τdesign+ τassembly+ τtesting−
∑
i /= j

τoverlap(ai; aj)

(6)

The system-level improvements of responsiveness
enabled by modularity are represented by a negative term
that subtracts the overlaps between various activities in
the development cycle of a modular system design.

� Module-level impact: Modularity is sometimes des-
ignated in the literature as a “plug-and-play” (PnP)
approach. Interfaces between modules (and/or between
modules and platform) need to be designed in advance,
and modules must comply with the standards pre-defined
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in order to be connected through these interfaces to the
platform or overall system. Among the benefits presented
by this upfront investment in modularity and standard-
ization of interfaces, the re-use of similar modules is
intuitively associated with a reduction in product develop-
ment time. In the case of spacecraft, schedule reduction, or
responsiveness improvements can result from the adop-
tion of modular designs, since certain tasks performed
once on a given module need not to be performed again
when a similar module is being built. This effect is
particularly noticeable for the design and qualification
phases. For example, once a module has been tested and
(space-)qualified, its subsequent versions will require
limited amount of additional testing before it can be inte-
grated into a new system. Several stakeholders in the space
industry, including the US Air Force Research Laboratory,
have recently embarked on the development of technology
infrastructure and the formulation of standards to support
spacecraft PnP (Fronterhouse, Lyke and Achramowicz,
2007) and proposed modular designs of spacecraft subsys-
tems and payloads (Erkorkmaz, Nimelman and Ogilvie,
2008) in support of improving space responsiveness.

4.2 The launch levers of responsiveness: launch
vehicles and launch ranges

4.2.1 Launch vehicles

Launch vehicles are key-enablers of the global space indus-
try’s responsiveness. At present, it typically takes several
months from the time a spacecraft is shipped from the man-
ufacturer’s premise to the launch facility, to the time when
it is placed on orbit (see Low Cost Spacecraft and Launch
Vehicle Design). This duration is increasingly viewed as
an objectionable lack of responsiveness, both for commer-
cial and (especially) military customers. In response to this
problem, new launch vehicles aiming at meeting the opera-
tionally responsive space (ORS) requirements are developed
to reduce the launch response time to a few days (Schoneman
et al., 2005). One proposed solution requires having launch
vehicle parts available “off-the-shelf,” so that launchers are
built-to-inventory. Such a new approach implies new con-
straints, among which is the use of propellants capable of
being stored at ambient temperatures.

One major problem underlying launch responsiveness, or
lack of it, resides in what is referred to in the operations
research literature as the “build-to-order” (BTO) versus the
“build-to-inventory” (BTI) production approaches (Holweg
and Pil, 2001). Launch vehicles today are effectively built-to-
order, that is, they are built for a specific mission/spacecraft
and after a confirmed order – with all the financial

guarantees – for the vehicle has been placed (Wertz, 2004);
the build-to-order approach is sometimes referred to as “pull”
production system in which the market effectively “pulls” the
products from the manufacturer. By contrast, the build-to-
inventory is a “push” production approach in which products
are manufactured (and sent to the “inventory”) not in response
to confirmed orders, but in the hope that “pushing” said prod-
ucts onto the marketplace will result in them being purchased.
It is easy to conceive of hybrid production approaches that
lie between these two ends of the spectrum (BTO and BTI)
and for which (i) products are built in part to order, and in
part to inventory, (ii) products are built to (credible) sales
forecast, (iii) products are built with varying degrees of com-
mitments from the customers (shy of firm orders). These
various productions approaches differ in their consequences
on responsiveness as well as in their economic and risk impli-
cations, due to the following considerations (summarized in
Figure 10):

1. Launch vehicles are highly complex and costly artifacts.
The design of launch vehicles is driven by and matches
the present day dominant design of spacecraft as large
monoliths.

2. Given the high cost of a launch vehicle and the low
volume nature of the launch business, launch providers
cannot afford the financial risks that come with the build-
to-inventory production approach, or the significant
inventory holding costs associated with this production
approach. The build-to-order approach therefore is both
a lower risk and cost approach to the launch providers
than the build-to-inventory.

3. From a customer’s perspective however, the build-to-
order of launch vehicles, unlike the build-to-inventory,
is a non-responsive approach and results in significant
delays before a needed capability is placed on-orbit.
Launch responsiveness, as seen from the end-customer’s
perspective (e.g., the US Air Force), is therefore traded
against lower financial risks and inventory costs by the
launch providers.

Enticing the launch providers to switch from a BTO
to BTI, and hence towards a more responsive production
approach, will succeed only when credible economic solu-
tions are found to: (i) distribute the financial risks between
the launch providers and the end-customers; (ii) have the lat-
ter share in the inventory holding costs associated with the
build-to-inventory approach.

Another hypothetical solution for the switch from BTO
to BTI is to dramatically lower the cost of launch vehicles.
This can only happen if the current dominant architecture of
spacecraft (large monolith) is significantly disrupted and a
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Figure 10. Responsiveness and implications of BTO and BTI to launch providers and end-customers.

new spacecraft design paradigm emerges and proves com-
petitive, such as powerful micro-satellites or fractionated
spacecraft (see Fractionated Spacecraft: Exploring Possible
Futures of Space Systems).

4.2.2 Launch ranges

Just like airports have a limited capacity to handle air traffic,
so do launch ranges have a limited launch turnover rate. Satu-
ration of the launch range capacity can generate an important
“bottleneck” representing a challenge for the responsiveness
of the space industry, as the current number of launch ranges
around the world is not sufficient to satisfy the demand with-
out generating waiting periods. In addition, most ranges are
government-owned, and function under significant restric-
tions that often result in delays of the order of months in
their operations. As a result, several initiatives have recently
emerged to build private launch ranges that would allow
leaner operations and would “un-choke” the current flow
of demand in launches. For example, the Mojave Spaceport
became the first facility to be certified as a spaceport by the
FAA in 2004, and allowed the flight of X-Prize’s winner
SpaceShipOne. Similarly, Spaceport America, built in New
Mexico in 2006, experienced its first successful launch of a
SpaceLoft XL rocket in April 2007.

Since spaceports are typically built around specific vehi-
cle designs, any required modification to accommodate new
vehicle architecture can be time-consuming, that is, “on the
order of several years” (Guidi and Skelly, 2004). New prac-
tices in the design of launch ranges are therefore sought to
make spaceports compatible with the requirements of respon-
sive space, and move towards airport-like operations. These
practices are comparable to some of the design levers pre-
sented in Section 4.1, and include, for example, a reduction
of complexity by reducing the number of ground interfaces
with the launch vehicle, as well as a standardization of these
interfaces (McCleskey, Guidi and Brown, 2004). Further-
more, vehicle and payload characteristics (e.g., propellants
used, geometry of launch vehicles, on-site integration of com-
ponents, special payload services) are thought to have an
influence on the responsiveness of the launch range (Finger
and Gulliver, 2009). These design interactions between the
vehicle and payload with the launch range can be seen as
impacting the “interactive responsiveness” as conceptualized
in equation (1), since in that case the responsiveness is jointly
controlled by the launch vehicles and the launch ranges.
Finally, new spaceport and range technologies offer promis-
ing opportunities to reduce turnaround times, reorganize the
scheduling of range assets more efficiently, and increase the
availability of the launch windows (Guidi and Skelly, 2004).
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4.3 The soft levers of space responsiveness

Recent initiatives to meet the goals of operationally respon-
sive space have mostly focused on the two previous categories
of levers of responsiveness (with practical achievements such
as the TacSat series of satellites that combine the use of
small, modular satellites with rapid and low cost launch
vehicles) (Doyneet al., 2007). However, efforts to improve
space responsiveness ought not focus solely on the techni-
cal and operational characteristics of the artifacts created by
the space industry, but should also address the legal, orga-
nizational, and managerial aspects of “doing business” in
this industry. These “soft” levers of responsiveness include
the selection process of competing proposals in response
to an RFP, the design reviews during the development pro-
cess, the acquisition policies of space assets (this last point
is relevant in the particular case of military acquisition),
and the laws and regulations controlling the export of space
technology.

4.3.1 Selection process

The selection process of proposals in response to an RFP
can significantly delay the start of the development of a
space program, thus jeopardizing its responsiveness. In the
case of NASA’s Discovery missions, this selection pro-
cess can take up to 2 years from the “development of a
draft ‘Announcement of Opportunity’ (AO) until the start of
mission formulation” (Bittenet al., 2006). In a Federal acqui-
sition context for example, the selection process of space
assets should not only emphasize fairness and accountability,
but also explicitly timeliness. A reduction in time of the selec-
tion process from two years to say a few months therefore
represents an important lever for space responsiveness.

4.3.2 Design reviews

Spacecraft are developed according to the traditional stage-
gate development model with multiple design reviews that
punctuate the development process. Repeated and exten-
sive design reviews can significantly stretch the development
schedule of a spacecraft (Zirger and Hartley, 1996) and thus
degrade responsiveness. In an environment where respon-
siveness is increasingly important, it is worth carefully
exploring other more expeditious or less frequent reviews and
controls approaches. Reviews support transparency and min-
imize technical and programmatic risks between customers
and suppliers – for example between an end-customer, for
example, a satellite operator and a satellite manufacturer.
Minimizing the frequency or limiting the extent of the design
reviews may have some benefits in terms of responsiveness.

However, it should be recognized that this potential lever on
responsiveness, which acts on the interactive responsiveness
(τ inter resptermin equation (1)), comes at a cost of increased
programmatic risk and less transparency between the end-
customer and the satellite manufacturer.

4.3.3 Acquisition policies

Recent studies by the US Government Accountability Office
(GAO), as well as the report of the Defense Science Board/Air
Force Scientific Advisory Board Joint Task Force on Acqui-
sition of National Security Space Programs (also known
as the “Young Panel Report,” 2003) are consistent in their
findings that the DOD space acquisition policies, despite
recent reforms, are failing, with the result that many space
programs have experienced cost growth sometimes exceed-
ing 100 percent, and significant schedule delays, in some
cases as much as 6 years (Government Accountability Office,
2007a).

Better practices in systems acquisition have thus been
found to constitute effective levers of responsiveness, if not
for compressing systems delivery times at least by helping
programs stay on schedule. The following are some example
of policy recommendations that can be conceived of as levers
of responsiveness (the first two are related to the technology
heritage lever discussed previously):

� Technology development should not be undertaken in an
acquisition program (Government Accountability Office,
2005). The rationale for this recommendation is that tech-
nology development cannot be easily time-compressed
and it is the most likely to cause schedule slippage. As a
result, GAO recommends confining technology develop-
ment to the research and development environment, which
is more forgiving of schedule slippages than acquisition
programs where responsiveness matters. One practical
instantiation of this policy is GAO’s recommendation that
acquisition programs not include technologies with a TRL
lower than 6 or 7 in the development of a space system
(see the “technology heritage” lever of responsiveness in
Section 4.1.2) (Government Accountability Office, 1999).

� Stable definition of system requirements is critical to
ensure space responsiveness, since frequent significant
changes in these requirements often result in schedule
delays (Young Panel Report, 2003; Government Account-
ability Office, 2005).

� The number of officials and organizations involved in
defining the requirements for space systems should be
limited to avoid the proliferation of requirements (Young
Panel Report, 2003; Government Accountability Office,
2005) and sufficient authority should be given to program
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Figure 11. Summary of levers of responsiveness and their impact (when pulled in the “right” direction).

managers to make the necessary trade-offs between
requirements, requirements growth, and responsiveness.

4.3.4 Export control laws and regulations

When a country exports some of its space technology and
shares it with foreign entities, its national security as well as
the competitiveness of its space industry are at a potential
risk. Export control laws and regulations are established to
monitor the type of technology and information that can be
exported, in order to protect national security and commercial
interests. Under such regulations, technology must undergo
an administrative process punctuated by various reviews and
approval requests before being exported. In the United States,
almost every field of science and engineering is covered by
the Export Administration Regulations (EAR), supervised by
the US Department of Commerce, and/or the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), supervised by the US
Department of State. In 1999, non-military space technology,
which had been handled by the Department of Commerce
for several years, returned to the US Munitions List (USML)
subject to the stricter ITAR control. A policy of this nature

can have significant implications in terms of space respon-
siveness. In the case of the US space industry, this effect
manifested itself in various ways:

� The more stringent reviews of space-related technology
by the Department of State were found to be much more
lengthy than when they were handled by the Department
of Commerce (in roughly 17% of the cases treated by the
Department of Commerce, the review time was greater
than 60 days, whereas this proportion goes up to approxi-
mately 48% for cases treated by the Department of State)
(Government Accountability Office, 2001).

� Spacecraft is the commodity group for which permanent
export licenses granted by the Department of State take the
longest to process (Government Accountability Office,
2007b).

� The average time needed to approve Technical Assistance
Agreements (TAAs), which are critical to international
cooperation and marketing, has increased from 52 days in
2003 to 106 days in 2006 (Air Force Research Laboratory
Report, 2007).
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� International partners have also observed the increasing
delays of space projects resulting from the application of
ITAR (Choi and Niculescu, 2006).

� The time needed to obtain export licenses is hard to predict
with confidence (Booz Allen Hamilton, 2006).

As export control laws and regulations have a significant
impact on schedule of space systems (and as a result, on the
competitiveness of the space industry), various steps can be
taken to improve responsiveness in this area. These include:

� A clearer distinction between the truly military-sensitive
technology and the more harmless commercial technol-
ogy, both at the industry level (e.g., removing commercial
satellites from the munitions list), and at the spacecraft
level (e.g., distinguishing the sensitive components from
the non-sensitive ones).

� A clarification of the role and authority of each admin-
istrative entity in granting export licenses (interactive
responsiveness).

� Improving the efficiency of the entities which conduct the
reviews and grant export licenses (self-responsiveness of
each administrative entity).

4.4 Summary of the levers of responsiveness

Figure 11 provides a graphical summary of the various
levers of responsiveness and their impact on the time con-
stantτ0, which is indicative of the global space industry’s
responsiveness.

5 CONCLUSION

This chapter provided a review and synthesis of the liter-
ature on responsive space. A multi-disciplinary framework
was provided for thinking about and addressing issues of
space responsiveness. Also discussed were tools for identi-
fying and prioritizing responsiveness-improvement efforts.
Finally, the levers of responsiveness, or means for improving
space responsiveness were presented, including spacecraft
design and operational levers, launch levers, and “soft” levers
of responsiveness.

NOTES

1. Although not important for the purpose of this chapter,
a distinction is made herein between an end-customer
(who issues the RFP and “pays the bill” for the whole
space asset), and the end-user who pays service fees

for temporary access to some on-orbit capability (e.g.,
a transponder). Also, note that in order to avoid clutter-
ing Figure 2, not all the possible links among the various
stakeholders are represented.

2. Whether these levers should be pulled – and to what
extent – or not is dependent upon numerous considera-
tions and should be part of larger analyses and trade-offs
performed during the design.

3. The cost analog of this model (equation 3) is sometimes
written as follows:Cnth = CTFU × nb.
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1 HEAT PIPES

The heat pipe was invented by Gaugler in 1942 and patented
in 1944 (Gaugler, 1944). The term “heat pipe” was first
used in the work of Grover, Cotter and Erikson (1964).
Grover et al. originally developed the heat pipe for use
in highly specialized power-generating systems for space-
craft, but heat pipe applications have since then expanded
into a number of industry sectors that include cooling of
electronic devices and gas turbine blades, die-casting and
injection molding, spacecraft, energy conversion and recov-
ery, and preservation of permafrost in oil delivery pipelines.
Understanding of heat pipe theory has thus advanced
significantly (Chi, 1976; Faghri, 1994; Dunn and Reay,
1995).

1.1 Working principle

As shown in Figure 1, the heat pipe consists of an evapora-
tor (heat input at high-temperature end), a condenser (heat
output at low-temperature end), and a casing connecting the

evaporator and the condenser. Vapor flow from the evapora-
tor to the condenser occurs in the core while a wick pulls
the condensate liquid back to the evaporator using capillary
forces. Compared with other thermal loop systems, heat pipes
have two outstanding features: nearly constant temperature
operation and no need for an external pump. Some heat pipes
can transfer heat several orders of magnitude more effec-
tively than metals of highest thermal conductivity (Eastman,
1968) due to the nearly constant temperature operation. For
details about interfacial phenomenon, the reader is referred
to Carey (2007) and Wayner (1999). Depending on the rel-
ative elevation of the heat input and heat output ends for a
specific application, gravity can help or oppose liquid trans-
port. Thus, given a specific application, the heat output end
is usually placed at a higher elevation so that gravity favors
liquid transport.

There are several factors that can affect heat pipe heat
transport capability. The limit of capillary force, which drives
the pressure difference between heat input and output ends,
results in maximum liquid flow back to heat input end, thus
limiting the heat transport capability. This limit is especially
apparent when liquid flows against the gravity when heat
input end is placed at a higher elevation.

When the heat pipe operates at high heat flux, the vapor
velocity can become very high due to the large liquid–vapor
density ratio. The high vapor velocity can entrain some liquid
back to heat output end, reducing the heat transport capabil-
ity. Also, at high heat flux, the wick temperature could be
high enough for boiling to occur. When this happens, vapor
generated in the wick structure can block the liquid flow and
result in inadequate liquid replenishment at the heat input
end. This phenomenon, sometimes referred to as theboiling
limit, also limits the heat transport capability.
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the working principle of heat pipes
(Courtesy of Thermacore, Inc.).

Figure 2. Cross section of homogeneous wick structures: (a)
wrapped screen, (b) sintered metal, (c) axial groove, (d) annular,
(e) crescent, and (e) artery. Reproduced from Ochterbeck (2003)c©
John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Another feature that can affect heat pipe performance is
inherent to condensation phenomenon. The condensed liquid
flowing down the sides of the condensing wall at the heat input
end acts as a barrier between the heated vapor and the cool

wall. This layer of condensate has a thermal conductivity that
is significantly lower than that of the wall, reducing the heat
transfer efficiency.

1.2 Wick structure

Wick structure is one of the most important elements in design
and performance of heat pipes, as it determines the effective-
ness with which liquid is driven from the heat output end to
the heat input end. It also has an impact on radial temperature
gradient in the flow path. For a specific design, there is a trade-
off between drag minimization of liquid flow, development
of adequate capillary force, and containment of heat loss in
the fluid flow path. Wicks can be of homogeneous or com-
position construction depending on the material. (Figures 2
and 3). Wick structures include sintered porous matrixes,
woven mesh, fiberglass, longitudinal slots, and combinations
of these structures in various geometries.

1.3 Working fluids

Heat pipes have been applied over a wide temperature range
from 55 to 2400 K (Ochterbeck, 2003). The major factor
determining the temperature operating range is the work-
ing fluid. Table 1 lists working fluids and the temperature
ranges in which they are used. Working fluids have included
methanol, acetone, water, fluoridated hydrocarbons, mercury,
indium, cesium, potassium, sodium, lithium, lead, bismuth,
and a range of inorganic salts. The most common working
fluids used in loop heat pipes (LHPs) are anhydrous ammonia
and propylene, but other options have also been used such as
acetone and methanol, which represent fewer hazards during
manipulation and reduced distillation costs. Cryogenic LHPs
have also been under investigation for heat loads management
of up to 30 W using N2 and CO2 as working fluids.

Figure 3. Cross sections of composite wick structures: (a) composite, (b) screen-covered groove, (c) slab, and (d) tunnel. Reproduced from
Ochterbeck (2003)c© John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Table 1. Typical heat pipe working fluids (Ochterbeck, 2003).

Working fluid Oxygen Nitrogen Ethane Butane Methanol Toluene Acetone Ammonia Mercury Water Potassium Sodium Lithium

Triple point (K) 54.3 63.1 89.9 134.8 175.2 178.1 180.0 195.5 234.3 273.2 336.4 371.0 453.7
Critical point (K) 154.8 126.2 305.5 425.0 513.2 593.9 508.2 405.6 1763 647.3 2250 2500 3800
Useful range (K) 55–154 65–125 100–305 260–350 273–503 275–473 250–475 200–405 280–1070 273–643 400–1800 400–1500 500–2100

1.4 New heat pipe technologies

1.4.1 Variable conductance heat pipes

Variable conductance heat pipes were developed to maintain
a constant pressure and temperature in the heat pipes. Details
on this technology are given in Dunn and Reay (1995). In
a traditional heat pipe, the pressure and temperature vary
with heat load at the heat input end. As heat load increases,
pressure and temperature in the heat pipe increase which is
not desirable. Variable conductance heat pipes are a vari-
ation of traditional heat pipes that maintain the pressure,
and thus the temperature, constant. The principle in realizing
constant temperature and pressure is by changing the effec-
tive heat transfer surface at the heat output end by using a
non-condensable gas reservoir that is regulated at constant
temperature. As heat load increases at the heat output end,
the vapor pressure inside the heat pipe tends to increase.
The increase in pressure pushes back the non-condensable
gas to the reservoir so that the effective heat transfer area
increases, in turn increasing the vapor-condensing rate, and
thus decreasing the vapor pressure. As heat load decreases,
the reverse process occurs.

1.4.2 Pulsating heat pipes

A pulsating heat pipe (PHP) is wickless and operates in a
closed capillary loop with working fluid driven by the liq-
uid/vapor pressure, and thus the heat. Instead of circulating
between the heat input and output ends, the working fluid

in a PHP oscillates in the axial direction and transfers heat.
The basic heat transfer mechanism in a PHP is the oscillating
movement of the fluid associated with phase change (evap-
oration and condensation) phenomena. A PHP is composed
of a bundle of turns of one continuous capillary tube. The
diameter of the capillary tube must be small enough to allow
liquid and vapor plugs to coexist. For this condition, the maxi-
mum diameter was determined by Akachi and Polasek (1995)
to be less than 2(σ/ρLg)1/2. More details on PHPs can be seen
in the references Faghri (1994) and Dunn and Reay (1995).

1.4.3 Looped heat pipes and capillary pumped loops

Loop heat pipes (LHP) evolve from conventional heat pipes
with the wick structure located only in the evaporator section
to reduce the hydraulic pressure loss of fluid flow; the remain-
der of the systems is replaced by smooth-walled tubing. In an
LHP, vapor and liquid have separate flow passages forming
a loop with an evaporator and a condenser, as schematically
shown in Figure 4. Capillary pumped loops (CPLs) work
under the same principles as LHPs, except that LHPs usu-
ally operate in a constant-conductance mode while CPLs in
a variable-conductance mode by keeping the operation tem-
perature unchanged. According to Maydanik (2004), LHPs
possess all the main advantages of conventional heat pipes;
yet LHPs are capable of transferring heat efficiently for dis-
tances up to several meters at any orientation in the gravity
field, or to several tens of meters in a horizontal position. As a
result, LHPs are particularly suitable for applications in large
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Figure 4. Schematic of (a) an LHP and (b) a CPL.
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space systems that need some structural flexibility for deploy-
ment as well as long heat transport lines to transport heat from
remote satellite payloads to the large radiating surfaces. For
these space applications, ammonia is the most popularly used
working fluid. Besides low-pressure loss, thermal capacity of
the LHPs can be one or two orders of magnitude greater than
conventional heat pipes with the same wick material. The
work principle of LHP or CPL is still based on the capil-
lary forces that are generated in the evaporator and drives the
working fluid to transport heat. The working fluid changes
from liquid to vapor in the evaporator and the vapor can
only flow towards the condenser by the vapor line. Upon
reaching the condenser, the working fluid condenses back to
liquid, returning to the evaporator in the liquid line. In the case
of LHP, coupled to the capillary evaporator, there is a two-
phase reservoir (also called compensation chamber), which
is responsible for establishing the loop’s operation tempera-
ture and the fluid inventory. In the case of CPL, the reservoir
is placed outside the loop, connected to the liquid line, where
its temperature is controlled at which the entire loop will
operate. The fluid inventory in the loop is dependent on the
heat applied in the capillary evaporator: when low heat is
applied, more fluid is present in the lines; when high heat is
applied, less fluid is present in the lines, being held in the
compensation chamber or reservoir.

1.4.4 Vapor chamber heat pipes

Vapor chambers are flat, thin heat pipes that are typically used
as heat spreaders for cooling of high-power, high heat flux
electronics (Oliveira, Mantelli and Milanez, 2007). Figure 5
illustrates the vapor chamber operating principles. A concen-
trated high heat flux source is attached to one surface of the
vapor chamber. The heat input vaporizes the working fluid.
The vapor spreads to the entire inner volume and condenses
over a much larger, cooler surface of the vapor chamber. The
condensed liquid is transported back to the heat input area
in the wick structure lining the vapor chamber inner wall.
In some cases, the vapor chamber is referred to as a “heat

Figure 5. A schematic showing the working principle of a vapor
chamber heat pipe (Courtesy of Advanced Cooling Technologies).

flux transformer” because of its ability to convert higher heat
fluxes into lower heat fluxes.

1.4.5 Micro heat pipes

Concept of micro heat pipes was first proposed by Cotter
(1984) to fabricate heat pipes for thermal management
of semiconductor devices by using microfabrication tech-
niques. The compactness of micro heat pipes is suitable
for such applications due to space constraint. The major
feature of micro heat pipes compared with conventional
heat pipes is their wickless, non-circular (triangular, trape-
zoidal, etc.) geometries, with internal diameter on the order
of 30–1000�m, that facilitate capillary liquid pumping. To
obtain an optimal performance, it is critical to have an opti-
mal charge of working fluid in the micro heat pipe; both
overcharging and undercharging lead to degradation of their
performance. For more insights into physical mechanisms
and factors that could affect the performance of micro heat
pipes, the reader may refer to the works of Peterson (1994)
and Sobhan, Rag and Peterson (2009).

2 THERMOSYPHONS

Compared with heat pipes and conventional liquid pump
loops, the thermosyphon is a simpler and more cost-effective
method of passive heat exchange based on natural convec-
tion, which circulates fluid in a vertical closed-loop circuit.
Fluid circulation can be in single-phase or two-phase modes
and is driven by gravity. It is a self-sustaining loop. Due to the
gravity-driven loop, the heat output end needs to be placed
at a higher elevation than heat receiving end. Depending on
whether or not the fluid experiences phase change in the loop,
thermosyphons can be categorized as simple thermosyphons
or phase change thermosyphons.

For simple thermosyphons, movement of the liquid starts
when liquid at the heat input end is heated, causing it to
expand and become less dense, and thus more buoyant. Con-
vection moves heated liquid upward in the system as it is
simultaneously replaced by cooler liquid returning by gravity.
In many cases, the liquid flows easily because the ther-
mosyphon is designed to have very little hydraulic resistance.
At the heat input end, if the liquid experiences a phase change
to vapor, the thermosyphon is referred to as a phase change
thermosyphon. Phase change thermosyphons can be realized
by a combination of liquid charge and pressure control of the
loop system, and usually gives better performance compared
with simple thermosyphon due to the more efficient phase
change heat transfer process.
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Figure 6. Passive–active thermosyphon reported by Haynes,
Zarling and Quinn (1994a).

Thermosyphons are found in many applications: gas
turbine-blade cooling (Cohen and Bayley, 1955; Corsmeier,
1999), thermal stabilization (Long, 1963), air-to-air or gas-
to-gas heat exchangers (Wakiyamaet al., 1978), prevention
of icing on a buoy (Larkin, 1971), utilization of hot water
(Canelloet al., 1982), and recovering waste heat in indus-
trial fields (Imuraet al., 1979). Other applications include
geothermal, solar energy, desalination, oil cooling of screw
compressors, and cooling of electronic devices. Figure 6
shows a passive–active thermosyphon to remove heat from
foundations of buildings, pipelines, highways, railroad, and
other structures built on permafrost and to prevent thawing
of the underlying frozen soil. This kind of thermosyphon
is sometimes referred to as a hybrid thermosyphon, with
passive thermosyphon operating on cold weathers when
ambient air has a lower temperature than soil, and active
thermosyphon operating on warm weathers with a built-in
mechanical refrigeration unit. A hybrid thermosyphon cap-
italizes on the advantages of a passive operation with no
operating costs and eliminates the disadvantage of not oper-
ating in warm months (Haynes, Zarling and Quinn, 1994a,
1994b). Oil cooling of screw compressors is needed to take
heat out of the lubricating oil that is heated by the compres-
sor. Thermosyphon oil cooling is a passive means of cooling
compressor oil using refrigerant condensate returning from

solar
collector

cold water

hot water

cold water
height
difference

hot water

hot water tank

Figure 7. A solar system with water circulation based on
thermosyphon theory.

the condenser. There are no power penalties associated with
this method, since there are no pumps and no loss of compres-
sor capacity. Thermosyphons are a reliable, energy-efficient
means of oil cooling. In a thermosyphon solar heating appli-
cation, the thermal storage tank needs to be installed at a
higher elevation as shown in Figure 7. Since thermosyphon
solar heating systems are simple, easy to install, and least
expensive to invest, they are still widely used, especially
in Asia. Generally, solar systems cannot be seen yet as an
alternative to gas or electric heating, but rather a supple-
ment. Solar systems cannot totally replace the need for these
sources, as there are times where there is very little, if any,
sunlight.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sir Alan Cobham made no claim to have invented air-to-air
refueling and was aware of developments in the United States
at the time. But it was he who first turned the concept into a
system that could be made to perform reliably, predictably,
and capable of being manufactured on an industrial scale –
the essential step for any invention to become mainstream.

His vision for air-to-air refueling eventually resulted in the
formation of Flight Refueling Ltd. in 1934, the forerunner of
Cobham plc. His experience in long distance flight had shown
only too clearly the issues in securing fuel supplies in distant
and sometimes hostile territories where future airlines would
be required to operate.

Through experiment and test, development of civil air-to-
air refueling enabled England’s first non-stop transatlantic
mail flights and was extensively promoted as a means of
conferring the same ability on airliners. Although Cobham’s
efforts were frustrated by the Second World War, which

hastened the development of aircraft capable of flying the
Atlantic unaided, air-to-air refueling was still being seriously
considered when the de Havilland Comet became the world’s
first jet airliner to enter service in 1952.

The adoption of Cobham’s “looped hose” refueling system
by the fledgling US Air Force in 1949 finally set the com-
pany on the path to production on an industrial scale. It also,
inspired development of the company’s revolutionary probe
and drogue method of refueling, which is still manufactured
in its fourth generation form.

A detailed history of AAR can be found in books refer-
enced in Section 5 “Further Reading” towards the end of this
chapter.

1.1 Reference and specification material

The specifications governing the physical interfaces and basic
performance criteria are well established and followed by
the industry to maintain commonality and interoperability
between different Tanker and Receiver types. A list of the
most pertinent specifications is contained in the references to
this chapter.

Nowadays the specifications and interoperability of aerial
refueling assets are promulgated through Aerial Refueling
Systems Advisory Group (ARSAG), conferences, items of
interest and reference to technical data can be found on
www.arsaginc.com.

1.2 Refueling operations

Refueling operations and processes are defined in NATO
standard ATP 56 “Air to Air Refueling” which contains
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the protocol for joining the tanker, positioning behind the
tanker, maneuvering to the pre-contact position, refueling,
and breakaway.

1.3 Tanker types

Tankers can generally be classified in three types:

� Strategic tankers – often carry refueling booms in ad-
dition to wing pod and fuselage mounted hose drum unit
(HDU) installations. They are generally devoted to fast
jet and large aircraft refueling but can also refuel tilt ro-
tor aircraft from a centerline HDU. Minimum airspeed of
these platforms is too high to refuel helicopters.

� Tactical tankers – often based on medium or heavy lift
aircraft (e.g., C-130) and usually carry wing pods; there
are some, which can be fitted with a role-fit HDU, either
in the fuselage, or on the cargo ramp. There are instances
where these aircraft are fitted with rear fuselage mounted
pods (e.g., IL-78). Tactical tankers are used to refuel all
receiver types from fast jets through tilt rotors to heli-
copters.

� Buddy tankers – some combat aircraft can be fitted
with fuselage-mounted pods and are used for refueling
other combat aircraft (e.g., F18). Buddy refueling is of-
ten used to describe this capability. Buddy stores tend to
have shorter, smaller bore hoses, and therefore lower fuel
flow capability than those carried by tactical and strate-
gic tankers. Some buddy stores have integral fuel tanks to
maximize the fuel offload capability of the buddy tanker.

1.4 Refueling system configurations

There are many individual refueling system designs but they
can generally be categorized by their power supply require-
ments for the hose drive and fuel pumping operations. Most
systems, of whatever configuration, rely on aircraft power for
back up of essential and emergency DC power supplies for
control and indication.

1.4.1 Pod refueling systems in service
� Hydraulic – A Ram-Air Turbine (RAT) drives a hydraulic

pump which then supplies power to independent hydraulic
motors driving the fuel pump and the hose reel (e.g., SFI
F18 Buddy Store, and SFI 34-000 Pod installed on Boeing
707)

� Fueldraulic/tensator – A RAT drives a fuel pump which
supplies fuel flow for refueling and power to supplement

a spring tensator hose drum drive system for hose trail
and rewind. (e.g., FRL 700 Series installed on KC-10 and
KC-135).

� Electric – A RAT drives a fuel pump and aircraft electrical
AC is used to power the hose drum drive system (e.g., FRL
900 series installed on AFSOC C130H Combat Talon II,
Omega DC10, A310MRTT, A330 MRTT and FSTA).

� Electric/hydraulic – Total reliance on aircraft power sup-
plies, electric fuel pumping, and hydraulic hose reel SFI
48-000-6 Pod (C130 J).

The advent of microprocessor control has improved the
reliability and maintainability of these systems. The latest
systems have sophisticated built in test and fault diagnostic
capability with direct communication to modern glass cockpit
and maintenance data acquisition systems.

1.4.2 Fuselage refueling systems

Fuselage refueling systems invariably rely totally on aircraft
power. The most common systems use hydraulic hose reels
(e.g., SFI FR-300 and FR-600) and can be fitted with either
hydraulic or electric fuel pumping systems. However, the lat-
est generation of Airbus tankers (A330, FSTA and A400)
will be fitted with Fuselage refueling unit with hydraulic fuel
pumping and electric powered hose reel.

1.5 Tanker refueling operation

When the tanker is required to deliver fuel the refueling sys-
tem will be powered and configured for refueling operations
and the system will be checked for serviceability (built in test
on modern systems). The hose reel brake is disengaged and
the drogue and reception coupling is ejected from the pod
by a buffer spring mounted on the hose. The drag provided
by the drogue pulls the hose from the refueling system at a
speed controlled by the hose drum drive system. The hose is
extended to the full trail position and braked. The hose drum
drive system then applies a pre-tensioning load to the hose in
preparation for receiver contact.

Signal lights on the back of the refueling equipment indi-
cate to the receiver pilot when the system is ready for contact
to be made. The receiver flies to the pre-contact position, just
a few feet behind the drogue. The receiver accelerates to en-
gage the probe in the reception coupling and pushes towards
the tanker. The resultant hose slack is rewound to maintain
a desired hose tension. The hose-position is monitored by
the tanker and when the hose is wound in 5 ft (say) the re-
ceiver enters the refueling range, the fuel shut off valve in the
tanker opens, and the pumping system is powered to deliver
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fuel. The receiver maintains station behind the tanker until
either the receiver tanks are full or the requested fuel offload
is reached. The receiver then slows and the hose pays out,
still under tension control. When the hose length reaches 5 ft
from the full trail position, the tanker fuel pumps are turned
off and/or the fuel shut off valve is closed to depressurise the
hose and the receiver pulls back to disconnect.

The signal lights operate throughout the refueling opera-
tion and give the receiver pilot indications that fuel is flow-
ing and that he is in the correct position for refueling. If the
receiver pushes in too far and reaches the inner refuel limit
(determined by deployed hose length) then he will be warned
to pull back. If the refueling system develops a fault during
the refueling process warning lights will instruct the receiver
to pull back and disconnect.

The signalling system can vary between refueling systems
adding to the burden of pilot training. Signalling systems
comprise visible and covert lighting options to suit the mis-
sion requirements, covert options are compatible with the use
of night vision goggles (NVG).

The success of the refueling operation is heavily depen-
dent on the skill and the actions of the receiver pilot and
in particular his closure rate when contact is made with the
reception coupling. The recognized allowable speed range
for refueling contact is 2–10 ft s−1, in practise the most reli-
able contacts are made at 3–5 ft s−1. High contact speeds are
normally discouraged because they are more likely to cause
damage to the drogue and reception coupling and can result
in poor hose behavior. The preferred receiver flight path on
contact is either level or up the line of the hose catenary, ex-
cessive deviations can contribute to poor hose behavior and
high probe loads. Likewise, pull back speeds are limited to
about 6 ft sec−1 if this speed is exceeded the hose reel sys-
tem can cause an emergency disconnect (disconnect with fuel
flow and pressure).

Refueling mission success rates are high in normal condi-
tions but the receiver pilots have to contend with other influ-
ences. Certain receivers create a significant bow wave, which
causes the drogue to drift away from the probe as the re-
ceiver approaches. Receiver pilots have to be trained during
type conversion to expect this behavior and tankers gener-
ally have cue marks on either the wing or fuselage to aid
pilot aiming. Aerodynamic buffeting can seriously affect the
stability of the drogue adding significantly to receiver pilot
workload. Refueling operations are generally curtailed if the
drogue oscillatory motion exceeds ± a half drogue diameter.

1.5.1 Hose control

There are many factors, which contribute to the practicality,
performance, and safety of a refueling system but hose control

is by far the most influential in receiver customer acceptance.
The ability to control hose tension is of paramount importance
to prevent sail away or hose waves:
� Sail away – Can occur if the nozzle fails to engage the

reception coupling but still pushes the hose in sufficiently
to “indicate” a receiver contact, in this instance the hose
rewinds too fast and pulls away from the probe.

� Hose waves – Can occur during high-speed contacts and if
the direction of receiver contact is sub-optimal. The hose
reel may unable to respond adequately, which can cause
hose waves to travel up and down the hose. The result can
be excessive probe loads, which in extreme circumstances
can even cause structural damage to the receiver probe.

1.5.2 Fuel pressure regulation

Hose refueling systems are designed to deliver fuel to the
receiver at 50 ± 5 psig with fuel pressure is primarily con-
trolled by a regulator within the reception coupling. Some
older systems do not have pressure regulators (MA2 cou-
pling) but the more modern systems use either an MA3 cou-
pling (single pressure regulator) or more usually an MA4
coupling (dual redundant pressure regulators). The regula-
tor is also designed to protect the receiver from excessive
pressure surges (>120 psig) during emergency or inadver-
tent disconnects and to prevent high pressure surges in the
tanker fuel system.

1.5.3 Boom drogue adapter (BDA)

The BDA is a device, which is fitted to the refueling boom
of a strategic tanker. It comprises a length of hose, fitted with
a reception coupling and fabricated metal drogue (not a fab-
ric canopy as with hose reel systems). The BDA is trailed
behind the tanker under all flight conditions; the boom is
extended when refueling is required to maximize the sep-
aration between the tanker and the receiver and to put the
drogue in clean air. The BDA has no hose response system
so the receiver is obliged to maintain the hose droop in a safe
configuration. Failure to maintain accurate position can re-
sult in quite violent hose behavior and excessive probe loads.
Generally speaking the BDA is not well liked by receiver pi-
lots and BDA refueling is probably the second most arduous
pilot task, next to carrier landings.

1.6 Probes

Refueling probes can come in many forms, but generally fall
into three categories: fixed, articulated, and multi-stage tele-
scopic. Articulated probes often have a single stage telescopic
capability to provide compactness when stowed and sufficient
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extension to create the necessary probe tip clearance to
aircraft structure when deployed. Fixed designs can gener-
ally be found on older fast jets, transport aircraft, and some
helicopters. Modern fast jet probes are invariably articulated
(Tornado, Typhoon, F-18, F-35) or multi-stage telescopic
(Gripen, F16 CARTs). Actuated designs either articulated or
telescopic generally have a normal deploy and retract system
and an emergency-deploy system to safeguard against single
failures causing loss of refueling capability.

The probe mast is fitted with a refueling nozzle, which
mates with the reception coupling and is locked in position
by three spring-loaded rollers in the reception coupling. The
probe nozzle form is a standard design and defined in the
relevant specifications. Probe nozzles may be fixed or flexi-tip
however, the vast majority of modern aircraft are fitted with
flexi-tip nozzles, this feature aids disconnect at higher offset
angles. Probe position with respect to fuselage and canopy
clearance for fast jets is defined in STANNAG 3447, which
also defines the maximum envelope and the target diameter
for the drogue.

Allowable probe loads during the refueling process are de-
fined in relevant specifications and the levels vary depending
primarily on whether clearance to the boom drogue adapter
(BDA) is required. Probes are always designed to break in a
specific location to prevent damage to receiver aircraft pri-
mary structure. In some cases, the probe is fitted with specif-
ically engineered weak link and emergency non-return valve
between the probe nozzle and the probe mast (e.g., Typhoon,
Tornado, JSF) so that any excessive loads cannot be transmit-
ted to the receiver aircraft structure. This feature also allows
the receiver to break away even if the probe nozzle is jammed

in the reception coupling although such an event would render
the hose inoperative in terms of fuel delivery for the remain-
der of the tanker mission.

2 REFUELING POD DESCRIPTION

This section provides an outline description of an FRL 900
series refueling pod (refer Figure 1) with a RAT driven fuel
pump and electrically driven hose drum, similar to that about
to enter service on the A330 MRTT and FSTA Tanker.

The hose reel and the hose are mounted towards the rear
of the pod structure and close to the rear attachment point.
The hose drum drive motor and associated electronics are
mounted on the bulkhead forward of the hose reel. The fuel
system and pod electronic boxes are mounted in the forward
structure, with the Ram Air Turbine (RAT) driven fuel pump
at the front of the pod. The rear fairing houses the stowed
drogue and the signal lights at the rear.

The pod is mounted on a pylon (see para 2.4) containing
the fuel supply pipe and electrical connections to the aircraft;
the pylon is attached to strong points on the aircraft wing.

2.1 Pod systems

A pod consists of the following basic components:

� Pod structure
� Rear fairing
� Fuel system

Figure 1. FRL 900 series pod.
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� Hose drum assembly
� Trailing components
� Hose drum drive system
� Avionics/refueling control unit (RCU)

2.2 Pod structure

2.2.1 Pod

The refueling pod is generally a light-alloy semi-monocoque
construction with bulkheads and a frame, either riveted or
bolted to longerons, which together with a welded skin as-
sembly, access panels and doors, form the complete basic pod
structure (See Figure 2) Additional sub-structures are added
to for pylon attachment to the aircraft wing, mounting of the
rear fairing and to support highly loaded items such as the
hose drum.

The pod structure is fitted with doors and removable panels
giving access to the LRUs fitted within the structure.

2.2.2 Rear fairing

The rear fairing is generally tailored to suit the intended plat-
form, Figure 3 shows a typical high speed fairing.

The rear fairing houses the drogue when it is stowed, and
provides a guide for the trailing hose. The rear fairing lip
resists the side loads imposed by the hose at its extreme po-
sitions. The signal lamps are mounted to the rear. The rear
fairing is bolted to the pod structure and the aft lip and scut-
tle are reinforced to withstand drogue rewind and carriage
loads/impacts.

2.2.3 Pylon

The pylon is used to mount the pod on the tanker’s wing and is
tailored to a specific aircraft installation. It is designed to carry
the necessary loads, and aircraft power supplies, control and
signalling connections, and fuel pipework are routed through
it. A typical pylon is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 2. Basic pod structure assembly.

Figure 3. Rear fairing assembly.

Figure 4. Pylon.

2.3 Fuel system

The fuel system (refer Figure 5) consists of the following
basic components:

� Fuel pump
� Ram air turbine
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Figure 5. Fuel system.

� Surge suppressor(s)
� Fuel pipes
� Flowmeter
� Pressure sensors
� Temperature sensor

The fuel pump is a centrifugal type used to augment the
aircraft fuel pumps increasing the available pressure at the
refueling hose.

The Ram air turbine is the prime mover for the fuel pump
and is connected to the pump impeller shaft. The pitch of
the RAT blades, can be controlled by the pod control system
(RCU on this system) to vary the pump performance. The
RAT blades are feathered when refueling operations are not
being conducted.

The surge suppressor is a pressurized gas (nitrogen) ac-
cumulator used to reduce surge pressure spikes generated by
rapid changes in flow conditions. The gas pressure is moni-
tored by pressure transducers.

The fuel pipes are generally welded aluminium construc-
tion with welded end fittings. The pipes are connected to
each other and to the fuel system components using standard
aircraft pipe clamps.

The flowmeter is a turbine volumetric flow transmitter lo-
cated in the fuel bay and is installed in the fuel delivery line.
It provides electrical indication to the RCU of the fuel flow
rate.

Various pressure transducers are used throughout the fuel
system to indicate fuel pressures to the RCU.

The temperature sensor is used to monitor fuel tempera-
ture and is used to determine normal system operation and
alert against certain faults (indicated by high fuel tempera-
ture).

2.4 Hose drum assembly

The hose drum assembly is used for hose storage, and pro-
vides a load path for the hose, and rotating fuel interfaces.

The hose drum sub-assembly stores and supports the hose,
which is attached to the drum at the anchor box, from which
a fuel pipe is fed to a rotating seal on the drum axis. The drum
sides carry the drum bearings and chain wheel.

The rotating seal is the fuel-tight interconnection of the
fuel tubes within the hose drum to the stationary pod fuel
system.

The poppet valve is incorporated into the hose drum at
the hose attachment interface, and fully seals the fuel system
upon hose release (i.e., as in emergency jettison).

The hose jettison unit operates the hose release mechanism
to allow the hose to be jettisoned in the case of an emergency.

The serving carriage feeds the hose on and off the hose
drum. It is an Archimedean screw device mechanically
linked to the drum via a chain, illustrated in Figure 6. The
Archimedean shaft also carries the hose position sensor.

Figure 6. Serving carriage assembly.
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2.5 Trailing components

The trailing components (refer Figure 7) comprise the fol-
lowing:

� Air refueling hose assembly
� Buffer spring assembly
� Reception coupling
� Drogue

The air refueling hose assembly is a length of flexible
hose; hose lengths vary between tanker platforms generally
between 75 and 90 ft. The black hose has colored bands of
inlaid rubber, around the hose, to give visual indication of
hose position to the pilot of the receiver aircraft.

The buffer spring assembly is made up of a large diame-
ter coil spring, which provides the initial thrust to push the
drogue into the air stream and to cushion the impact of the
drogue when the hose is being wound in.

The reception coupling is either a standard MA3 or MA4
coupling; it receives the refuel nozzle of the receiver aircraft
and holds the nozzle in position. It allows fuel to be trans-
ferred to the nozzle without external leakage and the nozzle to
withdraw automatically when the receiver aircraft pulls away
from the tanker aircraft. It also provides pressure regulation.

The drogue assembly is installed on the reception cou-
pling. It provides a rearward pull to the hose when it is in the
airflow. This force trails the hose under the control of the hose
drum drive system. When the hose is a full trail the drogue
keeps the hose and reception coupling in a stable position rel-
ative to the tanker aircraft ready for receiver aircraft engage-
ment. The drogue assembly is collapsible for stowage. The
drogue drag characteristics are critical to the correct operation

Figure 7. Trailing components.

of the system and the drogue drag is matched to the tanker
airspeed.

2.6 Hose drum drive system

The hose drum drive system (HDDS) comprises:

� Motor control unit
� Hose drum drive motor
� Hose drum brake
� Dump resistor pack

The hose drum drive motor is the prime mover for the hose
drum and is connected to the drum via a gearbox and chain
drive. It is a DC brushless motor and controls the hose move-
ment and tension during trail, rewind, and refueling modes.

The hose drum brake assembly allows for braking in the
trail direction, but is de-clutched in the rewind direction. It
holds the hose in the stowed position and arrests the hose in
the event of a power failure or if excessive loads are applied.
It also holds the hose at full trail waiting for receiver contact.

The motor control unit (MCU) controls the hose drum
motor and provides power to the system brake. It is controlled
via commands from the RCU. The MCU has its own built in
test capability.

The dump resistor pack is a set of high power resistors,
which absorb and dissipate the electrical power generated by
the motor when the hose is moving in the trail direction. The
power is fed to the DRP by the MCU.

2.7 Electrical system

The pod electrical system consists of all the electrical items
(excluding the HDDMS) used to control and monitor pod
operations. Major elements are:-

The refueling control unit is a microprocessor based unit
and is used for the following functions:

� Data communications between the aircraft control panel
and the pod.

� Data communications internal to the pod
� Monitoring of pod systems.
� Control of pod systems.
� Built in test operation.

The memory maintenance unit stores maintenance data,
which can be retrieved by the ground crew.
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The emergency function unit is used to control all the el-
ements required when either of the emergency signals (hose
jettison or emergency trail) is selected (independent of the
main pod control system).

The power supply unit is used to provide power to the vari-
ous electrical systems inside the pod. It derives its power from
both +28 V DC and 115 V AC supplied from the aircraft.

The motor drive unit controls the pitch angle of the RAT
blades under command of the RCU.

The signal light unit is used to control the intensity of the
indicators in the signal light clusters under command from
the RCU.

The signal light clusters (Left Hand and Right Hand) are
mounted at the rear of the rear fairing on either side. There are
two types of indicators for OVERT and COVERT operations.

2.8 Control panel

Pod operation can be controlled by a dedicated panel
(refer Figure 8) or multi-function display (MFD) or can
be incorporated within the Tanker’s glass cockpit avionics
system.

A databus is used for electrical communication between
the pod and control system. A typical schematic with panel
control features is shown in the Figure 8.

The panel shown controls both left and right pods but the
two sides are fully isolated for redundancy.

3 PERFORMANCE

3.1 Fuel flow

A typical pod can deliver in the region of 400 USGPM de-
pending on the receiver aircraft fuel system characteristics.

3.2 Refuel envelope

The actual refueling envelope is dependent upon the selected
drogue, however typical envelopes are shown in Table 1:

Airspeed Drogue Altitude Receiver type

100–130 KEAS Low speed (LS)
Drogue

0–10 k ft Helicopter∗

165–215 KEAS LS variable drag
drogue (VDD)

0–24 k ft Tilt rotor∗

180–325 KEAS High speed VDD 0–36 k ft Fast jet

∗ the drogue diameters for helicopter and tilt rotor refueling are not mandated
by specification because there are no clearance issues to the receiver aircraft
– generally speaking drogue diameters are in the region of 50 inches. Fast jet
refueling drogue space envelope (34 inches max. diameter) is governed by the
requirements in STANNAG 3447, which also specifies the minimum probe
nozzle to aircraft structure clearance required for receiver probe installations.

Figure 8. Pod control panel.
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3.3 Hose response

AAR systems are capable of responding to contacts from the
receiver aircraft for closure speeds from 2 to 10 feet per sec-
ond to the tanker aircraft in accordance with normal military
standards. The receiver aircraft may pull back from the tanker
aircraft at speeds up to 6.25 fps, relative to the tanker, within
the fuel transfer position of the hose, without disconnecting.

3.4 Surge pressures

Pod AAR systems are fitted with surge suppressors to limit
any fuel pressure surges at the pod inlet and thus prevent
damage to the aircraft fuel system. These surges are caused
by receiver disconnects and by receiver aircraft tank top-offs.

The surge limit performance is dependent upon many fac-
tors including the characteristics of the aircraft fuel system.
Typically surge suppression systems limit these surge pres-
sures to less than 120 psi at the pod inlet under maximum
flow rate conditions.

3.5 Hose catenaries

Hose catenaries (refer Figure 9) vary depending on the weight
of the hose and the drag of the drogue; the Figure 9 show
typical catenaries for fast jet refueling. The hose flies lower
when primed with fuel due to the additional weight. Hose
catenaries need to be studied along with tanker and receiver
configurations to ensure that safe separation distances can be
maintained and that at full trail the hose will not be disturbed
by aerodynamic effects from the tanker wing.

4 FUSELAGE REFUELING SYSTEMS

Fuselage refueling systems or hose drum units (HDU) are
housed and contained within the rear fuselage of strategic
tankers or within the cargo bay of tactical tankers (sometimes
ramp mounted).

Until recently these installations were achieved by spe-
cific airframe modifications to isolate the aerial refueling sys-
tem from the pressurized cabin environment (VC-10, KC-10,
KC-135). The new breed of multi roll tanker transport aircraft
(MRTT) such as A330/FSTA and USAF tanker are demand-
ing increased mission flexibility requiring HDU designs with
integral containment which can be removed and installed in
a matter of a few hours.

Fuselage refueling systems can refuel any receiver type
with a compatible airspeed range but they are required espe-
cially to refuel larger receiver aircraft (C130, A400), which
cannot access wing mounted refueling installations due to
safe separation considerations. Increased space and lower
aerodynamic drag means that such installations can be up
rated with larger hoses and pumps to deliver flows in the
region of 600 USGPM (cf. 400 USGPM on Pods), which in-
creases their effectiveness for refueling these larger aircraft.

4.1 HDU structure

Figure 10 shows a typical modern HDU installation within
an integral containment structure for the latest generation of
MRTT aircraft.

The main containment structure is connected to a semi-
permanent tunnel by a bellows assembly, which in turn is
connected to an external fairing (not shown for clarity), which
contains the drogue in the stowed position. The external
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Figure 9. Typical hose catenaries.
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10 Aircraft Sub-Systems
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Figure 10. Fuselage refueling unit installation.

fairing is fitted with a lighting system identical to the pod
to signal and direct receiver aircraft. The hose exit tunnel is
fitted with a roller bearing cage to minimize hose friction,
which might otherwise cause complications in the hose drive
control system. The HDU containment is rigidly mounted to
the aircraft structure and is fitted with connectors to the air-
craft fluid systems (fuel and hydraulic in this case) and also
with drains and monitoring hardware to detect any spillage
within the containment structure. The avionics system, which
is similar to that for the pod is mounted in a dedicated avionics
cabinet, which is also removable when the mission dictates.

4.2 Fuselage refueling unit specific systems

In this case the fuel pumping system is hydraulically powered
with a variable displacement hydraulic motor, which can be
used to control fuel flow and delivery pressure (replaces the
RAT powered fuel pump of the pod). The requirement to
deliver 600USGPM means that the hose and hose reel size is
increased – hose bore is typically 2.625 to 3 inches whereas
pod systems typically use hose bore. of 1.5 to 2.375 inches.

Certain elements of the FRU system (e.g., brakes) are up
rated commensurate with the size of the HDU otherwise the
system description and operation is similar to a pod.

5 FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

The nature of modern expeditionary warfare will ensure
that hose and drogue refueling will be around for some
considerable time to come. This is evidenced by Australia,

UK, Spain, Germany USAF and others recapitalizing their
tanker fleets with modern aircraft with a design in-service
life of 30 to 40 years. These platforms will come with state
of the art safety features and advanced health management
and prognostics systems for increased availability and re-
duced cost of ownership. In the future we will see technology
insertions (such as actively stabilized drogues and sensor sys-
tems) to facilitate the refueling of UCAVs and UAV from both
manned and unmanned tanker aircraft. Therefore the saying
“Nobody kicks ass without tanker gas” is set to remain true
for the foreseeable future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Space tourism is an industry where customers pay for travel
to space. In suborbital space tourism, a passenger would go to
space and come back down without entering orbit. In orbital
space tourism, at least one full orbit of the Earth is made

before returning to Earth. Additionally, if less than a full
orbit is desired, this could lead to point-to-point space tourism
where the launch and landing sites are different. Regardless
of the type of tourist flight, considerable energy is needed to
escape Earth’s gravity field and significant heat is generated
upon return to Earth.

Space tourism used to be regarded with a “giggle factor”
since space was considered the domain of government as-
tronauts and cosmonauts. Although companies had been
designing space tourism vehicles for decades, the turning
point seemed to come when American businessman Dennis
Tito wanted to fly, as a tourist, aboard the Russian Soyuz
spacecraft to the Mir Space Station. After Mir was deorbited,
Mr. Tito’s plans changed and, on 28 April 2001, he flew to
the International Space Station (ISS) for a week’s visit. Mr.
Tito paid approximately $20 million for this experience and
became the first fare-paying space tourist. At the time of the
Tito flight, NASA strongly protested his trip to the ISS and
received much criticism for their reaction. Now, NASA no
longer protests such flights and supports and works with the
civilians going to the Station.

A year after Tito’s groundbreaking flight, Mark Shuttle-
worth, a South African and British businessman, flew to the
ISS on 25 April 2002. This event was soon followed by the
winning of the X Prize by the Scaled Composites vehicle
SpaceShipOne designed by Burt Rutan. Since then, many
entrepreneurial space tourism companies have obtained in-
vestment capital. Virgin Galactic, an outgrowth of a part-
nership with Scaled Composites and Sir Richard Branson’s
Virgin Group, plans on flying fare-paying suborbital passen-
gers aboard SpaceShipTwo, launched from its carrier plane,
WhiteKnightTwo, at 50 000 ft.

As of 2009, space tourism has exclusively consisted of
flights to the ISS aboard the Soyuz spacecraft. However, many
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2 Space Vehicle Design

US entrepreneurial companies are building suborbital passen-
ger spacecraft. Once built, vehicles will be flight tested and
obtain a launch license issued by the Office of Commercial
Space Transportation (AST), which is part of the Federal
Aviation Agency (FAA) and designated by law to handle
space matters. Suborbital space tourism companies project
being able to enter commercial passenger service possibly as
early as late 2010, but history shows that these time tables
are frequently pushed back.

2 WHAT AND WHERE IS SPACE?

Space is typically defined as beginning with the Kármán line
located 100 km (approximately 62 miles) above the Earth’s
surface (Heck, 2006). This is also the official definition of
space used by the World Air Sports Federation (FAI) and the
X Prize. Its worth noting that some of the suborbital space
tourism companies are building space planes that don’t reach
these altitudes, but are still promoted as a space touri